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STATE OF MINNESOTA 

SEVENTY-FIFTH SESSION-1988 

SEVENTY-NINTH DAY 

SAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA, WEDNESDAY, MARCH 30,1988 

The House of Representatives convened at 2:00 p.m. and was 
called to order by Robert E. Vanasek, Speaker of the House. 

Prayer was offered by the Reverend Anita M. Cummings, First 
Presbyterian Church, Stillwater, Minnesota. 

The roll was called and the following members were present: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R 
Battaglia 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Danner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dom 
Forsythe 

Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 

A quorum was present. 

Krueger Onnen 
Larsen Orenstein 
Lasley Otis 
Lieder Ozment 
Long Pappas 
McDonald Pauly 
McEachern Pelowski 
McKasy Peterson 
McLaughlin Poppenhagen 
McPherson Price 
Milbert Quinn 
Miller Quist 
Minne Redalen 
Morrison Reding 
Munger Rest 
Murphy Rice 
Nelson, C. Richter 
Nelson, D. Rivcness 
Nelson, K. Rodosovich 
Neuenschwander Rose 
O'Connor Rukavina 
Ogren Sarna 
Olsen, S. Schafer 
Olson, E. Schreiber 
Olson, K. Seaberg 
Omann Segal 

Bauerly, Kelly, Marsh and Uphus were~ excused. 

Shaver 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjomhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

Scheid was excused until 2: 15 p.m. Osthoff was excused until 3:00 
p.m. 

The Chief Clerk proceeded to read the Journal of the preceding 
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day. Vellenga moved that further reading of the Journal be dis
pensed with and that the Journal be approved as corrected by the 
Chief Clerk. The motion prevailed. 

REPORTS OF CHIEF CLERK 

Pursuant to Rules of the House, printed copies of H. F. Nos. 2297, 
2536, 2590,1750, 1951, 1981, 2031, 2182, 2291, 2613 and 2344 and 
S. F. Nos. 2565, 2569, 2003, 2226, 2286 and 2456 have heen placed in 
the members' files. 

S. F. No. 2255 imd H. F. No. 2297, which had been referred to the 
Chief Clerk for comparison, were examined and found to be identical 
with certain exceptions. 

SUSPENSION OF RULES 

Winter moved that the rules be so far suspended that S. F. No. 
2255 be substituted for H. F. No. 2297 and that the House File be 
indefinitely postponed. The motion prevailed. 

REPORTS OF STANDING COMMI'ITEES 

Voss from the Committee on Taxes to which was referred: 

H. F. No. 2067, A bill for an act relating to public finance; 
providing requirements for the issuance and use of public debt; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 123.36, by adding a 
subdivision; 410.32; 475.54, by adding a subdivision; 475.67, subdi
vision 13; Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 469.012, 
subdivision 1; 469.015, subdivision 4; 469.035; 469.155, subdivision 
12; and 475.66, subdivision 3; proposing coding for new law in 
Minnesota Statutes, chapter 469. 

Reported the same back with the following amendments: , 
Delete everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 123.35, is amended 
by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 2a. [PURCHASE OF CERTAIN EQUIPMENT.] The board 
may issue certificates of indebtedness or capital notes subJect to the 
school district debt limits to purchase vehicles, computers, tele
ph'he systems, cable equipment, photocopy and office equipment, 
tec nological equipment for instruction, and other capital equip
ment having an expected useful life at least as long as the terms of 
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the certificates or notes. The certificates or notes shall be payable in 
not more than five years and shall be issued on the terms and in the 
manner determined by the board. If the amount of the certificates or 
notes to be issued to finance the pilrrnase exceeds one percent of the 
assessed valuation of the school district, they shall not be issued for 
at least 30 days after i.iiOIlClItion in the of'llC@ llewspaperof "
school hoard resolutionetermining to issue them. If, before the end 
of that time, "- petition asking for an election on the proposition 
signed by voters equal to ten percent of the number of voters at the 
last regular school board election i;; filed with the clerk, the 
certificates or notes shall not be issued until the proposition of their 
issuance has been approved ~ "- majority of the votes cast on the 
question at a regular or special election. A tax levy shall be made for 
the payment of the principal and interest on the certificates or notes, 
in accordance with section 475.61, as in the case of bonds. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 410.32, is amended to 
read: 

410.32 [CITIES AUTHORIZED TO ISSUE CAPITAL NOTES 
FOR CERTAIN EQUIPMENT ACQUISITIONS.) 

Notwithstanding any contrary provision of other law or charter, a 
home rule charter city may, by resolution and without public 
referendum; issue capital notes subject to the city debt limit to 
purchase public safety equipment, ambulance and other medical 
equipment, road construction and maintenance equipment, and 
other capital equipment having an expected useful life at least as 
long as tbe term of the notes. The notes shall be payable in not more 
than five years and be issued on terms and in the manner the city 
determines. The total principal amount of the capital notes issued in 
a fiscal year shall not exceed one-tenth of one percent ofthe assessed 
value of the city for that year. A tax levy shall be made for the 
payment of the principal and interest on the notes, in accordance 
with section 475.61, as in the case of bonds. Notes issued under this 
section shall require an affirmative vote of two-thirds of the govern
ing body of the city. Unless prohibited by its charter, a home rule 
charter city may also issue capital notessubject to its debt lim]t in 
the manner and subject to the limitations applicable to statutory 
cities pursuant to section 412.301. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 469.012, 
subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [SCHEDULE OF POWERS.) An authority shall be 
a public body corporate and politic and shall have all the powers 
necessary or convenient to carry out the purposes of sections 469.001 
to 469.047, except that the power to levy and collect taxes or special 
assessments is limited to the power provided in sections 469.027 to 
469.033. Its powers include the following powers in addition to 
others granted in sections 469.001 to 469.047: 
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(1) to sue and be sued; to have a seal, which shall be judicially 
noticed, and to alter it; to have perpetual succession;- and to make, 
amend, and repeal rules consistent with sections 469.001 to 469.047; 

(2) to employ an executive director, technical experts, and officers, 
agents, and employees, permanent and temporary, that it requires, 
and determine their qualifications, duties, and compensation; for 
legal services it requires, to call upon the chieflaw officer of the city 
or to employ its own counsel and legal staff; so far as practicable, to 
use the services of local public bodies in its area of operation, 
provided that those local public bodies, if requested, shall make the 
services available; 

(3) to delegate to one or more of its agents or employees the powers 
or duties it deems proper; 

(4) within its area of operation, to undertake, prepare, carry out, 
and operate projects and to provide for the construction, reconstruc
tion, improvement, extension, alteration, or repair of any project or 
part thereof; 

(5) subject to the provIsiOns of section 469.026, to give, sell, 
transfer, convey, or otherwise dispose of real or personal property or . 
any interest therein and to execute leases; deeds, conveyances, 
negotiable instruments, purchase agreements, and other contracts 
or instruments, and take action that is necessary or convenient to 
carry out the purposes of these sections; 

(6) within its area· of operation, to acquire real or personal 
property or any interest therein by gifts, grant, purchase, exchange, 
lease, transfer, bequest, devise, or otherwise, and by the exercise of 
the power of eminent domain, in the manner provided· by chapter 
117, to acquire real property which it may deem necessary for its 
purposes, after the adoption by it of a resolution declaring that the 
acquisition of the real property is necessary to eliminate one or more 
of the conditions found to exist in the resolution adopted pursuant to 
section 469.003 or to provide decent, safe, and sanitary housing for 
persons of low and moderate income, or is necessary W carry out a 
redevelopment project. Real property needed or convenient for a 
project may be acquired by the authority for the project by condem
nation pursuant to this section. This includes any property devoted 
to a public use, whether or not held in trust, notwithstanding that 
the property may have been previously acquired by condemnation or 
is owned by a public utility corporation, because the public use in 
conformity with the provisions of sectionS 469.001 to 469.047 shall 
be deemed a superior public use. Property devoted to a public use 
may be so acquired only if the governing body of the municipality 
has approved its acquisition by the authority. An award of compen
sation shall not be increased by reason of any increase in the value 
of the real property caused by the assembly, clearance or reconstruc
tion, or proposed assembly, clearance or reconstruction for the 
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purposes of sections 469.001 to 469.047 of the real property in an 
area; 

(7) within its area of operation, and without the adoption of an 
urban renewal plan, to acquire, by all means as set forth in clause (6) 
but without the adoption of a resolution provided for in clause (6), 
real property, and to demolish, remove, rehabilitate, or reconstruct 
the buildings and improvements or construct new buildings ana 
improvements thereon, or to so provide through other means as set 
forth in Laws 1974, chapter 228, or to grade, fill, and construct 
foundations or otherwise prepare the site for improvements. The 
authority may dispose of the property pursuant to section 469.029, 
provided that the provisions of section 469.029 requiring conform
ance to an urban renewal plan shall not apply. The authority may 
finance these activities by means of the redevelopment project fund 
or by means of tax increments or tax incr:ement bonds or by the 
methods of financing provided for in section 469.033 or by means of 
contributions from the municipality provided for in section 469.041, 
clause (9), or by any combination of those means. Real property with 
buildings or improvements thereon shall only be acquired under this 
clause when the buildings or improvements are substandard. The 
exercise of the power of eminent domain under this clause shan be 
limited to real property which contains buildings and improvements 
which are vacated and substandard. For the purpose of this clause, 
substandard buildings or improvements mean hazardous buildings 
as defined in section 463.15, subdivision 3, or buildings or improve
ments that are dilapidated or obsolescent, faultily designed, lack 
adequate ventilation, Fght, or sanitary facilities, or any combina
tion of these or other factors that are detrimental to the safety or 
health of the community; 

(8) within its area of operation, to determine the level of income 
constituting low or moderate family income. The authority may 
establish various income levels for various family sizes. In making 
its detennination, the authority may consider income levels that 
may be established by the federal housing administration or a 
similar or successor federal agency for the purpose of federal loan 
guarantees or subsidies for persons of low or moderate income. The 
authority may use that determination as a basis for the maximum 
amount of income for admissions to housing development projects or 
housing projects owned or operated by it; 

(9) to provide in federally assisted projects any relocation pay
ments and assistance necessary to comply with the requirements of 
the Federal Uniform Relocation Assistance and Real Property Ac
quisition Policies Act of 1970, and any amendments or supplements 
thereto; 

(10) to make, or agree to make, payments in lieu of taxes to the 
city or the county, the state or any political subdivision thereof, that 
it finds consistent with the purposes of sections 469.001 to 469.047; 
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(11) to cooperate with or act as agent for the federal government, 
the state or any state public body, or any agency or instrumentality 
of the foregoing, in carrying out any of the provisions of sections 
469.001 to 469.047 or of any other related federal, state, or local 
legislation; and upon the consent of the governing body of the city to 
purchase, lease, manage, or otherwise take over any housing project· 
already owned and operated by the federal government; 

(12) to make plans for carrying out a program of voluntary repair 
and rehabilitation of buildings and improvements, and plans for the 
enforcement of laws, codes, and regulations relating to the use of 
land and the use and occupancy of buildings and improvements, and 
to the compulsory repair, rehabilitation, demolition, or removal of 
buildings and improvements. The authority may develop, test, and 
report methods and techniques, and carry out demonstrations and 
other activities for the prevention and elimination of slums and 
blight; 

(13) to borrow money or other property and accept contributions, 
grants, gifts, services, or other assistance from the federal govern
ment, the state government, state public bodies, or from any other 
public or private sources; 

(14) to include in any contract for financial assistance with the 
federal government any conditions that the federal government may 
attach to its financial aid of a project, not inconsistent with purposes 
of sections 469.001 to 469.047, including obligating itself (which 
obligation shall be specifically enforceable and not constitute a 
mortgage, notwithstanding any other laws) to convey to the federal 
government the project to which the contract relates upon the 
occurrence of a substantial default with respect to the covenants or 
conditions to which the authority is subject; to provide in the 
contract that, in case of such conveyance, the federal government 
may complete, operate, manage, lease, convey, or otherwise deal 
with the project until the defaults are cured if the federal govern
ment agrees in the contract to reconvey to the authority the project 
as then constituted when the defaults have been cured; 

(15) to issue bonds for any of its corporate purposes and to secure 
the bonds by mortgages upon property held or to be held by it or by 
pledge of its revenues, including grants or contributions; 

(16) to invest any funds held in reserves or sinking funds, or any 
funds not required for immediate disbursement, in property or 
securities in which savings banks may legally invest funds subject to 
their control or in the manner and subject to the conditions provided 
in section 475.66 for the deposit and investment of debt service 
funds; 

(17) within its area of operation, to determine where blight exists 
or where there is unsafe, unsanitary, or overcrowded housing; 
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(18) to carry out studies of the housing and redevelopment needs 
within its area of operation and of the meeting ofthose needs. This 
includes study of data on population and family groups and their 
distribution according to income groups, the .amount and quality of 
available housing and its distribution according to rentals and sales 
prices, employment, wages, desirable patterns for land use and 
community growth, and other factors affecting the local housing and 
redevelopment needs and the meeting of those needs; to make the 
results of those studies and analyses available to the public and to 
building, housing, and supply industries; 

(19) if a local public body does not have a planning agency or the 
planning agency has not produced a comprehensive or general 
community development plan, to make or cause to be made a plan to 
be used as a guide in the more detailed planning of housing and 
redevelopment areas; 

(20) to lease or rent any dwellings, accommodations, lands, 
buildings, structures, or facilities included in any project and, 
subject to the limitations contained in sections 469.001 to 469.047 
with respect to the rental of dwellings in housing projects, to 
establish and revise the rents or charges therefor; 

(21) to own, hold, and improve real or personal property and to 
sell, lease, exchange, transfer, assign, pledge, or dispose of any real 
or personal property or any interest therein; 

(22) to insure or provide for the insurance of any real or personal 
property or operations of the anthority against any risks or hazards; 

(23) to procure or agree to the procurement of government insur
ance or guarantees of the payment of any bonds or parts thereof 
issued by an authority and to pay premiums on the insurance; 

(24) to make expenditures necessary to carry out the purposes of 
sections 469.001 to 469.047; 

(25) to enter into an agreement or agreements with any state 
public body to provide informational service and relocation assis
tance to families, individuals, business concerns, and nonprofit 
organizations displaced or to be displaced by the activities of any 
state public body; 

(26) to compile and maintain a catalog of all vacant, open and 
undeveloped land, or land which contains substandard buildings and 
improvements as that term is defined in clause (7), that is owned or 
controlled by the authority or by the governing body within its area 
of operation and to compile and maintain a catalog of all authority 
owned real property that is in excess of the foreseeable needs of the 
authority, in order to determine and recommend if the real property 
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compiled in either catalog" is appropriate for disposal pursuant to the 
provisions of section 469.029, subdivisions 9 and 10; 

(27) to recommend to the city concerning the enforcement of the 
applicable health, housing, building, fire prevention, and housing 
maintenance code requirements as they relate to residential dwell
ing structures that are being rehabilitated by low or moderate 
income persons pursuant to section 469.029, subdivision 9, for the 
period of time necessary to complete the rehabilitation, as deter
mined by the authority; and " 

(28) to recommend to the city the initiation of municipal powers, 
against certain real properties, relating to repair, closing, condem
nation, or demolition of unsafe, unsanitary, hazardous, and unfit 
buildings, as provided in section 469.041, clause (5). 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 469.015, 
subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [EXCEPTION; CERTAIN PROJECTS.] An authority 
need not require either competitive bidding or performance bonds in 
the case of a contract for the acquisition of a low rent housing project 
for which financial assistance is provided by the federal government, 
and which does not require any direct loan or grant of money from 
the municipality as a condition of the federal financial assistance, 
and where the contract provides for the construction of such a project 
upon land not owned by the authority at the time of the contract, or 
owned by the authority for redevelopment purposes, and provides for 
the conveyance or lease to the authority of the project or improve
ments upon completion of construction. An authority need not 
require competitive bidding with respect to a structured parking 
facility constructed in conjunction with, and directly above or below, 
a development and financed with the proceeds of tax increment or 
parking ramp revenue bonds." An authority need not require com
petitive biddinf, in the case of!! Musing development project that (0 
IS financed wit The proceeilS of bondS secured1.Jc the Pe:1ect and to 
which the full faffil and credit of the authority is not pI ged; (2) is 
IOcii.ted on land owned !:>I the authority; (3) is constructed or 
rehabilitated under agreements with a developer for the construc
tion of'the project, guarantee of the bOnds and management of the 
pro&ert~ and (4) ~ found !:>I the a1ill~~fh to require negotiation 
rat er t an use of!! competitive bidding procooure to be economical 
and feasffife, 

Sec. 5. [469.16511 [REVENUE ANTICIPATION NOTES FOR 
HOSPITALS.] 

Subdivision 1. [AUTHORIZATION.] A municipality mlY issue 
and sel1, at public or private sale, negotiable notes or certi IcatesOf' 
indebtedness, as ~rovided in this section and lend the proceeds to 
nonprofit hospnas in anticrpiillOn of revenues or state and federaT 
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aids payable to the hospitals within one year after the date of issue 
of the notes or certificates of maebteaness. TheprillCij)iifilmount of 
The notes or certificates shall not exceed 75 percent of the accounts 
receivable and third-party reimbursement payments payru;le to the 
hospital as of !'c date within 45 days of the date of issuance. While 
notes or certificates issued ullifer this section on behalf of a hospital 
are outstanding, additional notes or certificates shall not oe issued 
unless, for the period of 30 consecutive days immeruatelY .;receaIllg 
the date otlSsuance, the amount of outstanding notes and certifi
cates was less than six percent of the hospital's grOSS revenues for 
the preceding fiscal year. 

The municipality need not comply with the procedures set forth in 
sections 469.152 to 469.165 in the issuance of notes or ceMIcates of 
indebtedness pursuant to this section, but the municipality shalT 
comply with sections 469.152 to 469.165 at the time of issuance of 
the refillidlng obligations if Ion -term 061ijatwns are issued to 
refund notes or certificates of indebte ness issued pursuant to this 
section. 

Subd. 2. [REVENUE AGREEMENT.] No notes or certificates of 
inCleiOtedness shall be issued pursuant tathis section unless the 
municipality has entered into a revenue agreement with...,..-qUaIIToY
i!!g hospital providing for payment!!'y the hospital of all principal of 
and interest on the notes or certificates of indebtedness when they 
become due and payable, together with any expenses and fees of the 
municipality incurred in connection with the notes or their issu
ance. Notes and certificates of indebteQileSs issued under authority 
of this section do not, and shall state that th(f do not, represent or 
constitute!'c debt or pledge of the faith and cre It of the municipality 
or the state of Minnesota, or grant to their owners or holders any 
right to have the municipality or state levy any taxes or apl1ropriate 
any funds for the payment of their principal or interest on t em. The 
notes or certificates are payable and shalT state that they are 
payable solely from the revenues and other property, income, 
accounts, charges, and mon(jY that arejJfedgeator their payment in 
accordance with the procee ings authorizing their issuance. 

Subd. 3. [ENABLING RESOLUTION; FORM OF CERTIFI
CATES.] The municipality may authorize and effect the borrowing 
and issue the notes or certificates of indebtedness authorized !!.y this 
section upon passage of !'c resolution specifYing the amount and 
purposes of the borrowing. The municipality shall fix the amount, 
date, maturity, form, denomination, and other details of the notes or 
certificates of iild8Otedness, consistent with this section, and shall 
fix the date and place for the receipt of bids for their purchase, if the 
notes or certificates of indebtedness are to be sold by pUblic sale. 

Subd. 4. [REPAYMENT; MATURITY DATE; INTEREST.] The 
proceeas of revenues and future state and federal aid and other 
funds of the hospital which may become available shall be applied to 
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the extent necessary to replY the notes or certificates of indebted
ness. The full faith ana cre it of the hos~ital, or any other lawfully 
preoged security of thenOsaital, as . eemea necessary ~ the 
municipalIty shalfbe pledge to. their payment. Notes or certill
cates of indebtedness issued yursuant to this section shaIT mature 
not later than 13 months aier the date of issue. TJienotes or 
certincates shaJJbe sold at such P11i'be as themunlCij)amymay 
agree. The notes or certificates sha ear interest after maturity 
until pait at the rate they bore before maturIty. Any interest 
accruing efore or after maturity shall be paid from any available 
funds of the hospitru.-

Any note or. certificate of indebtedness issued pursuant to this 
section may be issued giving its owner the right to tender, or the 
municipality or the hospital to deffiaiiQ tender of, the obligation to 
the municipality or the hosPItal or anothei'Person desi~ated ~ 
either of them, for purchase at "" specified time or times. Te note or 
certificate of indebtedness snall not be deemea to mature on linn 
tender ~ate, and the purchase of .'0"naered note or certificate ~ 
not be eemed "" payment or aischarge of the note or certificate. 
Notes or certificates of indeDtedness tenaeretl10r purchase may be 
remarketed ~ or on behalf of the municipality or any other 
purchaser. The munTclparrtYOr thehospital may enter into agree
ments deemeoa~ropriate to provide for the purchase and remark
eting of tendere notes or certificates oITndebtedness, includin~ , 

rovisions under whICh undelivered oblIgations may be deeme 
ten ere for purchase and new obligations may be substituted for 
them, provisions for the payment of charges or tender agents, 
remarketmg agents, and fmancial institutions extending lines of 
credit or letters of credit assurinf r~urchase, and for reiTIiliiii'se
ment oT aavances under letters Q... cr It, which Charges and reim
EUrSements shall be paid ~ the hospItaf. 

Any notes or certificates of indebtedness issued pursuant to this 
section may bear interest at "" rate-varying perJOdicaUy at the time 
~ times and on the Jeb"shTncluding convertibility to "" fixeOrate of 
Interest, Clefermine ~ ~ governing body of the municipality. 

Subd. §.:. [TRUST AGREEMENT.] Any notes or certificates of 
indeDtedness issued under this section may be secured fu: a trust 
agreement betweentnemunTcij)ality and"" c010rate trustee~which 
may be any trust company or bank having ~ powers of a trust 
company within the state. Tne trust agreement or the resOlution 
providing for the issuance of the notes or certificates may pledge or 
ajsign the revenues to be receivea;tlie ~roceeds of any contracts 
p edged, and ant other property pledge(! ~ the borrowing institu
tion or (>roceeds rom it. The trust a~eement or resolution providing 
for the Issuance Of1l1e notes or certTIcates may contain reasonable 
fVlSlons to protect and enTorce the righJs and remedies of the 

olders of the notes or certIficates. AnY
h 

ank or trust company 
incorporated under thelaws of the state t at may act as depository 
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of the proceeds of notes or certificates or of revenues or other moneys 
may furnish the indemnii'yin& bondS or pledge the securities that 
maybe required !>y the municlpamy. The trust ag~ement may set 
forth ---uie rights aM remedies· of the liOIOers of the notes or· 
certificates and of the trustee and may restrict the individual right 
of actIOn & holdersorthe:notes or certificates. T'he trust agreement 
or resomtlOn may contain hny other provisions that the municipal
!!.r deems reasonable for 1..." securit of the holders of the notes or 
certlflc3.tes. All expenses incurre in carrying out the provisions of 
the trust agreement or resolution snail be paid by the hospital. 

Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 475.54, 
subdivision 1, is amended to lead: 

Subdivision 1. Except as provided in subdivision 3, 5a, 15 or ab 17, 
or as expressly authorized in another law, all obligations of each 
issue shall mature or be subject to mandatory sinking fund redemp
tion in installments, the first not later than three years and the last 
not later than 30 years from the date of the issue. No amount of 
principal of the issue payable in any calendar year shall exceed five 
times the amount of the smallest amount payable in any preceding 
calendar year ending three years or more after the issue date. 

Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 19$6, section 475.54, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

. Subd. 17. Obligations payable primarily from !'o source other than 
adVa10rem taxes may mature at any time or times within 30 years 
after the date of issue, !f the governing 6O,ty;;Stimates that the 
primary source otpayment ~ sufficient to p"y when due the 
principal of and interest on the obligations aM if the primary source 
of payment is irrevocably appropriated to payment of the obliga
tions. 

Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 475.60, subdivision 3, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [PUBLISHED NOTICE.] Published notice, where re
quired, shall specify the maximum principal amount of the obliga
tions, the place of receipt and consideration of bids and such other 
details as to the obligations and terms of sale as the governing body 
deems suitable. The published notice shall either specify the date 
and time for receipt of bids or provide that the bids will be received 
at a date and time not less than ten nor more than # 60 days after 
the date of publication. If the published notice does not state the 
specific date""" or amount for the sale, it shall specify the manner 
in which notice of the date""" or amount of the sale will be given to 
prospective bidders. Notification of prospective bidders shall be 
given by electronic data transmission or other form of communica
tion common to the municipal bond trade at least four days (omitting 
Saturdays, Sundays, and legal holidays) before the date for receipt of 
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bids. If within five days after the date of publication a prospective 
bidder requests in writing to be" notified by mail. the municipality " 
shall do so. Failure to give the notice as described in the preceding 
sentence to a bidder shall not affect the validity of the sale or ofthe 
obligations. The governing body may employ an agent to receive and 
open the bids at any place within or outside the corporate limits of 
the municipality, jn the presence of an officer of the municipality, 
but the obligations shall not be sold except by action of the 
governing body or authorized officers of the municipality after 
communication of the bids to them. Additional notice may be given 
for such time and in such manner as the governing body deems 
suitable. At the time and place so fixed, the bids shall be opened and 
the offer complying with the terms of sale and deemed most 
favorable shall be accepted, but the governing body may reject any 
and all such offers, in which event, or if no offers have been received, 
it may award the obligations to any person who within 30 days 
thereaft",r presents an offer complying with the terms of sale and 
deemed more favorable ethan any received previously, or upon like 
notice the governing body may invite other bids upon the same or 
diff~rent terms and conditio"'!, exrpt that if the original publishei 
notIce does not state the speclnc ate or amount for the sale and If 
the matenaTIerms and conditiollsOf the sale remaIn the sam~" 
except for the date an<ramount, notice onlle date or amouht may be 
given in themanner provided above. . 

Sec. 9. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 475.66, 
subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. Subject to the provisions of any resolutions or other 
instruments securing obligations payable from a debt service fund, 
any balance in the fund may be invested 

(a) in governmental bonds, notes, bills, mortgages, and other 
securities, which are direct obligations or are guaranteed or insured 
issues of the United States, its agencies, its instrumentalities, or 
organizations created by an act of Congress, 

(b) in shares of an investment company (1) registered under the 
Federal Investment Company Act of 1940, whose shares are regis
tered under the Federal Securities Act of 1933, and (2) whose only 
investments are in (i) securities described.in the preceding clause 
aBEll (ii) general obligation tax-exempt securities rated A or better 
!!y a national bond rating service, and (iii) repurchase agreements or 
reverse repurcliase agreements fully collateralized by those securi
ties, Ii'the repurchase agreements or reverse repurchase agreements 
are entered into only with those primary reporting dealers that 
report to the Federal Reserve Bank of New York and with the 100 
largest United States commercial banks, " 

(c) in any security which is (1) a general obligation of the state of 
Minnesota or any of its municipalities or in general obligations of 
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other state and local governments with taxing powers which are 
rated A or better ~ a national bond rating service, or (2) a general 
obligation Oi'tIieMinnesota housing finance agency, or (3) "" general 
obligation of "" housing finance agency of any state .if'i! includes a 
moral obligation of the state, provided that investments under this 
clause @ (3) must be in obligations that are rated the highest or 
next highest rating given ~ Standard & Po.or's corporation or 
Moody's Investors Service, Inc., and may be made only (i) prior to 
August 1, 19991991, and (ii1 for a period of no more than three years 
from the date orpurchase and further provided that investments 
under clauses (2) and (3) be determined to be.expedient to reduce the 
amount of arbitrage rebate otherWise payable to the United States 
under section 148 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986; 

(d) in bankers acceptances of United States banks eligible for 
purchase by the Federal Reserve System, '*' 

(e) in commercial paper issued by United States corporations or 
their Canadian subsidiaries that is of the highest quality and 
matures in 270 days or lessf or 

(D in guaranteed investment contracts issued or guaranteed ~ 
United States commercial banks or domestJCl)ranches of foreign 
banks or United States insurance companies or their Canadian or 
United States subsidiaries; provided that the investment contracts 
rank on "" parity with the senior unsecured debt obligations of the 
issuer '!!: guarantor and, (1) in the case of~~term investment 
contracts, either (i) the long-term senior unsecure debt of the issuer 
or guarantor is rated,Or obligations b,acked ~ letters of credit of the 
issuer or guarantor if forming the primary basis of "" rating of such 
obligations would be rated, in the highest or next highest rating 
category of Standard & Poor's corporation, Moody's Investors Ser
vice, Inc., or a similar nationally recognized rating agenct, or (ii) if 
the issuer ~ ~ bank with headguarters in Minnesota, the ang-term 
senior unsecured debt of the issuer if; rated, or obligations backed ~ 
letters of credit of the issuer ifforming the primary basis of "" rating 
of such obligations would be rated in one of the three highest rating 
categories of Stanaara-&Poor's Corporation, Moody's Investors 
SerVice, Inc., or similar nationally recognized rating agency, or (2) 
in the case of short-term investment contracts, the short-term 
unsecured debt of the issuer or guarantor if; rated; or obligations 
backed ~ letters of credit of the issuer or guarantor .if' forming the 
Ilrimary basis or "" rating of such obligations would be rated, in the 

ighest two rating categories of Standard and Poor's Corporation, 
Moody's Investors Service, Inc., or similar nationally recognized 
rating agency. 

The fund may also be used to purchase any obligation, whether 
general or special, of an issue which is payable from the fund, at such 
price, which may include a premium, as shall be agreed to by the 
holder, or may be used to redeem any obligation of such an issue 
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prior to maturity in accordance with its terms. The securities 
representing any suchinvestnient may be sold or hypothecated by 
the municipality at any time, but the money so received remains a 
part of the fund until used for the purpose for which the fund was 
created. . . 

Sec. 10. Minnesota: .Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 475.67, 
snbdivision 12, is amended to read: 

Subd. 12. In the refunding of general obligations, for which the 
full faith and credit of the issuing llmnicipality has been pledged, 
the following additional conditions shall be observed: each such 
obligation, if repayable, shall be called for redemption prior to its 
maturity in accordance with its terms no later than either (i) tre 
earliest date on which it may be redeemed without payment of any 
premium, or (ii) ifthe obligation is only prepayable with payment of 
a premium, on the e.arliest date on which it may be redeemed with 
payment of the least premium required by its· terms. No refunding 
obligations shall be issued and sold more than sixmonths before the 
refunded obligations mature or are called for redemption in accor
dance with their terms, unless either (i) as a result of the refunding 
the average life of the maturities is extended at least three years or 
(ii) as of the nominal date ofthe refunding obligations the present . 
value of the dollar amount: of the debt service on the refunding 
obligations, computed to their stated maturity dates, after deduct, 
ing any premium .,., ...... ;fig £\BY .. isee .... t, is lower by at least three 
percent than the present value of the dollar B,lllount of debt:service, 
on all general obligations refunded, exclusive ·of any premium .,., 
".seem>t, computed to their stated maturity dates; provided that in 
computing the dollar amount of. debt service on the refunding 
obligations, any expenses of the refunding payable from a source 
other than the proceeds of the refunding obligations or the interest 
derived . from the investment thereof shall be added to the dollar 
amount of debtsernce on the refunding obligations. For purposes of 
this subdivision, the present value of the dollar amount of debt 
service means the dollar amount of debt service to be paid, dis
counted to the nominal date of the refunding obligations at a rate 
equal to the yield on the refunding obligations. Expenses of the 
refunding include the amount, if any, in excess of the proceeds of the 
refunding obligations or the principal amount of obligations to be 
refunded, whichever is the greater, which is required to be deposited 
in escrow to provide cash and purchase securities sufficient to retire 
the refunded obligations and unaccrued interest thereon in accor
dance with subdivision 6; charges of the escrow agent and 'of the 
paying agent for the refunding obligations; and expenses of prin~ing 
and publications and of fiscal, legal, or other professional service 

. necessarily incurred in the issuance of the refunding obligations . 

. Sec. 11. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 4,75.67, subdivision 13, 
is amended to read: 
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Subd. 13. Crossover refunding obligations may be issued by a 
municipality without regard to the limitations in subdivisions 4 to 
10. The proceeds of crossover refunding obligations, less any pro
ceeds applied to payment of the costs of their issuance, shall be 
deposited in a debt service fund irrevocably appropriated to the 
payment of principal of and interest on the refunding obligations 
until the date the proceeds are applied to payment of the obligations 
to be refunded. The debt service fnnd shall be maintained as an 
escrow account with a suitable financial institution within or 
without the state and amounts in it shall be invested in securities 
described in subdivision 8 or in an investment contract or similar 
agreement with ~ bank or insurance company meeting the require
ments of section 475.66, subdivision 3, clause (I). Excess proceeds, if 
any, of the tax levy pursuant to section 475.61-;-subdivision 1, made 
with respect to the obligations to be refunded, and any other 
available amounts, may be deposited in the escrow account. In the 
resolution authorizing the issuance of crossover refunding obliga
tions, the governing body may pledge to their payment any source of 
payment of the obligations to be refunded. The resolution may 
provide that the refunding obligations are payable solely from the 
escrow account prior to the date scheduled for payment of the 
obligations to be refunded and that the obligations to be refunded 
shall not be discharged if the amounts on deposit in the escrow 
account on that date are insufficient. Subdivisions 11 and 12 shall 
not apply to any crossover refunding obligations, or the obligations 
to be refunded. Subject to section 475.61, subdivision 3, in the case 
of general obligation bonds, taxes shall be levied pursuant to section 
475.61 and appropriated to the debt service fund in the amounts 
needed, together with estimated investment income of the debt 
service fund and any other revenues available upon discharge of the 
obligations refunded, to pay when due the principal of and interest 
on the refunding obligations. The levy so imposed may be reduced by 
earnings to be received from investments on hand in the debt service 
fund to the extent the applicable recording officer certifies to the 
county auditor that the earnings are expected to be received in 
amounts and at such times as to be sufficient, together with the 
remaining levy, to satisfy the purpose of the levy requirements 
under section 475.61. 

Sec. 12. [EXCEPTION; PARKING FACILITIES.] 

Notwithstanding Minnesota Statutes, section 469.068, the Bloo
mington port authority need not require competitive bidding with 
respect to ~ structured parking facility constructed in conjunction 
with, and directly above or below, or adjacent and integrally related 
to, " development and financed with the proceeds of tax increment 
or revenue bonds. 

Sec. 13. [REPEALER.] 

Laws 1987, chapter 358, section 31, ~ repealed." 
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Delete the title and insert: 

"A bill for an act relating to public finance; providing require
ments for the issuance and use of public debt; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1986, sections 123.35, by adding a subdivision; 410.32; 
475.54, by adding a subdivision; 475.67, subdivision 13; Minnesota 
Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 469.012, subdivision 1; 469.015, 
subdivision 4; 475.54, subdivision 1; 475.60, subdivision 3; 475.66, 
subdivision 3; and 475.67, subdivision i2; proposing coding for new 
law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 469; repealing Laws 1987, 
chapter 358, section 31." 

With the recommendation that when so amended the bill pass. 

The report was adopted. 

Wynia from the Committee on Rules and Legislative Administra
tion to which was referred: 

Senate Concurrent Resolution No. 21, A Senate concurrent reso
lution proclaiming Sunday, May 15, as. Ethnic American Day in 
Minnesota. 

Reported the same back with the recommendation that the 
resolution be adopted. 

The report was adopted. 

SECOND READING OF HOUSE BILLS 

H. F. No. 2067 was read for the second time. 

SECOND READING OF SENATE BILLS 

S. F. No. 2255 was read for the second time. 

INTRODUCTION AND FIRST READING 
OF HOUSE BILLS 

The following House Files were introduced: 

Milbert introduced: 

H. F. No. 2794, A bill for an act relating to environment; increas-
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ing the fee cities and towns may impose on operators of mixed 
municipal solid waste disposal facilities and specifying the use of the 
proceeds of the fee; amending Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, 
section 115A.921. 

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee 
on Environment and Natural Resources. 

Quist, McDonald, Waltman and Richter introduced: 

H. F. No. 2795, A bill for an act relating to education; establishing 
a commodity utilization research center at the University of Minne
sota; appropriating money; proposing coding for new law in Minne
sota Statutes, chapter 137. 

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee 
on Higher Education. 

HOUSE ADVISORIES 

The following House Advisory was introduced: 

Price, Sarna and Beard introduced: 

H. A. No. 77, A proposal to study fire safety codes and practices of 
movie projection booths and theatres. 

The advisory was referred to the Committee on Commerce. 

MESSAGES FROM THE SENATE 

The following messages were received from the Senate: 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate accedes to the request of the 
House for the appointment of a Conference Committee on the 
amendments adopted by the Senate to the following House File: 

H. F. No. 1817, A bill for an .act relating to watercraft; requiring 
lifesaving devices in duck boats; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1986, section 361.141, subdivison 1. 

The Senate has appointed as such Committee: 

Messrs. Wegscheid, Lessard and Bernhagen. 
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Said House File is herewith returned to the House. 

PATRiCK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary ofthe Senate 

Mr. Speal>er: 

I hereby announce that the Senate accedes to the request of the 
House for the appointment of a Conference Committee on the 
amendments adopted by the Senate to the following House File: 

H. F. No. 2245, A bill for an act relating to education; providing 
aids for education and the distribution of tax revenues; increasing 
the basic formula allowance; setting the general education levy; 
modifying the transportation aid and levy formulas; creating an 
American Indian education council; requiring a study of Indian 
education; requiring the development of a new model for secondary 
vocational instruction; modifying the community education formu
las; offering free admission to secondary school to eligible persons at 
least 21 years of age; creating education district revenue; encourag
ing integrated learning environments; making technical corrections 
to the cooperative secondary facilities grant act; providing for the 
sale of permanent school fund lands; requiring the signing of an 
education statement; requiring certain changes in the state high 
school league; creating a task force on school district reorganization; 
changing the capital expenditure formulas; appropriating money; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 92.06, subdivision 4; 
92.14, by adding a subdivision; 92.67, subdivision 5; 120.06, by 
adding a subdivision; 120.075, subdivisions 1a,3, and by adding a 
subdivision; 120.0751, subdivision 1, and by adding a subdivision; 
120.0752, subdivision 1, and by adding a subdivision; 120.74, 
subdivision 1; 121.11, subdivision 12; 121.15, subdivisions 6,7, and 
by adding a subdivision; 121.612, by adding a subdivision; 121.88, by 
adding subdivisions; 123.35, subdivision 8; 123.3514, by adding a 
subdivision; 124.17, by adding a subdivision; 124.18, subdivision 2; 
124.214, subdivision 2; 124.225, by adding a subdivision; 124.245, by 
adding a SUbdivision; 124.271, by adding subdivisions; 124.2711, by 
adding a subdivision; 124A.036, subdivision 2; 126.14, subdivision 
1; 126.151; 126.56, subdivision 2; 129.121, subdivision 2, and by 
adding subdivisions; 260.015, subdivision 19; 275.125, by adding 
subdivisions; Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 92.46, 
subdivision 1; 92.67, subdivisions 1, 3, and 4; 120.0752, subdivision 
3; 120.101, subdivisions 5 and 9; 120.17, subdivision 1; 121.612, 
subdivision 3; 121.87, subdivision 1a; 123.3515, subdivisions 1, 2, 3, 
5,6,9, and by adding a subdivision; 124.214, subdivision 3; 124.223; 
124.225, subdivision 4b; 124.26, subdivision 1b; 124.271, subdivi
sion 2b; 124.2711, subdivision 1; 124.494, subdivisions 5 and 6; 
124.573, subdivision 2b, and by adding subdivisions; 124A.036, 
subdivision 5; 124A.22,subdivisions 2, 3, and 6; 124A.23, subdivi
sions 1, 2, 3, and by adding subdivisions; 124A.24; 124A.25, subdi
visions 2, 4, and by adding a subdivision; 125.185, subdivision 4; 
126.22, subdivisions 2, 3, 4, and by adding a subdivision; 126.666, by 
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adding a subdivision; 126.70, subdivision 2a; 129.121, subdivision 1; 
129B.11, subdivisions 1 and 2, and by adding a subdivision; 275.125, 
subdivisions 5 and 8; Laws 1987, chapter 398, article 1, section 27, 
subdivision 3; article 2" section 13, subdivision 2; article 3, section 
39, subdivision 8; article 5, section 2, subdivision 12; article 6, 
section 19, subdivision 7; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota 
Statutes, chapters 120; 121; 122; 124; 124A; 126; 129B; 145; repeal
ing Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 124.245, subdivision 4; Min
nesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 121.11, subdivision 16; 
124.244; 124.245, subdivisions 3, 3a, and 3b; 124A.27, subdivision 
10; and 275.125, subdivisions 6e and 11c. 

The Senate has appointed as such Committee: 

Mr. Peterson, R. W.; Mses. Peterson, D. C., and Reichgott; Messrs. 
DeCramer and Pehler. 

Said House File is herewith returned to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHA VEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate accedes to the request of the 
House for the appointment of a Conference Committee on the 
amendments adopted by the Senate to the following House File: 

H. F. No. 1846, A bill for an act relating to environment; autho
rizing inspection of certain records kept by waste facilities; providing 
penalties; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, 
chapter 115A. 

The Senate has appointed as such Committee: 

Messrs. Diessner, Laidig and Peterson, R. W. 

Said House File is herewith returned to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following· 
House File, herewith returned, as amended by the Senate, in which 
amendment the concurrence of the House is respectfully requested: 

H. F. No. 2134, A bill for an act relating to real property; requiring 
recordation of transfers of contracts for deed; providing penalties; 
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amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 507.235. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

CONCURRENCE AND REPASSAGE 

Wageniusmoved that the House· concur in the Senate amend
ments to H. F. No. 2134 and that the bill be repassed as amended by 
the Senate. The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 2134, A bill for an act relating to real property; requiring 
recordation of transfers of contracts for deed; providing penalties; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 507.235. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by the Senate, 
and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. There were 111 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
ClaiJsnitzef 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck: 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 
Frederick 

Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kalis 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 

Knstohryz 
Krueger 
Larsen 
Lasley 
Lieder 
McDonald 
McEachern 
McKasy 
McPherson 
Milberi 
Miller 
Munger 
Murphy 
Nelson, C. 
Nelson, D. 
Nelson, K. 
O'Connor 
Ogren 
Olsen, S. 
Olson, E. 
Olson, K. 
Omann 

Onnen 
Orenstein 
Otis 
Pappas 
Pauly 
Pelowski 
Peterson 
Price 
Quinn 
Quist 
Redalen 
!Wding 
!Wst 
Rice 
Riveness 
Rodosovich 
Rukavina' 
Sarna 
Sehafer 
Schreiber 
Seaberg 
Segal 

Shaver 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble' 
Tunheim 
Valento 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was repassed, as amended by the Senate, and its title 
agreed to. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following 
llouse File, herewith returned, as amended by the .Senate, in which 
amendment the' concurrence of the House is respectfully requested: 
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H. F No. 2059, A bill for an act relating to crime; children; 
clarifying the defenses to a charge of deprivation of parental rights; 
requiring- defendant to prove elements of defenses; amending Min
nesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 609.26, subdivision 2. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

CONCURRENCE AND REPASSAGE 

Pappas moved that the House concur in the Senate amendments 
to H. F No. 2059 and that the bill be repassed as amended by the 
Senate. The motion prevailed. 

H. F No. 2059, A bill for an act relating to crime; children; 
clarifying the defenses to a charge of deprivation of parental rights; 
requiring defimdant to prove elements of defenses; amending Min
nesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 609.26, subdivision 2. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by the Senate, 
and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. There were 114 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Beard 
Bcgich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dom 
Forsythe 
Frerichs 

Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kalis 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 
Larsen 

Lasley 
Lieder 
McDonald 
McEachern 
McKasy 
McLaughlin 
McPherson 
Milberl 
Miller 
Minne 
Munger 
Murphy' 
Nelson, C. 
Nelson, D. 
Nelson, K. 
O'Connor 
Ogren 
Olsen, S. 
Olson, E. 
Olson, K. 
Omann 
Onnen 
Orenstein 

Otis 
Pappas 
Pauly 
Pelowski 
Peterson 
Price 
Quinn 
Quist 
Redalen 
Reding 
Rest 
Rice 
Riveness 
Rodosovich 
Rukavina 
Sarna 
Schafer 
Scheid 
Schreiber 
Seaberg 
Segal 
Shaver 
Simoneau 

Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjomhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Valenta 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was repassed, as amended by the Senate, and its title 
agreed to. 
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Mr. Speaker: 

I·hereby announce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted 
the report of the Conference Committee on: 

S. F. No .. 1861. 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the recom
mendation and report of the Conference Committee. Said Senate 
File is herewith transmitted to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON S. F. NO. 1861 

A bill for an act relating to health maintenance organizations; 
insurance; requiring replacement coverage in the event an HMO 
cancels coverage; increasing state comprehensive health plan liabil
ities in the event a member terminates coverage; increasing health 
maintenance organization notice requirements and annual report
ing requirements;. amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 
62D.07; 62D.08, subdivision 5; 62D.09; 62D.101; 62D.11; 62D.12, 
subdivision 2, and by adding a subdivision; 62D.17, subdivision 1; 
62E.ll, by adding subdivisions; 62E.14, subdivisions 1, 3, and by 
adding a subdivision; 62E.16; Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, 
sections 62A.17, subdivision 6; and 62D.08, subdivision 3; proposing 
coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 62D; repealing 
Laws 1984, chapter 464, sections 29 and 40. 

The Honorable Jerome M. Hughes 
President of the Senate 

The Honorable Robert Vanasek 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

March 29, 1988 

We, the undersigned conferees for S. F. No. 1861, report that we 
have agreed upon the items in dispute and recommend as follows: 

That the House recede from its amendment and that S. F. No. 1861 
be further amended as follows: 

Delete everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section 1. [FINDlNGS.l 

The legislature finds that access to continuous and uninterru~ted 
health care coverage is necessary for citizens of Minnesota enro led ----- -
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in health care plans. While Minnesota law requires conversion 
policies for members of ~ health plan contracts, no similar right 
is extended to holders of individual contracts. 

The legislature finds !c! necessary for individual health care 
coverage policyholders to immediately be afforded the same protec
tions as group contract holders. The legislature further finds that" 
legal requirement ~ necessary to protect the access to health care 
coverage for the citizens of Minnesota whonold individual health 
care contracts. In view of continuing uncertainty in the market
place, the legislature finds it necessary to impose this legal require
ment on all existing indiVidual contracts the day after enactment, so 
that no other consumers face" threat to their health care coverage. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 62A.17, 
subdivision 6, is amended to read: 

Subd. 6. [CONVERSION TO INDIVIDUAL POLICY] A group 
insurance policy that provides posttermination or layoff coverage as 
required by this section shall also include a provision allowing a 
covered employee, surviving spouse, or dependent at the expiration 
of the posttermination or layoff coverage provided by subdivision 2 to 
obtain from the insurer offering the group policy or group subscriber 
contract, at the employee's, spouse's, or dependent's option and 
expense, without further evidence of insurability and without inter
ruption of coverage, an individual policy of insurance or an individ
ual subscriber contract providing at least the minimum benefits of a 
qualified plan as prescribed by section 62E.06 and the option of a 
number three qualified plan, a number two qualified plan, and a 
number one qualified plan as provided by section 62E.06, subdivi
sions 1 to 3, provided application is made to the insurer within 30 
days following notice of the expiration of the continued coverage and 
upon payment of the appropriate premium. The required conversion 
contract must treat pregnancy the same as any other covered illness 
under the conversion contract. A health maintenance contract 
issued by a health maintenance organization that provides postter
mination or layoff coverage as required by this section shall also 
include a provision allowing a former employee, surviving spouse, or' 
dependent at the expiration of the posttermination or layoff coverage 
provided in subdivision 2 to obtain from the health maintenance 
organization, at the former employee's, spouse's, or dependent's 
option and expense, without further evidence of insurability and 
without interruption of coverage, an individual health maintenance 
contract. Effective January 1, 1985, enrollees who have become 
nonresidents 0:( the health maintenance organization's service area 
shall be given the option, to be arranged by the health maintenance 
organization, of a number three qualified plan, a number two 
qualified plan, or a number one qualified plan as provided by section 
62E.06, subdivisions 1 to 3 if an aFFangement wHh an iHsllreF eaH 

Feasenably l>e made lay the Realth maintenance ergani.atien. This 
option shall be made available at the enrollee's expense, without 
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further evidence of insurability and without interruption of cover
age. 

A policy providing reduced benefits at a reduced premium rate 
may be accepted by the employee, the spouse, or a dependent in lieu 
of the optional coverage otherwise required by this subdivision. 

The individual policy or contract shall be renewable at the option 
of the individual as long as the individual is not covered under 
another qualified plan as defined in section 62E.02, subdivision 4, 
up to age 65 or to'the day before the date of eligibility for coverage 
under ti tie XVIII of the Social Security Act, as amended. Any 
revisions in the table of rate for the individual policy shall apply to 
the covered person's original age at entry and shall apply equally to 
all similar policies issued by the insu,rer. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 62D.07, is amended to 
read: 

62D.07 [EVIDENCE OF COVERAGE.] 

Subdivision 1. Every health maintenance or,anization enrollee 
residing in this state is entitled.to evidence 0 coverage....ae" a 
health maiBteBanee or contract. The health maintenance organiza
tion or its designated representative shall issue the evidence of 
coverage or contract. 

Subd. 2. No evidence of coverage or contract, or amendment 
thereto shall be issued or delivered to any person in this state until 
a copy of the form of the evidence of coverage or contract or 
amendment thereto has been filed with the commissioner of health 
pursuant to section 62D.03 or 62D.08. 

Subd. 3. An evidenee Contracts and evidences of coverage shall 
contain: 

(a) No provisions or statements which are unjust, unfair, ip..equi
table, misleading, deceptive, or which are untrue, misleading or 
deceptive as defined in section 62D.12, subdivision 1; and 

(b) A clear, concise and complete statement of: 

(1) The health care services and the insurance or other benefits, if 
any, to which the enrollee is entitled under the health maintenance 
contract; 

(2) Any exclusions or limitations on the services, kind of services, 
benefits, or kind of benefits, to be provided, including any deductible 
or copayment feature, and requirements for referrals, priorautho
rizations, and second opinions; 
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(3) Where and in what manner information is available as to how 
services, including emergency and out of area services, may be 
obtained; 

(4) The total amount of payment and copayment, if any, for health 
care services and the indemnity or service benefits, if any, which the 
enrollee is obligated to pay with respect to individual contracts, or 
an indication whether the plan is contributory or noncontributory 
with respect to group certificates; and 

(5) A description of the health maintenance organization's method 
for resolving enrollee complaints and a statement identifying the 
commissioner as an external source with whom grievances may be 
registered. . 

(c) On the cover page of the evidence of coverage and contract, a 
clear and complete statement of enrollees' rights as consumers, 
inel .. lling hat ft6t limitell te a Eieseril'tisn sfeaeh sf the fallewing:. 
The statement must be in bold print and captioned "Important 
Consumer Information and Enrollee Bill of Rights" and must 
inclUde but not be limited to the following proVisions in-uie 
foliowingTaneage or in substantiaITy similar language approved in 
advance !!r ~ commissioner: . 

CONSUMER INFORMATION 

(1) COVERED SERVICES: Services provided by (name of health 
mamtenance organization) will be covered only !!' serVices are 

rovided !!r participating (name of health maintenance organiza
tion roviders or authoriZed!!r (name of health maintenance 
organization. our contract fully defines what services are covered 
and describes procedures you must foHow to obtain coverage. 

(2) PROVIDERS: Enrolling .in (name of health maintenance 
orgamzation) does not guaranteeseTvJCes !!r ~cular provider 
on the list of proviaers. When !'o provider IS no longer part of (name 
of Marti, maintenance organization), you must choose among re
maining (name of health maintenance organization) providers. 

(3) REFERRALS: Certain covered benefits are covered onlytp0'j 
referral. See section (sectIOn number) of your contract for re erra 
requirements. All referrals to non-(name of health maintenance 
orgamzation) providers and certain ~ of health care roviders 
must be authorized !!r (name of health maintenance organization. 

(4) EMERGENCY SERVICES: Emergency services from provid
ers who are not affiliated with (name of health maintenance 
OrgarnzatiOii) will be covered only if proper i}roCeiIiiTes are foIlowed. 
Your contract explains the procedures and benefits associated with 
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emergency care from (name of health maintenance organization) 
and non-(name ol1ieaHllrnaintenance organization) providers. 

(5) EXCLUSIONS: Certain services or medical supplies are not 
covered. You should read the contract fOr ~ detailed explanation of 
all exclusions. 

(6) CONTINUATION: You may convert to an individual health 
maintenance organization contract or continue coverage under 
certain CIrcumstances. These continuation and conversion nghts are 
explained fully in your contract. 

(7) CANCELLATION: Your coverage may be canceled ~ yOU or 
(name of health maintenance or amzation) 0'f.lY under certain 
COiidltions. Your contract descri s a reasons or canCeflation of -- - - -coverage. 

ENROLLEE BILL OF RIGllTS 

(1) based "fl<lft the delivery system ef eaeh healtft maintenance 
eFgam.,atien, a statemeat whieh describes aay l;yfle ef healtft care 
"Fefessienalas defiaed is seetiea 1'15.81, whese services fBflY be 
S'cailable enly by releFFSl ef the healtft maintenanee epgaIH""tien's 
"aFtiei!latiBg stat¥, 

{2j Enrollees have the right to available and accessible services 
whieh eaB & seem:e<l as "Fam"tly as """ra".iate feF the sym"tams 
"Fe sent ed, is a m_eF whieh aSSliFes eantinHity an&; when me<Ii
ealIy.neeessary, the Fight te including emergency services available,_ 
as defined in your contract, 24 hours a day and seven days a week; 

W (2) Enrollees have the eanSlime.'s right to be informed of 
health problems, an(fto receive information regarding treatment 
alternatives and risks which is sufficient to assure informed choice; 

(4j (3) Enrollees have the right to refuse treatment" and 

W the right to privacy of medical and financial records main
tained by the health maintenance organization and its health care 
providers, in accordance with existing law; 

Wt (4) Enrollees have the right to file a grievance with the health 
maintenance organization and the commissioner of health and the 
right to initiate ~ legal proceedin/f when experiencing a problem 
with the health maintenance orgamzation or its health care provid-
ers; and ' 

rn the Fight te iaitiate a legal " ... eeeding when dissatisfied with 
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the fl..e.a.l.tft maiNtenance 8FganizatisR's fina..l aeterminatioH rcgaFa 
ffig a gFicvaHee; 

(Sf the right ef the e"Feliee and depe"de"ts te eeHti" .. e groH\> 
ee'ferage ill the eveHt the eHreliee is termiHated Sf laid eff frem 
empleymeHt, previded that the ees-t ef SHeIt eeverage is paid fly the 
eHreliee and farthermere, the rightef the eHreliee te eenvert te aH 
individaal eentract at the efld ef the eeHtiHllatieH peried; 

AA the right fer netifieatieH ef enreliees Fegarding the .aHeelia 
tieH Sf terminatien ef eSHtFaets with paFtieipatiHg primary eare 
pFsfessieHals, and the right te eheese frem ameHg remaini,,!: f>IH'
tieipating ppimary ea-re fn'SfcssioIlals; 

f±W the right te eaaeel aH iHdividaal fl..e.a.l.tft mainteHaHee ceHtract 
withffi tea days ef its Feeeipt and te h&ve pFemiams paid FefaHded if;
after CJ<amiHatieH ef the esntract, the iHdiviaaal is H<tt satisfiea with 
it fer any reassn. '!'he iHaiviaaal is FespeHsiale fer repaying the 
fl..e.a.l.tft mainteHance ergaHizatieH fer any services reHdeFea Sf 

eIaims paid fly the fl..e.a.l.tft mainteHaHee eFganizatien dllfiHg the tea 
Eiayst and 

fl-lf (5) Enrollees have the right to a grace period of31 days for the 
payment of each premium for an individual health maintenance 
contract falling due after the first premium during which period the 
contract shall continue in force. 

Subd. 4. ARy SHaSe'llleHt apprevea ehaHge ill aH evideRce ef 
ceverage shaIll3e issaed te eaeh enreliee. 

SuM. &.- A grace period of 31 days shall be granted for payment of 
each premium for an individual health maintenance contract falling 
due after the first premium, during which period the contract shall 
continue in force. Individual health maintenance organization con
tracts shall clearly state the existence of the grace period. 

Subd. {; 5. Individual health maintenance contracts shall state 
that any person eRteFiHg ffite aH inaiviallal fl..e.a.l.tft miiHl:ten-.rne8 
ea.rtraet may cancel the contract within ten days of its receipt and te 
have the premium paid refunded if, after examination of the 
contract, tbe individual is not satisfied with it for any reason. The 
individual is responsible for repaying the health maintenance 
organization for any services rendered or claims paid by the health 
maintenance organization during the ten days. 

Subd. 6. The contract and evidence of coverage shall clearly 
exJlliUi1 the conditions upon which ~ health maintenance organiza
tion may terminate coverage. 
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Subd. l. The contract and evidence of covera~e shall clearly 
exjilalrl continuation and conversion rights atTorde to enrollees. 

Subd. 8. Individual and ~ contract holders shall be girn 30 
. days' advance, WrItten notIce of any change In subscnber ees or 
benefits. 

Subd. 9. Individual health maintenance organization contracts 
shall be delivered to enrollees no later than the date coverage ~ 
effective. For enrollees with ~ contracts, an evidence of cover
fi-ge shall oedelivered or issued for delivery not more than 15 days 

om the date the health maintenance organization is notified of the 
enrollment or the effective date of coverage, whichever is later. 

Subd. 10. An individual health maintenance organization con' 
tract andan evidence of covera~e must contain ~ department of 
health telephone number that t e enrollee can call to register ~ 
complaint about ~ health maintenance organization. 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 620.08, 
subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. Such report shall be on forms prescribed by the commis
sioner of health, and shall include: 

(a) A financial statement of the organization, including its bal
ance sheet and receipts and disbursements for the preceding year 
certified by an independent certified public accountant, reflecting at 
least (1) all prepayment and other payments received for health care 
services rendered, (2) expenditures to all providers, by classes or 
groups of providers, and insurance companies or nonprofit health 
service plan corporations engaged to fulfill obligations arising out of 
the health maintenance contract, (3) expenditures for capital im
provements, or additions thereto, including but not limited to 
construction, renovation or purchase of facilities and capital equip
ment, and (4) a supplementary statement of assets, liabilities, 
premium revenue, and expenditures for risk sharing business under 
section 620.04, subdivision 1, on forms prescribed by the commis
sioner; 

(b) The number of new enrollees enrolled during the year, the 
number of ~ enrollees and the number of individual enrollees as 
of the end of the year and the number of enrollees terminated during 
the year; 

(c) A summary of information compiled pursuant to section 
620.04, subdivision 1, clause (c) in such form as may be required by 
the commissioner of health; 

Cd) A report of the names and addresses of all persons set forth in 
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section 620.03, subdivision 4, clause (c) who were associated with 
the health maintenance organization or the major participating 
entity during the preceding year, and the amount of wages, expense 
reimbursements, or other payments to such individuals for services 
to the health maintenance organization or the major participating 
entity, as those services relate to the health maintenance organiza
tion, including a full disclosure of all financial arrangements during 
the preceding year required to be disclosed pursuant to section 
620.03, subdivision 4, clause (d); £Ht<l 

(e) ~ separate report addressing health maintenance contracts 
sold to individuals covered by Medicare, Title XVIII of the Social 
SeCuTIly Act, as amended, inCluding the informatIOi1requUea under 
section 62D.30, subdivision 6; and 

(I) Such other information relating to the performance of the 
health maintenance organization as is reasonably necessary to 
enable the commissioner of health to carry out the duties under 
sections 620.01 to 620.29. 

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 620.08, subdivision 5, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 5. Every health maintenance organization shall inform the 
commissioner of any change in the information described in section 
620.03, subdivision 4, clause (e), including any change in address, 
any modification of the duration of any contract or agreement, and 
any addition to the list of participating entities, within ten working 
days of the notification of the change. Any cancellation or discon
tinuance of any contract or agreement listed in section 620.03, 
subdivision 4, clause (e), or listed subsequently in accordance with 
this subdivision, shall be reported to the commissioner withffi se¥eR 

120 days before the effective date. When the health maintenance 
organization terminates ~ provider for cause, death, disability, or 
loss oflicense, the health maintenance organization must notify the 
commissioner within tbree working days of the date the health 
maintenance organization sends out or receives the notice of cancel· 
lation M, discontinuance, or tennination. Any health maintenance 
organization which fails fonotify the commissioner within the time 
periods prescribed in this subdivision shall be subject to the levy of 
a fine up to $100 per contract for each day the notice is past due, 
accruing up to the date the organization notifies the commissioner of 
the cancellation or discontinuance. Any fine levied under this 
subdivision is subject to the contested case and judicial review 
provisions of chapter 14. The levy of" fine does not preclude the 
commissioner from using other penalties described in sections 
620.15 to 620.17. 

Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 62D.09, is amended to 
read: 
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62D.09 [INFORMATION TO ENROLLEES.] 

Subdivision 1. Any written marketing materials which may be 
directed toward potential enrollees and which include a detailed 
description of benefits provided by the health maintenance organi
zation shall include a statement of COnsumer information and rights 
as described in section 62D.07, subdivision 3, paragraph (c). 

Subd. 2. The application for coverage by the health maintenance 
organization shall be accompanied by the statement of consumer 
information and rights as described in section 62D.07, subdivision 3, 
paragraph (c). 

Subd. 3. Every health maintenance organization or its represen
tative shall annually, before June 1, provide to its enrollees the 
following: (1) a summary of its most recent annual financial state
ment including a balance sheet and statement of receipts and 
disbursements; (2) a description of the health maintenance organi
zation, its health care plan or plans, its facilities and personnel, any 
material changes therein since the last report,; (3) the current 
evidence of coverage or contract; and (4) a statement of- consumer 
information and rights as described in section 62D.07, subdivision 3, 
paragraph (c),-

Subd. 4. Health maintenance organizations which issue contracts 
to persons who are covered ~ Title XVIII of the Socia\Security Act 
(Medicare) must give the applicant, at the time of application, an 
outline containing at least the following infOrillation: 

(1) !" description oftheprincipal benefits and coverage provided in 
the contract, including !" clear descri tion of nursing home and 
home care benefits covered fu: the he th maintenance organization; 

(2) a statement of the exceptions, reductions, and limitations 
contained in the contract; 

(3) the following language: "This contract does not cover all 
skillednursing home care or home care services and does not cover 
custodial or residential nursing care. Read Yaur contract carefully to 
determine which nursing home facilities an home care services are 
covered ~ your contract, and what proceaures you must follow to 
receive these benefits. "; 

(4) !" statement of the renewal provisions including any reserva
tion ~ the health maintenance organization of the right to change 
fees· ~ --- -- -
--' 

(5) !" statement that the outline of coverage if<!" summary of the 
contract issued or appliearor and that the contract should be read to 
determine governmg contractual provisions; and 
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(6) !'o statement explainin~ that the enrollee's Medicare coverage 
is 3Ttered h enrollment wit the health maintenance organization, 
if applicable. . . 

Subd. 5. Health maintenance organizations shall provide enroll
ees with !'o list of the names and locations of participating providers 
to whom enrollees have direct access without referral no later than 
theetfeCtive date otenrollIDent or date the evidence of coveragets 
issued and upon request. Health maintenance organizations neen 
not proVIde the names of their employed providers. 

Subd. 6. Any list of providers issued h the health maintenance 
orgaruzation shall mc1ude the date the list was published and 
contain !'o bold ~ notice in a prominent location on the list of 
providers with the following Tanfillage, or substantiallysimilar 
language approvedin advance h L!'. commissioner: 

"Enrolling in (name of health maintenance organization) does not 
guarantee services h !'o particular provider on this list. If Y0'd wish 
to be certain of receiving care from !'o shecific provwer ~ you 
should contact that provider to ask whet er or not he or she lS still 
!'o (name of health maintenance organization) prOVIder and wllether 
or not he or she ~ accepting additional patients." . 

Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 62D.101, is amended to 
read: 

62D.101 [CONTINUATION AND CONVERSION PRIVILEGES 
FOR FORMER SPOUSES AND CHILDREN.] 

Subdivision 1. [TERMINATION OF COVERAGE.) No health 
maintenance contract which, in addition to covering an enrollee, 
also covers the enrollee's spouse shall contain a provision for 
termination of coverage for a spouse covered under the health 
maintenance contract solely as a result of a break in the marital 
relationship ~ by _ ef .... entfj< ef a ¥alHI dee¥ee ef 
dissal"tiaB ef fBaffiage l>etweeR the fI...-ties. 

Subd. 2. [CONVERSION PRIVILEGE.] Every health mainte
nance contract, as described in subdivision 1 shall contain a provi
sion allowing a former spouse and dependent children of an enrollee, 
without providing evidence of insurability, to obtain from the health 
maintenance organization at the expiration of any continuation of 
coverage required under subdivision 2a or sectiaR'sections 62A.146 
and 9, ffi' HfI6B teFiBiRatiaB ef eaveFage by _ ef .... entfj< ef a 
vaiid- dee¥ee ef dissal"tiaB wIHeh dees nat FeEj"iFe the health 
maiBteBaBee aFgaBi.atiaB to flFa'lide eaBtiB"ed eaverage fep the 
fSFmeF sfJaase, an individual health maintenance contract providing 
at least the minimum benefits of a qualified plan as prescribed by 
section 62E.06 and the option of a number three qualified plan, a 
number two qualified plan, a number one qualified plan as provided 
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by section 62E.06, subdivisions 1 to 3, provided application is made 
to the health maintenance organization within 30 days following 
notice of the expiration of the continued coverage and upon payment 
of the appropriate fee. A contract providing reduced benefits at a 
reduced fee may be accepted by the former spouse and dependent 
children in lieu of the optional coverage otherwise required by this 
subdivision. The individual health maintenance contract shall be 
renewable at the option of the former spouse as long as the former 
spouse is not covered under another qualified plan as defined in 
section 62E.02, subdivision 4, up to age 65 or to the day before the 
date of eligibility for coverage under title XVIII of the Social 
Security Act, as amended. Any revisions in the table of rate for the 
individual contract shall apply to the former spouse's original age at 
entry, and shall apply equally to all similar contracts issued by the 
health maintenance organization. 

Subd. 2a. [CONTINUATION PRIVILEGE.) Every health mainte
nance contract as described in subdivision 1 shall contain a provi
sion which permits continuation of coverage under the contract for 
the enrollee's former spouse and children upon entry of a valid 
decree of dissolution of marriage, if the deePee FeqaiFes the elH'sllee 
t& pP9¥ide eaRtHu:led e8veFage ftw these tleP88ftS. The coverage may 
shall be continued until the earlier of the following dates: 

(a) The date sf Femamage sf eitheF the elH'sllee .,.. the elH'ellee's 
feFmep Sjl9tISe the enrollee's former spouse becomes covered under 
another ~ Plan or Medicare; or .. 

(b) The date coverage would otherwise terminate under the health 
maintenance contract. 

IT coveralfe ~ provided under !! ~ hOlicy, 'by required pre
mium contrlbutlOns for the coveragiishall ~ paid ~ the enrollee on 
a monthly basis to the ~ contract holder to be ~ to the health 
maintenance organization. In no eventsruill thet"ee charge{I exceed 
102 v,ercent of the cost to the~, for the pehl~fCoverage for other 
simi arly sltuatOO spouses an epenOeiit c n when the m8.HliI 
relationshiS has not dissolvea, regardless of whether the cost is paid 
fu'. the emp oyer or employee. 

Subd. 3. [APPLICATION.) Subdivision 1 applies to every health 
maintenance contract which is delivered, issued for delivery, re
newed or amended on or after July 19, 1977. 

Subdivisions 2 and 2a apply to every health maintenance contract 
which is delivered, issued for delivery, renewed, or amended on or 
after March 1, 1983. 

Sec. 8. [620.104) [REQUIRED OUT-OF-AREA CONVERSION.) 
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This 0JUtion shall be made available at the enrollee's expense, 
wi1JloUt rtherevIaence ofmsurability and Wlthout interruption of 
coverage. 

IT !!o health maintenance or~anization cannot make arrangements 
for conversion coverage, the ealth maintenance organization shall 
~ enroIIees of healthJ?!ans available in other service areas. 

Sec. 9. [62D.105] [COVERAGE OF CURRENT SPOUSE AND 
CHILDREN.] 

Subdivision 1. [REQUIREMENT.] Every health maintenance 
contract, which in addition to coverint the enroTIee also provides 
coverage to the spouse and dependent c ildren of the enrollee shall: 
(1) permit the spouse and dependent children to elect to continue 
coverage when the enroIlee becomes enrolled for benents under 
Title X\lIlI of the SociaJ Security Act (Medicare); and (2) permit the 
dependent children to continue coverage when 1they cease to be 
dependent children under the generalIy apprrCab e requirement of 
the plan. 

Subd. 2. [CONTINUATION PRIVILEGE.] The covera~e described 
~ SuIlOlVision 1 may be continued until the earlier of t e following 
aates: 

(1) the date coverage would otherwise terminate under the 
contraCt; 

(2) 36 months after continuation h the spouse or dependent was 
elected; or 

(3) the date the spouse or dependent children become covered 
under anofuer ~ health plan or Medicare. 

If coverage is provided under !!o ~ policy, any required fees for 
the coverage shall be paid h the enrollee on !!o monthly basis to the 
group contract holder for remittance to the health maintenance 
organization. In no event shall the fee cMrgect exceed 102 percent of 
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the cost to the plan for such covera~e for other similarly situated 
spoje ana &pen ent ch1IOren to w om su"'llillVlsion 1 IS not ippJi
cab e, Wffilout regard to whether such cost ~ paid fuc the .,mp oyer 
or employee. 

Sec. 10. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 62D.ll, is amended to 
read: . 

62D.ll [COMPLAINT SYSTEM.] 

Subdivision 1. Every health maintenance organization shall es
tablish and maintain a comp,laint system including an impartial 
arbitration provision, to provide reasonable .procedures for the 
resolution of written complaints initiated by enrollees concerning 
the provision of health care services. "Provision of health services" 
includes, but is not limited to, questions of the scope of coverage, 
guality of care, and administrative 0lJerations. Arbitration shall be 
subject to chapter 572, except (a) in t e event that an enrollee elects 
to litigate a complaint prior to submission to arbitration, and (b) no 
medical malpractice damage claim shall be subject to arbitration 
unless agreed to by both parties subsequent to the event giving rise 
to the claim. 

Subd. lao Where ~. comglaint involves ~ dispute about ~ health 
maintenance organization s coverage of an immediately andur
gently needed service, the commissioner may either (a) review the 
complamt and any information and testimony necessary in order to 
make ~ determination and orderThe appropriate remedy pursuant 
to sections 62D.15 to 62D.17, or (liforder the health.maintenance 
organization to use an expedited system to processtli.e complaint. 

Subd. 2. The health maintenance organization shall maintain a 
record of each written complaint filed with it for three five years and 
the commissioner of health shall have access to the records. 

Sec. 11. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 62D.12, subdivision 2, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 2. No health maintenance organization may cancel or fail to 
renew the coverage of an enrollee except for (a) failure to pay the 
charge for health care coverage; (b) termination of the health care 
plan; (c) termination of the group plan; (d) enrollee moving out of the 
area served, subject to section 62A.17, subdivisions 1 and 61 and 
section 8; (e) enrollee moving out of an eligible group, subject to 
section 62A.17, subdivisions 1 and 6, and section 8; (Ofailure to 
make copayments required by the health care plan; or (g) other 
reasons established in rules promulgated by the commissioner of 
health. 

Aft eBP811ee Subd. 2a. Enrollees shall be given 30 days notice of 
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any cancellation or nonrenewal, except that enrollees who are 
eligible to receive replacement coverage under section 13, subdivi
sion 10, snail receive 90 days notice as provided under section 13, 
subdivision 5. 

Sec. 12. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 62D.12, is amerided by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 14. Each health maintenance or~anization shall establish "" 
telephone niiiilEier, which need not be to I free, that providers may 
call with questions about coverage, prior authorization, and ~ 
proval Qfmedical services. The telephone number must be staffed 2r 
an employee of the health maintenance organization during normal 
working hours during the normal work week. After normal working 
hours, the telephone number must be equipped with an answering 
machine and recorded message to allow the caller an o,?portunity to 
leave "" message. The health maintenance organizatlOn must re
spond to questions within 24 hours after they are received, exclUif
i!lg weekends and holidays. Atillerequest of ",,-provider, the health 
maintenance organization slllilrProvide "" dOPY of the health main
tenance contract for enrollees in the provi er's service area. 

Sec. 13. [62D.121) [REQUIRED REPLACEMENT COVERAGE.] 

Subdivision 1. When membership of an enrollee who has individ
ual health coverage is terminated 2r the health maintenance 
OrgalliziillOn for "" reasOn other than (a) fai1Ure to pay the char~ for 
health care coverage; (b)tailure to make copayments require ~ 
the health care plan; (c) enrollee moving out of the area served; or 
(d) a materially false statement or misrepresentation fu the enrollee 
in the application for membership, the health maintenance organi
zation must offer or arrange to offer replacement coverage, without 
evidence of insurability, without preexisting condition exclusions, 
and without interruption of coverage. 

Subd. ~ IT the health maintenance organization has terminated 
individuals from coverage in ~ service area, the replaCement cover
age shal! be health maintenance organization coverage issued fu 
the health maintenance organization terminating coverage unless 
the health maintenance organization can demonstrate to the com
missioner that offeriJ:.!g health maintenance organization replace
ment coverage would not be feasible. In making the determination, 
the commissioner shall consider (1) loss ratios and forecasts, (2) lack 
of agreements between health care provu:ters and the health main
tenance organization to offer that product, (3) evidence of antici
pated premium needs compared with established rates, (4) the 
financial impact of the replacement coverage on the overall finan
cial solvency of tile plan, and (5) the cost to the enrollee of health 
maintenance organization replacement coverage as compared to 
cost to the enrollee of the replacement coverage required under 
subdivision 3 of this section. 
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Subd. ~ !f replacement coverage !fl not provided ~ the health 
maintenance organization, as ex~lained under subdivIsion 2, the 
replacement covera e shall I'!:ovi e, for enronees covered Qy 'rille 
XVIII of the ocia ecurity ~ coverage at least equivalent to ~ 
Medicare supplement two plan as defined in section 62A.34, except 
that the replacement coverage shall also cover the liability for {in.n1 
Medicare Part A and Part B dedUctible as CIeilneaunder TItieK 
of the Social Secuilly Act. After satisfaction of theMedlCarePart !! 
deductiblit the replacement coverage shall beoased on 120 percent 
of the Me icare Part !! eligible expenSeSless the Medicare Part ~ 
pa;srent amount. The fee or premium oftherepracement coverage 
shar not exceed the ~remium charged 1Y tlie state com rehensive 
health plan as estab ished under section 62E.08, 01' ~quali Ie 
MedICare supplement plan. All enrollees not covereCI"b Medicare 
shall be given the option of ~ number three qualified 6dan or ~ 
number two qualified plan as defined in section 62E.06, su ivisions 
I and ~ lor realacement coverage. The fee or premium for a number 
three guaTIhe plan ""hall not excee<! 125 percent of the. average of 
rates charged Qy ~ five insurers with the largest number of 
lliillviduals in a number three gualified planruinsurance in force in 
Minnesota. The fee. or premium for a numoer two ~ualified pli,u 
shall not exceed 125 percent of the average of rates c arged Qy ~ 
five insurers with the largest number of inmviduals in a number 
two qualified plan Ollnsurance in force in Minnesota. - -

If the replacement coverage is health maintenance organization 
coverage, the fee shall not exceed 125 percent of the cost of the 
average fee charged Qy health maintenance organizations for ~ 
similar health plan. The commissioner of health will determinethe 
avera~e cost of the Klan on the basis of information provided 
annualy fu: the healt maintenance organizations concerning the 
rates chargeJEi. the health maintenance organizations for the plai)s 
offered. Fees or premiums charged under this section !'lust ~ 
actuariallyfustified. 

Subd. 4. The commissioner will approve or disapprove the replace
ment coverage within 30 days. A health maintenance organization 
shall not give enrollees ~ notice otcai1Cellation of coverage until ~ 
replacement policy has been fiTed with the commissioner and 
approved or disapproved. 

Subd. 5. The health maintenance organization must provide the 
terminated enrollees with ~ notice of cancellation 90 days before llie 
date the cancellation takes effect. !f the replacement coverage is 
approve<! fu: the commissioner under subdivision 4, the notice shaTI 
clearly and completely describe the replacement coverage that the 
enrollees are eligible to receive and explain the procedure for 
enrolling. 1f the replacement coverage !fl not approved hI the 
commissioner ;tIle health maintenance organization shall rovicrea 
cancellation notice with information that the enrollee is entitle to 
enroll in the state comprehensive health insurance Plan· with ~ 
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waiver of the waiting period for preexisting conditions under section 
62E.14, subdivisions 1, paragraph (d), and .§:. 

Subd. 6. The commissioner may waive the notice required in this 
section ifthe commissioner determmesrr:.at the health maintenance 
or~nization has not received infonnation regaraIDg Medicare re
im ursement rateSfrom the Health Care Financing Administration 
before SeptemOerl for contracts renewing on January 1 of the next 
year. In no event shall enrollees covered ~ Title XVIII onne Social 
Security Act receive less than 60 days' notice ofCOiitract termina
tion. 

Subd. 7. [GEOGRAPHIC ACCESSIBILITY.] If the commissioner 
deteTIllnes that there are not enough proviaers to assure that 
enrollees have accessible heartli services available in !!Il'eograpmc 
service area, the commissioner shall institute a plan of corrective 
action that sh9IT be followed !i,y the health mamtenance organiza
tion. Such !! plan may include ~ not be limIted to requiring the 
heaJtliJiiaintenance organization to make payments to nonpartici
pating providers for health services for enrollees, requiring the 
healt maintenance or anization to mscontinue accepting new 
enroIlees in that service area, an requiring the health maintenance 
organization to reduce its geographic service area. !f a nonpartici
pating provider has ~ !! partici/:ating prov1iIer witli the health 
maintenance organizatIOn withm ~ last year, iny payments made 
under this section must not exceed the payment evel of the previous 
contract unless the commissioner determines that without adjusting 
payments the health maintenance organization will be unable to 
meet the health care needs of enrollees in the area:- - ------------ ---

Sec. 14. [62D.122] [MEDIATION.] 

When current arties to a health maintenance organization 
contract between provi ers ofhealth care services and the health 
maintenance organization believe they will be unable to reach 
agreement on the terms of renewal 2!: maintenance of the agree
ment, either party may request the commissioner of health to order 
that the dispute be submitted to mediation. The parties to the 
dispute shall enter mediation upon the order of thecommissionerm 
health. "WhetEerOr not !! request for mediation from one of the 
parties has been received, the commissioner shall order mediation if 
failure to reach agreement would significantl~ impair access to 
heaItll care services on the paJt of current enro lees of that health 
mamteilailce organizatiOiLIn etermining whether access to health 
care services for current enrollees will be significantly impaired, the 
commissioneiSliall consider: 

(1) the number of enrollees affected, 

(2) the ability of the plan to make alternate arrangements with 
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other participating providers for the provision of health care ser-
vices to the affected enrollees, . . 

(3) the availability of nonparticipating providers who mliY become 
participating providers for those with whom the healt mainte
nance organization ~ in dispute, 

(4) the time remaining until termination of the provider contract, 
anT 

(5) whether failure to resolve the dispute may establish !'o prece
dent for similai'CUsj)iites in other parts of the state or might impede 
competition among health plans. 

During the peri?d in which the dispute ~ in mediation, no action 
to termmate provider or enrollee contracts may be taken ~ either 
party. Participation in mediation shall be re uiroo of all parties for 
!'o period of not more than 30 days. Notice 0 termination of provider 
alfaeements, as reguireauMer section 5, Shall take effect no earlier 
t· an 31 days after the first day of medlatiollunder this sect~ 

When mediation is ordered £y the commissioner, arrangements 
formeaiation shallDe made through either the office of dispute 
resolution in the state planning lIgency;ortlle Office of administra-
tive hearings. . 

Costs of the mediation shall be borne equally ~ the health 
maintenance organization and the health care roviders. unless 
otherwise agreed to £y the parties. The office 2... administrative 
hearings shall establish rates for mediation services comparable to 
those charged£y mediatorsTIsted with the office of dispute resolu
tion. 

The mediator shall not have authority to impose a settlement or 
otherwise bind !'o participant to !'o nonvoliintary resolution of the 
dispute; however, any agreement reached as !'o result of the media
tion shaH be enforceable. 

Except as otherwise provided under chapter 13 and sections 
620.03 ano62D.14, the commissioner shall make pUblic the results 
0: any mooiation agreement. ----

Sec. 15. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 620.17, subdivision 1, is 
amended to read: . 

Subdivision 1. The commissioner of health may; for any violation 
of statute or rule applicable to a health maintenance organization, 

. or in lieu of suspension or revocation of a certificate of authority 
under section 620.15, levy an administrative penalty in an amount 
up to $10,000 for each violation. In the case of contracts or agree-
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ments made pursuant to section 62D.05, subdivisions 2 to 4, each 
contract or agreement entered into or impl,emented in a manner 
which violates sections 62D.0l to 62D.29 shall be considered a 
separate violation. Reasonable notice in writing to the health 
maintenance organization shall be given of the intent to levy the 
penalty and the reasons therefor, and the health maintenance 
organization may have a Feasaflaaie time 15 days within which to 
remedy the deteet ffi its alleratians whieh g'ffi'e rise t.. the Ile.w1ty 
eitatisa, Sf' ftav..e file a written request for an administrative hearing 
and review of the commissioner of health's determination. Such 
administrative hearing shall be subject to judicial review pursuant 
to chapter 14. 

Sec. 16. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 62D.20, is amended to 
read: 

62D.20 [RULES.] 

Subdivision 1. The commissioner of health may, pursuant to 
chapter 14, promulgate such reasonable rules as are necessary or 
proper to carry out the provisions of sections 62D.Ol to 62D.29. 
Included among such rules shall be those which provide minimum 
requirements for the provision of comprehensive health mainte
nance services, as defined in section 62D.02, subdivision 7, and 
reasonable exclusions therefrom. Nothing in such rules shall force or 
require a health maintenance organization to provide elective, 
induced abortions, except as medically necessary to prevent the 
death of the mother, whether performed in a hospital, other abortion 
facility, or the office of a physician; the rules shall provide every 
health maintenance organization the option of excluding or includ
ing elective, induced abortions, except as medically necessary to 
prevent the death of the mother, as part of its comprehensive health 
maintenance services. 

Subd. 2. The commissioner shall adopt rules that address the issue 
of appropriate prior authorization reguirements, considering con
sumer needs, administrative concerns, and the nature of the benefit. 

Sec. 17. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 62E.ll, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 9. Each contributing member that terminates individual 
health coverage-regulated under chapter 62A, 62C, 62D, or 64B for 
reasons other than (a) nonpayment of premium; (b) failure to make 
copayments;(C)ellrollee moving out of the area serVeO; or (d) " 
materially false statement or misrepresentation ll,y the enrollee in 
the application for membership; and does not provide or arrange lOr 
replacement coverage that meets the requirements of section 13; 
shall P!'X " special assessment to the state plan based upon the 
number of terminated individuals who join the comprehensive 
health insurance plan as authorized under section 62E.14, subdivi-
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sion h paragraph (d), and section 21. Such "" contributing member 
shall ~ the association an amount equal to the averar cost of an 
enrollee in the state plan in the year in which ~ member 
terminatoo enrollees, multiplied!>y the totaimimOer of terminated 
enrollees who enroll in the state plan. 

The average cost of an enrollee in the state comprehensive health 
insurance plan shalTbe determinea!>y dividing the state plan's total 
annual losses !>y the total number of enrollees from that year. This 
cost will be assessed to the contriouting memoer who has termi
natedheillh covera~e before the association makes the annual 
aeterin1iUitWn of eac cOiiti11Jutlllg member's IiBlillItY as required 
under this section. -----

In the event that the contributing member is terminating health 
coverage because of a loss ofheaIth care providers, the commissioner 
'hay review whether or not the special assessment established under 
t is subdivision will have an adverse impact on the contributing 
member or its enrollees or insureds, inclUding but not limited to 
causing the contributing member to fail below statutory net worth 
requirements. IT the commissioner determines that the spectaI 
assessment would have an adverse impact on the contributing 
member or its enronees or insureds, the commissioner may adjust 
the amount of the special assessment, or establish alternative 
payment arrangements to the state plan. For health maintenance 
organizations rw1ated uruIer chapter 62D, the commissioner of 
health shall ma,dhe determination regardin~ any adjustment in 
the special assessment and shall transmit thatetermination to the 
commissioner of commerce. 

Sec. 18. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 62E.ll, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to rea<;l: 

Subd. 10. tnt contributing members who have terminated indi
vidual heart pans and do not provide or arrange for replacement 
coverage that meets the requirements of section 13, and whose 
former insureds or enrollees enroll in the state comprehensive 
health insurance plan with a waiver of the preexisting conditions 
pursuant to section 62E.14, sUbdivision 1, paragraph (d), and section 
21, will be liable for the costs of any preexisting conditions of their 
former enrOTIeeS or insureds treated during the first six months of 
coverage under the state plan. The liability for preexisting conm
tions wilTOeassessed before the association makes the annuaI 
Oetermmatwn of each cOiiti11Jutlllg member's liBlillItY as required 
under this section. 

Sec. 19. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 62E.14,.subdivision 1, is 
amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [CERTIFICATE, CONTENTS.] The comprehensive 
health insurance plan shall be open for enrollment by eligible 
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persons. An eligible person shall enroll by submission of a certificate 
of eligibility to the writing carrier. The certificate shall provide the 
following: . 

(a) Name, address, age, and length of time at residence of the 
applicant; 

(b) Name, address, and age of spouse and children if any, if they 
are to be insured; 

(c) Evidence of rejection, a requirement ofre'strictive riders, a rate 
up, or a preexisting conditions limitation on a qualified plan, the 
effect of which is to substantially reduce coverage from that received 
by a person considered a standard risk, by at least one association 
members within six months of the date of the certificate, or other 
eligibility requirements adopted by rule by the commissioner which 
are not inconsistent with this chapter and which evidence that a 
person is unable to obtain coverage substantially similar to that 
which may be obtained by a person who is considered a standard 
risk; 

(d) E"idea.e that tl>e 8Wli ..... t meets tl>e eligillili'Y Fe""iPemeHts 
sf sectieR 62E.()81, sllMivisiaa It aHd !! the applicant has been 
terminated from individual health coverage which does not proVlOe 
replacement coverage, evidence that no replacement coverage that 
meets the requirements of section 13 was offered, and evidence of 
termination of individual health coverage fu: an insurer, nonprofit 
health service ~an corporation, or health maintenance organization 
provided that t e contract or f;0lili has been terminated for reasons 
other than (1) [allure to l'!'Y t e c ar~e for health care coverage; (2) 
failure to maJ<e copayments require h the health care ~at (3) 
enrollee movmg out of the area served; or (4) '" materIa y alse 
statement or misrepresentatlOi1\>.y the enrollee in the application 
for membership; and 

(e) A designation of the coverage desired. 

An eligible person may not purchase more than one policy from 
the state plan. Upon ceasing to be a resident of Minnesota a person 
is no longer eligible to purchase or renew coverage under the state 
plan. 

Sec. 20. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 62E.14, subdivision 3, is 
amended to read: . 

Subd. 3. [PREEXISTING CONDITIONS.] No person who obtains 
coverage pursuant to this section shall be covered for any preexisting 
condition during the first six months of coverage under the state 
plan if the person was diagnosed or treated for that condition during 
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the 90 days immediately preceding the filing of an application 
except as provided under subdivisions 4 and 5, and section 21. 

Sec. 21. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 62E.14, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 6. A Minnesota resident who holds an individual health 
mamtenance contract, individual D.OllprOfiTlieaIth service corpOra
tion contract, or an individual insurance policy previously approved 
fu: the commissioners of health or commerce, may enroll in the 
comprehensive health insurance Sian with a waiver of the preexist
h!g condition as describe<! in sub iV1s~ without interruption in 
coverage, provided (1) no replacement coverage that meets tne 
re~uirements of section 13 was offered fu: the contriDuting member, 
an (2) the policy or contraclli'as been teriiilnated for reasons other 
than (afilon1,ayment of premium; (b) failure to maRe copayments 
re uired hY t e health care plan; (c) movin~ out of the area served; 
or (d !! materiaTIYfiilse statement or mIsrepresentation hY the 
em1illee in the application for membership; and, provided further, 
that the opti0f' to enroll in llle plan ~ exercised within 30 days of 
termination 0 the existing poncy or contract. . 

Coverage allowed under this section is effective on the date of 
termination, when the contract or solicy is terminatoo and the 
enrollee has cOiiiiJreteathe proper app ication and paid the requirea 
premium or fee. 

Expenses incurred from the preexisting conditions of individuals 
enrolled in the state plan uMer this subdiviSIOn must be paid hY the 
contributing membercanCeTIi1g coverage as set forth in section 18. 

The application must include evidence of termination of the 
existing ~ orcermIcate as required in subdivision 1. 

Sec. 22. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 62E.16, is amended to 
read:' . 

62E.16 [CONVERSION PRIVILEGES.] 

Every program of self-insurance, policy of group accident and 
health insurance or contract of coverage by a health maintenance 
organization written or renewed in this state, shall include, in 
addition to the provisions required by section 62A.17, the right to 
convert to an individual coverage qualified plan without the addi
tion of underwriting restrictions if the individual insured leaves the 
group regardless of the reason for leaving the group, or upon 
cancellation or termination of the coverage for the group except 
where uninterrupted and continuous group coverage is otherwise 
provided to the group. If the health maintenance organization has 
canceled coverage for tne group because of !! loss of providers in !! 
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service area, the health maintenance organization shall arrange for 
other health maintenance or indemnity conversion options that 
shall lie offered to enrollees without the addItion of underwriting 
restrictions. The required conversion contract must treat pregnancy 
the same as any other covered illness under the conversion contract. 
The person may exercise this right to conversion within 30 days of 
leaving the group or within 30 days following receipt of due notice of 
cancellation or termination of coverage of the group and upon 
payment of premiums from the date of termination or cancellation. 
Due notice of cancellation or termination of coverage for a group 
shall be provided to each employee having coverage in the group by 
the insurer, self-insurer or health maintenance organization cancel
ing or terminating the coverage except where reasonable evidence 
indicates that uninterrupted and continuous group coverage is 
otherwise provided to the group. Every employer having a policy of 
group accident and health insurance, group subscriber or contract of 
coverage by a health maintenance organization shall, upon request, 
provide the insurer or health maintenance organization a list of the 
names and addresses of covered employees. Plans of health coverage 
shall also include a provision which, upon the death of the individ
ual in whose name the contract was issued, permits every other 
individual then covered under the contract to elect, within the 
period specified in the contract, to continue coverage under the same 
or a different contract without the addition of underwriting restric
tions until the individual would have ceased to have been entitled to 
coverage had the individual in whose name the contract was issued 
lived. An individual conversion contract issued by a health mainte
nance organization shall not be deemed to be an individual enroll
ment contract for the purposes of section 62D.10. 

Sec. 23. [REQUIRED STUDIES.] 

Subdivision 1. The commission on health plan regulatory reform 
created in Laws 1987, chapter 370, article h section 11, shall make 
recommendations for expediteifreView mechanisms for complaints 
concerning health maintenance organization coverageof an imme
diately and urgently needed service. 

Subd. 2. The board of the Minnesota comprehensive health 
association shall conduct " study examining the plan options 
currently offered ~ the association, in order to determine whether 
provision of additional plan options would better meet the needs of 
current and future enrollees. The board shall report its findings to 
the legislature and the commissioner of hea th and the commis
sioner of commerce ~ February 15, 1989. 

Sec. 24. [REPEALER.) 

Laws 1984, chapter 464, sections 29 and 40, are repealed. Section 
14 is repealed June 30, 1990. 
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Sec. 25. [EFFECTIVE OATE.J 

Sections 11, 13, 14, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, and 22 are effective the day 
following final enactment. Section 3, subdivision 3, paragraph (c),is 
effective January 1., 1989." -

Oelete the title arid insert: 

"A bill for an act relating to health maintenance organizations; 
insurance; requiring replacement coverage in the event an HMO 
cancels coverage; increasing state comprehensive health plan liabil
ities in the event a member terminates coverage; allowing for 
mediation of disputes about health maintenance organization agree
ments; aIlowing interest on unpaid charges; increasing health 
maintenance organization notice 'requirements and annual report
ing requirements; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 
620.07; 620.08, subdivision·5; 62D.09; 62D.101; 620.11; 620.12, 
subdivision 2, and by adding a subdivision; 620.17, subdivision 1; 
620.20; 62E.11, by adding subdivisions; 62E.14, subdivisions 1, 3, 
and by adding a subdivision; 62E.16; Minnesota Statutes 1987 
Supplement, sections 62A.17, ·subdivision 6; and 620.08, subdivi
sion 3; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 
620; repealing Laws 1984, chapter 464, sections 29 and 40." 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 

Senate Conferees: JAMES C. PEHLER, JOHN E. BRANDL AND LINDA 
BERGLIN. 

House Conferees: CLAIR L. NELSON, BOB ANDERSON AND ANN WYNIA. 

Nelson, C., moved that the report of the Conference Committee on 
S. F. No. 1861 be adopted and that the bill be repassed as amended 
by the Conference Committee. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 1861, A bill for an act relating to health maintenance 
organizations; insuraJ).ce; requiring replacement. coverage in the 
event an HMO cancels coverage; increasing state comprehensive 
health plan liabilities in the event a member terminates coverage; 
increasing health maintenance organization notice requirements 
and annual reporting requirements; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1986, sections· 62D.07; 620.08, subdivision 5; 620.09; 620.101; 
620.11; 620.12, subdivision 2, and by adding a subdivision; 620.17, 
subdivision 1; 62E.11, by adding subdivisions; 62E.14, subdivisions 
1,3, and by adding a subdivision; 62E.16; Minnesota Statutes 1987 
Supplement, sections 62A.17, subdivision 6; and 620.08, subdivi-
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sion 3; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 
620; repealing Laws 1984, chapter 464, sections 29 and 40. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by Conference, 
and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. There were 120 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who. voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlierk 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 

Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 

Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Larsen 
Lasley 
Lieder 
Long 
McDonald 
McEachern 
McKasy 
McPherson 
Milbert 
Miller 
Minne 
Morrison 
Munger 
Murphy 
Nelson, C. 
Nelson, K. 
O'Connor 
Ogren 
Olsen, S. 
Olson, E. 
Olson, K. 

Omann 
Onnen 
Orenstein 
Otis 
Ozment 
Pappas 
Pauly 
Pelowski 
Peterson 
Poppenhagen 
Price 
Quinn 
Redalen 
Reding 
Rest 
Rice 
Richter 
Riveness 
Rodosovich 
IWse 
Rukavina 
Sarna 
Schafer 
Scheid 

Schreiber 
Seaberg 
Segal 
Shaver 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Tunheim 
Valento 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was repassed, as amended by Conference, and its title 
agreed to. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following 
Senate Files, herewith transmitted: 

S. F. Nos. 2114, 1561 and 2079. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following 
Senate Files, herewith transmitted: 
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S. F. Nos. 2347, 1987 and 1823. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the followIng 
Senate Files, herewith transmitted: 

S. F. Nos. 1900 and 1595. 

PATRICK E. FLAHA VEN, Secretary of the Senate 

FIRST READING OF SENATE BILLS 

S. F. No. 2114, A bill for an act relating to crimes; requiring a 
warning label on replica firearms; proposing coding for new law in 
Minnesota Statutes, chapter 325F. 

The bill was read for the first time. 

Carruthers moved that S. F. No. 2114 and H: F. No. 2205, now on 
General Orders, be referred to the Chief Clerk for comparison. The 
motion prevailed. ' 

S. F. No. 1561, A bill for an act relating to game and fish; 
prohibiting the use of certain meat in baiting bears; authorizing 
electric landing nets; regulating possession limits, size, and season 
for walleyed pike in the Rainy River; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1986, section 97B.425; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota 
Statutes, chapter 97C; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supple
ment, section 97CA02. 

The bill was read for the first time. 

Carlson, D., moved that S. F. No. 1561 and H. F. No. 1719, now on 
Special Orders, be referred to the Chief Clerk for comparison. The 
motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 2079, A bill for an act relating to natural resources; 
providing for a statement of need and reasonableness before desig
nating muskellunge waters; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986', 
section 97C.Oll. 

The bill was read for the first time. 
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Kinkel moved that S. F. No. 2079 and H. F. No. 1973, now on 
General Orders, be referred to the Chief Clerk for comparison. The 
motion prevailed. ' 

S. F. No. 2347, A bill for an act relating to commerce; regnlating 
franchises; modifying the definition of franchise to include certain 
royalty. or residuals agreements; regulating burglar alarm fran
chises; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 80C.01, subdi
vision 4; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, 
chapter 80C. 

The bill was read for the first time. 

Segal moved that S. F. No. 2347 and H. F. No. 2491, now on 
General Orders,· be referred to the Chief Clerk for comparison. The 
motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 1987, A bill for an act relating to state government; 
requiring the commissioner of employee relations to study the use of 
part-time employees in the executive branch work force; requiring a 
report. 

The bill was read for the first time. 

Riveness moved that S. F. No. 1987 and H. F. No. 2220, now on 
General Orders, be referred to the Chief Clerk for comparison. The 
motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 1823, A bill for an act relating to water; amending the 
Minnesota watershed act by adding reasons for tennination of a 
watershed district; amending Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, 
section 112.411, subdivision 4. 

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee 
on Environment and Natural Resources. 

S. F. No. 1900, A bill for an act relating to the metropolitan 
airports commission; setting the borrowing authority of the commis
sion; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 473.667, subdivi
sion 2. 

The bill was read for the first time. 

Simoneau moved that S. F. No. 1900 and H. F. No. 1874, now on 
General Orders, be referred to the Chief Clerk for comparison. The 
motion prevailed. 
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S. F. No. 1595, A bill for an act relating to state agencies; 
returning the control of the Minnesota veterans home to the 
department of veterans affairs; creating the veterans home board of 
directors and providing for its powers and duties; providing for the 
appointment of deputy commissioners and providing for their pow
ers and duties; appropriating money; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1986, sections 196.03; 196.05; 198.001; 198.01; 198.022; 198.03; 
198.05; 198.065; 198.075; 198.16; 198.161; 198.23; 198.231; 198.261; 
198.265; 198.266; 198.31; 198.32; 198.33; and 198.34; proposing 
coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapters 196 and 198; 
repealing Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 196.02, subdivision 3; 
and 198.06. 

The bill was read for the first time. 

Kostohryz moved that S. F. No. 1595 and H. F. No. 1746, now on 
General Orders, be referred to the Chief Clerk for comparison. The 
motion prevailed. 

CONSIDERATION UNDER RULE 1.10 

Pursuant to rule 1.10, Anderson, G., requested immediate consid
eration of H. F. Nos. 2031, 2536 and 1750; S. F. Nos. 1788, 1121, 
2286, 2456 and 2003; H. F. Nos. 1981 and 2127; and S. F. No. 2226. 

H. F. No. 2031, A bill for an act relating to waste management; 
requiring certain buildings to provide space for recycling; changing 
the definition of recyclable materials; specii'ying the responsibilities 
of the legislative commission on waste management; adding con
tainment of hazardous waste as an item for which the waste 
management board may make grants; making industrial waste 
facilities eligible for processing facility loans; creating additional 
loan and grant programs for waste tire management; banning used 
oil from placement on the land; removing the county fee cap for 
waste disposal in the metropolitan area; adding the chair of the 
waste management board to the environmental quality board; 
repealing the expiration date ofthe·legislative commission on waste 
management; appropriating money; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1986, sections 16B.24, subdivision 6; 16B.61, by adding a subdivi
sion; 115A.03, subdivisions 25a and 25b; 115A.14, s).lbdivision 4; 
115A.156, subdivision 3; 115A.165; 115A.912; 115A.914; 115A.919;· 
115B.17, by adding a subdivision; 473.803, subdivision 4; and 
609.68; Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 115A.156, 
subdivisions 1 and 2; 115A.162; 115A.48; 115A.916; 115A.95; and 
116C.03, subdivision 2; Laws 1980, chapter 564, article XII, section 
1, subdivision 3, as amended; Laws 1987, chapters 348, section 51, 
subdivision 1; and 404, section 24, subdivisions 4 and 6; proposing 
coding fot new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapters 115A and 325E; 
repealing Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 115A.14, subdivision 6; 
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and 115A.90, subdivision 4; Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, 
sections 115A.14, subdivision 5; 115AA1; 116.55; and 116M.07, 
subdivision 14. 

The bill was read for the third time and placed upon its final 
passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. There were 123 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G, 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 

Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 

Kostohryz Olson, K. 
Krueger OmanD 
Larsen Onnen 
Lasley Orenstein 
Lieder Osthoff 
Long Otis 
McDonald Ozment 
McEachern Pappas 
McKasy Pauly 
McLaughlin Pelowski 
McPherson Peterson 
Milberl Poppenhagen 
Miller Quinn 
Minne Quist 
Morrison Redalen 
Munger Reding 
Murphy Rest 
Nelson, C. Richter 
Nelson, D. Riveness 
Nelson, K. Rodosovich 
Neuenschwander Rose 
O'Connor Rukavina 
Ogren Sarna 
Olsen, S. Schafer 
Olson, E. Schreiber 

The bill was passed and its title agreed to. 

The Speaker called Long to the Chair. 

H. F. No. 2536 was reported to the House. 

Seaberg 
Shaver 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Valento 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

Shaver moved to amend H. F. No. 2536, the first engrossment, as 
follows: 

Page 3, after line 24, insert: 

"Sec. 6. [204C.035] [CAMPAIGN ADVERTISEMENTS PROHIB
ITED ON ELECTION DAY] 

No owner, publisher, editor, reporter, agent or employee of any 
newspaper, periodical or magazine circulated within the state of 
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Minnesota may accipt for insertion in the newspaper, magazine or 
penodical a politica advertisement to be published on the da'y the 
su..te primary or state general election is held, or on the daY that an 
election ~ held within the boundaries of !"o school district, county, 
city or town, that ~ intended to directly or indirectly influence, or 
attempt to influence, a voter's choice oT!"o candidate. ~ countrr . attorner, who ~ notifiea of an alleged violation of this section shal 
prompt y inquire into the facts of the violation as required ~ 
section 210A.37. A person WhOviolates this section is guilty of a 
misdemeanor." - -- -- - --

Renumber subsequent sections 

Amend the title accordingly 

A roll call was requested and properly seconded. 

The question was taken on the Shaver amendment and the roll 
was called. There were 56 yeas and 67 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affinnative were: 

Anderson, R. 
Bennett 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Clausnitzer 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 

Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 

Jennings 
Johnson, V. 
Kinkel 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
McKasy 
McPherson 
Miller 
Morrison 
Olsen, S. 
Olson, K 

Omann 
Onnen 
Ozment 
Pauly 
Pelowski 
Poppenhagen 
Quinn 
Quist 
Redalen 
Richter 
Rodosovich 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

. Battaglia 
Beard 
Begi('h 
Bertram 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dorn 
Greenfield 
Jaros 

Jefferson 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelso 
Kludt 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 
Larsen 
Lasley 
Lieder 
Long 

McDonald Orenstein 
McEachern Osthoff 
McLaughlin Otis 
Milbert Pappas 
Minne Peterson 
Munger Price 
Murphy Reding 
Nelson, C. Rest 
Nelson, D. Riveness 
Nelson, K. Rukavina 
Neuenschwander Sarna 
O'Connor Scheid 
Ogren Segal 
Olson, E. Simoneau 

lWse 
Schafer 
Schreiber 
Seaberg 
Shaver 
Stanius 
~wenson 
1]ornhom 
Tompkins 
Valento 
Voss 
Waltman 

Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Steensma 
Thiede 
Trimble 
Tunhe"im 
Wagenius 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Spk. Vanasek 

The motion did not prevail and the amendment was not adopted .. 
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H. F. No. 2536, A bill for an act relating to elections; providing 
that statewide computerized voter registration system satisfy re
quirements for duplicate registration file; establishing voter regis
tration account and appropriating money; changing certain 
procedures related to registration cards, files, and records; changing 
certain procedures for voting, arranging names on ballots, and 
completing summary statements; permitting cities or counties to 
use their present voting systems for general elections; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 201.091, subdivisions 2 and 5; 
204D.08, subdivision 5; Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sec
tions 201.022, subdivision 1; 201.071, subdivision 4; 204C.24, sub
division 1; 204D.08, subdivision 4; and 206.80; proposing coding for 
new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 201. 

The bill was read for the third time and placed upon its final 
passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. There were 126 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 

Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 

}(rueger (}nnen 
Larsen Orenstein 
Lasley Osthoff 
Lieder Otis 
Long Ozment 
McEachern Pappas 
McKasy Pauly 
McLaughlin Pelowski 
McPherson Peterson 
Milbert Poppenhagen 
Miller Price 
Minne Quinn 
Morrison Quist 
Munger Redalen 
Murphy Reding 
Nelson, C. Rest 
Nelson, D. Richter 
Nelson, K. Riveness 
Neuenschwander Rodosovich 
O'Connor Rose 
Ogren Rukavina 
Olsen, S. Sarna 
Olson, E. Schafer 
Olson, K. Scheid 
Omann Schreiber 

The bill was passed and its title agreed to. 

Seaberg 
Segal 
Shaver 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjomhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

H. F. No. 1750, A bill for an act relating to transportation; creating 
a transportation study board and prescribing its duties; appropriat
ing money. 

The bill was read for the third time and placed upon its final 
passage. 
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The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. There were 125 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

. Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Battaglia 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 

Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle' 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
JelUlings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 

Kostohryz Olson, K. 
Krueger Omann 
Larsen Onnen 
Lasley Orenstein 
Lieder Otis 
Long Ozment 
McDonald Pappas 
McEachern Pauly 
McKasy Pelowski 
McLaughlin Peterson 
McPherson Poppenhagen 
Milbert Price 
Miller Quinn 
Minne Quist 
Morrison Redalen 
Munger Reiling 
Murphy Rest 
Nelson, C. Richter 
Nelson, D. Riveness 
Nelson, K. Rodosovich 
Neuenschwander ROse 
O'Connor Rukavina 
Ogren Sarna 
Olsen, S. Schafer 
Olson, E. Scheid 

The bilhy;:tS passed and its title agreed to. 

. Schreiber 
Seaberg 
Segal 
Shaver 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins'· 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Valent.o 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
%'nia 
Spk. Vanasek 

S. F No. 1788, A bill for an act relating to the office of the 
secretary of state; providing for the simplification of various filings 
with that office; eliminating certain filings; eliminating the require
ment that documents be notarized, verified, or acknowledged; reduc
ing the number of signatJlres required; setting fees for copies of 
documents filed with the office of the secretary of state; permitting 
the correction of documents; setting fees for various filings; allowing 
the annual registration to fulfill the requirement that an active 
status report be filed; conforming the business corporation act to the 
uniform fraudulent conveyances act; increasing the penalties for 
failure to file an assumed business name; changing the time period 
during which audits of legal newspapers may occur; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 5.12; 300.025; 300.49; 302A.115, 
subdivisions 1 and 7; 302A.551, subdivision 3; 302A.821, subdivi
sion 1; 303.06; 303.10, subdivision 2; 303.11; 303.14, subdivisions 1 
and 3; 303.16, subdivision 3; and by adding a subdivision; 306.70; 
306.74; 308.06; 308.14, subdivisions 2 and 4; 308.15;subdivisions r 
and 4; 308.59; 317.04, subdivision 3; 317.08, subdivision 1; 317.27, 
subdivisions 1 and 5; 317,33; 317.35; 317.45, subdivision 4; 318.02, 
subdivision 1; 322A.12; 322A.14; 322A.73; 322A.74; 333.01; 
333.055, snbdivisions 1 and 4; 333.06; 333.20, subdivision 2; 333.22, 
subdivision 2; 333.23; Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sec
tions 302A.01l, subdivision 11; 302A.139; 302A.615, subdivision 1; 
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308.58, subdivision 2; 322A.70; and 331A.02, subdivision 1; propos
ing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 5. 

The bill was read for the third time and placed upon its final 
passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. There were 125 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carison, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
!lorn 

Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 

Krueger Onnen 
Larsen Orenstein 
Lasley Osthoff 
Lieder Otis 
Long Ozment 
McDonald Pappas 
McEachern Pauly 
McKasy Pelowski 
McPherson Peterson 
Milbert Poppenhagen 
Miller Price 
Mione Quinn 
Morrison Quist 
Munger Redalen 
Murphy Reding 
Nelson, C. Rest 
Nelson, D. Richter 
Nelson, K. Riveness 
Neuenschwander Rodosovich 
O'Connor Rose 
Ogren Rukavina 
Olsen, S. Sarna 
Olson, E. Schafer 
Olson, K. Scheid 
Omann Schreiber 

The bill was passed and its title agreed to. 

Seaberg 
Segal 
Shaver 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjomhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Valenlo 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
WenZel 
Winter 
Wyrua 
Spk. Vanasek 

S. F. No. 1121, A bill for an act relating to motor vehicles; 
establishing a titling system for salvage and rebuilt motor vehicles; 
requiring licenses for scrap metal processors, used vehicle parts 
dealers, and salvage pool operators; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1986, sections 168.27, subdivisions 1, 2, 3, 8, 10, 24, and by adding 
subdivisions; 168.33, subdivision 7; 168A.Ol, subdivision 2, and by 
adding subdivisions; and 168A.15; Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supple
ment, section 168.27, subdivis;on 16; proposing coding for new law 
in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 168A. 

The bill was read for the third time and placed upon its final 
passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. There were 121 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
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Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
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!"or~the 
Frederick 
Frerichs 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 

Krueger Omann 
Larsen Onnen 
Lasley Orenstein 
Lieder Osthoff 
Long. Otis 
McDonald Ozment 
McEachern Pappas 
McKasy Pauly 
McPherson Pelowski 
Milbert Peterson 
Miller Poppenhagen 
Minne Price 
Morrison Quinn 
Munger Quist 
Murphy Redalen-
Nelson, C. Reding 
Nelson, D. Rest 
Nelson, K. Richter 
Neuenschwander Riveness 
O'Connor Rodosovich 
Ogren Rase 
Olsen, S. Rukavina 
Olson, E. Sarna 
Olson, K. Schafer 

The bill was passed and its title agreed to. 

[79th Oay 

Scheid 
Schreiber 
Seaberg 
Segal 
Shaver 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
'fjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
""lie 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Spk. Vanasek 

S. F. No. 2286, A bill for an act relating to environment; amending 
certain statutes administered by the environmental quality board; 
prohibiting delegation of responsibilities; authorizing certain en
forcement actions; prohibiting construction of certain projects;. re
quiring project proposers to pay costs of environmental impact 
statements; appropriating money; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1986, sections 116C.04, by adding a subdivision; 1160.04, by adding 
subdivisions; and 1160.045, subdivisions 1, 2, 3, and 4; Minnesota 
Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 116C.03, subdivision 2; repeal
ing Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 1160.045, subdivision 5. 

The bill was read for the third time and placed upon its final 
passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. There were 125 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 

Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 

Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jefferson 

Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 

Kostohryz 
Krueger 
Larsen 
Lasley 
Lieder 
Long 
McDonald 
McEachern 
McKasy 
McPherson 
Milbert 
Miller 
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Minne Omann 
Morrison Onnen 
Munger Orenstein 
Murphy Osthoff 
Nelson, C. Otis 
Nelson, D. Ozment 
Nelson, K. Pappas 
Neuenschwander Pauly 
O'Connor Pelowski 
Ogren Peterson 
Olsen, S. Poppenhagen 
Olson, E. Price 
Olson, K. Quinn 

Quist 
Redalen 
Reding 
Rest 
Richter 
Riveness 
Rodosovich 
Rose 
Rukavina 
Sarna 
Schafer 
Scheid 
Schreiber 

Seaberg 
Segal 
Shaver 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Starrius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
'fjornhom 

The bill was passed and its title agreed to. 
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Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

S. F. .No. 2456,. A bill for an act relating to energy; creating a 
legislative advisory task force on energy policies for low-income 
persons and providing for the duties of the task force. 

The bill was read for the third time and placed upon its final 
passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. There were 85 yeas and 35 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson. G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Beard 
Begich 
Bertram 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Cooper 
Dawkins 
DeRaad 
Dorn 
Greenfield 

Gruenes 
. Heap 

Jacobs 
Jefferson 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knuth. 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 
Larsen 

Lasley Orenstein 
Lieder Osthoff 
Long Otis 
McEachern Pappas 
McLaughlin Pelowski 
Milbert Peterson 
Minne Price 
Munger Quinn 
Murphy Reding 
Nelson, C. Rest 
Nelson, D. Rice 
Nelson, K. Riveness 
Neuenschwander Rodosovirh 
O'Connor Rukavina 
Ogren Sarna 
Olson, K. Scheid 
Omann Seaberg 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

BelUlett Frederick Knickerbocker Pauly 
Blatz Frerichs McDonald Poppenhagen 
Clausnitzer Gutkoecht McKasy Quist 
Dauner Haukoos McPherson Redalen 
DeBlieck Himle Miller Richter 
Dempsey Hugoson Olsen, S. Rose 
Forsythe Jennings Olson, E. Schafer 

The bill was passed and its title agreed to. 

Segal 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Steensma 

. Swenson 
Trimble 
TUnheim 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius' 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Van;isek 

Schreiber 
Shaver 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Thiede 
Tompkins 
Valento 
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Murphy was excused between the hours of 4:20 p.m. and 6:00 p.m. 

S. F. No. 2003 was reported to the House. 

Johnson, R.; Omann; Dorn; Pelowski and Gruenes moved to 
amend S. F. No. 2003, the unofficial engrossment, as follows: 

Page 6, after line 25, insert: 

"Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 43A.27, is. amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 6. [FOOD SERVICE EMPLOYEES.) Employees of !I. con
tracted food service o~ration at a member institution of The state 
university system, if te food servIce was operated h the instttutron 
Itself before it was turneaOver to a contractor and il'tIie employer 
and tlieTepresentative of eIiij)ToYees, defined under seCtion 179.01, 
SiiIidlVlsion 5, agree, 'day elect prior to January 1, 1990 to enroll 
themselves an their ependents at their own or their emplOyer'S 
expense in the appropriate state plans for life insurance, hospital, 
medical, anififental benefits, and optionlir coverages at the time, in 
the manner, and under the' conditions of eligibility the commis-
sioner prescrioos and otheiWise approves:' -

Renumber subsequent sections 

Correct internal cross references 

Amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 9, after "subdivision 3" insert '\ and by adding a 
subdivision" 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

S. F. No. 2003, A bill for an act relating to state government; 
providing for salary. ranges for certain state employees; clarifying 
requirements for submitting certain salaries for legislative ap
proval; requiring certain reports; regulating emergency civil service 
appointments; clarifying limits on certain salaries; authorizing the 
governor to change the salaries of newly appointed agency heads; 
regulating affirmative action; regulating separation from certain 
bargaining units; regulating health and other fringe benefit cover
ages; providing duties for the commissioner of employee relations; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 43A.04, subdivision 7; 
43A.15, subdivisions 2 and 11; 43A.17, subdivisions 1 and 9; 43A.18, 
subdivision 5; 43A.19, subdivision 1; 43A.23, subdivisions Land 3; 
43A.27, subdivision 3, and by adding a subdivision; p5.101, by 
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adding a subdivision; and 179A.1O, subdivision 3; Minnesota Stat
utes 1987 Supplement, sections 15A.081, subdivisions 1 and 7b; 
15A.083, subdivision 7; 43A.08, subdivision 1a; 43A.191, subdivi
sion 3; 43A.316, subdivisions 2, 4, 8, and by adding a subdivision; 
43A.421; 44A.02, subdivision 1; 79.34, subdivision 1; 176.611, 
subdivisions 2 and 3a; and 214.04, subdivision 3. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended, and placed upon 
its final passage, 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. There were 127 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Danner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 

Frederick 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
HaulmOH 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 

Larsen Otis 
Lieder Ozment 
McDonald Pappas 
McEachern Pall ly 
McKasy Pelowski 
McLaughlin Peterson 
McPherson Poppenhagen 
Milbert Price 
Miller Quinn 
Minne Quist 
Morrison Redalen 
Munger Reding 
Murphy Rest 
Nelson, C. Rice 
Nelson, D. Richter 
Nelson, K. Riveness 
Neuenschwander Rodosovich 
O'Connor Rose 
Ogren Rukavina 
Olsen, S. Sarna 
Olson, E. Schafer 
Olson, K. Scheid 
Omann Sch.·eiber 
Onnen Seaberg 
Orenstein Segal 
Osthoff Shaver 

Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was passed, as amended, and its title agreed to. 

H. F. No, 1981, A bill for an act relating to claims against the 
state; providing for payment of various claims; appropriating money. 

The bill was read for the third time and placed upon its final 
passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the hill and the roll was 
called, There were 82 yeas and 42 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
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Battaglia 
Beard , 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
DeRaad 

Dille 
Forsythe 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Hartle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
JohnSon, V. 
Kalis 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
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Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 
Lasley 
McDonald 
McEachern 
Milbert 
Minne 
Munger 
Nelson, C. 
Nelson, K. 
O'Connor 
Ogren 
Olson, E. 
Olson, K. 
Omann 
Orenstein 

Osthoff 
Otis 
Ozment 
Pappas 
Pauly 
Pelowski 
Peterson 
Price 
Quinn 
Redalen 
Reding 
Rice 
Rose 
Rukavina 
Sarna 
Schafer 
Scheid 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Blatz 
Boo 
Clausnit7..er 
Dempsey 
Dom 
Frederick 
Frerichs 
Gutknecht 

Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Jennings 
Kahn 
Knickerbocker 
Larsen 
Lieder 
Long 

McLaughlin Rest 
Miller Riveness 
Morrison Rodosovich 
Nelson,D. . Schreiber 
Neuenschwander Shaver 
Olsen, S. Skoglund 
Onnen Sparby 
Poppenhagen Sviggum 
Quist Swenson 

The bill was passed and its title agreed to. 

[79th Day 

Seaberg 
Segal 
Simoneau 
Solberg 
Stanins 
Steensma 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Voss 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Valento 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
welle 

Rodosovich moved that his name be stricken as an author on H. F. 
No. 1981. The motion prevailed. 

Sarna was excused for the remainder of today's session. 

H. F. No. 2127, A .bill for an act relating to health maintenance 
organizations; requiring insolvency insurance policies to be filed; 
requiring a deposit; creating a net worth requirement; allowing for 
a reduction of net worth in certain circumstances; defining admitted 
assets; imposing investment restrictions; requiring quarterly re
ports; providing for the inclusion of certain items in provider 
contracts; regulating rehabilitation and liquidations; including 
health maintenance organizations in the Life and Health Guaranty 
Association; requiring health maintenance organizations to main
tain liabilities for unpaid claims; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1986, sections 62D.02, by adding subdivisions; 62D.03, subdivision 
4; 62D.041, subdivisions 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, and by adding subdivisions; 
62D.05, subdivision 3; 62D.08, by adding a subdivision; 620.12, 
subdivision 5, imd by adding a subdivision; 620.14, subdivision 1; 
620.18; 620.19; 62E.02, subdivision 13; and 62E.14, subdivision 1; 
Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 620.04, subdivision 
1; and 62E.I0, subdivision 9; proposing coding for new law in 
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Minnesota Statutes, chapter 62D; repealing Minnesota Statutes 
1986, section 62D.041, subdivisions 5, 6, and 8. 

The bill was read for the third time and placed upon its final 
passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. There were 127 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Danner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dom 
l<brsythe 
Frederick 

Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
,Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kol>tohryz 
Krueger 

Larsen Osthoff 
Lasley Otis 
Lieder Ozment 
Long Pappas 
McDonald Pauly 
McEachern Pelowski 
McKasy Peterson 
McLaughlin Poppenhagen 
McPherson Price 
Milbert Quinn 
Miller Quist 
Mione Redalen 
Morrison Reding 
Munger Rest 
Nelson, C. Rice 
Nelson, D. Richter 
Nelson, K. Riveness 
Neuenschwander Rodosovich 
O'Connor Rose 
Ogren Rukavina 
Olsen, S. &hafer 
Olson, E. Scheid 
Olson, K. Schreiber 
Omann Seaberg 
Onnen Segal 
Orenstein Shaver 

The bill was passed and its title agreed to. 

Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum· 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjomhom 
'fompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

S. F. No. 2226, A bill for an act relating to state government; 
amending certain provisions governing advisory councils, commit
tees, and task forces; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 
3.922, subdivision 3; 3.9225, subdivision 1; 3.9226, subdivision 1; 
6.65; 15.059, subdivision 5; 79.51, subdivision 4; 84B.ll, subdivision 
1; 85A.02, subdivision 4; 115.54; 116C.59, subdivisions 1, 2, and 4; 
116C.839; 121.83; 124.48, subdivision 3; 126.56, subdivision 5; 
128A.03, subdivision 3; 135A.05; 136A.02, subdivision 7; 138.97, 
subdivision 3; 162.02, subdivision 2; 162.09, subdivision 2; 174.031, 
subdivision 2; 175.008; 182.653, subdivision 4e; 214.141; 248.10, 
subdivision 2; 254A.035, subdivision 2; 256C.28, subdivision 2; 
299F.097; 611A.34, subdivision 1; 611A.71, by adding a subdivision; 
Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 15.059, subdivision 
6; 16B.20, subdivision 2; 43A.316, subdivision 4; 115A.12, subdivi
sion 1; 116J.971, by adding a subdivision; 120.17, subdivision 11a; 
12l.934, subdivision 1; 123.935, subdivision 7; 126.665; 129C.I0, 
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subdivision 3; 136A.02, subdivision 6; 144.672, subdivision 1; 
175.007, subdivision 1; 245.697, subdivision 1; 245.97, subdivision 6; 
246.56, subdivision 2; 256.482, subdivision 1; 256.73, subdivision 7; 
256B.064, subdivision 1a; 256B.27, subdivision 3; 256B.433, subdi
visions 1 and 4; 299A.23, subdivision 2; 299J.06, subdivision 4; 
repealing Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 116J.04; 160.80, sub
division 6; .177 .28, subdivision 2; 326.66; Minnesota Statutes 1987 
Supplement, section 115A.12, subdivision 2. 

The bill was read for the third time and placed upon its final 
passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. There were 123 yeas and 5 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Cadson, L. 
CalTUthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dom 
Forsythe 

Frederick 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 
Larsen 

Lasley Osthoff 
Lieder Otis 
Long Ozment 
McDonald Pappas 
McEachern Pauly 
McKasy Pelowski 
McLaughlin Peterson 
McPherson Poppenhagen 
Milbert Price 
Miller Quinn 
Minne Quist 
Morrison Redalen 
Munger Reding 
Nelson, C. Rest 
Nelson, D. Rice 
Nelson, K. Richter 
Neuenschwander Riveness 
O'Connor Rodosovich 
Ogren Rose 
Olsen, S. Rukavina 
Olson, E. Schafer 
Olson, K. Scheid 
Omann Seaberg 
Onnen Segal 
Orenstein Shaver 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Dempsey Frerichs Himle Jennings 

The bill was passed and its title agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDERS 

Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg· 
Sparby 
Stamus 
Steensma 
Svig~ 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
','II,lle 
','II,nzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

Schreiber 

S. F. No. 1875, A bill for an act relating to the city of Minneapolis; 
. authorizing contracts with labor organizations for the provision of 
certain skilled trade and craft services. 
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The bill was read for the third time and placed upon its final 
passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. There were 126 yeas and 1 nay as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 

Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugpson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 

Knuth Olson, K. 
Kostohryz Omann 
Krueger Onnen 
Larsen Orenstein 
Lasley Osthoff 
Lieder Otis 
Long Ozment 
McDonald Pappas 
McEachern Pauly 
McKasy Pelowski 
McLaughlin Peterson 
McPherson Poppenhagen 
Milbert Price 
Miller Quinn 
Minne Quist 
Morrison Redalen 
Munger Reding 
Nelson, C. Rest 
Nelson, D, Rice 
Nelson, K. Richter 
Neuenschwander Riveness 
O'Connor Rodosovich 
Ogren Rose 
Olsen, S. Rukavina 
Olson, E. Schafer 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Solberg 

The bill was passed and its title agreed to. 

S. F. No. 2137 was reported to the House. 

Scheid 
Schreiber 
Seaberg 
Segal 
Shaver 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

Kelso moved that S. F. No. 2137 be continued on Special Orders for 
one day. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 1646 was reported to the House. 

DeBlieck moved that S. F. No. 1646 be continued on Special Orders 
for one day. The motion prevailed. 

Anderson, G., was excused between the hours of5:20 p.m. and 7:30 
p.m. 
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S. F. No. 2009 was reported to the House. 

Vellenga moved to amend S. F. No. 2009, as follows: 

Delete everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 256.87, subdivision 
1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [ACTIONS AGAINST PARENTS FOR ASSIS
TANCE FURNISHED.] A parent of a child is liable for the amount 
of assistance furnished under sections 256.72 to 256.87 to and for the 
benefit of the child, including any assistance furnished for the 
benefit of the caretaker of the child, which the parent has had the 
ability to pay. Ability to ~ must be determined according to 
chapter 518. The parent's Iiabilityiillimited to. the amount or 
assistance furnished during the two years immediately preceding 
the commencement of the action, except that where child support 
has been previously ordered, the state or county agency providing 
the assistance, as assignee of the obligee, shall be entitled to 
judgments for child support payments accruing within ten yeats 
preceding the date of the commencement of the action up to the full 
amount of assistance furnished. The action may be ordered by the 
state agency or county agency and shall be brought in the name of 
the county by the county attorney of the county in which the 
assistance was granted, or by the state agency against the parent for 
the recovery of the amount of assistance granted, together with the 
costs and disbursements of the action. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 256.87, subdivision la, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 1a. [CONTINUING CHILD SUPPORT CONTRIBU
TIONS.] In addition to granting the county or state agency a money 
judgment, the court may, upon a motion or order to show cause, order 
continuing child support contributions by a parent found able to 
reimburse the county or state agency. Except as provided in subdi
vision 4, the order shall be effective forthe period of time during 
which the recipient receives public assistance from any county or 
state agency and for five months thereafter. The order shall require 
support according to chapter 518. An order Tor .continuing contribu
tions is reinstated without f~rther hearing upon notice to the parent 
by any county or state agency that assistance is again being 
provided for the child of the parent under sections 256.72 to 256.87. 
The notice shall be in writing and shall indicate that the parent may 
request a hearing for modification of the amount of support or 
maintenance. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 256.978, is amended to 
read: 
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256.978 [LOCATION OF PARENTS DESERTING THEIR CHIL
DREN, ACCESS TO RECORDS.] 

The commissioner of human services, in order to carry out the 
child support enforcement program and to assist in the location of 
parents who have, or appear to have, deserted their children, may 
request information from the records of all departments, boards, 
bureaus or other agencies of this state, which shall, notwithstanding 
the provisions of section 290.61, section 268.12, subdivision 12 or 
any other law to the contrary, provide the information necessary for 
this purpose. Employers and utility companies doing business in 
this state shall provide the following data t1Jl<ll1 written request ~ 
an agency responsible for child support enforcement, to identify and 
locate individuals owing or allegedly owing " duty to support, 
whether the individual if; employed or if; receiving utility service 
and the individual's address. A request for this information may be 
made to an employer when there is reasonable cause to believe that 
the subrct of the inquiry if; or was employed by the employer of 
whom t e request was made. The request must include a statement 
that such reasonable cause exists. Information relative to the 
identity, whereabouts, employment, income, and property of a 
person owing or alleged to be owing an obligation of support may be 
requested and used or transmitted by the commissioner pursuant to 
the authority conferred by this section. The commissioner of human 
services may make such information available only to public officials 
and agencies of this state and its political subdivisions and. other 
states of the union and their political subdivisions who are seeking 
to enforce the support liability of parents or to locate parents who 
have, or appear to have, deserted their children. Any person who, 
pursuant to this section, obtains information from the department of 
revenue the confidentiality of which is protected by law shall not 
divulge the information except to the extent necessary for the 
administration of. the child support enforcement program or when 
otherwise authorized by law. 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 270A.03, subdivision 4, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 4. "Debtor" means a natural person obligated on a debt to a 
claimant agency or having " delinquent account with " public 
agency responsible for child support enforcement. 

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 356.80, is 
amended to read: 

356.80 [PROVISION OF INFORMATION IN THE EVENT OF 
MARRIAGE. DISSOLUTION.] 

Subdivision 1. [INFORMATION FOR A PENDTNG MARRIAGE 
DISSOLUTION.] (a) Upon written request by a person with access to 
the data under subdivision 3 who cites this statute, a public or 
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private pension plan administrator must provide the court and the 
parties to a marriage dissolution action involving a plan member or 
former plan member with information regarding pension benefits or 
rights of the plan member or former plan member. The pension plan 
shall provide this information upon request of the court or a party to 
the action without requiring a signed authorization from the plan 
member or former plan member. 

(b) The information must include the pension benefits or rights of 
the plan member or former plan member as of the first day of the 
month following the date of the request, as ef the HFSt day ef the 
Se'leHth Hl<lIlth fallewing the date ef the re"llest if the aetieB 
;,,,,eiYes an aetive .,Hm memheF, and as of the date of valuationof 
marital assets under section 518.58, if the person requesting the 
information specifies that date. The information must aloo include 
the accrued service credit of the person, the credited salary of the 
person for the most current five-year period, a summary of the 
benefit plan, and any other information relevant to the calculation of 
the present value of the benefits or rights. 

Subd. 2. [INFORMATION FOR AN EXISTING DISSOLUTION 
DECREE.] If a marriage dissolution decree rendered by a court of 
competent jurisdiction prior to August 1, 1987, provided a procedure 
for dividing pensieH beHefits 91' l"ighls ffi the feRH the distribution of 
future pension plan payments, upon request the applicable pension 
plan administrator shall provide on a timely basis to the court and 
the parties to the action the required information to implement that 
procedure without requiring a signed authorization from the plan 
member or former plan memoer. 

Subd. 3. [ACCESS TO DATA.] Notwithstanding any provision of 
chapter 13 to the contrary, .. FeSflensihle .... tbeFity an administrator 
may release private or confidential data on individuals to the court, 
the parties to a marriage dissolution, their attorneys, and an 
actuary appointed under section 518.582, to the extent necessary to 
comply with this section. 

Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 518.145, is amended to 
read: 

518.145 [DECREE, FINALITY, AND REOPENING.] 

Subdivision 1. [APPEAL.] A decree of dissolution of marriage or of 
legal separation is final when entered, subject to the right of appeal. 
When entered, the findings of fact and conclusions of law may 
constitute the judgment and decree. An appeal from the decree of 
dissolution that does not challenge the finding that the marriage is 
irretrievably broken does not delay the finality of that provision of 
the decree which dissolves the marriage beyond the time for appeal
ing from that provision. A party may remarry before the time for 
appeal has run if it is not contested that the marriage is irretriev-
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ably broken or if a stipulation that the marriage is irretrievably 
broken is incorporated in the decree of dissolution. 

Subd. 2. [REOPENING.] On motion and upon terms as are just, 
the court may relieve a party from a judgment and decree, order, or 
proceedmg under chapter 518, except for provisions dissolving the 
bonds of marriage, annulling the marria~e, or directin~ that the 
parties are legally separated, and mayor er '" new tria or grant 
other relief as may be Just for the following reasons: 

(1) mistake, inadvertence, surprise, or excusable neglect; 

(2) newly discovered evidence which ~ due diligence could not 
have been discovered in time to move for a new trial under the rules 
ofcivII]ITocedure, rule 59.03;--------------

(3) ~ whether denominated intrinsic or extrinsic, misrepre
sentatIOn, or other misconduct of an adverse party; 

(5) the judgment has been satisfied, released, or dischar~ed, or '" 
prior JUdgment ~ decree or order upon which !t: ~ based as been 
reversed or otherWIse vacated, or !t: is no longer equitable 11lat the 
judgment and decree or order should nave prospective application. 

The motion must be made within a reasonable time, and for a 
reason under clause (1), (2), or (3), noCmore than one year afterthe 
jiidgiilent anddeCi'ee, order, or proceedmgwas entered or taken. ~ 
motion under this subdivision does not affect the finalliyot a 
judgment and decree or order or suspenaifSOperiillOn. This subdJ:: 
vision does not limIt the power of '" court to entertain an in~ 
dent action to relieve a -parlY from a judgment and decree, order, or 
roce~ or to grant re ief to '" party not actually personally 

noti Ie as provided in the rules of civil proceoure, or to set aside '" 
judgment for fraud upon the court. 

Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 518.17, subdivision 3, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [CUSTODY ORDER.] (a) Upon adjudging the nullity of a 
marriage, or in a dissolution or separation proceeding, or in a child 
custody proceeding, the court shall make such further order as it 
deems just and proper concerning: 

fa} (1) the legal custody of the minor children of the parties which 
shall be sole or joint; 

W (2) their physical custody and residence; and 
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W (3) their support. In determining custody, the court shall 
consider the best interests of the each child and shall not prefer one 
parent over the other solely on the basis of the sex of the parent. 

(b) The court shall ffIant the following Jjights to each of the 
parties, unless s ecific mdings are made un er paragraf,h (c), ana 
every cUstOOyor er must inciudeTIie following notice to t e parties: 

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN TO THE PARTIES: 

Each party has the right of access to, and to receive copies ~ 
school, medicaf, Oeiital, religious traininfi' and other important 
records and information about. the minor c ilaren:-I'resentation of 
~ £QEY of this order to the custoaran of ~ record or other Illforma
tion abouf111e minor children constitutes sufficient authorization 
for the release of the record or information to the requesting 
party. 

Each partl shall tee~ the other party informed as to the name and 
a:aaress 0 theSc 00 Ofatterulance of the minor cfiITdren.Each 
party has the rIght to be informed !ii school officials about the 
children's welfare, edUcational progress, and stat~ and to attena 
school and parent-teacher conferences. TheSchool is not requu:ed 
to hold ~ separate conference for each party-. -- - -

In case of an accident or serious illness of ~ minor child, each party 
shall notifY the other party of the accident or illness, and the 
name of the health care proviner and the place of treatment. . 

Each party has the right to reasonable access and telephone 
contact with the minor chilaren. -------
(c) The court may waive all or part of the notice re~uired under 

paragraph (b) if i! finds that i! is necessary to protect t e welfare of 
~ ~ or CIllld. . 

Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 518.171, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 10. [ENFORCEMENT.] Remedies available for the collec
tion and enforcement of child suppor\ ap~[y to medical suTrt. For 
the purpose of enforcement, the cost 0 III ividual or ~ ealth or 
hospitalization coverage if; additionru child support. 

Sec. 9. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 518.175, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 'L [GRANDPARENT VISITATION.] In all proceedings for 
dissolution or legal separation, the court may make an order 
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granting visitation rights to grandparents under section 257.022, 
subdivision 2. 

Sec. 10. Minnesota Statutes 1987. Supplement, section 518.54, 
subdivision 10, is amended to read: 

Subd. 10. [PUBLIC PENSION PLAN BENEFITS OR RIGHTS.] 
"~ Pension plan benefits or rights" means a benefit or right 
from a public or private pension plan accrued to the end of the 
month in which marital assets are valued, as determined under the 
terms of the laws or other plan document provisions governing the 
plan, including section 356.30. 

Sec. 11. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 518.54, is amended by 
amending a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 12. [PRIVATE PENSION PLAN.] "Private pension plan" 
means "" plan, fund, or program maintained !!y an employer or 
empIOyee or anization that provides retirement income to employ
ees or results in "" ererral of income !!y employees for "" period 
extena.ing to the termination of covered employment or beyond. 

Sec. 12. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 518.551, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 11. [REOPENING SUPPORT AWARDS.] Section 518.145, 
su'bOIVlswn 2, applies to awards of child support. 

Sec. 13. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 518.552, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 4. [REOPENING MAINTENANCE AWARDS.] Section 
518.T45, subdivision 2, applies to awards of spousal maintenance. 

Sec. 14. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 518.58, 
subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [PENSION PLANS.] The division of marital property 
that represents veste<l jffiblit pension plan benefits or rights in the 
form of future !*lhlie pension plan payments: 

(1) may not commence until the j*'hlie plan member submits a 
valid application for a j*'hlie pension plan benefit and the benefit 
becomes payable: 

(2) is payable only to the extent of the amount of the !*lhlie 
pension plan benefit payable under the terms of the plan; 

(3) is not payable for a period that exceeds the time that j*'hlie 
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pension plan benefits are payable to the fl'Ilhlie pension plan benefit 
recipient; 

(4) is not payable in a lump sum amount from fl'Ilhlie pension plan 
assets attributable in any fashion to a spouse with the status of an 
active member, deferred retiree, or benefit recipient of a fl'Ilhlie 
pension plan; and 

(5) if the former spouse to whom the payments are to be made dies 
prior to the end of the specified payment period with the right to any 
remaining payments accruing to an estate or to more than one 
survivor, is payable only to a trustee on behalf of the estate or the 
group of survivors for subsequent apportionment by the trustee. 

Sec. 15. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 518.581, 
subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [DEFINITIONS.] For purposes of this section, the follow
ing terms have the meanings given in this subdivision. 

(a) "Current 'or former fl'Ilhlie employee" or "employee" means an 
individual who has an interest in a pension plan. 

(b) "Surviving spouse benefit" means (1) a benefit a surviving 
spouse may be eligible for under the laws and bylaws of the pension 
plan if the employee dies before retirement, or (2) a benefit selected 
for or available to a surviving spouse under the laws and bylaws of 
the pension plan upon the death of the employee after retirement. 

Sec. 16. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 518.611, 
subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [CONDITIONS OF INCOME WITHHOLDING.] (a) With
holding shall result whenever the obligor fails to make the mainte
nance or support payments, and the following conditions are met: 

(1) The obligor is at least 30 days in arrears; 

(2) The obligee or the public authority serves written notice of 
income withholding, showing arrearage, on the obligor at least 15 
days before service of the notice of income withholding and a copy of 
the court's order on the payor of funds; 

(3) Within the 15-day period, the obligor fails to move the court to 
deny withholding on the grounds that an arrearage of at least 30 
days does not exist as of the date ofthe notice of income withholding, 
or on other grounds limited to mistakes of fact, and, ex parte, to stay 
service on the payor of lunds until the motion to deny withholding is 
heard; and 
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(4) The obligee or the public authority serves a copy of the notice 
of income withholding, a copy of the court's order, and the provisions 
of this section on the payor of funds; and 

(5) The obligee serves on the public authority a copy of the notice 
of income withholding, a copy of the court's order, an application, 
and the fee to use the public authority's collection services. 

(b) To pay the arrearage specified in the notice of income with
holding, the employer or payor of funds shall withhold from the 
obligor's income an additional amount equal to 20 percent of the 
monthly child support or maintenance obligation until the arrear
age is paid. 

(c) The obligor may, at any time, waive the written notice required 
by this subdivision. 

(d) The obligor may move the court, under section 518.64, to 
modify the order respecting the amount of maintenance or support. 

(e) Every order for support or maintenance shall provide for a 
conspicuous notice of the provisions of this subdivision. An order 
without this notice remains subject to this subdivision. ---

Sec. 17. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 518.611, subdivision 10, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 10. [ORDER TERMINATING INCOME WITHHOLDING.] 
(a) Whenever an obligation for support of a child or maintenance of 
a spouse, or both, terminates under the terms of the order or decree 
establishing the obligation, and where the obligation is enforced by 
an order for income withholding from the obligor, the court shall 
enter an order, directed to the obligor's employer or other payer of 
funds, which terminates the income withholding. The order termi
nating income withholding must specify the effective date of the 
order, referencing the initial order or decree establishing the support 
obligation. 

The order must be entered once the following conditions have been 
met: 

(1) the obligor serves written notice of the application for termi
nation of income withholding by mail upon the obligee at the 
obligee's last known mailing address; and a duplicate copy of the 
application is served upon the public authority responsible for the 
processing of support collection services; 

(2) the application for termination of income withholding specifies 
the event that terminates the support obligation, the effective date 
of the termination of the support obligation, and the applicable 
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prOVISIOns of the order or decree that established the support 
obligation: 

(3) the application includes the complete name of the obligor's 
employer or other payer of funds, the business mailing address, the 
court action and court file number, and the support and collections 
file number, if known: and 

(4) after receipt of the application for termination of income 
withholding, the obligee or the public authority fails within 20 days 
to request a hearing on the issue of whether income withholding of 
support should continue clearly specifying the basis for the contin
ued support obligation and, ex parte, to stay the service of the order 
terminating income withholding upon the obligor's employer or 
other payer of funds, pending the outcome of the hearing. 

(b) If the public authority determines that the support obligation 
has terminated under the terms of the order or decree establishing 
the obli~ation, the pulilic ---,;:uthontyShall rtifY the obligee and 
ODrigor o~ intent to terminate income wJtIi1lo ing. FIVe days follow
!gg this notice, the pUblic authority shall issue ~ notice to the pa10r 
offunds terminating income withholClillg, without a requirement or 
a court order terminating income withholding, unless a hearing has 
'been requested under paragraph (a). 

Sec. 18. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 518.64, 
subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [MODIFICATION.] The terms of a decree respecting 
maintenance or support maybe modified upon a showing of one or 
more of the following: (1) substantially increased or decreased 
earnings of a party: (2) substantially increased or decreased need of 
a party: (3) receipt of assistance under sections 256.72 to 256.87: or 
(4) a change in the cost-of-living for either party as measured by the 
federal bureau of statistics, any of which makes the terms unrea
sonable and unfair. On a. motion for modification of maintenance, 
the court shall apply, in addition to all other relevant factors, the 
factors for an award of maintenance under section 518.552 that exist 
at the time of the motion. On a motion for modification of support, 
the court shall take into consideration the needs of the children and 
shall not consider the financial circumstances of each party's spouse, 
if any. A modification which decreases support or maintenance may 
be made retroactive only with respect to any period during which the 
support obligor has pending a motion for modification but only from 
the date that notice of the motion has been given to the obligee and 
to the court or other entity which issued each support order. A 
modification which increases support or maintenance shall not be 
made retroactive if the obligor has substantially complied with the 
previous order. Except for an award of the right of occupancy of the 
homestead, provided in section 518.63, all divisions of real and 
personal·property provided by section 518.58 shall be final, and may 
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be revoked or modified only where the court finds the existence of 
conditions that justify reopening a judgment under the laws of this 
state, including motions under section 518.145, subdivision 2. The 
court may impose a lien or charge on the divided property at any 
time while the property, or subsequently acquired property, is owned 
by the parties or either of them, for the payment of'maintenance or 
support money, or may sequester the property as is provided by 
section 518.24. 

Sec. 19. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 518.641, is amended to 
read: 

518.641 [COST-OF-LIVING ADJUSTMENTS IN MAINTE
NANCE OR CHILD SUPPORT ORDER.] 

Subdivision 1. [REQUIREMENT.] An order for child support 
shall.! and an order for maintenance may, provide for a biennial 
adjustment in the amount to be paid based on a change in the 
cost-of-living. '!'he An order which provides for "" cost-of-livmg 
adjustment shall specify the cost-of-living index to be applied. The 
court may use the consumer price .index for all urban consumers, 
Minneapolis-St. Paul (CPI-Ul, the consumer price index for wage 
earners and clerical, Minneapolis-St. Paul (CPI-W), or another 
cost-of-living index published by the department of labor which it 
specifically finds is more appropriate. The court may specify that the 
housing component be excluded from the cost-of-living adjustment. 
Cost-of-living increases under this section shall be compounded. It 
The court may also increase the amount by more than the cost-of
living adjustment by agreement of the parties or by making further 
findings. The adjustment becomes effective on the first of May of the 
year in which it is made. A court may waive the requirement of the 
cost-of-living clause in an order for child support ifit expressly finds 
that the obligor's occupation or income, or both, does not provide for 
cost-of-living adjustment or that the order for child support has a 
provision such as a step increase that has the effect of a cost-of-living 
clause. The court may waive "" cost-of-living adjustment in "" 
maintenance order if the parties so agree in writing. The commis
sioner of human services may promulgate rules for child sup~ort 
adjustments under this section in accordance withthe rulema ing 
provisions of chapter 14. 

Subd. 2. [CONDITIONS.] No adjustment under this section may 
be made unless the order provides for it and until the following 
conditions are met: 

(a) the obligee or public authority serves notice of its application 
for adjustment by mail on the obligor at the obligor's last known 
address at least 20 days before the effective date of the adjustment; 

(b) the notice to the obligor shall inform the obligor that an 
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adjustment in payments shall become effective on the first of May; 
and 

(c) after receipt of notice and before the effective day of the 
adjustment, the obligor fails to request a hearing on the issue of 
whether the adjustment should take effect, and ex parte, to stay 
imposition of the adjustment pending outcome of the hearing. 

Subd. 3. [RESULT OF HEARING.] If, at a hearing pursuant to 
this section, the obligor establishes an insufficient cost of living or 
other increase in income that prevents fulfillment of the an adjusted 
maintenance or child support obligation, the court may (firect that 
all or part of the adjustment not take effect. If, at the hearing, the 
obligor does not establish this insufficient increase in income, the 
adjustment shall take effect as of the date it would have become 
effective had no hearing been requested. 

Subd. 4. [FORM.] The department of human services shall pre
pare and make available to the court and obligors a form to be 
submitted to the department by the obligor in support of a request 
for hearing under this section regarding"" child support order. The 
rulemaking provisions of chapter 14 shall not apply to the prepara
tion of the form. 

Subd. 5. [REQUEST FOR COST-OF-LIVING CLAUSE.] A motion 
for enforcement or modification of an existing child support order 
shall include a request for a cost-of-living clause. The court may 
deny the request only upon an express finding that the obligor's 
occupation, income, or both, does not provide for a cost-of-living 
adjustment or that the existing child support order either has a 
cost-of-living clause or sets forth a step increase which has the effect 
of a cost-of living adjustment." 

Delete the title and insert: 

"A bill for an act relating to family law; modifying and clarifying 
provisions for the collection and enforcement of child support; 
providing for cost-of-living adjustments in spousal maintenance 
awards; providing for grandparent visitation rights in all family law 
proceedings; providing for reopening of judgments; providing for 
custody rights; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 256.87, 
subdivisions 1 and la; 256.978; 270A.03, subdivision 4; 518.145; 
518.17, subdivision 3; 518.171, by adding a subdivision; 518.175, by 
adding a subdivision; 518.54, by adding a subdivision; 518.551, by 
adding a subdivision; 518.552, by adding a subdivision; 518.611, 
subdivision 10; and 518.641; Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, 
sections 356.80; 518.54, subdivision 10; 518.58, subdivision 2; 
518.581, subdivision 4; 518.611, subdivision 2; and 518.64, subdivi
sion 2." 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 
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Dempsey moved to amend S. F. No. 2009, as amended, as follows: 

Page 8, after line 12, insert: 

"Sec. 12. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 518.551, subdivision 5, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 5. [NOTICE TO PUBLIC AUTHORITY; GUIDELINES.] (a) 
The petitioner shall notify the public authority of all proceedings for. 
dissolution, legal separation, determination of parentage or for the 
custody of a child, if either party is receiving aid to families with 
dependent children or applies for it subsequent to the commence
ment ofthe proceeding. After receipt of the notice, the court shall set 
child support as provided in this subdivision. The court may order 
either or both parents owing a duty of support to a child of the 
marriage to pay an amount reasonable or necessary for the child's 
support, without regard to marital misconduct. The court shall 
approve a child support agreement of the parties if each party is 
represented by independent counsel, unless the agreement is not in 
the interest of justice. In other cases the court shall order child 
support in accordance with the guidelines and the other factors set 
forth in paragraph (b) and any departure therefrom. 

The court shall multiply the obligor's net income by the percent
age indicated by the following guidelines: 

Net Income Per Number of Children 
Month of Obligor 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 or 
more 

$400 and Below Order based on the ability of the 
obligor to provide support 
at these income levels, or at higher 
levels, if the obligor has 
the earning ability. 

$401 - 500 14% 17% 20% 22% 24% 26% 28% 
$501 - 550 15% 18% 21% 24% 26% 28% 30% 
$551 - 600 16% 19% 22% 25% 28% 30% 32% 
$601 - 650 17% 21% 24% 27% 29% 32% 34% 
$651 - 700 18% 22% 25% 28% 31% 34% 36% 
$701 - 750 19% 23% 27% 30% 33% 36% 38% 
$751 - 800 20% 24% 28% 31% 35% 38% 40% 
$801 - 850 21% 25% 29% 33% 36% 40% 42% 
$851 - 900 22% 27% 31% 34% 38% 41% 44% 
$901 - 950 23% 28% 32% 36% 40% 43% 46% 
$951 - 1000 24% 29% 34% 38% 41% 45% 48% 
$1001- 4000 25% 30% 35% 39% 43% 47% 50% 

Guidelines for support for an obligor with a monthly income of 
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$4001 or more shall be the same dollar amounts as provided for in 
the guidelines for an obligor with a monthly income of $4000. 

Net Income defined as: 
Total monthly 
income less 

*Standard 
Deductions apply
use of tax tables 
recommended 

*(i) Federal Income Tax 
*(ii) State Income Tax 
(iii) Social Security 

Deductions 
(iv) Reasonable 

Pension Deductions 

(v) Union Dues 
(vi) Cost of Dependent 

Insurance Coverage 
(vii) Cost of Individual 

or GrhIfI 
Rea t ospitalization 
Coverage or an 
Amount for Actual 
Medical Expenses 

(viii) A Child Support or 
Maintenance Order that is 
Currently Being Paid. 

"Net income" does not include the income of the obligor's spouse. 

(b) In addition to the child support guidelines, the court shall take 
into consideration the following factors in setting or modifying child 
support: 

(1) all earnings, income, debts to !!o unit of government, includin 
tax liabilities, and resources ofthe parents, mcluding rea an 
personal property; 

(2) the financial needs and resources, physical and emotional 
condition, and educational needs of the child or children to be 
supported; 

(3) the standards of living the child would have enjoyed had the 
marriage not been dissolved but recognizing that the parents now 
have separate households; 

(4) the amount of the aid to families with dependent children 
grant for the child or children; ....a 

(5) which parent receives the income taxation dependency exemp
tion and what financial benent the parent receives from it; and 
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(6) the parents' debts as provided in paragraph (c). 

(c) In establishing or modifying a support obligation, the court 
may consider debts owed to private creditors, but only if: 

(1) the right to support has not been assigned under section 
256.74; 

(2) the court determines that the debt was reasonably incurred for 
necessary support of the child or parent, or for the necessary 
generation of income. If the debt was incurred for the necessary 
generation of income, the court shall consider only the amount of 
debt that is essential to the continuing generation of income; and 

(3) the either party re'l"estiftg a aejlaFttire produces a sworn 
schedule ortIie debts, with supporting documentation, showing 
goods or services purchased, the recipient of them, the amount ofthe 
original debt, the outstanding balance, the monthly payment, and 
the number of months until the debt will be fully paid. 

Any schedule prepared under paragraph (c), clause (3), shall 
contain a statement that the debt will be fully paid after the number 
of months shown in the schedule, barring emergencies beyond the 
party's control. ' 

Any further aejlaFttire belew the glliaeliftes decrease in child 
support that is based on a consideration of debts owed to private 
creditors shall not exceed 18 months in duration, after which the 
support shall increase automatically to the level ordered by the 
court. Nothing in this section shall be construed to prohibit one or 
more step increases in support to reflect debt retirement during the 
18-month period, 

Where payment of debt is ordered pursuant to this section, the 
payment shall be ordered to be in the nature of child support. 

(d) Nothing shall preclude the court from receiving evidence on 
the above factors to determine if the guidelines should be exceeded 
or modified in a particular case. 

(e) The above guidelines are binding in each case unless the court 
makes express findings of fact as to the reason for departure below or 
above the guidelines." 

Page 8, line 18, delete "by adding a subdivision" 

Page 8, after line 18, insert: 

"Sec, 14. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 518.552, is amended to 
read: 

/ 
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518.552 [MAIN'TENANCE.] 

Subdivision 1. In a proceeding for dissolution of marriage or legal 
separation, or in a proceeding for maintenance following dissolution 
of the marriage by a court which lacked personal jurisdiction over 
the absent spouse and which has since acquired jurisdiction, the 
court may grant a maintenance order for either spouse if it finds that 
the spouse seeking maintenance: 

(a) lacks sufficient property, including marital property appor
tioned to the spouse, to provide for reasonable needs of the spouse 
considering the duration of the marriage and the' standard ofliving 
established during the marnage, especially, out not limited to, a 
period of training or education, or . 

(b) is unable to provide adequate self-support, after considering 
the duration ofthe marriafie and the standard of living established 
during the marriage and a relevant circumstances, through appro
priate employment, or is the custodian of a child' whose condition or 
circumstances make it appropriate that the custodian not be re
quired til seek employment outside the home .. 

Subd. 2. The maintenance order shall be in amounts and for 
periods of time, either temporary or permanent, as the court deems 
just, without regard to marital misconduct, and after considering all 

. relevant factors, including the following: 

(a) the financial resources of the party seeking maintenance, 
including marital property apportioned to the party, and the party's 
ability to meet needs independently, including the extent to which a 
provision for support of a child living with the party includes a sum 
for that party as custodian; 

(b) the time necessary to acquire sufficient education or training 
to enable the party seeking maintenance to find appropriate em
ployment, and the probability, given the party's age and skills, of 
completing. education or training and becoming fully or partially 
self-supporting; 

(c) the standard of living established during the marriage; 

(d) the duration of the marriage and, in the case of a hom~maker: 
the length of absence from employment and the extent to which any 
education, skills, or experience have become outmoded and earning 
capacity has become permanently diminished; 

(e) the loss of earnings, seniority, retirement benefits, and other 
employment opportunities forgone by the spouse seeking spousal 
maintenance; 
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(I) the age, and the physical and emotional condition of the spouse 
seeking maintenance; 

(g) the ability of the spouse from whom maintenance is sought to 
meet needs while meeting those of the spouse seeking maintenance; 
arul 

(h) the contribution of each party in the acquisition, preservation, 
depreciation, or appreciation in the amount or value of the marital 
property, as well as the contribution of a spouse as a homemaker or 
in furtherance of the other party's employment or business; and 

(i) in the case of awards for temporary maintenance only, the 
affirmative obligation of the party seeking maintenance to seek 
employment, consistent with the recipient's abilities, unless pre
cluded l>.Y: age or physical or emotional incapacity. 

Subd. 3. Nothing in this section shall be construed to favor a 
temporary award of maintenance over a permanent award, where 
the factors under subdivision 2 justify a permanent award. 

Where there is some uncertainty as to the necessity of a perma
nent award, the court shall order a permanent award leaving its 
order open for later modification." 

Page 12, line 12, strike everything after "only" 

Page 12, strike lines 13 to 15 

Page 12, line 16, before the period insert "upon" showing that any 
failure to .PlI.Y in accord with the terms of the original order was for 
reasons beyond the obligor's control" 

Page 14, after line 26, insert: 

"Sec. 21. [EFFECTIVE DATE.J 

Except for the provision relatinj; to motions under section 
518.145, section 19 is effective on t e date a waiver is obtained 
under United States Code, title 42,""section 666"\a) or on tile date it is 
determined that such ~ WaIver .i§ not necessary~ whlcheVer ~ 
earlier. The commissioner of human services shall request a waiver 
promptly after enactment Of this act." 

Renumber the sections in sequence 

Correct internal references 

Amend the title accordingly 
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The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

Simoneau moved to amend S. F. No. 2009, as amended, as follows: 

Page 3, after line 29, insert: 

"Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 352.116, is 
amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 2a. [NORMAL RETIREMENT UNDER THE RULE OF 90.] 
Any person whose attained .::re· plus credited allowable service 
totals 90 years shall be entitI upon termination of active service 
and appTication to a normal retirement annuity proviaeom section 
352.115, without any reduction in the amount of the annuity fur 
reason of the early retirement. 

Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 354.44, subdivision 6, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 6. [COMPUTATION OF FORMULA PROGRAM RETIRE
MENT ANNUITY] (1) The formula retirement annuity hereunder 
shall be computed in accordance with the applicable provisions of 
the formula stated in clause (2) hereof on the basis of each member's 
average salary for the period ofthe member's formula service credit. 
For the purposes of computing the formula benefits under the 
formula and variable program, if a combination of these formulas is 
used, the formula percentages used will be those percentages in each 
formula as continued for the respective years of service from one 
formula to the next. 

For all years of formula service credit "average salary" for the 
purpose of determining the member's retirement annuity means the 
average salary upon which contributions were made and upon which 
payments were made to increase the salary limitation provided in 
Minnesota Statutes 1971, section 354.511 for the. highest five 
successive years of formula service credit provided however that such. 
"average salary" shall not include any more than the equivalent of 
60 monthly salary payments. . 

(2) The average salary as defined in clause (1), multiplied by the 
following percentages per year of formula service credit shall deter
mine the amount of the annuity to which the member qualifying 
therefor is entitled: 
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Each year of service 
during first ten 

Each year of service 
thereafter 

Coordinated Member 
1.0 percent 
per year 

1.5 percent 
. per year 

10537 

Basic Member 

2.0 percent 
per year 

2.5 percent 
per year 

(3) Except as provided in clause (4), where any member retires 
prior to age 65 under a formula annuity, the member shall be paid 
a retirement annuity in an amount equal to the normal annuity 
provided in this subdivision and subdivision 7, reduced by one-half 
of one percent for each month that the member is under age 65 to 
and including age 60 and reduced by one-fourth of one percent for 
each month under age 60 at the time of retirement except that for 
any member who has 30 or more years of allowable service credit, 
the reduction shall be applied only for each month which the 
member is under age 62. 

(4) Any member whose attained ~ge plus credited allowable 
service totals 90 years shall be entitle upon termination of active 
service and application to ~ normal retirement annuity provided in 
clauses (1) and (2) without any reduction in the amount of the 
annuity hY reason of early retirement." 

Renumber subsequent sections and correct internal cross refer
ences 

Amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 10, after the semicolon, insert "authorizing early 
unreduced retirement under the rule of 90 for the Minnesota state 
retirement system and the teachers retirement association;" 

Page 1, line 12, after "4;" insert "354.44, subdivision 6;" 

Page 1, line 20, after "sections" insert "352.116, by adding a 
subdivision;" 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

Otis moved to amend S. F. No. 2009, as amended, as follows: 

Page 12, after' line 29, insert: 

"Sec. 19. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 518.64, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 4a. [POST-SECONDARY EDUCATION.] The court may 
modify a decree to order "" ~ to contribute to the post-secondary 
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education of a child of the party who is younger than 24 :hears. The 
court may oraer ~ party to make that contributiOllWnet er or not 
the original or any morufied decree is silent on the subiect or 
provides otherwise and whether or not tne child is emancipated. The 
court shall consider the absolute alldrelative financial resources of 
~ party when considering ~ petition under thIs subdivision." 

Renumber the sections in sequence 

Amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 14, before "and" insert "518.64, by adding a subdivi-
. " SlOn; 

The motion did not prevail and the amendment was not adopted. 

The Speaker resumed the Chair. 

Forsythe was excused for the remainder of today's session. 

Carlson, D.; Solberg and Neuenschwander moved to amend S. F. 
No. 2009, as amended, as follows: ' 

Page 3, after line 29, insert: 

"Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 257.62, subdivision 1, is 
amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [BLOOD TESTS REQUIRED.] The court may, and 
upon request of a party shall, require the child, mother, or alleged 
father to submit to blood tests. If the alleged father is dead, the court 
may, and upon request of a party shall, within ~ period of one yeaa from date of death require the decedent's parents or brothers an 
sisters or both to submit to blood tests. However, in a case involving 
these relatives of an alleged father, who is deceased, the court may 
refuse to order blood tests if the court makes an express finding that 
submitting to the tests presents a danger to the health of one or 
more of these relatives that outweighs the child's interest in having 
the tests performed. Unless the person gives consent to the use, the 
results of any blood tests of the decedent's parents, brothers, or 
sisters may be used only to establish the right of the child to public 
assistance including but not limited to social security and veterans' 
benefits. The tests shall be performed by a qualified expert ap
pointed by the court." 

Renumber the remaining sections 

Amend the title accordingly 
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A roll call was requested and properly seconded. 

The question was taken on the Carlson, D., et al amendment and 
the roll was called. There were 50 yeas and 67 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Begich 
Bennett 
Brown 
Carlson, D. 
Clausnitzer. 
Dauner 
Dille 
Frederick 

Frerichs 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Heap 
Hugoson 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kinkel 
McDonald 
McKasy 

McPherson Peterson 
Milbert Poppenhagen 
Miller Quist 
Neuenschwander Redalen-
O'Connor Richter 
Ogren Rose 
Olson, E. Schafer 
OmaDn Seaberg 
Osthoff Shaver 
Ozment Solberg 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Beard Greenfield Lasley Pappas 
Bertram Gruenes Long Pauly 
Bishop Haukoos McEachern Pelowski 
Blatz Himle Mclaughlin Price 
Boo Jacobs Minne Quinn 
Burger Jaros Murphy Reding 
Carlson, L. Jefferson Nelson, C. Rest 
Carruthers Jennings Nelson, D. Rice 
Clark Jensen Nelson, K. Riveness 
Cooper Johnson, A. Olsen, S. Rodosovich 
Dawkins Kahn Olson, K. Rukavina 
Dempsey Kelso Onnen Scheid 
DeRaad Knickerbocker Orenstein Schreiber 
Dorn Krueger Otis Segal 

Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Thiede 
Tunheim 
Valento 
Waltman 
Wenzel 
Spk. Vanasek 

Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Swenson 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Vellenga 
Wagenius 
Welle 
Winter 
Wynia 

The motion did not prevail and the amendment was not adopted. 

S. F. No. 2009, A bill for an act relating to family law; modifying 
and clarifying provisions for the collection and enforcement of child 
support; providing for cost-of-living adjustments in spousal mainte
nance awards; providing for grandparent visitation rights in all 
family law proceedings; providing for reopening of judgments; pro
viding for custody rights; clarifying and modifying provisions relat
ing to pension plan rights in marriage dissolutions; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 69.62; 256.978; 257.022, subdivi
sion 2; 270A.03, subdivision 4; 383B.51; 423A.16; 424A.02, subdivi
sion 6; 490.126, by adding a subdivision; 518.145; 518.156, 
subdivision 1; 518.17, subdivision 3; 518.171, by adding a subdivi
sion; 518.175, by adding a subdivision; 518.551, by adding a subdi
vision; 518.552, by adding a subdivision; 518.54, by adding a 
subdivision; 518.611, subdivision 10; 518.64, subdivision 2; and 
518.641; Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 356.80; 
518.54, subdivision 10; 518.58, subdivision 2; 518.581, subdivision 4; 
and 518.611, subdivision 2. 
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The bill was read for the third time, as amended, and placed upon 
its final passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called: There were 120 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Beanr 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieek 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
DiUe 
Darn 
Frederick 
Frerichs 

. Greenfield 
~_Gruenes . 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 

Krueger -Otis 
Lasley Ozment 
Long Pappas 
McDonald Pauly 
McEachern Pelowski 
McKasy Peterson 
McLaughlin Poppenhagen 
McPherson Price 
Miller Quinn 
Minne Quist 
Munger Redalen 
Murphy Reding 
Nelson, C. Rest 
Nelson, D. Rice 
Nelson, K. Richter 
Neuenschwander Riveness 
O'Connor Rodosovich 
Ogren Rnse 
Olsen, S. Rukavina 
Olson, E. Schafer 
Olson, K. Scheid 
Omann Schreiber 

. Onnen Seaberg 
Orenstein Segal 

Shaver 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
TOmpkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Valento 
'kllenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was passed, as amended, and its title agreed to. 

There being no objection, the order of business reverted to Reports 
of Standing Committees. 

REPORTS OF STANDING COMMITTEES 

Anderson, G., from the .Committee on. Appropriations to which 
was referred: 

H. F. No. 920, A hill for an act relating to retirement; judges' 
retirement benefits; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 
490.123, subdivision 1; and 490.129. 

Reported the same back with the following amendments: 

Page 2, lines 15 and 24, delete the new language 

With the recommendation that when so amended the bill pass. 
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The report was adopted. 

Anderson, G., from the Committee on Appropriations to which 
was referred: 

H. F. No. 944, A bill for an act relating to retirement; Minnesota 
state retirement system; teachers retirement association; teachers 
retirement associations in cities of the first class; authorizing early 
nnreduced retirement under the rule of 90; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1986, sections 354.44, subdivision 6; 354A.23, by adding a 
subdivision; and 354A.31, by adding a subdivision; Minnesota 
Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 352.116, by adding a subdivi
sion; and 354A.31, subdivision 6. 

Reported the same back with the following amendments: 

Page 3, line 34, delete "Sections 1 to ~ are" and insert "Section .! 
is" and after the period insert: 

"Sections ~ to ~ are effective on July h 1989." 

With the recommendation that when so amended the bill pass. 

The report was adopted. 

Anderson, G., from the Committee on Appropriations to which 
was referred: 

H. F. No. 987, A bill for an act relating to education; requiring the 
state fire marshal to inspect a public school building every three 
years; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 
299F. 

Reported the same back with the following amendments: 

Page 1, line 19, delete "1989" and insert "1990" 

With the recommendation that when so amended the bill pass. 

The report was adopted. 

Anderson, G., from the Committee on Appropriations to which 
was referred: 

H. F. No. 1000, A bill for an act relating to agriculture; establish
ing procedures for the orderly marketing of dairy products; autho
rizing enforcement of disruptive trade practices; providing remedies 
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and penalties; authorizing assessments on milk processors; estab
lishing the Minnesota dairy commission; appropriating money; 
proposing coding for new law as Minnesota Statutes, chapter 32C; 
repealing Minnesota Statutes 1986, chapter 32A. 

Reported the saine back with the following amendments: 

Delete everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"ARTICLE 1 

DAIRY INDUSTRY IMPROVEMENT ACT 

Section 1. [FINDING!;;.] 

The legislature finds that to protect the health and welfare of 
Mlnilesotans it is necessary to provide a f'iiIT pricing and marketin~ 
)lrogram in the state for dtiry products and to protect consumers 0 
~ I;'rooucts from un air trade practices, unfair methods ill 
competitIOn, condItiOns of monOpOly, and combiiiiiTIOrls III restraint 
of trade. 

Sec. 2. [32C.01] [DEFINITIONS.] 

Subdivision 1. [APPLICABILITY.] The definitions in this section 
!!PP!r to this chapter. - -

Subd. 2. [AGRICULTURAL MARKETING AGREEMENT ACT.] 
"Agncultural Marketing A~eement Act" means the Agricultural 
Marketing Agreement Act 0 1937 as amendeif,'1Jnited States Code, 
title 7, sections 601 et. seq. 

Subd. 3. [BULK MILK.] "Bulk milk" means milk purchased !>y !! 
processor from !! person hl'ther than !! dii'te farmer III !! container 
other than the one in w 1CI11Ii.e milk wi resold to a retailer or 
to a consumer. - - --- ---- - ----

Subd. 4. [COMMISSIONER.] "Commissioner" means the commis-
sioner olagriculture. -

Subd. 5. [DAIRY FARMER.] "Dairy farmer" means ~ person who 
prOdUCes grade A raw milk for sale to ~ processor. 

Subd. 6. [DAIRY FARMER-PROCESSOR.] "Dairy farmer-pro
ceSSOr" means ~ I)lrson who is both ~ dairy farmer and ~ processor 
and does not purc ase raw milKfrOm other tairy farmers. A dairy 
mrmer-proCessor ~ a d~r¥ ramier when sel ing to ~ processor raw 
milk produced fu: die ~ farmer-processor, and IS ~ processor 
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when processing, manufacturing, or selling dairy products, or re
ceiving bulk milk from another person. 

Subd. 7. [DAIRY MARKETER.] "Dairy marketer" means ~ pro
cessor or distrihutor, including the subsidiaries, affiliate corpora
tions, agents, and representatives. 

Subd. 8. [DAIRY PRODUCTS.] "Dairy products" means milk 
prOclilcts and frozen dairy products. 

Subd. 9. [DISTRIBUTOR.] "Distributor" means ~ person, other 
than ~ processor, who sells to retailers or consumers at retail on 
home deli very routes or at fixed places of business. 

Subd. 10. [FROZEN DAIRY PRODUCT.] "Frozen dairy product" 
means: 

(1) ice cream, frozen custard, ice milk, mellorine, olarine, sherine, 
fruit Slle~fruit sherbines; 

(3) frozen products that contain milk solids other than fat or 
butterfat, commonly referred to in the dairy industry as "novelties"; 
or 

(4) frozen products, except baked goods, containing a milk deriv
ative. 

Subd . .!.!- [HANDLING.] "Handling" means the activities of ~ 
dairy marketer in bottling, processing, packaging, or manufactur
ir>g dairy products, or in purchasing processed or manufactured 
dairy products that are resold to another dairy marketer or retailer. 

Subd. 12. [MILK.] "Milk" meanS the lacteal secretion of a cow, 
inCIWITi1g a secretion that ~ raw, cooled, pasteurized, standardiZed; 
homogenized, recombined, or concentrated, which meets the grade A 
requirements established in section 32.394. 

Subd. ~ [MILK PRODUCT.] "Milk product" means: 

(1) raw milk, regular or creamline milk, standardized milk, whole 
pasteurized milk, special milk, homogenized milk, fortiflei] milk, 
plain or creamed buttermilk, cottage cheese, creamed cottage 
cheese, flavored milk, flavored skim milk, sour cream, half and half, 
whipping cream, whipped cream, skim milk, 10Wfat milk, fluid 
cream, concentrated milk, yogurt, and eggnog; or 

(2) a product that contains milk solids other than fat, butterfat, or 
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a milk derivative, which is manufactured to resemble a milk 
proaua as defined in clause (1). 

"Milk product" does not include butter, cheese other than cottage 
cheese or cream cottage cheese, nonfat ~ milk, skim condensed 
milk, whole condensed milk, whole ~ milk, dried cream,evapo
rated milk, sweetened condensed milk, or baked goods. 

Subd. 14. [MINNESOTA DAIRY TASK FORCE.) "Minnesota 
dairy taskTorce" or "task force" means the commission established 
in section 16. 

Subd. 15. [PERSON.) "Person" means an individual, business 
entity, cOOPerative corporation or-----assOciatloll, or governmental 
agency. 

Subd. 16. [PROCESSOR.) "Processor" means ~ person who: 

(1) processes or manufactures dairy products; 

(2) purchases raw milk from ~ grade ~ dairy farmer for resale to 
~ person who processes or manufactures dairy products; or 

(3) purchases bulk milk from anyone for resale to ~ person who 
processes or ma:ITUraCtures dairy products. 

"Processor" does not include ~ person who only purchases ice 
cream mix, ice milk mix, or other frozen dairy products ~ and 
whose processin~ activities are limited to convertIng the mIX into ~ 
frozen dairy pro uct, if more than half oIThe sales of the frozen dairy 
product are made !>y the lerson to consumers at retail on the 
premises where the frozen ~ product is processed. 

Subd. 17. [RETAILER.) "Retailer" means a person who sells dairy 
products to consumers at fixed places of business located in this 
state, except that "retailer" does not include a person whose primary 
OiiSilless is the sale of food or dairy products subject to the sales tax 
under section 297 A.Oi;"submvision 3, paragraph (c). 

Subd. 18. [RETAIL PRICE.) "Retail price" means the price at 
which a aru:ry product ~ purchased when purchaSeOfor ~ purpose 
other than resale. -------

UNFAIR DAIRY TRADE PRACTICES 

Sec. 3. [32C.02) [BUYING, SELLING, AND PRICING VIOLA
TIONS.) 
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Subdivision 1. [PROHIBITED PRICING.] A manufacturer, whole
saler, distributor, or retailer of dairy products doing business in this 
state must not sell, offer for sale, or advertise for sale ~ dairy product 
below cost, or givf? offer to give, or advertise the intent to give away 
~ dairy product -2!: the purpose or with the effect of injuring ~ 
competitor or destroying competition. This section does not ~ to 
a sale made in conformance with section 325D.06, clauses (1) to (4). 
No action may be commenced under thiS section if the retail price ~ 
15 percent or more above the list price of the manufacturer. 

Subd. 2. [RETAIL SELLING OF PRODUCTS OF DIFFERENT 
BRANDS AT DIFFERENT PRICES.] A retailer may not sell or offer 
for sale dairy Q!:O<iucts of one brand at ~ price differenTIrom the 
price charged by ~ retailer for an equal quantity ofa product of the 
same type, quality, or grade

h 
but of ~ different brand, unless the 

price differential is equal to L<': difference in the prices paid !J.y the 
retailer for the products. 

Subd. 3. [DAIRY PRODUCTS PRICED WITH OTHER PROD
UCTS.] ~ dairy marketer may not charge ~ combined price for ~ 
dairy product and another commodity or service that ~ less or ~ 
represented to be less than the aggregate of the price of the dairy 
product and the price or value of the other commodity or service 
when sold or offered for sale sepanitely. 

Subd. 4. [SELLING BELOW COST.] ~ dairy marketer may not 
sell, offer for sale, or advertise for sale ~ dairy product below cost, or 
give, oller to give, or advertise the intent to give away the dairy 
J2!:oduct, to damage or harass ~ com~etitor or destroy competition. 
This section does not ~ to ~ sa e made in conformance with 
section 325D.06,C!auses (1) to (4). An enforcement action may not be 
commenced under this subdivision if the retail price is 15 percent or 
more above the list price of the processor. 

Subd. 5. [PRIMA FACIE EVIDENCE OF SALE BELOW COST.] 
In.~ ~ction for an injunction from or to impose civil penalties for ~ 
violation of this section, evidence that a dairy product was sold, 
offered tor sale, or advertised for sale at ~ price that daIIi1lges or 
destroys competition ~ prima facie evidence that the product was 
sold, offered for sale, or advertised for sale below cost to damage ~ 
competitor or to OeSl:roy competition. 

Subd. 6. [COMMISSIONER MAY REQUIRE PRICE SCHED
ULES.] When the commissioner determines j! necessary for g,-", 
enforcement of this chapter, the commissioner may require a dairy 
marketer selling dairy products to furnish to the commIssioner ~ 
current schedule of prices showing rebates, discounts, refunds, and 
price differentials for the dairy products offered for sale at wholesale 
by the dairy marketer to retailers or to any other person for sale at 
wholesale to ~ retailer. Manufacturers with retail stores may be 
required to furnish current price sChedUles for the stores. The price 
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schedules furnished are informational only. Schedules of prices and 
cost data are confidential, nonpublic data. . 

Sec. 4. [32(;.03] [UNFAIR DAIRY MARKETING PRACTICES.] 

Subdivision 1. [DAMAGING A COMPETITOR.l~ dairy marketer 
may not: 

(1) restrain, lessen, or destroy competition; 

(2) damage "" competitor; 

(3) damage a person dealing in dairy products; 

(4) impair or revent fair competition in the sale of dairy products 
to retailers in t IS state; or 

(5) engage in or threaten to engage in "" prohibited practice or 
method of doing business. 

Subd. 2. [METHOD TO DEFEAT DAIRY UNFAIR TRADE PRAC
TICESl ~ dairy marketer jay not ~ or attempt to ~ "" 
method or device in the sa e orrustribution of dairil products 
intendinl. to defeat the policy or to evade a I?rovision of t is chapter 
or an or er or rule adopted !Jy the commiSSIOner. . 

Subd. 3. [INDUCING PROHIBITED ACTS.] In the course of doing 
buS1neSs in this state, "" person may not knowin Ilnduce an act or 
knowingly receive a benefit from an act prohibite Ily this chapter. 

Subd. 4. [FINANCIAL INTEREST IN RETAILER.] A dairy mar
keter may not own, control, or have more than "" five percent 
financial interest in a retail business selling or offering for sale 
dairy products in this state, unless the business name, aadress, 
nature, and extent of the dairy marketer's ownership or control of 
the retail business are prominently displayed at the main public 
entrance to the premises where the business is being colldiicled. The 
mformation ffisPlayed must be in upper-cased ~ not less than 24 
pOInts in size. 

Sec. 5. [32C.04] [SALE AND LEASE BACK OF PROPERTY.] 

Subdivision h [GENERAL PROHIBITION.] ~ dairy marketer 
may not purchase real or personal prollerty from a retailer and lease 
back or resell the property to the reta; er under "" deferred payment 
contract except as allowed in this section. 

Subd. 2. [RENTAL AGREEMENT.] A fairy marketer and a 
retarrer may enter "" written lease signe !Jy both parties that 
specifies: 
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(1) a rental rate that is consistent with the value of similar 
prOPerty in the area where the retailer iSlOCatea when the lease ~ 
executed; and 

(2) other terms .and conditions consistent with leases of similar 
propertYlii that 10caITty made at or about the same time Qy persons 
not having the relationsmpexisti~Ween the retailer, as the 
purchaser, alld the lessor, as the seller, of dairy products, 

Subd. 3. [CONTRACTS TO SELL PROPERTY.] (a) !! dairy mar
keter and ~ retailer 'hay ~ !'c written contract for the sale of 
property signed by bot parties specifYing: 

(1) a purchase price that ~ consistent with the fair market value 
of similar property in the area where the retailei'1SlOcated when tbe 
contract is executecr; 

(2) the down payment on the purchase price; 

(3) the periodic payments on the unpaid balance of the purchase 
price; and 

(4) other terms and conditions consistent with sale contracts of 
simrlarpropertYJntnat locality made at or about the same time Qy 
persons not having the relationShip existing between tne-retau.er, as 
the purchaser, andthe dairy marketer, as the serrer, of dairy 
products. 

(b) A contract or. agreement for the lease back or resale to ~ 
retailer of property purchased from the retffilei' Q.y the dairy 
marketer may not contain a J'e uirement that the retailer must 
purchase dairy pI'oducts from ~ specified airy marKeter. --

Sec. 6. [32C.05] [FURNITURE, TRADE FIXTURES, AND 
EQUIPMENT.] 

Snbdivision 1. [INDUCEMENT FOR PURCHASE.] A dairy mar
keter may not furnish, give, lend, lease, or sell furniture;fiXtiire8, 
fiffiilgs, ~l' equipment to a retaITer as an iIiCeiillVe or inducement ft..! 
~ retailer to purchase, handle, store, display, sell, or trade in ~ 
dairy product of ~ dairy marketer. 

Subd. 2.o[RESTRICTION ON SALES TO RETAILERS.] To main
tain fair, opel; and free competition for the trade and custom of the 
retailerS purc asing dairy products for resale,!'c dairy marketer may 
not sen or offer to sell to a retailer furniture, trade fixtures, or 
equipment except asaIloweo in this section. -- -

Subd. 3. [TIME PAYMENT SALES.] (a) A dafry marketer may not 
selIl'Uriliture, trade fixtures, or equipment at ess than their cost to 
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a retailer that purchases djfry products from the dairy marketer. A 
sale made fu: ~ dairy mar eter at less than 15 percent abOve the 
actuarcurrent invoice or replacement cost, less depreciation in tile 
case of used furniture, trade fixtures, or eguipffient computed at tile 
annual. rate of 15 percent of the seller'S cost, is priv>a facie eviaence 
that the sale was made beI"ow the dairy marketer s cost. 

ill !! the full purchase I!fce of the furniture, trade fixtures, or 
e~Ulpment sold to the retal er is not pitd to the dairy marketer ~ 
t e retailer Ex 40 days after deITvery, t e retaITer must ~ at least 
ten percent of the purchase p''lce withillllie 40 days and provide the 
dfiry marketer ~ conditiona sales contract or ~ ¥,rOmissory note 
wIth ~ purchase money security interest in theurniture, trade 
flxtUres, or equipment. 

(c) The conditional sales contraCt or purchase iOliey security 
~eement must specifiCaITy describe each item 0 t e sale. The 

fry markete"r,"Ex ten day~ after the contract or securitY agreenleiiI 
is entered into, must file ~ conilltional sales contract, or purchase 
m'fney security agreement and fmancing statement, as required to 
en orce the purchase money secured debt. The conditional sales 
contract or purchase money security agreement must specify: 

(1) the cash payment made Ex the retailer to the dairY
h 

marketer 
or ilie value of the trade-in acceptea to ".P.Pli on tllepurc ase pr'h' 
Dume trade-in credit must not excee<l ~ depreciated value Q. ~ 
items relresentiIifllie trade-in credit as carried on the business 
records 0 the purc aser, or if recorosare not available, at an annual 
depreciation rate of 15 percent of the purchaser's cost; ana 

(2) that the amount of the unpaid purchase prich must be {laid by 
the retaITer in 60 eguaT monthly mstallments wit the last mstall
ment of principal and interest maturin not later than 60 months 
from the execution of the con itional sales contract or purchase 
money security agreement given to the dairy marketer Ex the 
retailer. 

(d) The rate of interest on the purchases may not be less than the 
prevaTIrng market rate, ana the rates of interest cnargeCfTor various 
sales agreements. on any giVen day must be the same for all 
retailers. 

Subd. 4. [SERVICING.] The mechanical, electrical, and other 
semclng of furniture, trade 1lxtures, or e9uipment sold to a retarrei' 
Ex ~ dairy marketer is the sole responsibIlity of the retaIler unless 
at the tIme of the sale, the daIry marketer and the retailer agree in 
wrffiiig that the dairy m:art<eter is responsible for the servicmg. The 
contract must require the dairy marketer to charge the retailer for 
the servicing at the same prIce charged Ex third persons rendering 
tile service in the area or community where the retailer is located. 
TIle charge lOr the "SerViCIng, including the furICost of all repaIr and 
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replacement pa1s, must be paid by the retailer to the dairy 
marketer !>y 40 ~ after the performance of the work. 

Sec. 7. l32C.06] [PROHIBITED GIFTS, LOANS, CREDIT, AND 
COMPENSATION.] 

Subdivision 1. [GIFTS AND LOANS.] A dairy marketer may not 
give, lend, or advance monel' credit, or another thing of value to "" 
retailer, or to ~ person for ~ benefit or relief of ~ retailer. 

Subd. 2. [FINANCIAL OBLIGATIONS.] 12 dairy marketer may 
not become obligated for the repayment of "" loan of money or 
financial commitment ora retailer. 

Subd. 3. [EXTEND CREDIT WHEN DELIVERY DEBTS ARE 
DUE.] 12 dairy marketer mar; not extend or give an additional credit 
to "" retailer jf there ~ inde tedness attributable to the delivery of 
dairy products from the retailer on the 15th day of the next calendar 
month after delivery. 

Subd. !: [CREDIT FOR UNSALABLE PRODUCTS.] 12 dairy 
marketer may not credit an account of or P".l' "" retailer for "" dairy 
product that the retailer claims has become stale, spoiled, or 
otherwise unsalable, unless the particular product is in fact spoiled 
or otherwise unsalable. 

Subd. 5. [COMPENSATION IN CONNECTION WITH SALE.] A 
dairy marketer may not make or offer to make any gift of moneY, 
merchandise, trading stamps, coupons, service, supplies, or any
thing of value, or to grant or offer to grant any rebate, discount, or 
advertising ailowance in connection with any sale to "" distributor or 
retailer in this state of "" dairy product except as expressly allowed 
under this chapter. 

Subd. 6. [RETAILER LICENSES.] (a) 12 dairy marketer may not: 

(1) have an interest in or pay for "" license for "" retailer; or 

(2) advance, furnish, lend, or give money for the payment of "" 
license fee and expense iiiCWent to obtaining a license for a retailer. 

(b) A dairy marketer may purchase a required license in the dairy 
marketer's name to sel! the dairy marketer's dairy products in this 
state. - - - -- --

Sec. 8. [32C.07] [PROHIBI'l'ED SIGNS AND ADVERTISING.] 

Subdivision h [ADVERTISING.] (a) 12 dairy marketer may not: 
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(1) provide, p"y for, guarantee, or in any other manner assume, 
satisfy, or discnarge the cost or obligation of a retailer for painting, 
decorating, improving, repairing, or rebuildin~ an existing bill
board, outdoor ~ display area, wall, fence, but ding, or structure, 
or other ~ of outdoor dispEYadvertising having ~ fixed location; 
or 

(2) build, erect, or purchase a new billboard, outdoor sign, or other 
outdoOradVertising havin~ a fixed location, or a structure or facility 
for use as an outdoor disp ay for the direct benefit of ~ retailer, 

(b) A dairy marketer may engage in all forms of outdoor adver
tising to ltromote dairy products. manufactlirei1, processed, or dis
tributed.!lY the dairy ·marketer if ~ reference g; not made to ~ 
retailer. 

Subd. ~ [INDOOR SIGNS.] (a) ~ dairy marketer may not furnish 
or maintain inside ~ of a permanent nature unless the signs are 
used only foradVertising or promoting: 

(1) dairy products manufactured, distributed, or sold ~ the person 
furnishing the sign; or 

(2) items of food made ~rinCipallY from the dairy product adver-
tised or the brand name Q... the dairy product advertised. . 

(b) ~ gairy marketer may furnish point-of-sale advertising mate
rial rna e of paper or other SImilar materials to a retailer without 
Charge only to promote the sale of ~ dairy product of the person 
furnishing the material. 

Subd. ;L [MEDIA ADVERTISING.] (a) A dairy marketer may not 
furmsn. give, lend, finance, p"y for, contribute to, or ~ other means 
participate in cooperative advertising using newspapers, radio, 
television, or other advertisin! media if a retailer selling, handling, 
or offering fur sale ~ dairy pro uct of the dairy marketer is named or 
otherwise iaentifled or referred to infue advertismg. 

(b) A dairy marketer may purchase and pay for the lines or spac!'. 
actually used in advertisin~ one or more of its. daiy products in ~ 
newspaper advertisement, alldOm, or other Tarm Q... printed adver
tising p!!! out ~ ~ retailer or for the time actually so used in any 
radio or television program sponsored. ~ ~ retailer. . 

Subd. 4. [ADVERTISING ON RETAILER'S PREMISES.] (a) A 
dairy marketer may not ~ loan, or give money, credit, compen
sation, or anything of value to ~ retailer for: 

(1) the privilege of placing ~ ~ advertisement, or other sales 
promotion material in or upon the premises of the retailer; or 
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(2) storing, advertising, or displaying a dairy product in connec
tion wIth its sale or promotion. 

(b) A dJ:N?,; marketer may furnish pai'lt and maintain an insu
laW truc ody used excillslVely in the sa e and delivery of its dairy 
proau~ the person making retail sales. 

Sec. 9. [32C.08] [DAIRY MARKETERS AS HANDLERS OR 
HAULERS.] 

!1 dtry marketer may not engage in the business of a processor or 
distri utor selling or offering dairy pro<IUcts for sale at wholesale to 
retailers while at the same time engaging in the business of 
hauling, harum:ng, or delivering dairy roducts to!! retailer for!! fee, 
or for itself, or another processor or Istri utor if the business 
resiiITs in !! sale of !! dairy product at wholesale to -!! retailer at !! 
llrice lower than the retailer could obtain from the processor or 

Istributor without the haulmg-;nan~oraerrvering. 

ENFORCEMENT 

Sec. 10. [32C.09] [ENFORCEMENT.] 

The commissioner shall enforce this chapter. The commissioner 
'hay adopt rules and temporary rules under chapter 14 to carry out 
~ prOVISIOns of this chapter. 

Sec. 11. [32C.10] [ENTRY, INSPECTION, AND INVESTIGA
TION.] 

Subdivision 1. [ENTRY] The commissioner may enter, at reason-
able hours: - -- --- -
-----

(1) pl'il<es of business operated ~ da~ry: marketer or retailer where 
raw ~ milk products, or frozen ~ ld:roducts are produced, 
stored, processed, manufactured, or sold; an 

(2) places where !! dairy marketer or retailer maintains books, 
papers, accounts, records, or other documents related to the busi
ness. 

Subd. 2. [SUBPOENA AND INSPECTION.] (a) The commissioner 
maysuoPQena, and inspect, audit, and make copts of books, papers, 
records, accounts, or documents toTetermine wether this chapter 
and rules of the commissioner are being complied with. 

(b) The commissioner may subpoena, and may inspect, audit, and 
maKe copIes of relevant books, papers, records, accounts, or other 
documents. 
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(c) The commissioner may subpoena and take the testimony, 
under oath, of persons believed to have inrormation needed to 
administer ana enforce this chapter. 

Subd. 3. [INVESTIGATIONS.] The commissioner may call to
ge~ber 11"f.ry marketers, retailers, and dairy farmers to investigate 
an ho earings on trade ~ractices an make findmgs relative to 
a trade practice inVOlving t e manufacture, sale, or distribution of 
uaTrfProducts. -

Subd. 4. [CONFIDENTIALITY OF INFORMATION.] (a) Informa
tionacqmred ~ the commissioner under this section is pnvate data 
under section 13.02, subdivision 12, or nonpublic data under section 
13.02, subdiviSiOil9, and may onlyOe used ~ the commIssioner and 
the commIssion for the administration and enforcement of this 
mapter. - - -- - --

(b) A p.ersonwho divulges confidential information that is private 
data on mdiviOuaIs or nonpublic data under tbis sub""diVlsion to an 
iilliIufuorized person ~ ~ of ~mrsaemeanor. -

Sec. 12. [32C.11] [REMEDIES.] 

Subdivision 1. [CIVIL PENALTY.] The commissioner may assess a 
civil penalty not to exceed $500 ~ day for each viola~or 
continumg violation, and may collect the ciVIT penalty !!Y ~ civil 
proceeding m an alipropriate court. Peniiffies collected !!y the 
commissioner must ~ deposited in the state treasury and credited 
to the daIry marketing account. 

Subd. 2. [COMPLIANCE ENFORCEMENT.] The commissioner 
may bring an action at law or in equty to enforce compliance with 
a !Irovision Of ~ chapter or rule ·of ~ commissioner, or to obtain 
~ eclaratory Judgment. . 

Subd. 3. [INJUNCTIVE RELIEF.] (a) The commissioner may 
briIi'jfan action for injunctive relief agamst any ffirson violating or 
threatening to vloTate provisions of this cbapter. e action does not 
require: 

(1) alle~ng or proving actual damages or injury or that an 
ac1eQuate egal remedy does not exist, so that injunctive relief can be 
obtained promptly without awaiting injury or actual damage; or 

(2) showing the intent or the effect of restraining, lessening or 
destro in competition, injurlllg a competitor or injuring ~ person 

ealing in dairy ~roducts, or impairing or preventing fair competi
tIon in tlle sale Q... dairy products in the state. 

(b) The court shall grant injunctive relief unless the person 
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objecting proves that the granting of the iniunctive relief will 
damage or ilJ,jure the person permanently or irreparably, and 
substantially. The proof must be offered within ten days after the 
injunctive action g; filed. 

(c) The injunctive relief must be temporary and max not extend 
beyond "" violation of this chapter. The injunctive rehef may not 
abridge or be in lieu of any other civil remedy provided in this 
chapter, except that temporary injunctive relief may be made 
permanent upon "" showing by the board that the violation: 

(1) has caused injury to competitors or competition; 

(2) has restrained or lessened competition; 

(3) has impaired fair competition in the sale of dairy products; or 

(4) g; reasonably expected to cause the effects stated in clause .\11 
(2), or (3). 

(d) This subdivision does not allow the commissioner to bring an 
action for damages that will benefit the commissioner or the 
commission. 

Sec. 13. [32C.12] [CEASE AND DESIST ORDER.] 

Subdivision 1. [HEARING.] (a) If the commissioner has reason to 
believe that "" person g; violating proVISions of this chapter or"" rule 
of the commissioner, the commissioner may serve a complaint upon 
The persOIj. stating the alleged violation. The complaint must contain 
"" notice 0 hearing with the time and place at least 20 days after the 
service of the complaint. 

(b) The persofi receiving the complaint has the right to appear at 
the hearing to s ow cause why an order should not be entered!>y the 
commissioner requiring the person to cease and desist from the 
violation charged in the complaint. fl person may".PP!r and, upon 
good cause, be allowed !>y the commissioner to intervene and appear 
in the proceeding by counseI or in person. 

(c) The testimony in the proceeding must be reduced to writing 
and filed in the office of the commissioner. ----------

(d) If, upon hearing, the commissioner finds that there Ilc~ heen "" 
violation of provisions of this chapter or rule of the commissioner, 
the commissioner shall make ~ report in writing stating the 
findings. The commissioner shall issue and serve an order UPID the 
person requiring the person to cease and desist from the via ation. 
The commissioner, at any time after notice and opportunity for 
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hearing, maY reopen and modify or set aside, in whole or in part, an 
order .issue under this section. ----------

Subd. ~ [REVIEW BY DISTRICT COURT.] (a) A person required 
~ an order of the commissioner to cease and desist from an act or 
practice may obtain !' review of the order in district court 1i filing 
with the court within 20 daYIi after the date of service of the order a 
wnttenpetillOnregueSting t at the order of tile commissioner be set 
aside. ~ ~ of the petition must be served upon the commissioner. 
The commissioner shall certifY and file in the court a transcript of 
the entire record and order ~ the COmmlsSWner. Upon the filing of 
the petition and transcri£t, the court has jurisdiction of flle proceea:: 
~ and of the question etermined. 

(1) make and enter upon the pleadings, evidence, and proceedings 
in the transcript a decree affirming, modifying, or setting aside the 
or®< ofthe commissioner or enforcing it to the extent that the order 
Isafl'irmed; and 

(2) issue writs ancillary to its jurisdiction or necessary in its 
judgment to prevent ~ to tne public or to competitors while !' 
suit is penmng. 

(c) The findings of the commissioner relating to the facts, if 
supported ~ the evidence in the proceeding before the commis
sioner, are conclusive. To the extent that the order of tile commis
sioner ~ffirmed, the court shall issue its own order cOmmanding 
obedience to the terms of the order of the commissioner. 

(d) If either aarty applies to the court for leave to acquire and offer 
adOiilonal evi ence, and shows totnesatiSl:'ilcllon of the court that 
the additional evidence ismaterTaraIid that there were reasonaIiIe 
grounds for the failure -to acquire and offer. the evurence in the 
proceedingoetOre the commissioner the court may order that the 
additional e"'VlcIeilce be taken before the commiSSIoner. The evidence 
must be offered at the hearing in the manner and on the terms and 
COlliTItions determined fu. the court. The commissioner may mfd~y 
findings as to the facts, or make new findings, ~ reason <:>... ~ 
additionaTevidence taken. The commissioner shall file the modified 
or new findings which, if supported fu. the evlOellCe, are conclusive 
and the commissioner's recommendation, if IY' for the modification 
or setting aside of the commissioner's origina order with the return 
of the additional evidence. 

(e) The judgment and decree of the court ~ final, except that !! is 
subject to review ~ the ·court· of appears:-

SuM. 3. [ENFORCEMENT.] Violations of!, cease and desist order 
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of the commissioner must be punished Qy the district court under 
thiraws of contempt. Each aay of failure to obey a cease and desist 
OrOer of too commissioner is a separateViOTatloil and eachVioIatiOii 
of!'o particular act enjoineiI""fu the court g; '! separate violation. 

Sec. 14. [32C.13] [CIVIL ACTIONS BY DAMAGED PARTIES.] 

Subdivision 1. [TREBLE DAMAGES.] A person who has business 
or pro~erty damaged resulting from !'o violation of this chapter g; 
entitle to an action in district court to recover three times the 
damages Plus costs, inCfuding reasoiw.bfe attorneys fees. -- -

Subd. 2. [REQUEST FOR COMMISSIONER TO SEEK INJUNC
TIV'"E""RELIEF] ~ person who .ill damaged or g; threatened with 
damalfe or loss from !'o violation of this chapter may request the 
commissioner to seek in'unctive relief under section 12, subdivision 
3, agamst all persons invo ve in ..,..-yw/atiOil or threatened violation 
of this chapter. 

Subd. 3. [TORT ACTION WITH INJUNCTIVE RELIEF] A perrn 
entitled to an action rna) sue both in tort and for injunctiVe re ief 
and may recover for all oss, damage, or injury arising from the 
continued violation to the time of trial or hearing of the action. 

Sec. 15. [32C.14] [DAIRY PROCESSOR ASSESSMENTS.] 

Subdivision 1. [FEES.] (a) To administer and enforce this chapter, 
the commissioner may charge each processor the following maxi
mum fees: 

(1) one cent P!'!: hundredwei~t on all milk processed or used in 
the manufaCture of '! datry pr uet sold in this state or manufac
tured m this stateror sa e i~ this state; 

(2) 0.75 ~ ~ gallon of frozen foods sold in this state or 
manuGctured III thIS state for sale in this state; 

(b) The commissioner mflY fix the fees at a lesser amount and may 
adjust the fees If the cost 0 adiilimstermganaemorcing thiSCllapter 
can be paid with Tess than the maximum fees. 

Subd. 2. [COLLECTION.] (a) !f the fees are: 

(1) less than $60 annually, the fees must be paid within 30 days 
following the end of the calendar year; 
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(2). less than $240 .annually, jarment must be made quarterly 
within 30 days t'OIIOWmg the en ~ the quarter; or . . 

(3) hl!ual to or more than $240 annually, ~afiment must be made 
mOnth y witliin 30 daySToTlowmg the end 0 t e month when due .. 

(b) A penalty amounting to ten percent of the fees due mustbe 
imposed ~ the commIssioner fur each month the fees, are delin-
quent. . 

Subd. 3. [DAIRY MARKETING ACCOUNT.] The dairl marketing 
acCOuiif is established in the state treasury. The fees col ected fuc the 
commissioner under fuis section must be deposited in fIie state 
treasury and credIted toThe dai[Y marketing account. The raoney in 
the dairy marketing account IS continuousl~ approprIate to tile 
commissioner to be used as a revolving fund or admimstering ana 
enforcing this Chap~ - - -

Sec. 16. [32C.15] [MINNESOTA DAIRY TASK FORCE.] 

Subdivision 1. [ESTABLISHMENT; MEMBERSHIP; SUNSET.] 
(a) The Mmnesota dairy task force of 12 members is established 
conSlStlng ofl -- -- ~ - ---- -

(1) the commissioner of agric\llture· or the commissioner's desig
nee; 

(2) .". representative from the University of Minnesota designated 
~ the dean of the school ofagriculture; 

(3) one retail grQCer appointed ~ the governor; 

(4) one consumer appointed ~ the governor; 

(5) two producers of class! milk appointed ~ the governor; 

(6) two producers of class!! milk appointed ~ the governor; 

(7) two dairy processors appointed ~ the governor; and 

(8) two processors of class !! milk appointed ~ the governor. 

(b) The ~vernor shall make appointments to the tas!> force not 
later than ugust 1, 1988. .. 

(c) The task force shall select .". chair from among its members. 

(d) The task force expires on June 30, 1990. 
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Subd. 2. [OBJECTIVES.] The ob*tives of the task force are 
increased profitability of indiViOualiry farms and the establiSh
ment of long-range goals, objectives, and strategies for the dairy 
industry in the state. 

Subd. 3. [DUTIES; RESPONSIBILITIES; DEADLINES.] Not 
later than June h 1989, the task force shall: 

(1) compile existing information on increasing profitability for 
dairy farmers; 

(2) establish a mechanism to efficiently disseminate information 
and the findings of the commlSsion to dairy farmers; 

(3) establish working relationships with appropriate agencies and 
organizations in neighboring states in an attempt to coordinate 
information gathering and dissemination !,nd the development of 
regional dairy policy; 

(4) examine available data on patterns and relationships between 
changes in the purchase price of raw milk from dairy farmers and 
changes in the retail price of dairy products purchased by the 
consumer; 

(5) examine and evaluate ways in which computer hardware and 
software could be utilized i>,y dairy farmers to more effectively 
analyze dairy herd performance and farm operating strategies; and 

(6) prepare a preliminary draft onong-range goals, objectives, and 
strategies for the dairy industry in Minnesota and the upper 
midwest. 

Subd. 4. [PILOT PROJECTS; DEMONSTRATIONS.] The task 
force may sponsor and oversee pilot projects and demonstratiOns on 
dair;} farms. The projects must be of general applicability to family 
size airy farms of the state. PIlot projects and demonstrations must 
"PP!Y strategies and practices for increasing the profitability of 
dairy farms and increasing income levels for individual dairy 
farmers. 

Sec. 17. [ACCOUNT TRANSFER.] 

The commissioner of finance shall transfer the remaining balance 
in the dairy industry unfair trade practices account to the dairy 
marketing account. 

Sec. 18. [REPEALER.] 

Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 32A.Ol; 32A.02; 32A.03; 
32A.04; 32A.05; 32A.07;32A:08; and 32A.09, are repealed. 
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Sec. 19. [EFFECTIVE. DATE.] 

. This article !;; effective Jul~ h 1988. 

ARTICLE 2 

MINNESOTA GROWN LABEL 

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 17.102, 
subdivision 1, is amended to read; 

Subdivision 1. [ESTABLISHMENT AND USE OF LABEL.] (a) 
The commissioner shall establish a "Minnesota grown" logo or 
labeling statement for use in identifying agricultural products that 
are grown, processed, or manufactured in this state. The commis
sioner may develop labeling statements that. ~ to specific 
marketing or promotional needs. One versiOil""of ~ labeKng state
ment must identify food products certified as organically grown in 
this state. The Minnesota grown logo or labeling statement may be 
used on raw agricultural products that are net flF8eessed ffitt> .. 
dimweat flRysieal fsFHt "" fre .... , only if 80 percent or more of the 
agricultural product is produced in this state. - --

(b) The Minnesota grown logo or labeling statement may not be 
used without a license from the commissioner except that wholesal
ers and retailers may use the Minnesota grown logo and labeling 
statement for displaying and advertising products that qualify for 
use of the Minnesota grown logo or labeling statement. 

Sec. 2. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

This article !;; effective the day following final enactment. 

. ARTICLE 3 

SOIL TEST LABORATORY CERTIFICATION 

Section 1. 117.73] [SOIL TESTING LABORATORY CERTIFICA
TION.] 

Subdivision 1. [PROGRAM ESTABLISHMENT.] The commis' 
sioner shall establish a program to certify the accuracy of analyses 
from soil testing laboratories and promote. standardization of soil 
testing procedures .and analytical results. 

Subd. 2. [CHECK SAMPLE SYSTEM.] (a) The commissioner 
shall institute a system of check samples that reQi1lres a laboratory 
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to be certified to analyze at least four multiple soil check samples 
durinS the calendar year-:-The samples must be supprIed Qy the 
commissioner or Qy a perslli under contract witllthe commissioner 
to prepare andOistrmute e samples. 

(b) Within 30 dans after the laboratory receives check samF'es, 
thelaboratory sha report to the commissioner the results Q... the 
analyses for al~uested elements or compoundSor for the ere:: 
ments or compoun s the laboratory makes an analytic aT determi-
natIOn OJ' as !', service t()""others. -

(c) The commissioner shall compile analytical data submitted by 
labOratories and provideJaOoratories submitting sam~es with !', 
~ of the data without laboratory names or code num ers. 

(d) The commissioner may conduct check samples on laboratories 
that are not certified. . ------

Subd. 3. [ANALYSES REPORTING STANDARDS.] The results 
obtalliedIrom soil or plant analysis must be reported in accordance 
with stanaara reporting ~ estabTISlied Qy the commissioner Qy 
rule. The standard reportmg units must conform as far as practical 
to unilorm standards that are adopted on !', regional or national 
basis. 

!! !', certified laboratory offers !', recommendation, the University 
of Minnesota recommendation or that of another land grant college 
In a contiguous state must be offered in additIOn to other recom
mendations, andtliesource of the recommendation must be identi
fied on the recommeiidaffiinform. If relative levels such as low, 
meaium, or high are presented10CIasst the anaIYITCaTreSuTIS, the 
corresponrung re1ative levels based on t e analysis as designated Qy 
the University of Minnesota or the laoogrant college in!', contigu
ous state must also be presented. 

Subd. 4. [REVOCATION OF CERTIFICATION.] If the commis
sioner determines that analysis being ~erformed Qy ~ IaDOratory is 
inaccurate as evidenced .fu: check samp e results, the commissioner 
may deny, suspend, or revoke certification. 

Subd. 5. [CERTIFICATION FEES.] (a) A laboratory applying for 
certification shall P!'"Y an application fee ill $100 and a certification 
fee of $100 before ~ certification ~ lsSUOO-. - -

(b) Certification is valid for one yed~ and the renewal fee is $100. 
The commissioner Sliall charge an ad Itwnalapplication fee of$100 
it'!', certified laboratory allows certification to lapse before applying 
for renewed certification. 

(c) The commissioner ~ notify ~ certified lab that its certifica-
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tiOIl lapses within 30 to 60 days of the date when the certification 
laPses. ----- - - - -- -----

(d) Fees collected under this subdivision must be deposited in the 
state treasury and cfed1tea1O !! soil testinilalJoratory certification 
account. The mon({ in the account is annually appropriated to the 
commissioner to a mmiSter this section. . 

Subd. 6. [RULE~.]. The commissioner shall adoJ:!t rules. for the 
esta6I1shment of mlmmumstandards for l8J)(iratones, eqUIpment, 
procedures, ana personnel us~d !!l; sOlI anal;r,sis and rules necessary 
to admimster and enforcetfi'is section. 1 he commissioner shall 
consult with repTe'sentativesmthe fertilizerindustry, represent:a: 
tives of the laboratories doinpusiness in this state and with the 
'O'illVersity of Minnesota col ege of. agrTcUItUre before prOpOsmg 
rules. . 

Sec. 2. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

This article ~ effective the. day following final enactment. 

ARTICLE 4 

INDUSTRIAL LIME FOR SOIL BUFFERING 

Section 1. [17.7241] [DEBNITIONS.] 

Subdivision!: [SCOPE.] The definitions in this section !!pp!y to 
sections 1 to 5. 

Subd. 2. [COMMISSIONER.] "Commissioner'; means the commis
sioner olagriculture. 

Subd. 3. [INDUSTRIAL BY-PRODUCT SOIL BUFFERING MA
TemALT"Industrial by-product soil buffering material" means an 
industrial waste or by-product or the by-prOduct of municipal water 
treatment processes containing ciUcIum or magnesium or both in !! 
form that may neutralize soil acidity. 

Subd. 4. [LIMESTONE.] "Limestone" means a material consisting 
esSeDtiall¥ of calcium carbonate or !! cOiii1ilnation of calcium car
bonate with magnesium .carbonate capable of neutralizing soil 
acidity. 

Subd. 5. [SOIL BUFFERING MATERIALS.] "Soil buffering ma
tenaIS'" means materials whose calcium or magnesrum or both are 
capableOIneii'tralizmg so'lIaCiaity. - ----
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Subd. 6. [STOCKPILE.] "Stockpile" means ~ ~ of agricul
tural soifbuffering material stored for future use. 

Subd. 'L [TNP] "TNP" means total neutralizing power and is the 
number of pounds ofneutraITZlng value in one ton of ~ soilOufferillg 
material. 

Sec. 2. [17.7242] [SOIL BUFFERING DEMONSTRATION 
PROJECT AND STUDY.] 

Subdivision 1. [PURPOSE.] The purpose of the demonstration 
project required under sections 1 to ~ ~ to identiIyappropriate and 
mutually beneficial methods for the utilization of industrial !!.Y: 
product soil buffering materials. ProPar utilization will minimize 
current waste dis~osal problems, provi e a market for an underuti
hzed resource, an make avaIlable to farmers an emctive, low-cost 
SOlThuffering product. 

Subd. 2. [AUTHORITY.] The commissioner shall coordinate the 
design and implementation of ~ demonstration Paoject to examme 
the technical feasibility, economic benefits, an environmental 
Iii1pacts of'utilizing industrial by-product soil bu1l'ering materials,as 
~ substitute for limestone and other traditional soil buffering 
materials. 

Subd. 3. [PROCEDURES DEVELOPED.] The demonstration 
project must identify and recommend as pro~oseastandards appro
pria~e ~rocedures for the sampling, anruysis, rNP labeling, storage, 
stoc pi ing, transportation, and application ofUi(fustrial by-product 
soil buffering materials. After TNP labeling standards have been 
established, which must be no later than March 1 1989, Ihey must 
be provided to the JaiidOWiier or tenant prior to fa'ncrapp ication or 
stockpiling. 

Subd. 4. [SCOPE.] The demonstration project must be on ~ scale 
deemed !>.y the commissioner to be efficient and mana~eaoIe while 
providing the greatest pracfuaole utilizaffiin of in ustrial !!.Y: 
product soiITuffering materials for agricultural purposes. 

Sec. 3. [17.7423] [RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE COMMIS
SIONER.] 

Subdivision 1. [BROAD PARTICIPATION.] The commlSSlOner 
shall seek partIcipation in the demonstration project fu: other 
persons, institutions, and organizations having an interest in soil 
bufferin~ materials and industrial by-product soil buffering mate
rials inc uding the pollution control agency, one or more counties, 
one or more soil and water conservation districts, and the Univer-
sity ofMIllnesota-.- -- ----
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Subd. 2. [PUBLIC EDUCATION.] The commissioner shall seek to 
miiXIillize the public education benent of the demonstration pro
gram. 

Sec. 4. [17.7424] [ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROLS.], 

Subdivision 1. [SAMPLING; ANALYSIS.] The commissioner and 
the commissioner's agents may sample, inspect, make analysiSOt, 
and test industrial by-product soil bufferm~ matenaIS used in tlie 
®monstration project and study at ~ time an place and to an extent 
the commissioner collSl(fers necessary to determine Whether the 
agricultural soil buffering materialS are suitable for the project. fhe 
commissioner and the commissioner's agents may enter pu~lic or 
private premises where demonstration projects are being con ucted 
m order to have access to: -----------

(1) soil buffering materials used in the demonstration project; 

(2) sampling of sites actually'or reportedly exposed to agricultural 
soITlmffering materials; , 

(3) inspection of storage, handlint transportation, use, or disposal 
areas of industrial by-product soil uffering matenaTs; 

(4) insl(rection or investigation of complaints of injury to humans, 
wiTcllife, omeshcated animals, crops, or the environment; 

(5) observation of the use and application of the soil buffering 
material; 

(6) inspection of records related to the sroduction, transl6irtation, 
stOCKpiling, use, or disposal of industria by-product soil uffering 
material; ana 

(7) other purposes necessary to implement sections! to ~ 

Subd. 2. [RECEIPT FOR INSPECTION SAMPLES; REPORT ON 
AJ'\I'ALYSES.] Before leaving inspected premises, the commissioner 
shall £rovide the owner, operator a or [agent in fharge WIth a receipt 
OeSeri lng any samples obtaine ~ an ana ysis !§l made of the 
samples, ~ c:!QP:Y of the results of the analysis must be TuriilslleITo 
the owner, operator, or agent in charge. ' 

Subd. 3. [EMERGENCY INSPECTION:] The commissioner and 
theCoiiiffiissioner's agents may enter public or private pr0f,ei=tY 
WIThout a notice of inspectIOn if ~ suspectedlncident invo ving 
mdustriaT by-product soil buffering materials may threaten public 
health or the environment. -----

Sec. 5. [17.7425] [REPORT.] 
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The commissioner shall report to the house of representatives and 
senate committees on agriculture, ~L 1989, and on March 
.! of each year afterwards, about the activities, findings, and 
recommendations rerated to the demonstratIOn proJect. 

Sec. 6. [REPEALER.] 

Sections .! to ~ are repealed June 30, 1991. 

Sec. 7. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

This article is effective the day following final enactment. 

ARTICLE 5 

ORGANIC CERTIFICATION 

Section 1. [31.95] [ORGANIC CERTIFICATION.] 

Subdivision 1. [DESIGNATION.] The commissioner shall desig
nate one ~ more organizations, located in this state, made ,!!£ of 
organ1Cl'ooo growers, manufacturers, or seIfers to certify orgamcallY 
grown seeds, products, and food. 

Subd. ~ [FEES.] The commissioner shall prescribe fees to be 
charged to ersons for certification of OrganiCall~ ",own seeds, 
productIOn, and ~ under section 16A.128. ~ 199 , ees colrectea 
must reflect the totaran:nual cost of certification. ---------

Subd. ~ [CERTIFICATION REQUIREMENT.] An organic certifi
cation agensy may not refuse services or certification to ~ person: 

(1) whose seeds, production, and food meet certification require
ments; and 

(2) who has paid membership dues and certification fees. 

Subd. 4. [RULES.] The organic certification organization mly 
draft rules for submission to the commissioner to adopt for imp e
mentation of the organically grown certification program. 
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ARTICLE 6 

RURAL FINANCE ADMINISTRATION 

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 41B.01, 
subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [PURPOSE.] Sections 41B.01 to 41B.23 create and 
establish the Minnesota rural finance authority and establish a 
program under which state bonds are authorized to be issued and 
proceeds of their sale are appropriated under the authority of article 
XI, section 5, clause (h) of the Minnesota Constitution, to develop 
the state's agricultural resources by extending credit on real estate 
security. The purpose of the rural finance authority's programs and 
of the bonds issued to finance or provide security for the programs is 
to purchase participation interests in loans, including seller-spon
sored loans to be made available by agricultural lenders to farmers 
on terms and conditions not otherwise available from other credit 
sources. It is hereby found and declared that there presently exist in 
the state economic conditions which have severely adversely a:tfected 
the economic viability of farms to the detriment of the rural 
economy and to the detriment of the economy of the state of 
Minnesota as a whole. It is further found and declared that as a 
result of public agricultural policies, agricultural market conditions, 
and other causes, the condition of the farm economy of the state of 
Minnesota is such as to jeopardize the continued existence and 
successful operation of farms in this state, necessitating the estab
lishment of the programs in sections 41B.01 to 41B.23 to provide 
new sources of credit on favorable terms and conditions. It is further 
found and declared that providing credit for farmers On favorable 
terms and conditions will serve and promote the public welfare by 
assuring the viability of farm operations, by preventing erosion of 
the tax base in rural areas, by reducing foreclosures on farm 
property, and by enhancing the financial stability of farmers and of 
the businesses which depend on farmers as customers. It is further 
found and declared that in establishing a Minnesota rural finance 
authority and in authorizing the programs in sections 41B.01 to 
41B.23, the legislature is acting in all respects for the benefit of the 
people of the state of Minnesota to serve the public purpose of 
improving and otherwise promoting their health, welfare, and 
prosperity and that the Minnesota rural finance authority, as 
created and established, is empowered to act on behalf of the people 
of the state of Minnesota in serving this public purpose for the 
benefit of the general public. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 41B.02, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 18. [SELLER-SPONSORED LOAN.] "Seller-sponsored 
loan" means!! loan in which part or all of the price of !! farm is 
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financed ~ ~ loan from the seller of the fann who is ~ natural 
person, ~ partnership, or ~ family farm corporation as defined in 
section 500.24, located in Minnesota. The loan must be secured ~ ~ 
real estate mortgage evidenced ~ one or more notes that may carry 
different interest rates or ~ a contract for deed. 

Sec .. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 41B.03, 
subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [BEGINNING AND REENTERING FARMER LOANS.] 
In addition to the requirements under subdivision 1, a prospective 
borrower for a beginning farm loan, including ~ seller-sponsored 
loan, in which the authority holds an interest, must: 

(1) have sufficient education, training, or experience in the type of 
farming for which the loan is desired; 

(2) have a total net worth, including assets and liabilities of the 
borrower's spouse and dependents, of less than $100,000; 

(3) demonstrate a need for the loan; 

(4) demonstrate an ability to repay the loan; 

(5) demonstrate that the agricultural land to be purchased will be 
used by the borrower for agricultural purposes; and 

(6) demonstrate that farming will be the principal occupation of 
the borrower. 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 41B.039, 
subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [ESTABLISHMENT.] The authority may establish, 
develop criteria, and implement a beginning farmer program. The 
program must assist persons entering farming who have not owned 
a farm before entering the beginning farmer program. The program 
must include assistance for persons entering or reentering farming 
through the use of seller-sponsored loans. 

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 41B.039, 
subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [STATE PARTICIPATION.] The state may participate in 
a new real estate loan with an eligible lender to a beginning farmer 
to the extent of aHe fearth 35 percent of the principal amount of the 
loan or $28,000 $35,000, whIchever is less. In the case of a seller
sponsored loan, the state may participate to the extent Of three
fourths of the principal of the loan or $75,000, whichever is less. The 
interest rates and repayment terms of the authority's participation 
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interest may be different than the interest rates and repayment 
terms of the lender's retained portion of the loan. 

Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 41B.039, is 
amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 2a. [SELLER-SPONSORED LOANS.] In the case of seller
spOriSoi'e01oans, the borrower shall make regurre.rmoiithlyOr 
annual Eayments on the loan to the authority or its fisca.l agehl alli! 
the aut ority or its fiscal jgent shall make required mont y or 
annual payments to the sel er who sponsored the loan. 

Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 41B.039, 
subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [FARM MANAGEMENT.] A borrower must agree to 
participate in a farm management program approved by the com
missioner of agriculture for at least the first eight five years of the 
loan. --

Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 41B.05, is 
amended to read: 

41B.05 [GENERAL POWERS OF THE AUTHORITY.] 

For the purpose of exercising the specific powers granted in section 
41B.04 and effectuating the other purposes of sections 41B.01 to 
41B.23 the authority has the general powers granted in this section. 

(a) It may sue and be sued. 

(b) It may have a seal and alter the seal. 

(cJ It may make, and from time to time, amend and repeal rules 
consistent with sections 41B.Ol to 41B.23. 

(d) It may acquire, hold, and dispose of real or personal property 
for its corporate purposes. ---

(e) It may enter into agreements, contracts, or other transactions 
with any federal or state agency, any person and any domestic or 
foreign partnership, corporation, association, or organization, in
cluding contracts or agreements for administration and implemen
tation of all or part of sections 41B.Ol to 41B.23. 

(I) It may acquire real property, or an interest therein; in its own 
name, by purchase or foreclosure, ·where such acquisition is neces
sary or appropriate. 
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(g) It may provide general technical services related to rural 
finance. 

(h) It may provide general consultative assistance services related 
to rural finance: . 

(i) It may promote research and development in matters related to 
rural finance. 

(j) It may enter into agreements with lenders, borrowers, or the 
issuers of securities for the purpose of regulating the development 
and management. of farms financed in whole or in part by the 
proceeds of qualified agricultural loans. 

(k) It may enter into agreements with other appropriate federal, 
state, or local governmental units to foster rural finance. It may give 
advance reservations of loan financing as part of the agreements, 
with the understanding that the authority will only approve the 
loans pursuant to normal procedures, and may adopt special proce
dures designed to meet problems inherent in such programs. 

(I) It may undertake and carry out studies and analyses of rural 
financing needs within the state and ways of meeting such needs 
including: data with respect to geographical distribution; farm size; 
the distribution of farm credit needs according to debt ratios and 
similar factors; the amount and quality of available financing and 
its distribution according to factors affecting rural financing needs 
and the meeting thereof; and may make the results of such studies 
and analyses available to the public and may engage in research and 
disseminate information on rural finance. 

(m) It may survey and investigate the rural financing needs 
throughout the state and make recommendations to the governor 
and the legislature as to legislation and other measures necessary or 
advisable to alleviate any existing shortage in the state. 

(n) It may establish cooperative relationships with such county 
and mul.ticounty authorities as may be established and may develop 
priorities for the utilization of authority resources and assistance 
within a region in cooperation with county and multicounty author
ities. 

(0) It may contract with, use, or employ any federal, state, 
regional, or local public or private agency or organization, legal 
counsel, financial advisors, investment bankers or others, upon 
terms it deems necessary or desirable, to assist in the exercise of any 
of the powers granted in sections 41B.Ol to 41B.23 and to carry out 
the objectives of sections 4IB.Ol to 41B.23 and may pay for the 
services from authority funds. . 
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(p) It may establish cooperative relationships with counties to 
develop priorities for the use of authority resources and assistance 
within counties and to consider county plans and programsin the 
process of setting the priorities. 

(q) It may delegate any of its powers to its officers or staff. 

(r) It may enter into agreements with qualified agricultural 
lenders or others insuring or guaranteeing to the state the payment 
of all or a portion of qualified agricultural loans. 

(s) It may enter into agreements with eligible agricultural lenders 
providing for advance reservations of purchases .of participation 
interests in restructuring loans, if the agreements provide that the 
authority may only purchase participation interests in restructuring 
loans under the normal procedure. The authority may provide in an 
agreement for special procedures or requirements designed to meet 
specific conditions or requirements. 

(t) .!! mal allow farmers who are natural persons. to combine 
programs 0 the AWncultural Credit Act ·of 1987 WIth prOgrams of 
the rural finance a mlrustration. . 

Sec. 9. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

Sections 1 to ~ are effective the day following final enactment. 

ARTICLE 7 

MILK IN SCHOOLS PROGRAM 

Section 1. [124:648] [MILK PROGRAM.] 

Subdivision 1. [LEGISLATIVE FINDINGS.] The legislature finds 
that the health and well-being of school clillOren in the state 
Tnason their receIving at least OneservIng of milk each Jay:-The 
sc 001 mID< rogram establislied1ii11iis section is to provi e school 
~ts in Ce state with added resources so thatrul kindergarten 
students In j:!ublic. a:rur iiOnpiibhc schools may have access to 
wholesome mIlk on !! dally basis. . 

Subd. 2. [ESTABLISHMENT.] Each school district in the state is 
enCoiiTIlged to participate in thestate-:siippOrtea schoolmilk pro
gram for kiiKIergartners. :Participating districts shall provide one 
serving of milk on each school dW to each kinaergarten student 
attending a publlcor nonf'ilillc sc oolin the district. No student is 
required to accept the mIlk that ~ provilled !ir the mstrict. The 
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program must be promoted and operated under the direction of the 
commissioner or the commissioner's designee. 

Subd. 3. [PROGRAM GUIDELINES; DUTIES OF THE COMMIS
SIONER.] The commissioner shall encourage all districts to partic
ipate in the school milk program for kindergartners. The 
commissioner shall prepare program guidelines, not subject to 
chapter 14, which will effectively and efficiently distribute appro
I)riated money to participating districts. !! is suggested that the 

enefits of the school milk program can reach the largest number of 
kindergarten students if districts are allowed to place annual bids 
stating the per-serving level of reimbursement that would be 
acceptable to the district for their participation in the program, after 
which the commissioner shall approve the number and value of bids 
that would maximize the provision of milk to kindergartenSiiidei1tS 
within the available appropriation. 

Subd. 4. [REIMBURSEMENT.] In accordance with program 
guidelines, the commissioner shall reimburse participating school 
districts for the state share of the district's cost for providing milk to 
kindergarten students. 

ARTICLE 8 

INTEREST RATE BUY-DOWN 

Section 1. [DEFINITIONS.] 

Subdivision 1. [APPLICABILITY] The definitions in this section 
!!PPlY: to sections 1 to 6. -- --

Subd. 2. [APPROVED ADULT FARM MANAGEMENT PRO
GRAM.) "Approved adult farm management program" means ~ 
farm management training program designed for persons currently 
engaged in farming that has been approved h the commissioner 
under section 6, subdivision 3. 

Subd. 3. [COMMISSIONER.] "Commissioner" means the commis
sioner of commerce. ---===:..: 

Subd. 4. [COMMISSIONER'S INTEREST INDEX.] "Commissio
ner's interest index" means an interest rate that is 3.5 percent above 
the current lenamgrate of the Federal Intermediate Credit Bank to 
production credit associations as certified each month by the com
miSSlOner. 

Subd. 5. [ELIGIBLE BORROWER.] "Eligible borrower" means -"
farmer who applies to -"- lender for -"- farm operating loan and meets 
ali qualifications establiSheQTn section 2 and any further qualifica-
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tions that may be established in the guidelines adopted h the 
commissioner unGer section 6, sUOdivision h 

An eligible borrower must have ""loan balance with "" participat
i!!g: lender between January h 1988, and June ;!Q, 1989. 

Subd. 6. [FARM OPERATING LOAN.] "Farm operatin~ loan" 
means anori~nal, extended, or renegotiated loan or line 0

90 

credit 
obtainelfb-'y "" armer from ""lender for the purpose of financing the 
operations of "" farm. A farm operating loan includes an open line of 
credit even though the maximum principal amount of the line of 
credit may not be drawn at anyone time. 

Subd. 7. [FARMER.] "Farmer" means a state resident or a 
doffieStlc Jamily farm corporation as det'illed Tn Mlllnesota Statutes, 
section 5 0.24, subdivision 2, operating"" farm within the state. 

Subd. 8. [INTEREST RATE BUY-DOWN.] "Interest rate buy
down" means a reduction in the effective interest rate on a farm 
operating loanto an eligi6fe lJOrrower due to partl3.lpayment of 
mterest costs h the commissioner. 

Subd. 9. [LENDER.] "Lender" means a bank, a credit union, or a 
saVIngS and loan association chartereo fu: the state or federal 

overnment, "" unit of the farm credit system, the Federal De~sit 
Insurance orporation, or another financial institution approvefu: 
the commissioner. 

Subd. 1O~ [PARTICIPATING LENDER.] "Participating lender" 
means a Iellder who has been granted participating lender status ~ 
the comriiiSsiOiier. --

Sec. 2. [FARMER ELIGIBILITY] 

Subdivision 10 [DEBT-TO-ASSET RATIO.] Only"" farmer with "" 
debt-to-asset ratio exceeding 70 percent at the time of application 
for a farm operating loan is an eligible lJOIToWei'for purposes of 
Interest rate buy-down. The-debt-to-asset ratio of "" tarmer must be 
determined h the lender. be debt-to-asset ratio determined h "" 
lender is deemed to be reasonable and accurate without further 
audit orsubstantiatIon. --
--~ 

Subd. ~ [NET WORTH STATEMENT.] Only"" farmer with "" 
calculated net worth of $75,000 or less ~ an eligible borrower for 
purposes offfiterest rate buy-dOwn.'I'he net worth must be deter
mined l'itlie lender and must be based on a financial statement 
~e not more than six months prior to-the date of the loan 
app ication. 

Subd. 3. [ASSESSMENT OF CONTINUED VIABILITY.] Only"" 
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farmer determined by the lender to have ~ reasonable opportunity 
for long-term fInancial viability in the farmer's current farm oper
ation ~ an eliaible borrower. A determination of financIal viability 
h", lender ~ eemed to be reasonable and accurate without further 
audit or substantiation. 

Subd. 4. [ENROLLMENT IN ADULT FARM MANAGEMENT 
PROGRAM.) To be an eligible borrower, '" farmer shall agree to 
enroll in an approved adult farm management program if enroll
ment is required h theIeiiaer and an approved pro~."m is offered 
not more than 50 miles from the farmer's residence. l'he aproved 
adult farm management program must bill the lender for one~ alf of 
the course tuition. 

Sec. 3. [LENDER ELIGIBILITY; OBLIGATIONS.) 

Subdivision 1. [ELIGIBLE PARTICIPATING LENDER STATUS.) 
A lender who meets the requirements established h the commis-
Sioner must becertlfiea as ~ participating lender. -

Subd. 2. [PARTIAL PAYMENT FOR ADULT FARM MANAGE
MENT TRAINING.) A partici(>flting lender shall require an eligible 
borrower to enroll in an approved adult farm management program 
and agree to P!'X one-half of the enrollment and tuition costs of the 
program for an eligible borrower approved h the commissioner for 
interest rate buy-down unless the participating lender determines 
an approved adult farm management program would not benefit the 
borrower. A participating lender ~ not required to assist with 
enrollment or tuition costs for", period longer than the term of the 
farm operatin~ loan, and '" lender ~ not required to assist with the 
enrollment an tuition costs for more than one individual for each 
farm operating loan. - ------ ~~ ~-

IT ~ participating lender determines that enrollment in an adult 
farm management program would not benefit the borrower or an 
approved adult farm management program is not located within 50 
miles from the debtor's resIdence, the lender shall explain the 
reasons to theoorrower in writing and indicate the d£termination 
on the applICation. - --

Subd. 3. [RECEIPT OF APPLICATIONS FOR INTEREST RATE 
BUY-DOWN.] (a) A participating lender shall receive and evaluate 
loan applications from ~ farmer: 

(1) who has transacted farm-related borrowing with '" lender 
within the previous three years; 

(2) who has not previously established farm-related borrowing; or 
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(3) whose previous lender ~ no longer in the business of making 
farm-related loans. 

(b) In determining whether to make ~ farm operating loan to ~ 
farmer, the participating lender may use criteria in adillwm to 
those in section 2. --- -

Subd. 4. [LENDER APPROVAL OF FARM OPERATION FINAN
CIAL STATEMENTS.] ~ participating lender must require that ~ 
farmer who applies for a farm operating loan under the interest rate 
buy-down c,rogram provide a financial statement suitable for deter
mining de t-to-asset ratios and net worth for the farminf, o~eration. 
A financial statement determined !>.Y the partici~ating en er to be 
suitable is deemed to be suitable, reasonable, an accurate witnout 
further audit or suOstaiitiation. 

Subd.5. [MAXIMUM INTEREST RATE.] To qualify for interest 
rate buy-down pa)ments, a partici~ating lender shall offer !;Q make 
-'" farm operating oan to an eligib e borrower at -'" rate of mterest 
equivalent to thatottered to other farmers having sTrilllar security 
and financial status, but the interest rate may not exceed the 
current commissioner's interest index. The commissioner may use 
appro~riate means to verify that the operating loan interest rate 
availa Ie to an elitllle borrower is substantially the same as that 
available to other rrowers. ---

Sec. 4. [STATE CONTRIBUTION TO INTEREST RATE BUY
DOWN.] 

To be eligible for state interest rate buy-down payments under 
sections! to !1, -'" participatmg lender must submit to the commis
sioner -'" properly completed application form for each eligible farm 
operating loan. 

The commissioner shall P-"'X to a participating lender for the first 
$40,000 of an approVelf1arm operatinf loan made to an eJlgible 
borrower an amount equal to an annua rate of 2.8 percent mterest 
on the loan. - - -
----

Sec. 5. [LENDER CONTRIBUTION TO INTEREST BUY
DOWN.] 

~ artici atin lender must provide -'" reduction. in interest rate 
for t e lrst 40,000 of an approved farm operating loan made to an 
errgmre borrower an amount equal to an annual rate of 1.2 percent 
interest on the loan. ---

Sec. 6. [RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE COMMISSIONER.] 

Subdivision 1. [ADOPTION OF PROGRAM GUIDELINES.] 
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Within 30 days after the effective date of sections .! to 6, the 
commissioner shall adopt and make avarIaWe to the pubIlc guide
lines. for the farm operating loan interest Ouy-down program. 
A<lOptiOii of theprogram gUIdelines ~ not suhject to Minnesota 
Statutes, chapter 14. 

Subd. 2. [PREPARATION AND DISTRIBUTION OF LENDER 
PARTICIPATION FORMS.] The commissioner shall prel?are and 
distribute forms and instructions for the farm operatmg loan 
interest buy-down program to all lenoers in the state. The forms 
must be designed to gather ITom the participating lender ·and the 
rariiler information in sUfficient detaIl for the commissioner to 
determine significantcharacteristics of tfie participants and their 
farming operations. 

Subd. 3. [APPROVAL OF ADULT FARM MANAGEMENT PRO
GRAMSTThe commissioner, in consultation with the commissioner 
of agricultUre, shall prepare ~ list of adult farm management 
training programs approved tor eligifi[e OoITowers and distribute 
the list to all participating lenders. 

Subd. 4. [APPROVAL OF APPLICATIONS FOR BUY-DOWN 
PAYMENT.] (a) The commissioner shall review within five workina days of submTssWll!?,r ~ participatliiglender ~ properIYComplete 
application for interest rate buy-down payments on '! farm operat
i!!g loan made to ~ farmer. IT '! qualified lender does not receive 
written notice That the commissioner has denied interest rate 
buy-down ---payineIits Wlthin seven working-days, the farmer is an 
eligible bOrrower and interest rate buidown payments on the tarm 
operating loan are approved h the commissioner. 

(b) All applications received !?,r the commissioner after appropri
atedinterest rate buy-down program fundS have been encumbered 
must be returned immediately to the lender With an explanation 
that interest buy-down pa~ents are denied due to prior commit-
ment of available program unds. . 

Subd. 5. [BUY-DOWN PAYMENTS TO PARTICIPATING LEND
ERS.] The commissioner shall ~ one-half of the expected interest 
rate buy-down amount when requested!?,r the participating lender, 
but not more than 60 days after the application was approved by the 
commissioner b andfue balance within 30 gays after request lornnal 
payment has een received. All interest ulidown payments under 
sections 1 to £ must be made filOigt payee c ecks m the name of the 
participating lender and the ehgi Ie borrower. 

Subd. 6. [REVIEW OF FARMER ELIGIBILITY.] The commis
areview of a 
-in the inter: 
review is to 

adhered 
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tQ !>.y. lenders and farmers, The cQmmissiQner must repQrt a sum
maryhf the finffings tQ the chair 'If the hQuse agrTcUrturecQmm-m:ee 
and ~ cnair 'If the senate agriculture cQmmittee. . 

Sec. 7. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

This article is effective the day fQllQwing final enactment. 

ARTICLE 9 

BIODEGRADABLE PLASTICS 

SectiQn 1. [BIODEGRADABLE PLASTICS TASK FORCE.] 

SubdivisiQn !, [ESTABLISHMENT.] An advisQry task fQrce on 
biOdegradable plastics is created. The task fQrce cQnsists 'If tne 
CQmmiSSIOners 'If agriculture, CQmmerce, and.thepQllutiQn cQntrol 
agency, the directQr 'If the waste management bjar¥, the president 
'If the ~eater MinnesQta cQrpQratiQn, the hea '2... the CQnsumer 
~ ·visiQn. 'If the attQrney general's Qffice, and tWQ Paple 
mVQlved in manufacturing P\j}tiC prOducts m MinnesQta an Qne 
retailer. RepresentatIves 'If 'I er state agencies may alsQ becQme 
mem~ers 'If the task fQrce with the apprQval 'If !! majQrity 91 its 
mem ers. 

Subd:2. [DUTIES.] ~ task fQrce shall ~udy the feasibility and 
CQnsequences 'If requirmg that industry an consumer prOducts be 
biodegradable. -

SuM. 3. [REPORT.] The ~ fQrce shall repo1 its findings, along 
with any prQPosed legISlatIOn the task fQrce be ieves necessarf,' to 
the . legislature !i.Y January 1, 1990, after which the task Qrce 
expIres. 

Subd. 4. [ADMINISTRATION AND EXPENSES.] The task force 
is """"iittRclled to the rural develQpment bQard for aamfiilsfratiVe 
P%rQses ~ thel)Qard ili!ill furnish the task fQrce with office spatt 
an . admimstrative assistance necessar~ tQ fulfiIl the duties 2... ~ 
task fQrce. Members of the task force s an be paid their expenses 
under sectiQn 15.059. 

ARTICLE 10 

FARM INSURANCE 

SectiQn 1. MinnesQta Statutes 1986, section 65A.33, subdivision 3, 
is amended toread: 
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Subd. 3. "Property or liability insurance" means the coverage 
against direct loss to real or tangible personal property at a fixed 
location that is provided in the standard fire policy, extended 
coverage endorsement, homeowners insurance, as defined in section 
65A.27, subdivision 4, cooperative housing insurance, condominium 
insurance, builders risk, and such vandalism and malicious mischief 
insurance and such other classes of insurance as may be added to the 
program with respect to said property by amendment as hereinafter 
provided. Property or liability insurance does not include automo
bile, fa¥m, commercial liability, or such manufacturing risks as may 
be excluded by the commissioner. 

ARTICLE 11 

APPROPRIATIONS 

Section 1. [APPROPRIATION CANCELLATION.] 

All money appropriated by Laws 1987, chapter 15, section 10, 
subdivision h clauses (a) and (b), for purposes of program "A" in 
1987 and program "B" in 1987 and 1988 that remains unencum
bered on July h 1988, and all money transferred to the interest rate 
buy-down pro!fiam !!.l' Laws 1987, chapter 15, section 10, subdivi
sion 4, if! cance ed and returned to the general fund. 

Sec. 2. [ORGANIC FOOD CERTIFICATION AND ENFORCE
MENT.] 

Subdivision 1. [START-UP CERTIFICATION COSTS'] $100,000 is 
appropriated from the general fund to the commissioner of agricul
ture for the purposes of article ~ to be available until June 30, 1989. 

Subd. 2. [ENFORCEMENT COSTS.] $50,000 is appropriated from 
the general fund to the commissioner oX agriculture for the fiscal 
year ending June 30, 1989, to administer and enforce the organic 
food law, Minnesota Statutes, sections 31.92 to 31.94. 

Sec. 3. [BLUEGRASS SEED AND TURF PRODUCTION.] 

$35,000 if! appropriated from the general fund to the commis
sioner of agriculture to be available until June 30, 1989, for a 
lllUegrass seed and turf production program asrorloWs: -.- - -
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(1) for contracting for personnel and 
Tabor costs related to bluegrass seed 
production over one year 

(2) for establishment and evaluation of 
sodvarieties on mineral and peat soil, 
direct seeded turf varieties, 
and turl'Clilli-iiCteristics 

Sec. 4. [DAIRY TASK FORCE.] 

[79th Day 

$20,000 

$15,000 

$30,000 ~ appropriated from the general fund to the commis
sioner of agriculture to be matched equally !Jy private funds to P",Y 
for the expenses of the Minnesota dairy task force and pilot projects 
under article h to be available until June 30, 1989. 

Sec. 5. [MINNESOTA GROWN.] 

Subdivision 1. [MINNESOTA GRQWNCOUPONS TO WIC RE
CIPIENTS.] $90,000 ~appropriated from the general fund to the 
commissioner of agriculture for pilot proiects providing Minnesota 
Kown coupons to women, inmnts, and children program recipients. 
T is appropriation is available until June 30, 1989. , ' 

Minnesota grown coupons created under gilo: programs autho
rized !Jy this subdivisIOn must be redeemaEiTe or ood identified with 
" Minnesota grown logo or labeling statement at i.»'0duce markets 
selected Qy the commissioner to participate in the pIlot projects. The 
commissioner shall conduct an evaluation of aliY pilO\ projects, 
prepare !Ie report, and submit the report to ~ legis ature by 
January 1, 1989. 

Subd. 2. [MINNESOTA GROWN LABELING.] $20,000 ~ appro
prJateUfrom the general fund to the commissioner of agriculture to 
develop different versions of the labeling statement and adopt rules 
under article 2. This approprIation is available until June 30, 1989. 

Sec. 6. [SOIL TESTING LABORATORY CERTIFICATION.] 

$15,000 ~ appropriated from the general fund to the commis
sioner of",griculture to implement and administer the sail testing 
laborataiQ certification program under article 3. This approprIation 
~ avallab e untIl June 30, 1989. ' 

Sec. 7. [INDUSTRIAL LIME FOR SOIL BUFFERING.] 
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$70,000 g; appropriated from the general fund to the commis
sioner of agriculture for purposes of the demonstration project and 
study of industry by-product soil buffering materials under article 4. 
Of this amount, ~ to $50,000 ~ available to the commissioner of 
agriculture for expenses of administering an!! coordinating the 
demonstration project. The balance of the appropriation may be 
used !J.y the commissioner for material testing and analysis and 
othe~ activities related to the demonstration project and performed 
by the University of Minnesota or other qualified participants or 
organizations. The appropriation is available until June 30, 1989. 

Sec. 8. [SOIL AND WATER STEWARDSHIP EDUCATION.] 

$70,000 ~ appropriated from the general fund to the legislative 
adviso'!:y commission, to be available until June 30, 1989, to make" 
grant to an organization to collect and disseminate materials on soil 
and water stewardship designated!J.y the joint legislative committee 
on agricultural land preservation and soil and ~ater conservation. 
The joint committee shall request bids for proposals to locate, 
collect, index, and organize materials on soil and water stewardship 
for dissemination to primary and secondary schools for use in 
curricula. The joint committee must designate an appropriate 
organization and review _:h.ow existing requirements for environ
mental education are being met. 

Sec. 9. [FEDERAL FARM MEDIATION ALLOCATION.] 

Subdivision h [MINNESOTA EXTENSION.] $175,000 is appro
priated to match the money received from the federal government 
for state mediation programs to the regents of the University of 
Minnesota for the Minnesota extension service to use for mediation 
program admimstration. - -

Subd. 2. [SUPREME COURT.] $125,000 is appropriated to match 
money received from the federal government for state mediation 
programs to the supreme court _administrator to contract with !! 
legal Rervice provider to provide legal support serVices for ,ihe 
Farmer-Lender Mediation Act. 

Subd. 3. [COMMISSIONER OF AGRICULTURE.J $200,000 is 
appropriated to match money received !J.ythe federal government 
for state mediation programs to the commissioner of agriculture to 
be available for adult farm management and farm advocate pro
grams. 

Sec. 10. [BEGINNING FARMER EDUCATION PROGRAMS.] 

$50,000 ~ appropriated from the general fund to the state board 
of vocational technical education to be available until June 30,1989, 
to make $2,500 grants to technical institutes and school districts to 
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provide an educational program for beginning farmers pursuing ~ 
career in agriculture. 

Sec. 11. [PURPLE LOOSESTRIFE.] 

There is appropriated to the commissioner of agriculture $lOO,OOO 
for the fiscal yer ending June 30, 1989, for the purpose of making 
grants of.'!P to 125 ~ acre requiring eradication to farmers who 
are orced to eradicate purple lOosestrife (lythrum salicarial from 
their land because of the noxious weed law, Minnesota Statutes, 
secrroi1BT8.171 to 18.315. The comlliISSlonermay make emergency 
or permanent riiIes, or both, necessary for administration of this 
section. 

Sec. 12. [17.85] [LABORATORY SERVICES ACCOUNT.] 

A laboratory services account is established in the state treasury. 
Payments for laboratory services performed Qy the .laborat0Pc[ 
services division of the department of agriculture must be deposite 
in the state treasury and credited to the laboratory services account. 
Money in the account, including interest earned on the account, is 
annually appropriated to the commissioner of afP:iculture to admin
ister the programs of the laboratory services diVision. 

Sec. 13. [SCHOOL MILK PROGRAM.] 

$600,000 ~ appropriated from the eneral fund to the commis
sioner of education to reimburse schoo istricts for providing milk 
to students under article J..z to be aVailable until Tune 30, 1989. 

Sec. 14. [INTEREST RATE BUY-DOWN.] 

Subdivision 1..: [APPROPRIATION.] $2,100,000 is appropriated 
from the general fund to the commissioner of commerce for the 
interest rate buy-down program, under article 8, of which $160,000 
is for aammistration of the program. Any unencuiIi'lJei'ed balance 
remaining in fiscal year 1988 does not cancel and remains available 
to pay amounts due under ~roved applications received during the 
rest of the bienniurilelliITng June ~ 1989. 

Subd. 2. [PRIORITIES; LIMITATION.] Applications take priority 
in the orner they were received Qy the commissioner. The commis
sioner shal! not approve an application under article !1 once the 
appropriation for that program has been committed. 

Sec. 15. [BIODEGRADABLE PLASTICS.] 

$50,000 is appropriated from the general fund to the rural 
development board for the purposes of article 9, to be available until 
June 30, 1989. 
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Sec. 16. [COUNTY AND DISTRICT AGRICULTURAL SOCIET
IES.] 

$120,000 ~ appropriated from the gener".! Qmd to th~ commis~ 
sioner of agriculture to provide full funding for state aid to county 
and district agricultural societies and associations under Minnesota 
Statutes, section 38.02. This appropriation ~ in addition to th" 
appropriations for the same purpose in Laws 1987, chapter 358, 
section 7, subdivision 4, an<l is available until June 30, 1989. 

Sec. 17. [EXPORT FINANCE AUTHORITY WORKING CAPITAL 
ACCOUNT.] 

Sec. 18. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

Sections 1, :5, 6, 7, 14, and 17 are effective the day following final 
enactment." 

Delete the title and insert: 

"A bill for an act relating to agriculture; making changes in 
various agriculture programs; establishing agriculture programs; 
appropriating money; providing penalties; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1986, sections 41B.02, by adding a subdivision; and 65A.33, 
subdivision 3; Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 
17.102, subdivision 1; 41B.0l, subdivision 2; 41B.03, subdivision 3; 
41B.039, subdivisions 1, 2, 4, and by adding a subdivision; 41B.05; 
proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapters 17; 31; 
and 124; proposing coding for new law as Minnesota Statutes, 
chapter 32C; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 32A.01; 
32A.02; 32A.03; 32A.04; 32A.05; 32A.07; 32A.08; and 32A.09; and 
Laws 1987, chapter 358, section 3l." 

With the recommendation that when so amended the bill pass. 

The report was adopted. 

Anderson, G., from the Committee on Appropriations to which 
was referred: 

H. F. No. 1803, A bill for an act relating to motor vehicles; 
requiring mandatory annual inspection of motor vehicle emission 
control equipment on vehicles registered in the metropolitan area; 
prescribing powers and duties of the pollution control agency and 
the department of public safety; imposing fees for inspection; pre
scribing penalties; appropriating money; proposing coding for new 
law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 116. 
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Reported the same back with the following amendments: 

Page 3, line 1, before the semicolon insert "or with an engine 
manufactured before the 1976 model year" 

Page 8, line 32, delete "~ ".," ," and insert "$10,000" 

Page 8, after line 34, insert: 

"Sec. 8. [APPROPRIATION.] 

$200,000 ii; appropriated to the agency from the motor vehicle 
transfer fund for transfer to the vehicle emission inspection 
account." 

Page 9, line 1, delete ," :-.:.:.:.:.::.." and insert "four" 

. Page 9, line 11, delete "Q" and insert "1 and Q" 

Page 9, line 12, delete "Sections 7 and 8 are" and insert "Section 
Sis" -----

Renumber sections in sequence 

With the recommendation that when so amended the bill pass. 

The report was adopted. 

Anderson, G., from the Committee on Appropriations to which 
was referred: 

H. F. No. 1826, A bill for an act relating to transportation; 
authorizing issuance of bonds to establish a fund for loans to 
purchase highway rights-of-way outside the metropolitan area; 
providing for acquisition and relocation assistance in cases of 
hardship to owners of homestead property located in a proposed 
state highway right-of-way; appropriating money; proposing coding 
for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 161. 

Reported the same back with the following amendments: 

Delete everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section 1. [BONDS FOR TRUNK HIGHWAY NEEDS.] 

To provide for financing loans to local governments located 
outside the seven-county metropolitan area to acquire rights-of-way 
for present and future trunk highway needs in the state, the 
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commissioner of finance on request of the governor shall sell and 
issue trunk highway bonds of the state In an amount .'!£ to 
$1,000,000, in the manner, uponfue terms, and with the effect 
prescribed by the Minnesota Constitution, article XI, sections 4 to 7 
and article XIV, section 11; and, except as otherwise provided in this 
section, Minnesota Statutes, sections 167.50 to 167.52. 

Proceeds from the bonds, minus expenses and fund transfers 
identified in Minnesota Statutes, sections 167.50 to 167.52, must be 
credited to the special account created and establIShed in section 2, 
subdivision 3 and are ap~ropriated for the Implementation, admin
istration, and purposes 0 section ~ 

Principal and interest is appropriated and must be paid first from 
the fund established in section 2, subdivision 3, and then, if 
necessary, from other money in the trunk highway fund as prOvided 
!>Y Minnesota Statutes, section 167.51. 

Sec. 2. [161.179] [LOANS FOR RIGHT-OF-WAY ACQUISITION; 
APPROPRIATION, ACCOUNT.] 

Subdivision!: [DEFINITIONS.] (a) For purposes of this section, 
the following terms have the meanings given them .. 

(b) "Acquiring authority" means !'c town, statutory or home rule 
charter city, or county, located outsidetlie metropolitan area. 

(c) "Homestead property" means !'c single-family dwelling occu
pied !>y the owner, and the surrounding land. 

(d) "Metropolitan area" has the meaning given it In section 
473.121, subdivision ~ 

(e) "Salvage value" means the probable sale price of the dwelling 
and other property that ~ severable from the land if offered for sale 
on the condition that it be removed from the land at the buyer's 
expense, allowing a reasonable time to find !'c ~uyer with Knowledge 
of the possible uses of the property, inclu mg separate use of 
serviceable components and scrap when there is no other reasonable 
prospect of sale. 

Subd. 2. [LOANS TO ACQUIRING AUTHORITIES.) The commis
sioner may make loans to acquiring authorities 10catedOUtside the 
metropolitan area for purchasing property within the proposed state 
trunk highway right-of-way, corridor, or project shown on an official 
map adopted under section 394.361 or 462.359 or for purchasing 
property within !'c proposed principal or intermediate arterial high
way right-of-way, corridor, or project designated !>y the commis
sioner as !'c part of the state trunk highway system and approved !>y 
the commissioner. The loans must be made !>y the commissioner 
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from the account established under subdivision 4, for purchases 
approved ~ the commissioner. The loans must bear no interest. The 
commissioner shall make loans only to (1) avert the imminent 
conversion or the granting of approvals that would allow the 
conversion of property to uses that would jeopardize its availability 
for highway construction, or (2) purchase the property before 
imminent development or other use of the property would result in 
~ substantial increase in its acquisition cost. The commissioner 
shall not make '" loan for the purchase of propert~ at '" Rr\'je that 
exceeds the fair m9.ffiet value of the property or t at inc u esthe 
costs of relocating or moving persons or property, except as provided 
in subdivision 3. A private property owner may elect toreceive the 
purchase price either in '" lump sum or in not more than four anniial 
installments w1thOiit interest on the deferred installments. If the 
purchase agreement provides for iiiStallment payments, the acgw
iI1g authority shan make the loan in installments corresponding to 
those in the purcnase ayreement. The acquiring authority receiving 
an acquisition loan sha I convey the property to the department for 
the construction of the highway at the same price that the acquiring 
authority paid for tneproperty. On notification ~ the commissioner 
that the plan to construct the highway has been abandoned or the 
anticipated location of the highway changed-;tlie acquiring author
~ shall sell the property at market value in accordance with the 
procedures required for the disposition of the property. Rents and 
other money received because of the acquiring authority's owner
S*ip of the property and the proceeds from the conveyance or sale of 
t e property must be paiato the commissioner and deposited in the 
special account in the trunk hlghway fund established in subdivi
sion 4. Money paid to the commissioner ~ acquiring authorities 
receiving loans under this section, and interest on the proceeds and 
payments, must be deposited in the special account established in 
§ubdivision 4. For administration of the loan program the commis
sioner may experu! from the account each year an amount no greater 
than three percent of the amount disbursed as loans to acquiring 
autnorities in that year. 

Subd. 3. [HARDSHIP ACQUISITION AND RELOCATION.] (a) 
Thecommissioner may make hardship loans to acquiring authorI
ties outside the metropoTItail area to Iiurchase homestead property 
located in '" proposed state trunk hig way right-of-way or project, 
and to provide relocation assistance. Acquiring authorities are 
authorized to accept the loans and to acquire the property. Except as 
provided in this subdlVision, the loans must be made as provided in 
subdivision 2. Loans must be in the amount of the appraised fair 
market value of the homestead property plus relocation costs and 
less salvage value. Before construction of the highway begins, the 
acquiring authority SIiaII convey the property to the commissioner 
of transportation at the same price !! paid, plus relocation costs and 
less its salvage vruue. Acquisition and assistance under this subdi
vision must conform to sections 117.50 to 11 7 .56. 
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(b) The commissioner may make hardship loans only when: 

(1) the owner of affected homestead property requests aCquisition 
and relocation assistance from an aCquiring authority; 

(2) federal financial participation ~ not available; 

(3) the owner is unable to sell the homestead property at its 
appralsea li'i"iITl{etvalue becausethe property ~ located in !lo pro
posed state trunk nIghway right-of-way, corridor, or project as 
indicated on an official map or plat adopted under section 160.085, 
394.361, or 462.359; 

(4) the appraisal of the fair market value of the homestead 
property has been aY9roved ~ the commissioner, WIio must not 
unreasonably Wffiiho approval; and 

(5) the owner of the homestead property ~ burdened ~ circum
stances that constitute !'c hardship, such as catastrophic medical 
expenses; !lo transfer of the homesteaaowner ~ the owner's em
ployer to !lo distant site of employment; Oi'Trillbility of the owner to 
maintain the property due to physical or mental disatiITity or the 
permanent departure of children from the homestead. 

Subd. 4. [APPROPRIATION; SPECIAL ACCOUNT.] Money col
lected ~ the commissioner under this section, including procee.1s 
from the sale of highway bonds under section 1, must be deposited in 
the state treasury and credited to !lo special account in the trunk 
illghway fund. Money in the account aild mIley trans Term under 
subdivision !5. does not cancel and is annua y appropriated to the 
commissioner to adffilnister and carry out the purposes oT t1i1s 
section. 

Subd. !5.:. [FUND TRANSFERS.] On taking title to lands aCquired 
under this section, the commissioner of transportation, with the 
approval of the commISsioner of finance-;-shall transfer money from 
the trunk hIghway fund appropriated for trunk hi~hway deveIop:: 
ment to the special account established under sub ivision 4. The 
amount Dr"money transferred must efiual the loan amount made 
available to acquire the lands under t is section." 

Delete the title and insert: 

"A bill for an act relating to transportation; authorizing issuance 
of trunk highway bonds to establish a special account in the trunk 
highway fund for loans to purchase highway rights-of-way outside 
the metropolitan area; providing for acquisition and relocation 
assistance in cases of hardship to owners of homestead property 
located in a proposed state highway right-of-way; appropriating 
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money; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 
161." 

With the recommendation that when so amended the bill pass and 
be re-referred to the Committee on Rules and Legislative Adminis
tration. 

The report was adopted. 

Anderson, G., froni the Committee on Appropriations to which 
was referred: 

H. F. No. 1933, A bill for an act relating to motor vehicles; 
motorcycles; increasing percentage of money appropriated from 
motorcycle safety fund to commissioner of public safety that may be 
spent for training and coordinating activities of instructors and 
making reimbursements to schools and others; increasing the fee for 
duplicate driver's license obtained to add a two-wheeled vehicle 
endorsement; increasing portion of two-wheeled endorsement li
cense fee that is dedicated to the motorcycle safety fund; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 126.115, subdivision 3; and 
171.06, subdivision 2a. 

Reported the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
pass. 

The report was adopted. 

Anderson, G., from the Committee on Appropriations to which 
was referred: 

H. F. No. 1954, A bill for an act relating to transportation; 
providing that uniform relocation assistance standards comply'with 
recent amendments to federal law; authorizing commissioner of 
transportation to accept gifts to department; authorizing star county 
signs on highways; appropriating gift funds to commissioner; ex
empting lessees of highway easement property from tax on its use 
and possession; providing that governmental body may file deed 
conveying partial parcel of land without current taxes having been 
paid on whole parcel; repealing conflicting provision related to 
charges for users of air transportation services provided by the 
commissioner of transportation; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1986, section 161.20, by adding a subdivision; 173.085; Minnesota 
Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 117.52, subdivision 1; 272.01, 
subdivision 3; a.nd 272.121; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1986, 
section 360.015, subdivision 20. 

Reported the same back with the following amendments: 
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Page 6, after line 12, insert: 

"Sec, 6, Laws 1987, chapter 358, section 5, subdivision 1, is 
amended to read: 

Sec, 5, PUBLIC SAFETY 

Subdivision 1. Total Appropriation 81,888,100 81,990,800 

Approved Complement - 1,676.4 1,686.4 
General - 393.7 
Special Revenue - 3 

Trunk Highway - 1,060.8 1,070.8 
Highway User - 173.6 
Federal - 48.3 

The above approved complement in
cludes iH-± 521 for state-funded, unclas
sified patroTOfficers and supervisors of 
the state patrol. Nothing in this provi
sion is intended to limit the authority 
of the commissioner of public safety to 
transfer personnel, with the approval of 
the commissioner of finance, among 
the various units and divisions within 
this section, provided that the above 
complement must be reduced accord
ingly. 

General 

For 1987 - $900,000 
Trunk Highway 
Highway User 

Summary by Fund 

$20,905,800 

Special Revenue 

Transfers to Other Direct 

$52,517,200 

$ 9,565,500 

$ 500,000 

($ 1,600,400) 

The amounts that may be spent from 
this appropriation for each program are 
specified in the following subdivisions. 

The amounts shown in the program 
totals are reduced by $87,500 the first 
year and $87,500 the second year from 
the general fund. Reductions must be 

$20,977 ,500 

$52,456,400 
$ 9,645,700 

$ 550,000 

($ 1,638,800) 
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made from appropriations that will not 
reduce revenue to the general fund." 

Renumber the sections in sequence 

Correct internal references 

. Amend the title as follows: 

[79th Day 

Page l,line 11, after the semicolon insert "increasing complement 
of department of public safety;" 

Page l,line 18, before "repealing" insert "Laws 1987, chapter 358, 
section 5, subdivision 1;" 

With the recommendation that when so amended the bill pass. 

The report was adopted. . 

Anderson, G., from the Committee on Appropriations to which 
was referred: 

H. F No. 2019, A bill for an act relating to housing; creating a 
low-income housing trust fund account; providing for the uses of the 
account; placing certain requirements on real estate trust fund 
accounts; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 82.24, by 
adding a subdivision; and 82.34, subdivisions 6 and 15; Minnesota 
Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 82.17, subdivision 6; proposing 
coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 462A. 

Reported the same back with the following amendments: 

Page 5, line 8, after the period, insert "Money in the housing trust 
fund account may be used for the expenses of the adVisory commit
tee. 

Subd. ~ [REPORT.] The agency shall report to the le!fislature and 
the governor annually on the use of the housina trust and account 
including the number of loans and g~ants rna e, the number and 
~ of residential units assisted t rough the account, and the 
lliiiiiber of residential units assisted through the account that were 
rented to or cooperativeJyOwned Qy persons orYamilies at or ~ 
30 percent of the median family income of the metropolitan area.' 

With the recommendation that when so amended the bill pass. 

The report was adopted. 
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Anderson, G., from the Committee on Appropriations to which 
was referred: 

H. F. No. 2098, A bill for an act relating to public utilities; pipeline 
safety; authorizing the office of pipeline safety to inspect and 
regulate intrastate pipeline facilities carrying liquefied natural gas, 
liquefied petroleum gas, and hazardous liquids; adopting federal 
safety regulations; removing the depth limitation for the one call 
excavation notice system; providing for the calculation of pipeline 
inspection fees; appropriating money; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1986, sections 299F.56, subdivisions 1, 2, 4, 6, and by adding 
subdivisions; and 299F.59; Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, 
sections 116I.015, subdivision 3; 216D.01, subdivision 5; 299F.57, 
subdivision 1, and by adding a subdivision; 299F.58; 299F.62; 
299F.63, subdivision 1; 299F.64; and 299J.12, subdivision 2; propos
ing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 299F; 
repealing Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 299F.63, 
subdivision 4. 

Reported the same back with the following amendments: 

Page 2, delete line 4 and insert ", which may follow the board's 
procedures for public" - -- .-- -

Page 4, line 14, after "gas" insert "in" 

Page 4, delete line 28 to page 5, line 1, and insert: 

"Subd. 6. "Gas pipeline facilities" includes, without limitation, 
new and existing pipe, rights of way, and any equipment, facility, or 
building used in the transportation of gas or the treatment of gas 
during the course of transportation, e..t "AghtB ef ~ as ase4 in 
seetis"B 299F.eG to 299F.G4 <lees "'* aHtkaFiBe tke state Hre 
",aFBkal to I"reseribe tke laeatia .. <If' reHtiag sf any I"il"eli .. e faeility. 
"Pipeline facilities" shall not include any facilities subject to the 
jurisdiction of the Federal Pewet' Ener¥: Regulatory Commission 
under the Natural Gas Act of the Unite States." 

Page 5, line 7, delete everything after "liquids" 

Page 5, delete line 8 

Page 5, line 9, delete everything before the period 

Page 5, line 18, after the period, insert "The standards may not 
prescribe the location or routing of!! pipeliiiel'acility." 

Page 8, line 30, delete "accident" and after "investigations" insert 
"of specific pipeline facilities" 
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Page 8, line 32, delete "and" 

Page 8, line 34, delete "liquefied petroleum ~" 

Page 8, line 35, delete the period and insert "; and 

(6) ex senses attributable to the inspection of facilities carrying 
liquefIe ~etroleum ~ untilthe commissioner adopts ~ rule 
providing or metered billing of tliese facilities." 

Page 9, line 6, after the period insert "The e~nses and Siga
tions described in para~aph ~ clause (6), must directly c ged 
to the appropriate pipe ine operators on ~ guarterly basis until the 
commissioner ,[daPts ~ rule providing ror metered billing ofIaCffities 
carrying ligue Ie petrOleUm gas." 

Page 10, line 7, after the period insert "The standards may not 
prescribe the location or routing of ~ pipeline facility." 

Page 11, line 1, delete "are authorized to" and insert "may" 

Page 11, line 33, delete '.'such" and insert ''the'' 

Page ~2, line 36, after the period insert paragraph coding 

Page 13, line.s 5 and 6, delete "state treasurer for deposit to the 
credit of' and insert "commissioner for deposit in the state treaSUry 
and credit to" ------

Page 14, delete line 5, and insert "!!, for fiscal year 1988 does not 
cancel but is available for fiscal year 1989:W---

With the recommendation that when so amended the bill pass. 

The report was adopted. 

Anderson, G., from the Committee on Appropriations to which 
was referred: 

H. F. No. 2221, A bill for an act relating to occupational· safety and 
health; regulating penalties for violations; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1986, section 182.666, subdivisions 3, 5a, and 7; Minnesota 
Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 182.666, subdivisions 1, 2, 4, and 
5 . 

. Reported the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
pass. 

The report was adopted. 
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Anderson, G" from the Committee on Appropriations to which 
was referred: 

H, F. No, 2248, A bill for an act relating to the environment; 
prohibiting use of chlorofluorocarbon-processed food packaging ma
terials after July I, 1990; providing a penalty; appropriating money; 
proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 116, 

Reported the same back with the following amendments: 

Page 3, line 17, delete "~~~~~~~~,," and insert "$44,700" 

Page 3, line 20, delete " ~ ~ ~ positions" and insert "one position" 

With the recommendation that when so amended the bill pass, 

The report was adopted, 

Anderson, G" from the Committee on Appropriations to which 
was referred: 

H. F. No, 2362, A bill for an act relating to veterans; providing an 
appropriation to study the feasibility of an additional state veterans' 
cemetery, 

Reported the same back with the following amendments: 

Delete everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section 1. [CEMETERY SITE STUDY.] 

The commissioner of veterans affairs shall complete a study of the 
Morrison county state veterans cemetery site, to incluOe antJcipatea 
costs of SIte development and ongoing operational costs or this state 
veterans cemetery, The feasibility of utIlIzing Minnesota granite 
wherever possible sI1iilf also be incliiaed III tJi{s s~udy, A report on 
the study shall be submittedto the legiSTature !!.y September 30, 
1988," 

Delete the title and insert: 

''A bill for an act relating to veterans; requiring a study of the 
Morrison county state veterans cemetery site," 

With the recommendation that when so amended the bill pass, 

The report was adopted, 
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Anderson, G., from the Committee on Appropriations to which 
was referred: 

H. F. No. 2691, A bill for an act relating to state agencies; 
amending the authority ofthe Minnesota amateur sports commis
sion; correcting references; exempting rulemaking from chapter 14; 
authorizing the commission and certain other state entities to 
establish nonprofit corporations and charitable foundations; amend
ing Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 16A.661, subdi
vision 3; 240A.02, subdivision 2; 240A.03, subdivision 10, and by 
adding a subdivision; and 297 A.44, subdivision 1; and Laws 1987, 
chapter 400, section 13. 

Reported the same back with the following amendments: 

Pages 3 and 4, delete section 5 

Page 4, line 8, delete "6" and insert "5" 

Page 4, delete section 7 

Amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 10, delete everything after the first semicolon 

With the recommendation that when so amended the bill pass. 

The report was adopted. 

Anderson, G., from the Committee on Appropriations to which 
,was referred: 

H. F. No. 2744, A bill for an act relating to financial institutions; 
regulating the delivery of satisfactions of mortgages; regulating the 
business of mortgage bankers, loan officers, general mortgage 
brokers, and individual mortgage brokers; establishing licensing 
requirements; detaiFng the supervising powers of the commissioner; 
prohibiting certain I?ractices; regulating affidavits of agriculture 
use; requiring a report; prescribing penalties; appropriating m'oney; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 82.18; Minnesota Stat
utes 1987 Supplement, sections 47.208, subdivision 1; 82.17, subdi
vision 4; and 580.23, subdivision 3; proposing coding for new law as 
Minnesota Statutes, chapter 57; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1987 
Supplement, section 82.175. 

Reported the same back with the follOWing amendments: 

Page 3, line 21, after the period insert "Mortgage loan shall not 
include any loan made ~~ state or federal bank or savings and loan 
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association, an industrial loan and thrift company or re~ulated 
lender, whereless than 50percent of the loan IS used or the 
purchase of the real property or to refinancea loan lor the purchase 
of the realproperty or where any part of the loan is usedtO refinance 
the balance due on a contract for deea." 

Page 3, line 34, after "gift," insert "service, special privilege," 

Page 3, line 35, after "received" insert "1 directly or indirectly," 

Page 3, line 36, delete "or escrow account administration oppor
tunity" 

Page 3, after line 36, insert: 

"Referral fee shall not in any case include: the payment or 
acceptance of any sum or other thiilg of value pursuant to a 
controlled business arrangement, as efined in the federal lrea1 
Estate Settlement Procedures A~, United States Code, tItle 12, 
2601 et seq., as the same may ~ amended from time to time, 
provided that controlled business arrangement disclosures reqmred 
under that act are given as and when required under that act." 

Page 12, line 3, delete "ten percent" and insert "one-sixth" 

Page 12, line 8, after "date" insert "provided there are sufficient 
collected funds in escrow at least one full month prior tOthe time the 
payment!§. due" 

Page 14, line 8, delete "borrower" and insert "payor" 

Page 14, line 9, delete "borrower" and insert "payor" 

Page 14, line 12, after "approval" insert "provided the appraisal is 
in the possession of the mortgage banker at the time of the request" 

Page 15, after line 30, insert: 

"Subd. 3. [PENALTIES.] Notwithstanding section 8.31, no bor
rower shall have ~ cause of action against any person vwrating the 
provisions of this section." 

Page 22, line 24, delete "$100,000" and insert "$37,800" 

Page 22, line 28, delete "three positions" and insert "one position" 

With the recommendation that when so amended the bill pass. 

The report was adopted. 
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Anderson, G" from the Committee on Appropriations to which 
was referred: 

S, F. No. 449, A bill for an act relating to transportation; railroads; 
requiring occupied caboose car on certain trains; requiring caboose 
car to be equipped with shortwave radio; imposing a penalty; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 219.56; proposing cod
ing for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 219. 

Reported the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
pass. 

The report was adopted. 

Anderson, G., from the Committee on Appropriations to which 
was referred: 

S. F. No. 752, A bill for an act relating to occupations and 
professions; amending the laws regulating the practice of pharmacy; 
providing definitions; providing for registration of pharmacies, drug 
manufacturers, and others; providing for licensing of pharmacists; 
providing remedies for violations; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1986, sections 151.01, subdivision 2, and by adding subdivisions; 
151.04; 151.06, subdivision 1; 151.101; 151.15; 151.19; 151.211; 
151.212, subdivision 1, and by adding a subdivision; 151.25; 151.26, 
subdivision 1; 151.32; 151.34; and 151.37; proposing coding for new 
law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 151; repealing Minnesota Stat
utes 1986, sections 151.01, subdivision 4; 151.06, subdivision 2a; 
151.11; 151.28; and 151.31. 

Reported the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
pass. 

The report was adopted. 

Anderson, G., from the Committee on Appropriations to which 
was referred: 

S. F. No. 1268, A bill for an act relating to energy and economic 
development; providing for the powers and duties of thecommis
sioner of energy and economic development; clarifying definitions; 
authorizing certain Indian tribes to create community energy coun
cils; providing the purpose for which an appropriation may be spent; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 116J.09; 116J.I0; 
116J.19, subdivision 6; 116J.36, subdivision 2; 116J.381, subdivi
sion 2; and Laws 1981, chapter 334, section 11, subdivision 1. 

Reported the same back with the following amendments: 
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Page 3, line 8, after the period insert "Money dispersed under this 
clause must not include money received as a result of the settlement 
of the parties and order of the United StateSTIiStrTct Court for the 
District of Kansas in the case of In Re Department of Energy 
Stripper Well Exemption Litigation, 578 F. ~ 586 (D.Kan. 1983) 
and all money received after the effective date of this section l:Jy the 
governor, the commissioner of finance, or any other state agency 
resulting from overcharges l:Jy oil companies in violation of federal 
law." 

Pages 5 and 6, delete section 4 

Renumber the remaining- sections in sequence 

Amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 2, delete "and economic development" 

Page 1, line 4, delete "energy and economic development" and 
insert Hpublic service" 

Page 1, lines 9 and 10, delete "1l6J.36, subdivision 2;" 

With the recommendation that when so amended the bill pass. 

The report was adopted. 

SECOND READING OF HOUSE BILLS 

H.FNos.920,944,987,1000, 1803,1933,1954,2019,2098,2221, 
2248,2362,2691 and 2744 were read for the second time. 

SECOND READING OF SENATE BILLS 

S. F. Nos. 449, 752 and 1268 were read for the second time. 

MESSAGES FROM THE SENATE 

The following messages were received from the Senate: 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following 
House File, herewith returned: 
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H. F. No. 2086, A bill for an act relating to motor vehicles; 
removing language regarding restricted gasoline fill pipes; amend
ing Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 325E.0951. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the· following 
House File, herewith returned: 

H. F. No. 2546, A bill for an act relating to commerce; regulating 
preparation of certain information for membership camping con
tract applications and subdivider qualification statements; prohib
iting certain misleading and deceptive practices; prohibiting 
advance payments relating to resale of time· share property inter
ests; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 83.29, subdivi
sions 2 and 5; and 83.44; Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, 
sections 82A.04, subdivision 2; 82A.09, subdivision 3; and 83.23, 
subdivision 3; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 82A.09, 
subdivision 1. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following 
House Files, herewith returned: 

H. F. No. 1773, A bill for an act relating to the statutes; directing 
the revisor of statutes to assign chapter numbers to enrollments and 
publish bills in Laws of Minnesota in the chapter number order; 
providing for showing on enrollments and publications of the time of 
final enactment of bills; maintaining existing law on determination 
of final enactment despite the change in the method of numbering 
chapters of enrollments and publications; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1986, sections 3.19; 3C.04, subdivision 5; 3C.06, subdivi
sion 1; and 645.01; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota 
Statutes, chapter 4. 

H. F. No. 2232, A bill for an act relating to cable television; 
exempting certain small cable systems; requiring new franchises to 
be granted on same terms as original franchise; prohibiting utilities 
from giving unfair preference to affiliated companies that provide 
cable television service; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sec
tions 238.02, subdivision 3; and 238.08, subdivision 1; proposing 
coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 238. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 
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Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following 
House File, herewith returned, as amended by the Senate, in which 
amendment the concurrence of the House is respectfully requested: 

H. F. No. 1749, A bill for an act relating to transportation; 
increasing the tax on gasoline and special fuel to 20 cents per gallon; 
increasing the share of motor vehicle excise tax revenues dedicated 
to highways and transit to 35 percent; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1986, section 296.02, subdivision 1b; and Minnesota Statutes 1987 
Supplement, sections 296.025, subdivisions 2a and 2b; and 297B.09, 
subdivision 1. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Kalis moved that the House refuse to concur in the Senate 
amendments to H, F. No. 1749, that the Speaker appoint a Confer
ence Committee of 5 members of the House, and that the House 
requests that a like committee be appointed by the Senate to confer 
on the disagreeing votes of the two houses. The motion prevailed. 

ANNOUNCEMENT BY THE SPEAKER 

The Speaker announced the appointment of the following mem
bers of the House to a Conference Committee on H. F. No. 1749: 

Kalis; Jensen; Lieder; Carlson, D., and Seaberg. 

SPECIAL ORDERS, Continued 

S. F. No. 2071 was reported to the House. 

Jefferson moved that S. F. No. 2071 be continued on Special Orders' 
for one day. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 1686 was reported to the House. 

Ogren; Rukavina; Price; Murphy; Carlson, D.; Brown; Osthoff; 
Bishop; Wenzel; Cooper; Jefferson; Jacobs; Milbert; Orenstein: 
Steensma; Uphus; Carlson, L., and McDonald moved to amend S. F. 
No. 1686, as follows: 

Page 1, after line 10, insert: 

"Section 1. [1.1496] [STATE MUFFIN.] 
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The blueberry muffin is adopted as the official muffin of the state 
of Minnesota." 

Renumber the remaining sections 

Correct internal references 

Amend the title accordingly 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

S. F No. 1686, A bill for an act relating to agriculture; prescribing 
procedure for delivery of dry edible beans from a grain warehouse; 
requiring the grade of dry edible beans on warehouse receipts; 
prescribing a redelivery charge; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, 
sections 223.16, subdivision 4; 232.21, subdivision 7; and 232.23, by 
adding a subdivision. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended, and placed upon 
its final passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. There were 120 yeas and 1 nay as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
Frederick 

Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 

Kostohryz 
Krueger 
Larsen 
Lasley 
Lieder 
Long 
McDonald 
McEachern 
McKasy 
McLaughlin 
McPherson 
Milbert 
Miller 
Minne 
Munger 
Murphy 
Nelson, C. 
Nelson, D. 
Nelson, K. 
O'Connor 
Ogren 
Olsen, S. 
Olson, E. 
Olson, K. 

Omann 
Onnen 
Orenstein 
Osthoff 
Otis 
Ozment 
Pappas 
Pauly 
Pelowski 
Peterson 
Poppenhagen 
Price 
Quinn 
Quist 
IWdalen 
Reding 
IWst 
Rice 
Richter 
Rodosovich 
IWse 
Rukavina 
Schafer 
Scheid 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Seaberg 

Schreiber 
Segal 
Shaver 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Valento 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 
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The bill was passed, as amended, and its title agreed to. 

S. F. No. 2289 was reported to the House. 

Munger moved to amend S. F. No. 2289, as follows: 

Page 2, line 14, delete ".f' and insert "3a" 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

S. F. No. 2289, A bill for an act relating to the environment; 
authorizing the waste management board to enter agreements 
providing for the development and operation of a wholly or partially 
state owned stabilization and containment facility; directing the 
board to make recommendation for legislative changes needed to 
implement facility development and operation; amending Minne
sota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 115C.04, subdivisions 1 
and 3; and 115C.09, subdivisions 1, 2, and by adding a subdivision; 
proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 115A. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended, and placed upon 
its final passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. There were 124 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dorn 
Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 

Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kalis 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 
Larsen 
Lasley 
Lieder 

McDonald Pappas 
McEachern Pauly 
McKasy Pelowski 
McLaughlin Peterson 
McPherson Poppenhagen 
Milbert Price 
Miller Quinn 
Mione Quist 
Morrison Redalen 
Munger Reding 
Murphy Rest 
Nelson, C. Rice 
Nelson, D. Richter 
Nelson, K. Riveness 
Neuenscltwaoder Rodosovich 
O'Connor Rose 
Ogren Rukavina 
Olsen, S. Schafer 
Olson, E. Scheid 
Olson, K. Schreiber 
Omano Seaberg 
Onnen Segal 
Orenstein Shaver 
Osthoff Simoneau 
Otis Skoglund 
Ozment Solberg 

Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
'fjornhoin 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagcnius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 
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The bill was passed, as amended, and its title agreed to. 

S. F No. 2491 was reported to the House. 

Carruthers· moved that S. F. No. 2491 be continued on Special 
Orders for one day. The motion prevailed. 

S. F No. 2384 was reported to the House. 

Sparby moved that S. F. No. 2384 be continued on Special Orders 
for one day. The motion prevailed. 

S. F No. 2206 was reported to the House. 

Vellenga moved that S. FNo. 2206 be continuedon Special Orders 
for one day. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 1674 was reported to the House . 

. Nelson, D., moved that S. F No. 1674 be continued on Special 
Orders for one day. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 1882, A bill for an act relating to education; requiring 
school districts to make certain accommodations for lactose intoler
ant children, if requested; proposing coding for new law in Minne
sota Statutes, chapter 124. 

The bill was read for the third time and placed upon its final 
passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. There were 124 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 

Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Don> 
Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 

Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 

, Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 

Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 
Larsen 
Lasley 
Lieder 
Long 
McDonald 
McEachern 

McKasy 
McLaughlin 
Milbert 
Miller 
Mione 
Morrison 
Munger 
Murphy 
Nelson, C. 
Nelson, D. 
Nelson, K. 
Neuenschwander 
O'Connor 
Ogren 
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Olsen, S. 
Olson, E. 
Olson, K. 
Omano 
Onnen 
Orenstein 
Osthoff 
Ozment 
Pappas 
Pauly 
Pelowski 
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Peterson 
Poppenhagen 
Price 
Quinn 
Quist 
Redalen 
Reding 
Rest 
Rice 
Richter 
Riveness 

Rodosovich 
Rose 
Rukavina 
Schafer 
Scheid 
Schreiber 
Seaberg 
Segal 
Shaver 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 

Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
'!)ornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 

The bill was passed and its title agreed to. 
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Valenta 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

S. F. No. 1819, A bill for an act relating to landlord and tenant; 
authorizing tenants to pay for certain utilities and deduct the 
payments from rent due; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota 
Statutes, chapter 504. 

The bill was read for the third time and placed upon its final 
passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. There were 125 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
Frederick 

Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 

Krueger Onnen 
Larsen Orenstein 
Lasley Osthoff 
Lieder Otis 
Long Ozment 
McDonald Pappas 
McEachern Pauly 
McKasy Pelowski 
McLaughlin Peterson 
McPherson Poppenhagen 
Milbert Price 
Miller Quinn 
Minne Quist 
Morrison Redalen 
Munger Reding 
Nelson, C. Rest 
Nelson, D. Rice 
Nelson, K. Richter 
Neuenschwander Riveness 
O'Connor Rodosovich 
Ogren Rose 
Olsen, S. Rukavina 
Olson, E. Schafer 
Olson, K. Scheid 
Omann Schreiber 

The bill was passed and its title agreed to. 

S. F No. 1769 was reported to the House. 

Seaberg 
Segal 
Shaver 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Swenson 
Thiede 
1Jornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

Solberg moved that S. F. No. 1769 be continued on Special Orders 
for one day. The motion prevailed. 
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S. F. No. 2217 was reported to the House. 

Kostohryz moved that S. F. No. 2217 be continued on Special 
Orders for one day. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 1700 was reported to the House. 

Price moved that S. F. No. 1700 be continued on Special Orders for 
one day. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 2264 was reported to the House. 

Osthoff moved to amend S. F. No. 2264, as follows: 

Page 1, after line 11, insert: 

"Sec. 2. [383A.201l [OFFICIALS NOT TO BE INTERESTED IN 
CONTRACTS.] 

No Ramse~ county official or the official's deputy, clerk, or 
empToyee an no commissioner for tax-forfeited lands or the com
missioner's assistants, mat have ~ personal financraITnterest (1) in 
~ contract, work, labor, or usiness to which the county is ~ ~ or 
in which j! is or may be interested, (2) or in the furnishing oran 
article to, or The purchase or sale of any real or personal property !ii 
the county, or of which the ,consideration, priie, or expense' ~ 
payable from the county treasury. A violation 2... this section ~ -'" 
gross misdemeanor." 

Renumber the remaining section 

Amend the title accordingly 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

S. F. No. 2264, A bill for an act relating to elections; allowing the 
city of Falcon Heights to consolidate election precincts. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended, and placed upon 
its final passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. There were 127 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 
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Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, R 
Battaglia 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
Frederick 
Frerichs 

Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap' 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 
Larsen 

Lasley Osthoff 
Lieder Otis 
Long Ozment 
McDonald Pappas 
McEachern Pauly 
McKasy Pelowski 
McLaughlin Peterson 
McPherson Poppenhagen 
Milbert Price 
Miller Quinn 
Mione Quist 
Morrison Redalen 
Munger Reding 
Murphy Rast 
Nelson, C. Rice 
Nelson, D. Richter 
Nelson, K. Riveness 
Neuenschwander Rodosovich 
O'Connor Rose 
Ogren Rukavina 
Olsen, S. Schafer 
Olson, E. Scheid 
Olson, K. Schreiber 
Omann Seaberg 
Onnen Segal 
Orenstein Shaver 
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Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solherg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede . 
'fjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheirn 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was passed, as amended, and its title agreed to. 

H. F. No. 704 was reported to the House. 

Rest moved that H. F. No. 704 be continued on Special Orders for 
one day, The motion prevailed, 

S. F. No. 1610 was reported to the House. 

Lasley moved that S. F. No. 1610 be continued on Special Orders 
for one day. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 2355 was reported to the House. 

Rest moved that S. F. No, 2355 be continued on Special Orders for 
one day. The motion prevailed, 

H. F. No. 2537, A bill for an act relating to horse racing; changing 
the date when the racetrack must submit its financial statement to 
the racing commission; allowing the breeders' fund to be used to 
supplement purses for Minnesota horses racing in nonrestricted 
races; amending Minnesota Statntes 1986, sections 240.15, subdivi
sion 4; and 240.18. 
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The bill was read for the third time and placed upon its final 
passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
cailed. There were 117 yeas and 7 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Brown . 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 

. Clark·. 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
Frederick 

Frerichs 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos' 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A . 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 

Krueger Onnen 
Larsen. Orenstein 
Lasley Osthoff 
Lieder Otis 
McDonald Ozment 
McEachern Pappas 

. McKasy Pelowski 
McLaughlin Peterson 
McPherson Poppenhagen 
Milbert Price 
Miller Quinn 
Morrison QUist 
Munger Redalen 
Murphy Reding 
Nelson, C. Rest 
Nelson, D. Rice 
Nelson, K. Richter 

'Neuenschwander' Riveness 
O'Connor Rodosovich 
Ogren Rose 
Olsen, S. Rukavina 
Olson, E. Schafer 
Olson, K. Scheid 
Omann Schreiber 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Greenfield 
Long 

Skoglund 
Sparby 

Steensma 
Voss 

Winter 

The bill was passed and its title agreed to. 

Seaberg 
Segal 
Shaver 
Simoneau 
Solberg 
Stanius 
SViggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
1)ornhom 
Tompkins 
Trtmble 
Tunheim 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

There being no objection, S. E No. 2355 which was continued 
earlier today was again reported to the House. 

S. E No. 2355, A bill for an act relating to the cities of Blooming, 
ton and West St. Paul; authorizing the city to expend and loan public 
funds for flood mitigation measures to protect residential structures. 

The bill was read for the third time and placed upon its final 
passage. 

.. The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. There were 127 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 
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Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Darn 
Frederick 
Frerichs 

Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
BirnIe 
Bugasoo 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Koswhryz 
Krueger 

. Larsen 

Lasley Osthoff 
Lieder Otis 
Long Ozment 
McDonald Pappas 
McEachern Pauly 
McKasy Pelowski 
McLaughlin Peterson 
McPherson Poppenhagen 
Milbert Price 
Miller Quinn 
Mione Quist 
Morrison Redalen 
Munger Reding 
Murphy Rest 
Nelson, C. Rice 
Nelson, D. Richter 
Nelson, K. Riveness 
Neuenschwander Rodosovich 

. O'Connor Rose 
Ogren Rukavina 
Olsen, S. Schafer 
Olson, E. Scheid 
Olson, K. Schreiber 
Omann Seaberg 
Onnen Segal 
Orenstein Shaver 

The bill was passed and its title agreed to. 

H, F. No. 2151 was reported to the House. 
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Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
'IJornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

Reding and Dauner moved to amend H. F No. 2151, the first 
engrossment, as follows: 

Page 5, after line 31, insert: 

"Sec. 10. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 69.031, subdivision 5, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 5. [DEPOSIT OF STATE AID.] (1) The municipal treasurer, 
on receiving the fire state aid, shall within 30 days after receipt 
transmit it to the treasurer of the duly incorporated firefighters' 
relief association if there is one organized and the association has 
filed a financial report with the municipality; but if there is no relief 
association organized, or if any association dissolve, be removed, or 
has heretofore dissolved, or has been removed as trustees of state 
aid, then the treasurer of the municipality shall keep the money in 
the municipal treasury as provided for in section 424A.08 and shall 
be disbursed only for the purposes and in the manner set forth in 
that section. 

(2) The municipal treasurer, upon receipt of the police state aid, 
shall disburse the police state aid in the following manner: 
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(a) For a municipality in which a local police relief association 
exists and all peace officers are members of the association, the total 
state aid shall be transmitted to the treasurer of the relief associa
tion within 30 days of the date of receipt, and the treasurer of the 
relief association shall immediately deposit the total state aid in the 
special fund of the relief association; 

(b) For a municipality in which police retirement coverage is 
provided by the public employees police and fire fund and all peace 
officers are members of the fund, the total state aid shall be applied 
toward the municipality's employer contribution to the public em
ployees police and fire fund pursuant to section 353.65, subdivision 
3, and any state aid in excess of the amount required to meet the 
employer's contribution pursuant to section 353.65, subdivision 3, 
shall als9 be eBBtrHmiea te the Jffihlie emfJ1Byees f"lIiee aed me fuRd 
aed ereaitea ffi the maBBer te be sfJeeiliea by the ilaard ef irastees 
ef the Jffihlie emfJlByees reiiremeRt assBeiatiBB may be retained !:Jx 
the municipality and shall be used !:Jx the mumcipaIlty to defray 
riS;ng costs of health insurance in equal proportion for the munici
~ and its employees; or 

(c) For a municipality in which both a police relief assoCiation 
exists and police retirement coverage is provided in part by the 
public employees police and fire fund, the municipality may elect at 
its option to transmit the total state aid to the treasurer of the relief 
association as provided in clause (a), to use the total state aid to 
apply toward the municipality's employer contribution to the public 
employees police and fire fund subject to all the provisions set forth 
in clause (b), or to allot the total state aid proportionately to be 
transmitted to the police relief association as provided in this 
subdivision and to apply toward the municipality's employer contri
bution to the public employees police and fire fund subject to the 
provisions of clause (b) on the basis of the respective number of 
active full-time peace officers, as defined in section 69.011, subdivi
sion 1, clause (g). 

(3) The county treasurer, upon receipt of the police state aid for the 
county, shall apply the total state aid toward the county's employer 
contribution to the public employees police and fire fund pursuant to 
section 353.65, subdivIsion 3, and any state aid in excess of the 
amount required to meet the employer's contribution pursuant to 
section 353.65, subdivision 3, shallals9 be eBBtFilmtea te the Jffihlie 
eRljlIByees f"lIiee aed me fuRd aed ereaitea ffi the maBBer te be 
sfJeeiliea by the ilaard ef t .... stees ef the Jffihlie eRljlIByees retiremeBt 
assBeiatiBB may be retained !:Jx the county and shall be used !:Jx the 
r.0unty to defray rAsing costs of health insurance III equarpi'OportWn 
or the county an Its employees." . 

Page 5, line 32, delete "10" and insert "II" 

Page 5, line 33, delete "Q" and insert "10" 
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Amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 2, after the semicolon insert "allowing municipalities 
and counties to use excess state aid distributions for health insur
ance purposes;" 

Page 1, line 5, after "sections" insert "69.031, subdivision 5;" 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

Simoneau moved to amend H. F. No. 2151, the first engrossment, 
as amended, as follows: 

Page 1, after line 9, insert: 

"Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 352.116, 
is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 2a. [NORMAL RETIREMENT UNDER THE RULE OF 90.] 
An~ person whose attained age plus credited allowable service 
tota s 90 years shall be entitled upon termination of active service 
and application to ~ normal retirement annuity provided1il section 
352.115, without any reduction in the amount of the annuity Qy 
reason of the early retirement." 

Page 1, after line 17, insert: 

"Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 354.44, subdivision 6, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 6. [COMPUTATION OF FORMULA PROGRAM RETIRE
MENT ANNUITY] (1) The formula retirement annuity hereunder 
shall be computed in accordance with the applicable provisions of 
the formula stated in clause (2) hereof on the basis of each member's 
average salary for the period of the member's formula service credit. 
For the purposes of computing the formula benefits under the 
formula and variable program, if a combination of these formulas is 
used, the formula percentages used will be those percentages in each 
formula as continued for the respective years of service from one 
formula to the next. 

For all years of formula service credit "average salary" for the 
purpose of determining the member's retirement annuity means the 
average salary upon which contributions were made and upon which 
payments were made to increase the salary limitation provided in 
Minnesota Statutes 1971, section 354.511 for the highest five 
successive years of formula service credit provided however that such 
"average salary" shall not include any more than the equivalent of 
60 monthly salary payments. 
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(2) The average salary as defined in clause (1), multiplied by the 
following percentages per year of formula service credit shall deter
mine the amount of the annuity to which the member qualifying 
therefor is entitled: 

Each year of service 
during first ten 

Each year of service 
thereafter 

Coordinated Member 

1.0 percent 
per year 

1.5 percent 
per year 

Basic Member 

2.0 percent 
per year 

2.5 percent 
per year 

(3) Except as provided in clause (4), where any member retires 
prior to age 65 under a formula annuity, the member shall be paid 
a retirement annuity in an amount equal to the normal annuity 
provided in this subdivision and subdivision 7, reduced by one-half 
of One percent for each month that the member is under age 65 to 
and including age 60 and reduced by one-fourth of one percent for 
each month under age 60 at the time of retirement except that for 
any member who has 30 or more years of al10wable service credit, 
the reduction shall be applied only for each month which the 
member is under age 62. 

(4) Any member whose attained age plus credited allowable 
service totals 90 years shal! be entitled upon termination of active 
service and ap,;)lication to " normal retirement annuity PJ:.ovided in 
clauses (1) an (2) without any reduction in the amount of the 
annuity ~ ~ of early retirement." 

Renumber the sections in sequence 

Correct internal references 

Page 5, line 33, delete "1 to !:!" and insert "~ and :! to 12" 

Amend the title accordingly 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

H. F. No. 2151, A bill for an act relating to retirement; authorizing 
early unreduced retirement under the rule 90 for the Minnesota 
state retirement system and the teachers retirement association; 
allowing municipalities and counties to use excess state aid distri
butions for health insurance purposes; state university and commu
nity college faculty; establisbing an individual retirement account 
plan; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 69.031, subdivi
sion 5; 354.05, by adding a subdivision; 354.44, subdivision 6; 
354.50, subdivision 1; and 356.24; Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supple
ment, section 352.116, by adding a subdivision; proposing coding for 
new la:w as Minnesota Statutes, chapter 354B. 
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The bill was read for the third time, as amended, and placed upon 
its final passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. There were 125 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
Frederick 
Frerichs 

Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 

Larsen Orenstein 
Lasley Osthoff 
Lieder Otis. 
Long Ozment 
McDonald Pappas 
McEachern Pauly 
McKasy Pelowski 
McLaughlin Peterson 
McPherson Poppenhagen 
Milbert Price 
Miller Quinn 
Minne Quist 
Morrison Redalen 
Munger Reding 
Murphy Rest 
Nelson, C. Rice 
Nelson, D. Richter 
Nelson, K. Riveness 
Neuenschwander Rodosovich 
O'Connor Rose 
Ogren Rukavina 
Olsen, S. Schafer 
Olson, E. Scheid 
Omann Schreiber 
Onnen Seaberg 

Segal 
Shaver 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
1Jornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was passed, as amended, and its title agreed to. 

There being no objection, S. F. No. 2206 which was continued 
earlier today was again reported to the House. 

S. F. No. 2206, A bill for an act relating to human services; 
requiring county community social service plans to address the 
county's responsibility to establish a system of early intervention 
services for handicapped children; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1987 Supplement, section 256E.09, subdivision 3. 

The bill was r.ead for the third time and placed upon its final 
passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. There were 123 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Beard 

Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 

Blatz 
Brown 
Burger 

Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 

Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
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Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
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Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 
Larsen 
Lasley 
Lieder 
Long 
McDonald 
McEachern 
McKasy 
McLaughlin 
McPherson 
Milbert 
Miller 

Minne Peterson 
Morrison Poppenhagen 
Munger Price 
Murphy Quinn 
Nelson, C. Quist 
Nelson, D. Redalen 
Nelson, K. Reding 
Neuenschwander Rest 
O'Connor Richter 
Ogren Riveness 
Olsen, S. Rodosovich 
Olson, E. Rose 
Olson, K. Rukavina 
Omann Schafer 
Onnen Scheid 
Orenstein Schreiber 
Osthoff Seaberg 
Otis Segal 
Ozment Shaver 
Pappas Simoneau 
Pauly Skoglund 
Pelowski Solberg 

The bill was passed and its title agreed to. 

[79th Day 

Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wageniu.s 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

Wynia moved that the remaining bills on Special Orders for today 
be continued one day. The motion prevailed. 

GENERAL ORDERS 

Wynia moved that the bills on General Orders for today be 
continued one day. The motion prevailed. 

MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS 

Carruthers moved that the name of Tjornhom be· added as an 
author on H. F. No. 2514. The motion prevailed. 

Quinn moved that H. F. No. 1944 be returned to its author. The 
motion prevailed. 

Trimble moved that H. F. No. 2227 be returned to its author. The 
motion prevailed. 

Trimble moved that H. F. No. 2295 be returned to its anthor. The 
motion prevailed. 

Kahn moved that H. F. No. 1627 be returned to its author. The 
motion prevailed. 
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Lieder moved that H, F. No. 1554 be returned to its author. The 
motion prevailed. 

Kalis moved that H. F. No. 1555 be returned to its author. The 
motion prevailed. 

Rukavina moved that H. F. No. 1991! be returned to its author. The 
motion prevailed. , 

O'Connor moved that H. F. No. 2394 be returned to its author. The 
motion prevailed. 

Knuth moved that H. F No. 2414 be returned to its author. The 
motion prevailed. 

Quinn moved that H. F. No. 2203 be returned to its author. The 
motion prevailed. 

Wenzel moved that H. F No. 1610 be returned to its author. The 
motion prevailed. 

Clark 'moved that H. F No. 2643 be returned to its author. The 
motion prevailed. 

McDonald, Redalen, Uphus, Waltman and Richter introduced: 

House Resolution No. 58, A House resolution commending the 
public service of Dr. Rollin M. Dennistoun at the Minnesota Depart
ment of Agriculture. 

SUSPENSION, OF RULES 

McDonald moved that the rules be so far suspended that House 
Resolution No. 58 be now considered and be placed upon its adop
tion. The motion prevailed. 

HOUSE RESOLUTION NO. 58 

A House resolution commending the public service of Dr. Rollin 
M. Dennistoun at the Minnesota Department of Agriculture. 

Whereas, Dr. Rollin "Doc" Dennistoun has served the people of 
Minnesota well and faithfully for 24 years; and 

Whereas, Dr. Dennistoun has been a champion for farmers 
throughout his life; and 
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. Whereas, he has been an advocate of the prudent and efficient 
execution of agricultural programs enacted by the Minnesota Leg
islature; and' 

Whereas, he has been especially effective in promoting the ad
vancement of Minnesota's agriculture by supporting and assisting 
producer organizations; and 

Whereas, he has consistently maintained a professional image for 
the administration of a department that has been the subject of 
frequent controversy; Now, Therefore, 

Be It Resolved by the House of Representatives of the State of 
Minnesota that it commends Dr. Rollin Dennistoun for his exem
plary state service, his dedication to agriculture, and his years of 
service to the agricultural community. 

Be It Further Resolved that it calls upon the Governor of Minne
sota to commend Dr. Rollin Dennistoun for his exemplary state 
service, his dedication to agriculture, and his years of service to the 
agricultural community. 

Be It Further Resolved that the Chief Clerk of the House of 
Representatives is directed to prepare an enrolled copy of this 
resolution, to be authenticated by his signature and that of the 
Speaker, and that it be presented to Dr .. Rollin M. Dennistoun. 

McDonald moved that House Resolution No. 58 be now adopted. 
The motion prevailed and House Resolution No. 58 was adopted. 

Kinkel, Bauerly, Cooper and Lasley introduced: 

House Resolution No. 59, A House resolution affirming and 
supporting the right to peaceful protest; condemning violent dem
onstrations including the desecration of the United States flag. 

The resolution was referred to the Committee on Rules and 
Legislative Administration 

Senate Concurrent Resolution No. 21 was reported to the House. 

SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION NO .. 21 

A Senate concurrent resolution proclaiming Sunday, May 15, as 
Ethnic American Day in Minnesota. 
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Whereas, the population of Minnesota is a diverse collection that 
includes the Native Americans who were this land's first inhabit
ants as well as people who have come here from all parts of the globe; 
and 

Whereas, Minnesotans, whatever their origins, have contributed 
their cultures, traditions, and values to their fellow citizens and 
have, in turn, benefited from the contributions of others; and 

Whereas, at the same time that we recognize our diversity, we also 
share a love of our common humanity and a sense.of gratitude for 
our opportunity to enrich one another with, on the one hand, our 
uniqueness and, on the other, our basic similarity; and 

Whereas, together with all Americans, we stand as living exam
ples to the world of the ideal expressed by our founders in the motto 
"E Pluribus Unum," or "One From Many"; and 

Whereas, from time to time, we need to reaffirm our dedication to 
that ideal and to remind ourselves that, while each of us is different, 
we are all members of the family of humankind; and 

Whereas, the observance of Ethnic American Day will provide an 
appropriate occasion for such a reaffirmation and reminder; ~nd 

Whereas, Agnea Antoniades of St. Paul organized the first obser
vance of Ethnic American Day in 1986; Now, Therefore, 

Be It Resolved by the Senate of the State of Minnesota, the House 
of Representatives concurring, that: 

(1) Sunday, May 15, is proclaimed to be Ethnic American Day. 

(2) The Sen'lte and the House of Representatives of the State of 
Minnesota extend their congratulations to Agnea Antoniades for 
her successful efforts to make this observance possible for her fellow 
Minnesotans. 

Be It Further Resolved that the Secretary ofthe Senate is directed 
to prepare an enrolled copy of this resolution, to be authenticated by 
his signature and those of the Chairman of the Rules and Adminis
tration Committee of the Senate, the Chief Clerk of the House, and 
the Speaker of the House, and present it to Agnea Antoniades. 

Pappas moved that Senate Concurrent Resolution No. 21 be now 
adopted. The motion prevailed and Senate Concurrent Resolution 
No. 21 was adopted. 
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ADJOURNMENT 

Wynia moved that when the House adjourns today it adjourn until 
12:00 noon, Tuesday, April 5, 1988. The motion prevailed. 

Wynia moved that the House adjourn. The motion prevailed, and 
the Speaker declared the House stands adjourned until 12:00 noon, 
Tuesday, April 5, 1988. 

EDWARD A. BURDICK, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 
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STATE OF MINNESOTA 

SEVENTY-FIFTH SESSION -1988 

EIGHTIETH DAY 

SAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA, TuESDAY, APRIL 5, 1988 

The House of Representatives convened at 12:00 noon and was 
called to order by Robert E. Vanasek, Speaker of the House. 

Prayer was offered by the Reverend Perry Wieland, Zion United 
Methodist Church, Buffalo Lake, Minnesota. 

The roll was called and the following members were present: 

Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
Dille 
Doro 
Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 

Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 
Larsen 

A quorum was present. 

DeRaad was excused. 

Lasley Osthoff 
Lieder Otis 
Long Ozment 
Marsh Pappas 
McDonald Pauly 
McEachern Pelowski 
McKasy Peterson 
McLaughlin Poppenhagen 
McPherson Price 
Milbert Quinn 
Miller Quist 
Minne Redalen 
Morrison Reding 
Munger Rest 
Murphy Rice 
Nelson, C. Richter 
Nelson, D. Riveness 
Nelson, K. Rodosovidt 
Neuenschwander Rose 
O'Connor Rukavina 
Ogren Sarna 
Olsen, S. Schafer 
Olson, E. Scheid 
Olson, K. Schreiber 
Omann Seaberg 
Onnen Segal 
Orenstein Shaver 

Anderson, G., was excused until 1:55 p.m. 

Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The Chief Clerk proceeded to read the Journal of the preceding 
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day. McDonald moved that further reading of the Journal be 
dispensed with and that the Journal be approved as corrected by the 
Chief Clerk. The motion prevailed. 

REPORTS OF CffiEF CLERK 

Pursuant to Rules of the House, printed copies of H. F. Nos. 1933, 
2221,2067,920,944,987, 1803, 1954,2019,2248,2362,2691,2744, 
2098, 1000 and 2151 and S. F. Nos. 2003, 2226, 2286, 2456, 1987, 
2114,1561,2079,2347,1823, 1595, 1900 and 1268 have been placed 
in the members' files. 

S. F. No. 1900 and H. F. No. 1874, which had been referred to the 
Chief Clerk for comparison, were examined and found to be identical 
with certain exceptions. 

SUSPENSION OF RULES 

Simoneau moved that the rules be so far suspended that S. F. No. 
1900 be substituted for H. F. No. 1874 and that the House File be 
indefinitely postponed. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 2114 and H. F. No. 2205, which had been referred to the 
Chief Clerk for comparison, were examined and found to be identical 
with certain exceptions. 

SUSPENSION OF RULES 

Carruthers moved that the rules be so far suspended that S. F. No. 
2114 be substituted for H. F. No. 2205 and that the House File be 
indefinitely postponed. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 2079 and H. F. No. 1973, which had been referred to the 
Chief Clerk for comparison, were examined and found to be identical 
with certain exceptions. 

SUSPENSION OF RULES 

Kinkel moved that the rules be so far suspended that S. F. No. 
2079 be substituted for H. F. No. 1973 and that the House File be 
indefinitely postponed. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 1987 and H. F. No. 2220, which had been referred to the 
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Chief Clerk for comparison, were examined and found to be identical 
with certain exceptions. 

SUSPENSION OF RULES 

Riveness moved that the rules be so far suspended that S. F. No. 
1987 be substituted for H. F. No. 2220 and that the House File be 
indefinitely postponed. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 2347 and H. F. No. 2491, which had been referred to the 
Chief Clerk for comparison, were examined and found to be identical 
with certain exceptions. 

SUSPENSION OF RULES 

Segal moved that the rules be so far suspended that S. F. No. 2347 
be substituted for H. F. No. 2491 and that the House File be 
indefinitely postponed. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 1561 and H. F. No. 1719, which had been referred to the 
Chief Clerk for comparison, were examined and found to be identical 
with certain exceptions. 

SUSPENSION OF RULES 

Carlson, D., moved that the rules he so far suspended that S. F. No. 
1561 be substituted for H. F. No. 1719 and that the House File be 
indefinitely postponed. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 1595 and H. F. No. 1746, which had been referred to the 
Chief Clerk for comparison, were examined and found to be identical 
with certain exceptions. 

SUSPENSION OF RULES 

Kostohryz moved that the rules be so far suspended that S. F. No. 
1595 be substituted for H. F. No. 1746 and that the House File he 
indefinitely postponed. The motion prevailed. 

PETITIONS AND COMMUNICATIONS 

The following communications were received: 
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STATE OF MINNESOTA 

OFFICE OF TIlE GOVERNOR 
SAINT PAUL 55155 

[80th Day 

March 29, 1988 

The Honorable Robert Vanasek 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 
The State of Minnesota 

Dear Sir: 

I have the honor of informing you that I have received, approved, 
signed and deposited in the Office of the Secretary of State the 
following House Files: 

H. F. No. 81, relating to local government; providing for the use of 
certain city reserve funds. 

H. F. No. 1732, relating to intoxicating liquor; authorizing ex
tended off-sale hours on the day preceding Thanksgiving day. 

H. F. No. 1767, relating to commerce; real property; reqmrmg 
notice of foreclosure by advertisement to separately list record 
owners with no legally protected interest in the real estate. 

H. F. No. 1926, relating to emergency services; permitting politi
cal subdivisions to authorize aid under certain conditions. 

H. F. No. 2463, relating to state agencies; authorizing the iron 
range resources and rehabilitation board to purchase fire insurance 
for facilities operated by the board. 

H. F. No. 2558, relating to electioris; requiring optical scan voting 
systems to be tested within 14 days before election. 

Sincerely, 

RuDY PERPICH 

Governor 
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STATE OF MINNESOTA 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE 

ST PAUL 55155 

10617 

March 29, 1988 

The Honorable Robert Vanasek 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Honorable Jerome M. Hughes 
President of the Senate . 

I have the honor to inform you that the following enrolled Acts of 
the 1988 Session of the State Legislature have been received from 
the Office of the Governor and are deposited in the Office of the 
Secretary of State for preservation, pursuant to the State Constitu
tion, Article IV; Section 23: 

S.F. H.F. Session Laws Date Approved Date Filed No. No. Chapter No. 1988 1988 
81 419 March 29 . March 29 

1732 420 March 29 March 29 
1767 421 March 29 March 29 
1926 422 March 29 March 29 
2463 423 March 29 March 29· 
2558 424 March 29 March 29 187 425. March 29 March 29 678 426 March 29 March 29 1710 427 March 29 March 29 2367 428 March 29 March 29 

Sincerely, 

JOAN ANDERSON GROWE 
Secretary of State 

SECOND READING OF SENATE BILLS 

S. F. Nos. 1900,2114,2079, 1987,2347, 1561 and 1595 were read 
for the .second time. 
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HOUSE ADVlBORJES 

The following House Advisory was introduced: 

Osthoff, Stanius, Schreiber, Dawkins and Vanasek introduced: 

H. A. No. 78, A proposal to study the need for a Metropolitan 
Council. 

The advisory was referred to the Committee on Metropolitan 
Affairs. 

MESSAGES FROM THE SENATE 

The following messages were received from the Senate: 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate accedes to the request of the 
House for the appointment of a Conference Committee on the 
amendments adopted by the Senate to the following House File: 

H. F. No. 1749, A bill for an act relating to transportation; 
increasing the tax on gasoline and special fuel to 20 cents per gallon; 
increasing the share of motor vehicle excise tax revenues dedicated 
to highways and transit to 35 percent; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1986, section 296.02, subdivision 1b; and Minnesota Statutes 1987 
Supplement, sections 296.025, subdivisions 2a and 2b; and 297B.09, 
subdivision 1. 

The Senate has appointed as such Committee: 

Messrs. Purfeerst, DeCramer, Stumpf, Mrs. Lantry and Mr. Lang
seth. 

Said House File is herewith returned to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate accedes to the request of the 
House for the appointment of a Conference Committee on the 
amendments adopted by the Senate to the following House File: 

H. F. No. 1795, A bill for an act relating to human services; 
creating a task force to study building code standards for family and 
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group family day care homes; changing building code requirements 
concerning certain child care facilities; amending Minnesota Stat
utes 1987 Supplement, sections 16B.61, subdivision 3; and 245A.09, 
by adding a subdivision. 

The Senate has appointed as such Committee: 

Mses. Berglin, Piper and Mr. Storm. 

Said House File is herewith returned to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate accedes to the request of the 
House for the appointment of a Conference Committee on the 
amendments adopted by the Senate to the following House File: 

H. F. No. 1980, A bill for an act relating to highways; designating 
I-90 as AMVETS memorial highway; adding, deleting, and substi
tuting routes on the trunk highway system; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1986, section 161.14, by adding a subdivision. 

The Senate has appointed as such Committee: 

Messrs. Beckman, Vickerman and Renneke. 

Said House File is herewith returned to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate accedes to the request of the 
House for the appointment of a Conference Committee on the 
amendments adopted by the Senate to the following House File: 

H. F. No. 2126, A bill for an act relating to the organization and 
operation of state government; appropriating money for human 
resources and other purposes with certain conditions; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 3.9223, subdivision 3; 3.9225, 
subdivision 3; 3.9226, subdivision 3; 62A.54; 62E.04, by adding 
subdivisions; 129A.02, subdivision 3; 129A.09; 129A.10; 144.053, by 
adding subdivisions; 144.125; 144A.04, by adding a subdivision; 
145.853, subdivision 2; 145.894; 245.771, by adding a subdivision; 
245.814, subdivisions 1, 2, and 3; 245.83; 245.84, subdivision 1; 
246.023; 248.07, subdivision 7 and 12; 252.291, subdivisions 1 and 2; 
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256.73, subdivisions 2, 6, and by adding subdivisions; 256.736, by 
adding subdivisions; 256.76, subdivision 1; 256B.08; 256B.092, 
subdivisions 5 and 7; 256B.14, subdivision 2; 256B.17, subdivision 7; 
256B.431, by adding subdivisions; 256B.501, subdivision 3, and by 
adding subdivisions; 256B.69, subdivisions 3 and 4; 256D.02, sub
division 7, and by adding a subdivision; 256D.06, by adding a 
subdivision; 256D.07; ·256D.35, by adding a subdivision; 256D.37, 
subdivision 2, and by adding subdivisions; 256E.12, subdivisions 1 
and 2; 256F.03, subdivision 8;257.071, subdivisions 2 and 3, and by 
adding a subdivision; 257.072; 260.181, subdivision 3; 268.0111, by 
addiug a subdivision; 268.911, subdivision 3; 326.371; 462A.05, by 
adding a subdivision; 462A.21, by adding a subdivision; 609:72, 
subdivision 1; 611A.32, by adding a subdivision; Minnesota Statutes 
1987 Supplement, sections 3.922, subdivision 6; 16B.08, subdivision 
7; 16B.61, subdivision 3; 62A.152, subdivision 2; 62A.48, subdivi
sion 7; 62A.50,subdivision 3; 62D.102; 129A.01, subdivisions 5, 6, 
and 7; 129A.03; 129A.06, subdivision 1; 129A.07, subdivision 1; 
129A.08, subdivisions 1, 4, and 5, and by adding subdivisions; 
144A.071, subdivision 3; 144A.073, subdivisions 1, 2, 7, and 8; 
148B.23, subdivision 1; 148B.42, subdivision 1; 245.462, subdivi
sions 3, 4, 6, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 23, and 25; 245.465; 245.466, 
subdivisions 1, 2,.and 5; 245.467, by adding subdivisions; 245.469, 
subdivision 2; 245.471, subdivisions 2 and 3; 245.472, subdivision 2; 
245.475, subdivisions 1 and 2; 245.476, subdivision 1; 245.477; 
245.478, subdivisions 1, 2, and 9; 245.479; 245.482, subdivision 2; 
245.696, subdivision 2; 245.697, subdivision 2, and by adding a 
subdivision; 245A.09, by adding a subdivision; 248.07, subdivision 
8; 252.291, subdivision 3; 252.46, subdivisions 5 and 6, and by 
adding subdivisions; 253B.03, subdivision 6; 256.015, subdivision 2; 
256.736, subdivisions 1b, 4, and. 11; 256.936; 256.969, subdivision 3; 
256B.02, subdivision 8; 256B.031, subdivision 5; 256B.042, subdivi
sion 2; 256B.06, subdivisions 1 and 4; 256B.091, subdivision 4; 
256B.35, subdivision 1; 256B.431, subdivision 4; 256B.433, subdivi
sion 1; 256B.501, subdivision 1; 256B.73, subdivision 2, and by 
adding a subdivision; 256D.01, subdivision 1a; 256D.03, subdivision 
3; 256D.06, subdivisions 1 and 1b; 256D.37, subdivision 1; 256E.12, 
subdivision 3; 268.91, subdivisions 1, 3, 3b, 3c, 3e, 4, and 12; 393.07, 
subdivision 10, and by adding a subdivision; Laws 1984, chapter 
654, article 5, section 57, subdivision 1, as amended; Laws 1987, 
chapter 337, section 131; Laws 1987, chapter 403, article 2, section 
34; Laws 1987, chapter 403, article 4, section 13; Laws 1987, chapter 
403, article 1, section 4, subdivision 4; proposing coding for new law 
in Minnesota Statutes, chapters 62A; 62C; 62D; 144; 145; 152A; 157; 
179A; 245; 246; 252;256; 256B; 256H; 257; and 268; repealing 
Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 136.26; 144.388; 245.84, subdivi
sion 4; 245.86; 245.87; and 257.071, subdivision 6; Minnesota 
Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 129A.01, subdivision 8; 
129A.07, subdivision 2; 129A.08, subdivision 3; 148B.04, subdivi
sion 1; and 256B.73, subdivision 10. 

The Senate has appointed as such Committee: 
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Mr. Samuelson, Ms. Piper, Messrs. Knutson, Freeman and Ms. 
Berglin. 

Said House File is herewith returned to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Mr. Speaker.: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following 
House File, herewith returned, as amended by the Senate, in which 
amendment the concurrence of the House is respectfully requested: 

H. F No. 2092, A bill for an act relating to environment; autho
rizing sanitary districts to apply for and receive assistance from the 
waste management board for certain solid waste programs; amend
ing Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 115A.50; and Minnesota 
Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 115A.49. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

CONCURRENCE AND REPASSAGE 

Ogren moved that the House concur in the Senate amendments to 
H. F NQ. 2092 and that the bill be repassed as amended by the 
Senate. The motion prevailed . 

. H. F No. 2092, A bill for an act relating to environment; autho
rizing sanitary districts to apply for and receive assistance from the 
waste management board for certain solid waste programs; amend
ing Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 115A.03, by adding a subdi
vision; and 115A.50; and Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, 
section 115A.49. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by the Senate, 
and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. There were 127 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affIrmative were: 

Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 

Boo 
Brown 
Burger 

. Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 

Dawkins 
DeBheck 
Dempsey 
Dille 
Dom 
Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 

Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 

Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
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Kinkel Minne , Ozment Sama Tompkins 
Kludt Morrison Fapivs Schafer Trimble 
Knickerbocker Munger Fauy Scheid 'funheim 
Knuth Murphy Pelowski Schreiber Uphus 
Knsrohryz . Nelson, C. Peterson Seaberg Valento 
Krueger Nelson, D. Poppenhagen Segal Vellenga 
Larsen Nelson, K. Price Shaver Voss 
Lasley O'Connor Quinn Simoneau Wa~enius 
Lieder Ogren Quist Skoglund Wa tman 
Long Olsen, S. BAlding Solberg W,Ue 
McDonald Olson, E. Rest Sparby Wenzel 
McEachern Olson, K. Rice Stanius Winter 
McKasy Omann Richter Steensma Wynia 
McLaughlin Onnen Riveness Sviggum Spk. Vanasek 
McPherson Orenstein Rodosovieh Swenson 
Milberl Osthoff fuse Thiede 
Miller Otis Rukavina Tjornhom 

The bill was repassed, as amended by the Senate, and its title 
agreed to. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following 
House File, herewith returned, as amended by the Senate, in which 
amendment the concurrence of the House is respectfully requested: 

H. F. No. 2340, A bill for an act relating to crime; law enforcement; 
requiring the reporting of crimes motivated by bias; requiring the 
peace. officer standards and training board to mandate preservice 
training for peace officers in recognizing, responding to, and report
ing crimes of bias; requiring the board to make similar instructional 
materials available to peace officers for continuing education credit; 
proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 626. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

CONCURRENCE AND REPASSAGE 

Orenstein moved that the House concur in the Senate amend
ments to H. F. No. 2340 and that the bill be repassed as amended by 
the Senate. The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 2340, A bill for an act relating to crime; law enforcement; 
requiring the reporting of crimes motivated by bias; requiring the 
peace officer standards and training board to mandate pre-service 
training for peace officers in recognizing, responding to, and -report
ing crimes of bias; requiring the board to make similar instructional 
materials available to peace officers for continuing education credit; 
proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 626. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by the Senate, 
and placed upon its repassage. 
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The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. There were 125 yeas and 1 nay as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausmtzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
Dille 
Dom 
Forsythe 

Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson,R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 

Kostohryz 
Krueger 
Larsen 
Lasley 
Lieder 
Marsh 
McDonald 
McEachern 
McKasy 
McLaughlin 
McPherson 
MiIbert 
Miller 
Minne 
Morrison 
Munger 
Murphy 
Nelson, C. 
Nelson, D. 
Nelson, K. 
O'Connor 
Ogren 
Olsen, S. 
Olson, E. 
Olson, K. 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Onnen 

Omann 
Orenstein 
Osthoff 
Otis 
Ozment 
Pappas 
Pauly 
Pelowski 
Peterson 
Poppenhagen 
Price 
Quinn 
Quist 
Reding 
Rest 
Rice 
Richter 
Riveness 
Rodosovich 
Rose 
Rukavina 
Sarna 
Schafer 
Scheid 
Schreiber 

Seaberg 
Segal 
Shaver 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Wene 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was repassed, as amended by the Senate, and its title 
agreed to. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following 
House File, herewith returned, as amended by the Senate, in which 
amendment the concurrence of the House is respectfnlly requested: 

H. F. No. 1469, A bill for an act relating to traffic regulations; 
providing for restrictions on vehicles transporting firewood on high
ways; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 169.80, subdivi
sion 1; and 169.81, by adding a subdivision. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

CONCURRENCE AND REPASSAGE 

Wenzel moved that the House concur in the Senate amendments to 
H. F. No. 1469 and that the bill be repassed as amended by the 
Senate. The motion prevailed. 
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H. F. No. 1469, A bill for an act relating to traffic regnlations; 
providing for restrictions on vehicles transporting firewood on trun\< 
highways; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 169.80, 
subdivision 1; and 169.81, by adding a subdivision. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by the Senate, 
and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. There were 126 yeas and 4 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 
Frederick 

Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugosan 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jerulings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Joimson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 

Krueger ·Olson, K. 
Larsen OmanD 
Lasley Onnen 
Lieder Orenstein 
Long Osthoff 
Marsh Otis 
McDonald Ozment 
McEachern Pappas 
McKasy Pauly 
McLaughlin Pelowski 
McPherson Peterson 
Milbert Poppenhagen 

. Miller Price 
Mione Quinn 
Morrison Redalen 
Munger Reding 
Murphy &st 
Nelson, C. Rice 
Nelson, D. Richter 
Nelson, K. Riveness 
Neuenschwander Rodosovich 

. O'Connor Rose 
Ogren Rukavina 
Olsen, S. Sarna 
Olson, K Schafer 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Anderson, R. Jacobs ,Quist Voss 

Scheid 
Schreiber 
Seaberg 
Segal 
Shaver 
Simoneau 
Solberg 
Sparby 

'Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
VVenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was repassed, as amended by the 'Senate, and its title 
agreed to. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following 
House File, herewith returned, as amended by the Senate, in which 
amendment the concurrence of the House is respectfully requested: 

H. F. No. 2254, A bill for an act relating to liquor; authorizing the 
city of Blaine to issue an on-sale intoxicating liquor license to the 
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Pheasant Ridge Music Center. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

CONCURRENCE AND REPASSAGE 

Quinn moved that the House concur in the Senate amendments to 
H. F. No. 2254 and that the bill be repassed as amended by the 
Senate. The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 2254, A bill for an act relating to liquor; authorizing the 
city of Blaine to issue an on-sale intoxicating liquor license to the 
city of Blaine. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by the Senate, 
and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. There were 110 yeas and 15 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, R. Gruenes Kostohryz Olson, K. Rukavina 
Batta~lia Gutknecht Krueger Omann Sarna 
Bauer y Hartle Larsen Orenstein Scheid 
Beard He~ Lasley Osthoff Schreiber 
Begich Hi e Lieder Otis Seaberg 
Bennett Hugoson Long Ozment Segal 
Bertram Jacobs Marsh Pappas Shaver 
Blatz Jaros McEachern Pauly Simoneau 
Boo Jefferson McKasy Pelowski Solberg 
Brown Jennings McLaughlin Peterson Sparby 
Bur~er Jensen Milbert Poppenhagen Steensma 
Car son, L. Johnson, A. Minne Price Swenson 
Clark Johnson, R. Morrison Quinn Tjornhom 
Clausnitzer Johnson, V. Munger Quist Trimble 
Cooper Kahn Murphy Redalen Tunheim 
Dawkins Kalis Nelson, C. Reding Uphus 
DeBlieck Kelly Nelson, D. RBst Valenta 
Dempsey Kelso Nelson, K. Rice Welle 
Dorn Kinkel O'Connor Richter Wenzel 
Forsythe Kludt Ogren Riveness Winter 
Frederick Knickerbocker Olsen, S. Rodosovich Wynia 
Greenfield Knuth Olson, E. Rose Spk. Vanasek 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Bishop Dille- McDonald Schafer Thiede 
Carlson, D. Frerichs McPherson Stanius Voss 
Dauner Haukoos Miller Sviggum Waltman 

The bill was repassed, as amended by the Senate, and its title 
agreed to. 
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Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following 
House File, herewith returned, as amended by the Senate, in which 
amendment the concurrence of the House is respectfully requested: 

H. F. No. 1897, A bill for an act relating to insurance; regulating 
the Minnesota Insurance Guaranty Association; excluding invest
ment risks insurance from coverage; modifying the definitions of 
"resident" and "covered claim"; regulating claims; preventing insol· 
vencies; making certain technical changes; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1986, sections 60C.02, subdivision 1; 60C.03, subdivisions 
2, 7, and by adding a subdivision; 60C.05, subdivisions 1 and 2; 
60C.06, by adding a subdivision; 60C.13, subdivision 2; 60C.15; and 
60C.18; Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 60C.09; re
pealing Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 60C.06, sub
division 5. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

CONCURRENCE AND REPASSAGE 

Scheid moved that the House concur in the Senate amendments to 
H. F. No. 1897 and that the bill be repassed 'as amended by the 
Senate. The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 1897, A bill for an act relating to insurance; regulating 
the Minnesota Insurance Guaranty Association; excluding invest
ment risks insurance from coverage; modifying the definitions of 
"resident" and "covered claim"; regulating claims; preventing insol
vencies; making certain technical changes; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1986, sections 60C.02, subdivision 1; 60C.03, subdivisions 
2, 7, and by adding a subdivision; 60C.05, subdivisions 1 and 2; 
60C.06, by adding a subdivision; 60C.13, subdivision 2; 60C.15; and, 
60C.18; Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 60C.09; re
pealing Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 60C.06, sub
division 5, 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by the Senate, 
and placed upon its repassage, 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called, There were 129 yeas and 1 nay as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 

Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 

Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 

Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
Dille 
Dom 
Forsythe 

Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
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Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Jolmson, R. 
Johnson; V. 
Kahn 
KaHs 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
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Kostohryz 
Krueger 
Larsen 
Lasley 
Lieder 
Long 
Marsh 
McDonald 
McEachern 
McKasy 
McLaughlin 
McPherson 
Milhert 
Miller 
Minne 
Morrison 
Munger 
Murphy 
Nelson, C. 
Nelson, K. 

Neuenschwander Redalen 
O'Connor Reding 
Ogren Rest 
Olsen, S. Rice 
Olson, E. Richter 
Olson, K. Riveness 
Omann Rodosovich 
Onnen Rose 
Orenstein Rukavina 
Osthoff Sarna 
Otis Schafer 
Ozment Scheid 
Pappas Schreiher 

. Pauly Seaherg 
Pelowski Segal 
Peterson Shaver 
Poppenhagen Simoneau 
Price Skoglund 
Quinn Solherg 
Quist Sparby 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Bauerly 
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Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was repassed, as amended by the Senate, and its title 
agreed. to. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby annonnce the passage by the Senate of the following 
House File, herewith returned, as amended by the Senate, in which 
amendment the concurrence of the House is respectfully requested: 

H. F. No. 2446, A bill for an act relating to St. Louis county; 
providing duties of the county board and the county administrator; 
regulating finances; providing for property assessments; repealing 
obsolete laws; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 
383C.031; 383C.034; 383C.091; 383C.094, subdivision 1; 383C.131; 
383C.133, subdivision 1; 383C.135; 383C.16; 383C.161; 383C.162; 
383C.17; 383C.231, subdivision 1; 383C.232; 383C.26; 383C.261; 
383C.36; 383C.422; 383C.482, subdivision 1; 383C.74, subdivision 1; 
383C.75; and 383C.78, subdivision 2; Minnesota Statutes 1987 
Supplement, section 383C.035; proposing coding for new law in 
Minnesota Statutes, chapter 383C; repealing Minnesota Statutes 
1986, section 383C.075; 383C.076; 383C.095; 383C.132; 383C.13; 
383C.133; 383C.171; 383C.174; 383C.175; 383C.20; 383C.202; 
383C.203; 383C.291; 383C.292;383C.339; 383C.361; 383C.362; 
383C.363; 383C.392, subdivision 2; 383C.423; 383C.424; 383C.45; 
383C.481; 383C.52; 383C.521; 383C.523; 383C.55; 383C.551; 
383C.552; 383C.553; 383C.554; 383C.555, subdivision 2; 383C.556; 
383C.557; 383C.61; 383C.611; 383C.612; 383C.613; 383C.64; 
383C.641; 383C.642; 383C.643; 383C.644; 383C.645; 383C.646;. 
383C.647; 383C.648; 383C.649; 383C.65; 383C.651; 383C.66; 
383C.67; 383C.671; 383C.672; 383C.673; 383C.674; 383C.675; 
383C.676; 383C.677; 383C.77; 383C.80; 383C.801; 383C.802; 
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383C.803; 383C.804; and 383C.805; Minnesota Statutes 1987 'Sup
plement, section 383C.76. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary ofthe Senate 

. CONCURRENCE AND REPASSAGE 

Rukavina moved that the House concur in the Senate amend
ments to H. F. No. 2446 and that the bill be repassed as amended by. 
the Senate. The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 2446, A bill for an act relating to St. Louis county; 
providing duties of the county board and the county administrator; 
regulating finances; providing for property assessments; repealing 
obsolete laws; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, . sections 
383C.03l; 383C.034; 383C.09l; 383C.094, subdivision 1; 383C.13l; 
383C.133, subdivision 1; 383C.135; 383e.16; 383C.16l; 383C.162; 
383C.17; 383C.23l, subdivision 1; 383C.232; 383C.26; 383C.261; 
383C.36; 383C.422; 383C.482, subdivision 1; 383C.74, subdivision 1; 
383C.75; and 383C.78, subdivision 2; Minnesota Statutes 1987 
Supplement, section 383C.035; proposing coding for new law in 
Minnesota Statutes, chapter 383C; repealing Minnesota Statutes 
1986, section 383C.075; 383C.076; 383C.095; 383C.132; 383C.13; 
383C.133; 383C.171; 383C.174; 383C.175; 383C.20; 383C.202; 
383C.203; 383C.29l; 383C.292; 383C.339; 383C.36l; 383C.362; 
383C.363; 383C.392, subdivision 2; 383C.423; 383C.424; 383C.45; 
383C.48l; 383C.52; 383C.521;. 383C.523; 383C.55; 383C.551; 
383C.552; 383C.553; 383C.554; 383C.555, subdivision 2; 383C.556; 
383C.557; 383C.6l; 383C.611; 383C.6l2; 383C.613; 383C.64; 
383C.64l; 383C.642; 383C.643; 383C.644; 383C.645; 383C.646; 
383C.647; 383C.648; 383C.649;· 383C.65; 383C.65l; 383C.66; 
383C.67; 383C.671; 383C.672; 383C.673; 383C.674; 383C.675; 
383C.676; 383C.677; 383C.77; 383C.80; 383C.80l; 383C.8Q2; 
383C.803; 383C.804; and 383C.805; Minnesota Statutes 1987 Sup
plement, section 383C.76. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by the Senate, 
and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. There were 127 yeas and 1 nay as follows: 

. Those who voted· in the affirmative were: 

Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 

Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
CarlsQD, D: 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 

Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
Dille 
Dom 
Forsythe 

Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos _ 
Heap 

Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
JeffersOn 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
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Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth ' 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 
Larsen 
Lasley 
Lieder 

"Long 
Marsh 
McDonald 
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McEachern 
McKasy 
McLaughlin 
McPherson 
Milbert 
Miner 
Minne 
Munger 
Murphy 
Nelson, C. 
Nelson, D. 
Nelson, K. 
O'Connor 
Ogren 
Olsen, S. 
Olson, E. 
Olson, K. 
Omann 

Onnen 
Orenstein 
Osthoff 
Otis 
Ozment 
Pappas 
Pauly 
Pelowski 
Peterson 
Poppenhagen 
Price 
Quinn 
Quist 
Redalen 
Reding 
Rest 
Richter 
Riveness 

"Rodosovich 
Rose 
Rukavina 
Sarna 
Scheid 
Schreiber 
Seaberg 
Segal 
Shaver 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
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Tjomhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Rice 

The bill was repassed, as ,amended by the Senate, and its title 
agreed to. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage, by the Senate of the following 
House File, herewith returned, as amended by the Senate, in which 
amendment the concurrence of the House is respectfully requested: 

H. F. No. 2422, A bill for an act relating to agriculture; clarifying 
certain exemptions; specifying property exempt from final process 
issued by a court; modifying the exemption for employee benefits; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 323.24; and 550.37, 
subdivisions 5 and 24. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

CONCURRENCE AND REPASSAGE 

Simoneau moved that the House concur in the Senate amend
ments to H. F. No. 2422 and that the bill be repassed as amended by 
the Senate, The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 2422, A bill for an act relating to agriculture; claTifying 
certain exemptions; specifying property exempt from final process 
issued by a court; modifying the exemption for employee benefits; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 323.24; and 550.37, 
subdivisions 5, 18, and 24. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by the Senate, 
and placed upon its repassage. 
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The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. There were 127 yeas and 1 nay as follows: 

Those who voted in the affinnative were: 

Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 

Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Knsoohryz 
Krueger 
Larsen 
Lasley 
Lieder 

Long Otis 
MarSh Ozment 
McDonald Pappas 
McEachern Pauly 
McKasy Pelowski 
McLaughlin Peterson 
McPherson Poppenhagen 
Mllbert Price 
Miller Quist 
Minne Redalen 
MOIT~n ReWng 
M~r Rest 
Murphy Rice 
Nelson, C. Richter 
Nelson, D. Riveness 
Nelson, K. Rodosovich 
Neuenschwander Rose 
O'Connor Rukavina 
Ogren Sarna 
Olsen, S. Schafer 
Olson, E. Scheid 
Olson, K. Schreiber 
Omann Seaberg 
Oonen Segal 
Orenstein Shaver 
Osthoff Simoneau 

,Those who voted in the negative were: 

Brown 

Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggorn 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tiornhom 
TOmpkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Upbus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voes 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
\\\llle 
\\\lnzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was repassed, as amended by the Senate, and its title 
agreed to. ' 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following 
House File, herewith returned, as amended by the Senate, in which 
amendment the concurrence' of the House is respectfully requested: 

H. F No. 2551, A bill for an act relating to state lands; authorizing 
private conveyance of tax-forfeited land in St. Louis county. 

PATRICK E.. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

CONCURRENCE AND REPASSAGE 

Battaglia moved that the House concur in the Senate amend
ments to H. F. No. 2551 and that the bill be repassed as amended by 
the Senate. The motion prevailed. ' , 
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H. F. No. 2551, A bill for an act relating to state lands; authorizing 
private conveyance of tax'forfeited land in St. Louis county. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by the Senate, 
and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. There were 128 yeas and 3 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 
Frederick. 

Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson. R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kaha 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 

Larsen Otis 
Lasley Ozment 
Lieder Pappas 
Long Pauly 
Marsh Pelowski 
McDonald Peterson 
I4cKasy Pappenhagen 
McLaughlin Price 
McPherson Quinn 
l4i1bert Quist 
Miller Redalen 
l4inne llilding 
Morrison Rest 
Munger Rice 
l4urphy Richter 
Nelsori;"'c. Riveness 
Nelson,-D. Rodosovich 
Neuenschwander Rose 
O'Connor Rukavina 
Ogren Sarna 
Olson, E, Schafer 
Olson, K. Scheid 
Omann Schreiber 
Onnen Seaberg 
Orenstein Segal 
Osthoff Shaver 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

McEachern Nelson, K. Olsen, S. 

Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was repassed, as amended by the Senate, and its title 
agreed to. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following 
House File, herewith returned, as amended by the Senate, in which 
amendment the concurrence of the House is respectfully requested: 

H. F. No. 2489, A bill for an act relating to land exchange; 
authorizing the exchange of certain state lands free from reserva
tions of public travel under certain conditions; authorizing sale of 
certain land in Cook county; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, 
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section 94.342, subdivision;3. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

CONCURRENCE AND REPASSAGE 

Battaglia moved that the House concur in the Senate amend
ments to H. F. No. 2489 and that the bill be repassed as amended by 
the Senate. The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 2489, A bill for an act relating to state lands; authorizing 
the exchange of certain state lands free from reservations of public 
travel nndercertain conditions; authorizing sale of certain land in 
Cook county; appropriating money; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1986, section 94.342, su\J9ivision 3. ,c.. . 

The ~ill was read for the third time, as amended by the Senate, 
and placed. upon its repassage. 

. , 
The question was taken on the:.repassage of the bill and the roll 

was called. There were 128 yeas lIDd 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
BeIlllett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
CarlsoD, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
Dille 
Dom 
Forsythe 
Frederick 

Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Je1Ulings 
Jensen 
Jolmson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
K,nickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
K~eger 

Larsen Osthoff 
Lasley Otis 
Lieder Ozment 
Long Pappas 
Marsh Pauly 
McDonald Pelowski 
McKasy PeterSon 
McLaughlin Poppenhagen 
McPherson . Price 
Milbert Quinn 
Miller Quist 
Minne . Redalen 
Morrison Reding 
Murphy Rest 
Nelson, C. Rice 
Nelson, D. Riveness 
Nelson, K. Rodosovich 
Neuenschwander Rose 
O'Connor Rukavina 
Ogren Sarna 
Olsen, S. Schafer 
Olson, E. Scheid 
Olson, K. Schreiber 
Omann Seaberg 
Onnen Segal 
Orenstein Shaver 

Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius . 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
'I)ornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
WtgeDius 
Waltman 
Welle 
'&uzel 
Winter 
Wynia 

. Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was repassed, as amended by the Senate, and its title 
agreed to. ' 
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Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following 
House File, herewith returned, as amended by the Senate, in which 
amendment the concurrence of the House is respectfully requested: 

H. F. No. 1585, A bill for an act relating to natural resources; 
desiguating a basin of Twin Lake within the city of Robbinsdale as 
a separate basin, South Twin Lake. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

CONCURRENCE AND REPASSAGE 

Carlson, L., moved that the House concur in the Senate amend
ments to H. F. No. 1585 and that the bill be repassed as amended by 
the Senate. The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 1585, A bill for an act relating to natural resources; 
desiguating a basin of Twin Lake within the city of Robbinsdale as 
a separate basin, South Twin Lake. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by the Senate, 
and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. There were 132 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carif::on, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
Dille 
Dom 
Forsythe 

Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 

Knuth Olsen, S. 
Kostohryz Olson, E. 
Krueger Olson, K. 
Larsen Omano 
Lasley Onnen 
Lieder Orenstein 
Long Osthoff 
Marsh Otis 
McDonald Ozment 
McEachern Pappas 
McKasy Pauly 
McLaughlin Pelowski 
McPherson Peterson 
Milbert Poppenhagen 
Miller Price 
Minne Quinn 
Morrison Quist 
Munger Redalen 
Murphy Reding 
Nelson, C. Rest 
Nelson, D. Rice 
Nelson, K. Richter 
Neuenschwander Riveness 
O'Connor Rodosovich 
Ogren Rose 

Rukavina 
Sarna 
Schafer 
Scheid 
Schreiber 
Seaberg 
Segal 
Shaver 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjomhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
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Wagenius 
Waltman 

Welle 
Wenzel 
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Winter 
Wynia 

Spk. Vanasek 

[80th Day 

The biJI was repassed, as amended by the Senate, and its title 
agreed to. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following 
House File, herewith returned, as amended by the Senate, in which 
amendment the concurrence of the House is respectfully requested: 

H. F. No. 1731, A biJI for an act relating to the city of Proctor; 
authorizing the continuance of a municipal liquor store. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

CONCURRENCE AND REPASSAGE 

Murphy moved that the House concur in the Senate amendments 
to H. F. No. 1731 and that the biJI be repassed as amended by the 
Senate. The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 1731, A bill for an act relating to the city of Proctor; 
authorizing the continuance of a municipal liquor store. 

The biJI was read for the third time, as amended by the Senate, 
and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the biJI and the roll 
was called. There were 127 yeas and 3 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carison, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 

DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
Dille 
Doru 
Forsythe 
Frederick 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutkuecht 
Hartle 

. Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 

. Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 

Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker , 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 
Larsen 
Lasley 
Lieder 
Long 
Marsh 
McDonald 
McEachern 
McKasy 
McLaughlin 

McPherson Otis 
Milbert Ozment 
Miller Pappas 
Mione Pauly 
Morrison Pelowski 
Munger Peterson 
Murphy Poppenhagen 
Nelson, C. Price 
Nelson, D. Quinn 
Nelson, K. Quist 
Neuenschwander Redalen 
O'Connor Reding 
Ogren Rest 
Olsen, S. Richter 
Olson, E. Riveness 
Olson, K Rodosovich 
Omann Rose 
Onnen Rukavina 
Orenstein Sarna 
Osthoff Scheid 
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Schreiber 
Seaberg 
Segal 
Shaver 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 

Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
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Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 

Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
\\\>l\e 
\\\>nzel 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Frericru, Haukoos Schafer 

Winter 
Wynia 
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Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was repassed, as amended by the Senate, and its title 
agreed to. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following 
House File, herewith returned, as amended by the Senate, in which 
amendment the concurrence of the House is respectfully requested: 

H. F. No. 2317, A bill for an act relating to education; providing for 
use of certain revenues in the independent school district No. 710 
bond redemption fund; amending Laws 1982, chapter 523, article 30, 
section 4, subdivision 3. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

CONCURRENCE AND REPASSAGE 

Begich moved that the House concur in the Senate amendments to 
H. F. No. 2317 and that the bill be repassed as amended by the 
Senate. The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 2317, A bill for an act relating to education; providing for 
use of certain revenues in the independent school district No. 710 
bond redemption fund; amending Laws 1982, chapter 523, article 30, 
section 4, subdivision 3. 

The bill was read for the 'third time, as amended by the Senate, 
and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bilI and the roll 
was called. There were 131 yeas and 1 nay as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 

Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 

Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 

Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 

Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
Dille 
Dom 
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Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Flimle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennillgs 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson', R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kali, 
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Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Kuuth 
Koslohryz 
Krueger 
Larsen 
Lasley 
Lieder 
Long 
Marsh 
McDonald 
McEaChern 
McKasy 
McLaughlin 
McPherson 
Milbert 
Miller 
Minne 
Morris(lII' 

Munger Price 
Murphy Quinn 
Nelson, C. -Quist 
Nelson, D. ' Redalen 
Nelson, K. Keding 
Neuenschwander, Rest 
O'Connor Rice 
Ogren Richter 
Olson, E. RivenesS 
Olson, K Rodosovich 
Omann Rose 
Onnen Rukavina 
Orenstein Sarna 
Osthoff Schafer 
Otis Scheid 
Ozment Schreiber 
Pappas Seaberg 
Pauly Segal 
Pelowski Shaver 
Peterson Simoneau 
Poppenhagen Skoglund 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Knickerbocker 

[80th Day 

Solherg 
Sparby 
Stanius 

. Steensma 
Sviggom 
Swenson 
Thiede 
TIornhom 
'tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
\alenlo 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltinan 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was repassed, as amended by the Senate, and its title 
agreed to. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following 
House File, herewith returned, as amended by the Senate, in which 
amendment the concurrence of the House is respectfully requested: 

H. F. No. 1277, A bill for an act relating to transportation; 
providing for state park road account funds to be used for lake access 
roads; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 162.06, subdivi
sion 5. 

PATRICK E. FLAHA VEN, Secretary of the Senate 

CONCURRENCE AND REPASSAGE 

Anderson, G., moved that the House concur in the Senate amend
ments to H. F. No. 1277 and that the bill be repassed as amended by 
.the Senate. The motion prevailed. .. 

H. F. No. 1277, A bill for an act relating to transportation; 
providing for state park road account funds to be used for lake access 
roads; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 162.06, subdivi-
sion 5. . 

The bill was relld for the third. time, as amended by the Senate, 
and placed upon itsrepassage. 
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The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. There were 130 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Danner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 

Frederick 
J:orcrichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Hirnle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 

Kostt..lryz Omann 
Krueger Onnen 
Larsen Orenstein 
Lasley Osthoff 
Long Otis 
Marsh Ozment 
McDonald Pappas 
McEachern Pauly 
McKasy Pelowski 
McLaughlin Peterson 
McPherson Poppenhagen 
Milbert Price 
Miller Quinn 
Minne Quist 
Morrison Redalen 
Munger Reding 
Murphy Rest 
Nelson, C. Rice 
Nelson, D. Richter 
Nelson, K. Riveness 
Neuenschwander Rodosovich 
O'Connor Rose 
Ogren Sarna 
Olsen, S. Schafer 
Olson, E. Scheid 
Olson, K. Schreiber 

Seaberg 
Segal 
Shaver 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparhy 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjomhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wefizel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was repassed, as amended by the Senate, and its title 
agreed to. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following 
House File, herewith returned, as amended by the Senate, in which 
amendment the concurrence of the House is respectfully requested: 

H. F. No. 2590, A bill for an act relating to the financing of 
government in Minnesota; changing tax rates and bases; modifying 
the administration, collection, and enforcement of taxes; imposing 
taxes; changing the computation, administration, and payment of 
aids, credits, and refunds; limiting taxing powers; transferring and 
imposing governmental powers and duties; making technical correc
tions and clarifications; providing bonding authority to Hennepin 
County; imposing penalties; appropriating money and reducing 
appropriations; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 
69.031, subdivision 3; 168.011, subdivision 8; 168.012, subdivision 9; 
237.075, subdivision 8; 240.01, by adding a subdivision; 240.13, 
subdivisions 4 and 6; 240:15, subdivisions 1, 3, and 6; 240.18; 
270.075, subdivision 2; 270.41; 270.70, subdivision 1; 271.01, subdi
vision 5; 273.05, subdivision 1; 273.061, subdivision 2; 273.112, 
subdivisions 3 and 6; 273.121; 273.124, subdivisions 1 and 6; 273.13, 
by adding a subdivision; 273.40; 279.01, subdivision 3; 287.21, by 
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adding a subdivision; 290.01, by adding a subdivision; 290.06, by 
adding subdivisions; 290.39, by adding a subdivision; 290.50, sub
division 3; 290.92, subdivisions 2a and 21; 290.931, subdivision 1; 
290.934, subdivisions 1, 3, and by adding a subdivision; 290A.03; 
subdivision 7; 297.01, by adding a subdivision; 297.03, subdIvision 
12, and by adding a subdivision; 297.041, subdivision 1; 297.06, 
subdivisions 1, 2, 3, and by adding a subdivision; 297.08, subdivision 
1; 297.12, subdivision 1; 297.35, by adding a subdivision; 297A.02, 
subdivision 4; 297A.15, subdivisions land 5; 297A.16; 297A.17; 
297A.21; 297A.25, subdivisions 5, 8, 27, and by adding subdivisions; 
297 A.256; 297C.02, subdivisions 3 and 4; 297C.03, by adding a 
subdivision; 297C.07; 297D.08; 298.223; 303.03; 329.11; 349.12, 
subdivision 18, and by adding subdivisions; 349.2121, subdivisions 
1, 2, 5, and by adding a subdivision; 349.22, subdivision 1, and by 
adding subdivisions; 375.192, subdivision 1; 375.83; 473.167, subdi
visions 2, 3, and by adding subdivisions; 473.249, subdivision 1, and 
by adding a subdivision; 473.446, subdivision 3, and by adding a 
subdivision; 473.711, subdivision 2, and by adding a subdivision; 
473.843, subdivision 2; 477 A.Oll, subdivision 11, and by adding a 
subdivision; and 477A.015; Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, 
sections 16A.1541; 60A.15, subdivision 1; 60E.04, subdivision 4; 
69.021, subdivision 5; 69.54; 124.155, subdivision 2; 124A.02, sub
divisions 3a and 11; 240.13, subdivision 5; 270.485; 272.02, subdi
vision 1; 272.115, subdivision 4; 272.121; 273.061, subdivision 1; 
273.1195; 273.123, subdivisions 4 and 5; 273.124, subdivisions 11 
and 13; 273.13, subdivisions 23, 24, and 25; 273.135, subdivision 2; 
273.1391, subdivision 2; 273.1392; 273.1393; 273.1397, subdivision 
2; 273.165, subdivision 2; 273.42, subdivision 2; 274.01, subdivision 
1; 274.19, subdivisions 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, and 8; 275.07, subdivision 1; 
275.50, subdivision 2; 275.51, subdivision 3h; 276.04; 279.01, sub
division 1; 290.01, subdivisions 3a, 4, 7, 19, 19a, 19b, 19c, 19d, 1ge, 
and 20; 290.015, subdivisions 1, 2, 3, and 4; 290.06, subdivisions 1, 
2c, and 21; 290.081; 290.092, subdivisions 3, 4, 5, and by adding a 
subdivision; 290.095, subdivisions 1, 3, and by adding a subdivision; 
290.10; 290.17, subdivision 2; 290.191, subdivisions 6 and 11; 
290.21, subdivisions 3 and 4; 290.35, subdivision 2; 290.371, subdi
visions 1, 3, 4, and 5; 290.38; 290.41, subdivision 2; 290.92, subdi
visions 7 and 15; 290.934, subdivision 2; 290.9725; 290A.03, 
subdivisions 3, 13, 14, and 15; 290A.04, subdivision 2; 290A.06; 
295.32; 295.34, subdivision 1; 297.01, subdivisions 7 and 14; 297.03, 
subdivision 6; 297.11, subdivision 5; 297A.Ol, subdivision 3; 
297 A.212; 297 A.25, subdivisions 3 and 11; 297B.03; 297C.04; 
298.2213, subdivision 3; 299.01, subdivision 1; 349.212, subdivisions 
1 and 4; 349.2121, subdivisions 4a and 10; 349.2122; 349.2123; 
469.174, subdivision 10; 469.175, subdivisions 1, 2, 3, 4, and by 
adding a subdivision; 469.176, subdivisions 1, 4, and 6; 469.177, 
subdivisions 1, 3, 4, and by adding subdivisions; 473.446, subdivi
sion 1; 475.53, subdivision 4; 475.61, subdivision 3; 477A.012, 
subdivision 1; and 508.25; Laws 1987, chapter 268, article 6, sections 
19, 53, and 54; and article 8, section 9; proposing coding for new law 
in Minnesota Statutes, chapters 270; 273; 275; 290; 290A; 297; 
297C; 298; 349; and 424A; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1986, 
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sections 272.64; 273.13, subdivisions 7a and 30; 275.035; 275.49; 
290.07, subdivisions 3 and 6; 290.11; 290.12, as amended; 290.131, 
as amended; 290.132, as amended; 290.133, as amended; 290.134, as 
amended; 290.135, as amended; 290.136, as amended; 290.138, as 
amended; 290.934, subdivision 4; 297 A.15; subdivision 2; 297C.03, 
subdivision 5; 298.401; and 299.013; Minnesota Statutes 1987 
Supplement, sections 273.1195; 273.13, subdivision 15a; 273.1394; 
273.1395; 273.1396; 273.1397; 275.081; 275.082; 275.125, subdivi
sion 22; 290.06, subdivision 20; 290.077, subdivision 1; 290.14; 
290.371, subdivision 2; 290A.04, subdivisions 2a and 2b; 296.02, 
subdivisions 2a and 2b; and 296.025, subdivisions 2a and 2b; Laws 
1987, chapter 268, article 3, section 11; and article 5, section 4. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Voss moved that the House refuse to concur in the Senate 
amendments to H. F. No. 2590, that the Speaker appoint a Confer
ence Committee of 5 members of the House, and that the House 
requests that a like committee be appointed by the Senate to confer 
on the disagreeing votes of the two houses. The motion prevailed. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby annOunce the passage by the Senate of the following 
House File, herewith returned, as amended by the Senate, in which 
amendment the concurrence of the House is respectfully requested: 

H. F. No. 2265, A bill for an act relating to natural resources; 
correcting certain provisions for net size for the taking of ciscoes; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 97C.805, subdivision 2. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Reding moved that the House refuse to concur in the Senate 
amendments to H. F. No. 2265, that the Speaker appoint a Confer
ence Committee of 5 members of the House, and that the House 
requests that a like committee be appointed by the Senate to confer 
on the disagreeing votes of the two houses. The motion prevailed. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby annOunce the passage by the Senate of the following 
House File, herewith returned, as amended by the Senate, in which 
amendment the concurrence of the House is respectfully requested: 

H. F. No. 2049, A bill for an act relating to commerce; motor 
vehicles; clarifYing the intent of the legislature regarding certain 
motor vehicle coverages; regulating motor vehicle franchises; clari
fying the intent of the legislature regarding cancellations, termina-
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tions, or nonrenewals;, specifying unfair practices; prohil:>iting 
agreements designed to waive, nullify, or modify statutory regula
tion; requiring lessors to title and register vehicles; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 60A.08, by adding a subdivision; 
80E.06; 80E.07; 80E.08; 80E.09; 80E.13; Minnesota Statutes 1987 
Supplement, sections 65B.49, subdivision 5a; and 72A.125, by 
adding a subdivision; proposing coding for new, Ja"". in ,Minnesota 
Statutes, chapter 80E. ' 

. . . , 
PATRICK E.FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Sparby moved that the House refuse to concur in the Senate 
amendments to H. F. No. 2049, that the Speaker appoint a Confer
ence Committee of 3 members of the House, and that the House 
requests that a like committee be appointed by the Senate to confer 
on the disagreeing votes of the two houses. The motion prevailed. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following 
House File, herewith returned, as amended by the Senate, in which 
amendment the concurrence of the House is respectfully requested: 

H. F. No. 1844, A bill for an act relating to courts; prescribing 
when a referee's orders become effective; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1986, section 484.70, subdivision 7. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Vellenga moved that the House refuse to concur in the Senate 
amendments to H. F. No. 1844, that the Speaker appoint a Confer
ence Committee of 3 members of the House, and that the House 
requests that a like committee be appointed by the Senate to confer 
on the disagreeing votes of the two houses. The motion preyailed. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate refuses to concur in the House 
amendments to Senate File No. 2009: 

S. F. No. 2009, A bill for an act relating to family law; modifying 
and clarifying provisions for the collection and enforcement of c\lild 
support; providing for cost-of-living adjustments in spousal mainte
nance awards; providing for grandparent visitation rights in, all 
family law proceedings; providing for reopening of judgments; pro
viding for custody rights; clarifying and Dlodifying provisions relat
ing to pension plan rights in marriage dissolutions; amending 
MinnesotaStatutes 1986, sections 69.62; 256.978; 257.022, subdivi
sion 2; 270A.03, subdivision 4; 383B.51; 423A.16; 424A.02, subdivi-
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sion 6; 490.126, by adding a subdivision; 518.145; 518.156, 
subdivision 1; 518.17, subdivision 3; 518.171, by adding a subdivi
sion; 518.175, by adding a subdivision; 518.551, by adding a subdi
vision; 518.552, by adding a subdivision; 518.54, by adding a 
subdivision; 518.611, subdivision 10; 518.64, subdivision 2; and 
518.641; Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 356.80; 
518.54, subdivision 10; 518.58, subdivision 2; 518.581, subdivision 4; 
and 518.611, subdivision 2. 

The Senate respectfully requests that a Conference Committee be 
appointed thereon. The Senate has appointed as such committee: 

Mses. BergJin, Reichgott and Mr. Knaak. 

Said Senate File is herewith transmitted to the House with the 
request that the House appoint a like committee. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Vellenga moved that the House accede to the request of the Senate 
and that the Speaker appoint a Conference Committee of3 members 
of the House to meet with a like committee appointed by the Senate 
on the disagreeing votes of the two houses on S. F. No. 2009. The 
motion prevailed. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate refuses to concur in the House 
amendments to Senate File No. 2226: 

S. F. No. 2226, A bill for an act relating to state government; 
amending certain provisions governing advisory councils, commit
tees, and task forces; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 
3.922, subdivision 3; 3.9225, subdivision 1; 3.9226, subdivision 1; 
6.65; 15.059, subdivision 5; 79.51, subdivision 4; 84B.11, subdivision 
1; 85A.02, subdivision 4; 1l5.54; 1l6C.59, subdivisions 1, 2, and 4; 
116C.839; 121.83; 124.48, subdivision 3; 126.56, subdivision 5; 
128A.03, subdivision 3; 135A.05; 136A.02, subdivision 7; 138.97, 
subdivision 3; 162.02, subdivision 2; 162.09, subdivision 2; 174.031, 
subdivision 2; 175.008; 182.653, subdivision 4e; 214.141; 248.10, 
subdivision 2; 254A.035, subdivision 2; 256C.28, subdivision 2; 
299F.097; 611A.34, subdivision 1; 611A.71, by adding a subdivision; 
Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 15.059, subdivision 
6; 16B.20, subdivision 2; 43A.316, subdivision 4; 115A.12, subdivi
sion 1; 1l6J.971, by adding a subdivision; 120.17, subdivision 11a; 
12l.934, subdivision 1; 123.935, subdivision 7; 126.665; 129C.10, 
subdivision 3; 136A.02, subdivision 6; 144.672, subdivision 1; 
175.007, subdivision 1; 245.697, subdivision 1.; 245.97, subdivision 6; 
246.56, subdivision 2; 256.482, subdivision 1; 256.73, subdivision 7; 
256B.064, subdivision 1a; 256B.27, subdivision 3; 256B.433, subdi-
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VISIOns 1 and 4; 299A.23, subdivision 2; 299J.06, subdivision 4; 
repealing Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 116J.04; 160.80, sub
division 6; 177.28, subdivision 2;326.66; Minnesota Statutes 1987 
Supplement, section 115A.12, subdivision 2. 

The Senate respectfully requests that a Conference Committee be 
appointed thereon. The Senate has appointed as such committee: . 

Messrs. Pogemiller, Freeman and Frederickson, D. R. 

Said Senate File is herewith transmitted to the House with the 
request that the House appoint a like committee. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary ofthe Senate 

Knuth moved that the House accede to the request of the Senate 
and that the Speaker appoint a Conference Committee of3 members 
of the House to meet with a like committee appointed by the Senate 
on the disagreeing votes of the two houses on S. F. No. 2226. The 
motion prevailed. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate refuses to concur in the House 
amendments to Senate File No. 2003: 

S. F. No. 2003, A bill for an act relating to state government; 
providing for salary ranges for certain state employees; clarifying 
requirements for submitting certain salaries for legislative ap
proval; requiring certain reports; regulating emergency civil service 
appointments; clarifying limits on certain salaries; authorizing the 
governor to change the salaries of newly appointed agency heads; 
regulating affirmative action; regulating separation from certain 
bargaining units; regulating health and other fringe benefit cover
ages; providing duties for the commissioner _of employee relations; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 43A.04, subdivision 7; 
43A.15, subdivisions 2 and 11; 43A.17, subdivisions 1 and 9; 43A.18, 
subdivision 5; 43A.19, subdivision 1; 43A.23, subdivisions 1 and 3; 
43A.27, subdivision 3, and by adding a subdivision; 175.101, by 
adding a subdivision; and 179A.1O, subdivision 3; Minnesota Stat
utes 1987 Supplement, sections 15A.081, subdivisions 1 and 7b; 
15A.083, subdivision 7; 43A.08, subdivision 1a; 43A.191, subdivi
sion 3; 43A.316, subdivisions 2, 4, 8, and by adding a subdivision; 
43A.421; 44A.02, subdivision 1; 79.34, subdivision 1; 176.611, 
subdivisions 2 and 3a; and 214.04, subdivision 3. 

The Senate respectfully requests that a Conference Committee be 
appointed thereon. The Senate has appointed as such committee: 
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Messrs. Moe, D. M.; Wegscheid and Ms. Olson. 

Said Senate File is herewith transmitted to the House with the 
request that the House appoint a like committee. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Jefferson moved that the House accede to the request of the Senate 
and that the Speaker appoint a Conference Committee of 3 members 
of the House to meet with a like committee appointed by the Senate 
on the disagreeing votes of the two houses on S. F. No. 2003. The 
motion prevailed. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate refuses to concur in the House 
amendments to Senate File No. 1686: 

S. F. No. 1686, A bill for an act relating to agriculture; prescribing 
procedure for delivery of dry edible beans from a grain warehouse; 
requiring the grade of dry edible beans on warehouse receipts; 
prescribing a redelivery charge; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, 
sections 223.16, subdivision 4; 232.21, subdivision 7; and 232.23, by 
adding a subdivision. 

The Senate respectfully requests that a Conference Committee be 
appointed thereon. The Senate has appointed as such committee: 

Messrs. Frederickson, D. J.; Berg and Frederickson, D. R. 

Said Senate File is herewith transmitted to the House with the 
request that the House appoint a like committee. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Brown moved that the House accede to the request of the Senate 
and that the Speaker appoint a Conference Committee of3 members 
of the House to meet with a like committee appointed by the Senate 
on the disagreeing votes of the two houses on S. F. No. 1686. The 
motion prevailed. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate refuses to concur in the House 
amendments to Senate File No. 2569: 

S. F. No. 2569, A bill for an act relating to education; appropriat
ing money to the higher education coordinating board, regents of the 
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University of Minnesota, state university "board, state board for 
community colleges, and state board of vocational technical educa
tion, with certain conditions; authorizing bonding for capital im
provements; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 3.971, 
subdivision 1; 92.05; 136.31, by adding a subdivision; and 136.41, by 
adding subdivisions; 248.07, subdivisions 7 and 12; Minnesota 
Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 248.07, subdivision 8; Laws 
1983, chapter 334, section 7, as amended; and Laws 1987, chapter 
401, section 2, subdivision 6; proposing coding for new law in 
Minnesota Statutes, chapters 135A and 137; repealing Minnesota 
Statutes 1986, sections 136.26; and 136C.13, subdivision 3. 

The Senate respectfully requests that a Conference Committee be 
appointed thereon. The Senate has appointed as such committee: 

Messrs. Waldorf, Dicklich, Mrs. Brataas, Messrs. Dahl and Taylor. 

Said Senate File is herewith transmitted to the House with the 
request that the House appoint a like committee. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Anderson, G., moved that the House accede to the request of the 
Senate and that the Speaker appoint a Conference Committee of 5 
members of the House to meet with a like committee appointed by 
the Senate on the disagreeing votes of the two houses on S. F. No. 
2569. The motion prevailed. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted 
the report of the Conference Committee on: 

S. F. No. 1622. 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the recom
mendation and report of the Conference Committee. Said Senate 
File is herewith transmitted to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON S" F. NO. 1622 

A bill for an act relating to agriculture; clarifying which debtors 
are eligible for mediation; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, 
section 583.24, subdivision 2; Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, 
section 583.26, subdivision 5. 
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The Honorable Jerome M. Hughes 
President of the Senate 

The Honorable Robert Vanasek 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

10645 

March 29, 1988 

We, the undersigned conferees for S. F. No. 1622, report that we 
have agreed upon the .items in dispute and recommend as follows: 

That the Senate concur in the House amendment and that S. F. 
No. 1622 be further amended as follows: 

Delete everything after the" enacting clause and insert: 

"Section 1. [PURPOSE.] " 

The purpose of this act is to clarify the meaning of Minnesota 
StatUtes, section 583.24,siibillvlsloi12 ,paragraph (bT, which pro
vides that a debtor who owns and leases less than 60 acres is 
IileligiOIeIOr rlledlation if that debtor has less tharl$2O,OOO in gross 
sales of agricultural proaucts the prececIlng year. It ~ and has been 
the intent of the legislature that -'" debtor who owns and leases 60 
acres or ~ is elIgible for mediation regardless of the amount of 
gross income from agricultural products. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 583.24, subdivision 2, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [DEBTORS.] (a) Except as provided in paragraph (b) the 
farmer-lender mediation act applies to a debtor who is: 

(1) a person operating a family farm as defined in section 500.24, 
subdivision 2; 

(2) a family farm corporation as defined in section 500.24, subdi
vision 2; or 

(3) an authorized farm corporation as defined in section 500.24, 
subdivision 2. 

(b) The farmer-lender mediation act does not apply to a debtor 
who owns and leases less than 60 acres with if the debtor has less 
than $20,000 in gross sales of agricultural prodUcts the preceding 
year. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 583.26, 
subdivision 5, is amended to read: 
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Subd. 5. [EFFECT OF MEDIATION PROCEEDING NOTICE.] (a) 
Except as provided in paragraphs (b), (c), and (d), if a creditor 
receives a mediation proceeding notice under subdivision 4 the 
creditor and the creditor's successors in interest may not begin or 
continue proceedings to enforce a debt subject to the farmer-lender 
mediation act against agricultural property of the debtor under 
chapter 580 or 581 or sections 336.9-501 to 336.9-508, to terminate 
a contract for deed to purchase agricultural property under section 
.559.21, or to garnish, levy on, execute on, seize, or attach agricul
tural property until 90 days after the date the debtor files a 
mediation request with the director. 

(b) Except as provided in paragraph (c), if a creditor is an agency 
of the United States and receives a mediation proceeding notice 
under subdivision 4, the creditor and the creditor's successors in 
interest may not begin or continue proceedings to enforce a debt 
against agricultural property of the debtor under chapter 580 or 581 
. or sections 336.9-501 to 336.9-508, to terminate a contract for deed 
to purchase agricultural property under section 559.21, or to gar
nish, levy on, execute on, seize, or attach agricultural property until 
!8() 90 days after the date the debtor files a mediation request with 
the rurector. . 

(c) Notwithstanding paragraphs (a) and (b) or subdivision 1, a 
creditor receiving a mediation proceeding notice may begin proceed
ings to enforce a debt against agricultural property of the debtor: 

(1) at the time the creditor receives a mediator's affidavit of the 
debtor's lack of good faith under section 583.27; or 

(2) five days after the date the debtor and creditor sign an 
agreement allowing the creditor to proceed to enforce the debt 
against agricultural property if the debtor has not rescinded the 
agreement within the five days. 

(d) A creditor receiving a mediation proceeding notice must 
provide the debtor by the initial mediation meeting with copies of 
notes and contracts for debts subject to the farmer-lender mediation 
act and provide a statement of interest rates on the debts, delinquent 
payments, unpaid principal balance, a list of all collateral securing 
debts, a creditor's estimate of th~ value of the collateral, and debt 
restructuring programs available by the creditor. 

(e) The provisions of this subdivision are subject to section 583.27, 
relating to extension or reduction in the period before a creditor may 
begin to enforce a debt and court-supervised mediation. 

Sec. 4. [EFFECTIVE DATE.J 

Sections 1 to .:! are effective the day after final enactment." 
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Delete the title and insert: 

"A bill for an act relating to agriculture; clarifying which debtors 
are eligible for mediation; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, 
section 583.24, subdivision 2; Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, 
section 583.26, subdivision 5." 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 

Senate Conferees: LERoy A. STUMPF, KEITH LANGSETH AND JOHN 
BERNHAGEN. 

House Conferees: WALLY A. SPARBY, ANDY STEENSMA AND STEVE 
WENZEL. 

Sparby moved that the report of the Conference Committee on 
S. F. No. 1622 be adopted and that the bill be repassed as amended 
by the Conference Committee. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 1622, A bill for an act relating to agriculture; clarifying 
which debtors are eligible for mediation; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1986, section 583.24, subdivision 2; Minnesota Statutes 
1987 Supplement, section 583.26, subdivision 5. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by Conference, 
and placed upon its Tepassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. There were 131 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Danner 

Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 

Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 
Larsen 
Lasley 
Lieder 
Long 
Marsh 

McDonald Olson, K. 
McEachern Omann 
McKasy Onnen 
McLaughlin Orenstein 
McPherson Osthoff 
Milbert Otis 
Miller Ozment 
Mione Pappas 
Morrison Pauly 
Munger Pelowski 
Murphy Peterson 
Nelson, C. Poppenhagen 
Nelson, D. Price 
Nelson, K. Quinn 
Neuenschwander QUist 
O'Connor Redalen 
Ogren Reding 
Olsen, S. Rest 
Olson, E. Rice 
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Richter 
Riveness 
Rodosovich 
Rose 
Rukavina 
Sarna 
Schafer 
Scheid 

Schreiber 
Seaberg 
Segal 
Shaver 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
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Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
'fjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 

Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento -
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius· 
Waltman 
\\\'lle 

[80th Day 

Werizel 
Winter 
Wynia· 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was. repassed, as amended by Conference, and its title 
agreed to. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following 
Senate Files, herewith transmitted: 

S. F. Nos. 2107, 1815, 1937 and 1783. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of theSenate 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following 
Senate Files, herewith transmitted: 

S. F. Nos. 1799, 1672 and 1706. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

FIRST READING OF SENATE BILLS 

S. F. No. 2107, A bill for an act relating to crimes; expanding 
aggravated robbery and burglary in the first degree to include 
crimes committed with an article that appears to be a. dangerous 
weapon; creating a felony offense of terrorizing with a replica 
firearm; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 609.245; 
609.582; and 609.713, by adding a subdivision. 

The bill was read for the first time. 

Carruthers moved that S. F. No. 2107 and H: F. No. 2206, now on 
General. Orders, be referred to the Chief Clerk for comparison. The 
motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 1815, A bill for an act relating to ,mimals; prohibiting 
transportation of certain animals in open vehicles; prohibiting 
leaving animals unattended in motor vehicles in an unsafe or 
dangerous manner and authorizing their removal by peace officers 
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and fire and rescue officials; providing penalties; proposing coding 
for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 346. 

The bill was read for the first time. 

Kelly moved that S. F. No. 1815 and H. F. No. 1880, now on 
General Orders, be referred to the Chief Clerk for comparison. The 
motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 1937, A bill for an act relating to crimes; providing for 
seizure and forfeiture of property used in commission of crime, 
proceeds of crime, and contraband; creating a presumption that 
money, precious metals, and jewels found near controlled substances, 
and vehicles containing controlled snbstances, are subject to forfei
ture; providing for administrative forfeiture of such property with 
opportunity for judicial determination; providing for summary for
feiture of contraband, certain controlled substances, weapons follow
ing a conviction, and certain plants; providing for forfeiture by 
judicial action of property and proceeds associated with controlled 
substance violations and designated offenses; eliminating the re
quirement that forfeiture actions be dismissed if no associated 
conviction results; providing that a conviction creates the presump
tion that after-acquired property constitutes forfeitable proceeds of 
the offense; eliminating the defense of an· owner who negligently 
allowed the unlawful use of the owner's property; providing that the 
right to forfeitable property passes to law enforcement agencies 
upon commission of nnlawful act; allowing seizure without process 
incident to a lawful search ~ithout a warrant and in other circum
stances; allocating the proceeds of forfeitures to law enforcement 
agencies and county attorneys; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, 
sections 152.205; 152.21, subdivision 6; and 609.531, subdivisions 4, 
5, and by adding subdivisions; Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supple
ment, section 609.531, subdivision 1; proposing coding for new law 
in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 609; repealing Minnesota Statutes 
1986, sections 152.19; and 609.531, subdivisions 2, 3, and 6. 

The bill was read for the first time. 

Jefferson moved that S. F. No. 1937 and H. F. No. 2193, now on 
General Orders, be referred to the Chief Clerk for comparison. The 
motion prevailed.· . ... 

S. F. No. 1783, A bill· for an act relating to motor vehicles; 
requiring mandatory annual inspection of motor vehicle emission 
control equipment on vehicles registered in the metropolitan area; 
prescribing powers and duties of the pollution control agency and 
the department ofpubJic safety; imposing fees for inspection; pre
scribing penalties; appropriating money; proposing coding for new 
law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 116. 
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The bill was read for the first time. 

Nelson, D., moved that S. F. No. 1783 and H.F. No. 1803, now on 
General Orders, be referred to the Chief Clerk for comparison. The 
motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 1799, A bill for an act relating to taxation; exempting the 
University of Minnesota and state universities and colleges from the 
sales and use tax; amending Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, 
section 297 A.25, subdivision 11. 

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee· 
on Taxes. 

S. F. No. 1672, A bill for an act relating to housing; repealing the 
expiration date of housing and redevelopment authorities' power to 
provide interest reduction assistance; repealing Minnesota Statutes 
1987 Supplement, section 469.012, subdivision 10. 

The bill was read for the first time. 

Gruenes moved that S. F. No. 1672 and H. F. No. 2159, now on 
General Orders, be referred to the Chief Clerk fQr comparison. The 
motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 1706, A bill for an act relating to taxation; property; 
allowing transfers of land to governmental subdivisions. or the state 
or federal government without payment of tax on the entire parcel; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 272.121. 

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee 
on Taxes. 

REPORT FROM THE COMMITTEE ON RULES AND 
LEGISLATIVE ADMINISTRATION 

Wynia, from the Committee on Rules and Legislative Administra
tion, pursuant to House Rule No. 1.9, designated the following bills 
as Special Orders to be acted upon immediately following Special 
Orders pending for today, Tuesday, April 5, 1988: 

S. F. No. 2097; H. F. No. 2138;8. F. No. 1885; H. F. Nos. 2067 and 
1000; S.F. Nos. 1587,2191,1727,2395 and 1955; H. F. No. 1780;8. F. 
Nos. 1821, 1867 and 1940; H. F. No .. 2104; S. F. Nos. 2525, 2122, 2096 
and 2214; H. F. Nos. 2485, 2526 and 2642; S. F. Nos. 1661, 1742 and 
1695; H. F. No. 2360; S. F. Nos. 2243, 1328 and 1879; H. F. No. 2407; 
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S. F. Nos. 1834, 1582, 1871, 1620, 2102, 335, 2017, 2150 and 2323; 
H. F. Nos. 2130, 2520 and 2561; S. F. No. 2255; H. F. Nos. 2291, 1803 
and 2098; and S. F. No. 2119. 

The following Conference Committee Reports were received: 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON H. F. NO. 85 

A bill for an act relating to consumer protection; requiring certain 
disclosures in sales of used motor vehicles; regulating new and used 
motor vehicle licenses; providing certain standards in applications 
for certificates of title; requiring certain disclosures upon the trans
fer of a motor vehicle; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 
168.27, subdivisions 1, 2, 3, 4, 8, lO, 12, and 24; 169.57, by adding a 
subdivision; 325E.0951, by adding a subdivision; 325G.18; and 
336.2-316; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, 
chapters 168 and 168A. 

The Honorable Robert Vanasek 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Honorable Jerome M. Hughes 
President of the Senate 

March 28, 1988 

We, the undersigned conferees for H. F. No. 85, report that we have 
agreed upon the items in dispute and recommend as follows: 

That the Senate recede from its amendments and that H. F. No. 85 
be further amended as follows: 

Delete everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 168.27, subdivision 
1, is amended to read: 

.Subdivision 1. [DEFINITIONS.] For the purposes of this section, 
the following terms have the meanings given them: 

(1) "Leasing motor vehicles" means furnishing a'"niotor vehiCle for 
a fee under a bailor-bailee relationship where no incidences of 
ownership are intended to be transferred other than the right to use 
the vehicle for a stated period of time. 

(2) "Brokering motor vehicles" means arranging sales between 
. willing buyers and sellers of motor vehicles and receiving a fee for 
said service. 
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(3) "Wholesaling motor vehicles" means selling new (lr used motor 
vehicles to dealers for resale to the public. 

(4) "Auctioning motor vehicles" means arranging for and handling 
the sale of motor vehicles, not the property of the auctioneer, to the 
highest bidder. 

(5) "Dealer" includes new motor vehicle dealers, used motor 
vehicle dealers, bFekeFs, wholesalers, auctioneers and lessors of new 
or used motor vehicles. 

(6) "Commercial building" means a permanent, enclosed building 
that ifI on "- permanent foundation and connected to local sewer and 
water facilities or otherwise complying ,,:ith local sa:t!::J' codes, is 
adapted to commercIal 'ise and ~ .... area feF eem
meFeial "" etheF less restFietive HeHFesiaeHtial ase by the gave .... 
mefital mHt ffi wIrieh it isleeatea, and conforms to local government 
zoning requirements. "Commerclalbuilding" may include Jtrip 
office malls or garages if a separate entrance and a separate ad ress 
are maintained and the dealership is clearly ideiitified as a separate 
IiUsiness. 

(7) "Commercial office (tace" means office space occupying all or 
part of "- commercial buil ing. 

(8) "Horse trailer" is a trailer designed and used to carry horses 
ana other livestock, which has not more than three axles and a 
maximum gross weight capacity of not more than 24,000 pounds. 

(9) "Isolated or occasional sales or leases" IIleans the sale or lease 
of not more than five motor vehICles in a 12-month penoa,exClilslVe" 
of pioneer or classic motor vehicles as defined in section 168.10, 
subdivisions la and Ib or saleS ~ a licensed auctioneer selling 
motor vehicles at an aUctloillf, in-the ordinary course of the 
auctioneer's business, the sale olmotor vehicles is incidental to the 
sale of other real or personal property. - -

(10) "Used motor vehicle" means a motor vehicle 'for which title 
has beentranSferred from the persall' who first acquirea it from the 
manlifilcturer, distributor, or dealer. A new motor vehicle will not 
be considered a"used motor vehicle unffi it has been plab'd in actual 
operation and not held for resale ~ an owner who has ~ granted 
"- certificate of title on the motor vehicle and has registered the 
motor vehicle in accordance with chapters 168, 168A, and 297B, or 
the laws of the residence of the owner. . ----- ----

(11) "New motor vehicle" 
descnbed in paragraph (10). 

means a motor vehicle other than 
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Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 168.27, subdivision 2, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [NEW MOTOR VEHICLE DEALER.] (a) No person shall 
engage in the business of selling 6f' " ... "agiag tile sale efnew motor 
vehicles or shall offer to sell, solicit, " ... "age or advertise the sale of 
new motor vehicles without first acquiring a new motor vehicle 
dealer license. A new motor vehicle dealer licensee shall be entitled 
thereunder to sell, broker, wholesale or auction and to solicit and 
advertise the sale, broker, wholesale or auction of new motor 
vehicles .covered by the franchise and any used motor vehicles or to 
lease and to solicit and advertise the lease of new motor vehicles and 
any used motor vehicles and such sales or leases may be either for 
consumer use at retail or for resale to a dealer. Nothing herein shall 
be construed to require an applicant for a dealer license who 
proposes to deal in: (1) new and unused motor vehicle bodies; or (2) 
type A, B, or C motor homes as defined in section 168.011, subdivi
sion 25, to have a bona fide contract or franchise in effect with either 
the first-stage manufacturer of the motor home or the manufacturer 
or distributor of any motor vehicle chassis upon which the new and 
unused motor vehicle body is mounted. The modification or conver
sion of a new van-type vehicle into a multipurpose passenger vehicle 
which is not a motor home does not constitute dealing in new or 
unused motor vehicle bodies, and a person engaged in the business 
of selling these van-type vehicles must have a bona fide contract or 
franchise with the appropriate manufacturer under subdivision 10. 
A van converter or modifier who owns these modified or. converted 
van-type vehicles may sell them at wholesale to new motor vehicle 
dealers having a bonafide contract or franchise with the first-stage 
manufacturer of the vehicles. 

(b) The requirements pertaining to franchises do not apply to 
persons who remodel or convert motor vehicles for medical purposes. 
For purposes of this subdivision, "medical purpose" means certifica
tion by a licensed physician that remodeling or conversion of a motor 
vehicle is necessary to enable a handicapped person to use the 
vehicle. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 168.27, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: . 

Subd. 5a. [CONSIGNMENT SALES.] No person may solicit, 
aC'lept, offer for sale, or sell motor vehicles for consignment sale 
un ess llc8Dsed as· a new or usea motor ve!llCle dealer, a motor 
VehIcle wholesaler, or ~ motor VeJlic:reauctioneer. This requIrement 
does not ~ to ~ licensed auctioneer selling motor vehicles at an 
auction if, in the ordinary course of the auctioneer's business, the 
sale of motor vehicles is illClOeiifiil to the sale of other real or 
peri;onarproj?erty. - - -- - -- -" -' -
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Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 168.27, subdivision 8, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 8. [EXEMPTIONS.] (1) Salespeople and other employees of 
licensed dealers under this section shall not be required to obtain 
individual licenses. 

(2) Isolated or occasional sales or leases of new or used motor 
vehicles shall be exempt from the provisions ofthis section. !! pers'an 
who makes on~ isolated or occasional sales or leases is not conSI -
ered to be in t e business of ielli'ig or leasing motor vemcles and 
does not guaIiiY10 receive dea er pates pursuant to subdivision 16. 

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 168.27, subdivision 10, is . 
amended to read: 

Subd. 10. [ESTABLISHED PLACE OF DOING BUSINESS.] All 
licensees under this sectIOn shall have an established place of 
business which shall include as a minimum,: 

(1) For a new motor vehicle dealer, the following: 

(a) a IleRfl!Uleftt eft.lasell commercial building eft EO Ilel'Ili!ifteftt 
fOllftdetiaft, owned or under lease by the licensee. The lease shaH be 
for a minimum term of one year. The building shall contain office 
space where the books, records and files necessary to conduct the 
business are kept and maintained with personnel available during 
normal business hours. Dealership business hours must be conspic
uously msted on the place of doing business and reacmyviewable!i.Y 
the pub IC; . 

(b) a bona fide contract or franchise (1) in effect with a manufac
turer or distributor of the new motor vehicles the dealer proposes to 
sell, broker, wholesale or auction, or (2) in effect with the first-stage 
manufacturer or distributor of new motor vehicles purchased from a 
van converter or modifier which the dealer proposes to sell, broker, 
wholesale, or auction, or (3) in effect with the final stage manufac
turer of the new type A, B or C motor homes which the dealer 
proposes to sell, broker, wholesale, or auction; 

(c) a facility for the repair and servicing of motor vehicles and the 
storage of parts and accessories, not to exceed ten miles distance 
from the principal place of business. Such service may be provided 
through contract with bona fide operators actuaHy engaged in such 
servicesi.' 

(d) ~ area either indoors or outdoors to displal motor vehicles 
wfilch ~ owned or under lease ~ the licensee; an 
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(e) ~ ~ clearly identif;Iing the dealership ~ name which ~ 
reMily viewable fu the ~. 

(2) For a used motor vehicle dealer! the following: 

(a) a pe_aBent eneleseEi commercial building 61> ft pe_ftnent 
reuadatisa, owned or under lease by the licensee. The lease shall be 
for a minimum term of one year. The building shall contain office 
space fep where the books, records and files necessary to conduct the 
business are kept and maintained with personnel available during 
normal business hours or automatic telephone answering service 
during normal , .... at'king business hours. Dealership business hours 
must be cons\)icuously po~~ on the place of doing business and 
rearuly VIewa Ie fu the pu IC; 

(b) an area either indoors or outdoors to display motor vehicles 
whIch is owned or under lease ~ the licensee; and 

(c) a ~ clearly identiI;;ing the dealership ~ ~ which is 
reMily vIewable Q.Y. the pub IC. 

(3) For a motor vehicle lessor, the following: a commercial office 
space where the books, records and files necessary to conduct the 
business are kept and maintained with personnel available during 
normal business hours or an automatic telephone answering service 
during normal business hours. Business hours must be cons¥.icu-
0gsly p~sted on the place of doing husiness and reacnry VIewalle .fu: 
~ pu hc. The offiCe space

b 
must he owned or under lease for ~ 

minimum term of one year ~ the licensee. 

(4) F6f' ft met.... '1ehiele epskep, the fallswing: ft eSlRlRepeial eftiee 
apaee wi>ere the Beeks; peesFEIs &REI HIes aeeessary te esaEluet the 
eU"",e"" &Fe keJ>t &REI1R";RtaHoed with peFSsnael availaBle during 
B8Fffial Bu:siaess fteaFs 6f! aft 8atematie telepheae 8RS\VepiBg seFti9.ee 
Eluping aB_ad ell8iResS fteuFs. 

W For a motor vehicle wholesaler, the following: a commercial 
office space where the books, records and files necessary to conduct 
the business are kept and maintained with personnel available 
during normal business hours or an automatic telephone answering 
service during normal business ~ours. The office space must be 
l.wned or under lease for ~ mimmum term of one year ~ the 
lcensee. . 

fat (5) For a motor vehicle auctioneer, the following: a permanent 
enclosea commercial building, within or without the state, on a 
permanent foundation, owned or under lease by the licensee. The 
lease shall be for a minimum term of one year. The building shall 
contain office space where the books, records and files necessary to 
conduct the business are kept and maintained with personnel 
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available during normal bl,lsiness hOl,lrs or an al,ltomatic telephone 
answering service dl,lring normal business hOl,lrs. 

m (6) If a new or l,lsed motor vehicle dealer maintains more than 
one plaCe of doing bl,lsiness in a col,lnty, the separate places shall be 
listed. on the application. If additional places of bl,lsiness are main
tained ol,ltside of one cOl,lnty, separate licenses shall be obtainedfor 
each COl,lnty. 

00 (7) If a motor vehicle lessor, Iwekei' wholesaler, or al,lctioneer 
maintains more than one permanent place of doing bl,lsiness, either 
in one or more counties, the separate places shall be listed in the 
application, but only one license shall be required. If a lessor 
proposes to sell previously leased orrented vehicles at-~ TocatWll 
outside the seven-county metropolitan area, as define<! in section 
473.121, subdivision 2, other than cities of the first or second class, 
the lessor must obtain ~ license for each non:IDefroj:){iIiliiii area 
county in which sales are to take plaCe. 

(S) If a motor vehicle dealer, lessor,. or wholesaler does not have 
directaccess to ~ public road or street, any privately owned roadWay 
prOvl(Iing access to ~ puhl!d road or street must be clearly identified 
and adequatelY maintain. .. • .>. 

Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 168.27,subdivision 11, is 
amended to read: . 

Subd. 11. [LICENSES.] Application for license or notification of ~ 
change of location of ~ license must include ~ streetcaddress, not ~ 
~ office box, and ~ subject to the registrar's ap~roval. Upon the 
filing of an application for a license and the properee, the registrar 
is authorized, unless the application on its face appears to be invalid, 
to grant a90-day temporary license and during said 90-day period 
shall investigate the fitness of the applicant, inspect the site and 
make such other investigation as is necessary to insure COmpliance 
with the licensing law. The registrar may extend the temporary 
license 30 days. At the end of the period of investigation the license 
shall either be granted or denied. The license must be denied if 
within the previous five years the applicant was enjoined due to a 
violation of section 325F.69 or convicted of violating section 
325E.14, 325E.15, 325E.16, or 325F.69, or.convictedunder section 
609.53 of receiving or selling stolen vehicles" or convicted>'ilf violat
ing United States Code, title 15, sections 1981 to 1991, as amended 
through December 31, 1984. If the application i.s approved, the 
registrar shall license the applicant as a motor vehicle dealer for the 
remainder of the calendar· year, and issue a certificate of license 
therefor as the registrar may provide upon which shall be placed a 
distinguishing number of identification of su~h dealer. Each initial 
application for a license shall be accompanied bya fee of $50 in 
addition to the annual fee: The. annual fee shall be $100. All initial 
fees and annual fees shall· be·paid into the state treasury and 

} , 
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credited to the general fund. If the initial application is received by 
the registrar after July 10f any year, the first annual fee shall be 
reduced by one-half. 

Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 168.27, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 12a. [GROUNDS FOR CANCELLATION . WITHOUT 
HEARING.] ~ license may be canceled !>.Y the registrar upon 
satisfactory proof that the dealer has failed to provide or maintain 
the reqUIred surety bona,or that the dealer has failed to provide or 
maintain the insurance requIre.r under chapter 65B. Surety compa
nies and insurers providing required coverages shaU promptly 
notify the registrar upon canceling any surety bond or required 
insurance. The re istrar shall notify the dealer Otthe reason or 
reasons for cancellation efore the canceITatwilOccurS:- --- -

Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 168.27, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 26. [ADVERTISING DISCLOSURE.) All advertising by ."0 
motor verucle dealer must disclose that the vehlCle is being offered 
for sale !>.Y ."0 dealer thrOUgh use of the dealershIp name, the term 
"dearer", or tnea:DOreviation "DLE.'r-

Sec. 9. [168A.085) [APPLICATIONS FOR TITLE, CERTAIN 
CASES.] 

Subdivision 1: [LIMITATIONS.] No application for certificate of 
title or regIstration lay be issueo for ."0 vehIcle that was not 
manulactured in comp iance with applicable federal emission stan
dards in force at the time of manufacture as provided !>.Y the Clean 
Air Act, Uniteastates Code, title 42, sections 7401 through 7642, 
and regulations adopteTuant thereto, and safety standards as 
provided !>.Y the Nationa Traffic and Motor afety Act, United 
States Code, title 15, sections 1381 throUg'hl431, and regulations 
adopted pursuant thereto, unless the. agplicant furnishes either 
p;;oo&satisfactory to the ager:~ that t'heve icle was not brought into 
~ mted StatesTrom outSI e the country or all of the followmg: 

(1) ."0 bond release letter with all attachments, issued !>.Y the 
United States De~artm~Trallsportation acknowledging receipt 
of ."0 statement Q.. compliance submitted !>.Y the importer of the 
vehicle and that the statement meets the safety requirements' as 
provided fu: Code OFFederal Regulations, title 19, section 12.80(e); 

(2)."0 bond release letter, with all attachments, issued !>.Y the 
United States EnvironmentarProtection Agency stating that the 
vehicle hiiSbeen tested and known to be in conformity witllfeaeral 
emission reguUeiiieii'iS; and--- - - -
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(3) !,!receipt or certificate issued~ the United States Depa.rtment 
oftlie Treasu'1 shOwi* that ~ ~as-~zler taxes due on the 
velllcTe as provIded fu:bli~ Law NUmer95-6f8,titie 2, sectIOn 
201(a), nave been fully paid. 

Subd. 2. [ACCOMPANYING DOCUMENTS.I The application for 
certIliCate of title and the. ap~lication for regjstration must De 
accompanieQ~! manufacturers certificate of ,rIgin in the"Ellglisn 
lanfelage whim ~ issued fu: the actual vehic e manufacturer and 
eit er: 

(1) the original documents constituting valid proof of ownershi1hin 
the country in which the vehICle. was OrigIlUiITfi purcnased, toget er 
with !'! tranSlation oTThe documents into t e English language 
Vei'ITied as to accuracy Oi"tlie translatiollfu: affidavit of the trans
lator; or 

(2) with regard to ! vehicle im1l1rted from a country that cancels 
the vehlcTe regIstration and tItle or export, a bond as required ~ 
section 168A.07, subdiviSiOn 1. clause (2). - -- -

Se~. 10. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 297B.031, 
is amended to read: 

297B.031 [REFUND OF TAX; MANDATORY REFUND OR RE
PLACEMENT LAWS.) 

If a manufacturer of motor vehicles is required by a court order 
under section 325F.665 or a decision of an informal dispute settle
ment mechanism as defined in section 325F.665, or a dealer or lessor 
of motor. vehicles is requited ~ section 12, to pay tlie consumer the 
tax imposed by this chapter, a portIOn oIthe tax so paid shall must 
be refunded to the manufacturer, dealer, or lessor. The amount of 
the refund sftaIll!e is the tax paid by the purChaser less an amount 
equal to the tax paw multiplied by a fraction, the denominator of 
which is the purchase price of the vehicle and the numerator of 
which is the allowance deducted from the refund for the consumer's 
use of the vehicle. The refund sftaIl must be paid to the manufac
turer, dealer, or lessor only upon filing of a written application, in a 
form and prov1iling information as prescribed by the commissioner. 
Payment of a refund pursuant to this section sftaIl must be made out 
of the general and highway USer funds in the same proportion 
provided for deposit of tax proceeds for the fiscal year pursuant to 
section 297B.09, subdivision 1. The amounts necessary to pay the 
refunds are appropriated out of the respective funds. 

Sec. 11. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 325E.0951, is amended 
by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 3a. [DISCLOSURE.) No person may transfer !'! motor 
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vehicle without certifyinr. in writing to the transferee that to the 
best of the person's knoweUge, the pOllUtlOll control systei'ii;-incliiir 
~ tEe restricted gasoline pIpe-;Ilas not been removed, altered, or 
rendered moperative. The registrar of motor vehicles shaIl prescrioo 
the manner and form in which this wriUendisclosure must be made. 
No transferor ~y knowmgry SVb' !! false statement to !! tranSIeree 
in making a dISC osure reqUIr ~ this subdivIsion. 

Sec. 12. [325F.662) [SALE OF USED MOTOR VEHICLES.) 

Subdivision 1. [DEFlNITIONS.) For the purposes of this section, 
the follOwing terms have the meanmgs-:given to them.--

(a) "Consumer" means the purchaser, other than for purposes of 
reBale, of!! used motor vefficle used primarily for personal, family, 
ornouseholdjiUrposes. 

(b) "Dealer" means a motor vehicle dealer or lessor, as defined in 
seCITon168.27;siiOiIlVls1OiiS1. ~ and 4, wheu:ierllcensed or unli
censed, or the dealer's or lessor's agert, who is engaged in the 
business of 'SeIling or arranging the sa e of used motor vehicles in 
this sta¥,i exc'bpt that, the ~ (loes not incliide'a bank or financial 
institutIOn! a usiness'SeIlmg !!used motor vehiCle to an employee 
of that busmess, a lessor selhng a leased used .motor vehicle to that 
vehlCfe's lessee or!! fanBy memlier or emplOyee of the lessee, or !! 
licensed auctioneer sil ing motor velllcies at an auction if, in the 
ordmary course of t e .auctioneer's busmess, the sale of motor 
vehicles iSlliCid'eDtaflO the sale of other real or persOllal property. 

(c) "Motor vehicle" means !! I?assenger automobile, as defined in 
section 168.011, subdivision 7, mcluding pickup trucks and vans. 

(d) "Used motor vehicle" means any motor vehicle which has been 
driven more than the lim1te.fUse necessary in moving or road 
teSfulg !! new motoiVehide prIor to delivery to !! consumer-:- --

(e) "Express warranty" means !! dealer's written statement, as 
defined in section 325G.17 tSiiOdlvision 5, provided to a consumer in 
connection with the sale 0 ~ !! used motor vehicle. 

(D "Buyer's Guide" means the window form required !!,y the 
Feaeral trade CommiSSIon's "Used Motor Veh1cle Trade RegulatlOii 
Rule," Code of Federal ReguIatloils, title !£" section 455.2. 

Subd. 2. [WRITTEN WARRANTY REQUIRED.) (a) Every used 
motor vehicle sold !!,y !! dealer is covered !!,y an express warranty 
which the dealer shall prOVIaeto the consumer. At!! minimum, the 
express warranty applies for the IoIIowing terms: 
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warranty must remain in effect for at least 6.0 days or 2,5.0.0 miles, 
whIchever comes first; -- - - --~ - --. --

(2) if the used motor vehicle has 36,.0.0.0 miles or more, but less 
than 15,OOOOOil<;S, the warranty mustreiiUi:inm efleCt for at least 3.0 
days or bL mIles, whichever comes first. 

(b) The ex ress warranty must reguire the dealer, in the event of 
!! malfunction, efeCt or fiiITiiTe m a covered part, to repair or 
replace the covered ft'{' or at the deafer's election, to accept return 
offue usea motor ve . ic e lFom the consumer and provide a refund to 
The consumer: . 

. (c) For used motor vehicles with less than 36,.0.0.0 miles the 
deruer'Sexpress warranty shaH cover, at iiilnlmliill,The"fo'iFowillg 
earts: . 

(1) with ressect to the engine all lubricated p~rts, intake mani
folds, engine bock, cylInder heaa, rotary engine ousings, and ring 
~ari .. 

(2) with reshct to the transmission, the automatic transmission 
case, ~~a· parts,and ~he tor~ue converter; or, the manual 
transmIssIon case, and the mterna parts; . 

(3) with res~ to the .drive axle, the axle housings and internal 
p~rts, axle sh ,QWe shafts and. dritput shafts, and ·universal 
Jfints; but eXCliHllng the secondary ve axle on vehicles, other 
t an passenger vans, mounted on !! truck chassis; . 

(4) with res~ct to the brakes, the master cylinder, vacuum assist 
booster, whee cyunGers, hydraliTIc.lines and fittings, and disc 
brakes caupers; . '.. .. . .. 

(5) with respect to the steering, the steering l,ear housing and all 
internaTj?arts, power steering pump, valve bo y, piston, and rack; 

(6) the water pump; 

(7) the externally-mounted mech"nicai fuel pump; 

(8) the radiator; 

(9) the alternator, generator, and starter. 

(d) For used motor vehicles with 36,.0.0.0 miles or more, butless 
than 75,.0.0.0 mPil" the dealer's expresswan:anty shall cover, at 
minimUffi,1he 0 owing parts: 
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(1) with respect to the engine, all lubricated parts, intake mani
folds, engine block, cylinder head, rotary engine housings, and ,ring 
gear; 

(2) with respect to the transmission, the automatic transmission 
case, internal parts', and the torque converter; or, the manual 
transmission case, and1llternal parts; 

(3) with respect to the drive axle, the axle housings and internal 
parts, axle shafts, drive shafts and output shafts, and universal 
iffnts; but eXcIU<ITng the secondary drive axle on vehicles, other 
t an passenger vans, mounted on ~ truck chassis; 

(4) with respect to the brakes, the master cylinder, vacuum assist 
booster, wheel cylinders, hydrauilclines and fittings, and disc brake 
calipers; --

(5) with respect to the steering, the steering gear housing and all 
internarparts" power steering pump, valve body, and piston; 

(7) the externally-mounted mechanical fuel pump, 

(e)(1) A dealer's obligations under the express warranty remain in 
effect notwithstanding the fact that the warranty perIod has ex
pired, if' the consumer promptly notified the dealer of the malfunc
tion, defect, or failure in the covered part within the specified 
warranty period

l 
and, within ~ reasonable time after notification, 

brings the vehlc e or arranges with the dealer to have the vehicle 
brought to the dealer for inspection and repair. 

(2) !! ~ dealer does not have ~ repair facility, the dealer shall 
designate where the vehicle must be taken for inspection and repair. 

(3) In the event the malfunction, defect, or failure in the covered, 
part occurs at a location which makes i1; impossible or unreasonable 
to return the vehicle to the selling dealer, the consumer may have 
llie repairs completed elsewhere with the consent of the selling 
d'ealer, which consent may not be unreasonably withheld. 

, (4) Notwithstanding the provisions of this paragraph, a consumer 
may have non-warranty, maintenance and non-warranty repairs 
perfonned other than "x the selling dealer and without the selling 
dealer's consent. 

(0 Nothing in this section diminishes the obligations of a manu
facturer under an express warranty issued "x the manufacturer. 
The express warranties created "x, this section do not require ~ 
dealer to repair or replace a covered part if' the repair or replacement 
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is covered ~ ~ manufacturees new car warranty, or the mannfac
tnrer otherwise agrees to repair or reprace the part. 

~ The expre'!8 warranties cr~ated ~ this section .d? not cover 
defects or rePjIr problems WhICh· resultl'fom collIsIOn abuse, 

. negligence, or ack of adequatemiiintenaiiceToIlowing sale to the 
consumer. . 

(h) The terms of the express warranty, including the duration of 
the warrant?, anot~ars cover\)d,must be fully, accuratea;, ano· 
COnsPICUOUS Y disclOsi ~ the dealer on tlie front of the uyers. 
Guide. . ... . 

Subd. 3. [EXCLUSIONS.] Notwithstanding the provisions of 
sulJdiVlsion ~ ~ ·dealer is not· required to provide an express 
warranty for the fonowrng used motor vehiCfes: -- --

. (1) vehicles sold for ~total cash sale PRCj of less than $.3,000, 
inClUding the trade:rn value ~any ve ic e. traded in fu: the 
consumer, liUt excluding tax, license fees, registratioll fees, ana 
finance charges; 

(2) vehicles with engines. designed to use diesel fuel; . 

(3) vehicles with gross weight, as defined in sectioll 168.011, 
subdivision 16, in excess of 9,000 poundS; . . 

(4) vehicles that have been custom-built or modified for show or 
forracingj ---- -- -

(5) vehicles that are ei~t years of age or 0l:}er' as calcui~ted from . 
the first day iilTanuary 0 tlie esi@ated m e year?f the vehTcW; 

(6) vehicles that have been produced !!i' a manufacturer which has 
never manufactured more ,than 10,000 motor vehicles in any ~ne 
year; 

(7)vehicles having 75,000 miles or·more at time of sale; 

(8) vehicles that are not manufactured in compliance with appli
caDre federal emission standards in force at the time of mamnacture 
as provided fu: the Clean· Air Aa-;-1JiiiteifStates "COde, title 42, 
sections 7401 through J64J,; and re!fIitions adopteil sursuant 
thereto, and safety stan ar as provi fu: the N ationa Traffic 
and Motor Safety Act,United "B"tates COde, title 15, sections 1381 
tIlrOiig'hl431, and regulations3.dOj)teJPilrsuant tnereto. 

Snbd. 4. [WAIVER.] When pnrchasing ~ used motor vehicle, ~ 
consumer may waive the express warranty for ~ covered ~ if: 
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(1) the dealer discloses in a clear and conspicuous ~ or printed 
statement on the front oItlieliUyers Guide that tfieWaived part 
contains a maiIullctloil, ([elect, or reparrprobwm; and 

(2) the consumer circles this ~ or printed statement and signs 
the Buyers GUide next to the ~ statement. 

Subd. 5. [WARRANTY AUTOMATIC.] IT a dealer fails to give the 
express warranty required ~ this section, tne dealer nevertheless is 
considered to have given ~ express warranty as ~ matter of law. 

Subd. 6. ["BUYERS GUIDE" REQillREMENTS.] In selling or 
offering to sell any used motor vehicle, and in providing the express 
warranty rruired !i.Y this sectIOn, ~ dealer shaH comply in all 
respects wit the F'eilerarT'rade Commission's ''USe(! Motor VeJiicle 
Trade RegulatiOn. Rule," Code of Federal RegulatIOils, title 16, part 
455. 

Subd. 7. [HONORING OF EXPRESS WARRANTIES.] (a) In 
accoroance 'with section 325G.19, subdivision 2, every exress 
warranty in connection with the sale of a used motor vehicle must e 
honored ~ the dealer according to The terms of the express war
ranty. 

(b) Following r'byair or replacement of ~ covered (JartIi the dealer 
remains responsi e unaer the express warranty or t at cOVered 
part for one addltJonarwarranty periOd. 

(c) fu honoring the terms of the express warranty ~ re airin or 
rejifacing a covereapart, the dealer does not create an ad itional 
implied warranty on any portion of the usecr motor verucle. 

(d) ~ dealer may limit the duration of implied warranties to the 
duration of the express warranty. 

Subd. 8. [REFUNDS.] (a) A refund, as provided under subdivision 
2, must consist of the full purchase pnce of the used motor vehicle 
annan other C1iarge8,lncluding but not llmrteato excise tax, 
regIstratWiltax, license fees, and rrumoursement fOr toWillg ex
Pfnses incurre<I1Y the consumer as ~ result of the verucle be}ng out 
o service for warranty resalT, less a reasonable allowance or the 
consumer's use of the vehlC e noteXceeding ten cents ~ mile Triven 
or ten percent oftnepurchase 'hicd' whichever is less. Retiillils must 
inc1llile the amount stated !i.Y t e ealer as the traae:Jn value of any 
vehicle traded in anaappned to thepurcna8eprice of the used motor 
vehicle. RefundS must be made to the consumer andITellliOlaer;If 
any, as their interesr8appear on there cords of the regIstrar of motor 
vehicles. 
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consumer under para1ii:aph (a) is .the tax paid ~ the consumer when 
the vehicle was pure ased less an amount eguak to the tax llald 
multiplied ~ a fraction, the denominator ofwhic ~ the~mrc ase 
arlCe of the vehicle and the numerator ofwhich is the a lowance 

eductedlFom the refundl'Or the consumer's use of the .vehicle.. -------- ----
.. 

Subd. 9. [CIVIL REMEDIES.] Any dealer who ~ found to have 
viOJatea this section is subject to the penalties and remedies, 
including a prIvate rignt of action, as provided in section 8.31. In 
addition, a violation of subdivision 7 is also a violation o(Seclion 
325F.69. - - ----. -

Subd. 10. [LIMITATION ON ACTIONS.] A private civil action 
br~ li ~ consumer under this section must -be. commenced 
wlthm one year of the expiration of the express warranty. .. 

Subd. 11. [REMEDY NONEXCLUSIVE.] Nothing in this section 
limits the riahts or remedies which are otherwise avaITilble to a 
COiiSl.lmer un er any other law-."-- -. -. '. . - -

-. ---- .. . 

Delete the title and insert: .. 

"A bill for an act relating to consumer protection; regulating sales 
of used motor vehicles under certain circumstances; 'regulating new 
and used motor vehicle dealer licenses; providing certain standards 
in applications for certificates of title; requiring certain disclosures 
upon the transfer of a motor vehicle; providing for refund of certain 
taxes; providing penalties; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, 
sections 168.27, subdivisions 1, 2, 8,10.,11, and by addingsubdivi
sions; and 325E.0951, by adding a subdivision; Minnesota Statutes 
1987 Supplement, section 297B.031; proposing coding for new law in 
Minnesota Statutes, chapters 168A and 325F." 

We request adoption of this reportimd repassage of the bill. . 

House Conferees: JOSEPH R. BEGICH, CHARLES BROWN AND RICHARD 
"RICH" O'CONNOR. 

Senate Conferees: GREGORY L. DAHL, DEAN E. JOHNSON AND ALLAN 
H. SPEAR . 

Begich moved that ·the report of the Conference Committee on 
H. F. No. 85 be adopted and that the bill be repassed as amended by 
the Conference Committee. The niotion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 85, A bill for an act relating to consumer protection; 
requiring certain disclosureS in sales of used motor vehicles; regu-
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lating new and used motor vehicle licenses; providing certain 
standards in applications for certificates of title; requiring certain 
disclosures upon the transfer of a motor vehicle; amending Minne
sota Statutes 1986, sections 168.27, subdivisions 1, 2, 3, 4, 8, 10, 12, 
and 24; 169.57, by adding a subdivision; 325E.0951, by adding a 
subdivision; 325G.18; and 336.2-316; proposing coding for new law 
in Minnesota Statutes, chapters 168 and I68A. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by Conference, 
and placed upon its repassage. . 

. The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. There were 122 yeas and 9 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, R. Greenfield Larsen Osthoff Simoneau 
Battaglia Gruenes Lasley Otis Skoglund 
Bauerly Gutknecht Lieder Ozment Solberg 
Beard Hartle Long Pa~as Sparby 
Begich Haukoos Marsh Pa y Stanius 
Bennett Heap McDonald Pelowski Steensma 
Bertram Himle McEachern Peterson Swenson 
Bishop Jacobs McKasy Poppenhagen Tjornhom 
Blatz Jaros Mclaughlin Price Tompkins 
Boo Jefferson McPherson Quinn Trimble 
Brown Jennings MiIbert Redalen Tunheim 
Burger Jensen Minne llilding Uphus 
Carlson, D. Johnson, A. Morrison llilst Valento 
Carlson, L. Johnson, R. Munger_ Rice Vellenga 
Carruthers Johnson, V. Murphy Richter Voss 
Clark Kahn Nelson, C. Riveness Waihnius 
Clausnitzer Kalis Nelson, D. Rodosovich Wa tman 
Cooper Kelly Nelson, K. IWse Welle 
Dawkins Kelso O'Connor Rukavina Wenzel 
DeBlieck Kinkel 0r:.en Sarna Winter 
Dempsey Kludt o sen, S. Scheid Wynia 
Dille Knickerbocker Olson, E. Schreiber . Spk. Vanasek 
Dorn Knuth Omann Seaberg 
Frederick Kostohryz Onnen Segal 
Frerichs Krueger Orenstein Shaver 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Dauner Hu[oson Olson, K. Schafer Thiede 
Forsythe Mil er Quist Sviggum 

The bill was repassed, as amended by Conference, and its title 
agreed to. 

CONFERENCE COMMITIEE REPORT ON H. F. NO. 1831 

A bill for an act relating to intoxicating liquor; authorizing 
issuance of one on-sale liquor license on an excursion and dinner 
boat on Detroit Lake, Becker county; authorizing issuance of an 
on-sale liquor license to Fort Snelling. 
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The Honorable Robert Vanasek 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Honorable Jerome M. Hughes 
President of the Senate 

[80th Day 

March 28,1988 

We, the undersigned conferees for H. F. No. 1831, report that we 
have agreed upon the items in dispute and recommend as follows: 

That the Senate recede from its amendment and that H. F. No. 
1831 be further amended as follows: 

Page 1, line 17, delete everything after "board" 

Page 1, delete line 18 

Page 1, line 19, delete "Lakes" 

We ~quest adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 

House Conferees: DENNIS POPPENHAGEN, JOHN SARNA AND BOB 
McEACHERN. 

Senate Conferees: CAL LABSON,.ALLAN H, SPEAR AND MICHAEL O. 
FREEMAN. 

Poppenhagen moved that the report of the Conference Committee 
on H. F. No: 1831 be adopted and that the bill be repassed as 
amended by the Conference Committee. The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 1831, A bill for an. act relating to intoxicating liquor; 
authorizing issuance of one on-sale liquor license on an excursion 
and dinner boat on Detroit Lake, Becker county; authorizing issu
ance of an on-sale liquor license to Fort Snelling. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by Conference, 
and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. There were 131 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R.' 
Battaglia 

Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 

Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 

Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 

Burger 
. Carlson, D. 

Carlson, L. 
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Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
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Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kally 
Kalso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 
Larsen 
Lasley 
Lieder 
Long 
Marsh 
McDonald 
McEachern 

McKasy Pappas 
McLaughlin Pauly 
McPherson Pelowski 
Milbert Peterson 
Miller Poppenhagen 
Minne Price 
Morrison Quinn 
Munger Quist 
Murphy Redalen 
Nelson, C. Reding 
Nelson, K. Rest 
Neuenschwander Richter 
O'Connor Riveness 
Ogren Rodosovich 
Olsen, S. Rose 
Olson, E. Rukavina 
Olson, K. Sarna 
Omann Schafer 
Onnen Scheid 
Orenstein Schreiber 
Osthoff Seaberg 
Otis Segal 
Ozment Shaver 
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Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
StalliU8 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was repassed, as amended by Conference, and its title 
agreed to. 

ANNOUNCEMENTS BY THE SPEAKER 

The Speaker announced the appointment of the following mem
bers of the House to a Conference Committee on S. F. No. 2009: 

Vellenga. Dempsey and Rest. 

The Speaker announced the appointment of the following mem
bers of the House to a Conference Committee on H. F. No. 2590: 

Voss, Vanasek, Wynia, Ogren and Long. 

The Speaker announced the appointment of the following mem
bers of the House to a Conference Committee on S. F. No. 2569: 

Carlson, L.; Price; Dorn; Segal and Haukoos. 

The Speaker announced the appointment of the· following mem
bers of the House to a Conference Committee on H. F. No. 1844: 

Vellenga, Kelly and Wagenius. 

The Speaker announced the appointment of the following mem
bers of the House to a Conference Committee on H. F. No. 2265: 
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Reding; Stanius; Battaglia; Johnson, R., and Marsh. 

The Speaker announced the appointment of the following mem
hers of the House to a Conference Committee on S. F. No. 2226: 

Knuth, Simoneau and Gutknecht. 

The Speaker announced the appointment of the following mem
bers of the House to a Conference Committee on H. F. No. 2049: 

Sparby, McKasy and Skoglund. 

Wynia moved that the House recess subject to the call of the Chair. 
The motion prevailed. 

RECESS 

RECONVENED 

The House reconvened and was called to order by the Speaker. 

SPECIAL ORDERS 

S. F. No. 2137 was reported to the House. ~ 

Quist moved to amend S. F. No. 2137, as follows: 

Page 2, after line 4, insert: 

"(c) Instruments, devices, dru~s, or medicines to prevent concep
tion shall not he sold, prescri ed, or distributed on the school 
grOund,SchoOlhouse, or school buildIng of !Ie public. or pnvate 
elementary or secondary school unless the instrument, device, drug, 
or medicine is sold or distributed !i,y a student who is enrolled at the 
Scliool to another student who is enrolled af1Ii"e school. Anyone 
COriVlct(;d of violating this sectWnshall be guillyOI!! misdemeanor." 

Amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 3, after the semicolon insert "providing a penalty;" 

A roll call was requested and properly seconded. 
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Vellenga moved to amend the Quist amendment to S. F. No. 2137, 
as follows: 

Page 1, line 10, delete everything after the period and insert 
"Notwithstanding section 645.241, no criminal penalty may be 
imposed on any person who violates this section" 

Page 1, line 11, delete everything before the period 

Page 1, delete lines 13 to 15 

A roll call was requested and properly seconded. 

The question was taken on the amendment to the amendment and 
the roll was called. There were 50 yeas and 72 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. Jaros Long Olson, E. Segal 
Begich Jefferson Mclaughlin Orenstein Shaver 
Bishop Johnson, A. Mione Otis Simoneau 
Brown Kahn Munger Pappas Skoglund 
Carlson, L. Kelly Murphy Reding Trimble 
Carruthers Kinkel Nelson, C. Rest Vellenga 
Clark Knuth Nelson, D. Riveness Voss 
Dawkins Kostohryz Nelson, K. Rodosovich Wagenius 
Greenfield Larsen Neuenschwander Rukavina Wynia 
Hartle Lieder Ogren Scheid Spk. Vanasek 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Battaglia Forsythe Krueger Peterson Sviggum 
Bauerly Frederick Lasley Poppenhagen Swensou 
Beard Gruenes Marph Price Thiede 
Bennett Haukoos McDonald Quist Tjornhom 
Bertram Heap McEachern Redalen Tompkins 
Blatz Himle McKasy Richter Tunheim 
Boo Hugoson McPherson JWse Uphus 
Burger Jacobs Milbert Sarna Valento 
Carlson, D. Jennings MilJer Schafer Waltman 
Clausnitzer Jensen O'Connor Schreiber Welle 
Cooper Johnson, R. Olsen, S. Seaberg Wenzel 
Dauner Johnson, V. Omann Solberg Winter 
DeBlieck Kelso Onnen Sparby 
Dempsey Kludt Ozment Stanius 
Dorn Knickerbocker Pelowski Steensma 

The motion did not prevail and the amendment to the amendment 
was not adopted. 

Otis moved to amend the Quist amendment to S. F. No. 2137, as 
follows: 

Page 1, line 10, delete everything after "school" 
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Page 1, delete line 11, and insert "or unless there is written 
consent ~ the custodial farent or cfeiarruan of the child;or unless 
the student ~ 18 years ~ age or 01 er." 

A roll call was requested and properly seconded. 

The question was taken on the amendment to the amendment and 
the roll was called. There were 46 yeas and 75 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Bishop 
Brown 
Carlson, L. 
Clark 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Greenfield 
Jaros 
Jefferson 

Jennings 
Kahn 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Knuth 
KosWhryz 
Larsen 
Lieder 
Long 
McLaughlin 

Minne 
Nelson, D. 
Nelson, K. 
Ogren 
Olson, E. 
Olson, K. 
Orenstein 
Osthoff 
Otis 
Pappas 

Quinn 
Rest 
Rodosovich 
Rukavina 
Scheid 
Segal 
Shaver 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Trimble 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 

. Blatz 
Boo 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dempsey 

Dom 
Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 
Gruenes 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jensen 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kinkel 

Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Krueger 
Lasley 
Marsh 
McDonald 
McEachern 
McKasy 
McPherson 
Milhert 
Miller 
Murphy 
Nelson, C. 
O'Connor 
Olsen, S. 

Omano 
Onnen 
Ozment 
Pelowski 
Peterson 
Poppenbagen 
Price 
Quist 
Redalen 
Reding 
Richter 
Bose 
Sarna 
Schafer 
Schreiber 

Tunheim 
~llenga 
Wagenius 
Welle 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

Seaberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Uphus 
Valento 
Voss 
Waltman 
\\\oozel 
Winter 

The motion did not prevail and the amendment to the amendment 
was not adopted. 

Vellenga moved to amend the Quist amendment to S. F. No. 2137, 
as follows: 

Page 1, line 11, after "~" insert "~" 

A roll call was requested and properly seconded . . 
The question was taken on the amendment to the amendment and 

the roll was called. There were 87 yeas and 32 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
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Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
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Dom 
Forsythe 
Greenfield 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Himle 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Kahn 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 

Kostohryz Ogren 
Krueger Olsen, S. 
Larsen Olson, E. 
Lasley Olson, K. 
Lieder ~en~in 
Long Osthoff 
McEachern Otis 
McLaughlin Pappas 
Milhert Pelowski 
Minne Peterson 
Morrison Price 
Munger Quinn 
Murphy Reding 
Nelson, C. Rest 
Nelson, D. Rodosovich 
Nelson, K. Rukavina 
Neuenschwander Sarna 
O'Connor Scheid 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Bennett Heap Omann Schafer 
Burger Hugoson Onnen Sparby 
Clausnitzer Jacobs Ozment Steensma 
Dempsey Marsh Poppenhagen Sviggum 
Frederick McDonald Quist Swenson 
Frerichs McPherson Redalen Thiede 
Gruenes Miller Richter Tjornhom 
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Seaberg 
Segal 
Shaver 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Welle 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

Uphus 
Valento 
Waltman 
Wenzel 

The motion prevailed and the amendment to the amendment was 
adopted. 

Rose was excused between the hours of 4:35 p.m. and 6:00 p.m. 

Kahn moved to amend the Quist amendment, as amended, to S. F. 
No. 2137, as follows: 

Page 1, line 5, after "conception" insert "or sexually transmitted 
diseases" 

A roll call was requested and properly seconded. 

The question was taken on the amendment to the amendment and 
the roll was called. There were 17 yeas and 97 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Dawkins 
Dorn 
Jaros 
Jennings 

Johnson, A. 
Kahn 
Larsen 
Long 

Nelson, K. 
O'Connor 
Ogren 
Olson, K. 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 

Beard 
8egich 
Bennett 

Bertram 
Blatz 
Boo 

Rukavina 
Shaver 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 

Burger 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 

Solberg 

Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Danner 
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DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
Dille 
Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jensen 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kelly 
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Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 
Lasley 
Lieder 
Marsh 
McDonald 
McEachern 
McKasy 
McLaughlin 
McPherson 
Milberl 
Miller 

Minne 
Munger 
Murphy 
Nelson, C. 
Nelson, D. 
Olsen, S. 
Olson, E. 
Omann 
Onnen 
Orenstein 
Otis 
Ozment 
Pelowski 
Peterson 
Poppenhagen 
Price 
Quinn 

Quist 
Redalen 
&'ding 
&'st 
Richter 
Rodosovich 
Sarna 
Schafer 

. Schreiber 
Seaberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
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Tompkins
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The motion did not prevail and the amendment to the amendment 
was not adopted. 

Osthoff moved to amend the Quist amendment, as amended, to 
S. F. No. 2137, as follows: . 

Page 1, line 7, delete "or secondary" 

A roll call was requested and properly seconded. 

The question was taken on the amendment to the amendment and 
the roll was called. There were 38 yeas and 83 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Clark 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Greenfield 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Kahn 

Kelly 
Kludt 
Kostohryz 
Larsen 
Long 
McLaughlin 
Minne 
Munger 

Nelson, K. Reding 
Neuenschwander Rodosovich 
Ogren . Rukavina 
Olson, K. Scheid 
Orenstein Segal 
Osthoff Simoneau 
Otis Skoglund 
Pappas Solberg 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Beltram 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 

Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dempsey' 
Dorn 
Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoo~. 
Heap 
Himle 

Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jensen 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kalis 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Knickerbocker 
Krueger 
Lasley 

. Lieder 
Marsh 
McDonald 

McEachern 
McKasy 
McPherson 
Milbert 
Miller 
Morrison 
Murphy 
O'Connor 
Olsen, S. 
Olson, E. 
Omann 
Onnen 

, Ozment 
Pauly 

Trimble 
Tunheim 
Vellenga 
Wagenius 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

Pelowski 
Peterson 
Poppenhagen 
Price 
Quinn 
Quist 
Redalen 
&'st 
Richter 
Sarna 
Schafer 
Schreiber 
Seaberg 
Sparby 
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Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 

Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
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Tompkins 
Uphus 
Valento 

\\>ss 
Waltman 
Wenzel 
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Winter 

The motion did not prevail and the amendment to the amendment 
was not adopted. 

McLaughlin moved to amend the Quist amendment, as amended, 
to S. F. No. 2137, as follows: 

Page 1, line 10, after the period insert "This paragraph does not 
~ to Special School Districts No.1 and No. 625." 

A roll call was requested and properly seconded. 

The question was taken on the amendment to the amendment and 
the roll was called. There were 44 yeas and 73 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative Were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Beard 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
Greenfield 
Jaros 

Jefferson 
Jennings 
Johnson, A. 
Kahn 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kludt 
Knuth 
Krueger 

Larsen Olson, K. 
Long Orenstein 
McLaughlin Osthoff 
Mione Otis 
Nelson, C. Pappas 
Nelson, D. Price 
Nelson, K. Rice 
Neuenschwander Rukavina 
O'Connor Scheid 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 

Dille 
Frederick 
Frerichs 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jensen 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kalis 

Kinkel 
Knickerbocker 
Lasley 
Lieder 
Marsh 
McDonald 
McEachern 
McPherson 
Miller 
Morrison 
Murphy 
Olsen, S. 
Olson, E. 
Omann 
Onnen 

Ozment 
Pelowski 
Peterson 
Poppenhagen 
Quinn 
Quist 
Redalen 
Rest 
Richter 
Rodosovich 
Sarna 
Schafer 
Schreiber 
Seaberg 
Sparby 

Segal 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Vellenga 
Wagenius 
Wynia 

Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Uphus 
Valento 
Voss 
Waltman 
Wenzel 
Winter 

The motion did not prevail and the amendment to the amendment 
was not adopted. 

McEachern moved to amend the Quist amendment, as amended, 
to S. F. No. 2137, as follows: 
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Page 1, line 6, delete "~ public or" 

Page 1, line 7, delete "private element$. or secondary school" 
and insert "schools as defined In sectIOn 12 .101, sUbdivisioii4""" 

A roll call was requested and properly seconded. 

The question was taken on the amendment to the amendment and 
the roll was called. There were 77 yeas and 48 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Brown 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Cooper 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dam 

Greenfield 
Hartle 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 

Larsen Olsen, S. 
Lasley Olson, E. 
Lieder Olson, K. 
Long Orenstein 
McEachern Osthoff 
McLaughlin Otis 
Milbert Pappas 
Minne Pelowski 
Munger Price 
Murphy Qilinn 
Nelson, C. Reding 
Nelson, D. Rest 
Nelson, K. Rice 
Neuenschwander Rodosovieh 
O'Connor Rukavins 
Ogren Sarna 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Bennett 
Blatz 
Burger 
CarIson,D. 
Clausnitzer 
Dauner 
Dempaey 
Dille 
Frederick 
Frerichs 

Gmenes 
Gutknecht 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle_ 
Hugoson 
Jensen 
Johnson, V. 
Knickerbocker 
Marsh 

McDonald 
McPherson 
Miller 
Morrison 
Omann 
Onnen 
Ozment 
Pauly 
Peterson 
Poppenhagen 

QUist 
Redalen 
Richter 
Schafer 
Schreiber 
Seaberg 
Shaver 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 

Scheid 
Segal 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Trimble 
Vellenga 
\\lss 
Wagenius 
vrelle 
vrenzel 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

Swenson 
Thiede 
1jornhom 
Tompkins 
Uphus 
Valento 
Waltman 
Wmter 

The motion prevailed and the amendment to the amendment was 
adopted. 

Himle was excused for the remainder of today's session. 

Vellenga moved to amend the Quist amendment, as amended, to 
S. F. No. 2137, as follows: 

Page 1, line 5, after "distributed" insert ''to unmarried students" 

The-motion prevailed and the amendment to the amendment was 
adopted. 
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Nelson, K., moved to amend the Quist amendment, as amended, to 
S. F. No. 2137, as follows: 

Page 1, line 5, delete "2 prescribed," 

A roll call was requested and properly seconded. 

The question was taken on the amendment to the amendment and 
the roll was called. There were 61 yeas and 61 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Beard 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dille 
Greenfield 
Jaros 
Jefferson 

Jennings 
Johnson, A. 
Kahn 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Larsen 
Lasley 
Lieder 

Long Olson, E. 
McEachern Olson, K. 
McLaughlin Orenstein 
Milbert Osthoff 
Minne Otis 
Munger Pappas 
Nelson, C. Price 
Nelson, D. Quinn 
Nelson. K. Rest 
Neuenschwander Rice 
O'Connor Rodosovich 
Ogren Rukavina 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Battaglia Dempsey Johnson, V. Ozment 
Begicb Dom Kalis Pauly 
Bennett Forsythe Knickerbocker Pelowski 
Bertram Frederick Marsh Peterson 
Blatz Gruenes McDonald Poppenhagen 
Boo Gutknecht McKasy Quist 
Brown Hartle McPherson Redalen 
Billfer Haukoos Miller Richter 
Car son, D. Heap MUrphy Schafer 
Clausnitzer Hugoson Olsen, S. Schreiber 
Cooper Jacobs Omann Seaberg 
Dauner Jensen Onnen Sparby 

Sarna 
Scheid 
Segal 
Shaver 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Vellenga 
Wagenius 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Uphus 
Valento 
Voss 
Waltman 
Wenzel 
Winter 

The motion did not prevail and the amendment to the amendment 
was not adopted. 

The question recurred on the Quist amendment, as amended, and 
the roll was called. There were 87 yeas and 36 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 

Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 

Carruthers 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
Dille 

Dom 
Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 

Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jensen 
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Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V, 
Kalis 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 
Larsen 
Lasley 
Lieder 

Marsh 
McDonald 
McEachern 
McKasy 
McPherson 
Milhert 
Miller 
Morrison 
Murphy 
Nelson, C. 
O'Connor 
Ogren 
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Olsen, S. 
Omann 
Onnen 
Ozment 
Pauly 
Pelowski 
Peterson 
Poppenhagen 
Quinn 
Quist 
Redalen 
Rest 

Richter 
Sarna 
Schafer 
Schreiber 
Seaherg 
Solherg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Beard 
Bishop 
Clark 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
Greenfield 
Jaros 

Jefferson 
Jennings 
Johnson, A. 
Kahn 
Knuth 
Long 
McLaughlin 
MlUlger 

Nelson, K. Price 
Neuenschwander Rukavina 
Olson, E. Scheid 
Olson, K. Segal 
Orenstein Shaver 
Osthoff Simoneau 
Otis Skoglnnd 
Pappas Trimble 

[80th Day 

Tjornhom 
Tompki1JS 
Uphus 
Valento 
\\Jss 
Waltman 
wenzel 
Winter 
Spk. Vanasek 

Tunheim 
Vellenga 
Wagenius 
Wynia 

The motion prevailed and the aniendment, as amended, was 
adopted. 

Neuenschwander was excused for the remainder of to day's session, 

S. F. No. 2137, A bill for an act relating to education; modifying 
certain requirements relating to school health services; amending 
MinnesOta Statutes 1986, section 123.35, by adding a subdivision; 
proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 126; 
repealing Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 123.35, 
subdivision 16; and 126.201. ' -

The bill was read for the third time, as amended, and placed upon 
its final passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. There- were 101 yeas and 14 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 

Carruthers 
Clausnitier. 
Cooper 
Dauner 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 
Gruen~ 
Gutknecht 

Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson,.A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kalis 
Kelso 

Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
KOStohryz 
Larsen 
Lasley 
Lieder 
Marsh 
McDonald 
McEachern . 
McKasy 
McLaughlin _ 

. McPherson 
Miller 
Minne 
Nelson, C. 
O'Connor 

8fs::,S. 
Olson, K. 
Omann 
Onnen 
Orenstein 
Otis 
Ozment 
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Pauly Reding Seaberg Thiede Waltman 
Pelowski Rest Shaver Tjornhom Wenzel 
Peterson Rice Winter 
Poppenhagen Richter 

Solberg 
Sparby 

Tomgkins 
Tun eim Spk. Vanasek 

Price Rodosovich Stanius Uphus 
Quinn Sarna Steensma Valento 
Quist Schafer Sviggum Voss 
Redalen Schreiber. Swenson- Wagenius 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Anderson, G. Dawkins Kelly Osthoff Scheid 
Bishop Jaros Milbert Pappas Wynia 
Clark Kahn Murphy Rukavina 

The bill was passed, as amended, and its title agreed to. 

S. F. No. 1646 was reported to the House. 

Quinn moved to amend S. F. No. 1646, as follows: 

Page 2, after line 27, insert: 

"Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 62A.044, is amended to 
read: 

62A.044 [PAYMENTS TO GOVERNMENTAL INSTITUTIONS.] 

No group or individual policy of accident and sickness insurance 
issued or renewed after May 22, 1973 pursuant to this chapter, no 
group or individual service plan or subscriber contract issued or 
renewed after May 22, 1973 pursuant to chapter 62C, and no group 
or individual health maintenance contract issued or renewed after 
August 1, 1984, pursuant to chapter 62D, shall contain any provi
sion excluding, denying, or prohibiting payments for covered and 
authorized services rendered or paid by a hospital or medical 
institution owned or operated by the federal, state, or local govern
ment, including correctional facilities, or practitioners therein in 
any instance wherein charges for suCh services are imposed against 
the policy holder, subscriber, or enrollee. The unit of government 
operating the institution may maintain an action for recovery of 
such charges. 

Sec. 3. [243.255] [PRIVATE INSURANCE POLICIES; SUBROGA
TION.] 

Subdivision 1. [DEFINITIONS.] As used in this section: 

(a) "Commissioner" means the commissioner of corrections; 

(b) "Inmate" means !'o person who has been sentenced to incarcer
ation in !'o state or local correctional racrrity, inclUding persons 
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committed in accordance with section 631.425 or released for 
employment under sectlOn 24I26; and 

(c) "Private insurance coverage" means coveraJIe for medical care 
or services under any insurance plall regulated .~ chapters 62A, 
6217' 62D, 64B, or 65B. Pnvate Insurance coverage ~ includes any 
se -Insurance pran provldmg medical care or servIces. 

Subd. 2. [SUBROGATION RIGHTS.] When the commissioner or a 
co\iiitY"agencn provides medical care or servrcespursuant to section 
241.021, sub Ivision!t or any rule aooted ~!i to any inmate 
having prIvate Insurance covera~e, t e commIssioner or county 
agen'it shall be. subrogated, to ~ extent of the cost of services 
provied, to any rights the mmate may have unaer the terms of a~lY 
private insurance coverage. This provision superseaes any inconSIs
tent policy provision. 

Subd. 3. [CIVIL ACTION.] The attorney general may institute a 
civil action against the carrierot the private insurance coverage to 
recover under thIS section on behalfOfthe commIssioner. The county 
attorney may mstitute !! civil actIon against the camer of the 
private insurance covemge to recover under this section on bellalf of 
the county agency. 

Subd. 4. [POLICY EXCLUSIONSPROIDBITED.] The provisions 
of section 62A.044 ~ to this section." 

Amend the title accordingly 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

Skoglund moved to amend S. F. No. 1646, as amended, as follows: 

Page 2, line 12, ,after ','delivery" insert "to any, person!' 

Page 2, line 23, delete ", that nlbn" and insert. "and another ~ 
or contract, the dental plan sha e primary and the other ~ 
contract shaTIlieSeCOn:dary mregard to the coverage reQtifredulliler 
paragrapll(a)"- . 

Page 2, line 24, delete everything before the period 

Page 2, ai't!>r line 27, insert: 

"Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 62A.27, is 
amended to read: 

62A.27 [COVERAGE FOR ADOPTED CIDLDREN.] 
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Na An individual or group policy or plan of health and accident 
insurance regulated under this chapter or chapter 64B, subscriber 
contract regulated under chapter 62C, or health maintenance con
tract regulated under chapter 62D, I'rB'lidiRg eO'lerage far mare 
than eRe J*'FI36ft may he issued 6F "eRewed ffi this state after l\"gust 
l-; 198&, tHt!ess the ~ f'\fH>; 6F eo"traet eevers that provides 
covera~e to a Minnesota resident must cover adopted children of the 
insure , subscriber, or enrollee on the same basis as other depen,,: 
dents. Consequently, the policy or plan shall not contain any 
provision concerning preexisting condition limitations, insurability,. 
eligibility, or health underwriting approval concerning adopted 
children. 

The coverage required by this section is effective from the date of 
placement for the purpose of adoption and continues unless the 
placement is disrupted prior to legal adoption and the child is 
removed from placement. 

Sec. 3. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

Section 2 ~ effective the day following final enactment." 

Amend the title accordingly 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

The Speaker called Carlson, L., to the Chair. 

Orenstein moved to amend S. F. No. 1646, as amended, as follows: 

Page 2, after line 27, insert: 

"Sec. 2. [62A.161] [COVERAGE FOR SERVICES PROVIDED TO 
A VENTILATOR-DEPENDENT PERSON.] 

Subdivision L [SCOPE OF COVERAGE.] This section applies to 
all policies of accident and health insurance, ~ subscriber 
contracts otIered !J.Y. nonprofit health service plan corporations 
regulated under chapter 62C, health maintenance contracts ~ 
lated under chapter 62D, and health benefit certificates offered 
through a fraternal beneficiary association re;klated under chapter 
64B. ThIs section does not ~ to policies esigne.rpnm.arilY to 
proviOeCc.iverage payableOn!'o ~ diem, fixed mdemnity or.nonex
pense incurred basis, or policies that provide only accident coverage. 

Subd. 2. [REQUIRED COVERAGE.) !f !'o ~ plan, certificate, 
or contract referred to in subdivision 1 issued or renewed after 
August h 1988, provines Coverage for servfcesproVided !ir a private 
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duty nurse or personal care assistant to'~ ventilator-dependent 
person in the person's home, !.! must provide coverage. for !!..p. to' 120 
hours of services provii!e<I1i ~ private duty nurse or Ifhrso?al care 
assIstant to the ventIlator-dependent person durmg ~ tIme the 
ventilator=<Iependentperson is in ~ hospital licensed under chapter 
144. Subject to the patient'S rights under Minnesota Statutes, 
section 144.651, thehospital, physicians and hospital staff, consis
tent with the standards of care in the medical community, shall, 
while the patient is hospitalized, at all times retain final decision
ffiaIUng authoritf and otherwise retainrespoiiSlbilityfor the care 
and treatment ~ the ventilator-dependent patient. The personal 
care assistant or private duty nurse shall perform the services of 
communicator or interpreter for the ventilatoNlependent patient 
during ~ transition period of 'o!P to 120 hours to assure adequate 
training of the hospital staff to communicate with the patient and to 
understand the unique comfort, safety and personal care needs of 
the patient. The ~rsonal care assistant or private duty nurse may 
offer nonbmding a vice to the health care professiona s in charge of 
the ventilator-dependent patient's care and treatment on matters 
pertaining to the comfort and safety of the patient. After the 120 
hour transition period, an assessment mre made Qy the ventua:: 
tor-dependent patient, the attending p ysicianand the patient's 
primary care nurse to determine whether continued services of 
communicator or interpreter for the patient Qy the private duty 
nurse or personal care assistant is necessary and appropriate for the 
patient's needs." 

Amend the title accordingly 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted, 

Thiede offered an amendment to S. F. No. 1646, as amended. 

POINT OF ORDER 

Skoglund raised a point of order pursuant to rule 3.9 that the 
Thiede amendment was not in order. Speaker pro tempore Carlson, 
L., ruled the point of order well taken and the amendment out of 
order. 

S. F. No. 1646, A bill for an act relating to insurance; accident arid 
health; clarifying certain coverages for newborn infants; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 62A.042. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended, and placed upon 
its final passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. Therewyre 116 yeas and 4 nays asfollows: 
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Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. Greenfield . Krueger Orenstein Shaver 
Anderson, R. Gruenes Larsen Osthoff Simoneau 
Batta~lia Gutknecht Lieder Otis Skoglund 
Bauer y Hartle Long Ozment Solberg 
Begich Haukoos McEachern Papf,as Sparby 
Bennett Heap McKasy Pau y Starrius 
Bertram Hugoson McLaughlin Pelowski Steensma 
Blatz Jacobs McPherson Peterson Sviggum 
Boo Jefferson Milbert Price Swenson 
Brown Jennings Miller Quist ,!)ornhom 
BU:I: Jensen Mione Redalen Tompkins 
Car Ii, D. Johnson, A. Morrison Reding Trimble 
Carlson, L. Johnson, R. Munger Rest Tunheim 
Carruthers Johnson, V. Murphy Rice Uphus 
Clark Kahn Nelson, C. Richter Valento 
Clausnitzer Kalis Nelson, D. Riveness Vellenga 
Cooper Kally Nelson, K. Rodosovich Voss 
Dauner Kelso O'Connor Rukavina Waftenius 
Dawkins Kinkel °ten Sarna Wa tman 
Dempsey Kludt o sen, S. Schafer Welle 
Dom Knickerbocker Olson, E. Scheid Wenzel 
Forsythe Knuth Olson, K. Schreiber Winter 
Frederick Kostohryz Omann Scgal Wynia 

Spk. Vanasek 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

McDonald Poppenhagen Seaberg Thiede 

The bill was passed, as amended, and its title agreed to. 

S. F. No. 2071 was reported to the House. 

Bishop and Jefferson offered an amendment to S. F. No. 2071. 

POINT OF ORDER 

Thiede raised a point of order pursuant to rule 3.9 that the Bishop 
and Jefferson amendment was not in order. Speaker pro tempore 
Carlson, L., ruled the point of order well taken and the amendment 
out of order. 

Nelson, C.; Bishop and Jefferson moved to amend S. F. No. 2071, as 
follows: 

Page 2, after line 24, insert: 

"Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 629.53, is amended to 
read: 

629.53 [PROVIDING RELEASE ON BAIL; COMMITMENT.] 
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A person charged with a criminal offense may be released with or 
without bail in accordance with Rule 6.02 of the rules of criminal 
procedure. Money bail is the property of the accused, whether 
deposited by that person or by a third person on the accused's behalf. 
When money bail is accepted· by a judge, that judge shall order it to 
be deposited with the court administrator. The court administrator 
shall retain it until the final disposition of the case and the final 
order of the court disposing of the case. Upon release, the amount 
released must be paid to the accused personally or upon that 
person's written order. In case of conviction ef the "e..ased, the judge 
may order the money bail deposit to be applied to any fine or 
restitution imposed on the defendant h the court and, if the fine or 
restitutIon is less than tne deposit, ordei'theoaTance to be paid to 
the defendant. If the fifie elEeeeds the ~ I!ail dellasit, the i1ellasit 
Hmat Be "Ilillied ta the fifie ..00 the defe .. d"ftt eammitted ~ the 
B"j" .. ee is paid. '!'he eemmitme .. t ~ Ret 9!Eeeed _ day's time fa.. 
eaeft daIIaF ef the \lDllaid B"j"Dee ef the ~ Money bail ... the 
a....de ef deposited with the court or any officer of it is exempt from 
garnishment or levy under attachment or execution." 

Renumber the remaining section 

Amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 5, after the semicolon, insert "authorizing courts to 
apply bail deposits to restitution orders;" 

Page 1, line 5, after "Statutes" insert "1986, section 629.53; and 
Minnesota Statutes" 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

S. F. No. 2071, A bill for an act relating to crimes; requiring a 
neighborhood impact statement to be submitted as part of the 
presentence investigation report for controlled substance offenses; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 609.115, 
subdivision 1. 

The bill was. read for the third time, as amended, and placed upon 
its final passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. There were 129 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 

Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 

Brown . 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 

Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 

DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 
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Frederick 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
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Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 
Larsen 
Lasley 
Lieder 
Long 
Marsh 
McDonald 
McEachern 
McKasy 
McLaughlin 
McPherson 
Milbert 
Miller 
Minne 
Morrison 
Munger 
Murphy 

Nelson, C. 
Nelson, D. 
Nelson, K 
O'Connor 
Ogren 
Olsen, S. 
Olson, E. 
Olson, K. 
Omann 
Onnen 
Orenstein 
Osthoff 
Otis 
Ozment 
Pappas 
Pauly 
Pelowski 
Peterson 
Poppenhagen 
Price 
Quinn 

Quist 
Redalen 
Reding 
Rest 
Rice 
Richter 
Riveness 
Rodosovich 
Rose 
Rukavina 
Sarna 
Schafer 
Scheid 
Schreiber 
Seaberg 
Segal 
Shaver 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
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Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
'lJornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valent(J 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was passed, as amended, and its title agreed to. 

S. F. No. 2491 was reported to the House. 

Johnson, A.; McLaughlin; Osthoff and Carruthers moved to 
amend S. F. No. 2491, as follows: 

Page 5, after line 18, insert: 

"Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 473.375, subdivision 4, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [PROPERTY] The board may acquire by purchase, lease, 
gift, or grant property and interests in property necessary for the 
accomplishment of its purposes and may sell or otherwise dispose of 
property which it no longer requires. The board may not rent or lease 
any premises from a recipient of financial assistance from the board. 
Except for the rental or lease of its office space, the board may not 
acquire or hold any permanent or temporary right, title, or interest 
in or to real property, including easements or development rights. 
The board may not acquire or hold any permanent or temporary 
right, title, or interest in or to transit vehicles. 

Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 473.375, subdivision 8, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 8. [GIFTS; GRANTS.] The board may apply for, accept and 
disburse gifts, grants, or loans from the United States, the state, or 
from any person on behalf of itself or any of its contract recipients, 
for any of its purposes. It may enter into an agreement required for 
the gifts, grants, or loans and may hold, use, and dispose of money or 
property received therefrom according to the terms of the gift, grant, 
or loan. When tile I>&aftl !>as aael'tea .... al'I'Fe'lea iml'lemelltatiell 
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fIlan ami has eeFiifiea t& the gS'Ierftsr ~ ~ is ~ t& reeei'}e 
feaeFal fuB.El.s, the gevemeF fffial.l. ta*e w:hateveF ~ ape aeeess8FjT 
t& aesigaate The board ae may not be a recipient of federal traftsit 
operating or ca~tal assistance ~ metrsf'sHtai> _ distributed 
h formula or lock grant. The board mali not be a recipient of 
federal discretionary capital grants for lis:!!i rail ana. other fixed 
guideway transit systems. 

No political subdivision within· the metropolitim area may apply 
for federal transit assistance unless its application has been submit
ted to and approved by the board. 

Sec. 9. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 473.375, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 18. [OPERATIONS.] The board may not own or operate 
transit services." 

Page 5, after line 31, insert: 

"Sec. 12. [REPEALER.] 

Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 473.393, is 
repealed." 

Renumber sections in sequence 

Amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 3, after "organization," insert "authority," 

Page 1,line 7, after "6;" insert "473.375, subdivisions 4 and 8, and 
by adding a subdivision;" 

Page 1, line 9, before the period, insert "; repealing Minnesota 
Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 473.393" , 

The motion prevailed and,the amendment was adopted. 

Schreiber and Long moved to amend S. F. No. 2491, as amended, as 
follows: 

Page 5, after line 31, insert: 

"Sec. 9. [LIGHT RAIL TRANSIT.] 

Construction of ligjt rail transit facilities in the metropolitan 
area tsjng the procee s of!! state tax may not begin without express 
JegIS atlve authorization. 
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Sec. 10. [REPEALER.] 

Minnesota Statutes 1986, section' 473.398, and Minnesota Stat-
utes 1987 Supplement, section 473.17, are repea:fed." , 

Amend the title accordingly 

A roll call was requested and properly seconded. 

CALL OF THE HOUSE 

On the motion of Rice and on the demand of 10 members, a call of 
the House was ordered. The following members answered to their 
names: 

Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Brown 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper -
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
Dom 
Forsythe 
Frederick 

Frerichs 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 

. Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, V. 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 

Larsen 
Lasley 
Lieder 
Long 
Marsh 
McDonald 
McEachern 
McKasy 
McLaughlin 
McPherson 
MiIbert 
Miller 
Mione 
Morrison 
Munger 
Murphy 
Nelson, C. 
Nelson, D. 
Nelson, K. 
O'Connor 
Ogren 
Olsen, S. 
Olson, E. 

Olson, K. 
Omaon 
Onnen 
Orenstein 
Osthoff 
Otis 
Pappas 
Pauly 
Pelowski 
Poppenhagen 
Price 

_ Quinn 
Redalen 
Reding 
R<>st 
Rice 
Richter 
Rodosovich 
Rukavina 
Sarna 
Schafer 
Scheid 
Schreiber 

Seaberg 
Segal 
Shaver 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
1Jornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Uphus 
Valento 
Voss 
Wagenius. 
Waltman 
Wenzel 
Winter 

Rice moved that further proceedings of the roll call be dispensed 
with and that the Sergeant at Arms be instructed to bring in the 
absentees. The motion prevailed and it was so ordered. 

POINT OF ORDER 

Olsen, S., raised a point of order pursuant to section 480, para
graph 2, of "Mason's Manual of Legislative Procedure" relating to 
the motion to rescind. Speaker pro tempore Carlson, L., ruled the 
point of order not well taken. 

The question recurred on the Schreiber and Long amendment and 
the roll was called. 

Otis moved that those not voting be excused from voting. The 
motion prevailed. 
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There were 49 yeas and 73 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Bennett Gruenes Long Poppenhagen Sviggum 
Blatz Gutknecht Marsh Redalen Swenson 
Boo Hartle McDonald Richter Thiede 
Bu~er Haukoos McKasy Rose Tjornhom 
Car son, D. Heap McPherson Schafer Tompkins 
Clausnitzer Hugoson Miller Schreiber Uphus 
Dempsey Jennings MorriSon SeaOOrg Valento 
Dille Johnson, V. Omann Shaver \\)88 
Fbraythe Knickerbocker Onnen Sparby Waltman 
Frerichs Kostohryz Pauly Stanius 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Anderson, G. Frederick Krueger Olson, K. Sarns 
Batta~lia Greenfield Larsen Orenstein Scheid 
Bauer y Jacobs Lasley Osthoff Segal 
Beard Jaros Lieder Otis Simoneau 
Begich Jefferson McEachern Par,pas Skoglund 
Bertram Jensen McLaughlin Pe owski Soloorg 
Brown Johnson, A. Miloort . . Peterson Steensma 
Carlson, L. Johnson, R. Murphy Price Trimble 
Carruthers Kahn Nelson, C. Quinn Vellenga 
Clark Kalis Nelson, D. Reding Wagenius 
Cooper Kelly Nelson, K. Rest Welle 
Danner Kelso O'Connor Rice Wenzel 
Dawkins Kinkel O~n Riveness Winter 
DeBlieck Kludt o sen, S. Rodosovich 
DOrD_ \ Knuth Olson, E. Rukavina 

The motion did not prevail and the amendment was not adopted. 

Schreiber, Riveness and Tjornhom moved to amend S. F. No. 2491, 
as amended, as follows: 

Page 5, after line 3, insert: 

"Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 473.169, 
subdivision 7, is amended to read: 

Subd. 7. [COUNCIL REVIEW.] Before proceeding with construc, 
tion of a light rail transit facility, a regional rail authority estab
lished under chapter 398A must submit preliminary. and final 
design plans to the metropolitan council. The council must review 
the plans for consistency with the ·council's development guide and 
eemmeBi 61> approve or disapprove the plans. The proposer of the 
facility may not proceea with construction ofthemcility without the 
approval offhe council:'---

Renumber sections in sequence 

Amend the title accordingly 
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A roll call was requested and properly seconded. 

POINT OF ORDER 

McLaughlin raised a point of order pursuant to section 401, 
paragraph 4, of "Mason's Manual of Legislative Procedure" relating 
to frivolous and improper amendments. Speaker pro tempore Carl
son, L., ruled the point of order not well taken. 

The question recurred on the Schreiber et al amendment and the 
roll was called. 

Otis moved that those not voting be excused from voting. The 
motion prevailed. 

There were 68 yeas and 54 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. Frederick Krueger Pauly Sviggum 
Bennett Frerichs Long Pelowski Swenson 
Bertram Greenfield Marsh Poppenhagen Thiede 
Bishop Gruenes McDonald Redalen Tjornhom 
Blatz Gutknecht McKasy &ding Tompkins 
Brown Hartle McPherson Richter Tunheim 
Burger Haukoos Miller Riveness Uphus 
Carlson, D. Heap Morrison Rose Valento 
Clausnitzer Hugoson Nelson, D. Schafer Voss 
Cooper Jennings Olson, E. Schreiber Waltman 
Dauner Johnson, V. Ornano Seaberg Welle 
Dempsey Kahn Onnen Shaver Winter 
Dille Knickerbocker Orenstein Stanius 
Forsythe Kostohryz Ozment Steensma 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Battaglia Jefferson Lasley Ogren Sarna 
Bauerly Jensen Lieder Olsen, S. Scheid 
Beard Johnson, A. McEachern Olson, K. Senal 
Begich Johnson, R. McLaughlin Osthoff So berg 
Carlson, L. Kalis Milbert Otis Sparby 
Carruthers Kelly Minne Peterson Trimble 
Clark Kelso Munger Price Vellenga 
Dawkins Kinkel Murphy &st Wagenius 
DeBlieck Kludt Nelson, C. Rice Wenzel 
Dom Knuth Nelson, K. Rodosovich Spk. Vanasek 
Jacobs Larsen O'Connor Rukavina 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

Schreiber moved to amend S. F. No. 2491, as amended, as follows: 

Page 5, after line 27, insert: 
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"Sec. 8. [REPEALER.] 

Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 473.398, IS 

repealed." 

Page 5, line 28, delete "8" and insert "9" 

Page 5, line 29, delete "1" and insert "§." 

Page 5, line 31 after the period, insert: 

"Section 8 g; effective the day after final enactment." 

Amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 4, after the semicolon insert "repealing transit needs 
assessment;" 

Page 1, line 9, before the period insert "; repealing Minnesota 
Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 473.398" 

A roll call was requested and properly seconded. 

POINT OF ORDER 

Olsen, S., raised a point of order pursuant to section 398, para
graph 2, of "Mason's Manual of Legislative Procedure" relating to 
decisions on amendments as final. Speaker pro tempore Carlson, i.., 
ruled the point of order not well taken. 

The question recurred on the Schreiber amendment and the roll 
was called. 

Otis moved that those not voting be excused from voting. The 
motion prevailed. 

There were 48 yeas and 76 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Bennett Frederick Long P0'laenhagen Swenson 
Bishop Frerichs Marsh Re alen Thiede 
Blatz Gruenes McDonald Richter 'fjornhom 
Boo Gutknecht McKasy Rose Tompkins 
Bu~er . Hartle McPherson Schafer Uphus 
Car son, D. Haukoos Miller Schreiber Valento 
Clausnitzer Heap Morrison Seaberg Voss 
Dempsey Hugoson OmanD Shaver Waltman 
Dille Johnson, V. Onnen Starrius 
Forsythe Knickerbocker Pauly Sviggum 
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Those who voted in the negative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bertram 
Brown 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dorn 

Greenfield 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knuth 

Larsen 
Lasley 
Lieder 
McEachern 
MCLaughlin 
Milber! 
Mione 
Munger 
Murphy 
Nelson, C, 
Nelson, D. 
Nelson, K. 
O'Connor 
Ogren 
Olsen, S. 

Olson, E. 
Olson, K. 
Orenstein 
Osthoff 
Otis 
Pappas 
Pelowski 
Peterson 
Price 
Quinn 
Reding 
Rest 
Rice 
Rodosovich 
Rukavina 
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Sarna 
Scheid 
Segal 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Steensma 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Vellenga 
Wagenius 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Spk. Vanasek 

The motion did not prevail and the amendment was not adopted. 

,S. F No. 2491, A bill for an act relating to metropolitan govern
ment; establishing various requirements on agency organization, 
work programs, budgets, and reports; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1986, sections 473.13, subdivision 1, and by adding a subdivision; 
473.146, subdivision 3; 473.173, subdivision 6; 473.38, by adding a 
subdivision; Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 
473.1623, subdivisions 4 and 6. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended, and placed upon 
its final passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. 

Otis moved that those not voting be excused from voting. The 
motion prevailed. 

There were 128 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 

Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 

Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 

Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Larsen 
Lasley 
Lieder 
Long 
Marsh 
McDonald 
McEachern 
McKasy 

McLaughlin 
McPherson 
Milbert 
Miller 
Minne 
Morrison 
Munger 
Murphy 
Nelson, C. 
Nelson, D. 
Nelson, K. 
O'Connor 
Ogren 
Olsen, S. 
Olson. E. 
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Olson, K. Poppenhagen Rukavina Sparby Valento 
Omann Price Sarna Stanius Vellenga 
Onnen Quinn Schafer Steensma Voss 
Orenstein Redalen Scheid Sviggum Wanenius 
Osthoff Reding Schreiber Swenson Wa tman 
Otis Rest Seaberg Thiede Welle 
Ozment Rice Segal Tjornhom Wenzel 
Papf,8s Richter Shaver Tompkins Winter 
Pau y Riveness Simoneau Trimble Spk. Vanasek 
Pelowski Rodosovich Skoglund Tunheim 
Peterson Rose Solberg Uphus 

Thebill was passed, as amended, and its title agreed to. 

CALL OF THE HOUSE LIFTED 

Rice moved that the call of the House be dispensed with. The 
motion prevailed and it was so ordered. 

Long was excused for the remainder of today's session. 

The Speaker resumed the Chair. 

S. F. No. 2384 was reported to the House. 

Sparby moved to amend S. F. No. 2384, as follows: 

Page 4, line 24, before "Sections" insert "The provisions of' 

Page 4, line 24, delete "July h 1988" and insert "the day after 
enactment" 

Page 4, line 27, delete "May 31, 1988" and insert "the day of 
enactment" 

Page 4, lines 28 and 30, delete "June 1, 1988" and insert "the day 
of enactment" --- -- -

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

S. F.. No. 2384, A bill for an act relating to trade practices; 
providing for payment to farm implement retailer by successor in 
interest of the manufacturer, wholesaler, or distributor who repur
chases stock and inventory; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, 
sections 325E.05; and 325E.06, subdivisions 1, 4, and 5, and by 
adding a subdivision. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended, and placed upon 
its final passage. 
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The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. There were 124 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 

"Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
Dille 
Dorn 

Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelso 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 

Krueger 
Larsen 
Lasley 
Lieder 
Marsh 
McDonald 
McKasy 
McPherson 
Milbert 
Miller 
Minne 
Morrison 
Munger 
Murphy 
Nelson, C. 
Nelson, D. 
Nelson, K. 
O'Connor 
Ogren 
Olsen, S. 
Olson, E. 
Olson, K. 
OmanD 
Onnen 
Orenstein 

Osthoff 
Otis 
Ozment 
Pappas 
Pauly 
Pelowski 
Peterson 
Poppenhagen 
Price 
Quinn 
IWdalen 
Reding 
Rest 
Rice 
Richter 
Riveness 
Rodosovich 
&lse 
Rukavina 
Sarna 
Schafer 
Scheid 
Schreiber 
Seaberg 
Segal 

Shaver 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparhy 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
'lJornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was passed, as amended, and its title agreed to. 

S. F No. 1674, A bill for an act relating to environment; prescrib
ing criminal penalties for violation of certain statutes, rules, or 
permits relating to pollution control; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1987 Supplement, section 115.071, subdivision 2; and 609.671. 

The bill was read for the third time and placed upon its final 
passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. There were 128 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 

Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 

Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 

Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 

Krueger 
Larsen 
Lasley 
Lieder 
Marsh 
McDonald 
McEachern 
McKasy 
McLaughlin 
McPherson 
Milbert 
Minne 
Morrison 
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Munger 
Murphy 

- Nelson, C. 
Nelson, D. 
Nelson, K. 
O'Connor 
Ogren 
Olsen, S. 
Olson, E. 
Olson, K. 
Dmann 
Onnen 
Orenstein 
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Osthoff 
Otis 
Ozment 
Pappas 
Pauly 
Pelowski 
Peterson 
Poppenhagen 
Price 
Quinn 
Redalen 
Reding 
Rest 

Rice 
Richter 
Riveness 
Rodosovich 
&lse 
Rukavina 
Sarna 
Schafer 
Scheid 
Schreiber 
Seaberg 
Segal 
Shaver 

Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson. 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 

The bill was passed and its title agreed to. 

S. F. No. 1769 was reported to the House. 

Solberg moved to amend S. F. No. 1769, as follows: 

[80th Day 

Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

Delete everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 363.01, is amended 
by '1dding a subdivision to read: . 

Subd. 40. [MARITAL STATUS.] "Marital status" means whether a tyson ~ single, married, divorced, widowed, separated, or other 
~ status, and in employment cases includes protection against 
discrimination on the basis of identity, situation, actions, or beliefs 
of one's spouse or former spouse. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 363.02, subdivision 2a, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 2a. [MANUFACTURED HOME PARKS.] The provisions of 
subdivision 2, prohibiting discrimination because of familial status: 

(1) do not apply to a manufactured home park the majority of 
whose lots are reserved by park rule to households .containing at 
least one elderly person; and 

(2) do not apply to a section or sections of a manufactured home 
park which are identified by park rule and do not comprise more 
than one-third of the lots in the park. In order to qualify for 
exemption under this subdivision <lees H6t ~ park owner te 
IWeid e"",,,lying must comply with section 327C.02, subdivision 2, 
327C.05 or 327C.07, subdivision 4 when adopting or amending a 
rule concerning the permitted familial status of residents or of 
buyers of homes offered for in park sale. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 363.02, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 
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Subd. 2b. [EVICTION DUE TO FAMILIAL STATUS.] The provi
sions of' section 363.03, subdivision 2, prohibiting discrimination 
because offamilial status, do not ".pp!.y to eviction from, or denial of 
continuing tenancy in, dwelling units exempt through certification 
under this section, provided tIllit (1) one year has elapsed from the 
commencement of the familial status; and (2) six monthsprior 
written notice has been given to the tenant, unless the eviction or 
denial of continuing tenancy ~ for just cause unrelated to familial 
status. . 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 363.Q3, subdivision 2, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [REAL PROPERTY.] It is an unfair discriminatory 
practice: 

(1) For an owner, lessee, sublessee, assignee, or managing agent 
of, or other person having the right to sell, rent or lease any real 
property, or any agent of any of these: 

(a) to refuse to sell, rent, or lease or otherwise deny to or withhold 
from any person or group of persons any real property because of 
race, color, creed, religion, national origin, sex, marital status, 
status with regard to public assistance, disability, or familial status; 
or 

(b) to discriminate against any person or group of persons because 
of race, color, creed, religion, national origin, sex, marital status, 
status with regard to public assistance, disability, or familial status 
in the terms, conditions or privileges of the sale, rental or lease of 
any real property or in the furnishing of facilities or services in 
connection therewith, except that nothing in this clause shall be 
construed to prohibit the adoption of reasonable rules intended to 
protect the safety of minors in their use of the real property or any 
facilities or services furnished in connection therewith; or 

(c) in any transaction involving real property, to print, circulate or 
post or cause to be printed, circulated, or posted any advertisement 
or sign, or use any form of application for the purchase, rental or· 
lease of real property, or make any record or inquiry in connection 
with the prospective purchase, rental, or lease of real property which 
expresses, directly or indirectly, any limitation, specification, or 
discrimination as to race, color, creed, religion; national origin, sex, 
marital status, status with regard to public assistance, disability, or 
familial status, or any intent to make any such limitation, specifi
cation, or discrimination except that nothing in this clause shall be 
construed to prohibit the advertisement of a dwelling unit as 
available to adults-only if the person placing the advertisement 
reasonably believes that the provisions of this subdivision prohibit
ing discrimination because of familial status do not apply to the 
dwelling unit. 
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(2) For a real estate broker, real estate salesperson, or employee, or 
agent thereof: 

(aJ to refuse to sell, rent, or lease or to offer for sale, rental, or lease 
any real property to any person or group of persons or to negotiate 
for the sale, rental, or lease of any real property to any person or 
group of persons because of race, color, creed, religion, national 
origin, sex, marital status, status with regard to public assistance, 
disability, or familial status or represent that real property is not 
available for inspection, sale, rental, or lease when in fact it is so 
available, or otherwise deny or withhold any real property or any 
facilities of real property to or from any person or group of persons 
because of race, color, creed, religion, national origin, sex, marital 
status, status with regard to public assistance, disability, or familial 
status; or 

(b) to discriminate against any person because of race, color, creed, 
religion, national origin, sex, marital status, status with regard to 
public assistance, disability, or familial status in the terms, condi
tions or privileges of the sale, rental or lease of real property or in 
the furnishing of facilities or services in connection therewith; or 

(c) to print, circulate, or post or cause to be printed, circulated, or 
posted any advertisement or sign, or use any form of application for 
the purchase, rental, or lease of any real property or make any record 
or inquiry in connection with the prospective purchase, rental or 
lease of any real property, which expresses directly or indirectly, any 
limitation, specification or discrimination' as to race, cotor, creed, 
religion, national origin, sex, marital status, status with regard to 
public assistance, disability, or familial status or any intent to make 
any such limitation, specification or discrimination except that 
nothing in this clause shall be construed to prohibit the advertise
ment of a dwelling unit as available to adults-only if the person 
placing the advertisement reasonably believes that the provisions of 
this subdivision prohibiting discrimination because of familial sta
tus do not apply to the dwelling unit. 

(3) For a person, bank, banking organization, mortgage company, 
insurance company, or other financial institution or lender to whom 
application is made for financial assistance for the purchase, lease, 
acquisition, construction, rehabilitation, repair or maintenance of 
any real property or any agent or employee thereof: 

(a) to discriminate against any person or group of persons because 
of race, color, creed, religion, national origin, sex, marital status, 
status with regard to public assistance, disability, or familial status 
of the person or group of persons or of the prospective occupants or 
tenants of the real property in the granting, withholding, extending, 
modifying or renewing, or in the rates, terms, conditions, or privi
leges of the financial assistance or in the extension of services in 
connection therewith; or. 
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(b) to use any form of application for the financial assistance or 
make any record or inquiry in connection with applications for the 
financial assistance which expresses, directly or indirectly, any 
limitation, specification, or discrimination as to ra~, color, creed, 
religion, national origin, sex, marital status, status with regard to 
public assistance, disability, or familial status or any intent to make 
any such limitation, specification, or discrimination; or 

(c) to discriminate against any person or group of persons who 
desire to purchase, lease, acquire, construct, rehabilitate, repair or 
maintain real property in a specific urban or rural area or any part 
thereof solely because of the social, economic or environmental 
conditions of the area in the granting, withholding, extending, 
modifying, or renewing, or in the rates, terms, conditions, or 
privileges of the financial assistance or in the extension of services 
in connection therewith. 

(4) For any real estate broker or real estate salesperson, for the 
purpose of inducing a real property transaction from which the 
person, the person's firm, or any of its members may benefit 
financially, to represent that a change has occurred or will or may 
occur in the composition with respect to race, creed, color, national 
origin, sex, marital status, status with regard to public assistance, 
or disability of the owners or occupants in the block, neighborhood, 
or area in which the real property is located, and to represent, 
directly or indirectly, that this change will or may result in unde
sirable consequences in the block, neighborhood, or area in which 
the real property is located, including but not limited to the lowering 
of property values, an increase in criminal or antisocial behavior, or 
a decline in the quality of schools or other public facilities. 

(5) Notwithstanding the provisions of any law, ordinance, or home 
rule charter to the contrary, no person shall be deemed to have 
committed an unfair discriminatory practice based upon age if the 
unfair discriminatory practice alleged is attempted or accomplished 
for the purpose of obtaining or maintaining one of the exemptions 
provided for a dwelling unit provided for in section 363.02, subdivi
sion 2. 

(6) Notwithstanding any law, ordinance, or home rule charter to 
the contrarf,' ~ totally or partially blind or deaf person with a gU~de 
aog is entit ed to·full and equal access to real property provlcied or 
in this section. The peiisoN may notoe required to p!!.y extra 
compensation for the ~ ~ but is liable for damage dOlle to the 
premises fiy the guide dog. 

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 363.06, 
subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [ACTIONS.] Any person aggrieved by a violation of 
this chapter may bring a civil action as provided in section 363.14, 
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subdivision 1, clause (a), or may file a verified charge with the 
commissioner or the commissioner's designated agent. A charge 
filed with the commissioner must be in writing on a form provided 
by the commissioner and signed by the charging party. The charge 
must state the name of the person alleged to have committed an 
unfair discriminatory practice, and set out a summary of the details 
of the practice complained of. The commissioner may' require a 
charging party to provide the address of the person alleged to have 
committed the unfair discriminatory practice, names of witnesses, 
documents, and any other information necessary to process the 
charge', The commissioner may dismiss a charge when the, charging 
party fails to provide required information. The commissioner 
within ten days of the filing shall serve a copy of the charge and a 
form for use in responding to the charge upon the respondent 
personally or by mail. The respondent shall file with the department 
a written response to the charge within 20 days of receipt of the 
charge. If the respondent fails to respond within 30 1ays after 
service or t)iecharge, and service was consistent witnru e 4 of the 
rules ofCivllprocedure, the commissioner, on hehallOIthe comPIam
!!!s: Pjrty, mayrbring an actio~ ~or defaul.t in illstriCt court pursuant 
to ru e 55.01 Q.. the rules of CIvIl procedure.. ' 

Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 363.06, subdivision 3, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [TIME FOR FILING CLAIM.] A claim of an unfair 
discriminatory practice must be brought as a civil action pursuant 
to section 363.14, subdivision 1, clause (a), filed in a charge with a 
local commission pursuant to section 363.116, or filed in a charge 
with the commissioner within goo Eiays one year after the occur
rence of the practice. The running ofthe goo day one-year limitation 
period is suspended during the time a potential charging party and 
respondent are voluntarily engaged in a dispute resolution process 
involving a claim of unlawful discrimination under chapter 363, 
including arbitration, conciliation, mediation or. grievance proce
dures pursuant to a collective bargaining agreement or statutory, 
charter, or ordinance provisions for a civil service or other employ
ment system. A potential respondent who participates in such a 
process with a potential charging party before a charge is filed or a 
civil action is brought shall notify the department and the charging 
party in writing of the participation in the process and the date thE) 
process commenced, and shall also notify the department and the 
charging party of the ending date of the process. Arespondent who 
fails to provide this notification is barred from raising the defense 
that the statute of limitations has run unless the goo Eiaysone year 
plus a period of time equal to the suspension period has passed. 

Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 363.073, subdivision 1, is 
amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [SCOPE. OF APPLICATION.] No department or 
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agency of the state shall receive, enter into, or accept any bid or 
proposal for a contract 6>' nor execute any contract for goods 6>', 
services! or the performance of any function, or ~ agreement !Q 
transfer funOsfor any reason in excess of$50,000 with any bllsiRess 
person having more than 20 full-time employees in Minnesota at 
any tIme during the previous 12 months, unless the fu-m 6>' 11IlsiRess 
person has an affirmative action plan for the employment of minor
ity persons, women, and the disabled that has been approved by the 
commissioner of human rights. Receipt of a certificate of compliance 
issued by the commissioner shall signify that a fu-m 6>' bllsiRess 
personhas an affirmatIve action plan that has been approved by the 
commissioner. A certificate shall be valid f?r a period of two years. 

Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 363.073, subdivision 3, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [REVOCATION OF CONTRACT.] A contract awarded by 
a department or agency of the state may be terminated or abridged 
by the department or agency because of suspension or revocation of 
a certificate based upon a contractor's failure to implement or make 
a good faith effort to implement an affirmative action plan approved 
by the commissioner under this section. If a contract is awarded to 
~ person who does not have ~ contracC compliance ,-certificate 
required under subdivision 1, the commissioner. may void the 
contract on behalf of the state. -.- . -- --

Sec. 9. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 363,074, is amended to 
read: 

363.074 [RULES FOR CERTIFICATES OF COMPLIANCE.] 

The commissioner shall adopt rules to implement section 363.073 
specifying the criteria used to review affirmative action plans and 
the standards used to review implementation of affirmative action 
plans. A firm or business certified to be in compliance with affirma-· 
tive action requirements of a local human rights agency or the 
federal government shall mal[ be deemed to be in compliance with 
section 363.073 upon submissIOn to the commissioner of an affirma
tive action plan approved by a local human rights agency or the 
federal government and amendments to the plan which are neces
sary to address the employment of disabled persons protected by 
section 363.03, subdivision 1. 

Sec. 10. Minnesota Statutes 1986, seCtion 363.091, is amended to 
read: 

363.091 [ENFORCEMENT.] 

When a respondent fails or refuses to comply with a final decision 
of the department, the commissioner may file with the court 
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. administrator of district court in the judicial district in which the 
hearing was held a petition requesting the court to order the 
respondent to comply with the order of the department. Thereupon 
the court shall issue an order to. show ca\lse directed to the 
respondent why an order directing compliance should not be issued. 

. Natwitlist .... Eliftg the flFavisiafts sf.""'Y law "" rele sf ei¥iI.. flPaeeEllH'e 
ta the eafiHary, the ee\H't shall e" ..... ifte at the aelH'iftg "'" the ~ 
ta sIlaw. _ all the e;:iEleftee ift the reeeffi aBEl may aHieftEI the 
~ sf the Eleflarilftefttift ""'Y way the ee\H't EIeeIfts . .i-t· aBEl 
e'lliitable.Ifthe panel or examiner has ordered an award of damages 
pursuant to section 363.071 aBEl if the ee\H't Slistaifts "" lftaeiBes the 
awaM;.it the court shall enter judgment on the order or modified 
order in the same manner'as in the case of an order of the district 
court, as provided in section 546.27. 

Sec. 11. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 363.121, is amended to 
read:, 

363.121 [DEPARTMENT ATTORNEY.] 

general ~ the 
or for the IEi~~II~for~thelde~partment. 

Sec. 12. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 363.14, subdivision 1, is 
amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [COURT ACTIONS, SUITS BY PRIVATE PAR
TIES, INTERVENTION.] (a) The commissioner or a person may 
. bring, a _ Civil action seeking redress for an, unfau discriminatory 
practice .directly to district court. In addition, a 'person may bring ~ 
civil action: . -----

W Dipeetiyta eistFiet e6IH't; "" 

W ~!atwithstaftffiBg the flPav4siaft" sf ""'Y law ta the eafttplH'Y, 

(1) within 45 days after the commissioner has dismissed a charge 
because it is frivolous or without merit, because the Charging party 
has failed to provide required information, because the commis
sioner has determined that further use of department resources is 
not warranted, or because the commissioner has determined that 
there is no probable cause to credit the allegations contained in a 
charge filed with the commissioner; 
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(2) within 45 days after the commissioner has reaffirmed a 
determination of no probable cause if the charging party requested 
a reconsideration of the probable cause determination; or 

(3) after 45 days from the filing of a charge pursuant to section 
363.06, subdivision 1 if a hearing has not been held pursuant to 
section 363.071 or if the commissioner has not entered into a 
conciliation agreement to which the charging party is a signator. 
The charging party shall notify the commissioner of an intention to 
bring a civil action, which shall be commenced within 90 days of 
giving the noticet~ 

(b) If the commissioner has issued both probable cause and no 
probaOle cause determinations on separate issues in the same 
charge, thecnaraing pat may, if a hearing is held, require that all 
matters De hear at the earin~ or may bring "" civil action for the 
no probaOIe cause charges at t e same time as the probable cause 
Charges under the rules and time frames that govern the proballle 
cause charges. 

(c) 'I'he _.mesiel''''' may dismiss, withem }*,ejudiee. t.e the . 
el",,,gil'g j3IH'ty, IHlY ease filed with the ael'artment 0061' heffiFe J.me 
3G, ~ 'I'he esmmissisner shall Hetify" charging paFty by regular 
mail seat heffiFe !.Ugllst l, 1981-; sf the Fight t.e bFffig " eWH ae4ioo 
I'lH'sllant t.e tffis seetien. lIflen gWffig tffis aetiee the eemmissisner 
shall "'*' alll'FseeeElings in the ael'al'tffient Felating t.e the charge. 
Nstwithstanaing IHlY statlltery flIlFied sf limitatisn t.e the "sntrary, 
.... inElividaal nstifiea 1'" .. B\lRHt t.e tffis elaooe may bFffig a eWH 
ae4ioo Felating t.e the eharge; I'Fe'Jiaea that the aetieH is filed 00 er 
heffiFe Fearllary l, 1982, 

A charging party bringing a civil action shall mail by registered or 
certified mail a copy of the summons and complaint to the commis
sioner, and upon their receipt the commissioner shall terminate all 
proceedings in the department relating to the charge. No charge 
shall be filed or reinstituted with the commissioner after a civil 
action relating to the same unfair discriminatory practice has been 
brought unless the civil action has been dismissed without preju
dice. 

(d) Upon application by the complaining party to the district court 
at aspecial term and under circumstances the court deems just, the 
court may appoint an attorney for the person and may authorize the 
commencement of the action without payment of fees, costs, or 
security. . 

(e) Upon timely application, the court may permit the department 
to intervene in a civil action brought pursuant to this section upon 
certification that the case is of general public importance. 
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Sec. 13. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 363.14, subdivision 3, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [ATrORNEY'S FEES AND COSTS.] In any action or 
proceeding brought pursuant to this section the court, in its discre
tion, may allow the prevailing party, ether thafttfle ael'sl'tmeBt, a 
reasonable attorney's fee as part of the costs. 

Sec. 14. [363.15] [NOTICE OF APPEAL TO THE COMMIS
SIONER.] 

In ary case that is appealed to the su£reme court or the court of 
appea s mwhich an issue is raisea un er thiSCllapTer, the pa~y 
raIsing the issue shall serve a ~ of the .notice of appeal on t e 
commissioner. The clerk of tne appeITate courts way not accept !! 
notice of appeal Or other'E:apers,documents, or bne s from any larJ?' 
in an action invOlving.t is chapter without proof of service 0 ~ 
papers, documents, or. briefs ~ the commissIOner." 

Delete the title and insert: 

"A bill for an act relating to human rights; clarifying marital 
status discrimination and housing discrimination; enforcing compa
rable worth and affirmative action requirements; making proce
dural and administrative changes; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1986, sections 363.01, by adding a subdivision; 363.02, subdivision 
2a, and by adding a subdivision; 363.03, subdivision 2; 363.06, 
subdivision 3; 363.073, subdivisions 1 and 3; 363.074; 363.091; 
363.121; and 363.14, subdivisions 1 and 3; Minnesota Statutes 1987 
Supplement, section 363.06, subdivision 1; proposing coding for new 
law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 363." 

The motion , prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

Solberg moved to amendS. F. No. 1769, as amended, as follows: 

Page 2, lines 20 to 21, delete "~ust cause unrelated to familial 
status" and insert ''nonpayment 0 renT.<lilmage to the premises, 
rustiITbance of other tenants, or othe~ach of thelease' 

Page 6, line 8, delete "guide" and insert "service" 

Page 6, line 10, delete "guide" and insert "service" 

Page 6, line 11, delete "guide" and insert "service" 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 
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Solberg moved to amend S. F. No. 1769, as amended, as follows: 

Page 1, line 4, delete "comparable worth and" 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

S. F. No. 1769, A bill for an act relating to human rights; clarifying 
marital status discrimination and housing discrimination; enforcing 
comparable worth and affirmative action requirements; making 
procedural and administrative changes; amending Minnesota Stat
utes 1986, sections 363.01, by adding a subdivision; 363.02, subdi
vision 2a, and by adding a subdivision; 363.03, subdivision 2; 
363.06, subdivision 3; 363.073, subdivisions 1 and 3; 363.091; 
363.121; and 363.14, subdivisions 1 and 3; Minnesota Statutes 1987 
Supplement, sections 363.06, subdivision 1; and 363.071, subdivi
sion 2; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 
363. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended, and placed upon 
its final passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. There were 126 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carison, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
Dille 
Dorn 

Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 

Kostohryz 
Larsen 
Lasley 
Lieder 
Marsh 
McDonald 
McEachern 
McKasy 
McLaughlin 
McPherson 
Milbert 
Miller 
-Mione 
Morrison 
Munger 
Murphy 
Nelson, C. 
Nelson, D. 
Nelson, K. 
O'Connor 
Ogren 
Olsen, S. 
Olson, E. 
Olson, K. 
Omann 

Onnen 
Orenstein 
Osthoff 
Otis 
Ozment 
Pappas 
Pauly 
Pelowski 
Peterson 
Poppenhagen 
Price 
Quinn 
Redalen 
Reding 
Rest 
Rice 
Richter 
Rodosovich 
Rose 
Rukavina 
Sarna 
Schafer 
Scheid 
Schreiber 
Seaberg 

Segal 
Shaver 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vel1enga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was passed, as amended, and its title agreed to. 
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S. F No. 2217 was reported to the House. 

Kelly and Trimble moved to amend S. F No. 2217, as follows: 

Page 2, after line 4, insert: 

"Sec. 2. [JOINT POWERS AGREEMENT FOR THE RAMSEY 
COUNTY COURTHOUSE AND SAINT PAUL CITY HALL.) 

Before Ramsey county issues any general obligation bonds pur
suant to state statute for the r'1pCir, restoration, expansion and 
modernization of the Sainfl'au tdtx. Hall and Ramsey County 
Courthouse, the city ana county shall enter into joint powers 
agreements dellneating the powers and responSllillities of each 
party respecting (i) the repair, restoration, expansion, and modern
ization of the city nail and countli courthouse buildillg; (ii) the 
normal repair and maintenance of t e building, and the determina
tion of proportionate sguare foot exclusIve usage of the building !iY 
the county and the city; and (iii) the transfer Olownership or 
reversionary interests in Lake Owasso residence, the Ramsey 
county workhouse, Boys Totem Town, Woodview Detention Center, 
and St. Paul Ramsey Medical Center and any other property the city 
and county ~ ~ 

Sec. 3. [ASSUMPTION OF DEBT.) 

Ramsey county is authorized to assume all remaining debt service 
on bonds issued ~ the city or St. Paul for construction of St. 
Paul-Ramsey Medical Center under Laws 1957, chapter 938, section 
6. The obh~ation authorized to be assumed under this section is not 
Sii6feCt to e ection requirements nor to the debt or tax leVa limrra= 
tions applicable to the county and snarl not oe consi ered in 
calculating "mounts subject to any other debt or tax levy limita
tions. Any levies !iY the county for debt servicing payment for the 
retirement of these bonds shall be exempt from all tax levy limita
tions applicable to the county. 

Sec. 4. [EFFECTIVE DATE.) 

Sections ~ and 3 of this act are effective the dir after filing of 
certificates of local approv~ the governing ~. of the city of 
Saint Paul and ~ the Ramsey county board in compliance with 
Minnesota Statutes, section 645.021, subffivlSion 3." 

Amend the title accordingly 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 
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S. F. No. 2217, A bill for an act relating to state lands; authorizing 
transfer of certain state lands in Ramsey county to the city of 
Mounds View. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended, and placed upon 
its final passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. There were 127 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
Dille 
Darn 
Forsythe 
Frederick 

Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 

Larsen 
Lasley 
Lieder 
Marsh 
McDonald 
McEachern 
McKasy 
McLaughlin 
McPherson 
Milbert 
Miller 
Minne 
Morrison 
Munger 
Murphy 
Neison, C. 
Neison, D, 
Nelson, K. 
O'Connor 
Ogren 
Olsen, S. 
Olson, E. 
Olson, K. 
Omann 
Onnen 
Orenstein 

Osthoff 
Otis 
Ozment 
Pauly 
Pelowski 
Peterson 
Poppenhagen 
Price 
Quinn 
Redalen 
Reding 
Rest 
Rice 
Richter 
Riveness 
Rodosovich 
Rose 
Rukavina 
Sarna 
Schafer 
Scheid 
Schreiber 
Seaberg 
Segal 
Shaver 
Simoneau 

Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was passed, as amended, and its title agreed to. 

S. F. No. 1700, A bill for an act relating to metropolitan govern
ment; scheduling the payment of certain watershed improvement 
costs; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 473.883, subdivi
sions 2 and 4. 

The bill was read for the third time and placed upon its final 
passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. There were 129 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 

Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 

Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 

Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 

Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
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Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
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Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 
Larsen 
Lasley 
Lieder 
Marsh 
McDonald 
McEachern 
McKasy 

. McLaughlin 
McPherson 
Milberl 
Miller 

Minne 
Morrison 
Munger 
Murphy 
Nelson, C. 
Nelson, D. 
Nelson, K. 
O'Connor 
Ogren 
Olsen, S. 
Olson, E. 
Olson, K. 
Omann 
Onnen 
Orenstein 
Osthoff 
Otis 
Ozment 
Pappa.s 
Pauly 
Pelowski 
Peterson 

Poppenhagen 
Price 
Quinn 
Redalen 
Reding 
Rest 
Rice 
Richter 
Riveness 
Rodosovich 
Rose 
-Rukavina 
Sarna 
Schafer 
Scheid 
Schreiber 
Seaberg 
Segal 
Shaver 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 

The bill was passed and its title agreed to. 

[80th Day 

Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
'IJornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphl\s 
Va1enw 
Vellenga 
Voss _, 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

McKasy was excused for the remainder of today's session. 

H. F. No. 704 was reported to the House. 

Rest moved that H. F. No. 704 be continued on Special Orders for 
one day. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 1610 was reported to the House. 

Lasley moved to amend S, F. No. 1610, as follows: 

Page 2, after line 18, insert: 

"Sec. 6. [161.179] [LOANS FOR RIGHT-OF-WAY ACQUISITION; 
APPROPRIATION, ACCOUNT.] 

Subdivision 1. [DEFINITIONS.] (a) For purposes of this section, 
the following terms have the meanmgsglven them. - --

(b) "Acquiring authority" means ~ town, statutory or home rule 
charter city, or county, located outside the. metropolitan area. 

(c) "Homestead property" means ~ single-family dwelling. occu
pied ~ the owner, and the surrounding land. 

(d) "Metro£olitan area" has the meaning given !! in section 
47TI21, sub Ivision ~ 
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(e) "Salvage value" means the probable sale price of the dwelling 
and other propertYfliat g; severable from the land if offered for sale 
on the condition that it; be removed from the land at the buyer's 
expense, allowing a reasonable time to find" buyer with knowledge 
of the possible uses of the property, inclUding separate use of 
serviceable components and scrap when there i§. no other reasonable 
prospect of sale. 

Subd. 2. [LOANS TO ACQUIRING AUTHORITIES.] The commis
sioner may make loans to acguiring authorities 10catec:TOutsi(je the 
metropolitan area for purchasing property within the proposed state 
trunk highway ril.ht-of-way, corridor, or project shown on an offlClaI 
map adopted un er section 394.361 or 462.359 or for purchasing 
property within" proposed principal or intermediate arterial high
way right-of-way, corridor, or project designated t>y the commis
sioner as" part of the state trunk highway system and approved by 
the commissioner. The loans must be made by the commissioner 
mm the fund estalillshed under suoaiVlSIOn 4, for purchases <lP: 
proved t>y the commissioner. The loans must bear no interest. The 
commissioner shall make loans only to (1) avert the imminent 
conversion or the granting of approvals that -would allow the 
conversion of property to uses that would Jeopardize its availability 
for highway construction, or (2) purchase the property before 
imminent development or other use of the propert* would result in 
~ substantial increase in its acquisition cost. T e commissioner 
shall not make" loan for the purchase of propert:\', at " price that 
exceeds the fair market value of the property or t at includes the 
costs of relocating or moving persons or property, except as provided 
in subdivision 3. ~ private property owner may elect to receive the 
purchase price either in" lump sum or in not more than four annual 
installments without interest on the deferred installments. If the 
purchase agreement provides for illstallment payments, the acqWf:: 
~.authority shan make the loan in installments corresponding to 
those in the purchase a~eement. The acquiring authority receiving 
an acquisition loan shal convey the property to the department for 
the construction of the highway at the same price that the acquiring 
authority paid for the property. On notification t>y the commissioner 
that the plan to construct the highway has been abandoned or the 
antlcIiJated location of the hlghway change'ci, the acquiring author: 
it;,y shaH sell the property at market value in accordance with the 
procedures required for the disposition of the property. Rents and 
other money received because of the acquiring authority's owner
ship of the property and the proceeds from the conveyance or sale of 
the property must be paid to the commissioner and deposited in the 
special account in the state treasury established in subdiVision 4. 
Money paid to the commissioner t>y acquiring authorities receiving 
loans under this section, and interest on the proceeds and payments, 
must be deposited in the fund estabTIshed in subdivision 4. For 
administration of the loan program the commissioner may expend 
from the fund each year an amount no greater than three percent of 
the amount disbursed as loans to acquiring authorities in that year. 
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Subd. 3. [HARDSHIP ACQUISITION AND RELOCATION.] (a) 
Thecommissioner may make hardship loans to acquiring authofr: 
ties outside the metropoTItail area to f,urchasellOmestead property 
IOCated in !'. proposed state trunk hig way right-of-way or project, 
and to provide relocation assistance. Acquiring authorities are 
authorized to accept the loans and to acquire the property. Except as 
provided in this subdlvlsion, the loans must be made as provided in 
subdivision 2. Loans must be in the amount of the appraised fair 
market value of the homestead property p\ls reloCation costs and 
less salvage vruue. Before construction of L". highway begins, tIle 
acqUIring autIiOrlty SIlall convey the projerty to the commissioner 
of transportation at the same price !! ~ plus relocation costs and 
less its salvage vruue. AcquisItion and assistance under this subdi
vision must conform to se.ctions 117.50 to 117.56. ----

(b) The commissioner may make hardship loans only when: 

(1) the owner of affected homestead property requests acquisition 
and relocation assistance from an acquiring authority; 

(2) federal financial participation is not available; 

(3) the owner ~ unable to sell the homestead property at its 

~~~'~~m~a~r~k~et~v~a~Iu~e~b~e~c~a~u~se the property is located in !'. pro-y right-of-way, corridor, or project as 
map or Plat adopted under section 160.085, 

(4) the appraisal of the fair market value of the homestead 
property has been ap,roved fuc the commissioner, wno must not 
unreasonably withhol approval; and 

(5) the owner of the homestead property ~ burdened Qr circum
stances that constitute !'. hardship, such as catastrophic medical 
expenses; ~ transfer of the homesteacrowner !iY. the owner's em
ployer to ~ distant site of emplOilment; orTrUibilitym the owner to 
maintain the property due to p ysical or mental disability or the 
permanentifeparture ofCTliIQren from the homestead. 

Subd. 4. [APPROPRIATION; SPECIAL ACCOUNT.] Money col
lected ~ the commissioner under this section must be deposited in 
the state treasury and creditedto !'. special account in the trunk 
highway fund. Money in the account and money transTerred under 
subdivision .Ii. does not cancel and ~ annually appropriated to the 
commissioner to administer and carry out the purposes ot this 
section. 

Subd. 5. [FUND TRANSFERS.] On ta~ing title to lands acquired 
under this section, the commissioner Q... trafisPortatiOil-;-with the 
approval of the commissioner .of finance, shall transfer money from 
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the trunk highway account appropriated for trunk highway devel
opment to the special fund established under subdivision 4, The 
amount of money tranSfeITed must equal the loan amount made 
available to acquire the lands under this section. 

Sec. 7. [APPROPRIATION TRANSFER.] 

!l£ to $1,000,000 of the appropriation made in Laws 1987, chapter 
358, section 2, subdivision 2, is for transfer from the trunk highway 
fund to the special account created in section 6, SUbdivision 4." 

Delete the title and insert: 

''A bill for an act relating to transportation; providing for specific 
service signs to be displayed along highways; establishing a fund for 
loans to purchase highway rights-of-way outside the metropolitan 
area; providing for acquisition and relocation assistance in cases of 
hardship to owners of homestead property located in a proposed 
state highway right-of-way; providing for transfer of appropriated 
money; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 160.292, sub
divisions 2 and 10; 160.293, subdivisions 1 and 3; and 160.295, by 
adding a subdivision; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota 
Statutes, chapter 161." 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

S. F. No. 1610, A biII for an act relating to advertising devices; 
providing for specific service signs relating to rural agricultural 
businesses and places of worship to be displayed along highways; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 160.292, subdivisions 
2 and 10; 160.293, subdivisions 1 and 3; and 160.295, by adding a 
subdivision. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended, and placed upon 
its final passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. There were 122 yeas and 5 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 

Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 

Dempsey 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 

Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 

Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 
Larsen 
Lasley 
Lieder 
McEachern 
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McLaughlin Olson, E. Redalen Shaver Uphus 
McPherson Olson, K. Reding Simoneau Valento 
Milbert Droann Rest . Skoglund Vellenga 
Miller Onnen Rice Solberg .Voss 
Minne Orenstein Richter Sparby Wanenius 
Morrison Osthoff Riveness Stanius Wa tmao 
Munger Otis Rodosovich Steensma Welle 
Murphy Ozment Rese Sviggum Wenzel· 
Nelson, C. PaPias Rukavina Swenson Winter 
Nelson, D. Pauy Sarna Thiede Wynia 
Nelson, K. .Pelowski Schafer Tjornhom Spk. Vanasek 
O'Connor Peterson Scheid Tompkins 
Ogren Poppenhagen Seaberg Trimble 
Olsen, S. Price Segal Tunheim 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Gutknecht Knuth Marsh Quinn Schreiber 
) 

The bill was passed, as amended, and its title agreed to. 

Blatz was excused for the remainder of today's session. 

H. F. No. 2216 was reported to the House. 

Battaglia and Ogren moved to amend H. F. No. 2216, as follows: 

Page 2, line 11, before the period insert ", provided the agreement 
~ amended ~ July h 1988 ~ the addition of the following 
language: "Any party in the Memorandum of Agreement iiY 
cancel this agreement upon one year's written notice to the ot er 
parties.'''' 

Carlson, D., moved to amend the Battaglia and Ogren amendment 
to H. F. No. 2216, as follows: 

Page 1, delete lines 3 to 7 and insert: 

"Page 2, delete line 24, and insert: 

"This act is effective July 1, 1988, and none of the conditions of the 
Memorandum of Agreement shall be conswered fulfilled uiitiI 
then." 

A roll call was reque~ted and properly seconded. 

The question was taken on the amendment to the amendment and 
the roll was called. There were 52 yeas and 67 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
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Bennett Gruenes McDonald Poppenhagen Swenson 
Bishop Gutknecht McEachern Redalen Thiede 
B~er Hartle McLaughlin Richter 'fjornhom 
Car son, D. Haukoos McPherson IWse Tompkins 
Clark Heap Miller Sarna Uphus 
Clausnitzer Hugoson Morrison Schafer Valento 
Dempsey Jacobs Olsen, S. Schreiber Waltman 
Dille Johnson, V. Omann Seaberg Winter 
Forsythe Knickerbocker Onnen Shaver 
Frerichs Kostohryz Papfas Stanius 
Greenfield Marsh Pau y Sviggum 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Anderson, G. DeBlieck Krueger Osthoff Solberg 
Anderson, R. Dorn Larsen Otis Sparby 
Batta~lia Jefferson Lieder Pelowski Steensma ~ 
Bauer y Jennings Milbert Peterson Trimble 
Beard Jensen Minne Quinn Tunheim 
Begich Johnson, A. Munger Reding Voss 
Bertram Johnson, R. Murphy Rest -Wafienius 
Boo Kahn Nelson, C. Riveness We e 
Brown Kalis Nelson, D. Rodosovich Wenzel 
Carlson, L. Kelly O'Connor Rukavina Wynia 
Carruthers Kelso Ogren Scheid Spk. Vanasek 
Cooper Kinkel Olson, E. Segal 
Dauner Kludt Olson, K Simoneau 
Dawkins Knuth Orenstein Skoglund 

The motion did not prevail and the amendment to the amendment 
was not adopted. 

The question recurred on the Battaglia and Ogren amendment-to 
H. F. No. 2216. The motion prevailed and the amendment was 
adopted. 

H. F. No. 2216, A bill for an act relating to natural resources; 
ratifYing and affirming the settlement agreement arising from 
litigation concerning certain treaty related claims of Chippewa 
Indians; prescribing powers and duties of the commissioner of 
natnral resources in relation to the settlement agreement; proposing 
coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 97 A. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended, and placed upon 
its final passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. There were 81 yeas and 38 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 

Bertram 
Bishop 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, L. 

Carruthers 
Cooper 
Danner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 

Dorn 
Frerichs 
Haukoos 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 

Johnson, A. 
Johnson,R. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
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Kinkel Minne Peterson Seaberg Voss 
Kludt Munger Price Segal Wagenius 
Knuth Nelson, C. Quinn Shaver Welle 
Kostohryz Nelson, D. Reding Simoneau Wenzel 
Krueger 0r,;::n Rest Skoglund Winter 
Larsen o son, E. . Rice Solberg Wynia 
Lasley Olson, K. Riveness Steensma Spk. Vanasek 
Lieder Orenstein RodOsovich Swenson 
Marsh Osthoff Rukavina Trimble 
McDonald Otis Scheid Tunheim 
McEachern Pelowski Schreiber VeUenga 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Bennett Gutknecht McPherson Poppenhagen Svi~m 
Carlson, D. Hartle Milbert Red.len Thie e 
Clark Hugoson Miller Richter l)ornhom 
Clausnitzer Jaooba Murphy Rose Uphus 
Dille Jaros O'Connor Sarna Valento 
Forsythe Johnson, V. Olsen, S. &hafer Waltman 
Greenfield Knickerbocker Onnen Sparby 
Gruenes McLaughlin Pauly Stanius 

The bill was passed, as amended, and its title agreed to. 

H. F. No. 2396, A bill for an act relating to education; authorizing 
the sale of college savings bonds; requiring a market study and plan; 
authorizing the issuance of zero coupon bonds; exempting a specified 
amount of bonds from consideration in financial aid eligibility; 
appropriating money; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota 
Statutes, chapter 16A. 

The bill was read for the third time and placed upon its final 
passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. There ~ere 120 yeas and 1 nay as. follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson. R 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Boo 
Brown 
Bnrger 
Carison, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 

Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 
Frederick 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson; V. 

Kahn 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 
Larsen 
Lasley 
Lieder 
Marsh 
McDonald 
McEachern 
McLaughlin 

- McPherson 
Milbert 
Miller 

Mione 
Morrison 
Munger 
Murphy 
Nelson, C. 
Nelson, D. 
O'Conl'lOr 
Ogren 
Olsen, S. 
Olson, E. 
Olson, K. 
Omann 
Onnen 
Orenstein 
Osthoff 
Otis 
Ozment 

. Pappas 
Pauly 

Pelowski 
Peterson 
Poppenhagen 
Price 
Quinn 
Redaleo 
Reding 
Rest 
Rice 
Richter 
Riveness 
Rodosovich 
Jrose 
Rukavina 
Sarna 
Schafer 
Scheid 
Schreiber 
Seaberg 
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Segal 
Shaver 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 

Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 

TuESDAY, APRIL 5, 1988 

Thiede 
1Jornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 

Uphus 
Valento 
VeUenga 
Wagenius 
Waltman 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Kalis 

The bill was passed and its title agreed to. 

Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
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Spk. Vanasek 

H. F. No. 1925, A bill for an act relating to education; eliminating 
the cap on the state university system student health service fee; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 136.11, subdivision 7. 

The bill was read for the third time and placed upon its final 
passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. There were 115 yeas and 10 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. Frederick Kostohryz Onnen Scheid 
Anderson, R. Frerichs Krueger Orenstein Schreiber 
Batta~lia Greenfield Larsen Osthoff Segal 
Bauer y Gruenes Lasley Otis Shaver 
Beard Gutknecht Lieder Ozment Simoneau 
Begich Hartle McDonald Pappas Solberg 
Bennett Haukoos McEachern Pauly Sparhy 
Bertram Heap McLaughlin Pelowski Steensma 
Bishop Hugoson McPherson Peterson Sviggum 
Boo Jaros Milbert Poppenhagen Swenson 
Brown Jefferson Miller Price Tjornhom 
Bu::r,:r Jennings Minne Quinn Tompkins 
Car son, D. Jensen Morrison Redalen Trimble 
Carlson, L. Johnson, A. Munger Reding Tunheim 
Carruthers Johnson, R. Murphy Rest Uphus 
Clark Kahn Nelson, C. Rice Vellenga 
Clausnitzer Kalis Nelson, D. Richter Waftenius 
Dauner Kelly Nelson, K. Riveness Wa tman 
Dawkins Kelso O'Connor Rodosovich Welle 
DeBlieck Kinkel Ogren Rese Wenzel 
Dille Kludt Olsen, S. Rukavina Winter 
Dorn Knickerbocker Olson, K. Sarna Wynia 
Forsythe Knuth Ornann Schafer Spk. Vanasek 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Cooper Jacobs Olson, E. Skoglund Thiede 
Dempsey Marsh Seaberg Stanius Valento 

The bill was passed and its title agreed to. 
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Wynia moved that the remaining bills on Special Orders for today 
be continued one day. The motion prevailed. 

GENERAL ORDERS 

Wynia moved that the bills on General Orders for today be 
continued one day. The motion prevailed. 

ANNOUNCEMENTS BY THE SPEAKER 

The Speaker announced the appointment of the following mem
bers of the Honse to a Conference Committee on S. F. No .. 2003: 

Jefferson, Simoneau and Knickerbocker. 

The Speaker announced the appointment of the following mem
bers of the House to a Conference Committee on S. F. No. 1686: 

Brown, Ogren and Carlson, D. 

MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS 

Cooper moved that the name of Lasley be added as an author on 
H. F. No. 2407. The motion prevailed. 

Reding moved that the name o(Simoneau be added as chief author 
on H. F. No. 2477. The motion prevailed. . 

Simoneau moved that the name ofSviggum be added as an author 
on H. F. No. 2688. The motion prevailed. . 

Solberg moved that H. F. No. 2379 be returned to its author. The 
motion prevailed. 

Osthoff moved that H. F. No. 279 be returned to its author. The 
. motion prevailed. 

Osthoff moved that H. F. No. 324 be returned to its author. The 
motion prevailed. 

Osthoff moved that H. F. No. 326 be returned to its author. The 
motion prevailed. 

Sviggum moved that H. F. No. 832 be returned to its author. The 
motion prevailed. 
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Ogren moved that H. F. No. 1821 be returned to its author. The 
motion prevailed. 

Skoglund moved that H. F. No. 1914, now on General Orders, be 
returned to its author. The motion prevailed. 

ADJOURNMENT 

Wynia moved that when the House adjourns today it adjourn until 
12:00 noon, Wednesday, April 6, 1988. The motion prevailed. 

Wynia moved that the House adjourn. The motion prevailed, and 
the Speaker declared the House stands adjourned until 12:00 noon, 
Wednesday, April 6, 1988. 

EDWARD A. BURDICK, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 
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STATE OF MINNESOTA 

SEVENTY-FIFTH SESSION-1988 

EIGHTY-FIRST DAY 

SAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA, WEDNESDAY, APRIL 6, 1988 

The House of Representatives convened at 12:00 noon and was 
called to order by Robert E. Vanasek, Speaker of the House. 

Prayer was offered by the Reverend Gary Ritner, Central Park 
United Methodist Church, St. Paul, Minnesota. 

The roll was called and the following members were present: 

Anderson, G. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 
Frederick 

Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 

A quorum was present. 

Krueger Omann 
Larsen Onnen 
Lasley Orenstein 
Lieder Osthoff 
Long Otis 
Marsh Ozment 
McDonald Pappas 
McEachern Pauly 
McKasy Pelowski 
McLaughlin Peterson 
McPherson Poppenhagen 
Milbert Price 
Miller Quinn 
Minne Redalen 
Morrison Reding 
Munger Rest 
Murphy Rice 
Nelson, C. Richter 
Nelson, D. Riveness 
Nelson, K. Rodosovich 
Neuenschwander Rose 
O'Connor Rukavina 
Ogren Sarna 
Olsen, S. Schafer 
Olson, E. Scheid 
Olson, K. Schreiber 

DeRaad and Quist were excused. 

Anderson, R., was excused until 2:50 p.m. 

Seaberg 
Segal 
Shaver 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjomhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 
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The Chief Clerk proceeded to read the Journal of the preceding 
day. McLaughlin moved that further reading of the Journal be 
dispensed with and that the Journal be approved as corrected by the 
Chief Clerk. The motion prevailed. 

REPORTS OF CHIEF CLERK 

Pursuant to Rules of the House, printed copies of H. F. No. 2216 
and S. F. Nos. 2107, 1815, 1937, 1783, 1799, 1672 and 1706 have 
been placed in the members' files. 

S. F. No. 1672 and H. F. No. 2159, which had been referred to the 
Chief Clerk for comparison, were examined and found to be identi
cal. 

Gruenes moved that S. F. No. 1672 be substituted for H. F. No. 
2159 and that the House File be indefinitely postponed. The motion 
prevailed. 

S. F. No. 2107 and H. F. No. 2206, which had been referred to the 
Chief Clerk for comparison, were examined and found to be identical 
with certain exceptions. 

SUSPENSION OF RULES 

Carruthers moved that the rules be so far suspended that S. F. No. 
2107 be substituted for H. F. No. 2206 and that the House File be 
indefinitely postponed. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 1815 and H. F. No. 1880, which had been referred to the 
Chief Clerk for comparison, were examined and found to be identical 
with certain exceptions. 

SUSPENSION OF· RULES 

Kelly moved that the rules be so far suspended that S. F. No. 1815 
be substituted for H. F. No. 1880 and that the House File be 
indefinitely postponed. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 1783 and H. F. No. 1803, which had been referred to the 
Chief Clerk for comparison, were examined and found to be identical 
with certain exceptions. 

SUSPENSION OF RULES 

Nelson, D., moved that the rules be so far suspended that S. F. No. 
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1783 be substituted for H. F. No. 1803 and that the House File be 
indefinitely postponed. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 1937 and H. F. No. 2193, which had been referred to the 
Chief Clerk for comparison, were examined and found to be identical 
with certain exceptions. 

SUSPENSION OF RULES 

Jefferson moved that the rules be so far suspended that S. F. No. 
1937 be substituted for H. F. No. 2193 and that the House File be 
indefinitely postponed. The motion prevailed. 

PETITIONS AND COMMUNICATIONS 

The following communications were received: 

STATE OF MINNESOTA 

OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR 

SAINT PAUL 55155 

ThO) Honorable Robert Vanasek 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 
The State of Minnesota 

Dear Sir: 

March 30,1988 

I have the honor of informing you that I have received, approved, 
signed and deposited in the Office of the Secretary of State the 
following House Files: 

H. F. No. 320, relating to pubjic rest rooms; eliminating provisions 
regulating public rest rooms maintained by statutory cities and 
cities of the fourth class. 

H. F. No. 2083, relating to health; making technical modifications 
of the immunization law. 

H. F. No. 2120, relating to public meetings; authorizing the 
governing board of a joint vocational technical district to establish 
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meeting sites. 

H. F. No. 2270, relating to natural resources; authorizing a private 
sale of surplus state property to the Memorial Hospital Association 
of Cambridge. 

Sincerely, 

Rupy PERPICH 

Governor 

STATE OF MINNESOTA 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE 

ST. PAUL 55155 

March 30,1988 

The Honorable Robert Vanasek 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Honorable Jerome M. Hughes 
President of the Senate 

I have the honor to inform you that the foIIowing enroIIed Acts of 
the 1988 Session of the State Legislature have been received from 
the Office of the Governor and ate deposited in the Office of the 
Secretary of State for preservation, pursuant to the State Constitu
tion, Article Iv, Section 23: 

S.F. H.F. Session Laws Date Approved Date Filed 
No. No. Chapter No. 1988 1988 

320 429 March 30 March 30. 
2083 430 March 30 March 30 
2120 431 March 30 March 30 
2270 432 March 30 March 30 

1607 433 March 30 March 30 
1861 434 March 30 March 30 
1970 435 March 30 March 30 

Sincerely, 

JOAN ANDERSON GROWE 
Secretary of State 
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STATE OF MINNESOTA 
OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR 

SAINT PAUL 55155 

The Honorable Robert Vanasek 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 
The State of Minnesota 

Dear Sir: 

10719 

April 1, 1988 

I have the honor of informing you that I have received, approved, 
signed and deposited in the Office of the Secretary of State the 
following House File: 

H. F. No. 1858, relating to the environment; designating the 
Willard Munger Trail. 

Sincerely, 

RUDY PERPICH 
Governor 

STATE OF MINNESOTA 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE 

ST. PAUL 55155 

The Honorable Robert Vanasek 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Honorable Jerome M. Hughes 
President of the Senate 

April 1, 1988 

I have the honor to inform you that the following enrolled Acts of 
the 1988 Session of the State Legislature have been received from 
the Office of the Governor and are deposited in the Office of the 
Secretary of State for preservation, pursuant to the State Constitu
tion, Article IV, Section 23: 
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S.F. H.F. Session Laws Date Approved Date Filed 
No. No. ChapierNo. 1988 1988 

1858 436 April 1 April 1 
1575 437 April 1 April 1 

Sincerely, 

JOAN ANDERSON GROWE 
Secretary of State 

SECOND READING OF SENATE BILLS 

S. F. Nos. 1672, 2107, 1815, 1783 and 1937 were read -for the 
second time. 

INTRODUCTION AND FIRST READING 
OF HOUSE BILLS 

The following House File was introduced: 

Wenzel introduced: 

H. F. No. 2796, A bill for an act relating to health; requiring 
licensed physicians to accept the Medicare payment as payment in 
full for services provided to Medicare patients; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1986, section 147.091, by adding a subdivision. 

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee 
on Health and Human Services. 

HOUSE ADVISORIES 

The following House Advisory was introduced: 

Kalis; Dauner; Lieder; Carlson, D., and Steensma introduced: 

H. A. No. 79, Aproposal to study under-ride protection on farm 
trucks having dump boxes. 

The advisory was referred to the Committee on Transportation. 
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MESSAGES FROM THE SENATE 

The following messages were received from the Senate: 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following 
House File, herewith returned: 

H. F. No. 1459, A bill for an act relating to the town ofIrondale; 
removing a town levy limitation; repealing Laws 1971, chapter 336. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby annonnce the passage by the Senate of the following 
House Files, herewith returned: 

H. F. No. 1864, A bill for an act relating to the city of Jordan; 
enabling the city to issue tax anticipation certificates. 

H. F. No. 2306, A bill for an act relating to bonds; authorizing the 
Minnesota public facilities authority to issue revenue bonds and 
make loans to or purchase the bonds of municipalities for waste
water treatment and water supply systems; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 446A.04, by adding subdivi
sions; 446A.05, subdivision 1; and proposing coding for new law in 
Minnesota Statutes, chapter 446A. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted 
. the report of the Conference Committee on: 

H. F. No. 1831, A bill for an act relating to intoxicating liquor;· 
authorizing issuance of one on-sale liquor license on an excursion 
and dinner boat on Detroit Lake, Becker county; authorizing issu
ance of an on-sale liquor license to Fort Snelling. 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the recom
mendation and report of the Conference Committee. Said House File 
is herewith returned to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 
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Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted 
the report of the Conference Committee on: 

H. F. No. 85, A bill for .an act relating to consumer protection; 
regulating sales of used motor vehicles under certain circumstances; 
regulating new and used motor vehicle dealer licenses; providing 
certain standards in applications for certificates of title; requiring 
certain disclosures upon the transfer of a motor vehicle; providing 
for refund of certain taxes; providing penalties; amending Minne
sota Statutes 1986, sections 168.27, subdivisions 1, 2, 8, 10, 11, and 
by adding subdivisions; and 325E.0951, by adding a subdivision; 
Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 2978.031; proposing 
coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapters 168A and 325F. 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the recom
mendation and report of the Conference Committee. Said House File 
is herewith returned to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate accedes to the request of the 
House for the appointment of a Conference Committee on the 
amendments adopted by the' Senate to the following House File: 

H. F. No. 1844, A bill for an act relating to courts; prescribing 
when a referee's orders become effective; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1986, section 484.70, subdivision 7. 

TheSenate has appointed as such Committee: 

Messrs. Cohen, Knutson and Peterson, R. W. 

Said House File is herewith returned to the Houi*l. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate accedes to the request of the 
House for the appointment ofa Conference Committee on the 
amendments adopted by the Senate to the following House File: 

H. F .. No. 2049, A bill for an act relating to commerce; motor 
vehicles; clarifying the intent of the legislature regarding certain 
motor vehicle coverages; regulating motor vehicle franchises; clari-
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fying the intent of the legislature regarding cancellations, termina
tions, or nonrenewals; specifying unfair practices; prohibiting 
agreements designed to waive, nullify, or modify statutory regula
tion; requiring lessors to title and register vehicles; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 60A.08, by adding a subdivision; 
80E.06; 80E.07; 80E.08; 80E.Q9; 80E.13; Minnesota Statutes 1987 
Supplement, sections 65B.49, subdivision 5a; and 72A.125, by 
adding a subdivision; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota 
Statutes, chapter 80E. 

The Senate has appointed as such Committee: 

Messrs. Dahl, Belanger and Luther. 

Said House File is herewith returned. to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate accedes to the request of the 
House for the appointment of a Conference Committee on the 
amendments adopted by the Senate to the following House File: 

H. F. No. 2265, A bill for an act relating to natural resources; 
correcting certain provisions for net size for the taking of ciscoes; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 97C.805, subdivision 2. 

The Senate has appointed as such Committee: 

Messrs: Berg; Moe, R. D.; Merriam; Frederickson, D. R., and 
Lessard .. 

Said House File is herewith returned to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate accedes to the request of the 
House for the appointment of a Conference Committee on the 
amend)l1ents adopted by the Senate to the following House File: 

H. F. No. 2590, A bill for an act relating to the financing of 
government in Minnesota; changing tax rates and bases; modifying 
the administration,: collection, and enforcement of taxes; imposing 
taxes; changing the computation, administration, and payment of 
aids, credits, and refunds; limiting tElxing powers; transferring and 
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imposing governmental powers and duties; making technical correc-
· tions imd clarifications; providing bonding authority to Hennepin. 

County; imposing penalties; appropriating money and reducing 
appropriations; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 
69.031, subdivision 3; 168.011, subdivision 8; 168.012, subdivision 9; 

· 237.075,. subdivision' 8; 240.01, by adding a subdivision; 240.13, 
subdivisions 4 and 6; 240.15, subdivisions 1, 3, and 6; 240.18; 
270.075, subdivision 2; 270.41; 270.70, subdivision 1; 271.01, subdi
vision5; 273.05, subdivision 1; 273.061, subdivision 2; 273.112, 

· subdivisions 3 and 6; 273.121; 273.124, subdivisions 1 and 6; .273.13, 
by adding a subdivision; 273.40; 279.01, subdivision 3; 287.21, by 
adding a subdivision; 290.01, 'by adding a subdivision; 290.06, by 
adding subdivisions; 290.39, by adding .a subdivision; 290.50, sub
division 3; 290.92, subdivisions 2a and 21; 290.931, subdivision 1; 
290.934, subdivisions 1, 3, and by adding a subdivision; 290A.03, 
subdivision 7; 297.01, by adding.a subdivision; 297.03, subdivision 
12, and by adding a subdivision; 297.041, subdivision 1; 297.06, 
subdivisi.ons 1, 2, 3, and by adding a subdivision; 297.08, subdivision 
1; 297.12, subdivision 1;297.35, by adding a. subdivision; 297A.02, 
subdivision 4; 297A.15, subdivisions 1 and 5; 297A.16; 297A.17; 
297 A.21; 297 A.25, subdivisions 5, 8, 27, arid by adding subdivisions; 
297 A.256; 297C.02, subdivisions 3 and 4; 297C.03, by adding. a 
subdivision; 297C.07; 2970.08; 298,223; 303.03; 329.11; 349.12, 
subdivision 18, and by adding subdivisions; 349.2121, subdivisions 
1, 2, 5, and by adding a subdivision; 349.22, subdivision 1, and by 
adding subdivisions; 375.192, subdivision 1; 375.83; 473.i67, subdi
visions 2, 3, and by adding :;;ubdivisions; 473.249, subdivision 1, and 
by adding a subdivision; 473.446, subdivision 3, and by adding a 
subdivision; 473.711, subdivision 2, and by adding a subdivision; 
473.843, subdivision 2; 477A.011, subdivision 11, and by adding a 
subdivision; and 477 A.OI5; Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, 
sections 16A.1541; 60A.I5, subdivision 1; 60E.04, subdivision 4; 
69.021, subdivision 5;69.54;. 124.155, subdivision 2;I24A.02, sub
divisions 3a and 11; 240.13, subdivision 5; 270.485; 272.02, sllbdi
vision 1; 272.115, subdivision 4; 272.121; 273.061, subdivision 1; 
273.1195; 273.123, subdivisions 4. and 5; 273.124, subdivisions 11 
and 13; 273.13, subd.ivisions 23,24, and 25; 273.135, subdivision 2; 
273.1391, subdivision 2; 273.1392; 273.1393; 273.1397, subdivision 
2; 273.165, subdivision 2; 273.42, subdivision 2; 274.01, subdivision 
1; 274.19, subdivisions 1, 2, 3; 4, 6, 7, and8; 275.07, subdivision 1; 
275.50, subdivision 2; 275.51, subdivision 3h; 276.04; 279.01, sub_ 
division 1; 290.01, subdivision.3a, 4,7, 19, 19a, 19b, 19c, 19d, 1ge; 
and 20; 290.015, subdivisions 1, 2, 3, and 4; 290.06, subdivisions 1, 
2c, and 21; 290.081; 290.092, subdivisions 3, 4,5, and bY'l-dding a 
subdivision; 290.095, subdivisions 1, 3, a.nd by adding a subdivisi<;>n; 
290.10; 290.17, subdivision 2; 290.191, subdivisions 6 and 11; 
290.21, subdivisions 3 and 4; 290.35, subdivision 2; 290.371,8ubdi" 
visions 1, 3, 4, and 5; 290.38; 290.41, subdivision 2; 290.92, subdi- . 
visions 7 and 15; 290.934, subdivision 2; 290.9725; 290A.03,· 
subdivisions 3, 13, 14, and'15; 290A.04, subdivision 2; 290A.06; 
295.32; 295.34, subdivision 1; 297.01, subdivisions7 and 14; 297.03, 
subdivision .6; 297.11, subdivision 5; 297A.Ol, subdivision '3; 
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297 A.212; 297 A.25, subdivisions 3 and 11; 297B.03; 297C.04; 
298.2213, subdivision 3; 299.01, subdivision 1; 349.212, subdivisions 
1 and 4; 349.2121, subdivisions 4a and 10; 349.2122; 349.2123; 
469.174, subdivision 10; 469.175, subdivisions I, 2, 3, 4, and by 
adding a subdivision; 469.176, subdivisions t, 4, and 6; 469.177, 
subdivisions I, 3, 4, and by adding subdivisions; 473.446, subdivi
sion 1; 475.53, subdivision 4; 475.61, subdivision 3; 477A.012, 
subdivision 1; and 508.25; Laws 1987, chapter 268, article 6, sections 
19, 53, and 54; and article 8, section 9; proposing coding for new law 
in Minnesota Statutes, chapters 270; 273; 275; 290; 290A; 297; 
297C; 298; 349; and 424A; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1986, 
sections 272.64; 273.13, subdivisions 7a and 30; 275.035; 275.49; 
290.07, subdivisions 3 and 6; 290.11; 290.12, as amended; 290.131, 
as amended; 290.132, as amended; 290.133, as amended; 290.134, as 
amended; 290.135, as amended; 290.136, as amended; 290.138, as 
amended; 290.934, subdivision 4; 297 A.15; subdivision 2; 297C.03, 
subdivision 5; 298.401; and 299.013; Minnesota Statutes 1987 
Supplement, sections 273.1195; 273.13, subdivision 15a; 273.1394; 
273.1395; 273.1396; 273.1397; 275.081; 275.082; 275.125, subdivi
sion 22; 290.06, subdivision 20; 290.077, subdivision 1; 290.14; 
290.371, subdivision 2; 290A.04, subdivisions 2a and 2b; 296.02, 
subdivisions 2a and 2b; and 296.025, subdivisions 2a and 2b; Laws 
1987, chapter 268, article 3, section 11; and article 5, section 4. 

The Senate has appointed as such Committee: 

Messrs. Johnson, D. J.; Brandl; Novak; Pogemiller and Bernha
gen. 

Said House File is herewith returned to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following 
House File, herewith returned, as amended by the Senate, in which 
amendment the concurrence of the House is respectfully requested: 

H. F. No. 1923, A bill for an act relating to civil actions; imposing 
civil liability for the theft of merchandise and shopping carts; 
proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 332. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

CONCURRENCE AND REPASSAGE 

Kelly moved that the House concur in the Senate amendments to 
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H. F. No. 1923 and that the bill be repassed as amended by the 
Senate. The motion prevailed. . 

H. F. No. 1923, A bill for an act relating to civil actions; imposing 
civil liability for the theft of property; proposing coding .for new law 
in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 332. 

The bill" was read for the thirg time, as amended by the Senate, 
and placed upon its repassage. 

The question .was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. There were 122 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Thosewho voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
Dorn 
Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 

Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Joimson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Jolmson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 
Larsen 

Lasley Orenstein 
Lieder Osthoff 
Long· Otis 
Marsh Pappas 
McDonald Pauly 
McEachern Pelowski 
McLaughlin Peterson 
McPherson Price 
Milbert Quinn 
Miller Redalen 
Minne Reding 
Morrison Rest 
Munger Rice 
Murphy Richter 
Nelson, C. Rose 
Nelson, D. Rukavina 
Nelson, K. Sarna 
Neuenschwander Schafer 
O'Connor Scheid 
Ogren Schreiber 
Olsen, S. Seaberg 
Olson, E. Segal 
Olson, K. Shaver 
Omann Simoneau 
Onnen Skoglund 

Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tiornhom 
TOmpkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga·. 
\00, 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
'Mlnzel 
Winter 
Wyriia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was repassed, as amended by the Senate, and its title 
agreed to. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following 
House File, herewith returned, as amended by the Senate, in which 
amendment the concurrence of the House is respectfully requested: 

H. F. No. 1796,.A bill for an act relating to counties; exempting the 
i.ssuance of certain county bonds from the election requirement; 
authorizing county building fund levies; amending Minnesota Stat
utes 1986, sections 373.25, subdivision 1; 475.52, subdivision 3; and 
475.58, subdivision 1; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota 
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Statutes, chapter 373. 

PATRlCK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Rest moved that the House concur in the Senate amendments to 
H. F. No. 1796 and that the bill be repassed as amended by the 
Senate. 

McPherson moved that the House refuse to concur in the Senate 
amendments to H. F. No. 1796, that the Speaker appoint a Confer
ence Committee of 3 members of the House, and that the House 
requests that a like committee be appointed by the Senate to confer 
on the disagreeing votes of the two houses. 

A roll call was requested and properly seconded. 

The question was taken on the McPherson motion and the roll was 
called. There were 41 yeas and 83 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Bennett 
Blatz 
Boo 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Dempsey 
Forsythe 
Frederick 

Frerichs 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 

Marsh 
McDonald 
McKasy 
McPherson 
Qmann 
Onnen 
Osthoff 
Pauly 

Redalen 
Richter 
IWse 
Schafer 
Scheid 
Schreiber 
Seaberg 
Shaver 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bertram 
Brown 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dorn 
Greenfield 
Jacobs 

Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 

Larsen Olsen, S. 
Lasley Olson, E. 
Lieder Olson, K. 
Long Orenstein 
McEachern Otis 
McLaughlin Pappas 
Milbert Pelowski 
Minne Peterson 
Morrison Price 
Munger Quinn 
Murphy Reding 
Nelson, C. Rest 
Nelson, D. Rice 
Nelson, K. Riveness 
Neuenschwander Rodosovich 
O'Connor Sarna 
Ogren Segal 

The motion did not prevail. 

Stanius 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Uphus 
Valento 
Waltman 

Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Steensma 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 
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CONCURRENCE AND REPASSAGE 

The question recurred on the Rest motion that the House concur 
in the Senate amendments to H. F. No. 1796 and that the bill be 
repassed as amended by the Senate. The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 1796, A bill for an act relating to counties; exempting the 
issuance of certain county bonds from the election requirement; 
authorizing county building fund levies; amending Minnesota Stat
utes 1986, sections 373.25, subdivision 1; 475.52, subdivision 3; and 
475.58, subdivision 1; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota 
Statutes, chapter 373. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by the Senate, 
and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. There were 94 yeas and 32 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 
Frederick 

Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Hartle 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 

Krueger Olson, E. 
Larsen OlSon, K. 
Lasley Omann 
Lieder Otis 
Long Ozment 
McEachern Pappas 
McKasy Pelowski 
McLaughlin Peterson 
:Milbert Price 
Minne Quinn 
Morrison Reding 
Munger Rest 
Murphy Rice 
Nelson, C. Riveness 
Nelson, D. Rodosovich 
Nelson, K. Rukavina 
Neuenschwander Sarna 
O'Connor Seaberg 
Ogren Segal 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Bennett Heap McPherson Rose 
Blatz Himle Olsen, S. Schafer 
Boo Hugoson Onnen Scheid 
Carlson, D. Jennings Osthoff Schreiber 
Dempsey Knickerbocker Pauly Shaver 
Gutkuecht Marsh Redalen Stanius 
Haukoos McDonald Richter Sviggum 

Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Steensma 
Swenson 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

Thiede 
1Jornhom 
Valento 
Waltman 

The bill was repassed, as amended by the Senate, and its title 
agreed to. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following 
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House File, herewith returned, as amended by the Senate, in which 
amendment the concurrence of the Houseis respectfully requested: 

H. F. No. 1983, A bill ftlr an act relating to sentencing; directing 
the sentencing guidelines commission to study certain sentencing 
issues; requiring the commission to report back to the legislature 
with proposed changes to respond to these issues; proposing coding 
for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 244. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

. CONCURRENCE AND REPASSAGE 

Kelly moved that the House concur in the Senate amendments to 
H. F No. 1983 and that the bill be repassed as amended by the 
Senate. The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 1983, A bill for an act relating to sentencing; directing 
the sentencing _guidelines commission to study certain sentencing 
issues; requiring the commission to report back to the legislature 
with proposed changes to respond to these issues. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by the Senate, 
and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. There were 128 yeas and 1 nay as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. Gruenes Long Pappas Sviggum 
Battaglia Gutknecht Marsh Pauly Thiede 
Bauerly Hartle McDonald Pelowski Tjornhom 
Beard Haukoos McEachern Peterson Tompkins 
Begich Heap McKasy Price Tunheim 
Bennett Himle McLaughlin Quinn Uphus 
Bertram Hugoson McPherson Rcdalen Valento 
Bishop Jacobs Milbert Reding Vellenga 
Blatz Jaros Miller Rest Voss 
Boo Jefferson Mione Rice Wagenius 
Brown Jennings Morrison Richter Waltman 
Burger Jensen Munger Riveness Welle 
Carlson, D. Johnson, A. Murphy Rodosovich Wenzel 
Carlson, L. Johnson, R. Nelson, C. Rose Winter 
Carruthers Johnson, V. Nelson, D. Rukavina Wynia 
Clark Kahn Nelson, K. Sarna Spk. Vanasek 
Clausnitzer Kalis Neuenschwander Schafer 
Cooper Kelly O'Connor Scheid 
Dauner Kelso Ogren Schreiber 
Dawkins Kinkel· Olsen, S. Seaberg 
DeBlieck Kludt Olson, E. Segal 
Dempsey Knickerbocker Olson, K. Shaver 
Dille Knuth Omann Simoneau 
Dorn Kostohryz Onnen Skoglund 
Forsythe Krueger Orenstein Solberg 

'Frederick Larsen Osthoff Sparby 
Frerichs Lasley Otis Stanius 
Greenfield Lieder Ozment Steensma 
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Those who voted in the negative were: 

Swenson 

The bill was repassed, as amended by the Senate, and its title 
agreed to. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following 
House File, herewith returned, as amended by the Senate, in which 
amendment the concurrence of the House is respectfully requested: 

H. F. No. 521, A bill for an act relating to lake improvement 
districts; providing for notice of their annual meetings; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 378.545, subdivision 2; proposing 
coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 378. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

CONCURRENCE AND REPASSAGE 

Jennings moved that the House concur in the Senate amendments 
to H. F. No. 521 and that the bill be repassed as amended by the 
Senate. The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 521, A bill for an act relating to lake improvement 
districts; providing for notice of their annual meetings; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 378.545, subdivision 2; proposing 
coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 378. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by the Senate, 
and placed upon its repassage . 

. The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. There were 129 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 

Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Danner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 
Frederick 

Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 

Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V 
Kahu 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 

Krueger 
Larsen 
Lasley 
Lieder 
Long 
Marsh 
McDonald 
McEachern 
McKasy. 
McLaughlin 
McPherson 
Milbert 
Miller 
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Minne Omann 
Morrison Onnen 
Munger Orenstein 
Murphy Osthoff 
Nelson, C. Otis 
Nelson, D. Ozment 
Nelson, K. Pappas 
Neuenschwander Pauly 
O'Connor Pelowski 
Ogren Peterson 
Olsen, S. Poppenhagen 
Olson, E. Price 

Redalen 
Reiling 
Rice 
Richter 
Rodosovich 
Rose 
Rukavina 
Sarna 
Schafer 
Scheid 
Schreiber 
Seaberg 
Segal 

Shaver 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanins 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble Olson, K. Quinn 
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Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was repassed, as amended by the Senate, and its title 
agreed to. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following 
House File, herewith returned, as amended by the Senate, in which 
amendment the concurrence of the House is respectfully requested: 

H. F No. 2192, A bill for an act relating to transportation; 
providing for application of rules; providing for agreements with 
other states to administer special permits for vehicles exceeding 
weight and length restrictions; exempting limousines from motor 
carrier regulation; clarifying the filing of petitions for operating 
certificates and permits, carrying of cab cards, and requirements for 
private carriers; establishing insurance requirements; providing 
that investigative data on violations under chapter 221 may be given 
to transportation regulation board; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1986, sections 169.86, by adding a subdivision; 221.025; 221.031, 
subdivisions 1, 2, 2a, and 3; 221.081; 221.121, subdivisions 1 and 5; 
221.141, subdivision 1; 221.151, subdivision 1; 221.172, subdivision 
2; 221.185, subdivision 9; 221.291, subdivisions 1 and 2; 221.296, 
subdivisions 4 and 8; and 221.81, subdivision 3a; Minnesota Stat~ 
utes 1987 Supplement, sections 221.031, subdivision 7; 221.061; 
221.291, subdivision 3; and 221.296, subdivision 5; proposing coding 
for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapters 169 and 221; repealing 
Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 13.72, subdivision 3. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

CONCURRENCE AND REPASSAGE 

Jensen moved that the House concur in the Senate amendments to 
H. F No. ·2192 and that the bill be repassed as amended by the 
Senate. The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 2192, A bill for an act relating to transportation; 
providing for application of rules; providing for agreements with 
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other states. to administer special permits for vehicles exceeding 
weight and length restrictions; exempting limousines from motor 
carrier regulation; clarifying the filing of petitions for oper>'\ting 
certificates and permits, carrying of cab cards, and requirements for 
private carriers; establishing insurance requirements; providing 
that investigative data on violations under chapter 221 may be given 
to transportation regulation board; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1986, sections 169.81, subdivision 2; 169.86, by adding a subdivi
sion; 221.025; 221;031, subdivisions 1, 2, 2a, and 3; 221.081; 
221.121, subdivisions 1 and 5; 221.141, subdivision 1; 221.151, 
subdivision 1; 221.172, subdivision 2; 221.185, subdivision 9; 
221.291, subdivisions 1 and 2; 221.296, subdivisions 4 and 8; and 
221.81, subdivision 3a; Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sec
tions 221.031, subdivision 7; 221.061; 221.291, subdivision 3; and 
221.296, subdivision 5; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota 
Statutes, chapters 169 and 221; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1986, 
section 13.72, subdivision 3. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by the Senate, 
and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. There were 129 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 

. Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 

Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Hinlle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Jolmson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 

Larsen Onnen 
Lasley Orenstein 
Lieder Osthoff 
Long Otis 
Marsh Ozment 
McDonald Pappas 
McEachern Pauly 
McKasy Pelowski 
McLaughlin Peterson 
McPherson Poppenhagen 
Milbert Price 
Miller Quinn 
Minne Redalen 
Morrison Reding 
Munger Rest 
Murphy Rice 
Nelson, C. Richter 
Nelson, D. Riveness 
Nelson, K. Rodosovich 
Neuenschwander Rukavina 
O'Connor Sarna 
Ogren Sch~er 
Olsen, S. Scheid 
Olson, E. Schreiber 
Olson, K. Seaberg 
Omann Segal 

Shaver 
Simoneau 
Skogluud 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
TjornhOJI!. ' 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was repassed, as amended by the Senate, and its title 
agreed to. 
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Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following 
House File, herewith returned, as amended by the Senate, in which 
amendment the concurrence of the House is respectfully requested: 

H. F. No. 2029, A bill for an act relating to education; modifying 
provisions related to general education revenue and foundation 
revenue; correcting erroneous and obsolete references and text; 
providing instructions to the revisor; making miscellaneous correc
tions to statutes and other laws; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1986, sections 3.866; 120.17, subdivisions 6 and 7; 120.181; 120.80, 
subdivision 1; 121.151; 12l.904, subdivision 5; 121.931, subdivision 
5; 122.45, subdivision 3a; 122.531, subdivisions 1 and 6; 123.32, 
subdivision 29; 123.3514, subdivision 6; 123.933, subdivision 3; 
124.15, subdivisions 5 and 6; 124.18, subdivision 2; 124.19, subdi
visions 1, 3, and 6; 124.274, subdivision 1; 124.32, subdivisions 4 and 
6; 124A.02, subdivision 21; 124A.03, subdivision 2; 124A.034, sub
divisions 1 and Ib; 124A.035, subdivisions 2 and 4; 124A.036, 
subdivisions 1 and 2; 126.70, subdivision 2; 129B.40, subdivision 1; 
273.138, subdivision 6; 275.125, subdivision 1; 275.128; 298.39; and 
475.61, subdivision 4; Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sec
tions 120.17, subdivisions 5a and 7a; 12l.912, subdivision 1; 
123.3515, subdivision 9; 124.01, subdivision 1; 124.14, subdivision 7; 
124.155, subdivision 2; 124.17, subdivisions 1 and Ib; 124.195, 
subdivisions 8 and 9; 124.217, subdivision 1; 124.223; 124.225, 
subdivisions land 4b; 124.245, subdivision 3b; 124.271, subdivision 
7; 124.2711, subdivision 1; 124.32, subdivisions lc, Id, and 5; 
124A.02, subdivisions 8 and 16; 124A.032; 124A.035, subdivision 5; 
124A.22, subdivision 1, and by adding subdivisions; 124A.23, sub
divisions 2, 3, 4, and by adding a subdivision; 124A.24; 124A.26, 
subdivision 2; 124A.27; subdivisions 7 and lO; 124A.30; 126.23; 
126.661, subdivision 1; 126.666, subdivision 1; 126.70, subdivision 
2a; 129B.39; 129B.55, subdivision 2; 1360.27; 1360.74, subdivision 
2; 136D.87; 275.125, subdivisions 5e, 6e, 8c, 9, 9b, and 15; and 
298.28, subdivision 4; Laws 1987, chapter 398, article 1, section 25, 
subdivision 3; article 1, section 26, subdivision2; article 7, section 
40, subdivision 4; article 8, section 39, subdivision 2; and article 8, 
section 44, subdivision 5; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1986, sec
tions 121.904, subdivision 7; 122.531, subdivision 8; 124.245, sub
division 4; and 124A.031, subdivision 3; Minnesota Statutes 1987 
Supplement, sections 12l.904, subdivision nb; 124A.02, subdivi
sion 5a; 124A.03, subdivision 3a; and 124A.25. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

CONCURRENCE AND REPASSAGE 

Nelson, K., moved that the House concur in the Senate amend-
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ments to H. F. No. 2029 and that the bill be repassed as amended by 
the Senate. The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 2029, A bill for an act relating to education; modifying 
provisions related to general education revenue and' foundation 
revenue; correcting erroneous and obsolete references and text; 
providing instructions to the revisor; making miscellaneous correc
tions to statutes and other laws; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1986, sections 3.866; 120.17, subdivisions 6 and 7; 120.181; 120.80,' 
subdivision 1; 121.151; 121.904, subdivision 5; 121.931, subdivision 
5; 122.45, subdivision 3a; 122.531, subdivisions 1 and 6; 123.32, 
subdivision 29; 123.3514, subdiviSIon 6; 123.933, subdivision 3; 
124.15, subdivisions 5 and 6; 124.18, subdivision 2, and by adding a 
subdivision; 124.19, subdivisions 1, 3, and 6; 124.274, subdivision 1; 
124.32, subdivisions 4 ';'nd6; 124A.02, subdivision 21; 124A.03, 
subdivision 2; 124A.034, subdivisions 1 and 1b; 124A.035, subdivi
sions 2 and 4; 124A.036, subdivisions 1 and 2;126.70, subdivision 2; 
129B.40, subdivision 1; 273.138, subdivision 6'; 275.125, subdivision 
1; 275.128; 298.39; and 475.61, subdivision 4; Minnesota Statutes 
1987 Supplement, sections 120.17, subdivisions 5a,and 7a; 121.912, 
subdivision 1; 123.3515, subdivision 9; 124.01, subdivision 1; 124.14, 
subdivision 7; 124.155, subdivision 2; 124.17, subdivisions land 1b; 
124.195, subdivisions 8 and 9;124.217, subdivision 1; 12,1."223; 
124.225, subdivisions 1 and 4b; 124.245, subdivision 3b; 124.271, 
subdivision 7; 124.2711, subdivision 1; 124.32, subdivisions Ie, 1d, 
and 5; 124A.02, subdivisions 8 and 16; 124A.032; 124A.035, subdi
vision 5; 124A.22, subdivision 1, and .by adding subdivisions; 
124A.23, subdivisions 2, 3, 4, and by adding a subdivision; 124A.24; 
124A.26, subdivision 2; 124A.27, subdivisions 7 and 10; 124A.30; 
126.23; 126,661, subdivision 1; 126.666, subdivision 1; 126.70, 
subdivision 2a; 129B.ll, subdivision 1; 129B.39; 129B.55, subdivi' 
sion 2; 136D.27; 136D.74, subdivision 2; 136D.87; 275.125, subdivi
sions 5e,6e, 8c, 9, 9b, and 15; and 298.28; subdivision 4; Laws 1987, 
chapter 398, article 1, section 25, s\.\bdivision 3; article 1, section 26, 
subdivision 2; article 7, section 40; subdivision 4; article 8, seCtion 
39, subdivision 2; and article 8, section 44, subdivision 5; repealing 
Minnesota Statutes,1986,sections 121.904, subdivision 7; 122.531, ' 
subdivision 8; 124.245, subdivision 4; and 124A.031, subdivision 3; 
Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 121.904, subdivision 
lIb; 124A.02, subdivision 5a; 124A.03,subdivision 3a; and 124A.25. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by the Senate, 
and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. There were 131 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Battaglia 

Bauerly 
Beard 

Begich 
Bennett ' 

Bertram 
Bishop 

Blatz 
Boo 
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Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
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Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
KaliS 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 
Larsen 
Lasley 
Lieder 
Long 
Marsh 

McDonald Otis 
McEachern Ozment 
MclKasy Pappas 
McLaughlin Pauly 
McPherson Pelowski 
Milbert Peterson 
Miller Poppenhagen 
Minne Price 
Morrison Quinn 
Munger Redalen 
Murphy Reding 
Nelson, C. Rest 
Nelson, D. Rice 
Nelson, K. Richter 
Neuenschwander Riveness 
O'Connor Rodosovich 
Ogren lOOse 
Olsen, S. Rukavina 
Olson, E. Sarna 
Olson, K. Schafer 
Omann Scheid 
Onnen Schreiber 
Orenstein Seaberg 
Osthoff Segal 
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Shaver 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparhy 
Stamus 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjomhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was repassed, as amended by the Senate, and its title 
agreed to. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following 
House File, herewith returned, as amended by the Senate, in which 
amendment the concurrence of the House is respectfully requested: 

H. F. No. 1943, A bill for an act relating to state lands; permitting 
the sale of certain tax-forfeited lands that border public waters in 
the city of Aitkin. 

PATRICK E. FLAHA VEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Ogren moved that the House refuse to concur in the Senate 
amendments to H. F. No. 1943, that the Speaker appoint a Confer
ence Committee of 3 members of the House, and that the House 
requests that a like committee be appointed by the Senate to confer 
on the disagreeing votes of the two houses. The motion prevailed. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following 
House File, herewith returned, as amended by the Senate, in which 
amendment the concurrence of the House is respectfully requested: 

H. F. No. 2038, A bill for an act relating to employment; regulating 
youth employment programs; requiring that new jobs do not replace 
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existing jobs; providing for compensation at the state or federal 
minimum wage; regulating employment contracts; authorizing the 
department of jobs and training to buy real estate and locate offices 
in Minneapolis; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 
268.31, 268.32, and 268.34; proposing coding for new law in Minne
sota Statutes, chapter 268. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

McLaughlin moved that the House refuse to concur in the Senate 
amendments to H .. F. No. 2038, that the Speaker appoint a Confer
ence Committee of 3 members of the House, and that the House 
requests that a like committee be appoiuted by the Senate to confer 
on the disagreeing votes of the two houses. The motion prevailed. 

Mr. Speaker:. 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following 
House File, herewith returned, as amended by the Senate, in which 
amendment the concurrence of the House is respectfully requested: 

H. F. No. 1935, A bill for an act relating to insurance; accident and 
health; broadening the average for adopted children; requiring 
coverage for routine diagnostic procedures for cancer and services 
provided to ventilator,dependent persons; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 62A.27; and proposing coding for 
new law.in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 62A. 0,' 

PATRICK E. .FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Minne moved that the House refuse to concur in the Senate 
amendments to H. F. No. 1935, that the Speaker appoint a Confer
ence Committee of 3 members of the House, and that the House· 
requests that a like committee be appointed by the Senate to confer 
on the disagreeing votes of the two houses. The motion prevailed. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted 
the report of the Conference Committee on: 

S. F. No. 232. 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the recom
mendation and report of the Conference Committee . .said Senate 
File is herewith transmitted to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

I' 
I 
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CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON S. F. NO. 232 

A bill for an act relating to crimes; expanding the definition of 
crime for victims' rights provisions to include ordinance violations 
resulting in bodily harm; expanding crimes that entitle victim to 
notice of plea agreement; granting right to victim to submit an 
impact statement to the court; requiring officers to give victims a 
notice of their rights; requiring prosecutors to present to the court a 
written victim impact sUInmary prepared by the victim; ensuring 
privacy of victim's request for notice of prisoner release; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 611A.01; 611A.02; and 611A.06; 
proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 611A; 
repealing Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 611A03, subdivision 3. 

The Honorable Jerome M. Hughes 
President of the Senate 

The Honorable Robert Vanasek 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

March 11, 1988 

We, the undersigned conferees for S. F. No. 232, report that we 
have agreed upon the items in dispute and recommend as follows: 

That the House recede from its amendments and that S. F. No. 232 
be further amended as follows: 

Page 4, delete section 6 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 

Senate Conferees: RICHARD J. COHEN, LAWRENCE J. POGEMlLLER AND 
GARY W. LAIDIG. 

House Conferees: ARTHUR W. SEABERG, DAVID T. BISHOP AND RANDY 
C. KELLY. 

Seaberg moved that the report of the Conference Committee on 
S. F. No. 232 be adopted and that the bill be repassed as amended by 
the Conference Committee. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 232, A bill for an act relating to crimes; expanding the 
definition of crime for victims' rights provisions to include ordinance 
violations resulting in bodily harm; expanding crimes that entitle 
victim to notice of plea agreement; granting right to victim to 
submit an impact statement to the court; requiring officers to give 
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victims a notice of their rights; requiring prosecutors to present to 
the court a written victim impact summary prepared by the victim; 
ensuring privacy of victim's request for notice of prisoner release; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 61lA.01; 61lA.02; and 
61lA.06; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, 
chapter 61lA; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 61lA.03, 
subdivision 3. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by Conference, 
and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. There were 131 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
. Battaglia 

Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop" 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlied< 
Dempsey 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 
Frederick 

Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson' 
Jacobs 
Jaroe 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Koatohryz 

Krueger Omann 
Larsen Onnen 
Lasley Orenstein 
Lieder· Osthoff 
Long Otis 

-Marsh Ozment 
McDonald Pappas 
McEachern Pauly 
McKasy Pelowski 
McLaughlin' Peterson 
McPherson Poppenbagen 
Milbert Price 
Miller Quinn 
Minne Redalen 
Morrison Reding 
Munger Rest 
Murphy Rice 
Nelson, C. Richter 
Nelson, D. Riveness 
Nelson, K. Rodosovich 
Neuenschwander Rose 
O'Connor Rukavina 
Ogren Sarna 
Olsen, S. Schafer 
Olaon, E. Scheid 
Olson, K. Schreiber 

Seaberg 
Segal 
Shaver 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
'I]ornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Wmter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The hill was repassed, as amended by Conference, and its title 
agreed to. . 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following 
Senate Files, herewith transmitted: 

S. F. Nos. 1218, 1968 and 1756. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 
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Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following 
Senate Files, herewith transmitted: 

S. F. Nos. 765, 1297, 22 and 2182. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following 
Senate Files, herewith transmitted: 

S. F. Nos. 1708, 1771,2142 and 2098. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following 
Senate Files, herewith transmitted: 

S. F. Nos. 1963 and 2111. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following 
Senate Files, herewith transmitted: 

S. F. Nos. 1154, 1590, 1618 and 1974. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following 
Senate Files, herewith transmitted: 

S. F. Nos. 1462, 1804 and 1912. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

FIRST READING OF SENATE BILLS 

S. F. No. 1218, A bill for an act relating to the office of the 
secretary of state; providing for the preservation of land surveys; 
establishing time for the permanent microfilming of the surveys; 
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appropriating money; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 
5.03. . 

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee 
on Appropriations. 

S. F. No. 1968, A bill for an act relating to economic development; 
providing for the use of municipal resources for establishment of a 
local revolving loan fund; amending Minnesota Statutes 1987 Sup
plement, section 116N.08, subdivision 8. 

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee 
on Taxes. 

S. F. No. 1756, A bill for an act relating to taxation; repealing the 
law providing for a contingent tax increase upon forecast of a 
revenue shortfall; repealing Laws 1987, chapter 268, article 18, 
section 5. 

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee 
on Taxes. 

S. F. No. 765, A bill for an act relating to local government; 
granting the city of Cannon Falls the authority to establish a port 
authority; authorizing the port authority to exercise the power of a 
municipal housing and redevelopment authority; authorizing the 
city to impose restrictions and limitations upon. the powers and 
procedures of the port authority; permitting the city to choose the 
name of the port authority; providing for removal of port authority 
commissioners; requiring local approval. 

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee 
on Taxes. 

S. F. No. 1297, A bill for an act relating to local government; 
granting the city of Redwood Falls the authority to establish a port 
authority; authorizing the port authority to exercise the power ofa 
municipal housing and redevelopment authority; authorizing the 
city to impose restrictions and limitations upon the powers and 
procedures of the port authority; permitting the city to choose the 
name of the port authority; providing for removal of port authority 
commissioners; requiring local approval. 

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee 
on Taxes. 
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S. F. No. 22, A bill for an act relating to local government; 
permitting certain counties to levy a tax for the county historical 
society; imposing a reverse referendum requirement. 

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee 
on Taxes. 

S. F. No. 2182, A bill for an act relating to taxation; providing for 
payment of tax increments attributable to referendum levy in
creases to school districts; amending Minnesota Statutes 1987 
Supplement, section 469.177, by adding a subdivision. 

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee 
on Taxes. 

S. F. No. 1708, A bill for an act relating to credit unions; permit
ting managers to be directors; providing conditions for the expulsion 
of members; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 52.08; and 
52.19. 

The bill was read for the first time. 

Scheid moved that S. F. No. 1708 and H. F. No. 2010, now on 
General Orders, be referred to the Chief Clerk for comparison. The 
motion prevailed. 

S. F No. 1771, A bill for an act relating to taxation; retaining 
strict levy limits for cities and counties that do not comply with pay 
equity requirements; reducing 1992 local government aids of cities 
and counties that do not implement equitable compensation plans. 

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee 
on Taxes. 

S. F. No. 2142, A bill for an act relating to workers' compensation; 
reassigning certain administrative duties; regulating reporting of 
injuries and information about injuries; regulating the payment of 
benefits; regulating the membership of the rehabilitation review 
panel; regulating rehabilitation services; changing certain admin
istrative procedures; regulating dependent benefits; prohibiting 
excessive treatment or medical services; providing for data privacy; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 129A.05, subdivision 
2; 175.171; 176.021, subdivision 3; 176.081, subdivision 1; 176.101, 
subdivision 3e; 176.104, subdivision 1; 176.111, subdivisions 7 and 
8; 176.135, by adding a subdivision; 176.136, subdivision 5; 176.191, 
subdivision 3; 176.221, subdivision 9; 176.225, subdivision 5; 
176.231, subdivisions 8 and 9; 176.451, subdivision 4; Minnesota 
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Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 176.102, subdivisions 3, 3a, and 
4; 176.103, subdivision 3; 176.106, subdivisions 7 and 9; 176.131, 
subdivision 1; 176.135, subdivisions 1 and 6; 176.155, subdivision 1; 
176.238, subdivisions 1 and 9; 176.305, subdivisions 1 and 4; 
176.521, subdivision 1; and 176B.01, subdivision 2; repealing Min
nesota Statutes 1986, sections 176.021, subdivision 3a; 176.111, 
subdivision 8a; and 176.136, subdivision 3. 

The bill was read for the first time. 

Simoneau moved that S. F. No. 2142 and H. F. No. 2504, now on 
General Orders, be referred to the Chief Clerk for comparison. The 
motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 2098, A bill for an act relating to game and fish; 
eliminating crows as an unprotected bird; authorizing a season on 
crows; prescribing when crows and certain other birds causing 
damage may. be taken; removing statutory restrictions on the open 
season on private shooting preserves; requiring at least 500 pheas
ants to be released on certain shooting preserves and that harvested 
pheasants may not exceed 95 percent of the pheasants released; 
authorizing persons to hunt on a shooting preserve without a 
pheasant stamp; regulating the taking and possession of walleyed 
pike from the Rainy River; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, 
sections 97 A.015, subdivision 52; 97 A.121, subdivision 2, and by 
adding a subdivision; 97B.715, subdivision 1; and 97B.731, by 
adding subdivisions; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota 
Statutes, chapter 97C. 

The bill was read for the first time. 

Marsh moved that S. F. No. 2098 and H. F. No. 1978, now on 
General Orders, be referred to the Chief Clerk for comparison. The 
motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 1963, A bill for an act relating to public finance; 
providing requirements for the issuance and use of public debt; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 123.35, by adding a 
subdivision; 375.83; 410.32; 415.54, by adding a subdivision; 475.67, 
s1,lbdivision 13; Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 
469.012, subdivision 1; 469.015, subdivision 4; 469.071, by adding a 
subdivision; 469.155, subdivision 12; 475.60, subdivision 2; and 
475.66, subdivision 3; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota 
Statutes, chapter 469; repealing Laws 1987, chapter 358, section 31. 

The bill was read for the first time. 

Rest moved that S. F. No. 1963 and H. F. No. 2067, now on Special 
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Orders, be referred to the Chief Clerk for comparison. The motion 
prevailed. . 

S. F. No. 2111, A bill for an act relating to public utilities; pipeline 
safety; authorizing the office of pipeline safety to inspect and 
regulate intrastate pipeline facilities carrying liquefied natural gas, 
liquefied petroleum gas, and hazardous liquids; adopting federal 
safety regulations; removing the depth limitation for the one call 
excavation notice system; providing for the calculation of pipeline 
inspection fees; appropriating money; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1986, sections 299F.56, subdivisions 1, 2, 4, 6, and by adding 
subdivisions; and 299F.59; Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, 
sections 1161.015, subdivision 3; 216D.01, subdivision 5; 299F.57, 
subdivision 1, and by adding a subdivision; 299F.58; 299F.62; 
299F.63, subdivision 1; 299F.64; and 299J.12, subdivision 2; propos
ing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 299F; 
repealing Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 299F.63, 
subdivision 4. 

The bill was read for the first time. 

Knuth moved that S. F. No. 2111 and H. F. No. 2098, now on 
Special Orders, be referred to the Chief Clerk for comparison. The 
motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 1154, A bill for an act relating to motor vehicles; taxation; 
imposing a $90 sales tax on certain collector motor vehicles; amend
ing Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 297B.02, subdivision 2, and 
by adding a subdivision; and 297B.025. 

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee 
on Transportation. 

S. F. No. 1590, A bill for an act relating to transportation; 
providing that uniform relocation assistance standards comply with 
recent amendments to federal law; authorizing commissioner of 
transportation to accept gifts to department; appropriating gift 
funds to commissioner; exempting lessees of highway easement 
property from tax on its use and possession; providing that govern
mental body may file deed conveying partial parcel of land without 
current taxes having been paid on whole parcel; repealing conflict
ing provision related to charges for users of air transportation 
services provided by the commissioner of transportation; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 161.20, by adding a subdivision; 
Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 117.52, subdivision 
1; 272.01, subdivision 3; and 272.121; repealing Minnesota Statutes 
1986, section 360.015, subdivision 20. 
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The bill was 'read for the first time. 

Lieder moved that S. F. No. 1590 and H. F. No. 1954, now on 
General Orders, be referred to the Chief Clerk for comparison. The 
motion ,prevailed. . 

S. F. No. 1618, A bill for an act relating to armories; increasing the 
limit on bonded indebtedness; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, 
section 193.143. 

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee 
on Appropriations. 

S. F. No. 1974, A bill for an act relating to the Ramsey-Washington 
metro watershed district; authorizing a tax for the district's admin
istrative fund. 

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee 
on Taxes. 

S. F. No. 1462, A bill, for an act relating to housing; creating a 
low-income housing trust account; providing for the uses of the 
account; placing certain requirements on real estate trust accounts; 
appropriating money; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 
82.24, by adding a subdivision; and 82.34, subdivisions 6 and 15; 
MinnesotaStatutes 1987 Supplement, section 82.17, subdivision 6; 
proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 462A. 

The bill was read for the first time. 

Clark moved that S. F. No. 1462 and H. F. No. 2019, now on 
General Orders, be referred to the Chief Clerk for comparison. The 
motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 1804, A bill for an act relating to motor vehicles; 
providing for registration of motor vehicles by long-term lessees; 
imposing a fee; amending Minnesota Statutes' 1986, sections 
168.011, by adding a subdivision; 168.013, subdivisions 2 and 7; 
168.041, subdivision 7; 168.10, subdivision 1; 168.11, subdivision 1; 
168.13; 168.33, subdivision 3; and 168A.1O, by adding a subdivision; 
repealing Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 168.30. 

The bill was read for the first time. 

,Johnson, A., moved that S. F. No. 1804 and H. F. No. 1951, now 'on 
General Orders, be referred to the Chief Clerk for comparison. The 
motion prevailed. '. ' 
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S. F. No. 1912, A bill for an act relating to health and human 
services; requiring the commissioner of health to implement an 
infant formula rebate system for the WLC. program; requiring 
written materials provided to clients under programs administered 
or supervised by the departments of human services, health, and 
jobs and training to be in plain language and readable at the 
seventh-grade level; establishing a local income assistance grant 
program to increase the use of food stamps by homeless individuals; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 145.894; proposing 
coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapterS 144, 256, and 
268. 

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Comniittee 
on Appropriations.· . 

Wynia moved that the House recess subject to the call of the Chair. 
The motion prevailed. 

RECESS 

RECONVENED 

The House reconvened and was called to order by the Speaker. 

REPORT FROM THE COMMITTEE ON RULES AND 
LEGISLATIVE ADMINISTRATION 

Wynia, from the Committee on Rules and Legislative Administra
tion, pursuant to House Rule No. 1.9, designated the following bill as 
Special Orders to be acted upon immediately. preceding Special 
Orders pending for today, Wednesday, April 6, 1988: 

H. F. No. 2182. 

SPECIAL ORDERS 

H. F. No. 2182 was reported to the House. 

Munger moved to amend H. F. No. 2182, the fourth engrossment, 
as follows: 

Page 3, delete lines 3 to 21 
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Page 11, after line 18, insert: 

"Subd. 2. [LIAISON OFFICERS.] The commission shall re~uest 
eacli<lej)artment or agenc:\; head of all state· agencies with !'cIrect 
interest and responsIbility m any jihase of environment and natUral 
resources to appoint, and too latter shaIT ap\1oint for the agency, !'c 
liaison officer Who shaii work CIOsely with t e commission and its 
staff. ------ -- -

Subd. 3,· [APPRAISAL AND EVALUATION.] The commission 
shall obtain and appraise all information availabletnrough private 
or anizations and groups, utilizmg to the tidiest extent possIble 
stu ies, data and reports previouslY prepared or currently in 
progress !iz public agencies, ~ivate organizations, groups, and 
others, concerning future tren s -in the protection, conservatloii, 
reservation, and ennancement or the state's air, water, land, 
orests,. fish, WITdlife, native ve ~atiQn,ati(lother natlITalliil([ 

recreational resources. Any data compi e .!ir the commission shiill 
be made available to any standing or interim committee of the 
ieglslatiire upon the request of the chair of the respective commit
tee. 

Subd. 4. [PERSONNEL.] (a) All unclassified positions associated 
with the responsibilities of tllelegislative commission on Minnesota 
resources are transferred WIlli their incumbents to the Minnesota 
future -resources commIssion. -- - -

(b) Persons employed Qy !'c state agenc~ and paid from an appr~
priation under this act mlY not be deeme to be part of an agency s 
approved complement. T e continued empl011llent of these persons 
is contingent upon the availability of fundmg; Part-time employ
ment of persons ~ aUthorized." 

~number subsequent subdivisions 

Page 12, line 15, after "fund" insert '~and natural. resources 
acceleration account" 

Page 12, line 21, after "fund" insert "and natural resources 
acceleration account" 

Page 12, line 27, after the semicolon insert: 

"(8) any findings or recommendations that are deemed proper to 
assist the legislature in formulating legiSlaB.on;" , . 

Renumber subsequent clauses 

Page 14, line 31, after "of' insert "natural resources acceleration 
and" -
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Page 17, line 32, after "acceleration" insert "and outdoor recre-
ation" -- ----

Page 18, line 27, after the period insert: 

"Sec. 23. [REPEALER.] 

Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 86.01; 86.02; 86.03· 86.06; 
86.07; 86.08; 86.10; 86.11; 86.12; 86.31; 86.32; 86.33, s~isloilT;" 
86.34; 86.35; 86.41; 86.42; 86.51; 86.53; 86.61; and 86.75 are 
~e~ ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- -- --- --

Renumber the sections in sequence 

Correct internal cross references 

Amend the title accordingly 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

Bishop and Krueger moved to amend H. F. No. 2182, the fourth 
engrossment, as amended, as follows: 

Page 2, delete lines 25 to 36, and insert: 

"Shall the Minnesota Constitution be amended to allow a state
operatea loUery with the proceeds being distributed: --- - ----

(1) one-third to the general fund budget reserve; 

(2) one-third to a trust fund for environment and natural re-
sources; and - - -- -- --

(3) one-third to !Ie trust fund for state-wide economic development 
and M growth. 

This distribution can be changed!J.Jr a two-thirds vote of each house 
of the legislaturer- - --------

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

Olsen, S.; Bennett; Knickerbocker; McKasy and Kelly moved to 
amend H. F. No. 2182, the fourth engrossment, as amended, as 
follows: 

Page 1, line 24, delete "in .!! manner prescribed" and insert "or ~ 
.C! nonprofit organization for charitable purposes as those terms are 
defined" 
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Page I, line 24, delete everything after the period 

Page I, delete lines 25 to 30 

Page 2, delete lines 1 to 21 

Page 2, line 25, delete "!'o" 

Page 2, delete lines 26 to 36 and insert "the le~slature to 
authorize lotteries operated ~ the state or ~ a llOnpro It organiza
tion for charitable purposes as defined ~ law?" . 

Page 5, line 15, delete "under," 

Page 5, delete line 16 

Page 5, line 17, delete everything before "is" 

Page 5, line 18, delete everything after the period 

Page 5, delete lines 19 to 30 

Page 5, line 31, delete "!!" and insert "~" 

Page 6, line 8, delete "!" and insert "~" 

Amend the title as' follows: 

Page I, line 4, delete everything after the semicolon and after 
"lotteries" insert "and lotteries run by nonprofit organizations" 

Page 1, line 5, delete "proceeds;" 

A roll call was requested and properly seconded. 

CALL OF THE HOUSE 

On the motion of Wynia and on the demand of 10 members, a call 
of the House was ordered. The following members answered. to their 
names: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz . 
Boo 

Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 

DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
Dille 
Dom 
Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Grnenes . 
Gutknecht 

Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Johnson, k 
Johnson, R. 

Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kelso. 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 

. larsen 
Lasley 
Lieder 
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Long 
Marsh 
McDonald 
McEachern 
McKasy 
McLaughlin 
McPherson 
Milbert 
Miller 
Minne 
Morrison 
Munger 
Murphy 
Nelson. C. 

WEDNESDAY, ApRIL 6, 1988 

Nelson, D. Pappas 
Nelson, K. Pauly 
Neuenschwander Pelowski 
O'Connor Poppenhagen 
Ogren Quinn 
Olsen, S. Redalen 
Olson, E. fuiling 
Olson, K. Irest 
Omann Rice 
Onnen Richter 
Orenstein Rodosovich 
Osthoff Rose 
Otis Rukavina 
Ozment Sarna 

Schafer 
Scheid 
Schreiber 
Segal 
Shaver' 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
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Tjomhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

. Wynia moved that further proceedings of the roll call be dispensed 
with and that the Sergeant at Arms be instructed to bring in the 
absentees. The motion prevailed and it was so ordered. 

The question recurred on the Olsen, S., et al amendment and the 
roll was called. 

Wynia moved that those not voting be excused from voting. The 
motion prevailed. 

There were 53 yeas and 66 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

BeIUlett 
Blatz 
Boo 
Burger 
Carlson. D. 
Carruthers 
Clausnitzer 
Dempsey 
Dille 
Forsythe 
Frederick 

Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jennings 
Johnson, V 
Kahn 

Kelso 
Knickerbocker 
Kastohryz 
Marsh 
McDonald 
McKasy 
McLaughlin 
McPherson 
Miller 
Morrison 
Olsen, S. 

Omann 
Onnen 
Ozment 
Pauly 
Poppenhagen 
Iredalen 
Richter 
Schafer 
Schreiber 
Shaver 
Stanius 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauedy 
Beard 
Begich 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Brown 
Carlson, L. 
Clark 
Cooper 
Danner 

Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dom 
Gruenes 
Heap 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Kalis 
Kinkel 
Kludt 

Knuth Olson, K. 
Larsen OrenStein 
Lasley Osthoff 
LOJ!g Otis 
McEachern Pappas 
Milbert Pelowski 
Minne Price 
Munger Quinn 
Murphy ireding 
Nelson, C. Rest 
Neuenschwander Rodosovich 
O'Connor Rukavina 
Olson, E. Sarna 

Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjomhom 
Tompkins 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Waltman 

Scheid 
Segal . 
Skeglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Steensma 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The motion did not prevail and the amendment was not adopted. 
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Rose; Seaberg; Nelson,· D.; Carlson, D.; Bepnett and McKasy 
moved to amend H. F. No. 2182, the fourth engrossment, as 
amended, as follows: . 

Page 1, delete lines 18 to 30 and insert: 

"Subdivision 1. [AMENDMENT.] The following amendment to 
the Minnesota Constitution, adding !! section to article XI, Is 
proposed to the peop[e.lfthe amendment is adoptea, tlieSeCtion wiTI 
read as fOllows: ---

Sec. 14. A Minnesota environment and natural resources trust 
fund is estalilished that annually shallreceive state appropriations 
of!!p to twelve cents ~ pack from taxes on cigarettes until the year 
§015, at which time state fuliaropriations to the fund must cease. 

tate contributions to the __ may not e"ceenr;ooo,ooo;oOO. 

Sec. 2. [SUBMISSION TO VOTERS.] The proposed amendment 
must be submitted to the ~ at the 19S8 general election. The 
gUeSiloii submitted Shall be: - - -- --

"Shall the Minnesota Constitution be amended to establish a 
MiiiiiesOtaenvironment and natural resources trust mnd that shall 
receive

k 
upon deternunatloii fu the legislature, !!p to twelVe cents 

~ ~ cigarette ta" until the fund reaches $1,000,000,0007 

yes ..... 
No .-.-.-.-."" -
------

Page 2, delete lines 1 to 36 

Page 3, delete lines 1 and 2 

Page 5, line 16, delete "XIII, section 5" and insert "XI, section 14" 

Page 6, line 7, after the period insert: 

"Subd. 4. [TRANSFER OF BALANCE.] After June ;!Q" 1989, 
balances remaining in the Minnesota resourrestund under section 
297 .1!t subdlV1s!o~ .1~ must be transferred to the trustl'iiiitf account 
creat fu subd,V,SIOn 1." . . 

Page 6, line 8, ~elete ".1" and insert "~" 

Page 14, delete section 19 

Page 17, line 28, strike "one mill" and insert "si" mills" 

Page 17, line 30, strike "two mills" and insert· "twelve mills" 
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Page 17, line 31, after "Minnesota" strike "resources" and insert 
"environment and natural resources trust" 

Page 17, line 32, strike "for purposes of natural resources accel
eration" 

Page 17, line 33, delete "section 19" and insert "chapter 115C" 

Renumber sections in sequence 

Correct internal cross, references 

Amend the title accordingly 

A roll call was requested and properly seconded. 

The question was taken on the Rose et al amendment and the roll 
was called. 

Wynia moved that those not voting be excused from voting. The 
motion prevailed. 

There were 59 yeas and 66 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Bennett 
Blatz 
Boo 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Clark 
Ciausnitzer 
Dempsey 
Dille 
Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 

Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jennings 
Johnson, V. 
Kalm 
Kelly 

Knickerbocker 
Marsh 
McDonald 
McKasy 
McPherson 
Miller 
Morrison 
Nelson, D. 
Olsen,.S. 
Omann 
Onnen 
Ozment 

Pappas 
Pauly' 
Poppenhagen 
Redalen 
Richter 
Rnse 
Schafer 
Schreiber 
Seaberg 
Shaver 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Brown 
Carlson, L. 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 

DeBlieck 
Dorn 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Kalis 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knuth 

Kostohryz Ogren 
Krueger Olson, E. 
Larsen Olson, K. 
Lasley Orenstein 
Long Osthoff 
McEachern Otis 
Milbert. Pelowski 
Minne Peterson 
Munger Price 
Murphy Quinn 
Nelson, C Reding 
Neuenschwander Rest 
O'Connor Riveness 

Stanius 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Uphus 
Valento 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 

Rodosovich 
Rukavina 
Sarna 
Scheid 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Steensma 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 
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The motion did not prevail and the amendment was not adopted. 

Kahn; Carison, D., and Rose moved to amend H. F. No. 2182, the 
fourth engrossment, as amended~ as follows: 

Pages 1 and 2, delete section 1, and insert: 

"Section 1. [CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT PROPOSED.] 

The following amendment to the Minnesota Constitution, itting 
a section to article XI, is I1roposea to the people. If the amen ent 
~ adopted, theSeCtiOn wil read as follOWs: - , 

Sec. 14. [ENVIRONMENT AND NATURAL RESOURCES 
TRUST FUND.] 

A Minnesota environment and natural resources trust fund is 
established that annuaIly shalTreceive general sales tax reveiiUe Oi' 
one-quarter of One percent until the year 2015 or until ~ state 
contribution to fuefund reachBs$l,OOOIOOO,OOO, at w1llcllttmestate 
appropnations to the fund must cease. ' 

Pages 2 and 3, delete. section 2, and insert: 

"Sec. 2. [SUBMISSION TO VOTERS.] 

The proposed amendment must be submitted to the people at the 
1988 general election. The question submitted shaIDe: 

"Shall the Minnesota Constitution be amended to establish a 
MlriiieSotaenvlronment and natural resOurces trust fund which will 
receive annual appropriations derived from ~ one-quarterOf' one 
percent excise tax on the state's general sales tax until the ~ar 
~015, or until1he state's contributIOn to the fund reac es 
1,000,000;0007 - -- - - --

yes ...... . 
NO. -. ~ -, -. -. -. -." " 
---------

Page 5, line 16, delete "article XIII, section 5" and insert "article 
XI, section 14" ----- ---

Page 18, after line 27, insert: 

"Sec. 23. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 297 A.02, subdivision 1, 
is amended to read: . . 

Subdivision 1. [GENERALLY] Except as otherwise provided in 
this chapter, there is imposed an excise tax of six and one-quarter 
percent of the gross receipts from sales at retail mai1eOy any person 
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in this state. One-quarter of one percent is for the ur oses under 
article XI, section 14, of The Minnesota Constitution, 
expire as provided therein." 

Page 18, line 31, delete "Section 22 is" and insert "Sections 22 and 
23 are" 

Renumber the remaining section 

Amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 3, delete "XIII, section 5" and insert "XI" 

Page 1, line 11, delete "and" and before the semicolon insert "and 
297 A.02, subdivision 1" 

A roll call was requested and properly seconded. 

The question was taken on the Kahn et al amendment and the roll 
was called. 

Wynia moved that those not voting be excused from voting .. The 
motion prevailed. 

There were 54 yeas and 74 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Benriett 
Boo 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Clark 
Clausrutzer 
Dempsey 
Dille 
Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 

Greenfield 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jennings 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Knickerbocker 
Kostohryz 
Long 

Marsh 
McDonald 
McKasy 
McLaughlin 
McPherson 
Miller 
Morrison 
Nelson, D. 
Olsen, S. 
Omann 
Onnen 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Brown 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Cooper 

Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dorn 
Gruenes 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 

Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knuth 
Larsen 
Lasley 
Lieder 
McEachern 
Milbert 
Minne 
Munger 

Ozment 
Pappas 
Pauly 
Poppenhagen 
Redalen 
Richter 
Rose 
Schafer 
Schreiber 
Seaberg 
Shaver 

Stanius 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tompkins 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Wagenius 
Waltman 

Murphy Quinn 
Nelson, C. Reding 
Nelson, K. Rest 
Neuenschwander Rodosovich 
O'Connor Rukavina 
Ogren Sarna 
Olson, E. Scheid 
Olson, K. Segal 
Orenstein Simoneau 
Osthoff Skoglund 
Otis Solberg 
Pelowski Sparby 
Price Steensma 
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Tjornhom 
Trimble 

Tunheim . 
Voss 
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Welle 
Wenzel' 

Winter 
Wynia 

[81st Day 

. Spk. Vanasek 

The motion did not prevail and the amendment was not adopted. 

Bennett moved to amend H. F. No. 2182, the fourth engrossment, 
as amended, as follows: 

Page 6, line 27, delete "two members" and insert "three members" 

Page 6, line 27, delete "and two" and insert "and three" 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

Gutknecht, Greenfield, Voss, Frederick, Kahn, Clark, Long, Va
lento, Waltman, Steensma, Forsythe, Richter, Schafer, Dempsey, 
Clausnitzer, Rice and Pauly moved to amend H. F. No. 2182, the 
fourth engrossment, as amended, as follows: 

Page 3, after line 2, insert: 

"Sec. 3. [10A.151.] [CERTAIN CONTRIBUTIONS AND EXPEN
DITURES PROHIBITED.] 

Notwithstanding any other law to the contrary, no c0cffi0ration, 
other than a corporatIOn incorporated illMinnesota, may lrectly or 
iiiiIlrectly give, ~ eXfiifd or contrmute any money or thing of 
value for the purpose ofl1uencing or affecting the popular vote on 
any ballot question wmch would amend the Minnesota constitution. 
No pOITtical committee may receive from!'. corporation not incorpo
rated in Mmnesota rny direct or indirect contribution in money or 
other tllfnlf of value or ~ryose of infl uencmg the popular vote 
on any a ot question whic would amend the Minnesota constitu
tion. ViOlatiiin of this section ~!'. gross misdemeanor." 

Renumber the remaining sections 

Correct internal references 

Amend the title accordingly 

A roll call was requested and properly seconded. 

The question was taken on the Gutknecht et al amendment and 
the roll was called. 

Wynia moved that those not voting be excused from voting. The 
motion prevailed. 
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There were 77 yeas and 47 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, R. 
Bauerly 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Blatz 
Boo 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Dauner 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 

Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Hugoson 
Jennings 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kelly 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 

Larsen 
Lasley 
Long 
Marsh 
McDonald 
McKasy 
McPherson 
Milbert 
Miller 
Nelson, D. 
Nelson, K. 
Ogren 
Olsen, S. 
Omann 
Onnen 
Orenstein 

Ozment 
Pappas 
Pauly 
Pelowski 
Poppenhagen 
Price 
Redalen 
Rice 
Richter 
Rose 
Schafer 
Schreiber 
Segal 
Skoglund 
Starrius 
Steensma 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Battaglia 
Beard 
Begich 
Bishop 
Brown 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Cooper 
Dawkins 

Himle 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Kalis 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 

Kostohryz Osthoff 
McLaughlin Otis 
Minne Quinn 
Munger Reding 
Murphy Rest 
Nelson, C. Rodosovich 
Neuenschwander Rukavina 
O'Connor Sarna 
Olson, E. &heid 
Olson, K. Shaver 
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Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Wenzel 
Winter 

Simoneau 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

Richter, Burger, Redalen and Forsythe moved to amend H. F. No. 
2182, the fourth engrossment, as amended, as follows: 

Page 1, line 25, after "expenses" insert ", including a deduction of 
not less than five percent of the entire proceeds which must be 
allocated to programs for diagnosis, assistance, treatment and 
counseling of compulsive gamblers and their famIlies," 

Page 2, line 26, after "for" insert "at least five percent of gross 
proceeds from the lottery to be used for programs for compulsive 
gamblers and their families and" 

A roll call was requested and properly seconded. 

The question was taken on the Richter et al amendment and the 
roll was called. 

Otis moved that those not voting be excused from voting. The 
motion prevailed. 
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There were 64 yeas and 67 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affinnative were: 

Bennett 
Blatz 
Boo 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Dempsey 
Dille 
Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 
Gruenes 

Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jennings 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kelly 
Knickerbocker 
Marsh 

McDonald 
McKasy 
McPherson 
Miller 
Morrison 
Nelson, D. 
Nelson, K. 
O'Connor 
Olsen, S. 
Omauu 
Onnen 
Ozment 
Pappas 

Pauly 
Pelowski 
Poppenhagen 
Price 
Redalen 
Rice 
Richter 
Rose 
Schafer 
Schreiber 
Seaberg 
Shaver 
Simoneau 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Anderson, G. DeBlieck Krueger Olson, E. 
Anderson, R. Dorn Larsen Olson, K. 
Battaglia Greenfield Lasley Orenstein 
Bauerly Jacobs Lieder Osthoff 
Beard Jaros Long Otis 
Begich Jefferson McEachern Quinn 
Bertram Jensen McLaughlin Reding 
Bishop Kahn Milbert Rest 
Brown Kalis Minne Riveness 
Carlson, L. Kelso Munger Rodosovich 
Carruthers Kinkel Murphy Rukavina 
Cooper Kludt Nelson, C. Sarna 
Dauner Knuth Neuenschwander Scheid 
Dawkins Kostohryz Ogren Segal 

[81st Day 

Skogluud 
Stanius 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
'fjornhom 
Tompkins 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Wagenius 
Waltman 

Solberg 
Sparby 
Steensma 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Voss 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The motion did not prevail and the amendment was not adopted. 

Schreiber; Valento; McDonald; Himle; Tjornhom; Heap; Haukoos; 
Redalen; McKasy; Richter; Burger; Thiede; Dille; Hartle; Frederick; 
Dempsey; Hugoson; Swenson; Schafer; Knickerbocker; Sviggum; 
Tompkins; Poppenhagen; Frerichs; Blatz; McPherson; Johnson, V.; 
Forsythe; IWse; Waltman; Morrison; Pauly and Miller moved to 
amend H. F. No. 2182, the fourth engrossment, as amended, as 
follows: 

Page 1, line 26, delete "first" and delete "as follows:" and insert "to 
homestead property tax relief as provided in section 23." ~ 

Page 1, delete lines 27 to 30 

Page 2, delete lines 1 to 18 

Page 2, line 19, delete everything before the period 

Page 2, line 26, delete "one-third of' 
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Page 2, delete lines 28 to 33 

Page 2, line 34, delete "state" and insert "to be used for homestead 
property tax relief' -- - - ----

Page 4, line 18, delete everything after the period 

Page 4, delete lines 19 and 20 

Page 5, line 15, delete "2 under" 

Page 5, delete line 16 

Page 5, line 17, delete everything before "~" 

Page 5, line 19, delete everything after "shall" 

Page 5, line 20, delete everything before "ensure" 

Page 5, line 27, delete everything after the headnote 

Page 5, delete line 28 

Page 11, line 19, delete everything after the headnote 

Page 11, line 20, delete "years of operation," 

Page 11, delete lines 26 to 29 

Page 11, line 30, delete "(c)" 

Page 13,delete lines 11 to 31 

Page 16, after line 15, insert: 

"Sec. 21. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 273.13, 
subdivision 22, is amended to read: 

Subd. 22. [CLASS 1.] (a) Except as provided in subdivision 23, real 
estate which is residential and used for homestead purposes is class 
1. The market value of class 1a property must be determined based 
upon the value of the house, garage, and land. 

The first $68,000 of market value of class 1a property must be 
assessed at 17 percent of its market value. The homestead value of 
class 1a property that exceeds $68,000 must be assessed at 27 
percent of its value. 
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(b) Class lb property includes real estate or manufactured homes 
used for the purposes of a homestead by 

(1) any blind person, if the blind person is the owner thereof or if 
the blind person and the blind person's spouse are the sole owners 
thereof; or 

(2) any person, hereinafter referred to as "veteran," who: 

(i) served in the active military or naval service of the United 
States; and 

(ii) is entitled to compensation under the laws and regulations of 
the United States for permanent and-total service-connected disabil
ity due to the loss, or loss of use, by reason of amputation, ankylosis, 
progressive muscular dystrophies, or paralysis; of both lower ex
tremities, such as to preclude motion without the aid of braces, 
crutches, canes, or a wheelchair; and 

(iii) with assistance by the administration of veterans affairs has 
acquired a special housing unit With special fixtures or movable 
facilities made necessary by the nature of the veteran's disability, or 
the surviving spouse of the deceased veteran for as long as the 
surviving spouse retains the special housing unit as a homestead; or 

(3) any person who: 

(i) is permanently and totally disabled and 

(ii) receives 90 percent or more of total income from 

(A) aid from any state as a result of that disability; or 

(B) supplemental security income for the disabled; or 

(C) workers' compensation based on a finding of total and perma
nent disability; or 

(D) social security disability, including the amount of a disability 
insurance benefit which is converted to an old age insurance benefit 
and any subsequent cost of living increases; or 

(E) aid under the Federal Railroad Retirement Act of 1937, United 
States Code Annotated, title 45, section 228b(a)5; or 

(F) a pension from any local government retirement fund located 
in the state of Minnesota as a result of that disability. 
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Property is classified and assessed pursuant to clause (1) only if 
the commissioner of jobs and training certifies to the assessor that 
the owner of the property satisfies the requirements of this subdi
vision. The commissioner of jobs and training shall provide a copy of 
the certification to the commissioner of revenue. 

Class Ib property is valued and assessed as follows: in the case of 
agricultural land, including a manufactured home, used for a 
homestead, the first $33,000 of market value shall be valued and 
assessed at five percent, the next $33,000 of market value shall be 
valued and assessed at 14 percent, and the remaining market value 
shall be valued and assessed at 18 percent; and in the case of all 
other real estate and manufactured homes, the first $34,000 of 
market value shall be valued and assessed at five percent, the next 
$34,000 of market value shall be valued and assessed at 17 percent, 
and the remaining market value shall be valued and assessed at 27 
percent. In the case of agricultural land including a manufactured 
home used for purposes of a homestead, the commissioner of revenue 
shall adjust, as provided in section 273.1311, the maximum amount 
of the market value of the homestead brackets subject to the five 
percent and 18 percent rates; and for all other real estate and 
manufactured homes, the commissioner of revenue shall adjust, as 
provided in section 273.1311, the maximum amount of the market 
value of the homestead brackets subject to the five percent and 17 
percent rates. Permanently and totally disabled for the purpose of 
this subdivision means a condition which is permanent in nature 
and totally incapacitates the person from working at an occupation 
which brings the person an income. 

(c) Class 1c property is commercial use real property that abuts a 
lakeshore line and is devoted to temporary and seasonal residential 
occupancy for recreational purposes but not devoted to commercial 
purposes for more than 200 days in the year preceding the year of 
assessment, and that includes a portion used as a homestead by the 
owner. It must be assessed at 12 percent of market value with the 
following limitation: the area of the property must not exceed 100 
feet of lakeshore footage for each cabin or campsite located on the 
property up to a total of 800 feet and 500 feet in depth, measured 
away from the lakeshore. 

(d) The tax to be paid on class 1a or class 1b property, less any 
reduction received pursuant to sections 273.123 and 473H.1O, shall 
be reduced by 54 percent of the tax imposed on the first $68,000 of 
market value. The amount of the reduction shall not exceed $700. 
The amount of the homestead credit percentage, the homestead 
credit maximum, and the homestead base market value shall be 
adjiiSted I>y the commisswner of revenueunder sectiOrl23.-- -

Sec. 22. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 273.13, 
subdivision 23, is amended to read: 
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Subd. 23. [CLASS 2.] (a) Class 2a property is agricultural land 
that is homesteaded, together with the house and garage. The first 
$66,000 of market value of an agricultural homestead is valued at 30 
percent. The remaining value of class 2a property is assessed at 40 
percent of market value. 

Noncontiguous land shall constitute class 2a only ifthe homestead 
is classified as class 2a and the detached land is located in the same 
township or City or not farther than two townships or cities or 
combination thereof from the homestead. 

Agricultural land used for purposes of a homestead and actively 
farmed by a person holding a vested remainder interest in it must be 
classified class 2a.If agricultural land is classified class 2a, any 
other dwellings on the land used for purposes of a homestead by 
persons holding vested remainder interests who are actively en
gaged in farming the property,' and up to one acre of the land 
surrounding each homestead and reasonably necessary for the use of 
the dwelling as a home, must also be assessed class 2a and is entitled 
to the homestead credit. . . 

The tax to be paid on class 2a property, less any reduction received 
pursuant to sections 273.123 and 473H.I0 shall be reduced by 52 
percent of the. tax. The amount of the reduction shall not exceed 
$700. The amount of the homestead credit percentage, the home
stead credit maximum, and the homesteaabase market value shal! 
be adjliSteil Qy the commissioner of revenue under section 23.--

(b) Class 2b property is (1) real estate, rural in character and used 
exclusively for growing trees for timber, lumber, and wood and wood 
products; and (2) real estate that is nonhomestead agricultural land. 
Class 2b property is assessed at 40 percent of market value. 

Agricultural land as used in this section shall mean contiguous 
acreage of ten acres or more, primarily used during the preceding 
year for agricultural purposes. Agricultural use may 'include pas
ture, timber, waste, unusable wild land and land included in federal 
farm programs. 

Real estate of less than ten acres used principally for raising 
poultry, livestock, fruit, vegetables or other agricultural products, 
shall be considered as agricultural land, if it is not used primarily 
for residential purposes. 

The assessor shall determine and list separately on the records the 
market value of the homestead dwelling and the one acre·ofland on 
which that dwelling is located. If any farm buildings or structures 
are located on this homesteaded acre of land, their market value 
shall not be included in this separate determination. 
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Sec. 23. [273.1316] [HOMESTEAD PROPERTY TAX RELIEF 
ADJUSTMENT.] 

(a) Beginning July h 1990, and on July 1 of each year thereafter, 
the commissioner of revenue shall estimate the proceeds for the 
preceding calendar year from ilJo[tery authorized under section! 
after deduction of prizes ana expenses but including any interest -- ----earnIngs. 

(b) The commissioner shall proportionately increase the hOIile
steail credit percentage, the homestead credit maximum, and the 
homestead credit base market value so that the amount of the 
additional hOnieSteruf credit under ihis pan,gTaph equals the 
amount in paragraph (a). 

(c) On or before October h 1990, and each year thereafter, the 
commissioner shall notify the county auditors of the homestead 
credit percentage, the homestead credit maximum, and the home
stead credit base marKet value to be used in determining homestead 
credit for taxes payable in the following year. 

(d) Payment from the general fund shall be made to taxing 
jurisdictions to reprice revenues lost as ~ result of the reduction in 
property taxes under this section at the times and in the manner 
provided in sections 273.13, subdivision 15a, and 273.1392. This 
amount is in addition to any amounts appropriated under any other 
law to fundllomestead benefits. ---==== 

(e) There is annually appropriated from the general fund to the 
commissioner of revenue the amounts necessary to make the ~ 
ments reguired in this section," 

Page 18, line 29, deiete "to 21" and insert "and ~" 

Page 18, line 31, delete "Section 22 is" and insert "Sections 3 to 22 
~' - --

Page 18, line 31, after the period insert "Sections 21 to 23 are 
effective for taxes levied in 1990 and thereafter, payable in 1991 and 
thereafter." 

Reri"umber the sections in sequence 

Correct internal references 

Amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 12, after the semicolon insert "273.13, subdivisions 22 
and 23;" 
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Page 1, line 14, delete "chapter 115C" and insert "chapters 115C 
and 273" 

A roll call was requested and properly seconded. 

The question was taken on the Schreiber et al amendment and the 
roll was called. 

Wynia moved that those not yoting be excused from voting. The 
motion prevailed. 

There were 52 yeas and 65 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Bertram 
Blatz 
Boo 
Burger _ 
Carruthers 
Clausnitzer 
Dempsey 
Frederick 
Frerichs 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 

Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kelso 
Knickerbocker· 
Marsh 
McDonald 

McKasy 
McPherson 
Milbeit 
Miller 
Morrison 
Olsen, S. 
Olson, K. 
Onnen 
Orenstein 
Pauly 
Pelowski 

Po~penhagen 
Redalen 
Richter 
Hose 
Schafer 
Schreiber 
Seaberg 
Shaver 
Skoglund 
Stanius 
Sviggum 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
BegiCh 
Bishop 
Carlson, L. 
Clark 
Cooper 
Danner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dorn 

Greenfield 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knuth 
Larsen 
Lasley 

Lieder Olson, E. 
Long OmaDn 
McEachern Osthoff 
McLaughlin Otis 
Minne Pappas 
Munger Price 
Murphy Quinn 
Nelson, C. Reding 
Nelson, D. Rest 
Nelson, K. Rice 
Neuenschwander Rodosovich 
O'Connor Rukavina 
Ogren Sarna 

Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
.Tompkins 
Uphus 
Valento 
Waltman 
Wenzel 

Scheid 
Simoneau 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Steensma 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Vellenga 
Voss 

. Wagenius 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The motion did riot prevail and the ame,ndinent was not' adopted. 

Sviggum, McDonald and Seaberg moved to amend H. F. No. 2182, 
the fourth engrossment, as amended, as follows: 

Delete everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section 1. [AMENDMENT PROPOSED.] 

The following amendment to the Minnesota Constitution, article 
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XIII, section 5, ~ prol1osed to the people. If the amendment IS 

adopted, the section wi read as ToTIows: 

Sec. 5. 

The legislature shall not authorize any lottery on the sale of 
lottery tickets exceg that the legislature may authorize ~ state
operated lottery wit all receipts, after deductions· for administra
tive costs, used eXclusivelY for prizes. 

Sec. 2. [SUBMISSION TO VOTERS.] 

The proposed amendment must be .submitted to the people at the 
1988 general election. The question submitted mustbe: 

"Shall the Minnesota Constitution be amended to authorize a 
state=OPerated 10tt'([Y with all proceeds;a:fter deductions for admin-:: 
istrative costs, use eXClUsively for prizesr-

Delete the title and insert: 

yes ..... 
No .-.-.-,-,;;" 
------

"A bill for an act proposing an amendment to the Minnesota 
Constitution, Article XIII, section 5;'providing for a state-operated 
lottery with all proceeds, after deductions for administrative costs, 
used exclusively for prizes." 

The motion did not prevail and the amendment was not adopted. 

Kahn moved to amend H. F. No. 2182, the fourth engrossment, as 
amended, as follows: ' 

Page 8, delete lines 35 and 36 

Page 9, line 1, delete "overflow under section 116.162;" 

Page 9, line 2, delete "(3)" and insert "(2)" 

A roll call was requested and properly seconded. 

The question was taken on the Kahn amendment and the roll was 
called. 

Otis moved that those not voting be excused from voting. The 
motion prevailed. 
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There were 96 yeas and 34 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Blatz 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
DeBlieck 
Oempsey 
Dille 
Dorn 

Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs . 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, V 
Kahn 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 

Knickerbocker Ogren 
Knuth Olsen, S. 
Krueger Olson, K. 
Lasley Omann . 
Long Onnen 
Marsh Orenstein 
McDonald O·zment 
McEachern Pappas 
McKasy Pauly 
McLaughlin Pelowski 
McPherson Poppenhagen 
Milbert Price 
Miller Redalen 
Morrison Rice 
Murphy Richter 
Nelson, C Rose 
Nelson, K. Sarna 
Neuenschwander Schafer 
O'Connor Schreiber 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Anderson, G. Jaros Lieder Quinn 
Anderson, R. Jensen Minne Reding 
Battaglia Johnson, R. Munger . -Riveness 
Bishop Kalis Olson, E. Rodosovich 
Boo Kludt Osthoff Rukavina 
Dawkins Kostohryz Otis Scheid 
Jacobs Larsen Peterson Solberg 

[81st Day 

Seaberg 
Segal 
Shaver 
Simoneau' 
Skoglund. 
Stanius _. 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
'fjornhom 
Tompkins 
Uphus' 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wigenius 
Waltman 
Wenzel· 
Winter 

Sparby 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Welle 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

Thiede offered an amendment to H. F. ·No. 2182, the fourth 
engTossment, as amended. 

POINT OF ORDER 

Wynia raised a point of order pursuant to rule 3.9 that the Thiede 
amendment was not in order. The Speaker ruled the point of order 
well taken and the amendment out of order. 

H. F. No. 2182, as amended, was read for the third time. 

MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION 

McDonald moved that the action whereby H. F. No. 2182, as 
amended, was given its third reading be now reconsidered. 

A roll call was requested and properly seconded. 
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The Speaker called Long to the Chair. 

The question was taken on the McDonald motion and the roll was 
called. 

Otis moved that those not voting be excused from voting. The 
motion prevailed. 

There were 44 yeas and 83 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Bennett Frerichs Knickerbocker Pauly 
Blatz Gruenes Marsh Poppenhagen 
Boo Gutknecht McDonald Redalen 
Bu~er Hartle McKasy Richter 
Car son, D. Haukoos McPherson Rose 
Clausnitzer Heap Miller Schafer 
Dempsey Himle Olson, K. Seaberg 
~he Hugoson Omano Shaver 

erick Johnson, V. Onnen Stanius 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Brown 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dille 

Dorn 
Greenfield 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 

Krueger Orenstein 
Larsen Osthoff 
Lasley Otis 
Lieder Pappas 
Long Pelowski 
McEachern Peterson 
McLaughlin Price 
Milbert Quinn 
Minne Reding 
Munger Rest 
Murphy Rice 
Nelson, C. Riveness 
Nelson, D. Rodosovich 
Neuenschwander Rukavina 

. O'Connor Sarna 
Ogren Scheid 
Olson, E. Segal 

The motion did not prevail. 

The Speaker resumed the Chair. 

Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
R°fnhom 

mpkins 
Uphus 
Valento 
Waltman 

Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Steensma 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Vellenga 
,",SS 
Wagenius 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

H. F. No. 2182, A bill for an act proposing an amendment to the 
Minnesota Constitution, article XIII, section 5; permitting state-run 
lotteries; providing for the distribution of their proceeds; establish
ing a- Minnesota environment and natural resources trust fund; 
providing implementing legislation; creating a legislative commis
sion, an advisory committee, and a review panel; providing for trust 
fund expenditures; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 
86.72, subdivisions 2 and 3; and 290.431; Minnesota Statutes 1987 
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Supplement, sections 116C.69, subdivision 3; and 297.13, subdivi
sion 1; proposing coding for new law as Minnesota Statutes, chapter 
115C; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 86.01; 86.02; 
86.03; 86.06; 86.07; 86.08; 86.10; 86.11; 86.12; 86.31; 86.32; 86.33, 
subdivision 1; 86.34; 86.35; 86.41; 86.42; 86.51; 86.53; 86.61; and 
86.75. 

The bill, as amended, was placed upon its final passage, 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. There were 69 yeas and 63 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Brown 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Cooper 
Dawkins 

DeBHeclt 
Dom 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Kalis 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 

Krueger Olson, K. 
Larsen Omano 
Lasley Orenstein 
Lieder Osthoff 
McEachern Pelowski 
McLaughlin Peterson 
Milbert Price 
Mione Quinn 
Munger Reding 
Murphy Best 
Nelson, C. Riveness 
Neuenschwander Rodosovich 
O'Connor Rose . 
Ogren Rukavina 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Bennett 
Blatz 
Boo 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Clausnitzer 
Dauner 
Dempsey 
Dille 
Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 

Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Hirnle 
Hugoson 
Johnson, V 
Kahn 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Knickerbocker 
Long 

Marsh 
McDonald 
McKasy 
McPherson 
Miller 
Morrison 
Nelson, D, 
Nelson, K. 
Olsen, S. 
Olson, E. 
Onnen 
Otis 
Ozment 

Pappas 
Pauly 
Poppenhagen 
Redalen 
Rice 
Richter 
Schafer 
Schreiber 
Seaberg 
Shaver 
Skoglund 
Stanius 
Steensma 

Sarna 
Scheid 
Segal 
Simoneau 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Trtmble 
Tunheim 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter -
-Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
\\>ss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 

The bill was passed, as amended, and its title agreed to. 

H. F. No. 704 was reported to the House. 

Rest moved that H. F. No. 704 be continued on Special Orders for 
one day. The motion prevailed. 

Beard was excused between the hours of 8:05 p.m. and 10:00 p.m. 

McKasy was excused between the hours of 8:05 p.m. and 9: 15 p.m. 

S. F. No. 1018, A bill for an act relating to crimes; criminal sexual 
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conduct; creating a crime of fifth degree criminal sexual conduct; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 388.051, subdivision 2; 
proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 609. 

The bill was read for the third time and placed upon its final 
passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. 

Wynia moved that those not voting be excused from voting. The 
motion prevailed. 

There were 124 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. Frerichs Kostohryz Orenstein Segal 
Anderson, R. Greenfield Krueger Osthoff : Shaver 
Battaglia Gruenes Larsen Otis Simoneau 
Bauerly Gutknecht Lasley Ozment Skoglund 
Begich Hartle Lieder Pappas Solberg 
Bennett Haukoos Long Pauly Sparby 
Bertram Heap Marsh Pelowski Starrius 
Bishop Himle McDonald Peterson Steensma 
Blatz Hugoson McLaughlin Poppenhagen Sviggum 
Boo Jacobs McPherson Price Swenson 
Brown Jaros Milbert Quinn Thiede 
Burger Jefferson Miller Redalen 1Jornhom 
Carlson, D. Jennings Minne Reding Tompkins 
Carlson, 1. Jensen Morrison Rest Trimble 
Clark Johnson, A. Munger Rice Tunheim 
Clausnitzer Johnson, R. Murphy Richter Uphus 
Cooper Johnson, V. Nelson, C. Riveness Valento 
Dauner Kahn Nelson, D. Rodosovich Vellenga 
Dawkins Kalis Nelson, K. Rose Wagenius 
DeBlieck Kelly Neuenschwander Rukavina Waltman 
Dempsey Kelso Ogren Sarna Welle 
Dille Kinkel Olsen, S. Schafer Wenzel 
Dorn Kludt Olson, E. Scheid Winter 
Forsythe Knickerbocker Omann Schreiber Wynia 
Frederick Knuth Onnen Seaberg 

The bill was passed and its title agreed to. 

CALL OF THE HOUSE LIFTED 

Kelly moved that the call of the House be dispensed with. The 
motion prevailed and it was so ordered. 

The Speaker called Carlson, L., to the Chair. 

S. F. No. 1643 was reported to the House. 
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Quinn and Quist moved to amend S. F. No. 1643, as follows: 

Page 2,line 5, after "circumstances" insert "2 exhlPt that physical 
discipline does not ~ itself constitute unreasona e force or cruel 
dIscipline" . 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

S. F. No. 1643, A bill for an act relating to crimes; child abuse; 
eliminating the need to show emotional harm in proving unreason
able restraint or malicious punishment of a child; amending Min
nesota Statutes 1986, sections 609.255, subdivision 3; and 609.377. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended, and placed upon 
its final passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bHl and the roll was 
called. There were 127 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers' 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBheck 
Dempsey 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 

Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 
Larsen ' 

Lasley Osthoff 
Lieder Otis 

:Long Ozment 
Marsh Pappas 
McDonald Pauly 
McEachern Pelowski 
McLaughlin Peterson 
McPherson Price 
Milbert QUinn 
Miller Redalen 
Minne Reding 
Morrison Rest 
Munger Rice 
Murphy Richter 
Nelson, C. Riveness 
Nelson, D. Rodosovich 
Nelson, K. Rose 
Neuenschwander Rukavina 
O'Connor Sarna 
Ogren Schafer 
Olsen, S. Scheid 
Olson, E. Schreiber 
Olson, K. Seaberg 
Omann Segal 
Onnen Shaver 
Orenstein Simoneau 

Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
SViggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
'Ijornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was passed, as amended, and its title agreed to. 

S. F. No. 1717, A bill for an act relating to natural resources; 
adding certain land to Jay Cooke State Park in Carlton county. 

The bill was read for the third time and placed upon its final 
passage. 
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The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. There were 126 yeas and ° nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 

Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 

Knuth Olson, K. 
Kostohryz Omann 
Krueger Onnen 
Larsen Orenstein 
Lasley Osthoff 
Lieder Otis 
Long Ozment 
Marsh Pauly 
McDonald Pelowski 
McEachern Peterson 
McPherson Price 
Milbert Quinn 
Miller Redalen 
Minne Reding 
Morrison Rest 
Munger Rice 
Murphy Richter 
Nelson, C. Riveness 
Nelson, D. Rodosovich 
Nelson, K. Rose 
Neuenschwander Rukavina 
O'Connor Sarna 
Ogren Scheid 
Olsen, S. Schreiber 
Olson, E. Seaberg 

The bill was passed and its title agreed to. 

H. F No. 2654 was reported to the House. 

Segal 
Shaver 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tiornhom 
TOmpkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

Simoneau moved to amend H. F. No. 2654, the first engrossment, 
as follows: 

Page 3, line 30, delete "but not to" and insert "provided the 
employer contribution does not" -

Page 3, line 31, after "year" insert "for any employee" 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

Segal moved to amend H. F. No. 2654, the first engrossment, as 
amended, as follows: 

Page 3, after line 35, insert: 

"Sec. 5. [REPAYMENT OF REFUND.] 

Notwithstanding afiY contrary provision of section 353.35, ~ 
person employed Er ~ St. Paul school district from January, 1983 
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to ~~~~~~~r~e~c~e~ivle~d from ~ between 
y 

Renumber subsequent sections 

Amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 4, after the semicolon, insert "permitting repayment 
of a refund;" 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

Skoglund moved to amend H. F. No. 2654, the first engrossment, 
as amended, as follows: 

Page 1, after line 9, insert: 

"Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 
61A.092, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [NOTICE OF OPTIONS.] Upon termination of or layoff 
from employment of a covered employee, the employer shall inform 
the employee of: 

. (1) the employee's right to elect to continue the coverage; 

(2) the amount the employee must pay monthly to the employer to 
retain the coverage; 

(3) the manner in which and the office of the employer to which the 
payment to the employer must be made; and 

(4) the time by which the payments to the employer must be made 
to retain coverage. 

The employee has 60 days within which to elect coverage. The 
60·day period shall begin to run on the date coverage would 
otherwise terminate or on the date upon which notice of the right to 
coverage is received, whichever is later. 

Notice must be in writing and sent By ffi.et class eeFtifiea HH>il to 
the employee's last known address which the employee has provided 
to the employer. 

A notice in substantially the following form is sufficient: ''As a 
terminated or laid off employee, the law authorizes you to maintain 
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your group insurance benefits for a period of up to 18 months. To do 
so, you must notify your former employer within 60 days of your 
receipt of this notice that you intend to retain this coverage and 
must make a nionthly payment of $ ............ at ........... . 
by the ............. of each month." " 

Renumber the sections in sequence 

Correct internal references 

Amend the title accordingly 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

H. F. No. 2654, A bill for an act relating to retirement; public 
employees; authorizing employer deferred compensation plan contri
butions in certain instances; permitting repayment of a refund; 
changing notice requirement for continuation of life insurance 
coverage; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 179A.03, 
subdivision 19; 179A.07, subdivision 2; and 356.24; Minnesota 
Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 61A.092, subdivision 3; and 
352.96, subdivision 2. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended, and placed upon 
its final passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. There were 127 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieek 
Dempsey 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 
Frederick 

Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Jolmson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 

Larsen Onnen 
Lasley Orenstein 
Lieder Osthoff 
Long Otis 
Marsh Ozment 
McDonald Pappas 
McEachern Pauly 
Mclaughlin Pelowski 
McPherson Peterson 
Milbert Poppenhagen 
Miller Price 
Minne Quinn 
Morrison Redalen 
Munger Reding 
Murphy Rest 
Nelson, C. Rice 
Nelson, D. Richter 
Nelson, K. Riveness 
Neuenschwander Rodosovich 
O'Connor Rose 
Ogren Rukavina 
Olsen, S. Sarna 
Olson, E. Schafer 
Olson, K. Scheid 
Omann Schreiber 

Seaberg 
Segal 
Shaver 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
veUenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Yklle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 
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The bill was passed, as amended, and its title agreed to. 

S. F. No. 1608, A bill for an act relating to the city of Minneapolis; 
updating references in its development laws; amending Laws 1980, 
chapter 595, section 3, subdivisions 1, as amended, 3, 6, and 7; and 
section 4. 

The bill was read for the third time and placed upon its final 
passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. There were 126 yeas and 4 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Begich 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruth~rs 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dille 
Dom· 
Forsythe 
Frederick. 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 

Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker . 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 
Larsen 

Lasley Orenstein 
Lieder Osthoff 
Long Otis 
Marsh Ozment 
McDonald Pappas 
McEachern Pauly 
McLaughlin Pelowski 
McPherson Peterson 
Milhert Poppenhagen 
Miller Price 
Minne Quinn 
Morrison Redalen 
Munger Reding 
Murphy Rest 
Nelson, C. Rice 
Nelson, D. Richter 
Nelson, K. Riveness 
Neuenschwander Rodosovich 
O'Connor Rose 
Ogren Rukavina 
Olsen, S. Sarna 
Olson, E. Schafer 
Olson, K. Scheid 
Omann Schreiber 
Onnen Seaberg 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Bennett Blatz . Dempsey Haukoos 

The bill was passed and its title agreed to. 

H. F. No. 1890 was reported to the House. 

Segal 
Shaver 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
\<lS8 

':aw!~: 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

Greenfield moved that H. F. No. 1890 be continued on Special 
Orders for one day. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 1561 was reported to the House. 
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Carlson, D., moved to amend S. F. No. 1561, as follows: 

Delete everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 97B.425, is amended 
to read: 

97B.425 [BAITING BEARS.] 

A person placing bait to take bear must display a tag at each site 
where bait is placed and register the sites. The commissioner shall 
prescribe the method of tagging and registering the sites. A j36I'S!ffi 

~ Bet tiSe selia ~ eaBtaiBiBg battles, eaBS;- fl1astie, ~ 
metal, 8l' ethel' "",tepials that IH'6 Bet FeaEiily biadegmdable as a 
bait ta attmet bear. To attract bear a person may not u~ !! bait with: 

(1) meat from mammals; 

(2) bones of mammals; 

(3) solid waste containing bottles, cans, plastic, paper, or metal; 

(4) materials that are not readily biodegradable; or. 

Delete the title and insert: 

"A bill for an act relating to game and fish; prohibiting the. use of 
certain meat in baiting bears; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, 
section 97B.425." 

Stanius moved to amend the Carlson, D., amendment to S. F. No. 
1561, as follows: 

Page I, delete lines 17 and 18 

Page I, line 21, delete "i or" and insert a period 

Page I, delete line 22 

The motion did not prevail and the' amendment to the amendment 
was not adopted. 

Sparby moved to amend the Carlson, D., amendment to S. F. No. 
1561, as follows: 
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Page 1, line 17, after "mammals" insert ", if the meat contains 
bones" - - - --

The moti~n pre;ailed and the amendment to the amendment was 
adopted. 

Marsh moved to amend the Carlson, D., amendment, as amended, 
to S. F. No. 1561, as follows: . 

Page 1, delete line 17 

The motioR did not prevail and the amendment to the amendment 
was not adopted. 

The question recurred on the Carlsou, D., amendment, as 
amended, to S. F. No. 1561. The motion prevailed and the amend
ment, as amended, was adopted. 

S. F. No. 1561, A bill for an act relating to' game and fish; 
prohibiting the use of certain meat in baiting bears; authorizing 
electric landing nets; regulating possession limits, size; and season 
for walleyed pike in the Rainy River; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1986, section 97B.425; .proposing. coding Jor neW law in Minnesota 
Statutes, chapter 97C; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supple-
ment, section 97C.402. . 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended, and placed upon 
its final passage. 

The question was taken on the passage:ofthe bill and· the roll was 
called. There were 92 yeas and 29 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were:· .. 

Anderson, R. 
Bauerly 
Bennett 
Bertram. 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
Dille 
Dom 
Forsythe 

Frederick 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 

·'~·,Hartle 
Hankoos 
Heap 
Hirole 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson,A 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Knickerbocker 

Knuth 
Kostohry, 
Krueger 
Lasley 
Lieder 
Long 
McDonald 
McEachern 
McKasy 
McPherson 
Miller 
Morrison 
Munger 
Murphy 
Nelson, K. 
O'Connor 
Olsen, S. 
Onnen 
Orenstein 
Osthoff 

Otis 
Ozment 
Pappas 
Pauly 
Pelowski 

. Peterson 
Price 
Redalen 
Reding· 
Rest 
Riveness 
RodoSovich 
Rose 
Sarna 
Schafer 
Scheid 
Schreiber 
Seaberg 
Shaver 
Skoglund 

Steensma 
Sviggum 
'lJornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble -
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento .. 
Wagenius 
Waltman 

. Winter 
Spk. Vanasek 
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Those who voted in the negative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Battaglia 
Begich 
Brown 
Frerichs 
Gutknecht 

Johnson, R. 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Larsen 
Marsh 
McLaughlin 

Milbert Olson, K. 
Minne Omann. 
Nelson, C. Poppenhagtm 
Nelson, D/ ._ Quinn 
Neuenschwander Rukavina 
Olson, E. Solberg 

Sparby 
Stanius 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Wenzel 

The bill was passed, as amended, and its title agreed to. 

H. F. No. 1630 was reported to the House. 

10775 

Blatz moved that H. F. No. 1630 be continued on Special Orders for 
one day. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 1958 was reported to the House. 

Trimble moved to amend S. F. No. 1958, as follows: 

Delete everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section 1. [177.253] [MANDATORY WORK BREAKS.] 

Subdivision 1. [REST BREAKS.] An employer must provide each 
employee with-a break from work of at least teIiliiinutes during 
ever~ leriod otfour consecutIVebours of work. Breaks must be 
sche u ed at least one hour after the start of the four-hour periOcT 
and at least one hour before the end of the perIOd. 

Subd. 2. [LUNCH BREAKS.] In addition to any break provided 
under subdivision !, an employer must provide each employee ~ 
30-minute break from work during the workday if the employee is 
working for six or more consecutive hours. 

Subd. 3. [PAYMENT NOT REQUIRED.] Nothing in this section 
regurres the employer to ~ the employee during the rest or lunch 
break. . 

Subd. 4. [EMPLOYERIEMPLOYEE AGREEMENTS.] Nothin~ in 
thISSeCtwn prohibits employers and employees from establislrlg 
lunch or rest periods different Ii'om those providecrTn this section 
pursuant to ~ collective bargalllingagreement or !i.Y: mutual agree
ment, provided that an emp!oyer may not terminate or otherwise 
discipline an emyoyee or tail to hire an applicant for refusing to 
waive ~ right un er this section. . . 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 177.32, subdivision 1, is 
amended to read: 
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Subdivision 1. [MISDEMEANORS.] An employer who does any of 
the following is guilty of a misdemeanor: 

(1) hinders or delays the commissioner in the performance of 
duties required under sections 177 .21 to 177.35; 

(2) refuses to admit the commissioner 'to the place of business or 
employment of the employer, as required by section 177.27, subdivi
sion 1; 

(3) repeatedly fails to make, keep, and preserve records as required 
by section 177.30; 

(4) falsifies any record; 

(5) refuses to make any record available, or to furnish a sworn 
statement of the record or any other information as required by 
section 177.27; 

(6) repeatedly fails to post a summary of sections 177.21 to 177.35 
or a copy or summary of the applicable rules as required by section 
177.31; 

(7) pays or agrees to pay wages at a rate less than the. rate required 
under sections 177.21 to 177.35; 6>' 

(8) refuses to provide rest or lunch br.eaks as requireq. ~ section 
1; or 

(9) otherwise violates any provision of sections 177.21 to 177.35. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1986,·section 177.33, is amended to 
read: . 

177.33 [EMPLOYEES' REMEDIES.] 

Subdivision 1. An employer who pays an employee less than the 
wages and overtime compensation to which the employee is entitled 
under sections 177.21 to 177.35 is liable to the employee for the full 
amount of the wages and overtime compensation, less any amount 
actually paid to the employee by the employer, for an additional 
equal amount as liquidated damages and for costs and reasonable 
attorney's fees allowed by the. court. An agreement between the 
employee and the employer to work for less than the applicable wage 
rate is not a defense to the action. The action may be maintained in 
any court of competent jurisdiction by.one or more ·employees. 

Subd. 2. Any person injured ~ ~ violation of section 1 may brinr ~ civil acTIon to recover damages, together with costs ana reasonab e 
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attorney's fees, and may receive such equitable relief as determined 
!:>Y the court." 

Delete the title and insert: 

"A bill for an act relating to employment; requiring breaks during 
the work day; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 177.32, 
subdivision 1; and 177.33; proposing coding for new law in Minne
sota Statutes, chapter 177." 

A roll call was requested and properly seconded. 

The question was taken on the Trimble amendment and the roll 
was called. There were 40 yeas and 78 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Battaglia Kahn Minne Otis Simoneau 
Begich Kelly Munger Pappas Skoglund 
Carlson, L. Kludt Murphy Price Trimble 
Clark Kostohryz Nelson, D. Reding Vellenga 
Dawkins Larsen O'Connor Rice Wagenius 
Greenfield Long Ogren Rukavina Winter 
Jaros McEachern Orenstein Sarna Wynia 
Jefferson McLaughlin Osthoff Segal Spk. Vanasek 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Anderson, R. Dille Johnson, R. Olsen, S. Seaberg 
Bauerly Dorn Johnson, V. Olson, E. Shaver 
Bennett Forsythe Kalis Olson, K. Sparby 
Bertram Frederick Kelso Omann Stanius 
Bishop Frerichs Kinkel Onnen Steensma 
Blatz Gruenes Knickerbocker Pauly Sviggum 
Boo Gutknecht Krueger Pelowski Swenson 
Brown Hartle Lasley Poppenhagen Thiede 
Burger Haukoos Lieder Quinn Tjornhom 
Carlson, D. Heap Marsh Redalen Tompkins 
Carruthers Himle McDonald Richter Tunheim 
Clausnitzer Hugoson McKasy Rodosovich Uphus 
Cooper Jacobs McPherson Rose Valento 
Dauner Jennings Miller Schafer Waltman 
DeBlieck Jensen Morrison Scheid 
Dempsey Johnson, A. Nelson, C. Schreiber 

The motion did not prevail and the amendment was not adopted. 

S. F No. 1958, A bill for an act relating to employment; requiring 
rest breaks during the work day; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1986, section 177 .32, subdivision 1; proposing coding for new law in 
Minnesota Statutes, chapter 177. 

The bill was read for the third time and placed upon its final 
passage. 
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The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. There were 94 yeas and 32 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 

Dempsey 
Dorn 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Himle 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kelly 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 

Krueger Omann 
Larsen Orenstein 
Long Osthoff 
Marsh Otis 
McEachern Pappas 
McLaughlin Pauly 
Milberl Pelowski 
Minne Price 
Morrison Quinn 
MUnger Reding 
Murphy Re,t 
Nelson, C. Rice 
Nelson, D. Rodosovich 
Nelson, K. Rose 
Neuenschwander Rukavina 
O'Connor Sarna 
Ogren Scheid 
Olsen, S. Schreiber 
Olson, K. Seaberg 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Bertram Hartle Lieder Redalen 
Boo Haukoos McDonald Richter 
Clausnitzer Heap McKasy Schafer 
Dille Hugoson McPherson Shaver 
Forsythe Kalis Miller Sparby 
Frederick Kelso Olson, E. Sviggum 
Frerichs Knickerbocker Poppenhagen Swenson 

The bill was passed and its title agreed to. 

S. F. No. 2117 was reported to the House. 

Segal 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Stanius 
Steensma 
'lJornhom 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

Thiede 
Tompkins 
Valento 
Waltman 

Rose and Pappas moved to amend S. F.' No. 2117, as follows: 

Page 1, after line 7, insert: 

"Section 1. MinnesotaStatutes 1987 Supplement, section 181.951; 
subdivision 1, is amended.to read: 

Subdivision 1. [LIMITATIONS ON TESTING.] (a) An employer 
may not request or require an employee or job applicant to undergo 
drug and alcohol testing except as authorized in this section. 

(b) An employer may not request or require an employee or job 
applicant to undergo drug or alcohol testing unless the testing is 
done pursuant to a written drug and alcohol testing policy that 
contains the minimum information required in section 181.952; and, 
is conducted by a testing laboratory licensed under section 181.953, 
subdivision 1, except as otherwise permitted under that subdivision, 
or by a nonlicensed laboratory as transitionallyaIlowed under 
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section 181.953, subdivision 2. 

(c) An employer may not request or require an employee or job 
applicant to undergo drug and alcohol testing-on an arbitrary and 
capricious basis." 

Page 1, line 14, before the period, insert ", except that, ~ breath 
test as an initial screening test for alcohol may be performed fu ~ 
medical clinic, hospital, or other medical facility not owned or 
operated !>.y: the employer that does not meet the licensing require
ments of this section, provided that the breath test meets the 
StaMards or requirements adopted !>.y: rule under paragraph (b), 
except clause (1), and any confirmatory test is performed according 
to the requirements of sections 181.950 to 181.957 and the rules 
iiilopted thereunder" 

Page 3, -line 27, before the period, insert ", A breath test may be 
performed !>.y: '! laboratory that does not meet tliei'eQuirements of 
this subdivision, as allowed under subdivision l" 

Renumber the sections in sequence 

Amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 4, delete "section" and insert "sections 181.951, 
subdivision 1;" 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

Frederick offered an amendment to S. F. No. 2117, as amended. 

POINT OF ORDER 

Osthoff raised a point of order pursuant to rule 3.9 that the 
Frederick amendment was not in order. Speaker pro tempore Carl
son, L., ruled the point of order well taken and the amendment out 
of order. -

S. F. No. 2117, A bill for an act relating to employment; allowing 
certain nonlicensed facilities to perform breath tests for alcohol; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 181.953, 
subdivisions 1 and 2. -

The bill was read for the third time, as amended, and placed upon 
its final passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. There were 127 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 
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Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown· 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 

Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugosol'l. 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen . 

- Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 

Krueger Orenstein 
Larsen Osthoff 
Lasley Otis 
Lieder Ozment 
Long Pappas 
Marsh Pauly 
McDonald' Pelowski 
McEachern Poppenhagen 
McKasy Price 
McLaughlin Quinn 
McPherson Redalen 
Milhert Reding 
Miller Rest 
Mione Rice 
Morrison 'Richter 
Munger Riveness 
Murphy Rodosovich 
Nelson, C. Rose 
Nelson, D. Rukavina 
NelSon, K. Sarna 
Neuenschwander Schafer 
Olsen, S. Scheid 
Olson, K Schreiber 
Olson, K. Seaberg 
Omann Segal 
Onnen Shaver 

[81st Day 

Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
'I]ornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
'&lle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was passed, as amended, and its title agreed to. 

S. F. No. 1822, A bill for an act relating to liquor; prohibiting 
certain transactions by brewers and malt liquor wholesalers; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 340A.308. 

The bill was read for the third time and placed upon its final 
passage. 

The question was taken on the passage ofthe bill and the roll was 
called. Ther", were 123 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 

Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 

HugoSoD 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 

Larsen 
Lasley 
Lieder 
Long 
McDonald 
McEachern 
McKasy 
McLaughlin 
McPherson 
Milbert 
Miller 
Minne 
Morrison 
Munger 
Murphy 
Nelson, C. 
Nelson, D. 

Nelson, K. 
Neuenschwander 
O'Connor 
Olsen, S. 
Olson, E. 
Olson, K. 
Omaon 
Onnen 
Orenstein 
Osthoff 
Otis 
Ozment 
Pappas 
Pauly 
Pelowski 

. Poppenhagen 
. Price 
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Quinn 
Redalen 
Reding 
Rest 
Rice 
Richter 
Riveness 
Rodosovich 

Rose 
Rukavina 
Sarna 
Schafer 
Scheid 
Schreiber 
Seaberg 
Segal 

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 6, 1988 

Shaver 
Simoneau 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 

Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valenta 
Wagenius 

The bill was passed and its title agreed to. 

Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
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Spk. Vanasek 

Clausnitzer was excused for the remainder of today's session. 

S. F. No. '1948, A bill for an act relating to drivers' licenses; 
allowing stepparent married to custodial parent of minor to approve 
minor's driver's license application; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1986, section 171.04. 

The bill was read for the third time and placed upon its final 
passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. There were 125 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 
Frederick 

Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 

Krueger Omann 
Larsen Onnen 
Lasley Orenstein 
Lieder Osthoff 
Long Otis 
Marsh Ozment 
McDonald Pappas 
McEachern Pauly 
McKasy Pelowski 
McLaughlin Poppenhagen 
McPherson Price 
Milbert Quinn 
Miller Redalen 
Minne Reding 
Morrison Rest 
Munger Rice 
Nelson, C. Richter 
Nelson, D. Rodosovich 
Nelson, K. Rose 
Neuenschwander Rukavina 
O'Connor Sarna 
Ogren Schafer 
Olsen, S. Scheid 
Olson, E. Schreiber 
Olson, K. Seaberg 

The bill was passed and its title agreed to. 

S. F, No. 1749 was reported to the House. 

Segal 
Shaver 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 
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Sarna moved to amend S. F. No. 1749, as follows: 

Page 2, after line 10, insert: 

"Sec. 3. Laws 1949, chapter 406, section 5, is amended by adding 
a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 7. [INVESTMENT RELATED POSTRETIREMENT PAY
MENTS.Da) For the purpose of this subdivision, these terms have 
the followfilg meaillng: . - . ------

(1) "Excess investment income" means the amount ~ which the 
time weighted total rate of return earned ~ the fund m the most 
recent fiscal year has exceeCtecrtlie actualpercentiffe increase in the 
current monthly Salary of ~ !Qg grT~e patrol 0 Icer. In the most 
recent fiscal year ~ 1.5 llercent. __ e excess investment incoine 
must be ex ressed as auo ar amount; excess investment income 
snarr not excee 1.5perceiitOI the total assets of the fund and does 
not eXIst unless the time weighled total rate oT return of tIle fund 
exceeOsl'ivepercent.-- ---- - --- - - --

(2) "Time weighted total rate of return" means the percentage 
amouiitcletermined ~ iiSlng the fOrmula or formurasestablished ~ 
the state board of investment under Minnesota Statutes, section 
ITA.:o4,Clause (11), and in effect on January h 1987. 

(3) "Eliwble member" means any person, including service peh-SionerSa disability pensioners, their survivors, or de1hendents, w 0 

receive an annuity dUiling the 12 months prior to t e determina" 
tion date. Members w 0 receiveo. an annuity for the entire 12 
iiiOnths prior to the determinatIOn date are eligibleforafu1lai1i1uaT 
postretirement payment. Members who received an annuity for less 
than 12 months prior to the determination date are eligible for 
proratea annual postretIrement payments. -- -- --

(4) "Determination date" means December 31 of each year. 

(5) "Annual postretirement payment" means the payment of ~ 
fUliP sum postretirement benelit to eligible meInIiers on June .! 
o owing the determination date in any year. . 

(b) The board of trustees of the relief association shall determine 
~ May 1 of each year whether the relief association has excess 
investmentinCoffie. The amount or excess investment mcome,u 
any, must be stated as ~ dollar amount and reported fu:o: the relier 
association to the governmgoody of the municipality, the state 
auditor, the commissioner of finance, and the legislative commission 
on pensions and retirement. The dollar amount of excess investment 
mcome !!E to 1.5 ercent of'tneassets of the funa must be applied for 
the purposes speci Ie in paragrapns (c) and (d). 'EXCess investment 
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income must not be considered for actuarial valuations of the fund 
for that year under sections 69.77,356.215, and 356.216.AdiffiiOnaI 
investment income must be included in tiie-actuarial valuations 
performed under sectwnS 69.77,356.215, ana 356.216. 

(c) The amount determined ~ paragraph (b) must be applied as 
follows: 

(1) one-third of the excess investment income must be paid as -'" 
benefit to eligible memoersunder paragraph (d) in an amount not to 
exceed Ji. percent of the assets of the fund or an amount j9d'al to the 
total monthly benefit that the eligible memJier was entit e to in the 
prior year under the terms of the pension plan, whichever ~ Tess; 

(2) the state amortization state aid or supplementary amortiza
tion state aid payments otherwise due to the relief association under 
Seclion 423A.02 for the current caJeiiaar year must be reduced ~ 
one-third of the amount of the excess investment income; and . 

(3) the minimum obligation of the municipality otherwise due to 
the relief association for the following calendar year must be 
reduced ~ one-third of tile amount of excess mvestment income. 

(d) The relief association shall pay an annual postretirement 
payment to all eligible members in an amount not to exceed Ji. 
percent of'the assets of the fund. Payment of the annual postretire
ment payment shall be in -'" lump sum amount on June 1 followmg 
the determination date in any year. Payment of the annual posti retirement payment shall be made only if the time weighted tota 
rate of return exceeds five percent in any Ieir The total amount of 
all payments to members shall not excee t e amoiiiifd.etermined 
under para;:{tl<h (bY of thlsStibruvision. Payment to each eligible 
ffieiiiJ)er sha e calculated ~ dividing the total number of pension 
units to which eligible members are entitled into the excess invest
ment Tncome available lor distrIbution to members, and then 
ffiuffitlying that result ~ the number of units to which each 
eligib e memoer is entitled to determine each eli~ble memOei'S 
annual postretirement payment. Payment to each elgible member 
shall not exceed an amount equal to the total monthly benefit that 
the eITgiliTeIiiember was entitled to in the prior year under the 
terms of the pension plan. 

(e) In the event an eligible member dies prior to the Jayment of 
the post-retirement payment, the relieTassociation shal ~ that 
eligible member's estate the amount to which the eligible member 
was entitled. 

(f) The relief association shall submit -'" report on the amount of all 
post-retirement ljiayments made pursuant to this section anathe 
manner in whic those payments were determined to the state 
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.auditor, the executive secreta1&< of the legislative commission on 
pensions and retirement, and t e Nlmneapohs city Clerk. 

Sec: 4. [MINNEAPOLIS FIRE; POSTRETIREMENT PAY
MENTS.] 

Subdivision 1. [AUTHORIZED.] Notwithstanding the provisions 
of Minnesota Statutes, chapter 69, or jnl other law toilie contrary, 
The Minneapolis lire department re Ie association shiill provide 
postretirement payments to eligible members under SUbillvIsion 2. 

Subd. 2. [DEFINITIONS; CALCULATION.] (a) For the purpose of 
thlsSliIicITvision these terms have the following meaning: -

(1) "Excess investment income" means the amount ~ which the 
time weighted total rate of return earned .fu>: the fund in the most 
recent fiscal y:tr hasexceeded the actual percentagemcreasein the 
current mont y salary of!lo!QE grade firefighter in the most recent 
fiscal year plus 1.5 percent. The excess mvestment income must be 
exresse asa aonar amount;exceSslnvestment mcome shall not 
exce 1.5 percent of the total assets of the fund and does not exist 
unless the time weighted total rate of return of the funaexceeas five 
percent. ---

. (2) "Time weighted total rate of return" means the percenta~e 
amouiitUetermined .fu>: using the fOrmula Or foriiiillas established fu: 
the state board of investment under Minnesota Statutes, section 
ITAN;Clause (11), and in effect on January 1. 1987. 

(3) "Eligible member" means any person, including service ~ 
sionersa disability pensioners

h 
their survivors, or delilndents, who 

receive an annuity d,lng t e 12 months prior to t e determina
tIon date~embers w 0 receIvea an annuity ror "]he entire 12 
months prior to the determination date are eligiblefor !lo fulIaniiuaI 
ffistretIrement payment. Members * received anartnuityfor less 

an 12 months prIor to the determmatlOndate are elIgIble for 
proraW annual postretirement payments. -- -- --

(4) "Determination date" means December 31 of each year. 

(5) "Annual postretirement payment" means the payment of !lo 
}uilP sum postretiremellt benefit to eliglble1iiemoers on June! 
o owing the determination date in any year. 

(b) The board of trustees of the relief association shall determine 
~ May! of eaCh year whether the relief associatioilhas excess 
investment income. The amount or excess investment income;'!! 
any, must be stated as !lo dollar amount and reported fu: the relief 
association to the govemmr"0dy of the municipahty,. the state 
auditor, the commissioner of~mance, anathe legislative commission 
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on pensions and retirement. The dollar amount of excess investment 
mcome ~ to 1.5 percent of the assets of the fund must be applied for 
the purposes specified in par~--apIiS (c) and (d). Excess investment 
income must not be consider for actuarial valuations of the fund 
for that year undersections69.77, 356.215, and 356.216. AdillhOnaI 
investment income must beIDCruded in the actuarial valuations 
performed under sections flf.77, 356.215, and 356.216. 

(c) The amount determined ~ paragraph (b) must be applied as 
follows: 

(1) one-third of the excess investment income must be paid as ~ 
benefit to eligible members under &ar,agraph (d) III an amount not to 
exceed .5 percent of the assets of t e fund or an amount ]'9ual to the 
total monthly benefit that the Jigillie member was entit ed to in the 
prior year under the terms of the pension plan-;\Vliichever is less; 

(2) the state amortization state aid or supplementary amortiza
tion state aid payments otherwise due to the relief association under 
section 4231\.02 for the current carenOar year must be reduced !i.l:': 
one-third of the amount of the excess investment income; and 

(3) the minimum obligation of the municipality otherwise due to 
the rener association for the f01lowing calendar year must be 
reducedl)y one-third of the amount of excess investment income. 

(d) The relief association shall ~ an annual postretirement 
payment to all eligible members in an amount not to exceed .5 
percent otthe assets of the fund. Payment of the annum postretire
ment payment shall be in ~ lump sum amount on June.! following 
the determination date in any year. Payment of the annual post

i retirement paymentsnall be made only if the time weighted tota 
rate of return exceeds five perCeiit1n any year. The total amounror 
alI payments to members shall not exceed the amount determined 
under para;s'japh (6) of this subdivision. Payment to each eligible 
member sha I be calculateab--l;'. dividing the total number of pension 
units to which eligible members are entItled into the excess invest
ment income available for dIstribution to members, and then 
ffiuffiplying that result ~ the number of units to which each 
eligible member ~ entitled to determine each eligible members 
annual postretirement payment. Payment to each eligible member 
shall not exceed an amount equal to the total monthly benefit that 
the e~le memoer was entitled to in the .prior year under the 
terms Q... the pension plan. 

(e) In the event an eligible member dies prior to the payment of 
the post-retirement payment, the relief association shall ~ that 
eligible member's estate the amount to which the eligible meffihei' 
was entitled. 

(I) The relief association shall submit a report on the amount of all 
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post-retirement payments made pursuant to this section and the 
manner in which those payments were determined to the state 
auditor,_ the executive secretary of the legislative commission on 
pensions and retirement, and the Minneapolis city clerk, 

Sec. 5. [NONENTITLEMENT OF ANNUAL POSTRETIRE
MENT PAYMENT.] 

No provision of, or payment made under, sections 1 or ± shall be 
interpreted or reITea upon fu: ~ member of either the "Minneapolis 

. police relief association or theinneapolis fire department relief 
association to guarantee or entitle ~ member to annual postretire
ment benefits for a period when no excess investment income is 
earned Qy either fund." -, - - -

Page 2, line "II, delete "3" and insert "6" 

Page 2, after line 14, insert: 

. "Sections;' !, and !i. are effective the day after approval Qy the 
Minneapolis city council and compliance withJ\Ilnnesota Statutes, 
section 645.021 and applies to calendar year 1987 investment 
performance." 

Amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 3, delete "amending" and insert "providing for 
postretirement payments for Minneapolis police officers and Minne
apolis firefighters, their survi.ving spouses and dependents; amend
ing Laws 1949, chapter 406, section 5, by adding a subdivision; and" 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

S. F. No. 1749, A bill for an act relating to the city of Minneapolis; 
providing conditions for contractors bonds; amending Laws 1980, 
chapter 595, section 3, by adding a subdivision. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended, and placed upon 
its final passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. There were 126 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. Begich Boo Carruthers Dempsey 
Anderson, R. Bennett Brown Clark Dille 
Battaglia Bertram Burger Cooper Dorn 
Bauerly Bishop Carlson, D. Dawkins Foraythe 
Beard Blatz Carlson, L. DeBlieck . Frederick 
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Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
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Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 
Larsen 
Lasley 
Lieder 
Long 
McDonald 
McEachern 
McKasy 
McLaughlin 
McPherson 
MilbeIt 
Miller 
Minne 
Morrison 
Munger 

Murphy Price 
Nelson, C. Quinn 
Nelson, D. Redalen 
Nelson, K. Reding 
Neuenschwander Rest 
O'Connor Rice 
Ogren Richter 
Olsen, S. Riveness 
Olson, E. Rodosovich 
Olson, K. Rose 
Omann Rukavina 
Onnen Schafer 
Orenstein Scheid 
Osthoff Schreiber 
Otis Seaberg 
Pappas Segal 
Pauly Shaver 
Pelowski Simoneau 
Peterson Skoglund 
Poppenhagen Solberg 
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Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valenta 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk, Vanasek 

The bill was passed, as amended, and its title agreed to. 

S. F. No. 2165 was reported to the House. 

Milbert moved to amend S. F. No. 2165, as follows: 

Page 2, line 9, delete "routine or" 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

S. F. No. 2165, A bill for an act relating to environment; requiring 
persons to notify the pollution control agency of and take steps to 
avoid air pollution; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota 
Statutes, chapter 116. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended, and placed upon 
its final passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. There were 129 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 

Brown 
Burger 
Carison, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
Dille 

Dorn 
Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 

:Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 

Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 
Larsen 
Lasley 
Lieder 
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Long 
Marsh 
McDonald 
McEachern 
McKasy 
McLaughlin 
McPherson 
Milbert 
Miller 
Minne 
Morrison 
Munger 
Murphy 
Nelson, C. 
Nelson, D. 
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Nelson, K, Pelowski 
Neuenschwander Peterson 
O'Connor Poppenhagen 
Ogren Pnce 
Olsen, S. Quinn 
Olson, E. Redalen 
Olson, K. Reding 
Omann Rest 
Onnen Rice 
Orenstein Richter 
Osthoff Riveness 
Otis Rodosovich 
Ozment Rukavina 
Pappas Sarna 
Pauly Schafer 

Scheid 
Schreiber 
Seaberg 
Segal 
Shaver 
Simoneau 
Skogluud 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
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Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
·Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
'Waltman 
Welle 

. Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was passed, as amended, and its title agreed to. 

S. F. No. 2097, A bill for an act relating to the board of the arts; 
regulating distribution offunds to regional arts councils; regulating 
conflict of interest; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 
139.10. 

The bill was read for the third time and placed upon its final 
passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. There were 128 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson) L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 

Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson) A. 
Johnson) R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 

Larsen Orenstein 
Lasley Osthoff 
Lieder Otis 
Long Pappas 
McDonald Pauly 
McEachern Pelowski 
McKasy Peterson 
McLaughlin Poppenhagen 
McPherson Price 
Milbert Quinn 
Miller Redalen 
Minne Reding 
Morrison Rest 
Munger Rice 
Murphy Richter 
Nelson, C. Riveness 
Nelson, D. Rodosovich 
Nelson, K. Rose 
Neuenschwander Rukavina 
O'Connor Sarna 
Ogren Schafer 
Olsen,' S. Scheid 
Olson, E. Schreiber 
Olson, K. Seaberg 
Omann Segal 
Onnen Shaver 

The bill was passed and its title agreed to. 

Simoneau 
Skogluud 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 
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H. F. No. 2138, A bill for an act relating to human services; 
revising and clarifying the duties and powers of the ombudsman for 
mental health and mental retardation; transferring money; amend
ing Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 245.91, subdivi
sions 2, 3, and 4; 245.92; 245.94, subdivisions 1, 2, 3, and 4; 245.95, 
subdivision 1; 245.97, subdivision 1; 626.556, subdivisions 9 and 10; 
and 626.557, subdivision 9. 

The bill was read for the third time and placed upon its final 
passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. There were 125 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Cooper 
Danner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 
Frederick 

Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Hirnle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kally 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 

Krueger Onnen 
Larsen Orenstein 
Lasley Osthoff 
Lieder Otis 
Long Pappas 
McDonald Pauly 
McEachern Pelowski 
McKasy Peterson 
McLaughlin Poppenhagen 
McPherson Price 
Milbert Quinn 
Miller Redalen 
Mione Reding 
Morrison Rest 
Munger Rice 
Murphy Richter 
Nelson, C. Riveness 
Nelson, K. Rodosovich 
Neuenschwander Rose 
O'Connor Rukavina 
Ogren Sarna 
Olsen, S. Schafer 
Olson, E. Scheid 
Olson, K. Schreiber 
Omann Seaberg 

The bill was passed and its title agreed to. 

S. F. No. 1885 was reported to the House. 

Segal 
Shaver 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

Solberg moved that S. F. No. 1885 be continued on Special Orders 
for one day. The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 1000 was reported to the House. 

Anderson, G., and DeBlieck moved to amend H. F. No. 1000, the 
second engrossment, as follows: 

Page 38, after line 15, insert: 
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"ARTICLE 10 

ETHANOL DEVELOPMENT 

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 41k09, is amended 
by adding a subdivision to read: 

. Subd. 6. [CONTINUED PAYMENTS.} A pljnt in production or 
under construction h January 1, 1990, Sha continue to receive 
uninterrupted payments under siiIidivision 3 of at least 20 cents ~ 
gallon of ethanol produced until July 1., 2000." 

Renumber the articles in sequence 

Correct internal references 

Amend the title accordingly 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

Cooper moved to amend H. F. No. 1000, the second engrossment, 
as amended, as follows: 

Page 37, after line 27, insert: 

"Section 1. [325E.045] [SALE OF CERTAIN POLYETHYLENE 
MATERIAL PROHIBITED.] 

Subdivision 1. [DEFINITIONS.] The definitions in this subdivic 

sion ."l'lili' to sections 1 and 2. -- - --

(a) "Nondegradable" means not capable of being decomposed h 
natural biological processes, including exposure to the sun's ultra-
violet rays, within five years from the date of disposal. . 

(b) "Person" means an individual partnership, corporation, sole 
prOPrietorship, association, or other fo~ profit or not for profit 
organization, including the state and its political subruvisions. 

(c) "Polyethylene beverage ring" means ~ device made ofpolr.eth
ylline that is used or intended to be used to hold beverage bott es or 
ot er beverage containers togeTher. 

(d) "Polyethylene dis~osal bag" means ~ bag made of polyethylene 
that ~ used or intende to be used for disposal of mixed municipal 
solid waste, as defined fu: section 115A.03. 

(e) "Public agency" means any office, agency, or institution of the 
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state or any county, statutory or home rule charter city, town, school 
district, or other special taxmg district, 

Subd, 2, [REGULATION OF CERTAIN POLYETHELENE PROD
UCTs:T(a) No person shall, on and after January 1, 1989, use, sell, 
or offer for sale any nondegrai:lalJre PolYethylene oeverage .ring, .be 
person who VIOlates this subdivision is ~ of ~ misdemeanor, 

(b) No pwlic agency shall, on and after January 1, 1990, purchase 
any pOlyet y ene dispoSaITag that is nondegradaOIe, 

(c) No public agency shall on and after January h 1991, purchase 
or use ~ polyethylene disposal bag that is nondegradable," 

Renumber the sections in sequence 

Correct internal references 

Amend the title accordingly 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted, 

Wenzel moved to amend H. F. No, 1000, the second engrossment, 
as amended, as follows: 

Page 41, line 8, delete "$175,000 is" 

Page 41, line 9, delete "appropriated to match" and insert " Sixty 
percent of' 

Page 41, line 10, after "programs" insert "shall be allocated" 

Page 41, line 12, after "administration" insert "and operation" 

Page 41, line 12, after the period insert "These federal funds are 
matched l>,y equal appropriations from thegeneral fund notTo 
exceed $300,000." -- -- -

Page 41, delete lines 13 to 17 

Renumber the subsequent subdivision 

Page 41, line 18, delete "$200,000 is" 

Page 41, line 19, delete "appropriated to match" and insert "Forty 
percent of the" 

Page 41, line 19, delete "l>,y" and insert "from" 
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Page 41, line 20, after "programs" insert '~shall.!>e allocated" 

Page 41, line 21, after "to" delete the remainder ofthe line 

Page 41, line 22, delete "programs" and insert "use for the 
participation of farm advocates in the operation of ·the mediation 
program. These feClei'al lunds are matched ~ ,equal appropriations 
from the general fund not to exceed $200,000' 

McDonald moved to amend the Wenzel amendment to H. F. No. 
1000, the second engTossment, as amended, as follows: 

Delete page 1, line 14 to page 2, line 2, and insert: 

"Page 41, delete lines 18 to 22 and insert: 

"Subd. 2. [BOARD OF TECHNICAL VOCATIONAL EDUCA
TION.] Forth percent of ~ money received from the federal 
government ..Q! state mooiatlOn programs shall beaIIocated to the 
board of technical vocational education for purposes of providin~ 
assistance in 0lieration of the mediation· program. These federa 
funds are matc ed fu: equalappropriations from the general fund 
not to exceed $200,000."" 

A roll call was requested and properly seconded. 

The question was taken on the amendment to the amendment and 
the roll was called. There were 48 yeas and 73 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Bennett Gruenes McDonald Pauly Sviggum 
Bishop Gutknecht McKasy Poppenhagen Swenson 
Blatz Hartle McPherson' Redalen Thiede 
Boo Haukoos Morrison Richter Tjornhom 
Burger Heap Olsen, S. &lse Tompkins 
Carlson, D. Hugoson Olson, E. Schafer Uphus 
Dempsey Jennings Omann Schreiber Valento 
Forsythe Knickerbocker Onnen Seaberg Waltman 
Frederick Lieder Osthoff Shaver 
Frerichs Marsh Ozment Stanius 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Anderson, G. Clark Johnson, A. Kostohryz Munger 
Batta~lia Cooper Johnson, R. Krueger Murphy 
Bauer y Dauner Kahn Larsen Nelson, C. 
Beard DeBlieck Kalis Lasley Nelson, D. 
Begich Dorn Kelly Long Nelson, K. 
Bertram Greenfield Kelso McEachern Neuenschwander 
Brown Jacobs Kinkel McLaughlin O'Connor 
Carlson, L. Jefferson Kludt Milbert Ogren 
Carruthers Jensen Knuth Mir-ne Olson, K. 
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Orenstein 
Otis 
Pappas 
Pelowski 
Peterson 
Price 
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Quinn 
Reding 
Rest 
Rice 
Riveness 
Rodosovich 

Sarna 
Segal 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 

Steensma 
Trimble 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Wene 

Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
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Spk. Vanasek 

The motion did not prevail and the amendment to the amendment 
was not adopted. 

The question recurred on the Wenzel amendment to H. F No. 
1000, as amended. The motion prevailed and the amendment was 
adopted. 

Hugoson moved to amend H. F. No. 1000, the second engrossment, 
as amended, as follows: 

Page 38, after line 32, insert: 

"Section 1. [AGRICULTURAL COMMODITY CONTRACT TASK 
FORCE.] 

The commissioner of a~riculture shall form an advisory task force 
to determine the feasi ility of changing existing programs or 
developing ~ new program to provide economic protection for 
farmers producing agricultural commodities under contract. The 
economic protection would be provided when businesses have filed 
bankruptcy and are unable to make payments under the contract or 
are otherwise financially unable to make payments under the 
contract. 

The advisory task force membership must include farmers, can
ning processors, contract seed businesses, livestock and poultry 
contractors, other agricultural processors, farm organizations, and 
bonding and financial institutions. 

The commissioner shall coordinate meetings of the advisory task 
force, provide staff support, and participate in the advisory task 
force meetings. 

The commissioner shall prepare a report of recommendations of 
the task force including recommendations for the legislature. The 
report must be presented to the chairs of the agriculture committees 
in the legislature ~ January 15, 1989. 

ARTICLE 12" 

Amend the title as follows: 
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Page 1; line 4, after the first semicolon insert "establishing a 
commodity contract task force;" 

The motio,n prevailed and the amendment was adopted, 

Krueger moved to amend H. F. No. 1000, the second engrossment, 
as amended, as follows: 

Page' 25, line 34, delete ''ADMINISTRATION'' and insert ''AU
THORITY" 

Page 31, line 9, delete "administration" and insert "authority" 

Page 40, line 32, delete "leftislative advisory commission" and 
insert "commissioner of agricu ture" 

Page 40, line 33, delete "to make !lo grtnJ to an organization" and 
insert "for the Minnesota agrICtiIture 0 t e classroom program" -- --

Page 40, line 33, before "collect" insert "locate," 

Page 40, line 33, -after "collect" 'insert "2 ii1.dex" .organize," 

Page 40, line 34, delete "disseminate" and insert "produce" 

Page 40, line 34, after "materials" insert "with !lo primary focus" 

Page 40, line 34, delete "designated" 

Page 40, delete lines 35 and 36 

Page 41, delete line 1 

Page 41, line 2, delete everything except the final "for" 

Page 41, line 4, delete everything after the period 

Page 41, delete lines 5 and 6 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

Hugoson and Uphus moved to amend H. F. No. 1000, the second 
engrossment, as amended, as follows: 

Page 38, line 34, delete "CANCELLATION" and insert 
"TRANSFER" 
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Page 39, line 4, after "4," delete everything up to the period and 
insert "less an amount equal hto the amount appropriated for the 
pur~ses of sections ~ throug 16 of this article, ~ hereby trans
ferr" to the agricultural products utilization fund in Minnesota 
Statutes, section 1160.13, for use 1>.Y: the agricultural utilization 
research institute. The amount not transferred is canceled and 
returned to the general fund. The amount transferred to· the 
agricultural products utilization fund must not cancel but remains 
available until expended" 

A roll call was requested and properly seconded. 

The question was taken on the Hugoson and Uphus amendment 
and the roll was called. There were 48 yeas and 78 nays as follows:' 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, R. Frerichs McDonald Redalen 
Bennett Gutknecht McKasy Richter 
Blatz Hartle McPherson Bose 
Boo Haukoos Morrison Schafer 
Burger Heap Olson, K Schreiber 
Carlson, D. Himle Omann Seaberg 
Cooper Hugoson Onnen Shaver 
Dempsey Johnson, V. Ozment Stanius 
Forsythe Kludt Pauly Steensma 
Frederick Marsh Poppenhagen Sviggum 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bertram 
Brown 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dom 
Greenfield 
Jacobs 

Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A .. 
.Johnson, R. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 
Larsen 

Lasley Orenstein 
Lieder Osthoff 
Long Otis 
McEachern Pappas 
McLaughlin Pelowski 
Milbert Peterson 
Minne Price 
Munger Quinn 
Murphy Reding 
Nelson, C. Rest 
Nelson, D. Rice 
Nelson, K. Riveness 
Neuenschwander Rodosovich 
O'Connor Rukavina 
Ogren Sarna 
Olson, E. Scheid 

Swenson 
Thiede 
'fjornhom 
Tompkins 
Uphus 
Valento 
Waltman 
Winter 

Segal 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The motion did not prevail and the amendment was not adopted. 

Jennings; Solberg; Carlson, D., and Krueger moved to amend H. F. 
No. 1000, the second engrossment, as amended, as follows: 

Page 25, after line 7, insert: 

"Sec. 6. [EXEMPTION.] 
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Sections.1 to Q do not ~ to industrial by-product soil bufferin~ 
materialtroauceaat a facility uthe University of Minnesota, Nort 
Central xperimentaT Station;1ias conducted-!!c study of the mate
rial at that facility." 

Page :25, line 9, delete "§." and insert "Q" 

Renumber the sections in article 4 in sequence 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

Richter moved to amend H. F. No. 1000, the second engrossment, 
as amended, as follows: 

Page 39, line 34, delete "agriculture" and insert "health" 

Page 40, line 4, after "commissioner" insert "of agriculture" 

Page 40, Hne 5, after "commissioner" insert "of health" 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted . 

. 
Dille moved to amend H. F. No. 1000, the second engrossment, as 

amended, as follows: 

Page 38, after line 32, insert: 

"LIVESTOCK REPORT DEADLINE 

Section 1. Laws 1987, chapter 396, article 9, section 1, subdivision 
4, is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [REPORT.] The interdisciplinary study team shall pre
pare and deliver to the commissioner of agriculture a report on the 
results of the study. Iffeasible, the study team shall also submit the 
results of the study in a form appropriate for publication in one or 
more recognized scientific journals. The commissioner shall report 
results of the study to the house and senate committees on agricul
ture not later than February 1, !989 1990. 

ARTICLE 12" 

Correct internal references 

Amend the title accordingly 
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The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

Dille, Wenzel, Cooper and Uphus moved to amend H. F. No. 1000, 
the second engrossment, as amended, as follows: 

Page 38, after line 32, insert: 

"FARM SAFETY 

Section 1. [MINNESOTA SAFETY COUNCIL.] 

The Minnesota safety council is encouraged to establish a position 
with responsibilitl for developing and Implementing !'o comprehen
sive program for larm safety. 

ARTICLE 12" 

Correct internal references 

Amend the title accordingly 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

Uphus and Winter moved to amend H. F. No. 1000, the second 
engrossment, as amended, as follows: 

Page 28, line 10, delete "$35,000" and insert "$50,000" 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

Olson, E., moved to amend H. F. No. 1000, the second engross
ment, as amended, as follows: 

Page 2 of the Wenzel amendment, line 1, after "program" insert 
"and the farm business program operated ~ the technical institute 
syste~ . 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

The Speaker resumed the Chair. 

H. F. No. 1000, A bill for an act relating to agriculture; making 
changes in various agriculture programs; establishing agriculture 
programs; establishing a commodity contract task force; appropri-
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ating money; providing penalties; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1986, sections 41A.09, by adding a subdivision; 41B.02, by adding a 
subdivision; and 65A.33, subdivision 3; Minnesota Statutes 1987 
Supplement, sections 17.102, subdivision 1; 41B.01, subdivision 2; 
41B.03, subdivision 3; 41B.039, subdivisions 1, 2, 4, and by adding a 
subdivision; 41B.05; Laws 1987, chapter 396, article 9, section 1, 
subdivision 4; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, 
chapters 17; 31; 124; and 325E; proposing coding for new law as 
Minnesota Statutes, chapter 32C; repealing Minnesota Statutes 
1986, sections 32A.01; 32A.02; 32A.03; 32A.04; 32A.05; 32A.07; 
32A.08; and 32A.09; and Laws 1987, chapter 358, section 31. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended, and placed upon 
its final passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. There were 127 yeas and 3 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 
Frederick 

Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 

. Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kally 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 

Larsen Orenstein 
Lasley Otis 
Lieder Ozment 
Long Pappas 
Marsh Pauly 
McDonald Pelowski 
McEachern Peterson 
McKasy Poppenhagen 
McLaughlin Price 
McPherson Quinn 
Milbert Redalen 
Miller Reding 
Minne Rest 
Morrison Rice 
Munger Richter 
Murphy Riveness 
Nelson, C, "Rodosovich 
Nelson, D, Rose 
Nelson, K. Rukavina 
Neuenschwander Sarna 
O'Connor Schafer 
Ogren Schreiber 
Olson, E. Seaberg 
Olson, K. Segal 
Omann Shaver 
Onnen Simoneau 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Knickerbocker Osthoff Scheid 

Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk, Vanasek 

The bill was passed, as amended, and its title agreed to. 

Rodosovich was excused for the remainder of today's session. 
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S. F. No. 1587, A bill for an act relating to transportation; 
authorizing vending machines in certain highway rest areas, weigh 
stations, and tourist information centers; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1986, section 160.28, subdivision 2. 

The bill was read for the third time and placed upon its final 
passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. There were 124 yeas and 3 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
Dorn 
Forsythe 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 

Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 

Larsen Onnen 
Lasley Orenstein 
Lieder Osthoff 
Long Otis 
Marsh Ozment 
McDonald Papfas 
McEachern Pau y 
McKasy Pelowski 
McLaughlin Peterson 
McPherson Poppenhagen 
Milbert Price 
Miller Quinn 
Minne Redalen 
Munger Reding 
Murphy Rest 
Nelson, C. Rice 
Nelson, D. Richter 
Nelson, K. Riveness 
Neuenschwander Rose 
O'Connor Rukavina 
Ogren Sarna 
Olsen, S. Schafer 
Olson, E. Scheid 
Olson, K. Schreiber 
Omann Seaberg 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Frederick Thiede Waltman 

\ 
The bill was passed and its title agreed to. 

S. F. No. 2191 was reported to the House. 

Segal 
Shaver 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss. 
Wagenius 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

O'Connor moved that S. F. No. 2191 be continued on Special 
Orders for one day. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 1727 was reported to the House. 

Clark moved to amend S. F. No. 1727, as follows: 

Delete everything after the enacting clause and insert: 
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"Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 13.43, 
subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [DEFINITION.] As used in this section, "personnel 
data" means data on individuals collected because the individual is 
or was an employee of or an applicant for employment by, performs 
services on a voluntary basis for, or acts as an independel}t contrac
tor with a state agency, statewide system or political subdivision or 
is a member of an advisory board or commission. "FeFs8ftftel ~ 
iBehules data 9ft iaElivieleals wfts ~ fer ep are eftl'sllee Hi 
elBflleymeftt aOO tFaiftiBg pFegl'ams raBaea wHIt feaeFal, state; .... 
IooalFeSeaFees Ilf>Iess the data are welfaFe data....ae. seetieft ~ 

Sec. 2.[13.47] [EMPLOYMENT AND TRAININGDAT~.] 

Subdivision 1: [DEFINITION.] (a) "Employment and trainin 
data" means data on individuals COllected, maintainea, use , or 
mssem1iiiite'a because an individual applies for, is currently enrolled 
j,!!. or has been enroIled in employment and training programs 
tunned withf'ederal, state, or local resources. 

(c) "Employment and training services" means programs, activi~ 
ties, and services related to ~ training and jQ!i placement under 
state or federal law or under local government authority including 
JQ[i service, ~ trarnmgpartnersIi.ip, remedial and secondary edu
cation, postsecondark education, vocational or technical education, 
work incentive, war readiness, community work experience, dis
placed homemaker, self-employment employment experience, youth 
employment, community investment, supportecl work, refugee em
ployment and training pr0foiams, and counseling and support activ
Ities, wage subsidies, emp oyment search, and grant diversion. 

Subd. 2. [CLASSIFICATION.] Empl~ment and trainin data are 
private data on individuals underinnesota tatutes, section 
13.02, subdivision 12: 

(a) unless the data are summary data under Minnesota Statutes, 
section 13.02, su1XllVision 19, or 

(b) unless the data are sllecifically provided a different classifica
tiollfu: statute orTeaeral aw. 
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Subd. 3. [DISSEMINATION.] Employment and training data may 
bedlSseminated: 

(a) to other employment and trainin& service providers to coordi
nate the ,o~ment and training servIces for the data su6]ect or to 
Oetermine elgi ility or suitability for services mm other programs; 

(b) to local and state. welfare agencies for monitoring the eligibil
!Ex offhe participant for assIstance programs, or for IOIny employ
ment or training program adlllinistered ~ those agencIes, whether 
alone, in combination with another welfare agency, or in conjunc
tion willi an employment and training service provider; 

(c) to personnel of the employment and training service provider 
who need the information to do their jobs; 

(d) under section 13.05; 

(0 under a statute or federal law specifically authorizing access to 
the private nata; ana 

ig2 to appropriate parties in connection with !'c health or safety 
emergency. 

Nothing in this subdivision prohibits an employment and training 
agency from aIsSeminatmg data under statutory authOilly unique 
to that agency. 

Sec. 3. [13.792] [JOBS AND TRAINING DEPARTMENT; RE
LEASE OF CERTAIN VENDOR DATA.] 

Notwithstanding any other law, the commissioner of jobs and 
training may release the name,ousiness address, ana business 
telephone number of any iIidlVlaual licensed pursuant to section 
248.07, subdivision 8. 

Sec. 4. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

Sections 1 to ;! are effective June 1., 1988." 

Delete the title and insert: 

"A bill for an act relating to government data practices; defining 
employment and training data as private data on individuals; 
defining employment and training service providers; defining em
ployment and training services; providing for the dissemination of 
employment and training data; amending Minnesota Statutes 1987 
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Supplement, section 13.43, subdivision 1; proposing coding for· new 
law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 13." 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

S. F. No. 1727, A bill for an act relating to government data 
practices; defining employment and training data as private data on 
individuals; providing for the dissemination of certain data; amend
ing Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 13.46, subdivision 2; Minne
sota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 13.43, subdivision 1;' 
proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 13. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended, and placed upon 
its final passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. There were 125 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Cooper 
Danner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
Dorn 
Frederick 
Frerichs 

Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 

. Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Kehn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 

Larsen Onnen 
Lasley Orenstein 
Lieder Osthoff 
Long Otis 
Marsh Ozment 
McDonald Pappas 
McEachern Pauly 
McKasy Pelowski 
McLaughlin Peterson 
McPherson' Poppenhagen 
Milbert Price 
Minne Quinn 
Morrison Redalen 
Munger Reding 
Murphy' irest 
Nelson, C. Rice 
Nelson, D. Richter 
Nelson, K. Riveness 
Neuenschwander Rose 
O'Connor Rukavina 
Ogren Sarna 
Olsen, S, Schafer 
Olson, E. Scheid 
Olson, K. Schreiber 
Omann Seaberg 

Segal 
Shaver 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
·Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was passed, as amended, and its title agreed to. 

S. F. No. 2395, A bill for an act relating to nonprofit corporations; 
requiring a notice of meetings or elections to inform members 
whether proxy voting is permitted and the manner of doing so; 
providitig that proxies are prohibited unless authorized by the 
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articles or bylaws; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 
317.22, subdivisions 4 and 6; and 317.28. 

The bill was read for the third time and placed upon its final 
passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. There were 55 yeas and 69 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. DeBlieck Krueger Orenstein Seaberg 
Anderson, R. Dorn Larsen Otis Simoneau 
Battaglia Forsythe Lasley Ozment Skoglund 
8egich Greenfield Long Pappas Solberg 
Brown Jefferson Milbert Pauly Swenson 
Carlson, D. Johnson, A. Minne Peterson Trimble 
Carlson, L. Kahn Nelson, C. Reding Tunheim 
Carruthers Kalis Nelson. D. Rest Vellenga 
Clark Kelly Nelson. K. Riveness Wagenius 
Cooper Kelso Ogren Rose \'klle 
Dawkins Kludt Olson, K. Rukavina Spk. Vanasek 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Bauerly Hartle Marsh Osthoff Stanius 
Beard Haukoos McDonald Pelowski Steensma 
Bennett Heap McEachern Poppenhagen Sviggum 
Bertram Himle McLaughlIn Price Thiede 
Blatz Hugoson McPherson Quinn Tjornhom 
Boo Jacobs Miller Redalen Tompkins 
Burger Jennings Morrison Richter Uphus 
Dauner Johnson, R. Munger Sarna Valento 
Dempsey Johnson, V. Murphy Schafer Voss 
Dille Kinkel O'Connor Scheid Waltman 
Frederick Knickerbocker Olsen, S. Schreiber Wenzel 
Frerichs Knuth Olson, E. Segal Winter 
Gruenes Kostohryz Omann Shaver Wynia 
Gutknecht Lieder Onnen Sparby 

The bill was not passed. 

Wynia moved that the remaining bills on Special Orders for today 
be continued one day. The motion prevailed. 

GENERAL ORDERS 

Wynia moved that the bills on General Orders for today be 
continued one day. The motion prevailed. 
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ANNOUNCEMENT BY THE SPEAKER 

The Speaker announced the appointment of the following mem
bers of the House to a Conference Committee on H. F. No. 2038: 

. McLaughlin, Sparby and Himle. 

MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS 

Krueger moved that the name of Schoenfeld be stricken and the 
name of Winter be added as an author on H. F. No. 1000. The motion 
prevailed. . 

Milbert moved that his name be stricken as an author on H. F. No. 
2036. The motion prevailed. 

Ozment moved that the name of Orenstein be added as an author 
on H. F. No. 2527. The motion prevailed. 

Wenzel moved that the name of Omann be added as an author on 
H. F. No. 2776.The motion prevailed. 

Kinkel moved that S. F. No. 1228 be recalled from the Committee 
on Appropriations and together with H. F. No. 2146, now on General 
Orders, be referred to the Chief Clerk for comparison. The motion 
prevailed. 

Miller moved that H. F. No. 1413 be returned to its author. The 
motion prevailed. 

Rest moved that H. F. No. 1701 be. returned to its author. The 
motion prevailed. 

Rest moved that H. F. No. 1702 be returned to its author. The 
motion prevailed. 

Rest moved that H. F. No. 1859 be returned to its author. The 
motion prevailed. 

Wenzel moved that H. F. No. 2796 be returned to its author. The 
motion prevailed. 

Wagenius moved that H. F. No. 2105 be returned to its author. The 
motion prevailed. 

Wagenius moved that H. F. No. 2104 be returned to its author. The 
motion prevailed. 
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Frederick moved that H. F. No. 1346 be returned to its author. The 
motion prevailed. 

ADJOURNMENT 

Wynia moved that when the House adjourns today it adjourn until 
1:00 p.m., Thursday, April 7, 1988. The motion prevailed. 

Wynia moved that the House adjourn. The motion prevailed, and 
the Speaker declared the House stands adjourned until 1:00 p.m., 
Thursday, April 7, 1988. 

EDWARD A. BURDICK, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 
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STATE OF MINNESOTA 

SEVENTY-FIFTH SESSION-1988 

EIGHTY-SECOND DAY 

SAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA, THURSDAY, APRIL 7, 1988 

The House of Representatives convened at 1:00 p.m. and was 
called to order by Robert E. Vanasek, Speaker of the House. 

Prayer was offered by Father Ed Flahaven, St. Stephen's Catholic 
Church, Minneapolis, Minnesota. 

The roll was called and the following members were present: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
BW'ger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausmtzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Doro 
Forsythe 

Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 

A quorum was present. 

Quist was excused. 

Larsen Onnen 
Lasley Orenstein 
Lieder Osthoff 
Long Otis 
Marsh Ozment 
McDonald Pappas 
McEachern Pauly 
McKasy Pelowski 
McLaughlin Peterson 
McPherson Poppenhagen 
Milbert Price 
Miller Quinn 
Minne Redalen 
Morrison Reding 
Munger Rest 
Murphy Rice 
Nelson, C. Richter 
Nelson, D. Riveness 
Nelson, K. Rodosovich 
Neuenschwander Rose 
O'Connor Rukavina 
Ogren Sarna 
Olsen, S. Schafer 
Olson, E. Scheid 
Olson, K. Schreiber 
OmanD Seaberg 

Segal 
Shaver 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

Simoneau was excused until 1:50 p.m. Jennings was excused until 
2:30 p.m. Dawkins and Kinkel were excused until 2:45 p.m. 

The Chief Clerk proceeded to read the Journal of the preceding 
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day. Larsen moved that further reading of the Journal be dispensed 
with and that the Journal be approved as corrected by the Chief 
Clerk. The motion prevailed. 

REPORTS OF CHIEF CLERK 

Pursuant to Rules of the House, printed copies of H. F. Nos. 2182, 
2654 and 1000 and S. F. Nos. 1218, 1968, 1756, 765, 1297,22,2182, 
1708, 1771, 2142, 2098, 1963, 2111, 1154, 1590, 1618, 1974, 1462, 
1804, 1912 and 1388 have been placed in th~ members' files. 

S. F. No. 1708 and H. F. No. 2010, which had been referred to the 
Chief Clerk for comparison, were examined and found to be identical 
with certain exceptions. 

SUSPENSION OF RULES 

Scheid moved that the rules be so far suspended that S. F. No. 1708 
be substituted for H. F. No. 2010 and that the House File be 
indefinitely postponed. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 1462 and H. F. No. 2019, which had been referred to the 
Chief Clerk for comparison, were examined and found to be identical 
with certain exceptions. 

SUSPENSION OF RULES 

Clark moved that the rules be so far suspended that S. F. No. 1462 
be substituted for H. F. No. 2019 and that the House File be 
indefinitely postponed. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 2098 and H. F. No. 1978, which had been referred to the 
Chief Clerk for comparison, were examined and found to be identical 
with certain exceptions. 

SUSPENSION OF RULES 

Marsh moved that the rules be so far suspended that S. F. No. 2098 
be substituted for H. F. No. 1978 and that the House File be 
indefinitely postponed. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 2111 and H. F. No. 2098, which had been referred to the 
Chief Clerk for comparison, were examined and found to be identical 
with certain exceptions. 

SUSPENSION OF RULES 

Knuth moved that the rules be so far suspended that S. F. No. 2111 
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be substituted for H. F. No. 2098 and that the House File be 
indefinitely postponed. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 1804 and H. F. No. 1951, which had been referred to the 
Chief Clerk for comparison, were examined and found to be identical 
with certain exceptions. 

SUSPENSION OF RULES 

Johnson, A., moved that the rules be so far suspended that S. F. 
No. 1804 be substituted for H. F. No. 1951 and that the House File be 
indefinitely postponed. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 1590 and H. F. No. 1954, which had been referred to the 
Chief Clerk for comparison, were examined and found to be identical 
with certain exceptions. 

SUSPENSION OF RULES 

Lieder moved that the rules be so far suspended that S: F. No. 1590 
be substituted for H. F. No. 1954 and that the House File be 
indefinitely postponed. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 2142 and H. F. No. 2504, which had been referred to the 
Chief Clerk for comparison, were examined and found to be identical 
with certain exceptions. 

SUSPENSION OF RULES 

Simoneau moved that the rules be so far suspended that S. F. No. 
2142 be substituted for H. F. No. 2504 and that the House File be 
indefinitely postponed. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 1963 and H. F. No. 2067, which had been referred to the 
Chief Clerk for comparison, were examined and found to be identical 
with certain exceptions. 

SUSPENSION OF RULES 

Rest moved that the rules be so far suspended that S. F. No. 1963 
be substituted for H. F. No. 2067 and that the House File be 
indefinitely postponed. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 1228 and H. F. No. 2146, which had been referred to the 
Chief Clerk for comparison, were examined and found to be identical 
with certain exceptions. 
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SUSPENSION OF RULES 

Kinkel moved that the rules be so far suspended that S. F. No. 
1228 be substituted for H. F. No. 2146 and that the House File be 
indefmitely postponed. The motion prevailed. 

PETITIONS AND COMMUNICATIONS 

The following communications were received: 

STATE OF MINNESOTA 
OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR 

SAINT PAUL 55155 

The Honorable Robert Vanasek 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 
The State of Minnesota 

Dear Sir: 

April 4, 1988 

I have the honor of informing you thai I ·have received, approved, 
signed and deposited in the Office of the Secretary of State the 
following House Files: 

H. F. No. 1989, relating to education; creating a task force on child 
care in higher education. . 

H. F. No. 1784, relating to nurse-midwives; allowing a certified 
nurse-midwife to prescribe and administer drugs and therapeutic 
devices; allowing an appropriately certified and licensed health care 
professional to prescribe legend drugs and controlled substances. 

H. F. No. 1853, relating to health; clarifying an existing statute 
. that requires insurance plans to cover the services provided by a 
registered nurse engaged in advanced nursing practice to the same 
extent that the services would be covered if provided by a physician; 
including nurse practitioners and clinical specialists in psychiatric 
or mental health nursing among the roles specifically listed as 
examples of advanced nursing. practice; requiring coverage for 
routine diagnostic procedures for cancer. 

H. F. No. 1904, relating to liquor; defining the term "restaurant" 
for purposes of county liquor licenses. 
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H. F. No. 1940, relating to consumer protection; requiring certain 
disclosures regarding storage fees imposed by repair shops; amend
ing Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 325F.58, subdivision 3; and 
325F62, subdivision 3. 

H. F. No. 1950, relating to watershed districts; setting the limit on 
certain borrowing authority. 

H. F. No. 2045, relating to state lands; authorizing private sale of 
tax-forfeited land in St. Louis county. 

H. F. No. 2419, relating to criminal procedure; defining "crime" in 
the law governing issuance of search warrants to include violations 
of municipal ordinances. 

H. F. No. 2469, relating to agriculture; regulating sales of anhy
drous ammonia. 

H. F No. 2529, relating to alcoholic beverages; defining importers 
as brewers in the beer wholesaling act. 

Sincerely, 

RUDY PERPICH 

Governor 

STATE OF MINNESOTA 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE 

ST. PAUL 55155 

The Honorable Robert Vanasek 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Honorable Jerome M. Hughes 
President of the Senate 

April 4, 1988 

I have the honor to inform you that the following enrolled Acts of 
the 1988 Session of the State Legislature have been received from 
the Office of the Governor and are deposited in the Office of the 
Secretary of State for preservation, pursuant to the State Constitu
tion, Article IV, Section 23: 
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S.F. H.F. Session Laws Date Approved Date Filed 
No. No. COOpter No. 1988 1988 

2358 438· April 4 April 4 
1989 439 April 4 April 4 
1784 440 April 4 April 4 
1853 441 April 4 April 4 

1223 442 April 4 April 4 
1904 443 April 4 April 4 
1940 444 April 4 April 4 
1950 445 April 4 April 4 
2045 446 April 4 April 4 
2419 447 April 4 April 4 
2469 448 April 4 April 4 
2529 449 April 4 April 4 

852 450 April 4 April 4 
2134 451 April 4 April 4 

Sincerely, 

JOAN ANDERSON GROWE 
Secretary of State 

SECOND READING OF SENATE BILLS 

S. F. Nos. 1708, 1462, 2098, 2111, 1804, 1590,2142,1963 and 1228 
were read for the second time. 

HOUSE ADVISORIES 

The following House Advisories were introduced: 

Rukav~na, Simoneau, Minne and Pappas introduced: 

H. A. No. 80, A proposal to study costs to public employers for 
maternity leave pension contributions. 

The advisory was referred to the Committee on Governmental 
Operations. 

Clark, Pappas, Vellenga, Gruenes and Blatz introduced: 

H. A. No. 81, A proposal to study whether or not children are being 
exported to Minnesota from Guatemala for organ transplants. 
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The advisory was referred to the Committee on Health and 
Human Services. 

MESSAGES FROM THE SENATE 

The following messages were received from the Senate: 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage hy the Senate of the following 
House File, herewith returned: 

H. F. No. 2224, A bill for an act relating to landlord tenant law; 
providing an action for damages for accepting rent on condemned 
property; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, 
chapter 504. 

PATRICK E. FLAHA VEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following 
House File, herewith returned, as amended by the Senate, in which 
amendment the concurrence of the House is respectfully requested: 

H. F. No. 1836, A bill for an act relating to crimes; providing for 
proof of prior convictions at sentencing hearings and in certain 
criminal prosecutions; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 
244.10, by adding a subdivision; proposing coding for new law in 
Minnesota Statutes, chapter 609. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Swenson moved that the House refuse'to concur in the Senate 
amendments to H. F. No. 1836, that the Speaker appoint a Confer
ence Committee of 3 members of the House, and that the House 
requests that a like committee be appointed by the Senate to confer 
on the disagreeing votes of the two houses. The motion prevailed .. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following 
House File, herewith returned, as amended by the Senate, in which 
amendment the concurrence of the House is respectfully requested: 

H. F. No. 2039, A bill for an act relating to corrections; making 
various housekeeping and tech,!ical changes; amending Minnesota 
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Statutes 1986, sections 260.311, subdivisions 1, 2, 3, and 5; 401.01, 
subdivision 2; and 401.04. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

CONCURRENCE AND REPASSAGE 

Cooper moved that the House concur in the Senate amendments to 
H. F. No. 2039 and that the bill be repassed as amended by the 
Senate. The motion prevailed. . 

H. F. No. 2039, A bill for an act relating to corrections; making 
various housekeeping and technical changes; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1986, sections 260.311, subdivisions 1, 2, 3, and 5; 401.01, 
subdivision 2; and 401.04. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by the Senate, 
and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassageof the bill and the roll 
was called. There were 117 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
DalUler 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dom 

Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jefferson 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
JohnsqD, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Katis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 

Krueger Olson, K. 
-Larsen Omann 
Lasley Onnen 
Lieder Orenstein. 
Long Osthoff 
Marsh Otis 
McDonald Ozment 
McEachern Pappas 
McKasy Pai..tly 
McPherson Pelowski 
Milbert Peterson 
MilJer Poppenhagen 
Minne Price' 
Morrison Quinn 
Munger . Redalen 
Murphy Re4ing 
Nelson, C, Rest 
Nelson, D. Rice 
Nelson, K. Richter 
Neuenschwander Rodosovich 
O'Connor Rose 
Ogren Rukavina 
Olsen, S. Sarna 

Schafer 
Scheid 
Schreiber 
Seaberg 
Segal 
Shaver 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanins 
Steensma 
Swenson 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus .. 
Valento 
Voss 
Waltman 
W,lle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 

- Spk.- Vanasek 

The bill was repassed; as amended by the Senate, and its title 
agreed to. 
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Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following 
House File, herewith returned, as amended by the Senate, in which 
amendment the concurrence of the House is respectfully requested: 

H. F. No. 2063, A bill for an act relating to housing; providing a 
definition; authorizing certain refinancing; providing for reserva
tion of low-income housing credits; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1986, sections 462A.03, by adding a subdivision; 462A.05, by adding 
a subdivision; and 462A.07, subdivisions 14 and 15; Minnesota 
Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 462A.222, subdivision 2. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

CONCURRENCE AND REPASSAGE 

Jefferson moved that the House concur in the Senate amendments 
to H. F. No. 2063 and that the bill be repassed as amended by the 
Senate. The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 2063, A bill for an act relating to housing; providing a 
definition; authorizing certain refinancing; providing for grants for 
housing for low-income persons; providing for reservation of low
income housing credits; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sec
tions 462A.03, by adding a subdivision; 462A.05, by adding a 
subdivision; and 462A.07, subdivisions 14 and 15; Minnesota Stat
utes 1987 Supplement, sections 462A.05, subdivision 28; and 
462A.222, subdivision 2, proposing coding for new law in Minnesota 
Statutes, Chapter 469. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by the Senate, 
and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. There were 118 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 

Cooper 
DaWler 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 

Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Larsen 
Lasley 

Lieder Olsen, S. 
Long Olson, E. 
Marsh Olson, K. 
McDonald Omann 
McKasy Onnen 
McPherson Orenstein 
Milbert Osthoff 
Miller Otis 
Minne Ozment 
Morrison Pappas 
Munger Pauly 
Murphy Pelowski 
Nelson, C. Peterson 
Nelson, D. Poppenhagen 
Nelson, K. Price 
Neuenschwander Quinn 
Ogren Redalen 
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Reding 
Rest 
Rice 
Richter 
Rodosovich 
Rese 
Rukavina 

Schafer 
Scheid 
Schreiber 
Segal 
Shaver 
Skoghmd 
Solberg 

JOURNAL OF THE HOUSE 

Sparhy 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 

Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Waltman 

[82nd Day 

Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was repassed, as amended by the Senate, and its title 
agreed to. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following 
House File, herewith returned, as amended by the Senate, in which 
amendment the concurrence of the House is respectfully requested: 

H. F. No. 2246, A bill for an act relating to economic development; 
extending various development programs to nonprofit organizations. 

PArRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

CONCURRENCE AND REPASSAGE 

Clark moved that the House concur in the Senate amendments to 
H. F. No. 2246 and that the bill be repassed as amended by the 
Senate. The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 2246, A bill for an act relating to economic development; 
including labor organizations and community groups in the organi
zations that are eligible for assistance from various entities. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by the Senate, 
and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the hill and the roll 
was called. There were 125 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 

Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Danner 
DeBheck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dom 
Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 

Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jensen 
Johnson; A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 

Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 
Larsen 
Lasley 
Lieder 
Long 
Marsh 
McDonald 

McEachern 
McKasy 
McLaughlin 
McPherson 
Milbert 
Miller 
Minne 
Morrison 
Munger 
Murphy 
Nelson, C. 
Nelson, D. 
Nelson, K. 
Neuenschwander 
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Ogren Pauly Rodosovich Solberg Uphus 
Olsen, S. Pelowski Rose Sparby Valento 
Olson, E. Peterson Rukavina Stamus Vellenga 
Olson, K. Poppenhagen Sarna Steensma Voss 
Omann Price Schafer Sviggum Wagenius 
Onnen Quinn Scheid Swenson Waltman 
Orenstein Redalen Schreiber Thiede Welle 
Osthoff Reding Seaberg Tjornhom Wenzel 
Otis Rest Segal Tompkins Winter 
Ozment Rice Shaver Trimble Wynia 
Pappas Richter Skoglund Tunheim Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was repassed, as amended by the Senate, and its title 
agreed to. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following 
House File, herewith returned, as amended by the Senate, in which 
amendment the concurrence of the House is respectfully requested: 

H. F. No. 1754, A bill for an act relating to crime victims; 
authorizing the crime victims reparations board to pay the costs of 
returning an abducted child home; authorizing the .board to deter
mine and award reparations and damage claims from proceeds of a 
commercial exploitation of a crime; permitting an offender's minor 
dependents to receive some proceeds of a commercial exploitation of 
a crime; clarifying certain duties of the crime victim ombudsman; 
prescribing penalties; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 
6IlA.56; 6IlA.67; 6IlA.68, subdivisions 1, 4, 6, 8, and by adding 
subdivisions; and 6IlA. 7 4, subdivision 3; and Minnesota Statutes 
1987 Supplement, section 6IlA.52, subdivision 8; repealing Minne
sota Statutes 1986, section 6IlA.68, subdivisions 2 and 5. 

PATlUCK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

CONCURRENCE AND RBPASSAGE 

Kelly moved that the House concur in the Senate amendments to 
H. F. No. 1754 and that the bill be repassed as amended by the 
Senate. The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 1754, A bill for an act relating to crime victims; 
providing that revenue recapture provisions apply to restitution 
ordered in a juvenile delinquency proceeding; requiring prosecutors 
to attempt to notify domestic assault victims of decisions not to 
prosecute; authorizing the crime victims reparations board to pay 
the costs of returning an abducted child home; authorizing the board 
to determine and award reparations and damage claims from 
proceeds of a commercial exploitation of a crime; permitting an 
offender's minor dependents to receive some proceeds of a commer
cial exploitation of a crime; clarifying certain duties of the crime 
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victim ombudsman; prescribing penalties; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1986, sections 518B.01, by adding a subdivision; 611A.56; 
611A.67; 611A.68, subdivisions 1, 4, 6, 8, and by adding subdivi
sions; and 611A.74, subdivision 3; and Minnesota .Statutes 1987 
Supplement, sections 270A.03, subdivisions 2 and 8; and 611A.52, 
subdivision 8; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, 
chapter 611A; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 611A.68, 
subdivisions 2 and 5: 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by the Senate, 
and placed upon its repassage. 

The qnestion was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. There were 124 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 

Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 
Larsen 

Lasley Onnen 
Lieder Orenstein 
Long Osthoff 
Marsh Otis 
McDonald Ozment 
McEacherri Pappas 
McKasy Pauly 
McLaughlin Pelowski 
McPherson Peterson 
Milbert Poppenhagen 
Miller Price 
Minne Quinn 
Morrison Redalen 
Munger Reding 
Murphy Rest 
Nelson, C. Rice 
Nelson, D. Richter 
Nelson, K. Rodosovich 
Neuenschwander Rose 
O'Connor Rukavina 
Ogren Sarna 
Olsen, S. Schafer 
Olson, E. Scheid 
Olson, K. Schreiber 
Omallll Seaberg 

Segal 
Shaver 
Skoglund 
Solherg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
1Jornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was repassed, as amended by the Senate, and its title 
agreed to. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following 
House File, herewith returned, as amended by the Senate, in which 
amendment the concurrence of the House is respectfully requested: 

H. F. No. 2470, A bill for an act relating to crimes; increasing the 
penalties for issuing dishonored checks with aggregate value greater 
than $200; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 609.535, 
subdivision 2, and by adding a subdivision. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 
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CONCURRENCE AND REPASSAGE 

Beard moved that the House concur in the Senate amendments to 
H. F. No. 2470 and that the bill be repassed as amended by the 
Senate. The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 2470, A bill for an act relating to crimes; increasing the 
penalties for issuing dishonored checks with aggregate value greater 
than $250; specifying the appropriate prosecutor for certain viola
tions; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 609.535, subdivi
sion 2, and by adding a subdivision; Minnesota Statutes 1987 
Supplement, section 487.25, subdivision 10. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by the Senate, 
and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. There were 125 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dom 

Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jefferson 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 

Larsen Omann 
Lasley Onnen 
Lieder Orenstein 
Long Osthoff 
Marsh Otis 
McDonald Ozment 
McEachern Pappas 
McKasy Pauly 
McLaughlin Pelowski 
McPherson Peterson 
Milbert Poppenhagen 
Miller Price 
Mione Quinn 
Morrison Redalen 
Munger Reding 
Murphy Rest 
Nelson, C. Rice 
Nelson, D. Richter 
Nelson, K. Rodosovich 
Neuenschwander Rose 
O'Connor Rukavina 
Ogren Sarna 
Olsen, S. Schafer 
Olson, E. Scheid 
Olson, K. Schreiber 

Segal 
Shaver 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjomhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was repassed, as amended by the Senate, and its title 
agreed to. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby annOunce the passage by the Senate of the following 
House File, herewith returned, as amended by the Senate, in which 
amendment the concurrence of the House is respectfully requested: 

H. F. No. 1302, A bill for an act relating to Itasca county; 
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permitting the county to leVy II tax for economic development. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

CONCURRENCE AND REPASSAGE 

Solberg moved that the House coricur in the Senate amendments 
to H. F No. 1302 and that the bill be repassed as amended by the 
Senate. The motion prevailed. 

H. F No. 1302, A bill for an act relating to Itasca county; 
permitting the county to levy a tax for economic development; 
providing for a reverse referendum. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by the Senate, 
and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. There were 126 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeBead 
Dille 
Dorn 

Forsythe 
Frederick. 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Hirole 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jefferson 
Jensen 
Jolmson, A. 
Jolmson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 

Krueger Olson, K. 
Larsen Omann 
Lasley Onnen 
Lieder Orenstein 
Long Osthoff 
Marsh Otis 
McDonald Ozment 
McEachern Pappas 
McKasy Pauly 
McLaughlin Pelowski 
McPherson Peterson 
Milbert Poppenhagen 
Miller Price 
Minne Quinn 
Morrison Redalen 
Munger Reding 
Murphy Rest 
Nelson. C. Rice 
Nelson, D. Richter 
Nelson, K. Rodosovich 
Neuenschwander Rose 
O'Connor Rukavina 
Ogren Sarna 
Olsen, S. Schafer 
Olson, E. Scheid 

Schreiber 
Segal 
Shaver 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 

. Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was repassed, as amended by the Senate, and its title 
agreed to. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following 
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House File, herewith returned, as amended by the Senate, in which 
amendment the concurrence of the House is respectfully requested: 

H. F. No. 2481, A bill for an act relating to local government; the 
city of Cook, the city of Orr, and Koochiching and St. Louis counties; 
providing for the establishment of a hospital district in portions of 
those counties. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

CONCURRENCE AND REPASSAGE 

Battaglia moved that the House concur in the Senate amend
ments to H. F. No. 2481 and that the bill be repassed as amended by 
the Senate. The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 2481, A bill for an act relating to local government; the 
city of Cook, the city ofOIT, and Koochiching and St. Louis counties; 
providing for the establishment of a hospital district in portions of 
those counties. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by the Senate, 
and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. There were 127 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D, 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 

-Dille 
Dorn 

Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jefferson 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahu 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 

Krueger Olson, K. 
Larsen Omann 
Lasley Onnen 
Lieder Orenstein 
Long Osthoff 
Marsh Otis 
McDonald Ozment 
McEachern Pappas 
McKasy Pauly 
McLaughlin Pelowski 
McPherson Peterson 
Milbert Poppenhagen 
Miller Price 
Minne Quinn 
Morrison Redalen 
Munger Reding 
Murphy Rest 
Nelson, C. Rice 
Nelson, D. Richter 
Nelson, K. Rodosovich 
Neuenschwander Rose 
O'Connor Rukavina 
Ogren Sarna 
Olsen, S. Schafer 
Olson, E. Scheid 

Schreiber 
Seaberg 
Segal 
Shaver 
Skoglund 
Solherg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjomhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 
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The bill was repassed, as amended by the Senate, and its title 
agreed to.· 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce. the passage by the Senate of the following 
House File, herewith returned, as amended by the Senate, in which 
amendment the concurrence of the House is respectfully requested: 

H. F. No. 289, A bill for an act relating to the city of St. Paul; 
setting the maximum amounts and other conditions for the issuance 
of capital improvement bonds; amending Laws 1971, chapter 773, 
section 1, subdivision 2, as amended; and section 2, as amended; 
repealing Laws 1963, chapter 881, as amended. 

PATRICK E. FLAHA YEN, Secretary of the Senate 

CONCURRENCE AND REPASSAGE 

Kelly moved that the House concur in the Senate amendments to 
H. F. No. 289 and that the bill be repassed as amended by the Senate; 
The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 289, A bill for an act relating to the city of St. Paul; 
setting the maximum amounts and other conditions for the issuance 
of capital improvement bonds; amending Laws 1971, chapter 773, 
section 1, subdivision 2, as amended; and section 2, as amended; 
repealing Laws 1963, chapter 881, as amended. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by the Senate, 
and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. There were 126. yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 

Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 

Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R 
Johnson, V. 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 

Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 
Larsen 
Lasley 
Lieder 
Long 
Marsh 
McDonald 
McEachern 
McKasy 
McLaughlin 
McPherson 
Milbert 
Miller 
Minne 

Morrison 
Munger 
Murphy 
Nelson, C. 
Nelson, D. 
Nelson, K. 
Neuenschwander 
O'Connor 
Ogren 
Olsen, S. 
Olson, E. 
Olson, K. 
Omann 
Onnen 
Orenstein 
Osthoff 
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Otis Reding Seaberg Thiede Waltman 
Ozment Rest Segal Tjornhom Welle 
papf,as Rice Shaver Tompkins Wenzel 
Pau y Richter Skoglund Trimble Winter 
Pelowski Rodosovich Solberg Tunheim Wynia 
Peterson Rese Sparby Uphus Spk. Vanasek 
Poppenhagen Rukavina Stanius Valento 
Price Schafer Steensma Vellenga 
Quinn Scheid Sviggum Voss 
Redalen Schreiber Swenson Wagenius 

The bill was repassed, as amended by the Senate, and its title 
agreed to. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following 
House File, herewith returned, as amended by the Senate, in which 
amendment the concurrence of the House is respectfully requested: 

H. F. No. 1224, A bill for an act relating to local government; 
permitting the establishment of a joint economic development 
authority in Cook county; authorizing a lodging tax in certain 
towns. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

CONCURRENCE AND REPASSAGE 

Battaglia moved that the House concur in the Senate amend
ments to H. F. No. 1224 and that the bill be repassed as amended by 
the Senate. The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 1224, A bill for an act relating to local government; 
permitting the establishment of a joint economic development 
authority in Cook county. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by the Senate, 
and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. There were 124 yeas and 1 nay as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 

Bertram 
Blatz 
Boo 
Bruwn 
Carlson, D. 
Carison, L. 
Carruthers 

Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 

Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 

Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
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Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 
Larsen 
Lasley 
Lieder 
Marsh 
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McDonald Olson, E. 
McEachern Olson, K. 
McKasy Omann 
McLaughlin Onnen 
McPherson Orenstein 
Milbert Osthoff 
Miller Otis 
MiIUle Ozment ' 
Morrison Pappas 
Munger Pauly 
Murphy Pelowski 
Nelson, C. Peterson 
Nelson, D. Poppenhagen 
Nelson, K. Price 
Neuenschwander Redalen 
O'Connor Reding 
Ogren Rest 
Olsen, S. Rice 

Richter 
Riveness 
Rodosovich 
Rose 
Rukavina 
Sarna 
Schafer 
Scheid 
Schreiber 
Seaberg 
Segal 
Shaver 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanins 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
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Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheiril 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
\IIlUe 
wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Quinn 

The bill was repassed, as amended by the Senate, and its title 
agreed to. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following 
House File, herewith returned, as amended by the Senate, in which 
amendment the concurrence of the House is respectfully requested: 

H. F. No. 1865, A bill for an act relating to the town of White Bear; 
authorizing the town of White Bear to establish an economic 
development authority; giving the town of White Bear the powers of 
a city with respect to the authority. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

CONCURRENCE AND REPASSAGE 

Stanius moved that the House concur in the Senate amendments 
to H. F. No. 1865 and that the bill be repassed as amended by the 
Senate. The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 1865, A bill for an act relating to the town of White Bear; 
authorizing the town of White Bear to establish an economic 
development authority and economic development districts, and to 
exercise tax increment financing powers; giving the town of White 
Bear the powers of a city with respect to the authority. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by the Senate, 
and placed upon its repassage. 
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The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. There were 125 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 

Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jensen 
Johnson, A., 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 

Krueger Olson, K. 
Larsen Onnen 
Lasley Orenstein 
Lieder Osthoff 
Long Otis 
Marsh Ozment 
McDonald Pappas 
McEachern Pauly 
McKasy Pelowski 
McLaughlin Peterson 
McPherson Poppenhagen 
Milbert Price 
Miller Quinn 
Minne Redalen 
Morrison Reding 
Munger Rest 
Murphy Rice 
Nelson, C. Richter 
Nelson, D. Riveness 
Nelson, K. Rodosovich 
Neuenschwander Rose 
O'Connor Rukavina 
Ogren Sarna 
Olsen, S. Schafer 
Olson, E. Scheid 

Seaberg 
Shaver 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was repassed, as amended by the Senate, and its title 
agreed to. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following 
House File, herewith returned, as amended by the Senate, in which 
amendment the concurrence of the House is respectfully requested: 

H. F. No. 1111, A bill for an act relating to crimes; providing that 
it is a prima facie case for reference for prosecution as an adult if a 
child is alleged to have committed an aggravated felony against the 
person as a member of an organized gang; making it a crime for an 
alleged or adjudicated juvenile delinquent who is 18 years old to 
escape from lawful custody; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, 
sections 260.125, subdivision 3; and 609.485, subdivisions 2 and 4. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

CONCURRENCE AND REPASSAGE 

Otis moved that the House concur in the Senate amendments to 
H. F. No. 1111 and that the bill he repassed as amended by the 
Senate. The motion prevailed. 
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H. F. No. 1l1l,A bill for an act relating to crimes; providing that 
it is a prima facie case for reference for prosecution as an adult if a 
child is alleged to have committed an aggravated felony against the 
person as a member of an organized gang; making it a crime for an 
alleged or adjudicated juvenile delinquent who is 18 years old to 
escape from lawful custody; providing for custody of minors; amend
ing Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 260.125, subdivision 3; and 
609.485, subdivisions 2 and 4; and 636.07; and Minnesota Statutes 
1987 Supplement, section 641.14. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by the Senate, 
and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. There were 128 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
CalTUthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
DeBlieek 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 

Frederick 
Frericha 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Heap 
HimIe 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kludt 
Knickerboeker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 
Larsen 
Lasley 

Lieder Osthoff 
Long Otis. 
Marsh Ozment 
McDonald Pappas 
McEachern Pauly 
McKasy Pelowski 
McLaughlin Peterson 
McPherson Poppenhagen 
Milbert Price 
Miller Quinn 
Minne Redalen 
Morrison Reding 
Munger Rest 
Murphy Rice 
Nelson, C. Richter 
Nelson, D. RiveneSs 
Nelson, K. Rodosovich 
Neuenschw81\der Rose 
O'Connor Rukavina 
Ogren Sarna 
Olsen, S; Schafer 
Olson, E. Scheid 
Olson, K. Schreiber 
Omann Seaberg 
Onnen SeW<il 
Orenstein Shaver 

Simoneau 
Skoglnnd 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggom 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento, 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
\\\llle 
\\\lnzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was repassed, as amended by the Senate, and its title 
agreed to.' . 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following 
House File, herewith returned, as amended by the Senate, in which 
amendment the concurrence of the House is respectfully requested: 

H. F. No. 421, A bill for an act relating to health; authorizing the 
commissioner of health to issue subpoenas in certain instances; 
proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 144. 

PATRICK E. FLAHA YEN, Secretary of the Senate 
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Ogren moved that the House refuse to concur in the Senate 
amendments to H. F. No. 421, that the Speaker appoint a Conference 
Committee of 3 members of the House, and that the House requests 
that a like committee be appointed by the Senate to confer on the 
disagreeing votes of the two houses. The motion prevailed. 

Anderson, R., was excused while in conference. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following 
House File, herewith returned, as amended by the Senate, in which 
amendment the concurrence of the House is respectfully requested: 

H. F. No. 577, A bill for an act relating to termination of parental 
rights; clarifying the purposes of the laws on termination of parental 
rights; altering certain grounds and procedures for termination of 
parental rights; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 
257.071, subdivisions 3 and 4; 260.011, subdivision 2; 260.012; 
260.015, subdivision 10; and 260.155, subdivisions 4a and 7; and 
Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 260.221. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

CONCURRENCE AND REPASSAGE 

Rest moved that the House concur in the Senate amendments to 
H. F. No. 577 and that the bill be repassed as amended by the Senate. 
The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 577, A bill for an act relating to termination of parental 
rights; clarifying the purposes of the laws on termination of parental 
rights; altering certain grounds and procedures for termination of 
parental rights; providing for a study of placement prevention and 
family reunification services; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, 
sections 257.071, subdivisions 3 and 4; 260.011, subdivision 2; 
260.012; 260.015, subdivision 10; and 260.155, subdivisions 4a and 
7; and Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 260.221. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by the Senate, 
and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. There were 118 yeas and 6 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 

Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 

Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 

Boo 
Brown 
Burger 

Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
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Clark 
Cooper 
Dauner 
DeBlieek 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dom 
Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
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Jolmson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Joimson, V 
Kahn 

, Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 
Larsen 
Lasley 
Lieder 
Long 
Marsh 
McEachern 
McKasy 
McLaughlin 
Milbert 

. Miller Peterson 
Minne Poppenhagen 
Morrison Price 
Munger Quinn 
Nelson, C. Redalen 
Nelson, D. Reding 
Nelson, K. Rest 
Neuenschwander Rice 
O'Connor Richter 
Ogren Riveness 
Olsen, S. Rodosovich 
Olson, E. Rose 
Olson, K. Rukavina 
Omann Sarna 
Orenstein Scheid 
Osthoff Schreiher 
Otis Seaberg 
Ozment Segal 
Pappas Simoneau 
Pauly Solberg 
Pelowski Sparhy 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Dempsey 
McDonald 

McPherson 
Ouuen 

Schafer 
Thiede 

[82nd Day 

Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
'lJornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was repassed, as amended by the Senate, and its title 
agreed to. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following 
House File, herewith returned, as amended by the Senate, in which 
amendment the concurrence of the House is respectfully requested: 

H. F. No. 10, A bill for an act relating to crimes; raising the 
minimum tenn of imprisonment from 17 to 20 years for persons 
convicted of first degree murder; clarifying that the crying of a child 
does not constitute provocation under first degree manslaughter; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 244.05, subdivision 4; 
and Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 609.20. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Wenzel moved that the House refuse to concur in the Senate 
amendments to H. F. No. 10, that the Speaker appoint a Conference 
Committee of 3 members of the House, and that the House requests 
that a like committee be appointed by the Senate to confer on the 
disagreeing votes of the two houses. The motion prevailed. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following 
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House File, herewith returned, as amended by the Senate, in which 
amendment the concurrence of the House is respectfully requested: 

~ H. F. No. 2185, A bill for an act relating to game and fish; 
adjusting the height of deer stands; regulating placing decoys in 
public waters or on public lands; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1986, sections 97B.325; and 97B.811. . 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Sparby moved that the House refuse to concur in the Senate 
amendments to H. F. No. 2185, that the Speaker appoint a Confer
ence Committee of3 members of the House, and that the House 
requests that a like committee be appointed by the Senate to confer 
on the disagreeing votes of the two houses. The motion prevailed. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following 
House File, herewith returned, as amended by the Senate, in which 
amendment the concurrence of the House, is respectfully requested: 

H. F. No. 2568, A bill for an act relating to agriculture; providing 
for terms and compensation for members of the Minnesota agricul
tural and economic development board; changing and clarifying the 
small business development loan portion of the agricultural resource 
loan guarantee program; establishing requirements for revenues 
that can be used in a local revolving fund; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 41A.02, subdivisions 3 and 16; 
41A.036, by adding subdivisions; and 116N.08, subdivision 8. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Olson, K., moved that the House refuse to concur in the Senate 
amendments to H. F. No. 2568, that the Speaker appoint a Confer
ence Committee of 3 members of the House, and that the House 
requests that a like committee be appointed by the Senate to confer 
on the disagreeing votes of the two houses. The motion prevailed. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following 
House File, herewith returned, as amended by the Senate, in which 
amendment the concurrence of the House is respectfully requested: 

H. F. No. 1526, A bill for an act relating to transportation; defining 
motor vehicle; providing for brakes On motor vehicles manufactured 
after June 30, 1988; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 
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168.011, subdivision 4; and 169.67, subdivisions 3 and 4. 

PATRICK E. FLAHA VEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Bauerly moved that the House refuse to concur in .the Senate 
amendments to H. F. No. 1526, that the .speaker appoint a Confer
ence Committee of 3 members of the House, and that the House 
requests that a like committee,be appointed by the Senate to confer 
on the disagreeing votes of the two houses. The motion prevailed. 

Mr. Speaker:, 

'I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following 
House File, herewith returned, as amended by the Senate, in which 
amendment the concurrence ofthe House is respectfully requested: 

I;I. F. No. 1851, A bill for an act relating to local government; 
regulating duties of town officers; setting tOwn powers; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 18.272; 465.71; and 471.653; and 
Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sectionJ15A.921; and repeal-
ing Minnesota Statutes 19~6, section 365.03. ' 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, .secretary of the Senate 

Bauerly moved that the. House refuse to concur in the Senate 
amendments to H. F. No: 1851, that the Speaker appoint a Confer
ence,Committee of 3 ,members of the House, and that the House 
requests that a like committee be appointed by the Senate to confer 
on the disagreeing votes of the two houses. The motion prevailed. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate refuses to concur in the House 
amendments to Senate File No. 2137: 

S. F. No. 2137, A bill for an act relating to education; modifying 
certain requirements relating to school health services; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 123.35, by adding a subdivision; 
proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 126; 
repealing Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 123.35, 
subdivision 16; and 126.201. 

The Senate respectfully requests that a Conference Committee be 
appointed thereon. The Senate has appointed as such committee: 

Mr. Pehler; Mses. Peterson, I). C., and Reichgott. 
----;0---

Said Senate' File is herewith transmitted to the House with the 
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request that the House appoint a ·Iike committee. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Kelso moved that the House accede to the request of the Senate 
and that the Speaker appoint a Conference Committee of3 members 
of the House to meet with a like committee appointed by the Senate 
on the disagreeing votes of the two houses on S. F. No. 2137 . The 
motion prevailed. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate refuses to concur in the House 
amendments to Senate File No. 2491: 

S. F. No. 2491, A bill for an act relating to metropolitan govern
ment; establishing various requirements on agency organization, 
work programs, budgets, and reports; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1986, sections 473.13, subdivision 1, and by adding a subdivision; 
473.146, subdivision 3; 473.173, subdivision 6; 473.38, by adding a 
subdivision; Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 
473.1623, subdivisions 4 and 6. 

The Senate respectfully requests that a Conference Committee be 
appointed thereon. The Senate has appointed as such committee: 

Messrs. Luther, Freeman and Ramstad. 

Said Senate File is herewith transmitted to the House with the 
request that the House appoint a like committee. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Carruthers moved that the House accede to the request of the 
Senate and that the Speaker appoint a Conference Committee of 3 
members of the House to meet with a like committee appointed by 
the Senate on the disagreeing votes of the two houses on S. F No. 
2491. The motion prevailed. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate refuses to concur in the House 
amendments to Senate File No. 1769: 

S. F. No. 1769, A bill for an act relating to humanrights; clarifYing 
marital status discrimination and housing discrimination;_!=nfQrcing 
comparable worth and affirmative action requirements; making 
procedural and administrative changes; amending Minnesota Stat-
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utes 1986, sections 363.01, by adding a subdivision; 363.02, subdi
vision 2a, and by adding a subdivision; 363.03, subdivision 2; 
363.06, subdivision 3; 363.073, subdivisions 1 and 3; 363.091; 
363.121; and 363.14, subdivisions 1 and 3; Minnesota Statutes 1987 
Supplement, sections 363.06, subdivision 1; and 363.071, subdivi
sion.2; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 
363. 

The Senate respectfully requests that a Conference Committee be 
appointed thereon. The Senate has appointed as such committee: 

Ms. Reichgott; Mr. Storm and Ms. Peterson, D. C. 

Said Senate File is herewith transmitted to the House with the 
request that the House appoint a like committee. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Solberg moved that the House accede to the request of the Senate 
and that the Speaker appoint a Conference Committee of 3 members 
ofthe House to meet with a like committee appointed by the Senate 
on the disagreeing votes of the two houses on S. F. No. 1769. The 
motion prevailed. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate refuses to concur in the House 
amendments to Senate File No. 1646: 

S. F No. 1646, A bill for an act relating to insurance; accident and 
health; clarifying certain coverages for newborn infants; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 62A.042. 

The Senate respectfully requests that a Conference Committee be 
appointed thereon. The Senate has appointed as such committee: 

Messrs. DeCramer, Belanger, Cohen, Solon and Pehler. 

Said Senate File is herewith transmitted to the House with the 
request that the House appoint a like committee. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

DeBlieck moved that the House accede to the request ofthe Senate 
and that the Speaker appoint a Conference Committee of 5 members 
of the House to meet with a like committee appointed by the Senate 
on the disagreeing votes of the two houses on S. FNo. 1646. The 
motion prevailed. 
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Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate refuses to concur in the House 
amendments to Senate File No. 2071: 

S. F. No. 2071, A bill for an act relating to crimes; requiring a 
neighborhood impact statement to be submitted as part of the 
presentence investigation report for controlled substance offenses; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 609.115, 
subdivision 1. 

The Senate respectfully requests that a Conference Committee be 
appointed thereon. The Senate has appointed as such committee: 

Mr. Pogemiller; Ms. Peterson, D. C., and Mr. Belanger. 

Said Senate File is herewith transmitted to the House with the 
request that the House appoint a like committee. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Jefferson moved that the House accede to the request of the Senate 
and that the Speaker appoint a Conference Committee of 3 members 
of the House to meet with a like committee appointed by the Senate 
on the disagreeing votes of the two houses on S. F. No. 2071. The 
motion prevailed. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following 
Senate Files, herewith transmitted: 

S. F. Nos. 412, 1904 and 2451. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following 
Senate Files, herewith transmitted: 

S. F. Nos. 2272, 2546 and 1809. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 
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Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following 
Senate Files, herewith transmitted: 

S. F. Nos. 392 and 2025. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

FIRST READING OF SENATE BILLS 

S. F. No. 412, A bill for an act relating to real property; creating a 
lien against real property where the state has incurred cleanup 
expenses and the owner is liable for the expenses under Minnesota 
Statutes, chapter 115B or 115C; providing procedures for implemen
tation and enforcement of the lien; proposing coding for new law in 
Minnesota Statutes, chapter ·514. 

The bill was read for the first time. 

Long moved that S. F. No. 412 and H. F. No. 297, now on General 
Orders, be referred to the Chief Clerk for comparison. The motion 
prevailed. 

S. F. No. 1904, A bill for an act relating to health; exempting 
certain disciplinary actions from publication; expanding the 
grounds for disciplinary action; providing for temporary permit to 
practice physical therapy; allowing dissemination of data to other 
states; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 147.02, by 
adding a subdivision; 147.091, subdivision 1; 147.111, subdivision 2; 
148.71; and 214.10, subdivision 8. 

The bill was read for the first time. 
o 

Greenfield moved that S. F. No. 1904 andH. F. No. 1890, now on 
Special Orders, be referred to the Chief Clerk for comparison. The 
motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 2451, A bill for an act relating to claims against the state; 
clarifYing that a public defender appointed by the state board of 
public defense or a court-appointed guardian ad litum is an em
ployee ofthe state; amending Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, 
section 3.732, subdivision 1. 

The bill was read for the first time. 

Solberg moved that S. F. No. 2451 and H. F. No. 2597, now on 
General Orders, be referred to .the Chief Clerk for comparison. The 
motion prevailed. 
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S. F. No. 2272, A resolution memorializing the Congress of the 
United States to investigate the connection between Agent Orange 
and health problems of Vietnam veterans. 

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee 
on General Legislation, Veterans Affairs and Gaming. 

S. F. No. 2546, A resolution memorializing the United States 
Olympic Committee of state support for the bid for the games of the 
XXVI Olympiad. 

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee 
on Rules and Legislative Administration. 

S. F. No. 1809, A bill for an act relating to communication
impaired persons; requiring the commissioner of human services to 
provide assistance in implementing the program that provides 
telephones to communication-impaired persons; making other tech
nical changes in the program; appropriating money; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 237.50, subdivision 
4; 237.51, subdivision 5; 237.52, s.ubdivisions 3 and 5; and 237.53, 
subdivisions 3, 4, 6, and 7; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1987 
Supplement, sections 237.50, subdivision 6; 237.52, subdivisions 1 
and 4; and 237.53, subdivision 8. 

The bill was read for the first time. 

Clark moved that S. F. No. 1809 and H. F. No. 1812, now on 
General Orders, be referred to the Chief Clerk for comparison. The 
motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 392, A bill for an act relating to public safety; providing 
for the mandatory surrender of registration plates and certificates of 
motor vehicles operated by repeat DWI offenders; providing for 
administrative review; requiring a report; appropriating money; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 168.041; 169.123, 
subdivision 5b; 169.1261; and 171.29, by adding a subdivision; and 
Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 169.121, subdivision 
5a. 

The bill was read for the first time. 

Rest moved that S. F. No. 392 and H. F. No. 704, now on Special 
Orders, be referred to. the Chief Clerk for comparison. The motion 
prevailed. 

S. F. No. 2025, A bill for an act relating to financial institutions; 
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regulating the business of mortgage bankers, loan officers, general 
mortgage brokers, and individual mortgage brokers; establishing 
licensing requirements; detailing the supervising powers of the 
commissioner; prohibiting certain' practices; prescribing penalties; 
appropriating money; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 
56.01; and 82.18; Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 
82.17, subdivision 4; proposing coding for new law as Minnesota 
Statutes, chapter 57; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supple
ment, sections 47.206, subdivision 6; and 82.175 .. 

The bill was read for the first time. 

Voss moved that S. F. No. 2025 and H. F. No. 2744, now on General 
Orders, be referred to the Chief Clerk for comparison. The motion 
prevailed. 

SPECIAL ORDERS 

H. F. No. 1630 was reported to the House. 

Blatz moved that H. F. No. 1630 be returned to General Orders. 
The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 1885 was reported to the House. 

Solberg moved to amend S. F. No. 1885, as follows: 

Page 3, after line 13, insert: 

"Sec. 3. [80C.147] [MOTOR FUEL WHOLESALING; RETAI
LER'S PURCHASE OPTION.] 

. Subdivision !o [DEFINITIONS.) For the purposes of this section, 
the following terms have the meanings given them: 

(1) "motor fuel" means gasoline, diesel fuel, gasohol, and all other 
refined fuels of a ~ designated for use as !"o motor fuel in 
self-properrea veillcies designated primarily for use on public 
streets, roads, and highways; 

(2) "refiner" means ~ person engaged in the refining, manufac
turing, production, or processing of oil or. oil products, or the 
refining, manufacture, or processing oImotor ruel; . 

(3) "retailer" means !"o person who operates a retail service station; 
and 
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(4) "wholesaler" means" person engaged in the wholesale sale of 
motor fuel who is not a refiner. ---------

Subd. ~ [RETAILER'S PURCHASE OPTION.) A refiner doing 
business in the state of Minnesota may not deny to " retailer, who 
is authorize~ the refiner to purchase motor fueldirectly from the 
refiner, the opt/on of purchasing motor fuel from" wholesaler who 
makes availab e to that retailer motor fuel of similar grade and 
quality purchased from the same refiner. 

Subd. ~ [MINIMUM PURCHASE.] A provision of " motor fuel 
franchise that contains a minimum purchase requirement for motor 
fuel may be satisfied !!.Y: purchases of motor fuel either from the 
refiner or from" wholesaler who purcnases motor fuel of similar 
grade and quality from the same refiner. 

Subd. 4. [PROHIBITED PRACTICES.) No refiner shall do any
thing directly or indirectly to prohibit or encourage a Wholesaler to 
refuse to sell motor fuel to a retailer. ----------

Subd. 5. [ENFORCEMENT.) The attorney general or an "K: 
grieved party may institute a civil action in the district court for an 
injunction prohibiting a violation of this section. It ~ nO<Ieiense to 
the action that the state or the aggrieved party has adequate 
remedies at law. 

Subd. 6. [APPLICATION.] This section applies only to agreements 
entered into after the effectiveaate of this sectIon. ' ----- -----

Page 3, line 18, delete "~" and insert "i" 

Renumber the remaining sections 

Amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 4, after the semicolon insert "granting motor fuel 
retailers the option to purchase from wholesalers other than the 
refiner;" 

Page 1, line 5, after the semicolon insert "proposing coding for new 
law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 80C;" 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

The Speaker called Long to the Chair. 

Kelly moved to amend S. F. No. 1885, as amended, as follows: 
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Page 1, after line 9, insert: 

"Section 1. [72B.135] [PUBLIC ADJUSTERS.] 

Subdivision 1. [HOMEOWNER'S RlGHT TO CANCEL.] A home
owner who has entered into ~ contract with ~ public adjuSter 
involving the busmess for which the p~rson was licensed; has the 
ilght to cancel the contract within 48 ours after the contract haS 
~ sigllii(:[Cancellation ;,;----evJOenced h the homeowner giving 
written notice of cancellation to the public adjuster at the address 
stated in the contract. Notice of cancellation, g: given ~ mail, ;,; 
effeCtiveup:r deposit in a m"ilbox, properly addressed to the PIflic 
adjuster an postage prepaId. Notice of cancellatIon need not ta e a 
particular form· and ;,; sufficientg: li indicates, ~ any form or 
written expression, the intention of the homeowner not to be bound 
h the contract. - - ---

Subd. 2. [WRITING REQUIRED; NOTICE OF RIGHT TO CAN
CEL; NOTICE OF CANCELLATION.] (a) Before entering a contract 
referred to in subdivision 1, the publicadjuster must: 

.. (1) furnish the homeowner with ~ statement in bold face ~ of ~ 
minimum size of ten points, in substantiaJly the following form: 

"You, the homeowner, may cancel this contract at aiiY time within 
48 hoursat'ter the contract has bee:l'igned between t e nomeowner 
and the public ,uster. See atfii.Che notice of cancellation form for 
an eXpTanation ~ thisorIghl."; and . . 

(2) furnish each homeowner, a fULly completed form in duplicate, 
captioned, "NOTICE OF CANCE LATION," which wall be at
tached to the contract and easily detachable, and .which shall 
contain in oold face ~ of a minimum size of ten points the 
following infoiTIiatiOn and statements: -- - - -

"NOTICE OF CANCELLATION 

...................... ----------------------

(enter date of contract) 

!!' you do not want to g<> forward with the contract with the public 
adjuster, you may cancel the contract ~ mailing or delivering ~ 
signed and dated ~ of this cimcellation notice or lny other 
written notice, or send ~ telegram to (Name of PublicA juster), at 
(Address of Public Adjuster's Place of Business) not later than 
midnight of (uat:ef If you cancel, any payments made ~ you under 
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the contract will be returned within ten business days following 
receipt !!.Jr the public adjuster of your cancellation notice. 

I HEREBY CANCEL THIS TRANSACTION. 

- - - - - - (date) 

Subd. 3. [RETURN. OF PAYMENTS; COMPENSATION.] Within 
ten days after !'c contract referred to in subdivision .! has been 
canceled, the publi'h adjuster must tender to the homeowner any 
payments made ~ t e homeowner and any note or other evidence of 
indebtedness. However, if the public adjuster has performed any 
emergency services within the 48 hour period, the public adjuster if; 
entitled to compensation for such services. Emergency services shall 
mean the removal of water, boarding.'!.P !'c building, and reconnect
iIIg lights and heat." 

Page 3, line 18, delete ".! to :3" and insert "~ to i" 

Renumber the sections in sequence 

Amend the title accordingly 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

S. F. No. 1885, A bill for an act relating to commerce; motor fuel 
franchises; regulating certain building alterations; providing reme
dies; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 80C.146, subdivi
sions 2 and 3; repealing Laws 1984, chapter 444, section 4, as 
amended by Laws 1986, chapter 343, section 1. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended, and placed upon 
its final passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. There were 127 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 

Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 
Frederick 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 

Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelso 

Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Larsen 
Lasley 
Lieder 
Long 
Marsh 
McDonald 
McEachern 
McKasy 
McLaughlin 
McPherson 

Milbert 
Miller 
Minne 
Morrison 
Munger 
Murphy 
Nelson, C. 
Nelson, D. 
Nelson, K. 
Neuenschwander 
O'Connor 
Ogren 
Olsen, S. 
Olson, E. 
Olson, K. 
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Oinann Price Schafer Steensma \bss 
Onnen Quinn Scheid Sviggum Wagenius 
Orenstein Redalen Schreiber Swenson Waltman 
Osthoff Reding Seaberg Thiede Welle 
Otis Rest Segal Tjornhom Wenzel 
Ozment Richter Shaver Tompkins Winter 
Papf,as Riveness Simoneau Trimble Wynia 
Pau y Rodosovich Skoglund Tunheim Spk. Vanasek 
Pelowski Rose Solberg Uphus 
Peterson Rukavina Sparby Valento 
Poppenhagen Sarna Stanius Vellenga 

The bill was passed, as amended, and its title agreed to. 

S. F. No. 2191 was reported to the House. 

O'Connor moved to amend S. F. No. 2191, as follows: 

Page 2, line 20, strike "kennel or" 

Page 2, line 21, strike "and kennels" 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

S. F. No. 2191, A bill for an act relating to animals; modifying 
regulations of kennels and dealers of certain animals used for 
research purposes; amending Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, 
sections 347.31, subdivision 4; and 347.37. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended, and placed upon 
its final passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. There were 131 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those- who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 

Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 

Jefferson 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kally 
Kelso 
funkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth . 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 
Larsen 
Lasley 
Lieder 
Long 

Marsh Olson, E. 
McDonald Olson, K. 
McEachern Omann 
McKasy Onnen 
McLaughlin Orenstein 
McPherson Osthoff 
Milbert Otis 
Miller Ozment 
Minne Pappas 
Morrison Pauly 
Munger Pelowski 
Murphy Peterson 
Nelson, C. Poppenhagen 
Nelson, D. Price 
Nelson, K. Quinn 
Neuenschwander Redalen 
O'Connor Reding 
Ogren Rest 
Olsen, S. Rice 
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Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 

10841 

Richter 
Riveness 
Rodosovich 
Rose 
Rukavina 
Sarna· 
Schafer 
Scheid 

Schreiber 
Seaberg 
Segal· 
Shaver 
Simoneau. 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 

Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 

Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
\\lss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 

Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was passed, as amended, and its title agreed to. 

S. F. No. 1955 was reported to the House. 

Knuth moved to amend S. F No. 1955, as follows: 

Delete everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section 1. [HIGHWAY INTERSECTION.] 

Notwithstanding any contrary provision of Minnesota Statutes, 
section 383A.07 or other law, the county may use the open space 
lands described in this section for highway purposes. 

That part of the Northeast Quarter of the Northeast Quarter of 
Section 17, Township 30 North, Range 23 West that lies westerly of 
Highway 10; exbept the south 438.65 feet and except the east 516.12 
feet and except egmning on the west line of the east 516.12 feet and 
the north line of the south 438.65 feet of the Northeast Quarter of 
the NOrtheast Quarter; thence north to the right of way line or 
widened Highway 10; thence northwesterl:li thereon 100 feet; thence 
southwesterly to the north line of said sout 438.65 feet and 100 feet 
west of the bteniiIDg; thence t01he begmmng; and except that part 
of said Nort east Quarter of the Northeast Quarter which lies 
within" distance of 50 feet on each side of the following described 
line: 

From" point on the north line of said Section 17, distant 897.5 
feet west of the northeast comer, run northwesterly at an angle of 
54 degrees 53 minutes 00 seconds from said north section line for 
169.29 feet to the poini of beginning of the line to be deSCribed; 
thence deflect to the Ie t at an antf.le of 90 degrees 00 minutes 00 
seconas for 223.41 feet; thence de ect to the right on" 10 degrees 
00 minutes 00 seconds curve (delta angle 38 degrees 30 miriutes 
00 seconds) for 385 feet and there terminating; and 

That part of the Northwest Quarter of the Northeast Quarter of 
Section 17, Township 30 North, Range 23 West described as follows: 

Commencing at the North Quarter corner of said Section; thence 
South () degrees, 48 minutes East 440.29 feet to point ot begin
ning; thence South 80 degrees, 35 minutes East 53.81 feet; thence 
South 58 degrees 39 minutes 42 seconds East 213.00 feet; thence 
North 82 degrees 10 minutes 04 seconds East 115.26 feet; then 
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North 26 degrees 57 minutes 29 seconds East 79.87 feet; thence 
North 50 degrees 49 minutes 57 seconds East 347.74 feet; thence 
South 76 degrees 24 minutes 32 seconds East 123.50 feet; thence 
SOuth 49 degrees 16 minutes 10 seconds East 103.96 feet; thence 
South 68 degrees 06 minutes 21 seconds East 495.42 feet to the 
east line of the Northwest Quarter of the Northeast Qiilirteror 
said Section;thence North Q de~ees 43 minutes West 422.10 feet 
on smd east line- thence sout westerly 236.29 feet on the arc 
~ngt~ of a radius'of623.69 feet to a p/tnt 143.38 feet south of the 

ort line of said seCtioil;ThenceNort 3 degrees 23 mIDutes East 
3.38 feet; thence west paraTIer to said North line 837.93 feet; 
thence South 20 degrees \Vest 51.66 feet; thence South 56 decres 
16 minutes West 266.22 feet to the west line 0Fffle Nort east 
QUarter of said Sectwil;-lhence South Q degrees 4800nutes East 
103.89 feet to point of beginning. 

that lies within an 80 foot wide strip of land over the Northeast 
8uarter oTSection 17, Township 30 North, Range 23 West, Ramsey 

ounty, Minnesota the centerline of which ~ described as follows: 

Commencing at the Northwest corner of said Northeast Quarter 
of SectIon 17; thence easterly along the north line of said North
east Quarter for !'c distance of 1079.79 feet tothe point of 
beginning; thence southeasterly deflecting r},ght 69aegrees, .23 
minutes, 20 seconds for !'c distance of 130.82 eet;· .tllence along !'c 
tan~entialcurve to the left having a radius 0[603.11 feet, central 
ang e of 5('f(1e"""grees, 04 minutes, 22 seconds for " distance of 
590.24 feet; thence easterly a~ong a lIne tangent to last described 
curve for" distance of 191.36 eft; thence tlong a tangentIal curve 
to .the right having" radius ~ 674.07 eet, central angle of 65 
degrees, 02 minutes, 03 seconds for !'c distance of 765.20 feet aiid 
there terminating. 

Sec. 2. [RAMSEY COUNTY LAND SALE.] 

Ramsey county may sell to Richard J. Schreier, 2125 De Soto 
Street, Saint Paul, Minnesota 55117, !'c Ph'rt of Government Lot 
three (3) in Section thirty-six (36), Towns ip thirty(30) North of 
Range twenty-three (23) West of the Fourth Principal Meridian. 

Notwithstanding ilY contri:& ,rovision of Minnesota Statutes, 
section 373.01 or ot er law, ~ and may be sold fu:: !'c private, 
negotiated sale for" price not less than its appraised value. 

The land to be sold ~ appropriate for development and is in excess 
of that needed ~ the county for other purposes. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section· 383A.281, subdivision 
13, is amended to read: 
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Subd. 13. [COUNTY PERSONNEL SYSTEM.] "County personnel 
system" means all employees in the departments or agencies of 
county government or joint city and county agencies which receive 
their funding in whole or in part from the county board, including 
employees of: 

(a) elected officials; 

(bj the Saiflt P .... I Ramsey meaie .. 1 eeHt,ep eemmissien; and 

W (b) the court administrator of district court; 

but not including: 

(1) district and municipal court judges; 

(2) court reporters, law clerks, referees employed by the district 
and municipal courts, employees of the municipal court, and the 
second judicial district administrator's office; 

(3) court commissioners; 

(4) the public defender; 

(5) employees of the examiner of titles, agricultural extension 
service, humane society, historical society, and soil and water 
conservation district; and 

(6) other employees not subject to a county personnel system 
because of state law. 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 383A.286, subdivision 2, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [UNCLASSIFIED POSITIONS.] The following positions 
shall be in the unclassified service: 

(a) positions held by elected officials or persons appointed to fill an 
elected office; 

(b) one assistant for each elected official; 

(c) the director or principal administrative officer of a department 
of county government or agency created by law, except that the 
affirmative action officer, personnel director, internal auditor, and 
director of budgeting and accounting shall be positions in the 
classified service; 
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(d) doctors, residents, and student nurses employed by the county 
or county agency; 

(e) .members of a board or commission appointed by the county, or 
the county and the city, and acting in an advisory capacity; 

(I) weed inspectors, election judges, or election clerks;. 

(g) special police officers or special deputy sheriffs serving without 
pay; 

(h) judges, court administrators, court reporters, receivers, refer
ees, the examiner or assistant examiners of titles, public defenders, 
arbiters, jurors, court administrator of district court, or persons 
appointed by the district court to make or conduct a special inquiry 
of a judicial or temporary character; 

(i) all positions in the municipal court of Ramsey county and the 
second judicial distri~t a:dmin~strator's office; , 

Ij) the executive director and eight principal assistants; 

(k) the ehief eJ,eemive eftieep ef the medieal eeuteF aOO se¥eH 

flFiBeiflal assistants; 

fl} interns, student workers, law clerks, or other employees em
ployed for a limited duration as determined by the county board; 

{m1 (I) positions designated by the county board as unclassified 
pursuant to subdivision 3; 

W (m) the sheriff, the sheriff's chief deputy, three principal 
assistants, and a personal secretary; and 

fa} (n) the county attorney; the county attorney's first assistant, 
one principal assistant, and a personal secretary. . 

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 383A.554, is 
amended to read: . 

383A.554 [POWERS AND DUTIES.] 

Before December 31, W8S 1989, the charter commission shall 
deliver to the board of county commissioners either (1) its report 
determining that the present form of county government is adequate 
for the county and that a charter is not necessary or desirable, or (2) 
a draft of a proposed charter. The report must be signed by a majority 
of the members of the charter commission. The proposed charter 
may provide for any form of government consistent with the consti
tution of the state of Minnesota. It may provide for the establish-
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ment and administration of all departments of a county government 
and for the regulation of all local county functions_ It may abolish or 
consolidate any department or agency_ The charter commission is 
required to hold at least one public hearing in each of the county 
commissioner districts. 

It shall provide for present functions to be assumed by new 
elective or appointive officers as shall be provided for in the charter 
and may provide for other powers consistent with other law. It shall 
provide methods of procedure in respect to the operation of the 
government created and the duties of all officers. It shall provide for 
a home rule charter commission consistent with article XII, section 
5, of the constitution of the state of Minnesota and may provide for 
alternative methods for amending or abandoning the charter con
sistent with the constitution. The county may be authorized to 
acquire by gift, devise, purchase, or condemnation or sell or lease 
any property needed for the full discharge of its duties and powers. 
All special and general laws authorizing the county to incur indebt
edness or issue bonds shall be subject to the charter, provided that 
the charler provisions are not in conflict with general laws relating 
to public indebtedness. The county shall continue to have all the 
powers granted by law. 

Personnel matters relating to Ramsey county employees shall 
continue to be governed by Minnesota Statutes, sections 383A.281 to 
383A.301 and Minnesota Statutes, sections 197.455 to 197.48. A 
charter proposed for adoption under sections 383A.551 to 383A.556 
shall not apply to personnel matters. 

Sec. 6. [EFFECTIVE DATE.J 

This act is effective the day after compliance with Minnesota 
Statutes,seclion645.02-r;-subdiVlSWn 3, h the board of Ramsey 
county commissioners." 

Delete the title and insert: 

''A bill for an act relating to Ramsey county; authorizing the 
county to nse certain land dedicated as open space for highway 
purposes; permitting the county to make a negotiated land sale; 
removing references to personnel from the county personnel law; 
extending the time for the charter study commission; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 383A.281, subdivision 13; and 
383A.286, subdivision 2; Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, 
section 383A.554." 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 
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S. F. No. 1955, A bill for an act relating to Ramsey county; 
authorizing the county to use certain land dedicated as open space 
for highway purposes; authorizing the sale of certain land. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended, and placed upon 
its final passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. There were 131 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
DaWler 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dom 
Forsythe 

Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle . 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros' 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Joimson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V; 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 

Kostohryz Omann 
Krueger Onnen 
Larsen Orenstein 
Lasley Osthoff 
Lieder Otis 
Long Ozment 
Marsh Pappas 
McDonald Pauly 
McEachern PeIowski 
McKasy Peterson 
McPherson Poppenhagen 
Milbert Price 
Miller Quinn 
Mione Redalen 
Morrison Reding 
Munger Rest 
Murphy Rice 
Nelson, C. . Richter 
Nelson, D. Riveness 
Nelson, K. Rodosovich 
Neuenschwander Ro~ 
O'Connor Rukavina 
Ogren Sarna 
Olsen, S. Schafer 
Olson, E. Scheid 
Olson, K. Schreiber 

Seaberg 
Segal . 
Shaver 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Starrius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valent<. 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagerrius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was passed, as amended, and its title· agreed to. 

H. F. No. 1780 was reported to the House. 

Simoneau moved that H. F No. 1780 be returned to General 
Orders. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 1821 was reported to the House. 

Segal moved to amend S. F. No. 1821, as follows: 

Page 3, line 31, delete "require that peace officers be responsible 
for" and insert "state how peace offiCers will provide"---

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 
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Kelly moved to amend S. F. No. 1821, as amended, as follows: 

Page 2, lines 17 and 18, delete the new language 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

Segal moved that S. F. No. 1821, as amended, be continued on 
Special Orders for one da~. The motion prevailed. . 

MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION 

Swenson moved that the vote whereby the House refused to concur 
in the Senate amendments to H. F. No. 1836 earlier today be now 
reconsidered. The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 1836, as amended by the Senate, was reported to the 
House. 

CONCURRENCE AND REPASSAGE 

Swenson moved that the House concur in the Senate amendments 
to H. F. No. 1836 and that the bill be repassed as amended by the 
Senate. The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 1836, A bill for an act relating to crimes; providing for 
proof of prior convictions at sentencing hearings and in certain 
criminal prosecutions; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 
244.10, by adding a subdivision; proposing coding for new law in 
Minnesota Statutes, chapter 609. 

The bill was read for the .third time, as amended by the Senate, 
and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. There were 128 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 

Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 

Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 

Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 

Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 
Larsen 
Lasley 
Lieder 
Long 
Marsh 
McDonald 
McEachern 
McKasy 
McLaughlin 
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McPherson Olson, E. 
Milbert Olson, K. 
Miller Omann 
Minne Onnen 
Morrison Orenstein 
Munger Osthoff 
Murphy Otis 
Nelson, C. Ozment 
Nelson, D. Pappas 

. Nelson, K. Pauly 
Neuenschwander Pelowski 
O'Connor Peterson 
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Quinn 
Redalen 
!reding 
!rest 
Rice 
Richter 
Riveness 
Rodosovich 
Rose 
Rukavina 
Sarna 

. Schafer 
02ren Poppenhagen 
orsen, S. Price 

Scheid 
Schreiber 

Seaberg 
Segal 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Tbjede 
Tjomhom 
Tbmpkins 
Trimble 

[82nd Day 

Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento. 
Vellenga 
'kss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
\\elle 
\\enzel 
Wmter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was repassed, as amended by the Senate, .and its title 
agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDERS, Continued 

S. F. No. 1867 was reported to the House. 

Reding moved to amend S. F. No. 1867, as follows: 

Page 3, lines 12 to 19, strike the old language 

Page 3, line 20, delete "Subd. 2." 

Page 3, line 32, delete "2" and insert "~" 

Page 4, lines 1 and 2, delete "funeral" 

Page 4, line 17, delete "f' and insert "~" 

Page 4, line 18, delete "~ or ~' and insert ".! or ~" 

Page 4, line 20, delete "~" and insert "1" 

Page 4, line 22, delete ";!" and insert "~' 

Page 4, line 25, delete "2," and insert "f' 

Page 4, line 36, delete "~" and insert "§." 

Page 5, line 16, delete '''1'' and insert "~" 

Page 5, line 25, delete "~" and insert "'J" 

Page 5, line 31, delete "g" and insert "§." 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 
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Speaker pro tempore Long called Simoneau to the Chair, 

S. F. No. 1867, A bill for an act relating to cemeteries; mausole
ums, prearranged funeral services; consumer protection; requiring 
the establishment of a construction performance bond; requiring a 
permanent care account for any mausoleum; providing reporting 
requirements; broadening the powers of the county auditors and 
state auditor; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 149.11; 
149.13; 306.03; 306.04; 306.37; 306.761; 306.77; and 306.773, sub
division .1; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, 
chapter 306. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended, and placed upon 
its final passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. There were 125 yeas and 3 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Danner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 

Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 
Larsen 

Lasley Onnen 
Lieder Orenstein 
Long Osthoff 
Marsh Otis 
McDonald Ozment 
McEachern Pappas 
McKasy Pauly 
McLaughlin Pelowski 
McPherson Peterson 
Milbert Poppenhagen 
Miller Price 
Minne Quinn 
Morrison Redalen 
Munger Reding 
Murphy Rest 
Nelson, C. Rice 
Nelson, D. Richter 
Nelson, K. Riveness 
Neuenschwander Rodosovich 
O'Connor Rose 
Ogren Rukavina 
Olsen, S. Sarna 
Olson, E. Schafer 
Olson, K. Scheid 
Omann Schreiber 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Carlson, D. Hugoson Waltman 

Seaberg 
Segal 
Shaver 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Starriu8 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wageruus 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was passed, as amended, and its title agreed to. 

S. F. No. 1940, A bill for an act relating to the Duluth transit 
authority; authorizing it to transport students. 
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The bill was read for the third time and placed upon its final 
passage. 

The question was taken on the passage ofthe bill and the roll was 
called.T.here were 79 yeas and 41 nays .as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Begich 
Bertram 
Boo 
Carlson, D. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Cooper 
Danner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
DeRaad 
Dom 
Greenfield 

Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Jolmson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 
Larsen 

Lasley Ogren 
Lieder Olson, E. 
Long Orenstein 
MarSh Otis 
McEachern Pappas 
McKasy Pelowski 
McLaughlin Peterson 
Milbert Price 
Minne Reding 
Munger Rest 
Murphy Riveness 
Nelson, C. Rukavina 
Nelson, D. Sarna 
Nelson, K. Scheid 
Neuenschwander Seaberg 
O'Connor Segal 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Beard Frerichs Jacobs Onnen 
Bennett Gruenes Knickerbocker Pauly 
Blatz Gutknecht Knuth Poppenhagen 
Burger Hartle McPherson Quinn 
Clausnitzer Haukoos Miller Redalen 
Dempsey Heap Olsen, S. Rodosovich 
Forsythe Himle Olson,' K. lWse 
Frederick Hugoson Omann Schafer 

The bill was passed and its title agreed to. 

S. F. No. 2525 was reported to the House. 

Onnen moved to amend S. F. No. 2525, as follows: 

Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Sparby 
Steensma 
Trimbl'e 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

Schreiber 
Shaver 
Stanius 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
'fjornhom 
Valento 
Waltman 

Page 1, line 22, delete "national" and insert "affordable" 

Amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 3, delete "national" and insert "affordable" 

A roll call was requested and properly seconded. 

The question was taken on the Onnen amendment and the. roll 
was called. There were 48 yeas and 74 nays as follows: 
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Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

BelUlett Frederick Knickerbocker Pauly Swenson 
Bertram Frerichs Marsh Poppenhagen Thiede 
Blatz Gruenes McDonald Redalen Tjomhom 
Burger Gutknecht McPherson IWse Tompkins 
Carlson, D. Hartle Miller &hafer Uphus 
Clausnitzer Haukoos Morrison Schreiber Valento 
Dempsey Heap Olsen, S. Seaberg Waltman 
DeRaad Himle Omann Shaver Winter 
Dille Hugoson Onnen StaniU8 
Forsythe Johnson, V. Ozment Sviggum 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Battaglia Jaros Lasley Orenstein Scheid 
Bauerly Jefferson Lieder Osthoff Segal 
Beard Jensen L0'l, Otis Simoneau 
Begich Johnson, A. Me achern Pappas Skoglund 
Brown Johnson, R. McLaughlin Pelowski Solberg 
Carlson, L. Kahn Milbert Peterson Sparby 
Carruthers Kalis Minne Price Steensma 
Clark Kelly Munger Quinn Trimble 
Cooper Kelso Murphy Reding Tunheim 
Danner Kinkel Nelson, C. Rice Vellenga 
Dawkins Kludt Nelson, D. Richter Voss 
DeBlieck Knuth Nelson, K. Riveness Wenzel 
Dorn Kostohryz O'Connor Rodosovich Wynia 
Greenfield Krueger 0rs;en Rukavina Spk. Vanasek 
Jacobs Larsen o son, E. Sarna 

The motion did not prevail and the amendment was not adopted. 

S. F. No. 2525, A resolution memorializing the President and 
Congress of the United States to enact a program of national health 
insurance. 

The bill was read for the third time and placed upon its final 
passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. There were 74 yeas and 47 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affinnati ve were: 

Anderson, G. Jefferson McLaughlin Orenstein Simoneau 
Battaglia Jensen Milbert Osthoff Skoglund 
Bauerly Johnson, A. Minne Otis Solberg 
Begich Johnson, R. Munger Pelowski Sparby 
Brown Kahn Murphy Peterson Steensma 
Carlson, L. Kelly Nelson, C. Price Trimble 
Carruthers Kelso Nelson, D. Quinn Tunheim 
Clark Kinkel Nelson, K. Reding Uphus 
Cooper Kludt NeuenSchwander Rest Vellenga 
Dauner Knuth O'Connor Rice Voss 
Dawkins Kostohryz °ten Riveness Wagenius 
Dorn Larsen o sen, S. Rukavina Wenzel 
Greenfield Lasley Olson, E. Sarna Wynia 
Jacobs LOI]!; Olson, K. Scheid Spk. Vanasek 
Jaros Me achern Omann Segal 
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Those who voted in the negative were: 

Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Clausnitzer 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 

Dille 
Forsythe 
. Frederick: 
Frerichs 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Himle 
Hugoson 

Johnson, V. 
Knickerbocker 
Marsh 
McDonald 
McKasy 
McPherson 
Miller 
Morrison 
Onnen 
Ozment 

Pauly 
Poppenhagen 
Redalen 
Richter 
Rodosovich 
Rose 
Schafer 

. Schreiber 
Shaver 
Sviggnm 

The bill was passed and its title agreed to. 

S. F. No. 2122 was reported to the House. 

[82nd Day 

Swenson. 
Thiede 
Tjornhom· 
Tompkins 
Valento 
Waltman 
Winter 

Nelson, D., moved to amend S. F. No. 2122, as follows: 

Delete everythIng after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 13.04, subdivision 4, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [PROCEDURE WHEN DATA IS NOT ACCURATE OR 
COMPLETE.] An individual subject of the data may contest the 
accuracy or completeness of public or private data. To exercise this 
right, an individual shall notify in writing the responsible authority 
describing the nature of the disagreement. The resP9nsible author
ity shall within 30 days either: (a) correct the data found to be 
inaccurate or incomplete and attempt to notify past recipients of 
inaccurate or incomplete data, including recipients named by the 
individual; or (b) notify the individulll that the authority believes 
the data to be correct. Data in dispute shall be disclosed only if the 
individual's statement of disagreement is included with the dis
closed data. 

The determination of the resP9nsible authority may be appealed 
pursuant to the provisions of the administrative procedure act 
relating· to contested cases. Upon receipt of an a{l!'eal !>y an 
individual, the commissioner shall, before issuing ~ order ana 
notice of ~ contested case hearing required !i.Y. chapter 14, ~ to 
resolve the dispute thr. education, conference, conciliation, and 
persuasWn.lfthe parties agree, the commissioner mal. also refer fue 
matter to mediatIOn. Upon written agreement of t e parties, the 
commISSIoner may dIsmiss an appeal. . - - -

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 13.67, is amended to 
read: 

13.67 [EMPLOYEE RELATIONS DATA.] 
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The following data collected, created, or maintained by the depart
ment of employee relations are classified as nonpublic data pursuant 
to section 13.02, subdivision 9: 

(a) The commissioner's plan prepared by the department, pursu
ant to section 3.855, which governs the compensation and terms and 
conditions of employment for employees not covered by collective 
bargaining agreements until the plan is submitted to the legislative 
commission on employee relations; 

(b) Data pertaining to grievance or interest arbitration that has 
not been presented to the arbitrator or other party during the 
arbitration process; 

(c) Notes and preliminary drafts of reports prepared during 
personnel investigations and personnel management reviews of 
state departments and agencies; ftftd 

(d) The managerial plan prepared by the department pursuant to 
section 43A.18 that governs the compensation and terms and 
conditions of employment for employees in managerial positions, as 
specified in section 43A.18, subdivision 3, and for employees in the 
career executive service pursuant to section 43A.18, sutxlivision 3, 
clause (c), until the plan is submitted to the legislative commission 
on employee relationsi. and 

(e) Claims experience and all related information received from 
carriers and claims administrators participating in either the state 
group insurance plan or the public employees insurance plan as 
defined in chapter 43A and survey information collected from 
employees and employers participating in these plans, except when 
the department determines that release of the data will not be 
detrImental to the plan. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 13.791, subdivision 1, is 
amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [GENERAL.] Unless the data is summary data or 
is otherwise classified by statute or federal law, all data collected 
and maintained by the department of jobs and training that pertain 
to individuals applying for or receiving rehabilitation services is 
private data on individuals. The commissioner of jobs and training 
may release the name, business address, and business telephone 
number of an individual licensed under section 248.07, subdivision 
8. 

Sec. 4. [13.792] [MINNESOTA ZOOLOGICAL GARDEN DATA.] 

The following data maintained ),y the Minnesota Zoological 
Garden are classified as private or nonpublic: 
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(1) research information gathered on prospects and donors to ,aid 
in determining appropriateness of solicitation and level of gift 
request; 

(2) specific data in prospect lists that would. identify prospects to 
be solicited, dOllar amounts to be requested,and name of solicitor; 

(3) portions of solicitation letters and proposals that identify the 
prospect being solicited and the dollar amount being requested; 

(4) letters, pledge cards, and other responses received from pro
spective donors in response to sollcitations; 

(5) portions of thank-you letters and other gift acknowledgement 
communications which would identify the name of the donor and the 
specific amount of the gift, pledge, or pledge payment; and 

(6) data detailing dates of gifts and specific gift amounts made h 
donors to the Minnesota zoo, eficept that the zoo will continue to 
p;:i'bITSh names of donors and @!! rangesas ~ the accepted practice 
in the fund-raising business. 

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 13.84, subdivision 5, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 5. [DISCLOSURE.] Private or confidential court services 
data shall not be disclosed except: 

(a) Pursuant to section 13.05; 

(b) Pursuant to a statute specifically authorizing disclosure of 
court services. data; 

(c) With the written permission of the source of confidential data; 

(d) To the court services department, parole or probation authority 
or correctional agency having statutorily granted supervision over 
the individual subject of the data; 6f' 

(e) Pursuant to subdivision 5a; or 

(D Pursuant to. a valid court order. 

Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 13.84, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 5a. [PUBLIC BENEFIT DATA.] The responsible authority 
or its designee of ~ court services department, parole or probation 
authOrity, or correctlOii3J .agency may make private or confidential 
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court services data related to criminal acts accessible to any law 
enforcement agency, or to the victim of ~ criminal act where the 
access will aid the victim in asserting the victim's legal rights, 

Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 13.84, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 5b. [EXCHANGES OF INFORMATION.] Nothing in this 
chapter prohibits the exchange of information by court services 
agencies if the exchanged information is pertinent and necessary to 
the requesting agency in initiating, furthering, or completing an 
investigation. 

Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 13.85, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 5. [PUBLIC BENEFIT DATA.] The responsible authority or 
its designee of any agency which maintains corrections and deten
tion data may make private or confidential corrections and deten
tion data accessible to any law enforcement agency, or to the victim 
of a criminal act where the access will aid the victim in asserting the 
victim's legal rights. ------

Sec. 9. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 138.17, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 9. [CHALLENGED DATA.] Data on individuals, that has 
been successfully challenged by an in"""dlvldual under the provISions 
of section 13.04, subdivision 4, may be altered, modified, or de
stroyed by ~ state agency, political subdivision, or statewide system 
without regard to the requirements of this section. 

After altering, modifying, or destroying successfully challenged 
data, ~ state agency, political subdivision, or statewide system may 
retain ~ ~ of the commissioner of administration's order issued 
under chapter 14 or, if no order were issued, ~ summary of the 
dispute between the parties that does not contain any particulars of 
the successfully challenged data. 

!fthe individual subsequently files a civil action against the state 
agency, political subdivision, or statewide system, in which the 
altered, modified, or destroyed data may affect the outcome of the 
legal action, the state agency, political subdivision, or statewide 
system may offer the order or summary into evidence. This offering 
will raise ~ presumption that any dispute over the facts that might 
be resolved ~ the data which was altered, modified, or destroyed 
because of the individual's challenge, must be resolved in favor of 
the state agency, political subdivision, or statewide system unless 
the individual offers clear and convincing evidence to the contrary. 
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Sec. 10. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 144.335, subdivision 2, 
is amended to r.ead: 

Subd. 2. [PATIENT ACCESS.] (a) Upon request, a provider shall 
supply to a patient complete and current information possessed by 
that provider concerning any diagnosis, treatment and prognosis of 
the patient in terms and language the patient can reasonably be 
expected to understand. 

(b) Upon a patient's written request, a provider, at a 'reasonable 
cost to the patient, shall furnish to the patient (1) copies of the 
patient's health record, including but not limited to laboratory 
reports, X-rays, prescriptions, and other technical information used 
in assessing the patient's health condition, or (2) the pertinent 
portion of the record relating to a SJleeifie condition, "" @f specified 
~ the Ifatient. With the consent of the patient, the provider may 
instead urnish only a summary of the record . 

. (c) If a provider, as defined in sl,lbdivision 1, clause (b) (1), 
reasonably determines that the information is detrimental to the 
physical or mental healthQf the patient, or is likely to cause the 
patient to inflict self harm, or to harm another, the provider may 
withhold the information from the patient and may supply the 
information to an appropriate third party or to another provider, as 
defined in subdivision 1, clause (b)(l). The other provider or third 
party may release the information to the patient. 

(d) A provider as defined in subdivision 1, clause (b)(2), shall 
release information upon written request unless, prior to the re
quest, a provider as defined in subdivision 1, clause (b)(l), has 
designated and described a specific basis for withholding the infor
mation as authorized by paragraph (c). 

Sec. 11. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 171.12, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Snbd. 3a. [RECORD DESTROYED WHEN REVOCATION OR 
SUSPENSION RESCINDED.] Notwithstanding subdivision 3 or 
section 138.163, when an order for revocation of a driver's licenSe is 
rescinded or an order for s-\iSj)eiision of a driver's license is rescinded," 
the commissioner shall destroy all records of the revocation or 
suspension. 

Sec. 12. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 260.161, 
subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. (a) Peace officers' records of children shall be kept 
separate from records of persons 18 years of age or older and shall 
not be open to public inspection or their contents disclosed to the 
public except (1) by order of the juvenile court,' or "*""f>£ (2) as 
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required by a written memorandum of understanding adopted under 
section 126.035, or (3) as authorized under chapter 13; except that 
traffic investigation reports may be open to inspection by a person 
who has sustained physical harm or economic loss as a result of the 
traffic accident. No photographs of a child taken into custody may be 
taken without the consent of the juvenile court unless the child is 
alleged to have violated section 169.121 or 169.129. Any person 
violating any of the provisions of this subdivision shall be guilty of 
a misdemeanor. 

(b) Nothing in this subdivision prohibits the exchange of informa
tion Qy law enforcement agencies !K the exchanged infonnation is 
pertinent and necessary to the reruesting agency in initiating, 
furthering, or completing a crimina investIgation. 

Sec. 13. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 363.061, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 4. [CHARGING PARTY ACCESS.] Data, comprised of 
materials and documentation provided i>.l' a charging ~ that is 
part of either an open or closed case file, snail be accessible i>.l' the 
charging party in accordance with section 13.04, subdivision 3. Tfie 
charging party, may also consent to the release of this data to tne 
charging party s attorney or other legal representative." 

Delete the title and insert: 

"A bill for an act relating to the collection and dissemination of 
data; proposing classifications of data as private and nonpublic; 
requiring the commissioner of administration to resolve disputes 
relating to data accuracy or completeness; making certain court 
services data relating to criminal acts accessible to law enforcement 
agencies; making certain corrections and detention data accessible 
to law enforcement agencies; authorizing certain data successfully 
challenged by an individual to be destroyed; requiring the commis
sioner of public safety to destroy records of revocation or suspension 
of a driver's license when revocation or suspension orders are 
rescinded; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 13.04, sub
division 4; 13.67; 13.791, subdivision 1; 13.84, subdivision 5, and by 
adding subdivisions; 13.85, by adding a subdivision; 138.17, by 
adding a subdivision; 144.335, subdivision 2; 171.12, by adding a 
subdivision; 363.061, by adding a subdivision; Minnesota Statutes 
1987 Supplement, section 260.161, subdivision 3; proposing coding 
for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 13." 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

Nelson, D., moved to amend S. F. No. 2122, as amended, as follows: 
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Page 6, line 35, after "rescinded" insert "and all rights of appeal 
have been exhausted or have expired" 

Page 6, line 36, delete everything after "shall" 

Page 7, line 1, delete "suspension" and insert "expunge the record 
of that revocation or suspension from the computer recordS1l:iat are 
disclosed to l'ersons or agencies outside the driver and vehicle 
services diviSIOn of the department of public safety" 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

Nelson, D., moved to amend S. F. No. 2122, as amen<;ied, as follows: 

Page 7, after line 31, insert: 

"Sec. 14. [EFFECTIVE DATE.J 

Sections 2, 11 and 13 are effective the day following final 
enactment.'~ 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

S. F. No. 2122, A bill for an act relating to the collection and 
dissemination of data; proposing classifications of data as private 
and nonpublic; providing for patient access to medical records; 
requiring outpatient diagnostic and test results to be retained as 
part of an individual permanent medical record; amending Minne
sota Statutes 1986, sections 13.04, subdivision 4; 13.67; 13.791, 
subdivision 1; 144.335, subdivision 2; 145.32, subdivision 2; 171.12, 
by adding a subdivision; and 363.061, by adding a subdivision; 
proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapters 13 and 
221; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 13.72, subdivision 
3. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended, and placed upon 
its final passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. There were 132 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
BattagJia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 

Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 

Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 

Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dom 
Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 

Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
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Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 
Larsen 
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Lasley Ogren 
Lieder Olsen, S. 
Long Olson, E. 
Marsh Olson, K. 
McDonald Omann 
McEachern Onnen 
McKasy Orenstein 
McLaughlin Osthoff 
McPherson Otis 
Milbert Ozment 
Miller Pappas 
Mione Pauly 
Morrison Pelowski 
Munger Peterson . 
Murphy Poppenhagen 
Nelson, C. Price 
Nelson, D. Quinn 
Nelson, K. Redalen 
Neuenschwander Reding 
O'Connor Rest 

Rice 
Richter 
Riveness 
Rodosovich 
Rose 
Rukavina 
Sarna 
Schafer 
Scheid 
Schreiber 
Seaberg 
Segal 
Shaver 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stamus 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
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Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was passed, as amended, and its title agreed to. 

S. F. No. 2096 was reported to the House. 

Sparby moved to amend S. F. No. 2096, as follows: 

Page 5, line 11, after "Q" insert "are effective the day after 
enactment and" . 

Page 5, line 14, delete "May 31, 1988" and insert "the day of 
enactment" 

Page 5, lines 15 and 17, delete "June 1, 1988" and insert "the day 
of enactment" --- -- ---

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

Sparby moved to amend S. F. No. 2096, as amended, as follows: 

Page 4, line 18, delete "or" 

Page 4, line 26, after "manufacturer" and before the period insert 
"2 or 

(4) attempt or threaten to terminate, cancel, fail to renew or 
substantially cnange the competItive circumstances ofthe dealer
ship agreement if the attempt or threat is based on the results of !! 
natural disaster iiiCruding !! sustameu urought Tn the dealership 
market area, a labor dispute or other circumstance beyond the 
dealer's oontrof' -- - -- -

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 
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S. F. No. 2096, A bill for an act relating to commerce; regulating 
and governing business relations between manufacturers of agricnl
tural equipment and independent retail dealers of those products; 
proposing coding for new law in Miimesota Statutes,. chapter 325E. . 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended, and placed upon 
its final passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. There were 127 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dom 
Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 

Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 
Larsen 
Lasley 

Lieder Otis 
Long Ozment 
Marsh Pappas 
McDonald Pauly 
McEachern Pelowski 
McKasy Peterson 
McLaughlin Poppenhagen 
Milbert Price 
Miller Quinn 
Minne Redalen 
Morrison Reding 
Munger Rest 
Murphy Rice 
Nelson, C. Richter 
Nelson, D. Riveness 
Nelson, K. Rodosovich 
Neuenschwander Rose 
O'Connor Rukavina 
Ogren Sarna 
Olsen,.s. Schafer 
Olson, E. Scbeid 
Olson, K. Schreiber 
Omann Seaberg 
Onnen Segal 
Orenstein Shaver 
Osthoff Simoneau 

Skoglnnd 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjomhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
\\Jss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was passed, as amended, and its title agreed to. 

S. F. No. 2214 was reported to the House. 

Jennings moved to amend S. F. No. 2214, as follows: 

Delete everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 84.027, is amended 
by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 10. [SALE OF SURPLUS LANDS TO WCAL GOVERN
MENTS FOR RECREATIONAL OR NATURAL RESOURCES PUR
POSES.] (a) The commissioner, with the approval of the state 
executive councu, may sell the class of [alidor mterest inland under 
paragraph (6) to a county, home ru[e clUiiier or statutory city, town, 
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or other governmental subdivision of the state for public use, 
incfi:idIilg recreational or natural resource purposes. 

(b) The commissioner may sell the class ofland or interest in land 
thatlias been ac uired Qy gil!, purcnase, or eminent domain and the 
commissloller has eciaredSUrplus. The commissioner shall aeaare 
land surplus in writing and state the reasons why the land or 
interest in land if; no longer neeaea. 

(c) The commissioner shall appraise the land or interest in land 
before the land or interest in land if; sorcr, and may sell the land or 
interest in land for less than the appraised value if the commis
sioner determines, in writing, that!! if; in the public interest. 

(d) The commissioner shall convey the state's interest in the name 
of the state by quitclaim deed in !'c form approved Qy tfie attorne~ 
general. Theaeed must reserve to the state mineraTs and minera 
right" in the manner provided in sections 93.01 and 93.02, and 
prOVl ethat the land or interest in land reverts to the state if the 
governmentaISUliiliVlffion acquiring the land or interest in land: 

(1) fails to provide the public use intended on the property; 

(2) allows !'c public use other than the publichuse ar,eed to Qy the 
commissioner at the time of conveyance wit out U written !'cP: 
provai of the commissioner; or 

(3) abandons the public use of the property. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 84.631, is amended to 
read: 

84.631 [ROAD EASEMENTS ACROSS TR.,\ILS EST/.BLISHED 
QN MJQUlRED R."..ILROAO RIGHTS OF WAY STATE LANDS.] 

The commissioner, on behalf of the state, may convey a road 
easement across aH;Y a!lIma.enea. milrsaa. right sf Nay wffieh has 
Been ae'luiFea by the state fer tFail j3urj3sses, aM wffieh is state land 
under the commissioner's jurisdiction other than school trust land, 
to a private person requesting an easement for access to property 
owned by the person 6Rly if the faUswiRg re'lUiremeRts are FIleti W 
alternati'fe methsas to aetaffi ae€€SS to the j3rsj3erty have Been 
S!lIlght aM eJ<haustea by the j3eFSeR seekiRg the easemeRt thrsugh 
the estaBlish_At af a tawR 6¥ ethel' lae&l gs\'erRfHeRt I'ead; aM ~ 
the eeFf.lHlissisfter deteFmines that the haFr:lshi~ ta the ~ beffig 
aej3rivea. af ae€€SS sutweighs aH;Y "aveFBe efleets to the state sWRea 
laM ea<>seEI by eReumseriRg the state sWRea laM with a FSaEI 
easemeRt. OR aeteFfHiRiRg that aR easemeRt will be graRtea Iilliler 
this susaivisisR,c The commissioner shall, 
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(1) require the applicant to pay the market value of the easement, 
...Hishall· 

2 

(2) provide ... that the easement that it shall re¥ffi't reverts to the 
state in the event of nonus~ 'l%e eemmi9sieBep may; and 

(3) impose other terms and conditions of use as necessary and 
appropriate under the circumstances. 

Sec. 3. [84.632] [CONVEYANCE OF UNNEEDED STATE FLOW
AGE EASEMENTS.] 

(a) Notwithstanding section i!2.45, the commissioner of natural 
resources maYh 

in the name of testate, release a flowage easement 
aCquired ~ ~ state to ~ landowner whose property ~ burdened 
WIth the flowage easement if the flowage easement is not needed for 
state purposes. 

(b) The entire, or ~ ortion of a, flowage easement may be released 
~ pa,Y1I)ent of consi eration in an amount determined ~ the 
commiSSIOner. The conveyance mustbe fu: quitclaim deed in ~ form 
approved fu: the attorney general. 

(c) Money received for the flowage easement shall be deposited in 
the account from which money was expended for purchase of the 
flOwage easement. 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 85.015, subdivision 1, is 
amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [ACQUISITION.] (a) The commissioner of natural 
resources shall establish, develop, maintain, and operate the trails 
designated in this section. Each trail shall have the purposes 
assigned to it in this section. The commissioner of natural resources 
may acquire lands by gift or purchase, in fee or easement, for the 
trail and facilities related to the trail. 

(b) The commissioner of natural resources, in the name of the 
state, may· sell surplus Tands not needed for trail Piiij)oses to 
iiiljOilling property owners and leaseholders. The conveyance must 
be fu: quitclaim in ~ form a~proved ~ the attorney general for ~ 
consideration not less than ~ appraiseavalue. 

Sec. 5. [92.025] [SCHOOL TRUST LAND DEFINITION.] 

For ~urposes of chapters 92 and ~ "school trust land" means land 
grante ~ the United States for use of schools within each town
lhi~ swampland granteatOthe state, and inteffiaITmprovement 
an that are reserved for permanent school fund purposes under the 
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Minnesota Constitution, article XI, section 8, and land exchanged, 
purchased, or granted to the permanent school fund. 

Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 92.16, subdivision 1, is 
amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [CONTENTS; DEFAULT, RESALE.] At the time of 
the sale the commissioner shall execute, acknowledge, and deliver to 
the purchaser a certificate of sale, numbered and made assignable, 
certifying the description of the land sold, its quantity, the price per 
acre, the consideration paid and to be paid, and the time and terms 
of payment. A certificate must not be delivered until the sum 
required by law to be paid at the time of the sale is paid te the 
treas"rer efthe e<>HJ>ty where the sale takes f'laee. The sum includes 
costs determined by the commissioner to be associatea with the sale 
such as survey, appraisal, publication, deed tax, filing fee, and 
srnwar costs. If the purchaser fails to pay the sum, the commissioner 
may immedIately reoffer the land for sale, but '*' a bid may not be 
reeei"ea accepted from the person se failing to ~ EIle originaloffer. 

Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 92.23, is amended to 
read: 

92.23 [PAYMENTS; RECEIPTS; LlAIlILITY GF OFFICIAL8.J 

The holder of a certificate of sale may pay the treas"rer ef the 
"e"nty eeRtaining the laOO commissioner any amount due on the 
certificate. The treas"rer commissioner shall issue 'l"aar"l'lieate 
duplicate receipts specifying the date, the name and address of the 
person making the payment, the amount paid, whether for principal 
or interest, the fund to which it is applicable, and the number of the 
certificate. The receipt HHtSt be e8lffitersignea by the a ... liter ef the 
es"nty, and has the same effect as if given by the state treasurer. The 
"s"nty treas"rer commissioner shall deliver one copy to the holder 
of the certificate, SHe tethe "S"Rty auaitsr, SHe te the eemmissieneF, 
and retain one copy. 

'!'he liaBility HR<ler the effieial bends sf .s"nty treas".ers aH<I ef 
their a"I'Hties aH<I eP8l'lsyees iRel"aes liaBility ffir the faithf .. l 
I'eriermanee ef their dttties HR<ler this seetieR. 

Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 92.24, is amended to 
read: 

92.24 [MONEY PAID TO STATE TREASURER.] 

The e<>HJ>ty treas"rer HHtSt held commissioner shall ~ over all 
money received on account of certificates of sale sHBjeet to the ertJ.ep 
ef the state treasurer for deposit as required lly section 92.28 and 
other applicable laws. (ffi J>me W and Deeeraller &± eaeh year and 
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at eth€¥ times wheft re'l'lested by the state treasurer, the ......aty 
treasure.rshalll*'Y ffita the state treasury the .......ey reeeived sHtee 
the last )3ayment. 

Sec. 9. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 92.26, is amended. to 
read: 

Q2.26 [STATEMENT OF SALES.] 

Before May 2 each year the director commissioner shall traasmit 
to eaeh ......aty.treasarerwite has execated and FetaFBed bead 
prepare a statement showing the lands sold in that each county, the 
classes to which they belong, the numbers of the cerhficates of sale, 
the name of the persons to whom each was issued, and the amount 
of principal and interest due on each certificate on June 1. The 
director commissioner shall )3Fovide instFllctions and fuFms to en
able the treas ... er to eaFFJ' em this eha)3ter forward copies of the 
statement to the governor and to the commissioner of finance. 

Sec. 10. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 92.27, is amended to 
read: 

92.27 [COUNTY lillDITORS; DUTIES AND POWERS COM-
MISSIONER'S REPORT ON CLOSE OF SALE.] --

At the time re'luired by law to retura abstracts sf settlement to 
the commissioner er at any eth€¥ time re'l'lested by the cemmis 
sioner, the county aaditor shall ferward to the commissioner all 
dU)3licate reeei)3ts sf princi)3a!, interest, er )3enalties delivered to the 
aaditor, with a certified statement sf collections by the ......aty 
treasarer. The certified statement mHSt s)3ecify the amount sf eaeh 
item-; The eetUlty a1:18itsp commissioner or the commissioner's des
ignated agent shall act as clerk of land sales made by the commis
sioner and may make sales wheft aathori.ed by the commissioner, in 
whieh ease the auditer's de)3aty shall act as eleffi. Immediately after 
the close of all sales, the eSl:IHty Bl:IElitey commissioner shall prepare 
!'o rcport to the commissioner the descri)3tion Sf describing each tract 
sold, the amount for which it was sold, and the amount paid. Fer 
eaeh day while "" engaged the ......aty aaditor shall be jlffid $& 
Payment mHSt be made em sf any a)3)3F8)3riatioB fer the a)3praisa! 
and sale sf these laatIs, 

Sec. 11. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 92.29, is amended to 
read: 

92.29 [LAND PATENTS.] 

The g8'/eFBOr commissioner of natural resources shall sign and 
issue, in the name of the state and under the seal of the state, 
attesteaby the --.;;;ffimTsslaiier, a patent for the land described in any 
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certificate of sale when it is presented eHd8rsed with the se.titi8ate 
ef the 88mmissi8Her W that the principal and interest specified in it 
the certificate of sale and all taxes due on this the land have been 
paid and f2f that. The patent shettkI issue shaUbe issued to the 
Hamed !,ateHtee. the !'ateHtee shall be the purchaser named in the 
certificate of sale, or the purchaser's successor in· interest by execu
tion, judicial, mortgage or tax sale, or the assignee, vendee, heir or 
devisee of the purchaser, as shown by a properly certified abstract of 
title or other evidence if the HaBied l3atefttee purchaser's successor is 
any a person other than the 8rigiHai purchaser named in the 
certificate of sale. If the certificate of sale has become lost Or 
destroyed, an affidavit stating that fact must be submitted by the 
applicant for a patent. 

Sec. 12. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 92.50, subdivision 1, is 
amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [LEASE TERMS.] (a) The commissioner of natural 
resources may lease, at jlHhlie SF !,mate veHdue and at the jWioos 
and HHdeF the terms and s8Hditi8HS the e8mmissi8Her may jlFe
seribe, any state 8wHedlands land under the commissioner's juris
diction and control teF the !'ur""",, ef taking and rem8'llftgo 

(1) to remove sand, gravel, clay, rock, marl, peat, and black dirt,teF 
stsringi 

(2) to store ore, waste materials from mines, or rock and tailings 
from ore milling plants,.i. 

(3) for roads or railroads,; or 

(4) for any other uses consistent with the interests of the state. 
Exee!'t as 8therwise !,F8vided iH this s..edivisi8ft, the term ef 

(b) The commissioner shall offer the lease at public or private sale 
for an amount and under tenns and conditions prescribed ~ the 
commissioner. Commercial. leases for more than ten years and 
leases for removal of peat must be approved ~ the executiVe 
council. 

(c) The lease term may not exceed ten yearso except: 

(1) leases of lands for storage sites for ore, ·waste materials from 
mines, or rock and tailings from ore milling plants, or for the 
removal of peat, SF teF the ase ef jl8ftt lands teF agrieultural !'ur!'8ses 
may not exceed a term of 25 years~ Leases teF the Fem8yal ef jl8ftt 
must be a!'!'r8vedhy the e"eeutive 8811Heil; 

(2) leases for the use of peat lands for agricultural purposes may 
not exceed 21 years; and 
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(3) leases for commercial purposes, including major resort, con
vention center, or recreational area purposes, may not exceed ~ term, 
of 40 years. 

All (d) Leases must be subject to sale and leasing of the land for 
mineral purposes and contain a provision for cancellation for just 
cause at any time by the commissioner upon six months' written 
notice. A longer notice period, not exceeding three years, may be 
provided in leases for storing ore, waste materials from mines or 
rock or tailings from ore milling plants. The commissioner may 
determine the terms and conditions, including the notice period,·for 
cancellation of a lease for the removal of peat and commercial leases. 

(e) Money received from leases under this section must be credited 
to fue fund to which the land belongs. 

Sec. 13. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 94.342, subdivision 3, is 
amended to read: 

Subd, 3. [CLASS C.] Ne laM sl'eeifieally desigaatea by taw as a 
state f"H'k shall be gi¥en in exeaaRge aeFell .. deF lIHless eXI'Fessly 
allthaFi,ea by the legislatHFe. Ne Land bordering on or adjacent to 
any meandered or other public waters and withdrawn from sale by 
law shall ~ Class Q land. Class C land may not be given in exchange 
unless expressly authorizealiY £lie legislature or unless through the 
same exchange the state acquires lc~nd on the same or other public 
waters in the same general vicinity affording at least equal oppor
tunity for access to the waters. and other riparian use by the public; 
provided, that any exchange with the United States or any agency 
thereof may be made free from this limitation upon condition that 
the state land given in exchange bordering on public waters shall be 
subject to reservations by the state for public travel along the shores 
as provided by Minnesota Statutes 1945; section 92.45, and that 
there shall be reserved by the state such additional rights of public 
use upon suitable portions of of such state land as the commissioner 
of natural resources, with the approval of the land exchange board, 
may deem necessary or desirable for camping, hunting, fishing, 
access to the water, and other public uses. 

Sec. 14. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 94.342, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 4. [STATE PARK LAND.] Land specifically designated ~ 
law as "state park may not be given in exchange unless the land ~ 
school trust land that ~ exchanged for Class A or Class Q land 
located outside" state park. 

Sec. 15. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 94.342, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 
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Subd. 5. [SCHOOL TRUST LAND.] School trust land may be 
exChafigeo with other state land only!!: the permanent school fund 
advisory committee ~ appointed as temporary trustee of the school 
trust land for purposes of the exchange. The committee sharrprovide 
independent legal counsel to review exchanges. 

Sec. 16. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 94.343, subdivision 3, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 3. Except as otherwise herein provided, Class A land shall 
be exchanged only for land of at least substantially equal value to 
the state, as determined by the commissioner, with the approval of 
the hoard. For the purposes of such determination, the commissioner 
shall cause the state land and the land proposed to be exchanged 
therefor to be examined and appraised by qualified state appraisers 
as provided in section 92.12 in like manner as state school trust land 
to be offered for sale; provided, that in exchanges with the United 
States or any agency thereof the examination and appraisal may be 
made in such manner as the land exchange board may direct. The 
appraisers shall determine the fair market value of the lands 
involved, disregarding any minimum value fixed for state land by 
the state constitution or by law, and shall make a report thereof, 
together with such other pertinent information respecting the use 
and value of the lands to the state as they deem pertinent or as the 
commissioner or the board may require. Such reports shall be filed 
and preserved in the same manner as other reports of appraisal of 
state lands. The appraised values shall not be conclusive, but shall 
-be taken into consideration by the commissioner and the board, 
together with such other matters as they deem material, in deter
mining the values for the purposes of exchange. 

Sec. 17. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 94.344, subdivision 1, is 
amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. Except as otherwise hereffi provided, any Class B 
land may, by resolution of the county board of the county iR wIHeh 
where the land is situatea located and with the unanimous approval 
of the land exchange board, may be exchanged for laM sf the Unite a 
States ~ publicly held or privately owned land in the same county 
iR the manneF and sul;jeet te the esnllitisRs hereffi flFeseFillell. 

Sec. 18. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 94.348, is amended to 
read: . 

94.348 [EXCHANGES OF STATE OWNED LAND, APPRAISAL 
FEE.] 

Subdivision 1. Whenever a private land owner or governmental 
unit, except the state, presents to the Minnesota land exchange 
board, an offer to exchange private or publicly held land for Class A 
state-owned land as defined in section 94.342, the private land 
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owner shall de"esit with or governmental unit shalll'!!Y to the board 
an appraisal and survey fee of not less than $25 nor more than $lOO, 
the ameunt te be one-half of the cost of a:t!€:isala::id survey 
determined by the board, de"ending UflOO the area sf . invelved 
in the etIeF. 

Subd. 2. If the etIeF sf the "rivete laOO ewHef' is aeee!Jted by. the 
00affi aDd the laOO elfchaage is eeasuffiffiated, -. if the 00affi 
refuses te aeeejlt the etIeF the a""Faisal tee shall be FefHaded, 
etherwise the a""Faisal [APPRAISAL AND SURVEY FEE.] (a) 
Except as provided in paragraph (b), the appraisal and survey fee 
shall be retained by the board. . 

(b) The appraisal and survey fee shall be refunded if: 

(1) the land exchange offer ~ withdrawn 1'.Y '" private land owner 
or '" governmental unit before money ~ spent for the appraisal and 
survey; or 

(2) the board refuses to accept the land exchange offer. 

Sec. 19. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 105.392, 
subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [PAYMENT AND HELP TO OWNER.] In return for the 
easement of the owner, the commissioner must provide advice on 
conservation and development 'Practices on the wetlands and adja
cent areas for the purposes of this section as the commissioner 
determines to be appropriate. The commissioner must make the 
following payments to the landowner for the easement: 

(1) for a permanent easement, 50 percent of the average equalized 
estimated market value of cropland in the township as established 
by the commissioner of revenue for the time period when the 
application is made; 

(2) for an easement of limited duration, a lump sum payment 
equal to the !JFeseat value sf the aaaual "B)·meats fuF tI>e·teFm sf 
theeasemeat Based IlB W "eFeeat sf the meaD adjasted eash FeBtal 
fuF cre"laad in the esuaty as established by the eemmissiener sf 
revenue 65 percent of the value of the permanent easement value for 
the time period when the application is madei or 

(3) an alternative payment Ststem for easements based on cash 
rent or a similar system as may e determined !!r the COiiiffiiSslOner. 

Sec. 20. [REPEALER.] 

Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 92.25, ~ repealed. 
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Sec. 21. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

Sections 6 to 10 and 20 are effective January 1, 1989." 

Delete the title and insert: 

''A bill for an act relating to natural resources; authorizing the 
commissioner to sell certain surplus lands to local governments for 
local recreation or natural resource purposes; authorizing the com
missioner of natural resources to convey road and flowage easements 
in certain circumstances; transferring duties and powers of county 
auditors and treasurers relating to sales of certain classes of state 
land to the commissioner; transferring the authority to issue state 
land patents from the governor to the commissioner; specifying the 
amount above appraised value that the commissioner may pay when 
acquiring land; authorizing long-term leases of state land for certain 
purposes; modifying certain provisions of land exchange laws relat
ing to appraisals and fees; implementing exchanges of public land 
authorized by the constitution; authorizing exchange of school trust 
land located within a state park; appointing an independent trustee 
and legal counsel for land exchanges involving school trust land; 
providing a procedure for exchange of Class B land with Class A or 
Class C land; authorizing governmental units to exchange land in 
the same manner as private persons; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1986, sections 84.027, by adding a subdivision; 84.631; 85.015, 
subdivision 1; 92.16, subdivision 1; 92.23; 92.24; 92.26; 92.27; 92.29; 
92.50, subdivision 1; 94.342, subdivision 3, and by adding subdivi
sions; 94.343, subdivision 3; 94.344, subdivision 1; 94.348; Minne
sota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 105.392, subdivision 4; 
proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapters 84 and 
92; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 92.25." 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

S. F. No. 2214, A bill for an act relating to natural resources; 
authorizing the commissioner to sell certain surplus lands to local 
goveTIlments for local recreation or natural resource purposes; 
authorizing the commissioner of natural resources to convey road 
and flowage easements in certain circumstances; transferring duties 
and powers of county auditors and treasurers relating to sales of 
certain classes of state land to the commissioner; transferring the 
authority to issue state land patents from the governor to the 
commissioner; specifying the amount above appraised value that the 
commissioner may pay when acquiring land; authorizing long-term 
leases of state land for certain purposes; modifying certain provi
sions of land exchange laws relating to appraisals and fees; imple
menting exchanges of public land authorized by the constitution; 
authorizing exchange of school trust land located within a state 
park; appointing an independent trustee and legal counsel for land 
exchanges involving school trust land; providing a procedure for 
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exchange of Class B land with Class A or Class C land; authorizing 
governmental units to exchange land in the same manner as private 
persons; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 84.027, by 
adding a subdivision; 84.631; 85.015, subdivision 1; 92.16, subdivi
sion 1; 92.23; 92.24; 92.26; 92.27; 92.29; 92.50, subdivision 1; 94.342, 
subdivision 3, and by adding subdivisions; 94.343, subdivisions 3 
and 9; 94.344, subdivisions 1, 3, 7, and 10; 94.348; Minnesota 
Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 84.0272; and 105.392, subdivi
sion 4; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapters 
84 and 92; repealing Minnesota Statutes" 1986, section 92.25. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended, and placed upon 
its final passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
Cljlled. There were 133 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
BeIinett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeNaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 

Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
KnickerbocKer 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 

Krueger Onnen 
Larsen 'Orenstein 
Lasley Osthoff 
Lieder 'Otis 
Long 'Ozment 
Marsh Pappas 
McDonald Pauly 
McEachern Pelowski 
McKasy Peterson 
McLaughlin Poppenhagen 
McPherson Price 
Milhert Quinn 
Miller Redalen 
Minne Reding 
Morrison Rest 
Munger Rice 
Murphy Richter 
Nelson, C. Riveness 
Nelson, D. Rodosovich 
Nelson. K. Rose 
Neuenschwander Rukavina 
O'Connor Sarna 
Ogren Schafer 
Olsen, S. Scheid 
Olson, E. Schreiber 
Olson, K. Seaherg 
Omann Segal 

Shaver 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solherg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
'lJornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
',\\,lle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was passed, as amended, and its title agreed to. 

H. F. No. 2485 was reported to the House. 

There being ~o objection, H. F. No. 2485 was continued on Special 
Orders for one day. 

Carlson, D., and Rose were excused between the hours of 5:40 p.m. 
and 7:00 p.m. 
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H. F. No. 2526 was reported to the House. 

Price moved to amend H. F. No. 2526, the first engrossment, as 
follows: 

Delete everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section 1. [POLICY STATEMENT; LEGISLATIVE FINDINGS.] 

Since 1931 the expressed policy of the state of Minnesota, stated 
by law iiil.\ITnnesota Statutes, sectlOll48l.02, subdivision 3, clause 
(3), hasoeen that real estate brokers and salespeo~le mjY provJcIe 
drafting services illclclent to real estate closings. the egislature 
continues to find that the public interest will be served !i.Y. rrmit
ting the provision of those services ~ brokers,saIeSpeop e, and 
closing agents with or without compensation. The legIslature also 
finds ~ appropriate, and ~ ~ the purpose of this act, to provrae 
clarification of the role of real estate brokers, salespeople, and 
closing agents. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 82.17, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 10. "Closing ag'dnt" or "real estate closing kgent" means any 
person, except ~ license attorney, real estate bra er, or real estate 
salesperson, who for another and with or without a commission, fee, 
or other valuable consideration or with or without the intention or 
expectation of receiving ::Ie commisswn, fee, or other valuable con
sideration, directly or indirectly rovides closing services inCIdent to 
the sale, trade, lease, or loan "-- residential real estate, inclUding 
drawing or assisting in drawing papers incident to the sale, trfide, 
lease, or loan, or advertises or claims to be engaged in t ese 
activities. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 481.02, subdivision 3, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [PERMITTED ACTIONS.] The provisions of this section 
shall not prohibit: 

(1) any person from drawing, without charge, any document to 
which the person, an employer of the person, a firm of which the 
person is a member, or a corporation whose officer or employee the 
person is, is a party, except another's will or testamentary disposi
tion or instrument of trust serving purposes similar to those of a 
will; 

(2) a person from drawing a will for another in an emergency if the 
imminence of death leaves insufficient time to have it drawn and its 
execution supervised by a licensed attorney-at-law; 
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(3) aHY ""'" aetffig as ~ fa., ~ I'aFties at' agent ef eBe ef ~ 
I'aFties t& a sale at' tffi<Ie at' lease ef I'FSI'erty at' t& a leaR-; frem 
Ekawing at' assisting in eiFawing, with at' witfls"t efiaFge, I"'f'ePS 
meieiem t& ~ sale; tFaele, kaee, at' *'-t ' 

W any insurance company from causing to be defended, or from 
offering to cause to be defended through lawyers of its selection, the 
insureds in policies issued or to be issued by it, in accordance with 
the terms of the policies; 

W (4) a licensed attorney-at-law from acting for several common
carrier corporations or any of its subsidiaries pursuant to arrange
ment between the corporations; 

«B (5) any bona fide labor organization from giving legal advice to 
its members in matters arising out of their employment; 

t+t (6) any person from conferring or cooperating with a licensed 
attorney-at-law of another in preparing any legal document, if the 
attorney is not, directly or indirectly, in the employ of the person or 
of any person, firm, or corporation represented by the person; 

{8t (7) any licensed attorney-at-law of Minnesota, who is an officer 
or employee of a corporation, from drawing, for or without compen
sation, any document to which the corporation is a party or in which 
it is interested personally or in a representative capacity, except 
wills or testamentary dispositions or instruments of trust serving 
purposes similar to those of a will, but any charge made for the legal 
work connected with preparing and drawing the document shall not 
exceed the amount paid to and received and retained by the attorney, 
and the attorney shall not, directly or indirectly, rebate the fee to or 
divide the fee with the corporation; 

f9f (8) any person or corporation from drawing, for or without a fee, 
farm or house leases, notes, mortgages, chattel mortgages, bills of 
sale, deeds, assignments, satisfactions, or any other conveyances 
except testamentary dispositions and instruments of trust; 

{lGt (9) a licensed attorney-at-law of Minnesota from rendering to 
a corporation legal services to itself at the expense of one or more of 
its bona fide principal stockholders by whom the attorney is em
ployed and by whom no compensation is, directly or indirectly, 
received for the services; 

fIB (10) any person or corporation engaged in the business of 
making collections from engaging or turning over to an attorney-at
law for the purpose of instituting and conducting suit or making 
proof of claim of a creditor in any case in which the attorney-at-law 
receives the entire compensation for the work; 
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g.g} (11) any regularly established farm journal or newspaper, 
devoted to general news, from publishing a department of legal 
questions and answers to them, made by a licensed attorney-at-law, 
if no answer is accompanied or at any time preceded or followed by 
any charge for it, any disclosure of any name of the maker of any 
answer, any recommendation of or reference to anyone to furnish 
legal advice or services, or by any legal advice or service for the 
periodical or anyone connected with it or suggested by it, directly or 
indirectly; 

fl<lf (12) any authorized management agent of an owner of rental 
property used for residential purposes, whether the management 
agent is a natural person, corporation, partnership, limited partner
ship, or any other business entity, from commencing, maintaining, 
conducting, or defending in its own behalf any action in any court in 
this state to recover or retain possession of the property, except that 
the provision of this clause does not authorize a person who is not a 
licensed attorney-at-law to conduct a jury trial or to appear before a 
district court or the court of appeals or supreme court pursuant to an 
appeal; and 

(-l4) (13) any person from commencing, maintaining, conducting, 
or defending on behalf of the plaintiff or defendant any action in any 
court of this state pursuant to the provisions of section 566.115 or 
sections 566.18 to 566.33 or from commencing, maintaining, con
ducting, or defending on behalf of the plaintiff or defendant any 
action in any court of this state for the recovery of rental property 
used for residential purposes pursuant to the provisions of section 
566.02 or 566.03, subdivision 1, except that the provision of this 
clause does not authorize a person who is not a licensed attorney
at-law to conduct a jury trial or to appear before a district court or 
the court of appeals or supreme court pursuant to an appeal, and 
provided that, except for a nonprofit corporation, a person who is not 
a licensed attorney-at-law shall not charge or collect a separate fee 
for services rendered pursuant to this clause. 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 481.02, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 3a. [REAL ESTATE CLOSING SERVICES.] Nothing in this 
section shall be construed to prevent" real estate broker, " real 
estate salesperson, or ~ real estate' closing agent, as defined in 
section 82.17 from drawing or assisting in drawing papers incident 
to the sale, trade, lease, or loan of property, or from charging for 
drawing or assisting in drawing them, except as hereafter provided 
h the supreme court. 

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 481.02, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 9. Nothing in section 481.02, subdivision 3a, shall be 
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construed to allow a person other than ~ licensed attorney to 
perform or prOVlOe tne services of an attorney or be construed to 
otnerwise conflict with section 481.02. 

Sec. 6. [507.45] [RESIDENTIAL REAL ESTATE CLOSINGS.] 

Subdivision .!:. Residential real estate c~osing services jay be 
provided and ~ fee charged fu: ~ license attorney, rea estate 
broker, real estate salesperson, and real estate closing agent. 

Subd. 2. If the closinr. services are to be prOVided ~ ~ real estate 
broker, rear estate saesperson, or real estate closing agent, the 
following regulations shal1~ 

(a) The written contract for closing services shall state in at least 
lO-point ~ that the real estate broker, real estate salesperson, or 
real estateCIosing agent has not and, under apfllicable state law, 
jay not express opinions regarding the legal" ect of the dosing 

ocuments or of the closing itself. - -

(b) No closing fee may be charged if a closing is performed without 
ei£l1er ~ mortgagee's or owner's title insqrance commitment or ~ 
legal opinion regarding the status of title. 

(cl Exce~t for charfes required to be disclosed ~ Regulation Z, 
Code of Fe eral Refiljations, title 12, section 226, no closing fee may 
be charged unless t e Pbarty to be charged is informed of theCllarge 
in-writing at least live usiness days before theclosing~tIie party 
Charging for the closing services. -

Sec. 7, [CONSTRUCTION.] 

Nothing in this act shall be construed to imply that fees charted 
for closing services before its enactment constituted the unaut 0-
rized practice of law-. -- -- --

Sec. 8. [NONSEVERABILITY.] 

If section 4_ or section 6, subdivision 1, is found to be unconstitu
tional orotheI:wise inoperative, the entire act shall be void and 
WIthOut effect. _ 

Sec. 9. [EFFECTIVE DATES.] 

Sections 2, 3, 4, §. and 6, subdivision 1, take effect the day after 
final enactment. The other sections ana Sii@ivisions take effect 
Jailiiary 1, 1989."-- --- -- -- ---

---
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Quinn moved to amend the Price amendment to H. F. No. 2526, 
the first engrossment, as follows: 

Page 5, after line 26, insert: 

"(d) " seller of title insurance must indicate on the front ~ of 
the policy in 20 point tyjJ!) the standard exclusions from coverage, 
and this must be disclosed to the potential purchaser prior to the ClOsiiig." -- - - -~ - -~ 

The motion prevailed and the amendment to the amendment was 
adopted. 

The question recurred on the Price amendment, as amended, to 
H. F. No. 2526. The motion prevailed and the amendment, as 
amended, was adopted. 

H. F No. 2526, A bill for an act relating to consumer protection; 
regulating the provision of real estate closing services; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 82.17, by adding a subdivision; 
and 481.02, subdivision 3, and by adding subdivisions; proposing 
coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 507. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended, and placed upon 
its final passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. There were 118 yeas and 7 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, L. 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Danner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 

Frederick 
Frerichs 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 

Krueger 
Larsen 
Lasley 
Lieder 
Long 
Marsh 
McDonald 
McEachern 
McKasy 
McLaughlin 
McPherson 
Milbert 
Miller 
Minne 
MlUlger 
Murphy 
Nelson, C. 
Nelson, D. 
Nelson, K. 
O'Connor 
Ogren 
Olson, E. 
Olson, K. 
Omann 
Onnen 

Osthoff 
Otis 
Ozment 
Pappas 
Pauly 
Pelowski 
Peterson 
Poppenhagen 
Price 
Quinn 
Redalen 
Reding 
Rice 
Richter 
Riveness 
Rodosovich 
Rukavina 
Sarna 
Schafer 
Scheid 
Schreiber 
Segal 
Shaver 
Simoneau 
Solberg 

Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 
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Those who voted in the negative were: 

Carruthers 
Jefferson 

Olsen, S. 
Seaberg 

Skoglund 
Wagenius 

Winter 

[82nd Day 

The bill was passed, as amended, lind its title agreed to. 

Speaker pro tempore Simoneau called Long to the Chair. 

Boo was excused for the remainder of today's session. 

H. F. No. 2642 was reported to the House. 

Jefferson moved that H. F. No. 2642 be returned to General 
Orders. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 1661 was reported to the House. 

Reding moved that S. F. No. 1661 be temporarily laid over on 
Special Orders. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 1742 was reported to the House. 

Sparby moved that S. F. No. 1742 be temporarily laid over on 
Special Orders. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 1695, A bill for an act relating to education; requiring the 
state board of education to adopt rules regulating aversive and 
deprivation procedures; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota 
Statutes, chapter 127. 

The bill was read for the third time and placed upon its final 
passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. There were 124 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Blatz 

Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Danner 
Dawkins 

DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dom 
Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 

Gruenes 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 

Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
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Kludt Miller Orenstein Rodosovich Tjornhom 
Knickerbocker Mione Otis Rukavina Tompkins 
Knuth Morrison Ozment Sarna Trimble 
Kostohryz Munger . Pappas Schafer Tunheiffi 
Krueger Murphy Pauly Schreiber lJphus 
Larsen Nelson, C. Pelowski Seaberg Valento 
Lasley Nelson, D. Peterson Segal Vellenga 
Lieder Nelson, K. Poppenhagen Simoneau Voss 
Long Neuenschwander Price Skoglund Wagenius 
Marsh O'Connor Quinn Solberg Waltman 
McDonald Ogren Redalen Sparby Welle 
McEachern Olsen, S. Reding Stanius Wenzel 
McKasy Olson, E. Rest Steensma Winter 
McLaughlin Olson, K. Rice Sviggum Wynia 
McPherson Omann Richter Swenson Spk. Vanasek 
Milbert Onnen Riveness Thiede 

The bill was passed and its title agreed to. 

H. F. No. 2360 was reported to the House. 

Simoneau moved that H. F. No. 2360 be continued on Special 
Orders for one day. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 2243, A bill for an act relating to vocational rehabilita
tion; providing employment program rights to persons with disabil
ities; requiring inclusion of these programs in county social services 
plans; amending Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 
256E.09, subdivision 3; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota 
Statutes, chapter 256E. 

The bill was read for the third time and placed upon its final 
passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. There were 129 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 

Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 

Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kosiohryz 
Krueger 
Larsen 

Lieder Ogren 
Long Olsen, S. 
Marsh Olson, E. 
McDonald Olson, K. 
McEachern Omann 
McKasy Onnen 
McLaughlin Orenstein 
McPherson Osthoff 
Milbert Otis 
Miller Ozment 
Minne Pappas 
Morrison Pauly 
Munger Pelowski 
Murphy Peterson 
Nelson, C. Poppenhagen 
Nelson, D. Price 
Neuenschwander Quinn 
O'Connor Redalen 
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&ding 
&st 
Rice 
Richter 
Riveness 
Rodosovich 
Rose 
Rukavina 

Sarna 
Schafer 
Scheid 
Schreiber 
Seaberg 

. Segal 
Shaver 
Simoneau 
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Skoglund' 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 

Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 

The bill was passed and its title agreed to. 

S. F. No. 1328 was reported to the House. 

Begich moved to amend S. F. No. 1328, as follows: 

[82nd Day 

Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

Delete everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section L Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 3.732, subdivision 1, 
is amended to read: 

Subdivision L [DEFINITIONS.] As used in this section and 
section. 3.736 the terms defined in this section have the meanings 
given them. 

(1) "State" includes each of the departments, boards, agencies, 
commissions, courts, and officers in the executive, legislative, and 
judicial branches of the state of Minnesota and includes but is not 
limited to the Minnesota housing finance agency, the Minnesota 
higher education coordinating board, the Minnesota higher educa
tion facilities authority, the armory building commission, the Min
nesota zoological board, the iron range resources and rehabilitation 
board, the University oIMinnesota, state universities, community 
colleges, state hospitals, and state penal institutions. It does not 
include a city, town, county, school district, or other local govern-
mental body corporate and politic. . 

(2) "Employee of the state" means all present or former officers, 
members, directors or employees of the state, members of the 
Minnesota national guard, or persons acting on behalf of the state in 
an official capacity, temporarily or permanently, with or without 
compensation, but does not include either an independent contractor 
or members of the Minnesota national guard while engaged in 
training or duty under United States Code, title 10, or United States 
Code, title 32, section 316, 502, 503, 504, or 505, as amended 
through December 31,1983. 

(3) "Scope of office or employment" means that the employee was 
acting on behalf of the state in the performance of duties or tasks 
lawfully assigned by competent authority. 
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Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 3.736, subdivision 3, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [EXCLUSIONS.] Without intent to preclude the courts 
from finding additional cases where the state and its employees 
should not, in equity and good conscience, pay compensation for 
personal injuries or property losses, the legislature declares that the 
state and its employees are not liable for the following losses: 

(a) Any loss caused by an act or omission of a state employee 
exercising due care in the execution of a valid or invalid statute or 
rule; 

(b) Any loss caused by the performance or failure to perform a 
discretionary duty, whether or not the discretion is abused; 

(c) Any loss in connection with the assessment and collection of 
taxes; 

(d) Any loss caused by snow or ice conditions on any highway or 
public sidewalk that does not abut a publicly-owned building or a 
publicly-owned parking lot, except when the condition is affirma
tively caused by the negligent acts of a state employee; 

(e) Any loss caused by wild animals in their natural state; 

(0 Any loss other than injury to or loss of property or personal 
injury or death; . 

(g) Any loss caused by the condition of unimproved real property 
owned by the state, which means land that the state has not 
improved, state land that contains idled or abandoned mine pits or 
shafts, and appurtenances, fixtures and attachments to land that 
the state has neither affixed nor improved; 

(h) Any loss incurred by a user within the boundaries of the 
outdoor recreation system and arising from the construction, oper
ation, or maintenance of the system, as defined in section 86A.04, or 
from the clearing ofland, removal of refuse, and creation of trails or 
paths without artificial surfaces, or from the construction, opera
tion, or maintenance of a water access site created by the iron range 
resources and rehabilitation board, except that the state is liable for 
conduct that would entitle a trespasser to damages against a private 
person. For the purposes of this clause, 1I water access site, as 
defined in section 86A.04 Or created ~ the iron range resources and 
rehabilitation board, that provides access to an idled, water filled 
mine pit, also includes the entire water filleaarea of the Pi! and, 
further, includes losses caused ~ the caving or slumping of the 
mine Pi! walls; 
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(i) Any loss of benefits or compensation due under a program of 
public assistance or public welfare, except where state compensation 
for loss is expressly required by federal law in order for the state to 
receive federal grants-in-aid; 

(j) Any loss based on the failure of any person to meet the 
standards needed for a license, permit, or other authori~ation issued 
by the state or its agents; 

(k) Any loss based on the usual care and treatment, or lack of care 
and treatment, of any person at a state hospital or state corrections 
facility where reasonable use of available appropriations has been 
made to provide care; 

(I) Any loss, damage, or destruction of property of a patient or 
inmate of a state institution; 

(m) Any loss for which recovery is prohibited by section 169.121, 
subdivision 9. 

The state will not pay punitive damages. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1986, sectio,n 87.024, is amended to 
read: 

87.024 [LIABILITY; LEASED LAND, WATER FILLED MINE 
PITS.] ---

Unless otherwise agreed in writing, the provisions of sections 
87.022 and 87.023 shall be deemed applicable to the duties and 
liability of an owner of the following described land~ (1) land leased 
to the state or any,subdivision thereof for recreationar purposes; or 
(2) idled or abandoned, water filled, mine pits whose pit. walls may 
slump or cave, and to which water the public has access from ~ water 
access site operateiI1l-.JI: ~ public entity. . 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 180.01, is amended to 
read: 

180.01 [APPOINTMENT.] 

The board of commissioners of any county in this state, where 
there are at least five mines situate and in operation, is hereby 
authori~ed and directed, on or before the first day of July, 1905, to 
appoint an inspector of mines, who shall hold office for the term of 
three years or until a successor is appointed and qualified, and in 
addition thereto may appoint one assistant inspector for every 20 
mines as the board may determine for the purpose of discharging the 
duties hereinafter prescribed; to fix the compensation and traveling 
expenses of such inspector or any assistant inspector and provide for 
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the payment of the same, and to remove such inspector or any 
assistant inspector and appoint another in place when in the 
judgment of the board the best interests ofthe owners and employees 
of such mines may so require. In any county where there are active, 
inactive, or idled mines, and no county mine inspector has been 
appointed as provided above, the county board shall enforce the 
provisions of chapter 180 !i.Y designating an appropriate county 
officer or employee to discharge the duties of county mine inspector. 
The qualifications and salary presCi1IleQ in section 180.02 do not 
"l'£!y to the person designated, except that the person may not be 
interested in any mine as an owner, operator, agent, stockholder, or 
engineer. Acts or omissions of.§: person appointed or designated to 
perform the duties of county mine inspector, whether statutory or 
discretionary, are acts or omissions as defined in section 466.03, 
subdivisIOn 5 or 6. 

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 180.03, subdivision 2, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 2. Every person, firm or corporation that is or has been 
engaged in the business of mining or removing iron ore, taconite, 
semitaconite or other minerals except sand, crushed rock and gravel 
by the "I*ffi '* methsa ffi aHj' effiHlty whieh has aflflsintea an 
insfleetsF ef mines flHrsHant te seetisn ±WM shall erect and 
maintain, as a minimum, a three strand wire fence-,- aaFFief, ttppffi

prffite stgns, ffi, esmBinatisn ef them, as EIlFeetea by the insfleetsr, 
along the outside perimeter of the excavation, open pit, or shaft of 
any mine in which mining operations have ceased for a period of six 
consecutive months or longer. However, ffi resiaential ana aevelsflea 
area&; a±eftg majeF read&, ana ffi areas ef hasaraslls esnaitisns, the 
rellswing aeseriBea feneing mHSt be ereetea, HHless eJ[emfltea by 
based upon local site conditions that may exist at shafts, caves, or 
open pits, the county mine inspector may require more secure 
fencing such as barbed wire or mesh fence, or may require barriers, 
appropriate signs, or any combination of the above, to reduce the 
possibihty of accidental falls. The county mine inspector ~ grant 
exem~tions under subdivislOn .4. 'l'lHs fene;ng mHSt esns;st ef 
tv"s illeh bY re"r ineh mesh feneing; the teIJ ana BSttSR> wire shall 
net he less than nffie gaage ana the filler wire shall net be less than 
He ga»ge; the feneing shall he net less than JWe feet ffi height with 
tw& strands ef BarBea wire sH< .. ffiehe.s ~ affi][ea te the teIJ ef the 
fefteet ana the fenee j36Sts shall he He mere than ten feet apart. In the 
case of open pit mines in which mining operations cease after 
November 1, 1979, and before March 1, 1980, the fence, barrier, 
signs, or combination of them shall be erected as soon as possible 
after March 1, 1980. Where mining operations cease on or after 
March 1, 1980, the fence, barrier, signs, or combination of them shall 
be erected forthwith. In the ease of open pit mines in which mining 
operations had ceased for a period of six consecutive months or 
longer before November 1, 1979, and not resumed, the fence, barrier, 
signs, or combination of them shall be erected within two years from 
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the ellFFent date when the count~ mine inspector directs the erection 
of fences, barriers, signs, or com ination of them. Any fence, barrier, 
signs, or combination of them, requireOby an inspector of mines 
pursuant to subdivision 3 or other applicable law, shall meet the 
standards of this section as a minimum. This subdivision does not 
apply to any excavation, open pit, or shaft, or any portion thereof, 
exempted from its application by the commissioner of natural 
resources pursuant to laws relating to mineland reclamation, ex
empted from its application by the iron range resources and reha
bilitation board under actions taken by the board, or exempted from 
its application by the county mine inspector pursuant to subdivision 
4. 

Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 180.03, subdivision 3, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 3. When any mine is idle or abandoned it shall be the duty 
of the inspector of mines to notify the person, firm, or corporation 
that is or has been engaged in the business of mining tb erect and 
maintain around all the shafts, caves, and open pits of such mines a 
fence, barrier, appropriate signs, or combination of them, suitable to 
f'reveHt f'erSSHS er asmestie aHimals Hem warn of the presence of 
shafts, caves, or open pits and reduce the possmilltyor accidentally 
falling into these shafts, caves or open pits. If the mine has been 
idled or abandoned for more than ten years, orlf'fue person, firm or 
corporatlOn that has been engaged in the business of mining no 
longer exists, the fee owner shall ,erect the fence, barrier, or !?igns 
required by this section. The notice shall be in writing and be served 
upon such person, firm, corporation or fee owner by certified mail. 

Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 180.06, is amended to 
read: 

180.06 [SALARY AND EXPENSES.] 

'!'he salary aHd e''IleBses sf the iBSf'eeter sf miRes shBll be jffii.d em 
sf the treasury sf the eeuBty 1& whieh af'f'siHtea by 'isuehers 
similar ta thase used by The county for which the inspector of mines 
was appointed shall ~ the Inspector's salary and expenses out of 
its treasurf in the manner Efovided for payment of salaries and 
expenses 0 other county offiCIals. The board of county commission
ers shall furnish the inspector of mines with necessary books, 
stationery, and supplies. At the request of the county mine inspec
tor, the county board may appropriate money, including money 
appropriated to the county ~ the. legislature for the purposesm 
mine safety or inspection for the expenses of the county mine 
inspector including expenses that arise from the erection and 
maintenance,.~ the county, on county administered land, of fences, 
barriers, or signs required ~ chapter 180. 
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Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 180.10, is amended to 
read: 

180.10 [REMOVAL OF FENCE; GUARD.] 

Any worker, employee, or other person who shall open, remove, or 
disturb any fence, guard, barrier, sign, or rail and not close or 
replace or have the same closed or replaced again around or in front 
of any shaft, test pit, chute, excavation, cave, or land liable to cave, 
injure, or destroy, whereby accident, injury, or damage results, 
either to the mine or those at work therein, or to any other person, 
shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. A worker, employee, or other 
person who, in regard to any fence, guard, barrier, sign, or rail, does 
any of the acts prohibited by section 609.52, commits theft of the 
fence, guard, barrier, sign, or rail may be sentenced as provided in 
section 609.52. 

Sec. 9. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 466.03, subdivision 6c, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 6c. [WATER ACCESS SITES.] Any claim based upon the 
construction, operation, or maintenance by a municipality of a water 
access site created by the iron range resources and rehabilitation 
board. ~ water access site under this subdivision that provides 
access to an idled, water filled mine ~ also mcludes the entire 
water filled area of the ~ and, further, claims related to" mine ~ 
water access site under this subdivision include those based upon 
the caving or Slumping of mine ~ walls. 

Sec. 10. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 466.03, subdivision 13, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 13. Any claim for a loss caused by the condition of unim
proved real property owned by a municipality, which means land 
that the municipality has not improved, land that is owned or 
administered ~ the municipality that contamsidled or aOallilOne<I 
mine pits or shafts, and appurtenances, fixtures and attachments to 
land that the municipality has neither affixed nor improved." 

Delete the title and insert: 

"A bill for an act relating to public safety; altering certain 
requirements concerning fencing of unused mine pits and shafts; 
providing modification to certain public and private liability laws; 
providing penalties; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 
3.732, subdivision 1; 3.736, subdivision 3; 87.024; 180.01; 180.03, 
subdivisions 2 and 3; 180.06; 180.10; 466.03, subdivisions 6c and 
13." 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 
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S. F. No. 1328, A bill for an act relating to public safety; altering 
certain requirements concerning fencing of unused mine pits and 
shafts; providing modification to certain public and private liability 
laws; providing penalties; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sec
tions 87.024; 180.01; 180.03, subdivisions 2 and 3; 180.06; 180.10; 
466.03, subdivisions 6c and 13; Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supple
ment, sections 3.732, subdivision 1; and 3.736, subdivision 3. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended, and placed upon 
its final passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. There were 129 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 
Frederick 

Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johm'ion, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 

Larsen Onnen 
Lasley Orenstein 
Lieder Osthoff 
Long Otis 
Marsh Ozment 
McDonald Pappas 
McEachern Pauly 
McKasy Pelowski 
McLaughlin Peterson 
McPherson Poppenhagen 
Milbert Price 
Miller Quinn 
Minne Redalen 
Morrison Reding 
Munger Rest 
Murphy . Richter 
Nelson, C. Riveness 
Nelson, D. Rodosovich 
Nelson, K. Rose 
Neuenschwander Rukavina 
O'Connor Sarna 
Ogren Schafer 
Olsen, S. Scheid 
Olson, E. Schreiber 
Olson, K. Seaberg 
Omann-o Segal 

Shaver 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was passed, as amended, and its title agreed to. 

S. F. No. 1879, A bill for an act relating to agriculture; providing 
penalties and liability for damages for unauthorized release of 
domestic animals; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota 
Statutes, chapter 346. 

The bill was read for the third time and placed upon its final 
passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. There were 130 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
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Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Brown 
Burger 
Carison, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 
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Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Kostohryz 

Krueger Omann 
Larsen Onnen 
Lasley Orenstein 
Lieder Osthoff 
Long Otis 
Marsh Ozment 
McDonald Pappas 
McEachern Pauly 
McKasy Pelowski 
McLaughlin Peterson 
McPherson Poppenhagen 
Milbert Quinn 
Miller Redalen 
Minne Reding 
Morrison Rest 
Munger Rice 
Murphy Richter 
Nelson, C. Riveness 
Nelson, D. Rodosovich 
Nelson, K. Rose 
Neuenschwander Rukavina 
O'Connor Sarna 
Ogren Schafer 
Olsen, S. Scheid 
Olson, E. Schreiber 
Olson, K. Seaberg 

The bill was passed and its title agreed to. 

H. F. No. 2407 was reported to the House. 
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Segal 
Shaver 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valenta 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
We1le 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

Cooper moved that H. F. No. 2407 be continued on Special Orders 
for one day. The motion prevailed. . 

S. F. No. 1834, A bill for an act relating to utilities; prohibiting 
water utilities from imposing additional standby charges on owners 
of structures containing fire protection systems; proposing coding for 
new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 444. 

The bill was read for the third time and placed upon its final 
passage. 

The question was taken On the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. There were 125 yeas and 2 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, R 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Blatz 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 

Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Di1le 

Dorn 
Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 

Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Johnson, A 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kelly 
Kelso 

Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 
Larsen 
Lasley 
Lieder 
Long 
Marsh 
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McDonald 
McEachern 
McKasy 
McLaughlin 
McPherson 
Milbert 
Miller 
Mione 
Morrison 
Munger 
Murphy 
Nelson, C. 
Nelson, D. 
Nelson, K. 

O'Connor 
Ogren 
Olsen, S. 
Olson, E. 
Olson, K. 
Omann 
Onnen 
Orenstein 
Osthoff 
Otis 
Ozment 
Pappas 
Pauly 
Pelowski 
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Poppenhagen 
Price 
Quinn 
Redalen 
Reding 
Rest 
Rice 
Richter 
Riveness 
Rodosovich 
Rose 
Rukavina 
Sarna 
Schafer 

Scheid 
Schreiber 
Seaberg 
Segal 
Shaver 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Staoius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Jensen Kalis 

The. bill was passed and its title agTeed to. 

S. F. No. 1582 was reported to the House. 

Jennings moved to amend S. F. No. 1582, as follows: 
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Tjornhom 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

Delete everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 256.87, subdivision 
1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [ACTIONS AGAINST PARENTS FOR ASSIS
TANCE FURNISHED.] A parent of a child is liable for the amount 
of assistance furnished under sections 256.72 to 256.87 to and for the 
benefit of the child, including . any assistance furnished for the 
benefit of the caretaker of the child, which the parent has had the 
ability to pay. Ability to ~ must be determined according to 
chapter 518. The parent's liability is limited to the amount of 
assistance furnished during the two years immediately preceding 
the commencement of the action, except that where child support 
has been previously ordered, the state or county agency providing 
the assistance, as assignee of the obligee, shall be entitled to 
judgments for child support payments accruing within ten years 
preceding the date of the commencement of the action up t'o the full 
amount of assistance furnished. The action may be ordered by the 
state agency or county agency and shall be brought in the name of 
the county by the county attorney of the county in which the 
assistance was gTanted, or by the state agency against the parent for 
the recovery of the amount of assistance gTanted, together with the 
costs and disbursements of the action. . . 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 256.87, subdivision la, is 
amended to read: 
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Subd. 1a. [CONTINUING SUPPORT CONTRIBUTIONS.] In ad
dition to granting the county or state agency a money judgment, the 
court may, upon a motion or order to show cause, order continuing 
support contributions by a parent found able to reimburse the 
county or state agency. Except as provided in subdivision 4, the 
order shall be effective for the period of time during which the 
recipient receives public assistance from any county or state agency 
and for five months thereafter. The order shall require support 
according to chapter 518. An oraer for continuing contributions is 
reinstated without further hearing upon notice to the parent by any 
county or state agency that assistance is again being provided for 
the child of the parent under sections 256.72 to 256.87. The notice 
shall be in writing and shall indicate that the parent may request a 
hearing for modification of the amount of support or maintenance. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 256.87, subdivision 6, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 6. [NOTICE ENTRY OF DOCKETING JUDGMENT.] Any 
order for support "" IHai"te"a"ee issued under this section shall 
provide for a conspicuous notice that, if the obligor fails to make the 
~ support "" IHai"te"a"ee f'aYIHe"ts payment, the payment owed 
becomes ~ judgment ~ operation of law on andruter the date the 
payment is ~ ~ the obligee or public agency responsible for 
support "" IH"ntena".e enforcement may obtain d'ntrli and docket
ing of a the judgment for the unpaid amounts un er t e provisions 
of section 548.091. The ftetiee shatl enHffieFate the ee"aitie .. s that 
HHlSt be H>et befflre the jHagIHe"t etH> be aeeketea. 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 256.87, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 6a. [NOTICE OF DOCKETING OF MAINTENANCE 
JUlJTIl.\iENT.] Every order for maintenance issued under this sec
tion shall provide for a conspicuous notice that, if the oblift0r fails to 
make the maintenance payments, the obligee or ~ub ic agency 
responSib1e for maintenance enforcement may obtain ocketing of a 
judgment for the unpaid amount under the provisions of section 
548.091. The notice shall enumerate the conditions that must be 
met before the)lliIgmentcan be docketea. -- --- -

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 257.66, subdivision 5, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 5. [J>/OTICE ENTRY OF DOCKETING JUDGMENT.] Any 
order for support or maintenance issued under this section shall 
provide for a conspicuous notice that, if the obligor fails to make the 
~ support f'aYIHe .. ts payment, the payment owed becomes ~ judg
ment ~ operation of law on anaafter the date the payment is due 
and the obligee or a public agency responsible tor support enforce
ment may obtain entry and docketing of a the judgment for the 
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unpaid amounts under the provisions of section 548.091. !H>e Hetiee 
shaU e""merate the ee"ditie,," tRat Ifl\iSt be met befei>e the ~ 
meat eaR be deeketed. 

Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 518.55, subdivision 2, is' 
amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [NOTICE OF DOCKETING OF MAINTENANCE 
JUDGMENT.] Every order for s,,!,!,ert ar maintenance shall provide 
for a conspicuous notice that, if the obligor fails to make the B,,!,!,ert 
ar maintenance payments, the obligee or a public agency responsible 
for maintenance ar s,,!,!,ert enforcement may obtain docketing of a 
judgment for the unpaid amount under the provisions of section 
548.091. The notice shall enumerate the conditions that must be 
met before the judgment can be docketed. 

Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 518.55, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 2a. [ENTRY OF CHILD SUPPORT JUDGMENT.] Erry 
orOer'Tor Support shall provide for -'" consllicuous notice t3abt, L the 
OIillforTails to make a support payment, t e payment owe ecomes 
ajugment ~ operation oflaw on and after the date the payment is 
aue and the obligee or -'" public agency respOiiSlbie tor support 
~rcement may obtain entry and docketing of the juagment for the 
unpaia amount under the proVlslons of section 548.091. 

Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 518.551, subdivision 9, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 9. [ASSIGNMENT OF RIGHTS; JUDGMENT.] The public 
agency responsible for child support enforcement is joined as a party 
in each case in which rights are assigned under section 256.74, 
subdivision 5. The court administrator shall enter and docket a 
judgment obtamoo ~ operation of law under sectiOn 548.091; 
subdivision 1, in the name ol'the W~nc agency to the extent that the 
obligation has been assignoo. en arrearages are reduced to 
judgment unaer circumstances in which section 548.091 is not 
applicable,""TIleCourt shall grant judgment in favor of, and in tfi'e 
name of, the public agency to the extent that the arrearages are 
assigned. After filing notice of an assignment with the court 
administrator, who shall enter the notice in the docket, the public 
agency may enforce a judgment entered before the assignment of 
rights as if the judgment were granted to it, and in its name, to the 
extent that the arrearages in that judgment are assigned. 

Sec. 9. MinnesotaStatutes 1986, section 518C.17, subdivision 1, is 
amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [ISSUANCE OF ORDER.] If the responding court 
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finds a duty of support, it may order the obligor to furnish support or 
reimbursement therefor and subject the property of the obligor to 
the order. Support orders made under sections 518C.01 to 518C.36 
shall require that payments be made as the responding court directs 
and the responding court shall order support payments under 
chapter 518. Every order for support shall provide for a conspicuous 
notice that, if the obligor fails to make the a support f'"yments 
payment, the ~a~ment owed becomes a judgment ~ operation oflaw 
on and after t e ate the payment is due, and the Obligee or a public 
agency responsiblel'or support enforcement may obtain entry and 
docketing of " the judgment for the unpaid amounts under the 
provisions of section 548.091. '!'he netiee sha±l e'Hlmerate the 
eenaitiens thai; mast ee met heffire the i"Elgment ean ee aeeketed. 
The court and the prosecuting attorney of a county in which the 
obligor is present or has property have the same powers and duties 
to enforce the order as have those of the county in which it was first 
issued. If enforcement is impossible, or cannot be completed in the 
county in which the order was issued, the prosecuting attorney shall 
send a certified copy of the order to the prosecuting attorney of a 
county in which it appears that the proceedings to enforce the order 
would be effective. The prosecuting attorney to whom the certified 
copy of the order is forwarded shall proceed with enforcement and 
report the results of the proceedings to the court first issuing the 
order. 

Sec. 10. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 548.091, 
subdivision 1, is amended to read: . 

Subdivision 1. [DOCKETING OF MAINTENANCE JUDG
MENT.] A judgment for unpaid amounts under a judgment or decree 
of dissolution or legal separation, aeterminatien ef f'arentage, an 
erder \ffider ehapter M8G, an erder \ffider seeti"n 2a6. 87 , ffi' an erder 
\ffider seetien 269.2a1, any ef whiffi previae that provides for 
installment or periodic payments of effikI s"PJ3ert, maintenance, ffi' 
Feim13Hl"Sem€ftt te e: eS1:lBt:y fu.F the east- ef eare, enamiaatisfl, er 
treatmeat ef a ehiM; ffi' any eemsift"tieft ef these Hems, shall be 
entered and docketed by the court administrator only when ordered 
by the court or when the following conditions are met: 

(a) The obligee ffi' the j3>Ihlie a"therity determines that the obligor 
is at least 30 days in arrears; 

(b) The obligee ffi' j3>Ihlie a"therity serves a copy of an affidavit of 
default and notice of intent to enter judgment on the obligor by mail 
at the obligor's last known post office address. Service shall be 
deemed complete upon mailing in the manner designated. The 
affidavit shall state the full name, occupation, place of residence, 
and last known post office address of the obligor, the name and post 
office address of the obligee, the date of the first unpaid amount, the 
date of the last unpaid amount, and the total amount unpaid; 
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(c) The obligor fails within 20 days after mailing of the notice 
either to pay all unpaid amounts or to request a hearing on the issue 
of whether arrears claimed owing have been paid and to seek, ex 
parte, a stay of entry of judgment; and 

(d) Not less than 20 days after service on the obligor in the manner 
provided, the obligee er p..eHe a .. therity files with the court admin
istrator the affidavit of default together with proof of service and, If 
payments have been received by the obligee er p..eHe a .. th9rity since 
execution of the affidavit of default, a supplemental affidavit setting 
forth the amount of payment received. 

Sec. 11. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 548.091, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 1a. [CHILD SUPPORT JUDGMENT BY OPERATION OF 
LAW.] A'f payment or installment of support required ~ ~ judgi ment or -ecree of dissolution or legal separation, determination ~ 
parentage, an order under chapter 518C, an order under section 
256.87, or an order under section 260.251, ~is not paid or 
withheld-from the oliIIgOr's income as reqllirea unaer section 
518.611 or 518.613, is a judgment ~ operation of law on and after 
the date it is due anais entitled to rull faith and credit in this state 
and any other state. Interest accruesrrom the date the judgment on 
the payment or installment is entered anUdOcketed under subdivi
sion ~ at the annual rate provided in section 549.09, subdivision 1. 
A payment or installment of support that becomes a judgment ~ 
operation of law between the date on wlllCh a ~ ~erved notice of 
a motion tor modification under section 518-:-64, subOlVlSlon 2, ana 
The date oIThe court's order on modification may be modified under 
lliatSUlidlvision. . 

Sec. 12 .. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 548.091, subdivision 2, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [AMOUNT AND SURVIVAL OF MAINTENANCE 
JUDGMENT.] The court administrator shall enter and docket Judg
ment in the amount of each affidavit filed under subdivision 1 less 
any amount paid. From the time of docketing, the judgment is a lien 
in the amount unpaid upon all the real property in the county then 
or after owned by the judgment debtor .. The judgment survives and 
the lien continues for ten years after its entry. 

Sec. 13. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 548.091, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 2a. [DOCKETING OF CHILD SUPPORT JUDGMENT.] On 
or after the date an unpaid amount becomes a judgment ~ 'hpera
tion of law under ,subdivision ~ the obligee or the public aut ority 
may nle with the court administrator: 
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(1) a statement identifying, or a £2El of, the judgment or decree of 
dissolution or legal separation, aetermination of parentage, order 
under chapter 518C, an order under section 256.87, or an order 
under section 260.251, which provides for installment or peiWCllc 
payments of child support; 

(2) an affidavit of default. The affidavit of default must state the 
fuITname, occupation, plaile mresidence, and last known post ol'!lce 
addressor the obligor , ~ name and post OITrce address of the 
obligee, tlie date or dates payment was due and not received and 
judgment was obtained fu: operation oflaw, and the total amount of 
the judgments; and 

(3) an affidavit of service of ~ notice of entry of judgment on the 
obligor, in person or Qy mail at the obligor's lastKnown post ofliCe 
address. ""Service ~ completed upon mailing in the manner desig
nated. 

Sec. 14. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 548.091, subdivision 3, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [MAINTENANCE JUDGMENTS DOCKETED PRIOR 
TO DEFAULT.] An obligor whose property is subject to the lien of a 
judgment for installment of periodic payments of ehiI4 S"I'I'Brt, 
maintenance; {l!" beth, under section 548.09, and who claims that no 
amount of s"l'l'art {l!" maintenance is in arrears, may move the court 
ex parte for an order directing the court administrator to vacate the 
lien of the judgment on the docket and register of the action where 
it was entered. The obligor shall file with the motion an affidavit 
stating that: 

(a) The lien attached upon the docketing of a judgment or decree 
of dissolution or separate maintenance; a aetermiRatiaR ef l'afeRt 
age; an 6i'EIe¥ -aer the Reeil'fBeal E"fereemeRt ef S"1'1'8rt A&, {l!" 
an 6i'EIe¥ -aer seetiaR ~; 

(b) The docketing was made while no installment or periodic 
payment of ehiI4 S"I'1'8ft, maintenance; {l!" beth, was unpaid or 
overdue; and 

(c) No installment or periodic payment of ehiI4 s"I'I'art, mainte
nance; {l!" beth, that was due prior to the filing of the motion remains 
unpaid or overdue. 

The court shall grant the obligor's motion as soon as possible ifthe 
pleadings and affidavit show that there is and has been no default. 

Sec. 15. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 548.091, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 
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Subd. 3a. [ENTRY, DOCKETING, AND SURVIVAL OF CHILD 
SlJPtiORT JUDGMENT.] Udon receipt of the documents filed under 
subdivision ~ the court a ministrator shall enter and docket the 
~dgment in theamount of the default sPeCIfied in the arnaavitoi' 

"fault. Fromtlie time ofaocketing, the judgment isaIien upon a:1I 
the real property-in the county owne([1j-'-y the judgffienfOebtor. Tne 
]iiOgment survives and the lien continues for ten years after the date 
the judgment was docketed. 

Sec. 16. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 548.091, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 4. [CHILD SUPPORT HEARING.] ~ child support obligor 
fay reguest a hearing under the rules of civil prOceClure on the issue 
2... whether the jud~ent amount or amounts have been paid and 
may move tnecourtor an order directing the court acliiilnistrator to 
vacate the Judgment or TilUgiUeilts on the docket and register in any 
county or other jurisdiction in which judgment OrJudgments were 
entered pursuant to this action. 

The court shall grant the obligor's motion if ~ determines that 
there is no detailTt. 

Sec. 17. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

This act is effective the day after final enactment and applies to 
al~port payments due on or after the effective date and to all 
uifpai payments which have not been reduced to judgment ~ the 
e ective date." 

Delete the title and insert: 

''A bill for an act relating to marriage dissolution; providing for 
child support enforcement; specifying conditions for judgment by 
operation of law; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 
256.87, subdivisions 1, la, 6, and by adding a subdivision; 257.66, 
subdivision 5; 518.55, subdivision 2, and by adding a subdivision; 
518.551, subdivision 9; 518C.17, subdivision 1; 548.091, subdivi
sions 2, 3, and by adding subdivisions; Minnesota Statutes 1987 
Supplement, section 548.091, subdivision 1." 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

Jennings, Dempsey and Kludt moved to amend S. F. No. 1582, as 
amended, as follows: 

Page 9, delete lines 4 to 8, and insert: 

"Sec. 17. [REPEALER.] 
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i~~~~~~~1~6~a~r~e~r]e~p~e~a~le~d~o~nmthle date::le waiver ~ received by of human services under United States Code, title 
The commissioner of human servICeS shall seek 

enactment of sectwns 1 to 16:r-==---

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

S. F. No. 1582, A bill for an act relating to marriage dissolution; 
providing for child support and maintenance enforcement; specify
ing conditions for judgment by operation of law; amending Minne
sota Statutes 1986, sections 256.87, subdivisions 1, la, and 6; 
257.66, subdivision 5; 518.55, subdivision 2, and by adding a 
subdivision; 518.551, subdivision 9; 518C.17, subdivision 1; 548.091, 
subdivisions 2, 3, and by adding subdivisions; and Minnesota 
Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 548.091, subdivision 1. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended, and placed upon 
its final passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. There were 128 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 

Frederick 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 

Krueger Osthoff 
Larsen Otis 
Lieder Ozment 
Long Pappas 
Marsh Pauly 
McDonald Pelowski 
McEachern Peterson 
McKasy Poppenhagen 
McLaughlin Price 
McPherson Quinn 
Milbert Redalen 
Miller Reding 
Minne Rest 
Munger Rice 
Murphy Richter 
Nelson, C. Riveness 
Nelson, D. Rodosovich 
Neuenschwander Rose 
O'Connor Rukavina 
Ogren Sarna 
Olsen, S. Schafer 
Olson, E. Scheid 
Olson, K Schreiber 
Omann Seaberg 
Onnen Segal 
Orenstein Shaver 

Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggurn 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valent{l 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was passed, as amended, and its title agreed to. 

s. F. No. 1871 was reported to the House. 
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Blatz moved to amend S. F. No. 1871, as follows: 

Delete everthing after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 518.17, is amended 
by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 1a. [EVIDENCE OF FALSE ALLEGATIONS OF CHILD 
ABUSE.] The court shall consider evidence of a violation of section 
~ in determming the best interests of the clill.iT. 

Sec. 2. [609.506] [FALSELY REPORTING CHILD ABUSE.] 

A person who iEl "! party to "! custody proceeding under chapters 
518, 518A, or 518B, or sections 257.51 to 257.74, who alleges to 
another Parson that another party to the custody proceedmg has 
committe sexual abuse, physical abuse, or neglect of a child, as 
defined in seawn 626.556, subdiviSIOrl2, knowing that TheaJlega:: 
tion is fruse or having no reason to believe that the aIJegeaabuse or 
neglect has occurred, and intending that the allegation influence 
the custody proceeding, is ~ of a misdemeanor." 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

Wagenius; Swenson; Olsen, S.; Marsh; Blatz; Kelly; Kahn; Rest; 
Orenstein; Pappas; Vellenga and Seaberg moved to amend S. F. No. 
1871, as amended, as follows: 

Page 1, after line 14, insert: 

"Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 609.185, is amended to 
read: 

609.185 [MURDER IN THE FIRST DEGREE.] 

Whoever does any of the following is guilty of murder in the first 
degree and shall be sentenced to imprisonment for life: 

(1) Causes the death of a human being with premeditation and 
with intent to effect the death of the person or of another; 

(2) Causes the death of a human being while committing or 
attempting to commit criminal sexual conduct in the first or second 
degree with force or violence, either upon or affecting the person or 
another; 

(3) Causes the death of a human being with intent to effect the 
death of the person or another, while committing or attempting to 
commit burglary, aggravated robbery, kidnapping, arson in the first 
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or second degree, tampering with a witness in the first degree, or 
escape from custody; ffi' 

(4) Causes the death of a peace officer or a guard employed at a 
Minnesota state correctional facility, with intent to effect the death 
of that person or another, while the peace officer or guard is engaged 
in the performance of official dutiesi or 

(5) Causes the death of a minor under circumstances other than 
those described in clause (1) or (2) while committing or illeiiipung 
to commit child abuse, when the perpetrator has engaged in i'c past 
pattern of child abuse upon the child and the death occurs under 
circumstances manifesting an extreme indifference to human life. 

For purposes of clause ~ "child abuse" means an act committed 
against ~ minor victim which constitutes ~ violation of sections 
609.221, 609.222, 609.223, 609.224, 609.342, 609.343, 609.344, 
609.345,609.377, or 609.378." 

Page 1, line 15, delete "2" and insert "3" 

Page 1, after line 24, insert: 

"Sec. 4. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

Section ~ ~ effective August h 1988, and applies to crimes 
committed on or after that date." 

Amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 2, after the semicolon, insert "prescribing the penalty 
of murder in the first degree for the new crime of causing the death 
of a child while committing child abuse;" 

Page 1, line 5, delete "section" and insert "sections" 

Page 1, line 6, after the semicolon, insert "and 609.185;" 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

Blatz, Dempsey, Kelly, McDonald and Vellenga moved to amend 
S. F. No. 1871, as amended, as follows: 

Page 1, after line 24, insert: 

"Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 626.556, 
subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [PERSONS MANDATED TO REPORT.] (a)C1) A profes-
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sional or the professional's delegate who is engaged in the practice 
of the healing arts, social services, hospital administration, psycho
logical or psychiatric treatment, child care, education, or law en
forcement; and (2) a professional who i!' -"- member of the clergy or 
other minister of any religion who knows or has reason to believe a 
child is being neglected or physically or sexually abused, or has been 
neglected or physically or sexually abused within the preceding 
three years, shall immediately report the information to the local 
welfare agency, police department, or the county sheriff. Provided, 
that a member of the clergy or other minister of any religion is not 
required by this subdivision to report information that is otherwise 
privileged under section 595.02, subdivision .!, paragraph (c). The 
police department or the county sheriff, upon receiving a report, 
shall immediately notify the local welfare agency orally and in 
writing. The local welfare agency, upon receiving a report, shall 
immediately notify the local police department or the county sheriff 
orally and in writing. The county sheriff and the head of every local 
welfare agency and police department shall each desigriate a person 
within their agency, department, or office who is responsible for 
ensuring that the notification duties of this paragraph and para' 
graph (b) are carried out. Nothing in this subdivision shall be 
construed to require more than one report from any institution, 
facility, school, or agency. 

(b) Any person may voluntarily report to the local welfare agency, 
police department, or the county sheriff if the person knows, has 
reason to believe, or suspects a child is being or has been neglected 
or subjected to physical or sexual abuse. The police department or 
the county sheriff, upon receiving a report, shall immediately notify 
the local welfare agency orally and in writing. The local welfare 
agency, upon receiving a report, shall immediately notify the local 
police department or 'the county sheriff orally and in writing. 

(c) A person mandated to report physical or sexual child abuse or 
neglect occurring within a licensed facility shall report the informa
tion to the agency responsible for licensing the facility. A health or 
corrections agency receiving a report may request the local welfare 
agency to provide assistance pursuant to subdivisions 10, lOa, and 
lOb. 

(d) Any person mandated to report shall, upon request to the local 
welfare agency, receive a summary of the disposition of any report 
made by that reporter, unless release would be detrimental to the 
best interests of the child. Any person who is not mandated to report 
shall, upon request to the local welfare agency, receive a concise 
summary of the disposition of any report made by that reporter, 
unless release would be detrimental to the best interests of the child. 

(e) For purposes of this subdivision, "immediately" means as soon 
as possible but in no event longer than 24 hours." 
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Amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 4, after "hearings;" insert "requiring members of the 
clergy to report maltreatment of minors;" 

Page 1, line 6, after the semicolon, insert "Minnesota Statutes 
1987 Supplement, section 626.556, subdivision 3;" 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

S. F No. 1871, A bill for an act relating to family law; prohibiting 
certain false allegations of child abuse; regulating child custody 
hearings; providing a penalty; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, 
section 518.17, by adding a subdivision; proposing coding for new 
law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 609. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended, and placed upon 
its final passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. There were 131 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Brown 
Burger 
Carison, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieek 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 

Frederick 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 

Krueger Omano 
La~n Onnen 
Lasley Orenstein 
Lieder Osthoff' 
Long Otis 
Marsh Ozment 
McDonald Pappas 
McEachern Pauly 
McKasy Pelowski 
McLaughlin Peterson 
McPherson Poppenhagen 
Milbert Price 
Miller Quinn 
Minne Redalen 
Morrison Reding 
Munger Rest 
Murphy Rice 
Nelson, C. Richter 
Nelson, D. Riveness 
Nelson, K. Rodosovich 
Neuenschwander Rose 
O'Connor Rukavina 
Ogren Sarna 
Olsen, S. Schafer 
Olson, E. Scheid 
Olson, K. Schreiber 

Seaberg 
Segal 
Shaver 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was passed, as amended, and its title agreed to. 

S. F No. 1620 was reported to the House. 
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Dorn moved to amend S. F. No. 1620, as follows: 

Page 10, after line 33, insert: 

"Sec. 15. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

This act is effective the day after final enactment." 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

S. F. No. 1620, A bill for an act relating to human services; 
regulating payments for certain services for adults with mental 
retardation and related conditions; providing protection for the 
mentally retarded; providing for therapeutic work activities; nego
tiating medical assistance utilization review appeals; regulating 
child support; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 246.56; 
Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 252.41, subdivision 
7; 252.46, subdivisions 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 12; 252.47; 252A.l11, 
subdivision 6; 254B.05, subdivision 1; 254B.09, subdivision 5; 
256B.04, subdivision 15; and 518.64, subdivision 2. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended, and placed upon 
its final passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. There were 131 yeas and 0 nays-as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Brown 
Burger. 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 

Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 

Kostohryz Olson, K. 
Krueger Omann 
Larsen Onnen 
Lasley Orenstein 
Lieder Osthoff 
Lmg Otis 
Marsh Ozment 
McDonald Pappas 
McEachern Pauly 
McKasy Pelowski 
Mclaughlin Peterson 
McPherson Poppenhagen 
Milbert Price 
Miller Quinn 
Minne Redalen 
Morrison Reding 
Munger Rest 
Murphy Rice 
Nelson, C. Richter 
Nelson, D. Riveness 
Nelson, K. . Rodosovich 
Neuenschwander Rose 
O'Connor Rukavina 
Ogren Sarna 
Olsen, S. Schafer 
Olson, E. Scheid 

Schreiber 
Seaberg 
Segal 
Shaver 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 
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The bill was passed, as amended, and its title agreed to. 

S. F. No. 2102 was reported to the House. 

Nelson, K., moved to amend S. F No. 2102, as follows: 

Page 1, line 17, after "board" insert "" subject to the approval of 
the mayor," 

Page 1, after line 18, insert: 

"Sec. 2. Laws 1949, chapter 406, section 5, is amended by adding 
a subdivision to read: 

Subd: 7. [INVESTMENT RELATED POSTRETIREMENT PAY
MENTS.na) For the purpose of this subdivision, these terms have 
the following meaning: 

(1) "Excess investment income" means the amount I>x which the 
time weighted total rate of return earned I>x the fund in the most 
recent fiscal year has exceeded the actual percentage increase in the 
current monthly salary of !o' !:<!P. grade patrol officer in the most 
recent fiscal year plus 1.5 percent. The excess investment income 
must be expressed as ~ dollar amount; excess investment income 
shall not exceed !.:i5 percentOf the total assets of the fund and does 
not exist unless the time weighted total rate of return of the fund exceecISliYepercent.-- --- -- - --- - - --

(2) "Time weighted total rate Qf return" means the percentage 
amount determined I>x using the formula or formulas established by 
the state board of investment under Minnesota Statutes, section 
TIA.:o4,Clause (11), and in effect on January 1, 1987. 

(3) "Eligible member" means any person, including service pen
sioners, disability pensioners, theIr survivors, or dependents, who 
received an annuity during the 12 months prior to the determina
tion date. Members who receive<! an annuity for the entire 12 
months prior to the determination date are eligible for a full annual 
postretirement payment. Members who received an annuity for less 
than 12 months prior to the determination date are eligible for 
proratea annual postretirement payments. 

(4) "Determination date" means December 31 of each year. 

(5) "Annual postretirement payment" means the payment of !! 
lump sum postretirement benefit to eligible members on June! 
following the determination date in any year. 

(b) The board of trustees of the relief association shall determine 
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~ May ! of each yeah whether the relief association has excess 
investment income. T e amount of excess investment income, if 
any, must be stated as '" doliar amount and reported ~ the relief 
association to the governing body of the municipality, the state 
auditor, the commissioner of finance, and the legislative commission 
on pensions and retirement. The dollar amount of excess investment 
mcome !!P to 1.5 percent of the assets of the fund must be applied for 
the purposes specified in aaragraphs (c) and\dl. Excess investment 
income must not be consi ered for actuarIal Valuations of the fund 
for that year under sections 69.77,356.215, and 356.216. AdditiOnal 
investment income must be included in tMactuarial valuations 
performed under sectiOilS 69.77, 356.215, ana 356.216. 

(c) The amount determined ~ paragraph (b) must be applied as 
follows: 

(1) one-third of the excess investment income must be paid as '" 
benefit to eligible members under paragraph (d) in an amount not to 
exceed .5 percent ofthe assets of the fund or an amount equal to the 
total monthly benefiIThat the eligible member was entitled to in the 
prior year under the terms of the pension plan~ichever is less; 

(2) the state amortization state aid or supplementary amortiza
tion state aid payments otherwise due to the relief association under 

. section 423A.02 for the current caJelldar year must be reduced !i.Y: 
. one-third of the amou'nt of the excess investment income; and 

(3) the minimum obligation of the municipality otherwise due to 
the relief association for the following calendar year must be 
reduced iJy one_third of the amount of excess investment income. 

(d) The relief association shall p!!y. an annual postretirement 
payment to all eligible members in an amount not to exceed .5 
percent of the assets of the fund. Payment of the annual postretire
ment payment shall be in '" lump sum amount on June! following 
the determination date in any year. Payment or the annual post
retirement payment shall be made only if the time weighted total 
rate of return exceeds five percent in any yerr The total amount of 
all payments to members shall not exceed ~ amount determined 
under paragraph (b) of this subdivision. Payment to each eligible 
member shall be calculated ~ dividing the total number of pension 
units to which'eligible members are entitled intothe excess mvest
ment income available for distribution to members, and then 
illiiffiplying that result !if the number of units to which each 
eligible member is entitled to determine each eli~ible memOeTs 
annual postretirement payment. Payment to each e igible member 
shall not exceed an amount equal to the total monthly benefit that 
the eligible member was entitled to in the prior year under the 
terms of the pension plan. 

(e) In the event an eligible member dies prior to the payment of 
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the post-retirement payment, the relief association shall ~ that 
eligible member's estate the amount to which the eligible member 
was entitled. 

(0 The relief association shall submit a report on the amount of all 
post-retIrement ~'tyments made pursuant to tlils section and tne 
manner in whic those payments were determined to the state 
auditor, theexecutiVeSecretary of the legislative commISsion on 
pensions and retirement, and the Minneapolis city clerk. . . 

Sec. 3. [MINNEAPOLIS FIRE; POSTRETIREMENT PAY
MENTS.] 

Subdivision 1. [AUTHORIZED.] Notwithstanding the provisions 
of Minnesota Statutes, chapter 69, or jny other law to the contrar!., 
the Minneapolis fire department re ief association sliall provi e 
postretirement payments to eligible members under sUbdlvision 2. 

Subd. 2. [DEFINITIONS; CALCULATION.] (a) For the purpose of 
this subaTvision these terms have the following meaning: 

(1) "Excess investment income" means the amount ~ which the 
time weighted total rate of return earned ~ the fund in the most 
recent fiscal y~ar has exceededthe actual ~ercentage increase in the 
current mont ly salary of ~ .f;Q(l grade hrelghter in the most recent 
fiscal year plus 1.5 percent. The excess Investment income mliSt1>e 
expressed as ~ dOllar amount; exceSslnvestment income shall not 
exceed 1.5 percent of the total assets of the fund and does not exist 
unless the time weIghted total rate of return of the fund exceeas five 
percent. 

(2) "Time weighted total rate of return" means the ~rcentace 
amount determIned !iY. using the formula or formuras estalished ii.Y 
the state board of investment under Minnesota Statutes, section 
TIA:04,Clause (H),and in effect on January 1, 1987. 

(3) "Eligible member" means any person, including service ~ 
sioners, disability pensioners, their survivors, or dependents, who 
received an annUIty during the 12 months prior to the determina
tion date. Members who received an annuity ror the entire 12 
ffiOnthSjii'ior to the determination date are eligibleTor ~ fu1lallnuru 
postretirement payment. Members who received an annuity for less 
than 12 months prior to the determInation date are ehgil)fe for 
prorated annual postretirement payments. 

(4) "Determination date" means December 31 of each year. 

(5) "Annual postretirement payment" means the payment of ~ 
IUjP sum postretirement benefit to eligible members on Julie .! 
fo lowing the determination date in any year. . 
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(b) The board of trustees of the relief association shall determine 
h May 1. of earn Y'Tar whether the rehel association has excess 
investment income. he amount or excess investment· incoliiejll 
any, must be stated as ~ dollar amount and reported h the re iel' 
association to the governing body of the. municipality, the state 
aUditor, the commissioner offlnance, anathe legislative commission 
on pensions and retirement. The dollar amount of excess investment 
mcome !!p to 1.5 percent of the assets of the funa must be applied for 
the purposes specified in ~arafiaphs (c)aniI(d). Excess investment 
income must not be consl ere for actuanaI ViiIuations of the fund 
for that year iiiider sections 69.77, 356.215, and 356.216.AddiiiOllaI 
investment income must be included in tneactuarial valuations 
perlormed under sectiolls 69.77,356.210, ana 356.216. 

(c) The amount determined h paragraph (b) must be applied as 
follows: 

(1) one-third of the excess investment income must be paid as a 
benefit to eligible memoorsunder paragraph (d) in an amount not to 
exceed .5 percent of the assets of the fund or an amount iqual to tfie 
total monthly benefit1li.at the eligible memoer was entit ed to in the 
prior year under the terms of the pension plan-;wnichever is less; 

(2) the state amortization state aid or supplementary amortiza
tion state aid ga~ents otherwise due to the relief association under 
section 4231\. 20r the current calendar year must be reduced !i,y 
one-third of the amount of the excess investment income; and 

(3) therninimum obligation of the muniCipality otherwise due to 
the. relief assocIation for the following calendar year must De . 
reauCe!I1:Y. one-thIrd of the amount of excess investment iiiCOriie:-

(d) The relief association shall ~ an annual postretirement 
payment to all eligible members in an amount not to exceed .5 
percent of the assets of the fund. Payment of the annual n,stretire
ment paymentShiiIT be in ~ lump sum amount on June 1. oIlowmg 
the determinatloii(late in any year. pawent or the annual postj 
retirement paymentsnaITbe made only rthe time weIghted totil 
rate of~ exceeds five surcent in any lew. The total amount of 
all payments to members s all not excee ~ amount determinea 
under paraStt (b) of this subdIVision. Payment to each eligible 
member sha ~ calcwatedb..Y dividing the to.tal nuiiiber of pension 
umts to which eligjble members are entlired into the excess invest
ment income avaIlable for distnDuticin to members, and then 
iiiUffiplying that result h the number or units to w1llc1i each 
elIgible member is entitled to determine each eligIbIeiiiembers 
annual postretirement payment. Payment to each eligible member 
shall not exceed an amount equal to the toW monthly benefit that 
the eIlglble memoer was entitled tom the prior year under the 
terms of the penSIOn plan. 
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eel In the event an eligible member dies prior to the payment of 
the post-retirement payment, the relief association snail P!'.l' that 
eITgible member's estate the amount to which the ell@bfe memoer 
was entitled. 

(D The relief association shall submit a report on the amount of all 
post-retirement payments made pursuant to thls sectIOn and tne 
manner in which those payments were determined to the state 
auditor, the executive secretary of the legislative commission on 
pensions and retirement, and the NIinneapolis city clerk. 

Sec. 4. [NONENTITLEMENT OF ANNUAL POSTRETIRE
MENT PAYMENT.) 

No provision of, or payment made under, sections ~ or !l. shall be 
interpreted or rerred upon!>y ~ member of either the Minneapolls 
police relieIassociation or the Minneapolis fire department relief 
association to guarantee or entitle !': member to annual postretire
ment benefits for !': period when no excess investment income ~ 
earned !>y either fund." 

Page 1, line 19, delete "2" and insert "5" 

Page 1, after line 24, insert: 

"Sections 2, 3, and :! are effective the day after approval !>y the 
Minneapolis city council and compliance with Minnesota Statutes, 
section 645.021 and !':PP!.Y to calendar year 1987 investment perfor
mance." 

Amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 4, delete "amending" and insert "providing for 
postretirement payments for Minneapolis police officers and Minne
apolis firefighters, their surviving spouses and dependents; amend
ing Laws 1949, chapter 406, section 5, by adding a subdivision; and" 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

S. F. No. 2102, A bill for an act relating to the city of Minneapolis; 
authorizing the Minneapolis park and recreation board to establish 
compensation for its members; amending Laws 1974, chapter 181, 
section 1, as amended. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended, and placed upon 
its final passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. There were 127 yeas and 1 nay as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
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Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers. 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck' 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn . 
Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 
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Greenfield 
Gruenes' 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Jolmson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Joimson, V 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 

Larsen Orenstein 
Lasley Osthoff 
Lieder Otis 
Long Pappas 
Marsh Pauly 
McEachern Pelowski . 
McKasy Peterson 
McLaughlin Poppenhagen 
McPherson Pnce 
Milbert Quinn 
Miller Redalen 
Mirine Reding 
Morrison Rest 
Munger Rice 
Murphy Richter 
Nelson, C. Riveness 
Nelson, D. Rodosovich 
Nelson, K. Rose 
Neuenschwander Rukavina 
O'Connor Sarna 
Ogren Schafer 
Olsen, S. Scheid 
Olson, E. Schreiber 
Olson, K. Seaberg 
Qmann Segal 
Onnen Shaver 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

McDonald 

[82nd Day 

Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
_Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
""He 
Wenzel -
Winter 
WYnia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was passed, as amended, and its title agreed to. 

S. F. No. 335 was reported to the House. 

Clark moved to amend S. F. No. 335, as follows: 

Delete everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 148.70, is amended 
to read: 

148.70 [APPLICANTS, QUALIFICATIONS.] 

It shall be the duty of the board of medical examiners with the 
advice and assistance of the physical therapy council to pass upon 
the qualifications of applicants for registration, continuin~ educa
tion requirements for rerewstration, provide for and con. uct all 
examinations following satIsfactory completion of all didactic re
quirements, determine the applicants who successfully pass the 
examination, and duly register such' applicants after the applicant 
has presented evidence satisfactory to the board that the applicant 
has completed a program of education Or continuing education 
approved by the board. 
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Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 148.73, is amended to 
read: 

148.73 [RENEWALS.] 

Every registered physical therapist shall, during each January, 
apply to the board for an extension of registration and pay a fee in 
the amount set by the board. RegistratisR that is Ret 00 e"teRses .... 
"" befsre JaRHaFY Jl eaeh year, shall aHtsmatiealiy lapse .... said 
eat&.- 'l'he 00affi, ill its siseFetisR, may revive aM 8*terul a lapsed 
FegistratisR .... the paymeHt sf the Fe'll'iFeS fee&.. RegistraRts shall 
likewise pay the aRRHa! FegistFatis" tee ffip the salaRee sf the fu'St 
year efthei-F FcgistFatiea The extension of registration is contingent 
upon demonstration that the continuing education re9uirements set 
by the board under section 148.709 have been satisfIed. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 148.74, is amended to 
read: 

148.74 [RULES.] 

The board is authorized to adopt rules as may be necessary to 
carry out the purposes of sections 148.65 to 148.78. The secretary of 
theboard shall keep a record of proceedings under these sections and 
a register of all persons registered under it. The register shall show 
the name, address, date and number of registration, and the renewal 
thereof. Any other interested person in the state may obtain a copy 
of such list on request to the board upon payment of an amount as 
may be fixed by the board, which shall not exceed the cost of the list 
so furnished. The board shall provide blanks, books, certificates, and 
stationery and assistance as is necessary for the transaction of the 
business of the board and the physical therapy council hereunder, 
and all money received by the board under sections 148.65 to 148.78 
shall be paid into the state treasury as provided for by law. The board 
shall set by rule the amounts of the application fee and the annual 
registration fee. The fees collected h the board must be sufficient to 
cover the costs of administering sections 148.65 to 148.78. 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 148.75, is amended to 
read: 

148.75 [CERTIFICATES; DENIAL, SUSPENSION, REVOCA
TION.] 

The state board of medical examiners may refuse to grant regis
tration to any physical therapist, or may suspend or revoke the 
registration of any physical therapist for any of the following 
grounds: 
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(a) using drugs or intoxicating liquors to an extent which affects 
professional competence; 

(b) been convicted of a felony; 

(c) conviction for violating any state or federal narcotic law; 

(d) procuring, aiding or abetting a criminal abortion; 

(e) registration or attempted registration by fraud or deception; 

(0 conduct unbecoming a person registered as a physical therapist 
or conduct detrimental to the best interests of the public; 

(g) gross negligence in the practice of physical therapy as a 
physical therapist; 

(h) treating human ailments by physical therapy treatment after 
an initial 30-day ftriod of patient admittance to treatment has 
lapsed, except by t e order or referral of a person licensed in this 
state to practice medicine as defined in section 147.10, the practice 
of chiropractic as defined in section 148.01, the practiceOt podiatry 
as defined in section 153.01, or the practice of dentistry as defined in 
section 1501\.05 and whose license is in good standing; or when a 
previous diagnosis exists indicating an ongoing condition warrant
ing physical therapy treatment, subject to periodic review defined by 
board of medical examiners rule; 

(i) treating human ailments without referral!Jy physical therapy 
treatment without first having practiced one year under !'c physi
cian's orders as verified Qr the board's records; . 

ill failure to consult with the patient's health care provider who 
prescribed the physical therapy treatment !f the treatment ~ 
altered !Jy the physical therapist from the original written order. 
The provision does not include written orders specifying orders to 
"evaluate and treat"; 

(k) treating human ailments other than by physical therapy 
unless duly licensed or registered to do so under the laws of this 
state; 

W (I) inappropriate delegation to a physical therapist assistant or 
inappropriate task assignment to an aide or inadequate supervision 
of either level of supportive personnel; 

\k} (m) treating human ailments other than by performing phys
ical therapy procedures unless duly licensed or registered to do so 
under the laws of this state; 
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ffi (n) practicing as a physical therapist performing medical 
diagnosis, the practice of medicine as defined in section 147.10, or 
the practice of chiropractic as defined in section 148.01; 

\fiB (0) failure to comply with a reasonable request to obtain 
approprIate clearance for mental or physical conditions which would 
interfere with the ability to practice physical therapy, and which 
may be potentially harmful to patients; and 

w iI>2 dividing fees with, or paying or promlsmg to pay a 
commission or part of the fee to, any person who contacts the 
physical therapist for consultation or sends patients to the physical 
therapist for treatment; 

M engaging in an incentive payment arrangement, other than 
that prohibited by clause J.p2, that tends to promote physical therapy 
over-utilization, whereby the referring person or person who con
trols the availability of physIcal therapy services to " client profits 
unreasonably as " result of patient treatment; 

(r) practicing physical therapy and failing to refer to " licensed 
health care professional any patient whose medical condition at the 
time of evaluation has been determined by the physical therapist to 
be beyond the scope of practice of" physical therapist; and 

(s) failure to report to the board other registered physical thera
pists who violate this section. 

A certificate of registration to practice as a physical therapist is 
suspended if (1) a guardian of the person of the physical therapist is 
appointed by order of a probate court pursuant to sections 525.54 to 
525.612, for reasons other than the minority of the physical thera
pist; or (2) the physical therapist is committed by order of a probate 
court pursuant to 253B or sections 526.09 to 526.11. The certificate 
of registration remains suspended until the physical therapist is 
restored to capacity by a court and, upon petition by the physical 
therapist, the suspension is terminated by the board of medical 
examiners after a hearing. 

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 148.76, subdivision 2, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 2. No physical therapist shallo 

(a) treat human ailments by physical therapy tFeatmeIlt after an 
initial 30-day period of patient admittance to treatment haS1aj)sea, 
except by the order or referral of a person licensed in this state to 
practice medicine as defined in section 147.10, the practice of 
chiropractic as defined in section 148.01, the practice of podiatry as 
defined III section 153.01, or the practice of dentistry as defined in 
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section 150A.05 and whose license is in good standing; or when a 
previous diagnosis exists indicating an ongoing condition warrant
ing physical therapy treatment, subject to periodic review defined by 
board of medical examiners rule; 

(b) treat human ailments h physical therapy treatment without 
first having Rracticed one year under a physician's orders as verified 
h the board s records; 

(c) utilize any chiropractic manipulative technique whose end is 
the chiropractic adjustment of an abnormal articulation of the body; 
and 

(d) treat human ailments other than by physical therapy unless 
duly licensed or registered to do so under the laws of this state." 

Delete the title and insert: 

"A bill for an act relating to occupations and professions; regulat
ing continuing education for physical therapists; specifying the 
amounts of certain fees; specifying certain grounds for disciplinary 
action; prohibiting certain business relationships in the practice of 
physical therapy; regulating physical therapy treatment without 
referral by a physician; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 
148.70; 148.73; 148.74; 148.75; and 148.76, subdivision 2." 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

S. F. No .. 335, A bill for an act relating to occupations and 
professions; authorizing physical therapy treatment without referral 
by a physician; prohibiting certain business relationships in the 
practice of physical therapy; amending .Minnesota Statutes 1986, 
sections 148.74; 148.75; and 148.76, subdivision 2 .. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended, and placed upon 
its final passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. There were 127 yeas and 2 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bepnett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 

Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 

DeBlieck 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 

Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 

Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
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Krueger 
Larsen 
Lasley 
Lieder 
Marsh 
McDonald 
McEachern 
McKasy 
McLaughlin 
McPherson 
Milbert 
Miller 
Minne 
Morrison 
Munger 
Murphy 
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Nelson, C. Pauly 
Nelson, D. Pelowski 
Nelson, K. Peterson 
Neuenschwander Poppenhagen 
O'Connor Price 
Ogren Quinn -
Olsen, S. Redalen 
Olson, E. Reding 
Olson, K. Rest 
Omann Rice 
Onnen Richter 
Orenstein Rodosovich 
Osthoff Rose 
Otis Rukavina 
Ozment Sarna 
Pappas Schafer 

Scheid 
Schreiber 
Seaberg 
Segal 
Shaver 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stamus 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Dempsey Knickerbocker 
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Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valenta 
Vel1enga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was passed, as amended, and its title agreed to. 

S. F. No. 2017 was reported to the House. 

Kelly moved that S. F. No. 2017 be temporarily laid over on Special 
Orders. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 2150 was reported to the House. 

Peterson moved to amend S. F. No. ·2150, as follows: 

Delete everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 16B.06, is amended 
by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 6. [CONTRACTS WITH INDIAN TRIBES AND BANDS.] 
NotWIThStanding any other law, the state may not reguire an Indian 
tribe or band to d;th their sovereignty as a requirement or condition 
of "" contract wit U state or an agency of the state. 

Sec. 2. [REPEALER.] 

Section 1 is repealed August 1, 1989. 

Sec. 3. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

Section 1 ~ effective the day following final enactment." 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 
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Speaker pro tempore Long called Anderson, G., to the Chair. 

S. F. No. 2150, A bill for an act relating to state contracts; 
prohibiting the state from requiring Indian tribes or bands to deny 
their sovereignty to contract with the state; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1986, section 16B.06, by adding a subdivision. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended, and placed upon 
its final passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. There were 128 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L," 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Danner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dom 
Forsythe 
Frsderick 
Frerichs 

Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Heap· 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 
Larsen 
Lasley 

Lieder Osthoff 
Long Otis 
Marsh Ozment 
McDonald Pappas 
McEachern Pauly 
McKasy Pelowski 
McLaughlin Peterson 
McPherson Poppenhagen 
Milbert Price 
Miller Quinn 
Mione Redalen 
Morrison Reding 
Munger Rest 
Murphy Rice 
Nelson, C. Richter 
Nelson, D. Riveness 
Nelson, K. Rodosovich 
Neuenschwander Rose 
O'Connor Rukavina 
Ogren Sarna 
Of sen, S. . Schafer 
Olson, E. Scheid 
Olson, K. Schreiher 
Omann Seaherg 
Onnen Segal 
Orenstein Shaver 

Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
\\)ss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was passed, as amended, and its title agreed to. 

McDonald was excused for the remainder of today's session. 

S. F. No. 2323 was reported to the House. 

Jennings, Skoglund and Knickerbocker moved to amend S. F. No. 
2323, as follows: 

Page 2, after line 8, insert: 
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"Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 48.24, subdivision 6, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 6. The discount of the following classes of paper shall not be 
regarded as creating liability within the meaning of this section: 

(1) Bonds, orders, warrants, or other evidences of indebtedness of 
the United States, of federal land banks, of this state or of any 
county, city, town, hospital district, or school district in this state, or 
of the bonds, representing general obligation of any other state in 
the United States, or bonds and obligations of the federal home loan 
banks established by act of Congress known as the Federal Home 
Loan Bank Act, approved July 23, 1932, and acts amendatory 
thereto, or debentures and other obligations of the federal interme
diate credit banks established by act of Congress known as the 
Federal Intermediate Credit Banks Act, approved March 4, 1923, 
and acts amendatory thereto, in obligations issued by the banks for 
cooperatives or any of them, and in bonds and obligations of the 
home owners' loan corporation established by act of Congress, 
known as the Home Owners' Loan Act of 1933, and acts amendatory 
thereto, in exchange for mortgages on homes, or contracts for deed, 
or real estate held by it. 

(2) Bills of exchange drawn in good faith against actually existing 
values, including bills which are secured by shipping documents 
conveying or securing title to goods shipped, and which are not to be 
surrendered until such bills are paid in cash or solvent credits. This 
includes bankers' acceptances or participations in bankers' accep
tances ofthe kind and maturities made eligible by law for rediscount 
with, or purchase by, federal reserve banks, providing the same are 
accepted or endorsed by a bank or trust company incorporated under 
the laws of this state; or by any bank or trust company in the United 
States which is a member of the federal reserve system. 

(3) Paper based upon the collateral security of warehouse receipts 
covering agricultural or manufactured products stored in elevators 
or warehouses under the following conditions: 

First, when the actual market value of the property covered by 
such receipts at all times exceeds by at least ten percent the amount 
loaned thereon, and 

Second, when the full amount of every such loan is at all times 
covered by fire insurance in duly authorized companies, within the 
limit oftheir ability to cover such amounts, and the excess, if any, in 
companies having sufficient paid-up capital to authorize their ad
mission, and payable, in case of loss, to the bank or holder of the 
warehouse receipt. 

(4) Total loans to an obligor secured by either certificates of 
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deposit, or savings certificates or both, of any such bank to the 
extent of the total of such certificates pledged as security. 

(5) Debentures issued under the authority of the federal national 
mortgage association. 

(6) Obligations representing loans from one business day to the 
next to any state bank or riational banking association of excess 
reserve balances from time to time maintained under the provisions 
of section 48.22, or of section 19 of the Federal Reserve Act, as 
amended, United States Code, title 12, sections 461 et seq." 

Renumber the sections in sequence 

Amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 5, delete "subdivision 5" and insert "subdivisions 5 
and 6" 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

S. F. No. 2323, A bill for an act relating to financial institutions; 
authorizing 'certain investments for banks; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1986, sections 48.152, subdivision 10; 48.24, subdivision 5; 
and 48.61, by adding a subdivision. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended, and placed upon 
its final passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. There were 128 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 

DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 
Frederick 
Greenfield 
Grucnes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap' 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 

Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 
Larsen 
Lasley 
Lieder 
Long 
Marsh 
McEachern 
McKasy 

McLaughlin Otis. 
McPherson Ozment 
Milbert Pappas 
Miller Pauly 
Morrison Pelowski 
Munger Peterson 
Murphy Poppen hagen 
Nelson, C. Price 
Nelson, D. Quinn 
Nelson, K. Redalen 
Neuenschwander Reding 
O'Connor Rest 
Ogren Rice 
Olsen, S. Richter 
Olson, E. Riveness 
Olson, K. Rodosovich 
Omann Rose 
Onnen Rukavina 
Orenstein Sarna 
Osthoff Schafer 
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Scheid 
Schreiber 
Seaberg 
Segal 
Shaver 
Simoneau 

Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
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Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 

Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 

Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
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The bill was passed, as amended, and its title agreed to. 

H. F. No. 2130 was reported to the House. 

Vellenga moved that H. F. No. 2130 be continued on Special Orders 
for one day. The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 2520, A bill for an act relating to commerce; clarifying 
certain procedures and fees relating to the statewide uniform 
commercial code computerized filing system; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 336.9-407; 336.9-411; and 
336.9-413. 

The bill was read for the third time and placed upon its final 
passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. There were 127 yeas and 0 nays as follows; 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dorn 
Forsythe 

Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 

Krueger Onnen 
Larsen Orenstein· 
Lasley Osthoff 
Lieder Otis 
Long Ozment 
Marsh Pappas 
McEachern Pauly 
McKasy Pelowski 
McLaughlin Peterson 
McPherson Poppenhagen 
Milbert Price 
Miller Quinn 
Morrison Redalen 
Munger Reding 
Murphy Rest 
Nelson, C. Rice 
Nelson, D. Richter 
Nelson, K. Ri veness 
Neuenschwander Rodosovich 
O'Connor Rose 
Ogren Rukavina 
Olsen, S. Sarna 
Olson, E. Schafer 
Olson, K. Scheid 
Omann Schreiber 

The bill was passed and its title agreed to. 

Seaberg 
Segal 
Shaver 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjomhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 
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H. F. No. 2561 was reported to the House. 

Kelly moved that H. F. No. 2561 be continued on Special Orders for 
one day. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 2255 was reported to the House. 

Winter moved to amend S. F. No. 2255, as follows: 

Delete everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 41.57, subdivision 4, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [ADDITIONAL PAYMENT; PRINCIPAL REDUCTION.] 
(a) The commissioner must annually pay to qualified sellers of 
property, financed by a family farm security loan, an amount 
approximately equal to the additional state income tax paid as a 
result of the inclusion in gross income of the interest and payment 
adjustment earned on a seller sponsored family farm security loan. 
No payment may be made under this subdivision to a qualified 
seller, unless the seller agrees to reduce the outstanding principal 
amount of the loan by three percent effective prior to or beginning 
fa.. the year in which application is made. 

(b) The payment amount must be determined as follows: 

W In order to qualify for a payment, the seller must apply to the 
commissioner by October 1, 198e following the previous tax year. 
The application must include a copy of the seller's 198& previous tax 
year state income tax return. The commissioner.must recompute llie 
seller's total state income tax liability that would be due if the 
interest and payment adjustment amounts were not includable in 
gross income for state income tax purposes. The commissioner may 
require the seller to compute these amounts as part of the applica
tion. For any calendar year 198e the amount of the payment equals 
the reductIOn in state income tax liability that would occur jf the 
interest and payment adjustment were not included in gross income 
for state tax purposes .. 

{2f F& ealeBEiar years llegiBBiRg with lfI8.1, the aEiEiitisBal f'I'Y
meBt aBisunt fl'>Uffi; be EieteFmineEi as fallsws: fA} '!'he ealeBEiar ~ 
198e "aymeBt· fl'>Uffi; be EiiviEieEi By the amsu"t ef i"teFest RB<l 
"aYBieBt aEijastHieBt FeeeiveEi EiariBg ealeBEiar ~ ~ 00 '!'he 
resaltiBg '1astieBt fl'>Uffi; be multifllieEi By the iBterest RB<l flaymeBt 
aEijastmeBt reeeiyeEi fa.. the ealeBEiaF year, fG1 '!'he flrsEiaet deter
IBiBed UB!Ier eialiae 00 is the flaYBieBt fa.. the ealeBEiar year, 

W If fa.. a ta.< ~ after 198e the '1aalifieEi selle.' s ta*aIlle iBesme 
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has eHaRged sliastaRtialiy, the eemmissieReF may /lFevide By rate 
that 1iJ'e!l Fea/l/llieatieft a Jate.. tm. year will he "'*'<it<> eem/late the 
,!lietieftt HH<ier elaase (Il)(2)(l\). 

~ (c) If the seller elects to receive payments under this 
subdivision, the buyer's payments of principal and interest under 
the loan must be recalculated. The revised payment schedule must 
reflect the three percent reduction in the outstanding principal 
required by paragraph (a) and must provide for equal payments over 
the remaining term of the loan. The interest rate on the loan may 
not be increased. 

~ '!'he ~ /laymeftt adjastmeftt HH<ier sliMi'!isiaR 2 aruI the 
afflaaftt at'the "aymeRt HH<ier /laFagr6flH W mast he ealealated 6ft 

the basis at'the eatstaRdiftg "Fiftei"al ameliRt at'the leaft hefare the 
,",'aetieft Fe,!lii,e" By "Rragra"h W. 

W (d) The commissioner may make the payments under this 
subdivision in the same manner provided for the payment adjust
ment under subdivision 2. 

m (e) For purposes of this subdivision, the following terms have 
the meanings given: 

(1) "Gross income" means gross income as defined for purposes of 
chapter 290. 

(2) "Qualified seller" means an individual who sold farm land 
under a seller sponsored loan after April 1, 1978 and before Jaae 28 
December 31, 1985, and who is a resident of Minnesota during the 
calendar year and is subject to the payment of Minnesota income 
taxes. 

Sec. 2. [41.63] [DATA PRIVACY] 

Financial information, including credit reports, financial state
ments, tax refund calculations, and net worth statements, received 
or prepared fu the commissioneiregarrung bny family farm security 
loan, and ~ name of each individual w 0 ~ the recipient of !'o 
family farm security loan, and the name of each cooperating seller 
of a seller-sponsored loan are private data on individuals under 
mapter ~ -- -- -- - --

Sec. 3. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

This act ~ effective the day following final enactment." 

Delete the title and insert: 
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"A bill for an act relating to agriculture; extending certain 
benefits under the family farm security act; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1986, seCtion 41.57, subdivision 4; proposing coding for new 
law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 41." 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

S. F. No. 2255, A bill for an act relating to agriculture; extending 
certain benefits under the family farm security act; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 41.57, subdivision 4. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended, and placed upon 
its final passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. There were 127 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, 1. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 

Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 

Kos1AJhryz Onnen 
Krueger Orenstein 
Larsen Osthoff 
Lasley Otis 
Lieder Ozment 
Long Pappas 
Marsh Pauly 
McEachern Pelowski 
McKasy Peterson 
McLaughlin Poppenhagen 
McPherson Quinn 
Milbert &>dalen 
Miller Reding 
Morrison Rest 
Munger Richter 
Murphy Riveness 
Nelson, C. Rodosovich 
Nelson, D. Rose 
Nelson, K. Rukavina 
Neuenschwander Sarna 
O'Connor Schafer 
Ogren Scheid 
Olsen, S. Schreiber 
Olson, E. Seaberg 
Olson, K. Segal 
Omann Simoneau 

Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
TunheilJ.l 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was passed, as amended, and its title agreed to. 

H. F. No. 2291 was reported to the House. 

Thiede moved to amend H. F. No. 2291, as follows: 

Page 5, after line 14, insert: 
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"Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 16B.17, subdivision 3, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [DUTIES OF CONTRACTING AGENCY.] Before an 
agency may seek approval of a consultant or professional and 
technical services contract valued in excess of $2,000, it must certify 
to the commissioner that: . 

(1) no state employee is able to perform the services called for by 
the contract; 

(2) the normal competitive bidding mechanisms will not provide 
for adequate performance of the services; 

(3) the services are not available as a product of a prior consultant 
or professional and technical services contract, and the contractor 
has· certified that the product of the services will be original in 
character; 

(4) reasonable efforts were made to publicize the availability of the 
contract; 

(5) the agency has received, reviewed, and accepted a detailed 
work plan from the contractor for performance under the contract; 
tHHl 

(6) the agency has complied· with the requirements of subdivision 
3a, !f applicable; and 

{IB (7) the agency has developed, and fully intends to implement, 
a written plan providing for the assignment of specific agency 
personnel to a monitoring and liaison function; the periodic review 
of interim reports or other indications of past performance, and the 
ultimate utilization of the final product of the services. 

Sec. 9. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 16B.17, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd, 3a. [ADDITIONAL DUTIES.] This subdivision applies to 
proposed state contracts for consultant services or ~OfeSSional and 
technical services valuedll1 excess of $2,000, for w ich the a~ency 
seeking approval of the contract does not puolish notice o~ the 
availabilit~ of the contract in ~ newspaper or trade journru. An 
agency see ing the commissioner's approval to enter into a contract 
subject to this subdivision must first publiSii notice in the state. 
register llsting: 

(1) The name of the proposed contractor; and 
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(2) The amount and recipient of each contribution in excess of 
$100 made in the f'fut five years ~ the proposed contraclOrtO !Ie 
candidate, pOlitica nd, maier politiCiiI ~ officer holder, or 
major political party caucus Q... the senate or house of representa
tives. The terms used in this clause have the meaning given them in 
section 10A.01. For purposes of this clause contr.actor also includes 
directors, officers and members of tlieliOard of a co~oration that 
will perform a contract; all partners, other than limite partners, !f 
llie proposed contractor ~ a partnershlp;lmd all dIrectors, officer(j 
and shareholders in !Ie professional cOfPoration if the propose 
contractor ~ a professional corporation.' 

Renumber subsequent sections accordingly 

Amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 10, after the first semicolon insert "16B.17, subdivi
SiOI' 3, and by adding a subdivision;" 

A roll call was requested and properly seconded. 

The question was taken on the Thiede amendment and the roll 
was called. There were 53 yeas and 72 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, R. 
Bennett 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Clausnitzer 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Forsythe 

Frederick 
Frerichs 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jennings 
Jolmson, V. 

Knickerbocker Onnen 
Marsh Orenstein 
McKasy Ozment 
McPherson Pauly 
Milbert Poppenbagen 
Miller Redalen 
Morrison Richter 
Neuenschwander Rose 
Olsen, S. Schafer 
Olson, E. Schreiber 
Omann Seaberg 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Anderson, G. 
. Battaglia 

Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bertram" 
Brown 
CarIson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 

Dorn 
Greenfield 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jensen 
Johnson, A.. 
Johnson, R. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 

Knuth 
Kostohry. 
Larsen 
Lasley 
Lieder 
Long 
McEachern 
McLaughlin 
Minne 
Munger 
Murphy 
Nelson, C. 
Nelson, D. 
Nelson, K. 

O'Connor 
Ogren 
Olson, K. 
Osthoff 
Otis 
Pappas 
Pelowski 
Peterson 
Price 
Quinn 
Reding 
Rice 
Riveness 
Rodosovich 

Shaver 
Starrius 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Uphus 
Valento 
Waltman 

Rukavina 
Sarna 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Steensma 
Trimble 
Tunheini 
Vellenga 
Voss 
\\\!lIe 
\\\!nrel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 
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The motion did not prevail and the amendment was not adopted. 

H. F. No. 2291, A bill for an act relating to state agencies; 
amending, enacting and repealing certain laws administered by the 
department of administration; increasing the powers of the state 
board for community colleges; changing the criteria for board 
membership; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 15.0591, 
subdivision 2; 15.50, by adding a subdivision; 16A.41, subdivision 1; 
16B.07, subdivisions 2 and 3; 16B.08, subdivision 4; 16B.09, subdi
vision 3; 16B.24, by adding subdivisions; 16B.28; 16B.42, subdivi
sion 1; 16B.48, subdivision 2; 16B.54, subdivision 8; 16B.55, 
subdivisious 3 and 6; 16B.65, subdivision 3; 16B.85; 94.12; 136.61, 
subdivision 1; 136.622; 136.67, subdivision 2; 214.07, subdivision 1; 
268.0122, by adding a subdivision; and 382.153; Minnesota Statutes 
1987 Supplement, sections 16B.09, subdivision 1; 16B.67; 115A.15, 
subdivision 6; and 168.012, subdivision 1; Laws 1987, chapter 365, 
section 24; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, 
chapters 16B and 136; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 
15.38; 16B.29; and 214.07, subdivision 2. 

The bill was read for the third time and placed upon its final 
passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. There were 113 yeas and 8 nays as follows; 

Those who voted in the affIrmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, L. 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 

Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 

Kostohryz Osthoff 
Larsen Otis 
Lasley Ozment 
Lieder Pappas 
Long Pauly 
Marsh Pelowski 
McEachern' Peterson 
McKasy Poppenhagen 
McLaughlin Price 
Milbert Quinn 
Morrison Redalen 
Munger Reding 
Murphy Rest 
Nelson, C. Rice 
Nelson, D. Richter 
Nelson, K. Ri veness 
Neuenschwander Rodosovich 
O'Connor Rukavina 
Ogren Sarna 
Olsen, S. Scheid 
Olson, E. Schreiber 
Omann Seaberg 
Orenstein Segal 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Anderson, R. 
Carlson, D. 

Johnson, V. 
McPherson 

Miller 
Olson, K. 

Schafer 
Thiede 

Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Swenson 
Tjomhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Upbus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 
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The bill was passed and its title agreed to. 

S. F. No. 1783 was reported to the House. 

Nelson, D., moved to amend S. F. No. 1783, as follows: 

Delete everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section 1. [116.60] [DEFINITIONS.] 

Subdivision 1. [APPLICABILITY.] The definitions in this section 
apply to sections 1 to 6. -

Subd. 2. [AGENCY.] "Agency" means the pollution control agency. 

Subd. 3. [CERTIFICATE OF COMPLIANCE.l "Certificate oCcom
pl:laii.'Ce" means ~ serially numbered written instrument or device 
indicating that a motor vehicle complies with the standards and 
criteria adopted 1iY the agency under section ;L 

Subd. 4. [CERTIFICATE OF WAIVER.] "Certificate of waiver" 
means a serially numbered written instrument or device Tndicating 
that the requirement of compliance with the stan<IardSand criteria 
of the agency has been waived for", motor vehicle under section 3. 

Subd. 5. [DEPARTMENT.] "Department" means the department 
of public safety. 

SUbd' 6. [METROPOLITAN AREA.] "Metropolitan area" has the 
meaning given in section 473.121. 

Subd. 7. [MOTOR VEHICLE.] "Motor vehicle" means a passenger 
automohITe, station wagon, pickup truck, or van, as defined in 
section168.011, licensed for use on the public streets and highways. 

Subd. 8. (PUBLIC INSPECTION STATION.] "Public inspection 
statlOil' means a facility for motor vehicle inspection operated under 
contract with the agency under section 3. 

Subd. 9. [FLEET INSPECTION STATION.] "Fleet inspection 
statlOil' means '" facility for the inspection of motor vehicle fleets 
operated under license issued !!,y the agency under section 3. 

Subd. 10. [OWNER.] "Owner" has the meaning given it in section 
168.011. 

Subd. 11. rREGISTRAR.] "Registrar" means the registrar of 
niotor vehICles under section 168.33. 
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Sec. 2. [116.61] [INSPECTION REQUIRED.] 

Subdivision!: [REQUIREMENT.] (a) Beginning no later than 
July b 1991, each motor vehicle registered to an owner residing in 
the metropolitan area and each motor vehicle customarily domiciled 
in the metropolitan area but exempt from registration under section 
168.012 or 473.448 must be inspected annually for air pollution 
emissions as provided in sections 1 to 6. - -

(b) The inspections must take place at ~ public or fleet inspection 
station. The inspections must take place within 90 days prior to the 
registration deadline for the vehicle or, for vehicles that are exempt 
from license fees under sectlon 168.012 or 473.448, at ~ time set ~ 
the agency. 

(c) The registration on ~ motor vehicle subject to paragraph (a) 
may not be renewed unless the vehicle has been inspected for air 
pollution emissions as provided in sections! to .§. and received ~ 
certificate of compliance or ~ certificate of waiver. 

Subd. 2. [EXEMPT VEHICLES.] The following motor vehicles are 
exempt from the requirements of this section: 

(1) ~ motor vehicle manufactured before the 1976 model year or 
with an engine manufactured before the 1976 model year; 

(2) ~ motor vehicle registered as classic, pioneer, collector, or 
street rod under section 168.10; 

(3) ~ motor vehicle that is. exempted in accordance with rules of 
the agency because the vehicle, although registered to an owner 
residing in the metropolitan area, !§. customarily domiciled outslC'le 
of the metropolitan area; and 

(4) any class of motor vehicle that is. exempted ~ rule of the 
agency because the vehicles present prohibitive inspection problems 
or are inappropriate for inspection. 

Sec. 3. [116.62] [MOTOR VEHICLE INSPECTION PROGRAM.j 

Subdivision!: [ESTABLISHMENT.] The agency shall establish 
and administer ~ program to test and inspect for air pollution 
emissions the motor vehicles that are subject to the requirement of 
section 2. 

Subd. 2. [CRITERIA AND STANDARDS.] (a) The agency shall 
adopt rules for the program under chapter 14 establishing standards 
and criteria governing the testing and inspectIon of motor vehicles 
for air pollution emissions. 
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(b) The rules must specify maximum pollutant emission levels for 
motor- velllCleS, giving consideration to the levels of emissions 
necessary to achieve applicable federal andstate air quality stan
dards. The standards may be different for different moder years, 
sizes, and ~ of motor vehicles. 

(c) The rules must establish testing procedures and standards for 
test equipment used for the inspection. The test procedures or 
procedures producing comparable results must be available to the 
automobile pollution equipment repair industry. The test equip
ment used for the ins ection or comparable equipment must be 
available to the repair in ustry on the open market. 

(d) The rules must establish standards and procedures for the 
issuance of licenses for fleet inspection stations. 

(e) The rules must establish standards and procedures for the 
issuance orcertificates of compliance and waiver. 

Subd. 3. [PUBLIC INSPECTION STATIONS; CONTRACT.] (a) 
Theprogram shall provide for the inspection of motor vehicles at 
public inspection stations. Tne number and location of the stations 
must provide convenient public access. 

(b) The agency shall contract with a private entity for the design, 
construction, equipment, establishment, maintenance, and opera
tion of the dPfblic inspection stations and the provision of related 
services an unctions. The contractor and its officers and employees 
may not be engaged in the business. of selling, maintaining,. or 
repairing motor vehicles or selling motor vehicle replacement or 
rehairparts, . except that the contractor may repair any motor 
ve icle owned or operateirb--'y the contractor. The contractor's 
employees are not employees of the state for any purpose. In 
evaluating contractors, the agency shall consider the contractors' 
policies and standards on working conditions of employees. Con
tracts must require the contractor to operate the public inspection 
stations for a minimum of five years and may provide for equitable 
compensation, from the veliICle emission inspection accQunt estab
lished !?r section 6, for capktal costs and other appropriate expendi
tures to the contractor, as etermined!?r the agency. 

(c) !l public inspection station shall inspect and reinspect motor 
vehicles in accordance with the agency rules and contract. The 
inspection station shall issue a certificate of compliance for !l. motor 
vehicle that has been inspected and determined to comply with the 
standards and criteria of the agency adopted under this section. If a 
certificate of compliance cannot be issued, the inspection statIOn 
shall provide !l. written inspection report describing the reasons for 
rejection and, when appropriate, the repairs needed or likely to be 
needed to bring the vehicle into compliance with the standards aild 
criteria. 
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(d) The agency shall develop ~ means of responding to inquiries 
from members of the public about the current status of ~ motor 
vehicle under the program, including the last date of inspection, 
certification of compliance, and the terms under which a certificate 
of waiver has been issued. The agency shall ensure in its public 
information program that the public ~ aware of this service. The 
agency may contract for the provision of this service. 

Subd. 4. [FLEET INSPECTION STATIONS; LICENSE.) (a) The 
program shall provide for the licensing of fleet inspection statIOns ~ 
the afiency. The license must be issued ~ the agency, upon payment 
of ~ icensing fee in ~ manner and an amount prescribed ~ the 
agency, when the agency determines that an applicant satisfies the 
requirements of this section and agency rules. 

(b) Owners of ~ fleet of 50 or more motor vehicles may "!'PlY for ~ 
fleet inspection station license. Two or more persons each owning 25 
or more motor vehicles may "!'PlY jointly for ~ fleet inspection 
station license. 

(c) A licensee shall have the facilities, eql.\ipment, and personnel 
to competently perform the inspections required ~ sections! to ~ 
and the rules of the agency. A licensee shall provide for the 
inspection of each fleet vehicle in accordance with the reguirements 
of section 2 and before registration of the vehicle shall indicate in a 
manner preSCrIbed by the agency whether the vehicle complies witn 
the emission standards of the agency. 

(d) A fleet inspection station license authorizes and obligates the 
licensee to perform inspections only on motor vehicles owned or 
operated exclusively ~ the fleet licensee. 

(e) A licensee shall maintain records of all inspections in ~ 
manner prescribed ~ the agency and shall make the records 
available for inspection ~ authorized representatives of the agency 
during normal business hours. 

(f) To ensure compliance, the agency may require fleet licensees to 
submit motor vehicles designated by the agency numbering five 
percent or five motor vehicles, whichever is larger, to annual 
inspection at public inspection stations. 

Subd. 5. [CERTIFICATES OF WAIVER.] 
warver,- valid for one year, must be issued 
followinilllsPeCtion if: -- -- - ---

(a) A certificate of 
for a motor vehicle -----

(1) a low emissions adjustment has been performed on the vehicle, 
following inspection and within 90 days prior to the renewal of 
registration, and 
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(2) either the estimated cost of repairs and adjustments necessary 
to bring the vehicle into compliance with emissions standards or the 
actual cost of repairs already perlormedon 'l vehicle in accordance 
with the inspection report under subdivision ::l exceeds the repair 
cost limit. . 

(b) The following costs may not be considered in determining 
eligibility for waiver under paragraph (a): costs for repairs made 
under warranty and costs necessary to repair or replace any 
eniission control equipment that has been removed, dismantled, 
tampered with, misfueled, or otherwise rendered Inoperative in 
violation of section 325E.0951. 

(c) The reptr cost limit.is $75 for vehicles manufactured before 
the 1981 mo el year, and $200 for vehicles manufactured in the 
1981 model year and after. 

(d) ~ temporary certificate of waiver, valid for not mor.e than 30. 
days, may be issued to 'l vehicle to allow time for inspection and 
necessary repairs and adjustments. 

Subd. 6. [FEDERAL GRANTS.] The agency shall ~ for and 
accept on behalf of the state any funds made avaUaJJre by the federal 
government or Qy any other sources for motor vehicle pollution 
control programs. 

Subd. 7. [STUDIES; DATA COLLECTIONS; ANNUAL REPORT.] 
Theageilcy shall collect data and undertake studies necessary to 
evaluate the cost, effectiveness, and benefits of the motor vehicle 
inspectionProgram. The agency shall compile data on failure rate, 
compliance rate, the number of certificates issued, and other siffiITar 
matters. The agency shall report on the operation of the motor 
vehicle inspection program to the legislature by January h 1992, 
and every two years thereafter. 

Subd. R [PUBLIC INFORMATION; TRAINING.] The agency 
shall design, prepare, and implement a public information program 
for the motor vehicle inspection program, in cooperation with the 
department and th'l contractor under section 3; subdivision 3. The 
program must include material for distribution, presentations, mass 
media releases, and other appropriate material. 

Sec. 4. [116.63] [PROHIBITED ACTS.] 

Subdivision L [WRONGFUL CERTIFICATION.] No persiln may 
issue 5! certificate of compliance for ~ motor vehicle that as not 
been- inspected in accordance WIth or ~ not in complIance with the 
rules of the agency. 

Subd. 2. [REFERRAL FOR PARTS OR REPAIR.] An employee, 
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owner, or operator of ~ public inspection station may not furnish 
information, except information provided by the state, about the 
name or other description of ~ parts or repair facility or other place 
where parts, repairs,' or adjustments may be obtained to bring ~ 
motor vehicle into compliance with the rules of the agency. 

Subd. ::!:. [ALTERATION.] ~ person may not materially alter or 
change any equipment or mechanism of ~ motor vehicle that has 
been certified to comply with the rules of the agency, so that the 
motor vehicle if; no longer in compliance with those rules. 

Subd. 4. [FALSE REPAIR COSTS.] ~ person may not provide false 
information to ~ public inspection station or the agency about 
estimated or actual repair costs or repairs needed to bring ~ motor 
vehicle into compliance with the standards of the agency. A person 
may not claim an amount spent for repair !f the repairs were not 
made or the amount not spent. 

Sec. 5. [116.64] [INSPECTION FEE.] 

Subdivision 1. [AMOUNT.] An annual fee established in accor
dance with the rules of the agency, not to exceed $10, is imposed for 
the cost of the liiSj}ecliooof ~ motor vehicle at ~ pubTIc inspection 
station and such reinspections as the rules of the agency allow, the 
cost of the contract entered under section 3, subdivision 3, and the 
admmistrativeCosts of the agency and the department. -- --

Subd. 2. [APPLICATION.] The fee must be paid for each motor 
vehicle inspected at ~ public inspection station, including a motor 
vehicle that if; exempt from license fees under section 168.012 or 
473.448. 

Subd. 3. [PAYMENT.] The fee must be paid to the registrar at the 
time that the motor vehicle is reregistered or, for vehicles exempt 
from license fees under section 168.012 or 473.488, at a time set lJ.y 
the agency. -- - - ----

Sec. 6. [116.651 [VEHICLE EMISSION INSPECTION AC
COUNT.] 

Subdivision 1. [ESTABLISHMENT; PURPOSE.J A vehicle emis
sion inspection account is created in the state treasury and may be 
used only to pay the cost of the motor vehicle inspection program 
and the costs of the agency and department to administer sections 1 
to 6. 

Subd. 2. [REVENUE SOURCE.] Revenue from the following 
sources must be deposited in the vehicle emission inspection ac
count: 
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(1) money recovered l>y the state under section 4, and money paid 
under any agreement, stipulation, or settlement; 

(2) money received l>y the agency in the form of gifts, grants, 
reimbursements, or appropriations from any source intended to be 
used for the purpose of the account; 

(3) fleet inspection station licensing fees; 

(4) interest attributable to investment of money deposited in the 
fund; and 

(5) the proceeds of the inspection fee. 

Subd. 3. [APPROPRIATION.] fur the end of the initial contract 
enterea ~ the agency under section 3, sUbdiVlSWn 3, the amounts 
appropriated from the motor vehicle transfer fund to the vehicle 
emission inspection account must be repaid to the transfer fund, and 
the amounts necessary for this repayment are appropriated from the 
vehicle emission inspection account. 

Sec. 7. [APPROPRIATION.] 

$10,000 is appropriated to the agency from the motor vehicle 
transfer fUM for transfer to The vehicle emission inspection account. 

Sec. 8. [APPROPRIATION.] 

$200,000 ~ appropriated to the agency from the motor vehicle 
transfer fund for transfer to the vehicle emission inspection account. 

Sec. 9. [APPROVED COMPLEMENT.] 

The approved complement of the agencl', ~ increased l>y four 
classified positions. The positions approved fu this section must be 
paid from the vehicle emission inspection account. 

Sec. 10. [STUDY] 

The agency shall study and report to the legislature on the 
effectiveness, costs, and benefits of requiringthe use of alternative 
fuels and of extending the requirements of section 2 to other vehicles 
registered in the metropolitan area and to other pollution by these 
vehicles. . 

Sec. 11. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

Sections ! to 1 and !) are effective the day following final 
enactment. Section ~ ~ effective July 1. 1988." 
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The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

Nelson, D., moved to amend S. F. No. 1783, as amended, as follows: 

Page 5, line 35, after the comma, insert ''but no more than 25 
vehicles," - - -- -- -

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

Bennett and Johnson, v., moved to amend S. F. No. 1783, as 
amended, as follows: 

Page 9, after line 13, insert: 

"Sec. 11. [EQUIPMENT INSPECTIONS.] 

At each inspection required ~ this act, the inspecting authority 
shall also examine the tires, brakes, an ! ~ other equipment of the 
vehicle subiected to inspection h rule adopted ~ the commissioner 
of public safety." 

Renumber the sections in order 

Correct the internal references 

Amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 3, delete "emission control" 

A roll call was requested and prope,ly seconded. 

The question was taken on the Bennett and Johnson, v., amend
ment and the roll was called. There were 14 yeas and 107 nays as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Bennett 
Bishop 
Carison, D. 

Dempsey 
Frederick 
Jaros 

Jensen 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 

Kostohryz 
Lieder 
McPherson 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
8egich 
Bertram 

Blatz 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 

Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
DeRaad 

Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 

Milbert 
Stanius 

Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
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Jefferson 
Johnson, R. 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Krueger 
Larsen 
Lasley 
Long 
Marsh 
McEachern 
McKasy 
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McLaughlin Otis 
Miller Ozment 
Morrison Pappas 
Murphy Pauly 
Nelson, C. Pelowski 
Nelso~) D. Poppenhagen 
Nelson, K. Price 
Neuenschwander Quinn 
O'Connor Redalen 
Ogren fu!ding 
Olsen, S. fu!st 
Olson, E. Rice 
Omann Richter 
Onnen Riveness 
Orenstein Rodosovich 
Osthoff Rose 

Sarna 
Schafer 
Scheid 
Schreiber 
Seaberg 
Segal 
Shaver 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
'lJornhom 
Tompkins 
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Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter· 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The motion did not prevail and the amendment was not adopted. 

Schreiber moved to amend S. E No. 1783, as amended, as follows: 

Page 7, line 29, before "An" insert "Beginning January 1. 1991," 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

Speaker pro tempore Anderson, G., called Simoneau to the Chair. 

S. F. No. 1783, A bill for an act relating to motor vehicles; 
requiring mandatory annual inspection of motor vehicle emission 
control equipment on vehicles registered in the metropolitan area; 
prescribing powers and duties of the pollution control agency and 
the department of public safety; imposing fees for inspection; pre
scribing penalties; appropriating money; proposing coding for new 
law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 116. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended, and placed upon 
its final passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bip and the roll was 
called. There were 78 yeas and 40 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Begich 
Bertram 
Burger 
Carlson, L . . 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dawkins 

Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Himle 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 

Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
.Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 

. Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Larsen 
Lieder 
Long 
Marsh 

McLaughlin Pappas 
Munger Pauly 
Murphy Pelowski 
Nelson, C. Reding 
Nelson, D. Rest 
Nelson, K. Rice 
Neuenschwander Riveness 
Omann Rodosovich 
Orenstein Rose 
Osthoff Rukavina 
Otis Scheid 
Ozment Segal 
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Shaver Sparhy Tompkins Wagenius Wynia 
Simoneau Starrius Trimble Welle Spk. Vanasek 
Skoglund Steensma Tunheim Wenzel 
Solberg Swenson Vellenga Winter 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Anderson, G. Frederick Knickerbocker Olsen, S. Schafer 
Beard Hartle Lasley Olson, K. Schreiber 
Blatz Haukoos McEachern Onnen Sviggum 
Brown Heap McKasy Poppenhagen Thiede 
Carlson, D. Hugoson McPherson Quinn Tjornhom 
DeBlicck Jacobs Miller Redalen Uphus 
Dempsey Jennings Morrison Richter Voss 
DeRaad Jensen O'Connor Sarna Waltman 

The bill was passed, as amended, and its title agreed to. 

S. F No. 2119 was reported to the House. 

Blatz moved to amend S. F. No. 2119, as follows: 

Delete everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 13.82, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 5a. [CHILD ABUSE INVESTIGATIVE DATA.] (a) "Child 
abuse investigative data" means data collected and maintaiiled!ii 
county sheriffs and j><llice departments in their investigation of 
reports of child abuse received pursuant to section 626.556. 

(b) Child abuse investigative data ;,; classified as confidential' 
until an arrest ~ made or ~ criminal charge ~ filed against an 
alleged perpetrator of child abuse. At the time an arrest;,; made, the 
data listed in subdivisions 2, 3, and:! of this section, which is part of 
!'c child abuse investigative file, ;,; public data, except that any data 
which identifies the victim of abuse is private data on indiviUuaIS 
and data which wentl1leSthe child Muse reporter;'; confidential. 
Child abuse investigative data may be made available to the local 
child protective agency pursuant to Minnesota Statutes, section 
626.556, subdivision lOa. Child abuse investigative data shall 
retain its data classification while in the possession of!'c local child 
protection agency. 

(c) 12. child abuse investigation becomes inactive upof the occur
ence of any of the events specified in subdivision D. With the 
exception of data which identifies the victim of abuse, which shall be 
private, data which identifies the child abuse reporter, which shall 
be confidential, and data which the county sheriff or police depart
ment received from a child protection agency under section 626.556, 
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subdivision 10, which shall be private, all other inactive child abuse 
investigatiVedata is public. . 

. Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 626.556, subdivision 5, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 5. [F,A,LSIFIED MALICIOUS REPORTS.) Any person who 
knowingly or recklessly makes a false report under the provisions of 
this section shall be liable in a civil suit for any actual damages 
suffered by the person or persons so reported and for any punitive 
damages set by the court or jury. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 626.556, subdivision lOd, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. lOd. [NOTIFICATION OF NEGLECT GR llJlUSE MAL
TREATMENT IN A FACILITY.] (a) When a report is received that 
alleges aegieet, paysieal aiffise, eF SffiffiIIl alruse maltreatment of a 
child while in the care of a facility required to be licensed pursuant 
to sections 245.781 to 245.812, the commissioner or local welfare 
agency investigating the report shall provide the following informa
tion to the parent, guardian, or legal custodian of a child alleged to 
have been Begleeted, paysieally allesed, eF se"eally allesed mal
treated: the name of the facility; the fact that a report alleging 
Begleet, pBysieal aiffise, eF SffiffiIIl alruse maltreatment of a child in 
the facility has been received; the nature of the alleged Begleet, 
paysieal aiffise, eF SffiffiIIl alruse maltreatment; that the agency is 
conducting an investigation; any protective or corrective measures 
being taken pending the outcome of the investigation; and that a 
written memorandum will be provided when the investigation is 
completed. 

(b) The commissioner or local welfare agency may also provide the 
information in paragraph (a) to the parent, guardian, or legal 
custodian of any other child in the facility if the investigative agency 
knows or has reason to believe the alleged Begleet, paysieal aiffise, eF 

SffiffiIIl alruse maltreatment has occurred. In determining whether to 
exercise this authority, the commissioner or local welfare agency 
shall consider the seriousness of the alleged Begleet, paysieal aiffise, 
eF SffiffiIIl alruse maltreatment; the number of children allegedly 
aeglested, pBysieally alleseEl, eF se'<Hally abeseEl maltreated; the 
number of alleged perpetrators; and the length of the investigation. 
The facility shall be notified whenever this discretion is exercised. 

(c) When the commissioner or local welfare agency has completed 
its investigation, every parent, guardian, or legal custodian notified 
of the investigation by the commissioner or local welfare agency 
shall be provided with the following information in a written 
memorandum: the name of the facility investigated; the nature of 
the alleged aegleet, paysieal aiffise, eF seJH>al alruse maltreatment; 
the investigator's name; a summary of the investigation findings; a 
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statement whether the ""f"'I't maltreatment was found te be Stlb
stantiated, in6sH:eIHsive, ffi'- false; and the protective or corrective 
measures that are being or will be taken. The memorandum shall be 
written in a manner that protects the identity of the reporter and 
the child and shall not contain the name, or to the extent possible, 
reveal the identity of the alleged perpetrator or of those interviewed 
during the investigation. The commissioner or local welfare agency 
shall also provide the written memorandum to the parent, guardian, 
or legal custodian of each child in the facility if the ""f"'I't maltreat
ment is substantiated. ~ eSH:lmissiencr ef'- leeal welfare agcney 
"*'Yalee pFeviae the wFitteR memeFaRa"m te the paFeRt, g"aFaiaR, 
eF legal ."steaiaR ef any ather ehiM ffi the faeility if the iHvestiga 
tieR is meeRel"s;ve. ~ faeility shall be Retifiea wheHeve. this 
aiseFetieHaFY a"theFity is e"eFeisea. 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 626.556, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. lOe. [FINDINGS.] Upon the conclusion of every assessment 
or investigation it conducts, the local welfare agency shall make two 
findings: first, whether maltreatment has occurred; and second, 
whether child protective services are needed. 

(a) For the purposes of this subdivision, "maltreatment" means 
any of the following acts or omissions committed !:>,y " person 
responsible for the child's care: 

(1) an assault, as defined in section 609.02, subdivision 10, or anr 
physical contact not exempted!:>,y section 609.379, where the assau t 
or physical contact is either severe or recurring and causes either 
injury or significant risk of mjury to the child; 

(2) neglect as defined in subdivision 2, paragraph (c); 

(3) sexual abuse as defined in subdivision 2, paragraph (a), or the 
intentional or recurring exposure of" child to either materials that 
are harmful to minors, as defined in section 617.292, subdivision 7, 
or to sexual acts involving the touching of a person's intimate parts, 
where the exposure is inappropriate for the child's age or level of 
development; or 

(4) deliberate or recurring verbal or behavioral acts or omissions 
which have an observable and sustained adverse eftect on the child's 
j:)hyfficar,rriental, or emotional development. -----

(b) For the purposes of this subdivision, " finding that child 
protective services are needed means that the local welfare agency 
has documented conditions during the assessment or investigation 
sufficient to cause ~ child protection worker, as' defined in section 
626.559, subdiVlSlon 1, to conclude that a child ~ at significant risk 
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of maltreatment!f rotective intervention ~ not provided and that 
the individuals responsi Ie for the child's care have not taken or are 
not likely to take actions to protect the child from maltreatment or 
risk of maltreatment. 

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 626.556, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 1Of. [NOTICE OF FINDINGS.] Within ten working days of 
the conclusion of an assessment th!;) local welfare agency shall notify 
the parent or guardian of the Child of the findings. Within ten 
working days of completing an investigation of" licensed facility, 
the local welfare a£ency shall no}ifY the person alleged to be 
maltreatinr the chil ,the dlrector "- the facility, and the parent or 
guardian "- the child ofthe findings. In addition to the findings, the 
notice shall include the length of time that the records will be kept 
under subdivision lIb. When there is no finding of either maltreat
ment or " need for services, the notice shall also inc1UdeThe alleged 
perpetrator's right to have the record:s destroyed. 

Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 626.556, 
subdivision 11, is amended to read: 

Subd. 11. [RECORDS.] All records concerning individuals main
tained by a local welfare agency under this section, including any 
written reports filed under subdivision 7, shall be private data on 
individuals, except insofar as copies of reports are required by 
subdivision 7 to be sent to the local police department or the county 
sheriff, and except as otherwise provided in subdivisions lOb and 
10d. Report records maintained by any police department or'the 
county sheriff shall be private data on individuals except the reports. 
shall be made available to the investigating, petitioning, or prose
cuting anthority. The welfare board shall make available to the 
investigating, petitioning, or prosecuting authority any records 
which contain information relating to a specific incident of neglect 
or abuse which is under investigation, petition, or prosecution and 
information relating to any prior incidents of neglect or abuse 
involving any of the same persons. The records shall be collected and 
maintained in accordance with the provisions of chapter 13. In 
conducting investigations and assessments pursuant to -this section, 
the notice required by section 13.04, subdivision 2, need not be 
provided to a minor under the age of ten who is the alleged victim of 
abuse or neglect. An individual subject of a record shall have access 
to the record in accordance with those sections, except that the name 
of the reporter shall be confidential while the report is under 
assessment or investigation except as otherwise permitted by this 
subdivision. Any person conducting an investigation or assessment 
tinder this section who intentionally discloses the identity of a 
reporter prior to the completion of the investigation or assessment is 
guilty of a misdemeanor. After the assessment or investigation is 
completed, the name of the reporter shall be confidential. The 
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subject of the report may cO!llpel disclosure of the name of the 
reporter only with the consent of the reporter or upon a written 
finding by the court that the report was false and that there is 
evidence that the report was made in bad faith. This subdivision 
does not alter disclosure responsibilities or obligations under the 
rules of criminal procedure. 

NetwithstaRaiRg seetieRs 138.163 aH<l 138.17, FeeeFas maffi
taffieEI b;y ~ 'NelfaFe ageReies, the j>eIiee aeflartmeRt 6l' eeHRty 
sheriff HREIe¥ this seetieR shall be aestreyea as aeseFiaea in elaHses 
Wtow. 

W If Hfl6R. assessmeRt 6l' iR'}estigatieR a repert is ffianeI to be 
false, RStiee ef ffiteRt to aestFey FeeeFas ef the repert shall be mailea 
to the iRaiviaHal sHl3jeet ef the ~ At the sHl3jeet's Fe"Hest the 
FeeeFas shall be maiRtaiRea as flFivate data, If _ Fe"Hest ffem the 
sHBjeet is Feeeivea within W days ef mailiRg the RStiee ef ffiteRt to 
aestrey, the FeeeFas shall be aestFeyea. 

W All FeeeFas FelatiRg to FefleFts whleh; Hfl6R assessmeRt 6l' 

iR'festigatieR, are ffianeI to be sHastaatiatea shall be aestreyea seven 
years afte¥ the date ef theliRal entry in the ease FeeeFa. 

W All Feeeras ef FefleFts whleh; Hfl6R iRitiaI assessmeRt 6l' 

iRvestigatieR, eaRR<>t be sHastaRtiatea 6l' aisflFevea to the satisfae 
tieft ef the laeal welfaFe ageRey, laeal j>eIiee aeflartmeRt 6l' eeHRty 
sheriff may be keflt far Ii peEed ef eRe yeap, If the laeal welfare 
ageRey, laeal j>eIiee aeflartffieat 6l' eeHaty sheriff is HRaale to 
SHastaRtiate the repert within that fleFiea, eaeh ageRey HRallie to 
sHastaRtiate the repert shall aestFey its reeeFas FelatiRg to the 
repert in the maRRer flredaea b;y elaHse W. 

w AMy RetifieatieR ef ffiteRt to iBterview wfiieh was FeeeiYea b;y 
Ii seheel HREIe¥ sHMi'"sieR :w, flaragraflh +eh shall be aestreyea b;y 
the seheel when eFaeFea to ei6 S6 b;y the ageRey eeRaHetiRg the 
assessmeRt 6l' iRvestigatieR. !!'he ageRey shaIl6l'eler the aestFHetieR 
ef the RetifieatieR when etheF FeeeFas FelatiRg to the repert HREIe¥ 
iWlestigatieR 6l' assessmeRt are aestFeyea HREIe¥ this sHaaivisieR. 

Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 626.556, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 11b. [RECORDS MAINTAINED.] Notwithstanding sections 
138.163 and 138.17, records maintained or records derived from 
reports of abuse by local welfare agencies, COUlity sheriffs or police 
departments, or schools under this section s all be destroyed as 
provided in paragraphs (a) to (c). 

(a) If u~n assessment or investigation there is no finding of 
credible in ormation indicating maltreatment or the need for child 
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Erotective services, the records may be maintained for !! pertd of 
our years. OP~1 notification to the individual alle~ed to ave 

martreated a chi d under subdiVlsfon 10f as to the fin ings at the 
conclusion of the asSeSsiiient or mvestIgatwn~that individual may 
request thaT records be destroyed after two years. . 

(b) All records relating to re~rts which, upon assessment or 
investigation, indicate either rna treatment or !! need for chilCl 
protective services shall be . destroyed seVen years after the date of 
the final entry in the case record. 

(c) All records regarding a report of maltreatment, including any 
notmcation of intent to interview wInch was received fuz: !! school 
under subdivision!.Q, paragraph (d);snaII OeIIestro?ed ~ the school 
when ordered to do so fuz: the ar:ency conducting ~ assessment or 
InVeStigation. The agency Shal order the destruction of the notin
cation when other records relating to the report under investigation 
or assessment are destroyed under"1hlssubdivision. 

Sec. 8. [REPEALER.] 

Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 626.556, subdivision g is 
repealed." 

Delete the title and insert: 

"A bill for an act relating to child abuse reporting; clarifying the 
assessment duties of the local welfare agency; providing for the 
retention of records in certain circumstances; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1986, sections 13.82, by adding a subdivision; and 626.556, 
subdivisions 5, 10d, and by adding subdivisions; and Minnesota 
Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 626.556, subdivision 11; repeal
ing Minnesota Statl!tes 1986, section 626.556, subdivision 13." 

The. motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

Blatz moved to amend S. F. No. 2119, as amended, as follows: 

Page 4, line 4, delete "FINDINGS" and insert "DETERMINA
TIONS" 

Page 4, line 6, delete "findings" and- insert "determinations" 

Page 4, delete lines 19 to 26 and insert "(a)." 

Page 5, line 3, delete "FINDINGS" and insert "DETERMINA
TIONS" 
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Page 5, lines 6 and 10, delete "findings" and insert "determina
tions" 

Page 5, line 12, delete "finding" and insert "determination" 

Page 7, line 21, delete "finding" and insert "determination" 

Page 7, line 22, delete "credible information" 

Page 7, line 28, delete "two years" and insert "one year" 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted, 

S, F No, 2119, A bill for an act relating to child abuse reporting; 
clarifying the assessment duties of the local welfare agency; provid
ing for the retention of records in certain circumstances; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 626.556, subdivisions 5, 10d, and 
by adding subdivisions; and Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, 
section 626.556, subdivision 11. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended, and placed upon 
its final passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. There were 127 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DcRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 

Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 

Kostohryz Onnen 
Krueger Orenstein 
Larsen Osthoff 
Lasley Otis 
Marsh Ozment 
McEachern Pappas 
McKasy Pauly 
McLaughlin Pelowski 
McPherson Peterson 
Milbert Poppenhagen 
Miller Price 
Minne Quinn 
Morrison Redalen 
Munger Reding 
Murphy Rest 
Nelson, C. Rice 
Nelson, D. Richter 
Nelson, K. Ri veness 
Neuenschwander Rodosovich 
O'Connor Rose 
Ogren Rukavina 
Olsen, S. Sarna 
Olson, E. Schafer 
Olson, K. Scheid 
Omann Schreiber 

Seaberg 
Segal 
Shaver 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
1)ornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 
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The bill was passed, as amended, and its title agreed to. 

Speaker pro tempore Simoneau called Anderson, G., to the Chair. 

S. F. No. 2017 which was temporarily laid over earlier today was 
again reported to the House. . 

Simoneau moved that S. F No. 2017 be continued on Special 
Orders for one day. The motion prevailed. 

S. F No. 1742 was reported to the House. 

Sparby moved to amend S. F. No. 1742, as follows: 

Delete everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 500.24, 
subdivision 6, is amended to read: 

Subd. 6. [DISPOSAL OF LAND.] (a) A state or federal agency or 
a corporation, other than a family farm corporation or an authorized 
farm corporation, may not lease or sell agricultural land or a farm 
homestead that was acquired by enforcing a debt against the 
agricultural land or farm homestead, including foreclosure' of a 
mortgage, accepting a deed in lieu of foreclosure, terminating a 
contract for deed, or accepting a deed in lieu of terminating a 
contract for deed, before offering or. making a good faith effort to 
offer the land for sale or lease to the immediately preceding former 
owner at 'a price no higher than the highest price offered by a third 
party that is acceptable to the seller or lessor. The offer must be 
made on the notice to offer form under subdivision 7. Selling or 
leasing property to a third party at a price is prima facie evidence 
that the price is acceptable to the seller or lessor. 

(b) An immediately preceding former owner may elect to purchase 
or lease the entire property or a portion of the property. An election 
to purchase or lease ~ portion of the troperty must be reported in 
writing to the seller or lessor prior to t e time the property is offerea: 
for sale or lease. !f election is made to purchase or lease ~ portion of 
the property, that portion must be contiguous and compact so that it 
does not unreasonably reduce access to or the value of the remaining 
property. 

W (c) For purposes of this subdivision, the term "a price no higher 
than the highest price offered by a third party" means the acceptable 
cash price offered by a third party or the acceptable time-price offer 
made by a third party. A cash price offer is one that involves 
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simultaneous transfer of title for payment of the entire amount of 
the offer. If the acceptable offer made by a third party is a time-price 
offer, the seller or lessor must make the same time-price offer or an 
equivalent cash offer to the immediately preceding former owner. An 
equivalent cash offer is equal to the total of the payments made over 
a period of the time-price offer discounted by yield curve of the 
United States treasury notes and bonds on the first business day of 
the month in which the offer is personally delivered or mailed for 
time periods similar to the time period covered by the time-price 
offer, plus' 2.0 percent. A time-price offer is an offer that 4efeffl 
llaYHleat ef a Ilal'tiaa ef the Jlf'iee aad <lees Hat iayabe a tFaBsfe. ef 
fee title antH llaYHleat ef the eatire amaliat ef the eft"er is made is 
financed entirely or partially ~ the seller and includes an offer to 
purchase under ~ contract for deed or mortgage. 

W (d) This subdivision applies to a seller when the property is sold 
and toa lessor each time the property is leased, for five years after 
the agricultural land is acquired except: 

(1) an offer to lease to the immediately preceding former owner is 
required only until the immediately preceding owner fails to accept 
an offer to lease the property or the property is sold; aad 

(2) an offer to sell to the immediately preceding former owner is 
required until the property is soldi and 

(3) g the immediately preceding former owner elects to lease or 
lJurchase a portion of the lroperty, the balanceor the property may 
~ sold or leased wIThout urther regard to this sulliTivision. 

W (e) The notice of an offer under subdivision 7 that is personally 
delivered with a signed receipt or sent by certified mail with a 
receipt of mailing to the immediately preceding former owner's last 
known address is a good faith offer. 

W CD This subdivision does not apply to a sale or lease that occurs 
after the seller or lessor has held the property for five years or 
longer. 

{if (g2 For purposes of this subdivision, if the immediately preced
ing former owner is a bankruptcy estate the debtor in the bank
ruptcy is the immediately preceding owner. 

W (h) The immediately preceding former owner must exercise the 
right tolease all or a ortion of the agricultural land or a homestead 
located on agricu1turallan in writing within 15 days after an offer 
to lease under this subdivision is mailed with a receipt of mailing or 
personally delivered. If election is made to lease only the homestead 
or ~ ~ortion of the agrlcuIturalland, the j)ortWil to be leased must be 
crear y identitled" in writing ~ the immediately preceding"lOriiter 
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owner. The immediately preceding former owner must exercise the 
right to buy the agricultural land" a portion of the agricultural land, 
or a farm homestead located on agriculturallaoo, In writing, within 
65"B.ays after an offer to buy under this subdivision is mailed with a 
receipt of mailing or is personally delivered. Within ten days after 
exercising the right to lease or buy by accepting the offer, the 
immediately preceding owner must fully perform according to the 
terms of the offer including paying the amounts due. A seller may 
sell and a lessor may lease the agricultural land or farm homestead 
subject to this subdivision to the third party in accordance with their 
lease or purchase agreement if: 

(1) the immediately preceding former owner does not accept an 
offer to lease or buy before the offer terminates; or 

(2) the immediately preceding former owner does not perform the 
obligations of the offer, including paying the amounts due, within 
ten days after accepting the offer. 

W (i) A certificate indicating whether or not the property con
tains agricultural land or a farm homestead that is signed by the 
county assessor where the property is located and recorded in the 
office of the county recorder or the registrar of titles where the 
property is located is prima facie eVidence of whether the property is 
agricultural land or a farm homestead .. 

. W (iJ As prima facie evidence that an offer to . sell or lease 
agriculiurallandor a farm homestead has terminated, a receipt of 
mailing the notice under subdivision 7 and an affidavit, signed by a 
person authorized to act on behalf of a state, federal agency, or 
corporation selling or leasing the agricultural land or a farm 
homestead may be filed in the office of the county recorder or 
registrar of titles of the county where the agricultural land or farm 
homestead is located. The affidavit must state that: 

(1) notice of an offer to buy or lease the agricultural land or farm 
homestead was provided to the immediately preceding former owner 
at a price not higher than the highest price offered by a third party 
that is acceptable; 

(2) the time during which the immediately preceding former 
owner is required to exercise the right to buy or lease the agricul
tural l,;,nd or farm homestead has expired; 

(3) the; immediately preceding former owner has not exercised the 
right to buy or lease the agricultural land or farm homestead as 
provided in this subdivision or has accepted an offer and has not 
fully performed according to.the terms of the offer; and 
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(4) the offer to the immediately preceding former owner has 
terminated. 

{;if (k) The right of an immediately preceding former owner to 
receive an offer to lease or purchase agricultural land under this 
subdivision or to, lease or purchase at a price no higher than the 
highest price offered by a third party that is acceptable to the seller 
or lessor may be extinguished or limited by an express statement 
signed by the immediately preceding owner that complies with the 
plain language requirements of section 325G.31. The right may not 
be extinguished or limited except by the: 

. (1) an express statement in a deed in lieu of foreclosure ill' of the 
agnciilturalland; - -

(2) an express statement in a deed in lieu of a termination of a 
contract for deed for the agricultural land; or 

(3) an express statement conveying the rig1t to the state or 
federal agency or corporation owning the agricu tural land that ls. 
required to make an offer under this subdivision. 

W (I) The right of an immediately preceding former owner to 
receive an offer to lease or purchase agricultural land under this 
subdivision may not be assigned or transferred except as provided in 
paragraph ill, but may be inherited. 

(m) An immediately preceding former owner, except '" former 
owner WhO remains actively engaged in farming the land acquired 
Qy accepting an offer under this subdivision maY

h 
not sell agricul

tural land acquired Qy accepting an offer under t is subdivision if 
the airailgement of such sale was negotiatedOr agreed to prior to 
the former owner accepting the offer under this subdivision. ~ 
person who sells property in violation of this pararraph is liable for 
-"'1' to treble damages and court costs and reasonab e attorney fees to 
'" person who ls. damaged Qy '" sale in violation of this paragra~h. 
There shall be '" rebuttable presumption that '" sale Qy an imme i
ati1y preceding former owner is in violation of this paragraph if the 
sa e takes place within 180 days of the former owner accepting the 
offer under this subdivision. The prohibition in this paragraph does 
not ~ to '" sale Qy an immediately preceding former owner to his 
or her spouse or to a person related to the former owner in the first 
degree of kindreoaccording to the rules of the clvillaw.----

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 500.24, 
subdivision 7, is amended to read: 

Subd. 7. [NOTICE OF OFFER.] (a) The state, a federal agency, or 
a corporation subject to subdivision 6 must provide a notice of an 
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offer to sell or lease agricultural land substantially as follows, after 
inserting the appropriate terms within the parentheses: 

"NOTICE OF OFFER TO (LEASE, BUY) AGRICULTURAL 
. LAND 

TO: ( ... Immediately preceding former owner ... ) 
FROM: ( ... The state, federal agency, or corporation subject to 

subdivision 6 ... ) . 
DATE: ( ... date notice is mailed or personally delivered ... ) 

( ... The state, federal agency, or corporation . .. ) HAS AC
QUIRED THE AGRICULTURAL LAND DESCRIBED BELOW 
AND HAS RECEIVED AN ACCEPTABLE OFFER TO (LEASE, 
SELL) THE AGRICULTURAL LAND FROM ANOTHER PARTY. 
UNDER MINNESOTA STATUTES, SECTION 500.24, SUBDIVI, 
SION 6, AN OFFER FROM ( ... the state, federal agency, or 
corporation ... ) MUST BE MADE TO YOU AT A PRICE NO 
HIGHER THAN THE HIGHEST OFFER MADE BY ANOTHER 
PARTY. . 

THE AGRICULTURAL LAND BEING OFFERED CONTAINS 
APPROXIMATELY ( ... approximate number of acres ... ) ACRES 
AND IS INFORMALLY DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS: 

(Informal description of the agricultural land being offered that 
reasonably describes the land. This description does not need to be 
a legal description.) 

( ... The state, federal agency, or corporation ... ) OFFERS TO 
(SELL, LEASE) THE AGRICULTURAL LAND DESCRIBED 
ABOVE FOR A CASH PRICE OF $( ... cash price or equivalent 
cash price for lease and lease period, or cash price or equivalent cash 
price for sale of land ... ), WHICH IS NOT HIGHER THAN THE 
PRICE OFFERED BY ANOTHER PARTY. THE PRICE IS OF
FERED ON THE FOLLOWING TERMS: 

(Terms, if any, of acceptable offer) 

IF YOU WANT TO ACCEPT THIS OFFER YOU MUST NOTIFY 
( ... the state, federal agency, or corporation .. , ) IN WRITING 
THAT YOU ACCEPT THE OFFER OR SIGN UNDERNEATH THE 
FOLLOWING PARAGRAPH AND RETURN A COpy OF THIS 
NOTICE BY (15 for a lease, 65 for a sale) DAYS AFTER THIS 
NOTICE IS PERSONALLY DELIVERED OR MAILED TO YOu. 
THE OFFER IN THIS NOTICE TERMINATES ON ( ... date of 
termination - 15 days for lease and 65 days for sale after date of 
mailing or personal delivery ... ). 
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ACCEPTANCE OF OFFER 

I ACCEPT THE OFFER TO (BUY, LEASE) THE AGRICUL
TURAL LAND DESCRIBED ABOVE AT THE PRICE OFFERED 
TO ME IN THIS NOTICE. AS PART OF ACCEPTING THIS OFFER 
I WILL PERFORM ACCORDING TO THE TERMS OF THE OF
FER, INCLUDING MAKING PAYMENTS DUE UNDER THE OF
FER, WITHIN TEN DAYS AFTER THE DATE I ACCEPT THIS 
OFFER. I UNDERSTAND THAT NEGOTIATING OR AGREEING 
TO AN ARRANGEMENT TO SELL THE AGRICULTURAL LAND 
TO ANOTHER PERSON PRIOR TO"ACCEPTING THIS OFFER 
MAY BE A VIOLATION OF LAWAND I MAY BE LIABLE TO A 
PERSON DAMAGED BY'rHE SALE. - ---- ---

------

Signature of Former Owner Accepting Offer 

Date" 

(b) For an offer to sell, a copy of the purchase agreement contain
ing the price and terms of the highest offer made by a third party 
that is acceptable to the seller and a signed affidavit by the seller 
affirming that the purchase agreement is true, accurate, and made 
in good faith must be included with the notice under this subdivi
sion. At the seller's discretion, reference to the third party's identity 
may be deleted from the copy of the purchase agreement. 

(c) For an offer to lease, a copy of the lease containing the price and 
terms of the highest offer made by a third party that is acceptable to 
the lessor and a signed affidavit by the lessor affirming that the 
lease is true, accurate, and made in good faith must be included with 
the notice under this subdivision. At the lessor's discretion, refer
ence to the third party's identity may be deleted from the copy of the 
lease agreement. 

(d) The affidavit under paragraphs (b) and (c) is subject to section 
609.48. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 583.24, 
subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [DEBTS.] (a) The farmer-lender mediation act does not 
apply to a debt: 

(1) for which a proof of claim form has been filed in bankruptcy by 
a creditor or that was listed as a scheduled debt, of a debtor who has 
filed a petition in bankruptcy after the effeetive date ef baws W8+; 
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ea"l'teF GGGJuly 1.1987 , under United States Code, title 11, chapter 
7, 11, 12, or 13; 

. (2) if the debt was in default when the creditor received a 
mediation proceeding notice under the farmer-lender inediation act 
and the creditor filed a claim form, the debt was mediated during the 
mediation period under section 583.26; subdivision 8, and (i) the 
mediation was unresolved; or (ii) a mediation agreement with 
respect to that debt was signed; 

(3) for which the creditor has served a mediation notice, the debtor 
has failed to make a timely request for mediation, imd within 30 
days after the debtor failed to make a timely' request the creditor 
began a proceeding to enforce the debt against the agricultural 
property of the debtor; 

(4) for which a creditor has received a mediation proceeding notice 
and the creditor and debtor have restructured the debt and have 
signed a separate mediation agreement with respect to that debt; or 

(5) for which there is a lien for rental value of farm machinery 
under section 514.661 or a lien for rental value relating to a contract 
for deed subject to the farmer-lender mediation act under section 
559.2091. 

(b) For purposes of paragraph (a), clause (3), providing a copy of a 
forbearance policy is considered beginning a proceeding to enforce a 
debt if the board of an institution has adopted a forbearance policy 
that provides for deferring or rescheduling payments of principal or 
interest, renewal or extension of loan terms, reduction in the 
amount or rate of principal or interest due on a loan, or other similar 
actions, and requires that the debtor must receive a copy of the 
policy at least 20 days-prior to loan acceleration or debt collection 
proceedings. 

Sec. 4. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

This a~t ~ effective May 1. 1988." 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

Steensma, Kalis and Winter moved to amend S. F. No. 1742, as 
amended, as follows: 

Page 5, line 12, delete "of the agricultural land;" and after 
"foreclosure" insert "or" 

Page 5, line 13, delete "(2) an express statement" 
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Page 5, line 14, delete "2- or" 

Page 5, delete lines 15 through 17 

Page 5, line 20, delete "except as" 

Page 5, line 21, delete "provided in paragraph ill" 

Page 5°, line 23, delete "the land acquired" and insert "as defined 
in section 500.24, subdiviSIOn ~ ° -

Page 5, line 24, delete'~ accepting im offer under this subdivi" 
sion" 

Page 5, line 29, delete ".'!Jl. to treble" and "and court," and after 
''for'' insert "actual" - ---

Page 5, line 30, delete "costs and reasonable attorneys fees" 

Page 6, line 2, delete "first" and insert "second" 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

S. F. No. 1742, A bilHor an act relating to agricult\rre; darifying 
a time-price offer; allowing a preceding former owner to convey the 
right to receive an offer to buy or lease previously owned agricul
tural land; restricting the sale or inducement of a sale of a.gricul
tural land bya preceding former owner accepting an offer for one 
year; providing penalties and liability for damages; restricting the 
period for a debtor to receive a copy of a forbearance policy; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 500.24, 
subdivisions 6 and 7; and 583.24, subdivision 4. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended, and placed upon 
its final passage. ° 

The question was taken On the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. There were 114 yeas and 9 nays as follows:o 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 

Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, -n. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dawkins 
DeBHeck 

Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 

Hugoson 
Jacobs -
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 

Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel. 
Kludt 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 
Larsen 
Lasley 
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Lieder 
Long 
Marsh 
McEachern 
McKasy 
McLaughlin 
McPherson 
Milbert 
Miller 
Minne 
Munger 
Murphy 
Nelson, C; 
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Nelson, D. Pauly 
Nelson, K. Pelowski 
Neuenschwander Peterson 
O'Connor Price 
Ogren Quinn 
Olson, E. Redalen 
Olson, K. Reding 
Omann Rice 
Orenstein Richter 
Osthoff ' Riveness' 
Otis Rodosovich 
Ozment . Rukavina 
Pappas Sarna 

Schafer 
Scheid 
Seaberg 
Segal 
Shaver 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparhy 
Steensma 
8viggum 
Swenson 

. "- 'fjornhom 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Forsythe 
. Gruenes 

Himle Olsen, S, 
Knickerbocker Onnen 

Schreiber 
Thiede 

[82nd Day 

Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
'kllenga 
\\Iss 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vaoasek 

Valento 

The bill was passed, as amended, and its title agreed to. ' 

Speaker pro tempore Anderson, G., called Simoneau to the Chair. 

S. F. No. 1661 was reported to the House. 

Reding moved to amend S. F. No. 1661, as follows: 

Delete everytbingafterthe enacting clause and insert: 

"Section 1. Minriesota Statutes 1987 Supplement; section 349.12, 
subdivision 11, is amended to read: 

Subd. 11. "Lawful purpose"means one or more of the following: (a) 
benefiting persons by enhancing their opportuhity for religious or 
educational advancement, by relieving or protecting them from 
disease, suffering or distress, by contributing 1;0 their physical 
well-being, by assisting them in establishing themselves in life as 
worthy and useful citizens, or by increasing their comprehension of 
and devotion to the principles upon which this nation was founded; 
(b) initiating, performing, or fostering worthy public works or 
enabling or furthering the erection or maintenance of public struc
tures; (c) lessening the burdens borne by government or voluntarily 
supporting, augmenting or supplementing services which govern
ment would normally render to the people; or (d)the HnpFs¥iBg, 
e"flaBdmg, ",aiBtaiBiag eF l'ellail'lag real 1l1'SlleFty 6WHed eF leaaetl 
by 8ft SrgaB",atiSB; eF W payment of taxes imJlOsed under this 
chapter, and other taxes imposed by the state or the United States on 
receipts from lawful gambling. 

"Lawful purpose" does not include the erection eF, acquisition, 
improvement, expansion, maintainence, or repair of any real prop:: 
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erty owned or leased b' the organization, unless the board specifi
cally authorizes the expenditures after finding that the property 
will be used exclusively for one or more of the purposes specified in 
thffielause clauses (a) to (c): The board may b' rule adopt procedures 
and standards to administertllis subdIviSion . 

• 
Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 349.15, is 

amended to read: 

349.15 [USE OF PROFITS.] 

(a) Profits from lawful gambling may be expended only for lawful 
purposes or expenses as authorized at a regular meeting of the 
conducting organization. . 

(b) Pra ... iaea that No more than 55 percent of profits from bingo, 
and no more.than 45 percent for other forms oflawful gambling, may 
be expended for necessary expenses related to lawful gambling. In 
determining compliance with this requirement an organzation may 
exclude gross receipts, expenses! and net pro\lt from ~ licensed 
premises at which profits from al lawful gaJrib ing conducted !i,y the 
or anization do not exceed $50,000 in any 12-month eeriod. This 
exclusion oes not relieve an or~anization of any 'reqUIrement the 
board imposes tor re'a0rting gam ling activity and expense compu
tation at any license premises. 

(c) The board shall provide by rule for the administration of this 
section, including specifying allowable expenses. The rules must 
specify that no more than one-third of the annual premium on a 
policy of liability insurance procured by the organization may be 
taken as an allowable expense from the gross receipts from lawful 
gambling. This expense shall be allowed by the board only to the 
extent that it relates directly to the conduct oflawful gambling and_ 
is verified in the manner the board prescribes by rule. The rules may 
provide a maximum percentage of gross receipts which may be 
expended for certain expenses. 

Sec. 3. [349.164] [BINGO HALL LICENSES.] 

Subdivision!.: [LICENSE REQUIRED.] No person may lease ~ 
facility to more than one licensed organization to conduct bingo 
without haVIng Obf:llned ~ bingo haII license under this section, 
unless the person ~ ~ licensed organization. 

Subd. 2. [LICENSE APPLICATION.] The board may issue ~ bingo 
hall license to persons who meet the qualifications of this section if 
the board determines that a UceiiseTs consistent witn the purpose Of 
sections 349.11 to 349.22. Applications must be on ~ form the boaro 
prescribes. 
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. Subd. 3. [QUALIFICATIONS.] A license ma) not be issued under 
th1sSeCtlon to ~ erson, or to ~ corporation, !rm, or~ersIilj) 
which has as an 0 Icer, irector, or other person m a supervisory or 
management position, who: 

(1) has been convicted ofa felony in ~ state or federal court within 
the past five years or who lias ~ felony charge pending; or 

(2) has been convicted in !! state or federal court of !! gambling
related offense within ten years of the date ofTICei1se application. 

S!lbd .. 4. [FEES.] The annual fee for ~ bingo hiill license is $250. 

Subd. 5. [CRIMINAL HISTORY.] The board may reque~t the 
assistance of the bureau of criminal appreheiiSlon in investigating 
the backgrouna of an aWlicant for ~ bingo han license and man 
reimburse the bureau for the costs. The boa:rahas access to a 
crimma! hIStOry data comprre~the bureau on lwensees ana 
apphcants. . .'. . ' ..' 

• Subd. 6. [PROIDBITION.] No bingo hall licensee 3ft! also be!! 
licenSed Jfistributor or registered manufacturer. or I iate ofthe 
distri6utoror manufacturer under section 349.161 or 349.163. 

~'.- . 
. . 

Subd. 7. [RESTRICTIONS.] A bingo hall licensee or affiliate of the 
licensee may not: . 

(1) lirovide any sta.ff!£ conduct bingo or any other form of lawful 
gaITib ing during the hmgo occasion; . 

(2) acquire, provide storage or inventory control, or rhPort the. use 
of any gambling equipment used ~ an organization t at.conaucts 
mngo on the premises; 

(3) provide accounting services to an organization conducting 
bingo on the premises; 

(4) make any expenditures of gross receipts of 'an organization 
from lawful ga.mblingj or 

(5) chatge any admission fee for entering the premises where the 
bingo occasion will be held. . 

Subd. 8. [LEASES.] All of the remuneration to be received from 
theorrmzation for the collililct of lawful gamhIlng must be stated 
in the ease. No amount may be I)aid fu: the organization or recruvea -
Qi tile operator of the bingo hiiJI ased oii11ie number of participants 
atteiiiling the mngo occasion or on The gross receipts or profit 
receIved ~ the organization. 
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Subd. 9. [REVOCATION AND SUSPENSION.] A license under 
thiSSeCtion may be suspended il,y the board for "" viOlation of law or 
board rule or for failure to meet the qUaITfications in subdivision ~ 
at any time or revoked for what the board determines to be a pattern 
or willful violations oflaw or board rule. ~ revocation or suspension 
is a contested case under sections 14.57 to 14.69 of the administra-
tive procedure act. --- --- - ----

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1987. Supplement, section 349.17, 
subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [BINGO ON LEASED PREMISES.] (a) A person or 
corporation, other than an organization, which leases any premises 
that it owns to two or more organizations for purposes including the 
conduct of bingo occasions, may not allow more than 18 bingo 
occasions to be conducted on the premises in any week. 

(b) I!' an organization conducts bingo on premises it does not own, 
the organization must provide the board with the name of the owner 
and lessor of the premises, cOties of all agreements between the 
organization alldthe owner or essor, and the name of employeeSOf' 
the owner or lessor who will be responsible for the premises during 
the bingo occasion held il,y the organization. . 

(c) During any bingo occasion held il,y an organization on premises 
it does not own, the organization shalfDe directly responsible for The::-:'- -- -- -- - -

(1) staffing of the bingo occasion; 

(2) conducting of lawful gambling during the bingo occasion; 

(3) acquiring, storage, inventory control, and reporting of all 
gambling equipment used lly the organizatIon; and 

(4) receipt, accounting, and all expenditures of gross receipts from 
lawful gambling. 

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 349,19, subdivision 1, is 
amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [REQUIRED RECORD OF RECEIPTS.] A licensed 
organization must keep a record of each occasion on which it 
conducts gambling, including each bingo occasion and each day on 
which other forms of lawful gambling are conducted. The record 
must include gross receipts, quantities of free plays if any, expenses, 
and profits. The board may by rule provide for the methods by which 
expenses are documented. Gross receipts for bingo include any 
amount received by the organization whIch has been paid lly "" 
person at the bmgo occasion to IJI"Y the game, without which the 
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playerbcould not.~. the gail\In the case of bin. go, gross receipts 
must e compared to the c ec ers' records for the occasion by a 
person who did not sell cards for the occasion. Separate records must 
be kept for bingo and all other forms of lawful gambling." 

Delete the title and insert: 

"A bill for an act relating to charitable gambling; allowing 
organizations to disregard 'certain locations in calculating expense 
ratios; changing the definition of lawful purpose expenditures; 
providing for the licensing and regulation of bingo halls; amending 
MinnesotaStatutes 1986, section 349.19, subdivision 1; Minnesota 
Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 349.12, subdivision 11; 349.15; 
and 349.17, subdivision 2; proposing coding for new law in Minne-
sota Statutes, chapter 349." -

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

Anderson, G., moved to amend S. F. No. 1661, as amended, as 
follows: . 

Page 5, after line 30, insert: 

"Sec. 6. [APPROPRIATION.] . 

$194,000 is appropriated to the commissioner of revenue for the 
purpose of enhanced charitahle gam6lin, tax compliance. '!'lie 
authorize a complement of the department 0 revenue is increased §.y 
four positions." 

Renumber the sections in order 

Amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 6, after "halls;" insert "appropriating money;" 

The question was taken on the Anderson, G., amendment and the 
roll was called. There were 128 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Brown 
Burger 

Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 

Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 

Himle 
Hugosoil 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 

Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 

"Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 
Larsen 
Lasley 
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Lieder 
Marsh 
McEachern 
McKasy 
McLaughlin 
McPherson 
Milbert 
Miller 
Minne 
Morrison 
Munger 
Murphy 
Nelson, C. 
Nelson, D. 
Nelson, K. 
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Neuenschwander Peterson 
O'Connor - Poppenhagen 
Ogren Price 
Olsen, S. Quinn 
Olson, E. Redalen 
Olson, K. Reding 
Omann Rest 
Onnen Rice 
Orenstein Richter 
Osthoff Riveness 
Otis Rodosovich 
Ozment Rose 
Pappas Rukavina 
Pauly Schafer 
Pelowski Scheid 

Schreiber 
Seaberg 
Segal 
Shaver 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanins 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
'lJornhom 
Tompkins 
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Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

Rice and Reding moved to amend S. F. No. 1661, as amended, as 
follows: 

Page 5, after line 30, insert: 

"Sec. 6. [LEGISLATIVE COMMISSION ON CHARITABLE GAM
BLING.] 

Subdivision 1, [MEMBERSHIP.] Ii legislative commission on 
charitable gambling ~ created consisting of 14 members of the 
legislature, as follows: 

(1) seven members of the senate appointed!>y the senate commit
tee on committees of whlch at least two are from each political 
caucus; and 

(2) seven members of the house of representatives appointed !>y 
the speaker of the house OfWhich at least two are from each political 
caucus. 

The commission shall elect from among its members -'" chair or 
co-chairs and such officers as !!. deems necessary. 

Subd. 2. [STUDIES.] The commission shall study the need for, and 
feilSiliffifY and desirabiIHf of, changes in charitablegaffililliiglaws 
and other laws to accomp iSh the following: 

(1) maximizing the percentage of gross receipts from charitable 
gambling which are devoted to charitable purposes; 

(2) minimizing the percentage of such gross receipts which are 
devoted to administrative costs, lease costs and other expenses; 

(3) Insuring that all taxes due on the conduct of charitable 
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gambling and the sale of gambling devices are· actually being 
collected !>.l': the state. . . 

Subd. ~ [REPORT.JThe commission shall report to the legislature 
on its findings and recommendations not later than January 15, 
1989, and shall cease to function after the date. -- --

Subd. 4. [APPROPRIATION.] There ~ appropriated from the 
general fund to the legislative commission on charitable gambling 
the sum of $12,000, or so much thereof as may be necessary to carm 
out the commission's purposes. This appropriation is available unti 
January 15, 1989. 

Sec. 7. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

Section §. is effective the day following final enactment." 

Correct internal references 

Amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 6, after the semicolon insert "creating a legislative 
commission on charitable gambling and prescribing its functions; 
appropriating money;" . . 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted . 

. Speaker pro tempore Simoneau called Anderson, G., to the Chair. 

Solberg and Minne moved to amend S.F. No. 1661, as amended, as 
follows: 

Page 2, lines 22 to 29, delete the new language 

Amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 2, delete "allowing". 

Page 1, delete line 3 

Page 1, line 4, delete "calculating expense ratios;"· 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

Burger was excused for the remainder of today's session. 
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O'Connor, Rukavina, McKasy, Waltman, Boo, Beard, Jacobs, 
Sarna, Begich, Morrison and Johnson, V" moved to amend S. F. No. 
1661, as amended, as follows: 

Page 3, after line 4, insert: 

"Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 349.151, subdivision 2, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [MEMBERSHIP.] (a) The board consists of 13 members 
appointed as follows: -

(1) ele¥eft l'eFseaB al"l'eiate" by tBe ge'.'eFfleF wit!> tBe ad¥iee """ 
eeaseat ef tBe Beaate, at least re.... ef whem BWSt FeSide "litsi"e ef 
tBe sevea "Sliaty metFsl"slitaa area; 

+ll} the commissioner of public safety or a designee; """ 

I<l+ (2) the attorney general or a designee; and 

(3) 11 persons appointed ~ the ~overnor with the advice and 
consent of the senate, at least four 01 whom must reSlcfe outside the 
seven-county metropolITan area. - -

(b) Of these 11 members, the governor shall appoint three 
members from traternal, reh~us, veteran's, or other nonprofit 
orgamzations that conduct la~ul gambling. The members must 
either be involved in the supervision oflawful gambling, or must be 
O!'liCers or directors oIthe general organization and not a suborm
nate corporation. 

(c) A member serving on the board by appointment must have 
been a resident of Minnesota for at least five years. Of the appointees 
of the governor not more than six may belong to the same political 
party. A member appointed to the board may be removed at any time 
by the appointing authority. Vacancies on the board are filled in the 
same manner as the original appointment. Of the members ap
pointed by the governor, three are for terms expiring 'June 30, 1985, 
four are for terms expiring June 30, 1986, and four are for terms 
expiring June 30, 1987. After the expiration of the initial terms, 
appointments are for three years. The governor shall appoint the 
chair from among the governor's appointees. Of the appointments 
made ~ the governor for terms expiring June 30, 1991, June ~ 
1992, and June 30, 1993, at least one appointment in each ~ Q! 
appointments must be an appointment complying with the require
ments of paragraph (Ii)." , 

Page 5, after line 30, insert: 

"Sec. 6. [NEW BOARD APPOINTMENTS.] 
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In making the appointments reliuired ~ section 1 the governor 
shaD ensure tnat fu' Jd~ b 1989, fi boarcfreflects tfi'e membership 
requirements impose £Y that sectIOn. . 

Sec. 7. [EFFECTIVE DATE.J 

Sections 1. to ~ are effective the day following final enactment." 

Renumber the sections in sequence 

Correct internal references 

Amend the title accordingly 

A roll call was requested and properly seconded. 

The question was taken on the O'Connor et al amendment and the 
roll was called. There were 29 yeas al).d 86 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Battaglia 
Beard 
Begich 
Bertram 
Brown 
Cooper 

Dawkins 
Frederick 
Gruenes 
Jacobs 
Jennings 
Johnson, V. 

Kinkel 
McEachern 
Mc;Kasy 
O'Connor 
Ogren 
Olson, K. 

Orenstein 
Ozment 
Poppenhagen 
Quinn 
Redalen 
Sarna 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anders~m. R. 
Bauerly 
Bennett -
Blatz 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitz~r 
Dauner 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 
Frerichs 

Greenfield 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jefferson 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 

Knuth . Olsen, S. 
Kostohryz Omaim 
Krueger Onnen 
Larsen Osthoff 
Lieder Pappas 
Long Pauly 
Marsh Pelowski 
McLaughlin- . Peterson 
McPherson Price 
Miller Reding 
Minne Rest 
Munger Rice 
Murphy Riveness 
Nelson, C. Rodosovich 
Nelson, D. Rose 
Nelson, K. Rukavina 
Neuenschwander Schafer 

Sparby 
Swenson 
Valento 
Waltman 
Wenzel 

Schreiber 
'Seaberg 
Segal 
Shaver 
Simoneau. 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Stanius 
St.eensma 
Thiede 
Tiornhom 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Wagenius 
\\\>lle 
Wip.ter 
Spk. Vanasek .. 

. The motion did not prevail and the amendment was not adopted. 

Richter, Rice, Morrison and Frederick moved to. amend S. F. No .. 
1661, as amended, as follows: 

Page 2, line 7 of the Rice amendment, delete the period and insert 
a semicolon 
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Page 2, after line 7 of the Rice amendment, insert: 

"(4) identification and proposed treatment of compulsive 
gamDlers. " 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

S. F. No. 1661, A bill for an act relating to charitable gambling; 
changing the definition of lawful purpose expenditures; clarifying 
the definition of organization; increasing the percentage of profit 
that may be used for expenses for certain organizations; licensing 
bingo halls; changing the definition of bingo occasion; requiring 
organizations to be directly responsible for the conducting of bingo; 
changing the definition of gross receipts for the purposes of bingo; 
changing the prize limits for bingo; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1986, sections 349.19, subdivision 1; 349.211, subdivision 1; Minne
sota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 349.12, subdivision 11; 
349.17, subdivisions 1 and 2; proposing coding for new law in 
Minnesota Statutes, chapter 349; repealing Minnesota Statutes 
1986, section 349.211, subdivision 2. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended, and placed upon 
its final passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. There were 128 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Brown 
Carison, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 

Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 
Larsen 

Lasley Osthoff 
Lieder Otis 
Long Ozment 
Marsh Pappas 
McEachern Pauly 
McKasy Pelowski 
McLaughlin Peterson 
McPherson Poppenhagen 
Milbert Price 
Miller Quinn 
Mione Redalen 
Morrison Reding 
Munger Rest 
Murphy Rice 
Nelson, C. Richter 
Nelson, D. Riveness 
Nelson, K. Rod-osovich 
Neuenschwander Rose 
O'Connor Rukavina 
Ogren Sarna 
Olsen, S. Schafer 
Olson, E. Scheid 
Olson, K. Schreiber 
Omann Seaberg 
Onnen Segal 
Orenstein Shaver 

Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was passed, as amended, and its title agreed to. 
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Otis meved that the remaining bills on Special Orders for today be 
continued one day. The motion prevailed. 

GENERAL ORDERS 

Otis moved that the bills on General Orders for today be continued 
one day. The motion prevailed. 

MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS 

Vellenga moved that the name of Morrison be added as an author 
on H. F. No .. 1226. The motion prevailed. 

Lasley moved that the names of Dempsey and Begich be stricken 
and the name of Carlson, L., be added as an author and the name of 
Anderson, G., be added as chief author on H. F. No. 1826. The motion 
prevailed. 

Carruthers moved that H. F. No. 2199 be returned to its author. 
The motion prevailed. 

Carruthers moved that H. F. No. 2198 be returned to its author. 
The motion prevailed. 

Swenson moved that H. F. No. 2204 be returned to its author. The 
motion prevailed. 

Forsythe moved that H. F. No. 1987 be returned to its author. The 
motion prevailed. . 

Vellenga moved that H. F. No. 2462 be returned to its author. The 
motion prevailed. 

ANNOUNCEMENTS BY THE SPEAKER 

The Speaker announced the appointment of the following mem
bers of the House to a Conference Committee on H. F. No. 2185: 

Sparby, Kahn and Munger. 

The Speaker announced the appointment of the following mem
bers of the House to a Conference Committee on H. F. No. 2568: 

Olson, K.; Redalen and Cooper. 
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The Speaker announced the appointment of the following mem
bers of the House to a Conference Committee on S, F. No, 1769: 

Solberg, Kelly and Bishop, 

The Speaker announced the appointment of the following mem
bers of the House to a Conference Committee on H, F. No, 1851: 

Bauerly, Jennings and Anderson, R 

The Speaker announced the appointment of the following mem
bers of the House to-a Conference Committee on S, F, No, 2071: 

Jefferson, McKasy and Kelly, 

The Speaker announced the appointment of the following mem
bers of the House to a Conference Committee on H. F. No, 421: 

Ogren, Bishop and Dempsey, 

The Speaker announced the appointment of the following mem
bers of the House to a Conference Committee on S, F. No, 2491: 

Carruthers, Osthoff and Olsen, S, 

The Speaker annonnced the appointment of the following mem
bers of the House to a Conference Committee on S, F. No, 2137: 

Kelso, Vellenga and Otis, 

The Speaker announced the appointment of the following mem
bers of the House to a Conference Committee on H, F. No, 1943: 

Ogren, Steensma and Carlson, D, 

The Speaker announced the appointment of the following mem
bers of the House to a Conference Committee on H, F. No, 1526: 

Bauerly, Uphus and Kalis, 
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ADJOURNMENT 

Wynia moved that when the House adjourns today it adjourn until 
1:00 p.m., Friday, April 8, 1988. The motion prevailed. 

Wynia moved that the House adjourn. The motion prevailed, and 
Sp~aker pro tempore Anderson, G., declared the House stands 
adjourned until 1:00 p.m., Friday, April 8, 1988. 

EDWARD A. BURDICK, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 
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STATE OF MINNESOTA 

SEVENTY-FIFTH SESSION -1988 

EIGHTY-THIRD DAY 

SAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA, FRIDAY, APRIL 8, 1988 

The House of Representatives convened at 1:00 p.m. and was 
called to order by Robert E. Vanasek, Speaker of the House. 

Prayer was offered by Representative Mary Murphy from District 
8A, a member and lector of St. Raphael's Church, North West 
Hermantown, Minnesota. 

The Toll was called and the following members were present: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 

Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Rimle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 

A quorum was present. 

Quist was excused. 

Knuth Olson, E. 
Kostohryz Olson, K. 
Krueger Omann 
Larsen Onnen 
Lasley Orenstein 
Lieder Osthoff 
Long Ozment 
Marsh". Pappas 
McDonald Pauly 
McEachern Pelowski 
McKasy Peterson 
McLaughlin . Poppenhagen 
McPherson Price 
Milbert Quinn 
Miller Redalen 
Minne Reding 
Morrison Rest 
Munger Rice 
Murphy Richter 
Nelson, C. Riveness 
Nelson, D. Rodosovich 
Nelson, K. Rose 
Neuenschwander Rukavina 
O'Connor Sarna 
Ogren Schafer 
Olsen, S. Scheid 

Schreiber 
Seaberg 
Segal 
Shaver 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stallins 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

Otis was excused until 1:50 p.m. Tjornhom was excused until 2:20 
p.m. 
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The Chief Clerk proceeded to read the Journal ,,£the preceding 
day. Larsen moved that further reading of the Journal be dispensed 
with and that the Journal be'l-pproved as corrected by the Chief 
Clerk. The 'motion prevailed. 

Carlson, D., was excused while in conference. 

REPORTS OF CHIEF CLERK 

Pursuant to Rules of the House/printed .copies of H. F. No. 2526 
and S. F. Nos. 412, 1904, 2451,392, 2025, 2272,2546, 1809 and 1821 
have been placed in the m<embers' files . 

. S.F. No. 1904 and H. F. No. 1890, which had been referred to tbe 
Chief Clerk for comparison, were examined and fOUIld to be identi

. cal. 

Greenfield moved that S. F. No. 1904 be substitut<ed for H. F. No. 
1890 and that the House File be indefinitely postponed. The motion 
prevailed.. . '. 

S. F.No. 2451 and H: F. No. 2597, which had been referred to the 
Chief Clerk for comparison, were ,!xamined and found to be identi.~al 
with certain exceptions. .-., 

SUSPENSION OF'RlJLES 

Solberg moved that the rules be so far suspended that S. F. No.' 
2451 be substituted for H. F. No. 2597 and that the House File be 
indefinitely postponed. The motion ·prevailed. . 

S. F. No. 1809 and H.F. No. 1812, which had been referred to the 
Chief Clerk for comparison, were examined and found to be identical 
with certain exceptions., 

SUSPENSION OF RULES 

Clark moved that the rules be so far suspended that S. F. No. 1809 
be substituted for H. F. No. 1812 and that the House File be 
indefinitely postponed. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 412 and H. F. No. 297, which had been referred to the 
Chief Clerk for comparison, were,. examined and found to 1)13 identical 
with certain exceptions. 
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SUSPENSION OF RULES 

Long moved that the rules be so far suspended that S. F. No. 412 be 
substituted for H. F. No. 297 and that the House File be indefinitely 
postponed. The motion prevailed. 

S. F.' No. 392 and H. F. No. 704, which had been referred to the 
Chief Clerk for comparison, were examined and found to be identical 
with certain exceptions. 

SUSPENSION OF RULES 

Rest moved that the rules be so far suspended that S. F. No. 392 be 
substituted for H. F. No. 704 and that the House File be indefinitely 
postponed. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 2025 and H. F. No. 2744, which had been referred to the 
Chief Clerk for comparison, were examined and found to be identical 
with certain exceptions. 

SUSPENSION OF RULES 

Voss moved that the rules be so far suspended that S. F. No. 2025 
be substituted for H. F. No. 2744 and that the House File be 
indefinitely postponed. The motion prevailed. 

SECOND READING OF SENATE BILLS 

S. F. Nos. 1904, 2451, 1809, 412, 392 and 2025 were read for the 
second time. 

INTRODUCTION AND FIRST READING 
OF HOUSE BILLS 

The following House Files were introduced: 

Uphus; Johnson, v., and Waltman introduced: 

H. F. No. 2797, A bill for an act relating to taxation; property; 
classifying utility property as commercial-industrial; classifying 
certain personal property; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, 
section 273.13, by adding a subdivision; and Minnesota Statutes 
1987 Supplement, section 273.13, subdivision 24. 

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee 
on Taxes. 
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Long introduced: 

H. F. No. 2798, A bill for an act relating to securities; exempting 
certain over-the-counter securities from registration requirements; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 80A.15, 
subdivision 1. 

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee 
on Commerce. 

Long introduced: 

H. F. No. 2799, A bill for an act relating to income taxation; 
increasing the credit for certain research and experimental expen
ditures; amending Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 
290.068, subdivision 1. . 

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee 
on Taxes. 

Long introduced: 

H. F. No. 2800, A bill for an act relating to income taxation; 
increasing the credit for certain research and experimental expen
ditures; amending Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 
290.068, subdivision 1. . 

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee 
on Taxes. 

Carison, L.; Carruthers; Orenstein; Rest and Bishop introduced: 

H. F. No. 2801, A bill for an act relating to power of attorney; 
allowing power of attorney to continue for a period after the 
principal's death; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 
523.08; and 523.23, subdivision 1. 

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee 
on Judiciary. 
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HOUSE ADVISORIES 

The following House Advisories were introduced: 

Gruenes, Stanius and Osthoff introduced: 

H. A. No. 82, A proposal to study the eligibility and financing of a 
Telephone Assistance Plan for low income and disabled. 

The advisory was referred to the Committee on Regulated Indus
tries. 

Simoneau, Battaglia and Morrison introduced: 

H. A. No. 83, A proposal to study current procedures used to 
transfer tax forfeited lands. 

The advisory was referred to the Committee on Governmental 
Operations. 

Morrison; Olsen, S.; Kelly; Long and Burger introduced: 

H. A. No. 84, A proposal to study current penalties for certain drug 
offenses. 

The advisory was referre.d to the Committee on Judiciary. 

MESSAGES FROM THE SENATE 

The following messages were received from the Senate: 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following 
House File, herewith returned: 

H. F. No. 1493, A bill for an act relating to civil law; deleting the 
minimum percentage amount for interest on judgments; altering the 
application of joint and several liability; providing for payment of 
future damages; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 604.02, 
subdivision 1; Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 549.09, 
subdivision 1; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, 
chapter 549; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 604.07. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 
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Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate accedes to the request of the 
House for the appointment of a Conference Committee on the 
amendments adopted by the Senate tothe following House File: 

R F. No. 2038, A bill for an act relating to employment; regulating 
youth employment programs; requiring that new jobs do not replace 
existing jobs; providing for compensation at the state or federal 
minimum wage; regulating employment contracts; authorizing the 
department of jobs and training to buy real estate and locate offices 
in Minneapolis; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 
268.31, 268.32, and 268.34; proposing coding for new law in Minne
sota Statutes, chapter 268. 

The Senate has appointed as such Committee: 

. Messrs. Freeman, Morse and Renneke. 

Said House File is herewith returned to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following 
House File, herewith returned, as amended by the Senate, in which 
amendment the concurrence ofthe House is respectfully requested: 

R F. No. 2117, A bill for an act relating to public finance; 
providing conditions of local and state government debt financing; 
allocating bonding authority subject to a volume cap under federal 
tax law; amending Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 
474A.04, subdivision 1a; 474A.061, subdivisions 2 and 4; and 
474A.091; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 
474A.061, subdivision 5. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

CONCURRENCE AND REPASSAGE 

Rest moved that the House concur in the Senate amendments to 
H. F. No. 2117 and that the bill be repassed as amended by. the 
Senate. The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 2117, A bill for an act relating to public finance; 
providing conditions of local and state government debt financing; 
allocating bonding authority subject to a volume cap under federal 
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tax law; amending Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 
474A.04, subdivision 1a; 474A.061, subdivisions 2 and. 4; and 
474A.091; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 
474A.061, subdivision 5. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by the Senate, 
and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. There were 121 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
BeIU1ett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, 1. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 

Forsythe 
Frederick 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Hugoso;n 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 

Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Larsen 
Lasley 
Lieder 
Long 
Marsh 
McDonald 
McEachern' 
McKasy 
McLaughlin 
McPherson 
Milbert 
Miller 
Minne 
Morrison 
Munger 
Murphy 
Nelson, C. 
Nelson, D. 
Nelson, K. 
O'Connor 
Ogren 
Olsen, S. 

Olson, E. 
Olson, K. 
Omann 
Onnen 
Orenstein 
Ozment 
Pappas 
Pelowski 
Peterson 
Poppenhagen 
Price 
Quinn 
Redalen 
Reding 
Rest 
Rice 
Richter 
Riveness 
Rodosovich 
IWse 
Sarna 
Schafer 
Schreiber 
Seaberg 

Segal 
Shaver 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was repassed, as amended by the Senate, and its title 
agreed to. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following 
House File, herewith returned, as amended by the Senate, in which 
amendment the concurrence of the House is respectfully requested: 

H. F. No. 2434, A bill for an act relating to the city of Duluth; 
authorizing the expenditure of previously appropriated funds for 
acquisition or construction of Duluth's Western Waterfront Trail. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 
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CONCURRENCE AND REPASSAGE 

Munger moved that the House concur in the Senate amendments 
to H. F. No. 2434 and that the bill be repassed as amended by the 
Senate. The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 2434, A bill for an act relating to the city of Duluth; 
authorizing the expenditure of previously appropriated funds for 
acquisition or construction of Duluth's Western Waterfront Trail. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by the Senate, 
and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. There were 127 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affinnative were: 

Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 
Frederick 

Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
GUlkoecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jerisen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 

Larsen 
Lasley 
Lieder 
Long 
Marsh 
McDonald 
McEachern 
McKasy 
McLaughlin 
McPherson 
Milbert 
Miller 
Minne 
Morrison 
Munger 
. Murphy 
Nelson, C. 
Nelson, D. 
Nelson, K.. 
O'Connor 
Ogren 
Olsen, S. 
Olson, E. 
Olson, K. 
Omann 
Onnen 

Orenstein 
Osthoff 
Ozment 
Pappas 
Pauly 
Pelowski 
Peterson 
Poppenhagen 
Price 
Quinn 
Redalen 
Reding 

. Rest 
Rice 
Richter 
Riveness 
Rodosovich 
Rose 
Rukavina 
Sarna 
Schafer 
Scheid 
Schreiber 
Seaberg 
Segal 
Shaver 

Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was repassed, as amended by the Senate, and its title 
agreed to. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following 
House File, herewith returned, as amended by the Senate, in which 
amendment the concurrence of the House is respectfully requested: 

H. F. No. 2596, A bill for an act relating to metropolitan govern
ment; creating a legislative task force to moilitor performance of 
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metropolitan agencies in complying with certain laws; prescribing 
the contents of affirmative action plans for metropolitan agencies 
and a process for approval and reporting of those plans; requiring 
purchases from businesses owned by socially or economically disad
vantaged persons; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 
473.141, subdivision 9; and 473.406, subdivisions 2,5, 6, and 7; 
proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapters 3 and 
473. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

McLaughlin moved that the House refuse to concur in the Senate 
amendments to H. F. No. 2596, that the Speaker appoint a Confer
ence Committee of 3 members of the House, and that the House 
requests that a like committee be appointed by the Senate to confer 
on the disagreeing votes of the two houses. The motion prevailed. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following 
House File, herewith returned, as amended by the Senate, in which 
amendment the concurrence of the House is respectfully requested: 

H. F. No. 2036, A bill for an act relating to crimes; prohibiting 
possession of fireworks; increasing penalties for selling or possessing 
certain quantities of fireworks; providing penalties; amending Min
nesota Statutes 1986, sections 624.21; 624.23; and 624.25. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Carruthers moved that the House refuse to concur in the Senate 
amendments to H. F. No. 2036, that the Speaker appoint a Confer
ence Committee of 3 members of the House, and that the House 
requests that a like committee be appointed by the Senate to confer 
on the disagreeing votes of the two houses. The motion prevailed. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following 
House File, herewith returned, as amended by the Senate, in which 
amendment the concurrence of the House is respectfully requested: 

H. F. No. 2536, A bill for an act relating to elections; providing 
that statewide computerized voter registration system satisfy re
quirements for duplicate registration file; establishing voter regis
tration account and appropriating money; changing certain 
procedures related to registration cards, files, and records; changing 
certain procedures for voting, arranging names on ballots, and 
completing summary statements; permitting cities or counties to 
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use their present voting systems for general elections; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 201.091, subdivisions 2 and 5; 
204D.08, subdivision 5; Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sec, 
tions 201.022, subdivision.1; 201.071, subdivision 4; 204C.24, sub
division 1; 204D.08, subdivision 4; and 206.80; proposing coding for 
new law in Minnesot" Statutes, chapter 201. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAYEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Orenstein moved that the House refuse to concur in the Senate 
amendments to H. F. No. 2536, that the Speaker appoint a Confer
ence Committee of 3 members of the House, and that the House 
requests that a like committee be appointed by the Senate to confer 
on the disagreeing votes of the two houses. The motion prevailed. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following 
House File, herewith returned, as amended by the Senate, in which 
amendment the concurrence of the House is respectfully requested: 

H. F. No. 2344, A bill for an act relating to the organization and 
operation of state government; clarifying, providing for deficiencies 
in, and siIpplementing appropriations for the expenses of state 
government with certain conditions; creating and modifying agen
cies and functions; fixing and limiting fees; requiring studies and 
reports; appropriating money; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, 
sections 3.9223, subdivision 5; 3.9225, subdivision 5; 3.9226, subdi
vision 5; 16B.24, by. adding a subdivision; 88.22, by adding a 
subdivision; 89.001, by adding a subdivision; 89.19; 116.48, by 
adding subdivisions; 116J.615, by adding a subdivision; 296.16, by 
adding a subdivision; and 296.421, by adding a subdivision; Minne
sota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 3.732, subdivision 1; 3.885; 
85.055, subdivision 1; 105.44, subdivision 10; 115C.02, subdivision 
13; 116C.712, subdivision 5; 116J.941, subdivision 1; 1160.03, 
subdivision 2; 1160.04, subdivision 1; 1160.06, subdivision 1; and 
480.241, subdivision 2; Laws 1985, First Special Session chapter 15, 
section 4, subdivision 6; Laws 1987, chapter 357, section 27, subdi
vision 2; Laws 1987, chapter 404, sections 20, subdivision 6; and 22, 
subdivision 4; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, 
chapters 89; 115C; 424A; and 446A; repealing Minnesota Statutes 
1987 Supplement, section 161.52. 

PATRICK E. FLAHA YEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Anderson, G., moved that the House refuse to concur in the Senate 
amendments to H. F No. 2344, that the Speaker appoint a Confer
ence Committee of 5 members of the House, and that the House 
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requests that a like committee be appointed by the Senate to confer 
on the disagreeing votes of the two houses. The motion prevailed. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following 
House File, herewith returned, as amended by the Senate, in which 
amendment the concurrence of the House is respectfully requested: 

H. F. No. 2031, A bill for an act relating to waste management; 
requiring certain buildings to provide space for recycling; changing 
the definition of recyclable materials; specifying the responsibilities 
of the legislative commission on waste management; adding con
tainment of hazardous waste as an item for which the waste 
management board may make grants; making industrial waste 
facilities eligible for processing facility loans; creating additional 
loan and grant programs for waste tire management; banning used 
oil from placement on the land; removing the county fee cap for 
waste disposal in the metropolitan area; adding the chair of the 
waste management board to the environmental quality board; 
repealing the expiration date of the legislative commission on waste 
management; appropriating money; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1986, sections 16B.24, subdivision 6; 16B.61, by adding a subdivi
sion; 115A.03, subdivisions 25a and 25b; 115A.14, subdivision 4; 
115A.156, subdivision 3; 115A.165; 115A.912; 115A.914; 115A.919; 
115B.17, by adding a subdivision; 473.803, subdivision 4; and 
609.68; Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 115A.156, 
subdivisions 1 and 2; 115A.162; 115A.48; 115A.916; 115A.95; and 
116C.03, subdivision 2; Laws 1980, chapter 564, article XII, section 
1, subdivision 3, as amended; Laws 1987, chapters 348, section 51, 
subdivision 1; and 404, section 24, subdivisions 4 and 6; proposing 
coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapters 115A and 325E; 
repealing Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 115A.14, subdivision 6; 
and 115A.90, subdivision 4; Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, 
sections 115A.14, subdivision 5; 115A.41; 116.55; and 116M.07, 
subdivision 14. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Nelson, D., moved that the House refuse to concur in the Senate 
amendments to H. F. No. 2031, that the Speaker appoint a Confer
ence Committee of 5 members of the House, and that the House 
requests that a like committee be appointed by the Senate to confer 
on the disagreeing votes of the two houses. The motion prevailed. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate refuses to concur in the House 
amendments to Senate File No. 2165: 
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S. F. No. 2165, A bill for an act relating to environment; requiring 
persons to notifY the pollution control agency of and take steps to 
avoid air pollution; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota 
Statutes, chapter 116. 

The Senate respectfully requests that a Conference Committee be 
appointed thereon. The Senate has appointed as such committee: 

Messrs. Dahl, Lessard and Ms. Olson. 

Said Senate File is herewith transmitted to the House with the 
request that the House appoint a like committee. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAYEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Ozment moved that the House accede to the request of the Senate 
and that the Speaker appoint a Conference Committee of 3 memhers 
of the House to meet with a like committee appointed by the Senate 
on the disagreeing votes of the two houses on S. F. No. 2165. The 
motion prevailed. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate refuses to concur in the House 
amendments to Senate File No. 1727: 

S. F. No. 1727, A bill for an act relating to government data 
practices; defining employment and training data as private data on 
individuals; providing for the dissemination of certain data; amend
ing Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 13.46, subdivision 2; Minne
sota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 13.43, subdivision 1; 
proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 13. 

The Senate respectfully requests that a Conference Committee be 
appointed thereon. The Senate has appointed as such committee: 

Ms. Piper, Messrs. Beckman and Marty. 

Said Senate File is herewith transmitted to the House with the 
request that the House appoint a like committee. 

PATRICK E. FLAHA YEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Clark moved that the House accede to the request of the Senate 
and that the Speaker appoint a Conference Committee of 3 members 
of the House to meet with a like committee appointed by the Senate 
on the disagreeing votes of the two houses on S. F. No. 1727. The 
motion prevailed. 
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Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate refuses to concur in the House 
amendments to Senate File No. 1610: 

S. F. No. 1610, A bill for an act relating to advertising devices; 
providing for specific service signs relating to rural agricultural 
businesses and places of worship to be displayed along highways; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 160.292, subdivisions 
2 and 10; 160.293, subdivisions 1 and 3; and 160.295, by adding a 
subdivision. 

The Senate respectfully requests that a Conference Committee be 
appointed thereon. The Senate has appointed as such committee: 

Messrs. Bertram, Mehrkens and Merriam. 

Said Senate File is herewith transmitted to the House with the 
request that the House appoint a like committee. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Lasley moved that the House accede to the request of the Senate 
and that the Speaker appoint a Conference Committee of 3 members 
of the House to meet with a like committee appointed by the Senate 
on the disagreeing votes of the two houses on S. F. No. 1610. The 
motion prevailed. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate refuses to concur in the House 
amendments to Senate File No. 2214: 

S. F. No. 2214, A bill for an act relating to natural resources; 
authorizing the commissioner to sell certain surplus lands to local 
governments for local recreation or natural resource purposes; 
authorizing the commissioner of natural resources to convey road 
and flowage easements in certain circumstances; transferring duties 
and powers of county auditors and treasurers relating to sales of 
certain classes of state land to the commissioner; transferring the 
authority to issue state land patents from the governor to the 
commissioner; specifying the amount above appraised value that the 
commissioner may pay when acquiring land; authorizing long-term 
leases of state land for certain purposes; modifying certain provi
sions of land exchange laws relating to appraisals and fees; imple
menting exchanges of public land authorized by the constitution; 
authorizing exchange of school trust land located within a state 
park; appointing an independent trustee and legal counsel for land 
exchanges involving school trust land; providing a procedure for 
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exchange of Class B land with Class A or Class C land; authorizing 
governmental units to exchange lapd in the same manner as private 
persons; amending Minnes?ta St~tutes 1986, sections 84.027, by 
adding a subdivision; 84.631; 85.015, subdivision 1; 9;l.16, subdivi
sion1; 92.23; 92.24; 92.26; 92.27; 92.29; 92.50, subdivision 1; 94.342, 
subdivision 3, and by adding subdivisions; 94.343, subdivisions 3 
and 9; 94.344, subdivisions 1, 3, 7, and 10; 94.348; Minnesota 
Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 84.0272; and 105.392, subdivi
sion 4; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapters 
84 and. 92; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 92.2p. . 

The Senate respectfully requests that a Conference Committee be 
appointed thereon. The Senate has appointed as such committee: 

Messrs:-Me'rriam; Peterson, R. W., and Frederickson, D. R. 

Said Senate File is herewith transmitted to the House with the 
request that the House appoint a like committee. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN,Secretary of the Senate 

Jennings moved that the House accede to the request of the Senate 
and that the Speaker appoint a Conference Committee of3members 
of the House to meet with a like committee appointed by the Senate 
on the disagreeing votes of the two houses-on S. F. No. 2214. The 
motion prevailed. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby an';ounce that the Senate refuses to concur in the House 
amendments to Senate File No. 1955: 

S. F. No. 1955, A bill for' an act relating to Ramsey county;' 
authorizing the county to use certain land dedicated as open space 
for highway purposes; authorizing,the sale of certain land. 

The Senate respectfully requests that a Conference Committee be 
appointed thereon. The Senate has appointed as' such committee: 

. Messrs'. Novak; Moe, D. M.,and-Marty. 

Said Senate File is herewith transmitted to the House with the 
request that the House appoint a like committee. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Semite 

Knuth moved thatthe.Hotise. accede to the request o[the Senate 
and that the Speaker appoint a Conference.Committee of 3 II)embers 
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of the House to meet with a like committee appointed by the Senate 
on the disagreeing votes of the two houses on S. F. No. 1955. The 
motion prevailed. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate refuses to concur in the House 
amendments to Senate File No. 2122: 

S. F. No. 2122, A bill for an act relating to the collection and 
dissemination of data; proposing classifications of data as private 
and nonpublic; providing for patient access to medical records; 
requiring .outpatient diagnostic and test results to be retained as 
part of an individual permanent medical record; amending Minne
sota$tatutes 1986, sections 13.04, subdivision 4; 13.67; 13.791, 
subdivision 1; 144.335, subdivision 2; 145.32, subdivision 2; 171.12, 
by adding a subdivision; and 363.061, by adding a subdivisipn; 
proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapters 13 and 
221; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 13.72, subdivision 
3. 

The Senate respectfully requests that a Conference Committee be 
appointed thereon. The Senate has appointed as such committee: 

Messrs. Peterson, R. W.; Cohen and Knaak. 

Said Senate File is herewith transmitted to the House with the 
request that the House appoint a like committee. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Nelson, D., moved that the House accede to the request of the 
Senate and that the Speaker appoint a Conference Committee of 3 
members of the House to meet with a like committee appointed by 
the Senate on the disagreeing votes of the two houses on S. F. No. 
2122. The motion prevailed. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following 
Senate Files, herewith transmitted: 

S. F. Nos. 2139, 2055, 2 and 1956. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 
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FIRST READING OF SENATE BILLS 

S. F. No. 2139, A bill for an act relating to establishment of rates 
for intermediate care facilities for the mentally ,retarded (ICFIMR); 
changing the procedures for determining ICFIMR rates beginning in 
1988; requiring a report; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sec
tion 256B.501, by adding s,ubdivisions. 

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee 
on Appropriations. 

S. F.' No. 2055, A bill for an act relating to human services; 
defining terms; requiring that court receive annual reviews of people 
with indeterminate commitments; providing for court-ordered com
munity-based treatment; defining procedures for community-based 
commitment; requiring procedures for release before commitment 
and provisional discharge; appropriating money; amending Minne
sota Statutes 1986, sections 253B.02, subdiyisions 13,19, and by 
adding subdivisions; 253B. 03, subdivision 5; 253B. 09, subdivision 1; 
253B.15, subdivisions 1, 3,5, 6, 7, and by adding a subdivision; and 
253B.16, subdivision 1; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota 
Statutes, chapter 253B; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 
253B.09, subdivision 4., 

The bill was read for the first time. 

Vellenga moved that S. F. No. 2055 and H. F. No. 2130, now on 
Special Orders, be referred to the Chief Clerk for comparison. The 
motion prevailed. ' 

S. F. No.2, A bill for an, act proposing an amendment to the 
Minnesota Constitution, article XIII, section 5; allowing the legis
lature to authorize the state to operate a lottery. 

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee 
on Rules and Legislative Administration. 

S. F. No. 1956, A bill for an act relating to financial institutions; 
savings and loan associations; defining terms; adding clarifying 
language; regulating incorporations; regulating mutual, to stock 
conversions; providing for corporate governance of capital stock 
associations; regulating the powers of saving associations; regulat
ing deposit accounts; regulating investments; regulating terms and 
conditions of loans, contracts, and extensions of credit; providing 

, state-chartered savings associations the same rightS and powers 
that may be exercised by a federal savings association doing busi
neSS in Minnesota; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986,sections 
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51A.02; 51A.03, by adding a subdivision; 51A.041, subdivisions 1 
and 4, and by adding a subdivision; 51A.05, subdivision 1, and by 
adding a subdivision; 51A.06, subdivision 3; 51A.065, subdivisions 
1, 3, 4, 8, and by adding a subdivision; 51A.07; 51A.1O; 51A.11, 
subdivision 1; 51A.12; 51A.13; 51A.15, subdivision 2; 51A.17; 
51A.19, subdivisions 1, 8, and 10; 51A.21, subdivisions 1, 5,7,9,14, 
15,17,21, and by adding subdivisions; 51A.251; 51A.261; 51A.262; 
51A.28; 51A.31, subdivision 1; 51A.32; 51A.35; 51A.361; 51A.37, 
subdivisions 1, 2,3, 4, and by adding subdivisions; 51A.38, subdivi
sions 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, and 8; 51A.40; 51AA4, subdivision 1; 51AA8; 
51A.50; 51A.51, subdivision 1; 51A.53; 51A.56; 118.005, subdivision 
1; Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 51A.23, subdivi
sion 1; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapters 
48 and 51A; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 51A.03, 
subdivision 2a; 51A.05, subdivisions 3, 4, and 5; 51A.091; 51A.ll, 
subdivision 3; 51A.18; 51A.19, subdivisions 2 and 3; 51A.21, subdi
visions 6 and 19; 51A.23, subdivisions 2, 3, 4, and 5; 51A.37, 
subdivisions 7 and 9; 51A.38, subdivision 6; and 51A.39. 

The bill was read for the first time. 

Scheid moved that S. F. No. 1956 and H. F. No. 2201, now on 
General Orders, be referred to the Chief Clerk for comparison. The 
motion prevailed. 

ANNOUNCEMENTS BY THE SPEAKER 

The Speaker announced the appointment of the following memo 
bers of the House to a Conference Committee on H. F. No. 2036: 

Carruthers, Milbert and Kelly. 

The Speaker announced the appointment of the following mem
bers of the House to a Conference Committee on H. F. No. 2344: 

Kahn, Krueger, Battaglia, Bishop and Solberg. 

REPORT FROM THE COMMITTEE ON RULES AND 
LEGISLATIVE ADMINISTRATION 

Wynia, from the Committee on Rules and Legislative Administra
tion, pursuant to House Rule No. 1.9, designated the following bills 
as Special Orders to be acted upon immediately preceding Special 
Orders pending for today, Friday, April 8, 1988: 

S. F. Nos. 1595,752,449 and 1673; H. F. No. 2269; S. F. No. 2203; 
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H. F. No. 2685; and S. F. Nos. 1268, 1721,1672,63,1795,2347,1681, 
30 and 1388. 

The following Conference Committee Reports were received: 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON H. F. NO. 1980 

A bill for an act relating to highways; designating 1-90 as 
AMVETS memorial highway; adding, deleting, and substituting 
routes on the trunk highway system; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1986, section 161.14, by adding a subdivision. 

The Honorable Robert Vanasek 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Honorable Jerome M. Hughes 
President of the Senate 

April 4, 1988 

We, the undersigned conferees for H. F._ No. 1980, report that we 
have agreed upon the items in dispute and recommend a.s follows: 

That the Senate recede from its amendment. 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 

House Conferees: HENRY J. KALIS, KENNETH J. KLUDT AND DAVID T. 
BISHOP. 

Senate Conferees: TRAcy L. BECKMAN, EARL W. RENNEKE AND· JIM M. 
VlcKilRMAN .. 

Kalis moved that the report of the Conference Committee "It H. F. 
No. 1980 be adopted and that the bill be repassed as amended by the 
Conference Committee. The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 1980, A bill for an act relating to highways; designating 
1-90 as AMVETS T()emorial highway; adding, deleting, and substi
tuting routes on the trunk highway system; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1986, section 161.14, by adding a subdivision. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by Conference, 
and placed upon its repassage. 
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The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. There were 127 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begicb 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBheck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dom 

Forsythe 
Frederick 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Him1e 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kalm 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knicker~ocker 
Knuth 

Krueger Onnen 
Larsen Orenstein 
Lasley Osthoff 
Lieder Ozment 
Long Pappas 
Marsh Pauly 
McDonald Pelowski 
McEachern Peterson 
McBasy Poppenhagen 
McLaughlin Price 
McPherson Quinn 
Milbert Redalen 
Miller- Reding 
Morrison Rest 
Munger Rice 
Murphy Richter 
Nelson, C. Riveness 
Nelson, D. Rodosovich 
Nelson, K. Rose 
Neuenschwander Rukavina 
O'Connor Sarna 
Ogren Schafer 
Olsen, S. Scheid 
Olson, E. Schreiber 
Olson, K. Seaberg 
Omann Segal 

Shaver 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was repassed, as amended by Conference, and its title 
agreed to. 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON H. F. NO. 1846 

A bill for an act relating to environment; authorizing inspection of 
certain records kept by waste facilities; providing penalties; propos
ing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 115A. 

The Honorable Robert Vanasek 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Honorable Jerome M. Hughes 
President of the Senate 

April 7, 1988 

We, the undersigned conferees for H. F. No. 1846, repo~t that we 
have agreed upon the items in dispute and recommend as follows: 

That the Senate recedes from its amendment and that H. F. No. 
1846 be further amended as follows: 

Delete everything after the enacting clause and insert: 
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"Section 1. [115A.882] [INSPECTION OF RECORDS.] 

A I?erson authorized ~ ~ county in which ~ designation is 
et'Iechve may, upon presentation of iaentTIlciillon and without a 
search warrantl inspect or ~ records of an owner or operator or iliY waste facIhty in the state that contain iirlOriiiation regarding 

e VOliiiTIe ~ origin, and weight of the waste receIved fu: the 
taahtfi' and ~ ~ and time of weighIng. A peron who fails to 
open or· inslU'ctlOn and copying the records re erred to in this 
section is ~ of ~ misdemeanor . ...-

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 

House Conferees: LEONARD PRICE, PATRICK BEARD AND DAVID T. 
BISHOP. 

Senate Conferees: A. W. "BILL" DIESSNER, RANDOLPH W. PETERSON 
AND GARY W. LAIDIG. . 

Price moved that the report of the Conference Committee on H. F. 
No. 1846 be adopted and that the bill be repassed as amended by the 
Conference Committee. The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 1846, A bill for an act relating to environment; autho
rizing inspection of certain records kept by waste facilities; providing 
penalties; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, 
chapter 115A. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by Conference, 
and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. There were 103 yeas and 21 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 

Clark 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dille 
Dorn 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Hartle 
Heap 
Himle 
Jacobs 
Jaros 

Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson,R. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 

Krueger 
Larsen 
Lasley 
Lieder 
Long 
Marah 
McEachern 
McKasy -
McLaughlin 
Milbert 
Minne 
Munger 
Murphy 
Nelson, C. 

Nelson, D. 
Nelson; K. 
NeuensChwander 
O'Connor. 

8f:::, s. 
Olson, E. 
Olson, K. 
Omano 
Orenstein 
Osthoff 
Otis 
Ozment 
Pappas 
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Pelowski 
Peterson 
Price 
Quinn 
Reding 
Rest 
Rice 

Riveness 
Rodosovich 
Rose 
Rukavina 
Sarna 
Scheid 
Seaberg 
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Segal 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 

Swenson 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Clausnitzer 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Forsythe 
Gutknecht 

Haukoos 
Hugoson 
Johnson, V. 
McDonald 
McPherson 

Miller 
Poppenhageu 
Redalen 
Richter 
Schafer 

Schreiber 
Sviggum 
Thiede 
Tompkins 
Valento 

Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
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Spk. Vanasek 

- Waltman 

The bill was repassed, as amended by Conference, and its title 
agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDERS 

S. F No. 1595 was reported to the House. 

Kostohryz moved to amend S. F. No. 1595, as follows: 

Page 3, after line 28, insert: 

"Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 197.60, subdivision 4, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 4. In each county employing a veterans service officer, the 
county board may levy a tax annually sufficient to defray the 
estimated cost of all salaries and expenses necessarily incident to 
the performance by the veterans service officer of duties during the 
succeeding year, and to make up any deficiency in the fund raised for 
that purpose during the preceding year in aHY eSliRty whleh has a 
I'sl'lIlatien sf liiQ,QQQ Sf' less. The tax so levied may be levied in 
excess of and over and above all taxing limitations, including, but 
not restricted to, limitations based upon population or mill rates." 

Page 4, line 21, after "organizations" insert "or their auxiliaries" 

Page 5, line 8, after the semicolon insert "and" 

Page 5, delete lines 9 through 11 

Page 5, line 12, delete "(4)" and insert "(3)" 

Page 16, after line 34, insert "Before the licenses are transferred, 
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the commissioner of health will conduct an on-site review and audit 
orthe veterans homes and will publicize the results." 

Page 16, delete lines 35 and 36 

Page 17, line 1, delete the remainder of the sentence through the 
period 

Renumber subsequent sections 

Correct internal cross references 

Amend the title accordingly 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

The Speaker called Long to the Chair. 

Greenfield moved to amend S. F. No. 1595, as amended, as follows: 

Page 16, delete lines 30 to 34 and insert: 

"The board of directors shall ~ to the commissioner of health 
for new licenses for the Minnesota veterans homes in Minneapolis 
anaHastings. The commissioner shall issue licenses when all 
IICe"nsing requirements· have been met." 

The motion did not prevail and the amendment was not adopted. 

Quinn moved to amend S. F. No. 1595, as amended, as follows: 

Page 4, line 19, delete "and" 

Page 4, line 20, delete "knowledgeable about" and insert "with 
professional experience in" 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

Anderson, R., and Greenfield nioved to amend S. F. No. 1595, as 
amended, as follows: 

Page 4, line 25, after the period insert "The chair of the senate 
veterans affairs committee and the chair of the house committeeon 
general legislation, veteransafIrurs, and gaming serve as ex officio, 
nonvoting members of the bOard if they are veterans. In the event 
that one or both of the Chairs are not veterans, then any member of 
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the respective committees who ~ .!'o veteran may be designated ~ 
the chair to serve on the board." 

Bertram moved to amend the Anderson, R., and Greenfield 
amendment to S. F. No. 1595, as amended, asJollows: 

In the amendment, page 1, line 6, after "board" insert a period and 
delete the rest of the language --

Page 1, delete lines 7, 8 and 9 

A roll call was requested and properly seconded. 

The question was taken on the amendment to the amendment and 
the roll was called. There were 20 yeas and 91 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Bauerly Dawkins Kinkel Omann Rukavina 
Bertram Dille Kludt Pappas Scheid 
Boo Gruenes Krueger Rest Tunheim 
Dauner Johnson, A. Milbert Riveness Welle 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Anderson, G. Dorn Kelso Neuenschwander Schafer 
Anderson, R. Forsythe Knickerbocker O'Connor Schreiber 
Battaglia Frederick Knuth Ogren ' Seaberg 
Beard Frerichs Larsen Olsen, S. Shaver 
Begich Greenfield Lasley Olson, E. Skoglund 
Bennett Gutknecht Lieder Onnen Solberg 
Blatz Hartle Long Orenstein Sparby 
Brown Haukoos Marsh Otis Stanius 
Burger Himle McDonald Pauly Steensma 
Carlson, D. Hugoson McEachern Pclowski Sviggum 
Carlson, L. Jacobs McKasy Poppenhagen Swenson 
Carruthers Jefferson McLaughlin Quinn Tjomhom 
Clark Jensen McPherson Redalen Tompkins 
Clausnitzer Johnson, R. Minne Reding Valento 
Cooper Johnson, V. Morrison Richter Vellenga 
DeBlieck Kahn Murphy Rodosovich Voss 
Dempsey Kalis Nelson, C. Rose Waltman 
DeRaad Kally Nelson, K. Sarna Wenzel 

Winter 

The motion did not prevail and the amendment to the amendment 
was not adopted. 

The question recurred on the Anderson, R., and Greenfield 
amendment to S. F. No. 1595, as amended. The motion prevailed and 
the amendment was adopted. 
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S. F. No. 1595, A bill for an act relating to state agencies; 
returning the control of the Minnesota veterans home to the 
department of veterans affairs; creating the veterans home board of 
directors and providing for its powers and duties; providing for the 
appointment of deputy commissioners and providing for their pow
ers and duties; appropriating money; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1986, sections 196.03; 196.05; 198.001; 198.01; 198.022; 198.03; 
198.05; 198.065; 198.075; 198.16; 198.161; 198.23; 198.231; 198.261; 
198.265; 198.266; 198.31; 198.32; 198.33; and 198.34; proposing 
coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapters 196 and 198; 
repealing Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 196.02, subdivision 3; 
and 198.06. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended, and placed upon 
its final passage. .. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. There were 129 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dil1e 
Dorn 

Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutkoecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Jalmson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 

Kostohryz Olson, K. 
Krueger OmanD 
Larsen Onnen 
Lasley Orenstein 
Lieder Osthoff 
Long Otis 
Marsh Ozment 
McDonald Pauly 
McEachern Pelowski 
McKasy Peterson 
McLaughlin Poppenhagen 
McPherson Price 
Milbert Quinn 
Miller Redalen 
Minne Reding 
Morrison Rest 
Munger Rice 
Murphy Richter 
Nelson, C. Riveness 
Nelson, D. Rodosovich 
Nelson, K. Rose 
Neuenschwander Rukavina 
O'Connor Sarna 
Ogren Schafer 
Olsen, S. Scheid 
Olson, E. Schreiber 

Seaberg 
Shaver 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 

_Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
1jornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wageoius 
Waltman 
Welle 
\leuzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was passed, as amended, and its title agreed to. 

S. F No. 752 was reported to the House. 

Welle moved to amend S. F No. 752, as follows: 

Page 2, delete section 3 
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Page 3, line 30, delete the new language 

Page 4, lines 2 and 6, delete "medical devices," 

Page 8, line 18, delete "medical devices or" and delete the comma 

Renumber the sections in sequence 

Correct internal references 

Amend the title accordingly 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

S. F. No. 752, A bill for an act relating to occupations and 
professions; amending the laws regulating the practice of pharmacy; 
providing definitions; providing for registration of pharmacies, drug 
manufacturers, and others; providing for licensing of pharmacists; 
providing remedies. for violations; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1986, sections 151.01, subdivision 2, and by adding subdivisions; 
151.04; 151.06, subdivision 1; 151.101; 151.15; 151.19; 151.211; 
151.212, subdivision 1, and by adding a subdivision; 151.25; 151.26, 
subdivision 1; 151.32; 151.34; imd 151.37; proposing coding for new 
law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 151; repealing Minnesota Stat
utes 1986, sections 151.01, subdivision 4; 151.06, subdivision 2a; 
151.11; 151.28; and 151.31. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended, and placed upon 
its final passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. There were 127 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Bunter 
Carfson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 

Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 

Jefferson 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 
Larsen 
Lasley 
Lieder 
Long 

Marsh Olson, E. 
McDonald Omann 
McEachern Onnen 
McKasy Orenstein 
McLaughlin Osthoff 
McPherson Otis 
Milbert Pappas 
Miller Pauly 
Minne Pelowski 
Morrison Peterson 
Munger Poppenhagen 
Murphy Price 
Nelson, C. Quinn 
Nelson, D. Redalen 
Nelson, K. Reding 
Neuenschwander Rest 
O'Connor Rice 
Ogren Richter 
Olsen, S. Riveness 
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Rodosovich 
IWse 
Rukavina 
Sarna 
Schafer 
Scheid 
Schreiber 

Seaberg 
Segal 
Shaver 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
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Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Trimble 
Tunheim 

Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 

[83rd Day 

Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was passed, as amended, and its title agreed to. 

S. F. No. 449 was reported to the House. 

Boo moved to amend S. F. No. 449, as follows: 

Page 2, delete lines 19 to 22 and insert: 

"(4) a unit train used to transport iron ore, taconite pellets, grain, 
or hmestolle.-"------ - - , . " 

A. roll call was requested and properly seconded. 

The question was taken on the Boo amendment and .the roll was 
called. There were 56 yeas and 68 nays as follows: . 

Those who voted in. the affirmative were: 

Bennett DeRaad Himle Morrison 
Bertram Dille Hugoson Olsen, S. 
Bishop Dorn Jennings Olson, K. 
Blatz Forsythe Johnson, V. Omanll 
Boo Frederick Kalis Onnen 
Bu~er Frerichs Knickerbocker Ozment 
Car son, D. Gruenes Lieder Poppenhagen 
Clausnitzer Gutknecht McDonald Redalen 
Cooper Hartle McKasy Richter 
DeBlieck Haukoos McPherson IWse 
Dempsey Heap Miller Schafer 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Brown 
Carlson, L. 
CaITUth~rs 
Clark 
Dawkins 
Greenfield 
Jacobs 
Jefferson 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 

Johnson, R. 
Kahn 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 

. Kludt 
Knuth. 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 
Larsen 

_Lasley 
Long 
McEachern· 
McLaughlin 

Milbert Pappas 
Minne Pelowski 
Munger Peterson 
Murphy Price 
Nelson, C. Quinn 
Nelson, D. Reding 
Nelson, K. Rest 
Neuenschwander Rice 
O'Connor Riveness 
Ogren RodosoviCh 
Olson, E. Rukavina 
Orenstein Sarna 
Osthoff Scheid 
Otis Simoneau 

Schreiber 
Seaberg 
Shaver 
Stanius . 
Sviggum 
Swenson 

. ,Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 

. Tunheim 
Uphus 
Waltman 

Skoglund 
. Solberg 

·Sparby 
Steensma 
Trimble 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 
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The motion did not prevail and the amendment was not adopted. 

The Speaker resumed the Chair. 

Redalen moved to amend S. F. No. 449, as follows: 

Page 2:line 20, after "17.41" insert "or a train intended for use in 
the transportation of grain which is traveling empty" - -

A roll call was requested and properly seconded. 

The question was taken on the Redalen amendment and the roll 
was calIed. There were 61 yeas and 65 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop· 
Blatz 
Boo 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Clausnitzer 
Dauner 
DeBlieck 

Dempsey 
. DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 
Gutknecht 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 

Jennings 
Johnson, V. 
Kalis 
Knickerbocker 
Lieder 
McDonald 
McKasy 
McPherson 
Miller 
Morrison 
Olsen,S. 
Olson, E. 

Olson, K. 
Omann 
Onnen 
Ozment 
Pauly 
Poppenhagen 
Redalen 
Richter 
Rose 
Schafer 
Schreiber 
Seaberg 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Battaglia 
Beard 
Begich 
Brown 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Cooper 
Greenfield 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jensen 

Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Kahn 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 
Larsen 
Lasley 
Long 

Marsh Osthoff 
McEachern Otis 
McLaughlin Pappas 
Milbert Peterson 
Minne Price 
Munget Quinn 
Murphy Reding 
Nelson, C. Rest 
Nelson, K. Rice 
Neuenschwander Riveness 
O'Connor Rodosovich 
Ogren Rukavina 
Orenstein Sarna 

Shaver 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Svig-gum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
'I]orIihom 
Tompkins 
Uphus 
Valento 
Waltman 
Winter 

Scheid 
Segal 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Trimble 
Vellenga 
\l)ss 
Wagenius 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The motion did not prevail and the amendment was not adopted. 

Frederick was excused for the remainder of today's session. 

Redalen and Sviggum moved to amend S. F. No. 449, as follows: 
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Page 2, line 20, delete "or" 

Page 2, line 22, delete the period and insert "i or" 

Page 2, after line 22, insert: 

"(6) !! train in which more than 50 !Odcent of the total number of 
loaned cars contains agricultura[-pr ucts as Tef'liiOO in section 
308.52, SiiDdivision 2." 

A roll call was requested and properly seconded. 

The question was taken on the Redalen and Sviggum amendment 
and the roll was called. There were 50 yeas and 68 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Bennett 
Bertram 
Blatz 
Boo 
Burger 
Carlson, D, 
Clausnitzer 
Dauner 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 

DeBaad 
Dille 
Fbrsythe 
Frerichs 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 

Johnson, V. 
Kalis 
Knickerbocker 
Lieder 
McDonald 
McKasy 
McPherson 
Miller 
Morrison 
Olsen, S. 

OJaon, K. 
Omann 
Onnen 
Pauly 
Fbppenhagen 
Redalen 
Richter 
Rose 
Schafer 
Schreiber 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Brown 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Cooper 
Dawkins 
Greenfield 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 

Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Kahn 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knuth 
Krueger 
Larsen 
Lasley 
Long 
Marsh 

McEachern Osthoff 
McLaughlin Pappas 
Milbert·' Pelowski 
Minne Peterson 
Munger Price 
Murphy Quinn 
Nelson, C. Reding 
Nelson, D. Rest 
Nelson, K. Rice 
Neuenschwander Riveness 
O'Connor . Rodosovich 
O~n Rukavina 
OlsOn, E. Sarna 
Orenstein Scheid 

Seaberg 
Stanius 
S' VJggUlIl 
Swenson 
Thiede 
'Ijornhom 
Tompkins 
Uphus 
Valento 
Waltman 

Segal 
.Shaver. 
Simoneau 
Solberg 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Spk. Vaoasek 

The motion did not prevail and the amendment was not adopted. 

Dempsey and Bishop moved to amend S. F. No. 449, as follows: 

Page 3, after line 32, insert:. 

"Sec. 4. 

The state shall reimburse any party who prosecutes a. civil action 
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resulting in "! ruling Qy a court of competent 'urisdiction that an~ 
part of this enactment Is unconstitutional or inva I ecause 0 

preempt~ federal law, for all costs and attorneys fees related to 
that action. 

A roll call was requested and properly seconded. 

The question was taken on the Dempsey and Bishop amendment 
and the roll was called. There were 46 yeas and 77 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Bertram 
Blatz 
Boo 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Clausnitzer 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 

Forsythe 
Frerichs 
Gutknecht 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himie 
HugoBon 
Jennings 
Johnson, V. 
Kalis 

Knickerbocker 
Lieder 
McKasy 
McPherson 
Miller 
Morrison 
Olsen, S. 
Omano 
Onnen 
Ozment 

Pauly 
Poppenhagen 
&dalen 
Richter 
Rese 
Schafer 
Schreiber 
Seaberg 
Shaver 
Sviggum 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Brown 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Greenfield 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 

Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Kahn 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knuth 
Koslohryz 
Krueger 
Larsen 
Lasley 
Long 
McDonald 
McEachern 
McLaughlin 

Milbert Pelowski 
Mione Peterson 
Munger Price 
Murphy Quinn 
Nelson, C. Reding 
Nelson, D. Rest 
Nelson, K. Rice 
Neuenschwander Riveness 
O'Connor Rodosovich 
OgreIf Rukavina 
Olson, E. Sarna 
Olson, K. Scheid 
Orenstein Segal 
Osthoff Simoneau 
Otis Skoglund 
Pappas Solberg 

Swenson 
Thiede 
'fjornhom 
Uphus 
Valenlo 
Waltman 

Sparby 
Steensma 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Vellenga 
\\lss 
Wagenius 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The motion did not prevail and the amendment was not adopted. 

Shaver was excused for the remainder of today's session. 

S. F. No. 449, A bill for an act relating to transportation; railroads; 
requiring occupied caboose car on certain trains; requiring caboose 
car to be equipped with shortwave radio; imposing a penalty; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 219.56; proposing cod
ing for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 219. 

The bill was read for the third time and placed upon its final 
passage. 
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The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. There were 81 yeas and 44 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Brown 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Cooper 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Jacobs 

Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 
Larsen 
Lasley 

Marsh Osthoff 
McEachern Otis 
McLaughlin Pappas 
Milbert Pelowski 
Minne Peterson 
Munger Price 
Murphy Quinn 
Nelson, C. IWing 
Nelson, D. Rest 
Nelson, K. Rice 
Neuenschwander Riveness 
O'Connor Rodosovich 
Ogren Rukavina 
Olsen, S. Sarna 
Onnen Scheid 
Orenstein Segal 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Anderson, G.' Dille Jennings Olson, E. 
Bertram Forsythe Kalis Olson, K. 
Bishop Frerichs Knickerbocker Omann 
Blatz Gutknecht Lieder Pauly 
Boo Hartle McDonald Poppenhagen 
Burger Haukoos McKasy Redalen 
Clausnitzer He:;s McPherson Richter 
Dempsey Hi e Miller Rose 
DeRaad Hugoson Morrison Schafer 

The bill was passed and its title agreed to. 

Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Steensma 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

Schreiber 
S~aberg 
Stanios 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Tompkins 
Valento 
Waltman 

There being no objection, the order of business reverted to Reports 
of Standing Committees. 

REPORTS OF STANDING COMMITTEES 

Wynia from the Committee on Rules and Legislative Administra
tion to which was referred: 

H. F. No. 2518, A bill for an act proposing an a,mendment to the 
Minnesota Constitution, article I, sections 4 and 6; providing for 
six-member juries in civil and nonfelony cases. . 

Reported the same back with the recommendation that tl:te bill 
pass. 

The report was adopted. 
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Wynia from the Committee on Rules and Legislative Administra
tion to which was referred: 

S. F. No. 2546, A resolution memorializing the United States 
Olympic Committee of state support for the bid for the games of the 
XXVI Olympiad. 

Reported the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
pass. 

The report was adopted. 

SECOND READING OF HOUSE BILLS 

H. F. No. 2518 was read for the second time. 

SECOND READING OF SENATE BILLS 

S. F. No. 2546 was read for the second time. 

ANNOUNCEMENTS BY THE SPEAKER 

The Speaker announced the appointment of the following mem
bers of the House to a Conference Committee on H. F. No. 10: 

Wenzel, Kelly and Carruthers. 

The Speaker announced the appointment of the following mem
bers of the House to a Conference Committee on H. F. No. 2031: 

Nelson, D.; Long; Anderson, R.; Larsen and Wagenius. 

The Speaker announced the appointment of the following mem
bers of the House to a Conference Committee on H. F. No. 2536: 

Orenstein, Osthoff and Knickerbocker. 

The Speaker announced the appointment of the following mem
bers of the House to a Conference Committee on S. F. No. 1610: 

Lasley, Carruthers and Johnson, V. 
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The Speaker announced the appointment of the following mem
bers of the House to-a Conference Committee on S. F. No. 1646: 

DeBlieck, Skoglund, Orenstein, Quinn and Bishop. 

The Speaker announced the appointment' of the following mem
bers of the House to a Conference Committee on S. F. No. 2122: 

Nelson, D.; Swenson and Orenstein. 

The Speaker announced the appointment of the following mem
bers of the House to a Conference Committee on S. F. No. 2165: 

Ozment, Milbert and Seaberg. 

The Speaker announced the appointment of the following mem
bers of the House to a Conference Committee on S. F. No. 2214: 

Jennings, Knuth and Shaver. 

The Speaker announced the appointment of the following mem
bers of the House to a Conference Committee on S. F. No. 1955: 

Knuth, Stanius and Trimble. 

MESSAGES FROM THE SENATE 

The following messages were received from the Senate: 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following 
House File, herewith returned, as amended by the Senate, in which 
amendment the concurrence of the House is respectfully requested: 

H. F. No. 2537, A bill for an act relating to horse racing; changing 
the date when the racetrack must submit its financial statement to 
the racing commission; allowing the breeders' fund to be used to 
supplement purses for Minnesota horses racing in nonrestricted 
races; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 240.15, subdivi
sion 4; and 240.18. 

PATRICK E. FLAHA VEN, Secretary of the Senate 
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CONCURRENCE AND REPASSAGE 

Kelso moved that the House concur in the Senate amendments to 
H. F. No. 2537 and that the bill be repassed as amended by the 
Senate. The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 2537, A bill for an act relating to horse racing; increasing 
the minimum required purses; changing the date when the race
track must submit its financial statement to the racing commission; 
allowing the breeders' fund to he used to suppiement purses for 
Minnesota horses racing in nonrestricted races; decreasing the 
pari-mutuel tax; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 

_240.01, by adding a subdivision; 240.13, subdivisions 4 and 6; 
240.15, subdivisions 1, 2, 3, 4, and 6; and 240.18; Minnesota Statutes 
1987 Supplement, section 240.13, subdivision 5. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by the Senate, 
and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. There were 99 yeas and 17 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. Dempsey Knuth Ogren Schafer 
Anderson, R. DeRaad Kostohryz Olsen, S. Scheid 
Battaglia Dille Krueger Olson, K. Schreiber 
Bauerly Forsythe Larsen Onnen Seaberg 
Beard Frerichs Lasley Orenstein Segal 
Begich Hartle Lieder Osthoff Simoneau 
Bennett Himle McDonald Papfas Solberg 
Bertram Hugoson McEachern Pauy Sviggum 
Bishop Jacobs McKasy Pelowski Swenson 
Blatz Jaros McPherson Peterson Tompkins 
Boo Jennings Milbert Poppenhagen Trimble 
Brown Jensen Miller Price Tunheim 
Burger Johnson, A. Mione Quinn Uphus 
Carlson, D. Johnson, R. Morrison Redalen Valento 
Clark Johnson, V. Munger Reding Vellenga 
Clausnitzer Kalis Murphy Rest Waltman 
Cooper Kelso Nelson, C. Riveness Wenzel 
Dauner Kinkel Nelson, K. Rose Winter 
Dawkins Kludt Neuenschwander Rukavina Spk. Vanasek 
DeBlieck Knickerbocker O'COll'lOr Sarna 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Carruthers Kahn Olson, E. Skoglund Wynia 
Greenfield Long Omann Steensma 
Gruenes Marsh Otis ,",ss 
Gutknecht McLaughlin Rodosovich Wagenius 

The bill was repassed, as amended by the Senate, and its title 
agreed to. 
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Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate refuses to concur in the House 
amendments to Senate File No. 1608: 

S. F No. 1608, A bill for an act relating to the city of Minneapolis; 
updating references in its development laws; amending Laws 1980, 
chapter 595, section 3, subdivisions 1, as amended, 3, 6, and '1; and 
section 4: 

The Senate respectfully requests that a Conference Committee be 
appointed thereon. The Senate has appointed as such committee: 

_ Messrs. Pogemiller, Frank and Gustafson. 

Said Senate File is herewith transmitted to the House with the 
request that the House appoint a like committee. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate . 

Otis moved that the House accede to the request of the Senate and 
that the Speaker appoint a Conference Committee of 3 members of 
the House to meet with a like committee appointed by the Senate on 
the disagreeing votes of the two houses on S. F No. 1608. The motion 
prevailed. 

SPECIAL ORDERS, Continued 

S. F No. 1673 was reported t6 the House. 

Krueger moved to amend S. F. No. 1673, as follows: 

Page 2, after line 5, insert: 

"Sec. 2. [SALE OF INTOXICATING LIQUOR ON LAKE LE 
HOMME DIEU] 

Notwithstanding any law, charter provision, or ordinance to the 
contrary, the county board of Douglas county jay issue an adill
tionalliquor license to a business establishment ocated on Lake Le 
Homme Dieu in Douglas county. 

Authority to dispense intoxicating liquor under this section is in 
addition to any license authorized ~ law or ordinance. All provii 
siGns of law, charter, or ordinance governing the sale and serving 0 
intoxicatillg liquor not inconsistent with this section--shall govern 
the dispensing of intoxicating liquor under this sectio~ 
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Page 2, after line 8, insert: 

"Section ~ ;,; effective on approval by county board of Douglas 
county and compliance with Minnesota Statutes, section 645.021." 

Renumber the sections i.n sequence 

Amend the title accordingly 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

Sviggum moved to amend S. F. No. 1673, as amended, as follows: 

Page 2, after line 5, insert: 

"Sec. 2. [RED WING LIQUOR LICENSE.] 

Subdivision 1. [AUDITORIUM LICENSK] Notwithstanding any 
law, charter provision or ordinance to the contrary the city of Red 
Wing may issue an on-sale intoxicating liquor license for the T. B. 
Sheldon Memorial Auditorium. The license shall be in addition to 
anyon-sale licenses authorized ~ law. The fee for llielicense shall 
be set ~ the city council. The license shall authorize the sale of 
mtoxicating liquor only to those persons present on the premises as 
members or guests of .!! peTS0f) or organization leasing space in the 
auditorium for ~ convention, anguet, conference, meeting or social_ 
event. No sale may be made during any elementary, high school-or 
college athletic event held in the auditorium. All provisions oflaw, 
charter or ordinance governing the sale and serving of intoxicating 
liquor consistent with this section shall govern the license. 

Subd. 2. [LOCAL APPROVAL.] This section is effective the day 
after approval ~ the Red Wing city council allii. compliance with 
Minnesota Statutes, section 645.021." 

Renumber the remaining sections 

Correct internal references accordingly 

Amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 4, after "Center" insert "; authorizing an on-sale 
liquor license for the T. B. Sheldon Memorial Auditorium in the city 
of Red Wing" 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 
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S. F. No. 1673, A bill for an act relating to intoxicating liquor; 
authorizing the dispensing of intoxicating liquor at the St. Cloud 
Civic Center. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended, and placed upon 
its final passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. There were 123 yeas and 4 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Di11e 
Dorn 
Forsythe 

Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 

Krueger Omann 
Larsen Onnen 
Lasley Orenstein 
Lieder Osthoff 
Long Otis 
Marsh Ozment 
McDonald Pappas 
McEachern Pauly 
McKasy Pelowski 
McLaughlin Peterson 
McPherson Poppenhagen 
Milbert Price 
Miller Quinn 
Minne Redalen 
Morrison Reding 
Munger Rest 
Murphy Richter 
Nelson, C. Rodosovich 
Nelson, D. Rose 
Nelson, K. Rukavina 
Neuenschwander Sarna 
Ogren Schafer 
Olsen, S. Scheid 
Olson, E. Schreiber 
Olson, K. Seaberg 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

DeBlieck Johnson, R. Rice Skoglund 

Segal 
Simoneau 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was passed, as amended, and its title agreed to. 

H. F. No. 2269 was reported to the House. 

Carruthers moved to amend H. F. No. 2269, the first engrossment, 
as follows: 

Page 2, line 20, after "care" insert "in Minnesota" 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 
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Carruthers moved to amend H. F. No. 2269, the first engrossment, 
as amended, as follows: 

Page 2, after line 9, insert: 

"Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 62A.48, 
subdivision 7, is amended to read: 

Subd. 7. [EXISTING POLICIES.] Nothing in sections 62A.46 to 
e2l\.ae 62A.58 prohibits the renewal of the following long-term 
policies: 

(1) policies sold outside the state of Minnesota to persons who at 
the time of sale were not residents of the state of Minnesota; 

(2) policies sold before August 1, 1986; and 

(3) policies sold before July h 1988 ~ associations exempted from 
sections .62A.31 to 62A.44 under section 62A.31, subdivision 1a." 

Renumber the remaining sections in order 

Amend the title accordingly 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

H. F. No. 2269, A bill for an act relating to health; providing equal 
access to chiropractic services; providing for renewal of certain 
health insurance policies; providing for the licensure of doctors of 
chiropractic; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 62A.15, 
subdivisions 1, 2, and 4; Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, 
sections 62A.48, subdivision 7; 148.06, subdivision 1; and 169.345, 
subdivisions 2a and 3. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended, and placed upon 
its final passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. There were 125 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 

Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 

Forsythe 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 

Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 

Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 
Larsen 
Lasley 
Lieder 
Long 
Marsh 
McDonald 
McEachern 
McKasy 
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McPherson 
Milbert 
Miller 
Minne 
Morrison 
Munger 
Murphy 
Nelson, C. 
Nelson, D. 
Nelson, K. 
O'Connor 
Ogren 
Olsen, S. 
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Olson, E. 
Olson, K. 
Omann 
Onnen 
Orenstein 
Osthoff 
Otis 
Ozment 
Pauly 
Pelowski 
Peterson 
Poppenhagen . 
Price 

Quinn 
Redalen 
Reding 
Rest 
Rice 
Richter 
Riveness 
Rodosovich 
Rose 
Rukavina 
Sarna 
Schafer 
Scheid 

Schreiber 
Seaberg 
Segal 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
1Jornhom 

[83rd Day 

Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was passed, as amended, and its title agreed to. 

ANNOUNCEMENTS BY THE SPEAKER 

The Speaker announced the appointment of the following mem
bers of the House to a Conference Committee on H. F. No. 2596: 

McLaughlin, Jefferson and. Pauly. 

The Speaker announced the appointment of the following mem
bers of the House to a Conference Committee on S. F. No. 1608: 

Otis, Knuth and Knickerbocker. 

The Speaker announced the appointment of the following mem
bers of the House to a Conference Committee on H. F. No. 1935: 

Minne, Dempsey and Ogren. 

Wynia moved that the remaining bills on Special Orders for today 
be continued one day. The motion prevailed. 

GENERAL ORDERS 

Wynia moved that the bills on General Orders for today be 
continued one day. The motion prevailed. 

MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS 

Hartle moved that H. F. No. 1142 be returned to its author. The 
motion prevailed. 
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ADJOURNMENT 

Wynia moved that when the House adjourns today it adjourn until 
1:00 p.m., Monday, April 11, 1988. The motion prevailed. 

Wynia moved that the House adjourn. The motion prevailed, and 
the Speaker declared the House stands adjourned until 1:00 p.m., 
Monday, April 11, 1988. 

EDWARD A. BURDlCK, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 
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STATE OF MINNESOTA 

SEVENTY-FIFTH SESSION-1988 

EIGHTY-FOURTH DAY 

SAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA, MONDAY, APRIL 11, 1988 

The House of Representatives convened at 1:00 p.m. and was 
called to order by Robert E. Vanasek, Speaker of the House. 

Prayer was offered by Pastor John Matthews, Prince of Peace 
Lutheran Church, Brooklyn Park, Minnesota. 

The roll was called and the following members were present: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
8egich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
B09 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dorn 
Forsythe 
Frederick 

Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Ka1is 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 

A quorum was present. 

Larsen Orenstein 
Lasley Osthoff 
Lieder Otis 
Long Ozment 
Marsh Pappas 
McDonald Pauly 
McEachern Pelowski 
McKasy Peterson 
McLaughlin Poppenhagen 
McPherson Price 
Milbert Quinn 
Miller Quist 
Mione Redalen 
Morrison Reding 
Munger Rest 
Murphy Rice 
Nelson, C. Richter 
Nelson, D. Riveness 
Nelson, K. Rodosovich 
Neuenschwander Rose 
O'Connor Rukavina 
Ogren Sarna 
Olsen, S. Schafer 
Olson, E. Scheid 
Olson, K. Schreiber 
Omann Seaberg 
Onnen Segal 

Dille was excused until 2:00 p.m. 

Shaver 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjomhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenins 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The Chief Clerk proceeded to read the Journal of the preceding 
day. Gutknecht moved that further reading of the Journal be 
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dispensed with and that the Journal be approved as corrected by the 
Chief Clerk. The motion prevailed. 

REPORTS OF CHIEF CLERK 

Pursuant to Rules of the House, printed copies of H. F. Nos. 2518 
and 2269 and S. F. Nos. 2139, 2055, 1956 and 2 have been placed in 
the members' files. 

S. F. No. 2055 and H. F. No. 2130, which had been referred to the 
Chief Clerk for comparison, were examined and found to be identical 
with certain exceptions. 

SUSPENSION OF RULES 

Vellenga moved that the rules be so far suspended that S. F. No. 
2055 be substituted for H. F. No. 2130 and that the House File be 
indefinitely postponed. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 1956 and H. F. No. 2201, which had been referred to the 
Chief Clerk for comparison, were examined and found to be identical 
with certain exceptions. 

SUSPENSION OF RULES 

Scheid moved that the niles be so far suspended that S. F. No. 1956 
be substituted for H. F. No. 2201 and that the House File be 
indefinitely postponed. The motion prevailed. 

SECOND READING OF SENATE BILLS 

S. F. Nos. 2055 and 1956 were read for the second time. 

HOUSE ADVISORIES 

The following House Advisory was introduced: 

Otis, Greenfield, Wynia, Ogren and Vanasek introduced: 

H. A. No. 85, A proposal to study unmet health care, child care and 
other needs of Minnesota children. 

The advisory was referred to the Committee -on Health -and 
Human Services. 
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Ogren was excused for the remainder of today's session. 

MESSAGES FROM THE SENATE 

The following messages Were received from the Senate: 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following· 
House File, herewith returned: 

H. F. No. 2022, A bill for an act relating to agriculture; adding 
members to the state agricultural society; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1986, section 37.03, subdivision 1. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following 
House File, herewith returned: 

H. F. No. 2138, A bill for an act relating to human services; 
revising and clarifying the duties and powers of the ombudsman for 
mental health and mental retardation; transferring money; amend
ing Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 245.91, subdivi
sions 2, 3, and 4; 245.92; 245.94, subdivisions 1, 2, 3, and 4; 245.95, 
subdivision 1; 245.97, subdivision 1; 626.556, subdivisions 9 and 10; 
and 626.557, subdivision 9. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted 
the report of the Conference Committee on: 

H. F. No. 1846, A bill for an act relating to environment; autho
rizing inspection of certain records kept by waste facilities; providing 
penalties; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, 
chapter 115A, 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the recom- . 
mendation and report of the Conference Committee. Said House File 
is herewith returned to the House. . 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 
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Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted 
the report of the Conference Committee on: 

H. F. No. 1980, A bill for an act relating to highways; designating 
1-90 as AMVETS memorial highway; adding, deleting, and substi
tuting routes on the trunk highway system; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1986, section 16l.14, by adding a subdivision. 

- The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the recom
mendation and report of the Conference Committee. Said House File 
is herewith returned to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate accedes to the request of the 
House for the appointment of a Conference Committee on the 
amendments adopted by the Senate to the following House File: 

H. F. No. 2568, A bill for an act relating to agriculture; providing 
for terms and compensation for members of the Minnesota agricul
tural and economic development board; changing and clariJYing the 
small business development loan portion of the agricultural resource 
loan gnarantee program; establishing requirements for revenues 
that can be used in a local revolving fund; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 41A.02, subdivisions 3 and 16; 
41A.036, by adding subdivisions; and 116N.08, subdivision 8.' 

The Senate has appointed as such Committee: 

Messrs. Beckman; Frederickson, D. J., and Vickerman. 

Said House File is herewith returned to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate accedes to the request of the 
House for the appointment of a Conference Committee on the 
amendments adopted by the Senate to the following House File: 

H. F. No. 421, A bill for an act relating to health; authorizing the 
commissioner. of health to issue subpoenas in certain instances; 
proposing coding for new law.in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 144.· 
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The Senate has appointed as such Committee: 

Messrs. Chmielewski, Knutson and Ms. Piper. 

Said House File is herewith returned to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate accedes to the request of the 
House for the appointment of a Conference Committee on the 
amendments adopted by the Senate to the following House File: 

H. F. No. 1526, A bill for an act relating to transportation; defining 
motor vehicle; providing for brakes on motor vehicles manufactured 
after June 30, 1988; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 
168.011, subdivision 4; and 169.67, subdivisions 3 and 4. 

The Senate has appointed as such Committee: 

Messrs. DeCramer, Purfeerst and Johnson, D. E. 

Said House File is herewith returned to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate accedes to the request of the 
House for the appointment of a Conference Committee on the 
amendments adopted by the Senate to the following House File: 

H. F. No. 2185, A bill for an act relating to game and fish; 
adjusting the height of deer stands; regulating placing decoys in 
public waters or on public lands; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1986, sections 97B.325; and 97B.811. 

The Senate has appointed as such Committee: 

Messrs. Stumpf, Merriam and Lessard. 

Said House File is herewith returned to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate accedes to the request of the 
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House for the appointment of a Conference Committee on the 
amendments adopted by the Senate to the following House File: 

H. F No. 1943, A bill for an act relating to state lands; permitting 
the sale of certain tax-forfeited lands that border public waters in 
the city of Aitkin. 

The Senate has appointed as such Committee: 

Mr. Chmielewski, Mrs. Adkins and Mr. Lessard. 

Said House File is herewith returned to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate accedes to the request of the 
House for the appointment of a Conference Committee on the 
amendments adopted by the Senate to the following House File: 

H. F. No. 2036, A bill for an act relating to crimes; prohibiting 
possession of fireworks; increasing penalties for selling or possessing 
certain quantities of fireworks; providing penalties; amending Min
nesota Statutes 1986, sections 624.21; 624.23; and 624.25. 

The Senate has appointed as such Committee: 

Messrs. Luther, Marty and Knutson. 

Said House File is herewith returned to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate accedes to the request of the 
House for the appointment of a Conference Committee on the 
amendments adopted by the Senate to the following House File: 

H. F. No. 1851, A bill for an act relating to local government; 
regulating duties of town officers; setting town powers; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 18.272; 465.71; and 471.653; and 
Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 115A.921; and repeal
ing Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 365.03. 

The Senate has appointed as such Committee: 

Messrs. Vickerman; Schmitz and Frederickson, D. R. 
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Said House File is herewith returned to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate accedes to the request of the 
House for the appointment of a Conference Committee on the 
amendments adopted by the Senate to the following House File: 

H. F. No. 2344, A bill for an act relating to the organization and 
operation of state government; clarifying, providing for deficiencies 
in, and supplementing appropriations for the expenses of state 
government with certain conditions; creating and modifying agen
cies and functions; fixing and limiting fees; requiring studies and 
reports; appropriating money; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, 
sections 3.9223, subdivision 5; 3.9225, subdivision 5; 3.9226, subdi
vision 5; 16B.24, by adding a subdivision; 88.22, by adding a 
subdivision; 89.001, by adding a subdivision; 89.19; 116.48, by 
adding subdivisions; 116J.615, by adding a subdivision; 296.16, by 
adding a subdivision; and 296.421, by adding a subdivision; Minne
sota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 3.732, subdivision 1; 3.885; 
85.055, subdivision 1; 105.44, subdivision 10; 115C.02, subdivision 
13; 116C.712, subdivision 5; 116J.941, subdivision 1; 1160.03, 
subdivision 2; 1160.04, subdivision 1; 1160.06, subdivision 1; and 
480.241, subdivision 2; Laws 1985, First Special Session chapter 15, 
section 4, subdivision 6; Laws 1987, chapter 357, section 27, subdi
vision 2; Laws 1987, chapter 404, sections 20, subdivision 6; and 22, 
subdivision 4; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, 
chapters 89; 115C; 424A; and 446A; repealing Minnesota Statutes 
1987 Supplement, section 161.52. 

The Senate has appointed as such Committee: 

Messrs. Kroening, Merriam, Luther, Solon and Frederickson, D. R. 

Said House File is herewith returned to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following 
House File, herewith returned, as amended by the Senate, in which 
amendment the concurrence of the House is respectfully requested: 

H. F. No. 2216, A bill for an act relating to natural resources; 
ratifying and affirming the settlement agreement arising from 
litigation concerning certain treaty related claims of Chippewa 
Indians; prescribing powers and duties of the commissioner of 
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natural resources in relation to the settlement agreement; proposing 
coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 97 A. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

CONCURRENCE AND REPASSAGE 

Battaglia moved that the House concur in the Senate amend
ments to H. F. No. 2216 and that the bill be repassed as amended by 
the Senate. The motion prevailed. ' 

H. F. No. 2216, A bill for an act relating to natural resources; 
ratifying and affirming the settlement agreement arising from 
litigation concerning certain treaty related claims of Chippewa 
Indians; prescribing powers and duties of the commissioner of 
natural resources in relation to the settlement agreement; appropri
ating money; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, 
chapter 97A. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by the Senate, 
and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the'bill and the roll 
was called, There were 74 yeas and 49 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson,- G. Dempsey Knuth Olson, K. Segal 
AndersOD, R. Dom Kostohryz Osthoff Simoneau 
Batta~lia Frederick Krueger Otis . Skoglund 
Bauer y Heap Larsen Pappas Solberg 
Beard Himle Lasley Pelowski Steensma 
Begieb Jefferson Lieder Peterson Swenson 
Bertram Jennings Long Price Tunheim 
Blatz Jensen Marsh Quinn Vellenga 
Boo Jobnaon, A. McKasy !reding Voss 
Brown Johnson, R. Milbert !rest :Benius 
B:.r,er Kahn Minne Rice We e 
Car son, L. Kalis Morrison Rodosovich Wenzel 
Camlthers Kelso Munger Rukavina Wynia 
Cooper Kinkel Nelson, C. Scheid Spk. Vanasek 
Dawkins Kludt Nelson, D. Seaberg 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Bellllett Greenfield McLaughlin Poppenhagen Stanius 
Bishop Gruenes McPherson Qnist Svigr.' 
Carlson, D. Gutknecht Miller Redalen Thie e . 
Clark Hartle Murphy Richter Tjornhom 
Clausni~r Haukoos O'Connor Rose Tompkins 
Dauner Hugoson Olsen, S. Sarna Uphus 
DeBlieck Jacobs Omann Schafer Valento 
DeRaad Jaros Ounen Schreiber Waltman 
Forsythe Johnson, V. Orenstein Shaver Winter 
Frerichs Knickerbocker Pauly Sparby 
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The bill was repassed, as amended by the Senate, and its title 
agreed to. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following 
Honse File, herewith returned, as amended by the Senate, in which 
amendment the concurrence of the House is respectfully requested: 

H. F. No. 2396, A bill for an act relating to education; authorizing 
the sale of college savings bonds; requiring a market study and plan; 
authorizing the issuance of zero coupon bonds; exempting a specified 
amount of bonds from consideration in financial aid eligibility; 
appropriating money; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota 
Statutes, chapter 16A. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Carlson, L., moved· that the House refuse to concur in the Senate 
amendments to H. F. No. 2396, that the Speaker appoint a Confer
ence Committee of 3 members of the House, and that the House 
requests that a like committee be appointed by the Senate to confer 
on the disagreeing votes of the two houses. The motion prevailed. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following 
House File, herewith returned, as amended by the Senate, in which 
amendment the concurrence of the House is respectfully requested: 

H. F. No. 1000, A bill for an act relating to agriculture; making 
changes in various agriculture programs; establishing agriculture 
programs; establishing a commodity contract task force; appropri
ating money; providing penalties; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1986, sections 41A.09, by adding a subdivision; 41B.02, by adding a 
subdivision; and 65A.33, subdivision 3; Minnesota Statutes 1987 
Supplement, sections 17.102, subdivision 1; 41B.Ol, subdivision 2; 
4IB.03, subdivision 3; 41B.039, subdivisions 1, 2, 4, and by adding a 
subdivision; 41B.05; Laws 1987, chapter 396, article 9, section 1, 
subdivision 4; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, 
chapters 17; 31; 124; and 325E; proposing coding for new law as 
Minnesota Statutes, chapter 32C; repealing Minnesota Statutes 
1986, sections 32A.Ol; 32A.02; 32A.03; 32A.04; 32A.05; 32A.07; 
32A.08; and 32A.09; and Laws 1987, chapter 358, section 31. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Krueger moved that the House refuse to concur in the Senate 
amendments to H. F. No. 1000, that the Speaker appoint a Confer-
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ence Committee of 5 members of the House, and that the House 
requests that a like committee be appointed by the Senate to confer 
on the disagreeing votes of the two houses. The motion prevailed. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate refuses to concur in the House 
amendments to Senate File No. 2323: 

S. F. No. 2323, A bill for an act relating to financial institutions; 
authorizing certain investments for banks; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1986, sections 48.152, subdivision 10; 48.24, subdivision 5; 
and 48.61, by adding a subdivision. 

The Senate respectfully requests that a Conference Committee be 
appointed thereon. The Senate has. appointed as such committee: 

Messrs. Wegscheid, Solon and Gustafson. 

Said Senate File is herewith transmitted to the House with the 
request that the House appoint a like committee. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Bertram moved that the House accede to the request of the Senate 
and that the Speaker appoint a Conference Committee of 3 members 
of the House to meet with a like committee appointed by the Senate 
on the disagreeing votes of the two houses on S. F. No. 2323. The 
motion prevailed. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate refuses to concur in the House 
amendments to Senate File No. 1871: 

S. F. No. 1871, A bill for an act relating to family law; prohibiting 
certain false allegations of child abuse; regulating child custody 
hearings; providing a penalty; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, 
section 518.17, by adding a subdivision; proposing coding for new 
law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 609. 

The Senate respectfully requests that a Conference Committee be 
appointed thereon. The Senate has appointed as such committee: 

Messrs. Ramstad, Spear and Merriam. 

Said Senate File is herewith transmitted to the House with the 
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request that the House appoint a like committee. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Blatz moved that the House accede to the request of the Senate 
and that the Speaker appoint a Conference Committee of 3 members 
ofthe House to meet with a like committee appointed by the Senate 
on the disagreeing votes of the two houses on S. F. No. 1871. The 
motion prevailed. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate refuses to concur in the House 
amendments to Senate File No. 1661: 

S. F. No. 1661, A bill for an act relating to charitable gambling; 
changing the definition of lawful purpose expenditures; clarifying 
the definition of organization; increasing the percentage of profit 
that may be used for expenses for certain organizations; licensing 
bingo halls; changing the definition of bingo occasion; requiring 
organizations to be directly responsible for the conducting of bingo; 
changing the definition of gross receipts for the purposes of bingo; 
changing the prize limits for bingo; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1986, sections 349.19, subdivision 1; 349.211, subdivision 1; Minne
sota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 349.12, subdivision 11; 
349.17, subdivisions 1 and 2; proposing coding for new law in 
Minnesota Statutes, chapter 349; repealing Minnesota Statutes 
1986, section 349.211, subdivision 2. 

The Senate respectfully requests that a Conference Committee be 
appointed thereon. The Senate has appointed as such committee: 

Mrs. Lantry; Messrs. Diessner and Johnson, D. E. 

Said Senate File is herewith transmitted to the House with the 
request that the House appoint a like committee. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Reding moved that the House accede to the request of the Senate 
and that the Speaker appoint a Conference Committee of 3 members 
of the House to meet with a like committee appointed by the Senate 
on the disagreeing votes of the two houses on S. F. No. 166l. The 
motion prevailed. 
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Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate refuses to concur in the House 
amendments to Senate File No. 2ll9: 

S. F. No. 2ll9, A bill for an act relating to child abuse reporting; 
clarifying the assessment duties of the local welfare agency; provid
ing for the retention of records in certain circumstances; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 626.556, subdivisions 5, 10d, and 
by adding subdivisions; and Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, 
section 626.556, subdivision 11. 

The Senate respectfully requests that a Conference Committee be 
appointed thereon. The Senate has appointed as such committee: 

Messrs. Spear, Merriam and Peterson, R. W. 

Said Senate File is herewith transmitted to the House with the 
request that the House appoint a like committee. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Blatz moved that the House accede to the request of the Senate 
and that the Speaker appoint a Conference Committee of 3 members 
of the House to meet with a like committee appointed by the Senate 
on the disagreeing votes of the two houses on S. F. No. 2ll9. The 
motion prevailed .. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate refuses to concur in the House 
amendments to Senate File No. 2150: 

S. F. No. 2150, A bill for an act relating to state contracts; 
prohibiting the state from requiring Indian tribes or bands to deny 
their sovereignty to contract with the state; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1986, section 16B.06, by adding a subdivision. 

The Senate respectfully requests that a Conference Committee be 
appointed thereon. The Senate has appointed as such committee: 

Messrs. Davis, DeCramer and Ms. Peterson, D. C. 

Said Senate File is herewith transmitted to the House with the 
request that the House appoint a like committee. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 
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Peterson moved that the House accede to the request of the Senate 
and that the Speaker appoint a Conference Committee of 3 members 
of the House to meet with a like committee appointed by the Senate 
on the disagreeing votes of the two houses on S. F. No. 2150. The 
motion prevailed. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate refuses to concur in the House 
amendments to Senate File No. 2255: 

S. F. No. 2255, A bill for an act relating to agriculture; extending 
certain benefits under the family farm security act; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 41.57, subdivision 4. 

The Senate respectfully requests that a Conference Committee be 
appointed thereon. The Senate has appointed as such committee: 

Messrs. Vickerman, Merriam and Renneke. 

Said Senate File is herewith transmitted to the House with the 
request that the House appoint a like committee. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Winter moved that the House accede to the request of the Senate 
and that the Speaker appoint a Conference Committee of 3 members 
of the House to meet with a like committee appointed by the Senate 
on the disagreeing votes of the two houses on S. F. No. 2255. The 
motion prevailed. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate refuses to concur in the House 
amendments to Senate File No. 1742: 

S. F. No. 1742, A bill for an act relating to agriculture; clarifying 
a time-price offer; allowing a preceding former owner to convey the 
right to receive an offer to buy or lease previously owned agricul
tural land; restricting the sale or inducement of a sale of agricul
tural land by a preceding former owner accepting an offer for one 
year; providing penalties and liability for damages; restricting the 
period for a debtor to receive a copy of a forbearance policy; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 500.24, 
subdivisions 6 and 7; and 583.24, subdivision 4. 

The Senate respectfully requests that a Conference Committee be 
appointed thereon. The Senate has appointed as such committee: 
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Messrs. Berg, Freeman and Larson. 

Said Senate File is herewith transmitted to the House with the 
request that the House appoint a like committee. 

PATRICK E. FLAIIAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Sparby moved that the House accede to the request of the Senate 
and that the Speaker appoint a Conference Committee of 3 members 
of the House to meet with a like committee appointed by the Senate 
on the disagreeing votes of the two houses on S. F. No. 1742. The 
motion prevailed. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following 
Senate File, herewith transmitted: 

S. F. No. 2183. 

PATRICK E. FLAIIAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

FIRST READING OF SENATE BILLS 

S. F. No. 2183, A bill for an act relating to crimes; increasing 
penalties for certain crimes when committed because of the victim's 
race, color, religion, sex, affectional or sexual orientation, or na
tional origin; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 
609.2231, by adding a subdivision; 609.605, by adding a subdivision; 
609.79, by adding a subdivision; and Minnesota Statutes 1987 
Supplement, sections 609.595, subdivisions 2, 3, and by adding a 
subdivision; 609.746, by adding a subdivision; and 609.795. 

The bill was read for the first time. 

Greenfield moved that S. F. No. 2183 and H. F. No. 2368, now on 
General Orders, be referred to the Chief Clerk for comparison. The 
motion prevailed. 

Vellenga was excused between the hours of 1:40 p.m. and 3:10 p.m. 

The following Conference Committee Report was received: 
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CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON H. F NO. 1790 

A bill for an act relating to commerce; safe deposit companies; 
providing for performance of will searches upon safe deposit box 
renter's death; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 55.10, by 
adding a subdivision. 

The Honorable Robert Vanasek 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Honorable Jerome M. Hughes 
President of the Senate 

April 7, 1988 

We, the undersigned conferees for H. F. No. 1790, report that we 
have agreed upon the items in dispute and recommend as follows: 

That the Senate recede from its amendment. 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 

House Conferees: WES SKOGLUND, JEAN D. WAGENlUS AND DAVID T. 
BISHOP. 

Senate Conferees: SAM G. SOLON, RONALD R. DICKLICH AND WILLIAM 
V. BELANGER, JR 

Skoglund moved that the report of the Conference Committee on 
H. F. No. 1790 be adopted and that the bill be repassed as amended 
by the Conference Committee. The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 1790, A bill for an act relating to commerce; safe deposit 
companies; providing for performance of will searches upon safe 
deposit box renter's death; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, 
section 55.10, by adding a subdivision. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by Conference, 
and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. There were 128 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Battaglia 

Bauerly 
Beard 

Begich 
Bennett 

Bertram 
Bishop 

Blatz 
Boo 
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Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dorn 
Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
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Rugosan 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson,A 
Jolmson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
KelsQ 
Kinkel 

. Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 
Larsen 
Lasley 
Lieder 
Long 
Marsh 

McDonald Pauly 
McEachern Pelowski 
McKasy Peterson 
McLaughlin Poppenhagen 
McPherson Price 
Milbert Quinn 
Miller Quist 
'Minne Redalen 
Morrison Reding 
Munger Rest 
Murphy Rice 
Nelson, C. Richter 
Nelson, D. Riveness 
Neuenschwander Rodosovich 
O'Connor Rose 
Olsen, S. Ru)mvina 
Olson, E. Sarna 
Olson, K. Schafer 
Omann Scheid 
Chlnen Schreiber 
Orenstein Seaberg 
Osthoff Segal. 
Ozment Shaver 
Pappas Simoneau 
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Skogluod 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
'Ijornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was repassed, as amended by Conference, and its title 
agreed to. 

Carlson, D., was excused while in conference. 

SPECIAL ORDERS 

S. F. No. 2203 was reported to the House. 

Blatz moved to amend S. F. No. 2203, as follows: 

Page 2, line 12, delete "welfare data or mental" 

Page 2, line 13, delete "health" 

Page 2, line 16, after "federal" insert "or state" 

Wynia moved that the House recess subject to the call of the Chair. 
The motion prevailed. 

RECESS 

RECONVENED 

The House reconvened and was called to order by the Speaker. 
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SPECIAL ORDERS, Continued 

The question recurred on the Blatz amendment reported earlier 
today to S. F. No. 2203. The motion prevailed and the amendment 
was adopted. 

Quist and Sparby offered an amendment to S. F. No. 2203, as 
amended. 

POINT OF ORDER 

Wynia raised a point of order pursuant to rule 3.9 that the Quist 
and Sparby amendment was not in order. The Speaker ruled the 
point of order well taken and the amendment out of order. 

Quist appealed the decision of the Chair. 

A roll call was requested and properly seconded. 

CALL OF THE HOUSE 

On the motion of Quist and on the demand of 10 members, a call 
of the House was ordered. The following members answered to their 
names: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carison, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Danner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 

DeRaad 
Dom 
Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Hirnle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jennings 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 

Kostohryz OmaIlll 
Krueger Onnen 
Larsen Orenstein 
Lasley Osthoff 
Long Ozment 
Marsh Pappas 
McDonald Pauly 
McEachern Pelowski 
McKasy Peterson 
McLaughlin Poppenhagen 
McPherson Price 
Milbert Quinn 
Miller Quist 
Mione Redalen 
Morrison Reding 
Munger Rest 
Murphy Richter 
Nelson, C. Riveness 
Nelson, D. Rodosovich 
Neuenschwander Rose 
O'Connor Rukavina 
Olsen, S. Sarna 
Olson, K. Schafer 

Scheid 
Schreiber 
Segal 
Shaver 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjomhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Uphus 
Valento 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 

Wynia moved that further proceedings of the roll call be dispensed 
with and that the Sergeant at Arms be instructed to bring in the 
absentees. The motion prevailed and it was so ordered. 

The vote was taken on the question "Shall the decision of the 
Speaker stand as the judgment of the House?" and the roll was 
called. 
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Wynia moved that those not voting be excused from voting. The 
motion prevailed. 

There were 78 yeas and 44 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Beard 
Begich 
Bishop 
Boo 
Brown 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Dauner 
DeBlieck 
Dille 
Dom 

Forsythe 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Hartle 
Himle 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Knickerbocker 

Knuth Olson, E. 
Kostohryz Olson, K. 
Krueger Orenstein 
Larsen Osthoff 
Lasley Otis 
Lieder Pappas 
Long Pauly 
McEachern Peterson 
McLaughlin Price 
Minne Quinn 
Morrison Redalen 
Munger Rest 
Nelson, C. Rice 
Nelson, D. Rodosovich 
Neuenschwander Rukavina 
O'Connor Sarna 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Bauerly Gruenes McKasy Quist 
Bennett Gutknecht McPherson Richter 
Bertram Haukoos Miller lWse 
Burger Heap Murphy Schafer 
Clausnitzer Hugoson Omann Seaberg 
Cooper Jensen Onnen Sparby 
Dempsey Johnson, V. Oz;ment Stanius 
DeRaad Marsh Pelowski Steensma 
Frederick McDonald Poppenhagen Sviggum 

Scheid 
Segal 
Shaver 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Welle 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Uphus 
Valento 
Waltman 
Wenzel 

So it was the judgment of the House that the decision of the 
Speaker should stand. 

S. F. No. 2203, A bill for an act relating to human services; 
authorizing a county to establish an adult protection team; requir
ing records to be maintained; proposing coding for new law in 
Minnesota Statutes, chapter 626. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended, and placed upon 
its final passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. There were 129 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 

Beard 
Begich 
BelllleU 
Bertram 

Bishop· 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 

Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 

Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
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Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dom 
Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Hiinle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
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Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 
Larsen 
Lasley 
Lieder 
Long 
Marsh 
McDonald 
McEachern 
McKasy 
McLaughlin 
McPherson 
Milhert 

Miller Poppenhagen 
Minne Price 
Morrison Quinn 
Munger Quist 
Murphy lWdalen 
Nelson, C. Reding 
Nelson, D. Rest 
Nelson, K. Rice 
Neuenschwander Richter 
O'Connor Riveness 
Olsen, S. Rodosovich 
Olson, E. Rose 
Olson, K. Rukavina 
Omann Sarna 
Onnen Schafer 
Orenstein Scheid 
Osthoff Schreiber 
Otis Seaberg 
Ozment Segal 
Pappas Shaver 
Pauly Simoneau 
Peterson Skoglund 
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Solherg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjomhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valenta 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was passed, as amended, and its title agreed to. 

CALL OF THE HOUSE LIFTED 

Valento moved that the call of the House be dispensed with. The 
motion prevailed and it was so ordered. 

H. F. No. 2685 was reported to the House. 

Jennings, Greenfield and Anderson, R., moved to amend H. F. No. 
2685, the second engrossment, as follows: 

Page 3, line 12, after "agencies" insert "1 on !!. timely basis," 

Page 3, line 14, after the period, insert "Implementation of 
retroactive chanf.es, when the chanles are not required !>,y court 
order or federal aw, must be avoide whenever possible." 

Page 11, line 2, delete "$100,000" and insert "$75,000" 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

The Speaker called Long to the Chair. 

H. F. No. 2685, A bill for an act relating to human services; 
clarifying the administration of human services programs; estab
lishing a compliance system for certain public assistance programs; 
establishing a public assistance incentive fund; appropriating 
money; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 256.72; 256.81; 
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256.82, subdivision 1; 256.871, subdivision 6; 256.935, subdivision 1; 
256.991; 256B.041, subdivisions 5 and 7; 256B.05, subdivision 1; 
256B.19, subdivision 2; 256D.03, subdivision 6; 256D.04; 256D.36, 
subdivision 1; and 393.07, subdivision 2; Minnesota Statutes 1987 
Supplement, sections 256.01, subdivision 2; 256B.091, subdivision 8; 
256B.19, subdivision 1; 256D.03, subdivision 2; 393.07, subdivision 
10; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 
256; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 
245.775; and 256D.22. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended, and placed upon 
its final passage. 

The question was taken on the passage ofthe bill and the roll was 
called. There were 93 yeas and 31 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bertram 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Cooper 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
Doro 

Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jellllings 
Jensen 
Johnson. A. 
Jolmson, R. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 

Knickerbocker Olson, K. 
Kuuth Chnann 
Kostohryz Orenstein 
Krueger Osthoff 
Lasley Otis 
Long Ozment 
Marsh Pappas 
McEachern Pelowski 
McLaughlin Peterson 
Milbert Price 
Minne Quinn 
Munger Reding 
Murphy Rest 
Nelson, C. Rice 
Nelson, D. Riveness 
Nelson, K. Rodosovich 
Neuenschwander Rose 
O'Connor Rukavina 
Olson, E. Sarna 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Bennett Haukoos McPherson Poppenhagen 
Clausnitzer Himle Miller Quist 
Dauner Hugoson Morrison Redalen 
DeRaad Johuson, V. Olsen, S. Richter 
Dille McDonald Onnen Schafer 
Gruenes McKasy Pauly Stanius 

Scheid 
Segal 
Shaver 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Swenson 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Welle 
wenzel 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

Steensma 
SVigr. 
Thiee 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Valento 
Waltman 

The bill was passed, as amended, and its title agreed to. 

S. F. No. 1268 was reported to the House. 

Anderson, G., offered an amendment toB. F. No. 1268. 
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POINT OF ORDER 

Osthoff raised a point of order pursuant to rule 3,9 that the 
Anderson, G., amendment was not in order. Speaker pro tempore 
Long ruled the point of order well taken and the amendment out of 
order, 

Dawkins moved to amend S. F. No. 1268, as follows: 

Page 5, after line 12, insert: 

"Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 116J.19, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 15. [FLUORESCENT LAMP BALLASTS.] No person may 
sell or install " fluorescent lamp ballast in this state that does not 
comply with the energy efficiency standards for fluorescent lamp 
ballasts adopted lly the commissioner under subdivision 8." 

Page 5, after line 30, insert: 

"Sec. 7. [RULES.] 

The commissioner of public service shall adopt rules under 
Minnesota Statutes, section 116J.19, subdivision 8, establishing 
minimum energy efficiency standards for fluorescent lamp ballasts 
lly January 1, 1989. 

Sec. 8. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

Section :! ~ effective January 1, 1991, and applies to fluorescent 
lamp ballasts placed in inventory after the effective date of rules 
adopted lly the commissioner of public service establishing mini
mum energy efficiency standards for fluorescent lamp ballasts 
under Minnesota Statutes, section 116J.19, subdivision 8. Section 7 
~ effective the day following final enactment." -

Renumber the remaining sections 

Amend the title accordingly 

POINT OF ORDER 

McDonald raised a point of order pursuant to rule 3.9 that the 
Dawkins amendment was not in order. Speaker pro tempore Long 
ruled the point of order not well taken and the amendment in order. 
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The question recurred on the Dawkins amendment to S. F. No. 
1268. The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

S. F. No. 1268, A bill for an act relating to energy and economic 
development; providing for the powers and duties of the commis
sioner of energy and economic development; clarifying definitions; 
authorizing certain Indian tribes to create community energy coun
cils; providing the purpose for which an appropriation may be spent; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 116J.09; 116J.1O; 
116J.19, subdivision 6; 116J.36, subdivision. 2; 116J.381, subdivi
sion 2; and Laws 1981, chapter 334, section 11, subdivision 1. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended, and placed upon 
its final passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. There were 7.5 yeas and 44 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. Hartle Lieder Orenstein Scheid 
Battaglia Jacobs Long Osthoff Segal 
Bauerly Jaros McEachern Otis Simoneau 
Beard Johnson, A. McLaughlin Pa£pas Skoglund 
Begich Johnson, R. Milbert Pe owski Solberg 
Bertram Kahn Minne Peterson Sparby 
Bishop Kalis Munger Price Steensma 
Brown Kelly Murphy Quinn Trimble 
Burger Kelso Nelson, C. Reding Tunheim 
Carlson, L. Kinkel Nelson, D. Rest Vellenga 
Clark Kludt Nelson, K. Rice Wagenius 
Cooper Knuth Neuenschwander Riveness Wenzel 
Dawkins Kostohryz O'Connor Rodosovich Winter 
DeBheck Krueger- Olson, E. Rukavina Wynia 
Dorn Larsen Olson, K. Sarna Spk. Vanasek 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Bennett Gruenes McDonald Quist Swenson 
Blatz Gutknecht McPherson Redalen Thiede 
Clausnitzer Haukoos Miner Richter Tjornhom 
Dalliler Heap Olsen, S. Rose Tompkins 
Dempsey Hugoson Om.nn Schafer Uphus 
DeRaad Jenilings Onnen &hreiber Valento 
Forsythe Johnson, V. Ozment Shaver Waltman 
Frederick Lasley Pauly Stanius Welle 
Frerichs Marsh Poppenhagen Sviggum 

The bill was passed, as amended, and its title agreed to. 

S. F. No. 1721 was reported to the House. 

McLaughlin, Beard, Begich, Wynia, Blatz and Tompkins moved to 
amend S. F. No. 1721, as follows: 
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Page 1, after line 10, insert:· 

"Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 181.943, 
is amended to read: 

181.943 [RELATIONSHIP TO OTHER LEAVE.] 

The length of leave provided by this act may be reduced by any 
period of paid parental or disability leave" but not accrued sick leave, 
provided by the employer, so that the totaTIeave does not-exceed six 
weeks, unless agreed to by the employer. 

Nothing in sections 181.940 to 181.943 prevents any employer 
from providing parental leave benefits in addition to those provided 
in sections 181.940 to 181.943 or otherwise affects an employee's 
rights with respect to any other employment benefit." 

Page 4, after line 24, insert: 

"Sec. 9. [EFFECTIVE DATE.J 

Section 1 is effective the day following final enactment." 

Renumber the sections in sequence 

Amend the title accordingly 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

S. F. No. 1721, A bill for an act relating to employment agencies; 
prohibiting certain action; regulating job listing services; regulating 
fees and contracts; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 
184.21, subdivision 2, and by adding subdivisions; 184.37, subdivi
sion 1; 184.38, subdivisions 3 and 5; Minnesota Statutes 1987 
Supplement, section 181.932, subdivision 1. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended, and placed upon 
its final passage. 

The question was taken on the passage ofthe bill and the roll was 
called. There were 128 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 

Bermett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 

Burger 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 

Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 

Dorn 
Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
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Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
JohnsQn, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
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Knickerbocker 
Knuth . 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 
Larsen 
Lasley 
Lieder 
Long 
Marsh 
McDonald 
McEachern 
McKasy 
McLaughlin 
McPherson 
Miibert 
Miller 
Minne 
Munger 
Murphy 
Nelson, C. 

Nelson, D. Reding 
Nelson,K Rest 
Neuenschwander Rice 
O'Connor 
Olsen, S. 
Olson, E. 
Omann 
Orenstein 
Osthoff 
Otis 
Ozment 
Pappas 
Pauly 
Pelowski 
Peterson 
Poppenhagen 
Price 
Quinn 
Quist 
Redalen , 

Richter 
Riveness 
Rodosovich 
Rukavina 
Sarna 
Schafer 
Scheid 
Schreiber 
seaberg 
Segal 
Shaver 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
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Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
I'knzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk, Vanasek 

The bill was passed, as amended, and its title agreed to, 

S. F. No. 1672, A bill for an act relating to housing; repealing the 
expiration date of housing and redevelopment authorities' power to 
provide interest reduction assistance; repealing Minnesota Statutes 
1987 Supplement, section 469.012, subdiVIsion 10, 

The bill was read for the third time and placed upon its final 
passage. 

The questiou was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was . 
called. There were 128 yeas and 1 nay as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Banerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dom 
Forsythe 
Frederick 

Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jerutings 
Jensen 
JOMson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Larsen 

Lasley Osthoff 
Lieder Otis 
LQng Ozment 
Marsh Pappas 
McDonald Pauly 
McEachern Pelowski 
McKasy Peterson 
McLaughlin Poppenhagen 
McPherson PrIce 
Milbert Quinn 
Miller Quist 
Minne Redalen 
Morrison Reding 
Munger Rest 
Murphy Rice 
Nelson, C, Richter 
Nelson, D. Riveness 
Nelspn, K. Rodosovich 
Neuenschwander Rose 
O'Connor Rukavina 
Olsen, S. Sarna 
Olson, E. Schafer 
Olson, K. Scheid 
Omann Seaberg 
Onnen Segal 
Orenstein Shaver 

Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
1Jornhom 
'Thmpkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
'kllenga 
\Uss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
I'klle 
'Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk, Vanasek 
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Those who voted in the negative were: 

Schreiber 

The bill was passed and its title agreed to, 

S, F. No. 63 was reported to the House. 

There being no objection, S. F. No. 63 was temporarily laid over on 
Special Orders. 

S. F. No. 1795, A bill for an act relating to alcoholic beverages; 
increasing the time period for notification to licensing authorities of 
cancellation of liquor liability insurance; specifying that hearings 
by licensing authorities on license suspensions or revocations need 
not be before an administrative hearing officer; amending Minne
sota Statutes 1986, section 340A.409, subdivision 1; and Minnesota 
Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 340A.415. 

The bill was read for the third time and placed upon its final 
passage. 

The question was taken on the passage ofthe bill and the roll was 
called. There were 130 yeas and 1 nay as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G, 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Betlllett 
Bertram 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausrutzer 
Cooper 
Danner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 
Frederick 

Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 

Krueger Onnen 
Larsen Orenstein 
Lasley Osthoff 
Lieder Otis 
Long Ozment 
Marsh Pappas 
McDonald Pauly 
McEachern Pelowski 
McfCasy Peterson 
McLaughlin Poppenhagen 
McPherson Price 
Milbert Quinn 
Miller Quist 
Minne Redalen 
Morrison Reding 
Munger Rest 
Murphy Rice 
Nelson, C. Richter 
Nelson, D. Riveness 
Nelson, K. Rodosovich 
Neuenschwander Rose 
O'Connor Rukavina 
Olsen, S. Sarna 
Olson, E. Schafer 
Olson, K. Scheid 
Omann Schreiber 

Seaberg 
Segal 
Shaver 
Simoneau 

. Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanios 
Steensma 
Svigguni 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins. 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 
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Those who voted in the negative were: 

Wagenius 

The bill was passed and its title agreed to. 

S. F. No. 2347 was reported to the House. 

There being no objection, S. F. No. 2347 was temporarily laid over 
on Special Orders. 

S. F. No. 1681, A bill for an act relating to insurance; accident and 
health; exempting child health supervision services and perinatal 
care services from any requirement of coinsurance or dollar limita
tion; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 
62A. 

The bill was read for the third time and placed upon its final 
passage. 

The question was taken on the passage ofthe bill and the roll was 
called. There were 131 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson,L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlierk 
Dempsey 
DeBaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 
Frederirk 

Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Kilickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 

Krueger Onnen 
Larsen Orenstein 
Lasley Osthoff 
lieder ~s 
long Ozment 
Marsh Pappas 
McDonald Pauly 
McEachern Pelowski 
McKasy Peterson 
McLaughlin Poppenhagen 
McPherson Price 
Milbert Quinn. 
Miller Quist 
Minne . Redalen 
Morrison Reding 
Munger Rest 
Murphy Rice 
Nelson, C. Richter 
Nelson, D. Riveness 
Nelson, K. Rodosovich 
Neuenschwander Rose 
O'CoIlllor Rukavina 
Olsen, S. Sarna 
Olson, E: Schafer 
Olson, K. Scheid 
Omann Schreiber 

The bill was passed and its title agreed to. 

Seaberg 
Segal 
Shaver 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggom 

. Swenson 
Thiede 
'I]ornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Upbus 
Valento 
Vellenga 

. \\lss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 
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S. F No. 2347 which was temporarily laid over earlier today was 
again reported to the House. 

S. F. No. 2347, A bill for an act relating to commerce; regulating 
franchises; modifying the definition of franchise to include certain 
royalty or residuals agreements; regulating burglar alarm fran
chises; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, section SOC.01, subdi
vision 4; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, 
chapter SOC. 

The bill was read for the third time and placed upon its final 
passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. There were 130 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBheck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dom 
Forsythe 
Frederick 

Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jeilerson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kel", 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 

Larsen Orenstein 
Lasley Osthoff 
Lieder Otis 
Long Ozment 
Marsh Pappas 
McDonald Pauly 
McEachern Pelowski 
McKasy Peterson 
McLaughlin Poppenhagen 
McPherson Price 
Milbert Quinn 
Miller Quist 
Minne Redalen 
Morrison Reding 
Munger Rest 
Murphy Rice 
Nelson, C. Richter 
Nelson, D. Riveness 
Nelson, K. Rodosovich 
Neuenschwander Rose 
O'Connor Rukavina 
Olsen, S. Sarna 
Olson, E. Schafer 
Olson, K. Scheid 
Omann Schreiber 
Onnen Seaberg 

The bill was passed and its title agreed to. 

Segal 
Shaver 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjoruhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Twilieim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

Rose was excused between the hours of 4:00 p.m. and 6:00 p.m. 

S. F No. 63 which was temporarily laid over earlier today was 
again reported to the House. 
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Simoneau and Bauerly moved to amend S. F. No. 63, the unofficial 
engrossment, as follows: -

Amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, lines 6 and 7, delete "Pearl Harbor survivors and Vietnam
era" 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

Johnson, A.; Jensen; Scheid; Kinkel; Olson, E.; McLaughlin; 
Wagenius; Ogren; Skoglund; Knuth; Johnson, R.; McEachern; 
Brown; Blatz; Hugoson; Quinn; Nelson, D.; Welle and Neuensch
wander moved to amend S. F. No. 63, the unofficial engrossment, as 
amended, as follows: . 

Page 1, after line 24, insert: 

"Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 168.12, subdivision 1, is 
amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [NUMBER PLATES; VISIBILITY, PERIODS OF 
ISSUANCE.J The registrar, upon the approval and payment, shall 
issue to the applicant the number plates required by law, bearing 
the state name" and the number assigned. The number assigned may 
be a combination of a letter or sign with fignres. The color of the 
plates and the color of the abbreviation of the state name and the 
number assigned shall be in marked contrast. The plates shall be 
lettered, spaced, or distinguished to suitably indicate the registra
tion of the vehicle according to the rules of the registrar, and when 
a vehicle is registered on the basis of total gross weight, the plates 
issued shall clearly indicate by letters Or other suitable insignia the 
maximum gross weight for which the tax has been paid. These 
number plates shall be so treated as to be at least 100 times brighter 
than the conventional painted number plates. When properly 
mounted on an unlighted vehicle, these number plates, when viewed 
from a vehicle equipped with standard headlights, shall be visible 
for a distance of not less than 1,500 feet and readable for a distance 
of not less than 110 feet. The registrar shall issue these number 
plates for the following periods: 

(1) number plates issued pursuant to sections 168.27, subdivisions 
16 and 17, and 168.053 shall be for a one-year period; 

(2) new number plates issued pursuant to section 168.012, subdi
vision 1, shall be issued to a vehicle for as long as it is owned by the 
exempt agency and shall not be transferable from one vehicle to 
another but may be transferred with the vehicle from one tax 
exempt agency to another; 
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(3) plates issued for passenger automobiles as defined in section 
168.011, subdivision 7, ",etereyeles, meteFi,ell hieyeles, arul meter 
seeeteFs shall be issued for .. six yeaF peried staFtiRg R<>t later tiHm 
Oeteher W8G, ftF -W the Rext geReFal FeisstiaRee ef plates e¥eFy six 
years thereafteF, whieheveF is less the life of the vehicle; and 

(4) plates for any vehicle not specified in clauses (1), (2) and (3), 
except for trailers as hereafter provided, shall be issued for the life 
of the vehicle. Beginning with number plates issued for the year 
1981, plates issued for trailers with a total gross weight of 3,000 
pounds or less shall be issued for the life of the trailer and shall be 
not more than seven inches in length and four inches in width. 

1ft a year in whieh plates are R<>t isstlell, The registrar shall issue 
for each registration a tab or sticker to designate the year of 
registration. This tab or sticker shall show the calendar year or years 
for which issued, and is valid only for that period. The number 
plates, number tabs, or stickers issued for a motor vehicle may not be 
transferred to another motor vehicle during the period for which it is 

- issued. 

Notwithstanding any other provision of this subdivision, number 
plates issued to a vehicle which is used for behind-the-wheel 
instruction in a driver education course in a public school may be 
transferred to another vehicle used for the same purpose without 
payment of any additional fee. The registrar shall be notified of each 
transfer of number plates under this paragraph, and may prescribe 
a form for notification." 

Renumber the remaining sections 

Amend the title accordingly 

A roll call was requested and properly seconded. 

The question was taken on the Johnson, A., et al amendment and 
the roll was called. There were 62 yeas and 59 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, C. 
Blatz 
Brown 
Carison, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Cooper 
Dauner 
DeBlieck 
Dille 
Greenfield 
Heap 
Himle 

Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Kahn 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Krueger 

Long Peterson 
McEachern Quinn 
McLaughlin Quist 
Milbert Reding 
Miller Rest 
Murphy Riveness 
Nelson, D. Sarna 
Nelson, K. Shaver 
Neuenschwander Skoglund 
Olson, E. Steensma 
Onnen Sviggum 
Orenstein Thiede 
Otis Tjomhom 
Pelowski Trimble 

Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Winter 
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Those who voted in the negative were: 

Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Boo 
Burger 
Clausnitzer 
Dawkins 
Dempsey 

DeRaad 
Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 
Gruenes 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Jennings 
Johnson, V. 
Kalis 
KDstohryz 
Larsen 

Lieder 
Marsh 
McDonald 
McPherson 
Mione 
Morrison 
Munger 
Nelson, C. 
Olsen, S. 
Olson, K. 
Omann 
Osthoff 

Ozment 
Pappas 
Pauly 
Poppenhagen 
Redalen 
Rice 
Rodosovich 
Rukavina 
Schafer 
Scheid 
Schreiber 
Seaberg 

[84th Day 

Segal 
Simoneau 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Swenson 
Tompkins 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Wenzel 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

Speaker pro tempore Long called Anderson, G., to the Chair. 

Tunheim and Seaberg moved to amend S. F. No. 63, the nnofficial 
engrossment, as amended, as follows: 

Page 3, line 25, after "a" insert "one-time" 

Page 3, line 26, after the period insert "The Commissioner shall 
desi~ate ~ replacement fee for personalized lIcense pll'tes that is 
calcu ated to cover the cost of replacement. This fee sha be paid by 
the applicant whenever the personalized license plates are required 
to be replaced ~ law." 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

Hartle, Rodosovich, Minne, Lieder, Haukoos and Kostohryz moved 
to amend S. F. No. 63, the unofficial engrossment, as amended, as 
follows: 

Page 10, after line 27, insert: 

"Sec. 10. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 297B.02, subdivision 2, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [IN LIEU TAX FOR OLDER PASSENGER AUTOMO
BILES.] In lieu of the tax imposed in subdivision 1, there is imposed 
a tax of $10 'on the purchase price of any passenger automobile 
described in section 297B.025, subdivision 1. 

Sec. 11. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 297B.02, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 3. [IN LIEU TAX FOR COLLECTOR VEHICLES.] In lieu of 
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the tax imposed in subdivision 1, there is imposed a tax of $90 on the 
purchase pricd of ~ passenger automobile descnOed in section 
297B.025, sub ivision 2. 

Sec. 12. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 297B.025, is amended to 
read: 

297B.025 [OLDER PASSENGER AUTOMOBILES.] 

Subdivision l. [NONCOLLECTOR VEHICLES.] Purchase or use 
of a passenger automobile as defined in section 168.011, subdivision 
7, shall be taxed pursuant to section 297B.02, subdivision 2, if the 
·passenger automobile is (1) in the tenth or subsequent year of 
vehicle life, ~ is ea .... eatly registered ffi Miftftessta ether than 
registmasft aader seetisft Hi8.l(l, saildiv;sisfts la, l-I>; le;. aH<l M, 
and (3t (2) is not an above-market automobile as designated by the 
registrar of motor vehicles. 

The registrar of motor vehicles shall prepare, and distribute to all 
deputy motor vehicle registrars by July 15, 1985, a listing by make, 
model, and year of above-market automobiles. Except as provided!:>.¥: 
subdivision 2, the registrar must include in the list aIr automobiles 
with a resale value of $3,000 or more, as determined using nation
ally recognized sources of information on automobile resale values. 
The registrar shall revise the list by February 1 of each year. The· 
initial list and all subsequent revisions must include only those 
automobiles which are in the tenth or subsequent year of vehicle life. 

Subd. 2. [COLLECTOR VEHICLES.] A passenger automobile 
that is currently re~stered under section 168.10, subdivisions la, 
1b, 1c, and 1d, shall e taxed under section 297B.02, subdivision 3, 
and the registrar shaIT not desi~ate as an above-market automO:: 
bile ~ passenger automobile regIstereaunder those subdivisions." 

Page 10, line 36, after the period insert "Sections lO to 12 are 
effective for ~ sale or transfer occurring after July!!Q, 1988.;;- -

Renumber the sections in sequence 

Correct internal references 

Amend the title accordingly 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

Simoneau and Kahn moved to amend S. F. No. 63, the unofficial 
engrossment, as amended, as follows: 

Page 9, after line 14, insert: 
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"Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 169.345, 
subdivision 2a, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2a. [PHYSICIAN'S STATEMENT.] The commissioner shall 
develop a form for the physician's statement. The statement must be 
signed by a licensed physician who certifies that the applicant is a 
physically handicapped person as defined in subdivision 2. The 
commissioner may request additional information from the physi
cian if needed to verify the applicant's eligibility. The physician's 
statement must specify whether the disability is permanent or 
temporary, and if temporary, the opinion of the physician as to the 
duration of the disability. A physician who fraudulently certifies to 
the commissioner that a person is a physically handicapped person 
as defined in subdivision 2, and that the. person is entitled to the 
license plates authorized by section 168.021 or to the certificate 
authorized by this section, is guilty of a misdemeanor and is subject 
to a fine of $500. 

The form must include a notice to the effect that!"c~ of the form 
as signed and submitted confers The same prMlel,es as the identi
fying certificate for a perIod of 14daYs after the ate of signing. 

Sec. 9. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 169.345, 
subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [IDENTIFYING CERTIFICATE.] (a) The division of 
driver and vehicle services in the department of public safety shall 
issue a special identifying certificate for a motor vehicle when a 
physically handicapped applicant submits a physician's statement. 
The commissioner shall design separate certificates for persons with 
permanent and temporary disabilities that can be readily distin
guished from each other from outside a vehicle at a distance of 25 
feet. The certificate is valid for the duration of the person's disabil
ity, as specified in the physician's statement, up to a maximum of six 
years. A person with a disability of longer duration will be required 
to renew the certificate for additional periods of time, up to six years 
each, as specified in the physician's statement. 

(b) When the commissioner is satisfied that a motor vehicle is used 
primarily for the purpose of transporting physically handicapped 
persons, the division may issue without charge a special identifying 
certificate for the vehicle. The operator of a vehicle displaying the 
certificate has the parking privileges provided in subdivision 1 
while the vehicle is in use for transporting physically handicapped 
persons. The certificate issued to a person transporting physically 
handicapped persons must be renewed every third year. On applica
tion and renewal, the person must present evidence that the vehicle 
continues to be used for transporting physically handicapped per
sons. 

(c) A certificate must be made of plastic or similar durable 
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material, must be distinct from certificates issued before January 1, 
1988, and must bear its expiration date prominently on its face. A 
certificate issued to a temporarily disabled person must display the 
date of expiration of the duration of the disability, as determined 
under paragraph (a). Each certificate must have printed on the back 
a summary of the parking privileges and restrictions that apply to 
each vehicle in which it is used. The commissioner may charge a fee 
of $5 for issuance or renewal of a certificate, and a fee of $5 for a 
duplicate to replace a lost, stolen, or damaged certificate. 

(d) A ~ of a physician's statement submitted under paragraph 
(a), men prominently displayed in the manner prescribed in 
SU1)division L entitles the person submitting the statement tile 
same privileges under subdivision! as an identifying certificate, for 
-"- periOd of 14,day~ after the date on which the statement was signed 
~ the physician.' 

Renumber the sections in sequence 

Correct internal references 

Amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 8, after the first semicolon insert "providing that a 
physician's statement authorizes parking privileges for a physically 
handicapped person;" 

Page 1, line 12, after the third semicolon insert "Minnesota 
Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 169.345, subdivisions 2a and 3;" 

Wenzel moved to amend the Simoneau and Kahn amendment to 
S. F. No. 63, the unofficial engrossment, as amended, as follows: 

Page 3, line 2, strike "issuance or" 

The motion did not prevail and the amendment to the amendment 
was not adopted. 

CALL OF THE HOUSE 

On the motion of Simoneau and on the demand of 10 members, a 
call of the House was ordered. The following members answered to 
their names: 

Anderson, G. Bennett Bur~er Dauner Frederick 
Anderson, R. Bertram Car son, D. Dawkins Frerichs 
Battaglia Bishop Carruthers DeBlieek Gruenes 
Bauerly Blatz Clark Dempsey Gutknecht 
Beard Boo Clausnitzer DeRaad Hartle 
Begich Brown Cooper Forsythe Haukoos 
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Heap Knuth Nelson; C. fu.dalen Steensma 
Himle Kostohryz Nelson, K. fu.ding Sviggum 
Hugoson Larsen O'Connor fu.st Swenson 
Jacobs Lasleh O1sen,'S. Rice Thiede 
Jaros Mars Olson, E. Richter Tjornhom 
Jefferson McDonald Olson, K. Rodosovich TOffir:kins 
Jennings McEachern Omann Rukavina Tun eim 
Jensen McKasy Onnen Schafer Uphus 
Johnson, A. McLaughlin Orenstein Scheid Valento 
Johnson, R. McPherson Osthoff Schreiber Vellenga 
Johnson, V. Milbert Ozment Segal Wagenius 
Kelly Miller Pappas Shaver Waltman 
Kelso Minne Pauly Simoneau Welle 
Kinkel Morrison Pelowski Skoglund Wenzel 
Kludt Munger Peterson Sparby Winter 
Knickerbocker Murphy Poppenhagen Stanius 

Simoneau moved that further proceedings of the roll call be 
dispensed with and that the Sergeant at Arms be instructed to bring 
in the absentees. The motion prevailed and it was so ordered. 

The question recurred on the Simoneau and Kahn amendment to 
S. F. No. 63, the unofficial engrossment, as amended. The motion 
prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION 

Carlson, D., moved that the vote whereby the Johnson, A., et al 
amendment to S. F No. 63, the unofficial engrossment, as amended, 
adopted earlier today be now reconsidered. 

A roll call was requested and properly seconded. 

The question was taken on the Carlson, D., motion and the roll 
was called. 

Miller moved that those not voting be excused from voting. The 
motion did not prevail. 

Carison, D., moved that those not voting be excused from voting. 
The motion prevailed. 

There were 64 yeas and 67 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, R. Clausnitzer Hartle Marsh 
Batta~lia Dempsey Haukoos McDonald 
Bauer y Defu.ad Hea~ McPherson 
Bennett Dorn Rime Minne 
Bertram Forsythe Johnson, V. Morrison 
Bishop Frederick Kalis Nelson, C. 
Boo Frerichs Kostohryz Olsen, S. 
Burger Gruenes Larsen Olson, K. 
Carlson, D. Gutknecht Lieder Omann 

Onnen 
Osthoff 
Ozment 
Pappas 
Pauly 
Poppenhagen 
Price 
Redalen 
Schafer 
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&held 
Schreiber 
Seaberg 
Segal 

Shaver 
Simoneau 
Solberg 
Sparby 

MONDAY, APRIL 11, 1988 

Stanius 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Tompkins 

Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Waltman 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Beard 
Begich 
Blatz 
Brown 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Cooper 
Danner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dille 
Greenfield 

Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Kahn 
Kelly 
Kalso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 

Knuth Olson, E. 
Krueger Orenstein 
Lasley Otis 
Long Pelowski 
McEachern Peterson 
McLaughlin Quinn 
Milbert Quist 

. Miller Reding 
Munger Rest 
Murphy Rice 
Nelson, D. Richter 
Nelson, K. Riveness 
Neuenschwander Rodosovich 
O'Connor Rukavina 

The motion did not prevail. 

Wenzel 
Wynia 
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Spk. Vanasek 

Sarna 
Skoglund 
Steensma 
Thiede 
Tjomhom 
Trimble 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Welle 
Winter 

S. F. No. 63, A bill for an act relating to motor vehicles; providing 
that passenger automobile license plates be issued for a six-year 
period; providing for license plate replacement fees; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 168.12, subdivisions 1, 2a, and 5; 
repealing Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 168.12, subdivisions 3 
and 4. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended, and placed upon 
its final passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. 

Otis moved that those not voting be excused from voting. The 
motion prevailed. 

There were 128 yeas and 1 nay as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Belinett 
Bertram 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 

Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Danner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 

Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jefferson 
Jennings 

Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 

Krueger 
Larsen 
Lasley 
Lieder 
Long 
Marsh 
McDonald 
McEachern 
McKasy 
McLaughlin 
McPherson 
Milbert 
Miller 
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Minne Onnen 
Morrison Orenstein 
Munger Osthoff 
Murphy Otis 
Nelson, C. Ozment 
Nelson, D. Pappas 
Nelson, K. Pauly 
Neuenschwander Pelowski 
O'Connor Peterson 
Olsen, S. Poppenbagen 
Olson, E. Price 
Olson, K. Quinn 
Omann Quist 

Redalen 
IWding 
IWst 
Rice 
Richter 
Riveness 
Rodosovich 
Rukavina 
Sarna 
Schafer 
Scheid 
Schreiber 
Segal 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Seaberg 

Shaver 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stamus 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 

Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 

, Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was passed, as amended, and its title agreed to. 

CALL OF THE HOUSE LIFTED 

Simoneau moved that the call ofthe House be dispensed with. The 
motion prevailed and it was so ordered. 

S. F. No. 30, A bill for an act relating to crimes; requiring health 
professionals to report certain burn injuries; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1986, sections 626.52, subdivision 1, and by adding a 
subdivision; 626.53; and 626.55, subdivision 1. 

The bill was read for the third time and placed upon its final 
passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. There were 131 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 

Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 

Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kastohry, 
Krueger 
Larsen 
Lasley 
Lieder 

Long Olson, E. 
Marsh Olson, K. 
McDonald Omann 
McEachern Onnen 
McKasy Orenstein 
McLaughlin Osthoff 
McPherson Otis 
Milbert Ozment 
Miller Pappas 
Minne Pauly 
Morrison Pelowski 
Munger Peterson 
Murphy Poppenhagen 
Nelson, C. Price 
Nelson, D. Quinn 
Nelson, K. Quist 
Neuenschwander Redalen 
O'Connor Reding 
Olsen, S. IWst 
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Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
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Rice 
Richter 
Riveness 
Rodosovich 
Rukavina 
Sarna 
Schafer 
Scheid 

Schreiber 
Seaberg 
Segal 
Shaver 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 

Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjomhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 

Tunheim 
Upbus 
Valenta 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 

Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was passed and its title agreed to. 

Redalen was excused for the remainder of today's session. 

S.F. No. 1388 was reported to the House. 

Clark moved to amend S. F. No. 1388, the unofficial engrossment, 
as follows: 

Page 2, line 35, after "be" insert "in bold print and" 

Page 3, line 18, delete "which" and delete the second "are" 

Page 3, line 19, delete "available" and delete "!>,y" and insert 
"upon" 

Page 3, line 19,after the period, insert "See section (section 
number) of your contract for referral reguirements." 

Page 3, line 22, delete everything after the period 

Page 3, delete line 23 

Page 6, line 24, delete "paragraph" and insert "paragraphs" and 
after "(b)" insert "and (c)" 

Page 8, line 28, after "hours" delete ~'2 excluding weekends," 

Page 8, line 29, after "received" insert "excluding weekends and 
holidays" 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

Simoneau and Ogren moved to amend S. F. No. 1388, the unofficial 
engrossment, as amended, as follows: 

Page 9, after line 19, insert: 
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"Sec. 11. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 325D.44,subdivision 1, 
is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. A person engages in a deceptive trade practice 
when, in the course of business, vocation, or occupation, the person: 

(1) passes off goods or services as those of another; 

(2) causes likelihood of confusion or of misunderstanding as to the 
source, sponsorship, approval, or certification of goods or services; 

(3) causes likelihood of confusion or of misunderstanding as to 
"affiliation, connection, or association with, or certification by, an-
other; " 

(4) uses deceptive representations or designations of geographic 
origin in connection with goods or services; 

(5) represents that goods or services have sponsorship, approval, 
characteristics, ingredients, USes, benefits, or quantities that they do 
not have or that a person has a sponsorship, approval, status, 
affiliation, or connection that the person does not have; . 

(6) represents that goods are original or new if they "are deterio
rated, altered. reconditioned, reclaimed, used, or· secondhand; 

(7) represents that goods or services are of a particular standard, 
quality, or grade, or that goods are of a particular style or model, if 
they are of another; 

(8) disparages the goods, services, or business of another by false 
or misleading representation of fact; 

(9) advertises goods or services with intent not to sell them as 
advertised; 

(10) advertises goods or services with intent not to supply reason
ably expectable public demand, unless the advertisement discloses a 
limitation of quantity; 

(11) makes false or misleading statements of fact concerning the 
reasons for, existence of. or amounts of price reductions; 9P 

(12) in attempting to collect delinquent accounts, implies or 
suggests that health care services will he withheld in an emergency 
situation; or 

(13) engages in any other conduct which similarly creates a 
likelihood of confusion or of misunderstanding. 
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Sec. 12. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 332.37, is 
amended to read: 

332.37 [PROHIBITED PRACTICES.] 

No collection agency or collectors shall: (1) in collection letters or 
_ publications, or in any communication, oral or written threaten -
wage garnishment or legal suit by a particular lawyer, unless it has 
actually retained the lawyer; 

(2) use or employ constables, sheriffs or any other officer autho
rized to serve legal papers in connection with the collection of- a 
claim, except when performing their legally authorized duties; 

(3) use or threaten to use methods of collection which violate 
Minnesota law; 

(4) furnish legal advice or otherwise engage in the practice oflaw 
or represent that it is competent to do so; 

(5) communicate with debtors in a misleading or deceptive man
ner by using the stationery of a lawyer, forms or instruments which 
only lawyers are authorized to prepare, or instruments which 
simulate the form and appearance of judicial process; 

(6) exercise authority on behalf of a creditor to employ the services 
oflawyers unless the creditor has specifically authorized the agency 
in writing to do so and the agency's course of conduct is at all times 
consistent with a true relationship of attorney and client between 
the lawyer and the creditor; 

(7) publish or cause to be published any list of debtors except for 
credit reporting purposes, use shame cards or shame automobiles, 
advertise or threaten to advertise for sale any claim as a means of 
forcing payment thereof, Or use similar devices or methods of 
intimidation; 

(8) refuse to return any claim or claims and all valuable papers 
deposited with a claim or claims upon written request of the creditor, 
claimant or forwarder after tender of the amounts due and owing to 
the agency within 30 days after the request; refuse or intentionally 
fail to account to its clients for all money collected within 30 days 
from the last day of the month in which the same is collected; or, 
refuse or fail to furnish at intervals of not less than 90 days upon 
written request of the claimant or forwarder, a written report upon 
claims received from the claimant or forwarder; 

(9) operate under a name or in a manner which implies that the 
agency is a branch of or associated with any department of federal, 
state, county or local government or an agency thereof; 
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(10) commingle money collected for a customer with the agency's 
operating funds or use any part of a customer's money in the conduct 
of the agency's business; 

(11) transact business or hold itself out as a debt prorater, debt 
adjuster, or any person who settles, adjusts, prorates, pools, liqui
dates or pays the indebtedness of a debtor, unless there is no charge 
to the debtor, or the pooling or liquidation is done pursuant to court 
order or under the supervision of a creditor's committee; , 

(12) violate any of the provisions of the Fair Debt Collection 
Practices Act of 1977 while attempting to collect on any account, bill 
or other indebtedness; .... 

(13) communicate with a debtor by use of a recorded message 
utilizing an automatic dialing announcing device unless the re
corded message is immediately preceded by a live operator who 
discloses prior to the message the name of the collection agency and 
the fact the message intends to solicit payment and the operator 
obtains the consent of the debtor to hearing the message; or 

(14) in collection letters or publications, or in any communication, 
oral or written, imply or suggest that health care services will be 
withheld in an emergency situation.". 

Renumber the sections in sequence 

Amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 10, after the semicolon insert "prohibiting a threat of 
denial of emergency health care services in collection of delinquent 
accounts;" 

Page 1, line 15, delete "and" and before the period insert "and 
325D.44, subdivision 1; Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sec
tion 332.37" 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

Sviggum moved to amend S. F. No. 1388, the unofficial engross
ment, as amended, as follows: 

Page 1, line 25, strike "at least 40 percent" and insert "a majority" 

Page 1, line 26, after "consumers" insert ", provided however, that 
at least 40 percent of the governing body_ shal! be" 

The motion did not prevail and the amendment was not adopted. 
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S. F. No. 1388, A bill for an act relating to health; setting forth 
requirements for statements of exclusions and limitations; requiring 
detailed statement when coverage is denied; clarifying statement of 
enrollee bill of rights; setting forth requirements for marketing 
materials; requiring membership card; requiring written denial of 
service; prohibiting denial of coverage in certain circumstances; 
requiring report; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 
62D.07, subdivision 3; 62D.09, subdivision 1, and by adding subdi
visions; 62D.ll, by adding subdivisions; and 62D.20. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended, and placed upon 
its final passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. There were 126 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
'Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Danner 
Dawkins 
DeBHeck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 

Forsythe 
Frederick. 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 

Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 
Larsen 
Lasley 
Lieder 
Long 
Marsh 
McDon'aid 
McEachern 

'McKasy 
McPherson 
Milbert 
Miller 
Mimie . 
Morrison' 
Munger 
Murphy 
Nelson, C. 
Nelson, D. 
Nelson, K. 
O'Connor 
Olsen, S. 
Olson, E. 
Olson, K. 

Omann 
Onnen 
Orenstein 
Osthoff 
Otis 
Ozment 
Pappas 
Pauly 
Pelowski 
Peterson 
Poppenhagen 
Price 
Quinn 
Quist 
Reding 
Rest 
Rice 
Richter 
Riveness 
Rodosovich 
Rukavina 
Sarna 
Schafer 
Scbeid 
Schreiber 

Seaberg 
Segal 
Shaver 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stallins 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjomhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was passed, as amended, and its title agreed to. 

S. F. No. 392 was reported to the House. 

Rest moved to amend S. F. No. 392, as follows: 

Page 3, line 29, after "subdivision" insert "4a," 

Page 4, line 1, alter "request" insert a comma 
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Page 9, after line 6, insert: 

"Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 169.121, subdivision 3a, 
as added by Laws 1988, chapter 408, section 1, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3a. [HABITUAL OFFENDER PENALTIES.] (a) If a person 
has been convicted under this section, section 169.129, an ordinance 
in conformity with either of them, or a. statute or ordinance from 
another state in conformity' with either of them, and if the person is 
then convicted of violating this section or an ordinance in confor
mity with it (1) once within five years after the first conviction or (2) 
two or more times within ten years after the first conviction, the 
person must be sentenced to a minimum of 30 days imprisonment or 
to eight hours'of community work service for each day less than 30 
days that the person is ordered to serve in jail. Notwithstanding 
section 609.135, the above sentence must be executed, unless the 
court departs from the mandatory minimum sentence under para' 
graph (b) or (cr.-- - . . --

(b) Prior to sentencing the prosecutor tHea may file a motion to 
have the defendant sen-tenced without regard to the mandatory 
minimum sentence established by this subdivision. The motion 
must be accompanied by a statement on the record of the reasons for 
j!. When presented with the prosecutor's motion and if it finds that 
substantial mitigating factors exist, the court shall sentence the 
defendant without regard to. the mandatory minimum term of 
imprisonment established by this subdivision. 

(c) The court may, on its own motion, sentence the defendant 
williout regard to the mandatoH mInImUm term of imprisonment 
established ~ this SUbdivision i!j; finds that SUOstantial mitigating 
factors exist and if its sentenCIng <rej)arture·~ accompanied ~ ~ 
statement on the record of the reasons for it. ------- --

(d) When any portion of the sentence required by this subdivision 
is not executed, the court should impose a sentence that is propor
tional to the extent of the offender's prior criminal and moving 
traffic violation record. 

Sec. 9. [IGNITION INTERWCK DEVICES; STUDY AND RE
PORT REQUIRED.] 

Subdivision 1. [DEFINITION.] As used in this section, "ignition 
interlock device" means breath alconoTlgiiitioilei.jUlpment desi~ed 
to prevent ~ 0 ration of a motor vehicle ~ ~ person whose ako 01 
concentratIon excee s a aesignated level. 

Subd. 2. [STUDY AND REPORT BY DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC 
SAFETY"] The department of hublic safety shall study the use of 
ignition interlock devices in ot er states and report its tlndings to 
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the legislature !!y January h 1989. The department's report shall 
aMress, but need not be limited to, the folloWIng questions: 

(a) Does the use of ignition interlock devices have a demonstrated 
efleCt on the incidence of repeat drunk driving offenses? 

(b) Should the use of ignition interlock devices be mandated for all 
convicted drunk drIvers, or should their use De a discretionary 
matter for the courts and the aepartment of pUbuc safety? 

(c) What technical or operational problems do ignition interlock 
devices present and how can these problems best be resolved? 

(d) What process and criteria should the state adopt to certify 
ignition interlock devices? 

(e) Who should bear the responsibility for paying for the instal
lation of ignition interlock devices?" 

Renumber the remaining sections in sequence 

Page 9, line 13, delete "I" and insert "§." 

Amend the-title as follows: 

Page 1, line 6, after the first semicolon, insert "requiring the 
department to study the use in other states of ignition interlock 
devices;" 

Page 1, line 7, after "168.041;" insert "169.121, subdivision 3a, as 
amended;" 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

Rest and McEachern moved to amend S. F. No. 392, as amended, as 
follows: 

Page 3, line 23, delete "Within three days after" and insert "!f' 

Page 3, line 25, before the period, insert "either three days after 
the order ~ issued or on the date specified !!y the court, whichever 
date is later" -----

Page 3, line 27, before the period, insert "after their surrender" 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

Speaker pro tempore Anderson, G., called Long to the Chair. 
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Frederick, Kelly and Rest moved to amend S. F. No. 392, as 
amended, as follows: 

Page 9, after line 6, insert: 

"Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 169.91, subdivision 1, is 
amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [PROCEDURE.] When any person is arrested for 
any violation of any law or ordinance relating to the operation or 
registration of vehicles punishable as a petty misdemeanor, misde
meanor, gross misdemeanor, or felony, the arrested person shall be 
taken into custody and immediately taken before a judge within the 
county in which the offense charged is alleged to have been commit
ted and who has jurisdiction over the offenses and is nearest or most 
accessible with reference to the place where the arrest is made, in 

~ any of the following cases: _ 

(1) When a person arrested demands an immediate appearance 
before a judge; 

(2) When a person is arrested and charged with an offense under 
this chapter causing or contributing to an accident resulting in 
injury or death to any person; 

(3) When the person is arrested upon a charge of negligent 
homicide; 

(4) When the person is arrested upon a charge of driving or 
operating or being in actual physical control of any motor vehicle 
while under the influence of intoxicating liquor or drugs; 

(5) When the person is arrested upon a charge offailure to stop in 
the event of an accident causing death, personal injuries, or damage 
to property; 

(6) When there is reasonable Cause for believing that the person 
arrested may leave the state, except as provided in subdivision 4t 

rn In aBY ~ e¥eHt when the pei'S6ft IInestea Fefusea t& gi¥e a 
!"Fe",ise if> writing t& "",!"ear if> e6ffi't, as !"ieviaea if> sHBaivisien 3. 

Sec. 9. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 169.91, subdivision 3, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [NOTICE TO APPEAR.] When a person is arrested for 
any violation of any law or ordinance relating to motor vehicles, 
their registration or their operation, or the use of the highways, the 
arresting officer shall prepare a written notice to appear in court. 
This place must be before a judge within the county in which the 
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offense charged is alleged to have been committed who has jurisdic
tion and is nearest or most accessible with reference to the place of 
arrest. 

1ft SF<!er te see\H'e release, if the arrestea ~ is eligiiJle fur 
release, withallt Being taken ffite ellstaay &ruI i",,,,eaiately taken 
befure a jmIge, as !>raviae" Ht this seetian, the arrestea ~ FIHlSt 
'gi¥e a !>ra",ise Ht writing te a!>!>ear Ht eaffi't By signing the 'Nritten 
netiee !>re!>area By the arresting affieer. 'l'he ~ shall reteHt the 
ariginal ef thenetiee &ruI aeliver the espy ",aFkea "SUMMOl'!S" te 
the ~ arrestea. 'l'he ~ shall then Felease the ~ 
aFFestea ffeFa eIlsta"y. 

Sec. 10. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 169.92, is amended to 
read: 

169.92 [FAILURE TO APPEAR.] 

Subdivision l. Any person willfully 'Iialating the !>eFsan's "R'itten 
!>ra",ise failing to appear in court, gWen as !>re'liaea Ht required !!y 
sections 169.90 to 169.95, is guilty of a misdemeanor, provided the 
person is found guilty of the charge upon which originally arrested. 
A wFitten !>re",ise te person may appear in court HtaY be ea",!>liea 
with By either in person or through an appearance by counsel. 

Subd. 2. When a nonresident is release a H\*ffi a !>re",ise Ht 'IR'iting 
fails to appear &ruI has net a!>!>eareEi Ht ee\lFt or "a",!>liea comply 
with other orders of the court regarding the appearance or proceed
ings, the court shall notify the commissioner of public safety of the 
nonappearance upon a form provided by the commissioner. 

Subd. 3. Upon receipt of notice from the court that the nonresident 
did not appear in court fallawing release ffeFa eIlstaay H\*ffi the 
nanFesiaent's !>ra",ise Ht writing te Hi>!>eaF, the commissioner of 
public safety shaH forward a copy of the report to the driver licensing 
authority of the state, district, territory, possession or province of 
residence of the person. 

Subd. 4. (a) Upon receiving a report from the driver licensing 
authority of a state, district, territory or possession of the United 
States or a province of a foreign country which has an agreement in 
effect with this state pursuant to section 169.91 that a resident of 
this state or a person licensed as a driver in this state did not appear 
in court fallawiRg wFitteR !>ra",ise te a!>!>eaF in compliance with the 
terms of the citation in the party jurisdiction, the commissioner of 
pUblic salety shall notify the driver that the driver's license will be 
suspended unless the commissioner receives notice within 30 days 
that the driver has appeared in the appropriate court of the other 
jurisdiction. If the commissioner does not receive notice of the 
appearance of the Minnesota resident in the appropriate court 
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within 30 days of the date of the commissioner's notice to the driver, 
the commissioner may suspend the person's driver's license. 

(b) The order of suspension shall indicate the reason for the order 
and shall notify the person that the person's license shall remain 
suspended until the person has furnished evidence, satisfactory to 
the commissioner, of compliance with any order entered by the court. 

(c) Suspension shall be ordered under this subdivision only when 
the report from the other jurisdiction clearly identifies the person 
arrested; describes the violation, specifYing the section of the traffic 
law, ordinance or rule violated; indicates the location and date of the 
offense; and describes the vehicle involved and its registration 
number. 

Sec. 11. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 169.99, subdivision 1, is 
amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. Except as provided in subdivision 3, there shall be 
a uniform ticket issued throughout the state by the police and peace 
officers or by any other person for violations of this chapter and 
ordinances in conformity thereto. Such uniform traffic ticket shall be 
in the form and have the effect of a suminons and complaint. ~ 
shall alas be iBeh .. led _ the IlBifo....,~ a peee;!3t iB Hell ef bail 
wffieh.; wheB sigBe<lby the defeBdliBt, shall be a glillPaBtee by the 
aefeBaaBt te 1i!3!3eIiF iB the 00iH't haviBg jllFisdieti8B 9¥eF the ffilitteP. 
The uniform ticket shall state that if the defendant fails to appear in 
court in res~"'iiBeTo the ticket, an arrest warrant may be ISsued. The 
uniform tralc tickeTShaIl conSIst of four parts, on paper sensitized 
so that copies may be made without the use of carbon paper, as 
follows: 

(1) the complaint, with reverse side for officer's notes for testifying 
in court, driver's past record, and court's action, printed on white 
paper; 

(2) the abstract of court record for the department of public safety, 
which shall be a copy of the complaint with the certificate of 
conviction on the reverse side, printed on yellow paper; 

(3) the police record, which shall be a copy of the complaint and of' 
the reverse side of copy (1), printed on pink paper; 

(4) the summons, with, on the reverse side, such information as 
the court may wish to give concerning the traffic violations bureau, 
and a plea of guilty and waiver, printed on off-white tag stock. 

Sec. 12. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 169.99, subdivision 2, is 
amended to read: 
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Subd. 2. The atte'Rey geRe,al commissioner of 1~~~ic safety shall 
by FHJ.e j3rem .. lgateEl ffl the maRRer j3re'lided liY prescribe the 
detailed form of the uniform traffic ticket, and shall revise the 
uniform ticket on such subsequent occasions as the atteFRey geRe,al 
deems necessary and proper to keep the uniform ticket in conformity 
with highway tFafHe ~ 1ft the maRRe, fl,eviEleEl by law the 
atteFRey geReral shall gi¥e Retiee to all iRteFested flartie" ef a 
heaFiRg to be held j3FieF to the flrem .. lgatie" ef the .. "iferm tFafHe 
tieket e¥ aRY .haRges thereiR. '!'he .. "ife,m tFafHe tieket shall Ret be 
ffl maRaatery HSe thre .. ghe .. t the &tete ....til ±S meRths afte¥ the 
atteffiey geReral has Hrst flrem .. lgateEl the "Riferm tFafHe tieket 
aRe! the atterRey geReFal shall e"feFee the .. "ifermity ef the flrem .. l 
gateEI tFafHe tieket thre .. ghe .. t the state and federal law. The 
rulemaking provisions of chapter 14 do not apply to this suOdlVisloll. 

Sec. 13. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 171.01, subdivision 13, 
is amended to read: 

Subd.13. [CONVICTION.] The term "conviction" means a final 
conviction either after trial or upon a plea of guilty; also a forfeiture 
of cash or collateral deposited to guarantee a defendant's appearance 
in court, which forfeiture has not been vacated, or a breach of a 
condition of release without bail, iReluEliRg '1ielatieR ef a writteR 
flremise to aflflear, is equivalent to a conviction. 

Sec. 14. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 171.08, is amended to 
read: 

171.08 [LICENSEE TO HAVE LICENSE IN POSSESSION.] 

Every licensee shall have the license in immediate possession at 
all times when operating a motor vehicle and shall display it upon 
demand of a peace officer, an authorized representative of the 
department, or an officer authorized by law to enforce the laws 
relating to the operation of motor vehicles on public streets and 
highways. Unless the person!§. the holder of a limited license issued 
under section 171.30, no person charged with violating the posses
sion requirement shall be convicted if the person produces in court 
or the office of the arresting officer a driver's license previously 
issued to that person for the class of vehicle being driven which was 
valid at the time of arrest or satisfactory proof that at the time of the 
arrest the person was validly licensed for the class of vehicle being 
driven. The licensee shall also, upon request of any officer, write the 
licensee's name in the presence of the officer to determine the 
identity of the licensee. 

Sec. 15. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 171.22, is amended to 
read: 

171.22 [UNLAWFUL ACTS.] 
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Subdivision!: [ACTS.] It shall be unlawful for any person: 

(1) to display, or cause or permit to be displayed, or have in 
possession, any canceled, revoked, suspended, fictitious, or fraudu-. 
lently altered driver's license; '*' 

(2) to lend the person's driver's license to any other person or 
knowingly permit the use thereof by another; '*' 

(3) to display or represent as oni,'s own any driver's license not 
issued to that person; '*' 

(4)"to fail or refuse to surrender to the department, upon its. lawful 
demand, any driver's license which has been suspended, revoked, or 
canceled; '*' 

(5) to use a Wse '*' fictitious name or date of birth to any police 
officer or in any application for a driver's license, or to knowingly 
make a false statement, or to knowingly conceal a material fact, or 
otherwise commit a fraud in any such application; '*' 

(6) to alter any driver's license, or to counterfeit or make any. 
fictitious license; eP ,. 

(7) to take any part of the driver's license examination for another 
or to permit another to take the examination for that personi or 

(8) to use the name of another pe~son to any policffi officer for the 
purpose of fiiISely'i(lentifYing oneself to fue police 0 Icer. 

Subd. 2. [PENALTIES.] Any person who violates subdivision h 
clause (8), ~~ of a grb"s misdemeanor. Any pers~n who violates 
any other provision 01 su ivision 1 ~ ~ of a mIsdemeanor." 

Renumber the remaining sections in sequence 

Page 9, line 13, after "1" insert "and section 15" 

Amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 6, after the first semicolon, insert "making a variety 
oftechnical changes to the traffic law; increasing penalties for using 
a false identity to a peace officer;" 

Page 1, line 8, after "169.1261;" insert "169.91, subdivisions land 
3; 169.92; 169.99, subdivisions 1 and 2; 171.01, subdivision 13; 
171.08; 171.22;" 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 
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S. F. No. 392, A bill for an act relating to public safety; providing 
for the mandatory surrender of registration plates and certificates of 
motor vehicles operated by repeat DWI offenders; providing for 
administrative review; requiring a report; appropriating money; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 168.041; 169.123, 
subdivision 5b; 169.1261; and 171.29, by adding a subdivision; and 
Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 169.121, subdivision 
5a. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended, and placed upon 
its final passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. There were 125 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. Frerichs Kostohryz Omann Segal 
Battaglia Greenfield Krueger Onnen Shaver 
Bauerly Gruenes Larsen Orenstein Simoneau 
Beard Gutknecht Lasley Osthoff Skoglund 
Begich Hartle Lieder Otis Solberg 
Bennett Haukoos Long Ozment Sparby 
Bertram Heap Marsh Pappas Stanius 
Blatz Himle McDonald Pauly Steensma 
Boo Hugoson McEachern Pelowski Sviggum 
Brown Jacobs McKasy Peterson Swenson 
Bmger Jaros McLaughlin Poppenhagen Thiede 
Carlson, D. Jefferson McPherson Price Tjornhom 
Carruthers Jennings Milbcrt Quinn Trimble 
Clark Jensen Miller Quist Tunheim 
Clausnitzer Johnson, A. Minne Reding Uphus 
Cooper Johnson, R. Morrison Rest Valento 
Dauner Johnson, V. Munger Richter Vellenga 
Dawkins Kahn Murphy Riveness Voss 
DeBlieck Kalis Nelson, C. Rodosovich Wagenius 
Dempsey Kelly Nelson, D. Rukavina Waltman 
DeRaad Kelso Nelson, K. Sarna Welle 
Dille Kinkel Neuenschwander &hafer Wenzel 
Dorn Kludt O'Connor &heid Winter 
Forsythe Knickerbocker Olsen, S. Schreiber Wynia 
Frederick Knuth Olson, K. Seaberg Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was passed, as amended, and its title agreed to. 

S. F. No. 1904, A bill for an act relating to health; exempting 
certain disciplinary actions from publication; expanding the 
grounds for disciplinary action; providing for temporary permit to 
practice physical therapy; allowing dissemination of data to other 
states; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 147.02, by 
adding a subdivision; 147.091, subdivision 1; 147.111, subdivision 2; 
148.71; and 214.10, subdivision 8. 

The bill was read for the third time and placed upon its final 
passage. 
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The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. There were 124 yeas and 2 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dom 
Forsythe 

Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 

Krueger Onnen 
Larsen Orenstein 
Lasley Osthoff 
Lieder Otis 
Long Ozment 
Marsh Pappas 
McDonald Pauly 
McEachern Pelowski 
McKasy Peterson 
McLaughlin Poppenhagen 
McPherson Price 
Mitbert Quinn 
Mione Quist 
Morrison Reding 
Munger Rest 
Murphy Rice 
Nelson, C. Richter 
Nelson, D. Riveness 
Nelson, K. Rodosovich 
Neuenschwander Rukavina 
O'Connor Sarna 
Olsen, S. ·Schafer 
Olson, E. Scheid 
Olson, K. Schreiber 
Omann Seaberg 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Dauner Miller 

The bill was passed and its title agreed to. 

Segal 
Shaver 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

Gutknecht was excused for the remainder of today's session. 

S. F. No. 1963 was reported to the House. 

Rest moved to amend S. F. No. 1963, as follows: 

Delete everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 123.35, is amended 
by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 2a. [PURCHASE OF CERTAIN EQUIPMENT.]The board' 
may issue certificates of indebtedness or capital notes sub]ecl to the 
school district debt limits to purchase vehicles, computers, tele
phone systems, cable equipment, photocopy and office equipment, 
technological eqnipment for instruction, and other capital equip
ment having an expected useful life at least as long as the terms of 
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the certificates or notes. The certificates or notes shall be payable in 
not more than live years and shall be issued on the terms and in the 
manner determined!>y the board. !f'fhe amount of the certificates or 
notes to be issued to finance the purcnase exceeds one percent of the 
assessed valuation of the school district, they shall not be issuedTor 
at least 30 days after piibITCation in the ofllclaI newspaper of a 
school board resolution determining to issue them. If. before the ena 
of that time, !'o petition asking for an election on the proposition 
signed!>y voters eql'al to ten percent of the number OIvoters at the 
last regular schoo board election is filed WIth The clerk, the 
certificates or notes shall not be issueauntil the proposition of their 
issuance has been approved !>y !'o majority ofThe votes cast on the 
question at a regular or specIal election. A tax levy shali be mMe Tor 
the payment of the principal and interest oilThe cerffilcates or notes, 
in accordance WlTh section 475.61, as in the case of bonds. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 410.32, is amended to 
read: 

410.32 [CITIES AUTHORIZED TO ISSUE CAPITAL NOTES 
FOR CERTAIN EQUIPMENT ACQUISITIONS,] 

Notwithstanding any contrary provision of other law or charter, a 
home rule charter city may, by resolution and without public 
referendum, issue capital notes subject to the city debt limit to 
purchase public safety equipment, ambulance and other medical 
equipment, road construction and maintenance equipment, and 
other capital equipment having an expected useful life at le!lst as 
long as the term of the notes. The notes shall be payable in not more 
than five years and be issued on terms and in the manner the city 
determines. The total principal amount of the capital notes issued in 
a fiscal year shall not exceed one-tenth of one percent of the assessed 
value of the city for that year. A tax levy shall be made for the 
payment of the principal and interest on the notes, in accordance 
with section 475.61, as in the case of bonds. Notes issued under this 
section shall require an affirmative vote of two-thirds of the govern
ing body of the city. Unless prohibited !>y its charter, a home rule 
charter city may also issue capital notes subject to its aebt limit in 
the manner and subject to the limitations applicable to statutory 
cities pursuant to section 412.301. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 469.012, 
subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [SCHEDULE OF POWERS.] An authority shall be 
a public body corporate and politic and shall have all the powers 
necessary or convenient to carry out the purposes of sections 469.001 
to 469.047, except that the power to levy and collecttaxes or special 
assessments is limited to the power provided in sections 469.027 to 
469.033. Its powers include the following powers in addition to 
others granted in sections 469.001 to 469.047: 
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(1) to sue and be sued; to have a seal, which shall be judicially 
noticed, and to alter it; to have perpetual succession; and to make, 
amend, and repeal r).lles consistent with sections 469.001 to 469.047; 

(2) to employ an executive director, technical experts, and officers, 
agents, and employees, permanent and temporary, that it requires, 
and determine their qualifications, duties, and compensation; for 
legal services it requires, to call upon the chieflaw officer of the city 
or to employ its own counsel and legal staff; so far as practicable, to 
use the services of local public bodies in its area of operation, 
provided that those local public bodies, if requested, shall make the 
services available; 

(3) to delegate to one·ormore of its agents or employees the powers 
or duties it deems proper; 

(4) within its area of operation, to undertake, prepare, carry out, 
and operate projects and to provide for the constr).lction, reconstr).lC
tion, improvement, extension, alteration, or repair of any project or 
part thereof; 

(5) subject to the provIsIOns of section 469.026, to give, sell, 
transfer, convey, or otherwise dispose of real or personal property or 
any interest therein and to execute leases, deeds, conveyances, 
negotiable instruments, purchase agreements, and other contracts 
or instruments, and take action that is necessary. or convenient to 
carry out the purposes of these sections; 

(6) within its area of operation, to acquire real or personal 
property or any interest therein by gifts, grant, purchase, exchange, 
lease, transfer, bequest, devise, or otherwise, ari<i by the exercise -of 
the power of eminent domain, in the manner provided by chapter 
117, to acquire real property which it may deem necessary for its 
purposes, after the adoption by it of a resolution declaring that the 
a:cquisition of the real property is necessary to eliminate one or mOre 
of the conditions found to exist in the resolution adopted pursuant to 
section 469.003 or to provide decent, safe, and sanitary housing for 
persons of low and moderate income, or is necessary to carry out a 
redevelopment project. Rea] property needed or convenient for a 
project may be acquired by the authority for the project by condem
nation pursuant to this section. This includes any property devoted 
to a public use, whether or not held in tr).lst, notwithstanding that 
the property may have been previously acquired by condemnation or 
is owned by a public utility corporation, because the public use in 
conformity with the provisions of sections 469.001 to 469.047 shall 
be deemed a superior public use. Property· devoted to a public use 
may be so acquired only if the governing body of the municipality 
has approved its acquisition by the authority. An award of compen
sation shall not be increased by reason of any increase in the value 
of the real property caused by the assembly, clearance or reconstruc
tion, or proposed assembly, clearance or· reconstruction for the 
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purposes of sections 469.001 to 469.047 of the real property in an 
area; 

(7) within its area of operation, and without the adoption of an 
urban renewal plan., to acquire, by all means as set forth in clause (6) 
but without the adoption of a resolutiou provided for in clause (6), 
real property, and to demolish, remove, rehabilitate, or reconstruct 
the buildings and improvements or construct new buildings and 
improvements thereon, or to so provide through other means as set 
forth in Laws 1974, chapter 228, or to grade, fill, and construct 
foundations or otherwise prepare the site for improvements. The 
authority may dispose of the property pursuant to section 469.029, 
provided that the provisions of section 469.029 requiring conform
ance to an urban renewal plan shall not apply. The authority may 
finance these activities by means ofthe redevelopment project fund 
or by means of tax increments or tax increment bonds or by the 
methods of financing provided for in section 469.033 or by means of 
contributions from the municipality provided for in sectiou 469.041, 
clause (9), or by any combination of those means. Real property with 
buildings or improvements thereon shall only be acquired underthis 
clause when. the buildings or improvements are substandard. The 
exercise of the power of eminent domain under this clause shall be 
limited to real property which contains buildings and improvements 
which are vacated and substandard. For the purpose of this clause, 
substandard buildings or improvements mean hazardous buildings 
as defined in section 463.15, subdivision 3, or buildings or improve
ments that are dilapidated or obsolescent, faultily designed, lack 
adequate ventilation, light, or sanitary facilities, or any combina
tion of these or other factors that are detrimental to the safety or 
health of the community; 

(8) within its area of operation, to determine the level of income 
constituting low or moderate family income. The authority may 
establish various income levels for various family sizes. In making 
its determination, the authority may consider income levels that 
may be established by the federal housing administration or a 
similar or successor federal agency for the purpose of federal loan 
guarantees or subsidies for persons of low or moderate income. The 
authority may use that determination as a basis for the maximum 
amount of income for admissions to housing development projects or 
housing projects owned or operated by it; 

(9) to provide in federally assisted projects any relocation pay
ments and assistance necessary to comply with the requirements of 
the Federal Uniform Relocation Assistance and Real Property Ac
quisition Policies Act of 1970, and any amendments or supplements 
thereto; 

(10) to make, or agree to make, payments in lieu of taxes to the 
city or the county, the state or any political subdivision thereof, that 
it finds consistent with the purposes of sections 469.001 to 469.047; 
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(11) to cooperate with or act as agent for the federal government, 
the state or any state public body, or any agency or instrumentality 
of the foregoing, in carrying out any of the provisions of sections 
469.001 to 469.047 or of any other related fedeml, state, or local 
legislation; and upon the consent of the governing body ofthe city to 
purchase, lease, manage, or otherwise takeover any housing.project 
already owned and operated by the federal government; 

(12) to make plans for carrying out a program of voluntary repair 
and rehabilitation of buildings and improvements, and plans for the 
enforcement of laws, codes,and regulations relating to the use of 
land and the use and occupancy of buildings and improvements, and 
to the compulsory repair, rehabilitation, demolition, or removal of 
buildings and improvements. The authority may develop, test, and 
report methods and techniques, and carry out demonstrations and 
other activities for the prevention and elimination of slums and 
blight; . 

(13) to borrow money or other property and accept contributions, 
grants, gifts, serVices, or other assistance from the federal govern
ment, the state government, state public bodies, or from any other 
public or private sources; 

(14) to include in any contract fur financial aSsistance with the 
federal government any conditions that the federal government may 
attach to its financial aid of a project, not inconsistent with purposes 
of sections 469.001 to 469.047, including obligating itself (which 
obligation shall be specifically enforceable and not constitute a 
mortgage, notwithstanding any other laws) to convey to the federal 
government the project to which the contract relates upon the 
occurrence of a substantial default with respect to the covenants or 
conditions to which the authority is subject; to provide in the 
contract that, in case of such conveyance, the federal government 
may complete, operate, manage, lease, convey, or otherwise deal 
with the project until the defaults are cured if the federal govern
ment agrees in the contract to reconvey to the authority the project 
as then constituted when the defaults have been cured; 

(15) to issue bonds for any of its corporate purposes and to secure 
the bonds by mortgages upon property held or to be held by it or by 
pledge of its revenues, includirig grants or contributions; 

. (16) to invest any funds held in reserves or sinking funds, or any 
funds not required for immediate disbursement, in property or 
securities in which savings banks may legally invest funds subject to 
their control orin the manner and sub~ect to the conditions provided 
in section 475.iffilOr the deposit an investment of debt service 
mnds' ---- - ---
--' 

(17) within its area of operation, to determine where blight exists 
or where there is unsafe, unsanitary, or overcrowded housing; 
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(18) to carry out studies of the housing and redevelopment needs 
within its area of operation and of the meeting of those needs. This 
includes study of data on population and family groups and their 
distribution according to income groups, the amount and quality of 
available housing and its distribution according to rentals and sales 
prices, employment, wages, desirable patterns for land use and 
community growth, and other factors affecting the local housing and 
redevelopment needs and the meeting of those needs; to make the 
results of those studies and analyses available to the public and to 
building, housing, and supply industries; 

(19) if a local public body does not have a planning agency or the 
planning agency has not produced a comprehensive or general 
community development plan, to make or cause to be made a plan to 
be used as a guide in the more detailed planning of housing and 
redevelopment areas; 

(20) to lease or rent any dwellings, accommodations, lands, 
buildings, structures, or facilities included in any project and, 
subject to the limitations contained in sections 469.001 to 469.047 
with respect to the rental of dwellings in housing projects, to 
establish and revise the rents or charges therefor; 

(21) to own, hold, and improve real or personal property and to 
sell, lease, exchange, transfer, assign, pledge, or dispose of any real 
or personal property or any interest therein; 

(22) to insure or provide for the insurance of any real or personal 
property or operations ofthe authority against any risks or hazards; 

(23) to procure or agree to the procurement of government insur
ance or guarantees of the payment of any bonds or parts thereof 
issue.d by an authority and to pay premiums on the insurance; 

(24) to make expenditures necessary to carry out the purposes of 
sections 469.001 to 469.047; 

(25) to enter into an agreement or agreements with any state 
public body to provide informational service and relocation assis
tance to families, individuals, business concerns, and nonprofit 
organizations displaced or to be displaced by the activities of any 
state public body; 

(26) to compile and maintain a catalog of all vacant, open and 
undeveloped land, or land which contains substandard buildings and 
improvements as that term is defined in clause (7), that is owned or 
controlled by the authority or by the governing hody within its area 
of operation and to compile and maintain a catalog of all authority 
owned real property that is in excess of the foreseeable needs of the 
authority, in order to determine and recommend if the real property 
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compiled in either catalog is appropriate for disposal pursuant to the 
provisions of section 469.029. subdivisions 9 and 10; 

(27) to recommend to the city concerning the enforcement of the 
applicable health, housing, building, fire prevention, and housing 
maintenance code requirements as they relate to residential dwell
ing structures that are being rehabilitated by low or moderate 
income persons pursuant to section 469.029, subdivision 9, for the 
period of time necessary to complete the rehabilitation, as deter
mined by the authority; and 

(28) to recommend to the city the initiation of municipal powers, 
against certain real properties, relating to repair, closing, condem
nation, or demolition of unsafe, unsanitary, hazardous, and unfit 
buildings, as provided in section 469.041, clause (5). 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 469.015, 
subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [EXCEPTION; CERTAIN PROJECTS.] An authority 
need not require either competitive bidding or performance bonds in 
the case of a contract for the acquisition of a low rent housing project 
for which financial assistance is provided by the federal government, 
and which does not require any direct loan or grant of money from 
the municipality as a condition of the federal financial assistance, 
and where the contract provides for the construction of such a project 
upon land not owned by the authority at the time of the contract, or 
.owned by the authority for redevelopment purposes, and provides for 
the conveyance or lease to the authority of the project or improve
ments upon completion of· construction. An authority need not 
require competitive bidding with respect to a structured parking 
facility constructed in conjunction with, and directly above or below, 
a development and financed with the proceeds of tax increment or 
parking ramp revenue bonds. An authority need not require com
petitive bidding in the case of a housing development project that (1) 
!!' financed with the proceeds of bonds secured by the project and to 
which the full faith and credit of the authority is not pledged; (2) is 
rocated on land owned ~ the authority; (3) ~constructed or 
rehabilitated under agreements with !'o developer for the construc
tion of the project, guarantee of the bonds, and management of the 
pro/ierty ; and (4) !!' found ~. the authority to require negotiation 
rat er than use of a competitive bidding procedure to be economical 
and feasible. 

Sec. 5. [469.1651] [REVENUE ANTICIPATION NOTES FOR 
HOSPITALS.] 

Subdivision.!.: [AUTHORIZATION.] A municipality may issue 
and sell, at public or private sale, negotiable notes or certificates of 
indebtedness, as Il'0vided in this section and lend the proceeds to 
nonprofit hospitas In anticipation of revenues or state and federal 
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aids payable to the hospitals within one year after the date of issue 
of the notes or certificates of indebtedness. ThepriUcipal amouriIOf 
the notes or certificates shall not exceed 75 percent ofthe accounts 
receivable and third-party reimbursement payments payable to the 
hospital as of !'c date within 45 days of the date of issuance. While 
notes or certificates issued under this section on behalf of a hosprtaI 
are outstanding, additional notes or certificates SlilllT"not be issued 
unless, for the period of 30 consecutive days immediately preceding 
the date of issuance, the amount of outstanding notes and certifi
cates was less than six percent of the hospital's gross revenues for 
the preceding fiscal year. 

The municipality need not comply with the procedures set forth in 
sections 469.152 to 469.165 in the issuance of notes or certificates of 
indebtedness pursuant to this section, but the municipality shall 
comply wIth sections 469.152 to 469.165 at the time of issuance of 
the refunding obligations if long-term obligations are issued to 
refund notes or certificates of indebtedness issued pursuant to this 
section. 

Subd. 2. [REVENUE AGREEMENT.] No notes or certificates of 
ihOelJl:edness shall be issued pursuant to this section unless the 
municipality has entered into !'c revenue agreement with !'c qualify
!!.!g hospital providing for payment E,y the hospital of all principal of 
and interest on the notes or certificates of indebtedness when they 
beCome due and payable, together with any expenses and fees of the 
municipality incurred in connection with the notes or their issu
ance. Notes and certificates of indebtedness issued under authority 
of thiSSectlon do not, and shaJI state that they do not, represent or 
constitute a debt or pledge of the faith and creditOfthe municipality 
or the state of Minnesota, or grant to their owners or holders any 
right to have the municipality or state levy any taxes or appropriate 
any funds for the payment of their principal or interest on them. The 
notes or certificates are payable and shall state that they are 
payable solely from the revenues and other property, income, 
accounts, charges, and money that are pledged for their payment in 
accordance with the proceedings authorizing their issuance. 

Subd. 3. [ENABLING RESOLUTION; FORM OF CERTIFI
CATES.] The municipality may authorize and effect the borrowing 
and issue the notes or certificates of indebtedness authorized by this 
sectfoilUpon passage of ~ resol.ution specifying the amount and 
purposes of the borrowing. The municipality shall fix the amount, 
date, maturity, form, denomination, and other details of the notes or 
certificates of indebtedness, consistent with this section, and shall 
fix the date and place for the receipt of bids for their purchase, if the 
notes or certificates of indebtedness are to be sold by public sale. 

Subd. 4. [REPAYMENT; MATURITY DATE; INTEREST.] The 
proceeas of revenues and future· state and federal aid and other 
funds of the hospital which may become available shaIT1}e applied to 
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the extent necessary to repay the notes or certificates of indebted
ness. The full faith and credit of the hosaital. or any other. lawfully 
pledged secun~ of the hospital, as eemed necessary fu: .the 
municipality, s all bep!edged to their payment. Notes or certifi
cates of indebtedness issued pursuant to this section shall mature 
not later than 13 months after the date of issue.TJi!)notes or 
certi1'lCafes shall be sold at such price as themunlCijJalTIYffiay 
agree. The notes or certificates shall bear interest after maturity 
until pai~ at the rate they bore before maturity. Any interest 
accruing . efore or after maturity shall be paid from any available 
funds of the hosprtal. 

Any note or certificate of indebtedness issued pursuant to this 
section may be issued givi'jg its owner the right to tender, or the 
municipality or the hospita to demana tender of, the obligation to 
the municipahly or the hospital or anotE:erPerson designated ~ 
either of them, for purchase at a specified time or times. The note or 
certificate of indebtedness shall not be aeemed to mature on ann 
tender date, and the purchase of ,ttenaered note or certificat""esha 
not be deemed !! payment or discharge of the note or certificate. 
Notes or certificates of indebtedness tendered for purchase may be 
remarketed ~ or on behalf of the municipality or. any other 
purchaser. ~ municipality or thehospltal may enter into agree
ments deemed appropriate to provide for the purchase and remark
eting of tendered notes or certificates of indebtedness, including 
provisions under which undelivered obligations maY

b 
be deemed 

tendered for purchase and new obligations may be su stituted for 
them, proviSIOns for the yayment of charges of tender agents, 
remarketin agents, and fmancial institutions extenamg lines of 
ere it or letters of credit assuring repurchase

h 
and for rei:r1i1illrse

ment oTadvances under letters of credit, whic marges and reim
bursements shall be paid ~ the hospital. 

Any notes or certificates of indebtedness issued pursuant to this 
section may bear interest at !! rate varying periodically at the time 
or times and on the terms, including convertibility to a flxearate of 
mterest, deteniiuled fu: the governing body of the muliiClpalffoy.-

Subd. ~ [TRUST AGREEMENT.] Any notes or certificates of 
ind8hledness issued under this section may be secured ~ !! trust 
agreement between the municipality and !! c0tli0rate trustee, which 
may be any trust company or. bank having ~ powers of !! trust 
company within the state. The trust agreement or the resolution 
providing for the issuance of the notes or certificates may pledge or 
aisign the revenues to be receivea,the l(;roceeds of any contracts 
p edgea,and any other property pledged QY the borrowing institu
tIOn or proceeds from it. The trust agreement or resolution providing 
for the issuance of the notes or certificates may contain reasonable 
llrovisions to protect and enforce the rights -and remedies of the 

olders of the notes or certificates. AnY
h 

bank or trust company 
mcorporatedunder the laws of the state t at may act as depository 
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ofthe proceeds of notes or certificates or of revenues or other moneys 
may furnish the indemnilymg bonds or pledge the securities that 
may be required by the municipality. The trust agreement may set 
forth the rights and remedies of the holders of the notes or 
certificates and of the trustee and may restrict the individual right 
of action h llofders of the notes or certificates. The trust agreement 
or resolution may contain any other provisions that the municipal
i!Y. deems reasonable for the security of the holders of the notes or 
certificates. All expenses incurred in carrying out the provisions of 
the trust agreement or resolution shall be paid h the hospital. 

Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 475.54, 
subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. Except as provided in subdivision 3, 5a, 15 or l;b 17, 
or as expressly authorized in another law, all obligations of each 
issue shall mature or be subject to mandatory sinking fund redemp
tion in installments, the first not later than three years and the last 
not later than 30 years from the date of the issue. No amount of 
principal of the issue payable in any calendar year shall exceed five 
times the amount of the smallest amount payable in any preceding 
calendar year ending three years or more after the issue date. 

Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 475.54, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 17. Obligations payable primarily from '" source other than 
ad valorem taxes may mature at any time or times within 30 years 
after the date of issue, !f the governing body estimates that the 
primary source of payment ~ sufficient to ~ when due the 
principal of and interest on the obligations and !f the primary source 
of payment is irrevocably appropriated to payment of the obliga
tions. 

Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 475.60, subdivision 3, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [PUBLISHED NOTICE.] Published notice, where re
quired, shall specify the maximum principal amount of the obliga
tions, the place of receipt and consideration of bids and such other 
details as to the obligations and terms of sale as the governing body 
deems suitable. The published notice shall either specify the date 
and time for receipt of bids or provide that the bids will be received 
at a date and time not less than ten nor more than 45 60 days after 
the date of publication. If the published notice does not state the 
specific date aM or amount for the sale, it shall specify the manner 
in which notice of the date aM or amount of the sale will be given to 
prospective bidders. Notification of prospective bidders shall be 
given by electronic data transmission or other form of communica
tion common to the municipal bond trade at least four days (omitting 
Saturdays, Sundays, and legal holidays) before the date for receipt of 
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bids. If within five days after the date of publication a prospective 
bidder requests in writing to be notified by mail, the municipality 
shall do so. Failure to give the notice as described in the preceding 
sentence to a bidder shall not affect the validity of the sale or ofthe 
obligations. The governing body may employ an agentto receive and 
open the bids at any place within or outside the corporate limits of 
the municipality, in the presence of an officer of the municipality, 
but the . obligations shall not be sold except by action of the 
governing body or authorized officers of the municipality after 
communication of the bids to them. Additional notice may be given 
for such time and in such manner as the governing body deems 
suitable. At the time and place so fixed, the bids shall be opened and 
the offer complying with the terms of sale . and deemed most 
favorable shall be accepted, but the governing body may reject any 
and all such offers, in which event, or ifIiO offers have been received, 
it may award the obligations to any person who within 30 days 
thereafter presents an offer complying with the terms of sale and 
deemed more favorable than any received previously, or upon like 
notice the governing body may invite other bids upon the same or 
different terms and conditions, exaept that if the original published 
notice does not state the specific ate or amount for the sale and if. 
the materiaTIerms and conditions of the sale remain the same, 
except for the date and amount, notice-of the date or amount may be 
given in the manner provided above. 

Sec. 9. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 475.66, 
subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. Subject to the provisions of any resolutions or other 
instruments securing obligations payable from a debt service fund, 

- any balance in the fund may be invested 

(a) in governmental bonds, notes, bills, mortgages, and other 
securities, which are direct obligations or are guaranteed or insured 
issues of the United States, its agencies, its instrumentalities, or 
organizations created by an act of Congress, 

(b) in shares of an investment company (1) registered under the 
Federal Investment Company Act of 1940, whos,e shares are regis
tered under the Federal Securities Act of 1933, and (2) whose only 
investments are in (i) securities described in the preceding clause
arui, Oi) general oblIgation tax-exempt securities rated A or better 
!!.y !!national bond rating service, and (iii) repurchase agreements or 
reverse repurchase agreements fully collateralized by those securi
ties, if the repurchase agreements or reverse repurchase agreements 
are entered into only with those pnmary reporting dealers that 
report to the Federal Reserve Bank of New York and with the 100 
largest United States commercial banks, 

(cJ in any security which is (1) a general obligation of the state of 
. Minnesota or any of its municipalities or in general obligations of 
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other state and local overnments with taxing powers which are 
rated A or better £y.'! nationa ond Eating service, or (2) a general 
obligation of the Minnesota housing mance agency, or (3)!! general 
obligation of.'! housing finance agency of any state "IT it; includes .'! 
moral obli~ation of the. state, provided that investments under this 
clause (2t ~ must be IlloOligatlOns that are rated the hIghest or 
next highest rating given £y Standa:ra & Poor's corporation or 
Moody's Investors Service, Inc., and may be made only (i) prior to 
August 1, WOO 1991, and (ii) for a period of no more than three years 
from the date orpurchase and further provided that investments 
under clauses (2) and (3) be determined to be expedient to reduce the 
amount of arbitrage rebate otherwise payable to the UnItedStates 
under section 148 of the Internal Revenue COGe 0fI986, 

(d) in bankers acceptances of United States banks eligible for 
purchase by the Federal Reserve System, 61' 

(e) in commercial paper issued by United States corporations or 
their Canadian subsidiaries that is of the highest quality and 
matures in 270 days or less, or 

(I) in guaranteed investment contracts issued or £aranteed £y 
United States commercial banks or domestic bran es of foreign 
banks oi'1JiUted States insiiTIiiiCe compames or their Canadian or 
United States subsidiaries; provided that the investment contracts 
rank on .'! parity with the senior unsecuredUebt obligatIons of the 
issuer or arantor aM. (1) in the case ofToilg-term mvestment 
contracts, either I t ~ng-term senior unsecured debt of the issuer 
or guarantor is ratea,or obligatIOns backed £y letters of credit of the 
issuer or guarantor if forming the primary basis of.'! rating oIsUch 
OlllIij'ations would he rated, m the highest or next highest ra~ng 
category of StaiiQard & Poor's COrporation, MoOdYs Investors er
~ Inc., ~.'! similar na:tIOnally recognized rating agenct, or (ii) if 
the Issuer ~.'! bank with headquarters in Minnesota, the on~-term 
senior unseciiTOOTebt of the issuer ~ rated, or obligations bac ed £y 
letters of credit of the issuer TI'Toi.TIIing therrimary basis of .'! rating 
of such obligations woiiIdl5e rated in one of the threemgnest rating 
categories of Standard &Poor's COi]?o;:atiOn;-MOOdy's Investors 
Service, Inc., or similar natWnaIry recognIzed rating agency, or (2) 
in the case of short-term investment contracts, the short-term 
unsecureoaebt of the issuer or guarantor is rated, or oblilJations 
backed £y letters otCredit of the Issuer or guarantor if formmg the 
primary basis or .'! rating of such obligations would be rated, in the 
highest two ratmg categories of Standard and Poor. corporation, 
Moody's Investors Service, Inc., or similar naUollaIly recognized 
rating agency. 

The fund may also be used to. purchase any obligation, whether 
general or special, of an issue whim is payable from the fund, at sum 
price, which may include a premium, as shall be agreed to by the 
holder, or may be used to redeem any obligation of such an issue 
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prior to maturity in accordance with its terms. The securities 
representing any such investment may be. sold or hypothecated by 
the municipality at any time, but the money so received remains a 
part of the fund until used for the purpose for which the fund was 
created. 

Sec. 10. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 475.67, 
. subdivision 12, is amended to read: 

Subd. 12. In the refunding of general obligations, for which the 
full faith and credit of the issuing municipality has been pledged, 
the following additional conditions shall be observed: each such 
obligation, if repayable, shall be called for redemption prior to its 
maturity in accordance with its terms no later than either (i) the 
earliest date on which it may be redeemed without payment of any 
premium, or (ii) if the obligation is only prepayable with payment of 
a premium, on the earliest date on which it may be redeemed with 
payment of the least premium required by its terms. No refunding 
obligations shall be issued and sold more than six months before the 
refunded obligations mature or are called for redemption in accor
dance with their terms, unless either (i) as a result of the refunding 
the average life of the maturities is extended at least three years or 
(ii) as of the nominal date of the refunding obligations the present 
value of the dollar amoup.t of the debt service on the refunding 
obligations, computed to their stated maturity dates, after deduct
ing any premium .,., aliliiBg ftHY liiseoom, is lower by at least Jhree 
percent than the present valueofthe doUar amount of debt service, 
on all general obligations refunded, exclusive of any premium .,., 
diseollBt, computed to thei.r stated maturity dates;' provided that in 
computing the dollar amount of debt service on the refunding 
obligations, any expenses of the refunding payable from a source 
other than the proceeds of the refunding obligations or the interest 
derived from the investment thereof shall be added to the dollar 
amount of debt service on the refunding obligations. For purposes of 
this subdivision, the present value of the dollar amount of debt 
service means the dollar amount of debt service to be paid, dis
counted to the nominal date of the refunding obligations at a rate 
equal to the yield on the refunding obligations. Expenses of the 
refunding include the amount, if any, in excess of the proceeds of the 
refunding obligations or the principal amount of obligations to be 
refunded, whichever is the greater, which is required tobedeposited 
in escrow to provide cash and purchase securities sufficient to retire 
the refuuded obligations and unaccrued interest thereon in accor
dance with subdivision 6; charges of the escrow agent and of the 
paying agent for the refunding obligations; and expenses of printing 
and publications and of ·fiscal, legal, or other professional service 
necessarily incurred in the issuance of the refunding obligations. 

Sec. 11. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 475.67, subdivision 13, 
is amended to read: . 
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Subd. 13. Crossover refunding obligations may be issued by a 
municipality without regard to the limitations in subdivisions 4 to 
10. The proceeds of crossover refunding obligations, less .any pro
ceeds applied to payment of the costs of their issuance, shall be 
deposited in a debt service fund irrevocably appropriated to the 
payment of principal of and interest on the refunding obligations 
until the date the proceeds are applied to payment of the obligations 
to be refunded. The debt service fund shall be maintained as an 
escrow account with a suitable financial institution within or 
without the state and amounts in it shall be invested in securities 
described in subdivision 8 or in an investment contract or similar 
agreement with ". bank or insiii'ancecompanymeeting therequire
ments of section 475.66, subdivision 3, clause (I). Excess proceeds, if 
any, of the tax levy pursuant to section 475.61~subdivision 1, made 
with respect to the obligations to be refunded, and any other 
available amounts, may be deposited in the escrow account. In the 
resolution authorizing the issuance of crossover refunding obliga
tions, the governing body may pledge to their payment any source of 
payment of the .. obligations to be refunded. The resolution may 
provide that the refunding obligations are payaDre solely from the 
escrow account prior to the date scheduled for payment of the 
obligations to be refunded and that the obligations to be refunded 
shall not be discharged if the amounts on deposit in the escrow 
account on that date are insufficient. Subdivisions 11 aIld12 shall 
not apply to any crossover refunding obligations, or the obligations 
to be refunded. Subject to section 475.61, subdivision 3, in the case 
of general obligation bonds, taxes shall be levied pursuant to section 
475.61 and appropriated to the debt service fund in the amounts 
needed, together with estimated investment income of the debt 
service fund and any other revenues available upon discharge of the 
obligations refunded, to pay when due the principal of and interest 
on the refunding obligations. The levy so imposed may be reduced by 
earnings to be received from investments on hand in the debt service 
fund to the extent the applicable recording officer certifies to the 
county auditor that the earnings are expected to be received in 
amounts and at such times as to be sufficient, together with the 
remaining levy, to satisfy the purpose of the levy requirements 
under section 475.61. 

Sec. 12. [EXCEPTION; PARKING FACILITIES.] 

Notwithstanding Minnesota Statutes, section 469.068, the Bloo
mington port authority need not require competitive bidding with 
respect to ". structured parkmg facility constructed in conjunction 
with, and direc!!Y above or below, or adjacent and integrally related 
to, ". development and financed with the proceeds of tax increment 
or revenue bonds. 

Sec. 13. [REPEALER.] 

Laws 1987, chapter 358, section 31, ~ repealed." 
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Delete the title and insert: 

"A bill for an act relating to public finance; providing require
ments for the issuance and use of public debt; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1986, sections 123.35, by adding a subdivision; 410.32; 
475,54, by adding a subdivision; 475.67, subdivision 13; Minnesota 
Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 469.012, subdivision 1; 469.015, 
subdivision 4; 475.54, subdivision 1; 475.60, subdivision 3; 475.66, 
subdivision 3; and 475.67, subdivision 12; proposing coding for new 
law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 469; repealing Laws 1987, 
chapter 358, section 31." 

The motion prevailed and the amendment.was adopted. 

Hugoson moved to amend S. F. No. 1963, as amended, as follows: 

Page 2, line 27, after "year" insert "1 excfPt in the case of .!! city of 
the third or fourth class the total principa amount shaH not exceed 
one percent of the assessed value of the city for the year" 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

Milbert moved to amend S. F. No. 1963, as amended, as follows: 

Page 13, after line 8, insert: 

"Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 474A.04, 
subdivision 6, is amended to read: 

Subd. 6. [ENTITLEMENT TRANSFERS.] An entitlement issuer 
may enter into an agreement with another entitlement issuer 
whereby the recipient entitlement issuer issues obligations pursu
ant to bonding authority allocated to the original entitlement issuer 
under this section. An entitlement issuer may enter into an l:gree
ment with an issuer which ~ not an entitlement 'issuer where y the 
recipient issuer issues qualified mortgage bontls, ~ to $100,000 of 
which are Issued pursuant to bonding auTliOrlfy allocated to the 
ongmalentItIeii1ent issuer under this section." - -

Page 19, after line 29, insert: 

"Sec. 14. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

Section 6 is effective the day following final enactment." 

Renumber the sections in sequence 

Correct internal references 
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Amend the title accordingly 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

Skoglund and Pauly moved to amend S. F. No. 1963, as amended, 
as follows: 

Page 19, after line 29, insert: 

"Sec. 13. [COUNTIES AND CITIES; PAY EQUITY .COMPLIc 
ANCE.] . 

Subdivision ~ [1988 REPORT.] i2. home rule charter or statutory 
city or county, referred to in this section as !'o "governmental 
subdivision," that employs ten or more people and that did not 
submit !'o repolit according to Minnesota Statutes, section 471.998, 
shall submit t e report by October 1, 1988, to the commissioner of 
employee relatIOns. 

The plan for implementing equitable compensation for the em
ployees must provide for complete implementation not later than 
December 31, 1991, unless !'o later date has been approved l:Jy the 
commissioner. IT!'o report was filed before October 1, 1987, and had 
an implementation date after December 31, 1991, the date in the 
report shall be approved l:Jy the commissioner. The plan need not 
contain a market study. 

Subd. 2. [PENALTY FOR NONCOMPLIANCE.] Notwithstanding 
Minnesota Statutes, sections 275.50 to 275.56, for taxes levied in 
1988, payable in 1989 only, !'o governmental subdivlSWn that does 
not submit the report required in subdivision 1 shall be subject to 
the levy limits provided in subdivisions 3 to ~ 

Subd. !l.: [CITIES.] For !'o home rule charter or statutory city, the 
levy limit base for taxes payable in 1989 ~ the sum of (1) the city's 
total levy for taxes payable in 1988, excluding the amount levied in 

that year fo!ridieib~t!Sle!rv~iCle!ajnidithie~a!m\Olu!nlti~!or~Ulnlf1u~nldield~a1c!c!r!u!e!d pension liabilities 1987 . section 
12, subdivision 4, 
described in Minnesota 
sum shall be 
j}erCelltagelncreases 
any, for the most 
using figures 
subdivision 6. 
statutory city 
for taxes 
city 

section ~~~h 
Statutes, ~~~~~ ===-'-== 
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Subd. 4. [COUNTIES.] For a county, the levy limit base for taxes 
payaoIe in 1989 is the sum of 0) the countY'S total levy fOr taxes 
~ayable in 1988, eXCIiidin the amount levied in that yearbfor (i) 

ebt service; (ii) levle for unfunded accrued pension lia ilities 
under Laws 1987, chapter 268, article 5, section 12, subdivision 4, 
clause (2); (iil)1llcome maintenance programs except for the admin
iSfi'atlve costs associated with those programs; and (iv) social 
services programs, including the administrative costs associated 
with those programs, plus (2) the amount received in 1988 as 
OeSCriTJed"ln Minnesota Statutes, section 275.51, subdivision 3i. This 
sum shall be increased ~ !'o percentage equal to the greater of the 
percentage increases in populati{)n or in number of households, if 
any, for the most recent 12-month period for which data is available, 
using figuresOerived under Minnesota. Statutes, section 275.51, 
subdivision 6. The resulting amount for the county multiplied ~ 
103 percent is the county's levy limit base for taxes payable in 1989. 
The payable 1989 levy limitation for the county shall be equal to the 
levy limit base determined under this section reiliiCeillli the aids for 
1989 enumerated in section 275.51, subdivision 3i. 

Subd. i'i:. [EXCEPTIONS.] For taxes payable in 1989, the amounts 
levied for the following costs are not subject to the limitation under 
subdivision 3 or 4: 

(1) levies for debt service; . 

(2) levies for unfunded accrued pension liabilities as specified in 
Minnesota Statutes, section 275.50, subdivision 5, clause (0); 

(3) levies for income maintenance programs, net of any aid 
payments r~ceived under Minnesota Statutes, section 273.1397, and 
excluding the admiillstr9.tive costs associated with those programs; 
and 

(4) levies for social service programs inCluding the administrative 
costs associated with those programs. 

The amount levied ~ the county for taxes payable in 1989 to P!'oY 
the costs of programs described in clauses (3) and (4) or this 
subdivision shall be subject to the percentage limitations provided 
in Minnesota Statutes, section 275.50, subdivision 5, clause (d), 

Subd. 6. [PENALTY FOR FAILURE TO IMPLEMENT PLAN.] If 
thecOmmissioner of employee relations finds, after notic"" ana 
consultation with a ,overnmental subdivision, that it has faileITo 
implement its plan or implementing equitable compensatlOil~ 
December 31, 1991, or the later date approved ~ the commissioner 
the aid that would otherwise be payable to that governmental 
subdivision under Minnesota Statutes, sections 477 A.Oll to 
477A.014 in CaIelldar year 1992 shall be reduced ~ £tve percent; 
provided that the reduction in aid shall ~ to the first calendar 
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year beginning after the date for implementation of the plan of ~ 
governmental subdivision for which the commissionei'Of employee 
relations has approved an implementation date later tIlan Decem
ber 31, 1991. The commissioner may waive the penruty upon 
making af'ID(fing that the failure to implement was attributable to 
circumstances beyond the control of the governmental subdivision 
or to severe hardship." 

Renumber the sections'in sequence 

Correct internal references 

Amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 3, after "debt;" insert "retaining certain levy limits;" 

A roll call was requested and properly seconded. 

'POINT OF ORDER 

Dempsey raised a point of order pursuant to rule 3.9 that the 
Skoglund and Pauly amendment was not in order. Speaker pro 
tempore Long ruled the point of order not well taken and the 
amendment in order. 

The question recurred on the Skoglund and Pauly amendment and 
the roll was called. There were 86 yeas and 31 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, R. Himle Lieder Otis Segal 
Battaglia Jacobs Long Ozment Shaver 
Beard Jaros McEachern Pappas Simoneau 
Begich Jefferson McLaughlin Pauly Skoglund 
Bennett Jensen Milbert Pelowski Sviggum 
Blatz Johnson, A. Minne Price Swenson 
Boo Johnson, R. Morrison Quinn Tjornhom 
Burger Johnson, V. Munger Reding Trimble 
Carruthers Kahn Murphy Rest Tunheim 
Clark Kelly Nelson, C. Rice Uphus 
Clausnitzer Kelso Nelson, D. Riveness Valento 
Cooper Kinkel O'Connor Rodosovich Vellenga 
Dawkins Kludt Olsen, S. Rose Voss 
Frerichs Knickerbocker Olson, K. Rukavina Wagenius 
Greenfield Knuth Onnen Sarna Waltman 
Hartle Kostohryz Orenstein Scheid Wenzel 
Heap Larsen Osthoff Seaberg Wynia 

Spk. Vanasek 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Anderson, G. Dauner DeRaad Gruenes Marsh 
Bertram DeBlieck Dille Hugoson McKasy 
Brown Dempsey Frederick Kalis McPherson 
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Miller Peterson 
Neuenschwander Poppenhagen 

Schafer 
Schreiber 
Sparby 
Stanius 

Steensma 
Thiede 
Welle 
Winter 

Olson, E. Quist 
Omann Richter 

(84th Day 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

Kelly moved to amend S. F. No. 1963, as amended, as follows: 

Page 19, after line 29, insert: 

"Sec. 13. [RAMSEY-WASHINGTON METRO WATERSHED DIS
TRICT ADMINISTRATIVE FUND.] 

The Ramset-Washington-metro watershed district mb" annually 
levy an ad va orem tax not to exceed $180,000 on taxa e property 
within the' district for an administrative fund. The district maylevy 
more tliaii $125,000 l)nly with the approval of the Ramse;: and 
washington counties oardSOi" commissioners. T1leOoard ot man
~ shall, in other respectS, make the levy for the aamIiiistrat1Ve 
fund in accordance with Minnesota Statutes, section 112.611." 

Page 19, after line 31, insert: 

"Sec. 15. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

Section 13 ~ effective for taxes levied in 1988, payable in 1989, 
and thereafter." . ' 

Renumber the sections in sequence 

Correct internal references 

Amend the title accordingly 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

The Speaker resumed the Chair. 

Sviggum and Miller moved to amend S. F. No. 1963, as amended, 
as follows: 

Page 19, after line 29, insert: 

"Sec. 13. [PORT AUTHORITY.] 

Each of the cities ~ Cannon Falls and Redwood Falls may, by 
adoption of an eilalilmg resolution in compliance with the proce-
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dural requirements of section 15, establish a port authority commis
sion that, subject to section 14, has the same powers as "l port 
authority establishe<l under Minnesota&atutes, section 458.09, or 
other law, and "l housing and redevelopment authority established 
under~nnesota Statutes,cnapter 462, or other law, and if; an 
agenCY that may administer one or more municipal deveropment 

istricts under Minnesota Statutes, section 472A.1D. The port 
authority commission may exercise any of these powers within 
industrial development districts or within other property under the 
jurisdiction of the commission. Tile port autliOrity commiSSloi1 may 
enter into agreements with nonprofit organizations or corporations, 
including, but not limited to, joint venture and limited partnership 
agreements, in order to carry out its purposes. If "l city establishes a 
port authority commission under this section, the city shaIl exercise 
all the powers in dealing with "l port authority that are granted to 
"l city!!,y Minnesota Statutes, chapter 458, and all powers in dealing 
with "l housing and redevelopment authority that are granted to "l 
city !!,y MinnesotaBtatutes, chapter 462, or other law. 

Sec. 14. [LIMITATION OF POWERS'] 

Subdivision 1. [IN THIS SECTION.] An enabling resolution may 
impose the limIts listed in this section on the actions of the port 
authority of Cannon Falls or Redwood Falls. 

Subd. 2. [NOT USE SPECIFIED POWERS.] An enabling resolu
tion may require that the port authority must not use specified 
powers contained illlVIinnesota Statutes, chapters 458 and 462, or 
that the port authority must not use powers without the prior 
approval of the city council. 

Subd. 3. [TRANSFER RESERVES.] An enabling resolution may 
require the port authority to transfer "l portion of the reserves 
generated !!,y activities of the port authority that the city council 
determines is not necessarYTor the successful operation of the pori 
authority, to the city general' fuiid, to be used for any genera 
purpose of the illy. Reserves preVWiiSly plea.geaoy 1I1e port author
!!r must not be transferred. 

Subd. 4. [BOND APPROVAL.] An enabling resolution may re
qtre that the sale of bonds or obligations other than ~eneral 
o ligation tax supported bonds or obligations issued !!,y t e port 
authority be approved .fu' the city council before issuance. 

Subd. §.:. [BUDGET PROCESS.] An enabling resolution may 
require that the port authority follow the budget process for city 
departments as provided!!,y the city and as implemented by the city 
council and mayor. 

Subd. 6. [LEVY APPROVAL.] An enabling resolution may require 
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that the port authority must not levy"" tax for its benefit without 
apprOVal of the city council. 

Subd. 7. [CONSISTENT WITH CITY PLAN.] An enabling reso
lution ~ay require that all official actions of the ~ort authority must 
be consIstent WIth the adopted comprehensive ~ of the CIty, and 
official controIS1ffiplementing the comprehensIve plan. 

Subd .. 8. [PROJECT APPROVAL.] An enabling resolution mlY 
rei]iiITe t1iat the port authority subIiUt to the cit council ..2!: 
a roval fu: rewution any 1boposed proiect as Mine in Minnesota 

tatutes, section 273.73, su division 8. 

Subd. 9. [GOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS.] An enabling resolu
tion may require that the port authority submITan planned' activ
ities for influencing the actIon of any other governmental agency, 
SiiOciivision, or bodY to the city council for approval. 

Subd. 10. [ADMINISTRATION, MANAGEMENT.] An enabling 
reSOfiitlon may reguire that the port authority submit its adminis
trative structure and management practices to the CIty council for 
approval. 

Subd. 11. [EMPLOYEE APPROVAL.] An enabling resolution m!? 
rei]iiITet1lat the port authority must notemploy anyone without t e 
approval of tne city council. 

Subd. 12. [OTHER LIMITS.] An enablin~ resolution may impose 
any other limit or control establiShed ~ ~ city council. 

Subd. 13. [MODIFICATIONS.] An enabling resolution may be 
mOiI1tled at an~ time, slibject to subdiVISion 16. A modificationmust 
be. made accor ing to ~ procedural reguirements of section 15. 

Subd. 14. [MODIFICATION PROCEDURE.] Each year, within 60 
daYi of tlle anniversary date of the first adoptloll of the eila'hliflg 
reso ution, the p;rth authority sliaIlSiil)mit "" report to the city 
council stating w et er and how it wishes the enabling resolution to 
be modIfied. WIthin 30 days of recelpt of tlle recommendation, the 
city council shall review the ena ling resolution, consider the 
recommendatloiiSofthe portauthorit , and make acr modificat1Ori 
if; considers a~propriate. A mo ification must be rna e according to 
the procedura requirements of section 15. The peffiTcln requirement 
Wes not limit the right of file port authority to petition the city 
councliat any time. . 

Subd. 15. [COUNCIL ACTION CONCLUSIVE.] A determination 
~ the Clty\ council that the limits imposed under ~ section have 
been comp ied with fu: the port authority is conciuslve. 
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Subd, 16. [NOT TO IMPAIR BONDS, CONTRACTS.] Limits 
imposed under this section must not be applied in " manner that 
impairs the security of any bonds issued or contracts executed before 
the limit is imposed. The city council must not modify any limit in 
effect at the time any bonds or obligations are issued or contracts 
executed to tfieCletriment of the holder of the bonds or obligations or 
any contracting party. 

Sec. 15. [PROCEDURAL REQUIREMENT.] 

(a) The creation of" port authority ~ the city of Cannon Falls or 
Redwood Falls must be ~ written resolution known as the enabling 
resolution. Before adoption of the enabling resolution, the city 
council shall conduct" public hearing. Notice of the time and place 
of hearing, " statement of the purpose of the hearing, and " 
summary of the resolution must be published in " newspaper of 
general circulation within the city once" week for two consecutive 
weeks. The first publication must appear within 30 days before the 
public hearing. 

(b) A modification to the enabling resolution must be ~ written 
resolution and must be adopted after notice if; given and" public 
hearing conducted as required for the original adoption of the 
enabling resolution. 

Sec. 16. [GENERAL OBLIGATION BONDS.] 

The port authority of Cannon Falls or Redwood Falls must not 
proceed with the sale of general obTIgaIion tax supporteabonds until 
the city council ~ resolution approves the proposed issuance. The 
resolution must be published in the official newspaper. If, within 30 
days after the publication, " petition signed by voters equal in 
number to ten percent of the number of voters at the last regular 
city election is filed with the city clerk, the city and port authority 
must ~ issue the generaIObligation tax supported bonds until the 
proposition has been approved ~ a majority of the votes cast on the 
question at ~ regular or special election. 

Sec. 17. [NAME.] 

The city of Cannon Falls or Redwood Falls may choose the name 
of its port authority commission. 

Sec. 18. [REMOVAL OF COMMISSIONERS FOR CAUSE.] 

A commissioner of the port authority of Cannon Falls or Redwood 
Falls may be removed ~ the city council for inefficiency, neglect of 
duty, or misconduct in office. A commissioner maybbe removed only 
after " hearing. A copy of the charges must ~ given to the 
commissioner at least ten (Jays before· the hearing. The commis-
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sioner must be given an ~portunity to be heard in person or I>l 
counsel at thehearing:A:ir the charges have been submitteato !'. 
commissioner, the city council may temporarily sustend the com
missioner. If the city council finds that the charges ave not been 
substantiated, the commissionersnall be Immediately reinstated.lf 
.!! commissioner ~ removed, a record of the proceedings, to~ether 
with the charges and findings, must benledin the office of t e <:j!y 
clerk:r-- - -- - - ----

Page 19, after line 31, insert: 

"Sec. 20. [LOCAL APPROVAL.] 

Sections 13 to 18 are effective for the city of Cannon Falls the day 
after the city complies with Minnesota Statutes, secfloll645.021, 
SulXfivision 3. 

Sections 13 to 18 are effective for the city of Redwood Falls the day 
after the city complies with Minnesota Statutes, section 645.021, 
S\i1iCTivision 3." 

Renumber the sections in sequence 

Correct internal references 

Amend the title accordingly 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

Nelson, K., moved to amend S. F. No. 1963, as amended, as follows: 

Page 1, line 15, to page 2, line 11, delete section 1 from the bill 

Amend the title accordingly 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

S. F. No. 1963, A.· bill for an act relating to public finance; 
providing requirements for the issuance and use of' public debt; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 123.35, by adding a 
subdivision;375.83; 410.32; 475.54, by adding a subdivision; 475.67, 
subdivision 13; Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 
469.012, subdivision 1; 469.015, subdivision 4; 469.071, by adding a 
subdivision; 469.155, subdivision 12; 475.60, subdivision 2; and 
475.66, subdivision 3; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota 
Statutes, chapter 469; repe-aling Laws 1987, chapter 358, section 31. 
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The bill was read for the third time, as amended, and placed upon 
its final passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. There were 99 yeas and 21 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, R. Greenfield Lasley Pappas Simoneau 
Battaglia Hartle Lieder Pauly Skoglund 
Bauerly Hea~ Long Pelowski Solberg 
Beard Hime McEachern Peterson Sparby 
Begich Hugoson McKasy Poppenhagen Sviggum' 
Bennett Jacobs McLaughlin Price Swenson 
Bertram Jefferson Milbert Quinn Tjornhom 
Blatz Jennings Miller Quist Tompkins 
Boo Johnson, A. Minne R€st Trimble 
Bur&er Johnson, R. Morrison Rice Tunheim 
Car son, L. Johnson, V. Munger Richter Uphus 
Carruthers Kahn Murphy Riveness Valento 
Clausnitzer Kelly Nelson, C. Rodosovich Vellenga 
Cooper Kelso Nelson, D. Rose Voss 
Dawkins Kinkel O'Connor Sarna Waftenius 
DeRaad Kludt Olsen, S. Scheid Wa tman 
Dille Knickerbocker Olson, K. Schreiber Wenzel 
Dorn Knuth Onnen Seaberg Wynia 
Forsythe Krueger Orenstein Segal Spk. Vanasek 
Frerichs Larsen Otis Shaver 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Anderson, G. Dempsey Kostohryz Reding Winter 
Brown Frederick Marsh Rukavina 
Clark Gruenes McPherson Schafer 
Dauner Jensen Olson, E. Steensma 
DeBlieck Kalis Omann Welle 

The bill was passed, as amended, and its title agreed to. 

Wynia moved that the remaining bills on Special Orders for today 
be continued one day. The motion prevailed. 

GENERAL ORDERS 

Wynia moved that the bills on General Orders for today be 
continued one day. The motion prevailed. 

ANNOUNCEMENTS BY THE SPEAKER 

The Speaker announced the appointment of the following mem
bers of the House to a Conference Committee on H. F. No. 1000: 

Wenzel; Sparby; Krueger; Olson, E., and Dille. 
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The Speaker announced the appointment of the following mem
bers of the House to a Conference Committee on H. F. No. 2396: 

Carlson, L.; Price and Rose. 

The Speaker announced the appointment of the following mem
bers of the House to a Conference Committee on S. F. No. 1727:· 

Clark, Greenfield and Stanius. 

The Speaker announced the appointment of the following mem
bers of the House to a Conference Committee on S. F. No. 1661: 

Reding, Boo and Kostohryz. 

The Speaker announced the appointment of the following mem
bers of the House to a Conference Committee on S. F. No. 1742: 

Sparby, Steensma .md Redalen. 

The Speaker announced the appointment of the following mem
bers of the House to a Conference Committee on S. F. No. 1871: 

Blatz, Kelly and Wagenius. 

The Speaker announced the appointment of the following mem
bers of the House to a Conference Committee on S. F. No. 2119: 

Blatz, Kelly and Vellenga. 

The Speaker announced the appointment of the following mem
bers of the House to a Conference Committee on S. F. No. 2323: 

Bertram, Scheid and Knickerbocker. 

MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS 

Long moved that the name of Rest be added as an author on H. F. 
No. 2799. The motion prevailed. 

Long moved that the name of Rest be added as an author on H.F. 
No. 2800. The motion prevailed. 
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Wynia, Vanasek, ~chreiber, Greenfield and Anderson, G., intro
duced: 

House Concurrent Resolution No. 27, A House concurrent resolu
tion relating to the governor's item veto power; clarifying the effect 
ofthe governor's veto ofH. F. No. 243, article 2, section 157, enacted 
by the 1987 legislature. 

The concurrent resolution was referred to the Committee on Rules 
and Legislative Administration. 

Pappas moved that H.F. No. 2042 be returned to its author. The 
motion prevailed. 

Schreiber, Voss, Dempsey, Long and McKasy introduced: 

House Resolution No. 60, A House resolution relating to the 
position of the House on House File No. 2590 in Tax Conference 
Committee. 

SUSPENSION OF RULES 

Schreiber moved that the rules be so far suspended that House 
Resolution No. 60 be now considered and be placed upon its adop
tion. 

A roll call was requested and properly seconded. 

The question was taken on the Schreiber motion and the roll was 
called. There were 47 yeas and 69 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, R. 
Bennett 
Blatz 
Boo 
Burger 
Clausnitzer 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Forsythe 

Frederick 
Frerichs 
Gruenes 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 

Knickerbocker 
Marsh 
McKasy 
McPherson 
Miller 
Morrison 
Olsen, S. 
Omann 
Ozment 
Pauly 

Poppenhagen 
Quist 
Richter 
Rase 
Schafer 
Schreiber 
Seaberg 
Shaver 
Stauius 
Sviggum 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 

Bertram 
Brown 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Cooper 

Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Greenfield 
Jacobs 

Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 

Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Upbus 
Valento 
Waltman 

Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
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Kludt Munger Otis Rodosovich Tunheim 
Knuth Murphy Parcpas Rukavina Vellenga 
Kostohryz Nelson, C. Pe owski Scheid Voss 
Larsen Nelson, D. Peterson Segal Welle 
Lasley Nelson, K. Price Simoneau Wenzel 
Lieder Olson, E. Quinn Skoglund Winter 
Long Olson, K. Reding Sparby Wynia 
McLaughlin Orenstein Rice Steensma Spk. Vanasek 
Mione Osthoff Riveness Trimble 

The motion did not prevail. 

The resolution was referred to the Committee on Rules and 
Legislative Administration. 

ADJOURNMENT 

Wynia moved that when the House adjourns today it adjourn until 
1:00 p.m., Tuesday, April 12, 1988. The motion prevailed. 

Wynia moved that the House adjourn. The motion prevailed, and 
the Speaker declared the Honse stands adjourneduhtil 1:00 p.m., 
Tuesday, April 12, 1988. 

EDWARD A. BURDICK, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 
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STATE OF MINNESOTA 

SEVENTY-FIFTH SESSION-1988 

EIGHTY-FIFTH DAY 

SAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA, TuESDAY, APRIL 12, 1988 

The House of Representatives convened at 1:00 p.m. and was 
called to order by Robert E. Vanasek, Speaker of the House. 

Prayer was offered by the Reverend Donald Wafler, Cathedral of 
Our Merciful Saviour, Faribault, Minnesota. 

The roll was called and the following members were present: 

Anderson, G, 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 
Frederick 

Fl'erichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Koswhryz 
Krueger 

A quorum was present. 

Larsen Orenstein 
Lasley Osthoff 
Lieder Otis 
Long Ozment 
Marsh Pappas 
McDonald Pauly 
McEachern Pelowski 
McKasy Peterson 
McLaughlin Poppen hagen 
McPherson Price 
Milbert Quinn 
Miller Quist 
Minne Redalen 
Morrison Reding 
Munger Rest 
Murphy Rice 
Nelson, C. Richter 
Nelson, D. Riveness 
Nelson, K. Rodosovich 
Neuenschwander Rose 
O'Connor Rukavina 
Ogren Sarna 
Olsen, S. Schafer 
Olson, E. Scheid 
Olson, K Schreiber 
Omann Seaberg 
Onnen Segal 

Shaver 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjomhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

Simoneau was excused until 1:35 p.m. Anderson, R., was excused 
until 2:00 p.m. 

The Chief Clerk proceeded to read the Journal of the preceding 
day. Larsen moved that further reading of the Journal be dispensed 
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with and that the J oumal be approved as corrected by the Chief 
Clerk. The motion prevailed. 

REPORTS OF CHIEF CLERK 

Pursuant to Rules of the House, printed copies of H. F. No. 2685 
and S. F. No. 2183 have been placed in the members' files . 

. 

S. F. No. 2183 and H. F. No. 2368, which had been referred to the 
Chief Clerk for comparison, were examined and found to be identical 
with certain exceptions. 

SUSPENSION OF RULES 

Greenfield moved that the rules be so far suspended that S. F. No. 
2183 be substituted for H. F. No. 2368 and that the House File be 
indefinitely postponed. The motion prevailed. 

PETITIONS AND COMMUNICATIONS 

The following communications were received: 

STATE OF MINNESOTA 

OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR 

SAINT PAUL 55155 

The Honorable Robert Vanasek 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 
The State of Minnesota 

Dear Sir: 

April 6, 1988 

I have the honor of informing you that I have received, approved, 
signed and deposited in the Office of the Secretary of State the 
following House Files: 

H. F. No. 1710, relating to crime; prohibiting the display of 
sexually explicit material deemed harmful to minors in places of 
public accommodation open to minors; providing a penalty. 

H. F. No. 1806, relating to state agencies; amending and repealing 
various statutes administered by the state board of investments. 
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H. F. No. 1867, relating to Washington county; repealing a provi
sion for county board expenses. 

H. F. No. 1913, relating to employment; prohibiting employer 
reprisals against employees who decline to participate in charitable 
fund drives. 

H. F. No. 1971, relating to guardianship; permitting appointment 
of any number of guardians; permitting the appointment of guard
ians who reside outside the state. 

H. F. No. 2020, relating to utilities; encouraging settlements prior 
_ to contested case hearings; authorizing the public utilities commis

sion to extend suspended rates during multiple general rate filings; 
providing for imposition of interim rates when commission extends 
suspended rates. 

H. F. No. 2025, relating to state lands; authorizing private sale of 
tax-forfeited land in St. Louis county. 

H. F. No .. 2046, relating to state lands; directing sale and convey
ance of certain state-owned lands to the city of Owatonna. 

H. F. No. 2109, relating to state lands; authorizing private sale of 
tax-forfeited land in St. Louis county. 

H. F. No. 2252, relating to state lands; conveying certain lands to 
the city of Brooklyn Center in Hennepin county. 

H. F. No. 2272, relating to natural resources; making changes in 
certain laws relating to forestry. 

H. F. No. 2312, relating to natural resources; authorizing the 
commissioner of natural resources to sell certain lands in Itasca 
county. 

H. F. No. 2372, relating to human services; setting forth goals for 
regional treatment centers in the continuum of mental health 
services. 

H. F. No. 2402, relating to economic development; permitting 
certain development authorities to hold certain licenses. 
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H. F. No. 2490, relating to state land; conveying title to state land 
in Kittson county. 

H. F. No. 2615, relating to health; providing for a temporary 
license for freestanding 24-hour emergency medical centers until 
permanent rules are adopted. 

H. F. No. 2703, relating to intoxicating liquor; authorizing the city 
of Bloomington to issue an on-sale intoxicating liquor license to 
Midsummer, A Festival of Music. 

Sincerely, 

RUDY PERPICH 
Governor 

STATE OF MINNESOTA 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE 

ST. PAUL 55155 

The Honorable Robert Vanasek 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Honorable Jerome M. Hughes 
President of the Senate 

April 7, 1988 

I have the honor to inform you that the following enrolled Acts of 
the 1988 Session of the State Legislature have been received from 
the Office of the Governor and are deposited in the Office of the 
Secretary of State for preservation, pursuant to the State Constitu
tion, Article IV, Section 23: 

S.F H.F. Session Laws Date Approved Date Filed 
No. No. Chapter No. 1988 1988 

1710 452 April 6 April 6 
1806 453 April 6 April 6 
1867 454 April 6 April 6 
1913 455 April 6 April 6 
1971 456 April 6 April 6 
2020 457 April 6 April 6 
2025 458 April 6 April 6 
2046 459 April 6 April 6 
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2109 460 April 6 April 6 
2252 461 April 6 April 6 
2272 462 April 6 April 6 
2312 463 April 6 April 6 
2372 464 April 6 April 6 
2402 465 April 6 April 6 
2490 466 April 6 April 6 
2615 467 April 6 April 6 
2703 468 April 6 April 6 

1644 469 April 6 April 6 
1819 470 April 6 April 6 
1875 471 April 6. April 6 
2090 472 April 6 April 6 
2355 473 April 6 April 6 

Sincerely, 

JOAN ANDERSON GROWE 
Secretary of State 

SECOND READING OF SENATE BILLS 

S, F. No. 2183 was read for the second time. 

INTRODUCTION AND FIRST READING 
OF HOUSE BILLS 

. The following House Files were introduced: 

Shaver introduced: 

H. F. No. 2802, A bill for an act relating to motor vehicles; 
establishing single-plate motor vehicle registration system; amend
ing Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 65B.68, subdivision 2; 
65B.69; 115A.908, subdivision 1; 168.013, subdivisions Ie and 7; 
168.014; 168.032; 168.041, subdivisions 1, 6, 7, and 9; 168.053, 
subdivision 1; 168.09; 168.10, subdivisions la, 1b, lc, 1d, 19, 1h, and 
3; 168.105, subdivisions 2, 3, and 5; 168.12; 168.124; 168.125; 
168.126, subdivision 2; 168.127, subdivision 5; 168.13; 168.15; 
168.16; 168.17; 168.183, subdivision 3; 168.28; 168.29; 168.30; 
168A.13, subdivision 3; 169.79; 296.17, subdivision 9; 297B.01, 
subdivision 9; 297B.05; 297B.06; and 297B.07; Minnesota Statutes 
1987 Supplement, sections 85.052, subdivision 3; 85.053, subdivi
sion 7; 168.012, subdivisions 1 and 1c; 168.021, subdivisions 1, la, -
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and 3; 168.27, subdivision 16; 168.36, subdivision 2; 169.345, 
snbdivisions 1 and 2a; and 169.346, subdivisions 2 and 3. 

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee 
on Transportation. 

Clark, Segal, Vellenga and Kelly introduced: 

H. F. No. 2803, A bill for an act relating to crimes; establishing 
mandatory minimum terms of imprisonment for crimes committed 
against the elderly and handicapped; prescribing penalties; amend
ing Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 609.11, subdivisions 4,5,7,8, 
and by adding subdivisions. 

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee 
on Judiciary. 

Pauly introduced: 

H. F. No. 2804, A bill for an act relating to waste management; 
providing for the regulatiOli of entities providing solid and hazard
ous waste disposal and rubbish transportation; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1986, sections 216B.01; 216B.02, subdivision 4; and 
221.025. 

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee 
on Environment and Natural Resources. 

Bertram and Bennett introduced: 

H. F. No. 2805, A bill for an act relating to taxation; exempting 
certain printed materials from the sales tax; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1986, section 297 A.25, by adding a subdivision. 

The bill was read for the first time and referred to .the Committee 
on Taxes. 

HOUSE ADVISORIES 

The following House Advisories were introduced: 

Clark, Vellenga, Bishop and Pappas introduced: 

H. A. No. 86, A proposal to study visitation orders in cases of 
alleged child abuse. 

The advisory was referred to the Committee on Judiciary. 
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Skoglund introduced: 

H. A. No. 87, A proposal to study noise control requirements 
imposed on the metropolitan airports commission. 

The advisory was referred to the Committee on Metropolitan 
Affairs. 

MESSAGES FROM THE SENATE 

The following messages were received from the Senate: 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following 
House File, herewith returned: 

H. F No. 1925, A bill for an act relating to education; eliminating 
the cap on the state university system student health service fee; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 136.11, subdivision 7. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted 
the report of the Conference Committee on: 

H. F. No. 1790, A bill for an act relating to commerce; safe deposit 
companies; providing for performance of will searches upon safe 
deposit box renter's death; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, 
section 55.10, by adding a subdivision. 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the recom
mendation and report of the Conference Committee. Said House File 
is herewith returned to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate accedes to the request of the 
House for the appointment of a Conference Committee on the 
amendments adopted by the Senate to the following House File: 

H. F. No. 10, A bill for an act relating to crimes; raising the 
minimum term of imprisonment from 17 to 20 years for persons 
convicted of first degree murder; clarifying that the crying ofa child 
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does not constitute provocation under first degree manslaughter; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 244.05, subdivision 4; 
and Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 609.20. 

The Senate has appointed as such Committee: 

Messrs. Jude, Spear and Ms. Peterson, D. C. 

Said House File is herewith returned to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAYEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate accedes to the request of the 
House for the appointment of a Conference Committee on the 
amendments adopted by the Senate to the following House File: 

H. F. No. 2596, A bill for an act relating to metropolitan govern
ment; creating a·legislative task force· to monitor performance of 
metropolitan agencies in complying with certain laws; prescribing 
the contents of affirmative action plans for metropolitan agencies 
and a process for approval and reporting of those plans; requiring 
purchases from businesses owned by socially or economically disad
vantaged persons; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 
473.141, subdivision 9; and 473.406, subdivisions 2, 5, 6, and 7; 
proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapters 3 and 
473. 

The Senate has appointed as such Committee: 

Messrs. Marty; Moe, D. M., and Taylor. 

Said House File is herewith returned to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHA YEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate accedes to the request of the 
House for the appointment of a Conference Committee on the 
amendments adopted by the Senate to the following House File: 

H. F. No. 2031, A bill for an act relating to waste management; 
requiring certain buildings to provide space for recycling; changing 
the definition of recyclable materials; specifYing the responsibilities 
of the legislative commission on waste management; adding con
tainment of hazardous waste as an item for which the waste 
management board may make grants; making industrial waste 
facilities eligible for processing facility loans; creating additional 
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loan and grant programs for waste tire management; banning used 
oil from placement on the land; removing the county fee cap for 
waste disposal in the metropolitan area; adding the chair of the 
waste management board to the environmental quality board; 
repealing the expiration date of the legislative commission on waste 
management; appropriating money; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1986, sections 16B.24, subdivision 6; 16B.61, by adding a subdivi
sion; 115A.03, subdivisions 25a and 25b; 115A.14, subdivision 4; 
115A.156, subdivision 3; 115A.165; 115A.912; 115A.914; 115A.919; 
115B.17, by adding a subdivision; 473.803, subdivision 4; and 
609.68; Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 115A.156, 
subdivisions 1 and 2; 115<\..162; 115A.48; 115A.916; 115A.95; and 
116C.03, subdivision 2; Laws 1980, chapter 564, article XII, section 
1, subdivision 3, as amended; Laws 1987, chapters 348, section 51, 
subdivision 1; and 404, section 24, subdivisions 4 and 6; proposing 
coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapters 115A and 325E; 
repealing Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 115A.14, subdivision 6; 
and 115A.90, subdivision 4; Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, 
sections 115A.14, subdivision 5; 115A.41; 116.55; and 116M.07, 
subdivision 14. 

The Senate has appointed as such Committee: 

Messrs. Merriam, Laidig, Luther, Pehler and Marty. 

Said House File is herewith returned to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate accedes to the request of the 
House for the appointment of a Conference Committee on the 
amendments adopted by the Senate to the following House File: 

H. F. No. 2536, A bill for an act relating to elections; providing 
that statewide computerized voter registration system satisfy re
quirements for duplicate registration file; establishing voter regis, 
tration account and appropriating money; changing certain 
procedures related to registration cards, files, and records; changing 
certain procedures for voting, arranging names on ballots, and 
completing summary statements; permitting cities or counties to 
use their present voting systems for general elections; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 201.091, subdivisions 2 and 5; 
204D.08, subdivision 5; Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sec
tions 201.022, subdivision 1; 201.071, subdivision 4; 204C.24, sub
division 1; 204D.08, subdivision 4; and 206.80; proposing coding for 
new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 201. 

The Senate has appointed as such Committee: 
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Mr. Luther; Ms. Peterson, D. C., and Mr. Laidig. 

Said House File is herewith returned to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Mr. Speaker; 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following 
House File, herewith returned, as amended by the Senate, in which 
amendment the concurrence of the House is respectfully requested: 

H. F No. 1966, A bill for an act relating to zoning; providing for 
filing requirements of variances and certain official maps to real 
property; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 462.36, sub
division 1. 

PATRICK E. FLAHA VEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Blatz moved that the House refuse to concur in the Senate 
amendments to H. F. No. 1966, that the Speaker appoint a Confer
ence Committee of 3 members of the House, and that the House 
requests that a like committee be appointed by the Senate to confer 
on the disagreeing votes of the two houses. The motion prevailed. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following 
House File, herewith returned, as amended by the Senate, in which 
amendment the concurrence of the House is respectfully requested: 

H. F. No. 2182, A bill for an act proposing an amendment to the 
Minnesota Constitution, article XIII, seCtion5; permitting state-run 
lptteries; providing for the distribution of their proceeds; establish
ing a Minnesota environment and natural resources trust fund; 
providing implementing legislation; creating a legislative commis
sion, an advisory committee, and a review panel; providing for trust 
fund expenditures; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 
86.72, subdivisions 2 and 3; and 290.431; Minnesota Statutes 1987 
Supplement, sections 116C.69, subdivision 3; and 297.13, subdivi
sion 1; proposing coding for new law as Minnesota Statutes, chapter 
115C; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 86.01; 86.02; 
86.03; 86.06; 86.07; 86.08; 86.10; 86.11; 86.12; 86.31; 86.32; 86.33, 
subdivision 1; 86.34; 86.35; 86.41; 86.42; 86.51; 86.53; 86.61; and 
86.75. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 
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Munger moved that the House refuse to concur in the Senate 
amendments to H. F. No. 2182, that the Speaker appoint a Confer
ence Committee of 5 members of the House, and that the House 
requests that a like committee be appointed by the Senate to confer 
on the disagreeing votes of the two houses. The motion prevailed. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following 
Senate Files, herewith transmitted: 

S. F. Nos. 1662 and 2195. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following 
Senate Files, herewith transmitted: 

S. F. Nos. 1678, 1719 and 2131. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following 
Senate Files, herewith transmitted: 

S. F. Nos. 2194, 821 and 2106. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

FIRST READING OF SENATE BILLS 

S. F. No. 1662, A bill for an act relating to natural resources; 
defining forest roads; providing for the establishment, construction, 
administration, and maintenance of forest roads; dedicating a por
tion of gasoline and special fuels taxes to use on state forest roads; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 89.001, by adding a 
subdivision; 89.19; 296.16, by adding a subdivision; and 296.421, by 
adding a subdivision; Laws 1987, chapter 404, section 22, subdivi
sion 4; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 
89. 

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee 
on Appropriations. 
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S. F. No. 2195, A bill for an act relating to education; making 
technical corrections to the cooperative secondary facilities grant 
act; amending Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 
124.494, subdivisions 5 and 6. 

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee 
on Rules and Legislative Administration. 

S. F. No. 1678, A bill for an act relating to natural resources; 
establishing a controlled burn program; requiring permits for con
trolled burns; providing assistance for controlled burns; proposing 
coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 84. 

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee 
on Appropriations. 

S. F. No. 1719, A bill for an act relating to occupational safety and 
health; regulating penalties for violations; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1986, section 182.666, subdivisions 3, 5a, and 7; Minnesota 
Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 182.666, subdivisions 1, 2, 4, and 
5. 

The bill was read for the first time. 

Johnson, A., moved thatS. F. No. 1719 and H. F. No. 2221, now on 
General Orners, be referred to the Chief Clerk for comparison. The 
motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 2131, A bill for an act relating to the environment; 
prohibiting government units and vendors from purchasing and 
using chlorofluorocarbon-processed packaging materials; providing 
penalties; appropriating money; proposing coding for new law in 
Minnesota Statutes, chapter 116. 

The bill was read for the first time. 

Trimble. moved that S. F. No. 2131 and H. F. No. 2248, now on 
General Orders, be referred to the Chief Clerk for comparison. The 
motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 2194, A bill for an act relating to environment; prohib
iting the sale of certain polyethylene material; creating an advisory 
task force and providing for its duties; appropriating money; propos
ing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 325E. 

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee 
on Appropriations. 
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S, F No, 821, A bill for an act relating to public finance; autho
rizing compliance with federal tax laws to secure tax exemption for 
certain bonds and other obligations; authorizing the issuance of 
taxable bonds and other obligations; appropriating money; amend
ing Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 16k641, by adding subdivi
sions; Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 474A.04, 
subdivision 6; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, 
chapter 16A. 

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee 
on Appropriations. 

S. F No. 2106, A bill for an act relating to vocational rehabilita
tion; changing terminology; regulating funding allocations; provid
ing for facility governance; appropriating money; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 129A.02, subdivision 3; 129A.09; 
and 129A.10; Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 
129A.01, subdivisions 5, 6, and 7; 129A.03; 129A.06, subdivision 1; 
129A.07, subdivision 1; 129A.08, subdivisions 1, 4, 5, and by adding 
a subdivision; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, 
sections 129A.0l, subdivision 8; 129A.07, subdivision 2; and 
129A.08, subdivision 3. 

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee 
on Appropriations. 

The following Conference Committee Report was received: 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON H. F NO. 2038 

A bill for an act relating to employment; regulating youth employ
ment programs; requiring that new jobs do not replace existing jobs; 
providing for compensation at the state or federal minimum wage; 
regulating employment contracts; authorizing the department of 
jobs and training to buy real estate and locate offices in Minneapolis; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 268.31, 268.32, and 
268.34; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 
268. 

The Honorable Robert Vanasek 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Honorable Jerome M. Hughes 
President of the Senate 

April 8, 1988 

We, the undersigned conferees for H. F. No. 2038, report that we 
have agreed upon the items in dispute and recommend as follows: 
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That the Senate recede from its amendment and that H. F. No. 
2038 be further amended as follows: 

Page 2, delete lines 28 to 36 

Page 3, delete lines 1 to 5 

Page 3, delete lines 30 to 35 and insert: 

"Notwithstanding Minnesota Statutes, sections 16B.24 and 
268.026 or chapter 94, the commissioner of admimstration, in 
consultatIOn with thecomrmssioner of jobs and trainin , ~ autho
rized to buy and sell real property in Minneapo is an the greater 
Minneapolis area for the purpose of relocating department offices to 
locations more accessible to the residents of Minneapolis and 
colocatip.g with other social service agencies." 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 

House Conferees: PETER McLAUGHLIN, JOHN HIMLE AND WALLY A. 
SPARBY. 

Senate Conferees: MICHAEL O. FREEMAN, EARL W. RENNEKE AND 
S'PEVEN MORSE. 

McLaughlin moved that the report of the Conference Committee 
on H. F. No. 2038 be adopted and that the bill be repassed as 
amended by the Conference Committee. The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 2038, A bill for an act relating to employment: regulating 
youth employment programs; requiring that new jobs do not replace 
existing jobs; providing for compensation at the state or federal 
minimum wage; regulating employment contracts; authorizing the 
department of jobs and training to buy real estate and locate offices 
in Minneapolis; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 
268.31,268.32, and 268.34; proposing coding for new law in Minne
sota Statutes, chapter 268. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by Conference, 
and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. There were 124 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
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Anderson, G. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 
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Frederick 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 
Larsen 

Lasley Onnen 
Lieder Orenstein 
Long Osthoff 
Marsh Otis 
McDonald Ozment 
McEachern Pappas 
McKasy Pauly 
McLaughlin Pelowski 
McPherson Peterson 
Milbert Poppenhagen 
Miller Price 

. Minne Quinn 
Morrison Quist 
Munger Redalen 
Murphy Reding 
Nelson, C. Rest 
Nelson, D. Rice 
Nelson, K. Richter 
Neuenschwander Riveness 
O'Connor fuJdosovich 
Ogren Rose 
Olsen, S. Rukavina 
Olson, E. Sarna 
Olson, K. Schafer 
Omann Scheid 
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Schreiber 
Segal 
Skoglund 
Solbeq; 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was repassed, as amended by Conference, and its title 
agreed to. 

There .being no objection, the order of business reverted to Mes
sages from the Senate. 

MESSAGES FROM THE SENATE 

The following message was received from the Senate: 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate refuses to concur in the House 
amendments to Senate File No. 1643: 

S. F No. 1643, A bill for an act relating to crimes; child abuse; 
eliminating the need to show emotional harm in proving unreason
able restraint or malicious punishment of a child; amending Min
nesota Statutes 1986, sections 609.255, subdivision 3; and 609.377. 

The Senate respectfully requests that a Conference Committee be 
appointed thereon. The Senate has appointed as such committee: 

Ms. Reichgott, Mr. Laidig and Ms. Berglin. 

Said Senate File is herewith transmitted to the House with the 
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request that the House appoint a like committee. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Kelly moved that the House accede to the request of the Senate 
and that the Speaker appoint a Conference Committee of 3 members 
of the House to meet with a like committee appointed by the Senate 
on the disagreeing votes of the two houses on S. F. No. 1643. The 
motion prevailed. 

SPECIAL OR,DERS 

S. F. No. 1821 was reported to the House. 

There being no objection, S. F. No. 1821 was temporarily laid over 
on Special Orders. 

H. F. No. 2485 was reported to the House. 

Segal moved that H. F. No. 2485 be temporarily laid over on 
Special Orders. The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 2360 was reported to the House. 

There being no objection, H. F. No. 2360 was temporarily laid over 
on Special Orders. 

H. F. No. 2407 was reported to the House. 

Cooper moved that H. F. No. 2407 be continued on Special Orders 
for one day. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 2017 was reported to the House. 

Simoneau moved that S. F. No. 2017 be continued on Special 
Orders for one day. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 2055 was reported to the House. 

Vellenga moved that S. F. No. 2055 be temporarily laid over on 
Special Orders. The motion' prevailed. 
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H. F. No. 2561, A bill for an act relating to human services; 
establishing a demonstration project for child and adolescent crisis 
intervention and suicide prevention; appropriating money; propos
ing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 245. 

The bill was read for the third time and placed upon its final 
passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. There were 132 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 

Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R.. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 
Larsen 

Lasley Osthoff 
Lieder Otis-
Long Ozment 
Marsh Pappas 
McDonald Pauly 
McEachern Pelowski 
McKasy Peterson 
McLaughlin Poppenhagen 
McPherson Price 
Milbert Quinn 
Miller Quist 
Minne Redalen 
Morrison Reding 
Munger Rest 
Murphy Rice 
Nelson, C. Richter 
Nelson, D. Riveness 
Nelson, K. Rodosovich 
Neuenschwander Rose 
O'Connor Rukavina 
Ogren Sarna 
Olsen, S. Schafer 
Olson, E. Scheid 
Olson, K. Schreiber 
Omann Seaberg 
Onnen Segal 
Orenstein Shaver 

The bill was passed and its title agreed to. 

S. F. No. 2111 was reported to the House. 

Simoneau 
Skogluud 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

Knuth moved that S. F. No. 2111 be temporarily laid over on 
Special Orders. The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 2485 which was temporarily laid over earlier today was 
again reported to the House. 

H. F. No. 2485, A bill for an act relating to state government; 
authorizing the sale or lease of property within the jurisdiction of 
the commissioner of administration under certain conditions. 
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The bill was read for the third time and placed upon its final 
passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was . 
called. There were 132 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Pauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dom 
Forsythe 
Frederick 

Frerichs 
Greenfield. 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Hinde 
HUgoSoD 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson,A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 

Larsen Orenstein 
Lasley Osthoff 
Lieder Ozment 
Long Pappas 
Marsh Pauly 
McDonald Pelowski 
McEaChern Peterson 
McKasy Poppenhagen 
McLaughlin Price 
McPherson Quinn 
Milhert Quist 
Miller Redalen 
Minne Reding 
Morrison Rest 
Munger Rice 
Murphy , . Richter 
Nelson, C. Riveness 
Nelson, D. Rodosovich 

. Nelson, K. Rose 
Neuenschwander Rukavina 
O'Connor Sarna 
Ogren Schafer 
Olsen, S. Scheid 
Olson, E. Schreiber 
Olson, K. Seaberg 
Omann Segal 
Onnen Shaver 

The bill was passed and its title agreed to. 

Simoneau 
Skoglnnd 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggurn 
Swenson 
Thiede 
'fjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
W,lle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wyuia 
Spk. Vanasek 

S. F. No. 1821 which was temporarily laid over earlier today was 
again reported to the House. 

There being no objection, S. F. No. 1821 was continued on Special 
Orders for one day. 

MOTION TO TAKE FROM THE TABLE 

Vellenga moved that S. F. No. 121, as amended, which was laid on 
the table on Thursday, February 25, 1988, be taken from the table 
and be placed upon its final passage. 

A roll call was requested and· properly seconded. 

The question was taken on the Vellenga motion and the roll was 
called. There were 68 yeas and 58 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
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Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Bennett 
Bishop 
Boo 
Cadson, L. 
Clark 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 
Frederick 
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Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Hartle 
Heap 
Himle 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Johnson, A. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 

Knuth 
Larsen 
Lasley 
Long 
McKasy 
McLaughlin 
Minne 
Morrison 
Munger 
Murphy 
Nelson, C. 
Nelson, K. . 
Neuenschwander 
Olsen, S. 

Orenstein 
Otis 
Ozment 
Pappas 
Pauly 
Peterson 
Price 
Quinn 
Kest 
Rice 
Rodosovich 
Scheid 
Schreiber 
Seaberg 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Beard 
Begich 
Bertram 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carruthers 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dempsey 

Frerichs 
Gutknecht 
Haukoos 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kinkel 
Kostobryz 
Krueger 

The motion prevailed. 

Lieder 
Marsh 
McDonald 
McEachern 
McPherson 
Miller 
O'Connor 
Ogren 
Olson, E. 
Olson, K. 
Omann 
Onnen 

Pelowski 
Poppenhagen 
Quist 
Redalen 
Reding 
Richter 
Rose 
Rukavina 
Sarna 
Sparby 
Steensma. 
Sviggum 

CALL OF THE HOUSE 
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Segal 
Shaver 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Stanius 
Swenson 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Vellenga 
Wagenius 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

Thiede 
Tjomhom 
Tompkins 
Uphus 
Valento 
Voss 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Wint:€r 

On the motion of Vellenga and on the demand of 10 members, a 
call of the House was ordered. The following members answered to 
their names: 

Anderson, G. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Canuthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 

Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Kostohryz 

Krueger 
Lasley 
Lieder 
Long 
Marsh 
McDonald 
McEachern 
McKasy 
McLaughlin 
McPherson 
Milbert 
Miller 
Minne 
Morrison 
Murphy 
Nelson, C. 
Nelson, D. 
Nelson, K. 
O'Connor 
Ogren 
Olsen, S. 
Olson, E. 
Olson, K. 
Omann 

Onnen 
Orenst:€in 
Osthoff 
Otis 
Ozment 
Pappas 
Pauly 
Pelowski 
Peterson 
Poppenhagen 
Quinn 
Quist 
Redalen 
Kest 
Richter 
Riveness 
Rodosovich 
Rukavina 
Sarna 
Schafer 
Scheid 
Schreiber 
Seaberg 
Segal 

Shaver 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjomhom 
Tompkins 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 
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Wynia moved that further proceedings of the roll call be dispensed 
with and that the Sergeant at Arms be instructed to bring in the 
absentees. The motion prevailed and it was so ordered. 

S. F. No .. 121, as amended, was reported to the House. 

S. F. No. 121, A bill for an act relating to traffic regulations; 
clarifying that a child under four is not required to use a seat belt; 
imposing penalty for failure to wear seat belt; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1986, section 169.686, subdivision 1. 

The bill, as amended, was placed upon its final passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. 

Wynia moved that those not voting be excused from voting. The 
motion prevailed. 

There were 68 yeas and 62 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Bennett 
Bishop 
Boo 
Clark 
Cooper 
Dawkins 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 
Frederick 
Greenfield 

. Hartle 
Heap 
Himle 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Johnson, A. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Larsen 
Lasley 

Long Otis 
McKasy Ozment 
MCLaughlin Pappas 
Minne Pauly 
Morrison Peterson 
Munger Price 
Murphy Quinn 
Nelson, D. Rest 
Nelson, K. Rice 
Neuenschwander Rodosovich 
Ogren Sarna 
Olsen, S. Scheid 
Orenstein Schreiber 
Osthoff ' Seaberg 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Anderson, G. Dempsey Krueger Onnen 
Anderson, R. Frerichs Lieder Pelowski 
Beard Gruenes Marsh Poppenhagen 
8egich Haukoos McDonald Quist 
Bertram Hugoson McEachern Redalen 
Blatz Jacobs McPherson Reding 
Bro",'11 Jennings Milbert Richter 
Burter Jensen Miller Riveness 
Car son, D. Johnson, R. Nelson, C. Rukavina 
Carlson, L. Johnson, V. O'Connor Simoneau 
Carruthers Kelso Olson, E. Sparby 
Dauner Kinkel Olson, K. Steensma 
DeBlieck Kostohryz Omauu SViggum 

Segal 
Shaver 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Stanius 
Swenson 
Trimble 
Vellenga 
Wagenius 
Welle 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

Thiede 
'l'jornhom 
Thmpkins 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Voss 
Waltman 
Wenzel 
Winter 

The bill was passed, as amended, and its title agreed to. 
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Wynia moved that the House recess subject to the call ofthe Chair. 
The motion prevailed. 

RECESS 

RECONVENED 

The House reconvened and was called to order by the Speaker. 

SPECIAL ORDERS, Continued 

CALL OF THE HOUSE LIFTED 

Knuth moved that the call of the House be dispensed with. The 
motion prevailed and it was so ordered. 

S. F. No. 2111 which was temporarily laid over earlier today was 
again reported to the House. 

Knuth moved to amend S. F. No. 2111, as follows: 

Delete everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 
1161.015, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [RULES.] (a) The environmental quality board shall 
adopt rules governing the routing of pipelines. The rules apply only 
to the route of pipelines and may not set safety standards for the 
construction of pipelines. 

(b) The rules must: 

(1) require that a person proposing construction of a pipeline 
submit to the board one preferred route for the pipeline and evidence 
of consideration of alternatives; 

(2) provide for notice of proposed pipeline routes to local units of 
government and to owners and lessees of property along the routes 
being considered; 

(3) provide for public hearings on proposed pipeline routes" which 
may follow the board's rocedures for public hearings on proposed 
power line routes and e ectrical generating plant sites; 
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(4) provide criteria that the board will use in determining pipeline 
routes,which must include the existence of populated areas, consid
eration of local government land use laws including ordinances 
adopted under section 299J.05, and the impact of the proposed 
pipeline on the natural environment; 

(5) provide a procedure that the board will follow in issuing 
pipeline routing permits and require the board to issue the permits 
within nine months after the permit application is received by the 
board, unless the board extends this deadline for cause; 

(6) provide for the payment of fees by persons proposing to 
construct pipelines to cover the costs of the board in implementing 
this section; 

(7) allow the board to provide exemptions from all or part of the 
pipeline routing permit application process in emergencies or if the 
board determines that the proposed pipeline will not have a signif
icant impact on humans or the environment; 

(8) require exemption determinations to be made within 90 days 
after an application; and 

(9) require that a person who has constructed a pipeline, to the 
extent possible, restore the area affected by the pipeline to the 
natural conditions that existed immediately before construction of 
the pipeline, provided that this restoration is compatible with the 

. safe operation, maintenance, and inspection of the pipeline. 

(c) The rules do not apply to temporary use of a route for purposes 
other than installation of a pipeline, to securing surveyor geological 
data, to repair or replacement of an existing pipeline within the 
existing right-of-way, or to minor relocation of less than three
quarters of a mile of an existing pipeline. The rules do not apply to 
construction of new pipeline in a right-of-way in which pipeline has 
been constructed before July 1, 1988, or in a right-of-way that has 
been approved by the board after July 1, 1988, except when the 
board determines that there is a significant chance of an adverse 
effect on the environment or that there has been a significant 
change in land use or population density in or near the right-of-way 
since the first construction of pipeline in the right-of-way, or since 
the board first approved the right-of-way. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 216D.01, 
subdivision 5, is amended to read: 

Subd. 5. [EXCAVATION.] "Excavation" means an activity that 
moves, removes, or otherwise disturbs the soil at a depth sf 18 ffiehes 
.... g>'eateF by use of a motor, engine, hydraulic or pneumatically-
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powered tool, or machine-powered equipment of any kind, or by 
explosives. Excavation does not include: 

(1) the repair or installation of agricultural drainage tile for which 
notice has been given as provided by section 1161,07, subdivision 2; 

(2) the extraction of minerals; 

(3) the opening of a grave in a cemetery; 

(4) normal maintenance of roads and streets if the maintenance 
does not change the original grade and does not involve the road 
ditch; or 

(5) plowing, cultivating, planting, harvesting, and similar opera
tions in connection with growing crops, landscaping, or gardening, 
unless any of these activities disturbs the soil to a depth of -l8 12 
inches or more. -

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 299F.56, subdivision 1, is 
amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. As used in sections 299F.56 to 299F.64 and section 
19, the terms defined in this section shall have the meanings given 
them. 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 299F.56, subdivision 2, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 2. "The federal Natural Gas Pipeline Safety Act ef 1968 ef 
the United States" shall_1'ahlie haw NamileF 90 481, Statates 
at baFge, velame 82, page ~ 9\ltb C8ngFeSS, So ~ aflflF8ved 
,A,agast 19, 1968 means United States Code, title 49, sections 1671 
to 1686. -- ---- - --

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 299F.56, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 2a. "The federal Hazardous Liquid Pipeline Safety ~ct" 
means United States Code, title 49, sections 2001 to 2014. 

Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 299F.56, subdivision 4, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 4. "Gas" means natural gas, liquefied natural gas, flamma
ble gas, or gas which is toxic or corrosive, ~ that. "Gas" shaJ..I. 
net inela"e also includes liquefied petroleum gas in - distribution 
systems. -- -
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Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 299F.56, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 4a. "Hazardous ljquid" means "hazardous liquid" and 
"htgfily volatile liquid" as efined in Code of Federal Regulations, 
title ~ section 195.2. 

Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 299F.56, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 4b. "Liquefied natural gas" means natural gas or synthetic 
gas having methane (CH42 as its major constituent that has been 
changed to ~ liquid or semisolid. 

Sec. 9. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 299F.56, subdivision 6, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 6. "Gas pipeline facilities" includes, without limitation, new 
and existing pipe, rights of way, and any equipment, facility, or 
building used in the transportation of gas or the treatment of gas 
during the course of transportation, B..t "rights af wa:F as ItSed in 
"estieRs 299F.aG t& 299F.G{ <lees net autherize the state fire 
marshal t& "reseAbe the leeatieH 81' reuting af aay "i"eline faeility. 
"Pipeline facilities" shaIl not include any facilities subject to the 
jurisdiction of the Federal Pewef' Energy Regulatory Commission 
under the Natural Gas Act of the United States. 

Sec. 10. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 299F.56, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 6a. "Hazardous liquid pipeline facilities" includes, without 
limitation, new and existing ~'rights-of-way, and any equip
ment, facility, or building used or intended for use in the transpor
tation of hazardous liquids. 

Sec. 11. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 299F.57, 
subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

299F.57 [MINIMUM SAFETY ST!.NARDS STANDARDS; GAS 
PIPELINES.] ~ 

Subdivision 1. The commissioner shall, by order, establish mini
mum safety standards for the transportation of gas and ~ pipeline 
facilities. Such standards may apply to the design, instaIlation, 
inspection, testing, construction, extension, operation, replacement, 
and maintenance of ~ pipeline facilities. The standards rna;! not 
prescribe the location or routing of ~ pipeline facility. Stan ards 
affecting the design, installation, construction, initial inspection, 
and initial testing shaIl not be applicable to pipeline facilities in 
existence on the date such standards are adopted. Such safety 
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standards shall be practicable and designed to meet the need for 
pipeline safety. In prescribing such standards, the commissioner 
shall consider: 

(a) relevant available pipeline safety data; 

(b) whether such standards are appropriate for the particular type 
of pipeline transportation; 

(c) the reasonableness of any proposed standards; 

(d) the extent to which any such standards will contribute to 
public safety; and 

(e) the existing standards established by the Secretary of Trans
portation of the United States pursuant to the federal Natural Gas 
Pipeline Safety Ac.t of 19(;8 of the United States. 

Provided, however, that the commissioner shall not be empowered 
to adopt any such standards as to the transportation of gas or to 
pipeline facilities which are subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal 
I>eweF Ene~ Regulatory Commission under the Natural Gas Act of 
the United tates, except as provided in sections 299J.0l to 299J.17. 

Sec. 12. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 299F.57, is 
amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 1a. [ADOPTION OF FEDERAL STANDARDS.] The federal 
safety standards adopted as Code of Federal Regulations, title 49, 
parts 192 and 193, are adopted. 

Sec. 13. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 299F.58, is 
amended to read: 

299F.58 [CERTIFICATIONS AND REPORTS.] 

The commissioner is authorized to make saeh certifications and 
reports to the United States Secretary of Transportation as may be 
required from time to time under the federal Natural Gas Pipeline 
Safety Act of 19(;8 of the U"ited States. 

Sec. 14. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 299F.59, is amended to 
read: 

299F.59 [COMPLIANCE WITH STANDARDS.] 

Subdivision 1. Each person who engages in the transportation of 
gas or hazardous liquids or who owns or operates !@"l or hazardous 
liquid pipeline facilities shall: 
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(a) at all times after the date any applicable safety standard 
established under sections 299F.56 to 299F.64 and section 19 takes 
effect comply with the requirements of such standard; 

(b) file and comply with a plan of inspection and maintenance 
required by sections 299F.56 to 299F.64 and section 19; and 

(c) permit access to or copying of records, and make reports or 
provide information, and permit entry or inspection, as required by 
sections 299F.56 to 299F.64 and section 19. 

Subd. 2. Nothing in sections 299F.56 to 299F.64 and section 19 
shall affect the common law or statutory tort liabilityOfany person. 

Sec. 15., Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 299F.62, is 
amended to read: 

299F.62 [PLAN FOR INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE; GAS 
PIPELINES.] ---

Each person who engages in the transportation of gas or who owns 
or operates ffis pipeline facilities subject to sections 299F.56 to 
299F.64 shal Ie with the commissioner a plan for inspection and 
maintenance of each such pipeline facility owned or operated by such 
person, and any changes in such plan, in accordance with the rules 
prescribed by the commissioner. On finding that such plan is 
inadequate to achieve safe operation, the commissioner shall, after 
notice and opportunity for a hearing, require such plan to be revised. 
The plan required by the commissioner shall be practicable and 
designed to meet the need for pipeline safety. In determining the 
adequacy of any such plan, the commissioner shall consider the 
following: 

(a) relevant available pipeline safety data; 

(b) whether the plan is appropriate for the particular type of 
pipeline transportation; 

(c) the reasonableness of the plan; and 

(d) the extent to which such plan will contribute to public safety. 

Sec. 16. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 299F.63, 
subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. Each person who engages in the transportation of 
gas or who owns or operates gas pipeline facilities shall establish 
and maintain such records, make such reports, and provide such 
information as the commissioner may reasonably require to deter
mine whether such person has acted or is acting in compliance with 
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sections 299F.56 to 299F.64 and the standards established under 
sections 299F.56 to 299F.64. Each such person shall, upon request of 
an officer, employee, or agent authorized by the commissioner, 
permit such officer, employee, or agent to inspect books, papers, 
records and documents relevant to determining whether such person 
has acted or is acting in compliance with sections 299F.56 to 299F.64 
and the standards established pursuant to sections 299F.56 to 
299F.64. For purposes of enforcement of sections 299F.56 to 299F.64, 
officers, employees, or agents authorized by the commissioner, upon 
presenting appropriate credentials to the individual in charge, are 
authorized to enter upon, at reasonable times, gas pipeline facilities, 
and to inspect, at reasonable times and within reasonable limits and 
in a reasonable manner, such facilities. Each such inspection shall 
be commenced and completed with reasonable promptness. 

Sec. 17. [299F.631] [INSPECTION FEE.] 

Subdivision l. [ASSESSMENT AND DEPOSIT OF FEE.] From 
each pipeline operator subject to the intrastate pipeline inspeCITOi1 
authority under sections 299F.56 to 299F.64 and section 19, the 
commissioner shall assess and collect an inspection fee in an amount 
calculated unoerslilXllViwms 2 and 4. The assessment of the 
inspection fee must be made no !ewer than 30 daYh after the enJOt 
the quarter. If an operatorlToes not ~ the tee wit in 60 days after 
the assessment was mailed, theeommissioner may impose a delin
quency fee of ten percent of the quarterly inspection fee and interest 
at the rate of 15 percent ~ year on the portion of the fee not paid. 
Fees collected under this section must be credited to TIle pipeline 
safety account. 

Subd. 2. [CALCULATION OF FEE.] (a) For each quarter that an 
inspecrron fee !s, to be assessed, the comillisSiOnersliall calculate the 
total actmilexpenses and obligations incurred !:>.1: the office of 
pIpeline safety in implementing sections 299F.56 to 299F.64 and 
section 19. The calculation must not include: _ __ _ __ ==:c. 

(1) expenses that will be reimbursed !:>.1: the federal government; 

(2) expenses attributable to follow-up inspections necessitated by 
thetailure of ~ pipeline facility to comply with safety standards; 

(3) expenses attributable to investigations of specific pipeline 
faCilities; 

(4) expenses attributable to inspections of newly constructed 
pipelines over 2,000 feet in length; 

(5) expenses attributable to the inspection of facilities carrying 
liquefied natural gas, and hazardous liquids; and 
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(6) expenses attributable to the inspection of facilities carrying 
liquefied ~etroleum ~ untirthe commissioner adopts ~ rule 
providing or meteredOilling of these facilities. ~ 

(b) The commissioner shall assess each pipeline 0 erator for ~ P!:£ 
. rata share of the expenses anao6Hgations calculate under para
~ ~ based on the number of meters in service on the preceding 
December 31. 

(c) The expenses and obligations described in a'aragraph (a), 
clauses (2), S11. ill,. and (5) must be directly charge to the appro a 
priate pipelIne 0ffirators on ~ quarterl~ basis. The ex enses an 
ob igations descr, edin paraJ;lraeh ~ cause (6), must be ireclly 
char(;ed to the appropriate pIpelIne operators on ~ quarterln basis 
unti the commissioner fidopts a rule providmg fOr metered bi ing of 
fucffities carrying lique led petroleum gas. 

Subd. 3. [EMERGENCY RULES.] The commissioner may adopt 
emergency rules to implement this section. 

Subd. 4. [SUPPORT COSTS.] The commissioner shall calculate 
thegeneritl support costs of the office of pileline sa1ety for the 
preceding quarter, and addtothe inspectionee calcu ated under 
subdivision 2 the share of those costs that ~ proportionate to the 
amount of time spent ~ the office in imj?leiiienting sections 299F.56 
to 299F.64 and section 19 with respect to that pipeline operator. 

Sec. 18. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 299F.64, is 
amended to read: 

299F.64 [FEDERAL MONEY.] 

The commissioner may accept any and all moneys provided for or 
made available to this state by the United States of America or any 
department or agency thereof with respect to prescribing, setting, 
and enforcing rules and safety standards for the transportation of 
natural and other gas, and hazardous liquids, by pipelines in 

. accordance with the provisions of federal law and any rules or 
regulations promulgated thereunder and the commissioner is fur
ther authorized to do any and all things, not contrary to the laws of 
this state, required of this state by such federal law and the rules and 
regulations promulgated thereunder in order to obtain such federal 
money. 

Sec. 19. [299F.641] [INTRASTATE HAZARDOUS LIQUID PIPE
LINES.] 

Subdivision h [JURISDICTION.] The commissioner has re~ula
!Q!:y jurisdiction over the safety standards and practices 0' in-
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trastate hazardous liquid pipeline facilities and the transportation 
of hazardous liquids associated with those facmties. 

Subd. 2. [FEDERAL STANDARDS ADOPTED.] The federal 
safety standards adoNted as Code of Federal Regulations, title 49, 
part 195, are adopte . The commissioner may adopt additional or 
more stringent safetf stanoards for intrastate pipeline facilities alliI 
the transportation 0 hazardous liquids associated with those facil
ities, jf the state standards are compatible with the feaeraT stan
dards. Tnestanaards may not prescribe the location or routing of !'c 
pipelinetacility. 

Subd. 3. [ENFORCEMENT.] The commissioner must establish 
an!flillple"ment an inspection program to enforce tile standards 
adopted under subdivision 2. The program must be eStablished and 
implemented in a manner tnat fully com~lies with requirements for 
state certification under United States ode, title ~ section 2004. 

Subd, 4. [PROTECTION OF PIPEUNE FACILITIES.] The com
miSsWner must encourage and promote 1fofTIams designeato pre
vent damage to hazardous liq'uid pipeline achties as a consequence 
otaemolition, ex:cavation, tunneling, or construction activity. 

Subd. 5. [INVESTIGATIONS; RECORD KEEPING.] (a) The com
miSsWiler may, to the extent necessary to ~ out the emoreement 
responsibilities ofthis section, conduct investi ations make reports, 
issue subpoenas, COiiauct hearings, reqUire the 9r uction of rele
vant documents and records, take de ositions, an conduct research, 
testing, development, demonstratIOn, an tralliliig activities. 

(b) The commissionerdmay{e uire each person who engages in the 
transportation of hazar ous iqui s or who owns or operates pipeline 
facilities to estaolish and maintain records, and to make reports and 
provide information to the commissioner. The record's and other. 
information must be made available as the commissioner orders to 
enable the cOmmISSloiier1O determinewheflier the person has acted 
orJSacting in compliance with this section anathe staiiilards or 
orders adopted under this section. -

(c) Officers, employees, or agents authorized ~ the commissioner, 
on presenting appropriate credentials to the perWon in charge, may 
enter ub1n, inspect, and examine, at reasona e times and in ~ 
reasona e manner, the records and properties of persons to the 
extent the records and properties are relevant to determine whether 
the persons have acted or are 'dcting in compliance with this section 
and the standards adoptedun er this section. 

(d) An accident repor made ~ an officer, employee, or agent of 
the office of pipeline sa aty is available for use in any civil, criminaT. 
or other jUdicial procee ing arising out of the accide~e officer, 
employee, or agent may be required to testify in the proceedings as 
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to the facts developed in the investigation. A report made available 
to the pU~lic need not identify individuals. All reports on research 
Prrts, emOllstratlon projects, and other related activities are 
pu lic mformation. 

(e) All information reported to or obtained ~ the commissioner 
under thls subdivision that contains or relates to a trade secret 
reterred to in United States Code, title 18, section 1905,1SCon~ 
tial for the purpose of that section, except that the infonllation may 
OeQisclosed to other offiCers or employees concerned with enforcing 
iIlis section. NOllilllg in this section authorizes the Withliolding of 
mrormation ~ the commlSsloner from ~ duly autnorized committee 
of the legislature. 

Subd. 6. [INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE rLJ"". 
Pilson who in the . of 
W 0 owns 

(b) If the commissioner finds that a p~an required under this 
subOiVlsWn ~ inadequate to achIeVe -sa e operation orpIjieTIiie 
facilities, the commissioner bliay, after notice and opportunity for ~ 
hearing, re~uire the plan to reviSeQ.i:iiOetermining the adequacy 
of ~ plan fi ed under this section, the commissioner sharr consider: 

(1) relevant available pipeline safety data; 

(2) whether the plan isal?llropriate for the particular type of 
pipeline transportation or facl ity; . 

(3) the reasonableness of the plan; and 

. Subd. 7. [ANNUAL CERTIFICATION REPORT.] The commis
sioner must file an annual certification reITrt with thesecretary of 
the federal Department of Transportation. ~ report must include: 
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(1) the name and address of each person subject to the safety 
jurisdiction of the commissioner under this section; 

(2) all accidents or incidents reported during the preceding 12 
months ~ each person that Involved personal injury re uirin 
hospitalization, fatality, or property damage exceeding 5,000 
(whether or not sustained by !'. person subject to the safety jurisdic
tion of the office), and all other significant accidents, together with 
a summary of the commissioner's investigation as to the cause and 
circumstances surrounding the accident or incident; 

(3) the record maintenance, reporting, and inspection proram 
carried out ~ the commiSSIOner to enforce compliance wit the 
federal safety standards, including !'. detailed description of the 
number of inspections made of pipeline facilities during the preced
~ 12 months; and 

(4) other information as the commissioner or federal law or rule 
may reqUIre. 

The report included with the first annual certification need not 
show information unavmlahle at that time. -- --

Subd. 8. [CIVIL RELIEF.] The safety standards adopted under 
this section may be enforced as is pi'OVKled for ~ pIpeline facilities 
under sections 299F.60 and 299F.61, and penalties collected must be 
paid to the commissioner for deposit in the state treasury and credit 
to the pipeline safety account. 

Sec. 20. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 299J.12, 
subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [CALCULATION OF FEE.] Fees jffi- f3;f3e1i"es g",feFRed 
by seet;o" 299F.G3, sHbdiv;s;oH 4-; _ be established as f3Fov;ded m 
the FHIes adof3ted ml<ieF that seet;oH; For stheF interstate pipelines 
subject to the inspection authority granted under sections 299J.01 to 
299J.11, for each calendar year that an inspection fee is to be 
assessed, the commissioner shall calculate the total number of miles 
of pipeline to be inspected, the total cost of inspection, and the 
percentage of the total miles to be inspected that are or will be 
operated by each pipeline operator. Each pipeline operator must be 
assessed a portion of the total inspection costs equal to the percent
age of the total miles of pipeline to be operated by the pipeline 
operator, but the total fee may not exceed $5 for each mile of the 
operator's pipeline. 

Sec. 21. [HAZARDOUS MATERIALS RESPONSE TEAMS; 
STUDY.] 

The commissioner of the department of public safety shall conduct 
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~ study to determine the need for hazardous materials response 
teams, trainIng standards for and equipment needs of such teams, 
and potential implementation of teams including locating, directing 
and coordinating them. The study must take into account the 
hazardous materials response and reporting requirements of the 
Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act, Public-Law 
Number 99-499, 100 Stat. 1613 (1986). The commissioner shall 
re1fijrt the results of the study to the committee on regulated 
In ustries and the committee on environment and natural resources 
III the house of representatives and the committee on public utilities 
and energy and the committee on environment and natural re
sources in the senate i>y December 31, 1988. 

Sec. 22. [APPROPRIATION.] 

The unexpended balance of funds ap&,opriated to the commis
sioner of public safety i>y Laws 1987, C apter 353, section 41, for 
fiscal year 1988 does not cancel but g; aVallllble for fiscal year 1989. 

Sec. 23. IREPEALER.] 

Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 299F.63, subdivi
sion 4, g; repealed. 

Sec. 24. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

Section 6 is effective July!, 1989, with respect to the extension of 
the 'urisdiction of the commissioner of public safety to intrastate 
liquefi petroleum gas facilities and the tran~rtation ofliquefied 
ratroleum gas associated with these facilities. ection 23 is effective 

anuary 1., 1989." . 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

Knuth and Johnson, v., moved to amend S. F. No. 2111, as 
amended, as follows: 

Page 3, line 25, strike "or" 

Page 3, line 27, strike everything after "crops" 

Page 3, line 28, strike "gardening" 

Page 3, line 29, delete the new language and reinstate the stricken 
language 

Page 3, line 29, before the period insert "; or 
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(6) landscaping or gardening unless one of the activities disturbs 
the soil to ~ depth of 12 inches or more" 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

S. F. No. 2111, A bill for an act relating to public utilities; pipeline 
safety; authorizing the office of pipeline safety to inspect and 
regulate intrastate pipeline facilities carrying liquefied natural gas, 
liquefied petroleum gas, and hazardous liquids; adopting federal 
safety regulations; removing the depth limitation for the one call 
·excavation notice system; providing for the calculation of pipeline 
inspection fees; appropriating money; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1986, sections 299F.56, subdivisions 1, 2, 4, 6, and by adding 
subdivisions; and 299F.59; Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, 
sections 116I.015, subdivision 3; 216D.01, subdivision 5; 299F.57, 
subdivision 1, and by adding a subdivision; 299F.58; 299F.62; 
299F.63, subdivision 1; 299F.64; and 299J.12, subdivision 2; propos
ing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 299F; 
repealing Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 299F.63, 
subdivision 4. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended, and placed upon 
its final passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. There were 128 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 
Frederick 

Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickel'bocker 
Knuth 
Kosrohryz 
Krueger 

Larsen Orenstein 
Lasley Osthoff 
Lieder Otis 
Long Ozment 
Marsh Pappas 
McDonald Pauly 
McEachern Pelowski 
McKasy Peterson 
McLaughlin Poppenhagen 
McPherson Price 
Milbert Quinn 
Miller Quist 
Minne Redalen 
Morrison Reding 
Munger Rest 
Murphy Rice 
Nelson, C. Richter 
Nelson, D. Riveness 
Nelson, K. Rodosovich 
Neuenschwander Rose 
O'Connor Rukavina 
Ol~n, $. . Schafer 
Olson, E. Scheid 
Olson, K. Schreiber 
Omann Seaberg 
Onnen Segal 

Shaver 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 
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The bill was passed, as amended, and its title agreed to. 

REPORT FROM THE COMMITTEE ON RULES AND 
LEGISLATIVE ADMINISTRATION 

Wynia, from the Committee on Rules and Legislative Administra
tion, pursuant to House Rule No. 1.9, designated the following bills 
as Special Orders to be acted upon immediately following Special 
Orders pending for today, Tuesday, April 12, 1988: 

H. F. No. 1839; and S. F. Nos. 1086, 1590, 2402, 2025, 1708, 462, 
2275, 1462, 1937,2266, 2292, 2451, 412, 1900,203 and 1932. 

MOTiON TO FIX THE TIME 
OF ADJOURNMENT 

Himle moved that when the House adjourns today it adjourn until 
9:00 a.m., Friday, April 15, 1988. 

A roll call was requested and properly seconded. 

The question was taken on the Hhnle motion and the roll was 
called. There were 39 yeas and 84 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

BelU1ett 
Blatz 
Boo 
Burger 
Clausnitzer 
DeRaad 
Forsythe 
Frederick 

Frerichs 
Gutknecht 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Johnson, V. 
Marsh 

McDonald 
McKasy 
McPherson 
Miller 
Morrison 
Omann 
Pauly 
Poppenhagen 

Quist 
Richter 
Rose 
Schafer 
Schreiber 
Seaberg 
Shaver 
Stanius 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bertram 
Brown 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Cooper 
DalUler 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dille 
Dorn 

Greenfield 
Hartle 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
JenniJ:!.gS 
Jensen 
Jobnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Kuuth 
Kustobryz 

Krueger Olson, E. 
Larsen Olson, K. 
Lasley Orenstein 
Lieder Osthoff 
Long Otis 
McEachern Pappas 
McLaughlin Pelowski 
Milbert Peterson 
Minne Price 
Munger Quinn 
Murphy Reding 
Nelson, C. Rest 
Nelson, D. Rice 
Nelson, K. Riveness 
Neuenschwander Rodosovich 
O'Connor Rukavina 
Ogren Sarna 

Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
'fjornhom 
Tompkins 
Valento . 
Waltinan 

. Scheid 
Segal 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 
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The motion did not prevail. 

SPECIAL ORDERS, Continued 

H. F. No. 1839 was reported to the House. 

Rest moved that H. F. No. 1839 be continued on Special Orders for 
one day. The motion prevailed. 

S. F: No. 1086 was reported to the House. 

Krueger moved to amend S. F. No. 1086, as follows: 

Page 2, after line 6, insert: 

"Subd. 4. [ADDITIONAL ACQUISITIONS.] Any bank holding 
company, other than a reciprocating state bank holding com~any as 
defined in section 48.92, subdivision 8, that directly or inirectly 
acquires. control of ~ bank located in this state under the provisions 
of this section may acquire additional bank assets llirough the 
expenditure of an amount not to annuallk exceed five percent of the 
Minnesota assets of the acquired ban fioIdlng company as of 
December 31 of the preceding year. The restrictions within this 
subdivision apPly only until the bank holding company making an 
acrisition under this section becomes ~ reciprocatinlj state bank 
ho ding compat;-. This section shall not prohibit the ank holding 
company from ~ granted ~ charter for ~ de novo bank or from 
establishillgOe novo detached facilities pursuant to Minnesota law." 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

S. F. No. 1086, A bill for an act relating to commerce; permitting 
certain charitable trusts to dispose of certain bank assets; proposing 
coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 501. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended, and placed upon 
its final passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. There were 132 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 

Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Blatz 
Boo 

Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 

Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 

DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
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Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
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Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 
Larsen 
Lasley 

,Lieder 
Long 
Marsh 
McDonald 
McEachern 
McKasy 
McLaughlin 
McPherson 
Milbert 
Miller 
Minne 
MOITison 
Munger 

Murphy Quinn 
Nelson, C. Quist 
Nelson, D. Redalen 
Nelson, K. Reding 
Neuenschwander Rest 
O'Connor Rice 
Ogren Richter 
Olsen, S. Riveness 
Olson, E. Rose 
Olson, K. Rukavina 
OmaD.I}. Sarna 
Onnen Schafer 
Orenstein Scheid 
Osthoff Schreiber 
Otis Seaberg 
Ozment Segal 
Pappas Shaver 
Pauly Simoneau 
Pelowski Skoglund 
Peterson Solberg 
Peppenhagen Sparby 
Price Stanius 

[85th Day 

Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
\IJss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
'&nzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was passed, as amended, and its title agreed to. 

S. F. No. 1590 was reported to the House. 

Lieder moved to amend S. F. No. 1590, as follows: 

Delete everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 117.52, 
subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [LACK OF FEDERAL FUNDING.] In all acquisi
tions undertaken by any acquiring authority and in all voluntary 
rehabilitation carried out by a person pursuant to acquisition or as 
a consequence thereof, in which, due to the lack of federal financial 
participation, relocation assistance, services, payments and benefits 
under the Uniform Relocation Assistance and Real Property Acqui
sition Policies Act of 1970, Stat .. tes at Inwge, vel ..... e 84, j!6ge l894 
(1971), United States Code, title 42, seetieB 4eGl; et BeEF sections 
4601 to 4655, as amended ~ the Surface Transportation and 
'iJiill'orm RelOcation Assistance Act of 1987, Public Law 100:r7, 
sections 401 to 418, Statutes at Large;V:oIiiiiie101, pages 246 to 256 
(1987), are not available, the acqUIring authority, as a cosfOf 
acquisition, shall provide all relocation assistance, services, pay
ments and benefits required by the Uniform Relocation Assistance 
and Real Property Acquisition Policies Act of 1970. as amended ~ 
the Surface Transportation and Uniform Relocation ASSIstance Act 
m1987, and those regulations adopted pursuant thereto bY tlie 
UBrte88tates Del'IHIaIhmt ef He .. siBg ...... YffiaB De',elel'lBeBt, and 
either (1) in effect as of JaB .. ary l-; 1984 August 1, 1988, or (2) 
becoming effective after January 1, 1984, following a pulillChearing 
and comment. Comments received by an acquiring authority within 
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30 days after the public hearing must be reviewed and a written 
response provided to the individual or organization who initiated 
the comment. The response and comments may be addressed in 
another public hearing by the acquiring authority before approval. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 161.20, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 5. [ACCEPTANCE OF PRIVATE FUNDS.] Notwithstand
g,g sectiOns 7.09 to 7.12, the commissioner may accept on behalf of 
the state, gifts, grants, or contributions for purposes pertaining to 
the activities of the department. Funds received under this subdi
vision must be deposited in the trunk highway fund and are 
annually appropriated to the commissioner for the purpose for 
which they are given. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 173.085, is amended to 
read: 

173.085 [STAR CITY SIGNS.] 

Subdivision 1. [AUTHORITY TO ERECT.] (a) A county or lesser 
populated statutory or home rule charter city of Minnesota that has 
received instruction and expertise from the department of energy 
and economic development on attracting and retaining businesses 
for the county or city and subsequently has been designated and 
annually recertified as a star county or star city for economic 
development by that department may erect star county or star city 
signs upon payment of a fee required under section 173.13, subdivi
sion 4, to the department of transportation. In the case of star cities, 
one sign may be erected at each approachtOthe city within the 
right-of-way of an interstate or other highway that passes inside the 
city limits. In the case of star counties, one sit¥; may be erected 
within the rlj(hW-way of an interstate or other ighwaiat or near 
the point where the highway enters the county. 

(b) Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph (a), a lesser 
populated statutory or home rule charter city that has an official 
sign in an adjacent area of an approach of an interstate highway 
passing through or near the city as of August 1, 1985 may replace 
that sign with a star city sign upon payment of a fee required under 
section 173.13, subdivision 4, to the department of transportation. A 
county that has an official ~ on the right-of-way or adjacent area 
of an interstate highway at the point where the highway enters the 
county may replace that sign with ::Ie star county ~ on payment of 
::Ie fee required under section 173.13, subdivision 4, to the department 
of transportation. 

Subd. 2. [SIGN STANDARDS.] The department of transportation 
shall design and manufacture the star county and star city sign 
~ to specifications not contrary to other federal and state 
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highway sign standards and substantially similar to those star city 
signs approved for display on state highways as of August 1, 1985. 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 272.01, 
subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. The provisions of subdivision 2 shall not apply to: 

(a) Federal property for which payments are made in lieu of taxes 
in amounts equivalent to taxes which might otherwise be lawfully 
assessed; 

(b) Real estate exempt from ad valorem taxes and taxes in lieu 
thereof which is leased, loaned, or otherwise made available to 
telephone companies or electric, light and power companies upon 
which personal property consisting of transmission and distribution 
lines is situated and assessed pursuant to sections 273.37, 273.38, 
273.40 and 273.41, or upon which are situated the communication 
lines of express, railway, telephone or telegraph companies, and 
pipelines used for the transmission and distribution of petroleum 
products; 

(c) Property presently owned by any educational institution char
tered by the territorial legislature; 

(d) Indian lands; 

(e) Property of any corporation organized as a tribal corporation 
under the Indian Reorganization Act of June 18, 1934, (Statutes at 
Large, volume 48, page 984); 

(t) Real property owned by the state and leased pursuant to section 
161.23 or 161.431, and acts amendatory thereto; 

(g) Real property owned by a seaway port authority on June 1, 
1967, upon which there has been constructed docks, warehouses, 
tank farms, administrative and maintenance buildings, railroad and 
ship terminal facilities and other maritime and transportation 
facilities or those directly related thereto, together with facilities for 
the handling of passengers and baggage and for the handling of 
freight and bulk liquids, and personal property owned by a seaway 
port authority used or usable in connection therewith, when said 
property is leased to a private individual, association or corporation, 
but only when such lease provides that the said facilities are 
available to the public for the loading and unloading of passengers 
and their baggage and the handling, storage, care, shipment, and 
delivery of merchandise, freight and baggage and other maritime 
and transportation activities and functions directly related thereto, 
bnt not including property used for grain elevator facilities; it being 
the declared policy of this state that such property when so leased is 
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public property used exclusively for a public purpose, notwithstand
ing the one-year limitation in the provisions of section 273.19; 

(h) Notwithstanding the provisions of clause (g), when the annual 
rental received by a seaway port authority in any calendar year for 
such leased property exceeds an amount reasonably required for 
administrative expense of the authority per year, plus promotional 
expense for the authority not to exceed the sum of $100,000 per year, 
to be expended when and in the manner decided upon by the 
commissioners, plus an amount sufficient to pay all installments of 
principal and interest due, or to become due, during such calendar 
year and the next succeeding year on any revenue bonds issued by 
the authority, plus 25 percent of the gross annual rental to be 
retained by the authority for improvement, development, or other 
contingencies, the authority shall make a payment in lieu of real 
and personal property taxes of a reasonable portion of the remaining 
annual rental to the county treasurer of the county in which such 
seaway port authority is principally located. Any such payments to 
the county treasurer shall be disbursed by the treasurer on the same 
basis as real estate taxes are divided among the various governmen
tal units, but if such port authority shall have received funds from 
the state of Minnesota and funds from any city and county pursuant 
to Laws 1957, chapters 648, 831 and 849 and acts amendatory 
thereof, then such disbursement by the county treasurer shall be on 
the same basis as real estate taxes are divided among the various 
governmental units, except that the portion of such payments which 
would otherwise go to other taxing units shall be divided equally 
among the state of Minnesota and said county and city. 

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 272.121, is 
amended to read: 

272.121 [CURRENT TAX ON DIVIDED PARCELS.] 

Subdivision 1. [CERTIFICATION OF PAYMENT.] Except as pro
vided in subdivision 2, if a deed or other instrument conveys a parcel 
of land that is less than a whole parcel of land as descrihed in the 
current tax list, the county auditor shall not transfer or divide the 
land in the auditor's official records, and the county recorder shall 
not file and record the instrument, unless the instrument of convey
ance contains a certification by the county treasurer that the taxes 
due in the current tax year for the whole parcel have been paid. This 
certification is in addition to the certification for delinquent tax 
required by section 272.12. 

Subd. 2. [EXCEPTIONS.] No certification of current tax paid is 
required when the parcel if; being conveyed to !'c governmental body 
or for any sheriffs or referee's certificate of sale or other instrument 
if a certification of delinquent tax for the instrument is not required 
under section 272.12. For purposes of this section, "governmental 
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body" means the state, an agency of the state, a county, a home rule 
charter city, !'Ie statutory city, and !'Ie town. 

Sec. 6. Laws 1987, chapter 358, section 5, subdivision 1, is 
amended to read: 

Sec. 5. PUBLIC SAFETY 

Subdivision 1. Total Appropriation 81,888,100 81,990,800 

Approved 
Complement - 1,676.4 1,686.4 
General - 393.7 
Special Revenue - 3 
Trunk Highway - I,Q6Q.S 1,070.8 
Highway User - 173.6 
Federal - 48.3 

The above approved complement in
cludes 1H-l521 for state-funded, unclas
sified patrol officers and supervisors of 
the state patrol. Nothing in this provi
sion is intended to limit the authority 
of the commissioner of public safety to 
transfer personnel, with the approval of 
the commissioner of finance, among 
the various units and divisions within 
this section, provided that the above 
complement must be reduced accord
ingly. 

Summary by Fund 

General 
For 1987 - $900,000 
Trunk Highway 
Highway User 
Special Revenue 
Transfers to Other Direct 

$20,905,800 

$52,517,200 
$ 9,565,500 
$ 500,000 

($ 1,600,400) 

The amounts that may be' spent from 
this appropriation for each program are 
specified in the following subdivisions. 

The amounts shown in the program 
totals are reduced by $87,500 the first 
year and $87,500 the second year from 
the general fund. Reductions must be 
made from appropriations that will not 
reduce revenue to the general fund. 

$20,977 ,500 

$52,456,400 
$ 9,645,700 
$ 550,000 

($ 1,638,800) 
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Sec. 7. [REPEALER.] 

Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 360.015, subdivision 20, is 
repealed. 

Sec. 8. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

Section 2 is effective July 1., 1988. Sections 4 to '2 are effective the 
day following final enactment." 

Delete the title and insert: 

"A bill for an act relating to transportation; providing that 
uniform relocation assistance standards comply with recent amend
ments to federal law; authorizing commissioner of transportation to 
accept gifts to department; authorizing star county signs on high
ways; appropriating gift funds to commissioner; exempting lessees of 
highway easement property from tax on its use and possession; 
providing that governmental body may file deed conveying partial 
parcel of land without current taxes having been paid on whole 
parcel; increasing complement of department of public safety; re
pealing conflicting provision related to charges for users of air 
transportation services provided by the commissioner of transporta
tion; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 161.20, by adding 
a subdivision; 173.085; Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sec
tions 117.52, subdivision 1; 272.01, subdivision 3; and 272.121; Laws 
1987, chapter 358, section 5, subdivision 1; repealing Minnesota 
Statutes 1986, section 360.015, subdivision 20." 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

S. F. No. 1590, A bill for an act relating to transportation; 
providing that uniform relocation assistance standards comply with 
recent amendments to federal law; authorizing commissioner of 
transportation to accept gifts to department; appropriating gift 
funds to commissioner; exempting lessees of highway easement 
property from tax on its use and possession; providing that govern
mental body may file deed conveying partial parcel of land without 
current taxes having been paid on whole parcel; repealing conflict
ing provision related to charges for users of air transportation 
services provided by the commissioner of transportation; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 161.20, by adding a subdivision; 
Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 117.52, subdivision 
1; 272.01, subdivision 3; and 272.121; repealing Minnesota Statutes 
1986, section 360.015, subdivision 20. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended, and placed upon 
its final passage. 
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The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. There were 133 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affinnative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 

Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, B. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 

Krueger Orenstein 
Larsen Osthoff 
Lasley Otis 
Lieder Ozment 
Long Pappas 
Marsh Pauly 
McEachern Pelowski 
McKasy Peterson 
McLaughlin Poppenhagen 
McPherson Price 
'Milhert Quinn 
Miller Quist 
Minne Redalen 
Morrison Reding 
Munger Rest 
Murphy Rice 
Nelson, C. Richter 
Nelson, D. Riveness 
Nelson, K. Rodosovich 
Neuenschwander Rose 
O'Connor Rukavina 
Ogren Sarna 
Olsen, S. Schafer 
Olson, E. Scheid 
Olson, K. Schreiber 
Omann Seaberg 
Onnen Segal 

Shaver 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uyhus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was passed, as amended, and its title agreed to. 

S. F. No. 2402, A bill for an act relating to criminal procedure; 
updating the wiretap law to conform to modern electronic commu
nication technologies; providing procedures for interception of wire, 
electronic, or oral communication; regulating use of pen registers 
and trap and trace devices; prescribing penalties; amending Minne
sota Statutes 1986, section 626A.Ol, subdivisions 3, 4, 5,6,8,9, and 
by adding subdivisions; 626A.02, subdivisions 1, 2, and by adding 
subdivisions; 626A.03, subdivisions 1, and 2; 626A.05, subdivision 1; 
626A.06, subdivisions 3, 4, 5, 6, and by adding subdivisions; 
626A.08, subdivision 1; 626A.09, subdivisions 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5; 
626A.10, subdivisions 1 and 2; 626A.ll, subdivisions 1 and 2, and by 
adding a subdivision; 626A.12, subdivision 1, and by adding a 
subdivision; 626A.13; Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 
626A.05, subdivision 2; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota 
Statutes, chapter 626A; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 
626A.01 to 626A.04; 626A.05, as amended; and 626A.06 to 626A.23. 

The bill was read for the third time and placed upon its final 
passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. There were 134 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 
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Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 

Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 

Krueger Onnen 
Larsen Orenstein 
Lasley Osthoff 
Lieder Otis 
Long Ozment 
Marsh Pappas 
McDonald Pauly 
McEachern Pelowski 
McKasy Peterson 
McLaughlin Poppenhagen 
McPherson Price 
Milbert Quinn 
Miller Quist 
Minne Redalen 
Morrison Reding 
Munger Rest 
Murphy Rice 
Nelson, C. Richter 
Nelson, D. Riveness 
Nelson, K. Rodosovich 
Neuenschwander Rose 
O'Connor Rukavina 
Ogren Sarna 
Olsen, S. Schafer 
Olson, E. Scheid 
Olson, K. Schreiber 
Omann Seaberg 

The bill was passed and its title agreed to. 
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Segal 
Shaver 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

S. F. No. 2055 which was temporarily laid over earlier today was 
again reported to the House. 

Vellenga moved to amend S. F. No. 2055, as follows: 

Page 4, delete lines 19 to 27 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

Clark offered an amendment to S. F. No. 2055, as amended. 

POINT OF ORDER 

Schreiber raised a point of order pursuant to rule 3.9 that the 
Clark amendment was not in order. The Speaker ruled the point of 
order well taken and the amendment out of order. 

S. F. No. 2055, A bill for an act relating to human services; 
defining terms; requiring that court receive annual reviews of people 
with indeterminate commitments; providing for court-ordered com
munity-based treatment; defining procedures for community-based 
commitment; requiring procedures for release before commitment 
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and provisional discharge; appropriating money; amending Minne
sota Statutes 1986, sections 253B.02, subdivisions 13, 19, and by 
adding subdivisions; 253B.03, subdivision 5; 253B.09, subdivision 1; 
253B.15, subdivisions 1, 3, 5, 6, 7, and by adding a subdivision; and 
253B.16, subdivision 1; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota 
Statutes, chapter 253B; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 
253B.09, subdivision 4. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended, and placed upon 
its final passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. There were 129 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 
Frederick 

Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 

'Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 
Larsen 

Lasley Orenstein 
Lieder Osthoff 
Long Otis 
Marsh Ozment 
McDonald Pappas 
McEachern Pauly 
McKasy Pelowski 
McLaughlin Peterson 
McPherson Poppenhagen 
:Milbert Price 
:Miller Quinn 
Minne Quist 
Morrison Redalen 
Munger Reding 
Murphy Rest 
Nelson, C. Rice 
Nelson, D. Riveness 
Nelson, K. Rodosovich 
NeuensChwander ~se 
O'Connor Rukavina 
Ogren Sarna 
Olsen, S. SChafer 
Olson, E. SCheid 
Olson, K. Schreiber 
Omann Seaberg 
Onnen Segal 

Shaver 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was passed, as amended, and its title agreed to. 

S.· F. No. 2025 was reported to the House. 

Voss moved to amend S. F. No. 2025, as follows: 

Delete everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 47.208, 
subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [DELIVERY REQUIRED.] ~ 'lll'itteft Fe'fHeot, 
A good and valid satisfaction of mortgage in recordable form shall be 
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delivered to any party paying the full and final ,balance of a 
mortgage indebtedness that is secured by Minnesota real estatet 
SIieh delivery sRall be in hand 6f' by eeFtiHed maiIc 1'8stmarked 
within 4a days ef the Feeeil't ef the wFitteB FeEjUest ie: the heldeF ef 
aBy iBtepest ef ree6f'd in said mertgage aBd within 4& days ef the 
l'aymeBt ef all S\HBS due taepe8B, Within 45lays of this payment, 
the lender must personally deliver the satis action olmortgage to 
tills party or send i! to the party ~ certified maiL Itcertified mail 
~ used, the lender has complied with thisSuJJd[vision if i! ~ 
postmarkea within the 45-day period, 

Sec, 2, [57,01] [SHORT TITLK] 

This chapter may be cited as the mortgage banker and mortgage 
broker act, 

Sec, 3, [57,02] [DEFINITIONS,] 

Subdivision L [SCOPK] ~ purposes of this chaster, the terms in _ 
this section have the meanmgs gIVen them un ess llie context 
requires a different meaning, 

Subd, 2, [AGRICULTURAL PROPERTY] "Agricultural property" 
has the meaning given the term in section 583,22, 

Subd, ;!, [BORROWER] "Borrower" means !! natural person who 
has submitted an application for" loan to " mortgage banker, 

Subd, 4, [BUSINESS,] "Business" means a commercial or indus
triruenteryrise that ~ carried on for tnepurpose of active or paSsiVe 
investment or profit, 

Subd, 5, [COMMISSIONER.] "Commissioner" means the commis
sioner of commerce. 

Subd, 6, [AGREEMENT OR INTEREST RATE OR DISCOUNT 
POINT AGREEMENT,] "Agreement" or "interest rate or discount 
pOiOt agreement" means a contract between a mortgage banker and 
!! rrower under which the mortgage banker agrees, subject to the 
mortgage banker's underwriting and approval re uirements, to 
make a loan at a specified interest rate or number of iscount points, 
or both, and the borrower agrees to maKe !! loan on those terms, The 
term also inclUdes an offer ~ !! mortgage b:iDkeiThat is accepted fu: 
aoorrower under which the mortgage banker promises to guarantee 
or lock in an interest rate or number of discount points, or both, for 
!! specific period of time. 

Subd. 'l:. [GENERAL MORTGAGE BROKER.] "General mortgage 
broker" means !! person who directly or indirectly brokers, places, 
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assists in placement, or finds mortga$e loans for others or offers to 
broker,place, assist in placement, or ImdliiOrtgage 10ansTorotl1ers. 

Subd. 8. [INDIVIDUAL MORTGAGE' BROKER.] "Individual 
mOrlgilge oroker" means one who acts on behalf of ."c general 
mortgage loan broker with respect to brokering;pIacing, assisting 
in placement, ornnaing mortgage Toans for others or offering or 
attempting to broker, place, assist in placement, or find mortgage 
loans for others. ---

Subd. 9. [MORTGAGE BANKER.] "Mortgage banker" means ."c 
person making a mortgage loan. 

Subd. 10. [LOAN OFFICER.] (a) "Loan officer" means a persoll 
who acts or attempts to act on behalf of ."c mortgage banker wit 
respect to soliciting or negotiating a mortgage loan with a borrower. 

(b) The term includes (1) an officer or employee of ."c mortga~e 
banker who is authorized to solicit or nelotiate loans and w 0 
regularly solicits or negotiates loans, an (2)."c person who is 
responsible for the day to day management of ."c branch office or 
offices of ."c mortgage banker. 

Subd. !l:. [MORTGAGE WAN OR WAN.] "Mortgage loan" or 
"loan" means it loan or advance of credit to indivIdualS secured h."c 
mortgage or other en~mbrance uli?n

h 
rear property contain~ng one 

to four resIiIelitiii1' umts or upon w IC at the tIme the loan IS made 
It is intended that one to lour resiOeiill'alunits are to be constructed. 
'Klortgage loan shall not fficfude any loan mad~ II state or federal 
bank or savings and loan association, an industrial loan and thrift 
COiiijiany orreguiated lender, where less than 50 percent oTi1ie loan 
is used for the purchase of the real property or to refinance a lOan for 
llie purChase of the reaiproperty or where any P'lI1. of the loan is 
used to refinancetJieDa'iance due on ."c contract fOi'deed. 

The term includes operating or real estate loans secured h 
agricultural property. 

The term does not include a loan or advance of credit that is made 
prIffiar1lYfor ."c bUSIness or commercial purpose. -------

Subd. 12. [PERSON.] "Person" means an individual, firm, corpo
ration, partnershiN' association, trust, or lfgal or commeITiaI entity 
or ~ of indivI uals however organiz .' . 

Subd. 13. [PRINCIPAL STOCKHOLDER.] "Principal stock
ho1der" means ."c person owning 20 percent or more of the outstand
!!!g stock of."c general mortgage Droker or mortgageoanker. 

~ 14. [REFERRAL FEE.] "Referral fee" means any thing of 
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value including, but not limited to, ~ payment, advance, fund, loan, 
commission, gift, service, specIal privilege, or similar consideration 
offered or received, directly or indirectly, in return for the referral of 
~ mortgage loan application. 

Referral fee shall not in any case include: the payment or 
acceptance of any sum or other thing of value pursuant to ~ 
controlled business arrangement, as defined in the federal Real 
Estate Settlement Procedures Act, United States Code, title 12, 
2601 et ""'l.-, as the same may be amended from time to time, 
provided that controlled business arrangement disclosures required 
under that act are given as and when required under that act. 

Sec. 4. [57.03] [LICENSE REQUIREMENT.] 

Subdivision l.lGENERALLY.] No person shall engage in business 
as ~ mortgage banker, loan officer, general mortgage broker, or 
individual mortgage broker, unless the person has first obtained a 
license under this chapter. 

Subd. 2. [EXEMPTIONS.] The following persons are exempt from 
theTICensing requirements of this chapter: 

(1) ~ person whose primar:!: responsibility is to process loan 
applications unless the person "" authorized to solicit or negotiate 
loans; 

(2) persons making or negotiating ten or fewer mortgage loans in 
~ period of 12 consecutive months; 

(3) banks, savings banks, savings associations, and credit unions 
organized under the laws of this state, and banks, savings banks, 
savings associations, and credit unions organized under the laws of 
the United States that have offices in this state from which deposits 
are accel'ted pursuant to the laws of this state or the United States, 
and theIr employees, provided, however, that subsidiaries and 
service corporations of these institutions are not exempt from the 
requirements of this chapter; 

(4) regulated lenders licensed under chapter 56, and industrial 
loan and thrift companies licensed under chapter 53; 

(5) charitable corporations making mortgage loans to promote 
home ownership or improvements for the disadvantaged; 

(6) agencies of the federal government, or ~ state government, or 
~ quasi-governmental agency making mortgage loans under the 
specific authority of the laws of ~ state or the United States; 

(7) persons acting as fiduciaries with respect to an employee 
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pension benefit plan qualified under the Internal Revenue Code who 
make mortgage loans solely to plan participants from plan assets; 

(8) persons licensed ~ the state of Minnesota as real estate 
brokers or salespersons who, in the course of representing '! pur
chaser or seller of real estate, incidentally assIst the purchaser or 
seller in obtaining financing for the real property in question if the 
liceilsee does not receive ~ separate commission, tee, or other 
valuable consideration including a referral fee for this service; 

(9) an attorney authorized to practice law in this state, who 
incidentally acts as '! mortgage broker in negotiating orpIaCing '! 
first mortgageJoan in the normal course of legal practice if the 
attorney does not receive ~ separate commission, fee, or other 
valuable consideration for the service including a referral fee; 

(0) persons acting in '! fiduciary capacity conferred ~ authority 
of '! court; 

(11) employees of '! mortgage banker who only solicit refinance 
loans, through the mail or ~ use of the telePhone, from mortgagors 
whose loans the mortgage banker is servicing at the time of the 
solicitation if the persons making the solicitations are not residents 
of this state, ai1dif the solicitations originate from outsiaethis state; 
and 

(12) '! person who only negotiates assumptions, work outs, or 
conversions of existing loans. 

Sec. 5. [57.041 [APPLICATIONS FOR MORTGAGE BANKER 
AND GENERAL MORTGAGE BROKER LICENSE.] 

Subdivision!:. [FORM.] An application for ~ license under this 
section must be made in writing, and on a form approved ~ the 
commisSiOller:-.-- - - - -- ~ 

Subd. 2. [CONTENTS.l The application for ~ mortgage banker 
and general mortgage broker must set forth: 

(1) the name and address of the applicant; 

(2) if the applicant is ~ firm or partnership, the name and address 
of each member of the firm or partnership; 

(3) if the applicant is ~ coryoration, the name and address of each 
officer, director, registered agent, and each principal stockhOJaer; 

(4) the addresses of all offices in Minnesota where business will be 
coiidUcied ~ the appliCant; ana 
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(5) other information concerning the financial responsibility, 
baCkground, experience, and activities of the ap*icant and its 
officers, dIrectors, employees, and princljiaTStock olders as the 
commissioner requires. 

Subd. 3. [FINANCIAL RESPONSffiIUTY FOR MORTGAGE 
BANKERS.] An applicant for !! mortgage banker license shall: 

(1) demonstrate evidence of approval or certification h the 
United States secretary of housing and urban development, other 
than as a loan corresponaent mortgagee, or approval or certification 
of the Federal Home Loan Mortgage CorporatIOn or the Federal 
National Mortgage Association; 

(2) ceCify to the commissioner a bond in the amount of $100,000, 
issued ~ an Insurer authorized to transact business in this state, 
with the state of Minnesota as obligee, conditioned for the prompt 
payment to !! person entitled to it, other than an offIcer, partner, or 
employee of the licensee, from loss resulting from fraud, dishonesty, 
forgery, or theft in connectIon with !! residential mortgage loan 
transaction h the .1icensee or an officer, agef't, or employee; 
provided, however, that the aggregate liability 0 the surety to aU 
~ersons for ali . losses must in no event exceed the amount of the 

ond. The bond must reiiiilln operatiVelOr !! period of time as long as 
the period for which the license is sought; or 

(3) provide evidence of, and continuously maintain, a line of credit 
for the funding of mortgage loans, in an amount of not less than 
$250,000 with: (i) !! licensed mort~age banker; (u) !! lending insti
tution whose deposits are insured "X the Federal Savings and Loan 
IiiSiirance Corporation or the FederaTDeposit Insurance COrpora
tion; or (Iii) !! person whO ~ otherwise acceptable to the commis
sioner. 

The requirement of !! line of credit may be waived h the 
commissioner if all ~ originated !i.Y the ap~licant are either: (i) 
closed in the name of !! lIcensed mortgageDan er or other financiaI 
institution or entity approved fu: the commissioner pursuant to an 
agreement between the mortgage banker or other financial institu
tion and the applicant; or (ii) assigned, pursuant to an agreement, to 
:lilcenseOmortgage bailker or other financial institution or entity 
approved by the commissioner, simultaneous with the closmg. 

The applicant shall provide the commissioner with !! ~ of the 
agreement, which must state the circumstances under which the 
mortgage balikerort'illancrafiilstitution shall be ObIlgated to fUM 
closin s or purchase loans from the applicant~he licensee shi\ll 
noti !....! commissioner of any modifications to the agreement. 

Subd. 4. [EXPERIENCE.] An applicant for !! mortgage banker 
license shall have at least one corporate officer with two years of 
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mortgage origination experience within the previous four years. The 
experience requirement may be waived"!!' the agpIlCailt is, in the 
opinion of the commissioner, otherwise qualIfied fu: reason of 
education or practical experience. 

Sec. 6. [57.05] [APPLICATIONS FOR LOAN OFFICER AND 
INDIVIDUAL MORTGAGE BROKER LICENSE.] 

The application for a loan officer and individual mortgage broker 
license must set forth:(1) the name and address of the aptican~, and 
(2) otheruuormation concernlliifthennancial respolisi ihty, ack
groiiiiQ,ex~erience, and activities of the applicant as the commis
SIOner requIres. 

Sec. 7. [57.06] [FEES.] 

An application must be accompanied !'X. the, payment of the 
foIloWmg fees: 

(1) $150 for each mortgage banker and general mortgage broker 
license, and$30 for each annual renewal; 

(2) $50 for each loan officer and individual mortgage broker 
license, aniI$15 for each aiiiiiial renewal; , 

(3) $10 for each transfer; 

(4) $25 for !'c corporation or partnership name change; 

(5) $5 for !'c name change; 

(6),$10 for !'c license history; and 

(7) $5 for !'c duplicate license. 

All fees shall be retained ~ the commissioner and are nonreturn
able, excep{ that an overpayment of !'c fee shall be refunded upon 
proper app ication. , 

Sec. 8. [57.07] [EXAMINATIONS.] 

Subdivision 1. [LOAN OFFICER AND INDIVIDUAL MORT
GAGE BROKER.] (a) An applicant for !! loan officer and individual 
mortgage broker license must pass an examination collducted fu: the 
commissioner. The examination must be of sufficient scope to 
establish the competence of the apjillCanfto, act as !! loan officer or 
individualmortgage broker. 
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(b) The examination shall be conducted h the commissioner two 
months after "" testing service has been certified by the commis
sioner, but not later than October 1, 1989. 

Subd. 2. [EXAMINATION FREQUENCY] The commissioner 
shall not be required to hold examinations more frequently than 
once every 120 days. The examination may be held more frequently 
upon demand and as the' commissioner considers reasonable. 

Subd. 3. [INSTRUCTION; NEW LICENSES.] (a) An applicant for 
"" loan officer and individual mortgage broker license shall be 
required to successfully complete a course of study in the mortgage 
banking field consisting of 45 hours of instruction approved h the 
commissioner before taking the examination specified in subdivi
sion h ~ loan officer and individual mortgage broker shall, within 
one year of licensure, be required to successfully complete an 
additional course of study in the mortgage lending field consisting of 
45 hours of instruction approved by the commissioner. 

(b) ~ person applying for "" loan officer or individual mortgage 
broker license on or before October 11989, who was employed h "" 
mortgage banker ()': general mortgage broker on or before February 
11988, in "" capacity that would require "" loan officer license or 
individual mortgage broker license, shall not be required to satisfy 
the educational requirements of paragaph (a). !!: the person "PPlY:: 
i.!!g for a license fails the examination, the person is unlicensed. The 
commissioner may allow the person to continue to conduct business 
for 60 days from the date of the examination. !!: during the 60-day 
period the person reapplies for a license and passes the examination, 
the person may be licensed upon payment of the license fee. 

(c) The commissioner may approve courses of study offered in 
educational institutions of higher learning in this state, including 
degree progams, or courses of study developed by and offered under 
the auspices of national or state trade associations or private 
schools. The commissioner shall not approve any course offered ~ 
sponsored ~ or affiliated with any person or company otherwise 
licensed by the commissioner. 

Cd) The commissioner may waive the educational requirements of 
paragraph (a) for "" person applying for "" loan officer or individual 
mortgage broker license who can demonstrate proficiency in mort
g<Ig!' banking. 

Subd. 4. [CONTINUING EDUCATION.] (a) All loan officers and 
indlVKlUaT mortgage brokers shall be required to sUCCessfully com
plete 15 hours of education each renewal year, either as a student or 
"" lecturer, in courses of study approved h the commissioner. 

(b) ~ person applying for" loan officer or individual mortgage 
broker license who was not employed h " mortgage banker or 
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general mortgage broker on or before February h 1988, ~ not 
required to satisfy the educational requirements of paragraph (a) 
until the second year after hcensure. 

Sec. 9. [57.08] [LICENSE DURATION; TRANSFER RESTRIC
TIONS.] 

(a) Every license ~ issued annually under this chapter and 
expires on September 30 next following its issuance. 

(b) be loan officer or individual mortgage broker shall be licensed 
to act on behalf of!! licensed mortgage banker or general mortgage 
broker respectively and may not be licensed to act on behalf of more 
than one mortgage banker or general mortgage broker in this state 
during the same period of time. ~ 

The commissioner shall establish the procedure for the transfer of 
!! mortgage banker or general mortgage broker license because of !! 
merger or acquisition. 

(c) When an individual mortgage broker or loan officer terminates 
activity on behalf of !! general mortgagebroker or mortgage banker 
in order to begin association immediately with another ~eneral ~ 
mortgage broker or mortgage banker, the commissioner sha I auto
matically transfer that person's license. The transfer ~ effective 
either upon the mailing of the required fee and the executed 
documents ~ mail or upon personal delivery of the fee and docu
ments to the commissioner's office. -----

(d) be person who becomes unlicensed for reasons other than !! 
revocation or suspension of a license may have the license reinstated 
without complying with the educational requirements of section 8, 
suhdivision 3, if the person has been unlicensed for less than 24 
months and reports 15 hours of continuing education credit for each 
year. 

Sec. 10. [57.09] [RENEWALS.] 

(a) Persons whose renewal applications have been properly and 
timely filed and who have not received notice of denial or !! renewed 
license d jay continue to transact business wnether or not the 
renewe icense has been received on or before October T ApPlica= 
tion for renewal of !! Ucense is considered to have been timely filed 
if received ~ the commissioner, or mailed with ~ postage and 
postmarked,-l>y September 15 in each year. Applications for renewal 
are considered properly filed if made upon forms duly executed and 
containing infonnation the commissioner requires. 

(b) The commissioner may require !! licensee to file an annual 
report with the commissioner that sets forth the information and is 
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in the form the commissioner requires regarding the business 
conducted Ily the licensee during the preceding calend9.r year. 

Sec. 11. [57.10] [RETENTION OF BOOKS, ACCOUNTS, AND 
RECORDS.] 

(a) Any !1json, whether or not licensed under this chapter, while 
mruung or rokering ~ loan or administering an escrow account 
shall maintain in ItS offices any books, accounts, and records the 
commissioner reasonably requires in order to determine whether 
the person is in compliance with this chapter and the rules adopted 
under it. The bookh" accounts, '¥!4 records must be maintained 
separately from ot er business m which the mortgage banker, 
general mortgage broker, or escrow administrator is involved. 

(b) Any person, whether or not licensed under this chapter, while 
maKing ~ mortgage loan snaTIretain for at least two years after 
settlement on ~ mort~age loan, copies of u;e-note, settlement 
statement, truth-in-len in\ dISclosure, amlother papers or records 
relating to the loan as may e required lJ.y rule. ~ny person, whether 
or not IicenBea under this cnapter, while brokermg a mortgage loan 
shall retain for at least two yearci after ~ mortgate loan IS made the 
original contract for the indivi ual mortgage roKer's compensa
tion, ~ ~ of the settlement statement, and an account of fees 
received in connection with the loan, and other papers or records as 
may be required Ily rule. 

Sec. 12. [57.12] [PROHIBITED PRACTICES.] 

Subdivision 1. [GENERALLY.] No person, whether or not licensed 
under this chapter, while making or brokermg a mortgage loan or 
adiilliiIstering an escrow account shall: -

(1) fill in or chan~e the interest rate or number of discount points, 
or bofl1, contained m an mterest rate or discount point agreement 
iller the interest rate or discount point agreement is executed lJ.y 
the parties; 

(2) fail to ~ within ten business days of receipt to all commu
nications from a borrowera.oout the borrower's loan that reasonably 
indicate that ~ response ~ requested or neede.r;--

(3) !! actinr, as ~ mortgage banker or loan officer, fail to require 
the person c osing the mortgage loan to provide to the borrower 
prior to closing of the mortgage loan (i) ~ settlement statement, and 
(ii) ~ disclosure that confOrms to that required lJ.y United States 
COde, title 15, section 1604, ana "Regulation Z, Code of FeaeraI 
RegUlations, title 12, ~ 226; 
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(4) in the conduct of affairs under the license, engage in deceptive, 
fraudUlent, incompetent, or msnonest practices; . 

(5) charge an unreasonable fee; 

(6) ~ !lo referral fee; 

(7) if directly or indirectly administering an escrow account: 

(a) increase the amount of funds held in escrow £l an amount that 
exceeds one-sixth of the prior year:rn"bursements IrOm the escrow 
account without havffig first provi ed the borrower with !lo. wntten 
explanation specifically identifying the reasons for the increase; 

(b) fail or cause !lo failure to make !lo payment for either or both 
insurance and taxes gy the requu:ea due date f,rovi<ledThere are 
sufficient cOIlected funds in escrow at least one un month prior to 
the time the payment is due. IT the mortgage oankei"Or escrow 
administrator fails to make or causes a failure to make the ~ 
ments £l the due da~b that person isliable to ih'e IiiOrtgagorwr 
actual Gamages cause ~ the failure to ~ay the amounts when due. 
Inaaaition, that person ~ liallie for 500 ~ occurrence if the 
fiiHure to make, or the action causing the failure to make, the 
pa:yiiients £l the ~ date was due to tEe ~gebaii'kei"s or 
escrow, administrator s failure to exercise reasona Ie care; 

(c) fail to provide a borrower with an annual written analysis of an 
escrow account that ~ maintained ~ the mortgage banker for the 
payment of real property taxes or hazardlnsurance, incIudmg notice 
that the escrow account has !lo surplus or !lo shortage if one exists; 

(8) advise, encourage, or induce !lo borrower or !lo third party to 
misrepresent infonnatlon that is the subject of !lo Toan application or 
to violate the tenns of the agreement; 

(9) require a borrower to purchase or renew any insurance policy 
from !lo designated carrier, agent, or agency, provided that !lo mort
~ banker ~ not prohibited from: (i) disapprovmg an insurer or 
~licYhOf insurance where there are reasonable grounds to believe 
~ t e insurer IS insolvent. or that the insurance is unsatisfactog 
as toJiIacement with an unaUtliOrized insurer, adequac:f of ~ 
coverage, adequacy of the insurer to assume the risk to be msured, 
the assessment features to which the r~ICY isSUbject, or other 
grounds that are based onthenatUreo t e coverage and that are 
not arbitrary,unreasonaIiIe, or discriminatOry; (ii) regumng that a 
jiOfill of insurance or renewal thereof be in confonnance with 
stan aros of the FeUeral National Mort@geAssociation or the 
Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation; or (iii) securing insur
ance or !lo renewartliereof at the request of a borrower or because of 
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the failure of the borrower to furnish the necessary insurance or 
renewarTIiereol; - - -

(10) require ~ borrower to obtain ~ Pfilicy ()f insurance covering 
the mortgaged property that exceeds ~ replacement cost of the 
buildings on the mortgaged property, lirovided that ~ mortgage 
banker is not prohibited from requiring t at ~ policy of insurance or 
renewal thereof be in conformance with fl1eStandards of the Federal 
National Mortgage Association or the Federal Home Loan Mortgage 
Corporation; . 

(11) misrepresent the terms and conditions of the loan agreement; 

(12) fail to notify the commissioner, in writing, of ~ change of 
information contained in the license application on file with the 
commissioner within ten business days of the change; 

(13) in the application form, fail to disclose funds received or to be 
received, including but not limited to a~lication fees, deposits, or 
charges made at the time of deposit, or ~ funds disbursed or to be 
d1sb,!rsed and the purposes of the disbursement; 

(14) fail to disourse funds in accordance with any agreement 
connected with ~ mortgage loan, taking into account any applicable 
rIght of rescission; 

(15) refuse to permit an investigation or examination llr the 
commissioner Or fail to comply with any order of the commissioner; 

(16) fail to ~ any fee, fine, or assessment imposed !>y the 
commissioner; 

(17) use or cause to be published any advertisement that contains 
any false, misreaaIng, or deceptive statement or representation; 

(18) use or cause to be published any advertisement which 
contains any reference to the fact that the mortgage banker, loan 
officer, general mortgage broker, or individual mortgage broker !:§. 
regulated or supervised llr the commisslOner; 

(19) use or cause to be f,ublished any advertisement that identifies 
the mortgage banker, oan officer, general mortgage broker, or 
lndividual mortgage broker llr any name other than the name on 
the license issued ~ the commissioner; 

(20) fail reasonably to supervise licensees or employees to assure 
their compliance with this chapter; 

(21) fail to make available or mail to ~ payor, within three 
business days of ~ request from the payor, an appraisal for which 
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payment has been received h the mortgage banker or loan officer, 
in the event the borrower's loan application has failed to meet the 
mortgage balll<er's requirements for approval provided the -"'P:. 
praisal is in the possession of the mortgage banker at the time of the 
request; 

(22) upon receipt of an application for ~ mortgage loan, fail to 
provide to the borrower an itemized list of the fees the borrower 
must .P'!l' atThe time of application, and ~ statement of which fees 
WlIl or will not oerefunded if the application is withdrawn or 
demea. If there is more than one 6Oi'rower, the information may be 
provided to one of them; or . 

(23) refuse to honor ~ provision of ~ written real estate purchase 
agreementoetween a borrower and !"o seller relating to which party 
to the purchase agreement may execute a written interest rate or 
discount print agreement. The acceptance, whether h the borrower 
or the se ler, must be in writing pursuant to section 47.206, 
subdivision 3. 

Subd. 2. [GENERAL OR INDIVIDUAL MORTGAGE BROKERS.] 
Noperson, whether or not licensed under this chapter, while 
brokering ~ mortgage loan shall: 

(1) except for documented out-of-pocket expenses paid or to be paid 
to third parties and which are necessary to obtain a loan commit
ment, receive compei'iSation from ~ borrower until ~ written com
mitment to make !"o mortgage loan g, given to the borrower by ~ 
mortgage banker or loan officer; 

(2) fail to deposit in a trust account, within 48 hours of receipt, all 
fees received prior to the time ~ loan g, actuiill:fl\illiled. The trust 
account must be in a depository financial institution located within 
Minnesota; 

(3) receive compensation from ~ borrower in connection with any 
mortgage loan transaction in which the general mortgage broker or 
individual mortgage broker is the mortgage banker, loan officer, or 
~ principal stockholder, ,partner, trustee, director, or officer of the 
mortgage banker; 

(4) receive compensation from the borrower other than that 
specified in !"o written agreement signed h the borrower; or 

(5) receive compensation from the borrower for acting as a general 
mortgage broker or individual mortgage broker withou£1irst enter
!EK into ~ written contract with the borrower that: 

(i) identifies the trust account into which the fees or consideration 
will be deposited; 
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(ii) sets forth the circumstances under which the general and 
indiviauru mortgage broker will be entitled to disbursement from 
the trust account; 

(iii) sets forth the circumstances under which the borrower will be 
entitled to -"- refund of all or part of the fee; -

(iv) specifically describes the services to be provided E.l:: the 
general and individual mortgage broker and the dates E.l:: which the 
services will be performed; 

(v) states the maximum rate of interest to be charged on any loan 
obtained; 

(vi) discloses, with respect to the 12-month period ending ten 
business days prior to the date or the contract in question, the 
percentage of the general mortgage broker's customers for whom 
loans have actually been funded as a result of the mortgage broker's 
:servIces (this disclosure need not be made for any period before the 
effective date of this statute); and 

(vii) discloses the cancellation rights and procedures in section 13. 

Subd. 3. [PENALTIES.] Notwithstanding section 8.31, no bor
rower shall have -"- cause of action against any person violating the 
provisions of this section. 

Sec. 13. [57.13] [CANCELLATION.] 

A customer of -"- general or individual mortgage broker who l"'Y'l 
-"- fee before the time the loan iE; actually funded has an uncondi
tioned right to rescind the contract for mortgage brokerage services 
at any time until midnight of the third business day after the day on 
which the contract iE; signed. Cancellation is evidenced by the 
customer giving written notice of cancellation to the general mort
~ broker at the address stated in the contract. Notice of cancel
lation, if' given E.l:: mail, iE; effective upon deposit in -"- mailbox 
properly addressed to the general mortgage broker with postage 
prepaid. Notice of cancellation need not take.-,,- particular form and 
iE; sufficient if' !t indicates by any form of written expression the 
intention of the customer not to be bound by the contract. No act of 
-"- customer ora general or moiViouaTiIlOrtgage broker iE; effective to 
waive the right to rescind as provided in this section. 

Sec. 14. [57.14] [DENIAL, SUSPENSION, OR REVOCATION OF 
LICENSE.] 

In addition to the powers granted in section 45.027, subdivision 7, 
the commissioner may deny, suspend, or revoke any mortgage 
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banker's, general mortgage- broker's, loan officer's, or individual 
mortgage broker's license issued under this chapter for: 

(1) conviction of a felony or misdemeanor involving fraud, mis
representation, or aeceit; 

(2) entry of a judgment against the mortgage banker, loan officer, 
general mortgage broker, or indiVllfual mortgage broker involving 
fraud, mIsrepresentation, or deceit; 

(3) entrt of [l federal or state administrative order against the 
mortgage anker, loan officer, general mortgage broker, or individ
ual mortgage broker for violation of any law or any regulation 
applicable to the conduct of the licensed business. 

For the purposes of this section and section 45.027, acts of an 
officer, emplotee, director, partner, or principal stockholder are 
considered to ~ acts of the mortgage banker or mortgage broker. 

Sec. 15. [57.15] [RIGHT TO USE THE TERM MORTGAGE 
BANKER OR GENERAL MORTGAGE BROKER.] 

Subdivision 1. [RESTRICTION.] No persons making or brokering 
[l mortgage loan or administering an escrow account, including 
persons exempt from the licensin~ requirements of this chapter, 
may advertise or represent themse ves to be [l mortgageoanker or 
general mortgage broker unless licensed as prOVIded in this chapter 
or unless the person elects licensure for employees who perform the 
functions defined in section 1, subdivisions § and 10, pursuant to 
section 16. 

Subd. 2. [PENALTY.] Ii person who willfully violates this section 
is guilty of [l misdemeanor and may be fined not more than $700 or 
imprisoned not more than 90 days, or both. Each act in violation of 
this section constitutes ~ seJ>arate offense and ~ ·prosecution or 
conviction for any violation of this section does not bar prosecution 
or conviction for another violation under this section. ----

Sec. 16. [57.16] [RIGHT OF FINANCIAL INSTITUTION TO 
ELECT LOAN OFFICER AND INDIVIDUAL MORTGAGE BRO
KER LICENSURE.] 

(a) Notwithstanding the exemption provided in section 4, an 
exempt financial institution may elect licensing for its empwyeesll 
each employee who performs the functions defined in section 3, 
subdiVISIOns § and 10 holds [l loan officer or individual mortgage 
broker license. Employees of exempt institutions who hold [l loan 
officer's or individual mortgage broker's license shall comply with 
the requirements of this chapter as u: they were licensed to a 
mortgage banker or general mortgage broker. 
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(b) A financial institution that elects licensin~ for its employees 
does not forfeit its right to the exemption provi ed in section 10 ~ 
virtueoo the election, 

Sec, 17, [57,17] [MORTGAGE BANKER AND GENERAL MORT
GAGE BROKER; REPORT OF VIOLATIONS TO COMMIS
SIONER] 

cA person, whether or not licensed under this chapter, while 
making or brokering !'c mortgage loan or administering an escrow 
account shall report a violation of this chapter ~ an employee to the 
commissioner, The reWnrt shall be made within a reasonable time 
after that person has now~e of the vioWlOil. The commissioner 
shall prescribe the manner an form of the report, The making of !'c 
report of !'c violation to the commissioner shall not provide grounds 
for any action for libel, slander, or defamation ~ an employee 
against an employer, unless the employer knows that the report ~ 
false or acts with reckless disregard for the truth or falsity of the 
report. 

cA person who fails to repor~!'c violation is ~ of!'c misdemeanor 
and may be fined not more t an $700 or imprisoned not more than 
90 days, or both, Each act in violation of this sectIOn constitutes a 
separate OffeIiS"eand a prosecution or convlclWn for any violation of 
this section does not bar prosecution or conviction for another 
violation under this section. 

Sec, 18, [57,18] [RULES,] 

The commissioner may adopt rules the commissioner considers 
appropriate to administer this chapter, 

Sec, 19, Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 82,17, 
subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd, 4, "Real estate broker" or "broker" means any person who: 

(a) for another and for commission, fee or other valuable consid
eration or with the intention or expectation of receiving the same 
directly or indirectly lists, sells, exchanges, buys or rents, manages, 
or offers or attempts to negotiate a sale, option, exchange, purchase 
or rental of an interest or estate in real estate, or advertises or holds 
out as engaged in these activities; 

(b) fur aBetaer and fur eem",issieB, lee ffi' ethff valuaale eeBsia 
eFatisft & w-i-th tHe iRteRtieft Sf! e:IEpeetatien ill Feeeiviftg the same 
aireetly ffi' inaireetly Begetiates "" eflers ffi' attemflts ta Begetiate a 
leair, seeuFea 6F ta be seeurea by a mertgage 6F ethff enelimaFaBee 
en real estate; 
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W for another and for commission, fee or other valuable consid
eration or with the intention or expectation of receiving the same 
directly or indirectly lists, sells, exchanges, buys, rents, manages, 
offers or attempts to negotiate a sale, option, exchange, purchase or 
rental of any business opportunity or business, or its good will, 
inventory, or fixtures, or any interest therein; 

{df (c) for another and for commission, fee or other valuable 
consideration or with the intention ·or expectation of receiving the 
same directly or indirectly offers, sells or attempts to negotiate the 
sale of property that is subject to the registration requirements of 
chapter 83, concerning subdivided land; 

W (d) engages in the business of charging an advance fee or 
contracting for collection of a fee in connection with any contract 
whereby the person undertakes to promote the sale of real estate 
through its listing in a publication issued primarily for this purpose; 

ff) (e) engages wholly or in part in the business of selling real 
estate to the extent that a pattern of real estate sales is established, 
whether or not the real estate is owned by the person. A person shall 
be presumed to be engaged in the business of selling real estate if 
the person engages as principal in five or more transactions during 
any 12-month period, unless the person is represented by a licensed 
real estate broker or salesperson; 

W effeffl .,.. makes _ than Jive leafls secuFed I>y real estate 
dUFing any 12 mentl> peried arul whe if; net a haBl<, savings haBl<, 
mutual savings haBl<, Building arul !;,an asseciatien, .,.. savings arul 
!;,an asseeiatien ergani,ed under the.\awg ef thie state.,.. the United 
States, tFnst eemj3any, tFnst eemj3any acting as a fidueiary,.,.. ether 
finaneial institutien subjeet te the sUj3eFYisien ef the eemmissieneF 
ef eemmeFee, .,.. meFtgagee .,.. lendeF aj3j3Fwfed .,.. ceFtified I>y the 
secFetaFY efl>eusing arul ufflan de'lelej3ment .,.. aj3j3Fe'led.,.. ceFtified 
I>y the administrateF ef veterans affaiFs, .,.. aj3j3Feved .,.. eertified I>y 
the aamiRistpatsF at the FarmeFS Heme- .. :\dmifl:istFatisfI:, ffi'- -ap
j3Fe'fed .,.. certified I>y the Federal Heme -bean MeFtgage CeFj3eFa 
tieR-; .,.. aj3j3Fe'led .,.. ceFtified I>y the FedeFal Natienal MeFtgage 
AsseeiatisB. 

Sec. 20. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 82.18, is amended to 
read: 

82.18 [EXCEPTIONS.] 

Unless a person is licensed or otherwise required to be licensed 
under this chapter, the term real estate broker does not include: 

(a) a licensed practicing attorney acting solely as an incident to 
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the practice of law if the attorney complies in all respects with the 
trust account provisions of this chapter; 

(b) a receiver, trustee, administrator, guardian, executor, or other 
person appointed by or acting under the judgment or order of any 
court; 

(c) any person owning and operating a cemetery and selling lots 
therein solely for use as burial plots; 

(d) any custodian, janitor, or employee of the owner or manager of 
a residential building who leases residential units in the building; 

(e) any bank, trust company, savings and loan association, indus
trial loan and thrift company, regulated lender under chapter 56, 
public utility, or land mortgage or farm loan association organized 
under the laws of this state or the United States, when engaged in 
the transaction of business within the scope of its corporate powers 
as provided by law; 

(f) public officers while performing their official duties; 

(g) employees of persons enumerated in clauses (b), (e) and (f), 
when engaged in the specific performance of their duties; 

(h) any person who acts as an auctioneer bonded in conformity 
with section 330.02, when that person is engaged in the specific 
performance of duties as an auctioneer, and when that person has 
been employed to auction real estate by a person licensed under this 
chapter or when the auctioneer has engaged a licensed attorney to 
supervise the real estate transaction; 

(i) any person who acquires real estate for the purpose of engaging 
in and does engage in, or who is engaged in the business of 
constructing residential, commercial or industrial buildings for the 
purpose of resale if no more than 25 such transactions occur in any 
12-month period and the person complies with section 82.24; 

(j) any person who offers to sell or sells an interest or estate in real 
estate which is a security registered pursuant to chapter 80A, when 
acting solely as an incident to the sale of these securities; 

(k) any person who offers to sell or sells a business opportunity 
which is a franchise registered pursuant to chapter SOC, when acting 
solely to sell the franchise; 

(1) any person who contracts with or solicits on behalf of a provider 
a contract with a resident or prospective resident to provide continu
ing care in a facility, pursuant to the Continuing Care Facility 
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Disclosure and Rehabilitation Act (chapter 80D), when acting solely 
as incident to the contract; 

(m) any broker-dealer or agent of a broker-dealer when partici
pating in a transaction in which all or part of a busin,ess opportunity 
or business, including any interest therein, is conveyed or acquired 
pursuant to an asset purchase, merger, exchange of securities or 
other business combination, if the agent or broker-dealer is licensed 
pursuant to chapter 80A; and 

(n) anYI mortgage banker, loan officer, or mortgage broker or 
inruvi ua mortgage broker licensed under sections ~ to 18 while 
engaged in the activities for whIch the1l'Cense ~ reguired. 

Sec. 21. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 580.23, 
subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [AFFIDAVIT OF AGRICULTURAL USK] An affidavit' 
signed by the mortgagor tHHl .. eeFtif'ieate sigBeEl by the es .. nty 
asseSSSF where the laad is lseateel stating that the mortgaged 
premises as legally described in the affidavit tHHl eeFtif'ieate ate not 
in agricultural use as defined in section 40A.02, subdivision 3, may 
be recorded in the office of the county recorder or registrar of titles 
where the property is located and &Fe is prima facie evidence of the 
facts contained in the affidavit tHHl eerlif'ieate. 

A mortgagor signing the affidavit, and the mortgagor's personal 
representatIves or assigns, shall be precluded, with respect to !! 
foreclosure against the mortgaged premises, from aenying the facts 
contained m the affidavit. , 

Sec. 22. [COMMERCE DEPARTMENT REPORT.] 

Subdivision 1. [REPORT.] The commerce department shall con
duct !! strdy and report to the legislature ~ Janua!J' 1, 1989, as to 
the cost 0 provw.ing water damage coverage, define in subdivision 
2, on all hon;:teowner's policies, including policies 6Orrowers are 
reguired to purchase in connection with mortgage loans. Anli 
insurers doinghbusmess in the state of Minnesota must provIde suc 
mformation t at the commiSSloiier determines is necessary to 
conduct thIS stut:The report shall also explore tne cost of other 
methods of provi ing water damage coverage. 

Subd. 2. [WATER DAMAGE.] "Water damage" means: 

(1) flood, waves, overflow of!! body of water, or ~ from any of 
these, that results from a rainstorm event and that enters the 
lliSiired'Sifwelling w1ille sfiU on the sui'fii:Ceofthe ground;or -

(2) water that backs ~ through sewers or drains or overflows 
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within" sump pump or other !.\'I><l of system designed to remove 
water from around a foundation. 

Water damage does not include losses that are the direct result of 
the negligence of the insured. 

Sec. 23. [APPROPRIATION.] 

$37 ,800 ~ appropriated from the general fund to the commis
sioner of commerce for the purposes of administering sections 2 to 18 
and ~ available until June 30, 1989. The approved complement of 
the department of commerce is increased ~ one position. 

Sec. 24. [REPEALER.] 

Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 82.175, is repealed. 

Sec. 25. [EFFECTIVE DATE; APPLICABILITY] 

Sections! to 24 are effective the day following final enactment. 
Nothing in those sections requires " mortgage banker or general 
mortgage broker to be licensed before October h 1988, or " loan 
officer or individual mortgage broker to be licensed sooner than they 
would otherwise be required under section ~ subdivision .L para-
~(b)." 

Delete the title and insert; 

"A bill for an act relating to financial institutions; regulating the 
delivery of satisfactions of mortgages; regulating the business of 
mortgage bankers, loan officers, general mortgage brokers, and 
individual mortgage brokers; establishing licensing requirements; 
detailing the supervising powers of the commissioner; prohibiting 
certain practices; regulating affidavits of agriculture use; requiring 
a report; prescribing penalties; appropriating money; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 82.18; Minnesota Statutes 1987 
Supplement, sections 47.208, subdivision 1; 82.17, subdivision 4; 
and 580.23, subdivision 3; proposing coding for new law as Minne
sota Statutes, chapter 57; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1987 Sup
plement, section 82.175." 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

S. F. No. 2025, A bill for an act relating to financial institutions; 
regulating the business of mortgage bankers, loan officers, general 
mortgage brokers, and individual mortgage brokers; establishing 
licensing requirements; detailing the supervising powers of the 
commissioner; prohibiting certain practices; prescribing penalties; 
appropriating money; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 
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56.01; and 82.18; Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 
82.17, subdivision 4; proposing coding for new law as Minnesota 
Statutes, chapter 57; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supple
ment, sections 47.206, subdivision 6; and 82.175. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended, and placed upon 
its final passage. 

The question was taken on the passage ofthe bill and the roll was 
called. There were 132 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D, 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 
Frederick 

Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 
Larsen 

Lasley Osthoff 
Lieder Otis 
Long Ozment 
Marsh Pappas 
McDonald Pauly 
McEachern Pelowski 
McKasy Peterson 
McLaughlin Poppenhagen 
McPherson Price 
Milberl Quinn 
Miller Quist 
Minne Redalen 
Morrison Reding 
Munger Rest 
Murphy Rice 
Nelson, C. Richter 
Nelson, D. Riveness 
Nelson, K. Rodosovich 
Neuenschwander Rose 
O'Connor Rukavina 
Ogren Sarna 
Olsen, S. Schafer 
Olson, E. &:heid 
Olson, K. &:hreiber 
Omann Seaberg 
Onnen Segal 
Orenstein Shaver 

Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
'lJornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was passed, as amended, and its title agreed to. 

The Speaker called Long to the Chair. 

S. F. No. 1708. was reported to the House. 

Scheid moved to amend S. F. No. 1708, as follows: 

Delete everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 52.08, is amended to 
read: 

52.08 [ANNUAL MEETING.] 
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At the annual meeting the credit union shall elect a board of 
directors of not less than five members, a supervisory committee of 
three members, and may elect a credit committee of not less than 
three members, all to hold office for the terms provided in the bylaws 
and until successors qualify. Some or all of the terms of office may be 
staggered, as provided in the bylaws. A record of the names and 
addresses of the members of the board and committees and the 
officers shall be filed with the commissioner of commerce within ten 
days of their election. Ne A full time manager of a credit union shall 
may be a director of a crwit union operating under this chapter. 

The organization meeting shall be the first annual meeting. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 52.19, is amended to 
read: 

52.19 [EXPULSION OR WITHDRAWAL OF MEMBERS.] 

Subdivision 1. A member may be expelled by a two-thirds vote of 
the members present at a special meeting called to consider. the 
matter, but only after a hearing. A member may also be expelled lJy 
the board of directors in accordance with" procedure and policy 
under subdivision 2. Any member may withdraw from the credit 
union at any time,but notice of withdrawal may be required. All 
amounts paid on shares or as deposits of an expelled or withdrawing 
member, with any dividends or interest accredited thereto, to the 
date thereof, shall, as funds become available and after deducting all 
amounts due from the member to the credit union and an amount as 
necessary to honor outstanding share drafts drawn against the 
accounts of the member, be paid to the member. The credit union 
may require 60 days' notice of intention to withdraw shares and 30 
days' notice of intention to withdraw deposits, except that a credit 
union shall not at any time require notice of withdrawal of funds 
subject to withdrawal by share drafts. Withdrawing or expelled 
members shall have no further right in the credit union, but are not, 
by the expulsion or withdrawal, released from any remaining 
liability to the credit union. 

Subd. 2. The board of directors may adopt a procedure and policy 
forexpliISionorrneDibers for nonparticipation in the affairs of the 
credit union. The policy must be based on: 

(1) failure to purchase and maintain at least one credit union 
share or to pay entrance or membership fees, if any; or 

(2) causing monetary loss to the credit union. 

IT adopted, written notice of the procedure and policy and their 
effective date shall be mailed not less than 30 days before their 
effective date to eacnmember of the credit unionatthemembe?S 
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address on the credit union records. Each new member shall be 
providedwrillen notice of the procedure and policy before or upon 
applying for membership." 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

S. F. No. 1708, A bill for an act relating to credit unions; permit
ting managers to be directors; providing conditions for the expulsion 
of members; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 52.08; and 
52 .. 19. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended, and placed upon 
its final passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. There were 128 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Danner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Darn 
Forsythe 

Frederick 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel -
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 
Larsen 

Lasley Orenstein 
Lieder Osthoff 
Long Otis 
Marsh Ozment 
McDonald Pappas 
McEachern Pauly 
McKasy Pelowski 
McLaughlin Peterson 
McPherson Poppenhagen 
Milbert Price 
Miller Quinn 
Mione Redalen 
Morrison Reding 
Munger Rest 
Murphy Rice 
Nelson, C. Richter 
Nelson, D. Riveness 
Nelson, K. Rodosovich 
Neuenschwander Rose 
O'Connor Rukavina 
Ogren Sarna 
Olsen" S. Schafer 
Olson, E. Scheid 
Olson, K. Schreiber 
Omann Seaberg 
Onnen Segal 

Shaver 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Tjornhqm 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was passed, as amended, and its title agreed to. 

S. F. No. 462, A bill for an act relating to marriage dissolution; 
providing a date for valuing marital assets; providing for partial 
distribution of marital assets; requiring parties to file a statement of 
assets and liabilities; providing that parties owe each other a 
fiduciary duty with respect to marital assets; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1986, sections 518.54, subdivision 5; and 518.58. 
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The bill was read for the third time and placed upon its final 
passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. There were 125 yeas and 4 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Batt.aglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 
Frederick 

Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 

Larsen Omann 
Lasley Onnen 
Lieder Orenstein 
Long Osthoff 
Marsh Otis 
McDonald Ozment 
McEachern Pappas 
McKasy Pauly 
McLaughlin Pelowski 
McPherson Peterson 
Milbert Price 
Miller Quinn 
Minne Redalen 
Morrison Reding 
Munger Rest 
Murphy Rice 
Nelson, C. Richter 
Nelson, D. Riveness 
Nelson, K. Rodosovich 
Neuenschwander Rose 
O'Connor Rukavina 
Ogren Sarna 
Olsen, S. Schafer 
Olson, E. Schreiber 
Olson, K. Seaberg 

Those Who voted in the negative were: 

Carruthers Dempsey Poppenhagen - Scheid 

The bill was passed and its title agreed to. 

s. F. No. 2275 was reported to the House. 

Pappas moved to amend S. F. No. 2275, as follows: 

Page 18, line 12, delete everything after "child" 

Segal 
Shaver 
Simoneau 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valenta 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

Page 18, line 13, delete everything before the period 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

S. F. No. 2275, A bill for an act relating to juveniles; eliminating 
statutory references to Hdependency" and "neglect" and substituting 
the term "child in need of protection or services"; eliminating 
juvenile court jurisdiction over children who are "habitually disobe
dient"; transferring alleged truants and runaways to the court's 
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protective services jurisdiction; transferring certain young alleged 
delinquents to the court's protective services jurisdiction; limiting 
the duration of the court's continuing jurisdiction over truants; 
expanding the court's dispositional authority in certain child pro
tection cases; limiting the juvenile court's contempt authority over 
nondelinquents; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 
242.19, subdivision 2; 260.011, subdivision 2; 260.015, subdivisions 
21,22,23, and by adding a subdivision; 260.111, subdivisions 1, 3, 
and by adding a subdivision; 260.121, subdivisions 1 and 2; 260.131, 
subdivision 1; 260.132, subdivisions 1 and 3; 260.133, subdivision 2; 
260.135, subdivisions 1 and 3; 260.155, subdivisions 4 and 4a; 
260.171, subdivisions 1 and 4; 260.172, subdivision 1; 260.173, 
subdivision 3; 260.181, subdivision 4; 260.191, subdivisions 1,4, and 
by adding a subdivision; 260.195; 260.235; 260.255; 260.291, subdi
vision 1; 260.301; 260.315; 260.35; 260.36; and 484.73, subdivision 2; 
and Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 260.155, subdi
vision 1; 260.156; and 260.221; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1986, 
sections 260.015, subdivisions 6 and 10; 260.103; and 260.194. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended, and placed upon 
its final passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. There were 133 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative' were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Darn 
Forsythe 

Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 

Krueger Orenstein 
Larsen Osthoff 
Lasley Otis 
Lieder Ozment 
Long Pappas 
Marsh Pauly 
McDonald Pelowski 
McEachern Peterson 
McKasy Poppenhagen 
McPherson Price 
Milbert Quinn 
Miller Quist 
Minne Redalen 
Morrison Reding 
Munger Rest 
Murphy Rice 
Nelson, C. Richter 
Nelson, D. Riveness 
Nelson, K. Rodosovich 
Neuenschwander Rose 
O'Connor Rukavina 
Ogren Sarna 
Olsen, S. Schafer 
Olson, E. Scheid 
Olson, K. Schreiber 
Omann Seaberg 
Onnen· Segal 

Shaver 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was passed, as amended, and its title agreed to. 
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S, F. No. 1462 was reported to the House. 

Clark moved to amend S. F. No. 1462, as follows: 

Delete everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 82.17, 
subdivision 6, is amended to read: 

Subd. 6. "Trust account" means, for purposes of this chapter, a 
savings account, negotiable order of withdrawal account, demand 
deposit or checking account maintained for the purpose of segregat
ing trust funds from other funds. A trust account shall _ must be 
an interest bearing account ~ by agFeemeRt sf the flflFITeil aHEI 
s1±Bjeet·w f'1±±es sf the eefflmissieReF, 9a~ the current ~assbook 
savings account rate of interest an must not a low the 
financial institution a right of set off against money owed it by the 
licensee. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 82.24, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 8. [ACCRUED INTEREST.] (a) Each broker shall maintain 
a pooledlnterest-bearing trust account for depOsit of client funds. 
The rnterest accrurng on the trust accouiit,'less reasOniiJJleTransaC
tion costs, must be paid to the state treasurer for deposit in the 
housing trust funaaccount created under sectIOn 5 unless otherwise 
specified pursuant to an expressed written agreement between the 
parties to -'" transaction. 

(b) For an account created under paragraph Cal, each broker shall 
direct the depository bank to: 

ill ~ the interest, less reasonable transaction costs, on the 
average monthly balance in the account, or as otherwise computed 
in accordance with the depository bank's standard accounting 
practice, at least quarterly, to the state treasurer; and 

(2) send -'" statement to the state treasurer showing the name of 
the broker for whom the payment !!3. made, the rate of interest 
applrecr,tlle amount of service charges deductea, and the account 
balance for the periodln which the report ~ made. 

The state treasurer shall deposit five percent of the amount 
corrected under this su1XlIVlsion in the real estate education, re
search, anarecovery fund establisned in Section 88.34, subdivisWn 
1. The state treasurer may use !!p to five percent of the amount 
corrected under this subdivision, but not more than $12,000 annu
ally, to administer and allocate the joney cOTIected under this 
subdivisIOn. The remaining amount col ected under this subdivision 
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must be deposited in the housing trust fund account established in 
section 5. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 82.34, subdivision 6, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 6. The commissioner may expend money as appropriated for 
the following purposes: 

(a) To promote the advancement of education and research in the 
field of real estate for the benefit of those licensed under this 
chapter; 

(b) To underwrite educational seminars and other forms of educa
tional projects for the benefit of real estate licensees; 

(c) To estaolish a real estate chair or courses at Minnesota state 
institutions of higher learning for the purpose of making such 
courses available to licensees and the general public; 

(d) To contract for a particular educational or research project in 
the field of real estate to further the purposes of this chapter; 

(e) To pay the costs of the real estate advisory council established 
under section 82.30; f>fl<l 

(I) To pay any reasonable costs and disbursements, excluding 
attorney's fees, incurred in defending actions against the real estate 
education, research and recovery fund including the cost of mailing 
or publication of notice pursuant to subdivisions 12 and 14; and 

ig2 For ro'ects to provide information to the publif on housin~ 
issues, inclu lUg out not limited to, environmenta safety an 
llOUsllig affordability. 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 82.34, subdivision 15, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 15. Any sums received by the commissioner pursuant to any 
provisions of this section shall be deposited in the state treasury, and 
credited to the real estate education, research and recovery fund, and 
said sums shall be allocated exclusively for the purposes provided in 
this section. All moneys in the fund are appropriated annually to the 
commissioner for the purposes of this section. 

All money credited to the fund under section 2 may onl" be used 
for purposes under subdivisiOi16, clause i& Beginning in 990, the 
commissioner must, on February 1 of each yeEr review The amount 
of mliney sP'i'nt or allOcated for uses under su ivision ~--crause i& 
fOr ~ prevIOus calendar year. IT the amount spent or alIOcated ~ 
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less than the amount deposited in the fund under section 2 during 
the same calendar year, the difference must fiefi'ansferred from the 
fund to the housing trust fund account estalillshed in section 5. 

Sec. 5. [462A.201] [HOUSING TRUST FUND ACCOUNT.] 

Subdivision 1. [CREATION.] (a) The housing trust fund account is 
created as !'. separate account in the housing development fund. 

(b) The housing trust fund account consists of: 

(1) money appropriated and transferred from other state funds; 

(2) interest accrued from real estate trust accounts as provided 
under section 2; 

(3) gifts, r;aants, and donations received from the United States, 
private foun ations, and other sources; and 

(4) money made available to the agency for the purpose of the 
account from other sources. 

Subd. 2. [LOW-INCOME HOUSING.] The agency may, in consul
tation with the advisory committee, use money from the housing 
trust fund account to provide loans or grants for projects for the 
i1eVelopment, construction, acquisition, preservation, and rehabili
tation of low-income rental and limited equity cooperative housing 
units. At least 75 percent of the units must be rented to or 
cooperatively owned h ~ersons and families whose income at the 
time the person or famI y originally occupied the unit was at or 
below 30 percent of the median family income for the metropolitan 
area as defined in sectIOn 473.121, subdivision ~ In making the 
grants, the agency shall determine the. terms and conditions of 
repayment and the appropriate security, if ~ should repayment 
be required. To promote the geographic distribution of grants and 
loans, the agency may designate !'. portion of the grant or loan 
awards to be set aside for projects located in specified congressional 
districts or other geographical regions specified h the agency. The 
agency may adopt emergency and permanent rules for awarding 
grants and loans under this subdivision. The emergency rules are 
effective for 360 days or until the permanent rules are adopted, 
whichever occurs first. 

Subd. iL [MATCHING FUNDS.] The agency may use money from 
the housing trust fund account to match federal, local, or private 
money to be used for projects authorized under subdivision 2. 

Subd. 4. [ADVISORY COMMITTEE.l The agency shall establish 
an eight member advisory committee under section 15.059 to advise 
or assist the agency in providing loans or grants from the housing 
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Subd. 5. [REPORT.] The agency shall report to the legislature and 
the governor annually on the use of the housing trust fund account 
including the number of loans and grants made-;tl1e number and 
~ of reswential unitsassisted through the aCCOunt, and the 
illiiiiber of residential units assisted through the account that were 
rented to or cooperatIveIyOwned!:>.l'. persons or families at or below 
30 percent of the median family income of the metropolitan area." 

Delete the title and insert: 

''A bill for an act relating to housing; creating a low-income 
housing trust fund account; providing for the uses of the account; 
placing certain requirements on real estate trust fund accounts; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 82.24, by adding a 
subdivision; and 82.34, subdivisions 6 and 15; Minnesota Statutes 
1987 Supplement, section 82.17, subdivision 6; proposing coding for 
new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 462A." 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

Clark moved to amend S. F. No. 1462, as amended, as follows: 

Page 1, line 20, after "the" insert "highest" 

Page 2, line 6, delete "depository bank" and insert "financial 
institution" 

Page 2, line 9, delete "depository bank's" and insert "financial 
institution's" 

Page 2, line Hi, delete everything after "shall" and insert "credit 
the amount" -- ---

Page 2, delete lines 17 to 22 

Page 2, line 23. delete "must be deposited in" and insert "to" 

Page 3, line 12, delete "For projects" 

Page 3, line 24, delete "~" and insert "Q" 
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Page 3, lines 29 and 30, delete "deposited in" and insert "credited 
to" 

Page 3, line 30, delete "~" and insert "§." 

Page 5, line 9, before the period insert "and the agent related to 
the development and implementation of the program escribed in 
this section" 

Page 5, after line 9, insert: 

"Subd. 5. [TRANSFERS FOR EDUCATION.] On J,W 15 and 
January 15 each year the agency shall transfer from t e nousmg 
trust account to the reruestate edUcation, resea~arur recovery 
fund establishea in section 82.34, subdivision .1 five percent of the 
"oney credited to the housin~ trust fund account under section ~ 
urin? the precOOin!1 six mont S. The amount necessary to make the 

trans ers is approprIated from the housing trust account." 

Page 5, line 10, delete "f'i." and insert "§" 

Page 5, line 17, before the period insert "at the time of initial " --------occupancy 

Page 5, after line 17, insert: 

"Sec. 6. [EFFECTIVE DATE.J 

Section f'i. ~ effective the day following final enactment." 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

S. F. No. 1462, A bill for an act relating to housing; creating a 
low-income housing trust account; providing for the uses of the 
account; placing certain requirements on real estate trust accounts; 
appropriating money; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 
82.24, by adding a subdivision; and 82.34, subdivisions 6 and 15; 
Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 82.17, subdivision 6; 
proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 462A. 

The biII was read for the third time, as amended, and placed upon 
its final passage. 

The question was taken on the passage ofthe bill and the roll was 
called. There were 101 yeas and 28 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 

Battaglia 
Beard 

Begich 
Bennett 

Bertram 
Blatz 

Burger 
Carlson, D. 
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Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dawkins 
DeBlieek 
Dille 
Dcirn 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Heap 
Himle 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Johnson, A. 
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Johnson, R. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth· 
Kostohryz 
Krueger, 
Larsen 
Lasley 
Long 
McDonald 
McEachern 
McKaay 
McLaughlin 

MHOOrt Pauly 
Minne Pelowski 
Morrison Peterson 
Munger Price 
Murphy Quinn 
Nelson, C. Redalen 
Nelson, K Reding 
Neuenschwander Rest 
O'Connor Rice 
Ogren Riveness 
Olsen, S. Rodosovich 
Olson, K. Rose 
Omann Rukavina 
Orenstein Sarna 
Osthoff Scheid 
Otis Seaberg 
Ozment Segal 
Pappas Shaver 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Bauerly Frederick Johnson, V. Poppenhagen 
Bishop Frerichs Marsh Quist 
Brown Gutknecht McPherson Richter 
Dauner Haukoos Miller Scharer 
Dempsey Hugoson Olson, E. Schretber 
DeRaad Jensen 0nnen Sviggum 
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. Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Swenson 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

Thiede 
Tunheim 
Waltm'an 
Winter 

The bill was passed, as amended, and its title agreed to. 

Johnson, A., was excused for the remainder of today's session. 

S. F. No. 1937 was reported to the House. 

Jefferson moved to amend S,F. No. 1937, as follows: 

Page 5, after line 7, insert: 

"!f property ~ seized without process under clause ~ subclause 
(i), tlie iounty aTIOrlley must institute ~ forIeitille action under 
section 1 as soon as is reasonably possible." 

Page 12, delete lines 9 to 22 and insert: 

"Subd, 5. [DISTRIBUTION OF MONEY.] Seventy ~ent of the 
money or proceeds from the sale of forfeited property r payment 
of seizure, storage, "'iOrleiture, and sale eXEenses, and satistaction of 
valid liens against the property, must ~ orwardeato the approprI
ate agency for deposit as .~ sujPleffient to Its operating fund or 
similar fund for use in law enforcement, and 20 percent must De 
forwarded to the countf. attorney or other prosecuting agency that 
handled the forfeIture or deposit as- a supplement to its operating 
fund or slmilar fund for prosecutorialPuloses. The remamin ten 
percent of the money or proceedS must be orwaraeG within 60 ~ 
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after resolution ofthe forfeiture to the state treasury and credited to 
the crime victim and witness account established under section 
609.rorAny local pobce relief assocIation organized under chapter 
423, which received or was entitled to receive the proceeds of any 
sale made under this section before the effectIve date of sections 1 to 
15, shall continue to receive and retain the proceeds of these sales." 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

Schreiber and Long moved to amend S. F. No. 1937, as amended, as 
follows: 

Page 2, after line 26, insert: 

"Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 383B.128, subdivision 1, 
is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. Each municipality in which conduct alleged in a 
misdemeanor complaint occurs shall pay to Hennepin county for the 
maintenance cost of the inmate convicted thereon and sentenced to 
confinement in the corrections facility the sum per diem as it may 
cost the county for the average maintenance per inmate. The 
administrator and superintendent shall at the first meeting of the 
county board in August of each year submit for the board's approval 
a determination of the maintenance cost per diem per inmate of the 
corrections facility which shall be based upon the actual costs, 
records of receipts, disbursements, and other data for the preceding 
year, adjusted by applying to the preceding years' rate any cost of 
living increase or decrease for the year ending June 30 ofthe current 
year. The costs shall net include the cost, not to exceed $1 ~ day ~ 
inmate, of the premises or structures of the corrections facility or of 
any permanent improvements or repairs. The superintendent shall 
render monthly bills to the municipalities for the maintenance costs 
provided for by this section." 

Page 13, line 19, after "Sections !" insert "1 2, and .1" 

Page 13, line 20, after the period insert "Section 3 is effective the 
day after compliance with Minnesota Statutes, section 645.021, 
subdivision 3, !!y the Hennepin county board of commissioners." 

Renumber the sections in sequence 

Correct internal references 

Amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 28, after the semicolon, insert "including the cost of 
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facilities and improvements in calculating the confinement per diem 
for the Hennepin county corrections facility;" 

Page 1, line 29, ,after "6;" insert "383B.128, subdivision 1;" 

A roll call was requested and properly seconded. 

The question was taken on the Schreiber and Long amendment 
and the roll was called. There were 113 yeas and 15 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, L. 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper· 
Dauner 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dom 
Frederick 
Frerichs 

Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Kostohryz 
Larsen 
Lasley 

Lieder Onnen 
Long Osthoff 
Marsh Ozment 
McDonald Pauly 
McEachern Pelowski 
McKasy Peterson 
McPherson Poppenhagen 
Milbert Price 
Miller Quinn 
Mione Quist 
Morrison Redalen 
Munger Reding 
Murphy Rest 
Nelson, C. Rice 
Nelson, D. Rodosovich 
Nelson, K Rose 
Neuenschwander Rukavina 
O'Connor Sarna 
Ogren Schafer 
Olsen, S. Scheid 
Olson, E. Schreiber 
Olson, K. Seaberg 
Omann Segal 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Carruthers 
Clark 
Dawkins 

Forsythe 
Kelly 
Knuth 

Krueger 
McLaughlin 
Orenstein 

Otis 
Pappas 
Riveness 

Shaver 
Simoneau 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
SViggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

Skoglund 
Vellenga 
Welle 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

Gruenes and Bertram moved to amend S. F. No. 1937, as amended, 
as follows: 

Page 2, after line 26, insert: 

"Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 387.212, is amended to 
read: 

387.212 [CONTINGENT FUND.J 
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The board of county commissioners in any county may create a 
sheriffs contingent fund and may credit thereto not more than 
~ $10,000. The money in such fund may be used for the 
advancement and reimbursement of expenses of the sheriff and the 
sheriffs office, Such moneys shall be disbursed by the county 
treasurer in accordance with rules and regulations prescribed by the 
board, Any balance remaining at the end of the year shall be 
transferred to the revenue fund," 

Renumber the sections in sequence 

Correct the cross references 

Amend the title accordingly 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted, 

S. F No, 1937, as amended, was read for the third time, 

Jefferson moved that S, F No, 1937, as amended, be continued on 
Special Orders for one day, The motion prevailed, 

There being no objection, S. F No, 1821 which was continued 
earlier today was again reported to the House, 

Seaberg, Blatz, Kelly, Solberg, Quinn, Bishop and Olsen, S" moved 
to amend S. F, No. 1821, as follows: 

Pages 1 to 3, delete section 2 

Renumber the remaining sections 

Page 7, delete section 6 

Amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 3, delete everything after the semicolon 

Page 1, delete line 4 

Page 1, line 13, delete "Minnesota" 

Page 1, delete line 14 

Page 1, line 15, delete "1;" 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted, 
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S. F.. No. 1821, A bill for an act relating to crimes; police pursuit; 
requiring certain driver's manual information; providing for civil 
forfeiture of vehicle used to flee a peace officer; requiring local 
governments to establish pursuit procedures and training require
ments by October 1, 1989; authorizing peace officer standards and 
training board to assist local governments in establishing proce
dures and training requirements; requiring reporting of all police 
pursuits to department of public safety; amending Minnesota Stat
utes 1986, sections 171.13, by adding a subdivision; 626.843, subdi
vision 1; and 626.845, subdivision 1; Minnesota Statutes 1987 
Supplement, section 609.531, subdivision 1; proposing coding for 
new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 626. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended, and placed upon 
its final passage. 

The questi';,:, was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. There "'.ere 132 yeas and 1 nay as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBIieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 

Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 

Larsen Osthoff 
Lasley Otis 
Lieder Ozment 
Long Pappas 
Marsh Pauly 
McDonald Pelowski 
McEachern Peterson 
McKasy Poppenhagen 
McLaughlin Price 
McPherson Quinn 
Milbert Quist 
Miller Redalen 
Minne Reding 
Morrison Rest 
Munger Rice 
Murphy Richter 
Nelson, C. Riveness 
Nelson, D. Rodosovich 
Nelson, K. Rose 
Neuenschwander Rukavina 
O'Connor Sarna 
Ogren Schafer 
Olsen, S. Scheid 
Olson, E. Schreiber 
Omann Seaberg 
Onnen Segal 
Orenstein Shaver 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Olson, K. 

Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Thmpkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was passed, as amended, and its title agreed to. 

S. F. No. 2266 was reported to t1;te House. 
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Carruthers moved to amend S. F. No. 2266, as follows: 

Delete everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 626.559, subdivision 
1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [JOB CLASSIFICATION; CONTINUING AND 
PRE SERVICE EDUCATION.] The commissioner of human services, 
for employees subject to the Minnesota merit system, and directors 
of county personnel systems, for counties not subject to the Minne
sota merit system, shall establish a job classification consisting 
exclusively of persons wit!. the sl'eeiali.ea jm9wieage, slHlls, aIHI 
e"lleFieaee FeEjliiFea te satisfaetsFily lleFfaFfH elHM llFsteetiea a..tiee 
llliFsliaat te seetisa 62(>.1;88, sliBaivisiefis:w, We, aIHIl4h who have 
completed preservice trainint under section 2. Only individWlis who 
meet the criteria for this jclj) classification are eligible for employ
ment as child protection workers. 

All child protection workers or social services staff having respon
sibility for child protective duties under section 626.556, subdivi
sions 10, 1Oa, and lOb, shall receive 15 hours of continuing 
education or in-service training each year. The local social service 
agency shall submit an annual plan for the provision of these hours 
of education and training to the commissioner of human services for 
approval. 

Sec. 2. [626.5591] [CHILD PROTECTION WORKERS; TRAIN
ING; ADVISORY COMMITTEE.] 

Subdivision 1. [DEFINITIONS.] As used in this section, the 
following termsnave the meaning given unless thespecific context 
indicates otherwise: 

(a) "Child protection agency" means an agency authorized to 
receive reports, conduct assessments ana investi~ations, and make 
determinations pursuant to section 626.556, sub ivision 10. 

(b) "Child protection services" means the receipt, classification, 
and assessment of reports of child abuse and neglect, inclUding (1) 
the assessment or risk to -'" child a"1Teged to have been abused, (2) 
interviews of -'" pj'son allel,ecrt()have abused -'" child and the chili 
or children invo ved in ~ report, and interviews with persons 
having facts or knowledge necessary to assess the level of risk to -'" 
child and the need for protective intervention, (3) the gaBiering of 
WrITten or eviaenuary: materials, (4) the record~ of case findingS, 
and (5) other actIOns required !ix section 626.55 , administrative 
rule, or agincy policy, but excluding administrative practices nec
essary sole y for the collection of data. 
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(c) "Com etenc -based training" means ~ course of experiential 
and di actic instructional activity which ~ based upon specificallll stated and clearly measurable. instructionaT0bJ8ctives and whic 
reqmreSctemonstration of the achievement of ~ particularstanoarct 
ofSkills and knowledge for satisfactory completion. 

(d) "Preservice training" means training provided to local child 
protection workers before tliey perform official jQQ duties in ~ local 
child protection agency. 

(e) "Early inservice training" means training provided to !! local 
chTId protection worker after the persor has begun to perform ChIld 
protection duties, but before the expIration of six months of ~ 
serVICe. 

(D "Ongoing inservice training" means training provided to ~ 
local child protection worker after the person has performed an 
initial six months of JQQ service. 

Subd. 2. [TRAINING PROGRAM.] The commissioner of human 
serviCeS shall develop and implement ~ pro~am of competencf 
based traini11$" which provwes instruction for eild protectIOn wor -
ers who are hIred to provide child protection services on or after the 
effective date of this section. "TIieprogram shail include: (1) compul
sory preservice traimnt for child protection workers; ana(2) early 
inservice training for c ITO protection workers that includes work
site observation aiid evaluation, and demonstrated apphcatWiiOf 
skills and knowTeCfge. This training shall be made available 
thrOUgFiOilt the state at reasonableintervaIs."The trauung shall be 
coordinated with ongoing inservice child protection worker tramrng, 
but shall not include that training. ---- --

Sec. 3. [626.5592] [STEERING COMMITTEE.] 

Subdivision·1. [APPOINTMENT.] The commissioner of human 
services shall appoint a steering comIiUttee to assist in the Imple-
mentation of section 2. . 

Subd. 2. [MEMBERSHIP] The steering committee shall consist of 
theIoTIOwing members: 

(1) two individuals who are in ~ supervisory capacity in ~ local 
child protection agency; 

(2) two individuals who are child protection workers with signif
icant experience; 

(3) one individual who has expertise in training and development; 

(4) one law enforcement officer; and 
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(5) three individuals who have particular expertise in any aspect 
ofCliiIcliITotection services ileSci'ibed in section ~ 

Subd. 3. [DUTIES.] The steering committee shall: 

(1) advise the commissioner regarding the format and content of 
training to be provided under section 2; 

(2) review and approve ~ two-year plan for implementation of 
section 2; 

(3) make recommendations as to the staffing and operation of 
section 2; 

(4) submit a semiannual report to the legislature on the imple
mentation of section 2; and 

(5) review implementation steps on ~ regular basis, and recom
mend necessary changes in department or public policy. 

Subd. 4. [COMPENSATION.] The steering committee shall serve 
without compensation. 

Sec. 4. [631.047] [APPOINTMENT OF CHILD INTERMEDIARY 
IN CERTAIN CHILD ABUSE CASES; PILOT PROGRAM.] 

Subdivision 1. [DEFINITIONS.] The definitions in this subdivi-
sion ~ to this section. -- --

=='-'--'2.' or ==:..:..::.: 

which involves a minor victim 
.~~~i~ of section 609:22l,609.222, 

~~,",-609.343, 609.344, 609.345, 

(b) "Si nificant relationship" means a relationship as defined by 
Minnesota tatutes, section 609.341, sUbdivision 15. 

(c) "Child" means ~ person under the a~e of 18 who ~ the alleged 
victim of child abuse perpetrated Qy an a ult WEo has ~ significant 
reratWnship with the child victim. 

Subd. 2. [ESTABLISHMENT OF PILOT PROGRAM.] Until July 
h 1989, ~ county board may establish ~ three-year pilot prOJect 
authorizing the appointment of ~ child intermediary under this 
section and setting forth criteria for selectins and training the 
intermediary and monitoring the program. The mtermediaries may 
be paid or hay be volunteers, but shall function independently of 

. the county uman services agency, the county attorney's o/hce, local: 
laW enforcement agencies, and the pUblic defender's office. 
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~ Janua;:t k 1991 a county participatinr in the program must 
report to the egls~e the mterim results o its Pift program. The 
county must submit a hnal report of the results Q... the program to 
the legiSlatiire Qy January 1, 1993. 

Subd. 3. [APPOINTMENT BY COURT.] In a county with !Ie pilot 
program established under subdivision 2, a Child intermeruary may 
be ap::uinted ~ the diStrlct court at the time !Ie criminal lihaiige IS 
flied a leging Child abnse against a child Qy an adult w 0 as !Ie 
significant relationsliIPWlth that child. In making; the apF,0intment, 
the court shall consider tIie" persoii'sl)iiCl{ground In and amiliariYi 
with the judicial process, SOCial service programs, and child ~: 
!Ie guardian ad litem or other representative has been apli0lnted to 
represent the c1ill(\in concurrent kUdiclal roceedIil!!s, t e district 
court shall appOInt tfie same indivi ual to be the c i intermediary 
Ifj?OsSlble and if gualificaITOns are met. The court must not appoint 
as !Ie child intermediary a perllon who is likiY to be a witness in any 
proceeamg associated with ~ allegea chi abuse. 

Subd. 4. [DUTIES.] A child intermediary's duties include the 
foIIOWmg: 

(1) protecting the child from unnecessary further trauma ~ 
marshalling and coori:ITilliti,* the delivery of available resources 
and special services to the child and the child's family; 

(2) advising the court as to the child's special needs with regard to 
retrial Interviews, deposition or trial testimony, and the expe itlna 

Q... proceedings, and with respect to the child's ability to understan 
the process; 

(3) advising the prosecuting attorneli as to !Ie child's aOility to 
cooperate with the ll'0secution, and t e potential effects of the 
proceedings on the c ild; and 

(4) guaranteeing that the right! established for victims in section 
611A.037 are extenaea to tlie chi d or to the child intermediary on 
the child's behalf. - -- - - -------

Subd. 5. [POWERS.] ~ child intermediary has the power to: 

(1)' gain access to all reports, records, and other data relating to 
assessments, evaluations, or examinations of the child, not incluO-
!!!g attorneys' work product; and - ---

(2) make motions or objections to motions and ~etition the court 
for theapJ?ointment or an attorney for the interme iary if necessary 
to adequately protect the best interests of the chdd. 
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The intermediary may not introduce evidence or examine or 
cross-examine witnesses in the presence of the jury. 

Subd. 6. [WITNESS PRIVILEGE.] Notwithstanding section 
595.02, subdivision 1, child intermediaries appointed in child abuse 
cases under this section may not be compelled to testify in any court 
action or proceeding about any opinion or information receJVea from 
or about the child victim in the course of serving as an intermedi
ary." 

Delete the title and insert: 

':1\ bill for an act relating to child abuse; providing for the training 
of child protection workers; providing a pilot program for child 
intermediaries in child abuse situations; amending Minnesota Stat
utes 1986, section 626.559, subdivision 1; proposing coding for new 
law in Minnesota Statutes, chapters 626 and 631." 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

Kelly moved to amend S. F. No. 2266, as amended, as follows: 

Page 1, after line 9, insert: 

"Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 626.559, is amended 
by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. la. [CHILD PROTECTION WORKER PRESERVICE ED
UCATION.] Any individual who seeks employment as '" child 
protection worker after the commissioner of human services has 
implementec! the preservice training program developed under 
section 2, subdivision 2, must complete preservice training in order 
to be eligible for employment as '" child protection worker. 

Sec. 2. [626.5591] [CHILD PROTECTION WORKERS; TRAIN
ING; ADVISORY COMMITTEE.] 

Subdivision 1. [DEFINITIONS.] As used in this section, the 
following terms have the meaning given unless the specific context 
indicates OtIi8rwise: 

(a) "Child protection agency" means an agency authorized to 
receive reports, conduct assessments and investigations, and nlake 
determinations pursuant to section 626.556, subdivision 10. 

(b) "Child protection services" means the receipt and assessment 
of reports of child maltreatment and the provision of services to 
families and children when maltreatment has occurred or when 
there ~ risk of maltreatment. These serVICes inciude:(I) the 
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assessment of risk to -'" child alleged to have been abused or 
neglected; (2) interviews of any person alTeifedto have abused or 
neglected 1lc child and the child or children involved in the report, 
and interviews with persons having facts or knowledge necessary to 
assess the level of risk to 1lc child and the need for protective 
intervention; (3) the gathering of written or evidentiary materials; 
(4) the recording of case findmgs and determinations; and (5) other 
actions required Qy section 626.556, administrative rule, or agency 
p<ilisY, but excluding administrative practices necessary solely for 
tneCollection of data. 

(c) "Competenc~-based training" means ~ course of instruction 
that provides bot information and skills practice, which is based 
upon clearly stated and measuraoIe instructional objectives, and 
which re uires demonstration of the achievement of -'" particular 
standar of skills and knowledge for satisfactory completion. 

(d) "Preservice training" means training provided to local child 
protection workers before they perform official iQ!J. duties in 1lc local 
child protection agency. 

(e) "Probationary training" means training provided to ~ local 
child protection worker after the person has tegun to perform child 

. protection duties, but before the expiration 0 six months of employ
ment as 1lc child protection worker. This probationary training shall 
occur durin~ the performance of J!ili duties and must include an 
evruuation o~ the employee's application of skills and knowledge. 

CD "Inservice training" means training provided to ~ local child 
protection worker after the person has performed an initial six 
months of" employment as -'" child protection worker. 

Subd. 2. [TRAINING PROGRAM; DEVELOPMENT.] The com
miSslOllerofhuman services shall develop a program ofcOlllpetency:: 
based trainIng whIch provides instruction for child protection 
workers who are hired to provide child protection services on or after 
the effective ilaIe or this section. The program shall include compul
sory preservice and probationary training for child protection work
ers. 

Subd. 3. [TRAINING PROGRAM; IMPLEMENTATION.] If the 
coiiiiiiISswner of human services obtains adequate private fundffig 
to implement the training program developed under subdivIsion 2, 
the commissioner shall implement the training program and make 
i! available throughout the state at reasonable intervals. The 
training shall be coordinated with inservice child protection worker 
training, but shal! not include that training. 

!!" the commissioner is unable to obtain adequate private funding 
to implement the training program, the commissioner shall file 1lc 
report with the legislature on or before January B., 1989 which 
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estimates the amount of funding necessary to implement the train
igg program. 

Sec. 3. [626.5592] [STEERING COMMITTEE.] 

Subdivision 1. [APPOINTMENT.] The commissioner of human 
services shall appoint a steering comrmttee to assist in the devel
opment and, iffunding ~ obtained, the implementation of section 2. 

Subd. 2. [MEMBERSHIP.l The steering committee shall consist of 
the following members: 

(1) two individuals who are in "! supervisory capacity in "! local 
child protection agency; 

(2) two individuals who are child protection workers with signif
icant experience; 

(3) one individual who has expertise in training and development; 

(4) one law enforcement officer; 

(5) three individuals who have particular expertise in any aspect 
of child protection services described in section 2; and 

(6) three individuals from among the general public. 

Subd. ~ [DUTIES.] The steering committee shall advise the 
commissioner regarding the format and content of the training 
program developed under section 2. !f funding ~ obtained to 
implement the traming program, the steering committee shall also: 

(1) review and approve "! two-year plan for implementation of 
section 2; 

(2) make recommendations as to the staffing and operation of 
sectIon 2; 

(3) submit an annual report to the legislature on the implemen
tation of section 2; and 

(4) review implementation steps on "! regular basis, and recom
mend necessary changes in department or public policy. 

Subd. 4. [COMPENSATION.] The steering committee shall serve 
without compensation." 

Renumber remaining sections 
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Amend the title accordingly 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

The Speaker resumed the Chair. 

S. F. No. 2266, A bill for an act relating to child abuse; authorizing 
counties to establish pilot programs; allowing the appointment of a 
child intermediary in certain criminal child abuse proceedings; 
prescribing powers and duties of the intermediary. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended, and placed upon 
its final passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. There were 131 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dom 
Forsythe 

Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 

Krueger Omano 
Larsen Onnen 
Lasley Orenstein 
Lieder Osthoff 
Long Otis 
Marsh Ozment 
McDonald Pappas 
McEachern Pauly 
McKasy Pelowski 
McLaughlin Peterson 
McPherson Poppenhagen 
Milbert Price . 
Miller Quinn 
Mione Quist 
Morrison Redalen 
Munger Reding 
Murphy Rest 
Nelson, C. Rice 
Nelson, D. Richter 
Nelson, K. Riveness 
Neuenschwander Rodosovich 
O'Connor Rose 
Ogren Rukavina 
Olsen, S. Sarna 
Olson, E. Schafer 
Olson, K. Sch,eid 

Schreiber 
Seaberg 
Segal 
Shaver 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
'I'jornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was passed, as amended, and its title agreed to. 

Wynia moved that the remaining bills on Special Orders for today 
be continued one day. The motion prevailed. 
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GENERAL ORDERS 

Wynia moved that the bills on General Orders for today be 
continued one day. The motion prevailed. 

ANNOUNCEMENTS BY THE SPEAKER 

The Speaker announced the appointment of the following mem
bers of the House to a Conference Committee on H. F. No. 2182: 

Munger; Wynia; Anderson, G.; Bishop and Osthoff. 

The Speaker announced the appointment of the following mem
bers of the House to a Conference Committee on S. F. No. 2150: 

Peterson, Rukavina and Knickerbocker. 

The Speaker announced the appointment of the following mem
bers of the House to a Conference Committee on S. F. No. 1643: 

Kelly, Pappas and Quist. 

The Speaker announced the appointment of the following mem
bers of the House to a Conference Committee on H. F. No. 1966: 

Blatz, Jennings and Bauerly. 

The Speaker announced the appointment of the following mem
bers of the House to a Conference Committee on S. F. No. 2255: 

Winter, Brown and McDonald. 

MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS 

Johnson, A., moved that H. F. No. 1678 be returned to its author. 
The motion prevailed. 

Redalen moved that H. F. No. 2682 be returned to its author. The 
motion prevailed. 

Neuenschwander moved that H. F. No. 2075 be returned to its 
author. The motion prevailed. 
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ADJOURNMENT 

Wynia moved that when the House adjourns today it adjourn until 
1:00 p.m., Wednesday, April 13, 1988. The motion prevailed. 

Wynia moved that the House adjourn. The motion prevailed, and 
the Speaker declared the House stands adjourned until 1:00 p.m., 
Wednesday, April 13, 1988. 

EDWARD A. BURDICK, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 
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STATE OF MINNESOTA 

SEVENTY-FIFTH SESSION~1988 

EIGHTY-SIXTH DAY 

SAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA, WEDNESDAY, APRIL 13, 1988 

The House of Representatives convened at 1:00 p.m. and was 
called to order by Robert E. Vanasek, Speaker of the House. 

Prayer was offered by Pastor Jim Gronewold, Faith Lutheran 
Church, Staples, Minnesota. 

The roll was called and the following members were present: 

Anderson, G. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 
Frederick 

Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 

A quorum was present. 

Larsen Orenstein 
Lasley Osthoff 
Lieder Otis 
Long Ozment 
Marsh Pappas 
McDonald Pauly 
McEachern Pelowski 
McKaf':Y Peterson 
McLaughlin Poppenhagcn 
McPherson Price 
Milbert Quinn 
Miller Quist 
Minne Redalen 
Morrison Reding 
Munger Rest 
Murphy Rice 
Nelson, C. Richter 
Nelson, D. Riveness 
Nelson, K. Rodosovich 
Neuenschwander Rose 
O'Connor Rukavina 
Ogren Sarna 
Olsen, S. Schafer 
Olson, E. Scheid 
Olson, K. Schreiber 
Omann Seaberg 
Onnen Segal 

Shaver 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

Anderson, R., was excused until 1:55 p.m. Uphus was excused 
until 2:55 p.m. 

The Chief Clerk proceeded to read the Journal of the preceding 
day. Kelly moved that further reading of the Journal be dispensed 
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with and that the Journal be approved as corrected by the Chief 
Clerk. The motion prevailed. 

REPORTS OF CHIEF CLERK 

Pursuant to Rules of the House, printed copies of S. F. Nos. 1662, 
2195, 1678, 1719, 2131, 2194, 821, 2106 and 1937 have been placed 
in the members' files. 

S. F. No, 1719 and H. F. No. 2221, which had been referred to the 
Chief Clerk for comparison, were examined and found to be identi
cal. 

Johnson, A., moved that S. F. No. 1719 be substituted for H. F. No. 
2221 and that the House File be indefinitely postponed. The motion 
prevailed. 

S. F. No. 2131 and H. F. No. 2248, which had been referred to the 
Chief Clerk for comparison, were examined and found to be identical 
with certain exceptions. 

SUSPENSION OF RULES 

Trimble moved that the rules be so far suspended that S. F. No. 
2131 be substituted for H. F. No. 2248 and that the House File be 
indefinitely postponed. The motion prevailed. 

SECOND READING OF SENATE BILLS 

S. F. Nos. 1719 and 2131 were read for the second time. 

MESSAGES FROM THE SENATE 

The following messages were received from the Senate: 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate accedes to the request of the 
House for the appointment of a Conference Committee on the 
amendments adopted by the Senate to the following House File: . 

H. F. No. 1000, A bill for an act relating to agriculture; making 
changes in various agriculture programs; establishing agriculture 
programs; establishing a commodity contract task force; appropri-
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ating money; providing penalties; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1986, sections 41A.09, by adding a subdivision; 41B.02, by adding a 
subdivision; and 65A.33, subdivision 3; Minnesota Statutes 1987 
Supplement, sections 17.102, subdivision 1; 41B.Ol, subdivision 2; 
41B.03, subdivision 3; 41B.039, subdivisions 1,2,4, and by adding a 
subdivision; 41B.05; Laws 1987, chapter 396, article 9, section 1, 
subdivision 4; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, 
chapters 17; 31; 124; and 325E; proposing coding for new law as 
Minnesota Statutes, chapter 32C; repealing Minnesota Statutes 
1986, sections 32A.Ol; 32A.02; 32A.03; 32A.04; 32A.05; 32A.07; 
32A.08; and 32A.09; and Laws 1987, chapter 358, section 31. 

The Senate has appointed as such Committee: 

Messrs. Davis, Stumpf, Morse, Berg and Langseth. 

Said House File is herewith returned to the House. 

PATRlCK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate accedes to the request of the 
House for the appointment of a Conference Committee on the 
amendments adopted by the Senate to the following House File: 

H. F. No. 1935, A bill for an act relating to insurance; accident and 
health; broadening the average for adopted children; requiring 
coverage for routine diagnostic procedures for cancer and services 
provided to ventilator-dependent persons; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 62A.27; and proposing coding for 
new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 62A. 

The Senate has appointed as such Committee: 

Messrs. Dahl, Dicklich and Lessard. 

Said House File is herewith returned to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate accedes to the request of the 
House for the appointment of a Conference Committee on the 
amendments adopted by the Senate to the following House File: 

H. F. No. 1966, A bill for an act relating to zoning; providing for 
filing requirements of variances and certain official maps to real 
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property; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 462.36, sub
division 1. 

The Senate has appointed as such Committee: 

Mr. Belanger, Mrs. Adkins and Mr. Frederickson, D. J. 

Said House File is herewith returned to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted 
the report of the Conference Committee on: 

H. F. No. 2038, A bill for an act relating to employment; regulating 
youth employment programs; requiring that new jobs do not replace 
existing jobs; providing for compensation at the state or federal 
minimum wage; regulating employment contracts; authorizing the 
department of jobs and training to buy real estate and locate offices 
in Minneapolis; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 
268.31, 268.32, and 268.34; proposing coding for new law in Minne
sota Statutes, chapter 268. 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the recom
mendation and report of the Conference Committee. Said House File 
is herewith returned to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate accedes to the request of the 
House for the appointment of a Conference Committee on the 
amendments adopted by the Senate to the following House File: 

H. F. No. 2182, A bill for an act proposing an amendment to the 
Minnesota Constitution, article XIII, section 5; permitting state-run 
lotteries; providing for the distribution of their proceeds; establish
ing a Minnesota environment and natural resources trust fund; 
providing implementing legislation; creating a legislative commis
sion, an advisory committee, and a review panel; providing for trust 
fund expenditures; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 
86.72, subdivisions 2 and 3; and 290.431; Minnesota Statutes 1987 
Supplement, sections 116C.69, subdivision 3; and 297.13, subdivi
sion 1; proposing coding for new law as Mipnesota Statutes, chapter 
115C; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 86.01; 86.02; 
86.03;,86.06; 86.07; 86.08; 86.10; 86.11; 86.12; 86.31; 86.32; 86.33, 
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subdivision 1; 86.34; 86.35; 86.41; 86.42; 86.51; 86.53; 86.61; and 
86.75. 

The Senate has appointed as such Committee: 

Messrs. Moe, R. D.; Merriam; Ms. Peterson, D. C.; Messrs. Knaak 
and Lessard. 

Said House File is herewith returned to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate accedes to the request of the 
House for the appointment of a Conference Committee on the 
amendments adopted by the Senate to the following House File: 

H. F. No. 2396, A bill for an act relating to education; authorizing 
the sale of college savings bonds; requiring a market study and plan; 
authorizing the issuance of zero coupon bonds; exempting a specified 
amount of bonds from consideration in financial aid eligibility; 
appropriating money; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota 
Statutes, chapter 16A. 

The Senate has appointed as such Committee: 

Messrs. Freeman, Pehler and Ms. Peterson, D. C. 

Said House File is herewith returned to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following 
House File, herewith returned, as amended by the Senate, in which 
amendment the concurrence of the House is respectfully requested: 

H. F. No. 1681, A bill for an act relating to Civil actions; modifying 
the statute of limitations for damages based on services or construc
tion to improve real property; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, 
section 541.051, subdivision 1. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

CONCURRENCE AND REPASSAGE 

Kludt moved that the House concur in the Senate amendments to 
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H. F. No. 1681· and that the bill be repassed as amended by the 
Senate. The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 1681, A bill for an act relating to civil actions; clarifying 
the statute of limitations for damages based on services or construc
tion to improve real property; clarifying the statute oflimitations for 
asbestos actions; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 
541.051, subdivision 1; and Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, 
section 541.22, subdivision 2. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by the Senate, 
and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. There were 128 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 
Frederick 

Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 

Larsen 
Lasley 
Lieder 
Long 
Marsh 
McDonald 
McEachern 
McKasy 
Mclaughlin 
McPherson 
Milbert 
Miller 
Minne 
Morrison' 
Munger 
Murphy 
Nelson, C. 
Nelson, D. 
Nelson, K. 
O'Connor 
Ogren 
Olsen, S. 
Olson, E. 
Olson, K. 
OmanD 
Onnen 

Orenstein 
Osthoff 
Otis 
Ozment 
Pappas 
Pauly 
Pelowski 
Peterson 
Poppenhagen 
Price 
Quinn 
Quist 
Redalen 
Reding 
Rest 
Rice 
Richter 
Riveness 
Rodosovich 
IWse 
Rukavina 
Sarna 
Schafer 
Scheid 
Schreiber 
Seaberg 

Segal 
Shaver 
Simoneau 
Skoglnnd 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 

. Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
'M>lle 
'M>nzel 
Wmter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The hill was repassed, as amended by the Senate, and its title 
agreed to. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following 
House File, herewith returned, as amended by the Senate, in which 
amendment the concurrence of the House is respectfully requested: 

H. F. No. 1656, A bill for an act relating to traffic regulations; 
permitting county and city attorneys to provide certain services; 
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providing for allocation of civil fines for motor vehicle maximum 
weight violations; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 
169.871, subdivisions 3 and 5. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

CONCURRENCE AND REPASSAGE 

Segal moved that the House concur in the Senate amendments to 
H. F. No. 1656 and that the bill be repassed as amended by the 
Senate. The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 1656, A bill for an act relating to traffic regulations; 
providing for allocation of civil fines for motor vehicle maximum 
weight violations in Hennepin county; amending Minnesota Stat
utes 1986, section 169.871, subdivisions 3 and 5. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by the Senate, 
and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. There were 128 yeas and 1 nay as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 

Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kally 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 

Larsen 
Lasley 
Lieder 
Long 
Marsh 
McDonald 
McEachern 
McKasy 
McLaughlin 
McPherson 
Milbcrt 
Miller 
Minne 
Morrison 
Munger 
Murphy 
Nelson, C. 
Nelson, D. 
Nelson, K. 
O'Connor 
Ogren 
Olsen. S. 
Olson, E. 
Olson, K. 
Omann 
Onnen 

Orenstein 
Osthoff 
Otis 
Ozment 
Pappas 
Pauly 
Pelowski 
Peterson 
Poppenhagen 
Price 
Quinn 
Quist 
Redalen 
Reding 
Rest 
Rice 
Richter 
Riveness 
Rodosovich 
IWse 
Rukavina 
Sarna 
Schafer 
ScheId 
Schreiber 
Seaberg 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Dempsey 

Segal 
Shaver 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 
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The bill was repassed, as amended by the Senate, and its title 
agreed to. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following 
House File, herewith returned, as amended by the Senate, in which 
amendment the concurrence of the House is respectfully requested: 

H. F No. 1399, A bill for an act relating to economic development; 
authorizing certain entities involved in economic development to 
participate in secondary markets; authorizing the use of appropri
ated money for secondary market purposes; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1986, sections 116M.04, by adding a subdivision; 116M.08, 
by adding a subdivision; 362A.03, by adding a subdivision; 458.192, 
by adding a subdivision; 458C.14, by adding a subdivision; and 
462.445, subdivision 4. 

PATRIC'K E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

CONCURRENCE AND REPASSAGE 

Otis moved that the House concur in the Senate amendments to 
H. F. No. 1399 and that the bill be repassed as amended by the 
Senate. The motion prevailed. 

H. F No. 1399, A bill for an act relating to economic development; 
authorizing certain entities involved in economic development to 
participate in secondary markets; authorizing the use of appropri
ated money for secondary market purposes; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 41A.023; 116J.982, by adding a 
subdivision; 469.012, subdivision 1; 469.059, by adding a subdivi
sion; 469.lO1, by adding a subdivision; and 469.146, by adding a 
subdivision. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by the Senate, 
and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. There were 128 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 

Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
.Clark 

Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 

i'brsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 

Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
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Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 
Larsen 
Lasley 
Lieder 
Long 
Marsh 
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McDonald 
McEachern 
McKasy 
McLaughlin 
McPherson 
Milbert 
Miller 
Minne 
Morrison 
Munger 
Murphy 
Nelson, C. 
Nelson, D. 
Nelson, K. 
O'Connor 
Ogren 
Olsen, S. 
Olson, E. 

Olson, K. 
Omann 
Onnen 
Orenstein 
Osthoff 
Otis 
Ozment 
Pappas 
Pauly 
Pelowski 
Peterson 
Poppenhagen 
Price 
Quinn 
Quist 
Redalen 
Reding 
RRst 

Rice 
Richter 
Riveness 
Rodosovich 
Rukavina 
Sarna 
Schafer 
Scheid 
Schreiber 
Seaberg 
Segal 
Shaver 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Starrius 
Steensma 
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Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was repassed, as amended by the Senate, and its title 
agreed to. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following 
House File, herewith returned, as amended by the Senate, in which 
amendment the concurrence of the House is respectfully requested: 

H. F. No. 2127, A bill for an act relating to health maintenance 
organizations; requiring insolvency insurance policies to be filed; 
requiring a deposit; creating a net worth requirement; allowing for 
a reduction of net worth in certain circumstances; defining admitted 
assets; imposing investment restrictions; requiring quarterly re
ports; providing for the inclusion of certain items in provider 
contracts; regulating rehabilitation and liquidations; including 
health maintenance organizations in the Life and Health Guaranty 
Association; requiring health maintenance organizations to main
tain liabilities for unpaid claims; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1986, sections 62D.02, by adding subdivisions; 62D.03, subdivision 
4; 62D.041, subdivisions 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, and by adding subdivisions; 
62D.05, subdivision 3; 62D.08, by adding a subdivision; 62D.12, 
subdivision 5, and by adding a subdivision; 62D.14, subdivision 1; 
62D.18; 62D.19; 62E.02, subdivision 13; and 62E.14, subdivision 1; 
Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 62D.04, subdivision 
1; and 62E.I0, subdivision 9; proposing coding for new law in 
Minnesota Statutes, chapter 62D; repealing Minnesota Statutes 
1986, section 62D.041, subdivisions 5, 6, and 8. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Greenfield moved that the House refuse to concur in the Senate 
amendments to H. F. No. 2127, that the Speaker appoint a Confer
ence Committee of 3 members of the House, and that the House 
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requests that a like committee be appointed by the Senate to confer 
on the disagreeing votes of the two houses. The motion prevailed. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following 
House File, herewith returned, as amended by the Senate, in which 
amendment the concurrence of the House is respectfully requested: 

H. F. No. 2291, A bill for an act relating to state agencies; 
amending, enacting and repealing certain laws administered by the 
department of administration; increasing the powers of the state 
board for community colleges; changing the criteria for board 
membership; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 15.0591, 
subdivision 2; 15.50, by adding a subdivision; 16A.41, subdivision 1; 
16B.07, subdivisions 2 and 3; 16B.08, subdivision 4; 16B.09, subdi
vision 3; 16B.24, by adding subdivisions; 16B.28; 16B.42, subdivi
sion 1; 16B.48, subdivision 2; 16B.54, subdivision 8; 16B.55, 
subdivisions 3 and 6; 16B.65, subdivision 3; 16B.85; 94.12; 136.61, 
subdivision 1; 136.622; 136.67, subdivision 2; 214.07, subdivision 1; 
268.0122, by adding a subdivision; and 382.153; Minnesota Statutes 
1987 Supplement, sections 16B.09, subdivision 1; 16B.67; 115A.15, 
subdivision 6; and 168.012, subdivision 1; Laws 1987, chapter 365, 
section 24; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, 
chapters 16B and 136; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 
15.38; 16B.29; and 214.07, subdivision 2. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

LasleY'moved that the House refuse to conCur in the Senate 
amendments to H. F. No. 2291, that the Speaker appoint a Confer
ence Committee of 3 members of the House, and that the House 
requests that a like committee be appointed by the Senate to confer 
on the disagreeing votes of the two houses. The motion prevailed. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate refuses to concur in the House 
amendments to Senate File No. 1268: 

S. F. No. 1268, A bill for an act relating to energy and economic 
development; providing for the powers and duties of the commis
sioner of energy and economic development; clarifying definitions; 
authorizing certain Indian tribes to create community energy coun
cils; providing the purpose for which an appropriation may be spent; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 116J.09; 116J.10; 
116J.19, subdivision 6; 116J.36, subdivision 2; 116J.381, subdivi
sion 2; and Laws 1981, chapter 334, section 11, subdivision 1. 
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The Senate respectfully requests that a Conference Committee be 
appointed thereon. The Senate has appointed as such committee: 

Messrs. Marty, Frank and Johnson, D. E. 

Said Senate File is herewith transmitted to the House with the 
request that the House appoint a like committee. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Nelson, C., moved that the House accede to the request of the 
Senate and that the Speaker appoint a Conference Committee of 3 
members of the House to meet with a like committee appointed by 
the Senate on the disagreeing votes of the two houses on S. F. No. 
1268. The motion prevailed. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate refuses to concur in the House 
amendments to Senate File No. 1885: 

S. F. No. 1885, A bill for an act relating to commerce; motor fuel 
franchises; regulating certain building alterations; providing reme
dies; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 80C.146, subdivi
sions 2 and 3; repealing Laws 1984, chapter 444, section 4, as 
amended by Laws 1986, chapter 343, section 1. 

The Senate respectfully requests that a Conference Committee be 
appointed thereon. The Senate has appointed as such committee: 

Ms. Peterson, D. C.; Messrs. Frederick and Solon. 

Said Senate File is herewith transmitted to the House with the 
request that the House appoint a like committee. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Solberg moved that the House accede to the request of the Senate 
and that the Speaker appoint a Conference Committee of 3 members 
of the House to meet with a like committee appointed by the Senate 
on the disagreeing votes of the two houses on S. F No. 1885. The 
motion prevailed. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate refuses to concur in the House 
amendments to Senate File No. 1963: 
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S. F. No. 1963, A bill for an act relating to public finance; 
providing requirements for the issuance and use of public debt; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 123.35, by adding a 
subdivision; 375.83; 410.32; 475.54, by adding a subdivision; 475.67, 
subdivision 13; Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 
469.012, subdivision 1; 469.015, subdivision 4; 469.071, by adding a 
subdivision; 469.155, subdivision 12; 475.60, subdivision 2; and 
475.66, subdivision 3; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota 
Statutes, chapter 469; repealing Laws 1987, chapter 358, section 31. 

The Senate respectfully requests that a Conference Committee be 
appointed thereon. The Senate has appointed as such committee: 

Mr. Pogemiller, Ms. Reichgott and Mr. Gustafson. 

Said Senate File is herewith transmitted to the House with the 
request that the House appoint a like committee. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Rest moved that the House accede to the request of the Senate and 
that the Speaker appoint a Conference Committee of 3 members of 
the House to meet with a like committee appointed by the Senate on 
the disagreeing votes ofthe two houses on S. F. No. 1963. The motion 
prevailed. . 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate refuses to concur in the House 
amendments to Senate File No. 392: 

S. F. No. 392, A bill for an act relating to public safety; providing 
for the mandatory surrender of registration plates and certificates of 
motor vehicles operated by repeat DWI offenders; providing for 
administrative review; requiring a report; appropriating money; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 168.041; 169.123, 
subdivision 5b; 169.1261; and 171.29, by adding a subdivision; and 
Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 169.121, subdivision 
5a. 

The Senate respectfully requests that a Conference Committee be 
appointed thereon. The Senate has appointed as such committee: 

Messrs. Spear, Marty and Laidig. 

Said Senate File is herewith transmitted to the House with the 
request that the House appoint a like committee. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 
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Rest moved that the House accede to the request of the Senate and 
that the Speaker appoint a Conference Committee of 3 members of 
the House to meet with a like committee appointed by the Senate on 
the disagreeing votes of the two houses on S. F. No. 392. The motion 
prevailed. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate refuses to concur in the House 
amendments to Senate File No. 63: 

S. F. No. 63, A bill for an act relating to motor vehicles; providing 
that passenger automobile license plates be issued for a six-year 
period; providing for license plate replacement fees; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 168.12, subdivisions 1, 2a, and 5; 
repealing Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 168.12, subdivisions 3 
and 4. 

The Senate respectfully requests that a Conference Committee be 
appointed thereon. The Senate has appointed as such committee: 

Mrs. Lantry, Messrs. Purfeerst and Frederick. 

Said Senate File is herewith transmitted to the House with the 
request that the House appoint a like committee. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Simoneau moved that the House accede to the request of the 
Senate and that the Speaker appoint a Conference Committee of 3 
members of the House to meet with a like committee appointed by 
the Senate on the disagreeing votes of the two houses on S. F. No. 63. 
The motion prevailed. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted 
the report of the Conference Committee on: 

S. F. No. 321. 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the recom
mendation and report of the Conference Committee. Said Senate 
File is herewith transmitted to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 
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CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON S. F. NO. 321 

A bill for an act relating to public safety; expanding the crimes of 
driving a motor vehicle or a motorboat while under the inflnence of 
alcohol or certain substances; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, 
sections 169.121, subdivisions 1 and 2; and 361.12, subdivisions 1 
and 4. 

The Honorable Jerome M. Hughes 
President of the Senate 

The Honorable Robert Vanasek 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

April 11, 1988 

We, the. undersigned conferees for S. F. No. 321, report that we 
have agreed upon the items in dispute and recommend as follows: 

That the Senate concur ·in the HouSe amendments and that S. F. 
No. 321, the unofficial engrossment, be further amended as follows: . 

Page 2, line 1, delete "Minnesota" 

Page 2, line 2, delete everything before "and" and insert "rules 
adopted under section 182.655" -- ---

Page 2, line 3, after "to" insert "substantially" 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 

Senate Conferees: GENE MERRIAM, JIM RAMSTAD AND RANDOLPH W. 
PETERSON. 

House Conferees: JOEL JACOBS, TERRY M. DEMPSEY AND PHIL CARRU
THERS. 

Jacobs moved that. the report of the Conference Committee on S. F. 
No. 321 be adopted and that the bill be repassed as amended by the 
Conference Committee. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 321, A bill for an act relating to public safety; expanding 
the crimes of driving a motor vehicle or a motorboat while under the 
influence of alcohol or certain substances; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1986, sections 169.121, subdivisions 1 and 2; and 361.12, 
subdivisions 1 and 4. 
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The bill was read for the third time, as amended by Conference, 
and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. There were 123 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Darn 
Forsythe 

Frederick 
Frerichs 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 

Krueger 
Larsen 
Lasley 
Lieder 
Long 
Marsh 
McEachern 
McKasy 
McLaughlin 
McPherson 
Milbert 
Miller 
Minne 
Morrison 
Munger 
Murphy 
Nelson, C. 
Nelson, D. 
Nelson, K. 
O'Connor 
Ogren 
Olsen, S. 
Olson, E. 
Olson, K. 
Omann 

Onnen 
Orenstein 
Osthoff 
Otis 
Ozment 
Pappas 
Pauly 
Pelowski 
Peterson 
Poppen hagen 
Price 
Quinn 
Redalen 
Reding 
Rest 
Rice 
Richter 
Riveness 
Rodosovich 
Rose 
Rukavina 
Sarna 
Schafer 
Scheid· 
Schreiber 

Seaberg 
Segal 
Shaver 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Swenson 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was repassed, as amended by Conference, and its title 
agreed to. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted 
the report of the Conference Committee on: 

S. F. No. 2165. 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the recom
mendation and report of the Conference Committee. Said Senate 
File is herewith transmitted to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON S. F. NO. 2165 

A bill for an act relating to environment; requiring persons to 
notify the pollution control agency of and take steps to avoid air 
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pollution; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, 
chapter 116. 

The Honorable Jerome M. Hughes 
President of the Senate 

The Honorable Robert Vanasek 
Speaker of the House of Representativ~s 

April 12, 1988 

We, the undersigned conferees for S. F. No. 2165, report that we 
have agreed upon the items in dispute and recommend as follows: 

That the House recede from its amendment and that S. F. No. 2165 
be further amended as follows: 

Delete everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section 1. [116.061) [AIR POLLUTION EMISSIONS AND 
ABATEMENT.) 

Subdivision 1. [EMISSION NOTIFICATION REQUIRED.) (a) A 
person who controls the source of an emission-- must no~fy the 
agency immediately' of excessive or abnormal unpermitte emis
sions that: 

(1) may cause air pollution endangering human health; 

(2) may cause air pollution damaging property; or 

(3) cause obnoxious odors constituting ~ public nuisance. 

(b) If a ~~rson who controls the source of an emission· has 
knowledge 0 an event that has occmred and that will subsequentlY 
cause an emission described in paragraph (a), the person must notify 
the agency when the event occurs. 

Subd. 2. [ABATEMENT REQUIRED.) A person who is required to 
notify the agency under subdivision 1 must take immediate mill 
reasonable steps to minimize the emissions or abate the air pollu
tion and obnoxious odors caused ~ the emissions. 

Subd. §..: [EXEMPTION.) The following are exempt from the 
requirements of subdivisions 1 and 2: 

(1) emissions resulting from the activities of public fire services or 
law enforcement services; 
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(2) emissions from motor vehicles, as defined in section 169.01, 
subdivision 3; -- -

(3) emissions from an agricultural operation deemed not a nui-
sance under sectwn56l.19, subdivision 2; or - ---

(4) emissions from agency regulated sources that ar~ routine or 
authorized h the agency. 

Subd. 4. [PENALTY EXCEPTION.] A perci0n who notifies the 
agency of emissions under subdivision 1 an who complies with 
subdivision ~ shall not be subiect to criminal prosecution under 
section 115.071, subcIlvlsion 2. 

Subd. Q, [USE OF NOTIFICATION.] Any notice submitted under 
subclIVlsion 1 ~ not admissible in any proceecrmgas an admission of 
causation." 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 

Senate Conferees: GREGORY L. DAHL, GEN OLSON AND BOB LESSARD. 

House Conferees: DENNIS D. OZMENT, ARTHUR W. SEABERG AND BOB 
MILBERT. 

Ozment moved that the report of the Conference Committee on 
S. F. No. 2165 be adopted and that the bill be repassed as amended 
by the Conference Committee. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 2165, A bill for an act relating to environment; requiring 
persons to notify the pollution control agency of and take steps to 
avoid air pollution; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota 
Statutes, chapter 116. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by Conference, 
and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. There were 127 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 

Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 

Boo 
Brown 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 

Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 

DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
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Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen. 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
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Kally 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Larsen 
Lasley 
Lieder 
Long 
Marsh 
McDonald 
McEachern 
McKasy 
McLaughlin 
McPherson 
Milbert 
Miller 
Minne 
Morrison 

Munger 
Murphy 
Nelson, C. 
Nelson, D, 
Nelson, K. 
O'Connor 
Ogren 
Olsen, S. 
Olson, E. 
Olson, K. 
Omann 
Onnen 
Orenstein 
Osthoff 
Otis 
Ozment 
Papfas 
Pan y 
Pelowski 
Peterson 
Poppenhagen 

Price 
Quinn 
Quist 
R.dalen 
R.ding 
R.st 
Rice 
Richter 
Rodosovich 
Rose 
Rukavina 
Sarna 
Schafer 
Scheid 
Schreiber 
Seaberg 
Segal 
Shaver 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 

[86th Day 

Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia _ 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was repassed, as amended by Conference, and its title 
agreed to. . 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted 
the report of the Conference Committee on: 

S. F. No. 2071. 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the recom
mendation .and report of the Conference Committee. Said Senate 
File is herewith transmitted to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON S. F. NO. 2071 

A bill for an act relating to crimes; requiring a neighborhood 
impact statement to be submitted as part of the presentence inves
tigation report for controlled substance offenses; amending Minne
sota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 609.115, subdivision 1. 

The Honorable Jerome M. Hughes 
President of the Senate 

The Honorable Robert Vanasek 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

April 11, 1988 

We, the undersigned conferees for S. F. No. 2071, report that we 
have agreed upon the items in dispute and recommend as follows: 
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That the House recede from its amendment and that S. F No. 2071 
be further amended as follows: 

Page 2, after line 24, insert: 

"Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 629.53, is amended to 
read: 

629.53 [PROVIDING RELEASE ON BAIL; COMMITMENT.] 

A person charged with a criminal offense may be released with or 
without bail in accordance with Rule 6.02 of the rules of criminal 
procedure. Money bail is the property of Jhe accused, whether 
deposited by that person or by a third person on the accused's behalf. 
When money bail is accepted bya judge, that judge shall order it to 
be deposited with the court administrator. The court administrator 
shall retain it until the final disposition of the case and the final 
order of the court disposing of the case. Upon release, the amount 
released must be paid to the accused personally or upon that 
person's written order. In case of conviction sf the aeeesea, the judge 
may order the money bail deposit to be applied to any fine or 
restitution imposed on the defendant ~ the court and, if the fine or 
restitution is less than the deposit, order the balance to be paid to 
the defendant. If the lffie eJ[eeeols the Ift6DeY hail oIeJ3ssit, the oIeJ3ssit 
mast he aJ3J3lieol to the lffie aruI the oIefeBoIaBt eSfHfHitteol ....til the 
llaiaBee is pai<h '!'he eSfHfHitmeBt may net "*€eed <>Be oIa:l4 time i& 
eaeh ~ sf the "BJ3aia llaiaBee sf the tffie. Money bail iB the 
haruIs sf deposited with the court or any officer of it is exempt from 
garnishment or levy under attachment or execution." 

Renumber the remaining section 

Amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 5, after the semicolon, insert "authorizing courts to 
apply bail deposits to restitution orders;" 

Page 1, line 5, after "Statutes" insert "1986, section 629.53; and 
Minnesota Statutes" 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 

Senate Conferees: LAWRENCE J. POGEMILLER, WILLIAM V. BELANGER, 
JR., AND DONNA C. PETERSON. 

House Conferees: RICHARD JEFFERSON, RANDY C. KELLY AND BERT 
McKAsy. 
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Jefferson moved that the report of the Conference Committee on 
S. F. No. 2071 be adopted and that the bill be repassed as amended 
by the Conference Committee. The motion prevailed. 

S. F No. 2071, A bill for an act relating to crimes; requii'ing a 
neighborhood impact statement to be submitted as part of the 
presentence investigation report for controlled substance offenses; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 609.115, 
subdivision 1. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by Conference, 
al1d placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. There were 130 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, -L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dom 

Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos' 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 

Kostohryz 
Larsen 
Lasley 
Lieder 
Long 
Marsh 
McDonald 
McEachern 
McKasy 
McLaugh.lin 
McPherson 
Milbert 
Miller 
Minne 
Morrison 
Munger 
Murphy 
Nelson, C. 
Nelson, D. 
Nelson, K. 
O'Connor 
Ogren 
Olsen, S. 
Olson, E. 
Olson, K. 
Omann 

Onnen 
Orenstein 
Osthoff 
Otis 
Ozment 
Pappas 
Pauly 
Pelowski 
Peterson 
Poppenhagen 
Price 
Quinn 
Quist 
Redalen 
Reding 
!rest 
Rice 
Richter 
Riveness 
Rodosovich 
!Wse 
Rukavina 
Sama 
Schafer 
Scheid 
Schreiber 

Seaberg 
Segal 
Shaver 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
1]ornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was repassed, as amended by Conference, and its title 
agreed to. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted 
the report of the Conference Committee on: 

S. F No. 1727. 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the recom-
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mendation and report of the Conference Committee. Said Senate 
File is herewith transmitted to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON S. F NO. 1727 

A bill for an act relating to government data practices; defining 
employment and training data as private data on individuals; 
providing for the dissemination of certain data; amending Minne
sota Statutes 1986, section 13.46, subdivision 2; Minnesota Statutes 
1987 Supplement, section 13.43, subdivision 1; proposing coding for 
new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 13. 

The Honorable Jerome M. Hughes 
President of the Senate 

The Honorable Robert Vanasek 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

April 12, 1988 

We, the undersigned conferees for S. F. No. 1727, report that we 
have agreed upon the items in dispute and recommend as follows: 

That the House recede from its amendment. 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 

Senate Conferees: PAT PIPER, JOHN J. MARTY AND TRACY L. BECKMAN. 

House Conferees: KAREN CLARK, BRAD G. STANlUS AND LEE GREEN
FIELD. 

Clark moved that the report of the Conference Committee on S. F 
No. 1727 be adopted and that the bill be repassed as amended by the 
Conference Committee. The motion prevailed. 

S. F No. 1727, A bill for an act relating to government data 
practices; defining employment and training data as private data on 
individuals; providing for the dissemination of certain data; amend
ing Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 13.46, subdivision 2; Minne
sota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 13.43, subdivision 1; 
proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 13. 
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The bill was read for the third time, as amended by Conference, 
and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. There were 131 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, C. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 

Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knuth 

Kostohryz 
Krueger 
Larsen 
Lasley 
Lieder 
Long 
Marsh 
McDonald 
McEachern 
McKasy 
McLaughlin 
McPherson 
Milbert 
Miller 
Minne 
Morrison 
Munger 
Murphy 
Nelson, C. 
Nelson, D. 
Nelson, K. 
O'Connor 
Ogren 
Olsen, S. 
Olson, E. 
Olson, K. 

Omann 
Onnen 
Orenstein 
Osthoff 
Otis 
Ozment 
Pappas 
Pauly 
Pelowski 
Peterson 
Poppenhagen 
Price 
Quinn 
Quist 
Redalen 
Reding 
Rest 
Rice 
Richter 
Riveness 
Rodosovich 
Rose 
Rukavina 
Sarna 
Schafer 
Scheid 

Schreiber 
Seaberg 
Segal 
Shaver 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 

. Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
'M!lle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was repassed, as amended by Conference, and its title 
agreed to. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted 
the report of the Conference Committee on: 

S. F. No. 1608. 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the recom
mendation and report of the Conference Committee. Said Senate 
File is herewith transmitted to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON S. F. NO. 1608 

A bill for an act relating to the city of Minneapolis; updating 
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references in its development laws; amending Laws 1980, chapter 
595, section 3, subdivisions 1, as amended, 3, 6, and 7; and section 4. 

The Honorable Jerome M. Hughes 
President of the Senate 

The Honorable Robert Vanasek 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

April 11, 1988 

We, the undersigned conferees for S. F. No. 1608, report that we 
have agreed upon the items in dispute and recommend as follows: 

That the House recede from its amendment and that S. F. No. 1608 
be further amended as follows: 

Delete everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section 1. Laws 1980, chapter 595, section 3, subdivision 1, as 
amended by Laws 1985, chapter 194, section 29, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. Notwithstanding any contrary law or provision of 
the Minneapolis city charter, the city council may exercise the 
powers presently, or hereafter granted to a governmental agency or 
subdivision by Minnesota Statutes, ChajlteFs 4a8 and 492 sections 
469.001 to 469.068 except the power to operate and maintain public 
housing as pFeviaee ffi MiRReseta Statlltes, Chapter 492. The city 
council shall not exercise the powers contained in Minnesota Stat
utes, Chapter 492 sections 469.001 to 469.047 prior to the initial 
adoption of an ordinance provided fONn section 2, subdivision 1, or 
this subdivision. Notwithstanding any contrary law or provision of 
the Minneapolis city charter, the agency or the Minneapolis housing 
and redevelopment authority or the Minneapolis industrial develop
ment commission may after approval by the· city council by. ordi
nance exercise any of the powers presently or hereafter granted to a 
governmental subdivision by Minnesota Statutes, Chapters 4e8-; 
4I>g, ~ 4nA; and 4'74 sections 469.001 to 469.068, 469.109 to 
469.134, and 469.152 to 469.165. The city councilor the agency or 
the Minneapolis housing and redevelopment authority or the Min
neapolis industrial development commission may exercise the pow
ers granted by this subdivision and any other development or 
redevelopment powers authorized by other laws, indep.endently or in 
conjunction with each other as though all of the powers had been 
granted to a single entity, provided, however, that any project 
undertaken pursuant to authority granted by Minnesota Statutes, 
Chapter 4e8-; 4I>g, ~ 4nA; seetisRs g te"7, "" 4'74 sections 469.001 
to 469.068, 469.109 to 469.134, 469.136 to 469.140, and 469.152 to 
469.165 IS subject to all of the limitations containwwithin that 
eaapteF those sections. 
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Sec. 2. Laws 1980, chapter 595, section 3, subdivision 3, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 3. The city council may, upon the request of the department, 
levy a general ad valorem tax for any purpose for which a housing 
and redevelopment authority pursuant to Minnesota Statutes, 
Chajlter ~ sections 469.001 to 469.047 may levy an ad valorem 
tax. The agency may levy a general ad valorem tax upon all taxable 
property in the city of Minneapolis for any economic development, 
housing, or redevelopment purpose for which the city council may 
levy a tax, or for which a housing and redevelopment authority 
pursuant to Minnesota Statutes, Chapter ~ sections 469.001 to 
469.047 may levy a tax. The levy of this tax shan be in the same 
manner as for a tax levied by the city council. The tax levied by the 
agency pursuant to this subdivision shall not exceed three mills 
levied upon all taxable property in the city of Minneapolis, provided 
that this limitation shall not apply to any levy for the repayment of 
bonds or obligations of the agency. 

Sec. 3. Laws 1980, chapter 595, section 3, subdivision 6, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 6. Notwithstanding any contrary law or provision of the 
Minneapolis city charter, the city council may, by resolution, trans
fer the control, authority, and operation of any project as defined in 
Minnesota Statutes, section ~ 469.174, Subdivision 8, or any 
other program or project authorized by Minnesota Statutes, Chapter 
~ sections 469.001 to 469.047, for the purpose of rehabilitation of 
housing units. or for tlie purpose of providing public housing as 
provided in Minnesota Statutes; Chapter ~ sections 469.001 to 
469.047, located within the city of Minneapolis, from the govern
mental agency or subdivision which established the project to any 
other governmental agency or subdivision established in whole or in 
part for the purpose of economic development housing or redevelop
ment within the city of Minneapolis, including the city council. The 
city council may also require acceptance of control, authority, and 
operation of the project by· the governmental entity to which the 
transfer is intended. The governmental agency or subdivision to 
which the control, authority, and operation of the project is trans
ferred, may exercise all of the powers and only the powers which the 
governmental unit which established the project could exercise with 
respect to the project. 

Upon the transfer of a project or program, the receiving agency or 
body shall covenant and pledge to perform the terms, conditions, and 
covenants of bond indenture or other agreement executed for the 
security of any bonds issued by the governmental subdivision which 
initiated the project or program. The receiving governmental sub
division is granted by this act all powers necessary to perform. the 
terms, conditions, and covenants of any indenture or other agree' 
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ment executed for the security of bonds on which it shall become 
obligated by operation of this subdivision. 

The powers authorized by this subdivision may be exercised only 
after either (a) the city council adopts the first ordinance exercising 
the powers granted pursuant to section 2, subdivision 1, or (b) the 
city council adopts the first ordinance granting to the Minneapolis 
housing and redevelopment authority or the Minneapolis industrial 
development commission powers authorized pursuant to section 3, 
subdivision 1. 

Sec. 4. Laws 1980, chapter 595, section 3, subdivision 7, IS 

amended to read: 

Subd. 7. Notwithstanding any contrary law or provision of the 
Minneapolis city charter, the city council may, by resolution, require 
any governmental subdivision which is conducting a project as 
defined in Minnesota Statutes, section ~ 469.174, Subdivision 
8, or any other program or project authorized by Minnesota Statutes, 
ChaflteF 492 sections 469.001 to 469.047, for the purpose of rehab il
itation of housing units or for the purpose of providing public 
housing as provided in Minnesota Statutes, ChaflteF 492 sections 
469.001 to 469.047, within the city of Minneapolis, to contract for 
services for administration of the project or any portion of the project 
with any other governmental subdivision established in whole or in 
part for the purpose of economic development or redevelopment or 
housing within the city of Minneapolis, including the city council. 
The city council may also require the acceptance of the contract for 
services by the governmental subdivision intended to provide the 
service for administration. 

The powers authorized by this subdivision may be exercised only 
after either (a) the city council adopts the first ordinance exercising 
the powers granted pursuant to section 2, subdivision 1, or (b) the 
city cOlincil adopts the first ordinance granting to the Minneapolis 
housing and redevelopment authority or the Minneapolis industrial 
development commission powers authorized pursuant to section 3, 
subdivision 1. 

Sec. 5. Laws 1980, chapter 595, section 4, is amended to read: 

Sec. 4. [LIMITATIONS.] The city council may, by ordinance, 
impose the following limitations upon the actions of the agency: 

(a) That the sale of any or all bonds or obligations issued by the 
agency be approved before issuance by the city council by resolution. 

(b) That the agency must follow the budget process for city 
departments as provided in the Minneapolis city charter and as 
implemented by the city council and mayor. 
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(c) That all official actions of the agency be consistent with the 
adopted comprehensive plan of the city of Minneapolis, and any 
official controls implementing the comprehensive plan. 

(d) That the agency submit to the city council for approval by 
resolution any proposed project as defined in Minnesota Statutes, 
Section ~ 469.174, Subdivision 8. 

(e) That the agency submit all planned activities for influencing 
the action of any other governmental agency, subdivision, or body to 
the city council for approval by resolution. 

(f) That the agency submit its administrative structure and 
management practices to the city council for approval by resolution. 

(g) That the levy of any tax by the agency be approved by the city 
council by ordinance prior to the levy of the tax. 

(h) Any other limitation or control established by the city council 
by ordinance. 

Limitations imposed pursuant to this section shall not be applied 
in a manner which impairs the security of any bonds issued prior to 
the imposition of the limitation. The city council shall not amend 
any limitations in effect at the time any bonds or obligations are 
issued pursuant to this act to the detriment of the holder of the 
bonds or obligations. A determination by the city council that the 
limitations. imposed pursuant to this section have been complied 
with by the agency shall be conclusive. 

Sec. 6. [SMALL BUSINESS LOANS.] 

!~~~~~~~~~~~~~ may make or guarantee working princij)al"amount not exceeding 
any time, subject to such terms ana 

~*~~~~~~ !>Y oriIlrlaiice h the city, to expandlllg __ g are located in the city for the purpose of 
increasing the tax base and providing emp oyment opportunities 
within the citl; As used in this subdivision, the term "small 
lJl.iSllless"-has ~ meanmg given i! in Minnesota Sfat"lite8, sectIOrl 
645.445, subdivision 2. This section expires June ~ 1991. 

Sec. 7. [LOCAL APPROVAL.] 

Upon compliance with Minnesota Statutes, section 645.021, sub
division 3, ~ the governing ~ody of the city of Minneapolis, this act 
takes effect August 1, 1987.' 

Delete the title and insert: 
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''A bill for an act relating to the city of Minneapolis; updating 
references in its development laws; authorizing small business 
loans; amending Laws 1980, chapter 595, section 3, subdivisions 1, 
as amended, 3, 6, and 7; and section 4." 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 

Senate Conferees: LAWRENCE J. POGEMILLER, JIM GUSTAFSON AND DON 
FRANK. 

House Conferees: TODD H. OTIS, GERALD KNICKERBOCKER AND DANIEL 
J. KNUTH. 

Otis moved that the report of the Conference Committee on S. F. 
No. 1608 be adopted and that the bill be repassed as amended by the 
Conference Committee. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 1608, A bill for an act relating to the city of Minneapolis; 
updating references in its development laws; amending Laws 1980, 
chapter 595, section 3, subdivisions 1, as amended, 3, 6, and 7; and 
section 4. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by Conference, 
and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. There were 90 yeas and 36 nays as follows: ' 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bertram 
Brown 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
DeRaad 
Darn 
Frerichs 

Greenfield 
Hartle 
Heap 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Krueger 

Larsen Olson, E. 
Lasley Olson, K. 
Lieder Omann 
Long Orenstein 
Marsh Osthoff 
McDonald Otis 
McEachern Ozment 
McLaughlin Pappas 
Milbert Pelowski 
Minne Peterson 
Munger Price 
Murphy Quinn 
Nelson, C. Reding 
Nelson, D Rest 
Nelson, K. Rice 
Neuenschwander Riveness 
O'Connor Rodosovich 
Olsen, S. Rukavina 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Sarna 
&heid 
Segal 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Steensma 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 
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Bennett 
Blatz 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Clausnitzer 
Dempsey 
Dille 
Forsythe 

Frederick 
Gutknecht 
Haukoos 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Johnson, V. 
McKasy 
McPherson 
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Miller 
Morrison 
Pauly 
Poppenhagen 
Quist 
Redalen 
Richler 
&'se 

Schafer 
Schreiber 
Seaberg 
Shaver 
Stanius 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 

[86th Day 

Tiornhom 
Tompkins 
Valento 
Waltman 

The bill was repassed, as amended by Conference, and its title 
agreed to. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted 
the report of the Conference Committee on: 

S. F. No. 2137. 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accQrdance with the recom
mendation and report of the Conference Committee. Said Senate 
File is herewith transmitted to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON S. F. NO. 2137 

A bill for an act relating to education; modifying certain require
ments relating to school health services; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1986, section 123.35, by adding a subdivision; proposing 
coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 126; repealing 
Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 123.35, subdivision 
16; and 126.201. . 

The Honorable Jerome M. Hughes 
President of the Senate 

The Honorable Robert Vanasek 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

April 8, 1988 

We, the undersigned conferees for S. F. No. 2137, report that we 
have agreed upon the iteins in dispute and recommend as follows: 

That the House recede from its amendments. 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 
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Senate Conferees: JAMES C. PEHLER, EMBER D. REICHGOTI' AND DONNA 
C. PETERSON. 

House Conferees: BECKY KELSO, TODD H. OTIS AND KATHLEEN O. 
VELLENGA. 

Marsh and Wenzel moved that the House refuse to adopt the 
report of the Conference Committee on S. F. No. 2137 and that the 
bill be returned to the Conference Committee. 

A roll call was requested and properly seconded. 

The question was taken on the Marsh and Wenzel motion and the 
roll was called. There were 46 yeas and 77 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Bauerly 
Bertram 
Blatz 
Boo 
Burger 
Clausnitzer 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Forsythe 

Frederick 
Frerichs 
Gruenes 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 

Kalis 
Kinkel 
Krueger 
Marsh 
McDonald 
McPherson 
Miller 
O'Connor 
Omann 

Onnen 
Ozment 
Poppenhagen 
Quist 
Redalen 
Richter 
Sarna 
Schafer 
Schreiber 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R 
Battaglia 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Brown 
Carlson, D. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dille 
Dorn 

Greenfield 
Hartle 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Kahn 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kludt 
Knuth 
Larsen 
Lasley 
Lieder 
Long 

McEachern Otif': 
McLaughlin Pappas 
Milbert Pelowski 
Minne Peterson 
Munger Price 
Murphy Quinn 
Nelson, C. Reding 
Nelson, D. Rest 
Nelson, K. Rice 
Neuenschwander Riveness 
Ogren Rodosovich 
Olsen, S. Rose 
Olson, E. Rukavina 
Olson, K. Scheid 
Orenstein Seaberg 
Osthoff Segal 

The motion did not prevail. 

Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Valento 
Waltman 
Wenzel 
Winter 

Shaver 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Welle 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

Kelso moved that the report of the Conference Committee on S. F. 
No. 2137 be adopted and that the bill be repassed as amended by the 
Conference Committee. The motion prevailed. 
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S. F No. 2137, A bill for an act relating to education; modifying 
certain requirements relating to school health services; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 123.35, by adding a subdivision; 
proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 126; 
repealing Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 123.35, 
subdivision 16; and 126.201. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by Conference, 
and placed upon its repassage. 

The· question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. There were 131 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dom 

Forsythe 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 

Kostohryz Omann 
Krueger Onnen 
Larsen Orenstein 
Lasley Osthoff 
Lieder Otis 
Long Ozment 
Marsh Pappas 
McDonald Pauly 
McEachern Pelowski 
McKasy Peterson 
McLaughlin Poppenhagen 
McPherson Price 
Miller Quinn 
Mione Quist 
Morrison Redalen 
Munger Reding 
Murphy Rest 
Nelson, C. Rice 
Nelson, D. Riveness 
Nelson, K. Rodosovich 
Neuenschwander Rose 
O'Connor Rukavina 
Ogren Sarna 
Olsen, S. Schafer 
Olson, E. Scheid 
Olson, K. Schreiber 

Seaberg 
Segal 
Shaver 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vel1enga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
I,\\,lle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was repassed, as amended by Conference, and its title 
agreed to. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following 
Senate Files, herewith transmitted: 

S. F Nos. 2321, 2221 and 2465. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 
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FIRST READING OF SENATE BILLS 

S. F. No. 2321, A bill for an act proposing an amendment to the 
Minnesota Constitution, article I, sections 4 and 6; providing for 
six-me-rn,ber juries in civil and nonfelony cases. 

The bill was read for the first time. 

Kelly moved that S. F. No. 2321 and H. F. No. 2518, now on 
General Orders, be referred to the Chief Clerk for comparison. The 
motion prevailed. 

S. F. No; 2221, A bill for an act relating to motor vehicles; 
motorcycles; increasing percentage of money appropriated from 
motorcycle safety fund to commissioner of public safety that may be 
spent for training and coordinating activities of instructors and 
making reimbursements to schools and others; increasing the fee for 
duplicate driver's license obtained to add a two-wheeled vehicle 
endorsement; increasing portion of two-wheeled endorsement li
cense fee that is dedicated to the motorcycle safety fund; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 126.115, subdivision 3; and 
171.06, subdivision 2a. . 

The bill was read for the first time. 

Olsen, S., moved that S. F No. 2221 and H. F. No. 1933, now on 
General Orders, be referred to the Chief Clerk for comparison. The 
motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 2465, A bill for an act relating to state agencies; 
amending the authority of the Minnesota amateur sports commis
sion; correcting references; authorizing the commission and certain 
other state entities to establish nonprofit corporations and charita
ble foundations; providing for an advisory task force on martial arts 
instruction; amending Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sec
tions 16A.661, subdivision 3; 240A.02, subdivision 2; 240A.03, 
subdivision 10, and by adding subdivisions; and 297 A.44, subdivi
sion 1; and Laws 1987, chapter 400, section 13. 

The bill was read for the first time. 

Voss moved that S. F No. 2465 and H. F. No. 2691, now on General 
Orders, be referred to the Chief Clerk for comparison. The motion 
prevailed. 
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ANNOUNCEMENTS BY THE SPEAKER 

The Speaker announced the appointment of the following mem
bers of the House to a Conference Committee on H. F. No. 2127: 

Greenfield, Orenstein and Anderson, R. 

The Speaker announced the appointment of the following mem
bers of the House to a Conference Committee on H. F. No. 2291: 

Lasley, Pappas and Dille. 

The Speaker announced the appointment of the following mem
bers of the House to a Conference Committee on S. F. No. 392: 

Rest, Kelly and Blatz. 

The Speaker announced the appointment of the following mem
bers of the House to a Conference Committee on S. F. No. 1268: 

Nelson, C.; Dawkins and Bishop. 

The Speaker announced the appointment of the follOwing mem
bers of the House to a Conference Committee on S. F. No. 1885: 

Solberg, Sarna and Bennett. 

The Speaker announced the appointment of the following mem
bers of the House to a Conference Committee on S. F. No. 1963: 

Rest, Voss and Sviggum. 

The following Conference Committee Reports were received: 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON H. F. NO. 236 

A bill for an act relating to elections; requiring fair campaign 
practices; imposing penalties; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, 
sections 123.015; 200.015; 201.275; 204C.04; proposing coding for 
new law as Minnesota Statutes, chapters 211A and 211B; repealing 
Minnesota Statutes 1986, chapter 210A. 
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March 29, 1988 

The Honorable Robert Vanasek 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Honorable Jerome M. Hughes 
President of the Senate 

We, the undersigned conferees for H. F. No. 236, report that we 
have agreed upon the items in dispute and recommend as follows: 

That the Senate recede from its amendment and that H. F. No. 236 
be furtner amended as follows: 

Delete everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

''ARTICLE 1 

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 200.01, is 
amended to read: 

200.01 I CITATION, MINNESOTA ELECTION LAW.] 

This chapter and chapters 201, 202A, 203B, 204B, 204C, 2040, 
205, 205A, 206, 208, 209, and UGA articles 2 and 3 shall be known 
as the Minnesota election law. ~- -

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 201.275, is amended to 
read: 

201.275 [INVESTIGATIONS; PROSECUTIONS.] 

A ........ty atterney reeei'fing a ~ ef a pessible 'fielatien ef this 
ehapter shall immeaiately aRd ailigently is"Hire inta the fa€ts ef 
the pessible yielatien.lfthereare reasenable greHnas fur institHting 
a preseeHtien, the........ty atterney shall present the eharge, tegether 
with all the eyiaence that the ........ty atterney eaR preCHre, te the 
greru! jHry ef the ceHnty. A ........ty atterney wOO fails SF refHses te 
faithfHlly perferm any dHty impesea by this chapter is gHilty ef a 
misaemeaner aRd IlJ*ffi eeR'fietien shall ffirfeit the eeHnty atterney's 
alHee ~ county attorney who is notified of an alleged violation of this 
chapter shall promptly investigate. !flnere is probable cause for 
instituting ." prosecution, the county attorney shaU proceed !!,y 
complaint or present the charge, with whatever evidence has been 
found, to the grand jury. ~ county attorney who refuses or inten
tionally fails to faithfully perform this or any other duty imposed!!,y 
this chapter is. guilty of ." misdemeanor and upon conviction shall 
forfeit his or her office. The county attorney, under the penalty of 
forfeiture of office, shall prosecute all violations of this chapter 
except violations of this section; if, however, ." complainant with-
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draws an allegation under this chapter, the county attorney is not 
required to proceed with the prosecution. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 204C.04, is amended to 
read: . 

204C.04 [EMPLOYEES; TIME OFF TO VOTE.] 

Every employee who is eligible to vote at a state general election 
or at an election to fill a vacancy in the office of United States 
senator or United States representative has the right to be absent 
from work for the purpose of voting during the morning of election 
day, without penalty or deduction from salary or wages because of 
the absence. An employer wOO Fer1lSeS, al3FiElges SF imeFfeFes .or 
other person

h 
'hay not directly or indirectly refuse, abridge, or 

interfere wit t is rigIlt ShlilJ be 81lbjeet .., the "eBalty I'FeV'isieBs er 
seetieB 2101'".141 or any other election right of an employee. A 
person who violates this section is ~ of a misdemeanor, and the 
county attorney sharrpi-osecute The violation. 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 383A.2JJ7, is amended to 
read: 

383A.297 [POLITICAL ACTIVITY.] 

No employee in the classified service shall be under any obligation 
to contribute to a political service or fund to any person, body, or 
committee, and no employee in the classified service may be dis
charged, suspended, demoted, or otherwise disciplined or prejudiced 
for refusal to do so. All employees in the classified and unclassified 
service shall be subject to the prohibition on political activities set 
forth in article 3, section 21();\.()81 lJ.. 

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 383B.041, is 
amended to read: 

383B.041 [CAMPAIGN FINANCING, DISCLOSURE OF ECO
NOMIC INTERESTS.] 

Sections 383B.041 to 383B.058 apply to the financing of cam
paigns for county elections in Hennepin county and for city elections 
in home rule charter cities and statutory cities located wholly within 
Hennepin county, having a population of 75,000 or more, and for 
school board elections in the special school district No.1, Minneap
olis, and to disclosure of economic interests by candidates and 
elected public officials of those jurisdictions. The provisions of article 
2, sections 21OL22 til 21()L33 2 to 7 do not apply to the financing 
or campaigns for elections suiiject -to the provisions of sections 
383B.041 to 383B.058. 
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ARTICLE 2 

Section 1. [211A.Ol] [DEFINITIONS.] 

Subdivision ~ [APPLICATION.] The definitions in chapter 200 
and this section apply to this chapter. 

Subd. 2. [BALLOT QUESTION.] "Ballot question" means", P!'!.P: 
osition placed on the ballot to be voted on i:lz the voters of one or 
more political subdivisions but not i:lz all the voters of the state. 

Subd. 3. [CANDIDATE.] "Candidate" means an individual who 
seeks nomination or election to ~ county,mumcipal, school distnct, 
or other political subdivision office. This definition does not include 
an individual seeking a judicial office. For purposes of sections 1 to 
5 and 7, "candidate" also includes a canawate for the United States 
Senate or House of Representatives. 

Subd. 4. [COMMITTEE.] "Committee" means a corporation or 
asSOcIation or persons actin! together to infliieilCe the nomination, 
election, or defeat of !'c can idate or to promote or defeat '" ballot 
question. Promoting or defeating a ballot question includes efforts to 
qualify or prevent 5! proposition from qualifying for placement on 
the ballot. 

Subd. 5. [CONTRIBUTION.] "Contribution" means anything of 
monetart value that ~ given or loaned to a candidate or committee 
for 5! po itical purpose. "Contribution" does not include .§! service 
provided without compensation i:lz an individual. 

Subd. 6. [DISBURSEMENT.] "Disbursement" means money, 
property, office, position, or any other thing of value that passes or 
is directly or indirectly conveyed, given, promised, paid, expended, 
Pledged, contributed, or lent. ---

Subd. 'i. [FILING OFFICER.] "Filing officer" means the officer 
authorized i:lz law to accept affidavits of candidacy or nominating 
petitions for an office or the officer authorized i:lz law to place '" 
ballot question on the ballot. 

Subd. 8. [POLITICAL PURPOSES.] An act is done for "political 
purposes" if i! ~ of ~ nature, done with the intent, or done in ~ way 
to influence or tend to influence, directly or indirectly, voting at ~ 
primary or an election or if i! ~ done because a person ~ about to 
vote, has voted, or has refrained from voting at ~ primary or an 
election. 

Sec. 2. [211A.02] [FINANCIAL REPORT.] 

Subdivision 1. [WHEN AND WHERE FILED BY COMMIT-
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TEES.] A committee or a candidate who receives contributions or 
. makes disbursements oemore than $750 In ~ calendar year shall 
SiiDiillt an initial report to the filing officer within 14 days after the 
candidate or committee receives or makes CITSllUrsements of more 
than $750 and shall continue to makerefrts until ~ final report is 
t'lleif. The commIttee or candi<1ate must a so file ~ report ~ Janua~ 
31 of each year following the year when the initial rh'0rt was hle~ 
In addition, in a year wheiitFte candidate's name or a allot question 
appears on the ballot, the candidate or committee shall hie ~ report: 

(1) ten days before the primary; 

(2) ten days before the general election; 

(3) seven days before ~ special primary; 

(4) seven days before ~ special election; and 

(5) 30 days after ~ special election. 

Subd. 2. [INFORMATION REQUIRED.] The report to be filed ~ 
a cam!ldate or committee must include: . 

(1) the name of the candidate or ballot question; 

. (2) the name and address of the person responsible for filing the 
report; 

(3) the total amount of receipts and expenditures for the period 
from the last previous report to five days before the current report is due; - --- ----- -

(4) the purpose for each expenditure; and 

(5) the name of any individual or committee that during the yeal has made one or more contributions that in the aggregate are equa 
to or greater than $500. 

Subd. 3. [MUNICIPAL CHARTER PROVISIONS AND SPECIAL 
LAWS SAVED.] The provisions of this section requiring the filing of 
reports are in addltion to the provisions of any municipal charter 
reguiring the fVing of reports in connection with ~ municipal 
prImary, genera election, special primary, or special election, but 
they do not replace special laws providing filing requirements for ~ 
municipaffiy. 

Subd. 4. [CONGRESSIONAL CANDIDATES.] Candidates for elec
tion to the United States House of Representatives or Senate and 
any political committees raising money and making disbursements 
exclusively on behalf of anyone of those candidates may file copies 
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of their financial disclosures required ~ federal law in lieu of the 
financial statement required by this section. 

Sec. 3. [211A.03] [FINAL REPORT.] 

A candidate or committee may tile "" final $'eport when all debts 
have been settled and all assets in excess of 100 in the aggregate 
are disposed of. The final report may be tiled at any time and must 
include the kinds of information contailledin the financial state
ments requi~ section ~ for the period from the last preVIOUs 
report to the date of the final report. 

Sec. 4. [211A.04] [SECRETARY OF STATE'S DUnES.J 

Subdivision ~ [REPORT FORMS.] The secretary of state shall 
prepare blanks for reports required ~ section ~ Copies must be 
furnished through the county auditor or otherwise, as the secretary 
of state finds expedient, to "" committee upon request or to "" 
candidate upon tiling for office. 

Subd. 2. [DIGEST OF LAWS.] The secretary of state, with the 
approval of the attorney general, shall prepare and print an easily 
understandable annotated digest of this chapter. The secretary of 
state shall distribute the digest in the same manner as the report 
forms required ~ subdivision ~ 

Sec. 5. [211A.05] [FAILURE TO FILE STATEMENT.] 

Subdivision ~ [PENALTYl A candidate who intentionally fails to 
file "" report required ~ section ~ ~ guilty of "" misdemeanor. A 
member of a committee that fails to tile "" report required!!y section 
~ ~ guilty of "" misdemeanor. An officer who issues "" certificate of 
election to a candidate with knowledge that the candidate's finan
cial statement has not been tiled ~ guilty ofamisdemeanor.--

Subd. 2. [NOTICE OF FAILURE TO FILE.] If a candidate or 
coillillittee fails to tile "" report on the date !! ~ due,- the filing officer 
shall immediately notify the county attorney of the county where 
the candidate resides or where the committee headquarters ~ 
located. The county attorney shall then immediately notify the 
candidate or committee of the failure to tile. :rt: "" report ~ not tiled 
within ten days after the nOtification is mailed, the county attorney 
shall proceed under section ~ 

Sec. 6. [211A.06] [FAILURE TO KEEP ACCOUNT; PENALTY] 

A treasurer or other individual who receives money for !!. commit
tee iE; guifu of a misdemeanor g the individual; 

(1) fails to keep "" correct account as required !!y law; 
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(2) mutilates, defaces, or destroys an account record; or 

(3) in the case of !'c committee, refuses upon. request to provide 
financial information to a candIdate; and 

(4) does any of these things with the intent to conceal receipts or 
disbursements, the purpose of receipts or disbursements, or the 
existence or amount of an unpaid debt or the identity of the person 
to whom it IS owed. -------

Sec. 7. [211A.07] [BILLS WHEN RENDERED AND PAID.] 

be person who has !'c bill, charge, or claim against !'c candidate's 
committee shalT render it in writing to theCOmmittee within 60 dfiYS 
after the material or service is provided. A bill, charge, or claim t at 
~ not presented within 60 days after the material or service ~ 
provided must not be paid. 

Sec. 8. [211A.08] [COUNTY ATTORNEY INQUIRY.] 

be county attorney who ~ notified of an alleged violation of this 
chapter shall promptly investigate.!f there ~ lrobable cause to 
institute a prosecution, the county attorney shal proceed by com
plaint or present the charge with whatever evidence has been found 
to the gran~ jury~ county attorney who refuses or intentionally 
fails to fait fully perform this or any other duty imposed by this 
Chiipter is ~ of !'c misdemeanor and upon conviction shall forfeit 
his or her office. The county attorney, under penalty of forfeitureof' 
Office, shall prosecute all violations of this chapter except for !'c 
VIOIation of this section; if,_ however, !! complainant desires to 
withdraw a complaint under this chapter, the county attorney is not 
required to proceed with prosecution. 

Subd. 2. [ASSOCIATE COUNSEL.] Anyone except the person 
under investigation or the person's agent may employ an attorney to 
assist the county attorney in the Investigation and prosecution ora 
vlolaHon of this chapter. The county attorney and the court shall 
recognize the attorney as associate counsel for the proceeding. be 
prosecution, action, or proceedinf, may not be dismissed without 
notice to the associate counsel. If t e associate counsel objects to the 
dIStiiTssal, the county attorney's reasons for dismIssal and fue 
associate counsel's objections must be filed with the court and heard 
within the time period the court requires. 

Sec. 9. [211A.09] [FORFEITURE OF NOMINATION OR OF
FICE.] 

Subdivision 1. [FORFEITURE REQUIRED.] Except as provided 
in subdivisIOn 2, if ~ candidate is convicted of violating a provision 
Of this chapter or if an offense was committed !!y another individual 
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with the knowledge, consenta, or connivance of the candidate, the 
court, after entering the a judication of gtti!ty, shall enter a 
supplemental judgmenfdeclaring that the candidate has loi1'elteo 
the nomination or office, g the court enters the supplemental 
jUcfgment, !! shall transmit to the filing officer '! transcript of the 
supplemental judgment, the nomination or office becomes vacant, 
and the vacancy must be lffied as provided ~ law. 

Subd. 2. [CIRCUMSTANCES WHERE NOMINATION OR OF
FICENdT FORFEITED.] In ~ trial for a violation of this chapter 
the candidate's nomination or election is not void if the court findS iliat: ----------

(1) an offense, though committed by the candidate or with the 
candidate's knowledge, consent, or connivance, was trivial; or 

(2) an act or omission of a candidate arose from accidental 
mmkulatlonor other reasonable cause, but in any case not from ~ 
want of good faRli, and that !! would be unjust for the candidate to 
forfeit the nomination or election. 

Neither of these findings ~ ~ defense to a conviction under this 
chapter. 

Sec. 10. [211A.1O] [DISQUALIFIED INDIVIDUALS NOT TO 
HOLD VARIOUS POSITIONS.] 

A candidate whose election to office has been set aside for a 
viOlation of thisCllaPter fl? not be appomted, durmg the period: 
fixed by law as the term 0 t e office, to fill a vacancy that may occur 
ln1Ileoffice.A -canmaate or other individual who is convicted of a 
V1olafion of tills chapter may not be appointea,aUring the period: 
fixed ~ law as the term of the office with respect to which the 
erection was hera andtFieOflense was committed, to fill a vacancy in 
the office. An appointment to an office made contrary to this section 
lsVoid. - -- -
---

A candidate or other individual who is convicted of a violation of 
this cha1f{er is not qualified, durim; the peiiOd fixeah law as the 
term of t e office with respect to whIch the e ection was heIUand the 
Olleilse was committed, to fil! '! vacancy in an office for which the 
IllJl:islature may establish qualifications uMer article XII, section 9., 
of the Minnesota Constitution. 

Sec. 11. [211A.11] [PENALTIES FOR VIOLATIONS.] 

A violation of this chapter for which no other penalty is provided 
is a misdemeanor. 

Sec. 12. [REPEALER.] 
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Sec. 13. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

This article applies to school district elections held after January 
1,1989. 

ARTICLE 3 

Section 1. [211B.0l] [DEFINITIONS.] 

Subdivision L [APPLICATION.] The definitions in chapter 200 
and this section lIPP!r to this chapter:- - -

Subd. 2. [CAMPAIGN MATERIAL.] "Campaign material" means 
an'Yllte'rature, publication, or material tending to influence votm~ 
at 1I primary or other election, except for news items or edltona 
comments fu: the news media. 

Subd. 3. [CANDIDATE.] "Candidate" means an individual who 
seeks nomination or election to 1I federal, statewide, legislanve, 
jiidlCIal, or local ofllce including special districts, school distriCts, 
towns, home rule Chiirler and statutor~ cities, and counties, except 
carurraatesIor preSident and vice-presi enror the Umted States. 

Subd. 4. [COMMITTEK] "Committee" means two or more ~ersons 
lliting together or 1I corporation or association acting to in luence 

e nominatIOn, election, or defeat of a candidate or to promote or 
defeat 1I ballot uestion. ProDiOtiii:g or defeating lI"anot question 
illc1iides efforts to ua i or prevent 1I proposition from qnalifying 
for placement on the ~ 

Subd. 5. [DISBURSEMENT.] "Disbursement" means an act 
through Wliich money property, office or position or other tlll'dg of 
value is arrectly or mdirectlY pro~, paid, spent, contribute, or 
le'1t, and any money, pro~rty, office, or position or other thing of 
va ue so promised or trans erred. 

Subd.6. [POLITICAL PURPOSES.] An act is done for "political 
ptii]iOses"'-when the act is intended or done to iiifIUeilce;-directly or 
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indirectly, voting at ·a primary or other election. This does not 
include news items or editorial commentSpublished orllrOaacast Qy 
the news media. 

Sec. 2. [211B.02) [FALSE CLAIM OF SUPPORT.) 

A person or candidate may not knowingly make, directly or 
indirectly, -"" false claim stating or implying that -"" candidate or 
ballot question has the support or endorsement of -"" major political 
~ or ~ unit or of an organization. A person or candidate may 
not state in written campaign material tnat the candidate or ballot 
question has the support or endorsement of an individual without 
first getting written permission from the individual to do so. 

Sec. 3. [211B.021] [USE OF THE TERM REELECT.) 

!l person or candidate may not, in the event of redistricting, use 
the term "reelect" in ~ campaign for elective office unless the 
candidate is the incumbent of that office and the office represents 
any part of the new district. 

Sec. 4. [211B.03J [CAMPAIGN LITERATURE MUST INCLUDE 
DISCLAIMER.) 

(a) A person who participates in the preparation or dissemination 
of campaign material other than as provided in section 5, subdivi
sion h that does not prominently include the name and address of 
the person or committee causmg the material to be prepared or 
disseminated in a disclaimer substantially in the form provided in 
paragraph (b) or (c) ~ guilty of" misdemeanor. 

(b) Except in cases covered Qy paragraph (c), the required form of 
disclaimer is: 

"Prepared and paid for Qy the""""" committee, 
"""'" (address)." 

(c) In the case of broadcast media, the required form of disclaimer 
is: "Paid for ~ the ~..:...:..:..:..:.: -'-.:.: -'- . committee." 

(d) Campaign material that ~ not circulated on behalf of " 
aarticular candidate or ballot question must also include in the 

isclaimer either that i!: ~ "m opposition to "" .(insert name of 
candidate or ballot question,,: .. )"; or that "this publication ~ not 
circulated on behalf of any candidate or ballot question". 

(e) This section does not ~ to objects stating only the candi
date's name and the office sought, fundraising tickets, or personal 
letters that are clearly being sent Qy the candidate. 
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(f) This section does not modify or repeal section 6. 

Sec. 5. [211B.04] [PAID ADVERTISEMENTS IN NEWS.] 

Subdivision 1. [ACCEPTANCE OF PAID ADVERTISEMENTS.] 
A newspaper, periodical, or magazine may not intentionally accept 
ror insertion in the newspaper, ma~zine, or periodical a political 
advertisement unless the words "P ID ADVERTISEMENT," and 
the disclaimer regmred under sectlOrl± are included at the begin
ning or end of the advertisement. A radio station, television station, 
or cable system may not accept for broadcast !l. political advertise
ment unless the words "PAID ADVERTISEMENT" are included at 
rr-::-L --~ ----
~ beginning or end of the advertisement. 

Subd. 2. [ADVERTISING RATES.] Rates charged for advertising 
to support or oppose a candidate or ballot ~uestion must be the same 
as the charges made for any other pOIltlCa candidate and may be no 
greater tlian charges made for any other comparable purpose or use 
according to the seller'srate schedule. 

Subd. 3. [COMPENSATION PROHIBITED, EXCEPT FOR PAID 
ADVERTISEMENT.] An owner, publisher, editor, reporter, agent, 
broadcaster, or employee of !l. newspaper, periodical, magazine, 
radio or television broadcast station, or cable system may not 
directly or indirectly solicit, receive, or accept ~ payment, promise, 
or compensation, nor may ~ person ~ or promise to ~ or in any 
manner compensate an owner, publisher, editor, reporter, agent, 
broadcaster, or employee directly or indirectly for influencing or 
attempting to influence voting at an election or primary through 
printed material in the newspaper or periodical, or radio, television, 
or cable broadcast, except as !l. "PAID ADVERTISEMENT" as 
provided in this section. 

Subd. 4. [UNPAID MATERIAL IDENTIFICATION.] Unpaid ma
terial published in a newspaper, magazine, or other publication that 
is: (1) in unique typeset or otherwise differentiated from other 
unpaid material, (2) designed to influence or attempt tOliilluence 
the voting at any election or the passage or defeat of legislation, and 
(3) not placed on the editorial ~ must be clearly identified as an 
editorial opinion. 

Sec. 6. [211B.05] [FALSE POLITICAL AND CAMPAIGN MATE
RIAL; PENALTY; EXCEPTIONS.] 

Subdivision ~1. [GROSS MISDEMEANOR.] A person is ~ of!l. 
gross misdemeanor who intentionallY particiIiates in the prepara
tion, dissemination, or broadcast of paid po itical advertising or 
campaign material with respect to the personal or political charac
ter or acts of a candidate, whether or not defamatory, or with respect 
to the effect or a ballot question, that the person knows or has reason 
to oeIieve is false and that is designed" or tends to elect, injure, or 
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defeat ~ candidate for nomination or election to ~ public office or to 
promote or defeat ~ baUot guestion. 

il person ~ guilty of ~ misdemeanor who intentionally partici
pates in the drafting of ~ letter to the editor with respect to the 
personal or political character or acts of ~ candidate, if defamatory, 
or with respect to the effect of ~ ballot guestion, that the person 
knows ~ false and which ~ designed or tends to elect, injure, or 
defeat any candidate for nomination or election to ~ public office or 
to promote or defeat ~ ballot question. 

Subd. 2. [EXCEPTION.] Subdivision! does not "P,Pl,y to any 
person or organization whose sole act is, in the normal course of 
their bUSiness, the printli1g,liianwacturmg,oiCITssemination of the 
false information. 

Sec. 7. [211B.06] [UNDUE INFLUENCE ON VOTERS PROHIB
ITED.] 

il person may not directly or indirectly use or threaten force, 
coercion, violence, restraint, damage, harm, loss, including loss of 
employment or economic reprisal, undue influence, or temporal or 
spiritual Injury against an individual to compel the individual to 
vote for or against a candidate or ballot question. Abduction, duress, 
or fraud may not be used to obstruct or prevent the free exercise of 
ilie right to vote of ~ voter at a primary or election, or compel a voter 
to vote at ~ primary or election. Violation of this section is ~ gross 
misdemeanor. 

Sec. 8. [211B.07] [SOLICITATION OF CONTRIBUTIONS PRO
HIBITED.] 

il religious, charitable, or educational organization may not 
request ~ candidate or committee to contribute to the organization, 
to subscribe for the support of ~ club or organization, to buy tickets 
to entertainment, or to P:'lY for space in ~ publication. This section 
does not "P,Pl,y to: 

(1) the solicitation of ~ business advertisement in periodicals in 
whichtIie candidate was ~ regular contributor, before candidacy; 

(2) ordinary business advertisements; 

(3) regular payments to ~ religious, charitable, or educational 
organization, of which the candidate was ~ member, or to which the 
candidate was ~ contributor for more than SIX months before 
candidacy; or-

(4) ordinary contributions at church services. 
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Sec. 9. [211B.08] [PROHIBITED PUBLIC EMPLOYEE ACTIVI
TIES.I 

An employee or official of the state or of ~ political subdivision 
maa not use official authority or influence to compel ~ person to 
'!PPlY for membership in or become a member of a political organi
zation, to ~ or promise to ~ a political contribution, or to take 
part in political activity. A political subdivision may not impose or 
enforce additional limitations on the political activities of its em-
ployees. . 

Sec. 10. [211B.09] [INDUCING OR REFRAINING CANDIDACY; 
TIME OFF FOR PUBLIC OFFICE MEETINGS.] 

Subdivision 1. [INDUCING OR REFRAINING FROM CANDI
DACY.] ~ person may not reward or promise to reward another in 
any manner to induce tneperson to be or refrain from or cease being 
a candidate. A person may not solicit or receive a payment, promise, 
or reward from another for this purpose. 

Subd. 2. [TIME OFF FOR PUBLIC OFFICE MEETINGS.] A 
person elected to ~ public office must be permitted time off from 
re~ular employment to attend meetings required fu reason of the 
pu Jic office. The time off may be without P'!.Y" with P'!.Y" or matte.'!P 
wit other hours, as agreed between the employee anUe~er. 
When an employee takes time off without P'!.Y" the employer s all 
make an effort to allow the employee to make .'!Pthe time with other 
hours when the emplOyee is available. No retaliatory action may be 
taken ~ the employer for absences to attend meetings necessitatea 
~ reason of the employee's public office. 

Sec. 11. [211B.1O] [ELECTION DAY PROHIBITIONS.] 

Subdivision L [SOLICITING NEAR POLLING PLACES.] A per
son may not display campaign material, ~ signs, ask, solicit, or in 
any manner !!:.Y: to induce or persuade a voter within a pOTIIn:g Place 
or within 100 feet of the building in which a po1IliijDiface is situated 
on ~rimary or election day to vote for or refrain from voting for ~ 
can idate or ballot question. A per1son jay not provide political 
badges, political buttons, or other po itica insignia to be worn at or 
about the polling place on the day of ~ primary or eleCtion. A 
politicalbadge, political button, or other political insilkia may not 
be worn at or about the polling place on primary or e ection day. 

Subd. 2. [ELECTION DAY CAMPAIGNING.] ~ person may not 
broadcast, circulate, or distribute cam ai n material, or cause 
campaign material to be broadcast, circulate, or distributed on tbe 
day of ~ primary or election. This subdivision does not modTI'y or 
repeal section 7. 
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Subd. 3. [TRANSPORTATION OF VOTERS TO POLLING 
PLACE; PENALTY] ~ person transporting a voter to or from the 
polling place may not ask, solicit, or in a(G' manner !!:Y to induce or 
persuade a voter on primary or election ~ to vote or retrain from 
voting for !! candiOate or ballot question. 

Subd. 4. [PENALTY] Violation of this section is !! ~ misde
meanor, 

Sec. 12. [211B.11] [LEGAL EXPENDITURES.] 

Use of funds collected for political pU<ffi0ses !§ prohibited unless 
the use !§ reasonably related to the con uct of election campaigns. 
The following are permitted expenditures when made for political 
purposes: 

ill salaries, wages, and fees; 

(2) communications, mailing, transportation, and travel; 

(3) campaign advertising; 

(4) printing; 

(5) office and other space and necessary equipment, furnishings, 
and incidental sUj?jilles; 

(6) charitable contributions of not more than $100 to any charity 
annualiYjand 

(7) other expenses, not included in clauses ill to (6), that are 
reason:aory related to the conduct of election campaigns. In addition, 
expenditures made for the purpose of &rovlding information to 
constituents, whether or not related to t e conduct of an election, 
are permitted expenses. 

Sec. 13. [211B.12] [BRIBERY, TREATING, AND SOLICITA
TION.] 

Subdivision 1. [BRIBERY, ADVANCING MONEY, AND TREAT
ING PROHIBITED.] ~ person who willfully, directly or indirectly, 
advances, pays, gives, promises, or lends any money, food, liqu'h' 
clothing, entertainment, or other thing of monetary value, or w 0 
offers, promises, or endeavors to obtain any mone , position, ~ 
pointment, employment, or other valuable consi eration, to or for !! 
person, in order to induce ~ voter to refrain from voting, or to vote 
in ~ particular way, at an election, is guilty of ~ felony. This section 
dOes not ~revent a candidate from statin~ publicly preference for or 
support o~ another candidate to be voted or at the same primary or 
election. Refreshments of food or nonalcoholic beverages of nominal 
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value consumed on the remises at ~ private gathering or public 
meeting are not J?fohibite un er this section. 

Subd. 2. [CERTAIN SOLICITATIONS PROHIBITED.] !1 person 
may not Knowingly solicit, receive, or accept anY

I 
mone~, property, 

or other thing of monetaQ' value, or a promIse or p edge Q..·these that 
IS ~ursement prohllJlted fu ffiis sectlOn or sectlOn ~ , 

Sec. 14. [211B.13] [DIGEST OF LAWS.] 

The secretary of state, with the approval of the attorney general, 
shall prepare ana print an easIly understalliIiibledigest of this 
CIiapter and annotations of it. 

, The secretary of state shall distribute the dige,s~ to candidates and 
committees through the county auditor or otherwIse as the secretary 
of state considers expedient. 

Sec. 15. [211B.14] [CORPORATE POLITICAL CONTRIBU
TIONS.] 

Subdivision 1. [DEFINITION.] "CoJPoration" for purposes of this 
section means ~ corporation organize for profit tliat does buSIness 
in Minnesota. 

Subd. ~ [PROHIBITED CONTRIBUTIONS.] A corporatioI) may 
not make ~ contribution or offer or agree to maKe ~ contribution, 
directly or indirectly, of any money, property, free service of its 
ofllcers or emplorees, or thing of'monetary value to a major politiCal' 
~ organization, committe.e, or individual to promote or defeat 
~ candidacy of' an individual for nommation,ruection, or appoint
ment to ~ political office. For the purpose of this subdivision, 
"cOirtribution" includes an expenditure to promote or defeat the 
election or nommation or~ candidate to ~political OIfice that ~ 
made witn the authorization or expressed or imphed consent of, or in 
coo~eration or in concert with, or at the request or suggestion or, ~ 
can idate or committee established to support or oppose a candidate. 

Subd. 3. [INDEPENDENT EXPENDITURES.] A corporation may 
not make an independent expenditure or offer or agree, to make an 
rnaePellcfent expenditure to promote oraefeat The candTclacy of an 
mdlvidual for nomination, election, or appointment to ~ politiCal' 
office. For the purpose of this subdivision, "independent expendi
ture" means an expendituretli'at is not made with the authorizatlOn 
OfeXpresSea or Implied consent of, or in cooperatIon or concert with, 
or at the request or suggestloii. of, a candidate or committee 
established to support or oppose a candtaate: 

Subd. 4. [BALLOT QUESTION.] A corporation mr'JY make contri
butloiiS or expenditures to promote or defeat ~ ba ot QUeStWn;tQ 
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qualify !'. question for placement on the ballot unless otherwise 
l\ohibited by law, or to express its views on issues of public concern. 
_ corporation may not take !'. deduction as provided in section 
290.09 for an expenditure made under this subdivision. A corpora
tion may not make ~ contribution to .!! candidate for nomination, 
election, or appointment to !'. political office or to !'. committee 
organized wholly or partly to promote or defeat !'. candidate. 

Subd. (;. [NEWS MEDIA.] This section does not prohibit publica
tion or broadcasting of news items or editorial comments Qy the 
news media. 

Subd. 6. [PENALTY FOR INDIVIDUALS.] An officer, stock
hower;- agent, employee, attorney, or other representative of !'. 
corporation acting in behalf of the corporation who violates this 
section may be fined not more than$20,000 or be imprisoned for not 
more than five years, or both. 

Subd. 7. [PENALTY FOR CORPORATIONS.] ~ corporation con
victed of violating this section ~ subject to !'. fine not greater than 
$40,000. A convicted domestic corporation may be dissolved as weI! 
as fined. IT ~ foreign or nonresident corporation is convicted, in 
addition to being fined, its right to do business in this state may be 
declared forfeited. 

Subd. 8. [PERMITTED ACTIVITY; POLITICAL PARTY.] It is not 
~ -vwrafiOn of this section for ~ political party, as defined in sectilln 
200.02, subdivision 7, to form !'. nonprofit corporation for the sole 
purpose of holding real property to be used exclusively as the party's 
headquarters. 

Subd. 9. [MEDIA PROJECTS.] It is not a violation of this section 
foracorporation to contribute to or ronauct public mediaprojects to 
encourage individuals to attend precinct caucuses, register, or vote 
if the projects are not controlled by or operated for the advantage of 
!'. candidate, political party, or committee. 

Subd. 10. [MEETING FACILITIES.] It is not a violation of this 
sectiOilfor a corporation to provide meetmgl'aCffities to a comnuttee, 
politicaiparty, or candidate on !'. nondiscriminatory and nonprefe
rential basis. 

Subd. 11. [MESSAGES ON CORPORATE PREMISES.] It is not a 
viOIaUon of this section for a corporation selling products or serViCes 
to the public to post on its public premises messages that promote 
participation in precinct caucuses, voter registration, or elections if 
the messages are not controlled l>y or operated for the advantage or 
a candidate, political ~ or committee. 

Subd. 12. [REPORTS REQUIRED.] The total amount of an 
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expenditure or contribution for anyone project permitted I>y subdi
visions ~ and 11 that ~ more than $200, together with ~ date, 
purpose, and the names and addresses of the persons receiving the 
contribution or expeilllltures, must be reported to the secretary of 
state. The re orts must be filed on forms provided 8he secretary 
of state on the ates require<Il'Or committees under article 2, section 
2. Failure to file is a misdemeanor. . . ---

Subd. 13. [AIDING VIOLATION; PENALTY.] An individual who 
aids, abets, or advises a violation of this section ~ guilty of '" gross 
misdemeanor. 

Subd. 14. [PROSECUTIONS; VENUE.] Violations of this section 
may be arosecuted in the connty where the payment orcontribution 
was rna e, where services were rendere{[,Or where money was paid 
or distributed. 

Sec. 16. [211B.15] [COUNTY ATTORNEY INQUIRY; ASSOCI
ATE COUNSEL.] 

Subdivision!: [COUNTY ATTORNEY INQUIRY.] !1 county at
torney who is notified of an alleged violation of this chapter shaIT 
promptly investigate. :If there is probable cause for instituting '" 
prosecution, the connty attorney shaH proceea I>y compla.int or 
present the charge, with whatever evidence has been found, to the 
grand jury. A county attorney who refuses or intentionall* fails to 
faithfully perform this or a{{ other duty imposed I>y this c apter is 
gtli!!Y ota misdemeanor an upon conviction forfeits the office. The 
county attorney, under the penalty of forfeiture of office, shall 
prosecute all violations of this chapter except violations of this 
section. If, however, ~ compIalnant withdraws an allegation under 
this chapter, the county attorney is not require<! to proceed with 
prosecution. 

Subd. 2. [ASSOCIATE COUNSEL.] Anyone el'cept the person 
under investigation or the person's agent may emp oy an attorney to 
assist the county attorney in the investigation and prosecution ofji; 
VlOIaiion of this chapter. the county attorney and the court shall 
recognize the attorney as associate counsel for the proceeding. A 
prosecution, action, or proceeding must not be dismissed without 
notice to the associate counsel. If the associate counsel objects to the 
dismissal, the county attorney's reasons for dismissal and the 
associate counse1'SObjections must be filed with the court and heard 
within the time period the court requires. 

Sec. 17. [211B.16] [FORFEITURE OF NOMINATION OR OF
FICE; CIRCUMSTANCES WHERE NOT FORFEITED.] 

Subdivision 1. [FORFEITURE OF NOMINATION OR OFFICE.] 
Except as provIded in subdivision 2, if a candidate is found guiltli of 
violating this chapter or an offense was committed I>y anot er 
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individual with the knowledge, consent, or connivance of the can
didate, the court, after entering the adjllilication of guilty, shall 
enter !! supplemental judgment declaring that the candidate has 
forfeited the nomination or of lIce. lithe court enters the supplemen
tal judgment, it shall transmit to the filing officer !! transcript of the 
su~lemental judgment, the nomination or ollice becomes vacant, 
an the vacancy must be liTIed as provided 2Y law. 

Subd. 2. [CIRCUMSTANCES WHERE NOMINATION OR OF
FICE NOT FORFEITED.] In a trial for a violation of this chater, 
the candidate's nominationor-eIectiollls-not VOId if The court inds 
that: ---------

(1) an offense, though committed 2Y the candidate or with the 
canaiilate's knowledge, consent, or connivance, was trivial; or 

(2) an. act or omission of a candidate arose ftom accidental 
miSCafCUlatWnor other reasOn31le cause, but III any case not from!! 
want of good faith; . 
and the court also finds that !! would be unjust for !! candidate to 
forfeit the nomination or election. 

None of these findings ~ !! defense to !! conviction under this 
chapter. 

Sec. 18. [211B.17] [DISQUALIFIED CANDIDATE NOT TO 
HOLD VARIOUS POSITIONS.] 

. A candidate whose election to office has been set aside for a 
viOfation of thisCliaj)ter may not be appomtecr;<runng the PffiiOa 
fixed 2Y law as the term of the office, to fill a vacancy in that 0 Ice. 
A candinate or othei'li1Qivicliiil who is convicted of a violation ofthis 
chapter may not be appointed, during the P1riod fixed by law as the 
term of the office with respect to which the e ection was he1Clana the 
Of1ei1se was committed, to fiU!! vacancy that mat: occur in the office. 
An appointment to an office made contrary to ~ provisions of this 
section IS void. ---

A candidate or other individual who is convicted of a violation of 
this charer is not quahfied, during the period fixed 2Y law as the 
term of ~ office with respect to which the election was held and the 
offense was committed, to fill a vacancy in an ofltce for which the 
legislature may establish qU:iJ.illcations unaer article XII, section 3, 
of the Minnesota ConstitutIon. 

Sec. 19. [211B.18] [PENALTIES FOR VIOLATION.] 

A violation of this chapter. for which no other penalty is provided 
is a misdemeanor. 
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Subdivision 1. [PROHIBITION.] It is unlawful for a person. either 
directly or indirectly, to del'X access to an apartment hoye, dormi
}or~ nursing home, manu actureanome park, other mu tlple unit 
aci ity used as a residence, or an area in which two or more 

single-faffiily dweTlinfts are locateaon private roaaways to ~ candi
date who has filed or election to puf.l~ office or to campaign 
workers accompanied1i the candiilate, i t e candidate and workers 
seeking admittance to the facility do so solely for the purpose of 
campaigning. A violation of this section is ~ ~ misdemeanor, 

Subd. 2. [EXCEPTIONS.] Subdivision 1 does not prohibit: 

(1) denial of admittance into ~ particular apartment, room, 
manuf'iiCtUred home, or personal residential unit; 

(2) reguiring reasonable and pripe'i identification as ~ necessary 
prereqmsite to admIssion to ~ mu tip e unit dwelling; . 

(3) in the case of ~ nursing home, denial of permission to visit 
certain persons for valid health reasons; 

(4) limiting visits ~ candidates or workers accompanied ~ the 
caiididate to ~ reasonable number or persons or reasonable hours; 

(5) requiring a prior appointment to gain access to the facility; or 

(6) denial of admittance to or expulsion from ~ multiple' unit 
dwerling for good cause. 

Sec. 21. [APPLICABILITY] 

Nothing in section 17 or 18 may be construed to limit the ability 
of each house of the legislature to act as judge of the election returns 
anaen:gIlillITy oms own members. 

Sec. 22. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

This act is effective July h 1988." 

Delete the title and insert: 

"A bill for an act relating to elections; requiring fair campaign 
practices; imposing penalties; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, 
sections 201.275;204C.04; and 383A.297; Minnesota Statutes 1987 
Supplement, sections 200.01; and 383B.041; proposing coding for 
new law as Minnesota Statutes, chapters 211A and 211B; repealing 
Minnesota Statutes 1986, chapter 210A, ,as amended." 
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We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 

House Conferees: LINDA J. SCHEID, GERALD KNICKERBOCKER AND BOB 
NEUENSCHWANDER 

Senate Conferees: DONNA C. PETERSON, DEAN E. JOHNSON AND 
WILLIAM P LUTHER 

Scheid moved that the report of the Conference Committee on 
H. F. No. 236 be adopted and that the bill be repassed as amended by 
the Conference Committee. The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 236, A bill for an act relating to elections; requiring fair 
campaign practices; imposing penalties; amending Minnesota Stat
utes 1986, sections 123.015; 200.015; 201.275; 204C.04; proposing 
coding for new law as Minnesota Statutes, chapters 211A and 211B; 
repealing Minnesota Statutes 1986, chapter 210A. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by Conference, 
and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. There were 125 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G, 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
Frederick 

Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 

Kostohryz Omann 
Krueger Onnen 
Larsen Orenstein 
Lasley Osthoff 
Lieder Ozment 
Long Pappas 
Marsh Pauly 
McDonald Pelowski 
McKasy Peterson 
McLaughlin Poppenhagen 
McPherson Price 
Milbert Quinn 
Miller Quist 
Minne Redalen 
Morrison Reding 
Munger Rest 
Murphy Rice 
Nelson, C. Richter 
Nelson, D. Riveness 
Nelson, K. Rodosovich 
Neuenschwander Rose 
Ogren Rukavina 
Olsen, S. Schafer 
Olson, E. Scheid 
Olson, K. Schreiber 

Seaberg 
Segal 
Shaver 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
'lJornhom 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was repassed, as amended by Conference, and its title 
agreed to. 
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CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON H. F. NO. 2536 

A bill for an act relating to elections; providing that statewide 
computerized voter registration system satisfy requirements for 
duplicate registration file; establishing voter registration account 
and appropriating money; changing certain procedures related to 
registration cards, files, and records; changing certain I'rocedures for 
voting, arranging names on ballots, and completing summary 
statements; permitting cities or counties to use their present voting 
systems for general elections; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, 
sections 201.091, subdivisions 2 and 5; 204D.08, subdivision 5; 
Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 201.022, subdivision 
1; 201.071, subdivision 4; 204C.24, subdivision 1; 204D.08, subdivi
sion 4; and 206.80; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota 
Statutes, chapter 201. 

The Honorable Robert Vanasek \ 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Honorable Jerome M. Hughes 
President of the Senate 

April 11, 1988 

We, the undersigned conferees for H. F No. 2536, report that we 
have agreed upon the items in dispute and recommend as follows: 

That the Senate recede from its amendment. 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 

House Conferees: HOWARD R. ORENSTEIN, GERALD KNICKERBOCKER 
AND ToM OSTHOFF. 

Senate' Conferees: WILLIAM P. LUTHER, GARY W. LAIDIG AND DONNA C. 
PETERSON .. 

Orenstein moved that the report of the Conference Committee on 
H. F. No. 2536 be adopted and that the bill be repassed as amended 
by the Conference Committee. The motion prevailed. 

H. F No. 2536, A bill for an act relating to elections; providing 
that statewide computerized voter registration system satisfy re
quirements for duplicate registration file; establishing voter regis
tration account and appropriating money; changing certain 
procedures related to registration cards, files, and records; changing 
certain procedures for voting, arranging names on ballots, and 
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completing summary statements; permitting cities or counties to 
use their present voting systems for general elections; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 201.091, subdivisions 2 and 5; 
2040.08, subdivision 5; Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sec
tions 201.022, subdivision 1; 201.071, subdivision 4; 204C.24, sub
division 1; 2040.08, subdivision 4; and 206.80; 'proposing coding for 
new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 201. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by Conference, 
and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. There were 122 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson. R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlie<k 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 
Frederick 

Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jensen 
Johnson, A, 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson; V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 

Larsen Orenstein 
Lasley Osthoff 
Lieder Ozment 
Long Pappas 
Marsh Pauly 
McDonald Pelowski 
McKasy Peterson 
McLaughlin Poppenhagen 
McPherson Quinn 
Milbert Quist 
Miller Redalen 
Minne Reding 
Morrison Rest 
Munger Richter 
Murphy Riveness 
Nelson, C. Rodosovich 
Nelson, D. Rose 
Nelson, K. Rukavina 
Neuenschwander Schafer 
Ogren Scheid 
Olsen, S. Schreiber 
Olson, E. Seaberg 
Olson, K. Segal 
Omann Shaver 
Onnen Simoneau 

Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was repassed, as amended by Conference, and its title 
agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDERS 

The Speaker called Carlson, L., to the Chair. 

H. F. No. 2360 was reported to the House. 

Simoneau moved that H. F. No. 2360 be continued on Special 
Orders for one day. The motion prevailed. 
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H. F. No. 2407 was reported to the House. 

There being no objection, H. F. No. 2407 was temporarily laid over 
on Special Orders. 

S. F. No. 2017 was reported to the House. 

Simoneau moved to amend S. F. No. 2017, as follows: 

Page 1, delete line 27 

Page 2, delete lines 1 to 24, and insert: 

"Subd. £:. [EMPLOYEES.] (a) Employees of the nonprofit c0'i!f0ra
tion are not state empl0l'tes. A person who is an employee 0 the 
boardanaa IDeiiiber of t e Minnesota state retirement association 
at the time of an incorporation nnder subdivision ! remains !! 
member of the association. An em~e hired after an incorpora
tion under sUbdivision 1 is not a mem er of the association, but is!! 
memOOrOf'!! retirement'system estabhshoo. and mamtamed!iY the 
nonprofit corporation. 

(b) For an employee who remains a member of the Minnesota 
state retirement system, the nonprofit corporation Shall ~ the 
employer contributions required ~ Minnesota Statutes, section 
352.04, subdivision ~ and shall deduc.t from the employee's salary 
and transmit to the association the emplOYee contribution required 
fu: section 352.04, SUbdivision 2:r-

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

Segal moved to amend S. F. No. 2017, as amended, as follows: 

Page 3, after line 28, insert: 

"Sec. 4. [REPAYMENT OF REFUND.] 

Notwithstanding any contrary provision of Minnesota Statutes, 
section 353.35, !! person employed ~ the St. Paul school district 
from January, 1983 to October, 1987 may repay!! refund received 
from the public emPlOyees retirement association for service be
tweenOctober 1, 1954 and March 31 1955. The amount of ilie 
repayment must be<Ieternune<l nnd~otaStatutes, sectWii 
353.35. The repayment must be made within 90 days of the effective 
date of this section." , 

Page 3, line 35, delete "!" and insert "Q" 
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Renumber the subsequent sections 

Amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 6, after the semicolon insert "permitting repayment of 
a refund;" 

The motion prevailed and the amendment waS adopted. 

S. F. No. 2017, A bill for an act relating to Gillette children's 
hospital; authorizing the hospital board to incorporate as a nonprofit 
corporation; terminating its status as a public corporation; transfer
ring its ownership of hospital property to the city of St. Paul; 
repealing Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 250.05, subdivisions 1, 
2a, 3, 4, 5, and 6; and Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 
250.05, subdivisions 2 and 7. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended, and placed upon 
its final passage. 

The question was taken on the passage ofthe bill and the roll was 
called. There were 130 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille ~ 
Dom 
Forsythe 

Frederick 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 

Larsen Onnen 
Lasley Orenstein 
Lieder Osthoff 
Long Otis 
Marsh Ozment 
McDonald Pappas 
McEachern Pauly 
McKasy Pelowski 
McLaughlin Peterson 
McPherson Poppenhagen 
Milbert Price 
Miller Quinn 
Minne Quist 
Morrison Redalen 
Munger Reding 
Murphy IWst 
Nelson, C. Rice 
Nelson, D. Richter 
Nelson, K. Riveness 
Neuenschwander Rodosovich 
O'Connor Rose 
Ogren Rukavina 
Olsen, S. Sarna 
Olson. E. Schafer 
Olson, K. Scheid 
Omann Schreiber 

Seaberg 
Segal 
Shaver 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhorn 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Wmter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was passed, as amended, and its title agreed to. 

H. F. No. 1839 WaS reported to the House. 
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Rest moved that H. F. No. 1839 be continued on Special Orders for 
one day. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No., 1937, as amended, was reported to the House. 

MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION 

Jefferson' moved that tl;te action whereby S. F. No. 1937, as 
amended, was given its third reading on Tuesday, April 12, 1988,.be 
now reconsidered. The motion prevailed. 

Jefferson, Carruthers, Kelly, Dempsey, Orenstein and Seaberg 
moved to' amend S. F. No. 1937, the unofficial engrossment, as 
follows: 

Page 4, line 26, strike "609.521;" 

Page 5, line 25, strike "an" and insert "~ lawful" 

Page 7, lines 20 to 21, delete "All hearings must be to the court 
without~~" 

Page 7, line 22, delete "presumptions" and insert "presumption" 

Page 7, line 23, delete "paragraph (b) and" 

Page 7, "delete lines 28 to 33 

Page 7, line 34"delete "(c)" anditisert "(b)" 

Page 8, line 25, delete "$250" and insert "$500" . 

Page 8, line 28, delete "$2,500" and insert "$5,000" 

Page 9, line 3, delete "or through the owner's ~ negligence" 

Page 9, after line 10, insert: 

"(I) ,Notwithstanding paragraphs (d) and (e) proper~ ~ not 
subject to forfeiture based solely on too owner~r secur party's 
kllowlettgeof the unlawful use or intelliIed use of the property if the 
owner or secured ~ took reasonable steps to terminate use orfue 
property !>x the offende~ - --

Page 9, line 22, delete "2 in any manner or part," 

Page 9, line 36, delete "2 or through the" 
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Page 10, line 1, delete "owner's gross negligence" 

Page 10, lines 5 to 6, delete "or the act or omission occurred 
through the secured party's gross fiegTIgence';-

Page 10, after line 8, insert: 

"(d) Notwithstanding paragraphs (b) and (c), propert;i ~ nof 
subject to forfeiture based solely on the owner's or secure party'a 
knowledge o[the act or omission upon which the forfeiture is base 
if tbe owner or secured Jl'II1y took reasonaoJe steps to termmate use 
of the property l>.Y the Olleil<ler." --

Page 10, line 34, delete "$250" and insert "$500" 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

Jefferson moved to amend S. F. No. 1937, the unofficial engross
ment, as amended, as follows: 

Page 4, lines 12 to 13, delete "the department of natural resources, 
enforcement division," 

Page 8, lines 31 to 32, delete "or other person in charge" 

Page 9, line 31, delete "or other person in charge" 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

S. F. No. 1937, A bill for an act relating to crimes; providing for 
seizure and forfeiture of property used in commission of crime, 
proceeds of crime, and contraband; creating a presumption that 
money, precious metals, and jewels found near controlled substanc.es, 
and vehicles containing cQntrolied substances, are subject to forfei
ture; providing for administrative forfeiture of such property with 
opportunity for judicial determination; providing for summary for
feiture of contraband, certain controlled substances, weapons follow
ing a conviction, and certain plants; providing for forfeiture by 
judicial action of property and proceeds associated with controlled 
substance violations and designated offenses; eliminating the re
quirement that forfeiture actions be dismissed if no associated 
conviction results; providing that a conviction creates the presump
tion that after-acquired property constitutes forfeitable proceeds of 
the offense; eliminating the defense of an owner who negligently 
allowed the unlawful use of the owner's property; providing that the 
right to forfeitable property passes to law enforcement agencies 
upon commission of unlawful act; allowing seizure without process 
incident to a lawful search without a warrant and in other circum-
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stances; allocating the proceeds of forfeitures to law enforcement 
agencies and county attorneys; amE\nding MinlJ.esota Statutes 1986, 
sections 152.205; 152.21, subdivision 6; and 609.531, subdivisions 4, 

. 5, and by adding subdivisions; Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supple
ment, section 609.531, subdivision 1; proposing coding for new law 
in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 609; repealing Minnesota Statutes 
1986, sections 152.19; and 609.531, subdivisions 2, 3, and 6. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended, and placed upon 
its final passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. There were 126 yeas and 2 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G, 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger' 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 

Forsythe 
Frederick 
Greenfield 
Grueoes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Hitnle 
Hugoson 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jep.nings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, v., 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 

Kostohryz Onnen 
Krueger Orenstein 
Larsen Osthoff 
Lasley Otis 
Lieder Ozment 
Long Pappas 
Marsh Pauly 
McDonald Pelowski 
McEachern Peterson 
~cKasy Poppenbagen 
~cLaughlin Pnce 
Milbert Quist 
M~Jler Redalen -
Mmne Reding 
MorriSon Rest 
Munger Rice 
~urphy Richter 
Nelson, C, Riveness 
Nelson, D. Rodosovich 
Nelson, K. Rose 
Neuenschwander Rukavina 
Olsen, S. Sarna 
Olson, E.. Schafer 
Olson, K. Scheid 
Omann . Schreiber 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

O'Connor Solberg 

Seaberg 
Segal 
Shaver 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
SViggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
~nzel 
Wmter 
Wynia 
Spk.' Vanasek 

The bill was passed, as amended, and its title agreed to. 

S. F. No. 2292 was reported to the House. 

Carlson, D., moved that S. F. No. 2292 be continued on Special 
Orders for one day. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 245l, A bill for an act relating to claims against the state; 
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clarifying that a public defender appointed by the state board of 
public defense or a court-appointed guardian ad litum is an em
ployee of the state; amending Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, 
section 3.732, subdivision L 

The bill was read for the third time and placed upon its final 
passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. There were 127 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Forsythe 
Frederick 

Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 
Larsen 
Lasley 

Lieder Osthoff 
Long Ozment 
Marsh PaPfas 
McDonald Pau y 
McEachern Pelowski 
McKasy Peterson 
McLaughlin Poppenhagen 
McPherson PrIce 
Milbert Quinn 
Miller Quist 
Minne Redalen 
Morrison Reding 
Munger Rest 
Murphy Rice 
Nelson, C. Richter 
Nelson, D. Riveness 
Nelson, K. Rodosovich 
Neuenschwander Rose 
O'Connor Rukavina 
Ogren Sarna 
Olsen, S. Schafer 
Olson, E. Scheid 
Olson, K. Schreiber 
Omann Seaberg 
Onnen Segal 
Orenstein Shaver 

The bill was passed and its title agreed to. 

Anderson, R., was excused while in conference. 

Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

H. F. No. 2407 which was temporarily laid over earlier today was 
again reported to the House. 

Quist moved to amend H. F. No. 2407, the first engrossment, as 
follows: 

Page 4, line 34, delete "21" and insert "18" 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 
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Pappas, Quinn and Dempsey moved to amend H. F. No. 2407, the 
first engrossment, as amended, as follows: 

Page 4, after line 24, insert: 

"Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 317.22, subdivision 4, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [NOTICE.) Subject to waiver under section 317.24, notice 
of meetings and elections, as provided in section 317.02, subdivision 
6, shall be given to all members entitled to vote at the meeting or 
election. If proxies are permitted at the meeting, the notice shall so 
inform members aMstate the proceaure for appOInting proXIes. -

Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 317.28, is amended to 
read: 

317.28 [BOOKS AND RECORDS; FINANCIAL STATEMENT.) 

(1) A domestic corporation shall keep at its registered office correct 
and complete books of account and minutes of proceedings of 
meetings of (a) members, (b) board of directors, and (c) committees 
having any of the authority of the board of directors. 

(2) A member, or the member's agent or attorney, may inspect all 
books and records for any proper purpose at any reasonable time. 

(3) Upon request by a member, the domestic corporation shall 
furnish the member with a statement showing the financial result of 
all operations and transactions affecting income and surplus during 
its last annual accounting period and a balance sheet containing a 
summary of its assets and liabilities as of the closing date of such 
accounting period. 

(4) !f the articles or bylaws ~ermit ::Ie specified percentage of 
members to call ::Ie meeting of the oard of directors or the member
'dhip, the corporation shall provide any voting member, within ten 
~ after receivin a reJluest, a statement showing the lluiiiberof 
memoersrequire to cal the meeting. The statement is bmding on 
the corporation." 

Renumber the remaining sections 

Correct internal cross references 

Amend the title accordingly 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 
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There being no objection, H. F. No. 2407, as amended, was tempo
rarily laid over on Special Orders. 

S. F. No. 412 was reported to the House. 

There being no objection, S. F. No. 412 was temporarily laid over 
on Special Orders. 

S. F. No. 1900 was reported to the House. 

Simop.eau; Wagenius; Orenstein; Vellenga; Skoglund; Jensen; Nel
son, K.; Pappas; Knuth; Trimble; Morrison; Carruthers; Riveness; 
McLaughlin; Seaberg and Tjornhom moved to amend S. F. No. 1900, 
as follows: 

Page 1, after line 7, insert: 

"Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 473.602, is amended 
to read: 

473.602 [DECLARATION OF PURPOSES.] 

It is the purpose of sections 473.601 to 473.679 to: 

(1) promote the public welfare and national security; serve public 
interest, convenience, and necessity; promote air navigation and 
transportation, international, national, state, and local, in and 
through this state; promote the efficient, safe, and economical 
handling of air commerce; assure the inclusion of this state in 
national and international programs of air transportation; and to 
those ends to develop the full potentialities of the metropolitan area 
in this state as an aviation center, and to correlate that area with all 
aviation facilities in the entire state so as to provide for the most 
economical and effective use of aeronautic facilities and services in 
that area; 

(2) assure the residents of the metropolitan area of the minimum 
environmental impact from air navigation and transportation, and 
to that end provide for noise abatement, control of airport area land 
use, and other protective measures; and 

(3) promote the overall goals of the state's environmental llolicies 
ana minimize the public's exposure to noise and safety azards 
around airports. 

To this end achieve these purposes, the corporation shall cooperate 
with and assist the metropolitan council, the Federal government, 
the commissioner of transportation of this state1 the pollution 
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control agency, and others engaged iIi aeronautics or the promotion 
and regulation of aeronautics and shall seek to coordinate its 
activities with the aeronautical activities of these bodies. 

Sec. 2. [473.614] [ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW.] 

Subdivision 1. [CAPITAL PLAN; ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESS
MENTS.] The commission shall prepare an assessment of the 
environmental effects of projects in the commission's seven- ear 
capital im~rovement program and plim at each airport owne an 
operated ~ the commission. The assessment must examine the 
cumulative eiiV[ronmental effects at each airport of the projects at . 
that a1rport, considered collectively. The commission need not 
prepare an assessment for an airport when the capital improvement 
program and plan for that airport has notcnanged from the one 
adopted the previous year or when the chanfies in the program and 
plan will have only trivial environmental e eets. . 

Subd. 2. [CAPITAL PROGRAM; ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESS- . 
MENT W'DRKSHEETS.] (a) The commission shallJjrepare environ
mental assessment worksheets under Minnesota tatutes, chapter 
116D. and rules issued pursuant thereto, on the environmental 
effectS of prOJeCts in the commission's capital1ffiprovement program 
at each airport owned and operated!!'y' the commission. The scope of 
the environmentaraSsessment worKSheets required !!.Y. this section 
~im1ted to onJ1J those ro 'ects in the program for an iUrport that 
meet all oftlie 0 lOWIng con 1tions: 

'(l)The projact is scheduled in the program for the succeeding 
caleniliii""perio . , ' 

(2) The project is scheduled in the program for the expenditure of 
$5,000,000 or more at Minnea&:olJS-St. Paul International A1rport or 
$2,000,000 or-more at any ot er airport. 

(3) The llro~ct involves: (i) the construction of !'c neW or expanded 
structure or ~ andling passen~ers, carg?, vehicles, ?r ~ircraft; or (ii) 
the constructlOn of !'c new or ~ extenSlOn of an eX1stmg runway or 
taxiway. 

After adopting its capital program, the commission may amend 
the program !!.Y. a~ding or chanrkng a proieat without amending or 
reaoing the works eets retired~th'is sub ivision, ift~e I?roject to 
be added or the change to made 1S one that the comlUlSSIon couId 
not reasonaDlY have foreseen at The time that !! completed the 
worksheets. 

(b) For the purpose of determining the need for an environmental. 
imrct statement, the comm1ssion @!COiisider the projects in
clu ed in the scope Ola worksheet as a smgle project and shall assess 
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their environmental effects collectively and cumulatively. The com
iillSSlon's decision onWIlefher an environmental impact statement 
is needed must hebased on tIle worksheet and comments. The 
Commission may not base ~(feasron that an envrronmental impact 
statement IS not needecron exemptions of projects in state or federa 
rules. The commission is not required to prepare an environmental 
impact statement on an inmvidual proJect, or to mclude a project in 
the sdope of an environmental impact statement that the commis
sion etermines is needed, if the project is shown in the worksheet 
to have trivial environmenfiilet'fects or ganem;rrOiimental impact 
statement on the project has been determined to be adequate under 
state law. ----

(c) The commission may incorporate into worksheets information 
from the commission's long-range plans, environmental assess
ments prepared under subdivision 1, or other environmental docu
ments prepared on projects under state orfederallaw. --

Subd. 3. [PROCEDURE.] (a) The enviromnental assessments 
re(j"iiITed under subdivision .rand the environmental assessment 
worksheets required under su@lVision ~ must be prepared each 
year before the commission adopts its capital improvement plan and 
program. 

(b) The commission shall hold ~ pubJic hearing on each environ
mentarassessment and wOrKsheet efore adopting the ca~tal 
improvement plan and program. The commissIOn may consoli ate 
hearings. 

(c) The initial environmental assessments and worksheets must 
be coffipfeteOEJefore the commIssion adopts its Capital improvement 
plan and program for calendar years 1989 to 1995, but the initial 
assessments and worksheets must extend to ana incorporate 
projects under construction in carerurar ~ear 1988. A project that is 
under construction in 1988 jay procee , but the roject must be 
included in the environmenta review requiredE t is section as!!, 
the project were scheduled for the succeeding Caleiidar year. The 
commission ~ not required to prepare an environmental impafit 
statement on an individual project, or to include ~ project in ~ 
scope of an environmental impact statement that the commission 
determines is needed, if: (1) the project is under construction in 
1988, or (2) on the effective date of this act the aroJect is mc1uded in 
the commissiorrscapital program for 1988 an 1989 and an envi
ronmental review is under way oDlhe project individUally under 
state or federal law. 

Subd. 4. [OTHER ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW.] Nothing in this 
section limits the responsibility of the commission or any other 

overnmentaI unit or agency, under any other law or regulation, to 
con liet envIronmental review of any project,Uecision, or recom
mendation, except that the environmental assessment worksheets 
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Itepared under subdivision 2 satisfy the requirements under. state 
aw or rule for enviroumental assessment worksheets onTnQlvK!ii8J 

projeCtscovered fu: the worksheets prepared under suOdivision 2." 

Page 1, after line 22, insert: 

"Sec. 4. [REPORT.] 

The commission shall rh'port tothe legislature br JanuaZl, 1989, 
on the conditions that it as attaChed or proposes to attac . to action 
on protects in Its capitat:Iml?rovement plan, for the purposeof 
advancmg the commiSSIOn s nOise control program at airports ownea 
and operated br the commission." 

Renumber sections in sequence 

Amend the title" as follows: 

Page 1, after . line 3, insert "providing for commission purposes, 
environmental review, and reports;" 

Page 1, line 4, delete "section" and insert "sections 473.602; and" 

Page 1, line 5, before the period, insert "; proposing coding for new 
law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 473" -

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

Riveness, Tjornhom and Blatz moved to amend S. F. No. 1900, as 
amended, as follows: 

Page 1, after line 22, insert: 

"Sec. 2. [USE OF PROCEEDS.] 

The proceeds of bonds authorized br section 1 may not be used to 
extend a runway arWnneapolis-St. Paul Internationru Alrport.'r-

The motion did not prevail and the amendment was not adopted. 

Orenstein and Vellenga moved to amend S. F. No. 1900, as 
amended, as follows: 

Page 2, before line 2?, insert: 

"Sec. 5. [EXPIRATION OF BONDING AUTHORITY.] 
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The bonding authority trovided in section 3 is null and void if the 
commission implements, ~ itself or . other 
state, federal or local agency, a runway the 
preterential runway-system in effect on -

Renumber sections in sequence 

Amend the title accordingly 

The motion did not prevail and the amendment was not adopted. 

S. F. No. 1900, A bill for an act relating to the metropolitan 
airports commission; setting the borrowing authority of the commis
sion; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 473.667, subdivi
sion 2. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended, and placed upon 
its final passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. There were 127 yeas and 3 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 

. Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 
Frederick 

Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 

Krueger Orenstein 
Larsen Osthoff 
Lasley Otis 
Lieder Ozment 
Marsh Pappas 
McDonald Pauly 
McEachern Pelowski 
McKasy Poppenhagen 
McLaughlin Price 
Milbert Quinn 
Miller Quist 
Minne Redalen 
Morrison Reding 
Munger Rest 
Murphy Rice 
Nelson, C. Richter 
Nelson, D. Riveness 
Nelson, K. Rodosovich 
Neuenschwander Rose 
O'Connor Rukavina 
Ogren Sarna 
Olsen, S. Schafer 
Olson, E. Scheid 
Olson, K. Schreiber 
Omann Seaberg 
Onnen Segal 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Long 'lJornhom Wagenius 

Shaver 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stamos 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was passed, as amended, and its title agreed to. 
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H. E No. 2407, as amended, which was temporarily laid over 
earlier today was again reported to the House. 

H. E No. 2407, A bill for an act relating to the state and local 
governments; providing immunity from civil liability for volunteers 
serving the state and local governments; providing that employees 
and officers of the world trade centerboard and greater Minnesota 
corporation are state employees for purposes of immunity; providing 
that officers and directors of public corporations are immune from 
liability under standards for nonprofit corporations; clarifying im-. 
munity from civil liability for certain athletic officials; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 466.01, by adding a subdivision; 
Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 3.736, subdivision 3; 
44A.02, subdivision 3; 1160.03, by adding a subdivision; 1160.04, 
subdivision 2; 317.201, subdivision 1; 340A.801, subdivisions 1 and 
4; 340A.802; and 604.08, subdivision 1; proposing coding for new law 
in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 466. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended, and placed upon 
its final passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. There were 130 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, 'G. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 

Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 

Larsen Onnen 
Lasley Orenstein 
Lieder Osthoff 
Long Otis 
Marsh Ozment 
McDonald Pappas 
McEachern Pauly 
McKasy Pelowski 
McLaughlin Peterson 
McPherson Poppenhagen 
Milbert Price 
Miller Quinn 

. Minne Quist 
Morrison Redalen 
Munger Reding 
Murphy Reat 
Nelson, C. Rice 
Nelson, D. Richter 
Nelson, K. Riveness 
Neuenschwander Rodosovich 
O'Connor Rose 
Ogren· Rukavina 
Olsen, S. Sarna 
Olson, E. Schafer 
Olson, K. Seheid 
Omann Schreiber 

Seaberg 
Segal 
Shaver 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
'lJornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Vitlento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was passed, as amended, and its title agreed to .. 
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MOTIONS FOR RECONSIDERATION 

Cooper moved that the vote whereby H. F. No. 2407, as amended, 
was passed be now reconsidered. The motion prevailed. 

Cooper moved that the action whereby H. F. No. 2407, as amended, 
was given its third reading be now reconsidered. The motion 
prevailed. 

H. F. No. 2407, as amended, was reported to the House. 

Cooper moved to amend H. F. No. 2407, the first engrossment, as 
amended, as follows: 

Pages 1 to 3, delete section 1 

Page 7, delete section 10 

Renumber the sections in sequence 

Correct internal cross references 

Amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, delete line 3 

Page 1, line 4, delete everything before the semicolon and insert 
"that municipal volunteers are employees for purposes of tort 
claims" 

Page 1, line 7, delete "immunity" and insert "state tort claims" 

Page 1, lines 13 and 14, delete "3.736, subdivision 3;" 

Page 1, line 17, delete everything after "subdivision I" and insert 
a period 

Page 1, delete line 18 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

H. F. No. 2407, A bill for an act relating to the state and local 
governments; providing that municipal v1llunteers are employees for 
purposes of tort claims; providing that employees and officers of the 
world trade center board and greater Minnesota corporation are 
state employees for purposes of state tort claims; providing that 
officers and directors of public corporations are immune from 
liability under standards for nonprofit corporations; clarifying im-
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munity from civil liability for certain athletic officials; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 317.22, subdivision 4; 317.28; 
466.01, by adding a subdivision; Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supple
ment, sections 44A.02, subdivision 3; 1160.03, by adding a subdivi
sion; 1160.04, subdivision 2; 317.201, subdivision 1; 340A.801, 
subdivisions 1 and 4; 340A.802; and 604.08, subdivision 1. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended, and placed upon 
its final passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. There were 132 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 

Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutkneeht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
HugoBon 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 
Larsen 

Lasley Osthoff 
Lieder Otis 
Long Ozment 
Marsh Pappas 
McDonald Pauly 
McEachern Pelowski 
McKasy Peterson 
McLaughlin Poppenhagen 
McPherson Price 
Milbert Quinn 
Miller Quist 
Minne Redalen 
Morrison Reding 
Munger Rest 
Murphy -Rice 
Nelson, C. Richter 
Nelson, D. Riveness 
Nelson, K. Rodosovich 
Neuenschwander Rose 
O'Connor Rukavina 
Ogren Sarna 
Olsen, S. Schafer 
Olson, E. Scheid 
Olson, K. Schreiber 
Omann Seaberg 
Onnen Segal 
Orenstein Shaver 

Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Ttinheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was passed, as amended, and its title agreed to. 

S. F. No. 412 which was temporarily laid over earlier today was 
again reported to the House. 

Long moved to amend S. F. No. 412, as follows: 

Page 1, line 22, delete "for which II person ~ liable" 

Page 1, line 23, delete everything before the period 

Page 3, line 13, after the semicolon insert "or" 
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Page 3, delete lines 14 to 16 

Page 3, line 17, delete "(5)" and insert "(4)" 

Page 5, line 21, delete "for which" 

Page 5, line 22, delete "" person ~ liable" 

11229 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

S. F. No. 412, A bill for an act relating to real property; creating a 
lien against real property where the state has incurred cleanup 
expenses and the owner is liable for the expenses under Minnesota 
Statutes, chapter 115B or 115C; providing procedures for implemen
tation and enforcement of the lien; proposing coding for new law in 
Minnesota Statutes, chapter 514. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended, and placed upon 
its final passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. There were 130 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dom 
Forsythe 

Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson. A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 

Kostohryz Olson, K. 
Krueger Omann 
Larsen Onnen 
Lasley Orenstein 
Lieder Osthoff 
Long Otis 
Marsh Ozment 
McDonald Pauly 
McEachern Pelowski 
McKasy Peterson 
McLaughlin Poppenhagen 
McPherson Price 
Milbert Quinn 
Miller Quist 
Minne Redalen 
Morrison Rest 
Munger Rice 
Murphy Richter 
Nelson, C. Riveness 
Nelson, D, Rodosovich 
Nelson, K. Rose 
Neuenschwander Rukavina 
O'Connor Sarna 
Ogren Schafer 
Olsen, S. Scheid 
Olson, E. Schreiber 

Seaberg 
Segal 
Shaver 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
1Jornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vcllenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was passed, as amended, and its title agreed to. 

S. F. No. 203 was reported to the House. 
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Skoglund moved to amend S. F. No. 203, as follows: 

Delete everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 48.92, subdivision 7, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 7. [RECIPROCATING STATE.] "Reciprocating state" is: (1) 
a state that authorizes the acquisition, directly or indirectly, or 
control of, banks in that state by a bank or bank holding company 
located in this state under conditions substantially similar to those 
imposed by the laws of Minnesota as determined by the commis
sioner; and (2) limited to the states of Iowa, North Dakota, South 
Dakota, aOO Wisconsin, Idaho, Montana, Nebraska, Washington, 
and Wyoming. . 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 48.93, subdivision 4, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [DISAPPROVAL.] The commissioner shall disapprove 
any proposed acquisition if: 

(1) the financial condition of any acquiring person is such as might 
jeopardize the financial st;lbility of the bank or prejudice the 
interests of the depositors of the bank; 

(2) the competence, experience, integrity of any acquiring person 
or of any of the proposed management personnel indicates that it 
would not be in the interest of the depositors of the bank, or in the 
interest of the public to permit the person to control the bank; 

(3) the acquisition will result in undue concentration of resources 
or substantial lessening of competition in this state; 

(4) the application fails to adequately demonstrate that the 
acquisition proposal would bring net new funds into Minnesota; et' 

(5) the application is incomplete or any acquiring party neglects, 
fails, or. refuses to furnish all the information required by the 
commissIOneri 

(6) the bank has failed to meet the requirements set forth in the 
federal Community Reinvestment Act, and sections 48.97, 48.991, 
and 48.993; or 

(7) the acquisition will result in over 30 percent of Minnesota's 
toW banking deposits being held !:2' banks located in this state 
owned!:2' a reciprocating state bank hoIC!li1gcompany. This limita
tion shall not ~ to consideration for approval pursuant to section 
48.99, special acquisitions. 
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Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 48.95, subdivision 1, is 
amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [DIVESTITURE; CEASE AND DESIST.] In the 
event a reciprocating state bank holding company makes an acqui
sition other than in full compliance with the requirements and 
procedures of Laws 1986, chapter 339, the commissioner may: 

(1) by order immediately require the reciprocating state bank 
holding company to divest itself of its direct or indirect ownership or 
control of any bank located in this state; ffi' 

(2) by order require the reciprocating state bank holding company 
to cease and desist the violations by a date certain. The order would 
be subject to the procedures applicable to cease and desist proceed
ings pursuant to sections 46.23 to 46.33 and any applicable rulesi or 

(3) in the event control of -'" bank located in this state is acquired 
~ a bank holding company that ~ not a reciprocating state bank 
holding company as -'" result of change of control of a reciprocating 
state bank holding company, the acquiring bank holding company 
SllliIT divest itself of control offue bank locateCITrt this state within 
two years of the date of its acqllisitiollofcontrol of the bank-.--

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 48.991, is amended to 
read: 

48.991 [DEVELOPMENTAL LOANS.] 

A financial institution located in this state ewHed by "" iaterstate 
bank "slEliag eSlBllaay shall provide a level of developmental loans 
as defined by the commissioner by rule. In establishing the devel
opmental loan levels for financial institutions, the commissioner 
ma

bI 
consiaerthe devewpmental loan terformance of financially 

sta e financiaIlnstitutions of comparab e or smaller size that have 
above average levels of activity in developmental loans in recitro
cating states aSClefiiied in section 48.92, subdivision 7. A "deve op
mental loan" includes, but is not limited to, 0) loans for low and 
moderate income housing, loans to community development corpo
rations, loans to woman and minority owned businesses, student 
education loans, and alternative energy or energy conservation 
loans, and (2) loans within distressed areas and on any Indian 
reservation for any commercial nonreal estate purpose, home loans, 
home improvement loans, and operating loans to family farmers. 
The commissioner of commerce shall annually designate distressed 
areas. A distressed area may be made for a geographic region 
smaller than a county within the counties of Anoka, Carver, Dakota, 
Hennepin, Ramsey, Scott, and Washington. The determination of a 
distressed area should be made on the area's unemployment rate, 
economic conditions, and credit needs. 
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Sec. 5. [48.993] [ANNUAL REPORTING OF COMMUNITY RE
INVESTMENT ACTIVITIES BY BANKS.] 
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Subdivision 1. [INVESTMENT; REPORTING REQUIRE
MENTS.] Every oank ortanized under the laws of this state or the 
United States and dOijg usiness in this state aSde1'll1ed gy section 
48.92, sii'iXI1VIsWn ~ c au'se (1), shall fully and accurately disclose in 
an annual report totne commissioner or commerce the same 
llUormation requirea offInancial institutions located in tIlls state 
owned fu: an interstate bank holding company pursuant to section 
48.97, subdIVisions ~ to 4, and the rules adopted in connection with 
sections 48.97 and 48.991. 

Subd. 2. [COMPLIANCE BY BANK HOLDING COMPANIES,.] 
AnycorpOration qualifying as!! bank holding company as defined in 
the Bank Holding Company Act of 1956, as amended, with banking 
SiiIisidiaries described in subdlVlsion h must meet the requirements 
of this section in the event of noncomprrailce withtliis section for 
any reason gy theITJjiiiikiiig subsidiaries. 

Subd. 3. [FAILURE TO COMPLY.] Failure to comply with this 
sec~tny bank or bank holding company Is to be conSiller~ 
violation J!!: purposes OfCIlapter 45. VIOlators are subiect to the 
penalties in section 45.027." 

Delete the title and insert: 

"A bill for an act relating to financial institutions; regulating 
reciprocal interstate banking; permitting interstate banking with 
additional states; requiring banks to report on community reinvest
ment activities; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 48.92, 
subdivision 7; 48.93, subdivision 4; 48.95, subdivision 1; and 48.991; 
proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 48." 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

Skogl,und moved to amend S. F. No. 203, as amended, as follows: 

Page 2, line 15, delete "the bank" and insert "!! subsidiary of the 
acquiring bank holding companyr 

Page 2, line 16, delete everything after "Act" and insert "i or" 

Page 2, delete line 17 

Page 2, line 20, delete "!!" 

Page 2, line 21, delete "company" and 'insert "companies" 
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Page 3, line 11, delete "financial institution" and insert "bank" 

Page 3, lines 14 and 15, delete "financial institutions" and insert 
"banks" 

Page 3, lille 16, delete "financial institutions" and insert "banks" 

Page 4, line 4, delete "financial institutions" and insert "banks" 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

The Speaker resumed the Chair. 

Frerichs was excused for the remainder of today's session. 

Winter offered an amendment to S. F. No. 203, as amended. 

McLaughlin requested a division of the Winter amendment. 

The first portion of the Winter amendment to S. F. No. 203, as 
amended, reads as follows: 

Page 3, lines 11 and 12, reinstate the stricken language 

The motion prevailed and the first portion of the Winter amend
ment was adopted. 

The second portion of the Winter amendment to S. F.' No. 203, as 
amended, reads as follows: 

Pages 3 and 4, delete section 5 and insert: 

"Sec. 5. [REPORTING REQUIREMENT.] 

The commissioner of cominerce shall recommend to the financial 
inStifutions and insurance committee of the house of re resenta
tives and therommerce committee of the state senate fu anuary h 
1989fue reporting reguirements for financial institutions as defined 
IillVIillnesota Statutes section 49.01, subdivision 2 that address a 
nnancial institution's committilleiltto investing In their commu-:: 
nity. The recommendatIons must adOress the following:-

(a) the amount of development loans that banks have made within 
their service areas. Development IoanSTriCruae;out are not llliiitOO 
to, loans for low and moderate income housing, o~erating loans to 
family farIp.ei=8,1oans made in distressed areaS of testate, commer-
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cial loans to minority-owned and woman-owned businesses, loans 
for aIteri1ative energy and eh'rgy conservation, student Wans! loans 
made for businesses and ousing related loans WIt in ndian 
reservations, and loans to community based eronOmic developmeiit 
organizations; an.r-

(b) the degree of "redlining" ~ banks within their service areas." 

Amend the title ac~ordingly 

The motion prevailed and the second portion of the Winter 
amendment was adopted. 

S. F. No. 203, A bill for an act relating to financial institutions; 
permitting interstate banking with additional reciprocating states; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 48.92, subdivision 7. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended, and placed upon 
its final passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. There were 89 yeas and 32 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Bauerly 
Beard 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Burger 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dawkins 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dom 
Forsythe 

Frederick 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Knickerbocker 

Knuth Olson, K. 
Larsen Osthoff 
Lieder Otis 
Long Ozment 
Marsh Pauly 
McEachern Pelowski 
McKasy Peterson 
McLaughlin Poppenhagen 
McPherson Price 
Milbert Quinn 
Miller Quist 
Morrison Redalen 
Murphy Reding 
Nelson, C. Rest 
Nelson, K. Riveness 
Neuenschwander Rodosovich 
O'Connor Rose 
Olsen, S. Sarna 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Anderson, R. Jaros Minne Rice 
Batta~lia Kalis Nelson', D. Richter 
Begic Kludt Ogren Rukavina 
Brown Kostohryz Olson, E. Solberg 
Clark Krueger Omann Sparby 
Dauner Lasley Onnen Steensma 
DeBlieck McDonald Pappas Tompkins 

Schafer 
Sclleid 
Schreiber 

. Segal 
Shaver 
Skoglund 
Stanius 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Uphus 
Valento 
voss 
Waltman 
\\\'l1e 
Spk. Vanasek 

Trimble' 
Tunheim 
Wenzel 
Wmter 

The bill was passed, as amended, and its title agreed to. 
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S. F No. 1932 was reported to the House. 

Hartle and Brown moved to amend S. F. No. 1932, as follows: 

Page 2, after line 3, insert: 

"Sec. 3. [EFFECTIVE DATE.J 

Sections 1 and ~ are effective the day after final enactment." 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

S.OF No. 1932, A bill for an act relating to transportation; 
exempting certain private carriers of fuel for use in agriculture
related businesses from certain hazardous materials regulations; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 221.033, subdivision 1, 
and by adding a subdivision. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended, and placed upon 
its final passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. There were 125 yeas and 5 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. Forsythe Kostohryz Onnen Seaberg 
Anderson, R. Frederick Krueger Orenstein Segal 
Battaglia Greenfield Larsen Osthoff Shaver 
Bauerly Gruenes Lieder Otis Simoneau 
Beard Gutknecht Long Ozment Skoglund 
Begich Hartle_ Marsh Pappas Solberg 
Bennett Haukoos McDonald Pauly Sparby 
Bertram Heap McEachern Pelowski Stanius 
Bishop Himle McKasy Peterson Steensma 
Blatz Hugoson McLaughlin Poppenhagen Sviggum 
Boo Jacobs McPherson Price Thiede 
Brown Jaros Milbert Quist Tjornhom 
Burger Jefferson Miller Redalen Tompkins 
Carlson, D. Jennings Minne Reding Trimble 
Carlson, L. Jensen Morrison Rest Tunheim 
Clark Johnson, A. Murphy Rice Uphus 
Clausnitzer Johnson, V. Nelson, C. Richter Valento 
Cooper Kahn Nelson, D. Riveness Vellenga 
Dauner Kalis Neuenschwander Rodosovich Wagenius 
Dawkins Kelly O'Connor Rose Waltman 
DeBlieck Kelso Ogren Rukavina Welle 
Dempsey Kinkel Olsen, S. Sarna Wenzel 
Defulad Kludt Olson, E. Schafer Winter 
Dille Knickerbocker Olson, K. Scheid Wynia 
Dorn Knuth Gmann Schreiber Spk. Vanasek 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Carruthers Johnson, R. Lasley Quinn Voss 
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The bill was passed, as amended, and its title agreed to. 

There being no objection, the order of business reverted to Reports 
of Standing Committees. 

REPORTS OF STANDING COMMITTEES 

Wynia from the Committee on Rules and Legislative Administra
tion to which was referred: 

H. F No. 1826, A bill for an act relating to transportation; 
authorizing issuance of trunk highway bonds to establish a special 
account in the trunk highway fund for loans to purchase highway 
rights-of-way outside the metropolitan area; providing for acquisi
tion and relocation assistance in cases of hardship to owners of 
homestead property located in a proposed state highway right-of
way; appropriating money; proposing coding for new law in Minne
sota Statutes, chapter 161. 

Reported the same back with the following amendments: 

Delete everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section 1. [CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS; APPROPRIATIONS.] 

The sums in the column marked "APPROPRIATIONS" other than 
amounts of loan approvals are appropriated from the state building 
fund, or other named fund, to the state agencies indicated, to be 
spent to acquire and to better public land and buildings and other 
public improvements of a capital nature, as specified in this act. 

SUMMARY 

ADMINISTRATION 
CAPITOL AREA ARCHITECTURAL 
AND PLANNING BOARD 

NATURAL RESOURCES 
POLLUTION CONTROL AGENCY 
TRADE AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 
MILITARY AFFAIRS 
TRANSPORTATION 
MINNESOTA HISTORICAL SOCIETY 
COOPERATIVE SECONDARY FACILITIES 

GRANTS 
TECHNICAL INSTITUTES 
COMMUNITY COLLEGES 
STATE UNIVERSITIES 

$9,111,000 

675,000 
5,420,000 

50,000 
19,635,000 

1,270,000 
12,000,000 

865,000 

8,000,000 
28,883,100 
31,206,200 
34,581,400 
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA 
VETERANS HOMES 
CORRECTIONS 
HEALTH 
BOND SALE EXPENSES 
TOTAL 
General Fund 
Transportation Fund 
Building Fund 
Maximum Effort School Loan Fund 
Water Pollution Control Fund 

Sec. 2. ADMINISTRATION 

(a) Rent Differential 

This appropriation is from the general 
fund to the commissioner for the in
creased rent differential and lost rental 
income associated with the department 
of human services office relocation/con
solidation. 

(b) Handicapped accessibility 

(c) Depot concourse 

This appropriation is from the state 
building fund to the commissioner of 
administration for a grant to the hous
ing and redevelopment authority of the 
city of St. Paul to restore the concourse 
of the St. Paul Union Depot as a facility 
for the exhibition of works of art. The 
restoration must conform to the United 
States Secretary ofInterior's standards 
for rehabilitation. This grant must not 
be paid until the commissioner has 
determined that $500,000 in opera
tional funding has been committed by 
nonstate sources. 

Sec. 3. CAPITOL AREA ARCHITEC
TURAL AND PLANNING BOARD 
Landscaping and parking improve
ments 

30,367,000 
1,404,100 
3,574,800 
1,360,100 

200,000 
188,602,600 

1,711,000 
12,000,000 

175,841,600 
11,000,000 

50,000 

APPROPRIATIONS 

9,111,000 

1,711,000 

6,000,000 

1,400,000 

675,000 
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Sec. 4. DEPARTMENT OF NATU-
RAL RESOURCES 5,420,000 

(a) International Wolf Center 150,000 

This appropriation is to be used as a 
grant to the International Wolf Center 
Committee for a review of the site se
lection process and planning/site prep
aration of an International Wolf Cen
ter. The review of the site selection 
process will be conducted by a select 
committee appointed by the chairs of 
the house appropriations and senate 
finance committees. The committee· 
shall evaluate the process used in de
termining the proposed site for the Wolf 
Center and report its findings to the 
chairs of the house appropriations and 

_ senate finance committees no later 
than January 1, 1989. Any expenses 
associated with the select committee's 
activities shall be paid from this grant. 

(b) Environmental Learning Centers 

This appropriation is to be used as 
grants to environmental learning cen
ters located throughout the state. 

(c) Park and Trail Development 

(d) Notwithstanding Minnesota Stat
utes, section 94.165, subdivision 1, and 
chapter 86A, the commissioner of nat
ural resources may use up to $600,000 
from the land acquisition account for 
acquisition and improvement of lands 
associated with office consolidation un
til June 30, 1989. Projects may be out
side the outdoor recreation system. 

(e) Trail Acquisition 

This appropriation is for the acqUISi
tion and development of the abandoned 
Burlington Northern Railroad Line be
tween Baxter and Bemidji, Minnesota 
known as the "Paul Bunyan Trail." 

(f) Wildlife Development 

3,500,000 

1,050,000 

600,000 

120,000 
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This appropriation is for the planning 
and engineering work on the visitor 
center/office building at Lac Qui Parle 
Wildlife Management Area. Notwith
standing Minnesota Statutes, chapter 
16B, if there are no small businesses 
owned or operated by socially or eco
nomically disadvantaged persons lo
cated within 25 miles of this project 
site, the commissioner may award the 
amount required under Minnesota 
Statutes, chapter 16B for set-aside pro
curement for the construction associ
ated with this project to other small 
businesses within 25 miles of the 
project site. 

Sec. 5. POLLUTION CONTROL 
AGENCY 

Subdivision 1. Wastewater Treat
ment Grants 

$6,000,000 of the funds appropriated in 
Laws 1987, chapter 400, section 7 for 
construction of wastewater treatment 
facilities grants are for supplemental 
grants to those communities that have 
received wastewater treatment grants 
during the period between October 1, 
1984, and September 30, 1987. The 
supplemental grants must be distrib
uted according to the conditions estab
lished by section 28 of this act. 

Subd. 2. Thompson Township 

This appropriation is from the water 
pollution control fund to Thompson 
Township in cooperation with the Min
nesotapollution control agency for 
planning, development, and construc
tion of a water treatment facility in 
Thompson Township in Carlton county. 
Any unencumbered balance of this ap
propriation is available for the con
struction of the water treatment 
facility. 

The pollution control agency shall de
velop criteria and a selection process 
for the distribution of wastewater treat-

11239 

50,000 

50,000 
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ment facilities grants for lakewater 
treatment in nonmunicipalities. The 
commissioner shall study the lake wa
ter pollution problems associated with 
wastewater in those areas and report to 
the chairs of the house appropriations 
and senate finance committees with 
recommendations concerning how to 
address these areas before January 2, 
1989. 

Sec. 6. TRADE AND ECONOMIC 
DEVELOPMENT 

Subdivision 1. To the commissioner 
of trade and economic development for 
the purposes specified in this section. 

Subd. 2. Amateur Sports 

(a) For planning for a national ski jump 200,000 

(b) For planning for a national speeds-
kating and bandy center in Roseville 350,000 

(c) For a national shooting center in 
Biwabik 3,500,000 

(d) For a national kayaking center at 
Carlton 260,000 

(e) For planning a national rowing cen-
ter not to be located at Lake Phalen 25,000 

CD For the national ice hockey center in 
St. Cloud 450,000 

(g) For grants to refurbish existing ski 
jumps, including one operated through 
a joint powers agreement by four or 
more municipalities 250,000 

(h) For planning the expansion of the 
national sports center stadium at 
Blaine 400,000 

(i) For the national wrestling training 
center at the national sports center in 
Blaine 400,000 

[86th Day 

19,635,000 
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(j) For construction of amateur sports 
facilities that receive construction 
funding in this section or those facili
ties previously approved for construc
tion. This appropriation is to be 
distributed by the Minnesota amateur 
sports commission only after consulta
tion by the amateur sports commission 
with the chair of the house appropria
tions committee and the chair of the 
senate finance committee. 1,000,000 

Subd. 3. Related Provisions 

(a) The appropriation in subdivision 
2(c) is only available upon the demon
stration to the commissioner of finance 
of a $1,000,000 match from nonstate 
sources. 

(b) The appropriation in subdivision 
2(b) is only available upon the de
monstration to the commissioner of fi
nance of a matching contribution of 
$1,500,000 from nonstate sources for 
the construction of the facility. 

(c) Any contributions that are a part of 
a matching requirement under subdivi
sion 3 must be certified by the commis
sioner of finance as to their value. 
Operating expenses must not be con
sidered a contribution towards the 
matching requirement. 

(d) Each of the appropriations for con
struction in subdivision 2 for a national 
training center is contingent upon des
ignation of the respective facility as an 
official training site by the governing 
body member of the United States 
Olympic Committee, a written commit
ment from the local unit of government 
to the Minnesota amateur sports com
mission that the local unit will provide 
or has contracted to provide adequate 
operating funding and personnel, and 
issuance of the necessary general obli
gation special tax bonds. 

11241 
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(e) If a local unit is unable to provide 
the matching contribution as required 
by subdivision 3, the Minnesota ama· 
teur sports commission may solicit and 
review applications from others who 
are able to meet the matching require· 
ments and select a new site for a facil· 
ity. 

(f) The metropolitan airports commis· 
sion in consultation with the Minne· 
sota amateur sports commission shall 
study the potential effects that Laws 
1979, extra session chapter 1, section 5 
and Minnesota Statutes, sections 
360.061 to 360.074 will have on the 
operation, long·term success, and eco· 
nomic viability of the national sports 
center in Blaine. The report must also 
include an estimation of the potential 
impacts that Laws 1979, extra session 
chapter 1, section 5 and· Minnesota 
Statutes, sections 360.061 to 360.074 
will have on the ability of the Minne· 
sota amateur sports commission to at· 
tract national events to the national 
sports center in Blaine. The metropol· 
itan airports commission and the Min· 
nesota amateur sports commission 
shall jointly present a report to the 
chllir of the senate finance and the 
chair of house appropriations commit· 
tee by February 15, 1989. 

(g) The Minnesota amateur sports com· 
mission shall make a concentrated ef· 
fort to recruit women athletes and 
athletic events for women to its facili· 
ties. 

Subd. 4. Great River Road 

This approprilltion is for a gmnt to the 
Minneapolis park and recreation board 
for land acquisition for the great river 
road project in the central Mississippi 
regional park along the central water· 
front area in downtown Minneapolis. 

Subd. 5. Como ConservatOry 

5,000,000 

6,000,000 

[86th Day 
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This appropriation is for a grant to the 
city of St. Paul for the remodeling and 
refurbishing of como park conserva
tory. 

Subd. 6. Metropolitan Open Space 

This appropriation is for payment by 
the commissioner of trade and eco
nomic development to the metropolitan 
council established under Minnesota 
Statutes, section 473.123. The c()mmis
sioner shall transfer the amount to the 
metropolitan council upon receipt of a 
certified copy of a council resolution 
requesting payment. The appropriation 
must be used to pay the cost of acquisi
tion and betterment by the metropoli
tan council and local units of 
government of regional recreational 
open space lands in accordance with 
the council's policy plan as provided in 
Minnesota Statutes, sections 473.315 
and 473.341, including relocation costs 
and tax equivalents required to be paid 
by Minnesota Statutes, sections 
473.315 and 473.341. 

Sec. 7. MILITARY AFFAIRS 

(a) Rossberg Hall at Camp Ripley 

Asbestos abatement 

(b) State Armories 

Asbestos abatement 

Sec. 8. TRANSPORTATION 

Subdivision 1. Bridges 

This appropriation is to the commis
sioner of transportation from the state 
transportation fund for local road 
bridge replacement and rehabilitation 
of bridges not on the trunk highway 
system. 

Subd. 2. Bonds 

To provide the money appropriated in 
subdivision 1 from the state transpor-

1,800,000 

70,000 

1,200,000 

11243 

1,270,000 

12,000,000 
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tation fund, the commissioner of fi
nance on' request of the governor shall 
sell and issue bonds of the state up to 
the amount provided in subdivision 1 
in the manner, upon the terms, and 
with the effect prescribed by Minnesota 
Statutes, sections 16A.631 to 16A.675, 
and by the Minnesota Constitution, ar
ticle XI, sections 4 to 7. The proceeds of 
the bonds, except accrued interest and 
any premiuum received on the sale of 
the bonds, must be credited to a bond 
proceeds account in the state transpor
tation fund. 

Subd. 3. Appropriation Transfer 

Up to $1,000,000 of the appropriation 
made in Laws 1987, chapter 358, sec
tion 2, subdivision 2, is for transfer 
from the trunk highway fund to the 
special account created in section 38, 
subdivision 4. 

Sec. 9. MINNESOTA HISTORICAL 
SOCIETY 

Subdivision 1. To the Minnesota His
torical Society for the purposes speci-

[86th Day 

fied in this section 865,000 

Subd. 2. Labor History Center 390,000 

This appropriation is to the Minnesota 
Historical Society to plan and design 
the Labor History Center. The society 
shall develop a program document that 
defines the space and programming 
needs of the center including operating 
expenses. The society shall determine, 
through a design framework and site 
location assessment study, the location 
of the center on a site adjacent to the 
History Center and prepare working 
drawings for the project. The society 
may acquire surplus highway property 
to assist in locating the center. Not
withstanding any other law to the con-
trary, the center's design must be 
performed by the State History Center 
design competition winner and cost es-
timates for all elements necessary to 
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complete the project must be submitted 
to the chairs of the Agriculture, Trans
portation, and Semi-States divisions of 
the Senate Finance and House Appro
priations Committees for their recom
mendations, The recommendations are 
advisory only, Failure or refusal to 
make a recommendation promptly is 
deemed a negative recommendation. 
The total cost of the project must not 
exceed $12,500,000, The project cost 
may include exhibits and audio visual 
devices and systems, The $360,000 au
thorized by Laws 1987, chapter 400, 
section 15, subdivision 2, is immedi
ately available for this project. 

Subd. 3. Red Lake Tribal Archives, 
Library, and Interpretive Center 375,000 

This appropriation is from the state 
building fund to the historical society 
for a grant to the Red Lake Band of 
Chippewa Indians to construct a build
ing to house the tribal archives, library, 
and interpretive center. 

Subd. 4. Continued Restoration of 
the General William G. LeDuc Home 100,000 

Sec. 10. COOPERATIVE SECOND-
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ARY FACILITIES GRANTS 8,000,000 

This appropriation is to the commis
sioner of education from the state 
building fund for grants to qualified 
joint powers districts under the cooper
ative secondary facilities grant pro
gram contained in Minnesota Statutes, 
section 124.494. 

This appropriation is added to the ap
propriation contained in Laws 1987, 
chapter 400, section 16, subdivision 4. 

Sec. 11. CAPITAL LOAN APPROV
ALS 

Subdi vision 1. TO MILACA 
SCHOOL DISTRICT 

11,716,000 
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To independent school district No. 912, 
Milaca, a capital loan is approved in an 
amount not to exceed 4,791,000 

Subd. 2. TO HOLDINGFORD 
SCHOOL DISTRICT 

To independent school district No. 738, 
Holdingford, a capital loan is approved 
in an amount not to exceed 1,087,000 

Subd. 3. TO REDWOOD FALLS 
SCHOOL DISTRICT 

To independent school district No. 637, 
Redwood Falls, a capital loan is ap-
proved in an amount not to exceed 5,838,000 

Sec. 12. TECHNICAL INSTITUTES 

Subdivision 1. To the state board of 
vocational technical education for the 
purposes specified in this section 

Notwithstanding Minnesota Statutes, 
section 475.61, subdivision 4, the state 
board of vocational technical education 
may approve a request by a local school 
board to use any unobligated balance 
in the debt redemption fund to pay the 
district's share of construction projects 
authorized in this section. 

Subd. 2. Post-secondary technical in
stitute construction in the school dis-
tricts listed in this subdivision 25,683,100 

(a) Independent school district No. 206, 
Alexandria 2,019,800 

This appropriation is to construct space 
for classrooms and relocate the truck 
driving and avionics programs to the 
main campus. 

The total cost of the project must not be 
more than $2,376,000 whether paid 
from state, local, or federal money. 

(b) Independent school district No. 11, 
Anoka 1,785,800 

This appropriation is for major remod
eling of tJ:te facility including the heat-

[86th Day 
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ing and sprinkler systems, restrooms, 
the existing warehouse space and class
rooms. 

The total cost of the project must not be 
more than $2,101,000 whether paid 
from state, local, or federal money, 

(c) Independent school district No, 31, 
Bemidji 1,126,200 

This appropriation is to construct space 
for classrooms, labs, child care, a con
ference center, and a media/resource 
center. 

The total cost of the project must not be 
more than $1,324,900 whether paid 
from state, local, or federal money. 

(d) Independent school district No. 181, 
Brainerd 207,700 

This appropriation is for the planning 
of a conference center and an instruc
tional services addition. 

The total cost of planning must not 
exceed $244,400 whether paid for by 
state, local, or federal money. 

(e) Special intermediate school district 
No. 917, Dakota county 1,977,600 

This appropriation is for the purchase 
of the former Rosemount City Hall for 
child care, and construction of class-
rooms and labs. 

The total cost of the project must not be 
more than $2,149,600 whether paid 
from state, local, or federal money. 

(0 Independent school district No. 22, 
Detroit Lakes 208,800 

This appropriation is for the planning 
of an instructional services addition. 

The total cost of planning must not 
exceed $245,600 whether paid for by 
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state, local, or federal money. 

(g) Independent school district No. 709, 
Duluth 2,591,600 

This appropriation is for construction 
of a new addition to house instructional 
areas, a library/resource center, and a 
telecommunications facility. 

The total cost of the project must not be 
more than $3,048,900 whether paid 
from state, local, or federal money. 

(h) Independent school district No. 595, 
East Grand Forks 1,956,700 

This appropriation is for construction 
of an addition for classroom/lab facili
ties, student services, and child care. 

The total cost of the project must not be 
more than $2,301,900 whetber paid 
from state, local, or federal money. 

(i) Independent school district No. 697, 
Eveleth 2,167,300 

This appropriation is for construction 
of an addition for classrooms, labs, 
shops, office space, and a conference 
center. 

The total cost of the project must not be 
more than $2,549,800 whether paid 
from state, local, or federal mon.ey. 

(j) Special intermediate school district 
No. 287, Hennepin Technical Centers 1,124,300 

This appropriation is to supplement 
the local funds used for construction 
authorized by law in 1987. 

The total cost of the project must not be 
more than $1,443,000 whether paid 
from state, local, or federal money. 

(k) Independent school district No. 701, 
Hibbing 1,177,600 . 

[86th Day 
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This appropriation is for land acquisi
tion and planning for a new campus. 

The total cost of the project must not be 
more than $1,385,400 whether paid 
from state, local, or federal money. 

(1) Independentschool district No. 152, 
Moorhead 903,600 

This appropriation is for construction 
of an addition for classrooms, labs, 
shops, office space, and a conference 
center. 

The total cost of the project must not be 
more than $1,063,100 whether paid 
from state, local, or federal money. 

(m) Independent school district No. 
578, Pine City 338,400 

This appropriation is for the comple
- tion of the project approved in 1987. 

The total cost of the project must not be 
more than $398,100 whether paid from 
state, local, or federal money. 

(n) Independent school district No. 256, 
Red Wing 337,100 

This appropriation is for land acquisi
tion, site development, and prelimi
nary building design and layout. 

The total cost of the project must not be 
more than $396,600 whether paid from 
state, local, or federal money, . 

(0) Joint vocational technical district 
No. 900 2,531,800 

This appropriation is for construction 
or remodeling of the following facilities 
on these respective campuses: 

Granite Falls-resource center, student 
services, child care, classrooms, labs, 
and a conference center. 
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Jackson-resource center, student ser
vices, child care, classrooms, student 
commons, and labs. 

Canby-resource center, student ser
. vices, classrooms, and labs. 

Pipestone-resource center, student ser
vices, classrooms, labs; and parking 
space. 

(p) Independent school district No. 793, 
Staples 1,454,800 

This appropriation is for construction 
and remodeling to provide additional 
classrooms, child care, computer labs, a 
media center, and consolidation of stu
dent services. 

The total cost of the project must not be 
more than $1,711,500 whether paid 
from state, local, or federal money. 

(q) Independent school district No. 564, 
Thief River Falls 2,961,600 

This appropriation is for construction 
of a new hangar facility at the Thief 
River Falls airport and to provide an 
addition on the main campus to include 
a conference center, classrooms, labs, 
and commons space. 

The total cost of the project must not be 
more than $3,484,200 whether paid 
from state, local, or federal money. 

(r) Independent school district No. 347, 
Willmar 627,800 

This appropriation is for construction 
of facilities for a new student commons 
and mediallibrary/resource center. 

The total cost of the project must not be . 
more than $738,600 whether paid from 
state, local, or federal money. 

(s) Independent school district No. 861, 
Winona 184,600 

[86th Day 
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This appropriation is for remodeling 
and site improvements for the truck 
driving program. 

The total cost of the project must not be 
more than $217,100 whether paid from 
state, local, orJederal money. 

Subd. 3. Statewide 

Upgrade parking facilities at the fol
lowing institutes: Alexandria, Anoka, 
Austin, Eveleth, Hennepin Technical 
Centers, Hibbing, Hutchinson, Minne
apolis, Moorhead, Northeast Metro, 
Pine City, Rochester, St. Cloud, Thief 
River Falls, Willmar, and Winona. 

Sec. 13. COMMUNITY COLLEGES 

Subdivision 1. To the commissioner 
of administration for the purposes spec
ified in the following subdivisions 

Subd. 2. Anoka - Ramsey Commu
nity College 

This appropriation is for construction 
of classroom, childcare, and continuing 
education space and a conference cen
ter. 

Subd. 3. Austin Community College 

This appropriation is for expansion and 
remodeling of child care and nursing 
program areas. 

Subd. 4. Brainerd Community Col
lege 

This appropriation is for the planning 
of remodeling and expansion. 

Subd. 5. Cambridge Center 

This appropriation is for remodeling of 
the administrative and campus center 
area and construction of an addition to 
include library, child care, fine arts, 
faculty, and storage space. 
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3,200,000 

31,206,200 

3,351,600 

865,200 

226,800 

1,363,300 
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Subd. 6. Fergus Falls Community 
College 

This appropriation is for construction 
of an addition to include a campus 
center, and physical education, com
puter lab, and child care space. 

Subd. 7. Lakewood Community Col
lege 

This appropriation is for expansion and 
remodeling of student services, class
rooms, child· care, and continuing edu
cation space. 

Subd. 8. Minneapolis Community 
College 

This appropriation is for completion of 
the Fine Arts addition. 

Subd. 9, Norynandale Community 
College 

This appropriation is for construction 
of a classroom and computer lab addi
tion and remodeling of student ser
vices, 

Subd. 10, Rainy River Community 
College 

This appropriation is for construction 
of a classroom and child care addition, 
a physics addition, and remodeling of 
student services. 

Subd. 11. Rochester Community Col
lege 

This appropriation is for construction 
of a physical education and science 
addition and general remodeling, 

Subd, 12, Vermilion Community Col
lege 

This appropriation is for construction 
of a classroom and child care addition, 

[86th Day 

3,330,500 

3,533,900 

1,191,200 

5,558,600 

1,707,100 

2,128,800 

959,600 
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Subd. 13. Willmar Community Col
lege 

This appropriation is for construction 
of a physical fitness addition. 

Subd. 14. Worthington Community 
College 

This appropriation is for construction 
of new library space and remodeling of 
computer labs and child care space. 
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540,000 

1,467,800 

Subd. 15. Systemwide 4,981,800 

(a) Systemwide capital improvements 
including asbestos abatement, code 
compliance, roof replacement and re-
pair, parking and drives, mechanical 
and electrical systems, and site im-
provements. 4,801,500 

The agency spending this appropria-
tion must prepare a survey and report 
to the legislature by January 1, 1989, 
on the asbestos and PCBs that were 
found and removed, and what asbestos 
and PCBs remain. 

(b) Systemwide planning 

Sec. 14. STATE UNIVERSITIES 

Subdivision 1. To the state university 
board for the purposes specified in the 
following subdivisions 

Notwithstanding Minnesota Statutes, 
sections 16B.30 and 16B.31, during the 
biennium, the state university board 
shall supervise and control the prepa
ration of plans and specifications for 
the construction, alteration, or enlarge
ment of the state university buildings, 
structures, and improvements provided 
for in this section. During the bien
nium, the state university board shall 
advertise for bids and award contracts 
in connection with the improvements, 
supervise and inspect the work, ap
prove necessary changes in the plans 
and specifications, approve estimates 
for payment, and accept the improve-

180,300 

34,581,400 
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ments when completed according to the 
plans and specifications. . 

Plans must be paid for out of this 
appropriation. The remainder of the 
appropriation must not be spent until 
the board has secured suitable plans 
and specifications, prepared by a com
petent architect or engineer. The plans 
and specifications must be accompa
nied by a detailed statement of the cost, 
quality, and description of all material 
and labor required for the completion of 
the work. No plan may be adopted, and 
no improvement made or building con
structed, that contemplates the expen
diture for its completion of more money 
than the appropriation for it, unless 
otherwise provided in this act. The 
board must not direct or permit an 
expenditure beyond the appropriation, 
and an agent of the board violating this 
provision is guilty of a gross misde
meanor. 

The board shall review and report to 
the governor and the legislature by 
January 15 of each year on the status of 
the capital improvement projects in 
this section. 

During the biennium, the state univer
sity board must not prepare final plans 
and specifications for any construction 
or major remodeling authorized by this 
act until it has presented the program 
and schematic plans and cost estimates 
for all elements necessary to complete 
the project to the chairs of the house 
appropriations committee and the sen
ate finance committee and the chairs 
have made their recommendations. The 
recommendations are advisory only. 
"Construction or major remodeling" 
means construction of a new building, 
or modifications of a building whose 
exterior dimension or interior configu
ration is altered in a material way. 
Reports on construction or major re
modeling must summarize the current 
status of the individual project, the 
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budget plan, and describe any condi
tions that are not consistent with the 
initial request, legislative testimony, or 
the appropriation. If applicable, sche
matic design documents must accom
pany the reports. Reports on projects 
that are not included in the above def
inition must be made before awarding 
bids. The reports must summarize the 
status of the individual projects, the 
budget plan, and any departure that 
may need to be made from the system's 
initial request. Architectural and de
sign work may continue in accordance 
with the project schedule unless objec
tions are raised by the chairs. If a 
unique situation arises during the 
planning process that may require a 
significant departure from the initial 
request or the appropriation, the 
agency or university must notify the 
chairs and await their responses before 
authorizing further work on the plans. 

Subd. 2. Mankato Campus 

Construction of an addition to Trafton 
Hall. 

Subd. 3. Metropolitan 

$1,800,000 is for the acquisition of the 
entire St. John's site bounded by 
Mounds Boulevard, East 7th St., 6th 
St., and Maria Ave. This site includes 
the entire parking lot across Maria 
Ave. $400,000 is for planning of the 
administrative and student service 
center. The zoning of the area sur
rounding the site must be consistent 
with the proposal submitted to the 
board by the city of St. Paul. The zoning 
provisions must be reviewed by the 
chairs of the appropriations and fi
nance committees prior to the state 
executing the purchase. 

The agreement for the acquisition must 
include a provision that the St. Paul 
Port Authority ensure that all build
ings on the site are free from hazardous 
asbestos materials. 

11255 
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At the time the boilers are converted to 
low pressure stearn, the state board 
may enter into an agreement with Dis
trict Energy St. Paul Inc. for provision 
of stearn heat, if the total cost of that 
heat does not exceed the estimated cost 
of receiving comparable services from 
another source. 

Prior to arranging for the demolition of 
building B, the state board of voca
tional technical education and the state 
university board shall jointly study 
whether the cafeteria addition built in 
1968 can be used by the technical insti
tutes for its restaurant and hotel cook
ery courses and related programs. If 
the facilities can be used, the state 
university board shall consider 
whether the preservation of the cafete
ria facilities is appropriate and possible 
within the available funding. The state 
university board and the state board of 
vocational technical education shall re
port their recommendations to the ed
ucation divisions of the appropriations 
and finance committees prior to any 
demolition. 

Subd. 4. Southwest Campus 

Construction of recreation/athlet
ic building. 

Subd. 5. Winona Campus 

Construction of the Health and Applied 
Science Building. 

[86th Day 

6,880,500 

8,985,800 

Subd. 6. Systemwide 6,900,000 

(a) Abate asbestos materials and PCBs 
in transformers. 2,000,000 

The agency spending this appropria
tion must prepare a survey and report 
to the legislature by January 1, 1989, 
on the asbestos and PCBs that were 
found and removed, and what asbestos 
and PCBs remain. 
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(b) Roof repair for the following cam
puses: Bemidji, Mankato, and South-
west. 1,500,000 

(c) Acquisition ofland adjacent to or in 
the vicinity of the St. Cloud, Winona, 
Bemidji, and Moorhead campuses 
when it becomes available for sale as 
necessary for campus development. 3,400,000 

During the biennium, the board shall 
make a written request to the depart
ment of administration, real estate 
management division, indicating the 
need to acquire property, specify the 
property to be acquired and specific 
purpose for which the property is to be 
acquired, and the amount of money 
required for acquisition. The board 
shall proceed with the acquisition con
sistent with policies and rules estab
lished by the department of admin
istration. Before taking action to ac
quire any parcel of land, the state uni
versity board must receive formal 
recommendation of the education divi
sions of the senate finance and the 
house appropriations committees con
cerning the proposed action. Should 
either division object to the proposed 
purchase, further action must be sus
pended pending presentation of the 
proposal to the legislature for consider
ation. Before purchase of any property, 
the board must show that it has consid
ered and rejected any alternative fi
nancing options available to buyers. 
This appropriation will be available to 
the board until June 30, 1992. At that 
time, any unused proceeds from the 
sale of bonds for this purpose shall 
cancel to the state bond fund. 

If money has been appropriated in this 
biennium to the state university board 
to acquire land or sites for public build
ings, the acquisition may be by gift, 
purchase, or condemnation proceed
ings. Condemnation proceedings must 
be under Minnesota Statutes, chapter 
117. 
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Sec. 15. UNIVERSITY OF MINNE
SOTA 

Subdivision 1. To the regents of the 
University of Minnesota for the pur
poses specified in the following subdi
visions 

In identifying building needs, the re
gents are requested to be cognizant of 
the need for child care, particularly on 
the Twin Cities campuses. . 

Subd. 2. Crookston Campus 

Land purchase 

Subd. 3. Duluth Campus 

Construct campus center 

Subd. 4. Morris Campus 
Renovate student union 

Subd. 5. Twin Cities Campuses 

(a) Plan biological sciences projects. 
This appropriation provides for sche-
matics and working drawings for the 
biological sciences addition, St. Paul 
campus, and schematics for the basic 
health sciences building, Minneapolis 
campus. 2,300,000 

(b) Construct St. Paul animal science 
phase II. This appropriation provides 
for completion of beef and dairy teach-
ing facilities and a metabolism unit. 1,000,000 

(c) Remodel Wilson Library 2,6.55,000 

(d) Construct Veterinary Diagnostic 
Laboratory addition 6,923,000 

(e) Construct performance laboratory, 
Ferguson Hall 4,000,000 

Subd. 6. Waseca Campus 

[86th Day 

30,367,000 

250,000 

9,360,000 

3,790,000 

16,878,000 

Hardsurface parking lot 89,000 

Subd. 7. Systemwide 
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The regents are requested to report to 
the-education divisions of the appropri
ations and finance committees by Feb
ruary 1, 1989 on their actions 
regarding capital project funding from 
central reserves. 

Sec. 16. VETERANS HOMES 

Subdivision 1. To the commissioner 
of administration or others for veterans 
home projects as specified in this sec-
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tion. 1,404,100 

Subd. 2. Minneapolis veterans home: 1,313,300 

(a) Replace main electrical generator 175,000 

(b) Retro-fit steam system and upgrade 
primary electrical system 752,000 

(c) Demolition of surplus buildings and 
structures: Phase 1 271 ,300 

(d) Design and planning fees for tunnel 
and walkway 115,000 

Subd. 3. Other veterans homes: for 
feasibility studies and cost analyses for 
the following projects: 90,800 

(al Establishment of a 140-bed facility 
in Fergus Falls for the housing and care 
of veterans. 

(b) Establishment of a veterans home 
in southwestern Minnesota. 

(c) Establishment of a veterans home in 
Silver Bay, Minnesota. 

Sec. 17. CORRECTIONS 

Subdi vision 1. To the commissioner 
of administration for the purposes spec
ified in the following subdivisions. 

Subd. 2. Minnesota Correctional Fa
cility - Red Wing 

Boiler No.3 replacement 

Subd. 3. Minnesota Correctional Fa
cility - Stillwater 

360,600 

3,574,800 
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Auditorium conversion to eductional 
unit 1,859,600 

Subd. 4. Systemwide 
Window replacement 1,289,600 

Subd. 5. Shelter for Battered Ameri-
can Indian Women 65,000 

This appropriation is from the building 
fund to the commissioner of corrections 
for the purposes of making a grant to a 
local unit of government to acquire a 
publicly-owned shelter for battered 
American Indian women. The local 
unit of government may acquire, con
struct, operate, administer and main
tain the shelter itself or it may contract 
with a nonprofit corporation to perform 
these functions on its behalf on such 
terms and conditions as it shall ap
prove. The local unit of government 
may lease the shelter to a nonprofit 
corporation with whom it has con
tracted to perform the described func
tions upon such terms and conditions 
as the local unit of government shall 
determine. 

Sec. 18. HEALTH 

Subdivision 1. To the commissioner 
of administration or others for the pur
poses specified in the following subdi-

[86th Day 

visions. 1,360,100 

Subd. 2. Laboratory Remodeling 1,273,100. 

Subd. 3. Planning for space expan-
sion at the existing department of 
health location 87,000 

Sec. 19. RECOGNITION 

Any project that is funded by state 
appropriation where there is recogni
tion of significant contributions shall 
include the state of Minnesota as a 
significant contributor to the project. 
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- Sec. 20. BOND SALE EXPENSES 

To the commissioner of finance for 
bond sale expenses under Minnesota 
Statutes, section 16A.641, subdivision 
8 
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200,000 

Sec. 2l. Laws 1987, chapter 400, section 24, is amended to read: 

Sec. 24. DEBT SERVICE 

The commissioner of finance shall 
schedule the sale of state general obli
gation bonds so that, during the bien
nium ending June 30, 1989, no more 
than $274,ijijij,ijijij $278,265,000 will 
need to be transferred from the general 
fund to the state bond fund to pay 
principal and interest due and to be
come due on outstanding state general 
obligation bonds. Before each sale of 
state general obligation bonds, the 
commissioner of finance shall calculate 
the amount of debt service payments 
needed on bonds previously issued and 
shall estimate the amount of debt ser
vice payments that will be needed on 
the bonds scheduled to be sold .. The 
commissioner shall adjust the amount 
of bonds scheduled to be sold so as to 
remain within the· limit set by this 
section. The amount needed to make 
the debt service payments is appropri
ated from the general fund as provided 
in Minnesota Statutes, section 
16A.64l. 

Sec. 22. [BOND SALE.] 

Subdivision L [BUILDING FUND.] To provide the money appro;. 
priated in this act from the state building fund the commissioner ~ 
finance on request of the overnor shall sell and issue bonds of the 
state in an amount )l.I' to 175,841,600 in the manner, upon the 
terms, and with the effect prescribed ~ Minnesota Statutes, sec
tions 16A.631 to 16A.675, and ~ the Minnesota Constitution, 
article XI, sections '! to 7. 

Subd. 2. [TRANSPORTATION FUND. I To provide the money 
appropriated in this act from the state transportation fund the 
commissioner of finance on request of the governor shall sell and 
issue bonds of the state in an amount )l.I' to $12,000,000 in the 
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manner, ~ the terms, and with the effect prescribed ~ Minne
SQta Statutes, sectiQns 16A.631 to 16A.675, and ~ the Minnesota 
CQnstitutiQn, article XI, sectiQns '! to 7. The prQceeds .of the bOnds, 
except accrued interest and an), premium received .on the sale .of the 
bQnds, must be credited tQ a ond pr.oceeds acc.ount in the state 
tTaiiSP.ortati.on fund. - - -- - - --

Subd. 3. [GENERAL OBLIGATION SPECIAL TAX BONDS.] Any 
.of the b.onds authQrized ~ this secti.on may be general Qbligati.on 

_ special tax b.onds issued and SQld in the manner, up.on the terms, and 
with the effect pr.ovided in Minnes.ofilStatutes, sectIOn 16A.661. F.or 
each b.ond sale, the c.ommissiQner .of finance shall determine which 
.of the b.onds wilITe general .obligati.on special tax bOnds, --

Sec. 23. [CONSULTATION REQUIRED.] 

Land must nQt be purchased and a building must n.ot be pur
chasea, c.onstructed, .or erected .on lana .01 the University .of1.'.Iinne
sota until the regents have first CoilSwted with the chair .of the 
senatellnance c.ommittee and the chair .of the hQuse appr.opriati.ons 
c.ommittee and .obtained their advis.ory recQmmendatiQns. 

Sec. 24. [REVIEW OF PLANS.] 

An agency t.o whQm an appr.opriati.on is made in this act must nQt 
prepare final pilins and specifications for any construction or mai::r 
rem.odeling aut Qrized~ this act untiIThe agency that will use ~ 
project has presented the program and schematic. plans and c.ost 
estimatesi'.or all elements necessary t.o cQmplete the pr.oject to the 
chair .01' the senate finance c.ommittee and the chair .of the hQuse 
appropriatlollSCoiiimittee and the chairs have made theIr recom
mendati.ons. The recQmmenaatWiis are ailVlSOry .onlI. --:-Failure .or 
refusal t.o make ~ rec.ommendati.on promptly is CQnsi ered ~- nega
tive rec.omffieii(Jati.on. 

Sec. 25. [APPROPRIATIONS FOR CONSTRUCTION; TRANS
FER.] 

Upon the awarding .of final c.ontracts f.or the c.ompletiQn .of ~ 
pr.oject f.orcQnstructi.on .or .other permanent impr.ovement auth.orized 
~ this act, .or ~ the aband.onment .of the prQject,the agency t.o 
whQm the a~rQpriati.on ~ made in this act may transfer the 
unencuiiillere balance in the prQject acc.ount t.o anQther pr.oject 
enumerated in the same sectiQn. The transfer must be made .only to 
c.over bids l.or the .other PrQject that were higher than was estimated 
when the appr.opriati.on .or the .other pr.oject was made and n.ot to 
c.over an expansi.on .of the other pr.oject. The m.oney transterrea 
under this sectiQn is ap!;r.oSfiated f.or the purpQses fQr which 
tranSfeITed. FQr tranSfers~ t e state b.oard .of v.ocatiQnart.echiilCaT 
educati.on, the t.otal c.ost .ofb.othpr.ojects and the required l.ocal share 
f.or both pr.ojects areadjusteaacc.ordingly. The c.ommissi.oners and 
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boards shall rePJirt to the chair of the senate finance committee and 
the chair of the ouse appropriations committee before a transfer is 
made under this section. 

Sec. 26. [APPROPRIATIONS FOR CONSTRUCTION; FEDERAL 
MONEY; EXCEEDING AUTHORIZED COST.] 

An agency that receives an appropriation in this act shall ~ 
for the maximum federal share for each capital improvement project 
for which money if; appropriated !2': this act. Encumbrance or 
eXfdnditure of money in excess of the project authorization may be 
rna e only after the agency has consulted with the chair of the 
senate finance committee and the chair of the house appropriations 
committee and the chairs have made their recommendations. The 
recommendatIOns areadViSQry only. Failure or refusal to make ~ 
recommendation promptly ~ considered ~ negative recommenda
tion. 

Sec. 27. [METHODS OF ACQUISITION.] 

If money has been appropriated in this biennium to the commis
sioner of administration to acquire lands or sites for public buildings 
or real estate, the acquisition may be !2': gift, purchase, or condem
nation proceedings. Condemnation proceedings must be under Min
nesota Statutes, chapter 117. 

Sec. 28. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 116.16, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 3d. [ADJUSTMENTS TO MATCHING GRANTS AND 
STATE INDEPENDENT GRANTS.] A municipality with a popula
tion of 25,000 or less that was tenilered " state matching grant 
under subdivision 2a, or " state independent grant under subdivi
sion 3a, or a federal grant under the federal Water Pollution Control 
Act, DnTted States Code, title 33, sections 1281 to 1299, from 
October 1, 1984 thiOi:igh Septei:i:iber 30, 1987, shall, after the 
municipality has awarded bids for construction of the treatment 
works, and upon request, receive" grant increase of five percent of 
the total eligible costs of construction, !!p to the maximum entitle
ment for grants awarded on or after October 1, 1987, under 
subdivisions 2a and aa. The municipa1i!Y must inform other entities 
that are providing funding for construction of the treatment works 
of the grant increase, and repay any funds to which it is not entitled . 

. A municipality must not receive funding for more than 100 percent 
of the total costs of the treatment works. Documentation of funds 
receIVed from other SOUrces must beSii'6i11itted with the request for 
the grant increase. Funds remaining after all grants have been 
awarded under this subdivision may be used for the award of grants 
under subdivisions 2a and 3a. 
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Sec. 29. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 124.43, subdivision 1, is 
amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [REVIEW BY COMMISSIONER.] (a) 'l'ethem<teHt 
mOBeys are lFem time t& time a'failable herellBaeF, The commis
sioner may, after review and a favorable recommendation by the 
state board of education, recommend to the legislature capital loans 
to school districts. Proceeds of the loans shall be used only for sites 
for school buildings and for acquiring, bettering, furnishing, or 
equipping school buildings under contracts to be entered into within 
12 months from and after the date on which each loan is granted. 
;'.!,!,lieations with the aeeom!,anying data s!,eeifiea in slI"lIi'fisioB 2 
shall be filed "etween Oetober 1, sf any year aBEl the fellowiBg June 
h 

(b) Any school board which intends to submit an application for a 
capital loan shall submit a proposal to the commissioner for review 
and comment pursuant to section 121.15 ~ September 1. of any 
y~ar, and the commissioner shall prepare a review and comment on 
t e proposed facility, regardless of the amount of the capital expen
diture required to construct the facility. The state board shall not 
make a favorable recommendation on an application for a capital 
loan for any facility unless: 

(1) the facility receives a favorable review and comment pursuant 
to section 121.15; and 

(2) the state board determines that 

(A) the facilities are needed to replace facilities dangerous to the 
health and safety of pupils, or to provide for pupils for whom no 
adequate facilities exist; 

(B) the facilities could not be made available through dissolution 
and attachment of the district to another district or through pairing, 
interdistrict cooperation, or consolidation with another district, or 
through the purchase or lease of facilities from existing institutions 
within the area. The preference of the school district regarding 
reorganization shall not be a criterion used by the state board in 
determining whether the facilities could be made available through 
reorganization; 

(C). the facilities are comparable in size and quality to facilities 
recently constructed in other districts of similar enrollment; and 

(D) the district's need for the facilities is comparable to needs 
which comparable districts are meeting through local bond issues. 

The state board may recommend that the loan be approved in a 
reduced amount in order to meet the foregoing criteria. If the state 
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board recommends that a loan not be approved, the commissioner 
shall not recommend approval of the loan, If the state board 
recommends that the loan be approved in a reduced amount, the 
commissioner shall not recommend approval of a loan larger than 
that recommended by the state board, 

(c) As part of reviewing an application for a capital loan, the 
commissioner of education shall prepare estimated yearly repay
ments by the school district and the estimated amount of principal 
and interest that may be forgiven after the term of the loan, These 
estimates shall assume no growth in assessed valuation over the 
term of the loan, shall assume a 16 mill levy, and shall be prepared 
using a methodology approved by the commissioner of finance, The 
commissioner of education shall use a discount factor provided by 
the commissioner of finance in determining the present value of the 
estimated amount of interest and principal which may be forgiven 
after the term of the loan, 

(d) No loan shall be recommended for approval for any district 
exceeding an amount computed as follows: 

(1) The amount ¥eted requested by the district under subdivision 
2' , 

(2) Plus the aggregate principal amount of general obligation 
bonds of the district outstanding on the date ef sjljlFevsl June 30 of 
the year following the year the application was receiVea,not 
exceeding the limitation on net debt of the district in section 475,53, 
subdivision 4, or 24 percent of the adjusted assessed value, which
ever is less; 

(3) Less the maximum net debt permissible for the district "" the 
date ef 6jljlF8val on December ! of the year the ap,!lication is 
received, under the limitation in section 475,53, subdivislOn 4, or 24 
percent of the most recent adjusted assessed value available at the 
time of applicatiOil, whichever is less; and - -

(4) Less any amount by which the amount voted exceeds the total 
cost of the facilities for which the loan is granted, as estimated in 
accordance with subdivision 4, provided that the loan may be 
approved in an amount computed as provided in clauses (1) to (3), 
subject to subsequent reduction in accordance with this clause, 

Sec, 30, Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 124.43, subdivision 2, is 
amended to read: 

Subd, 2, [DISTRICT PROCEDURES,) The school board of any 
district desiring a capital loan shall adopt a resolution stating the 
amount proposed to be borrowed, the purpose for which the debt is to 
be incurred, and an estimate of the dates when the facilities for 
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which the loan is requested will be contracted for and completed. 
'I'lw EJ:Ilestieft ef aHtheri.iRg the Ilerrewiftg ef funds fer the [aeilities 
shall be sHllmitteel te the ¥eteFs ef the aistrist at a regalar er sl'eeial 
eleetieft. 'I'lw ",HestieR sHamittea shall state the Mal ameHBt te be 
Ilerreweel ffflm all seHrees. A majerity ef these ¥etiRg eR the 
EJ:IlestieB shall be sHl'fieieRt te aHtaeri~e the distriet te etfeet the 
state leaR al'l'lieatieR -a else te i.asHe the IlaOOs eR f"'Illie sale ffi 
asseraaftee with ehal'ter ~ Applications for loans shall be accom
panied by (a) a copy of the resolution, and (b) a sertifieate ay the 
eleFk saewiBg the ¥ate at the eleetieR, Wa certificate by the clerk 
and treasurer showing the then outstanding indebtedness of the 
district, -a W a eertrneate ay the eooaty aHditer ef eaeh eooaty ffi 
whleh a l'ertieft ef the aistriet lies saewiHg the iHfermatieB ffi the 
aHaiter's el'fieial reeeres whleh is re",Hirea te be HSeEl ffi eeml'HtiHg 
the debt IiHHt efthe aistriet HftE!er seetieH 47a .• g, sHlleivisieB 4. The 
clerk's and treasurer's certificate shall show, as to each outstanding 
bond issue, the amount originally issued, the purpose for which 
issued, the date of issue, the amount remaining unpaid as of the date 
of the resolution, and the interest rates and due dates and amounts 
of principal thereon. Applications shall be in the form and accom
panied by the additional data which the commissioner and state 
board of education prescribe. A¥plications must be received ~ the 
commissioner ~ December .! Q... any yeaf' When an application is 
received, the commissioner shall obtain rom the commissioner of 
revenue, and from the public utilities commission when required, 
the information in their official records which is required to be used 
in computing the debt limit of the district under section 475.53, 
subdivision 4. 

Sec. 31. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 124.43, subdivision 3, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [.\Wf,RD 9F LOf,NS RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE 
COMMISSIONER.] The commissioner shall examine and consider 
all applications for capital loans which have been recommended by 
the state board of education, and if aBY "fll'lislHlt elist.iet is promptly 
notify Wv district found not qualified it shall be l'reml'tly Hetifiea 
taeree ~ the state board of the state board's decision. The commis
sioner shall make reCoffimenClations concerning each cap!talloan to 
the edUciiRon committees of both houses of the legislature ~ 
February.! of each yeak The commissioner shall also r[p0rt on the 
funds remaining in ~ capital loan account, and i necessary, 
rei!ruest that another bond issue be enacted. Gil JaftHary f -a J..I:y 
-l ~ eaeh yetW-; the eemmissisaepSlHill make a aeteFHliastis8 eft all 
penHing SflfJliea-iisH8 whieh ha¥e Been 6ft me with the eeffiffiissisBeF 
mere thaft eRe meftth. If IHl al'l'lieaftt is ",Halified ffi the el'iftieft ef 
the eemmissieHer ...... the aggregate ef the ameHats al'l'liea fer EIees 
Bat e><eee<l the aHleHat .wailaale er whleh etffi be made available ffi 
the eaflital leaR aeeeHat, allleaRs se "flflliea fer shall be grafttea, 
sHlljeet te aeeefltaHee ay the resfleeti ... e elistriets as sl'eeifiea belew.If 
the aggregate e"eeeas the ameHBt whleh is er eaR be made /WaH-
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ahle, the eemmissiener shalt allet the availa"le amellnt lIffi<ffig the 
fjllaliliea al'fllieant distFiets, er any sf them, aeeeFding te the 
esmmissisneF's jllagmeffi aB4 aiseFetisn base41±fJ'ffi their FeSl'eetive 
aeeEIs, '!'he eemmissieneF shalt flFsmfltly eertHY te eaeh fjllalilied 
afll'lieant distFiet the amellnt, if lilly, sf the eaflitalleaa grantea te 
it, sllBjeet te aE\jllstment !ffider sll"divisie" 1-; elal±Se {4}. 

Sec. 32. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 124.43, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 3a. [LEGISLATIVE ACTION.] Each capital loan must be 
approved in law. 

!!" the aggregate amount of the capital loans exceeds the amount 
whicllls or can be made available, the commissioner shall allot the 
avarraoreamount among any number of qualified rcant dis
tricts, accordin~ to the commissioner's judgment an discretion, 
based upon the istricts' respective needs. 

Sec. 33. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 124.43, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 3b. [DISTRICT REFERENDUM.] Upoll passage of legisla
tion alProving ~ capital loan, the '6uestion aut orizing the borrow
igg orunds for the faci ities must ~ submitted ~ the scnool board 
to the voters of the district at ~ regular or special election. The 
question submitted shall state the total amount to be borrowed from 
all sources. Approval of a majori~ of those voting on the question 
shall be sufficient to authorize t e issuance of the obligations on 
public sale in accordance with chapter 475. Theaistrict must mail to 
the commissioner of education a certificate ~ the clerk showing the 
vote at the election. ---

Sec. 34. [124.477] [BOND ISSUE; MAXIMUM EFFORT SCHOOL 
LOANS; 1988.] 

To provide money to be loaned to school districts as agencies and 
political subdivisions oftli.e state to acquire and to better public land 
and buildings and other public improvements ora capital nature, in 
the manner provided~ the· maxImum effort school aid law, tne 
commissioner of finance shall issue and sell school loan bonds of the 
state of Mmnesota in tne-maxunwnamoillifQf$Il;ooQ,OOO,ln 
aamt;On to the bonds !'clrea'j?; authorized for this purpose. The same 
amount is appropriated to t e maximum effort school loan fund and 
must be spent under· the direction of the commissioner of education 
to make debt service loans and capital loans to schoolaistricts as 
ProVlclea in sections 124.36 t0I24.47. The bondSmust be issued and 
sold and provision for their payment must be made according to 
section 124.46. Enough money to P!!l interest on the bonds to ana 
includin July 1 in the second year after the date of issue mustOe 
ere ite rom tile bond proceeds to the school loan bond acCOUrrt In 
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the state bond fund. Expenses incidental to the sale, printing, 
execiitiOri, and delivery of the bonds, including, but Willlout limita
tion, actual and necessary travel and subsistence expenses of state 
officers and empioliees for those purgoses, must be paid !i'om the 
maximum effort sc 001 loan fund, an the money necessary for the 
expenses g. appropriated from that fund. 

Sec. 35. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 124.494, 
subdivision 4, is amended to read: . 

Subd. 4. [AWARD OF GRANTS.] The commissioner shall examine 
and consider all applications for grants, and if any joint powers 
district is found not qualified, the commissioner shall promptly 
notify that joint powers board. On JaH"ary ±aBElJuly 1 of eaehyear 
1988, the commissioner shall make Ii aetermiHatieH '*' all fleHaiHg 
iijijilleatieHs that awards to no more than two qualified applicants 
whose applications have been on file with the commissioner more 
than one month. If the "f'fllieaHts are aetermiHeEi t& be ""alifieEl by 
the eemmissieaer aBEl the tatal ame"Ht ef the graats "f'fllieEl ffi¥ daes 
Hat eJreeed the ame"Ht ayailal3le ffi' that eaft be made availaale iH 
the iHeeHtive gffiftt aeee"Ht, all graats sa aflfllieEl ffi¥ sftaII be 
"f'flreveEl, Any grant award g. subject to verification by the joint 
powers districts as specified in subdivision 6. If the total amount of 
the apSroved applications exceeds the amount that is or can be made 
availa le, the commissioner shall allot the available amount ameHg 
equally between the ""alifieEl approved applicant districts; aeeerEi 
iHg t6 the eammissiaHer's j"ElgmeHt afl4 EliscretisH based 1fl*ffi tI;eir 
reSfleeti're Heeds. The commissioner shall promptly certify to each 
qualified joint powers district the amount, if any, . of the grant 
awarded to it. 

Sec. 36. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 124.494, 
subdivision 5, is amended to read: 

Subd. 5. [REFERENDUM; BOND ISSUE.] Within 90 days after 
being awarded a grant under subdivision 4, the joint powers board 
shall submit the question of authorizing the borrowing of funds for 
the secondary facility to the voters of the joint powers district at a 
special election, which may be held in conjunction with the annual 
election of the school board members of the member districts. The 
question submitted shall state the total amount of funding needed 
from all sources. A majority of those voting in the affirmative on the 
question is sufficient to authorize the joint powers board to issue the 
bonds on public sale in accordance with chapter 475. The clerk of the 
joint powers board must certify the vote of the bond election to the 
commissioner of education. If the bonds are authorized by the voters, 
the commissioner shall notify the county auditor of each county in 
which the joint powers district is located that the grant amount 
certified under subdivision 4 is available and appropriated for 
payment ef flriHeiflal aBEl iHtereet '*' the beHEIs isstted -aer this 
s..aElivisieH, aBEl the a"Eliter sftaII reffitee the jeiHt flewers Elistriet's 
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deht serviee levies aeeerdiRgly under this subdivision. If a majority 
of those voting on the question do not vote in the affirmative, the 
grant must be canceled. 

Sec. 37. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 124.494, 
subdivision 6, is amended to read: 

Subd. 6. [CONTRACT.] Each grant must be evidenced by a 
contract between the joint powers board and the state acting through 
the commissioner. It The contract obligates the state to pay to the 
joint powers board an amount computed according to subdivision 4, 
"J*ffi reeeipt by-the eemmissieRer ef a eertifiea resellltieR ef the jeim 
pewers beaffi verifyiRg that eORtraets have bee..- eHteree int<> ffi¥ 
eSHstrlleboH 6f' remsdeliHg ef the faeilities ffi¥ wffieh the gFRRt is 
"'Naraea and that beH<is efthe jeim pliwers district have bee.. isseed 
and S6I4 ffi the amS .. Ht Heeessary to f'RY' all I'r!\ieet eests ffi "*"""" ef 
the amsllHt ef the grant, and estimatiHg the eests and according to 
a schedule, and terms and conditions acceptable to the commissioner 
of finance. 

Sec. 38. [161.179] [LOANS FOR RIGHT-OF-WAY ACQUISITION; 
APPROPRIATION, ACCOUNT.] 

Subdivision L [DEFINITIONS.] (a) For purposes of this section, 
the following terms have the meanings given them. 

(b) "Acquiring authority" means" town, statutory or home rule 
charter city, or county, located outside the metropolitan area. 

(c) "Homestead property" means" single-family dwelling occu
pied h the owner, and the surrounding land. 

(d) "Metropolitan area" has the meaning given it III section 
473.121, subdivision 2. 

(e) "Salvage value" means the probable sale price of the dwelling 
and other property that is severable from the land if offered for sale 
on the condition that i! be removed from the land at the buyer's 
expense, allowing a reasonable time to find" buyer with knowledge 
of the possible uses of the property, including separate use of 
serviceable components aildScrap when there i.§. no other reasonable 
prospect of sale. 

Subd. 2. [LOANS TO ACQUIRING AUTHORITIES.] The commis
sioner may make loans to acquiring authorities located outside the 
metrotolitan area for purchasing property within the proposed state 
trunk ighway right-oC-way, corridor, or project shown on an of-fiClaI 
map adopted under section 394.361 or 462.359 or for urchasin 
property within" proposed principal or intermediate arterial ~ 
way right-of-way, corridor, or project designated fur the commis-
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sioner as " part of the state trunk highway system and approved ~ 
the commissioner.The loans must be made ~ the commissioner 
mm the fund estaJilished under subdivision 4, for purchases liP:: 
proved""fu: the commissioner. The loans must bear no interest. The 
commissioner· shall make loans only to (1) avert the imminent 
conversion or the granting of approvals that would allow the 
conversion of property to uses That would jeopardize its avmIal)ihly 
for highway construction, or (2) purchase the property before 
imminent development or other use of the propert~ would result in 
~ substantial increase in its acquisition cost. T e commissioner 
shall not make" loan for the purchase of property at " ~rice that 
exceeds the fair market value of the property or that inc udes the 
~osts of !~cating or ~oving persons or property, jxcept as p~ovided 
III su1"hvislOn 3. !l private property owner may e ect to receIve the 
purchase price either in ~ lump sum or in not more than four annual 
installments without interest on the deferred installments. If the 
purchase agreement provides for installment payments, the acqUIT
g,g authority shall make the lOan in installments corresponding to 
those in the purchase agreement. The acquiring authority receiving 
an acquisition loan shall convey the property to the department for 
the construction of the highway at the same pricethat the acquiring 
authority taid for the property. On notification ~ the commissioner 
that the p aj' to construct the highway has been abandoned or the 
anticIpa"ted ocation of the llighway changed, the acquiring author:: 
i1Y shall sell the property at market value in accordance with the 
procedures required for the disposition of the property. Rents and 
other money receivedbecause of the acquiring authority's owner
sRip of the property and the proceeds from the conveyance Qr sale of 
~ property must be paid to the commissioner and deposited in the 
special account in the state treasury established in subdivision 4. 
Money Paid to the commissioner ~ acquiring authorities receiving 
loans un er this section, and interest on the proceeds and payments, 
must be deposited in the fund establiShed in subdivision 4. For 
administration of the loan program the commissioner may expena 
from the fund each year an amount no greater than three percent of 
the amount diSbUrsed as loans to acquiring authorities in that year. 

Subd. 3. [HARDSHIP ACQUISITION AND RELOCATION.] (a) 
Therommissioner may make hardship loans to acquiring authon
ties outside the metropolitan area to purchase homestead property 
located in " proposed state trunk highway right-of-way or project, 
and to provide relocation assistance. Acquiring authorities are 
authorized to accept the loans and to acquire the property. Except as 
provided in this subdivision, the loans must be made as provided in 
subdivision 2. Loans must be in the amount of the appraised fair 
market value of the homestead property p\is relocation costs and 
less salvage value. Before construction of ~ highway hegins, the 
acquiring authority shall convey the property to the commissioner 
of transportation at the same price i! paid, plus relocation costs and 
less its 8aIvage varue. Acquisition and assistance under this subdi
vision must conform to sections 117.50 to 117.56. 
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(b) The commissioner may make hardship loans only when: 

(1) the owner of affected homestead property requests acguisition 
and relocation assistance from an aCquiring authority; 

(2) federal financial participation is not available; 

(3) the owner if; unable to sell the homestead property at its 
appraised market value because the property if; located in "'- pro
posed state trunk highway right-of-way, corridor, or project as 
indicated on an official map or plat adopted under section 160.085, 
394.361, or 462.359; 

(4) the appraisal of the fair market value of the homestead 
property has been approved Q.y: the commissioner, who must not 
unreasonably withhold approval; and 

(5) the owner of the homestead property if; burdened !>,y circum
stances that constitute a hardship, such as catastrophic medical 
expenses; "'- transfer of the homestead owner !>,y the owner's em
ployer to "'- distant site of employment; or inability of the owner to 
maintain the property due to physical or mental disability or the 
permanent departure of children from the homestead. 

Subd. 4. [APPROPRIATION; SPECIAL ACCOUNT.] Money col
lected !>,y the commissioner under this section must be deposited in 
the state treasury and credited to "'- special account in the trunk 
highway fund. Money in the account and money transferred under 
subdivision ~ does not cancel and if; annually appropriated to the 
commissioner to administer and carry out the purposes of this 
section. 

Subd. 5. [FUND TRANSFERS.] On ta7-ing title to lands acquired 
under this section, the commissioner Q... transportation, with the 
approval of the commissioner of finance, shall transfer money from 
the trunk highway fund appropriated for trunk highway develop
ment to the special account established under· subdivision 4. The 
amount of money transferred must equal the loan amount made 
available to acguire the lands under this section. 

Sec. 39. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 190.07, is amended to 
read: 

190.07 [APPOINTMENT; QUALIFICATIONS; RANK.] 

There shall be an adjutant general of the state who shall be 
appointed by the governor, wOO with the advice and consent of the 
senate. The adjutant {f.eneral shall be a staff officer, who at the time 
of appointment shall e a commissioned officer of the national guard 
of this state, with not less than ten years military service in the 
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armed forces of this state or of the United States, at least, three of 
which shall have been commissioned and who shall have reached the 
grade of a field officer. 

The adjutant general shall hold rank equal to that of the highest 
rank authorized for the army and air national gnard in the table of 
organization for units allotted to the state by the department of the 
army, or the department of the air force, or by both such depart
ments, through the national gnard bureau. However, the adjutant 
general shall not be appointed to the rank of major general without 
having 20 years service irithe national guard, of which two years has 
been in the rank of brigadier general. 

The term of the adjutant general shall held eiHee as "FaviEleEl by 
UniteEl States ~ title 32, seetian &l4, as amenElea thFa>lgh the 
Elate ef """aintment, aBEl shall be for seven years from the date of 
appointment. Section 15.06, subdivisions 3, 4, and 5, govern filing of 
vacancies in the office of adjutant general. The adjutant generaI 
shall not be removed from office during .". term except upon with
drawal of federal recognition or as otherwise provided by the 
military laws of this state. 

Sec,. 40. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 193.143, is amended to 
read: ' 

193.143 [STATE ARMORY BUILDING COMMISSION, POW
ERS.] 

Such corporation, subject to the conditions and limitations pre
scribed in sections 193.141 to 193.149, shall possess all the powers of 
a body corporate necessary and convenierit to accomplish the objec
tives and perform the duties prescribed by sections 193.141 to 
193.149, including the following, which shall not be construed as a 
limitation up<;ln the general powers hereby conferred: 

(1) To acquire by lease, purchase; gift or condemnation proceed
ings all necessary right, title and interest in and to the lands 
required for a site for a new armory and all other real or personal 
property required for the purposes contemplated by the military 
code and to hold and dispose of the same, subject to the conditions 
and limitations herein prescribed; provided that any such real or 
personal property or interest therein may be so acquired or accepted 
subject to any condition which may be imposed thereon by the 
grantor or donor and agreed to by such corporation not inconsistent 
with the proper use of such property by the state for armory or 
military purposes as herein provided. 

(2) To exercise the right of eminent domain in the manner 
provided by chapter 117, for the purpose of acquiring any property 
which such corporation is herein authorized to acquire by condem
nation; provided, that the corporation may take possession of any 
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such property so to be acquired at any time after the filing of the 
petition describing the same in condemnation proceedings; provided 
further, that this shall not preclude the corporation from abandon
ing the condemnation of any such property in any case where 
possession thereof has not been taken .. 

(3) To construct and equip new armories as authorized herein; to 
pay therefor out ofthe funds obtained as hereinafter provided and to 
hold, manage, and dispose of such armory, equipment, and site as 
hereinafter provided. The total amount of bonds issued on account of 
such armories shall not exceed the amount of the cost thereof; 
provided also, that the total bonded indebtedness of the commission 
shall not at any time exceed the aggregate sum of $4,1300,000 
$7,000,000. 

(4) To sue and be sued. 

(5) To contract and be contracted with in any matter connected 
with any purpose or activity within the powers of such corporations 
as herein specified; provided, that no officer or member of such 
corporation shall be personally interested, directly or indirectly, in 
any contract in which such corporation is interested. 

(6) To employ any and all professional and nonprofessional ser
vices and all agents, employees, workers and servants necessary and 
proper for the purposes and activities of such corporation as autho
rized or contemplated herein and to pay for the same out of any 
portion of the income of the corporation available for such purposes 
or activities. The officers and members of such corporation shall not 
receive any compensation therefrom, but may receive their reason
able and necessary expenses incurred in connection with the perfor
mance of their duties; provided however, that whenever the duties of 
any member of the commission require full time and attention the 
commission may compensate the member therefor at such rates as it 
may determine. 

(7) To borrow money and issue bonds for the purposes and in the 
manner and within the limitations herein specified, and to pledge 
any and all property and income of such corporation acquired or 
received as herein provided to secure the payment of such bonds, 
subject to the provisions and limitations herein prescribed, and to 
redeem any such bonds if so provided therein or in the mortgage or 
trust deed accompanying the same. 

(8) To use for the following purposes any available moneys 
received by such corporation from any source as herein provided in 
excess of'those required for the payment of the cost of such armory 
and for the payment of any bonds issued by the corporation and 
interest thereon according to the terms of such bonds or of any 
mortgage or trust deed accompanying the same: 
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(a) To pay the necessary incidental expenses of carrying on the 
business and activities of the corporation as herein authorized; 

(b) To pay the cost of operating, maintaining, repairing, and 
impr~ving such new armories; 

(c) If any further excess moneys remain, to purchase upon the open 
market at orabove or below the face or par value thereof any bonds 
issued by the corporation as herein authorized; provided, that any 
bonds so purchased shall thereupon be canceled. 

(9) To adopt and use a corporate seal. 

(10) To adopt all needful bylaws and rules for the conduct of 
business and affairs of such corporation and for the management 
and use of all armories while under the ownership and control of 
such corporation as herein provided, not inconsistent with the use of 
such armory for armory or military purposes. 

(11) Such corporation shall issue no stock. 

(12) No officer or member of such corporation shal! have any 
personal share Or interest in any funds or property of the corporation 
or be subject to any personal liability by reason of any liability of the 
corporation. 

(13) The Minnesota state armory building commission created 
under section 193.142 shall keep all moneys and credits received by 
it as a single fund, to be designated as the "Minnesota state armory 
building commission fund," with separate accounts for each armory; 
and the commission may make transfers of moneys from funds 
appertaining to any armory under its control for use for any other 
such armory; provided such transfers shall be made only from 
moneys on hand, from time to time, in excess of the amounts 
required to meet payments of interest or principal on bonds or other 
obligations appertaining to the armory to which such funds pertain 
and only when necessary to pay expenses of operation, maintenance 
and debt service of such other armory; provided further, no such 
transfer of any moneys paid for the support of any armory by the 
municipality in which such armory is situated shall be made by the 
commission. 

(14) The corporation created under section 193.142 may designate 
one or more state or national banks as depositories of its funds, and 
may provide, upon such conditions as the corporation may deter
mine, that the treasurer of the corporation shall be exempt from 
personal liability for loss of funds deposited in any such depository 
due to the insolvency or other acts or omissions of such depository. 

(15) The governor is empowered to apply for grants of money, 
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equipment and materials which may be made available to the states 
by the federal government for leasing, building and equipping 
armories for the use of the military forces of the state which are 
reserve components of the armed forces of the {Jnited States, 
whenever the governor is satisfied that the conditions under which 
such grants are offered by the federal government, are for the best 
interests of the state and are not inconsistent with the laws of the 
state relating to armories, and to accept such grants in the name of 
the state. The Minnesota state armory building commission is 
designated as the agency of the state to receive such grants and to 
use them for armory purposes as prescribed in this chapter, and by 
federal laws, and regulations not inconsistent therewith. 

Sec. 41. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 222.63, subdivision 2, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [PURPOSE.] A state rail bank shall be established for the 
acquisition and preservation of abandoned rail lines and right-of
way for future public use including trail use, or for disposition for 
commercial use in serving the publIc, by providing transportation of 
persons or freight or transmission of energy, fuel, or other commod
ities. 

Sec. 42. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 222.63, subdivision 4, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [DISPOSITION PERMITTED.] The commissioner may 
lease any rail line or right-of-way held in the state rail bank or enter 
into an agreement with any person for the operation of any rail line 
or right-of-way for any of the purposes set forth in subdivision 2 in 
accordance with a fee schedule to be developed by the commissioner 
in consultation with the advisory task force established in section 
222.65. The commissioner may after consultation convey any rail 
line or right-of-way, for consideration or for no consideration and 
upon other terms as the commissioner may determine to be in the 
public interest, to any other state agency or to a governmental 
subdivision of the state having power by law to utilize it for any of 
the purposes set forth in subdivision 2. 

Sec. 43. [CAPITAL BUDGET IN FIRST YEAR FOR SECOND.] 

j~I~~~~~~~I~~~ll~l~~~ section 16A.11, subdivision 
budget to the legislature, 

session, the governor !§. re
proposals in the first year of the 

____ the second year of the biennium. 

Sec. 44. [REPEALER.] 

Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 124.435, !!' repealed. 
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Laws 1987, chapter 400, section 59, ~ repealed. 

Sec. 45. [EFFECTIVE DATE.J 

Sections 11, 29 to 37, 39, iQ, and 44 are effective the day following 
final enactment. The caJ'ital loans approved in section !l ~ 
el'IeCtive npon approval 01 the referendum required in section 33. 

Delete the title and insert: 

''A bill for an act relating to public administration; authorizing 
spending to acquire and to better public land and buildings and 
other public improvements of a capital nature with certain condi
tions; authorizing issuance of state bonds; authorizing levies; im
posing taxes; approving loans; establishing a fund for loans to 
purchase highway rights-of-way outside the metropolitan area; 
providing for acquisition and relocation assistance in cases of 
hardship to owners of homestead property located in a proposed 
state highway right-of-way; providing for transfer of appropriated 
money; changing the maximum effort school loan law; changing the 
appointment procedure and term of the adjutant general; increasing 
the debt limit of the state armory building commission; clarifying 
the rail bank law; requesting a change in the capital budget 
schedule; appropriating money; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, 
sections 116.16, by adding a subdivision; 124.43, subdivisions 1, 2, 3, 
and by adding subdivisions; 190.07; 193.143; 222.63, subdivisions 2 
and 4; Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 124.494, sub
divisions 4,5, and 6; Laws 1987, chapter 400, section 24; proposing 
coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapters 124 and 161; 
repealing Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 124.435 and Laws 1987, 
chapter 400, section 59." 

With the recommendation that when so amended the bill pass. 

The report was adopted. 

SECOND READING OF HOUSE BILLS 

H. F. No. 1826 was read for the second time. 

GENERAL ORDERS 

Otis moved that the bills on General Orders for today be continued 
one day. The motion prevailed. 
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MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS 

Dorn moved that the name of Tompkins be added as an author on 
H, F. No, 2620, The motion prevailed, 

ADJOURNMENT 

Otis moved that when the House adjourns today it adjourn until 
1:00 -p,m" Thursday, April 14, 1988, The motion prevailed, 

Otis moved that the House adjourn, The motion prevailed, and the 
Speaker declared the House stands adjourned until 1:00 p,m" 
Thursday, April 14, 1988, 

EDWARD A, BURDICK, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 
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STATE OF MINNESOTA 

SEVENTY-FIFTH SESSION .,-1988 

EIGHTY-SEVENTH DAY 

SAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA, THURSDAY, APRIL 14, 1988 

The House of Representatives convened at 1:00 p.m. and was 
called to order by Robert E. Vanasek, Speaker of the House. 

Prayer was offered by the Reverend Robert Bergeson, Chaplain at 
St. Paul Ramsey Medical Center, St. Paul, Minnesota. 

The roll was called and the following members were present: 

Anderson, G, 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 

Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 

A quorum was present. 

Krueger Onnen 
Larsen Orenstein 
Lasley Osthoff 
Lieder Otis 
Long Ozment 
Marsh Pappas 
McDonald Pauly 
McEachern Pelowski 
McKasy Peterson 
McLaughlin Poppenhagen 
McPherson Price 
Milbert Quist 
Miller Redalen 
Minne Reding 
Morrison Rest 
Munger Rice 
Murphy Richter 
Nelson, C. Riveness 
Nelson, D. Rodosovich 
Nelson, K. Rose 
Neuenschwander Rukavina 
O'Connor Sarna 
Ogren Schafer 
Olsen, S. Scheid 
Olson, E. Schreiber 
Olson, K. Seaberg 
Omanll Segal 

Quinn was excused until 2:00 p.m. 

Shaver 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The Chief Clerk proceeded to read the Journal of the preceding 
day. Kelly moved that further reading of the Journal be dispensed 
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with and that the Journal be approved as corrected by the Chief 
Clerk. The motion prevailed. 

REPORTS OF CHIEF CLERK 

Pursuant to Rules of the House, printed copies of H. F. Nos. 1826 
and 2407 and S. F. Nos. 2321, 2221 and 2465 have been placed in the 
members' files. 

S. F No. 2221 and H. F No. 1933, which had been referl'edto the 
Chief Clerk for comparison, were examined and found to be identi
cal. 

Olsen, S., moved that S. F. No. 2221 be substituted for H. F. No. 
1933 and that the House File be indefinitely postponed. The motion 
prevailed. 

S. F No. 2321 and H. F. No. 2518, which had been referred to the 
Ohief Clerk for comparison, were examined and found to be identi
cal. 

Kelly moved that S. F. No. 2321 be substituted for H. F. No. 2518 
and that the House File be indefinitely postponed. The motion 
prevailed. 

S. F. No. 2465 and H. F. No. 2691, which had been referred to the 
Chief Clerk for comparison, were examined and found to be identical 
with certain exceptions. 

SUSPENSION OF RULES 

Voss moved that the rules be so far suspended that S. F. No. 2465 
be substituted for H. F. No. 2691 and that the House File be 
indefinitely postponed. The motion prevailed. 

SECOND READING OF SENATE BILLS 

S. F. Nos. 2221, 2321 and 2465 were read for the second time. 

SUSPENSION OF RULES 

Pursuant to Article IV, Section 19, of the Constitution of the state 
of Minnesota, Voss moved that the rule therein be suspended and an 
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urgency be declared so that S. F. No. 2465 be given its third reading 
and be placed upon its final passage. The motion prevailed. 

Voss moved that the Rules of the House be so far suspended that 
S. F. No. 2465 be given its third reading and be placed upon its final 
passage. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 2465, A bill for an act relating to state agencies; 
amending the authority of the Minnesota amateur sports commis
sion; correcting references; authorizing the commission and certain 
other state entities to establish nonprofit corporations and charita
ble foundations; providing for an advisory task force on martial arts 
instruction; amending Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sec
tions 16A.661, subdivision 3; 240A.02, subdivision 2; 240A.03, 
subdivision 10, and by adding subdivisions; and 297 A.44, subdivi
sion 1; and Laws .1987, chapter 400, section 13. 

The bill was read for the third time and placed upon its final 
passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. There were 131 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 

Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 

Knuth Olson, E. 
Kostohryz Olson, K. 
Krueger Omann 
Larsen Onnen 
Lasley Orenstein 
Lieder Osthoff 
Long Otis 
Marsh Ozment 
McDonald Pappas 
McEachern Pauly 
McKasy Pelowski 
McLaughlin Peterson 
McPherson Poppenhagen 
Milbert Price 
Miller Quist 
Minne Redalen 
Morrison Reding 
Munger Rest 
Murphy Rice 
Nelson, C. Richter 
Nelson, D. Riveness 
Nelson, K. Rodosovich 
Neuenschwander Rose 
O'Connor Rukavina 
Ogren Sarna 
Olsen, S. Schafer 

The bill was passed and its title agreed to. 

Scheid 
Schreiber 
Seaberg 
Shaver 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 
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INTRODUCTION AND FIRST READING 
OF HOUSE BILLS 

The following House Files were introduced: 

Seaberg introduced: 

[87th Day 

H. F. No. 2806, A bill for an act relating to motor vehicles; 
providing for lifetime plates for passenger automobiles; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 168.12, subdivision 1. 

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee 
on Transportation. 

Milbert, Orenstein, Kahn and Nelson, D., introduced: 

H. F. No. 2807, A bill for an act relating to air pollution; requiring 
a fee for certain air emissions; requiring the adoption of rules; 
creating a metropolitan air quality monitoring fund; proposing 
coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 116. 

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee 
on Environment and Natural Resources. 

Segal introduced: 

H. F. No. 2808, A bill for an act relating to human services; 
defining employment services for people with serious and persistent 
mental illness; establishing wage subsidy program; amending Min
nesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 245.471, by adding a 
subdivision; proposinK coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, 
chapter 268. . 

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee 
on Health and Human Services. 

Johnson, A., and Pappas introduced: 

H. F. No. 2809, A bill for an act relating to occupational safety and 
health; requiring regulation of certain workplaces; amending Min
nesota Statutes 1986, section 182;652, subdivision 3. 

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee 
on Labor-Management Relations. 
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Dawkins, Kelly, Dempsey, Orenstein and Solberg introduced: 

H. F. No. 2810, A bill for an act relating to criminal procedure; 
authorizing criminal defendants to .deposit ten percent of the defen
dant's bail with the court as a condition of pretrial release in certain 
criminal cases; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, 
chapter 629. 

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee 
on Judiciary. 

McKasy, Swenson, Richter, Morrison and Frederick introduced: 

H. F. No. 2811, A bill for an act relating to education; specifying 
qualifications for University of Minnesota regents; proposing coding 
for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 137. 

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee 
on Higher Education. 

Wenzel introduced: 

H. F. No. 2812, A bill for an act relating to waters and the 
department of natural resources; prohibiting certain ice blocks upon 
the surface of frozen waters; proposing .coding for new law in 
Minnesota Statutes, chapter 97C. 

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee 
on Environment and Natural Resources. 

HOUSE ADVISORIES 

The following House Advisories were introduced: 

Pappas, Bishop, Dawkins, Kelly and Orenstein introduced: 

H. A. No. 88, A proposal to study the use of polygraph tests and 
other scientific means of identification. 

The advisory was referred to the Committee on Judiciary. 

Pappas, Kelly, Vellenga, Wagenius and Seaberg introduced: 

H. A. No. 89, A proposal to study violent juvenile crime. 

The advisory was referred to the Committee on Judiciary. 
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Rest and Pappas introduced: 

H. A. No. 90, A proposal to study certain correctional issues. 

The advisory was referred to the Committee on Judiciary. 

MESSAGES FROM THE SENATE 

The following messages were received from the Senate: 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate accedes to the request of the 
House for the appointment of a Conference Committee on the 
amendments adopted by the Senate to the following House File: 

H. F. No. 2127, A bill for an act relating to health maintenance 
organizations; requiring insolvency insurance policies to be filed; 
requiring a deposit; creating a net worth requirement; allowing for 
a reduction of net worth in certain circumstances; defining admitted 
assets; imposing investment restrictions; requiring quarterly re
ports; providing for the inclusion of certain items in provider 
contracts; regulating rehabilitation and liquidations; including 
health maintenance organizations in the Life and Health Guaranty 
Association; requiring health maintenance organizations to main
tain liabilities for unpaid claims; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1986, sections 62D.02, by adding subdivisions; 62D.03, subdivision 
4; 62D.041, subdivisions 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, and by adding subdivisions; 
62D.05, subdivision 3; 62D.08, by adding a subdivision; 62D.12, 
subdivision 5, and by adding a subdivision; 62D.14, subdivision 1; 
62D.18; 62D.19; 62E.02, subdivision 13; and 62E.14, subdivision 1; 
Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 62D.04, subdivision 
1; and 62E.I0, subdivision 9; proposing coding for new law in 
Minnesota Statutes, chapter 62D; repealing Minnesota Statutes 
1986, section 62D.041, subdivisions 5, 6, and 8. . 

The Senate has appointed as such Committee: 

Messrs. Brandl, Pehler and Knutson. 

Said House File is herewith returned to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHA VEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate accedes to the request of the 
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House for the appointment of a Conference Committee on the 
amendments adopted by the Senate to the following House File: 

H. F. No. 2291, A bill for an act relating to state agencies; 
amending, enacting and repealing certain laws administered by the 
department of administration; increasing the powers of the state 
board for community colleges; changing the criteria for board 
membership; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 15.0591, 
subdivision 2; 15.50, by adding a subdivision; 16A.41, subdivision 1; 
16B.07, subdivisions 2 and 3; 16B.08, subdivision 4; 16B.09, subdi
vision 3; 16B.24, by adding subdivisions; 16B.28; 16B.42, subdivi
sion 1; 16B.48, subdivision 2; 16B.54, subdivision 8; 16B.55, 
subdivisions 3 and 6; 16B.65, subdivision 3; 16B.85; 94.12; 136.61, 
subdivision 1; 136.622; 136.67, subdivision 2; 214.07, subdivision 1; 
268.0122, by adding a subdivision; and 382.153; Minnesota Statutes 
1987 Supplement, sections 16B.09, subdivision 1; 16B.67; 115A.15, 
subdivision 6; and 168.012, subdivision 1; Laws 1987, chapter 365, 
section 24; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, 
chapters 16Band 136; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 
15.38; 16B.29; and 214.07, subdivision 2. 

The Senate has appointed as such Committee: 

Messrs. Moe, D. M.; Marty and Decker. 

Said House File is herewith returned to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following 
House File, herewith returned, as amended by the Senate, in which 
amendment the concurrence of the House is respectfully requested: 

H. F. No. 2341, A bill for an act relating to child support; 
authorizing parties to waive automatic income withholding when 
there is a child support or maintenance order; providing that a court 
shall stay service of an automatic withholding order if an obligor 
establishes an escrow account for payment of child support or 
maintenance; amending Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sec
tion 518.613, by adding a subdivision; proposing coding for new law 
in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 518. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

CONCURRENCE AND REPASSAGE 

Forsythe moved that the House concur in the Senate amendments 
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to H. F. No. 2341 and that the bill be repassed as amended by the 
Senate. The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 2341, A bill for an act relating to child support; providing 
that automatic income withholding does not apply to modification of 
orders issued prior to the effective date; providing for a motion to 
implement withholding in certain cases; providing that a court shall 
stay service of an automatic withholding order if an obligor estab
lishes an escrow account for payment of child support or mainte
nance; amending Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 
518.613, subdivision 1, and by adding a subdivision; proposing 
coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 518. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by the Senate, 
and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. There were 132 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 
Frederick 

Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 

Larsen Orenstein 
Lasley Osthoff 
Lieder Otis 
Long Ozment 
Marsh Pappas 
McDonald Pauly 
McEachern Pelowski 
McKasy Peterson 
McLaughlin Poppenhagen 
McPherson Price 
Milbert Quist 
Miller Redalen 
Mione Reding 
Morrison Rest 
Munger Rice 
Murphy Richter 
Nelson, C. Riveness 
Nelson, D. Rodosovich 
Nelson, K. Rose 
Neuenschwander Rukavina 
O'Connor Sarna 
Ogren Schafer 
Olsen,. S. Scheid 
Olson, E. Schreiber 
Olson, K. Seaberg 
Omann Segal 
Onnen Shaver 

Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
SViggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
'lJornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was repassed, as amended by the Senate, and its title 
agreed to. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate· of the following 
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House File, herewith returned, as amended by the Senate, in which 
amendment the concurrence of the House is respectfully requested: 

H. F. No. 2520, A bill for an act relating to commerce; clarifying 
certain procedures and fees relating to the statewide uniform 
commercial code computerized filing system; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 336.9-407; 336.9-411; and 
336.9-413. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

CONCURRENCE AND REPASSAGE 

Milbert moved that the House concur in the Senate amendments 
to H. F No. 2520 and that the bill be repassed as amended by the 
Senate. The motion prevailed. 

H. F No. 2520, A bill for an act relating to commerce; clarifying 
certain procedures and fees relating to the statewide uniform 
commercial code computerized filing system; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 336.9-407; 336.9-411; and 
336.9-413. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by the Senate, 
and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. There were 133 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. Dille Kelso Nelson, D. Rice 
Anderson, R. Dorn Kinkel Nelson, K. Richter 
Battaglia Forsythe Kludt Neuenschwander Riveness 
Bauerly Frederick Knickerbocker O'Connor Rodosovich 
Beard Frerichs Knuth Ogren Rose 
Begich Greenfield Kostohryz Olsen, S. Rukavina 
Bennett . Gruenes Krueger Olson, E. Sarna 
Bertram Gutknecht Larsen Olson, K. Schafer 
Bishop Hartle Lasley Omann Scheid 
Blatz Haukoos Lieder Onnen Schreiber 
Boo Hea~ Long Orenstein Seaberg 
Brown Him e Marsh Osthoff Segal 
Burger Hugoson McDonald Otis Shaver 
Carlson, D. Jacobs McEachern Ozment Simoneau 
Carlson, L. Jaros McKasy Pappas Skoglund 
Carruthers Jefferson McLaughlin Pauly Solberg 
Clark Jennings McPherson Pelowski Sparby 
Clausnitzer Jensen Milbert Peterson Stanius 
Cooper Johnson, A. Miller Poppenhagen Steensma 
Dauner Johnson, R. Minne Price Sviggum 
Dawkins Johnson, V. Morrison Quist Swenson 
DeBlieck Kahn Munger Redalen Thiede 
Dempsey Kalis Murphy Reding Tjornhom 
DeRead Kelly Nelson, c. Rest Tompkins 
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W~genius 
Waltman 
Welle 

Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 

[87th Day 

Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was repassed, as amended by the Senate, and its title 
agreed to. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following 
House File, herewith returned, as amended by the Senate, in which 
amendment the concurrence of the House is respectfully requested: 

H. F. No. 2108, A bill for an act relating to state government; 
ratifying labor agreements, compensation plans, and salaries for 
state employees, and salaries for certain employees of metropolitan 
agencies; limiting the number of highway patrol supervisors; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 299D.03, subdivision 2. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

CONCURRENCE AND REPASSAGE 

Simoneau moved that the House conclir in the Senate amend
ments to H. F. No. 2108 and that the bill be repassed as amended by 
the Senate. The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 2108, A bill for an act relating to state government; 
ratifying labor agreements, compensation plans, and salaries for 
state employees, and salaries for certain employees of metropolitan 
agencies. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by the Senate, 
and placed upon its repassage. . 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. There were 125 yeas and 8 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 

Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 

'Dawkins 
DeBlieck 

Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 
Frederick 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Heap 
Himle 
Jacobs 

Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 

Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 
Larsen 
Lasley 
Lieder 
Long 
Marsh 
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McDonald 
McEachern 
McKasy 
McLaughlin 
McPherson 
Milbert 
Miller 
Minne 
Morrison 
Munger 
Murphy 
Nelson, C. 
Nelson, D. 
Nelson, K. 
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Neuenschwander Pelowski 
O'Connor Peterson 
Ogren Poppenhagen 
Olsen, S. Price 
Olson, E. Redalen 
Olson, K. Reding 
Omann Rest 
Onnen Rice 
Orenstein Richter 
Osthoff Riveness 
Otis Rodosovich 
Ozment Rose 
Pappas Rukavina 
Pauly Sarna 

Schafer 
Scheid 
Seaberg 
Segal 
Shaver 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Tjornhom 
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Those who voted in the negative were: 

Dempsey 
DeRaad 

Frerichs 
Haukoos 

Hugoson 
Quist 

Schreiber 
Thiede 

The bill was repassed, as amended by the Senate, and its title 
agreed to. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following 
House File, herewith returned, as amended by the Senate, in which 
amendment the concurrence of the House is respectfully requested: 

H. F. No. 2388, A bill for an act relating to public employees; 
providing for assignment of University of Minnesota job classifica
tions to appropriate units; amending Minnesota Statntes 1986, 
sections 179A.I0, subdivision 4; and 179A.11, by adding a 
subdivision. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

CONCURRENCE AND REPASSAGE 

Rice moved that the House concur in the Senate amendments to 
H. F. No. 2388 and that the bill be repassed as amended by the 
Senate. The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 2388, A bill for an act relating to public employees; 
providing for reassignment of a University of Minnesota job classi
fication to a different unit. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by the Senate, 
and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. There were 133 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 
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Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
. Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 

Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
HugoBon 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 

Krueger Onnen 
Larsen Orenstein 
Lasley Osthoff 
Lieder Otis 
Long Ozment 
Marsh Pappas 
McDonald Pauly 
McEachern Pelowski 
McKasy Peterson 
McLaughlin Poppenhagen 
McPherson Price 
Milbert Quist 
Miller Redalen 
Mione Reding 
Morrison Rest 
Munger Rice 
Murphy Richter 
Nelson, C. Riveness 
Nelson, D. Rodosovich 
Nelson, K. Rose 
Neuenschwander Rukavina 
O'Connor Sarna 
Ogren Schafer 
Olsen, S. Scheid 
Olson, E. Schreiber 
Olson, K. Seaberg 
Omann Segal 

[87th Day 

Shaver 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was repassed, as amended by the Senate, and its title 
agreed to. . 

Mr. Speaker: 

I "hereby announce the passage by the Senate" of the following 
House File, herewith returned, as amended by the Senate, in which 
amendment the concurrence of the House is respectfully requested: 

H. F. No. 2477, A bill for an act relating to retirement; local 
government correctional service retirement plan; clarifying cover
age periods; adjusting member and employer contribution rates; 
clarifying annuity calculations for fractional service; clarifying the 
duration of initial annuity payments; providing for the augmenta
tion !?f deferred annuities; clarifying certain provis~ons of law 
relating to retirement annuities and disability benefits of military 
affairs personnel; amending Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, 
sections 352.85, subdivisions 1 and 2; 353C.03; 353C.05; 353C.06, 
subdivisions 3 and 4; and 353C.07. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Simoneau moved that the House refuse to concur in the Senate 
amendments to H. F. No. 2477, that the Speaker appoint a Confer
ence Committee of 3 members of the House, and that the House 
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requests that a like committee be appointed by the Senate to confer 
on the disagreeing votes of the two houses. The motion prevailed. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce the following change in the membership of the 
Conference Committee on S. F. No. 1686: 

The name of Mr. Frederickson, D. J., has been stricken, and the 
name of Mr. Chmielewski has been added. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate refuses to concur in the House 
amendments to Senate File No. 1462: 

S. F. No. 1462, A bill for an act relating to housing; creating a 
low-income housing trust account; providing for the uses of the 
account; placing certain requirements on real estate trust accounts; 
appropriating money; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 
82.24, by adding a subdivision; and 82.34, subdivisions 6 and 15; 
Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 82.17, subdivision 6; 
proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 462A. 

The Senate respectfully requests that a Conference Committee be 
appointed thereon. The Senate has appointed as such committee: 

Messrs. Dahl, Frank and Gustafson. 

Said Senate File is herewith transmitted to the House with the 
request that the House appoint a like committee. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Clark moved that the House accede to the request of the Senate 
and that the Speaker appoint a Conference Committee of 3 members 
of the House to meet with a like committee appointed by the Senate 
on the disagreeing votes of the two houses on S. F. No. 1462. The 
motion prevailed. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate refuses to concur in the House 
amendments to Senate File No. 1590: 

S. F. No. 1590, A bill for an act relating to transportation; 
providing that uniform relocation assistance standards comply with 
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recent amendments to federal -law; authorizing commissioner of 
transportation.to accept gifts to department; appropriating gift 
funds to commissioner; exempting lessees of highway easement 
property from tax on its use and possession; providing that govern
mental body may file deed conveying partial parcel of land without 
current taxes having been paid on whole parcel; repealing conflict
ing provision related to charges for users of air transportation 
services provided by the commissioner of transportation; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 161.20, by adding a subdivision; 
Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 117.52, subdivision 
1; 272.01, subdivision 3; and 272.121; repealing Minnesota Statutes 
1986, section 360.015, subdivision 20. 

The Senate respectfully requests that a Conference Committee be 
appointed thereon. The Senate has appointed as such committee: 

Messrs. Vickerman, Mehrkens and Langseth. 

Said Senate File is herewith transmitted to the House with the 
request that the House appoint a like committee. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Lieder moved that the House accede to the request of the Senate 
and that the Speaker appoint a Conference Committee of 3 members 
of the House to meet with a like committee appointed by the Senate 
on the disagreeing votes of the two houses on S. F. No. 1590. The 
motion prevailed. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate refuses to concur in the House 
amendments to Senate File No. 1821: 

S. F. No. 1821, A bill for an act relating to crimes; police pursuit; 
requiring certain driver's manual information; providing for civil 
forfeiture of vehicle used to flee a peace officer; requiring local 
governments to establish pursuit procedures and training require
ments by October 1, 1989; authorizing peace officer standards and 
training board to assist local governments in establishing proce
dures and training requirements; requiring reporting of all police 
pursuits to department of public safety; amending Minnesota Stat
utes 1986, sections 171.13, by adding a subdivision; 626.843, subdi
vision 1; and 626.845, subdivision 1; Minnesota Statutes 1987 
Supplement, section 609.531, subdivision 1; proposing coding for 
new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 626. 

The Senate respectfully requests that a Conference Committee be 
appointed thereon. The Senate has appointed as such committee: 
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Ms. Reichgott, Messrs. Ramstad and Spear. 

Said Senate File is herewith transmitted to the House with the 
request that the House appoint a like committee. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Segal moved that the House accede to the request of the Senate 
and that the Speaker appoint a Conference Committee of 3 members 
of the House to meet with a like committee appointed by the Senate 

\ on the disagreeing votes of the two houses on S. F No. 1821. The 
motion prevailed. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate refuses to concur in the House 
amendments to Senate File No. 2055: 

S. F. No. 2055, A bill for an act relating to human services; 
defining terms; requiring that court receive annual reviews of people 
with indeterminate commitments; providing for court-ordered com
munity-based treatment; defining procedures for community-based 
commitment; requiring procedures for release before commitment 
and provisional discharge; appropriating money; amending Minne
sota Statutes 1986, sections 253B.02, subdivisions 13, 19, and by 
adding subdivisions; 253B.03, subdivision 5; 253B.09, subdivision 1; 
253B.15, subdivisions 1, 3, 5, 6, 7, and by adding a subdivision; and 
253B.16, subdivision 1; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota 
Statutes, chapter 253B; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 
253B.09, subdivision 4. 

The Senate respectfully requests that a Conference Committee be 
appointed thereon. The Senate has appointed as such committee: 

Ms. Berglin, Messrs. Spear and Ramstad. 

Said Senate File is herewith transmitted to the House with the 
request that the House appoint a like committee. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Vellenga moved that the House accede to the request of the Senate 
and that the Speaker appoint a Conference Committee of 3 members 
of the House to meet with a like committee appointed by the Senate 
on the disagreeing votes of the two houses on S. F No. 2055. The 
motion prevailed. 
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Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate refuses to concur in the House 
amendments to Senate File No. 2266: 

S. F. No. 2266, A bill for an act relating to child. abuse; authorizing 
counties to establish pilot programs; allowing the appointment of a 
child intermediary in certain criminal child abuse proceedings; 
prescribing powers and duties of the intermediary. 

The Senate respectfully requests that a Conference Committee be 
appointed thereon. The Senate has appointed as such committee: 

Mr. Cohen, Ms. Berglin and Mr. Ramstad. 

Said Senate File is herewith transmitted to the House with the 
request that the House appoint a like committee. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Carruthers moved that the House accede to the request of the 
Senate and that the Speaker appoint a Conference Committee of 3 
members of the House to meet with a like committee appointed by 
the Senate on the disagreeing votes of the two houses on S. F. No. 
2266. The motion prevailed. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted 
the report of the Conference Committee on: . 

S. F. No. 2009. 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the recom
mendation and report of the Conference Committee. Said Senate 
File is herewith transmitted to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON S. F. NO. 2009 

A bill for an act relating to family law; modifying and clarifying 
provIsions for the collection and enforcement of child support; 
providing for cost-of-living adjustments in spousal maintenance 
awards; providing for grandparent visitation rights in all family law 
proceedings; providing for reopening of judgments; providing for 
custody rights; clarifying and modifying provisions relating to 
pension plan rights in marriage dissolutions; amending Minnesota 
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Statutes 1986, sections 69.62; 256.978; 257.022, subdivision 2; 
270A.03, subdivision 4; 383B.51; 423A.16; 424A.02, subdivision 6; 
490.126, by adding a subdivision; 518.145; 518.156, subdivision 1; 
518.17, subdivision 3; 518.171, by adding a subdivision; 518.175, by 
adding a subdivision; 518.551, by adding a subdivision; 518.552, by 
adding a subdivision; 518.54, by adding a subdivision; 518.611, 
subdivision 10; 518.64, subdivision 2; and 518.641; Minnesota 
Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 356.80; 518.54, subdivision 10; 
518.58, subdivision 2; 518.581, subdivision 4; and 518.611, subdivi
sion 2. 

The Honorable Jerome M. Hughes 
President of the Senate 

The Honorable Robert Vanasek 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

April 13, 1988 

We, the undersigned conferees for S. F No. 2009, report that we 
have agreed upon the items in dispute and recommend as follows: 

That the House recede from its amendment and that S. F. No. 2009 
be further amended as follows: 

Page 2, after line 3, insert: 

"Sec. 2. Minnesota Statute 1986, section 123.35, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 17. [NONCUSTODIAL PARENT ACCESS TO RECORDS.] 
Upon request, a noncustodial parent has the right of access to, and 
to receive copies of, school records and information, to attend 
conferences, and to be informed about the child's welfare, educa
tional progreSS;- and status, as aUthOrizea under section 518.IT, 
subdivision 3. The school is not required to hold !'c separate confer
ence for each parent." 

Page 2, line 17, delete "requested" and insert "upon written 
request" 

Page 7, line 7, after the semicolon, insert "or" 

Page 7, line 12, delete "i. or" and insert a period 

Page 7, delete lines 13 and 14 

Pages 7 and 8, delete section 11 
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Page 9, line 5, after the period insert "The school is not required 
to hold "- separate conference for each party." 

Page 10, after line 9, insert: 

"Sec. 17. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 518.551, subdivision 5, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 5. [NOTICE TO PUBLIC AUTHORITY; GUIDELINES.] (a) 
The petitioner shall notify the public authority of all proceedings for 
dissolution, legal separation, determination of parentage or for the 
custody of a child, if either party is receiving aid to families with 
dependent children or applies for it subsequent to the commence
ment of the proceeding. After receipt of the notice, the court shall set 
child support as provided in this subdivision. The court may order 
either or both parents owing .a duty of support to a child of the 
marriage to pay an amount reasonable or necessary for the child's 
support, without regard to marital misconduct. The court shall 
approve a child support agreement of the parties if each party is 
represented by independent counsel, unless the agreement is not in 
the interest of justice. In other cases the court shall order child 
support in accordance with the guidelines and the other factors set 
forth in paragraph (b) and any departure therefrom. 

The court shall multiply the obligor's net income by the percent
age indicated by the following guidelines: 

Net Income Per Number of Children 
Month of Obligor 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 or 
more 

$400 and Below Order based on the ability of the 
obligor to provide support 
at these income levels, or at higher 
levels, if the obligor has 
the earning ability. 

$401 - 500 14% 17% 20% 22% 24% 26% 28% 
$501 - 550 15% 18% 21% 24% 26% 28% 30% 
$551 - 600 16% 19% 22% 25% 28% 30% 32% 
$601 - 650 17% 21% 24% 27% 29% 32% 34% 
$651 - 700 18% 22% 25% 28% 31% 34% 36% 
$701 - 750 19% 23% 27% 30% 33% 36% 38% 
$751 - 800 20% 24% 28% 31% 35% 38% 40% 
$801 - 850 21% 25% 29% 33% 36% 40% 42% 
$851 - 900 22% 27% 31% 34% 38% 41% 44% 
$901 - 950 23% 28% 32% 36% 40% 43% 46% 
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$951 - 1000 
$1001- 4000 

24% 29% 34% 38% 41% 45% 
25% 30% 35% 39% 43% 47% 

48% 
50% 

Guidelines for support for an obligor with a monthly income of 
$4001 or more shall be the same dollar amounts as provided for in 
the guidelines for an obligor with a monthly income of $4000. 

Net Income defined as: 

Total monthly 
income less 

*Standard 
Deductions apply
use of tax tables 
recommended 

*(i) 
*(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 

(v) 
(vi) 

(vii) 

(viii) 

Federal Income Tax 
State Income Tax 
Social SecurityDeductions 
Reasonable 

Pension Deductions 

Union Dues 
Cost of Dependent 

Insurance Coverage 
Cost of Individual or Group 

HealthiHospitalization 
Coverage or an Amount 
for Actual 
Medical Expenses 

A Child Support or 
Maintenance Order that is 
Currently Being Paid. 

"Net income" does not include the income of the obligor's spouse. 

(b) In addition to the child support guidelines, the court shall take 
into consideration the following factors in setting or modifying child 
support: 

(1) all earnings, income, and resources of the parents, including 
real and personal property; 

(2) the financial needs and resources, physical and emotional 
condition, and educational needs of the child or children to be 
supported; 

(3) the standards of living the child would have enjoyed had the 
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marriage not been dissolved, but recognizing that the parents now 
have separate households; 

(4) the amount of the aid to families with dependent children 
grant for the child or children; aftEl 

(5) which parfint receives the income taxation dependency exemp
tion and what mancIaI benent the parent receives from It; and 

(6) the parents' debts as provided in paragraph (c). 

(c) In establishing or modifying a support obligation, the court 
may consider debts owed to private creditors, but only if: 

(1) the right to support has not been assigned under section 
256.74; 

(2) the court determines that the debt was reasonably incurred for 
necessary support of the child or parent or for the necessary 
generation of income. If the debt was incurred for the necessary 
generation of income, the court shall consider only the amount of 
debt that is essential to the continuing generation of income; and 

(3) the party requesting a departure produces a sworn schedule of 
the debts, with supporting documentation, showing goods or ser
vices purchased, the recipient of them, the amount of the original 
debt, the outstanding balance, the monthly payment, and the 

. number of months until the debt will be fully paid. 

Any schedule prepared under paragraph (c), clause (3), shall 
contain a statement that the debt will be fully paid after the number 
of months shown in the schedule, barring emergencies beyond the 
party's control. 

Any further departure below the guidelines that is based on a 
consideration of debts owed to private creditors shall not exceed 18 
months in duration, after which the support shall increase automat
ically to the level ordered by the court. Nothing in this section shall 
be construed to prohibit one or more step increases in support to 
reflect debt retirement during the I8-month period. 

Where payment of debt is ordered pursuant to this section, the 
payment shall be ordered to be in the nature of child support. 

(d) Nothing shall preclude the court from receiving evidence on 
the above factors to determine if the guidelines should be exceeded 
or modified in a particular case. 

(e) The above guidelines are binding in each case unless the court 
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makes express findings of fact as to the reason for departure below or 
above the guidelines." 

Page 15, line 1, strike "The" and insert "An" 

Page 15, line 2, after "order" insert "that provides for a cost-of-
living adjustment" -- -- -

Page 15, line 10, strike "It" and insert "The court" 

Page 15, line 19, after the period insert ''The court may waive !'o 
cost-of-living adjustment in !'o maintenance oroer !! the parties so 
agree in writing." 

Renumber the sections in sequence 

Amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 11, after the first semicolon insert "123.35, by adding 
a subdivision;" 

Page 1, line 14, delete "518.156, subdivision 1;" 

Page 1, line 16, after the comma insert "subdivision 5, and" 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 

Senate Conferees: LINDA BERGLIN, FRITZ KNAAK AND EMBER D. 
REICHGOTT. 

House Conferees: KATHLEEN O. VELLENGA AND ANN H. REST. 

Vellenga moved that the report of the Conference Committee on 
S. F No. 2009 be adopted and that the bill be repassed as amended 
by the Conference Committee. 

Dempsey moved that the House refuse to adopt the report of the 
Conference Committee on S. F No. 2009 and that the bill be 
returned to the Conference Committee. 

A roll call was requested and properly seconded. 

The question was taken on the Dempsey motion and the roll was 
called. There were 52 yeas and 77 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
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Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Boo 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carruthers 
Clausnitzer 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 

Dom 
Frederick 
Frerichs 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Haukoos 
Heap 

, Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
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Kelly 
Long 
Marsh 
McDonald 
McKasy 
McPherson 
Miller 
Morrison 
Omaon 
Onnen 
Pauly 

Poppenhagen 
Quinn 
Quist 
Redalen 
Richter 
Jrose 
Schafer 
Schreiber 
Seaberg 
Shaver 
Solberg 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Blatz 
Brown 
Carlson, L. 
Clark 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Forsythe 
Greenfield 
Hartle 

Himle 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A, 
Johnson, R. 
Kalis 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 
Larsen 

Lasley Orenstein 
Lieder Osthoff 
McLaughlin Pappas 
Milbert Pelowski 
Minne Peterson 
Munger Price 
Murphy Reding 
Nelson, C. Rest 
Nelson. D. Rice 
Nelson, K. Riveness 
Neuenschwander Radosovich 
O'Connor Rukavina 
Ogren Sarna 
Olsen, S. . Scheid 
Olson, E. Segal 
Olson, K. Simoneau 

The motion did not prevail. 

[87th Day 

Sparby 
Sviggum 
Thiede 
'IJornhom 
Tompkins 
Uphus 
Valento 
Waltman 

Skoglund 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Swenson 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Vellenga 
Wageru.·us 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The question recurred on the Vellenga motion that the report of 
the Conference Committee on S .. F. No. 2009 be adopted and that the 
bill be repassed as amended by the Conference Committee. The 
motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 2009, A bill for an act relating to family law; modifying 
and clarifying provisions for the .collection and enforcement of child 
support; providing for cost-of-living adjustments in spousal mainte
nance awards; providing for grandparent visitation rights in all 
family law proceedings; providing for reopening of judgments; pro
viding for custody rights; clarifying and inodifying provisions relat
ing to pension plan rights in marriage dissolutions; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 69.62; 256.978; 257.022, subdivi
sion2; 270A.03, subdivision 4; 383B.51; 423A.16; 424A.02, subdivi
sion 6; 490.126, by adding a· subdivision; 518.145; 518.156, 
subdivision 1; 518.17, subdivision 3; 518.171, by adding a subdivi
sion; 518.175, by adding a subdivision; 518.551, by adding a subdi-

- vision; 518.552, by adding a subdivision; 518.54, by adding a 
subdivision; 518.611, subdivision 10; 518;64, subdivision 2; and 
518.641; Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 356.80; 
518.54, subdivision 10; 518.58, subdivision 2; 518.581, subdivision 4; 
and 518.611, subdivision 2. 
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The bill was read for the third time, as amended by Conference, 
and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken On the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. There were 130 yeas and 2 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 

Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 

Larsen Onnen 
Lasley Orenstein 
Lieder Osthoff 
Long Otis 
Marsh Ozment 
McDonald Pappas 
McEachern Pauly 
McKasy Pelowski 
McLaughlin Peterson 
McPherson Price 
Milbert Quinn 
Miller Quist 
Miorie Redalen 
Morrison Reding 
Munger Rest 
Murphy Rice 
Nelson, C. Richter 
Nelson, D. Riveness 
Nelson, K. Rodosovich 
Neuenschwander Rose 
O'Connor Rukavina 
Ogren Sarna 
Olsen, S. Schafer 
Olson, E. Scheid 
Olson, K. Schreiber 
Omann Seaberg 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Bishop Dempsey 

Segal 
Shaver 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
1Jornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was repassed, as amended by Conference, and its title 
agreed to. 

Carlson, D., was excused while in conference. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted 
the report of the Conference Committee on: 

S. F. No. 2003. 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the recom
mendation and report of the Conference Committee. Said Senate 
File is herewith transmitted to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 
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CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON S. F. NO. 2003 

A bill for an act relating to state government; providing for salary 
ranges for certain state employees; clarifying requirements for 
submitting certain salaries for legislative approval; requiring cer
tain reports; regulating emergency civil service appointments; clar
ifying limits on certain salaries; authorizing the governor to change 
the salaries of newly appointed agency heads; regulating affirmative 
action; regulating separation from certain bargaining units; regu
lating health and other fringe benefit coverages; providing duties for 
the commissioner of employee relations; amending Minnesota Stat
utes 1986, sections 43A.04, subdivision 7; 43A.15, subdivisions.2 
and 11; 43A.17, subdivisions 1 and 9; 43A.18, subdivision 5; 43A.19, 
subdivision 1; 43A.23, subdivisions 1 and 3; 43A.27, subdivision 3, 
and by adding a subdivision; 175.101, by adding a subdivision; and 
179A.1O, subdivision 3; Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sec
tions 15A.081, subdivisions 1 and 7b; 15A.083, subdivision 7; 
43A.08, subdivision 1a; 43A.191, subdivision 3; 43A.316, subdivi
sions 2, 4, 8, and by adding a subdivision; ·43A.421; 44A.02, 
subdivision 1; 79.34, subdivision 1; 176.611, subdivisions 2 and 3a; 
and 214.04, subdivision 3. 

The Honorable Jerome M. Hughes 
. President of the Senate 

The Honorable Robert Vanasek 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

April 12, 1988 

We, the undersigned conferees for S. F. No. 2003, report that we 
have agreed upon the items in dispute and recommend as follows: 

That the House recede from its amendment and that S. F. No. 2003 
be further amended as follows: 

Delete everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 
15A.081, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. The governor shall set the salary rate within the 
ranges listed below for positions specified in this subdivision, upon 
approval of the legislative commission on employee relations and.the 
legislature as provided by section 43A.18, subdivisions 2 and 5: 
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Commissioner of finance; 
Commissioner of education; 
Commissioner of transportation; 
Commissioner of human services; 
Commissioner of revenue; 
Executive director, state board of 

investment; 

Commissioner of administration; 
Commissioner of agriculture; 
Commissioner of commerce; 
Commissioner of corrections; 
Commissioner of jobs and training; 
Commissioner of employee relations; 
Cemmissiener ef energy arul eeenemie 

ae'feleflmeHt; 
Commissioner of health; 
Commissioner of labor and industry; 
Commissioner of natural resources; 
Commissioner of public safety; 
Commissioner of trade and economic 

development; - ----
Chair, waste management board; 
Chief administrative law judge; office of 

administrative hearings; 
Director, pollution control agency; 
Director, state planning agency; 
Executive director, housing finance 

agency; 
Executive director, public employees 

retirement association; 
Executive director, teacher's 

retirement association; 
Executive director, state retirement 

system; 
Chair, metropolitan "council; 
Chair, regional transit board; 

Commissioner of human rights; 
Director, department of public service; 
Commissioner of veterans' affairs; 
Director. bureau of mediation services; 
Commissioner, public utilities 

commission; 

11303 

Salary Range 
Effective 

July 1, 1987 

$57,500-$78,500 

$50,000-$67,500 

$42,500-$60,000 
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Member, transportation regulation 
board; 

Ombudsman for corrections; 
Ombudsman lOr mental health and 

retardatIon. 

[87th Day 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 15A.081, 
subdivision 7b, is amended to read: 

Subd. 7b. [HIGHER EDUCATION OFFICERS.] The state univer
sity board, the state board for community colleges, the state board of 
vocational technical education, and the higher education coordinat
ing board shall set the salary rates for, respectively, the chancellor of 
the state universities, the chancellor of the community colleges, the 
state director of vocational technical education, and the executive 
director of the higher education coordinating board. At least W days 
befere the respeeti'fe I>eaffi adei>ts a salary inerease aeeording te this 
sHbdivision, The respective board shall submit the proposed salary 
increase to the legislative commission on employee relations for 
approval, modification, or rejection in the manner provided in 
section 43A.18, subdivision 2: Salary rates for the positions specified 
in this subdivision may not exceed 95 percent of the salary set fur of 
the governor under section 15A.082, subdivision" 3. -

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 15A.083, subdivision 7, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 7. [WORKERS' COMPENSATION COURT OF APPEALS 
AND COMPENSATION JUDGES.] Salaries of judges of the work
ers' compensation court of appeals shall be 90 percent of the salary 
for district judges as provided in subdivision 1. Salaries of compen
sationjudges shall be 75 percent of the salary of district court judges 
as provided in subdivision 1. The chief workers' compensation 
settlement iud~e at the department of labor and industry may be 
paId an annua siliary that ~ !!£ to five percent greater than the 
salary of workers' compensation settlement judges at theaepart-. 
ment of labor and industry. 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 43A.04, subdivision 7, is 
amended to read: 

. Subdc 7. [REPORTING.] The commissioner shall issue a written 
report by JanHary February 1 and Jffiy August 1 of each year to the 
chair of the legislative commission on employee relations. The report 
shall must list the number of appointments made pHrslfaRt te under 
each OI'tIle categories in section 43A.15, sHbdivisions 2 te 1-2 the 
number made to the classified service other than under sectffin 
43A.15, and the number made p",'sHant te under section 43A.08, 
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subdivision 2a, during the six-month ~ ea,'erea by the Fej3ert 
periods ending-June 30 and December ~ respectively. 

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 43A.08, 
subdivision la, is amended to read: 

Subd. 1a. [ADDITIONAL UNCLASSIFIED POSITIONS.] Ap
pointing authorities for the following agencies may designate addi
tional unclassified positions according to this subdivision: the 
departments of administration; agriculture; commerce; corrections; 
jobs and training; education; employee relations; eflergy trade and 
economic development; finance; health; human rights; labor and 
industry; natural resources; office of administrative hearings; public 
safety; public service; f*lhlie welfaFe human services; revenue; 
transportation; and veterans affairs; the housing finance, state 
planning, and pollution control agencies; the state board of invest
ment; the waste management board; the offices of the secretary of 
state, state auditor, and state treasurer; the state board of vocational 
technical education; and the school and resource center for the arts. 

A position designated by an appointing authority according to this 
subdivision must meet the following standards and criteria: 

{sf (1) the designation of the position would not be contrary to 
other law relating specifically to that agency; 

W (2) the person occupying the position would report directly to 
the agency head or deputy agency head and would be designated as 
part of the agency head's management team; 

W (3) the duties of the position would involve significant discre
tion and substantial involvement in the development, interpreta
tion, and implementation of agency policy; 

@ (4) the duties of the position would not require primarily 
personnel, accounting, or other technical expertise where continuity 
in the position would be important; 

W (5) there would be a need for the person occupying the position 
to be accountable to, loyal to, and compatible with the governor and 
the agency head, or the employing constitutional officer; 

ff) (6) the position would be at the level of division or bureau 
director or assistant to the agency head; and 

\ 

W (7) the commissioner has approved the desigh,ation as being 
consistent with the standards and criteria in this sub\~ivision. 

\ 

Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 43A.15, subdivision 2, is 
amended to read: 
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Subd. 2. [EMERGENCY APPOINTMENTS.] An appointing au
thority may make an emergency appointment for up to 30 working 
days. If necessary, the commissioner may grant an extension of the 
emergency appointment for 15 additional working days. No person 
!3hall hay be employed in anyone agency on an emergency basis for 
more t an ~ 45 working days in any 12-month period. 

Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 43A.17, subdivision 1, is 
amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [SALARY LIMITS.] As used in this seetie" subdi
visions 1 to 8, "salary" means hourly, monthly, or annual rate of pay 
including-any lump-sum payments and cost-of-living adjustment 
increases but excluding payments due to overtime worked, shift or 
equipment differentials, work out of class as required by collective 
bargaining agreements or plans established f"lFs .. a"t te under 
section 43A.18, and back pay on reallocation or other payments 
related to the hours or conditions under which work is performed· 
rather than to the salary range or rate to which a class is assigned. 

The salary, as established iIi section 15A.081, of the head ofa state 
agency in the executive branch is the upper limit of compensation in 
the agency. The salary of the commissioner of labor and industry is 
the upper limit of compensation of employees in the bureau of 
mediation services. However, if an agency head is assigned a salary 
that is lower than the current salary of another agency employee, 
the employee shaH PetaH> retains the salary, but shaH may not 
receive aay an increase in salary as long as the salary is above that 
of the agencynead. The commissioner may grant exemptions from 
these upper limits as provided in subdivisions 3 and 4. 

Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 43A.17, subdivision 9, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 9. [POLITICAL SUBDIVISION SALARY LIMIT.] The sal
ary of a person employed by a statutory or home rule charter city, 
county, town, school district, metropolitan or regional agency, or 
other political subdivision of this state, or employed fl .. rs .. aat te 
under section 422A.03, may not exceed 95 percent of the salary of 
the governor as set under section 15A.082, except as provided in this 
subdivision. Deferred compensation and payroll allocations to pur<i 
chase an individual annuity contract for an employee are include 
in determming the employee's salary. The salary of a medical doctor 
occupying a posilion that the governing body of the political subdi
vision has determined requires an M.D. degree is excluded from the 
limitation in this subdivision. The commissioner may increase the 
limitation in this subdivision for a position that the commissioner 
has determined requires special expertise necessitating a higher 
salary to attract or retain a qualified person. The commissioner 
shall review each proposed increase giving due consideration to 
salary rates paid to other persons with similar responsibilities in the 
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state. The commissioner may not increase the limitation until the 
commissioner has presented the proposed increase to the legislative 
commission on employee relations and received the commission's 
recommendation on it. The recommendation is advisory only. If the 
commission does not give- its recommendation on ~ propose a in
crease within 30 days from its receipt of the proposal, the commis
sion ~ ~d to have recommended approval. 

Sec. 9. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 43A.18, subdivision 5, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 5. [GOVERNOR TO RECOMMEND CERTAIN SALA
RIES.] The governor shall, en eI" beffire by July 1 of each odd
numbered year, submit to the legislative commission on employee 
relations recommendations for salaries within the salary range for 
the positions listed in section 15A.081, subdivisions 1 and 7. The 
governor may also propose additions or deletions of positions from 
those listed. 

(a) Before submitting the recommendations, the governor shall 
consult with the commissioner of administration, the commissioner 
of finance, and the commissioner of employee relations concerning 
the recommendations. -

(b) In making recommendations, the governor shall consider only 
tIwse the criteria established in subdivision 8 and shall may not 
take into account performance of individual incumbents. The gov
ernor shall establish an objective system for quantifying knowledge, 
abilities, duties, responsibilities, and accountabilities and in deter
mining recommendations rate each position by this system. 

(c) Before the governor's recommended salaries take effeCt, the 
recommendations shall- must be reviewed and approved, rejected, or 
modified by the legislative commission on employee relations and 
the legislature in the same manner as provided for the commissio
ner's plan in .subdivision 2. The governor may also at any time 
propose changes in the salary rate of any positions covered by this 
subdivision, which shall must be submitted and approved in the 
same manner as provided in this subdivision. 

(d) The governor shall set the initial salary of a head of _ a new 
agency or a chair of a new metropolitan board or commIssion 
heFeafteF established whose salary is not specifically prescribed by 
law shall be fure4 by the ge'femeF, after consultation with the 
commissioner, whose recommendation shall- he is advisory only,. iH: -0 The amount of the new salary must be comparable to the salary 
of an agency head or commission chair having similar duties and 
responsibilities. 

(e) The salary of "" newly appointed head of an agency or chair of 
"" metropolitan agency listed in section 15A.081, subdivision ,1 or~ 
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may be increased or decreased ~ the governor from the salary 
previously set for that position within 30 days of the new appoint
ment after consuItation with the commissioner.--rr the governor 
increases a salary under this paragraph, the governor snall submit 
the new salary to the legislative commission on employee relations 
and the fUllle~israture for approval, modification, or rejection in the 
manner prov! ed in section 43A.18, subdivision 2. gthe legislature 
rejects an increased salary or adjourns without action during the 
following legislative session, the salary for the position reverts to 
the level in effect before the governor proposed the change. 

Sec. 10. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 43A.19, subdivision 1, is 
amended to read: 

\ 
Subdivision 1. [ST~TEWIDE AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PRO

GRAM.] (a) To assure that positions in the executive branch of the 
civil service are equall:\\ accessible to all qualified persons, and to 
eliminate the underutilization of qualified members of protected 
groups, the commissionet\ shall adopt and periodically revise, if 
necessary, a statewide affir\mative action program. The statewide 
affirmative action program $all must consist of at least the follow-
ing: --

(1) objectives, lang Fange and ;nteFim goals
2 

and policies; 

(2) procedures, standards and assumptions to be used by agencies 
in the preparation of agency affirmative action plans, including 
methods by which goals and timetables $all be are established; and 

(3) requirements for annual obiectives and submission of affirma
tive action progress reports from heads of agencies. 

(b) The commissioner shall base ;nteFim affirmative action goals 
on at least the following factors: 

(1) the percentage 'of members of each protected class in the 
recruiting area population who have the necessary skills; 

(2) the availability for promotion or transfer of members of 
protected classes in the recruiting area population; 

(3) the extent of unemployment of members of protected classes in 
the recruiting area population; 

(4) the existence of training programs in needed skill areas offered 
by employing agencies and other institutions; and 

(5) the expected number of available positions to be filled. 
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(c) The commissioner shall designate a state director of equal 
employment opportunity who may be delegated the preparation, 
revision, implementation and administration of the program. The 
commissioner of employee relations may place the director's position 
in the unclassified service if the position meets the criteria estab
lished in section 43A.08, subdivision 1a. 

Sec .. 11. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 43A.191, 
subdiv:'~sion 3, is amended to read: 

Subd.3. lSANCTIONS AND INCENTIVES.] (a) The director of 
equal employment opportunity shall annually audit the record of 
each agency to determine the rate of compliance with annual hiring 
goals of each goal unit and to evaluate the agency's overall progress 
toward its affirmative action goals and objectives. 

(b) By Fel"'iary March 1 of each year, the commissioner shall 
submit a report on affirmative action progress of each agency and 
the state as a whole to the governor and to the finance committee of 
the senate, the appropriations committee of the house of represen
tatives, and the governmental operations committees of both houses 
of the legislature, and the legislative commission on employee 
relations. The report must include noncompetitIve appointments 
made under section 43A.08, subdivision 2a, or 43A.15, and cover 
each agency's rate of compliance with annual hiring goals. In 
addition, any agency that has not met its affirmative action hiring 
goals, that fails to make an affirmative action hire, or fails to justify 
its nonaffirmative action hire in 25 percent or more of the appoint
ments made in the previous calendar year must be designated in the 
report as an agency _ not in compliance with affirmative action 
requirements. 

(c) The commissioner shall study methods to improve the perfor
mance of agencies not in compliance with affirmative action require
ments. IIy JaBliary l&, !9&>, the csmmissisRer shall sliBmit t6 the 
legislatme a ]3rs]3ssal f<lf' im]3rsving csm]3liance ~ '!'his ]3rs]3ssal 
HHiSt inch"le ]3eRalties f<lf' nsncsm]3liance. 

(d) The commissioner shall establish a program to recognize 
agencies that have made significant and measurable progress to
ward achieving affirmative action objectives. 

Sec. 12. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 43A.23, subdivision 1, is 
amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [GENERAL.] The commissioner is authorized to 
request bids from carriers or to negotiate with carriers and to enter 
into contracts with carriers which in the judgment of the commis
sioner are best qualified to underwrite and service the benefit plans. 
The commissioner may negotiate premium rates and coverage 
provisions with all carriers licensed under chapters 62A, 62C, and 
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62D. The commissioner may also negotiate reasonable restrictions 
to be applied to all carriers under chapters 62A, 62C, and 62D. 
Contracts to underwrite the benefit plans sha±l must be bid or 
negotiated separately from contracts to service the benefit·plans, 
which sha±l may be awarded only on the basis of competitive bids. 
The commissioner shall consider the cost of the plans, conversion 
options relating to the contracts, service capabilities, character, 
financial position, and reputation of the carriers and any other 
factors which the commissioner deems appropriate. Each benefit 
contract sha±l must be for a uniform term of at least one year, but 
may be made automatically renewable from term to term in the 
absence of notice of termination by either party. The commissioner 
shall, to the extent feasible, make hospital and medical benefits 
available from at least one carrier licensed to do business pursuant 
to each of chapters 62A, 62C and 62D. The commissioner need not 
provide health maintenance organization services to an employee 
who resides in an area which is not served by a licensed health 
maintenance organization. The commissioner may refuse to allow a 
health maintenance organization to continue as a carrier if it was 
seleetee by less thaI> 200 e"'llleyees in the j3Feeeeing Benefit yeaF. 
The commissioner may elect not to offer all three types of carriers if 
there are no bids or no acceptable bids by that type of carrier or if the 
offering of additional carriers would result in substantial additional 
administrative costs. Any A carrier licensed j3UFSuant wunder 
chapter 62A sha±l Be is exempt from the tax imposed by section 
60A.15 on premiums paid to it by the state. 

Sec. 13. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 43A.23, subdivision 3, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [CONTRACT WITH INSURANCE CARRIERS.] The 
commissioner oflaBeF and ineustFY employee relations may contract 
with carriers authorized to provide coverage under the state employ
ees group insurance plan to extend coverage to eligible employees 
who incur medical expenses aue to a personal injury which results 
from their state employment which is compensable under chapter 
176. 

Sec. 14. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 43A.27, subdivision 3, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [RETIRED EMPLOYEES.] A retired employee of the 
state who receives an annuity under a state retirement program 
may elect to purchase at personal expense individual and dependent 
hospital, medical and dental coverages that are actuarially equiva
lent to those made available through collective bargaining agree
ments or plans established pursuant to section 43A.18 to employees 
in positions equivalent to that from which retired. A spouse of a 
deceased retired employee who received an- annuity under a state 
retirement program may purchase the coverage listed in this subdi
vision if the spouse was a dependent under the retired employee's 
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coverage at the time of the employee's death. Coverages shalt must 
be coordinated with relevant health insurance benefits provided 
through the federally sponsored medicare program. Appointing 
authorities shall provide notice to employees no later than the 
effective date of their retirement of the right to exercise the option 
provided in this subdivision. The retired employee must notify the 
commissioner or designee of the commissioner within 30 days after 
the effective date of the retirement of intent to exercise this option. 

Sec. 15. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 43A.27, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 6. [FOOD SERVICE EMPLOYEES.] Employees of ::Ie con
tracted food service 0 eration at a member institution of the state 
university system, ifthe foo servICe was operated!>y theinStiiiitIOrl 
itself before i! was turned over to ::Ie contractor and if the employer 
and the representative of employees, defined under section 179.01, 
subdivision 5, ~ may, before January h 1990, elect to enroll 
themselves and their dependents at their own or their employer's 
expense in the appropriate state plans for life insurance, hospital, 
medical, and dental benefits, and optional covera es at the time, in 
the manner, and under the conditions of eligibi ity the commis
sioner prescribes and otherwise approves. 

Sec. 16. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 43A.316, 
subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [DEFINITIONS.] For the purpose of this section, the 
terms defined in this subdivision have the meaning given them. 

(a) [COMMISSIONER.] "Commissioner" means the commissioner 
of employee relations. 

(b) [EMPLOYEE.] "Employee" means (1) a person who is a public 
employee within the definition of section 179A.03, subdivision 14, 
who is insurance eligible and is employed by an eligible employer or 
(2) a person employed by a labor organization or employee associa
tion certified as an exclusive representative of employees of an 
eligible employer or by another public employer approved by the 
commissioner. 

(c) [ELIGIBLE EMPLOYER.] "Eligible employer" means 

(1) a public employer within the definition of section 179A.03, 
subdivision 15, that is a town, county, city, school district as defined 
in section 120.02, educational cooperative service unit as defined in 
section 123.58, intermediate district as defined in section 136C.02, 
subdivision 7, cooperative center for vocational education as defined 
in section 123.351, regional management information center as 
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defined in section 121.935, or an education unit organized under the 
joint powers action, section 471.59; or 

(2) an exclusive representative of employees, as defined in para
graph (b); or 

(3) another public employer approved by the commissioner, 

(d) [EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVE.l "Exclusive representa
tive" -means an exclusive representative as defined in section 
179A.03, subdivision 8. 

(e) lLABOR-MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE.] "Labor-manage
ment committee" means the committee established by subdivision 4. 

(D [PLAN.] "Plan" means the statewide public employees insur
ance plan created by subdivision 3. 

Sec. 17. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 43A.316, 
subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [LABOR-MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE.] 'I'here is ere
ate<! " The labor-management committee consists of ten members 
appointed by the commissioner. The labor-management committee 
shall eaHsist ef must comprise five members who represent employ
ees, including at least one retired employee, and five members who 
represent eligible employers. Committee members are eligible for 
expense reimbursement in the same manner and amount as autho
Tlzed ~ the commissioner's plan adopted under section 43A.18, 
subdivision 2. The commissioner shall consult with the labor
management committee in major decisions that affect the plan. The 
committee shall study issues relating to the insurance plan includ
ing, but not limited to, flexible benefits, utilization review, quality 
assessment, and cost efficiency. 

Sec. 18. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 43A.316, 
subdivision 8, is amended to read: 

Subd. 8. [CONTINUATION OF COVERAGE.] (a) A participating 
employee who is laid off or is on "HreEj"estee leave may elect to 
continue the plan coverage. This coverage is at the expense of the 
employee unless otherwise provided by a collective bargaining 
agreement. Premiums for these employees shall must be established 
by the commissioner. Coverage continues until one of the following 
occurs: 

(1) the employee is reemployed and eligible for health care 
coverage under a group policy; or 
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(2) the insurance continuation periods required by state and 
federal laws expire. 

(b) A participating employee who retires and is receiving an 
annuity or is eligible for and has applied for an annuity under 
chapter 352, 352B, 352C, 352D, 353, 354, 354A, 356, 422A, 423, 
423A, 424, or 490 is eligible to continue participation in the plan. 
Any employer's contribution must cease when the retiree reaches 
age 65. These employees, and employees who have already retired 
prior to the group from which they retired entering the plan, are 
eligible to participate as long as their group continues to participate. 
This participation is at the retiree's expense unless. a collective 
bargaining agreement provides otherwise. Premiums for these par
ticipants must be established by the commissioner. An employer 
shall notify an employee of thiS-optIOn no later than the effective 
date of retirement. The retired employee shall notify the employer 
within 30 days of the effective date of retirement of intent to exercise 
this option. 

(c) The spouse of a deceased, active, or retired employee may 
purchase the benefits provided- at premiums established by the 
commissioner if the deeeased FetiFed empleyee Feeei'fed "" aBBliity 
-ae. ehapteF :l@,31M,3M,3MA, 3{ffl., ~ 4il&; ~ SF 424 and 
ifthe spouse was a dependent under the active or retired employee's 
coverage under this section at the time of the aeath ef the FetiFea 
emllleyee. These participants are eligible to participate as long as 
the group which included their spouse participates. Coverage under 
this clause shall must be coordinated with relevant insurance 
benefits provided through the federally sponsored Medicare pro
gram. 

W (d) The plan benefits shall must continue in the event of strike 
permitted by section 179A.18, ifthe exclusive representative chooses 
to have coverage continue and the employee pays the total monthly 
premiums when due. 

\4} (e) A person who desires to participate under paragraphs (a) to 
W (d)mall notify the eligible employer or former employer of intent 
to participate according to rules established by the commissioner. 
The eligible employer shall notify the commissioner, and coverage 
shall begffi begins as soon as the commissioner permits. 

Persons participating under these paragraphs shall make appro
priate premium payments in the time and manner established by 
the commissioner. 

Sec. 19. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 43A.316, is 
amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 10. [BIDDING REQUIREMENT EXEMPTION.J The public 
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employee insurance plaN i§. exempt from the requirements imposed 
.fu'. section 471.616, sub ivislOn 1. 

Sec. 20. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 43A.421, is 
amended to read: 

43A.421 [SUPPORTED WORK PROGRAM.l 

A total of 50 additional full-time positions within agencies of state 
government may be selected for inclusion for a supported work 
program for persons with severe disabilities. A full-time position 
may be shared by up to three persons with severe disabilities and 
their job coach. The j<>I:J coach is not !'. state employee within the 
SCOte of section 431\.02, sliOiIlVision 21, or 179A.03, subdlvlSlOn !!, 
un ess the j<>I:J coach holds another positIon within the scope of 
section 43A.02, subdivision 21, or 179A.03, subdivision 14. 

Sec. 21. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 44A.02, 
subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [SELECTION;J The president of the world trade 
center corporation is selected by a majority of the board and serves 
at the pleasure of the board. The president must be familiar with the 
international business community, and have demonstrated profi
ciency in communication skills, administration, and -management. 
The salary of the president is set by the board, but may not exceed 
the !QE of the salary range set for the commissioner of finance under 
section 15A.081, subdivision 1. 

Sec. 22. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 79.34, 
subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. A The nonprofit association known as the workers' 
compensation reinsuranc~ association is ereatea, whieh may be 
incorporated under chapter 317 with all the powers of a corporation 
formed under that chapter, except that if the provisions of that 
chapter are inconsistent with sections 79.34 to 79.40 et' aHY ameaa 
meflts thereta, sections 79.34 to 79.40 shall govern. Each insurer as 
defined by section 79.01, subdivision 2, shall, as a condition of its 
authority to transact workers' compensation insurance in this state, 
be a member of the reinsurance association and shall be is bound by 
the plan of operation of the reinsurance association; provided, that 
all affiliated insurers within a holding company system as defined in 
sections 6OD.01 to 60D.13 shall ,be are considered a single entity for 
purposes of the exercise of all rights and duties of membership in the 
reinsurance association. Each self-insurer approved l'lfrslfaat ta 
under section 176.181 and each political subdivision whleh that 
self-insures shall, as a condition of its authority to self-insure 
workers' compensation liability in this state, be a member of the 
reinsurance association and shall be is bound by its plan of opera-
tion; provided, that, -
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{at (1) all affiliated companies within a holding company system, 
as determined by the commissioner in a manner consistent with the 
standards and definitions in sections 600.01 to 600.13, sflaI.l he are 
considered a single entity for purposes of the exercise of all rights 
and duties of membership in the reinsurance association,; and 

fh.) (2) all group self-insurers granted authority to self-insure 
pursuant to section 176.181 sflaI.l he are considered a single entity 
entities for pnrposes of the exercise of all the rights and duties of 
membership in the reinsurance association. As a condition of its 
authority to self-insure workers' compensation liability, and for 
losses incurred"" ffi' after JanHary l, 1984 December 31, 1983, the 
state sfla..l.I. he is a member of the reinsurance association and is 
bound by its pran of operation. The commissioner of labeF fHld 
indHstFY employee relations represents the state in the exercise of 
all the rights and duties of membership in the reinsurance associa
tion. The state treasurer shall pay the premium to the reinsurance 
association from the state compensation revolving fund upon war
rants of the commissioner of labeF fHld indHstry employee relations. 
For the purposes of this section "state" means the administrative 
branch of state government, the legislative branch, the judicial 
branch, the University of Minnesota, and any other entity whose 
workers' compensation liability is paid from the state revolving 
fund. The commissioner of finance may calculate, prorate, and 
charge a department or agency the portion of premiums paid to the 
reinsurance association for employees who are paid wholly or in part 
by federal funds, dedicated funds, or special revenue funds. The 
reinsurance association is not a state agency. Actions of the reinsur
ance association and its board of directors and actions of the 
commissioner of labor and industry with respect to the reinsurance 
association are not subject to chapters 13, 14, and 15. All property 
owned by the association is exempt from taxation. The reinsurance 
association is not obligated to make any payments or pay any 
assessments to any funds or pools established pursuant to this 
chapter or chapter 176 or any other law. 

Sec. 23. Minnesota Statntes 1986, section 175.101, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 4. The commissioner may designate a workers' compensa
tion settlement judge at the department of labor and industry to 
serve as chief workers' compensation settlement judge. The commis
sioner may revoke the designation at any time. A revocation does 
not affect the revoked designee's status as ~ workers' compensation 
settlement judge. 

Sec. 24. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 176.611, 
subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [STATE DEPARTMENTS.] Every department of the 
state, including the University of Minnesota, shall reimburse the 
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fund for money paid for its claims and the costs of administering the 
revolving fund at such times and in such amounts as the commis
sioner of lahe¥ aOO iftdHstry employee relations shall certify has 
been paid out of the fund on its behalf. The heads of the departments 
shall anticipate these payments by including them in their budgets. 
In addition, the commissioner of lahe¥ aOO iBdHstFY employee 
relations, with the approval of the commissioner of finance, may 
require an agency to make advance payments to the fund sufficient 
to cover the agency's estimated obligation for a period of at least 60 
days. Reimbursements and other money received by the commis
sioner of lahe¥ aOO iBllestry employee relations under this subdivi
sion must be credited to the state compensation revolving fund. 

Sec. 25. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 176.611, 
subdivision 3a, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3a. [WANS.] To maintain an ongoing balance sufficient to 
pay sums currently due for benefits and administrative costs, the 
commissioner of finance, upon request of the commissioner of lal:Itw 
aOO iBdHstFY employee relations, may transfer money from the 
general fund to the state compensation revolving fund. Before 
requesting the transfer, the commissioner of lahe¥ aOO iBdHstry 
employee relations must decide there is not enough money in the 
fund for an immediate, necessary expenditure. The amount neces
sary to make the transfer is appropriated from the general fund to 
the commissioner of finance. The commissioner of lal:Itw aOO iBdHs
try employee relations shall make schedules to repay the transferred 
money to the general fund. The repayment may not extend beyond 
five years. 

Sec. 26. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 179A.1O, subdivision 3, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [STATE EMPLOYEE SEVERANCE.] Each of the follow
ing groups of employees has the right, as specified in this subdivi
sion, to separ.ate from the general professional, health treatment, or 
general supervisory units provided for in subdivision 2: attorneys, 
physicians, professional employees of the higher education coordi
nating board who are compensated I'HFSHaftt te under section 
43A.18, subdivision 4, state patrol-supervisors, reglOi1af enforce
ment officers employed ~ the department of natural resources, and 
criminal apprehension investigative-supervisors. This right shall 

. must be exercised by petition during the 60-day period commencing 
270 days prior to the termination of a contract covering the units. If 
one of these groups of employees exercises the right to separate from 
the units they shall have no right to meet and negotiate, but shall 
retain the right to meet and confer with the commissioner of 
employee relations and with the appropriate appointing authority 
on any matter of concern to them. The maBBer sf elfeFeise sf the 
right to separate shall be must be exercised as follows: An employee 
organization or group of employees claiming that a majority of any 
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one of these groups of employees on a statewide basis wish to 
separate from their units may petition the director for an election 
during the petitioning period. If the petition is supported by a 
showing of at least 30 percent support for the petitioner from the 
employees, the director shall hold an election to ascertain the wishes 
of the majority with respect to the issue of remaining within or 
severing from the units provided in subdivision 2. This election shall 
must be conducted within 30 days of the close of the petition period. 
rraIDajority of votes cast endorse severance from the unit in favor of 
separate meet and confer status for anyone of these groups of 
employees, the director shall certify that result. This election shall, 
where not inconsistent with other provisions of this section, he is 
governed by section 179A.16. If a group of employees elects to sever 
they, the ~ may rejoin that unit by following the same proce
dures specifleQ above for. severance, but may. only do so during the 
periods provided for severance. 

Sec. 27. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 214.04, 
subdivision 3, is amended. to read: 

Subd. 3. The executive secretary of each health-related and 
non-health-related board shall be the chief administrative officer for 
the board but shall not be a member of the board. The executive 
secretary shall maintain the records of the board, account for all fees 
received by it, supervise and direct employees servicing the board, 
and perform other services as directed by the board. The executive 
secretaries and other employees of the following boards shall be 
hired by the board, and the executive secretaries shall be in the 
unclassified civil service, except as provided in this subdivision: 

(1) dentistry; 

(2) medical examiners; 

(3) nursing; 

(4) pharmacy; 

(5) accountancy; 

(6) architecture, engineering, land surveying and landscape archi
tecture; 

(7) barber examiners; 

(8) cosmetology; 

(9) electricity; 

(10) teaching; 
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(11) peace officer standards and training; 

(12) social work; 

(13) marriage and family therapy; 

(14) unlicensed mental health service providers; and 

. , (15) office of social work and mental health boards. 

The board of medical examiners shall set the salary of its 
executive director, which may not exceed 95 percent of the top of the 
salary range set for the commissioner of health in section 15A.081, 
subdivision 1. In.ffiae ef the yea>' ill wfiieft Ii salaFy iaemase is M he 
ad""ted, aad at least w days beffit.e the hooFd ef medieal e"amiaePB 
adepte Ii salaFy iaeFease fep its e"ee"t;ve diFeetap, The board shall 
submit the a proposed salary increase to the legislative commission 
on employee relations and the full legislature for approval, modifi
cation, or rejection in the manner provided in section 43A.1S, 
subdivision 2. 

The executive secretaries serving the remaining boards shall he 
are hired by those boards, ana shall he are in the unclassified civil 
service, except for part-time executivesecretaries, who are not 
required to be in the unclassified service. Boards not requiring Ii 
full-time executive seeFetaFY secretaries may employ SIleh seFv;ees 
them on a part-time basis. To the extent practicable, the sharing of 
part-time executive secretaries by boards being serviced by the same 
department is encouraged. Persons providing services to those 
boards not listed in this subdivision, except executive secretaries of 
the boards and employees of the attorney general, shall be are 
classified civil service employees of the department servicing fue 
board. To the extent practicable, the commissioner shall ensure that 
staff services are shared by the boards being serviced by the 
department. If necessary, a board may hire part-time, temporary 
employees to administer and grade examinations. 

Sec. 28. [WASTE MANAGEMENT BOARD EMPLOYEES.] 

fu JanuaD1'1, 1989
t 

the commissioner of employee relations shall 
transfer emp oyees 0 file waste mana~ement board in the unClaS
sified service to the ClaSsifleUService 0

9 
the state withoutCompetI

tive or gualifYingexammation and shan Place them in their propet: 
classmcatlOns. A transferred emproyee with less than six months 0 
service m the employee's !(fsltion at the time ofthe transfer shall 
serve!! fOliationa ~ a~ropriate for the employee's claSsill
cation un er section 43A.16. r e probation peri01 must include the 
time since the employee's hIre in the unclassi led position from 
which the effiployee was trailsferred:'I'llls section does not apply to 
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the chair ofthe board, the assistant to the chair, and one confiden
tial secretary to the boaro. 

Sec. 29. [CERTAIN FOOD SERVICE EMPLOYEES.) 

Food service employees covered ~ section 15 who participate in 
the state ~ insurance plan are transferred to the public employ
ees insurance plan under Minnesota Statutes, section 43A.316, 
eliective January h 1990, .or when the commissioner of employee 
relations certifies that the plan is able to enroll and provide 
coverage for groups, whichever is later. Fooaserv;ce employees 
covered ~ section 15 who do not participate in the state ~ 
insurance llan are eug1hle to participate in the public emnloyees 
msurance p an unaer Mmnesota Statutes, section 43A.316, e ective 
September 1, 1989." 

Amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 13, after "sections" insert "15A.083, subdivision 7;" 

Page 1, line 14, delete "subdivisions 2 and 11" and insert "subdi
vision 2" 

Page 1, lines 20 and 21, delete "15A.083, subdivision 7;" 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 

Senate Conferees: DONALD M. MOE, GEN OLSON AND DARRIL WEGS
CHElD. 

House Conferees: RICHARD JEFFERSON, GERALD KNICKERBOCKER AND 
WAYNE SIMONEAU. 

JefferSon moved that the report of the Conference Committee on 
S. F. No. 2003 be adopted and that the bill be repassed as amended 
by the Conference Committee. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 2003, A bill for an act relating to state government; 
providing for salary ranges for certain state employees; clarifying 
requirements for submitting certain salaries for legislative ap
proval; requiring certain reports; regulating emergency civil service 
appointments; clarifying limits on certain salaries; authorizing the 
governor to change the salaries of newly appointed agency heads; 
regulating affirmative action; regulating separation from certain 
bargaining units; regulating health and other fringe benefit cover
ages; providing duties for the commissioner of employee relations; 
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amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 43A.04, subdivision 7; 
43A.15, subdivisions 2 and 11; 43A.17, subdivisions 1 and 9; 43A.18, 
subdivision 5; 43A.19, subdivision 1; 43A.23, subdivisions 1 and 3; 
43A.27, subdivision 3, and by adding a subdivision; 175.101, by 
adding a subdivision; and 179A.1O, subdivision 3; Minnesota Stat
utes 1987 Supplement, sections 15A.081, subdivisions 1 and 7b; 
15A.083, subdivision 7; 43A.08, subdivision 1a; 43A.191, subdivi
sion 3; 43A.316, subdivisions 2, 4,8, and by adding a subdivision; 
43A.421; 44A.02, subdivision 1; 79.34, subdivision 1; 176.611, 
subdivisions 2 and 3a; and 214.04, subdivision 3. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by Conference, 
and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. There were 131 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 

Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krue~er 

Larsen Onnen 
Lasley Orenstein. 
Lieder Osthoff 
Long Otis 
Marsh Ozment 
McDonald Pappas 
McEachern Pauly 
McKasy Pelowski 
McLaughlin Peterson 
McPherson Poppenhagen 
MHben Price 
Miller Quinn 
Minne Quist 
Morrison Redalen 
Munger Reding 
Murphy Rest 
Nelson, C. Rice 
Nelson. D. Richter 
Nelson, K. Riveness 
Neuenschwander Rodosovich 
O'Connor Rose 
Ogren Rukavina 
Olsen, S. Sarna 
Olson, E. Schafer 
Olson, K. Scheid 
Omann Schreiber 

Seaberg 
Segal 
Shaver 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
'lJornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
WyDia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was repassed, as amended by Conference, and its title 
agreed to. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate refuses to concur in the House 
amendments to Senate File No. 2025: 

S. F. No. 2025, A bill for an act relating to financial institutions; 
regulating the business of mortgage bankers, loan officers, general 
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mortgage brokers, and individual mortgage brokers; establishing 
licensing requirements; detailing the supervising powers of the 
commissioner; prohibiting certain practices; prescribing penalties; 
appropriating money; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 
56.01; and 82.18; Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 
82.17, subdivision 4; proposing coding for new law as Minnesota 
Statutes, chapter 57; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supple
ment, sections 47.206, subdivision 6; and 82.175. 

The Senate respectfully requests that a Conference Committee be 
appointed thereon. The Senate has appointed as such committee: 

Mr. Freeman; Ms. Peterson, D. C.; Mr. Peterson, R. W.; Mrs. 
Lantry and Mr. Belanger. 

Said Senate File is herewith transmitted to the House with the 
request that the House appoint a like committee. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Voss and Skoglund moved that the House accede to the request of 
the Senate and that the Speaker appoint a Conference Committee of 
5 members of the House to meet with a like committee appointed by 
the Senate on the disagreeing votes of the two houses on S. F. No. 
2025. The motion prevailed. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following 
Senate Files, herewith transmitted: 

S. F. Nos. 2163, 2428 and 2473. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

FIRST READING OF SENATE BILLS 

S. F. No. 2163, A bill for an act relating to metropolitan govern
ment; limiting the metropolitan council's taxing authority; amend
ing Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 473.167, subdivision 2, and 
by adding a subdivision; and 473.249, by adding a subdivision. 

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee 
on Taxes. 

S. F. No. 2428, A bill for an act relating to workers' compensation; 
regulating workers' compensation benefits and administration; reg-
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ulating workers' compensation insurance; providing for the appoint
ment· of actuaries; abolishing the workers' compensation court of 
appeals and transferring its jurisdiction to the court of appeals; 
requiring certain reports relating to workers' compensation; appro
priating money; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 
79.095; 79.55, subdivision 2; 79.56, by adding a subdivision; 79.61, 
subdivision 1; 176.011, subdivisions 11a, 18, and by adding a 
subdivision; 176.021, subdivision 3; 176.061, subdivision 10; 
176.081, subdivisions 1 and 3; 176.101, subdivisions 1, 2, 4, 5, and by 
adding subdivisions; 176.102, subdivisions 1, 7, and 11; 176.105, 
subdivision 1; 176.111, subdivisions 6,7,8,12,14, and 20; 176.131, 
subdivisions la, 2, and by adding a subdivision; 176.132, subdivi
sions 1, 2, and 3; 176.136, subdivision 1, and by adding a subdivi
sion; 176.421, subdivisions 1 and 6; 176.645, subdivisions 1 and 2; 
176.66, subdivision 11; 176A.03, by adding a subdivision; and 
480A.06, subdivisions 3 and 4; Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supple
ment, sections 176.041, subdivision 4; 176.081, subdivision 2; 
176.102, subdivisions 2, 3, 3a, 4, and 6; 176.111, subdivisions 15 and 
21; 176.131, subdivisions 1 and 8; 176.221, subdivision 1; proposing 
coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapters 79 and 176; 
repealing Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 79.54; 79.57; 79.58; 
175A.01; 175A.02; 175A.03; 175A.04; 175A.05; 175A.06; 175A.07, 
subdivisions 1, 3, and 4; 175A.08; 175A.09; 175A.10; 176.011, 
subdivision 26; 176.101, subdivisions 3a, 3b, 3c, 3d, 3e, 3f, 3g, 3h, 3i, 
3j, 3k, 31, 3m, 3n, 30, 3p, 3q, 3r, 3s, 3t, 3u, and 6; and Minnesota 
Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 175A.07, subdivision 2. 

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee 
on Labor-Management Relations. 

S. F. No. 2473, A bill for an act relating to workers' compensation; . 
regulating self-insurance; establishing a self-insurer guaranty fund; 
prescribing a penalty; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 
176.181, subdivision 2; 176.183, subdivision 3; Minnesota Statutes 
1987 Supplement, section 176.183, subdivision 2; proposing coding 
for new law as Minnesota Statutes, chapter 79B; repealing Minne
sota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 60A.101; and 176.183, 
subdivision 1a. 

The bill was read for the first time. 

Simoneau moved that S. F. No. 2473 and H. F. No. 2688, now on 
General Orders, be referred to the Chief Clerk for comparison. The 
motion prevailed. 

ANNOUNCEMENTS BY THE SPEAKER 

The Speaker announced the appointment of the following mem
bers of the House to a Conference Committee on S. F. No. 63: 
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Simoneau; Johnson, A., and Knickerbocker. 

The Speaker announced the appointment of the following mem
bers of the House to a Conference Committee on H. F. No. 2477: 

Simoneau, Rukavina and Knickerbocker. 

The Speaker announced the appointment of the following mem
bers of the House to a Conference Committee on S. F No. 2055: 

Vellenga, Stanius and Carruthers. 

The Speaker announced the appointment of the following mem
bers of the House to a Conference Committee on S. F. No. 1462: 

Clark, Otis and Morrison. 

The Speaker announced the appointment of the following mem
bers of the House to a Conference Committee on S. F. No. 1590: 

Lieder, Kalis and Johnson, V. 

The Speaker announced the appointment of the following mem
bers of the House to a Conference Committee on S. F No. 1821: 

Segal, Kelly and Seaberg. 

The Speaker announced the appointment of the following mem
bers of the House to a Conference Committee on S. F. No. 2025: 

Voss, Skoglund, Boo, Scheid and HartIe. 

The following Conference Committee Reports were received: 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON H. F. NO. 1795 

A bill for an act relating to human services; creating a task force 
to study building code standards for family and group family day 
care homes; changing building code requirements concerning cer
tain child care facilities; amending Minnesota Statutes 1987 Sup
plement, sections 16B.61, subdivision 3; and 245A.09, by adding a 
subdivision. 
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The Honorable Robert Vanasek 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Honorable Jerome M. Hughes 
President of the Senate 

[87th Day 

April 12, 1988 

We, the undersigned conferees for H. F. No. 1795, report that we 
have agreed upon the items in dispute and recommend as follows: 

That the Senate recede from its amendment and that H. F. No. 
1795 be further amended as follows: 

Page 2, line 27, delete ":g" and insert "R-3" 

Page 3, after line 6, insert: 

"(h) No provision of the code or appendix chapter of the code may 
prohibit double cylinC::ter dead bolt locks in existing singieTamily 
homes, townhouses, and first floor ~lexes used exclusively as !! 
residential dwelling. Any recommendation or promotion of double 
cylinder dead bolt locks must include a warning about their poten
tial fire danger ancrprocedures to minimize the cranger. " 

Page 3, delete lines 7 to 18, and insert: 

"Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 245A:04, is 
amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 9. [VARIANCES.] The commissioner may grant variances 
to rnles that do not affect the health or safety of persons in a licensed 
program if the following conilltIOlls are met: 

(1) the variance must be requested ~ an applicant or license 
holder on ~ form and in i!. manner prescribed hY the commissioner; 

(2) the request for !! variance must include the reasons that the 
appricant or license holder cannot comply with !! requirement as 
stated in the rnle and the alternative equivalent measures that the 
applicant or llceiise hOl(fer will follow to comply with the intent of 
the rnle; and 

(3) the request must state the period of time for which the 
variance is requested. 

The commissioner's decision to grant or deny a variance request is 
final and not subject to appeal under tne provisions of chapter 14. 
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Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 245A.14, is 
amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 4. [SPECIAL FAMILY DAY CARE HOMES.] Nonresiden
tial chiidCare programs that are conducted at !'c location other than 
the IlCeilse holder's own residence shall be licensed under the rules 
governing family day care or ~ family day care if: - --

Ca) the license holder is the primary provider of care; 

(b) the nonresidential child care program ~ conducted III !'c 
dwelling that ~ located on !'c resiaential lot; and 

(c) the license holder complies with all other requirements of 
sections 245A.01 to 245A.15 and the rUles governing fanlily day 
care or ~ family day care. 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 245A.14, is 
amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 5. [RULES GOVERNING STAFF QUALIFICATIONS IN 
NONRESIDENTIAL CHILD CARE CENTERS.] The education and 
training requirements for nonresidential child care center staff 
contained in the rules that were in effect on January 1, 1988, ShaIT 
be the minimilmquaTific,:iHonsuntii July 1, 1991." ----

Renumber the sections in sequence 

Amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 5, after the semicolon insert "allowing variance to 
rules for child care facilities in some circumstances; allowing use of 
double cylinder dead bolt locks in certain instances;" 

Page 1, line 7, delete everything after the semicolon and inset:t 
"245A.04, by adding a subdivision;" 

Page 1, line 8, before the period insert "; and 245A.14, by adding 
subdivisions" 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 

House Conferees: PAUL ANDERS OGREN, STEVE A. SVIGGUM AND 
RoGER M. COOPER 

Senate Conferees: LINDA BERGLlN, DONALD A. STORM AND PAT PIPER 
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Ogren moved that the report ofthe Conference Committee on H. F. 
No. 1795 be adopted and that the bill be repassed as amended by the 
Conference Committee. The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No.· 1795, A bill for an act relating to human services; 
creating a task force to study building code standards for family and 
group family day care homes; changing building code requirements 
concerning certain child care facilities; amending Minnesota Stat
utes 1987 Supplement, sections 16B.61, subdivision 3; and 245A.09, 
by adding a subdivision. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by Conference, 
and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. There were 129 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown
Burger 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
Kors.Ythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 

Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kiukel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 
Larsen 
Lasley 

Lieder Osthoff 
Long Otis 
Marsh Ozment 
McDonald Pappas 
McEachern Pauly 

. McKaay Pelowski 
McLaughlin Peterson 
McPherson Poppenhagen 
Milbert Pnce 
Miller Quinn 
Minne Quist 
Morrison Redalen 
Munger Reding 
Murphy Rest 
Nelson, C. Rice 
Nelson, D. Richter 
Nelson, K. Riveness 
Neuenschwander Rodosovich 
O'Connor Rose 
Ogren Rukavina 
Olsen, S.. Sarna 
Olson, E. Schafer 
Olson, K. Scheid 
Omann Schreiber 
Onnen Seaberg 
Orenstein Segal 

Shaver 
Simoneau 
Skogl\lDd 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 

. Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was repassed, as amended by Conference, and its title 
agreed to. 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON H. F. NO. 1817 

A bill for an act relating to watercraft; requiring lifesaving devices 
in duck boats; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 361.141, 
subdivison 1. 
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The Honorable Robert Vanasek 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Honorable Jerome M. Hughes 
President of the Senate 
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April 13, 1988 

We, the undersigned conferees for H. F No. 1817, report that we 
have agreed upon the items in dispute and recommend as follows: 

That the Senate recede from its amendment and that H. F No. 
1817 be further amended as follows: 

Delete everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section l. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 97B.425, is amended 
to read: 

97B.425 [BAITING BEARS.] 

Notwithstanding section 609.68, a person plaeiag may place bait 
to take bear and must display a tag at each site where bait is placed 
and register We sites. The commissioner shall prescribe the method 
of tagging and registering the sites. A J3ffi'f*lB JBay Bet HSe selHl 
waste eeataiaiag Bettles, eaBS-; plastie, J3fII*ff; metal, ffi' etfter 
IBaterials that are Bet reaEiily BieEiegraEiaBle as a Bait t.. aitraet 
Bear, To attract bear §. person may not use §. bait with: 

(1) a carcass from a mammal, ifthe carcass contains more than 25 
percent of the intact carcass; - ---

(2) solid waste containing bottles, cans, plastic, ~ or metal; or 

(3) materials that are not readily biodegradable. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 97B.811, is amended to 
read: 

97B.811 [DECOYS AND BLINDS ON PUBLIC LANDS AND 
WATERS.] 

Subdivision 1. [BLINDS AND DECOYS PROHIBITED BEFORE 
SEASON.] A person may not erect a blind or place decoys in public 
waters or on public land more than one hour before the open season 
for waterfowl. 

Subd. 2. [HOURS FOR PLACING DECOYS.] Except as provided 
in subdivisions 3 and 4, a person may not place decoys in public 
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waters or on public lands more than one hour before sHBFise "'HFiBg 
the "f'eB _ lawful shooting hours for waterfowl. 

Subd. 3. [RESTRICTIONS ON LEAVING DECOYS OVER
NIGHT.] During the open season for waterfowl, a person may not 
leave decoys in public waters between sunset and one hour before 
sHBFise lawful shooting hours unless: 

(1) the decoys are in waters adjacent to private land under the 
control of the hunter; and 

(2) there is not natural vegetation growing in water sufficient to 
partially conceal a hunter. 

Subd. 4. [DECOYS THAT ARE NAVIGATIONAL HAZARD PRO
HIBITED.] A person may not leave decoys in public waters between 
sunset and one hour before s_Fise lawful shooting hours if the 
decoys constitute a navigational hazard. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section361.141, subdivision 1, is 
amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [PERSONAL FLOTATION OR LIFESAVING DE
VICES.] Watercraft and duck boats using the waters of this state 
shall be equipped wiffithe number and type of personal flotation or 
lifesaving devices prescribed by the commissioner. The commis
sioner shall not .require sailboards to be equipped with personal 
flotation or lifesaving devices. Nor shall the commissioner require 
persons on sailboards to wear those devices or have them readily 
available." 

Delete the title and insert: 

"A bill for an act relating to game and fish; prohibiting the use of 
certain meat in baiting bears; regulating placing decoys in public 
waters or on public lands; requiring lifesaving devices in duck boats; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 97B.425; 97B.811; and 
361.141, subdivision 1." 

. We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 

House Conferees: BRAD G. STANlUS, LEO J. REDING AND BOB 
NEUENSCHWANDER 

Senate Conferees: DARRIL WEGSCHEID, JOHN BERNHAGEN AND BOB 
LESSARD. 
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Stanius moved that the report of the Conference Committee on 
H. F No. 1817 be adopted and that the bill be repassed as amended 
by the Conference Committee. The motion prevailed. 

H. F No. 1817, A bill for an act relating to watercraft; requiring 
lifesaving devices in duck boats; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1986, section 361.141, subdivison 1. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by Conference, 
and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. There were 125 yeas and 4 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Carlson, L. 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 
Frederick 

Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 
Larsen 

Lasley Osthoff 
Lieder Otis 
Long Ozment 
McDonald Pappas 
McEachern Pauly 
McKasy Pelowski 
McLaughlin Peterson 
McPherson Poppenhagen 
Milbert Price 
Miller Quinn 
Minne Quist 
Morrison Redalen 
Munger Reding 
Murphy Rice 
Nelson, C. Richter 
Nelson, D. Riveness 
Nelson, K. Rodosovich 
Neuenschwander Rose 
O'Connor Rukavina 
Ogren Sarna 
Olsen, S. Schafer 
Olson, E. Scheid 
Omann Schreiber 
Onnen Seaberg 
Orenstein Segal 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Carruthers Johnson, R. Kinkel Marsh 

Shaver 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was repassed, as amended by Conference, and its title 
agreed to. 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON H. F. NO. 1851 

A bill for an act relating to local government; regulating duties of 
town officers; setting town powers; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1986, sections 18.272; 465.71; and 47l.653; and Minnesota Statutes 
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1987 Supplement, section 115A.921; and repealing Minnesota Stat
utes 1986, section 365.03. 

The Honorable Robert Vanasek 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Honorable Jerome M. Hughes 
President of the Senate 

April 12, 1988 

We, the undersigned conferees for H. F. No. 1851, report that we 
have agreed upon the items in dispute and recommend as follows: 

That the House concur in the Senate amendment. 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 

House Conferees: JERRY J. BAUERLY, BOB ANDERSON AND LoREN G. 
JENNINGS. 

Senate Conferees: JIM M. VICKERMAN, DENNIS R. FREDERICKSON AND 
ROBERT J. SCHMITZ. 

Bauerly moved that the report of the Conference Committee on 
H. F. No. 1851 be adopted and that the bill be repassed as amended 
by the Conference Committee. The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 1851, A bill for an act relating to local government; 
regulating duties of town officers; setting town powers; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 18.272; 465.71; and 471.653; and 
Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 115A.921; and repeal
ing Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 365.03., 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by Conference, 
and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. There were 131 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 

Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 

Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 

Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 

DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
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Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 

THURSDAY, APRIL 14, 1988 

Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 
Larsen 
Lasley 
Lieder 
Long 
Marsh 
McDonald 
McEachern 
McKasy 
McLaughlin 
McPherson 
Miller 
Minne 
Morrison 

Munger Poppen hagen 
Murphy Price 
Nelson, C. Quinn 
Nelson, D. Quist 
Nelson, K. Redalen 
Neuenschwander Reding 
O'Connor Rest 
Ogren Rice 
Olsen, S. Richter 
Olson, E. Riveness 
Olson, K. Rodosovich 
Omann Rose 
Onnen Rukavina 
Orenstein Sarna 
Osthoff Schafer 
Otis Scheid 
Ozment Schreiber 
Pappas Seaberg 
Pauly Segal 
Pelowski Shaver 
Peterson - Skoglund 
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Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was repassed, as amended by Conference, and its title 
agreed to. 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON H. F. NO. 1966 

A bill for an act relating to zoning; providing for filing require
ments of variances and certain official maps to real property; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 462.36, subdivision l. 

The Honorable Robert Vanasek 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Honorable Jerome M. Hughes 
President of the Senate 

April 13, J988 

We, the undersigned conferees for H. F. No. 1966, report that we 
have agreed upon the items in dispute and recommend as follows: 

That the Senate recede from its amendment. 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 

House Conferees: KATHLEEN A. BLATZ, JERRY J. BAUERLY AND LOREN 
G. JENNINGS. 

Senate Conferees: WILLIAM B. BELANGER, JR, DAVID J. FREDERICKSON 
AND BETTY A. ADKINS. 
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Blatz moved that the report of the Conference Committee on H. F. 
No. 1966 be adopted and that the bill be repassed as amended by the 
Conference Committee. The motion prevailed. 

H. F No. 1966, A bill for an act relating to zoning; providing for 
filing requirements of variances and certain official maps to real 
property; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 462.36, sub
division 1. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by Conference, 
and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. There were 133 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 
Frederick 

Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 

Larsen Orenstein 
Lasley Osthoff 
Lieder Otis 
Long Ozment 
Marsh Pappas 
McDonald Pauly 
McEachern Pelowski 
McKasy Peterson 
McLaughlin Poppenhagen 
McPherson Price 
Milbert Quinn 
Miller Quist 
Minne Redalen 
Morrison Reding 
Munger Rest 
Murphy Rice 
Nelson, C. Richter 
Nelson, D. Riveness 
Nelson, K. Rodosovich 
Neuenschwander Rose 
O'Connor Rukavina 
Ogren Sarna 
Olsen, S. Schafer 
Olson, E. Scheid 
Olson, K. Schreiber 
Omann Seaberg 
Onnen Segal 

Shaver 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
'l\mheim 
Uphus 
ValentD 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was repassed, as amended by Conference, and its title 
agreed to. 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON H. F. NO. 2036 

A bill for an act relating to crimes; prohibiting possession of 
fireworks; increasing penalties for selling or possessing certain 
quantities of fireworks; providing penalties; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1986, sections 624.21; 624.23; and 624.25. 
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April 12, 1988 

The Honorable Robert Vanasek 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Honorable Jerome M. Hughes 
President of the Senate 

We, the undersigned conferees for H. F. No. 2036, report that we 
have agreed upon the items in dispute and recommend as follows: 

That the Senate recede from its amendment and that H. F. No. 
2036 be further amended as follows: 

Delete everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 609.50, is amended 
to read: 

609.50 [OBSTRUCTING LEGAL PROCESS OR ARREST.] 

Whoever intentionally obstructs, hinders or prevents the lawful 
execution of any legal process, civil or criminal, or apprehension of 
another on a charge or conviction of a criminal offense or obstructs, 
resists or interferes with a peace officer while the officer is engaged 
in the performance of official duties, or by force or threat of force 
endeavors to obstruct any employee of the department of revenue 
while the employee is lawfully engaged in the performance of official 
duties for the purpose of deterring or interfering with the perfor
mance of those duties, may be sentenced as follows: 

(1) If the act was accompanied by force or violence or the threat 
thereof, to imprisonment for not more than one year or to payment 
of a fine of not more than $3,000, or both; or 

(2) In other cases to imprisonment for not more than 90 days or to 
payment of a fine of not more than $700, or both. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 624.20, is amended to 
read: 

624.20 [FIREWORKS.] 

Subdivision 1. As used in sections 624.20 to 624.25, the term 
"fireworks" means any substance or combination of substances or 
article prepared for the purpose of producing a visible or an audible 
effect by combustion, explosion, deflagration, or detonation, and 
includes blank cartridges, toy cannons, and toy canes in which 
explosives are used, the type of balloons which require fire under
neath to propel them, firecrackers, torpedoes, skyrockets, Roman 
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candles, daygo bombs, sparklers, or other fireworks of like construc
tion, and any fireworks containing any explosive or inflammable 
compound, or any tablets or other device containing any explosive 
substance and commonly used as fireworks. The term "fireworks" 
shall not include toy pistols, toy guns, in which paper caps contain
ing 25 hundredths grains or less of explosive compound are used and 
toy pistol caps which contain less than 20 hundredths grains of 
explosive mixture. 

Subd. 2. As used in sections 624.20 to 624.25, the term "explosive 
fireworks" means any fireworks that contain pyrotechnic or flash 
powder, gunpowder, black powder, or ann other explosive compound 
constructed to produce detonation or de agration. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 624.21, is amended to 
read: 

624.21 [SALE, POSSESSION, AND USE OF FIREWORKS PRO
HIBITED.] 

Except as otherwise provided in sections 624.20 to 624.25, it shall 
be unlawful for any person to offer for sale, expose for sale, sell at 
retail, or wholesale, 6f' ossess, use, or explode any fireworks. This 
section shall not be construe to prohibit the possession, use, or 
explosion of fireworks by an engineer licensed pursuant to sections 
326.02 and 326.03 or a person under the engineer's direct supervi
sion when undertaking acoustical testing; or sales at wholesale to 
those persons holding valid permits for a .fireworks display from a 
governmental subdivision of the state; or sales outside the state or 
sales to licensed professional engineers for accoustical testing pur
poses only. 

Sec. 4. [624.221] [EXEMPTIONS FOR LICENSE OR PERMIT 
HOLDER.] 

Sections 624.20,624.21, and 624.23 to 624.25 do not ~ to: 

(a) the holders of !'. federal explosives ,license or permit issued 
pursuant to United States Code, title 18, chapter 40, or their agents 
when the holder or agent is acting in complIance WiTh the con itions 
of licensure; or 

(b) the holders of permits issued pursuant to section 624.22 or 
their agents, from the date oflsSi:iance until 20 dj{s after the date 
OleXhibition authorized Qy the permit, when fue older orlgent is 
actmg in compliance with the conditions of the permit an section 
624.22, 

Sec. 5, Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 624,23, is amended to 
read: 
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624.23 [CONSTRUCTION OF SECTIONS 624.20 TO 624.25.] 

Nothing in sections 624.20 to 624.25 shall be construed to prohibit 
any resident wholesaler, dealer, or jobber, from possessing or selling 
at wholesale sHeh fireworks as which are not herem prohlliited; or 
the possession or sale of any kinTol'lireworks for shipment directly 
out of the state; or the possession or use of fireworks by airplanes and 
railroads, or other transportation agencies for signal purposes or 
illumination; or the possession, sale, or use of blank cartridges for a 
show or theater, or for signal or ceremonial purposes in athletics or 
sports, or for use by military organizations or for use as a bird or 
animal repelling device. 

Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 624.25, is amended to 
read: 

624.25 [VIOLATION.] 

Any person violating the provisions of sections 624.20 to 624.24 
shaH may be gffilty ef .. miseeme .. ft8F sentenced as follows: 

(1) if the violation involves explosive fireworks in an amount of35 
pounds gross container weIght or more, to imprisonment for not 
more than one year, or to payment of a fine of not more than $3,000; 
or both; 

(2) if the violation involves explosive fireworks in an amount of 
less than 35 pounds ~ container weight, to im risonment for not 
more than 90 days, or to payment of a fine of not more t an 700, or 
both; and - - -------------

(3) if the violation involves any amount of fireworks other than 
expioSIvenreworks, to imprisonment for not more than 90 days, or 
to payment of ~ fine of not more than $700, or botn:--

Sec. 7. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

Section! is effective the day following final enactment. Sections 
~ to ~ are e:tIective August h 1988, and ~ to crimes committed 
on or after that date." --------

Delete the title and insert: 

"A bill for an act relating to crimes; clarifying the crime of 
obstructing legal process or arrest; defining explosive fireworks; 
prohibiting possession of fireworks; increasing penalties for selling 

. or possessing certain quantities of fireworks; providing penalties; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 609.50; 624.20; 624.21; 
624.23; and 624.25; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota 
Statutes, chapter 624." 
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We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 

House Conferees: PmL CARRUTHERS,RANDY C. KELLY AND BOB 
MILBERT. 

Senate Conferees: WILLIAM P. LUTHER, HOWARD A. KNUTSON AND 
JOHN J. MARTY. 

Carruthers moved that the report of the Conference Committee on 
H. F. No. 2036 be adopted and that the bill be repassed as amended 
by the Conference Committee. The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 2036, A bill for an act relating to crimes; prohibiting 
possession of fireworks; increasing penalties for selling or possessing 
certain quantities of fireworks; providing penalties; amending Min
nesota Statutes 1986, sections 624.21; 624.23; and 624.25. 

The -bill was read for the third time, as amended by Conference, 
and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. There were 116 yeas and 17 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, R 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Blatz 
Boo 
Burger 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dawkins 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 

Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 

Knuth Olsen, S. 
Kostohryz Omann 
Krueger Orenstein 
Larsen Osthoff 
Lasley Otis 
Lieder Ozment 
Long Pappas 
Marsh Pauly 
McEachern Pelowski 
McKasy Peterson 
McLaughl~n Poppenhagen 
McPherson Price 
Milbert Quinn 
Miller Redalen 
Minne Red~ng 
Morrison Rest 
Munger Rice 
Murphy Riveness 
Nelson, D. Rodosovich 
Nelson, K. Rose 
Neuenschwander Rukavina 
O'Connor Sarna 
Ogren ' Schafer 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Scheid 
Schreiber 
Seaberg 
Segal 
Shaver 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Stanius 
Sviggurn 
Swenson 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman' 

, Welle 
Wenzel 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 
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Anderson, G. 
Bishop 
Brown 
Dauner 

THURSDAY, APRIL 14, 1988 

DeBlieck 
McDonald 
Nelson, C. 
Olson, E. 

Olson, K. 
Onnen 
Quist 
Richter 

Sparby 
Steensma 
Thiede 
Tunheim 
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Winter 

The bill was repassed, as amended by Conference, and its title 
agreed to. 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON H. F. NO. 2265 

A bill for an act relating to natural resources; correcting certain 
provisions for net size for the taking of ciscoes; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1986, section 97C.805, subdivision 2. 

The Honorable Robert Vanasek 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Honorable Jerome M. Hughes 
President of the Senate 

April 12, 1988 

We, the undersigned conferees for H. F. No. 2265, report that we 
have agreed upon the items in dispute and recommend as follows: 

That the Senate recede from its amendments and that H. F. No. 
2265 be further amended as follows: 

Delete everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 97 A.015, subdivision 
52, is amended to read: 

Subd. 52. [UNPROTECTED BIRDS.] "Unprotected birds" means 
English sparrow, blackbird. eMW, starling, magpie, cormorant, com
mon pigeon, and great horned owl. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 97 A.121, subdivision 2, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [SEASON.] The ~ season for hunting in private 
shooting preserves is from 8efltemlleF ~ Julr, 15 through Maf'eft M 
April 15. Sanctioned registered field tria s in private shooting 
preserves may be held from April 16 to July 14 after notificatIOn to 
the commissioner:'I'he commissioner may restrict the open season 
arrer receiving a complaint, holding a public hearing, and finding 
that the population of wild game birds is in danger by hunting in the 
preserve. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 97 A.121, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 
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Subd. 4a. [PHEASANTS.] A private shootin~preserve licensed to 
rerease pheasants must release at least 50 pheasants on the 
licensed shooting preserve area during the private shootin PAt 
serve hunting season. At least 20 pheasants must be release wit n 
14 days before ad({ 'That pheasants are liUrited. The number of 
j?heasantSliiirveste may not exceed 95 ~rcent of the number or 
pheasants released dunng the private sootIng preserve hunting 
season .. 

Sec. 4. Miimesota Statutes 1986, section 97 A.435, subdivision 2, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [ELIGIBILITY.] Persons eligible fora turkey license shall 
be determined by this section and commissioner's order. A person is 
eligible for a turkey license only if the person is a resident and at 
least age 16 before the season opens or possesses a firearms safety 
certificate. 

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 97 A.445, subdivision 2, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [ANGLING; INSTITUTIONAL RESIDENTS.] A license 
is not required to take fish by angling with the written consent ofthe 
superintendent or chief executive of the institution for the following 
persons: 

(1) a resident of a state hospital; 

(2) a patient of a United States Veterans Administration hospital; 
aHEi 

(3) an inmate of a state correctional facility; and 

(4) ~ resident of ~ nursing home. 

Sec. 6. [97B.106] [CROSSBOW PERMITS FOR HUNTING.] 

The commissioner maS issue !', special permit, without!', fee, to 
taKeQeer or turkfiY wit a crossbow to ~ P'hson that is unable to 
hunt Qy archeI;! ecause of !', permanent p ~sicarm:sability. The 
CIlsiilJility, estaished Qy medical evidence, an the inability to hunt 
Qy archery must be veiTI'ied in writing Qy !','lIcensed physician:'fhe 
person must obtain the appropriate license. The crossbow must: 

(1) be fired from the shoulder; 

(2) deliver at least 42 foot-pounds of energy at !', distance of ten 
feet; 
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(4) have "'- working safety; and 

(5) be used with arrows or bolts at least ten inches long with "'
broadhead. 

Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 97B.715, subdivision 1, is 
amended to read: 

Subdivision l. [STAMP REQUIRED.] (a) Except as provided in 
paragraph (b), a person required to possess a small game license may 
not hunt pheasants without a pheasant stamp in possession. 

(b) The following persons are exempt from this subdivision: 

(1) residents under age 18 or over age 65; and 

(2) persons hunting on licensed private shooting preserves ffi 
Neyman, :Beeker, JNaaeRa, Gass, GFaw WHtg, :f..litkin, ffi'- Carlton 
esanty, ftfld iseatisns B8i'th ef the ns.them aSlinaa.ies ef these 
eSHRties. 

Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 97B.731, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 3. [CROW SEASON.] The commissioner shall prescribe "'-
124-day open season and restrictions for taking crows. The open 
season may not be shorter than the maximum season allowed under 
reaeraJ. law. The remainder ofllie year crows may be taken as 
allowed I>y federal law. 

Sec. 9. [97C.347] [LANDING NETS.] 

Subdivision l. [USE AND POSSESSION.] A person may use and 
possess a landing net to net "'- fish taken I>y angling. - --

Subd. 2. [ELECTRIC LANDING NETS.I A person may net fish 
taken !!y angling with "'- battery powered landing net that dis
charges an electric current !! the net !<l designed to temporaruy 
immobilize the fish so that .i1o can be safely released, provided the 
batteries do not exceed nine volts and the current produced does not 
exceed 40 mllTla~ -------- --

Subd. 3. [STUDY; LIMITATION.] The commissioner must conduct 
"'- study to determine how electric Tanding nets allect the fishery 
resource, including proper

g 
law enforcement. The study must be 

completed I>y January 1, 1 90. 

Sec. 10. [97C.403] [RAINY RIVER WALLEYE RESTRICTIONS.] 
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Subdivision 1: [POSSESSION LIMIT.] The possession limit for 
waHeyes taken from the Rainy River is six ~ day. 

Subd. 2. [SIZE LIMIT.] (a) Except as provided in paragraph (b), 
;mly one walleye over 19'1~ inches in ~gth may be includedin the 
imit taken from the Rainy River eac day. 

(b) From March! until April 14, !'o person may take walleyes from 
the Rainy River but the walleyes possessed for !'o limit may not 
exceed 19'1~ inches. 

Subd. 3. [OPEN SEASON.] The open season for waller;e in the 
Ramy River ~ from the third satUrday in May until Apr; 14. -

Subd. 4. [COMMISSIONER'S RESTRICTIONS.] The commis
sioner shall attempt to negotiate an agreement with the province of 
Ontario for walleye seasons and limits that substantially comply 
with subdivisions 1, 2, and 3, and make every effort to bilaterally 
close the Rainy Riverauring the spawning season between March! 
and April 14. !!' an agreement is made, the commissioner may, \),y 
order, set different limits and seasons for taking walleyes from the 
Rainy River in accordance with the afeement, provided the size 
limits illSlilJdlvision 2 are not exceede . 

Sec. 11. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 97C.211, 
subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [LICENSE REQUIRED.] A person may not operate 
a private fish hatchery without a private fish hatchery license. A 
private fish hatchery is a facility for raising fish, inclnding minnows, 
for sale fflFL stocking waters"" fflF2 angling2 or -processing. 

Sec. 12. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 97C.211, 
subdivision 2a. is amended to read: 

Snbd. 2a. [ACQUISITION OF FISH.] (a) A private fish hatchery 
may not obtain fish outside of the state unless the fish or the source 
of the fish are approved by the commissioner. The commlSsmner may 
~ more stringent requirements to fish or !'o source of fish from 
outside the state than are applied to fish and sources Of fish from 
WIthin the state. The commIssioner must eIther approve or deny the 
acquisition within 30 days after receiving a written request for 
approval. Minnows acquired must be processed and not released into 
Xublic waters, ebcept as provl(le([ in section 97C.515, subdivision 4. 
_ request may ~ for annual acguisition. 

(b) If the commissioner denies approval, a written notice must be 
submitted to the applicant stating the reasons for the denial and the 
commissioner must: 
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(1) designate approved sources to obtain the desired fish or fish 
eggs; or 

(2) sell the fish or fish eggs from state fish hatcheries at fair 
market value. 

Sec. 13. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 97C.515, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 4. [PRIVATE FISH HATCHERY.] A person with .'! private 
fish hatchery license may transport minnows from contiguous states 
to the private fish hatchery, r0vided the minnows are used for 
proCeSsmg or feedIng hatchery ish. The commissioner mayreguUe 
mspection of minnows transporteafrom outside the state. 

Sec. 14. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 97C.805, subdivision 2, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [RESTRICTIONS.) (a) The netting oflake whitefish and 
ciscoes is subject to the restrictions in this subdivision. 

(b) A person may not use: 

(1) more than two nets; 

(2) a net more than 100 feet long; or 

(3) a net more than three feet wide. 

(c) The mesh size of the nets may not be less than: 

(1) 1 % inches, extension measure, for nets used to take ciscoes in 
bake S"I'eFi8F; and 

(2) 3V2 inches, extension measure, for all other nets. 

(d) A net may not be set in water, including ice thickness, deeper 
than six feet. 

(e) The commissioner may designate waters where nets may be set 
so that portions of the net extend into water deeper than six feet 
under conditions prescribed by the commissioner to protect game 
fish. A pole or stake must project at least two feet above the surface 
of the water or ice at one end of each net. 

(f) A net may not be set within 50 feet of another net. 

Sec. 15. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 378.22, 
subdivision 2, is amended to read: 
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Subd. 2. [POSTING REQUIREMENTS.] (a) Where an aeration 
systelll is used on the ice of public waters, signs shall be posted by 
the permittee at a height of from four to six feet in a rectangular 
pattern at each corner of the open water, and additional signs 
between the corner signs so that a sign is posted at least every 100 
feet. . 

(b) Additional signs shall be posted by the permittee on the 
shoreline of the public waters at each public access point and other 
areas commonly used by the public for access to the lake. 

(c) The signs shall comply with the applicable order of the 
commissioner of natural resources. 

Sec. 16. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 378.22, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 6. [PUBLIC WATERS WITHOUT ACCESS.] (a) A riparian 
lanaowner nth aerate public waters with !! permIt under this 
subdivision i t e publ~~ waters do not have a public .access and the 
l,;r'hn aeratingtlie ~ waters owns all oftlie npananIand or all 
Q.. ~ possessory rights to the riparian lanas. . 

(b) The proviSions of this section do not !!PPb!. to the aeration 
under this subdiviSIOn except the public waters must De posted as 
provIaeaunder subdivision 2, paragraphs (a) and (c). 

Sec. 17. [REPEALER.] 

Section 9 is repealed December 1, 1990. Minnesota Statutes 1987 
Supplement, sections 97B.315 ana97CA02, are repealed. 

Sec. 18. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

This act is effective the day following final enactment." 

Delete the title and insert 

"A bill for an act relating to game and fish; affording protection to 
and authorizing a season on crows; regulating seasol!s and release 
and taking of pheasants on private shooting preserves; authorizing 
residents under 16 to take turkeys if they possess a firearms safety 
certificate; authorizing nursing home residents to fish without a 
license and disabled hunters to take deer or turkey with crossbows; 
exempting hunters on shooting preserves from the pheasant stamp 
requirement; authorizing use of battery powered landing nets in 
taking fish; regulating the taking of walleyed pike in the Rainy 
River; redefining a private .fish hatchery for licensing purposes and 
regulating the acquisition offish and acquisition and transportation 
of minnows; regulating the mesh size of Lake Superior ciscoe nets 
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and authorizing aeration of public waters by riparian landowners 
under permit; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 
97A.015, subdivision 52; 97A.121, subdivision 2, and by adding a 
subdivision; 97 A.435, subdivision 2; 97 A.445, subdivision 2; 
97B.715, subdivision 1; 97B.731, by adding a subdivision; 97C.515, 
by adding a subdivision; 97C.805, subdivision 2; 378.22, by adding a 
subdivision; Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 
97C.211, subdivisions 1 and 2a; and 378.22, subdivision 2; proposing 
coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapters 97B and 97C; 
repealing Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 97B.315 
and 97C.402." 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 

House Conferees: LEO J. REDING, DAVID P BA'ITAGLIA, MARCUS M. 
MARSH, BRAD G. STANIUS AND BOB A. JOHNSON. 

Senate Conferees: CUARLES A. BERG, GENE MERRIAM, Bon LESSARD, 
RoaER D. MOE AND DENNIS R. FREDERICKSON. 

Reding moved that the report of the Conference Committee on 
H. F No. 2265 be adopted and that the bill be repassed as amended 
by the Conference Committee. The motion prevailed. 

H. F No. 2265, A bill for an act relating to natural resources; 
correcting certain provisions for net size for the taking of ciscoes; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 97C.805, subdivision 2. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by Conference, 
and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. There were 127 yeas and 3 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carison, L. 

Carruthers 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 

Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V 

Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Krueger 
Larsen 
Lasley 
Lieder 
Long 
Marsh 

McDonald 
McEachern 
McKasy 
McPherson 
Milbert 
Miller 
Minne 
Morrison 
Munger 
Murphy 
Nelson, C. 
Nelson, D. 
Nelson, K. 
Neuenschwander 
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O'Connor 
Ogren 
Olsen, S. 
Olson, E. 
Olson, K. 
Omann 
Onnen 
Orenstein 
Osthoff 
Otis 
Ozment 
Pappas 
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Pauly 
Pelowski 
Peterson 
Poppenhagen 
Price 
Quinn 
Quist 
Redalen 
Reding 
Rest 
Rice 
Richter 

Riveness 
Rodosovich 
R<>se 
Rukavina 
Sarna 
Schafer 
Scheid 
Schreiber 
Seaberg 
Segal 
Shaver 
Simoneau 

Skoglund 
Solberg 
Stanios 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
1)ornhom 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Dauner Kostohryz Sparby 

[87th Day 

Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Variasek 

The bill was repassed, as amended by Conference, and its title 
agreed to. 

Anderson, R., was excused while in conference. 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON H. F. NO. 2185 

A bill for an act relating to game and fish; adjusting the height of 
deer stands; regulating placing decoys in public waters or on public 
lands; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 97B.325; and 
97B.811. 

The Honorable Robert Vanasek 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Honorable Jerome M. Hughes 
President of the Senate 

April 12, 1988 

- We, the undersigned conferees for H. F. No. 2185, report that we 
have agreed upon the items in dispute and recommend as follows: 

That the Senate recede from its amendment and that H. F. No. 
2185 be further amended as follows: 

Page 1, line 12, delete "12" and insert "16" 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 

House Conferees: WALLY A. SPARBY, WILLARD MUNGER AND PHYLLIS 
KAHN. 
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Senate Conferees: LERoy A. STUMPF, BOB LESSARD AND GENE MER
RIAM. 

Sparby moved that the report of the Conference Committee on 
H. F. No. 2185 be adopted and that the bill be repassed as amended 
by the Conference Committee. The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 2185, A bill for an act relating to game and fish; 
adjusting the height of deer stands; regulating placing decoys in 
public waters or on public lands; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1986, sections 97B.325; and 97B.811. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by Conference, 
and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. There were 131 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burner 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Danner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 

Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 

Larsen Onnen 
Lasley Orenstein 
Lieder 08thofr 
Long Otis 
Marsh Ozment 
McDonald Pappas 
McEachern Pauly 
McKasy Pelowski 
McLaughlin Peterson 
McPherson Poppenhagen 
Milbert Price 
Miller Quinn 
Minne Quist 
Morrison Redalcn 
Munger Reding 
Murphy Rest 
Nelson, C. Rice 
Nelson, D. Richter 
Nelson, K. Riveness 
Neuenschwander Rodosovich 
O'Connor Rose 
Ogren Rukavina 
Olsen, S. Sarna 
Olson, E. Schafer 
Olson, K. Scheid 
Omann Schreiber 

Seaberg 
Segal 
Shaver 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was repassed, as amended by Conference, and its title 
agreed to. 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON H. F. NO. 2568 

A bill for an act relating to agriculture; providing for terms and 
compensation for members of the Minnesota agricultural and eco-
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nomic development board; changing and clarifying the small busi
ness development loan portion of the agricultural resource loan 
guarantee program; establishing requirements for revenues that can 
be used in a local revolving fund; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1987 Supplement, sections 41A.02, subdivisions 3 and 16; 41A.036, 
by adding subdivisions; and 116N.08, subdivision 8. 

The Honorable Robert Vanasek 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Honorable Jerome M. Hughes 
President of the Senate 

April 13, 1988 

We, the undersigned conferees for H. F. No. 2568, report that we 
have agreed upon the items in dispute and recommend as follows: 

That the Senate recede from its amendment and that H. F. No. 
2568 be further amended as follows: 

Delete everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 41A.02, 
subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [MINNESOTA AGRICULTURAL AND ECONOMIC DE
VELOPMENT BOARD; BOARD.] "Minnesota agricultural and eco
nomic development board" or "board" consists of the commissioner of 
finance as chair, the commissioner of agric~lture. the commissioner 
of energy and economic development, the director of the pollution 
control agency, the president of the Greater Minnesota Corporation 
or the president's designee, and two public members with experience 
in finance, appointed by the Greater Minnesota Corporation. The 
membership terms, compEmsation, removal, and filling of vacanCIeS 
of pUblic members of the board are as provided in section 15.0575. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 41A.02, 
subdivision 16, is amended to read: 

Subd. 16. [ELIGIBLE SMALL BUSINESS.] "Eligible small busi
ness" means: 

(1) an enterprise determined by the board to constitute a small 
business concern as defined in regulations of the United States 
Small Business Administration under United States Code, title 15, 
sections 631 to 647; or 

(2) a business an enterprise eligible to receive assistance under 
section ~ 41A.036. 
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Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 41A.036, is 
amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 4. [EXEMPTION FROM LIMITATION.] If the board deter
mines that" revenue- roducin enterprise ~ eTIgiliIe for ~ecial 
assistance, the 1,000,000 Imitation established in submvision 1 
does not apply. -

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 41A.036, is 
amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Suhd. 5. [DESIGNATION; CRITERIA.] il revenue-producing en
terprise is not eligible to receive special assistance unless the board 
has passed ~ resolution designating the revenue-producing enter
prise as being in need of special assistance. The resolution must 
include findings that the designation and receipt of the special 
assistance will be of exceptional benefit to the state of Minnesota in 
that at least three of the following criteria are met: 

0) to expand or remain in Minnesota, the revenue-producing 
enterprise has demonstrated that !1 cannot obtain suitable financ
!!!g from other sources; 

(2) special assistance will enable" revenue-producing enterprise 
not currently located in Minnesota to locate a facility in Minnesota 
that directly increases the number of jobs in-the state; 

(3) the revenue-producing enterprise will create or retain signif
icant numbers of jobs in .§: Minnesota community; 

(4) the revenue-producing enterprise has" significant potential 
for growth in jobs or economic activities in Minnesota during the 
ensuing five-year period; and 

(5) the revenue-producinll' enterprise will maintain" significant 
level of productivity in Mmnesota during the ensuing five-year 
period. 

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 41A.036, is 
amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 6. [SET ASIDE.] The board shall reserve at least $3,000,000 
for the purpose of makirrpurcnasmg small busmess develop
menTIoans not exceeding 250,000 in principal amount with respect 

_ to small business loans made or purchased by the board and not 
exceeding $250,000 in principal amount with respect to the board's 
share when the board participates in making or purchasing small 
business loans. 
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Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 116N.08, 
subdivision 8, is amended to read: 

Subd. 8. [LOCAL GOVERNMENTAL .UNIT LOANS.] A local 
governmental unit may receive a loan under this section if the local 
governmental unit has established a local revolving loan fund and 
can provide at least an equal match to the loan received from a 
regional organization. For the purpose of Ilroviding the match to 
establish the local revolving loan fund, theocal governmental unit 
may use any unencumbered money in the general fund of the unit. 
Revenues from tax increments derived from a district located within 
the boundaries of the local governmental unit m}P' be used to fund 
"'- second local revolving loan fund only If (1) t ose revenues are 
loaned in a manner authorizedl"n the aistrict's tax increment 
l'iIiailCing ~an to a business 10catedWithin the tax increment 
dIstrict, an (2) tne-revenues are depositeifTn "'- loan fund that ~ 
separate from the loan fund in which general fund m$ney ~ 
established. TheiOcal governmental unit may deposit -"!P to 50,000 
of local publi:J. money in each of the local revolving funds that may 
be establishe under this subdIVision. The maximum loan available 
to a local governmental unit under this section is $50,000. The 
money loaned to a local governmental unit by a regional organiza
tion must be matched by the local revolving loan fund and used to 
provide loans to businesses to promote local economic development. 
One-half of the money loaned to a local governmental unit under 
this section by a regional organization must be repaid to the rural 
rehabilitation revolving fund. One-half of the money may be re
tained by the local governmental unit's revolving loan fund for 
further distribution by the local governmental unit. 

Sec. 7. [REPEALER] 

Section 5 ~ repealed July h 1989. 

Sec. 8. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

Section 1 ~ effective the day following final enactment." 

We reqnest adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 

House Conferees: KATY OLSON, ROGER M. COOPER AND ELTON R 
REDALEN. 

Senate Conferees: TRACY L. BECKMAN, JIM M. VICKERMAN AND DAVID 
J. FREDERICKSON. 

Olson, K., moved that the report of the Conference Committee on 
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H. F. No. 2568 be adopted and that the bill be repassed as amended 
by the Conference Committee. The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 2568, A bill for an act relating to agriculture; providing 
for terms and compensation for members of the Minnesota agricul
tural and economic development board; changing and clarifying the 
small business development loan portion of the agricultural resource 
loan guarantee program; establishing requirements for revenues 
that can be used in a local revolving fund; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 41A.02, subdivisions 3 and 16; 
41A.036, by adding subdivisions; and 116N.08, subdivision 8. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by Conference, 
and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. There were 127 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 
Frederick 
Gruenes 

Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 
Larsen 
Lasley 
Lieder 

Long Otis 
Marsh Ozment 
McDonald Pappas 
McEachern Pauly 
McKasy Pelowski 
McLaughlin Peterson 
McPherson Poppenhagen 
Milbert Price 
Miller Quinn 
Mione Quist 
Morrison Redalen 
Munger Reding 
Murphy Rest 
Nelson, C. Rice 
Nelson, D. Richter 
Nelson, K. Riveness 
Neuenschwander Rodosovich 
O'Connor Rose 
Ogren Rukavina 
Olsen, S. Sarna 
Olson, E. Schafer 
Olson, K. Scheid 
Omann Schreiber 
Onnen Seaberg 
Orenstein Segal 
Osthoff Shaver 

Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
'lJornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was repassed, as amended by Conference, and its title 
agreed to. 

ANNOUNCEMENT BY THE SPEAKER 

The Speaker announced the appointment of the following mem
bers of the House to a Conference Committee on S. F. No. 2266: 
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Carruthers, Kelly and Blatz. 

Wynia moved that the House recess subject to the call of the Chair. 
The motion prevailed. 

RECESS 

RECONVENED 

The House reconvened and was called to order by the Speaker. 

SPECIAL ORDERS 

Wynia moved that the bills on Special Orders for today be 
continued one day. The motion prevailed. 

GENERAL ORDERS 

Wynia moved that the bills on General Orders for today be 
continued one day. The motion prevailed. 

ADJOURNMENT 

Wynia moved that when the House adjourns today it adjourn until 
1:00 p.m., Friday, April 15, 1988. The motion prevailed. 

Wynia moved that the House adjourn. The motion prevailed, and 
the Speaker declared the House stands adjourned until 1:00 p.m., 
Friday, April 15, 1988. 

EDWARD A. BURDICK, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 
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STATE OF MINNESOTA 

SEVENTY-FIFTH SESSION -1988 

EIGHTY-EIGHTH DAY 

SAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA, FRIDAY, APRIL 15, 1988 

The House of Representatives convened at 1:00 p.m. and was 
called to order by Robert E. Vanasek, Speaker of the House. 

Prayer was offered by the Reverend Gordon Dahl, Chaplain of the 
494 Ministry, Bloomington, Minnesota. 

The roll was called and the following members were present: 

Anderson, G. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dom 
Forsythe 
Frederick 

Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 

A quorum was present. 

Larsen Orenstein 
Lasley Osthoff 
Lieder Otis 
Long Ozment 
Marsh Pappas 
McDonald Pauly 
McEachern Pelowski 
McKasy Peterson 
McLaughlin Poppenhagen 
McPherson Price 
Milbert Quinn 
Miller Quist 
Minne Redalen 
Morrison Reding 
Munger Rest 
Murphy Rice 
Nelson, C. Richter 
Nelson, D. Riveness 
Nelson, K. Rodosovich 
Neuenschwander Rose 
O'Connor Rukavina 
Ogren Sarna 
Olsen, S. Schafer 
Olson, E. Scheid 
Olson, K. Schreiber 
Omann Seaberg 
Onnen Segal 

Anderson, R., was excused until 2:00 p.m. 

Shaver 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The Chief Clerk proceeded to read the Journal of the preceding 
day. Pappas moved that further reading of the Journal be dispensed 
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with and that the Journal be approved as corrected by the Chief 
Clerk. The motion prevailed. 

REPORTS OF ClllEF CLERK 

Pursuant to Rules of the House, printed copies of S. F. Nos. 2163, 
2428 and 2473 have been placed in the members' files. 

S. F. No. 2473 and H. F. No. 2688, which had been referred to the 
Chief Clerk for comparison, were examined and found to be identical 
with certain exceptions. 

SUSPENSION OF RULES 

Simoneau moved that the rules be so far suspended that S. F. No. 
2473 be substituted for H. F. No. 2688 and that the House File be 
indefinitely postponed. The motion prevailed. 

PETITIONS AND COMMUNICATIONS 

The following communications were received: 

STATE OF MINNESOTA 

OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR 

SAINT PAUL 55155 

The Honorable Robert Vanasek 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 
The State of Minnesota 

Dear Sir: 

April 12, 1988 

I have the honor of informing YOIl that I have received, approved, 
signed and deposited in the Office of the Secretary of State the 
following House Files: . 

H. F. No. 1459, relating to the town of Irondale; removing a town 
levy limitation. 

H. F. No. 1534, relating to education; changing licensing require
ments for registered barbers and registered apprentice barbers. 
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H. F. No. 1589, relating to real property; providing a restriction on 
the duration of conditions affecting certain real property; providing 
an exemption for the city of North Oaks. 

H. F. No. 1731, relating to the city of Proctor; authorizing the 
continuance of a municipal liquor store. 

H. F. No. 1773, relating to the statutes; directing the revisor of 
statutes to assign chapter numbers to enrollments and publish bills 
in Laws of Minnesota in the chapter number order; providing for 
showing on enrollments and publications of the time of final 
enactment of bills; maintaining existing law on determination of 
final enactment despite the change in the method of numbering 
chapters of enrollments and publications. 

H. F. No. 1877, relating to labor; regulating the labor-manage
ment committee grant program. 

H. F. No. 1923, relating to civil actions; imposing civil liability for 
the theft of property. 

H. F. No. 1961, relating to property interests; setting the effective 
date of the uniform statutory rule against perpetuities. 

H. F. No. 1983, relating to sentencing; directing the sentencing 
guidelines commission to study certain sentencing issues; requiring 
the commission to report back to the legislature with proposed 
changes to respond to these issues. 

H. F. No. 2000, relating to civil actions; requiring the judgment 
creditor to file satisfaction of judgment documents; requiring the 
prevailing party in a civil action to pay the cost of filing a satisfac
tion of judgment. 

H. F. No. 2018, relating to agriculture; clarifying and imposing 
penalties for violations related to diseased animals under the 
jurisdiction of the board of animal health; authorizing inspection' 
upon notice; authorizing enforcement of violations; authorizing civil 
judicial enforcement actions; authorizing administrative remedies 
for violations; imposing civil and criminal penalties. 

H. F. No. 2029, relating to education; modifying provisions related 
to general education revenue and foundation revenue; correcting 
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erroneous and obsolete references and text; providing instructions to 
the revisor; making misceUaneous corrections to statutes and other 
laws. 

H. F. No. 2086, relating to motor vehicles; removing language 
regarding restricted gasoline fiU pipes. 

H. F. No. 2254, relating to liquor; authorizing the city of Blaine to 
issue an on-sale intoxicating liquor license to the city of Blaine. 

H. F. No. 2317, relating to education; providing for use of certain 
revenues in the independent school district No. 710 bond redemption 
fund. 

H. F. No. 2422, relating to agriculture; clarifYing certain exemp
tions; specifying property exempt from final process issued by a 
court; modifying the exemption for employee benefits. 

H. F. No. 2"46, relating to St. Louis county; providing duties of the 
county board and the county administrator; regulating finances; 
providing for property assessments; repealing obsolete laws. 

H. F. No. 2489, relating to state lands; authorizing the exchange of 
certain state lands free from reservations of public travel under 
certain conditions; authorizing sale of certain land in Cook county; 
appropriating money. 

H. F. No. 2546, relating to commerce; regulating preparation of 
certain information for membership camping contract applications 
and subdivider qualification statements; prohibiting certain mis
leading and deceptive practices; prohibiting advance payments 
relating to resale of time share property interests. 

H. F. No. 2551, relating to state lands; authorizing private convey-
ance of tax-forfeited land in St. Louis county. . 

H. F. No. 2559, relating to commerce; regulating sales and repair 
of hearing aids. 

H. F. No. 1493, relating to civil law; deleting the mmlmum 
percentage amount for interest on judgments; altering the applica-
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tion of joint and several liability; providing for payment of future 
damages. 

Sincerely, 

RUDY PERPICH 
Governor 

STATE OF MINNESOTA 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE 

ST. PA UL 55155 

The Honorable Robert Vanasek 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Honorable Jerome M. Hughes 
President of the Senate 

April 12, 1988 

I have the honor to inform you that the following enrolled Acts of 
the 1988 Session of the State Legislature have been received from 
the Office of the Governor and are deposited in the Office of the 
Secretary of State for preservation, pursuant to the State Constitu
tion, Article IV, Section 23: 

S.F. H.F. Session Laws Date Approved Date Filed 
No. No. Chapter No. 1988 1988 

1622 474 April 7 April 7 
1459 475 April 12 April 12 
1534 476 April 12 April 12 
1589 477 April 12 April 12 
1731 478 April 12 April 12 
1773 479 April 12 April 12 
1877 480 April 12 April 12 
1923 481 April 12 April 12 
1961 482 April 12 April 12 
1983 483 April 12 April 12 
2000 484 April 12 April 12 
2018 485 April 12 April 12 
2029 486 April 12 April 12" 
2086 487 April 12 April 12 
2254 488 April 12 April 12 
2317 489 April 12 April 12 
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2422 
2446 
2489 
2546 
2551 
2559 

1121 
1632 
1717 
1834 
2264 
2286 
2384 

1493 
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490 
491 
492 
493 
494 
495 
496 
497 
498 
499 
500 
501 
502 
503 

April 12 April 12 
April 12 April 12 
April 12 April 12 
April 12 April 12 
April 12 April 12 
April 12 April 12 
April 12 April 12 
April 12 April 12 
April 12 April 12 
April 12 April 12 
April 12 April 12 
April 12 April 12 
April 12 April 12 
April 12 April 12 

Sincerely, 

JOAN ANDERSON GROWE 
Secretary of State 

SECOND READING OF SENATE BILLS 

S. F. No. 2473 was read for the second time. 

MESSAGES FROM THE SENATE 

The following messages were received from the Senate: 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted 
the report of the Conference Committee on: 

H. F. No. 236, A bill for an act relating to elections; requiring fair 
campaign practices; imposing penalties; amending Minnesota Stat
utes 1986, sections 201.275; 204C.04; and 383A.297; Minnesota 
Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 200.01; and 383B.041; propos
ing coding for new law as Minnesota Statutes, chapters 21lA and 
211B; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1986, chapter 210A, as 
amended. 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the recom
mendation and report of the Conference Committee. Said House File 
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is herewith returned to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted 
the report of the Conference Committee on: 

H. F. No. 1795, A bill for an act relating to human services; 
creating a task force to study building code standards for family and 
group family day care homes; changing building code requirements 
concerning certain child care facilities; allowing variance to rules for 
child care facilities in some circumstances; allowing use of double 
cylinder dead bolt locks in certain instances; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 16B.61, subdivision 3; 245A.04, 
by adding a subdivision; 245A.09, by adding a subdivision; and 
245A.14, by adding subdivisions. 

The Semite has repassed said bill in accordance with the recom
mendation and report of the Conference Committee. Said House File 
is herewith returned to the House. 

PA'rRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted 
the report of the Conference Committee on: 

H. F. No. 1817, A bill for an act relating to game and fish; 
prohibiting the use of certain meat in baiting bears; regulating 
placing decoys in public waters or on public lands; requiring 
lifesaving devices in duckboats; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, 
sections 97B.425; 97B.81l; and 361.141, subdivision 1. 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the recom
mendation and report of the Conference Committee. Said House File 
is herewith returned to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted 
the report of the Conference Committee on: 

H. F No. 1851, A bill for an act relating to local government; 
regulating duties of town officers; setting town powers; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 18.272; 465.71; and 471.653; and 
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Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 115A.921; and repeal
ing Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 365.03. 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the recom
mendation and report of the Conference Committee. Said House File 
is herewith returned to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted 
the report of the Conference Committee on: 

H. F. No. 1966, A bill for an act relating to zoning; providing for 
filing requirements of variances and certain official maps to real 
property; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 462.36, sub
division 1. 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the recom
mendation and report of the Conference Committee. Said House File 
is herewith returned to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHA VEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted 
the report of the Conference Committee on: 

H. F. No. 2036, A bill for an act relating to crimes; clarifying the 
crime of obstructing legal process or arrest; defining explosive 
fireworks; prohibiting possession of fireworks; increasing penalties 
for selling or possessing certain quantities of fireworks; providing 
penalties; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 609.50; 
624.20; 624.21; 624.23; and 624.25; proposing coding for new law in 
Minnesota Statutes, chapter 624. 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the recom
mendation and report of the Conference Committee. Said House File 
is herewith returned to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted 
the report of the Conference Committee on: 
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H. F No. 2185, A bill for an act relating to game and fish; 
adjusting the height of deer stands; regulating placing decoys in 
public waters or on public lands; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1986, sections 97B.325; and 97B.811. 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the recom
mendation and report of the Conference Committee. Said House File 
is herewith returned to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVF.N, Secretary of the Senate 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted 
the report of the Conference Committee on: 

H. F. No. 2265,A bill for an act relating to game and fish; affording 
protection to and authorizing a season on crows; regulating seasons 
and release and taking of pheasants on private shooting preserves; 
authorizing residents under 16 to take turkeys if they possess a 
firearms safety certificate; authorizing nursing home residents to 
fish without a license and disabled hunters to take deer or turkey 
with crossbows; exempting hunters on shooting preserves from the 
pheasant stamp requirement; authorizing use of battery powered 
landing nets in taking fish; regulating the taking of walleyed pike in 
the Rainy River; redefining a private fish hatchery for licensing 
purposes and regulating the acquisition of fish and acquisition and 
transportation of minnows; regulating the mesh size of Lake Supe
rior ciscoe nets and authorizing aeration of public waters by riparian 
landowners under permit; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, 
sections 97A.015, subdivision 52; 97A.121, subdivision 2, and by 
adding a subdivision; 97 A.435, subdivision 2; 97 A.445, subdivision 
2; 97B.715, subdivision 1; 97B.731, by adding a subdivision; 
97C.515, by adding a subdivision; 97C.805, subdivision 2; 378.22, by 
adding a subdivision; Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sec
tions 97C.211, subdivisions 1 and 2a; and 378.22, subdivision 2; 
proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapters 97B 
and 97C; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 
97B.315 and 97C.402. 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the recom
mendation and report of the Conference Committee. Said House File 
is herewith returned to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVF.N, Secretary of the Senate 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce. that the Senate has concurred in and adopted 
the report of the Conference Committee on: 
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H. F. No. 2536, A bill for an act relating to elections; providing 
that statewide computerized voter registration system satisfY re
quirements for duplicate registration file; establishing voter regis
tration account and appropriatil;lg money; changing certain 
procedures related to registration cards, files, and records; changing 
certain procedures for voting, arranging names on ballots, and 
completing summary statements; permitting cities or counties to 
use their present voting systems for general elections; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 201.091, subdivisions 2 and 5; 
204D.08, subdivision 5; Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sec
tions 201.022, subdivision 1; 201.071, subdivision 4; 204C.24, sub
division 1; 204D.08, subdivision 4; and 206.80; proposing coding for 
new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 201. 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the recom
mendation and report of the Conference Committee. Said House File 
is herewith returned to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHA YEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted 
the report of the Conference Committee on: 

H. F. No. 2568, A bill for an act relating to agriculture; providing 
for terms and compensation for members of the Minnesota agricul
tural and economic development board; changing and clarifYing the 
small business development loan portion of the agricultural resource 
loan guarantee program; establishing requirements for revenues 
that can be used in a local revolving fund; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 41A.02, subdivisions 3 and 16; 
41A.036, by adding subdivisions; and 116N.08; subdivision 8. 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the recom
mendation and report of the Conference Committee. Said House File 
is herewith returned to the House. 

PATRIG'K E. FLAHAYEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following 
House File, herewith returned, as amended by the Senate, in which 
amendment the concurrence of the House is respectfully requested: 

H. F. No. 2526, A bill for an act relating to consumer protection; 
regnlating the provision of real estate closing services; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 82.17, by adding a subdivision; 
and 481.02, subdivision 3, and by adding subdivisions; proposing 
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coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 507. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

CONCURRENCE AND REPASSAGE 

Price moved that the House concur in the Senate amendments to 
H. F. No. 2526 and that the bill be repassed as amended by the 
Senate. The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 2526, A bill for an act relating to consumer protection; 
regulating the provision of real estate closing services; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 82.17, by adding a subdivision; 
and 481.02, by adding subdivisions; Minnesota Statutes 1987 Sup
plement, section 481.02, subdivision 3; proposing coding for new law 
in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 507. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by the Senate, 
and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. There were 119 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers _ 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
DeBheck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 

Frederick 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 

Kostohryz Omano 
Krueger Onnen 
Larsen Osthoff 
Lasley Otis 
Lieder Ozment 
Marsh Pappas 
McDonald Pauly 
McEachern Pe10wski 
McLaughlin Peterson 
McPherson Poppenhagen 
Milbert Price 
Miller Quillll 
Minne Quist 
Munger Redalen 
Murphy Reding 
Nelson, C. Rest 
Nelson, D. Rice 
Nelson, K. Richter 
Neuenschwander Rodosovich 
O'Connor Rose 
Ogren Rukavina 
Olsen, S. Sarna 
Olson, E. Schafer 
Olson, K. Scheid 

Schreiber 
Shaver 
Simoneau 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Vo&.<; 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was repassed, as amended by the Senate, and its title 
agreed to. 
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Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following 
House File, herewith returned, as amended by the Senate, in which 
amendment the concurrence of the House is resp,ectfully requested: 

H. F. No. 2041, A bill for an act relating to agriculture; limiting 
ownership of agricultural land by certain corporations and limited 
partnerships; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 500.24, 
subdivision 3; Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 500.24, 
subdivision 2. 

PATRICK E. FLAHA YEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Brown moved that the House refuse to concur in the Senate 
amendments to H. F. No. 2041, that the Speaker appoint a Confer
ence Committee of 3 members of the House, and that the House 
requests that a like committee be appointed by the Senate to confer 
on the disagreeing votes of the two houses. The motion prevailed. 

Mr. Speaker: . 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following 
House File, herewith returned, as amended by the Senate, in which 
amendment the concurrence of the House is respectfully requested: 

H. F. No. 1939, A bill for an act relating to agriculture; changing 
the continuing effect of certain farmer-lender mediation rules; 
repealing certain· conflicting language relating to food handler 
license fees; amending Laws 1987, chapter 292, section 35; repealing 
Laws 1987, chapter 358, section 85. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAYEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Winter moved that the House refuse to concur in the Senate 
amendments to H. F. No. 1939, that the Speaker appoint a Confer
ence Committee of 3 members of the House, and that the House 
requests that a like committee be appointed by the Senate to confer 
on the disagreeing votes of the two houses. The motion prevailed. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate refuses to concur in the House 
amendments to Senate File No. 203: 

S. F. No. 203, A bill for an act relating to financial institutions; 
permitting interstate banking with additional reciprocating states; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 48.92, subdivision 7. 
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The Senate respectfully requests that a Conference Committee be 
appointed thereon. The Senate has appointed as such committee: 

Messrs. Freeman, Luther and Anderson. 

Said Senate File is herewith transmitted to the House with the 
request that the House appoint a like committee. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of1he Senate 

Skoglund moved that the House accede to the request of the 
Senate and that the Speaker appoint a Conference Committee of 3 
members of the House to meet with a like committee appointed by 
the Senate on the disagreeing votes of the two houses on S. F. No. 
203. The motion prevailed. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted 
the report of the Conference Committee on: 

S. F. No. 1610. 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the recom
mendation and report of the Conference Committee. Said Senate 
File is herewith transmitted to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON S. F NO. 1610 

A bill for an act relating to advertising devices; providing for 
specific service signs relating to rural agricultural businesses and 
places of worship to be displayed along highways; amending Minne
sota Statutes 1986, sections 160.292, subdivisions 2 and 10; 160.293, 
subdivisions 1 and 3; and 160.295, by adding a subdivision. 

The Honorable Jerome M. Hughes 
President of the Senate 

The Honorable Robert Vanasek 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

April 13, 1988 

We, the undersigned conferees for S. F. No. 1610, report that we 
have agreed upon the items in dispute and recommend as follows: 
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That the House recede from its amendment. 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 

Senate Conferees: JOE BERTRAM, SR, GENE MERRIAM AND LYLE G. 
MEHRKENS. 

House Conferees: HAROLD F. LASLEY, VIRGIL J. JOHNSON AND PHIL 
CARRUTHERS. 

Lasley moved that the report of the Conference Committee on S. F. 
No. 1610 be adopted and that the bill be repassed as amended by the 
Conference Committee. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No .. 1610, A bill for an act relating to advertising devices; 
providing for specific service signs relating to rural agricultural 
businesses and places of worship to be displayed along highways; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 160.292, subdivisions 
2 and 10; 160.293, subdivisions 1 and 3; and 160.295, by adding a 
subdivision. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by Conference, 
and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. There were 126 yeas and 2 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 

Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Grnenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 

Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 
Larsen 
Lasley 
Lieder 
Long 
McDonald 
McEachern 
McKasy 
McLaughlin 
McPherson 
Milbert 
Miller 
Minne 
Morrison 
Munger 
Murphy 
Nelson, C. 
Nelson, D. 
Nelson, K. 

Neuenschwander Riveness 
O'Connor 
Ogren 
Olsen, S. 
Olson, E. 
Olson, K. 
Omann 
Onnen 
Orenstein 
Osthoff 
Otis 
Ozment 
Papras 
Pauy 
Pelowski 
Peterson 
Poppenhagen 
Quinn 
Quist 
Redalen 
Reding 
Rest 
Richter 

Rodosovich 
Rose 
Rukavina 
Sarna 
Schafer 
Scheid 
Schreiber 
Seaberg 
Segal 
Shaver 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
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Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 

Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
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Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 

Winter 
Spk. Vanasek 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Knuth Marsh 
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The bill was repassed, as amended by Conference, and its title 
agreed to. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted 
the report of the Conference Committee on: 

S. F. No. 1661. 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the recom
mendation and report of the Conference Committee. Said Senate 
File is herewith transmitted to the House. 

PATIDCK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

CONFERENCE COMMITl'EE REPORT ON S. F. NO. 1661 

A bill for an act relating to charitable gambling; changing the 
definition oflawful purpose expenditures; clarifying the definition of 
organization; increasing the percentage of profit that may be used 
for expenses for certain organizations; licensing bingo halls; chang
ing the definition of bingo occasion; requiring organizations to be 
directly responsible for the conducting of bingo; changing the 
definition of gross receipts for the purposes of bingo; changing the 
prize limits for bingo; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 
349.19, subdivision 1; 349.211, subdivision 1; Minnesota Statutes 
1987 Supplement, sections 349.12, subdivision 11; 349.17, subdivi
sions 1 and 2; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, 
chapter 349; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 349.211, 
subdivision 2. 

The Honorable Jerome M. Hughes 
President of the Senate 

The Honorable Robert Vanasek 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

April 13, 1988 

We, the undersigned conferees for S. F. No. 1661, report that we 
have agreed upon the items in dispute and recommend as follows: 
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That the House recede from its amendments and that S. F. No. 
1661 be further amended as follows: 

Page 2, line 3, strike the second "the" 

Page 2, line 4, strike "maintaining or repairing real property" 

Page 2, line 5, strike "owned or leased by an organization" and 
delete the new language 

Page 2, line 6, delete the new language and strike "; or (e)" 

Page 2, line 10, delete "or" and after "expansion" insert "1 repair, 
or maintenance" 

Page 2, line 13, reinstate the stricken language and delete the new 
language 

Page 2, line 14, delete everything after "(c)" 

Page 2, delete line 15 

Page 2, line 16, delete everything before the period 

I Page 3, line 26, delete "admission" and delete "for entering the 
premises" and insert "to ~ pe[;son at !! bingo -occasioll,"Without which 
the person could not pTay '! ingo game." 

Page 3, delete line 27 

Page 5, delete sections 6 and 7, and insert: 

"Sec. 6. [STUDY.] 

The senate committee on general legislation and public gaming 
and the house committee on general legislation,. veterans affairs, 
and gaming shall conduct a joint study to examine whether chari
table gambling laws are oemg properly enforced, whether the 
amount being devoted to charitable purposes from charitable gamr 
bgng ~ appropriate, and whether taxes due on the conduct ~ 
c aritable gambling are actually being collected. The charitable 
gambling control boaro, the commissioner of revenue, and the 
director of the bureau of criminal apprehension shall cooperate in 
the conduct of this study. The study must be compJeted ~ January 
15,1989. 

Sec. 7. [EFFECTIVE DATE.) 

Section 1 ~ effective the day following final enactment." 
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Amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 10, delete everything after the semicolon 

Page 1, line 11, delete "limits for bingo" and insert "requiring a 
study on charitable gambling" 

Page 1, line 12, delete everything after the semicolon 

Page 1, line 13, delete "1;" 

Page 1, line 16, delete everything after "349" 

Page 1, line 17, delete everything before the period 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 

Senate Conferees: MARILYN M. LANTRY, DEAN E. JOHNSON AND A. W. 
"BILL" DIE&l;lNER. 

House Conferees: LEO J. REDING, RICHARD KOSTOHRYZ AND BEN Boo. 

Reding moved that the report of the Conference Committee on 
S.F. No. 1661 be adopted and that the bill be repassed as amended 
by the Conference Committee. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 1661, A bill for an act relating to charitable gambling; 
changing the definition of lawful purpose expenditures; clarifying 
the definition of organization; increasing the percentage of profit 
that may be used for expenses for certain organizations; licensing 
bingo halls; changing the definition of bingo occasion; requiring 
organizations to be directly responsible for the conducting of bingo; 
changing the definition of gross receipts for the purposes of bingo; 
changing the prize limits for bingo; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1986, sections 349.19, subdivision 1; 349.211, subdivision 1; Minne
sota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 349.12, subdivision 11; 
349.17, subdivisions 1 and 2; proposing coding for new law in 
Minnesota Statutes, chapter 349; repealing Minnesota Statutes 
1986, section 349.211, subdivision 2. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by Conference, 
and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. There were 129 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

AnderBOn, G. 
Battaglia 

Bauerly 
Beard 

Begich 
Bennett 

Bertram 
Bishop 

Blatz 
Boo 
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Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Danner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dom 
Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
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Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 
Larsen 
Lasley 
Lieder 
Long 

Marsh Ozment 
McDonald Pappas 
McEachern Pauly 
McKasy Pelowski 
McLaughlin Peterson 
McPherson Poppenhagen 
Milbert Price 
Miller Quinn· 
Minne Quist 
Morrison Redalen 
Munger Reding 
MU'Phy Rest 
Nelson, C. Richter 
Nelson, D. Riveness 
Neuenschwander Rodosovich 
O'Connor Rose 
Ogren Rukavina 
Olson, E. Sarna 
Olson, K. Schafer 
Omann Scheid 
Onnen Schreiber 
Orenstein Seaberg 
Osthoff Segal 
Otis Shaver 

[88th Day 

Simoneau 
Solherg 
Sparby 
Stamns 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
'fjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was repassed, as amended by Conference, and its title 
agreed to. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted 
the report of the Conference Committee on: -

S. F. No. 2255. 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the recom
mendation and report of the Conference Committee. Said Senate 
File is herewith transmitted to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON S. F. NO. 2255 

A bill for an act relating to agriculture; extending certain benefits 
under the family farm security act; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1986, section 41.57, subdivision 4. 

The Honorable Jerome M. Hughes 
President of the Senate 

The Honorable Robert Vanasek 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

April 14, 1988 

We, the undersigned conferees for S. F. No. 2255, report that we 
have agreed upon the items in dispute and recommend as follows: 
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That the House recede from its amendment and that S. F. No. 2255 
be further amended as follows: 

Delete everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 41.57, subdivision 4, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [ADDITIONAL PAYMENT; PRINCIPAL REDUCTION.) 
(a) The commissioner must annually pay to qualified sellers of 
property, financed by a family farm security loan, an amount 
approximately equal to the additional state income tax paid as a 
result of the inclusion in gross income of the interest and payment 
adjustment earned on a seller sponsored family farm security loan. 
No payment may be made under this subdivision to a qualified 
seller, unless the seller agrees to reduce the outstanding principal 
amount of the loan by three percent effective prior to or beginning 
fuF the year in which application is made. 

(b) The payment amount lllUst be determined as follows: 

fB In order to qualify for a payment, the seller must apply to the 
commissioner by October 1, 19l1S following the previous tax year. 
The application must include a copy of the seller's ±98l> previous tax 
year state income tax-return. The commissioner must recompute the 
seller's total state income tax liability that would be due if the 
interest and payment adjustment amounts were not includable in 
gross income for state income tax purposes. The commissioner may 
require the seller to compute these amounts as part of the applica
tion. For any calendar year 19l1S the amount of the payment equals 
the reduction in state income tax liability that would occur if the 
interest and payment adjustment were not included in gross income 
for state tax purposes. 

f2} F&I' ealendar years beginning with ±98+; the additienal f"IY
ment iHfle""t _ ile determined as fellews: iN '['he ealeHdar yeaI' 

19l1S payment _ ile divided ily the amount sf interest and 
paymeHt adjustment reeeived duFiBg ealeHda. yeaI' ±98Ih \R} '['he 
resulting fjUetient _ ile multiplied ily the interest and payment 
adjustment Feeeived fuF the ealenda. year.- \G1 '['he pre duet deter
miRed uru:IeF elause \R} is the paymeHt fuF the ealeHda. year.-

W If fuF a tm. yeaI' aftep 19l1S the ,!ualified selle.'s tffimble ineeme 
ilas ebanged substantially, the eemmissieHe. may previde ily rule 
tilat UfJfiB .eapplieatien a later tm. yeaI' will ile used ta cempute the 
,!uetieHt uru:IeF elause (b)(2)(f.). 

(d)fl+ (c) If the seller elects to receive payments under this 
subdivision, the buyer's payments of principal and interest under 
the loan must be recalculated. The revised payment schedule must 
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reflect the three percent reduction in the outstanding principal 
required by paragraph (a) and must provide for equal payments over 
the remaining term of the loan. The interest rate on the loan may 
not be increased. 

AA 'I'he stat&s llaymeBt aajastmeBt lHl<leP saBd'v's'eB g aru:I the 
amsaBt sf the llaymeBt lHl<leP llaFagp~h W mast be ealealatea .... 
the basis sf the eatstaBa'Bg llriBeillal ameaBt sf the lean befere the 
reaaStieB reElairea by llaragrallh W. 

W (d) The commissioner may make the payments under this 
subdivision in the same manner provided for the payment adjust
ment under subdivision 2. 

fft (e) For purposes of this subdivision, the following terms have 
the meanings given: 

(1) "Gross income" means gross income as defined for purposes of 
chapter 290. 

(2) "Qualified seller" means an individual who sold farm land 
under a seller sponsored loan after April 1, 1978 and before Jane gg 
December 31, 1985, and who is a resident of Minnesota during the 
calendar year and is subject to the payment of Minnesota income 
taxes. 

Sec. 2. [41.63] [DATA PRIVACY.] 

Personal financial information, credit retorts, financial state
ments, tax refund calculations. and net wort statements, receIVeCI 
or prepared ~ the commissioner regardin~ any family farm security 
loans, are private data on individuals un er chapter 13. 

Sec. 3. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

This act is effective the day following final enactment." 

Delete the title and insert: 

''A bill for an act relating to agriculture; extending certain 
benefits under the family farm security act; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1986, section 41.57, subdivision 4; proposing coding for new 
law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 41." 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 

Senate Conferees: JIM M. VICKERMAN, EARL W. RENNEKE AND GENE 
MERRIAM. 
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House Conferees: Tim WINTER, K. J. McDONALD AND CHARLES 
BROWN. 

Winter moved that the report of the Conference Committee on S. F 
No. 2255 be adopted and that the bill be repassed as amended by the 
Conference Committee. The motion prevailed. 

S. F No. 2255, A bill for an act relating to agriculture; extending 
certain benefits under the family farm security act; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 41.57, subdivision 4. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by Conference, 
and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. There were 132 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dam 
Forsythe 
Frederick 

Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 

- Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 

Larsen Osthoff 
Lasley Otis 
Lieder Ozment 
Lmg Pappas 
Marsh Pauly 
McDonald Pelowski 
McEachern Peterson 
McKasy Poppenhagen 
McLaughlin Price 
McPherson Quinn 
Milbert Quist 
Miller Redalen 
Minne Reding 
Morrison Rest 
Munger Rice 
Murphy Richter 
Nelson, C. Riveness 
Nelson, D. Rodosovich 
Neuenschwander Rose 
O'Connor Rukavina 
Ogren Sarna 
Olsen, S. Schafer 
Olson, E. Scheid 
Olson, K. Schreiber 
Omann Seaberg 
Onnen Segal 
Orenstein Shaver 

Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valenta 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek . 

The bill was repassed, as amended by Conference, and its title 
agreed to. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate refuses to concur in the House 
amendments to Senate File No. 412: 
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S. F No. 412, A bill for an act relating to real property; creating a 
lien against real property where the state has incurred cleanup 
expenses and the owner is liable for the expenses under Minnesota 
Statutes, chapter 115B or 115C; providing procedures for implemen
tation and enforcement of the lien; proposing coding for new law in 
Minnesota Statutes, chapter 514. 

The Senate respectfully requests that a Conference Committee. be 
appointed thereon. The Senate has appointed as such committee: 

Messrs. Luther, Stumpf and Laidig. 

Said Senate File is herewith transmitted to the House with the 
request that the House appoint a like committee. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Long moved that the House accede to the request of the Senate 
and that the Speaker appoint a Conference Committee of 3 members 
of the House to meet with a like committee appointed by the Senate 
on the disagreeing votes of the two houses on S. F. No. 412. The 
motion prevailed. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted 
the report of the Conference Committee on: 

S. F. No. 1646. 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the recom
mendation and report of the Conference Committee. Said Senate 
File is herewith transmitted to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON S. E NO. 1646 

A bill for an act relating to insurance; accident and health; 
clarifying certain coverages for newborn infants; amending Minne
sota Statutes 1986, section 62A.042. 
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The Honorable Jerome M. Hughes 
President of the Senate 

The Honorable Robert Vanasek 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 
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April 13, 1988 

We, the undersigned conferees for S. F. No. 1646, report that we 
have agreed upon the items in dispute and recommend as follows: 

That the House recede from its amendments and that S. F. No. 
1646 be further amended as follows: 

Delete everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 62A.042, is amended 
to read: 

62A.042 [FAMILY COVERAGE; COVERAGE OF NEWBORN 
INFANTS.] 

Subdivision 1. [INDIVIDUAL FAMILY POLICIES; RENEWALS.] 
(a) No policy of individual accident and sickness insurance which 
provides for insurance for more than one person under- section 
62A.03, subdivision 1, clause (3), and no individual health mainte
nance contract which provides for coverage for more than one person 
under chapter 62D, shall be renewed to insure or cover any person in 
this state or be delivered or issued for delivery to any person in this 
state unless tffieft the policy or contract includes as insured or 
covered members of the family any newborn infants immediately 
from the moment of birth and thereafter which insurance or contract 
shall provide coverage for illness, injury, congenital malformation or 
premature birth. 

(b) The coverage under paragraph (a) includes benefits for inpa
tient or outpatient expenses arising from medical and dental treat
ment !!P to ar,e 18, including orthodontic and oral surgery 
treatment, invo ved in the management of birth defects known as 
cleft !iP and cleft palate . .!f orthodontic services are ellglhle tOr 
coverage under !! dental insurance plan and another policy or 
contract, the dental plan shail be primary and the other policy or 
contract snaIl be secondary in (jegard to the covera e required under 
paragrapl1Tci). Payment for ental or ort 0 ontIc treatment not 
related to the management of the congenital condItion of cleft !iP 
and cleft piiJate shall not be covered under this provision. 

Subd. 2. [GROUP POLICIES; RENEWALS.] (a) No group accident 
and sickness insurance policy and no group nealth maintenance 
contract which provide for coverage of family members or other 
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dependents of an employee or other member of the covered group 
shall be renewed to cover members of a group located in this state or 
delivered or issued for delivery to any person in this state unless 
SHeft the policy or contract includes as insured or covered family 
members or dependents any newborn infants immediately from the 
moment of birth and thereafter which insurance or contract shall 
provide coverage for illness, injury, congenital malformation or 
premature birth. -

(b) The coverage under paragraph (a) includes benefits for inpa
tient or outpatient expenses arising from medical and dental treat
ment .'!P to age 18, mcluding ortllodontic and oral surgery 
treatment, Tnvolvedl11 the management of birthaefectslmown as 
cleft liE and cleft palate:- IT orthodontic servICes are eligible for 
coverage under ~ dental insurance plan and another poltCY or 
contract, the dental plan shall be primary and the other ~ or 
contract shiiIfooSeconda,) in iiegard to the coverage required under 
para~aph (a). Payment ~ ental or orthodontic treatment not 
relate to the management of the con emtal conditIOn of cleft 1!.E 
and cleft pruate shall not be covere under this provision. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 62A.044, is amended to 
read: 

62A.044 [PAYMENTS TO GOVERNMENTAL INSTITUTIONS.] 

No group or individual policy of accident and sickness insurance 
issued or renewed after May 22, 1973 pursuant to this chapter, no 
group or individual service plan or subscriber contract issued or 
renewed after May 22, 1973 pursuant to chapter 62C, and no group 
or individual health maintenance contract issued or renewed after 
August 1, 1984, pursuant to chapter 62D, shall contain any provi
sion excluding, denying, or prohibiting payments. for covered and 
authorized services rendered or pa}d by a hospital or medical 
institution owned or operated by the ederal, state, or local govern
ment,! includint correctional facilities, or practitioners therein in 
any instance w erein charges for such services are imposed against 
the policy holder, subscriber, or enrollee. The unit of government 
operating the institution may maintain an action for recovery of 
such charges .. 

Sec. 3. [62A.161] [COVERAGE FOR SERVICES PROVIDED TO A 
VENTILATOR-DEPENDENT PERSON.] 

Subdivision!.: [SCOPE OF COVERAGE.j This section applies to 
all policies of accident and health insurance, ~ subscriber 
contracts offered by nonprofit health service plan corporations 
regulated under cnapter 62C, health mamtenance contracts ~ 
lated undei'CIiapter 62D and healtli benefit certificates offered 
throu~h a fraternal be~iary association regulated under chapter 
64B. his section does not ~ to policies designed primarily to 
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provide coverage payable on ~ ~ diem, fixed indemnity or nonex
pense incurred basis, or policies that provide only accident coverage. 

Subd. 2. [REQUIRED COVERAGE.] !f ~ policy, plan, certificate, 
or contract referred to in subdivision 1 issued or renewed after 
August 1, 1988, provines coverage for services proVIded ~ ~ priVate 
duty nurse or personal care assistant to !! ventilator-dependent 
person in the person's home, !! must provide coverage for lIP to 120 
hours of services provi~ ~ private duty nurse or personal care 
assistant to the ventilator-dependent person during the time the 
ventilator-dependent person is in ~ hospital licensed under chapter 
144. The personal care assistant or private duty nurse shall perform 
only the services of communIcator or interpreter for the ventilator
depeiident patient during ~ transition period of lIP to 120 hours to 
assure adequate training of the hospital staff to communicate with 
the patient and to understand the unique comfort, safety imd 
personal care needs of the patient. 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 62A.27, is 
amended to read: 

62A.27 [COVERAGE FOR ADOPTED CHILDREN.] 

Nt> An individual or group policy or plan of health and accident 
insurance regulated under this chapter or chapter 64B, subscriber 
contract regulated under chapter 62C, or health maintenance con
tract regulated under chapter 62D, providing eoverege 1& _ 
than <me fJeFS<'ft may be iSSHed .... reaw .... ed ffi tIHs state afte¥ !\agHst 
1-; 198&; HRless the fl6liey, j>lan-, eF eOfltreet e8¥effi that provides 
coverage to a Minnesota resident must cover adopted children of the 
insured, subscriber, or enrollee on the same basis as other depen
dents. Consequently, the policy or plan shall not contain any 
provision concerning preexisting condition limitations, insurability, 
eligibility, or health underwriting approval concerning adopted 
children. 

The coverage required by this section is effective from the date of 
placement for the purpose of adoption and continues unless the 
placement is disrupted prior to legal adoption and the child is 
removed from placement. 

Sec. 5. [243.2551 [PRIVATE INSURANCE POLICIES; SUBROGA
TION.] 

Subdivision 1. [DEFINITIONS.] As used in this section: 

(a) "Commissioner" means the commissioner of corrections; 

(b) "Inmate" means ~ person who has been sentenced to incarcer
ation in ~ state or local correctional. facility, including persons 
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committed in accordance with section 631.425 or released for 
employmenfUnder section 24l.26; and 

(c) "Private insurance coverage" means coverage for medical care 
or services under an~insurance plan regulated Il,r chapter 62A, 62C, 
62D, 64B, or 65B. rivate insurance coverage also inclUdeS any 
self-insurance plan providing medical care or services. 

Subd. 2. [SUBROGATION RIGHTS.] When the commissioner or a 
county agency provides medical care or services pursuant to section 
241.021, subdiVIsion 4, or any rule adO~ted under it to any inmate 
having private insurance coverage, ,~ commissioner or county 
agency shall be subrogated, to the extent of the cost of services 
provided, to any rights the inmate may have under the terms of any 
pnv;ate insurance coverage. This provision supersedes any inconsis
tent policy provision. 

Subd. 3. [CIVIL ACTION.] The county attorney may institute !'o 
civil action against the carrier of the private insurance coverage to 
recover under this section on behalf of the county agency. 

Subd. 4. [POLICY EXCLUSIONS PROHIBITED.] The provisions 
of section 62A.044 ~ to this section. 

Sec. 6. [EFFECTIVE DATES.] 

Sections 1 and 3 are effective August 1, 1988, and ~ to policies 
issued or renewed on or after that date. Section 4 g; effective the day 
fuIl.OWing final enactment." 

Delete the title and insert: 

"A bill for an act relating to insurance; accident and health; 
Clarifying certain coverages for newborn infants; requiring coverage 
for services provided to a ventilator-dependent person; modifying 
coverage for adopted children; providing certain payment and subro
gation rights for medical care and services provided to inmates; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 62A.042; and 62A.044; 
Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 62A.27; proposing 
coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapters 62A and 243." 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 

Senate Conferees: GARY M. DECRAMER, RICHARD J. COHEN, JAMES C. 
PEHLER AND SAM G. SOLON. 

House Conferees: NORMAN R. DEBLlECK, HOWARD R. ORENSTEIN, 
DAVID T. BISHOP, WEs SKOGLUND AND JOSEPH QUINN. 
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DeBlieck moved that the report of the Conference Committee on 
S. F. No. 1646 be adopted and that the bill be repassed as amended 
by the Conference Committee. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 1646, A bill for an act relating to insurance; accident and 
health; clarifying certain coverages for newborn infants; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 62A.042. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by Conference, 
and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. There were 122 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Brown 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 

Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostolrryz 
Krueger 
Larsen 
Lasley 

Lieder Otis: 
Long Ozment 
Marsh Pappas 
McDonald Pauly 
McKasy Pelowski 
McLaughlin Peterson 
McPherson Poppenhagen 
Milbert Price 
Miller Quinn 
Minne Quist 
Morrison Redalen 
Munger Reding 
Murphy Rest 
Nelson, C., Rice 
Nelson, D. Richter 
Nelson, K. Riveness 
Neuenschwander Rodosovich 
Ogren Rose 
Olsen, S. Rukavina 
Olson, E. Schafer 
Olson, K. Scheid 
Omann Schreiber 
Onnen Segal 
Orenstein Shaver 
Osthoff Simoneau 

Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
'lJornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was repassed, as amended by Conference, and its title 
agreed to. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted 
the report of the Conference Committee on: 

S. F. No. 2150. 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the recom
mendation and report of the Conference Committee. Said Senate 
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File is herewith transmitted to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

CONFERENCE COMMIITEE REPORT ON S. F. NO. 2150 

A bill for an act relating to state contracts; prohibiting the state 
from reqUiring Indian tribes or bands to deny their sovereignty to 
contract with the state; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 
16B.06, by adding a subdivision. 

The Honorable Jerome M. Hughes 
President of the Senate 

The Honorable Robert Vanasek 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

April 13, 1988 

We, the undersigned conferees for S. F. No. 2150, report that we 
have agreed upon the items in dispute and recommend as follows: . 

That the House recede from its amendment and that S. F. No. 2150 
be further amended as follows: 

Page 1, after line 15, insert: 

"Sec. 2. [EFFECTIVE DATE.J 

Section 1 is effective the day following final enactment." 

We request adop,tion of this report and repassage of the bill. 

Senate Conferees: CHARLES R. DAVIS, DONNA C. PETERSON AND GARY 
M. DECRAMER 

House Conferees: JEROME "J.P." PETERSON, GERALD KNICKERBOCKER 
AND TOM RUKAVINA. 

Peterson moved that the report of the Conference Committee on 
S. F. No. 2150 be adopted and that the bill be repassed as amended 
by the Conference Committee. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 2150, A bill for an act relating to state contracts; 
prohibiting the state from requiring Indian tribes or bands to deny 
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their sovereignty to contract with the state; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1986, section 16B.06, by adding a subdivision. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by Conference, 
and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. There were 132 yeas and 0 nays as follows: . 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 
Frederick 

Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 
Larsen 

Lasley 08thofl' 
Lieder Otis 
Long Ozment 
Marsh Pappas 
McDonald " Pauly 
McEachern Pelowski 
McKasy Peterson 
McLaughlin Poppenhagen 
McPherson Price 
Milbert Quinn 
Miller Quist 
Minne Redalen 
Morrison Reding 
Munger Rest 
Murphy Rice 
Nelson, C. Richter 
Nelson, D. Riveness 
Nelson, K. Rodosovich 
Neuenschwander Rose 
O'Connor Rukavina 
Ogren Sarna 
Olsen, S. Schafer 
Olson, E. Scheid 
Olson, K. Schreiber 
Omann Seaberg 
Onnen Segal 
Orenstein Shaver 

Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was repassed, as amended by Conference, and its title 
agreed to. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following 
Senate File, herewith transmitted: 

S. F. No. 1093. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

FIRST READING OF SENATE BILLS 

S. F. No. 1093, A bill for an act relating to employees; providing for 
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a wage protection program; appropriating money; proposing coding 
for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 18I. 

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee 
on Appropriations. 

ANNOUNCEMENTS BY THE SPEAKER 

The Speaker announced the appointment of the following mem
bers of the House to a Conference Committee on H. F. No. 2041: 

Brown; Olson, E., and Sparby. 

The Speaker announced the ilppointment of the following mem
bers of the House to a Conference Committee on S. F. No. 203: 

Skoglund, McLaughlin and Knickerbocker. 

The Speaker announced the appointment of the following mem
bers ofthe House to a Conference Committee on S. F No. 412: 

Long, Wageniusand Pauly. 

The following Conference Committee Reports were received: 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON H. F. NO. 2049 

A bill for an act relating to commerce; motor vehicles; clarifYing 
the intent of the legislature regarding certain motor vehicle cover
ages; regnlating motor vehicle franchises; clarifying the intent of 
the legislature regarding cancellations, terminations, or nonrene
wals; specifying unfair practices; prohibiting agreements designed 
to waive, nullify, or modify statutory regulation; requiring lessors to 
title and register vehicles; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, 
sections 60A.08, by adding a subdivision; 80E.06: 80E.07; 80E.08; 
80E.09; 80E.13; Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 
65B.49, subdivision 5a; and 72A.125, by adding a subdivision; 
proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter SOE. 

The Honorable Robert Vanasek 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Honorable Jerome M. Hughes 
President of the Senate 

April 14, 1988 

We, the undersigned conferees for H. F No. 2049, report that we 
have agreed upon the items in dispute and recommend as follows: 
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That the Senate recede from its amendment and that H. F. No. 
2049 be further amended as follows: 

Page 2, line 35, before the period, insert ", !! the person renting 
the motor vehicle is also covered ~ the person's employer's insur
ance policy or the employer's automobile self-insurance plan, the 
reparation obligor under the employer's policy or self-insurance 
plan has primary responsibility to I>".Y claims arising from use of the 
renteavehicle" 

Page 3, line 8, after the comma, insert "there must be attached to" 
and strike "must" -

Page 3, line 9, strike "contain" and insert "a separate form 
containing" 

Page 3, after line 28, insert: 

"(h) To be compensated for the loss of use oL~ damaged rented 
motor vehicle, the car rentaicompany must prove: 

(1) that had the vehicle been available, it would have been rented; 
ana--~- -

(2) that no other vehicle was available for rental in place of the 
damaged vehicle. 

The standard of proof set forth in this paragraph does not limit the 
responsibility of ~ reparation obligor to provide an insured with 
coverage for any loss of use for which the reparation obligor iE; 
otherwise responsible. ~ car rental company may be compensated 
for loss of use of ~ damaged rental motor vehicle only for the period 
when the damaged car actually would have been rented." 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 

House Conferees: WALLY A. SPARBY, WEs SKOGLUND AND BERT 
McKAsy. 

Senate Conferees: GREGORY L. DAHL, WILLIAM P. LUTHER AND WIL
LIAM V. BELANGER, JR 

Sparby moved that the report of the Conference Committee on 
H. F. No. 2049 be adopted and that the bill be repassed as amended 
by the Conference Committee. The motion prevailed. 
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H. F. No. 2049, A bill for an act relating to commerce; motor 
vehicles; clarifying the intent of the legislature regarding certain 
motor vehicle coverages; regulating motor vehicle franchises; clari
fying the intent of the legislature regarding cancellations, termina
tions, or nonrenewals; specifying unfair practices; prohibiting 
agreements designed to waive, nullify, or modify statutory regula
tion; requiring lessors to title and register vehicles; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 60A.08, by adding a subdivision; 
80E.06; 80E.07; 80E.08; 80E.09; 80E.13; Minnesota Statutes 1987 
Supplement, sections 65B.49, subdivision 5a; and 72A.125, by 
adding a subdivision; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota 
Statutes, chapter 80E. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by Conference, 
and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. There were 132 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Daoner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dom 
Forsythe 
Frederick 

Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 
Larsen 

Lasley Osthoff 
Lieder Otis 
Long Ozment 
Marsh Pappas 
McDonald Pauly 
McEachern Pelowski 
McKasy Peterson 
McLaughlin Poppenhagen 
McPherson Price 
Milbert - Quinn 
Miller Quist 
Minne Redalen 
Morrison Reding 
Munger Rest 
Murphy Rice 
Nelson, C. Richter 
Nelson, D, Riveness 
Nelson, K. Rodosovich 
Neuenschwander Rose 
O'Connor Rukavina 
Ogren Sarna 
Olsen, S. Schafer 
Olson, E. Scheid 
Olson, K. Schreiber 
Omann Seaberg 
Onnen Segal 
Orenstein Shaver 

Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 

. Thiede 
1)ornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was repassed, as amended by Conference, and its title 
agreed to. 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON H. F. NO. 421 

A bill for an act relating to health; authorizing the commissioner 
of health to issue subpoenas in certain instances; proposing coding 
for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 144. 
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April 13, 1988 

The Honorable Robert Vanasek 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Honorable Jerome M. Hughes 
President of the Senate 

We, the undersigned conferees for H. F. No. 421, report that we 
have agreed upon the items in dispute and recommend as follows: 

That the Senate recede from its amendment and that H. F. No. 421 
be further amended as follows: 

Delete everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section 1. [144.054] [SUBPOENA POWER.] 

The commissioner may, as part of an investigation to determine 
whether a serious health threat exists or to locate persons who may 
have been exposed to an agent which cansenously affect their 
health, issue subpoenas to requiretIleattendance and testimony of 
witnesses and production of books, records, correspondence, and 
other information relevant to any matter involved in the investiga
tion. The commissioner or the commissioner's deSIgnee may admin
ister oaths to witnesses or take their affirmation. The subpoenas 
may be served upon any person named therein anywhere in the 
state by any person authorized to serve subpoenas or other processes 
in civil actions of the district courts. If a person to whom a subpoena 
!§. issued does not comply with the subpoena, the commissioner may 
~ to the district court in anl) district and the court shall order 
lli<" person to comply with the su poena. FaITiire to obey the order of 
the court may be punishe~ the court as contempt of court. No 
aerson may be compelled to disclose privileged information as 

escribed in section 595.02, subdivision 1. All information pertain
!EB: to individual medical records obtained under this section shall 
be considered health data under section 13.38. The fees for the 
service of a subpoena must be paid in the samemanner asprescri1.led 
!ll law for !'c service of process issued out of !'c district court. 
Witnesses must receive the same fees and mileage as in civil 
actions. 

Sec. 2. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

Section 1 ~ effective the day following final enactment." 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 
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House Conferees: PAUL ANDERS OGREN, TERRY M. DEMPSEY AND 
DAVID T. BISHOP. 

Senate Conferees: FLORIAN CHMIELEWSKI, PAT PIPER AND HOWARD A. 
KNUTSON. 

Ogren moved that the report of the Conference Committee on H. F. 
No. 421 be adopted and that the bill be repassed as amended by the 
Conference Committee. The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 421, A bill for an act relating to health; authorizing the 
commissioner of health to issue subpoenas in certain in'stances; 
proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 144. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by Conference, 
and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. There were· 133 .yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dom 

Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 

Kostohryz Olson, K. 
Krueger Omano 
Larsen Onnen 
Lasley Orenstein 
Lieder Osthoff 
Long Otis 
Marsh Ozment 
McDonald Pappas 
McEachern Pauly 
McKasy Pelowski 
McLaughlin Peterson 
McPherson Poppenhagen 
Milbert Price 
Miller Quinn 
Minne Quist 
Morrison Redalen 
Munger Reding 
Murphy Rest 
Nelson, C. Rice 
Nelson, D. Richter 
Nelson, K. Riveness 
Neuenschwander Rodosovich 
O'Connor Rose 
Ogren Rukavina 
Olsen, S. Sarna 
Olson, E. Schafer 

Scheid 
Schreiber 
Seaberg 
Segal 
Shaver 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
'lJornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was repassed, as amended by Conference, and its title 
agreed to. 
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CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON H. F. NO. 1526 

A bill for an act relating to transportation; defining motor vehicle; 
providing for brakes on motor vehicles manufactured after June 30, 
1988; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 168.011, subdi
vision 4; and 169.67, subdivisions 3 and 4. 

The Honorable Robert Vanasek 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Honorable Jerome M. Hughes 
President of the Senate 

April 13, 1988 

We, the undersigned conferees for H. F. No. 1526, report that we 
have agreed upon the items in dispute and recommend as follows: 

That the Senate recede from its amendment and that H. F. No. 
1526 be further amended as follows: 

Delete everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 168.011, subdivision 
4, is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [MOTOR VEHICLE.] (a) "Motor vehicle" means any 
self-propelled vehicle not operated exclusively upon railroad tracks 
and any vehicle propelled or drawn by a self-propelled vehicle and 
includes vehicles known as trackless trolleys which are propelled by 
electric power obtained from overhead trolley wires but not operated 
upon rails, except snowmobiles and manufactured homes. Af&eF Jlli;y 
&l,- l-98&,-

(b) "Motor vehicle" also includes an all-terrain vehicle, as defined 
in section 84.92, subdivision 8, which (1) has at least four wheels, (2) 
is owned and operated Qy a j?li.ysIcarly handicapped person, and (3) 
displays both physically handicapped license plates and a physically 
handicapped certificate issued under section 169.345, subdivision 3. 

(c) Motor vehicle does not include a tHree wHeel eff roaa an 
alr:terrain vehicle as defined in section 84.92, subdivision 8; except 
tHat iftRe tHree wHeel eff reaa (1) an all-terrain vehicle described in 
paragraph (b), or (2) an all-terrain vehicle was licensed as a motor 
vehicle before August 1, 1985, in which case the owner may continue 
to license it as a motor vehicle until it is conveyed or otherwise 
transferred to another owner, is destroyed, or fails to comply with the 
registration and licensing requirements of this chapter. 
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Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 168.011, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 35. [LIMOUSINE.] "Limousine" means '" passenger auto
mobile for hire, other than '" taxicab or '" van, that g; regularly 
engaged in the business of transporting persons and that has '" rear 
seating capacity of not more than nine passengers. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 168.12, subdivision 2a, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 2a. [PERSONALIZED LICENSE PLATES.] Personalized 
license plates must be issued to an applicant for registration of a 
passenger automobile, van, or pickup truck, motorcycle, or self
propelled recreational vehicle, upon compliance with the laws of this 
state relating to registration of the vehicle and upon payment of a 
one-time fee of $100 in addition to the registration tax required by 
law for the vehicle. The registrar shall designate a replacement fee 
for personalized license plates calcUIated to cover the cost of replace
ment. This fee must be paid Qy the applicant whenever the person
alized license plates are required to be replaced Qy law. In lieu of the 
numbers assigned as provided in subcIivision 1, personalized license 
plates must have imprinted on them a series of not more than sHr 
seven numbers and letters in any combination. When an applicant 
has once obtained personalized plates, the applicant shall have a 
prior claim for similar personalized plates in the next succeeding 
year that plates are issued if application is made for them at least 30 
days before the first date that registration can be renewed. The 
commissioner of public safety shall adopt rules in the manner 
provided by chapter 14, regulating the issuance and transfer of 
personalized license plates. No words or combination of letters 
placed on personalized license plates may be used for commercial 
advertising, be of an obscene, indecent, or immoral nature, or be of 
a nature that would offend public morals or decency. The call signals 
or letters of a radio or television station are not commercial 
advertising for the purposes of this subdivision. 

Notwithstanding the provisions of subdivision 1, personalized 
license plates issued under this subdivision may be transferred to 
another motor vehicle owned or jointly owned by the applicant, upon 
the payment ofa fee of$5, which must be pai<\ into the state treasury 
and credited to the highway user tax distribution fund. The registrar 
may by rule provide a form for notification. 

Notwithstanding any law to the contrary, if the personalized 
license plates are lost, stolen, or destroyed, the applicant may apply 
and shall receive duplicate license plates bearing the same combi
nation of letters and numbers as the former personalized plates 
upon the payment of a $5 fee. 

The fee prescribed for personalized license plates must be paid 
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only in those years in which the number plate itself is issued, and 
must not be payable in a year in which a year plate, tab, or sticker is 
issued in lieu of a number plate. 

Fees from the sale of permanent and duplicate personalized 
license plates must be paid into the state treasury and credited to 
the highway user tax distribution fund. 

Sec. 4. [168.123] [VETERANS; SPECIAL LICENSE PLATE.] 

Subdivision 1. [GENERAL REQUIREMENTS; FEES.] The regis
trar shall issue special license pll)tes to an al}plicant who served in 
the active military service in!! ranch or ~ armed forces of the 
united States, was discharged under honorable conamons, and ~ an 
owner or joint owner of a motor vehicle included within the 
OelliiItiOii of a passenger autoffio'lli'le, on payment of' ~ fee of $10 Tor 
each set oItwo plates, palment of the registration tax required h 
law, and coIilPliance wit other laws relating to re istration and 
llcen.sing of motor veh1CleS and drivers. The additional fee of 10 is 
payable for each set of plates, ~ payable onlli when the plates are 
Issued, and ~ not payable in !! year in whic tabs or stickers are 
issued instead of number plates. An applicant must not be issued 
more than two sets of plates for vehicles owned or jointly owned h 
the applicant. 

The veteran shall have a certified ~ of the veteran's discharge 
papers, indicatillgCharacter of discharge, at the time of application. 

Subd. 2. [DESIGN.] The commissioner of veterans affairs shall 
dlisign the special plates, subject to the approval of tneregistrar, 
t at satisfy the following reguirements: 

(a) For a Vietnam veteran who served after July
h

1, 1961, and 
berore July h 19,78, the sleciaJPlates must bear t e illsCripfiOri 
"VIETNAM VET' anQThe etters "V" an"""d"V" With tIle first letter 
directly above the secolliIletter and both letters just precerung the 
first numeral of the speciaTTICense plate illiiii1Jer. 

(b) For a veteran stationed on the island of Oahu, Hawaii, or 
ofIsl1ore,during the attack on Pearl Harooron Deceillber 7,1941, 
the special plates must bear the inscription "PEARL HARBOR 
SURVIVOR" and the letters "P" and "H" with the first letter 
directly above the second letter andooth letters just preCeiling the 
first numeral of thespecraTTICenseplate rli:iiiilJer. 

(c) For a veteran who served during World War! or World WarII, 
the special plates must bear the inscription "WORLD WAR VET" 
and: ---- - -----

(1) for!! World War! veteran, the characters "w" and "I" with the 
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first character directly above the second character and both charac
ters just preceding the first numeral of the special license plate 
number; or 

(2) for ~ World War II veteran, the characters "W" and "II" with 
thenrst cliiiraCterrurectly above the second character and both 
CIlaracters Just preceding the first numeraJOf the speciarTIcense 
plate number. 

(d) For ~ veteran who served during the Korean Conflict the 
special ~~,tes must bear the inscrttlOn ''KllREAN VET" and the 
letters and "v" with 1lle first etter dIrectly above thesecOiid 
letter and both letters just preceding the first numera:IOftne specrar 
liCellse plate nu""liiOer. 

Subd. 3. [NUMBER ESTIMATED.] The commissioner of veterans 
affairs snail estimate the number oISpecial plates that will be 
required and submit the estimate to the registrar. 

Subd. 4. [PLATE TRANSFERS.] On payment of a fee of $5, plates 
issued under ~ section mar be transferred to another motor 
VeIUCre owned or Jointly owne ~ the person to whpm the plates 
were issuecr.- -, 

Subd. 5. [FEES CREDITED,] Fees collected under this section 
must be paid into the state treasury and credited to. the highway 
user tax distribution fund. 

Subd. 6. [RULES.] The registrar m& .adopt rules under the 
adiilliilstrative procedure act to govern t e Issuance and use of the 
special plates authorized ~ thIs sectIOn. 

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 168.125, is amended to 
read:. . 

168.125 [SPECIAL LICENSE PLATES FOR FORMER PRISON
ERS OF WAR.] 

Subdivision 1. [SPECli'.L PI.:':rES; 11.PI'LlCf..TION;. FEEt 
TRt'I."NSFER ISSUANCE AND DESIGN.] The registrar shall issue 
special license plates bearing the inscription "EX-POW" to any 
applicant who is both a former prisonerof war and an owner or joint 
owner of a motor vehicle upori the applicant's compliance with all 
the laws of this state relating to the registration and licensing of 
motor vehicles and drivers. The special license plates shall be of a 
design and size to be determined by the commissioner. Plates 
bearing the "EX-POW" inscription may be issued for only one motor 
vehicle per applicant. 

Application for issuance I)ftilese plates shall be made. at tile time 
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of renewal or first application for registration. The application shall 
include a certification by the commissioner of veterans affairs that 
the applicant was a member of the military forces of the United 
States who was captured, separated, and incarcerated by an enemy 
of the United States during a period of armed conflict. 

The applicant shall pay, in addition to the registration tax 
required by law, a fee ef $±G for the special license plates issued 
under this section, in an amount calculated by the commissioner to 
cover the cost oftnelicense plates. The additional fee is payable only 
when the plates are issued and no additional fee is payable in any 
year in which tabs or stickers are issued in lieu of number plates. All 
fees from the sale of the special license plates shall be paid into the 
state treasury and credited to the highway user. tax distribution 
fund. 

Notwithstanding the provisions of section 168.12, subdivision 1, 
the special license plates issued under this section may be trans
ferred to another motor vehicle owned or jointly owned by the former 
prisoner of war upon the payment ofa fee of$5. This fee shall be paid 
into the state treasury and credited to the highway user tax 
distribution fund. 

For purposes of this section, "motor vehicle" means a passenger 
automobile, station wagon, pickup truck, motorcycle, or recreational 
vehicle. 

Subd. 2. [SPECIAL PLATE PLATES; EX-POW AND HANDI
CAPPED INSIGNIA.] The registrar shall issue special license plates 
bearing both the "EX-POW" and handicapped insignia to any 
applicant who is entitled to the special license plates provided under 
this section and who is also entitled to special license plates for the 
physically handicapped under section 168.021 upon compliance with 
the provisions of both sections. The special license plates shall be of 
a design and size to be determined by the commissioner. 

Subd. 3. [RULES; COMMISSIONER OF PUBLIC SAFETY] The 
commissioner of public safety may promulgate by rule, in accor
dance with the provisions of chapter M 14, the procedures for 
issuance or transfer of the special license plates authorized under 
this section. 

Subd. 4. [RULES; COMMISSIONER OF VETERANS AFFAIRS.] 
The commissioner of veterans affairs shall !,FaHmlgate by mle, m 
aeeaFea"ee with the !,Favis;""s ef eea!'teF -l4-; establish the proce
dure for obtaining the certification of former prisoner of war status. 

Subd. 5. [SAVINGS PROVISION.] Nothing in this section shall 
alter the exemption for disabled war veterans provided for in section 
168.031. 
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Sec. 6. [168.1261] [LIMOUSINE; LICENSE PLATES.] 

Subdivision 1. [UNIQUE REGISTRATION CATEGORY.] A 
unique vehicle registration category is established for limousines as 
defined in section 2. 

Subd. 2. [LICENSE PLATES.] The registrar shall issue limousine 
license plates Urt the applicant's compliance with laws relating to 
registration an Icensing of motor vehicles an<rili'ivers. The appli
cant must provide the re~strar wIth proof that the passenger 
automobile license tax an a $10 fee have been paid ·for each 
limousine receiving nmoiiSlneiiC6rlserate8.'l'he limousineucense 
Blates must be designed to speciiicaJ y iden1llY the vehicle as ~ 
imous~imousine license ~ates mf!Y not be transferred upon 

sale of the limousme, but may e trans errea toanother hmousine 
owned ~ the same person upon notifying the registrar and paying 
~ $5 transfer ree:-

Subd. 3. [INSURANCE.] The application must include a certifi
cate of insurance verifying tnat a valid. commercial insurance p.rliliY 
lsIii effect and giving the name ortIie insurance compan~ an ~ 
number of the insurance poli,Y' The poli:r must prOVI e stated 
limits of liaDITity, exclusive Q... mterest an costs, with r$.spect to 
each vehicle for which coverage is granted, of not less than 100,000 
because of bodily if jury to one peron m anyone accident and, 
subject to said limit or one person, 0 not less than$300,000 because 
ofi~ to two or more persons in anyone aCcident. The insurance 
company must notify the commiSSioner if the policy is canceled or if 
the policy no longer provides the coverage required ~ this subdivi
sion. 

Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1986,section 169.145, is amended to 
read: 

169.145 [IMPLEMENTS OF HUSBANDRY; SPEED; PENALTY.] 

No person shall drive a self-propelled implement of husbandry, nor 
shall any person tow a self-propelled implement of husbandry,· nor 
shall any person tow ~ farm trailer not equipped with brakes and 
exceeding 6,000 pounds, at a speed in excess of 30 miles per hour. 
Violation of this section is a misdemeanor. 

Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 169.67, subdivision 3, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [TRAILERS, SEMITRAILERS, TANK TRAILERS.] Ev
ery trailer, semitrailer, or other vehicle of a gross weight of 1,500 
pounds or more, when dFawn or pulled upon a highway; shall be 
equipped with brakes adequate to control the movement of and to 
stop and to hold such vehicle, and so designed as to be applied by the 
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driver of a towing motor vehicle from its cab, except (a) trailers 
owned by farmers when transporting agricultural products produced 
on the owner's farm or supplies back to the farm ofthe owner of the 
trailer, (b) custom service vehicles drawn by motor vehicles equipped 
with brakes capable of stopping both vehicles within the distance 
required by law for vehicles with four-wheel brakes and contractors' 
custom service vehicles not exceedin 30,000 pounasgross weight 
and 45 miles P':'I' hour when rawn ~ ~ motor vehicle capable of 
stopping the combination withm the perl'Orillance standards or 
subdivision 5, (c) trailers or semItrailers when used by retail dealers 
delivering implements of husbandry, (d) motor vehicles drawn by 
motor vehicles equipped with brakes capable of stopping the combi
nation of vehicles within the performance requirements of this 
section, (e) tank trailers not exceeding 8,500 pounds gross weight 
used solely for transporting liquid fertilizer or gaseous fertilizer 
under pressure, or distributor trailers not exceeding 8,500 pounds 
gross weight used solely for transporting and distributing dry 
fertilizer, when hauled by a truck capable of stopping with loalied 
trailer attached in the distance specified by subdivision 5 . for 
vehicles equipped with four-wheel brakes, providing the gross 
weight of such trailer or semitrailer other than those described in 
clause (e) when drawn by a pleasure vehicle shall not exceed 3,000 
pounds, or when drawn by a truck or tractor shall not exceed 6,000 
pounds, or may exceed 6,000 pounds but not exceed 15,000 pounds 
for ~ trailer desci'lbedln clause (a) when drawn by ~ truck or tractor 
at ~ speed not exceeding 30 mues P':'I' hour, and except disabled 
vehicles towed to a place otrepair. 

Sec. 9. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 169.67, subdivision 4, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [SERVICE BRAKES ON ALL WHEELS; EXCEP
TIONS.] Every new motor vehicle, trailer, or semitrailer, ooIdffi this 
state manufactured after June 30, 1988, and operated upon the 
highways shall be equipped with service brakes upon all wheels of 
every such vehicle, except mobile cranes not exceeding 45 miles P':'I' 
hour and ca~able of stoppmg within the performance staiiilai'as of 
subdivision, and except that any motorcycle, any semitrailer ofless 
than 1,500 pounds gross weight, a third wheel, of a swivel type, on 
a house trailer, a temporary auxiliary axle attached to a motor 
vehicle during the period of road restrictions for the purpose of 
relieving weight of another axle, when the temporary auxiliary axle 
and the axle to be relieved do not exceed the combined gross weight 
of 18,000 pounds, and the vehicle to which such temporary axle is 
attached meets the brake requirements of this section, need not be 
equipped with brakes; and except, further, that brakes are not 
required on the front wheels of vehicles manufactured before July]., 
1988, having three or more axles or upon more than one wheel 01 a 
motorcycle provided the brakes on the other wheels are adequate to 
stop the vehicle in accordance with the braking performance re
quirements of subdivision 5. 
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Sec. 10. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 169.71, subdivision 4, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 4. No person shall drive or operate any motor vehicle 
required to be registered in the state of Minnesota upon any street or 
highway under the following conditions: 

(a) when the windshield is composed of, covered by, or treated with 
any material which has the effect of making the windshield more 
reflective or in any other way reducing light transmittance through 
the windshield; 

(b) when any window on the vehicle is composed of, covered by, or 
treated with any material that has a highly reflective or mirrored 
appearance; 

('c) when any side window or rear window is composed of or treated 
with any material so as to obstruct or substantially reduce the 
driver's clear view through the window or has a light transmittance 
of less than 50 perc.ent plus or minus three percent in the visible 
light range or a luminous reflectance of more than 20 percent plus or 
minus three percent; or 

(d) when any material has been applied after August 1, 1985, to 
any motor vehicle window without an accompanying permanent 
marking which indicates the percent of transmittance and the 
percent of reflectance afforded by the material. The marking must be 
in a manner so as not to obscure vision and be readable when 
installed on the vehicle. . 

This subdivision does not apply to glazing materials which: 

(a) have not been modified since the original installation, nor to 
original replacement windows and windshields, that were originally 
installed or replaced in conformance with Federal Motor Vehicle 
Safety Standard 205; 

(b) were are required to satisfy prescription needs ofthe driver of 
the vehicle and !! the driver is in possession of S\leh the prescription; 
or 

(c) were are applied to, 

(1) the rear windows of a pickup truck as defined in section 
168.011, subdivision 29, "" tei 

(2) the rear windows or the side windows on either side behind the 
drIVer's seat of a van as defined in section 168.011, subdivision 28, 
{Wi 
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(3) the side and rear windows of any a vehicle used to transport 
human remains by ~ funeral estaelishmeats establishment holding 
a permit under the IlPS'I'SiSBS ef section 149.08; or 

, (4) the side and rear windows of a limousine as defined in section 2.--------- - -

Sec. 11. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 169.82, is amended to 
read: ' 

169.82 [TRAILER EQUIPMENT.] 

Except as provided in section 169.67, any trailer exceeding a gross 
weight of 6,000 pounds shall be equipped with brakes adequate to 
stop and hold such trailer, and which are so constructed that they 
will so operate whenever such trailer becomes detached from the 
towing vehicle. 

When one vehicle is towing another the drawbar or other connec
tion shall be of sufficient strength to .pull all weight towed thereby, 
and said drawbar or other connection shall not exceed 15 feet from 
one vehicle to the other except the connection between any two 
vehicles transporting poles, pipe, machinery or other objects of 
structural nature which camiot readily be dismembered. 

When one vehicle is towing another and the connection consists of 
a chain, rope, or cable, there shall be displayed upon such connection 
a white, red, yellow or orange flag or cloth not less than 12 inches 
square. 

Every trailer or semitrailer shall be hitched to the motor vehicles 
furnishing the tractive power for it by a device approved by the 
commissioner of public safety as safe and in addition shall be 
equipped with safety chains permanently attached to the trailer 
except that where the coupling device is a regnlation fIfth wheel and 
king pin assembly approved by the commissioner of public safety 
such safety chains shall not be required. In towing, such chains shall 
be carried through a ring on the towbar and attached to the towing 
vehicle, and shall be of sufficient strength to control the trailer in 
event of failure of the towing device. 

No perron may be charged with a violation ofthis section solely!!'y 
reason 2- violating ~ maximum speed prescrwed in section 169.145 
or 169.67. 

Sec. 12. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 173.085, is amended to 
read: 

173.085 [STAR CITY SIGNS.] 
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Subdivision 1. [AUTHORITY TO ERECT.] (a) A county or lesser 
populated statutory or home rule charter city of Minnesota tIiat has 
received instruction and expertise from the department of energy 
and economic development on attracting and retaining businesses 
for the county or city and subsequently has been designated and 
annually recertmed as a star county or star city for economic 
development by that department may erect star county or star city 
signs upon payment of a fee required under section 173.13, subdivi
sion 4, to the department of transportation. In the case of star cities, 
one sign may be erected at each approach to fue city within the 
right-of-way of an interstate Or other highway that passes inside the 
city limits. In the case of star counties, one ~ may be erected 
within the rlghW-way oT anmterstate or otherIiighway at or near 
the point where the highway enters the county. 

(b) Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph (a), a lesser 
populated statutory or home. rule charter city that has an official 
sign in an adjacent area of an approach of an interstate highway 
passing through or near the city as of August 1, 1985 may replace 
that sign with a star city sign upon payment of a fee required under 
section 173.13, subdivision4, to the department of transportation. A 
county that has an official ~ on the right-of-way or adjacent area 
of an mterstate highway a~ point where the highway enters the 
co;mty may replace that sign with !'o star county ~ on payment of 
!'o ee required under section 113.I3, subdivision 4, to the department 
oItransportation. 

Subd. 2. [SIGN STANDARDS.] The department of transportation 
shall design and manufacture the star county and star city sign 
~rf!hs to specifications not contrary to other federal and state 

ig way sign standards and substantially similar to those star city 
signs approved for display on state highways as of August 1, 1985. 

Sec. 13. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 297B.02, subdivision 2, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [IN LIEU TAX FOR OLDER PASSENGER AUTOMO
BILES.] In lieu of the tax imposed in subdIVISIOn 1, there is imposed 
a tax of $10 on the purchase price of any passenger automobile 
described in section 297B.025, subdivision 1. 

Sec. 14. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 297B.02, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

3. LIEU FOR COLLECTOR VEHICLES.] In lieu "fthe 

~
~~I~~ in subdivision It there is imposed a tax 01$90 on the 

prib:; of a passenger automobile descrmea In sectron 
su iVlsion 2. -

Sec. 15. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 297B.025, is amended.to 
read: 
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297B.025 [OLDER PASSENGER AUTOMOBILES.] 

Subdivision 1. [NONCOLLECTOR VEHICLES.] Purchase or use 
of a passenger automobile as defined in section 168.011, subdivision 
7, shall be taxed pursuant to section 297B.02, subdivision 2, if the 
passenger automobile is (1) in the tenth or subsequent year of 
vehicle -life, fgj is eHnently FegisteFea ffi Minneseta etheF than 
Fegistmtien HB<ieF se.tien 18g.19, sHiJdivisiens ±a, ±l:r, Ie, and ld, 
and f;l1 (2) is not an above-market automobile as designated by the 
registrar of motor vehicles. 

The registrar of motor vehicles shall prepare, and distribute to all 
deputy motor vehicle registrars by July 15, 1985, a listing by make, 
model, and year of above-market automobiles. Except as provided ~ 
subdivision 2, the registrar must include in the list all automobiles 
with a resale value of $3,000 or more, as determined using nation
ally recognized sources of information on automobile resale values. 
The registrar shall revise the list by February 1 of each year. The 
initial list and all subsequent revisions must include only those 
automobiles which are in the tenth or subsequent year of vehicle life. 

Subd. 2. [COLLECTOR VEHICLES.] A passenger automobile 
that ~ currently registered under section 168.10, subdivisions la, 
1b, lc, and 1d, shall be taxed under section 297B.02, subdivision 3, 
and thereglStrar shall not deSlgiillte as an above-market automO:: 
bile" passenger automobile registered under those subdivisions. 

Sec. 16. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

Sections 1 and :,J are effective the day following final enactment. 
Sections 7, 8, 9, and 11 are effective July 1, 1988. Sections 13 to 15 
are effectivefor " sale or transfer occurring after July 30, 1988.''-

Delete the title and insert: 

"A bill for an act relating to transportation; including certain 
all-terrain vehicles in the definition of motor vehicle for registration 
purposes; defining limousines and providing for their registration; 
allowing seven digits on personalized license plates and providing 
for personalized plate fees; authorizing special license plates for 
veterans; allowing the commissioner of public safety to determine 
the fee for ex-POW license plates; restricting certain farm trailers to 
being towed at a maximum speed of 30 miles per hour; exempting 
certain vehicles from brake requirements; permitting tinted glass on 
side and rear windows of limousines; providing for star county signs; 
providing for a tax on sale of collector vehicles in lieu of the motor 
vehicle excise tax; imposing a penalty; amending Minnesota Stat
utes 1986, section 168.011, subdivision 4, and by adding a subdivi
sion; 168.12, subdivision 2a; 168.125; 169.145; 169.67, subdivisions 
3 and 4; 169.71, subdivision 4; 169.82; 173.085; 297B.02, subdivision 
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2, and by adding a subdivision; and 297B,025; proposing coding for 
new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 168." 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 

House Conferees: JERRY J. BAUERLY, HENRY J. KALIS AND SYLVESTER 
B, UPHUS. 

Senate Conferees: GARY M. DECRAMER, DEAN E. JOHNSON AND 
CLARENCE M. PuRFEERST. 

Bauerly moved that the report of the Conference Committee on 
H. F. No. 1526 be adopted and that the bill be repassed as amended 
by the Conference Committee. The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 1526, A bill for an act relating to transportation; defining 
motor vehicle; providing for brakes on motor,vehicles manufactured 
after June 30, 1988; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 
168.011, subdivision 4; and 169.67, subdivisions 3 and 4. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by Conference, 
and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. There were 132 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Danner. 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 

Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 

Krueger Omann 
Larsen Onnen 
Lasley Orenstein 
Lieder Osthoff 
L:mg Otis 
Marsh Ozment 
McDonald Papfa, 
McEachern Pau y 
McKasy Pelowski 
McLaughlin Peterson 
McPherson Poppenhagen 
Milbert Price 
Miller Quinn 
Minne Quist 
Morrison Redalen 
Munger Reding 
Murphy Rest 
Nelson, C. Rice 
Nelson; D. Richter 
Nelson, K. Riveness 
Neuenschwander Rodosovich 
O'Connor Rose 
Ogren Rukavina 
Olsen, S. Sarna 
Olson, E. Schafer 
Olson, K. Scheid 

Schreiber 
Seaberg 
Segal 
Shaver 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 
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The bill was repassed, as amended by Conference, and its title 
agreed to. 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON H. F. NO. 10 

A bill for an act relating to crimes; raising the minimum term of 
imprisonment from 17 to 20 years for persons convicted of first 
degree murder; clarifying that the crying of a child does not 
constitute provocation under first degree manslaughter; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 244.05, subdivision 4; and Minne
sota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 609.20. 

The Honorable Robert Vanasek 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Honorable Jerome M. Hughes 
President of the Senate 

April 14, 1988 

We, the undersigned conferees for H. F. No. 10, report that we have 
agreed upon the items in dispute and recommend as follows: 

That the House concur in the Senate amendment. 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 

House Conferees: STEVE WENZEL, PHIL CARRUTHERS AND RANDY C. 
KELLY. 

Senate Conferees: TAD JUDE, DONNA C. PETERSON AND ALLAN H. 
SPEAR. 

Wenzel moved that the report of the Conference Committee on 
H. F. No. 10 be adopted and that the bill be repassed as amended by 
the Conference Committee. The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 10, A bill for an act relating to crimes; raIsmg the 
minimum term of imprisonment from 17 to 20 years for persons 
convicted of first degree murder; clarifying that the crying of a child 
does not constitute provocation under first degree manslaughter; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 244.05, subdivision 4; 
and Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 609.20. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by Conference, 
and placed upon its repassage. . 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. There were 127 yeas and 3 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
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Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Blatz -
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 
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Frederick 
Frerichs 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostobryz 
Larsen 

Lasley Osthoff 
Lieder Otis 
Long Ozment 
Marsh Pappas 
McDonald Pauly 
McEachern Pelowski 
McKasy Peterson 
McLaughlin Poppenhagen 
McPherson Price 
Milbert Quist 
Miller Redalen 
Minne Reding 
Morrison Rest 
Munger Rice 
Nelson, C. Richter 
Nelson, D. Riveness 
Nelson, K. Rose 
Neuenschwander Rukavina 
O'Connor Sarna 
Ogren Schafer 
Olsen, S. Scheid 
Olson, E. Schreiber 
Olson, K. Seaberg 
Omann Segal 
Onnen Shaver 
Orenstein Simoneau 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Greenfield Murphy Rodosovich 

[88th Day 

Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was repassed, as amended by Conference, and its title 
agreed to. 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON H. F. NO. 1844 

A bill for an act relating to courts; prescribing when a referee's 
orders become effective; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 
484.70, subdivision 7. 

The Honorable Robert Vanasek 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Honorable Jerome M. Hughes 
President of the Senate 

April 12, 1988 

We, the undersigned conferees for H. F. No. 1844, report that we 
have agreed upon the items in dispute and recommend as follows: 

That the Senate recede from its amendment and that H, F, No. 
1844 be further amended as follows: 

Page 2, after line 26, insert: 
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"Sec. 2. [STUDY TASK FORCE.] 

The supreme court, in consultation with the association of Min
nesota counties, shall appoint a task force to study the relationship 
between the district court and the counties of the state and to make 
recommenaations regarding the control and finanCIDgof thediStrlCt 
courts. The task force shall report its findings and recommendations 
to the legislature by FeDrU.ary 1, 1989." 

Amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 3, after the semicolon, insert "requiring a study of the 
control and financing of the district courts;" 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 

House Conferees: KATHLEEN O. VELLENGA, JEAN D. WAGENlUS AND 
RANDY C. KELLY. 

Senate Conferees: RICHARD J. COHEN, RANDOLPH W. PETERSON ANn 
HOWARD A. KNUTSON. 

Vellenga moved that the report of the Conference Committee on 
H. F. No. 1844 be adopted and that the bill be repassed as amended 
by the Conference Committee. The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 1844, A bill for an act relating to courts; prescribing 
when a referee's orders become effective; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1986, section 484.70, subdivision 7. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by Conference, 
and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. There were 133 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 

Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 

DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 

Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 

Kahn 
Kalis 

- Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 
Larsen 
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Lasley 
Lieder 
Long 
Marsh 
McDonald 
McEachern 
McKasy 
McLaughlin 
McPherson 
Milbert 
Miller 
Minne 
Morrison 
Munger 
Murphy 
Nelson, C. 
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Nelson, D. Pelowski 
Nelson, K. Peterson 
Neuenschwander Poppenhagen 
O'Connor Price 
Ogren Quinn -: 
Olsen, S. Quist 
Olson, E. Redalen 
Olson, K. Reding 
Oroann Rest 
Onnen Rice 
Orenstein Richter 
Osthoff' Riveness. 
Otis Rodosovich 
Ozment Rose 
Pappas Rukavina 
Pauly Sarna 

Schafer 
Scheid 
Schreiber 
Seaberg 
Segal 
Shaver 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 

[88th Day 

Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 

-Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was repassed, as amended by Conference, and its title 
agreed to. -

Wynia moved that the House recess subject to the call of the Chair. 
The motion prevailed. 

RECESS 

RECONVENED 

The House reconvened and was called to order by the Speaker. 

REPORT FROM THE COMMITTEE ON RULES AND 
LEGISLATIVE ADMINISTRATION 

Wynia, from the Committee on Rules and Legislative Administra
tion, pursuant to House Rule No. 1.9, designated the following bills 
as Special Orders to be acted upon immediately following Special 
Orders pending for today, Friday, April 15, 1988: 

S. F. Nos. 2235, 2452, 994, 2473, 1228, 1809, 1652 and 1719; H. F. 
No. 2432; and S. F. Nos. 1804, 1956, 2321, 1830, 1553, 2131, 604, 
1540, 2546, 2183, 308, 1564 and 2221. 

SPECIAL ORDERS 

H. F. No. 2360 was reported to .. the House. 

Simoneau moved that H. F. No. 2360 be returned to General 
Orders. The motion prevailed. 
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H. F. No. 1839 was reported to the House. 

Rest moved that H. F. No. 1839 be continued on Special Orders for 
one day. The motion prevailed. 

S. F No, 2292 was reported to the House. 

Carison, D., moved that S. F No. 2292 be continued on Special 
Orders for one day. The motion prevailed. 

S. F No. 2235 was reported to the House. 

Krueger moved to amend S. F No. 2235, as follows: 

Delete everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"ARTICLE 1 

INSURANCE REGULATIONS 

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 62I.02, 
subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [CREATION.] The Minnesota joint underwriting 
association is created to provide insurance coverage to any person or 
entity urable to obtain insurance through ordinary methods if the 
insurance is required by statute, ordinance, or otherwise required by 
law, or is necessary to earn a livelihood or conduct a business and 
serves a public purpose. Prudent business practice or mere desire to 
have insurance coverage is not a sufficient standard for the associ
ation to offer insurance coverage to a person or entity. For purposes 
of this subdivision, directors' and officers' liability insurance is 
considered to be a business necessity and not merely a prudent 
businesspractice. The association shall be specifically authorized to 
provide insurance coverage' to day care providers, foster parents, 
foster homes, developmental achievernent centers, group homes, and 
sheltered workshops for mentally, emotionally, or physically handi
capped persons, and citizen participation groups established pursu
ant to the housing and community redevelopment act of 1974, Public 
Law Number 93-383, and surety bonds required !>,y Minnesota 
Rules, part 2780.2700, for workers' compensation group self-in
surers made .'!£ of trucws subject to licensing !>,y the state or 
teaera:l department of transportation. Because the activities of 
certain persons or entities present a risk that is so great, the 
association shall not offer insurance coverage to any person or entity 
the board of directors of the association determines is outside the 
intended scope and purpose ofthe association because ofthe gravity 
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of the risk of offering insurance coverage. The association shall not 
offer environmental impairment liability or product liability insur
ance. The association shall not offer coverage for activities that are 
conducted substantially outside the state of Minnesota unless the 
insurance is required by statute, ordinance, or otherwise required ·by 
law. Every insurer authorized to write property and casualty insur
ance in this state shall be a member of the association as a condition 
to obtaining and retaining a license to write insurance in this state. 

Sec. 2. [621.065] [TRUCKERS' SURETY BOND.] 

Subdivision 1. [JOINT AND SEVERAL LIABILITY RE
QUIRED.] Surety bonds may not be issued to workers' compensation 
~ self-insurers made !!E of truckers licensed ~the state or 
iederal department of transportation!! the members do not have 
joint and several Iiamlity. 

Subd. 2. [RATE.] The rate for surety bonds which comply with 
subdivision 1 shall be 120 percent of the average rate for the surety 
bonds of all other worKers' compensation ~ self-insurers. 

Subd. 3. [GROUP QUALIFICATIONS.] No suritty bond may be 
issued to workers' compensation truckers ~ se -insurers unless 
the ~ meets the requirements for all other ~ self-insurers 
estaolished ~ statute or ~ rule. In addition to any other require
ment oflaw, a truckers'group thatwishes to receive a bond (1) must 
receIve apprOVal from the eommissionerof commerce that silffiCJeirt 
premium IS beinK, charged to the members of the ~ and (2) may 
not declare a re nd, in any yeb'r, of more than 50 percent of any 
surplus over 125 percent of t e. amount necessar/h to fulfill all 
obligations under chapter 1 ~ provided that rr 1: e refundable 
amount is less than $500, than 100 percent of any surplus in excess 
of 125 percent may OeOecIii!ea refundable. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 621.07, is amended to 
read: 

621.07 [MEMBERSHIP ASSESSMENTS.] 

(a) Each member of the association shall participate in its losses 
and expenses in the proportion that the direct written premiums of 
the member bears to the total aggregate direct written premiums 
written in this state by all members. The members' participation in 
the association shall be determined annually on the direct written 
premiums written during the preceding calendar year as reported on 
the annual statements and other reports filed by the member with 
the commissioner. -

(b) Losses resulting from surety. bonds for truckers- groups that 
self-in""Siirel'or workers'COffipensation shall be paid fu: the special 
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compensation fund. The special compensation fund shall seek .'!E:: 
propriations in each biennium for any amounts paid pursuant to 
this subdivision. 

Sec. 4. [621.166] [REINSURANCE ASSOCIATION TO ASSIST.] 

The workers' compensation reinsurance association shall assist 
the association in a(lX manner requested ~ the association in 
regard to surety bon s issued to trucker group self-insurers. This 
assistance may consist of the provision of data, the use of computer 
l)rograms, OfSimiiar aid needed !!r the assocratWil in regard to the 

onds. The workers' compensation reinsurance association must 
provide these services without cost to the association. 

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 621.21, is amended to 
read: 

. 621.21 [ACTIVATION OF MARKET ASSISTANCE PLAN AND 
JOINT UNDERWRITING ASSOpIATION.] 

At any time the commissioner of commerce deems it necessary to 
provide assistance with respect to the placement of geRepallia13ility 
insurance coverage, including bonds, on Minnesota risks for a class 
of business, the commissioner shall by notice in the State Register 
activate the market assistance plan and the joint underwriting 
association. The plan and association are activated for a period of 
180 days from publication of the notice. At the same time the notice 
is published, the commissioner shall preI'are a written petition 
requesting that a hearing be held to determine whether activation of 
the market assistance plan and the joint underwriting association is 
necessary beyond the 180-day period. The hearing must be held in 
accordance with section 621.22. The commissioner by order shall 
deactivate a market assistance program and the joint underwriting 
association at any time the commissioner finds that the market 
assistance program and the joint underwriting association are not 
necessary. 

Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 79.01, subdivision 1, is 
amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [TERMS.] Unless the language or context clearly 
indicates that a different meaning is intended, the following terms, 
for the purposes of sections 79.01 to ~ 36, shall have the 
meanings ascribed to theme -

Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 79.074, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 3. [RATES.] One rate is unfairly discriminatory in relation 
to another U' !! clearly fails to reflect equitably the differences in 
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ex~ected losses, expenses, and the degree of risk. Rates are not 
un aid:)' discriminatory because different premiums result for poli
ffiholders with like loss eXf,0sures but different extenseTactors, or 
ike expense factOrS but diterent loss exposures, so.ang as the rates 

reflect the differences with reasonable accuracy. 

Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 79.074, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 4. [FLEXIBLE RANGE OF RATES.] An insurer may write 
insurance at rates that are lower than the rates approve<rb-'ythe 
commissioner provided the rates are not unfairly discriminatory. 

Sec. 9. [79.253] [PRIOR RATES.] 

Subdivision 1, Rates and flitAng platts, including experience 
ratmg plans, that have been _e_ with t e commissioner prior to 
January 1, 198~, pursuant to section ,79.56 !:>'y'insurers are conclu
sively presume to satiUy the requirements of this act until the 
initial schedule of rates as been approved!:>'y' order of the commis
sioner. 

Subd. 2. IT ~ rate, including an experience rating plan, was not 
filed han insurer prior to January 1, 1988, then an insurer shaIT 
file ~ rate or ratln~ P.tit for anII classification for which ~ rate was 
not previously fi e. is rate s all not be useauntil !! !!! approved 
!:>.y. the commissionei:-The commissioner may approve a rate .'!P to 
the rate level approved for use fu: the assigned risk plan for that rate 
class. These rates jali remain in force until the commissioner lias WoveaaD. initia sc edule of rates pursuant to section 10, subdi
vislOn 4. ![the commissioner disapl oves of any rate or dating plan 
pursuant to authority granted in t is subdivision, the lsapproval 
shal! not be subject to chapter 14 and the decision ShaH be final. 

Subd. £, Until the commissioner issues ~ rate order approving a 
scfledUfe of rates pursuant :to section ~ su1i1IVision 4, an insurer 
may not, through the use of any rating plan charge a rate higher 
than the rates appucable to the insurer pursuant to subdlvlSion 1 or 
~ and may not mcrease rates, including discounted iiates, for any 
policy renewal. This subCUvlSion does not prohibit ~ use of ~ 
provei ex erience rate plrls or retrospectlve ratk'g plans which 
have een adopte in the 1 ed rates !:>.y. insurers, ~ assigned risk 
plan, or. filed ~ ~ data service organizatlOn. 

Subd. 4. This section shall ~ only to policies issued after the 
effective nate of this section. --- . 

Sec. 10. [79.71] [RATES; HEARINGS.] 

Subdivision 1, [ADOPTION OF INITIAL RATE SCHEDULE.] 
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The commissioner shall adolit a schedule of workers' compensation 
insurance rates for use in t is state after June 30, 1989, for each 
classification unil8r which bUSlnes8Ts Wrffien. ThescneaweOlrates 
shall not be eXceSsive, inadequate, or unfairlymscriminatofy. The 
adoption or the initial schedule of rates shall be by hearing held 
pursuant to the contested case procedures in chapter 14. In adopting 
a schedule or rates, the commissioner mr; act on the written 
petition onhe aSSOclatilln, the department 2... abor and lllilustry, or 
any other interested parti requesting that !'o hearing be held for 
modificatIOn of the schedu e of rates. 

Subd. ~ [PETITION FOR RATE HEARING.] Upon receipt of a 
petition reguesting a hearing for modification of an existing scllea
ule of rates, the commissioner shall determine wnether the petition 
SUfficiently sets forth facts that show that the existing SCli.edule of 
rates is exceSsIVe~degUate, unTamyCITScnminator6j' or otherwise 
in need of modification so as to indicate the need to old!'o hearing. 
If the assocIation is a petitioner, the commissioner may decline to 
grant !'o hearing jfThe association has failed to provide information 
reguested !l,y previous orders mOdllying the schedule of rates, 
provided that the request was not unreasonable. The commissioner 
may accept or reject the petitiolll'or a hearing and shail giv; notice 
Dradetermination to the petitioning ~ within 90 days 2... receipt 
of the petition. If the commissioner rejects t""hej?efition, the commIS
sioner shall notilythe petitioning ~ of the reasons for the 
rejection. IT the commissioner of labor and industry petitions the 
commissioner for ~ hearing pursuant to this section or section 13, 
the commISSIOner must hold a hearing !f the commissioner of laOOr 
and industry certifies that the hearing j§. necessary because !'o 
decision of the suweme court, enactment of a statute or other 
circumstance has dected~stantial change-in the basis upoll 
which the existing schedule of rates was adopted. Upon suc 
certification !l,y the commiSSIOner of labor and industry, the com
missioner may, Qy order, modIfy tne existing schedule of rates to 
reflect the supreme court's decision, enactment of statute, or other 
crrcumStilnce. The order modifying the schedwe of rates j§. not 
subiect to chailter 14 and shall remain in effect until the commis
sioner has ma e !'o final determination as required!l,y subdivisions 4 
and 5. 

Subd. 3. [HEARING.] The commissioner shall determine, within 
90 days of receipt of thepetition whether to accept or reject the 
petition. "IT the commissioner accepts the petition for hearing, the 
commissioner shall order a hearing on matters set forth in the 
petition. The heaTIng shall-be held pursuant to the conteSiecr case 
procedures in chapter 14. The burden of proof ~ on the petitioning 
~ The commissioner shall forward !'o ~ of the order for 
hearin~ to the chief administrative law Wdge. The chiefarurnnis
trative aw rge must, within 30 days oft e recelptofthe order, set 
!'o hearing ate, rsign an administrative law judge to hear tne 
matter, and noti y the commissioner of'theTearing date and the 
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administrative law ludge assigned to hearthe n;'atter. The repor of 
the admlmstratIve aw Judge must be ISSUea wlthm 180 days rom 
the date of receipt oltIle order fu: thecl:irefaaministrative law isdge. 
The commissioner snaIl. Piilifish notice of the hearing in the tate 
Register at least 20 da~s before the hearing date. The administra
tive law judge must a mit documentary and statistical evidence 
accepted and relied upon fu: an expert witness whose expertise !§. 
related to worKers' com ensation rate matters, without the tradi
tional evidentiary oun ation. Approval of the notice prior to 
publicatlOn fu: the administrative lllw judge is not required. Within 
90 days of the completion of the hearing, tne administrative law 
judge must submit a aepor} to the commissioner. The parties or the 
administrative law ~ i the parties cannot ~ shall adjufrall 
time requirements unaer the contested case procedures to con orm 
with the the time requirements set forthlil thIS subdivision. After 
the close orthe hearing record, the aamrllistrative law jud~e shall 
transmit to the commissioner the entire record of the earinf,' 
including theTranscri t, exhibi~and all other materuu proper y 
accepted into evi ence, together with the !indin£ of facts, conclu
sions, .anarecommended order made 1Y the a ministrative law 
j'ddge. The time for h~ng the report may be extended fu: the chIef 
a ministrative1aw ~ for good cause. 

Subd. 4. [HEARING DETERMINATION.] The commissioner m,? 
accepr,-rfject, or modify, in whole or in par-;nlatters raised in t e 
petition or morufications of the schedUle 0 rates or matters raisecI 
in the findings and recommendations or-the administrative law 
judge. The commissioner's determination shaTl be based upon sub
stantial evidence. 

Subd. 5. [DEADLINE FOR DETERMINATION.] The commis
sioner shall make !'o final determination with respect to adoption of 
aSchediiIeOfrates within 90 days after receipt of the administrative 
law judge's report. If the commissioner fails to act within the 90-day 
period, the findings, conclusions, and recommended orae;: of the 
administrative law judge become the-final order of the commissioner 
on the 91st day. -------

Subd. 6. [CONSULTANTS; COMMISSIONER OF COMMERCE.] 
ThecOmmissioner of commerce may hire consultants, including !'o 
consulting actuary and other experts, deemed necessr,; to assist in 
the establishment or m'OilTIlcation of the schedule 0 rates:-A"Sum 
sufhclent to ~ the costs of conducITngthe hearing prOvWedunder 
subdivision 3, ap~ealsl'h"erefrom,or the establishment or modifica
tion of the schedu e of'rates, includin~e costs of consurtants, stafl', 
and related l'frts, and the costs of ~ attorney general's office, !§. 
appropriate om the special compensatlOn fund to the commis
sioner of commerce and assessed against the rating asSOCIation and 
its members ~ the special compensation lund. 

Subd. 7. [CONSULTANTS; COMMISSIONER OF LABOR AND 
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INDUSTRY.] The commissioner of labor an industr~may hire 
consultants, including ~ consulting actuary and at er experts, 
deemed necessary to assist the commissioner of labor and industry 
in the hearing for mo<Ilf'iCation of the schedule of rates and appeals 
therefrom. A sum sufficient to ~ the costs of the commissioner of 
labor and industry in regard to the hearing provided under subdi
VIsion ~ and appeals therefrom, illcluding the costs ofCOllsiiffiiilfs, 
staff, and related costs, and the costs of the attorne~general's office, 
is appropriated from the special compensation fun to the commis
sIOner of labor and inaustry and assessed against the rating associ
ation and its members ~ the special compensationl'und. 

Subd. 8. [CONSULTANTS, ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGES:] The 
office of aaministrative hearings, upon approval of the chief admlii= 
istrative law Judge, day hire consultants necessary to assist the 
administrative law ~ assigned to ~ workers' compensation rate 
proceeding. The cost Qf such consultants shali be paid h the special 
compensation fund anOaSSessed against the 'dting association and 
its members Qy the special compensation tun . 

Subd. 9. [COMMISSIONER OF LABOR AND INDUSTRY AS A 
PAliTV] The commissioner of labor and industry must be "Si.rty to 
all proceedings under this Chapter and shall act to assure ~ the 
Plflic interest g; represented and protected. The commissioner of 
la or and industry may: (1) Inspect at all reasonable times, and ~ 
the books, records, memoranda, and correspondence or other docu
ments and records of a\,:).' person relating to any regulated business; 
and (2) cause the depOSItion to be taken ofUiny person concernIng the 
business and affairs of any business reg ated ~ the department. 
Information sought tllrOUgh said deposition shall OOlor "lawfully 
authorized purpose and shall be relevant and material to the 
investigation or hearing before the commIssioner. Information 0b
tained from sald deposition shaliDe used ~ the department only tOr 
~ully aiilllorized purpose ana pursuant to powers and respon
sibilities conferred upon the department. Said deposItion g; to be 
taken in the manner prescnoed ~ law for taking depOSItIOns in civil 
actions iilTIie district court. The commiSSioner of labor and inaustry 
may, on the commissioner's own initiative, investlgate any matter 
subject tofue jurisdiction of the department of labor and industry. 
The costs of the commissioner of labor and Industry in discharging 
this ODllgation shall be paid ~ the speCIal compens~on fund and 
assessed against the rat~ng asSOCIation and its members !i.Y the 
special compensation fun . . 

Subd. 10. [APPOINTMENT OF ACTUARY] The commissioner of 
labor andlndustry shall employ the services of" casualty actuaz 
experienced in .workerS'" compensation whose duties shall inclu e 
but not be liiiiIted to investil,atlOn of coml'laints ~ insured parties 
relatIve to rates, rate classilcations, or dIscriminatory practices of 
an insurer. The salary of the actuary employed pursuant to this 
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section is not subject to the provisions of section 43A.17, subdivision 
1. 

. Sec. 11. [79.72] [PETITION FOR REHEARING.] 

Subdivision L [PETITION CONTENTS.] Any interested part~ 
mer petition the commissioner for rehearing and reconsideration 0 

~ etermination made pursuant to sectIOn 10. The petition for 
rehearing and recOiiSld'eration shalTbe served on theCommissioner 
and all parties to the rate hearing withlii 30 dJiYS after service of the 
CoffiiiiIsslOner's final order. The petition s all set forth factUal 
~ounds in suppOrlof its peilllon. An interested]?iiZY adversely 
arected ~ ~ petitionror revIe¥C and reconsideration s 15 days to 
respond to factual matterSaIlegeaI'n the petitio,;" 

. 

Subd. 2. [GRANT OF REHEARING.] The commissioner may 
8lant ~ reh.earing upon the filing of ~ petitIOn under subdivision 1. 
.....!! rehearing, the commissIOner may limit the sc';{e of factual 
matters that are subject to rehearin~ and reconsi eration. The 

.' rehearing is subject to the proviSIOns 0 section 10 . 

. Subd. 3. [MODIFICATION OF ORDER.] Following rehearin!;, the 
commissioner mJiYdmtdi~ the terms of the initial order adoptmg ~ 
change in the sc e u e 0 rates upon aoetermination that adequate 
factual wounds exist to sUBPort-modification. Ade9uate factual 
Sl;ounds mdude, but are not ImIted to, erroneous testImony fu:: any 
WItness or Party to the hearing, material ch~e in Minnesota loss 
or expense ata occurrin1 after a petition Or mooification of tile 
Schedule of rates has been iled'hr~any other iiiIstake Qffact that has 
a substantiareffect upon the sc e ule of rates adopteo in the initial 
order of the -commissioner: ----

Sec. 12. [79.731] [JUDICIAL REVIEW] 

Final orders of the commissioner pursuant to sections 10 and 11 
areSubJectto judicial review pursuant to sections 14.63to 14.69 but 
SIlall remain m effect <IUrIilg the pendency of any appeal. 

Sec. 13. [79.711] [INTERIM SCHEDULE OF RATES.] 

The iiati¥g association, the comniissioner·oflabor and industry, or 
ahy ot er. mterested party maG file ~ petition for anadiustment in 
t e Sctiedule of rates when t ere has been iTaw change in the 
DeD.efit· payabTe undei'CIiapter176. "Law Change" meanS: oiily 
statutory changes fu:: the. legIslature or sur.reme courtC1eCislOns. 
When ~ petitIOn for a Chillige in § scIledu e of rates due to ~ law 
Cllaiige IS receivedliY the commIssioner, the commissioner shall 
review any petition fOr !!p to 30 days to detemnne if it presents facts 
which warrant a hearing. 'If the commissioner accepts a petition for 
hearIDg It shall be conductedJlursuant to the contested case proce-
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dures found in chapter 14. The chief administrative law judge shall 
assign an admiuistrative law judge to hear a petition for a change in 
the schedule of rates within 30 daYa of the referral ~ the commis
sioner. The aaministrative law ~ Shall conclude the hearing 
within 60 days of assignment ~ the ChieJ8.dministrativeIaw ju~ge 
and file findings of fact, conclusiousOITaw, and !Ie propoSed or er 
with the commissioner within 30 days oftlieclose of the recora.Tlie 
aaIiiillistrative law judge shall, after f1iecJ:ose of the record; file !Ie 
report with recommendations in the same manner as in sectiOn 10, 
subdivision 3. The time for holding thenearing and filing the report 
with the commissioner may be expanded!iY the chief administrative 
law judge ~ !Ie showing of goo~ cause fu an aruritional 30 '}aYJ' 
The commissioner's order maya urn, reverse, or modify the ....!!!.....: 
ings and order of the administrative law Judge. The petitioning 
party shail have The burden of proof in any hearing held pursuant to 
this siilidlVision. Interim rate hearings are only for changes III the 
schedule of workers' compensation rates resulting from law 
changes. All other evidentiary, procedurar,and review standards in 
section 10 shall awly to interim rate hearings except for the ~ 
reqUIrements in t IS subdivision. Interim rate hearings are subJect 
to judicial review pursuant to chapter 14 excitt that the commis
sioner's interim rate order snaIl remain in e ect during the pena 
dency of finy appeal !iY any party. The commissioner is an intereste 
party if!...! commissioner'S decision is appealed pursuant to chapter 
14. Interim rate hearings may only be held after an initIal schedUle 
of rates has been approved ~ the commissioner umess requested ~ 
the commissioner of labor and industry; eS<cept that an interim rate 
hearing shall be held before August 1, 19 8, to COtiSider the effect of 
the law changes made in 1988. . 

Sec. 14. [79.74] [AUTOMATIC A-DJUSTMENT OF RATES.] 

The commissioner shall adopt !Ie rule to automatically adjust a 
schOOule of rates to reflect benefit changes mandated ~ operation or 
law after The most recent change in the statewide schedule of rates. 
This adjustment shall also reflect the annual change in the maxi
mum weekly compensatIOn made pursuant to section 176.I01, an 
adjustment in the assessment rate for the special fund, and tEe 
annual adjustment made pursuant to semon 176.645, any!iO,jUSt
ment in the assessment for the assigned risk plan pursuant to 
section 79.251, subdivision 5, any adjustment in the assessment for 
the Minnesota insurance guarantee association pursuant to section 
60C.05, or any other assessment required ~ law. The init@ rule to 
automatically adjust the schedule of rates and anyaIDei1dliients 
made pursuant to this subdivision is effeCtive on October 1, 1988, or 
as soon thereafter as pOSSIble. Adoption of the initial rule is not 
subject to chapter !i, except the commissioner of commerce shan 
comply with section 14.38, subdivision 7. 

At each rate hearing held pursuant to section 10 or rehearing 
pursuant to section !h lOITowing an automatic adjustment, the 
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commissioner shall review the rate adjustment to assure that the 
schedule of rates adopted sUbser,uent to the adjustment are not 
excessive,lnMequate, or unfair~v discnmmatory. If the commIS
sioner finds that the scnedule orrates adopted subsequent to the 
adjustment are excessive, inadequate, or unfairly discriminatory, 
the commissioner shall order appropriate remedial action. . 

Sec. 15. [79.75] [RATE REVISION ORDER; EFFECT.] 

Subdivision!:. [POLICIES.] A revised schedule of rates,adopted 
under section 10 or !h a"SIies to new and renewal policies issued 
after the effectiveaate of ~ commissioner's final order. 

Subd. 2. [INSUREDS.] The revised schedule of rates applies to all 
insureds and prosa'ective insureds under the workers' compensation 
rating manual a opted !!y the associatloii. and approved !!y the 
commiSSIOner. 

Sec. 16. [79.76] [COMMISSIONER MAY REQUIRE SURVEY.] 

Following a complaint, the commissioneVllay reguire the associ
ation to. conguct a survey and report. e commissioner may 
Wffildraw approvalof e1 rate or classificatIOn upon ten days' notice 
to the parties interest. . 

Sec. 17. [79.77] [CLASSIFICATION OF WORKERS' COMPENSA
TION INSURANCE.] 

No classification for comliensation insurance pUPe'0ses shall be 
errective until approved fu: t e commissioner. No rue or regiiIatiOu 
with reference to compensation risks filed!iY bny insurer, or ~ the 
association, shan be effective until approved ~ the commiSSIOner. 
No ~ of insurance covering any par 2! the liability of an 
employer allowed to self-insure as provi ed III section 176.18h is 
effective in this state unless approVed !!y the commissioner. '-- !! 
appears at any time that reasonable doubt on the lart of the 
commissioner as tothe proPar c1assificatioil or rate or any rIsk 
exists, such riSK may be boun for insurance suliJectfo establismng 
a rate and crassification. . -----

Sec. 18. [79.78] [INSURERS SHALL BE MEMBERS OF ASSO
CIATION.] EVliryj insurer issuing workers' compensation insurance 
in this state s al be a member of the association organized under 
sectIOn !l!, to boa mrunfained in tms state for the following purposes: 

(1) to separate the industries of this state .that are subject to 
workers' compensation insurance into proper classes Tor comiEnsa
tion insurance purposes; to inspect compensation risks and estalish 
the merit and eXlerience rati(jg system asprovea-Tor use in this 
state; to eSfii1)lis charges an credits un er the system; and to 
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report all facts affecting compensation insurance risks and those 
necessary for approving policies of compensation insurance as 
conforming with classifications and rates previouslY promulgated 
~ the association and approved ~ the commissioner; and 

(2) to assist the commissioner and insurers in approving rates) 
determining hazards and other material facts in connection with 
compensation risks, and to assist in promoting safety in the indus
tries. 

Sec. 19. [79.79] [ORGANIZATION OF ASSOCIATION.] 

The association shall adopt articles of incorporation, bylaws, and 
,,!plan of operation. These artic1eS,1Jtflaws, and plan of operation and 
all amendments thereto shall be lIed with and approved by the 
commissioner and shall not be effective until so filed and a roved. 
The association shall admit to membership any msurerauthorize 
to transact workers' compensation insurance in this state. The 
charges and service of the association shall be fixed in the articles or 
bylaws and shall be equitable and nondiscriminatory as between 
members. The initial articles, bylaWs, and plan of operation shall be 
filed with the commissioner no later than June 15, 1988. If the 
initIaJartiCIes, bylaws, and plan of opernITOn are not filed byJune 
15, 1988, the commissioner shall adopt the initial articles, bylaws, 
and plan of operation. 

Sec. 20. [79.80] [EXPENSE, HOW PAID.] 

Each member of the association shall ~ an equitable and 
nondiscriminatory share of the cost of operating the association. IT 
the members of the association cannot agree upoli an apportionment 
of cost, any memoer may in writing petition t e commissioner to 
establish "! basis for apportioning the cost.g any member is 
aggrieved ~ an apportionment made ~ the association, it may in 
writing petition the commissioner for ~ review of the apportion
ment. The commissioner shall, upon not less than five days notice to 
each member of the association, hold anearing upon any such 
petition at which all members areentitled to be present and be 
heard. The commissioner shall determine the matter and mail a 
copy of the determination to each member of the assocIation. The 
decision of the commissioner shall be final and binding upon all 
members of the association. 

Sec. 21. r79.81] [BOARD OF DIRECTORS.J 

~ board of directors of the rating association "'- created and is 
responsible tor the operation of the rating association consistent 
with the plan of operation and sections 10 to 36. The board consists 
of seven directors. Four directors shall represent insurers and the 
commissioner of commerce shall appoint the remaining directors. 
Each director is entitled to one vote. Terms of the directors shall be -- ----------
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two years. The board shall select .!l chair and other officers it deems 
appropriate. 

A majority of the directors currently holding office constitutes a 
quorum. Action may be taken !Jy .!l majority vote of the directors 
present. 

The board shall take reasonable and prudent action regarding the 
management of the rliting association including but not limited to 
the management of ~ daily affairs of the rating association. 

Sec. 22. [79.82] [PLAN OF OPERATION.] 

Subdivision 1: [PROVISIONS.] The plan of operation shall pro-
vide for all of the following: . 

(a) the establishment of necessary facilities; 

(b) the management and operation of the rating association; 

(c) a preliminary assessment, payable !Jy each member in propor
tion to its total remium in the year preceOliiifthe inauguration of 
the rating association, or initial expenses necessary to commence 
operation of the rating association; 

(d) procedures governing the actual payment of assessments to the 
rating association; . 

(e) reimbursement of each member of the board !Jy the rating 
association for actual and necessary expenses incurred on rating 
association business; and 

(D any other matters required !Jy or necessary to effectively 
implement sections 10 to 36. 

Subd. ~ [AMENDMENTS.] (a) The plan of operation shall be 
su'b,iOCtto approval !Jy the commissioner after consultation with the 
members of the associiitiOn, representatives of the public and other 
affected indiVUluals and organizations. IT the Commissioner disap
provr all or any part of the proposed plan of operation, the directors 
shal withm 15 days submit for review an appropriate revised plan 
OfOi)eration or part thereof Ita revised ~Ian is not submitted within 
15 days, the commissioner shall promu gate a plan of operation or 
part thereof, as the case may be. The slab of operation approved or 
promulgated !Jy fue commissioner sha I ecome effective and oper
ational upon order of the commissioner. 

(b) Amendments to the plan of operation may be made !Jy the 
commissioner or !Jy theairectors of the association, slil1lOCt to the 
approval of the commissioner. . 
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Sec. 23. [79.83] [APPLICABILITY OF CHAPTER 79.] 

Subdivision 1. [EXAMINATION BY COMMISSIONER.] The rat
i!!g association ~ subject to all the provisions of this chapter. The 
commissioner or an authorized representative of the commissioner 
ma~ visit the rating association at any time and examine, audit, or 
eva uate the ratin~ association's operations, records and practices. 
For purposes of t is sectIOn, "authorized representative of the 
commissioner" incTtides employees of the de!lrtments of commerce 
or labor and industry or other parties retain by the commissioner. 

Subd. 2. [COSTS AND EXPENSES.] The commissioner may order 
and the rating association shall P"l' the costs and expenses of any 
examination, audit, or evaluation conducted ~ursuant to subdivi
sion 1. A sum sufficient to P"l' these costs an expenses is appro
pnateo Trom the special compensatIon fund to the commisSloner of 
commerce. 

Sec. 24. [79.84] [MANUALS.] 

Subdivision.!: [FILING REQUIRED.] On or before July 1, 1988, 
the association must file with the commissioner all underwriting 
and rating manuals which are used in the classification of risks and 
the calculation of rating plans

6 
rates, and fees. The association must 

provide the commissioner wit at least six copies of each manual. A 
COpY~f each manual filed shaII also be provided to the commissioner 
ofla or and industry. 

The commissioner shall review the manuals and on or before 
OctoDer 1. 1988, approve or disapprove the manurus or any part 
thereof. Until the commissioner has approved or disapproved the 
manuals, they shall remam in force. As to any manual or part 
thereof that i1< not approved, ~ hearing pursuant to the contested 
case procedures of chapter 14 shall be held. 

Until the conclusion of the contested case proceeding, the portions 
of the manuals that were not approved shall remain in force. 

Subd. 2. [AMENDMENTS.] If the association amends a manual, 
thean;enament shall not be effedrn until approved I>y the commis
SIOner. The comilliSSiOi"i"ersnall approve or disapprove any amend
ment within 90 days of filing. Any amendment not approved within 
90 days shall be deemed to be disapproved. As to ~ disapproved 
amendment, the association may contest the disapproval pursuant 
to the contested case procedures of chapter 14. 

Subd. 3. [BURDEN OF PROOF.] The burden of proof in ~ 
proceeding under this section shall be .'!.PQ!I. the ~ requestmg the 
adoption of ~ manual or an amendment of ~ manual. 
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Subd. 4 .. [COSTS.] The costs of the commissioner and the commis
sioner of labor and inaUstrym r'Klard to a contested case proceeding 
under this section, includin* t e costs of consultants, staff and 
rerated costs, and costs bilIe~ th~orney general's office'shall 
be paid ~ the special com,;ensation fund and assessed to the 
association and its members ~ the special compensation fund. 

Subd. 5. [PUBLIC ACCESS.] Copi!s of all approved manuals must 
be ~ available to the Plblic or inspection duri;;r regular 
Ousmess hours at the office ~ the association. Propose manuals 
and amendments to manuals must be made available in the same -- --- ---
manner. 

Sec. 25. [79.85] [EXEMPTION.] 

The rating association ~ not subject to sections 15.0597 and 
471.705 and chapter 13 nor any other law or rule that pertains to ~ 
public bodYb 

F'or purposes of Minnesota law or rule, the association 
is not ~ pu hc body. 

Sec. 26. [79.86] [LICENSE; F'EE.J 

The association shall procure annually from the commissioner ~ 
license to carryon its business. The license shall run from July! to 
the last day of June. An annuaf1ICense fee of $100 must be paid at 
the time of filing application for license. . 

Sec. 27. [79.861] [ANNUAL STATEMENT.] 

The association on Or before March! each year shall file with the 
commissioner a statement covering its activities for the year endin~ 
on the preceding December 31. This rep:rt shall cover its financia 
transactions and other matters connecte with its operation, includ
!!'ll. employee compensation and other specific eXfenditures as 
required ~ the commIssioner. The commissioner shar prescribe the 
form of the report. The association and its mem!lerSare subject to 
supervision and examination .fu:. the commissioner or an&: examiner 

- authorized ~ the commissioner on such matters as ~ commis
sioner deems axpropriate. Examination may be made as often as the 
commissioner eems necessary. A sum sufficient to ~ the cost of 
all examinations is appropriate<! from the special compensation 
mnd to the commissioner of commerce. ----

Sec. 28. [79.862] [ASSOCIATION SHALL MAKE CLASSIF'ICA
TION.] 

The association shall, on behalf of its members, assign each 
compensation risk and subruviSiOiithereof in this state to its ~ 
classification. The determination as to the ~ claSSIficatIon ~ 
the association shall be subject to the approViil of the commissioner 
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as provided in this chapter. The association shall, on behalf of all 
members thereOt,Tnspect and make ~ written survey of each rISk to 
which the system of merit rating approved for use in this state is 
rahle. It shall, on behalf of all ~ memoersthere~fiIe with 
t e commissioner its classification of rIsks and lkeep on file at the 
Office of the association the written surveys of a! risks inspected .fu: 
it, whlCli survey shall show the location and description of all items 
producing charges ~ credits, if any, and such other facts as are 
material in the wrItmg of insurance thereon. !t: shall file ana 
subsequent proposed classification or later survey and all rilles an 
regulations which do or m~y affect the writing of these risks. Tlie 
association classification s all be bmaing upon all insurers. The 
commissioner and the association and its representatives shall give 
aU information as to classihcations, rates, surveys, and other facts 
COllected and intended for the common use of insurers Subfect to 
sections 10 to 36 to all these llsurers at the same time. A ~ of the 
complete survey bY the association, wlththe approved classification 
and rates based thereon and the effective date thereof, shall be 
mrniSbOO to the insurer of record as soon as arraved. The approved 
classification and rates upon ~ specificTISI< s ali be furnIshed ~ 
request to finy other lllsurer upon the payment of ~ reasonable 
charge for ~ service. Every insurershall promptTy file with the 
association a ~ of each payron audit, whicll shall be checked~ 
the association for correctness of classification arur rate. The com
mrssioner may require the association to file anf' such copy and may 
verify anYhPayroli audit bY a reaudit of the boo s of the employer or 
in such ot er manner as malfi appear most expedient. Upon written 
complaint stating facts su Ident to warrant action bY .is. the 
commissioner shall verify any payroll audit reported to the commis
sioner. 

Sec. 29. [79.863] [INFORMATION.] 

In addition to other information that the commissioner requests 
ursuant to section 10, the rting aSSOciation shall: (al separate the 

incurre Out not reportea osses of its memberS;lJj) separate paId 
and outstanding losses of its members; (c) provide information 
indicatin cases in which its members have established a reserve in 
excess 0 50,000;-\d)jJrOVlife information on the income on invested 
reserves of its meiiiOers; and (e) provide mt'ormatlOn as to liolicies 
written at other than the filed rates. The rating association s all file 
information based sOlely on l\IInnesota premium income of its 
members concernmg investiiient income, ]131 expenses, subroga
tion recoveries. administrative expenses, an commission expenses. 
The ratjng association shall file information based solely on Mm
nesota ata concerning its members reserving ractices, premium 
income;1OOemnit)' and m"dIcal benefit pai1d an lob ying expenses 
onts members. The rating association sha I file an itemized break
down of its lobbying expenses. 

The commissioner shall consider this information in an appropri-
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ate mamier in adopting a schedule of rates and shall decline to grant 
!Ie hearing pursuant to. section 10 lOr purposes of consIdering a rate 
increase if the association fails to provide the information. -

SeC. 30. [79.864] [RECORD; ASSOCIATION SHALL FURNISH 
INFORMATION.] 

, The association shall keep !Ie careful record of its proceedings. It 
shall furnish 'hponh demand, to an;, emproyei' wnose workers' com
pensation risk as een surveye , u11 information as to the survey, 
including the rileThOdOf the computation and a detarrea description 
and location oeall items producing charges or credits. The associa
tion shall prov1(fe !Ie means, approved !iY the commissioner for 
hearing any member or employer whose risk has been inspected, 
either in person or ~!Ie representative, before the governing or 
rating committee or other ~representatives with reference to 
fny matter affectint the risk. ~ insurer or empWyBr 'TiP' appeal 
rom a deCIsion of t e association to the commissioner., e associ

ation -shall make rules govermnif appeals, to be filed with' and 
approv~ theCommissioner. The commissioner may require the 
association tolile any information connected with Its activities. 

Sec. 31. [79.865] [INSURERS SHALL NOT DISCRIMINATE.] 

No insurer shall make or chargll any rate for workers' compensa
tion insurance In t"IiISState whic disci'iiillnates unfairly between 
risks or classes,Or which"dIScrmnnates unfaIrl~between risks In the' 
_cation of fikecnarges and credits in ~ plan of merit or 
experience rating in use. 

Sec. 32. [79.867] [RATES SHALL BE FILED.] 

Every insurer' writing workers' compensation insurance in this 
state, except as ordered I>y the commissioner, must file wITh. the 
commissioner Jts rates ror tIlls com~ensation insurance ~ all 
additIOns or changes. All rates so ~ must comply WIth the 
requirements of law and are not effectIve until approved h the 
commissioner. A rate which is fiIea and a1frovea-cannot be chanred 
until 15 days al'tertheSii'bstitutearate is lied and after approva h 
the commissioner. 

Sec. 33. [79.868] [RATES TO BE UNIFORM; EXCEPTIONS.] 

No insurer n;>ay write insurance 'at !Ie rate above that established 
I>y the associatIOn and approved as reasonable !>.y: the commissioner. 
Theassociation m;.y;educe or increase a rate ~ 1l1e application to 
IiidIvidual risks 0 t e system of merIt or experience rating whicn 
has been approveQ !!rthe commlsSfOiler :'this reduction or increase 
shall be set forth in the pOlif or !iY en"dOrSement thereon. Upon 
written request, an insurer s alrfurmsh a written explanatIOn to 
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the insured of how and why the individual rate was adjusted by 
application 01" s stem of merit or experience rating, This explana
tion shall be maile to the insured within 30 days of the request. 

Sec. 34. l79.869] [DUTIES OF COMMISSIONER.] 

The commissioner of commerce shall require compensation insur
ers, or their agents, to hIe such reports as may be necessary for the 
purposes of sections 10 to 36 for use by the commissioner. 

Sec. 35. [79.87] [VIOLATIONS; PENALTIES.] 

In addition to any other penalties prescribed ~ law, any insurer, 
rating association, agent, or other representative or employee of any 
insurer or rating association that fails to comply with, violates any 
of the provisions of sections 10 to 36, or any order or rulini of the 
commissioner, shall be punished by " fine of not less than 50 nor 
more than $5,000. In addition, the license of any insurer, agent, or 
broker guilty of such violation may be revoked or suspended by the 
commISSIOner. 

Sec. 36. [79.88] [RULEMAKING.] 

Until July h 1989, the commissioner shall be exempt from the 
rulemaking provisions of chapter 14. The commissioner must com
ply with section 14.38, subdivision 7, when adopting rules to carry 
out the commissioner's duties assigned ~ this section. Any rules 
adopted pursuant to this exemption shall be subsequently adopted 
~" chapter 14 rules proceeding commencing no later than July h 
1990. 

Sec. 37. [MANDATED RATE REDUCTIONS.] 

The approved rate schedule that is adopted after the interim rate 
hearing, held before August 1, 1988, under section 13, must include 
!! minimum rate reduction of 12 percent on all rate schedules, 
effective Octoberl, 1988, and applied to all pOlicies issued, renewed, 
or outstanding on or after that date. An insurer may not adjust its 
filed rating plan to recover the rate reduction mandated ~ this 
section. An insurer shall provide all employers having an outstand
~ policy with the insurer as of October h 1988, " credit or refund 
of 12 percent or greater, as determined Qy the commissioner, on the 
unexpired portion of the policy, as well as " written notice of the 
credit or refund before that date. 

Sec. 38. [OLD ASSOCIATION.] 

Subdivision l. [RECORDS DEPOSITED WITH THE COMMIS
SIONER.] All records of the rating association authorized ~ sec
tions 79.61 and 79.62 or its predecessors pertaining to proceedings 
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before the de~rrtment of commerce or its predecessors regarding 
rates or classi'ications snaIl be deposited with the commissioner no 
later than the effective date oTIhe repeal of sections 79.61 and 79.62. 

Subd. 2. [ASSOCIATION ASSETS.] All assets of the rating 
association authorized l>y section 79.61 or 79.62 or its preuecessors 
shall be transferred to the rating association established under 
section 19 .. 

Sec. 39. [TRANSITION PROVISIONS; EMPLOYEES.] 

Until January 1, 1989, initial appointment to the professional 
poSffiOiis authorizett l>y sectWn41 shall be deemett to be provisional 
or exceptIOnal appointments as defined l>y section 43A.15, subdivi
sions ± and 8, and the commissioner Qf emplofiee relations must 
authorize those appointments as requested l>y t e commissioner of 
commerce or labor and industry. Upon request of the commissioner 
of commerce or labor and industry, the appointments under this 
section shall be considered an unuslliif employment condition as 
defined fur section 43A.17, subdivision :l. and salaries may be set 
accordingly. 

Sec. 40. [RULE SUPERSEDED.] 

The security or bonding re'luirements of Minnesota Rules, part 
2780.2700, shall continue m force but without any dollar limita
tions. The commissioner shall amend the rule as soon as possible to 
conform with this section. The amendment ofthe rule is not subject 
to chapter 14, ebxJept that the commissioner shall comply with 
section 14.38, su ivision 7. 

Sec. 41. [LEGISLATIVE INTENT.] 

!t ~ the intent of the legislature in enacting Article 1 to reinstate 
the prior state law regarding rate regulation which was repealed 
effective January h 1984. JudlClal and admimstrative decisions 
regarding the prior law shall be deemeato be applicable to Article 
! in the same manner as to the prior law. 

Sec. 42. [APPROPRIATION.] 

Subdivision 1. $200,000 is appropriated from the special compen
sation fund to the department of commerce for the purpose of 
sections 10 to 38. The complement of the departmentmcommerce is 
increase([1)---'y three positions. 

Subd. 2. $375,000 is appropriated from the special compensation 
fund to the department of labor anomdustry for the purpose of 
sections 10 to 38. The compleillent of the department of labor and 
industry is increased l>y six positions. 
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Subd. 3. ! 80,000 ~ appropriated from the special compensation 
fund to the attorney general for the purpose of sections 10 to 38. The 
complement of the attorney general ~ increased I!,y two positions. 

Subd. 4. The appropriations under this section are available from 
the effective date of this section until June 30, 1989. 

Sec. 43. [REPEALER.] 

Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 79.50; 79.51; 79.52; 79.53; 
79.54; 79.55; 79.56; 79.57; 79.58; 79.59; 79.60; 79.61; and 79.62, are repealecr--- -------------------

Sec. 44. [EFFECTIVE DATE.J 

Article! is effective the day following final enactment. 

ARTICLE 2 

CHANGES TO THE WORKERS' COMPENSATION SYSTEM 

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.011, subdivision 
18, is amended to read: 

Subd. 18. [WEEKLY WAGE.J "Weekly wage" is arrived at by 
multiplying the daily wage by the number of days and fractional 
days normally worked in the business of the employer for the 
employment involved. If the employee normally works less than five 
days per week or works an irregular number of days per week, the 
number of days normally worked shall be computed by dividing the 
total number of days in which the employee actually performed any 
of the duties of employment in the last 26 weeks by the number of 
weeks in which the employee actually performed such duties, pro
vided that the weekly wage for part time employment during a 
period of seasonal or temporary layoff shall be computed on the 
number of days and fractional days normally worked in the business 
of the employer for the employment involved. If, at the time of the 
injury, the employee was regularly employed by two or more employ
ers, the employee's days of work for all such employments shall be 
included in the computation of weekly wage. Occasional overtime is 
not to be considered in computing the weekly wage, but if overtime 
is regular or frequent throughout the year it shall be taken into 
consideration. The maximum weekly compensation payable to an 
employee, or to the employee's dependents in the event of death, 
shall not exceed e& % 80 percent of the "rSaMet af the daily wage 
times the '!I.maer af <lays nermally werkea employee's spendable 
weekly earnings, provided that the compensation payable for per
manent partial disability under section 176.101, subdivision 3, and 
for permanent total disability under section 176.101, subdivision 4, 
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or death under section 176.111, shall not be computed on less than 
. the number of hours normally worked in the employment or indus
try in which the injury was sustained, subject also to such maxi
mums as are specifically otherwise provided. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.011, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subp. 28. [SPENDABLE WEEKLY EARNINGS.] (a) "Spendable 
weeKlYearnings" means the employee's weekly wage, as defined h 
subdivisIOn 18, reduced J:iYlioth of the following: 

(1) an amount eqilal to a weekly amount required to be withheld 
untter state law an under the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, as 
amended, using the number of exemptions allowed for the employee, 
and for actual dependents, old age, and blindness, to which the 
employee is entitled on the date of injury; and 

(2) an amount equal to the weekly amount required to be withheld 
from the earnings ofthe employee at the time of the injury under the 
Federal Insurance Contributions Act, wltIi'Out regard to the yearly 
maXImum. 

(b) Each September h the commissioner of the department of 
laOOr and industry shall [l publish uniform table of spendable 
weekly earnings, as defined in paragraph (aJ, Jusing arlicable 
federal and state tax laws in eflect the preceding <!..'!!.Y !:. T is table 
shall take effect on October 1 and be conclusive fu!: the purpose of 
converting [l weekly wagehinto spendable weekly earnings during 
the following twelve mont s. The commissioner may contract with 
the department of revenue or any other person or organization to 
assist in the preparation of the table. The adoption of this table is 
exempt from the administrative rulemaklng provisions of chapter 
14. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.021, subdivision 3, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [COMPENSATION, COMMENCEMENT OF PAY
MENT.] All employers shall commence payment of compensation at 
the time and in the manner prescribed by this chapter without the 
necessity of any agreement or any order of the division. Except for 
medical, burial, and other nonperiodic benefits, payments shall be 
made as nearly as possible at the intervals when the wage was 
payable, provided, however, that payments for permanent partial 
disability shall be governed by section 17€U0112. If doubt exists as 
to the eventual permanent partial disabilitY, payment fe¥ the 
eesBsmie FeeeveFY eemf)easatisR Of' im'(:laiFfReBt eSHlpeflsatisa, 
'llhieheveF is dae, I"'FSIl6Rt te seeti8R 176.101, shall be then made 
when due for the minimum permanent partial disability ascertain
able, and further payment shall be made upon any later ascertain-
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ment of greater permanent partial disability. Prior to or at the time 
of commencement of the payment of ceOHOffLi€ rceovcry eOffipcnsa 
tieft ffi' ffimJ> sam ffi' l'erieaie l'aymeHt ef iml'airment eeml'eHsatieH 
permanent partial disability benefits, the employee and employer 
shall be furnished with a copy of the medical report upon which the 
payment is based and all other medical reports which the insurer 
has that indicate a permanent partial disability rating, together 
with a statement by the insurer as to whether the tendered payment 
is for minimum permanent partial disability or final and eventual 
disability. After receipt of all reports available to the insurer that 
indicate a permanent partial disability rating, the employee shall 
make available or permit the insurer to obtain any medical report 
that the employee has or has knowledge of that contains a perma
nent partial disability rating which the insurer does not already 
have. EeOHOffiie roeeY/cry eOHll3cnsatiofl er iHlfJairmcnt eOfRfJcnsa 
tieft l'"rS"aHt W seetieH 176.101 is l'ayable in aaditieH W bat net 
eeHe"HeHtly with eeml'eHoatien ffir teml'emry WW1 disability bat is 
l'aya"le fJ"rS"aHt W seetieH 176.101. Iml'aiFmeHt eeml'eHsatien is 
l'aya"le eeHc"rreHtly and in additieH W cemfJensatieH ffir fJeFma 
HeHt WW1 aisability fJ"rs"ant W seetieH 176.101. Ecenemic Fece'fery 
eempcflsatiofl ffi'- impairment eOfflpcnsatiofl pHFSHant te section 
176.101 shall be withheld fJenaing cemfJletien ef l'ayment ffir 
teml'eraFY WW1 disability, and *' &edit shall be taken ffir l'aymeHt 
ef eeoflomie recovery eompensation (ff imJ3airmcnt compensation 
against liability ffir temperary WW1 ffi' futttre permaHent WW1 
aisability. Lia"ility en the ~ ef an eml'leyer ffi' the ins"Fe. ffir 
disability ef a teml'eFaFY tatal, teml'erary l'artial, and l'ermaHeHt 
WW1 Hat"re shall be eeHsidered as a centin"iHg l'Fea"et and ~ ef 
the eml'leyee's inability Weffi'H ffi' rea"CtieH in earniHg eapacity d..e 
te ~ ffi'- oeeHpatiElHal Elisease aru::l eompensation is 13BYBl31e 
aeeerdiHgly, s"bject W seetieH 176.101 EeeHemie Feewlery ceml'eH 
satiea ffi' iml'airmeHt ceml'eHsatieH is l'aya"le ffir r"netieHalless ef 
liSe er impaiFHlcnt sf funetion, pcrmaRcnt ffi Baturc, aru:l payment 
therefare shall be sel'aFate, aistinet, and in aaditieH w l'aymeHt ffir 
any ather Ceml'eHsatieH, s,,~eet to sectieH 176.101. The right to 
receive temporary total, temporary partial, or permanent total 
disability payments vests in the injured employee or the employee's 
dependents under this chapter or, if none, in the employee's legal 
heirs at the time the disability can be ascertained and the right is 
not abrogated by the employee's death prior to the making of the 
payment. 

The right to receive economic recovery compensation or impair
ment compensation vests in an injured employee at the time the 
disability can be ascertained provided that the employee lives for at 
least 30 days beyond the date of the injury. Upon the death of an 
employee who is receiving eesRsfflie rees'Iery esmpeBsatisH M 

impairment permanent partial compensation further compensation 
is payable pursuant to section 176.10112, subdivision 3. Im]3airmeHt 
eemllensatieH is l'aya"le mrEIer this l'aragral'h it vestiHg has S€

e"Hea, the eml'leyee dies prier W reachiHg ma"ipa"m meaieal 
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iml'FS'IemeHt, ...... the FelflliFemeHts ...... eSHaitisHS ~ seetisH 
17fl.Hll, sHbai'lisisH &e, are HOt m<+. 

Disability ratings for permanent partial disability shall be based 
on objective medical evidence, 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.021, subdivision 3b, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 3b. [TEMPORARY AND PERMANENT PARTIAL.] For 
injuries occurring before January h 1984, if an employee has 
returned to work for at least six moniliSand has, if applicable, 
completed a rehabilitation plan, this section does not prevent the 
payment of compensation for permanent partial disability because 
the employee is receiving compensation for temporary partial dis
ability. This subdivision is procedural and applies regardless of the 
date of injury. 

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.061, subdivision 10, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 10. [INDEMNITY.] Notwithstanding the provisions of chap
ter 65B or any other law to the contrary, an employer has a right of 
indemnity for any compensation paid or payable pursuant to this 
chapter, including temporary total compensation, temporary partial 
compensation, permanent partial disability, eeeB:8H1:ie FeeeveFY eem
pensatisB, iffifJaiFHleH-t e9mfH~!BSati8n, medical compensation, reha
bilitation, death, and permanent total compensation. 

Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.081, subdivision 1, is 
amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. (a) A fee for legal services of 25 percent of the first 
$4,000 of compensation awarded to the employee and 20 percent of 
the next $27,500 of compensation awarded to the employee is 
permissible and does not require approval by the commissioner, 
compensation judge, or any other party except as provided in clause 
(b). If the employer or the insurer or the defendant is given written 
notice of claims for legal services or disbursements, the claim shall 
be a lien against the amount paid or payable as compensation. In no 
case shall fees be calculated on the basis of any undisputed portion 
of compensation awards. Allowable fees under this chapter shall be 
based solely upon genuinely disputed portions of claims, including 
disputes related to the payment of rehabilitation benefits or to other 
aspects of a rehabilitation plan. Fees for administrative conferences 
under seotisH 176.242, 176.2421, 176.248, 6f' 176.244 sections 
176.106 and 176.239 shall be determined on an hourly basis, 
according to the criteria in subdivision 5. 

(b) An attorney who is claiming legal fees ~ this seetisH for 
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representing an employee in .§: workers' compensation matter shall 
file a statement of attorneys fees with the commissioner, compen
sation judge before whom the matter was heard, or workers' com
pensation court of appeals on cases before the court. A copy of the 
signed retainer agreement shall also be filed. The employee, em
ployer, and insurer shall receive a copy of the statement'- The 
statement shall be on a form prescribed by the commissioner, shall 
report the number of hours spent on the case, and shall clearly and 
conspicuously state that the emplOyee or insurer has ten calendar 
days to object to the attorney fees requested. If no objection is timely 
made by the employee or insurer, the amount requested shall be 
conclusively presumed reasonable providing the amount does not 
exceed the limitation in subdivision l. The commissioner, compen
sation judge, or court of appeals shall issue an order granting the 
fees and the amount requested shall be awarded to the party 
requesting the fee. 

If a timely objection is filed, or the fee is determined on an hourly 
basis, the commissioner, compensation judge, or court of appeals 
shall review the matter and make a determination based on the 
criteria in subdivision 5. 

If no timely objection is made by an employer or insurer, reim
bursement under subdivision 7 shall be made if the statement of fees 
requested this reimbursement. 

(c) An attorney representing employers or insurers shall file ~ 
statement of attorney fees or wages with £I1e commissioner, com
pensation judge before whom the matter was heard, or workers' 
compensation court of appeals on cases before the court. The 
statement of attorney fees or wages must contain the followin~ 
information: the average hourly wage or the value of hours worke 
on that case 1f the attorney ~ an employee of the employer or 
insurer, the number of hours worked on that case, and the average 
htlfly rate or amount cnarged an employer or insurer rorthat case 
!... ~ attorney is not an employee of the employer or insurer. 

(d) Employers and insurers may not ~ attorney fees or wage'lfor 
legal services of more than $6,500 ~ case unless theaddltional ees 
or wages are approved under subdivision 2. 

(e) Each insurer and self-insured emploter shall file annual 
statements with the commissioner detailing t e amount illegal fees 
and other legal costs incurred Qy the insurer or employer during the 
year. The statement shall includille amount paid for outside ana 
in-house counsel, deposition and other witness fees, and all other 
costs relating to litigation. 

(D The commissioner, in cooperation with the office of adminis
trative hearings, shall maintain records of the amount of fees paid 
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to attorneys representing claimants related to any workers' com
pensation proceeding. 

Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 176.081, 
subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. An application for attorney fees in excess of the amount 
authorized in subdivision 1 shall be made to the commissioner, 
compensation judge, or district judge, before whom the matter was 
heard. An appeal of a decision by the commissioner, a compensation 
judge, or district court judge on additional fees may be made to the 
workers' compensation court of appeals. The application shall set 
forth the fee requested and the basis for the request and whether or 
not a hearing is requested. The application, with affidavit of service 
upon the e"'l'leyee parties, including the employer, shall be filed by 
the attorney requesting the fee. If a hearing is requested by an 
interested party, a hearing shall be set with notice of the hearing 
served upon known interested parties. In all cases the employee 
shall be served with notice of hearing. 

Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.081, subdivision 3, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 3. Aft e"'l'layee wh& Any partl that is dissatisfied with 
attorney fees, may file an application or review by the workers' 
compensation court of appeals. Such application shall state the basis 
for the need of review and whether or not a hearing is requested. A 
copy of such application shall be served upon the attorney fflp tfte 
e"'l'iayee by the court administrator and if a hearing is requested by 
either party, the matter shall be set for hearing. The notice of 
hearing shall be served upon known interested parties. ~ atta ... ey 
fflp tfte elftl'layee shall he S€f'¥e<I with a aati€e sf tfte hea.i .. g. The 
workers' compensation court of appeals shall have the authority to 
raise tfte EjHestia .. sf the issue of the attorney fees at any time upon 
its own motion and shall have continuing jurisdiction over attorney 
fees. 

Sec. 9. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.081, subdivision 7, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 7. If the employer or insurer files a denial of liability, notice 
of discontinuance, or fails to make payment of compensation or 
medical expenses within the statutory period after notice of injury 
or occupational disease, or otherwise unsuccessfully resists the 
payment of compensation or medical expenses, or unsuccessfully 
disputes the payment of rehabilitation benefits or other aspects of a 
rehabilitation plan, and the injured person has employed an attor
ney at law, who successfully procures payment on behalf of the 
employee or who enables the resolution of a dispute with respect to 
a rehabilitation plan, the compensation judge, commissioner, or the 
workers' compensation court of appeals upon appeal, upon applica-
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tion, shall award to the employee against the insurer or self-insured 
employer or uninsured employer, in addition to the compensation 
benefits paid or awarded to the employee, an amount equal to ~ 100 
percent of that portion of the attorney's fee which has been awarded 
pursuant to this section that is ffi <l*€eSS ef $2W. 

Sec. 10. [176.096) [TEMPORARY TOTAL DISABILITY) 

Subdivision 1. [AMOUNT.) (a) For an injury producing temporary 
total disability, the weekly compensation ~ 80 percent of the 
spendable weekly earnings at the time of the injury. 

(b) Durin~ the year commencing on October h 1988, and each 
year thereater, commencmg October h the maximum weekly 
compensation payable ~ 100 percent of the statewide average 
weekly wage. 

(c) The minimum weekly compensation ~ 20 percent of the 
statewIde average weekly wage or the injured employee's actlliiJ 
spendable weekly earnings, whichever ~ less. 

Subd. 2. [TERMINATION OF COMPENSATION.) (a) This com
peilsaKon shall be paid during the period of disabilITY and shall 
continue until the earliest of the following: 

(1) the employee is no longer disabled; 

(2) the employee returns to work; 

(3) the employee refuses an offer of work that is consistent with ~ 
plan of rehabilitation filed with the commissioner and meets the 
requirements of section 176.102, SUbdivision h or, if no plfin nas 
been filed, that the employee can do in the employee's p yslCaJ 
condition and that ~ ~ salary as clOse as possible to the preinjury 
wage in light of the disablIIt.);; 

(4) the employee retires h withdrawing from the labor market; or 

(5) 90 days after the employee has reached maximum medical 
imporvement, following service on or receipt by the employee of ~ 
written medical riPort indicating fuat the employee has reaclied 
maximum medica improvement. . 

(b) Once compensation has ceased under this subdivision, an 
employee may not receive l'iirther compensation under subdivision 
h unless the emtoyee returned to work, but was medically unable 
to continue wor or was terminateawItliOUt just cause. Payment 
will not recommence if any event described in paragraph (a) 
occurred before termination an~ommenced payment must end 
when any of the events in paragraph (a) occur. 
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(c) Notwithstanding this subdivision, temporarl total compensa
tion is payable in connection with an a)!(rove retraining plan 
under the provisIons of section 176.102, su division.!.!.:. 

Subd. 3. [EXTENDED DISABILITY COMPENSATION.] (a) If an 
emJ?IOYee, who has !! permanent partial disability, is not WorKi~ 
because oftne personal injury after payment of' permanent partia 
disability benefits ~ complete, the employee shall be eligible for 
extended disability compensation. !! an empWyee received il)Y 
permanent partial compensation in !! lhmp sum, payment wil ~ 
considered complete af'ter expiration oft e period that the employee 
would have receivecrpermanent partialcompensation had !! been 
paid penorucally. 

Cb) Extended disability compensation ~ paid at the rate for 
temporary total comt,ensation, escalated under section 176.645, lOr 
the number of wee s equal to 246 multIpITed ~ the employee's 
permanent p£rtal disability rating, determined according to the 
rules adopte ~ the commission pursuant to section 176.105, 
subdivision 4. _T_hEe total extended compensation for any injury may 
not exceed tllis proauct. 

(c) Extended disability compensation shall cease if the employee is 
no longer disabled, returns to work, rel'UseS !! ~ offer described in 
subdivision 2, paragraph (a), clause 3, or retires from the labor 
market. 

(d) An emplo,Yee ~ not eligible for extended disability compensa
tion if, at any hme before the employee would have become eligible: 

(1) the emplo~ee refuses!!~ offer, as described in subdivision ~ 
paragraph Cal, cause £i or 

(2) the employee returns to work and terminates employment, 
unlessthe employee was merucillYUnabIe to continue work or was 
terminated without just cause; 

ee) An employee is eligible for extended compensation at any time 
after payment of permanent partial benefits g: complete so long as 
the employee meets the qualifications of this section and has not 
been paid the "iiUiXlmurn number of weeKs under paragraph (b) Tor 
that iajury; provided that, extended. compensation may not be prua 
beYon 350 weeks after the date of disability. 

Sec. 11. [176.097] [TEMPORARY PARTIAL DISABILITY] 

Subdivision .h [AMOUNT; MAXIMUM.] In cases of temporary 
partial disability, compensation shall be paiaaSToIfows: 

Ca) For the first 52 weeks that the employee returns to work, the 
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compensation shall be 80 ~ercent of the difference between the 
spendable weeK:JYearmngs o~ the emPloyee at the time of injury and 
the spendable week\[; earmilgS the employee ~ earning in the 
employee's partially isabled condition. 

(b) For the second 52 weeks after that the employee returns to 
work,---U;e compensation shalloe-60 ~ercent of the difference 
between the spendable wee1<!yeamings o-the emPloyee at the time 
of injur¥ and the spendable weekly earnings the employee ~ 
earning III the employee's partially disabled condition. 

(c) For the third 52 weeks that the employee returns to work, the -
compensation shall be 40 ~ercent of the difference between the 
spendable weeK:JYearmngs 0- the emPloyee at the time of injury ana 
the spendable weekly earnings the employee is earning in the 
employee's partially disabled condition. 

The maximum weekly compensation equals 100 percent of the 
statewide average weekly wage. 

Subd. ~ [ELIGIBILITY.] (a) Tem)orary tartial compensation may 
be paid only if the employee ~ (1 disab ed, (2) employed and (3) 
earnin less in spendable weeklY earnings than the employee 
earne in spendable weekly earnings at the time of the injury. 

(b) Except as provided in section 176.102, subdivision 11, tempo
rary partial disability benefits shall not be paid after the employee 
has returned to work for 156 weeks oratter 350 weeks after the date 
of disability, whlCl1ever occurs first-:-------------

Sec. 12. [176.098] [PERMANENT PARTIAL COMPENSATION.] 

Subdivision 1. [AMOUNT OF COMPENSATION.] An employee 
who suffers a permanent partial disability due to !'c personal injury 
shall receive compensation as provided in this section. The amount 
of compensation equals the /Brcent of disability of the whole body 
suffered ~ the employeemu tiplied ~ the corresponiling amount in 
the following schedule: 

Percent of disability 
0-25 

26-30 
31-35 
36-40 
41-45 
46-50 
51-55 
56-60 

Amount 
! 75,000 

80,000 
85,000 
90,000 
95,000 

100,000 
120,000 
140,000 
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61-65 
66-70 
71-75· 
76-80 
81-85 
86-90 
91-95 
96-100 

160,000 
180,000 
200,000 
240,000 
280,000 
320,000 
360,000 
400,000 

[88th Day 

The percent disabilitt of the whole body is determined according 
to the rules adopted ~ fEe commissioner pursuant to section 
176.105;BiiOdivision 4. This subdivision applies to an injury which 
occurs on or after October b 1988. 

Subd. 2. [PAYMENT OF COMPENSATION.) Permanent partial 
diS:i1iITlty compensation is ~i'lYable after temporary total compensa
tion ceases under section J!z sUbdlv1slon 2. !! the employee is not 
worldnf,' permanent partial compensation is payable at the same 
interva s and in the same amount as the temporary totafCompen
sation was paid immeruately before the compensation ceased. !! the 
employee begins a jQJi at any time before any or all of the compen
sation has been paid, flle remrumngCoiiipensation is payable in !! 
lilmp sum 30 calendar Tays b after the employee returned to worK, if 
~ empIOyment has not een suostantlally mterrupteil !ir the 
injury for any p:rt of the 30 days and the employee is still employed 
at that ~ at ~ endOI flle perioa:-

Subd. 3. [PAYMENT OF COMPENSATION AT DEATH.] If an 
emproyee dies before receiving permanent partial compensation 
from causes unrelated to the injury, the compensation shall be paid 
in the following manner: -

(a) !! the deceased employee leaves a surviving spouse, the srause 
shiII receive the unpaid compensation in a lump sum within 30 ~ 
of death. . 

(b) If the deceased em~loyee leaves dependent children, as defined 
in section 176.111, sub ivision b and no spouse, the unpaid com
pensation shall be tai~ periodicalE'~ the children in the same 
amount and interva stat compensatIOn was paid to the employee 
before death. The compensation ~ paid until the amount that the 
employee is eirtffied to is paif4 or until the last child ~ no longer 
dependent, whichever occurs Irst. 

(c) If the deceased emrloyee is not survived Qy !! spollse or any 
depenaent children as de1ned in section 176.111, no furt er perma
nent partial compensation is payable to any person. 

(d) !!the death results from the injury, the payment of permanent 
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partial comJ;'ensation shall cease upon the death and in lieu thereof 
death benehts are pa,Yahle pursuant to section 176.l11. 

Sec. 13. M;innesota Statutes 1986, section 176.101, subdivision 4, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [PERMANENT TOTAL DISABILITY.] For permanent 
total disability, as defined in subdivision 5, the compensation shall 
be eGo;. 80 percent of the daily wage spendable weekl~ earnings at 
the time of the injury, subject to a the maxImum weel0- eemlleasa 
tieft e<taal te the ma"imHm weekij"eeHlfleasati8a feF a teHlfl8Fary 
tatal disaBility aad a miaimHm weeldy e8Hlfleasati8a e<taal te the 
and minimum weekly compensation rates for a temporary total 
disability. This compensation shall be paid during the permanent 
total disability of the injured employee but after a total of $25,000 of 
weekly compensation has been paid, the amount of the weekly 
compensation benefits being paid by the employer shall be reduced 
by the amount of any disability benefits being paid by any govern
ment disability benefit program if the disability benefits are occa
sioned by the same injury or injuries which give rise to payments 
under this subdivision. This reduction shall also apply to any old age 
and survivor insurance benefits. Payments shall be made at the 
intervals when the wage was payable, as nearly as may be. In case an 
employee who is permanently and totally disabled becomes an 
inmate of a public institution, no compensation shall be payable 
during the period of confinement in the institution, unless there is 
wholly dependent on the employee for support some person named in 
section 176.111, subdivision 1, 2 or 3, in which case the compensa
tion provided for in section 176.111, during the period of confme
ment, shall be paid for the benefit of the dependent person during 
dependency. The dependency of this person shall be determined as 
though the employee were deceased. 

Sec. 14. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.101, subdivision 5, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 5. [TOTAL DISABILITY.] (a) For the purposes of subdivi
sion 4, permanent total disability means: 

(1) the total and permanent loss of the sight of both eyes, the loss 
ofOoth arms at the shoulder, the loss of both legs so close to the hips 
that no effective artificial members can be used, complete and 
permanent paralysis, total and permanent loss of mental faculties'i 
or 

(2) any other injury which totally incapacitates the employee from 
working at an occupation which brings the employee an income 
e8astitHtes tatal dis&BilitYi 

(b) For purposes of paragraph ~ clause (2), totally and perma
nently incapacltatea means that the emplOyee'S physicaffisabihty, 
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in combination with the employee's age, education and training, and 
experience, causes the employee to be unable to secure anythin~ 
more than sporadic employment resulting in an insubstantia 
income. 

(c) Local labor market conditions mi? not be considered in 
milking a deteriillnation under paragrap (aTClaUS<'> (2), althour 
statewide economic conditions may be consia=:r'ea;pr<ivided that, t e 
employer furnishes or procures emPlOyment that the employee can 
do in the employee's physical condition and ~ reasonable moving 
expenses to relocate the employee and family if the ~ is located 
beyond reasonable commuting distance; Nrovidearurther that, in 
such_circumstances, an employee who fal s to cooperate with rea
sonable efforts to secure employment,1i1cIuding travelling to ~ 
interviews at the emwoyer's eXli:ense, will be d~squalifiedfrom 
receivina furtherb~ne Its under t is subdIvIsion. It ';In empl'Rlee is 
relocate ,begms.'!J2!>. and IS medically unable to contmue at t e JOf 
the employee is entitwa to weekly compensation benefits at ~ 
temporary total compensation rate, until !! is determined whether 
the employee qualifies for permanent total disabIlity benefits. 

Sec. 15. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 176.102, 
subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [ADMINISTRATORS.] The commissioner shall hire a 
director of rehabilitation services in the classified service. The 
commissioner shall monitor and supervise rehabilitation services, 
including, but not limited to, making determinations regarding the 
selection and delivery of rehabilitation services and the criteria used 
to approve qualified rehabilitation consultants and rehabilitation 
vendors. The commissioner may also make determinations regard
ing fees for rehabilitation services and shall, h emergency rules, 
establish a fee schedule or otherwise limit fees or billingsof 
qualified rehaoIlitation consultants and renabllitaITonvendors. The 
emergency rules shall remain in etrect until the commissioner 
adopts permanent rules re~lating these fees and bi!lin~s. The 
commiSSIOn shall adopt sucpermanent ruleb" to become e"ective 
October 1, 1990, or as soonthereafter as POSSI Ie. The commissioner 
may hire qualified personnel to assist in the commissioner's duties 
under this section and may delegate the duties and performance. 

Sec. 16. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 176.102, 
subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [REHABILITATION PLAN; DEVELOPMENT.] (a) An 
employer or insurer shall provide rehabilitation consultation by a 
qualified rehabilitation consultant or by another person permitted 
by rule to provide consultation to an injured employee within five 
days after the employee has W 90 days of lost work time due to the 
personal injury, ~ as ethe"FWise previded ift this salldivisieu. 
Where an effijlleyee has iue .... rea an injnry te the baek-; the eeuslll 
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tatieft afteJll3e made withffi!We ~ aftep the e"'fllayee has W days 
ef ~ weffi time Effie w the~. The lost work time ffi eithe¥ ease 
may be intermittent lost work time. If an employer or insurer has 
medical information at any time prior to the time specified in this 
subdivision that the employee will be unable to return to the jee the 
effil3layee fteM at the time ef the ~ preiniury eml'loyer, reha
bilitation consultation shall be provided immediately after receipt of 
this information. 

For purposes of this section "lost work time" means only those 
days during which the employee would actually be working but for 
the injury. In the case of the construction industry, mining industry, 
or other industry where the hours and days of work are affected by 
seasonal conditions, "lost work time" shall be computed by using the 
normal schedule worked when employees are working full time. 

The qualified rehabilitation consultant appointed by the employer 
or insurer shall disclose in writing at the first meeting or written 
communication with the employee any ownership interest or affili
ation between the firm which employs the qualified rehabilitation 
consultant and the employer, insurer, adjusting or servicing com
pany, including the nature and extent of the affiliation or interest. 

The consultant shall also disclose to all parties any affiliation, 
business referral or other arrangement between the consultant or 
the firm employing the consultant and any other party to the case, 
including any attorneys, doctors, or chiropractors. 

If the employee objects to the employer's selection of a qualified 
rehabilitation consultant, the employee shall notify the employer 
and the commissioner in writing of the objection. The notification 
shall include the name, address, and telephone number of the 
qualified rehabilitation consultant chosen by the employee to pro
vide rehabilitation consultation. 

The employee may choose a different qualified rehabilitation 
consultant as follows: 

(1) once during the first 60 days following the first in-person 
contact between the employee and the original consultant; 

(2) once after the 60-day period referred to in clause (1); and 

(3) subsequent requests shall be determined by the commissioner 
or compensation judge according to the best interests of the parties. 

The employee and employer shall enter into a program if one is 
prescribed in a rehabilitation plan. A copy of the plan, including a 
target date for return to work, shall be submitted to the commis
sioner. 
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(b) If the employer does not provide rehabilitation consultation as 
required by this section, the commissioner or compensation judge 
shall notify the employer that if the employer fails to appoint a 
qualified rehabilitation consultant or other persons as permitted by 
clause (a) within 15 days to conduct a rehabilitation consultation, 
the commissioner or compensation judge shall appoint a qualified 
rehabilitation consultant to provide the consultation at the expense 
of the employer unless the commissioner or compensation judge 
determines the consultation is not required. 

(c) In developing a rehabilitation plan consideration shall be given 
to the employee's qualifications, including but not limited to age, 
education; previous work history, interest, transferable skills, and 
present and future labor market conditions. 

(d) The commissioner or compensation judge may waive rehabili
tation services under this section if the commissioner or compensa
tion judge is satisfied that the employee will return to work in the 
near future or that rehabilitation services will not be useful in 
returning an employee to work. 

Sec. 17. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 176.102, 
subdivision 6, is amended to read: . 

Subd. 6. [PLAN, ELIGIBILITY FOR REHABILITATION,- AP
PROVAL AND ,APPEAL.] The commissioner or a compensation 
judge shall determine eligibility for rehabilitation services and shall 
review, approve, modify, or reject rehabilitation plans developed 
under subdivision 4. The commissioner or a compensation judge 
shall also make determinations regarding rehabilitation.issues not 
necessarily part ofa plan including, but not limited to, determina
tions regarding whether an employee is eligible for further rehabil
itation and the benefits under subdivisions 9 and 11 to which an 
employee is entitled. Any plan that is not completed within six 
months or that will 'cost more than $2,DOO, must be specllica1lY 
al:'rovedO~ the comm1SSloner:'rhis approval may noThe waived h 
~partJes. ' 

Sec. 18. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.102, subdivision 11, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 11. [RETRAINING.) (a) Retraining is limited to 156 weeks. 
An employee who has been approved for retraining may petition the 
eemmissisReF for additional compensation not to exceed 25 percent 
of the compensation otherwise payable. If the commissioner or 
compensation judge determines that this additional compensation is 
warranted due to unusual or unique circumstances of the employee's 
retraining plan, the commissioner or compensation judge may award 
additional compensation in an amount ilie esmmissieReF EIeteF
miRes is &f'jlFSjlFiate, not to exceed the employee's request. This 
additional compensation shall cease at any time the commiss,ioner 
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or compensation judge determines the special circumstances are no 
longer present. 

(b) Notwithstanding sections 10 and!h temporary total disability 
or temporary partial disability shall be paid during" retraining 
plan that has been approved under this section and for !o!£ to 90 days 
after the end of the plan. Payment of temporary totaJcompensation 
during the 90-day period shall cease as providedin section 10, 
subdivision 2. 

Sec. 19. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.105, subdivision 1, 
is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. The commissioner of labor and industry shall by 
rule establish a schedule of degrees 'of disability resulting from 
different kinds of injuries. The commissioner, in consultation with 
the medical services review board, shall annuallY review these rules 
to determine whether any injuries omitted from the schedule should 
be compensable and whether any other changes are necessary and 
amend the rules accordingly. . 

Sec. 20. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.111, subdivision 6, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 6. [SPOUSE, NO DEPENDENT CHILD.] If the deceased 
employee leaves a dependent surviving spouse and no dependent 
child, there shall be paid to the spouse weekly workers' compensa
tion benefits at W 60 percent of the employee's spendable weekly 
wage earnings at the time of the injury for a period of ten years, 
including adjustments as provided in section 176.645. 

Sec. 21. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.111, subdivision 7, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 7. [SPOUSE, ONE DEPENDENT CHILD.] If the deceased 
employee leaves a surviving spouse and one dependent child, there 
shall be paid to the surviving spouse for the benefit of the spouse and 
child W 75 percent of the daily wage spendable weekly earnings at 
the time of the injury of the deceased until the child is no longer a 
dependent as defined in subdivision 1. At that time there shall be 
paid t<> the dependent surviving spouse weekly benefits shall be paid 
at a rate whleh is -1-6% "ereent less than the last weekly werkers' 
eempensation benefit payment, as defined in s .. bdivisien Sa, whlIe 
the surviving efflId was .. dependent, fur .. periOO ef teH years equal 
to 60 percent of the employee's spendable weekly earnings, includ
ing adjustments as provided in section 176.645, for" period of ten 
years. 

Sec. 22. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.111, subdivision 8, 
is amended to read: 
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Subd. 8. [SPOUSE, TWO DEPENDENT CHILDREN.] If the 
deceased employee leaves a surviving spouse and two or more 
dependent childreu, there shall be paid to the surviving spouse for 
the benefit of the spouse and children GGo/3 !,eFeeat af the daily wage 
80 ~ercent ofthe spendable weekly earnings at the time of the injury 
oft e deceaseauntil the last dependent child is no longer dependent. 
At that time the dependent surviving spouse shall be paid weeldy 
aeHefits at a rate whleh is gi} !,eFeeHt Ies& than the last weeldy 
weFkeFs' eSFH!,eHsatisH aeHefit !,aYFHeHt, as ElefiHeEi iH sHbElivisisH 
&t; while the SHFViviHg eBiIEi was a Be!,eHBeHt, l& ft peFiOO afteR 
ye<H'&; aEljHsteEi aeesFEliHg ta equal to 60 percent of the employee's 
spendable weekly earnings, including adjustments under section 
176.645 1 for ~ period of ten years. 

Sec. 23. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.111, subdivision 12, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 12. [ORPHANS.] If the deceased employee leaves a depen
dent orphan, there shall be paid 1m 65 percent of the spendable 
weekly wage earnings at the time of the injury of the deceased, for 
two or more orphans there shall be paid 1>&% 80 percent of the wages 
spendable weekly earnings. -

Sec. 24. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.111, subdivision 14, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 14. [PARENTS.] If the deceased employee leave no surviv
ing spouse or child entitled to any payment under this chapter, but 
leaves both parents wholly dependent on deceased, there shall be 
paid to such parents jointly 45 55 percent of the spendable weekly 
wage earnings at the time of the injury of the deceased. In case of the 
death of either of the wholly dependent parents the survivor shall 
receive 3& 45 percent of the spendable weekly wage earnings 
thereafter. If the deceased employee leave one parent wholly depen
dent on the deceased, there shall be paid to such parent 3& 45 
percent of the spendable weekly wage earnings at the time of the 
injury of the deceased employee. The compensation payments under 
this section shall not exceed the actual contributions made by the 
deceased employee to the support of the employee's parents for a 
reasonable time immediately prior to the injury which caused the 
death of the deceased employee. 

Sec. 25. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 176.111, 
subdivision 15, is amended to read: 

Subd. 15. [REMOTE DEPENDENTS.] If the deceased employee 
leaves no surviving spouse or child or parent entitled to any payment 
under this chapter, but leaves a grandparent, grandchild, brother, 
sister, mother-in-law, or father-in-law wholly dependent on the 
employee for support, there shall be paid to such dependent, if but 
one, ;W 35 percent of the spendable weekly wage earnings at the 
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time of injury ofthe deceased, or if more than one, 35 percent of the 
weekly wage at the time of the injury of the deceased, divided among 
them share and share alike. 

Sec. 26. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.111, subdivision 20, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 20. [ACTUAL DEPENDENTS, COMPENSATION.] Actual 
dependents are entitled to take compensation in the order named in 
subdivision 3 during dependency until eii% 80 percent of the 
spendable weekly wage earnings of the deceased at the time of 
injury is exhausted. The total weekly compensation to be paid to full 
actual dependents of a de.ceased employee shall not exceed in the 
aggregate an amount equal to the maximum weekly compensation 
for a temporary total disability. 

Sec. 27. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 176.131, 
subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. If an employee incurs personal injury and suffers 
disability from that injury alone that is substantially greater, 
because of a preexisting physical impairment, than what would have 
resulted from the personal injury alone, the employer or insurer 
shall pay all compensation provided by this chapter, but the em
ployer shall be reimbursed from the special compensation fund for 
all compensation paid in excess of 52 weeks of monetary benefits and 
~ $3,500 in medical expenses, subject to the exceptions in 
paragraphs (a), (b), and (c): 

(a) If the disability caused by the subsequent Injury is made 
substantially greater by the employee's registered preexisting phys
ical impairment, there shall be apportionment of liability among all 
injuries. The special compensation fund shall only reimburse for 
that portion of the compensation, medical expenses, and rehabilita
tion expenses attributed to the subsequent injury after the applica
ble deductible has been met. 

(b) If the subsequent personal injury alone results in permanent 
partial disability to a scheduled member under the schedule adopted 
by the commissioner pursuant to section 176.105, the special com
pensation fund shall not reimburse permanent partial disability, 
medical expenses, or rehabilitation expenses. 

(c) Reimbursement for compensation paid shall be at the rate of75 
percent. 

Sec. 28. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.131, subdivision la, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 1a. If an employee is employed in an on-the-job training 
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program pursuant to an approved rehabilitation plan under section 
176.102 and the employee incurs a personal injury that aggravates 
the personal injury for which the employee has been certified to 
enter the on-the-job training program, the on-the-job training em
ployer shall pay the medical expenses and compensation required by 
this chapter, and shall be reimbursed from the special compensation 
fund for the compensation and medical expense that is attributable 
to the aggravated injurYi except that, reimbursement for compensa
tion paid shall be at the rate of75 percent. The employer, at the time 
of the personal injurYfor whlchtlie employee has been approved for 
on-the'job training, is liable for the portion of the disability that is 
attributable to that injury. 

Sec. 29. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.131, subdivision 2, 
is amended to read: ' 

Subd. 2. If the employee's personal injury results in disability or 
death, and ifthe injury, death, or disability would not have occurred 
except for the preexisting physical impairment registered with the 
special compensation fund, the employer shall pay all compensation 
provided by this chapter, and shall be falIy reimbursed from the 
special compensation fund for the compensationLexcept that; 

(1) this full reimbursement shall not be made for cardi,ac disease 
or acondition registered pursuant to subdivision 8, clause (t) or (u) 
unless the commissioner byrule provides otherwisei and 

(2) reimbursement for compensation paid shall be at the rate of 75 
percent. 

Sec. 30. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.131, subdivision 3, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. ,To entitle the employer to seCure reimbursement from the 
special compensation fund, the following provisionS must be com
plied with: 

(a) Provisions of section 176.181, subdivisions 1 and 2. 

(b) The employee with a preexisting physical impairment must 
have been registered with the commissioner prior to the employee's 
personal injury. 

(c) The injury for which the employer re uests reimbursement 
must have occurred within three xears of the ate t at the emplo~ee 
retumecrto work folrowmg the regIstered inWrt or three, xears a er 
the emploxee was hired ~ the emploxer, w Ie ever is later. 

Sec. 31. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.131, subdivision 5, 
is amended to read: 
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Subd. 5. Registration under this section may be made by the 
employee or any employer provided: 

(a) registration is accompanied by satisfactory evidence of the 
physical impairment; 

(b) registration is in effect as long as the impairment exists, 
provided that no reimbursement is made to an employer if the injury 
occurred more than three years after the employee returned to work 
with or was hired Qy that employer; 

(c) upon request, a registered employee shall be furnished by the 
commissioner with a registration card evidencing the registration, 
and other facts as the commissioner deems advisable. 

Sec. 32. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 176.131, 
subdivision 8, is amended to read: 

Subd. 8. As used in this section the following terms have the 
meanings given them: 

"Physical impairment" means any physical or mental condition 
that is permanent in nature) whether congenital or due to injury, 
disease or surgery and which is or is likely to be a hindrance or 
obstacle to obtaining employment except that physical impairment 
is limited to the following: 

(a) Epilepsy, 

(b) Diabetes, 

(c) Hemophilia, 

(d) Cardiac disease, provided that objective medical evidence 
substantiates at least the minimum permanent partial disability 
listed in the workers' compensation permanent partial disability 
schedule, 

(e) Partial or entire absence of thumb, finger, hand,.foot, arm or 
leg, 

(0 Lack of sight in one or both eyes or vision in either eye not 
correctable to 20/40, 

(g) Residual disability from poliomyelitis, 

(h) Cerebral Palsy, 

(i) Multiple Sclerosis, 
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(j) Parkinson's disease, 

(k) Cerebral vascular accident, 

(1) Chronic Osteomyelitis, 

(m) Muscular Dystrophy, 

(n) Thrombophlebitis, 

(0) Brain tumors, 

(p) Pott's disease, 

(q) Seizures, 

(r) Cancer of the bone, 

(s) Leukemia, 

(t) Any other physical impairment resulting in a disability rating 
of at least teD 25 percent of the whole body if the physical impair
ment were evaluated according to standards used in workers' com
pensation proceedings, and 

(u) Any other physical impairments of a permanent nature which 
the commissioner may by rule prescribe; 

"Compensation" has the meaning defined in section 176.011; 

"Employer" includes insurer; 

"Disability" means, unless otherwise indicated, any condition 
causing either temporary total, temporary partial, permanent total, 
permanent partial, death, medical_expense, or rehabilitation. 

Sec. 33. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.131, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 13. [APPLICABLE LAW.] The right to reimbursement 
under this section is governed by the law in effect on the date of the 
subsequent injury. 

Sec. 34. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.132, subdivision 1, 
is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [ELIGIBLE RECIPIENTS.] (a) An employee who 
has suffered personal injury. prior to October 1, 1983 for which 
benefits are payable under section 176.101 and who has been totally 
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disabled for more than 104 weeks shall be eligible for supplementary 
benefits as prescribed in this section after 104 weeks have elapsed 
and for the remainder of the total disablement. Regardless of the 
number of weeks of total disability, no totally disabled person is 
ineligible for supplementary benefits after four years have elapsed 
since the first date of the total disability, except as provided by 
clause (b), provided that all periods of disability are caused by the 
same injury. 

(b) An employee who has suffered personal injury after October 1, 
1983, and before October 1, 1988, is eligible to receive supplemen
tary benefits after the employee has been receiving temporary total 
or permanent total benefits for 208 weeks. Regardless of the number 
of weeks of total disability, no person who is receiving temporary 
total compensation shall be ineligible for supplementary benefits 
after four years have elapsed since the first date of the total 
disability, provided that all periods of disability are caused by the 
same injury. 

(c) An employee who has suffered rsonal inWry on or after 
October 1, 1988, that caused!'c permanent tota isa ility, as defined 
in section 176.101, subdivision 5, !§. eligillle10 receive supplemen
tary benefits after four years have elapsed since the first date of the 
total disability, rOvIaed that the employee continues to have !'c 
permanent total isability. 

Sec. 35. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.132, subdivision 2, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [AMOUNT.] (a) the supplementary benefit payable under 
this section shall be the difference between the amount the employee 
receives on or after January 1, 1976, under section 176.101, subdi
vision ± "" 4, plus the amount of any disability benefits being paid 
!!.Y any government disability benefit program it those benefits are 
occasioned §l the same injury or injuries givin

fct 
rise to payments 

under section 176.101, subdIvision 4, plds any 2- age or survivor's 
benefits, and 65 percent of the statewi e average weekly wage as 
computed annually. 

(b) In the event an eligible recipient is currently receiving no 
compensation or is receiving a reduced level of compensation be
cause of a credit being applied as the result of a third party liability 
or damages, the employer or insurer shall compute the offset credit 
as if the individual were entitled to the actual benefit or 65 percent 
of the statewide average weekly wage as computed annually, which
ever is greater. If this results in the use of- a higher credit than 
otherwise would have been applied and the employer or insurer 
becomes liable for compensation benefits which would otherwise not 
have been paid, the additional benefits resulting shall be handled 
according to this section. 
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(c) In the event an eligible recipient is receiving no compensation 
or is receiving a reduced level of compensation because of a valid 
agreement in settlement of a claim, no supplementary benefit shall 
be payable under this section, Attorney's fees shall be allowed in 
settlements of claims for supplementary benefits in accordance with 
this chapter, 

(d) In the event an eligible recipient is receiving no compensation 
or is receiving a reduced level of compensation because of prior 
limitations in the maximum amount payable for permanent total 
disability"" Beea"se ef Feel".tieas Fes"ltiag fFem the sim"ltaaee"s 
Feeei"t ef eld age "" elisaBility Beftefits, the supplementary benefit 
shall be payable for the difference between the actual amount of 
compensation currently being paid and 65 percent of the statewide 
average weekly wage as computed annually. 

(e) In the event that an eligible recipient is receiving simulta
neous benefits from any government disability program, the amount 
of supplementary benefits payable under this section shall be 
reduced by five percent. If the individual does not receive the 
maximum benefits for which the individual is eligible under other 
governmental disability programs due to the provisions of United 
States Code, title 42, section 424a(d), this reduction shall not apply. 

Sec. 36. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 176.135, 
subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.] (a) The pecuniaryliabil
ity of the employer for the treatment, articles and supplies requ:ired 
by this section shall be limited to the charges therefor as prevail in 
the same community for similar treatment, articles and supplies 
furnished to injured persons of a like standard of living when the 
same are paid for by the injured persons. On this basis the commis
sioner or compensation judge may determine the reasonable value of 
all such services and supplies and the liability of the employer is 
limited to the amount so determined. 

(b) For any treatment provided after December 31, 1988, an 
employer is not liable for tlie cost of any ongoing therapy treatment 
after four mOirtlis afterthenrst treatment, unless a treatment plan 
~ speCillcally approved in advance fu: the commissioner as reason
able and necessary. This approval may not be waived!!y the parties. 
Therapy treatments during the first four months of treatment must 
still be reasonable and necessarv. Tl1e commissioner day adopt 
emergency rules to establish standards for reasonable an necessary 
therapy treatments. 

Sec. 37. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.136, subdivision 1, 
is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [SCHEDULE.] The commissioner shall by rule 
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establish procedures for determining whether or not the charge for a 
health service is excessive. In order to accomplish this purpose, the 
commissioner shall consult with insurers, associations and organi
zations representing the medical and other providers of treatment 
services and other appropriate groups. The proceaures established 
by the commissioner shall limit the charges allowable for medical, 
chiropractic, podiatric, surgical, hospital and other health care 
provider treatment or seryices, as defined and compensable under 
section 176.135, to the 75th percentile of usual and customary fees 
or charges based upon billings for each class of health care provider 
during all of the calendar year preceding the year in which the 
determination is made of the amount to be paid the health care 
provider for the billing, except that the medical fee rules promul
gated on October 1, 1988, and based upon 1987 medical cost data, 
shall remai':lc in effect until September 30, 1990; except that the 
commissioner may modify provisions of the medical fee rules other 
than the amount of the fees !>.l' rule before that date-:'l'he commis
sioner shall !>.l' rule expan<! the fee SchMule to include as many 
relevant medical procedures as possible. The procedures established 
by the commiSSIOner for determining whether or not the charge for 
a health' service is excessive shall be structured to encourage 
providers to develop and deliver services for rehabilitation of injured 
workers. The procedures shall incorporate the provisions of sections 
144.701,144.702, and 144.703 to the extent that the commissioner 
finds that these provisions effectively accomplish the intent of this 
section or are otherwise necessary to insure that quality hospital 
care is available to injured employees. 

Sec. 38. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.136, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 1a. [HOSPITAL CHARGES.] The commissioner shall adopt 
rules that reasonably limit inpatient and outpatient hospital 
charges. Hospital charges may be limited under subdivISIOn .! or !>.l' 
any other prudent, cost-effective method, or under both subdivision 
1 and this subdivision. ----

Sec. 39. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.136, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: . 

Subd. lb. [CHARGES FOR INDEPENDENT MEDICAL EXAM
INATIONS.] The commissioner shall adopt emergency rules that 
reasonaQ!y limit amounts which may be charged for, or in connec
tion with, independent, adverse, or neutral medical examinations 
requested !>.l' any party, including the amount that may be charged 
for depositions, witness fees or other expenses. The scheduled 
amount for the examination itself may not exceedtIle scheduled 
amount for complex consultations!>.l' treating phYsIcians, although 
additional reasonable charges may be permitted to reflect additional 
duties or activities. An insurer or employer may not pay fees above 
the amount in the schedule. The emergency rules shall remain in 
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effect until permanent rules are adopted. The commissioner shall 
adopt permanent rules, to be effective after""September 30, 1990, or 
as soon thereafter as possihle, regulating these fees. 

Sec. 40. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.136, subdivision 5, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 5. [PERMANENT RULES.] Where peFmaReat Fales htwe 
!JeeR a"spte" t& implement this seetisa, The commissioner shall 
",,,,aaily give notice in the State Register of the 75th percentile to 
meet the requirements of subdivision 1. The notice shall be in lieu of 
the requirements of chapter. 14 if the +ath peFeeatilefer the serviee 
data meets the requirements of paragraphs (a) to W (d). 

(a) The data base includes at least three different providers of the 
service. 

(b) The data base contains at least 20 billings for the service. 

(c) 'I'be staB"ar" "e"iaas .. "" a peFee .. tage ef the mean ef Iliiliags 
fer'the seITiee is W pereeat "" less. 

W '!'he means ef the BIae Gress aad BIae SllliM Elata Base aad ef 
the "epartment ef Raman serviees Elata Base fer the serviee are 
witRia ~ pereent ef eaeR ether The value of the 75th percentile ~ 
not greater than or equal to three times the value of the 25th 
percentile. 

W The data is taken from the data base of Blue Cross and Blue 
Shield"" the "epaFtment ef hamaR serviees. 

(d) IT the commissioner identifies !'o problem with the data base 
suCh that the average fee does not logicaIJy reflect the usual and 
customary charge, then, upon consultation with the medical ser
vices review board, the commissioner may eliminate the category 
from the rules or adjust the rate to correct the inconsistency or error. 

Sec. 41. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 176.155, 
subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [EMPLOYER'S PHYSICIAN.] The injured em
ployee must submit to examination by the employer's physician, if 
requested by the employer, and at reasonable times thereafter upon 
the employer's request. The examination must be scheduled at a 
location within 150 miles of the employee'Sl'esliIence unless the 
employer can show cause to the department to order an examination 
at a location further from the petitioner's residence. The employee is 
entitled upon request to have a personal physician present at any 
such examination. Each party shall defray the cost of that party's 
physician. Any report or written statement made by the employer's 
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physician as a result of an examination of the employee, regardless 
of whether the examination preceded the injury or was made 
subsequent to the injury, shall be made available, upon request and 
without charge, to the injured employee or representative of the 
employee. The employer shall pay reasonable travel expenses in~ 
cUITed by the employee in attending the examination including 
mileage, parking, and, if necessary, lodging and meals. The em
ployer shall also pay the employee for any lost wages resulting from 
attendance at the examination. A self-insured employer or insurer 
who is served with a claim petition pursuant to section 176.271, 
subdivision 1, or 176.291, shall schedule any necessary examina
tions of the employee, if an examination by the employer's physician 
or health care provider is necessary to evaluate benefits claimed. 
The examination shall be completed and the report ofthe examina
tion shall be served on the employee and filed with the commissioner 
within 120 days of service of the claim petition. 

No evidence relating to the examination or report shall be received 
or considered by the commissioner, a compensation judge, or the 
court of appeals in determining any issues unless the report has 
been served and filed as required by this section, unless a written 
extension has been granted by the commissioner or compensation 
judge. The commissioner or a compensation jndge shall extend the 
time for completing the adverse examination and filing the report 
upon good cause shown. The extension must not be for the purpose 
of delay and the insurer must make a good faith effort to comply with 
this subdivision. Good cause shall include but is not limited to: 

(1) that the extension is necessary because of the limited number 
of physicians or health care providers available with expertise in the 
particular injury or disease, or that the extension is necessary due to 
the complexity of the medical issues, or 

(2) that the extension is necessary to gather addition information 
which was not included on the petition as required by section 
176.291. 

Sec. 42. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.179, is amended to 
read: 

176.179 [PAYMENTS OF COMPENSATION RECEIVED IN 
GOODFAITHT 

Notwithstanding section 176.521, subdivision 3, or any other 
provision of this chapter to the contrary, except as provided in this 
section, no lump sum or weekly payment, or settlement, which is 
voluntarily paid to an injured employee or the survivors of a 
deceased employee in apparent or seeming accordance with the 
provisions of this chapter by an employer _ or insurer, or is paid 
pursuant to an order of the workers' compensation division, a 
compensation judge, or court of appeals relative to a claim by an 
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injured employee or the employee's survivors, and received in good 
faith by the employee or the employee's survivors shall be refunded 
to the paying employer or insurer in the event that it is subsequently 
determined that the payment was made under a mistake in fact or 
law by the employer or insurer. When the payments have been made 
to a person who is entitled to receive further payments of compen
sation for the same injury, the mistaken compensation may be taken 
as a full credit against future lump sum benefit entitlement and as 
a partial credit against future weekly benefits. The credit applied 
against further payments of temporary total disability, temporary 
partial disability, permanent total disability, retraining benefits, 
death benefits, or weekly payments of eeSBs""e "eeavery 6f' ilBf'sil' 
ment permanent partial compensation shall not exceed 20 percent of 
the amonnt that wonld otherwise be payable. . 

A credit may not be applied against medical expenses due or 
payable. 

Sec. 43. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 176.194, 
subdiVision 5, is amended to read: 

Subd. 5. [RULES.] The commissioner may, by rules adopted in 
accordance with chapter 14, specify additional unfair, misleading, 
deceptive, or fraudulent practices or conduct which are subject to the 
penalties under this section. 

Sec. 44. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 176.194, is 
amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 6.' [UNFAIR BUSINESS PRACTICES.] Cal' An insurer, 
self-illSurer, or other Entity referred to in subdivision 1, causing or 
permitting with suc frequency to indicate '!'. general business 
practice any unfair, deceptive, or fraudulent act concerning any 
claim or complaint of an insured or claimant incIudmg, but not 
limited to, those practices enumerated under section 72A.20, subdi
VIsion 12, may be ordered §:the commissioner to cease and desist 
from sUCh practice immediately and may he assessed a civil pe"iiiiltY 
of $2,000 for each offense. ' 

(b) Any person who violates !'. cease and desist order of the 
commissionerundertliis section 31'tei'lt has beCome final, shan: 
forfeit and ~ to1he speaal compeiiSlillon tUiid !'. sum of$Ilf,OOO for 
each violation:ln addition, the commiss'iOiier of commerce may 
revoke or suspend the entity's license to write insurance or admin
ister or adjust claims, or authority to serr:IDsure in this state in 
accorGance witli the procedures in section 176.195. 

(c) These penalties are in addition to any other penalties that mliY 
- be Imposea under ch~er 176, or chapters 60 to 80. All order. of ~ 

commissioner under ~ s section shall becomennal as provided ~ 
section 72A.2r.- . 
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Sec. 45. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 176.221, 
subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision l. [COMMENCEMENT OF PAYMENT.] Within 14 
days of notice to or knowledge by the employer of an injury 
compensable under this chapter the payment of temporary total 
compensation shall commence. Within 14 days of notice to or 
knowledge by an employer of a new period of temporary total·· 
disability which is caused by an old injury compensable under this 
chapter, the payment of temporary total compensation shall com
mence; provided that the employer or insurer may file for an 
extension with the commissioner within this 14-day period, in which 
case the compensation need not commence within the 14-day period 
but shall commence no later than 30 days from the date of the notice 
to or knowledge by the employer of the new period of disability. 
Commencement of payment by an employer. or insurer does not 
waive any rights to any defense the employer has on any claim or 
incident either with respect to the compensability of the claim under 
this chapter or the amount of the compensation due. Where there 
are multiple employers, the first employer shall pay, unless it is 
shown that the injury has arisen out of employment with the second 
or subsequent employer. Liability for compensation under this 
chapter may be denied by the employer or insurer by giving the 
employee written notice ofthe denial of liability. Ifliability is denied 
for an injury which is required to be reported to the commissioner 
under section 176.231, subdivision 1, the denial of liability must be 
filed with the commissioner within 14 days after notice to or 
knowledge by the employer of an injury which is alleged to be 
compensable under this chapter. If the employer or insurer has 
commenced payment of compensation under this subdivision but 
determines within 3() 60 days of notice to or knowledge by the 
employer of the injury that the disability is not a result of a personal 
injury, payment of compensation may be terminated upon the filing 
of a notice of denial of liability within 3() 60 days of notice or 
knowledge. After the &ll-day 60-day period, payment may be termi
nated only by the filing of a notice as provided under section 
176.239. Upon the termination, payments made may be recovered by 
the employer if the commissioner or compensation judge finds that 
the employee's claim of work related disability was not made in good 
faith. A notice of denial of liability must state in detail specific 
reasons explaining why the claimed injury or occupational disease 
was determined not to be within the scope and course of employment 
and shall include the name and telephone number of the person 
making this determination. 

Sec. 46. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.221, subdivision 6a, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 6a. [MEDICAL, REHABILITATION, ECONOMIC RECOV 
ER¥, ANI} IMPAIRMENT PERMANENT PARTIAL COMPENSA
TION.] The penalties provided by this section apply in cases where 
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payment for treatment under section 176.135, or rehabilitation 
expenses under section 176.102, subdivisions 9 and 11, eeeBemie 
FeeSYeF)' eSHlf)ensatisft SF iml3aiFlfleftt permanent partial compen
sation are not made in a timely manner as required by law or by rule 
adopted by the commissioner. 

Sec. 47. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 176.238, is 
amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 1a. [NOTICE OF REEMPLOYMENT.] An employer or 
insurer must nOti? the employee within 30 daysm the notice of 
maximum medica improvement whether The employer will offer 
the emplotee a,i<llJ. with the preinjury employer. A ""P.JI: of the notice 
must be fi ed with the department. The commissioner 'hay impose a 
penaJ.ty of -"'£ to $200 for any failure to provide or file ~ notices as 
requiredlJ-'y this Su1laivision. 

Sec, 48. ]I(linnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.421, subdivision 6, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 6. [POWERS OF WORKERS' COMPENSATION COURT 
OF APPEALS ON APPEAL.] On an appeal taken under this 
section, the workers' compensation court of appeals' review is 
limited to the issues raised by the parties in the notice of appeal or 
by a cross-appeal. In these cases, on those issues raised by the 
appeal, the workers' compensation court of appeals may: 

(1) grant an oral argument based on the record before the 
compensation judge; 

(2) examine the record; 

(3) substitute for the findings of fact made by the compensation 
judge findings based on the total evidence; 

(4) sustain, reverse, make or modify an award or disallowance of 
compensation or other order based on the facts, findings, and law; 
and, 

(5) summarily affirm without opinion the decision of the commis
sioner or compensation judge; and 

(6) remand or make other appropriate order. 

Sec. 49. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.645, subdivision 2, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [TIME OF FIRST ADJUSTMENT.] For injuries occurring 
on or after October 1, 1981, the initial adjustment made pursuant to 
subdivision 1 shall be deferred until the first anniversary of the date 
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of the injury. For injuries occurrin!l" on or after October 1, 1988, the 
initial adjustment under subdivisIOn .! shall be deferred until the 
third anniversary of the date of injury. 

Sec. 50. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.66, subdivision 11, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 11. [AMOUNT OF COMPENSATION.] The compensation 
for an occupational disease is <>&''13 80 percent of the employee's 
spendable weekly wage earnings on the date of injury subject to a 
maximum compensation equal to the maximum compensation in 
effect on the date oflast exposure. The employee shall be eligible for 
supplementary benefits notwithstanding the provisions of section 
176.132, after four years have elapsed since the date of last signifi
cant exposure to the hazard of the occupational disease if that 
employee's weekly compensation rate is less than the current 
supplementary benefit rate. 

Sec. 51. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.83, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 16. [EMERGENCY RULES; EFFECTIVE DATES.] Not
withSt3'ndllig sections 14.29 to 14.36, emergency rules authorized ~ 
sections 15 and 39, may be adopted beyond the 180-day pel¥od 
referred to in section 14.29 and, once adopted, shall remain in e ect 
until September 30, 1990 and shaITContinue until permanent rules 
are adokted under those sectioi18.'I'1ie commissioner shall begin the 
;:Wema ing process for !)ermanent rules so that permanent rules 
may be adopted before ctober 11990, or as soon thereafter as 
possible. 

Sec. 52. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.84, subdivision 1, is 
amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [SPECIFICITY REQUIRED.] Notices of Eliseaa 
tiaHaaee intention to discontinue and denials of liability shall be 
sufficiently speclhc to convey clearly, without further inquiry, the 
basis upon which the party issuing the notice or statement is acting. 
Notwithstanding section 176.275, if the commissioner or compensa
tion judge determines that a notice or statement is not sufficiently 
specific to meet the standard under this section, the notice or 
statement may be rejected as unacceptable and the party issuing it 
shall be informed of this. The rejected notice or statement may be 
amended to meet the requirement of this section or a new one may 
be filed. !f rejected, the notice or statement will not be considered 
filed, unless the defect ~ cured within ten days. 

Sec. 53. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176A.03, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 
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Subd. ~ [COVERAGE OUTSIDE STATE.] Policies issued Qy the 
fund pursuant to this chapter 'hay I also provide workersrcompensa
tion coverage reqwred under ~ aws of states other than Minne
sota, including coverafces commonly known as Hall states coverage." 
The fund may ~ or and obtain anY licensure required in any 
other state in order tOTssue such coverage. 

Sec. 54. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176A.03, is amended by 
adding a snbdivision to read: 

Subd. 4. [INSURANCE OF LOW-RISK EMPLOYERS.] The fund 
shall make all efforts to insure employers that have been regillred to 
insure through the assiFisk plan and have not been liable for 
workers' compensationeneli18,Other than medicaTbenefits for linn 
InJury or death occurrin~ In the five preceding year'!; The funTs a I 
review the alrhcation 0 any such employer an s all provide the 
specific Tetaled reasons wh6' Iny such emploYer is not proviae<I 
Insurance. The manager ~ repFrt to the legislature before 
January 1, 1990, on the efforts of the und to insure these employers. 

Sec. 55. [REPORTS TO THE LEGISLATURE; RECOMMENDA
TIONS ON MEDICAL AND REHABILITATION ISSUES.] 

Subdivision 1. [MEDICAL COSTS.] The commissioner of labor 
and industry shall present a detailed r[port to the lesislaturebefore 
January h 1990, concernmg medica cost issues In the wo~ 
compensation system. 

Subd. 2. [NEUTRAL PHYSICIANS.] The commiSSIOner shall 
de~ and evaluate a detailed proposal forestablishing a systemoJ' 
neutra OOctors for use in such areas as determIning maximum 
medical improvement ana rating permanent parial disabilities. 
The commissioner shall present this report to the egislature before 
January 1, 1989. 

Subd. ;!. [QUALIFIED REHABILITATION CONSULTANTS.] 

The commissioner shall develop !"o plan to assure neutrality and 
hi!,h quality of qualiileOrehabilitation consultants and shall con
si er alternative methods of' selection of qualified rehabilitation 
consultants for Injured worKers. The commissioner shall also de
vekop !"o detailed plan for assuring the higk quality of qWilllied 
re abilitation consultants. In formulating t is plan, file commis
sioner shall consider methods used in other states to diScIpline and 
OtnerWise regulate rehabilitation consultants.'rhe commissioner 
shall report to the legislature Qy January h 1989, regarding these 
plans. . 

Sec. 56. [HEARINGS AT THE OFFICE OF ADMINISTRATIVE 
HEARINGS; REPORT OF THE CHIEF ADMINISTRATIVE LAW 
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JUDGE.] The chief administrative law judge shall consider methods 
to reduce the formality and l'dngth of hearings in workers' compen
sation cases at the office of a ministrative heanngs, with" goal of 
compreting 50 percent ofthe hearings in less than two hours, 75 
percent in less than four !iOurs and nearlyaIl of the cases in less 
than one day. Before January 1, 1989, the chietjudge shall report to 
the legislature on the efforts to meetlhese goals, includin/l any 
recommendations for legISlaITon needed to acnleve these goa •. 

Sec. 57. [REPEALER.] 

Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 176.011, subdivision 26; 
1 ~6.02\subdivision 3a; 176.101, subdivisions 1, ~ 3a, 3b, 3c, 3d, ~ 
3f, ~L 31, 3J, 3k, 3T,3m, 3n, 30, '!E,~ 3r, 3s, 3t, 3u; and 176.111, 
Siilidivlsion 8a, are repeaTer 

Sec. 58. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

Sections 6 to 9, 15 to 17, 19, 27 to 33, 36 to ~ 43 to 45, 47, 48, 51 
to 56 and 58 are effective July 1, 1988. Sections 1 to 5, 10 to 14, 18, 
20 to 26, 34, 35, 42, 46, 49, 50, and 57 are effective October 1, 1988." 

Delete the title and insert: 

"A bill for an act relating to workers' compensation; regulating 
workers' compensation insurance; regulating medical and rehabili
tation services; limiting attorney fees; regulating benefits; appropri
ating money; mandating studies and recommendations; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 621.07; 621.21; 79.01, subdivision 
1; 79.074, by adding subdivisions; 176.011, subdivision 18, and by 
adding a subdivision; 176.021, subdivisions 3 and 3b; 176.061, 
subdivision 10; 176.081, subdivisions 1, 3, and 7; 176.101, subdivi
sions 4 and 5; 176.102, subdivision 11; 176.105, subdivision 1; 
176.111, subdivisions 6, 7, 8, 12, 14, and 20; 176.131, subdivisions 
la, 2, 3,5, and by adding a subdivision; 176.132, subdivisions 1 and 
2; 176.136, subdivisions 1, 5, and by adding subdivisions; 176.179; 
176.221, subdivision 6a; 176.421, subdivision 6; 176.645, subdivi
sion 2; 176.66, subdivision 11; 176.83, by adding a subdivision; 
176.84, subdivision 1; and 176A.03, by adding subdivisions; Minne
sota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 62I.02, subdivision 1; 
176.081, subdivision 2; 176.102, subdivisions 2, 4, and 6; 176.111, 
subdivision 15; 176.131, subdivisions 1 and 8; 176.135, subdivision 
3; 176.155, subdivision 1; 176.194, subdivision 5, and by adding a 
subdivision; 176.221, subdivision 1; 176.238, by adding a subdivi
sion; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapters 
621; 79; and 176; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 79.50; 
79.51; 79.52; 79.53; 79.54; 79.55; 79.56; 79.57; 79.58; 79.59; 79.60; 
79.61; 79.62; 176.011, subdivision 26; 176.021, subdivision 3a; 
176.101, subdivisions 1, 2, 3a, 3b, 3c, 3d, 3e, 3f, 3g, 3h, 3i, 3j, 3k, 31, 
3m, 3n, 30, 3p, 3q, 3r, 3s, 3t, 3u; and 176.111, subdivision 8a." 
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A roll call was requested and properly seconded. 

CALL OF THE HOUSE 

On the motion of Begich and on the demand of 10 members, a call 
ofthe House was ordered. The following members answered to their 
names: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
CarIson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 

Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
BugoBon 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Krueger 
Larsen 
Lasley 

Lieder Osthoff 
Long Otis 
Marsh Ozment 
McDonald Pappas 
McEachern Pauly 
McKasy Pelowski 
McLaughlin Peterson 
McPherson Poppenhagen 
Milberl Quinn 
Miller Quist 
Minne Redalen 
Morrison Reding 
Munger Rest 
Murphy Richter 
Nelson, C. Riveness 
Nelson, K. Rodosovich 
Neuenschwander Rose 
O'Connor Rukavina 
Ogren Sarna 
Olsen, S. Schafer 
Olson, E. Scheid 
Olson, K. Schreiber 
Omann Seaberg 
Onnen Segal 
Orenstein Shaver 

Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
VeUenga 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Spk: Vanasek 

Wynia moved that further proceedings of the roll call be dispensed 
with and that the Sergeant at Arms be instructed to bring in the 
absentees. The motion prevailed and it was so ordered. 

The question recurred on the Krueger amendment and the roll 
was called. 

Wynia moved that those not voting be excused from voting. The 
motion prevailed. 

There were 35 yeas and 98 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Bauerly 
Bishop 
Cooper 
Dauner 
DeBlieck 
Dorn 
Jensen 

Kalis 
Kelso 
Kludt 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 
Lasley 

Lieder 
Long 
Nelson, C. 
Nelson, D. 
Nelson, K. 
Ogren 
Orenstein 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Pelowski 
Peterson 
Reding 
Rest 
Riveness 
Rodosovich 
Segal 

Sparby 
Tunheim 
Vellenga 
Wagenius 
Welle 
Winter 
Spk. Vanasek 
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Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Dawkins 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 

Forsythe 
l'rederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn -
Kelly 
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Kinkel OmanD 
Knickerbocker Onnen 
Larsen Osthoff 
Marsh Otis 
McDonald Ozment 
McEachern Pappas 
McKasy Pauly 
McLaughlin Poppenhagen 
McPherson Price 
Mitbert Quinn 
Miller Quist 
Mione Redalen 
Morrison Rice 
Munger Richter 
Murphy Rose 
Neuenschwander Rukavina 
O'Connor Sarna 
Olsen, S. Schafer 
Olson, E. Scheid 
Olson, K. Schreiber 
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Seaberg 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Uphus 
Valento 
Voss 
Waltman 
\\enzel 
Wynia 

The motion did not prevail and the amendment was not adopted. 

Heap moved to amend S. F. No, 2235, as follows: 

Page 1, after line 7, insert: 

"ARTICLE 1" 

Page 2, after line 32, insert: 

"ARTICLE 2 

WORKERS' COMPENSATION SYSTEM CHANGES 

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.011, subdivision 
lla, is amended to read: 

Subd. l1a. [FAMILY FARM.] "Family farm" means any fann 
operation which (1) pays or is obligated to pay less than $8,OOG 
$20,000 in cash wages, exclusive of machine hire, to farm laborers 
for services rendered during the preceding calendar year, and (2) has 
total liability and medical payment coverage equal to $25lf,000 and 
$5,000, respectively, under -'" farm liability insurance policy. For 
purposes of this subdivision, farm laborer does not include any 
spouse, parent or child, regardless of age, of a farmer employed by 
the farmer, or any executive officer of a family farm corporation as 
defined in section 500.24, subdivision 2, or any spouse, parent or 
child, regardless of age, of such an officer employed by that family 
farm corporation, or other farmers in the same community or 
members of their families exchanging work with the employer. 
Notwithstanding any law to the contrary, a farm laborer shall not be 
considered as an independent contractor for the purposes of this 
chapter; provided that a commercial baler or commercial thresher 
shall be considered an independent contractor. 
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Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.011, subdivision 18, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 18. [WEEKLY WAGE.] "Weekly wage" is arrived at by 
multiplying the daily wage by the number of days and fractional 
days normally worked in the business of the employer for the 
employment involved. If the employee normally works less than five 
days per week or works an irregular number of days per week, the 
number of days normally worked shall be computed by dividing the 
total number of days in which the employee actually performed any 
of the duties of employment in the last 26 weeks by the number of 
weeks in which the employee actually performed such duties, pro
vided that the weekly wage for part time employment during a 
period of seasonal or temporary layoff shall be computed on the 
number of days and fractional days normally worked in the business 
of the employer for the employment involved. If, at the time of the 
injury, the employee was regularly employed by two or more employ
ers, the employee's days of work for all such employments shall be 
included in the computation of weekly wage. Occasional overtime is 
not to be considered in computing the weekly wage, but·if overtime 
is regular or frequent throughout the year it shall be taken into 
consideration. The maximum weekly compensation payable to an 
employee, or to the employee's dependents in the event of death, 
shall not exceed 1m % 80 percent of the I'F8a"et sf the daily wage 
times the ""fHeeF sf days "8FfHlllly w8Fkea employee's after-tax 
weeki" wage, provided that the compensation payable for permanent 
partia disability under section 176.101, subdivision 3, and for 
permanent total disability under section 176.101, subdivision 4, or 
death under section 176.111, shall not be computed on less than the 
number of hours normally worked in the employment or industry in 
which the injury was sustained, subject also to such maximums as 
are specifically otherwise provided. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.011, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 18a. [AFTER-TAX WEEKLY WAGE.j After-tax weekly 
wage means the weekly wage reduced !>y the amounts required to be 
withheICf!iifueFeaeral Insurance Contributions Act, United States 
Code, Title 16, sections 3101 to 3126, but without 'jegard to the 
Yfiarly maximum, and!lY state andTederaITncome tax aws using as 
t e number of alloWancestlle number of exemptions that the 
employee IS entitled to underfederallaw for the employee and the 
employee's dependents. . 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.021, subdivision 3, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [COMPENSATION, COMMENCEMENT OF PAY
MENT.] All employers shall commence payment of compensation at 
the time and in the manner prescribed by this chapter without the 
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necessity of any agreement or any order of the division, Except for 
medical, burial, and other non periodic benefits, payments .shall be 
made as nearly as possible at the intervals when the wage was 
payable, provided, however, that payments for permanent partial 
disability shaH be governed by section 17!UQI13, If doubt exists as 
to the eventual permanent partial disabilitY, payment Hw the 
eesftemie reesve}')' €8B'lpcasatieR ffi'- ifflpaiFmcnt cempcRsatisn, 
whiehever is 4tre, pHrSHant ffi seetion 176,101, shall be then made 
when due for the minimum permanent partial disability ascertain
able, and further payment shall be made upon any later ascertain
ment of greater permanent partial disability, Prior to or at the time 
of commencement of the payment of eceRomie FCC8VCF)' cempcftsa 
tien eF ffimp ffilffi eF perisdie payment ef impairment eomflensatisn 
permanent partial disability compensation, the employee and em
ployer shall be furnished with a copy of the medical report upon 
which the payment is based and all other medical reports which the· 
insurer has that indicate a permanent partial disability rating, 
together with a statement by the insurer as to whether the tendered 
payment is for minimum permanent partial disability or final and 
eventual disability. After receipt of all reports available to the 
insurer that indicate a permanent partial disability rating, the 
employee shall make available or permit the insurer to obtain any 
medical report that the employee has or has knowledge of that 
contains a permanent partial disability rating which the insurer 
does not already have. Ecenemie FceeVCFY eem]3cnsaiisB: er iffl13aiF 
ment esmpensation pHrsHant to seetisn 176.101 is payable in 
additisn ffi bHt net esneHrrently with eompensation Hw temporary 
total disability bHt is payable pHFSHant ffi seetisn 17€UOl. Impair 
ment eompensation is payable eSHeHrrently and in additioH ffi 
eompensatisn Hw permanent total disability pHrsHant ffi seetisn 
176.101. Eesnomie reeo',ery esmpensation OF impairment eompen 
satien pHrsHant ffi seetion 176.101 shall be withheld pending 
eompletisn ef payment Hw teml'srary total disability, and no eredit 
shall be tftIren Hw I'ayment ef eesnomie reeo,'ery eompensation OF 

impairment eompensatisn against liability Hw temporary total eF 

future permaRent total disability. Liability on the j*H't ef an 
employer eF the iRSHFeF Hw disability ef a temporary tetaI, temps 
rary partial, andpermaneRt total natHFe shall be eSRsidered as a 
eORtinHing prodHet and j*H't ef the emplsyee's inability ffi _ eF 

redHetisn in eamiRg eapaeity ffiffi ffi ifl:im'y eF seeHpatisnal disease 
and esmpensatisn is payable aeeordingly, sHbjeet ffi seetisR 176.101. 
Eesftsmie FCeSYcry eSIHpCRsatisR 9F impairment CBfflfJCHsatieH is 
payable Hw fHRetienallass ef ttSe er impairment ef fHRetisR, perraa 
nent in RatHre, and paymeRt therefore shall be separate, distinet, 
and in addition ffi· I'ayment Hw any ether "ompensation, sHbjeet ffi 
seetisn 176.101 .. The right to receive temporary total, temporary 
partial, or permanent total disability payments vests in the injured 
employee or the employee's dependents under this chapter or, if 
none, in the employee's legal heirs at the time the disability can be 
ascertained and the right is not abrogated by the employee's death 
prior to the making of the payment. 
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The right to receive eeanamie Feeavery ea"'fleBSffiisn SF imjlair 
ment permanent partial compensation vests in an injured employee 
or in the employee's dependents under this chapter or, if none, in the 
employee's legal heirs at the time the disability can be ascertained" 
provided that the employee lives for at least 30 days beyond the date 
of the injury. The ri~hh ~ not abrogated Qy the employee's death 
prior to the making 0 t e payment. Ypea tire Geath ef .... em~ 
whs is Feeeiving eeeHsmie Feeavery ea:Ht:peRsatisR SF- imfJaiFmeftt 
eamjlensatiaR, f"rther eamflensatisn is flayable fl"FS"aBt ta seetian 
176. lIll. ImflaiFment eamflensatisn is flay""'le HBder this jlaragraflh 
if vesting has aee"rred, tire emfllayee dies fJFier ta reaching ffifHfi
_ medieal ifftflFaVemeHt, ....a tire req"irements ....a eanditiaRB 
HBder seetiBn 176.Hll, s,,"divisian 3e, are Bat FRet. 

Disability ratings fur jlermanent flartial disability shall be based 
8B abjeetive fftedisal evidenee. 

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 176.041, 
subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [OUT-OF-STATE EMPLOYMENTS.] (a) Exce~t as P'h
vided in paragra;'fh (b), if an employee who regularly per orms t e 
primary duties 0 employment outside of this state or is hired to 
perform the primary duties of employment outside of this state, 
receives an injury within this state in the employ of the same 
employer, such injury shall be covered within the provisions of this 
chapter if the employee chooses to forego any workers' compensation 
claim resulting from the injury that the employee· may have a right 
to pursue in some other state, provided that the special compensa
tion fund is not liable for payment of benefits pursuant to section 
176.183 if the employer is not insured against workers' compensa
tion liability pursuant to this chapter and the employee is a 
nonresident of Minnesota on the date of the personal injury. 

(b) An employee who has been hired outside of this state, or 
regularly performs the ~rimart duties of employment outside of this 
state apd the employee s emp oyer, are exempt from the provisions 
of thisCllapter while the employee ~ temporarily within this state 
performing work for the employer provided the employer has 
furnished workers' compensation insurance coverage under the 
workers' compensation law or other similar law of another state 
which covers the employee's employment while in this state. The 
oenents under the workers' compensation law or similar law of the 
other state, or other remedies under that state's law, are the 
eXclusive remed~inst the erllj)IOYer for 'iny inj~ Whether 
resulting in dea or not, received hY the emp oyee whi e working 
for that eme.loyer within this state. A certificate from the commis
sioner of la or andllidUstryor other SImilar official of another state 
certliYing that the emJloyer ~ insured in that state and"""lias 
provided extraterritoria coverage insuring its employees while 
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working within this state iEl prima facie evidence that the employer 
carries workers' compensation insurance on those employees, 

Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.061, subdivision 10, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 10. [INDEMNITY.] Notwithstanding the provisions of chap
ter 65B or any other law to the contrary, an employer has a right of 
indemnity for any compensation paid or payable pursuant to this 
chapter, including temporary total compensation, temporary partial 
compensation, permanent partial disability, ee8BBmie peeaveFjl oom-
peflsatisB, impaiFmeat eem}3eFlsatisB, medical compensation, reha
bilitation, death, and permanent total compensation. 

Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.081, subdivision 1, is 
amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. (a) A fee for legal services of 25 percent of the first 
$4,000 of compensation awarded to the employee and 20 percent of 
the next $27,500 of compensation awarded to the employee is 
permissible and does not require approval by the commissioner, 
compensation judge, or any other party except as provided in eta..se 
paragraph (b). If the employer or the insurer or the defendant is 
given written notice of claims for legal services or disbursements, 
the claim shall be a lien against the amount paid or payable as 
compensation. In no case shall fees be calculated on the basis of any 
undisputed portion of compensation awards. Allowable fees under 
this chapter shall be based solely upon genuinely disputed portions 
of claims, including disputes related to the payment of rehabilita
tion benefits or to other aspects of a rehabilitation plan. Fees for 
administrative conferences under seeties 176.212, 176.2121, 
176.212, '*' 176.211 sections 176.106 and 176.239 shall be deter
mined on an hourly basis, according to the criteria in subdivision 5. 

(b) An attorney who is claiming legal fees Iffide¥ this seeties for 
representing an employee in -'" workers' compensation matter sh,jJ[ 
hie a statement of atteFseys attorney fees with the commissioner, 
compensation judge before whom the matter was heard, or workers' 
compensation court of appeals on cases before the court. A copy of 
the signed retainer agreement shall also be filed. The employee and 
insurer shall receive a copy of the statement. The statement shall be 
on a form prescribed by the commissioner and shall clearly and 
conspicuously state that the employee or insurer has ten calendar 
days to object to the attorney fees requested. If no objection is timely 
made by the employee or insurer, the amount requested shall be 
conclusively presumed reasonable providing the amount does not 
exceed the limitation in subdivision 1. The commissioner, compen
sation judge, or court of appeals shall issue an order granting the 
fees and the amount requested shall be awarded to the party 
requesting the fee. If a timely objection is filed, or the fee is 
determined on an hourly basis, the commissioner, compensation 
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judge, or court of appeals shall review the matter and make a 
determination based on the criteria in subdivision 5. If no timely 
objection is made by an employer or insurer, reimbursement under 
subdivision 7 shall be made if the statement of fees requested this 
reimbursement. 

(c) ,An attorney representing employers or insurers shall file ~ 
statement of' attorney fees or wages with tne commissioner, com
pensationjudge before whom the matter was heard, or workerS' 
compensation court of appeals on cases before the court. The 
statement of attorney fees or wages must contain theToIIOwin~ 
information: the average hourly wage or the value of hours worke 
on that case jf the attorney ~ an employee of the employer or 
insurer, the num"ber of hours worked on that case, and the average 
10111y rate or amount charged an emj?foyer or insurer rorthat case 
!... ~ attorney is not an employee of the emPToyer or insurer. 

(d) Employers and insurers may not ~ attorney fees or wagif for 
legal services of more than $6,500 ~ case unless theadditiona ees 
or wages are approved under subdivision 2. 

Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 176.081, 
subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. An application for attomey fees in excess of the amount 
authorized in subdivision 1 shall be made to the commissioner, 
compensation judge, or district judge, before whom the matter was 
heard. An appeal of a decision by the commissioner, a compensation 
judge, or district court judge on additional.fees may be made to the 
workers' compensation court of appeals. The application shall set 
forth the fee requested ....a, the number of hours spent on the case, 
the basis for the request;.".and whether or not a hearing is requested. 
The application, with aUIdavit of service upon the emilleyee attor
ney'~ client, shall be filed by the attorney requesting the fee. If a 
hearlrigTSi-equested by an interested party, a hearing shall be set 
with notice of the hearing served upon known interested parties. In 
all cases the employee shall be served with notice of hearing. 

Sec. 9. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.081, subdivision 3, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 3. An emilleyee wOO Ii P:l!:!Y that is dissatisfied with its 
attorney fees, may file an application Tor review by the workers' 
compensation court of appeals. Such application shall state the basis 
for the need of review and whether or not a hearing is requested. A 
copy of such application shall be served upon the party's attorney fap 
the emilleyee by the court administrator and if a hearing is re
quested by either party, the matter shall be set for hearing. The 
notice of hearing shall be served upon known interested parties. !pile 
atterney fap the emilleyee shall he served with .. IWtiee ef the 
aearing. The workers' compensation court of appeals shall have the 
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authority to raise the ""estian sf the issue of the attorney fees at any 
time upon its own motion and shall have continuing jurisdiction over 
attorney fees. 

Sec. 10. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.101, subdivision 1, 
is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [TEMPORARY TOTAL DISABILITY] (a) For an 
injury producing temporary total disability, the compensation Is 
6(W~ 80 percent of the after-tax weekly wage at the time of injury, 

ill "ravided that during the yeaI' eammeneing aft Oda"er 1, W'79, 
£H>El eaeh yeaI' thereafter, eammeneing "" Oeta"eF 1, (b) The maxi
mum weekly compensation payable is 105 percent of the statewide 
average weekly wage for the period ending December 31, of the 
preceding year, 

~ (c) The minimum weekly compensation benefits for temporary 
total disability shall be not less than all 20 percent of the statewide 
average weekly wage or the injured employee's aeWal after-tax 
weekly wage, whichever is less. ffi 00 ease shall a weeldy "enefit he 
less than 2() "eFeent sf the statewide average weekly wage, 

(d) SuiJjeet ta 8u"di'lisisRS :la ta &.. This compensation shall be 
paw during the period of disability, payment to be made at the 
intervals when the wage was payable, as nearly as may be, and shall 
cease whenever anyone of the following occurs: - -----

(1) the disability ends; 

(2) the employee returns to work; 

(3) the employee retires ~ withdrawing from the labor market; 

(4) the employee refuses an offer of work that if; consistent with" 
plan of rehabilitation filed WIth the commissioner, which meets the 
requirements of section 176.102, subdivision !... or, if no plan has 
been filed, that the employee can do in the employee's physlCaI 
condition; or 

(5) 90 days have passed after the employee has reached maximum 
medical improvement, except as provided in section 176.102, subdi
vision !!... paragraph (b). 

(e) For purposes of paragraph (d), clause (5), the 90-day period 
after maximum medical improvement commences on the earlier of: 

ill the date that the employee receives a written medical report 
indicating that the employee has reached maximum medical im
provement; or 
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(2) the date that the employer or insurer serves the report on the 
emlloyee ana the employee's legal representative and files .". ~ 
wit the division. 

(f) Once compensation has 
(2), and (3), !c! may be -
returns to work, the y 

y 

or is medicany - _ contiiiiie at the job, and the layoff or 
inability to continue occurs prior to 90 days after the employee 
reaches maximum meaICaI improvement. Compensation recom
menced under this paragraph iil subject to cessation under para
graph (d). Recommenced compensation may not be paid beyond 90 
days after the employee reaches maximum medical improvement, 
(bceptas provided under section 176.102, subdivision 11, paragraph 
-). 

~ Once compensation has ceased under paragraph (d), clauses (4) 
and (5),!c! may not be recommenced at .". later date except as 
provi'ded under section 176.102, subdivision 11, paragraph (b). 

Sec. 11. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.101, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 1a. [EXTENDED DISABILITY COMPENSATION.] (a) If 
anemp!oyee, who has a permanent partial disability, is not woilUng 
because of the personal injury after payment of permanent partial 
disability benefits iil complete, the employee shaH be eligible for 
extended disability compensation. IT an employee received any 
permanent partial compensation in .". lump sum, payment will be 
considered complete after expiration of the period that the employee 
would have received permanent partial compensation had !c! been 
paid periodically. 

(b) Extended disability compensation is paid at the rate for 
temporary total compensation, escalated under section 176.645, fur 
the number of weeks equal to 246 multljilie(l fu' the employee's 
percentage rllting of permanent partial disability, determined. ac
cording to ~ rules adopted ~ the commissioner pursuant to 
section 176.105, subdivision 4. The total extended compensation for 
any injury may not exceed tlUs product. 

(c) Extended disability compensation shall cease if the employee is 
noTonger disabled, returns to work, refuses a j<JI> offer described in 
subdivision !, paragraph (df, clause (4), or retires from the labor' 
market. 

(d) An employee is not eligible for extended disability compensa
tion it,at any time before the employee would have become eligible: 
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(1) the emtoyee refuses ~ ~ offer, as described in subdivision h 
paragraph.l1 clause (4); or 

(2) the employee returns to work and terminates employment, 
unlesSfue employee was medically unable to continue work or was 
terminated without just cause. 

(e) An employee is eligible for extended compensation at any time 
after payment of permanent Hartial benefits is complete so long as 
the employee meets the qua ifications of this section and has not 
been paid the maximum number of weeks under paragraph (b) for 
that injury; provided that, extendea compensation may not be paid 
beyond 350 weeks after the date of injury. 

Sec. 12. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.101, subdivision 2, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [TEMPORARY PARTIAL DISABILITY.] (a) In all cases 
of temporary partial disability the compensation shall be Wh 
peFeeflt sf £he aifi'eFeflee 13et'lleefl £he weekly wage sf £he eml'layee 
at £he time sf HljHFy aflEi £he wage £he emplayee is ahle te eaFfl ffi £he 
em"layee's "af'tially EiisaeleEi eaflEiitiofl. paid as follows: 

(1) for the first 26 weeks that the employee returns to work, the 
compensation shall be 80 percent of the difference between the 
after-tax weekly wage of the emEloyee at the time of injury and the 
after-tax weekly wagci the emp oyee ~ earning in the employee's 
partially disabled con ition; 

(2) for the second 26 weeks that the employee returns to work, the 
compensation shall be 60 percent of the difference between the 
after-tax weekly wage of the employee at the time of injury and the 
after-tax weekly wagci the employee ~ earni"ilgln the emjilOyee's 
partially disabled con ition; and 

(3) for the third 26 weeks that the emllloyee returns to work, the 
compensationsnallbe 40 percent of t e difference between the 
after-tax weekly wage ome emEloyee at the time of injury and the 
after-tax weekly wagci the emp oyee ~ earning in the employee's 
partially disabled con ition. 

(b) This compensation shall be paid during the period of disability 
except as provided in this section, payment to be made at the 
intervals when the wage was payable, as nearly as may be, and 
subject to a maximum compensation equal to 105 percent of the 
statewide average weekly wage. 

(c) Temporary partial compensation may be paid only while the 
employee ~ working and earning less than the employee's weel{ly 
wage at the time <1 the injury. Txcept as provided in section 
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176.102, subdivision 11,parar,aph (b), temporary partial compen
sation may not be paid alter ~ emPloYee has returned to work for 
78 weeks or after 350 weeks after tile date of mjury, wllicllever 
occurs first. -----

Sec. 13. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.101, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 1. [PERMANENT PARTIAL DISABILITY.] (a) Compensa
tion for permanent partial disability ~ as provided in this subdivi
sion. For permanent yartial disability '!P to the percentOrthe whole 
body shown in the fa lowing schedule,the amount of compensation 
~ equal to the prollortion that the loss of function of the disabled 
part bears to the w ole body multiPlied ~ the amount aligned with 
that percent in tneToIIowing schedule: 

Percent of Disability 
0-25 

26-30 
31-35 
36-40 
41-45 
46-50 
51-55 
56,-60 
61-65 
66-70 
71-75 
76-80 
81-85 
86-90 
91-95 
96-100 ---

Amount 
~ 75,000 

80,000 
85,000 
90,000, 
95,000 

100,000 
120,000 
140,000 
160,000 
180,000 
200,000 
240,000 
280,000 
320,000 
360,000 
400,000 

An em.l?loyee ma~ not receive com ensation for more than !Ie 100 
percent disability'o the Whole bo y, even g: the employee sustains 
disability to two or more body parts. 

(b) Permanent partial disability is payable irPon cessation of 
temporary total disability under subdivision h _ the employee is 
not working, the compensiillOilis payable in instalTments at the 
same intervals and in the same amount as the initial temporary 
total disability rate. Iltb8eTyee returns to work, the remaining 
compensation is payiibleln a ump sum 30 days after the employee 
returned to work IJrovidea the emplOYment has not been substan
tially interruptea ~ the ~ for 'bny part of the 30 days and the 
employee is still employed at ~ j££ at the endOf file perioo. 
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Sec. 14. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.101, subdivision 4, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [PERMANENT TOTAL DISABILITY] For permanent 
total disability, as defined in subdivision 5, the compensation shall 
be iffl2/g 80 percent of the daH;y after-tax weekly wage at the time of 
the injury, subject to a maximum weekly compensation equal to the 
maximum weekly compensation for a temporary to'tal disability and 
a minimum weekly compensation equal to the minimum weekly 
compensation for a temporary total disability. This compensation 
shall be paid during the permanent total disability of the injured 
employee but after a total of $25,000 of weekly compensation has 
been paid, the amount of the weekly compensation benefits being 
paid by the employer shall be reduced by the amount of any 
disability benefits being paid by any government disability benefit 
program if the disability benefits are occasioned by the same injury 
or injuries which give rise to payments under this subdivision. This 
reduction shall also apply to any old age, and survivor insurance 
benefits. Payments shall be made at the intervals when the wage 
was payable, as nearly as may be. In case an employee who is 
permanently and totally disabled becomes an inmate of a public 
institution, no compensation shall be payable during the period of 
confinement in the institution, unless there is wholly dependent on 
the employee for support some person named in section 176.111, 
subdivision 1, 2 or 3, in which case the compensation provided for in 
section 176.111, during the period of confinement, shall be paid for 
the benefit of the dependent person during dependency. The depen
dency of this person shall be determined as though the employee 
were deceased. 

Sec. 15. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.101, subdivision 5, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 5. [TOTL'.L DISABILITY DEFINITION.] (a) For purposes of 
subdivision 4, permanent total disability means only: 

(1) the total and permanent loss of the sight of both eyes, the loss 
of both arms at the shoulder, the loss of both legs so close to the hi ps 
that no effective artificial members can be used, complete and 
permanent paralysis, total and permanent loss of mental faculties,; 
or 

(2) any other injury which totally and permanently incapacitates 
the employee from working at an occupation whIch brings the 
employee an income eeftstitutes taW disability. 

(b) For purposes of paragraph (a), clause (2), totally and perma
nently incapacitated means that the employee's physical disability, 
in combination with the employee's age, education and training, and 
experience, causes the employee to be unable to secure anything 
more than sporadic employment resulting in an insubstantial 
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income. Local labor market conditions may not be considered in 
making the total and permanent incapacitation determination. 

Sec. 16. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.102, subdivision 1, 
is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [,SCOPE.] (a) This section finly applies to vocational 
rehabilitation of injured employees and t eir spouses as provided 
under subdivision 1a. Physical rehabilitation of injureaemployees 
is considered treatment subject to section 176.135. 

(b) Rehabilitation is intended to restore the injured employee, 
thi'8agh "hYBieal and ..,e"atieRal rehabilitatieR, so the employee may 
return to a job related to the employee's former employment or to a 
job in another work area which produces an economic status as close 
as possible to that the employee would have enjoyed without disabil
ity. Rehabilitation to ajob with a higher economic status than would 
have occurred without disability is permitted if it can be demon
strated that this rehabilitation is necessary to incre.ase the likeli
hood of reemployment. Economic status is to be measured not only 
by opportunity for immediate income but also by opportunity for 
future income. 

-Sec. 17. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 176.102, 
subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [ADMINISTRATORS.] The commissioner shall hire a 
director of rehabilitation services in the classified service. The 
commissioner shall monitor and supervise rehabilitation services, 
including, but not limited to, making determinations regarding the 
selection and delivery of rehabilitation services and the criteria used 
to approve qualified rehabilitation consultants and rehabilitation 
vendors. The commissioner may also make determinations regard
ing fees for rehabilitation services and shall ~ rule, subject to 
chapter 14, establish ~ fee schedule or otherwise limit fees charged 
~ qualified rehabilitation consultants and vendors. 'i"'lie commis
sioner may hire qualified personnel to assist in the commissioner's 
duties under this section and may delegate the duties and perfor
mancc. 

Sec. 18. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 176.102, 
subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [REVIEW PANEL.] There is created a rehabilitation 
review panel composed of the commissioner or a designee, who shall 
serve as an ex officio member and twa memacPB onc member each 
Hem representing employers, insurers, pchabilitatisft, and medi
cine, ene mcmeCF FC)3FCscntiBg eaiF8)3FaeteFs, ftftEl ffH:::w two members 
each representing labor and rehabilitation vendors, and six mem
oers who are qualified rehabilitation consultants. The members 
shall be appointed by the commissioner. and shall serve four-year 
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terms which may be renewed. Compensation for members shall be 
governed by section 15.0575. The panel shall select a chair. The 
panel shall review and make a determination with respect to 
appeals from orders of the commissioner regarding certification 
approval of qualified rehabilitation consultants and vendors. The 
hearings are de novo and initiated by the panel under the contested 
case procedures of chapter 14, and are appealable to the workers' 
compensation court of appeals in the manner provided by section 
176.42l. 

Sec. 19. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 176.102, 
subdivision 3a, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3a. [DISCIPLINARY ACTIONS.] The panel has authority 
to discipline qualified rehabilitation consultants and vendors and 
may impose a penalty of up to $1,000 per violation, and may suspend 
or revoke certification. Complaints against registered qualified 
rehabilitation consultants and vendors shall be made to the com
missioner who shall investigate all complaints. If the investigation 
indicates a violation of this chapter or rules adopted under this 
chapter, the commissioner may initiate a contested case proceeding 
under the provisions of chapter 14. In these cases, the rehabilitation 
review panel shall make tbe final decision following receipt of the 
report of an administrative law judge. The decision of the panel is 
appealable to the workers' compensation court of appeals in the 
manner provided by section 176.42l. The panel shall continuously 
study rehabilitation services and delivery, develop and recommend 
rehabilitation rules to the' commissioner, and assist the commis
sioner in accomplishing public education. 

The commissioner may appoint alternates for one-year terms to 
serve as a member when a member is unavailable. The number of 
alternates shall not exceed one labor member, one employer or 
insurer member, and one member representing,medicine-,- ehiF9fJFae 
tie, or rehabilitation vendors, and one member representing quali
fied rehabilitation consultants. 

Sec. 20. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 176.102, 
subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [REHABILITATION PLAN; DEVELOPMENT.] (a) AIl 
empleyer "" insurer shall "r",/iee rehabilitatien eensultatien By a 
qualifiee rehabilitatien eensuitaBt "" By aBetheF j>eFS<ffi "ermittee 
By rule te pFeviee eensuitatien te an injuree empleyee within five 
Gays after the empleyee has @ days ef lest werk time Effie te the 
!,eFsenal injury, €*eej>t as etherwise I",e'{iaea in tffi& subaivisien. 
Where an empleyee has ineuFFee an injury te the Baek, the eensul 
tatian shall Be maGe within five Gays after the emllleyee has W days 
eflestwerk timeEffiete the iRjlfry. '!'he lestwerktime in either ease 
may Be inteFmittent lest werk timeo If an empleyer "" insuFeF has 
meaieal infurmatien at any time. pFi6f' te the time s!,eeifiea in tffi& 
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sllilElivisien that the elRflleyee will be Ilnable te retIH'R te the jab the 
em!,leyee heM at the time sf the in;jffi'y FehaBilitatien eensllltatien 
shall be !,Feviaea immeeia-tely alteF Feeei!'t sf this infoFmatien. 

FeF !,IlF!,eses sf this seetien "lest weFk tim&' means enly thsse 
days ellFing whieh the em!'leyee weIlM aetllally be weFking·hIlt fop 
the iRjIlFY. ffitheeasesfthe eenstFlletien inellstry, mining iRellstry, 
eF etheF imillstry where the heIlFS ana days sf weFk are aiIeetee fly 
seasenal eenaitiens, "lest weFk tim&' shall be eem!,lltea fly IlSing the 
neFmal seheellie weFkee when em!,leyees are weFking fult tiInfr.. A 
rehabilitation consultation must be provided ~ the emEloyer to an 
injured employee upon request of the employee, the emp oyer, or the 
commissioner. If a rehabilitation consultation is reruesteo, llie 
employer shall provide a qualified rehabilitation consu tant; excet 
that, if the injured emplOyee objects to the employer's selection, t e 
employee may select ~ qualified rehabilitation consultant of the 
employee's own choosing within 30 days follow~ the first in-person 
contact between the empIOyeeand the original qualifiedrehabilita
tion consultant. If the consultation indicates that rehabilitation 
services are appropnate pursuant to subdivisiOilI, the employer 
shal! provide such services. If the consultation indicates that reha
bilitation services are not appropriate pursuant to subdivision 1, the 
employer shall nlfify the employee of this determination within 
seven days after !.....e. consultation. 

(b) In order to assist the commissioner in determining whether or 
not to request rehabilitation consultation for an injured employee, 
an employer must notify the commissioner whenever the employee's 
temporary total disability will likely exceed 13 weeks. The notifi
cation must be made within 90 days from theaate of the injury or 
when the likeliliOod of at least ~ 13"week disability can be deter
minec:l, whichever is earlier, and must include a current _physician's 
report. 

\ 
(c) The qualified rehabilitation consultant a!,!,eintee fly tbe em

j>leyeF eF iRsllrer shall disclose in writing at the first meeting or 
written communication with the employee any ownership interest or 
affiliation between the firm which employs the qualified rehabilita
tion consultant and the employer, insurer, adjusting or servicing 
company, including the nature and extent of the affiliation or 
interest. The consultant shall also disclose to all parties any affili
ation, business referral or other arrangement between the consult
ant or the firm employing the consultant and any other party to the 
case, iftelHaing or to any attorneys, doctors, or chiropractors. 

If the em!'leyee al3;jeets te the em!,le;)'eF's seleetieR sf a €f\ialified 
rehabilita-tieR eeRsllltaRt, the elRflleyee shall neti4Y the em!,le;)'eF 
ana the eemmissiener ffi wFitiRg sf the ebjeetieR. '!'he Retifieatien 
shall iRelllee the name, aaaress, ana tele!,heRe Rllmber sf the 
€f\ialifiea Fehabilitation eensllitant eheseR fly the em!,le;)'ee te flF8-
vide FehabilitatisR eeRslllta-tien. 
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(d) After the initial provision or selection of!! qualified rehabili
tation consultant as provided under para~ath (a), the employee 
~ request a different qualified rehailtation consultant as 
fullaws: 

W 6Bee dmEg the Hmt 00 days fullBwiEg the Hmt iD fleFSBa 
.BDtast iletweeD the elBf'ioyee aDd the BFig-iaai eBasllitaat; 

@} SOOSe'lHeat requests which shall be dete_iDed !tanted or 
denied by the commissioner or compensation judge accor ~ ng to the 
best interests of the parties. 

(e) The employee and employer shall eateFiataa flFBgrem ifoaeis . 
flFeSerihed .ffi develop a rehabilitation plan within 30 days. of the 
rehabilitation consultation ifthe qualified reJialiffifation consultant 
determines that rehabilitation is appropnate. A copy of the plan, 
including a target date for return to work, shall be submitted to the 
commissioner within 15 days after the plan has been developed. 

W (I) Ifthe employer does not provide rehabilitation consultation, 
or the employee does not select !! qualified rehabilitation consultan( 
as required hY tIHS . sestieD provided under paragraph (a), the 
commissioner or compensation judge shall notifY the employer that 
if the employer fails to I>fJflBiat provide, or the employee fails to 
select, whichever is applicable, a qualified rehabilitation consultant' 
6f' otheF fleFSBas as fle_itted hY eIause fat within 15 days to conduct 
a rehabilitation consultation, the commissioner or compensation 

. judge shall appoint a qualified rehabilitation consultant to provide 
the consultation at the expense of the employer unless the commis
sioner or compensation judge determines the consultation is not 
required. 

{ej £g2 In developing a rehabilitation plan consideration shall be 
given to the employee's qualifications, including but not limited to 
age, education, previous work history, interest, transferable skills, 
and present and future labor market conditions. 

W (h) The commissioner or compensation judge may waive 
rehabilitation services under this section if the commissioner or 
compensation jndge is satisfied that the employee will return to 
work in the near future or that rehabilitation services will not be 
useful in returning an employee to work. 

See. 21. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 176.102, 
subdivision 6, is amended to read: . 

Subd. 6. [PLAN, ELIGIBILITY FOR REHABILITATION, AP-. 
PROVAL AND APPEAL.] The commissioner or a compensation 
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judge shall determine eligibility for rehabilitation services and shall 
review, approve, modify, or reject rehabilitation plans developed 
under subdivision 4. The commissioner or a compensation judge 
shall also make determinations regarding rehabilitation issues not 
necessarily part of a plan including, but not limited to, determina
tions regarding whether an employee is eligible for further rehabil
itation and the benefits under subdivisions 9 and 11 to which an 
employee is entitled. A plan that is not completed within six months 
or that will cost more than $3,000 must be specifi~pproved gy, 
the commissioner. This approval may none waived ~ the parties. 

Sec. 22. Minnesota Statutes 1986,section 176.102, subdivision 7, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 7. [PLAN IMPLEMENTATION; REPORTS;] (a) Upon re
quest by the commissioner, insurer, employer or employee, medical 
and rehabilitation reports shan be made by the provider of the 
medical and rehabilitation service to the commissioner, insurer, 
employer, or employee. -

(b) !! ~ rehabilitation plan has not already been filed pursuant to 
sulifivision 4, an em~lo~er shall report to the commissioner arter 90 
days from the Oateo~ t e ~ but before 120 dils therelrOiil, as 
to what renaoiTItalion consultation and services,' any, have been 
prOVldOO to the injured employee or ;hy rehabilitation consultation ' 
and services have not been provide. ' 

Sec. 23. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.102, subdivision 11, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 11. [RETRAlNlNG; COMPENSATION.] (a) Retraining is 
limited to 156 weeks. An employee who has been approved for 
retraining may petition the eallHBissiaHef' for additional compensa- . 
tion not to exceed 25 percent of the compensation otherwise payable;' 
1f the commissioner or ,compensation judge determines that this 
additional compensation is warranted due to unusual or unique 
circumstances of the employee's retraining plan, the commissioner 
or compensation ~ may award additional compensation in an 
amount tile eOHlmissioBeF aetemHlleS is 8Il(JF8f)riate, not to exceed 
the employee's request. This additional compensation shall cease at 
any time the commissioner oj' compensation judge determines the 
special circumstances are no longer present. 

(b) Pursuant to section 176.101, subdivisions 1 and 2, tem~tiary 
toW disability or temporary partial disability shaIIlie pait uring 
~ retrainin Plan that has been specifically approved un er this 
section an for!,£ to 90 gays after the end of the plan; except that, 
~en! durin~ the 90- ay peri?~ i." subject to cessation in accor

, nce WIth sectIOn 176.101, subdIVISIon 1; para5')aph (d), clauses (1) 
to (4). compensation paid under this paragrap ';'lust cease !f too 
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employee terminates participation in the approved retraining plan 
without good cause. 

Sec. 24. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.105, subdivision 1, 
is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. (a) The commissioner oflabor and industry shall by 
rule establish a schedule of degrees of disability resulting from 
different kinds of injuries. The commissioner, in consultation with 
the medical services review board, shall annually review these rules 
to determine whether [ny injuries omitted from the schedule should 
'be compensable and, L so, amend the rules accordingly. . 

(b) Disability ratings for permanent partial disability must be 
based on objective medical evidence. 

Sec. 25. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.111, subdivision 6, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 6. [SPOUSE, NO DEPENDENT CHILD.] If the deceased 
employee leaves a dependent surviving spouse and no dependent 
child, there shall be paid to the spouse weekly workers' compensa
tion benefits at eo 80 percent of the after-tax weekly wage at the 
time of the injury for a period of ten years, including adjustments as 
provided in section 176.645. 

Sec. 26. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.111, subdivision 7, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 7. [SPOUSE, ONE DEPENDENT CHILD.] If the deceased 
employee leaves a surviving spouse and one dependent child, there 
shall be paid to the surviving spouse for the benefit ofthe spouse and 
child W 80 percent of the daily after-tax weekly wage at the time of 

. the injury of the deceased until the child is no longer a dependent as 
defined in subdivision 1. At that time tHere shall be paid te the 
del'eBdeBt SlfFVi'liBg Sf*'tiSe '",eekly beBefits at .. Fate wIHelt is Wo/3 
jleFeeHt less tftttH the last weeldy workeFS' eOmjleHsatioH beHefit 
jlaymeHt, as defiHed iH slfbdivisioH 8a, while the SlfFviyiHg eIHId was 
.. dejleHdeHt, feF .. jleFied ef te.. years, iHellfdiHg adjlfstmeHts as 
IlFovided iH seetioH 176.648. 

Sec. 27. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.111, subdivision 8, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 8. [SPOUSE, TWO DEPENDENT CHILDREN.] If the 
deceased employee leaves a surviving spouse and two dependent 
children, there shall be paid to the surviving spouse for the benefit 
of the spouse and children GG% 80 percent of the daily after-tax 
weekly wage at the time of the injury of the deceased until the last 
dependent child is no longer dependent. At that time the dejleHdeHt 
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sllFviving SfI9'lS". sRall be paid ",eeldy benefits at a Fate whleh is.2I> 
fJeFeent lese than the last weeldy warl,eFS' eamfJensatiaB beDefit 
fJayment, as defined in subdivisian Sa, while the sllFyiying ehiM was 
a lIefJendent, t<w a tJe¥ied ef ten yeaF&, alljllstell aeeaFlliftg ta seetien 
176.648. 

Sec. 28, Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.111, subdivision 12, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 12. [ORPHANS.] If the deceased employee leaves a depen
dent orphan, there shall be paid w 80 percent of the after-tax 
weekly wage at the time of the injury of the deceased, for two or' 
more orphans there shall be paid 66% 80 percent of the wages 
after-tax weekly wage. -

Sec. 29. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.111, subdivision 14, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 14. [PARENTS.] If the deceased employee leave no surviv
ing spouse o~ child entitled to any payment under this chapter, but 
leaves both parents wholly dependent on deceased, there shall be 
paid to such parents jointly 4l> 80. percent of the after-tax weekly 
W!lge at the time of the injury ofthe deceased. In case of the death 
of either of the wholly dependent parents the survivor shall receive 
al> 80 percent of the after-tax weekly wage thereafter. If the deceased 
employee leave one parent wholly dependent on the deceased, there 
shall. be paid to such parent al> 80 percent of the after-tax weekly 
wage at the time of the injury-of the deceased employee. The 
compensation payments under this section shall not exceed the 
actual contributions made by the deceased employee to the support 
of the employee's parents for a reasonable time immediately prior to 
the injury which caused the death of the deceased employee. 

Sec. 30. Mil).nesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 176.ll1, 
subdivision 15, is amended to read: 

Subd. 15. [REMOTE DEPENDENTS.]· If the deceased employee 
leaves no surviving spouse or child or parent entitled to any payment 
under this chapter, but leaves a grandparent, grandchild, brother, 
sister, mother-in-law, or father-in-law wholly dependent on the 
employee for support, there shall be paid to such dependent, if but 
one, ;W 40 percent of the after-tax weekly wage at the time of injury 
of the deceased, or if more than one, al> 45 percent of the after-tax 
weekly wage at the time of the injury of the deceased, divided among 
them share and share alike. 

Sec. 3l. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.111, subdivision 20, 
is amended to read: . 

Subd. 20. [ACTUAL DEPENDENTS, COMPENSATION.] Actual 
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dependents are entitled to take compensation in the order named in 
subdivision 3 during dependency until WI. 80 percent of the 
after-tax weekly wage of the deceased at the time of injury is 
exhaust~d. The total weekly compensation to be paid to full actual 
dependents of a deceased employee shall not exceed in the aggregate 
an amount equal to the maximum weekly compensation for a 
temporary total disability. 

Sec. 32. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 176.111, 
subdivision 21, is amended to read: 

Subd. 21. [DEATH, BENEFITS; COORDINATION WITH GOV
ERNMENTAL SURVIVOR BENEFITS.] The following provision 
shall apply to any dependent entitled to receive weekly compensa
tion benefits under this section as the result of the death of an 
employee, and who is also receiving or entitled to receive benefits 
under any government survivor program: 

The combined total of weekly government survivor benefits and 
workers' compensation death benefits provided under this section 
shall not exceed 100 percent of the after-tax weekly wage being 
earned by the deceased employee at the time of the injury causing 
death; provided, however, that no state workers' compensation death 
benefit shall be paid for any week in which the survivor benefits paid 
under the federal program, by themselves, exceed 100 percent of 
such weekly wage provided, however, the workers' compensation 
benefits payable to a dependent surviving spouse shall not be 
reduced on account of any governmental survivor benefits payable to 
decedent's children if the support of the children is not the respon
sibility of the dependent surviving spouse. 

For the purposes of this subdivision "dependent" means dependent 
surviving spouse together with all dependent children and any other 
dependents. For the purposes of this subdivision, mother's or father's 
insurance benefits received pursuant to United States Code, title 42, 
section 402(g), are benefits under a government survivor program. 

Sec. 33. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 176.131, 
subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision L If an employee incurs personal injury and suffers 
disability from that injury alone that is substantially greater, 
because of a preexisting physical impairment, than what would have 
resulted from the personal injury alone, the employer or insurer 
shall pay all compensation provided by this chapter, but the em
ployer shall be reimbursed from the special compensation fund for 
all compensation paid in excess of 52 weeks of monetary benefits and 
$2,(}00 $~500 in medical expenses, subject to the exceptions in 
paragrap s (a), (b), and (c): 

(a) If the disability caused by the subsequent injury is made 
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substantially greater by the employee's registered preexisting phys
ical impairment, there shall be apportionment ofliability among all 
injuries. The special compensation fund shall only reimburse for 
that portion of the compensation, medical expenses, and rehabilita
tion expenses attributed to the subsequent injury after the applica
ble deductible has been met. 

(b) If the subsequent personal injury alone results in permanent 
partial disability to a scheduled member under the schedule adopted 
by the commissioner pursuant to section 176.105, the special com
pensation fund shall not reimburse permanent partial disability, 
medical expenses; or rehabilitation expenses. 

(c) Reimbursement for compensation paid shall be at the rate of7.5 
percent. 

Sec. 34. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.131, subdivision la, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 1a. If an employee is employed in an on-the-job training 
program pursuant to an approved rehabilitation plan under section 
176.102 and the employee incurs a personal injury that aggravates 
the personal injury for which the employee has been certified to 
enter the on-the-job training program, the on-the-job tra.ining em
ployer shall pay the medical expenses and compensation required by 
this chapter, and shall be reimbursed from the special compensation 

. fund for the compensation and medical expense that is attributable 
to the aggravated injury; exceFt that, reimbursement for compensa
tion paid shall be at the rate Q... 75 percent. The employer, at the time 
Offue personal injury for whichllie employee has been approved for 
on-the-job training, is liable for the portion of the disability that is 
attributable to that injury. 

Sec. 35. Minnesota Statutes '1986, section 176.131, subdivision 2, 
is amended to read: . . 

Subd. 2. If the employee's personal injury results in disability or 
death, and if the injury, death, or disability woujd not have occurred 
except for the preexisting physical impairment registered with the 
special compensation fund, the employer sha.ll pay all compensation 
provided· by this chapter, and shall be fIHIy reimbursed from the 
special compensation fund for the comperisation, except that~ 

(1) this full reimbursement shall not be made for cardiac disease 
or acondition registered pursuant to subdivision 8, clause (t) or (u) 
unless the commissioner by rule provides otherwise; and 

(2) reimbursement for compensation paid shall be at the rate of75 
percent. 
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Sec. 36. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 176.131, 
subdivision 8, is amended to read: 

Subd. 8. As used in this section the following terms have the 
meanings given them: 

"Physical impairment" means any physical or mental condition 
that is permanent in nature, whether congenital or due to injury, 
disease or surgery and which is or is likely to be a hindrance or 
obstacle to obtaining employment except that physical impairment 
is limited to the following: 

(a) Epilepsy, 

(b) Diabetes, 

(c) Hemophilia, 

(d) Cardiac disease, provided that objective medical evidence 
substantiates at least the minimum permanent partial disability 
listed in the workers' compensation permanent partial disability 
schedule, 

(e) Partial or entire absence of thumb, finger, hand, foot, arm or 
leg, 

(D Lack of sight in one or both eyes or vision in either eye not 
correctable to 20/40, 

(g) Residual disability from poliomyelitis, 

(h) Cerebral Palsy, 

(i) Multiple Sclerosis, 

(j) Parkinson's disease, 

(k) Cerebral vascular accident, 

(I) Chronic Osteomyelitis, 

(m) Muscular Dystrophy, 

(n) Thrombophlebitis, 

(0) Brain tumors, 

(p) Pott's disease, 
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(q) Seizures, 

(r) Cancer of the bone, 

(s) Leukemia, 

(t) Any other physical impairment resulting in a disability rating 
of at least ten 25 percent of the whole body if the physical impair
ment were evaluated according to standards used in workers' com
pensation proceedings, and 

(u) Any other physical impairments of a permanent nature which 
the commissioner may by rule prescribe; 

"Compensation" has the meaning defined in section 176.011; 

"Employer" includes insurer; 

"Disability" means, unless otherwise indicated, any condition 
causing either temporary total, temporary partial, permanent total, 
permanent partial, death, medical expense, or rehabilitation. 

Sec. 37. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.131, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. ~ [APPLICABLE LAW.] The right to reimbursement 
under this section is governed Qy the law in effect on the date of the 
subsequent injury. 

Sec. 38. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.132, subdivision 1, 
is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [ELIGIBLE RECIPIENTS.] (a) An emllleyee wOO 
has suffepea llemeRal ffi;juPy jWieP t& Oeteaer 1, 198& ffiF wIHeh 
aenefits are Ilayaale HB<leF seetien 176.1Q1 and wOO has been tatally 
aisaBlea ffiF mere than ±{)4 weeks shaIllle eligiale ffiF sUlllllemen 
t&Py aeRefits as Ilpeseriaea ill this seetien aft;ep ±{)4 weeks have 
elallsea and ffiF tile remainaer ef tile t&t&I aisaalemeBt. Regaraless 
eftlle Ruraller ef weeks eft&t&l aisaaility, '*' tatally aisaBlea fleFS6" 
is ineligiale ffiF sUfllllementary aenefits aft;ep ffiur years have 
elallsea BiBee tile first Elate ef tile t&t&I aisaBility, ~ as Ilreviaea 
By eIause w,llreviaea that a11lleriells ef aisaBility are ~ By tile 
same iRjHFY. 

WAn employee who has suffered personal injury after October 1, 
1983, and before August h 1988, is eligible to receive supplemen
tary benefits after the employee has been receiving temporary total 
or permanent total benefits for 208 weeks. Regardless ofthe number 
of weeks of total disability, no person who is receiving temporary 
total compensation shall be ineligible for supplementary benefits 
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after four years have elapsed since the first date of the total 
disability, provided that all periods of disability are caused by the 
same injury. 

(t) An employee who has suffered ~ersonal injurl after August 1, 
19&1,tIlat caused '" permanent totalisability, as efined in section 
176.101, su"bCITVlSion 5, ~ eligible to receive supplementaryoenefits 
after four years have elapsed since the first date of the total 
UISalJimy, arovided that the employee continues to have '" perma
nent total isability. 

Sec. 39. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.132, subdivision 2, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [AMOUNT.] (a) '!'he 81±jljllemeffiary benefit payaale 
....aer this seetieR shalt Be the diffeFeRee aetweeR the ame>lRt the 
emjlleyee Feeehes en ffi' afteF JaR>laFY l, ~ ....aer seetieR 
176.191, s>ll3di'lisieR ± ffi' 4-; aOO ee peFeeRt efthe statewide average 
weekly wage as eeml'>lted aRR>lally. The supplementary benefit 
payable under this section is: 

(1) the sum of the amount the employee receives under section 
176.101, sUb<livision 4, plus the amount of any disalJIffiYbenefits 
bein~ paid ~ any government disability llenefit program g' those 
bene Its are occasioned £y the same knjury or injuries giving rise to 
payments under section 176.10T,SUb ivision 4, plus any old age and 
survivor's insurance benefits, subtracted from 

(2) 50 percent of the statewide average weekly wage, as computed 
annually. . 

(b) In the event an eligible recipient is currently receiving no 
compensation or is receiving a reduced level of compensation be
cause of a credit being applied as the result of a third party liability 
or damages, the employer or insurer shall compute the offset credit 
as if the individual were entitled to the actual benefit or ee 50 
percent of the statewide average weekly wage as computed annualTY, 
whichever is greater. If this results in the use of a higher credit than 
otherwise would have been applied and the employer or insurer 
becomes liable for compensation benefits which would otherwise not 
have been paid, the additional benefits resulting shall be handled 
according to this section. 

(c)In the event an eligible recipient is receiving no compensation 
or is receiving a reduced level of compensation because of a valid 
agreement in settlement of a claim, no supplementary benefit shall 
be payable under this section. Attorney's fees shall be allowed in 
settlements of claims for supplementary benefits in accordance with 
this chapter. 
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fEI} In the <Went aft eligiale 'eeijlieat is reeeiviag Be eemjleasatieR 
-&P is l'eeeiviag ft Feeueea le¥el sf eampeHsatisR aeeaase ef prieF 
limitatieas iB the ma,';m .. m ame .. at jlarable fat' "ermaReat tetal 
disaaility eP aeea .. se ef reEilietieas res .. ltiag frem the 8iffi .. lta"ee .. s 
reeeijlt ef e14 age eP disability aeaeHts, the s""jl"leffie,,tary aeReHt 
shall Be jlayaale fat' the dilIeFeRee aetweeR the aeWal affie .. Rt ef 
eemjleasatiea e ... FeRtly BeiBg j>ffid -a &e jlereeat ef the statewide 
average weeldy ~ as ."ffilllited aaR .. ally. 

tef (d) In the event that an eligible recipient is receiving simulta
neouS1)enefits from any government disability program, the amount 
of supplementary benefits payable under this section shall be 
reduced by five percent. If the individual does not receive the 
maximum benefits for which the individual is eligible under other 
governmental disability programs due to the provisions of United 
States Code, title 420' section 424a(d), this reduction shall not apply. 

Sec. 40. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.132, subdivision 3, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [PAYMENT.] The payment of supplementary benefits 
shall be the responsibility of the employer 'or insurer ..... eRUy 
"ayiRg tetal disaaility aeReHts, er fffiY etI>er jlfIYeF ef Sli€h aeRefitS. 
WheB the eligiale iaEliviEilial is ""* e ... r-eRtlype.eiviRg aeRefits 
aeea .. ee the tetal j>ffid has FeaeaeEl the ma,,;m,,"ffi jlFesepiaeEl By law 
the e"'player -a iRsliP"p shall; Revertaeless, Il"Y the e""jllemeR 
tars aeaefite that are "reseriaed By law. The employer or insurer 
paying the supplementary benefit shall have the right of full 
reimbursement from the special compensation fund for the amount 
of such benefits paid. 

Sec. 41. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.136, subdivision 1, 
is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [SCHEDULE.] (a) The commissioner shall by rule 
establish procedures for determining whether or not the charge for a 
health service is excessive. In order to accomplish this purpose, the 
commissioner shall consult with insurers, associations and organi
zations representing the medical and other providers of treatment 
services and other appropriate groups. The procedures established 
by the commissioner shall must limit the charges allowable for 
medical, chiropractic, podiatric, surgical; hospital and other health 
care provider treatment or services, as defined and compensable 
under section 176.135, to the 75th percentile of usual and customary 
fees or charges based upon billings for each class of health care 
provider during all of the calendar year preceding the year in which 
the determination is made of the amount to be paid the health care 
provider for the billing. 

(b) The medical fee rules for providers other than hospitals, which 
are promulgated on tJctOI)er h 1987, and based upon 1986 medical 
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cost data, must remain in effect until Sei1tember 30, 1989; and the 
medical fee rules 0! providers other t an hospitals, which are 
promulgated on October 1, 1989, must be based on the 1987 medical 
cost data and must remain in effect untirseptember 30, 1990. 

(c) The procedures established by the commissioner for determin
ing whether or not the charge for a health service is excessive sfl..a.ll
must be structured to encourage providers to develop and deliver 
services for rehabilitation of injured workers. The procedures shall 
must incorporate the provisions of sections 144.701, 144.702, and 
144.703 to the extent that the commissioner finds that these 
provisions effectively accomplish the intent of this section or are 
otherwise necessary to insure that quality hospital care is available 
to injured employees. 

Sec. 42. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.136, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 1a. [CHARGES FOR INDEPENDENT MEDICAL EXAM
INATIONS.] The commissioner shall adopt rules that reasonably 
limit amounts which may be charged for, or in connection with, 
iridependent or adverse medical examinations requested !!y any 
~ including the amount that may be charged for depositions, 
witness fees, or other expenses. The Scheduled amoun..! for the 
examination itself may not exceed the scheduled amount for com
plex consultations !!y treating physicians, although additional rea-. 
sonable charges may be permitted to reflect additional duties or 
activities. An insurer or employer may not P".Y fees above the 
amount in the schedule. 

Sec. 43. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 176.221, 
subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [COMMENCEMENT OF PAYMENT.] Within 14 
days of notice to or knowledge by the employer of an injury 
compensable under this chapter the payment of temporary total 
compensation shall commen,~e. Within 14 days of notice to or 
knowledge by an employer of a ·new period of temporary total 
disability which is caused .by an old injury compensable under this 
chapter, the payment of temporary total compensation shall com
mence; provided. that the employer or insurer may file for an 
extension with the commissioner within this 14-day period, in which 
case the compensation need not commence within the 14-day period 
but shall commence no later than 30 days from the date of the notice 
to or knowledge by the employer of the new period of disability. 
Commencement of payment by an employer or· insurer does not 
waive any rights to any defense the employer has on any claim or 
incident either with respect to the compensability of the claim under 
this chapter or the amount of the compensation due. Where there 
are multiple employers, the first employer shall pay, unless it is 
shown that the injury has arisen out of employment with the second 
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or subsequent employer. Liability for compensation under this 
chapter may be denied by the employer or insurer by giving the 
employee written notice ofthe denial ofliability. If liability is denied 
for an injury which is required to be reported to the commissioner 
under section 176.231, subdivision 1, the denial ofliability must be 
filed with the commissioner within 14 days after notice to or 
knowledge by the employer of an injury which is alleged to be 
compensable under this chapter. If the employer or insurer has 
commenced payment of compensation under this subdivision but 
determines within 3i) 60 days of notice to or knowledge by the 
employer of the injury that the disability is not a result of a personal 
injury, payment of compensation may be terminated upon the filing 
of a notice of denial of liability within 3i) 60 days of notice or 
knowledge. After the 3()..day 60-day period, payment may be termi
nated only by the filing of a notice as provided under section 
176.239. Upon the termination, payments made may be recovered by 
the employer if the commissioner or compensation judge finds that 
the employee's claim of work related disability was not made in good 
faith. A notice of denial of liability must state in detail specific 
reasons explaining why the claimed injury or occupational disease 
was determined not to be wi thin the scope and course of employment 

. and shall include the name and telephone number of the person 
making this determination. 

Sec. 44. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.645, subdivision 1, 
.is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [AMOUNT.] For injuries occurring after October!, 
1975 for which benefits are payable under section 176.101, subdivi
sions 1, 2 and 4, and section 176.111, subdivision 5, the total benefits 
due the employee or any dependents shall be adjusted in accordance 
with this section. On October 1, 1981, and thereafter on the 
annivers"ry of the date of the employee's injury the total benefits 
due shall be adjusted by multiplying the total benefits due prior to 
each adjustment by a fraction, the denominator of which is the 
statewide average weekly wage for December 31, of the year two 
years previous to the adjustment and the numerator of which is the 
statewide average weekly wage for December 31, of the year previ
ous to the adjustment. For injuries occurring after October 1, 1975, 
all adjustments provided for in this section shall be included in 
computing any benefit due under this section. Any limitations of 
amounts due for daily or weekly compensation under this chapter 
shall not apply to adjustments made under this section. No adjust
ment increase made on October 1, 1977 or thereafter under this 
section shall exceed sH< four percent a year. In those instances where 
the adjustment under the formula of this section would exceed this 
maximum the increase shall be deemed to be sH< four percent. 

Sec. 45. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.645, subdivision 2, 
is amended to read: 
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Subd. 2. [TIME OF FIRST ADJUSTMENT.] For injuries occurring 
on or after October 1, 1981, the initial adjustment made pursuant to 
subdivision 1 shall I.e is deferred until the first anniversary of the 
date of the injury. For injuries occurring on or after August h 1988, 
the initial adjustment under subdivision 1 is deferred until the third 
anniversary of the date of injury. 

Sec. 46. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.66, subdivision 11, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 11. [AMOUNT OF COMPENSATION.1 The compensation 
for an occupational disease is l>I>'h 80 percent of the employee's 
after-tax weekly wage on the date of injury subject to a maximum 
compensation equal to the maximum compensation in effect on the 
date oflast exposure. The employee shall be eligible for supplemen
tary benefits notwithstanding the provisions of section 176.132, 
after four years have elapsed since the date of last significant 
exposure to the hazard of the occupational disease if that employee's 
weekly compensation rate is less than the current supplementary 
benefit rate. 

Sec. 47. [176.90] [AFTER-TAX CALCULATION.] 

For purposes of section 176.011, subdivision 18, section 176.101, 
subdivisions 1, 2, 3, and:!, section 176.111, subdivisions 6, 7, 8, 12, 
14, 15, 20, and 21, and section 176.66, the commissioner shall 
publlSli by Septeiiiber ! of each year tables or formulas for deter
minmg the after-tax weekly wage to take effect the 1OIlowing 
October 1. The tables or formulas must be based on the applicable 
federal income tax and social security laws and state income tax 
laws m effect on the preceding April!..: These tables or formulas are 
CDnClusive for the purposes of convertingweeI{ly wag'h into after-tax 
weekly wage. The commissioner may contract with ~ department 
of revenue or any other person or organization in order to adopt the 
tables or formulas. The adoptIon ofthe tables or formulas ~ exempt 
from the administrative rulemaking prOVlSions of chapter 14. 

Sec. 48. [176.951 [ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS.] 

The annual cost to the commissioner of labor and industry of 
administering the workers' compensation system under this chapter 
must be charged to the state general fund. Administrative costs 
include the cost of administering the workers' compensation divi
sion of the department of labor and industry and the workers' 
compensation division of the office of administrative hearings. 

Sec. 49. [ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS CHANGE-OVER.] 

For the biennium beginning July!., 1989, 50 percent of the costs 
of administering the workers' compensation system must be chargea 
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to the state general fund and 50 percent to the special compensation 
mnd. 

Sec. 50. [EXISTING DISABILITY RATINGS.] 

Existing disability ratings adopted under section 176.105, subdi
vision h may not be changed before June 30, 1991. 

Sec. 51. [AFTER-TAX CALCULATION.] 

Notwithstanding section ±1. the commissioner oflabor and indus
kY. shall publish fu>:JU~115, 1988, '" table orformula for determin
iQg t:Iie after-tax wee y wage effective Augusth 1988, until 
OctODer 1, 1988, as otherwise required under that section. 

Sec. 52. [APPROPRIATION.] 

$434,800 is appropriated from the workers' compensation special 
compensation fund to the commissioner of labor and industry to 
administer the workers' compensation system in accordance with 
this article. $124,800 is for fiscal r;ear 1988 anais available until' 
June 30, 1989. $310,000 is for scal year 1989. The apprOVed 
complement of the department of labor and industry is increased fu 
ten positions. 

Sec. 53. [REPEALER.] 

Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 176.011, subdivision ~ and 
176.101, subdivisions 3a, 3b, 3c, ~ 3e, 3f, ;!g, 3h, 3i, ~ 3k, :n, 3m, 
~ £Q, ~ £g, 3r, ~ 3t, 3u, and 6, are repealed. 

Sec. 54. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

Sections 5, 17, 18,!Q, 24, 43,47, ~ and 51 are effective the day 
following Unal enactment. -section 48 ~ effective July h 1991. 
Notwithstiilldlng section 176.1321, sections 1 to 4, ~ to 16, 20 to 23, 
25 to.41, 44 to ~ 49, and 53 are effective August h 1988.Section 42 
~ effective January 1. 1989. 

ARTICLE 3 

WORKERS' COMPENSATION INSURANCE 

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 79.095, is amended to 
read: 

79.095 [APPOINTMENT OF ACTUARY.] 
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The commissioner shall may employ the services of a casualty 
aetti6FY actuaries experienceain T.v6Fker's workers' compensation 
whose duties shall include but not be limited to investigation of 
complaints by insured parties relative to rates, rate classifications, 
or discriminatory practices of an insurer. The salary of tile an 
actuary employed pursuant to this section is not subject to the 
provisions of section 43A.17, subdivision 1. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 79.55, subdivision 2, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [EXCESSIVENESS.] Ne l'£emilHn is e"eesB've ill a 
.offilletiti"e market. ffi tile aBsellee ef a eomlletitive market, Premi
ums are excessive if the expected underwriting profit, together with 
expected income from invested reserves for the market in question, 
that would accrue to an insurer would be unreasonably high in 
relation to the risk undertaken by the insurer in transacting the 
business. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 79.56, IS amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 5. [RATE REGULATION.] (a) Whenever an insurer files a 
change in its existing rate level or rating plan, the commisSIOner 
may hold a hearing to determine If the rate level or rating plan is 
excesSIVe, Inadeguate--:-or unfairly illscnmIruitory.-The hearing muSE 
be conducted pursuant to chapter 14. The commissioner shall give 
notice of intent to hold ~ hearing within 90 days of the filing of the 
change. It!,; the responsibility of the insurer to show that the rate 
level or ratingpIan is not excessive, inadequate, or unfairly discrim
inatory. The rate level or rating plan !,; effective unless it; !,; 
determined as a result of the hearing that the rate level or rating 
plan!§ exceSSIve, inadequate, or unfairiYCKsCiTmliiatory.-Upon such 
a finding, the rate level or rating plan!,; retroactively rescinded and 
any premiums collected thereunder must be refunded. This subdi
vision applies only to changes resulting from an insurer's utilization 
of either: (1) the pure premium base rate level filed h any data 
service organization, plus the insurer'SlOading for expenses and 
profit; ()E (2) the insurer's own filed rate levels and ratiill' plan. Thi~ 
subdiviSIOn does not ~ to any changes resulting rom assess
ments for the assigned risk plan, reinsurance association, guarantee 
fund, special compensation fund, or statutory benefit level changes 
to sections 176.101, subdivisions 1, 2, and 4, 176.111, 176.132, and 
176.645 as ~ result of annual adjustmentS in the statewide average 
weekly wage. The disapproval of ~ rate level or rating ~lan under 
this subdivision must be done in the same manner as un er section 
70A.11, except that the standards of section 79.55 apply. 

(b) Notwithstanding paragraph (a), if the commissioner of labor 
and industry petitions the commissioner for ~ hearing pursuant to 
this subdivision, the commissioner must hold ~ hearing if the 
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commissioner of labor and industry certifies that the hearing ~ 
necessa becauseadecision of the supreme court or enactment of ~ 
statute as effected ~ substantial change intnebasis upon which 
the existing rate levels or rating plan was filM.The commissioner 
Oilabor andlllifustry must make ~ prima facie showing that law 
cnange has effected ~ substa"""i1ti3J change in the basis upon which 
the existing rate levels or rating plan was filM. 

(c) Notwithstanding paragraph (a), the commissioner may hold ~ 
hearing !! the commissioner determines that the hearing is neces
sary because of circumstances which result in ~ substantiarcna:nge 
in the basis upon which the existing rate levels or rating plan was 
filed. 'l'heCommissioner must make a prima facie showing that the 
CIrCUmstances resulted in ~ sii'Ostantial chaUgein the basis upon 
which the existing rate levels or rating plan was filed. 

Sec. 4. [79.561] [PARTICIPATION.] 

An employer, or person representing a gr<lll£ of employers, which 
wiIfbe directly affected ~ ~ change in an insurer's existing rate 
level or dating plan filed under section 3, and the commissioner of 
labor an industry, must be allowed to participate in any hearing 
under that subdivisloilchallenging The change in rate level or 
rating plan as being excessive, inadequate, or unfairly discrimina-
~ 

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 79.61, subdivision 1, is 
amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [REQUIRED ACTIVITY.] Any data service organi
zation shall perform the following activities: 

(a) File statistical plans, including classification definitions, 
amendments to the plans, and definitions, with the commissioner 
for approval, and assign each compensation risk written by its 
members to its· approved classification for reporting purposes; 

(b) Establish requirements for data reporting and monitoring 
methods to maintain a high quality data base; 

(c) Prepare and distribute a periodic report, in a form prescribed 
by the commissioner, on ratemaking including, but not limited to 
the following elements: 

. (i) development factors and alternative derivations; 

(ii) trend factors and alternative derivations and applications; 

(iii) pure premium relativities for the approved classification 
system for which data are reported, provided that the relativities for 
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insureds engaged in similar occupations and presenting substan
tially similar risks shall, if different, differ by at least ten percent; 
and 

(iv) an evaluation of the effects of changes in law on loss data. 

The report shall also include explicit discussion and explanation 
of methodology, alternatives examined, assumptions adopted, and 
areas of judgment and reasoning supporting judgments entered into, 
and the effect of various combinations of these elements on indica
tions for modification of an overall pure premium rate level change. 
The pure premium relativities and rate level indications shall not 
include a loading for expenses or profit and no expense or profit data 
or recommendations relating to expense or profit shall be included 
in the· report or collected by a data service organization; 

(d) Collect, compile, summarize, and distribute data from mem
bers or other sources pursuant to a statistical plan approved by the 
commissioner; 

(e) Prepare merit rating plan and calculate any variable factors 
necessary for utilization of the plan. Such a plan may be used by any 
of its members, at the option of the member provided that the 
application of a plan shall not result in rates that are unfairly 
discriminatory; 

CD Provide loss data specific to an insured to the insured at a 
reasonable cost; 

(g) Distribute information to an insured or interested party that is 
filed with the commissioner and is open to public inspection; aM 

(h) Assess its members for operating expenses on a fair and 
equitable basis; 

(i) Separate the incurred but not reported losses of its members; 

ill Separate paid and outstanding losses of its members; 

(k) Provide information indicating cases in which its members 
have established ~ reserve in excess of$5lf,ooo; 

(l) Provide information on the income on invested reserves of its 
members; - - -

(m) Provide information as to policies written at other than the 
filed rates; 

(n) File information based solely on Minnesota premium income of 
its memoers concerning investment income, legal expenses, subro-
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gation recoveries, administrative expenses, and commission ex
penses; 

(0) File information based solely on Minnesota data concerning its 
members' reserving practices, premium income, indemnity, ana 
medical benefits paid; and 

~ Provide any records of the data service organizations that are 
requested ~ the commissioner or otherwise required ~ statute. ' 

Sec. 6. [79.65] [CHAPTER APPLICABILITY TO DATA SERVICE 
ORGANIZATIONS.] 

Subdivision 1. [EXAMINATION BY COMMISSIONER.] Data 
service organizations are subject to all the provisions of this chapter. 
The commissioner or an authorized representative of the commis
sioner may visit the rating association at any reasonaore time and 
examine, audit, or evaluate the rating association's operations, 
records, and practices. For purposes of this section, "authorized 
representative of the commissioner" inCllliIes employees of the 
departments of commerce or 'labor and mdustry or other parties 
retained~ the commissioner. Examination under this section may 
be done of any member of data,service organizations for purposes of 
woTkerS'Compensation insurance regulation. - . 

Subd. 2. [COSTS AND EXPENSES.] The commissioner may order 
and the data service or anization shall E'!Y the costs and expensesof 
any examination, au it, or evaluation conducWFursuant to sub

ivision 1.: A sum SiiIficient to pay these costs and expenses i§ 
appropriated from the special compensation fund to the, commis
SIOner of commerce. 

Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176A.03,'is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read; 

Subd . .:!: [COVERAGE OUTSIDE STATE.] Policies issued ~ the 
fund pursuant to this chapter may also provide workeTs'COffipensa
tion coverage required under the laws of states other than Minne
sota, including coverafces commonly known as "all states coverage." 
The fund may ~ -.2!: and obtain any licensure required in any 
other state in order to issue such coverage. , ' 

Sec. 8. [MANDATED REDUCTIONS.] 

(a) As ~ result of the workers' compensation law changes in article 
1 andt'lle resulting savings to the costs of Mlnnesota's workerS' 
compensation system, an insurer's approved schedule of rates in 
effect on August 1, 1988, must be reduced ~ 16 percent andlippIied 
!iY the insurer to allpoIicies issued, renewed, or outstanding on or 
after that date. An insurer may not adjust"itsfiled rating plan to 
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T'h0uP the 16 percent mandated rate reduction under this section. 
__ e reduction must be computed on the basis of !! 16 percent 
premium reduction prorated to the expiration of that policy. An 
insurer shall provide written notice ~ September h 1988, to all 
employers having an outstanding policy with the insurer as of 
August 1, 1988, to read as foHows: "As!! result of the changes in the 
workers' compensation insurance system enacted ~ the 1988 leg
islature, you are entitled to a credit or refund to your current 
premium in an amount of! :-~, '" whicnret1ects !! 16 percent 
mandated premium reduction prorated to the expiration of your 
policy." 

(b) No rate increases may be filed between April 10, 1988, and 
January h 1989. 

Sec. 9. [NOTICE OF INTENT TO CHALLENGE RATE LEVEL 
CHANGE.] 

Notwithstanding section 3, the commissioner shall have an addi
tional 90 days to give notice of intent to hold !! hearing pursuant to 
that section. This section appries only to challencres to an insurer's 
cnange in existing rate levels or rating plan fiIeif between the date 
the 1989 rate-making report is approved ~ the commissioner of 
commerce and six months thereafter. 

Sec. 10. [RECORDS DEPOSITED WITH THE COMMISSIONER.] 

All records of data services organizations authorized by section 
79.61, or its predecessors, pertaining to proceedings before the 
department of commerce or its predecessors regarding rates or 
classifications must be deposited with the commissioner no later 
than August 1, 1988.- -- -- - --

Sec. 11. [CONTINGENT APPROPRIATION.] 

(a) $250,000 ~ appropriated from the special compensation fund 
to ~ workers' compensation contingent account for the purposes of 
this article. The appropriation in this section may onlybe spent with 
llle approvaTOf the governor after consultation with the legislative 
advisory commission under Minnesota Statutes, section 3.30. The 
appropriation in this section does not cancel but is available until 
June 30, 1989. 

(b) $100,000 from the general contingent account for workers' 
compensation approriated under Laws 1987, chapter 404, section 
44, ~ available for :L.-, purposes of article 2. . _ 

Sec. 12. [REPEALER.] 
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Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 79.54, 79.57, and 79.58 are 
repealed. 

Sec. 13. [EFFECTIVE DATE.J 

Section 8, paragraph (b), is effective the day following final 
enactment:-

ARTICLE 4 

WORKERS' COMPENSATION COURT OF APPEALS 
ABOLISHED 

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.421, subdivision 
1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [TIME FOR TAKING; GROUNDS.] When a peti
tion has been heard before a compensation judge, within 30 days 
after a party in interest has been served with notice of an award or 
disallowance of compensation, or other order affecting the merits of 
the case, the party may appeal tothe workers' compensation court of 
appeals on any of the following grounds: 

(1) the order does not conform with this chapter; or 

(2) the compensation judge committed an error of law; or 

(3) the findings of fact and order were clfaRY erroneous and 
unsupported by substantial evidence in view 0 . t . e entire record as 
submitted; or 

(4) the findings of fact and order were procured by fraud, or 
coercion, or other improper conduct of a party in interest. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 17.6.421, subdivision 6, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 6. [POWERS OF WORKERS' COMPENSATION COURT 
OF APPEALS ON APPEAL.] On an appeal taken under this 
section, the workers' compensation court of appeals' review is 
limited to the issues raised by ,the parties in the notice of appeal or 
by a cross-appeal. On review, the court may not substitute its 
iUd~ent for that of the compensation ju1ge as to the weight or 
cre Tility of the evwence on any finding Q... fact. In these cases, on 
those issues raised by the appeal, the workers' compensation court of 
appeals may: 
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(1) grant an oral argument based on the record before the 
compensation judge; 

(2) examine the record; 

(3) sUBstitute I\w the liBaiBgs ef met HH><Ie by the eompeBsatisB 
judge fiBaings Based eB the total eviaenee; 

{4f ~mstain, reverse, make or modify an award or disallowance of 
compensation or other order based on the facts, findings, and law; 
and, 

w (4) remand or make other appropriate order, 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 480A.06, subdivision 3, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [CERTIORARI REVIEW.] The court of appeals shall have 
jurisdiction to issue writs of certiorari to all agencies, public 
corporations and public officials, except the tax court afld the 
wOFkers' esmpensatisn ee1Ht ef appeals. The court of appeals shall 
have jurisdiction to review decisions of the commissioner of jobs and 
training, pursuant to section 268.10. 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 480A.06, subdivision 4, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [ADMINISTRATIVE REVIEW.] The court of appeals 
shall have jurisdiction to review on the record: the validity of 
administrative rules, as provided in sections 14.44 and 14.45, afld; 
the decisions of administrative agencies in contested cases, as 
provided in sections 14.63 to 14.69; and workers' compensation cases 
and peace officer death benefits cases, as provided under chapters 
176 and 176A. 

Sec. 5. [TRANSFER OF JURISDICTION AND PERSONNEL.] 

The jurisdiction of the workers' compensation court of appeals, as 
provided under Minnesota Statutes, section 175A.01, subdivision 2, 
is transferred to the court of appeals. All contracts, books, plans, 
papers, records, and pro pert!: of every. description of the workers' 
compensation court of appea s relating to its transferred responsi
bilities and within its jurisdiction or control are transferred to the 
court of appeaIS;except that, all case files are transferred to the 
clerk of the appellate courts. All classified employees and ~aff 
attorneys of the workers' compensation court of appeals must be 
given preference in the employment of personnel required to still 
the increased casewacrof the court of appeals as " result of transter 
of iurisdiction under this section. 
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Sec. 6. [INCREASED JUDGES.] 

(a) The number of judges on the court of appeals as of January h 
1989, shall be increased ~ three. The three additional judges are 
subject to senate conhrmation. 

(b) For purposes of establishing the number of judges on the court 
of appeals pursuant to Minnesota "Statutes, section 480A.01, subdi
vision 3, the number of appeals filed in the court of appeals for the 
carenaar lears 1987 and 1988 shall be considered to include three
fourths "'- the niiffiller of appeals filed in the workers' compensa:tWn 
court of appeals for those two years. 

Sec. 7. [INSTRUCTION TO REVISOR.] 

. In every instance in Minnesota Statutes in which the term 
"workers' compensation court of appeals" appears, the rev-Isor of 
statutes shall change thatreffirence to the "court of appeals." 

Sec. 8. [REAPPROPRIATION.] 

$386,064 is reappropriated from the special compensation fund, as 
!I. result of the savings to that fund in fiscal year 1989 due to the 
abO'ITSllment of the workers' compensation court of appeals, to the 
court of appeals for the purposes of this article. 

Sec. 9. [REPEALER.] 

Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 175A,01; 175A.02; 175A.03; 
175A.04; 175A.05; 175A.06; 175A.07, subdivisions 1, 3, and 4; 
175A.08; 175A.09; and 175A.1O, are repealed. MinnesotaStatiites 
1987 Supplement, section 175A.07, subdivision 2, ~ repealed. 

Sec. 10. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

Sections! and ~ are effective the day following final enactment. 
Sections !l. to ~ are effective January h 1989. 

ARTICLE 5 

REPORTS TO THE LEGISLATURE 

Section 1. [REPORT TO THE LEGISLATURE ON MEDICAL 
ISSUES.] 

The commissioner of labor and industry shall present a report to 
thewgislature concerninr, memcal issues in the workerS' compen
sation system. SpecificaJ y, the report must include findings and 
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recommendations designed to contain or reduce the cost of workers' 
compensation related medical services, including meThods of con
trolling the cost of ongoing therapy treatments. The report must be 
presented !!r Januarv h 1990. 

The state fund mutual insurance company shall be consulted, as 
part of the memcal services study, in order to assist the department 
in developing a prollosal to collect andanruyze all medical bilk The 
i.iItimate goal of t is consultation will be the development of '" 
flagging and monitoring system to identify cases which significantly 
deviate from normal utilization patterns, costs and outcomes. The 
department shall make '" prebminary report on the prOfess of the 
proposal to the legISlature on January h 1989. The epartment 
shall make '" final recommendation on implementation of the 
pr0a'0sal at the time i! makes its report to the legislature concerning 
me ieal issues in the workers' compensation system on January .1 
1990. 

Sec. 2. [REPORT TO THE LEGISLATURE. ON USE OF NEU
TRAL PHYSICIANS.] 

The commissioner of labor and industry shall present '" report to 
the legislature concerning workers' cOffi,aensation before January h 
1989, which develops and evaluates '" etailed proposal for estab
lishing ~ system of neutral doctors for use in such areas as 
determining maximum medical improvement and rarng perma
nent partial disabilities. The repo!:! must contain '" bil proposal to 
implement the commissioner's recommendations. 

Sec. 3. [REPORT TO THE LEGISLATURE ON USE OF NEU
TRAL QUALIFIED REHABILITATION CONSULTANTS.] 

To reduce cost and contention in the rehabilitation system, the 
commissioner of labor and mdustry shall develop and evaluate '" 
detailed proposal to establish '" system to ensure that qualified 
rehabilitation consultants WIll not be aligned with either insurers or 
claimants. The commissioner shall consider alternative methods of 
selection and payment to ensure neutrality. The commissioner shall 
present a report and proposal to the legislature!!r January 1, 1989. 

Sec. 4. [REPORT TO THE LEGISLATURE ON IMPLEMENTA
TION OF MANDATED RATE REDUCTIONS.] 

The commissioner of labor and industra shall survey Minnesota 
employers to determine g the mandate workers' compensation 
insurance rate reductions required under article 2, section 8, have 
been implemented !iY insurers, both as to amount and in '" manner 
that !§ uniform and nondiscriminatory between employers having 
similar risks WIth respect to a particular occupational classification. 
The commissioner must present '" report detailing findings and 
conclusions to the legislature !!r February h 1989. 
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Sec. 5. [REPORT TO THE LEGISLATURE ON RECODIFICA
TION OF WORKERS' COMPENSATION LAW.] 

The revisor of statutes shall recodify the workers' compensation 
law, including Minnesota Statutes, chapter 176. 

The recodification must not make any substantive changes but 
shall provide a comprehensive, accurate, and complete restatement. 

Each state department agency and legislative staff, including 
senate cOlinsel and house of representatives research, shall provide 
assistance in the recodification as requested ~ the revisor of 
statutes. 

The revisor shall rep'(n_ to the legislature ~ January 1, 1989, on 
ther,rogress of the reco i ,catiOn. The revisor shal! prepare a bilLto 
imp ement its recommendations for recodification §y January h 
1990 .. 

Sec. 6. [HEARINGS AT THE OFFICE OF ADMINISTRATIVE 
HEARINGS; REPORT OF THE CHIEF ADMINISTRATIVE LAW 
JUDGE.] 

The chief administrative law i?tge shall consider methods to 
reduce the formality and r':!gth "- earings in workers' compensa
tion cases at the office "- a ministrativ,e hearings, with ~ goal of 
completing 50 percent of the he"rings in less than two hours, 75 
percent in less than four hours and nem;}, all of the cases in less 
than one1day. Before January 1, 1989, the c iefiu1ge shall report to 
the legis ature on the efforts to meet these goa s, including any 
recommendations for legislation needed to achieve these goals. 

Sec. 7. [REPORT TO THE LEGISLATURE ON STATE REGULA
TION OF WORKERS' COMPENSATION INSURANCE.] 

Legislative staff shall prepare and present ~ r[port to the legis
lature surveying theaITferent processes for re~ ation of workers' 
compensation insurance r'ating plans under oter states' workers' 
com~ensation insurance laws, The report must be presentedto the 
legis ature ~ January h 1989. 

Sec. 8. [APPROPRIATION.] 

$100,000 is appropriated from the special compensation fund to 
the commissioner of labor and industry for the purposes of sections 
2,3, and 4. 

Sec. 9. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

Sections 1 to § are effective the day following final enactment." 
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Delete the title and insert: 

"A bill for an act relating to workers' compensation; regulating 
workers' compensation benefits and administration; regulating 
workers' compensation insurance; providing for the appointment of 
actuaries; abolishing the workers' compensation court of appeals 
and transferring its jurisdiction to the court of appeals; requiring 
certain reports relating to workers' compensation; appropriating 
money; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 79.095; 79.55, 
subdivision 2; 79.56, by adding a subdivision; 79.61, subdivision 1; 
176.011, subdivisions 11a, 18, and by adding a subdivision; 176.021, 
subdivision 3; 176.061, subdivision 10; 176.081, subdivisions 1 and 
3; 176.101, subdivisions 1, 2, 4, 5, and by adding subdivisions; 
176.102, subdivisions 1, 7, and 11; 176.105, subdivision 1; 176.1ll, 
subdivisions 6, 7, 8, 12, 14, and 20; 176.131, subdivisions la, 2, and 
by adding a subdivision; 176.132, subdivisions 1,2, and 3; 176.136, 
subdivision 1, and by adding a subdivision; 176.421, subdivisions 1 
and 6; 176.645, subdivisions 1 and 2; 176.66, subdivision ll; 
176A.03, by adding a subdivision; and 480A.06, subdivisions 3 and 
4; Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement; sections 176.041, subdivi
sion 4; 176.081, subdivision 2; 176.102, subdivisions 2, 3, 3a, 4, and 
6; 176.1ll, subdivisions 15 and 21; 176.131, subdivisions 1 and 8; 
176.155, subdivision 1; 176.221, subdivision 1; proposing coding for 
new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapters 79 and 176; repealing 
Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 79.54; 79.57; 79.58; 175A.Ol; 
175A.02; 175A.03; 175A.04; 175A.05; 175A.06; 175A.07, subdivi
sions 1, 3, and 4; 175A.08; 175A.09; 175A.I0; 176.0ll, subdivision 
26; 176.101, subdivisions 3a, 3b, 3c, 3d, 3e, 3f, 3g, 3h, 3i, 3j, 3k, 31, 
3m, 3n, 30, 3p, 3q, 3r, 3s, 3t, 3u, and 6; and Minnesota Statutes 1987 
Supplement, section 175A.07, subdivision 2." 

A roll call was requested and properly seconded. 

POINT OF ORDER 

Begich raised a point of order pursuant to rule 3.10 that the Heap 
amendment was not in order. The Speaker ruled the point of order 
not well taken and the amendment in order. 

POINT OF ORDER 

Battaglia raised a point of order pursuant to section ll2, para
graphs 5 and 6 of "Mason's Manual of Legislative Procedure" 
relating to the reading of papers. The Speaker ruled the point of 
order well taken. 

The question recurred on the Heap amendment and the roll was 
called. There were 80 yeas and 54 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
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Anderson, R. 
Bauerly 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 

Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
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Kalis 
Kelso 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth . 
Krueger 
Lasley 
Lieder 
Marsh 
McDonald 
McEachern 
McKasy 
McPherson 
Miller 
Morrison 
Nelson, C. 

Olsen, S. 
Olson, E. 
Omann 
Onnen 
Ozment 
Pauly 
Pelowski 
Peterson 
Poppenhagen 
Quist 
Redalen 
Richter 
Rodosovich 
Rose 
Schafer 
Schreiber 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Battaglia 
Beard 
Begich 
Carlson, L: 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Dawkins 
Greenfield 
Jacobs 
Jaros 

Jefferson 
Johnson, A. 
Kahn 
Kally 
Kinkel 
Kostohryz 
Larsen 
Long ,_ 
McLaughlin 
Milbert 
Minne 

Munger Pappas 
Murphy Price 
Nelson, D. Quinn, 
Nelson, K. Reding 
Neuenschwander Rest 
O'Connor Rice 
Ogren Riveness 
Olson, K. Rukavina 
Orenstein Sarna 
Osthoff Scheid 
Otis Segal 
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Seaberg 
Shaver 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Waltman 
Welle 
Winter 

Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Trimble 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Wenzel 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

POINT OF ORDER 

Osthoff raised a point of order pursuant to rule 5.8 that S. F. No. 
2235, as amended, be re-referre<l to the Committee on Governmental 
Operations. The Speaker ruled the point of order not well taken. 

Anderson, G., moved to amend S. F. No. 2235, as amended, as 
follows: 

Page 2, after line 32, insert: 

"Sec. 2. [REPEALER.] 

Minnesota Statutes, chapters 79 and 176, are repealed . 

. Sec. 3. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

Section 2 ~ effective July h 1989." 

Amend the title accordingly 

A rollcall was requested and properly seconded. 
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The question was taken on the Anderson, G., amendment and the 
roll was called. 

Wynia moved that -those not voting be excused from voting. The 
motion prevailed. 

There were 7 yeas and 125 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G". 
Jennings 

Kalis 
Kinkel 

Kludt 
Larsen 

_ Pappas 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, 1. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 

Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jefferson 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 
Lasley 

Lieder Osthoff 
Long Otis 
Marsh Ozment 
McDonald Pauly 
McEachern Pelowski 
McKasy Peterson 
McLaughlin Poppenhagen 
McPherson Price 
Milbert· Quinn 
Miller Quist 
Minne Redalen 
Morrison Reding 
Murphy Rest 
Nelson, C. Rice 
Nelson, D. Richter 
Nelson, K. Riveness 
Neuenschwander Rodosovich 

. O'Connor Rose 
Ogren, Rukavina 
Olsen, S, Sarna 
Olson, E. Schafer 
Olson, K. Scheid 
Omann Schreiber 
Onnen Seaberg 
Orenstein Segal 

Shaver 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
,!)ornham 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valenta 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The motion did not prevail and the amendment was not adopted. 

S. F. No. 2235, A bill for an act relating to workers' compensation; 
regulating the location of certain medical examinations; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 176.155, subdivision 
1. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended, and placed upon 
its final passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. There were 81 yeas and 53 -nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
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Anderson, R. 
Bauerly 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 

Dille 
Dom 
Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
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Kalis 
Kelso 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Krueger 
Lasley 
Lieder 
Marsh 
McDonald 
McEachern 
McKasy 
McPherson 
Miller 
Morrison 
Nelson, C. 

Olsen, S. 
Olson, E. 
Olson, K. 
Omann 
Onnen 
Ozment 
Pauly 
Pelowski 
Peterson 
Poppenhagen 
Quist 
Redalen 
Richter 
Rodosovich 
Rose 
Schafer 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Anderson, G, 
Battaglia 
Beard 
Begich 
Carlson, 1. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Dawkins 
Greenfield 
Jacobs 
Jaros 

Jefferson 
Johnson, A. 
Kahn 
Kelly 
Kinkel 
Kostobryz 
Larsen 
Long 
McLaughlin 
Milbert 
Miiuie 

Munger Price 
Murphy Quinn 
Nelson, D_ Reding 
Nelson, K. Rest 
Neuenschwander Rice 
O'Connor Riveness 
Ogren Rukavina 
Orenstein Sarna 
Osthoff Scheid 
Otis Segal 
Pappas Simoneau 

[88th Day 

Schreiber 
Seaberg 
Shaver 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhoin 
Tompkins 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Waltman 
Wei-Ie 
Winter 

Skoglund 
Solberg 
Trimble 
Vellenga 
Voss 

. Wagenius 
Wenzel 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was passed, as amended, and its title agreed to. 

S. F. No. 2452 was reported to the House. 

Kelly moved that S. F. No. 2452 be continued on Special Orders for 
one day.' The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 994 was reported to the House. 

Trimble moved that S. F. No. 994 be continued on Special Orders 
for one day. The motion prevailed. 

CALL OF THE HOUSE LIFTED 

Simoneau moved that the call of the House be dispensed with. The 
motion prevailed and it was so ordered. 

Nelson, K., was excused for the remainder of today's session. 

S. F. No. 2473 was reported to the House. 
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SUSPENSION OF RULES 

Pursuant to Article IV, Section 19, of the Constitution of the state 
of Minnesota, Simoneau moved that the rule therein be suspended 
and an urgency be declared so that S. F. No. 2473 be given its third 
reading and be placed upon its final passage. The motion prevailed. 

Simoneau moved that the Rules of the House be so far suspended 
that S. F. No. 2473 be given its third reading and be placed upon its 
final passage. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 2473, A bill for an act relating to workers' compensation; 
regulating self-insurance; establishing a self-insurer guaranty fund; 
prescribing a penalty; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 
176.181, subdivision 2; 176.183, subdivision 3; Minnesota Statutes 
1987 Supplement, section 176.183, subdivision 2; proposing coding 
for new law as Minnesota Statutes, chapter 79B; repealing Minne
sota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 60A.101; and 176.183, 
subdivision 1a. 

The bill was read for the third time and placed upon its final 
passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. There were 131 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 

Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 

. Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 

Kostohryz _ Omann 
Krueger Onnen 
Larsen Orenstein 
Lasley Osthoff 
Lieder Otis 
Long Ozment 
Marsh Pappas 
McDonald Pauly 
McEachern Pelowski 
McKasy Peterson 
McLaughlin Poppenhagen 
McPherson Price 
Milbert Quinn 
Miller Quist 
Minne Redalen 
Morrison Reding 
Munger Rest 
Murphy Rice 
Nelson, C. Richter 
Nelson, D. Rodosovich 
Neuenschwander Rose 
O'Connor Rukavina 
Ogren Sarna 
Olsen, S. Schafer 
Olson, E. Scheid 
Olson, K. Schreiber 

The bill was passed and its title agreed to. 

Seaberg 
Segal 
Shaver 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 
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The Speaker called Simoneau to the Chair. 

S. F. No. 1228 was reported to the House. 

Kinkel moved to amend S. F. No. 1228, as follows: 

Delete everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 136A.02, subdivision 
1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. The higher education coordinating board shall 
consist of eight citizen members, one from each congressional 
district, to be appointed by the governor with the advice a.nd consent 
of the senate, and three two citizen members and one student 
member also to be appointe<rby the governor with theMvice and 
consent of the senate to represent the state at large. '!'he ehaW efthe 
S'6aaeBt aelvis8FY eSHfleil shall-seNe as a B8BvatiBg memas!' ef the 
beaFd. The student member must be a full-time student enrolled in 
!! Minnesota post-secondary illStitiition at the time ·of appointment 
or within one year prjor to appointment. The student advisory 
councrrmay recommen candidates to the governor for the student 
member position. All appointees to tlielloard shall 'De selected for 
their knowledge of and interest in post secondary education and at 
least one shall be selected specifically for knowledge of and interest 
in vocational education. A ¥atffig nonstudent member of the board 
must not be an employee of or receive compensation from a public or 
private post-secondary institution while serving on the board. A 
student member may receive compensation as a student body officer 
or may be a recipient of financial aid, inclUdIng work study, but 
must nofOtnerwlse be employed or compensated fu: iPOst-secondary 
lnStitution while serving on the ooard. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Stat)ltes 1986, section 136A.02, subdivision la, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 1a. The term of each voting board member shall be six 
yearsl except that the student member's term shall be two years. As 
nearly as possible, one-sixth of the terms Oftlie votmg board 
members shall expire each year. The compensation, removal of 
voting members, and filling of vacancies among voting Jl1embers on 
the board shall be as provided in section 15.0575, subdivisions 3, 4, 
and 5. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 136A.02, subdivision 7, is 
amended to read: 
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Subd, 7. [STUDENT ADVISORY COUNCIL.] A student advisory 
council to the board is established. The members of the council shall 
include the chair of the University of Minnesota university student 
senate, the state chair of the Minnesota state university student 
association, the president of the Minnesota community college 
student association, the president of the Minnesota vocational 
technical student association, the president of the Minnesota asso
ciation of private college students, and a student who is enrolled in 
a private vocational school registered under this chapter, to be 
appointed by the Minnesota association of private post-secondary 
schools. A member may be represented by a designee. 

The advisory council shall: 

(1) bring to the attention of the board any matter that the council 
believes needs the attention of the board, 

(2) make recommendations to the board as the council deems 
appropriate, 

(3) review and comment upon proposals and other matters before 
the board, 

(4) provide any reasonable assistance to the board, and 

(5) select one of its members to serve as chair fHHI as a fiefivetifig 
memBer ef the l3eaFd. The board shall inform the council of all 
matters under consideration by the board and shall refer all propos
als to the council before the board acts or sends the proposals to the 
governor or the legislature. The board shall provide time for a report 
from the advisory council at each meeting of the board. 

The student advisory council shall report to the board quarterly 
and at other times that the council considers desirable. The council 
shall determine its meeting time, but the council shall also meet 
with the executive director of the board within 30 days after the 
director's request for a council meeting. The student advisory 
council shall meet quarterly with the higher education advisory 
council and the board executive committee. 

Sec. 4. [FIRST STUDENT MEMBER.] 

The first student member of the board shall be appointed !>.l'. the 
govern~ July h 1988. This appointment shall not displace an 
incumbent at-large board member, but instead shaII constitute .'Ie 
12th board member until .'Ie vacancy occurs in which the incumbent 
does not reapply or ~ not reappointed. When that vacancy occurs, 
the sftident member shall assume that at-large position. 

Sec. 5. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 
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This act is effective the day following finaIenactment." 

. Delete the title and insert: 

''A bill for an actrelating to education; appointing a voting student 
member to the higher education coordinating board; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1986,section 136A.02, subdivisions J, la, and 
7." " 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

S. F. No. 1228, A bill for an act relating to education; allowing the 
student council member of the higher education coordinating board 
to vote; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 136A.02, sub
divisions 1,la; and 7. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended, and placed upon 
its final passage. .' ' 

The qu~stion was taken on· the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. There were 131 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson,'D . . 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
. DeRaad 
Dille 
Dom 
Forsythe 

Frederick 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
'Jaros . 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, y. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 

Krueger Onnen . " 
Larsen Orenstein: 
Lasley Osthoff' 
Lieder Otis 
Long Ozment 
Marsh Pappas 
McDonald Pauly 
McEachern' Pelowski 
McKasy Peterson 
McLaughlin Poppenhagen 
McPherson Price 
Milbert Quinn 
Miller' Quist 
Minne Redalen 
Morrison Reding 
M;unger Rest 
Murphy Rice 
Nelson; C. Richter 
Nelson, D. Riveness 
Neuenschwander Rodosovich 
O'Connor Rose 
Ogren Rukavina 
Olsen, S. Sarna 
Olson, E. Schafer 
Olson, K. Scheid 
Omann Schreiber 

Seabe~ 
Segal ". 
Shaver 
.simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberi; 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggom 
Swenson 
Thiede 
'lJornhom 

. Tompkins 

. Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Ven-enga 
Voss 
Wageni';1-s 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was passed, ~s amended, and itstitie agreed to. 

S. F. No. 1809 was reported to the House. 
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Ogren, Beard, Clark, McLaughlin and Vanasek moved to amend 
S. F. No. 1809, as follows: 

Delete everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section l.. [237.49] [COMBINED LOCAL ACCESS SUR
CHARGE.] 

Each local telephone company shall collect from each subscriber 
an amount or amounts representing the total of the surcharges 
required under sections 237.52,. 237.70, and 403.11. Amounts col
lected must be remitted to the department of administration in the 
manner prescribed in section 403.1l. The department of adminis
tration shall divide the amounts received proportional to the indi
vidual surcharges and deposit them in the appropriate accounts. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 237.50, 
subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [COMMUNICATION DEVICE.J "Communication device" 
means a device that when connected to a telephone enables a 
communication-impaired person to communicate with another per
son utilizing the telephone system. A "communication device" 
includes a ring signaler, an amplification device, a telephone device 
for the deaf with any auxiliary equipment the board deems neces
sary, and a telebraille unit. 

Sec. 3. -Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 237.51, 
subdivision 5, is amended to read: 

Subd. 5. [DUTIES.] In addition to any duties specified elsewhere 
in sections 237.51 to 237.56, the board shall: 

(1) define economic hardship, special needs, and household crite
ria so as to determine the priority of eligible applicants for initial 
distribution of devices and to determine circumstances necessitating 
provision of more than one communication device per household; 

(2) establish a method to verify eligibility requirements; 

(3) research and Il"Illish lists ef availaille establish specifications 
for communication devices and cSffil'atibility ef the devices with 
available telel'hsBe eEjHil'ffie"t to be purchased under section 
237.53, subdivision ~; 

(4) enter contracts for the establishment and operation of the 
message relay service pursuant to section 237.54; 

(5) inform the public and specifically the community of commu
nication-impaired persons of the program; 
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(6) prepare the reports required by section 237.55; 

(7) administer the fund created in section 237.52; 

(8) retain the services of a program administrator; ami 

(9) ad9pt rules, including emergency rules, under chapter 14 to 
implement the provisions of sections 237.50 to 237.56; and . 

(10) study the potential economic impact of the program on local 
communication device retailers and dispensers aM. Notwithstand
!EE: any provision of chapter 16B, the board shall develop guidelines 
for the purchase orsome communication devices from local retailers 
and dispensers if the study determines that otherwise they will be 
economically harmed by implementation of sections 237.50 to 
237.56. 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 237.52, 
subdivision 5, is amended to read: 

Subd. 5. [EXPENDITURES.] Money in the fund may only be used 
for: 

(1) I'FSgffiHl aemiHis{ratisH expenses of the board, including 
personnel c(jst, public relations, board membei'S'expenses, prepara
tion of reports, and other reasonable expenses not to exceed 20· 
percent of total program expenditures; 

(2) reimbursing telel'asHe esml'aHies the commissioner of human 
services for purchases made or services provided pursuant to section 
237.53; 

(3) reimbursing telephone companies for purchases made or 
services provided under section 237.53, subdivision 5; and 

(4) contracting for establishment and operation of the message 
relay service required by section 237.54. 

All costs directly associated with the establishment of the board 
and program, the purchase and distribution of communication 
devices, and the establishment and operation of the message relay 
service are either reimbursable or directly payable from the fund 
after authorization by the board. 

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 237.53, 
subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [DISTRIBUTION.] The {elel'asRe esml'aay I'r8vieiHg 
leeR! elEehaHge seFviee te the largest RllmBer <If I'eFSSHS iH the state 
commissioner of human services shall purchase and distribute te 
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eaeh ethel' telej3hBne eBmj3sny I'rB"ieling \eeal e,,""ange Berviee a 
sufficient number of communication devices so that each eligible 
household receives an appropriate device. Eaeh telej3hane eaffijlsny 
j3r8':ieling \eeal e,whange serviee The commissioner of human ser
vices shall distribute the devices to eligible househol<Is in its each 
service area free of charge as directed by the j3FagrsfH seiministratiiF. 
Initial elistriBatian ef the eleviees will Be 61> a j3riarity Basis as 
aeterminea By the Beard ~ seetian 2a7.1i1. the board under 
section 237.51, subdivision 5. - -- --

Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 237.53, 
subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [TRAINING; MAINTENANCE.] The eafHj3sny I'FavieliHg 
\eeal e,,"hange serviee te HH eligiBle halfsehala commissioner of 
human services shall maintain the communication devices until the 
warranty period expires, and provide training, without charge;tO 
first-time users of the devices. 

Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 237.53, 
subdivision 6, is amended to read: 

Subd. 6. [OWNERSHIP] All communication devices purchased 
pursuant to subdivision 3 will become the property of the eaffijlSHY 
I'Favieling the eafHfHlfnieatian deviee te eligil3le Feeij3ieffis aH<i are 
e"ellfeleel tfflfH that eaffijlsny's rate Base fer the j3"F"a8e ef estaBlish 
ing rates ~ seetiBn 237.Q78 as ap"lieaBle state of Minnesota. 

Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 237.53, 
subdivision 7, is amended to read: 

Subd. 7. [STANDARDS.] The communication devices distributed 
under this section must comply with the electronic industries 
association standards and approved by the Federal Communications 
Commission. Eaeh eam"any The commissioner of human services 
must provide each eligible person a choice of several models of 
devices, the retail value of which may not exceed $600 for a 
communication device for the deaf, and a retail value of $7,000 for a 
telebraille device, or an amounf authorized N the board for ~ 
telephone device for the deaf with auxiliary equipment. 

Sec. 9. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 237.69, is 
amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 3a. [DISABLED.] "Disabled" has the meaning given !! in 
section 363.01, subdivision 25. 

Sec. 10. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 237.69, 
subdivision 6, is amended to read: 
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Subd. 6. [FEDERAL MATCHING PLAN.] "Federal matching 
plan" means the any telephone assistance plan formulated by the 
Federal Communications Commission that provides federal assis
tance to local telephone subscribers. 

Sec. 11. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 237.69, is 
amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 6a. [FUND.] "Fund" means the telephone assistance fund 
estaOIishea in section 16. . 

Sec. 12. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 237.70, 
subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [FEDERAL MATCHING PLAN.] The telephone assis
tance plan must contain adequate provisions to enable telephone 
companies to qualify for assistaaee ....deP waiver of the federal 
interstate access ~hdrge and to enable eligible subscribers to take 
advantage of the e eral matching plan. 

Sec. 13. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 237.70, is 
amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 4a. [HOUSEHOLDS ELIGIBLE FOR CREDITS.] The tele
phode asSiStance plail must provide telephone assistance credit for ~ 
resi entia! househol ID1illnnesota that meets each of theIol1Owing 
criterIa: 

(1) has a household member who: 

(i) subscribes to local exchange service; and 

(2) whose household income is 150 percent or less of federal 
poverty guidelines or is currently ellglble for: 

(i) aid to families with dependent children; 

(ii) medical assistance; 

(iii) general assistance; 

(iv) Minnesota supplemental aid; 

(v) food stamps; 

(vi) refugee cash assistance or refugee medical assistance; 
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(vii) energy assistance; or 

(viii) supplemental security income; and 

(3) who has been certified as eligible for telephone assistance plan 
credits. 

Sec. 14. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 237.70, 
subdivision 6, is amended to read: 

Subd. 6. [FUNDING.] The commission shall provide for the 
funding of the telephone assistance plan by assessing a uniform 
recurring monthly surcharge:. not to exceed ten cents ~ access line, 
applicable to all classes and grades of access lines provided by each 
telephone company in the state. 'l'he revenue generated by the 
SUrcharge must net e><eeed $2,800,000 en a statewide hasis, '!'his 
statewide $2,800,000 limitation _ be apportioned between tele
phene companies based en their Felak,e number ef aeeess tine&.-

Sec. 15. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 237.70, 
subdivision 7, is amended to read: 

Subd. 7. [ADMINISTRATION.] The telephone assistance plan 
must be administered jointly by the commission, the department of 
human services, and the telephone companies in accordance with 
the following guidelines: 

(a) The commission and the department of human services shall 
develop eligibility certificatien fe¥ms an application form that must 
be completed at ±east annually by the subscriber residing in a 
heuseheld for the pUFJ3eses purpose of certifying eligibility for 
telephone assistance plan credits to the telephone companies. Each 
telephone company shall annually mail ~ notice of the availa6lIi1Y 
of the telephone assistance plan to each residential subscriber in ~ 
regular billing and shall mail the application form to customers 
when requested. 

The notice must state the following: 

YOU MAY BE ELIGIBLE FOR ASSISTANCE IN PAYING 
YOUR TELEPHONE BILL IF YOU MEET CERTAIN HOUSE
HOLD INCOME LIMIT8,AND YOU ARE 65 YEARS OF AGE OR 
OLl)ER OR ARE DISABLED. FOR M(JREINFORMATION OR AN 
APPLICATION FORM PLEASE CONTACT ........ . 

----- ---------

(b) The department of human services, through its vaFieus effiees 
and agencies, shall determine the eligibility for telephone assis
tance plan credits eH- aft aRRua} bftsis. at least annually according to 
the criteria contained in subdivision 4-; based UJ3'ffi consideration ef 
aocumentation made availaIJle ta the aepartment ef human seFvices 
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by the subseFibeF, and shall \lFeviae the neeessary eertifieatien 
terms te eligible heusehelas feF \lrevisien by the heusehelas te the 
tele\lhene eelll\laay 4a. 

(c) 'l'he Each telephone company shall provide telephone assis
tance plan credits against monthly charges in the earliest possible 
month following receipt of an eligiIJility eertifieatien application 
form and shall continue to provide credits feF ~ lIlenths aRer, 
unless notified that eligibility has terlllinatea eaFlier the subscriber 
is ineligible. At the end ef every 12 menth \leriea, tele\lliene 
assistallee plaH ereaits eease....less the tele\lhelle e.elll\lany has been 
\lre'fiaea with a new eligibility eertificatien fuFHr. The company 
shall cease granting credits at the earliest possible billi'hg cy~e 
when notified lJl the department. of human services t at ~ 
SiiOScriber is ineligible. 

(d) The commission shall serve as the aalllinistrater coordinator of 
" statewiae sUFehaFge re'fenue peel the telephone assistance plan 
and be reimbursed for its administrative expenses from the sur
charge revenue pool. As the aalllinistrater coordinator, the commis-
sion shall: . 

(1) establish a uniform statewide surcharge in accordance with 
subdivision 6; 

(2) establish a uniform statewide level of telephone assistance 
plan credit that each telephone company shall extend to each 
eligible household in its service area; 

(3) require each telephone company to account to the commission 
on a periodic basis for surcharge revenues collected by the company, 
expenses incurred by the company, not to include expenses of 
collecting surcharges, and credits extended by the company under 
the telephone assistance plan; 

(4) require each telephone company to remit ffi<eeSS surcharge 
revenues to the eellllllissien department of administration for ad
lIlinistratien as )*H't ef the peel deposit in the fund; and 

(5) remit to each telephone company from the surcharge revenue 
pool the amount necessary to compensate the company for expenses, 
not including expenses of collecting the surcharges, and telephone 
assistance plan credits that are Het eevereaby the sareharge 
re'fellae eelleetea by the eelll\lany. When it appears that the revenue 
generated by the maximum surcharge permitted under subdivision 
6 will be inadequate to fund any particular established level of 
telephone assistance plan credits, the commission shall reduce the 
credits to a level that can be adequately funded by the maximum 
surcharge. Similarly, the commission may increase the level of the 
telephone assistance plan credit that is available or reduce the 
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surcharge to a level and for a period of time that will prevent an 
unreasonable overcollection of surcharge revenues. 

(e) Each telephone company shall maintain adequate records of 
surcharge revenues, expenses, and credits related to the telephone 
assistance plan and shall, as part of its annual report or separately, 
provide the commission and the department of public service with a 
financial report of its experience under the telephone assistance 
plan for the previous year. That report must also be adequate to 
satisfy the reporting requirements of the federal matching plan. 

(f) The department of public service shall investigate complaints 
against telephone companies with regard to the telephone assis
tance plan and shall report the results of its investigation to the 
commission. 

Sec. 16. [237.701] [TELEPHONE ASSISTANCE FUND; APPRO
PRIATION.] 

Subdivision 1. [TELEPHONE ASSISTANCE FUND.] The tele
phone aSsIstance fund is created as ~ separate account in the state 
treasury to consist of amounts received by the department of 
administration representing the surcharge authorized lJI section 
237.70, subdivision 6, and amounts earned on the fund assets. 
Money in the fund may be used only for: - - -- ---

(1) reimbursement to telephone companies for expenses and 
credits allowed In section 237.70, subdivision ~ paragraph (d), 
clause (5); 

(2) reimbursement of the administrative expenses of the depart
ment of human services from January 1, 1988, to June 30, 1989, to 
implement sections 237.69 to 237.71 not to exceed$90,OOO; and 

(3) reimbursement of the administrative expenses of the commis
sion not to exceed $25,000 annually. 

Subd. ~ [APPROPRIATION.] Money in the fund!,; appropriated 
to the commission to be disbursed pursuant to section 237.70, 
subdivision 7. 

Sec. 17. Laws 1987, chapter 340, section 17, is amended to read: 

Sec. 17. [LEGISLATIVE REPORT.] 

By January 1, 1989, the commission shall submit a report to the 
legislature with regard to the implementation, administration, and 
effectiveness of the telephone assistance plan and shall make any 
recommendations tlIe eommissioB Believes are aflflFoflFiate with 
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regaffi te eligibility, rallaillg, and aamiftistmtisIl af the teiel'hsIle 
assistallee jliaR for changes in the plan. 

Sec. 18. [237.711] [RULES.] 

The commission may adopt emergency and permanent rules to 
implement sections .! to 16. 

Sec. 19. [REPEALER.] 

Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections· 237.53, subdivi
sion 8, 237.70, subdivision 4, and 237.72, are repealed. 

Sec. 20. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

Sections 1 to 19 are effective the day following final enactment." 

Delete the title and insert: 

''A bill for an act relating to telephones; combinIng local telephone 
service surcharges for emergency-telephone service, telephone ac
cess for hearing impaired, and the telephone assistance plan into 
one surcharge at the option of each company; requiring the depart
ment of human services to administer the telecommunications 
assistance for communication impaired persons program; making 
other technical changes in the program; requiring the department of 
administration to separate the surcharges into three separate ac
counts; adding low-income disabled persons to those eligible for the 
telephone assistance plan; clarifying eligibility for telephone assis
tance; clarifying administrative functions of and reimbursements to 
state agencies and telephone companies; amending Minnesota Stat
utes 1987 Supplement, sections 237.50, subdivision 4; 237.51, sub
division 5; 237.52, subdivision 5; 237.53, subdivisions 3, 4, 6, and 7; 
237.69, subdivision 6, .and by adding subdivisions; and 237.70, 
subdivisions 3, 6, 7, and by adding a subdivision; Laws 1987, chapter 
340, section 17; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, 
chapter 237; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sec
tions 237.53, subdivision 8; 237.70, subdivision 4; and 237.72." 

Kahn moved to amend the ()gren et al amendment to S. F. No. 
1809, as follows:. 

Page 1, delete section 1 

Page 2, after line 26, insert: 

"Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 237.52, is 
amended, by adding a subdivision to read: 
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Subd. 2a. [ASSESSMENT.] The commission shall annually assess 
each local telephone campan) an amount equal to a maximum often 
cents ~ month ~ access ine owned by the company including 
trunk equivalents as designated by the commission under section 
403.11, subdivision h ~ company must remit payment of its 
assessment to the commissioner of revenue for deposit in the fund 
created In subdIvision 1. A company may pay its assessment 
annually, monthly, or at any other regular interval approved by the 
commiSSIOn. A company, except for an independent telephone com
Jl'l!l.)', m'? not bill subscribers for the amount of the assessment but 
may inc udethe amount in calculations required under sections 
237.075 and 237.62 for rate changes." 

Page 5, line 26, strike "a uniform" 

Page 5, line 27, strike the existing language, delete the underlined 
language and insert "each local telephone company an amount 
equal to a maximum often cents ~ month ~ access line owned ~ 
the company including trunk equivalents as designated ~ the 
commission under section 403.11, subdivision 1. A company must 
remit payment of its share of the assessment to The commissioner of 
revenue for deposit in the fund created in section 16. ~ company 
may pay its assessment annually, monthly, or at any other regular 
interval approved ~ the commission. ~ companS' except for an 
independent telephone company, may not bill su scribers for the 
amount of the assessment but may include the amount in calcula
tions required under sections 237.075 and 237.62 for rate changes." 

Page 5, lines 28 to 29, delete the underlined language and strike 
the existing language. 

Page 7, line 4, strike "surcharge revenue pool" and insert" fund" 

Page 7, lines 6 and 7, strike the existing language 

Page 7, line 8, strike "(2)" and insert "(1)" 

Page 7, line 11, strike "(3)" and insert "(2)" 

Page 7, lines 12 to 13, strike "surcharge revenues collected by the 
company," 

Page 7, lines 13 to 14, delete the underlined language 

Page 7, line 15, after the semicolon insert "and" 

Page 7, lines 16 to 19, strike the existing language and delete the 
underlined language 

Page 7, line 20, strike "(5)" and insert "(3)" 
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Page 7, lines 20 to 21, strike "surcharge revenue pool" and insert 
"fund" 

Page 7, line 22, delete the underlined language 

Page 7, line 25, strike "surcharge permitted" and insert" assess-
ment" . 

Page 7, line 29, strike "surcharge" and insert "assessment" 

Page 7, line 31, strike "surcharge" and insert "assessment" 

Page 7, line 33, strike "surcharge" and insert "assessment" 

Page 7, line 35, strike "surcharge revenues," and the second 
comma 

Page 8, lines 14 to 15, delete "department of administration" and 
insert "commissioner of revenue" 

Page 9, after line 6, insert: 

"Sec. 19. [DIRECTIONS TO COMMISSION.] 

Notwithstanding any provision of chapter 237 or any other law to 
the contrary, the commission shall, within 30 days of !! written 
request of !! telephone company, adjust the rates allowed to be 
charged l>y that company to reflect the assessments required under 
sections !! and !!: Any adjustment made for !! specific company 
pursuant to this section remains in effect until resolution of that 
company's next rate case." - -- -- - --

Page 9, line 8, after "sections" insert '.'237.52, subdivisions 2 and 
3" --
= 

Page 9, line 11, delete "19" and insert "20" 

Renumber the sections in sequence 

Amend the title as follows: 

Page 9, line 15, delete everything after the semicolon and insert 
"changing funding of TACIP and TAP from surcharges on subscrib
ers to assessments on companies;" 

Page 9, delete lines 16 to 18 

Page 9, line 19, delete everything before "requiring" 
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Page 9, delete line 23 

Page 9, line 24, delete everything before "adding" 

Page 9, line 31, before the second semicolon insert "and by adding 
a subdivision" 

Page 9, line 37, after "sections" insert "237.52, subdivisions 2 and 
3" 

A roll call was requested and properly seconded. 

The question was taken on the amendment to the amendment and 
the roll was called. There were 55 yeas and 69 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Boo 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Cooper 
Danner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 

Forsythe 
Greenfield 
Gutknecht 
Jefferson 
Johnson, R. 
Kahn 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 

Lasley 
Long 
McEachern 
McLaughlin 
Milbert 
Minne 
Murphy 
Nelson, C. 
Nelson, D. 
Olson, K. 
Orenstein 

Osthoff 
Otis 
Pappas 
Pauly 
Peterson 
Price 
(Wst 
Rice 
Rukavina 
Segal 
Skoglund 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Clausnitzer 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Frederick 

:Frerichs 
Gruenes 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, V. 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 

Knickerbocker Omann 
Larsen Onnen 
Lieder Ozment 
Marsh Pelowski 
McDonald Poppenhagen 
McKasy Quinn 
McPherson Quist 
Miller Redalen 
Morrison Reding 
Neuenschwander Richter 
O'Connor Rodosovich 
Ogren Rose 
Olsen, S. Schafer 
Olson, E. Scheid 

Solberg 
Sparby 
Steensma 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 

Schreiber 
Seaberg 
Shaver 
Stanius 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Waltman 

The motion did not prevail and the amendment to the amendment 
was not adopted. 

The question recurred on the Ogren et al amendment to S. F. No. 
1809. The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

Rose was excused for the remainder of today's session. 
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Clark moved to amend S. F. No. 1809, as amended, as follows: 

In the Ogren et al amendment, page I, line 6, after the period 
insert "Where a company collects the surcharges as one amount, the 
combined surcharge must be titled "911IImprovea .ACCess."" 

A roll call was requested and properly seconded. 

The question was taken on the Clark amendment and the roll was 
called. There were 24 yeas and 95 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Clark 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Greenfield 
Jaros 

Jefferson 
Kelly 
Kostohryz 
Larsen 
McLaughlin 

Munger 
Nelson, D. 
Ogren 
Pappas 
Rice 

Rodosovich 
Rukavina 
Segal 
Skoglund 
Trimble 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
BauerJy 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 

Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 
Gruenes 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kalis 

Kelso O1sen, S. 
Kinkel Olson, E. 
Kludt Olson, K. 
Knickerbocker OmanD 
Knuth Onnen 
Krueger Orenstein 
Lasley Osthoff 
Lieder Ozment 
Marsh Pauly 
McDonald Pelowski 
McEachern Peterson 
McPherson Poppenhagen 
Miller Quinn . 
Minne Quist 
Morrison Redalen 
Murphy Reding 
Nelson, C. Sarna 
Neuenschwander Schafer 
O'Connor Scheid 

Vellenga 
Wagenius 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

Schreiber 
Seaberg 
Shaver 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjomhom 
Tompkins 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 

The motion did not prevail and the amendment was not adopted. 

Stanius, Jennings, Sviggum, Valento and Pauly moved to amend 
S. F. No. 1809, as amended, as follows: 

In the Ogren et al amendment page 2, after line 26, insert: 

"Sec. 4. [FUNDING.] 

Receipts deposited in the telecommunications access for commu
nication impaired persons fund established in section 237.52, sub
division h and receipts under section 237.70, subdivision ~ are 
transferred to the general fund and shall be allocated to llie 
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department of human services for the purpose of funding the 
telecommunication assistance pJan and the telecommunication ac
cess for communication impaIre person pro¥ram. Notwithstanding 
a:? ~ to the contrary, the department Q.. human services shall 
a mimster ffiese same programs and adopt rules to carry out the 
intent of sections237.43 to 237.56 and sections 237.69 to 237.72. 

Sec. 5. [REPEALER.) 

Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 237.50, subdivi
sion 6; 237.52; 237.70, SiilJ(Iivisions §. and 'J.. are repealed." 

Renumber sections accordingly 

A roll call was requested and properly seconded. 

The question was taken on the Stanius et al amendment and the 
roll was called. There were 54 yeas and 66 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Bennett 
Bertram 
Boo 
Carlson, D. 
Carruthers 
Clausnitzer 
Dauner 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 

Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jennings 
Johnson, V. 

Kalis 
Kinkel 
Knickerbocker 
Marsh 
McDonald 
McKasy 
McPherson 
Miller 
Morrison 
Nelson, C. 
Olsen, S. 

Omann 
. Onnen 

Osthoff 
Pauly 
Poppenhagen 
Quist 
Richter 
Schafer 
Scheid 
Schreiber 
Seaberg 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Battaglia 
Beard 
Begich 
Brown 
Burger 
Clark 
Cooper 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Greenfield 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 

Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Kahn 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kludt 
Knuth 
Krueger 
Larsen 
Lasley 
Lieder 
Long 
McEachern 

McLaughlin Pelowski 
Milbert Peterson 
Minne Price 
Murphy Quinn 
Nelson, D. Reding 
Neuenschwander Rest 
O'Connor Rice 
Ogren Riveness 
Olson, E. Rodosovich 
Olson, K. Rukavina 
Orenstein Sarna 
Otis Segal 
Pappas Shaver 

Solberg 
Stanius 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
1jornhom 
Tompkins 
Uphus 
Valento 
Waltman 

Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Sparby 
Steensma 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The motion did not prevail and the amendment was not adopted. 

The Speaker resumed the Chair. 
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S. F. No. 1809, A bill for an act relating to communication
impaired persons; requiring the commissioner of human services to 
provide assistance in implementing the program that provides 
telephones to communication-impaired persons; making other tech
nical changes in the program; appropriating money; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 237.50, subdivision 
4; 237.51, subdivision 5; 237.52, subdivisions 3 and 5; and 237.53, 
subdivisions 3, 4, 6, and 7; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1987 
Supplement, sections 237.50, subdivision 6; 237.52, subdivisions 1 
and 4; and 237.53, subdivision 8. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended, and placed upon 
its final passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. There were 113 yeas and 11 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D, 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dom 
Frederick 

Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 

Larsen Otis 
Lasley Ozment 
Lieder Pappas 
Long Pauly 
Marsh Pelowski 
McDonald Peterson .j 

McEachern Poppenhagen 
McKasy Price 
McLaughlin Quinn 

. Milbert Quist 
Mione Redalen 
Morrison Reding 
Munger Rest 
Murphy Rice 
Nelson, C. Riveness 
Nelson, D. Rodosovich 
Neuenschwander Rukavina 
O'Connor Sarna 
Ogren Scheid 
Olson, K. Seaberg 
Omann Segal 
Onnen Shaver 
Orenstein Simoneau 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Dille 
Forsythe 
Johnson, V. 

Kelly 
Knickerbocker 
·Olson, E. 

Osthoff 
Schafer 
Schreiber 

Sparby 
Thiede 

Skoglund 
Solberg 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggu~ 
Swenson 
1jornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheiro 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
\\Jss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek. 

The bill was passed, as amended, and its title agreed to. 

Carlson, D., was excused for the remainder of today's session. 

Wynia moved that the remaining bills on Special Orders for today 
be continued one day. The motion prevailed. 
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GENERAL ORDERS 

Wynia moved that the bills on General Orders for today be 
continued one day. The motion prevailed. 

There being no objection, the order of business reverted to Mes
sages from the Senate. 

MESSAGES FROM THE SENATE 

The following messages were received from the Senate: 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate oL the following 
House File, herewith returned, as amended by the Senate, in which 
amendment the concurrence of the House is respectfully requested: 

H. F. No. 2253, A bill for an act relating to corporations; making 
certain corrections to shareholder protection and corporate take
over legislation; eliminating restrictions on certain business combi
nations with an interested shareholder after five years; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 80B.03, subdivisions 1 and 6; and 
302A.243; Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 302A.011, 
subdivisions 37, 41, 42, 46, 49, 50, and 51; 302A.553, subdivision 3; 
302A.671, subdivisions 1, 2, 3, 4, and 4a; and 302A.673. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

CONCURRENCE AND REPASSAGE 

Simoneau moved that the House concur in the Senate amend
ments to H. F. No. 2253 and that the bill be repassed as amended by 
the Senate. The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 2253, A bill for an act relating to corporations; making 
certain corrections to shareholder protection and corporate take
over legislation; eliminating restrictions on certain business combi
nations with an interested shareholder after five years; applying the 
control share acquisition and business combination statutes to 
certain issuing public corporations; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1986, section 80B.03; subdivisions 1 and 6; Minnesota Statutes 1987 
Supplement, sections 302A.Oll, subdivisions 37, 41, 42, 46, 49, 50, 
and 51; 302A.471, subdivision 1; 302A.553, subdivision 3; 302A.671, 
subdivisions 1, 2, 3, 4, and 4a; and 302A.673, subdivisions 1 and 3; 
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repealing Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 302A.673, 
subdivision 2. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by the Senate, 
and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. There were 128 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, 'L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dom 
Forsythe 
Frederick . 

Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 

. Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 

Krueger Onnen 
Larsen Orenstein 
Lasley Osthoff 
Lieder Otis 
Long Ozment 
Marsh Pappas 
McDonald Pauly 
McEachern Pelowski 
McKasy Peterson 
McLaughlin Poppenhagen 
McPherson Price 
Milbert Quinn 
Miller Quist 
Minne Redalen 
Morrison Reding 
Munger Rest 
Murphy Rice . 
Nelson, C. Richter 
Nelson, D. Riveness 
Neuenschwander Rodosovich 
O'Connor Rukavina 
Ogren" Sarna 
Olsen, S. Schafer 
Olson, E. Scheid 

. Olson, K. Schreiber 
Omann Segal 

Shaver 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
'lJornhom 
Thmpkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 

. Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Wene 
We.nzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. VanaSilk 

The bill was repassed, as amended by the Senate, and its title 
agreed to. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce the pas~age by the Senate of the following 
House File, herewith returned, as amended by the Senate, in Which 
amendment the concurrence of the House is respectfully requested: 

H. F. No. 453, A bill for an act relating to state investments; 
limiting investments in companies doing business in Northern 
Ireland; protecting public pension investment policy; authorizing 
early unreduced retirement under the rule of 90 for the Minnesota 
state retirement system and the teachers retirement association; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 354.44, subdivision 6; 
354A.23, by adding a subdivision; Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supple
ment,sections 352.116, by adding a subdivision; 354A.31, subdivi
sion 6, and by adding a subdivision; proposing coding for new law in 
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Minnesota Statutes, chapter 11A. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

O'Connor moved that the House refuse to concur in the Senate 
amendments to H. F. No. 453, that the Speaker appoint a Conference 
Committee of 3 members of the House, and that the House requests 
that a like committee be appointed by the Senate to confer on the 
disagreeing votes of the two houses. The motion prevailed. 

ANNOUNCEMENTS BY THE SPEAKER 

The Speaker announced the appointment of the following mem
bers of the House to a Conference Committee On H. F. No. 453: 

O'Connor, Rice and McKasy. 

The Speaker announced the appointment of the following mem
bers of the House to a Conference Committee on H. F. No. 1939: 

Winter, DeBlieck and Dauner. 

MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS 

Skoglund moved that the names of McLaughlin and Knicker
bocker be added as authors on H. F. No. 125. rhe motion prevailed. 

Greenfield moved that the name of Orenstein be added as an 
author on H. F. No. 2127. The motion prevailed. 

Carlson, D., moved that his name be stricken as an author on H. F. 
No. 2642. The motion prevailed. 

Segal moved that the name of Clark be added as an author on H. F. 
No. 2808. The motion prevailed. 

SUSPENSION OF RULES 

Anderson, G., moved that the rules be so far suspended that S. F. 
No. 1618 be recalled from the Committee on Appropriations, be 
given its second reading and be placed at the end of General Orders. 
The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 1618 was read for the second time. 
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Redalen moved that H. F. No. 2681 be returned to its author. The 
motion prevailed. 

Wenzel introduced: 

House Concurrent Resolution No. 28, A House concurrent resolu
tion providing for a select committee to develop a suitable method to 
honor the achievements of former Senator Gordon Rosenmeier. 

The concnrrent resolution was referred to the Committee on Rules 
and Legislative Administration. 

ADJOURNMENT 

Wynia moved that when the House adjourns today it adjourn until 
1:00 p.m., Saturday, April 16, 1988. The motion prevailed. 

Wynia moved that the House adjourn. The motion prevailed, and 
the Speaker declared the House stands adjourned until 1:00 p.m., 
Saturday, April 16, 1988. 

EDWARD A. BURDICK, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 
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STATE OF MINNESOTA 

SEVENTY-FIFTH SESSION-1988 

EIGHTY-NINTH DAY 

SAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA, SATURDAY, APRIL 16, 1988 

The House of Representatives convened at 1:00 p.m. and was 
called to order by Robert E. Vanasek, Speaker of the House. 

Prayer was offered by the Reverend Delton Krueger, House Chap
lain. 

The roll was called aud the following members were present: 

Anderson; G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 

Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 

A quorum was present. 

Krueger Orenstein 
Larsen Osthoff 
Lasley Otis 
Lieder Ozment 
Long Pappas 
Marsh Pauly 
McEachern Pelowski 
McKasy Peterson 
Mclaughlin Poppenhagen 
McPherson Price 
Milbert Quinn 
Miller Quist 
Minne Redalen 
Morrison Reding 
Munger Rest 
Murphy Rice 
Nelson, C. Richter 
Nelson, D. Riveness 
Nelson, K. Rodosovich 
Neuenschwander Rose 
O'Connor Rukavina 
Ogren Sarna 
Olsen, S. Schafer 
Olson, E. Scheid 
Olson, K. Schreiber 
Omann Seaberg 
Onnen Segal 

McDonald and Simoneau were excused. 

Shaver 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valenta 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The Chief Clerk proceeded to read the Journal of the preceding 
day. Larsen moved that further reading of the Journal be dispensed 
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with and that the Journal be approved as corrected by the Chief 
Clerk. The motion prevailed. 

REPORTS OF CHIEF CLERK 

Pursuant to Rules of the House, printed copies of S. F. No. 1093 
have been placed in the members' files. 

MESSAGES FROM THE SENATE 

The following messages were received from the Senate: 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted 
the report of the Conference Committee on: 

H. F. No. 10, A bill for an act relating to crimes; raising the 
minimum term of imprisonment from 17 to 20 years for persons 
convicted of first degree murder; clarifying that the crying of a child 
do~s not constitute provocation under first degree manslaughter; 
amending Minnesota Statntes 1986, section 244.05, subdivision ~; 
and Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 609.20. 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the recom
mendation and report of the Conference Committee. Said House File 
is herewith returned to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted 
the report of the Conference Committee on: 

H. F. No. 421, A bill for an act relating to health; authorizing the 
commissioner of health to issue subpoenas in certain instances; 
proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 144. 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the recom
mendation and report of the Conference Committee. Said House File 
is herewith returned to the House. 

PATRICK E. F'LAHAVEN, Secretary ofthe Senate 
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Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted 
the report of the Couference Committee on: 

H. F. No. 1844, A bill for an act relating to courts; prescribing 
when a referee's orders become effective; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1986, section 484.70, subdivision 7. 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the recom
mendation and report of the Conference Committee. Said House File 
is herewith returned to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted 
the report of the Conference Committee on: 

H. F. No. 2049, A bill for an act relating to commerce; motor 
vehicles; clarifying the intent of the legislature regarding certain 
motor vehicle coverages; regUlating motor vehicle franchises; clari
fying the intent of the legislature regarding cancellations, termina
tions, or nonrenewals; specifying unfair practices; prohibiting 
agreements designed to waive, nullify, or modify statutory regula
tion; requiring lessors to title and register vehicles; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 60A.08, by adding a subdivision; 
80E.06; 80E.07; 80E.08; 80E.09; 80E.13; Minnesota Statutes 1987 
Supplement, sections 65B.49, subdivision 5a; and 72A.125, by 
adding a subdivision; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota 
Statutes, chapter 80E. 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the recom
mendation and report of the Conference Committee. Said House File 
is herewith returned to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate accedes to the request of the 
House for the appointment of a Conference Committee on the 
amendments adopted by the Senate to the following House File: 

H. F No. 453, A bill for an act relating to state investments; 
limiting investments in companies doing business in Northern 
Ireland; protecting public pension investment policy; authorizing 
early unreduced retirement under the rule of 90 for the Minnesota 
state retirement system and the teachers retirement association; 
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amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 354.44, subdivision 6; 
354A.23, by adding a subdivision; Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supple
ment, sections 352.116, by adding a subdivision; 354A.31, subdivi
sion 6, and by adding a subdivision; proposing coding for new law in 
Minnesota Statutes, chapter llA. 

The Senate has appointed as such Committee: 

Messrs. Hughes, Spear and Peterson, R. W. 

Said House File is herewith returned to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate accedes to the request of the 
House for the appointment of a Conference Committee on the 
amendments adopted by the Senate to the following House File: 

H. F. No. 2041, A bill for an act relating to agriculture; limiting 
ownership of agricultural land by certain corporations and limited 
partnerships; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 500.24, 
subdivision 3; Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 500.24, 
subdivision 2. 

The Senate has appointed as such Committee: 

Messrs. Davis, Morse and Frederickson, D. J .. 

Said House File is herewith returned to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate accedes to the request of the 
House for the appointment of a Conference Committee on the 
amendments adopted by the Senate to the following House File: 

H. F. No. 2477, A bill for an act relating to retirement; local 
government correctional service retirement plan; clarifying cover
age periods; adjusting member and employer contribution rates; 
clarifying annuity calculations for fractional service; clarifying the 
duration of initial annuity payments; providing for the augmenta
tion of deferred annuities; clarifying certain provisions of law 
relating to retirement annuities and disability benefits of military 
affairs personnel; amending Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, 
sections 352.85, subdivisions 1 and 2; 353C.03;353C.05; 353C.06, 
subdivisions 3 and 4; and 353C.07. 
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The Senate has appointed as such Committee: 

Messrs. Wegscheid, Renneke and Moe, D. M. 

Said House File is herewith returned to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted 
the report of the Conference Committee on: 

S. F No. 392. 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the recom
mendation and report of the Conference Committee. Said Senate 
File is herewith transmitted to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON S. F. NO. 392 

A bill for an act relating to public safety; providing for the 
mandatory surrender of registration plates and certificates of motor 
vehicles operated by repeat DWI offenders; providing for adminis
trative review; requiring a report; appropriating money; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 168.041; 169.123, subdivision 5b; 
169.1261; and 171.29, by adding a subdivision; and Minnesota 
Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 169.121, subdivision 5a. 

The Honorable Jerome M. Hughes 
President of the Senate 

The Honorable Robert Vanasek 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

April 14, 1988 

We, the undersigned conferees for S. F. No. 392, report that we 
have agreed upon the items in dispute and recommend as follows: 

That the House recede from its amendments and that S. F. No. 392 
be further amended as follows: 

Page 3, line 23, delete "Within three days after" and insert "!f' 

Page 3, line 25, before the period, insert "either three days after 
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the order is issued or on the date specified ~ the court, whichever 
Oate is later" 

Page 3, line 27, before the period, insert "after their surrender" ----

Page 3,'1ine 29, after "subdivision" insert "4a," 

Page 4, line 1, after "request" insert a comma 

Page 9, after line 6, insert: 

"Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 169.121, subdivision 3a, 
as added by Laws 1988, chapter 408, section 1, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3a. [HABITUAL OFFENDER PENALTIES.] (a) If a person 
has been convicted under this section, section 169.129, an ordinance 
in conformity with either of them, or a statute or ordinance from 
another state in conformity with either of them, and if the person is 
then convicted of violating this section or an ordinance in confor
mity with it (1) once within five years after the first conviction or (2) 
two or more times within ten years after the first conviction, the 
person must be sentenced to a minimum of 30 days imprisonment or 
to eight hours of community work service for each day less than 30 
days that the person is ordered to serve in jail. Notwithstanding 
section 609.135, the above sentence must be executed, unless the 
court departs from the mandatory minimum sentence under para-
~(b)or(c). . 

(b) Prior to sentencing the prosecutor HIes day file a motion to 
have the defendant sentenced without regar to the mandatory 
minimum sentence established by this subdivision. The motion 
must be accompanied by a statement on the record of the reasons for 
ii. When presented with the prosecutor's motion and if it finds that 
substantial mitigating factors exist, the court shall sentence the 
defendant without regard to the mandatory minimum term of 
imprisonment established by this subdivision. 

(c) The court may, on its own motion, sentence the defendant 
without regard to the mandatory minimum term of imprisonment 
established ~ this SUbdivision ifit finds that substantial mitigating 
factors exist and if, its sentencing departure ~ accompanied ~ ~ 
statement on the record of the reasons for it. 

(d) When any portion of the sentence required by this subdivision 
is not executed, the court should impose a sentence that;s propor
tional to the extent of the offender's prior criminal and moving 
traffic violation record. 

Sec. 9. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 169.91, subdivision 1, is 
amended to read: 
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Subdivision 1. [PROCEDURE.l When any person is arrested for 
any violation of any law or ordinance relating to the operation or 
registration of vehicles punishable as a petty misdemeanor, misde
meanor, gross misdemeanor, Or felony. the arrested person shall be 
taken into custody and immediately taken before a judge within the 
county in which the offense charged is alleged to have been commit
ted and who has jurisdiction Over the offenses and is nearest or most 
accessible with reference to the place where the arrest is made, in 
any of the following cases: 

0) When a person arrested demands an immediate appearance 
before a judge; 

(2) When a person is arrested and charged with an offense under 
this chapter causing or contributing to an accident resulting in 
injury or death to any person; 

(3) When the person is arrested upon a charge of negligent 
homicide; 

(4) When the person is arrested upon a charge of driving or 
operating or being in actual physical control of any motor vehicle 
while under the influence of intoxicating liquor or drugs; 

(5) When the person is arrested upon a charge offailure to stop in 
the _event of an accident causing death, personal injuries, or damage 
to property; 

(6) When there is reasonable cause for believing that the person 
arrested may leave the state, except as provided in subdivision 4; 

rn In lHij' ethe¥ event when the J'f'f'S'ffi arrestee refasee ts give a 
flFemise in writi,,!: ts aflflear in e<>tIFt, as flre\'ieee Hi salldi\'isieR &. 

Sec. 10. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 169.91, subdivision 3, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [NOTICE TO APPEAR.] When a person is arrested for 
any violation of any law or ordinance relating to motor vehicles, 
their registration or their operation, or the use of the highways, the 
arresting officer shall prepare a written notice to appear in court. 
This place must be before a judge within the county in which the 
offense charged is alleged to have been committed who has jurisdic
tion and is nearest or most accessible with reference to the place of 
arrest. 

In er<ief. te seeare release, if the arrested _ is eligillie fur 
release, withe .. t Ileffig taken inte eastedy and immediately taken 
Ilefure a jadge, as flre\'ieed in this seetieR, the arrested _ ffiIlBt 
give a flremise in writiRg ts aflflear in eoort by sigai,,!: the ':.'ritieR 
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ft6tiee jlFejlaFed by the affestiRg effieeF. '!'he effieeF shall retain the 
eFigiRal ef the ft6tiee aRd "eliveF the e6jly maFI,ed "SUMMO~IS" ta 
the jlel'S6ft aFrested. '!'he effieeF shall thea Felease the jlel'S6ft 

aFFested Hem e"stedy. 

Sec. 11. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 169.92, is amended to 
read: 

169.92 [FAILURE TO APPEAR.] 

Subdivision 1. Any person willfully yielat;Rg the jlerBeR's writteR 
jlFemi"e failing to appear in court, gfveR as jlro'lided ffi required !!.y 
sections 169.90 to 169.95, is guilty of a misdemeanor, provided the 
person is found guilty of the charge upon which originally arrested. 
A writteR jlremise ta person may appear in court "*'Y be eemjllie" 
with by either in person or through an appearance by counsel. 

Subd. 2. When a nonresident is released Qjl8R a jlromise ffi '.witiRg 
fails to appear aRd !>as Rei ajljleared ffi eeHFt or eeHljllied comply 
with other orders of the court regarding the appearance or proceed
ings, the court shall notify the commissioner of public safety of the 
nonappearance upon a form provided by the commissioner. 

Subd. 3. Upon receipt of notice from the court that the nonresident 
did not appear in court fellewiRg release Hem e"stedy Qjl8R the 
n6ftFesie:leftt's fJFemise in -.v:pitiag ta ap:l3eaF, the commissioner of 
public safety shall forward a copy of the report to the driver licensing 
authority of the state, district, territory, possession or province of 
residence of the person. 

Subd. 4. (a) Upon receiving a report from the driver licensing 
authority of a state, district, territory or possession of the United 
States or a province of a foreign country which has an agreement in 
effect with this state pursuant to section 169.91 that a resident of 
this state or a person licensed as a driver in this state did not appear 
in court fellewingwritteR jlremise ta ajljlear in compliance with the 
terms of the citation in the party jurisdiction, the commissionei'Of 
public safety shall notify the driver that the driver's license will be 
suspended unless the commissioner receives notice within 30 days 
that the driver has appeared in the appropriate court of the other 
jurisdiction. If the commissioner does not receive. notice of the 
appearance of the Minnesota resident in the appropriate court 
within 30 days of the date of the commissioner's notice to the driver, 
the commissioner may suspend the person's driver's license. 

(b) The order of suspension shall indicate the reason for the order 
and shall notify the person that the person's license shall remain 
suspended until the person has furnished evidence, satisfactory to 
the c.ommissioner, of compliance with any order entered by the 
court. 
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(c) Suspension shall be ordered under this subdivision only when 
the report from the other jurisdiction clearly identifies the person 
arrested; describes the violation, specifYing the section of the traffic 
law, ordinance or rule violated; indicates the location and date of the 
offense; and describes the vehicle involved and its registration 
number_ 

Sec_ 12_ Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 169.99, subdivision 1, is 
amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. Except as provided in subdivision 3, there shall be 
a uniform ticket issued throughout the state by the police and peace 
officers or by any other person for violations of this chapter and 
ordinances in conformity thereto. Such uniform traffic ticket shall be 
in the form and have the effect of a summons and complaint. '!'here 
shall alsa be iHe!."le!! fffi the 'mifarm tieket a receipt in He.. ef hail 
wffieh.; wheH sigHed by the !!efeft!!aHt, shall be a guaFflHtee by the 
!!efeH!!aHt te appear in the e<HlFt haviHg jHris"ietifffi ever the matter. 
The uniform ticket shall state that if the defendant fails to appear in 
court in response to the ticket, an arrest warrant may be issued. The 
uniform traffic ticket shall consist of four parts, on paper sensitized 
so that copies may be made without the use of carbon paper, as 
follows: 

(1) the complaint, with reverse side for officer's notes for testifying 
in court, driver's past record, and court's action, printed on white 
paper; 

(2) the abstract of court record for the department of public safety, 
which shall be a copy of the complaint with the certificate of 
conviction on the reverse side, printed on yellow paper; 

(3) the police record, which shall be a copy of the complaint and of 
the reverse side of copy (1), printed on pink paper; 

(4) the summons, with, on the reverse side, such information as 
the court may wish to give concerning the traffic violations bureau, 
and a plea of gnilty and waiver, printed on off-white tag stock. 

Sec. 13. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 169.99, subdivision 2, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 2. The attarney geHeral commissioner of public safety shall 
by mle promHlgate" in the maBHer pravi"e" by law prescribe the 
detailed form of the uniform traffic ticket, and shall revise the 
uniform ticket on such subsequent occasions as the attsFftey geBeFsl 
deems necessary and proper to keep the uniform ticket in conformity 
with highway tmIfie rule&.- In the manHer previ!!e" by law the 
attarney general shall gWe netiee te all intereste" parties ef a 
hearing te be held prier te the promHlgatiaH ef the HHiforF8 tmIfie 
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tieket "" aDY eJouffiges theFeift. '!!he HBiOOFlft tmft'ie tieket shall Het be 
ffi maftEiataFY lISe tarellghallt the state 1lIltil. l8 maftths atleF the 
aUaFftey gefterel has tiFst flFamlligateEi the IlftiOOFm tmft'ie tieket 
and the atteFftey gefterel shall eHOOFee the HHiOO_ity ef the flFa1ftH1 
gated tmft'ie tieket thFeaghaat the state and federal law. The 
rulemaking provisions of chapter 14 do not apply to this suiidIViswn. 

Sec. 14. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 171.01, subdivision 13, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 13. [CONVICTION.] The term "conviction" means a final 
conviction either after trial or upon a plea of guilty; also a forfeiture 
of cash or collateral deposited to guarantee a defendant's appearance 
in court, which forfeiture has not been vacated, or a breach of a 
condition of release without bail, iftelalliftg '1ialatiaft ef a wriUeft 
flramise ta aflflear, is equivalent to a conviction. 

Sec. 15. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 171.08, is amended to 
read: 

171.08 [LICENSEE TO HAVE LICENSE IN POSSESSION.] 

Every licensee shall have the license in immediate possession at 
all times whim operating'a motor vehicle and shall display it upon 
demand of a peace officer, an authorized representative of the 
department, or an officer authorized by law to enforce the laws 
relating to the operation of motor vehicles on public streets and 
highways. Unless the person is the holder of a limited license issued 
under section 171.30, no person charged witn violating the posses
sion requirement shall be convicted if the person produces in court 
or the office of the arresting officer a driver's license previously 
issued to that person for the class of vehicle being driven which was 
valid at the time of arrest or satisfactory proof that at the time of the 
arrest the person was validly licensed for the class of vehicle being 
driven. The licensee shall also, upon request of any officer, write the 
licensee's name in the presence of the officer to determine the 
identity of the licensee. 

Sec. 16. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 171.22, is amended to 
read: 

171.22 [UNLAWFUL ACTS.] 

Subdivision 1. [ACTS.] It shall be unlawful for any person: 

(1) To display, or cause or permit to be displayed, or have in 
possession, any canceled, revoked, suspended, fictitious, or fraudu
lently altered driver's license; "" 
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(2) To lend the person's driver's license to any other person or 
knowingly permit the use thereof by another; "" 

(3) To display or represent as one's own any driver's license not 
issued to that person; tW 

(4) To fail or refuse to surrender to the department, upon its lawful 
demand, any driver's license which has been suspended, revoked, or 
canceled; er 

(5) To use a false "" fictitious name or date of birth to any police 
officer or in any application for a driver's license, or to knowingly 
make a false statement, or to knowingly conceal a material fact, or 
otherwise commit a fraud in any such application; "" 

(6) To alter any driver's license, or to counterfeit or make any 
fictitious license; SF 

(7) To take any part of the driver's license examination for another 
or to permit another to take the examination for that personi or 

(8) to use the name and date of birth of another person to any 
police officer for the purpose of falsely identifying oneself to the 
police officer. 

Subd. ~ [PENALTIES.] Any person who violates subdivision h 
clause (8), ~ ~ of" gross misdemeanor. Any person who violates 
any otlleT provision of subdivision 1 ~ ~ of" misaemeanor. 

Sec. 17. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 609.506, is 
amended to read: 

609.506 [PROHIBITING GIVING PEACE OFFICER FALSE 
NAME.] 

Subdivision 1. [MISDEMEANOR.] Whoever with intent to ob
struct justice gives a false "" fictitious name other than a nickname, 
or gives a false date of birth, or false or fraudulently altered 
identification card to a peace officer, as defined in section 626.84, 
subdivision 2, paragraph (e), when that officer makes inquiries 
incident to a lawful investigatory stop or lawful arrest, or inquiries 
incident to executing any other duty imposed by law, is guilty of a 
misdemeanor. 

Subd. 2. [GROSS MISDEMEANOR.] Whoever with intent to 
obStrUct justice gives the name and date of birth of another person 
to ~ peace officer, as defined in subdivision 1, when the officer makes 
inquiries incident to "lawful investigatory stop or laWful arrest, or 
inquiries incident to executing any other duty imposed !Jllaw , ~ 
guilty of" gross misdemeanor. 
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Sec. 18. [IGNITION INTERLOCK DEVICES; STUDY AND RE
PORT REQUIRED.) 

Subdivision 1. [DEFINITION.) As used in this section, "ignition 
interlock device" means breath alcOhoTIgiiitlonequipment designed 
to prevent the operation of ~ motor vehicle !!r ~ person whose alcohol 
concentration exceeds a aesignated level. 

Subd. 2. [STUDY AND REPORT BY DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC 
SAFETY.) The department of llublic safety shall study the use of 
ir.;ition interlock devices in ot er states and report ~ findings to 
~ legislature !!r January 1, 1989. The dePartment s report shall 
address, but need. not be limited to, the folIowing questions: 

(a) Does the use of ignition interlock devices have a demonstrated 
effeCt on the incIdence of repeat drunk drivingOl'lenses1 

(b) Should the use of ignition interlock devices be mandated for all 
convicted drunk drivers, or should theIr u.se be a discretionary 
matter for the courts and the ttep8rtmeiit of public safety? 

(c) What technical or operational problems do ifnition interlock 
devices present and how can these problems best -" resolved? 

(d) What process and criteria should the state adopt to certify 
ignition interlock devices? 

(e) Who should bear the responsibility for paying for the instal
lation of ignition interlock devices?" 

Renumber the remaining sections in sequence 

Page 9, line 13, delete "'J" and insert "~ and sections 16 and 17" 

Amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 6, after the first semicolon, insert "making a variety 
of administrative changes to the traffic laws; increasing penalties for 
falsely using the identity of another person to a peace officer; 
requiring the department to study the use in other states ofignition 
interlock devices;" 

Page 1, line 7, after "168.041;" insert "169.121, subdivision 3a, as 
added;" 

Page 1, line 8, after "169.1261;" insert "169.91, subdivisions 1 and 
3; 169.92; 169.99, subdivisions 1 and 2; 171.01, subdivision 13; 
171.08; 171.22;" 

Page 1, line 9, delete "section" and insert "sections" 
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Page 1, line 10, before the period, insert "; and 609.506" 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 

Senate Conferees: ALLAN H. SPEAR, GARY W. LAIDIG AND JOHN J. 
MARTY. 

House Conferees: ANN H. REST, KATHLEEN A. BLATZ AND RANDY C. 
KELLY. 

Rest moved that the report of the Conference Committee on S. F. 
No. 392 be adopted and that the bill be repassed as amended by the 
Conference Committee. The motion prevailed. 

S. F No. 392, A bill for an act relating to public safety; providing. 
for the mandatory surrender of registration plates and certificates of 
motor vehicles operated by repeat DWI offenders; providing for 
administrative review; requiring a report; appropriating money; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 168.041; 169.123, 
subdivision 5b; 169.1261; and 171.29, by adding a subdivision; and 
Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 169.121, subdivision 
5a. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by Conference, 
and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. There were 119 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 

DeRaad 
Dille 
Dom 
Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruencs 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 

Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Larsen 
Lasley 
Lieder 
Long 
Marsh 
McEachern 
McKasy 
Mclaughlin 
McPherson 
Milbert 
MiI1er 
Mione 

Morrison Price 
Munger Quinn 
Murphy Quist 
Nelson, C. Redalen 
Nelson, D. Reding 
Neuenschwander Rest 
O'Connor Rice 
Ogren Richter 
Olsen, S. Riveness 
Olson, E. Rodosovich 
Olson, K. Rose 
Omann Rukavina 
()nnen Sarna 
Orenstein Schafer 
Osthoff Scheid 
Otis Seaberg 
Pauly Shaver 
Pelowski Skoglund 
Peterson Solberg 
Poppenhagen Sparby 
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Stanins 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 

Thiede 
'ijornhom 
Tompkins 
Tunheim 

JOURNAL OF THE HOUSE 

Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 

Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 

[89th Day 

Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was repas,,-ed, asamended by Conference, and its title 
agreed to. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following 
House File, herewith retnrned, as amended by the Senate, in which 
amendment the concurrence of the House is respectfully requested: 

H. F. No. 1748, A bill for an act relating to the handicapped; 
permitting equal access to public accomodations for persons using a 
service dog; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 256C.025, 
subdivision 4. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

CONCURRENCE AND REPASSAGE 

Carlson, D., moved that the House concur in the Senate amend
ments to H. F. No. 1748 and that the bill be repassed as amended by 
the Senate. The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 1748, A bill for an act relating to the handicapped; 
permitting equal access to housing accomodations for persons using 
a service dog; clarifying terms; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, 
sections 256C.025, subdivision 4; and 256C.03, 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by the Senate, 
and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken.on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. There were 127 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson,. G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 

Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Cooper 
Danner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 

Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 

Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Jolmson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kaho 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 

Larsen 
Lasley 
Lieder 
Long 
Marsh 
McEachern 
McKasy 
McLaughlin 
McPherson 
Milbert 
Miller 
Minne 
Morrison 
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Munger Orenstein 
Murphy Osthoff 
Nelson, C. Otis 

Rest 

Nelson, D. Pappas 
Nelson, K. Pauly 
Neuenschwander Pelowski 
O'Connor Peterson 
Ogren Poppenhagen 

Rice 
Richter 
Riveness 
Rodosovich 
Rose 
Rukavina 
Sama 
Scheid 
Schreiber 
Seaberg 
Segal 
Shaver 

Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Twlheim 
Uphus 

Olsen, S. Price 
Olson, E. Quinn 
Olson, K. Quist 
Omann Redalen 
Onnen Reding 
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Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was repassed, as amended by the Senate, and its title 
agreed to. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted 
the report of the Conference Committee on: 

S. F. No. 2119. 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the recom
mendation and report of the Conference Committee. Said Senate 
File is herewith transmitted to t.he House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON S. F. NO. 2119 

A bill for an act relating to child abuse reporting; clarifying the 
assessment duties of the local welfare agency; providing for the 
retention of records in certain circumstances; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1986, section 626.556, subdivisions 5, 10d, and by adding 
subdivisions; and Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 
626.556, subdivision 11. 

The Honorable Jerome M. Hughes 
President of the Senate 

The Honorable &bert Vanasek 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

April 14, 1988 

We, the undersigned conferees for S. F. No. 2119, report that we 
have agreed upon the items in dispute and recommend as follows: 

That the House recede from its amendments and that S. F. No. 
2119 be further amended as follows: 
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Page 1, after line 10, insert: 

"Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 13.82, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

[CHILD ABUSE IDENTITY DATA.].~~ 
data 

Page 4, line 10, delete "~" and insert H~" 

Page 4, line 16, before "All" insert "Except as provided in subdi
visions lOb, 10d, and 11b," 

Page 4, line 21, strike everything after "sheriff" 

Page 4, line 22, strike everything before the period 

Page 6, after line 11, insert: 

"Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 626.556, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. llb. [DATA RECEIVED FROM LAW ENFORCEMENT.] 
Active law enforcement investigative data received iJY. !! local 
Wel1'iire agencf, under this section are coi1iidential data on indlVlU
uals. When t is data become inactive in the law enforcement 
agency, the data are private data on indivw.urus.';--

Page 6, line 14, delete "l1b" and insert "l1c" 

Page 6, line 18, before the period insert "iJY. the responsible 
authority" 

Page 6, line 20, delete "either" 

Page 6, line 22, delete "Upon notification to" and insert "After" 

Page 6, line 23, after "child" insert "is notified" and delete "4 as 
to" and insert "5 of' -- - - -

Page 6, line 24, delete "and" 

Page 6, line 25, delete "10" and insert "30" 
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Page 7, after line 2, insert: 

"Sec. 9. [REPEALER.] 

Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 626.556, subdivision 13, IS 
repealed." --

Renumber the sections in sequence 

Amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 2, after the semicolon insert "classifying child abuse 
investigative data;" 

Page 1, line 6, delete. "section" and insert "sections 13.82, by 
adding a subdivision; and" 

Page 1, line 8, before the period insert "; repealing Minnesota 
Statutes 1986, section 626.556, subdivision 13" 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 

Senate Conferees: ALLAN H. SPEAR, RANDOLPH W. PETERSON AND 
GENE MERRIAM. 

House Conferees: KATHLEEN A. BLATZ AND KATHl.EEN O. VELLENGA. 

Blatz moved that the report of the Conference Committee on S. F. 
No. 2119 be adopted and that the bill be repassed as amended by the 
Conference Committee. The motion prevailed. 

S. F No. 2119, A bill for an act relating to child abuse reporting; 
clarifying the assessment duties of the local welfare agency; provid
ing for the retention of records in certain circumstances; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 626.556, subdivisions 5, lOd, and 
by adding subdivisions; and Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, 
section 626.556, subdivision 11. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by Conference, 
and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. There were 128 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. Begich Boo Carruthers DeBlieck 
Anderson, R. Bennett Brown Clark Dempsey 
Battaglia Bertram Burger Cooper DeRaad 
Bauerly Bishop Carlson, D. Dauner Dille 
Beard Blatz Carlson, L. Dawkins Dom 
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Forsythe Kelso Nelson, D. Quist Steensma 
Frederick Kinkel Nelson, K. Redalen Sviggum 
Frerichs Kludt Neuenschwander Reding Swenson 
Greenfield Knuth O'Connor Rest Thiede 
Gruenes Kostohryz 0r,;en Rice 'lJornhom 
Gutknecht Larsen o sen, S. Richter Tompkins 
Hartle Lasley Olson, E. Riveness Trimble 
Haukoos Lieder Olson, K. Rodosovich Tunheim 
Heap Long Omann Rnse Uphus 
Himle Marsh Onnen Rukavina Valento 
Hugoson McEachern Orenstein Sarna Vellenga 
Jacobs McKasy Osthoff Schafer Voss 
Jaros McLaughlin Otis Scheid Wagenius 
Jefferson McPherson Ozment Schreiber Waltman 
Jensen Milbert Pappas Seaberg Welle 
Johnson, A. Miller Pauly Segal Wenzel 
Johnson, R. Minne Pelowski Shaver Winter 
Johnson, V. Morrison Peterson Skoglund Wynia. 
Kahn Munger Poppenhagen Solberg Spk. Vanasek 
Kalis Murphy Price Sparby 
Kelly Nelson, C. Quinn Stanius 

The bill was repassed, as amended by Conference, and its title 
agreed to. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted 
the report of the Conference Committee on: 

S. F. No. 1871. 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the recom
mendation and report of the Conference Committee. Said Senate 
File is herewith transmitted to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON S. F. NO. 1871 

A bill for an act relating to family law; prohibiting certain false 
allegations of child abuse; regulating child custody hearings; pro
viding a penalty; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 
518.17, by adding a subdivision; proposing coding for new law in 
Minnesota Statutes, chapter 609. 

The Honorable Jerome M. Hughes· 
President of the Senate 

The Honorable Robert Vanasek 
Speaker of -the House of Representatives 

April 15, 1988 

We, the undersigned conferees for S. F. No. 1871, report that we 
. have agreed upon the items in dispute and recommend as follows: 
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That the House recede from its amendments and that S. F. No. 
1871 be further amended as follows: 

Page 1, line 14, delete "~" and insert ";[' 

Page 1, after line 14, insert: 

"Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 609.185, is amended to 
read: 

609.185 [MURDER IN THE FIRST DEGREE.] 

Whoever does any of the following is guilty of murder in the first 
degree and shall be sentenced to imprisonmentfor life: 

(1) Causes the death of a human being with premeditation and 
with intent to effect the death of the person or of another; 

(2) Causes the death of a human being while committing or 
attempting to commit criminal sexual conduct in the first or second 
degree with force or violence, either upon or affecting the person or 
another; 

(3) Causes the death of a human being with intent to effect the 
death of the person or another, while committing or attempting to 
commit burglary,aggravated robbery, kidnapping, arson in the first 
or second degree, tampering with a witness in the first degree, or 
escape from custody; el' 

(4) Causes the death of a peace officer or a guard employed at a 
Minnesota state correctional facility, with intent to effect the death 
of that person or another, while the peace officer or guard is engaged 
in the performance of official duties, or 

(5) Causes the death of a minor under circumstances other than 
those describedln clause (1) or (2) while cOIIimitting or attemptiiiii 
to commit child abuse, when the perpetrator has engaged in ~ Past 
pattern of child abuse upon the child and the death occurs un er 
circumstances miiiilleSting an extreme Uidifference to human life. 

For purposes of clause (5), "child abuse" means an act committed 
against a minor victim iliat constitutes a vioIaHon of section 
609.221, -609.222, 609.22\ 609.224, 609.342, 609.343;-609.344, 
609.345,609.377, or 609.37 ." 

Page 1, line 15, delete "2" and insert "3" 

.Page 1, line 18, delete "child" and insert "sexual" and after 
"abuse" insert ", ph;>dsical abuse, or neglect of ~child, as defined in 
section 626.556, sub ivision~" 
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Page 1, line 20, delete "child" and insert "the"and after "abuse" 
insert "or neglect" -- - --

Page 1, after line 22, insert: 

"Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 626.556, 
subdivision 3, is amended to read: . 

Subd. 3. [PERSONS MANDATED TO REPORT.] (a) A f'l'Ilfes 
sieBal .... the !,Fefessienal's delegate wft&. is engaged in the !,Faetiee 
ef the Bealing a>is, seeiaI seFViees, hes!,ital administFatien, !,syeBa 
lagieal .... !,syeffiatrie treatmellt, effiIEl eaI'e; erlueatien, .... law 
eBfeFeement peJson who knows or has reason to believe a child is 
being neglecte or physically or sexually abused, or has been 
neglected or physically or sexually abused within the preceding 
three years, shall immediately report the information to the local 
welfare agency, police department, or the county sheriff if the person 
is: 

(1) ~ professional or professional's delegate who is engaged in the 
practice of the healing arts, SOCIa! services, hospitar administration, 
p?,cho!Ogic,uor psychiatric treatment, child care, education, or law 
en orcement; or . 

(2) employed as a member of the clergy and received the informa
tion while.engaged in mimsteriilluties, provided that a member of 
the clergy IS not required §r this SUbdIvision to re¥.ort information 
tI1at is otherwise privileged under section 595.0 , subdivision .h 
paragraph (c). . 

The police department or the county sheriff, upon receiving a 
report, shall immediately notify the local welfare agency orally and 
in writing. The local welfare agency, upon receiving a report, shall 
immediately notify the local police department or the county sheriff 
orally and in writing. The county sheriff and the head of every local 
welfare agency and police department shall each designate a person 
within their agency, department, or office who is responsible for 
ensuring that the'notification duties of this paragraph and para
graph (b) are carried out. Nothing in this subdivision shall be 
construed to require more than one report from any institution, 
facility, scho()l, or agency. 

(b) Any person may voluntarily report to the local welfare agency, 
police department, or the county sheriff if the person knows, has 
reason to believe, or suspects a child is being or has been neglected 
or subjected to physical or sexual abuse. The police department or 
the county sheriff, upon receiving a report, shall immediately notify 
the local welfare agency orally and in writing. The local welfare 
agency, upon receiving a report, shall immediately notify the local 
police department or the county sheriff orally and in writing. 
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(c) A person mandated to report physical or sexual child abuse or 
neglect occurring within a licensed facility shall report the informa
tion to the agency responsible for licensing the facility. A health or 
corrections agency receiving a report may request the local welfare 
agency to provide assistance pursuant to subdivisions 10, lOa, and 
lOb. 

(d) Any person mandated to report shall, upon request to the local 
welfare agency, receive a summary of the disposition of any report 
made by that reporter, unless release would be detrimental to the 
best interests of the child. Any person who is not mandated to report 
shall, upon request to the local welfare agency, receive a concise 
summary of the disposition of any report made by that reporter, 
unless release would be detrimental to the best interests of the child. 

(e) For purposes of this subdivision, "immediately" means as soon 
as possible but in no event longer than 24 hours." 

Amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 4, after the first semicolon insert "prescribing the 
penalty of murder in the first degree for the new crime of causing the 
death of a child while committing child abuse; requiring members of 
the clergy to report maltreatment of children;" 

Page 1, line 4, delete "a penalty" and insert "penalties" 

Page 1, line 5, delete "section" and insert "sections" 

Page 1, line 6, after the semicolon insert "609.185; Minnesota 
Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 626.556, subdivision 3;" 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 

Senate Conferees: JIM RAMSTAD, GENE MERRIAM AND ALLAN H. 
SPEAR 

House Conferees: KATHLEEN A. BLATZ, JEAN D. WAGENIUS AND RANDY 
C. KELLY. 

Blatz moved that the report of the Conference Committee on S. F. 
No. 1871 be adopted and that the bill be repassed as amended by the 
Conference Committee. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 1871, A bill for an act relating to family law; prohibiting 
certain false allegations of child abuse; regulating child custody 
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hearings; providing a penalty; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, 
section 518.17, by adding a subdivision; proposing coding for new 
law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 609. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by Conference, 
and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken- on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. There were 127 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
~auerly 
Beard
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
BroWn 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck. 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dom 

Forsythe
Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecl>t 
Hartle 
Ha-ulmos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
JaCobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jensen 
Johnson,A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V~ 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 

Larsen Orenstein 
Lasley Osthoff 
Ueder Otis 
Long Pappas 
Marsh Pauly 
McEachern Pelowski 
McKasy Peterson 
McLaughlin Poppenhagen 

. McPherson Price 
Milhen Quinn 

_ MiMinneller Quist 
Redalen 

Morrison Reding 
Munger Rest 
Murphy Rice 
Nelson, C. Richter 
Nelson, D, Riveness 
Nelson, K. Rodosovich 
Neuenschwander Rose 
O'Connor Rukavina 
O!<ren Sarna -or sen, S. Schafer 
Ols'on •. E. Scheid 
Olson, K. Schreiber' 
Omann Seaberg 
Onnen Segal 

Shaver 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
SparI>Y 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjomhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
\\lss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
'M!nzel 
Wmter 
Wynia 

The bill was repassed, as amended by Conference, and its title 
agreed to. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the _Senate has concurr.ed in and adopted 
the report of the Conference Committee on: . 

S. F. No. 1742. 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with tbe recom
mendation and report of the Conference Committee. Said Senate 
File is herewith transmitted to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHA VEN, Secretary of the Senate 
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CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON S. F. NO. 1742 

A bill for an act relating to agriculture; clarifying a time-price 
offer; allowing a preceding former owner to convey the right to 
receive an offer to buy or lease previously owned agricultural land; 
restricting the sale or inducement of a sale of agricultural land by a 
preceding former owner accepting an offer for one year; providing 
penalties and liability for damages; restricting the period for a 
debtor to receive a copy of a forbearance policy; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 500.24, subdivisions 6 and 7; 
and 583.24, subdivision 4. 

The Honorable Jerome M. Hughes 
President of the Senate 

The Honorable Robert Vanasek 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

April 14, 1988 

We, the undersigned conferees for S. F. No. 1742, report that we 
have agreed upon the items in dispute and recommend as follows: 

That the House recede from its amendment and tbat S. F. No. 1742 
be further amended as follows: 

Delete everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 500.24, 
subdivision 6, is amended to read: 

Subd. 6. [DISPOSAL OF. LAND.] (a) A state or federal agency or 
a corporation, other than a family farm corporation or an authorized 
farm corporation, may not lease or sell agricultural land or a farm 
homestead that was acquired by enforcing a debt against the 
agricultural land or farm homestead, including foreclosure of a 
mortgage, accepting a deed in lieu of foreclosure, terminating a 
contract for deed, or accepting a deed in lieu of terminating a 
contract for deed, before offering or making a good faith effort to 
offer the land for sale or lease to the immediately preceding former 
owner at a price no higher than the highest price offered by a third 
party that is acceptable to the seller or lessor. The offer must be 
made on the notice to offer form under subdivision 7. Selling or 
leasing property to a third party at a price is prima facie evidence 
that the price is acceptable to the seller or lessor. The seller must 
provide written notice to the immediately "!aeceding former owner 
that the agricultillaITaiia or farm homestea will-he offered for sale 
at least 14 days before the agricultural land or farm homestead ~ 
Offered for sale. 
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(b) An immediately preceding former owner is the ent\p;' with 
~gal title to the agricultural land or farm homestea ~ 
ac Ulsition ~ the state or federal agency or c0ir,?,ration except: If 
t e imme iately preCedlng former owner IS aoan ruptcy estate, the 
ael:itor in bankruJItcy IS the immematcly preceding former owner; 
and if the ~'C turaT land or farm homestead was acquire<! !J.y 
tennmatlOno a contract for deed"OrOee<! III lieu o~rmination of a 
contract for ,ed, the lmmedUitely ~dlng former owner ~ the 
purChaser un er the contract for ~ 

(c) An immediately preceding former owner may elect to purchase 
or Tease the entire property or an agreed to portion of the property. 
rr the immedliiteTy preceding former owner elects to purchase or 
rease !"c portion of the ¥,roperty, the eleCtIOn must be reported in 
writinj to the seller oressor prior to the time the !li0perty is first 
off ere fOr saJe or lease. IT electIOn Ts made to PUre ase or lease !!c 
portion orthe property, the portion must be contiguous andcomF<tCt 
so that !! dOes not UlITeasonably reduce access to or the value Q.. the 
remaining property. 

W (d) For purposes of this subdivision, the term "a price no higher 
than tile highest price offered by a third party" means the acceptable 
cash price offered by a third party or the acceptable time-price offer 
made by a third party. A cash price offer is one that involves 
simultaneous transfer of title for payment of the entire amount of 
the·offer. If the <tCceptable offer made by a third party is a time-price 
offer, the seller or lessor must make the same time-price offer or an 
-equivalent cash offer to the immediately preceding former owner. An 
equivalent cash offer is equal to the total of the payments made over 
a period of the time-price offer discounted by yield curve of the 
United States treasury notes and bonds on the first business day of 
the month in which the offer is personally delivered or mailed for 
time periods similar to the time period covered by the time-price 
offer, plus 2.0 percent. A time-price offer is an offer that def&s 
paYffie .. t ef " poFtio .. ef the jH'iee aad daes aat i"'lolve " tm .. sfer ef 
fee title ....til PRYmeBt ef the eBtire ""' ..... t ef the aft'ep is ma<Ie is 
financed entirely or partIally ~ the seller and includes an offer to 
~rChase under a contract for deeOOr mortgage. An equivruent cash 
O'er !£ not required to be made !f tne state participates in an offer 
to !"c thirilparty througlithe rural finance authority. 

fe} (e) This subdivision applies to a seller when the p~operty is sold 
and to a lessor each time the property is leased, for five years after 
the agricnltural land is acquired except: 

(1) an offer to lease to the immediately preceding former owner is 
required only until the immediately preceding owner fails to accept 
an offer to lease the property or the property is sold; aad 

(2) an offer to sell to the immediately preceding former owner is 
required until the property is sold, and 
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(3) if the immediately preceding former owner elects to lease or 
purchase a portion of the property, this subdivision does not ~ to 
the seller with regaTII to the balance of the property after the 
election is made under paragraph (c). 

(dj (I) The notice of an offer under subdivision 7 that is personally 
delivered with a signed receipt or sent by certified mail with a 
receipt of mailing to the immediately preceding former owner's last 
known address is a good faith offer. 

W ("g) This subdivision does not apply to a sale or lease that occurs 
after The seller or lessor has held the property for five years or 
longer. 

m (h) For purposes of this subdivision, if the immediately preced
ing former owner is a bankruptcy estate the debtor in the bank
ruptcy is the immediately preceding owner. 

w (D The immediately preceding former owner must exercise the 
right to lease all or a portion of the agricultural land or a homestead 
located on agricultural land in writing within 15 days after an offer 
to lease nnder this subdivision is mailed with a receipt of mailing or 
personally delivered. !!: election is made to lease only the homestead 
or" portion of the agricultural land, the portion to be leased must be 
clearly identified in writing. The immediately preceding former 
owner must exercise the right to buy the agricultural land, a portion 
of the agricultural land, or" farm homestead located on agrIcultural 
land, in writing, within 65 days after an offer to buy under this 
snbdivision is mailed with a receipt of mailing or is personally 
delivered. Within ten days after exercising the right to lease or buy 
by accepting the offer, the immediately preceding owner must fully 
perform according to the terms of the offer including paying the 
amounts due. A seller may sell and a lessor may lease the agricul
turalland or farm homestead subject to this subdivision to the third 
party in accordance with their lease or purchase agreement if: 

(1) the immediately preceding former owner does not accept an 
offer to lease or buy before the offer terminates; or 

(2) the immediately preceding former owner does not perform the 
obligations of the offer, including paying the amounts due, within 
ten days after accepting the offer. 

W ill A certificate indicating whether or not the property contains 
agricultural land or a farm homestead that is signed by the county 
assessor where the property is located and recorded in the office of 
the county recorder or the registrar of titles where the property is 
located is prima facie evidence of whether the property is agricul
tural land or a farm homestead. 
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. {if (k) As prima facie evidence that an offer to sell or lease 
agricultural land or a farm homestead has terminated, a receipt of 
mailing the notice under subdivision 7 and an affidavit, signed by a 
person authorized to act on behalf of a state, federal agency, or 
corporation selling or leasing the agricultural land or a farm 
homestead may be filed in the office of the county recorder or 
registrar of titles of the county where the agricultural land or farm 
homestead is located. The affidavit must state that: 

(1) notice of an offer to buy or lease the agricultural land or farm 
homestead was provided to the immediately preceding former owner 
at a price not higher than the highest price offered by a third party 
that is acceptable; 

(2) the time during which the immediately preceding former 
owner is required to exercise the right to buy or lease the agricul
tural land or farm homestead has expired; 

(3) the immediately preceding former owner has not exercised the 
right to buy or lease the agricultural land or farm homestead as 
provided in this subdivision or has accepted an offer and has not 
fully performed according to the terms of the offer; and 

(4) the offer to the immediately preceding former owner has 
terminated. 

ij} (I) The right of an immediately preceding former owner to 
receive an offer to lease or purchase agricultural land under this 
subdivision or to lease or purchase at a price no higher than the 
highest price offered by a third party that is acceptable to the seller 
or lessor may be extinguished or limited by an express statement 
signed by the immediately preceding owner that complies with the 
plain language requirements of section 325G.31. The right may not 
be extinguished or limited excep t by the: 

0) an express statement in a deed in lieu of foreclosure Ilf' of the 
agrIcUltural land; - -

(2) an express statement in a deed in lieu of a termination of a 
contract for deed for the agricultural land; 

(3) an express statement conveying the right to the state or 
federal agency or corporation owniny, the agncultural land that ~ 
required to make an offer under t is subdivision, however, the 
precedingtormerowner mayrescinTIhe conveyance by notifyiilg 
the state or federal agency or corporation in writing within 20 
calendar days after signing the express statement; 

(4) to cure!! titJedefect, an express statement conveying the right 
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may be made to ~ person to whom the agricultural land has been 
transferred by the state or federal agency or corporation; or 

(5) an express statement conveying the right to a contract for deed 
vendee to whom the agricultural land or farm nomestead was sold 
under ~ contract for deed .!i,y the immeifUitely preceding former 
owner if the express statement and the contract for deed are 
recoraed. - -- -- -- -- -

W (m) The right of an immediately preceding former owner to 
receive an offer to lease 'or purchase agricultural land under this 
subdivision may not be assigned or transferred except as provided in 
paragraph (I), but may be inherited. 

(n) An immediately preceding former owner, exc::at ~ former 
owner who is actively engaged in farming as defin in section 
5OD.24,Siibdlvision 2, pararaph (al, and who agrels to remain 
actively engaged in farming on ~ portion of the agricu turalland or 
farm homestead for at least one year! after accepting an offer under 
this subdivisIOn, mali not sellagricu £Urar land acguired ~ accept
i!!g an offer under t is sUDdivision if the arrangement of the sale 
was negotiated or agreed to prior to the former owner accepting the 
offer under this subdivision. A person who seUs property in violation 
of'this paragraph is liable for damages plus reasonable attorney fees 
to ~ person who ~ damaged gy ~ sale in violation of this paraclkapn. 
There ~ ~ rebuttable presumption that ~ sale ~ an imme iately 
prece(!ing former owner ~ in violation of this paragraph if the sale 
takes pkace within 180 days of the former owner accepting the offer 
under t is sUbdlVlsion. This paragraph does not ~ to ~ sale ~ an 
immediately precedingtOrmer owner to the owner's spouse, the 
o"Wller's parents, the owner's sisters andDrothers, the owner's 
spouse's sisters an(f])rothers, or the owner's children. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 500.24, 
subdivision 7, is amended to read: 

Subd. 7. lNOTICE OF OFFER.] (a) The state, a federal agency, or 
a corporation subject to subdivision 6 must provide a notice of an 
offer to sell or lease agricultural land substantially as follows, after 
inserting the appropriate terms within the parentheses: 

"NOTICE OF OFFER TO 
(LEASE, BUY) AGRICULTURAL LAND 

TO: ( ... Immediately preceding former owner ... ) 

FROM: ( ... The state, federal agency, or corporation subject to 
subdivision 6 ... ) 

DATE: ( ... date. notice is mailed or personally delivered ... ) 
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( ... The state, federal agency, or corporation . . . ) HAS AC
QUIRED THE AGRICULTURAL LAND DESCRIBED BELOW 
AND HAS RECEIVED AN ACCEPTABLE OFFER TO (LEASE, 
SELL) THE AGRICULTURAL LAND FROM ANOTHER PARTY. 
UNDER MINNESOTA STATUTES, SECTION 500.24, SUBDIVI
SION 6, AN OFFER FROM ( '" the state, federal agency, or 
corporation .. . ) MUST BE MADE TO YOU AT A PRICE NO 
HIGHER THAN THE HIGHEST OFFER MADE BY ANOTHER 
PARTY. 

THE AGRICULTURAL LAND BEING OFFERED CONTAINS 
APPROXIMATELY ( ... approximate number of acres ... ) ACRES 
AND IS INFORMALLY DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS: 

(Informal description of the agricultural land being offered that 
reasonably describes the land. This description does not need to 
be a legal description.) 

( ... The state, federal agency, or corporation ... ) OFFERS TO 
(SELL, LEASE) THE AGRICULTURAL LAND DESCRIBED 
ABOVE FOR A CASH PRICE OF $( ... cash price or equivalent 
cash price for lease and lease period, or cash price or equivalent cash 
price for sale of land ... ), WHICH IS NOT HIGHER THAN THE 
PRICE OFFERED BY ANOTHER PARTY THE PRICE IS OF
FERED ON THE FOLLOWING.TERMS: 

(Terms, if any, of acceptable offer) 

IF YOU WANT TO ACCEPT THIS OFFER YOU MUST NOTIFY 
( ... the state, federal agency, or corporation ... ) IN WRITING 
THAT YOU ACCEPT THE OFFER OR SIGN UNDERNEATH THE 
FOLLOWING PARAGRAPH AND RETURN A COpy OF THIS 
NOTICE BY (15 for a lease, 65 for a sale) DAYS AFTER THIS 
NOTICE IS PERSONALLY DELIVERED OR MAILED TO YOu. 
THE OFFER IN THIS NOTICE TERMINATES ON ( ... date of 
termination - 15 days for lease and 65 days for sale after date of 
mailing or personal delivery ... ). 

ACCEPTANCE OF OFFER 

I ACCEPT THE OFFER TO (BUY, LEASE) THE AGRICUL
TURAL LAND DESCRIBED ABOVE AT THE PRICE OFFERED 
TO ME IN THIS NOTICE. AS PART OF ACCEPTING THIS OFFER 
I WILL PERFORM ACCORDING TO THE TERMS OF THE OF
FER, INCLUDING MAKING PAYMENTS DUE UNDER THE OF
FER, WITHIN TEN DAYS AFTER THE DATE I ACCEPT THIS 
OFFER. I UNDERSTAND THAT NEGOTIATING OR AGREEING 
TO AN ARRANGEMENT TO SELL THE AGRICULTURAL LAND 
TO ANOTHER PERSON l'RtoR'fOACCEPTING THIS OFFER - ---
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MAYBE A VIOLATION OF LAW AND I MAYBE LIABLE TO A 
PERSON DAMAGED BYTliE SALE. ---- -------

............................... .; ........ . 
Signature of Former Owner Accepting Offer 

Date" 

(b) For an offer to sell, a copy of the purchase agreement contain
ing the price and terms of the highest offer made by a third party 
that is acceptable to the seller and a signed affidavit by the seller 
affirming that the purchase agreement is true, accurate, and made 
in good faith must be included with the notice under this subdivi
sion. At the seller's discretion, reference to the third party's identity 
may be deleted from the copy of the purchase agreement. 

(c) For an offer to lease, a copy of the lease containing the price and 
terms of the highest offer made by a third party that is acceptable to 
the lessor and a signed affidavit by the lessor affirming that the 
lease is true, accurate, and made in good faith must be included with 
the notice under this subdivision. At the lessor's discretion, refer
ence to the third party's identity may be deleted from the copy of the 
lease agreement. 

(d) The affidavit under paragraphs (b) and (c) is subject to section 
609.48. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 583.24, 
subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [DEBTS.] (a) The farmer-lender mediation act does not 
apply to a debt: 

(1) for which a proof of claim form has been filed in bankruptcy by 
a creditor or that was listed as a scheduled debt, of a debtor who has 
filed a petition in bankruptcy after the eifeeti'1e <late ef l,aws lll81, 
eB"flteF 292 July.h 1987, under United States Code, title 11, chapter 
7, 11, 12, or 13; 

(2) if the debt was in default when the creditor received a 
mediation proceeding notice under the farmer-lender mediation act 
and the creditor filed a claim form, the debt was mediated during the 
mediation period under section 583.26, subdivision 8, and (i) the 
mediation was unresolved; or (ii) a mediation agreement with 
respect to that debt was signed; 

(3) for which the creditor has served a mediation notice, the debtor 
has failed· to make a timely request for mediation, and within 30 
days after the debtor failed to make a timely request the creditor 
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began a proceeding to enforce the debt against the agricultural 
property of the debtor; 

(4) for which a creditor has received a mediation proceeding notice 
and the creditor and debtor have restructured the debt and have 
signed a separate mediation agreement with respect to that debt; or 

(5) for which there is a lien for rental value of farm machinery 
under section 514.661 ora lien for rental value relating to a contract 
for deed subject to the farmer-lender mediation act under section 
559.2091. 

(b) For purposes of paragraph (a), clause (3), providing a copy of a 
forbearance policy is considered beginning a proceeding to enforce a 
debt if the board of an institution has adopted a forbearance policy 
that provides for deferring or rescheduling payments of principal or 
interest, renewal or extension of loan terms, reduction in the 
amount or rate of principal or interest due on a loan, or other similar 
actions, and requires that the debtor must receive a copy of the 
policy at least 20 days prior to loan acceleration or debt collection 
proceedings. 

seC. 4. Laws 1987, chapter 292, section 35, is amended to read: 

Sec: 35. [CONTINUING EFFECT OF RULES.] 

Emergency farmer-lender mediation rules adopted or amended by 
the state eooFI; aElministrnier's emee aBEl palJlisfteain the State 
Register 61> August l8, 198G, in velame H-; pages ooa te gw the 
commissioner of agriculture, are effective until June 30, 1989, 
\ffileBS the I'Illes are amended"" s .. "el'Seded by RfIes adapted by the 
oommissieneF ef agriealtuFe"" the RfIes are ineeftSisteat with this 
aet. 

Sec. 5. [223A.02] [DEFINITIONS.] 

Subdivision 1. [BUYER.] "Buyer" means ~ person purchasing 
farm prOducts. -

Subd. 2. [COMMISSION MERCHANT.] "Commission merchant" 
has the meaning given in United States COde, title 1. section 
1631(C)(3): . . 

Subd. 3. [FARM PRODUCTS.] "Farm products" has the meaning 
given in 1'Jnited States Code, title 7, section 1631(c)(5). 

Subd. 4. [FARM PRODUCTS STATUTORY LIEN.] "Farm prod
ucts $tatuwry lien" means a consensual or nonconsenSuaIlien on 
farm products Dutaoes not Include a lanMord's lien under section 
5I4.960 or security 1iiteiest created in ~ security agreement that !!' 
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article 9 of the Uniform Commercial Code, sections 
~ n'--t0336.9-508.' -

Subd. Q, [LIENHOLDER.) "Lienholder" means !! person entitled 
to !! farm products statutory lien. 

Subd. 6. [PERFECTED.] "Perfected" means that the conditions 
have been satisfied to enforce the farmp;:Ddilcls statutory lien 
against third parties as provided by the law creating or authorizing 
the farm products statutory lien. 

Subd. '!..:. [PERSON.) "Person" has the meaning given in United 
States Code, title 7, section 1631(c)(10), and also includes the federal 
government and its agencies, the state, poITtical subdivisions, and 
other governmental entities. 

Subd. §.:. [RECEIVE.) "Receive" means actual delivery with signed 
receipt or mailing with signed receipt of the addressee. 

Subd. !J." [SELLING AGENT.) "Selling agent" has the meaning 
giVeiiTn United States Code, title 7, section 1631 Cci(8). 

Sec. 6. [223A.03) [BUYERS TAKING FREE OF AND SUBJECT 
TO FARM PRODUCTS STATUTORY LIEN.) 

Subdivision l. [TAKING FREE OF LIEN.) Except as provided in 
subdivision 2, and notwithstanding a:jY other law, !! buyer who bhys 
farm products from !! selier engage ii1Tai'ming operations s all 
take free of !! farm products statutory lien even though the farm 
prooucts statutOi'Ylien ~ perfected and the buyer knows the lien 
exists. 

Subd. 2. [TAKING SUBJECT TO LIEN.) ~ buyer of farm products 
takes subject to !! farm products statutory lien if: 

(1) the lienholder has perfected the farm products statutory lien; 

(2) within one year before the sale of the farm products, the buyer 
has received!! lien notice as provided in section ~ from the 
ITeii.holder or from the seller; and 

(3) the buyer has failed to perform the payment obligations as 
proviOed in the notice under section §.:. 

Sec. 7. [223A.04) [COMMISSION MERCHANTS AND SELLING 
AGENTS SUBJECT TO FARM PRODUCTS STATUTORY LIEN.) 

Subdivision.!.o [SELLING NOT SUBJECT TO LIEN.) Except as 
provided in subdivision 2, and notwithstanding aFY other law, !! 
commission merchant or seffillg agent who sells!! arm prodUcfl'or 
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others ~ not subject to ~ farm products statutory lien even though 
the farm product statutork lien ~ perfected and the commission 
merchant or seUing agent nows the lien exists. 

Subd. 2. [SELLING SUBJECT TO LIEN.] A commission mer
chant or selling agent selling farm products fill' another person ~ 
subject to ~ farm products statutory lien in the farm products if: 

(1) the lienholder has perfected the farm products statutory lien; 

(2) the commission merchant or sellin~ agent has received ~ lien 
notice as provided in section §. mm theienholder or seller; and 

(3) the commission merchant or selling agent has failed to perform 
the payment obligations. 

Sec. 8. [223A.05] [LIEN NOTICE.] 

Subdivision!: [CONTENTS.] A lien notice must be an original or 
reproduced "QP.Y of ~ written notice of the farm prOducts statutory 
lien orgam£eo according to farm proQucts containing: 

(1) the name, signature, and address of the lienholder; 

(2) the name and address of the debtor; 

(3) the social security number of the debtor, if available; or in the 
case ora debtor do~ng business ofuer than as an individUaL the 
mterrull Revenue ervice taxpayer identmc81iOn number of tne 
debtor, if available; 

(4) a description of the farm products subject to the farm products 
statutory lien, including the amount of the products an1' !f a~h
cable, the crop year, county where The products are ocate or 
gowing, and a reasonable description orthe real property where the 
arm prodUCts are located or are growing; and 

. (5) any payment obligations imposed on the buyer, commission 
merchant, or seIling agent as a condition lOr waiver or release of the 
security interest. 

Subd. 2. [AMENDMENTS.] A lien notice must be amended in 
wrltiiig to reflect material changes and signild and Transmitted· in 
the same manner as the lien notice within tree months after the 
-=-=r ---------- ---
material changes occur. .. 

Subd. 3. [EFFECTIVE PERIOD.] (a) A lien notice is effective for 
a liVe=Year p~riod after the date the lien notice is received .fu: tre 
fUYfr, commIssion merchant, or seIling agelit and may be extended 
or lYe years gthe buyer, commission merc ant, or selling agent is 
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notified within six months ofthe expiration of the initial five-year 
period. 

(b) A lien notice lapses on the expiration IJeri0t of the lien notice 
or fuetransffi1sSlon of a nOUcesigned~ the len oIQer that the lien 
notice has lapsed, wliicnever occurs first. 

Sec. 9. [223A.06] [PROCEEDS FROM FARM PRODUCTS SUB
JECT TO LIEN.] 

A lienholder has a claim to the faroceeds received from the sale, 
exchange, or other aispOsltfon of arm products subject to ~ farm 
products statutory lien, unless otnerwise specifically provided ~ 
law. 

Sec. 10. [223A.07] [FORMS.] 

The secretary of state may adop~ forms ~ rule. to facilitate the 
procedures under sections Q to 8. he forms mustoe provided to 
county recoroersand made avaifii.bleTo the public. 

Sec. 11. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 583.27 is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 8. [MARKET VALUE OF REAL PROPERTY; HOW ES
TABLISIffiD IF IN DISPUTE.] In case of ~ dispute between the 
debtor and creditors concerning the market value of real property 
involved in mediation, the true and acceptabTeIi1arket value must 
be determined ~ appraisal as provided in this subdivision. The 
appraisal to determine true market value muSf1)e performed ~ an 
accredited appraiser and made within 45 days of the date Qf the 
dispute. The accreditedappraiser shall be selected as foTIOWs: 

(1) the mediator shall submit the names of three accredited 
appraisers to the principal creditor and debtor; 

(2) the principal creditor and the debtor mal each, within ~ time 
determined ~ the mediator, strike the name 0 one of the appraisers 
submitted ~ the mediator; 

(3) the accredited appraiser whose name is not stricken ~ either 
the principal creditor or the debtor shaIIperlorm an appraisal which 
snail be the true market value acceptea~ ail parties to the dispute. 

The cost of the appraisal shall be divided equally between the 
principal creditor and debtor. 

Sec. 12. [REPEALER.] 

Laws 1987, chapter 358, section 85, ~ repealed. 
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Sec. 13. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

Section 1 is effective the da) after final enactment excePj that the 
notice that The a~cuItural and ortlle farm homestea will be 
iii'lei'OO for sale un er sectIOn 500.24, SuJ:idlv1slon 6, paragrapli" ~ 
must be prOVHled as follows: 

(1) for property that has been offered for sale before the eighthiay 
after 1'iiial enactment, but not sold, an~ imffieiIlatefy prece inl! 
Wriiler owner has not receiYed written notIce that the ~roperty wi 
be·offeredl'Oi'" sale, written notIce must befOVlaed to t e preceding 
former owner before the eighth day after nal enactment; and 

(2) section 500.24, subdivision ~ paragraph (If' does not ~ to 
a saTe relatm, to an offer made to an immediate y precoomg former 
owner before Inal enactJnent. ------

Section ~ applies to notices given after the 14th day after final 
enactment. 

Sections 3, 4, and 12 are effective the day after final enactment. 

Sections Q. to 10 are effective ~ul~b 1988, for farm products and 
~ to statutory liens perfecte a er June ~ 1988. . 

Section 11 is effective June b 1988, formediation proceedings for 
which a meaiation notice IS issued after May 31, 1988." 

Delete the title and insert: 

"A bill for an act relating to agriculture; changing the continuing 
effect of certain farmer-lender mediation rules; regulating certain 
land transactions and agricultural liens; repealing certain conflict
ing language relating to food handler license fees; amending Min
nesota Statutes 1986, section 583.27, by adding a subdivision; 
Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement; sections 500.24, subdivisions 
6 and 7; 583.24, subdivision 4; Laws 1987, chapter 292, section 35; 
proposing coding for new law as Minnesota Statutes, chapter 223A; 
repealing Laws 1987, chapter 358, section 85." 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 

Senate Conferees: CHARLES A. BERG, CAL LARSON AND MICHAEL O. 
FREEMAN. . 

House Conferees: WALLY A. SPARRY, ELTON R. REDALEN AND ANDy 
STEENSMA. 
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Sparhy moved that the report of the Conference Committee on 
S. F. No. 1742 be adopted and that the bill be repassed as amended 
by the Conference Committee. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 1742, A bill for an act relating to agriculture; clarifying 
a time-price offer; allowing a preceding former owner to convey the 
right to receive an offer to buy or lease previously owned agricul
tural land; restricting the sale or inducement of a sale of agricul
tural land by a preceding former owner accepting an offer for one 
year; providing penalties and liability for damages; restricting the 
period for a debtor to receive a copy of a forbearance policy; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 500.24, 
subdivisions 6 and 7; and 583.24, subdivision 4. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by Conference, 
and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. There were 131 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
8egich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 

Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 

Kostohryz Omann 
I{rueger Ch1nen 
Larsen Orenstein 
Lasley Osthoff 
Lieder Otis 
Long Ozment 
Marsh Pappas 
McEachern Pauly 
McKasy Pelowski 
McLaughlin Peterson 
McPherson Poppenhagen 
Milberl Pnce 
Miller Quinn 
Minne Quist 
Morrison Redalen 
Munger Reding 
Murphy Irest 
Nelson, C. Rice 
Nelson, D. Richter 
Nelson, K. Riveness 
Neuenschwander Rodosovich 
O'Connor Rose 
Ogren Rukavina 
Olsen, S. Sarna 
Olson, E. Schafer 
Olson, K. Scheid 

Schreiber 
Seaberg 
Segal 
Shaver 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjomhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was repassed, as amended by Conference, and its title 
agreed to. 
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Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted 
the report of the Conference Committee on: 

S. F. No. 1462. 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the recom
mendation and report of the Conference Committee. Said Senate 
File is herewith transmitted to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON S. F. NO. 1462 

A bill for an act relating to housing; creating a low-income 
housing trust account; providing for the uses of the account; placing 
certain requirements on real estate trust accounts; appropriating 
money; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 82.24,by 
adding a subdivision; and 82.34, subdivisions 6 and 15; Minnesota 
Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 82.17, subdivision 6; proposing 
coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 462A. 

The Honorable Jerome M. Hughes 
President of the Senate 

The Honorable Robert Vanasek 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

April 14, 1988 

We, the undersigned conferees for S. F. No. 1462, report that we 
have agreed upon the items in dispute and recommend as follows: 

That the House recede from its amendment and that S. F. No. 1462 
be further amended as follows: 

Delete everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 82.17, 
subdivision 6, is amended to read: 

Subd. 6. "Trust account" means, for purposes of this chapter, a 
savings account, negotiable order of withdrawal account, demand 
deposit or checking account maintained for the purpose of segregat
ing trust funds from other funds. A trust account shall net must be 
an interest bearing account e<reept by agpeemeftt sf the I'a~ ....a 
sHbjeet ts I'Hles sf the eemmissieftep, ~ the highest current 
passbook savings account rate of interestanif SIHill must not allow 
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the financial institution a right of set off against money owed it by 
the licensee. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 82.24, IS amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 8. [ACCRUED INTEREST.] (a) Each broker shall maintain 
~ pooledlnterest-bearing trust accoiillt for depOsIt of client funds. 
The interest accruing on the trust account, less reasonable transac
tion costs, must be paid to the state treasurer for deposit in the 
housing trust fund account created under section 5 unless otherwise 
specified pursuant to an expressed written agreementJJetween the 
parties to ~ transaction. 

(b) For an account created under paragraph (a), each broker shall 
direct the financial institution to: ---

(1) p"x the interest, less reasonable transaction costs, computed in 
accordance with the financial institution's standard accounting 
practice, at least quarterly, to the state treasurer; and 

(2) send ~ statement to the state treasurer showing the name of 
the broker for whom the payment is made, the rate of interest 
applleQ,the am~ofServIce charges deducted, and the account 
balance for the period in which the report is made. 

The state treasurer shall credit the amount collected under this 
su1XUviSlOn to the houslllgtrust fund account established in secwm 
5. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 82.34, subdivision 6, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 6. The commissioner may expend money as appropriated for 
the following purposes: 

(a) To promote the advancement of education and research in the 
field of real estate for the benefit of those licensed under this 
chapter; 

(b) To underwrite educational seminars and other forms of educa
tional projects for the benefit of real estate licensees; 

(c) To establish a real estate chair or courses at Minnesota state 
institutions of higher learning for the purpose of making such 
courses available to licensees and the general public; 

(d) To contract for a particular educational or research project in 
the field of real estate to further the purposes of this chapter; 
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(e) To pay the costs of the real estate advisory council established 
under section 82.30; an4 

(0 To pay any reasonable costs and disbursements, excluding 
attorney's fees, incurred in defending actions against the real estate 
education, research and recovery fund including the cost of mailing 
or publication of notice pursuant to subdivisions 12 and 141 and 

(g2 To provide information to the publi! on housing issues, 
including but not limited to, environmenta safety and housing 
affordability. 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 82.34, subdivision 15, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 15. Any sums received by the commissioner pursuant to any 
provisions ofthis section shall be deposited in the state treasury, and 
credited to the real estate education, research and recovery fund, and 
said sums shall be allocated exclusively for the purposes provided in 
this section. All moneys in the fund are appropriated annually to the 
commissioner for the purposes of this section. 

All money credited. to the fund under section 5 may only be used 
for purposes under su@ivision 6, clause ~ Beginning in 1990, the 
commissioner must; on February 1 of each year, review the amount 
of money spent or allocated for uses under subdivision 6, clause ~ 
for the previous calendar year. If the amount spent or aIIOcated is 
less than the amount credited to fuemnd under section 5 during the 
same calendar year, the difference must be transferred from the 
fund to the housing trust fund account estiililished in section 5. 

Sec. 5. [462A.201] [HOUSING TRUST FUND ACCOUNT.] 

Subdivision 1. [CREATION.] (a) The housin~ trust fund account is 
created as !! separate account in tlieliousing evelopment fund. 

(b) The housing trust fund account consists of: 

(1) money appropriated and transferred from other state funds; 

(2) interest accrued from real estate trust accounts as provided 
under section 2; 

(3) gifts, If.'jants, and donations received from the United States, 
private foun ations, and other sources; and 

(4) money made available to the agency for the purpose of the 
account from other sources. -----
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Subd. 2. [LOW-INCOME HOUSING.] The agency may, in consul
tation with the advisory committee, use money from the housing 
trust fund account to prOVIde loans or grants for projects for the 
development, construction, acquisition, preservation, and rehabili
tation of low-income rental and limited equity cooperative housing 
units. At least 75 percent of the units must be rented to or 
cooperativelyOwned ~ persons and families whose income at the 
time the person or family originally occupied the unit was at or 
below 30 percent or the median family income for the metropolitan 
area as defined in section 473.121, subdivision 2. In making the 
grants, the agency shall determine the terms and conditions of 
repayment and the appropriate security, if any, should repayment 
be required. To promote the geographic distribution of grants and 
loans, the agency may designate " portion of the grant or loan 
awards to be set aside for projects located in specmed congressional 
districts or other geographical regions specified ~ the agency. The 
agency may adopt emergency and permanent rules for awarding 
grants and loans under this subdivision. The emergency rules are 
effective for 180 days or until the permanent rules are adopted, 
whichever occurs first. 

Subd. 3. [MATCHING FUNDS.] The agency may use money from 
the housing trust fund account to match federal, local, or private 
money to be used for projects auiliorized under subdivision ~ 

Subd. !. [ADVISORY COMMITTEE.] The agency shall establish 
an eight member advisory committee under section 15.059 to advise 
or assist the agency in providing loans or grants from the housing 
trust funaaccount. Members of the committee must represent the 
interests of realtors, lenders, nonprofit developers, apartment own
ers, low income persons, housing advocates, advocates for the 
homeleSs, and single or multifamily builders. Members of the 
committee shall be reimbursed for expenses but shall not receive 
any other compensation for services on the committee. Money in the 
housing trust fund account may be used for the expenses of the 
advisory committee and the agency related to the development and 
implementation of the program described in this section. 

Subd. 5. [TRANSFERS FOR EDUCATION.] On July 15 and 
January 15 each year the agency shall transfer from the housing 
trust account to the real estate education, research, and recovery 
fund established in section 82.34, subdivision h five percent of the 
money credited to the housing trust fund account under section ~ 
during the preceding six months. The amount necessary to make the 
transfers !.s appropriated from thehousing trust account. 

Subd. 6. [REPORT.] The agency shall report to the legislature and 
the governor annually on the use of the housing trust fund account 
including the number of loans and fiiants made, the number and 
~ of residential units assisted t rough the account, and the 
number of residential units assisted through the account that were -----
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rented to or cooperatively owned ~ persons or families at or below 
30 percent of the median family income of the metropolitan area at 
tlle time of initial occupancy. 

Sec. 6. [EFFECTIVE DATE.J 

Section 5 !il effective the day following final enactment." 

Delete the title and insert: 

"A bill for an act relating to housing; creating a low-income 
housing trust fund account; providing for the uses of the account; 
placing certain requirements on real estate trust fund accounts; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 82.24, by adding a 
subdivision; and 82.34, subdivisions 6 and 15; Minnesota Statutes 
1987 Supplement, section 82.17, subdivision 6; proposing codingfor 
new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 462A." 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 

Senate Conferees: GREGORY L. DAHL, JIM GUSTAFSON AND DON 
FRANK. 

House Conferees: KAREN CL~K, : CONNIE; , MORRISON AND TODD H. 
OTIS. 

Clark moved that the report of the Conference Committee on S. F. 
No. 1462 be adopted and .that the bill be repassed as amended by the 
Conference Committee. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 1462, A bill for an act relating to housing; creating a 
low-income housing trust account; providing for the uses of the 
account; placing certain requirements on real estate trust accounts; 
appropriating money; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 
82.24, by adding a subdivision; and 82.34, subdivisions. 6 and. 15; 
Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 82.17, subdivision 6; 
proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 462A. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by Conference, 
and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. There were 107 yeas and 22 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
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Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dille 
Doro 

SATURDAY, APRIL 16, 1988 

Forsythe 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Heap 
Himle 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 

Krueger Orenstein 
Larsen Osthoff 
Lasley Otis 
Lieder Ozment 
Long Pappas 
McEachern Pauly 
McKasy Pelowski 
McLaughlin Peterson 
Milbert Price 
Minne Quinn 
Morrison Reding 
Munger Rest 
Murphy Rice 
Nelson, C. Riveness 
Nelson, D. Rodosovich 
Nelson, K. Rose 
Neuenschwander Rukavina 
O'Connor Sarna 
Ogren Scheid 
Olsen, S. Schreiber 
Olson, K. Seaberg 
Omann Segal 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Carlson, D. Frerichs Miller Redalen 
Clausnitzer Hugoson Olson, E. Richter 
Dempsey Johnson, V. Onnen Schafer 
DeRaad Marsh Poppenhagen Sparby 
Frederick McPherson Quist ' Sviggwn 
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Shaver 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Swenson 
Tjomhom 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

Thiede 
Waltman 

The bill was repassed, as amended hy Conference, and its title 
agreed to. . 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate has concurred in and a,dopted 
the report of the Conference Committee on: 

S. F. No. 2323. 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the recom
mendation and report of the Conference Committee. Said Senate 
File is herewith transmitted to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON S. F. NO. 2323 

A bill for an act relating to financial institutions; authorizing 
certain investments for banks; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, 
sections 48.152, subdivision 10; 48.24, subdivision 5; and 48.61, by 
adding a subdivision. 
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The Honorable Jerome M. Hughes 
President of the Senate 

The Honorable Robert Vanasek 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

[89th Day 

April 14, 1988 

We, the undersigned conferees for S. F. No. 2323, report that we 
have agreed upon the items in dispute and recommend as follows: 

That the Senate concur in the House amendment. 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 

Senate Conferees: DARRIL WEGSCHEID, JIM GUSTAFSON AND SAM G. 
SOWN. 

House Conferees: JEFF BERTRAM, GERALD KNICKERBOCKER AND LINDA 
J. ScHEID. 

Bertram moved that the report of the Conference Committee on 
S. F. No. 2323 be adopted and that the bill be repassed as amended 
by the Conference Committee. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 2323, A bill for an act relating to financial institutions; 
authorizing certain investments for banks; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1986, sections 48.152, subdivision 10; 48.24, subdivision 5; 
and 48:61, by adding a subdivision. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by Conference, 
and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. There were 130 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo. 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 

Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dom 
Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 

Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jensen
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 

Johnson, V. 
Kalm 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kiukel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 
Larsen 
Lasley 
Lieder 

Long 
Marsh 
McEachern 
McKasy 
McLaughlin 
McPherson 
Milbert 
Miller 
Minne 
Morrison 
Munger 
Murphy 
Nelson, C. 
Nelson, D. 
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Nelson, K. Ozment 
Neuenschwander Pappas 
O'Connor Pauly 
Ogren Pelowski 
Olsen, S. Peterson 

SATURDAY, APRIL 16, 1988 

Olson, E. Poppenhagen 

Rice 
Richter 
Riveness 
Rodosovich 
IWse 
Rukavina 
Sarna 
Schafer 
Scheid 
Schreiber 
Seaberg 
Segal 

Shaver 
SkoglUlld 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanins 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 

Olson, K. Price 
Omann Quinn 
Onnen Quist 
Orenstein Redalen 
Osthoff Reding 
Otis Rest 
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Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was repassed, as amended by Conference, and its title 
agreed to. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted 
the report of the Conference Committee on: 

S. F. No. 1769. 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the recom
·mendation and report of the Conference Committee. Said Senate 
File is herewith transmitted to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON S. F. NO. 1769 

A bill for an act relating to human rights; clarifying marital 
status discrimination and housing discrimination; enforcing compa
rable worth and affirmative action requirements; making proce
dural and administrative changes; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1986, sections 363.01, by adding a subdivision; 363.02; subdivision 
2a, and by adding a subdivision; 363.03, subdivision 2; 363.06, 
subdivision 3; 363.073, subdiyisions 1 and 3; 363.091; 363.121; and 
363.14, subdivisions 1 and 3; Minnesota Statutes 1987 SuppleIJ:lent, 
sections 363.06, subdivision 1; and 363.071, subdivision 2; proposing 
coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 363. 

The Honorable Jerome M. Hughes 
President of the Senate 

The Honorable Robert Vanasek 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

April 14, 1988 

We, the undersigned conferees for S. F. No. 1769, report that we 
have agreed upon the items in dispute and recommend as follows: 
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That the House recede from its amendment and that S. F. No. 1769 
be further amended as follows: 

Page 8, lines 23 and 26, delete "$15,000" and insert "$8,500" 

Page 11, line 6, delete "(7)" and insert "(6)" 

Amend the title as follows: 

P~ge 1, line 4, delete "comparable worth and" 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 

Senate Conferees: EMBER D. REICHGOTI', DONNA.C. PETERSON AND 
DONALD A. STORM. 

House Conferees: LOREN A. SOLBERG, DAVID T. BISHOP AND RANDY C. 
KELLY. 

Solberg moved that the report of the Conference Committee on 
S. F No. 1769 be adopted and that the bill be repassed as amended 
by the Conference Committee. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 1769, A bill for an act relating to human rights; clarifying 
marital status discrimination and housing discrimination; enforcing 
comparable worth and affirmative action requirements; making 
procedural and administrative changes; amending Minnesota Stat
utes 1986, sections 363.01, by adding a subdivision; 363.02, subdi
vision 2a, and by adding a subdivision; 363.03, subdivision 2; 
363.06, subdivision 3; 363.073, subdivisions 1 and 3; 363.091; 
363;121; and 363.14, subdivisions land 3; Minnesota Statutes. 1987 
Supplement, sections 363.06, subdivision 1; and 363.071,subdivi
sion 2; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 
363. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by Conference, 
and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roB 
was called. There were 127 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Beard 

Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 

Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 

Carlson, D. 
Carison, L. 
Clark 
.Clausnitzer 

Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
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Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
HartJe 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 

SATURDAY, APRIL 16, 1988 

Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 
Larsen 
Lasley 
Lieder 
Long 
Marsh 
McEachern 
McKasy 
McLaughlin 
McPherson 
Milbert 
Miller 
Minne 
Morrison 

Munger Price 
Murphy Quinn 
Nelson, C. Quist 
Nelson, D. Redalen 
Nelson, K Reding 
Neuenschwander Rest 
O'Connor Rice 
Ogren Richter 
Olsen, S. Riveness 
Olson, E. Rodosovich 
Olson, K. Rose 
Omann Rukavina 
Onnen Sarna 
Orenstein Schafer 
Osthoff Scheid 
Otis Schreiber 
Ozment Seaberg 
Pappas Segal 
Pauly Shaver 
Pelowski Skoglund 
Peterson Solberg 
Poppenhagen Sparby 
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Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was repassed, as amended by Conference, and its title 
agreed to. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted 
the report of the Conference Committee on: 

S. F. No. 2226. 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the recom
mendation and report of the Conference Committee. Said Senate 
File is herewith transmitted to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON S. F. NO. 2226 

A bill for an act relating to state government; amending certain' 
provisions governing advisory councils, committees, and task forces; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 3.922, subdivision 3; 
3.9225, subdivision 1; 3.9226, subdivision 1; 6.65; 15.059, subdivi
sion 5; 79.51, subdivision 4; 84B.11, subdivision 1; 85A.02, subdivi
sion 4; 115.54; 116C.59, subdivisions 1, 2, and 4; 116C.839; 121.83; 
124.48, subdivision 3; 126.56, subdivision 5; 128A.03, subdivision 3; 
135A.05; 136A.02, subdivision 7; 138.97, subdivision 3; 162.02, 
subdivision 2; 162.09, subdivision 2; 174.031, subdivision 2; 175.008; 
182.653, subdivision 4e; 214.141; 248.10, subdivision 2; 254A.035, 
subdivision 2; 256C.28, subdivision 2; 299F.097; 611A.34, subdivi
sion 1; 611A.71, by adding a subdivision; Minnesota Statutes 1987 
Supplement, sections 15.059, subdivision 6; 1GB.20, subdivision 2; 
43A.316, subdivision 4; 115A.12, subdivision 1; 116J.971, by adding 
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a subdivision; 120.17, subdivision 11a; 121.934, subdivision 1; 
123.935, subdivision 7; 126.665; 129C.1O, subdivision 3; 136A.02, 
subdivision 6; 144.672, subdivision 1; 175.007, subdivision 1; 
245.697, subdivision 1; 245.97, subdivision 6; 246.56, subdivision 2; 
256.482, subdivision 1; 256.73, subdivision 7; 256B.064, subdivision 
1a; 256B.27, subdivision 3; 256B.433, subdivisions 1 and 4; 299A.23, 
subdivision 2; 299J.06, subdivision 4; repealing Minnesota Statutes 
1986, sections 116J.04; 160.80, subdivision 6; 177.28, subdivision 2; 
326.66; Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 115A.12, 
subdivision 2. 

The Honorable Jerome M. Hughes 
President of the Senate 

The Honorable Robert Vanasek 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

April 1 ( 1988 

We, the undersigned conferees for S. F. No. 2226, report that we 
have agreed upon the items in dispute and recommend as follows: 

That the House recede from its amendments and that S. F. No. 
2226 be further amended as follows: 

Page 1, lines 38 and 39, delete "and expiration of the council" 

Page 2, line 6, after the period, insert "The council expires on June 
30,1993." 

Page 2, after line 6, insert: 

"Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 3.922, subdivision 8, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 8. [ADVISORY COUNCIL.] An advisory council on urban 
Iridians is created to advise the board on the unique problems and 
c.oncerns of Minnesota Indians who are residing in urban areas of 
the state. The council shall be appointed by the board and shall 
consist of five Indians residing in the vicinity of Minneapolis, St. 
Paul and Duluth. At least one member of the council shall be a 
resident of each of the aforementioned cities. The ea .. Beil shall 
e"piFe, aM terms, compensation and removal of members shall be as . 
provided in section 15.059. The council expires on June 30, 1993. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 3.9223, subdivision 1,,;s 
amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [MEMBERSHIP.] There is created a state council 
on affairs of Spanish-speaking people to consist of seven members 
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appointed by the governor. The demographic composition of the 
council members shall accurately reflect the demogcaphic composi
tion of Minnesota's Spanish-speaking community, including mi
gcant workers, as determined by the state demogcapher. 
Membership, terms, eemlleRsatieR, removal of members and filling 
of vacancies shall be as provided in section 15.0575. Compensation 
of members is as provided in section 15.059, subdivision 3. The 
council shall annually elect from its membership a chair and other 
officers it deems necessary. The council shall "*!'ire expires on the 
date previllell by seetieR la.Ga9, sIJbllivisisR It June 30, 1993." 

Page 2, lines 15 and 16, delete ", and expiration of the council" 

Page 2, line 22, after the period, insert "The council expires on 
June 30, 1993." --

Page 2, line 30, delete "and expiration of the council" 

Page 2, line 36, after the period, insert "The council expires on 
June 30, 1993." 

Page 3, after line 13, insert: 

"Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 15.059, 
subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [COMPENSATION.] Members of the advisory councils 
and committees shall be compensated at the rate of at least $35 per 
day spent on councilor committee activities, when authorized by the 
councilor committee, plus expenses in the same manner and 
amount as authorized by the commissioner's plan adopted pursuant 
to section 43A.18, subdivision 2. The state agency that provides 
funding for the advisory council oreomIi1ltfee may aiithorize com
pensation of ll£ to $55 ~ day spent on councilor committee 
activities. Members who, as a result of time spent attending council 
or commIttee meetings, incur child care expenses that would not 
otherwise have been incurred, may be reimbursed for those expenses 
upon council or committee authorization. If members who are state 
employees or employees of political subdivisions receive the $31> per 
day daily compensation, and if the major part of their activities 
occur durmg normal working hours for which they are also compen
sated by the state or political subdivision, the employer shall deduct 
the $31> daily compensation from the employee's compensation for 
the day. In no other case shall a member who is an employee of the 
state or a political subdivision suffer a loss in compensation or 
benefits from the state or political subdivision as a result of service 
on the councilor committee. Members who are full-time state 
employees or full-time employees of the political subdivisions of the 
state may receive the expenses provided for in this section unless the 
expenses are reimbursed by another source. Members who are state 
employees or employees of political subdivisions of the state may be 
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reimbursed for child care expenses only for time spent on board 
activities that are outside their normal working hours." 

Page 3, line 16, strike "an earlier" and insert "~ different" 

Page 4, after line 14, insert: 

"Sec. 10. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 15.0591, subdivision 1, 
is amended to read: 

Subdivision L [ADDITION OF MEMBERS.] The membership of 
state boards, commissions, advisory councils, task forces, or commit
tees listed in subdivision 2 that have more than three public 
members shall include at least one member, 60 years ot age or over. 
For purposes of this section, a tublic member is .!! person who is not 
a representative of !!c specified usiness, occupation, industry, p06it
ica! subdivision, organization, or other gTOuping of persons ot er 
than geographical regions. At least one of the members over 60 shall 
not be actively engaged in or retired from an occupation, profession, 
or industry, if any, to be regulated." 

Page 4, after line 25, insert: 

"Sec. 12. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section'16B.27, subdivision 3, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [COUNCIL.] The governor's residence council consists of 
the following 15 members: the commissioner; the spouse, or a 
designee of the governor; the executive director of the' Minnesota 
state arts board; the director of the Minnesota historical society; a 
member of the senate appointed pursuant to the rules of the senate; 
a member of the house of representatives appointed pursuant to the 
rules of the house of representatives; seven persons appointed by the 
governor including one in the field of higher education, one member 
of the American Society of Interior Designers, Minnesota Chapter, 
one member of the American Institute of Architects, Minnesota 
chapter, one member of the American Society of Landscape Archi
tects, Minnesota Chapter, one member of the family that donated 
the governor's residence to the state, if available, and four public 
members. Members of the council serve without compensation. 
Membership terms, removal, and filling of vacancies for members 
appointed by the governor are governed by section 15.0575. The 
council shall elect a chair and a secretary from among its members. 
The council shall "*J3ire expires on the date \lF8vided by BeetieR 
la.Gag, sHhdivisien "June :lQ,. 1993." 

Page 9, line 9, delete "as provided in section 15.059, subdivision 5" 
and insert "on June :lQ,. 1993" 
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Page 9, line 20, delete everything after "[EXPIRATION.]" and 
insert "Sections 116J.970 and 116J.971 are repealed June 30,1993." 

Page 9, delete line 21 

Page 25, lines 17 and 18, delete "as provided in section 15.059, 
subdivision 5" and insert "on June 30, 1993" 

Page 27, line 2, delete "as provided in section 15.059, subdivision 
.§." and insert "on June 30, 1993" 

Page 28, lines 15 and 16, strike "as provided in section 15.059" and 
insert "on June 30, 1993" 

Page 32, lines 18 and 19, delete "as provided in section 15.059, 
subdivision 5" and insert "on June 30, 1993" 

Page 32, after line 35, insert: 

"Sec. 62. [TASK FORCE ON GENETICALLY ENGINEERED 
ORGANISMS.] 

Subdivision 1. [TASK FORCE MEMBERSHIP] The environmen
tal qualIty board shall appoint" task force on genetically engi
neered organisms with membership consisting Of: 

(1) two representatives of the scientific community who have 
ex~ertise in the techniques and applications of genetic engineering 
an one representative of the biotechnological industry; 

(2) " representative of the department of health whose work 
involves expertise in environmental health issues; 

(3) " representative of the department of agriculture whose work 
involves expertise in aniiiilll health or pesticide issues; 

(4) " representative of the pollution control agency; 

(5) " representative of the department of natural resources; 

(6) a representative of the department of trade and economic 
deVelopment; - -. - -- --

(7) " member of the environmental quality board; 

(8) " person who has" background in environmental protection; 

(9) " representative of" farming organization who has" back
ground in agriculture; 
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(10) a representative of a food organization who has a background 
in nutrition; 

(11) ~ person with demonstrated expertise in microbiology; 

(12) ~ person with demonstrated expertise in epidemiology; and 

(13) ~ person with demonstrated expertise in biological sciences. 

The members shall serve without compensation. 

Subd. 2. [CHAIR.] The environmental quality board shall appoint 
the chair of the taSl{ force, who ~ responsilileIor convening 
meetings ofihe task force. 

Subd. 3. [STAFF.] The board must provide administrative and 
staff assistance to the task force upon request. 

Sec. 63. [POWERS AND DUTIES.] 

Subdivision 1. [STUDY ISSUES.] The task force shall study: 

(1) existing United States; international, including Canada, Ger
many, and Japan; other state ~ Minnesota laws and regulations 
governing the releaSeOf' genetically engineere<rOrganisms to deter
mine their adequacy in governing the release of genetically engi
neerecf"Oi'janisms; 

(2) whether additional state laws or local government regulations 
are necessary to govern thereIease of geneticaUy engineered 
organisms; and 

(3) any additional issues surrounding the release of genetically 
enf,neered organisms that the task force lielieves are necessary to 
ad ress. 

Subd. 2. [REPORT.] The task force shall issue a rl Porl with 
recommendations, incluam:1 any recommenaatiolls tOr egis atioil, 
to the governor and the legis ature ~ Januar.; 1, 1989. Copies of the 
report must be avaiTiilile to the general pub ic:" 

Page 33, line 4, after the period, insert "Sections 62 and 63 are 
repealed July h 1989." .-- --

Page 33, line 6, delete "57" and insert "61 and 64"; after the period 
insert "Sections 62 and 63 are effective the Clay following final 
enactment." - -- - - - --

Renumber all sections in sequence 
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Amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 5, delete "subdivision 3" and insert "subdivisions 3 
and 8; 3.9223, subdivision 1" 

Page 1, line 6, after "5;" insert "15.0591, subdivision 1; 16B.27, 
subdivision 3;" 

Page 1, line 18, before "6" delete "subdivision" and insert "subdi
visions 3 and" 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 

Senate Conferees: LAWRENCE J. POOEMILLER, DENNIS R. FREDERICKSON 
AND MICHAEL O. FREEMAN. 

House Conferees: DANIEL J. KNUTH, GIL GUTKNECHT AND WAYNE 
SIMONEAU. 

Knuth moved that the report of the Conference Committee on S. F. 
No. 2226 be adopted and that the bill be repassed as amended by the 
Conference Committee. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 2226, A bill for an act relating to state government; 
amending certain provisions governing advisory councils, commit
tees, and task forces; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 
3.922, subdivision 3; 3.9225, subdivision 1; 3.9226, subdivision 1; 
6.65; 15.059, subdivision 5; 79.51, subdivision 4; 84B.11, subdivision 
1; 85A.02, subdivision 4; 115.54; 116e.59, subdivisions 1, 2, and 4; 
li6C.839; 121.83; 124.48, subdivision 3; 126.56, subdivision 5; 
128A.03, subdivision 3; 135A.05; 136A.02, subdivision 7; 138.97, 
subdivision 3; 162.02, subdivision 2; 162.09, subdivision 2; 174.031, 
subdivision 2; 175.008; 182.653, subdivision 4e; 214.141; 248.10, 
subdivision 2; 254A.035, subdivision 2; 256C.28, subdivision 2; 
299F.097; 611A.34, subdivision 1; 611A.71, by adding a subdivision; 
Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 15;059, subdivision 
6; 16B.20, subdivision 2; 43A.316, subdivision 4; 115A.12, subdivi
sion 1; 116J.971, by adding a subdivision; 120.17, subdivision lla; 
121.934, subdivision 1; 123.935, subdivision 7; 126.665; 129C.I0, 
subdivision 3; 136A.02, subdivision 6; 144.672, subdivision 1; 
175.007, subdivision 1; 245.697, subdivision 1; 245.97, subdivision 6; 
246.56, subdivision 2; 256.482, subdivision 1; 256.73, subdivision 7; 
256B.064, subdivision 1a; 256B.27, subdivision 3; 256B.433, subdi
visions 1 and 4; 299A.23, subdivision 2; 299J.06, subdivision 4; 
repealing Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 116J.04; 160.80, sub
division 6; 177.28, subdivision 2; 326.66; Minnesota Statutes 1987 
Supplement, section 115A.12, subdivision 2. 
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The bill was read for the third time, as amended by Conference, 
and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. There were 117 yeas and 14 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 

Dorn 
Forsythe 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 

Knuth Olson, K. 
Kostohryz OmanD 
Krueger Onnen 
Larsen Orenstein 
Lasley Osthoff 
Lieder Otis 
Long Ozment 
Marsh Pappas 
McEachern . Pauly 
·McKasy Pelowski 
McLaughlin Peterson 
Milbert Price 
Minne Quinn 
Morrison Reding 
Munger Rest 
Murphy Rice 
Nelson, C. Riveness 
Nelson, D. Rodosovich 
Nelson, K. Rose 
Neuenschwander Rukavina 
O'Connor Sarna . 
Ogren Scheid 
Olsen, S. Schreiber " 
Olson, E. Seaberg 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Anderson, R. 
Frederick 
Frerichs 

Hugoson' 
McPherson 
Miller 

Poppenhagen 
Quist 
Redalen 

Richter 
-Schafer 
Svig~m 

Segal 
Shaver 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Swenson 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Triwble 
Twiheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
\\ISS 
Wagenius 
\'relle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 

Thiede 
Waltman 

The bill was repllssed, as am~nded by Conference, and its title 
agreed to. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted 
the report of the Conference Committee on: 

S. F. No. 2055. 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the reCom
mendation and report of the Conference Committee. Said Senate 
File is herewith transmitted to the House. 

PATRlCK.E. FLAHA YEN, Secretary of the Senate 
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CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON S. F. NO. 2055 

A bill for an act relating to human services; defining terms; 
requiring that court receive annual reviews of people with indeter
minate commitments; providing for court-ordered community-based 
treatment; defining procedures for community-based commitment; 
requiring procedures for release before commitment and provisional 
discharge; appropriating money; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1986, sections 2538.02, subdivisions 13, 19, and by adding subdivi
sions; 2538.03, subdivision 5; 2538.09, subdivision 1; 2538.15, 
subdivisions 1, 3, 5, 6, 7, and by adding a subdivision; and 253B.16, 
subdivision 1; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, 
chapter 253B; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 253B.09, 
subdivision 4. 

The Honorable Jerome M. Hughes 
President of the Senate 

The Honorable lWbert Vanasek 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

April 14, 1988 

We, the undersigned conferees for S. F. No. 2055, report that we 
have agreed upon the items in dispute and recommend as follows: 

That the House recede from its amendment and that S. F. No. 2055 
be further amended as follows: 

Page 4, line 22, delete "professional judgment, practice, and 
standards" and insert "community standards of professional prac
tice" 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 

Senate Conferees: LINDA BERGLlN, JIM RAMSTAD AND ALLAN H. SPEAR 

House Conferees: KATHLEEN O. \1lLLENGA, PHil. CARRUTHERS AND 
BRAD G. STANTUS. 

Vellenga moved that the report of the Conference Committee on 
S. F. No. 2055 be adopted and that the bin be repassed as amended 
by the Conference Committee. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 2055, A bill for an act relating to human services; 
defining terms; requiring that court receive annual reviews of people 
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with indeterminate commitments; providing for court-ordered com
munity-based treatment; defining procedures for community-based 
commitment; requiring procedures for release before commitment 
and provisional discharge; appropriating money; amending Minne
sota Statutes 1986, sections 253B.02, subdivisions 13, 19, and by 
adding subdivisions; 253B.03, subdivision 5; 253B.09, subdivision 1; 
253B.15, subdivisions 1, 3, 5, 6, 7, and by adding a subdivision; and 
253B.16, subdivision 1; proposing coding for new law in Minnesot;l 
Statutes, chapter 253B; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 
253B.09, subdivision 4. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by Conference, 
and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. There were 128 yeas and 1 nay as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
BertmID 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dom 
Forsythe 

Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Kostohryz 

Krueger Onnen 
Larsen Orenstein 
Lasley Osthoff 
Lieder Otis 
Long Ozment 
Marsh Pappas 
McEachern Pauly 
McKasy Pelowski 
McLaughlin Peterson 
McPherson Poppenhagen 
Milbert Price 
Miller Quinn 
Mione Quist 
Morrison Redalen 
Munger Reding 
Murphy Rest 
Nelson, C. Richter 
Nelson, D. Riveness 
Nelson, K. Rodosovich 
Neuenschwander Rose 
O'Connor Rukavina 
~n Sruna 
Olsen, S. Schafer 
Olson, E. Scheid 
Olson, K. Schreiber 
Omann Seaberg 

Those who voted in the negative Were: 

Battaglia 

Segal 
Shaver 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Staoios 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
'lJornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wageoius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was repassed, as amended by Conference, and its title 
agreed to. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted 
the report of the Conference Committee on: 
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S. F. No. 2214. 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the recom
mendation and report of the Conference Committee. Said Senate 
File is herewith transmitted to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON S. F. NO. 2214 

A bill for an act relating to natural resources; authorizing the 
commissioner to sell certain surplus lands to local governments for 
local recreation or natural resource purposes; authorizing the com
missioner of natural resources to convey road and flowage easements 
in certain circumstances; transferring duties and powers of county 
auditors and treasurers relating to sales of certain classes of state 
land to the commissioner; transferring the authority to issue state 
land patents from the governor to the commissioner; specifying the 
amount above appraised value that the commissioner may pay when 
acquiring land; authorizing long-term leases of state land for certain 
purposes; modifying certain provisions of land exchange laws relat
ing to appraisals and fees; implementing exchanges of public land 
authorized by the constitution; authorizing exchange of school trust 
land located within a state park; appointing an independent trustee 
and legal counsel for land exchanges involving school trust land; 
providing a procedure for exchange of Class B land with Class A or 
Class C land; authorizing governmental units to exchange land in 
the same manner as private persons; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1986, sectiOlis 84.027, by adding a subdivision; 84.631; 85.015, 
subdivision 1; 92.16, subdivision 1; 92.23; 92.24; 92.26; 92.27; 92.29; 
92.50, subdivision 1; 94.342, subdivision 3, and by adding subdivi
sions; 94.343, subdivisions 3 and 9; 94.344, subdivisions 1, 3, 7, and 
10; 94.348; Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 84.0272; 
and 105.392, subdivision 4; proposing coding for new law in Minne
sota Statutes, chapters 84 and 92; repealing Minnesota Statutes 
1986, section 92.25. 

The Honorable Jerome M. Hughes 
President of the Senate 

The Honorable Robert Vanasek 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

April 14, 1988 

We, the undersigned conferees for S. F. No. 2214, report that we 
have agreed upon the items in dispute and recommend as follows: 

That the House recede from its amendment and that S. F. No. 2214 
be further amended as follows: 
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Pages 2.and 3, delete section 2 

Page 3, line 24, reinstate the stricken language 

Page 3, line 25, reinstate "requirements are met:" 

Page 3, line 33, before the period insert "(1) there are no reason
able alternatives to obtain access to the property; ana (2) the 
exercise of the easement will not cause significant adverse environ
mental or natural resource management impacts" 

Page 10, after line 3, insert: 

"Sec. 16. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 94.342, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 6. [REUNITING AND SEVERING OF SURFACE AND 
MINERAL INTERESTS.] (a) When making a land exchange, a goal 
of the land exchange board shall be to reunite the surface interest 
with the mineral interest whenever possible. 

(b) !! mineral interests are severed in an exchange, the land 
exchange board must consider the impact otsevered mineral inter
ests on mi"'ii'eraIs management.""-----

Pages 10 and 11, delete section 18 

Page 14, line 22, delete "11" and insert "10" and delete "25" and 
insert "24" - - -

Renumber the sections in sequence 

Amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 29, delete "subdivisions 3 and 9" and insert "subdi
vision 3" 

Page 1, line 31, delete "sections 84.0272; .and" and insert "section" 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 

Senate Conferees: GENE MERRIAM, DENNIS R. FREDERICKSON AND 
RANDOLPH W. PETERSON. 

House Conferees: LOREN G. JENNINGS, CRAIG H. SHAVER AND DANIEL 
J. KNUTH. 
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Jennings moved that the report of the Conference Committee on 
S. F. No. 2214 be adopted and that the bill be repassed as amended 
by the Conference Committee. The motion prevaile<J. 

S. F. No. 2214, A bill for an act relating to natural resources; 
authorizing the commissioner to sell certain surplus lands to local 
governments for local recreation or natural resource purposes; 
authorizing the commissioner of natural resources to convey road 
and flowage easements in certain circumstances; transferring duties 
and powers of county auditors and treasurers relating to sales of 
certain classes of state land to the commissioner; transferring the 
authority to issue state land patents from the governor to the 
commissioner; specifying the amount above appraised value that the 
commissioner may pay when acquiring land; authorizing long-term 
leases of state land for certain purposes; modifying certain provi
sions of land exchange laws relating to appraisals and fees; imple
menting exchanges of public land authorized by the constitution; 
authorizing exchange of school trust land located within a state 
park; appointing an independent trustee and legal counsel for land 
exchanges involving school trust land; providing a procedure for 
exchange of Class B land with Class A or Class C land; authorizing 
governmental units to exchange land in the same manner as private 
persons; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 84.027, by 
adding a subdivision; 84.631; 85.015, subdivision 1; 92.16, subdivi
sion 1; 92.23; 92.24; 92.26; 92.27; 92.29; 92.50, subdivision 1; 94.342, 
subdivision 3, and by adding subdivisions; 94.343, subdivisions 3 
and 9; 94.344, subdivisions 1, 3, 7, and 10; 94.348; Minnesota 
Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 84.0272; and 105.392, subdivi
sion 4; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapters 
84 and 92; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 92.25. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by Conference, 
and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. There were 132 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 

Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Danner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 

Gruencs 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 

Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 
Larsen 
Lasley 
Lieder 
Long 
Marsh 

McEachern 
McKasy 
McLaughlin 
McPherson 
Milbert 
Miller 
Minne 
Morrison 
Munger 
Murphy 
Nelson, C. 
NelsoI!, D. 
Nelson, K. 
Neuenschwander 
O'Connor 
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Ogren Pelowski Rodosovicll Sparby Vellenga. 

Olsen, S. Peterson Rose Stanius Voss 

Olson, E. Poppenhagen Rukavina Steensma Wagenius 
Olson, K. Price Sarna Sviggum Waltman 
Omann Quinn &:hafer Swenson Welle 
Onnen Quist Scheid Thiede Wenzel 
Orenstein Redalen Schreiber Tjomhom Winter 
Osthoff Reding Seaberg Tompkins Wynia 

Otis Rest Segal Trimble Spk. Vanasek 

Ozment Rice Shaver Tunheim 
Pappas Richter Skoglund Uphus 
Pauly Riveness Solberg Valento 

The bill was repassed, as amended by Conference, and its title 
agreed to. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate has concurred in.and adopted 
the report of the Conference Committee on: 

S. F. No. 1268. 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the recom
mendation and report of the Conference Committee. Said Senate 
File is herewith transmitted to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON S. F. NO. 1268 

A bill for an act relating to energy and economic development; 
providing for the powers and duties of the commissioner of energy 
and economic development; clarifying definitions; authorizing cer
tain Indian tribes to create community energy councils; providing 
the purpose for which an appropriation may be spent; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 116J.09; 116J.10; 116J.19, sub
division 6; 116J.36, subdivision 2; 116J.381, subdivision 2; and Laws 
1981, chapter 334, section 11, subdivision 1. 

The Honorable Jerome M. Hughes 
President of the Senate 

April 14, 1988 

The Honorable Robert Vanasek 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

We, the undersigned conferees for S. F. No. 1268, report that we 
have agreed upon the items in dispute and recommend as follows: 

That the Senate concur in the House amendment. 
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We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 

Senate Conferees: JOHN J. MARTY, DEAN E. JOHNSON AND DON 
FRANK. 

House Conferees: CLAIR L. NELSON, DAVID T. BISHOP AND ANDY 
DAWKINS. 

Nelson, C., moved that the report of the Conference Committee on 
S. F. No. 1268 be adopted and that the bill be repassed as amended 
by the Conference Committee. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 1268, A bill for an act relating to energy and economic 
development; providing for the powers and duties of the commis
sioner of energy and economic development; clarifying definitions; 
authorizing certain Indian tribes to create community energy coun
cils; providing the purpose for which an appropriation may be spent; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 116J.09; 116J.1O; 
116J.19, subdivision 6; 116J.36, subdivision 2; 116J.381, subdivi
sion 2; and Laws 1981, chapter 334, section 11, subdivision 1. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by Conference, 
and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. There were 132 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Daoner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 

Dille 
Dom 
Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 

Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 
Larsen 
Lasley 
Lieder 
Long 
Marsh 
McEachern 
McKasy 
McLaughlin 
McPherson 
Milbert 
MiHer 
Minne 
Morrison 
Munger 
Murphy 
Nelson, C. 
Nelson, D. 

Nelson, K. Rice 
Neuenschwander Richter 
O'Connor 
Ogren 
Olsen, S. 
Olson, E. 
Olson, K. 
Omann 
Onnen 
Orenstein 
Osthoff 
Otis 
Ozment 
Pappas 
Pauly 
Pelowski 
Peterson 
Poppenhagen 
Price 
Quinn 
Quist 
Redalen 
Reding 
Rest 

Riveness 
Rodosovich 
Rose 
Rukavina 
Sarna 
Schafer 
Scheid 
Schreiber 
Seaberg 
Segal 
Shaver 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
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TuDheim 
Uphus 
Valerito 

Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
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Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 

Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

[89th Day 

The bill was repassed, as amended by Conference, and its title 
agreed to. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted 
the report of the Conference Committee on: . 

S. F. No. 1885. 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the recom
mendation and report of the Conference Committee. Said Senate 
File is herewith transmitted to the House. . 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON S. F. NO. 1885 

A bill for an act relating to commerce; motor fuel franchises; 
regulating certain building alterations; providing remedies; amend
ing MinnesotaStatutes 1986, section 80C.146, subdivisions 2 and 3; 
repealing Laws 1984, chapter 444, section 4, as amended by Laws· 
1986, chapter 343, section 1. 

The Honorable Jerome M. Hughes 
President of the Senate 

The Honorable Robert Vanasek 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

April 14, 1988 

We, the undersigued conferees for S. F. No. 1885, report that we 
have agreed upon the items in dispute and recommend as follows: 

That the House recede from the Solberg amendment and that the 
Senate concur in the Kelly amendment. 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 
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Senate Conferees: DONNA C. PETERSON, SAM G. SOLON AND MEL 
FREDERICK. 

House Conferees: LoREN A. SOLBERG, ToNY BENNETT AND JOHN 
SARNA. 

Solberg moved that the report of the Conference Committee on 
S. F. No. 1885 be adopted and that the bill be repassed as amended 
by the Conference Committee. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 1885, A bill for an act relating to commerce; motor fuel 
franchises;" regulating certain building alterations; providing reme
dies; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 80C.146, subdivi
sions 2 and 3; repealing Laws 1984, chapter 444, section 4, as 
amended by Laws 1986, chapter 343, section 1. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by Conference, 
and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. There were 132 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bermett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 

Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Rugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahu 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 

Knuth Olson, K. 
Kostohryz Omann 
Krueger Onnen 
Larsen Orenstein 
Lasley Osthoff 
Lieder Otis 
Long Ozment 
Marsh Pappas 
McEachern Pauly 
McKasy Pelowski 
McLaughlin Peterson 
McPherson Poppenhagen 
Milbert Price 
Miller Quinn 
MiJUle Quist 
Morrison Redalen 
Munger . Reding 
Murphy Rest 
Nelson, C. Rice 
Nelson, D. Richter 
Nelson, K. Riveness 
Neuenschwander Rodosovich 
O'Connor Rose 
Ogren Rukavina 
Olsen, S. Sarna 
Olson, E. Schafer 

Scheid 
Schreiber 
Seaberg 
Segal 
Shaver 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was repassed, as amended by Conference, and its title 
agreed to. 
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I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following 
Senate File, herewith transmitted: 

S. F. No. 1645. 

PATRICK E. FLAHA VEN, Secretary of the Senate 

FIRST READING OF SENATE BILLS 

S. F. No. 1645, A bill for an act relating to Minnesota Statutes; 
correcting erroneous, ambiguous, omitted, and obsolete references 
and text; eliminating certain redundant, conflicting, and superseded 
provisions; providing instructions to the revisor; making miscella
neous corrections to statutes and other laws; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1986, sections 10A.01, subdivisions 5 and 18; 13.46, subdi
vision 2; 116.44, subdivision 1; 121.931, subdivision 5; 126.70, 
subdivision 2; 127.35; 129B.40, subdivision 1; 145.921; 157.03; 
176.081, subdivision 1; 176.101, subdivision 3e; 176.421, subdivision 
7; 205.065, subdivision 1; 205.18, subdivision 2; 245.77; 256.991; 
268.04, subdivision 32; 273.124, subdivision 6; 290.05, subdivision 3; 
290.50, subdivision 3; 290.92, subdivision 23; 308.11; 383B.229; 
473.605, subdivision 2; 473.845, subdivision 1; 485.018, subdivision 
2; 515A.3-115; 548.09, subdivision 2; 611A.53, subdivision 1; Min
nesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 16A.26; 16A.661, subdi
vision 3; 105.81; 120.05, subdivision 2; 124.646, subdivision 1; 
129B.39; 136D.71; 144.122; 145A.07, subdivision 1; 176.131,subdi
vision 1; 214.01, subdivision 2; 256.01, subdivision 2; 256B.69, 
subdivision 16; 256D.03, subdivision 4; 256G.02, subdivision 4; 
256G.06; 257.354, subdivision 4; 268.91, subdivision 3e; 297.07, 
subdivision 3; 297.35, subdivision 3; 298.2211, subdivision 1; 352.01, 
subdivision 2b; 353.01, subdivision 2a; 383B.77; 469.121, subdivi
sion 1; 469.129, subdivision 1; 469.170, subdivisions 1, 3, 7, and 8; 
471.562, subdivision 4; 471.563; 474A.02, subdivision 18; 525.94, 
subdivision 3; 582.041, subdivision 2; reenacting Minnesota Stat
utes 1987 Supplement, section 80A.14, subdivision 18; repealing 
Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 226.01; 226.02; 226.03; 226.04; 
226.05; 226.06; 260.125, subdivision 6; 326.01, subdivision 21; 
362A.08; repealing Laws 1965, chapter 267, section 1; Laws 1971, 
chapter 830, section 7; Laws 1976, chapters 134, sections 2 and 30; 
163, section 10; Laws 1977, chapter 35, section 8; Laws 1978, 
chapters 496, section 1; 706, section 31; Laws 1979, chapters 48, 
section 2; 184, section 3; Laws 1981, chapter 271, section 1; Laws 
1982, chapter 514, section 15; Laws 1983, chapters 242, section 1; 
247, sections 38 and 130; 289, section 4; 290, sections 2 and 3; 299, 
section 26; 303, sections 21 and 22; Laws 1985, First Special Session 
chapter 9, article 2, sections 81, 82, and 88; Laws 1986, chapters 312, 
section 1; 400, section 43; 452, section 17; Laws 1986, First Special 
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Session chapter 3, article I, sections 74 and 79; and Laws 1987, 
chapters 268, article 5, section 5; 384, article 2, section 25; 385, 
section 7; 403, article 5, section 1; 404, section 138. 

The bill was read for the first time. 

Rest moved that S. F. No. 1645 and H. F. No. 1839, now on Special 
Orders, be referred to the Chief Clerk for comparison. The motion 
prevailed. 

The following Conference Committee Reports were received: 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON H. F. NO. 2127 

A bill for an act relating to health maintenance organizations; 
requiring insolvency insurance policies to be filed; requiring a 
deposit; creating a net worth requirement; allowing for a reduction 
of net worth in certain circumstances; defining admitted assets; 
imposing investment restrictions; requiring quarterly reports; pro
viding for the inclusion of certain items in provider contracts; 
regulating rehabilitation and liquidations; including health main
tenance organizations in the Life and Health Guaranty Association; 
requiring health maintenance organizations to maintain liabilities 
for unpaid claims; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 
62D.02, by adding subdivisions; 62D.03, subdivision 4; 62D.041, 
subdivisions I, 2, 3, 4, 7, and by adding subdivisions; 62D.05, 
subdivision 3; 62D.08, by adding a subdivision; 62D.12, subdivision 
5, and by adding a subdivision; 62D.14, subdivision 1; 62D.18; 
62D.19; 62E.02, subdivision 13; and 62E.14, subdivision 1; Minne
sota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 62D.04, subdivision 1; and 
62E.10, subdivision 9; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota 
Statutes, chapter 62D; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 
62D.041, subdivisions 5, 6, and 8. 

The Honorable Robert Vanasek 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Honorable Jerome M. Hughes 
President of the Senate 

April 15, 1988 

We, the undersigned conferees for H. F. No. 2127, report that we 
have agreed upon the items in dispute and recommend as follows: 

That the House concur in the Senate amendment and that H. F. 
No. 2127 be further amended as follows: 

Delete everything after the enacting clause and insert: 
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"Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 62D.02, is amended 
by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 15. "Net worth" means admitted assets, as defined in 
section 15, minus liabilities. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 62D.02, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 16. "Affiliate" means ~ person or entity controlling, con
trolled ~ or under common control with the person or entity. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 62D.03, subdivision 4, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 4. Each application for a certificate of authority shall be 
verified by an officer or authorized representative of the applicant, 
and shall be in a form prescribed by the commissioner of health. 
Each application shall include the following: 

(a) a copy of the basic organizational document, if any, of the 
applicant and of each major participating entity; such as the articles 
of incorporation, or other applicable documents, and all amend
ments thereto; 

(b) a copy of the bylaws, rules and regulations, or similar docu
ment, if any, and all amendments thereto which regulate the 
conduct of the affairs of the applicant and of each major participat
ing entity; 

(c) a list of the names, addresses, and official positions of the 
following: 

(1) all members of the board of directors, or governing body of the 
local government unit, and the principal officers and shareholders of 
the applicant organization; and 

(2) all members of the board of directors, or governing body of the 
local government unit, and the principal officers of the major 
participating entity and each shareholder beneficially owning more 
than ten percent of any voting stock of the major participating 
entity; 

The commissioner may by rule identify persons included in the 
term "principal officers"; 

(d) a full disclosure of the extent and nature of any contract or 
financial arrangements between the following: 
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(1) the health maintenance organization and the persons listed in 
clause (c)(1); 

(2) the health maintenance organization and the persons listed in 
clause (c)(2); 

(3) each major participating entity and the persons listed in clause 
(c)(1) concerning any financial relationship with the health main-
t~nance organization; and . 

(4) each major participating entity and the persons listed in clause 
(c)(2) concerning any financial relationship with the health main
tenance organization; 

(e) the name and address of each participating entity and the 
agreed upon duration of each contract or agreement; 

(I) a copy of the form of each contract binding the participating 
entities and the health maintenance organization. Contractual 
provisions shall be consistent with the purposes of sections 62D.0l to 
62D.29, in regard to the services to be performed under the contract, 
the manner in which payment for services is determined, the nature 
and extent of responsibilities to be retained by the health mainte
nance organization, the nature and extent of risk sharing permissi
ble. and contractual termination provisions; 

(g) a copy of each contract binding major participating entities and 
the health maintenance organization. Contract information filed 
with the commissioner shall be confidential and subject to the 
provisions of section 13.37, subdivision 1, clause (b), upon the 
request of the health maintenance organization. 

Upon initial filing of each contract, the health maintenance 
organization shall file a separate document detailing the projected 
annual expenses to the major participating entity in performing the 
contract and the projected annual revenues received by the entity 
from the health maintenance organization for such performance. 
The commissioner shall disapprove any contract with a major 
participating entity if the contract will result in an unreasonable 
expense under section 62D.19. The commissioner shall approve or 
disapprove a contract within 30 days of filing. 

Within 120 days of the anniversary of the implementation of each 
contract, the health maintenance organization shall file a document 
detailing the actual expenses incurred and reported by the major 
participating entity in performing the contract in the proceeding 
year and the actual revenues received from the health'maintenance 
organization by the entity in payment for the performance. 

Contracts implemented prior to April 25, 1984, shall be filed 
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within 90 days of April 25, 1984. These contracts are subject to the 
provisions of section 62D.19, but are not subject to the prospective 
review prescribed by this clause, unless Or until the terms of the 
contract are modified. Commencing with the next anniversary ofthe 
implementation of each of these contracts immediately following 
filing, the health maintenance organization shall, as otherwise 
required by this subdivision, file annual actual expenses and reve
nues. 

(h) a statement generally describing the health maintenance 
organization, its health maintenance contracts and separate health 
service contracts, facilities, and personnel. including a statement 
describing the manner in which the applicant proposes to provide 
enrollees with comprehensive health maintenance services and 
separate health services; 

(i) a copy of the form of each evidence of coverage to be issued to 
the enrollees; 

(j) a copy of the form of each individual or group health mainte
nance contract and each separate health service contract which is to 
be issued to enrollees or their representatives; 

(k) financial statements showing the applicant's assets, liabilities, 
and sources of financial support. If the applicant's financial affairs 
are audited by independent certified public accountants, a copy of 
the applicant's most recent certified financial statement may be 
deemed to satisfy this requirement; 

(I) a description of the proposed method of marketing the plan, a 
schedule of proposed charges, and a financial plan which includes a 
three year projection of the expenses and income and other sources 
of future capital; 

(m) a statement reasonably describing the geographic area or 
areas to be served and the type or types of enrollees to be served; 

(n) a description of the complaint procedures to be utilized as 
required under section 62D.11; 

(0) a description of the procedures and programs to be imple: 
mented to meet the requirements of section 62D.04, subdivision 1, 
cla\lses (b) and (c) and to monitor the quality of health care provided 
to enrollees; . 

(p) a description of the mechanism by which enrollees will be 
afforded an opportunity to participate in matters of policy and 
operation under section 62D.06; 

(q) a copy of any agre.,ment between the health maintenance 
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organization and an insurer or nonprofit health service corporation 
regarding reinsurance, stop-loss coverage, insolvency coverage, or 
any other type of coverage for potential costs of health services, as 
authorized in se.tieR sections 620.04, subdivision 1, clause (0, 
620.05, subdivision 3, and seetieR 620.13; and 

(r) other information as the commissioner of health may reason
ably require to be provided. 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 620.04, 
subdivision 1. is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. Upon receipt of an application for a certificate of 
authority, the commissioner of health shall determine whether the 
applicant for a certificate of authority has: 

(a) demonstrated the willingness and potential ability to assure 
that health care services will be provided in such a manner as to 
enhance and assure both the availability and accessibility of ade
quate personnel and facilities; 

(b) arrangements for an ongoing evaluation of the quality of 
health care; 

(c) a procedure to develop, compile, evaluate, and report statistics 
relating to the cost of its operations, the pattern of utilization of its 
services, the quality, availability and accessibility of its services, 
and such other matters as may be reasonably required by regulation 
of the commissioner of health; 

(d) reasonable provisions for emergency and out of area health 
care services; 

(e) demonstrated that it is financially responsible and may rea
sonably be expected to meet its obligations to enrollees and prospec
tive enrollees. In making this determination; the commissioner of 
health may shall require the amounts of net worth and working 
capital required in section 14, the deposit required in section 
620.041, and in addition shall consider: 

(1) the financial soundness of its arrangements for health care 
services and the proposed schedule of charges used in connection 
therewith; 

(2) the ade'lHaey sf its werldRg ea"itai; 

~ arrangements which will guarantee for a reasonable period of 
time the continued availability or payment of the cost of health care 
services in the event of discontinuance of the health maintenance 
organization; and 
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f4t (3) agreements with providers for the provision of health care 
services; 8HtI 

Wafl:Y dellasit ef eash "" se""riues sallmitted in accard .... ee with 
seeuaft 62DJI41; 

(f) demonstrated that it will assume full financial risk on a 
prospective basis for the provision of comprehensive health mainte
nance services, including hospital care; provided, however, that the 
requirement in this paragraph shall not prohibit the following: 

(1) a health maintenance organization from obtaining insurance 
or making other arrangements (i) for the cost of providing to any 
enrollee comprehensive health maintenance services, the aggregate 
value of which exceeds $5,000 in any year, (ii) for the cost of 
providing comprehensive health care services to its members on a 
nonelective emergency basis, or while they are outside the area 
served by the organization, or (iii) for not more than 95 percent of the 
amount by which the health maintenance organization's costs for 
any ofits fiscal years exceed 105 percent of its income for such fiscal 
years; and 

(2) a health maintenance organization from having a provision in 
a group health maintenance contract allowing an adjustment of 
premiums paid based upon the actual health services utilization of 
the enrollees covered under the contract, except that at no time 
during the life of the contract shall the contract holder fully 
self-insure the financial risk of health care services delivered under 
the contract. Risk sharing arrangements shall be subject to the 
requirements of sections 620.01 to 620.30; 

(g) otherwise met the requirements of sections 620.01 to 620.29. 

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 620.041, subdivision 1, is 
amended to read: 

620.041 [PROTECTION fLC,"dNST IN THE EVENT OF INSOL-
VENCY] ---

Subdivision 1. [DEFINITION.] For the purposes of this section, 
the term "uncovered expenditures" means the costs of health care 
services that are covered by a health maintenance organization for 
which an enrollee would also be liable in the event of the organiza
tion's insolvency, inell:leling 81:lt sf 8"~ea sef'viees, pereA's} seFviees, 
aBoI.afl:Y ethel- e"IleftditlH'es fep health eare ser',iees fep which the 
health maiftteftanee ergafti.atieft is at risk and that are not ~ 
anteed, insured, or assumed ~ !'c person other than the health 
maintenance organization. 
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Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 620.041, subdivision 2, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [REQUIRED DEPOSIT.) Unless etherwise flreviEleEl ffi 
this seetien, Each health maintenance organization shall deposit 
with any organization or trustee acceptable to the commissioner 
through which a custodial or controlled account is utilized, the cash, 
HeeIy alienable see"rities, 9l' any eembinatieR sf these e:F etiteF 
meaSHf'eS that is aeeeptable te the eemmissiefteF ffi. the amount set 
feFth- required in this section. If a health maintenasee 8rgaai25atisH 
<lees net have the refl"ired reserves 9l' its reserves are net "re"erly 
eem,,"ted, efleratieRs shall be adj"sted to eerreet the eenditieR, 
aeeeFEIiRg to a written f'lan flrefleseEi by the health maintenaRee 
ergaRizatieR ....a aflflFeveEi by the eemmissieRe •. If a health maiR
tenanee 8FgaRi13atisn daes net flFspese measures te eeFFeet its 
reseFves 6I'- s1:1FplHS withitt a Feas8Hable time,- if a esrpeFstisR 
vielates the f'lan whieh has beeR aflflrs',ed, 9l' if tbere is eviEleaee 
that an- im}3F8f1€F FeseFve eF sl:lFpluG sta--tMs eannet- be eSFFeetea 
withitt a reasenable time,- the esmmissiener sf eemmeree may taIre 
aetieR against the eSFflSFatisn HR<Ier ehaflter WB The commissioner 
may allow a health maintenance organization's deposit requirement 
to be met by a guaranteeing organization, as defined in section 14, 
subdivision 1, based on the criteria set out in section 14, subdivision 5. ---- ---

Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 62D.041, subdivision 3, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [AMOUNT FOR BEGINNING ORGANIZATIONS.] 'I'he 
ame"nt f9l' .... sFgftniz"tisR that is begiRRiRg efleratisn shall be the 
greater e¥. fat live flereent sf its estimateEi e"fleRditures f9l' health 
eare serviees f9l' its fust year sf sfleratieR; W twi€e its estimated 
average msnthly "neevereEi e""enElit"res f9l' its fust year sf <lfl€I""
tiefr, 9l' let $H)(l,()()(). 

At the beginning sf eaeh s"eeeeding yeaI', mHess net aflfllieallle, 
the ergani.atien shall E1eflssit with the erganizatieR 9l' trustee, easIr, 
HeeIy alienable see ... ities, 9l' any esmainatien sf these 9l' etiteF 
meas ... es aeeefltaale to the eemmissiener ffi .... ame"nt "'f'IBl to fetor 
"ereent sf its estimated aRn"al uneevered e"flenElitures f9l' that 
yeaI', (a) Organizations that obtain "" certificate of authority after 
the effective date of this subdivision shall deposit, before receiving 
"" certificate of authority, $500,000. The health maintenance orga
nization shal1 provide the commissioner with evidence of the deposit 
before receiving a certificate of authority. 

(b) By April! of the year following the organization's first 12 
months of operation under a certificate of authority, an organization 
shall deposit an amount equal to the difference between the initial 
deposit and 33 percent of its uncovered expenditures in its first 12 
months of operation. 
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(c) ~ April! of sUbse(luent yearb, an organization shall deposit 
an amount equarto the ifference etween the amount on de~osit 
and 33 percent of its uncovered expenditures in the prece ing 
calennar year. . 

Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 62D.041, subdivision 4, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 4. I~'.nvv'· FOR EXISTING ORGANIZATIONS.] Unless 
.Bet;!~:::~:"~J~~t~~~ 1989, an organizati()n that is in 
"9ft reCeiVed a certificate of authority 
on or before the effective date ruthis subdivision shall make .. have 
on aeposit an amount equal tothe larger of: --

(a) tHte )3eFeeat ef the )3Feeeffiag ±a meaths' llaeeyeFed e")3eadi 
tares 33 percent of its uncovered expenditures in the preceding 
calendar year; or 

(b) $HI(),()()() 9ft the Hf'St day ef the Hsea1 yeaF beginning siJ< 
menths 6l' _ afteF f.llgast 1-; ~ $500,000. 

In the eeetHtd Hsea1 ye-. if ap)3lieable, the amellBt ef the aMi
tieftal de)3esit shall be e<t»al te tws )3eFeeat ef its estimated aBnllal 
llBeeyeFed e")3endiwres. In the thiFd ye-. if a)3)3lieable, the aMi
tieftal de)3esit shall be e<t»al te three )3eFeeat ef its estimated a_1lS1 
llBeeyeFed e")3enditIlFes ffiF that year. In the feaFth Hsea1 yeaF aa<I 
sllbse'l'lent yeaffl-; if a)3)3lieable, the additienal de)3esit shall be e<t»al 
te futII' )3eFeent ef its estimated aBnllal llaea','eFed e''f'enditIlFes ffiF 
eaeh year. Eaeh yeIH"s estimate, afteF the Hf'St yeaF ef a)3eFatian, 
shall Feasa"ably Fefleet the pFieF yeIH"s a)3eMing e")3eFieaee and 
tieliv€f'jT 8Fmngem€ats. 

~ April! of each subsauuent year, an organization shall deposit 
an amount equal to the Ifference between the amount on deposit 
and 33 percent of its uncovered expenditures in the preceding 
CaJendar year. 

Sec. 9. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 62D.041, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd.5a. [WAIVER OF ADDITIONAL DEPOSIT.] In any year 
when the amount determined according to this section is zero or less 
than zero, the commissioner shall not require the organization to 
make any additional deposit. 

Sec. 10. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 62D.041, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 6a. [WITHDRAWAL OF DEPOSIT.] If the amount ret 
ously deposited ~ the organization under this section excee ~ 
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amount required under this section N more than $50,000 for ~ 
continuous 12-month perit:d, the commissioner shall allow fue 
or anizatlOn to withdraw ~ portion of the deposit that eXceeas~ 
more than 50,000 the amount required to be on deposit for tile 
organization, unless the commissioner determines that release ~ 
portion of the deposit could be hazardous to enrollees, creditors, or 
the generalpublic. An orgarnzation shall not !!PP!,y for the with
drawal more than once in each calen.raryear. 

Sec. 11. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 620.041, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 6b. [EVIDENCE OF DEPOSIT.] An or anization shall 
pr0VId8the commissioner with evidence of every deposit rna e on or 
before the date of the deposit. 

Sec. 12. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 620.041, subdivision 7, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 7. ICONTROL OF OVER DEPOSITS.] All income from 
deposits shall belong to the depositing organizations and shall be 
paid to it as it becomes available. -A health maiRteR ... ,"e 8pgaRi~a 
tien that has maEie a se""Fities "el'8sit ""'Y withdFaw that "el'asit ef' 
IHlY paFt theFeef afI:ep lHakiRg a saestitate "el'asit of.eash, ~ 
aiiem.aie seeaFities, ef' IHlY e8IHeiRatiaR of these ef' etheF measaFes 
of e<jH&i aIH8aRt aad ~ Any seeapities shall Be al'I'"8'1e" By the 
e81HlHissi8 .. eF I>efere l>eiRg saestitate". 

Sec. 13. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 620.041, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 9. [LETTER OF CREDIT.] A health maintenance organiza
tion mal satdsfy one-half of its depoSit"Te(jilirement through use of ~ 
letter Q.. cre it issued N ~ bank authorized to do business in fbis 
state, proVIded that: 

(1) nothing more than !'o demand for payment is necessary for 
payment; 

(2) the letter of credit ~ irrevocable; 

(3) according to its terms, the letter of credit cannot expire 
witnout due notice from the issuer and the notice must occur at least 
60 days before the e;q;Ir9.tion date and be in the form of ~ wrffieii 
notice to the commiSSIOner; 

(4) the letter of credit is issued or confirmed N a bank which is a 
memoer of the fe'derafreservesystem; - ----- -

(5) the letter of credit ~ unconditional, ~ not contingent upon 
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reimbursement to the bank or the bank's ability to perfect any lien 
or security interest, and does not contain re erences to any other 
agreements, documents, or entities; 

(6) the letter of credit designates the commissioner as beneficiary; 
and 

(7) the letter of credit may be drawn upon after insolvency of the 
heaRh maintenance organization. . 

Sec. 14. [62D.042] [NET WORTH AND WORKING CAPITAL 
REQUIREMENTS.] 

Subdivision!: [DEFINITIONS.] (a) For purposes of this section, 
"guaranteeing organization" mearis an organIzation that has agreeN 
to make necessary contributions or advancements to the healt 
maintenance organization tf) maintain the health maintenance 
organization's statutorily required net worth. ---

(b) For this section, "working capital" means current assets minus 
current habilities. 

Subd. ~ [BEGINNING ORGANIZATIONS.] (a) Beginning orga
nizations shall maintain net worth of at least 8!/3 percent of the sum 
of all expenses expected to be incurrea in the i2 monthsfolioWffig 
The date the certificate of authority g:granted, or $1,500,000, 
wnichever is greater. 

(b) After the first full calendar year of operation, organizations 
shiiTI maintain net worth of at least ~~;! percent of the sum of all 
expenses incurrea during the most recent calendar year, or 
$1,000,000, whichever is greater. 

Subd. 3. [PHASE-IN FOR EXISTING ORGANIZATIONS.] (a) 
Orgarnzations that obtained a certificate of authority on or before 
the effective date of this subdIvision have until December 31, 199

11 to establish !Ie net worth of at least ~y;! percent of the sum of a 
expenses incurred during ffie previous calendar year, or $1,000,000, 
whichever is greater. 

(b) By December 31, 1989, organizations shall have a net worth of 
at least one-fifth o~ ~ercent of the sum of alrexpenses illCUITea 
during the previous ca endar year, or $1,000,000, whichever g: 
greater. 

(c) .!!Y Decem~r 31, 1990, organizations shall have !Ie net worth of 
at least two-fifths 01'§:Y3 f.ercent of the· Sum of alleXPenses incurrea 
during the previous ca endar year, or $1,000,000, whichever IS 
greater .. 
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(d) By December 31, 1991, organizations shall have !:Ie net worth of 
at least three-fifths of BY3 percent ofthe sum of all expenses incurred 
during the previous calendar year, or$I,OOO,OOO, whichever is 
greater. 

(e) ~ December 31, 1992, organizations .shall have !:Ie net worth of 
at least four-fifths of ~ljl percent of the sum of all expenses incurred 
during the previous calendar year, or $1,000,000, whichever ~ 
greater. 

Subd. 4. [REDUCTION FOR REINSURANCE.] In calculating 
expenses for purposes of the net worth requirement, !:Ie health 
maintenance organization may subtract 90 percent of the cost of 
premiums it ~ for insurance coverage specified in section 62D.04, 
subdivision I, clause W. 

Subd. 5. [GUARANTEEING ORGANIZATION.] (a) The commis
sioner may determine that it: ~ in the best interestS of an organi
zation's enrollees and the public to allow an organization's net worth 
requirement to be satisfied by .!! guaranteeing organization. The 
commissioner shall consider the net worth of !:Ie guaranteeing orga
nization, the number of organizations it guarantees, whether i!!§ ~ 
governmental entity with power to tax, and other factors the 
commissioner considers relevant. If the commissioner allows a 
guaranteeing organization to satisfy the net worth requirement or 
more than one health maintenance organization, the guaranteeing 
organlZaITon must maintain the required net worth 2f the guaran
teed health maintenance organizations on an aggregate basis. 

(b) A health maintenance organization that requests the commis
sioner to allow !:Ie guaranteeing organization to satisfy its net worth 
or deposit requirement shall provide the commissioner with the 
guaranteeing organization's financial records and other relevant 
information when the request is made and annually by April h and 
must continue to do so upon request ~the commissioner. 

(c) No provider may be compelled to serve as !:Ie guaranteeing 
organization. 

Subd. 6. [WORKING CAPITAL.] il health maintenance organiza
tion must maintain !! positive working capital. 

Subd. '1.:. [PLANS OF CORRECTION.] !f the working capital or 
net worth is less than the required minimum, operations must be 
adfustedtocorrect the net worth or working capital, accordmgto ~ 
written plan proposed i>y the organization and approved i>y the 
commissioner. The co:rnmissioner may take action against the 
organization under chapter 60B or under the suspension and pen
alty provisions of sections 62D.15, 62D.16, and 62D.17 if: 
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(1) an organization does not propose a plan to correct its working 
capitator net worth within !'. reasonabTe time; 

(2) an organization violates a plan that has been approved; 

(3) the commissioner determines that an improper working capi
tal or net worth status cannot be corrected within a reasonable time; 
or 

(4) the commissioner determines that the organization is in such 
financial condition that the transaction of further business would be 
hazardous toits enrOlTees, .ts creditors, or the public. 

Sec. 15. [620.044] [ADMITTED ASSETS.] 

"Admitted assets" includes only the investments allowed !!.Y 
section 16 and the following: 

(1) pet\Ybcash and other cash funds in the organization's princifal 
or officia ranch office that are under the organization's contra; 

(2) immediately withdrawable funds on deposit in demand ac
counts, m !'. bank or trust company organized and regularly exam
ined under the laws of the United States or any state, and inSiired 
!!.Y an agency of the United States government, or like funds 
actually m the principal or official branch office at statement date, 
and, in transit to !'. bank or trust company with authentic deposit 
credit gIVen before the close of business on the fifth bank working 
day following the statement date; 

(3) the amount fairly estimated as recoverable on cash deposited 
in!'. closed bank or trust company, if the assets gualineaunder this 
section before the suspenswn of the bank or trust company; 

(4) bills and accounts receivable that are collateralized !!.Y securi
ties in which the organization is authorized to Invest; 

(5) ~remiums due from groups or individuals that are not more 
than 0 days past due; - -- -- -- --

(6) amounts due under reinsurance arrangements from insurance 
compames authOrized to do business in this state; 

(7) tax refunds due from the United States or this state; 

(8) interest accrued on mortgage loans not exceeding in aggregate 
one year's total due and accrued interest on an individUaUoan; 

(9) the rents due to the organization on real and personal 
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property, directly or beneficially owned, not exceeding the amount 
of one year's total due and accrued rent on each individual property; 

(10) interest or rents accrued on conditional sales agreements, 
securitt. interests, Chattel mortgages, and real or personal propert~ 
under ease to other corporations that do not exceed the amount o~ 
one year's total due and accrued Interest Or rent on an individual 
investment; 

(11) the fixed required interest due and accrued on bonds and 
other eVUIeiiCeS of indebtedness that are not in default; -- --

(12) dividends receivable on shares of stock, provided that the 
mmet price for valuation puryosesdoesnoTIiiCfude the value of the 
dividend; 

(13) ~ interest on dividends due and payable, but not credited, 
on depOSIts in banks ~ trust companies or on accounts with 
savings and loan assocIatIons; 

(14) interest accrued on secured loans that do not exceed the 
amount of one year's interest on any loan; -- - - --. - -

. (15) interest accrued on tax anticipation warrantsj 

(16) the amortized value of electronic computer or data processing 
machines or systems purchased for use in tfieliusiness of the 
organization, including software purchaSooanadeveloped specm
cally for the organization's use; 

(17) the cost of furniture, equipment, and medical equipment, less 
accumiilatOOdepreciation thereon, and medical and pharmaceutICaI 
supplies ~ are used to deliver health care and are under the 
or anization s contror,-provided the assets do not exceed 30 percent 
of admitte assets; 

(18) amounts currently due from an affiliate ~ has liquid assets 
with which to P!!JI: the 63.lance and maintain ItS accounts on ~ 
current baSIS. Any amount outstanarng more than three months ~ 
not current; 

(19) amounts on deposit under section 62D.041j and 

(20) accounts receivable from participating health care providers 
that are not more than 60 days past due. -----

Sec. 16. [62D.045) [INVESTMENT RESTRICTIONS.) 

Subdivision 1. [RESTRICTIONS.] Funds of a health maintenance 
organizatIon snail be invested only in sec\irmes-and property 
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designated ~ law for investment ~ domestic life insura?ce com
panies, eXiept fuat money IIiaa be used to purcnase real estate, 
Including easeIloId estates an ie"aseUoldimprovements, for the 
convenient accommOdation of the organization's business opera
tIOns, including the home office, branch officesa medical facilities, 
and field oftice operations, on the folloWIng con itJons:' 

(1) '" parcel of real estate acquired under this subdivision maa inClude excess space for rent to others if it is reasonably anticipate 
~ the excess will be rlb\uired ~ the organization for expansion or 
If the excess .~ reasona y required in order to hllve one or more 
Dulldings that will function as an economic unit; 

(2) the real estate may be subject to '" mortgage; and 

. (3) the purchase prce of the asset, including capitalized perma
nent improvements, ess Oepreciation spreJd evenly over ·the life of 
the property or less deprecIation compute on any basis permITted 
under the Internal Revenue Code and its regulatiOns, or the 
organization's equity, plus all encu~ances on the real estate 
owned ~ '" company under this subdIvision, whichever is grellter; 
does not exceed 20 percent of its admitted assets, except !i permitted 
~ thecommissioner upon a finding that the percentage of the 
heaTfll maintenance or anlzation'sadmmed assets IS Insufficient to Fe convenient accommo ation for the organIZation's -business. 

owever, a health maintenance or~anization that directly provides 
medical servTceSIDay invest an addItional 20 percent of its admItted 
~. in real estate, not requiring the permission oT the commis
SIOner. 

Subd. 2. [AUTHORIZATION REQUIRED.] A health maintenance 
org,iillZiition shall not mllke or engllge in '" IOlln or investJnent 
unless the [olln or investment has been lluthorizedOr mtified ~ the 
IiOai'Q of directors or !iY '" committee supervising investments ana 
loans. 

Subd. 3. [LIMITS ON COMMISSIONS.] A hellith mllintenllnce 
orgarnzllITon shall not ~ Il commission or---m:oKernge for the 
purchllse or sale of rear or personlll property that exceedsusiiaI ana 
customllry commissions or brokerage Ilt the time Ilnd pillce of the 
purchllses or sales. hiformlltlOn regarding paymentSOf commissions 
and brokerage must be maintained!iY the health maintenance 
organizatIOn. 

Subd. 4. [OFFICER'S CONFLICT OF INTEREST.] A health 
mamten.ance organization shall not knOwingly, . directly-or indi
rectly, invest in or loan upon any real or personal pro~erty, in which 
Ilny prlliClPaI offiCer or director oTthe organizlltion as '" finanaaI 
interest. An ory,anizlltion shall not mllke", loan to '" prmcipaJ officer 
or director of ~ orgllll)zlltion. '. 
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Subd. 5. [EXEMPTION.) This section shall not apply to ~ health 
maintenance organization which has ~ city or county as ~ guaran
teeing orgamzation. 

Sec. 17. MinnesotaStatutes 1986, section 62D.05, subdivision 3, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 3. A health maintenance organization may contract with 
providers of health care services to render the services the health 
maintenance organization has promised to provide under the terms 
of its health maintenance contracts, may, subject to section 62D.12, 
subdivision 11, enter into separate prepaid dental contracts, or other 
separate health service contracts, may, subject to the limitations of 
section 62D.04, subdivision 1, clause (f), contract with insurance 
companies and nonprofit health service plan corporations for insur
ance, indemnity or reimbursement of its cost of providing health 
care services for enrollees or against the risks incurred by the health 
maintenance organization, IDiY contract with insurance companies 
and·nonprofit health service p an corporations for insolvency insur
ance coverage~ may contract with insurance companies and 
nonprofit health service plan corporations to insure or cover the 
enrollees' costs and expenses in the health maintenance organiza
tion, including the customary prepayment amount and any copay
ment obligations. 

Sec. 18. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 62D.08, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: . 

Subd. 6. A health maintenance organization shall submit to the 
coiTIilliSswner Unaiiaited financial statements of the organizatIOn on 
~ quarterly basis on forms prescribed Qy the commissioner. The 
statements are due 30 days after the end of each quarter and shall 
be maintamed as nonPuhlic data, as detiDedQy section 13.02, 
subdivision 9. , 

Sec. 19. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 62D.12, subdivision 5, is 
amended to read: 

Snbd. 5. The provIders under agreement with a health mainte
nance organization to provide health care services ami the health 
maiBteBaBee argaBi.atian shall not have recourse against enrollees 
orpersons acting on their behalf for amounts above those specified 
in"the. evidence of coyerage as copayments for health care services. 
The health maintenance organization snan not have recourse 
against enrollees or persons acting on their behalf for amounts 
above those specified in the evidence of coverage as the periodic 
prepayment, or copaymenf,1Or health care services. ThiS subdivision 
applies but ~ not limited to the following events: 

(1) nonpayment Qy the health maintenance organization; 
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(2) insolvency of the health maintenance organization; and 

(3) breach of the agreement between the health maintenance 
organiZatIOn: and the provider. - --

This subdivision does not limit !Ie rovider's ability to seek 
pa~ent from any person

h 
other than t e enrollee, the enrollee's 

guarian or conservator, t eeilrOiIiiii'S immediate famUymembers, 
or the enrOllee's legal representative in the event Q.. nonpayment fu: 
thCllealth mamtenance organization. 

Sec. 20. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 62D.12, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 9b. A health maintenance or~anization shall not enter into 
an ~eement with a hospital m whic the hospital aiTIees to assume 
the nancial rlSl<for services ffiOvlded fu: other raCl ItIes or r-rovid
ers not owned, operated, or or erwIse subfect10 the contro ofthe 
hOsPffiiI assummg the finaiicial risk. - - -

Sec. 21. [62D.121] [PROVIDER CONTRACTS.] 

Subdivision 1. [PROVIDER AGREEMENT.] Except fot an employ
ment agreement between a provider and health maintenance orga
nization, an agreement to provide health care services between !Ie 
prOvider and a health maintenance orgaruZation entered into or 
renewed atter-tiieef'fectlVe date of thIS sectIon must contalilthe 
fol1owmg proviSiOn: -- - - -- --

PROVIDER AGREES NOT TO BILL, CHARGE, COLLECT A 
DEPOSIT FROM. SEEKItEMUNERATION FROM, OR RAVE 
ANY RECOURSE AUAffiST AN ENROLLEE OR PERSON'S ACT
IN<iON THEIR BEHALF FCi'RSERVICES PROVIDED ONDEJ{ 
TlITSAGREEMENT. Tffis-PROVISION ApPLIES TO BUT IS 
NOT'LIMITED TO THE FOLLOWING EVENTS: (lrNONPA y: 
MENT BY THE HEALTIl MAINTENANCE ORGAN'lZATION OR 
(2) BREACHOF THIS AGREEMENT. THIS PROVISION DOES 
NOT PROHIBl'F'I'HEt'ROVIDER FROM"CffiLECTING cOPAV
MENTS. OR FEES FOR UNCOVERED SERVICES. 

THIS PROVISION SURVIVES THE TERMINATION OF THIS 
AGREEMENT FOR AUTHORIZEl"f'B'ERVICES PROVtOE'D BE
FORE THIS. AGREEMENT TERMINATES, REGARDLESS 'OF. 
THE REASON FOR TERMINATION. THIS PROVISION IS FOR 
THE BENEFITOF1'HE HEALTH MAINTENANCE ORGANIZA
TION ENROLLEES. THIS PROVISION DOES NOT APpLy TO 
SERVICES PRovIbEIT'AFTER· THIS 'AGREEli.fENT TERJi.IT-' 
NATES. --

THIS PROVISION SUPERSEDES ANY CONTRARY ORAL OR 
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WRITTEN AGREEMENT EXISTING NOW OR ENTERED INTO 
iN THE FUTURE BETWEEN THE pROVIDER AND THE EN
ROLLEE OR PERSONS ACTING ON THEIR BEHA'LFREGARIJ
ING LIABILITY FOR PAYMENT FOR SERVICES PROVIDED 
UNDER THIS AGREEMENT. 

Subd. 2. [COOPERATION REQUIRED.] An agreement to provide 
health care services between ~ provider and~ health maintenance 
organization must require the provider to cooperate with and 
participate III the health maintenance organization's quality assur
ance program, dispute resolution procedure, and utIlization review 
program. 

Subd. 3. [NOTICE OF TERMINATION.] An agreement to provide 
health care services between a provider and!, health maintenance 
organization must require that if the provi<:Jerterminates the 
agreement, without cause, the provider shall give the organization 
120 days' advance notice of termination. 

Subd. 4. [LATE PAYMENTS.] IT!' health maintenance organiza
tion's payments to a provider are delayed beyond the payment date 
in the contract, the provider may notify the commissioner who shali 
consider that information in assessing the financial solvency of the 
health maintenance organization. 

Sec. 22. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 620.14, subdivision 1, is 
amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. The commissioner of health may make an exami
nation of the affairs of any health maintenance organization and its 
contracts, agreements, or other arrangements with any participat
ing entity as often as the commissioner of health deems necessary 
for the protection of the interests of the people of this state, but not 
less frequently than once every three years, flF8v;aea that. Exami
nations of participating entities pursuant to this subdivision shall 
be limited to their dealings with the health maintenance organiza
tion and its enrollees, el'cept that examinations of major participat-
il:!g entities may inc ude entity's financial 
statements kept in the ordinary course ~ commis-
sioner may require majo1 participating _ submit the 
financial statements direct y to the commissioner. Financial state
ments of major participating entities are subject to the provisions of 
section 13.37, subdivision h clause (b), upon request of the major 
participating entity or the health maintenance organization with 
which it contracts. 

Sec. 23. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 620.18, is amended to 
read: 

620.18 [REHABILITATION, OR LIQUIDATION, GR CONSER 
Vf.TION OF HEALTH MAINTENANCE ORGANIZATION.] 
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Subdivision 1. [COMMISSIONER OF HEALTH; ORDER] The 
commissioner of ee",meFee health may independently, SF shall at 
the Feqllest ef the eemmissieneF Ilf health, order the rehabilitation, 
or liquidation tW esftser/atieH of health maintenance organizations. 
The rehabilitation, or liquidation SF eenseITatien of a health main
tenance organization shall be deemed to be the Fehabilitatien, 
liquidatien SF eenseF'latien ef aH insllFanee eemj3allY aHd shall be 
conducted under the supervision of the commissioner ef ee",,,,eFee 
aHd j3IlFSllant to under the procedures in chapter 60B, except to the' 
extent that the nature of health maintenance organizations Fe!HIeF 
!lIleh law renders the procedures clearly inappropriate and as 
provided in subdivisions ~ to 1. 

Subd. 2. [INSOLVENCY; GROUNDS FOR REHABILITATION; 
LIQUIDATION.] Insolvency, as grounds for rehabilitation or liqui
dation of -'" health maintenance organization, exists when -'" health 
maintenance organization cannpt be expected to satisfy its financial 
obligations when the obligations lJecome due or when the health 
maintenance organization has failed to correct within the time 
required !iY the commissioner deficiencies due to net worth or 
working capital below the required amount. 

Subd. 3. [PRIORITY OF CLAIMS.] To deterroine the priority of 
distribution of general assets, claims of enrollees have the same 
priority as claimants under policies or contracts OfCOverage for 
losses established under section 60B.44, subdivision 4. If an enrollee 
~ liable to any rovider for covered services provIaecI under the 
health plan, that iability has the status of an enrollee claim for 
distribution of general assets, whether the enrollee or the provider 
files the claim. Claims of providers under agreement with the health 
maintenance- organization for services rendered have priority after 
enrollee claims under section 60B.44, subdivision 4. 

Subd. 4. [POWERS OF REHABILITATOR] The powers of the 
rehallllltator include, subject to the approval of the court the power 
to change premium rates, without the notice requirements of section 
62D.07, and the power to amend the terms of provider contracts, and 
of contracts with participating entities for the provision of admin
istrative, financial, ot management services, relating to reimburse
ment and termination, considering the interests of providers and 
other contracting participating entities lInd the continued viabimy 
of the health plan. 

!f the court approves a contract amendment that diminishes the 
compensation of ~ provider or of ~ participating entity providing 
administrative, financial, or management services to the health 
maintenance organization, the amendment may not be effective for 
more than 60 days and shall not be renewed or extended. 

Subd. 5. [POWERS OF LIQUIDATOR] The power to transfer 
coverage obligations under section 60B.25, clause (8), includes the 
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power to transfer coverage obligations to " solvent health mainte
nance organization and to assign the provider contracts of the 
insolvent health maintenance organization to an assuming heaTffl 
maintenance organization. 

Subd. 6. [SPECIAL EXAMINER.] The commissioner as rehabili
tator shall make every reasonable effort to employ" senior execu
tive from a successful health maintenance organization to serve as 
spec;aryxaminer to rehabilItate the health maintenanceorgarnza:: 
tion, provided that the individual does not have a conflict of interest. 
The special examiner shall have all the powers of the rehabilitator 
granted under this section and section 60B.17. 

Subd. 7. [EXAMINATION ACCOUNT.j The commissioner of 
health shall assess against" health maintenance organization not 
.Y."i in rehabilitation or liquidation a fee sufficient to cover the costs 
of ~ special examination. The fee must be deposIted in an examina
tion account. Money in the account i§: appropriated to the commis
sioner of health to P""'- for the examinations. !! the money in the 
account is insufficient to ~ the initial costs of examinations, the 
commissioner may use other money appropriated to the commis
sioner, provided the other appropriation is reimbursed from the 
examination account when it contains sufficient money. Money from 
the examination account must be used to P""'-~ diem salaries and 
expenses of special examiners, including meals, lodging, laundry, 
transportation, and mileage. The salary ofreguJar employees of the 
health department must not be paid out of the account. 

Sec. 24. 162D.181] [INSOLVENCY; MCHA ALTERNATIVE COV
ERAGE.] 

Subdivision 1. [DEFINITION.] "Association" means the Minne
sota comprehensive health association created insectlo-il62E.10. 

Subd. ~ [ELIGIBLE INDIVIDUALS.] An individual is eligible for 
alternative coverage under this section if: 

(1) the individual had individual health coverage through " 
health maintenance organization, the coverage is no longer avail
able due to the insolvency of the health maintenance organization, 
and the individual has not obtained alternative coverage; or 

(2) the individual had lQ:<.lllP health coverage through" health 
maintenance organization, the coverage is no longer available due 
to the insolvency of the health maintenance organization and the 
individual has not obtained alternative coverage. 

Subd. 3. [APPLICATION AND ISSUANCE.] If a health mainte
nance organization will be liquidated, individuals eIlgible-for alter
native coverage under subdivision 2 may llPE!Y to the association to 
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obtain alternative coverage. Upon receiving an aliplication and 
evidence that the applicant was enrolled in the healt maintenance 
organizatIon a11he time of an order for liquidation the association 
shall issue policies to eligIDleliidlVlduals, without theTImitation on 
preexisting conditions described in section 62E.I4, subdivision 3. 

Subd. 4. [COVERAGE.] Alternative coverage issued under this 
section must be at least ~ number two qualified pljn, as described in 
section 62E.06, sUDdlVision 2, or for individua s over ~ 65, ~ 
medicare supplement 2 plan, as described in section 62A.34. 

Subd. 5. [PREMIUM.] The premium for alternative coverage 
issued unaer this section must not exceed 80 percent of the premium 
for the comparable coverage ollei'ed .fu: the association. 

Subd. 6. [DURATION.] The duration of alternative coverage 
issued unaer this section is:--

(1) for individuals eligible under subdivision 2, clause (1), 90 days; and- . ._-.-._-.--

(2) for individuals eligible under subdivision 2, clause (2), 90 days 
or tli.e lengtt of time remalniilg in the ~ COiiti'act with the 
insolvent he tTl maintenance organization, whichever ~ greater. 

Subd. 7. [REPLACEMENT COVERAGE; LIMITATIONS.] The 
asSOcl:ition is riot obligated to offer replacement coverage under 
chapter 62D or conversion coverage under section 62E.I6 at the end 

.
ofthe penods s~ecified in subdivision 6. Ally continuation obli ation 
arising under c apter 62A or.62D wilICease at the end ofthe peri s 
specifieJ1ilSubdivision6. 

Subd. 8. [CLAIMS EXPENSES EXCEEDING PREMIUMS.] 
Clauns expenses resulting from the operation of this section which 
exceed premiums received shall be borne ~ contnouting meiii"berS 
of the association in accordance witbSeCtion 62E.U, subdivision 5. 

Subd. 9. [COORDINATION OF POLICIES.] If an insolvent health 
mamtenance organization has insolvency insurance coverage at the 
time of an ordeTfor liquidation, the association may coordinate tile 
benefits of the pOlicy issued under this section with those of tile 
insolvency insurance policy available to the enrollees. The premium 
level for the combined association policy and the insolvency insur
ance poTicy may not exceed those describedl"n subdivision 5 of this 
section. 

Sec. 25. [62D.I82] [LIABILITIES.] 

Every health maintenance ortanization shall maintain liabilities 
estimated III the aggregate to ...! sufficient to ~ all reported or 
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unreported claims incurred that are unpaid and for which the 
organization is liable. Liabilities are computed under rules adopted 
~ the commissioner. 

Sec. 26. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 620.19, is amended to 
read: 

620.19 [UNREASONABLE EXPENSES.) 

No health maintenance organization shall incur or pay for any 
expense of any nature which is unreasonably high in relation to the 
value of the service or goods provided. The commissioner of health 
shall implement and enforce this section by rules adopted under this 
section. 

In an effort to achieve the stated purposes of sections 620.01 to 
620.29; in order to safeguard the underlying nonprofit status of 
health maintenance organizations; and to ensure that the payment 
of health maintenance organization money to major participating 
entities results in a corresponding benefit to the health maintenance 
organization and its enrollees, when determining whether an orga
nization has incurred an unreasonable expense in relation to a 
major participating entity, due consideration shall be given to, in 
addition to any other appropriate factors, whether the officers and 
trustees of the· health maintenance organization have acted with 
good faith and in the best interests of the health maintenance 
organization in entering into, and performing under, a contract 
under which the health maintenance organization has incurred an 
expense. The commissioner has standing to sue, on behalf of ~ 
health maintenance organization, officers or trustees of the health 
maintenance organization who have breached their fiduciary duty 
in entering into and performing such contracts. 

Sec. 27. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 62E.02, subdivision 13, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 13. "Eligible person" means an individual who is currently 
and has been a resident of Minnesota for the six months immedi
atelyJii'ecedlng the date of receipt !!,y the aSSocIation or its writing 
carrier of ~ completed certificate of eITgiliility and who meets the 
enrollment requirements of section 62E.14. 

Sec. 28. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 62E.1O, 
subdivision 9, is amended to read: 

Subd. 9. [EXPERIMENTAL DELIVERY METHOD.) The associ
ation may petition the commissioner of commerce for a waiver to 
allow the experimental use of alternative means of health care 
delivery. The commissioner may approve the use of the alternative 
means the commissioner considers appropriate. The commissioner 
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may waive any of the requirements of this chapter and chapters 60A, 
62A, and 62D in granting the waiver. The commissioner may also 
grant to the association any additional powers as are necessary to 
facilitate the specific waiver, including the power to implement "" 
provider payment schedule .. 

This subdivision is effective until August 1, ±989 1990. 

The commissioner of commerce in consultation with the gover
nor's commission on health plan regulatory reform shall study and 
xeport to the legislature ~ January 15, 1989, on the current means 
utilized to finance the annual operating deficits incurred under the 
association. In conducting the study, the commissioner shalIa.llalyze 
any negative financial impacts which the current deficits are havin~ 
on the contributing members of the association and recommen 
alternatIve sources of funding or other a~proaches which could be 
utilized to finance the operating deficit. T e study shall also address 
the current association fundin~ ineguitiesbetween employers which 
self-insure for employee heaU benefit coverage and those employ
ers which have health coverage subject to state regulation. 

Sec. 29. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section62E.14, subdivision 1, is 
amended to read: .. 

Subdivision 1. [CERTIFICATE, CONTENTS.] The comprehensive 
health insurance plan shall be open for enrollment by. eligible 
persons. An eligible person shall enroll by submission of a certificate 
of eligibility to the writing carrier. The certificate shall provide the 
following: 

(a) Name,· address, age, list of residences for the immediately 
preceding six months and length of time at current residence of the 
applicant; 

(b) Name, address, and age of spouse and children if any, -if they 
are to be insured; 

(c) Evidence of rejection, a requirement of restrictive riders, a rate 
up, or a preexisting conditions limitation on a qualified plan, the 
effect of which is to substantially reduce coverage from that received 
by a person considered a standard risk, by at least one association 
members within six months of the date of the certificate, or other 
eligibility requirements adopted by rule by the commissioner which 
are not inconsistent with this chapter and which evidence that a 
person is unable to obtain coverage substantially similar to that 
which may be obtained by a person who is considered a standard 
risk; . 

(d) Evidence that the applicant meets the eligibility requirements 
of section 62E.081, subdivision 1; and 
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(e) A designation of the coverage desired. 

An eligible person may not purchase more than one policy from 
the state plan. Upon ceasing to be a resident of Minnesota a person 
is no longer eligible to purchase or renew coverage under the state 
plan. 

Sec. 30. Laws 1988, chapter 434, section 14, is amended to read: 

Sec. 14. [62D.122] [MEDIATION.] 

When current parties to a health maintenance organization 
contract between providers of health care services and the health 
maintenance organization believe they will be unable to reach 
agreement on the terms of renewal or maintenance of the agree-. 
ment, either party may request the commissioner of health to order 
that the dispute be submitted to mediation. The parties to the 
dispute shall enter mediation upon the order of the commissioner of 
health. Whether or not a request for mediation from one of the 
parties has been received, the commissioner shall order mediation if 
failure to reach agreement would significantly impair access to 
health care services on the part of current enrollees of that health 
maintenance organization. The commissioner shall be !! participant 
in the mediation. In determining whether access to health care 
services for current enrollees will be significantly impaired, the 
commissioner shall consider: 

(1) the number of enrollees affected, 

(2) the ability of the plan to make alternate arrangements with 
other participating providers for the provision of health care services 
to the affected enrollees, 

(3) the availability of nonparticipating providers who may become 
participating providers for those with whom the health maintenance 
organization is in dispute, 

(4) the time remaining until termination of the provider contract, 
and 

(5) whether failure to resolve the dispute may establish a prece
dent for similar disputes in other parts of the state or might impede 
competition among health plans. 

During the period in which the dispute is in mediation, no actiDn 
to terminate provider or enrollee contracts may be taken by either 
party. Participation in mediation shall be required of all parties for 
a period of not more than 30 days. Notice of termination of provider 
agreements, as required under section 5, shall take effect no earlier 
than 31 days after the first day of mediation under this section. 
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When mediation is ordered by the commissioner, arrangements for 
mediation shall be made through either the office of dispute resolu
tion in the state planning agency, or the office of administrative 
hearings. 

Costs of the mediation shall be borne equally by the health 
maintenance organization and the health care providers unless 
otherwise agreed to by the parties. The office of administrative 
hearings shall establish rates for mediation services comparable to 
those charged by mediators listed with the office of dispute resolu
tion. 

The mediator shall not have authority to impose a settlement or 
otherwise bind a participant to a nonvoluntary resolution of the 
dispute; however, any agreement reached as a result of the mediation 
shall be enforceable. 

Except as otherwise provided under chapter 13 and sections 
620.03 and 620.14, the commissioner shall make public the results 
of any mediation agreement. 

Sec. 31. Laws 1988, chapter 434, section 21, is amended to read: 

Sec. 21. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 62E.14, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 6. A Minnesota resident who holds an individual health 
maintenance contract, individual nonprofit health service corpora
tion contract, or an individual insurance policy previously approved 
by the commissioners of health or commerce, may enroll in the 
comprehensive health insurance plan with a waiver of the preexist
ing condition as described in subdivision 3, without interruption in 
coverage, provided (1) no replacement coverage that meets the 
requirements of section 13 was offered by the contributing member, 
and (2) the policy or contract has been terminated for reasons other 
than (a) nonpayment of premium; (b) failure to make copayments 
required by the health care plan; (c) moving out of the area served; 
or (d) a materially false statement or misrepresentation by the 
enrollee in the application for membership; and, provided further, 
that the option to enroll in the plan is exercised within 30 days of 
termination of the existing policy or contract. 

Coverage allowed under this section is effective .... the d&te ef 
teFfl'liaatiaa, when the contract or policy is terminated and the 
enrollee has completed the proper application and paid the required 
premium or fee. 

Expenses incurred from the preexisting conditions of individuals 
enrolled in the state plan under this subdivision must be paid by the 
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contributing member canceling coverage as set forth III section 
62E.ll, subdivision 10. 

The application must include evidence of termination of the 
existing policy or certificate as required in subdivision 1. 

Sec. 32. [REPEALER.] 

Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 62D.041, subdivisions 5, 6, and 
8, are repealed. - - --

Sec. 33. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

Sections 1 to 15 and 17 to 32 are effective the dO~' following final 
enactment. Section 16 ii; ell'ective January 1, 199 . 

Delete the title and insert: 

''A bill for an act relating to health maintenance organizations; 
requiring insolvency insurance policies to be filed; requiring a 
deposit; creating a net worth requirement; defining admitted assets; 
imposing investment restrictions; requiring quarterly reports; pro
viding for the inclusion of certain items in provider contracts; 
regulating rehabilitation and liquidations; providing for alternative 
coverage for enrollees of an insolvent health maintenance organiza
tion; requiring health maintenance organizations to maintain lia
bilities for unpaid claims; imposing residency requirements for 
Minnesota comprehensive health association coverage; requiring a 
report; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 62D.02, by 
adding subdivisions; 62D.03, subdivision 4; 62D.041, subdivisions 1, 
2,3,4,7, and by adding subdivisions; 62D.05, subdivision 3; 62D.08, 
by adding a subdivision; 62D.12, subdivision 5, and by adding a 
subdivision; 62D.14, subdivision 1; 62D.18; 62D.19; 62E.02, subdi
vision 13; and 62E.14, subdivision 1; Minnesota Statutes 1987 
Supplement, sections 62D.04, subdivision 1; and 62E.1O, subdivision 
9; Laws 1988, chapter 434, sections 14 and 21; proposing coding for 
new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 62D; repealing Minnesota 
Statutes 1986, section 62D.041, subdivisions 5, 6, and 8." 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 

House Conferees: LEE GREENFIELD, BOB ANDERSON AND HOWARD R. 
ORENSTEIN. 

Senate Conferees: JOHN E. BRANDL AND JAMES C. PEHLER 

The Speaker called Anderson, G., to the Chair. 
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Greenfield moved that the report of the Conference Committee on 
H. F. No. 2127 be adopted and that the bill be repassed as amended 
by the Conference Committee. The motion prevailed. 

. -' . 
H. F. No. 2127, A bill for an act relating to health maintenance 

organizations; requiring insolvency insurance policies to be filed; 
requiring a deposit; creating a net worth requirement; allowing for 
a reduction of net worth in certain circumstances; defining admitted 
assets; imposing investment restrictions; requiring quarterly re
ports; providing for the inclusion of certain items in provider 
contracts; regulating rehabilitation and liquidations; including 
health maintenance organizations in the Life and Health Guaranty 
Association; requiring health maintenance organizations to main
tain liabilities for unpaid claims; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1986, sections 620.02, by adding subdivisions; 620.03, subdivision 
4; 620.041, subdivisions 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, and by adding subdivisions; 
620.05, subdivision 3; 620.08, by adding a subdivision; 620.12, 
subdivision 5, and by adding a subdivision; 620.14, subdivision 1; 
620.18; 620.19; 62E.02, subdivision 13; and 62E.14, subdivision 1; 
Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 620.04, subdivision 
1; and 62E.I0, subdivision 9; proposing coding for new law in 
Minnesota Statutes, chapter 620; repealing Minnesota Statutes 
1986, section 620.041, subdivisions 5, 6, and 8. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by Conference, 
and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken .on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called There were 127 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

AnderSon, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 

Dille 
Dom 
Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Jolmson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 

Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 
Larsen 
Lasley 
Lieder 
Long 
Marsh 
McEachern 
McKasy 
McLaughlin 
McPherson 
Milbert 
Miller 
Minne 
Morrison 
Munger 
Murphy 
Nelson, C. 
Nelson, D. 

Nelson, K. Riveness 
Neuenschwander Rodosovich 
O'Connor 
Ogren 
Olsen, S. 
Olson, E. 
Olson, K. 
Omanil 
Onnen 
Orenstein 
Osthoff 
Ozment 
Pappas 
Pauly 
Pelowski 
Peterson 
Price 
Quinn 
Quist 
Redalen 
RAlding 
Rest 
Rice 
Richter 

Rose 
Rukavina 
Sarna 
Schafer 
Scheid 
Schreiber 
Seaberg 
Segal 
Shaver 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
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Vellenga 
Voss 

Wagenius 
Waltman 
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Welle 
Winter 

Spk. Vanasek 
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The bill was repassed, as amended by Conference, and its title 
agreed to. 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON H. E NO. 2031 

A bill for an act relating to waste management; requiring certain 
buildings to provide space for recycling; changing the definition of 
recyclable materials; specifying the responsibilities of the legislative 
commission on waste management; adding containment of hazard
ous waste as an item for which the waste management board may 
make grants; making industrial waste facilities eligible for process
ing facility loans; creating additional loan and grant programs for 
waste tire management; banning used oil from placement on the 
land; removing the county fee cap for waste disposal in the metro
politan area; adding the chair of the waste management board to the 
environmental quality board; repealing the expiration date of the 
legislative commission on waste management; appropriating 
money; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 16B.24, subdi
vision 6; 16B.61, by adding a subdivision; 115A.03, subdivisions 25a 
and 25b; 115A.14, subdivision 4; U5A.156, subdivision 3; 115A.165; 
115A.9I2; 115A.9I4; 1I5A.9I9; 115B.I7, by adding a subdivision; 
473.803, subdivision 4; and 609.68; Minnesota Statutes 1987 Sup
plement, sections 115A.156, subdivisions 1 and 2; 115A.162; 
115A.48; 115A.916; 115A.95; and 116C.03, subdivision 2; Laws 
1980, chapter 564, article XII, section 1, subdivision 3, as· amended; 
Laws 1987, chapters 348, section 51, subdivision 1; and 404, section 
24, subdivisions 4 and 6; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota 
Statutes, chapters 1I5A and 325E; repealing Minnesota Statutes 
1986, sections 115A.14,subdivision 6; and 1I5A.90, subdivision 4; 
Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 115A.I4, subdivi
sion 5; 1I5A.41; 116.55; and 116M.07, subdivision 14. 

The Honorable Robert Vanasek 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Honorable Jerome M. Hughes 
President of the Senate 

April 14, 1988 

We, the undersigned conferees for H. F .. No. 2031, report that we 
have agreed upon the items in dispute and recommend as follows: 

That the Senate recede from its amendment and that H. F. No. 
2031 be further amended as follows: 

Page 2, line 30, delete "is" and insert "be" 
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Page 3, line 2, delete "12 or less" and insert "less than 12" 

Page 3, line 9, after the period insert "Refuse derived fuel or other 
material that is destroyed !?l incineration IS not !Ie recyclii'6Ie 
material.''--

Page 3, lines 15 and 16, delete "which" and insert "that" 

Page 3, line 19, before "The" insert "(a)" 

Page 3, line 33, before "The" insert "(b)" 

Page 4, liue 6, before "The" insert "(c)" 

Page 5, line 12, before "The" insert "(a)" 

Page 6, line 3, before "The" insert "(b)" 

Page 7, line 12, strike ", 1986,"; delete the new language and 
insert "of each even-numbered year," 

Page 8, line 18, delete "shaH only" and insert "may" 

Page. 8, line 20, before "!f' insert "only" 

Page 8, line 22, delete "such a" and insert "the'" and delete "cost 
effective" and insert "C9st~lve" - --

Page 8, line 24, delete "[115A.55J" and insert "[115A.97]" 

Page 9, line 29, after the period insert "The program must include 
separate testing of fu ash, bottom ash and combmed ash unless the 
agency determines that because or' piiYsical constraints at the 
facility separate samples of fu ash and bottom ash cannot be 
reasonably obtained in which case olllY combine.ra8h must De 
tested." - -- -- -- -- -
---

Page 11, line 19, delete everything after "may" and insert 
"recover ~ civil action" 

Page 11, line 20, delete "recover" 

Page 11, line 23, before "The" insert "(a)" 

Page 11, line 33, before "The" insert "(b)" 

Page 12, lines 27 and 28, delete "abatement and permitting" 

Page 13, line 15, before "The" insert "Subdivision 1. [LOANS.]" 
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Page 13, line 17, before "The" insert "Subd. 2. [GRANTS.]" 

Page 14, delete section 20 and insert: 

"Sec. 20. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 115A.921, 
is amended to read: 

115A.921 [CITY OR TOWN FEE AUTHORITY.) 

A city or town may impose a fee, not to exceed ;y:; 35 cents per 
cubic yard of waste, or its equivalent, on operators of facilities for the 
disposal of mixed municipal solid waste located within the city or 
town. The revenue from the fees must be credited to the city or town 
general fund aH<i. Revenue roduced ~ 25 cents of the fee must be 
used only for purposes of andfill abatement or for purposes of 
mitigating and compensating for the local risks, costs, and other 
adverse effects of facilities. Revenue produced ~ !en cents of the fee 
may be used for any general fund purpose. Waste residue from 
energy and resource recovery facilities at which solid waste is 
processed for the purpose of extracting, reducing, converting to 
energy, or otherwise separating and preparing solid waste for reuse 
shall be exempt from one-half the amount of the fee imposed by a 
city or town under this section if there is at least an 85 percent 
volume reduction in the solid waste processed. Before any fee is 
reduced, the verification procedures of section 473.843, subdivision 
1, paragraph (c), must be followed and submitted to the appropriate 
city or town. 

Sec. 21. [115A.936) [LAND DISPOSAL OF YARD WASTE.l 

(a) Except as authorized ~ the agency, in the metropolitan area 
after January h 1990, and outside the metropolitan area after 
Jaiiiiary 1, 1992, !! person may not dispose of yard waste: 

(1) in mixed municipal solid waste; 

(2) in !! disposal facility; or 

(3) in !! resource recovery facility except for the purposes of 
composting or co-composting, 

(b) Yard waste subject to this subdivision is garden wastes, leaves, 
lawn Ciiillngs, weeds, and prunings. 

Sec. 22. [115A.98) [WASTE DISPOSAL FEE REGULATION.] 

Subdivision 1. [FEE REGULATION.) The legislature finds that 
the limited number of solid waste disv,osar1'acilities in the metro
politan area has created !! condition t at could allow operators to 
charge unjust and unreasonable rates. The legislature finds that -- --- -- ----
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until sufficient alternatives to landfill disposal become available, 
the disposal of solid waste is necessaro), for the health and general 
welfare of the citizens of this state. T erefore, to ensure just and 
reasonabfe fees for the disposal of solid waste, ash, and construction 
debris in the metropolitan area and a reasonable rate of return to 
owners and operators of disposal facilities while achieving environ
mental requirements and other community standards at the facili
ties, disposal fee structures of disposal facilities that accept solid 
waste, ash, or construction debris will be publicly regulated. 

Subd. 2. [DISPOSAL FEE DISCLOSURE.] ~ July! of each year, 
each permittee of a disposal facility that accepts so idwaste, ash, or 
construction deoris in the metropolitan area shall· file with the 
afency the disposal fees of that facility, including any pro~sed 
c anges in those fees. The permittee of a facility must also fi" all 
necessary documentation to support the amounts of the fees 
charged, the costs of operation, and the necessity of fee increases to 
reflect cost increases. Until June 1, 1989, disposal fees in the 
metropolitan area may not be increased except to reflect docu
mented increases in the costs of operation of the disposal facility. 
The agency jay suspendtheoperation of ,,<lis osal facility whose 
permittee fai s to file the information require in this subdivision or 
files inadequate information to support fee increases based on 
increased costs until such time as the permittee files adequate 
information. . 

Subd. 3. [COMMISSION RECOMMENDATION.] The legislative 
commission on waste management, in cooperation with the agency, 
the board, the public utilities. commission, other state agencies, and 
interested parties shall study current fee structures at disposal 
facilities in the state for the purpose of recommending to the 
legislature " regulatory program to ensure just and reasonable 
disposal fees. The recommendation must include identification of an 
appropriate entity to impose fee regulation, " structure for fee 
regulation, standards to be used in regulating fees, and procedures 
to be followed to re'fLlate fees. The commission's recommendation 
must be finalized no ater than December :-l!, 1988. 

Subd. 4. [EFFECT ON SURCHARGES.] This section does not 
affect theamount of any city, county or state Slirtharges on mspOsaJ 
fees." 

Page 14, line 29, delete "of the agency" and after "may" insert a. 
comma and after "request" insert a comma 

Page 14, line 30, delete "any" 

Page 14, line 34, delete "Agency" 

Page 15, after line 6, insert: 
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"Sec. 24. [116.074) [NOTICE OF PERMIT CONDITIONS TO 
LOCAL GOVERNMENTS.) 

Before the a~ency granr a permit for ~ solid waste facility, allows 
~ significant a teration 0 permit conditions or TaCllity operation, or 
allows the change of ~ Tacility permittee, the commissioner must 
notify the county and town where the facility is located, contiguous 
counties and towns, and all home rule charter and statutory cities 
within the contiguous townships. IT ~ local government unit re
guests ~ public meeting within 30 days after being notinea, the 
agercy must hold at least one pulillc meeting in the area near tIie 
faci ity before granting the permit, aUowing tne alterations in the 
F,ermit conditions or facilliy operation, or allowing the change of the 
acility permittee . ...-

Page 15, after line 20, insert: 

"Sec. 26. [325E.042] [PROIDBITING SALE OF CERTAIN PLAS
TICS.) 

Subdivision 1. [PLASTIC CAN.) (a) A person may not sell, offerfor 
sale, or give to consumers in this state ~ beverage packageaTri ~ 
plastic can. 

(b) A plastic can subject to this subdivision ~ ~ single serving 
beverage container composeo of plastic and metal excluding the 
closure mechanism. 

Subd. 2. [NONDEGRADABLE PLASTIC.)Ji person may not sell, 
offer for sale, or give to consumers beverages or motor oil containers 
held together Q.y nondegradable plastic materia~ 

Subd. 3. [PENALTY) A person who violates subdivision! or ~ ~ 
guilty of ~ misdemeanor:" 

Page 16, line 14, before "Any" insert "After being notified that ~ 
plastic container does not comply with the rules under subdiV1slon 
2" 
--' 

Page 16, line 16, delete the period and insert "and" 

Page 16, delete line 17 

Page 16, line 18, delete everything before "may" 

Page 16, line 20, delete "(c)" and insert "(b)" 

Page 16, after line 30, insert: 
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"Sec. 29. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 473.149, subdivision 
2b, is amended to read: . 

Subd. 2b. [INVENTORY OF SOLID WASTE DISPOSAL SITES.] 
By September 1, 1983, the coundl shall adopt by resolution· an 
inventory of eligible solid waste disposal sites and buffer areas 
within the metropolitan area. The council's inventory shall be 
composed of the sites and buffer areas proposed by the counties. and 
reviewed and approved by the council pursuant to section 473.803, 
subdivision 1a. If a county does not have an approved inventory of 
the required number of sites by June 1, 1983, the council shaH begin 
investigations and public hearings in order to adopt the required 
inventory for the county. by September 1, 1983. The council's 
inventory shall satisfy all requirements and standards described in 
section 473.803, subdivision la, for sites and buffer areas proposed 
by counties. For sites and buffer areas included in the council's 
inventory, the development limitation imposed under section 
473.806, subdivision 1, shall extend until 90 days following the 
selection of sites pursuant to section 473.833, subdivision 3. Upon 
the request of a county, the council ray remove from the inventory 
property that ~ withinthe bOun arIes of the'liJl portIon of !Ie 
currently or /l;reviously permitted solid waste diS~SiiI facility, if the 
removal on e property does not reduce the size 0' the atfecteir SIte 
below the 80 acre minimum area requirOOln section 473.803, 
StiJ)(l[viSIQn Ta."-- -- -

Page 17, after line 12, insert: 

"Sec. 31. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 473.806, is amended to 
read: 

473.806 [INVENTORY OF DISPOSAL SITES; DEVELOPMENT 
LIMITATIONS.] 

Subdivision 1. [COUNCIL APPROVAL REQUIRED.] In order to 
permit the comparative evaluation of sites and the participation of 
affected localities in decisions about the use of sites, a metropolitan 
development limitation is hereby imposed as provided in this sub
division on development within the area of each site and buffer area 
proposed by a county pursuant to section 473.803, subdivision la, 
pending the council's adoption of an inventory pursuant to section 
473.149, subdivision 2b. For sites and buffer areas included in the 
council's inventory, the limitation shall extend until 90 days follow
ing the selection of sites pursuant to section 473.833, subdivision 3, 
except that the council may at any time, with the approval of the 
county in which the site is located, abrogate the application of the 
limitation to a specific site or sites or buffer areas. No development 
shall be allowed to occur within the area of a site or buffer area 
during the period of the metropolitan development limitation with
out the approval of the council. No county, city, or town land use 
control shall permit development which has not been approved by 
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the council, nor shall any county, city, or town sanction or approve 
any subdivision, pennit, license, or other authorization which would 
allow development to occur which has not been approved by the 
council. The council shall not approve actions which would jeopar
dize the availability of a site for use as a solid waste facility. The 
council may establish guidelines for reviewing requests for approval 
under this subdivision. Requests for approval shall be submitted in 
writing to the chair of the council and must include ~ development 
schedule and any information required Qy the council to demon
strate that the proposed development is feaSiliIe and economically 
viable pursuant to guidelInes adopted Qy the coullciI. Requests for 
approval shall be deemed to be approved Oythe council unless the 
chair otherwise notifies the submitter in writing within 15 days. 

Subd. 2. [ACQUISITION OF TEMPORARY DEVELOPMENT 
RIGHTS.] If pursuant to subdivision 1 the council refuses to approve 
development which is pennitted by local development plans, land 
use classification, and zoning and other official controls applying to 
the property on February 1, 1983, the landowner may elect to have 
the county purchase temporary development rights to the property 
for the period extending from the date when the council approved 
the site which affects the property for inclusion in the metropolitan 
inventory of sites until December 31, W8+ 1992. The election must 
be made within 30 days of the council's decision to refuse to approve 
development. The council shall provide funds, from the proceeds of 
the bonds issued pursuant to section 473.831, for the county to 
purchase the temporary development rights. The landowner's com
pensation shall be determined by the agreement of the owner, the 
county, and the council. If the parties cannot agree within 60 days of 
the owner's election, the county shall acquire the temporary devel
opment rights through eminent domain proceedings, and the land
owner's compensation shall be the fair market value of the tempo
rary development rights. A landowner who elects under this section 
to have the county purchase temporary development rights to the 
landowner's property is entitled to prompt action by the county. If 
the landowner brings a successful action to compel the county to 
initiate eminent domain proceedings, the landowner is entitled to 
petition the court for reimbursement of reasonable costs and ex
penses, including reasonable attorney, appraisal, and engineering 
fees that were actually incurred in bringing the action. 

Sec. 32. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 473.840, subdivision 2, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [DEFINITIONS.] (a) "Qualifying property" is a parcel of 
real property any part of which is located within the site or buffer 
area of a candidate site under section 473.153, or a site included in 
the metropolitan inventory adopted under section 473.149, subdivi
sion 2b, for the purposes of environmental review under section 
473.833, subdivision 2a. 
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(b) An "eligible owner" is a person who: (1) owns the entire parcel 
of qualifying property; (2) owned the entire parcel of property at the 
time the site was selected as a candidate site or included in the 
metropolitan inventory; and (3) sffiee the ~ was seleeted 91' 

;Beilleee iB the hWeBtapY, has ffip '* least '** moBtfls oifepee to sell 
the efttiFe J>fH""'l Oft the Ol'etHBaiket U'POllgh a li •• Bsee real eat<*e 
ageffir, aBEl f4f has not previously entered a contract under subdivi
sion 4 for the sale of any or all of the parcel. 

Sec. 33. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 473.840, subdivision 4, 
is amended to read: 

Subd.4. [CONTRACT; TERMS AND REQUIREMENTS.] The 
council and the county or commission shall enter a contract as 
provided in this subdivision with an eligible owner of qualifying 
property who requests the council and the county or commission to 
enter thecontract as provided in subdivision 3. The council and the 
county or commission have 90· days to act on a request submitted 
under subdivision 3. The contract must include at least the following 
terms: 

(a) The owner must offer to sell the entire parcel of property on the 
open market through a licensed real estate agent approved by the 
council for at least a six-month period beginning within one month 
after the appraised market value of the property is determined as 
provided in paragraph (b). The offer to sell must be made at no more 
than the appraised market value. 

(b) The appraised market value of the property must be deter
mined by an appraiser selected by the council. If the owner disagrees 
with the appraisal the owner shall select an appraiser to make a 
second appraisal. If a second appraisal is made, the council and the 
owner may agree on an a.ppraised market value equal to either the 
first or second appraisal or any amount between those appraisals. If 
the council and owner do not agree on an appraised market value the 
two appraisers shall select a third appraiser, and the appraised 
market value must be determined by a majority of the three 
appraisers. Appraisers must be selected from the approved list of 
real property appraisers of the state commissioner of administra
tion. Appraisers shall take an oath that they have no interest in any 
of the property to be appraised or in the purchase thereof. Each party 
shall pay the cost of the appraiser selected by that party and shall 
share equally in the cost of a third appraiser selected under this 
paragraph. The appraised market value of the property may not be 
increased or decreased by reason of its selection as a candidate or 
inventoried site or buffer area. 

(c) The county or commission must purchase the entire parcel of 
property at the appraised market value determined under para
graph (b) if: (1) the council determines, based upon affidavits 
provided by the owner and the real estate agent and other evidence 
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the council may require, that the owner has made a good faith effort 
to sell the property as provided in paragraph (a) and has been unable 
to sell the property at the appraised market value; (2) the eSHneil 
deteFmines that the 6Wftef' will be subject to HIldae hardshifJ as a 
resttlt sf failttre to sellj {;If the county or commission determines that 
the owner has marketable title to the property and that the owner 
has cured any defects in the title within a reasonable time as 
specified in the contract; and f4} (3) the owner conveys the property 
by warranty deed in a form acceptable to the county or commission. 

(d) The owner may not assign or transfer any rights under the 
contract to another person. 

(e) The contract expires and the obligations of the parties under 
the contract cease when the property is sold or is either selected or 
eliminated from consideration by a final decision of the council 
under section 473.153, subdivision 6, or by a final decision of the 
county site selection authority or council under section 473.833, 
subdivision 3. 

(D The council and the commission or county may require other 
terms of contract that are consistent with the purposes of this 
section and necessary to protect the interests of the parties. 

Sec. 34. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 473.845, subdivision 3, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [CLOSURE AI'ID POSTCLOSURE, RESPONSE FA¥
MENTS EXPENDITURES FROM THE FUND.] Money in the fund 
may only be appropriated to the agency for expenditure for: 

(1) reasonable and necessary expenses for closure and postclosure 
care of a mixed municipal solid waste disposal facility in the 
metropolitan area for a 20-year period after closure, if the agency 
determines that the operator or owner will not take the necessary 
actions requested by the agency for closure and postclosure in the 
manner and within the time requested; er 

(2) reasonable and necessary response and postclosure costs at a 
mixed municipal solid waste disposal facility in the metropolitan 
area that has been closed for 20 years in compliance with the closure 
and postclosure rules of the agencYi or 

(3) reasonable and necessary response costs resulting from county 
actions required under section 473.833, subdivision 2a, when those 
actions are done under the supervision of the agency. ----

Sec. 35. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 477 A.012, subdivision 
2, is amended to read: 
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Subd. 2. [ADDITIONAL AID FOR CERTAIN COUNTIES.] (a) 
Each county that becomes eligible to negotiate a contract with the 
waste management board pursuant to section 115A.191 shall be 
entitled to receive $4,00(} $6,000. per month in additional local 
government aids, for each full calendar month that it is eligible. If 
the state's liability under this clause exceeds $40,000 in any month, 
the commissioner shall proportionately reduce the entitlements of 
each eligible county. 

(b) Any county government that has executed a contract with the 
board pursuant to section 115A.191 shall receive an amount as 
provided under a schedule set forth in the contract not to exceed 
$150,000 per year in additional local government aids, for a period of 
not more than two years following the execution of the contract. The 
sum of the state's obligations under this clause may not exceed 
$600,000 in any fiscal year. 

(c) Aid distributions under this subdivision are in addition to any 
distributions to which a county is entitled pursuant to subdivision 1, 
and must not be deducted in the computation oflevy limits. When an 
aid payment is made pursuant to section 477A.015, the commis
sioner shall distribute to each eligible county the full entitlement 
due under clause (a) for the county's period of eligibility that was not 
paid in a previous distribution. When lift aid l'aymeBt is made 
I",,'suliftt ta Beet;"B 477L()15, The commissioner shall distribute the 
amounts due under clause (b) to each county that has executed a 
contract the full alfteam <lue ....ae.. elaase W in accordance with the 
terms of the contract. In no case may any additional aid amounts due 
under this subdivision be paid prior to July 1, 1987." 

Page 17, after line 22, insert: 

"Sec. 37. [PENNINGTON COUNTY SOLID WASTE LOAN FOR
GIVEN.] 

Notwithstanding Minnesota Statutes, section 115A.54, subdivi
sion 3, the awarding resolution, or the a~eement between Penning
ton dounty and the state acting thoug the waste manlif,ement 
btiar ,Pennington count;; need not repay the outstalliling bilance of 
t e loan made to it un er Minnesota Statutes, section 115A.54, 
SiilidlVlSion 2. The Ofherobfil\ations of Pennington county under the 
loan agreement remain In e ect. . 

Sec. 38. [REPORT.] 

As part ofthe report reguiredin 1988!Jy Minnesota Statutes 1987 
Supplement, section 473.149, subdivision 6, the council shall esti
mate the disposal caxacity available in the metropolitan area for 
mixed municipal soli waste and incinerator ash and shall describe 
the abatement implementation strategies anaactions that would be 
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necessary to make that capacity last until the years 2000, 2005, and 
2010." 

Page 19, line 31, delete "this paragraph" and insert "paragraph 
(f)" 

Page 20, delete section 31 and insert: 

"Sec. 43. [APPROPRIATION; COMPLEMENT.) 

Subdivision l. [WASTE MANAGEMENT BOARD.) $821,300 is 
appropriated from the motor vehicle transfer fund to the waste 
management board for the waste tire management programs and 
waste oil loans and grants and market feasibility studies. 

This appropriation ifl available until expended. 

The complement of the board ifl increased ~ six positions. 

Subd. 2. [POLLUTION CONTROL AGENCY) $238,500 is appro
priated to the pollution control agency from the environmental 
response, com~ensation, and compliance fund for the purposes of 
section 23 toe available until June 30, 1989. This appropriation 
must be returned to the fund fhffiugIl the cost recovery system 
under section 23. 

The complement of the agency is increased ~ six positions, two of 
which are full-time temporary in The unclassified service, to develop 
an automated data base. When the data base ifl operational, the 
unclassified positions terminate and the approved complement of 
the agency ifl reduced accordingly." 

Page 21, lines 4 and 5, delete "and "waste management board"" 

Page 21, lines 5 and 6, delete "and subsequent editions of the 
statutes" 

Page 21, line 8, delete "21, 28, 29, and 31" and insert "22,23,29, 
31 to 34, 37, 40,41, and 43" ---- ---

Page 21, line 9, after the period insert "Section 26, subdivision 2, 
is effective July!, 1989. Section 28 is effective April!, 1989. Section 
35 ifl effective July 1, 1988." 

Renumber the sections in sequence 

Amend the title as follows: 
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Page 1, line 13, after the semicolon insert "increasing city and 
town fee authority; banning yard waste from landfills; establishing 
a study recommending a system to regulate solid waste disposal fees; 
authorizing the pollution control agency to recover certain costs; 
requiring notice to local governments of changes in solid waste 
disposal permits;" 

Page 1, line 15, after the semicolon insert "banning the use of 
certain plastics; requiring labeling of plastic containers; making 
changes to the metropolitan landfill siting process; forgiving a solid 
waste loan to Pennington County;" 

Page 1, line 22, after the first semicolon insert "473.149, subdivi
sion 2b;" 

Page 1, line 22, after the second semicolon insert "473.806; 
473.840, subdivisions 2 and 4; 473.845, subdivision 3; 477A.012, 
subdivision 2;" 

Page 1, line 25, delete "115k95;" and insert "115A.921;" 

Page 1, line 30, after "115A" insert "; 116;" 

We request adoption of this report and repassage ofthe bill. 

House Conferees: DARBY NELSON, BOB ANDERSON, JEAN D. WAGENIUS, 
DEE LONG AND ERNEST A. LARSEN. 

Senate Conferees: GENE MERRIAM, WILLIAM P. LUTHER, JOHN.·J. 
MARTY, GARY W. LAIDIG AND JAMES C. PEHLER 

Carlson, D., was excused while in conference. 

Nelson, D., moved that the report of the Conference Committee on 
H. F. No. 2031 be adopted and that the bill be repassed as amended 
by the Conference Committee. 

Jennings moved that the House refuse to adopt the report of the 
Conference Committee on H. F. No. 2031 and that the bill be 
returned to the Conference Committee. 

A roll call was requested and properly seconded. 
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CALL OF THE HOUSE 

On the motion of Nelson, D., and on the demand of 10 members, a 
call of the House was ordered. The following members answered to 
their names: 

Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Boo 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dom 
Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 

Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Larsen 
Lasley 
Lieder 

Long Otis 
Marsh Ozment 
McEachern Pappas 
McKasy Pauly 
McLaughlin Pelowski 
McPherson Peterson 
Milbert Poppenhagen 
MiHer Price 
Minne Quinn 
Morrison Quist 
MWlger Redalen 
Murphy Reding 
Nelson, C. Rest 
Nelson, D. Rice 
Nelson, K. Richter 
Neuenschwander Rodosovich 
O'Connor Rose 
Ogren Rukavina 
Olsen, S. Sarna 
Olson, K. Schafer 
Omann Scheid 
Onnen &hreiber 
Orenstein Seaberg 
Osthoff Segal 

Shaver 
Skoglund 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjomhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 

Wynia moved that further proceedings of the roll call be dispensed 
with and that the Sergeant at Arms be instructed to bring in the 
absentees. The motion prevailed and it was so ordered. 

The question recurred on the Jennings motion and the roll was 
called. 

Wynia moved that those not voting be excused from voting. The· 
motion prevailed. . 

There were 43 yeas and 86 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in tbe affirmative were: 

Bennett 
Bertram 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dempsey 

DeRaad 
Dille 
Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 
Gutknecht 
Haukoos 
Himle 
Hugoson 

Jennings Olson, K. 
Jensen Omann 
Johnson, V. Onnen 
Kalis Poppenhagen 
Kelso Quist 
McPherson Redalen 
Miller Rose 
Neuenschwander Schafer 
Olson, E. Stamus 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 

Battaglia 
Bauerly 

Beard 
Begich 

Blatz 
Carlson, L. 

Sviggum 
Thiede 
Tompkins 
Uphus 
Valento 
Waltman 
Wenzel 

Carruthers 
Clark 
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Dauner Kinkel Mione Pauly Segal 
Dawkins Kludt Morrison Pelowski Shaver 
DeBlieck Knickerbocker Munger Peterson Skoglund 
Dorn Knuth Murphy Price Solberg 
Greenfield Kostohryz Nelson, C. Quinn Sparby 
Gruenes Krueger Nelson, D. Reding Steensma 
Hartle Larsen Nelson, K. Rest Swenson 
Heap Lasley O'Connor Rice 'lJornhom 
Jacobs Lieder Ogren Riveness Trimble 
Jaros Long Olsen, S. Rodosovich Tunheim 
Jefferson Marsh Orenstein Rukavina Vellenga 
Johnson, A. McEachern Osthoff Sarna Voss 
Johnson, R. McKasy Otis Scheid Wagenius 
Kahn McLaughlin Ozment Schreiber Welle 
Kelly Milbert Pappas Seaberg Winter 

Wynia 

The motion did not prevail. 

The question recurred on the Nelson, D., motion that the report of 
the Conference Committee on H. F. No. 2031 be adopted and that the 
bill be repassed as amended by the Conference Committee. The 
motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 2031, A bill for an act relating to waste management; 
requiring certain buildings to provide space for recycling; changing 
the definition of recyclable materials; specirying the responsibilities 
of the legislative commission on waste management; adding con
tainment of hazardous waste as an item for which the waste 
management board may make grants; making industrial waste 
facilities eligible for processing facility loans; creating additional 
loan and grant programs for waste tire management; banning used 
oil from placement on the land; removing the county fee cap for 
waste disposal in the metropolitan area; adding the chair of the 
waste management board to the environmental quality board; 
repealing the expiration date of the legislative commission on waste 
management; appropriating money; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1986, sections 16B.24, subdivision 6; 16B.61, by adding a subdivi
sion; 115A.03, subdivisions 25a and 25b; 115A.14, subdivision 4; 
115A.156, subdivision 3; 115A.165; 115A.912; 115A.914; 115A.919; 
115B.17, by adding a subdivision; 473.803, subdivision 4; and 
609.68; Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 115A.156, 
subdivisions 1 and 2; 115A.162; 115AA8; 115A.916; 115A.95; and 
116C.03, subdivision 2; Laws 1980, chapter 564, article XII, section 
1, subdivision 3, as amended; Laws 1987, chapters 348, section 51, 
subdivision 1; and 404, section 24, subdivisions 4 and 6; proposing 
coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapters 115A and 325E; 
repealing Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 115A.14, subdivision 6; 
and 115A.90, subdivision 4; Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, 
sections 115A.14, subdivision 5; 115AA1; 116.55; and 116M.07, 
subdivision 14. . 
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The bill was read for the third time, as amended by Conference, 
and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. 

Wynia moved that those not voting be excused from voting. The 
motion prevailed. 

There were 111 yeas and 20 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, R. Greenfield Lasley Osthoff Segal 
Battaglia Gruenes Lieder Otis Shaver 
Bauerly Gutknecht Long Ozment Skoglund 
Beard Hartle Marsh Pappas Solberg 
Begich Heaa McEachern Pauly Sparby 
Bennett Hime McKasy Pelowski Stanius 
Bishop Jacobs MCLaughlin Peterson Steensma 
Blatz Jaros Milbert Price Sviggum 
Boo Jefferson Minne Quinn Swenson 
Brown Johnson, A. Morrison Quist Tjornhom 
Burger Johnson, R. Munger Redalen Tompkins 
Carlson, L. Johnson, V. Murphy Reding Trimble 
Carruthers Kahn Nelson, C. Rest Tunheim 
Clark Kelly Nelson, D. Rice Uphus 
Clausnitzer Kelso Nelson, K. Richter Valento 
Cooper Kinkel O'Connor Riveness Vellenga 
Dauner Kludt 0r,:,n Rodosovich Voss 
Dawkins Knickerbocker o sen, S. IWse Wagenius 
Dille Knuth Olson, E. Rukavina Waltman 
Dom Kostohryz Omann Sarna Welle 
Frederick Krueger Onnen Scheid Wenzel 
Frerichs Larsen Orenstein Seaberg Winter 

Wynia 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Anderson, G. Dempsey Hugoson McPherson Poppenhagen 
Bertram DeRaad Jellllings Miller Schafer 
Carlson, D. Forsythe Jensen Neuenschwander Schreiber 
DeBlieck Haukoos Kalis Olson, K. Thiede 

The bill was repassed, as amended by Conference, and its title 
agTeed to. 

CALL OF THE HOUSE LIFTED 

OgTen moved that the call of the House be dispensed with. The 
motion prevailed and it was so ordered. 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON H. F. NO. 1943 

A bill for an act relating to state lands; permitting the sale of 
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certain tax-forfeited lands that border public waters in the city of 
Aitkin. 

The Honorable Robert Vanasek 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Honorable Jerome M. Hughes 
President of the Senate 

April 12, 1988 

We, the undersigned conferees for H. F. No. 1943, report that we 
have agreed upon the items in dispute and recommend as follows: 

That the House concur in the Senate amendments and that H. F. 
No. 1943 be further amended as follows: 

Page 1, after line 19, insert: 

"Sec. 3. [HISTORICAL SOCIETY LEVY.] 

Each of the counties of Chisago, Kanabec, Pine, and Carlton may 
levy ~ tax not greater than .75 mills ~ year on property in the 
county and use its proceeds for the county historical society. The 
levy shall be disregarded in the calculation of any other levies or 
limits on levies provided ~ other law. 

Sec. 4. [LOCAL APPROVAL.] 

Section §. of this act i;; effective January 1, 1989 separately for 
each of the counties of Chisago, Kanabec, Pine, and Carlton if its 
county board has complied with the requirements of Minnesota 
Statutes, section 645.021, subdivision 3, and section 3 has not been 
disapproved in ~ referendum under this Section. ~ ~ - --

Before January 1, 1988, the county board shall publish this act for 
two successive weeks in the official newspaper of the county or:-IT 
there ~ no official newspaper, in a newspaper of general circulation 
in the county, together with ~ notice fixing ~ date for ~ pUblic 
hearing to obtain public comment on the matter. The hearing shall 
be held not less than two weeks nor more than four weeks after the 
firstpiiiJlication of the reSOIiitiOn.-----~-------

!fwithin 30 days after the hearing, a petition requesting a vote on 
section 3, signed ~ voters equal in number to ten percent of the 
votes cast in the county in the last general election, is filed with the 
county auditor, section 3 shall not be effective until a maiority of the 
voters at ~ general or special election cast affirmative votes on the 
question of approving it. The question of whether section 3 shail @ 
into effect shall then be submitted to the voters at ~ generaT or 
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special election before January h 1989. The question submitted 
shall be: 

"Shall the law that permits ~ tax not greater than. 75 mills on 
property for the", , , , , county historical society be approved? 

yes ..... 
No .-.~-.-.-. " 

If a majority of those voting on the question vote yes, section Cl shall 
be effective for the county ond"anuary h 1989, and the county board 
shall report the fact in accordance with section 645.021. 

Sec. 5. [TAX-FORFEITED LAND SALE; MCLEOD COUNTY.] 

Notwithstanding Minnesota Statutes, section 282.018, McLeod 
county may sell in accordance with the other provisions of Minne
sota Statutes, chapter 282, the three tax-forfeited parcels described 
as follows: 

0) Beginnin~ at the Northwest corner of Lot "A" in Schillings 
Addition to La e Addie Townsite, running thence North 65' thence 
East 206.09', thence South 20', thence East ~ South 119', thence 
South 40', thence West 118', thence North 10', thence West 206.09' 
to the point of beginning, and beginning at ~ point 65' North of the 
Northwest corner of Lot "A" in Schillings Addition to Lake Addie 
Townsite according to the plat thereof thence running North to the 
right-of-way of the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul Railroad 
Company, thence Northeasterly along said railway right-of-way 
341.6', thence South to ~ point 40' North of the Northeast corner of 
Lot "M" in Schillings Addition to Lake Addie Townsite, thence 
Northwesterly 119', thence North 20', thence West to the point of 
beginning; and, beginning at '" point in the center of Buffalo Creek 
50' North of the Northeast corner of Lot "M" in Schillings Addition 
to Lake Addie Townsite, acCOrdlilg to the plafthereof on file and of 
record in the office of the cowrY. recorder of McLeod county, thence 
North 254' to the South line 0 rtght-of-way of the Chicago, Milwau
kee and St. Paul Railroad Company, thence South 34 degrees 32 
minutes East along said right-of-way", distance of 35', thence South 
261' to the center of Buttalo Creek, thence Northwesterly 85.1' to the 
place ofbegrnmng, all of the above being and lying in the Southeast 
Quarter of Southwest Quarter of Section 29, Township 115 North, 
Range 29 West. 

(2) Beginning at ~ point in the center of Buffalo Creek 442.09' 
East and 50' North of the Northeast Corner of Block 1 in Lake Addie 
TOWnSIte;-acCOrilillgto the plat thereof on file and of record in the 
office of the county recorder of the county of McLeod, Minnesota 
thence North to the South Line of the right-of-way of the Chicago, 
Milwaukee and St. Paul Railroad Company thence Southeasterly 
along said right-of-way to '" point 360' due East of the West line of 
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this tract thence South to the center of Buffalo Creek, thence 
west~long the centerofBuffa:J:01Xeek, to the 1hin~ of tegin
Qing, being and lying in the Southeast uarter of ~ out west 

uarter and the Southwest Quarter of ~ outheast Quarter of 
Section 29, Township 115 North, Range 29 West. 

(3) United States G<:Ivernment Lot 1 (0.90 ac.) in Section 14, 
Township 117 North, Range 27 West. - -- -- -

The parcels are all inaccessible and are not necessary for public 
access to the a(ijacent public waters. 

Sec. 6. [SALE OF TAX-FORFEITED LAND; PINE COUNTY.) 

Notwithstanding Minnesota Statutes, section 282.018, Pine 
county may sell certain tax-forfeited land bordering pu~lic water, 
located m Pine county and described in this section, in t e manner 
I\fovideifforappraisal, sale, and conveyance of tax-foiTeited land ~ 

innesota Statutes, chapter 282. 

The lan~ described in this ~ction may be sold ~fhblic sale for '! 
coiiSlderatlOn not less than Its appratsea value. e conveyance 
must be in '! form approved ~ the attorney generar:-' 

The land that may be sold borders public water and consists of 57 
lots in Willdemere Township, Pine county, noroering Lake Twelve 
in SectIOn 12, Township 45 North, Range 19 West, and described as: 

(1) Windemere Acres, Block L.lots 1, 2, 3, 4,!h 8, !'I,. 12, 13, and 14; 

(4) Windemere Acres, Block 4, lots 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 11, 12, 13, 14, 
and 20. ----

Sec. 7. [SALE OF TAX-FORFEITED LAND; PINE COUNTY.) 

Notwithstanding Minnesota Statutes, section 282.018, and the 
pu6hc sale requirements of Minnesota Statutes, section 282.OI;l'ine 
county rna!) sell certain tax-forfeited land, located in Pine county 
and descri ed in this sectIOn, to Travel America in the manner 
proVIded for appralSaI, sale, andcoiiVeJaiice oftax-fonened land ~ 
Minnesota Statutes, chapter 282. 

The land described in this section may be sold ~ private sale for 
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" consideration not less than its appraised value. The conveyance 
must be in " form approved 2.Y the attorney general. 

The land that may be sold borders public water and consists of 
three tracts of about 120 acres of land locateain Pine county, 
described as: 

(1) the Northeast Quarter of the Northeast Quarter, Section 21, 
Township 42 North, Range 20 West; 

(2) the Southeast Quarter of the Northeast Quarter, Section 21, 
Township 42 North, Range 20 West; and 

(3) the Southwest Quarter of the Northeast Quarter, Section 21, 
Township 42 North, Range 20 West." 

Page 1, line 20, delete "2" and insert "8" 

Page 1, line 21, before "This" insert "Except for sections 3 and 4," 

Delete the title and insert: 

"A bill for an act relating to public administration; permitting the 
sale of certain tax-forfeited lands that border public waters; provid
ing for exchange of certain tax-forfeited peat lands; permitting 
certain counties to levy a tax for the county historical society; 
imposing a reverse referendum requirement." 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 

House Conferees: PAUL ANDERS OGREN, DOUGLAS W. CARLSON AND 
ANDY STEENSMA. 

Senate Conferees: FLORIAN CHMIELEWSKI, BOB LESSARD AND BETTY A. 
ADKINS. 

Ogren moved that the report of the Conference Committee on H. F 
No. 1943 be adopted and that the bill be repassed as amended by the 
Conference Committee. The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 1943, A bill for an act relating to state lands; permitting 
the sale of certain tax-forfeited lands that border public waters in 
the city of Aitkin. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by Conference, 
and placed upon its repassage. 
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The question was taken on the repassage. of the bill and the roll 
was called. There were 130 yeas a)ld 0 nays as follows: . 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger '. 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
DiUe 
Dorn 

Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Jolmson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 

Knuth Omann 
Kostohryz Onnen 
Krueger Orenstein 
Larsen Osthoff 
Lasley Otis 
Lieder Ozment 
Long Pappas 
Marsh Pauly 
McEachern Pelowski 
McKasy Peterson 
McLaughlin Poppenhagen 
McPherson Price 
Milbert Quinn 
Miller Quist 
Minne Redalen 
Morrison _ Reding 
Munger Rest 
Murphy Rice 
Nelson, C. Richter 
Nelson, K. Riveness 
Neuenschwander Rodosovich 
O'Connor Rose 
Ogren Rukavina 
Olsen, S. Sarna 
Olson, E. Schafer 
Olson, K. Scheid 

Schreiber 
Seaberg 
Segal . 
Shaver 
Skoglund 
Selberg • 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Wenzel 
'Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was repassed, as amended by Conference, and its title 
agreed to. 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON H. F NO. 257 

A bill for an act relating to state government; requiring the board 
of investments to adopt an investment policy; authorizjng certain 
investments by the board of investments; providing that certain 
state employees who are eligible to retire are eligible for state-paid 
insurance benefits; modifying definition of terms and conditions of 
employment for public employees; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1986, sections llA.04; llA.24, subdivisions 2, 4, 5, and 6; llA.25; 
43A.24, subdivision 2; and 179A.03, subdivision 19. 

The Honorable Robert Vanasek 
Speaker of the House of IWpresentatives 

The Honorable Jerome·M. Hughes 
President of the Senate 

April 14, 1988 

We, the undersigned conferees for H. F. No. 257, report that we 
have agreed upon the items in dispute and recommend as follows: 
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That the Senate recede from its amendment and that H. F. No. 257 
be further amended as follows: 

Delete everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section l. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 43A.24, 
subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [OTHER ELIGIBLE PERSONS.] The following persons 
are eligible for state paid life insurance and hospital, medical, and 
dental benefits as determined in applicable collective bargaining 
agreements or by the commissioner or by plans pursuant to section 
43A.18, subdivision 6, or by the board of regents for employees of the 
University of Minnesota not covered by collective bargaining agree
ments. Coverages made available, including optional coverages, are 
as contained in the plan established pursuant to section 43A.18, 
subdivision 2. 

(a) a member of the state legislature, provided that changes in 
benefits resulting in increased costs to the state shall not be effective 
until expiration of the term of the members of the existing house of 
representatives. An eligible member of the state legislature may 
decline to be enrolled for state paid coverages by filing a written 
waiver with the commissioner. The waiver shall not prohibit the 
member from enrolling the member or dependents for optional 
coverages, without cost to the state, as provided for in section 
43A.26. A member of the state legislature who returns from a leave 
of absence to a position previously occupied in the civil service shall 
be eligihle to receive the life insurance and hospital, medical, and 
dental benefits to which the position is entitled; 

(b) a permanent employee of the legislature or a permanent 
employee of a pennanent study or interim committee or commission 
or a state employee on leave of ahsence to work for the legislature, 
during a regular or special legislative session; 

(c) a judge of the appellate courts or an officer or employee ofthese 
courts; a judge of the district court, a judge of county court, a judge 
of county municipal court, or a judge of probate court; a district 
administrator; and an employee of the office of the district admin
istrator of the fifth or the eighth judicial districts; 

(d) a salaried employee of the public employees retirement asso
ciation~ 

(e) a full-time military or civilian officer or employee in the 
unclassified service of the department of military affairs whose 
salary is paid from state funds; 
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(D a salaried employee of the Minnesota historical society, 
whether paid from state funds or otherwise, who is not a member of 
the governing board; 

(g) an employee of the regents of the University of Minnesota; aH<I 

(h) notwithstanding section 43A.27, subdivision3, an employee of 
the state of Minnesota or the regents of the University of Minnesota 
who is at least 60 and not yet 65 years of age on July 1, 1982, who 
is otherwise eligible for employee and dependent insurance and 
benefits pursuant to section 43A.18 or other law, who has at least 20 
years of service and retires, earlier than required, within 60 days of 
March 23, 1982; or an .employee who is at least 60 and not yet 65 
years of age on July 1, 1982, who has at least 20 years of state service 
and retires, earlier than required, from employment at Rochester 
state hospital after July 1, 1981; or an employee who is at least 55 
and not yet 65 years of age on July 1, 1982, and is covered by the 
Minnesota state retirement system correctional employee retire
ment plan or the state patrol retirement fund, who has at least 20 
years of state service and retires, earlier than required, within 60 
days of March 23, 1982. For purposes of this clause, a person retires 
when the person terminates active employment in state or Univer
sity of Minnesota service and applies for a retirement annuity. 
Eligibility shall cease when the retired employee attains the age of 
65, or when the employee chooses not to· receive the annuity that the 
employee has applied for. The retired employee shall be eligible for 
coverages to which the employee was entitled at the time of retire
ment, subject to any changes in coverage through collective bargain
ing or plans established pursuant to section 43A.lS, for employees iIi 
positions equivalent to that from which retired, provided that the 
retired employee shall not be eligible for state-paid life insurance. 
Coverages shall be coordinated with relevant health insurance 
benefits provided through the federally sponsored Medicare pro
gram; and 

(i) An employee of an agency of the state of Minnesota identified 
through the process provided in this paragraph who is eligible to 
retire pnor to age 65. The commlSsloner and theexcluslVe repre
sentative of state empTofees shall enter into agreements under 
section 179A.22 to identi y employees whose ~ositions are in pro
reams that are being pennanently eliminate or reduced due to 
~ eral or state policies or practices. Failure to reach agreement 
identifYing these employees is not subject to impasse procedures 
provided in chaliter 179A. The commissioner must prepare a plan 
identifying eligi Ie employees not covered fu: a collective bargaining 
a~ement in accordance with the process outlined in section 
43 .IS, subdIvisions ~ and 3. For purposes of this paragraph, ~ 
person retires when the person tenninates active emploliment in 
state service and applies for ~ retirement annuity. Eligiblity enOs 
as provided in the li1heement or plan, but must cease at the end of 
the month in wlilch ---'" retirJemployee c""liOOSes not to receive an 
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annuity, or the employee is eligible for employer-paid health insur
ance from" new employer. The retired employees shall be eligible 
for coverages to which they were entitled at the time of retirement, 
subject to any changes in coverage through collective bargaining or 
plans established under section 43A.18 for employees in positions 
eguivalent to that from which they retired, provided that the retired 
employees shall not be 8TIgllile for state-paid life insurance. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 43A.316, 
subdivision 8, is amended to read: 

Subd. 8. [CONTINUATION OF COVERAGE.] (a) A participating 
employee who is laid off or is on unrequested leave may elect to 
continue the plan coverage. This coverage is at the expense of the 
employee unless otherwise provided by a collective bargaining 
agreement. Premiums for these employees shall be established by _ 
the commissioner. Coverage continues until one of the following 
occurs: 

(1) the employee is reemployed and eligible for health care 
coverage under a group policy; or 

(2) the insurance continuation periods required by state and 
federal laws expire. 

(b) A participating employee who retires and is recelvmg an 
annuity or is eligible for and has applied for an annuity under 
chapter 352, 352B, 352C, 352D, 353, 354, 354A, 356, 422A, 423, 
423A, 424, or 490 is eligible to continue participation in the plan. 
~ em"leyeF's eeRtFil ... tieR fIHtSt eease when the retiree Feaehes 
age 6&. These employees, and employees who have already retired 
prior to the group from which they retired entering the plan, are 
eligible to participate as long as their gr()UP continues to participate. 
This participation is at the retiree's expense unless a collective 
bargaining agreement or personnel policy provides otherwise. An 
employer shall notifY an employee of this option no later than the 
effective date of retirement. The retired employee shall notify the 
employer within 30 days of the effective date of retirement of intent 
to exercise this option. 

The spouse of a deceased retired employee may purchase the 
benefits provided at premiums established by the commissioner if 
the deceased retired employee received an annuity under chapter 
352, 353, 354, 354A, 356, 422A, 423, 423A, or 424 and if the spouse 
was a dependent under the retired employee's coverage under this 
section at the time of the death of the retired employee. Coverage 
under this clause shall be coordinated with relevant insurance 
benefits provided through the federally sponsored Medicare pro
gram. 

(c) The plan benefits shall continue in the event of strike permit-
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ted by section 179A.18, if the exclusive representative chooses to 
have coverage continue and the employee pays the total monthly 
premiums when due. 

(d) A person who desires to participate under paragraphs (a) to (cr 
shall notify the eligible employer or former employer of intent to 
participate according to rules established by the commissioner. The 
eligible employer shall notify the commissioner, and coverage shall 
begin as soon as the commissioner permits. 

Persons participating under these paragraphs shall make appro
priate premium payments in the time and manner established by 
the commissioner. ' 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 123.72, is amended to 
read: 

123.72 [MEDICAL INSURANCE PREMIUMS FOR RETIRED 
PERSONNEL.] 

The school board of any independent school district may expend 
funds to pay premiums on hospitalization and major medical insur
ance coverage for officers and employees who retire prior to age 65 
arul whe are between the ages ef '*' arul Ga. &€h premilHBs shall 
ealy be j>aid aBtil sueh retiree emeers arul empleyees reach age ee. 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 179A.03, subdivision 19, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 19. [TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF EMPLOYMENT.] 
"Terms and conditions of employment" means the hours of employ
ment, the compensation therefor including fringe benefits except 
retirement contributions or benefits other than employer payment 
of, or contributions to, premiums for ~ insurance coverage of 
retired em:ployees or severance ~, and the employer's personnel 
policies atlecting the working conditions of the employees. In the 
case of professional employees the term does not mean educational 
policies of a school district. "Terms and conditions of employment" is 
subject to section 179A.07. 

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 179A.07, subdivision 2, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [MEET AND NEGOTIATE.] (a) A public employer has an 
obligation to meet and negotiate in good faith with the exclusive 
representative of public employees in an appropriate unit regarding 
grievance procedures and the terms and conditions of employment, 
but this obligation does not compel the public employer or its 
represe?tative to agree to a proposal or require. the making of a 
conceSSIOn. 
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The public employer's duty under this subdivision exists notwith
standing contrary provisions in a municipal charter, ordinance, or 
resolution. A provision of a municipal charter, ordinance, or resolu
tion which limits or restricts a public employer from negotiating or 
from entering into binding contracts with exclusive representatives 
is superseded by this subdivision. 

(b) In addition, ~ public employer may, but does not have an 
obligation to, meet and negotiate in good faith with the eXClusive 
representative of public employees in an appropriate unit regarding 
an employer contribution to the state of Minnesota deferred com
pensation plan authorized ~ section 356.24, paragraph (a), clause 
(4), withm the limits set ~ section 356.24, paragraph (a), clause (4). 

Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 179A.16, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 9. [NO ARBITRATION.] Failure to reach agreement on 
employer payment of, or contributions toward, premiums for group 
insurance coverage of retired employees is. not subject to interest 
arbitratIOn procedures under this section. 

Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 179A.20, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 2a. [FORMER EMPLOYEE BENEFITS.] A contract may 
notOOllgate an employer to fund all or part of the cost of health care 
benefits for ~ former employee beyond the duration of the contract, 
subject to section 179A.20, subdivision 6. A personnel policy may 
not obligate an employer to fund all or part of health care benefits 
for ~ former employee beyond theduration of the policy. A policy 
may not extend beyond the termination of the contract of longest 
duration covering other employees of the emplolier or, !f none, the 
termination of the budgetary cycle during w ich the policy is. 
adopted. 

Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 352.96, 
subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [PURCHASE OF SHARES.] The amount of compensa
tion so deferred may be used to purchase: 

(1) shares in the Minnesota supplemental investment fund estab
lished in section 11A.17; 

(2) saving accounts in federally insured financial institutions; 

(3) life insurance contracts, fixed annuity and variable annuity 
contracts from. companies that are subject to regulation by the 
commissioner of commerce; or 
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(4)a combination of (1), (2), or (3), as specified by the participant. 

The shares accounts or contracts purchased shall stand in the 
name of the state or other employing unit, for the officer or employee 
whose deferred compensation purchased the shares, until distrib
uted to the officer or employee in a manner agreed upon by the 
employee and the executive director of the Minnesota state retire
ment system, acting for the employer. This subdivision does not 
authorize an employer contribution2 except as authorized in section 
356.24, paragraph (a), clause (4). The state, political subdivision, or 
other employing uIiit is not responsible for any loss that may result 
from investment of the deferred compensation. 

Sec. 9. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 356.24, is amended to 
read: 

356.24 [SUPPLEMENTAL PENSION OR DEFERRED COM
PENSATION PLANS, RESTRICTIONS UPON GOVERNMENT 
UNITS.] 

(a) It is unlawful for a school district or other governmental 
sulJOivision or state agency to levy taxes for, or contribute public 
funds to a supplemental pension or deferred compensation plan 
which is established, maintained and operated in addition to a 
primary pension program for the benefit of the governmental 
subdivision employees other than: 

(1) to a supplemental pension plan whleh that was established, 
maintained and operated f"'iei' ts before May 6,T971,~ 

(2) to any a plan whleh that provides solely for group health, 
hospital, disaoilitY2 or death benefits ..... 2 

(3) to any a plan whleh that provides solely for severance pay as 
Iffitlieri.ed I'HF8"aHt ts under section 465.72 to a retiring or termi
nating employee; or 

(4) to the state of Minnesota deferred compensation plan under 
section 352.96, if provided for in !Ie personnel policy or in the 
collective bargaining agreement of the public employer with the 
exclusive representative of public emPloyees in an appropriate unit, 
in an amount matching employee contributions on a dollar for dollar 
basis, but not to exceed an employer contribution of $2,000 !Ie year 
~ employee. 

(b) ·No change in benefits or employer contributions in any a 
. suPPlemental pension plan to which this section applies after May 6-; 

1971 shall2 may be effective without prior legislative authorization. 
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Sec. 10. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 465.72, subdivision 1, is 
amended to read: 

SaI"li'iisieR h [PAYMENT; LIMITS.] Except as may otherwise be 
provided in Laws 1959, chapter 690, as amended, any a county, city, 
township, school district or other governmental subdiVIsion may pay 
severance pay to its employees and flFemHlgate adopt rules for the 
payment of severance pay to an employee who leaves employment 8ft 

6f'l!efeFe 6f' saIlSe'lHeRt te the ReFmaI Fetirement <late. Severarice 
pay shall aIoo does not include the flayment ef aeeumHlated vaeatieR 
lea¥e, compenSatlonfor accumulated sick leave or a eem"iRatieB 
tReFeef other payments in the form of periodic contributions ~ an 
employer toward premiumsWr ~ insurance policies for ~ former 
employee. The severance pay shall must be excluded mm retir,e
ment deductions and from any calculations in retirement benefits. It 
shall Severance ~ must be paid in a manner mutually agreeable 
to the employee and employer aBd, e><eept as flF8\'ided in sailElivisieB 

.2, over a period not to exceed five years from retirement or termi
nation of employment. If a retired or terminated employee dies 
before all or a portion of the severance pay has been disbursed, that 
balance due shall must be paid to a named beneficiary or, lacking 
same one, to the deceased's estate. E"eeflt as flFeviEleEi in saIlEli'l4sieR 
2, in .... event shall severance pay provided for an employee leaving 
employment may not exceed an amount equivalent to one year of 
pay. 

Sec. 11. [471.611] [RETIREES' HEALTH INSURANCE BENE
FITS.] 

Subdivision.!: [ACCOUNTING.] A unit of local government that 
agrel" to make p!,yments for health insuranceoenefits for retired 
em 0 ees shaIl,dentif,y the amount required to ~ the cost of those 
benefits urint the penff'n which the contract or personnel ~ 
providing for t ose bene ItslS in effect and shall record the amount 
as an expen<Iitiire, according ~nerruly ac~ accounting 
principles, in the fiscal year or years during which t e payments are 
to be made. A school district is in complIance withthis subdivisWn 
ififiOiiijiTIeswith section 12C908, SUbd,V,SIOn 6. Provision of these 
benefits under ~ personnel ~ must be approved, as ~ se¥arate 
action, ~ the governing ~ Qf1he employing governmenta unit. 

Subd. 2. [COORDINATION.] A unit of local government that 
funds all or part of the cost of health carel.ieii.efits for ~ retITeCI 
emplOyee must proviilefor coverage to be coordmated with applica
ble benefits provided through the federally sponsored medicare 
program. 

Sec. 12. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 471.616, subdivision 1, 
is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [BIDDING REQUIRED.] No governmental subdi-
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vision, political subdivision, or any other body corporate and politic 
authorized by law to purchase group insurance for its employees and 
providing or intending to provide group insurance protections and 
benefits for 25 or more of its employees shall enter into a contract for 
or renew any group insurance policy or contract without calling for 
bids and awarding the contract to the lowest respotisibl<; bidder by 
way of competitive bidding procedures similar to those for the 
provision of services and supplies under section 16B.07, subdivisions 
1 to 5. A political subdivision may provide in.the bid specifications 
that self-insured health benefit plans will not be considered. Lowest 
responsible bidder means the insurer, service plan corporation, or 
self-insurance plan, if allowed by the bid specifications which offers 
the lowest cost, is authorized to do business in this state; and is 
deemed by the governmental unit to be capable of satisfactorily 
performing the .administration of the policy or contract in accor
dance with the bid specifications. "Cost" means in the case of an 
insurer, the net premium, including consideration of any expense 
and risk charges; in the case of service plan corporation, the charge . 
for expenses and risk taking; and in the case of self-insurance plans, 
the sum of the cost of paid claims, including provision for estimated 
incurred but unpaid claims at the end of the terril, administrative 
costs, and premium for excess coverage. The cost of changing plans 
may also be considered in determining the lowest cost. The aggre
gate value of benefits provided by a contract entered into after July 
1, 1973 shall not be less than those provided by the preexisting 
contract (a) unless a majority of the employees covered under the 
group insurance plan and voting on the question agree to a reduction 
in the benefits, if the employees are not represented by an exclusive 
representative pursuant to section 179A.12, or (b) unless the public 
employer and the exclusive representative of the employees of an 
appropriate bargaining unit, certified "lirsliaat t& under section 
~ 179A.12, agree to a reduction in the benefits. Tile aggFegate 
¥Ollie ef Ileaefits af ruiy. fermer eraployee ~ !,>as retireEl shall Ret-; 
... ftBY e¥eftt, bereEllieeEl. "lireliant t& eIaIise {oj 61' {D},·1iftiess tOO 
eraployee has iHEliyilllially agreell t& tOO relllietioH. 

No contract need be submitted to bid more frequently than once 
every 48 months, unless for any reason whatsoever, a 50 percent or 
greater change in the premium per covered employee under the 
policy contract is provided, required or indicated. If additional 
employees are added to an existing group pursuant to a joint powers 
agreement under section 471.59, new bids and award are not 
required. 

When an insurer proposes an increase in rates, it shall accompany 
its proposal with an aggregate claims record for the appropriate 
period that explains the proposed increase. When a contract is 
resubmitted for bids the aggregate claims record shall accompany 
the specifications for the contract. Cost comparisons are not required 
between insured and self-insurance alternatives, but apply to com-
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parisons between two or more insured proposals or comparisons 
between two or more self-insurance proposals. 

Sec. 13. [CONTRACTS VALIDATED.] 

Notwithstanding any law to the contrary, the terms of a contract 
or personnell"'!!sY in effect Defore the effective date oflliis section 
providing for severance ~ for the purposes describeam section 
465.72, suOdIvision 2, or providing for employer payment of some or 
all of the costs of health care benefits or insurance for retired 
empTo~ees, and all payments made under those policies oroontracts, 
are va id, subject to section 1. 

Sec. 14. [REPEALER.] 

Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 465.72, subdivision 2, ~ re
pealed. 

Sec. 15. [EFFECTIVE DATES.] 

Sections ! to 14 are effective the day following final enactment. 
Section 13 applies retroactively to August h 1986. 

Section 12 applies only to employees who retire after the effective 
date of the section." ---

Delete the title and insert: 

''A bill for an act relating to public employment; providing that 
certain state employees who are eligible to retire are eligible for 
state-paid insurance benefits; authorizing employer contributions to 
a deferred compensation plan in certain instances; modifying the 
definition of terms and conditions of employment for public employ
ees; modifYing severance pay; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, 
sections 123.72; 179A.03, subdivision 19; 179A.07, subdivision 2; 
179A.16, by adding a subdivision; 179A.20, by adding a subdivision; 
356.24; 465.72, subdivision 1; and 471.616, subdivision 1; Minnesota 
Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 43A.24, subdivision 2; 43A.316, 
subdivision 8; and 352.96, subdivision 2; proposing coding for new 
law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 471; repealing Minnesota Stat
utes 1986, section 465.72, subdivision 2." 

We request ·adoption of this report and repassage ofthe hill. 

House Conferees: WAYNE SIMONEAU, GERALD KNICKERBOCKER AND 
BOB A. JOHNSON. 
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Senate Conferees: DONALD M. MOE, MICHAEL O. FREEMAN AND 
DARRIL WEGSCHEID. 

Johnson, R., moved that the report of the Conference Committee 
on H. F. No. 257 be adopted and that the bill be repassed as amended 
by the Conference Committee. The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 257, A bill for an act relating to state government; 
requiring the board of investments to adopt an investment policy; 
authorizing certain investments by the board of investments; pro
viding that certain state employees who are eligible to retire are 
eligible for state-paid insurance benefits; modifying definition of 
terms and conditions of employment for public employees; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 11A.04; 11A.24, subdivisions 2, 4, 
5, and 6; 11A.25; 43A.24, subdivision 2; and 179A.03, subdivision 
19. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by Conference, 
and placed upon its repassage. . . . 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. There were 131 yeas and 0 nays as follows: . 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown. 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clalisnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dom 

Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutkuecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
H. eap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Je~ings . 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 

Knuth Olson, K. 
Kostohryz Omann 
Krueger Onnen 
Larsen Orenstein 
Lasley Osthoff 
Lieder Otis 
Long Ozment 
Marsh . Pappas 
McEarhern Pauly 
McKasy Pelowski 
McLaughlin Peterson 
McPherson Poppenhageli 
Milbert Price 
Miller Quinn 
Minne Quist 
Morrison Redalen 
Munger Reding 
Murphy Rest 
Nelson, C. Rice 
Nelson, D. Richter 
Nelson, K. Riveness 
Neuenschwander Rodosovich 
O'Connor Rose 
Ogren Rukavina 
Olsen, S. Sama 
Olson, E. Schafer 

Scheid 
Schreiber 

, 'Seaberg 
Segal 
Shaver 
Skoglun~ 
Sparby . 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Twtheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Velhmga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Wel1~ 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was repassed, as amended by Conference, and its title 
agreed to. . 
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CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON H. F NO. 2596 

A bill for an act relating to metropolitan government; creating a 
legislative task force to monitor performance of metropolitan agen
cies in complying with certain laws; prescribing the contents of 
affirmative action plans for metropolitan agencies and a process for 
approval and reporting of those plans; requiring purchases from 
businesses owned by socially or economically disadvantaged per
sons; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 473.141, subdi
vision 9; and 473.406, subdivisions 2, 5, 6, and 7; proposing coding 
for new law.in Minnesota Statutes, chapters 3 and 473. 

The Honorable Robert Vanasek 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Honorable Jerome M. Hughes 
President of the Senate 

April 14, 1988 

We, the undersigned conferees for H. F. No. 2596, report that we 
have agreed upon the items in dispute and recommend as follows: 

That the Senate recede from its amendment and that H. F. No. 
2596 be further amended as follows: 

Delete everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 473.141, subdivision 
9, is amended to read: 

Subd. 9. [PERSONNEL (CODE; MERIT SYSTEM.J (a) The council 
shall by resolution adopt guidelines for a personnel code relating to 
the employees of the commissions, except that nothing in Laws 1974, 
Chapter 422 shall impair the rights of any commission or employee 
under sections 473.405 and 473.415. After adoption of the guide
lines, each commission shall by resolution adopt a personnel code in 
general conformance therewith. The code shall include a job classi
fication plan, procedures for employment and promotion of person
nel based on merit, procedures for the demotion, suspension or 
discharge of employees, procedures for hearing grievances, proce
dures for salary administration, and such other provisions as the 
council deems appropriate. In addition, the code shall provide for the 
development by each commission of affirmative action plans, wIHeh 
shall be s"emitted fsp aflflPoval te the aflflPoflPiate agency"" afHee ef 
the fltate.c '!'he f'latts shall inel"Ele a yeaPIy flPogpess Pej>9rt te the 
agency"" afHee as provided in section 3. The chief administrator of 
each commission shall administer the code, and no commission shall 
take any action inconsistent with the personnel code. 
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(b) All employees of the commission except those expressly desig
nated for the unclassified service, shall serve in the classified 
service. The unclassified service shall include: members of the 
commission, the chief administrator of the commission, all officers of 
the commission, any employee of the commission who is determined 
by the commission to have a confidential relationship to the com
mission or the council; and any employee of the commission ex
pressly exempted from the classified service by law. Each code shall 
also include procedures for open competitive examin,ations to test 
the relative skill or ability of all applicants for positions in the 
classified service. Such examinations may consist of written or oral 
tests of the subjective or objective type, physical tests, and practical 
or demonstration tests for the evaluation of past training and 
experience. Oral tests may be used to test the applicant's knowledge 
of the position applied for or personal fitness for the position. Where 
there is more than one applicant for a position, each code shall 
provide for the employment of one of the three applicants best 
qualified for it. 

(c) When a commission employee has been demoted, suspended or 
dismissed by the chief administrator, the employee may, within 30 
days after such action becomes effective, file with the commission a 
written request for a hearing showing the position from which the 
employee was dismissed, the date of dismissal, and the reason for 
requesting the hearing, full name and present mailing address. 
Upon receipt of a request for a hearing the commission shall appoint 
three of its members to act as an appeal committee and preside at a 
hearing on the action of the administrator. The hearing shall be held 
within 30 days after the request is received by the commission, upon 
written notice mailed or delivered to the employee at the employee's 
present mailing address, not less than seven days before the hearing. 
The appeal committee shall approve or disapprove the action of the 
administrator, and in the case of approval the action of the admin
istrator shall be final. In the case of disapproval the appeal commit
tee may reinstate the employee under such conditions as it deems 
proper, and may order the payment to the employee of compensation 
lost as a result of the demotion, suspension or dismissal. 

Sec. 2. [473.142] [SOCIALLY AND ECONOMICALLY DISAD
VANTAGEDBUSINESSES.] 

(a) The metropolitan council and agencies specified in section 3, 
subdivision 1, shaH attempt to award at least nine percent of the 
value of all procurement, other than contracts under clause (c), to 
1iUsillesses owned and operated ~ SOCIally or economically disaa:: 
vantaged ~ersons. For purposes of this section, "socially or econom
ically disa vantaged person" means a person who has been deprived 
of the opportunity to develop and maintam a competitive position in 
the economy because of social or economic conditions. This disad
vantage may arise from Cl.iItiITaT, social or economic circumstances, 
background, or other similar cause. !to Includes racial minorities, 
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women, persons with " disability as defined in section 363.01, 
subdivision 25, sheltered workshops, and work activity programs. 
To the extent practicable, the council and agencies s.hall attempt to 
meet this. goal through procurement from businesses with their 
principal place of business in Minnesota. In furthl'rillice of this goal, 
the councilor an agency shall set aside" percentage of all procure
ments for bidding only by these businesses. The councilor an agency 
may also award" five percent preference to these businesses in the 
amoullfbid on selected procurements. 

(b) The council and each agency specified in section 3, subdivision 
L as ~ condition of awardin& procurements for construction, con
sultant, professional, or tee nieal service contracts in excesS()f 
$200,000, shall attempT to assure that at least ten percent of the 
contract award to "prime contractor be subcontracted to a business 
owned and operated IJy " socially or economically disadvantaged 
person, or that at least ten percent of the contract award be 
expended in purchasing materials or supplies from this ~ Of 
business. This paragraph does not ~ if the councilor agency 
determmes that there g; no business owned and operated IJy " 
socially or economTcalTy disadvantaged person able to perform the 
subcontract or provide the supplies, or if the prime contractor is a 
business owned and operated IJy " soci,liiYQr economically disad-:: 
vantaged person. Subcontracting or purchasing of supplies under 
this subdIvision is not included m determining achievement of goals 
under paragraph (a) or (c). 

(c) The council and each agency specified in section 3, subdivision 
1. shall attempt to award at least six percent of the value of all 
procurements for consultant services or professional or technical 
services to businesses owned and operated ~ socially or economi
cally disadvantaged persons. 

(d) In implementing paragraphs (a) and (c), the council and each 
agency specified in section 3, subdivision 1. shall attempt to pur
chase " variety of goods and services from different businesses 
owned and operated IJy socially or economically disadvantaged 
persons. 

(e) The council and each agency may adopt rules to implement 
this section. 

(0 This section does not ~ to procurement financed in whole or 
in part with federal funds if the procurement g; subject to federal 
disadvantaged, minority or women business enterprise regulations. 
The council and each agenc~ shall report annually to the legislature 
on compliance with this su division. The report~ must include the 
information specified in section 16B.21 that pertains to purchasing 
from businesses owned by socially or economically disadvantaged 
persons. 
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Sec. 3. [473.143] [AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PLANS.] 

Subdivision!: [APPLICATION.] For purposes of this section, 
"agency" means ~ metropolitan afency as defined in section 
473.121, ixcept the metropolitan par s and open spacj commIssion. 
Agency a so means the metropolitan mosquito contra commission. 
For puot0ses of this section, "commissioner" means the commis
sioner Q... the state department of employee relations. 

Subd. 2. [DEVELOPMENT AND CONTENTS.] The council and 
each agency shall develop an affirmative action plan and submit its 
plan to the commissioner fOr approval. The commissioner mati not 
approve a plan unless the commissioneroetermines that it wi I be 
effective in assuring that employment positions are equaITy acces
sible to all qualified ~ersons, in eliminating the underutilizatloii"Qf 
quaTified members Q. protected groups, in providing ~ supportive 
work environment to all employees, regar<I1ess of race, religion, sex, 
national origin, or disability, and in dealing with discrimination 
complaints. For purposes of this section, "protected group" has the 
meaning Rven i!: in section 43A.02, subdivision 33. A plan must 
contain at east the elements required in this subdIVision. 

(a) !! must identify protected groups that are underrepresented in 
the coullCIT'S or agency's work force. 

(b) !! must designate ~ person responsible for directing -and 
implementing the affirmative action program and assign the ~ 
cific responsibilities and duties of that person. The .nerson. respon
sible for implementin~ the program shall repo~ Irectiy to the 
counci1's or agency's c ief _operating officer regar int the person's 
affirmative action-duU;;S:-The person responsible for t e affirmative 
action programsnaU review examination and other selection crite
ria to assure compliance with law. This person shall be involved in 
the filling of all vacancies in the councilor arncy work force, to the 
extent necessary to facilitate attainment of a lirmative action goals. 

(c) !! must describe the methods ~ which the plan will be 
communicated to employees and to other persons. 

(d) It must describe methods for recruiting members of protected 
groups. These methods may include internship programs, coopera
tion with union apprenticeshIp programs, and other steps necessary 
to expand the number of protected group members in applicant 
poolS. - - -

(e) It must describe internal procedures in accordance with this 
paragraph for processing complaints of alleged discrimination from 
hl applicants and employees. The procedures must provide for an 
initialdetermination of whether the complaint is properly ~ dis
crimination complaint subiect to the procednre under the affirma
tive action plan. Compfaints ille<! under the discrimination 
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procedures that allege reprisals against an employee for opposing a 
forbidden practice or for filing a charge, testifying, or participating 
in an investigation~ proceedinfi or hearing relating to ~ forbidden 
practice are appealable to the c imoperating officer of the councilor 
agency. Procedures under this paragraph must be distinct from any 
procedures available under a union contract or personnel policy for 
nondiscrimination complaints. Use of procedures developed under 
this paragra¥h ~ not " prerequisite to filing charges with " 
governmenta enforcement agency, nor does !! limit" person's right 
to file these charges. 

(I) !! must set goals and timetables to eliminate underutilization 
of members of each protected ~ in the councilor agency work 
force. 

<,g2 !! must provide" plan for retaining and promoting protected 
group members in the councIl or agency work force. ThIS plan should 
encourage training opportunities for protected ~ members, to 
the extent necessary to eliminate underutilization in specific parts 
of the work force. 

(h) !! must describe methods of auditing, evaluatin/l, and report
i!!:g program success, includIng a procedure that reguIres ~ preem
ployment review of all hiring decisions for occupational ~ with 
unmet affirmatIve action goals. 

(i) !! must provide for training of management and supervisory 
personnel in implementation of the plan and in dealing with alleged 
acts of discrimination in the workplace. 

ill !! must provide for periodic surveying of the conncil or agency 
work force to determine employee attitudes toward implementation 
of the plan. 

(k) It. must provide for creation of an employee committee to 
advise onlffiPlementation of the plan and on any changes needed in 
the plan. 

Subd. !!:. [HARASSMENT.] The council and each agency shall 
adopt written policies forbidding harassment based on sex, disabil
ity, or race in their workplaces and establIshing implementation 
plans and grievance procedures to deal with complaints of harass
ment based on sex, disability, or race. 

Subd. 4. [PERFORMANCE EVALUATION.] The evaluation ofthe 
perl'Orillance of each supervisory and managenru employee of the 
council and the agencies must include evaluation of the person's 
perfonnance in implementing the council's or agencY's affinnative 
action plan and in preventing forbidden discrimination in the 
workplace. -
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Subd.5. [REPORT.) It: March! each year, the commissioner shall 
re~ort to the legislature on affirmative action progress of the council 
an 'of each agency. The report must mclude: 

(1) an audit of the record of the council and each agency to 
determine compliance with affirmative action goals and to evaluate 
overall progress in attainment of overaTIalllrmative actions objec
tives; 

(2) if the councilor any agency has failed to make satisfactory , 
progress toward its affirmatIve action goals, " list of unmet goals 
and an analysis of why the failure occurred; 

(3) " summary of all personnel actions taken ~ the council and 
each agency during the past calendar year, categorized ~ occupa
tional ~ protected ~ status, and full-time,-part-time, tem-
porary-:-and seasonal status; and .. 

(4) "summary of discrimination complaints and lawsuits against 
the council and each agency filed or resolved durin~ the past 
calendar year, including the basis for the complaints an laWsuits. 

For purposes of this subdivision, "personnel action" means ~ new 
hire, promotion, transfer, demotion,'ayoff, recall from layoff, sus
pension with or without ~ letter of reprimand, involuntary 
termination, other disciplinary action, and voluntary termination. 

The council and each agency shall report to the commissioner all 
information that the commissioner re~uests to make the report 
required ~ this subdivision. In provi ing this information, the 
council and agencies are not required to reveal infonnation that is 
not public data under chapter 13. 

The council and each agency shall submit these reports at the 
time and in the manner requested .fu: the commissioner. The 
commissioner shall report to the legislature on the failure of the 
council or an agency to file the required report in " timely manner. 

Subd. 6. '[COORDINATION.) The commissioner or a designee 
shall meet with affirmative action officers of the councif and all of 
the agencIes to share successful techniques and foster innovative 
means to implement affirmative action plans and eliminate discrim
ination in the workplace. 

Subd. 7. [COORDINATION WITH LEGISLATURE.) The council 
and each agency shall facilitate legislative oversight' of equal 
opportunity practices ~ providing the legislature access, including 
access to computerizearecords if compatible systems exist, to public 
data maintained ~ the agency. The council and agencies must not 
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provide access to information that ~ not public data as defined in 
section 13.02, subdivision 8a. 

Sec. 4. [473.144] [CERTIFICATES OF COMPLIANCE FOR CON
TRACTS.] 

Neither the council nor an agency listed in section 3, subdivision 
1, may accept any bId or proposal for ~ contract or execute.a contract 
fur goods or services in excess of $50,000 with any business having 
more thatl20 full-tIme ~yees in Minnesota at any time during 
the previous 12 months, unless the business has an affirmative 
action plan for the employment of minority persons, women, and the 
dlSaliTed that has been approved h the commissioner ofnuman 
rilhts. Receiaf of a certificate of compliance from the commissioner 
~ human n~ ts signifies that ~ business has an approved affinna
tive action p an. A certificate is valid for two years. Section 363.073 
governsrevocatiOii of certificate8.The rules adopted ~ the commis
sioner of human rights under section 363.07 4 ~ to this sectIOn. 

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 473.406, subdivision 2, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [SET-ASIDES.] The metropolitan transit commISSIOn 
may, '*' a Hseal yea>' basis, ElesigHate and set asi!Ie f6I' awapEliag ts 
shall compli with the requirements of section 2 relating to procure
ment from usiness entities controlled by socially or economically 
disadvantaged persons eF aaREliea!l!led !lepsaas, eF f6I' a'llftFdiRg ts 
hHsiRess eHtities wIHeh gHaFaRtee the use ef sHhea_aetaps e9ti

tFelle4 by seeially eF eeeRemieally ElisaElvaatageEl!lepseRs eF haa!I
ie8!l!leEl !lepsaas, all!lpeximateiy fi¥e !lepeeat ef the valHe ef its 
aatiei!lateEl tstsI !lpaeapemeHt ef goods and seFYiees, iaelaEliag 
ooastFaeti"". Tbe failure of the commission to set aside particular 
procurements shall not be deemed to prohibit or discourage business 
entities controlled by socially or economically disadvantaged per
sons or handicapped persons from seeking the procurement award 
through the normal solicitation and bidding processes. 

Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 473.406, subdivision 5, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 5. [RECOURSE TO OTHER BUSINESSES.] If this section 
Gees and section 2 do not operate to extend a contract award to a 
business entIty controlled by socially or economically disadvantaged 
persons eF haaElieappeEl!lel'Saas, the award shall be placed pursuant 
to the normal solicitation and award procedures set forth in section 
471.345. 

Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 473.406, subdivision 6, is 
amended to read: 
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Subd. 6. [RULES.] The commission shall promulgate by rule 
standards and procedures for certifying that business entities eligi
ble to participate in the set asille program a>Kfteri~ell in required Qy 
this section and section 2 are controlled by socially or economically 
disadvantagectpersons "" aaBElieapjleli jler"eBS. The commission 
shall promulgate other rules as may be necessary or advisable to 
carry out the provisions of this section. and section 2. 

Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 473.406, subdivision 7, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 7. [OTHER LAWS SUPERSEDED.] In the event of conflict 
with other laws or rules, the provisions of this section aJid section 2 
and rules promulgated pursuant to it them shall govern. ,. 

Sec. 9. [DEADLINE.] 

~ January 1, 1989 the metropolitan council and each agency 
listed in section 3~dlv1sion 1. must have an a1'i1rinative action 
plan and anti-harassment policies thlit meet the requiremeIitSOI 
sectioD3. 

Sec. 10. [AUTHORITY.] 

If a joint House-Senate committee or subcommittee is appointed to 
stooy and monitor h'qual opportumty activities 01 metropolitan 
agencies, the ~ as the powers granted to legiSlative commit
tees under sectIon 3.153. -----

Sec. 11. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

Sections 1 to ~ ~ in the counties of Anoka, Carver, Dakota, 
Hennepin, Ramsey, Scott, ana Washington. sections 2, 4, 5, and ~ 
are effective January 1, 1989 and ~ only to contracts for which 
notice of invitation to bid or ~equests for proposals are issued after 
the effective date ome section." 

Amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 2, delete "creating 3" 

Page 1, delete lines 3 and 4 

Page 1, line 9, after the semicolon, insert "requiring certain 
contractors to have affirmative action plans;" 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 
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House Conferees: PETER McLAUGHLIN, SIDNEY J. PAULY AND RICHARD 
JEFFERSON. 

Senate Conferees: JOHN J. MARTY, GLEN TAYLOR AND DONALD M. 
MOE. 

McLaughlin moved that the report of the Conference Committee 
on H. F. No. 2596 be adopted and that the bill be repassed as 
amended by the Conference Committee. The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 2596, A bill for an act relating to metropolitan govern
ment; creating a legislative task force to monitor performance of 
metropolitan agencies in complying with certain laws; prescribing 
the contents of affirmative action plans for metropolitan agencies 
and a process for approval and reporting of those plans; requiring 
purchases from businesses owned by socially or economically disad
vantaged persons; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 
473.141, subdivision 9; and 473.406, subdivisions 2, 5, 6, and 7; 
proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapters 3 and 
473. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by Conference, 
and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. There were 131 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Danner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 

Dorn 
Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson; V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 

Knickerbocker Olsen, S. 
Knuth Olson, E. 
Kostohryz Olson, K. 
Krueger Omann 
Larsen Onnen 
Lasley Orenstein 
Lieder Osthoff 
Long Otis 
Marsh Ozment 
McEachern Pappas 
McKasy Pauly 
McLaughlin Pelowski 
McPherson Peterson 
~1ilbert Poppenhagen 
Miller Price 
Minne Quinn 
Morrison Quist 
Munger Redalen 
Murphy Reding 
Nelson, C. Rest 
Nelson, D. Rice 
Nelson, K. Richter 
Neuenschwander Riveness 
O'Connor Rodosovich 
Ogren Rose 

Rukavina 
Sarna 
Schafer 
Scheid 
Schreiber 
Seaberg 
Segal 
Shaver 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
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Waltman 
Welle 

Wenzel 
Winter 
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Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was repassed, as amended by Conference, and its title 
agreed to. . 

Boo was excused for the remainder of today's session. 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON H. F. NO. 2291 

A bill for an act relating to state agencies; amending, enacting 
and repealing certain laws administered by the department of 
administration; increasing the powers of the state board forcommu
nity colleges; changing the criteria for board membership; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 15.0591, subdivision 2; 15.50, by 
adding a subdivision; 16A.41, subdivision 1; 16B.07, subdivisions 2 
and 3; 16B.08, subdivision 4; 16B.09, subdivision 3; 16B.24, by 
adding subdivisions; 16B.28; 16B.42, subdivision 1; 16B.48; subdi
vision 2; 16B.54, subdivision 8; 16B.55, subdivisions 3 ·and 6; 
16B.65, subdivision 3; 16B.85; 94.12; 136.61, subdivision 1; 136.622; 
136.67, subdivision 2; 214.07, subdivision 1; 268.0122, by adding a 
subdivision; and 382.153; Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, 
sections 16B.09, subdivision 1; 16B.67; 115A.15, subdivision 6; and 
168.012, subdivision 1; Laws 1987, chapter 365, section 24; propos
ing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapters 16B and 136; 
repealing Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 15.38; 16B.29; and 
214.07, subdivision 2. 

The Honorable Robert Vanasek 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Honorable Jerome M. Hughes 
President of the Senate 

April 14, 1988 

We, the undersigned conferees for H. F. No. 2291, report that we 
have agreed upon the items in dispute and recommend as follows: 

That the Senate recede from its amendment and that H. F. No. 
2291 be further amended as follows: 

Delete everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 15.0591, subdivision 
2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [BODIES AFFECTED.] A member meeting the qualifi
cations in subdivision 1 sftaJl must be appointed to the following 
boards, commissions, "advisory ~ouncils, task forces, or committees: 

(1) advisory council on battered women; 
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(2) advisory task force on the use of state facilities; 

(3) alcohol and other drug abuse advisory council; 

(4) 00ard fur "8"''''\laity e8lleges; 

w board of examiners for nursing home administrators; 

fiB (5) board on aging; 

m (6) chiropractic examiners board; 

® (7) consumer advisory council on vocational rehabilitation; 

f91 (8) council for the handicapped; 

4G} (9) council on affairs of Spanish-speaking people; 

M (10) council on black Minnesotans; 

f±2j (11) dentistry board; 

~ (12) department of jobs and training advisory council; 

84} (13) higher education coordinating board; 

g.a} (14) housing finance agency; 

~ (15) Indian advisory council on chemical dependency; 

g.+} (16) medical examiners board; 

flSf (17) medical policy directional task force on mental health; 

~ (18) Minnesota employment and economic development task 
force; --

~ (19) Minnesota office of volunteer services advisory commit
tee; --

{jHf (20) Minnesota state arts board; 

~ (21) mortuary sciences advisory council; 

~ (22) nursing board; 

f24j (23) optometry board; 
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~ (24) pharmacy board; 

f26j (25) physical therapists council; 

f21} (26) podiatry board; 

~ (27) psychology board; 

~ (28) veterans advisory committee. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 16A.41, subdivision 1, is 
amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [CERTIFIED.] Except as provided in subdivision 
la, when claims against the state are made for which there is an 
appropriation available, an official with authority to pay a claim 
shall approve the claim by certifying that the service was performed 
61', the goods or material furnished, or monthly telephone service is 
in effect. The claim must be sent to the commissioner accompaniea 
Oy a transmittal form as prescribed by the commissioner. 

Sec. 3. [16B.052] [AUTHORITY TO TRANSFER FUNDS.] 

The commissioner may, with the approval ofthe commissioner of 
finance

il 
transfer from an internruservice _or enterpri$e fund account 

to anot er internal service or enterprise fund account, a;y contnb
uted capital appropriated !!.y the legislature. The trans er may be 
made only to provide workin& capital or ~ositive cash flow in the 
account to which the money ~ transferre . The transrermustTe 
repaid within 18 months. 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 16B.07, subdivision 2, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [REQUIREMENT CONTRACTS.] Standard requirement 
price contracts for supplies or services to be purchased by the state 
must be established by competitive bids as provided in subdivision 1. 
The standard requirement price contracts may contain escalation 
clauses and may provide for a negotiated price increase or decrease 
based upon a demonstrable industrywide or regional increase or 
decrease in the vendor's costs or for the addition of similar products 
or replacement items not signmcant to the total value of exi3 
contracts. The term of these contracts may not exceed twa yeIH'S • 

.... 9jItieft 9ft the ~ ef the state te FeHeW f6I' ...... ElEliti." .. \ twa five 
years including all extensions. . --

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 16B.07, subdivision 3, is 
amended to read: 
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Subd. 3. [PUBLICATION OF NOTICE; EXPENDITURES OVER 
$15,000 AND REQUESTS FOR PROPOSAL.] If the amount of an 
expenditure or sale is estimated to exceed $15,000, sealed bids or 
requests for protosal as provided in section 16B.08, subdivision 4, 
clause ~ must e solicited by public notice inserted at least once in 
a newspaper or trade journal not less than seven days before the 
final date of submitting bids. The commissioner shall designate the 
newspaper or trade journal for that pUblication, and may designate 
different newspapers or journals according to the nature of the 
purchase or contract. The commissioner shall also solicit sealed bids 
by sending notices by mail to all prospective bidders known to the 
commissioner, and by posting notice on a public bulletin board in the 
commissioner's office at least five days before the final date of 
submitting bids. All bids must be sealed when they are received and 
must be opened in public at the hour stated in the notice. All 
original bids and all documents pertaining to the award of a contract 
must be retained and made a part of a permanent file or record and 
remain open to public inspection. 

Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 16B.08, subdivision 4, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [NEGOTIATED CONTRACTS.] (a) In lieu of any of the 
other requirements of this chapter, the commissioner may negotiate 
a contract for public work to be performed at a state-owned institu
tion or installation if the cost does not exceed $15,000 and if the head 
ofthe affected state agency requests the commissioner to do so. The 
commissioner shall have prepared whatever plans and specifications 
for the public work deemed necessary by the commissioner to protect 
the public interest. Contractor's bonds or security pursuant to 
chapter 574 are not required for contracts entered into pursuant to 
this subdivision. 

(b) In lieu of the requirement for competitive bidding in section 
16B.07, suooiVision 1, purchases ana contracts may be ne~otiatea in 
those circumstances aetermined !!.Y the commissioner, an in any or 
those circumstances the commissioner shall advertIse for a request 
for proposal as !'o baslsl'or negotiation. - -

Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 16B.09, 
subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [LOWEST RESPONSIDLE BIDDER.] All state 
contracts and purchases made by or under the supervision of the 
commissioner or an agency for which competitive bids are required 
must be awarded to the lowest responsible bidder, taking into 
consideration conformity with the specifications, terms of delivery, 
the pu~se for which the contract or purchase is Intended, the 
status an ca~bTfthe vendor, and other esniHtians consiaer
ations lmPose in t e call for bids. The commissioner may decide 
whiCh is the lowest responsible bidder for all purchases and may use 
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the principles of life cycle costing, where appropriate, in determin
ing the lowest overall bid. As to contracts other than for purchases, 
the head of the interested agency shall make the decision, subject to 
the approval ofthe commissioner. Any' or all bids may be rejected. In 
a case where competitive bids are required and where all bids are 
rejected, new bids, if solicited, must be called for as in the first 
instance, unless otherwise provided by law. 

Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 16B.09, subdivision 3, is 
amended to read: . 

Subd. 3. [SPECIAL CIRCUMSTANCES.] The commissioner may 
reject the bid of any bidder who has failed to perform a previous 
contract with the state.· In the case of identical low bids from two or 
more bidders, the. commissioner may use negotiated procurement 
methods with the tied low bidders forthat particular transaction, so 
long as the price paid does not exceed the low tied bid price. The 
commissioner hay award contracts to more than one bidderm 
accordance WIt seciloilI6B.09, subdMs~ if 10ing so does not 
decrease the service level or dIminish the e ect Q. competit1oil. 

Sec. 9. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 16B.24, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 9. [SMOKING IN STATE BUILDINGS.] (a) To protect the 
li:ublic health, comfort, and environment and to protect the nonsmo-

er's ri~M to !! smoke-tree environment, smOkin~ !!! all buildings 
p'ana1e .or leased!!r the commi~ioner under su i:hvisions 10 and 6 
IS ~o Iblted except Where smokmg areas have been desIgnatea 
un er !! polIcy adopted in accordance wi.th paragraPh\b). 

(b) Except as provided in ffiaragraph (c), each state agency shall 
adipt !! smoking policy for t e Ilpacl) !! occupies. Before placin~ !! 
po iF in e~ectl the agency ~ .su mit the Wchcy and ~ plan or 
Imp ementmg !! to U commISSIOner of emp oyee refatIOns. The 
policy must: 

(1) prohibit smoking entirely; or 

(2) permit smoking only in desiPa1ated areas, providing that 
existing physical barriers and ventI ation s~stems can be used to 
prevent or substantially minimize the tOXIC effect of smoke In 
adjacent nonsmoking areas. . 

(e) An a~ency need not agopt !! new ~ governing an area in 
wmch smo ing is prohTIilte under a PQlli:y in effect on the effeCfive 
aateOf this subdivision. . -----

No employee complaining of !! smoke-induced discomfort to a 

I 
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lessor, lessee, manager, or supervisor may be subjected to any 
disciplinary action as ~ result of making the complaint. 

Sec. 10. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 16B.24, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 10. [CHILD CARE SERVICES SPACE.] For state office 
space that ~ leased, purchased, or substantially remodeled after 
August 1, 1988, the commissioner shall consider including space 
usable for child care services. Child care space must be included if 
the commissioner determines that it is needed and that i! could be 
provided at reasonable cost. 

Sec. 11. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 16B.28, is amended to 
read: 

16B.28 [SURPLUS FEDERt.L PROPERTY MATERIALS DIS-
TRIBUTION.] -

Subdivision 1. [DEFINITIONS.] For purposes of this section the 
following terms have the meanings given them: 

(a) "Surplus property" means commodities, equipment, materials, 
supplies, books, printed matter, and other property made available 
by the feae,al gsveFHffieftt a governmental unit· or nonprofit orga
nization to a another governmental unit or nonprofit organization. 

(b) "Governmental unit or nonprofit organization" means the state 
ef Miftftessta, its ael'B.Ftifteftts, agencies, l'slitical sHllai'lisisns, aaB 
etJ:i.eF- instnuHefttalities ~ governmental unit as defined in section 
471.59, subdivision h an Indian tribal government, and any non
profit and tax-exempt medical institution, hospital, clinic, health 
center, school, school system, college, university, or other institution 
organized and existing for any purpose authorized by federal law to 
accept surplus federal property. 

Subd. 2. [AUTHORIZATION.] (a) The commissioner is the state 
agency designated to purchase ""2 accept or dispose of federal 
surplus property for the state and for the benefit of any other 
governmental unit or nonprofit organization for any purpose autho
rized by state and federal law and in accordance with federal rules 
and regulations. Any governmental unit or nonprofit organization 
may designate the commissioner to purchase or accept surplus 
property for it upon mutually agreeable terms and conditions. The 
commissioner may stere acquire, accept, warehouse, and distribute 
surplus property until it is needed and any expenses incurred in 
connection with the stsrage any of these acts shall be paid from the 
SHFflIHs I'FSl'eFty materials diStributiOn revolving fund. 

(b) To dispose of surplus property or other property that ~ obsolete 
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or unused that belongs to the state or any other governmental unit 
or nonprofit organization, the commissioner may transfer or seil it: 
to !! governmental unit or nonprofit organization or sell it: to any 
other person. Federal surplus property that has been transferred to 
the state for donation to public agencies and nonprofit organizations 
must be transferred or sold in accordance with the plan developed 
under paragraph (d). Expenses incurred in connection with the 
disposal of surplus property or other property that ~ obsolete or 
unused must be paid from the matenals distribution revolving funa. 
!! the commissioner selis fue property, the proceeds of the sale, 
minus any expenses of providing the service set ~ the commis
sioner, are appr0.!hiated to the governmental unit or nOTIsrofit 
or anization for w aBe account the sale was made, to be use and 
expende ~ the organization for the purposes it determines. 

(c) The commissioner may centrally acquire, warehouse, and 
distribute supplies, materials, and equipment for governmental 
units or nonprofit ortanizations. Expenses incurred in connection 
with acquiring, ware ousing, and distributing must oe paid from 
the materials distribution revolving fund. 

(d) The commissioner shall develop a detailed plan for disposal of 
donated federal property in conformance with state law and federal 
regulations. The plan must be submitted to the governor for 
certification and submission to the federal administrator of general 
services. -

Subd. 3. [REVOLVING FUND.] (a) [CREATION.] 'l'& f'IlY fat' 
SIlFf'llls I'Fel'eFty Feeeived ffem the fedeFal geven.meBt fat' geven. 
meBtal 6F BeBI'Fefit eFgaB;.atiens, ;neillding the eKl'ense sf aeeel't 
iftg ....a distFilllltiBg that I'Fel'eFty, there is a sllFf'llls I'Fel'eFty 
Fe'relving fmHl iB the state tFeasllry. The materials distribution 
revolving fund ~ !! separate fund in the state treasury. All money 
relating to the resource recovery program established under section 
115A.15, sUbdivision h ail money resulting from the acquisition, 
acceptance, warehousing, distnbUtion, and public sale of surplus 
property, all money resulting from the sale of cenfffiITy acquired, 
warehoused, and distributed supplies, materials, and equipment, 
and all money relating to' the coo erative purchasing venture 
established under section 421.59 must be eposited in the fund. 
Money paid into the SIlFf'llls I'Fel'eFty materials distribution revolv
ing fund is appropriated to the commissioner for the purposes of the 
programs and services referred to in this section. -

(b) [f.DVANCES.] N<>mere thaB$l-;GOO ffem the sllFl'lllSI'Fel'eFty 
Fevelving fmHl may De adv .... eed te the eemmissieBeF 6f' a state 
eml'leyee engaged iB l'eFfeFffiing daties.....!eF this seeti.B te f'IlY the 
eU}3enses sf tFa¥el, sl:1Bsistenee, tell eaapges, aBEl simil&f' e*fleftses, 
iB aeeeFdaBee 'with FeEjlliFemeBts I'FeSeFieea by the eemmissieBeF sf 
fin .... ee. wee.. """"':Y whieh was aav ..... ea is Fel'aid, it ffiHBt De 
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a"l'asitea ... the state tpeaffiH'y ta the ereffit sf the SIlFf'IIlS ".a"erty 
re\'alviBg fmHh 

W [TRANSFER OR SALE TO STATE AGENCY.] When the state 
or an agency operating under a legislative appropriation obtains 
surplus property from the commissioner, the commissioner of fi
nance must, at the commissioner's request, transfer the cost of the 
surplus property, including any expenses of acquiring, accepting, 
warehousing, and distributing the surplus property, from the appro
priation of the state agency receiving the surplus property to the 
81lFf'lIls ".a"erty materials distribution revolving fund. The deter
mination of the commissioner is final as to the cost of the surplus 
property to the state agency receiving the property. 

W (c) [TRANSFER OR SALE TO OTHER ,\CEI'IClES GOVERN
MENTAL UNITS OR NONPROFIT ORGANIZATIONS.] When any 
governmental unit or nonprofit organization other than a state 
agency receives surplus property! supplies, materials, or ~uipment 
from the commissioner, the governmental unit or nonpro t organi
zation must reimburse the SIlFf'llls "ra"erty materials distribution 
revolving fund for the cost of the property, including the expenses of 
acquiring, accepting! warehousing, and distributing it, in an 
amount the commissioner sets. The commissioner may, however, 
require the governmental unit or nonprofit organization to deposit 
in advance in the SIlFf'llls ~erty materials distribution revolving 
fund the cost of the surplus property, supplies, materials, and 
equipment upon mutually agreeable terms and conditions. The 
commissioner may charge ~ fee to political subdivisions and non
profit organizations to estabHSIi their eh!:jbility for receiving the 
property and to ~ lor costs of storage an distri6iiiion. 

Sec. 12. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 16B.42, subdivision 1, is 
amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [COMPOSITION.] The commissioner of adminis
tration shall appoint an intergovernmental information systems 
advisory council, to serve at the pleasure of the commissioner of 
administration, consisting of 25 members. Fourteen members shall 
be appointed or elected officials of local governments, seven shall be 
representatives of state agencies, and four shall be selected from the 
community at large. Further, the council shall be composed of(1) two 
members from each of the following groups: counties outside of the 
seven county metropolitan area, cities of the second and third class 
outside the metropolitan area, cities of the second and third class 
within the metropolitan area, and cities of the fourth class; (2) one 
member from each of the following groups: the metropolitan council, 
an outstate regional body, counties within the metropolitan area, 
cities of the first class, school districts in the metropolitan area, and 
school districts outside the metropolitan area; (3) one member each 
from the state departments of administration, education, human 
services, revenue, planning and the legislative auditor; (4) one 
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member from the office of the state auditor; and (5) four members 
from the· state community at large. To the extent permitted by 
available resources the commissioner shall furnish· staff and other 
assistance as requested by the council. The ea" .. eH shall ~ ami 
the terms; compensation, and removal of members of the advisory 
council shall be as provided in section 15.059i but the counciL does 
not expire until June ~ 1993. 

Sec. 13. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 16B.48, subdivision 2, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [PURPOSE OF FUNDS.] Money in the state treasury 
credited to the general services revolving fund and money which is 
deposited in the fund is appropriated annually to the commissioner 
for the following pnrposes: 

(1) to operate a central store and equipment service; 

(2) to operate a central duplication and printing service; 

(3) to purchase postage and related items and to refund postage 
deposits as necessary to operate the central mailing service; 

(4) to operate a documents service as prescribed by section 16B.51; 

(5) to provide· advice and other services to political subdivisions for 
the management oftheir records, information, and telecommunica
tion systems; 

(6) to provide services for the maintenance, operation, and upkeep 
of buildings and grounds managed by the commissioner of admin
istration; 

(7) to .provide analytical, statistical, and organizational develop
ment. services to state agencies, local units of government, metro-
politan and regional agencies, anQSChool diStricts;. . . 

(8) to provide capitol security services through the department of 
public safety; and 

(9) to perform services for any other agency. Money shall be 
expended for this purpose only when directed by the governor. The 
agency receiving the services shall reimburse the fund for their cost, 
and the commissioner shall make the appropriate transfers when 
requested. -The term "services" as used in this clause means com
pensation paid officers and employees of the state government; 
supplies, materials, equipment, and other articles and things used 
by or furnished to an agency; and utility services, and other services 
for the maintenance, operation, and upkeep of buildings and offices 
of the state government. 
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Sec. 14. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 16B.55, subdivision 3, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [PERMITTED USES.) A state vehicle may be used by a 
state employee to travel to or from the employee's resideJ?;ce: 

(1) on a day on which it may be necessary for the employee·to 
respond to a work-related emergency during hours when the em
ployee is not normally working; 

(2) if the employee has been assigned the use of a state vehicle for 
authorized state business on an extended basis, and the employee's 
primary place of work is not the state work station to which the 
employee is permanently assigned; 

(3) if the employee has been assigned the use of a state vehicle for 
authorized state business away from the work station to which the 
employee is permanently assigned, and the number of miles trav
eled, or the time needed to conduct the business, will be minimized 
if the employee uses a state vehicle to travel to the employee's 
residence before or after traveling to the place of state business. 

Yse af a state vehiele fl"FS"ant te this ""Ildivisien Fe""iFes the 
fJFieF allllFeval af the ageney head eF the designee af the ageney 
flea&.. Within M days ef the end ef eaeh thpee menth fleried, the 
head ef eaeh agene), shall Fej3eFt te the eemmissianeFaB eaeh ease in 
whieh.a state vehiele is asOO by an emflleyee ef that agene), te tFa¥el 
te eF fFem the emllle)'ee's Fesidence. !l!he eammissiaHeF shall sfleeify 
the feFH> efthis Fej3eFtaadthe infepmatien te he inel"ded.!fIlS state 
'Iehieles haYe Ileen asOO fep this tFa¥el, the head ef the state ageney 
shall Fej3eFt this te the eammissianeF; or 

(4) if the employee is authorized to participate in a ridesharing 
program established by the commissioner pursuant to section 
174.257. 

Use of ~ state vehicle under this subdivision requires the PJior 
approval of the agency head or the designee of the agency hea . 

Sec. 15. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 16B.55, subdivision 6, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 6. [ADMINISTRf.TIVE PObICIES VEHICLE OPERAT
ING PROCEDURES.) !l!he eemmissianep sftaIl deteFmine WIieft an 
emflleyee mast peimll"Fse the state fep 'liSe ef a state 'Iehiele aad the 
Fates ef Feimll"Fsement. Rates af Feim\"'FSement shall ee¥CF the faIl 
east te the state fep the tFa¥el fep whieh peimll"FSement is FCq"iped. 
The commissioner shall aIs& set operating procedures for use of state 
vehicles. These FHIes,. Fates, aad operating procedures are not 
subject to the administrative procedure act. Maney Feeeived IHItieF 
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j;ftese Pales shallee EieJl9siteEi as B9BEieEiieateEi FeeeiJlts te the credit 
sf the fuBEl fFem wftieft the eests sf 9Jlereting the iBEiividuai vehieles 
are f'I>l<h 

Sec. 16. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 16B.65, subdivision 3, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [CERTIFICATION.] The EieJlaFtmeBt sf elBf'leyee Fela
tieBe, with the BJlJlFC,.<al sf the commissioner, shall eitfteF: 

(1) prepare and conduct aFaI, written, and practical examinations 
to determine if a person is qualified pursuant to subdivision 2to be 
a building official, eFi 

(2) accept documentation of successful completion of testnea 
programs sf tFaiBiBg developed by j!iIhlie nationally reco iz 
testing agencies, as proof of qualification pursuant to sub lVision 2i 
or 

(3) determine qualifications !!r both clauses (1) and (2). 

Upon a determination of qualification under eitfteF clause (1) eF1 
(2) or both of them, the commissioner shall issue a certificate to the 
bunding oftlclal stating that the official is certified. Each person 
applying for examination and certification pursuant to this section 
shall pay a fee of$OO $70. The EleJlaFtmeBt sf emJlleyee FelatieBs aBEl 
the commissioner or a designee may establish classes of certification 
that will recognize the varying complexities of code enforcement in 
the muoicipalities within the state. Except as provided by subdivi
sion 2, no person may act as a building official for a municipality 
unless the EiCJlartmeBt sf ClBf'leyee Felati9BS aBEl the commissioner 
EieteFmiBe determines that the official is qualified. The EieJlaFtment. 
sf emJlleyee Felati9B8 may, with the aJlJlFe'lai sf the commissioner, 
JlFeJlaFC aBEl e9BEluet shall provide educational programs designed to 
train and. assist bnilding offiCIalS in carrying out their responsibil
ities. 

The department of employee relations may, at the request of the. 
commissioner, provTcle statewide testmg services. 

Sec. 17. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 16B.67, is 
amended to read: 

16B.67 [APPEALS.] 

A person aggrieved by the final decision of any municipality as to 
the application of the code, including any rules adopted under 
sections 471.465 to 471.469, may, within 180 days of the decision, 
appeal to the commissioner. Appellant shall submit a fee of $00 $70, 
payable to the commissioner, with the request for appeal. !I'fte final 
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aeeisien ef the invelvea mllniei"ality is sllbjeet W review de _ by 
the eemmissiener eF a designee An appeal must be heard as '" 
contested case under chapter 14. The commissioner shall submit 
written findings to the parties. The party not prevailing shall ~ 
the costs of the contested case hearing, including fees charged ~ the 
office of administrative hearings and the expense of transcript 
preparation. Costs under this section do not include attorney fees. 
Any person aggrieved by a ruling of the commissioner may appeal in 
accordance with chapter 14. For the purpose of this section "any 
person aggrieved" includes the council on disability. No fee or costs 
shall be required when the council on disability is the appeITa~ 

Sec. 18. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 16B.85, is amended to 
read: 

16B.85 [RISK MANAGEMENT.] 

Subdivision 1. [ALTERNATIVES TO CONVENTIONAL INSUR
ANCE.] In the eveRt that the state is _able W 00taffi eertain types 
ef inS1:lFanee, e¥ the esmmissisneF aetermines iasHFanee -te be 
1:lHFeasonahly oostly, The commissioner may implement programs of 
insurance or alternatives to the purchase of conventional insurance 
for areas of risk not subject to collective bargaining agreements, 
plans established under section 43A.18, or programs established 
under sections 176.540 to 176.611. A The mechanism for implement
ing possible alternatives to conventional insurance is the risk 
management fund created in subdivision 2. 

Subd. 2. [RISK MANAGEMENT FUND.] A state Fisk man .. ge 
me..t fuBfI is ere .. tea. All state .. geneies wffieh have had eF may have 
e .. sll .. lty elaims .. gainst them with res"eet W the risks fer wffieh the 
eemmissiener has im"lementea eenventienal insllFanee .. Item .. 
#vee shall eentrilmte W the fuBfI a "ertien ef the """*':Y .. ""re!,ri 
ated W theHr. '!'he eemmissiener shall aetermine the !,re!,ertienate 
share ef eaeh ageney "" the basis ef the ..geney's easllalty elaim 
e,,!,erienee liS eem" .. rea W ather affeeteaageneies. '!'he """*':Y in the 
fuBfI w I*'Y e .. sllalty elaims arising IfflFa state .. etivities aaEl fer 
administrative east&; inelllaiRg easts fer the .. EljllstmeRt aBd aefense 
ef the elaims, is a!,!,re!,riatea W the eemmissieRer. Interest eamea 
IfflFa the investmeRt ef """*':Y in the fuBfI shall be ereaiteEi W the 
fuBflaBd be available W the eemmissiener fer the e,,!,enaitllres 
.... tlteri.ea in this sll"aivisieR. '!'he fuBfI is e"em!'t IfflFa the jlI'ffi'i
sieRs ef seetieR 16/LUi, s .. "aivisieR h In the eveRt that !,reeeeas in 
the fuBfI are ins .. ffieient W I*'Y e .. tstanEiing elaims aBd asseeiatea 
aEiministrati','e east&; the eemmissiener, in eeRs .. ltatien with the 
eemmississer sf finanee, may assess state ageneies plHtieipatiftg in 
the fmHI arne_ts sHilleieRt W I*'Y the eest& '!'he eemmissieRer shall 
aetermiRe the !,re!,srtien .. te share ef the assessmeRt ef eaeh ageney 
"" the Basis ef the ageney's eaSH .. lty elaim e,,!,erienee liS eem"areEi 
W ather affeeteEi ageneies. 
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(a) All state agencies may, in cooperation with the commissioner, 
participate in insurance programs and other funding. alternative 
programs provided ~ the risk management fund. .. 

(b) When an agency or agencies enter into an insurance 'or 
self-insurance program, each agency shall contribute the appropri
ate share of its costs as determined ~ the commissioner. 

(c) The money in the fund to ~ claims arIsmg from state 
activities and for adminiStrative costs, including costs for--uie 
adjustment al).daefense of the ciaims,IS appropriated to the com
missioner. 

(d) Interest earned from the investment of money in the fund shall 
be credited to the fund anaOe available to the commissioner for the 
expenditures authonzed in this subdivision:- -

(e) The fund is exempt from the 1a0visions of section 16A.15, 
su@ivision 1. In the event that procee s m the fund are insufficient 
to ~ outstanding claims and associated administrative costs, the 
commissioner, in cOiiSii'Itation with the commissioner of finance, 
may assess state agencies particijiitiii"gin the fund amounts suffi
cient to ~ the costs. The commissioner shall determine the 
proportionate Share of the assessment of each agency. 

Subd. 3. [RESPONSIBILITIES.] The commissioner shall: 

(1) review the state's exposure to various ~ of potential risks 
in consUltation with affected agencies and advise state 1;lencies as 
to the reduction of risk and fiscal management of those osses; 

(2) be responsible for statewide risk management coordination, 
evaluation offunding and insuring alternatives, alld the approval of 
an insurance purchases in consultation with affected agencies; 

(3) identify ways to eliminate redundant efforts in the manage
ment of state rIsk management and insurance programs; 

, 
(4) maintain the state risk management infonnation system; and 

(5) administer and maintain the state risk management fund. 

Siibd. 4. [COMPETITIVE BIDDING.] The com.missioner may 
request bids from insurance carriers or negotiate with insuranc~ 
carriers and may enter into contracts of Insurance carriers that in 
the judgment of the divlSWll are best gualified to underwrIteand 
service the insurance programs. 

SuM 5. [RISK MANAGEMENT FUND NOT CONSIDERED 
INSURANCE.] A state agency, including an entity defined as -","part 
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of the state in section 3.732, subdivision 1, clause (1), may procure 
insurance against liability of the agency and its employees for 
damages resulting from the torts of the agency and its employees. 
The procuremenf of this insurance constitutes a waiver of the limits 
or governmentallialillTIy to the extent of the !lability stated in the 
policy but has no effect on the liability of the agency and its 
employees beyond the coverage as provided. Procurement of com
mercial insurance, participation in the risk management fund 
under section 16B.85, or provIsIOns of an individual sen-Insurance 
plan with or without ~ reserve fund or reinsurance does not 
constitute ~ waiver of any of the governmental immunities or 
exclusions under section 3.736. 

Sec. 19. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 94.12, is amended to 
read: 

94.12 [CONTRACT FOR DEED AND QUITCLAIM DEED.] 

In the event a purchaser elects to purchase surplus real property 
on an installment basis, the commissioner of administration shall 
enter into a contract for deed with the purchaser thereof in which 
shall be set forth the description of the real property sold and the 
price thereof, the consideration paid and to be paid therefor, the rate 
of interest, and time and terms of payment. This contract for deed 
shall be made assignable and shall further set forth that in case of 
the nonpayment of the annual principal or interest payment due by 
the purchaser, or any person claiming under the purchaser, then the 
contract for deed, from the time of such failure, will be entirely void 
and of no ·effect and the state may be repossessed of the lot or tract 
and may resell the same as provided in sections 94.09 to 94.16. In the 
event the terms and conditions of a contract for deed are completely 
fulfilled or if a purchaser makes a lump sum payment for the subject 
property in lieu of entering into a contract for deed, the gsverns., 
:open the -rceemmcnaaaeB 'af the commissioner of administration, 
shall sign and cause to be issued a quitclaim deed on behalf of the 
state. Said quitclaim deed shall be in a form prescribed by the 
attorney general and shall vest in purchaser all of the state's interest 
in the subject property except as provided in section 94.14, 

Sec. 20. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 115A.15, 
subdivision 6, is amended to. read: 

Subd. 6. [REiOOURCE RECOVERY REVOLVING ACCOUl'lT 
USE OF MATERIALS DISTRIBUTION REVOLVING FUND.] 
Yt>- the eertifieatisn sf the esmmissisner sf administratisR, the 
esmmiss;s"e. sf fina"ee shall establish lffi aeesllnt iR the general 
serv;ees revslving fIHHl, efleetive .Hme 3(}, 198il, fe¥ the spemtisn sf 
the state gej/cFRmcnt rCS8UFee Fceevcry 13FsgFam. ~ -revelving 
aeesHflt shall .sRsist sf All funds appropriated by the state for the 
resource recovery program, all revenues resulting from the sale of 
recyclable and reusable commodities made available for sale as a 
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result of the resource recovery program and all reimbursements to 
the commissioner of expenses incurred by- the commissioner in 
developing and administering resource recovery systems for state 
agencies, Ieeal ga'CernmeBts, and regiaBal ageBeies governmental 
unit(i' and nonprofit organizations must be deposited in the materi
als istribution revolving fund created in section 16B.28. The 
aeeaunt fund may be used for all activities associated with the 
program including payment of administrative and operating costs, 
e.reejlt statewide and ageBey iBdireet eests. The commissioner shall 
determine the waste disposal cost savings associated with recycling 
and reuse activities, collect those savings from the account respon
sible for disposing of wastes produced in state buildings, and credit 
the savings to the reset:u~e reeavcFY Fcvelviag aeeSl:lHt materials 
distribution revolving fund. 

Sec. 21. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 136.61, subdivision 1, is 
amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. The state board for community colleges shall 
eaBsist consists of nine members appointed by the governor with the 
advice and consent of the senate. '!'hey shall be seleetea fur tbeiF 
knawleage ef; and interest in eamlBllnity ealleges' Sf MiBBesata. One 
member shall be a full-time student at a community college at the' 
time of appointment or shall have been a full-time student at a 
community college within one year before appointment to the state 
board for community colleges. Other than the student or recent 
graduate member, at least one member shall be a resident of each 
congressional district and twa members shall be graaeates ef a 
ea_unity eallege in this state. In making appointments to the 
board, the governor shall recognize the mission of the community 
college system and attempt to reflect the ~ served ~ the 
mission. -- - --- -- ----

Sec. 22. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 136.622, is amended to 
read: 

136.622 [COII<WUTER SALES ANI) IIL"~ITEPItLPICE TECHNI
CAL EQUIPMENT.] 

Subdivision 1. [PROPRIETARY PURCHASES.] Technical educa
tional eguipment may be procured for the state community colleges 
on reguest of the state board for communitYcOIte5es either ~ brand 
deSignation or in accoraaDCe with standards an specifications the 
board may promulgate, notwithstanding chapter 16B. 

Subd. 2. [COMPUTER SALES AND SUPPORT.] The state board 
for community colleges may sell computers and related, products to 
its staff and students to advance their instnictional' and research 
abilities. The board shall contract with a private vendor for service, 
maintenance, and support for computers and related products sold 
by the board. 
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Sec. 23. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 136.67, subdivision 2, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 2. The state community college board may establish activity 
funds, ~ fuF aormitopy IHlPlloses, and imprest cash funds, waive 
tuition charges, and act as agent and accept the benefits of Public 
Law Number 88'452, known as the Economic Opportunity Act of 
1964, as amended, and Public Law Number 85-864, known as the 
National Defense Education Act of 1958, as amended, to the same 
extent and subject to the same conditions as this authority is vested 
in the state university board. Sections 136.045; 136.142; 136.143; 
136.144; 136.171; 136.22; 136.56; 169.966; and 352.01, subdivision 
2a, clause (6), also apply to the state community college board and 
the state community colleges in the same manner as to the state 
university board and the state universities. 

Sec. 24. [136.891 [NONPROFIT FOUNDATION PAYROLL DE
DUCTION.] 

Subdivision 1. [REQUEST; WARRANT.] The commlSSlOner of 
finance, upon the written request of an emplOYee of" communitY 
college or the state board for community colleges, may deduct from 
an employee's salary or wages the amount requested for payment to 
" nonprofit community college foundation meeting the require
ments in subdivision 2. The commissioner shall issue a warrant for 
the deducted amount to the nonprofit foundatWn-.-- - -

Subd. 2. [FOUNDATION APPLICATION; APPROVAL.] A non
profit foundation that desires to receive contributions tllr. 
payroll deductions shall >lPP!Y to the state board for approval to 
participate in the payroll deduction plan. The board may approve 
the application for participation !! the foundation: 

(1) ~ tax exempt under section 501(c)3 of the Internal Revenue 
Code of 1986, as amended; 

(2) qualifies for tax deductible contributions under section 170 of 
the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended; 

(3) secures funding solely for distribution to that community 
college; and 

(4) has been incorporated according to chapter 317 for at least one 
carendar year before the date it, applies to the state board for 
community colleges for approval. 

Subd. 3. [SOLICITATION.] Efforts to secure payroll deductions 
authorized in subdivision 1 may not interfere with, require a 
modification of, nor be conducted during the period of " payroll 
deduction fund drive for employees authorized by section 309.501. 
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Sec. 25. [136.91) [CAPITAL PROJECTS BIDD,ING PROCE
DURES.) 

In awarding contracts for capital projects under section 16B.09, 
the state board for community colleges shall consider the documen
tation pro""VldeU ~the bidders regarding their qualifications,includ
iJ:1.g evidence of having successfully completed similar work, or 
delivering services or products comparable to that being requested. 
The board shall set procedures to administer this section, which 
must include practices that will assist in the economic development 
of small businesses and small businesses owned and operated !!y 
socially or economicany disadvantaged persons. 

Sec. 26. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 168.012, 
subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision l. (a) The following vehicles are exempt from the 
provisions of this chapter requiring payment of tax and registration 
fcl,s, except as provided in subdivision lc: 

(1) vehicles owned and used solely in the transaction of official 
business by representatives of foreign powers,.by the federal govern
ment, the state, or any political subdivision; 

(2) vehicles owned and used exclusively by educational institu
tions and used solely in the transportation of pupils to and from such 
institutions; 

(3) vehicles owned by nonprofit charities and used exclusively to 
transport handicapped persons for educational purposes; 

(4) vehicles owned and used by honorary consul or consul general 
of foreign governments. 

(b) Vehicles owned by the federal government, municipal. fire 
_ apparatus, police patrols and ambulances, the general appearance of 

which is unmistakable, shall not be required to register or display 
number plates. 

(c) Unmarked vehicles used in general police work, arson investi
gations, and passenger vehicles, station wagons, and buses owned or 
operated by the department of corrections shall be registered and 
shall display passenger vehicle classification license number plates 
which shall be furnished by the registrar at cost. Original and 
renewal applications for these passenger vehicle license plates 
authorized for use in general police work and for use by the 
department of corrections must be accompanied by a certification 
signed by the appropriate chief of police if issued to a police vehicle, 
the appropriate sheriff if issued to a sheriffs vehicle, the commis
sioner of corrections if issued to a department of corrections vehicle, 
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or the appropriate officer in charge if issued to a vehicle of any other 
law enforcement agency. The certification must be on a form 
prescribed by the commissioner and state that the vehicle will be 
used exclusively for a purpose authorized by this section. 

(d) All other motor vehicles shall be registered and display tax 
exempt number plates which shall be furnished by the registrar at 
cost, except as provided in subdivision lc. All vehicles required to 
display tax exempt number plates shall have the name of the state 
department or public subdivision on the vehicle plainly flFiHted 
displayed on both sides thereof in letters not less than 21/2 inches 
high, """ and one-half inch wide arul ef a three eighths iHeh streke; 
except that each state hospital and institution for the mentally ill 
and mentally retarded may have one vehicle without the required 
priRtiHg identification on the sides of the vehicle. Such priHtiHg 
identification shall be in a color giving a marked contrast with that 
of the part of the vehicle on which it is placed and shall be d9Re with 
a geed '1"ality ef paffit that will endure throughout the term of the 
registration. The flRHtiHg identification must be en a fl'H'l; ef the 
vehiele itself arul not be on a removable plate or placard ef aay kiHd 
and shall be kept clean and visible at all times; except that a 
removable plate or placard may be utilized on vehicles leased or 
loaned to a political subdivision. 

Sec. 27. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 214.07, subdivision 1, is 
amended to read: 

S"bdivisioH -h [BOt,RD REPORTS.) The health-related licensing 
boards and the non-health-related licensing boards shall prepare 
reports by October 1 of each even-numbered year en ferms flreflared 
!Jy the commissioller ef admiHlstratiell. Copies of the reports shall be 
delivered to the legislature in accordance with section 3.195, and to 
the governor arul the eommissioRer ef administratioll. Copies of the 
reports of the health-related licensing boards shall also be delivered 
to the commissioner of health. The reports shall contain the follow
ing information relating to the two-year period ending the previous 
June 30: 

(a) a general statement of board activities; 

(b) the number of meetings and approximate total number of 
hours spent by all board members in meetings and on other board 
activities; 

(c) the receipts and disbursements of board funds; 

(d) the names of board members and their addresses, occupations, 
and dates of appointment and reappointment to the board; 

(e) the names and job classifications of board employees; 
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CD a brief summary of board rules proposed or adopted during the 
reporting period with appropriate citations to the State fu!gister and 
published rules; 

(g) the number of persons having each type of license and 
registration issued by the board as of June 30 in the year of the 
report; 

(h) the locations and dates of the administration of examinations 
by the board; 

(i) the number of persons examined by the board with the persons 
subdivided into groups showing age categories, sex, and states of 
residency; 

G) the number of persons licensed or registered by the board after 
taking the examinations referred to in clause (h) with the persons 
subdivided by age categories, sex, and states of residency; 

(k) the number of persons not licensed or registered by the board 
after taking the examinations referred to in clause (h) with the 
persons subdivided by age categories, sex, and states of residency; 

(I) the number of persons not taking the examinations referred to 
in clause (h) who were licensed or registered by the board or who 
were denied licensing or registration with the reasons for the 
licensing or registration or denial thereof and with the persons 
subdivided by age categories, sex, and states of residency; 

(m) the number of persons previously licensed or registered by the 
board whose licenses or registrations were revoked, suspended, or 
otherwise altered in status with brief statements of the reasons for 
the revocation, suspension or alteration; 

(n) the number of written and oral complaints and other commu
nications received by the executive secretary of the board, a board 
member, or any other person performing services for the board (1) 
which allege or imply a violation of a statute or rule which the board 
is empowered to enforce and (2) which are forwarded to other 
agencies as required by section 214.10; 

(0) a summary, by specific category, of the substance of the 
complaints and communications referred to in clause (n) and, for 
each specific category, the responses or dispositions thereof pursuant 
to section 214.10 or 214.11; 

(p) any other objective information which the board members 
believe will be useful in reviewing board activities. 
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Sec. 28. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 382.153, is amended to 
read: 

382.153 [BONDING OF COUNTY OFFICERS AND EMPLOY
EES.J 

Subdivision 1. In counties now or hereafter having a population of 
more than 250,000, when a corporate surety bond has been fur
nished by any county officer or employee pursuant to statute or 
resolution of the county board, the premium therefor shall be paid by 
the county, provided that the county board may designate the surety. 

The county board shall cause to be published in its official 
publication, a notice for bids for the furnishing of all such bonds and 
shall award a contract to the lowest responsible bidder. 

Subd. 2. In any county, in lieu of the individual bonds required to 
be furnished by county officers or by county employees, a schedule or 
position bond or undertaking may be given by county officers or by 
the employees of each county office or department, or a single 
corporate surety fidelity, schedule or position bond or undertaking 
covering all the officers and employees of any such county including 
officers and employees required by law to furnish an individual bond 
or undertaking may be furnished, in the respective amounts fixed by 
law, or by the person or board authorized by law to fix the same, 
conditioned substantially as provided in section 574.13, aOO "f"Hl a 
I&m t& be f'FeSeFiaea ~ ~ esmmissisBeF ef aamiBistFatisB. 

Sec. 29. [INITIAL SMOKING POLICIES.] 

A state agency required to adoJ?j ~ smoking pO\icy under section 9 
shall submit Its initial policy an pilt for imp ementation to the 
commissioners ota<liTilnistration, emp oyee relations, and health!!.Y. 
January h 1989. 

Sec. 30. Laws 1987, chapter 365, section 24, is amended to read: 

The revisor of statutes shall renumber Minnesota Statutes, sec
tion 4.31, subdivisions 1 aOO to 5, in chapter 16B. 

Sec. 31. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

Section 3 ~ effective the day following final enactment. Sections 
2, ± to 8, 10 to 28, and 30 are effective July 11988. Sections 9 and 
29 are effective January 1, 1989." 

Delete the title and insert: 

"A bill for an act relating to state agencies; amending, enacting,. 
and repealing certain laws administered by the department of 
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administration; requiring the commissioner of administration to 
consider the provision of child care facilities in new state office 
space; requiring state agencies to adopt policies regulating smoking 
in space under their control; increasing the powers of the state board 
for community colleges; changing the criteria for board membership; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 15.0591, subdivision 2; 
16A.41, subdivision 1; 16B.07, subdivisions 2 and 3; 16B.OS, subdi
vision 4; 16B.09, subdivision 3; 16B.24, by adding subdivisions; 
16B.28; 16B.42, subdivision 1; 16B.48, subdivision 2; 16B.55, sub
divisions 3 and 6; 16B.65, subdivision 3; 16B.85; 94.12; 136.61, 
subdivision 1; 136.622; 136.67, subdivision 2; 214.07, subdivision 1; 
and 382.153; Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 16B.09, 
subdivision 1; 16B.67; 115A.15, subdivision 6; and 168.012, subdi
vision 1; Laws 1987, chapter 365, section 24; proposing coding for 
new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapters 16B; and 136." 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 

House Conferees: HAROLD F. LASLEY, STEPHEN E. DILLE AND SANDRA 
L. PAPPAS. 

Senate ·Conferees: DONALD M. MOE, BOB DECKER AND JOHN J. 
MARTY. 

Lasley moved that the report of the Conference Committee on 
H. F. No. 2291 be adopted and that the bill be repassed as amended 
by the Conference Committee. The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 2291, A bill for an act relating to state agencies; 
amending, enacting and repealing certain laws administered by the 
department of administration; increasing the powers of the state 
board for community colleges; changing the criteria for board 
membership; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 15.0591, 
subdivision 2; 15.50, by adding a subdivision; 16A.41, subdivision 1; 
16B.07, subdivisions 2 and 3; 16B.08, subdivision 4; 16B.09, subdi
vision 3; 16B.24, by adding subdivisions; 16B.28; 16B.42, subdivi
sion 1; 16B.48, subdivision 2; 16B.54, subdivision 8; 16B.55, 
subdivisions 3 and 6; 16B.65, subdivision 3; 16B.85; 94.12; 136.61, 
subdivision 1; 136.622; 136.67, subdivision 2; 214.07, subdivision 1; 
268.0122, by adding a subdivision; and 382.153; Minnesota Statutes 
1987 Supplement, sections 16B.09, subdivision 1; 16B.67; 1I5A.15, 
subdivision 6; and 168.012, subdivision 1; Laws 1987, chapter 365, 
section 24; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, 
chapters 16B and 136; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 
15.38; 16B.29; and 214.07, subdivision 2. 
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The bill was read for the third time, as amended by Conference, 
and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. There were 119 yeas and 7 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dorn 
Forsythe 
Frerichs 

Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 

Krueger Orenstein 
Larsen Osthoff 
Lasley Otis 
Lieder Pappas 
Long Pauly 
Marsh Pelowski 
McEachern Peterson 
McKasy Price 
McLaughlin Quinn 
McPherson Quist 
Milbert Redalen 
Minne Reding 
Munger Rest 
Murphy Rice 
Nelson, C. Richter 
Nelson, K. Riveness 
Neuenschwander Rodosovich 
O'Connor Rose 
Ogren Rukavina 
Olsen, S. Sarna 
Olson, E. Schafer 
Olson, K. Scheid 
Omann Schreiber 
Onnen Seaberg 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Anderson, R. 
Frederick 

Hugoson 
Morrison 

Poppenhagen 
Thiede 

Waltman 

Segal 
Shaver 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was repassed, as amended by Conference, and its title 
agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDERS 

S. F No. 2292 was reported to the House. 

Carlson, D., moved that S. F. No. 2292 be continued on Special 
Orders for one day. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 2452 was reported to the House. 
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Kelly moved that S. F. No. 2452 be continued on Special Orders for 
one day. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 994 was reported to the House. 

Trimble moved to amend S. F. No. 994. as follows: 

Delete everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.011, subdivision 
15, is amended to read: 

Subd. 15. [OCCUPATIONAL DISEASE.] "Occupational disease" 
means a disease arising out of and in the course of employment 
peculiar to the occupation in which the employee is engaged and due 
to causes in excess of the hazards ordinary of employment and shall 
include undulant fever. Ordinary diseases of life to which the 
general public is equally exposed outside of employment are not 
compensable, except where the diseases follow as an incident of an 
occupational disease, or where the exposure peculiar to the occupa
tion makes the disease an occupational disease hazard. A disease 
arises out of the employment only if there be a direct causal 
connection between the conditions under which the work is per
formed and if the occupational disease follows as a natural incident 
of the work as a result of the exposure occasioned by the nature of 
the employment. An employer is not liable for compensation for any 
occupational disease which cannot be traced to the employment as a 
direct and proximate cause and is not recognized as a hazard 
characteristic of and peculiar to the trade, occupation, process, or 
employment or which results from a hazard to which the worker 
would have been equally exposed outside of the employment. If 
immediately preceding the d"te of disablement or death, an em
ployee was employed on active duty with an organized fire or police 
department of any municipality, as a member of the Minnesota state 
patrol, conservation officer service, state crime bureau, as a forest 
officer by the department of natural resources, or sheriff or full time 
deputy sheriff of any county, and the disease is that of myocarditis, 
coronary sclerosis, pneumonia or its sequel, and at the time of 
employment such employee was given a thorough physical exami
nation by a licensed doctor of medicine, and a written report thereof 
has been made and filed with such organized fire or police depart
ment, with the Minnesota state patrol, conservation officer service, 
state crime bureau, department of natural resources, or sheriffs 
department of any county, which examination and report negatived 
any evidence of myocarditis, coronary sclerosis, pneumonia or its 
sequel, the disease is presumptively an occupational disease and 
shall be presumed to have been due to the nature of employment. If 
immediately preceding the date of disablement or death, any 
mdIvIdual who ~ nature oi'tlleir position provides emergency 
medical care, or an employee who was employed as a licensed police 
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officer under section 626.84, subdivision h firefighter, paramedic, 
emergency medical technician, or licensed nurse, and contracts an 
infectious or communicable disease to which the employee was 
exposed in the course of employment outside of ~ hospital to an 
individual diagnosed as having the infection or communicable 
disease, then the disease is presumptively an occupational disease 
and Shall be presumed to have been due to the nature of employment 
and the presumption may be rebutted !>.y substantial factors brought 
!>.y the employer or insurer." 

Delete the title and insert: 

"A bill for an act relating to workers' compensation; defining 
"occupational disease" as including certain diseases received in 
providing emergency medical care; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1986, section 176.011, subdivision 15." 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

Trimble moved to amend S. F. No. 994, as amended, as follows: 

Page 2, line 25, delete the last comma and insert a semicolon 

Page 2, line 26, delete the commas and insert semicolons 

Page 2, line 27, delete the comma and insert "providing emer
gency medical care;" and after "and" insert "who" 

Page 2, lines 29 and 30, delete "to an individual diagnosed as 
having the infection or communicable disease" 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

S. F. No. 994, A bill for an act relating to employment; providing 
workers' compensation to coverage for certain infectious diseases; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.011, subdivision 15. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended, and placed upon 
its final passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. There were 129 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 

Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 

Bishop 
Blatz 
Brown 
Burger 

Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 

Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
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DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
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Jolmson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 
Larsen 
Lasley 
Lieder 
Long 
Marsh 
McEachern 
McKasy 
McLaughlin 
McPherson 
Milbert 
Miller 

Minne Peterson 
Morrison Poppenhagen 
Munger Price 
Murphy Quinn 
Nelson, C. Quist 
Nelson, D. Redalen 
Nelson, K. Reding 
Neuenschwander Rest 
O'Connor Rice 
Ogren Richter 
Olsen,' S. Riveness 
Olson, E. Rodosovich 
Olson, K. Rose 
Omann Rukavina 
Onnen Sarna 
Orenstein Schafer 
Osthoff Schreiber 
Otis Seaberg 
Ozment Segal 
Pappas Shaver 
Pauly Skoglund 
Pelowski Solberg 
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Bparby 
Stamus 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
'fjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was passed, as amended, and its title agreed to. 

S. F. No. 1652 was reported to the House. 

Kludt moved that S. F. No, 1652 be temporarily laid over on 
Special Orders. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 1719, A bill for an act relating to occupational safety and 
health; regulating penalties for violations; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1986, section 182.666, subdivisions 3, 5a, and 7; Minnesota 
Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 182.666, subdivisions 1, 2, 4, and 
5. 

The bill was read for the third time and placed upon its final 
passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. There were 130 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 

Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausriitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 

Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Rimle 
Rugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 

Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahu 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 

Kostohryz 
Krueger 
Larsen 
Lasley 
Lieder 
Long 
Marsh 
McEachern 
McKasy 
McLaughlin 
McPherson 
Milberl 
Miller 
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Minne Onnen 
Morrison Orenstein 
Munger Osthoff 
Murphy Otis 
Nelson, C. Ozment 
Nelson, D Pappas 
Nelson, K. Pauly 
Neuenschwander Pelowski 
O'Connor Peterson 
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Redalen 
Reding 
Rest 

Ogren Poppenhagen 

Rice 
Richter 
Riveness 
Rodosovich 
Rose 
Rukavina 
Sarna 
Schafer 
Scheid 
Schreiber 

~aberg 
Segal 
Shaver 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Starrins 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
'fjornhom 
Tompkins 

Olsen, S. Price 
Olson, K. Quinn 
Omann Quist 

The bill was passed and its title agreed to. 

H. F. No. 2432 was reported to the House. 

Osthoff offered an amendment to H. F. No. 2432. 

POINT OF ORDER 
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Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

Orenstein raised a point of order pursuant to rule 3.9 that the 
Osthoff amendment was not in order. Speaker pro tempore Ander
son, G., ruled the point of order well taken and the amendment out 
of order. 

Jennings offered an amendment to H. F. No. 2432. 

POINT OF ORDER 

Orenstein raised a point of order pursuant to rule 3.9 that the 
Jennings amendment was not in order. Speaker pro tempore Ander
son, G., ruled the point of order well taken and the amendment out 
of order. 

H. F. No. 2432, A bill for an act relating to retirement; requiring a 
majority vote of all members of the St. Paul police and fire depart
ment relief associations on consolidation with the public employees 
retirement association; amending Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supple
ment, section 353A.02, subdivision 17. 

The bill was read for the third time and placed upon its final 
passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. There were 130 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
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Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Batlal<lia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
ClausnitLer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeBaad 
Dille 
Dom 
Forsythe 
Frederick 
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Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Hirole 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johuson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 

Krueger Onnen 
Larsen Orenstein 
Lasley Osthoff 
Lieder Otis 
Long Ozment 
Marsh Pappas 
McEachern Pauly 
McKssy Pelowski 
McLaughlin Peterson 
McPherson Poppenhagen 
Milhert Price 
Miller Quinn 
Minne Quist 
Morrison Redalen 
Munger Beding 
Murphy Rest 
Nelson, C. Rice 
Nelson, D. Richter 
Nelson, K. Riveness 
Neuenschwander Rodosovich 
O'Connor Rose 
Ogren Rukavina 
Olsen, S. Sarna 
Offion,E. Scbafer 
Olson, K. Scheid 
OmaDn Schreiber 

The bill was passed and its title agreed to. 

[89th Day 

Seaberg 
Segal 
Shaver 
Sknglund 
Solherg 
SparbY 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
'fjomhem 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
\Uss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
\\I,lle 
\\I,nzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The following Conference Committee Report was received: 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON H. F. NO. 2126 

A bill for an act relating ~to the organization and operation of state 
government; appropriating money for human resources and other 
purposes with certain conditions; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1986, sections 3.9223, subdivision 3; 3.9225, subdivision 3; 3.9226, 
subdivision 3; 62A.54; 62E.04, by adding subdivisions; 129A.02, 
subdivision 3; 129A.09; 129A.1O; 144.053, by adding subdivisions; 
144.125; 144A.04, by adding a subdivision; 145.853, subdivision 2; 
145.894; 245.771, by adding a subdivision; 245.814, subdivisions 1, 
2, and 3; 245.83; 245.84, subdivision 1; 246.023; 248.07, subdivision 
7 and 12; 252.291, subdivisions 1 and 2; 256.73, subdivisions 2, 6, 
and by adding subdivisions; 256.736, by adding subdivisions; 256.76, 
subdivision 1; 256B.08; 256B.092, subdivisions 5 and 7; 256B.14, 
subdivision 2; 256B.17, subdivision 7; 256B.431, by adding subdivi
sions; 256B.501, snbdivision 3, and by adding subdivisions; 256B.69, 
subdivisions 3 and 4; 256D.02, subdivision 7, and by adding a 
subdivision; 256D.06, by adding a subdivision; 256D.07; 256D.35, by 
adding a subdivision; 256D.37, subdivision 2, and by adding subdi
visions; 256E.12, subdivisions 1 and 2; 256F.03, subdivision 8; 
257.071, subdivisions 2.and 3, and by adding a subdivision; 257.072; 
260.181, subdivision 3; 268.0111, by adding a subdivision; 268.911, 
subdivision 3; 326.371; 462A.05, by adding a subdivision; 462A.21, 
by adding a subdivision; 609.72, subdivision 1; 611A.32, by adding a 
subdivision; Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 3.922, 
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subdivision 6; 16B.08, subdivision 7; 16B.61, subdivision 3; 62A.152, 
subdivision 2; 62A.48, subdivision 7; 62A.50, subdivision 3; 
620.102; 129A.01, subdivisions 5, 6, and 7; 129A.03; 129A.06, 
subdivision 1; 129A.07, subdivision 1; 129A.08, subdivisions 1, 4, 
and 5, and by adding subdivisions; 144A.071, subdivision 3; 
144A.073, subdivisions 1, 2, 7, and 8; 148B.23, subdivision 1; 
148B.42, subdivision 1; 245.462, subdivisions 3, 4, 6, 17, 18, 19,20, 
21, 23, and 25; 245.465; 245.466, subdivisions 1, 2, and 5; 245.467, 
by adding subdivisions; 245.469, subdivision 2; 245.471, subdivi
sions 2 and 3; 245.472, subdivision 2; 245.475, subdivisions 1 and 2; 
245.476, subdivision 1; 245.477; 245.478, subdivisions 1, 2, and 9; 
245.479; 245.482, subdivision 2; 245.696, subdivision 2; 245.697, 
subdivision 2, and by adding a subdivision; 245A.09, by adding a 
subdivision; 248.07, subdivision 8; 252.291, subdivision 3; 252.46, 
subdivisions 5 and 6, and by adding subdivisions; 253B.03, subdivi
sion 6; 256.015, subdivision 2; 256.736, subdivisions 1b, 4, and 11; 
256.936; 256.969, subdivision 3; 256B.02, subdivision 8; 256B.031, 
subdivision 5; 256B.042, subdivision 2; 256B.06, subdivisions 1 and 
4; 256B.091, subdivision 4; 256B.35, subdivision 1; 256B.431, sub
division 4; 256B,433, subdivision 1; 256B.501, subdivision 1; 
256B.73, subdivision 2, and by adding a subdivision; 2560.01, 
subdivision 1a; 2560.03, subdivision 3; 2560.06, subdivisions 1 and 
1b; 2560.37, subdivision 1; 256E.12, subdivision 3; 268.91, subdivi
sions 1, 3, 3b, 3c, 3e, 4, and 12; 393.07, subdivision 10, and by adding 
a subdivision; Laws 1984, chapter 654, article 5, section 57, subdi
vision 1, as amended; Laws 1987, chapter 337, section 131; Laws 
1987, chapter 403, article 2, section 34; Laws 1987, chapter 403, 
article 4, section 13; Laws 1987, chapter 403, article 1, section 4, 
subdivision 4; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, 
chapters 62A; 62C; 620; 144; 145; 152A; 157; 179A; 245; 246; 252; 
256; 256B; 256H; 257; and 268; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1986, 
sections 136.26; 144.388; 245.84, subdivision 4; 245.86; 245.87; and 
257.071, subdivision 6; Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sec
tions 129A.01, subdivision 8; 12HA.07, subdivision 2; 129A.08, 
subdivision 3; 148B.04, subdivision 1; and 256B.73, subdivision 10. 

The Honorable Robert Vanasek 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Honorable Jerome M. Hughes 
President of the Senate 

April 16, 1988 

We, the undersigned conferees for H. F. No. 2126, report that we 
have agreed upon the items in dispute and recommend as follows: 

That the House concur in the Senate amendment and that H. F. 
No. 2126 be further amended as follows: 

Oelete everything after the enacting clause and insert: 
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"ARTICLE 1 

APPROPRIATIONS 

Section 1. [HUMAN SERVICES; HEALTH; APPROPRIATIONS.] 

The sums shown ill the columns marked "APPROPRIATIONS" are 
appropriated from the general fund, or another fund named, to the 
agencies and for the purposes specified in this act, to be available for 
the fiscal years indicated for each purpose. The fignres "1988" and 
"1989," where used in this article, mean that the appropriation or 
appropriations listed under them are available for the year ending 
June 30, 1988, or June 30, 1989, respectively. 

General 
Special Revenue 
PUblic Health 
Trunk Highway 
Metro Landfill 
TOTAL 

SUMMARY BY FUND 

1988 

$(17,545,900) 
-0-

175,200 
74,400 
19,300 

$(17,277,000) 

1989 

$17,035,700 
320,300 
200,800 

85,500 
22,000 

$17,664,300 

TOTAL 

$(510,200) 
320,300 
376,000 
159,900 

41,300 
$ 387,300 

APPROPRIATIONS 
Available for the Year 

Ending June 30 

Sec. 2. HUMAN SERVICES 

Subdivision 1. Appropriation by 
Fund 

General Fund 

This appropriation is added to theap
propriation in Laws 1987, chapter 403, 
article 1, section 2. 

1988 1989 

(17,553,800) 11,722,100 
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Subd. 2. Human Services Manage
ment 

$-0- $ -0-

Subd. 3. Social Services 

$-0- $1,220,200 

Any balance remaining at the end of 
fiscal year 1988. in the appropriation 
for chemical dependency evaluation in 
Laws 1987, chapter 403, article 1, sec
tion 2, subdivision 8, does not cancel 
but is available for fiscal year 1989 to 
complete the incidence and prevalence 
survey on the extent of drug and alco
hol problems in Minnesota. 

Of this appropriation, $200,000 is for 
semi-independent living services for 
those people determined eligible who 
have not received funding. This appro
priation may be used to fund services 
for individuals who are currently living 
in intermediate care facilities for the 
mentally retarded, who are receiving 
waivered services and are no longer 
eligible for those services, or who are 
living in their family home, a foster 
home, or their own home. 

Of this appropriation, $50,000 is for a 
grant related to attention deficit disor
der (ADD). The commissioner shall 
award the grant to a nonprofit corpora
tion whose on ly purpose is to educate 
people about ADD and to support chil
dren with ADD and their families. 
Grant money awarded under this pro
vision must be used for the following 
purposes: (1) in-service training for 
school personnel, including teachers at 
all levels from early childhood through 
college and vocational training, on the 
unique problems of children who suffer 
from ADD, and (2) support groups for 
children with ADD and their families. 

11671 
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Of this appropriation, $150,000 is for a 
demonstration grant under the commu
nity initiatives for children program, to 
be awarded to a project in the seven
county metropolitan area. The amount 
of the grant may not exceed the lesser 
of $150,000 or 50 percent of capital 
costs incurred within a two-year period. 

Subd. 4. Mental Health 

$(1,330,000) $1,395,000 

Of the amount appropriated in Laws 
1987, chapter 403, article 1, section 2, 
subdivision 5, for state mental health 
grants for fiscal year 1988, $720,000 
does not cancel but is available for 
fiscal year 1989 for the same purposes 
and $1,330,000 is transferred to fiscal 
year 1989. 

Of the amount appropriated in Laws 
1987, chapter 403, article 1, section 2, 
subdivision 5, for mental health for 
fiscal year 1988, $250,000 for informa
tion systems is transferred in fiscal 
year 1988 to the state systems account 
established in Minnesota Statutes, sec
tion 256.014, subdivision 2. 

Money appropriated for the children's 
mental health plan is for fiscal year 
1989 only. Money needed beyond June 
30, 1989, to develop or implement the 
plan must be requested as a change 
request in the 1989 to 1991 biennial 
budget. 

Upon approval of the legislative audit 
commission, $25,000 of this appropria
tion is transferred to the legislative 
auditor for a program evaluation of the 
quality of treatment provided by com
munity residential programs for people 
who are mentally ill or mentally ill and 
chemically dependent. The evaluation 
should consider the extent to which 
facility size and ownership structure 
affect the quality of treatment; the ap-
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propriateness of the reimbursement 
and payment system, including meth
ods of paying for buildings and land; 
and the impact of programs on residen
tial areas. 

Subd. 5. Income Maintenance and 
Residential Programs 

General Fund 

$(16,987,000) $5,884,300 

(a) Health Care and Residential Pro
grams 

$(11,933,200) $6,252,900 

For services rendered on or after Janu
ary 1, 1989, the maximum pharmacy 
dispensing fee under medical assis
tance and general assistance medical 
care is $4.20. 

For medical assistance services ren
dered on or after October 1, 1988, pay
ments to medical assistance vendors for 
physician services, dental care, vision 
care, podiatric services, chiropractic 
care, physical therapy, occupational 
therapy, speech pathologists, audiolo
gists, mental health centers, psycholo
gists, public health clinics, and 
independent laboratory and X-ray ser
vices must be based on payment rates 
in effect on June 30, 1987, except that 
the base rate for obstetrical care is 
increased by ten percent from the base 
rate in effect on June 30, 1987. 

For medical assistance and general as
sistance medical care services rendered 
on or after July 1, 1989, payments to 
physicians and dentists must be calcu
lated at the lower of (1) the submitted 
charges, or (2) the 50th percentile of 
prevailing charges in 1982. 

The increased payments to small hos
pitals in Minnesota Statutes, section 
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256.969, subdivision 3, are authorized 
for fiscal year 1989 only. 

Notwithstanding Minnesota Statutes 
1986, section 256.969, subdivision 3, 
paragraph (b), the appropriation in 
Laws 1987, chapter 403, article 1, sec
tion 2, subdivision 6, paragraph (b), for 
supplemental grants to hospitals is al
located as follows: $51,900 to Hennepin 
county medical center and $48,100 to 
St. Paul-Ramsey medical center. The 
commissioner shall distribute this 
money by June 30, 1988. 

For the six-month period ending June 
30, 1989, persons with serious and per
sistent mental illness who, except for 
their residence in a facility licensed 
under Minnesota Rules, parts 
9520.0500 to 9520.0690, would be eli
gible for medical assistance services, 
are eligible under the general assis
tance medical care program for services 
covered under the general assistance 
medical care program plus case man
agement. The commissioner may, with 
the approval of the governor and after 
consulting with the legislative advi
sory commission, transfer $711,000 of 
the medical assistance appropriation to 
the general assistance medical care ap
propriation for this purpose. 

In the biennium ending on June 30, 
1989, the commissioner shall not au
thorize or approve more than 150 newly 
constructed or newly established inter
mediate care beds for persons with 
mental retardation or related condi
tions under Minnesota Statutes, sec
tion 252.291, subdivision 2. One-half of 
the first 70 newly constructed or newly 
established intermediate care beds for 
persons with mental retardation or re
lated conditions approved by the com
missioner must be state-operated 
community-based intermediate care 
beds for persons with mental retarda
tion or related conditions. Money ap
propriated to operate and expand 
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state-operated community-based pro
gram pilot projects pursuant to Laws 
1987, chapter 403, article 1, section 2, 
subdivision 9, may be used to establish 
state-operated community-based inter
mediate care beds for persons with 
mental retardation or related condi
tions. 

Of this appropriation, $200,000 is for a 
regional demonstration project under 
Minnesota Statutes, section 256B.73, 
to provide health coverage to low-in, 
come uninsured persons. The appropri
ation is available when the planning 
for the project is complete, sufficient 
money has been committed from nOTI

state sources to allow the project to 
proceed, and the project is prepared to 
begin accepting and approving applica
tions from uninsured individuals. The 
commissioner shall contract with the 
coalition formed for the nine counties 
named in Minnesota Statutes, section 
256B.73, subdivision 2. 

Of this appropriation, $752,500 in fis
cal year 1988 and $5,117,000 in fiscal 
year 1989 are for additional positions 
required in the regional treatment cen
ters as a result of health care financing 
administration surveys of mental ill
ness program staffing. 

Any unexpended balance remaining in 
the regional treatment center accounts 
for fiscal year 1988 is available to pay 
the billing for the state health insur
ance trust fund and the costs of imple
menting the Jarvis v. Levine court 
decision. For fiscal yearl989, $420,000 
is appropriated for the costs of imple
menting the decision. 

$1,600,000 is appropriated in the pub
lic health fund for medical assistance 
to extend eligibility to include preg
nant women and infants to age one 
with income at or below 185 percent of 
the federal poverty level. 
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On or after October 1, 1988, the com
missioner shall transfer $1,600,000 to 
the public health fund for the children's 
health plan and $500,000 to the pread
mission screening and alternative care 
grants program from the medical assis
tance and general assistance medical 
care programs after any transfers nec
essary because of projected deficits in 
the aid to families with dependent chil
dren, general assistance, or Minnesota 
supplemental aid programs. The trans
fers may occur only to the extent possi
ble using any surplus projected to exist 
at the end of the biennium within the 
appropriations for the medical assis
tance and general assistance medical 
care programs. 

(b) Family Support Programs 

$(3,551,500) $(1,376,600) 

(c) Other Income Maintenance Activi
ties 

$(1,502,300) $ 1,008,000 

Federal receipts for the alien verifica
tion entitlement system must be depos
ited in the state systems account. 

Money appropriated for the medical 
assistance and general assistance med
ical care managed care project under 
Minnesota Statutes, section 256B. 74, is 
available through June 30, 1989. 
Money needed to implement or con
tinue the recommendations of the task 
force must be included as a change 
request in the 1989 to 1991 biennial 
budget. 

Money appropriated to develop a plan 
to implement the healthspan program 
is available until June 30, 1989. 

By January 1, 1989, the commissioner 
of the department of human services 
shall, in cooperation with the commis
sioner of employee relations, complete 
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a job evaluation study to determine the 
comparable worth value of direct care 
staff positions in intermediate care fa
cilities for the mentally retarded, wai
vered residential services, . semi-in
dependent living programs, and devel
opmental achievement centers that are 
licensed by the department of human 
services or by a county. The commis
sioner shall contract with the depart
ment of employee relations for 
completion of the study. lWsults of the 
study shall be reported to the chair of 
the finance committee of the senate 
and to the chair of the appropriations 
committee of the house. 

Notwithstanding Laws 1987, chapter 
403, article 1, section 14, subdivision 1, 
the commissioner is authorized to 
transfer funds as necessary from non
salary object of expenditure classes to 
salary object of expenditure classes in 
the medical assistance demonstration 
project in order to efficiently educate 
and enroll medical assistance recipi
ents in the project. 

$40,000 of this appropriation must be 
transferred to the commissioner of the 
state planning agency for the biennium 
ending June 30, 1989, to fund the local 
efforts of a multicounty area in south
west central Minnesota to plan, orga
nize, and design a health insurance 
program demonstration project for low 
income adults and their dependents. 
The demonstration project shall be de
signed to best meet the health insur
ance needs of individuals and families 
who are not eligible for any other fed
erally subsidized health benefits pro
gram and who do not have any health 
insurance or who do not have adequate 
health insurance. The project shall be 
planned and organized to make the 
best use of existing community health 
providers and agencies. By February 1, 
1989, the commissioner shall report to 
the chairs of the health and human 
services committees of the senate and 
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the house with a pIau, organization, 
and design for implementation of the 
health insurance demonstration 
project. The report must be based on 
recommendations from the multi
county area. 

The developmental achievement center 
pilot payment rate system in Minne
sota Statutes, section 252.46, subdivi
sion 14, may operate through June 30, 
1990. 

Of this appropriation, $150,000 is im
mediately available to contr!ict with 
the commissioner of health to imple
ment that part of Public Law No. 100-
203 specified in section 6, subdivision 
3. 

Federal receipts for the independent 
review of medical assistance prepaid 
plans under contract with the commis
sioner are appropriated to the commis
sioner for the review process. 

$85,000 of this appropriation must be . 
transferred to the commissioner of ad
ministration to complete by February 
1, 1989, (1) an operational cost analy
sis, (2) an impact analysis on other 
nursing homes in the area, (3) a demo
graphic study of the number of veter
ans that would be served in the area, 
(4) staffing level requirements and the 
availability of staff, and (5) a site fea
sibility study for the following projects: 
(a) establishment of a facility in Fergus 
Falls for the housing and nursing care 
of veterans; and (b) establishment of a 
veterans home in southwestern Minne
sota. 

Money appropriated for the Faribault 
regional center planning study must be 
transferred to the commissioner of the 
state planning agency and is available 
until June 30, 1989. 
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Subd. 6. Veterans Homes 

$763,200 $3,222,600 

Funds appropriated for the Minnesota 
veterans homes shall be transferred to 
the board of directors of the homes 
immediately upon licensure of the 
board by the commissioner of health for 
the biennium ending June 30, 1989. 

During the biennium, the board of di
rectors of the veterans homes shall re
port the results of all health 
department and Veterans Administra
tion inspections and surveys to the gov
ernor, the· chair of the House of 
Representatives appropriation commit
tee, the chair of the Senate finance 
committee, the chair of the House 
health and human services appropria
tion division and the chair of the Sen
ate health and human services finance 
division, within ten days of receiving 
written notification of the results. The 
report shall include plans for correcting 
deficiencies. 

The board of directors of the veterans 
homes shall report to the legislature by 
January 1, 1989, regarding efforts to 
maximize use of federal Veterans Ad
ministration funds. 

Of this appropriation, $410,000 is for 
the replacement of electrical trans
formers and for phase 1 of the steam 
retrofitting for the veterans home. 

Money appropriated for repairs and re
placement at the veterans homes is not 
included in the base funding level. The 
commissioner shall request necessary 
funds for this purpose as a change re
quest to the 1989 to 1991 biennial 
budget. 

Sec. 3. OMBUDSMAN FOR MEN
TAL HEALTH AND MENTAL RETAR
DATION -0-
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This appropriation is added to the ap
propriation in Laws 1987, chapter 352, 
section 13. . 

Any balance remaining at the end of 
fiscal year 1988 in the account of the 
ombudsman for mental health and 
mental retardation does not cancel but 
is available for fiscal year 1989. 

Sec. 4. JOBS AND TRAINING 

Subdivision 1. Appropriation by 
Fund 

General Fund 

This appropriation is added to the ap
propriation in Laws 1987, chapter 403, 
article 1, section 4. 

Subd. 2. Employment and Training 
General Fund 

$-0- $100,000 

All money remaining in the emergency 
interest repayment fund established 
under Minnesota Statutes, section 
268.061, on June 29, 1988, is trans
ferred to the unemployment compensa
tion fund established under Minnesota 
Statutes, section 268.05. 

Subd. 3. Rehabilitation Services 

$-0- $350,000 

Of this appropriation, $150,000 is for 
grants to certified rehabilitation facili
ties to provide needed services to eligi
ble persons who are on a waiting list for 
community-based employment ser
vices. 

Subd. 4. Community Services 

$-0- $1,350,000 

-0-
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Of this appropriation, $300,000 is for 
Minnesota economic opportunity 
grants, of which $200,000 is for the 
Olmsted and Freeborn county commu
nity action agencies. Notwithstanding 
Laws 1987, chapter 403, article 1, sec
tion 4, subdivision 4, in the event the 
Olmsted and Freeborn county commu
nity action agencies become federal
eligible entities, the discretionary 
funds being held in reserve for the 
Olmsted and Freeborn county commu
nity action agencies must be distrib
uted to all community action agencies. 

Grants for development and adminis
tration of life skills and employment 
plans for homeless individuals are au
thorized for fiscal year 1989 only. 
Money needed to continue this program 
must be included as a change request in 
the 1989 to 1991 biennial budget docu
ment. 

Sec. 5. CORRECTIONS 

Subdivision 1. Total Appropriation 

This appropriation is added to the ap
propriation in Laws 1987, chapter 403, 
article 1, section 5. 

Subd. 2. Correctional Institutions 

$-0- $360,000 

This appropriation is to replace boiler 
number three at the Red Wing correc
tional 'facility. 

Of the appropriation in Laws 1987, 
chapter 403, article 1, section 5, subdi
vision 4, the commissioner may trans
fer $41,200 in 1988 and $69,100 in 
1989 from contractual services to sala
ries. 

The commissioner may transfer unen
cumbered grant money during the bi
ennium to pay the department's share 
of the employee insurance trust fund 

7,900 
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deficit and for the completion of the 
Lino Lakes expansion project. 

Suhd. 3. Community Services 

$7,900 $161,600 

Sec. 6. HEALTH 

Subdivision 1. Appropriation by 
Fund 

General Fund 

Special Revenue Fund 

Public Health Fund 

Trunk Highway Fund 

Metro Landfill Fund 

This appropriation is added to the ap
propriation in Laws 1987, chapter 403, 
article 1, section 8. 

Subd. 2. Preventive and Protective 
Health Services 

General Fund 

$-0- $2,002,000 

Special Revenue Fund 

$-0- $ 220,300 

Of the appropriation from the general 
fund, $700,000 is to be used for AIDS 
prevention grants for certain high-risk 
populations: $350,000 for communities 
of color; $250,000 for adolescents at 
highest risk; and $100,000 for intrave
nous drug abusers. 

Of the appropriation from the general 
fund, $200,000 is to establish the Min
nesota institute for addiction and stress 
research. Of this total, $160,000 will be 
used for a grant to the institute and 
$40,000 will be retained by the depart
ment. The approved complement of the 
department of health is increased· by 

-0-

-0-

175,200 

74,400 

19,300 
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one position for purposes of developing 
and monitoring the institute. 

Of the appropriation from the special 
revenue fund, $55,000 is for implemen
tation of the environll;lental laborato
ries certification program and is 
available until June 30, 1992. 

Of the appropriation in Laws 1987, 
chapter 403, article 1, section 8, subdi
vision 2, the commissioner may trans
fer $142,000 in fiscal year 1989 from 
supplies and expense to salaries. 

Of the appropriation in Laws 1987, 
chapter 403, article 1, section 8, subdi
vision 2, for the purchase of equipment, 
$190,000 is available until June 30, 
1989. 

Money appropriated for the safe drink
ing water program is available only for 
fiscal year 1989. The commissioner 
shall study alternative structures for 
funding the program beyond fiscal year 
1989 and shall recommend a funding 
structure to the legislature by January 
1, 1989. 

Money appropriated for a medical 
screening of past employees and family 
members of past employees of the Con
wed Corporation plant in Cloquet is 
available until expended. 

Subd. 3. Health Delivery Systems 

General Fund 

$-0- $790,000 

Special Revenue Fund 

$-0- $100,000 

Of the appropriation from the general 
fund, $400,000 is for grants to poison 
information centers selected by the 
commissioner under criteria estab-
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lished in Minnesota Statutes, section 
145.93. 

The commissioner may develop a sched
ule of fees for diagnostic evaluatioI)s 
conducted at clinics held by the ser
vices for children with handicaps pro
gram. 

Notwithstanding the provisious of Min
nesota Rules, part 4690.4600, an emer
gency medical technician certificate 
issued to a firefighter employed by the 
city of Minneapolis which expires as of 
December 31, 1988, shall be effective 
until December 31,1989, provided that 
the firefighter does not serve as an 
ambulance attendant. 

The commissioner of health, in consul
tation with the commissioner of human 
services, shall implement the provi
sions of Public Law Number 100-203, 
the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation 
Act of 1987, that relate to training and 
competency evaluation programs and 
the establishment of a registry for 
nurse aides in nursing homes and 
boarding care homes certified for par
ticipation in the medical assistance or 
Medicare programs. The board of nurs
ing, at the request of the commissioner 
of health, may establish training and 
competency evaluation standards and 
may establish a registry of nurse aides 
who have completed the programs. The 
board of nursing and the commissioner 
of health may adopt emergency rules 
that may be required for the implemen
tation of Public Law Number 100-203. 
Emergency rulemaking authority ex
pires June 30, 1989. The commissioner 
of human services shall amend the in
teragency contract with the commis
sioner of health to incorporate these 
requirements. 

Money appropriated for a demonstra
tion project relating to blood lead levels 
in pregnant women is available until 
June 30, 1990. 
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Money appropriated for a demonstra
tion project relating to blood lead levels 
in children is available until expended. 

Subd. 4. Health Support Services 
Public Health Fund 

$175,200 

Trunk Highway Fund 

$ 74,400 

Metro Landfill Fund 

$ 19,300 

$200,800 

$ 85,500 

$ 22,000 

Sec. 7. PROJECT LABOR 

For human services and corrections in
stitutions, wages for project labor may 
be paid if the employee is to be engaged 
in a construction or repair project of 
short-term and nonrecurring nature. 
Minnesota Statutes, section 43A.25, 
does not prevent the payment of the 
prevailing wage rate, as defined in 
Minnesota Statutes, section 177.42, 
subdivision 6, to a person hired to work 
on a project, whether or not the person 
is working under a contract. 

ARTICLE 2 

11685 

Section l. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 3.922, 
subdivision 6, is amended to read: 

Subd. 6. [DUTIES.] The primary duties of the council shall be to: 

(1) clarify for the legislature and state agencies the nature of 
tribal governments, the relationship of tribal governments to the 
Indian people of Minnesota; 

(2) assist the secretary of state in establishing an election of at 
large members of the council; 

(3) make recommendations to members of the legislature on 
desired and needed legislation for the benefit of the statewide Indian 
community and communicate to the members of the legislature 
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when legislation has or will have an adverse effect on the statewide 
Itidian community; '. . '. -

(4) provide, through the elected apparatus of the council, an 
effective conduit for programs, proposals, and projects to the legis
lature submitted by tribal governments, organizations, committees, 
groups, or individuals; . 

(5) provide a continuing dialogue with members of the appropriate 
tribal governments in order to improve their knowledge of the 
legislative process, state agencies, and governmental due process; 

(6) assist in establishing Indian advisory councils in cooperation 
with state agencies delivering services to the Indian community; 

(7) assist state agencies in defining what groups, organizations, 
committees, councils, or individuals are eligible for delivery of their 
respective services; 

(8) assist in providing resources, tribal and other, in the delivery of 
services to the statewide Indian community; 

(9) act as a liaison between local, state, and national units of 
government in the delivery of services to the Indian population of 
Minnesota; 

(10) assist state agencies in the implementation and updating of 
studies of services delivered to the Indian community; 

(11) provide, for the benefit of all levels of state government, a 
continuing liaison between those governmental bodies and duly 
elected tribal governments and officials; 

(12) interreact with private organizations involved with Indian 
concerns in the development and implementation of programs 
designed to assist Indian people, insofar as they affect state agencies 
and departments; 

(13) act as an intermediary, when requested and if necessary 
between Indian interests and state agencies and departments when 
questions, problems, or conflicts exist or arise; 

(14) provide information for and direction to a program designed 
to assist Indian citizens to assume all the rights, privileges, and 
duties of citizenship, ·and to coordinate and cooperate with local, 
state, and national private agencies providing services to the Indian 
people; 

(15) develop educational programs, community organization pro
grams, leadership development programs, motivational programs, 
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and business development programs for the benefit of Indian persons 
who have been, are, or will be subject to prejudice and discrimina
tion; aM 

(16) cooperate and consult with appropriate commissioners and 
agencies to develop plans and programs to most effectively serve the 
needs of Indians; and 

(17) review data provided !!,y the commissioner of human services 
under section 257.072, subdiVIsion 5, and present recommendations 
on the out-or-home placement of Indian children. Recommendations 
must be presented to the commissioner and the legislature !:!.!: 
February 1, 1990; November h 1990; and November! of each year 
thereafter. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 3.9223, subdivision 3, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [DUTIES.] The council shall: 

(a) Advise the governor and the legislature on the nature of the 
issues and disabilities confronting Spanish-speaking people in this 
state including the unique problems encountered by Spanish
speaking migrant agricultural workers; 

(b) Advise the governor and the legislature on statutes or rules 
necessary to insure Spanish-speaking people access to benefits and 
services provided to people in this state; 

(c) Recommend to the governor and the legislature legislation 
designed to improve the economic and social condition of Spanish
speaking people in this state; 

(d) Serve as a conduit to state government for organizations of 
Spanish-speaking people in the state; 

(e) Serve as a referral agency to assist Spanish-speaking people in 
securing access to state agencies and programs; 

(I) Serve as a liaison with the federal government, local govern
ment units and private organizations on matters relating to the 
Spanish-speaking people of this state; 

(g) Perform or contract for the performance of stndies designed to 
snggest solutions to problems of Spanish-speaking people in the 
areas of education, employment, human rights, health, housing, 
social welfare and other related programs; -

(h) Implement programs designed to solve problems of Spanish
speaking people when so authorized by other statute, rule'6r order; 
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ill Publicize the accomplishments of Spanish-speaking people and 
the contributions made by them to this state. . 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 3.9225, subdivision 3, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [DUTIES.) The council shall: 

. (a) Advise the governor and the legislature on the nature of the 
issues confronting Black people in this state; 

(b) Advise the governor and the legislature on statutes or rules 
necessary to insure Black people access to benefits and services 
provided to people in this state; 

(c) Recommend to the governor and the legislature any revisions 
in the state's affinnative action program and any other steps that 
are necessary to eliminate underutilization of Blacks in the state's 
work force; 

(d) Recommend to the governor and the legislature legislation 
designed to improve the economic and social condition of Black 
people in this state; 

(e) Serve as a conduit to state government for organizations of 
Black people· in the state; 

(I) Serve as a referral agency to assist Black people in securing 
access to state agencies and programs; 

(g) Serve as a liaison with the federal government, local govern
ment units and private organizations on matters relating to the 
Black people of this state; 

(h) Perfonn or contract for the performance of studies designed to 
suggest solutions to problems of Black people in the areas of 
education, employment, human rights, health, housing, social wel
fare and other related areas; 

(i) Implement programs designed to solve problems of Black 
people when .so authorized by other statute, rule or order; and 
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(j) Review data provided !J.y: the commissioner of human services 
under section 257.072, subdivision 5, and present recommendations 
on the out-of-home placement of Black children. Recommendations 
must be presented to the commissioner and the legislature !J.y: 
February 1, 1990; November 1, 1990; and November! of each year 
thereafter; and 

(k) Publicize the accomplishments of Black people and the contri
butions made by them to this state. 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 3.9226, subdivision 3, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [DUTIES.] The council shall: 

(1) advise the governor and the legislature on issues confronting 
Asian-Pacific people in this state, including the unique problems of 
non-English-speaking immigrants and refugees; 

(2) advise the governor and the legislature of administrative and 
legislative changes necessary to ensure Asian-Pacific people access 
to benefits and services provided to people in this state; 

(3) recommend to the governor and the legislature any revisions in 
the state's affirmative action program and other steps that are 
necessary to eliminate underutilization of Asian-Pacific people in 
the state's work force; 

(4) recommend to the governor and the legislature legislation 
designed to improve the economic and social condition of Asian
Pacific people in this state; 

(5) serve as a conduit to state government for organizations of 
Asian-Pacific people in the state; 

(6) serve as a referral agency to assist Asian-Pacific people III 

securing access to state agencies and programs; 

(7) serve as a liaison with the federal government, local govern
ment units, and private organizations on matters relating to the 
Asian-Pacific people of this state; 

(8) perform or contract for the performance of studies designed to 
suggest solutions to the problems of Asian-Pacific people in the 
areas of education, employment, human rights, health, housing, 
social welfare, and other related areas; 

(9) implement programs designed to solve the problems of Asian
Pacific people when authorized by other law; 
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(10) publicize the accomplishments of Asian-Pacific people and 
their contributions to this state; 

(11) work with other state and federal agencies and organizations 
to develop small business opportunities and promote economic 
development for Asian-Pacific Minnesotans; 

(12) supervise development of an Asian-Pacific trade primer, 
outlining Asian and Pacific customs, cultural traditions, and busi
ness practices, including language usage, for use by Minnesota's 
export community; and 

(13) cooperate with other state and federal agencies and organi
zations to develop improved state trade relations wjth Asian and 
Pacific countries; and 

(14) review data provided ~ the commissioner of human services 
under section 257.072, subdivision 5, and present recommendations 
on the out-of-home placement of Asian-Pacific children. Recommen
dations must be presented to the commissioner and the legislature 
~ FebriiarYCI990; NovemoerI, 1990; and Noveiiiber 1 of each 
year thereafter.-- - -- -- - ---

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 16B.08, 
subdivision 7, is amended to read: 

Subd. 7. [SPECIFIC PURCHASES.] (a) The following may be 
purchased without regard to the competitive bidding requirements 
of this chapter: 

(1) merchandise for resale at state p~rk refectories or facility 
operations; 

(2) farm and garden products, which may be sold at the prevailing 
market price on the date of the sale; 

(3) meat for other state institutions from the vocational school 
maintained at Pipestone by independent school district No. 583; and 

(4) furniture from the Minnesota correctional facilities. 

(b) Supplies, materials, equipment, and utility services for use ~ 
'" community-based residential facility operated !iY the commis
sioner of human services may be purchased or rented without regard 
to the competitive bidding requirements omis chapter. 

(c) Supplies, materials, or equipment to be used in the operation of 
a hospital licensed under sections 144.50 to 144.56 that are pur
chased under a shared service purchasing arrangement whereby 
more than one hospital purchases supplies, materials, or equipment 
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with one or more other hospitals, either through one of the hospitals 
or through another entity, may be purchased without regard to the 
competitive bidding requirements of this chapter if the following 
conditions are met: 

(1) the hospital's governing authority authorizes the arrange
ment; 

(2) the shared services purchasing program purchases items 
available from more than one source on the basis of competitive bids 
or competitive quotations of prices; and 

(3) the arrangement authorizes the hospital's governing authority 
or its representatives to review the purchasing procedures to deter
mine compliance with these requirements, 

Sec. 6. [62A.047] [DEPENDENT COVERAGE.] 

~ policy of accident and sickness insurance that covers an 
employee who if; " Minnesota resident must, ifit provides dependent 
coverage, allow dependent children who do not reside with the 
covered employee to be covered on the same basis as g they reside 
with the covered employee. Neither the amot/nt of support proVJ.deQ 
!!.Y the employee to the dependent child nor the residency of the child 
may be used as an excluding orlilliiting factor for coverage or 
payment for health care. 

Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 62A.152, 
subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [MINIMUM BENEFITS.l (a) All group policies and all 
group subscriber contracts providing benefits for mental or nervous 
disorder treatments in a hospital shall also provide coverage on the 
same basis as coverage for other benefits for at least 80 percent of the 
cost of the usual and customary charges of the first ten hours of 
treatment incurred over a 12-month benefit period, for mental or 
nervous disorder consultation, diagnosis and treatment services 
delivered while the insured person is not a bed patient in a hospital, 
and at least 75 percent of the cost of the usual and customary 
charges for any additional hours of treatment during the same 
12-month benefit period for serious arul or persistent mental or 
nervous disorders, if the services are furnished by (1) a licensed or 
accredited hospital, (2) a community mental health center or mental 
health clinic approved or licensed by the commissioner of human 
services or other authorized stateagency, or (3) a licensed consulting 
psychologist licensed under the provisions of sections 148.87 to 
148.98, or a psychiatrist licensed under chapter 147. Prior authori
zation from an accident and health insurance company, or a non
profit health service corporation, shall be required for an extension 
of coverage beyond ten hours of treatment. This prior authorization 
must be based upon the severity of the disorder, the patient's risk of 
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deterioration without ongoing treatment and maintenance, degree 
of functional impairment, and a concise treatment plan, Authoriza
tion for extended treatment may Bet e><eee<I be limited to a maxi
mum of 30 visit hours during any 12-month benefit period. 

(b) For purposes of this section, covered treatment for a minor 
shall ineh .. le includes treatment for the family iffamily therapy is 
recommended by a provider listed aOOve in ~aragraph(a), item (1), 
(2) or (3). For pUrposes of determining bene Its under this section, 
"hours of treatment" means treatment rendered on an individual or 
single-family basis. 1.f treatment is rendered on !'Ie dgrOUP basis, tile 
hours of covered group treatment must be provide at a ratio of no 
less than two ~ treatment sessions to one individUal treatment 
hour. 

Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 62A.48, 
subdivision 7, is amended to read: 

Subd. 7. [EXISTING POLICIES.] Nothing in sections 62A.46 to 
e2Liie 62A.58 prohibits the renewal of the following long-term care 
policiesc 

(1) policies sold outside the state of Minnesota to persons who at 
the time of sale were not residents of the state of Minnesotai 

(2) policies sold before August h 1986; and 

(3) policies sold before July h 1988,!>r associations exempted from 
sections 62A.31 t062A.44 under section 62A.31, subdivision 1a. 

Sec. 9. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 62A.50, 
subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [DISCLOSURES.] No long-term care policy shall be 
offered or delivered in this state, whether or not the policy is issued 
in this state, and no certificate of coverage under a group long-term 
care policy shall be offered or delivered in this state, unless a 
statement containing at least the following information is delivered 
to the applicant at the time the application is made: 

(1) a description of the benefits and coverage provided by the 
policy and the differences between this policy, a supplemental 
Medicare policy and the benefits to which an individual is entitled 
under parts A and B of Medicare and the differences between policy 
designations A and AA; 

(2) a statement of the exceptions and limitations in the policy 
including the following language, as applicable, in bold print: "THIS 
POLICY DOES NOT COVER ALL NURSING CARE FACILITIES 
OR NURSING HOME 00, HOME CARE, OR ADULT DAY CARE 
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EXPENSES AND DOES NOT COVER RESIDENTIAL CARE. 
READ YOUR POLICY CAREFULLY TO DETERMINE WHICH 
FACILITIES AND EXPENSES ARE COVERED BY YOUR POL
ICY."; 

(3) a statement of the renewal provisions including any reserva
tion by the insurer of the right to change premiums; 

(4) a statement that the outline of coverage is a summary of the 
policy issued or applied for and that the policy should be consulted 
to determine governing contractual provisions; 

(5) an explanation of the policy's loss ratio including at least the 
following language: "This means that, on the average, policyholders 
may expect that $ ..... , .. of every $100 in premium will be 
returned as benefits to policyholders over the life of the contract."; 
and 

(6) a statement of the out-of-pocket expenses, including deduct
ibles and copayments for which the insured is responsible, and an 
explanation of the specific out-of-pocket expenses that may be 
accumulated toward any out-of-pocket maximum as specified in the 
policy, 

(7) the followin§ languaw, in bold prink "YOUR PREMIUMS 
CAN WINCREA ED IN lHE1"'UTVRE. T E RATE SCHEDULE 
THA'1'L1STS YOUR PREMIUM NOW CAN CHANGE."; 

(8) the following lanyzay), if aOKlicable, in bold rrnt: "IF YOU 
ARE NOT HOSPI'I'AL-ZE PRI TO ENTERIN A NURSING 
HOMEOR NEEDING HOME CARE, YOU WILL NOT BE ABLE 
TO COLLECT ANY BENEFITs UNDER 'I'HIS PARTICULAR 
POLICY."; and --

(9).'! W11ied and completed ~ of the ap~lication for insurance is 
lef'twit ~ appricant at the time the app ication ~ made. 

Sec. lO. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 62A.54, is amended to 
read: 

62A.54 [PROHIBITED PRACTICES.] 

Unless otherwise provided for in Laws 1986, chapter 397, sections 
2 to 8, the solicitation or sale of long-term care policies is subject to 
the requirements and penalties applicable to the sale of medicare 
supplement insurance policies as set forth in sections 62A.31 to 
62A.44 . 

.!! ~ misconduct for anll agent or company to make any misstate
ments concernmg eligibi ity or coverage under the medical assis-
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tance program, or about how long-term care costs will or will not be 
lilliii1ced if ~ person does not have long-term care insurance. Any 
agent or comllanr, provid~ inl'Oriiiation on the medical assistance 
program shal a so {'rovi e information about how to contact the 
runty human servIces department or the state departmenfOl' 

liman servICes. ' 

Sec. 11. [62C.143] [DEPENDENT COVERAGE.] 

A subscriber contract of ~ nonprofit health service plan corpora
tion that covers an employee who ~ a MliiiieSota resident must, if!! 
provides aepelldent coverage, allow aependent children who do not 
reside with the covered employee to be covered on the same basis as 
!f they reside with the covered employee. N either the amount of 
sup~ort provided ~ tile employee to the de~endent ~ nor the 
resi ency of the child may be used as an exclu ing or limitmg factor 
for coverage or payment fornealth care. 

Sec. 12. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 62D.102, is 
amended to read: 

62D.I02 [MINIMUM BENEFITS.] 

(a) In addition to minimum requirements established in other 
sections, all group health maintenance contracts providing benefits 
for mental or nervous disorder treatments in a hospital shall also 
provide coverage for at least ten hours of treatment over a 12-month 
period with a copayment not to exceed the greater of $10 or 20 
percent of the applicable usual and customary charge for mental or 
nervous disorder consultation, diagnosis and treatment services 
delivered while the enrollee is not abed patient in a hospital and at 
least 75 percent of the cost of the usual and customary charges for 
any additional hours of ambulatory mental health treatment during 
the same 12-month benefit period for serious and or persistent 
mental or nervous disorders. Prior authorization may be required for 
an extension of coverage beyond ten hours of treatment. This prior 
authorization must be based upon the severity of the disorder, the 

. patient's risk of deterioration without ongoing treatment and main
tenance, degree of functional impairment, and a concise treatment 
plan. Authorization for extended treatment may Bet e*eeed be 
limited to a maximum of 30 visit hours during any 12-month benel'IT 
period. 

(b) For purposes of this section, covered treatment for a minor 
sIffiIl jBel .. ae includes treatment for the family if family therapy is 
recommended by a health maintenance organization provider. For 
purposes of determining benefi ts under this section, "hours of 
treatment" means treatment rendered on an indIvidual or single
family basis. IT treatment is rendered on ~ ~ basis, the hours of 
covered group treatment must be provided at a ratIO of no less than 
two ~ treatment sessions to one individUal treatment hour. For 
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a health maintenance contract that is offered as a companion to a 
health insurance subscriber contract, the benefits for mental-or 
llei'VOus disorders must be calculated in aggregate for the healfli 
maintenance contract andthe health insurance subsclWer contract. ----

Sec. 13. [62D.104] [DEPENDENT COVERAGE.] 

A health maintenance organization subscriber contract must, if!! 
provIdeSCfependent coverage, allow dependent children who do not 
reside with the covered employee to be covered on the same basis as 
if theyreslae with the covered emiJ[0lie. Neillierthe amOuiit or 
support providedlJy the employee to ~ de~endentCliild nor the 
residency of the child can be used as an exclu ing or limitin5. factor 
for coverage or payment fOr any health care. Coverage un er this 
section shall ~ only if the depeiiOent child resides within the 
service area of the hearth maintenance or1anization or if the 
dependent child is "" birth or legally adopted c ild. 

Sec. 14. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 62E.04, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 9, [REDUCTION OF BENEFITS BECAUSE OF ERISA 
SERVICes.] No pia" of health coverage including, but not limited 
to, any plan under t e federal Employee Retirement Income secu· 
rity Act of 1974\ERISA), United States Code, title 29, sections 1001 
to 1461, which covers "" Minnesota resident shall de(f or reduce 
bellefitS because services are rendered to a covere person or 
dependent Who ~ eligible for or receiving benefits under chapter 
256B. . 

Sec. 15. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 62E.04, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 10. [DEPENDENT COVERAGE.]!i plan of health coverage 
under theFederal Emsloyee Retirement Income Security Act of 
1974 (ERISA), Umted tate Code, title 29, sections 1001 to 1461, 
which covers an employee who is ""MInnesota residenrmust, if !! 
provw.es dependent covera e, allow dependent children who are 
eli~le for or receivin enefits under chapter 256B and who do not 
resT e will The covere employee to be coveredoit the same basis as 
if' theireSide with the covered emiJ[0ti,ee' Neitherthe amOillit of 
support providedlJy tile employee to ~ dependent child nor the 
residency of the chud can be used as an excluding or limiting factor 
for coverage or payment for any health care. 

Sec. 16. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sectiOl~ 129A.01, 
subdivision 5, is amended to read: 

Subd.5. [HANDICAPPED PERSON PERSON. WITH A DIS
ABILITY.] "lIaBdieaj3j3ed j3el'SS8" "Person with "" dis8l)ffify"ineans 
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a person who because of a substantial physical, mental, or emotional 
disability or dysfunction requires special services in order to enjoy" 
the benefits of society. 

Sec. 17. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 129A.Ol, 
subdivision 6, is amended to read: 

Subd. 6. [LONG TERM SHELTERED WORKSHOF REHABILI
TATION FACILITY.] "Leag term shelteFee wei'kshe\3 Rehabilita
tion facIlity" means a faeility where aftY m"" .. faetHFe 9F lla'Hliwerk 
is eaFFied en """ an h'titl. which meets the definition of "rehabili
tation facility" in t e eooraI ReIiiiOiill.iition Act of 1973, as 
iiiDellded; however, for the pu~ses of sections 129A.03 paragTapn 
(a), 129£06, 129A.07, iiiii1129.08, "rehabilitation facility" means 
an entity which is" operated for the primary purpose of proVIding 
remunerative employment to those haBeieal'l'ee persons with a 
disability who, as a result of physical or mental disability, are 
unable to participate in competitive employment. A leag term 
sheUeree weFkshel' rehabilitation facility shall supply such employ
ment (1) as a step in the rehabilitation process for those who cannot 
be readily absorbed in the competitive labor market, or (2) during 
such time as employment opportunities for them in the competitive 
labor market do not exist. 

Sec. 18. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement,section 129A.Ol, 
subdivision 7, is amended to read: 

Subd. 7. [WORK ACTIVITY PROGRAM.] "Work activity pro' 
gram" means a program which utilizes paid work and training 
services for the primary purpose of providing basic vocational skills 
development for the" h""dieal'\3ee persons" with ~ disability and 
which permits a level of production below that" required for a 
long-term employment program. 

Sec. 19. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 129A.02, subdivision 3, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [CONSUMER ADVISORY COUNCIL.] To assure that 
consumer concerns are iBtegraj ~ of the . eeBsieeratieBs of ~ 
major consideration in the ee\3aFtmem department's *rograms, 
policies, and decision making ~ocess, the commissioner s all estah
lish and appoint a consumer a vis9ry council on vocational rehabil
itation which shall be composed of..me no more than 13 members. 
Ne fewer thaa five A m~~ the memoors of the council shall be 
haaeieft\3\3ee persons, Sli&Il "" with ~ disability who are 
current or former recipients of vocationalrenabilitation services or 
who represent consumer/adVocacfi" organizations· that regularly 
serve vocational rehabilitation c lents. !! ~ qualmea person is 
aVaTI'able to so serve, one person shall be appointed to the council to 
represent each of the following: business, labor, education, medicine 
and the private not-for-profit rehabilitation industry. The remain-
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ing members shall be public members. Under the direction of the 
commissioner, the council shall organize itself and elect a chair and 
other officers as it deems appropriate. The council shall meet at the 
call of the chair or the commissioner as often as necessary. The 
csuncil shall "*jHre and the terms, compensation, and removal of 
members of the council shall be as provided in sec"tion 15.059. The 
council shall not expire as provided !!x section 15.059, subdivision 5. 

Sec. 20. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 129A.03, is 
amended to read: 

129A.03 [POWERS AND DUTIES.] 

The commissioner shall: 

(a) certify the leng te,m shelte,ed \'lem""e!'s rehabilitation facil
ities to offer extended employment programs, grant funds to the 
extended employment programs, and perform the duties as specified 
in section 129A.08; 

(b) provide vocational rehabilitation services such as to persons 
with disabilities in accordance with the state plan for vocational 
ren.abilitation. These services inC1lliIe but are not lirllted to: diag· 
nostic and related services incidental to determination of eligibility 
for services to be provided, including medical diagnosis and voca
tional diagnosis; vocational counseling, training and instruction, 
including personal adjustment training; physical restoration, in
cluding corrective surgery, therapeutic treatment, hospitalization 
and prosthetic and orthotic devices, all of which shall be obtained 
from appropriate established agencies; transportation; occupational 
and business licenses or permits, customary tools and equipment,; 
maintenance,; books, supplies and training materials; initial stocks 
and supplies; "placement; on-the-job skill training and time-limited 
postemployment services leading to supported employment; acqui
sition of vending stands or other equipment, initial stocks and 
supplies for small business enterprises; supervision and manage
ment of small business enterprises, merchandising programs or 
services rendered by severely disabled persons, establishment, im
}3Fs:vCfRCnt, maintenanee 6F extcnsiSR sf fH;::lhlie ftfHI etheF n0Bf3Fsfit 
rehabilitatien facilities, centers, " .. erkshe!,s, demenstratien !,rejects 
and researeh. 1'hese seniees shall be !,re'{ided .hw handica""ed 
"ersens in the state whase ca"acity te earn ft lWing has in ffilY way 
been destreyed SF im"aired threugh industrial accident SF ather
wise; these Persons with '" disability are entitled to free choice of 
vendor for any medical &1. dental1. prosthetic, or orthotic services 
provided under this paragraph; 

(c) expend funds and provide technical assistance for the estab
lishment, improvement, maintenance, or extension of public and 
other nonprofit rehabilitation facilities or centers; 
-- -
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(d) formulate plans of cooperation with the commissioner of labor 
anaindustry for providing services to workers covered under the 
workers' compensation act; 

. f<If (e) maintain a contractual or regulatory relationship with the 
United States. as authorized by the Bet ef Cs"gress al'I'revea 
Sel'temeer 1, 19&4; k"ew" as the "Seeial SeeHrity Ame"dme"ts ef 
~ l'Hhlie haw NHmBer 1iH, seetie" 22l, and the Bet Rl'I'r8Vea 
Oet8Ber :l(), ~ ImewB as the .Seeia\ SeeHrity !_e"aments ef 
19+2, l'Hhlie haw NHml3er 92 608, and SHBSe'lHeat amenaments 
Social Security Act, as amended. Under the es"traet this relation
ship, the state will unaertake to make determinations referred to in 
those public laws with respect to all individuals in Minnesota, or 
with respect to a class or classes of individuals in this state that is 
designated in the agreement at the state's request. It is the purpose 
of this relationship to permit the citizens of this state to obtain all 
benefits available under federal law; 

fe} (D provide an in-service training program for ael'aFtment 
division of rehabilitation services employees by paying for its direct 
costs with state and federal funds; . 

«t ill!. conduct research and demonstration projects; provide train
ing and instruction, including establishment and maintenance of 
research fellowships and traineeships, along with all necessary 
stipends and allowances; disseminate information to the haru:Ii
eal'I'ea persons with a disability and the general public; and provide 
technical assistance relating to vocational rehabilitation and inde
pendent living; -- ---

W (h) receive and disburse pursuant to law money and gifts 
availaOIe from governmental and private sources including, but not 
limited to, the federal Department of Education and the SoCillI 
Security Administration, for the purpose of vocational rehabilita
tion or independent living. Money received from workers' compen
sation carriers for vocational rehabilitation services to injured 
workers must be deposited in the general fund; 

fIB (i) design all state plans ef for vocational rehabilitation or 
independent living services required as a condition to the receipt 
and disbursement of any money available from the federal govern
ment; 

ffi (j) cooperate with other public or private agencies or organiza
tions for the purpose of vocational rehabilitation or independent 
living. Money received from school districts, governmental subdivi
sions, mental health centers or boards, and private nonprofit orga
nizations is appropriated to the commissioner for conducting joint or 
cooperative vocational rehabilitation or independent living pro
grams; 
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(jj (k) enter into contractual arrangements with instrumentalities 
of federal, state, or local government and with private individuals, 
organizations, agencies, or facilities with respect to providing voca
tional rehabilitation or independent living services; . 

W (I) take other actions required by state and federal legislation 
relating to vocational rehabilitation2 independent living, and dis
ability determination programs; 

m (m) hire staff and arrange services and facilities necessary to 
perform the duties and powers specified in this section; and 

\ffij (n) adopt, amend, suspend, or repeal rules necessary to 
implement or make specific programs that the commissioner by 
sections 129A.01 to 129A.09 is empowered to administer. 

Sec. 21. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 129A.06, 
subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. Any city, town, county, nonprofit corporation, state 
regional center, or any combination thereof, may apply to the 
commissioner for assistance in establishing or operating a commu
nity leng teFIH shelteFeEl 'Ro", .. he!' rehabiiitation facility. Applica
tion for assistance shall be on forms supplied by the commissioner. 
Each applicant shall annually submit to the commissioner its plan 
and budget for the next fiscal year. No applicant shall be eligible for 
a grant hereunder unless its plan and budget have been approved by 
the commissioner. 

Sec. 22. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 129A.07, 
subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. Every city, town, county, nonprofit corporation, or 
combination thereof establishing a leng terlH sheltered workshel' 
rehabilitation facility shall appoint a lang teFIH shelteFeEl 'NaPkshal' 
rehabilitation facility board of no fewer than nine members before 
becoming eligible for the assistance provided by sections 129A.06 to 
129A.08. When any city, town, or county singly establishes such a 
waFI,shal' rehabilitation facility, the board shall be appointed by the 
chief executive officer of the city or the chair of the governing board 
of the county or town. When any combination of cities, towns, 
counties or nonprofit corporations establishes a workshs!, rehabili
tation facility, the chief executive officers of the cities, nonprofit 
corporations and the chairs of the governing bodies ofthe counties or 
towns shall appoint the board. If a nonprofit corporation singly 
establishes a 'ReFkshe!, rehabilitation facility, the corporation shall 
appoint the board of directors. Membership on a board shall be 
representative of the community served and shalI include a hanEli
ea!'l'eEl person with a disability. One-third to one-half of the board 
shall be representative of industry or business. The remaining 
members should be representative of lay associations for the haftd.-
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ie9fll'ed persons with !Ie disabiIHt , labor, the general public, and 
education, welfare, medical, an health professions. Nothing in 
sections 129A.06 to 129A.08 shall be construed to preclude the 
appointment of elected or appointed public officials or members of 
the board of directors of the sponsoring nonprofit corporation to the 
board, so long as representation described above is preserved. If a 
state re~onal center establishes an extended employment rro!;f.run. 
the chie executive officer of the state refflonal center shal pe orm 
fue l'iiiiCtions of therenalillitalfoilfacilty board as prescribed in 
SiiOdivlsion 3. TDeregional center is not required to establish a 
separate governffig body as !Ie board. The state regional center shall 
establish an adVISOry committeerollowing the membe, Iipre
sentation requirements of this subdIvision. tracounty estab is es a 
'NeMshal' an extended emproyment program and manages the 
waFkshel' program with county employees, the governing board 
shall be the county board of commissioners and other provisions of 
this chapter pertaining to membership on the governing board do 
not apply.· . 

Sec. 23. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 129A.08, 
subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [GRANTS.] The commissioner ·may make grants to 
assist cities, towns, counties, nonprofit corporations, state .regional 
centers, or any combination thereof in the establishment, operation, 
and expansion of the extended employment programs offered by 
l8Hg teFHl shelteFed wel'l<shaps rehabilitation facilities. The com-· 
missioner may accept federal grants or aids and shaH cooperate with 
federal agencies in any reasonable manner necessary to qualify for 
federal grants or aids for leag teFHI sheltered weFkshaps rehabilita
tion facilities or their programs. 

Sec. 24. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 129A.08, 
subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [EVALUATION OF PROGRAMS.] The program evalua
tion .must include, but not be limited to, the following consider
ations: 

(a) Wages and benefits paid to shelteFed elBf'leyeesextended 
employment program participants and number of hours worked; 

(b) Rate of placement in competitive employment; . 

(c) Opportunities for shelteFed eHll'leyees extended employment 
pr0£Wri participants to participate in decisions affectmg their 
empoyment; 

(d) WeFl.shejl Rehabilitation facility responsiveness to sheltered 
elBf'leyeesextendea employment program participants' grievances; 
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(e) Increases in individual sheltered empleyee extended employ
ment program participants' productivity; 

(0 ImplemeDtiDg iDDevati"e ways t6 iDerease "laeemeDt aDd 
reteDtieD ef sheltered em"leyees in eem"etiti>fe empleymeDt, at' in 
sheltered llesitiefls with ee"'l'eti-tive e"'l'leyers, at' ilH19vative ways 
that iDerease sheltered emllleyee wages; 

fgj Efficiency of the werkshells rehabilitation facilities; and 

\h} .\g2 Types and levels of disability of the sheltered em"leyees 
extended employment program participants and willingness of the 
werkooe" rehabilitation facility to accept and assist persons with 
serious behavioral, mental, sensory, or physical disabilities. 

The evaluation mnst take into account the disability levels of the 
sheltered em"leyees extended employment program participants, 
the geogmphic location and size of the ",eF"shell rehabilitation 
facility and the economic conditions of the surrounding community. 

Sec. 25. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 129A.08, is 
amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 4a. [FUND ALLOCATION.] Funds appropriated for the 
extended employment program shall be UlStributed to rehabilitation 
facilities in !'. manner prescribed in rule, provided that 15 percent 
shall be illocated based on economic conditions as define<l in rule 
and that, for funding pmJ)Oses, no credit can be given for fuIT-t1ihe 
equivalents, as defined in rule, in excess of the number of persons in 
the program. 

Sec. 26. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 129A.08, 
subdivision 5, is amended to read: 

Subd. 5. [RULE AUTHORITY] In addition to the powers already 
conferred by law, the commissioner shall promulgate rules on: 

(a) state certification of all leag term sheltered werl,sh"llS reha-
bilitation facilities; --

(b) allocation of state grant funds to extended employment pro
grams; 

(c) standards for qnalification of personnel and quality of profes
sional service and for in-service training and education leave pro
grams for personnel; 

(d) eligibility for service so that no person will be denied service on 
the basis of race, creed, or color; 
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(e) regulatory fees for consultation services; 

<D standards and criteria by which aalldie"f'fled persons with a 
disability are to be judged eligible for the services; -- -

(g) evaluation criteria for extended employment programs; and 

(h) program evaluation criteria. for work activity programs in 
order to determine the extent to which these programs meet the 
goals and objectives established in state and federal law relating to 
work activity programs. 

The rules on evaluation criteria for ISRg teFm sheltered werk-
sh"flS rehabilitation facilities must be in effect by July 1, 1986. The 
rules must he used in making allocations for fiscal years beginning 
after June 30, 1987. 

Sec. 27. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 129A.09, is amended to 
read: 

129A.09 [EXPENDITURE OF FEDERAL FUNDS.] 

NstwitflstaRdiRg the flrsvisisRS ef haws 19'76, eaa"ter 433, see
tieR 2, sHMi,,;sieR 9, Any additional federal funds which become 
available to the state of Minnesota for vocational rehabilitation or 
independent ~ purposes after Mareh t, 19+G and Aflrill ef eaeh 
fiseal yeIH' thereafter as a result of a reallocation of funds returned 
by other states or release of additional funds may be carried over and 
expended in the next fiscal year. 'l'he state ef MiRReseta shall ha¥e 
eanted these funds in the yeIH' they are reeeived with state ""I""'-
ditHFes in .. eeeFdaRee with the led"ral state fen .... l .. in efIeet Hw 
that year. 'l'hese funds ~ bes .. bjeet t& the flFe ... isieRs ef haws 
Hrn>;- eh"flter ggg, seetieR 9, sahdi ... ;sisR 8. 

Sec. 28. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 129A.10,is amended to 
read: 

129A.1O [INDEPENDENT LIVING SERVICES.] 

Subdivision 1. [SERVICES OFFERED.] Independent living ser
vices are those services designed to materially improveopportuni
ties for persons with disabilities to live and function more 
independently in their home, family, and community, and the 
services include: 

(1) intake counseling to determine the individual's needs for 
services; 

(2) referral and counseling services with respect to attendant care; 
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(3) counseling and advocacy with respect to legal and economic 
rights and benefits; 

(4) independent living skills, training, and counseling; 

(5) housing and transportation referral and assistance; 

(6) surveys, directories, and other activities to identify appropri
ate housing and accessible transportation and other support ser
vices; 

(7) peer counseling; 

(8) education and training necessary to living in the community 
and participating in community affairs; 

(9) individual and group social and recreational activities; 

(10) attendant care and training of personnel to provide the care; 
and 

(11) other necessary services which are not inconsistent with 
sections 62A.26 and 62E.06, subdivision 1. 

Subd. 2. r ADMINISTRATION.] This section shall be administered 
by the department of jobs and training through the division of 
'1oeational rehabilitation services. The department may employ staff 
as reasonably required to administer this section and may accept 
and receive funds from nonstate sources for the purpose of effectu
ating this section. 

Subd. 3. [CERTIFICATION.] No applicant center for independent 
living may receive funding under this section unless it has received 
certification from the division of Tfseatie:aaI rehabilitation services. 

The division of voeational rehabilitation services shall involve 
disabled .onsame's persons with !' disability and other interested 
persons to consider performance evaluat~on criteria in order to 
formulate rules by which centers will be certified by July 1, 1986. 

The division of '1oeatioflal rehabilitation services shall review the 
programs for centers of independent living receiving funds from this 
section to determine their adherence to standards adopted by rule 
and if the standards are substantially met, shall issue appropriate 
certifications. 

Subd. 4. rAPPLICATION OF CENTERS FOR INDEPENDENT 
LIVING.] The division of voeatioBal rehabilitation services shall 
require centers for independent living to complete application forms, 
expenditure reports, and proposed plans and budgets. These reports 
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must be in the manner and on the form prescribed by the division. 
When applying, the center for independent living shall agree to 
provide reports and records, and make available records for audit as 
may be required by the division of vaeatiaBal rehabilitation services. 

The applicant center for independent living shall be notified in 
writing by the division concerning the approval of budgets and 
plans. 

Sec. 29. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 144.053, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 5. The commissioner of health or the commissioner's agfint 
!ll not regiiTred to solicit informatlon that personally identi Ies 
persons selected to particW,ate in an epidemiologic study if the 
commissioner determines tat: 

(1) the study monitors incidence or prevalence of -'" serious disease 
to detect potential health problems and fredict risks, provides 
specific information to<IeVelop pUblic heaU strategies to prevent 
serious dIsease, enables the targeting Of1iltervention resources for 
communities, patients, or groupS at risk of the disease, and informs 
health professionals about risks, early detection, or treatment of the 
CfiSeaSe; 

(2) the personally identifying information !ll not necessary to 
validate the quality, accuracy, or completeness of the study; or 

(3) the collection of personally identifying information may seri
ouSly jeo~ardize the validity of study results, as demonstrated ~ an 
epidemio ogic study. 

Sec. 30. [144.054] [PLAIN LANGUAGE IN WRITTEN MATERI
ALS.] 

(a) To the extent reasonable and consistent with the gaals of 
prOVldmg easilyUi1derstandable and readable materiiiS an com
~ with federal and state laws governing the program, alI 
written materials relating to determinations of eligibility for or 
amounts of benefits that wilfbe gkven to applicants for or rec~ients 
of assistance under -'" program a ministered or supervised !'Y the 
commissioner of health must be understandallle to -'" person WhO 
reads at the seventh-grade level, using the Flesch scale analySls 
readability score as determined under section 72C.09. 

(b) All written materials relating to services and determinations 
of eligibility for or amoullts of benefits that will be ~ven to 
applicants for or recipients of assistance under programs a minis
tered or supervised ~ the comniissioner ofhe3Iili must be developed 
to satisfy the plain language requirements of the plain language 
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contract act under sections 325G.29 to 325G.36. Materials may be 
submitted to the attorney general for review and certification. 
Notwithstanding section 325G.35, subdivision 1, the attorney gen
eral shall review submitted materials to determine whether they 
comply with the requirements of section 325G.31. The remedies 
available pursuant to sections 8.31 and 325G.33 to 325G.36 do not 
~ to these materials. Failure to comply with this section does 
not provide a basis for suspending the implementation or operation 
of other laws governing programs administered !>.l:'- the commis
SiOner. 

(c) The requirements of this section ~ to all materials modi
fied or developed!>.l:'- the commissioner on or after July h 1988. The 
requirements of this section do not ~ to materials that must be 
submitted to !:'. federal agency for approval, to the extent that 
application of the requirements prevents federal approv:ar:--

(d) Nothing in this section may be construed to prohibit a lawsuit 
brought to require the commissioner to comply with this section or 
to affect individual appeal rights under the special supplemental 
food program for women, infants, and children J,ranted pursuant to 
feOeral regulations under the Code of Federalegulations, chapter 
7, section 246. 

(e) The commissioner shall report annually to the chairs of the 
health and human services divisions of the senate finance commit
tee and the house of representatives approprIations committee on 
the number and outcome of cases that raise the issue of the 
commissioner's compliance with this sect1on-.-- -- --- - -

Sec. 31. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 144.125, is amended to 
read: 

144.125 [TESTS OF INFANTS FOR INBORN METABOLIC ER
RORS CAUSIl'lG MENT,,\L RETARDATION.] 

It is the duty of (1) the administrative officer or other person in 
charge of each institution caring for infants 28 days or less of age and 
(2) the person required in pursuance of the provisions of section 
144.215, to register the birth of a child, to cause to have adminis
tered to every E<i€h infant or child in its care tests for hemoglobino
pathy, phenylketonuria and other inborn errors of metabolism 
eal:lsiag fficfttal FctaraatieH in accordance with rules prescribed by 
the state commissioner of health. In determining which tests must 
be administered, the commissioner shall take into consideration the 
Meguacy oflaboratory methods to detect the inborn metabolic error, 
the ability to treat or prevent medical conditions caused !>.l:'- the 
inborn metabolic error, and the severity of the medical conditions 
caused ~ the inborn metabolic error. Testing and the recording and 
reporting of the results of E<i€h the tests shall be performed at E<i€h 
the times and in E<i€h the manner as HHI:l' be prescribed by the state 
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commissioner of health. 'l'he flF8Visi8RS afThis section shall does not 
apply to fIBY an infant whose parents object theFet8 on the grounds 
that saeh the tests and treatment conflict with their religious tenets 
and practices. The commissioner shall charge laboratory service fees 
for conducting the tests of infants for inborn metabolic errors so that 
tile total of fees c01leCted will approximate the costs of conducting 
llie tests. -Costs associated with capital expenditures and the devel
opment of new procedures may be prorated over !! three-year period 
when calculating the amount of the fees. 

Sec. 32. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 144.50, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 6. [SUP~RVISED LIVING FACILITY LICENSES.] The 
coiilrillSsioner jay license as II supervised living facility a facilitY 
seeking medica assistance certification as an intermediate care 
facility for persons with mental retardationorrelated conditions for 
four or more persons as authorized under section 252.291. 

Sec. 33. [144.97] [DEFINITIONS.] 

Subdivision 1. [APPLICATION.] The definitions in this section 
ll.PP!JI. to section144.98. -- - -

Subd. 2. [CERTIFICATION.] "Certification" means written ack
noWIedgement of lliaboratory's demonstrated capability to perfOrm 
tests for !! specific purpose. 

Subd. 3. [COMMISSIONER.] "Commissioner" means the commis
sioner of health. 

Subd. 4. [CONTRACT LABORATORY] "Contract laboratory" 
means !! laboratory that performs tests on samples on a contract or 
fee-for-service basis. 

Subd. 5. [ENVIRONMENTAL SAMPLE.] "Environmental sam
ple" mearis a substance derived from a nonhuman source and 
collected for the purpose of analysis. 

Subd. 6. [LABORATORY] "Laboratory" means the state, a person, 
corporation, or other entity, including governmental, that exam
ines, analyzes, or tests samples. 

Subd. 7. [SAMPLE.] "Sample" means!! substance derived from!! 
nonhuman source and collected for the purpose of analysis, or !! 
tissue, blooa,excretion, or other bodily fluid specimen obtained from 
aIUiiilan for the detection of a chemical, etiologic agent, or histoIOglC 
abnormality. 
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Sec. 34. [144.98] [CERTIFICATION OF ENVIRONMENTAL 
LABORATORIES.] 

Subdivision 1. [AUTHORIZATION.]Th'e commissioner of health 
may certify labOratories that test environmental samples.---

Subd. ~ [RULES.] The commissioner may adopt rules to imple
ment this section, including: 

(1) procedures, re uirements, and fee adjustments for laboratory 
certification, inclu iug provision8TStatus and recertification; 

(2) standards and fees for certificate approval, suspension, and 
revocation; 

(3) standards for environmental samples; 

(4) analysis methods that assure reliable test results; 

(5) laboratory quality assurance, including internal guality con
trol, proficiency testing, and personnel training; and 

(6) criteria for recognition of certification programs of other states 
anathe federal government. 

Subd. 3. [FEES.] (a) An application for certification under subdi
vision .! must be accompanied fu the annual fee specified in this 
subdivision. The fees are for: . ------

(1) base certification fee, $250; and 

(2) test category certification fees: 

Test Category 
Bacteriology 
Inorganic chemistry, fewer than .1 Gonstituents 
Inorganic chemistry, .1 or more constituents 
Chemistry metals, fewer than:! constituents 
Chemistry metals, :! or more constituents 
Volatile organic compoullClS 
Other organic compounds 

Certification Fee 
$100 
$50 
$150 
$100 
$250 
$300 
$300 

(b) The total annual certification fee is the base fee plus the 
apPllcaJ)fe test category fees. The aillluru certincahOil fee for lOt. 
contract laboratory ~ 1.5 times the total certification fee. 

(c) Laboratories located outside of this state that reguire an 
on-site survey will be assessed an additional $1,200 fee. 
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(d) The commissioner of health may adjust fees under section 
161\.128, subdivision 2, Fees must be set so that the total fees 
support the laboratory-certffic9llOn program. Direct costs of the 
certification service include program adminIstration, inspeCtions, 
the a enc 's general support costs, and attorney general costs 
attri utable to the fee function. --

Subd. 4. [FEES FOR LABORATORY PROFICIENCY TESTING 
AND"'l'EC'HNICAL TRAINING.] The commissioner of health may 
set fees for proficiency testin\ andTeCb.nical trainin~ services under 
section 16A.128. Fees must e set so that the tota fees cover the 
direct costs of the proncIeficY testmg an'd1ecnmcaTtrammgservices, 
lnCIiiaing salaries, supplies and egillPment, travel expenses, and 
attorney general costs attributable to the fee l'iiiiCtion. 

Subd. 5. [LABORATORY CERTIFICATION ACCOUNT.] There is 
an---acCoiIDt in the Special revenue fund called the lallOratory 
certification account. ees collected under this section and appro
f,riations for the puWOseS of' this sectioilmust be deposrtea in the 
aboratory certfficatlon account. Money in the laboratory certifica

tion account IS annually appropriated to fue commissioner of health 
to administer this section. 

Sec. 35. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 144A.04, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 7. [MINIMUM NURSING STAFF REQUIREMENT.] Not
witnstanaing the provisions of Minnesota Rules, sart 4655.5600, the 
minimum shlfllng standard fOr nursing personne in nursing homes 
IS as follows: 

(a) The minimum number of hours of nursing personnel to be 
provicledin !! nursing home ~ The ~eater of two hours ~ resident 
~ 24 hours or 0.95 hours ~ stan ardizea resiaentO.ay. 

(b) For pU1J;'0ses of this sl1bdivision, "hours of nursin~ personnel" 
means the paid, on::ctuti(' 8roductive nursmgnours of ~ nurses and 
nursing aSSistants, ca cu ated on the basis of any gh~hour 
period. "Productive nursing hours" means all on-duty ours durin 
which nurses and nursin assistants are el1l)fied in nursing uties. 
'EXaiilpTeSornursing uties may be foundin innesota Rules, parts 
4655.5900, 4655.6100, and 4655.6400. Not included are vacatIOns, 
holida~s, sick leavE" in-service classroomtraining, or lunches. Also 
not inc uded are t e nonproductive nursing hours or the in-service 
traininr director. In homes with more than 60 licenSea beds, the 
hours 0 the dJrector ofIiiITSlng are eXcIUaea:"Standardlzed resident 
diY" means the sum of the nuIiiber of residents in each case mix 
c ass liiliItiPrrecI !i.Y the case mix weignt for that resIOeilt class, as 
found in Minnesota Rilles, pa19549.0059,Suopart 2, calcu1iiteQ on 
the basis of!! facility's census -2!' any given day. 
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(c) Calculation of nursin~ hours ~ standardized resident day ~ 
performed 2Y divining tota hours of nursing personnel for !! given 
perio~ 2Y the total of stanaararzed resident days for that same 
perID . 

Sec. 36. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 144A.071, 
subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [EXCEPTIONS.] The commissioner of health, in coordi
nation with the commissioner of human services, may approve the 
addition of a new certified bed or the addition of a new licensed 
nursing home bed, under the following conditions: 

(a) to replace a bed decertified after May 23, 1983 or to address an 
extreme hardship situation, in a particular county that, together 
with all contiguous Minnesota cQunties, has fewer nursing home 
beds per 1,000 elderly than the number that is ten percent higher 
than the national average of nursing home beds per 1,000 elderly 
individuals. For the purposes of this section, the national average of 
nursing home beds shall be the most recent figure that can be 
supplied by the federal health care financing administration and the 
number of elderly in the county or the nation shall be determined by 
the most recent federal census or the most recent estimate of the 
state demographer as of July 1, of each year of persons age 65 and 
older, whichever is the most recent at the time of the request for 
replacement. In allowing replacement of a decertified bed, the 
commissioners shall ensure that the number of added or recertified 
beds does not exceed the total number of decertified beds in the state 
in that level of care. An extreme hardship situation .can only be 
found after the county documents the existence of unmet medical 
needs that cannot be addressed by any other alternatives; 

(b) to certify a new bed in a facility that commenced constrnction 
before May 23, 1983. For the purposes of this section, "commenced 
construction" means that all of the following conditions were met: 
the final working drawings and specifications were approved by the 
commissioner of health; the construction contracts were let; a timely 
construction schedule was developed, stipulating dates for begin
ning, achieving various stages, and completing construction; and all 
zoning and building permits were secured; 

(c) to certify beds in a new nursing home that is needed in order to 
meet the special dietary needs of its residents, if: the nursing home 
proves to the commissioner's satisfaction that the needs of its 
residents cannot otherwise be met; elements of the special diet are 
not available through most food distributors; and proper preparation 
of the special diet requires incurring various operating expenses, 
including extra food preparation or serving items, not incurred to a 
similar extent by most nursing homes; 
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(d) to license a new nursing home bed in a facility that meets one 
of the exceptions contained in clauses (a) tore); 

(e) to license nursing home beds in a facility that has submitted 
either a completed licensure application or a written request for 
licensure to the commissioner before March 1, 1985, and has either 
commenced any required construction as defined in clause (b) before 
May 1, 1985, or has, before May 1, 1985, received from the commis
sioner approval of plans for phased-in constrnction and written 
authorization to begin construction on a pha.sed-in basis. For the 
purpose of this clause, "constrnction" means any erection, building, 
alteration, reconstruction,. modernization, Qr. improvement neces~ 
sary to comply with the nursing home licensure rnles; 

(f) to certify or license new beds in a new facility that is to be 
operated by the commissioner of veterans' affairs or when the costs 
of constructing and operating the new beds are to be reimbursed by 
the commissioner of veterans' affairs or the United States Veterans 
Administration; . 

(g) to license or certify beds in a new facility ct;mstructed to replace 
a facility that was destroyed after June 30, 1987, by fire, lightning, 
or other hazard provided: 

(1) destruction was not caused by the intentional' act of or at the 
direction of a controlling person of the facility; . 

(2) at the time the facility was destroyed the controlling persons of 
the facility maintained insurance coverage for the type of hazard 
that occurred in an amount that a reasonable person would conclude 
was adequate; 

(3) the net proceeds from an insurance settlement for the damages 
caused by the hazard are applied to the cost of the new facility; 

(4) the new facility is constructed on the same.site as the destroyed. 
facility or on' another site subject to the restrictions in section 
144A.073, subdivision 5; and 

(5) the number of licensed and certified beds in the new facility 
. does not exceed the number of licensed and certified beds in the 
destroyed facility; . 

(h) to license or certify beds that are moved from one location to 
another within a nursing home facility, provided the total costs of 
remodeling performed in conjunction with the relocation of beds 
does not exceed ten percent of.the appraised value of the facility or 
$200,000, whichever is less, or to license or certify beds in a facility 
for which the total costs of remodeling or renovation exceed ten 
percent of the appraised value of the facility or $200,000, whichever 
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is less, if the facility makes a written commitment to thecommis
sioner of human services that it will not seek to receive an increase 
in its property-related payment rate by reason ofthe remodeling or 
renovation; 

(i) to license or certify beds in a facility that has been involun
tarily delicensed or decertified for participation in the medical 
assistance program, provided that an application for relicensure or 
recertification is submitted to the commissioner within 120 days 
after delicensure or decertification; 

(j) to license or certify beds in a project recommended for approval 
by the interagency board for quality assurance under section 
144A.073; 

(k) to license nursing home beds in a hospital facility that are 
relocated from a different hospital facility under common ownership 
or affiliation, provided: (1) the hospital in which the nursing home 
beds were originally located ceases to function as an acute care 
facility, or necessary support services for nursing homes as required 
for licensure under sections 144A.02 to 144A.I0, such as dietary 
service, physical plant, housekeeping, physical therapy, occupa
tional therapy, and administration, are no longer available from the 
original hospital site; and (2) the nursing home beds are not certified 
for participation in the medical assistance program; 

(I) to license or certify beds that are moved from one location to 
another within an existing identifiable complex of hospital build
ings, from a hospital-attached nursing home to the hospital build
ing, or from a separate nursing home 1ffi<ier eemmeR e"meFship with 
eF eeRtrel sf Ii hesllital t6 tfle hespital wheR Ii hespital attaehea 
nursing herae is .........,a simultaneeusly to tfle hespital to ~ building 
formerly used as ~ hospital, provided the original nursing home 
building will no longer be operated as ~ nursing home and the 
building to which the beds are moved will no longer be operated as 
a hospital. As a condition of receiving a license or certification under 
this clause, the faci lity must make a written commitment to the 
commissioner of human services that it will not seek to receive an 
increase in its property-related payment rate as a result of the 
relocation. At the time of the licensure and certification of the 
nursing home cbeds, the commissioner of health shall delicense the 
same number of acute care beds within the existing complex of 
hospital buildings or building. WheR a separate nursiHg herae ""'" 
a he spital attachea nursing herae 1ffi<ier cemmen e"'Hership eF 
eentrel are simultaneeusly releeatea to Ii hes(3ital ImildiHg, a 
cembined east repeFt RlHSt Be submitted fur tfle east repertiRg year 
enaing September 39, W8'7, aad tfle freestanding nursiHg herae 
#mits ~ Relocation of nursing home beds under this clause is 
subject to the limitations ih section 144A.073, subdivision 5; 

(m) to license or certify beds that are moved from an existing state 
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nursing home to a different state facility, provided there is no net 
increase in the number of state nursing home beds; 

(n) to license new nursing home beds in a continuing care 
retirement community affiliated with a national referral center 
engaged in substantial programs of patient care, medical research, 
and medical education meeting state and national needs that 
receives more than 40 percent of its residents from outside the state 
for the purpose of meeting contractual obligations to residents of the 
retirement community, provided the facility makes a written com
mitment to the commissioner of human services that it will not seek 
medical assistance certification for the new beds; "" 

(0) to certify or license new beds in a new facility on the Red Lake 
Indian reservation for which payments will be made under the 
Indian Health Care Improvement Act, Public Law Number 94-437, 
at the rates specified in United States Code, title 42, section 
1396d(b); 

lli to certi and license as nursi,¥,? home beds boarding care beds 
in "" certifie boarding care facilit?hit the beds meet the standards for 
nurSIng home licensure and if' L<> cost 01 any remodeling of the 
facility does not exceed ten percent of the appraised value of the 
facility or $200,000, whlCIlever is less .. !f boarding care bedS are 
licensed as nursing home beds, the number of boarding care beds in 
the facility must not increase in the future. The provisions con
tained III section 1441\.073 regarding the upgrading of the facilities 
do not ~ to facilities that satisfy these requirements; or 

!92 to license and certify !!p to 40 beds transferred from an existing 
facility owned and operated!!.l': the Amherst H.·WiloerFoundation 
in the city of Saint Paul to "" new unit at the same location as the 
existing facility that will serve persons with Alzheimer's disease 
and other related disorders. The transfer of beds may occur !;[adu
ally or in stages, provided the total number of beds transferre does 
not exceed 40. At the timeorrrcensure and certltlcation of a bed or 
beds in the new unit, the commissioner of health shall delicenseand 
aeceitify the same number of beds in the existing facility. As "" 
condition of receiving a license or certification under this clause; the 
facility must make a written commitment to the commissioner of 
human SerVIces thaf it will not seek to receIvean increase in its 
property-related payment rate as "" result of the Transfers allOwea 
under this clause. --------

Sec. 37. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 144A.073, 
subdivision 1, is amended to read: . 

Subdivision 1. [DEFINITIONS.] For purposes of this section, the 
following terms have the meanings given them: 
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(a) "Conversion" means the relocation of a nursing home bed from 
a nursing home to an attached hospital. 

(b) "Renovation" means extensive remodeling of, or construction of 
an addition to, a facility on an existing site with a total cost 
exceeding ten percent of the appraised value of the facility or 
$200,000, whichever is less. 

(c) "Replacement" means the demolition and reconstruction of all 
or part of an existing facility. 

(d) "Upgrading" means a change in the level of licensure of a bed 
from a boarding care bed to a nursing home bed in a certified 
boarding care facility that is aUaeliea te a uursiug heme "" a 
B8anliug eare bed iH a freestauaiug B8araiug eare faeility that 
eurreutly meets all health eepartmeut stauearas far a RursiRg 
heme. 

Sec. 38. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 144A.073, 
subdivision 7, is amended to read: 

Subd. 7. [UPGRADING RESTRICTIONS.] Proposals submitted or 
approved under this section involving upgrading must satisfy the 
following conditions: 

(a) N6 !,rBpBsal far Uj3graaiRg may Be appr8vea afte¥ Jttne 39, 
~ 

W N6 _ than 6B8 pr8p8sal far upgraaiag may Be appr8vea far 
a faeility. 

\ef UpgraaiRg is limitea te a tetal sf ten Beds. 

W The facility must meet minimum nursing home care stan
dards. 

\ef Upgraaiag .....st net result iH an iRerease iH per diem 8perat 
iRg eests, ~ far tOO upgraaiag sf these freestaRaiRg B8araiRg 
eare faeilities whieh eurreRtly meet eJ<istiRg aursiRg heme BuilaiRg 
aruI spare staRaaras. 

ffi (b) If beds are upgraded to nursing home beds, the number of 
boarding care beds in a facility must not increase in the future. 

fg} (c) The average occupancy rate in the existing nursing home 
beds in an attached facility must be greater than 96 percent 
according to the most recent annual statistical report of the depart
ment of health. 
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W '!'he eest ef remaeleli .. g tae faeility ta meet earreRt .. arsiHg 
heme eaHstmetiaR staRelaFEis ffiIlst Ret "*'lee<i teft "ereeHt ef tae 
ajljlFaiseel -me·ef tae faeility ar $2QQ,QQQ, wllielleveF is less. 

Sec. 39. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 144A.073, 
subdivision 8, is amended to read: 

Subd. 8. [RULEMAKING.] The commISSIOner of health shall 
adopt emergency or permanent rules to implement this section. The 
authority to adopt emergency rules continues until December ;!Q, 
1988. 

Sec. 40. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 144A.08, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. lb. [SUMMER TEMPERATURE AND HUMIDITY.] A 
nu~ home, or part of ~ nursing home that includes resident
occupied space, constructed after June 30, 1988, must meet the 
interior summer detgn temperature analllimldita; recommenda
tions in chapter 2 of~ 1982 applicatioilsOfthe han book published 
!iY the American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Condi
tioning Engineers, Inc., as amended. 

Sec. 41. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 145.43, subdivision 1, is 
amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [DEFINITION.J "Hearing aid" means any instru
ment or device designed for or represented as aiding defective 
human hearing, and its any parts, attachments, or accessories of the 
instrument or device, including but not limited to ear moras. 
Batteries anacords shall not be considered parts, attachments, or 
accessories of a hearing aid. 

Sec. 42. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 145.43, subdivision la, 
is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1a. [30-DAY GUARANTEE AND BUYER RIGHT TO 
CANCEL.] No person shall sell a hearing aid in this state unless: 

Ca) The seller provides the buyer with a 30-day written money
back guarantee. The guarantee must, W permit the buyer to cancel 
the purchase for any reason within 30 days after receiving the 
hearing aid by giving or mailing written notice of cancellation to the 
sellertt2f, IT the hearing aid must be repaired, remade, or adjusted 
during the 30-day money-back guarantee period, the running ofthe 
30-day period ~ suspended one day for each 24-hour period that the 
hearing aid is not in the buyer's possession. A repaired, remade, or 
adjusted hearing aid must be claimed by the buyer within three 
working days after notification of availability, after which time the 
running of the 30-day period resumes. The guarantee must entitle 
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the buyer, upon cancellation, to receive a full refund of payment 
within 30 days of return of the hearing aid to the seller, pro"iaea, 
howe'ler, tflat. The seller may retain as a cancellation fee the aetHal 
eest sf "flY "Hstom ear melds ma<ie fur the canceled hearing aid 00 

lang as thffi cancellation lee dees net eJ<eeed ten percent of the 
buyer's total payment for the hearing aid" 

(b) The seller shall provide the buyer with a contract written 
receipt eF contraet te the Imye¥ which ineliMes, in blain English, 
that contains uniform language and provisions t at meet the 
requirements and are certified by the attorney general under the 
Plain Language Contract Act, sections 325G.29 to 325G.36. The 
contract must include, but ~ not limited to, the following: in 
immediate proximity to the space reserved for the signature of the 
buyer, or on the first page if there is no space reserved for the 
signature of the buyer, a clear and conspicuous disclosure of the 
following specific statement in all capital letters of no less than 
12-point boldface type: MINNESOTA STATE LAW GIVES THE 
BUYER HAS THE RIGHT TO CANCEL THIS PURCHASE FOR 
ANY REASON AT ANY TIME PRIOR TO MIDNIGHT OF THE 
30TH CALENDAR DAY AFTER RECEIPT OF THE HEARING 
AID(S). IF THE BUYER DECIDES TO RETURN THE HEARING 
AID(S) WITffiN THIS 3D-DAY PERIOD, THEBVYER WILL 
RECEIVE A REFUND OF $ ....... (State the dollar amoUnTOf 
refund.) - --- --- - -----

Sec. 43. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 145.43, 
subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [ITEMIZED REPAIR BILL.J (a) Any person or company 
who agrees to repair a hearing aid must provide the cllstomer owner 
of the hearing aid, or the owner's representative, with a billing bill 
that specifically itemizes all parts and labor charges for services 
rendered. The bill must also include the person's or company's name, 
address, and phone number. 

(b) This subdivision does not apply to: 

(1) a person or company that repairs a hearing aid pursuant to an 
express warranty covering the entire hearing aid and the warranty 
covers the entire costs, both parts and labor, of the repair; and 

(2) a person or company that repairs a hearing aid and the repair 
entire hearing aid, after being repaired, is expressly warranted for a 
period of at least""" yefH' six months, the warranty covers the entire 
costs, both parts and labor, of the repair, and a copy of the express 
warranty is given to the e1:lstomeF owner or the owner's representa
tive. The owner of the hearing aid or the owner's representative 
must be given ~ written express warranty that includes the name, 
address, and phone number of the repairing person or company; the 
make, model, and serial number of the hearing aid repaired; the 
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exact date of the last day of the warranty period; and the terms of 
the warranty. . 

Sec. 44. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 145.853, subdivision 2, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. In seeking to determine whether a disabled person suffers 
from an illness, a law enforcement officer shall make a reasonable 
search for an identifying device and an identification card of the type 
described in section 145.852, subdivision 2 and examine them for 
emergency information. The law enforcement officer may not search 
for an identifYing device or an identification card in a manner or to 
an extent that would appear to a reasonable person in the circum
stances to cause an unreasonable risk of worsening the disabled 
person's condition. The law enforcementofficer may not remove an 
identifying device or an Identification card from the possession of ~ 
disabled person unless the removal is necessary for law enforcement 
purposes or to protect the safety of the disabled person. 

Sec. 45. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 145.894, is amended to 
read: 

145.894 [STATE COMMISSIONER OF HEALTH; DUTIES, RE
SPONSIBILITIES.] 

The commissioner of health shall: 

(a) Develop a comprehensive state plan for the delivery of nutri
tional supplements to pregnant and lactating women, infants, and 
children; 

(b) Contract with existing local public or private nonprofit orga
nizations for the administration of the nutritional supplement 
program; 

(c) Develop and implement a public education program promoting 
the provisions of sections 145.891 to 145.897, and provide for the 
delivery of individual and family nutrition education and counseling 
at project sites; 

(d) Develop in cooperation with other agencies and vendors a 
uniform state voucher system for the delivery of nutritional supple
ments; 

(e) Authorize local health a~encies to issue vouchers bimonthly to 
some or all eligible iilcllVlcfua s served ~ the agency, provided the 
agency demonstrates that the feaeraI minimum requirements for 
providing nutrition ediication will continue to be met and that the 
quality of nutrition education and health services provided fu: the 
agency will not be adversely impacte<I; 
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(t) Investigate and implement an infant formula cost reduction 
system that will reduce the cost oliiutrillOnal supplements so that 
~ October It 1988,adOitionai mothers and children will be served; 

!g2 Develop, analyze and evaluate the health aspects of the 
nutritional supplement program and establish nutritional guide
lines for the program; 

. {f) (h) Apply for, administer, and annually expend at least 99 
percent of available federal or private funds; 

fg} (i) Aggressively market services to eligible individuals by 
conducting ongoing outreach activities arid by coordinating with and 
providing marketing materials and technical assistance to local 
human services and community service agencies and nonprofit 
service providers; 

W ill Determine, on July 1 of each year, the number of pregnant 
women participating in each special supplemental food program for 
women, infants, and children (W.I.C.) and, in 1986, 1987, and 1988, 
at the commissioner's discretion, designate a different food program 
deliverer if the current deliverer fails to increase the participation of 
pregnant women in the program by at least ten percent over the 
previous year's participation rate; 

W (k) Promulgate all rules necessary to carry out the provisions of 
sections 145.891 to 145.897; and 

i;jj (I) Report to the legislature by November 15 of every year on the 
expeiiaitures and activities under sections 145.891 to 145.897 of the 
state and local health agencies for the preceding fiscal year. 

Sec. 46. [145.924] [AIDS PREVENTION GRANTS.] 

The commissioner may award grants to local boards of health, 
state agencies, state councils, or nonprofit corporations to provide 
evaluation and counseling servIces to pn¥.ulations at risk fOr acquir
!,!!g human immunodeficiency virus i ection, including, but not 
hmited to, minorities, adolescents, intravenous drug users, and 
homosexUal men. -- --

Sec. 47. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 145A.06, is 
amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 5. [DEADLY INFECTIOUS DISEASES.] The commissioner 
shall promote measures aimed at preventing businesses from facil
itatin& sexual practices that transmit dfa~IY infectious diseases ~ 
provi ingtechnical advice to boards 0 ealth to assist them in 
regulating these praCUcesOrciosmgestab1lshffieiits that coIiStifute 
~ public health nuisance. 
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Sec. 48. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 148B.23, 
subdivision 1, is amended to read: . 

Subdivision 1. [EXEMPTION FROM EXAMINATION.] For two 
years from July 1, 1987, the board shall issue a license without 
examination to an applicant: 

(1) for a licensed social worker, if the board determines that the 
applicant has received a baccalaureate. degree from an accredited 
program of social work, or that the applicant has at least a 
baccalaureate degree from an accredited college or university and 
two years in full-time employment ()r 4,000 hours of experience in 
the supervised practice of social work within the five years before 
July 1, W8!7 1989; 

(2) for a licensed graduate social worker, if the board determines 
that the applicant has received a master's degree from an accredited 
program of social work or doctoral degree in social work; or a 
master's or doctoral degree from a graduate program in a human 
service discipline, as approved by the board; 

(3) for a licensed independent social worker, if the board deter
mines that the applicant has received a master's degree from. an 
accredited program of social work or doctoral !iegree in social work; 
or a master's or doctoral degree from a graduate program in a 
human service discipline, as approved by the board; and, after 
receiving the degree, has practiced social work for at least two years 
in full-time employment or 4,000 hours under the supervision of a 
social worker meeting these requirements, or of another qualified 
professional; and 

(4) for a licensed independent clinical social worker, if the board 
determines that the applicant has received a master's degree from 
an accredited program of social work or doctoral degree in social 
work; or a master's or doctoral degree from a graduate program in a 
human service. discipline as approved by the board; and, after 
receiving the degree, has practiced clinical social work for at least 
two years in full-time employment or 4,000 hours under the super
vision of a clinical social worker meeting these requirements, or of 
another qualified mental health .professional. 

Sec. 49. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 148B.42, 
subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [FILING.] All mental health service providers shall 
file with the state, on a form provided by the board, their name; 
home and bu.siness address; telephone number; degrees held, if any, 
major field, and whether the degrees are from an accredited insti
tution and how the institution is accredited; and any other relevant 
experience .. An applicant for filing who has practiced in another 
state shall authorize, in writing, the licensing or regulatory entity 
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in the other state or states to release to the board any information on 
complaints or disciplinary actions pending against that individual, 
as well as any final disciplinary actions taken against that individ
uaL The board shall provide a form for this purpose, The board may 
reject a filing if there is evidence of a violation of or failure to comply 
with this chapter, Filings under this subdivision are public data, 

Sec, 50. l152A.01] [INSTITUTE ESTABLISHED; STRUCTURE; 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS.] 

Subdivision l. [INSTITUTE ESTABLISHED; NAME.] The Min
nesota Institute for Addiction and Stress Research is estahlisnea. 
For purpose of sections 152A.01 to I52A.05, "institute" means the 
Minnesota Institute for Addiction and Stress Research. All business 
of the institute must be conducted under the name "Minnesota 
mshlute for AddictlOrl and Stress ResearcIl:' The lilstlfute is funded 
by " grant from the commissioner of health. 

Subd. ~ [BOARD OF DIRECTORS.] The institute must be gov
erned!>.l':" board of nine directors appointed!>.l': the governor. Terms 
are for three years. Three of the initial directors must be appointed 
for three-year terms, three for two-year terms, and three for 
one-year terms .. 

Subd. 3. [BOARD COMPOSITION; EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.] 
(a) The board must include representatives from the Minnesota 
department of health, the medical and scientific teams of the 
institute, established health organizations, private citizens, and 
corporate representativeB.1"he vice president for finance and oprr
ations of the institute shall serve as an ex-officio member of t e 
board. -- ------

(b) An executive committee of four members of the board and the 
vice president for finance and operations of the instITUte shall 
oversee the regular activities of the institute and keep the board 
informed of progress and new developments at the institute. 

Subd. 4. [OPERATING PROCEDURES.] The board shall adopt 
operating procedures necessary to conduct the business of the 
institute, consistent with sections 152A.Ol to 152A.05. Adoption of 
operating procedures under this subdivision ~ not subject to the 
administrative procedure act under chapter 14. 

Subd. 5. [PLACES OF BUSINESS.] The board shall locate and 
mamtalnthe institute's places of business within the state. --

Subd. 6. [MEETINGS AND ACTIONS OF THE BOARD.] The 
board shall hold meetings as determined necessary by the executIVe 
committee, upon giving notice as provided in the operating proce-
dures adopted l:>.Y. the board. . 
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Sec. 51. [152A.02] [INSTITUTE PERSONNEL.] 

Subdivision 1. [PRESIDENT.] The board shall appoint and set the 
compensation for a president, who serves as chief executive officeTOf 
the institute. Subject to the control of the board, the presideiiIffiay 
appoint subordmate employees and agents. 

Subd. 2. [STATUS OF EMPLOYEES.] The president serves in the 
unclassified state civil service and is excluded from collective 
ba1aining. All otheremp!oyees of the ooard are subjeclto chapters 
43 and 17M. 
-~----

Sec. 52. [152A.03] [POWERS OF THE INSTITUTE.] 

In addition to other powers granted Q.y. sections 152A.01 to 
152A.05, the institute may: 

(3) ac~uire and dispose of personal property, including inchoate 
and inte lecturuproperty, royalties, stock, and stock warrants; 

(4) enter into contracts or agreements with '" federal or state 
agency, person, business, or other organization; 

(5) acquire and dispose of real property or an interest in real 
property; 

(6) purchase insurance; 

(7) sell, at p!!'lic or private sale, any note, mortgage, or other 
instrument or 0 ligation; 

(8) consent to the modification of a contract or agreement to which 
the institute ~ '" party; 

(9) borrow money to carry out its purposes and issue negotiable 
notes, which It may refund, guarantee, or insure in whole or in part 
wlth money from the fund, other assets of the llshlu'te, or an 
account created fur. the institute for that purpose; 

(10) develop, buy, and possess financial and technical information, 
inCIiiding credit reports and financial statements; 

(11) accept gifts, rants, and bequests and use or dispose of them 
for its purposes; an . 
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(12) receive payments in the form of royalties, dividends, or other 
roceeds in connection with the ownership, license, or lease of 

pro nets or businesses. 

Sec. 53. [152A.04] [OPERATIONS PLAN; REPORTS.] 

Subdivision 1. [OPERATIONS PLAN.] The board shall submit a 
progress report and an operations plin to tJi"egOvernor and the 
legislature by January 1, 1989. The p it must include the board's 
operating procedures, accoiilltlngproce ures,personnel procedures, 
investment procedures, and rules of conduct and ethics. 

Subd. ~ [REPORTS.] The board shalllf!'0rt quarterly to the 
commissioner of finance, on forms provide !!Y the commissioner of 
finance, information about fiscal performance aM status. The board 
shalI also report quarterly to the commissioner of health, on forms 
providOO~ the commissioner of health, information about the 
institute's status, research and clinical projects and finillrig8, ana: 
performance. 

Sec. 54. [152A.05] [MONITORING; TERMINATION.] 

Subdivision 1. [MONITORING.] All relevant records and the 
performance of the institute shall be monitored by the commTsSloner 
of health to assure that the-iul;titute continues to aemonstrate the 
folIOW1llg:------- ---________________ 

(1) the ability to carry out task-oriented .basic and ClinicaL 
neurobiological research on addictive disorders anathe commitment 
to develop an mtegratea, comprehensive program of basic and 
clinical research; 

(2) the institute's involvement in basic and clinical research of 
stres"especially as it relates to adilictIVe<riSOrders and chronic viral 
infections; 

(3) the ability to work with other research and education pro
grams; 

(4) the ability to cooperate with interested health professionals 
throughout the state to Implement the research findings; 

(5) the ability to seek and receive outside funding; 

(6) ~ significant on oin treatment program based on ~ medical 
model capable of statewl e application; 

(7) the relatively close proximity to ~ major medical educational 
institution; and 
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(S) the commitment to develop a program to educate the public 
aboutMdictIve and stress-related" medical dlsorders and also to 
train therapists in Minnesota. -- -- -

Subd. 2. [TERMINATION.] If the commissioner of health finds 
that the Institute is not continu~ to meet the requITements in 
SuOaimion I, the comnussioner of ealth IDbY terminate the grant 
to the institute upon 90 days' notice to the oard. 

Sec. 55. [153A.13] [DEFINITIONS.] 

Subdivision 1. [APPLICABILITY.] The definitions in this section 
!!pp!y to sections 153A.13 to 153A.lS-. - --

Subd. 2. [COMMISSIONER.] "Commissioner;' means the commis-
sioner ofliealth. . ----

Subd,. 3. [HEARING INSTRUMENT.] "Hearing instrument" 
means an instrument designed to or represented as being able to aid 
aerectlve human hearing. "Hearing instrument" inciudeS1lie in
strument's parts, attachments, and accessories, including, but not 
hmlted to, ear molds.' Batteries and cords are not Pirts, attach
hen~s, or aCCeSsiii'ieSOf a hearingliiSt~illiieiit-:-S-ui1lfcal y implanted 

earmg mstruments, and asslsbve hstenm~ deVices that do not 
require testing, fittmg, or the ~ of earmo ds and are not worn 
within the ear canal, are nOfliearmg instruments. 

Subd. 4. [HEARING INSTRUMENT SELLING.] "Hearing instru
ment selling" means fittin(r and selling hearing instru'!'ents

il 
ass!st

!!'£: the consumer m mstrument selectIOn, sellmg earmg 
instriiiilents at retail, and testing human hearing in connection 
with these activities. -----

Subd .. 5 . .[SELLER OF HEARING INSTRUMENTS.] "Seller of 
hearIng Instruments" means ~ natural person who engages in 
hearing instrument seping whether or not re~lsterea ily the com
missioner of health or icensed '~. an exIsting ealth-reIateifl)oard. 

Sec. 56. [153A.14] [REGULATION.] 

Subdivision 1. [APPLICATION FOR PERMIT.] A seller ofhearinfi 
instruments snail ~ to the commissioner for~rillt to se1 
hearing instruments. The commissioner shall provide al'plications 

. for permits. At a mmimum, the informationtli.at im aps,hcant must 
.' provide incluaes the seller's name, social secUrIty num er, business 

address and phone number, employer, and information about the 
seller's education, training, and experience in testing human hear
~ and fittmg hearing instruments. The commissioner mjY reject 
an application for ~permit !! there is evidence of·~ VIO ation or 
failure to comply with sectIOns I03A.13 to 153A.16 .. 
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Subd. 2. [ISSUANCE OF PERMIT] The commissioner shall issue 
" perillifto each seller of hearing instruments who applies under 
subdivision 1 gthe commissioner determines that the applicant is in 
compliance with sections 153A.13 to 153A.16. 

Subd. 3. [NONTRANSFERABILITY OF PERMIT] The permit 
cannot betransferred. 

Subd. 4. [SALE OF HEARING INSTRUMENTS WITHOUT PER
MIT]!! ~ unlawful for any person not holding a valid permit to sell 
"hearing instrument as defined in section 153A.13, subdivision 3. A 
person who sells" hearing instrument without the permit required 
lJ,y this section ~ guilty of " ~ misdemeanor. 

Subd. 5. [RULEMAKING AUTHORITY] The commissioner shall 
adopt rules under chapter 14 to implementsections 153A.13 to 
153A.18. 

Subd. 6. [HEARING INSTRUMENTS TO COMPLY WITH FED
ERAL AND STATE REQUIREMENTS.] The commissioner shall 
ensure that hearing instruments are sold in compliance with state 
requirements and the reqUIrements of the United States Food and 
Drug Administration. Failure to comply with state or federal 
regulations may be grounds for enforcement actions. - -

Subd. 'i. [CONTESTED CASES.] The commissioner shall comply 
with the contested case procedures in chapter 14 when suspending, 
revoking, or refusing to issue ~ permit under this section. 

Sec. 57. [153A.15] [PROHIBITED ACTS; ENFORCEMENT; AND 
PENALTY] 

Subdivision 1.: [PROHIBITED ACTS.] The commlSSlOner may 
reject an application for ~ permit or mal act under subdivision ~ 
against a seller of hearing instruments or failure to comply with 
sections I53A.13 to I53A.16. Failure to llPI'lY to the commissioner 
for" permit, or supplying false or miSleading inrormationon the 
application for .§: permit, is ~ ground for action under subdivision 2. 
The following acts and conduct are also grouridSfor action under 
subdivision 2: 

(1) prescribing or otherwise recommending to ~ consumer or 
potential consumer the use of' a hearing instrument, unless the 
prescription from ~ phYslClan~or recommendation from ~rillg 
instrument seller or audiologist ~ in writing, ~ delivered to the 
consumer or potential consumer, and bears the following informa
tion in all capital letters of 12-point or larger bold-face ~ "THIS 
PRESCRIPTION OR RECOMMENDATION MAYBE FILLED BY, 
AND HEARING INSTRUMENTS MAYBE PURCHASED FROM, 
THE DISPENSER, AUDIOLOGIST, OR PHYSICIAN OF YOUR 
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CHOICE." A prescription or written recommendation must include, 
uPdn the authorization of the consumer or potential consumer, the 
au iogram upon which the rescription or recommendation is based 
if there has been ~ charge ~ the audiogram; . 

(2) representing through any advertising or communication to a 
consumer or potential consumer, that ~ person's ~ermit to sell 
heari% instruments indicates state ap~roval, en orsement, or 
satisfaction of standards of training or ski I; 

(3) being disciplined through a revocation, suspension, restriction, 
or limItation, !i.Y another state for conduct subject to action under 
Subdivision 2; -

(4) presenting advertising that is false or misleading; 

(5) providing the commissioner with false Or misleading state
ments of credent13.Ts, training, or experience; ---- -

(6) engaging in conduct likely to deceive, defraud, or harm the 
Ilublic; or demonstrating ~ willful or careless disregard for the 

ealth, welfare, or safety of ~ consumer; 

(7) splitting fees or promising to ~ ~ portion of a fee to ar? other 
prOlessional other than ~ fee for services rendered ~ ~ other 
professional to the client; 

(8) engaging in abusive or fraudulent billing practices, including 
violations of federal Medicare and Medicaid laws, Food and Drug 
Administration regulations, or state medical assistance laws; 

(9) obtaining money, property, or services from ~ consumer 
through the use of undue influence, kigh pressure sales tactics, 
harassment, duress, ~ion, or frau ; or 

(10) failing to comply with restrictions on sales of hearing aids in 
section 145.43. 

Subd. 2. [ENFORCEMENT ACTIONS.] When the commissioner 
finds thaT a seller of hearing instruments has violated one or more 
prov;sloDs ofSeCtiolls 153A.13 to 153A.16, the commissioner may do 
one or more of the following: 

(1) deny or reject the application for ~ permit; 

(2) revoke the permit; 

(3) suspend the permit; 
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(4) impose, for each violation, !'c civil penalty that deprives the 
seller of any economic advantage gained l>1 the violation and that 
reimburses the department of health for costs of the investigation 
and proceeding; and 

(5) censure or reprimand the dispenser. 

Subd. 3. [PROCEDURES.] The commissioner shall establish, in 
wiilli1f{, mternal operating prOCeaures for receivingaiId investigat: 
iEl; complaints and imposing enforcement actions. Establishment of 
the operating procedures are not subject to rulemaking procedures 
under chapter 14. 

Subd. 4. [PENALTY] ~ person violating sections 153A.13 to 
153A.16 is guilty of!'c misdemeanor. 

Sec. 58. [153A.16] [BOND REQUIRED.] 

A sole proprietor, partnershffi' association, or corporation engaged 
in hearing instrument sales s all rovide a surety bond III favor of 
the state of Minnesota in the amount of 5,000 for every individuaI 
engaged in the practice of selling hearing instruments, ll£ to !'c 
maximum of$25,000. Thebond required !!.l' this section must be in 
favor of the state for the benefit of any person who suffers loss Of 
payments for the purchase or repair of !'c hearing instrument after 
July h 1988, due to insolvency or cessation of the business of the 
sole proprietor, partnershi~: association, or corporation engaged in 
hearing instrument sales. _ copy of the bond must be hIed with the 
attorney general. A person claiming against the bond may maintain 
an action at law against the surety and the sole proprietor, partner
ship, association, or corporation. The aggregate liabIlIty of the 
surety to all persons for all breaches of the conditions of the boiidS 
provided herein must not exceed the amount of the bond. 

Sec. 59. [153A.17] [EXPENSES.] 

The expenses for administering the permit requirements for 
hearing aid sellers in section 153A.14 and the consumer information 
center under section 153A.18, must be paid from permit fees 
collected under the authority granted in section 214.06, subdivision 
1. 

Sec. 60. [153A.18] [CONSUMER INFORMATION CENTER.] 

The commissioner shall establish a consumer information center 
to assist actual and potential purchasers of hearing aids l>1 provw:: 
iEl; them with information regarding hearing instrument sales. The 
consumer information center shall disseminate information about 
consumers' legil rights rerated to hearing instrument sales, prOvWe 
information re ating to complaints about sellers of hearing instru-
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ments, and provide information about outreach and advocacy ser
vices for consumers of hearing instruments. In establishing fue 
center and developing the information, the commissioner shall 
CollsiiIt with representatives of hearing instrument sellers; audiol
ogists, physicians, and consumers. 

Sec. 61. [157.081] [FINES.] 

Subdivision 1. [FINES FOR VIOLATIONS; LIMITS.] The com
missioner shaUlmpose a civil fine for repeated or egregiOUS viola
tion of rules relating to facilities licensed under Chapter 157 or 327. 
The fine shall be assessed for each day the licensed faciffiY fails to 
$omply ~ the rules. ~ fine for" specific violation shalI not exceed 
50~~ '. - . . 

Subd. 2. [SCHEDULE OF FINES; RULES.] The commissioner 
shall estaolish a schedule of fines ~ adopting rules. 

Subd. 3, [NOTICE OF FINE; APPEAL.] ~ licensed facility that is 
fined under subdivision 1 shall be notified of the fine by certified 
mail. "I'lienotice must be--miiIeIl to the M.rresS'Sliown on the 
apjillciillOn for the ucense or the lastl<nOwn address of the Iicensea 
facility. The notice must state the reasons for the fine and must 
inform the licensed facility of the right to a contested case hearing 
under c1i3pter 14. . .- '. - - '. 

Sec. 62. [l79A.30] [REGIONAL TREATMENT CENTER, NURS
ING HOME, AND COMMUNITY-BASED FACILITY EMPLOY
EES.] 

Subdivision 1. [EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVE.] The exclusive 
representative of employees may meet and negotiate with the 
commissioner of employee relations, in consultation with the com
missioner of human services, concerning possible changes in hours 
or work schedules that could produce cost reductions in the regIOrlaI 
treatment centers. 

Subd. 2. [COMMISSIONER OF EMPLOYEE RELATIONS.] The 
coiIiiillSswner of employee relations shall meet and negotiate in 
accordance with chapter 179A with the appropriate exclusive rep
resentative of the regiolllutreatment center employees concerning 
the terms andCOnditions of employment that result from state
operate!l,community-based residential programs established under 
section 252.035. 

Sec. 63. [198.311] [VETERANS HOME; SILVER BAY.] 

Subdivf~lon 1. [ESTABLISHMENT.] The co;'missioner may es
tablish " veterans home in Silver Bay ~ renovatin an existillg 
facility owned ~ the city of Silver Bay if ~ city donates the 
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building to the commissioner at no cost. Contracts made by the 
commissioner for the purposes of this subdivision are subject to 
chapter 16B, Buildings used for the veterans home must com!f;ry 
with requirements establlshed1':Y federal agencleSaS cOlli!ftionsor 
the receipt of federal funds for the nursing and boarding care Of 
veterans, The city of Silver Bay shall secure the state matCh 
requirementTrom sources other than the state general fund, ~ 
from other sources must equal at least 35 percent of the total cost 0 
the renovation with the remainuer of the funds to be provwea bythe 
United States Veterans Administration, 

Subd, ~ [OPERATION,] The home must provide beds for nursin~ 
or bOaYaing and nursing care in CoiilOrmance wiEhlicensing rules 0 
ilie department of health, The home must be under the management 
of an administrator appointed !!y the commissioner in the unclassi'
fied service, 

Sec. 64, Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 245.462, 
subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd, 3, [CASE MA1'lAGEMENT ACTIVITIES') "Case manage
ment activities",means activities that are ptH't sf coordinated with 
the community support services program as defined in subdivision 6 
and are designed to help people with serious and persistent mental 
illness in gaining access to needed medical, social, educational, 
vocational, and other necessary services as they relate to the client's 
mental health needs. Case management activities include obtaining 
a diagnostie assessment, developing an individual community sup
port plan, referring the person to needed mental health and other 
services, eeepaiaatiBg ensuring coordination of services, and moni
toring the delivery of services, 

Sec, 65. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 245.462, 
, subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd. 4, [CASE MANAGER.] "Case manager" means an individ
ual employed!!y the county or other entity authorized by the county 
board to providellie case management activities as ptH't sf a 
eem ... "nity S"I'l'OFtSeFviees I'Fogram specified in sections 245.462, 
subdivision 3' 245.471; and 245.475, A case manager must he 
't"alifiea at tlie mental health l'raditioner ie¥el, have a bachelor's 
degree in one of the behavioral sciences or related fiefds from an 
accredited college or university and have at least 2,000 hours 01 
supervised experience in the delivery of services to persons with 
mental illness, must be skilled in the process of identifymg ana 
assessing a wide rangeof client needs, and must be knowledgeable 
about local community resources and how to use those resources for 
the benefit of the client. The case manager shall meet in personbwith 
.':'. mental health professional at least once each month to 0 tain 
clinical supervision of the case manager'sactivities. Case managers 
with .':'. bachelor's degree but without 2,000 hours of supervised 
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experience in the deliver~ of services to ersons with mental illness 
must complete 40 hours 2... training approve ~ the commissioneror 
hiliilan services in case management skills and in the characteris
tics and needs olpersons with serious and persistent mental illness 
and must receive clinica1ervision regarding individual service 
deITverrom .ll. mental healt professional at least once each week 
until t e reruirement of 2,000 hours of supervisedeXpenenceIs 
met, CImica supervision must beaocumented in the client record: 

Sec, 66, Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 245.462, 
subdivision 6, is amended to read: 

Subd. 6. [COMMUNITY SUPPORT SERVICES PROGRAM.] 
"Community support services program" means services, other than 
inpatient or residential treatment services, provided or coordinated 
by an identified program and staff under the clinical supervision of 
a mental health professional designed to help people with serious 
and persistent mental illness to function and remain in the commu
nity. A community support services program includes ease maBage 
H!elTt activities {JP8viaea to {JepseBB with sep;8"s and {JepsisteBt 
meatal illBess,2 

(1) client outreach, 

(2) medication management, 

(3) assistance in independent living skills, 

(4) development of employability and supportive work opportuni
tieS, 

(5) crisis assistance, 

(6) psychosocial rehabilitation, 

(7) help in applying for government benefits, and 

(8) the development, identification, and monitoring of living 
arrangements. 

The community support services program must be coordinated 
With the case management activities specified in sections 245.462, 
Subdivision 3; 245.471; and 245.475. 

Sec .. 67. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 245.462, 
subdivision 17, is amended to read: 

Subd. 17. [MENTAL HEALTH PRACTITIONER.] "Mental health 
practitioner'" means a person providing services to persons with 
mental illness who is qualified in at least one of the following ways: 
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(1) holds a bachelor's degree in one of the behavioral sciences or 
related fields from an accredited college or university, and has at 
least 2,000 hours of supervised experience in the delivery of services 
to persons with mental illness; 

(2) has at least 6,000 hours of supervised experience in the 
delivery of services to persons with mental illness; 

(3) is a graduate student in one of the behavioral sciences or 
related fields and ~ formally assigned by an accredited college or 
university to an agency or facility for clinical training by "" 
aeeFed.ted eellege Sf' IlDiversity; or 

(4) holds a master's or other graduate degree in one of the 
behavioral sciences or related fields from an accredited college or 
university with and has less than 4,000 hours post-master's experi
ence in the treatment of mental illness. 

Sec. 68. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 245.462, 
subdivision 18, is amended to read: 

Subd. 18. [MENTAL HEALTH PROFESSIONAL.] "Mental health 
professional" means a person providing clinical services in the 
treatment of mental illness who is qualified in at least one of the 
following ways: 

(1) in psychiatric nursing: a registered nurse with a master's 
degree in one of the behavioral sciences or related fields from an 
accredited college or university or its equivalent, who is licensed 
under sections 148.171 to 148.285, with at least 4,000 hours of 
post-master's supervised experience in the delivery of clinical ser
vices in the treatment of mental illness; 

(2) in clinical social work: a person licensed as an independent 
clinical social worker under section 148B.21, subdivision 6, or a 
person with a master's degree in social work from an accreditea 
college or university, with at least 4,000 hours of post-master's 
supervised experience in the delivery of clinical services in the 
treatment of mental illness; 

(3) in psychology: a psychologist licensed under sections 148.88 to 
148.98 who has stated to the board of psychology competencies in the 
diagnosis and treatment of mental illness; 

(4) in psychiatry: a physician licensed under chapter 147 and 
certified by the American board of psychiatry and neurology or 
eligible for board certification in psychiatry; or 

(5) in allied fields: a person with a master's degree from an 
accredited college or university in one of the behavioral sciences or 
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related fields, with at least 4,000 hours of post-master's supervised 
experience in the delivery of clinical services in the treatment of 
mental illness, 

Sec. 69. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 245.462, 
subdivision 19, is amended to read: 

Subd. 19. [MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES.] "Mental health ser
vices" means at least all of the treatment services and case man
agement activities that are provided to persons with mental illness 
and are described in sections 24i'i.4!>S 245.461 to 248.47!> 245.486. 

Sec. 70. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 245.462, 
subdivision 20, is amended to read: 

Subd. 20. [MENTAL ILLNESS.] (a) "Mental illness" means an 
organic disorder of the brain or a clinically significant disorder of 
thought, mood, perception, orientation, memory, or behavior that is 
listed in the clinical manual of the International Classification of 
Diseases OCD-9-CM), current edition, code range 290.0 to 302.99 or 
306.0 to 316.0 or the corresponding code in the American Psychiatric 
Association's Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders 
(DSM-MD), current edition, Axes I, II; or III, and that seriously 
limits a person's capacity to function in primary aspects of daily 
living such as personal relations, living arrangements, work, and 
recreation. 

(b) A "person with acute mental illness" means a person who has 
a mental illness that is serious enough to require prompt interven
tion. 

(c) For purposes of seetieBs 248. i!>l te 248. is!> case management 
and community support services, a "person with serious and persis
tent mental illness" means a person who has a mental illness and 
meets at least one of the following criteria: 

(1) the person has undergone two or more episodes of inpatient 
care for a mental illness within the preceding 24 month;;.,; 

(2) the person has experienced a continuous psychiatric hospital
ization or residential treatment exceeding six months' duration 
within the preceding 12 months~; 

(3) the person~ 

(i) has had a aistery ef FeeuFfiBg iB"atieBt SF FesiEieBtial t.eat
raent e"iseEies ef a fre'lUeBey EieseFibed ffi elause ru SF f2t-; but Bat 
withffi t.lw "FeeediBg 24 meBtas. 'l'here must alse be " diagnosis of 

_ schizophrenia, bipolar disorder, major depression, or borderline 
.. personality disorder; 
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(ii) indicates a significant impairment in functioning; and 

(iii) has a written opinion sf from a mental health professional 
stating that the person is reasonably likely to have future episodes 
requiring inpatient or residential treatment, of '" frequency de
scribed in clause (1) or (2), unless an ongoing community support 
services program is providedi. or 

(4) the person has been committed l>y '" court as ':t mentally ill 
person under chapter 253H, or the person's commitment has been 
stayed or continued. 

Sec. 71. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 245.462, 
subdivision 21, is amended to read: 

Subd. 21. [OUTPATIENT SERVICES.] "Outpatient services 
means mental health services, excluding day treatment and com
munity support services programs, provided by or under the clinical 
supervision of a mental health professional to persons with a mental 
illness who live outside a hospital 6f' residential treatment setting. 
Outpatient services include clinical activities such as individual, 
group, and family therapy; individual treatment planning; diagnos
tic assessments; medication management; and psychological testing. 

Sec. 72. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 245.462, 
subdivision 23, is amended to read: 

Subd. 23. [RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT.] "Residential treat
ment" means a 24-hour-a-day resiEleBtial program under the clinical 
supervision of a mental health professional, in ~ community resi
dential setting other than an acute care hospital or regional treat
ment center, whiffi that must be licensed as a residential treatment 
facility for mentally ill persons with mental illness under Minnesota 
Rules, parts 9520.0500 to 9520.0690 for adults, 9545.0900 to 
9545.1090 for children, or other rule adopted by the commissioner. 

Sec. 73. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 245.462, 
subdivision 25, is amended to read: 

Subd. 25. [CLINICAL SUPERVISION.] "Clinical supervIsiOn," 
wfteft referring te the resjlonsibilities sf a mental health jlrofes 
sieRal, means the oversight responsibility sf a meRtal health I*"'
fessieftal for individual treatment plans, and individual service 
delivery, and program activities including that provided l>y the case 
manager. Clinical supervision may must be accomplished by full or 
part-time employment of or contracts with mental health profession
als. Clinical supervision must be documented by the mental health 
professional cosigning individual treatment plans and eviacnec e:f 
iBjlRt iHte serv;ee delivery and program develojlment l>y entries in 
the client's record regarding supervisory activities. 
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Sec. 74. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 245.465, is 
amended to read: 

245.465 [DUTIES OF COUNTY BOARD.] 

The county board in each county shall use its share of mental 
health and community social service act funds allocated by the 
commissioner according to a biennial local mental health service 
proposal approved by the commissioner. The county board must: 

(1) develop and coordinate a system of affordable and locally 
available mental health services in accordance with sections 
248.466245.461 to 249.474 245.486; 

(2) provide for case management services to persons with serious 
and persistent mental illness in accordance with Beetle .. 249.475 
sections 245.462, subdivisions 3 and 4; 245.471; 245.475; and 
245.486; - - -

(3) provide for screening of persons specified in section 245.476 
upon admission to a residential treatment facility or acute care 
hospital inpatient, or informal admission to a regional treatment 
center; and 

(4) prudently administer grants and purchase-of-service contracts 
that .the county board determines are necessary to fulfill its respon
sibilities under sections 245.461 to 245.486. 

Sec. 75. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 245.466, 
subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [DEVELOPMENT OF SERVICES.] The county 
board in each county is responsible for using all available resources 
to develop and coordinate a system of locally available and afford
able mental health services. The county board may provide some or 
all of the mental health services and activities specified in subdivi
sion 2 directly through a county agency or under contracts with 
other individuals or agencies. A county or counties may enter into 
an agreement with a regional treatment center under section 246.57 
to enable the county or counties to provide the treatment services in 
subdivision 2. Services provided through an agreement between a 
county and a regional treatment center must meet the same 
requirements as services from other service providers. County 
boards shall demonstrate their continuous progress toward full 
implementation of sections 245.461 to 245.486 during the period 
July 1, 1987 to January 1, 1990. County boards must develop fully 
each of the treatment services and management activities pre
scribed by sections 245.461 to 245.486 by January 1, 1990, according 
to the priorities established in section 245.464 and !he local mental 
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health services proposal approved by the commissioner under sec
tion 245.478. 

Sec. 76. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 245.466, 
subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES.] The mental health 
service system developed by each county board must include the 
following tFeatmeat services: 

(1) education and prevention services in accordance with section 
245.468; 

(2) emergency services in accordance with section 245.469; 

(3) outpatient services in accordance with section 245.470; 

(4) community support program services in accordance with 
sections 245.471 and 245.475; 

(5) residential treatment services In accordance with section 
245.472; 

(6) acute care hospital inpatient treatment services in accordance 
with section 245.473; 

(7) regional treatment center inpatient services in accordance 
with section 245.474; and 

(8) screening in accordance with section 245.476; and 

(9) case management in accordance with sections 245.462, subdi
vision 3; 245.471; and 245.475_ 

Sec. 77. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 245.466, 
subdivision 5, is amended to read: 

Subd. 5. [LOCAL ADVISORY COUNCIL.] The county board, 
individually or in conjunction with other county boards, shall 
establish a local mental health advisory councilor mental health 
subcommittee of an existing advisory council. The council's mem
bers must reflect a broad range of community interests. They must 
include at least one consumer, one family member of a person with 
mental illness, one mental health professional, and one community 
support services program representative. The local mental health 
advisory council or mental health subcommittee of an existing 
advisory conncil shall meet at least quarterly to review, evaluate, 
and make recommendations regarding the local mental health 
system. Annually, the local advisory council or mental health 
subcommittee of an existing advisory council shall arrange for input 
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from the reg;.onal treatment eentff peview Ia9affi center's mental 
illness program unit regarding coordination of care between the 
regional treatment center and community-based services. The 
county board shall consider the advice of its local mental health 
advisory council or mental· health subcommittee of an existing 
advisory council in carrying out its authorities and responsibilities. 

Sec. 78. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 245.467, is 
amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 4. [REFERRAL FOR CASE MANAGEMENT.] Each pro
vider of emergenc~ services, outpatient treatment, community sup
PQ!! services, res! ential treatment, acute care hospital inpatient 
treatment, or regional treatment center inpatient treatment must 
inform eaCh of its clients WIth serious and persistent mental Illness 
of the availiihlITtii and potential benefits to the client of case 

. management. IT t e client consents, the prOVider must reTer the 
client ~ notIfying the county employee designated ~ the county 
board to coordinate case management activities of the client's name 
and adQress and h informing the client of whom to contact to 
request case management. The providei'ffiust document compliance 
with thiSsiilidivision in thectlent's recora:----- -

Sec. 79. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, s.ection 245.467, is 
ameuded by adding a subdivision to read: . 

Subd. 5. [INFORMATION FOR BILLING.] Each provider of 
outpatient treatment, community support services, emergency ser
vices, residential treatment, or acute care hospital inpatient treat
ment must include the name and home address of each client for 
whom services are illclu-aectOnabillSiibmitted to acouny the 
client has consented to the reIeaseof that iilformation an~ IT the 
CoUnty requests the iilformation. Eacii)irovider shall attempt to 
obtain each chent's consent and must ejf.llain to the client that the 
liiiOriiiiillOn. can only be released with te client'sconsent and may 
be used only for purposes of payment and maintaining provider 
accountabilita:""'rhe prOVIder shall document the attempt in the 
client's recor . . 

Sec. 80. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 245.467, is 
amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 6. [RESTRICTED ACCESS TO DATA.] The aOfty board 
shall estaolish procedures to ensure that the names an a dresSeSOf 
persons receiving mental health services ariOlScfosed only to: 

(1) county employees who are specifically rel!knsible for deter
. mining coun1 of financTairesponsibility or m ing payments to 
providers; an 
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(2) staff who provide treatment services or case management and 
their clinical supervisors. 

Release of mental health data on individuals submitted under 
section 245A67, subdmswns 4 and 5, to persons other than those 
specified in this subdivision, or use of iJiis data for purposes other 
than those stated in section 245.467, subdivisions 4 and 5, results in 
civil or crimmariUibility under the standards in sectIOns 13.08 or 
13.09. 

Sec. 81. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 245.469, 
subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS.] The county board shall 
require that all service providers of emergency services provide 
immediate direct access to a mental health prefessienals profes
sional during regular business hours. For evenings, weekends, and 
holidays, the service may be by direct toll free telephone access to a 
mental health professional, a mental health practitioner, or a 
designated person with training in human services who istifHlerthe 
receives clinical supervision ef from a mental health professional. 
Whenever emergency service during nonbusiness hours is provided 
by anyone other than a mental health professional, a mental health 
professional must be available for at least telephone consultation 
within 30 minutes. 

Sec. 82. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 245.471, 
subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [CASE MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES.] (a) By January 1, 
1989, the county board shall develop case management activities 
fIlIlSt be develeped as paFt ef tile eemm.mity suppert !,regram 
available te for all persons with serious and persistent mental 
illness residing in the county who request or consent to the services. 
Staffing ratios must be sufficient to serve the needs of the clients. 
The case manager must at a mini"'Hm '1ualify as a mental health 
!,raetitisner meet the requirements in section 245.462, subdivision 
4. 

(b) AIlprsviders ef ease managemeRt aeti-fities fIlIlSt deyele!' an 
iadivid"al eemmH"ity SH]3]3eFt ~ 'l'OO individH,,1 eemm"aity 
suppert ]3Ian fIlIlSt state ffl¥ each ef their eHeRts: 

ru the geaIs ef each serviee; 

G!} the aetivities ffl¥ aeeem]3lisaiRg each g<>t>l; 

t;lj a sehedule ffl¥ each aetivity; aad 
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f4} the fpe'llieHey ef faee ts face elieDt eSHtacts, as aflflFsflFiate to 
elieDt Deed aHIi the imfllemestatieH ef the eemmuHity sllflflsFt fl\a&.-

The case manager must develop an individual community support 
plan must ineeFflerate for each client that incorporates the client's 
individual treatment p1aii:The individual treatment plan may not 
be a substitute for the development of an individual community 
support plan. The individual community support plan must be 
developed within 30 days of client intake and reviewed every 90 days 
after it is developed. The case manager is responsible for developing 
the individual community support plan based on. a diagnostic 
assessment and for implementing and monitoring the delivery of 
services according to the individual community support plan. To the 
extent possible, the person with serious and persistent mental 
illness, the person's family, advocates, service providers, and signif
icant others must be involved in all phases of development and 
implementatiqn of the individual community support plan. 

(c) The client's individual community support plan must state: 

(1) the goals of each seJvice; 

I 

(2) the activities for ac~omplishing each goal; 

I 
(3) ~ schedule for each activity; and 

(4) the frequency offace-to-face contacts ~ the case manager, as 
appropriate to client need and the implementation ofthe community 
support plan. 

(d) The county board must establish Grocedures that ensure 
ongoing contact and coordination between t e case manager and the 
commumty support program as well as other mental health ser
vices. 

Sec. 83. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 245.471, 
subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [DAY TREATMENT f.CTIVITIES SERVICES PRO
VIDED.] (a) By July 1, 1989, day treatment activities services must 
be developed as a part of the community support program available 
to persons with serious and persistent mental illness residing in the 
county. Yay treatmeHt seFviees must be available to fleFSSHS with 
serisus aHIi fleFsistent mentel il!Hess Fesi.nHg ffi the €ffilftty as ~ 
sf the eemmUHity S"flflsFt flFOgFam ef eaeh eo"sty. Clients may be 
required to pay a fee. Day treatment services must be designed to: 

(1) provide a structured environment for treatment; 

(2) provide family and community support; 
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(3) prevent placement in settings that are more intensive, costly, 
or restrictive than necessary and appropriate to meet client need; 
and 

(4) establish fee schedules approved by the county board that are 
based on a client's ability to pay. 

(b) County boards may request a waiver from including day 
treatment services if they can document that: 

(1) an alternative plan of care exists through the county's com
munity support program for clients who would otherwise need day 
treatment services; 

(2) that day treatment, if included, would be duplicative of other 
components of the community support program; and 

(3) that county demographics and geography make the provision 
of day treatment services cost ineffective and unfeasible. 

Sec. 84. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 245.472, 
subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS.] Providers of residential 
services must be licensed under applicable rules adopted by the 
commissioner and must be clinically supervised by a mental health 
professional. Persons employed in facilities licensed under Minne
sota Rules, parts 9520.0500 to 9520.0690, in the capacity of program 
director as of July 1, 1987, in accordance with Minnesota Rules, 
parts 9520.0500 to 9520.0690, may be allowed to continue providing 
clinical supervision within ~ facility until July 1, 1991, provided 
they continue to be employed as ~ program director in ~ facility 
licensed under Minnesota Rules, parts 9520.0500 to 9520.0690. 

Sec. 85. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 245.475, 
subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [CLIENT ELIGUlILITY CASE MANAGEMENT.] 
~ January 1, 1989, the county board shall provide case manage
ment and other appropriate community support services to all 
fleFSS"S each person with serious and persistent mental illness who 
requests services or is referred by ~ provider under section 245.467, 
subdivision 4, and to each person for whom the court appoints a case 
manager. Case management services provide<:rtOPeople with seri
ous and persistent mental illness eligible for medical assistance 
must be billed to the medical assistance program under section 
256B.02, subdivision 8. 

Sec. 86. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 245.475, 
subdivision 2, is amended to read: 
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Subd. 2. [DESICN1\TION QF GASE Mf,Nl\CER NOTIFICA
TION OF CASE MANAGEMENT ELIGIBILITY.] The county board 
shall E!eSlgaate a notify the client of the person's potential eligibility 
for case maaageF management services within five working days 
after receiving as Ilflplieati8a Hw e8mmuaity SUpp8Ft seFyiees ffi' 

immelliately aftep auta8Fi.iag paymeat Hw Fesilleatial, aeute eare 
aesl'ital iRl'atieat, ffi' FegieRal tFeatment eeateF seF'Iiees uadeP 
seetien 24§A76 " request from an individual or " referral from" 
provider under section 245.467, subdivision 4. 

The county board shall send a written notice .to the applieant 
client and the al'plieaat's client's representative, if any, that identi
fies the designated case maeagef management providers. 

Sec. 87. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 245.476, 
subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [SCREENING REQUIRED.] By No later than 
January 1, 1989 1991, the county board shall screen all persons 
before they may be admitted for treatment of mental illness to a 
residential treatment facility, an acute care hospital, or informally 
admitted to a regional treatment center if public funds are used to 
pay for the services. Screening prior to admission must occur within' 
ten days. If a person is admitted for treatment of mental illness on 
an emergency basis to a residential facility or acute care hospital or 
held for emergency care by a regional treatment center under 
section 253B.05, subdivision 1, screening must occur. within five 
days of the admission. Persons must be screened within ten days 
before or within five days after admission to ensure that: 

(1) an admission is necessary, 

(2) the length of stay is as short as possible consistent with 
individual client need, and 

(3) a the case manager, if assigned, is immelliately assigaee te 
iallivieuaIs with seFieus aBif peFsisteat meatal illaess aa!l develop
~ an individual community support plan is Ile'lelepell. 

The screening process and placement decision must be docu
mented in the client's record. 

An alternate review process may be approved ~ the commis
sioner !f the county board demonstrates that an alternate review 
process has been established ~ the county board and the times of 
review, persons responsible for the review, and review criteria are 
comparable to the standards specified in clauses (1) to (3). 

Sec. 88. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 245.477, is 
amended to read: 
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245.477 [APPEALS.] 

Any person who 6flfllies fur requests mental health services under 
sections 245.461 to 245.486 must be advised of.services available 
and the right to appeal at the time of 9flfllieatlsR the request and 
each time the community service plan is reviewed. Any person 
whose aflfllieatlsR request for mental health services under sections 
24a.4138 245.461 to 248.4713 245.486 is denied, not acted upon with 
reasonable promptness, or whose services are suspended, reduced, or 
terminated may contest that action before the state agency as 
specified in section 256.045. The commissioner shall monitor the 
nature and frequency of administrative appeals under this section. 

Sec. 89. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 245.478, 
subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [TIME PERIOD.] The first local mental health 
proposal period is from July 1, 1988, to December 31, 1989. The 
county board shall submit its first proposal to the commissioner by 
January 1, 1988. Subsequent proposals must be on the same 
two-year cycle as community social service plans, !f 11 proposal 
complies with sections 245.461 to 245.486, it satisfies the require
ment of the community social service plan tor the mental illness 
target population as required by section 256E.09. The proposal must 
be made available upon request to all residents of the county at the 
same time it is submitted to the commissioner. 

Sec. 90. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 245.478, 
subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [PROPOSAL CONTENT.] The local mental health pro
posal must include: 

(1) the local mental health advisory council's or mental health 
subcommittee of an existing advisory council's report on unmet 
needs and any other needs assessment used by the county board in 
preparing the local mental health proposal; 

(2) a description of the local mental health advisory council's or 
the mental health subcommittee of an existing advisory council's 
involvement in preparing the local mental health proposal and 
methods used by the county board to obtain participation of citizens, 
mental health professionals, and providers in development of the 
local mental health proposal; 

(3) information for the preceding year, including the actual 
number of clients who received each of the mental health services 
listed in sections' 245.468 to 245.476, and actual expenditures aB<l 
peveR"es for each mental health service; 
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(4) for the first proposal period only, information for the year 
during which the proposal is being prepared: 

(i) a description of the current mental health system identifying 
each mental health service listed in sections 245.468 to 245.476; 

(ii) a description of each service provider, including a listing ofthe 
professional qualifications of the staff involved in service delivery, 
that is either the sole provider of one of the tFe"tme .. t mental health 
services "" m" .. "geme .. t "etivities described in sections 245.468 to 
245.476 or that provides over $10,000 of mental health services per 
year for the county; 

(iii) a description of how the mental health services in the county 
are unified and coordinated; 

(iv) the estimated number of clients receiving each mental health 
service; 

(v) estimated expenditures aR<I Fe'}e .... es for each mental health 
service; and 

(5) the following information describing how the county board 
intends to meet the requirements of sections 245.461 to 245.486 
during the proposal period: 

(i) specific objectives and .ol,ltcome goals for each mental health 
service listed in sections 245.468 to 245.476; 

(ii) a description of each service provider, including county agen
cies, contractors, and subcontractors, that is expected to either be 
the sole provider of one of the tFeatmeat mental health services "" 
m" .. "geme .. t "eti'l,ties described in sections 245.468 to 245.476 or to 
provide over $10,000 of mental health services per year, including a 
listing of the professional qualifications of the staff involved in 
service delivery for the county; . 

(iii) a description of how the mental health services in the county 
will be unified and coordinated; 

(iv) the estimated number of clients who will receive each mental 
health service; and 

(v) estimated expenditures aR<I Feve .... es for each mental health 
service and revenues for the entire proposal. 

Sec. 91. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 245.478, 
subdivision 9, is amended to read: 
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Subd. 9. [PLAN AMENDMENT.] If the county board finds it 
necessary to make significant changes in the approved local pro
posal, it must present the proposed changes to the commissioner for 
approval at least W 30 days before the changes take effect. "Signif
icant changes" means: 

(1) the county board- proposes to provide a mental health service 
through a provider other than the provider listed for that service in 
the approved local proposal; 

(2) the county board expects the total annual expenditures for any 
single mental health service to vary more than ten percent or 
$5,000, whichever is greater, from the amount in the approved local 
proposal; 

(3) the county board expects a combination of changes in expen
ditures per mental health service to exceed more than ten percent of 
the total mental health services expenditures; or 

(4) the county board proposes a major change in the specific 
objectives and outcome goals listed in the approved local proposa\. 

Sec. 92. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 245.479, is 
amended to read: 

245.479 [COUNTY OF FINANCIAL RESPONSmILITY.] 

For purposes of BeetieB :l4e.476 sections 245.461 to 245.486, the 
county of financial responsibility is the same as that le¥ eaBl""mity 
eeeial seFVieeB determined under section :la6E-G8, slll"k,isieB 7 
256G.02, subdivision 4. Disputes between counties regarding-finan
CIal responsibihty must be resolved by the commissioner in accor
dance with section :leGD.IS, slfbElivisiaB 4 256G.09. 

Sec. 93. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 245.482, 
subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [PROGRAM REPORTS.] The commissioner shall develop 
a unified format for .. seBliaBBlfal an annual program report that 
will include information that the commissioner determines neces
sary to carry out sections 245.461 to 245.486 and section 256E.I0. 
The county board shall submit a completed program report in the 
required format _late¥ than 7ft days afI;ep eaeh six BlaRth I*"'ied l>l 
March 15 of each year. -

Sec. 94. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 245.696, 
subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [SPECIFIC DUTIES.] In addition to the powers and 
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duties already conferred by law, the commissioner of human services 
shall: 

(1) review and evaluate local programs and the performance of 
administrative and mental health personnel and make recommen
dations to county boards and program administrators; 

(2) provide consultative staff service to communities and advocacy 
groups to assist in ascertaining local needs and in planning and 
establishing community mental health programs; 

(3) employ qualified personnel to implement this chapter; 

(4) as part of the biennial budget process, report to the legislature 
on staff use and staff performance, including in the report a 
description of duties performed by each person in the mental health 
division; . 

(5) adopt rules for minimum standards in community mental 
health services as directed by the legislature; 

(6) cooperate with the commissioners of health and jobs and 
training to coordinate services and< programs for people with mental 
illness; 

(7) convene meetings with the commiSSIOners of corrections, 
health, education, and commerce at least four times each year for 
the purpose of coormnating services and programs for ChIldren willi 
mental illness and children with emotional or behavioral disorderS; 

(8) evaluate the needs of people with mental illness as they relate 
to assistance payments, medical benefits, nursing home care, and 
other state and federally funded services; 

f8j (9) < provide data and other information, as requested, to the 
advisory council on mental health; < 

{9j (10) develop and maintain a data collection system to provide 
information on the prevalence of mental illness, the need for specific 
mental health services and other services needed by people with 
mental illness, funding Sources for those services, and the extent to 
which state and local areas are meeting the need for services; 

~ (11) apply for grants and develop pilot programs to test and 
demonstrate new methods of assessing mental health < needs and 
delivering mental health services; 

GB (12) study alternative reimbursement systems and make 
waiver requests that are deemed neceSsary by the commissioner; 
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~ (13) provide technical assistance to county boards to improve 
fiscal management and accountability and quality of mental health 
services, and consult regularly with county boards, public and 
private mental health agencies, and client advocacy organizations 
for purposes of implementing this chapter; 

g.&f (14) promote coordination between the mental health system 
and other human service systems in the planning, funding, and 
delivery of services; entering into cooperative agreements with other 
state and local agencies for that purpose as deemed necessary by the 
commissioner; 

f±4f (15) conduct research regarding the relative effectiveness of 
mental health treatment methods as the commissioner deems ap
propriate, and for this purpose, enter treatment facilities, observe 
clients, and review records in a manner consistent with the Minne
sota government data practices act, chapter 13; and 

fla} (16) enter into contracts and promulgate rules the commis
sioner deems necessary to carry out the purposes of this chapter. 

Sec. 95. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 245.697, 
subdivision -2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [DUTIES.] The state advisory council on mental health 
shall: 

(1) advise the governor, the legislature, and heads of state depart
ments and agencies about policy, programs, and services affecting 
people with mental illness; 

(2) advise the commissioner of human services on all phases ofthe 
development of mental health aspects of the biennial budget; 

(3) advise the governor and the legislature about the development 
of innovative mechanisms for providing and financing services to 
people with mental illness; 

(4) encourage state departments and other agencies to conduct 
needed research in the field of mental health; 

(5) review recommendations of the subcommittee on children's 
mental bealth; - ~ 

(6) educate the public about mental illness and the needs and 
potential of people with mental illness; and 

~ (7) review and comment on all grants dealing with mental 
healthand on the development and implementation of state and 
local mental health plans. 
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Sec. 96. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 245.697, is 
amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 2a. [SUBCOMMITTEE ON CHILDREN'S MENTAL 
HEALTH.JThe state advisory council on mental health (the "ad
visory counCIl") must have !!. subcommittee on c~'s mental 
health. The subcommittee must make recommendations to the 
advisor CoUncil on policies, laws, regulations, and services reTatffig 
to chil ren's mental health. Members of the subcommittee must 
lliclude: --

(1) the commissioners or designees of the commissioners of the 
departments of human services, health-;-eaucation, and correctionS; 

(2) the commissioner of commerce or '" designee of the commis
sioner who ~ knowledgeable about ffiooical insurance issues; 

(3) at least one representative of an advocacy ~ for children 
with meiitanllness; 

(4) providers of children's mental health services, including at· 
least one provider of services to preadoreseent children, one provider 
of services to adolescents, ana one hospital-based provider; 

(5) arents of children who have mental illness or emotional or 
behavioral isorders; 

(6) '" present or former consumer of adolescent mental health 
services; 

(7) educators experienced in working with emotionally disturbed 
children; 

(8) ,feFN:r knowledgeable about the needs of emotionally dis
turl1e c i ren of minority races and cultures; 

(9) peopk experienced in working with emotionally disturbed 
children w 0 have committed status olIei1Ses; 

(10) members of the advisory council; and 

(11) county commissioners and social services agency representa
tives. 

The chair of the advisory council shall apIffiint snbcommittee 
meiiibers describea in clauses (3) through (11) trough the process 
established in section 15.0597.The chair shall appoint members to 
ensure '" geographical balance on the subcommittee. Terms, com
pensation, removal, and filling Otvacancies are governed ~ subdi
vision h except that terms of suocommittee members who are also 
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members of the advisory council are coterminous with their terms 
on the advisory council. The subcommittee shall meet at the call of 
the subcommittee chair, who ~ elected ~ the sii'flcOmmittee from 
among its members. The subcommittee expires with the expiration 
of the advisory council. 

Sec. 97. [245.698] [CHILDREN'S MENTAL HEALTH SERVICE 
SYSTEM.] 

The commissioner of human services shall create and ensure a 
unified, accountable, comprehensive chil<Ii'ell'smental health ser-:: 
vice system that: 

(a) identifies children who are eligible for mental health services; 

(b) makes preventive services available to '! wide range of 
children, including those who are not eligible for more intensive 
services; 

(c) assures access to '! continuum of services that: 

(1) educate the community about the mental health needs of 
children; 

(2) address the unique physical, emotional, social, and educational 
needs of children; 

(3) are coordinated with other social and human services provided 
to children and their Taillilies; 

(4) are appropriate to the developmental needs of children; and 

(5) are sensitive to cultural differences and special needs; 

(d) includes early screening and prompt intervention in order to: 

(1) identify and treat the mental health needs of children in the 
least restrictive setting appropriate to their needs; and 

(2) prevent further deterioration; 

(e) provides services to children and their families in the context 
in which the children live and gQ to school; 

CD addresses the unique problems of paying for mental health 
services for children, including: 

(1) access to private insurance coverage; and 
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(2) public funding; 

.\g2 to every extent possible, includes children and their families in 
planning the child's program of mental health services; and ' 

(h) when necessary, assures" smooth transition to the adult 
services system . 

. For purposes of this section, "child" means ~ Berson under age 18. 

The commissioner shall begin implementing (the goals and objec
tives ofthis section ~l<'el)ruary 15, 1990, and s4all fully implement 
the goals and objectives ~ February 15, ~ ~ February 15, 
1989, the commissioner shall present" report\to the legislature 
outlining recommendations for fun implement(ltion, The report 
must include " timetable for implementing the recommendations 
and identify additional resources needed for l'iill ,.implementation, 
The report must be updated annually ~February 15 of 1990,1991, 
and 1992, 

Sec, 98, Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 245,771, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd, 3, [EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING PROGRAMS.] The 
coiiliillSswner of human services may contract with the comiiUS
sioner of jobs and training to implement and supervISe employment 
and training programs for food stamp recipients that are required ~ 
iederal regulations. 

Sec. 99. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 245.814, subdivision 1, 
is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [INSURANCE FOR FOSTER Pf,REl'ITS HOME 
PROVIDERS.] The commissioner of human services shall within 
the appropriation provided purchase and provide insurance to indi
viduals licensed as foster paFeFits home providers to cover their 
liability for: 

(1) injuries or property damage caused or sustained by ffisteF 
ehilaFeft persons in foster care iIi their home; and 

(2) actions arising out of alienation of affections sustained by the 
natural parents of a foster child or natural parents or children of" 
foster adult. 

Sec. 100. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 245.814, subdivision 2, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [APPLICATION OF COVERAGE.] Coverage shall apply 
to all foster eeaFaiRg homes licensed by the department of human 
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services, licensed by a federally recognized tribal government, or 
established by the juvenile court and certified by the commissioner
of corrections pursuant to section 260.185, subdivision I, clause 
(c)(5), to the extent that the liability is not covered by the provisions 
of the standard homeowner's or automobile insurance policy. The 
insurance shall not cover property owned by the individual foster 
flaFeats home provider, damage caused intentionally by a eIHld 
herson over 12 years of age, or property damage arising out of 

usiness pursuits or the operation of any vehicle, machinery, or 
equipment. 

Sec. 101. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 245.814, subdivision 3, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [COMPENSATION PROVISIONS.] If the commissioner 
of human services is unable to obtain insurance through ordinary 
methods for coverage of foster i'aFeats home providers, the appro
priation shall be returned to the general fund and the state shall pay 
claims subject to the following limitations. 

(a) Compensation shall be provided only for injuries, damage, or 
actions set forth in subdivision 1. 

(b) Compensation shall be subject to the conditions and exclusions 
set forth in subdivision 2. 

(c) The state shall provide compensation for bodily injury, property 
damage, or personal injury resulting from the foster flaFeat's home 
providers activities as a foster ~ home provider while the foster 
child or adult is in the care, custody, and control of the foster ~ 
home provurer in an amount not to exceed $250,000 for each 
occurrence. 

(d) The state shall provide compensation for damage or destruc
tion of property caused or sustained by a foster child or adult in an 
amount not to exceed $250 for each occurrence. ---

Ce) The compensation in clauses (c) and Cd) is the total obligation 
for all damages because of each occurrence regardless of the number 
of claims made in connection with the same occurrence, but com
pensation applies separately to each foster home. The state shall 
have no other responsibility to provide compensation for any injury 
or loss caused or sustained by any foster ~ home provider or 
foster child or foster adult. 

This coverage is extended as a benefit to foster flaFeats home 
providers to encourage care of ."HElFeR persons who need out-of
home care. Nothing in this section shall be construed to mean that 
foster flal'eRts home providers are agents or employees of the state 
nor does the state accept any responsibility for the selection, 
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monitoring, supervision, or control of foster l'aFe .. ts home providers 
which is exclusively the responsibility of the counties which shall 
regulate fosterl'aFe .. ts home providers in the manner set forth in 
the rules of the commisSIOner of human services. . . 

Sec. 102. [245.827] [COMMUNITY INITIATIVES FOR CHIL
DREN.] 

Subdivision 1. [PROGRAM ESTABLISHED.] The commissioner 
of human seroces shall establish. a demonstratIOn pro~am of 
grants for communayTnitiatives for children. The goa of the 
!iro~am is to enlist the resources of !! commumty to promote tile 
eath~ pnysicar,eaucatIOnal, and emotIOnal development of cfill

dren w 0 are liviny in poverty.-COmmunity initiatives for chl1aren 
accomprr8li1li.e goa ~ offering support services that enable !! faTty 
to provide 1Ile child with !! nurturing home envIToiiiilent. e 
commissioner shall award grants to nonprontorganizations based 
on the crIteria in suOdlvlsion 3. 

Subd. 2. [DEFINITION.] "Communita initiatives for children" are 
programs that promote tl:ie healthy evelopment of children ~ 
mcreasing the stability Oftheir home environmenC'I'hey mclude 
support services. such as child care, parenting' education, respite 
activities for parents, counseling, recreatIOn, and other servIces 
families cay need to maintain a nurturmg environment for their 
children. omffiUnitY imtiatIVes for chIldren must be planned fu: 
members of the community who are concernedal)Out the future of 
children . 

. Subd. 3. [CRITERIA.] In order to qualifY!2!;!! community initia
tIVes for Children grant, !! nonpront organizatIOn must: 

(1) involve members of the community and use community 
resources in planning and executing all aspects of the program; 

(2) provide a central location that is accessible to low-income 
faiiillies and is-available for informaTasweil as schecfiiled activities 
during the day and on evenings and weeKeiidS; 

(3) provide a wide rjnf;e of services to families livirg at or below 
the Ioverty level, inc u ing but not limIted !g. qua ity afi'Oraable 
chll care an<ItTIiinmg in parentiiISkills; 

(4) demonstrate that the organization is using and coordinating 
existing resources Of1lie community; . 

(5) demonstrate that the organization has applied to private 
foundations for fundillg; -
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(6) ensure that services are focused on development of the whole 
chua; and 

(7) have ~ governing structure that includes consumer families 
and memiiers of the community. -- --

Subd. 4. [COVERED EXPENSES.] Grants awarded under this 
seclloil may be used for the caJ?ital costs of establishing or Impnrvmg 
~ program tnat meets the crIteria listed in subdivision 3. Capital 
costs includelanaana oillldmg acqiilSITlon, planning, site prepara
tion, design fees, re1ia))ilitation, construction, and equipment costs. 

Sec. 103. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 245.83, is amended to 
read: 

245.83 [CHILD CARE SERVICES; DEFINITIONS.] 

Subdivision 1. As used in sections 245.83 to ~ 245.858 the 
words defined in this section shall have the meanings given them. 

Subd. 2. [CHILD CARE SERVICES.] "Child care services" means 
child care provided in family day care homes, group day care ee .. teps 
};tomes, nursery schools, day nurseries, child day care centers, play 
groups, head start and parent cooperatives, as aefi .. ea I3y rules ef~ 
ee ...... issie .. ep, aB<i i .. ilemeeffiM effi'e as liefi .. ea ffi ~ Mi .... eset.. 
fllan fep seeial seFYiees ta fa ... ilies aB<i eililliPe ... 

Subd. 3. [CHILD.] "Child" means ""y a person 14 12 years ef age 
old or younger, or ~ person age 13 or 14 who g. handicapped, as 
defined in section 120.03. 

Subd. 3a. [CHILD CARE.] "Child care" means the care of a child 
~ Someone other than ~ parent or legal guaralaii. OiitSillethe child's 
own home for gain or otherWIse, on ~ regular basis, for any part of 
a 24-"IiOIir day. 

Subd. 3b. [CHILD CARE WORKER.] "Child care worker" means 
~ person who cares for children for CoiiipenSatlon, inclu~ 
licensed provider of child care services, an employee of ~ provl er 
and ~ person who lias applieQfor ~ license as a provider. 

Subd. 4. [COMMISSIONER.] "Commissioner" means the commis
sioner of human services. 

Subd. 4a. [FACILITY IMPROVEMENT EXPENSES.] "Facility 
imprciVe:rnent ex enses" means building improvements, equipment, 
toys

J 
and supp ies nee ed to establish, expand, or improve a licensed 

chil care facility. 
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',Subd. 5. [INTERIM FINANCING.] "Interim financing" means 
funds to carry out such activities as are necessary for family day care 
homes, group jitm:ily day care homes and eOOllerative child care 
centers to receive' and maintain state licensing, to expand an 
existing' program or to improve J?rogram quality and to nrovide 
operating funds for a perIod of SlX consecutive monthsfo iowing 
receipt of state licensing by a family day care home, group family 
day care home, or eeellerative child care center. Interim financing 
may not exceed ~ period of 18 months. 

Subd. 6. [RESOURCE AND REFERRAL PROGRAM.] "Resource 
and referral program" means a program thafprovides informatiori 
to parents, including referrals and coordination of community child 
care resources for parents and public or private providers of car". 
Services may include parent education, technical assistance for 
providers, staff development programs, and referrals to social s"r
vices. 

Subd. 7. [STAFF TRAINING OR DEVELOPMENT EXPENSES.] 
"Staff trarning or development expenses" include the cost to a child 
care worker or-tuition, transportation, requirea materIals and 
supplies, and wages for ~ substitute while the child care worker is 
engaged in ~ training program. . 

Subd. 8. [TRAINING PROGRAM.] "Training ~ogram" means 
child development courses offered h an accredite - post-secondarY 
institution or similar training aT"roved fur. ~ county board or the 
department of human services. 0 qualify as ~ training program 
under this section, ~ course of stllifri must teach specific skills that 
~ child care worker needs to meet icensing requirements. 

Sec. 104. [245.833] [DUTIES OF COMMISSIONER.] . 

In addition to the powers and duties already conferred h law,.the 
commissioner ofliUman servicessnaIi: ' '. -_ - '. 

(1) h September 1, 1990, and h September 1 of each subsequent 
even-numbered year, survey and report on air components of the 
child care s~stem including, but not limited to, availability--or 
licensedChiC care slots; numbers illchildren in various kinds or 
child careSettingS; staff wages, rateof staff turnover, and---uaI'in: 
cations of child care WOrkersj cost of chud care h ~'of service an 
ages of CliITarenj and child care avallaiillIty through school systems; 

(2) h Sb!]tember 1, 1990, and September! of each subsequent 
even-num red year, survey and rilPort on the extent to which 
existing child care services fulffil t e neen for child care, givin~ 
particularatteiition to the need forpart-tlliJ.ecare and for care 0 
infants, sick children,cliffilrenwilli special need8,'and low-mcome 
children; '. . 
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(3) administer the child care fund, including the sliding fee 
program, authorized under section 268.91; 

(4) monitor the child care resource and referral programs estab
lished under section 268.911; and 

. (5) encourage child care providers to participate in !! nationally
recognized accreditation system for early childhood programs. 

Sec. 105. [245.836] [GRANTS FOR CHILD CARE SERVICES.] 

Subdivision l. [GRANTS ESTABLISHED.] The commissioner 
shall award grants to develop child care services-;Trlcluding facility 
improvement expenses, interim financing, resource and referral 
programs, and staff training expenses. The commissioner shall 
develop ~ grant application form, inform county social service 
agencies about the availability of child care services grants, and set 
'" date l>y which applications must be received l>y the commissioner. 

Subd. 2. IDISTRIBUTION OF FUNDS.] The commissioner shall 
allOcate grant money appropriated for child care services among the 
12 development regions designated l>y the governor under section 
462.385, in proportion to the ratio of the number of children to the 
number of licensed child care slots avaITable in each region. Out of 
the amount allocated for each deVelopment region the commissioner 
shall award grants based on the recommendation of the grant 
review advisory task force. In addition, the commissioner shall: 

(1) award no more than 75 percent of the money either to child 
care facilities for the purpose of facility improvement or interim 
financing or to child care workers for staff training expenses; and 

(2) redistribute funds not awarded by January 1, 1989, without 
regard to the distribution formula in this subdivision. 

Subd. 3. [GRANT REViEW ADVISORY TASK FORCE.] The 
coiimilSsioner shall appoint !! child care grant review advisory task 
force. Members appointed under this subdivision must be parents of 
children in child care, provwers of child care, or citizens with '" 
demonstrated interest in child care issues. The grant review advi
sory task force shall review and make recommendatIOnS-to the 
commissioner on applications for grants under this section. Task 
force members do not receive a ~ diem but may be reimbursed for 
expenses in accordance with section 15.059, subdivision 6. The 
advisory task force does not expire but ill otherwise governed by 
section 15.059. 

Subd. 4. [FUNDING PRIORITIES; FACILITY IMPROVEMENT 
AND INTERIM FINANCING.) In evaluating applications for fund-
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!!!g and making recommendations to the commissioner, the grant 
review advisory task force shall give priorIty to: 

(1) new programs or projects, or the expansion or enrichment of 
existing programs or projects; 

(2) programs or pro~ects in areas where a demonstrated need for 
chill care facilities as been shown, with special emphasis on 
programs or projects in areas where there !£ !'c shortage of licensed 
child care; 

(3) prlfSams and projects that serve sick children, infants, chil
dren WIt special needs, and Chllilreiilrom low-income families; and 

(4) unlicensed providers who wish to become licensed. 

Subd. 5. [FUNDING PRIORITIES; TRAINING GRANTS.] In 
evaIiiBIing applications for training grants and making recommen
dations to the commissioner, the grant review advisory task force 
shall give priority to: 

(1) applicants who will work in facilities clding for sick children, 
infants, children with specrarneeds, and chi ren from low-income 
families; 

(2) applicants who will work in geographic areas where there !£ !'c 
shortage of child care; . 

(3) unlicensed providers who wish to become licensed; 

(4) child care providers seeking accreditation; and 

(5) entities that will use grant money for scholarships for child 
care workers attending educational or training programs sponsorea 
h the entity. 

Sec. 106. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 245.84, subdivision 1, 
is amended to read: 

Subdivision l. [AUTHORITY] The county board is authorized to 
provide child care services, to make grants from the community 
social service fund! special tax revenue, or its general fun~ or other 
sources to any municipality, corporation or combination t ereof for 
the cost of providing technical assistance and child care services, or 
to contract for services with any licensed day care facility, as the 
board deems necessary or proper .to carry out the purposes of 
sections 245.83 to ~ 245.856. 

The board is further authorized to make grants to or contract with 
any municipality, inea""aFatea licensed child care facility or re-
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source and referral program, or corporation or combination thereof 
for any of the following purposes: 

(a) For creating new licensed day care facilities and expanding 
existing facilities including, but not limited to, supplies, equipment, 
and facility renovation and remodeling; 

(b) For improving licensed day care facility programs, including, 
but not limited to, staff specialists, staff training, supplies, equip
ment, and facility renovation and remodeling, In awarding grants 
for training, counties must l:i{e priority to chila care workers carng 
for infants, toddlers, sick c i dren, children in low-income rami ies, 
and children with special needs; -

(c) For supportive child development services including, but not 
limited to, in-service training, curriculum development, consulting 
specialist, resource centers, and program and resource materials; 

(d) For carrying out programs including, but not limited to, staff, 
supplies, equipment, facility renovation, and training; 

(e) For interim financing; and 

(I) For carrying out the resource and referral program services 
identified in section 268.911, subdivision 3. 

Sec. 107. [245.856] [INTERAGENCY ADVISORY COMMITTEE 
ON CHILD CARE.] 

Subdivision.!:. [MEMBERSHIP] fu Jily h 1988, the commis
sioner of the state planning agency sha I convene allif chair an 
interagency advisory committee on child care. In addition to the 
commissioner, members of the committee are the commissioners of 
each of the following agellcles and departments: health, human 
services, jobs and training, public safety, education, and the higher 
education coordinating board. The purpose of the committee ~ to 
improve the quality and quantity of child care ana the coordination 
of child care related activities among state agencies. 

Subd. 2. [DUTIES.] The committee shall advise its member 
a eIiCles on matters related to child care policy and planning. 

pecifically, the committee shall: 

(1) develop !lc consistent policy on issues related to child care; 

(2) advise the member agencies on implementing policies and 
deVeloping rules that are consistent with the committee's policy on 
child care; 
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(3) advise the member agencies on state efforts to increase the 
~ and improve the guality of child care facilities and options; 
and 

(4) perform other advisory tasks related to improving child care 
options throughout the state. 

Subd. 3. [MEETINGS.] The committee 
necessary to perform its dutIes. 

shall meet as often as 

Sec. 108. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 246.023, subdivision 1, 
is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [LEGISLATIVE POLICY] It is recognized that 
closure and consolidation of state """!,itals regional treatment 
centers have negative economic effects upon public employees and 
communities. It is the policy of the state that deinstitutionalization 
policies shall be carried out in a manner that ensures fair and 
equitable arrangements to protect the interests of employees and 
communities affected by deinstitutionalization of state "ss!,itals. 

Sec. 109. [252.035] [STATE-OPERATED, COMMUNITY-BASED 
RESIDENTIAL PROGRAMS.] 

Subdivision 1. [RESIDENTIAL PROGRAMS ESTABLISHED.] 
The commissioner may establish !lc system of noninstitutional, 
state-operated, community-based residential services for persons 
with mental retardation or related conditions-. For purposes -of this 
section, "state-operated, community-based residential facilItY 
means ~ residential program administered !!y the state to provide 
treatment and habilitation in noninstitutional community settings 
to persons with mental retardation or related conditions. Employees 
of the facilities must be state employees 'under chapters 43A and 
179A. The establishment of state-operated, community-based resi
Oeiitlii.l facilities must be within the context of !lc comprehensive 
definition of the role of state-operated services in the state. The role 
of state-operated services must be defined within the context of !lc 
comprehensive system of services for persons with mental retaroa
tion or related conditions. Services may include, but are not limited 
!Q, community group homes, foster care, supportive living arrange
ments, and respite care arrangements. The commissioner may 
operate the pilot projects established under Laws 1985, First Special 
Session chapter ~ article h section 2, subdivision 6, and may, 
within the limits of available appropriations, establish additional 
state-operated, community-based services for regional treatment 
center residents with mental retardation or related conditions. Day 
program services for clients living in state-operated, community
based residential facilities must -not be provided ~ !lc regional 
treatment center or !lc state-operated, community-based program. 

Subd. 2. [AUTHORIZATION TO BUILD OR PURCHASE.] 
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Within the limits of available appropriations, the commissioner 
may build, purchase or lease suitable buildings for state-operated, 
community-based residential facilities. Facilities must be homelike 
and adaptable to the needs of persons with mental retardation or 
related conditions. 

Subd. 3. [ALTERNATIVE FUNDING MECHANISMS.] To the 
extent possible, the commissioner may amend the medical assis
tance home and community-based waiver and, as appropriate, 
develop special waiver procedures for targeting services to persons 
currently in state regional centers. 

Subd. 4. [COUNTIES.] State-operated, community-based residen
tiaTTaCilities may be developed in conjunction with existing county 
responsibilities and authorities for persons with mental retardation. 
Assessment, placement, screening, case management responsibili
ties, and determination of need procedures must be consistent with 
county responsibilities established under law and rule. Counties 
may enter into shared service agreements with state-operated 
programs. 

Sec. llO. [252.045] [REGIONAL CENTER AND COMMUNITY
BASED FACILITY EMPLOYEES.] 

In accordance with section 43A.21, the commissioner shall de-
velop procedures to assure that: -- -

(1) there are workers employed at state regional centers and 
nursing homes who are skilled in the treatment of persons with 
severe and profound m~retardation or related conditions, 
belillVioralproblems, and medical needs, to facilitate adjustment to 
communIty living; -- -

(2) suitable training programs exist for regional treatment center 
and state-operated, community-based residential facility staff; and 

(3) state employees under the jurisdiction of the commissioner 
who are included in ~ PoSiBonreduction plan have the option of 
transferring to .§: community-based program; to .§:. similar, compara
ble classIhcation in another regIOnal center setting; or to ~ position 
in another state agency. 

Sec. 11l. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 252.291, subdivision 1, 
is amended to read: 

Subdivision l. [MORATORIUM.] Notwithstanding section 252.28, 
subdivision 1, or any other law or rule to the contrary, the commis
sioner of human services shall deny any request for a determination 
of need and refuse to grant a license pursuant to section 245.782 for 
any new intermediate care facility for persons with mental retarda-
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tion or related conditions or for an increase in the licensed capacity 
of an existing facility except as provided in this subdivision and 
subdivision 2. tit "" e¥eHt shall The total number of certified 
intermediate care beds for persons with mental retardation or 
related conditions in community facilities and state hOspitals shall 
not exceed +,eoo beds as sf.ffily!-, 1983, tHHI7 ,000 beds as sf .ffily!-' 
~ except that, to the extent that federal authorities disapprove 
bny applications or the commissioner for home and community-

ased waivers under United States Code, title 42, section 1396n, as 
amended through December 31, 1987, the CoiilmsslOner may autho
rize new intermediate care bads, as necessary, to serve persons with 
mental retardation or relate conditions who woUldOtherwise have 
been served under a proposed wai ver. "Certified bed" means an 
intermediate care bed for persons with mental retardation or related 
conditions certified by the commissioner of health for the purposes of 
the medical assistance program under United States Code, title 42, 
sections 1396 to 1396p, as amended through December 31, 1982 
1987. 

Sec. 112. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 252.291, subdivision 2, 
is amended to read: 

Suhd. 2. [EXCEPTIONS.] The commissioner of human services in 
coordination with the commissioner of health may approve a HeW 

newly constructed or newly established publicly or privately oper
ated community intermediate care facility for six or fewer persons 
with mental retardation or related conditions oruy ffi when the 
following circumstances exist: --

(a) when the facility is developed in accordance with a request for 
proposal system established f""sHant to sHbdivisie .. g, eIaase W 
approved ~ the commissioner of human services; 

(b) when the facility is necessary to serve the needs ofide .. tifiable 
identified persons with mental retardation or related conditions who 
are seriously behaviorally disordered or who are seriously physically 
or sensorily impaired. At least 50 percent of the capacity of the 
facility must be used for persons coming from regional treatment 
centers; 6P and 

(c) to license beds ffi HeW facilities where need was deter ... ined By 
the ce ...... issie .. eF jWieP to .Hme lil, 1983 when the commissioner 
determines that the need for increased serYJcecapacity cannot be 
met !:>y the use or alternative resources or the modification Of 
existing facilities. 

Sec. 113. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 252.291, 
subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [DUTIES OF COMMISSIONER OF HUMAN SER
VICES.] The commissioner shall: 
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(a) establish standard admission criteria for state hospitals and 
county utilization targets to limit and reduce the number of inter
mediate care beds in state hospitals and community facilities in 
accordance with approved waivers under United States Code, title 
42, sections 1396 to 1396p, as amended through December 31, 1982 
1987, to assure that appropriate services are provided in the least 
restrictive setting; 

(b) define services, including respite care, that may be needed in 
meeting individual service plan objectives; 

(c) provide technical assistance so that county boards may estab
lish a request for proposal system for meeting individual service 
plan objectives through home and community-based services; alter
native community services; or, if no other alternative will meet the 
needs of identifiable individuals for whom the county is financially 
responsible, a new intermediate care facility for persons with mental 
retardation or related conditions; . 

(d) establish a client tracking and evaluation system as required 
under applicable federal waiver regulations, Code of Federal Regu
lations, title 42, sections 431, 435, 440, and 441, as amended 
through December 31, 1982 1987; and 

(e) develop a state plan for the delivery and funding of residential 
day and support services to persons with mental retardation or 
related conditions in Minnesota and submit that plan to the clerk of 
each house of the Minnesota legislature on or before the 15th of 
January of each biennium beginning January 15, 1985. The bien
nial mental retardation plan shall include but not be limited to: 

(1) county by county maximum intermediate care bed utilization 
quotas; 

(2) plans for the development of the number and types of services 
alternative to intermediate care beds; 

(3) procedures for the administration and management of the 
plan; 

(4) procedures for the evaluation of the implementation of the 
plan; and 

(5) the number, type, and location of intermediate care beds 
targeted for decertification. 

The commissioner shall modify the plan to ensure conformance 
with the medical assistance home and community-based services 
waiver. 
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Sec. 114. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 252.46, 
subdivision 5, is amended to read: 

Subd. 5. [SUBMITTING RECOMMENDED RATES.] The county 
board shall submit recommended payment rates to the commis
sioner on forms supplied by the commissioner by N8'{embeF 1, 1981, 
....a at least 60 days before revised payment rates or payment rates 
for new vendors are to be effective. The forms must require the 
county board's written verification of the individual documentation 
required under section 252.44, clause (a). If the number of days of 
service provided by a licensed vendor are projected to increase, the 
county board must recommend payment rates based on the projected 
increased <;lays of attendance and resulting lower per unit fixed costs. 
Recommended increases in payment rates for vendors whose ~ 
proved Eayment rates are ten or more than ten percent below the 
statewi e median payment rates must be equal to the maximum 
increases aUowed lor that vendor under subdivision 3. If a vendor 
provides services at more than one licensed site, the county board 
may recommend the same payment rates for each site based On the 
average rate for all sites. The county board may also recommend 
differing payment rates for each licensed site if it would result in a 
total annual payment to the vendor that is equal to or less than the 
total annual payment that would result ifthe average rates had been 
used for all sites. For purposes of this subdivision, the average 
payment rate for all service sites used by a vendor must be computed 
by adding the amounts that result when the payment rates for each 
licensed site are multiplied by the projected annual number of 
service units to be provided at that site and dividing the sum of 
those amounts by the total units of service to be provided by the 
vendor at all sites. 

Sec. 115. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 252.46, 
subdivision 6, is amended to read: 

Subd. 6. [VARIANCES.] A variance from the minimum Or maxi
mum payment rates in subdivisions 2 and 3 may be granted by the 
commissioner when the vendor requests and the county board 
submits to the commissioner a written variance request with the 
recommended payment rates. !2 variance may be utilized for costs 
associated with compliance with state administrative rules, compli
ance with court orders, increased insurance dfsts, start-up and 
conversion costs for supported employment, "reet service staff 
salaries, and transportation. The county boanrshall review all 
vendors' payment rates that are gq ten or more than ten percent 
lower than the average Fates fuF the regi.marae:YeIejffileRt eammis 
sieB Elistriet to whieh the e81ffity belaBgs statewide median pa~ment 
rates. If the county determines that the payment rates 0 not 
provide sufficient revenue to the vendor for authorized service 
delivery the county must recommend a variance under this section. 
'fhis Fe¥iew must _ jlrieF to November 1, 1981, When the county 
board contracts for increased services from any vendor for some or 
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all individuals receiving services from the vendor, the county board 
shall review the vendor's payment rates to determine whether the 
increase requires that a variance to the minimum rates be recom
mended under this section to reflect the vendor's lower per unit fixed 
costs. The written variance request must include documentation 
that all the following criteria have been met: 

(1) The commissioner and the county board have both conducted a 
review and have identified .a need for a change in the payment rates 
te ehaBge the Bumber ef ffiFeet serviee sffitr ffi' the le¥et ef Ejualifi 
oatieBs ef the sffitr. 

(2) The proposed changes are required for the vendor to deliver 
authorized individual services in an effective and efficient manner. 

(3) The proposed changes are necessary to demonstrate compli
ance with minimum licensing standards ge'/emiBg miBimum staft:. 
lug ffitiaa aft<l sffitr EjUalifieatieBs. 

(4) The vendor documents that the ehange in sffitr Bumbers ffi' 

EjualifieatieBs changes cannot be achieved by reallocating current 
staff or by reallocating financial resources te previae ffi' purehase the 
neeessaFY s9fT/iees. 

(5) The county board submits evidence that the need for additional 
staff cannot be met by using temporary special needs rate exceptions 
under Minnesota Rules, parts. 9510.1020 to 9510.1140. 

(6) The county board submits a description of the nature and cost 
of the proposed changes, and how the county will monitor the use of 
money Qy the vendor to make necessary changes in services. 
i\Uewahle eests are limitea teStiiarles, relatea Hffige aeRefits, IHHl 
payrell tru<ee. 

(7) The county board's recommended payment rates do not exceed 
125 percent of the average current calendar year's statewide median 
payment rates in the regie"al aevelspme"t eemmissie" aist .. et in 
whleft the veaaer is leeatea. 

Sec. 116. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 252.46, is 
amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 13. [REVIEW AND REVISION OF PROCEDURES FOR 
RA'rE"EXITEPTIONS FOR VERY DEPENDENT PERSONS WITH 
SPECIAL NEEDS.] The commissioner shall review the procedures 
established in Minnesota Rules, parts 9510.1020 to 9510.1140, that 
counties must follow to seek authorization for a medical assistance 
rate eXCe£jtion for serncesror ii'ery dependent persons with special 
needs. T e commissioner sha appoint an advisory task force to 
work with the commissioner. Members of the task force must ------ --------
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include vendors, providers, advocates, and consumers. After consid
ermg ~ recommendatIOns of the advisory task force .and county 
rate settmg procedures develOped under this section, tnecommis-
Sloiier shall: --------

(1) revise administrative procedures as necessary; 

. (2) implement new review procedures for county applications for 
mealcal assistance rate exceptions for services for ~ dependent 
persons with special needs m ~ manner that accounts for servIces 
available to the person witllin the approVeQ payment rates of the 
vendor; 

(3) provide training and technical assistance to vendors, provid
ers, ana counties in use of procedures governing medical assistance 
rate exceptions for ~ Ue£endent persons with special needs and in 
c0'dnty rate settIng proceures established under thIS SUbdivision; 
an 

(4) develop a strategy and imylementation plan for uniform data 
collection for use in estiibhshmg equitable payment rates and. 
medICal assistance rate exceptions for services provided ~ vendors. 

Sec. 117. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 252.46, is 
amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 14. [pILOT STUDY.] The commissioner man initiate a pilot 
par.ilient rate system under section 252.47. The !Ii ot project may 
estalish trainmg andaemonstration sites. The pi ot payment rate 
system must include actual transfers of funds, not simulated trans
firs. The pilot payment rate ~ysted'f!J?ay lliVofve !!P to four coiiiitleS 
and four vendors re resentm i erent ge0!!laphic regions and 
rates mreimbursement. arbcipation in the prot pro~ct is volun
~ Selection of participants fu: the commissioner is asea on the 
vendor's submission of a complete application form proVIded ~ the 
co:n-tmissioner. The applicatIon must include letters of agreement 
from the host county, counties of financial res

101
nsibility, and 

resr.ieiitialse-I'Vlce providers. Evaluation of the pilt proJect must 
include consideration 01 the effectiveness ofproce ures ~oveiiiillg 
establishment of equitable payment rates. ImplementatIOn of the 
pilot payment rate sTstem is continaent u~n federal approviif and 
systemsfeasibiIitY.he policies an proce ures governing admin
istration, participation, evaluation, service utilizatlOn, and ~ 
ment for. services under the I!llot payment rate s~stem are not 
Sii1)fect to the rulemiiJilllg reqUlrements of chapter L . 

Sec. 118. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 253B.03, 
subdivision 6, is amended to read: 

Subd. 6. [CONSENT FOR MEDICAL PROCEDURE.] A patient 
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has the right to prior consent to any medical or surgical treatment, 
other than the treatment of mental illness or chemical dependency. 
A patient with mental retardation or the patient's guardian or 
conservator has the right to give or withhold consent before: -

(1) the implementation of any aversive or deprivation procedure 
except for emergency procedures permitted in rules of the commis
sioner adopted under section 245.825; or 

(2) the administration of psychotropic medication. 

The following procedures shall be used to obtain consent for any 
treatment necessary to preserve the life or health of any committed 
patient: 

(a) The written, informed consent of a competent adult patient for 
the treatment is sufficient. 

(b) 1f the patient is subject to guardianship or conservatorship 
which includes the provision of medical care, the written, informed 
consent of the guardian or conservator for the treatment is suffi
cient. 

(c) lfthe head of the treatment facility determines that the patient 
is not competent to consent to the treatment and the patient has not 
been adjudicated incompetent, written, informed consent for the 
surgery or medical treatment shall be obtained from the nearest 
proper rew.tive. For this purpose, the following persons are proper 
relatives, in the order listed: the patient's spouse, parent, adult 
child, or adult sibling. If the nearest proper relatives cannot be 
located or refuse to consent to the procedure, the head of the 
treatment facility or an interested person may petition the commit
ting court for approval for the treatment or may petition .... 
61lllF81lriate !". court of competent jurisdiction for the appointment of 
a guardian or conservator. The determination that the patient is not 
competent, and the reasons for the determination, shall be docu
mented in the patient's clinical record. 

(d) Consent to treatment of any minor patient shall be secured in 
accordance with sections 144.341 to 144.346, except that a minor 16 
years of age or older may give valid consent for hospitalization, 
routine diagnostic evaluation, and emergency or short-term acute 
care. 

(e) In the case of an emergency aBEl when the persons ordinarily 
qualified to give consent cannot be located, the head of the treat
ment facility may give consent. 

No person who consents to treatment pursuant to the provisions of 
this subdivision shall be civilly or criminally liable for the perf or-
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mance or the manner of performing the treatment. No person shall 
be liable for performing treatment without consent if written, 
informed consent was given pursuant to this subdivision. This 
provision shall not affect any other liability which may result from 

. the manner in which the treatment is performed. 

Sec. 119. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 253B.03, is amended 
by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 6a. [ADMINISTRATION OF NEUROLEPTIC MEDICA
TIONS.] (a) Neuroleptic medications jay be administered to ~ 
sons committed as mentally ill or menta ly ill and dangerous only as 
nescribed in this subdivision. 

(b) ~ neuroleptic medication may be administered to a patient 
who ~ competent to consent to neuroleptic medications O~y i! the 
patient has giver written, informed consent to administratIOn offue 
neurolejitlc me ication. 

(c) A neuroleptic medication may ~ administered to ~ patient 
who is not competent to consent to neuroleptic me ications only!! ~ 
court approves the administration of the neuroleptic medication or: 

(1) the patient does not object to or refuse the medication; 

(2) a guardian ad litem appointed gy the court with authority to 
consent to neuroleptlCiiledicatlOns giveswrrtten, rnrormed consent 
to the aiIffiinistration of the neuroleptic medication; and 

(3) ~ multidisciplinary treatment review panel composed of per
sons who are not en~aged in providmg direct care to the patient 
gives written approva to adiiiinistration of the neuroleptic medica
tion. 

(d) ~ person who consents to treatment pursuant to this subdivi
sion is not civiA'Y 2; criminally liable for the performance of or the 
manner OI pe ormmg the treatment. A P7rson is not lIable for 
performing treatment WMout consent ilwntten, informeaCoilsent 
was given {hrsuant ~ this subdivision. This provision does not 
affect any 0 er liabihty that may result from the manner in which 
the treatment is perlormed. 

Sec. 120. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 253B.17, subdivision 1, 
is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [PETITION.] Any patient, except one committed as 
mentally ill and dangerous to the public, or any interested person 
may petition the committing court or the court to which venue has 
been transferred for an order that the patient is not in need of 
continued institutionalization or for an order that an individual is 
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no longer mentally ill, mentally retarded, or chemically dependent, 
or for any other relief as the court deems just and equitable. A 
patient committed as mentally ill or mentally ill and dangerous may 
petition the committing court or the court to which venue has been 
transferred for a hearing concerning the administration of neuro
leptic medication. A hearing may also be held pursuant to sections 
253B.09 and 253B.12. 

Sec. 121. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 256.01, 
subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [DUTIES AS STATE AGENCY] The state agency shall: 

0) supervise the administration of assistance to dependent chil
dren under Laws 1937, chapter 438, by the county agencies in an 
integrated program with other service for dependent children main
tained under the direction of the state agency; 

(2) may subpoena witnesses and administer oaths, make rules, 
and take such action as may be necessary, or desirable for carrying 
out the provisions of Laws 1937, chapter 438. All rules made by the 
state agency shall be binding on the counties and shall be complied 
with by the respective county ag~ncies; 

(3) establish adequate standards for personnel employed by the 
counties and the state agency in the administration of Laws 1937, 
chapter 438, and make the necessary rules to maintain such 
standards; 

(4) prescribe the form of and print and supply to the county 
agencies blanks for applications, reports, affidavits, and such other 
forms as it may deem necessary and advisable; 

(5) cooperate with the federal government and its public welfare 
agencies in any reasonable manner as may be necessary to qualify 
for federal aid for aid to dependent children and in conformity with 
the provisions of Laws 1937, chapter 438, including the making of 
such reports and such forms and containing such information as the 
Federal Social Security Board may from time to time require, and 
comply with such provisions as such board may from time to time 
find necessary to assure the correctness and verification of such 
reports; and 

(6) may cooperate with other state agencies in establishing 
reciprocal agreements in instances where a child receiving aid to 
dependent children moves or contemplates moving into or out of the 
state, in order that such child may continue to receive supervised aid 
from the state moved from until the child shall have resided for one 
year in the state moved to; and 
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(7) on or before October 1 in each even-numbered year make a 
biennial report to the governor concerning the activities of the 
agency; and 

(8) . design, develajl, aB<i administeF iHl intake, FefeFFal, aB<i 
iR-;eRtary system that jlra'lides laeali.ed, single jleiRt ffltalre with a 
direet aeeess te a statewide data base te mateh eIieBt """"" with 
eJBjllaymeat ejljlert.mities aOO jliihlie aB<i jlri'Jate serviees. 'I'he 
system F!ffiBt iRellide iRfeFmatiaR 00 all available jliihlie aB<i jlrivate 
jlragrams feF erajlleyraeRt aOO tminiRg serv4ees aB<i iReeme raaiB
teRaRee aOO slijljlart services as defiRed ffi seetieR 268.Q111. 'I'he 
state ageBey shall eeajlel'ate with tile dejlartmeRt ef jabs aB<i 
tFsiaing, 691:lB-ties aDd etheF leeftl. seFtliee tmits, serliee {)foe deeps, 
aB<i eIieBts ffi tile de'lelajlmeat aB<i ejleratien ef tile system. 'I'he 
system 4s Bat subjeet te sectiaRs 16BAQ te 16BAa; 

AA enter into agreements with other departments of the state as 
necessary to meet all requirements of the federal government. 

Sec. 122. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 256.015, 
subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [PERFECTION; ENFORCEMENT.] The state agency 
may perfect and enforce its lien under sections 514.69, 514.70, and 
514.71, and must file the verified lien statement with the appropri
ate court administrator in the county of financial responsibility. The 
verified lien statement must contain the following: the name and 
address of the person to whom medical care, subsistence, or other 
payment was furnished; the date of injury; the name and address of 
vendors furnishing medical care; the dates of the service or payment; 
the amount claimed to be due for the care or payment; and to the 
best of the state agency's knowledge, the names and addresses of all 
persons, firms, or corporations claimed to be liable for damages 
arising from the injuries. 

This section does not affect the priority of any attorney's lien. The 
state agency is not subject to any limitations period referred to in 
section 514.69 or 514.71 and has one year from the date notice is 
received ~ it under subdivision 42 para~aph (c), or one year from 
~ date memcal bills are first paid ~ te state agency, whichever 
IS later, to file its verified lien statement:1'Ile state agency may 
commence an action to enforce the lien within one year of (1) the 
date the notice required ~ subdivision!,. paragraph (c), is received, 
or (2) the date the person's cause of action is concludedDy judgment, 
award, settlement, or .otherwise, whichever is later. 

Sec. 123. [256.016] [PLAIN LANGUAGE IN WRITTEN MATERI
ALS.] 

(a) To the extent reasonable and consistent with the gilals of 
prOVidffig easilyUilderstandable and readable materirusan com-
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~ with federal and state laws governing the programs, all 
written materials relating to services and determinations of eligi
bility tor or amounts of benefits that will be gjven to applicants for 
or recipients of aSsIstance under ~ program a ministered or super
vised !>r the commissioner of human services must be understand
able to ~ r,erson who reads at the seventh-grade level, using the 
Flesch sea e analysis reaoaoili ty score as determined under section 
72C.09. 

(b) All written materials relating to determinations of eligibility 
or amounts of benefits that willbe given to applicants for or 

. under administered or 

materials. FaITiire to compl~ wITh this sectIon does 
basis for suspending the imp ementation or operation _ other laws 
governing programs administered ~ the commissioner. 

(c) The requirements of this section ~ to all materials modi- . 
fied or devel07 !>r the commissioner on or after July!, 1988. The 
requirements 0 this section do not ~ to materials that must be 
submitted to ~ federal agency for approval, to the extent that 
application of the requirements prevents federal approval. 

(d) Nothing in this section may be construed to prohibit a lawsuit 
brou~ht to require the commissioner to comply with this section or 
to a ect individual ~ rights granted pursuant to section 
256.045. 

(e) The commissioner shall report annually to the chairs of the 
health and human serviceBdlvisions of the senate finance commit
tee and the house of representatives appropnatiOns committee on 
the number ana outcome of cases that raise the issue of the 
commissioner'SCOmpliance with this sectlon-.- - -- - -

Sec. 124. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 256.73, subdivision 2, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [ALLOWANCE BARRED BY OWNERSHIP OF PROP
ERTY:] Ownership by an assistance unit of property as follows is a 
bar to any allowance under sections 256.72 to 256.87: 

(1) The value of real property other than the homestead, which 
when combined with other assets exceeds the limits of paragraph 
(2), unless the assistance unit is making a good faith effort to sell the 
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nonexcludable real property>The time period for disposal must not 
exceed nine months and the assistance unit shall execute an 
agreement to dispose of the property to repay assistance received 
during the nine months. up to the amount of the net sale. proceeds. 
The payment must be made when the property is sold. If the 
property is not sold within the required time or the assistance unit 
becomes ineligible for any reason the entire amount received during 
the nine months is an overpayment and subject to recovery. For the 
purposes of this section "homestead" means the Doose home owned 
and occupied by the child, relative or other member of the assistance 
unit as a dwelling place, together with the laOO """" whieh it is 
situ .. ted in aft area "" gre .. teF than twe eefttig"e"s lets in a !,latted 
eF laid e..t city eF tewft eF all eestigHe"s aeFeS in f'1£I'al ....
surrounding property which ~ not separated from the home ~ 
intervening property owned ~ others. Public rights-of-Way, such as 
roads which run through the surrounding pro~rty and separate it 
from the home, will not affect the exemption 0 the property; or 

(2) Personal property of an equity value in excess of $1,000 for the 
entire assistance unit, exclusive of personal property used as the 
home, one motor vehicle of an equity value not exceeding $1,500 or 
the entire equity value of" motor vehicle determined to be neces
f.ary for the o~eration of" selr.:emp1oyment business, one burial plot 
or each mem er of the assistance unit, one prepaid burial contract 

with an equity value of no more than $1,000 for each member of the 
assistance unit, clothing and necessary household furniture and 
equipment and other basic maintenance items essential for daily 
living, in accordance with rules promulgated by and standards 
established by the commissioner of human services. 

Sec. 125. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 256.73, subdivision 6, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 6. [REPORTS BY RECIPIENT.] (a) An assistance unit with 
a recent work history or with earned income shall report monthly to 
the local agency on income received and other circumstances affect
ing eligibility or assistance amounts. All other assistance units 
shall report on income and other circumstances affecting eligibility 
and assistance amounts at less frequent intervals, as specifiedhy the 
state agency. All ifteeme Ret s!,eeifieally dispeganied By the Seeia1 
See"pity Aet, the GOOe ill Feaepal Regulatiefts, eF state law """ 
mIes, shall be ifteeme a!,!,lieahle te the b"agetary ooeds ill the 
family. If fiftY ame .. ftt ill aid te families with ae!,eft<ieftt ehil<ireft 
.. ssist"ftee is j>ai4 te a peei!,ieftt thepeef in areess ill the !'aymeftt dee 
it shall be peeevemble By the looal .. geftey. '!'he .. geftey shall gWe 
'NPitteft ru>tiee te the reei!,ieftt ill its ifttefttieft te peeever the 
evep!,aymeftt. O'<,er!' .. ymeftts te a e .... eat assist .. "ee HHit shall be 
Feeevered eitbeF thre .. gh re!,!l.j·meat By the i"di'lid .. al in f'IiH eF in 
fulleF By ped"ei"g the ame .. ftt ill aid !' .. yable te the .. ssistanee HHit 
ill whieh the in<iivia .... l is a membeF. FeP fiftY H><'>Hth in whieh aft 

evep!'ayment meat be reeeverea, mee"l'ment may be .....!Ie By 
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redueiag the grant hut aaly if the redueed assistanee payment, 
tegether with the assistanee unit's lHtffid assets and Mal ineeme 
after dedueting actual werk e"penses e<jlffils at ±east % pereent sf 
the standard sf need fur the assistanee HI1#, eJreept that if the 
everpayment is .me selely- ta agency 8f'f6l', this Mal after deElueting 
actual werk e"penses shall e<jH-Bl at ±east 99 flereent sf the standard 
sf need. ffi eases when there is beth an e"erpayment and underflay 
ment the ±eeal ageney shall eflSet eRe against the ather in eeneeting 
the flayment, '!'he ±eeal ageney shall raake reasenaBle efterts ta 
reee,'er e'<'erflaymeats H!a!le ta rersens He ~ en assistanee in 
aecenlanee with standards estaBlished by the eemmissieaer sf 
human seFYiees. '!'he ±eeal agency need nat attem!'t ta reeever 
everpayments sf less than $&I> I>ffid ta an individual He -iengff en 
assistance if the individual dees nat feeei',e assistanee again within 
three years, ~ the individual has been ceaviated sf ffaOO-"eF 
seetien 258.98. '!'he reeiflient may appeal the ageaey's aetefmina 
ti-eB that- aft overpayment has eeeuFFcd in aeeonlaRee wi-tfi seetion 
256.045. '!'he eetHlty ageaey shall flfemfltly repay the reeiflient fur 
any underpayment and shall disregard that raymeRt when deter
mining #te assistanee tHli--t:-s ifl€OmC aOO resources in the mentb 
when the flayment is H!a!le and the fallewing meath. 

(b) An assistance unit required to submit .Ii. report on the form 
desi/fnated I:!Y the commissioner is considered to have continued its 
applcation for assistance effective the date the required report ii; 
received by the local agency, if" compIete report ii; received within 
a calendar month after the month in which assistance was received, \ 
except thafi10ilSsiStancesnali be paid for the period beginning with \, 
the end of the month in which The report was due and ending with 
the datetne report was received I:!Y the local agency. 

Sec, 126. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 256.73, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 8. [RECOVERY OF OVERPAYMENTS.] (a) If an amount of 
aid to families with dependent children assistance is pait to " 
recirent III excess ofthe payment due, it shall be recoverable!!y the 
loca agency. The agency shall give written notice to the recipiental' 
its intention to recover the overpayment. 

(b) When an overpayment occurs, the local agency shall recover 
the overpayment from a current recipient I:!Y reducing the amount of 
aid payable to the assistance unit of which the recipient is a member 
for one or more monthly assistance payments until the overpayment 
ii; repaid. For any month in which an overpayment must be 
recovered, recoupment may be made I:!Y reducing the grant but only 
!f the reduced assistance payment, together with the assistance 
unit's total income after deducting work expenses as allowed under 
section 256.74, subdivision 1, clauses (3) and (4), equals at least 95 
percent of the standard of need for the assIStance unit, except that!! 
the overpayment ~ due solely to agency error, this total after 
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deducting allowable work expenses must eq'hal at least 99 percent of 
the standard of need. Notwithstanamg ~ preceding sentence, 
beginning on Uie date on which the commissioner implements !'. 
computerized client eligibirrryand information s~tem in one or 
more counties, all local agencies in the state s all reduce the 
iiSSlstance payment !iY three rrcent of the ---assIstance unit's stan
dard of' need or the amount 0 the montIilY payment, whichever is 
leis] for all overpayments whether or not the overpayment ~ due 
~ to agency error. In cases when there ~ both an overpayment 
and ullderpayment, the local agency shan offset one against Uie 
other in correcting the payment. 

(c) Overpayments iay also be voluntarily repaid, in part or in 
full,~ the individua , in addition to the above aid reductIOns, unW 
the totalamount of the overpayment is repaid. 

(d) The local agency shall make reasonable efforts to recover 
overpayments to persons no longer on assistance in accordance with 
standards adopted in rulefu: the commissioner Ot'human servlCe8. 
The local agency need not attemft to recover overpayments of less 
than $35 PJud to an individua no longer on assistance "IT the 
individual oes not receive assistance a~ain within three years, 
unless the illdIvidual has been convicte of fraud under section 2D6.98.- --- - ----

Sec. 127. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 256.73, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 9. [APPEAL OF OVERPAYMENT DETERMINATIONS.] 
The reciPient may appeal the a~ency's determination that an 
overpayment has occurred in accor ance With section 256.045. 

Sec. 128. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 256.73, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 10. [UNDERPAYMENTS.] The local af,ency shall prom*t1y 
repay the recipient for any underpayment. T e 10caTagency s all 
disregard that payment when determining the assistance unit's 
income and resources in the month when the payment is made and ~ 
the following month. 

Sec. 129. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 256.73, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 11. [COMPLIANCE WITH FEDERAL LAW AND REGU
LATION.] None of the provisions in this section shall be imple
mented to the extent that they violate Tederallaw or regulation. 

~Sec. 130. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 256.736, 
subdivision 1b, is amended to read: 
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Subd. lb. [WORK INCENTIVE SUBSIDIZED HOUSING PRO
GRAM.] Within the limit of available appropriations, employed 
recipients of aid to families with dependent children who meet 
eligibility requirements established by the commissioner of human 
services are eligible for a state housing subsidy as an incentive to 
seek and retain employment. The commissioner of human services 
shall adopt rules for the work incentive subsidized housing program 
using eligibility criteria, subsidy amounts, and an administrative 
system developed jointly by the commissioner of human services and 
the commissioner of jobs and training. Unless superseded l>.l' per
manent rules, emergency rules adopted to implement this section 
remain in effect until July h 1989. The rules must: 

(1) target recipients who are or are likely to become long-term 
recipients or who experience substantial barriers to employment; 

(2) establish a fixed or sliding scale subsidy amount that will 
create a significant work incentive yet enable the program to serve 
the greatest possible number of recipients; 

(3) limit the subsidy to persons who become employed while 
receiving assistance; and 

(4) provide for continued subsidy payments for up to one year after 
termination of assistance to ease the transition from assistance to 
self-sufficiency. 

The program must be coordinated with existing work and training 
programs and must be designed to maximize savings in the aid to 
families with dependent children program. The subsidy must be 
provided as in-kind assistance, and it is not available if it would be 
considered countable income under state and federal requirements. 

Sec. 13l. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 256.736, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 3b. [MANDATORY SCHOOL ATTENDANCE FOR MINOR 
PARENTS.] (a) [DEFINITIONS.] The definitions in this paragraph 
"l'I'lY. to this subdivision. 

(1) "Minor parent" means "" recipient of AFDC who ~ under age 
18, and who ~ the natural or adoptive parent of "" child living with 
the minor parent. 

(2) "School" means: 

(i) an educational program which leads to "" high school diploma. 
The program or coursework may be, but ~ not limited to, a program 
under the post-secondary enrollment options of section 123.3514, a 
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refOlar or alternative program of an elementary or secondary 
sc 001, '" techmcal institute, or '" college; 

(ii) coursework for '" general educational development (GED) 
diploma of not less than six hours of classroom instruction ~ week; 
or 

(iii) any other post-secondary educational program that ~ IlcP: 
proved!!.Y the public school or the local agency under subaIVlsion 11. 

(b) [SCHOOL ATTENDANCE REQUIRED.] Notwithstanding 
section 256.736, subdivision 3, a minor parent must attend school if 
all of the following "EE!.Y:. - -- ---------

(1) the minor parent has no child living with the parent who ~ 
younger than six weeks of age; 

(2) transportation services needed to enable the minor parent to 
attend school are available; . . 

(3) licensed or legal nonlicensed child care services needed to 
enable the minor parent to attend school are available; 

(4) the minor parent has not already graduated from high school 
and has not received ",general educational development (GED) 
diploma; and 

(5) the minor !larent does not have good cause for failing to attend 
school, as provi .ed in paragraph (d). 

(c) [ENROLLMENT AND ATTENDANCE.l The minor parent 
must be enrolled in school and meeting the school's attendance 
requirements. The minor Parent is considereato be attending when 
the minor parent isen:roTle but the school is not in regular session, 
including during holiday and summerlireaks. 

(d) [GOOD CAUSE FOR NOT ATTENDING SCHOOL.] The local 
agenCY shall determine whether good cause for not attendingQr not 
enrolling in school exists, according to this paragraph: . 

(1) Good cause exists when the minor parent is ill or injured 
senouSIYenOllghtoprevent the minor parent rom attendmg school. 

(2) Good cause exists when the minor parent's child is ill or 
injured and the minor parent's presence in the home is required to 
care for the chilO:------------

(3) Good cause exists when the local agency has verified that the 
only available school program requires round trip commuting time 
from the minor parent's residence of more than two hours §y 
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available means of transportation, excluding the time necessary to 
transport CIillCIfen to and from child care. 

(4) Good cause exists when there ~ an interruption in availability 
of child care services. 

(5) Good cause exists when the minor parent has indicated ~ 
desire to attend school, but the piili1ic school system is not providing 
for the minor parent's education and alternative programs are not 
available. 

(6) Good cause exists when the school does not cooperate with the 
locru _cy in provIdIng verilicatWllOf the nunor parent's educa
tion or attendance. 
-- \ 

(7) Good cause exists when the, minor parent or the minor parent's 
child has ~ medical a ointmen or an appointment with the local 
welfare agency, is reruire to, ppear in court during the minor 
parent's normal sChoo hours, or nas .any other obligation consistent 
with the case management contract. 

(e) [FAILURE TO COMPLY.] !fthe school notifies the local agency 
that the minor parent ~ not enrolled or ~ not meeting the school's 
attendance requirements, andthe 10caTa~ency determines that the 
minor parent does not have g'd0acause, ~ local agency shall ar 
the sanctions listed in sub ivision .1 beginmng with the Irst 
payment month after issuance of notice. 

(f) [NOTICE AND HEARING.] A right to notice and fair hearin~ 
shall be provided in accordance with section 256.045 andfue Code o~ 
Federal Regulations, title 45, section 205.10. 

ig2 [SOCIAL SERVICES.] When ~ minor parent has falled to 
attend school and does not have good cause, the local agency shall 
refer the minor parent to SOCIal services tor services,as provided in 
section 257.33. 

(h) [VERIFICATION.] No less often than quarterly, the local 
agency must verify that the minor parent ~ meeting the require
ments of this subdivision-:-N01WITllstanding section 13.32, subdivi
sion 3, when the local agency notifies the school that ~ minor parent 
is subject to this Stilldivision, the school must furmsn verification of 
school enrolfffiellt and attendance to the local agency. 
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Sec. 132. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 256.736, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 3c. [MINOR PARENTS NOT LIVING WITH RELATIVES.) 
(al This SiiDdivision arlies ~ ~ minor Earent who~ not living with 
a parent or other adu t relative and w 0 is not living in a ~ or 
loster home 11Ceiise<f!ii the commIssIoner:- - - - -

(b) For purposes of this subdivision, the following terms have the 
meanings given them: 

(1) "Minor parent" means an aliplicant for or recipient of AFDC 
who ~ under age 18, and wh~ te naturiilor adoptive parent of ~ 
child living with the minor parent. 

(2) "Other adult relative" means a person who qualifies to be an 
eligible relative caretaker foi'"AFUC"; as specille!l in federal reguIa:: 
tions. 

(c) The agency shall determine, for each minor parent who applies 
for or receives AFDC, whether this sectWnajiplies. For ~ minor 
parent to whom this section applies, the local agency shall refer the 
minor pareni to ItS social servIces unit withm 30 days of the date the 
appIlcation or assistance ~ approved for development? ~ social 
service plan as required in sectIOn 257.33. The agen'J snail notify 
the minor parent of the reterral to socJaI services an that cooper
ation in develo in and artici atmTn ~ socialSerVice plan ~ 
required in or er for AFD e igI ility to continue. 

(d) In addition to meeting the requirements of section 257.33, the 
social service plan may, basen-uPan the social service unit's evalu
ation of the minor caretal<ei'Snee sand liarenting abilIties, anatl1e 
heaITh, sruety, and parenting needs of t e minor caretaker's chilif, 
require the minor caretaker to live in !! ~ or foster home or 
participate in available programs which teacnskills in parenting or 
mdependent hvmg. . 

(e) !! the minor parent fails to cooperate in developing or partir
ipating in the social service plane the social services unit shall foti y 
the income maintenance unit 0 llie local agency, whichSlial then 
no~ifY the mmor parent of the aetermmation and of the sa"iiCf1ons in 
su division 4 that will be applied. 

Sec. 133. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 256.736, 
subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [CONDITIONS OF CERTIFICATION.) The commis
sioner of human services shall: 

(1) Arrange for or provide any caretaker or child required to 
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participate in employment and training services pursuant to this 
section with child-care services, transportation, and other necessary 
family services; 

(2) Pay 10 percent of the cost of the work incentive program and 
any other costs that are required of that agency by federal regulation 
for employment and training services for recipients of aid to families 
with dependent children; 

(3) Provide that in determining arecipient's needs any monthly 
incentive training payment made to the recipient by the department 
of jobs and training is disregarded and the additional expenses 
attributable to participation in a program are taken into account in 
grant determination to the extent permitted by federal regulation; 
and 

(4) Provide that wheft i* has aee.. eertifie" 9y the esanty beaffi 
that a earetaker er ehlM reEfaire" ta tlartieitlate in an eratl1eyraent 
ana ti'a;n;ng tlrsgrara has aee.. feHrul 9y the effij31syraent ana 
training ser'fiee tlrs'li"er ta ha¥e refaseEi witReat good _ ta 
tlartieij3ate in atltlrstlriate eratl1syraent ana training serviees er ta 
ha¥e refase" withsat good _ ta &eeeI>t a 00Ba fiEIe eft& at' J*Ihlie 
er ethe¥ eratlleyraent, the esanty beaffi shall tlrs"iee that the county 
board shall impose the sanctions in clause (5) or (6) when the county 
board: 

(a) ~ notified that -'" caretaker or child required to participate in 
employment andti'ainmg services has been found !:>.l': the employ
ment and training service provider to have failed without good 
cause to participate in alpropriate employment and trammg ser
vices or to have failed WIt out good cause to accept -'" bona fide offer 
of' public or other employment; 

(b) determines that a minor parh'nt who is reguired to attend 
school under subdiVlSlon:lli1laS, wit out good cause, failed to attend 
school; 

(c) determines that subdivision 3c applies to a minor parent and 
the mmor parent has, WIthout good cause, falled. to cooperate with 
CIeveropiilent of -'" social service plan or to partICIpate in execution of 
the plan, to live in -'" ~ or foster home, or to particirate in -'" 
program that teaches skills in parenting and independentiving; or 

(d) determines that -'" caretaker has, without good cause, failed to 
attend orientation. 

(5) To the extent permissible ~ federal law, the following 
sanctions must be imposed for a reCIpient's failure to participate in 
required employment and trainin services, education, orientation, 
or the reguirements olsiili ivision 3c: 
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(a) For the first failure, 50 percent of the grant provided to the 
f'fiiillY forfue month following the failure shall be made in theform 
o protective orvetidor payments; -

(b) For the second and subsequent failures, the entire grant 
proviaeatofue faA'ily must be made in the form of protective or 
vendor payments. ssistance provr.rea to the family must be in tfie 
form of protective or vendor payments until the recipient compileS 
with the requirement; and 

(c) When protective payments are re~uired, the local agency may 
continue payments to the caretaker r !! protect1veJiayee cannot 
reasonably be found. 

(6) When the sanctions Ilrovided ~ clause (5) are not permissible 
undeiTederal law, the fo owing sanctions SIlaiIlJe imposed for !! 
recipient's failure to participate in required empIoyment and train
~ services;edilcation, orientation, or the requirements orsuOiIIVr: 
sion 3c: 

(a) If the caretaker maI<eg the Feflisai fails to participate, the 
caretaker's needs shall not be taken into account in making the 
grant determination, and aid for any dependent child in the family 
will be made in the form of protective or vendor payments, except 
that when protective payments are made, the local agency may 
continue payments to the caretaker if a protective payee cannot 
reasonably be found. The standard of assistance for the remaining 
eligible members of the assistance unit is the stanaard that ~ used 
in other instances in which the caretaker is excluded from the 
assIStance unit for noncompnaIiCe with ~ program -reguirement.-

(b) Aid with respect to a dependent child will be denied if a child 
who maI<eg the reflisai fails to participate is the only child receiving 
aid in the family. 

(c) If there is more than one child receiving aid in the family, aid 
for the child who maI<eg the reflisai fails to participate will be denied 
and the child's needs will not be taken into account in making the 
grant determination. 

(d) If the assistance unit's eligibility is based on the nonexempt 
principal earner's unemployment and this principal earner fails .,., 
reflises without good cause to participate or to accept employment, 
the entire assistance unit is ineligible for benefits under sections 
256.72 to 256.87. 

Sec. 134. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 256.736, 
subdivision 11, is amended to read: 
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Subd, 11. [CASE MANAGEMENT SERVICES,] (a) For clients 
described in subdivision 2a, the case manager shall: 

(1) Assess the education, skills, and ability of the caretaker to 
secure and retain a job which, when added to child support, will 
support the caretaker's family, The case manager must work with 
the caretaker in completing this task; 

(2) Set goals and develop a timetable for completing education and 
employment goals, The case manager must work with the caretaker 
in completing this task, For caretakers who are not literate or who 
have not completed high school, the first goal for the caretaker must 
be to complete literacy training or a general education diploma, 
Caretakers who are literate and have completed high school shall be 
counseled to set realistic attainable goals, taking into account the 
long-term needs of both the caretaker and the caretaker's family; 

(3) Coordinate services such as child care, transportation, and 
education assistance necessary to enable the caretaker to work 
toward the goals developed in clause (2), When a client needs child 
care services in order to attend a Minnesota public or nonprofit 
college, university or technical institute, the case manager shall 
contact the appropriate agency to reserve child care funds for the 
client. A caretaker who needs child care services in order to complete 
high school or a general education diploma is eligible for child care. 
under section 268,91; 

(4) Develop, execute, and monitor a contract between the local 
agency and the caretaker, The contract must include: (a) specific 
goals of the caretaker including stated measurements of progress 
toward each goal; (b) specific services provided by the county agency; 
and (c) conditions under which the county will withdraw the services 
provided; 

The contract may include other terms as desired or needed by 
either party. In all cases, however, the case manager must ensure 
that the caretaker has set forth in the contract realistic goals 
consistent with the ultimate goal of self-sufficiency for the careta
ker's family; and 

(5) Develop and refer caretakers to counseling or peer group 
networks for emotional support while participating in work, educa
tion, or training. 

(b) In addition to the duties in paragraph (a), for minor parents 
and pregnant minors, the case manager shall: 

(1) Ensure that the contract developed under paragraph (a)(4) 
considers all factors set forth in section 257,33, subdivision 2; t>H4 
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(2) Assess the housing and support systems needed by the care
taker in order to provide the dependent children with adequate 
parenting. The case manager shall encourage minor parents and 
pregnant minors who are not living with friends or relatives to live 
in a group home or foster care setting. If minor parents and pregnant 
minors are unwilling to live in a group home or foster care setting or 
if no group home or foster care setting is available, the case manager 
shall assess the miBeF papeBt's their need for training in parenting 
and independent living skills ana when appropriate shall refer 
apppeppiate miBeF papeRts them to available counseling programs 
designed to teach needed skIns; and 

(3) Inform minor parents or pregnant minors of, and assist them 
in evaluating the appropriateness of, the hir.h school graauation 
incentives program under section 126.22, inc uding post'secondary 
enrollment options, and the employment related and community 
based instruction programs. 

(c) A caretaker may request a conciliation conference to attempt to 
resolve disputes regarding the contents of a contract developed 
under this section or a 'housing and support systems assessment 
conducted under this section. The caretaker may request a hearing 
pursuant to section 256.045 to dispute the contents of a contract or 
assessment developed under this section. The caretaker need not 
request a conciliation conference in order to request a hearing 
pursuant to section 256.045. 

Sec. 135. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 256.76, subdivision 1, 
is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. Upon the completion of """'" the investigation the 
county agency shall decide whether the child is eligible for assis
tance under the provisions of sections 256.72 to 256.87, and deter
mine the amount of"""'" the assistance, and the date on which """'" 
the assistance shallllegffi oegins. 12 decision on an application for 
assistance must be made as promptly as possihle and no more than 
30 days from the date of application. Notwithstanding section 
393.07, the county agency shall not delay approval or issuance of 
assistance pending formal action of the county board of commission
ers. The first month's grant shall be based upon that portion of the 
month from the date of application, or from the date that the 
applicant meets all eligibility factors, whichever occurs later, pro
vided that on the date that assistance is first requested, the local 
agency shall inquire and determine whether the person requesting 
assistance is in immediate need of food, shelter, clothing, or other 
emergency assistance. If an emergency need is found to exist, the 
applicant shall be granted assistance pursuant to section 256.871 
within a reasonable period of time. It shall make a grant of 
assistance which shall be binding upon the county and be complied 
with by the county until"""'" the grant is modified or vacated. If the 
applieaBt is sallSeEtaeBtly re.m;r-te have been eligible fe¥ assistaBee 
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lH>der sectisns ~ te 288,87, assistance rendered lH>der sectisn 
28€Ul71 HH>St be csnsidered as a regular AFI}G flayment and net a 
flayment lH>der sectisn 288.871. The county agency shall notify the 
applicant of its decision in writing. Stteh The assistance shall be 
paid monthly to the applicant or to the vendor of medical care upon 
order of the county agency from funds appropriated to the county 
agency for this purpose. The county agency shall, upon the granting 
of assistance under these sections, file an order on the form to be 
approved by the state agency with the auditor of the county and 
thereafter. After the order is filed, warrants shall be drawn and 
payments -made only in accordance with this order to or for recipi
ents of this assistance or in accordance with any subsequent order. 

Sec. 136. [256.925] [OPTIONAL VOTER REGISTRATION FOR 
PUBLIC ASSISTANCE APPLICANTS AND RECIPIENTS.] 

A county agency shall provide voter registration cards to every 
individual eligible to vote who applies for ~ public assistance 
pro~am at the time application ill made. The agency shall also 
maE; voter registration cards available to ~ public assistance 
recipient upon the recipienrsrequest or at the time of the recipient's 
eligibility redetermination. The county agency shall assist ."!.Plili:. 
cants and recipients in completing the voter registration cards, as 
needed. Applicants must be informed that completion of the cards is 
optional. Completed forms shall be collected by agency employees 
and submitted to proper election officials. 

Sec. 137. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 256.936, 
is amended to read: 

256.936 [CHILDREN'S HEALTH PLAN.] 

Subdivision 1. [DEFINITIONS.] For purposes of this section the 
following terms shall have the meanings given them: 

(a) "Eligible persons" means flFegnant wsmen and children lH>der 
sH. years aid who are one y{ar of age or older but less than nine 
years of age whohave gross amily incomes that are equal to or less 
than 185 percent of the federal poverty guidelines and who are not 
eligible for medical assistance under chapter 256B or general 
assistance medical care under chapter 256D and who are not 
otherwise insured for the covered services. Eligibility fer flregnaHt 
wsmen shall csntin"e fer W days flsstflart"m te ftllew fer feUsw "fl 
visit&, The period of eligibility extends from the first day of the 
month in which the child's first birthday occurs to the last day of the 
month in which the child OeCOmes nine years old. 

(b) "Covered services" means flrenatal care services and children's 
health services. 
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(c) "PFe:aatal eare seFviees" meaftS the 8utpatieHt seFyiees pro
¥ided te "reg"a"t '1{eHle" wffieh are "'eEiieaUy "eeessary fel' the 
"regRa"ey. Physieia" er eertified "urse Hlidwife serviees fel'deliv
ery are i"eluded but i""atieat hes"ital serviees are ..at i"eluded .. 

W "Children's health services" means the health services reim
bursed under chapter 256B, with the exception of inpatient hospital 
services, private duty nursing services, orthodontic services, medi
cal transportation services, personal care assistant- and case man
agement services, hospice car'e' services, nursing -home or 
intermediate care facilities services, and mental health and chemi-
cal dependency services. . 

W (d) "Eligible providers" means those health care providers who 
provide "re"atal eare serviees ami children's health services to 
medical assistance clients under rules established by the commis
sioner for that program. Reimbursement under this section shall be 
at the same rates and conditions established for medical assistance. 
A "rwAder sf "re"atal eare serviees shall assess whether the 
"reg"a"t weHla" is at risk sf deliveri"g a lew Birth weight baBy er 
has a health ee .. ditio" whieh HlaY i"erease the "reB aBility sf a 
"roBle", birtlr. 

ffi (e) "Commissioner" means the commISSlQner of human ser
VIces. 

Subd. 2. [PLAN ADMINISTRATION.] The children's health plan 
is establishedto promote access to appropriate ~y health care 
fel' "regnant '.ve",e" ami to assure healthy . ami healthy 
children. The commissioner shall establish an office for the state 
administration of this plan. The plan shall be used to provide 
"renatal eare ami children's health services for eligible persons. 
Payment for these services shall be made to all eligible providers. 
The commissioner shall establish marketing efforts to encourage 
potentially eligible persons to .receive information about the pro
gram and about other medical care programs administered or 
supervised Qy the department of human services. A toll-free tele
phone number must be used to provide information about the plaa 
medicall?rograms and to promote access to the covered services. The 
commissIOner must make a quarterly assessment of the expected 
expenditures for the covered services and the appropriation. Based 
on this assessment the commissioner may limit enrollments and 
target former aid to families with dependent children recipients. If 
sufficient money is not available to cover all costs incurred in one 
quarter, the commissioner may seek an additional authorization for 
funding from the legislative advisory committee .. 

Subd. 3. [APPLICATION PROCEDURES.] Applications and other 
information must be made available ;., to provider offices, local 
human services agencies, school districts;-public and private ele
mentary schools in which 25 percent or more ofthe students receive 
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free or reduced price lunches, community health offices, and Women, 
Infants and Children (WIC) program sites. These sites may accept 
applications, collect the enrollment fee, and forward the forms and 
fees to the commissioner. Otherwise, applicants may apply directly 
to the commissioner. The commissioner may use individuals' social 
security numbers as identifiers for purposes of administering the 
plan and conduct data matches to verify income. Applicants shall 
submit evidence offamily income, earned and unearned, that will be 
used to verify income eligibility. Notwithstanding any other law to 
the contrary, benefits under this section are secondary to any a plan 
of insurance or benefit program under which an eligible person may 
have coverage. The commissioner shall identify eligible persons who 
may have coverage or benefits under other plans of insurance or who 
become eligible for medical assistance. 

Subd. 4. [ENROLLMENT FEE.] An enroilment fee ef $<Ie is 
requireEi Hers eligible persons ter prenatal eare serviees and an 
annual enrollment fee of $25" not to exceed $150 ~ family, is 
required from eligible persons for children's health services. 'l'hekes 
may he paid together at the time ef enroilment er as twe payment 
instailments. Enrollment fees must be deposited in the public health 
fund and are appropriated to the commissioner for the children's 
health plan program. The commissioner shall make an annual 
redetermination of continued eligibility and identify people who 
may become eligible for medical assistance. 

Sec. 138. [256.9655] [PAYMENTS TO MEDICAL PROVIDERS.] 

The commissioner shall establish procedures to analyze and 
correct problems assoCIated with medical care claims preparatiOii 
and processing under the medical assistance, general assistance 
medical care, and children's health plan programs. At !'o minimum, 
the commissioner shall: 

ill designate a full-time position as a liaison between the depart
ment of human services and providers; 

(2) analyze impediments to timely processing of claims, provide 
information and consultation to providers, and develop methods to 
resolve or reduce problems; 

(3) provide to each acute-care hospital a quarterly listing of claims 
received and identify claims that have been suspended and the 
reason the claims were suspended; 

(4) provide education and information on reasons for rejecting and 
suspending claims and identify methods that would avoid multiple 
submissions of claims; and 
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(5) for each acute-care hospital, identify and prioritize claims that 
are in jeopardy of exceeding time factors that eliminate payment. 

Sec. 139. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 256.969, 
subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [RATES FOR INPATIENT HOSPITALS.] On July 1, 
1984, the commissioner shall begin to utilize to the extent possible 
existing classification systems, including Medicare. The. commis
sioner may incorporate the grouping of hospitals with similar 
characteristics for uniform rates upon the development and imple
mentation of the diagnostic classification system. Prior to imple
mentation of the diagnostic classification system, the commissioner 
shall report the proposed grouping of hospitals to the senate health 
and human services committee and the house health and welfare 
committee. The computation of the base year cost per admission and 
the computation of the relative values of the diagnostic categories 
must include identified outlier cases and their weighted costs up to 
the point that they become outlier cases, but must exclude costs and 
days beyond that point. Claims paid for care provided on or after 
August 1, 1985, shall be adjusted to reflect a recomputation of rates, 
unless disapproved by the federal Health Care Financing Adminis
tration. The state shall pay the state share of the adjustment for care 
provided on or after August 1, 1985, up to and including June 30, 
1987, whether or not the adjustment is approved by the federal 
Health Care Financing Administration. The commissioner may 
reconstitute the diagnostic categories to reflect actual hospital 
practices, the specific character of specialty hospitals, or to reduce 
variances within the diagnostic categories after notice in the State 
Register and a 3D-day comment period. After May 1, 1986, acute care 
hospital billings under the medical assistance and general assis
tance medical care programs must not be submitted until the 
recipient is discharged. However, the commissioner shall establish 
monthly interim payments with inpatient hospitals that have indi
vidual patient lengths of stay in excess of 30 days regardless of 
diagnosis-related group. For purposes of establishing interim rates, 
the commissioner is exempt from the requirements of chapter 14. 
Medical assistance and general assistance medical care reimburse
ment for treatment of mental illness shall be reimbursed based upon 
diagnosis classifications. The commissioner may selectively contract 
with hospitals for services within the diagnostic classifications 
relating to mental illness and chemical dependency under compet
itive bidding when reasonable geographic access by recipients can be 
assured. No physician shall be denied the privilege of treating a 
recipient required to utilize a hospital under contract with the 
commissioner, as long as the physician meets credentialing stan
dards of the individual hospital. Effective July 1, 1988, the commis
sioner shall limit the annual increase in pass-through cost payments 
for depreciation, rents and leases, and interest expense to the 
annual growth in the e8BBliffieF jlFiee iH<le.. f& all HFI>aB e8BSliffieFS 
fePI U) hospital cost index described in section 256.969, subdivision 
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1. When computing budgeted pass-through cost payments, the 
commissioner shall use the annual increase in the GPI-Y hospital 
cost index forecasted by Data Resources, Inc. consistent with the 
quarter of the hospital's fiscal year end. In final settlement of 
pass-through cost payments, the commissioner shall use the GPI-Y 
hospital cost index for the month in which the hospital's fiscal year 
ends compared to the same month one year earlier. 

Sec. 140. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 256.969, 
subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS.] (a) In determining the 
rate the commissioner of humfl.!l. services will take into consider
ation whether the following circuffistaoces exist: 

(1) minimal medical assistance and general assistance medical 
care utilization; 

(2) unusual length of stay experience; and 

(3) disproportionate numbers of low-income patients served. 

(b) To the extent of available appropriations, the commissioner 
shall provide supplemental grants directly to a hospital described in 
section 256B.031, subdivision 10, paragraph (a), that receives med
ical assistance payments through a county-managed health plan 
that serves only residents of the county. The payments must be 
designed to compensate for actuarially demonstrated higher health 
care costs within the county, for the population served by the plan, 
that are not reflected in the plan's rates under section 256B.031, 
subdivision 4. 

(c) For inpatient hospital originally paid admissions, excluding 
medicare cross-overs, provided from July h 1988, through June 30, 
1989, hospitals with 100 or fewer medical assistance annualized 
paid admissions, excluding medicare cross-overs, that were paid l>Jr 
March 1, 1988, for admissions paid during the period January h 
1987, to June 30, 1987, shall have medical assistance inpatient 
payments increased 30 percent. Hospitals with more than 100 but 
fewer than 250 medical assistance annualized paid admissions, 
excluding medicare cross-overs, that were paid!i.r March h 1988, for 
admissions paid during the period January h 1987, to June 30, 
1987, shall have medical assistance inpatient payments increased 
20 percent for inpatient hospital originally paid admissions, exclud
!!!g medIcare cross-overs, provided from July 1, 1988, through June 
30, 1989. This provision applies only to hospitals that have 100 or 
fewerIlcellsed beds on March h 1988:- -- --- -- -

Sec. 141. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 256B.02, 
subdivision 8, is amended to read: 
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S~bd. S. [MEDICAL ASSISTANCE; MEDICAL CARE.] "Medical 
assistance" or "medical care" means payment of part or all of the cost 
ofthe fullewing care and services identified in subdivisions Sa to !!.y, 
for eligible individuals whose income and resources are insufficient 
to meet all of this cost,. 

ru Subd. Sa. [INPATIENT HOSPITAL SERVICES.] Medical as
sistance covers inpatient hospital services. A second medical opinion 
IS required prior to reimbursement for elective surgeries requiring a 
second opinion. The commissioner shall publish in the State Regis
ter a list of elective surgeries that require a second medical opinion 
prior to reimbursement, and the criteria and standards for deciding 
whether an elective surgery should require a second medical opin
ion. The list and the criteria and standards are not subject to the 
requirements of sections 14.01 to 14.69. The commissioner's decision 
whether a second medical opinion is required, made in accordance 
with rules governing that decision, is not subject to administrative 
appeal" 

t2} Subd. Sb.· [SKILLED AND INTERMEDIATE NURSING 
CAREJlVle{Iicruassistance covers skilled nursing home services and 
services of intermediate care facilities, including training and 
habilitation services, as defined in section 252.41, subdivision 3, for 
persons with mental retardation or related conditions who are 
residing in intermediate care facilities for persons with mental 
retardation or related conditions. Medical assistance must not be 
used to pay the costs of nursing care provided to a patient in a swing 
bed as defined in section 144.562h unless (a) the facility in which the 
awing bed is located ~ eligible as -'" sole community prOViOeT, as 

efined in COde of Federal Regulations, title 42, section 412.92, or 
the facility is -'" public hospital owned !>y a governmental entIty with 
15 or fewer licensed acute-care beds; (b) the health care financing 
administration approves the necessary state plan aIDenaments; (c) 
the patient was screened as provided in section 256B.091; (d) the 
Ilatient no longer requires acute-care services; and (e) no nursi~g 

orne beds are avaIlable wIthm.25 mIles ofthetaClhty. The daiY 
IDedlcal assistance payment for nursing care for the patient in ~ 
swing bed ~ the statewide average medical assistance skilled 
nursing care ~ diem as computed annually !ir the commissioner on 
July! of each year. . 

W Subd. Sc. [PHYSICIANS' SERVICES.] Medical assistance 
covers physicians' servicest..:. 

W Subd. Sd.[OUTPATIENT AND CLINIC SERVICES.] Medical 
assistance covers outpatient hospital or nonprofit community health 
clinic services or physician-directed clinic services. The physician
directed clinic staff shall include at least two physicians, one of 
whom is on the premises whenever the clinic is open, and all services 
shall be provided under the direct supervision of the physician who 
is on the premises. Hospital outpatient departments are subject to 
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the same limitations and reimbursements as other enrolled vendors 
for all services, except initial triage, emergency services, and 
services not provided or immediately available in clinics, physicians' 
offices, or by other enrolled providers. A second medical opinion is 
required before reimbursement for elective surgeries requiring a 
second opinion. The commissioner shall publish in the State Regis
ter a list of elective surgeries that require a second medical opinion 
before reimbursement and the criteria and standards for deciding 
whether an elective surgery should require a second surgical opin
ion. The list and the criteria and standards are not subject to the 
requirements of sections 14.01 to 14.69. The commissioner's decision 
whether a second medical opinion is required, made in accordance 
with rules governing that decision, is not subject to administrative 
appeal. "Emergency services" means those medical services re
quired for the immediate diagnosis and treatment of medical condi
tions that, if not immediately diagnosed and treated, could lead to 
serious physical or mental disability or death or are necessary to 
alleviate severe pain. Neither the hospital, its employees, nor any 
physician or dentist, shall be liable in any action arising out of a 
determination not to render emergency services or care ifreasonable 
care is exercised in determining the condition of the person, or in 
determining the appropriateness of the facilities, or the qualifica
tions and availability of personnel to render these services consis
tent with this section;c 

W Subd. Se. [COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTER SERVICES.] 
MedicarasBistance covers community mental health center services, 
as defined in rules adopted by the commissioner pursuant to section 
256B.04, subdivision 2, and provided by a community mental health 
center as defined in section 245.62, subdivision 2t 

W Subd. Sf. [HOME HEALTH CARE.] Medical assistance covers 
home healtncare servicestc 

fA Subd. §R: [PRIVATE DUTY NURSING.] Medical assistance 
covers privateauty nursing servicest: 

@ Subd. Sh. [PHYSICAL THERAPY] Medical assistance covers 
physical therapy and related services;c 

AA Subd. Si. [DENTAL SERVICES.] Medical assistance covers 
dental services, excluding cast metal restorations;c 

B4f Subd. §i [LABORATORY AND X-RAY SERVICES.] Medical 
assistance covers laboratory and X-ray services" 

Wi Subd. Sk. [NURSE ANESTHETIST SERVICES.] Medical 
assistancec0vers nurse anesthetist services. 

Subd. SI. [EYEGLASSES, DENTURES, AND PROSTHETIC DE-
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VICES.] ~ feliBwiftg Medical. assistance covers eyeglasses, den
tures, and irosthetic devices if prescribed by a hcensedpractitionen 
<Ifltgs, eye lasses, aemapes, aBEl jlFBstaetie ae'liees. 

Subd. Sm. [DRUGS.] (a) Medical assistance covers drugs if pre
scnoeao--.y ~ licensed praCtitioner. The commissioner sha I designate 
a formulary committee Whleb Shall to advise the commissioner on 
the names of drugs for which payment shall be is made, recommend 
a system for reimbursing providers on a set Tee or charge basis 
rather than the present system, and develop methods encouraging 
use of generic drugs when they are less expensive and equally 
effective as trademark drugs. The commissioner shall appoint the 
formulary committee members no later than 30 days following July 
1, 19S1. The formulary .committee shall consist of nine members, 
four of whom shall be physicians who are not employed by the 
department of human services, and a majority of whose practice is 
for persons paying privately or through health insurance, three of 
whom shall be pharmacists who are not employed by the department 
of human services, and a majority of whose practice is for persons 
paying privately or through health insurance, a consumer represen
tative, and a nursing home representative. Committee members 
shall serve two-year terms and shall serve without compensation. 
The commissioner may establish a drug formulary. Its establish
ment and publication shall not be subject to the requirements of the 
administrative procedure act, but the formulary committee shall 
review and comment on the formulary contents. Prior authorization 
may be required by the commissioner, with the consent of the drug 
formulary committee, before certain formulary drugs are eligible for 
payment. The formulary shall not include: drugs or products for 
which there is no federal funding; over-the-counter drugs, except for 
antacids, acetaminophen, family planning products, aspirin, insu
lin, prenatal vitamins, and vitamins' for children under the age of 
seven; or any other over-the-counter drug identified by the commis
sioner, in consultation with the appropriate professional consultants 
under contract with or employed by the state agency, as necessary, 
appropriate and cost effective for the treatment of certain specified 
chronic diseases, conditions or disorders, and this determination 
shall not be subject to the requirements of chapter 14, the adminis
trative procedure act; nutritional products, except for those products 
needed for treatment of phenylketonuria, hyperlysinemia, maple 
syrup urine disease, a combined allergy to human milk, cow milk, 
and soy formula, or any other childhood or adult diseases, condi
tions, or disorders identified by the commissioner as requiring a 
similarly necessary nutritional product; anorectics; and drugs for 
which medical value has not been established. Separate payment 
shall not be made for nutritional products for residents oflong-term 
care facilities; payment for dietary requirements is a component of 
the per diem rate paid to. these facilities. Payment to drug vendors 
shall not be modified before the formulary is established except that 
the commissioner shall not permit payment for any drugs which may 
not by law be included in the formulary, and the commissioner's 
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determination shall not be subject to chapter 14, the administrative 
procedure act. The commissioner shall publish conditions for pro
hibiting payment for specific drugs after considering the formulary 
committee's recommendations. 

(b) The basis for determining the amount of payment shaIl be the 
lower of the actual acquisition costs of the drugs plus a fixed 
dispensing fee established by the commissioner, the maximum 
aIlowable cost set by the federal government or by the commissioner 
plus the fixed dispensing fee or the usual and customary price 
charged to the public. Actual acquisition cost includes quantity and 
other special discounts except time and cash discounts. The actual 
acquisition cost of a drug may be estimated by the commissioner. 
The maximum aIlowable cost of a multisource drug may be set by 
the commissioner and it shaIl be comparable to, but no higher than, 
the maximum amount paid by other third party payors in this state 
who have maximum aIlowable cost programs. Establishment of the 
amount of payment for drugs shaIl not be subject to the require
ments of the administrative procedure act. An additional dispensing 
fee of$.30 may be added to the dispensing fee paid to pharmacists for 
prescriptions dispensed to residents oflong-term care facilities when 
a unit dose blister card system, approved by the department, is used. 
Under this type of dispensing system, the pharmacist must dispense 
a 30-day supply of drug. The National Drug Code (NDC) from the 
drug container used to fiIl the blister card must be identified on the 
claim to the department. The unit dose blister card containing the 
drug must meet the packaging standards set forth in Minnesota 
Rules, part 6800.2700, that govern the return of unused drugs to the 
pharmacy for reuse. The pharmacy provider wiIl be required to 
credit the department for the actual acquisition cost of all unused 
drugs that are eligible for reuse. Whenever a genericaIly equivalent 
product is available, payment shaIl be on the basis of the actual 
acquisition cost of the generic drug, unless the prescriber specifi
caIly indicates "dispense as written" on the prescription as required 
by section 151.21, subdivision 2. Netwithstanding the abeve jH'6¥i
siens, Implementation of any change in the fixed dispensing fee 
wffieh that has not been subject to the administrative procedure act 
shall be is limited to not more than 180 days, unless, during that 
time, the-commissioner shall ha¥e initiated initiates rulemaking 
through the administrative procedure act;, 

g.g} Subd. 8n. [DIAGNOSTIC, SCREENING, AND PREVEN
TIVE SERVICES.] Medical assistance covers diagnostic, screening, 
and preventive services. "Preventive services" include services re
lated to pregnancy, including services for those conditions which 
may complicate a pregnancy and which may be available to a 
pregnant woman determined to be at risk of poor pregnancy out
come. Preventive services available to a woman at risk of poor 
pregnancy outcome may differ in an amount, duration, or scope from 
those available to other individuals eligible for medical assistance;, 
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~ Subd. 80. [HEALTH PLAN PREMIUMS.) Medical assistance 
covers healthcare prepayment plan premiums and insurance pre
miums if paid directly to a vendor and supplementary medical 
insurance benefits under Title XVIII of the Social Security Act. For 
purposes of obtaining Medicare part B, expenditures may be made 
even if federal funding is not available;, 

841 Subd. ~ [ABORTION SERVICES.) Medical assistance cov
ers abortion services, but only if one of the following conditions is 
met: 

(a) The abortion is a medical necessity. "Medical necessity" means 
(1) the signed written statement of two physicians indicating the 
abortion is medically necessary to prevent the death of the mother, 
and (2) the patient has given her consent to the abortion in writing 
unless the patient is physically or legally incapable of providing 
informed consent to the procedure, in which case consent will be 
given as otherwise provided by law; 

(b) The pregnancy is the result of criminal sexual conduct as 
defined in section 609.342, clauses (c), (d), (e)(i), and (0, and the 
incident is reported within 48 hours after the incident occurs to a 
valid law enforcement agency for investigation, unless the victim is 
physically unable to report the criminal sexual conduct, in which 
case the report shall be- made within 48 hours after the victim 
becomes physically able to report the criminal sexual conduct; or 

(c) The pregnancy is the result of incest, but only if the incident 
and relative are reported to a valid law enforcement agency for 
investigation prior to the abortion" 

w;} Subd. ~ [TRANSPORTATION COSTS.) Medical assistance 
covers transportation costs incurred solely for obtaining emergency 
medical care or transpOl:tation costs incurred by nonambulatory 
persons in obtaining emergency ·or nonemergency medical care 
when paid directly to an ambulance company, 'common carrier, or 
other recognized providers of transportation services. For the pur
pose of this clause, a person who is incapable of transport by taxicab 
or bus shall be considered to be nonambulatory,. 

fl6f Subd. 8r. [BUS OR TAXICAB TRANSPORTATION.) To the 
extent authorized by rule of the state agency, medical assistance 
covers costs of bus or taxicab' transportation incurred by any 
ambulatory eligible person for obtaining nonemergency medical 
caret.: 

fl-1j Subd. 8s. [PERSONAL CARE ASSISTANTS.] Medical assis
tance covers personal care assistant services provided by an individ
ual, not a relative, who is qualified to provide the services, where the 
services are prescribed by a physician in accordance with a plan of 
treatment and are supervised by a registered nurse. Payments to 
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personal care assistants shall be adjusted annually to reflect 
changes in the cost of living or of providing services by the average 
annual adjustment granted to vendors such as nursing homes and 
home health agencies;, 

g,g} Subd. 8t. [MENTAL ILLNESS CASE MANAGEMENT.] To 
the extent authorized by rule of the state agency, medical assistance 
covers case management services to persons with serious and 
persistent mental illness" 

WI} Subd. 8u. [CASE MANAGEMENT FOR BRAIN INJURED 
PERSONS.] To the extent authorized by rule of the state agency, 
medical assistance covers case management services to persons with 
brain injuriest.: 

fil()f Subd. 8v. [HOSPICE CARE.] Medical assistance covers 
hospice care services under Public Law Number 99-272, section 
9505, to the extent authorized by rule; and, 

f2.B Subd. 8w. [DAY TREATMENT SERVICES.] Medical assis
tance covers day treatment services as specified in sections 245.462, 
subdivision 8, and 245.471, subdivision 3, that are provided under 
contract with the county board. 

Subd. 8x. [OTHER MEDICAL OR REMEDIAL CARE.] Medical 
asSlStaiicecovers any other medical or remedial care licensed and 
recognized under state law unless otherwise prohibited by law, 
except licensed chemical dependency treatment programs or pri
mary treatment or extended care treatment units in hospitals that 
are covered under Laws 1986, chapter 394, sections 8 to 20. The 
commissioner shall include chemical dependency services in the 
state medical assistance plan for federal reporting purposes, but 
payment must be made under Laws 1986, chapter 394, sections 8 to 
20. The commissioner shall publish in the State Register a list of 
elective surgeries that require a second medical opinion before 
medical assistance reimbursement, and the criteria and standards 
for deciding whether an elective surgery should require a second 
medical opinion. The list and criteria and standards are not subject 
to the requirements of sections 14.01 to 14.69. 

Subd. 8y. [SECOND OPINION OR PRIOR AUTHORIZATION 
REQUIRED.] The commissioner shall publish in the State Register 
a list of health services that require prior authorization, as well as 
the criteria and standards used to select health services on the list. 
The list and the criteria and standards used to formulate it are not 
subject to the requirements of sections 14.01 to 14.69. The commis
sioner's decision whether prior authorization is required for a health 
service or a second medical opinion is required for an elective 
surgery is not subject to administrative appeal. 
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Sec. 142. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 256B.031, 
subdivision 5, is amended to read: 

Subd. 5. [FREE CHOICE LIMITED.] (a) The commissioner may 
require recipients of aid to families with dependent children, e.teejlt 
tOOse Feei!'ieftts wOO are .efugees aOO, wOOse health sen'iees are 
.eiml .... sed l()() l'eFeeftt by the fede ... 1 ge,'eFftmeftt Hw the fffst M 
msffins afteF eHtFy 'inte the Uftited States, to enroll in a prepaid 
health plan and receive services from or through the prepaid health 
plan, with the following exceptions: 

(1) recipients who are refugees and whose health services are 
reimbursed 100 percent iJ.Y. the federal government for the first 24 
months after entry into ~ United States; and 

(2) recipients who are placed in -"- foster home or facility. IT 
placement occurs before the seventh drY prior to the end of an~ 
month, the recipient will 6eaisenrol1ed rom the recipient'S prepai 
health plan effective the first df of the following month. If 
PIaCeffient occurs after the seventh ()".Y oetOre the end of any montn, 
that recipient will be disenrolled trom the prepaIdliealth plan on 
the first ray of the second month fOTIOwing placement. The prepaw 
health p an must provide all services set forth in subdivision ~ 
during the interim period. ' 

Enrollment in a prepaid health plan is mandatory only when 
recipients have a choice of at least two prepaid health plans. 

(b) Recipients who become eligible on or after December 1, 1987, 
must choose a health plan within 30 days of the date eligibility is 
determined. At the time of application, the local agency shall ask 
the recipient whether the recipient has a primary health care 
provider. If the recipient has not chosen a health plan within 30 days 
but has provided the local agency with the nameof,a .. primary 
health care provider, the local agency shall determine whether the 
provider participates in a prepaid health plan available to the 
recipient and, if so, the local agency shall select that plan on the 
recipient's behalf. If the recipient has not provided the name of a 
primary health care provider who participates in an available 
prepaid health plan, commissioner shall randomly assign the recip
ient to a health plan. 

(c) Reeil'ients wOO are eligible 8H NWlembeF W, 1981, mnst ehoose 
.. I'Fel'"id health f'lan by J"nu"FY M;- 1988. If possible, the local 
agency shall ask whether the recipient has a primary health care 
provider and the procedures under paragTaph (b) shall apply. If a 
recipient, does not choose a prepaid health plan by this date, the 
commissioner shall randomly assign the recipient to a health plan. 

(d) Eaeh Feeil'ient mnst be enFolled in the health f'lan Hw .. 
minim ..... af '** months fallowing the e/feeti'!e date af eft,oliment, 
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eJ<eept that the Feeiflient may ehtmge health fllaas _ withH> the 
HPst W days aftep iBitial em·allment. The commissioner shall 
request a waiver from the federal Health Care Financing Adminis
tration til elfiena the minimum peFieft til ~ manths to limit a 
recipient's ability to change health plaRs to once every six or 12 
months. Ifsuch a waIver is obtamed, eac recipient must be enrolfea 
in the health plan for ~ minimum of six or 12 moIilli8." A recipient 
may change health plans once within thenrst 60 days :Uter initial 
enrollment. . 

(e) Women who are receiving medical assistance due to pregnancy 
and later become eligible for aid to families with dependent children 
are not required to choose a prepaid health plan until 60 days 
postpartum. An infant born as a result of that pregnancy must be 
enrolled in a prepaid health plan at the same time as the mother. 

(f) If third-party coverage is available to a recipient through 
enrollment in a prepaid health plan through employment, through 
coverage by the former spouse, or if a duty of support has been 
imposed by law, order, decree, or judgment of a court under section 
518.551, the obligee or recipient shall participate in the prepaid 
health plan in which the obligee has enrolled provided that the 
commissioner has contracted with the plan. 

Sec. 143. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 256B.042, 
subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [LIEN ENFORCEMENT.] The state agency may perfect 
and enforce its lien by following the procedures setJorth in sections 
514.69,514.70 and 514.71, and its verified lien statement shall be 
filed with the appropriate court administrator in the county of 
financial responsibility. The verified lien statement shall contain 
the following: the name and address of the person to whom medical 
care was furnished, the date of injury, the name and address of the 
vendor or vendors furnishing medical care, the dates of the service, 
the amount claimed to be due for the care, and, to the best of the 
state agency's knowledge, the names and addresses of all persons, 
firms, or corporations claimed to be liable for damages arising from 
the injuries. This section shall not affect the priority of any attor
ney's lien. The state agency is not subject to any limitations period 
referred to in section 514.69 or 514.71 and has one year from the 
date notice is received by it under subdivision 4l paragraph i£2,. or 
one year from the date medical bills are first paid I>,y the state 
agency, wlllchever ~ later, to file its venfieCI'Tien statement."'TM 
state agency may commence an action to enforce the lien within one 
year of (1) the date the notice required I>,y subdivision 4, paragraph 
(c), is received or (2) the date the recipient's cause of action is 
concluded by judgment, award, settlement, or otherwise, whichever 
is later. 
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Sec. 144. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 256B.06, 
subdivision I,is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [CHILDREN ELIGIBLE FOR SUBSIDIZED 
ADOPTION ASSISTANCE.] Medical assistance may be paid for any 
",eFSS": W.me is a Child eligible for or receiving adoption assistance 
payments under Title IV-E of the Social Security Act, United States 
Code, title 42, sections 670 to 676 under Minnesota Statutes, section 
259.40 or 259.431, 6l'~ 

~ whe is Subd. Ia. [SUBSIDIZED FOSTER CHILDREN.] Med
ical assistance may be paid for a child eligible for or receiving foster 
care maintenance payments under Title IV-E of the Social Security 
Act, United States Code, title 42, s\lctions 670 to 676t 6l'~ 

W Subd. lb. [AFDC FAMILIES.] Medical assistance may be paid 
for ~ Plrson 'Who is eligible for or receiving public assistance under 
tIle ai to families with dependent children program,~ 

Subd. Ic. [RECIPIENTS OF MINNESOTA SUPPLEMENTAL 
AIIJTMerucal assistance hay be paid for !! person who is receiving 
public assistance under t e lVIillnesota supplemental ali program, 
~ ffiF tIi6Be ",eFSS"S el;gil3le ffiF Mi""essta s"",,,,leffie,,tal aiEl 
bee""se the leeal age"ey waiveS. e.reess assets 1iBEIeP seetis" 
2a6D.37, saMivisis" 2t 6l'~ , 

w whe is Subd. Id. [PREGNANT WOMEN; DEPENDENT UN
BORN CHIIJ:)J'Yedlcal assistance may be paid for a pregnant 
woman, as certified in writIng by a physician or nurse midwife, fHl4i 
who tat meets the other eligibility criteria of this section, and W 
who would be categorically eligible for assistance under the aid to 
families with dependent children program if the child had been born 
and was living with the woman. For purposes of this Beetis" 
subdivision, a woman is considered pregnant for 60 days postpar
tumt eF,: 

w whe is Subd. Ie. [PREGNANT WOMEN; NEEDY UNBORN 
CHILD.] Merucarassrstance m~y be paid for a pregnant woman, as 
certified in wrIting by a physiCIan or nurse midwife, who meets the 
other eligibility criteria of this section and whose unborn child 
would be eligible as a needy child under clause (8) if born and living 
with the woman. For purposes of this Beet;s" subdivision, a woman 
is considered pregnant for 60 days postpartum, 6l'~ 

Wf Subd. If. [AGED, BLIND, OR DISABLED PERSONS.] Medical 
assistliiiCe may be paid for !! person who meets the categorical 
eligibility requirements oTthe supplemental security income pro
gram and the other eligibility requirements of this section, 6l'. The 
methodology for calculating disregards and deductions from income 
must be as specified in section 256D.37, subdivisions §. to 14. 
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fA Subd. !& [MEDICALLY NEEDY PERSONS WITH EXCESS 
INCOME OR ASSETS.] Medical assistance may be paid for!'o person 
who, except for the amount of income or assets, would qualify for 
supplemental security income for the aged, blind and disabled, or 
aid to families with dependent children, and who meets the other 
eligibility requirements of this section. However, in the case of 
families and children who meet the categorical eligibility require
ments for aid to families with dependent children, the methodology 
for calculating assets shall be as specified in section 256. 73, subdi
vision 2, except that the exclusion for an automobile shall be as in 
clause (13)(g) as long as acceptable to the health care financing 
administration, and the methodology for calculating deductions 
from earnings for child care and work expenses shall be as specified 
in section 256.74, subdivision Ii ffi'c 

f8f Subd. 1h. [CHILDREN.] Medical assistance may be paid for !'o 
person who is under 21 years of age and in need of medical care that 
neither the person nor the person's relatives responsible under 
sections 256B.01 to 256B.26 are financially able to provid8i ffi', 

f9f wOO is Subd. Ii. [INFANTS.] Medical assistance may be paid 
for an infant less than one year of age born on or after October 1, 
1984, whose. mother was eligible at the time of birth and who 
remains in the mother's household. Eligibility under this elaHse 
subdivision is concurrent with the mother's and does not depend on 
the father's income except as the income affects the mother's 
eligibilitYi ffi', 

fW,) Subd. 1i [ELDERLY HOSPITAL INPATIENTS.] Medical 
assistancemay ~ paid for II person who is residing in a hospital for 
treatment of mental disease or tuberculosis and is 65 years of age or 
older and without means sufficient to pay the per capita hospital 
chargei aMc 

fl.B wOO resides Subd. 1k. [RESIDENCY] To be eligible for 
medical assistance, a person must reside in Minnesota, Of, if absent 
from the state, is be deemed to be a resident of Minnesota in 
accordance with therules of the state agency; aM. 

{±;l1 wOO aleHe, Subd. 11 [HOMESTEAD.] To be eligible for 
medical assistance, a persd~e~ust not own, individually or together 
with the person's spouse, Ret ewft real property other than the 
homestead. For the purposes of this section, "homestead" means the 
house owned and occupied by the applicant or recipient as a primary 
place of residence, together with the contiguous land upon which it 
is situated. The homestead shall continue to be excluded for persons 
residing in a long-term care facility if it is used as a primary 
residence by the spouse, minor child, or disabled child of any age. 
The homestead is also excluded for the first six calendar months of 
the person's stay in the long-term care facility. The homestead must 
be reduced to an amount within limits or excluded on another basis 
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if the person remains in the long-term care facility for a period 
longer than six months. Real estate not used as a home may not be 
retained unless the property is not salable, the equity is $6,000 or 
less and the income produced by the property is at least six percent 
of the equity, or the excess real property is exempted for a period of 
nine months if there is a good faith effort to sell the property and a 
legally binding agreement is signed to repay the amount of assis
tance issued during that nine months, aHd. 

g.gj wh6 Subd. 1m. [ASSET LIMITATIONS.] To be eligible for 
medical assistance, ~ perfion must not individually <lees net own 
more than $3,000 in cas or liquid assets, or if a member of a 
household with two family members (husband and wife, or parent 
and child), <lees the household must not own more than $6,000 in 
cash or liquid assets, plus $200 for each additional legal dependent. 
In addition to these maximum amounts, an eligible individual or 
family may accrue interest on these amounts, but they must be 
reduced to the maximum at the time of an eligibility redetermina
tion. For residents of long-term care facilities, the accumulation of 
the clothing and personal needs allowance pursuant· to section 
256B.35 must also be reduced to the maximum at the time of the 
eligibility redetermination. Cash and liquid assets may include a 
prepaid funeral contract and insurance policies with cash surrender 
value. The value of the following shall not be included: 

(a) the homestead, (b) household goods and fllrnitllre in IlSe in the 
heme personal effects with ~ total equity value of $2,000 or less, (c) 
weariftg ~personaI property used as a regular abode by 
the applicant or recipient, W (d) a lot in a burial plot for each 
member ofthe household, {f} l'erSBftal jewelry a"'!Hired mere thaft il4 
mefttss immediately jlf'ieF te the perie<l sf medieal assistaftee 
eligibility aHd ",erseftal jewelry ae,!Hired withiB il4 meftths imme
diately priM te the perie<l sf medieal assistaftee eligibility aHd Hat 
l'Hresased with assets sf the al'l'lieaftt '*' reeil'ieftt, W (e) capital 
and operating assets of a trade or business that the local agency 
determines are necessary to the person's ability to earn an income, 
W (I) for a period of six months, insurance settlements to repair or 
replaCe damaged, destroyed, or stolen property, {if igl One motor 
vehicle that is licensed pursuant to chapter 168 and defined as: (1) 
passenger automobile, (2) station wagon, (3) motorcycle, (4) motor
ized bicycle or (5) truck of the weight found in categories A to E, of 
section 168.013, subdivision Ie, and that is used primarily for the 
person's benefit, and Bf (h) other items which may be required by 
federal law or statute. To be excluded, the vehicle must have a 
market value of less than $4,500; be necessary to obtain medically 
necessary health services; be necessary for employment; be modified 
for operation by or transportation of a handicapped person; or be 
necessary to perform essential daily tasks because of climate, 
terrain, distance, or similar factors. The equity value of other motor 
vehicles is counted against the cash or liquid asset limit, aHd, 
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.f±4t whe has Subd. In. [INCOME.] '!'Q ~ eligible for medical 
assistance, a person must not have, or aBtieiflates anticw.ate receiv
ing a, semIannual income B6t; in excess of 115 percent of the income 
standards by family size used in the aid to families with dependent 
children program, except that families and children may have an 
income up to 133% percent of the AFDC income standard. Notwith
standing any laws or rules to the contrary, in computing income to 
determine eligibility of persons who are not residents of long-term· 
care facilities, the commissioner shall disregard increases in income 
as required by Public Law Numbers 94-566, section 503; 99-272; and 
99-509ta ... t 

tMf Subd. 10. [EXCESS INCOME.] A person who has m8ftthly 
excess income ;,; elifible for medical assistance if the person has 
expenses for medica care that are more than the amount of the 
person's excess income, computed .... a m8ftthly basis, if> whieft ease 
eligiBility may he estaBlished aBEl lBeaieal assistaooe (3aymeats may 
be ftlII<ie it> ee¥el' the mamMy .......et meaieal fteeIl ~ deducting 
incurred medical expenses from the excess income to reduce the 
excess to the income standa:ra8pecified m clause (14). The person 
shall eleCt to have the medical expenses deducted mOiiThlyOr at the 
be~inning of the ouaget period; or who is a pregnant woman or 
in ant !!P to one year of age who meets the requirements of clauses 
('I)1O (8) except thaCher anticipated income is in excess of the 
income standards by family size used in the aid to families with 
dependent children program, but is equal to or less than ~v. 185 
percent of that ifteame staftaaFa the federal poverty guideline for the 
same famyy size. Eligibility forapregnant woman or infant !!P to 
one year Q... age with respect to this clause shall be without regard to 
the asset standards specified in clauses (12) and (13). For persons 
who reside in licensed nursing homes, regional treatment centers, or 
medical institutions, the income over and above that required in 
section 256B.35for personal needs allowance is to be applied to the 
cost of institutional care. In addition, income may be retained by an 
institutionalized person (a) to support dependents in the amount 
that, together with the income of the spouse and child under age 18, 
would provide net income equal to the medical assistance standard 
for the family size of the dependents excluding the person residing in 
the facility; or (b) for a period of up to three calendar months, in an 
amount equal to the medical assistance standard for a family size of 
one if the person was not living together with a spouse or child under 
age 21 at the time the person entered a long-term care facility, if the 
person has expenses of maintaining a residence in the community, 
and if a physician certifies that the person is expected to reside in 
the long-term care facility on a short-term basis. For purposes of this 
section, persons are determined to be residing in licensed nursing 
homes, regional treatment centers, or medical institutions if the 
persons are expected to remain for a period expected to last longer 
than three months. The commissioner of human services llIay 
establish a schedule of contributions to be made by the spouse of a 
nursing home resident to the cost of caret aD<!~ 
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fMj whe Subd. !E: [ASSIGNMENT OF BENEFITS.] ftaa To be 
eligible for iiIeillCal assistance a person must have applied or agrees 
must agree to apply all proceeds received or receivable by the person 
or the person's spouse from any third person liable for the costs of 
medical care for the person, the spouse, and children. The state 
agency shall require from any applicant or recipient of medical 
assistance the assignment of any rights to medical support and third 
party payments. Persons must cooperate with the state in establish
ing paternity and obtaining third party payments. By signing an 
application for medical assistance, a person assigns to the depart
ment of human services all rights the person may have to medical 
support or payments for medical expenses from any other person or 
entity on their own or their dependent's behalf and agrees to 
cooperate with the state in esta.blishing paternity and obtaining 
third party payments. Any rights or amounts so assigned shall be 
applied against the cost of medical care paid for under this chapter. 
Any assignment takes effect upon the determination that the 
applicant is eligible for medical assistance and up to three months 
prior to the date of application if the applicant is determined eligible 
for and receives medical assistance benefits. The application must 

. contain a statement explaining this assignment. Any assignment 
shall not be effective as to benefits paid or provided under automo
bile accident coverage and private health care ·coverage prior to 
notification of the assignment by the person or organization provid
ing the benefitst aBEl" 

&1} Subd. !9..: [DISABLED CHILDREN.] A Orsod is eligible for 
medicalaSslstance if the peTIon is under age 1 an qualIfies as ~ 
disabled individual under mtOO States oUe, title ~ section 
I382c(a), and would be eligtble for:medlcalaSsistrulce under the 
state plan !! r~~ in ~ medicarInstitution, and who requires ~ 
level of care rOvide in ~ hospital, skilled nursinf filcihty, inter
medIate care i.cIbty, or intermediate care facili~ or persons with 
mental retardation or related condItions, for w om home care is 
appropriate, provIdeathat the cost to medical aSslStanceIor home 
care services is not more than the amount that medical assistance 
would P!'Y for appropruitelnStitiitional care. 

Subd. Ir. [PERIOD OF INELIGIBILITY.] Eligibility is availa.ble 
for the month of application and for three months prior to applica
tion if the person was eligible in those prior months. A redetermi
nation of eligibility must occur every 12 monilis. 

Sec. 145. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 256B.06, 
subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [CITIZENSHIP REQUIREMENTS.] Eligibility for med
ical assistance is limited to citizens of the United States and aliens 
lawfully admitted for permanent residence or otherwise perma
nently residing in the United States under the color of law. Aliens 
who are seeking legalization under the Immigration Reform and 
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Control Act of 1986, Public Law Number 99-603, who are under age 
18, over age ~ blinif,(llSabled, or Cuban or Haitian, and who meet 
me eligibility reguirements of medJ:CiiI""aSsistance under suomvision 
.! and section 256B.17 are eligible to receive memcaI assistance. 
Pregnant, women who are aliens seeking legalization under the 
ImmigratIOn Reform anOControl Act of 1986, Public Law Number 
99-603, and who meet the eligiDITity requirements of medical 
assistance under sulXITVision .! are eligible for payment of care and 
services througn the period of pregnancy and six weeks postpartum. 
Payment shall alsooe made for care and services that are furnished 
to an alien~ regardless of immigration status, who otherwise meets 
the eligibility requirements of this section if such care and services 
are necessary for the treatment of an emergency medical condition. 
For purposes of this subdivision, the term "emergency medical 
condition" means a medical condition, including labor and delivery, 
that if not immediately treated could cause a person physical or 
mental disability, continuation of severe pain, or death. 

Sec. 146. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 256B.08, is amended to 
read: 

256B.08 [APPLICATION.] 

Subdivision l. [APPLICATION PROCESS.] An applicant for med
ical assistance"!.eFe,mder, or a person acting in the applicant's 
behalf, shall file an application with a eetmty local agency in Stleh 
the manner and form as shall be prescribed by the state agency. 
When a married applicant resides in a nursing home or applies for 
medical assistance for nursing home services, the ee>lflty local 
agency shall consider an application on behalf of the applicant's 
spouse only upon specific request of the applicant or upon specific 
request of the spouse and separate filing of an application. 

Subd. 2. [EXPEDITED REVIEW FOR PREGNANT WOMEN.] A 
pregnant woman who may be eligible for assistance under section 
256B.06, subdivision 1, must receive an appointment for eligibility 
determination no later than five working days from the date of her 
request for assistance from the local agency. The local agency shall 
expedite processing her application for assistance and shal! make ~ 
determination of elillibility on a completed application no later than 
ten working dalis fo owing the applicant's initial appointment. The 
loCal agency s ali assist the a licant to provide all necessary 
information and documentation in or er to process the application 
within the time period reGuired under this subdivision. The state 
agency shalTprovide for ~ placement of applications for memcar 
assistance in eligible provider offices, community health offices, and 
Women, Infants and Children (WIC) program sites. 

Sec. 147. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 256B.091, 
subdivision 4, is amended to read: 
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Subd. 4. [SCREENING OF PERSONS.] Prior to nursing home or 
boarding care home admission, screening teams shall assess the 
needs of all applicants, except (1) patients transferred from other 
certified nursing homes or boarding care homes; (2) patients who, 
having entered acute care facilities from nursing homes or boarding 
care homes, are returning to a nursing home or boarding care home; 
(3) persons entering a facility described in section 256B.431, subdi
vision 4, paragraph (c); (4) individuals not eligible for medical 
assistance whose length of stay is expected to be 30 days or less 
based on a physician's certification, if the facility notifies the 
screening team upon admission and provides an update to the 
screening team on the 30th day after admission; (5) individuals who 
have a contractual right to have their nursing home care paid for 
indefinitely by the veteran's administration; or (6) persons entering 
a facility conducted by. and for the adherents of a recognized church 
or religious denomination for the purpose of providing care and 
services for those who depend upon spiritual means, through prayer 
alone, for healing. !I!fte east feI' sepeefliflg aflfllieaflts whe are 
peeeiviflg medieal assisiaflee fffilSi be ~ ~ ibe medieal assisiaflee 
flPegpam. The total screening cost for each county for applicants whe 
are Ret eligiele feI' medieal as_i_taflee and residents of nursing 
homes who request ~ screening must be paid monthly Oy nursing 
homes and boarding care homes participating in the medical assis
tance program in the county. The monthly amount to be paid by each 
nursing home and boarding care home must be determined by 
dividing the county's estimate of the total annual cost of screenings 
allowed by the commissioner in the county for the following rate 
year by 12 to determine the monthly cost estimate and allocating the 
monthly cost estimate to each nursing home and boarding care home 
based on the number of licensed beds in the nursing home or 
boarding care home. The monthly cost estimate for each nursing 
home or boarding care home must be submitted to the nursing home 
or boarding care home and the state by the county no later than 
February 15 of each year for inclusion in the nursing home's or 
boarding care home's payment rate on the following rate year. The 
commissioner shall include the reported annual estimated cost of 
screenings for each nursing home or boarding care home as an 
operating cost of that nursing home in accordance with section 
256B.431, subdivision 2b, clause (g). For all individuals regardless of 
payment source, if delay-of-screening timelines are not met because 
a county is late in screening an individual who meets the delay-of
screening criteria, the county is solely responsible for paying the 
cost of the preadmission screening. Notwithstanding section 
256B.0641, overpayments attributable to payment of the screening 
costs under the medical assistance program may not be recovered 
from a facility. AFY

h 
other interested person may be screened under 

this subdivision i t e person ~ a fee for the screening based upon 
~ sliding fee scale determined ~ the comm1ssioner. . . 

Sec. 148. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 256B.092, subdivision 
5, is amended to read: 
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Subd. 5. [FEDERAL WAIVERS.] The commissioner shall apply 
for any federal waivers necessary to secure, to the extent allowed by 
law, federal financial participation under United States Code, title 
42, sections 1396 to 1396p, as amended through December 31, wgg 
1987, for the provision of services to persons who, in the absence of 
the services, would need the level of care provided in a state hospital 
or a community intermediate care facility for persons with mental 
retardation or related conditions. The commissioner may seek 
amendments to the waivers or apply for additional waivers under 
United States Code, title 42, sections 1396 to 1396p, as amended 
through December 31, wgg 1987, to contain costs. The commis
sioner shall ensure that payment for the cost of providing home and 
community-based alternative services under the federal waiver plan 
shall not exceed the cost of intermediate care services that would 
have been provided without the waivered services. 

Sec. 149. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 256B.092, subdivision 
7, is amended to read: 

Subd. 7. [SCREENING TEAMS ESTABLISHED.] Each county 
agency shall establish a screening team which, under the direction 
of the county case manager, shall make an evaluation of need for 
home and community-based services of persons who are entitled to 
the level of care provided by an intermediate care facility for persons 
with mental retardation or related conditions or for whom there is a 
reasonable indication that they might require the level of care 
provided by an intermediate care facility. The screening team shall 
make an evaluation of need within 15 working days of the Fe'lHest 
fer "eF"ioe date that the assessment is completed or within 60 
working days of ~ request for service"""fu' ~ person with mental 
retardation or related conditions, whichever is the earlier, and 
within five working days of an emergency admission of an individual 
to an intermediate care facility for persons with mental retardation 
or related conditions. The screening team shall consist of the case 
manager, the client, a parent or guardian, a qualified mental 
retardation professional, as defined in the Code of Federal Regula
tions, title 42, section 442.401, as amended through December 31, 
wgg 1987. For individuals determined to have overriding health 
care needs, a registered nurse must be designated as either the case 
manager or the qualified mental retardation professional. The case 
manager shall consult with the client's physician, other health 
professionals or other persons as necessary to make this evaluation. 
The case manager, with the concurrence of the client or the client's 
legal representative, may invite other persons to attend meetings of 
the screening team. No member of the screening team shall have any 
direct or indirect service provider interest in the case. 

Sec. 150. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 256B.14, subdivision 2, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [ACTIONS TO OBTAIN PAYMENT.] The state agency 
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shall .promulgate rules to determine the ability of responsible 
relatives to contribute partial or complete repayment of medica,! 
assistance furnished to recipients for whom they are .responsible . .ffi 
determiRiRg theNo resource contribution is required· of a spouse at 
the time of the first a~roved medical assistance application, all 
Hiedieal assistaRee e,wl 4eBs shall be allewea, and It reseHree limit 
ef $10,000 fur BeBelfelHaea reseHrees shall be iHil'leHieBteti. Ah&ve 
these lHnits, It e8BtFiI ... ti8B ef eBe third ef the exeess reseHrees shall 
be re'l"ired. These rules shall not require repayment when payment 
would cause undue hardship to the responsible relative or that 
relative's immediate family. These rules shall be consistent with the 
requirements of section 252.27, subdivision 2, for parents of children 
whose eligibility for medical assistance was determined without 
deeming of the parents' resources .and income. For parents of 
children receiving services under a federal medical assistance 
waiver or under section 134 of the Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsi
b;gty Act of' 1982, UniteOStates Code, title 42, section 1396a(e)(3), 
w ile living in their natural home, inclumng in-home family 
support services, respite care, homemaker services, and minor 
adaptations to the home, the state agency shall take into account the 
room, board, and services provided by the parents in determining 
the parental contribution to the cost of care. The county agency shall 
give the responsible relative notice of the amount of the repayment. 
If the state agency or county agency finds that notice of the payment 
obligation was given to the responsible relative, but that the relative 
failed or refused to pay, a cause of action exists against the 
responsible relative for that portion of medical assistance granted 
after notice was given to the responsible relative, which the relative 
was determined to be able to pay. 

The action may be brought by the state agency or the county 
agency in the county where assistance was granted, for the assis:'" 
tance, together with the costs of disbursements inc.urred due to the 
action. . 

In addition to granting the connty or state agency a money 
judgment, the court may, upon a motion or order to show cause, order 
continuing contributions by a responsible relative found able to 
repay the county or state"agency. The order shall be effective only for 
the period of time during which the recipient receives medical 
assistance from the county or state agency. 

Sec. 151. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 256B.17, subdivision 7, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 7. [EXCEPTION FOR ASSET TRANSFERS.] Notwith
standing the provisions of subdivisions 1 to 6, an institutionalized 
spouse who applies for medical assistance on or after July 1, 1983, 
may transfer liquid assets to a noninstitutionalized spouse without 
loss of eligibility if all of the following conditions apply: 
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(a) The noninstitutionalized spouse is not applying for or receiving 
assistance; 

(b) Either (1) the noninstitutionalized spouse has less than 
$10,000 in liquid assets, including assets singly owned and 50 
percent of assets owned jointly with the institutionalized spouse; or 
(2) the noninstitutionalized spouse has less than 50 percent of lone 
total value of nonexempt assets owned by both parties, JOIntly or 
individUaITy; 

(c) The amount transferred, together with the noninstitutiona
lized spouse's own assets, totals no more than one-half of the total 
value of the liguid assets of the parties or $10,000 in liquiaassets, 
wmcnever is greater; and 

(d) The transfer may be effected only once, at the time of initial 
medical assistance application. 

Sec. 152. [256B.31] [CONTINUED HOSPITAL CARE FOR 
LONG-TERM POLIO PATIENT.] 

A medical assistance recipient who has been !'. polio patient in an 
acute care hospital for !'. period of not less than 25 consecutive yeah's 
is eligible ~ contInue receiving nospital care whether or not U 
care !§ medICally necessary for pl!rposes offea'eral reimbursement. 
The cost of continued hospital care not reimbursable ~ the federal 
government must be paid With state money allocated for too medical 
assistance program. The rate paid to the hospital !§ the rate ~ day 
established USi&!; Medicare princij?Tes for the hospital's fiscal year 
ending Decem r 31, 1981, adjustei:l each year ~ the annual 
hospital cost index established I!nder section 256.969, sulXITvision 1, 
or fu other limits In effect at the time ofthe adjustment. This section 
does not prOlllliit !'. voll!ntary move to another Ikving arrangement 
~ " recipient whose care is reimbursed under t is section. 

Sec. 153. Minnesota Statl!tes 1987 Supplement, section 256B.35, 
subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [PERSONAL NEEDS ALLOWANCE.] (a) Notwith
standing any law to the contrary, welfare allowances for clothing and 
personal needs for individuals receiving medical assistance while 
residing in any skilled nursing home, intermediate care facility, or 
medical institution including-recipients of supplemental security 
income, in this state shall not be less than $4() $45 per month from 
all sources. When benefit amounts for social secUrrty or supplemen
tal security income recipients are increased Jursuant to United 
States Code, title 42, sections 415(i) and 138, the commissioner 
shall, errectlve in ,the month in which t!le1iiCrease takes effect, 
increase ,~ the same percentaye to the nearest whole dollar the 
clothinf and personal needs a lowance for indlv1dlliUs receiving 
medica assistance while residing in any skilled nursing home, 
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medical institution, or intermediate care facility. The commissioner 
shall ~rovide timely notice to local agencies, providers, and recipi
ents 0' increases under this provision. . 

I'!>oviElea that this (b) The personal needs allowance may be paid 
as part of the Minnesota supplemental aid program, notwithstand
ing the provisions of section 256D.37, snbdivision 2, and payments 
to the recipients Hem of Minnesota supplemental aid HH>Els may be 
made once each three months heginning if> Oetohe£ l141-; covering 
liabilities that accrued during the preceding three months. 

Sec. 154. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 256B.431, 
subdivision 2b, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2b. [OPERATING COSTS, AFTER JULY 1, 1985.] (a) For 
rate years beginning on or after July 1, 1985, the commissioner shall 
establish procedures for determining per diem reimbursement for 
operating costs. 

(b) The commissioner shall contract with an econometric firm 
with recognized expertise in and access to national economic change 
indices that can be applied to the appropriate cost categories when 
determining the operating cost payment rate.. . 

(c) The commissioner shall analyze and evalua~e each nursing 
home's cost report of allowable operating costs· incurred by the 
nursing home during the reporting year immediately preceding the 
.rate year for which the payment rate becomes effective. 

(d) The commissioner shall establish limits on actual allowable 
historical operating cost per diems based on cost reports of allowable 
operating costs for the reporting year that begins October 1, 1983, 
taking into consideration relevant factors including resident needs, 
geographic location, size of the nursing home, and the costs that 
must be incurred for the care of residents in an efficiently and 
economically operated nursing ·home. In developing the geographic 
groups for purposes of reimburSement under this section, the com
missioner shall ensure that nursing homes in any county contiguous 
to the Minneapolis-St. Paul seven-county metropolitan area are 
included in the same geographic group. The limits established by 
the commissioner shall not be less, in the aggregate, than the 60th 
percentile of total actual allowable historical operating cost per 
diems for each group of nursing homes established under subdivi
sion 1 based on cost reports of allowable operating costs in the 
previous reporting year. For rate years beginning on or after July 1, 
1987, or until the new base period is established, facilities located in 
geographic group I as described in Minnesota Rules, part 9549.0052 
(Emergency), on January 1, 1987, may choose to have the commis
sioner apply either the care related limits or the other operating cost 
limits calculated for facilities located in geographic group II, or both, 
if either of the limits calculated for the group II facilities is higher. 
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The efficiency incentive for geographic group I nursing homes must 
be calculated based on geographic group I limits. The phase-in must 
be established utilizing the chosen limits. For purposes of these 
exceptions to the geographic grouping requirements, the definitions 
in Minnesota Rules, parts 9549.0050 to 9549.0059 (Emergency), and 
9549.0010 to 9549.0080, apply. The limits established under this 
paragraph remain in effect until the commissioner establishes a new 
base period. Until the new base period is established, the commis
sioner shall adjust the limits annually using the appropriate eco
nomic change indices established in paragraph (e). In determining 
allowable historical operating cost per diems for purposes of setting 
limits and nursing home payment rates, the commissioner shall 
divide the allowable historical operating costs by the actual number 
of resident days, except that where a nursing home is occupied at 
less than 90 percent oflicensed capacity days, the commissioner may 
establish procedures to adjust the computation of the per diem to an 
imputed occupancy level at or below 90 percent. The commissioner 
shall establish efficiency incentives as appropriate. The commis
sioner may establish efficiency incentives for different operating cost 
categories. The commissioner shall consider establishing efficiency 
incentives in care related cost categories. The commissioner may 
combine one or more operating cost categories and may use different 
methods for calculating payment rates for each operating cost 
category or combination of operating cost 'categories. For the rate 
year beginning on July 1, 1985, the commissioner shall: 

(1) allow nursing homes that have an average length of stay of 180 
days or less in their skilled nursing level of care, 125 percent of the 
care related limit and 105 percent of the other operating cost limit 
established by rule; and 

(2) exempt nursing homes licensed on July 1, 1983, by the 
commissioner to provide residential services for the physically 
handicapped under Minnesota Rules, parts 9570.2000 to 9570.3600, 
from the care related limits and allow 105 percent of the other 
operating cost limit established by rule. 

For the purpose of calculating the other operating cost efficiency 
incentive for nursing homes referred to in clause (1) or (2), the 
commissioner shall use the other operating cost limit established by 
rule before application of the 105 percent. 

(e) The commissioner shall establish a composite index or indices 
by determining the appropriate economic change indicators to be 
applied to specific operating cost categories or combination of 
operating cost categories. 

(f) Each nursing home shall receive an operating cost payment 
rate equal to the sum of the nursing home's operating cost payment 
rates for each operating cost category. The operating cost payment 
rate for an operating cost category shall be the lesser of the nursing 
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home's historical operating cost in the category increased by the 
appropriate index established in paragraph (e) for the operating cost 
category plus an efficiency incentive established pursuant to para
graph (d) or the limit for the operating cost category increased by the 
same index. If a nursing home's actual historic operating costs are 
greater than the prospective payment rate for that rate year, there 
shall be· no retroactive cost settle-up. In establishing payment rates 
for one or more operating cost categories, the commissioner may 
establish separate rates for different classes of residents based on 
their relative care needs. 

(g) The commissioner shall include the reported actual real estate 
tax liability or payments in lieu of real estate tax of each nursing 
home as an operating cost of that nursing home. Except as provided 
in Minnesota Rules, parts 9549.0010 to 9549.0080, the commis
sioner shall allow an amount for payments in lieu of real estate tax 
assessed fur ~ municipality, city, township, or county that does not 
exceed an amount equivalent to a similar assessment for fire, police, 
or sanitation services assessed to all other nonprofit or governmen
tal entities located in the municipility, city, townshi~, or county in 
which a nursing home to be assessed is located. or rate years 
beginnmg on or after July r;-1987, the reported actual real estate 
tax liability or payments in lieu of real estate tax of nursing homes 
shall be adjusted to include. an amount equal to one-halfofthe dollar 
change in real estate taxes from the prior year. The commissioner 
shall include a reported actual special assessment, and reported 
actual license fees required by the Minnesota department of health, 
for each nursing home as an operating cost of that nursing home. 
Total adjusted real estate tax liability, payments in lieu of real estate 
tax, actual special assessments paid, and license fees paid as 
required by the Minnesota department of health, for each nursing 
home (1) shall be divided by actual resident days in order to compute 
the operating cost payment rate for this operating cost category, (2) 
shall not be used to compute the 60th percentile or other operating 
cost limits established by the commissioner, and (3) shall not be 
increased by the composite index or indices established pursuant to 
paragraph (e). 

(h) For rate years beginning on or after July 1, 1987, the 
commissioner shall adjust the rates of a nursing home that meets 
the criteria for the special dietary needs of its residents as specified 
in section 144A.071, subdivision 3, clause (c), and the requirements 
in section 31.651. The adjustment for raw food cost shall be the 
difference between the nursing home's allowable historical raw food 
cost per diem and 115 percent of the median historical allowable raw 
food cost per diem of the corresponding geographic group. 

The rate adjustment shall be reduced by the applicable phase-in 
percentage as provided under subdivision 2h. 
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Sec. 155. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 256B.431, is amended 
by adding a subdivision to read: . 

Subd. 2i. [OPERATING COSTS AFfER JULY 1, 1988.] (a) [OTH
ER-OPERATING-COST LIMITS.] For the rate year beginmng July 
h 1988, the commissioner shall increase the other-operating-cost 
limits established in Minnesota Rules, p~rt 9549.0055, subpart 2, 
item E, to 110 percent of the median Q. the array of allowable 
historical other-operating-cost ~ diems and index these limits as 
in Minnesota Rules, part 9549.0056,SiilJparis ::l and 4. The limIts 
must be estabIiShed iu accordance with subdivision 2b, paragraph 
(d). For rate years beginning on or after July h 1989, the adjusted 
other-operating-cost limits must be indexed as in Minnesota Rules, 
part 9549.0056, subparts 3 and 4. 

(b) [CARE-RELATED OPERATING COST LIMITS.] For the rate 
year beginning July 1, 1988, the commissioner shall InCrease the 
care-related operating cost limits established in Minnesota Rules, 
part 9549.0055, subpart 2, items A and B, to 125 percent of the 
median of the array of the allowable historical case mix operating 
cost standardized ~ diems and the allowable historical other-care
related operating cost ~ diems and index those limits as in 
Minnesota Rules, part 9549.0056, subparts 1 and 2. The limits must 
be established in accordance with subdivision 2b, paragraph (d). For 
rate years beginning on or after July 1, 1989, the adjusted care
related limits. must be indexed as in Minnesota Rules, part 
9549.0056, subparts 1 and 2. 

(c) [SALARY ADJUSTMENT PER DIEM.] For the rate period 
October 1, 1988, through June 30, 1990, the commissioner shall add 
the appropriate salary a(fjUStillent ~ diem calculated in clause (1) 
or (2) to the total operating cost pa)"ment rate ~ each nursing home. 
The salary adjustment ~ diem -'!!: each nursing home must be 
determined as follows: 

(1) for each nursing home that reports salaries for registered 
nurses, licensed practicarnllrses, and aides, orderlies and atten
dants separately, the commissioner shall determine the salary 
adjustment ~ diem by multiplying the total salaries, payroll taxes, 
and fringe benefits allowed in each operating cost category, except 
management fees and administrator and central office salaries and 
the rela ted payro 1I taxes and fringe benefits, 1'Y 3.5 percent and then 
dividing the resulting amount 1'Y the nursing home's actual resident 
days; and 

(2) for each nursing home that does not report salaries for 
registered nurses, licensed practical nurses, aides, orderlies, and 
attendants separately, the salary adjustment ~ diem is the 
weighted average salary adjustment ~ diem increase determined 
under clause (1). 
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Each nursing home that receives a salary adjustment ~ diem 
pursuant to this Sii@ivision shall aWust nursing home employee 
salaries~!'. minimum ofthe amount etermined in clause (1) or (2). 
The commissioner shall review allowable salary costs, including 
seyroll taxes and fringe benehts, for the reporting year ending 

ptember 30, 1989, to determme whether or not each nurSIng home 
complied with this requirement. The commissioner shall report the 
extent to which each nursing home complied with the legislative 
commission on long-term care !ix August 1, 1990. 

(d) [PENSION CONTRIBUTIONS.] For rate rears beginning on 
or after July.!, 1989, the commissioner shal exempt alIowa])le 
emPlOYee pension contriliutions separately reported ~ !'. nursing 
home on its annual cost report from the care-related operatin~ cost 
limits anQllie other-operating-cost limits. Hospital-attached omes 
that proviaeallowable employee pension contributions may Jeport 
the costs that are allocated to nursing home operatIOns in epen
Ileiitly for verincation !ix the commissioner. For rate years begin
nin~ on or after July .!, 1989, amounts verified as allowable 
emp oyee pension contributions are exempt from care-related oper

f t{;ing costlimits and other-operating-cost limits. For purposes ~ 
~ paragraph, "employee pension contributions" means contribu
tions reqUIred under the Public Employee Retirement Act and 
contributions to other employee pension plans if the pension plan 
existed on March .!, 1988. 

(e) [NEW BASE YEAR.] The commissioner shall establish the 
reporting year ending SepteiiiJler 30, 1989, as !'. new base year.-

Sec. 156. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 256B.431, 
subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

\ 
Subd. 3. [PROPERTY-RELATED COSTS, 1983~1985.] (a) For rate 

years beginning July 1, 1983 and July 1, 1984, property-related 
costs shall be reimbursed to each nursing home at the level recog
nized in the most recent cost report received by December 31, 1982 
and audited by March 1, 1983, and may be subsequently adjusted to 
reflect the costs recognized in the final rate for that cost report, 
adjusted for rate limitations in effect before the effective date of this 
section. Effective for rate y;ars betinning on or after tuly .!, 1988, 
a rate limitation ratio t at is ased on historica limitations 
resUlting from theapplicauon of the regional maximum rate, 
private-pay rate, or ten ercent ~ on rate increases, must not be 
less than .90. Property-relate costs include: depreCIation, interest,. 
earnings or investment allowance, lease, or rental payments. No 
adjustments shall be made as a result of sales or reorganizations of 
provider entities. 

(b) Adjustments for the cost of repairs, replacements, renewals, 
betterments, or improvements to existing buildillgs, and building 
service equipment shall be allowed if: 
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(1) the cost incurred is reasonable, necessary, and ordinary; 

(2) the net cost is greater than $5,000. "Net cost" means the actual 
cost, minus proceeds from insurance, salvage, or disposal; 

(3) the nursing home's property-related costs per diem is equal to 
or less than the average property-related costs per diem within its 
group; and 

(4) the adjustment is shown in depreciation schedules submitted to 
and approved by the commissioner. 

(c) Annual per diem shall be computed by dividing total property
related costs by 96 percent of the nursing home's licensed capacity 
days for nursing homes with more than 60 beds and 94 percent of the 
nursing home's licensed capacity days for nursing homes with 60 or 
fewer beds. For a nursing home whose residents' average length of 
stay is 180 days or less, the commissioner may waive the 96 or 94 
percent factor and divide the nursing home's property-related costs 
by the actual resident days to compute the nursing home's annual 
property-related per diem. The commissioner shall promulgate 
emergency and permanent rules to recapture excess depreciation 
upon sale of a nursing home. 

Sec. 157. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 256B.431, is amended 
by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 3d. [BETTERMENTS AND ADDITIONS.] Notwithstand
~ any contrary provision of chapter 256B, or" rule adopted under 
chapter 256B, "nursin home that commenced constructIOn on " 
betterment and a ition costing' $700,000 or more prior to the 
expiration of Minnesota Rules, 12 MCAR 2.05001 to 2.05016 
(Temporaryi\1983) shall have its property-related payment rate 
step-up as" resUlt of the betterment and addition calculated as set 
forth in 12 MCAR 2.050l1.B.3 in the case 01 betterments, and 12 
MCAR 27l50l1.D in the case of aiIihtiOils.For purposes of this 
subdivision, the terms "betterment" and "addition" have the mean
~ set forth in 12 MCAR 2.05002 and the term "commenced 
construction" has the meaning set forth in section 144A.071, subdi
vision 3. 

Sec. 158. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 256B.431, is amended 
by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 3e. [HOSPITAL ATTACHED CONVALESCENT AND 
NURSING CARE FACILITIES.] !!: " community-operated hospital 
and attached convalescent and nursing care facility suspend operb-tion of the hospital, the, surviving nursing care facility must ~ 
allowed to continue its status as " hospital-attached convalescent 
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and nursing care facility for reimbursement purposes in three 
SUDsequent rate years. 

Sec. 159. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 256B.431, is amended 
by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 3f. [PROPERTY COSTS AFTER JULY 1, 1988.] (a) [IN
VESTMENT PER BED LIMIT.] For the rate year be innin July..!., 
1988, the replacement-cost-new ~ bed limit must be 32,571 ~ 
licensed bed in multiple bedrooms an<I$48,857 ~ licensed bed in ~ 
single bedroom. Beginning January 1, 1989, the replacement-cost
new ~ bed limits must be adjusted annUaTly as specified in 
Minnesota Rules, part 9549.0060, subpart 4, item A, subitem (1). 

(b) [RENTAL FACTOR.] For the rate year beginning Ju~..!., 1988, 
the commissioner shall increase the rental factor as esta ished in 
MInnesota Rules, part 9549.0060~opart8, item A, 1>.Y 6.2 percent 
rounded to the nearest lOOth percent for the purpose of reimbursing 
nursing homes for soft costs and entrepreneurial profits not included 
in the coStVaIUation services used 1>.Y the state's contractea apprais
ers. For rate years beginning on or iifter July..!., 1989, the rental 
factor is the amount determine a under this· paragraph for the rate 
year beginning July 1, 1988. 

(c) [OCCUPANCY FACTOR.] For rate years beginning on or after 
July ..!., 1988, in order to determine property-related payment rates 
under Minnesota Rules, part 9549.0060, for all nursin~ homes 
exclil?t those whose average length of sfay in ~ skilled leve of care 
wit III ~ nurSii1gllome is 180 days or ess, the commissioner shall 
use 95 percent of capacity days. For ~ nursing home whose average 
length of stay in ~ skilled level of care within ~ nursing home ~ 180 
days orTess, the commissioner Shan use the greater of resident days 
or 80 percent of capacity da3(j but in no event shaH the divisor 
exceed 95 percent of capacity ~ 

(d) [EQUIPMENT ALLOWANCE.] For rate years be~nning on 
July..!., 1988, and july..!., 1989, the commissioner shall ad ten cents 
~ resident ~ ~ to each nursing home's property-=rerated ~ 
ment rate. The ten-cent property-related payment rate increase is 
not cumulative from rate year to rate year. For the rate year 
beginnin~ July ..!., 1990, the commissioner shall increase each 
nursing orne's equipment aIlowance as established in Minnesota 
Rules, part 9549.0060, subpart 10, 1>.Y ten cents ~ resident ~ day. 
For rate years beginning on or after July..!., 1991, the adjustOO 
M'uipment allowance must be adjusted annually for inflation as in 

innesota Rules, part 9549.0060, subpart lO, item E. 

(e) [REFINANCING.] IT ~ nursing home ~ refinanced, the com
missioner shall adjust the nursing home's property-related payment 
rate for the savings that result from refinancin~. The adjustment to 
the property-relateapayment rate must be as ollows: 
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(1) The commissioner shall recalculate the nursin~ home's rental 
~ diem ~ substituting the new allowable annua principle and 
interest payments for those of the refinanced debt. 

(2) The nursing home's property-related payment rate must be 
decreased ~ the difference between the nursing home's current 
rental ~ diem and the rental ~ diem determined under clause 
ill 

!!" ~ nursing home payment rate ~ adjusted according to this 
paragraph, the a<IjUsted payment rate is effective the first of the 
month following the date of the refinancing for both medical 
assistance and private paying residents. The nursing home's ad
justed property-related payment rate ~ effective until June 30, 
1990. 

Sec. 160. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 256B.431, is amended 
by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. :3& [PROPERTY COSTS AFTER JULY 1, 1990, FOR 
CERTAIN FACILITIES.] For rate years beginning on or after July h 
1990, non-hospital-attached nursing homes that, on or after Janu
~ 1, 1976, but prior to December 31, 1985, were newly licensed 
after new construction, or increased thelr1lCellSe(fbeds EY ~ mini
mum of 35 percent through new construction, and whose building 
capital allowance ~ less than their allowable annual principal and 
interest on allowable debt prior to the application of the replace
ment-cost-new ~ bed limit and whose remaining weighted average 
debt amortization schedule as of January 1, 1988, exceeded 15 years, 
must receive a property-related payment rate equal to the greater of 
their rental ~ diem or their annual allowable principal and 
allowable interest without application of the replacement-cost-new 
~ bed limit plus their equipment allowance. ~ nursing home that 
~ eligible for ~ property-related payment rate under this subdivi
sion and whose property-related payment rate in ~ subsequent rate 
year ~ its rental ~ diem must continue to have its property-related 
payment rates established for all future rate t.ears based on the 
rental reimbursement method in Minnesota Ru es, part 9549.0060. 
The commissioner may require the nursing home to ".pp!y for 
refinancing as ~ condition of receiving special rate treatment under 
this subdivision. 

Sec. 161. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 256B.431, 
subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [SPECIAL RATES.] (a) For the rate years beginning July 
1, 1983, and July 1, 1984, a newly constructed nursing home or one 
with a capacity increase of 50 percent or more may, upon written 
application to the commissioner, receive an interim payment rate for 
reimbursement for property-related costs calculated pursuant to the 
statutes and rules in effect on May 1, 1983, and for operating costs 
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negotiated by the commissioner based upon the 60th percentile 
established for the appropriate gro,up under subdivision 2a, to be 
effective from the first day a medical assistance recipient resides in 
the home or for the added beds, For newly constructed nursing 
homes which are not included in the calculation of the 60th 
percentile for any group, subdivision 2f, the commissioner shall 
establish by rule procedures for determining interim operating cost 
payment rates and interim property-related cost payment rates, The 
interim payment rate shall not be in effect for more than 17 months. 
The commissioner shall establish, by emergency and permanent 
rules, procedures for determining the interim rate and for making a 
retroactive cost settle-up after the first year of operation; the cost 
settled operating cost per diem shall not exceed 110 percent of the 
60th percentile established for the appropriate group. Until proce
dures determining operating cost payment rates according to mix of 
resident needs are established, the commissioner shall establish by 
rule procedures for determining payment rates for nursing homes 
which provide care under a lesser care level than the level for which 
the nursing home is certified. 

(b) For the rate years beginning on or after July 1, 1985, a newly 
constructed nursing home or one with a capacity increase of 50 
percent or more may, upon written application to the commissioner, 
receive an interim payment rate for reimbursement for property 
related costs, operating costs, and real estate taxes and special 
assessments calculated under rules promulgated by the commis
sioner. 

(c) For rate years beginning on or after July 1, 1983, the commis
sioner may exclude from a provision of 12 MCAR S 2.050 any facility 
that is licensed by the commissioner of health only as a boarding 
care home, certified by the commissioner of health as an interme
diate care facility, is licensed by the commissioner of human services 
under Minnesota Rules, parts 9520.0500 to 9520.0690, and has less 
than five percent of its licensed boarding care capacity reimbursed 
by the medical assistance program. Until a permanent rule to 
establish the payment rates for facilities meeting these criteria is 
promulgated, the commissioner shall establish the medical assis
tance payment rate as follows: 

(1) The desk audited payment rate in effect on June 30, 1983, 
remains in effect until the end of the facility's fiscal year. The 
commissioner shall not allow any amendments to the cost report on 
which this desk audited payment rate is based. 

(2) For each fiscal year beginning between July 1, 1983, and June 
30, 1985, the facility's payment rate shall be established by increas
ing the desk audited operating cost payment rate determined in 
clause (1) at an annual rate of five percent. 

(3) For fiscal years beginning on or after July 1, 1985, but before 
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January 1, 1988, the facility's payment rate shall be established by 
increasing the facility's payment rate in the facility's prior fiscal 
year by the increase indicated by the consumer price index for 
Minneapolis and St. Paul. 

(4) For the fiscal year beginning on January 1, 1988, the facility's 
payment rate must be established using the following method: The 
commissioner shall divide the real estate taxes and special assess
ments payable as stated in the fficffiIy's current property tax 
statement ~ actual resIdent days to compute "'. real estate tax and 
special assessment ~ diem. Next, the prior year's payment rate 
must be adjusted ~ the high'O of (1) the percentage change in the 
consumer price index (CPI-U ~ city average) as published by the 
Bureau of Labor Statistics between the previous two Septembers, 
new series index (1967-100), or (2) 2.5 percent, to determine an 
adjusted payment rate. The facility's payment rate ~ the adjusted 
prior year's payment rate plus the real estate tax and special 
assessment ~ diem. 

(5) For fiscal years beginnin~ on or after January h 1989, the 
facility's payment rate muste establ1sne"d uiing the following 
method: The commissioner shall divide the rea estate taxes and 
special assessments payable as stated in the taCffify'SClirrent 
property tax statement ~ actual resident days to compute "'. real 
estate tax and special assessment Jl"l" diem. Next, the prior year's 
aayment rate less the real estate tax and special assessment Jl"l" 

iem must be adjusted ~ the higher of (1) the percentage change in 
the consumer price index (CPI-U U.S. city average) as published ~ 
the Bureau of Labor Statistics between the previous two Septem
bers, new series index (1967-100), or (2) 2.5 percent, to determine an 
adjusted payment rate. Tne facility's payment rate is the adjusted 
payment rate plus the real estate tax and special assessment Jl"l" 
diem. 

(6) For the purpose of establishing payment rates under this 
paragraph, the facility's rate and reporting years coincide with the 
facility's fiscal year. 

A facility that meets the criteria of this paragraph shall submit 
annual cost reports on forms prescribed by the commissioner. 

For the rate year beginning July 1, 1985, each nursing home total 
payment rate must be effective two calendar months from the first 
day of the month after the commissioner issues the rate notice to the 
nursing home. From July 1, 1985, until the total payment rate 
becomes effective, the commissioner shall make payments to each 
nursing home at a temporary rate that is the prior rate year's 
operating cost payment rate increased by 2.6 percent plus the prior 
rate year's property-related payment rate and the prior rate year's 
real estate taxes and special assessments payment rate. The com
missioner shall retroactively adjust the property-related payment 
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rate and the real estate taxes and special assessments payment rate 
to July 1, 1985, but must not retroactively adjust the operating cost 
payment rate. 

(d) For the purposes of Minnesota Rules, part 9549.0060, subpart 
13, item F, the following types of transactions shall not be considered 
a sale or reorganization of a provider entity: 

(1) the sale or transfer of a nursing home upon death of an owner; 

(2) the sale or transfer of a nursing home due to serious illness or 
disability of an owner as defined under the social security act; 

(3) the sale or transfer of the nursing home upon retirement of an 
owner at 62 years of age or older; 

(4) any transaction in which a partner, owner, or shareholder 
acquires an interest or share of another partner, owner, or share
holder in a nursing home business provided the acquiring partner, 
owner, or shareholder has less than 50 percent ownership after the 
acquis~~ion; 

(5) a sale and leaseback to the same licensee which does not 
constitute a change in facility license; 

(6) a transfer of an interest to a trust; 

(7) gifts or other transfers for no consideration; 

(8) a merger of two or more related organizations; 

(9) a transfer of interest in a facility held in receivership; 

(10) a change in the legal form of doing business other than a 
publicly held organization which becomes privately held or vice 
versa; 

(11) the addition of a new partner, owner, or shareholder who owns 
less than 20 percent of the nursing home or the issuance of stock; or 

(12) an involuntary transfer including foreclosure, bankruptcy, or 
assignment for the benefit of creditors. 

Any increase in 'allowable debt or allowable interest expense or 
other cost incurred as a result of the foregoing transactions shall be· 
a nonallowable cost for purposes of reimbursement under Minnesota 
Rules, parts 9549.0010 to 9549.0080. 
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(e) For rate years beginning on or after July 1, 1986, the commis
sioner may exclude from a provision of Minnesota Rules, parts 
9549.0010 to 9549.0080, any facility that is certified by the commis
sioner of health as an intermediate care facility, licensed by the 
commissioner of human services as a chemical dependency "treat" 
ment program, and enrolled in the medical assistance program as an 
institution for mental disease. The commissioner of human services 
shall establish a medical assistance payment rate for these facilities. 
Chapter 14 does not apply to the procedures and criteria used to 
establish the rate setting structure. The ratesetting method is not 
appealable. 

Sec. 162. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 256B.433, 
subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [SETTING PAYMENT; MONITORING USE OF 
THERAPY SERVICES.] The commissioner shall promulgate rules 
pursuant to the administrative procedure act to set the amount and 
method of payment for ancillary materials and services provided to 
recipients residing in nursing homes. Payment for materials and 
services may be made to either the nursing home in the operating 
cost per" diem, to the vendor of ancillary services pursuant to 
Minnesota Rules, parts 9500.0750 to 9500.1080 or to a nursing home 
pursuant to Minnesota Rules, parts 9500.0750 to 9500.1080. Pay
ment for the same or similar service to a recipient shall not be made 
to both the nursing home and the vendor. The commissioner shall 
ensure the avoidance of double payments through audits and adjust
ments to the nursing home's annual cost report as required by 
section 256B.47, and that charges and arrangements for ancillary 
materials and services are cost effective and as would be incurred by 
a prudent and cost-conscious buyer. Therapy services provided to a 
recipient must be medically necessary and appropriate to the 
medical condition of the recipient. If the vendor, nursing home, or 
ordering physician cannot provide adequate medical necessity jus
tification, as determined by the commissioner, in consultation with 
an advisory committee that meets the requirements of section 
256B.064, subdivision la, the commissioner may recover or disallow 
the payment for the services and may require prior authorization for 
therapy services as a condition of payment or may impose adminis
trative sanctions to limit ~ndor, nursing home, or ordering 
physician's participation -in the medical assistance program. If the 
IJrovider number of a nursing home ~ used to bill services proviuea 
!!Y !'c vendor of therapy services that ~ not related to the nursing 
home !>J: ownership, control, affiliation or employment status, no 
WIThliolding of payment shall be imposed against the nursing home 
for services not medicillY necessary except for funds due the 
unrelated vendor of'therapy services as provided in subdivision 3, 
paragraph (c). For the purpose of this subdivision, no monetary 
recovery maybe imposed against the nursing home for mnds paid to 
the unrelated vendor of therapy services as provided in subdivision 
3, paragraph (c), for services not medically necessary. 
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Sec. 163. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 256B.50, subdivision 1, 
is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [SCOPE.] A BlirslBg heme ~rovider may appeal 
from a aeelsieB arisiBg ffsra *fie ajljllieatieB eftaBEIaras er metaees 
Oetermination of a payment rate established pursuant to seetieBs 
2aGB.41 fIftE! 2aGIl.47 this chapter and reimbursement rules of the 
commissioner if the appeill, if successful, would result in a change to 
the BlirsiBg heme's provider's payment rate, er aflflraisea ¥alae. '!'he 
~ jlreeeelires ales at>J>Iy ts ajljleals ef jl8ij",eat rates ealelilateel 
1iHEIer MiBBeseta R1iles-; parts 98 H) .99 H) ts 9819.9489 HIeEI with *fie 
eemmisslsBer 00 er a&r Mar ±; lli84. Appeals must be filed in 
accordance with procedures in this section.9Jihis section does not 
apply to a request from a reswent or nursing home for reconsider
ation of the classification of a resident under section 144.0722. 

Subd. 1a. [DEFINITIONS.] For the purposes of this section, the 
foI1oWiiig terms have the meamngs given. --

(a) "Determination of a payment rate" means the process ~ which 
the commissioner estiibTIshes the pa~ment rate paid to a prOVlcIer 
pursuant to this chapter, inclumng eterminations maae in desk 
audit, fielQ audit, or pursuant to an amendment filed ~ the 
provraer. 

(b) "Provider" means a nursing home as defined in section 
256B.421, subdiviSlOll7, or a faclhty aSdeflnea in section 256B.501, 
subdivision 1. . 

(c) "Reimbursement rules" means Minnesota· Rules, parta 9510.0010 to 9510.0480, 95ID.0500 to 9510.0890, and rules adopte 
!iY the commissioner pursuant to sectIOns 256B.41 and 256B.501, 
subdivisIOn 3. 

Subd. lb. [FILING AN APPEAL.] To appeal, the .... rsiag heme 
prOVIder snail aetHY file with the commissioner in w.,itiBg ef its 
ffiteat ts ~ withiB ~ fIftE! sliBmit a written notice of 
appeal; the appeal re'!1iest must be received ~ the comriiISsiOner 
withm 60 days of reeeivi .. g ootiee 6f the date £lie jlayme .. t rate 
determination er aeeisie .. of the payment rate was mailed. The 
notice of appeal re'lliest shall must specify each disputed item,; the 
reason lor the dispute, "" eBtlii>ate ef; the total dollar amount 
iB'f8lvee fer eaeh alsfllitea item; and the dollaramount ~ bed in 
dis1hute for each separate disallowance, allocation, or adjustment or 
eac cost item or part of' a cost item; the computation that the 
.. lirsiBg li8",e provider beIievesls COITeCt,; the authority in statute 
or rule upon which the BliFSh.g heme provider relies for each 
disputed item,; the name and address of the person or firm with 
whom contacts maybe made regarding the appeal,; and other 
information required by the commissioner. -
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Subd. 1c. [CONTESTED CASE PROCEDURES.] Except as pro
vided in subdivision 2, the appeal shall must be heard by an 
administrative law judge according to sections 14.48 to 14.56, "" 
"I'6ft agFeemeftt by beth paFties aeeerdiftg w a medified appeals 
p.seed".e established by the esmmissisfteF aRd the admiftistmtive 
law jHdge. In any proceeding under this section, the appealing party 
must demonstrate by a preponderance of the evidence that the 
commissioner's determination is incorrect. Regardless of any rate 
appeal, the rate established shall must be the rate paid and shall 
must remain in effect until final resolution of the appeal or subse
quent desk or field audit adjustment, notwithstanding any provision 
of law or rule to the contrary. To challenge the validity of rules 
established by the commissioner pursuant to this section and 
sections 256B.41, 256B.421, 256B.431, 256B.47, 256B.48, 256B.501, 
and 256B.502, a ft"Fsiftg heme provider shall comply with section 
14.44. 

Sec. 164. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 256B.50, is amended 
by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 1d. [EXPEDITED APPEAL REVIEW PROCESS.] (a) 
WlfIllrl120 days of the date an appeal is due according to subdiVl= 
sion 1b, the de artment shall review an appealed adjustment equal 
to or less than 100 annually ~ licensed bed of the provider, make 
a determination concerning the adjustment, and notify the provider 
of the determination. Except as allowed in paragraph ~ this 
review does not ~ to an appeal of an adjustment made to, or 
proposed on, an amount already paid to the provider. In this 
subdivision, an adjustment is each separate disallowance, alloca
tion, or adjustment of ~ cost item or part of ~ cost item as submitted 
I>y ~ provider according to forms required I>y the commissioner. 

(b) For an item on which the provider disagrees with the results of 
the determination of the department made under paragraph (a), the 
provider may, within 60 days of the date of the review notice, file 
with the office of administrative hearings and the department its 
written argument and documents, information, or aflidavits in 
support of its appeal. If the provider fails to make ~ submission in 
accordance with this paragraph, the department's determinations 
on the disputed items must be upheld. 

(c) Within 60 days of the date the deliartment received tbe 
provider's submission under paragraph (b), t e department may file 
with the office of administrative hearings and serve upon the 
provider its written argument and documents, information, and 
affidavits in support of its determination. IT the department fails to 
make ~ submission in accordance with this paragraph, the admin
istrative law judge shall proceed pursuant to paragraph (mased on 
the- provider's submission. 

(d) Upon receipt I>y the office of administrative hearings of the 
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earlier, the cIllef ~~~~~~~su~b~m~i~s~s~io~n~m~a~dFe~u~n~d~e~r~~~!~J(C) or upon the 
an admmistra-

!1i!:~I;~II:j!iIi!!~!!!)illiii!!rl!lIi!!~1 case 
argu-

_ _ _ necessary T===-oc=-", _'= _<:=:!lo final 
deCISion, allow witnesses to be presented or discovery 
to be made in proceeding. Within SOnays of receipt !ii the office 
of administrative hearings of the department's submission or the 
expiration of the SO-day filing period in paragraph (c), whichever ~ 
earlier, the administrative law judge shall make !lo final decision on 
the items in issue, and shaIl notify the provider andtne department 
by fli'St-Class mail of theaecision on each item. The decision of the 
aaministrative law judge is the final aamimstrattve decision, is not 
appealable, and does notcreate legal precedent, except that llie 
department may make an aClJiiStment contrary to the decision ofllie 
administrative law judge based upon !lo subsequent cost report 
amendment or field audit that reveals information relating to the 
adjustment that was not known to the department at the time ofllie 
final decision. 

(e) For!lo disputed item otherwise subject to the review set forth in 
this subdivision, the department and the provider may mutually 
agree to bypass the expedited review process and proceed to !lo 
contested case hearing at clny time prior to the time for the 
department's submission un er paragraph (c). 

(D When the department determines that the appeals of two or 
more providers otherwise subject to the review set forth in this 
subdiVIsion present the same or substantially the same adjustment, 
the department may remove the disputed items from the review in 
this subdivision, and the disputed items shall proceed in aCCOrdance 
with subdivision 1c. The department's decision to remove the 
appealed adjustments to contested case proceeding is final and is not 
reviewable. , 

.\g2 For !lo disputed item otherwise subject to the review in this 
subdivision, the department or!lo rovider jay petition the chief 
administrative law judge to issue an cir er a lowing the petitioning 
party to bYPaSS the expedited review process. If the petition is 
granted, the isputed item niust proceed in accoraance with subdi
vision 1c. In milking the determination, the chief administrative 
law judge Shall consider the potential impact and precedential and 
monetary value of the disputed item. ~ petition for removal to 
contested case hearing must be filed with the chiefaaministrative 
law judge and the opposing party on or before the date on which its 
submission ~ due under paragraph (b) or (c). Within 20 days of 
receipt of the petition, the OI!posing ~ may submit its argument 
opposing llie petition. Withm 20 days of receipt of the argument 
opposing The petition, or if no argument is received, within 20 days 
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of the date on which the argument was due, the chiefadministrative 
law judge shall issue !Ie decision granting or denying the petition. !f 
the petItIOn ~ denied, the petitioning party has 60 days from the 
date of the denial to make !Ie submission under paragraph (b) or (c). 

(h) The department and a provider may mutually agree to use the 
procedllTes set forth in this subdivision for any dIsputed item not 
otherwise subject to tniSSiibdivision. 

(i) Notc'ting shall prevent either ~ from making its submis
sions and arguments under this subdivision through a person who ~ 
not an attorney. 

ill This subdivision applies to all appeals for rate years beginning 
after June 30, 1988. 

Sec. 165. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 256B.50, is amended 
by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. Ie. [ATTORNEY'S FEES AND COSTS.] (a) Notwithstand
!!>g -seCtlOri 3.762, paragraph (a), for an issueappealed under 
subdivision 1, the prevailing party in !Ie contested case proceeding or, 
!! appealed, in subsequent judicial review, must be awarded reason
able attorney's fees and costs incurred in IiflgaEing the appeal, if the 
prevailing party shows that the position of the opposing party was 
not substantially justifiea:-The procedures for awarding fees and 
costs set forth in section 3.764 must be followed in determining the 
prevailing party's fees and costs except as otherwise provided in this 
subdivision. For purposes of this subdivision, "costs" means sub
poena fees and mileage, transcript costs, court reporter fees, witness 
fees, postage and delivery costs, photocopying and printing costs, 
amounts charged the commissioner ~ the office of administrative 
hearings, and direct administrative costs of the department; and 
"substantially justified" means that !Ie position had !Ie reasonable 
basis in law and fact, based on the totality ofthe circumstances prior 
to and during the contested case proceeding and subsequent review. 

(b) When an award is made to the department under this 
suWiv~ illoffieYl'ees must be calCulated at the cost to the 
department. When an award is made to !Ie provider under this 
subdivisIOn, attorney fees must be calculated at the rate charged to 
the provider except that attorney fees awarded must be the lesser of 
the attorney's normal hourly fee or $100 ~ hour. 

(c) In contested case proceedings involving more than one issue, 
the administrative law judge shall determine what portion of each 
party's attorney fees and costs is related to the issue or issues on 
which it; prevailed and for which it; ~ entitled to an award. In 
making that determination, the administratIve law judge shall 
consider the amount of time spent on each issue, the precedeirtillI 
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value of the issue, the complexity of the issue, and other factors 
deemed appropriate !!.l': the administrative law judge. 

(d) When the department prevails on an issue involving more 
than one provider, the admimstrative law judge shall aUocate the 
total amount of any award for attorney fees and costs among the 
providers. In determining the allocation, theMministrative law 
Judge shall consider each provider's monetary interest in the issue 
and other factors deemed appropriate !!.l': the administrative law 
judge. 

(e) Attorney fees and costs awarded to the department for pro
ceerungs under this subdivision must not be reported or treated as 
allowable costs on the provider's cost report. 

(D Fees and costs awarded to a provider for proceedings under this 
suOilivision must be reimbursed to them!!.l': reporting the amount of 
fees and costs awarded as allowable costs on the provider's cost 
report for the reporting yea'hIn which they were awarded. Fees and 
costs reported lJ.ur~uant to t is subdivision must be included in the 
generar and a mlnlstratIve cost category but are not sublect to 
either the general and administrative or other-operating-costimits. 

~ IT the '([ovider fails to ~ the awarded attorney fees and costs 
within 120 ~ of the final decision on the award of attornet fees 
and costs, the departmentmay collect theamOiiiitdue throug any 
metliOOavailab!e to it for thecorrection' of medical assistance 
overpayments to rovw.ers. Interest charges must be assessed .on 
balances outstan ing after 120 days of the final decision on the 
award of attorney fees and costs. The annUal interest rate charged 
must be the rate cnarge<f1i.y the commissioner of revenue for late 
aayment of taxes that ~ in elIeCt on the 121st day after the final 

eClsion on the award of attorney fees and costs. 

(h) Amounts collected !!.l': the commissioner pursuant to this 
subdivision must be deemed fi>be recoveries pursuant to section 
256.01, subdivision 2, clause 15. 

(i) This subdivision applies to all contested case proceedings set on 
for hearing fu: the commissioner on or after the effective date onnis 
sectlOn, regardless of the date the appeal was filed. 

Sec. 166. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 256B.50, is amended 
by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. If. [LEGAL AND RELATED EXPENSES.] {)gal and 
reIat.ed expenses for unresolved challenges to decisions ~ overn
mental agencies shall be separatelyidentifiedand explaine on the 
provider's cost r;;"'11or each year in whjcnthe expenses are 
Incurred. When t e c allenge is resolvooin favor of the governmen-
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tal agency, the provider $hall notifr; the department of the extent to 
which its challenge was unsuccess uTOr the cost rePI'rt filed for the 
reporting year in which the challenge was resolved. n alIilifion, the 
provider ShaIl in1Ori'il the department of the years in which !1 
claimed legal and relateTexpenses and the amount of the expenses 
claimed in each year relating to tneunsuccessful challenge. The 
department shall reduce the provider's medical assistance rate in 
the subsequent rate yea~ .the total amount claimed h the 
provider for legal and. relateaexpenses incurred in an unsuccessful 
challenge to !! decision §.y !! governmental agency. 

Sec. 167. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 256B.50; is amended 
by adding a subdivision to read: . 

Subd. 1& [APPEAL SUPPLEMENT.] (a) For an appeal filed with 
the commissioner regardint payment rates calculated pursuant to 
Minnesota Rules, parts 951 .0010 to 9510.0480, or parts 9510.0500 
to 9510.0890, or Prill provisions. oIThese rules, that was not subject 
to the provisions 0 t is section or secllOn256K501, silbCfivision 3, at 
the time !1 was f'led, the appeUant must file an appeal supplemenT. 
The appeal supp ement must be filed no later than December 31, 
1988, an must speci~~ eachdisputeaitem, thereason for the 
mspute, an estimate oft e(lollar amount mVorvOOl"or each diSputed 
item, the computation that the provider believes is correct, the 
authOrity in statute or rule upon whIch the provider relies for each 
disputed item, the name and address Oi'the person or firm with 
whom contacts may be maGe regarding the appeal, and any other 
information required gy the commissioner. Failure to file the appeal 
supplement is jurisdictioillil and the commissioner may accordingly 
dismiss the appeal, and the rate established gy the commissioner 
shall take effect. 

(b) Filing of an appe,al supplement must not be construed to 
correct any legal defect III the original appeal. 

(c) An appeal for which an app;al supplement ~ filed pursuant to 
this subdivision must be set on ...Q!: !! contested case hearing, maae 
part of the expedited appear process with the agreement of both the 
provider and the department, or otherwise resolved gy December :g, 
1989. 

Sec. 168. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 256B.50, 
subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [APPRAISED VALUE.j (a) Aft A nursing home ilW 
a~peal the d~termination of its appraised varue, as determine £y 
t e. commISSIOner pursuant to sectIOn 256B.431 and rules estab
IlSlied thereunder. A written notice of appeal re"aest concerning the 
appraised value of anursing home'sreal estate as established by an 
appraisal conducted after July 1, 1986, shall must be filed with the 
commissioner within 60 days of the date the deteriiiillatioil was 
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made'and shall state the appraised value the nursing home believes 
is correct for the building, land improvements, and attached equip
ment and the name and address of the firm with whom contacts may 
be made regarding the appeal. The appeal request shall include a 
separate appraisal report prepared by an independent appraiser of 
real estate which supports the total appraised value claimed by the 
nursing home. The appraisal report shall be based on an' on-site 
inspection of the nursing home's real estate using the depreciated 
replacement cost method, must be in a form. comparable to that used 
in the commissioner's appraisal, and must pertain to the same time 
period covered by the appealed appraisal. The appraisal report shall 
include information related to the training, experience, and quali
fications of the appraiser who conducted and prepared the appraisal 
report for the nursing home. 

(b) A nursing home which has filed an appeal request prior to the 
effective date of Laws 1987, chapter 403, concerning the· appraised 
value of its real estate as established by an appraisal conducted 
before July 1, 1986, must submit to the commissioner the informa
tion described under paragraph (a) within 60 days of the effective 
date of Laws 1987, chapter 403, in order to preserve the appeal. 

(c) An appeal request which has been filed pursuant to the 
provisions of paragraph (a) or (b) shall be finally resolved through an 
agreement entered into by and between the commissiom;r and the 
nursing home or by the determination of an independent appraiser 
based upon an on-site inspection of the nUrsing home's real estate 
using the depreciated replacement cost method, in a form compara
ble to that used in the commissioner's appraisal, and pertaining to 
the same time period covered by. the appealed appraisal. The 
appraiser shall be selected by the commissioner and the nursing 
home by alternately striking names from a list of appraisers 
approved for state contracts by the commissioner of administration. 
The appraiser shall make assurances to the satisfaction of the 
commissioner and the nursing home that the appraiser is experi
enced in the use of the depreciated cost method of appraisals and 
that the appraiser is free of any personal, political, or economic 
conflict of interest that may impair the ability to function'in a fair 
and objective manner. The commissioner, shall pay costs of the 
appraiser through a negotiated rate for services of the appraiser, 

(d) The decision of the appraiser is final and is not appealable. 
Exclusive jurisdiction for appeals of the appraised value of nursing 
homes lies with the procedures set out in this subdivision. JIlo court 
of law shall possess' subject matter jurisdiction to hear appe;Ils of 
appraised value determinations of nursing homes. 

Sec. 169. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 256B.501, 
subdivision 1, is amended to read: 
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Subdivision 1. [Dj<;FINITIONS.] For the purposes of tbis section, 
the following terms have the meaning given th"m. 

(a) "Commissioner" means the· commissioner of human services. 

(b) "Facility" means a facility licensed as a mental retardation 
residential facility under section 252.28, licensed as a supervised 
living facility under chapter 144, and certified as an intermediate 
care facility for persons with mental retardation or related condi. 
tions. 

(c) "Waivered service" means home. or community-based. service 
auth<rrized under United States Code, title 42, section 1396n(c), as 
amended through December 31, 1982 1987, and defined in the 
Minnesota state plan for the provision of medical assistance ser· 
vices. Waivered services include"at a.minimum, case management, 
family training and support; developmental training homes, super· 
vised living arrangements, semi-independent living services, re
spite care, and training and habilitation services. 

Sec. 170. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 256B.501, subdivision 
3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [RATES FOR INTERMEDIATE CARE FACILITIES FOR 
PERSONS WITH MENTAL RETARDATION OR RELATED CON· 
DITIONS.] The commissioner shall establish, by rule, procedures for 
determining rates for care of residents of intermediate care facilities 
for persons with mental retardation or related conditions. The 
procedures shall be based on methods and standards that th., 
commissioner finds are adequate to provide for the costs that must 
be incurred for the care of residents in efficiently and economically 
operated facilities. In developing the procedures, the commissioner 
shall include: 

(a) cost containment measures that assure efficient and prudent 
management of capital assets and operating cost increases which do 
not exceed increases in other. sections of the economy; 

(b) limits on the amounts of reimbursement for property, general 
and administration, and new facilities; 

(c)· requirements to ensure that the accounting practices of the 
facilities conform to generally accepted accounting principles; 

(d) incentives to reward accumulation of equity; aM, 

(e) !'c revaluation on saleror !'c facility that, for at least three years 
before its use as an interineruate care facility, has been used hthe 
seller as !'c single family home and been claimedh the seller as !'c 
homestead, and was not revalued immediately prior to or upon 
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entering the medical assistance progTam, provided that the facility 
revaluation not exceed the amount permitted ~ the S()ciafSecurity 
Act, section 190~f;and 

(D appeals procedures that satisfy the requirements of section· 
25lffi.50 for appeals of decisions atising from the application of 
standards or methods pursuant to Minnesota Rules, parts 9510.0500 
to 9510.0890, 9553.0010 to 9553.0080, and 12 MCAR 2.05301 to 
2.05315 (temporary). . 

In establishing rules and procedures for setting rates for care of 
. residents in intermediate care facilities for persons with .mental 

retardation or related conditions, the commissioner shall consider 
the recommendations contained in the February 11, 1983, Report of 
the Legislative Auditor on Community.Residential Programs for the 
Mentally Retarded and the recommendations contained in the 1982 
Report of the Department of Public Welfare Rule 52 Task Force. 
Rates paid to supervised living facilities for rate years beginning 
during the fiscal biennium ending June 30, 1985, shall nof exceed 
the final rate allowed the facility for the previous rate year by more 
than five percent. 

Sec. 171. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 256B.501, is amended 
by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 3a. [INTERIM RATES.] Forrate years beginning October 1, 
1988, anaOctober 1,1989, the commissioner shall establish an 
interimprogram operatmgcost payment rate for care of residents in 
mtermediate care facilities for persons with mental retardation. 

(a) For the Tate yearbeginuing October h 1988, the interim 
program operating cost payment rate is the greater of the facility's 
1987 reportin\ yearaITowable I£rogram OJ:!erating costs ~ resident 
day increasedh the compositeorecasted mdex in section 256B.501, 
subdivision 3c, oi'1he facilit.l's January 1, 1988, program operating 
cost payment rate increase ~ the composite forecasted index in 
section 256B.501, subdivisipn 3c, excepR that the composite fore
casted index is established based on ~ 1iiIdpoont of the perlld 
JaiiUary h 1988, through September 30, 1988, to the midpoint 0 t e 
following rate year. 

(b) For the rate year beginning October h 1989, the interim 
lrogram operating cost payment rate is the greater of the facility's 

988 reportin\ year allowable program OJ:!erating costs ~ resident 
dab increasedh the composite forecasted mdex in section 256B.501, 
su division 2s. or the facili!;t'S October h 1988, program operating 
cost payment rate increase ~ the composite forecasted index in 
section 256B.501, subdivision 3c, except that the compos!teTore
casted index is established based on· the rilldpoint of the rate year 
DegIDning October h 1988, to the midpomt of the fOIlowing rate 
year. 
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Sec. 172. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 256B.501, is amended 
by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 3b. [SETTLE-UP OF COSTS.] The facility's program opera 
atWff costs are subject to ~ retroactive settle-up for the 1988 an 
.!L reporting years, determined h the followmg method: 

(a) !! ~ facility's program operating costs, including one-time 
adjustment program operatmg costs for the facility's 1988 or 1989 
reporting year, are less than 98 percent of the facility'S total 
~rogram o~rating cost payments for facilities with 20 or fewer 
icensed bea, or less than 99 percent of the facility's total program 
o~ratmg cost pay'ments for facilities with more than 20 licensed 
be s, then the facility must ~ the dItIerence to the state 
according to the desk audit adjustment procedures in Minnesota 
Rules, part 9553.0041, iiiibpart 13, items !! to E. For the purpose of 
aetermining the retroactive settle-up amounts, the facility's total 
progyam operating cost payments must be computed h mufiir.lying 
the ~c"ity's program operating cost payment rates, inc uding 
one-time program operating cost adjustment rates for those re1hort
!!!g years, h the prorated resident days that correspond to t ose 
program operating cost payment rates paiaauring those reporting 
years. 

(b) If a facility's program operating costs, including one-time 
adJUstment program operatm% costs for the1'aClhty's 1989 reporting 
year are between 102 and 10 percent of the amount computed h 
mu tiplying the fiiCITity's program operating cost payment rates, 
including one:tlme program operating cost adjustment rates for 
those reporting years, h the prorated res1dei1t days that correspoM 
to those program operating cost payment rates paid during ~ 
reporting year Ii the state must repay the dilIerence to the faCIlity 
accordmg to t eaesk audit adjustment procedures in lI.Ilnnesota 
Rules, part 9553.0041, subpart 13, items !! to E. 

A facility's retroactive settle-up must be calculated h October 1, 
1990. 

Sec. 173. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 256B.501, is amended 
by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 3c. [COMPOSITE FORECASTED INDEX.] For rate Y'!t'il 
begmnrngon or after October 1, 1988, the commissioner ~ 
establish ~ statewide composite Torecasted index to take into ac
count economic trends and conditions between the midpOInt of the 
i'ilCillty's reporting ~hr and the midpoint of the rate year loIlowIDg 
the reporting year. e statewide composite maex must incorporate 
the forecast h Data Resources, Inc. of increases in the average 
hour!r earnings of nursing and personal care workers indexed ~ 
Stan ard Industrial COde 805 in "Employment and Earnings, 
published by the Bureau of Labor Statistics, Umted States Depart-
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ment of Labor. This portion of the index must be weighted annually 
fu: the proportion of total alloWiiJireSaTariesaoo wages to the total 
allowable operating costs In the program, maIntenance, anaadmm:: 
Istrative operating cost categories for all facilities. 

~ adjustments to the other operatin~ costs in the program, 
malntenanc(j and ad~inistrative operatlnL, cost categori~s, the 
statewIde In ex must IncOilorate the Data . sources, Inc. forecast 
for increases in the nation;;: CPI-l'TThls portion of the'Triaex must 
De weighted aniiUalIy fu: the profl0rtion of' total allow"'iiOle other 
operating costs to the total anowab e operating costs in the prO$ram, 
maintenance, anaadministrative operatirn: cost categories tor all 
facilities. The commissioner shall use the indICes as forecasted ~ 
Data Resources, Inc., in the fourth quarter of the reporting year. 

Sec. 174. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 256B.501, is amended 
by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 3d. [LIMITS ON ADMINISTRATIVE OPERATING 
C<JS'I'K] For the rate yearbbeginning October 1 1989, the adminis
trative operating cost ~ ed limit shall be cafcuratea according to 
paragraphs (a) to (d). , 

(a) The commissioner shall clajify ~'lat.!1ty into, one of two 
l[0'tPs based on the nuliiher of icense s re~orW on the 
aci ity's cost report--:-nroup one includes facilitieS wit more than 20 

licensed beds. Group two inCliiaes facilities With 200r1'ewer IFei1sed 
beds. - -

(b) The commissioner shall determine the allowable administra
tive hIstorical operating cost ~ licensed bed for each facihty in the 
two ~ ~ dividing therulowable administrative historical 
operating cost In each facilrty~ the number oflicensed beds in each 
facility. 

(c) The commissioner shall establish the administrative cost ~ 
licensed bed limit ~ multiplying the median of the arra), of 
allowableoomTrilstrative historical operatin6\. costs ~ license ed 
for each ~ ~ the percentage that esta ishes ~ limit at the 
75th"'jJercentile of the array of each group. 

(d) 'For the rate year be~nning October h 1989, the maximum 
allowiibfe administrativelstorical operating cost SIi",llbe the 
facility's allowable administrative historical 0Rerating cost or the 
amount in paragraph (c) multiplied fu: the faci Itis licensedlieds; 
whichever IS less. . 

Sec. 175. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 256B.501, is amended 
by adding a subdivision to read: 
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Subd. 3e. [INCREASE IN LIMITS.] For rate 
h --

Sec. 176. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 256B.501, is amended 
by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 3f. [RATE ADJUSTMENTS.] For rate yeah beginning 
October 1, 1989, the commissioner may deve~ met od to adjust 
facility rates to meet new licensin~ or certification standards or 
regulations adop~ the state or ederal government that result 
in significant cost increases. The commIssioner may also coi1SUlei' 
establishing separate admmistrative cost limits based on other 
factors including difficulty of' care of reSiOents and licensure classi
fication. 

Sec. 177. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 256B.501, is amended 
by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. ~ [ASSESSMENT 'OF RESIDENTS.] For rate years 
~~~~ on or after October 1, 1990, the commissioner shall 
~ program operating cost rates for care of residents in 

that take into conslclei'ation service characteristics of 
~~~~ in those facffitles. To establish the service characteristics 
of residents, the guality assurance and review teams in the depart
ment of health shall assess all residents annually beginning Janu
ary h 1989, using a UiiTI'Oi'm assessment instrument developed fuc 
the commissioner. This instrument shall include assessment of the 
Went's behaVIOral needs, integration into the community, ability to 
perform actiVIties of daily laving, medicaiand therapeutic needs, 
and other relevant factors etermined fuc the commissioner. The 
COnirillSffioner may establish procedures to adius; the program 
operating costs of facilities based on .:Ie comparison 0 client services 
characteristics, resource needs, and costs. 

Sec. 178. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 256B.501, is amended 
by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 3h. [WAIVING INTEREST CHARGES.] The commissioner 
may waive interest charges on overpayments incUiTed Qy interme
diate care facilities for persons with mental retardation and related 
Collilitioils for the period Octooer1, 1987, through February 29, 
1988, if the ove a ments resulted from the continuation of the desk 
audit rate in effect on eptember ~ 1987, through the period. 
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Sec. 179. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 256B.501, is amended 
by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd; 3i. [SCOPE.] Subdivisions 3a to 3h do not ~ to facilities 
whose ~ayment rates are govemed~ l\finnesota· Rules, part 
9553.00 5.·' . 

Sec. 180. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 256B.501, is amended 
by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. !!i [RULES.] The commissioner shall adopt rules to im~e
ment this section. The commissioner snarrconsult with provi er 
groups, advocates, and legislators to deVelop these rules. 

Sec. 181. [256B.64] [ATTENDANTS TO VENTILATOR-DEPEN-
DENT RECIPIENTS.] . 

A ventilator-dependent recipient of medical assistance who has 
been receiving the services of !! pri"ate duty nurse or persollar care 
assistant in the recipient's home may continue to have a private 
tuty nurse oi']?ersonal care aSsistantliresent u!illn aamission to !! 

ospitaIllcensed under chapter 144. T e persona care assistant or 
private duty nurse shan perform inly the services of communicator 
or interpreter for the ventilator- epeniieiit ~atient during a transi
tion period of ~ to 120 hours to assure a equate training of the 
IiOSpital staff to communicate with the patient and to understand 
the unique comfort, safety, an.rpersonal care needs or the;.atient. 
The personal care assistant or private /uty nurse may 0 er non-. 
llliidiral advice to the health care ro essionals in charge of1he 
ventiator:aepenaeiitpatleiifs care an treatmenton matters per
taining to the comfort and safety of the [.atient. After the 120 hour 
transition period, an assessment mlY ,4 made fu:: the ventilator
dependent patient, the attendmg I' [,slclan, and the patient's prif 
mary care nurse to determine· wether cOiitinued services Q.. 
communicator or interpreter for the patient h the private d,£ty 
nurse or personru care assistant are necessary anaappropriate or 
the patient's needs. !f contmued service IS necessary andal'propri
ate, the physician must ~ this need to the commissIOner of 
numan services in order ~ payments to continue. The commis
sioner may adopt rules necessary to implement this section. Reim
Iliii'Sement under this section musfOe at the payment rate and in !! 
manner consistent with the pa~ment rate and manner used in 
reimbursing these I!rovJilersfor orne caresemces for the VeiiIifa: 
tor-dependent recipient underthe medlCaI assistanceprograni. 

Sec. 182. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 256B.69, subdivision 3, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [GEOGRAPHIC AREA.] The commissioner shall desig
nate the geographic areas in which eligible individuals may be 
included in the demonstration project. The geographic areas shall 
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may include one urban, one suburban, and at least one rural county. 
In order to encourage the participation of long-term care providers, 
the project area may be expanded beyond the designated counties for 
eligible individuals over age 65. 

Sec. 183. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 256B.69, subdivision 4, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [LIMITATION OF CHOICE.] The commissioner shall 
develop criteria to determine when limitation of choice may be 
implemented in the experimental counties. The criteria shall ensure 
that all eligible individuals in the county have continuing access to 
the full range of medical assistance services as specified in subdivi
sion 6. The commissioner shall exempt the following persons from 
participation in the project, in addition to those who do not meet the 
criteria for limitation of choice: (1) persons eligible for mediCal 
assistance according to section 256B.06, subdivision h clause (1) or 
who are in foster placement: and (2) persons eligible for medical 
assistance due to blindness or disability as determined by the social 
security administratIOn or the state medical review team, unless 
they are 65 years of age or older. Before limitation of choice is 
implemented, eligible individuals shall be notified and after notifi
cation, shall be allowed to choose only among demonstration provid
ers. After initially choosing a provider, the recipient is allowed to 
change that choice only at specified times as allowed by the commis
sioner. 

Sec. 184. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 256B.73, 
subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [ESTABLISHMENT: GEOGRAPHIC AREA.] The com
missioner of human services shall cooperate with ~ local coalition to 
establish a demonstration project to provide low cost medical insur
ance to uninsured low income persons in Cook, Crow Wing, Lake, St. 
Louis, Carlton, Aitkin, Pine, Itasca, and Koochiching counties 
except an individual county may be excluded as determined by the 
county board of commissioners. The coalition shall work with the 
commissioner and potential demonstration pr:ovI.ders as well as 
other public and private organizations to determine program design, 
including enrollee eligibility requirements, benefits, and participa
tion. 

Sec. 185. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 256D.01, 
subdivision la, is amended to read: 

Subd. 1a. [STANDARDS.] (1) A principal objective in providing 
general assistance is to provide for persons ineligible for federal 
programs who are unable to provide for themselves. The minimum 
standard of assistance determines the total amount of the general 
assistance grant without separate standards for shelter, utilities, or 
other needs. 
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(2) The commissioner shall set the standard of assistance for an 
assistance unit consisting of an adult recipient who is childless and 
unmarried or living apart from children and spouse and who does 
not live with a parent or parents or a legal custodian. When the 
other standards specified in this subdivision increase, this standard 
shall also be increased by the same percentage. 

(3) For an assistance unit consisting of aft .~ Iiffif).iL adult wIH> is 
ehildlesB aB<I H .. m8ffiea "" IWffig 8j3Ilf't Irom e· .. aB<I Sjlause, 
but who lives with a parent or parents, the general assistance 
standard of assistance shall be equal to the amount that the aid to 
families with dependent children standard of assistance would 
increase if the recipient were added as an additional minor child to 
an assistance unit consisting of the recipient's parent and all of that 
parent's family members, provided that the standard shall not 
exceed the standard for a general assistance recipient living alone. 
Benefits received by a responsible relative of the assistance unit 
under the supplemental security income program, a workers' com
pensation program, the Minnesota supplemental aid program, or 
any other program based on the responsible.relative's disability, and 
any benefits received by a responsible relative of the assistance.unit 
under the social security retirement program, shall not be counted 
in the determination of eligibility or benefit level for the assistance 
unit. An aa..lt:ehiId shall be The assistance unit is ineligible for 
general assistance if the available resources or the countable income 
of the adult ehiId assistance unit and the parent or parents with 
whom the adult ehiId assistance unit lives are such that a family 
consisting of the adult elJId!S assistance nnit's parent or parents, the 
parent or parents' other family members and the adult ehiId 
assistance unit as the only or additional minor child would be 
financial1y ineligible for general assistance. For the purposes of 
calculating the countable income of the assistance unit's arent or 
parents, use the calculation methods, income deductions, exc usions, 
and disregards used when calculating the countable income for ~ 
single adult or childless couple. 

(4) For an assistance unit consisting of a marriea childless couple 
wIH> are ehildless "" wIH> live 8j3Ilf't Irom ftft;Y effild "" eaildren sf 
wIH>m e#Rep sf tRe mamed ee>ij>Ie is 8 J*'f€I"i "" legal eustadia .. , the 
standards of assistance shall be equal to the first and second adult 
standards of the aid to families with dependent children program. If 
one member of the couple is not included in the general assistance 
grant, then the standard of assistance for the other shall be equal to 
the second adult standard of the aid to families with dependent 
children program, except that, when one member of the couple is not 
included in the general assistance grant because that member is not 
categorically eligible for general assistance under section 256D.05, 
subdivision 1, and has exhausted work readiness eligibility under 
section 256D.051, subdivision 4 or 5, for the period of time covered 
by the general assistance grant, then the standard of assistance for 
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the remaining member of the couple shall be equal to the first adult 
standard of the aid to families with dependent children program. 

(5) For an assistance unit consisting of all members of a family, the 
standards of assistance shall be the same as the standards of 
assistance applicable to a family under the aid to families with 
dependent children program if that family had the same number of 
parents and children as the assistance unit under general assistance 
and if all members of that family were eligible for the aid to families 
with dependent children program. If one or more members of the 
family are not included in the assistance unit for general assistance, 
the standards of assistance for the remaining members shall be 
equal to the standards of assistance applicable to an assistance unit 
composed of the entire family, less the standards of assistance 
applicable to a family of the same number of parents and children as 
those members of the family who are not in the assistance unit for 
general assistance. Notwithstanding the foregoing, if an assistance 
unit consists solely of the minor children because their parent or 
parents have been sanctioned from receiving benefits from the aid to 
families with dependent children program, the standard for the 
assistance unit shall be equal to the special child standard of the aid 
to families with dependent children program. A child shall not be 
excluded from the assistance unit unless income intended for its 
benefit is received from a federally aided categorical assistance 
programf or supplemental security incomet retirement, surviv8fs, 
aruI aisability ince",e; ethe¥ assist&nee jlFegFB.ffiS; ffi' €hiM S"",,8Ft 
aruI maintenance jlayments. The income of a child who is excluded 
from the assistance unit shall not be counted in the determination of 
eligibility or benefit level for the assistance unit. 

Sec. 186. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 256D.02, subdivision 
7, is amended to read: 

Subd. 7. "Childless couple" means two individuals who are relatea 
by maFriage arulwlwarelWffigmarried to each other, live in a place 
of residence maintained by them as their own home, and are either 
childless or living apart from their children. - -- -----

Sec. 187. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 256D.02, is amended 
by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 12a. "Single adult" means an individual 18 years or older 
who is childless and unmarried or living apart from the individUal'S 
children and spouse. 

Sec. 188. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 256D.03, 
subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [GENERAL ASSISTANCE MEDICAL CARE; ELIGIBIL
ITY] (a) General assistance medical care may be paid for any person: 
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(1) who is eligible for assistance under section 256D;05 or 
256D.051 and is not eligible for medical assistance under chapter 
256B; or 

(2) who is a resident of Minnesota; whose income as calculated 
under chapter 256B is not in excess of the medical assistance 
standards or whose excess income is spent down pursuant to chapter 
256B; and whose equity in resources is not in excess of $1,000 per 
assistance unit. Exempt real and liquid assets, the reduction of 
excess assets, and the waiver of excess assets must conform to the 
medical assistance program in chapter 256B. 

(b) Eligibility is available for the month of application and for 
three months prior to application if the person was eligible in those 
prior months. A redetermination of eligibility must occur every 12 
months. 

(c) General assistance medical care may be Pllid for ~ person, 
regardless of age, who is detained !!r law for less t an one year in ~ 
county correctional or detention faCillty as '" pers0y, accused or 
convicted of a crime or admitted as an inpatient to a ospital on ~ 
criminal hola order, \!tlie Ilerson ~ a recipient of general assistance 
medical care at the time t e person is detained !!r law or admitted 
on '" criminal holdOrder and as ;)fig as the person contlnues.to meet 
other eligibility requirements 0 this subdivision. 

(d) General assistance medical care ~ not available for applicants 
or recipients who do not cooperate with the local agency to meet the 
requirements of merucal assistance. 

Sec. 189. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 256D.06, 
subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. General assistance shall be granted in lffi€h an 
amount that when added to the nonexempt income actually avail
able to the iHai'liallsl, ffilH'Fiea ealljlle, '*' family assistance unit, the 
total amount equals the applicable standard of assistance for gen
eral assistance. In determining eligibility for and the amount of 
assistance for an individual or married couple, the local agency shall 
disregard toe mst $50 of earned income per month. . 

Sec. 190. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 256D.06, 
subdivision 1b, is amended to read: 

Subd. lb. [EARNED INCOME SAVINGS ACCOUNT.] In addition 
to the $50 disregard required under subdivision 1, the local agency 
shall disregard an additional earned income up to a maximum of 
$150 per month for persons residing in facilities licensed under 
Minnesota Rules, parts 9520.0500 to 9520.0690 and 9530.2500 to 
9530.4000, and for whom discharge and work are part of a treatment 
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plan and for persons livin~ in supervised apartments with services 
fundeaunTer Minnesota ules, parts 9535.0100 to 9535.1600, and 
for ~. discharge and work are 'bart of !'c treatment plan. The 
additIOnal amount disregarded must e placed in a separate savings 
account by the eligible individual, to be used upon discharge from 
the residential facility into the community. A maximum of $1,000, 
including interest, of the money in the savings account must be 
excluded from the resource limits established by section 256D.08, 
subdivision 1, clause (1). Amounts in that account in excess of 
$1,000 must be applied to the resident's cost of care. If excluded 
money is removed from the savings account by the eligible individ
ual at any time before the individual is discharged from the facility 
into the community, the money is income to the individual in the 
month of receipt and a resource in subsequent months. If an eligible 
individual moves from a community facility to an inpatient hospital 
setting, the separate savings account is an excluded asset for up to 
18 months. During that time, amounts that accumulate in excess of 
the $1,000 savings limit must be applied to the patient's cost of care. 
If the patient continues to be hospitalized at the conclusion of the 
18-month period, the entire account must be applied to the patient's 
cost of care. 

Sec. 191. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 256D.06, is amended 
by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. lc. [ELIGIBILITY OF FAMILIES.) Notwithstanding any 
other provisions of sections 256D.Ol to 256D.22, general assistance 
for an assistance unit consisting of members of !'c family must be 
granted in an amount that is equal to the amount of assistance 
which wou]dlie Pfiid to an aid to families with dependent children 
assistance unit w ichnas the same size, composition, income, ~ 
other circumstances relevant to the computation of an AFDC gran't. 
IiiCoiD.e lor an assistance unit consisting of members of !'c fa(jily 
applying Tor or receiving general assistance must be determine in 
the same manner as for persons applying for or receivin aid to 
ffimmes with dependent children, except that the lrst 50 ~ 
month of total child support paid on behalf of family members is 
eXcTiidea and t11ellalance is counted as unearned income, ana 
nonrecurrmglump sums received 12: the famillh shall be considerea 
income in the mont~eived and ~ resource t ereafter. 

Sec. 192. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 256D.07, is amended to 
read: 

256D.07 [TIME OF PAYMENT OF ASSISTANCE.) 

An applicant for general assistance or general assistance medical 
care authorized by section 256D.03, subdivision 3 shall be deemed 
eligible if the application and the verification of the statement on 
that application demonstrate that the applicant is within the 
eligibility criteria established by sections 256D.Ol to 256D.21 and 
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any applicable rules of the commissioner. Any person· requesting 
general assistance or general assistance niedical care shall be 
permitted by the local agency to make an application for assistance 
as' soon as administratively possible and in no event later than the 
fourth day following the date on which assistance is first requested, 
and no local agency shall require that a person requesting assis
tance appear at the offices of the local agency more than once prior 
to the date on which the person is permitted to make the application. 
The application shall be in writing in the manner and upon the form 
prescribed by the commissioner and attested to by the oath of the 
applicant or in lieu thereof shall contain the following declaration 
which shall be signed by the applicant: "I declare that this applica
tion has been examined by me and to the best of my knowledge and 
belief is a true "nd correct statement of every material point." On 
the date that general assistance is first requested, the local agency 
shall inquire and determine whether the person requesting assis
tance is in immediate need of food, shelter, clothing, assistance for 
necessary transportation, or other emergency assistance pursuant to 
section 256D.06, subdivision 2. A person in need of emergency 
assistance shall be granted emergency assistance immediately, and 
necessary emergency assistance shall continue until either the 
person is determined to be ineligible for general assistance or the 
first grant of general assistance is paid to the person. A determina
tion of an applicant's eligibility for general assistance shall be made 
by the local agency as soon as the required verifications are received 
by the local agency and in no event later than 30 days following the 
date that the application is made. Any verifications required of the 
applicant shall be reasonable, and the commissioner shall by rule 
establish reasonable verifications. General assistance shall be 
granted to an eligible applicant without the necessity of first 
securing action by the board of the local agency. q:'fle a",s"nt ef the 
ffist gl"fffitef geRep,,/ assist"Ree "' .... apeleel te "'" applieaRt sHaH be 
""mplitea te C8¥8P the time pePieEl staFtiRg with the date that 
assist",,"e is ffist re",,,estea aT if the alllllie"nt is nat eligible 6ft that 
eiftte, the date 6ft whish the allplieaRt ffist sesames eligible, aftd the 
ffist gl"fffit may be pea"eeel by the ama""t' ef emeFgeRey ge"m'al 
"ssist"Ree ppsviaea te the "\l1l1i.aRt. The first month's grant must 
be computed to cover the time P'hiod starting with the date a signed 
application form is receivecI2i t e local agency or from the Oate that 
the applicant meets all eligibffity""tactors, whiChever occurs later, 
The first grant 'day be reduced fu: the amount of emergency general 
assistance prov; ed to the applicant. 

If upon verification and due investigation it appears that the 
applicant provided false information and the false information 
materially affected the applicant's eligibility for general assistance 
or general assistance medical care provided pursuant to section 
256D.03, subdivision 3 or the amount of the applicant's general 
assistance grant, the local agency may refer the matter to the county 
attorney. The county attorney may commence a criminal prosecu-
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tion or a civil action. for the recovery of any general assistance 
wrongfully received, or both. 

Sec. 193. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 256D.35, is amended 
byadding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 9. [HOMESTEAD.] "Homestead" means a shelter in which 
thema:IVidual or the spouse with whom the indivIdual lives has an 
ownership intere~ and that IS the prmcipal residence of the 
individual, spouse, or the individuaPS minor or disabled chila. Tne 
home may be either real or personal ro ert , fixed or mOlille, and 
lOCafed on Tand or water. The home inclu es aU TIte land that 
appertains to j1 arullJilll(!Jngs locatea on that land. - -- --

Sec. 194. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 256D.37, 
subdivision 1, is 'amended to read: 

Subdivision l. (a) For ali iridividuals who apply to the appropriate 
local agency for supplemental aid, the local agency shall determine 
whether the individual meets the eligibility criteria prescribed in 
subdivision 2. For each individual who meets the relevant eligibility 
criteria prescribed in subdivision 2, the local agency shall certify to 
the commissioner the amount of supplemental aid to which the 
individual is entitled in accordance with all ofthe standards in effect 
December 31,1973, for the appropriate categorical aid program. 

(b) When a recipient is an adult with mental illness in a facility 
licensed under Minnesota Rules, parts 9520.0500 to 9520.0690, a 
resident of a state hospital or a dwelling with a negotiated rate, the 
recipient is not eligible for a shelter standard, a basic needs 
standard, or for special needs payments. The state standard of 
assistance for those recipients is the clothing and personal needs 
allowance for medical assistance recipients under section 256B.35. 
Minnesota supplemental aid may be paid to negotiated rate facili
ties at the rates in effect on March 1, 1985, for services provided 
under the supplemental aid program to residents of the facility, up 
to the maximum negotiated rate specified in this section. The rate 
for room and board for a licensed facility must not exceed $800. The 
maximum negotiated rate does not apply to a facility that, on 
August 1, 1984, was licensed by the commissioner of health only as 
a boarding care home, certified by the commissioner of health as an 
intermediate care facility, and licensed by the commissioner of 
human services under Minnesota Rules, parts 9520.0500 to 
9520.0690 or a facility that, on August 1, 1984, was licensed by the 
commissioner of human, services under Minnesota Rules, parts 
9525.0520 to 9525.0660, but funded as a supplemental aid negoti
ated rate facility under this chapter. The following facilities are 
exempt from the limit on negotiated rates and must be reimbursed 
for documented actual costs, until an alternative reimbursement 
system ~overing services excluding room and board maintenance 
services is developed by the commissioner: 
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(1) a facility that only provides services to persons with mental 
retardation; and . 

(2) a facility not certified to participate in the medical assi~tance 
program that is licensed as a boarding care facility as of March 1, 
1985, and does not receive supplemental program funding under 
Minnesota Rules, parts 9535.2000 to 9535.3000 or parts 9553.0010 
to 9553.0080. Beginning July 1, 1987, the facilities under clause (1) 
are subject to applicable supplemental aid limits,and must meet all 
applicable licensing and reimbursement requirements for programs 
for persons with mental retardation. The negotiated rates may be 
paid for persons who are placed by the local agency or who elect to 
reside in a room and board facility or a licensed facility for the 
purpose of receiving physical, mental health, or rehabilitative care, 
provided the local agency agrees that this care is needed by the 
person. When Minnesota supplemental aid is used to pay a negoti
ated rate, the rate payable to the facility must not exceed the rate 
paid by an individual not receiving Minnesota supplemental aid. To 
receive payment for a negotiated rate, the dwelling must comply 
with applicable laws and rules establishing standards necessary for 
health, safety, and licensure. The negotiated rate must be adjusted 
by the annual percentage change in the consumer price index 
(CPI-U U.S. city average), as published by the Bureau of Labor 
Statistics between the previous two Septembers, new series index 
(1967-100) or 2.5· percent, whichever is less. ffi eem!,1iting tfte 
lHBeant ef sa!,!,lemental· aid ...,Qep this seetiaB, tfte leeal ageBey 
sfltH! aea..et fi.em tfte gFeSS amaant ef tfte iBaivilllial's aeteFminea 
needs all ineame, slibjeet te tfte eFite,ia feF iBeeme aisFegaFas iB 
elffiet DeeemBo. g±, ~ feF tfte !l!'!,F8jlFiate eategaFieal aid !"'6-
gFIHB; ~ tBBt tfte eamea iBeame aisFegaFa feF disaBled !,eFsaB8 
wOO. are nat .esiaeBts ef laBg teFm care faeilities BHiSt Be tfte same 
as tfte eaFBea iB.ame dis,ega,a available te disaBle a !,eFS8BS iB tfte 
sa!,!,lemental seearity iBeeme !'.egpam -a all aet\ial weffi ."... 
pensee BHiSt Be aeaaetea wheB aeteFminiBg tfte ameaBt ef iBeame 
feF tfte iBai'lidaal. From the first of the month in which an effective 
application is filed, the state and the county shall share responsi
bility for the payment of the supplemental aid to which the individ
ual is entitled under this section as provided in section 256D.36. 

Sec. 195. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 256D.37, subdivision 
2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [RESOURCE STANDARDS.] The resource standards and 
restrictions for supplemental aid under this section shall be those 
used to determine eligibility for disabled individuals in the supple
mental security income program. !I'he leeal ageBey sfltH! fII'I'ly tfte 
l'ClevaBt ",iteria te eaeh "l'lllieatiaB. !I'he leeal ageBey iB its diseFe
tieB may pe_it eligibility ef an a!,!,lieant Baving assets iB eireess ef 
tfte aiBeant !,.escriBed iB this seetien if lit'laidatian ef tfte assets 
wellld _ .....me lass eF saFasBi!,. 
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Sec. 196. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 256D.37, is amended 
by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 6. [TRANSFERS.] (a) In determining the resources of an 
inffivWuiiI and an eligible spouse, !! any, ~ person shall include ~ 
resource or interest that exceeds the limits set out in subdivision 2 
and that was given away or solITor less than fair market value 
within the 24 months lireceding application for Minnesota supple
mental aid or during ~ period of eligibility. 

(b) ~ transaction described in this subdivision is presumed to have 
been made to establish eJigilillity for benefits or assIstance under 
this chapter unless the individual or eligible spouse ~lVes convinc
!!!g evidence to establish that the transaction was rna e exclusively 
for another purpose. 

(c) For purposes of this subdivision, the value of ~ resource or 
interest is the fair market value when j! was sold or given away, less 
the amount 01cOmpensation received. 

(d) For any uncompensated transfer, the period of ineligibility 
must be calculated l:Jy dividing the amount of the uncomjiensated 
transferred amount l:Jy the statewide average monthly skil ed nurs
!!!g facilitt' payment for the previous calendar year to determine the 
number 0 months of ineITgibility. The individual ~ ineligible uiitiI 
the fixeaperiod of ineligibility has expired. The period of inelig;ruI: 
i!.Y may exceed 24 months, and ~ reapplication for benefits after 24 
months from .the date of the transfer does not result in eligibility 
unless and until the perioaof ineligibility has expired. 

(e) The period of ineligibility must not be a~plied !! the local 
agency determines that j! would create an imme late threat to the 
health or safety of the assistance unit. 

Sec. 197. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 256D.37, is amended 
by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 7. [EXCLUSIONS.] The following must not be included as 
income in determining eligibility: 

(1) the value of food stamps; 

(2) home-produced food used l:Jy the household; 

(3) Indian claim payments made !?y the United States Congress to 
compensate members of Indian tribes lOr the taking of tribal landS 
lly the federal government; 

(4) cash pailments to displaced persons who face relocation as~ 
result of the ousing Act of 1965, the HOUSing and Urban Devel-
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flrment Act of 1965, or the Uniform Relocation Assistance and Real 
opertYAcqulSRlonPOlicies Act of 1970; 

(5) one-third of child support payments received Q.y an eljgible 
chili from an absent parent; . 

(6) displaced homemaker payments; 

(7) reimbursement received for maintenance costs of providing 
foster care to adults or children; 

(8) benefits received under Title IV and Title VII of the Older 
Americans Act of 1965;-- -- -- -- -. - - - - --

(9) Minnesota renter or homeowner property tax refunds; 

(10) infrequent,irregular income that does not total more than 
$20 ~ person in ~ month; 

(11) reimbursement payments received from the VISTA program; 

(12) in-kind income; 

(13) payments received for providing volunteer services under 
TitIel, Title II, and Title III of the Domestic Volunteer Service Act 
of 1913;-- - - -- - --

(14) loans that have to be repaid; 

(15) federal low income heating assistance program payments; 
and 

(16) any other ~ offunds excluded as income Q.y state law. 

The local agency shall exclude the first $20 of earned or unearned 
income. 

Sec. 198. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 256D.37, is amended 
by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 8. [APPLICATION FOR FEDERALLY FUNDED BENE
FITS.] Persons for whom the applicant or recipient has financial 
responsibility aM who have unmet needs must a/(flY for, and if 
eligible, atcept aid to fammes with aepei}dent chi) ren and other 
federall~ undedlienefits before'3llocation of earned and unearned 
income rom the applicant or reci ient to meet the needs of those 
persons. If the persons are determine potentiallg<'ligible fOr these 
benefits, the applicant or recipient may not a locate earned or 
unearned income to those persons. . . '. 
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Sec. 199. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 256D.37, is amended 
by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 9. [ALLOCATION OF INCOME.] The rate of allocation for 
thelJ.llai1cially responsible relatives of aPPlicants or recipients ~ 
one-half the individual supplemental security income standard of 
assistance, except as restricted in subdivision §.: 

.!f the applicant or recipient shares .:!o residence with another 
person who has financIal responSi1liIlty for the applicant or recipi
ent, the income of the responsible relative must be considered 
available to the applicant or recipient after allowing the deductions 
in subdivisions 11 and 12. 

Sec. 200. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 256D.37, is amended 
by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 10. [EARNED INCOME DISREGARDS.] From the assis
tance unit's ~ earned income, the local agency shall CflSregard 
$65 plus one-half of the remaining income. 

Sec. 201. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 256D.37, is amended 
by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 11. [EARNED INCOME DEDUCTIONS.] From the assis
tance unit's ~ earned income, the local agency shalrSuJJtraCt 
work expenses allowed !>.Y. the supplemental security income pro
gram. 

Sec. 202. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 256D.37, is amended 
by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 12. [SELF-EMPLOYMENT EARNINGS.] J>.. local agency 
must determine gross earned income from self-emjllOYment !>.Y. 
subtracting business costs from gross receipts. 

Sec. 203. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 256D.37, is amended 
by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 13. [RENTAL PROPERTY] Income from rental property 
must be considered self-employment earnings for each month that 
an average of at least ten hours .:!o week of labor ~ expended !>.Y. the 
owner of the property. When no labor ~ ex ended, income from 
rental property must be considered as unearne income and an 
additional deduction must be allowed for actual, reasonable, and 
necessary labor costs for upkeep and repair. --

Sec. 204. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 256D.37, is amended 
by adding a subdivision to read: 
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Subd. 14. [GROSS INCOME TEST.] The local agency shIJll ~ 
-'" ~ income test prospectively for each month o-rProffam 
eligibility. An assistance unit IS meligible when nonexclude in
come, before applying any disregards or deductions, exceeds 300 
percent of the supplemental security income standard for the 
assistance unit. 

Sec. 205. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 256E.12, subdivision 1, 
is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. The commissioner shall establish "" e,,!,eFimeBtal 
a statewide program to assist counties in providing services to 
eRFsBieally mentally ill persons with serious and persistent mental 
illness as defined in section 245.462, subdivision 20. The commis
sioner ShaH make grants to counties to establish, operate, or 
contract with private providers to provide services designed to help 
eRFsftieally meRtally ill persons with serious and persistent mental 
illness remain and function in their own communities. Grants 
received pursuant to this section may be used to fund ;,msvative 
community sugort services Felating te l'Rysieal fitness 
!,Fsgrams "esi ell health tFeatment plan as 
specified 6, and case management 
activities medlcaIassistance program 

Sec. 206. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 256E.12, subdivision 2, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. To apply for a grant a county board shall submit an 
application and budget for the use of the money in the form specified 
by the commissioner. The commissioner shall make grants only to 
counties whose applications and budgets are approved by the com
missioner. A county receiving a grant under this section shall 
finance at least ten percent of the cost of services for ehFsBieally 
mentally ill persons with serious and persistent mental illness from 
local resources, which may include private contributions and federal 
money. 

Sec. 207. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 256E.12, 
subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. The commissioner shall allocate grants under this section 
to finance up to 90 percent of each county's costs for services t<w 
eaFsBieally mentally ill to persons with serious and persistent 
mental illness. The commissioner shall promulgate emeFgeney ftBd 
permanent rules to govern grant applications, approval of applica
tions, allocation of grants, and maintenance of financial statements 
by grant recipients. The commissioner shall require collection of 
data and periodic reports as the commissioner deems necessary to 
demonstrate the effectiveness of the services in helping ehFsnieally 
meBtally ill persons with serious and persistent mental illness 
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remain and function in their own communities. '!'he e"llerifAeBtal 
pF8g>'afA shall ~ B8 later than .ffiBe W, ~ 

Sec. 208. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 256F03, subdivision 8, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 8. [PLACEMENT PREVENTION AND FAMILY REUNI
FICATION SERVICES.] "Placement prevention and family reunifi
cation services" means a continuum of services designed to help 
children remain with their families or to facilitate reunification of 
children with their parents. Placement prevention and family reu
nification services available to !! minority farily must reflect and 
support family models that are accepted Wit in the culture of the 
particular minority. 

Sec. 209. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 256F.07, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 3a. [MINORITY FAMILY SERVICES.] In addition to ser
vices listed in subdivision ~ placement prevention and !amily 
reunifiCallon services for minority children include: 

(1) development of foster and adoptive placement resources, 
including recruitment, IiCellsing, and support; 

(2) advocacy in working with the county and private social service 
agencIes, and actiVIties to help provide access to agency services; 

(3) fam&ly and community involvement strategies to combat child 
abuse an chronic neglect of children; 

(4) coordinated child welfare and mental health services to 
mmority families; and 

(5) other activities and services apwoved ~ the commissioner 
that filrt"!ler the goals of' the minority eritage preservation act. 

Sec. 210. [257.066] [RULES.] 

~ December 31, 1989, the commissioner of human services shall 
revise Minnesota Rules, barts 9545.0750 to 9545.0830, 9560.00TOtO 
9560.0180, and 956lJ.050 to 9560.0670 to ensure that, as conditions 
of licensure, social services and child-placing a encleS meet the 
requirements otSection 257.072, subdivisions '2 an 8, and keep 
records in comPliance with sections 257.01 and 259.46. 

Sec. 211. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 257.071, subdivision 2, 
is amended to read: 
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Subd. 2. [SIX MONTH REVIEW OF PLACEMENTS.] There shall 
be an administrative review of the case plan of each child placed in 
a residential facility no later than 180 days after the initial 
placement of the child in a residential facility and at least every six 
months thereafter if the child is not returned to the home of the 
parent or parents within that time. The case plan must be monitored 
and updated at each administrativerevww. As an alternative to the 
administrative review, the social service agency responsible for the 
placement may bring a petition as provided in section 260.131, 
subdivision la, to the court for review of the foster care to determine 
if placement is in the best interests of thechiH This petition must 
be brought to the court within the applicable six months and is not 
in lieu of the requirements contained in subdivision 3 or 4. 

Sec. 212. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 257.071, subdivision 3, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [REVIEW OF VOLUNTARY PLACEMENTS.] Subject to 
the provisions of subdivision 4, if the child has been placed in a 
residential facility pursuant to a voluntary release by the parent or 
parents, and is not returned home within 18 months after initial 
placement in the residential facility, the social service agency 
responsible for the placement shall: 

(a) Return the child to the home of the parent or parents; or 

(b) File an appropriate petition pursuant to section 260.131, 
subdivision 1, or 260.231, and if the petition is dismissed, petition 
the court within two years, pursuant to section 260.131, subdivision 
la, to determine if the placement is in the best interests of the child. 

The case plan must be updated when ~ petition is filed and must 
inCIiiae a specific plan Tor permanency. 

Sec. 213, Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 257.071, subdivision 6, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 6. [ANNUAL FOSTER CARE REPORT.] The commissioner 
of human services shall publish annually a report on children in 
residential facilities as defined in subdivision 1. The report shall 
include, by county and statewide, information on legal status, living 
arrangement, age, sex, race, accumulated length of time in foster 
care, and other demographic information deemed appropriate on all 
children placed in residential facilities. The report shall also state 
the extent to which authorized child placing agencies comply with 
sections 257.072 and 259.455 and include descriptions of the meth
ods used to comply with those sections. The commissioner shall 
publish the report for each calendar year ~ June! of the followmg 
year. 
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Sec. 214. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 257.071, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 8. [RULES.] !!x December .:!h 1988, the commissioner shall 
revise MInnesota Rules, p~rts 9545.0010 to 9545.0269, the rules 
Seffiilg standards for fami y and ~ family foster care. The 
commissIOner shalI: 

(1) require that, as ~ condition of licensure, foster ~ providers 
attend training on the Importance of protectii1iCultural heritage 
within the meaning or Laws 1983, Chapter 278, the Indian Child 
wenare Act, Public Law Number 95-608, and the l\lIDnesota Indian 
family preservaIiOn act, sections 257.35 t025'7:357; and 

(2) review and( where necessary, revise foster care rules to reflect 
sensitivity to cu tural diversity and<ITlFerfiigIR'eStYIe8.BpecHicaIIY, 
the commiSSioner shall examine whether space and other require
ments discriminate agamst single-parent, minority, or low-income 
faiiiffies who may be able to provide quality foster care reflecting the 
values of their own respective cultures. 

Sec. 215. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 257.072, is amended to 
read: 

257.072 [RECRUITMENT QF FOSTER FAMIUES WELFARE 
OF MINORITY CHILDREN.] 

Subdivision 1. [RECRUITMENT OF FOSTER FAMILIES.] Each 
authorized chilO placing agency shall make special efforts to recruit 
a foster family from among the child's relatives, except as authorized 
in section 260.181, subdivision 3, and among families of the same 
minority racial or minority ethnic heritage. Special efforts include 
contacting and working with community organizations and reli
gious organizations, utilizing local media and other local resources, 
and conducting outreach activities, and increasin~ the number of 
minority recruitment staff employed!!y the alency .1'00 agency may 
accept any gifts, grants, offers of services, an other contributions to 
use in making special recruitment efforts. 

Subd. 2. [DUTIES OF COMMISSIONER.] The commissioner of 
huliiiill services shall: ---

(1) in cooperation with child-placing agencies, develop !! cost-ef
fective camllaign uring radio and television to recrUit minority 
idOj?ITve an foster amilies; 

~ require that agency staff pe1ple who work in the area of 
mmont~ adoption and foster fami y recruitment attena cultural 
sensitiVIty trainmg; ana- . 
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(3) monitor the recordkeeping, licensing, placement preference, 
recruitment, revIew, and reporting requirements of the nunority 
child heritage protection act, Laws 1983, chapter 278. 

Subd. 3 .. [MINORITY RECRUITMENT SPECIALIST.] The com· 
miSsWnershall designate a l'~rmanent professional staffpoSffion for 
!! minority recruitment speclalist. The minority recrlilliiient speciar: 
ist shall provide serVlces to chtld-pTaCing agencies seekina to recruit 
ffilnoriW adoptiv,e and foster, care families and 'luaHfie mmority 
professlOnaI staft. The mmonty recrUltment speclahst shall: 

(1) develop materials for use ~ the agencies in training staff; 

(2) conduct in-service workshops for agency personnel; 

(3) provide consultation, technical assistance, and other appropri
ate servlces to agencies wishing to improve servIce<l'elivery to 
minorlty popiUations; 

(4) conduct workshops for foster care and adoption recruiters to 
evruuate the effectiveneSS-oftechilliiiies for recruiting minoritY 
famtlies; ana: 

(5) perform other duties as assigned ~ the commissioner to 
im]?Tement the minority chila heritage protection act and the 
Minnesota IilcITan family preservation act. 

Upon recommendation of the minority recruitment specialist, the 
commlSSlOnermay contract for portions of these serVlceS. 

Subd. 4. [CONSULTATION WITH MINORITY REPRESENTA
TIVES.] The commissioner of human services shall after seeking 
and cons1i1ering advice from representatives fro~ the councils 
established under sections 3.922, 3.9223, 3.9225, and 3.9226: 

(1) review, and where necessa~,revise the department of human 
services soctal service manual an practice guide to reflect The scope 
and inteiif'iit"'Laws 1983, chapter 278; ----------

(2) develop criteria for determining whether a prospective adop
tive or foster familx is "knowledgeable andappreClatlve" as the 
term ~ used in sectlOn 260.181, subdivision ~ 

(3) develop a standardized training curriculum for adoption and 
foster care workers, family-based providers and administrators who 
work with minonty and speclal needs childi'en. Training must 
adOress the following Siil)jects: 

(a) developing and maintaining sensitivity to other cultures; 
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(b) assessing values and their cultural implications; and 

(c) implementing the minority child heritage f.rotection act, Laws 
1983, chapter 278, and the Minnesota Indian amily preservation 
act, sections 257.35 to 257.357; 

(4) develop a training curriculum for famjlt and extended faTily 
members of minority adoptive and fOster c i dren. The curricu urn 
must address issues relating to crosS-CtiItural placements as well as 
issues that arise after "'- foster or adoptive placement is made; and 

(5) develop and provide to agencies an assessment tool to be used 
in combination with group interviews and other preplacement 
activities to evaliiii:te prospective adoptive and foster families of 
minority children. The tool must assess proDleffi-SOlving skills; 
identify parenting skills; and, when reguired .fu: section· 260.181, 
subdivision 3, evaluate the degree to which the prospective family ~ 
knowledgeable and appreciative of racial and ethnic differences. 

Subd. ~ [MINORITY PLACEMENTS.] Beginning December 1, 
1989, the commissioner shall provide to the Indian affairs councll, 
the council on affairs of Spanish-Speaking people, the council on 
Black Minnesotans, ana the counci on Asian-PacifiC'1\tmnesotans 
the semiannual reports required under section 216. 

Subd. 6. [ADVISORY TASK FORCE.] The commissioner of hu
manserVlces may convene and meet ~eriOdlcallY with an adVisory 
task force on minority childweJrare:-rhe task force fay advise the 
commissioner on issues related to minority child'We1 are, IDcIiiOing, 
but not limited to, adoption andToster care, the use of citizen review 
ooards, infant mortality in minority communities, and placement 
prevention. The task force should include minority!idoptlOn and 
foster care workers and minority adoptive and foster parents. 

Subd. 7. [DUTIES OF CHILD-PLACING AGENCIES.] Each au-
thOTIZea child-placing agency must: -- -

(1) develop and follow procedures for implementing the order of 
preference prescribed Qy section 260.181, subdivision 3; 

(2) have a written plan for recruiting minority adoptive and foster 
families. The plan must include (a) strategies for using existing 
resources in minority communities, (6) use of minority outreach 
staff wherever possible, (c) use of minoritvIoster homes for place
ments after birth and before adOption, an (d) othertechillijues as 
appropriate; 

(3) have "'- written plan for training adoptive and foster families of 
minority children; 
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(4) if located in an area with !! significant minoritr population, 
have !! written plan ---wr employing minorit socia workers in 
adoiltion and foster care. The plan must inc u e stam'ng goals ana: 
objectives; and 

(5) ensure that adoption and foster care workers attend training 
owed or approved ~ the deParlilleiitOl1i.uman ser~egarding 
cultural diversity and llie needs of special needs children. 

Subd. 8. [REPORTING REQUIREMENTS.] Each authorized 
chTl(f-jllacmg a enc shall liovide to the commiSSIOner of human 
services ali data nee ed.fuz t e commissioner for the Ftl?ort reJ,Ulred 
I:Jy section 216. The agency shill provide the data WIt m 60 ~ of 
~ end of the six-month period for which the data ~ applicable. 

Sec. 216. [257.0725] [SEMIANNUAL REPORT.] 

The commissioner of human services shall publish a semiannual 
report on children in out-of-home placement. The report shall 
include, ~ county andstatewide, information on Aegal status, liimg 
arrangement, rage, sex, race, accumulated length of time in P lice
jent, reason ~ most recent placement, ra~amily with w om 
p aced;Iiilliiber OiTariilIieS trom the child's own culture in the 
placement pool dUrin" the I?eriod for which data is providea, ana: 
other demographic in ormatIOn deemed appropriate on all childreii 
in out-or-home placement. The commiSSIOner shall provide the 
reguired data for children who entered placement durng the 
previous guarter and for children who ~ in alacement at ~ endOl 
the quarter. Out=or:hOme r,lacement mClu es· placement in any 
facility ~ an authorized chi d-placing agency. fu:: December I, 1989, 
and .fuz December 1 of each successive year, the. commissioner ShiiIl 
jlli1Jlish a report covermgtlie first six months of the calendar ye~. 
!!Y June h 1990, and ~ June ! of each successive ~ t e 
commissioner shall publish a report covering the last six iiiOtiThs of 
the calendar year. ----

Sec. 217. [257.075] [GRANTS FOR SUPPORT SERVICES.] 

The commissioner of human services
d 
may make grants to autho

rized child-placing agencies that g,rovi e serVICeS to mmorr~ chil
dren.in out-of~home placements. upport services may mclu e;l)iit 
are not limited to: 

(1) development of foster and adoptive placement resources, 
inCluding recruitment, rrcensing, and support; 

(2) advocacy in working with the cOCinty and private social service 
agencies, and activities to help provi e access to agency services; 
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(3) family and community involvement strategies to combat child 
abuse and chronic neglect of children; 

(4) coordinated child welfare and mental health services to 
mmority families; --

(5) preadottion, postadoption, and foster care support groups for 
minority chi dren and prospective adoptive and foster families; 

(6) the use of minority foster parents as continuing support for 
chTIilren returned to birth nomes; 

(7) information, counseling, and support groups to assist minority 
children approaching age 18 in setting permanent goals for inde
pendent living; 

(8) minority adolescent support gr<lIlJl'l for. children in long-term 
foster care, new adoptive placements, and nonminority homes where 
identity issues threaten the adoptive relationship andadjiiStment; 

(9) services listed at section 256F.07; and 

(10) other activities and services apfiroved !J,y the commissioner 
that further the goals of the minority eritage preservation act. 

Sec. 218. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 260.181, subdivision 3, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [PROTECTION OF RACIAL OR ETHNIC HERITAGE, 
OR RELIGIOUS AFFILIATION.] The policy of the state is to ensure 
that the best interests of children are met by requiring due consid
eration of the child's minority race or minority ethnic heritage in 
foster care placements. 

The court, in transferring legal custody of any child or appointing 
a guardian for the child under the laws relating to juvenile courts, 
shall place the child, in the following order of preference, in the 
absence of good cause to the contrary, in the legal custody or 
guardianship of an individual who (a) is the child's relative, or if 
that would be detrimental to the child or a relative is not available, 
who (b) is of the same racial or ethnic heritage as the child, or if that 
is not possible, who (c) is knowledgeable and appreciative of the 
child's racial or ethnic heritage. The court may require the county 
welfare agency to continue efforts to find a guardian of the child's 
minority racial or minority ethnic heritage when such a guardian is 
not immediately available. For purposes of this subdivision, "rel
ative" includes members of ~ child's extended family and important 
frleilds with whom the child has resided or had signifiCant contact. 

If the child's genetic parent or parents explicitly request that the 
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preference described in clause (a) or in clauses (a) and (b) not be 
followed, the court shall honor that request consistent with the best 
interests of the child. 

If the child's genetic parent or parents express a preference for 
placing the child in a foster or adoptive home ofthe same or a similar 
religious background to that of the genetic parent or parents, in 
following the preferences in clause (a) or (b), the court shall order 
placement of the child with an individual who meets the genetic 
parent's religious preference. Only if no individual is available who 
is described in clause (a) or (b) may the court give preference to an 
individual described in clause (c) who meets the parent's religious 
preference. 

Sec. 219. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 268.0111, is amended 
by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 4a. [HOMELESS INDIVIDUAL.] "Homeless individual," or 
"homereSS-pers.on" means: 

(1) an individual who lacks !'c fixed, regular, and adequate 
nighttillie residence; aiid 

(2) an individual who has !'c primary nighttime residence that is: 

(i) a supervised publicly or privately operated shelter o,r dwelling 
designed to provide temporary living accommodations, 

(ii) an institution that provides a temporary residence for individ
uaTSintended to be institutionalized, or 

(iii) !'c public or private place not desigued for, or ordinarily used 
as, !'c regular sleeping accommodation for humans. 

The term "homeless individual" does not include any individual 
imprisoned or otherwise detained pursuant to federal or state law. 

Sec. 220. [268.0124] [PLAIN LANGUAGE IN WRITTEN MATE
RIALS.] 

(a) To the extent reasonable and consistent with the g'dals of 
prOvidillg easiJ'Y1iilderstandable and readable materi>iIS an com
plying with federal and state laws governing the programs, all 
wrItten materials relating to services and determinatIOns of eliit 
bIhty for or amounts of benefits that will be sven to ar;jiCants or 
or recipients of assistance under ~ program a ministere or super
vised !!y the commissioner of jobs and training must be understand
able to !'c person who readS' at the seventh-grade level, using the 
Flesch scale analysis readabi'ffiy score as determined under section 
~.--- -
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(b) All written materials relating to determinations of eligibility 
for or amounts of benefits that will be given to applicants for or 
recipients of assistance under proNrams administered or sUEervised 
~ the commissioner of jobs an training must be creve oped to 
satisfy the plain language requirements of the plain language 
contract act under sections 325G.29 to 325G.36. Materials may be 
submitted to the attorney general for review and certification. 
Notwithstanding section 325G.35, subdivision h the attorney gen
eral shall review submitted materials to determine whether tgey 
comply with the requirements of section 325G.31. The reme ies 
available pursuant to sections 8.31 and 325G.33 to 325G.36 do not 
!'£P!l': to these materials. Failure to comply with this section does 
not provide a basis for suspending the implementation or operation 
of other laws governing programs administered ~ the commis
sioner. --

(c) The requirements of this section !'£P!l': to all materials modi
fied or developed ~ the commissioner on or after July h 1988. The 
requirements of this section do not apply to materials that must be 
submitted to a federal agency for approval, to the extent that 
application of the requirements prevents federal approval. 

(d) Nothing in this section may be construed to prohibit a lawsuit 
brought to require the commissioner to COffialy with this section or 
to affect individuruappeal rights grante pursuant to section 
268.10. 

(e) The commissioner shall report annually to the chairs of the 
health and human services divisions of the senate finance commit
tee and the house of representatives appropnatWns committee on" 
the number and outcome of cases that raise the issue of the "._-_ 
commissioner's compliance with this' secuon-.-- -- --- - - '''-. 

Sec. 221. [268.39] [LIFE SKILLS AND EMPLOYMENT 
GRANTS.] 

The commissioner may provide grants to orjanizations for the 
development and administration oflife skills an employment plans 
for homeless individuals that reside in residential units constructed 
or rehabilitated under section 462A.05, subdivision 29. Grants 
awarded under thlSSection may also be used for the management of 
these resUleiitial units. The organizations that receive grants under 
this section must coordinate _ their efforts with organizations that 
receive grants under section 462A.05,Si.ibdivision 29. 

A life skills and employment plan must be developed for each 
tenant reSldlllg in ~ dwelling that receives funding under section 
462A.05, subdivision 29. The plan may include preaplirentice and 
apprenticeship training in the area of housing reha i1itation. !! 
preapprentice and apprenticeship training ~ part of ~ plan, the 
organization must consult with labor organizations experienced in 
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working with aParenticeship profiSams. The completion or compli
ance with the in ividual lite ski s and employment plan must be 
required for !! tenant to remain in !! unit constructed or reJ1a1jili
tated under" section 4621\.05, subdivision 29. 

The application for !! grant under this section must include a plan 
that must provide for: 

(1) training for tenants in areas such as cleaning and mainte-
nance, payment of rent, andrOoffiiiiateSkills, and --

(2) tenant selection and rental policies that insure rental of units 
to people who are homiliess if applicable. . 

The aliplicant must provide !! proposed occupancy contract ~ 
apalicab e, the name and address of the rentallgent ~ applicable, 
an other InformatIOn the commlSSlOner conSI erg necessary wIth 
the appITCation. 

The commissioner may adopt permanent rules to administer this 
grant program. 

Sec. 222. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 268.86, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 10. [INVENTORY, REFERRAL, AND INTAKE SER
VICES.] The commissioner of jobs and training, in cooperation with 
the commissioner of human services, shall develop an inventory, 
referral, and intake system. The systemmust provine for coordi
nated defiVe"ry of emplomment ani! training and income· mainte
nance support services, e lcient client referral among pro~rams and 
services, reduction of duplicate data collection, coordinate program 
intake fu local agencies, and et1eCtive evaluatIOn of employment 
and training services. The system must, at !! minimum, include the 
lolTowing: 

.(1) !!listing of all available public and private employment and 
training services, income maintenance and support services, and 
vocationally directed educatIOn and training programs; 

(2) the capability to assess client needs and match those needs 
with emf.loyment 0aportunities, education and training programs, 
and emp oyment an training and income maintenance and support 
services, and to refer the client to the appropriate employer, 
educationarTnstitutwn, or se~provicrer; . 

(3) !! coordinated intake procedure for employment and training 
services, and income maintenance and support services; 
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(4) access to a statewide data base for client tracking and program 
eviUuation; and 

(5) internal security measures to protect private data from unau
thorized access. 

In developing the system, the commissioner shall consult with the 
pulllic PDst-secolli1ary educational systems, local agencies, employ
ment ana trainin~ service providers, and client and employer 
representatives. T e system must be avaITaEle in each local agency 
or service provider deliverin& programs administerecI ~ the com
missioner of jobs and traInIng or the commissioner of human 
serVices. Access ~ intake workers, state agency personnel, clients, 
and any other system users to information contained in the system 
must contOriii with arrapPlicable federal and state data privacy 
requirements. 

Sec. 223. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 268.91, 
subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [DEFINITIONS.] For the purposes of this section 
the following terms have the meanings given. 

(a) "Child care services" means child care provided in family day 
cate homes" group day: care homes, nursery schools, <lay nurseries, 
child day care centers, play groups, head start, and parent coopera
tives, or in the child's home. 

(b) "Child" means a person 12 years old or younger, or a·person age 
13 or 14 who is handicapped, as defined in section 120.03. 

(c) "Commissioner" means the commissioner of human services. 

(d) "Child care" means the care of a child by someone other than 
a parent or legal guardian in or outside the child's own home for gain 
or otherwise, on a regular basis, for any part of a 24-hour day. 

(e) "County board" means the board of county commissioners in 
each county. 

(f) "Education program" means remedial or basic education or 
English as a second language instruction, high school education, a 
program leading to a general equivalency diploma, and post-sec
ondary education excluding post-baccalaureate programs. 

(g) "Employment program" means employment of recipients fi
nancially eligible for the child care sliding fee program, vocational 
assessment, and job readiness and job search activities. 
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(h) "Family'? means parents, step~arents" guardians, ,or other 
caretaker relatives, and their blood re ated dependent chilaren 'Ind. 
adoptive sIblings under the age of 18 years livilig in the same home 
mcluding' children tempomrily '1bsent from ~ hoUsehold in set
tings Whch 'IS schools, fOster C'lre, and rewfenti'll treatmentTacili-. 
ties. ~!'o minor p'lrent or parents and his, her, or their child or 
children are living with otner rel'ltives, and the minor p'lrint or 
parents ~ for!'o child care subsidy,'Thmily" means on y the 
minor p'lrent or parents and the child or children. An adult may be 
considered a dependent member of thef'lmily unit]' 50 percent of 
the '1dult's support is being providedO-.X the 'parents, stepp'lrents, 
guardians, or other caregiver relatives reSIdln in the same house
hold. An adult age 18 who ~ a full-time !!!gQ sc 001 studeIltand can 
reasonably be expectedtO grMuate before age 19 may be considered 
!'o dependent member of the f'lmily unit., . '. . 

(i) "Human services board" means a board established under 
section 402.02, L'Iws 1974, chapter 293, or L'Iws 1976, chapter 340. 

ill "Income" means earned or unearned income received Qy all 
t'lmilY members 16 ~ea? or older, including public assistance 

enefits, unless speci lc'll y exc1lided. The following are excluded 
from income: scholarships and ~ants that cover costs for tuition, 
fees, books, and educational supp ies; stUdent loans for tuition, fee'd 
books, supp'lieS,and living ex~enses; m-kind income.such,as foo 
stamps, enerfc assistance, me kal aSSIstance, and. hO'lJ-sinK subsi
dies; income rom summer Or part-time employment of 16-,17- ''1nd, 
18-year-old fUlf-time secondary school students; R"ant awarts'u'nder 
the family subsidy program; and nonrecurrin~ f ump , sum income 
",*y to the extent that tt is e'lrmarked and use ..Q!: the purpose for 
wichttisp'lid. ' 

{if (k) "Provider" means the child care license holder or the legal 
nonlicensed caregiver who operates a family day can, home, a group' 
family day care home, a d'lY care center, a nursery school, or 'I day 
nursery, or who functions in the child's home. 

\;j1 (1) "Post-secondary educational systems" means the University 
of Minnesot'l board of regents, the state university board, the state 
board for community colleges, and, the st'lte board of vocational 
technical educ'ltion. 

W (m) "AFDC priority groups" means the recipients defined in 
section 256.736, subdivision 2a. 

m (n) "AFDC" means aid to families with dependent children. 

Sec. 224. Minnesota Statutes 1987Supplemeni, section 268.91, 
subdivision 3, is amended to read: 
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Subd. 3. [ALLOCATION.] (a) By June 1 of each odd-numbered 
year, the commissioner shall notify all county and human services 
boards and post-secondary educational systems of their allocation. If 
the appropriation is insufficient to meet the needs in all counties, 
the amount must be prorated among the counties. Each county that 
receives funds under this section must ke{p a written record and 
report to the coffiilliSsioner the numlierOf e igillie families who have 
applied for ~ child care subsidy. Counties shall perform a cursory 
determination of eligibility when ~ family requests information 
about child care assistance. !l family that appears to be eligible 
must be P!'! on ~ waiting list gfunds are not immediately available. 

(b) Except for set-aside money allocated under subdivisions 3a, 3b, 
3c, and 3d, the commissioner shall allocate money appropriated 
between the metropolitan area, comprising the counties of Anoka, 
Carver, Dakota, Hennepin, Ramsey, Scott, and Washington, and the 
area outside the metropolitan area so that no more than 55 percent 
of the total appropriation goes to either area after excluding 
allocations for statewide administrative costs. The commissioner 
shall allocate 50 percent of the money among counties on the basis 
of the number of families below the poverty level, as determined 
from the most recent special census, and 50 percent on the basis of 
case loads of aid to families with dependent children for the preced
ing fIscal year, as determined by the commissioner of human 
serVIces. 

(c) Once each quarter, the commissioner shall review the use of 
child care fund allocations by county. 1ft aees¥aaeee ~ ~ 
rorenila fffiHHl ... "amg>'a"h tbt; The commissioner may reallocate 
unexpended or unencumbered money among those counties who 
have expended their full portion. Any unexpended money from the 
first year of the biennium may be carried forward to the second year 
of the biennium. 

Sec. 225. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 268.91, 
subdivision 3b, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3b. [SET-ASIDE MONEY FOR AFDC PRIORITY 
GROUPS.] (a) Set-aside money for AFDC priority groups must be 
allocated among the counties based on the average monthly number 
of caretakers 'receiving AFDC under the age of 21 and the average 
monthly number of AFDC cases open 24 or more consecutive 
months. For each fiscal year the average monthly caseload shall be 
based on the 12-monthperiodending March 31 of the previous fiscal 
year. The commissioner may reallocate quarterly unexpended or 
unencumbered set-aside money to counties that expend their full 
allocation. The county shall use the set-aside money for AFDC 
priority groups and for former AFDC reci ients who (1) have had 
their child care SUbsidized under the set-asi e for AFUcpnoilly 
groups; (2) continue to require ~ child care subsidy in order to 
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remain employed; and (3) are on a waiting list for the basic sliding 
fee program. 

(b) The county shall develop cooperative agreements with the 
employment and training service provider for coordination of child 
care funding with employment, training, and education programs 
for aid to families with dependent children priority groups. The 
cooperative agreement shall specify that individuals receiving em
ployment, training, and education services under an employability 
plan from the employment and training service provider shall, as 
resources permit, be guaranteed set-aside money for child care 
assistance from the county of their residence. 

(c) Counties may contract for administration of the program or 
may arrange for or contract for child care funds to be used by other 
appropriate programs, in accordance with this section and as per
mitted by federal law and regulations. 

(d) If the commissioner finds, on or after January 1 of a fiscal year, 
that set-aside money for AFDC priority groups is not being fully 
utilized, the commissioner may permit counties to use set-aside 
money for other eligible applicants, as long as priority for use of the 
money will continue to be given to the AFDC priority groups. 

(e) A county may claim federal reimbursement under the AFDC 
special needs program for money spent for persons listed in subdi
vision 3a, elause (f). The commissioner shall allocate any federal 
earnings to the county. The county shall use the money to expand 
serviees ta AFl)G reeiflieBts child care ,sliding fee services under the 
ehlM e!H'e slieiiBg fee flregram this subdivision. 

Sec. 226. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 268.91, 
subdivision 3c, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3c. [SET-ASIDE MONEY FOR AFDC POST-SECONDARY 
STUDENTS.] (a) For the fiscal year ending June 30, 1988, set-aside 
money for persons listed in subdivision 3a, clause (2), shall be 
allocated to the counties based on caseloads of aid to families with 
dependent children for the preceding fiscal year, as determined by 
the commissioner. For succeeding fiscal years, the commissioner 
shall, in cooperation with the director of the higher education 
coordinating board, develop a formula for allocation of the funds to 
counties based on the number of AFDC caretakers in each county 
who are enrolled at post-secondary institutions. 

(b) Money allocated in paragraph (a) must be used for child care 
expenses of AFDC recipients attending post-secondary educational 
programs, excluding post-baccalaureate programs, and making sat
isfactory progress towards completion of the program. 
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(c) Once each quarter the commissioner shall review the use of 
child care fund allocations under this subdivision by county. The 
commissioner may reallocate unexpended or unencumbered money 
among those counties that have expended their full portion for the 
purposes of this subdivision. 

(d) A county may claim federal reimbursement under the AFDC 
special needs program for money spent for persons listed in subdi
vision 3a, clause (2). The commissioner shall allocate any federal 
earnings to the county. The county shall use the money to expand 
child care sliding fee services t<> AFl)G reeipients ....aer the eIHM 
eare sliding lee pregram under this subdivision. 

(e) Recipients of AFDC who have completed their post-secondary 
education and had received child care funds during that education 
shall be assured, to the extent of available reseurees allocations, of 
sliding fee money for employment programs after graduation if they 
meet sliding fee program eligibility standards. 

Sec. 227. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 268.91, 
subdivision 3e, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3e. [USE OF MONEY.] Money for persons listed in subdi
vision 3a, clauses (2) and (3), shall be used to reduce the costs of child 
care for students, including the costs of child care for students while 
employed if enrolled in an eligible education program at the same 
tiIlie and making satisfactory progress towards completion of the 
program. The county ~ay plan for and provided child care assistance 
to persons listed in subdivision 3a, clauses (2) and (3), from the 
regular sliding fee fund to supplement the set-aside funds. Finan
cially eligible students pra'lided who have received child care 
assistance for one academic year shall be provided child care 
assistance in the following academic year, pre\'idiftg they remaift 
finafteially eligible if funds allocated under subdivision 3c or 3d are 
available. - - - --

Sec. 228. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 268.91, 
subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [FINANCIAL ELIGIBILITY.] (a) Child care services must 
be available to families who need child care to find or keep employ
ment or to, obtain the training or education necessary to find 
employment and who: 

(1) receive aid to families with dependent children; 

(2Lhave household income below the eligibility levels for aid to 
families with dependent children; or 
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(3) have household income· within a range established· by the 
commissioner. 

(b) Child care services for the families receiving aid to families 
with dependent children must be made available as in-kind services, 
to cover any difference between the actual cost and the amount 
disregarded under the aid to families with dependent children 
program. Child care services to families whose incomes are below 
the threshold of eligibility for aid to families. with. dependent 
children, but that are not receiving aid to families with dependent 
children, must be made available without cost to the families. 

(c) Child care services to families with incomes in the commissio
ner's established range must be made available on a sliding fee 
basis. The lower limit of the sliding fee range must be the eligibility 
limit for aid to families with dependent children. The upper limit of 
the range must be neither less than 70 percent nor more than 90 
percent of the state median income for a family of four, adjusted for 
family size. 

(d) If a disproportionate amount of the available money isprovided 
to anyone of the groups described in subdivision 4, paragraph (a), 
the county board shall document to the commissioner the reason the 
group received a disproportionate share. If a county projects that its 
child care allocation is insufficient to meet the needs of all eligible 
groups, it may prioritize among the groups to be served. Counties 
shall assure that a person receiving child care assistance from the 
sliding fee program prior to July 1, 1987, continues to receive 
assistance, providing the person meets all other. eligibility criteria. 
Set-aside money must be prioritized by the state, and counties do.not 
have discretion over the use of this money. . 

(e) Annual income of the applicant family ~ the current monthly 
income of the family. multiplied Qy 12 or the income for the 
12-month perio~ immediately preceding the Tate of application, 
whichever provi es the most accurate assessment oflncome avail
able to the family. Selr:eiilployment income must be calcUIated 
based on. grass recei'lts less. operating e\Eenses. Income must be 
reuetermuie when t e famIly's Income c anges, but no less often 
than every six montM.' Income must be verified with documentary 
evIdence. !! the applicant does not have sufficient evidence of 
income, verification must be obtained from the source of the income. 

Sec. 229. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 268.91, subdivision 7, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 7. [SLIDING FEE SCALE.] In setting the sliding fee 
schedule, the commissioner shall exclude from the amount of income 
used to determine eligibility an amount for federal and state income 
and social security taxes attributable to that income level according 
to federal and state standardized tax tables. The commiSsioner shall 
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base the paren\ ree on the ability of the family to E!!l for child care. 
TIle tee schedu e must be designed to use any available tax credits 
aM te pregress smeethly fFem apprepriatea assistaRee te assistaftee 
threug!> t!H< ereaits. 

Sec. 230. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 268.91, 
subdivision 12, is amended to read: 

Subd. 12. [FAIR HEARING PROCESS.] fa') /,pplieants aM reeip
ieRts ha¥e the eptieB te re'luest the eeumy te eenauet " eeReiliatien 
eeRfereftee te attempt te reselve eemplaints arisiRg fFem ""y ef the 
fsllewiRg aetiens: 

ill " aetermiftatieR ef ineligiaility fsp ehlld eaFe assistanee; 

AA una"theR,ea termiftatieR ef ehlld eaFe assistanee; 

@ aetermiftatien ef the faeters eeftsiaerea ffi setting the family 
Jeet aM 

f4t ineeme reaeterminatien resuitiftg ffi ehange ef" family lee. 

W 'l'fte eeunty shall Ratify the applieant er the reeipient, ffi 
'NritiRg, ef ""y aa';erse aetien. 'l'fte aeterminatieR aeseriaea ffi 
paragraph fa}, elauses ill aM {3}, mast ifteluae written natiee ef the 
applieant's er reeipieRt's right te the eleetien aeseriaea ffi paragraph 
W, where aM haw te re""est the eleetieft, the time \imi.t withffi 
whleft te m-ake the re'l"est, aM the reaseRS fsp the aetermiftatien. 
Net>ee ef the pFepesea aetiens aeseriaea in paragraph fa}, ela"ses AA 
aM f4}; mast be mailea te the applieant er reeipient at least ±Ii 
ealeRaar days befsFe the effsetive date efthe ~ 'l'fte natiee mast 
elearly state what ~ the 8fl>lRty prepeses te tai<e, the effeetive 
date ef the prepesea aetien, the reasons fsp the prepesea aetiaB, the 
aeeessaFY eSFFcetive meaSliFCS, the eptieB te FoEtecst eitfteF. a OOB

eiliatien eeRferenee er "" aaministrative hearing, where aM haw te 
m-ake the re'l"est, the time \imi.ts withffi whleft " re'luest mast be 
ma<Ie, aM the eense'l"eRee ef the ~ 

W An applieant er reeipient wha FeeeiYes " aeterminatien er 
Ratiee ef pFepese" ~ aB4er paragraph W mast mail er aeliver 
eith€r " Vlritten natiee ef re'luest fsp" eeneiliatieR eeRferenee te the 
aamiftisteriRg ageRey er " Vlritten Batiee ef re'l"est fsp the heariftg 
speeiliea aB4er paragraph W te the aamiRistering ageRey 6ft er 
befsFe the effsetive date ef the prepesea ~ er the date speeilie" 
ffi the ootiee, er the ~ will be HruH. 

W 'l'fte eeuftty shall previae" eeneiliatien eeRferenee withffi aG 
days ef reeeipt ef " written re'l"est. 
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ootiee sf ~ eenfeFenee a..te" 'l'he ""l'lie .... t .,., Feeil'ient aRd ~ 
eean~'s FejlFesentative fta¥e ~ rigM t& ""jleaF, t& eRBg witnesses, 
aRd t& sal"nit aeeamentatien. 'l'he wFitten Fe~est aRd ~ Fesela 
tiaB; if ""Y; sf ~ eenfeFenee shall be maiRtainea as jlffi't sf ~ 
effieial FeeeFa. 'l'he .eaRty's pejlFesentative shall issae a wFitten 
peselatiea ~ if ffiHtaal a~eemeflt is peaehea eeV,l:eeR -the eeeRty's 
F8f1.,esentative ftHd the BflfllieaBt eP Feeipient. ~ Fes81atisa fffitSt 
be sigBeEl By beth jlaFties aRd issaeEI ~ same day as ~ eeneiliatien 
e8BfeFeBee is held:- PB:Ftiei}3atiBg in a eaReiliatieR eSH:fefeaee tW 
signing a Feselatien <lees Bet eenstitate awaiveF sf ~ rigM t& .... 
aamiBistFstive hearing. 

An ajljllieant .,., FeeijlieRt may, within M ealenaaF days sf ~ 
eSBfeFeBee, mail ep aeliveF &- Y .. ~i-tteB Fe£f:aest te the samiaistePing 
ageney feF .... aaministFatbe BeaFing. Unless .... tljlJleIll is Fe

Ejaestea, a aeteFffiinatien, jlFejleSea aetieH, .,., FeselatisH ef a eeneil
iatieB eeHfepeHee will be fiHal afte>' ~ Hi day peFie4 has jlassea. 

WA fa4F BeaFing shall be eenaaetea if> ~ maHHeF jlFeSeFiaea By 
seetieH 1168.H), saaai'lisieH g., A rigM t& FC¥iew will be jlFe'riaea if> 
aeesFsaHee with seotieH 1168.1Q, saasi'lisien &,. 'l'he jlFSjleSea aetiaH 
will Bet take efteet -w ~ tljlJleIll is aeeises By ~ asministFative 
heafiag }3peeess. 

(a) An applicant or recipient adversely affected ~ a county 
agency action may request a fair hearing in accordance with section 
256.045-;siiDdivision 3. 

(b) The county agency shall offer an informal conference to 
applicants and recipients acIVerse~ected fu an agency action to 
attempt to resolve the dIspute. P he county agency shan advise 
adversely affected applicants anarecipients that a request for a 
conference with the agency is optional and does not aelay or rejlliice 
the rIght to ~ falrliearing. . -

Sec. 231. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 268.911, subdivision 3, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [PROGRAM SERVICES.] The commissioner may make 
grants to public or private nonprofit entities to fund child care 
resource and referral programs. Child care resource and referral 
programs must serve a defined geographic area. 

(a) Each program shall identify all existing child care services 
through information provided by all relevant public and private 
agencies in the areas of service, and shall develop a resource file of 
the services which shall be maintained and updated at least quar
terly. These services must include family day care homes; public and 
private day care programs; full-time and part-time programs; infant, 
preschool, and extended care programs; and programs for school age 
children. 
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The resource file must include: the type of program, hours of 
program service, ages of children served, fees, location of the 
program, eligibility requirements for enrollment, and transporta
tion available to the program. The file may also include program 
information and special needs services. 

(b) Each program shall establish a referral process which responds 
to parental need for information and which fully recognizes confi
dentiality rights of parents. The referral process must afford parents 
maximum access to all referral information. This access must 
include telephone referral available for no less than 20 hours per 
week. 

Each child care resource and referral agency shall publicize its 
services through popular media sources, agencies, employers, and 
other appropriate methods. 

(c) Each program shall maintain ongoing documentation of re
quests for service. All child care resource and referral agencies must 
maintain documentation of the number of calls and contacts. to the 
child care information and referral agency Or component. A program 
may collect and maintain the following information: 

(1) ages of children served; 

(2) time category of child care request for each child; 

(3) special time category, such as nights, weekends, and swing 
shift; and 

(4) reason that the child care is needed. 

(d) Each program shall have available the following information 
as an educational aid to parents: 

(1) information on aspects of evaluating the quality and suitabil
ity of child care services, including licensing regulation, financial 
assistance available, child abuse reporting procedures, appropriate 
child development information; 

(2) information on available parent, early childhood, and family 
education programs in the community. 

(e) A program may provide technical assistance to existing and 
potential providers of all types of child care services and employers. 
This assistance shall include: 

(1) information on all aspects of initiating new child care services 
including licensing, zoning, program and budget development, and 
assistance in finding information from other sources; 
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(2) information and resources which help existing child care 
providers to maximize their ability to serve the children and parents 
of their community; 

(3) dissemination of information on current public issues affecting 
the local and state delivery of child care services; . 

(4) facilitation of communication between existing child care' 
. providers and child-related services in the community served; .....t 

(5) recruitment of licensed providersi and 

(6) options, and the benefits available to employers utilizing the 
various options, to expand child care services to employees. 

Services prescribed by this section must be designed to maximize 
parental choice in the selection of child care and to facilitate the 
maintenance and development of child care services and resources. 

CD Child care resource and referral information must be provided 
to all persons requesting services and to all types of child care 
providers and employers. 

(g) Public or private entities may apply to the commissioner for 
funding. The maximum amount of money which may be awarded to 
any entity for the provision of service under this subdivision is 
$60,000 per year. A local match of up to 25 percent is required. 

Sec. 232. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 326.371, is amended to 
read: 

326.371 [BAN ON LEAD IN PLUMBING.] 

Lead pipe, solders, and flux containing more than 0.2 percent lead, 
and pipes and ~ fittings containing more than eiggt Ilercent lead 
shall not be used in any plumbing installation w ic conveys a 
potable water supply. A Minnesota seller of lead solder, except for a 
seller whose primary business is contracting in plumbing, heating, 
and air conditioning, shall not sell any solder containing 0.2 percent 
lead unless the seller displays a sign which states, 

"Contains Lead 

Minnesota law prohibits the use of this solder in any 
plumbing installation which is connected to a potable water 
supply." 

Sec. 233. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 326.73, is 
amended to read: 
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326.73 [EMPLOYEE ASBESTOS CERTIFICATIONS.] 

Before an employee performs asbestos-related work, the employee 
shall first obtain a certificate from the commissioner certifying that 
the employee is qualified to perform the work. No certificate shall be 
issued unless the employee has shown evidence of training or 
experience in the general commercial bUilding construction trades' 
has taken a course of training in asbestos control and removal, 
passed an examination in those subjects, and demonstrated to the 
commissioner the ability to perform asbestos-related work safely in 
accordance with the current state-of-the-art technology. The com
missioner shall specify the 'course of training necessary. The certif
icate issued by the commissioner shall be in writing, be dated when 
issued, contain an expiration date, be signed by the commissioner, 
and contain the name and address of the employee to whom it is 
issued. The certificate shall be carried by the employee and be 
readily available for inspection by the commissioner, other public 
officials charged with the health, safety, and welfare of the state's 
citizens, and the contracting entity. 

Sec. 234. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 462.05, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 29. [HOUSING GRANTS FOR HOMELESS INDIVIDU
ALS.] The agency may provide grants to eligible mortga~ors for the 
l1urpose of purchasing, rehabilitating, and constructing ousing for 

omeless individuals as defined in section 268.0111, subdivision 4a. 
The agenc~ may determine the conditions, g anl:;' under which alfOr 
a portion o~ the grlint will be repaid band appropriate securIty,ifany, 
for repayment of t e grant. In esta illShin~ this grat program, the 
agency must conSiiTt the commissioner Q.. job}, an training. The 
applicant must consult with advocates for the omeless, reresen
tatives from neighborhOo<f groups and representatives Q.. labor 
organizations in preparing the proposal. 

Grants awarded under this section may not exceed $25,000 ~ 
residential unit. Priority must be given to viaOle proposals with the 
lowest total cost. Applicants must consider the use of donated or 
leased, aoandoned or empty awenings ownea~ !! pUblic entity 
includm~, but not limited to, ~ hOUSing rea:evelopment authority, 
community develOpment authority, Po l~c housiny authority, the 
federal Department of Housing and ~ Deve opment, or the 
Farmers Home Administration. Any residential unit urchasea, 
rehabilitatea;Or constructed under this section mus11ie al ocate in 
the followmg order: -

(1) homeless families with at least one dependent, 

(2) other homeless individuals, 

(3) other very low income families or individuals whose incomes 
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are equal ~ or less than 30 percent of the median income for the 
l\Unneapohs-ffi.1'aurmetropolitan area, and 

(4) families or individuals that receive public assistance and do 
not qualify m any other priority ~ . -

Proposals must include !! plan tor (a) maintaining the ownership 
of the pr0fserty and managing ~ dwelling for rentarto homeless 
indlvlduas andffimilies alid ~ low income fammes; (6) selling 
rehabilitateiTOwellings to nameless moividuals and familieS or very 
low income famIlies; or (c) selling, leasing, or conveJing to organi
ZaEons that will manage the dwelling for renta to homeless 
mdivIduiilS" and famIlies and ~ low income famlTies. These 
organizations mT~ include organizations awarded grants under 
section 268.39. e homeless individuals or families or veryh10w 
mcome famIlies tIlat mty purchase dwellings under (b)must ave 
mcomes that are equa to or less than 30 percent Oithe meCIlaii 
mcome for theMinneapolis=S-t. Paul metropohtan area. 

Eligible mortgagors must demonstrate that the grants awarded 
under thIS section will not exceed 50 percent of the project's total 
cost. A project's total cost inCIiiOe8, but is not limitea!Q. aCqUlSmon 
costs;-rehabilitatioil costs, and reMeacosts. In cases where the 
property is donated, the ac9ii1sition costs are file p;:erel1iilJffitated 
estimatea market vallie as establishedfor property tax purposes. 
Donated property may be used to satisfy the match requirement. 

Sec. 235. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 462A.21, is amended 
by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 14.!! may make hOUSingdgrants for homeless individuals as 
prOVlclecfln section 462A.05, sub ivision 29,and Ilt1i ~ the costs 
and expenses for the development and operatiOn 0 ~ program:-

Sec. 236. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 609.72, subdivision 1, 
is amended to read: . 

Subdivision 1. Whoever does any of the following in a public or 
private place, knowing, or having reasonable grounds to know that 
it will, or will tend to, alarm, anger or disturb others or provoke an 
assault or breach of the peace, is guilty of disorderly conduct, which 
is a misdemeanor: 

(1) Engages in brawling or fighting; or 

(2) Disturbs an assembly or meeting, not unlawful in its character; 
or 

(3) Engages in offensive, obscene, or abusive language or in 
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boisterous and noisy conduct tending reasonably to arouse alarm, 
anger, or resentment in others. 

A ~ does not. violate this section !! the person's disorderly 
conduct was causilifhy an epileptic seizure. 

Sec. 237. Minne~ota Statutes 1986, section 611A.32, is amended 
by adding a subdivision to read: . 

Subd. 1a. [PROGRAM FOR AMERICAN INDIAN WOMEN.] The 
coiiiiiilsSWiier shall establish at least one program under this sectiOii 
to provide emergency shelter services and support services to 
battered AmerIcan Indian women. TIle commissioner shall grant 
continuing operating expenses to the program established under 
this subdIvision in the same manner as operating expenses are 
granted to programs esta1illslied under SUbdivision !.: 

Sec. 238: Laws 1984, chapter 654, article 5, section 57, subdivision 
1, as amended by Laws 1987, chapter 75, section 1, is amended to 
read: 

Subdivision 1. [RESTRICTED CONSTRUCTION OR MODIFICA
TION.] Through June 30, 1990, the following construction or mod
ification may not be commenced: 

(1) any erection, building, alteration, reconstruction, moderniza
tion, improvement, extension, lease, or other acquisition by or on 
behalf of a hospital that increases the bed capacity of a hospital, 
relocates hospital beds from one physical facility, complex, or site to 
another, or otherwise results in an increase or redistribution of 
hospital beds within the state; and 

(2) the establishment of a new hospital. 

This section does not apply to: 

(1) construction or relocation within a county by a hospital, clinic, 
or other health care facility that is a national referral center 
engaged in substantial programs of patient care, medical research, 
and medical education meeting state and national needs that 
receives more than 40 percent of its patients from outside the state 
of Minnesota; 

(2) a project for construction or modification for which a health 
care facility held an approved certificate of need on May 1, 1984, 
regardless of the date of expiration of the certificate; 

(3) a project for which a certificate of need was denied prior to the 
date of enactment of this act if a timely appeal results in an order 
reversing the denial; 
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(4) a project exempted from certificate of need requirements by 
Laws 1981, chapter 200, section 2;· . 

(5) a project involving consolidation of pediatric specialty hospital 
services within the Minneapolis-St. Paul metropolitan area that 
would not result in a net increase in the number of pediatric 
specialty hospital beds among the hospitals being-consolidated; 

(6) a project involving the temporary relocation of pediatric
orthopedic hospital beds. to an existing licensed hospital that will 
allow for· the reconstruction of. a new philanthropic, pediatric
orthopedic hospital on an existing site. and that will not result in a 
net increase in the number of hospital beds. Upon completion of the 
reconstruction, the ·licenses of botIL hospitals must be reinstated at 
the capacity t4at existed on each site prior to the relocation; 

(7) the relocation or redistribution of hospital beds within a 
hospital building or identifiable complex of buildings provided the 
relocation or redistribution does not result in: (i) an increase in the 
overall bed capacity at that site; (ii) relocation of hospital beds from 
one. physical site or complex to another, or (iii) redistribution of 
hospital beds within the state or a region of the state; 61' 

(8) relocation or redistribution of hospital beds within a hospital 
. corporate system that involves the transfer of beds from a closed 
facility site or complex to an existing site or complex provided that: 
(i) no more than 50 percent of the capacity of the closed facility is 
transferred; (ii) the capacity of the site or complex to which the beds 
are transferred does not increase by more than 50 percent; (iii) the 
beds are not transferred outside of a federal health systems agency 
boundary ·in place on July 1, 1983; and (iv) the relocation or 
redistribution does not involve the construction of a new hospital 
buildingi or 

(9) !! construction project involving.!!p to 35 new beds in !! 
ps;fP'iatric hospital ill Rice county that primarily serves ailOlescents 
an . that receives more than 70 percent of its patients from outside 
the state of Minnesota. ----

Sec. 239. Laws 1987, chapter 337, section 131, is'amendedto read: 

Sec. 131. [REPEALER.] 

Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 62A.12; and 67 A.43, subdivi-
sion 3, are repealed. . 

Minnesota Rules,. parts 2700.2400; 2700.2410; 2700.2420; 
2700.2430; and 2700.2440, are repealed. 
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SeetieR ~ is repealea e!feeti"e July 1-, ±988, if the prejeet 
implemeRtatieR j>hase has ruJt begIfR by thRt date, 

Sec. 240. Laws 1987, chapter 403, article 1, section 4, subdivision 
4, is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. Community Services 

$1,921,000 $1,520,000 

Of this appropriation, $200,000 the 
first year and $200,000 the second year 
are to provide for the local storage, 
transportation, processing, and distri
bution of United States Department of 
Agriculture surplus commodities. The 
department of jobs and training shall 
report on the surplus commodities pro
gram to the state legislature by Janu
ary 15 of each year. 

Notwithstanding any law to the con
trary, for the biennium ending June 30, 
1989, the commissioner of jobs and 
training shall-transfer to the commu
nity services block grant program ten 
percent of the money received under 
the low-income home energy assistance 
block grant in each year of the bien
nium and shall expend all ofthe trans
ferred money during the year of the 
transfer or the year following the trans
fer. Nene ef the tFaRsfenea H>eRey may 
be ttSed by the eemmiss;e .. er ef jebs arul 
traiRiRg ffi¥ aamiRistrative east&; elf

eept thRt "I' te twe !IE to 3.75 percent 
of the transferred money may be used 
!ii the commissioner of jobs and train
i!!g for administrative costs, except 
that .'lE to 4.25 percent of the funds 
used to supplement the federal funding 
for Project Head Start may be used for 
administrative costs. 

Twenty-five percent of the money 
transferred by the commissioner of jobs 
and training from the low-income home 
energy assistance block grant to the 
community services block grant shall 
be used to supplement the federal fund-
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ing of Project Head Start for children 
from low-income families. Notwith
standing any law to the contrary, these 
transferred funds shall be allocated 
through the existing Project Head 
Start formula to existing Project Head 
Start grantees for the purpose of ex
panding services to additional low-in
come families. The transferred funds 
shall be expended according to the fed
eral regulations governing Project 
Head Start, including Code of Federal 
Regulations, title 45, sections 1302 
through 1305. Each local Project Head 
Start shall expend the supplemental 
funds during the year of their receipt or 
the year following their receipt. 

The commissioner of jobs and training 
shall prepare an annual report to the 
legislature describing the uses and im
pacts of the Project Head Start supple
mental funding. The first annual 
report shall be delivered to the appro
priate committees of the legislature on 
January 1 following the first full school 
year for which supplemental funding is 
available. 

For the biennium ending June 30, 
1989, the commissioner of jobs and 
training shall shift to the low-income 
home weatherization program at least 
five percent of money received under 
the low-income home energy assistance 
block grant in each year of the bien
nium and shall expend all of the trans
ferred funds during the year of the 
transfer or the year following the trans
fer. NeHe !ll'. to 1.63 percent of the 
transferred money may be used by the 
commissioner of jobs and training for 
administrative costs. 

To the extent allowed by federal regu
lations, the commissioner of jobs and 
training shall ensure that the same 
income eligibility criteria apply to both . 
the weatherization program and the 
energy assistance program. 

[89th Day 
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For the biennium ending June 30, 
1989, no more than Hl l'eFeeftt ef 
fuBds Feeeived ....deF the tetal lew
iBeeme heme eHepgy assistaaee pPe
gffiffi fIlay he ased hy the eammissiafteF 
ffiF del'aFtmefttal aEim;ft;stFati'.'e eeets 
1.63 percent of funds remaining under 
the low-income home energy assistance 
program after traiiSl'ers to community 
services block grants ana the weathe
rization program may be used fu: the 
department for administrative costs. 

Discretionary money from the commu
nity services block grant (regular) 
must be used to supplement the appro
priation for local storage, transporta
tion, processing, and distribution of 
United States Department of Agricul
ture surplus commodities to the extent 
supplementary funding is required. 
Any remaining funds shall be allocated 
to state-designated and state-recog
nized community action agencies, In
dian reservations, and the Minnesota 
migrant council. 

In the event that the federal office of 
community services does not recognize 
the Olmsted and Freeborn county com
munity action agencies as eligible en
tities for full funding, the com
missioner shall provide full funding for 
those agencies from discretionary 
funds resulting from block grant trans
fers to the community services block 
grant. The balance of these funds may 
be used by the commissioner for discre
tionary purposes consistent with fed
eral community services block grant 
guidelines stated in Public Law Num
her 97-35. The commissioner shall by 
January 1, 1988, report to the legisla
ture on the use of these funds. 

The commissioner shall by January 1, 
1988, provide to the chairs of the health 
and human services divisions of the 
house appropriations committee and 
the senate finance committee a written 
plan describing how the department's 

11863 
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division of community services will is
sue one contract for human Service 
programs, with the community action 
agencies, the Indian reservations, and 
the Minnesota migrant council, includ
ing but not limited to, the community 
services block grant program, the low
income home weatherization program, 
the low-income energy assistance pro
gram, the USDA Surplus Commodities 
Program, and all other programs for 
which the division has contractual re
sponsibility. 

[89th Day 

Sec. 241. Laws 1987, chapter 403, article 2, section 34, is amended 
to read: . 

Sec. 34. [245.48l[MAINTENANCE OF EFFORT.]. 

Counties must continue to. spend for mental health services2 
according to generally accepted budyeting and accounting princi
ples, an amount equal to the tota expenditures shown in the 
county's approved 1987 Community Social SerVices Act plan under 
"State CSSA, Title XX and County Tax" for services to persons with 
mental illness plus the tetal comparable firnr for Rule 5 facilities 
under target populations other than menta i ness in the approved 
1987 CSSA plan. 

Sec. 242. Laws 1987, chapter 403, article 4, section 13, is amended 
to read: 

Sec. 13. [STUDY AND REPORT.] 

(a) The interagency board for quality assurance shall study the 
following issues and report to the legislature by December 15, 1988, 
on its findings and recommendations: 

(1) the advisability of changing the definition of ''hardship'' for 
purposes of the nursing home moratorium; . 

(2) the advisability of defining the need for nursing home beds in 
terms of the population aged 75 and older; and 

(3) the existence of a geographic maldistribution oflong-term care 
beds and alternative care services in the state. 

(b) In addition to the issues in paragraph (a), the interagency 
boardSIi.aU study and mal<ereCommendations concermng the ~ 
and fiscal impacfOi'1lieChanges made in Public Law Numoer 
100-203 relating to Theenmination 0ltIie intermealate care facility 
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certification level in 1990. The interagency board shall consider at 
least the following: the need for continuation of the services cur
rentlioffered fu: certffieOlJOarding care home beds, the need for 
additional beds in state licensed nursing homes, the fiscal impact 
associated with the reconstruction or relliacement of facilities that 
do not meet nursing home standards, ~ costs of establishing an 
alternative fundinp, source for the payment of services currently 
provided in these acmtleS, andtlie need to promulgate licensure 
standards. !f the interagencfi boara recommends that facilities be 
licensed as nursing homes, t e interagencli board shall recommeiid 
specific procedures for the granting of ~ licenses and identifY 
methods for the licensing or funding of facilities that may be 
considered out of compliance with federal law on Octo'lJer h 1990. 
The board shall provide recommendations to the legislature for 
legIslatiVe changes that are necessa to impleiiient the board's 
recommendations. The costs associate with the board's recommen
dations must be proVld'eato1he commisswner of human services and 
included in the medical assistance forecast and the agency budget 
requests ror tile biennium ending June 30, 1991. 

Sec. 243. [MEDICAL ASSISTANCE; QUALIFIED OCCUPA
TIONAL THERAPIST.] 

Notwithstanding Minnesota Rules, part 9500.1070, subpart 13, 
item E, for purposes of medical assistance reimbursement, the term 
"qualifieooccupational therapist" includes !'c person who: 

(1) has completed an occupational therapy educational program in 
a foreign school approved fu: the World Federation of Occupational 
Therapists; 

(2) has at least ten years' ex erience working as !'c paid occupa
tionaItllerapist in the United tates; and 

.(3) i>; eli~ble to write the national certification examination 
administere fu: the American Occupational Therapy Association 
for registration as an occupational therapist. 

Sec. 244. [NURSING HOME SPECIAL ASSESSMENT FOR 
SEWER RENTAL.] 

Notwithstanding contrary provisions of Minnesota Statutes, sec
tion 256B.431, for purposes of determining the amount of a repoiieQ 
actual special assessment to be included in !'c nursing home's 
operating cost, the commissioner of human services shall include an 
expense chargeITo a nursing home ~ the municipality of Minneota 
through !'c sewer rental charge assessooagainst the nursing home 
for a wastewater treatment facility. 
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Sec. 245. [REPORT ON HOSPITAL-ATTACHED NURSING 
HOME PROPERTY PAYMENTS.] 

The commissioner of human services shall study property-related 
r.ayments for hospitaT-attached nursing homes and report to the 
egislative commission on long-term health care ~ February 1, 

1989, with recommendations on appropriate cost allocation methodS 
to be used for property-relateareimbursement. 

Sec. 246. [MEDICAL SCREENING.] 

Subdivision 1. [SCREENINGS.] The commissioner of health shall 
conduct !'o medical screening of a sample of people and family 
members of people who were employed at the Conwed GOryoration 
plant in Cloquet, Minnesota, from January 1, 1958 to December 31, 
1974. The purpose of the screening is to study tne existence or 
asoestos-related diseases among lle0"Wfi employedat the plant 
durJng that time, evaluate their ea t care needs and provide 
me ical and ScIeiitific data t"O"COora:mate future health screening, 
counselin , and treatment activities among these people and their 
amilies. 

Subd. 2. [EXPERTS.] The commissioner of health hay contract 
with local, state, or nationaily recognized expertSTrl ~ diagnosis 
and treatmeiifOi asbestos-related diseases for medical examinations 
of workers, scientific evaluations of data and consultations on the 
screening results. 

Subd. 3. [REPORT AND RECOMMENDATIONS.] The commis
sioner of health shall present a report and recommendatWns to the 
JegIsIature on or before March.!, 1989, based on the findings of the 
medical screenings specin:eaaDove. The report shaIladdress, but not 
be limited to: 

(1) the actual and estimated extent and risks of asbestos-related 
diseaseaiiiOilgthe people screenea; -- --- -

(2) the ~ of counseling and prevention services that the people 
screened may need and the methods of administering the services; 
and 

(3) the estimated cost and effectiveness of screening, counseling, 
anapreventive services for perpli described in subdivision! who 
were not included in the samp e 0 people screened. 

Sec. 247. [INCREASE IN FEES.] 

For licenses issued for 1989 and succeedinfl y'fars
f 

the commis
sioner of healtllSllallTncreaseilcense fees or aci iHes licensed 
under cnapte,:S157 and 327 to !'o leverSufllclent to recover all 
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expenses related· to the licensing, inspection, and enforcement 
acti vities prescribed in those chapters. In calculatin the fee in
crease, the commissioner shall include the salaries an expenses of 
5.5 new positions required to meet the inspection frequency pre
scribed in Minnesota Statutes, section 157.04. Fees collected must 
be depoSIted in the special revenue account. --

Sec. 248. [LOCAL INCOME ASSISTANCE FROM FEDERAL 
FOOD STAMPS.] 

To the extent of available appropriations, the commissioner of 
human services shall contract with community outreach ¥rograms 
to encourage participation in the food stamp program 2... seniors, 
farmers, veterans, unemployed workers, low-income working heads 
of' households, battered women residin'g in shelters, migrant work
ers, families with children, and other eligible individuals who are 
homeless. For purposes of this section, "homeless" means that the 
individual lacks '" fixed and regular nighttime reslileiiCe or has '" 
primary nighttime residence that is: 

(1) a publicly supervised or privately operated shelter, including a 
weIIare hotel or congregate shelter, designed to provide temporary 
living accommodations; 

(2) an institution that provides a temporary residence for individ
uals Who will be institutionalized; 

(3) a temporary accommodation III the residence of another 
indiviaual; or 

(4) '" public or private place not designed for, or ordinarily used as, 
'" regular sleeping accommodation for human beings. 

The commissioner shall seek federal reimbursement for state 
money used for grants andCoi1tracts under this section.!<'eaeraI 
money received is appropriated to the commissioner for purposes of 
this section. The commiSSIOner shall convene an advisory committee 
to help establish criteria for awarding grants, to make recommen
dations regarding grant proposals, to assist in the development of 
training and educational materials, and to participate in the eval
uation of grant programs. The grantees shali provide training for 
program workers, offer technical assistance, and prepare educa
tional materials. Grantees must demonstrate that grants were used 
to increase participation in the food stamp program ~ creating new 
outreach activities, and not!!'y replacing existing activities. No more 
than· live percent of the appropriation for community outreacn 
programs shaH be used !!.Y the commissioner for the department's 
admimstrative costs. The rulemaking requirements of Minnesota 
Statutes, chapter 14 do not ~ to the procedures used fuc the 
commISSlOner to request and evaluate grant proposals and to award 
grants and contracts under this section. Distribution of grant money 
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must begin within three months after any transfer of funds from the 
commlssioner of health to the commissioner of human services. 

Sec. 249. [HEALTHSPAN IMPLEMENTATION PLAN.] 

The commissioner of human services,in consultation with the 
commissioners of heillh and commerce, Shall develop !', plan to 
implement the ne~n ~rogram to proVIde health coverage to 
uninsured iiiiITviduals.he Ii an must inClude at least the following: 

(1) estimates of the number of people eligible for the program, the 
expected number orIndividualS who will enroll, andthe costs offue 
program; 

(2) !', description of benefits to be offered; 

(3) recommendations for methods to determine eligibility and 
collect premiums; - -

(4) strategies for contracting and marketing; 

(5) strategies to preserve and enhance employer participation in 
the provision of health care coverage; 

(6) strategies to coordinate 2!; merge the Rr0r.am with health care 
programs such as general aSSIstance medIca care, the university 
hospital papers pr~am at the Universlty of l\llllnesota hospitals, 
Minnesota compreensive health association, medical assistance, 
Medicare, the catastrophic health eXJ?ense protection program, the 
children's health plan, and other slmllar programs; 

(7) timelines for imtementing the program, with specific imple
mentation pianSTor ~ 1989-199fbiennium; 

(8) methods of financing the program; and 

(9) recommendations for legislation to implement the program. 

The commissioner shall repo~ to the legislature ~ January h 
1989, on options to im""'j)Iement t e program. 

Sec. 250. [TRANSFER FOR ENVIRONMENTAL LABORATORY 
CERTIFICATION PROGRAM.] 

An amount equal to the aPFropriation from the special revenue 
funa to the commissioner 0 . health for impleffientatlOn of' the 
envrronmentallaborator~ certifiCa.tiOn program must be transrerrea 
from the laboratory certi lcation account to the special revenue fund 
fu: June lQ, 1992. 
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Sec. 251. [DEMONSTRATION PROJECT.] 

The commissioner of human services shall establish a demonstra
tion project to increase the independence of people with epilepsy ~ 
providing training in independent living .. The commissioner shall 
award !'o. grant for the demonstration project to !'o nonresidentraI 
program that provides medical monitoring and living skills training 
to peop~ with epilepsy who hve independentry. The grant awarded 
under t is section must""""i:ieused for salaries, administration, trans
portation, and other programrosts. The developmental disabllltleS 
planning section of the state planning a~ency shall consult with the 
commissioner of human services and s all evaluate the effective
ness of the epilepsy demonstration prO)ecl in increasing indepen
dence of the people with epilepsy who are served ~ the project. ~ 
December b 1989, the developmental disabilities planning section 
shall present !'o report to the legislature with the evaluation and" 
recommendation on whether there ~ " need to continue or expand 
the program. 

Sec. 252. [PURPOSE FOR MINNESOTA INSTITUTE FOR AD
DICTION AND STRESS RESEARCH.] 

To place Minnesota in " leadership role for neurobiological 
research of addictive disorders and stress-related diseases, the 
legislature finds !! necessary to establish " research institUte 
dedicated to clinical and basic scientific investigation of addictive 
disorders and stress-related diseases. Because of the critical rela
tionship between addictive and stress~related dlsoraers, the insti
tute will study the neurobiological origins of stress and will 
investigate and develop therapies for other stress-relatedliledTCaI 
disorders that are not res onsive to available medical therapies. 
Regardingaadictiverusor ers, the institute's primary objective is to 
develop and test new scientifically based therap) to reduce the rate 
of recidivism in the addicted popUlatiOn and ower the costs of 
therapy. Furtnermore, the Institute will stimurate and attract 
significant new research activity to Minnesota. 

Sec. 253. [LEAD CONTAMINATION; DEMONSTRATION 
PROJECTS.] 

The department of health shall fund and participate in" two-year 
demonstration pro~~t to be undertaken I>y an organization serving 
~ population at ris rom lead contamination to monitor blood lead 
levels in pregnant women, provide information to pregnant patients 
about how to avoid high blood lead levels, and to rovide interven
tion for pregnant patients whose blood lead levels excee 12 micro
grams ~ deciliter. The purpose of the project ~ to establish an 
effective prototype method of monitorin , education, and interven
tion to prevent or reduce high blood lea levels in pregnant women. 
~ November 1, 1990, the center and the department shall report to 
the legislature on the outcome of the project. 
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The department shall also fund.-", J'roject for the purpose of 
demonstrating the impact on blood lea levels in cliITdrea of sOll, 
dust, I?aint, and interior and extenor lead cleanup an use of 
OOUcatlOnal materials on proper handling of lead paint .removruana 
cleanup. The project must be undertaken ~ -'" community based 
organization and must incluae: 

(1) neighborhood involvement and an educational community 
outreach component; 

(2) -'" cost-benefit analysis; 

(3) planning for -'" centrally located information and educational 
center to serve the community; and 

(4) -'" final evaluation on the effectiveness of the project based on 
routes of exposure, statisticiifdesign of'the project, and geographical 
distribution. The ~roject must include cleanup of lead contamina
tion in -'" targete portion of -'" nei~hborhood with known lead 
contamination. Cleanup includes sOl removal and replacement, 
landscapin~ and removal of loose pain\ The department shall test 
children w 0 reside in the project area efore cleanup and one ~ear 
following clealliliJl'"orlilood lead levels. The evaluation require as 
part of the project must be presented to the legislature fu. January 
.1 1990. 

Sec. 254. [REVIEW OF SMALL HOSPITAL RATES.] 

The commissioner of human services shall, in conjunction with 
hospitals, review the adequacy of reimbursement for catastropmc 
cases for hospitals described in section 140, paragraph (c), in light of 
changes in case mix from the base year. 

Sec. 255. [STUDY OF RURAL HOSPITALS.] 

The commissioner of health shall study the rural hospital system 
in the state and 'hport to the legIsfature ~ FebrUary 1, 1989, with 
-'" deScription of t e financTaI condition of rural hospitaTs, including 
the identification of regions in the state where the closing of -'" 
financially distressed hospital will result in access problems for 
rural residents. 

Sec. 256. [ALTERNATIVE CARE GRANTS PILOT PROJECTS.] 

Subdivision 1. [SELECTION OF PROJECTS.) The commissioner 
of human services shall establish pilot projects toaemonstrate the 
feasibility and cost-effectiveness of alternatives to nursing home 
care that involve sroviding coordinated alternative care grant 
services for all eli~ib e residents in an identified apartment building 
or complex or ot er congregate residential setting. The commis-
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sioner shall solicit proposals from counties and shall select !!p to four 
counties to participate, including at least one metropoutan coulty 
and one county in greater Minnesota. The commissioner shall se ect 
colli-tB"'-s for participation based on the extent to which ~posea 
project is likely to: 

(1) meet the needs of low-income,frail elderly; 

(2) enable clients to live as independently as possible; 

(3) result in cost-savings ~ reducing the Jl'lI: person cost of 
alternative care grant services through the e:fliClencies of coordi
nated services; and 

(4) facilitate the discharge of elderly persons from nursing homes 
to less restrictive settings or delay their entry into nursing homes. 

Participating counties shall use existing alternative care grant 
allocations to pay for pilot project services. The counties must 
contract with .'! medical assistance-certified home care agency to 
coordinate and deliver services and must demonstrate to the com
missioner that qualitli assurance an<.raUditing systems have been 
established. Notwit standing Minnesota Statutes, section 
256B.091, and rules of the commissioner of human services relating 
to the alternative care grants program, the commissioner may 
authorize pilot projects to use pre-capltated rates; to provide ex
panded services such as Chore services, activities, and meal plan
ning, preparation, and serving; and to waive freedom of choice of 
vendor to the extent necessary to allow one vendor to provide 
services to all eITgilile persons in .'! residence or building. The 
commissioner may ~ for a waiver of federal requirements as' 
necessary to implement the pilot projects. 

Subd. ~ [ELIGIBLE INDIVIDUALS.] An individual is eligible to 
receive project services if the individual: 

(1) ~ receiving medical assistance or would be eligible for medical 
assistance within 180 days after admission to .'! nursing home; 

(2) ~ residing in .'! nursing home or ~ at risk of nursing home 
placement; 

(4) has been prescreened ~ the county for eligibility and for 
appropriateness of service; and 

(5) ~ otherwise eligible for alternative care grant services. 
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Subd. 3. [REPORT.] The commissioner shall monitor and evaluate 
the pilotprojects and report to the legislature Qy January 31, 1991. 
TIle report must address at least the following: . . 

(1) the extent to which each pilot project succeeded in moving 
elOei'ly persons out oTiiiITSing homes into less restrictive settings or 
in delaying placement in !Ie nursing home; 

(2) the ability of each pr(\ject to target low-income, frail elderly; 

(3) the cost-effectiveness of each project, including the financial 
impact on the resident, the state, and the county; 

(4) the success of each project in meeting other goals established 
Qy the commissioner; and .. 

(5) recommendations on whether the pilot projects should be 
coiillnued or expanded. 

Sec. 257. [FEASmILITY STUDY FOR HABILITATION SER
VICES.] 

The commissioner of human services, in consultation with the 
commissioner of jobs and trainint, shal! study the feasilJilltym 
providing medical assistance reim ursement to work activity pro
grams for training and habilitative services provided to partici
E;l.nH' TIle commissioner shall report the findings to the legislature 
~ .. ecember 1, 1988. For the purposes of this section, !Ie work 
activity program ~ as denned in section 129A.01. . 

Sec. 258. [REPORT ON INTERMEDIATE CARE FACILITY 
RATES.] 

The commissioner of human services shall report to the legisla
ture .fu: February 1, 1989, on the status oIrUfemaking to establish a 
new rate system for payments· to. intermediate care facilities for 
persons with mentruretardation and related condition') including a 
descript1oi1Of the proposed rules and an estimate ot their fisca1 
impact. 

Sec. 259. [STUDY OF MEDICAL ASSISTANCE PAYMENTS FOR 
SWING BED CARE.] 

The interagency board for quality assurance shall include in its 
rliPort on nursing home bedClistribution reguiredUiiiler Laws 19~7, 
c a~ter 403, article4, section 13, a recommendation on whet er 
me lcal aSslStailce payments for swing bed care should continue 
beyond June ~ 1990. 
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Sec. 260. [REPORT ON HUMAN IMMUNODEFICIENCY VIRUS 
TESTING.] 

The commissioner of health shall submit ~ report to the legisla
ture by February 15, 1989, that: 

(1) identifies existing quality controls and standards for labora
tories that perform human 1Illmunodeficiency virus testing and 
specifies whether additional qualit3 assurance measures are needed 
to ensure accurate test results; an 

(2) identifies the level of counseling and education that is occur
ring for individUaIS who are tested for tlieIiuman immunodeficiency 
virus and specifies -wIiether additioii3I measures are needed to 
ensure that individuals tested for the human imriiiiiiodeficiency 
virus are adequately counseled about the meaning of the test, test 
results, and steps the individual should take to protect the individ-
ual and others from infection. ---------

Sec. 261. [CIDLD CARE SERVICES STUDY.] 

The commissioner of human services shall study the existing 
subJic and private funrung sources for child care services and the 

evelopment of child care services, inC1iiiring the AFDC specUiT 
needs program, the sliding fee child care program, the maternal and 
child nutrition program, county funding, Title xx funding, and 
private foundation, corporate, community socia1Services act, or 
nonprofit funding to child care services providers and parents. The 
study shall determine the extent to which: 

(i) individual funding sources meet existing needs and what level 
of funding comes from each source; 

(ii) the need for subsidized child care services for low-income 
parentsTs being met; -- --

(iii) lriesent funding mechanisms are efficient or can be made 
more e IClent; 

(iv) alternative or improved methods may encourage private 
furuung for child care services; 

(v) the funding level has an impact on availability of child care 
facilities; and 

(vi) child care reimbursement rates are meeting actual costs for 
quaIlty child care. 

The commissioner shall report the results of the study, together 
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with aiY proposed legislation to implement study recommendations, 
to the egislature ~ January I, 1990. 

Sec. 262. [CHILD CARE INFORMATION NUMBER] 

!!Y January I, 1989, the council on children, youth, and families 
shall study and reE0rt to the legislature on the need for and the 
reasIbi ity of a toll- ree number to provide imormation and techniCal 
assistance to parents, child care providers, and potentwchild care 
providers. The study shall include an assessment of need, cost, and 
potential impact. 

Sec. 263. [FARlBAULT REGIONAL CENTER.] 

Subdivision 1. [TASK FORCE.] The commissioner of the state 
planning agency shall appoint a 13.:member task force to aeve~ 
Elan to expand the use of the Faribault regional center. The task 
oree Shall incluaefour community representatives and one reprlii 

sentative from each of the following entities: Faribiillit region 
center, Faribault TeChnical Institute, Faribault public" schools, 
Academies for the Deaf and Blind, Wilson Center, Rice county, city 
of Faribaulf,lHcecounty (Ustrict No.1 hospital, ahd the department 
Of human services". . 

Subd. 2. [DUTIES OF COMMISSIONER.] The commissioner of 
the state planninf. agency shall provide ~ fant for ~ Faribault 
community task orce to" UeVerop ~ plan . or the future use of 
FaribaUlt ~onal center. The plan must assesSTh.eTeaSlbilitY Of 
providing ucational services nonreSlOeii.tial services, and care to 
!Ie number of jopulations inclucling, but not limited to, aUolescents 
veterans, an people who have developmentaldisabiTIIies, chemical 
dependency, mental illness, or comniunicable diseases. . 

"~~~~iJ[~RE~P~O~RT~.l~The Faribault community task force must the ChaIrs of the health ana liiiiiian services 
- orrepi-esentatiVeSiiiid senate fu. November 

include a list of recommended services to be 
~~~~~~~~~FregiOnal center and must evaluate each 

Sec. 264. [STUDY OF MANAGED CARE FOR MEDICAL ASSIS
TANCEAND GENERAL ASSISTANCE MEDICAL CARE RECIPI
ENTS.] 

Subdivision 1. [STUDY.] The commissioner of human services 
shilll study the utilization patterns of individUals in the medical 
assistance a~eneral assistance medical care programs. The study 
will examine te applicability and usefulness of focused utilization 
review, case management services, and other managed care. !!p: 
proaches to all or parts of these populations. 
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Subd. 2. [FORMATION OF TASK FORCE.] The commissioner 
shall convene ~ task force composed of representiillVes from expert 
and interested parties to advise and assist the commissioner with 
the study in subdivision 1: The task force shall include, at ~ 
minimum, representatives from the provider community, recipient 
groups, the departments of health and finance, and the University of 
Minnesota. The analysis will be cOiUfucted fu staff from the depart
ment of human services. 

Subd. 3. [OBJECTIVES.] The specific objectives of the task force 
shall be determined ~ the commissioner in consultation with the 
task force, and shall include at ~ minimum: 

(a) to identify in the state and in selected geographic areas, 
patterns of utilization of health services, especially high frequency, 
high-cost use, and possibIeiiilcIerutilization. 

(b) to recommend interventions and an implementation plan 
consistent with the goals of the memcal assistance and general 
assistance medical care programs to improve the management of 
health services to recipients identified as at-rIsk of inappropriately 
high or low utilization of care. 

Subd. 4. [REPORTING DATE.] The task force shall report its 
findings and recommendations to the commissioner and the legis
lature ~ September 30, 1988. 

Sec. 265. [APPROVED COMPLEMENT INCREASED.] 

The complement of the office of administrative hearings ~ in
creased by one full-time equivalent position. 

Sec. 266. [RULES.] 

The commissioner of human services may adopt rules to admin
ister and implement the provisions of section 245.836. 

Sec. 267. [RULE CHANGES.] 

The commissioner of jobs and training shall adopt rule amend
ments to Minnesota Rules, chapter 3300, including changes in the 
allocation formula for funds appropriated for extended employment 
programs, as necessary to effect the changes required ~ the 
legislature in sections 129A.01, subdivisions 5, 6, and 7; 129A.02, 
subdivision 3; 129A.03; 129A.06, subdivision 1; 129A.07, subdivi
sion 1; 129A1l8, subdivisions 1, 4, 4a, and 5; 129A.09; and 129A.10. 

This rule is exempt from the rulemaking provisions of Minnesota 
Statutes, chapter 14. The commissioner must comply with Minne-
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sota Statutes, section 14.38, subdivision 7, when adopting this rule 
amendment. ----

Sec. 268. [INSTRUCTION TO REVISOR.] 

(a) In the next edition of Minnesota Statutes, the revisor of 
statutes sllall SuOsbtute in Chapter 129A the term ''rehabilitation 
facility" for the terms "long-term sheTIere"d worKshOp," "workshop," 
or "sheltered workshop" in the. form appropriate for the context. 

In the next edition of Minnesota Statutes, the revisor of statutes 
shallsiibstitute in chapter 129A the term "extended employment 
program participant" for the term "Sheltered employee" in the form 
appropriate for the context. 

The revisor shall make the substitutions reguired ~ this section 
in other places in M1nllesota Statutes where the terms appear if 
they refer to the subject matter covered fu: chapter 129A. 

(b) In accordance with Minnesota Statutes 1986, section3C.1O, 
the revisor of statutes shall renumber section 141, subdivisions 8a to 
~ as !! new section of1l.fiiinesota Statutes, cnapter 256B. -

The revisor of statutes shall renumber section 144, subdivisions.!.i 
to 1r as !! new section of Minnesota Statutes, chapter 256B. 

The revisor of statutes shall correct cross-references in Minnesota 
Statutes and iVfinnesota Rules consistent with the renumbering. 

Sec. 269. [REPEALER.] 

Subdivision 1. Minnesota Statutes 1986 sections 144.388; 
153A.01; 153A.02; 15M.03; 153A.04; 153"it05; 153A.06; 153A.07; 
153A.08; 153A.09; 153A.10; 153A.ll; 153A.12; 245.84, subdivision 
4; 245.86; 245.87; 246.023, subdivisions 2, 3, 4, and ~and 268.061; 
Mmnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 129A.01, subdivi
sion !t 129A.07, subdiVIsion 2; 129A.08, subdivision 3; 148B.04, 
Siiliaivision 1; and 256B.73, subdivision 10, are repealed. Minnesota 
Statutes 1986, section 257.071, subdivision §, is repealed effective 
July h 1989. -

Subd. 2. Section 248 is repealed effective July h 1990. 

Subd. ~ Section 243 ~ repealed July h 1989. 

Subd. 4. Section 141, subdivision ~ ~ repealed effective July h 
1990. 

Subd. 5. Sections 50 to 54, and 252, are repealed effective July 1, 
1991. 
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Sec. 270. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

Subdivision 1. Sections 6, 11, 13, and 15 ~ to at' r,0licy, ~ani 
or contract issued or renewea on or after the date 01 owing ma 
enactment. 

Subd. ~ Section 14 ~ effective the day after final enactment 
except that in the case of ~ plan maintained under one or more 
collective bargaining agreements between employee representa
tives and one or more employers ratified on or before April 7, 1986, 
section 14 is effective on the earlier of: 

(1) the date on which the last of the collective bargaining 
agreements under which the plan ~ maintained, which were in 
effect on April 'L 1986, ends without regard to any extension of the 
agreement agreed to after April 7, 1986; or 

Subd. 3. Section 144, subdivisions 1f and 1m, are effective 
FeOriiary 1, 1989. 

Subd. 4. Sections 193 to 204 are effective February 1, 1989. 

Subd. ~ Sections 16 to 28, 267, .and 268 are effective the day 
followinfc final enactment and ~ to allocations of funds apPJo
priated or the extended employment programs administered un er 
Minnesota Statutes, chapter 129A, made after July h 1988. 

Subd. '!..:. Sections 150 and 151 are effective upon receiving 
approval of the health care financing administratIOn. 

Subd. 8. Section 157 is effective, and applies to nursing home rate 
years that begin on or after, July h 1988. 

Subd. 9. Section 151 and that portion of section 150 relating to the 
resource contribution of !'c spouse are effective upon receiving 
approval from the health care financing admimstration." 

Delete the title and insert: 

"A bill for an act relating to the organization and operation of state 
government; appropriating money foJ;' human services and health 
and other purposes with certain conditions; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1986, sections 3.9223, subdivision 3; 3.9225, subdivision 3; 
3.9226, subdivision 3; 62A.54; 62E.04, by adding subdivisions; 
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129A.02, sub~ision 3; 129A.09; 129A.10; 144.053, by adding a 
subdivision; 14'4.125; 1144.50, by adding a subdivision; 144A.04, by 
adding a subdivision; 144A.08, by adding a subdivision; 145.43, 
subdivisions 1 and 1a; 145.853, subdivision 2; 145.894; 245.771, by 
adding a subdivision; 245.814, subdivisions 1, 2, and 3; 245.83; 
245.84, subdivision 1; 246.023, subdivision 1; 252.291, subdivisions 
1 and 2; 253B.03, by adding a subdivision; 253B.17, subdivision 1; 
256.73, subdivisions 2 and 6, and by adding subdivisions; 256.736, 
by adding subdivisions; 256.76, subdivision 1; 256B.08; 256B.092, 
subdivisions 5 and 7; 256B.14, subdivision 2; 256B.17, subdivision 7; 
256B.431, by adding subdivisions; 256B.50, subdivision 1, and by 
adding subdivisions; 256B.501, subdivision 3, and by adding subdi
visions; 256B.69, subdivisions 3 and 4; 256D.02, subdivision 7, and 
by adding a subdivision; 256D.06, by adding a subdivision; 256D.07; 
256D.35, by adding a subdivision; 256D.37, subdivision 2, and by 
adding subdivisions; 256E.12, subdivisions 1 and 2; 256F.03, subdi
vision 8; 256F.07, by adding a subdivision; 257.071, subdivisions 2, 
3, 6, and by adding a subdivision; 257.072; 260.181, subdivision 3; 
268.0111, by adding a subdivision; 268.86, by adding a subdivision; 
268.91, subdivision 7; 268.911, subdivision 3;326.371; 462.05, by 
adding a subdivision; 462A.21, by adding a subdivision; 609.72, 
subdivision 1; and 611A.32, by adding a subdivision; Minnesota 
Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 3.922, subdivision 6; 16B.08, 
subdivision 7; 62A.152, subdivision 2; 62A.48, subdivision 7; 
62A.50, subdivision 3; 62D.102; 129A.0l, subdivision 5, 6, and 7; 
129A.03; 129A.06, subdivision 1; 129A.07, subdivision 1; 129A.08, 
subdivisions 1,4, 5, and by adding a subdivision; 144A.071, subdi, 
vision 3; 144A.073, subdivisions 1, 7, and 8; 145.43, subdivision 4; 
145A.06, by adding a subdivision; 148B.23, subdivision 1; 148B.42, 
subdivision 1; 245.462, subdivisions 3, 4, 6, 17, 18, 19,20,21,23, and 
25; 245.465; 245.466, subdivisions 1, 2, and 5; 245.467, by adding 
subdivisions; 245.469, subdivision 2; 245.471, subdivisions 2 and 3; 
245.472, subdivision 2; 245.475, subdivisions 1 and 2; 245.476, 
subdivision 1; 245.477; 245.478, subdivisions 1,2, and 9; 245.479; 
245.482, subdivision 2; 245:696, subdivision 2; 245.697, subdivision 
2, and by adding a subdivision; 252.291, subdivision 3; 252.46, 
subdivisions 5 and 6, and by adding subdivisions; 253B.03, subdivi
sion 6; 256.01, subdivision 4; 256.015, subdivision 2; 256.736, 
subdivisions 1b, 4, and 11; 256.936; 256.969, subdivisions 2 and 3; 
256B.02, subdivision 8; 256B.031, subdivision 5; 256B.042, subdivi
sion 2; 256B.06, subdivisions 1 and 4; 256B.091, subdivision 4; 
256B.35, subdivision 1; 256B.431, subdivisions 2b, 3, and 4; 
256B.433, subdivision 1; 256B.50, subdivision 2; 256B.50l, subdivi
sion 1; 256B.73, subdivision 2; 256D.01, subdivision 1a; 256D.03, 
subdivision 3; 256D.06, subdivisions 1 and 1b;256D.37, subdivision 
1; 256E.12, subdivision 3; 268.91, subdivisions 1, 3, 3b, 3c, 3e, 4, and 
12; and 326.73; Laws 1984, chapter 654, article 5, section 57, 
subdivision 1, as amended; Laws 1987, chapter 337, section 131; 
Laws 1987, chapter 403, articles 1, section 4, subdivision 4; 2, section 
34; and 4, section 13; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota 
Statutes, chapters 62A; 62C; 62D; 144; 145; 153A; 157; 179A; 198; 
245; 252; 256; 256B; 257; and 268; proposing coding for new law as 
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Minnesota Statutes, chapter 152A; repealing Minnesota Statutes 
1986, sections 144.388; 153A.01; 153A.02; 153A.03; 153A.04; 
153A.05; 153A.06; 153A.07; 153A.08; 153A.09; 153A.1O; 153A.ll; 
153A.12; 245.84, subdivision 4; 245.86; 245.87; 246.023, subdivi
sions 2, 3, 4, and 5; 257.071, subdivision 6; and 268.061; Minnesota 
Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 129A.01, subdivision 8; 
129A.07, subdivision 2; 129A.08, subdivision 3; 148B.04, subdivi
sion 1; and 256B.73, subdivision 10." 

" We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 

House Conferees: LEE GREENFIELD, MARY MURPHY, BOB ANDERSON, 
PETER RoDOSOVICH AND PHILLIP J. RIVENESS. 

Senate Conferees: DON SAMUELSON, LINDA BERGLIN, PAT PIPER AND 
MICHAEL O. F'!mEMAN. 

Greenfield moved that the report of the Conference Committee on 
H. F. No. 2126 be adopted and that the bill be repassed as amended 
by the Conference Committee. 

POINT OF ORDER 

Quist raised a point of order pursuant to .custom and usage of the 
House, Joint Rule 2.06 relating to Conference Committees and 
section 1, paragraph 5, of "Mason's Manual of Legislative Proce
dure" relating to the necessity for rules of procedure that the report 
of the Conference Committee on H. F. No. 2126 was not in order. 
Speaker pro tempore Anderson, G., ruled the point of order not well 
taken. 

Quist moved that the House refuse to adopt the report of the 
Conference Committee on H. F. No. 2126 and that the bill be 
returned to the Conference Committee. 

A roll call was requested and properly seconded. 

CALL OF THE HOUSE 

On the motion of Greenfield and on the demand of 10 members, a 
call of the House was ordered. The following members answered to 
their names: 

Anderson, G. Blatz Cooper Dorn Hartle 
Anderson, R. Brown Dauner Forsythe Heap 
Battaglia Burger Dawkins Frederick Himle 
Beard Carlson, L. DeBlieck Frerichs Hugoson 
Begich Carruthers Dempsey Greenfield Jacobs 
Bennett Clark DeRaad Gruenes Jaros 
Bertram Clausnitzer Dille Gutknecht Jefferson 
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Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, V. 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Larsen 
Lasley 
Lieder 
Marsh 
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McEachern O1son, K. 
McKasy Omann 
McLaughlin Onnen 
McPherson Orenstein 
Miller Otis 
Minne Ozment 
Morrison Pappas 
Munger Pauly 
Murphy Pelowski 
Nelson, C. Peterson 
Nelson, D. Poppenhagen 
Neuenschwander Price 
O'Connor Quinn 
Ogren Quist 
Olsen, S. Redalen 
Olson, E. Reding 

Rest 
. Richter 
Riveness 
Rodosovich 
Rese 
Rukavina 
Sarna 
Schafer 
Seaberg 
Segal 
Shaver 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
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Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 

. Otis moved that further proceediugs of the roll call be dispensed 
with and that the Sergeant at Arms be instructed to bring in the 
absentees. The motion prevailed and it was so ordered. 

POINT OF ORDER 

Miller raised a point of order pursuant to section 770, paragraph 
2, of "Mason's Manual of Legislative Procedure" relating to reports 
of Conference Committees that the report of the Conference Com
mittee on H. F. No. 2126 was not in order. Speaker pro tempore 
Anderson, G., ruled the point of order not well taken. 

The question recurred on the Quist motion and the roll was called. 

Wynia moved that those not voting be excused from voting. The 
motion prevailed. 

There were 50 yeas and 75 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Bennett 
Blatz 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Clausnitzer 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Forsythe 
Frederick 

Frerichs 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Johnson, V. 
Knickerbocker 

Marsh 
McKasy 
McPherson 
Miller 
Morrison 
Olsen, S. 
Omann 
Onnen 
Osthoff 
Ozment 

Pauly 
Poppenhagen 
Quist 
Redalen 
Richter 
Rese 
Schafer 
Scheid 
Schreiber 
Seaberg 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Anderson, G. Carlson, L. Dorn Johnson, A. 
Anderson, R. Carruthers Greenfield Johnson, R 
Battaglia Clark Jacobs Kahn 
Bauerly Cooper Jaros Kalis 
Beard Dauner Jefferson Kelly 
Bertram Dawkins Jennings Kelso 
Brown DeBlieck Jensen Kinkel 

Shaver 
Stanius 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Uphus 
Valento 
Waltman 

Kludt 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 
Larsen 
Lasley 
Lieder 
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Long 
McEachern 
McLaughlin 
Minne 
Munger 
Murphy 
Nelson, C. 
Nelson, K. 

O'Connor 
Ogren 
Olson, E. 
Olson, K. 
Orenstein 
Otis 
Pappas 
Pelowski 
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Peterson 
Price 
Reding 
Rest 
Rice 
Riveness 
Rodosovich 
Rukavina 

Sarna 
Segal 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Steensma 
Trimble 
Tunheim 

The motion did not prevail. 

CALL OF THE HOUSE LIFTED 
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Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

Neuenschwander moved that the call of the House be dispensed 
with. The motion prevailed and it was so ordered. 

Richter was excused for the remainder of today's session. 

The question recurred on the Greenfield motion that the report of 
the Conference Committee on H. F. No. 2126 be adopted and that the 
bill be repassed as amended by the Conference Committee. The 
motion prevailed. 

The Speaker resumed the Chair. 

H. F. No. 2126, A bill for an act relating to the organization and 
operation of state government; appropriating money for human 
resources and other purposes with certain conditions; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 3.9223, subdivision 3; 3.9225, 
subdivision 3; 3.9226, subdivision 3; 62A.54; 62E.04, by adding 
subdivisions; 129A.02, subdivision 3; 129A.09; 129A.10; 144.053, by 
adding subdivisions; 144.125; 144A.04, by adding a subdivision; 
145.853, subdivision 2; 145.894; 245.771, by adding a subdivision; 
245.814, subdivisions 1, 2, and 3; 245.83; 245.84, subdivision 1; 
246.023; 248.07, subdivision 7 and 12; 252.291, subdivisions 1 and 2; 
256.73, subdivisions 2, 6, and by adding subdivisions; 256.736, by 
adding subdivisions; 256.76, subdivision 1; 256B.08; 256B.092, 
subdivisions 5 and 7; 256B.14, subdivision 2; 256B.17, subdivision 7; 
256B.431, by adding subdivisions; 256B.501, subdivision 3, and by 
adding subdivisions; 256B.69, subdivisions 3 and 4; 256D.02, sub
division 7, and by adding a subdivision; 256D.06, by adding a 
subdivision; 256D.07; 256D.35, by adding a subdivision; 256D.37, 
subdivision 2, and by adding subdivisions; 256E.12, subdivisions 1 
and 2: 256F03, subdivision 8; 257.071, subdivisions 2 and 3, and by 
adding a subdivision; 257.072; 260.181, subdivision 3; 268.0111, by 
adding a subdivision; 268.911, subdivision 3; 326.371; 462A.05, by 
adding a subdivision; 462A.21, by adding a subdivision; 609.72, 
subdivision 1; 611A.32, by adding a subdivision; Minnesota Statutes 
1987 Supplement, sections 3.922, subdivision 6; 16B.08, subdivision 
7; 16B.61, subdivision 3; 62A.152, subdivision 2; 62A.48, subdivi
sion 7; 62A.50, subdivision 3; 62D.102; 129A.01, subdivisions 5, 6, 
and 7; 129A.03; 129A.06, subdivision 1; 129A.07, subdivision 1; 
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129A.08, subdivisions 1, 4, and 5, and by adding subdivisions; 
144A.071, subdivision 3; 144A.073, subdivisions 1, 2, 7, and 8; 
148B.23, subdivision 1; 148B.42, subdivision 1; 245.462, subdivi
sions 3, 4, 6, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 23, and 25; 245.465; 245.466, 
s~bdivisions 1, 2, and 5; 245.467, by adding subdivisions; 245.469, 
sl!lbdivision 2; 245.471, subdivisions 2 and 3; 245.472, subdivision 2; 
245.475, subdivisions 1 and 2; 245.476, subdivision 1;245.477; 
245.478, subdivisions 1, 2, and 9; 245.479; 245.482, subdivision 2; 
245.696, subdivision 2; 245.697, subdivision 2, and by adding a 
subdivision; 245A.09, by adding a subdivision; 248.07, subdivision 
8; 252.291, subdivision 3; 252.46, subdivisions 5 and 6, and by 
adding subdivisions; 253B.03, subdivision 6; 256.015, subdivision 2; 
256.736, subdivisions Ib, 4, and 11;256.936; 256.969, subdivision 3; 
256B.02, subdivision 8; 256B.031, subdivision 5; 256B.042, subdivi
sion 2; 256B.06, subdivisions 1 and 4; 256B.091, subdivision 4; 
256B.35, subdivision 1; 256B.431, subdivision 4; 256B.433, subdivi
sion 1; 256B.501, subdivision 1; 256B.73, subdivision 2, and by 
adding a subdivision; 256D.Ol, subdivision la; 256D.03, subdivision 
3; 256D.06, subdivisions 1 and Ib; 256D.37,subdivision 1; 256E.12, 
subdivision 3; 268.91, subdivisions 1, 3, 3b, 3c, 3e, 4, and 12; 393.07, 
subdivision 10, and by adding a subdivision; Laws 1984, chapter 
654, article 5, section 57, subdivision 1, as amended; Laws 1987, 
chapter 337, section 131; Laws 1987, chapter 403, article 2, section 
34; Laws 1987, chapter 403, article 4, section 13; Laws 1987, chapter 
403, article 1, section 4, subdivision 4; proposing coding for new law 
in Minnesota Statutes, chapters 62A; 62C; 62D; 144; 145; 152A; 157; 
179A; 245; 246; .252; 256; 256B; 256H; 257; and 268; repealing 
Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 136.26; 144.388; 245.84, subdivi
sion 4; 245.86; 245.87; and 257.071, subdivision 6; Minnesota 
Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 129A.Ol, subdivision 8; 
129A.07, subdivision 2; 129A.08, subdivision 3; 148B.04, subdivi
sion 1; and 256B.73, subdivision 10. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by Conference, 
and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on tbe repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. There were 125 yeas and 4 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were; 

Anderson, G . . 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 

Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Danner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 

Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 

Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Jonnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly' 
Kelso' 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 

Kostobryz 
Krueger 
Larsen 
Lasley 
Lieder 
Long 
Marsh 
McEachern 
McKasy 
McLaughlin 
McPherson 
Milbert 
Minne 
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Morrison Omann 
Munger Onnen 
Murphy Orenstein 
Nelson, C. Osthoff 
Nelson, D. Otis 
Nelson, K. Ozment 
Neuenschwander Pappas 
O'Connor Pauly 
Ogren Pelowski 
Olsen, S. Peterson 
Olson, E. Poppenhagen 
Ol~on, K. Price 

Redalen 
Reding 
Rest 
Rice 
Riveness 
Rodosovich 
Rose 
Rukavina 
Sarna 
Schafer 
Scheid 
Seaberg 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Miller Quist Schreiber 

Segal 
Shaver 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Bparby 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 

Stanius 
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Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was repassed, as amended by Conference, and its title 
agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDERS, Continued 

Wynia moved that the remaining bills on Special Orders for today 
be continued one day. The motion prevailed. 

GENERAL ORDERS 

Wynia moved that the bills on General Orders for today be 
continued one day. The motion prevailed. 

ADJOURNMENT 

Wynia moved that when the House adjourns today it adjourn until 
12:00 noon, Monday, April 18, 1988. The motion prevailed. 

Wynia moved that the House adjourn. The motion prevailed, and 
the Speaker declared the House stands adjourned until 12:00 noon, 
Monday, April 18, 1988. 

EDWARD A. BURDICK, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 
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STATE OF MINNESOTA 

SEVENTY-FIFTH SESSION -1988 

NINETIETH DAY 

SAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA, MONDAY, APRIL 18, 1988 

The House of Representatives convened at 12:00 noon and was 
called to order by Robert E. Vanasek, Speaker of the House. 

Prayer was offered by the Reverend Delton Krueger, House Chap
lain. 

The roll was called and the following members were present: 

Anderson, G. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dom 
Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 

Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 

A quorum was present. 

Simoneau was excused. 

Larsen Orenstein 
Lasley Osthoff 
Lieder Otis 
Long Ozment 
Marsh Pappas 
McDonald Pauly 
McEachern Pelowski 
McKasy Peterson 
McLaughlin Poppenbagen 
McPherson Price 
Milbert Quinn 
Miller Quist 
Minne Redalen 
Morrison Reding 
Munger Rest 
Murphy Rice 
Nelson, C. Richter 
Nelson, D. Riveness 
Nelson, K. Rodosovich 
Neuenschwander Rukavina 
O'Connor Sarna 
Ogren Schafer 
Olsen, S. Scheid 
Olson, K. Schreiber 
Omann Seaberg 
Onnen Segal 

Shaver 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

Anderson, R., and Tjornhom were excused until 1:00 p.m. Olson, 
E., was excused until 1:10 p.m. Clark and Rose were excused until 
1:30 p.m. Blatz was excused until 2:15 p.m. 
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The Chief Clerk proceeded to read the Journal of the preceding 
day. Kelly moved that further reading of the Journal be dispensed 
with and that the Journal be approved as corrected by the Chief 
Clerk. The motion prevailed. 

REPORTS OF CHIEF CLERK 

Pursuant to Rules of the House, printed copies of S. F. No. 1645 
have been placed in the members' files. 

S.F. No. 1645 and H. F. No. 1839, which had been referred to the 
Chief Clerk for comparison, were examined and found to be identi
cal. 

Rest moved that S. F. No. 1645 be substituted for H. F. No. 1839 
and that the House File be indefinitely postponed. The motion 
prevailed. 

SECOND READING OF SENATE BILLS 

S. F. No. 1645 was read for the second time. 

INTRODUCTION AND FIRST READING 
OF HOUSE BILLS 

The following House Files were introduced: 

Johnson, A., introduced: 

H. F. No. 2813, A bill for an act relating to unclaimed property; 
authorizing the commissioner to remove certain abandoned property 
from department records under certain conditions; providing for the 
legal status of this property; increasing finder's fees; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 345.48 and 345.515. 

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee 
on Commerce. 

Simoneau introduced: 

H. F. No. 2814, A bill for an act relating to occupations and 
professions; providing for attorney misappropriation by creating a 
client security fund; amending Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supple
ment, section 481.20; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota 
Statutes, chapter 481. . 
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The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee 
on Judiciary. 

Simoneau introduced: 

H. F. No. 2815, A bill for an act relating to occupations and 
professions; requiring that attorneys who hold client funds be 
bonded; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chap
ter 481. 

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee 
on Judiciary. 

Simoneau introduced: 

H. F. No. 2816, A bill for an act relating to occupations and 
professions; requiring certain attorneys to maintain interest bearing 
trust accounts; creating a board to administer interest earned on the 
accounts; appropriating money; proposing coding for new law in 
Minnesota Statutes, chapter 481. 

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee 
on Judiciary. 

Segal and Kelso introduced: 

H. F. No. 2817, A bill for an act relating to human services; 
requiring a study of training requirements. 

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee 
on Health and Human Services. 

Simoneau introduced: 

H. F. No. 2818, A bill for an act relating to retirement; Minnesota 
state retirement system; teachers retirement association; public 
employees retirement association; providing for the restoration of a 
normal annuity upon the death of a designated beneficiary to a 
retired or disabled member who had selected a joint and survivor 
annuity; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 353.30, by 
adding a subdivision; Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 
352.116, by adding a subdivision; 353.30, subdivision 3; 354.45, 
subdivision 1, and by adding a subdivision; and 354A.32, by adding 
a subdivision. 

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee 
on Governmental Operations. 
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Kludt and Kelly introduced: 

H. F. No. 2819, A bill for an act relating to utilities; requiring 
certain disclosures on open talk telephone lines; requiring dating of 
recorded messages received via a message toll service; proposing 
coding for new law in chapter 325E. 

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee 
on Regulated Industries. 

HOUSE ADVISORIES 

The following House Advisories were introduced: 

Clark, Skoglund, McLaughlin, Dawkins and Quinn introduced: 

H. A. No. 91, A proposal to study the adverse effects of redlining 
and provide recommendations to prevent these actions. 

The advisory was referred to the Committee on Financial Institu
tions and Insurance. 

Kelly introduced: 

H. A. No. 92, A proposal to study dram shop law. 

The advisory was referred to the Committee on Judiciary. 

The following Conference Committee Reports were received: 

CONFERENCE COMMI'ITEE REPORT ON H. F. NO. 2041 

A bill for an act relating to agriculture; limiting ownership of 
agricultural land by certain corporations and limited partnerships; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 500.24, subdivision 3; 
Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 500.24, subdivision 2. 

The Honorable Robert Vanasek 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Honorable Jerome M. Hughes 
President of the Senate 

April 16, 1988 

We, the undersigned conferees for H. F. No. 2041, report that we 
have agreed upon the items in dispute and recommend as follows: 
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That the House concur in the Senate amendments and that H. F. 
No. 2041 be further amended as follows: 

Delete everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 40.43, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 8. [CORRECTION OF CONSERVATION EASEMENT 
BOUNDARY LINES.] To correct errors in legal descriptions for 
easements obtained that affect the ownersmp interests in the state 
and adJacent landowners,theCommissioner may, in the name of the 
state, with the approval Ol1he attorney general, convey, without 
consideration, interests or the state necessary to correct legal 
descriptions of boundaries. The conveyance must be by quitclaim 
deed or release In -"" form approved ~ the attorney general. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 500.24, 
subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [DEFINITIONS.] For the purposes of this section, the 
terms defined in this subdivision have the meanings here given 
them: 

(a) "Farming" means the production of (1) agricultural products; 
(2) livestock or livestock products; (3) milk or milk products; or (4) 
fruit or other horticultural products. It does not include the process
ing, refining, or packaging of said products, nor the provision of 
spraying or harvesting services by a processor or distributor of farm 
products. It does not include the production of timber or forest 
products or the production of poultry or poultry products. 

(b) "Family farm" means an unincorporated farming unit owned 
by one or more persons residing on the farm or actively engaging in 
farming. 

(c) "Family farm corporation" means a corporation founded for the 
purpose of farming and the ownership of agricultural land in which 
the majority of the voting stock is held by and the majority of the 
stockholders are persons or the spouses of persons related to each 
other within the third degree of kindred according to the rules of the 
civil law, and at least one of said related persons is residing on or 
actively operating the farm, and none of whose stockholders are 
corporations; provided that a family farm corporation shall not cease 
to qualify as such hereunder by reason of any devise or bequest of 
shares of voting stock. 

(d) "Authorized farm corporation" means a corporation meeting 
the following standards: 
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(1) its shareholders do not exceed five in number; 

(2) all its shareholders, other than any estate are natural persons; 

(3) it does not have more than one class of shares; and 

(4) its revenues from rent, royalties, dividends, interest and 
annuities does not exceed 20 percent of its gross receipts; and 

(5) shareholders holding '" lBajarity sf the shares 51 percent or 
more of the interest ~ the cotporation must be residing on the farm 
or actively engaging mmrmmgi 

(6) the authorized farm co~oration. directly or indirectly, owns or 
otherwise has an interest, wether legjl, benellcial, or oth'erwise, in 
any title to no more than 1,500 acres Q... real estate used for farming 
or capable of being used for farming in this state; and 

(7) a shareholder of the authorized farm corporation is not a 
shareholder in other aufliOnzed farm corporations that directlY or 
mdIrectly in combination with the authorized farm corporation own 
not more than 1,500 acres ofreruestate used for farming or capa6le 
of being used for fariiUiig In this state. ----

(e) ''Agricultural land" means land used for farming. 

(I) "Pension or investment fund" means a pension or employee 
welfare benefit fund, however organized, a mutual fund, a life 
insurance company separate account, a common trust of a bank or 
other trustee established for the investment and reinvestment of 
money contributed to it, a real estate investment trust, or an 
investment company as defined in United States Code, title 15, 
section 80a-3. "Pension or investment fund" does not include a 
benevolent trust established by the owners of a family farm, autho
rized farm corporation or family.fann corporation. 

(g) "Farm homestead" means a house including adjoining build
ings that has been used as part of a farming operation or is part of 
the agricultural land used for a farming operation. 

(h) "Family farm partnership" means !! limited partnershis 
formed for the liurpose of fannmg; and the ownership of a~icultura 
land inwhiCht e majoritr: of the mterests m the partnersip is held 
.fu: and the m~orIty of ~ partners are persons or the sFouses of 

ersons relate to eaCh other withm the third degree Q... kindred 
accor 'ng to the rules of the cIvil law, ana at least one ofthe related 
persons is reSWIng on or actl.VeIY operating the farm, and none of the 
partners are corporations. A family farm partnership does not cease 
to qualif~ as !! tamilY

h 
farm partnership because of !! i1eVise or 

bequest ~ interest in ~ partnership. 
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(i) "Authorized farm partnership" means ~ limited partnership 
meeting the following standards: 

(1) it; has been issued a certificate from the secretary of state or g; 
registered with the county recorder and farming and owners!i.ip of 
agricultural land is stated as ~ purpose or character of the business; 

(2) its partners do not exceed five in number; 

(3) all its partners, other than an estate, are natural persons; 

(4) its revenues from rent, royalties, dividends, interest, and 
annuities do not exceed 20 percent of its gross receipts; 

(5) its general partners hold at least 51 percent of the interest in 
the land assets of the partnerwip and reside on the farm or are 
acti-veIYengag"lngiiil'arming not more than 1,500 acres as ~ general 
partner in an authorized limited partnership; 

(6) its limited partners do not participate in the business of the 
limited partnership including operating, managing, or directing 
management of farming operations; 

(7) the authorized farm partnership, directly or indirectly, does 
not own or otherwise have an interest, whether legal, beneficial, or 
otherwise, in a title to more than 1,500 acres of real estate used for 
farming or capable of being used for far"iiUiig in this state; and -

(8) ~ limited partner of the authorized farm partnership is not ~ 
limited partner in other authorized farm 1hartnerships that mrectly 
or indirectly III combination with the aut orized farm partnership 
own not more than 1,500 acres of real estate used for farming or 
capable of being used for farming in this state. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 500.24, subdivision 3, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [FARMING AND OWNERSHIP OF AGRICULTURAL 
LAND BY CORPORATIONS RESTRICTED.] No corporation eI', 

pension or investment fund, or limited partnership shall engage in 
farming; nor shall any corporation sr, pension or investment fund, or 
limited partnership, directly or indirectly, own, acquire, or other
wise obtain an interest, whether legal, beneficial or otherwise, in 
any title to real estate used for farming or capable of being used for 
farming in this state. Provided, however, that the restrictions 
l"F8viEieEi in this subdivision shall do not apply to the foll8wiag 
corporations or partnerships in clause (b) and do not '!PP!.Jr to 
corporations, limited partnerships, and pension or investment funds 
that record its name and the particular exception under clauses (a) 
to (r) under which the agricultural land ~ owned or farmed, have ~ 
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conservation plan 6:repared for the agricultural land, ten0rt as 
reguired under su division 4, and satisfy one of the 0 owing 
conditions under clauses (a) to (rl: 

(al A bona fide encumbrance taken for purposes of security; 

(b) A family farm corporation ffi', an authorized farm corporation, 
"" family farm partnership, or an -authorized farm partnership as 
defined in subdivision 2 or "" general partnership; 

(c) Agricultural land and land capable of being used for farming 
owned by a corporation as of May 20, 1973, or a pension or 
investment fund as of May 12,1981, including the normal expansion 
of such ownership at a rate not to exceed 20 percent of the amount of 
land owned as of May 20, 1973, or, in the case of a pension or 
investment fund, as of May 12, 1981, measured in acres, in any 
five-year period, and including additional ownership reasonably 
necessary to meet the requirements of pollution control rules; 

(d) Agricultural land operated for research or experimental pur
poses with the approval of the commissioner of agriculture, provided 
that any commercial sales from sueh faFm shaY the operation must 
be incidental to the research or experimental objectives oftlie 
corporation. il corporation, limited partnershit, or pension or in
vestment fund seeking to operate agricultural and for research or 
experimental purposes must submit to the commissioner a prospec
tus or proposal of the intended method of 0f,eration, containing 
informatIOn required· ~ the commissioner inc uding "" ~ of any 
operational contract with individual participants, prior to initial 
approval of an operation. ~ corporation, limited partnership, or 
pension or investment fund operating agricultural land for researCh 
or exJerimental purposes prior to the effective date of section 2 must 
romp y with ali reruirements of this clause except the requirement 
for initial approva of the project; 

(e) Agricultural land operated by a corporation or limited partner
ship for the purpose of raising breeding stock, including embryos, for 
resale to farmers or operated for the purpose of growing seed, wild 
rice, nursery plants or sod; 

CD Agricultural land and land capable of being used for farming 
leased by a corporation or limited partnership in an amount, 
measured in acres, not to exceed the acreage under lease to such 
corporation as of May 20,1973, or to the limited partnership as of 
May h 1988, and the additional acreage required for normal 
expansion at a rate not to exceed 20 percent of the amount of land 
leased as of May 20, 1973, for "" corporation or May 1 1988 for "" 
limited partnership in anyuve-year period, and the additional 
acreage reasonably necessary to meet the requirements of pollution 
control rules; 
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(g) Agricultural land when acquired as a gift (either by grant or a 
devise) by an educational, religious or charitable nonprofit corpora
tion or by a pension or investment fund or limited artnershi; 
provided that all lands so acquired by a pension or investment fun , 
and all lands so acquired by a corporation or limited partnership 
which are not operated for research or experimental purposes, or are 
not operated for the purpose of raising breeding stock for resale to 
farmers or operated for the purpose of growing seed, wild rice, 
nursery plants or sod must be disposed of within ten years after 
acquiring title thereto; 

(h) Agricultural land acquired by a pension or investment fund or 
a corporation other than a family farm corporation or authorized 
farm corporation, as defined in subdivision 2, or !'o limited partner
ship other than a family farm partnershili or authOrIzed farm 
partnership as defined in su6dIVlsion 2, for w iCh the corporation or 
limited partnership has documented prans to use and subsequently 
uses the land wlthm six years from the date of purchase for a specific 
nonfarming purpose, or if the land is zoned nonagricultural, or if the 
land is located within an incorporated area. A pension or investment 
fund or a corporation or limited partnership may hold such agricul
tural land in such acreage as may be necessary to its nonfarm 
business operation; provided, however, that pending the develop
ment of agricultural land for nonfarm purposes, such land may not 
be used for farming except under lease to a family farm unit, a 
family farm corporation <*', an authorized farm corporation, !'o family 
farm partnership, or an authorized farm artnershi, or except 
when controlled through ownership, options, lease 01 s, or other 
agreements by a corporation which has entered into an agreement 
with the United States of America pursuant to the New Community 
Act of 1968 (Title IV of the Housing and Urban Development Act of 
1968, United States Code, title 42, sections 3901 to 3914) as 
amended, or a subsidiary or assign of such a corporation; 

(i) Agricultural lands acquired by a pension or investment fund or 
a corporation or limited partnership by process of law in the 
collection of debts, or by any procedure for the enforcement of a lien 
or claim thereon, whether created by mortgage or otherwise; pro
vided, however, that all lands so acquired be disposed of within ten 
years after acquiring the title if acquired before May h 1988, and 
five years after acquiring the title if aCffiuired on or after Mjy 1, 
1988, acquiring the title thereto, ana fur er providea that the and 
so acquired shall not be used for farming during the ten-year or 
five-year period except under a lease to a family farm unit, a family 
farm corporation <*', an authorized farm corporation, !'o fa,ily farm 
partnership, or an authorized farm partnership. The a oremen
tioned ten-year or five-year limitation period shall be deemed a 
covenant running with the title to the land against any pension or 
investment fund or corporate or limited partnership grantee or 
assignee or the successor of suCh pension or investment fund or 
corporation or limited partnership. Notwithstanding the five-year 
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divestiture requirement under this para~aph, a financial institu
tion may continue to own the agricultura land if the agricultural 
Iaiia is leased to the immedlatelypreceding former owner, but must 
divest of the agricultural land within the ten-year period; 

(j) Agricultural land acquired by a corporation regulated under 
the provisions of Minnesota Statutes 1974, chapter .216B, for pur
poses described in that chapter or by an electric generation or 
transmission cooperative for use in its business, provided,- however, 
that such land may not be used for farming except under lease to a 
family farm unit, 6i' a family farm corporation, or -"" family farm 
partnership; 

(k) Agricultural land, either leased or owned, totaling no more 
than 2,700 acres, acquired after May 20, 1973 for the purpose of 
-replacing or expanding asparagus growing operations, provided that 
such corporation had established 2,000 acres of asparagus produc
tion; 

(I) All agricultural land or land capable of being used for farming 
which was owned or leased by an authorized farm corporation as 
defined in Minnesota Statutes 1974, section 500.24, subdivision 1, 
clause (d) but which does not qualify as an authorized farm corpo
ration as defined in subdivision 2, clause (d); 

(m) A corporation formed primarily for religious purposes whose 
sole income is derived from agriculture; 

(n) Agricultural land owned or leased by a corporation prior to 
August 1, 1975, which was exempted from the restriction of subdi
vision 3 under the provisions of Laws 1973, chapter 427, including 
normal expansion of such ownership or leasehold interest to be 
exercised at a rate not to exceed 20 percent of the amount of land 
owned or leased on August 1, 1975 in any five-year period and the 
additional ownership reasonably necessary to meet requirements of 
pollution control rules; 

(0) Agricultural land owned or leased by a corporation prior to 
August 1, 1978, including normal expansion of such ownership or 
leasehold interest, to be exercised at a rate not to exceed 20 percent 
of the amount of land owned or. leased On August 1, 1978 and the 
additional ownership reasonably necessary to meet requirements of 
pollution control rules, provided that nothing herein shall reduce 
any exemption contained under the provisions of Laws 1975, chapter 
324, section 1, subdivision 2; 

(p) An interest in the title to agricultural land acquired by a 
pension fund or family trust established by the owners of a family 
farm, authorized farm corporation or family farm corporation, but 
limited to the farm on which one or more of those owners or 
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shareholders have resided or have been actively engaged in farming 
as required by subdivision 2, clause (b), (c), or (d); 

(q) Agricultural land owned by a nursing home located in a city 
with a population, according to the state demographer's 1985 
estimate, between 900 and 1,000, in a county with a population, 
according to the state demographer's 1985 estimate, between 18,000 
and 19,000, if the land was given to the nursing home as a gift with 
the expectation that it would not be sold during the donor's lifetime. 
This exemption is available until July 1, 1995" 

(r) The acreage of agricultural land and land capable of being used 
for farming owneaand recorded!>,y an auTIiOrized farm cor oration 
as defined in Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 500.24, sub ivision 
2, paragraPh (d), or ~ limited partnership as of May b 1988, 
including the normal expansion of the ownership at !!.. rate not to 
exceed 20 percent of the land ownoo and recorded as of May 1, 1988, 
measured in acres, in any five-year period, and including addltional 
ownership reasona6fy necessary to meet the requirements of pollu
tion control rules. 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 500.24, subdivision 3a, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 3a. [LEASE AGREEMENT; CONSERVATION PRACTICE 
PROTECTION CLAUSE.] A corporation, pension or investment 
fund, or limited partnership, other than a family farm corporation 
&1. an authorized farm corporation, ~ family farm partnership, or an 
authorized farm partnership, when leasmg farm land to a family 
farm unit, a family farm corporation, ffi'- an authorized farm corpo
ration..!. .!! family farm partnership, or an authorized farm partner
ship under provisions of subdivision 3, clause (i), must include 
within the lease agreement a provision prohibiting intentional 
damage or destruction to a conservation practice on the agricultural 
land. 

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 500.24, subdivision 3b, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 3b. [PROTECTION OF CONSERVATION PRACTICES.] If 
a corporation, pension or investment fund, or limited partnership, 
other than a family farm corporation SF, an authorized farm corpo
ration, ~ family farm partnership, or authorized farm partnership, 
during the period of time it holds agricultural land under subdivi
sion 3, clause (i), intentionally destroys a conservation practice as 
defined in section 40.19, subdivision 5, to which the state has made 
a financial contribution, the corporation, pension or investment 
fund, or limited partnership must pay the -commissioner of agricul
ture, for deposit in the general fund, an amount equal to the state's 
total contributions to that conservation practice plus interest from 
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the time of investment in the conservation practice. Interest must be 
calculated at an annual percentage rate of 12 percent. 

Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 500.24, subdivision 4, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [REPORTS.] (a) The chier' executive officer of every 
pension or investment fund .... , corporation W!Heh, Orllliiited part
nership, iixcept ~ f~iMY farm corporation or ~. ~arillit farm limited 
partners 'p, that 0 s any interest in agricu tura land or land 
used for the breeding, feeding, pasturing, growing, or raising of 
livestock, dairy or poultry, or products thereof, or land used for the 
production of agricultural crops or fruit or other horticultural 
products, other than a bona fide encumbrance taken for purposes of 
security, or which is engaged in farming or proposing to commence 

. farming in this state after May 20, 1973, shall file with the 
commissioner of agriculture a report containing the following infor
mation and documents: 

(1) The name of the pension or investment fund .... , corporation, or 
limited partnership and its place of incorporation, certification; or 
registration; 

(2) The address of the pension or investment plan headquarters or 
of the registered office of the corporation in this state, the name and 
address of its registered agent in this state and, in the case of a 
foreign corporation or limited partnership, the address of its princi
pal office in its place of incorporation,! certification, or registration; 

(3) The acreage and location listed by quarter-quarter section, 
township and county of each lot or parcel of land in this. state owned 
or leased by the pension or investment fund, limited partnership, or 
corporation and used for the growing of crops or the keeping or 
feeding of poultry or livestock; 

(4) The names and addresses of the officers, administrators, 
directors or trustees of the pension or investment fund, or of the 
officers, shareholders owning more than 10 percent of the stock, 
including the percent of stock owned by each such shareholder, and 
the members of the board of directors of the corporation, and the 
general and limited partners and the percentage of interest in tile 
partnership ~. each partner; iHi<f 

(5) The farm products which .the pension or investment fund, 
limited partnership, or corporation produces or intends to produce 
on its agricultural landi 

(6) With the first report, ~ ~ of the title to the property where 
the farming operations are or will occur indicating the partlCiilar 
exception claimed under suOdlvision 3, clauses (a) to \!t and 
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(7) With the first or second report, "-~ of the conservation plan 
proposed ~ the soil and water conservation district, and with 
subseguent reports a statement of whether the conservation plan 
was implemented. 

The report of a corporation seeking to qualify hereunder as a 
family farm corporation ""I an authorized farm corporation1 "- family 
farm partnership, or authorized farm partnership shall contain the 
following additional information: The number of shares or the 
partnership interests owned by persons residing on the farm Or 
actively engaged in farming, or their relatives within the third 
degree of kindred according to the rules of the civil law or their 
spouses; the name, address and number of shares owned by each 
shareholder or partnership interests owned ~ each partner; and a 
statement as to percentage of gross receipts of the corporation 
derived from rent, royalties, dividends, interest and annuities. No 
pension or investment fund.!. limited partnership, or corporation 
shall commence farming in this state until the commissioner of 
agriculture has inspected the report and certified that its proposed 
operations comply with the provisions of this section. 

(b) Every pension or investment fundI limited partnership, or 
corporation as described in clause (a) shall, prior to April 15 of each 
year, file with the commissioner of agriculture a report containing 
the information required in clause (a), based on its operations in the 
preceding calendar year and its status at the end of the year. A 
pension or investment fund, limited partnership, or corporation that 
does not file the report ~ April 15 must P!'2: "- $500 civil penalty. 
The penalty if; "- lien on the land being farmed under subdivision .:! 
until the penalty is paid. 

(c) Failure to file a required report, or the willful filing of false 
information, shall constitute a gross misdemeanor. 

Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 500.24, subdivision 5, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 5. [ENFORCEMENT.] With reason to believe that a corpo
ration, limited partnership, or pension or investment fund is violat
ing subdivision 3, the attorney general shall commence an action in 
the district court in which any agricultural lands relative to such 
violation are situated, or if situated in two or more counties, in any 
county in which a substantial part of the lands are situated. The 
attorney general shall file for record with the county recorder or the 
registrar of titles of each county in which any portion of said lands 
are located a notice of the pendency of the action as provided in 
section 557.02. If the court fmds that the lands in question are being 
held in violation of subdivision 3, it shall enter an order so 
declaring. The attorney general shall file for record any such order 
with the county recorder or the registrar of titles of each county in 
which any portion of said lands are located. Thereafter, the pension 
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or investment fund
L 

limited ,partnership, or corporation owning such 
land shall have a period of lIve years from the date of such order to 
divest itself of such lands. The aforementioned five year limitation 
period shall be deemed a covenant running with the title to the land 
against any pension or investment fund, limited partnership, or 
corporate grantee or assignee or the successor of suCh pension or 
investment fund, limited partnership, or corporation. Any lands not 
so divested within the time prescribed shall be sold at public sale in 
the manner prescribed by law for the foreclosure of a mortgage by 
action. In addition, any prospective or threatened violation may be 
enjoined by an action brought by the attorney general in the manner 
provided by law. 

Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 500.24, 
subdivision 6, is amended to read: 

Subd. 6. [DISPOSAL OF LAND.] (a) A state or federal agency, 
limited partnership, or a corporation, other than a family farni 
corporatIOn or an authorized farm corporation, may not lease or sell 
agricultural land or a farm homestead that was acquired by enforc
ing a debt against the agricultural land or farm homestead, includ
ing foreclosure of a mortgage, accepting a deed in lieu of foreclosure, 
terminating a contract for deed, or accepting a deed in lieu of 
terminating a contract for deed, before offering or making a good 
faith effort to offer the land for sale or lease to the immediately 
preceding former owner at a price no higher than the highest price 
offered by a third party that is acceptable to the seller or lessor. The 
offer must be made on the notice to offer form under subdivision 7. 
Selling or. leasing property to a third party at a price is prima facie 
evidence that the price is acceptable to the seller or lessor. 

(b) For purposes of this subdivision, the term "a price no higher 
than the highest price offered by a third party" means the acceptable 
cash price offered by a third party or the acceptable time-price offer 
made by a third party. A cash price offer is one that involves 
simultaneous transfer of title for payment of the entire amount of 
the offer. If the acceptable offer made by a third party is a time-price 
offer, the seller or lessor must make the same time-price offer or an 
equivalent cash offer to the immediately preceding former owner. An 
equivalent cash offer is equal to the total of the payments made over 
a period of the time-price offer discounted by yield curve of the 
United States treasury notes and bonds on the first business day of 
the month in which the offer is "personally delivered or mailed for 
time periods similar to the time period covered by the time-price 
offer, plus 2.0 percent. A time-price offer is an offer that defers 
payment of a portion of the price and does not involve a transfer of 
fee title until payment of the entire amount of the offer is made. 

(c) This subdivision applies to a seller when the property is sold 
and to a lessor each time the property is leased, for five years after 
the agricultural land is acquired except: 
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(1) an offer to lease to the immediately preceding former owner is 
required only until the immediately preceding owner fails to accept 
an offer to lease the property or the property is sold; and 

(2) an offer to sell to the immediately preceding former owner is 
required until the property is sold. 

(d) The notice of an offer under subdivision 7 that is personally 
delivered with a signed receipt or sent by certified mail with a 
receipt of mailing to the immediately preceding former owner's last 
known address is a good faith offer. 

(e) This subdivision does not apply to a sale or lease that occurS 
after the seller or lessor has held the property for five years or 
longer. 

(I) For purposes of this subdivision, if the immediately preceding 
former owner is a bankruptcy estate the debtor in the bankruptcy is 
the immediately preceding owner. 

(g) The immediately preceding former owner must exercise the 
right to lease agricultural land or a homestead located on agricul
turalland in writing within 15 days after an offer to lease under this 
subdivision is mailed with a receipt of mailing or personally 
delivered. The immediately preceding former owner must exercise 
the right to buy the agricultural land or farm homestead located on 
agricultural land, in writing, within 65 days after an offer to buy 
under this subdivision is mailed with a receipt of mailing or is 
personally delivered. Within ten days after exercising the right to 
lease or buy by accepting the offer, the immediately preceding owner 
must fully perform according to the terms of the offer including 
paying the amounts due. A seller may sell and a lessor may lease the 
agricultural land or farm homestead subject to this subdivision to 
the third party in accordance with their lease or purchase agreement 
if: 

(1) the immediately preceding former owner does not accept an 
offer to lease or buy before the offer terminates; or 

(2) the immediately preceding former owner does not perform the 
obligations of the offer, including paying the amounts due, within 
ten days after accepting the offer. 

(h) A certificate indicating whether or not the property contains 
agricultural land or a farm homestead that is signed by the county 
assessor where the property is located and recorded in the office of 
the county recorder or the registrar of titles where the property is 
located is prima facie evidence of whether the property is agricul
tural land or a farm homestead. 
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(i) As prima facie evidence that an offer to sell or leaseagricul
turalland or a farm homestead has terminated, a receipt of mailing 
the notice under subdivision 7 and an affidavit, signed by a person 
authorized to act on behalf of a state, federal agency, or corporation 
selling or leasing the agricultural land or a farm homestead may be 
filed in the office of the county recorder or registrar ·of titles of the 
county where the agricultural land or farm homestead is located. 
The affidavit must state that: 

(1) notice of an offer to buy or lease the agricultural land or farm 
homestead was provided to the immediately preceding former owner 
at a price not higher than the highest price offered by a third party 
that is acceptable; 

(2) the time during which the immediately preceding former 
owner is required to exercise the right to buy or lease the agricul
tural land or farm homestead has expired; 

(3) the immediately preceding former owner has not exercised the 
right to buy or lease the agricultural land or farm homestead as 
provided in this subdivision or has accepted an offer and has not 
fully performed according to the terms of the offer; and 

(4) the offer to the immediately preceding former owner has 
terminated. 

(j) The right of an immediately preceding former owner to receive 
an offer to lease or purchase agriculturalla.nd under this subdivision 
or to lease or pnrchase at a price no higher than the highest price 
offered by a third party that is acceptable to the seller or lessor may 
be extinguished or limited by an express statement signed by the 
immediately preceding owner that complies with the plain language 
requirements of section 325G.31. The right may not be extinguished 
or limited except by the express statement in a deed in lieu of 
foreclosure or in a deed in lieu of a termination of a contract for deed 
for the agricultural land. 

(k) The right of an immediately preceding former owner to receive 
an offer to lease or purchase agricultural land under this subdivision 
may not be assigned or transferred, but may be inherited. 

Sec. 9. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 500.24, 
subdivision 7, is amended to read: 

Subd. 7. [NOTICE OF OFFER.] (a) The state, a federal agency, 
limited partnershiplor a corporation subject to subdivision 6 must 
provide a notice 0 ' an offer to sell or lease agricultural land 
substantially as follows, after inserting the appropriate terms 
within the parentheses: 
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"NOTICE OF OFFER TO 
(LEASE, BUY) AGRICULTURAL LAND 

TO: ( ... Immediately preceding former owner ... ) 

11901 

FROM: ( ... The state, federal agency, limited partnership, or 
corporation subject to subdivision 6 ... ) 

DATE: ( ... date notice is mailed or personally delivered ... ) 

( ... The state, federal agency, limited partnership, or corpora-
tion ... ) HAS ACQUIRED THE AGRICULTURAL LAND DE-
SCRIBED BELOW AND HAS RECEIVED AN ACCEPTABLE 
OFFER TO (LEASE, SELL) THE AGRICULTURAL LAND FROM 
ANOTHER PARTY. UNDER MINNESOTA STATUTES, SECTION 
500.24, SUBDIVISION 6, AN OFFER FROM ( ... the state, federal 
agency, limited partnership, or corporation ... ) MUST BE MADE 
TO YOU AT A PRICE NO HIGHER THAN THE HIGHEST OFFER 
MADE BY ANOTHER PARTY. 

THE AGRICULTURAL LAND BEING OFFERED CONTAINS 
APPROXIMATELY ( ... approximate number of acres ... ) ACRES 
AND IS INFORMALLY DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS: 

(Informal description of the agriculturaUand being offered 
that reasonably describes the land. This description does not 
need to be a legal description.) 

( ... The state, federal agency, limited partnership, or corporation 
... ) OFFERS TO (SELL, LEASE) THE AGRICULTURAL LAND 
DESCRIBED ABOVE FOR A CASH PRICE OF $( ... cash price or 
equivalent cash price for lease and lease period, or cash price or 
equivalent cash price for sale ofland ... ), WHICH IS NOT HIGHER 
THAN THE PRICE OFFERED BY ANOTHER PARTY. THE PRICE 
IS OFFERED ON THE FOLLOWING TERMS: 

(Terms, if any, of acceptable offer) 

IF YOU WANT TO ACCEPT THIS OFFER YOU MUST NOTI-
FY ( ... the state, federal agency, limited partnership, or corpora-
tion ... ) IN WRITING THAT YOU ACCEPT THE OFFER OR SIGN 
UNDERNEATH THE FOLLOWING PARAGRAPH AND RETURN 
A COPY OF THIS NOTICE BY (15 for a lease, 65 for a sale) DAYS 
AFTER THIS NOTICE IS PERSONALLY DELIVERED OR 
MAILED TO YOu. THE OFFER IN THIS NOTICE TERMINATES 
ON ( ... date of termination - 15 days for lease and 65 days for sale 
after date of mailing or personal delivery ... ). 

ACCEPTANCE OF OFFER 

I ACCEPT THE OFFER TO (BUY, LEASE) THE AGRICUL
TURAL LAND DESCRIBED ABOVE AT THE PRICE OFFERED 
TO ME IN THIS NOTICE. AS PART OF ACCEPTING THIS OFFER 
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I WILL PERFORM ACCORDING TO'THE TERMS OF THE OF
FER, INCLUDING MAKING PAYMENTS DUE UNDER THE OF
FER, WITHIN TEN DAYS AFTER THE DATE I ACCEPT THIS 
OFFER. 

Signature of Former Owner Accepting Offer 

Date" 

(b) For an offer to sell, a copy of the purchase agreement contain
. ing the price and terms of the highest offer made by a third party 
that is acceptable to the seller and a signed affidavit by the seller 
affirming that the purchase agreement is true, accnrate, and made 
in good faith must be inclnded with the notice under this snbdivi
sion. At the seller's discretion, reference to the third party's identity 
may be deleted from the copy of the purchase agreement. 

(c) For an offer to lease, a copy ofthe lease containing the price and 
terms of the highest offer made by a third party that is acceptable to 
the lessor and a signed affidavit by the lessor affirming that the 
lease is trne, accurate, and made in good faith must be included with 
the notice under this subdivision. At the lessor's discretion, refer
ence to the third party's identity may be deleted from the copy of the 
lease agreement. 

(d) The affidavit under paragraphs (b) and (c) is subject to section 
609.48. . 

Sec. 10. [EFFECTIVE DATE.J 

This act g; effective May h 1988." 

Delete the title and insert: 

"A bill for an act relating to agriculture; limiting ownership of 
agricultural land by certain corporations and limited partnerships; 
providing for conveyance of certain interests; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1986, sections 40.43, by adding a subdivision; 500.24, 
subdivisions 3, 3a, 3b, 4, and 5; Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supple
ment, section 500.24, subdivisions 2, 6, and 7." 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bilL 

House Conferees: CHARLES BROWN, WALLY A. SPARBY AND EDGAR L. 
OLSON. 
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Senate Conferees: CHARLES R. DAVIS, DAVID J. FREDERICKSON AND 
STEVEN MORSE. 

POINT OF ORDER 

Miller raised a point of order pursuant to section 92, paragraph 2, 
clause (a), of "Mason's Manual of Legislative Procedure" relating to 
the interruption ofa member while speaking. The Speaker ruled the 
point of order not well taken. 

Brown moved that the report of the Conference Committee on 
H. F. No. 2041 be adopted and that the bill be repassed as amended 
by the Conference Committee. The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 2041, A bill for an act relating to agriculture; limiting 
ownership of agricultural land by certain corporations and limited 
partnerships; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 500.24, 
subdivision 3; Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 500.24, 
subdivision 2. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by Conference, 
and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. There were 125 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 
Frederick 

Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 

Krueger Omann 
Larsen Onnen 
Lasley Orenstein 
Lieder Osthoff 
Long Otis 
Marsh Ozment 
McDonald Pappas 
McEachern Pauly 
McKasy Pelowski 
McLaughlin Peterson 
McPherson Poppenhagen 
Milbert Price 
Miller Quinn 
Minne Quist 
Morrison Redalen 
Munger Reding 
Murphy Rest 
Nelson, C. Rice 
Nelson, D. Richter 
Nelson, K. Riveness 
Neuenschwander Rodosovich 
O'Connor Rukavina 
Ogren Sarna 
Olsen, S. Schafer 
Olson, K. Scheid 

Schreiber 
Seaberg 
Segal 
Shaver 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valenta 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was repassed, as amended by ConfereI)ce, and its title 
agreed to. 
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CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON H. F. NO. 1000 

A bill for an act relating to agriculture; making changes in 
various agriculture programs; establishing agriculture programs; 
establishing a commodity contract task force; appropriating money; 
providing penalties; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 
41A.09, by adding a subdivision; 41R02, by adding a subdivision; 
and 65A.33, subdivision 3; Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, 
sections 17.102, subdivision 1; 41ROl, subdivision 2; 41B.03, sub
division 3; 41R039, subdivisions 1, 2, 4, and by adding a subdivi
sion; 41B.05; Laws 1987, chapter 396, article 9, section 1, 
subdivision 4; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, 
chapters 17; 31; 124; and 325E; proposing coding for new law as 
Minnesota Statutes, chapter 32C; repealing Minnesota Statutes 
1986, sections 32A.Ol; 32A.02; 32A.03; 32A.04; 32A.05; 32A.07; 
32A.08; and 32A.09; and Laws 1987, chapter 358, section 31. 

The Honorable Robert Vanasek 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Honorable Jerome M. Hughes 
President of the Senate 

April 15, 1988 

We, the undersigned conferees for H. F. No. 1000, report that we 
have agreed upon the items in dispute and recommend as follows: 

That the Senate recede from its amendment and that H. F. No. 
1000 be further amended as follows: 

Delete everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"ARTICLE 1 

MINNESOTA AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS 

Section 1. [16B.I03] [AGRICULTURAL FOOD PRODUCTS 
GROWN IN STATE.] 

Subdivision 1. [STATE CONTRACTS.] The commissioner shall 
encourage and make a reasonable attempt to identify and purcnase 
food products that are grown in this state. 

Subd. 2. [REPORT.] The commissioner shall prepare a report at 
the end of each biemuUm and submit It to the committees on 
agriCiiITufe of the house of reresentatives and senate on the toW 
food products purcnaseaor contracte for ~ --;;gellcies and the 
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amounts of fruits, ve etables grains, meats, poultry, and other food 
products purcIiiiSe or contracted for that are grown in this state. 

Sec. 2. [AGRICULTURAL PRODUCT USE REPORT.] 

The commissioner of as:riculture shall investir,ate the ~ of 
agricultural products to dlscern the opportumtyor expanslOn of 
market share by a~cultural producers in the state. This investi
gation must inClUde anchised food chain and restaurant establish
ments seIling preFared food in this state. The commissioner ~ 
submit !! report 2... the investigation to the committees on agrlcul
ture of the house of representatives ana senate fu1: January ~ 1989. 

Sec. 3. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

This article is effective thelay following final enactment. Section 
1 apjilles to contracts entere into h the state after June ;N, 1988. 

ARTICLE 2 

RURAL HEALTH AND SAFETY PROGRAM 

Section 1. [PROGRAM ESTABLISHED.] 

Subdivision 1. [PROGRAM ESTABLISHED.] The Minnesota ex
tension service IS instructed to develop and impIeiiient an ongoing 
program for rural health and safety. 

Subd. 2. [PROGRAM GOALS.] (a) During fiscal years 1989 and 
1990, priority 19oals of the rural health and safety program must 
illCIUde the fol owmg: 

(1) assessment of the availability of high quality farm safety 
educabon and training materials and programs and ldentification of 
any barriers to increasingly widespread acceptance and utilization 
of these materials and programs; 

(2) desifR; coordination, conduct, and interpretation of statewide 
rural. hea t and safety studies; . 

(3) evaluation of the conceat of voluntary farm safety audits and 
the possibility that those au its mi~ht be linked !Q an appropriate 
recogmtion or reward system inclu ing reUuCed msurance pr~mi
urns for farmsteads that achieve a particularly good safety ratmg; 

(4) development of joint educational programs and effective work
!!!g relationships among the Minnesota agencies and organizations 
Iiavmg rural health and safety concerns; and 
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(5) development of effective working relationships and informa
tion sharm~ arrangements with agencies and organizations in other 
states of ~ upper midwest that have rurarheaIth ana safety 
concerns. 

(b) The director ofthe Minnesota extension service shall report to 
the conmllttees on agriculture of the house of representatives ana 
senate on the finmnlts and recommendations or the rural health and 
safety program !i.Y. arch 1. 1989. . -. 

Subd. 3. [RESPONSIBILITIES.] The rural health and safety 
program Tn the Minnesota extensiooservrCe has the---rollowing 
ongoing responsibilitIes: 

(1) to develop programs and materials related to farm accident 
prevention; 

(2) to develop and implement educational ~rograms that will 
enaole rural resideiits to understand and comp y with safety stan
dards and good health practices; 

(3) to maintain cooperation and effective working relationships 
with health andsfeBj a encies and organizations in Mmnesota, 
other states, and ~ nited tates government; and 

(4) to seek and efficiently utilize grail money made available for 
programsretating to rural and farm ~. . 

Subd. 4. [PROGRAM FUNDING.] Money for support of the rural 
. he"iiIthana slfety profo'."m in the Minnesota extension service may 
DeiiCCeptea rom the ollowmg sources: 

(1) legislative appropriations from the general fund; 

(2) fWlds from other sources within the University of Minnesota 
~heextension service to the extent not precluded h other law; 
ana . . 

@ gifts or grants from individuals, organizations, governmental 
umts, foundatlOns, corporations, or otller sources eXliepj that no 
restrictions may be 1f!jced !i.Y. the giver with respect to t e unctions, 
dutIes, and responsi I ities ofthe program. 

ARTICLE 3 

DAIRY TASK FORCE 

Section 1. [32.025] [MINNESOTA DAIRY TASK FORCE.] 
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Subdivision!: [ESTABLISHMENT.] The Minnesota dairy task 
force is established consisting of: 

(1) the commissioner of agriculture or the commissioner's desig
nee, WIiO ~ ~ nonvoting member; 

(2) a representative from the University of Minnesota designated 
12': the dean of the college of agriculture, who ~ "" nonvoting 
member; 

(3) two members representing dairy processors of class! and class 
!! milk appointed 12': the governor; 

(4) one member representing the dairy herd improvement associ
ation appointed 12': the governor; 

(5) two class! milk producers appointed 12': the governor; 

(6) two class !! milk producers appointed by the governor; 

(7) one dairy farmer at-large appointed 12': the governor; and 

(8) one retail grocer appointed 12': the governor. 

Subd. 2. [OBJECTIVES.] The objectives of the Minnesota dairy' 
task force are to: 

(1) increase production efficiency of dairy cow herds; 

(2) reduce input costs of production; 

(3) increase profitability of individual dairy farms; and 

(4) establish long-range goals, objectives, and time line achieve
ment strategies for the dairy industry. 

Subd. 3. [DUTIES.] The Minnesota dairy task force shall 12': June 
h 1989: 

(1) gather existing information on increasing milk production 
efficiency of dairy cow herds, reducing input costs, and increasing 
profitability of dairy farms; 

(2) establish a mechanism to disseminate gathered information to 
dairy fanners in "" practical form; 

(3) examine computerized analysis of dairy records and the 
available'Software, and recommend practical alternatives for dairy 
farmers to use computerized analysis; 
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'(4) develo~ a preliminary draft oflonfrange gO~S, objectives, and 
time line ac ievement strategies for ~ dairy in ustry; 

(5) study alternatives for component pricing of milk; 

(6) recommend legislation needed to accomplish the objectives and 
goalS m subdivision 2; and 

(7) examine available data on patterns and relationships between 
changes in the purchase price of raw milk from dairy farmers and 
changes in the retail price of dairy products purchased ~ the 
consumer. 

Subd. 4. [PILOT PROJECTS; DEMONSTRATIONS.] The task 
force fay sponsor and oversee tlot projects and demonstrations on 
da~ arms. The rojects must e of general aaPhcability to family 
size ~ farms 0 tile state. Pilot projects and emonstrations must 
llJlPly strategies and practices for increasing the arofitability of 
Iliiiii farms and increasing income levels for in ividual dairy 
rarmers. 

Sec. 2. [REPORT,] 

The Minnesota dairy task force shall prepare and submit an 
interim r'};ort on its activities, accomJillShments, an"iII'ecommenaa::: 
tions to ~ committees on agriculture of the senate and house of 
representatives ~ February !... 1989. 

Sec. 3. [REPEALER] 

Section 1 i§' repealed effective June 30, 1990, 

Sec. 4. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

Sections 1 and ~ are effective July !... 1988. 

ARTICLE 4 

MINNESOTA GROWN LABEL 

Section L Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 17,102, 
subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [ESTABLISHMENT AND USE OF LABEL.] (a) 
The commissioner shall establish a "Minnesota grown" logo or 
labeling statement for use in identifying agricultural products that 
are grown, processed, or manufactured in this state. The commis
sioner may develop labeling statements that llJlPly to specific 
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marketing or promotional needs. One version of a labeling state
ment must wentify food prOdiicls certified as organically grown in 
this state. The Minnesota grown logo or labeling statement may be 
used on raw agricultural products tha4; Qf'e Bet jlFseessed iBt<> a 
diif&ent jlhysieal feFm &l' fFs~en, only if 80 percent or more of the 
agricultural product is produced in this state. - --

(b) The Minnesota grown logo or labeling statement may not be 
used without a license from the commissioner except that wholesal-· 
ers and retailers may use the Minnesota grown logo and labeling 
statement for displaying and advertising products that qualify for 
use of the Minnesota grown logo or labeling statement. 

Sec. 2. [EFFECTIVE DATE.) 

This article ~ effective the day following final enactment . 

. ARTICLE 5 

SOIL TEST LABORATORY CERTIFICATION 

Section 1. [17.73) [SOIL TESTING LABORATORY CERTIFICA
TION.) 

Subdivision 1. [PROGRAM ESTABLISHMENT.) The commis
sioner shall establish a prowam to certify the accuracy of analyses 
from SOli testing laboratOries and promote standardizaITon of soil 
testing procedures and analyticruresults. 

Subd. 2. [CHECK SAMPLE SYSTEM.) (a) The commISSIOner 
shall instItute a system of check samples thatreQiili'es a la60ratorY 
to be certified to analyze at least four miiltipie soil check sampIeS 
during the calendar year. The saffijiles must be supplied fu: the 
commissioner or ~ a persofi under contract with the commissioner 
to prepare and distribute U samples. 

(b) Within 30 days after the laboratory receives check samples, 
thelaboratory shall repoi{ to the commissioner the results of the 
analyses lor alIrequeste elements or compoundSor for the ele
ments or .compounds the laboratorY makes ~ analytical Oete=i
nation Of as a service to others. ------ -

(c) The commissioner shall compile anal ical data submitted ~ 
laboratories and provideraooratories su mitting samples with ~ 
~ of the data without laboratory names or code numbers. 

(d) The commissioner may conduct check samples on laboratories 
that are not certified. 
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Subd. 3. [ANALYSES REPORTING STANDARDS.] (a) The results 
obtam:edl'rom soil or plant analysis must be re/hrted in accordance 
with stanctarO. re~ortmg units estabTIShecfO-.X ~ commissioner .fu: 
rule. The standar~ reporting units must conform as far as practical 
to unTIOrm standa:ras that are adoptea on a regiollar or national 
r:. -- -- . -
DaSIS. 

(b) If a certified laboratory offers a recommendation, the Univer
sitl oT 1'ilinnesota recommenaatlOn. -or that of another land grliut 
col ege. in a contiguous state must be OtFered in addition to ot er. 
recommenaations, and the source ol'1lie recommendation must be 
identified on the recommenaatlOrt 70rm. If relative levels such as 
Jow, medium, ornigh are presented toCIasSlfy the ana1YtJCa1 results, 
the correskndi~g refative levels based on tne analysIs as de8ig
nated h t e Umverslty of Mmnesota or tfie land grant coITege III ~ 
contiguous state must also be presented. . 

Subd. 4. [REVOCATION OF CERTIFICATION.] If the commis
. sioner determines that analysis being !rerf9rmed !!.l': ~ 1300ratory is 
inaccurate as evidenced !!.l': check sampe results, the commissioner 
may deny, suspend, or revoke certification. 

Subd. §.:. [CERTIFICATION FEES.] (a) A laboratory applying for 
cefffiiCation shall ~ an application tee of $100 and a certification 
fee of $100 before the certification is lSsued-. -. ---

(b) Certification is valid for one year and the renewal fee ~ $100. 
The commissioner SliaIJcliarge an additional application fee of $100 
if ~ certified laboratory allows certihcatlon to lapse before applying 
lor renewed certification. . . .. 

(c) The commissioner shall noti~1 a certified lab that its certifica
tion lapses within 30 to 60 days 0 the date when the certification .-::= ----- ~------lapses. ,: , 

(d) Fees collected under this subdivision must be deposited in the 
state treasury and credited to the laboratory services account. The 
mond'Y in the aCcOunt is annuaITY appropriated to the commissioner 
to a mmister this section. 

Subd. 6. [RULE~.l.The commissione,r shall ado~t rules for the 
establishment· of mlmmum standards tor laDOratorles, eqUipment, 
procedures, and personnel used in soil analysis and rules necessary 
to administer and enforce this section. The comiiiiSsloner shall 
consult with representatives of the fertilizer-industry, representa
tives of fue1aboratories dOilY. bu.siness in this state, and with the 
Ullive.:s!tY of Minnesota co ege of agifcUItilre before pi'Oj)Osffig 
rules. . 

Sec. 2. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 
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This article ~ effective the day following final enactment. 

ARTICLE 6 

GRAIN MARKETING 

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 17B.02, is amended to 
read: 

17B.02 [DEFINITIONS.] 

Subdivision 1. [SCOPE.l As used in sections 17B.01 to 17B.29, the 
terms defined in this section have the meanings given them. 

Subd. 2. [DEPARTMENT.] "Department" means the Minnesota 
department of agriculture. 

Subd. 3. [COMMISSIONER.] "Commissioner" means the commis
sioner of agriculture or the commissioner's authorized representa
tive. 

Subd. 3a. [DISCOUNT.) "Discount" means an offer or purchase 
price for grain that ~ lower than the base or standard price offered 
~ !'. buyer at !'. certain time and at !'. specified location. A discount 
price represents the lower than normal value of the grain because of 
inferior quality as determined ~ measurement of grade, dockage, 
test weight, or other factors. 

Subd. 4. [PERSON.) "Person" means any individual, firm, copart
nership, cooperative, company, association, and corporation, or their 
lessees, trustees, or receivers. 

Subd. 5. [PREMIUM.) "Premium" means an offer or !'. purchase 
price for corn, soybeans, or wheat that exceeds the base or standard 
price offered ~!'. buyer at!'. certain time and at!'. specified location. 
~ premium price represents the higher than normal value of the 
grain because of superior quality as determined ~ measuremenW 
grade, dockage, test weight, or other factors. 

Subd. 6. [TEST EQUIPMENT.) "Test equipment" means the 
mectlailica1 and electronic devices coIi1iIiOnly used in mea8U:rement 
of gram qualities including protein content, moisture content, and 
test weIght. 

Subd. 7. [TEST EQUIPMENT OPERATOR.] "Test equipment 
o~erator" means ~ persot assigned ~ the management of an 
e evator or grain storage acility who ~ chiefly responsible for the 
preparation and analysis of grain samples for protein content, test 
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weight, moisture content, and other qualities upon which price is 
determined. 

Sec. 2. [17B.041] [COMMISSIONER TO REVIEW ACCURACY 
OF TEST EQUIPMENT AND TEST EQUIPMENT OPERATORS.] 

Subdivision 1. [PERIODIC REVIEW; EQUIPMENT AND OPER
ATORS.] The commissioner shall implement, ~ rule or emergency 
rule, ~ ~ro~am for the periodic review of protein analysis" test 
weight, oc age testing devices, moisture testing equipment, and 
other eguiament used to determine qualities upon which price is 
aete"rmme , and the operators of the equipment. !!' ~ review is 
performed ~ department personnel at the site of the test equip
ment, the review must consist of the pertormance of routine tests 
and analysis on one or more samples of grain ~ the prinCijJaI 
operator of the test equipment. . 

Subd. 2. [TAGGING OF OUT-OF-COMPLIANCE TEST EQUIP
MENT.] Personnel of the department who perform an on-site review 
of test eqUipment and operators shall prohibit the fiirther use of test 
equir,ment that fails to meet and maintain acceptable tolerance 
[eve s established !i.Y rule. 

Subd. 3. [FOLLOW-UP REVIEW UPON REQUEST.] The commis
sioner shall arrange for ~ follow-up review within seven business 
days of ~ periodic review if ~ follow-up review is requested !i.Y the 
test equipment operator. 

Subd. 4. [REQUEST FOR COMMISSIONER TO SCHEDULE A 
REVIEW.] ~ purchaser or seller of grain may request the commis
sioner to perform a review orthe test equipment and test equipment 
operator that is used to test the grain. ~ signed request must be 
submitted to the commissioner and upon receipt of ~reguest, the 
commissioner snail schedule a review at a reasonable time conSiO
ering other duties and responsibilities ofthe department personnel. 

Subd. 5. [STATE NOT LIABLE.] The state. is not liable to a seller 
or pUrChaser of grain for losses reSiiItfiijflromerroneoustests or 
analysis ~ test equipment or test equi/hment operators, WheTher 
reviewed ~ the department or not, if ~ commissioner and the 
department have exercised due care in the scheduling and conduct 
of reviews under subdivisions 1 and 3. 

Sec. 3. [17B.0451] [PREMIUMS BASED ON CORN TEST 
WEIGHT MUST EQUAL OR EXCEED DISCOUNTS.] 

A purchaser of corn who. {'rovides 'a discount for corn that falls 
belOw the standarotest weight for corn must offer an e~ua[ or 
greaterremium for corn that has ~ test WeIght higher t an the 
standar test weight. . . . 
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Sec, 4. [17B.0452] [PREMIUMS BASED ON SOYBEAN TEST 
WEIGHT MUST EQUAL OR EXCEED DISCOUNTS.] 

A s.urchaser of so beans who provides a discount for soybeans that 
faIr elow the standar test weight for sOlbeans must offer an equal 
or greater premium for soybeans TIlat ave ~ test weight higher 
than the standard test weight. 

Sec. 5. [17B.0453] [PREMIUMS BASED ON TEST WHEAT 
WEIGHT MUST EQUAL OR EXCEED DISCOUNTS.] 

A purchaser of wheat who provides a discount for wheat that falls 
below the stannard testwei~ht for wheat must offer an equal or 
greater 9remium for wheat t at nas !'c test WeIght higher than the 
stan dar test weight. 

Sec. 6. [17B.0461] [PREMIUMS BASED ON FOREIGN MATE
RIAL IN CORN MUST EQUAL OR EXCEED DISCOUNTS.] 

A purchaser of corn who provides a discount for corn that falls 
below the standardl'Oi' fOreIgn material for corn must offer an equal 
or greater remium ror corn that has leSSforeign matenaT than the 
standard. 'or corn, foreign material includes broken corn ana 
foreign material. 

Sec. 7. [17B.0462] [PREMIUMS BASED ON FOREIGN MATE
RIAL IN SOYBEANS MUST EQUAL OR EXCEED DISCOUNTS.] 

A Surchaser of soybeans who provides a discount for soybeans that 
fallelow the standard f£!; roreign material for so~bean must offer 
an equal or greater premIUm for soybeans fIlat ave less foreign 
materia than the standard. 

Sec. 8. [17B.0463] [PREMIUMS BASED ON FOREIGN MATE
RIAL IN WHEAT MUST EQUAL OR EXCEED DISCOUNTS.] 

A purchaser of wheat who provides a discount for wheat that falls 
belOw the standard for Toreign material for wheat must offer an 
equal or greater premium for wheat that has less foreign materUiI 
than the standard. ----

Sec. 9. [17B.0471] [PREMIUMS BASED ON TOTAL DAMAGED 
CORN KERNELS MUST EQUAL OR EXCEED DISCOUNTS.] 

A purchaser of corn who provides a discount for corn that falls 
belOw the standardl'Oi' total damaged Kernels for corn must offer an 
l{9ua1 or greater remium for corn that haSTess total damage.:! 

erne!s than the stan ar . 
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Sec. 10. [17B.0472] [PREMIUMS BASED ON TOTAL DAMAGED 
SOYBEAN KERNELS MUST EQUAL OR EXCEED DISCOUNTS.] 

A purchaser of so beans who provides a discount for soybeans that 
faIrbelow the standar for total damaged kernels for soybeans must 
offer an equal or greater premium for soybeans that have less total 
oamaged kerners than the standara. ------

Sec. 11. [17B.0473] [PREMIUMS BASED ON TOTAL DAMAGED 
WHEAT KERNELS MUST EQUAL OR EXCEED DISCOUNTS.] 

A purchaser of wheat who wovides a discount for wheat that falls 
below the stannard for total ama~ed kernels for wheat must offer 
an eqyruor greater preiiiliiffi for w eat that haSTess totaraama:gea 
kerne s tnan the standard. ----------

Sec. 12. [17B.048] [SELLER OPTION TO AVERAGE LOADS.] 

A purchaser of corn, soybeans, or wheat must allow a seller who 
delivers the grakn in muftiple loaas within ~ ~riod of'1wo consec
utive caleildar ~ at the 0Jtion of the se er, to average the 
measurements from the ffiiiTtip e loadS WiTh respect to test weight, 
moisture content and protein analysis. All loads allOWed to be 
averaged under this section must be of ~ quality acceptable to the 
purchaser. 

Sec. 13. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 17B.05, is 
amended to read: 

17B.05 [DISPUTES ON GRADES, DOCKAGE; STATE ARBI
TRATION.] 

(a) If a disagreement arises between a person receiving and a 
person delivering grain in this state as to the proper grade, dockage, 
moisture content, protein content, or other factors used in establish
ing the market price of the grain, an average sample of the grain in 
dispute may be taken by either or both of the parties interested. The 
commissioner shall prescribe a procedure for taking samples and 
having the samples certified by both the person receiving and the 
person delivering the grain as being true samples of the grain in 
dispute on the day the grain is delivered and sampled. Samples must 
be forwarded prepaid in suitable air-tight containers, with the 
names and addresses of the person receiving and the person deliv
ering the grain, to the head of the grain inspection division of the 
department. The head of the grain inspection division shall examine 
samples submitted, and determine the proper grade, dockage, mois
ture content, protein content, and other factors used in establishing 
the market price of the samples of grain in accordance with the 
inspection rules and the standards established by the United States 
Department of Agriculture and the state of Minnesota. The test 
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results must be based on the arithmetic mean of the samples 
submitted. If a person requesting the inspection asks for determi
nation of some but not all of the factors that affect market price, the 
department shall perform only the requested tests on the samples. A 
person requesting the inspection must pay the required fee before 
the results of the inspection are released. The fee charged must be 
the same as that required for similar services rendered by the grain 
inspection division. Payment for the grain involved in a disagree
ment must be made on the basis of grade, dockage, moisture content, 
protein content, and other market pricing factors certified by the 
department on samples submitted. An appeal of the determination 
made by the department may be made as provided under the United 
States Grain Standards Act, United States Code, title 7, section 79, 
subsection (c), and the Code of Federal Regulations, title 7, sections 
800.125 to 800.140. A person receiving or delivering grain that is 
subject to this section is liable for damages resulting from not 
abiding by the determination made by the department. A person 
who violates this section is subject to penalties prescribed in section 
17B.29. 

(b) illicensed business that uses test equipment as defined in 
section 17B.02 to perform tests or analysis on gray: to be purchased 
or placed in storage must post at the place of usiness -"" notice 
informing persons selling or delivering grain of their right to have 
-"" representative sample of the grain forwarded to the grain inspec
tion division for analysis. The commissioner shan provide copies of 
the notice to each business lIcensed to buy or receive grain. The 
business must display the notice in a conspicuous location as 
prescribed Qy the commissioner. 

Sec. 14. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

Section 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,10, or 11 is effective 30 days after at least 
three states representing 30 percent or more of the natWnaT produc
tion of that grain according to the current United States Depart
ment of Agriculture crop production summary requires that -"" 
premium be paid for the grain based on the factors provided in the 
section. Section 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,8,. 9, 10, or 11 applies to purchasers of 
grain in this state 30 days after the commissioner publishes notice 
in the State Register that the section is effective. The commissioner 
must notify affected licensed purchasers of grain that section 3, 4, 5, 
6,7, 8, 9, 10, or !l ~ effective Qy ten days after notice is published 
in the State Register. Section 12 is effective August 1, 1989. 

ARTICLE 7 

BY-PRODUCT SOIL BUFFERING MATERIALS 

Section 1. [17.7241] [DEFINITIONS.] 
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Subdivision !:.[SCOPE.] The definitions in this section ~ to 
sections 1 to 5. 

Subd. 2. [COMMISSIONER.] "Commissioner" means the commis-
sioner oi'agriculture. -

Subd. 3. [INDUSTRIAL BY-PRODUCT SOIL BUFFERING MA
TERIALT'1ndustrial bY;f0duct soil buffering material" means an 
industrial waste or by-pr uct or the by-product of municipaI"Water 
treatment processes containing ciilClum or magnesium or both in ~ 
form that may neutralize soil acidity. 

Subd. 4. [LIMESTONE.] "Limestone" means a material consisting 
essentially of calcium carbonate or a combination of calcium car
bonate with magnesium carbonate - capable of' neutralizing soil 
acidity. 

Subd. Q, [SOIL BUFFERING MATERIALS.] "Soil buffering ma
tenaIS" means materials whose calcium or magnesium or both are 
capable of neutralizing solTaCldity. 

Subd. 6. [STOCKPILE.] "Stockpile" means ~ ~ of agricul
tural soif1mffering material stored for future use. 

Subd. 7. [TNP.] "TNP" means total neutralizing power and is the 
number Of pounds OfiieUtraIlzllig value in one ton of ~ soil buffering 
material. 

Sec. 2. [17.7242] [SOIL BUFFERING DEMONSTRATION 
PROJECT AND STUDY.] 

Subdivision!:. [PURPOSE.] The purpose of the demonstration 
project required under sections 1 to Q is to identify arropriate and 
mutually beneficlaJlilethods for the use of industrialy-product soil 
buffering materials. Proper use will -minimize current waste dis
poskl problems, provide a manret for an underutilized resource, and 
rna e available to farmers an· cifective, low-cost soil buffering 
product. 

Subd. 2. [AUTHORITY.] The commissioner shall coordinate the 
dfisign and implementation of ~ demonstrationpi'Oject to examme 
~ tecnmcal feasibility, economic benefits, and environmental 
imfiJacts of usiig industrial by-product soil buffering materials as ~ 
su stitute for imestone and other traditional soil buffering mate
rials. -- - --

Subd. 3. [PROCEDURES DEVELOPED.] The demonstration 
prQfeCt must identify and recommend as prollFseostandards appro
priar Ilrocedures for the sampling, anar-ysis, NP labeling, stora e, 
stoc pi ing, transportation, and application ormaustrial by-pro uct 
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soil buffering materials. After TNP labeling standards have been 
established, which must be no later than March 1, 1989, they must 
be provided to the lalldowner or tenant prior to land application or 
stockpiling. 

Subd. 4. [SCOPE.] The demonstration project must be on ::Ie scale 
deemed by the commissioner to be efficient and manageable while 
Ilroviding the greatest practicable use of industrial by-product soil 

uffering materials for agricultural purposes. 

Sec. 3. [17.7423] [RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE COMMIS
SIONER.] 

Subdivision 1. [BROAD PARTICIPATION.] The commisslOner 
shall seek parTIcipation in the demonstration Project Qy other 
persons, institutions, and organizations having an interest in soil 
bufferiny materials and industrial by-product soil buffering mate
rials inc uding the pollution control agency, one or more counties, 
one or more soiland water conservation districts, and the Univer-
sity of Milliiesota-.- -- -- ~~ 

Subd. 2. [PUBLIC EDUCATION.] The commissioner shall seek to 
miiXliillze the public education benefit of the demonstration pro
gram. 

Sec. 4. [17.7424] [ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROLS.] 

Subdivision 1. [SAMPLING; ANALYSIS.] The commissioner and 
the commissioner's agents may sample, inspect, make analysis of, 
and test industrial by-product soil buffering materials used in the 
demonstration project and study at ::Ie time and place and to an extent 
the commISSIOner considers necessary to determIne whether the 
industrial by-product soil buffering materials are suitable for tile 
project. The commissioner and the commissioner'S agents may enter 
public or private premises where demonstration projects are being 
conducted in order to have access to: 

-----~~-~--

(1) soil buffering materials used in the demonstration project; 

(2) sampling of sites actually or reportedly exposed to industrial 
by-product soil buffering materials; 

(3) inspection of storage, handling, transportation, use, or disposal 
areas of industrial by-product soil buffering materIals; 

(4) inspection or investigation of complaints of injury to humans, 
wildlife, domesticated animals, crops, or the environment; 

(5) observation of the use and application of the soil buffering 
material; 
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(6) inspection of records related to the 8roduction, transportation, 
stockpiling, use, or disposal of indUstria by-product soil buffering 
material; an~ 

(7) other purposes necessary to implement sections 1 to IL 

Subd. 2. [RECEIPT FOR INSPECTION SAMPLES; REPORT ON 
ANALYSES.] Before leaving inspected premises, the commissioner 
shall provide the owner, operator, or [gent in l'harge with!'. receipt 
desCribing any sam~les obtained~ an ana ysis is made of the 
samples, a ~ of t e results of the analysIs must oe furnished to 
the owner, operator, or agent in Charge. 

Subd. 3. [EMERGENCY INSPECTION.] The commissioner and 
thecOmmissioner's agents may enter pUblic or private properly 
without !'. notice of inspection if !'. suspected incident involving 
industrial by-product soil buffering materials may threaten public 
health or the envirollIileiit. -----

Sec. 5. [17.7425] [REPORT.] 

The commissioner shall report to the committees on a~cul ture of 
the house of representatives and senate fu March 1, 1 89, and on 
March! of each year thereafter, about the activities, findings, and 
recommendations related to the UeiiiOnstratIon project. 

Sec. 6. [EXEMPTION.] 

Sections 1 to 5 do not ~ to industrial b;y-product soil bufferin~ 
material produceaat a facilityll'the UniversIty of Minnesota, Nort 
Central Experimental Station, has conducted!'. study of the mate
rial at that facility. ----

Sec. 7. [REPEALER.] 

Sections 1 to !1 are repealed June 30, 1991. 

Sec. 8. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

This article ~ effective the day following final enactment. 

ARTICLE 8 

ORGANIC CERTIFICATION. 

Section 1. [31.95] [ORGANIC CERTIFICATION.] 

Subdivision 1: [DESIGNATION.] The commissioner shall desig-
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nate one or more organizations located in this state, made ~ of 
oyTIanic food growers, manufacturers, or sellers, to certify o:r:gani
§l!y grown seeds, products, and food. 

Subd. ~ [FEES.] The commissioner shall prescribe fees to be 
charge<I to persons for certification of organically grown seeds, 
productIOn, and food under section 16A.128. !!.l' 1991, fees colIecte<I 
must reflecttne total annual cost of certification. ---------

Subd. ~ [CERTIFICATION REQUIREMENT.] An organic certifi
cation agency may not refuse services or certification to ~ person: 

(1) whose seeds, production, and food meet certification require
ments; and 

(2) who has paid membership dues and certification fees. 

Subd. 4. [RULES.] The organic certification organization may 
draft rules for submission to the commissioner to adopt for imple
mentation of the organically grown certification program. 

ARTICLE 9 

CROP HAIL INSURANCE RATE FILING 

Section 1. [60A.32] [RATE FILING FOR CROP HAIL INSUR
ANCE.] 

An insurer issuing policies of insurance against crop damage !!.y 
hail in this state shall file its insurance rates with the commis-------- --~ 

sioner. The insurance rates must be filed before April 1 "" the year 
in which !'c policy ~ issued. 

ARTICLE 10 

RURAL FINANCE AUTHORITY 

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section4IB.01, 
subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [PURPOSE.] Sections 4IB.01 to 4IB.23 create and 
establish the Minnesota rural finance authority and establish a 
program under which state bonds are authorized to be issued and 
proceeds oftheir sale are appropriated under the authority of article 
XI, section 5, clause (h) of the Minnesota Constitution, to develop 
the state's agricultural resources by extending credit on real estate 
security. The purpose of the rural finance authority's programs and 
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ofthe bonds issued to finance or provide security for the programs is 
to purchase participation interests in loans, including seller-spon
sored loans to be made available by agricultural lenders to farmers 
on terms and conditions not otherwise available from other credit 
sources. It is hereby found and declared that there presently exist in 
the state economic conditions which have severely adversely affected 
the economic viability of farms to the detriment of the rural 
economy and to the detriment of the economy of the state of 
Minnesota as a whole. It is further found and declared that as a 
result of public agricultural policies, agricultural market conditions, 
and other causes, the condition of the farm economy of the state of 
Minnesota is such as to jeopardize the continued existence and 
successful operation of farms in this state, necessitating the estab
lishment of the programs in sections 41B.01 to 41B.23 to provide 
new sources of credit on favorable terms and conditions. It is further 
found and declared that providing credit for farmers on favorable 
terms and conditions will serve and promote the public welfare by 
assuring the viability of farm operations, by preventing erosion of 
the tax base in rural areas, by reducing foreclosures on farm 
property, and by enhancing the financial stability of farmers and of 
the businesses which depend on farmers as customers. It is further 
found and declared that in establishing a Minnesota rural finance 
authority and in authorizing the programs in sections 41B.01 to 
41B.23, the legislature is acting in all respects for the benefit of the 
people of the state of Minnesota to serve the public purpose of 
improving and otherwise promoting their health, welfare, and 
prosperity and that the Minnesota rural finance authority, as 
created and established, is empowered to act on behalf of the people 
of the state of Minnesota in serving this public purpose for the 
benefit of the general public. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota 'Statutes 1986, section 41B.02, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 18. [SELLER-SPONSORED LOAN.] "Seller-sponsored 
loan" means '" loan in which part or all of the price of '" farm is 
iiilailced fu: a loan froiil1'lle seller of the farm who is a naturiiI 
person, '" partnership, or '" family farmco;:pOrati'Oil as defined in 
section 500.24, located in Minnesota. The loan must be secured fu: '" 
real estate mortgage evidenced !!y one or mOre notes That may cavy 
dITferent interest rates or fu: '" contract for deed. The<1ellnition 0 '" 
seller-sponsored loan under this subdivision does not include a loan 
between r,ersons within the second degree oTIUndred according to 
common aw. ~ serrer::BponsoredlOan may not be made to '" person 
who has previously defaulted on a state loan or state guarantee of a 
r=-'. - -----wan. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 41B.03, 
subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [BEGINNING FARMER LOANS.] In addition to the 
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requirements under subdivision 1, a prospective borrower for a 
beginning farm loan, including ~ seller-sponsored loan, in which the 
authority holds an interest, must: 

(1) have sufficient education, training, or experience in the type of 
farming for which the loan is desired; 

(2) have a total net worth, including assets and liabilities of the 
borrower's spouse and dependents, of less than $100,000; 

(3) demonstrate a need for the loan; 

(4) demonstrate an ability to repay the loan; 

(5) demonstrate that the agricultural land to be purchased will be 
used by the borrower for agricultural purposes; and 

(6) demonstrate that farming will be the principal occupation of 
the borrower. 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 41B.039, 
subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision l. [ESTABLISHMENT.] The authority may establish, 
develop criteria, and implement a beginning farmer program. '!'he 
!,rsgram HHISt assist !,erss"s eBteriBg ffirmiBg wOO have Bet ewBed 
a farm befure eBteriBg the 13egi""i"g farmer !,rsgram. The program 
may include assistance for persons entering or reentering farming 
through the use of seller-sponsored loans. 

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 41B.039, 
subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [STATE PARTICIPATION.] The state may participate in 
a new real estate loan with an eligible lender to a beginning farmer 
to the extent of SBe falirth 35 percent of the principal amount of the 
loan or $2Ei,QQQ $50,000, whichever is less. The interest rates and 
repayment terms of the authority's participation interest may be 
different than the interest rates and repayment terms of the lender's 
retained portion of the loan. 

Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 41B.039, 
subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [FARM MANAGEMENT.] A borrower must agree to 
participate in a farm management program approved by the com
missioner of agriculture for at least the first eight five years of the 
loan. -~ 
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Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 41B.05, is 
amended to read: 

4IB.05 [GENERAL POWERS OF THE AUTHORITY) 

For the purpose of exercising the specific powers gTanted in section 
41B.04 and effectuating the other purposes of sections 41B.01 to 
41B.23 the authority has the general powers gTanted in this section. 

(a) It may sue and be sued. 

(b) It may have a seal and alter the seal. 

(c) It may make, and from time to time, amend and repeal rules 
consistent with sections 41B.01 to 41B.23. 

(d) It may acquire, hold, and dispose of real or personal property 
for its corporate purposes. -- -

(e) It may enter into agreements, contracts, or other transactions 
with any federal or state agency, any person and any domestic or 
foreign partnership, corporation, association, or organization, in
cluding contracts or agTeements for administration and implemen
tation of all or part of sections 4tB.01 to 41B.23. 

(1) It may acquire real property, or an interest therein, in its own 
name, by purchase or foreclosure, where such acquisition is neces
sary or appropriate. 

(g) It may provide general technical services related to rural 
finance. 

(h) It may provide general consultative assistance services related 
to rural finance. 

(i) It may promote research and development in matters related to 
rural finance. 

G) It may enter into agreements with lenders, borrowers, or the 
issuers of securities for the purpose of regulating the development 
and management of farms financed in whole or in part by the 
proceeds of qualified agTiculturalloans. 

(k) It may enter into agTeements with other appropriate federal, 
state, or local governmental units to foster rural finance. It ma.y give 
advance reservations of loan financing as part of the agreements, 
with the understanding that the authority will only approve the 
loans pursuant to normal procedures, and may adopt special proce
dures designed to meet problems inherent in such progTams. 
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(I) It may undertake and carry out studies and analyses of rural 
financing needs within the state and ways of meeting such needs 
including: data with respect to geographical distribution; farm size; 
the distribution of farm credit needs according to debt ratios and 
similar factors; the amount and quality of available financing and 
its distribution according to factors affecting rural financing needs 
and the meeting thereof; and may make the results of such studies 
and analyses available to the public and may engage in research and 
disseminate information on rural finance. 

(m) It may survey and investigate the rural financing needs 
throughout the state and make recommendations to the governor 
and the legislature as to legislation and other measures necessary or 
advisable to alleviate any existing shortage in the state. 

(n) It may establish cooperative relationships with such county 
and multicounty authorities as may be established and may develop 
priorities for the utilization of authority resources and assistance 
within a region in cooperation with county and multicounty author
ities. 

(0) It may contract with, use, or employ any federal, state, 
regional, or local public or private agency or organization, legal 
counsel, financial advisors, investment bankers or others, upon 
terms it deems necessary or desirable, to assist in the exercise of any 
of the powers granted in sections 41B.01 to 41B.23 and to carry out 
the objectives of sections 41B.01 to 41B.23 and may pay for the 
services from authority funds. 

(p) It may establish cooperative relationships with counties to 
develop priorities for the use of authority resources and assistance 
within counties and to consider county plans and programs in the 
process of setting the priorities. 

(q) It may delegate any of its powers to its officers or staff. 

(r) It may enter into agreements with qualified agricultural 
lenders or others insuring or guaranteeing to the state the payment 
of all or a portion of qualified agricultural loans. 

(s) It may enter into agreements with eligible agricultural lenders 
prm,iding for advance reservations of purchases of participation 
interests in restructuring loans, if the agreements provide that the 
authority may only purchase participation interests in restructuring 
loans under the normal procedure. The authority may provide in an 
agreement for special procedures or requirements designed to meet 
specific conditions or requirements. 

(t) .!!; may allow farmers who are natural persons to combine 
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programs of the federal Agriculture Credit Act of 1987 with pro
grams of the rural finance authority. 

ARTICLE 11 

INTEREST RATE BUY-DOWN ADJUSTMENT 

Section 1. [INTEREST RATE BUY-DOWN ADJUSTMENT.1 

Subdivision !: [ELIGIBILITY.] Notwithstanding Laws 1987, 
chapter 15, section !h. subdivision 2, the commissioner may consrner 
!'! farmer an eligible bUYG g: the farmer has !'! loan balance with !'! 
lender under the Federal uaranteed Operating Loan Program with 
the Interest Rate Buy-down Program administeredby the FmHA 
OOtween the dates January h 1987, and December 31, 1988, and 

. complies with the remaining provisions of Laws 1987, chapter 15. 

Subd. 2. [LATER MATURITY] Notwithstanding Laws 1987,chap
ter 15, section 8, subdivision 3, the commissioner may consider a 
farm operating loan eligible for interest rate bu~-down even though 
the maturity date is later than June 30, 1989, t the maturity date 
is later due to participation in the Federal Guaranteed Operating 
Loan Program Interest Rate Buy-down Program administered !!y 
the FmHA. . 

Subd. 3. [PAYMENT AFTER REQUEST.] Notwithstanding Laws 
1987, chapter 15, section 4, subdivision 5, the commissioner may 
~ the last one-half of the interest rate buy-dOwn amount within 30 
days after request for fiilaI payment is received from the lender. 

Sec. 2. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

This article is effective the day following final enactment. 

ARTICLE 12 

EXTENSION OF DEADLINE FOR SEED POTATO STANDARDS 

Section 1. Laws 1987, chapter 124, section 2, is amended to read: 

Sec. 2. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

Section 1 is effective for potatoes planted after January 1, 19AA 
1990. 
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ARTICLE 13 

AGRICULTURAL CONTRACT TASK FORCE 

Section 1. [AGRICULTURAL CONTRACT TASK FORCE.) 

The commissioner of agriculture shall form an advisory task force 
to determine the feasibility of cnang~ eXisting programs or 
developing ~ new program to provide economic protection for 
farmers producing agricultural commodities under contract. The 
economIc protection would be provided when businesses have filed 
bankruptcy and are unable to make payments under the contract or 
are otherwise financially unaJJIe to make payments under the 
Contract. - --

The advisory task force membership must include farmers, can
ning processors, contract seed businesses, livestock and poultry 
contractors, other agricultural processors, farm organizations, and 
bonding and financial institutIOns. 

The commissioner shall coordinate meetings of the advisory task 
force, provide staff support, and participate in the advisory task 
force meetings. 

The commissioner shall prepare ~ report of recommendations of 
the task force including recommendations. for the legislature. The 
report must be presented to the chairs of the agriculture committees 
in the legislature ~ January 15, 1989. 

ARTICLE 14 

DRY EDIBLE BEANS 

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 223.16, subdivision 4, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [GRAIN.) "Grain" means any cereal grain, coarse grain or 
oilseed in unprocessed form for which a standard has been estab
lished by the United States Secretary of Agriculture or the Minne
sota board of grain standards, ~ edible beans, or any other 
agricultural """p whleh crops designated ~ the commissioner may 
designate by rule. . 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 232.21, subdivision 7, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 7. [GRAIN.] "Grain" means any cereal grain, course grain or 
oilseed in unprocessed form for which a standard has been estab-
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lished by the United States secretary of agriculture or the Minne
sota board of grain standards2 dry edible beans, or agricultural crops 
designated ~ the commissioner ~ rule. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 232.23, subdivision 4, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [FORM OF GRAIN WAREHOUSE RECEIPT.] (a) A 
grain warehouse receipt must be in duplicate, contain the name and 
location of the grain warehouse, and be delivered to the depositor or 
the depositor's agent. Grain warehouse receipts shall be consecu
tively numbered as prescribed by the commissioner and state the 
date of deposit, except where the deposit of a certain lot for storage 
is not completed in one day. In that case, the grain warehouse 
receipt, when issued, shall be dated not later than Saturday of the 
week of delivery. 

(b) A grain warehouse receipt shall contain either on its face or 
reverse side the following specific grain warehouse and storage 
contract: "This grain is received, insured and stored through the 
date of expiration of the annual licenses of this grain warehouse and 
terms expressed in the body of this grain warehouse receipt shall 
constitute due notice to its holder of the expiration of the storage 
period. It is unlawful for a public grain warehouse operator to charge 
or collect a greater or lesser amount than the amount filed with the 
commissioner. All charges shall be collected by the grain warehouse 
operator upon the owner's presentation of the grain warehouse 
receipt for the sale or delivery of the grain represented by the 
receipt, or the termination of the storage period. Upon the presen
tation of this grain warehouse receipt and payment of all charges 
accrued up to the time of presentation, the above amount, kind and 
grade of grain will be delivered within the time prescribed by law to 
the depositor or the depositor's order." 

(c) A grain warehouse receipt shall also have printed on it the 
following: 

"Redemption of Receipt 

Received from .............. , the sum of$ ........ or ....... . 
bushels in full satisfaction of the obligation represented by this 
grain warehouse receipt. 

Gross price per bushel $ ...... . 

Storage per bushel $ ...... . 

Net price per bushel $ ...... . 
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All blank spaces in this grain warehouse receipt were filled in 
before I signed it and I certify that I am the owner of the commodity 
for which this grain warehouse receipt was issued and that there are 
no liens, chattel mortgages or other claims against the commodity 
represented by this grain warehouse receipt. 

Signed ........... . 
Accepted ................. . Dated ........... . 

Warehouse operator 

This redemption shall be signed by the depositor or the depositor's 
agent in the event that the grain represented is redelivered or 
purchased by the public grain warehouse operator. Signature of this 
redemption by the depositor constitutes a valid cancellation of the 
obligation embraced in the storage contract." 

(d) A warehouse receipt for dry edible beans must state the ~rade 
of the <IJ:y edible beans delivered to the grain warehouse an the 
redelivery charge required under section 4, paragraph (a). 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 232.23, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. lOa. [REDELIVERY OF DRY EDIBLE BEANS.] (a) A 
public grain warehouse shall deliver <IJ:y edible beans to " holder 01 
" warehouse receipt after the warehouse receipt holder P>I.Y'" " 
redelivery charge and the charges accrued until the time the 
warehouse receipt ~ surrendered to the graIn warehouse operator. 
The dry. edible beans must be dry and processed to acceptable 
standards for canning and packaging use. The redeliverr. charge 
may not exceed $3 ~ net hundredweight of the dry edlb e beans. 
The commissioner may determine the maximum redelivery charge 
~ rule, after receiving" petition to change the redelivery charge 
signed ~ at least 25 <IJ:y edible bean processors, producers, and 
public warehouse operators. 

(b) p.. grain warehouse operator shall deliver dry .edible beans in 
bags or in bulk as requested ~ the warehouse receljltholder. The 
warehouse receipt holder shall furnish the bags if dry edible beans 
are to be bagged. 

(c) p.. grain warehouse operator shall grade the dry edible beans if 
requested ~ the warehouse receipt hoi er. The ~ warehouse 
operator may determine gr'hde ~ United States Department of 
Agriculture standards, Nort arvest standards, or Michigan Bean 
Shippers Association standards. The warehouse receipt holder shall 
P>IY grading fees. 
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ARTICLE 15 

SUSTAINABLE AGRICULTURE LOANS AND GRANTS 

Section 1. [17.115] [SHARED SAVINGS LOAN PROGRAM.] 

Subdivision 1. [ESTABLISHMENT] The commissioner shall es
tablish "" shared savings loan program to provide loans that enahle 
farmers to adopt best management /iractices that emphasize suffi
ciencyand self-sufficienc in agricu1ural inputs, inclUding energy 
efficiency, re uction of petrOTeum and chemical inputs, and increas
~ the energy self-suffIciency of agricultural prodncers. 

Subd. 2. [LOAN CRITERIA.] (a) The shared savings loan program 
must provide loans for purchase of new or used machinery, instal
lation of equipment, and projects that redUce or make more efficient 
farm energy use. Eligible loan uses do not include seea,Tei'tilizer, or 
fuel. 

(b) Loans may not exceed $15,000 ~ individual applying for "" 
loan and may not exceed$75,000 for wans to five or more indIVid
uals on j~nt projects. The loan repayment period may &Ii !!£ to seven 
years as etermined ~ project cost and energy saving8.""The interest 
on the loans ~ six percent. 

(cj Loans may only be made to residents of this state engaged in 
farming. 

Subd. 3. [AWARDING OF LOANS.] (a) Applications for loans 
must be made to the commissioner on forms prescribeOb--.l': the 
commissioner. 

(b) The applications must be reviewed, ranked, and recommended 
~ "" loan review IPanel appOInted fu' the commissioner: The loan 
review panel shal consist of two lenders with agricultural eXHeri
ence, two resiUeiitfarmers of theState Ising sustainable agricu ture 
methods, a farm management specia ist, "" re~resentative from "" 
~ost-secon(lary education institution, and ~ c airperson from the 

epartment. -

(c) The loan review panel shall rank applications according to the 
following criteria: 

(1) realize savings to the cost of agricultural production and 
project savings to repay the cost of the loan; 

(2) reduce or make more efficient use of energy; and 

(3) reduce production costs. 
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(d) A loan application must show that the loan can be repaid ~ 
the applicant. 

(e) The commissioner must consider the recommendations of the 
loan review panel and may make loans for eligible projects. PriorItY 
must be given based on the amount of savings realized ~ adopting 
the practice implemented by the loan. 

Subd. 4. [ADMINISTRATION; INFORMATION DISSEMINA
TION.] The amount in the revolving loan account is appropriated to 
the commissioner to make loans under this section and administer 
the loan program. ThelliterestOn the money in therevolving loan 
aCcoUii'f and the interest on loans repaId to the state may be spent ~ 
the commissioner for administrative expenses. The commissioner 
shall collect and disseminate information relating to projects for 
which loans are given under this section. - -

Sec. 2. [17.116] [SUSTAINABLE AGRICULTURE DEMONSTRA
TION GRANTS.] 

Subdivision 1. [ESTABLISHMENT.] The commissioner of agricul
ture shall establish !'c grant

b 
program for sustainable agriculture 

methods that demonstrates est management practices, including 
farm input reduction, farm energy efficiency, or usable on-farm 
energy production. The commissioner shall use the program to 
demonstrate and publicize the energy efficiency, environmentaI 
benefit, and profitability of sustainable agriculture techniques. The 
grants must fund demonstrations on farms of external input reduc
tion techniques or farm scale energy production methods consistent 
with the program .tives. 

Subd. 2. [ELIGIBILITY] (a) Grants may only be made to farmers, 
educational institutions, or nonprofit organizations residing or 
located in the state for demonstrations on farms in the state. 

(b) Grants may only be made for projects that show: 

ill the -ability to maximize direct or indirect energy savings or 
production; 

(2) !'c positive effect or reduced adverse effect on the environment; 
and 

(3) profitability for the individual farm. 

Subd. 3. [AWARDING OF GRANTS.] (a) Applications for grants 
must be made to the commissioner on forms prescribed ~ the 
commissioner. 

(b) The applications must be reviewed, ranked, and recommended 
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~ ~ technical review P'hnel appointed ~ the commissioner. The 
technical review panel s all consist of ~ soil scientist, an agrono
mist, ~ representative from a post-secondary educational Institu
tion, two resident farmers oftlie state using sustainable agriculture 
ffieTh.oas, and ~ chairperson from the department. 

(c) The technical review panel shall rank applications according to 
theTO!lowmg criter~ ----

(1) direct or indirect energy savings or production; 

(2) environmental benefit; 

(3) farm profitability; 

(4) the number of farms able to ~ the techniques or the 
teChnOlOgy proposed; -- -- - -

(5) the effectiveness of the project as ~ demonstration; 

(6) the immediate transferability of the project to farms; and 

(7) the ability of the project to accomplish its goals. 

(in The commissioner shall consider the recommendations of the 
teChniCaI review panel and may award grants for eligible projects. 
Priority must be given to applicants who are farmers or groups of 
farmers. 

(e) Grants for eligible projects may not exceed $25,000 unless the 
portion above$25,000 is matched on an equal basis fu: the ap~. 
cant's cash or in-kind land use contribution. Grant funding Q... 
projects may not exceed $5D.OOOunder this section

li 
but a.pplicants 

may utilize other funding sources. A portion of eac grant must be 
targeted for pUblic mformation activities of the project. 

(D 1':. project may. continue for IlP to three years. Multi-year 
projects must ~ reevaluated fu: the technical review panel and the 
commissioner before second or third lea funding is approved. 1':. 
project is limited to one granITor its un ing. 

igl. Only one grant 'mder this section may be made ~ grantee. 

ARTICLE 16 

SCHOOL MILK PROGRAM 

Section 1. [124.648] [MILK PROGRAM.] 
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Subdivision 1. [LEGISLATIVE FINDINGS.] The legislature finds 
that for best health and well-being, school c1llidren in the state 
shouldreceive at least one serving of milk each day. The school milk 
program established in this section is to provide school districts in 
the state with added resources so that all kindergarten students in 
public and nonpu6Ilc schools may have access to wholesome milk on 
!l. daily basis. 

Subd. 2. [ESTABLISHMENT; SCHOOL PARTICIPATION.] Each 
school diStrict in the state ii; encouraged· to participate in the 
state-supported school milk program for kindergartners. Participat
~ districts shaITprovldeOne serving of milk on each school day to 
each kindergarten student attending a public or nonpublic school in 
the district. No student ii; required to accept the milk that ii; 
provided by the district. The program must be promoted and 
operated under the direction of the commissioner or the commissio
ner's designee. 

Subd. 3. [PROGRAM GUIDELINES; DUTIES OF THE COMMIS
SIONERJ (a) The commissioner shall: 

ill encourage all districts to participate III the school milk 
program for kindergartners; 

(2) prepare program guidelines, not subject to chapter 14, which 
will effectively and efficiently distribute appropriated and donated 
money to participating districts; and 

(3) seek donations and matching funds from appropriate private 
and public sources. 

(b) Program guidelines may provide for disbursement to districts 
through !l. mechanism of prepayments or EY reimbursement for 
approved program expenses. 

(c) It, ii; suggested that the benefits of the school milk program 
may reach the largest number of kindergarteiiStllifents if districts 
are allowed to submit annual bids stating the per-serving level of 
support that would be acceptable to the district for their participa
tion in the program. The commissioner would review all bids 
received and approve bids in sufficient number and value to maxi
mize the provision of milk to kindergarten students consistent with 
available funds. 

Subd. 4. [REIMBURSEMENT.] In accordance with program 
guidelines, the commissioner shall prepay or reimburse participat
~ school districts for the state share of the district's cost for 
providing milk to kindergarten students. 
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ARTICLE 17 

DEGRADABLE PLASTICS 

Section 1. [325E.045] [PtJRCHASE, SALE, AND USE OF CER
TAIN POLYETHYLENE MATERIAL PROIDBITED.] 

Subdivision!: [DEFINITIONS.] The definitions in this subdivi
sion ~ to section 1. 

(a) "Degradable" means capable of being decomposed ~ natural 
biOlogical processes;-mcIiidin*- exposure to ultraviolet rays of the 
sun, within five years after ~ date of disposal. 

. (b) "Person" means an individual, partnership, corporation, sole 
proprietorship, association, or other for-profit or nonprofit organi
zation, including the state and its political submvisions. 

(c) "Polyethylene disposal bag" means ~ bag made of polyethylene 
that is used or intended to be used for disposal of mixed mUnIcipal 
solid waste as defined in section 115A.03. ------

(d) "Polyethylene beverage rint' means ~ device made of polyeth
ylene that ~ used or intended to --"'- used to hold beverageootties or 
other beverage containers together. 

(e) "Public agency" means the state, an office, agency, or institu
tion of the stata, ~ county, ~ statutory or home rule charter city, ~ 

. town, ~ school istrict, or another special taxing district. 

Subd. 2. [BEVERAGE RING USE AND SALE PROHIBITED.] A 
persoll may not use, sell, or offer for sale ~ polyethylene beverage 
ring t at ~ not degraOaOle. . 

Subd. 3. [GOVERNMENTAL PURCHASE PROHIBITED.] A pub
lic agency may not purchase polyethylene disposal bags that are not 
degradable. 

Subd. 4. [GOVERNMENTAL USE PROHIBITED.] A public 
agency may not use polyethylene disposal bags that are not degrad
able. 

Sec. 2. [DEGRADABLE PLASTICS TASK FORCE.] 

Subdivision!: [ESTABLISHMENT.] An advisory task force on 
degradable plastics is. established. The task force consists of the 
commissioners of agriculture, commerce, and the pollution control 

, arency, the director of the waste management board, the president 
~ the greater Minnesota corporation, the head of the consumer 
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. affairs division of the attorney y:eneral's office, and two representa
tives of indus~ and one retai er a/lf.0inted ~ the ruraldevelop
ment ooard. presentatives of ot er state agencies may also 
beCOme members of the task force with the approval of a majority of 
its members. 

Subd. 2. [DUTIES.] The task force shall study the feasibility and 
consequences of requiring lllifustry and consumer products other 
than items In section .! to be degradarue. 

Subd. 3. [REPORT.] The task force shall rep01 its findings, along 
with any proposed legiSlation the task force be ,eves necessary, to 
the legIslature by January h 1990, after which the task force 
expires. . 

Subd. 4. [ADMINISTRATION AND EXPENSES.] The task force 
is attacned to the rural development board for aomiillsfrii1iVe 
purposes and the board shall furnish the task force with oflicespace 
and administrative assistance necessary to fulfill the duties of the 
task force. Members of the task force must be paicrtheir expenses 
under section 15.059. 

Sec. 3. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

Section h subdivision.2, is effective January h 1989. Section h 
subdiviSIOns 3 and! are effective July h 1990. 

ARTICLE 18 

ETHANOL DEVELOPMENT 

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 41A.09, is amended 
by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 6. [CONTINUED PAYMENTS.] ~ plant in production or 
under construction ~ January I, 1990, shall continue to receive 
iilliiiterrupted payments under sii1JdMSlon 3 of at least 20 cents ~ 
gallon of ethanol produced until July h 2000. 

ARTICLE 19 

LIVESTOCK REPORT DEADLINE 

Section 1. Laws 1987,-chapter 396, article 9, section I, subdivision 
4, is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [REPORT.] The interdisciplinary study team shall pre-
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pare and deliver to the commissioner of agriculture a report on the· 
results of the study. If feasible, the study team shall also submit the 
results of the study in a form appropriate for publication in one or 
more recognized scientific journals. The commissioner shall report 
results of the study to the house and senate committees on agricul
ture not later than FeaFaaFY August 1, 1989. 

ARTICLE 20 

LABORATORY SERVICES ACCOUNT 

Section 1. [17.85] [LABORATORY SERVICES ACCOUNT.] 

A laboratory services account is established in the state treasury. 
Payments for laboratory services performed ~ thelaborato~ 
services divlslon of the departmEmtoagriculture muStbe deposite 
in the state treasury and credited to The laboratory services account. 
Money III the account, including interest earned on the account, is 
annuallY appropriated to the commissioner of aJQ:icultUre to admin
ister the programs of the Uilioratory services d,v,sion. 

ARTICLE 21 

APPROPRIATIONS 

Section 1. [APPROPRIATION CANCELLATION.] 

All money appropriated ~ Laws 1987, chapter 15, section !Q., 
SUDdivIsIon h clauses (a) and (b), for purposes of program "A" in 
1987 and program "B''Tn 1987 andl988 that remains unencum
bered on July h 1988, and all mS7ey transferred to the interest rate 
OUY-down progr~ Laws ~ chapter 15, section 10, subdivi
sion 4, is canceled. 

Sec. 2. [STATE AGRICULTURAL PRODUCT USE REPORT.] 

$35,000 is appropriated from the general fund to the commis
sioner of agriculture to contract for an investigation ana report on 
~ use of state a~curtural products ~ the state and opportu
mtIes for eXa;ande markets for state a!g"ICultUrarr,'oilUcts WIthin 
the state un er article 1. This appropriatIOn is avai able until June 
3D, 1989. 

Sec. 3. [ORGANIC FOOD CERTIFICATION AND ENFORCE-
MEN~] , 

Subdivision 1. [START-UP CERTIFICATION COSTS.] $100,000 is 
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appropriated from the general fund to the commissioner of agricul
ture for ~ r,ant to an organic certification organization for start-ull 
and mrtia administrative costs for the purpose of promoting an 
marketing "Minnesota grown" certified organic food products. This 
appropriation is available until June 30, 1989. 

Subd. 2. [ENFORCEMENT COSTS.] $50,000 is appropriated from 
the general fund to the commissioner of agriculture to administer 
and enforce the organic food law, Minnesota Statutes, sections 31.92 
to 31.94. 'fhis appropriation is available until June 30, 1989.--

Sec. 4. [BLUEGRASS SEED AND TURF PRODUCTION.] 

$35,000 ~ ap~ropriated from the general fund to the commis
sioner of agricuture, to be avaffii1)le until June ~ 1989, for ~ 
bluegrass seed and turf production program aSToIlows: 

(1) for contractin~ for ~ersonnel and 
labor costs relate to b uegrass seed 
prodUction over one yead (2) for estallliSIiment an evaluation 
of sOd' varieties on mineral and peat 
soiT,Qirect seeded turf varieties, . 
and turf' characteristics ----

Sec. 5. [ALFALFA EXTRACTION PROCESS.] 

$20,000 

$15,000 

$300,000 ~ aEpropriated from the general fund to the commis
sioner of agricu ture, to be matchea on the basis 0[$201' nonstate 
mone or in-kind contributions for each $lof this af,sropriation, to 
esta lisn a pilot pl~nt for ~ proteinxanthopliyIl al!lfa extraction 
process. Tne commissioner must contract to estabTISllii' pilot plant 
for the process and operations of the plaftb with the required testing 
for markets. This appropriation is avai a Ie unWJune 30, 1989. 

Sec. 6. [SWEET SORGHUM RESEARCH AND DEMONSTRA
TION.] 

$94,000 is a~propriated from the general fund to the commis
sioner of agricu ture for transfer tOThe Mankato Technical Institute 
for the sweet sorghum research ana demonstration project on the 
feasTInlity of growinfli harvesting, and processing sweet sorghum as 
~ Minnesota crop. r is appropriation ~ available until June ~ 
1989. 

Sec. 7. [SUSTAINABLE AGRICULTURE.] 

Subdivision 1. [REVOLVING LOAN FUND,] $1,000,000 is appro
priated from the general fund to the commissioner of agriculture to 
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be credited to a revolving loan account for low-interest loans to 
Iarmerstoiiaoj)t sustainable agriculture Jii'act.ces. Money m the 
account iIOes not cancel ~ut ~ appropriatejfto the commissioner' ·of 
a~t;'culture to ma'lreToW-mterest loans to'farmers under this subdi
VISIOn. Notwithstanding chapter 14, tile commissioner Shiill Plh
scnbe procedures for application ana Implementation of ~ 
program. 

Subd. 2. [DEMONSTRATION GRANT PROGRAM.] $300,000 is 
appropriated from the general fund to the commissioner of agricUl
ture for grants to !armers fordemonstration ro'ects invOlving 
sustainalile agricUlture. If!! project cost IS more than 25,000, the 
amount above $25,000 must lie cost-shareaat a state-applicant ratio 
of 1 to Ll'rlority must be ~yen for projects mvolving multiple 
parties. ~ to $20,000 of t IS appropriation may be used for 
disseminatIOn of information abOUt the demonstration grant 
proJects. This appropnation is avarraDle until June 30, 1989. . 

Sec. 8. IRURAL HEALTH AND SAFETY PROGRAM.] 

$50,000 is appropriated from the $eneral fund to the Minnesota 

!EIXltein~S!i,Oin~seirv~l!ceIS~fiorjP~~iiO!Sle!S!Olt;thle!ruir!alllhiea;llth~land safety 
. 2. Thii mus~ matChed ~ 

funds.Money in this 
service as matching 

Sec. 9. [DAIRY TASK FORCE.] 

'b'lneyfor avaua e until 

$30,000 is appropriated from the unfair tairy trade· j.ractices . 
account to the commiSSIOner of aPoiiculture to e matched ollar for 
dollar ~ private (i0njy to ~ or the expenses of the Minnesota 
daiin task force an pi ot projects in article 3. This appropriation is 
aval able until June 30, 1989. 

Sec. 10. [MINNESOTA GROWN COUPONS TO WIC RECIPI
ENTS.] 

$85,000 is appropriated from the general fund to the commis
sioner of agriculture to be avaua6Ie until June ;.!Q. 1989, for a pilot 
program to provide Minnesota grown coupons tor women, imants, 
and children proram recipients. The commissioner of agriculture in 
cooperation ~ the commissioner of health day conduct IfPoJ 
projects to Wlie i\llnnesota grown coupons re eemable for. ~ 
identified Wit a Minnesota grown Jo~. or labeling statement at 
selected sites to-women, infants, an c !lOren ~rogram recipients. 
The comiillSsl.oner shlill conduct an evaluation 0 the tlo\program, 
prepare !! report, and submit tIie report to the egis ature .fu:. 
January h 1989. 

Sec. 11. [MINNESOTA GROWN LABELING.] 
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$20,000 is ap\1ropriated from the general fund to the commis
sioner of agricu ture to develop iTIf'terent versions 01' the labeling 
statement and adopt rules under article 4. ThIs appropriation is 
available until June 30, 1989. 

Sec. 12. [SOIL TESTING LABORATORY CERTIFICATION.] 

$15,000 ~ appropriated from' the general fund to the commis
sioner of agriculture to impleillent and administer the soil testing 
laboratory certification program in article 5. ThIS appropriation is 
available until June ~ 1989. 

Sec. 13. [PLANT PEST SURVEY PROGRAM.] 

$171,000 ~ appropriated from the general fund to the commis
sioner of agriculture to survey anaa:etect plant pests ana dissemi
nate information to farmers on makin~appropriate apglications of 
pesticides and non Chemical controls. T is appropnation IS available 
until June 30, 1989. -

The aaProved complement of the department of agriculture is 
increaseh three positions to administer the plant pest survey ana 
detection program. 

The commissioner of agriculture shall prepare a repor~ on plant 
pest survey and detectIon and submit It to the legIslature ~ JUne 1, 
1990. 

Sec. 14. [GRAIN MARKETING.] 

$100,000 is appropriated from the general fund to the commis
sioner of agriculture for purposes? providing periooic reviews of 
test eqUipment and test eqUipment operators under article 6. The 
approved complement of the department of agr1Clilliire IS increased 
~ three positions. This appropriation is available until June ~ 
1989. 

Sec. 15. [BY-PRODUCT SOIL BUFFERING.] 

$70,000 ~ appropriated from the general fund to the commis
sioner of a$iiculture for purposes of the demonstration project and 
¥h'dY or in ustry by-product soil buffering materials in article 7, 

is a ro riation is available until June 30,1989. Oftrus amount, 
!:!P to 50,000 is available to tnecoliiiillsswnerot agriculture for 
expenses of aamimstering arid coordinating the demonstration 
project. Tile balance of the appropriation may be used §y the 
commissioner for material testing and analysis and other activiileS 
related to the aemonstration project and performed ~ the Univer
SIty of Minnesota or other qualifIed participants or organizations. 
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Sec. 16. [AMARANTH PROCESSlNG FEASIBILITY.] 

$125,000 is apllopriated to the commissioner of agriculture, to be 
matched on the asis of $1 oInonstate monJY for each $2 ortliis 
ai;jpropriatlon,rorCoiltracting for a study to esign and investigate 
~ feasibility m processing, marketing and prodUction of ama
ranth, and constructing an amaranth pilot processing plant. This 
approprration ~ available until June 30 1989. As part of the 
contract, a report must be prepared and ~mitted to the chairSOf 
the agricUlture committees of the legislature gy December h 1989. 

Sec. 17. [SOIL AND WATER STEWARDSHIP EDUCATION.] 

$80,000 is appropriated from the general fund to the legislative 
coordinatin commission to maKe!! grB:yt to an organizatIOn to 
collect an disseminate materIalS on SOl . and water stewardship 
aemgnaw gy the jojnt legIslative ComllillteeOnagrIcultural land 
preservation aiidSoi and water conservation. This approJriation is 
available until June 30, 1989. The Joint committee sha I re uest 
proposals to locate, colleCt, index, and organize materials on SOl .an 
water stewarasrup for dissemination to pnmar* and secondarY 
SchOols for use in curncula. The joint committee s alTdesignate an 
appropriate organization to review how existing reguirements for 
environmentareducation are beint met and rllPort to the chairsOi 
the agriculture committees of the egJSIature Il.Y ebruary I, 1989. 

Sec. 18. [DEGRADABLE PLASTICS.] 

$50,000 is appropriated from the $eneral fund to the rural 
dev~losment board for the purposes 01 artlcle 17, section ~ to be 
avalla Ie untITTanuary h 1990. . . 

Sec. 19. [SCHOOL MILK PROGRAM,] 

Subdivision L [GENERAL FUND APPROPRIATION.] $800,000 
is appropriatea from the general fund to the commissioner of 
educatIOn for the school milk program in article 1&" to be available 
until June £Q, 1989. Of this amount, .'!P tO$Ilf,OOO may be used for 
costs otaaminlstenngthe school milk program. - ----

Subd. 2. [MATCHING FUNDS IN SUBSEQUENT YEARS.] The 
coiiiIii1sswner of education shall identifY likely sources of matchillg 
fundS for the school !"i1k pro,&am i~ tears after the 1988-1989 
school year.Tt IS the mtent of ~ legIS ature to re6Ulre non-state 
funds to match general funa appropriations to t e school milk 
program in future years. 

Sec. 20. [PURPLE LOOSESTRIFE.] 

$50,000 is aPl!ropriated from the general fund to thecommis-
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sioner of agriculture, to be available until June 30, 1989, for 
erarucation of ~ loosestrife (lithrurnsaIicana) on farm land 
where the farmer ~ required to eradicate the purple loosestrife 
because of the noxious weed law, Minnesota Statutes, sections 
18.171 to 18.315. Upon \Vritten permission IJy the farmer, the 
commissioner or the commissioner's designee may enter upon the 
farm land to eradicate purple loosestrife. 

The commissioner may adopt rules or temporary rules necessary 
for the administration of this section. --

Sec. 21. [COUNTY AND DISTRICT AGRICULTURAL SOCIET
. IES; OTHER ASSOCIATIONS.] 

$145,000 ~ appropriated from the general fund to the commis
sioner of agriculture to provide supplemental funding for state aid to 
county and district agricultural societies under Minnesota Statutes, 
section 38.02, and to other associations aSl'OITows: 

County and District Agricultural Societies 
Red River Valley Livestock Association 
Northeastern Mmnesota Junior Livestock Association 
Livestock PremiumsIBoys and Girls 
Red Lake Band of Chippewa Indians 
PoulVyAssociation 
Minnesota Poultry Association 
Northern Poultry Association 
Red River Valley Dairymen's Association 
Minnesota Livestock Breeder's Association 
Northern ~heep Grower's Association 
Northern ~ Institute 

This appropriation is available until June 30, 1989. 

$101,025 
2,395 

485 
1,500 

365 
730 
375 
45 

485 
7,675 
-----:r5 

29,925 

Sec. 22. [BEGINNING FARMER AND FARM BUSINESS MAN
AGEMENT EDUCATION PROGRAMS.] 

$125,000 is appropriated from the general fund to the state board 
of vocational technical education to be available until June 30, 1989. 
$50,000 of this appropriation IS to make $2,500 grants to teChmcar 
institutes and school districts to J!rovide an educational program for 
beginning farmers pursuing a career in agriculture, and the balance 
is to 0 erate farm business management programs assisting in the 
farmer-len er mediation process. 

Sec. 23. [MEDIATION PROGRAM; COMMISSIONER OF AGRI
CULTURE.] 

$200,000 ~ appropriated from the general fund to the commis
sioner of agriculture to use for the participation of farm advocates in 
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farmer-lender mediation and operation and administration of the 
mediation program. This appropriation ~ available until June 30, 
1989. 

Sec. 24. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

Sections 10 and 21 are effective the day following final enact
ment." 

Delete the title and insert: 

"A bill for an act relating to agriculture; providing alternatives for 
meaningful long-term benefits to Minnesota agriculture; providing 
initiatives for farmers to use sustainable agriculture; developing 
agricultural practices that minimize the use of energy in production 
agriculture; establishing. a study of the use of Minnesota grown 
products under certain conditions; establishing a rural health and 
safety program; establishing a Minnesota dairy task force; autho
rizing different versions of the Minnesota grown label; establishing 
a program to certify soil testing laboratories; prescribing periodic 
review of grain testing equipment; authorizing a soil buffering 
demonstration project; authorizing designation of organic certifica
tion agencies; requiring crop hail insurance providers to file rates; 
authorizing the rural finance authority to implement a seller
sponsored loan program; amending requirements of rural finance 
authority loan programs; adjusting interest rate buy-down program 
eligibility; extending deadline for seed potato standards; providing 
for certain ethanol development payments; establishing a school 
milk program; establishing a laboratory services account; establish
ing a degradable plastics task force; restricting use of certain plastic 
products; regulating dry edible beans; establishing an agricultural 
contract task force; regulating the marketing of certain grains; 
appropriating money; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 
17B.02; 41A.09, by adding a subdivision; 41B.02, by adding a 
subdivision; 223.16, subdivision 4; 232.21, subdivision 7; and 
232.23, subdivision 4, and by adding a subdivision; Minnesota 
Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 17.102, subdivision 1; 17B.05; 
41B.Ol, subdivision 2; 41B.03, subdivision 3; 41B.039, subdivisions 
1,2, and 4; and 41B.05; Laws 1987, chapters 124, section 2; and 396, 
article 9, section 1, subdivision 4; proposing coding for new law in 
Minnesota Statutes, chapters 16B; 17; 17B; 31; 32;60A; 124; and 
325E." 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 

House Conferees: STEVE WENZEL, RICK KRUEGER, STEPHEN E. DILLE, 
WALLY A. SPARBY AND EDGAR L. OLSON. 
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Senate Conferees: CHARLES R. DAVIS, STEVEN MORSE, KEITH LANG
SETH, LERoy A. STUMPF AND CHARLES A. BERG. 

The Speaker called Long to the Chair. 

Wenzel moved that the report of the Conference Committee on 
H. F. No. 1000 be adopted and that the bill be repassed as amended 
by the Conference Committee. The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 1000, A bill for an act relating to agriculture; making 
changes in various agriculture programs; establishing agriculture 
programs; establishing a commodity contract task force; appropri
ating money; providing penalties; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1986, sections 41A.09, by adding a subdivision; 4IB.02, by adding a 
subdivision; and 65A.33, subdivision 3; Minnesota Statutes 1987 
Supplement, sections 17.102, subdivision 1; 41B.Ol, subdivision 2; 
41B.03, subdivision 3; 41B.039, subdivisions 1, 2, 4, and by adding a 
subdivision; 41B.05; Laws 1987, chapter 396, article 9, section 1, 
subdivision 4; proposing coding for .new law in Minnesota Statutes, 
chapters 17; 31; 124; and 325E; proposing coding for new law as 
Minnesota Statutes, chapter 32C; repealing Minnesota Statutes 
1986, sections 32A.Ol; 32A.02; 32A.03; 32A.04; 32A.05; 32A.07; 
32A.08; and 32A.09; and Laws 1987, chapter 358, section 31. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by Conference, 
and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. There were 131 yeas and 1 nay as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Danner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 

DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 

Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 
Larsen 
Lasley 
Lieder 
Long 
Marsh 
McDonald 
McEachern 
McKasy 
McLaughlin 
McPherson 
Milbert 
Miller 

Minne Poppenhagen 
Morrison Price 
Munger Quinn 
Murphy Quist 
Nelson, C. Redalen 
Nelson, D. Reding 
Nelson, K. Rest 
Neuenschwander Rice 
O'Connor Richter 
Ogren Riveness 
Olsen, S. Rodosovich 
Olson, E. Rose 
Olson, K. Rukavina 
Omann Sarna 
Onnen Schafer 
Orenstein Scheid 
Otis Schreiber 
Ozment Seaberg 
Pappas Segal 
Pauly Shaver 
Pelowski Skoglund 
Peterson Solberg 
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Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 

\, 
Thiede' 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble c' 

Tunheim 
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Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 

Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Osthoff 

. [90th Day 

Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was repassed, as amended by Conference, and its title 
agreed to. 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON H. F. NO. 2477 

A bill for an act relating to retirement; local government correc
tional service retirement plan; clarifying coverage periods; adjusting 
member and employer contribution rates; clarifying annuity calcu
lations for fractional service; clarifying the duration of initial 
annuity payments; providing for the augmentation of deferred' 
annuities; clarifying certain provisions oflaw relating to retirement 
annuities and disability benefits of military affairs personnel; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 352.85, 
subdivisions 1 and 2; 353C.03; 353C.05; 353C.06, subdivisions 3 and 
4; and 353C.07. 

The Honorable Robert Vanasek 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Honorable Jerome M. Hughes 
President of the Senate 

April 15, 1988 

We, the undersigned conferees for H. F. No. 2477, report that we 
have agreed upon the items in dispute and recommend as follows: 

That the Senate recede from its amendment and that H. F. No. 
2477 be further amended as follows: 

Delete everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"ARTICLE 1 

TEACHERS RETIREMENT ASSOCIATION 

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 136.82, 
subdivision 1, is. amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [GENERALLY] (a) The executive director of the 
teachers retirement fund shall redeem shares in the accounts ofthe 
Minnesota supplemental retirement investment fund standing in an 
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employee's share account record under the following circumstances, 
but always in accordance with the laws and rules governing the 
Minnesota supplemental retirement investment fund: 

ru (b) The executive director shall redeem shares under this 
subdiVISion when requested to do so in writing on forms provided by 
the executive director sf the teaeheFs FetiFement furuI by a person 
having shares to the credit of the employee's share account record, if 
the person is age 55 years sf age or older and is no longer employed 
by the st6te university board or state board for community colleges. 
In such case the person shall must receive the cash realized on the 
redemption of the shares. The person may direct the redemption of 
not more than 20 percent of the person's shares in the employee's 
share account record in anyone year and may not direct more than 
one redemption in anyone calendar month; provided, however, that 
the state university board or its designee, in the case of a person 
employed by the state university board, and the state board for 
community colleges or its designee, in the case of a person employed 
by the state board for community colleges, may, upon application, in 
at their sole discretion, permit greater withdrawals in an:y one year. 

~ (c) The executive director shall redeem shares under this 
subdivlsionwhen requested to do so in writing, on forms provided by 
the executIve director sf the teaehers FetiFement furuI, by a person 
having shares to the credit of the employee's share account record, if 
the person has left employment by the state university board or state 
board for community colleges because of a total and permanent 
disability as defined in section 354.05, subdivision 14, and. If the 
executive director sf the teaeheFs FetiFement furuI finds tliat the 
person is totally and permanently disabled and will as a result be 
unable to return to similar employment, the person shall must 
receive the cash realized on the redemption of the shares. The person 
may direct the redemption of not more than 20 percent of the shares 
in the employee's share account record in anyone year and may not 
direct more than one redemption in anyone calendar month; 
provided, however, that the state university board or its desi nee, in 
the case of a person employed by the state university board, an the 
state board for community colleges or its designee, in the case of a 
person employed by the state boardforcommunity colleges, may, 
upon application, in at their sole discretion, permit greater with
drawals in anyone year. If the person returns to good health, the 
person shall ewe owes no restitution to the state or any a fund 
ereatea established by its laws for a redemption aiFe.tea jlUFSHant ta 
under this paragraph. 

@} (d) The executive director shall redeem shares under this 
subdiVISion in the event ofthe death of a person having shares to llie 
credit of the employee's share account record and leaving a surviving 
spouse, then when requested to do so in writing, on forms provided 
by the executive director sf the teaeheFs FetiFement furuI, by the 
surviving spouse. The surviving spouse shall must receive the cash 
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realized on the redemption of the shares. The surviving spouse may 
direct the redemption of not more than 20 percent of the shares in 
the deceased spouse's employee's share account record in anyone 
year and may not direct more than one redemption in anyone 
calendar month; provided, however, that the state university board 
or its designee, in the case of a person employed by the state 
university board, and the state board for community colleges or its 
designee, in the case ofa person employed by the state boaro ror 
community colleges, may, upon application, in at their sole discre
tion, permit greater withdrawals in anyone year. In that case the 
surviving spouse shall must receive the cash realized from the 
redemption of the shares. Upon the death of the surviving sponse 
any shares remaining in the employee's share account record shall 
must be redeemed by the executive director ef the teaeheFs retire
meHt Hmd and the cash realized theFefrom from the redemption 
must be distributed to the estate of the surviving spouse. 

W (e) In the event of the death of a person having shares to the 
credit Of the employee's share account record and leaving no surviv
ing spouse, theft the executive director ef the teaeheFs FetiFement 
Hmd shall redeem all shares to the credit of the employee's share 
account record and pay the cash realized theFefFom from the 
redemption to the estate of the deceased person. 

«>1 (f) The executive director shall redeem shares under this 
subdimionwhen requested to do so in writing, on forms provided by 
the executive director ef the teaefters retirement Hmd, by a person 
having shares to the credit of the employee's share account record, if 
the person is no longer employed by the state university board or 
state board for community colleges, but does not qualify under the 
provisions of paragraphs W (b) to W (e). In that case one-half of the 
cash realized on the redemption of shares shall must be received by 
the person and one-half shall beeome becomes the property of the 
supplemental retirement plan account of the teachers· retirement 
fund. Annually on July 1 the cancellations of the previous 12 
months shall must be prorated among the employees share accounts 
in proportion to the value whleh that each account bears to the total 
value of all share accounts. --

Sec. 2. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

Section ! ~ effective July h 1988. 

ARTICLE 2 

HISTORICAL SOCIETY EMPLOYEES 

Section 1. Minnesota Statntes 1987 Supplement, section 353.01, 
subdivision 2a, is amended to read: 
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Subd. 2a. [INCLUDED EMPLOYEES.] The following persons are 
included in the meaning of "public employee": 

fa} (1) elected or appointed officers and employees of elected 
officers.-

{b} (2) district court reporters. 

(e} (3) officers and employees of the public employees retirement 
association. 

w (4) employees of the league of Minnesota cities. 

W (5) officers and employees of public hospitals, owned or oper
ated by, or an integral part of, any a governmental subdivision or 
governmental subdivisions. -

ffi (6) employees of a school district who receive separate salaries 
for driving their own buses. 

fgt (7) employees of the association of Minnesota counties. 

{b} (8) employees of the metropolitan intercounty association. 

tit (9) employees of the minnesota Municipal utilities association. 

(jf (10) employees of the metropolitan airports commission if 
employment initially eammeHees an ffi' commenced after JtHy ± June 
30,1979. --

W (11) employees of the Minneapolis employees retirement fund, 
if employment initially eammeHees {ill ffi' commenced after JtHy ± 
June 30, 1979. 

m (12) employees of the range association of municipalities and 
schoolS:-

+mf (13) employees of the soil and water conservation districts. 

W (14) employees of a county historical society who are county 
employees. 

fa} (15) employees of ~ county historical society located in the 
county whom the county, at its option, certifies to the executive 
director to be county employees for purposes of retirement coverage 
under this chapter, which status must be accorded to all similarly 
situated county historical society employees and, once established, 
must continue as long as ~ person is an employee of the county 
historical society and ~ not exc uded under subdivision 2b. 
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(16) employees of an economic development authority created 
under sections 458C.01 to 458C.23. 

{pt (17) employees of the department of military affairs of the st!lte 
of Minnesota who are full-time firefighters. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 471.61, subdivision 1, is 
amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [OFFICERS, EMPLOYEES.] Any A county, munic
ipal corporation, town, school district, county extension committee, 
other political subdivision or other body corporate and politic ofthis 
state, other than the state or any department theFeaf of the state, 
through its governing body, and any two or more'subdivisions acting 
jointly through their governing bodies, may insure or protect its or 
their officers and employees, and their dependents, or any class or 
classes tileFeaf of officers, employees, or dependents, under a policy 
or policies, or contract or contracts of group insurance or benefits 
covering life, health, and accident, in the case of employees, and 
medical and surgical benefits, and hospitalization insurance or 
benefits, for both employees and dependents, or dependents of an 
employee whose death was due to causes arising out of and in the 
course of employment, or anyone or more of SHeh those forms of 
insurance or protection. Any SHeh A governmental unit, including 
county extension committees and those paying their employees, may 
pay all or any part of the premiums or charges on SHehthe insurance 
or protection. Any SHeh A payment shall he is deemed to be 
additional compensation pmd to sueh the officers Or employees, but 
for purposes of determining contributions or benefits under afly a 
public pension or retirement system it shall is not he deemed to he 
additional compensation. Any One or more er SHeh governmental 
units may determine that a person is an officer or employee if sueh 
efHeeF 6f' efHl'layee the periln receives income from SHeh the 
governmental subdivisions wit out regard to the manner of election 
or appointment, including but not limited to employees of county 
historical societies that receive funding from the coun~y. The 
appropriate officer of SHeh the governmental unit, or those isburs
ing county extension funds;shall deduct from the salary or wages of 
each officer and employee who elects to become insured or so 
protected, on the officer's or employee's written order, all or part of 
the officer's or employee's share of SHeh premiums or charges and 
remit the same share or porti'on to the insurer or company iss!,ing 
SHeh the policy or contract. 

Any A governmental unit, other than a school district, whieh that 
pays allor any part of SHeh the premiums or charges is authorized to 
levy and collect a tax, if necessary, in the next annual tax levy for 
the purpose of providing the necessary funds money for the payment 
of SHeh the premiums or charges, and SHeh the sums 00 levied and 
appropriated shall are not, in the event sa€l>lhe sum exceeds the 
maximum sum allowed by any law or the charter of a municipal 
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corporation, be considered part of the cost of government of S1±eh the 
governmental unit as defined in any tax levy or per capita expendi
ture limitation; provided at least 50 percent of the cost of benefits on 
dependents shall must be contributed by the employee or be paid by 
levies within existing per capita tax limitations. 

The word "dependents" as used hereHt shall mean in this subdi
vision means spouse and minor unmarried children undei'1lle age of 
18 years actually dependent upon the employee. 

ARTICLE 3 

PURCHASES OF PRIOR SERVICE 
AND RELATED PROVISIONS 

Section 1. [PURCHASES OF PRIOR SERVICE.] 

Subdivision h [ELIGIBILITY] The following persons are eligible 
to purchase credit for the specifiedleriod or periods of prior service 
trom the mdicated retirement lun : 

(1) from the public em~lo.l:'ees retirement association, ~ perr,0n 
whose employment with ~ cIty of Hibbing began in June 1971, ut 
for whom no salarK aeauctions were taken until June 1973, for the 
period for Which t e deductions were omitted; 

(2) from the public employees retirement association, ~ person 
who is currently ~ state employee and who has rior service as an 
emnloyee of the Fond du Lac Indian reservation rom July 2, 1973, 
to ecember 29, 1980, for that period of employment by the Fond du 
Lac Indian reservation for which the person has not previously 
received service credit; 

(3) from the general state employees retirement fund of the 
Minnesota state retirement system, ~ permanent employee of the 
metropolitan sports facilities commission who was an employee of 
the metropolitan sports facilities commission on May 17, 1977, and 
Who was born on January 10, 1930, and began employm~ the 
commission in 1956 or who was born on November 14, 1937, ana 
began employmentgy the commlsSWn in 1961, anowho did not 
exercise an option to pillchase the prior service underNfinnesota 
Statutes, section 473.565, subdIvision ~ or 4, for that period of direct 
or indirect employment gy the commission for which the person has 
not previously received service credit; 

(4) from the teachers retirement association, a member who 
rendered teaClllng service, as defined in Minnesota Statutes, section 
354.05, before July 1, 1957, and who did not make contributions for 
the service because Ol'the limited or permanent exempt status of the 
Eerson and optional membershIp, for that period ofteac1i!iigService 
-.2!: which the person has not previouSIYreceived service credit; 
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(5) from the pu~ic employees retirement association, a person 
emPloyed Qy ~ P'b lic hospital as defined m Minnesota Statutes, 
sectIOn 355.71, su division 3, who exercised an option under Laws 
1963, chapter 7g3, section 3, Siilidivision "§., Oetween July h 1963

J and June 30, 1 67, to terminate membership in the coordinate 
program of the public emplotees retirement association and who 
erects to resume puklic emp oyees retirement association cooror: 
~ program mem ershlp under article §., section 40, for all or ~ 
portIOn of the r.eriod between the person's termination oTmember
ship anathe e ectlOn to resume membership; 

(6) from the teachers retirement association, notwithstanding any 
other law , ~ person who is currently ~ member of the teaChers 
retirement association and who taught at the University of Minne
sota - southern school of agriculture as a certified science teacher 
from ·October 1 1957, through March 31,1959, for the pe'jlOd taught 
at that schoof,'provided the purchase !§. iIiitlated 6el'Ore anuary h 
1989; and 

(7) from the au~lic employees retirement association, ~ person 
who was electe c erk of court for Fillmore countti from 1969 to 
1976, who was apl;jomrea:~ administrator for Fil morecounty in 
January 1977, w 0 was discovered in 1985 tonave not had arli
pnate member and emplo1\ir contrwutions made oiilJenruf Q.. ~ 
person, and wlio retired arch 1, 1988, for the PbrlOd during 
calendar years 1979, 1980, and 1981 for whICli. contri utions were 
omitted, subject to approval Qy the board of commissioners of 
Fillmore county and compliance with section 645.021. 

Subd.2. [PURCHASE PAYMENT AMOUNT] For ~ person eNgi
ble to purchase credit for priOr service under subdiviSIOn h t ere 
musThe paid to tneretirement und of which the person!§. a meiii"lJer 
an amount liqua;po the ~resent value, on the date 0 paa'ment, of the 
amount of t e a dlhona retirement annuItY that woul be obtainea 
ill: virtue of the gurchase of the additional servIce credit, usin~ the 
app1lC"a6Ie preretirement Interest rate specIfIed In "'Mlriilesota tat
utes, section 356.215, subdivision 4d and the mortality table 
adopted for the retirement fund anrassuming contmuous future 
service in the retirement fund until. and retirement at, the age at 
which the mimmum reguireme~ the retirement association tOr 
nonnarfetirement or retirement with an annuity unreduced for 
retirement at an early age, includinifMmnesota Statutes, sectffin 
356.30, are met with the additional service credit purchased, and 
also assumin~ a future salary history that iiiClOOes annualMalary 
increases at t e agprrCable ISlary increase rate specified in mne
sota Statutes, sectIOn 356.2 ,subdivision 4d. The person reguest
!!!g the purchase of PVor service shall establ1sll in the records of the 
retirement fund proo 0 the servTcel'or which the purchase 01rior 
service is reguested. The manner of tile prot OOservlce must ~ in 
accordance with procedures prescribed Qy ~ executive rurector or 
the retirementfund. . 
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Subd. 3. [PAYMENT; CREDITING SERVICE.] Payment must be 
made in one lump sum, unless the executive director of the retire
ment lund agrees to accept payment in instaIIments over [I period 
not to exceed three years from the date of the agreement, with 
interest at [I rate deemed appropriate Qy the executive director. The 
period of allowable service may be credited to the account of the 
person only after receipt of full payment Qy the executive director. 

Subd. 4. [OPTIONAL EMPLOYER PARTIAL PAYMENT.] Pay
ment must be made Qy the person entitled to purchase prior service. 
However, the current or former employer ~ [I person specified in 
subdivisioDI; clause (1), (2), (4), (5), (6), or (7) may, at its discretion, 
and the metr0!I0litan sports facilities commission for [I person 
sllecified in subivision.1, clause (3), shall p[!,)T aU or a'l?' portion of 
~ pa~ment amount that exceeds an amount requal to t e employee 
contn ution rates in effect tor the retirement und during the period 
or periods of prior service applied to the actual salary rates in effect 
dUring the period or periods of prior service, plus interest at the rate 
of six percent a year compounded annually from the date on which 
the contributions would otherwise have been made to the date on 
which the payment is made. ------ - - -- -

Sec. 2. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

Section 1 ~ effective the day following final enactment. 

ARTICLE 4 

TRANSIT COMMISSION EMPLOYEES 

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 473.418, is amended 
to read: 

473.418 [DISABILITY AND SURVIVORSHIP COVERAGE.] 

From and after the effective date of Laws 1978, chapter 538, the 
metropolitan transit commission shall provide for all active employ
ees of the transit operating division of the metropolitan transit 
commission disability and survivorship coverage which, when added 
to the disability benefit or the survivorship benefit payable from the 
Minnesota state retirement system pursuant to sections 352.113 or 
352.12, subdivision 2, will at least equal the disability benefit or the 
survivorship benefit which that employee at the time of disability or 
the employee's surviving spouse at the time of the death of the 
employee while on active duty would have been entitled to receive 
under the disability benefit or survivor of active employee deceased 
while on active duty benefit provisions of the metropolitan transit 
commission-transit operating division employees retirement fund 
plan document in effect on December 31, 1977. The metropolitan 
transit commission shall not be required to provide any supplemen
tary disability benefit coverage or benefit amount to replace the 
amount of any reduction in any disability payable from the Minne-
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sota state retirement system due to the receipt of benefits under the 
workers' compensation law unless no offset of the amount of workers' 
compensation benefits from the amount of a disability benefit was 
required pursuant to the provisions of article 10 of the metropolitan 
transit commission-transit operating division employees retirement 
fund plan document in effect on December 31, 1977. The metropol
itan transit commission may elect to provide the additional disabil
ity and survivorship coverage either through contract with an 
insurance carrier or through self insurance. If the commission elects 
to provide the coverage through an insurance contract, the chair of 
the metropolitan transit commission is authorized to request bids 
from, or to negotiate with, insurance carriers an~ to enter into 
contracts with carriers which in the judgment of the commission are 
best qualified to underwrite and service this insurance benefit 
coverage. The commission shall consider factors such as the cost of 
the contracts as well as the service capabilities, character, financial 
position and reputation with respect to carriers under consideration, 
as well as any other factors which the commission deems appropri
ate. The disability and survivorship insurance contract with the 
particular insurance carrier shall be for a uniform term of at leasf 
one year, but may be made automatically renewable from term to 
term in absence of notice of termination by either party. The 
disability and survivorship insurance contract shall contain a de
tailed statement of benefits offered, maximums, limitations and 
exclusions. A summary description of the essential terms of the 
contract shall be provided by the commission to the labor organiza
tion which is the exclusive bargaining agent representing employees 
of the transit operating division of the metropolitan transit commis
sion and to each active employee of the transit operating division. 
The determination of whether the. disability or survivorship insur
ance coverage meets the minimum requirements of this section shall 
be made by the commission upon consultation with the executive 
director of the Minnesota state retirement system. If the disability 
or survivorship coverage provided by the metropolitan transit com
mission fails at any time after the effective date of Laws 1978, 
chapter 538 to meet the requirements of this section as to the level 
of disability or survivorship coverage to be provided, the deficiency 
in the actual benefits provided shaH continue to be an obligation of 
the commission. Notwithstanding any provisions of chapter 179 to 
the contrary, the labor organization which is the exclusive bargain
ing agent representing employees of the transit operating division of 
the metropolitan transit commission may meet and bargain with the 
commission on an increase in the level of disability or survivor of 
active employee deceased while on active duty coverage ,to be 
provided by the commission at the same time that wages and other 
terms and conditions of employment are considered. This section 
does not ~ to employees hired after December:31, 1977. 

Sec. 2. [APPLICATION.] 
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Section ! applies in the counties of Anoka, Carver, Dakota, 
Hennepin, Ramsey, Scott, and Washington. 

ARTICLE 5 

PUBLIC EMPLOYEES RETIREMENT ASSOCIATION 

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 353.01, 
subdivision 2b, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2b. [EXCLUDED EMPLOYEES.] (a) The following persons 
are excluded from the meaning of "public employee": 

W (1) persons employed for professional services where suffi the 
service is incidental to regular professional duties-;- SCFviee is ffiei
denW if, determined on the basis that compensation for it the 
service amounts to no more than 25 percent of a the person's total 
annual gross earnings for all professional duties,;-

W (2) election officers,; 

W (3) independent contractors and their employees,; 

f<B (4) patient and inmate help in governmental subdivision 
charitable, penal, and correctional institutions,; 

fe.l (5) members of boards, commissions, bands, and others who 
serve the governmental subdivision intermittently,; 

if} (6) employees whe lH>Id !,ositions ef an esseatially tem!,omry ffi' 
seasoRaI ehameteF, !,Fovided suffi em!,leyment 00es net eenti .. ue Hw 
a j3eFied in eJreeSS ef liW weFkiag days in any ealeadaF yetIF ffi' in any 
sehaal yetIF Hw sehaal emjlleyee •. Immediately fellewiag the e"jlim 
tien ef suffi liW woFl'iag days if suffi effijlloyee" eoatinHe in f*lhlie 
seFviee and eafll ill eJreeSS ef ~ ill any <me ealeRdaF meath, the 
dejlaFtmeat heads _ thea I'ejl<lI't all suffi emjlleyees Hw meffibeF 
shit> and _ ea1±Se emjlleyee e8ntFibutieRs te be made .... behalf ef 
suffi emjlleyees in aeeeFdaRee witb seetion 353.27, subdivisieR 4, 
and they shall Femain membe .. ....til teFmination ef f*lhlie seFviee. 
whose employment is not expected to continue for ~ period longer 
than six consecutive months; 

fg} (7) part-time employees who receive monthly compensation 
from ~ governmental subdivision not exceeding ~ $425, and 
part-time employees and elected officials whose annual compensa
tion from ~ governmental subdivision is stipulated in advance, in 
writing, to be not more than $&;900 $5,100 per calendar year or per 
school year for school employees for employment expected to be of a 
full year's duration or more than the prorated portion of $&,900 
$5,100 per employment period for employment expected to be of less 
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than a full year's duration, except that members shall continue their 
membership until termination of public service.i 

W (8) persons who first occupy an elected office after MaFeh to 
If}'78 July 1, 1988, the compensation for which does not exceed ~ 
$425 per month~i 

{if (9) emergency employees who are employed by reason of work 
caused by fire, flood, storm, or similar disaster-:! 

(j-) (10) employees who by virtue of their employment as an officer 
or employee of a governmental subdivision are required by law to be 
a member of and to contribute to any of the fli~:rs or funds 
administered ~ the state employees retirement system--;tli"e 
teachers retirement fund, the state patrol retirement fund, the 
Duluth teachers retirement fund association, the Minneapolis teach
ers retirement fund association, the St. Paul teachers retirement 
fund association, the Minneapolis employees retirement fund, the 
Minnesota state retirement system correctional officers retirement 
plan, or any police or firefighters relief association governed by 
section 69.77 whleh that has not consolidated with the public 
employees police and fire fund and for which the employee has not 
elected coverage by the public employees police and fire fund benefit 
plan as provided in sections 353A.01 to 353A.1O, other than as an 
act of the legislature has -specifically enabled. participation by 
employees of a designated governmental subdivision in a plan 
supplemental to the public employees retirement association~ 'I'his 
el!mse shall Hat flFeveHt a fl8F!*lR fumt beffig a memBeF af and 
esntFiBliting ta the jffihlie effij3Jsyees FetiFemeHt assseiatisn and alss 
Belsnging ta.,. esntriBliting ta anstheF jffihlie flensisn fund fur ather 
seF"iee see"'Fing eUFing the same j>eFiad af time.i 

W (11) police matrons employed in a police department of any a 
city whOare transferred to the jurisdiction of a joint city and county 
detention and- corrections authority-:,i 

m (12) persons who are excluded from coverage under the federal 
old age, survivors, disability, and health insurance program for the 
performance of service as specified in United States Code, title 42, 
section 41O(a) (8) (A), as amended through January 1, 1987~i 

{mf (13) full-time students who are enrolled and are regularly 
attending classes at an accredited school, college, or universityt 
!'FS'Iiaea, "" fl8F!*lR and who are not employed full time by a 
governmental subdivision shall be e,remflt IlIlfIer thle flaFagraflh.i 

W (14) resident physicians, medical interns1 and pharmacist 
interns who are serving in public hospitals~i 
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W (15) appointed or elected officers, paid entirely on a fee basis, 
aM who were not members on June 30, 1971~; 

W NathiHg ffi haws 19'7&; efiajlter fflil shall be iHterjlretea te 
imjlaff 91' Fe¥eke '*':Y ejlti<m e"ereisee! -aer haws ~ efiajlteF 
~ 

w 'I'ewn, eity, 91' e<HHlty assessars eleetea 91' ajljlaintea jlursuant 
te efiajlter 2-13 wOO da nat reeeive eamjlensatian ffi e;reess sf ~ jl8F 
menth ffem '*':Y aRe efHl'layiftg g9'.'eramental suaaivisiaft er wOO 
are emjllayea jlursuant te "" erajllayraeftt eafttFaet whleR sets ferth 
tbe tete! earajleftsatiaft te be jlIliEl aM tbe length sf serviee, nat te 
e><eeed three raafttfis ffi aUFatiaft, re'luirea fur tbe jlerferraanee sftbe 
eantraet aM whleR was eftterea tate ffi aa'.'aftee sf tbe eBrameftee 
raent sf erajllayraent. 

W (16) persons holding a part-time adult supplementary voca
tional technical school license who render part-time teaching service 
in a vocational technical school if W the service is incidental to the 
person's regular nonteaching occupation, aM ~, the applicable 
vocational technical school stipulates annually in advance that the 
part-time teaching service will not exceed 300 hours in a fiscal year" 
and AA the part-time teaching service actually does not exceed 300 
hours in a fiscal year~; and 

{sf (17) persons exempt from licensure jlUFSuant te under section 
125.031.' --

(b) Immediately following the expiration of:l six-month period of 
employment!Jy an employee covered!Jy paragraph (a), clause (6), if 
the employee continues in lublic service and earns more than $425 
from a governmental sub ivision in anyone calendar month, the 
dePartment head shall report theemproyee for membership and 
cause employee contributions to be made on behalf of the employee 
in accordance with section 353.27, subdivision 4, and the employee 
remains a memb~r until termination of public service. This para
~ may not be co""iiStrued to exclude an employee froriliIiember
ship whose employment ~ expected to continue for more than six 
months but who ~ serving :l probationary period. 

(c) If compensation from :l governmental subdivision to an em
ployee covered !Jy paragraph (a), clause (7), exceeds $5,100 I!"!: 
calendar year or school year after being stipulated in advance, the 
stipulation is no longer valid and contributions must be made on 
behalf of the employee in accordance with section 353.27, subdivi
sion 12, from the month in which the employee first exceeded $425. 

(d) Paragraph Cal, clause (10), does not prevent :l person from 
being :l member of and contributing to the public employees 
retirement association and also belonging to or contributing to 
another public pension fund for other service occurring during the 
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same perjod of time. A person who meets the definition of "public 
employee· in section 353.01, subdivision 2, h virtue of other service 
occurring dUring the same per bod of time shalTOeCOme a member of 
the association unless contri utions are made to another pubMc 
retirement fund on the salary based on the other service or to ~ 
teachers retirement association in accorrumce with section 354.05, 
subdivision 2. ---

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 353.01, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 2c. [DEFINING OF TERMINATION OF PUBLIC SER
VI-cET A1erson who terminates emtoyment that was excluded 
from mem er.hip under subdivision 2 ,paragraph (a), clause (6) or 
(7), who returns within 30 days to employment in the same 
governmental subdivision in another position excluded from mem
bership under subdivision 2b, paragraph (al, clause (6) or (7), ~ 
considered !'c member from the beginnin;I of the reemployment 
unless the total period covered1i:Y: all perio s of employment is less 
than six months or on which the. amount earned does not exceed the 
dollar limitations in siibiITViSWii 2b, paragraph (a), clause (7). -

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 353.01, 
subdivision 10, is amended to read: 

Subd. 10. [SALARY.] "Salary" means the periodical compensation 
of any a public employee, before deductions for deferred compensa
tion ffi';-supplemental retirement plans, or other voluntary salary 
reduction programs, and also means "wages" and includes net 
income from fees. Fees paid to district court reporters shall are not 
he considered a salary. Lump Sum annual or'lump sum sic'kTeave 
payments ....a, severance payments, and all Fafiments in lieu of any 
employer-paid ~ insurance coverage, inc uding the difference 
between single a~~afimily rates that may be pail to a member with 
single coverage, are not he de!,med to be sa ary. Pflap ro Before 
the time that all sicKTeave has been used, amounts paid to an· 
employee pRFsuaHt te under a disability insurance policy or program 
where the employer paid the premiums shall be are considered 
salary, and, after all sick leave has been used, the payment shall is 
not be considered salary. Workers' compensation payments shall are 
not be considered salary. For any a public employee who has prior 
service covered by a local police or firefighters relief association 
wffieh that has consolidated with the public employees police and 
fire fund and who has elected coverage by the public employees 
police and fire fund benefit plan as provided in section 353A.08 
following the consolidation,·the tef'ffi "salary" means the rate of 
salary upon which member contributions to the special fund of the 
relief association were made· prior to the effective date of the 
consolidation as specified ffi the Rpfllieaille gellerallaw, sfleeial1Jy 
law, and 1Jy bylaw provisions governing the relief association as sf on 
the date of the initiation of the consolidation procedure and the 
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actual periodical compensation of the public employee after the 
effective date of the consolidation. 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 353.01, subdivision 15, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 15. [DEPENDENT CHILD.] "Dependent child" means aay 
a natural or adopted child of a deceased member, provided such child 
IS fa} under the age of 18, W or age 18 through 21 and a full time 
student in an accredited SChoo4university, or college, and in either 
case unmarried and dependent for more than one-half of support 
upon SHelt the member at the time of death and for not less than 90 
days pfler tIlereta before the time of death; provided, that the child 
of a deceased member, who at the time of death was receiving total 
and permanent disability benefits !3arSaaBt te under section 353.33, 
shatl be is deemed dependent if dependent upon the decedent for 
more than one-half of support during the 90 days pfler te before the 
decedent's becoming totally and permanently disabled-:-It"De
pendent child" also includes aay " child of the member conceived 
during the member's lifetime and born after the member's death. It 
also means aay a dependent child who is tIie subject of adoption 
proceedings filed by a member, and who within two years after death 
of the member, by judgment and decree duly entered, is adjudged to 
be the adopted child of the deceased member; subject, however, to the 
qualifying conditions of age and dependency aforesaid aruI in this 
subdivision. The dependency of the child hereaader shatl date dates 
from the decree of adoption. "Dependent child" also includes a child 
age 18 to 21 who was attending an accredited school, university,or 
college full time, but was determined to be medically unable to 
continue school on a full-time basis. The board of trustees shall 
adopt writtei1j)roceaures to make deterrnirllillOrisregarding eligi
bil~ty based on a student being medically unable to continue school, 
an maY

h 
not continue" benefit for medical reasons for" period 

greater t an one year. 

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 353.01, 
subdivision 16, is amended to read: 

Subd. 16. [ALLOWABLE SERVICE.] (a) "Allowable service" 
means~ fB service during years of actual membership in the course 
of which einployee contributions were earreatly mad"" periods 
covered by payments in lieu of salary deductions made as provided in 
section 353.35, and service in years during which the public em
ployee was not a member but for which the member later elected, 
while a member, to obtain credit by making payments to'the fund as 
permitted by any law then in effect. 

f2f Aay (b) "Allowable service" also means a period of authorized 
leave of absence with pay from which deductions for employee 
contributions are made, deposited, and credited to the fund. 
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W A*Y (c) "Allowable service" also means a period of authorized 
leave of absence without pay WIHeh that does not exceed orie year, 
and during or for which a member obtained credit by payments to 
the fund made in lie» in place of salary deductions, provided that 
saeh the payments are made in an amount or amounts based on the 
memiJe?s average salary on which deductions were paid W for the 
last six months of public service, or W for that portion of the last six 
months while the member was in public service, to apply to the 
period in either case immediately preceding commencement of saeh 
the leave of absence; provided, however, that if the employee elects to 
pay employee contributions for the period of any leave of absence 
without pay, or for any portion theFeef of the leave, the employee 
shall also, as a condition to the exercise of saeh the election, pay to 
the fund an amount equivalent to both the required employer and 
'additional employer contributions therefer, saeh for the employee. 
The payment ta must be made eHrreRtly eF within one year from the 
date the leave of absence terminates, HBless the. The employer by 
appropriate action of its governing body and, made a part of its 
official records, jH'ieF ta before the date of the first payment of saeh 
the employee contribution,;;e.tifies may Je:lt to the association in 
writing that it will cause to be pai the employer arid 
additi.onal employer contributions from the proceeds of a tax levy 
made !,HrsHaRt ta under section 353.28. Payments under this elaHse 
shall paragraph must include interest at the rate of six percent J3ef' 
aRRHm a year from the date of the termination of the leave of 
absence to the date payment is ",ade. 

W A*Y (d) "Allowable service" also means a period during which 
a memberis on an authorized sick leave of absence, without pay 
limited to one year, or an authorized temporary layoff. 

W A*Y (e) "Allowable service" also means a period during which 
a member is on an authorized leave of absence to enter military 
service, provided that the member returns to public service upon 
discharge from military service !,HrsHant ta under section 192.262, 
and pays into the fund employee contributions based upon the 
employee's salary at the date of return from military service. Atrer 
Jmw &G, ~ Payment must be made within five years of the date 
of discharge from the military service. The amount of these contri
butions shall must be in accord with the contribution rates and 
salary limitations, if any, in effect during saeh the leave, plus 
interest theresR, at six percent J3ef' aRRHm ~ year compounded 
annually from the date of return to public service to the date 
payment is made. In such cases the matching employer contribution 
and additional employer contribution provided in section 353.27, 
subdivisions 3 and 3a, shall must be paid by the department 
employing saeh the member upon return to public service and the 
governmental suoaivision involved is hereBY aHthsri.ed ta 'bay 
appropriate money theFefsr for those payments. s..eh A mem er 
shall may not receive credufor .... y ~ voluntary extension of 
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military service at the instance of the member beyond the initial 
period of enlistment, induction, or call to active duty. 

W (D For calculating benefits under sections 353.30, 353.31, 
353.32-;-and 353.33 for state officers and employees displaced by the 
community corrections act, Minneseta Statlltes W84, chapter 401, 
and transferred into county service under Minneseta Statlltes W84, 
section 401.04, "allowable service" means combined years of allow
able service as defined in Minnesata Statlltes W84, sestien sections 
352.01, subdivision 11, and Minneseta Statlltes W84, seetien 
353.01, subdivision 16, paragraphs (1) to (5). 

ffi ill:2 For tffiY " public employee who has prior service covered by 
a local police or firefighters relief association whleh that has 
consolidated with the public employees police and fire fund, and who 
has elected coverage by the public employees police and fire fund 
benefit plan as provided in section 353A.08 following the consolida
tion, any "applicable service" is a period of service credited by the 
local police or firefighters relief association as of the effective date of 
the consolidation based on the applieable geneFaIlaw, spesial law, 
and on bylaw provisions governing the relief association as ef on the 
date Of the initiation of the consolidation procedure. -

Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 353.01, 
subdivision 20, is amended to read: 

Subd. 20. [SURVIVING SPOUSE.] "Surviving spouse" means the 
unremarried spouse of a deceased member who had the same legal 
residense as was legally married to the member at the time of death, 
or at the time the member became totally and permanently dis
abled. 

Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 353.01, subdivision 29, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 29. [DESIGNATED BENEFICIARY] "Designated benefi
ciary" means the person or organization designated by a member 1. 

former member, disabilitant, or retired member in writing, signed 
and filed with the association before the death of the member, 
former member, disabilitant, or TetIreQ mem~o receive a refund 
of the balance of the member'saccumulated deductions after death. 

Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 353.028, subdivision 2, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [ELECTION.] A city manager may elect to be excluded 
from membership in the association. The election of exclusion sha±l 
must be made within 3ll days six months following the commence
ment of employment ffi' withffi 3ll days fell ewing May 22, ±9&l-; 
waieae'rer eeeIH'S tater, in writing on a form prescribed by the 
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executive director, and shaH must be approved by a resolution of the 
governing body of the city. The election of exclusion shaH is not he 
effective until it is filed with the executive director. Membership of 
a city manager in the association shaH eease ceases on the date the 
written election is received by the executive director or upon a later 
date specified. The election to be excluded from membership shall 
must include a provision agreeing that the person will not at any 
time in the future seek ""y authorization to purchase service credit 
for any period of excluded service and shaH he is irrevocable. 
Employee and employer contributions made on behilIf of !'o person 
exercising the option to be excluded from mem6erShlp under this 
section must be refunded in accordance with section 353.27,suJ)d]":: 
vision 7. - --

Sec. 9. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 353.03, subdivision 1, is 
amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [MANAGEMENT; COMPOSITION; ELECTION.] 
The management of the public employees retiremerit fund is vested 
in a board of trustees consisting of the state auditor and eight 
members. The governor shall appoint five trustees to four-year 
terms, one of whom shall be designated to represent school boards, 
one to represent cities, one to represent counties, one who shall be a 
retired annuitant, and one who is a public member knowledgeable 
in pension matters. The membership of the association shall elect 
three trustees for terms of four years. Trustees elected by the 
membership of the association shaH must be public employees and 
members of the association., For seven days beginning I'levemBer 
October 1 of each year preceding a year in which an election is held, 
the association shall accept at its office filings in person or by mail 
of candidates for the board of trustees. A candidate shall submit at 
the time of filing a nominating petition signed by 25 or more 
members of the fund. No name may be withdrawn from nomination 
by the nominee after NevemBer October 15. At the request of a 
candidate for an elected position on the board of trustees, the board 
shall mail a statement of up to 300 words prepared by the candidate 
to all persons eligible to vote in the election of the candidate. The 
board may adopt policies to govern form and length of these 
statements, timing of mailings, and deadlines for submitting mate
rials to be mailed. These policies must be approved by the secretary 
of state. The secretary of state shall resolve disputes between the 
board and a candidate concerning application of these policies to a 
particular statement shaH he reselvea by the seeret .. ry ef state. A 
candidate who: 

fa} (1) receives contributions or makes expenditures in excess of 
$100; or 

AA (2) has given implicit or explicit consent for any other person to 
receive contributions or make expenditures in excess of $10Ot for the 
purpose of bringing about the candidate's election, must file a report 
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with the ethical practices board disclosing the source and amount of 
all contributions to the candidate's campaign. The ethical practices 
board shall prescribe forms governing these disclosures; Expendi
tures and contributions have the meaning defined in section lOA.01. 
These terms do not include the mailing made by the association 
board on behalf of the candidate. A candidate must file a report 
within 30 days from the day that the results of the election are 
announced. The ethical practices board shall maintain these reports 
and make them available for public inspection in the same manner 
as the board maintains and makes available other reports filed with 
it. By January 10 of each year in which elections are to be held the 
board shall distribute by mail to the members ballots listing the 
candidates. No member may vote for more than one candidate for 
each board position to be filled. A ballot indicating a vote for more 
than one person for any position shall he is void. No special marking 
may be used on the ballot to indicate incumbents. The last day for 
mailing ballots to the fund shall he is January 31. Terms expire on 
January 31 of the fourth year, and positions are vacant until newly 
elected members are qualified. The ballot envelopes shall must be so 
designed and the ballots shall be counted in saffi a manner as t& 
insure that ensures that each vote is secret. 

The secretary of state shall supervise the elections shall he 
s"(JeHise" by the secretary ef state. It shall he the <IIlty efThe board 
of trustees t& shall faithfully administer the law without prejudice 
and consistent with the expressed intent of the legislature. 'I'hey 
Board members shall act as trustees with a fiduciary obligation to 
the state of Minnesota, which created the fund, the taxpayers of the 
governmental subdivisions wIHeh that aid in financing it, and the 
public employees who are its beneficiaries. They shall ad in good 
faith and shall exercise that degree of judgment and care, under 
circumstances then prevailing, wIHeh that persons of prudence, 
discretion, and intelligence exercise in the management of their own 
affairs. 

Sec. 10. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 353.27, subdivision 7, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 7. [ADJUSTMENT FOR ERRONEOUS RECEIPTS OR 
DISBURSEMENTS.] W (a) [ERRONEOUS DEDUCTIONS.] Any 
Deductions taken in errorby the employer from the salary of an 
employee for the retirement fund and transmitted to the association 
shall must be refunded to the employee calculated in accordance 
with section 353.34, subdivision 2; and the employercontribution 
and the addItional employer contrIbution, if any, for the erroneous 
employee contribution shall must be refunded to the employer, 
provided, however, that the association and the state social security 
agency may make proper adjustments of mefteys money taken as 
employee and employer deductions, and provided further that the 
refund of deductions taken in error has been made within three --- ~----------

calendar years of the calendar year in which the initial erroneous 
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deduction taken in error was received IJx the association. If the 
refund of de<!iiCfions taken in error has not been made within three 
careruIar yeak' of theCaTenaar year in Which the initiareIToiieOUs 
deduction ta en in error was received IJx the association, the 
erroneous CoirtTIblitionsare considered valid, and the years ill 
allowable service attributa6Ie to the erroneous deductions must be 
credited to the member in accordance with sectIOn 353.01, SiiOdlVI= 
sion 16, and, notwithstanding .. law to the contra?,:, the employee 
may continue to be .. member until termination 0 public service. 

@ (b) [ERRONEOUS DISBURSEMENT.] In the event a salary 
warrant or check from which a deduction for the retirement fund was 
taken has been canceled or the amount of the warrant or check 
returned to the funds of the department making the payment, a 
refund of the sum S6 deducted, or '*'Y. a portion of it as that is 
required to adjust the deductions, sftaII must be made to the 
department or institution. 

Sec. 11. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 353.27, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: . 

Subd. 7a. [DEDUCTIONS OR CONTRIBUTIONS TRANSMIT
TED BY ERROR.] !! employee deductions and employer contribu
tions were erroneously transmitted to the association, but should 
have been transmitted to another public pension fund listed in 
section 356.30, subdivision '1.,. the associatioIi shalTTransfer the 
erroneous employee deductions and employer contributions to ilie 
appropriate retirement fund withOUt interest. The time limitations 
in section 353.27, subdivisions 7 and ~ do not ~ . 

Sec. 12'. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 353.27, 
subdivision 10, is amended to read: 

Subd. 10. [EMPLOYERS; FURNISH COPIES OF PAYROLL AB
STRACTS.] The head of each department is required to furnish the 
executive director with a carbon or duplicate copy of the departmen
tal payroll abstracts for the last full pay period during the mentfts 
month of Mareft May for school districts and Oeto13eF December for 
all other governmental SUb!ITvisions, respectively, in each year. 
IiiSterurOf a duplicate ~ of the payroll abstract, the employer may 
submit an exception rer:::r ¥sting only those employees who worked 
the last full Pll.Y perio Q... Mayor December, but who are not 
memoers of the association. Minimum reporting requirements tote 
shown on either the payroll abstract or exception report include: (1) 
name of the governmental subdivision and department identifica
tion; (2) the association's aSSIgned unit number and unique code; (3) 
Pll.Y perioo coverage dates; (4) any employee Oedlictions; (5) gross 
~ for the Pll.Y period; (6) each emplo~ ear-to-date r.;~~"P"Yi 
and (7) the reason for any exclusion. It tile diltY ef . The 
executive director t6 shall check the copies of all sueh payroll 
abstracts against the memhership records of the association to 
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ascertain whether ffi' *'* any omissions have been made by ~ a 
department head in the reporting of ~ new public employees for 
membership. The head of any department shall furnish a carbon or 
duplicate coPy oOhe department payroll abstract at the request of 
the executive director. The executive director may delegate an 
association employee !i.Y. appointment, in accordance with section 
353.03, subdivision 3a, paragraph (5), clause (5), to conduct ~ field 
audit to review the payroll records of ~ governmental subdivision. 

Sec. 13. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 353.27, 
subdivision 12, is amended to read: 

Subd. 12. [OMITTED SALARY DEDUCTIONS; OBLIGATIONS.] 
In the case of omission of required deductions from salary of an 
employee, past due for a ~ at' 60 days or less, the head of the 
department shall deduct from the employee's next salary payment 
and fertflwith remit to the executive director the amount of the 
employee contribution delinquency, with cumulative interest 
theresB at the rate of six percent f'eF aBBlIm ~ year, compounded 
annually, from the date or dates each delinquent employee contri
bution was first payable, st>eh. The interest ffi must be paid by the 
employer. 'I'6 the ~ that aa,. st>eh emitted ~irea aedlletieBs 
are *'* f'I'id by the em13leyee, they shall eeBstitllte a liaeility at'the 
gaverBmeBtal slll3elivisieB whieft failed ffi make said re'lllirea de
alletieBs, with interest thereen as hereiBeefere s13eeitiea. Aftet' J..Iy 
l-; ~ ~ st>eh Omitted required deductions, past due for a period 
in excess of 60 days, shall eeeeme are the sole obligation of the 
governmental subdivision from the time st>eh the deductions were 
first payable, together with interest there en aSBereineefere speci
fied in this subdivision. Any amount so due, together with employer 
and additional employer contributions at the rates and in the 
amounts specified in subdivisions 3 and 3a, with interest thereen at 
the rate of six percent compounded annually from the date they were 
first payable, shall must be paid from the proceeds of a tax levy made 
13l1rsllant ffi under section 353.28, or from other funds available to 
the employer. Unless otherwise indicated, this subdivision shall 
have has both retroactive and prospective application, and the 
governmental subdivision is liable retroactively and prospectively 
for all amounts due herellnaer under it. No action for the recovery of 
delin'l"eftt omitted employee and emproyer contributions or interest 
on contributions may be commenced and no payment of aeliB'llleBt 
omitted contributions may be made or accepted unless the associa
tion has already commenced action for recovery of aeliB'lllent 
omitted contributions, after the expiration of three calendar years 
_ lellewing after the calendar year in which the contributions 
were omitted. An action for the recovery of omitted contributions or 
interest commences five calendar days after the date of the written 
correspondence requesting information from the governmental unit 
that may lead to ~ recovery of omitted contributions. 

Sec. 14. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 353.27, is amended by 
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adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 12a. A member who was employed and met the eligibility 
reQUli'ementslor participatiofl1n the assoClatiMbefore July h 
1973, who has a period of employment in which 12revloUsly omitted 
emproyer contributions were made unaei'SUIJdlVision 12 but for 
whom no, or onl\partial,omrtted emplOYee contributionsnave been 
made, or ~ mem er who had prior coverage m the association for 
which previously omitted employer contributions were made under 
Siilidlvlsion 12 but who termmated service before requireaomrtted 
emplo~ee contrillutions could be withheld from salary, may ~ the 
omitte employee contributions for the peraod on which omitted. 
employer contributions were JreviOusly ~ plus interest at the 
rate of six percent compoUi1cfe annually. The statute of limitations 
for payment of omitted deductions in sUbdlV1sionl2 applies. 

Sec. 15. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 353.27, subdivision 13, 
is amended to reacl: 

Subd. 13. [CERTAIN. WARRANTS CANCELED.] Any A warrant 
payable from the retirement fund remaining unpaid for it period of 
'** five years, sftaH must be canceled into the retirement fund and 
not into the general fund. 

Sec. 16. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 353.29, 
subdivision 6, is amended to read: 

Subd. 6. [RETIREMENT BEFORE ELIGIBILITY FOR SOCIAL 
SECURITY BENEFITS.] Any A member or former member who 
retires before becoming eligible fur social security retirenient bene
fits may elect to receive an optional retirement annuity from the 
association whleft that provides for different annuity amounts over 
different periods of retirement. The election of this optional retire
ment annuity sftaH must be exercised by making application to the 
board of trustees. The optiona:l annuity sftaH must take the form of 
an annuity payable for the period before the a:nnuitant becomes 
eligible for social security old age retirement benefits in a greater 
amount than the amount of the annuity calculated under subdivi
sions 2 and 3 on the basis of the age of the annuitant at retirement 
~ eq..al iasefaF as "essiele t& the seeial se ... Fity eM age FetiFemeat 
Benefit "'* the aaj .. sted FetiFemeat aaa .. ity alfte .. "t "ayaele HHme
aiately after the aaa .. itaat eeeelftes eligiele far seeial see .. Fity eM 
age FetiFelfteat eeaefits iH aft alfte .. "t less thaD the alfte .. "t ef the 
aaa .. ity eale .. lated Hftdep s..edkisis"s g "'* g 6ft the Basis ef the age 
ef the a"a .. ita"t at FetiFelfte"t. ~ seeial see"Fity leveliag 6jltHm 
""'Y Be eale .. lated Based 6ft BPead aveFage seeial· se ... Fity eM age 
FetiFelfteat aeftefits. The optional annuity sftaH must be the actuar
ial equivalent of the normal retirement annuity computed on the 
basis of age at retirement. This greater amount sftaH must be paid 
until the annuitant reaches the age ef62, at which timethePayment 
from the association sftaH must be reduced. The board of trustees 
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shall establish the method of computing the optional retirement 
annuity under this subdivision shalt he established by the bsaffi sf 
tmstees. In establishing the method of computing the optional 
retirement annuity, the board of trustees shall obtain the written 
ree8mmendati8n approval of the commission-retained actuary. The 
recommendations shalt must be a part of the permanent records of 
the board of trustees. --

Sec. 17. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 353.32, 
subdivision la, is amended to read: 

Subd. 1a. [SURVIVING SPOUSE OPTIONAL ANNUITY.] If a 
member or former member who has attained the at least age sf at 
least 50 years and has credit for not less than five years of allowable 
service, or who has credit for not less than 30 years of allowable 
service, regardless of age attained, dies before the annuity or 
disability benefit has beeome payable begins to accrue in accordance 
with section 353.29, subdivision 7, or 353.33, subdivision 2, notwith
standing any designation of beneficiary to the contrary, fhe surviv
ing spouse may elect to receive, ffi Iiffi:I: instead of a refund with 
interest provided in subdivision 1, or survivor benefits otherwise 
payable pursuant t6 under section 353.31, an annuity equal to the 
100 percent joint and survivor annuity whieh that the member could 
have qualified for had the member terminated service on the date of 
death. The surviving spouse may apply for the annuity at any time 
after the date on which the deceased employee would have attained 
the required age for retirement based on the employee's allowable 
service. The annuity sBa-U must be computed as provided in sections 
353.29, subdivisions 2 and 3; and 353.30, subdivisions 1, la, 1b and 
1c. Sections 353.34, subdivision 3, anc! 353.71, subdivision 2, apply 
to a deferred annuity payable under this subdivision. No payment 
shalt may accrue beyond the end ofthe month in which entitlement 
to the annuity has terminated. An amount equal to the any excess, 
Hm>y, of the accumulated contributions whieh that were credited to 
the account of the deceased employee over and above the total of the 
annuities paid and payable to the surviving spouse shalt must be 
paid to the deceased member's last designated beneficiary or, if 
none, to the legal representative of the estate of the deceased 
member. Any A member may specify in writing that this subdivision 
shalt does not apply and that payment shalt may be made only to the 
designated beneficiary, as otherwise provided by this chapter. 

Sec. 18. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 353.32, subdivision 5, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 5. [$1,500 OR LESS, LIMITED.] If a member or former 
member dies without having designated a beneficiary, or if the 
beneficiary should die before making application for refund of the 
sum to the credit of such decedent, and the amount of the refund is 
$1,500 or less, the board of trustees may 90 days after the date of 
death, in the absence of probate proceedings, make payment to the 
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surviving spouse of the said decedent, or, if none, to the ftffi<t ef kffi 
-.leP the laws ef "eseelTt ef the state ef Mim,eseta decedent's 
personal re~esentative or, g: none, to the estate. s.wh ~ payment 
shall be un er this subdIVision is a bar to recovery by any other 
person or persons. Any A retirement annuity,' or disability or 
survivor benefitwhleh shall have that has accrued at the time of 
death of an annuitant, disabilitant or survivor may be paid in like 
the same manner. ---

Sec. 19. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 353.33, subdivision 7, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 7. [PARTIAL REEMPLOYMENT.] Shell'" saelt If a disabled 
person resllme resumes a gainful occupation from which-earnings 
are less than the salary at the date of disability or the salary 
currently paid for similar positions, the board shall continue the 
disability benefit in an amount whleh that when added to saelt the 
earnings, does not exceed the salary at th~ date of disability or the 
salary currently paid for similar positions, whichever is higher, 
provided the disability benefit ffi saelt ease does not exceed the 
disability benefit originally allowed, plus any ostretirement adjust
ments payable after December 31, 1988, in accor ance with section 
ITA.T8, subdivision 10. No deductions for the retirement fund SIHlll 
mat be taken from the salary of a disabled person who is receiving 
a . sability benefit as provided in this subdivision. 

Sec. 20. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 353.34, 
subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [DEFERRED ANNUITY; ELIGIBILITY; COMPUTA
TION.] Any j>ef'OOft A member with at least five years of allowable 
service when termination of public service occurs shall have has the 
option of leaving the accumulated deductions in the fund and 
therelly Be being entitled to a deferred retirement annuity com
·mencing at age 65 or f6I' to a deferred early retirement annuity 
I'llrSllaBt t& under section 353.30, subdivision 1, la, Ib or lc. The 
deferred anniiltYShall must be computed in the maBBer I'revi"e" ffi 
under section 353.29, subdivisions 2 and 3, on the basis of the law in 
effect on the date of termination of public service and shall must be 
augmented as provided in section 353.71, subdivision 2. Any j>ef'OOft 

A former member qualified to apply for a deferred retirement 
annuity may revoke this option at any time )'lfi<w t& before the 
commencement of defen;ed annuity payments by making applica
tion for a refund. The person shall Be is entitled to a refund of 
accumulated member contributions within 30 days following date of 
receipt of the application by the executive director. 

Sec. 21. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 353.37, subdivision 1, is 
amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [EFFECT ON ANNUITY.) The annuity of a person 
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otherwise eligible taeFefeF for an annuity under this chapter shall 
must be suspended if the person reenters, and for as long as the 
person remains in, public service as a nonelective employee of a 
governmental subdivision, if earned compensation for the reemploy
ment service equals or exceeds the annual maximum earnings 
allowable for that age for the continued receipt of full benefit 
amounts monthly under the federal old age, survivors and disability 
insurance program as set by the secretary of health and human 
services jlHFSHaftt t& the jlFe"lisieBS sf under United States Code, 
title 42, section 403, in any calendar year. In the event that the 
person has not yet reached the minimum age for the receipt of social 
security benefits, the maximum earnings for the person shall be are 
equal to the annual maximum earnings allowable for the minimum 
age for the receipt of social security benefits. The suspension of the 
annuity shall must commence as of the first of the month after the 
month in which the maximum permitted compensation is exceeded 
as aeFeift jlFe'lieee, but shall it applies only apj>ly to those months in 
which the annuitant is actually employed in nonelective service in a 
position covered by this chapter. Any An annuitant of the association 
who is elected to public office after retirement shall be is entitled to 
hold Sll€ft the office and receive the annuity otherwise payable from 
the public employees retirement association. Upon. proper showing 
by an annuitant that the reason for the suspension of the annuity 
payments no longer exists, the monthly annuity payments shall 
must be resumed. Public service performed by an annuitant subse
quent to retirement under this chapter shall does not increase or 
decrease the amount of 1lftY an annuity when payment of the 
annuity is resumed. The annuitant shall may not be FeE(HiFee t& 
make any further contributions to the retirement fund by reason of 
this subsequent public service. 

Sec. 22. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 353.65, subdivision 2, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 2. The employee contribution shall be is an amount equal to 
eight percent of the total salary of every the member. This contri
bution shall must be made by deduction from salary in the manner 
provided in subdivision 4. Where any portion of a member's salary is 
paid from other than public funds, Sll€ft the member's employee 
contribution shall be is based on the total sarary received from all 
sources. If the memlieF is a fipefighteF emjl'eyee .... less thaD a 
rHII time basis, the membe.' s t&tal salaPy shall net iBelHee 1lftY 
FeimJ,..psemeflt jlaymeflts fur Hre eailEr. 

Sec. 23. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 353A.10, 
subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [LEVY AND BONDING AUTHORITY.] A municipality 
in which was located a local police or firefighters relief association 
whieh that has consolidated with the fund may issue ""eeial general 
obligation bonds of the municipality to defray all or a portion of the 
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principal amounts specified in section 353A.09, subdivisions 2 to 6, 
or certify to the county auditor an additional special levy in the 
amount necessary to defray all or a portion of the principal amount 
specified in section 353A.09, subdivisions 2 to 6, or the annual 
amount specified in section 353A.09, subdivisions 2 to 6. The 
municipality may pledge the full faith, credit, and tax1ng power of 
the munici~ality for the payment of the principal of an interest on 
the genera obligation bonds. Notwithstanding any law to the 
contrary, any additional special levy Shall ma~ not be included in 
any limitation concerning rate or amount esta lished by charter or 
law and·shall must be a special levy for the purposes of section 
275.50, subdivision 5, clause (0), and any municipal bond may be 
issued Shall without an election under section 475.58 and may not 
be included in the netilebt of the mnnicipality for purposes of any 
charter or statutory debt limitation, nor shall may any tax levy for 
the payment of bond principal or interest be subject to any limitation 
concerning rate or amount established by charter or law. 

Sec. 24. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 353C.02, is 
amended to read: 

353C.02 [CORRECTIONAL SERVICE EMPLOYEES.] 

A local government correctional service employee is a person who: 

(1) meets the definition of "essential employee" in section 
179A.03, subdivision 7, excluding state employees, University of 
Minnesota employees, firefighters, peace officers snbject to licensure 
under sections 626.84 to 626.855, employees of hospitals other than 
state hospitals, confidential employees, supervisory employees other 
than sliflervis8Fy employees ef who supervise correctional officers 
and who are stationed at correctional facilities or city or qmnty jails, 
principals, and assistant principals; 

(2) is employed by Dakota county, Hennepin county, Ramsey 
county, St, l.e1iie e8liHty, or Washington county, if the county elects 
to participate under section 353C.04 or ~ !'c joint-powers correc
tional agency in which St. Louis county or its municipalities 
participate, !f the governing body of the agency elects to participate 
under section 353C.04; 

(3) is a public employee within the meaning of section 353.01, 
subdivisions 2 and 2a; and 

(4) is not at the time of the exercise of the participation option 
under section 353C.04 a member of the basic program of the public 
employees retirement association or a member ofthe public employ
ees police and fire fund. 

Sec. 25. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 353C.03, is 
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amended to read: 

353C.03 [CORRECTIONAL SERVICE PLAN COVERAGE.] 

Subdivision l. [INITIAL COVERAGE.] A person who is a local 
government correctional service employee on June 30, 1988, or on 
the date on which the county elects to participate in the plan under 
section 353C.04, Whichever lSlater, is a member of the local 
government correctional serviCe retirement plan and shall begin 
contributing to the plan on July 1, 1988, or on the first day of the 
first pay perio~ following the date on which the county elects to 
participate in ~ plan under section 353C.04, whichever is later. 

Subd. 2. [SUBSEQUENT COVERAGE.] A person who becomes a 
local government correctional service employee after June 30, 1988, 
or on the date on which the county elects to participate in the pial 
under section 353C.04, whichever is later, is a member of the loca 
government correctional service retirement plan and shall contrib
ute to the plan. 

Sec. 26. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 353C.04, is 
amended to read: 

353C.04 lLOCAL GOVERNMENT EMPLOYING UNIT PARTIC
IPATION OPTION.] 

Dakota county, Hennepin county, Ramsey county, St, Leffis 
eounty, or Washington county or the governing board of !'c joint
powers correctional agency in which St. Louis county or its munic
ipalities participate may elect to provide its correctional employees 
with retirement coverage by the local government correctional 
service retirement plan Ht lieH instead of retirement coverage by the 
public employees retirement association or the public employees 
police and fire fund. The election must be made on a form provided 
by the executive director of the public employees retirement associ
ation and, once made, is irrevocable for all local government correc
tional service employees employed by the eetHtty employing unit. 

Sec. 27. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 353C.05, is 
amended to read: 

353C.05 [CORRECTIONAL SERVICE PLAN CONTRIBU
TIONS.] 

Subdivision 1. [MEMBER CONTRIBUTIONS.] Beginning with 
the first full pay period after July 1, 1988, after the effective date of 
tbe election to provide retirement coverage by the local governmen
tal unit, or after becoming a local government correctional service 
employee, whichever is later, ffi lieu instead of employee contribu
tions payable under section 353.27, subdivision 2, a local govern-
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ment correctional service employee shall make an employee 
contribution in an amount equal to fi¥e 7.5 percent of salary. 

Subd. 2. [EMPLOYER CONTRIBUTIONS.] Beginning with the 
first full pay period after July 1, 1988, after the effective date of the 
election to provide retirement coverage by the local governmental 
unit, or. after becoming a local government correctional service 
employee, whichever is later, .... *"" instead of employer contribu
tions payable under section 353.27, subdivision 3, the employer shall 
contribute for a local government correctional service employee an 
amount equal to fi¥e 7.5 percent of salary. 

Subd. 3. [ADJUSTMENT IN CONTRIBUTION RATES.] Begin
ning with the first full pay .period after the most recent actuarial 
valuation of the local government correctional service retirement 
plan prepared by the actuary retained by the legislative commission 
on pensions and retirement is filed with the executive director of the 
public employees retirement association, the member contribution 
rate is a percentage that equals one-half of the calculated total 
actuarial requirement of the plan, and the employer contribution 
rate is. the balance of the calculated total actuarial requirement of 
the plan. 

Sec. 28. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 353C.06, 
subdivision 1, is amended to read: . 

Subdivision 1. [ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS.] After separa
tion from public employment, an employee covered under section 
353C.02 who has attained the age of at least 55 years and has credit 
for not less than teft five years of coverage in the local government 
correctional service plan is entitled, upon application, to a normal 
retirement annuity. In *"" Instead of a normal retirement annuity, 
a retiring employee may elect to receive the optional annuity 
provided in section 353.30, subdivision 3. 

Sec. 29. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 353C.06, 
subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [ANNUITY AMOUNT.] The average salary as defined in 
subdivision 2, multiplied by two percent for each year of allowable 
service for the first ten years and 2.5 percent for each additional year 
of allowable service, and E!:Q rata for completed months less than" 
full year, determines the amount of the normal annuity. If a person 
has earned allowable service in the public employees retirement 
association or the public employees police and fire fund for perform
ing services other. than those of a local government correctional 
employee, the annuity representing such service must be computed 
in accordance with the coordinated formula under sections 353.29 
and 353.30 or section 353.651, whichever applies. 

Sec. 30. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 353C.06, 
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subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [ACCRUAL AND DURATION.] The annuity under this 
section begins to accrue as provided in section 353.29, subdivision 7, 
and HHiSt be !*lid fe¥ aft aaaitisaai, The annuity is payable for the 
life of the recipient, or in accordance with the terms of any optional 
annui£Yi'orm selected, and is payable for 84Tun calellilar months or 
to the first of the monthfOllowing the month in which the employee 
becomes age 65, whichever occurs first. After a recipient has 
received the annuity calculated under this formula for 84 full 
calendar months or to the first of the month following the month in 
which the employee becomes age 65, whichever occurs first, the 
benefit must be recomputed in accordance with the coordinated 
formula in sections 353.29 and 353.30, except that if this amount, 
when added to the social security benefit based on state public 
service the employee is eligible to receive at that time, is less than 
the benefit payable under subdivision 3, the retired employee HHiSt is 
entitled to receive an amount payable under subdivision 3, less any 
amount payable from social security based on pubUc service used in 
the benefit calculation. When an annuity is re uced under this 
Sii1idivision, any percentage of a.djustments that have been applied 
to the original annuity under section 11A.18, before the reduction, 
must be compounded and applied to the reduced annuity. 

Sec. 31. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 353C.07, is 
amended to read: 

353C.07 [AUGMENTATION IN CERTAIN CASES.] 

Subdivision 1. [AUGMENTATION FOR PRIOR SERVICE BEN
EFITS.] Unless prior service has been transferred or unless a 
combined service annuity under section 356.30 has been elected, an 
employee who becomes a local government correctional employee 
after being a member of the public employees retirement association 
or the public employees police and fire fund is covered under section 
353.71, subdivision 2, with respect to that prior service. 

Subd. 2. [DEFERRED ANNUITIES AUGMENTATION.] The de
ferred annuity, if any, accruing under section 353.71 or 3D3C.06, 
must be computed as provided in section 353C.06, subdivislOn 3, on 
tneOasis of allowable service before the termination of correctional 
ServTceana augmented as proVIded1n this subdivision. The reguired 
reserves applicable to a deferred annuity or to an annuTIYfor which 
!! former correctional service employee was eligible, bufnad not 
applied, or to any deferred segment of an annuity must be deter
milled as of the date on which the benefit begins to accrue and 
a:ugmenteoQy interest at the rate of three percentcOiiij?OUnaed 
annually from the first dab of the month following the month in 
which the felion ceased to ~!! correctional service eriip[oyee to the 
first dat 0 t e month in which the annuity begins to accrue. ITa 
person as more than one perioQ of uninterrupted service, The 
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required reserves related to each period must be' augented ~ 
interest under this subdivision. The sum of the augmente required 
reserves so determined IS the present valueor the annuity. "Unin
terrupted service" has the meaning ~iVlt !! in section 353.71, 
subdivision 2.!! a person Jepars a refun , t e service restored!iY the 
repayment mustoe conSI ere to be continuous with the next per"r 
of service for which the person has credit ~ the ~Ian. The formu a 
percentages used for each period of uninterrupte service must be 
those applicable to ~ new emplohee. The mortality table and interest 
assumption usedto compute t is annuit~ must be those in effect 
when the person mes an applICation for t e---am;:uTI:v ~ Sii6dIV1-" 
sion shall not reduce the annuity otherwise payable under this 
chapter. 

Sec. 32. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 353C.08, 
subdivision 5, is amended to read: 

Subd. 5. [DISABILITY BENEFIT TERMINATION.] The disabil
ity benefit paid to a disabled local government correctional employee 
terminates at the end of the month in which the employee reaches 
age 62. If the disabled local government correctional employee is 
still disabled when the employee reaches age 62, the employee is 
deemed to be a retired employee and, ifthe employee had elected an 
optional annuity under subdivision 3, must receive an annuity in 
accordance with the terms of the optional annuity previously 
elected. If the employee had not elected an optional annuity under 
subdivision 3, the employee may elect either to receive a normal 
retirement annuity computed on the coordinated formula in the 
manner provided in section g[jgc;.--G€l 353.29 or to receive an optional 
annuity as provided in section 353.30, subdivision 3, based on the 
same length of service 'as, used in the calculation of the disability 
benefit. Election of an optional annuity must be made before 
attaining the age of 62 years. The reduction for retirement prior to 
age 65 as provided in section 353.30, subdivisions 1 and lc, is not 
applicable. The savings clause provision of section 353C.06, subdi-
vision 4,~ applicable. ' 

Sec. 33. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 353C.08, is 
amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 7. [COMBINED SERVICE DISABILITY BENEFIT.] Ifthe 
emPIOYee~ entitled to receive a disability benefit as provided in 
subdivision 1 or 2 andnas credit lor less covered correctional service 
than the len~ -of sernce upon wlllcli the correctIOnal disability 
benefit is base, and also has credit for regular tan service, the 
employee ~ entitlei1to ~ dISability benefit or de erred retirement 
annuity based on the regular plan service only for the service that, 
when combined with the correctional service, exceeOsthe numberor 
~ears on which the correctional disability benefit lSbased. The 

isabled employee who also has credit for regular planlservice must 
in all respects qualTIf"under section 353.33 to be entit ed to receive 
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a disability benefit based on the regular plan service, except that the 
service may be combined to satisfy length of service requirements. 
Any deferred annuity to which the employee may be entitled based 
on regular plan service must be augmented as provided in section 
353.71 while the employee ~ receiving !'. disability benefit under 
this section. 

Sec. 34. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 353D.05, 
subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [INVESTMENT OPTIONS.] (a) An individual partici
pant may elect to purchase shares in the income share account, the 
growth share account, the money market account, the bond market 
,account, or the common stock index account established by section 
11A.17, or a combination of those accounts. The participant may 
elect to purchase shares in a combination of those accounts by 
specifying the percentage of contributions to be used to purchase 
shares in each of the accounts. 

(b) Twice in a calendar year, a participant may indicate in writing 
a choice of 'options for subsequent purchases of shares. Thepeaftep 
After a choice is made, until the participant makes a different 
written indication, the executive director of the association shall 
purchase shares in the supplemental investment fund or funds 
specified by the participant. If no initial option is indicated by a 
participant, the executive director shall invest all contributions 
made by or on behalf of a participant in the income share account. A 
choice of investment options is effective no later than the first pay 
date HFst occurring more than 30 days after receipt of the written 
choice of options. 

(c) Twice in a calendar year, a participant or former participant 
may also change the investment options selected for all or a portion 
of the individual's previously purchased shares. If a partial transfer 
of previously purchased shares is selected, a minimum of $eOO $200 
must be transferred and a minimum balance of $eOO $200 must 
remain in the previously selected investment option. A change may 
be made only from one account or a combination of accounts to a 
single account. A change under this paragraph is effective as soon as 
cash flow to an account permits, but not later than six months from 
the requested change. 

Sec. 35. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 353D.07, 
subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [TYPE OF PLAN; UNIFORMITY.] The plan is a 
defined contribution plan where when the benefits are payable upon 
termination of service, retirement, or death, ffi! wlthElra'Ji'al wheft 
IleFffiiUed, are. The amount of benefits is determined by the value of 
accumulated contributions plus a proportionate share of investment 
income of the fund credited to each individual account. Each 
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ambulance service shall determine eligibility for participation sub
ject to terms of this act. Eligibility standards must be uniform 
among all ambulance service personnel of an ambulance service 
electing to participate. 

Sec. 36. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 353D.07, 
subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [AGEt VESTINC PAYMENT OF BENEFITS.] NaFmal 
Fetipemeat age is 50 yeIli"!r. EIH'IY FetiFement lS Bet allawed. SH.ty 
ma .. thB of BeFviee ere<lit are Fe'l .. iFed t6F vestiag of FetiFemeat 
"eaelits. N6 miaim .. m peFiOO of seFviee is Fe'l .. iFed t6F vestiag of 
death "e .. elitB. Withdrawal of or a retirement benefit based on 
member contributions and em~oyer contributions plus accrued 
investment income vests ~ pa~a Ie immediately upon the death or 
termination of an active mem er for !Ie p'::"~t.,:hat exceeds 30 days. 
t:Ifl6ft eamllietian of 6i) ma .. ilis of seFviee the PItH> with eae "" 
mere amb1:daftee sePliees, a fJaF-tiei(3aat teriBiftatiftg aetWe seFViee 
!lFisF to age 50 is entitled to Feeeive the valae of thellaFtieillaat's 
iadivid .. al aeee .. nt "!l8B"" afteF attaining age {iih An application by 
or on behalf of the participant must be filed before any payment of 
benefits may be made. 

Sec. 37. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 353D.07, 
subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [DISL\BILITY 00 DEATH OF A MEMBER.] N6 disabil 
ity eaveFage shall he llFavided by the lllan:1n the event of the death 
of an active participant with any .. edited seNiee "" a defened 
llaFtieillaat HBdeF age 50, the total value of the account shall must 
be paid in a lump sum to the designated beneficiary or, if none, the 
heirs at law of the decedent. 

Sec. 38. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 353D.08, is 
amended to read: 

353D.08 [PORTABILITY.] 

Qualified ambulance service personnel who change employment 
or membership among participating ambulance services may must 
continue participation in the plan witha .. t lle .. alty "" £eFfeit .. Fe afteF 
theiF iRteFeBt ¥eStEr. Q .. alified amh .. lanee seFviee lleFse .... el wile 
eha .. ge elBjllayment "" IBemhemhill to a RaRllaFtieillati"g amba
laaee seNiee are 00t s .. Bjeet to the £emit .. Fe Fe'l .. iFed by seetia .. 
3li3D.()7, sal3divisisn Ii!f termination from one participating ambu
lance service and commencement in another partIcipating ambu
lance service occur within 30 days. 

Sec. 39. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 356.302, 
subdivision 1, is amended to read: . 
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Subdivision L [DEFINITIONS.] (a) The terms used in this section 
are defined in this subdivision. 

(b) ''Average salary" means the highest average of covered salary 
for the appropriate period of credited service that is required for the 
calculation of a disability benefit by the covered retirement plan and 
that is drawn from any period of credited service and successive 
years of covered salary in a covered retirement plan. 

(c) "Covered retirement plan" or "plan" means a retirement plan 
listed in subdivision 7. 

(d) "Duty-related" means a disabling illness or injury that oc
curred while the person was actively engaged in employment duties 
or that arose out of the person's active employment duties. 

(e) "General employee retirement plan" means a covered retire
ment plan listed in subdivision 7, clauses (1) to (8). 

(D "Occupationally disabled" means j;fte eaflElitiaft ef having alloy a 
medically determinable physical or mental impairment that makes 
a person unable to satisfactorily perform the minimum require
ments ofthe person's employment position or a substantially similar 
employment position. 

(g) "Public safety employee retirement plan" means a covered 
retirement plan listed in subdivision 7, clauses (9) to (11). 

(h) "Totally and permanently disabled" means j;fte e8ftliiti8ft ef 
having alloy a medically determinable physical or mental impair
ment that makes a person unable to engage in any substantial 
gainful activity and that is expected to continue or has continued for 
a period of at least one year or that is expected to result directly in 
the person's death. 

Sec. 40. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 356.302, 
subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [GENERAL EMPLOYEE PLAN ELIGIBILITY RE
QUIREMENTS.] A disabled member of a covered retirement plan 
who has credit for allowable service in a combination of general 
employee retirement plans is entitled to a combined service disabil
ity benefit if the member: 

(1) is less than 65 years of age on the date of application for the 
disability benefit; 

(2) has become totally and permanently disabled; 

(3) has credit for allowable service in any combination of general 
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employee retirement plans totaling at least ten yeape H ~ j!effl9ft 
ftas...,j; fe .. eaed ageW6l' at least five yearsH~j!effl9fthaspe .. eaed 
ageW; 

(4) has credit for at least six months of allowable service with the 
current general employee retirement plan before the commencement 
of the disability; 

(5) has at least five continuous years of allowable service credit by 
the general employee retirement plan or has at least a total of five 
years of allowable service credit by a combination of general em
ployee retirement plans in a 72-month period during which. no 
interruption of allowable service credit from a termination of 
employment exceeded 2~r days; and 

(6) is not receiving a retirement annuity or disability benefit from 
any covered general employee retirement plan at the time of the 
commencement of the disability. 

Sec. 41. [ELECTION TO RESUME RETIREMENT COVERAGE.) 

A persoll employed ~.!! public h~spital as defined in section 
355.71, su diviSIOn 3, who exercised an option under Laws 1963, 
chapter 793, section 3, subdivision 5;between July h 1963, and 
June 30, 1967, to terminate membership in the coordinateaprogram 
of the public emplo"es retirement aSSOClatioii mal elect to resume 
that membership. T e election to resume. members ip must be made 
before October 1,. 1988, on !! form prescribed .fu: theexecutive 
director ofthepulilic emploJees retirement associatio!l."Resumption 
of memberShIp begin as of the first day of the first full pay period 
lifter the election ~ lied with the executivemrector. 

Sec. 42. [REPEALER.) 

Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 353D.07, subdivi
sion 5, is repealed. 

Sec. 43. [EFFECTIVE DATE.) 

Section 12 is effective March h 1988 .. Section 21 is effective 
January 1, 1988. The remaining sections are effective Jury h 1988. 

ARTICLE 6 

MEDICARE COVERAGE REFERENDUM 

Section 1. [355.90) [OPTIONAL MEDICARE COVERAGE FOR 
CERTAIN PRE-1986 PUBLIC EMPLOYEES.) 
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Subdivision 1. [DEFINITIONS.] (a) Notwithstanding any provi
sion of section 355.01 to the contrary, the terms used in this section 
are defined in this subdivision. 

(b) "Employee" means anactive member or participant of '!c public 
em 10 ee pension plan listed in section 356.30, subdivision 3, 
clauses ~ (6), (7), (9), (10), (11), and (12), who g; not covered I>.Y: '!c 
previous agreement under section 355-.02 for that employment and 
who meets the requirements of United States Code, title 42, section 4I8(V)(2)." - ----

(c) "Employment" means service performed for compensation I>.Y: 
an employee in the employ of the state or of '!c political subdivision 
that constitutes Medicare qualified government employment under 
the provisions of United States Code, title 42, section 41O(p). 

(d) "Political subdivision" means a public employer under section 
355.01, subdivision 10. 

(e) "Social Security Act" means the act cited in section 355.01, 
subdivision 8. 

(D "State agency" means the commissioner of employee relations 
or the commissioner's designee. 

i.gl "Wages" means compensation specified In section 355 .. 01, 
subdivision 2. 

Subd. 2. [OPTIONAL MEDICARE COVERAGE AGREEMENT.] 
The state agency, with the approval of the governor, may modify its 
agreement on behalf of the state and its political subdivisions with 
the Secretary of Health and Human Services to extend the provi
sions of United States Code, title 42, sections 426, 426-1, and 1395c, 
to current employees of the state and its politiCal subdivisions who 
do not have that coverage through coverage I>.Y: the federal old age, 
survivors, and disability insurance pr'$ram for that employment 
under any previous agreement or modifIcation of the agreement. 

Subd. 3. [REFERENDUM.] !l referendum on the question of 
extending the provisions of United States Code, title 42, sections 
426, 426-1, and 1395c, must be held for each public employee 
pension plan listed in section 356.30, subdivision 3, except clauses 
(5) and (6), that has current members or participants who do not 
have coverage I>.Y: the federal old age, survivors, and disability 
insurance program for the employment giving rise to that pension 
plan membership. The state agency shall supervise the referendum 
in accordance with United States Code, title 42, section 418, on the 
date or dates set by the governor for each peilSTon plan. The notice 
of the referendum provided to each employee must contain '!c 
statement sufficient to inform the person of the rights available to 
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the person as an employee in Medicare qualified government 
employment anathe employee contribution rates aPflicable to the 
progra".": The referendum i~ approved if i'c mal0rity o. the members 
'or partlcl!{ants mdicate their deslTe to have t e coverage on i'c form 
prescribe ~ the state agency. Ifthe reterendum ~ approved~ 
fIvernor shall certiy that fact to the Secretary of Health ana 

uman Services, an the covera e is effective for all members or 
participants of the plan on U first of the monfh after the certin: 
cation unless tneparticipant or member elects coverage effective 
retroacUVeIYtOApril h 1986: 

Subd. 4. [EMPLOYEE AND EMPLOYER CONTRIBUTIONS.] (a) 
!! the referendum is approved, beginning on the first of the month 
after the certification of approval ~ the governor, the emylQYerOf 
each member or participant covered ~e referendum sha I deduct 
from the wages of the employee an amount equal to the tax that 
would be imposed under United States Code, title 26, section 
3101(b), if the services of the employeeTor which wages were paid 
constituted employment aSdefined in United States Code, title 26, 
section 3121. 

(b) In addition to the deduction specified in liaragraph (a), the 
employer of each member or participant covered iiY the referendum 
shall also Pi'cY an amount equ,\l to the tax that. would be imposed 
under United States COde, tit e 26, section 311UJ)),"On the same 
wage base speclfledJ:nparagraph W. - - --

(c) The amounts under paragraphs (a) and (b) shall be paid ~ the 
employer to the secretary of the Treasury in the manner reguire~ 
the secretary. 

Sec. 2. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

Section 1 ~ effective the day following final enactment. 

ARTICLE 7 

VOLUNTEER FIREFIGHTERS RELIEF ASSOCIATIONS 

Section 1. [60A.40] [APPROVAL OF VOLUNTEER FIREANNU
ITY CONTRACT BUSINESS.] 

No insurance company that issues single liremium annuity con
tracts may enter into an annuity contract wit a volunteer firefigIit= 
ers relief association in this state unless the insurance company has 
been authorized to conllilct this ~ of business !i.Y the commis
SWller. IT the commissioner finds-that the insurance company is 
rated according to i'c recognizeonational rating agency or organiza
tion among the !QJl. 25 percent of all insurance companies doing this 
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~ of business and ~ so situated and has sufficient capabilities to 
service these contracts throughout the state, the commissioner shall 
approve the insurance company tor the conduct of this type of 
business. 

Sec, 2. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 424A.02, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 8a. [PURCHASE OF ANNUITY CONTRACTS.] A relief 
asSOciation providing a lump-sum service pension, !f the governmg 
articles of incorporation or bylaws so provide, may purchase an 
annuity contract on behalf of -'" retirin~ member in an amount equal: 
to the service pension otherwise payab e at the request of the person 
anilTn place of -'" direct payment to the person. The annuity contract 
mustoe purcnased from an Insurance carrier licensedto do business 
in this state and approved for this product fu: the commerce 
commissioner under section l. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 424A.02, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 12a. [COMBINED SERVICE PENSIONS.] If the articles of 
inCOrj)oration or bylaws of the associations so provwe,a volunteer 
firefighter with total service credit often years or more as a member 
of two or more relief associations ls entlflea, when otherwise 
gua1IDe~ to ~ prOraled service penswn from eacllaSSociation iIi 
which the member has two years or more of service credit. TUe 
prorateuservice pellsIOn must be based on-the service penswn 
amount in effect for the relief association on the date volunteer 
fireflghtmg SerVIces-covered ~ that relief associatlonterminate. To 
receive 5!: service pension under this subdivision, the firefighter 
must become -'" member ofthe second or succeeding association and 
gte notice of membership to the prior association within twoY'Trs 
~ termination of active service with the prior association. he 
notice must be atteSteato fu: the association secretary. 

Sec. 4. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

Sections .! and ~ are effective the day following final enactment. 

Section ::l. ~ effective July h 1988, and applies to service per
formed ~-'" volunteer serving with a fireuepartment on that date or 
thereafter. 

ARTICLE 8 

LOCAL POLICE AND FIRE RELIEF ASSOCIATIONS 

Section l. [VIRGINIA FIREFIGHTERS RELIEF ASSOCIATION; 
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PRIOR LEGISLATION.] Laws 1987, chapter 372, article 2, section 
16, is amended to read: " 

Sec. 16. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

Section (is effective the day following final enactment. Sections 2 
t06 and 15 are effective upon approval by the Minneapolis city 
council and compliance with Minnesota Statutes, section 645.021. 
Sections 7 to 9 are effective upon approval by the Hibbing city 
council and compliance with Minnesota Statutes, section 645.021. 
Section 10 is effective as approved by the governing body of the city 
of West St. Paul and if there is compliance with Minnesota Statutes, 
section 645.021, and the increase in service pensionspayable due to 
section lOis initially payable on January 1, 1988, and is applicable 
to any member of the West St. Paul police relief association who 
retired on or after February 1, 1985. Section 11 is effective upon 
approval by the Clifton independent nonprofit firefighting corpora
tion and the approval of the governing body of the township of 
Duluth and compliance with Minnesota Statutes, section 645.021. 
Section 12 is effective upon approval by the Mankato city .council 
and compliance with Minnesota Statutes, section 645.021. Section 
13 is effective upon approval by the governing body of the city of 
Millerville and compliance with Minnesota Statutes, section 
645.021. Section 14 is effective retroactive to January h1987, upon 
approval by the Virginia city council and compliance with Minne
sota Statutes, section 645.021. 

Sec. 2. [VUWINIA FIREFIGHTERS RELIEF ASSOCIATION; 
SURVIVOR BENEFITS.] 

Survivor benefits accrued to a member of the Virginia firefighters 
relief association .'!£ to the date of death must be paid to surviving 
cmIdi-en, !! any, if the spouse of the member predeceases the 
member. IT no chllcrren survive the member, survivor benellts 
accrued to the member .'!£ to the date of death must be paid to the 
beneficiaryaesignated ~ tne member. 

Sec, 3. [EVELETH POLICE AND FIREFIGHTERS; BENEFIT 
INCREASE.] 

Notwithstanding any general or special law to the contrary, in 
addition to other benefits payable, retirement nerients payable to 
retired pollceorncers and firefighters and their surviving Stuses ~ 
the Eveleth police and fire trust fund may be increased QY $50 ~ 
month. Increases may be made retroactive tOJanuary 1, 1988. 

Sec. 4. [FRIDLEY FIREFIGHTERS; DEFINED CONTRIBUTION 
PLAN.] 

Notwithstanding any law to the contrary, the Fridley volunteer 
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firefighters relief association may amend its articles of incorpora
tion or bylaws to convert its defined benefit pension plan to a defined 
contilbution ~an. The conversion PJan must provide for allocation 
of special fun assets among indivi ual accounts to be established 
for each active firefighters association member. Instead of providing 
further defined pension plan benefits, the association shall purchase 
annuity contracts with eXIsting special fund assets for retired 
members and for active members who may not qualify as ~ "vol
unteer hrefighter" under MinnesotaBtatutes, chapter 424A. All 
provisions of Minnesota Statutes not inconsistent with this section 
govern the defined contribution plan established under this section. 

Sec. 5. Laws 1955, chapter 151, section 9, subdivision 7, as 
amended by Laws 1963, chapter 271, section 6, is amended to read: 

Subd. 7. The association shall pay to any member who, after not 
less than teD five years of service in the police department, retires 
because of sickness or injury occurring while not on duty and not 
engaged in police work and the retirement is necessary because the 
member is unable to perform police duties, a pension of -2{) ten units 
per month, and for each additional year of service over teft five years, 
a pension of two units per month, but not to exceed a total of 40 
units. If a member is entitled to more than 40 units through years of 
service, he shall receive those additional units over 40 when he 
becomes 50 years of age, but the total of these pension payments 
shall not exceed 50 units per month. 

Sec. 6. [MINNETONKA VOLUNTEER FIREFIGHTERS.] 

Subdivision 1. [EXCLUSION FROM COVERAGE.] Notwith
standing any law to the contrary, ~ volunteer firefighter serving 
with the Minnetonka fire department is excluded from the defini
tion Of"public employee" in Minnesota Statutes, section 353.01, 
subdivision 2, for activities undertaken as part of volunteer fire
fighter duties. Compensation paid to ~ Minnetonka volunteer fire
fighter for volunteer firefighting duties must be excluded from the 
definition of "salar~" in section 353.0I, subdiVision 10. A Minne
tonka volunteer fireigllter ~ not a member of the public employees 
police and fire fund as ~ result of volunteer firefighter duties. 

Subd. 2. [QUALIFICATION FOR CERTAIN PERSONS.] A person 
who!§. a Minnetonka volunteer firefighter may qualify as ~"public 
employee" under section 353.01, subdivision 2, and may be ~ 
member of the public employees police and fire fund for compensa
tion received from employment and activities other than volunteer 
firefighter duties. 

Subd. 3. [REFUND.] A volunteer firefighter who is excluded from 
memoerSliip ~ subdivIsion 1 is entitled to a refund of member 
contributions to the public employees retirementassocJauon or the 
public employees police and fire fund based on compensation as ~ 
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volunteer firefighter \ plu} interest at the rate of six percent ~ year, 
compounded annual y, L the person or the city of Minnetonka 
demonstrates to the satisfaction of the· executive director of the 
association the amount of contriOutlOtis made fuc the person on 
behalf of service as ~ volunteer firefighter. 

Sec. 7. [THIEF RIVER FALLS VOLUNTEER FIRE RELIEF 
ASSOCIATION; VALIDATION OF CERTAIN SERVICE PEN
SIONS.] 

The payment of ~ service pension before January 1, 1988, ~ the 
Thief River Falis volunteer fIrefighters relief association to a f,erson 
WliO terminated active servICe with the Thief River Fal s fire 
Uej)artment with at least 20 years of active servIce before attaln~ 
age 50 and who complies with all other conditions of the articles o~ 
incorporation or bylaws of the relief assocIation are vaITdated. 

Sec. 8. [Sr. PAUL TEACHERS RETIREMENT FUND ASSOCIA
TION FIVE-YEAR VESTING.] 

In accordance with Minnesota Statutes, section 354A.12, subdivi
sion 4, approval is granted for the St. Paul teachers retirement fund 
association to amend the bylaws of the association in effect on June 
1,,1978, as amended, governing thebenefits of the basic divisiOrlOf 
~ association, article IV, section ~ 9aragrajID 1, clauses (b), 
applIcable to limited service pensions, an.@1. applicable to deferred 
pensions, and article IV, section 3, paragraph 10, applicable to 
survivor benefits, ~ reprac~ the ten ,ears of accredited service 
vesting requirement with ~ lYe years ~ accreruted service vesting 
requirement. 

Sec. 9. [MINNEAPOLIS TEACHERS PARTICIPATING ANNU
ITY; EXTENSION TO CERTAIN RETIREES.] 

In accordance with MinnesotaStatutes, section 354A.12, subdivi
sion 4, approval is granted .for the Minneapolis teachers retirement 
fund association to amend its articles of incorporation to permit 
annual partic\e;atmg anm:ilIt, adjustments under article DL subsec
tion (19), to _ applied, e ective January 1, 1989, to minimum 
normaTretirement annuities payable to eligibJereCipients under 
article DL subsection (14), as amended liursuant to Laws 1987, 
cnapter 372, article 3, section 1, paragrap (0. 

Sec. 10. [LOCAL APPROVAL.] 

Sections 1 and ~ are effective upon approval ~ the Virginia city 
council anacompliance with Minnesota Statutes, section 645.021. 

Section ~ is effective upon approval ~ the Eveleth city council 
and compliance with Minnesota Statutes, section 645.021. 
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Section 4 ~ effective upon approval Qy the Fridley city council and 
compliance with Minnesota Statutes, section 645.02l. 

Section ~ ~ effective upon approval Qy the St. Paul city council 
and compliance with Minnesota Statutes, section 645.021, subdivi
sion 3. 

Section 6 ~ effective upon approval Qy the Minnetonka city 
council ana compliance with Minnesota Statutes, section 645.02l. 

Section 7 ~ effective upon approval Qy the Thief River Falls city 
council and compliance with Minnesota Statutes, section 645.02l. 

Sections 8 and !J are effective the day following final enactment. 

ARTICLE 9 

OTHER RETIREMENT ISSUES 

Section l. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 352.85, 
subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision l. [ELIGIBILITY; RETIREMENT ANNUITY] Any 
person who is employed by the department of military affairs other 
than as a full-time firefighter, who is covered by the general 
employee retirement plan of the system as provided in section 
352.01, subdivision 23, who is ordered to active duty under section 
190.08, subdivision 3, who elects this special retirement coverage 
under subdivision 4, who is required to retire from federal military 
status at the an age sf W yefH'S earlier than age 65 by applicable 
federal laws or regulations and who terminates employment as. a 
state employee upon attaining that mandatory retirement age is 
entitled, upon application, to a retirement annuity computed in 
accordance with section 352.115, subdivisions 2 and 3, without any 
reduction for early retirement under section 352.116, subdivision l. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 352.85, 
subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [DISABILITY BENEFIT.] An employee described in 
subdivision 1, who is less than W yefH'S sf the applicable federal 
military status mandatory retirement age and who becomes dis
abled and physically or mentally unfit to perform occupational 
duties due to injury, sickness, or other disability, and who is found 
disqualified for retention on active duty as a result of a physical 
examination required by applicable federal laws or regulations, is 
entitled upon application to disability benefits computed in the 
manner specified in section 352.113. Disability benefits are other
wise governed by section 352.113, except that the age for the 
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termination of the disability benefit isW yeat'S the applicable 
federal military status mandatory retirement age. -

Sec. 3. [356.245] [LOCAL ELECTED OFFICIALS.] 

An elected official covered !!1 section 353.01, subdivision 2a, is 
eligible to participate in the state of Minnesota deferred compensa
tion plan under section 35~ ~ local governmental unit may 
make the matching employer contributions authorized !!1 that 
section on the part of !'. participating elected offIcial. 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 490.124, subdivision 2, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [MINIMUM SERVICE REQUIREMENT: EXTENSION 
OF TERM.] No judge shall be eligible for an annuity at normal or 
early retirement date if the judge has less than ten five years of 
allowable service. A judge who shall retire on or, as permitted under 
sections 490.121 to 490.132, after mandatory retirement date, shall 
be entitled to a proportionate annuity based upon the allowable 
service of the judge at date of retirement. 

A judge who was in office on Deceniber 31, 1973 and thereafter 
and who, by the date on which the current term expires, would not 
be eligible to retire with full benefits under statutes in effect· on 
December 31, 1973, may apply to the governor for an extension to 
serVe up to three additional years, stating the intention of the judge 
to retire upon attaining eligibility to receive a retirement allowance. 
Notwithstanding section 490.125, the governor shall forthwith make 
a written order accepting the retiremerit application, and extending 
tbe term of office of the judge for the period of time, not to exceed 
three years, as may be necessary to make the judge eligible for 
retirement, solely for purposes of computing benefits hereunder. 

Sec. 5. Laws 1986, chapter 359, section 25, is amended to read: 

Sec. 25. [STATE AIDS FOR WINONA.] 

Upon receipt of the state auditor's report of the relief association 
for calendar year 1985 and of the valuation report for December 31, 
1985, the commissioner of finance shall issue warrants to the city of 
Winona in the amounts equal to the amounts of police state aid, 
amortiz"tion state aid, and supplemental amortization state aid 
withheld by the department of finance since August 26, 1986 1984, 
plus interest at a rate of six percent per annum from the date each 
state aid payment was withheld. This section does not !'.PP!Y to state 
aids for which the relief association must gualify after December 31, 
1987. 

Sec. 6. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 
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Sections 1, 2, and ~ are effective on the day following final 
enactment. Sections £ and:! are effective July h 1988. 

ARTICLE 10 

UNIFORM JUDICIAL RETIREMENT PLAN 

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 490.123, subdivision 
1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [CREATION; CONTRIBUTIONS.] 'I'hePe is heresy 
ereatea a sl'eeiai fuH<l1mewR as The 'judges' retirement fund", ~ 
fuH<l shaR must be credited with all contributions, all interest, and 
all other income authorized by law. From this fund there are 
appropriated the payments authorized by sections 490.121 to 
490.132, in the amounts and at the times provided hereffi, including 
the expenses of administering the fund. Eaeh A judge shall contrib
ute to the fund from each salary payment a sum equal to one-half of 
one percent of salary, plus a sum equal to the salary multiplied by 
the rate of employee tax specified in the Federal Insurance Contri
butions Act as defined in section 355.01, subdivision 9, but in 
aggregate not less than seven percent of salary. In addition, a jUdg

11 referred to in section 355.392, subdivision 1, clause (b), sha 
contributeto the fund from each salary payment !! sum ,qual to an 
additional three-quarters of one percent of salary. The ba ance of all 
money necessary for administering sections 490.121 to 490.132 and 
the judges' retirement fund, including payment of retirement com
pensation and other benefits under sections 490.121 to 490.132, 
shaR must be contributed to the fund by the state. 

Money certified by the executive director of the Minnesota state 
retirement system to the commissioner of finance as needed to meet 
the state's obligations to the judges' retirement fund shaR must be 
transferred to the fund at least once a month. .--

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 490.124, 
subdivision 11, is amended to read: 

Subd. 11. [OPTIONAL ANNUITIES.] 'I'hePe shaR be No survivor 
or death benefits may be paid in connection with the death of a judge 
who retires after Deceiiiber 31,1973, except as otherwise provided in 
sections 490.121 to 490.132. Within 30 days before retirement, 
except as provided in subdivision 10, a judge may elect to receive, 4ft 
Heti instead of the normal retirement annuity, an optional retire
ment annuity whleh shaR take in the form of either an annuity 
payable for a period certain andfor life thereafter ""after that 
period; a joint and survivor annuity without reinstatementln the 
event of the designated beneficiary predeceasing the retired judger 
or !! joint and survivor annuity with reinstatement in the event ~ 
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the designated beneficiary predeceasing the retired judge. '!'he An 
optional retirement annuity ShaR must be actuarially equivalent to 
a single life annuity with no term certain and shall must be 
established by the board of directors of the Minn.esota state retire
ment system. In establishing these optional retirement annuity 
forms, the board shall obtain the written recommendation of the 
actuary retained by the legislative commission on pensions and 
retirement. The recommendations shall must be a part of the 
permanent records of the board. --

Sec .. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 490.129, is amended to 
read: 

. 490.129 [BENEfITS OFFSET.] 

Upon any event of maturity of benefits for ftflY a judge referred to 
in section 3q5.392, subdivision 1, clause (b), the amount payable 
from the judges' retirement fund shall.must be reduced by % 50 
percent of the amount of the judge's primary benefit payable upon 
the event of maturity of benefits under the Social Security Act. 

Upon any event of maturity of benefits for the judge's surviving 
spouse or dependent children under section 490.124, subdivision 9, 
the amount payable from the judges' retirement fund shall must be 
based W (1) on the judge's normal retirement annuity or W (2) upon 
the eventOf' maturity of benefits under the Social Security Act, on 
the judge's normal retirement annuity after. reduction by·% 50 
percent of the amount of the judge's primary benefit under the 
Social Security Act; provided that the surviving spouse or dependent 
children shall must receive an annuity of not less than 25 percent of 
the judge's final average compensation. . 

Sec. 4. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

Sections 1 and 2 are . effective J'dly 1, 1988. Section 3 is effective 
retroactivelY 10AiigiiSt 1, 198J' an arleStOllenefits that accrued, 
accrue, Or would have accrue after t at date. 

ARTICLE 11 

INDIVIDUAL RETIREMENT ACCOUNT PLAN 

. Section 1. MinnesotaStatutes 1986, section 354.05, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 2a. [EXCEPTIONS.] N otwithstandint subdivision 2, a 
person who ~ first employed as a teacher in t e state university 
system or the state community coTle~e system after June 30, 1988, 
is not .'! member of the fund unless ~ person iSCoVeredO,.J:: section 
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3, subdivision 2, aud has exercised an option under that subdivision 
to remain a member of the fund. ----

Sec. 2. [354B.01] [DEFINITIONS.] 

Subdivision 1. [PLAN.] "Plan" means the individual retirement 
account plan established ~ons 2 to 5. 

Subd. 2. [COVERED EMPLOYMENT, STATE UNIVERSITIES.] 
"COvffedemployment," with respect to employment !Jy the state 
universit "lstem, means employment in !'c position included in the 

e mition of teacher under section 354.05, subdivision 2, other than 
that of an administrator covered !Jy or eligible for coverageTn the 
Minnesota state retirement system unclassifiedemployees retire
ment plan. 

Subd. 3. [COVERED EMPLOYMENT, COMMUNITY COL
LEGES.] ''Covered employment," with respect to employment !Jy the 
communit?Ii college system, means employment in ~ position in
cluded in t e definition of teacher under section 354.05, subdivision 
-2.----

Sec. 3. [354B.02] [COVERED PERSONS.] 

Subdivision 1: [PLAN PARTICIPANTS.] Except as provided in 
subdivision 2, 5! person who was first employed in covered employ
ment after June 30, 1988, shall participate in the plan. 

Subd. 2. [PERSONS WITH CERTAIN PIUOR SERVICE.] A 
person with prior service as !'c member of the teachers retirement 
association other than in covered employment under section 2, 
subdivision ~ or 3, who ~ entitled to !'c deferred annuity under 
section 354.55, subdivision 11, and who ~ first employed in covered 
employment after June 30, 1988, may, at the person's option, 
remain a member of the teacher's retirement association or partic
ipate in the plan. 

Sec. 4. [354B.04] [CONTRIBUTIONS.] 

Subdivision 1. [MEMBER CONTRIBUTIONS.] Persons in cov
ered employment who participate in the plan shall make a memoer 
contribution in an amount equal to the amount prescribed !Jy section 
354.42, subdivision ~ The contribution must be made !Jy payroll 
deduction each P'lY period. 

Subd. 2. [EMPLOYER CONTRIBUTIONS.] The employer of ~ 
sons in covered employment who participate inthe plan shall make 
an employer contribution in an amount equaf to the amount 
prescribed .fu: section 354.42, subdivision 3, and shall continue to 
make an additional employer contribution to the teachers retire-
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ment association in an amount egual to the amount prescribed h 
section 354.42, su@ivision 5. . 

Subd. 3. [MANNER OF EMPLOYER CONTRIBUTIONS.] The 
emplOyer of persons in covered employment shall make employer 
contributions from any available revenue sources. The employer 
contribution must be made" each P."l period. 

Sec. 5. [354B.05] [~DMINISTRATION.] 

Subdivision!.: [GOVERNING BOARDS.] The state university 
board shall administer the plan for persons in covered employment 
under section 2, subdivision 2. The community college board shall 
adiillii.ister the plan for persons in covered employment under 
section 2, sulXIlvision 3. 

Subd. 2. [PURCHASE OF CONTRACTS.] The state university 
board and the community college board shall arrange for the 
purchase of annuity- contracts, fixed, variable, or a combination of 
fixed and variable. or custodial accounts to provide retirement and 
deathOenefits to members of the plan. The contracts or accounts 
must be ~urchased with contrilliitions under section 40r money or 
assets ot erwise provided !'r law or h authority of the state 
univerSity board or commumty college board and acceptableh the 
financial institutions from which the contracts or accounts are 
purchased. -- --- --

Subd. 3. [SELECTION OF FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS.] The 
state university board and the community college board shall select 
no more than three financial institutions to provide annuity con
tracts or custodial accounts. Investment ¥rograms offered h the 
institutions must meet the reguirements 0 section 401(a) or 403(b) 
of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended. In making their 
selections, the boards shall consider these criteria: 

(1) the experience and ability of the financial institution to 
provide retirement and death benefits suited to the needs of the 
covered employees; 

(2) the relationship of the benefits to their cost; and 

(3) the financial strength and stability of the institution. 

Subd. 4. [BENEFITS OWNED BY MEMBERS.] The retirement 
and death benefits Erovided h the annuity contraclsor custodial 
accounts are owned gy the members of the plan and must be pai~ in 
accordance wllll1Ile proviSIOns of the annuity contracts or custo iar 
accounts. 
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Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 356.24, is amended to 
read: 

356.24 [SUPPLEMENTAL PENSION OR DEFERRED COM
PENSATION PLANS, RESTRICTIONS UPON GOVERNMENT 
UNITS.] 

It is unlawful for a school district or other governmental subdivi
sion or state agency to levy taxes for, or contribute public funds to a 
supplemental pension or deferred compensation plan whleh that is 
established, maintained, and operated in addition to a primary 
pension program for the benefit of the governmental subdivision 
employees other than to a supplemental pension plan wIHeh that 
was established, maintained and operated f'l'ie<' t<> before May 6, 
1971, to "flY a plan wIHeh that provides solely for group health, 
hospital, disa61lity, or death benefits, to the individual retirement 
account plan established Qy sections 2 to 5, or to "flY .": plan WJHeh 
that provides solely for severance pay as authorized " .. fSlIaRS t<> Qy 
sectIOn 465.72 to a retiring or terminating employee. No change in 
benefits or employer contributions in any plan to which this section 
applies after May 6, 1971 shalt he, is effective without prior 
legislative authorization. . --

Sec. 7. [CERTAIN NEW EMPLOYEES.] 

Notwithstanding section !l., .": person who was first hired in 
covered employment after June 30, 1988, does not become a member 
of the plan established Qy sections £ to [j until the plan g; in 
operation and ready to accep£ contributions, and the payment of 
employer and employee cont" utions under section 4 does not begin 
until that time. 

Sec. 8. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

Sections 1 to 7.. are effective July h 1988." 

Delete the title and insert: 

"A bill for an act relating to retirement; making technical changes 
in the laws governing the teachers retirement association and the 
public employees retirement association; including certain county 
historical society employees in the membership of the public em
ployees retirement association; authorizing certain persons to pur
chase prior service; excluding certain metropolitan transit 
commission employees from additional disability and survivorship 
coverage; regulating volunteer firefighters annuity contracts; autho
rizing changes in certain local police and firefighters relief associa
tions; authorizing optional Medicare coverage for certain public 
employees; providing for -a special referendum; amending certain 
mandatory retirement age provisions; clarifying eligibility of local 
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elected officials for .participation in a deferred compensation pro
gram; amending vesting provisions for judges; permitting the pay
ment of certain state aids to the city of Winona; making technical 
changes in the laws governing the judges retirement plan; establish
ingan individual retirement account plan for state university and 
community college faculty; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, 
sections 353.01, subdivisions 15, 29, and by adding a subdivision; 
353.028, subdivision 2; 353.03, subdivision 1; 353.27, subdivisions 7, 
13, and by adding subdivisions; 353.32, subdivision 5; 353.33, 
subdivision 7; 353.37, subdivision 1; 353.65, subdivision 2; 354.05, 
by adding a subdivision; 356.24; 424A.02, by adding subdivisions; 
471.61, subdivision 1; 473.418; 490.123, subdivision 1; 490.124, 
subdivision 2; and 490.129; Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, 
sections 136.82, subdivision 1; 352.85, subdivisions 1 and 2; 353.01, 
subdivisions 2a, 2b, 10, 16, and 20; 353.27, subdivisions 10 and 12; 
353.29, subdivision 6; 353.32, subdivision 1a; 353.34, subdivision 3; 
353A.10, subdivision 3; 353C.02; 353C.03; 353C.04; 353C.05; 
353C.06, subdivisions 1, 3, and 4; 353C.07; 353C.08, subdivision 5 
and by adding a subdivision; 353D.05, subdivision 2; 353D.07; 
subdivisions 1, 2, and 4; 353D.08; 356.302, subdivisions 1 and 3; and 
490.124, subdivision '11; Laws 1955, chapter 151, section 9, subdivi
sion 7, as amended; Laws 1986, chapter 359, section 25; Laws 1987, 
chapter 372, article 2, section 16; proposing coding for new law in 
Minnesota Statutes, chapters 60A; 355; and 356; proposing coding 
for new law as Minnesota Statutes, chapter 354B; repealing Minne
sota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 353D.07, subdivision 5." 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 

House Conferees: TOM RUKAVINA AND GERALD KNICKERBOCKER. 

Senate Conferees: DONALD M. MOE AND EARL W RENNEKE. 

Rukavina moved that the report of the Conference Committee on 
H. F. No. 2477 be adopted and that the bill be repassed as amended 
by the Conference Committee. The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 2477, A bill for an act relating to retirement; local 
government correctional service retirement plan; clarifying co;ver
age periods; adjusting member and employer contribution rates; 
clarifying annuity calculations for fractional service; clarifying the 
duration of initial annuity payments; providing for' the augmenta
tion of deferred annuities; clarifYing certain provisions of law 
relating to retirement annuities and disability benefits of military 
affairs personnel; amending Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, 
sections 352.85, subdivisions 1 and 2; 353C.03; 353C.05; 353C.06, 
subdivisions 3 and 4; and 353C.07. 
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The bill was read for the third time, as amended by Conference, 
and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. There were 131 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 
Frederick 

Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 

Krueger Omann 
Larsen Onnen 
Lasley Orenstein 
Lieder Osthoff 
Long Otis 
Marsh Ozment 
McDonald Pappas 
McEachern Pauly 
McKasy Pelowski 
McLaughlin Peterson 
McPherson Poppenhagen 
Milbert Price 
Miller Quinn 
Minne Quist 
Morrison Redalen 
Munger Reding 
Murphy Rest 
Nelson, C. Rice 
Nelson, D. Richter 
Nelson, K. Riveness 
Neuenschwander Rodosovich 
O'Connor Rose 
Ogren Rukavina 
Olsen, S. 8ama 
Olson, E. Schafer 
Olson, K. Scheid 

'-~~ 

Schreiber 
Seaberg 
Segal 
Shaver 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill 
agreed to. 

--........... ~ 

was repassed, as amended by Conference, and its title 

MESSAGES FROM THE SENATE 

The following messages were received from the Senate: 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby annonnce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted 
the report of the Conference Committee on: 

H. F. No. 257, A bill for an act relating to state government; 
requiring the board of investments to adopt an investment policy; 
authorizing certain investments by the board of investments; pro
viding that certain state employees who are eligible to retire are 
eligible for state-paid insurance benefits; modifying definition of 
terms and conditions of employment for public employees; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 11A.04; 11A.24, subdivisions 2, 4, 
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5, and 6; llA.25; 43A.24, subdivision 2; and 179A.03, subdivision 
19. 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the recom
mendation and report of the Conference Committee. Said House File 
is herewith returned to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary ofthe Senate 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted 
the report of the Conference Committee on: 

H. F. No. 2031, A bill for an act relating to waste management; 
requiring certain buildings to provide space for recycling; changing 
the definition of recyclable materials; specifying the responsibilities 
of the legislative commission on waste management; adding con
tainment of hazardous waste as an item for which the waste 
management board may make grants; making industrial waste 
facilities eligible for processing facility loans; creating additional 
loan and grant programs for waste tire management; banning used 
oil from placement on the land; removing the county fee cap for 
waste disposal in the metropolitan area; adding the chair of the 
waste management board to the environmental quality board; 
repealing the expiration date of the legislative commission on waste 
management; appropriating money; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1986, sections 16B.24, subdivision 6; 16B.61, by adding a subdivi
sion; 115A.03, subdivisions 25a and 25b; 115A.14, subdivision 4; 
115A.156, subdivision 3; 115A.165; 115A.912; 115A.914; 115A.919; 
115B.17, by adding a subdivision; 473.803, subdivision 4; and 
609.68; Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 115A.156, 
subdivisions 1 and 2; 115A.162; 115A.48; 115A.916; 115A.95; and 
116C.03, subdivision 2; Laws 1980, chapter 564, article XII, section 
1, subdivision 3, as amended; Laws 1987, chapters 348, section 51, 
subdivision I; and 404, section 24, subdivisions 4 and 6; proposing 
coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapters 115A and 325E; 
repealing Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 115A.14, subdivision 6; 
and 115A.90, subdivision 4; Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, 
sections 115A.14, subdivision 5; 115A.41; 116.55; and 116M.07, 
subdivision 14. 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the recom
mendation and report of the Conference Committee. Said House File 
is herewith returned to the House. . 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 
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Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted 
the report of the Conference Committee on: 

H. F. No. 2127, A bill for an act relating to health maintenance 
organizations; requiring insolvency insurance policies to be filed; 
requiring a deposit; creating a net worth requirement; defining 
admitted assets; imposing investment restrictions; requiring quar
terly reports; providing for the inclusion of certain items in provider 
contracts; regulating rehabilitation and liquidations; providing for 
alternative coverage for enrollees of an insolvent health mainte
nance organization; requiring health maintenance organizations to 
maintain liabilities for unpaid claims; imposing residency require
ments~ for Minnesota comprehensive health association coverage; 
requiring a report; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 
62D.02, by adding subdivisions; 62D.03, subdivision 4; 62D.041, 
subdivisions 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, and by adding subdivisions; 62D.05, 
subdivision 3; 62D.08, by adding a subdivision; 62D.12, subdivision 
5, and by adding a subdivision; 62D.14; subdivision 1; 62D.18; 
62D.19; 62E.02, subdivision 13; and 62E.14, subdivision 1; Minne
sota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 62D.04, subdivision 1; and 

. 62E.10, subdivision 9; Laws 1988, chapter 434, sections 14 and 21; 
proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 62D; 
repealing Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 62D.041, subdivisions 5, 
6, and 8. 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the recom
mendation and report of the Conference Committee. Said House File 
is herewith returned to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted 
the report of the Conference Committee on: 

H. F. No. 2291, A bill for an act relating to state agencies; 
amending, enacting, and repealing certain laws administered by the 
department of administration; requiring the commissioner of ad
ministration to consider the provision of child care facilities in new 
state office space; requiring state agencies to adopt policies regulat
ing smoking in space under their control; increasing the powers of 
the state board for community colleges; changing the criteria for 
board membership; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 
15.0591, subdivision 2; 16A.41, subdivision 1; 16B.07, subdivisions 
2 and 3; 16B.08, subdivision 4; 16B.09, subdivision 3; 16B.24, by 
adding subdivisions; 16B.28; 16B.42, subdivision 1; 16B.48, subdi
vision 2; 16B.55, subdivisions 3 and 6; 16B.65, subdivision 3; 
16B.85; 94.12; 136.61, subdivision 1; 136.622; 136.67, subdivision 2; 
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214.07, subdivision 1; and 382.153; Minnesota Statutes 1987 Sup
plement, sections 16B.09, subdivision 1; 16B.67; 115A.15, subdivi
sion 6; and 168.012, subdivision 1; Laws 1987,.chapter 365, section 
24; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapters 
16B; and 136. 

The. Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the recom' . 
mendation and report of the Conference Committee. Said House File 
is herewith returned to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, SecretaryoftheBenitte 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted 
the report of the Conference Committee on: 

H. F. No. 2596, A bill for an act relatingJo metropolitan govern
ment; prescribing the contents of affirmative action plans for met
ropolitan agencies and a process for approval and reporting of those 
plans; requiring purchases from businesses owned by socially or 
economically disadvantaged persons; requiring certain .contractors 
to have affirmative action plans; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1986, sections 473.141, subdivision 9; and 473.406, subdivisions 2,5, 
6, and 7; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, 
chapters 3 and 473. . 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the recom
mendation and report of the Conference Committee. Said House File 
is herewith returned to the House. . 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following 
House File, herewith returned, as amended by the Senate, in which 
amendment the concurrence of the House is respectfully requested: 

H. F. No. 2269, A bill for an act relating to health; providing equal 
access to chiropractic services; providing for renewal of certain 
health insurance policies; providing for the licensure of doctors of 
chiropractic; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 62A.15, 
subdivisions 1, 2, and 4; Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, 
sections 62A.48, subdivision 7; 148.06, subdivision 1; and 169.345, 
subdivisions 2a and 3. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 
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CONCURRENCE AND REPASSAGE 

Carruthers moved that the House concur in the Senate amend
ments to H. F. No. 2269 and that the bill be repassed as amended by 
the Senate. The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 2269, A bill for an act relating to health; providing equal 
access to chiropractic services; providing for the licensure of doctors 
of chiropractic; permitting a return of premium benefit in certain 
cases; requiring coverage for routine screening procedures for cancer 
in certain cases; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 
62A.04, by adding a subdivision; 62A.15, subdivisions 1, 2, and 4; 
Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 148.06, subdivision 
1; and 169.345, subdivisions 2a and 3; proposing coding for new law 
in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 62A. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by the Senate, 
and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. There were 130 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 

Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 

Krueger Omano 
Larsen Onnen 
Lasley Orenstein 
Lieder Osthoff 
Long Otis 
Marsh Ozment 
McDonald Pappas 
McEachern Pauly 
McKasy Pelowski 
McLaughlin Peterson 
McPherson Poppenhagen 
Milbert Price 
Miller Quinn 
Minne Quist 
Morrison Redalen 
Munger Reding 
Murphy Rest 
Nelson, C. Rice 
Nelson, D. Richter 
Nelson, K. Riveness 
Neuenschwander Rodosovich 
O'Connor Rose 
Ogren Rukavina 
Olsen, S. Sarna 
Olson, E. Schafer 
Olson, K. Scheid 

Schreiber 
Seaberg 
Segal 

. Shaver 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was repassed, as amended by the Senate, and its title 
agreed to. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following 
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House File, herewith returned, as amended by the Senate, in which 
amendment the concurrence of the House is respectfully requested: 

H. F, No. 2228, A bill for an act relating to education; establishing 
a records destruction schedule for chemical abuse preassessment 
teams; requiring law enforcement reports of certain violations to 
preassessment teams; amending Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supple
ment, sections 126.034; 126.035; 126.037; and 260.161, subdivision 
3; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 126; 
repealing Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 126.033, 
subdivision 4. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

CONCURRENCE AND REPASSAGE 

Kelly moved that the House concur in the Senate amendments to 
H. F, No. 2228 and that the bill be repassed as amended by the 
Senate. The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 2228, A bill for an act relating to education; establishing 
a records destruction schedule for chemical abuse pre assessment 
teams; requiring law enforcement reports of certain violations to 
preassessment teams; amending Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supple
ment, sections 126.034; 126.035; 126.037; and 260.161, subdivision 
3; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 126; 
repealing Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 126.033, 
subdivision 4. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by the Senate, 
and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. There were 132 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 

DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 

Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostobryz 
Krueger 
Larsen 
Lasley 
Lieder 
Long 
Marsh 
McDonald 

McEachern Onnen 
McKasy Orenstein 
McLaughlin Osthoff 
McPherson Otis 
Milbert Ozment 
Miller Pappas 
Minne Pauly 
Morrison Pelowski 
Munger Peterson 
Murphy Poppenhagen 
Nelson, C. Price 
Nelson, D. Quinn 
Nelson, K. Quist 
Neuenschwander Redalen 
O'Connor Reding 
Ogren Rest 
Olsen, S. Rice 
Olson, E. Richter 
Olson, K. Riveness 
Omann Rodosovich 
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Rose 
Rukavina 
Sarna 
Schafer 
Scheid 
Schreiber 
Seaberg 

Segal 
Shaver 
Skoglund 
&lberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
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Sviggum 
Swenson 
'Thiede 
'fjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
1'unheim 

Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 

Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 

11995 

Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was repassed, as amended by the Senate, and its title 
agreed to. --

Mr. Sp\laker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted 
the report of the Conference Committee -on: 

S. F. No. 203. 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the recom
mendation and report of the Conference Committee. Said Senate 
File is herewith transmitted to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAIIAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON S. F. NO. 203 

A bill for an act relating to financial institutions; permitting 
interstate banking with additional reciprocating states; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 48.92, subdivision 7. 

The Honorable Jerome M. Hughes 
President of the Senate 

The Honorable Robert Vanasek 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

April 15, 1988 

We, the undersigned conferees for S. F. No. 203, report that we 
have agreed upon the items in dispute and recommend as follows: 

That the House recede from its amendments and that S. F. No. 203 
be further amended as follows: 

Page 1, line 17, delete "Michigan," 

Page 1, line 18, delete "Oregon, Utah," 

Page 1, after line 18, insert: 
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"Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 48.93, subdivision 4, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [DISAPPROVAL.] The commissioner shall disapprove 
any proposed acquisition if: 

(1) the financial condition of any acquiring person is.such as might 
jeopardize the financial stability of the bank or prejudice the 
interests of the depositors of the bank; 

(2) the competence, experience, integrity of any acquiring person 
or of any of the proposed management personnel indicates that it 
would not be in the interest of the depositors of the bank, or in the 
interest of the public to permit the person to control the bank; 

(3) the acquisition will result in undue concentration of resources 
or substantial lessening of competition in this state; 

(4).. the application fails to adequately demonstrate that the 
acquisition proposal would bring net new funds into Minnesota;.at' 

(5) the application is incomplete or any acquiring party neglects, 
fails, or refuses to furnish all the information required by the 
commissioner.i 

(6)!! subsidiary of the acquirin~ bank holding companC has failed 
to meet the requirements set orth in the federal ommunity 
Reinvestment Act; or 

(7) the acquisition will result in over 30 J'ercent of Minnesota's 
toW ~osits m finanCIal rnstitutlons as aelmed m section 13A.01, 
SiiIidivlslon 2,lleing held ~ banks located in this state owned fui: 
reciprocatmg state bank holi!lligComsanies. This 'ITiiiltatioiiCl.oes 
not ~ to. c~msideration for approva . pursuant to sectIOn 48.99, 
speciaTacqUlsltions. . 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 48.95, subdivision 1, is 
amended to read: . 

Subdivision 1. [DIVESTITURE; CEASE AND DESIST.] In the 
event a reciprocating state bank holding company makes an acqui
sition other than in full compliance with the requirements and 
procedures of Laws 1986, chapter 339, the commissioner may: 

(1) by order immediately require the reciprocating state bank 
holdIng company to divest itself of its direct or indirect ownership or 
control of any bank located in this state; at' .. 

(2) by order require the reciprocating state bank holding company 
to cease and desist the violations by a date .certain. The order would 
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be subject to the procedures applicable to cease and desist proceed
ings pursuant to sections 46.23 to 46.33 imd any applicable rulesi or 

(3) in the event control of ~ bank located in this state ~ acquired 
~ !! bank h'OfiIli1g companti that is not ~ reciprocating state bank 
holding company as !! resut of change of control of !! reciprocating 
state bank holding company,tlie acquiring bank holding company 
Sli3IT divest itself of control of the bank located in this state within 
two years of the date of'its acqillsitioil of control of the bank-.--

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 48.991, is amended to 
read: 

48.991 [DEVELOPMENTAL LOANS.] 

A fiaaaeiai iastiwtiaa bank located in this state owned by an 
interstate bank holding company shall provide a level of develop
mental loans as defined by the commissioner by rule. In establishing 
the developmental loan levels for banks, the comnussioner may 
consIder the developmental loan pei'fOrilliince of financially stable 
banks of comparable or smaller size that have aoove average levels 
of activity in developmental loans in reciprocating states as defined 
in section 48.92, subdivision 7. A "aevelopmentalloan" includes, but 
is not limited to, (1) loans for low and moderate income housing, 
loans to community development corporations, loans to woman and 
minority owned businesses, student education loans, and alterna
tive energy or energy conservation loans, and (2) loans within 
distressed areas and on any Indian reservation for any commercial 
nonreal estate purpose, home loans, home improvement loans, and 
operating loans to family farmers. The commissioner of commerce 
shall annually designate distressed areas. A distressed area may be 
made for a geographic region smaller than a county within the 
counties of Anoka, Carver, Dakota, Hennepin, Ramsey, Scott, and 
Washington. The determination of a distressed area should be made 
on the area's unemployment rate, economic conditions, and credit 
needs. 

Sec. 5. [RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE COMMISSIONER OF 
COMMERCE.] 

The commissio~ier~o~f~c~om~m~e;r;C;e~S!hfa~I~1 ~~~I~~~ir~~~~~~~ institutions and insurance 
tives and thecommerce y 
reporting requirements _ as_ 
Minnesota Statutes, section 13A.01, subdivision 2, that address a 
financial institution's commitment and performance Ti1lnvesting in 
their community. The recommendations must addresSllie following: 

(1) the amount of developmental loans that financial institutions 
have made within their service area8.lJeveIOpmentalloans include, 
but are not lliiilted to, loans for low and moderate income housing, 
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operating' loans to f~lYY farmers, loans made in distressed areas of 
the st"te, commerCIa oans to minority-owned and woman-ownea 
bUsinesses, loans for arrern~tive energy and energy conservation, 
student loans, loans made for busmesses and housinfreiated loans 
within Indian reservations, and loans to community- ased economic 
aeveJopment organizations; 

(2) the degree of "redlining" Q.y financial institutions within their 
service areas; 

(3) the effect of reporting requirements on various sizes and ~ 
oflinancial institutions; and 

(4) the adequacy.of existing federal and state reporting require
mentSOI financial institutions." 

Amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 4, after the semicolon insert "regulating reciprocal 
interstate banking; requiring the commissioner to recommend re-
porting requirements;" . . 

Page 1, line 5, before the period insert "; 48.93, subdivisio;'4; 
48.95, subdivision 1; and 48.991" 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 

Senate Conferees: MICHAEL O. FREEMAN, DON ANDERSON AND WIL
LLAM P. LUTHER. 

House Conferees: WEs SKOGLUND, GERALD KNICKERBOCKER AND PETER 
McLAUGHLIN. 

Skoglund moved that the report of the Conference Committee on 
S. F. No. 203 be adopted and that the bill be repassed as amended by 
the Conference Committee. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 203, A bill for ~n act relating to financial institutions; 
permitting interstate banking with additional reciprocating states; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 48.92, subdivision 7. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by Conference, 
and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. There were 95 yeas and 36 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
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Bauerly 
Beard 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clausnitzer 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dorn 
Forsythe 
Frederick 
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Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kelso 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 

Larsen ··Orenstein 
Lasley Osthoff 
Lieder Otis 
Long Ozment 
Marsh Pappas 
McEachern Pauly 
McKasy Pelowski 
McLaughlin Peterson 
McPherson Poppenhagen 
Milbert Quinn 
Miller Quist 
Morrison Redalen 
Murphy Reding 
Nelson, C. Rest 
Nelson, D. Riveness 
Nelson, K. Rodosovich 
Neuenschwander Rose 
O'Connor Sarna 
Olsen, S. Schafer 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Anderson, G. Dille Krueger Onnen 
Anderson, R. Jaros McDonald Rice 
Battaglia Jensen Minne Richter 
Begich Kalis Munger Rukavina 
Brown KeHl Ogren Solberg 
Clark Kin el Olson, E. Sparby 
Cooper Kludt Olson, K. Steensma 
DeBlieck Kostohryz Omann Tompkins 
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Scheid 
Schreiher 
Segal 
Shaver 
Skoglund 
Stanius 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Upbus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

Trimble 
Tunheim 
Wenzel 
Winter 

The bill was repassed, as amended by Conference, and its title 
agreed to. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted 
the report "f the Conference Committee on: 

S. F. No. 1686. 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the recom
mendation and report of the Conference Committee. Said Senate 
File is herewith transmitted to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 
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CONFERENCE COMMITI'EE REPORT ON S. F. NO. 1686 

A bill for an act relating to agriculture; prescribing procedure for 
delivery of dry edible beans from a grain warehouse; requiring the 
grade of dry edible beans on warehouse receipts; prescribing a 
redelivery charge; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 
223.16, subdivision 4; 232.21, subdivision 7; and 232.23, by adding a 
subdivision. 

The Honorable Jerome M. Hughes 
President of the Senate 

The Honorable Robert Vanasek . 
Speaker of the House of Representatives . 

April 15, 1988 

We, the undersigned conferees forS. F. No. 1686, report that we 
have agreed upon the items in dispute and recommend as follows: 

That the Senate concur in the House amendment and that S. F. 
No. 1686 be further amended as follows: 

Delete everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section 1. [1.1496] [STATE MUFFIN.] 

The bluebe'JY muffin is adopted as the official muffin of the state 
of Minnesota. 

Delete the title and insert: 

''A bill for an act relating to the state muffin; designating the 
blueberry muffin as the state muffin; proposing coding for new law 
in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 1." 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 
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Senate Conferees: FLORIAN C. CHMIELEWSKI, DENNIS R. FREDERICKSON 
AND CHARLES A. BERG. 

House Conferees: CHARLES BROWN, DOUGLAS W. CARLSON AND PAUL 
ANDERS OGREN. 

Brown moved that the report of the Conference Committee on S. F 
No. 1686 be adopted and that the bill be repassed as amended by the 
Conference Committee. The motion prevailed. 

S. F No. 1686, A bill for an act relating to agriculture; prescribing 
procedure for delivery of dry edible beans from a grain warehouse; 
requiring the grade of dry edible beans on warehouse receipts; 
prescribing a redelivery charge; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, 
sections 223.16, subdivision 4; 232.21, subdivision 7; and 232.23, by 
adding a subdivision. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by Conference, 
and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. There were 116 yeas and 2 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Blatz 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 

Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 

Knickerbocker Ogren 
Knuth Olsen, S. 
Kostohryz Olson, E. 
Krueger Olson, K. 
Larsen Omann 
Lasley Onnen 
Lieder Orenstein 
Marsh Osthoff 
McDonald Otis 
McEachern Ozment 
McLaughlin Pappas 
McPherson Pauly 
Milbert Pelowski 
Miller Peterson 
Minne Poppenhagen 
Morrison Price 
Munger Quinn 
Murphy Redalen 
Nelson, C. Reding 
Nelson, D. Rice 
Nelson, K. Richter 
Neuenschwander Rodosovich 
O'Connor Rukavina 

Sarna 
Schafer 
Scheid 
Seaberg 
Segal 
Shaver 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Waltman 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
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Those who voted in the negative were: 

Rnse Welle 

The bill was repassed, as amended by Conference, and its title 
agreed to. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted 
the report of the Conference Committee on: 

S.F. No. 1711. 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the recom
mendation and report of the Conference Committee. S"id Senate 
File is herewith transmitted to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON S. F. NO. 1711 

A bill for an act relating to Aitkin county; permitting the county 
to regulate certain public land interests by ordinance. 

The Honorable Jerome M. Hughes 
President of the Senate 

The Honorable Robert Vanasek 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

April 15, 1988 

We, the undersigned conferees for S. F. No. 1711, report that we 
have agreed upon the items in dispute and recommend as follows: 
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That the House recede from its amendment and that S. F No, 1711 
be further amended as follows: 

Delete everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section 1. [AITKIN COUNTY PUBLIC LAND ORDINANCES.] 

Subdivision .!:. [REGULATION.] The Aitkin county board of 
commissioners lay regulate Ql ordinance the use of lands that are 
adjacent to pub ic waters and dedicated tollie public or for pu~ 
use but are not owned Ql the state or held in the corporate name Q.. 
::Ie home rule charter or statutory city or other political subdivision. 
The ordinance may regulate the times and ~ of uses ofthe lands, 
including the placement of structures, the parlUng of vehicleSOr 
trailers, and the placement of docks and boats on the lands or in 
waters adjacent to them. The ordinance may maKe different prov~ 
sions for times and typesOI uses for each separate Pacel of Ian 
affectea:-Ql the ordinance. The ordinance ma~ provi e penalties 
permitted Ql Minnesota Statutes, section 375.5 . The ordinance is 
not regUlred to include every parcel of land possIblySubject to this 
section. 

The enactment of an ordinance pursuant to this section shall not 
be construed to be the acguisitIOn of any affected parcel onand~ 
the count~. 1'he exercise of regulatory authorIty under the ordi
nance sha I not be construed. as the adoption of anyfifIeCted parhl 
for maintenance, supervision, or any other proprietary purpose ~ 
The county. 

Subd. 2. [LOCAL APPROVAL.] This section takes effect the day 
after the Aitkin county board coffipIles with MinneSOta:Statutes, 
sectioll645.021, subdivision 3. 

Sec. 2. [CARLTON COUNTY ASSISTANT COUNTY ATTOR
NEY] 

Subdivision .!:. Notwithstanding Minnesota Statutes, section 
353.37, or al? other law to the contrary, an assistant county 
attorney lor arltOllCounty who retired underthe rule of 85 after 
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public service in various legal positions and who, in February 1987, 
resumed Pyblic servIce in the person's present position, is considereO 
to have e ected a dererrea annuita under Minnesota Statutes, 
secfiOrl353,34, suodivision 3, WIth eIeITed annuity payments to 
commence upon the termination of the person's present employ
ment. During tlie person's present emPloyment, the person !!! 
entlITed to participation in the state unclassified emPJo:vees retire
ment program, and the £ers§c and the county shall make the 
contributions reguireiIUn er innesotiltatutes, cnapter 352D. 

Subd. 2. This section is effective on approval ~ the Carlton 
county board, the t y after compliance WIth Minnesota Statutes, 
section 645.021, su division 8." 

Delete the title and insert: 

"A bill for an act relating to local government; regulating certairi 
Carlton county employee benefits; permitting Aitkin county regu
lation of certain public'land interests." 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 

Senate Conferees: FLORIAN CHMIELEWSKI, SAM G. SOLON AND BOB 
LESSARD. 

House Conferees: PAUL ANDERS OGREN, LOREN A. SOLBERG AND 
DOUGLAS W.CARLSON. 

Ogren moved that the report of the Conference Committee on S. F. 
No. 1711 be adopted and that the bill be repassedas amended by the 
Conference Committee. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 1711, A bill for an act relating to Aitkin county; 
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permitting the county to regulate certain public land interests by 
ordinance. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by Conference, 
and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. There were 129 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. Frerichs Krueger Omann Segal 
Anderson, R. Greenfield Larsen Onnen Shaver 
Battaglia Gruenes Lasley Orenstein Skoglund 
Bauerly Gutknecht Lieder Osthoff Solberg 
Beard Hartle Long Otis Sparby 
Begich Haukoos Marsh Ozment Stallius 
Bennett Heap McDonald Pappas Steensma 
Bertram Himle McEachern Pauly Sviggum 
Bishop Hugoson McKasy Pelowski Swenson 
Blatz Jacobs McLaughlin Peterson Thiede 
Boo Jaros McPherson Poppenhagen Tjornhom 
Brown Jefferson Milbert Price Tompkins 
Burger Jennings Miller Quinn Trimble 
Carlson, D. Jensen Minne Quist Tunheim 
Carlson, L. Johnson, A. Morrison Redalen Upbus 
Carruthers Johnson, R. Munger Reding Valenta 
Clausnitzer Johnson, V. Murphy Rice Vellenga 
Cooper Kahn Nelson, C. Richter Voss 
Dauner Kalis Nelson, D. Rodosovich Wagenius 
Dawkins Kelly Nelson, K. JWse Waltman 
Dempsey Kelso Neuenschwander Rukavina Welle 
DeRaad Kinkel O'Connor Sarna Wenzel 
Dille Kludt Ogren Schafer Winter 
Dorn Knickerbocker Olsen, S. Scheid Wynia 
Forsythe Knuth Olson, E. Schreiber Spk. Vanasek 
Frederick Kostohryz Olson, K. Seaberg 

The bill was repassed, as amended by Conference, and its title 
agreed to. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted 
the report of the Conference Committee on: 

S. F. No. 1955. 
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The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the recom
mendation and report of the Conference Committee. Said Senate 
File is herewith transmitted to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON S. F. NO. 1955 

A bill for an act relating to Ramsey county; authorizing the county 
to use certain land dedicated as open space for highway purposes; 
authorizing the sale of certain land. 

The Honorable Jerome M. Hughes 
President of the Senate 

The Honorable Robert Vanasek 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

April 14, 1988 

We, the undersigned conferees for S. F. No. 1955, report that we 
have agreed upon the items in dispute and recommend as follows: 

That the Honse recede from its amendment and that S. F. No. 1955 
be further amended as follows: 

Page .3, after line 24, insert: 

"Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 383A.554, 
is amended to read: 

383A.554 [POWERS AND DUTIES.] 

Before December 31, -l988 1989, the charter commission shall 
deliver to the board of county commissioners either (1) its report 
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determining that the present form of county government is adequate 
for the county and that a charter is not necessary or desirable, or (2) 
a draft of a proposed charter. The report must be signed by a majority 
of the members of the charter commission. The proposed charter 
may provide for any form of government consistent with the consti
tution of the state of Minnesota. It may provide for the establish
ment and administration of all departments of a county government 
and for the regulation of all local county functions. It may abolish or 
consolidate any 'department or agency. The charter commission is 
required to hold at least one public hearing in each of the county 
commissioner districts. 

It shall provide for present functions to be assumed by new 
elective or appointive officers as shall be provided for in the charter 
and may provide for other powers consistent with other law. It shall 
provide methods of procedure in respect to the operation of the 
government created and the duties of all officers. It shall provide for 
a home rule charter commission consistent with article XII, section 
5, of the constitution of the state of Minnesota and may provide for 
alternative methods for amending or abandoning the charter con
sistent with the constitution. The county may be authorized to 
acquire by gift, devise, purchase, or condemnation or sell or lease 
any property needed for the full discharge of its duties and powers. 
All special and general laws authorizing the county to incur indebt
edness or issue bonds shall be subject to the charter, provided that 
the charter provisions are not in conflict with general laws relating 
to public indebtedness. The county shall continue to have all the 
powers granted by law. 

Personnel matters relating to Ramsey county employees shall 
continue to be governed by Minnesota Statutes, sections 383A.281 to 
383A.301 and Minnesota Statutes, sections 197.455 to 197.48. A 
charter proposed for adoption under sections 383A.551 to 383A.556 
shall not apply to personnel matters." 

Amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 4, after "land" insert "; extending the time for the 
charter commission; amending Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supple
ment, section 383A.554" 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 

Senate Conferees: STEVEN G. NOVAK, JOHN J. MARTY AND DONALD M. 
MOE. 

House Conferees: DANIEL J. KNUTH, STEVE TRIMBLE AND BRAD G. 
STANIUS. 
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Knuth moved that the report of the Conference Committee on S. F 
No. 1955 be adopted and that the bill be repassed as amended by the 
Conference Committee. The motion prevailed. 

Speaker pro tempore Long called Anderson, G., to the Chair. 

S. F No. 1955, A bill for an act relating to Ramsey county; 
authorizing the county to use certa.in land dedicated as open space 
for highway purposes; authorizing the sale of certain land .. 

The bill was read for the. third time, as amended by Conference, 
and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. There were 131 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
AndeFson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Danner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 

Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 

Ko:stohryz Omann 
Krueger Onnen. 
Larsen Orenstein 
Lasley Osthoff 
Lieder Otis 
Marsh Ozment 
McDonald Papras 
McEachern Pau y 
McKasy Pelowski 
McLaughlin Peterson 
McPherson Poppenhagen 
Milbert Price 
Miller Quinn 
Minne Quist 
Morrison Redalen 
Munger- Reding 
Murphy Rest 
Nelson, C. Rice 
Nelson, D. Richter 
Nelson, K. Riveness 
Neuenschwander Rodosovich 
O'Connor Rose 
Ogren Rukavina 
Olsen,. S. Sarna 
Olson, E. Schafer 
Olson, K. Scheid 

Schreiber 
Seab~rg 
Segal 
Shaver 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stariius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was repassed, as amended by Conference, and its title 
agreed to. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted 
the report of the Conference Committee on: 

S. F. No. 2122. 
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The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the recom
mendation and report of the Conference Committee. Said Senate 
File is herewith transmitted to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON S. F NO. 2122 

A bill for an act relating to the collection and dissemination of 
data; proposing classifications of data as private and nonpublic; 
providing for patient access to medical records; requiring outpatient 
diagnostic and test results to be retained as part of an individual 
permanent medical record; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, 
sections 13.04, subdivision 4; 13.67; 13.791, subdivision 1; 144.335, 
subdivision 2; 145.32, subdivision 2; 171.12, by adding a subdivi
sion; and 363.061, by adding a subdivision; proposing coding for new 
law in Minnesota Statutes, chapters 13 and 221; repealing Minne
sota Statutes 1986, section 13.72, subdivision 3. 

The Honorable Jerome M. Hughes 
President of the Senate 

The Honorable Robert Vanasek 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

April 14, 1988 

We, the undersigned conferees for S. F. No. 2122, report that we 
have agreed upon the items in dispute and recommend as follows: 

That the House recede from its amendments and that S. F. No. 
2122 be further amended as follows: 

Page 2, line 13, delete "altered, modified" and insert "completed, 
corrected" 

Page 2, line 16, delete "altering, modifying" and insert "com
pleting, correcting" 

Page 2, line 20, delete "was" and insert ~'were" and before the 
period insert "that does not contain any partlCUIars of the success-
fully challenged data" - -

Page 3, lines 18 and 19, reinstate the stricken language 

Page 3, line 22, reinstate the stricken language and delete the new 
language 

Page 3, delete line 23 
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Page 3, line 24, delete everything before the period 

Page 3, line 24, after the period insert "The commissioner of jobs 
and training may release the name, business address, and business 
telephone number of an inruvidual licensed under section 248.07, 
subdivision 8." 

Page 4, line 8, delete everything after the first "zoo" 

Page 4, line 9, delete everything before the period 

Page 4, after line 9, insert: 

"Names of donors and gift ranges are public data. 

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 13.84, subdivision 5, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 5. [DISCLOSURE.l Private or confidential court services 
data shall not be disclosed except: 

(a) Pursuant to section 13.05; 

(b) Pursuant to a statute specifically authorizing disclosure of 
court services data; 

(c) With the written permission ofthe source of confidential data; 

(d) To the court services department, parole or probation authority 
or correctional agency having statutorily granted supervision over 
the individual subject of the data; ffi' 

(e) Pursuant to subdivision fui; or 

(I) Pursuant to a valid court order. 

Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 13.84, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 5a. [PUBLIC BENEFIT DATA.l The responsible authorit~ 
or its designee of !"o parole or probation authority or correctiona 
agency may release private or confidential court services data 
related to criminal acts to any law enforcement agency, if necessary 
for law enforcement purposes, or to the victim of ~ criminal act 
where the data are necessary for the victim to assert the victim's 
legal right to restitution. 

Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 13.85, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 
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Subd. §.: [PUBLIC BENEFIT DATA.] The responsible authority or 
itsCIeSIgnee of any agency that maintains corrections and detention 
Oata may release private or confidential corrections and detention 
data to any law enforcement agency', !!' necessary for law enforce
ment purposes, or to the victim of a criminal act where the data are 
necessary for the victim to assert the victim'Siegal right to restitu
hon." 

Page 4, line 26, delete "and impressions" 

Page 4, line 27, before the period insert ", except that all 
information necessary for the patient's informed consent must be 
provided" 

Page 5, line 23, delete everything after "from" 

Page 5, line 24, delete everything before "the" and insert" the 
computer records that are disclosed to persons or agencies outside" 

Page 5, after line 31, insert: 

"Sec. 12. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 260.161, 
subdivision 3, is amended to read: . 

Subd. 3. (a) Peace officers' records of children shall be kept 
separate from records of persons 18 years of age or older and shall 
not be open to public inspection or their contents disclosed to the 
public except (1) by order of the juvenile court, or aeept (2) as 
required by a written memorandum of understanding adopted under 
section 126.035, or (3) as authorized under chapter 13; except that 
traffic investigation reports may be open to inspection by a person 
who has sustained physical harm or economic loss as a result of the 
traffic accident. No photographs of a child taken into custody may be 
taken without the consent of the juvenile court unless the child is 
alleged to have violated section 169.121 or 169.129. Any person 
violating any of the provisions of this subdivision shall be guilty of 
a misdemeanor. 

(b) Nothing in this subdivision prohibits the exchange of inform a
tiollfu: law enforcement agencies rr the eXclianged mformation is 
~ertinent and necessary to the requesting agenc~ in initiating, 
urthering, or completing a criminal investigation.' 

Page 6, after line 6, insert: 

"Sec. 15. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

Sections 2, 3, !Q, and 13 are effective the day following final 
enactment. " 
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Renumber the sections in sequence 

Amend the title as follows: 

Page,l, line 4, after the semicolon insert "providing for access to 
data;" 

Page 1, line 9, after the first semicolon insert ';13.84, subdivision 
5, and by adding a subdivision; 13.85, by adding a subdivision;" 

Page 1, line 11, after the semicolon insert "Minnesota Statutes 
1987 Supplement, section 260.161, subdivision 3;" 

, We request adoption of this report andrepassage o(the bill. 

Senate Conferees: RANDOLPH W. PETERSON, FRITZ KNAAK AND RICH
ARD J, COHEN. 

House Conferees: DARBY NELSON, HOWARD R. ORENSTEIN AND Dou
GLAS G. SWENSON. 

Nelson, D., moved that the report of the Conference Committee on 
S. F. No. 2122 be adopted and that the bill be repassed as amended 
by the Conference Committee. The, motiol) prevailed. 

S. F. No. 2122, A bill for an act relating'to the collection and 
dissemination of data; proposing classifications of data as private 
and nonpublic; providing for patient access to medical records; 
requiring outpatient diagnostic and test results to be retained as 
part of an individual permanent medical record; amending Minne
sota Statutes 1986, sections 13.04, subdivision 4; 13.67; 13.791, 
subdivision 1; 144.335, subdivision 2; 145.32, subdivision 2; 171.12, 
by adding a subdivision; and 363.061, by adding a subdivision; 
proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapters 13 and 
221; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 13.72, subdivision 
3. ., 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by Conference, 
and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on therepassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. There were 129 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 
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Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 

Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R 
Johnson, V. 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 

Krueger Onnen 
Larsen Orenstein 
Lasley Osthoff 
Lieder Otis 
Marsh Ozment 
McDonald Pappas 
McEachern Pauly 
McKasy Pelowski 
McLaughlin Peterson 
McPherson Poppenhagen 
Milbert Price 
Miller Quinn 
Minne Quist 
Morrison Redalen 
Munger Reding 
Murphy Rice 
Nelson, C. Richter 
Nelson, D. Riveness 
Nelson, K &Jdosovich 
Neuenschwander &Jse 
O'Connor Rukavina 
Ogren Sarna 
Olsen, S. Schafer 
Olson, E. Scheid 
Olson, K. Schreiber 
Omann Seaberg 

12013 

Segal 
Shaver 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was repassed, as amended by Conference, and its title 
agreed to. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted 
the report of the Conference Committee on: 

S. F No. 2266. 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the recom
mendation and report of the Conference Committee. Said Senate 
File is herewith transmitted to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate, 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON S. F. NO. 2266 

A bill for an act relating to child abuse; authorizing counties to 
establish pilot programs; allowing the appointment of a child 
intermediary in certain criminal child abuse proceedings; prescrib
ing powers and dnties of the intermediary. 
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The Honorable Jerome M. Hughes 
President of the Senate 

The Honorable Robert Vanasek 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

[90th Day 

April 15, 1988 

We, the undersigned conferees for S. F. No. 2266, report that we 
have agreed upon the items in dispute and recommend as follows: 

That the House recede from its amendments and that S. F. No. 
2266 be further amended as follows: 

Page 1, after line 8, insert: 

"Section 1. Minnesota Statutesi986, ~),ction 626.559, is amended 
by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 1a. [CHILD PROTECTION WORKER PRESERVICE ED
UCATION:] Any individual who seeks employment as !!o child 
protection worker after the commissioner of human services has 
implemented the preservice training program developed under 
section 2, subdivision 2, must complete preservice training in order 
to be eligible for employment as "" child protection worker. 

Sec. 2. [626.5591] [CHILD PROTECTION WORKERS; TRAIN
ING; ADVISORY COMMITTEE.] 

Subdivision 1.' [DEFINITIONS.] As used in this section, the 
following terms have the meaning given unless the specific context 
indicates otherwise: 

(a) "Child protection' agency" means an agency authorized to 
receive reports, conduct assessments and -investigations, and make 
determinations pursuant to section 626.556, subdivision 10. 

(b) "Child protection services" means the receipt and assessment 
of reports of child maltreatment and the provision of services to 
families and children when maltreatment has occurred or when 
there is risk of maltreatment. These serVICes include:(l) the 
assessment of risk to !!o child alleged to have been abused or 
neglected; (2) interviews of any persold alleged to have abused or 
neglected "'" child and the child or chi ren involved in the report, 
and interviews with personsnaving facts or knowledge necessary to 
assess the level of risk to "" child and the need for protective 
intervention; (3) the gathering of written or evidentiary materials; 
(4) the recording Olcase findings and determmatlOns;and (5) other 
actions required ~ section 626.556, administrative rule, or a¥ency 
policy, but excluding admimstrative practices necessary sole y for 
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the collection of data. 

(c) "Competency-based training" .means !'c course of instruction 
that provides both information and skills practice, which ~ based 
upon clearly stated and measuraDle instructional objectives, and 
which requires demonstratIon of the achievement of ~ particular 
standard of skills and knowledge for satisfactory completion. 

(d) "Preservice training" means· training provided to local child 
protection workers before they perform official jQ!l duties in a local 
child protection agency. --- - - --

(e) "Probationary training" means training provided to !! local 
child protection worker after the person has begun to perform child 
protection duties, but before the expiration of six months of employ
ment as !'c child protection worker. This probationary training must 
occur during the performance of jQ!l duties and must include an 
evaluation of the employee's application of skills and knowledge. 

(0 "In-service training" means training provided to !'c local child 
protection worker after the person has performed an initial six 
months of employment as !'c child protection worker. 

Subd. 2. [TRAINING PROGRAM; DEVELOPMENT.] The com
miSSWnerof human services shall develop a program of competencY
based preservice and probationary training for child protection 

\ workers if funds are appropriated to the commissioner for this 
\purpose. 

Sec. 3. [626.5592] [STEERING COMMITTEE.] 

Subdivision 1. [APPOINTMENT.] The commissioner of human 
services shall appoint ~ steering comiillttee to assist in the devel
opment of the training program under section ~ 

Subd. ~ [MEMBERSHIP.] The steering committee consists of the 
following members: 

(1) two individuals who are in ~ supervisory capacity in ~ local 
chud protection agency; 

(2) two individuals who are child protection workers with signif
icant experience; 

(3) one individual who has expertise in training and development; 

(4) one law enforcement officer; 

(5) three individuals who have particular expertise in any aspect 
of chi1(f'jirotection services OeSci'ibed in section 2; and 
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(6) three individuals from among the general public. 

Subd. 3. [DUTIES.] The steering committee shall advise the 
commissioner regarding the format and content of the traininfi 
program developed under section 2. The steering committee sha 
also: 

(1) review and approve a two-year plan for the implementation of 
section .:s. 

(2) make recommendations as to the staffing and operation of 
seCtion 2; 

. (3) make recommendations to the legislature on the implementa
tion of section 2; and 

(4) review implementation steps on '" regular basis, and recom
mend necessary changes in department or pUblic policy. 

Subd. 4. [COMPENSATION.] The steering committee shall serve 
without compensation." 

Page 1, line 9,. delete "Section 1.:' and insert "Sec. 4." 

Page 1, delete lines 13 to 15 and insert: 

"(a) "Child abuse" means an? act which involves ~ minor victim 
and which constitutes a vio ation of section 609.221, 609.222, 
609.223,609.224, 609.255, 609.342,-609.343, 609.344, 609.345, 
609.377, or 609.378." 

Page 1, line 19, delete "criminal sexual conduct" and insert "child 
abuse" --

Page 2, line 10, delete "shall" and insert "may" 

Page 2, line 11, delete "criminal sexual conduct" and insert "child 
abuse" --

Page 2, line 15, delete "sexual" 

Page 2, lines 21 to 22, delete "criminal sexual conduct" and insert 
"child abuse" 

Page 3, line 4, before the semicolon, insert "1 but not including 
attorneys' work product" 

Page 3, line 12, delete "criminal sexual conduct" and insert "child 
abuse" --
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Amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 2, after the semicolon, insert "providing for the 
development of a training program for child protection workers;" 

Page 1, line 6, before the period, insert "; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1986, section 626.559, by adding a subdivision; proposing 
coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 626" 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 

Senate Conferees: RICHARD J. COHEN, JIM RAMSTAD AND LINDA 
BERGLIN. 

House Conferees: PHIL CARRUTHERS, KATHLEEN A. BLATZ AND RANDY 
C. KELLY. 

Carruthers moved that the report of the Conference Committee on 
S. F. No. 2266 be adopted and that the bill be repassed as amended 
by the Conference Committee. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 2266, A bill for an act relating to child abuse; authorizing 
counties to establish pilot programs; allowing the appointment of a 
child intermediary in certain criminal child abuse proceedings; 
prescribing powers and duties of the intermediary. 

The bill was read for the third tiine, as amended by Conference, 
and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. There were 131 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz' 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 

Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 

Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 

Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 
Larsen 
Lasley 
Lieder 
Long 
Marsh 
McDonald 
McEachern 
McKasy 
McLaughlin 
McPherson 
Milbert 

Miller 
Minne 
Morrison 
Munger 
Murphy 
Nelson, C. 
Nelson, D. 
Nelsol1, K. 
Neuenschwander 
O'Connor 
Ogren 
Olsen, S. 
Olson, E. 
Olson, K. 
Omann 
Onnen 
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Orenstein 
Osthoff 
Otis 
Ozment 
Pappas 
Pauly 
Pelowski 
Peterson 
Poppenhagen 
Price 
Quinn 

Quist 
Redalen 
Reding 
Rest 
Rice 
Richter 
Riveness 
Rodosovich 
Rose 
Rukavina 
Sarna 
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Schafer 
Scheid 
&:hreiber 
Seaberg . 
Segal 
Shaver 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 

Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
1]ornhorn 
Tompkins. 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 

[90th Day 

Wtgenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was repassed, as amended by Conference, and its title 
agreed to. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted 
the report of the Conference Committee on: 

S. F. No, 412. 

The Sen"te has repassed said bill in accordance with therecom
mend"tion and report of the Conference Committee. Said Senate 
File is herewith transmitted to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON S. F. NO. 412 

A bill for an act relating to real property; creating a lien against 
real property where the state has incurred cleanup expenses and the 
owner is liable for the expenses under Minnesota Statutes, chapter 
115B or 115C; providing procedures for implementation and enforcec 
ment of the lien; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota 
Statutes, chapter 514. 

The Honorable Jerome M. Hughes 
President of the Senate 

The Honorable Robert Vanasek 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

April 15, 1988 

We, the undersigned conferees for S. F. No. 412, report that we 
have agreed upon the items in dispute and recommend as follows: 

That the Senate concur in the House amendment. 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 
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Senate Conferees: WILLIAM P. LUTHER, GARY W. LAIDIG AND LERoy A. 
STUMPF. 

House Conferees: DEE LONG, SIDNEY J. PAUI.Y AND JEAN D. WAGE
NIUS. 

Long moved that the report of the Conference Committee on S. F. 
No. 412 be adopted and that the bill be repassed as amended by the 
Conference Committee. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 412, A bill for an act relating to real property; creating a 
lien against real property where the state has incurred cleanup 
expenses and the owner is liable for the expenses under Minnesota 
Statutes, chapter U5B or U5C; providing procedures for implemen
tation and enforcement of the lien; proposing coding for new law in 
Minnesota Statutes, chapter 514. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by Conference, 
and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. There were 132 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson;D. 
Carlson; L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 
Frederick 

Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 
Larsen 

Lasley Ozment 
Lieder Pappas 
Long Pauly 
Marsh Pelowski 
McDonald Peterson 
McKasy Poppenhagen 
McLaughlin Price 
McPherson Quinn 
Milbert Quist 
Miller Redalen 
Minne Reding 
Morrison Rest 
Munger Rice 
Murphy Richter 
Nelson, C. Riveness 
Nelson, D. Rodosovich 
Nelson, K. Rose 
Neuenschwander Rukavina 
O'Connor Sarna 
Ogren Schafer 
Olsen, S. Scheid 
Olson, E. Schreiber 
Olson, K. Seaberg 
Omann Segal 
Onnen Shaver 
Orenstein Skoglund 
Osthoff Solberg 
Otis Sparby 

Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 
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The bill was repassed, as amended by Conference, and its title 
agreed to. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted 
the report of the Conference Committee on: 

H. F. No. 2126, A bill for an act relating to the organization and 
operation of state government; appropriating money for human 
services and health and other purposes with certain conditions; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 3.9223, subdivision 3; 
3.9225, subdivision 3; 3.9226, subdivision 3; 62A.54; 62E.04, by 
adding subdivisions; 129A.02, subdivision 3; 129A.09; 129A.IO; 
144.053, by adding a subdivision; 144.125; 144.50, by adding a 
subdivision; 144A.04, by adding a subdivision; 144A.08, by adding a 
subdivision; 145.43, subdivisions 1 and la; 145.853, subdivision 2; 
145.894; 245.771, by adding a subdivision; 245.814, subdivisions 1, 
2, and 3; 245.83; 245.84, subdivision 1; 246.023, .subdivision 1; 
252.291, subdivisions 1 and 2; 253B.03, by adding a subdivision; 

. 253B.17, subdivision 1; 256.73, subdivisions 2 and 6, and by adding 
subdivisions; 256.736, by adding subdivisions; 256.76, subdivision 1; 
256B.08; 256B.092, subdivisions 5 and 7; 256B.14, subdivision 2; 
256B.17, subdivision 7; 256B.431, by adding subdivisions; 256B.50, 
subdivision 1, and by adding subdivisions; 256B.50l, subdivision 3, 
and by adding subdivisions; 256B.69, subdivisions 3 and 4; 256D.02, 
subdivision 7, and by adding a subdivision; 256D.06, by adding a 
subdivision; 256D.07; 256D.35, by adding a subdivision; 256D.37, 
subdivision 2, and by adding subdivisions; 256E.12, subdivisions 1 
and 2; 256F.03, subdivision 8; 256F.07, by adding a subdivision; 
257.071, subdivisions 2, 3, 6, and by adding a subdivision; 257.072; 
260.181, subdivision 3; 268.0111, by adding a subdivision; 268.86, by 
adding a subdivision; 268.91, subdivision 7; 268.911, subdivision 3; 
326.371; 462.05, by adding a subdivision; 462A.21, by adding a 
subdivision; 609.72, subdivision 1; and 611A.32, by adding a subdi
vision; Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 3.922, subdi
vision 6; 16B.08, subdivision 7; 62A.152, subdivision 2; 62A.48, 
subdivision 7; 62A.50, subdivision 3; 62D.102; 129A.01, subdivision 
5,6, and 7; 129A.03; 129A.06, subdivision 1; 129A.07, subdivision 1; 
129A.08, subdivisions 1, 4, 5, and by adding a subdivision; 
144A.071, subdivision 3; 144A.073, subdivisions 1, 7, and 8;145.43, 
subdivision 4; 145A.06, by adding a subdivision; 148B.23, subdivi
sion 1; 148B.42, subdivision 1; 245.462, subdivisions 3, 4, 6, 17, 18, 
19, 20, 21, 23, and 25; 245.465; 245.466, subdivisions 1, 2, and 5; 
245.467, by adding subdivisions; 245.469, subdivision 2; 245.471, 
subdivisions 2 and 3; 245.472, subdivision 2; 245.475, subdivisions 1 
and 2; 245.476, subdivision 1; 245.477; 245.478, subdivisions 1, 2, 
and 9; 245.479; 245.482, subdivision 2; 245.696, subdivision 2; 
245.697, subdivision 2, and by adding a subdivision; 252.291, 
subdivision 3; 252.46, subdivisions 5 and 6, and by adding subdivi
sions; 253B.03, subdivision 6; 256.01, subdivision 4; 256.015, subdi-

• 
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vision 2; 256.736, subdivisions 1b, 4, and 11; 256.936; 256.969, 
subdivisions 2 and 3; 256B.02, subdivision 8; 256B.031, subdivision 
5; 256B.042, subdivision 2; 256B.06, subdivisions 1 and 4; 256B.091, 
subdivision 4; 256B.35, subdivision 1; 256B.431, subdivisions 2b, 3, 
and 4; 256B.433, subdivision 1; 256B.50, subdivision 2; 256B.501, 
subdivision 1; 256B.73, subdivision 2; 256D.01, subdivision 1a; 
256D.03, subdivision 3; 256D.06, subdivisions 1 and 1b; 256D.37, 
subdivision 1; 256E.12, subdivision 3; 268.91, subdivisions 1, 3, 3b, 
3c, 3e, 4, and 12; and 326.73; Laws 1984, chapter 654, article 5, 
section 57, subdivision 1, as amended; Laws 1987, chapter 337, 
section 131; Laws 1987, chapter 403, articles 1, section 4, subdivi
sion 4; 2, section 34; and 4, section 13; proposing coding for new law 
in Minnesota Statutes, chapters 62A; 62C; 62D; 144; 145; 153A; 157; 
179A; 198; 245; 252; 256; 256B; 257; and 268; proposing coding for 
new law as Minnesota Statutes, chapter 152A; repealing Minnesota 
Statutes 1986, 144.388; I53A.01; I53A.02; 153A.03; 153A.04; 
153A.05; 153A.06; 153A.07; 153A.08; 153A.09; 153A.10; 153A.11; 
153A.12; 245.84, subdivision 4; 245.86; 245.87; 246.023, subdivi
sions 2, 3, 4, and 5; 257.071, subdivision 6; and 268.061; Minnesota 
Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 129A.01, subdivision 8; 
I29A.07, subdivision 2; I29A.08, subdivision 3; 148B.04, subdivi
sion 1; and 256B.73, subdivision 10. 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the recom
mendation and report of the Conference Committee. Said House File 
is herewith returned to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

SPECIAL ORDERS 

S. F. No. 2292 was reported to the House. 

Carlson, D., moved that S. F. No. 2292 be continued on Special 
Orders for one day. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 2452 was reported to the House. 

Kelly moved that S. F. No. 2452 be continued on Special Orders for 
one day. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 1652 was reported to the House. 

Greenfield and O'Connor offered an amendment to S. F. No. 1652. 
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. POINT OF ORDER 

Gutknecht raised a point of order pursuant to rule 3.9 that the 
Greenfield and O'Connor amendment was not in order. Speaker pro 
tempore Anderson, G., ruled the point of order well taken and the 
amendment out of order. . 

O'Connor offered an amendment to S. F. No. 1652. 

POINT OF ORDER 

Schreiber raised a point of order pursuant to rule 3.9 that the 
O'Connor amendment was not in order. Speaker pro tempore Ander
son, G., ruled the point of order well taken and the amendment out 
of order. 

S. F. No. 1652, A bill for an act relating to marriage dissolution; 
providing for the valuation of pension· benefits; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 518.582, subdivision 1. 

The bill was read for the third time and placed i'lpon its final 
passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. There were 129 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative ~ere: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 

Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 

Krueger Onnen 
Larsen Orenstein 
Lasley Osthoff 

.. Lieder Otis 
Marsh Ozment 
McDonald Pappas 
McEachern Pauly 
McKftsy Pelowski 
McLaughlin Peterson 
McPherson Poppenhagen 
Milbert Price 
Miller Quinn 
Mione Quist 
Morrison Redalen 
Munger Reding 
Murphy Rest 
Nelson, C. Rice 
Nelson, D. Richter 
Nelson, K. Riveness 
Neuenschwander Rodosovich 
O'Connor Rose 
Ogren Rukavina 
Olsen, S. Sarna 
Olson, E. Schafer 
Olson, K. Scheid 
Oman~ Schreiber 

Seaberg 
Segal 
Shaver 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
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The bill was passed and its title agreed to. 

S. F. No. 1804 was reported to the House. 

Johnson, A., moved to amend S. F. No. 1804, as follows: 

Delete everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 168.011, is amended 
by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 5a. [REGISTERED OWNER.) "Registered owner" means 
any person, firm, association, or cor oration other than !! secured 
aarty, having title to !! motor vehlC e. IT !! passen~er automobIle, as 

efined in sUbdivision 7, is under. lease for 180 ~ or more, the 
lessee IS (Teemed, for purposes of registratmn only, as the registerea 
owner,out the aFICation for renewal of the registration of the 
automoiille must e sent to the lessor. --------

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 168.013, subdivision 7, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 7. [AGENTS.) Any act required herein of .... a registered 
owner may be performed in the registered owner's behalf by a duly 
authorized agent. Any person having a lien upon, or claim to, any 
motor vehicle may pay any tax due thereon to prevent the penalty for 
delayed registration from accruing, but the registration certificate 
and number plates shall not be issued until legal ownership is 
definitely determined. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 168.041, subdivision 7, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 7. If .... !! registered owner wishes to sell a motor vehicle 
during the time its registration plates and registration certificate 
are impounded or during the time its registration plates bear a 
special series number, the registered owner may apply to the court 
which impounded such plates and certificate, for consent to transfer 
title to the motor vehicle. If the court is satisfied that the proposed 
sale is in good faith and for a valid consideration, that the re~istered 
owner will thereby be deprived of the custody and contro of the 
motor vehicle, and that the sale is not for the purpose of circum
venting the provisions of this section, it may certify its consent to the 
registrar of motor vehicles and return the impounded registration 
plates and certificates. If during the timethe registration plates and 
certificate of registration are impounded the title to said motor 
vehicle is transferred by the foreclosure of a chattel mortgage, the 
cancellation of a conditional sales contrac"t, a sale upon execution, or 
by decree or order of a court of competent jurisdiction, the court shall 
order the license plates and registration certificate surrendered to 
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the new registered owner and notify the registrar of motor vehicles 
of such action. The registrar of motor vehicles shall then transfer the 
registration plates and registration certificates to the new registered 
owner. 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 168.10, subdivision 1, is 
amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [APPLICATION.] Except as provided in subdivi
sions la, 1b, 1c, 1d, 19, and 1h, every registered owner of any motor 
vehicle in this state, not exempted by section 168.012 or 168.26, 
shall as soon as registered ownership of a motor vehicle is acquired 
and annually. thereafter during the period provided in section 
168.31, file with the commissioner of public safety on a blank 
provided by the commissioner a listing for taxation arid application 
for the registration 6f such vehicle, stating the first, middle and last· 
names, the dates of birth, and addresses of all registered owners 
thereof who are natural persons, the full names and addresses of all 
other registered owners, the name and· address of the person from 
whom purchased, make of motor vehicle, year and number of the 
model, manufacturer's identification number or serial number, type 
of body, the weight of the vehicle in pounds, for trailers only, its rated 
load carrying capacity and for buses only, its seating capacity, and 
such other information as the .commissioner may require. Any false 
statement willfully and knowingly made in regard thereto shaH be 
deemed peIjury and punished accordingly. The listing and applica
tion for registration by dealers or manufacturers' agents within the 
state, of motor vehicles received for sale or use within the state shall 
be accepted as compliance with the requirements of this chapter, 
imposed upon the manufacturer. 

Registration shall be refused a motor .,ehicle if the original 
identification or serial number has been destroyed,removed, altered, 
covered or defaced. However, if the commissioner is satisfied on the 
sworn statements of the registered owner or registered owners or 
such other persons .as the commissioner may deem advisable that 
the applicant is the legal owner, a special identification number in 
the form prescribed by the commissioner shall be assigned to the 
motor vehicle. When it has been determined that the number had 
been affixed to such vehicle in a manner prescribed by the commis
sioner, the vehicle may thereafter be registered in the same manner 
as other motor vehicles. In the case of a new or rebuilt motor vehicle 
manufactured or assembled without an identification or serial 
number, the commissioner may assign an identification number to 
the motor vehicle in the same manner as prescribed heretofore. 

" 
Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 168.11, subdivision 1, is 

amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. The registrar shaH file such application and, upon 
approval thereof and npon payment of the motOr vehicle tax, as 
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herein provided, together with all arrears and penalties, if any, and 
upon the delivery to the registrar of the duly endorsed registFation 
certificate of title of the former owner, as hereinafteF provided in 
chapter 168A, ffi' preef ef lass IlI'O,l-ided in liea thereof, shall assign 
to it a distinctive number and issue to the re~istered owner a 
registration certificate, which shall contain the fu I name and date 
of birth, place of residence, with street and number, if in a city, and 
post office address of th!, registered owner, a specific description of 
the vehicle, and the number assigned, together with a place on the 
face of the certificate in which the registered owner shall, immedi
ately upon receipt thereof, place the registered owner's signature 
aDd, 61> the re'leFOe side theI'eaf, an assig'HneHi aDd Hetiee· ef sale ffi' 
te ..... inatian ef O'NfteFOhill, with f'laees fffi' the sigftatlH'es ef beth 
selleI' and llaFeBaSeF, and a plaee fffi' assigmneHi ef the eredit fffi' the 
tm.. The registration certificate shall be retained by the registered 
owner until expiration ffi' SIlFFendeF, as herein provided. When in 
administering this chapter convenience or necessity requires, the 
registration certificate ftIflY. aloo he eaRed ffi' refeFFed ts as the 
-registFation eaFd shall be used in lieu of the certificate of title on 
vehicles exempt from cilapter"168A-:-- - - - -- -.-

Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 168.13, is amended to 
read: 

168.13 [PROOF OF OWNERSHIP.] 

The registrar shalLapprove no application and issue no number 
plates for any motor vehicle, """"f>Ii saeh as ftIflY have eeme direet 
fFem the mflllllfaetIH'eF ,ffi' fFem anothel' state, unless and until the 
FegistFatian title certificate theretofore issued ffi' !lFflefeflass theFeaf 
by.SW9I'B statemeHi shall he under cha~ter 168A is delivered to the 
registrar, who shall be satisfied from t e recorils That all taxes and 
fees due hereunder shall have been paid, and endorsements upon the 
certificate ffi' SW9I'B !lFflef ef less, are in writing, and have been 
signed by the seller and purchaser, shall famish Ill'aaf that the 
alllllieaHi fffi' registFation is. Ilaying ffi' l'eeeyl-ing eredit fffi' the tm. 
tip6B the 'lehiele ef whleiI the fl!llllieaHi is the Fightfal passessol'; .,." 
in ease saeh eeroseate ffi' !lFflef is nat avail""le, the FegistFaF, ffi'the 
registFaF's dellaty, shall he satisfied ef saeh faet by pel'sonal view ef 
the ftIfltffi' veehiele serial and ftIfltffi' namileFs and by !lFflef ef the 
eIaim ef oWfleFshill thereof. 

Motor vehicles brought into Minnesota from other states shall not 
be registered or have number plates issued therefor until such 
registration certificate or other evidence of title as may reasonably 
be required from the registrant within that state be surrendered to 
the registrar in the same manner as certificates of this state, or in 
lieu thereof, suchyiew and evidence ofthe chain of ownership be had 
as will assure the payment of the proper tax so long as the motor 
vehicle shall be in the state. 
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Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1986, s<;clion 168.33, subdivision 3, is 
amended to read: ' ' , 

Subd. 3. [RECORD.] The registmr shall keep a suitable record of 
all motor vehicles registered' in the registmr's office, indexed, 
according to registration number, according to name of the regis
tered owner, according to make of motor vehicle and the factory 
identification number for such makes as are so ideptified or accord
ing to the serial numoor of such makes as are so identified until the 
manufacturers thereof adopt and use an identification number, and 
according to such. other information as the registrar shall, deem 
advisable. Duplicates of the certificate of registration shall be. used, 
until a more efficient system'is evolved,to 'make the registration 
numoor and registered owner's indexes herein required, and s,uch 
other copies as are desirable. The registrar may furnisnto anyone 
applying therefor transcripts of such records for not less' thari the 
cost of preparing the same; provided, that any sums in excess of such 
cost reCeived by the registrar for furrushing such transcripts shall be 
paid by the registrar into the state treasury. The registrar shall also 
furnish copies thereof, without charge, to the chiefs of police of the 
cities of Minneapolis, St. Paul, and Duluth. ' 

Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 168A.1O, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: ' 

, . 

Subd. 6. Every owner or hansferor of a moto~ vehicle who fails or 
dfilays for more than 141ays to file tIle transfer of owneTsliip willi 
t e registrar shall ~ t e registrar !! fee of $2. '., 

Sec. 9. [APPROPRIATION.] 

$92,82'0 is appropriated from the highway user tax distribution 
fund to the commissioner of pUblic safety for the purpose of imple
menting the program for the mandatory surrender of registration 
plates ana certificates ~ re'jat DWI offenders. The funds are 
available to June .:!Q, 1989. 103,000 is appropriated: from the 
hl~hway user tax distribution fUlliI to the commissioner of public 
sa ety. ,,' " . " , 

Sec. 10. [REPEALER] 

Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 168.30, is repealed." 
;' 

Delete the title and insert: 

"A bill for an act relating to motor vehicles; providing for regis
tration of motor vehicles by 100ig-term lessees; imposing a fee; 
appropriating, money for the program of mandatory surrender of 
plates and certificates by repeat DWI offenderS; amending Minne
sota Statutes 1986,sections 168.011, by adding a subdivision; 
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168.013, subdivision 7; 168.041, subdivision 7; 168.10, subdivision 1; 
168.11, subdivision 1; 168.13; 168.33, subdivision 3; and 168A.10, by 
adding a subdivision; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 
168.30." 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

Johnson, . A., and Kahn moved to amend S. F. No. 1804, as 
amended, as follows: 

Page 6, after line 16, insert: 

"Sec. 10. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 169.345, 
subdivision 2a, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2a. [PHYSICIAN'S STATEMENT.] The commissioner shall 
develop a form for the physician's statement. The statement must be 
signed by a licensed physician who certifies that the applicant is a 
physically handicapped person as defined in subdivision 2. The 
commissioner may request additional information from the physi
cian if needed to verify the applicant's eligibility. The physician's 
statement must specify whether the disability is permanent or 
temporary, and if temporary, the opinion of the physician as to the 
duration of the disability. A physician who fraudulently certifies to 
the commissioner that a person is a physically handicapped person 
as defined in subdivision 2, and that the person is entitled to the 
license plates authorized by section 168.021 or to the certificate 
authorized by this section, is guilty of a misdemeanor and is subject 
to a fine of $500. 

The form must include a notice to the effect that ~ ~ Qf the form 
as signed and submitted confers The same privileges as the identi
lYing certificate for ~ period of 14 days after the date of signing. 

Sec. 11. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 169.345, 
subdivision 3; is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [IDENTIFYING CERTIFICATE.] (a) The division of 
driver and vehicle services in the department of public safety shall 
issue a special identifying certificate for a motor vehicle when a 
physically handicapped applicant submits a physician's statement. 
The commissioner shall design separate certificates for persons with 
permanent and temporary disabilities that can be readily distin
guished from each other from outside a vehicle at a distance of 25 
feet. The certificate is valid for the duration of the person's disabil
ity, as specified in the physician's statement, up to a maximum of six 
years. A person with a disability oflonger duration will be required 
to renew the certificate for additional periods of time, up to six years 
each, as specified in the physician's statement. 
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(b) When the commissioner is satisfied that a motor vehicle is used 
primarily for the purpose of transporting physically handicapped 
persons, the division may issue without charge a special identifying 
certificate for the vehicle, The operator of a vehicle displaying the 
certificate has the parking privileges provided in subdivision 1 
while the vehicle is in use for transporting physically handicapped 
persons. The certificate issued to a person transporting physically 
handicapped persons must be renewed every third year. On applica
tion and renewal, the person must present evidence that the vehicle 
continues to be used for transporting physically handicapped per
sons. 

(c) A certificate must be made of plastic or similar durable 
material, must be distinct from certificates issued before January 1, 
1988, and must bear its expiration date prominently on its face. A 
certificate issued to a temporarily disabled person must display the 
date of expiration of the duration of the disability, as determined 
under paragraph (a). Each certificate must have printed on the back 
a summary of the parking privileges and restrictions that apply to 
each vehicle in which it is used. The commissioner may charge a fee 
of $5 for issuance or renewal of a certificate, and a fee of $5 for a 
duplicate to replace a lost, stolen, or damaged certificate. 

(d) A £QEY of!! physician's statement submitted under paragraph 
(a), wnen prominently displayed in the manner prescribed in 
Siibdivision h entitles the person submitting the statement the 
same privileges under suDdlvision 1 as an identifying certificate,fur 
a pegoa of 14 day~ after the date on WIilCli the statement was signed 
fu: ~ physlClan. . . 

Renumber the sections in sequence 

Correct internal references 

Amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 4, after the semicolon insert "providing that a 
physician's statement authorizes parking privileges for a physically 
handicapped person;" 

Page 1, line 8, after the second semicolon insert "Minnesota 
Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 169.345, subdivisions 2a and 3;" 

A roll call was requested and properly seconded. 

The question was taken on the Johnson, A., and Kahn amendment 
and the roll was called. There.were 130 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
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Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 
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Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson,A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 

Kostohryz Olson, K. 
Krueger Omann 
Larsen Onnen 
Lasley Orenstein 
Lieder Otis 
Long Ozment 
Marsh Pappas 
McDonald Pauly 
McEachern Pelowski 
McKasy Peterson 
McLaughlin Poppenhagen 
McPherson Price 
Milbert Quinn 
Miller Quist 
Minne Reding 
Morrison Rest 
Munger Rice 
Murphy Richter 
Nelson, C. Riveness 
Nelson, D. Rodosovich 
Nelson, K. Rose 
Neuenschwander Rukavina 
O'Connor Sarna 
Ogren Schafer 
Olsen, S. Scheid 
Olson, E. Schreiber 
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Seaberg 
Segal 
Shaver 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valenoo 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

Johnson, A., moved to amend S. F. No. 1804, as amended, as 
follows: 

Page 5, after line 17, insert: 

"Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 168.12, subdivision 1, is 
amended to read: 

Subdivision l. [NUMBER PLATES; VISIBILITY, PERIODS OF 
ISSUANCE.) The registrar, upon the approval and payment, shall 
issue to the applicant the number plates required by law, bearing 
the state name and the number assigned. The number assigned may 
be a combination of a letter or sign with figures. The color of the 
plates and the color of the abbreviation of the state name and the 
number assigned' shall be in marked contrast. The plates shall be 
lettered, spaced, or distinguished to suitably indicate the registra
tion of the vehicle according to the rules of the registrar, and when 
a vehicle is registered on the basis of total gross weight, the plates 
issned shall clearly indicate by letters or other suitable insignia the 
maximum gross weight for which the tax has been paid. These 
number plates shall be so treated as to be at least 100 times brighter 
than the conventional painted number plates. When properly 
mounted on an unlighted vehicle, these number plates, when viewed 
from a vehicle equipped with standard headlights, shall be visible 
for a distance of not less than 1,500 feet and readable for a distance 
of not less than 110 feet. The registrar shall issue these number 
plates for the following periods: 
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(1) number plates issued pursuant to sections 168.27, subdivisions 
16 and 17, and 168.053 shall be for a one-year period; 

(2) new number plates issued pursuant to section 168.012, subdi
vision 1, shall be issued to a vehicle for as long as it is owned by the 
exempt agency and shall not be transferable from one vehicle to 
another but may be transferred with the vehicle from one tax 
exempt agency to another; 

(3) plates issued for passenger .automobiles as defined in section 
168.011, subdivision 7, motorcycles, motorized bicycles, and motor 
scooters shall be issued for Ii oil( year an eight-year period startiag 
set lateF thaa Oetaeer W8&; a¥ Hati± tOO ae..t geaera\ reissllaaee sf 
plates every sH< years thereafter, whiehever is less; and 

(4) plates for any vehicle not specified in clauses (1), (2) and (3), 
except for trailers as hereafter provided, shall be issued for the life 
of the vehicle. Beginning with number plates issued for the year 
1981, plates issued for trailers with a total gross weight of 3,000 
pounds or less shall be issued for the life of the trailer and shall be 
not more than seven inches in length and four inches in width. 

In a year in which plates are not issued, the registrar shall issue 
for each registration a tab or sticker to designate the year of 
registration. This tab or sticker shall show the calendar year or years 
for which issued, and is valid. only for that period. The number 
plates, number tabs, or stickers issued for a motor vehicle may not be 
transferred to another motor vehicle during the period for which it is 
issued. 

Notwithstanding any other provision of this subdivision, number 
plates issued to a vehicle which is used for behind-the-wheel 
instruction in a driver education course in a public school may be 
transferred to another vehicle used for the same purpose without 
payment of any additional fee. The registrar shall be notified of each 
transfer of number plates under this paragraph, and may prescribe 
a form for .notification." 

Renumber- the sections in sequence 

Correct internal references 

Amend the title accordingly 

A roll call was requested and properly seconded. 

CALL OF THE HOUSE 

On the motion of Johnson, A., and on the demand of 10 members, 
a call of the House was ordered. The following members answered to 
their names: 
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Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, L. 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
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Dorn 
Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 

Kludt Olsen, S. 
Knickerbocker Olson, K. 
Knuth Omann 
Kostohryz Onnen 
Larsen Orenstein 
Lasley Otis 
Lieder Pappas 
Long Pauly 
Marsh Pelowski 
McDonald Peterson 
McEachern Poppenhagen 
McKasy Price 
McLaughlin Quinn 
McPherson Quist 
Miller Redalen 
Minne Reding 
Morrison Richter 
Murphy Riveness 
Nelson, C. Rodosovich 
Nelson, D. Rose 
Neuenschwander Rukavina 
O'Connor Sarna 
Ogren Schafer 
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Schreiber 
Seaberg 
Segal 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
'Ijornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 

Kelly moved that further proceedings of the roll call be dispensed 
with and that the Sergeant at Arms be instructed to bring in the 
absentees. The motion prevailed and it was so ordered. 

POINT OF ORDER 

Seaberg raised a point of order pursuant to rule 3.9 that the 
Johnson, A., amendment was not in order. Speaker pro tempore 
Anderson, G., ruled the point of order not well taken and the 
amendment in order. 

Carlson, D., moved to amend the Johnson, A., amendment to S. F. 
No. 1804, as amended, as follows: 

Page 2, line 11, delete the new language and reinstate the old 
language 

A roll call was requested and properly seconded. 

POINT OF ORDER 

Lasley raised a point of order pursuant to rule 3.10 that the 
Carlson, D., amendment to the Johnson, A., amendment was not in 
order. Speaker pro tempore Anderson, G., ruled the point of order not 
well taken and the amendment to the amendment in order. 

The question recurred on the amendment to the amendment and 
the roll was called. 
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Wynia moved that those not voting be excused from voting. The 
motion prevailed. 

There were 53 yeas and 79 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, R. Forsythe Kostohryz Osthoff 
Bauerly Frederick Lieder Ozment 
Bennett Frerichs Marsh Poppenhagen 
Bertram Gruenes McDonald Price 
Bishop Gutknecht McKasy Redalen 
Boo Hartle McPherson Rodosovich 
Burger Heap Munger Rose 
Carlson, D. Jaros Nelson, C. Schafer 
Clausnitzer Jennings Olsen, S. Scheid 
Dempsey Johnson, V. Olson, K. Schreiber 
DeRaad Kalis Omann Seaberg 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Battaglia 
Beard 
Begich 
Blatz 
Brown 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dille 
Dorn 
Greenfield 

HaukoDa 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jefferson 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Kahn 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Krueger 

Larsen Onnen 
Lasley Orenstein 
Long Otis 
McEachern Pappas 
McLaughlin Pauly 
Milbert Pelowski 
Miller Peterson 
Minne Quinn 
Morrison Quist 
Murphy Reding 
Nelson, D. Rest 
Nelson, K. Rice 
Neuenschwander Richter 
O'Connor Riveness 
Ogren Rukavina 
Olson, E. Sarna 

Sparby 
Stanius 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Tompkins 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Wenzel 
Spk. Vanasek 

Segal 
Shaver 
Skoglund 
Steensma 
Thiede 
'fjornhom 
Trimble 
Valenta 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Winter 
Wynia 

The motion did not prevail and the amendment to the amendment 
was not adopted. 

Kalis moved to amend the Johnson, A., amendment to S. F. No. 
1804, as amended, as follows: 

Page 2, line 11, delete "an eight" and insert "~ seven" 

A roll call was requested and properly seconded. 

The question was taken on the amendment to the amendment and 
the roll was called. 

Wynia moved that those not voting be excused from voting. The 
motion prevailed. 

There were 66 yeas and 65 nays as follows: 
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Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Bauerly 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Boo 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Clausnitzer 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 

Dorn 
Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jaros 

Jennings 
Johnson, V. 
Kalis 
Knickerbocker 
Kostohryz 
Larsen 
Lieder 
Marsh 
McDonald 
McKasy 
McPherson 
Morrison 
Munger 

Nelson, C. 
Olsen, S. 
Olson, E. 
Olson, K. 
Omann 
Osthoff 
Otis 
Ozment 
Poppenhagen 
Price 
Redalen 
Rodosovich 
Rase 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Battaglia 
Beard
Begich 
Blatz 
Brown 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
Dille 
Jacobs 

Jefferson 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Kahn 
Kally 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knuth 
Krueger 
Lasley 
Long 

McEachern Pappas 
McLaughlin Pauly 
Milbert Pelowski 
Miller Peterson 
Minne Quinn 
Murphy Quist 
Nelson, D. Reding 
Nelson, K. Rest 
Neuenschwander Rice 
O'Connor Riveness 
Ogren Rukavina 
Onnen Sarna 
Orenstein Segal 
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Schafer 
Scheid 
Schreiber 
Seaberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Tompkins 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Wenzel 
Spk. Vanasek 

Shaver 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Steensma 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Trimble 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Winter 
Wynia 

The motion prevailed and the amendment to the amendment was 
adopted. 

Tjornhom moved to amend the Johnson, A., amendment to S. F. 
No. 1804, as amended, as follows: 

Page 2, after line 35, insert: 

"Notwithstanding the rovisions of paragraph (3), license plates 
issued within one year fol owing t e effective date of this section for 
a passenger automobile prevIOusly registered lnNIinnesota shall be 
issued without ~ plate fee." 

The motion did not prevail and the amendment to the amendment 
was not adopted. 

The question recurred on the Johnson, A., amendment, as 
amended, and the roll was called. 

Wynia moved that those not voting be excused from voting. The 
motion prevailed. 

There were 85 yeas and 45 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
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Anderson, G. Frederick Knickerbocker Omann Schreiber 
Anderson, R. Frerichs Knuth Osthoff Seaberg 
Bauerly Greenfield Kostohryz Otis Shaver 
Beard Gruenes Larsen Ozment Solberg 
Bennett Gutknecht Lieder Papfas Sparby 
Bertram Hartle Marsh Pau y Stanius 
Bishop Haukoos McDonald Poppenhagen Sviggum 
Boo Hea~ McEachern Price Swenson 
Brown Hime McPherson Quinn Tompkins 
Bu~er Hugoson Minne Quist Trimble 
Car son, D. Jacobs Morrison Redalen Tunheim 
Clausnitzer Jaros Munger Rice Uphus 
Dawkins Jennings Nelson, C. Rodosovich Valento 
Dempsey Johnson, V. O'Connor RDse Waltman 
DeRaad Kalis Olsen, S. Sarna Wenzel 
Dom Kelly Olson, E. Schafer Wynia 
Forsythe Kludt Olson, K. Scheid Spk. Vanasek 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Batta~1ia Dille LOIIt. Onnen Segal 
Begic Jefferson Me sy Orenstein Skoglund 
Blatz Jensen McLaughlin Pelowski Steensma 
Carlson, L. Johnson, A. Milbert Peterson Thiede 
Carruthers Johnson, R. Miller Reding 'lJornhom 
Clark Kahn Murphy Rest Voss 
Cooper Kelso Nelson, D. Richter Wafieruus 
Dauner Kinkel Neuenschwander Riveness We e 
DeBlieck Lasley Ogren Rukavina Winter 

The motion prevailed and the amendment, as amended, was 
adopted. 

Rest moved to amend S. F. No. 1804, as amended, as follows: 

Page 6, delete section 9 

Renumber the sections in sequence 

Correct internal references 

Amend the title accordingly 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

Olsen, S., and Bauerly moved to amend S. F. No. 1804, as 
amended, as follows: 

Page 1, after line 13, insert: 

''ARTICLE 1 

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 168.0ll, subdivision 
4, is amended to read: 
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Subd. 4. [MOTOR VEHICLE.] (a) "Motor vehicle" means any 
self-propelled vehicle not operated exclusively upon railroad tracks 
and any vehicle propelled or drawn by a self-propelled vehicle and 
includes vehicles known as trackless trolleys which are propelled by 
electric power obtained from overhead trolley wires but not operated 
upon rails, except snowmobiles and manufactured homes. Aftff July 
3l-;- 1986-, 

(b) "Motor vehicle" also includes an all-terrain vehicle, as defined 
in section 84.92, subdivision 8, which (1) has at least four wheels, (2) 
is owned and operated lJy " physically handicapped person, and (3) 
displays both physically handicapped license plates and" physically 
handicapped certificate issued under section 169.345, subdivision 3. 

(c) Motor vehicle does not include a t!t.ee w!teel eff .eaa an 
alUerrain vehicle as defined in section 84.92, subdivision 8; except 
tltatiftlte t!tFee .,;!teel efr Feaa (1) an all-terrain vehicle described in 
paragraph (b), or (2) an all-terrmn vehicle was licensed as a motor 
vehicle before August 1, 1985, in which case the owner may continue 
to license it as a motor vehicle until It is conveyed or otherwise 
transferred to another owner, is destroyed, or fails to comply with the 
registration and licensing requirements of this chapter. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 168.011, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 35. [LIMOUSINE.] "Limousine" means" ~assenger auto
mobile fornire, other than" taxicab or " van, t at ~ regularly 
engaged in the business of transporting persons and that has" rear 
seating capacity of not more than nine passengers. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 168.12, subdivision 2a, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 2a. [PERSONALIZED LICENSE PLATES.] Personalized 
license plates must be issued to an applicant for registration of a 
passenger automobile, van, or pickup truck, motorcycle, or self
propelled recreational vehicle, upon compliance with the laws of this 
state relating to registration of the vehicle and upon payment of a 
one-time fee of $100 in addition to the registration tax required by 
law for the vehicle. The registrar shall designate a replacement fee 
for personalized license plates calculated to cover the cost of replace
ment. This fee must be paid by the applicant whenever the person
alized license plates are re:auired to be replaced lJy law. In lieu of the 
numbers assigned as provi ed in sulXIivision 1, personalized license 
plates must have imprinted on them a series of not more than sH< 
Seven numbers and letters in any combination. When an applicant 
has once obtained personalized plates, the applicant shall have a 
prior claim for similar personalized plates in the next succeeding 
year that plates are issued if application is made for them at least 30 
days before the first date that registration can be renewed. The 
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commissioner of public safety shall adopt rules in the manner 
provided by chapter 14, regulating the issuance and transfer of 
personalized license plates. No words or combination of letters 
placed on personalized license plates may be used for commercial 
advertising, be of an obscene, indecent, or im-moral nature, or be of 
a nature that would offend public morals or decency. The call signals 
or letters of a radio or television station are not commercial 
advertising for the purposes of this subdivision. 

Notwithstanding the provisions of subdivision 1, personalized 
license jJlates issued under this subdivision may be transferred to 
another motor vehicle owned or jointly owned by the applicant, upon 
the payment of a fee of$5, which must be paid into the state treasury 
and credited to the highway user tax distribution fund. The registrar 
may by rule provide a form for notification. 

Notwithstanding any law to the contrary, if the personalized 
license plates are lost, stolen, or destroyed, the applicant may apply 
and shall receive duplicate license plates bearing the same combi
nation of letters and numbers as the former personalized plates 
upon the payment of a $5 fee. 

The fee prescribed for personalized license plates must be paid 
only in those years in which the number plate itself is issued, and 
must not be payable in a year in which a year plate, tab, or sticker is 
issued in lieu of a number plate. 

Fees from the sale of permanent and duplicate personalize!1 
license plates must be paid into the state treasury and credited to 
the highway user tax distribution fund. 

Sec. 4. [168.123) [VETERANS; SPECIAL LICENSE PLATE.) 

Subdivision l. [GENERAL REQUIREMENTS; FEES.] The regis
trar shall Issue special license pli)tes to an applicant who served in 
the active military service in ~ ranch Of the armed forces of the 
United States, was discharged under honorable COllilltions, andls an 
owner or ifint owner of a motor vehicle included within the 
Oellilltion "-,, passengerautorllollile, on payment of" fee of $10 for 
each set of two plates, payment of the registration tax required !Jx 
law, and compliance with other laws relating to re istration and 
IlCiillsing of motor vehTcIeS arurarivers. The additiona fee of 10 ~ 
payable for each set of plates, ~ payable only when the plates are 
issued, ana ~ not payab e in " year in which tabs or stickers are 
issued instead of number plates. An applicant must not be issued 
more than two sets of plates for vehicles owned or jointly owned !Jx 
the applicant. . 

The veteran shall have" certified ~ of the veteran's discharge 
papers, indicatillgCliaracter of discharge, at the time of application. 
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Subd. 2. [DESIGN.] The commissioner of veterans affairs shall 
dlisign the special plates, subject to the approval of tneregJstrar; 
t at satisfy the following requirements: 

(a) For !'c Vietnam veteran who served after July.!., 1961, and 
before July.!., 1978, the special plates must bear the inscription 
"VIETNAM VET" and the letters "V" and "V" with the first letter 
directly above the second letter and both letters just preCedlng the 
first numeral of the special license plate number. 

(b) For a veteran stationed on the island of Oahu, Hawaii, or 
ofi'Shore;-during the attack on Pearl Hamor on DeCeiiiber 7, 1941, 
the special plates must bear the inscription "PEARL HARBOR 
SURVIVOR" and the letters "P" and "H" with the first letter 
directly above the second letter and both letters justpreCedJ.ng the 
first numeral of the special license plate number. 

(c) For a veteran who served during World War! or World War II, 
the special plates must bear the inscription "WORLD WAR VET" 
and: 

(1) for a World War I veteran, the characters "W" and "I" with the 
first cnaracterrurectlyabove the second characterand bothCharac= 
ters just preceding the first numeral of the special license plate 
number; or ' 

(2) for a World War II veteran, the characters "W" and "II" with 
the first cllai'aCter directly abovefue second character and both 
characters just preceding the first numeral of the special license 
plate number. 

(d) For !'c veteran who served during the Korean Conflict, the 
special plates must bear the inscription "KOREAN VET" and the 
letters "K" and "V" with the first letter directly above the second 
letter and both letters just preceding the first numeral of the special 
license plate number. 

Subd. 3. [NUMBER ESTIMATED.] The commissioner of veterans 
affairs shall estimate the number of special plates that will be 
required and submit the estimate to the registrar. 

Subd. 4. [PLATE TRANSFERS.] On payment of a fee of $5, plates 
issued under this section may be. transferred to another motor 
vehicle owned or jointly owned by the person to whom the plates 
were issued. 

Subd. 5. [FEES CREDITED.] Fees collected under this section 
must be paid into the state treasury and credited to the highway 
user tax distribution fund. 
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Subd. ~ [RULES.] The registrar may adopt rules under the 
administrative procedure act to govern the issuance and use of tile 
special plates authorized Qy this section. 

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 168.125, is amended to 
read: 

168.125 [SPECIAL LICENSE PLATES FOR FORMER PRISON
ERS OF WAR.] 

Subdivision 1. [SPECIf,L PLATES; L\.PPLIC,A,TION; FEE; 
TRf,NSFER ISSUANCE AND DESIGN.] The registrar shall issue 
special license plates bearing the inscription "EX-POW" to any 
applicant who is both a former prisoner of war and an owner or joint 
owner of a motor vehicle upon the applicant's compliance with all 
the laws of this state relating to the registration and licensing of 
motor vehicles and drivers. The special license plates shall be of a 
design and size to be determined by the commissioner. Plates 
bearing the "EX-POW" inscription may be issued for only one motor 
vehicle per applicant. 

Application for issuance of these plates shall be made at the time 
ofrenewal or first application for registration. The application shall 
include a certification by the commissioner of veterans affairs that 
the applicant was a member of the military forces of the United 
States who was captured, separated, and incarcerated by an enemy 
of the United States during a period of armed conflict. 

The applicant shall pay, in addition to the registration tax 
required by law, a fee sf $M for the special license plates issued 
under this section, in an amount calculated Qy the commissioner to 
cover the cost of the license plates. The additional fee is payable only 
when the plates are issued and no additional fee is payable in any 
year in which tabs or stickers are issued in lieu of number plates. All 
fees from the sale of the special license plates shall be paid into the 
state treasury and credited to the highway user tax distribution 
fund. 

Notwithstanding the provisions of section 168.12, subdivision 1, 
the special license plates issued under this section may be trans
ferred to another motor vehicle owned or jointly owned by the former 
prisoner of war upon the payment of a fee of $5. This fee shall be paid 
into the state treasury and credited to the highway user tax 
distribution fund. 

For purposes of this section, "motor vehicle" means a passenger 
automobile, station wagon, pickup truck, motorcycle, or recreational 
vehicle. 

Subd. 2. [SPECIAL PL,\TE PLATES; EX-POW AND HANDI-
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CAPPED INSIGNIA.] The registrar shall issue special license plates 
bearing both the "EX-POW" and handicapped insignia to any 
applicant who is entitled to the special license plates provided under 
this section and who is also entitled to special license plates for the 
physically handicapped under section 168.021 upon compliance with 
the provisions of both sections. The special license plates shall be of 
a design and size to be determined by the commissioner. 

Subd. 3. [RULES; COMMISSIONER OF PUBLIC SAFETY.] The 
commissioner of public safety may promulgate by rule, in accor
dance with the provisions of chapter ffi 14, the procedures for 
issuance or transfer of the special license plates authorized under 
this section. 

Subd. 4. [RULES; COMMISSIONER OF VETERANS AFFAIRS.] 
The commissioner of veterans affairs shall I'rSHHligate by rffie, itt 
aeeSFEiaHee with the I'rsvisisHS ef eaal'ter l4-; establish the proce
dure for obtaining the certification of former prisoner of war status. 

Subd. 5. [SAVINGS PROVISION.] Nothing in this section shall 
alter the exemption for disabled war veterans provided for in section 
168.03l. 

Sec. 6. [168.12611[LIMOUSINE; LICENSE PLATES.] 

Subdivision l. [UNIQUE REGISTRATION CATEGORY.] A 
unique vehicle registration category!§. established for limousines as 
defined in section 2. 

Subd. 2. [LICENSE PLATES.] The registrar shall issue limousine 
license plates upon the applicant's compliance with laws relating to 
registration and licensing of motor vehicles and drivers. The apprr: 
cant must provide the registrar with proof that the passenger 
automobile license tax and ~ $10 fee have been paid for each 
limousine receiving limousine licenseJ)lates. The limousine license 
plates must be designed to specifically identify the vehicle as ~ 
limousine. Limousine license plates may not be transferred upon 
sale of the limousine, but may be transferred to another limousine 
owned 1>1 the same person upon notifying the registrar and paying 
~ $5 transfer fee. 

Subd. £.0 [INSURANCE.] The application must include a certifi
cate of insurance verifying that ~ valid commercial insurance policy 
!§. in effect and giving the name of the insurance company and the 
number of the insurance policy. The policy must provide staten 
limits of liability, exclusive of interest and costs, with respect to 
each vehicle for whicb coverage is granted, of not less than $100,000 
because of boyily injury to one person in anyone accident and, 
subject to said imit for one person, of not less than$300,000 because 
of injury to two or more persons in anyone accident. The insurance 
company must notify the commissioner if the policy!§. canceled or if 
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the policy no longer provides the coverage required ~ this subdivi
sion. 

Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 169.145, is amended to 
read: 

169.145 [IMPLEMENTS OF HUSBANDRY; SPEED; PENALTY.] 

No person shall drive a self-propelled implement of husbandry, nor 
shall any person tow a self-propelled implement of husbandry, nor 
shall any person tow a farm trailer not equipped with brakes and 
exceeding 6,000 pounas, at a speed in excess of 30 miles per hour. 
Violation of this section is a misdemeanor. 

Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 169.345, 
subdivision 2a, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2a. [PHYSICIAN'S STATEMENT.] The commissioner shall 
develop a form for the physician's statement. The statement must be 
signed by a licensed physician who certifies that the applicant is a 
physically handicapped person as defined in subdivision 2. The 
commissioner may request additional information from the physi
cian if needed to verify the applicant's eligibility. The physician's 
statement must specify whether the disability is permanent or 
temporary, and if temporary, the opinion of the physician .as to the 
duration of the disability. A physician who fraudulently certifies to 
the commissioner that a person is a physically handicapped person 
as defined in subdivision 2, ·and that the person is entitled to the 
license plates authorized by section 168.021 or to the certificate 
authorized by this section, is guilty of a misdemeanor and is subject 
to a fine of $500. 

The form must include a notice to the effect that !'o ~ of the form 
as signed and submitted confers the same privileges as the identi
fying certificate for !'o period of 14 days after the date of signing. 

Sec. 9. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 169.345, 
subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [IDENTIFYING CERTIFICATE.] (a) The division of 
driver and vehicle services in the department of public safety shall 
issue a special identifying certificate for a motor vehicle when a 
physically handicapped applicant submits a. physician's statement. 
The commissioner shall design separate certificates for persons with 
permanent and temporary disabilities that can be readily distin
guished from each other from outside a vehicle at a distance of 25 
feet. The certificate is valid for the duration of the person's disabil
ity, as specified in the physician's statement, up to a maximum of six 
years. A person with a disability of longer duration will be required 
to renew the certificate for additional periods of time, up to six years 
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each, as specified in the physician's statement. 

(b) When the commissioner is satisfied that a motor vehicle is used 
primarily for the purpose of transporting physically ha.ndicapped 
persons, the division may issue without charge a special identifying 
certificate for the vehicle. The operator of a vehicle displaying the 
certificate has the parking privileges provided in subdivision 1 
while the vehicle is in use for transporting physically handicapped 
persons. The certificate issued to a person transporting physically 
handicapped persons must be renewed every third year. On applica
tion and renewal, the person must present evidence that the vehicle 
continues to be used for transporting physically handicapped per
sons. 

(c) A certificate must be made of plastic or similar durable 
material, must be distinct from certificates issued before January 1, 
1988, and must bear its expiration date prominently on its face. A 
certificate issued to a temporarily disabled person must display the 
date of expiration of the duration of the disability, as determined 
under paragraph (a). Each certificate must have printed on the back 
a summary of the parking privileges and restrictions that apply to 
each vehicle in which it is used. The commissioner may charge a fee 
of $5 for issuance or renewal of a certificate, and a fee of $5 for a 
duplicate to replace a lost, stolen, or damaged certificate. . 

(d) A ~ of!l. physician's statement submitted under para;aaph 
(a) men prominently displayed in the manner prescrib in 
~dMSlon h entitles the person submitting the statement the 
same ~ivileges under subdivision 1 as an identifying certificate,Tor 
a ~ of 14 days after the date on wnich the statement was signea 
~ the pllysician. 

Sec. 10. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 169.67, subdivision 3, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [TRAILERS, SEMITRAILERS, TANK TRAILERS.] Ev
ery trailer, semitrailer, or other vehicle of a gross weight of 1,500 
pounds or more, when drawn or pulled upon a highway, shall be 
equipped with brakes adequate to control the movement of and to 
stop and to hold such vehicle, and so designed as to be applied by the 
driver of a towing motor vehicle from its cab,except (a) trailers 
owned by farmers when transporting agricultural products produced 
on the owner's farm or supplies back to the farm ofthe owner of the 
trailer, (b) custom service vehicles drawn by motor vehicles equipped 
with brakes capable of stopping both vehicles within the distance 
required by law for vehicles with four-wheel brakes and contractors' 
custom service vehicles not exceeding 30,000 pounds ~ weight 
and 45 miles ~ hour when drawn ~ a motor vehicle capable ot 
stOPPllig the comhlllatloilWithin the perlOriiiance standards Of 
subdiVISIOn 5, (c) trailers or semitrailers when used by retail dealers 
delIvering implements of husbandry, (d) motor vehicles drawn by 
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motor vehicles equipped with brakes capable of stopping the combi
nation of vehicles within the performance requirements of this 
section, (e) tank trailers not exceeding 8,500 pounds gross weight 
used solely for transporting liquid fertilizer .or gaseous fertilizer 
under pressure, or distributor trailers not exceeding 8,500 pounds 
gross weight used solely for transporting and distributing dry 
fertilizer, when hauled by a truck capable of stopping with loaded 
trailer attached in the distance specified by subdivision 5 for 
vehicles equipped with four-wheel brakes, providing the gross 
weight of such trailer or semitrailer other than those described in 
clause (e) when drawn by a pleasure vehicle shall not exceed 3,000 
pounds, or when drawn by a truck or tractor shall not exceed 6,000 
pounds, or 'day exceed 6 000 pounds but not exceed 15,000 pounds. 
for! trailer escrrOedTn Clause (a) when drawn §r a truck or tractor 
at ! jpeed not exceedlng 30 miles ~ hour, ann except disabled 
vehic es toweato a place of repair. 

Sec. 11. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 169.67, subdivision 4, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [SERVICE BRAKES ON ALL WHEELS; EXCEP
TIONS.] Every HeW motor vehicle, trailer, or semitrailer, saM ... this 
~ manufactured after June 30, 1~88, and operated upon the 
highways shall be equipped with servtcebrakes upon all wheels of 
every such vehicle, f'xcept mobile cranes not exceeding 45 miles ~ 
hour and capable 0 stopping within the perrormance stanaaras of 
suoaivision 5, and except that any motorcycle, any semItrailer oness 
than 1,500 pounds gross weight, a third wheel, of a swivel type, on 
a house trailer, a temporary auxiliary axle attached to a motor 
vehicle during the period of road restrictions for the purpose of 
relieving weight of another axle, when the temporary auxiliary axle 
and the axle to be relieved do not exceed the combined gross weight 
of 18,000 pounds, and the vehicle to which such temporary axle is 
attached meets the brake requirements of this section, need not be 
equipped with brakes; and except, further, that brakes are not 
required on thefront wheels of vehicles manufactured before Jily h 
1988, having three or more axles or upon more tll31i one whee of a 
motorcycle provided the brakes on the other wheels are adequate to 
stop the vehicle in accordance with the braking performance re
quirements of subdivision 5. 

,Sec. 12. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 169.71, subdivision 4, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 4. No person shall drive or· operate any motor vehicle 
required to be registered in the state of Minnesota upon any street or 
highway under the following conditions: 

(a) when the windshield is composed of, covered by, or treated with 
any material which has the effect of making the windshield more 
reflective or in any other way reducing light transmittance through 
the windshield; 

i 
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(b) when any window on the vehicle is composed of, covered by, or 
treated with any material that has a highly reflective or mirrored 
appearance; 

(c) when any side window or rear window is composed of or treated 
with any material so as to obstruct or substantially reduce the 
driver's clear view through the window or has alight transmittance 
of less than 50 percent plus or minus three percent in the visible 
light range or a luminous reflectance of more than 20 percent plus or 
minus three percent; or 

(d) when any material has been applied after August 1, 1985, to 
any motor vehicle window without an accompanying permanent 
marking which indicates the percent of transmittance and the 
percent of reflectance afforded by the material. The marking must be 
in a manner so as not to obscure vision and be readable when 
installed on the vehicle. 

This subdivision does not apply to glazing materials which: 

(a) have not been modified since the original installation, nor to 
original replacement windows and windshields, that were originally 
installed or replaced in conformance with Federal Motor Vehicle 
Safety Standard 205; 

(b) were are required to satisfy prescription needs of the driver of 
the vehicle fHHl if the driver is in possession of saffi the prescription; 
or 

(c) were are applied to, 

(1) the rear windows of a pickup truck as defined m section 
168.011, subdivision 29, '*' w; 

(2) the rear windows or the side windows on either side behind the 
driver's seat of a van as defined in section 168.011, subdivision 28, 
'*'; 

(3) the side and rear windows of aB:'t a vehicle used to transport 
human remains by a funeral estal31ishmems establishment holding 
a permit under the pFovisiofts sf section 149.08; or 

(4) the side and rear windows of a limousine as defined in section 2.--------- -

Sec. 13. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 169.82, is amended to 
read: 

169.82 [TRAILER EQUIPMENT.] 
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Except as provided in section 169.67, any trailer exceeding a gross 
weIght of 6,000 pounds shall be equipped with brakes adequate to 
stop and hold such trailer, and which are so constructed that they 
will so operate whenever such trailer becomes detached from the 
towing vehicle. 

When one vehicle is towing another the drawbar or other connec
tion shall be of sufficient strength to pull all weight towed thereby, 
and said drawbar or other connection shall not exceed 15 feet from 
one vehicle to the other except the connection between any two 
vehicles transporting poles, pipe, machinery or other objects of 
structural nature which cannot readily be dismembered. 

When one vehicle is towing another and the connection consists of 
a chain, rope, or cable, there shall be displayed upon such connection 
a white, red, yellow or orange flag or cloth not less than 12 inches 
square. 

Every trailer or semitrailer shall be hitched to the motor vehicles 
furnishing the tractive power for it by a device approved by the 
commissioner of public safety as safe and in addition shall be 
equipped with safety chains permanently attached to the trailer 
except that where the coupling device is a regulation fifth wheel and 
king pin assembly approved by the commissioner of public safety 
such safety chains shall not be required. In towing, such chains shall 
be carried through a ring on the towbar and attached to the towing 
vehicle, and shall be of sufficient strength to control the trailer in 
event offailure of the towing device. 

No perron lay be charged with a violation of this section solely Er 
reason £... vio ating ~ maximum speed prescrwed in section 169.145 
or 169.67. 

Sec. 14. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 173.085, is amended to 
read: 

173.085 [STAR CITY SIGNS.] 

Subdivision 1. [AUTHORITY TO ERECT.] Ca) A county or lesser 
populated statutory or home rule charter city of Minnesota That has 
received instruction and expertise from the department of energy . 
and economic development on attracting and retaining businesses 
for the county or city and subsequently has been designated and 
annually recerfffied as a star county or star city for economic 
development by that department may erect star county or star city 
signs upon payment of a fee required under section 173.13, subdivi
sion 4, to the department of transportation. In the case of star cities, 
one sign may be erected at each approacht01li.e city within the 
right-of-way of an interstate or other highway that passes inside the 
city limits. In the case of star counties, one sign hay be erected 
within the rlghW-way 07 an interstate or Oilier hig way at or near 
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the point where the highway enters the county. 

(b) Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph (a), a lesser 
populated statutory or home rule charter city that has an official 
sign in an adjacent area of an approach of an interstate highway 
passing through or near the city as of August 1, 1985 may replace 
that sign with a star city sign upon payment of a fee required under 
section 173.13, subdivision 4, to the department of transportation. A 
county that has an official sign on the right-of-way or adjacent area 
of an interstate highway at the point where the highway enters the 
county may replace that sig! with.'l star county sign on payment of 
a fee required under section 73.13, subdivision 4, to the department 
of transportation. 

Subd. 2. [SIGN STANDARDS.] The department of transportation 
shall design and manufacture the star county and star city sign 
signs to specifications not contrary to other weral and state 
highway sign standards and substantially similar to those star city 
signs approved for display on state highways as of August 1, 1985. 

Sec. 15. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 297B.02; subdivision 2, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [IN LIEU TAX FOR OLDER PASSENGER AUTOMO
BILES.] In lieu of the tax imposed in subdivision 1, there is imposed 
a tax of $10 on the purchase price of any passenger automobile 
described in section 297B.025, subdivision 2. 

Sec. 16. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 297B.02, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 3. [IN LIEU FOR COLLECTOR VEHICLES.] In lieu ofthe 
taXTrnj?osed in subdivision 1, there iil imposed a tax of $90 on the 
purchase price of .'l passenger automobile described in section 
297B.025, subdivision 2. 

Sec. 17. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 297B.025, is amended to 
read: 

297B.025 [OLDER PASSENGER AUTOMOBILES.] 

Subdivision 1. [NONCOLLECTOR VEHICLES.] Purchase or use 
of a passenger automobile as defined in section 168.011, subdivision 
7, shall be taxed pursuant to section 297B.02, subdivision 2, if the 
passenger automobile is (1) in the tenth or subsequent year of 
vehicle life, AA is ""Hently Fegistered ffi Minneseta etI>eF titan 
registratiefl HB<leF seetien 168.10, sUBdivisions lft, Hr, Ie, and ld, 
and (m (2) is not an above-market automobile as designated by the 
registrar of motor vehicles. 
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The registrar of motor vehicles shall prepare, and distribute to all 
, deputy motor vehicle registrars by July 15, 1985, a listing by make, 
model, and year of above-market automobiles. Except as provided!>.Y: 
subdivision 2, the registrar must include in the list all automobiles 
with a resale value of $3,000 or more, as determined using nation
ally recognized sources of information on automobile resale values, 
The registrar shall revise the list by February 1 of each year. The 
initial list and all subsequent revisions must include only those 
automobiles which are in the tenth or subsequent year of vehicle life. 

suM. 2, [COLLECTOR VEHICLES,] A passenger automobile 
that g; currently registered under section 168.10, subdivisions § 
1b, !.s and 1d, shall be taxed under section 297R02, subdivision 3, 
and the registrar shiill not designate as an above-market automo
bile ."Ie passenger automobile registered under those subdivisions. 

Sec. 18- [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

Sections 1 and 1! are effective the day follo~ing final enactment. 
Sections 7, !l. to !h and 13 are effective July h 1988, Sections 15 to 
17 are effective for ."Ie sale or transfer occurring after JUly 30, 1988, 

ARTICLE 2" 

Correct internal references 

Renumber the remaining sections 

Amend the title accordingly 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

Bennett moved to amend S. F. No. 1804, as amended, as follows: 

Page 4, after line 25, insert: 

"Sec. 6, Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 168,12, subdivision 5, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 5, [ADDITIONAL FEE.] In addition to any fee otherwise 
authorized or any tax otherwise imposed upon any motor vehicle, 
the payment of which is required as a condition tothe issuance of 
any number license plate or plates, the commissioner of public 
safety may impose a fee of $2 for a license plate for a motorcycle, 
motorized bicycle, or motorized sidecar, and $& $2 for license plates, 
other than license plates issued pursuant to section 168-27, subdi
visions 16 and 17, for passenger automobiles, flF8viaea that "'" lee is 
Fe'lHiFea ffiF j3l.ates issHeEI within '*'" ealeHaaF year befure a geHeFal 
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rei88 .. aRee ef j>lates HR<IeF 8 .. "di'l<8;oR le. Graphic design license 
plates shall only be issued for vehicles registered pursuant to section 
168.017 and recreational vehicles registered pursuant to section 
168.013, subdivision 19." 

Renumber the remaining sections 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

S. F. No. 1804, A bill for an act relating to motor vehicles; 
providing for registration of motor vehicles by long-term lessees; 
imposing a fee; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 
168.011, by adding a subdivision; 168.013, subdivisions 2 and 7; 
168.041, subdivision 7; 168.10, subdivision 1; 168.11, subdivision 1; 
168.13; 168.33, subdivision 3; and 168A.10, by adding a subdivision; 
repealing Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 168.30. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended, and placed upon 
its final passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. . 

Wynia moved that those not voting be excused from voting. The 
motion prevailed. 

There were 96 yeas and 35 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bish,op 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dorn 

li'orsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennjngs 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, V. 
Kalis 
Kelly 

Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 
Larsen 
Lasley 
Lieder 
Marsh 
McDonald 
McPherson 
Morrison 
Munger 
Nelson, C. 
Nelson, K. 
Olsen, S. 
Olson, E. 
Olson, K. 
Omano 

Onnen 
Osthoff 
Otis 
Ozment 
Pappas 
Pauly 
Poppenhagen 
Price 
Quinn 
Quist 
Redalen 
Reding 
Rice 
Riveness 
Rodosovich 
Rose 
Schafer 
Scheid 
Schreiber 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Beard 
Begich 

Blatz 
Carruthers 

Clark 
Dauner 

Dille 
Jensen 

Seaberg 
Segal 
Shaver 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tompkins 
Trimble . 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Waltman 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek .. 

Johnson, R. 
Kahn 
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Kelso 
Kinkel 
Long 
McEachern 
McKasy 
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McLaughlin 
Milbert 
Miller 
Mione 
Murphy 

Nelson, D. Pelowski 
Neuenschwander Peterson 
O'Connor Rest 
Ogren Richter 
Orenstein Rukavina 

[90th Day 

Sarna 
Tjornhom 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Welle 

The bill was passed, as amended, and its title agreed to. 

S. F. No. 1956 was reported to the House. 

Scheid moved to amend S. F. No. 1956, as follows: 

Delete everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section L [48.194] [INSTALLMENT SALES CONTRACTS; 
LOANS.] 

A person may enter into a credit sale or service contract for sale 
to !i: state or natiOilliIbank wing buSii1essin this state, and ~ bank 
may purchase and enforce t e contract unner the terms and condi
tionsBet forth in sectIon 66, subdivision 2. A state bank or naTIOiiaI 
bank may extend credit pursuant to the terms and conditions set 
forth in section 66. --- -

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 51A.02, is amended to 
read: 

51A.02 [DEFINITIONS.] 

Subdivision L [SCOPE.] When used in sections 51A.Ol to 51A.57, 
the words and phrases defined in this section have the meanings 
given them, except to the extent that any such word or phrase 
specifically is qualified by its context. 

Subd. 2. [AFFILIATE.] "Affiliate" means.'! person or or/lianization 
coiitrolIea !Jy, controlling, or under common control wit another 
person or organization. . 

Subd.:3c. [AGREEMENT.] "Agreement" means the bargain of the 
parties in fact as found in their contract language or fu' implication 
from other circumstances-:-mcIuding course of dealmgs, usage of 
trade, or course of performance. 

Subd. 4. [AGRICULTURAL PURPOSE.j "Agricultural purpose" 
means ~ purpose relating to the production, harvest, exhibition, 
marketing, transportation, rocessin, or manufacture of agricul
tural prodUCts. "Agricultural pro ucts" includes agricultural, horti
Ciilliiral, viticultural, and ~airy !Iroducts, livestock, wiIdffie, 
poultry, bees, forest products, Ish an shellfish, and their products, 
including processed and manufactured products, and products 
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raised or produced on farms, including processed or manufactured 
products. 

Subd. 5. [AMOUNT FINANCED.] "Amount financed" has the 
meamng given the term in the Code of Federal RegulatIOns, title 12, 
part 226. 

Subd. 6. [ANNUAL PERCENTAGE RATE.] "Annual percentage 
rate" has the meaning given the term in the Code of Federal 
Regulations, title 12, part 226. 

Subd. g 7. [ASSOCIATION.] ''Association'' means a mutual or 
capital stOCk savings association or savings and loan association 
""bjeet t9 chartered under the provisions of sections 51A.01 to 
51A.57 . 

. Subd. 8. [BRANCH OFFICE.] "Branch office" means an office 
other than the home office at which depOSIt aCcOtiiits are opened and 
loans are made. -----

Subd. ~ [BUSINESS PURPOSE.] "Business ~urpose" means !'c 
purpose other than personal, family, househol , or agricultural 
purpose. 

Subd. ~ 10. [CAPITAL STOCK.] "Capital stock" means the 
aggregate ofSliares of nonwithdrawable capital issned by a capital 
stock association, but does not include nonwithdrawable capital 
represented by capital certificates. 

Subd. !l: [CARD ISSUER.] "Card issuer" means !'c person who 
provides credit ~ issuing !'c credit card. 

Subd. 12. [CARDHOLDER.] "Cardholder" means !'c person to 
whom ~ credit card !§. issued or who has agreed with the card issuer 
to P!'c.JI. obligations arising from the issuance to or useof the card ~ 
another person.. 

Subd. & 13. [COMMISSIONER.] "Commissioner" means the com
missioner of commerce of the state of Minnesota. 

s..M 4. [DIRECT REDUCTIO],I LOt,n] "DiFeet Fee"etisn loon" 
HteftftS a lean 6F ether s"ligatisn Fe!'aya"le in esnsee"ti','e msnthly 
installments, e<f\ffiI 6F "ne'laal, "eginning Hat IateF than W days 
atreF the Elate ef theae'fanee, saffieient t9 retire the EIebt, inteFest, 
ana !,Finei!,al within 4{) year&; the initial eentFset ef wlHeh shall Hat 
!,Fe'fiee fur any s .. "se'l"ent meRthly installment ef inteFest ana 
!,Finei!,al ef an ame .. nt IaFgeF than any !,Fe'lieHs msnthly install 
ment, ffifeept that !,Fe'f;siens may Be esntainee in the eentraet wlHeh 
s!,eeify that 6fte 6F _ eenseeative menthly installments may Be 
IajJsed t9 the e..tent that msnthly installments have Been made 
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ahead ef seheallle -, Ht the e¥eHt ef fffi emergeaey te the aeFFewer 
al'feetiag the aerrewer's ability te pay, te the e><teHt ef..., mere thaft 
sH< meathly iastallmeRts Bat that aevertheless the full amellat ef 
!,riRei!,al aHil iaterest shall be f"'id within the seheaulea teFm ef the 
Ieaw, !,reviaea, that Ht the ease ef eeRstruetieR leaDs the lffst 
installment UHileF the eentraet shall be !,ayable Hat IateF thaft 18 
meRthsfilleF the date ef the lffst aavanee. '!'he -kiaH aF ealigatieR is 
fffi amerti.ea-Jea&.. -

8uil<h 4a. [DIRECT REDUCTION LOf.N.l PtlrsuaRt te rules the 
eemmissisfteF fifHls neeeSS8FY and fWepeF ~ FeEl:eetieft ~ 
aIse FaeaftS reaegotiable rate H<>tes aF ilaHils seeurea By mortgages aF 

trust ileeils where the H<>tes aF ileOOs ile Hat aeeed 9l> !,ereeRt ef the 
a!,!,rais~a vaffie ef the seeurity fup the ~ 

Fiw the !,Ilr!,oses ef this suaaivisieB, a reaegotiaale rate mertgage 
-kiaH is a -kiaH issued fup a teFm ef three years te five yeaF&; seeurea 
By a mortgage maturiag Ht Hat te aeeed W yeaF&; aHil autelllati 
eaIIy reae;"able at -etjUa! iBtervals efI;er the origiRal -kiaH teFm 
whieh may be Uf' te sH< meBths sherter aF laHgeF thaft suaSel)aeBt 
terms. '!'he -kiaH1IlUSt be re!'ayaale Ht etjUa!moRthly iastallments ef 
!,riaei!,al aHil iRterest iluFiRg the -kiaH terra, Ht fffi ameuRt at least 
sutHeieBt ts amert'.e a -kiaH with the SftIIle !,riaei!,al aHil at the SftIIle 

intereet rate ever the remaiaiag life ef the mertgage. 

Ia the mertgage aeeemeats, the asseeiatiea IIlUSt gmHt te the 
aeFFawer fffi ~tereHeWthe -kiaH fupaHeW terra, Bat Hat aeyeaa 
the matllrity date ef the mertgage, at a HeW interest rate whieh 
shall be the asseeiatieB's eurreRt market rate ef interest en similar 
leaDs aeteFlHiRea W ileys ileHwe the due date ef the Iaaft; !,reviaea, 
that the malfimHm iaterest rate iaePease shall be etjUa! te afte half 
ef eae !,ereeat jleF year "'Hlti!,liea By the aHmaer ef years Ht the-kiaH 
teFm with a maJ<imHm net inerease ef five !,ereeftt ever the life ef the 
martgage. lHteFest rate iftereases are e!,tieaal with the assaeiatiea; 
net aeereases from the !,revieHs -kiaH teFm are manaatery. 

'!'he aerrewer may Hat be ehargea eests 8oBBestea" with the 
renewal !if the Jea&.. 

SH<ty ileys ileHwe the due date ef the lean, the asseeiatien shall 
<;eHil a '",rittea aatiiieatien te the aarrewer eeRtainiBg the ffil\ewiag 
inffirmatien: {if '!'he date en whieh the eHtiFe aalanee ef aerrewer's 
-kiaH is dueaHil!'ayaale; fiB a statement that the -kiaH will be 
reaewea aHtelllatieal\yBy the assaeiatiea at the rate s!,eeiiiea Ht the 
Hatiee HRIese theaerrewer flR:YS the -kiaH By the due datet -(iii} the 
ameHat ef _the meathly _!,aymeRt, ealeHlatea aeeeraiRg te the HeW 
rate aeterminea' at the time ef netiee; fW} a statement that the 
aerrS'",er may !'re!'ay the -kiaH witheHt !'enalty at aay time efI;er the 
eriginal-kiaH aeeemes due aHil!,ayaale; aHil M the name aHil f'heae 
aumaeref fffi ,;sseeiatieR em!,leyee wile will answer the aerrewers' 
I)HestiaRs eeaee,aiRg the iaffirmatiea Ht the ....tieeo ' 
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An allfl1ieaRt l& a reRegatiaale ~ martgage leaR ""'flt be given, 
at the tiffie aft alllllieatioR is refjHestee, writteR eiselasHre materials 
"rellarea ffi reaseRaaly siH;ple terms tilat eeRteiR at least the 
relleY/iRg jRfurffiatieR: W An e"lllaRatieR efhew a reRegetiaale ~ 
ffiartgage 4ilfeffl Hera a staReare! fured ~ ffiartgage; W aft 

e"affillle ef a reRegetiaale ~ ffiertgage iReieatiRg the ffialiiffiHffi 
llessiale iRterest ~ iRerease aR8c ffieRthly "aYffieRt ealeHlatee "" 
tilat ~ at the tiffie ef the ffist reRewal; aR8c ~ aft e"lllaRatieR ef 
hew the asseeiatieR aeteFffiiRes what the ~ will beat the end ef 
eaeh leaR terra. 

Subd. 14. [CONDITIONAL SALE CONTRACT.] "Conditional sale 
contract" means !! contract evidencing !! credit sale. 

Subd. 15. [CONSPICUOUS.] "Conspicuous" means, in reference 
to !! term or clause, that !! is written so that !! reasonable person 
against whom !! ~ to operate ought to have noticed it. 

Subd. 16. [CONSUMER.] "Consumer" means the debtor to whom 
credit is granted in !! consumer loan. - --- - --

Subd. 17. [CONSUMER LOAN.] "Consumer loan" means.!! loan 
made !iY an association in which: 

(1) the debtor ~ !! person other than an organization; 

(2) the debt is incurred primarily for !! personal, family, house
hoH, or agricultural purpose; and 

(3) the debt is payable in installments or!! finance charge~' made. 

Subd. 18. [CREDIT.] "Credit" means the right &ranted ~ an 
association to a borrower to defer payment of debt, to mcur debt ana 
defer its payment, or to pll'Chase propertY or servJceSand defer 
payment. 

Subd. 19. [CREDIT CARD.] "Credit card" means a card or device 
issued uMer an arrangement pursuant to which!! card issuer gives 
to a caidlWIder the privilege of obtaining credit from the card issuer 
or -other fersoilIn purchasing or leasmgproperty or semces; 
obtaining oans, or otherwise. A transactlOn is "pursuant to a credit 
card" only if creo.it ~ obtained accordmg to the terms of the 
arrangement ~ transmitting information contained on the card or 
device orally, in writing, !iY mechamcal or electronic mefhOds, or in 
an10ther manner. A transaction ~ not "pursuant to !! credit card" 
if ~ card or device ~ used solely in that transaction to: ... 

(1) identify the cardholder or evidence the cardholder's creditwor
thiness and credit is not obtained according to the terms of the 
arrangement; 
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(2) obtain a guarantee of payment from the cardholder's deposit 
accounj wheTher or not the payment results in a credit extension to 
the car holder fu. the earn ISSUer; or . 

(3) effect an immediate transfer of funds from the cardholder's 
deposrtaCCoUrit fu. electronIc or other mean8,Whetner or not the 
transfer results in !'. credit extension to the cardholder 2x tnecard 
issuer. ---

Subd. 20. [CREDIT SALE.] "Credit sale" means !'. sale of goods, 
services, or an interest in land in which: 

(1) credit is granted ~!'. seller who regularly engages as !'. seller 
in credit transactions of the same kind; and 

(2) the debt g. payable in installments or a finance charge g. made. 

Subd. 21. [DEMAND DEPOSIT ACCOUNT.] "Demand de£osit 
acCOiii1P' has the meaning given the term in the Code of Fe eral 
Regulations, title 12, part 204. 

Subd. 22. [DEPOSIT ACCOUNT.] "Deposit account" means funds 
deposlteUwith an association in the form of !'. savmgs account, time 
de~tsit account, NOW account, demanaa:eposit account, or treasury 
an tax loan account. . ------

Subd. e 23. [DWELLING UNIT.] "Dwelling unit" means a single, 
unified coiiiDination of rooms designed for residential use by one 
family in a multiple dwelling unit structure, and which is not "home 
property." 

Subd. e 24. [EARNINGS.] "Earnings" means that part of the 
sources available for payment of earnings of an association which is 
declared payable on savings accounts from time to time by the board 
of directors, and is the cost of savings money to the association. 
Earnings also may be referred to as "interest" or "dividends." 

Subd. 25. [FEDERAL ASSOCIATION.] "Federal association" 
means an association or savings bank with its home office in this 
state and chartered uMer the feaeraI HomeOwners' Loan ActoI 
1933, United States Code, tille 12, sectWnSI461 to 1470. - -

Subd. 26. [FINANCE CHARGE.] "Finance charge" has the mean
!!!g given the term in the Code of Federal Regulations, title 12, Part 
226, except that thel'OITOwing will not in any event be consWere a 
finance charge: . 

(1) !'. cjharge as !'. result of default or delinguency under section 66 
!tmade or actual unanticipated late pa&ment, delinguency, defauTE; 
or other similar occurrence, unless ~ parties agree that these 
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charges are finance charges; 

(2) any additional charge under section 66, subdivision 5; or 

(3) !Ie discount, if an association purchases a contract evidencing a 
contract sale at less than the face amount of the obligation or 
purchases or satisfies obligations of a cardholder pursuant to a 
credit card and the purchase or satiSfaction is made at less than the 
face amount of the obligation. 

Subd. 'i 27. [FINANCIAL INSTITUTION.] "Financial institution" 
means a thi'ift institution, commercial bank, trust company, credit 
union, industrial loan and thrift company or investment company. 

Subd. 28. [HOME OFFICE.] "Home office" means the office of the 
asSOclltion designated ~ !c! as its princrpar office. - ----

Subd. 8 29. [HOME PROPERTY] "Home property" means real 
estate on which there is located, or will be located pursuant to a real 
estate loan, either a structure designed for residential use by one 
family or a single condominium unit, or unit in a residential 
cooperative, including all elements pertinent thereto, designed for 
residential use by one family in a multiple dwelling unit structure or 
complex, and includes fixtures, furnishings and equipment. 

Subd. 9 30. [IMPAIRED CONDITION.] "Impaired condition" 
means a conaition in which, based upon accepted examination 
practices, the assets of an association do not have an aggregate value 
equal to the aggregate amount ofliabilities of the association to its 
creditors, including its members and all other persons. 

Subd. W 31. [IMPROVED REAL ESTATE.] "Improved real estate" 
means real estate on which there is a structure or an enclosure, or 
which is reclaimed, prepared as building lots or sites, or otherwise 
occupied, made better, more useful, or of greater value by care so as 
to provide an enjoyment thereof. 

Subd. H 32. [INSURED ASSOCIATION.] "Insured association" 
means an association the sa-ving- deposit accounts of which are 
insured wholly or in part in accordance with the provisions of 
sections 51A.Ol to 51A.57. 

Subd. 33. [LENDER CREDIT CARD.] "Lender credit card" means 
!Ie credit card issued ~ an association or federal associillOll.---

Subd. l2 34. [LIQUID ASSETS'] "Liquid assets" means cash on 
hand; cash on deposit in federal home loan banks, state banks 
performing similar reserve functions, commercial banks, or insured 
sR'liags ami leaR associations or federal associations, which is 
withdrawable upon not more than30 days' notice and which is not 
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pledged as security for indebtedness, except that any deposits in a 
bank under the control or in the possession of any supervisory 
authority shall not be considered as liquid assets; and obligations of 
the United States, or such government guaranteed obligations as are 
approved by the Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation . 

. Subd. 35. [LOAN.] "Loan": 

(a) Except as provided in paragraph (b), "loan" includes: 

(1) the creation of debt ~ the association's or federal association's 
payment of or agreement to p!!y money to the borrower Or to '" third 
person for tile account of tile borrower; 

(2) the creation of debt pursuant to a lender credit card in any 
manner, including a cash advance or .t1ie card issuer's honoring a 
draft or similar order for the payment or money drawn or acceted 
~ theborrower, paying or agreeing to p!!y the llOITOwer's ob iga
tion, or pnrchasing or otherwIse acquiring the borrower's obligation 
from The obligee or The borrower's assignee; 

(3) the creation of debt ~ '" cash advance to '" borrower pursuant 
to an overdraft line of credit arrangement; 

(4) the creation of debt ~ '" credit to an account with the lender 
~ Which the borrower is entlIled to araw immed1iitel.y; 

(5) the forbearance of debt arising from '" loan; and 

(6) the creation of debt pursuant to open-end credit. 

(b) "Loan" does not include the forbearance of debt arising from a 
saleor lease. - -

Subd. 13 36. [MEMBER.] "Member" means a person holding a 
savings depOSit account of an ~ mutual association, and a person 
borrowing from or assuming or obligated upon a loan or interest 
therein held by "" a mutual association, or purchasing property 
securing a loan or interest held by "" a mutual association, and any 
other person obligated to "" a mutual association. A joint and 
survivorship relationship, whether of savers or borrowers, consti
tutes a single membership. 

Subd. 37. [MONEY MARKET DEPOSIT ACCOUNT.] "Money 
market deaosit account" has the meaning given the term in the 
Code of Fe eral Regulations, true 12, part 561. 

Subd.l4 38. [NET INCOME.] "Net income" means gross revenues 
for an accounting period less all expenses paid or incurred, taxes, 
and losses sustained as shali not have been charged to reserves 
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pursuant to the provisions of sections 51A.01 to 51A.57. 

Subd. 39. [NOW ACCOUNT.] "NOW account" has the meaning 
given the term in the Code ofFed~gulations, title 12, part 561: 

Subd. 40. [OFFICIAL FEES.] "Official fees" means: 

(1) fees and charges which actually are or will be paid to public 
officials for determining the existence of or for perfecting, releasing, 
terminating, or satisfying a security interest or mortgage related to 
~ loan;' . 

(2) premiums payable for insurance in lieu of perfecting a security 
interest or mortgage otherWise required h an association in con
nection with !'. loan, if the premium does not exceed the fees and 
charges deSCribed in Clause (1) which woulaotherwise be paya6'le.' 

Subd. M 41. [ONE BORROWER.] "One borrower" means (1) any 
person or entity which is, or which upon the making of a loan will 
become, obligor on a real estate loan, (2) nominees of such obligor, Gi) 
all persons, trusts, partnerships, syndicates, and corporations of 
which such obligor is a nominee or a beneficiary, partner, member, or 
record or beneficial stockholder owning ten percent or more of the 
capital stock, and (4) if such obligor is a trust, partnership, syndi
cate, or corporation, all trusts, partnerships, syndicates, and corpo
rations of which any beneficiary, partner, member, or record or 
beneficial stockholder owning ten percent or more of the capital 
stock, is also a beneficiary, partner, member, or record or beneficial 
stockholder owning ten percent or more of the capital stock of such 
obligor. 

Subd. 42. [OPEN-END CREDIT.] "Open-end credit" means an 
arrangement pursuant to Which: 

(1) an association ma~ permit a borrower, from time to time, to 
obtaillToans, including ut not lhilited to an overdn,ftCh.eckmgTine 
of credit arralement, !'. secured or unsecured line of credit agree-
ment, or !'. cr It card line of credit; . 

(2) the amounts fmanced and the finance and other appropriate 
charges are debited to an account; and 

(3) the finance charge, if made, is computed on the account 
periodically. 

Subd. 43. [ORGANIZATION.] "Organization" means !'. corpora
tion, government or governmental subdivision or agency, trust, 
estate, partnership, JOInt venture, cooperative, or association. 

Subd. 44. [PAYABLE IN INSTALLMENTS.] "Payable in install-
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ments" means that pa~ment is required or permitted Qy agreement 
to be made in more t an four perIodic payments. !f any periodIc 
payment unGer an agreement requiring or permitting two or more 
perIodic payments is more than twice the amount of any other 
periodic payment; a loan is ''payable in iristallments.'r-

Subd. 45. [PERSON.] ''Person'' means ~ natural person or an 
orgarnzatiOn. 

SaM, 1& [PRIMlI.RILY RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY.] "PFiHUIFily 
FesiaeHtiall'F9l'eFty" _ Feel estate 9ft wffiell there is l8eatea eF 

will be l8eatea I'UFSuaHt ts .. Feel estate leaH; aay sf the fa1l8wisg: 
.. stFuetUFe eF stFUetUFesaesigaea eF used I'rimaFily fep resiaestial 
~ thea BBl1FesideBtial pHflI9ses aDd eeasiStiag af mere~ aBe 

a-welIif\g tIBit; .. straetUFe eF straetUFes aesigaea eF used I'rimarily 
fep resiaeatial ~ than s8spesiaemial .1'1H'fl8ses fep staaests, 
resiaems, ....a l'eFS81lS UIlder 00Fe; effil'l8yees eF members sf the steff 
sf as eEiaeai;i81l&1, health, eF welfare isstituti8s eF faeil>ty; ....a .. 
stFaetape eF stFaetapes wftieh are used ift ~ fep resiaeBaal 
1l1H'fl8ses fep Bet _ than eHe family ....a ift ~ fep Busisess 
1'1H'fl8Ses, l'l'6viaea that the resiaeittial use sf saeh strueture eF 
stFuetUFes .FIlUBt be sUBstamial ....a l'ermaBeBt, ....a the area used 
fep BusiBess 1'1H'fl8ses shall Bet ......a twiee the area sf the reei
deBee. 

Subd. ±1 46. [PRIMARY LENDING AREA.] "Primary lending 
area" means the state of Minnesota. '. 

Subd. IS 47. [REAL ESTATE LOAN.] "Real estate loan" means 
any loan or otlier obligation secured by a first lien on real estate held 
in fee or in a leasehold extending or renewable automatically for a 
period of at least ten years beyond the date scheduled for the final 
principal payment of such loan or obligation, or any transaction out 
of which a first lien or claim is created against such real estate, 
including inter alia the purchase of such real estate in ree by an 
association and the concurrent or immediate sale thereof on install
mentcoritract: 

Subd. W 48. [SAVINGS ACCOUNT.] "Savings account" means 
that ~ sf ifte saviDgs liaBility sf the ass8eiati8B wffiell is ereaitea 
ts the aee8U1lt sf the heMeP theFe8f. A sfr'liBg8 aee8U1lt als& may be 
Feronea ts as .. aell8sit any deposit account other than a time deposit 
account, ~ NOW account, a demand depositiiCCOiiiit;or ~ treasu~ 
tax and loan account. Savings accounts include but are not limite 
to money market deposit accounts. 

Subd. W 49. [SAVINGS LIABILITY.] "Savings liability" means 
the aggregate amount of savings accounts sf membeFS, including 
earnings credited to such accounts, less redemptions and withdraw
als. 
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Subd. a± 50. [SERVICE ORGANIZATION.] "Service organization" 
means an affiliate organization substantially all the activities of 
which consist of eriginating, parehasiag, selling, and seF'Vieing leans 
"f"'H real estate and partieipating interests therein, 6F elerieal, 
beekl,eeping, aeeeanting, statistical, 6F similar ranetiens perfermed 
primarily fur savings and ±etm asseciatiens, as clearly permitted 
HH<ieF a!,!,repriate feeeral law£; 6F reg"latiens, and SHeh ethel
activities as the commissioner may approve consistent with the 
safety and soundness of the association. 

Subd. gg 51. [SOURCES AVAILABLE FOR PAYMENT OF 
EARNINGS.]"Sources available for payment of earnings" means 
net income for an accounting period less amounts transferred to 
reserves as provided in or permitted by sections 51A.01 to 51A.57, 
plus any balance of undivided profits whether same are designated 
as such or by other language from preceding accounting periods. 

Subd. 22a 52. [STOCKHOLDER.] "Stockholder" means the holder 
of one or more shares of any class of capital stock of a capital stock 
association organized and operating pursuant to the provisions of 
Laws 1981, chapter 276. 

Subd. 22h 53. [SURPLUS.] "Surplus" means the aggregate 
amount of the undistributed net income for an association held as 
undivided profits or unallocated reserves for general 'corporate 
purposes, and any paid-in surplus held by an association. 

Subd. 2& 54. [THRIFT INSTITUTION.'! "Thrift institution" means 
an association, a mutual savings bank, a cooperative bank, a 
homestead association, a savings and ±etm asseciatien, a building 
and loan association, a federal sa-vings association, a federal savings 
and ±etm asseciatien, and a supervised thrift and residential financ
ing institution of a substantially similar nature. 

Subd. 55. [TIME DEPOSIT.] "Time deposit" has the meaning 
given the term in the Code of Federal Regulations, title 12, part 204. 

Sub<h U. [UNf,MORTIZED REAl, ESTATE LOi\N.J "Unamer 
tiw<l real estate lean" means a real estate ±etm repayable within !We 
years t¥em date, with 6F witheat amertizatien sf prineipal, em with 
interest payable at ±east semianHllally. 

Subd. ge 56. [WITHDRAWAL VALUE.j "Withdrawal value" 
means the amount credited to a saviags deposit account of a 
member, less lawful deduction therefrom, as shown by the records of 
the association. 

Sec. 3, Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 51A.03, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 
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Subd. 2b. [REGULATION OF CAPITAL STOCK ASSOCIA
TIUNK] The incorporation, formation, and corporate governance of 
capital stOcK associations are governed IJy chapter 300, except to the 
extent the provisions of this chapter conflict with the provisions of 
chapter 300, in which case the provisions of'this chapter govern. 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 51A.041, subdivision 1, is 
amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [SELECTION OF CHAIR OF INCORPORATORS; 
SURETY BOND REQUIRED; CAPITAL REQUIRED.] The incorpo
rators of a capital stock association shall appoint one of their 
number as chair of the incorporators and the chair shall procure 
from a surety company or other surety acceptable to the commis
sioner, a surety bond in an amount at least equal to the amount of 
capital stock contributions, plus the additional amounts described in 
subdivision 2. The bond shall name the commissioner as obligee and 
shall be delivered to the commissioner. It shall assure the safekeep
ing of the funds described; their delivery to the association after the 
issuance of the certificate of incorporation and after the bonding of 
the officers; and, in the event of the failure to complete organization, 
the return of the amounts collected to the respective subscribers or 
their assigns, less reasonable expenses which shall be deducted from 
the paid-in surplus. Before a certificate of incorporation is issued, 
th~ capital of the association shall be paid in by subscribers to the 
chair in cash or authorized securities and shall be the sum of the par 
or initially stated value of all shares of voting capital stock. Each 
share of capital stock shall entitle the holder thereof to one vote. The 
minimum required capital shall be not less than $500,000, provided 
the commissioner may require a larger amount to be paid in. No 
portion of the capital stock shall be withdrawn by any person or in 
any way, either in dividends or otherwise; except as provided by law. 
No dividend on capital stock shall be made except as provided in 
section 51A.21,· subdivision 21.. Ne eSHlHlissisflS, tees, 6F etheF 
FeHlHfleFatisfl shall be t>ffid fup the sale sf shareS sf eaI'ital sieek;- aad 
..., i"ee"ti'le steel< shall be issHed. 

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 51A.041, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 1a. [QUALIFICATIONS REQUIRED OF DIRECTORS OF 
STlJCK ASSOCIATIONS.] Except with the written consent of the 
commissioner, no person shall be ellglbleror election or shaH serve 
as director or Officer of an association who has been adjudicated "" 
bankrupt or convicted o~ cTlminal offense involving dishonesty or 
a breach Of trust. tic director shall automatically cease to be "" 
ilirector wheiladfudicated "" balllITiipt or convicted of "" criminal 
offense as herein provided. 

Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 51A.041, subdivision 4, is 
amended to read: 
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Subd. 4. [ISSUANCE OF CAPITAL STOCK.] As of the date 
corporate existence begins, the association shall issue capital stock 
as necessary to satisfy the minimum capital requirements of this 
section and additional capital stock as may be approved for issuance 
by its board of directors up to the amount authorized in its certificate 
of incorporation, and thereafter shall issue no other shares except as 
authorized in Laws 1981, chapter 276. Any capital stock of an 
association, when issued, shall constitute permanent capital and 
shall not be retired or withdrawn except as hereinafter provided 
until all liabilities of the association have been satisfied in full, 
including the withdrawal value of all savings deposit accounts, and 
until outstanding capital certificates have been retired. An associa
tion may issue shares of common stock and preferred stock, with or 
without par value, and the common and preferred stock may be 
divided into classes and the classes into series. Capital stock of an 
association shall be issued pursuant to the following requirements: 

(a) Except for stock issued pursuant to the incorporation of the 
association, an employee stock option plan, or other forms of stock
based compensatiori or a plan of merger, consolidation, conversion 
from a mutual to a capital stock association, or other type of 
reorganization which has been approved by the commissioner, the 
consideration for the issuance of capital stock shall be paid in cash. 
The par value or stated value of the stock shall be maintained as the 
permanent capital of the association, and any additional amount 
paid in shall be credited to paid-in surplus. 

(b) The aggregate par value or stated value of all outstanding 
shares of capital stock shall be the permanent capital of the 
association, and except as otherwise specifically provided by Laws 
1981, chapter 276 the capital stock shall not be retired until final 
liquidation of the association. No association shall reduce the par or 
stated value of its outstanding capital stock without first obtaining 
the written approval of the commissioner, and the approval shall be 
withheld if the reduction will cause the par or stated value of 
outstanding capital stock to be less than the minimum required by 
Laws 1981, chapter 276 or will result in less than adequate net 
worth as the commissioner may determine. No association shall 
retire any part of its capital stock unless the retirement is approved 
by the commissioner. With the written approval of the commissioner, 
an association may purchase its capital stock from the personal 
representative of a deceased stockholder; and with the written 
approval, an association may contract with a living stockholder for 
this purpose upon the stockholder's death. Any purchase shall be for 
the price, and upon the terms and conditions, agreed upon by the 
association and the stockholder or personal representative; provided, 
however, that the purchase shall not reduce the net worth accounts 
of the associatio+I, or any of them, to an amount less than required 
by applicable law or by any approved insurer of the association's 
savings accounts. An association agreeing with a stockholder to 
purchase that stockholder's capital stock upon the stockholder's 
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death may purchase insurance upon the life of the stockholder to 
fund or partially fund the purchase. Any stock purchased from a 
decedent's personal representative may be resold by the association 
at the price, and upon the terms and conditions, as the board of 
directors of the association shall approve, or may be retired; pro
vided, however, that prior to the resale, notice shall be filed with the 
commissioner disclosing the price, terms, and conditions of the 
proposed resale. 

Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 51A.05,subdivision 1, is 
amended to read: 

Subdivision l. [CORPORATE NAME.] The name of every associ
ation shall include eithe¥ the w&ds "savings assaeiatian," word 
"saving" or "savings flIHl leaft. assoeiatioB." ~ WftPds. shall be 
preeeaea by an apprepriate aeseriptive -m ffi" w&ds "pprevea by 
the eem",i""iaBer. An erain"l n .. ",ber may net be »sed as" single 
aeseFiJ3tive wem prceeaiftg the wards "savings assaeiatieH:," fW 

"savings and lean asseeiatien," mHess S>l€h w&ds are fellewea by 
the w&ds "sf ..................... ...p. the blank being filled by 
the Baffle ef the es""" .. nity, town, eity, ffi" ee»nty in whleh the 
assaeiatien has its prineipal emee. An erainal n .. ...eer maybe ....,.j 
tegether with anether aeseriptive W<H'<l, preeeaing the w&ds 
"SaT/lags asseeiatisft" er "savings and lean asseeiatisft," pF8vided the 
etheF aeseriptive -m has net been ....,.j in the earperate Baffle ef 
any etheF asseeiatieB in the atate, in whleh ease the ~ BSeH

tieHed abe¥e is nat re'l .. irea t6 be »Sed. An eraiBal n .. ...eer may be 
»Sed; tegether with anether aeseFiptive wet'4; pFeeeEiing the w&ds 
"savings asseeiation" fW "savings tllld lean assaeiatisH:," even when 
S>l€h etheF aeseriptive -m has been ....,.j in the eaFpeFate Baffle ef 
"" "ssaeiatien in the atate, pFeviaea the ~ "sf ••••••••••••• ; • 
•• • • • • • • • oF- as pFe',iaea abe¥e, is als6 »Sed. '!'he ~ pr8'liEiea 
abe¥e may be ....,.j in any earperate """"" '!'he >iSe ef the werds, 
"na-tisHal," "federal," "URites States," "insH:Fca," "gHaFanteea," 6F

any fer... thereef, sepaFately ffi" in any ea"'Binatian thereaf with 
etheF w&ds "" syllables, is prehibitea as part ef the earperate ........, 
sf ftft asseeiatisfl. Ne eCFtifieate ef inCSF138Fatisa sf a j3p8]38Sea 
asseeiatieH: having the -same ftaffie as a e8FpBf'ati8ft B\:1tft8f'izea to: de 
b .. siBess tmder the laws ef this state "" " Baffle sa nearly rese",bliBg 
it as t6 be lilrely t6 aeeei'!e shall be ise>ied by the ea",,,,issiener, 
~ t6 "" asseeiatien fer",ea by the FeineeFparatien, reergani.a 
tieB, "" eaBseliaatie": Sf the asseeiatien with etheF asseeiatieRs, "" 
"fl"B the sale ef the preperty "" fF"nehise ef ftft asseeiatieH. Any 
association in existence at the time of the adoption of sections 
51A.Ol to 51A.57 may continue to operate under its existing name. 

Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 51A.05, is aniended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 3a. [OFFICES.] The association shall obtain approval from 
theCoiiimISsioner prior to opening a brallchoffice. The associatIOn: 
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shall notify the commissioner of the location of its home office and 
branch offices, which shall not be changed or closed without prior 
written notice to the commissioner. The association may, however, 
operate other hilsllesS facilities not constituting branch offices such 
as automated teller machines and loan production offices without 
providing notice under this subdivision. 

Sec. 9. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 51A.06, subdivision 3, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [LIMITATION.] No conversion of an association ef" a 
federal asseciatien, direct or indirect, shall be permitted except as ' 
specifically authorized by sections 51A.01 to 51A.57 or other provi
sion of the Minnesota Statutes. 

Sec. 10. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 51A.065, subdivision 1, 
is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [TYPES OF CONVERSIONS.] Any state mutual or 
capital stock association, state ea(3ital steek- assseiatisFl, federal 
mlltllal savings aREllean asseciatien ef' federal capital steek saviagB 
aREllean or mutual or capital stock federal association, if substan
tial business benefit to the applicant will result, aREI if etaerwise 
permitted by federal law aREI reglliatieas, may apply to convert to 
one of the following other forms of organization: state mutual 
association, state capital stock association, federal mlltllal saviags 
aREllean mutual federal association, or federal capital stock savings 
aREI lean federal association in accordance with the provisions of 
subdivisions 2 to 4 and one of the three plans of conversion set forth 
in subdivisions 5 to 7. This seetien shall have R8 applicatien to 
ceRversiens where neitller the canverting Ref' the caaverted appli
eant is an assaciatian as deRned in haws 19I1l-; caapter ~ 

Sec. 11, Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 51A.065, subdivision 3, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [SUPERVISORY APPROVAL OF PLAN.] Upon approval 
of the plan of conversion by the board of directors, the plan and the 
resolution approving it shall be submitted to the commissioner ef' 

ether ap"ra"riate sll"ervisary aHtaarity. The alltaarity commis
sioner may approve or disapprove the plan of conversion in its 
discretion, but shall not approve the plan unless a finding is made, 
after appropriate examination, that: substantial business benefit to 
the applicant will result; the plan of conversion is fair and equitable; 
the interests of the applicant, its members or stockholders, its 
savings account holders and the public are adequately protected; 
and the converting applicant has complied with the requirements of 
this section. If the alltllarity commissioner approves the plan of 
conversion, the approval, which shall be in writing and sent to the 
home office of the converting applicant, may prescribe terms and 
conditions to be fulfilled either before or after the conversion to 
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cause the applicant to conform with the requirements of Laws 1981, 
chapter 276. If the autheAty commissioner disapproves the plan of 
conversion, the objections shall be stated in writing and sent to the 
home office of the converting applicant, and the applicant afforded 
an opportunity to amend and resubmit the plan within a reasonable 
time as prescribed by the authority. In the event that the autherity 
commissioner disapproves the plan after resubmission, written 
notice of the final disapproval shall be sent by certified mail to the 
applicant's home office. 

Sec. 12. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 51A.065, subdivision 4, 
is amended to read: 

Suhd. 4. [SUBMISSION TO MEMBERS OR STOCKHOLDERS:] 
If the commissioner er ether aflflreflriate sUfler'lisery autherity 
approves a plan of conversion in accordance with subdivision 3, the 
plan must be submitted for adoption to the members or stockholders 
of the converting applicant by vote at a meeting called to consider 
the action. Except in the case of a conversion of a state an 
association to a federally chartercd federal association of like 
corporate form, or vice versa pursuant to subdivision 7 and in 
addition to any notice of annual or special meeting required by Laws 
1981, chapter 276 and at least three weeks prior to the meeting, a 
copy of the plan, together with an accurate summary plan descrip
tion explaining the operation of the plan and the rights, duties, 
obligations, liabilities, conditions, and requirements which may be 
imposed upon the members or stockholders and the converted 
applicant as a result of the adoption of the plan, must be mailed to 
each member or stockholder eligible to vote at the meeting. The plan 
of conversion may be approved by not less than a majority of the total 
number of votes eligible to be cast at the meeting. If the plan is 
approved, action must be taken to obtain a charter, articles of 
incorporation, articles of association or similar instrument, adopt 
bylaws, elect directors and officers and take other action prescribed 
Or appropriate for the type of corporation into which the converting 
applicant will be converted. A certified report of the proceedings at 
the meeting must be filed promptly with the commissioner er ether 
aflflroflriate SHfler'lisory aHthority. 

Sec. 13. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 51A.065, subdivision 8, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 8. [CERTIFICATE OF CONVERSION.] If the commissioner 
er ether "flflrOflAate sUfler\'isory authority finds that a conversion 
proceeding has been completed in accordance with the requirements 
of this section and any ether aflfllicable law and regulatioHs, the 
authority commissioner shall issue to the applicant a certificate of 
conversion, attaching as a part of the certificate a copy of the charter, 
articles of incorporation, articles of association or similar instru
ment. The conversion shall not become effective until the issuance of 
the certificate as provided in this section. 
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Sec. 14. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 51A.065, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read' 

Subd. 1l [FEDERAL ASSOCIATION.] Nothing in this section 
applies to the conversion of ~ federal association to another form of 
federally-chartered institution. 

Sec. 15. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 51A.07, is amended to 
read: 

51A.07 [POWER TO REORGANIZE, MERGE OR CONSOLI
DATE.] 

Pursuant to a plan adopted by the board of directors and approved 
by the commissioner as equitable to the members or stockholders of 
the association and as not impairing the usefulness and success of 
other properly conducted associations in the community, an associ
ation shall have power to reorganize or to merge or consolidate with 
another association or federal association within its primary lend
ing area; provided, that the plan of the reorganiza.ti9n, merger, or 
consolidation shall be approved at an annual meeting or at any 
special meeting of the members or stockholders called to consider 
the action by a vote of M !JeFeent er more than 50 percent of the total 
number of votes of the members cast in person or by proxy. In all 
cases the corporate continuity of the resulting corporation shall 
possess the same incidents as that of an association which has 
converted in accordance with sections 51A.01 to 51A.57. No associ
ation, directly or indirectly, shall convert or reorganize, or merge, 
consolidate, assume liability to pay savings accounts or other 
liabilities of, transfer assets in consideration of the assumption of 
liabilities for any portion of the savings accounts, deposits made in, 
or other liabilities of the association to, or acquire the assets of or 
assume liability to pay any liabilities of, any financial institution or 
any other organization, person, or entity, except as specifically 
authorized by seetie,," el,\.Ql te §1A.e7 the commissioner. Any 
association aggrieved by any action or nonaction of the commis
sioner under this section may appeal therefrom and the proceedings 
shall be conducted pursuant to the provisions of the administrative 
procedure act relating to judicial review of agency decisions, sections 
14.63 to 14.70, and the scope of judicial review in the proceedings 
shall be as provided therein. 

Sec. 16. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 51A.I0, is amended to 
read: 

51A.I0 [MEMBERSHIP CHARGES PROHIBITED.] 

The mutual association shall not directly or indirectly charge any 
membership, admission, withdrawal, or any fee or sum of money for 
the privilege of becoming, remaining, or ceasing to be a member of 
the mutual association, except reasenable eharges HJ*lH the making 
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.,., meaifieatieB sf a leaH charges authorized 2Y this chapter. Except 
as authorized by seetieBs IilA(H te IilA.57 this chapter, the mutual 
association shall not charge any member any sum of money by way 
of fine or penalty for any cause, e""el'Hhat a reaBeBable ehaFge may 
be raaaeagaiBst berTewers f<ff aefaults .,., I'rel'aymeBts. 

Sec. 17. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 51A.ll, subdivision 1, is 
amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [EXCLUSIVENESS OF ACCESS.l E¥eFy member 
.,., steekhelaer shall howe tbe right te iBSJ'eet books aDd reeeras sf _ 
assaeiatisB that llenaift te that peFs8A's leftft 6f' SByiHgS aeeS\:lBt 6f' 

tbe determiBatieB sf that flerseB's ¥etiBg right&.- Otherwise, The 
right of inspection and examination of the books and records of an 
association including those pertaining to loans and accounts shall be 
limited (1) to the commissioner or duly authorized representatives 
as provided in sections 51A.0l to 51A.57, (2) to persons duly 
authorized 2Y the association to act for the association, aDd (3) to 
affiliates, and Wto any federal or state instrumentality or agency 
authorized 2Y the association to inspect or examine the books and 
records of an insured association. The books and records pertaining 
to the accounts aDd, loans sf members, and votigg rights of deposi
tors, borrowers, or stockholders shall oHier",ise e kept collfidential 
by tbe such association, its directors; officers, and employees, and by 
the commissioner, the commissioner's examiners and representa
tives, except where the disclosure thereof shall be compelled by a 
court of competent jurisdiction or public authority in accordance 
with law, and no member depositor, borrower, or stockholder or any 
other person shall have access to the books and records or shall be 
furnished or shall possess a partial or com.plete list of the members 
~ositors, borrowers, or stockholders except upo~ elf]3f'eSS aetieft 

authority of the board of directors. 

Sec. 18. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 51A.12, is amended to 
read: 

51A.12 [FINANCIAL STATEMENTi MUTUAL ASSOCIA
TIONS.] 

Every mutual association shall prepare and publish annually 
within 30 days of the close of the association's fiscal year in. a 
newspaper of general circulation in the county in which the princi
pal office of the association is located, and shall deliver to each 
member .,., steekhelaer upon application therefor, a statement of its 
financial condition in the form prescribed or approved by the 
commissioner. 

Sec. 19. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 51A.13, is amended to 
read: 

51A.13 [DIRECTORS OF MUTUAL ASSOCIATIONS.] 
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Subdivision 1. [ASSOCIf.TION MUTUAL ASSOCIATIONS UN
DER DIRECTION OF BOARD OF DIRECTORS.] The business of 
the association shall be directed by a board of directors of not less 
than five nor more than 15 as determined by, and elected by ballot 
from among, the members by a plurality of the votes of the members 
present. If authorized by vote of the members the directors may elect 
all directors. At all times at least two-thirds ofthe directors shall be 
bona fide residents of this state. 

Subd. 2. [QUALIFICATIONS REQUIRED OF DIRECTORS OF 
MUTUAL ASSOCIATIONS.] Except with the written consent of the 
commissioner, no member shall be eligible for election or shall serve 
as a director or officer of an association who has been adjudicated a 
bankrupt or convicted of a criminal offense involving dishonesty or 
a breach of trust. A director shall automatically cease to be a 
director on ceasing to be a member, on being adjudicated a bankrupt, 
or on being convicted of a criminal offense as herein provided, but no 
action of the board of directors shall be invalidated through the 
participation of the director in the action. However, if a director 
becomes ineligible under the terms of this subdivision by reason of 
the exercise by the association of the right of redemption of savings 
accounts provided for in section 51A.34, the director shall remain 
validly in office until the expiration of the term of office or until the 
director otherwise becomes ineligible, resigns, or is removed, which
ever may occur first. 

SuM g.., [QUALlFIC1\TIONS REQUIRED QF DIRECTORS QF 
STOCK l\SSOClf.TIONS.] El<eejlt with the writtea esaseRt ef the 
esmmissisReF, He jleFOOR shall be eligiale fur eleetiaR et'shall ser¥e 

as aiFeetaF et' effieeF ef lHl assaeiatiaR wlw has beeR aajllaieatea a 
aaRkFlljlt et' eaRvietea ef a eFimiRal sffeRse ;,walviRg aisflaResty et' 
a hreaeh ef tr.tst. A aiFeetaF shall alltamatieally eease te be a 
aiFeeteF whea aajllaieatea a aaRkrlljlt et' eaR¥ietea ef a erimiRal 
affeRse as hereiR jlraviaea. 

Subd. 3. [CLASSIFICATION OF DIRECTORS .OF MUTUAL 
ASSOCIATIONS.] At the first annual meeting, the members shail 
by majority vote divide the directors into three classes of as nearly 
equal numbers as possible. The term of office of directors of the first 
class shall expire at the annual meeting next after the first election; 
of the second class, one year thereafter; and of the third class, two 
years thereafter; and at each annual election thereafter directors 
shall be chosen for a full term of three years to succeed those whose 
terms expire. 

Subd. 4. [NUMBER OF DIRECTORS OF MUTUAL ASSOCIA
TIONS CHANGED ONLY BY MEMBERSTThe authorized number 
of directors determined by the members within the limits hereina
bove specified may subsequently be increased or decreased only by 
vote of the members. 
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Subd. 5. [HOW VACANCY ON BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF 
MUTUAL ASSOCIATIONS CAUSED BY INCREASE IN NUM
BER OF DIRECTORS IS TO BE FILLED.] If the members fail to 
elect a director to fill each vacancy created by any increase, the 
directors may fill the vacancy by electing a director to serve until the 
next annual meeting of the members, at which bme a director shall 
be elected to fill the vacancy for the unexpired term for the class of 
director in which the vacancy exists. 

Subd. 6. [CLASSIFICATION OF NEW DIRECTORS OF MU
TUAL ASSOCIATIONS ELECTED TO FILL VACANCIESJWhen
ever under the provisions hereof the number of directors is changed 
and vacancies caused by the change are filled, the directors so 
elected shall be classified in accordance with the provisions hereof, 
so that each of the three classes shall. always contain numbers as 
nearly equal as possible. 

Subd. 7. [WHEN VACANCY ON BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF 
MUTUAL ASSOCIATIONS MAY BE FILLED BY DIRECTORS.] 
Any vacancy among directors, not so filled by the members, may be 
filled by a maj9rity vote of the remaining directors, though less than 
a quorum, by electing a director to serve until the next annual 
meeting of the members, at which time a director shall be elected to 
fill the vacancy for the unexpired term for the class of director in 
which the vacancy exists. In event of a vacancy on the board of 
directors from any cause, the remaining directors shall have full 
power and authority to continue direction of the association until 
the vacancy is filled. 

Sec. 20. [51A.131] [DIRECTORS OF CAPITAL STOCK ASSOCI
ATIONS.] 

The. duties and qualifications required of directors of capital stock 
associations are governed fu: chapter 300. 

Sec. 21. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 51A.15, subdivision 2, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [DUAL STATUS.] No officer or director of an association 
shall hold office or status as a director or officer of another ilOnaffi
liated financial institution the principal office of which is located in 
the association's primary lending area; except such directors or 
officers who are.holding office at the time of the adoption of sections 
51A.01 to 51A.57, and such directors or officers may continue to be 
reelected for two additional terms. 

Sec. 22. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 51A.17, is amended to 
read: 

51A.17 [INDEMNIFICATION OF OFFICERS, DIRECTORS AND 
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EMPLOYEES.] 

~ pe>'SIffi shall he iademnified "" l'eimllllFsed by the asseeiatiea 
fep l'easeaallie e"JleBses, iaelHdiHg IlHt Hat limited t6 a"a.ney fees, 
aetHally iaeHned ffi eeaaeetiea with ~ aetiea, SHit, "" Jll'eeeeding, 
instiwted "" tBl'eatened, jHdieiar "" admiaistrative, ei¥il "" erimi
aal, t6 whieh iliat pe>'SIffi. is HliliIe .. JlI>l'ty by _ ef heffig "" 
aaving Been .. directel', effieel', "" emJlleyee ef _ asseei .. tien; 
Jll'evided, hew""el', iliat ftC pe>'SIffi shall he 00 iaaemnifiea "" 
l'eimlltil'sea, """ shall iliat pe>'SIffi PCtaiB ~ aavaaecmeat "" 
allew_ee fep iBaemn±fieatiea whieh may ha¥e Been made by the 
asseeiatien ffi aavanee ef fiHal aisJlesitien, ffi relatiea t6 SHSh aetiea, 
SHit, "" Jlraeeeaing ffi whieh and t6 the ~ iliat the pe>'SIffi fffiaIIy 
shall he adjtidieated t6 ha¥e Been gHirty ef a Ill'eaea ef geed faith, t6 
have Been aegligent ffi the jlerrormaaee ef dtities, "" t6 have 
eammiUed _ aetieB eP faHed t6 jlel'rorm a €!my fep wIHeh iliere is a 
eemffian law "" .. stattitary liability; and Jlravided faFtae" iliat a 
pe>'SIffi H>flY>. with the aJlJl'''Ial ef the eemmissiener, he 00 ia.derani 
Bed "" l'eiPabal'sed fep fB amelHlts JlftiEi ffi eeraJll'effiise "" se"leffient 
ef ~ aetiea, SHit, "" Jll'eeeeding, ineltidiHg Feaseaallie e"Jleases 
inearrea ffi eeBBeetieB taerewita, eP f2} reaseaable e>:Jlenses iaelad 
ffig iffies and JleBaUies iBe .... ea iH eenaedieR with .. e,imiaal "" 
ei¥il aetieft.; SHit, "" Jl,eeeeaing ffi wIHeh SHSh pe>'SIffi has Been 
adj .. dieatea gHiIty, Regligent, "" HaBre if it shall he aete,raiRed by 
the Baaffi ef aireeters and by the eeramissieael' iliat SHSh pe>'SIffi was 
aetffig ffi geed faith and ffi wl>at iliat pe>'SIffi Ilelie'.'ea t6 he the best 
iaterests ef the assaeiatieR .and witaa .. t Ime ... ,ledge iliat the aetieB 
was illegal and if SHSh inaelHBifie .. tieR "" FeiffilltiFSement is "I>
f'l'8"OO at_ .. B .... aleP sJleeialmeetiBg ef the raePabeFs by a raajeFity 
ef the vates eligillie t6 he east. Ame"Bts JlftiEi t6 the asseeiatiea, 
waetBer Jl .. '8tiant t& j .. agment "" se"leffient by ""y pe>'SIffi withiH 
the raeaaiag ef iliis seetien shall Hat he inaeraaifiea "" ,eirall"'8ea 
ffi ""y ~ The indemnification of officers, directors, and employ
ees of associations is governed fu section 300.083. 

Sec. 23. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 51A.19, subdivision 1, is 
amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [RECORDS TO BE KEPT AT PRINCIPf.L HOME 
OFFICE.] Every association shall keep at the Jlriaeijlal home office 
correct and complete books of account and minutes of the proceed
ings of members, directors, stockholders, and the executive commit
tee. Complete records of all business transacted at the JlFineiJlal 
home office shall be maintained at the JlFiaeiJlal home office. Control 
records of all business transacted at other offices shall be main
taillEid at the JlFiaeiJlal home office. 

Sec. 24. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 51A.19, subdivision 8, is 
amended to read: 

. Subd. 8. [APPRAISAL OF REAL ESTATE OWNED AND THAT 
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SECURING DELINQUENT LOANS.] Every association shall have 
appraised each parcel of real' estate at the. time of acquisition 
tBepeaf. The report of each StHlh appraisal shall be sab ... il;teli Ht 
WritiBg te the heaM ef liiFeeta..., ....a shall "" kept in the records of 
the association. In addition to the powers under section 51A.44, 
subdivision 6, the commissioner may require the appraisal of real 
estate securing loans which are delinquent more than four months. 

Sec. 25. MinnesotaStatutes 1986, section 51A.19, subdivision 10, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 10. [MAINTENANCE OF MEMBERSHIP RECORDS.] Ev
ery mutual association shall maintain membership records, which 
shall show the name and address of the member, the status of the 
member as a. savings account holder, or an obligor, or a· savings 
account holder and obligor, and the date of membership thereof. In 
the case of members holding a savings account the mutual associa
tion shall obtain a savings account contract containing the signa
ture of each holder of such account or a duly authorized 
representative, and shall preserve such contractin the records of the 
association. 

Sec. 26. MinnesotaStatutes 1986, section 51A.21, subdivision 1, is 
amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [GENERALLY.i Every association incorporated 
pursuant to or operating under the provisions of sections 51A.Olto 
51A.57 shall have all the powers enumerated, authorized, and 
permitted by sections 51A.01 to 51A.57 and such other rights, 
privileges, and powers as may be incidental to or reasonably 
necessary or appropriate for the accomplishment of the objects and 
purposes of the association, and in addition shall have those iowers 
possessed ~ corporations organized undercnapter 300. mong 
others, and except as othelWlse limited by the provisions of sections 
51A.01 to 51A.57, every association shall have the powers set forth 
in this section. . 

Sec. 27. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 51A.21, subdivision 5, is 
amended to read: . 

Subd. 5. [BORROWING.] If ....a wfteo> aft asseeiabeB is Bet Ii 
memeep ef lifeoorel heme·1etm baRk, To borrow from sources, 
individual or corporate, not more than an aggregate amount equal 
toeBe foUFth one-half of its saviBgs liability total assets on the date 
of borrowing and additional sums the commiSSiOner approves. If....a 
wfteo> aft asseeiabeB is Ii memaeF ef Ii felieFal heme Ietm baRk, te 
seetH'e ali',aBees ef Bet fB8F6 tbaB aft aggFegate ameaBt ~ te 
eBe half ef its "aviBgs liability; withffi the ameaat ~ te aBe half 
ef ~ savings liaaility, the asseeiatieB ~ BSHSW fFem -S81::ll'eeS, 
iBtiiviliaal 9FeeFjl8Fate etheF tbaB the felieFa' heme Ietm baRk, aft 
aggFegate ameaat Bet Ht elre6SS ef;W fJeFeeat ef its S",'{iRgs liaaility. 
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'ffte aElsaHee "'FitteH a""Fe'Oal af the eemmissieHeF, wha has sale 
diseFetieHaFY aetheFity t& gFaBt aF withheld suet. a""Feval, is 
pe'lHiFed ffip seHPees.af13eFFewiHg ether tftae fiHaHeial iHstitHtieHs aF 

fedeml heme leaft ~ A subsequent reduction of saviBgs lia13ility 
total assets shall not affect in any way outstanding obligations for 
borrowed money. All leafts aBEl advaHees borrowing under this 
subdivision may be secured by property of the association, and may 
be evidenced by notes, bonds, debentures, commercial paper, bank
ers' acceptances, or other obligations or securities, (except capital 
stock and capital certificates) the eemmissieBeF aHthepi.es ffip all 
asseeiatieBs; "pe'liaed, that aHthepi.atieB by the eeHlmissieBep shall 
Bat he Fe~Fed ia the ease af SeeHFities guaFaateed jlHF&uant t& 
seetieR 300fgj af the NatieHal HeHsiHg Aet af 1934, as ..... eHaed. 

Sec. 28. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 51A.21, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 6a. [LOANS AND CONTRACTS.] To make, sell, purchase, 
invest In, and participate or otherwise deal in loans and conditional 
sale contracts and other forms of indebtedness and leases, and to 
take any manneroISeCu:rTIYTor the loans and contra~ -- -

Sec. 29. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 51A.21, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 6b. [BUSINESS PROPERTY.] To acquire or own real 
property or interests in real aroperty the directors consideTlleces
saliY or convenient for the con uct of the business of the association, 
w ich for the purposes of sections m.O! to 51A.57 includes the 
ownership OiStock of '! WhOJly owned subsidiary corporation having 
as its exclusive activity ~ ownership and management of this 
property or interests. The amount so invested In land and improve
ments must not exceed the sum '6.ual to five percent of net assets of 
the association, provideathat ~ commissioner may aucliOrlZe '! 
greater amount to be so invested. 

Sec. 30. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 51A.21, subdivision 7, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 7. [INSURANCE OF ACCOUNTS.] To obtain and maintain 
insurance of its savings accounts by the federal savings and loan 
insurance corporation or any "geHey af this state aF other federal 
agency established for the purpose of insuring savings accounts in 
associations. 

Sec. 31. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 51A.21, subdivision 9, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 9. [EMPLOYEES.] To appoint and remove officers, agents, 
and employees as its business shall require and to provide them 
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suitable compensation; to provide for life, health, and casualty 
insurance for officers and employees, and to adopt and operate 
reasonable bonus plans and retirement benefits for such officers and 
employees; and to provide for indemnification of its officers, employ
ees, and directors as prescribed or permitted in sections 51A.0l to 
51A.57 whether by insurance or otherwise. 

Sec. 32. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 51A.21, subdivision 14, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 14. [SERVICING.] To service'loans and investments for 
others; flPevided *hat the _imum flriaeiflal aHieaat ef leatts BBd 
iavestmeats selyieed f9>' athePS at &BY <me ~ shall Bat e*€eed % 
flepeeat ef the am8aat ef the saviags liaBility ef Stieh assaeiati8a. 

Sec. 33. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 51A.21, subdivision 15, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 15. [SAVINGS, LOANS, INVESTMENTS.] To acquire sa¥

iH-ga deposits and pay earnings thereon, and to lend and commit to 
lend, extend credit, and invest its funds' as provided in sections 
5IA.01 to 51A.57. 

Sec. 34. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 51A.21, subdivision 17, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 17, [AGENCY.] To act as agent or holder of an escrow for 
others in any transaction incidental to theoperationoffis, business.' 

Sec. 35. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 51A.21; subdivision 21, 
is amended to read: ' ' 

Subd. 21. [DIVIDENDS ON CAPITAL STOCK.] To declare and 
pay dividends on capital stock 'in cash or property out of the 
unreserved and unrestricted earned surplus of the association, or its 
own shares from time to time except when the association has failed 
within the preceding 12 months to make any minimum allocation to 
surplus or reserve accounts required by section 51A.20 or to main
tain any minimum required level, and except when the association 
is in an impaired condition or when the payment thereof would 
cause the association to be in an impaired condition. A Sf)lit HI' .,., 
dhtisi8a ef the iss\ied shaPes ef eaflital steel< iata a !:Featep aamBeF 
ef shaPes with8at iaeFeasiag the state eaflital ef the asseeiatieais 
aatheptised, BBd shall Bat be eeastFaed te be a dkidead withia the 
me_iag ef this seotieft. ' 

Sec. 36. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 51A.21, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 22. [LIMITED TRUSTEESHIP.] To act and receive compen- , 
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sation as trustee of a trust created or organized in the United States 
and forming a part of il. stock bonus, pension, or profit-sharing plan 
that qualifies or ~ qualifieUfor specific tax treatment under section 
401 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended through 
December 31, 1987, and to act as trustee or custodian of an 
individual retirement account within the meanmg of section 40801' 
that code if the funds of the trust or account are invested only in 
SiVlngBaccounts of the assoc1aITOn or in obliFions or secunti"es 
issued by the association. All funds held in il. Iduciary capacity lJ,y 
the association under the authority of this subdivision may be 
commingled and consolidated for appropriate purposes of invest
ment i! records reflecting each separate beneficial interest are 
maintained lJ,y the fiduciary unless the responsibility ~ lawfully 
assumed by another appropriate ~ 

Sec. 37. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 51A.21, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 23. [AUTOMATED TELLER MACHINES.] To own or use 
au1On:iateatelier machines and establish electronic finanCilll termi
nals and transmission facilities as provided in sections 47.61 to 
47.74. 

Sec. 38. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 51A.21, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 24. [PAYROLL SAVINGS.] To contract with an employer 
with respect to the following: 

(1) Soliciting, collecting; and receiving savings lJ,y payroll deduc
tion. These savings are to be credited to il. designated account of an 
employee who may voluntarily participate in il. payroll deduction 
plan. 

(2) Direct deposit of wages or salary paid lJ,y the employer to an 
employee's account in ~ financial depository institution. Deposits 
may be made lJ,y electronic or other medium. Direct deposits may be 
made if the employee authorizes the deposits in writing and desig
nates the association or other financial depository institution as the 
recipient of these deposits. 

Sec. 39. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 51A.21, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 25. [DRAFTS.] To issue drafts and similar instruments 
drawn on the association to aid iileft'ectillg withdrawals and for 
other purposes of the association. 

Sec. 40. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 51A.21, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 
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Subd. 26. [DEPOSITS.] To raise funds in the form of (1) savings 
accounts; (2) time deposit accounts; (3) NOWilccounts; (4) demand 
deposit accounts; and (5) treasury tax and loan accounts. 

Sec. 41. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 51A.21, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 27. [TRUST POWERS.] To.act as trustee, executor, admin
istratOr, Personal representative~onservator, custodian, guardian, 
or in any other fiduciary capacity in' which state banks trust 
companies, or other corporations are permitted to act, and to :eceive 
reasonable compensation therefore. 

Sec. 42. Minnesota Statntes 1987 Supplement, section 51A.23, 
subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [OWNERSHIP.] Savings aeesliIlts may be s!lened 
and held seleIy and abssllitely by, <w ... tl'Iist <w etheP fidlieiary 
ea!laeity f<W, any !lel'Ssft, iftellidiftg 8ft adult <w .......,., iftdividlial, 
fIHI:Ie eF female, single _* fH8FFied, flanfteFShi}3, assaeiatisfl, HtIu
eiary, <w esr!lsratisR. Trust funds received by a real estate broker or 
the broker's salespersons in trust may be deposited in a savings and 
loan association. SaviBgs Deposit accounts shall be represented only 
by the account of each saviRgs deposit account holder on the books of 
the association, and sueh the accounts or any interest therein shall 
be transferable only on the books of the association and upon proper 
written application by the transferee and "fMffi aeee!ltaftee by the 
assseiatisR ef the traReferee as a member "fMffi tel'ffi!! a!l!lrs"ed by 
the beard ef direetsrs. The association may treat the holder of record 
of a savings account as the owner theresf of it for all purposes 
without being affected by any notice to the-cOntrary unless the 
association has acknowledged in writing notice of a pledge of sueh 
s8'liRgs the de~osit account. Notwithstanding the foregoing, an 
association or fe eral association may offer negotiable hme deposits. 

An association may issue saviftge deposit accounts to or in the 
name of a minor, which shall be held for the exclusive right and 
benefit of the minor, free from the control or lien of all other persons, 
except creditors, and, together with dividends thereon, shall be paid 
to the minor, and receipt or acquittance in any form, shall be 
sufficient release and discharge of the association for withdrawal, 
until a guardian appointed in this state for the minor shall have 
delivered a certificate of appointment. . 

Sec. 43. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 51A.251, is amended to 
read: . 

51A.251 [MARRIED PERSONS AND MINORS.] 

An association and any federal aesseiatisR may issue saviRgs 
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deposit accounts or negotiable order of withdrawal accounts to any 
married person or minor as the sale and absolute owner of the 
account, and receive payments thereon by or for the other, and pay 
withdrawals or drafts, accept pledges to the association, and act in 
any other manner with respect to the accounts on the order of the 
married person or minor. Any payment or delivery of rights to a 
married person or to any minor, or a receipt of or acquisition signed 
by a married person or by a minor who holds an account, shall be a 
valid and sufficient release and discharge of the association for any 
payment so made or delivery of rights to the married person or 
minor. In the case of a minor, the receipt, acquittance, pledge or 
other action required by the association to be taken by the minor 
shall be binding upon the minor as if the minor were of full age and 
legal capacity. The parent or guardian of the minor shall not in the 
capacity as parent or guardian have the· power to attach or in any 
manner to transfer any account issued to or in the name of the 
minor; provided, however, that in the event of the death of the minor 
the receipt or acquittance of either parent or of a person standing in 
loco parentis to the minor shall be a valid and sufficient discharge of 
the association for any sum or sums not exceeding in the aggregate 
$2,500 unless the minor shall have given written notice to the 
association to accept the signature of tbe parent or person. 

Sec. 44. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 51A.261, is amended to 
read: 

51A.261 [DEPOSITS IN NAME OF MINOR.] 

A deposit made at an association in the name of a minor, or shares 
issued in a minor'S name, shall be held for the exclusive right and 
benefit of the minor, free from the control or lien of all other persons 
except creditors, and together with the dividends or interest thereon 
shall be paid the minor, and the minor's receipt, check, or acquit
tance in any form shall be a sufficient release and discharge of the 
depository for the deposits or shares, or any part thereof, until a 
conservator or guardian appointed for the minor has delivered a 
certificate of appointment to the depository. 

Sec. 45. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 51A.262, is amended to 
read: 

51A.262 [MULTIPARTY ACCOUNTS.] 

When any deposit is made in the names of two or more persons 
jointly, or by any person payable on death (PO.D.) to another, or by 
any person in trust for another, the rights of the parties and the 
finaneial instit..tisn association are determined by chapter 528. 

Sec. 46. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 51A.28, is amended to 
read: 
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51A.28 [ACCOUNTS OF ADMINISTRATORS, EXECUTORS, 
GUARDIANS, CUSTODIANS, TRUSTEES, AND OTHER FIDU
CIARIES.] 

Any association Sf" feEleFal assaeiatisft may accept SB:viftgs de90sit 
accounts in the name of any administrator, executor; custo ian, 
conservator, guardian, trustee, or other fiduciary for a named 
beneficiary or beneficiaries. Any such fiduciary shall have power to 
vote as a member in a mutual association as if the membership were 
held absolutely, toopen and to make additions to, and to withdraw 
any such account in whole or in part. The withdrawal value of any 
such account, and earnings thereon, or other rights relating thereto 
may be paid or delivered, in whole or in part, to such fiduciary 
without regard to any notice to the contrary as long as such fiduciary 
is living. The payment or delivery to any such fiduciary or a receipt 
or acquittance signed by any such fiduciary to whom any such 
payment or any such delivery of rights is made shall be a valid and 
sufficient release and discharge of an association for the payment or 
delivery so made. Whenever a person holding an account in a 
fiduciary capacity dies and no written notice of the revocation or 
termination of the fiduciary relationship shall have been given to an 
association and the association has no written notice of any other 
disposition of the beneficial estate, the withdrawal value of such 
account, and earnings thereon, or other rights relating thereto may, 
at the option of an association, be paid or delivered, in whole or in 
part, to the beneficiary or beneficiaries. The payment or delivery to 
any such beneficiary, beneficiaries, or designated person, or a receipt 
or acquittance signed by any such beneficiary, beneficiaries, or 
designated person for any such payment or delivery shall be a valid 
and sufficient release and discharge of an as.sociation for the 
payment or delivery so made. This section does not apply to a P'O.D. 
account under chapter 528. 

Sec. 47. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 51A.31,subdivision 1, is 
amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [LEGAL INVESTMENTS.] Administrators, execu
tors, custodians, conservators, guardians, trustees, and other fidu
ciaries of every kind and nature, insurance companies, business and 
manufacturing companies, banks, trust companies, credit unions, 
and other types of similar financial organizations, charitable, edu
cational, eleemosynary and such public corporations as are autho
riiedby law, funds, and organizations, are specifically authorized 
and empowered to invest funds held by them, without any order of 
any court, in savings accounts of saviftgs associations whleh are 
1HHIe¥ staiesllperv;s;en, fIftd in aeeElunts ef federal assee;at;ens 
ergan;.ed1HHle¥ the laws ef the United States fIftd 1HHIe¥ federal 
slilleFV;s;en, and such investments shall be deemed and held to be 
legal investments for such funds. 
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Sec. 48. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 51A.32, is amended t, 
read: 

51A.32 [EARNINGS.] 

Subdivision 1. [MUTUAL ASSOCIATION.] An A mutual associ
ation may pay earnings on its savings accounTs from sources 
available for payment of earnings at such rate and at such times and 
for such time or notice periods as shall be determined by resolution 
of its board of directors. All savings deposit account holders shall 
participate equally in earnings pro rata to the withdrawal value of 
their respective accounts, except that an association may classify its 
saviftgs deposit accounts according to the character, amount, or 
duration thereof, or regularity of additions thereto, and may agree 
in advance to pay an additional or different rate of earnings not to 
exceed one percent over and above the rate of earnings paid on all 
savings deposit accounts on accounts based on such classification, 
and shail regulate such earnings in such manner that each savings 
deposit account in the same classification shall receive the same 
ratable portion of such additional earnings, except for accounts 
which shall be classified according to a specified contractual time or 
notice period. Earnings shall be declared on the withdrawal value of 
each s6viftgs deposit account at the beginning of the accounting 
period, plus additions thereto made during the period (less amounts 
previously withdrawn and noticed for withdrawal, which for earn
ings purposes shall be deducted from the latest previous additions 
thereto) computed at the declared rate for the time the funds have 
been invested, determined as next provided. The date of investment 
shall be the date of actual receipt by the association of an account or 
an addition to an account, except that if the board of directors shall 
so determine, accounts in one or more classifications or additions 
thereto received by the association on or before a date not later than 
the 20th day of the month in which such payments were received; if 
the board shall make such determination, it also shall determine 
that payments received subsequent to such determination date shall 
either (1) receive earnings as if invested on the first day of the next 
succeeding month, or (2) receive earnings from the date of actual 
receipt by the association. Unless the commissioner shall issue 
approval in writing, no earnings shall be declared or paid for an 
accounting period unless the allocation to the general reserve for the 
preceding accounting period required by section 51A.20or approved 
by the commissioner thereunder has been made. Notwithstanding 
the provisions of the second sentence of this section, the board of 
directors, by resolution, may determine that earnings shall· not be 
paid on any saviftgs deposit account which has a withdrawal value of 
a specified amount less than $50 or which by written agreement is 
intended to be closed within a specified period less than 15 months 
from the date on which S<ieh savings the account is opened, provided 
that an exception may be made and earnings paid on saviftgs deposit 
accounts opened pursuant to section 51A.24. The directors shall 
determine by resolution the method of calculating the amount of any 
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earnings bn savings accounts as herein provided, arid the time or 
times when earnings are to be declared, paid, or credited. 

Subd. 2. [CAPITAL STOCK ASSOCIATIONS.] !:. capital stock 
association may ~ interest, if any, on its savings accounts in 
accordance with the terms of the account contract. --------

Sec. 49. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 51A.35, is amended to 
read: 

51A.35 [INVESTMENT IN SECURITIES.] 

SQviftgs Associations shall have power to invest in securities as 
follows: 

(a) [INVESTMENTS NOT SUBJECT TO LIMITATION.] Without 
limit, in obligations of, or obligations which are fully guaranteed as 
to principal and interest by, the United States or'this state or the 
political subdivision of this state in stock or obligations of any 
federal home loan bank or banks; in stock or obligations of the 
federal savings and loan insurance corporation; in demand, time, or 
savings deposits, shares or accounts, or other obligations of any 
financial institution the accounts of which are insured by a federal 
agency. '" 

(b) [INVESTMENTS SUBJECT TO 25 PERCENT OF ASSETS 
LIMITATION.] Not in excess of 25 percent of its assets in (1) bonds, 
notes, or other evidences of indebtedness which are a general 
obligation of, or guaranteed as to principal and interest by, any 
agency or instrumentality of the United States not specified in 
subparagraph (a) or of this state, or any city, town, county, district, 
or other municipal corporation or political subdivision of this state, 
or any instrumentality or authority of anyone or more of the 
foregoing; (2) capital stock, obligations, or other securities of service 
organizations, provided that the aggregate of such investments shall 
not thereupon exceed eBe three percent of its assets liabilities. 

Sec. 50. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 51A.361, is amended to 
read: 

51A.361 [RESERVES.] 

An association shall maintain reserves in the form of liquid 
assets, as defined in section 51A.02, subdivision Ii! 34, at a level 
reasonably necessary to meet anticipated withdraw81s, commit
ments, and loan demand. The commissioner of commerce - may 
prescribe the required amount of reserves for any individual associ
ation from time to time based upon examination findings ot other 
reports relating to the association that are available to the commis
sioner. The determination by the commissioner of a required amount 
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of reserves for an association shall not be considered a rule as 
defined by section 14.02, subdivision 4. Reserves for an individual 
association as prescribed by the commissioner pursuant to this 
section shall be enforced in accordance with sections 46.24 and 46.30 
to 46.33. 

Sec. 51. Minriesota Statutes 1986, section 51A.37, subdivision 1, is 
amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [GENERALLY] Every saviRgs association shall 
have power to invest in loans and other investments as set forth in 
this section. 

Sec. 52. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 51A.37, subdivision 2, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [SAVINGS ACCOUNT LOANS.] Loans secured by its 
savings accounts te tile eJ<teftt ef tile witaarawal ¥affie taereef. 

Sec. 53. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 51A.37, subdivision 3, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [REAL ESTATE LOANS.] Real estate loans in any 
amount Ret e"eeeeiRg tile ¥affie ef tile seeHrity, subject to the 
following conditions: 

(a) N& assaeiabaR shall make a real estate ±eaR te eRe Barrewer if 
tile """" ef ru tile ameHRt ef tile ±eaR ...... fil.) tile teta\ BalaRees ef all 
aHtstaRaiBg real estate ±eaRs awed te tile asseeiabeB By tile Ber
reweP e~feeeEls an aftl8HRt ettaal te ten pepeeflt ef the 8S8aeiatisfl'S 
savings liability er aft 8fH8HRt ettaal te the ffiiffi ef the assseiatisB's 
reserves fer lessee ...... HBeivieee prefits, waieaever ameHBt is less, 
exeej3t that aBy SHeI> ±eaR may Be raa!le if tile SHffi ef ru ...... fil.) <iees 
Ret """""" $ HHl, QQQ. 

W An association may ru participate with one or more financial 
institutions, or other entities aaViBg a tax e"emptieB HBder seetieB 
emw ef tile iBternal reveBHe ee!Ie, in any real estate loan of the 
type in which the association is authorized to invest on its own 
account, previeea that tile j3artiei]3atiBg iBterest eftile asseeiatieB is 
Ret sHBeraiBatee er iBferier te aBy atRer ]3aFtiei]3atiRg iRterest; ...... 
fil.) j3artiei]3ate ie real estate ±eaRswitB atRer thaR fiRaReial iesti-
tHtieRs er tBese eBtities eeseriBea, ]3revieee that tile ]3artieij3atiBg 
iRterest ef tile asseeiatieB is sH]3erier te tile ]3artiei]3atiRg iBterests ef 
tile atRer ]3artiei]3aRts. 

W (b) The aggregate balances outstanding of real estate loans on 
real estate located outside the primary lending area of an associa
tion shall at no time exceed ten percent of the assets of the 
association, except that (1) loans insured or guaranteed in whole or 
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in part by the United States, or a federal agency and (2noans in 
which an association owns or has purchased no more than a 75 
percent particip"ation interest are not subject to this restriction; and 

W llireet veel .. etiaa real estate leaas 6ft heFae "ra"eFty aaeI net in 
e><eeSS ef 00 "ereeat ef the ¥alae ef the BeeHrity e*€ej>t as fftfty be 
I're"iaeel by the Feeleral Heme heaa Baak Beard fer feaevally 
ias .. vea assaeiatieas, aaeI ~ rea .. etiea real estate leaas 6ft 

"rimarily vesiaeatial "ra"eFty net in e><eeSS ef 00 "eveeat ef the 
¥alae efthe see .. vity, iaelHEliag jlaFtiei"ati"g i .. tevests in the leaas, 
shall avevage a ...... ally, based 6ft maathly eam" .. tatia .. s, at least 'W 
"ereeat ef assets; etheF than *'t<>i<l assets; heM by the assaeiatiaa. 

W (c) Real estate loans on home property by mortgage or contract 
for deed, as provided in ela .. seB paragraphs (a) thra .. gh W abe¥e and 
(b) with no limit on purchase or sale thereof; and may participate 
with other lenders in the making, purchasing, or selling of the loans, 
jlva'liaeEl m the "re"er'y seeHvifig same is within tOO miles ef the 
serviei"g ~ ef the etheF leBdeF eF le .. aers aaeI fm that the etheF 
leBdeF eF le"aelers flaFtiei"ate te the e.<teftt ef at ~ tea fleree .. t in 
the looa aaeI f .. rther (3ra'liaea net mere than ~ jlereeat ef the assets 
ef the asseeiatiaa liee .. sea here .... aer shall be in the looa. 

ffi (d) An association may purchase, at" any sheriffs, judicial, or 
othersale, public or private, any real estate upon which it has a 
mortgage, judgment, or other lien, or in which it has any interest. It 
may acquire title to any real estate on which it holds any lien, in full 
or part satisfaction thereof, and may sell, convey, hold, lease, or 
mortgage the same. In transactions involving the purchase by a 
vendee of imjlreveel real estate fer heFae ,,""jlaBee, eF fer the 
eaastr .. etia .. ef" heFae, " saviage aaellooa an association avgaai.eEl """'*' the laws ef this state, eF ef the ~ ef t.meriea, may, 
when authorized by its bylaws, acquire the title thereof, and it may 
give to the vendee a contract to convey the same as upon a sale 
thereof. Provided, that no association shall hereafter invest more 
t4an 50 percent of its assets in such contracts to convey. Upon 
default in the conditions of the contract, the association may 
terminate the interest of the vendee or the vendee's representatives 
or assigns by serving the notice provided by section 559.21, upon the 
vendee, or the vendee's representative or assig~s. 

Sec. 54. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 51A.37, subdivision 4, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [INSURANCE POLICY LOANS.] Loans secured by the 
pledge" of policies of life insurance, the assignment of which" is 
properly acknowledged by the insurer, hat Rat eJ[eeeaiBg the eash 
¥alae ef S>Ieh jlelieies jlrevieli .. g S>Ieh j>ledge is maae as aElElitie .... 1 
eellateral fer real estate, heFae imjlpe¥eme .. t, eF ma .... faet .. reel heFae 
leaas. " 
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Sec. 55. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 51A.37, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 10. [CONSUMER LOANS.] Consumer loans. 

Sec. 56. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 51A.37, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. !l: [BUSINESS LOANS.] Loans to organizations and nat
uriiI'j?iirsons for business purposes. 

Sec. 57. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 51A.37, is I;lmended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 12. [AGRICULTURAL LOANS.] Loans for agricultural 
purposes. 

Sec. 58. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 51A.37, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 13. [LOAN TO ONE BORROWER LIMITS.] (a) No mutual 
assocUihon shall make a loan to one borrower if the sum of (1) the 
amount of the loan and (2) the tota:IOalances of all outstaildmg loans 
owed to the asSOciatiOii1iifueboITower exceeds an amount equal to 
ten Ilercent of the association's savings liabilitr, or an amount equal 
to t e sum of1li'e association's reserves for osses and undivided 

'pro1its, WIiIchever amount g; less, exce~t thal any suCliToan may be 
made if the sum of clauses (1) and (2) oes not exceed $500,000. 

(b) No stock association shall make a loan to one borrower if the 
sum 01(1) the amount of the loan and-(2)Thetotal balances 'Of all 
OiitStandillg loans owedtotlleassoCUrlion!il the borrowerexceeas 
an amount equal to ten percent of the association's savings liability 
or an amount eguar to the sum ofthe associatlOn's reserves for losses 
and capital and surplus, WIllCliever amount g; less, except that any 
such loan may be made if the sum of clauses (1) and (2) does not 
exceed$500,000~ -- - -, -- - - -- - -- --

Sec. 59. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 51A.38, subdivision 1, is 
amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [GENERALLY.] Real estate loans and other loans 
secured ~ a mortgage on real estate that are eligible for investment 
by an association under sections 51A.01 to 51A.57 maY,be written 
"""" ~!>laR set feFth in according to this section and section 66, or 
upon ~ny other plan approved by the commissioner..: 

Sec. 60. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 51A.38, subdivision 2, is 
amended to read: 
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Subd. 2. [APPRAISAL.] No investment in a real estate loan, the 
proceeds of which are used for the purchase of the real erat;' shall 
be made until a quaITfied person or persons approved by t e oard of 
directors shall have made a physical inspection and. submitted a 
signed appraisal of the value of the real estate securing such loan. 

Sec. 61. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 51A.38, subdivision 3, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [PAYMENTS.] Payments on real estate loans shall be 
applied first to other charges, then to the payment of interest on the 
unpaid balanceOiThe loan, aiiQlhe remainder on the reduction of 
principal, j3re'lided that if the leaft is if> default if> any lBaBfter <»' is 
heffig ass\llBed by the assig'Hee ef the lBertgHger, f'aymeats lBay he 
af'f'lied by the asseeiaiieft is f'aYlBeftt ef I'eftalties <»' assulBl'tieft 
charges as f'Po'1idea if> the leaft eeatpaei, All real estate loans may be 
prepaid in part or in full, at any time aREi the assoeiaiieft shall Rat 
eharge f& Slleh f'ri'lilege ef afttieif'aisfj' f'aymeat aft alBsuat 
greaiet ihaR I> f'ereefti ef the alBolHli ef Slleh afttieif'aiery f'aymeat. 
An association may chyge a borrower a prepayment fee on any loan 
that is not a consumer oan. Unless otherwise agreed in writing, any 
prepayment of prinCIpal on '[ny loan may, at the option of the 
association, be applied on the mal installment of the note or other 
obligation until fully paid, and thereafter on the installments in the 
hiverse order of their maturity, or, at the option of the association, 
the aayments may be a@l'lied from time to time wholly or partially 
to o'-set payments w ich suoseguently accrue under the loan 
contract. . ' 

Sec. 62. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 51A.38, subdivision 4, is 
amended to read: 

Subd .. 4. [EVIDENCE OF LOAN.] Every loan shall be evidenced 
by a note or instrument of obligation for the amount of the loan. The 
note or instrument shall specify the amount, rate of interest, or 
manner of calculating the rate of interest of a variable rate loan, and 
terms ofrepayment including any prepayment penalty or charge for 
late payment, mortgage assumption fee, and may contain all other 
terms of the loan contract. 

Sec. 63. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 51A.38,subdivision 5, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 5. [SECURITY INSTRUMENT FOR LOANS SECURED 
BYREAL ESTATE.] Every real estate loan secured fu: a mort~a~e 

. on. real roperty, including ~ real estate loan, shall oe se;Fil 
eVIdence .. , by a mortgage, dee,f'Of trust, or other transactIOn or 
instrument constituting a fffst lien or claim, .... the full e</u;,'a1eat 
thereof, upon the real estate securing the loan, according to any 
lawful and recognized practice which is suited to the transaction. 
Any such instrument or transaction esftsiiiaiiftg a fffst lieR <»' elaim 
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is ftereffi te ..... eEl ft "ffiaptgage ." Saeh ffiaFtgage shall provide specif
ically for full !,FateetiaR te the assaeiatiaR with FeS!'eet te sueh lean 
ftReI aElelitiaRal aelvaRees ftReI the usual insurance risks, ground 
rents, taxes, assessments, other governmental levies, maintenance, 
and repairs. It may provide for an assigrunent of rents, and if such 
assignmentis made, any such assignment shall be absolute upon the 
borrower's default, becoming operative upon written demand made 
by the association. All snch mortgages shall be recorded in accor
dance with the law of this state. 

Sec. 64. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 51A.38, subdivision 7, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 7. [ADVANCES FOR TAXES.] An association may pay 
taxes, assessments, ground rents, insurance premiums,. and other 
similar charges for the protection of its real estate leans any loan 
secured ~ a mortgage on real roperty, including a real estate loan, 
Allsuch payments shall be ad ed to the unpaid balance onne loan 
and shall be equally secured by the Hmt lien on the property as 
!,paviElea aheve. An association may require life insurance to be 
assigned as additional collateral upon any real estate loan. In such 
event, the association shall obtain a Hmt lien upon such policy and 
may advance premiums thereon, and such premium advances shall 
be added to the unpaid balance of the loan and shall be equally 
secured by the Hmt ~ lien on the property as provided above. . 

Sec. 65. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 51A.38, subdivision 8, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 8. [PROVISION FOR TAXES, INSURANCE'] An associa
tion may require the ~ borrower on any loan secured ~ ~ mort~age 
on real property, including ~ real estate loan, to pay monthy in 
Mvance, in addition to interest or interest and principal payments, 
the equivalent of 1112 of the estimated annual taxes, assessments, 
insurance premiums, ground rents, and other charges upon the real 
estate securing a loan, or any of such charges, so as to enable the 
association to pay such charges as they become due from the funds so 
received. The amount of such monthly charges may be increased or 
decreased so as to provide reasonably for the payment of the 
estimated annual taxes, assessment, insurance premiums, and other 
charges. The association at its option may hold such funds in trust 
and commingle them with other such funds and use the same for 
such purposes, or hold such funds in open account and commingle 
them with its own funds and advance like amounts for such 
purposes, or credit such funds as received to the mortgage account 
and advance a like amount for the purposes stated. If such fUllds are 
held in trust or invested in savings accounts, the amounts shall may 
be pledged to further secure the indebtedness and, if held in open 
acconnt or credited to the loan account, the amounts when advanced 
for the purposes stated shall may be secnred by the mortgage with 
the same priority as the original amonnt advanced under the 
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mortgage. The association shall have no obligation to pay interest, 
earnings, or other increment to the borrower upon such monthly 
payments, nor to invest the same for the benefit of the borrower, 
unless such funds have been placed in a savings account or accounts 
in the borrower's name. Every association shall keep a record of the 
status of taxes, assessments, insurance, ground rents, B;nd other 
charges on all real estate securing its real estate loans and on all 
real and other property owned by it. -- --- . 

Sec. 66. [51A.385] [TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF LOANS, 
CONTRACTS, AND EXTENSIONS OF CJtEDIT.] 

Subdivision 1. [APPLICATION.] Except as otherwise provided in 
th,S section, this section applies to loans made fur. federal and state 
associations, and "association" as used -In this section apjiTies to 
Iederal and state associatIOns. . 

Subd. 2. [FINANCE CHARGE FOR CREDIT SALES MADE BY A 
TffiRI)PARTY.] (a) A person ray enter into a . .credit sale contract 
for sale to an assocIation an an assocIation may purchase and 
enforce a contract evidencmg the sale, if the annual ercenta e rate 
provided for in' the contract does not exceed that permIt in' this 
section, ~n the case of contractsgiiVei1ied fur. sections 168.66 to 
168.77, the rates permitted fur. those sections. 

(b) Except a§ provided in subdivision 4, the annual percentage 
~may not exceed the eqUIvalent of the greater of either of the 
101lowing: 

(i) 36 percent ~ year on that part of the unpaid balances of the 
amount financed which iSl300 or less; 

(ii) 21 Hercentlerhyear on that ~art of the Ullpaid balances of the 
amount mance w ich exceea8 300 lltifCloes not exceed $1,000; 
and -- -- -- -- - ---

. ,. 

(iii) 15 percent ~ year on that part of the unpaid balances of the 
amount financed Which exceellS$l,OOOj or . 

(2) 19 percent ~ year on the unpaid balances of the amount 
financed. 

(c) This subdivision does not limit or restrict the manner of 
calCulating Or char in the nnance cFrge whether fur. way· Of 
add-on, discount, iscount {Joints, sing e annual percentage rate, 
precomputed charges, varIa e rate, interest inadvance\ compouna: 
~ or otherwIse, !! the annuaTpercentage rate calcu ated under 
paragraph (d) does not exceed that permitted fur. th,s section-:'l'he 
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finance charge may be contracted for and earned at the single 
annual percentage rate that would earn the same finance charge as 
the graduated rates when the debt ~ pakd according to the agreed 
terms and the finance charge ~ calculate under paragraph (d). !!"!'c 
finance charge ~ calculated or collected in advance, or included in 
the principal amount of the contract, and the borrower prepays the 
contract in full, the association shall credit the borrower with a 
refund ofthecnargebased on the actUanafffiefuod of computliigan 
unearned finance charge. 

(d) The annual percentage rate must be calculated in accordance 
with Code of Federal Regulations, title 12; part 226, Out using the 
dehnition of finance charge in section 51A.02, and computed on the 
basis of !'c 365-day year. 

Subd. 3. [FINANCE CHARGE FOR LOANS. I Except as provided 
in subdivision 4: 

(a) With respect to !'c loan, including a loan pursuant to open-end 
credit but excluding open-end credit pursuant to !'c credit card, an 
association may contract for and receive .§: finance charge at an 
annual percentage rate not exceeding 19 percent l'-"!: year. With 
respect to open-end credit pursuant to !'c credit card, an association 
may contract for and receive a finance charge at an annual percent
age rate not exceedIng 18 percent ~ year. With respect to !'c loan 
made pursuant to open-end credit, the finance charge shall be 
considered not to exceed the maximum annual percentage rate 
permitted pursuant to this section if the finance charge contracted 
for and received does not exceed the equivalent of the maximum 
annual percenta~e rate computed on a 365-day year calculated in 
accordance with ode of Federal Regulations, title 12, part 226; but 
using the definition of finance charge in section 51A.02. 

(b) This subdivision does not limit or restrict the manner of 
cakulatrng the finance c~ge~hetner !:>.y way of aaa:on, discount, 
single annual percentage rate, variable rate, interest in advance, 
compounding, average daily balance method, or otherwise, g the 
annual percentage rate does not exceed that permitted by this 
section. If!'c finance charge ~ calculated or collected in advance, or 
included in the principal amount of the loan, and the borrower 
prepays the loan in full, the association shall credit the borrower 
with!'c refund of the charge to the extent that the annual percentage 
rate on the loan would exceed the maximum rate permitted under 
paragi'"apb(a), taking intoaCcount the prepayment. 

Subd. 4. [ADDITIONAL AUTHORITY] Extensions of credit, and 
pUrcMses of extensions of credit, authorized !:>.Y secti0nS47.20, 
subdivision 1, 3, or 4a; 47.204; 47.21; 48.153; 48.185; sections 168.66 
to 168.77, or section 334.01, subdivision 2; and section 334.011 may, 
but need not, be made pursuant to those sections in lieu of the 
authority set forth in subdivisions 1 to 3, and g so, are subject to the 
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provisions of those sections, and not the provisions of this section, 
except this su1JClIVlsion. An association mh'Y also charge an organi
zation any rate of interest and ai? c arges agreed to l>y the 
liOIToWer, and may calculate and co ect finance and other cha,.ges 
in any mariner agreed to l>y the borrower. Except for extensions of 
credit the association elects to make under section 334.01, subdivi
sion 2; or 334.011, the provTsionsofCIlaPter 334 do not ~ to 
extensions of credit made pursuant to this section or the sections 
mentioned in this subdivisIOn. . 

Subd. 5. [ADDITIONAL CHARGES.] Ca) In addition to the finance 
charges permitted l>y this section, an association may contract for 
and recelVethe following addltionaicharges which may be mcluded 
in the amount financed: 

(1) official fees and taxes; 

(2) charges for insurance as described in paragraph (b); 

(3) with respect to ~ loan secured l>y real estate, including a real 
estate loan, the fOllowing "closing costs," if they are bona fide, 
reasoni6le1n amount, and not for- the purpose of circumvention or 
evasion of this section: 

(i) fees or premiums for title examination, abstract of title, title 
insurance, surveys, or similar purposes; 

(ii) fees for preparation of ~ deed, mortgage, settlement statement, 
or other documents, if not pmd to the association; 

(iii) escrows for future payments of taxes, including assessments 
forlniprovements,liiSlirance, and water, sewer, and land rents; 

(iv) fees for notarizing deeds and other' documents; and 

(v) appraisal and credit report fees; 

(4) .~ delinquency charge on any installment, including the 
minimum payment due in connection with the open-end credit, not 
paid in full on or before the tenth day after its due date in an amount 
not to exceed five percent of the amount of the installment; 

(5) for any returned check or returned automatic payment with
drawal request, an amount not in excess of the service charge 
limitation in section 332.50; and 

(6) charges for other benefits, including insurance, conferred on 
the borrower that are of ~ ~ that !§ not for credit. . 
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(b) An additional charge may be made for insurance written in 
connection with the loan: 

(1) with respect to insurance against loss of or damage to property, 
or against liability arising out of the ownership or use of property, 
if the association furnishes [l clear, conspicuous, and specific state
ment in writing to the borrower setting forth the cost of the 
msurance if obtained from or through the a8.SOClatiOii and "Statffig 
that the borrower m'({ choose the person through whom the insur
ance ~ to be obtaine ; 

(2) with respect to credit insurance providing life, accident, 
health, or unemployment coverage, if the insurance coverage is not 
reguiredl>y the association, and this fact is clearly and conspicu
ously disclosed in writing to the borrower, and the borrower gives 
specific, dated, and separatel~ signed affirmative written indication 
of the borrower's desire to 0 so after written disclosure to the 
oorrower of the cost of the insurance; and 

(3) with respect to vendor's single interest insurance, but only (i) 
to the extent that the insurer has no right of subrogation against the 
oorrower, and (ii) to the extent that the insurance does not duplicate 
the coverage of other insurance under which loss is payable to the 
association as its interest may appear, against loss of or damage to 
property for which [l separate charge is made to the borrower 
pursuant to paragraph (b), clause ill and (iii) ii a clear, conspicuous, 
and specific statement in writing is furnished ~ the association to 
the borrower setting forth the cost of the insurance ii obtained from 
or through the association and stating that the borrower may choose 
the person through whom the insurance if; to be obtained. 

(c) In addition to the finance charges and other additional charges 
permitted ~ this section, an association may contract for and 
receive the follOWing additional charges in connection with open
end credit: 

(1) annual charges, not to exceed $50 ~ annum, payable in 
advance, for the privilege Of opening and maintaining open-elliI 
credit; 

(2) charges for the use of an automated teller machine; 

(3) charges for any monthly or other periodic payment period in 
which the borrower has exceeded or, except for the association's 
dishonor would have exceeded, the maximum approved credit limit, 
in an amount not in excess of the service charge permitted in sectlOn:, 
332.50; 

(4) charges for obtaining [l cash advance in an amount not to 
exceed the service charge permitted in section 332.50; and 
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(5) charges for check and draft copies and for the replacement. of 
lost or stolen credit car.rs:---------

Subd. 6. [ADVANCES TO PERFORM COVENANTS OF BOR
ROWER OR PURCHASER.] (a) lithe agreement with respect to "'
loan or contract contains covenants h the borrower or purchaser to 
perform certain duties pertaining to insuring or preserving collat
eral and the association pursuant to the agreement ~ for perfor
mance of the duties on behalf' of the borrower or 1liurchaser, the 
aSsOclatTon may add to the debt or contract balance t e amounts so 
advanced. Within a reasonable time after advancing any sums, the 
association shall state to the borrower or purchaser in writing the 
amount of sums advanced, any charges with res ect to this amount, 
and any revised payment schedule and, g the uties or the borrower 
or purchaser performed h the association pertain to insurance, "'
brief description of the insurance paid for h the association includ
iI1g the ~ and amount of coverages. Further information need not 
~glven. 

(b) A finance ctarge equal to that specified in the loan agreement 
or contract may ~ made for sums advanced under paragraph (a). 

Subd. 'L [ATTORNEY'S FEES.] With respect to a loan or credit 
sale, the a¥,;eement mil provide for payment h file borrower of the 
attorney's ees incurre in connection with collection or foreclosure. 

Subd. 8. [RIGHT TO PREPAY] The borrower or purchaser may 
prepay in full the unpaid balance of a consumer loan or contract, at 
any time without penalty. 

Subd. 9. [CREDIT INSURANCE.] (a) The sale of credit insurance 
~ S"iili]ect to the provisions of chapter 62B and. the rules adopted 
under that chapter, but the term of the insurance may exceed 60 
months if the loan exceeds 60 and the insurance will 
nevertheless be Sii'b]ect to chapter and the rules adopted under 
that chapter. 

(b) An association which provides credit insurance in relation to 
open-end credit may calculate the cnarge to the borrower in each 
billing cycle h applying the current premium rate to the balance in 
the manner termitted with respect to finance charges by the 
provisions on 1.nance charge in this section. 

(c) Upon prepayment in full of a consumer loan h the proceeds of 
credit insurance, the consumer or the consumer's estate is entitled 
to "'- refund of any portion of a separate cRarge for insurance which 
§: reason of prepayment ~ retained ~ ~ association or returned 
to !! ~ the insurer, unless the charge was computed from time to 
time on the basis of thellalances of the consumer's loan. ------- --
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(d) This section does not require an association to grant~ refund 
to the consumer if all refunds due to the consumer under paragraph 
(c) amount to less than $1 and, except as provided in paragraph (c), 
does not reguire the association to account to the consumer for any 
portion of ~ separate charge for insurance because: . 

(1) the insurance ~ terminated by performance of the insurer's 
obligation; 

(2) the association ~ or accounts for premiums to theinsurer in 
amounts and at times determined I>,y the agreement between them; 
or 

(3) the association receives directly or indirectlt; under any policy 
ofmsurance a gam or advantage not prohIbited lJY law. . 

(e) Except as provided in paraw.aph (d), the association shall 
promptly make or cause tObe rna e an appropriate refund to the 
consumer with respect to any separate charge made to the consumer 
for insurance if: 

(1) the insurance is not provided or is provided for ~ shorter term 
than for which the Charge to the borrower for insurance was 
computed; or 

(2) the insurance terminates before the end of the term for which 
!! waswritten because of prepayment ill full or Otherwrse-. - ---

(D !f an association requires insurance, upon notice to the bor
rower, tne borrower has the option of providing the required 
insurance through an existing policy of insurance owned or con
trolled I>,y the borrower, or through a policy to be obtained and paid 
for I>,y the borrower, but the association for reasonable cause may 
dec1inetne insurance provided I>,y the borrower. 

Subd. 10. [PROPERTY AND LIABILITY INSURANCE.] (a) Ex
cept as otherwise provided in this section and subiect to the 
provisions on additional charges and maximum finance charges in 
this section, an association may agree to provide property and 
liability insurance, and may contract for and receive a charge for 
such insurance separate from and in addition to other charges. An 
association need not make .!! separate charge for the insurance 
provided or required I>,y it. This section does not authorize the 
issuance of the insurance prohibited under any statute or rille 
governing the business of insurance. 

(b) This section does not "pp!y to an insurance premium loan. An 
association may request cancellation of ~ ~ of property or 
liability insurance only after the borrower's default or in accordance 
with ~ written authorization by the borrower. In either case, the 
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cancellation does not take effect until written notice is delivered to 
the borrower or maITeiffOthe borrower at the borrower's address as 
stated ~ the borrower. The notice must state that the pticy may De 
canceled on a date not less than ten days after t e notice 'is 
delivered,Or, lfthe notice !'l maJIed, not less than 13 days after ~ is 
mailed. A cancellation may not take effect until those notice periods 
expire. 

Subd. 11. [CONSUMER PROTECTIONS.] (a) Associations shall 
co~ with the re uirements of the Federal Truth in Lending Act, 
Unit States Co e, tit e 15, section 1601 to 1693, in connection 
with -'" cOi1sUmer loan or credit sale for -'" consumer1oan purpose. 

(b) Associations shall comply with the following consumer protec
tion provisions in connection with ~ consumer loan or credit sale for 
a consumer &urpose: sections 325G.02 to 325G.05; 325G.06 to 
325G.11; 325.15 to 325G.22; and 325G.29To 325G.36, and the Coile 
of Federal Regulations, title 12, part 535. 

(c) An assignment of a consumer's earnings !?x the COnsumer to an 
association as payment or as security for payment of ~ debt arisillg 
out of -'" consumer loan or consumer credit sale is unenforceable iJ,y 
the association annrevocahlefu: the consumer. 

Subd. 12. [LOANS OTHER THAN CONSUMER LOANS.] Loans 
other than consumer loans are not subject to the provisions and 
liiiilfations of subdivisions 3, 5, 8, 9, 10, and !.!.: 

Subd. 13. [EFFECT OF VIOLATIONS ON RIGHTS OF PAR
TI,ES.] (a) !!' an association has violated an}; provision of this section 
applying to collection of finance or other c arges, the borrower has 
-'" cause orac,tIon to recover damages and also -'" right in an action 
other than -'" class action, to recover from the association violating 
this section a penalty in an amount determined fu: the court not less 
than $100 nor more thail$l,OOO. With respect to vlOTations arising 
from other than open-end credit transactions, no action may be 
bToUght pursuant to this paragraph and no set-Oft or recoupment 
may be asserted pursuant to this paragraph, more Than, one year 
after the making of the debt. . 

(b) A borrower ~ not obligated to ~ a charge in excess of that 
allowed ~ this section and has a right 2f refund of any excess Cli.arge 
paid. A refund may not be made ~ reducing the borrower's 
obligation iJ,y the amount of fIle excess charge, unless the association 
has notified tneborrower that the borrower may request -'" refund 
and the borrower has not so requested within 30 days thereafter. !!' 
the debtor has paid an amount in, excess of the lawful obligation 
under the ag!eemen(1he borrower hay recover-the excess amount 
from the association WIio made t e excess kharge or from an 
assJgfieeof the associatWii's rights who liiidefia es direct cOIleCtion 
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of payments from or enforcement of rights against borrowers arising 
trom the debt. 

(c) If an association has contracted for or received a char{e in 
excessof that allowed ~ this section, or if ~orrower is entit ed to 
::Ie refund and ::Ie person ~ to the Oorrower refuses to make ::Ie 
refund within ::Ie reasonable time after demand, the borrower may 
recover from the association or the person liable in an action other 
than ::Ie class action a penalty in an amount determined fur. the court 
not less than $100 nor more than $1,000. With respect to excess 
CIi3.rg.;s arISIng from other than open-end credit transactions, no 
actIOn pursuant to this paragraph may be brought more than one 
year alter the making 01 the debt. F'or aUl'POSeS of this paragraph, a 
reasonabTe time ~ presumed to be 30 ~ 

(d) ~ violation of this section does not impair rights on ::Ie debt. 

(e) An association is not liable for ::Ie penalty under ~aragraph (a) 
or Tcl mt notifies theoorrower of a violation before t e association 
receives-from the borrower written notice of the vWfation or the 
borrower has brought an action under this sectiOn, and the associ
ation corrects the violation within 45aays after notifying the 
OoITower. If the VIolation conslStsOI::Ie ProiillilledagTeement, giving 
the borrower a corrected ~ of the writing containing the violation 
is sufficient notification and correction. If the violation consists of an 
excess charge, correction must be made ~ an adjustment or reruM. 

(D An association may not be held liable in an action brought 
underthis section for a violation oftllissection u the association 
shows ~ ::Ie preponOerance of evidencethat the Violation was not 
intentional and resulted from a bona fide error notwithstanding the 
maintenance of procedures reasonaoly adopted to aVOid the error . 

.\g2 In an action in which it is found that an association has 
violated" trus SeCtiOn;The court shan award to theoorrower the costs 
of the action and to the OOITOWer'S a1tOri1eys their reasonaVe fees. 

Sec. 67. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 51AAO, is amended to 
read: 

51AAO [DEALING WITH SUCCESSORS IN INTEREST.) 

In the case of any investment made by an association in a real 
estate loan secured ~ a mortgage on real property, including a real 
estate loan, in the event the ownerShip oftbe real estate security or 
any part thereof becomes vested in a person other than the party or 
parties originally executing the security instruments, and provided 
there is not an agreement in writing to the contrary, an association 
may, without notice to such party or parties, deal with such succes
sor or successors in interest with reference to said mortgage and the 
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debt thereby secured in the same manner as with such party or 
parties, and may forbear to sue or may extend time for payment of or 
otherwise modify the terms of the debt· secured thereby, without 
discharging or in any way affecting the original liability of such 
party or parties thereunder or upOn the debt thereby secured. 

Sec. 68. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 51A.44, subdivision 1, is 
amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [ANNUAL REPORT.] On or before the last day of 
JaRaaPy April in each year, every association shall make an annual 
written report to the commissioner, upon a form to be prescribed and 
furnished by the commissioner, of its affairs and operations, which . 
shall include a complete statement of its financial condition, includ
ing a statement of income and expense since its last previous similar 
report, for the 12 months ending on the 31st day of December of the 
previous year. Every such report shall be verified by the president 
and treasurer. 

Sec. 69. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 51A.48, is amended to 
read: 

51A.48 [RIGHT TO DECLARATORY JUDGMENT.] 

At any time after any controversy has arisen between the com
missioner and an association with respect to any question of law or 
rule or with respect to any question involving immeasurable or 
irreparable damage to the association, and prior to an administra
tive or judicial hearing, the association or the commissioner may 
apply to any court of competent jurisdiction in the county in which 
the jlAReijla! hpme office of the association is located for· a declara
tory judgment as to such question, and such court shall have and 
shall take jurisdiction and decide the controversy on its merits in 
accordance with the weight of the evidence, and such court shall 
have full power to enforce its orders. 

Sec. 70. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 51A.50, is amended to 
read: 

51A.50 [FEDERAL SAVINGS ASSOCIATIONS ANB StATINGS 
BANKS.] 

Feelere! sa,,-iage asseeiatieRs, feelerel saviage baBI<s; eo' feeleFal 
savings tlBEi lean aS8seiatieas, iBe8f139Fatea tHH'saaat te ~ laws ef 
the URiteei States, as DeW eo' heFeafteF ameReleel, are Hat feFeign 
eeFjleFatieRs eo' feFeigR asseeiatiefls. URless feeleFal1aws eo' Fegala 
tisBs jlFeviele etHeFwise, feeleFa! asseeiatieRs, feeieF .. 1 sa,,-iRgs baBI<s; 
aDd the memeeFs eP steekJieldeI's tBeFeaf shall }lessees all ef the 
rigMs, }lB'}{eFS, privileges, heHefits, iHlFBU:flities, ftfl4i exelB):ltiBHB 
that are DeW )'lFe'lieleei eo'that heFearteF may be )'lFev4e1eel ~ the laws 
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ef tflffi state fur savings assseiatisns srgani.ed IHtdeF the laws ef tflffi 
state and fur the members 6F stsel,hsltlers there sf. 'l'his flrsvisisn is 
additisnal and sHflfllemeHtal ta any flrs"isisn whieh, by sfleeifie 
referenee, is al'fllicallle ta federal asseeiatiens and the memaers 6F 

stsckhelders thereef. Federal savings 00Hks shall flessess all ef the 
Fights, flewers, flrivileges, benefits, immHHities, liabilities, and 
e"eHlfltisns that are new flreviEieEi 6F that hereafter may be flreviEieEi 
by the laws ef tflffi state fur fedeml savings and lean assoeiatiens. 
The following sections !'£Illy to federal associations, except to the 
extent they are inconsistent with federal law or regulations: sec
tions 51A.01; 51A.02; 51A.065; 51A.15, subdivision 6; 51A.21, 
SUlXfivisions 6a, 15, 16, 22, 25, 27, and 28; 51A.23, subdivision 1; 
51A.24; 51A.25f;51A.261;5iA.262;""" 51A.27; 51A.28; 51A.29; 
51A.30; 51A.31; 51A.37, subdivisions 1, 2, 3, paragraphs (a), (c), (d), 
4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, ll, and 12; 51A.38; 51A.385; 51A.40; 51A.50; 
511\.52; 51A.56; and 51A.57. 

Sec. 71. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 51A.51, subdivision 1, is 
amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [FEES TO BE PAID TO STATE TREASURER.] 
l\.sseeiatiens An association shall pay fees by delivering to the 
commissioner acheck payable to the state treasurer. 

Sec. 72. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 51A.53, is amended to 
read: 

51A.53 [POWERS OF FEDERAL SfNI:NGS Al'ID WAN ASSO
CIATIONS; APPROVAL.] 

Subject to the approval of the commissioner, any savings and loan 
association organized under sections 51A.01 to 51A.57 is herelly 
vested with all the powers conferred upon a federal savings and lean 
association organized under the laws and regulations of the United 
States or its agencies, as amended, as fully and completely as if the 
powers were specifically enumerated and described herein, provided 
that the same are not specifically prohibited by state law. 

Sec. 73. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 51A.56, is amended to 
read: 

51A.56 [ACT CONTROLLING.] 

Insofar as the provisions of sections 51A.01 to 51A.57 are incon
sistent with the provisions of any other law affecting savings 
associations, the provisions of sections 51A.01 to 51A.57 shall 
control. 

Sec. 74. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 118.005, subdivision 1, 
is amended to read: 
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Subdivision 1. The governing body of. every municipality, as 
defined in section 118.01, which has the power to receive and 
disburse funds, shall designate as a depository of the funds such 
national, insured state banks or thrift institutions as defined in 
section 51A.02, subdivision g& 54, as it may deem proper. The 
governing body may authorize the treasurer or chief financial officer 
to exercise the powers of t):te governing body in designating a 
depository of the funds. 

For purposes of this chapter, a credit union is a thrift institution. 

Sec. 75. [REPEALER.] 

Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 51A.03, subdivision 2a; 
51A.05, subdivIsions 3, 4, and 5; 51A.091; 51A.ll, subdivision 3; 
51A.18; 51A.19, subdivisions 2 and 3; 51A.21, subdivisions 6 and 19; 
51A.23, subdivisions 2, 3, 4, and 5; 51A.37, subdivisions 2 an~ 
51A.38, subdivision 6; and 51A.39 are repealed. 

Sec. 76. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

Sections 1 to 75 are effective the day following final enactment." 

Delete the title and insert: 

"A bill for an act relating to financial institutions; savings and 
loan associations; defining terms; adding clarifying language; reg
ulatingincorporations; regulating mutual to stock conversions; 
providing for corporate governance of capital stock associations; 
regulating the powers of saving associations; regulating deposit 
accounts; regulating investments; regulating terms and conditions 
of loans, contracts, and extensions of credit; providing state-char
tered savings associations the same rights and powers that may be 
exercised by a federal savings association doing business in Minne
sota; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 51A.02; 51A.03, 
by adding a subdivision; 51A.041, subdivisions 1 and 4, and by 
adding a subdivision; 51A.05, subdivision 1, and by adding a 
subdivision; 51A.06, subdivision 3; 51A.065, subdivisions 1, 3, 4, 8, 
and by adding a subdivision; 51A.07; 51A.lO; 51A.ll, subdivision 1; 
51A.12; 51A.13; 51A.15, subdivision 2; 51A.17; 51A.19, subdivisions 
1, 8, and 10; 51A.21, subdivisions 1, 5, 7, 9, 14, 15, 17, 21, and by 
adding subdivisions; 51A.251; 51A.261; 51A.262; 51A.28; 51A.31, 
subdivision 1; 51A.32; 51A.35; 51A.361; 51A.37, subdivisions 1, 2, 3, 
4, and by adding subdivisions; 51A.38, subdivisions 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 
and 8; 51A.40; 51A.44, subdivision 1; 51A.48; 51A.50; 51A.51, 
subdivision 1; 51A.53; 51A.56; and 118.005, subdivision 1; Minne
sota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 51A.23, subdivision 1; 
proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapters 48 and 
51A; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 51A.03, subdivi
sion 2a; 51A.05, subdivisions 3, 4, and 5; 51A.091; 51A.ll, subdivi
sion 3; 51A.18; 51A.19, subdivisions 2 and 3; 51A.21, subdivisions 6 
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and 19; 51A.23, subdivisions 2, 3, 4, and 5; 51A.37, subdivisions 7 
and 9; 51A.38, subdivision 6; and 51A.39." 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

CALL OF THE HOUSE LIFTED 

Scheid moved that the call of the House be dispensed with. The 
motion prevailed and it was so ordered. 

Scheid moved to amend S. F. No. 1956, as amended, as follows: 

Page 7, line 29, strike "thrift institution" and insert "savings 
association" 

Page 7, line 30, after the second comma insert "or" and strike "or" 

Page 7, line 31, strike "investment company" 

Page 12, lines 22 and 23, delete "consistent with the safety and 
soundness of the association" -- -- --- --

Page 17, line 25, before "Any" insert "The use of the words 
"national." "federal,"·or "United States," or any form of these words, 
separately or in any combination with otlier;;"ords or SyIIaOIe8,ls 
prohibited as part of the corporate name of an association." 

Page 17, line 31, after "commissioner" insert "pursuant to rules" 

Page 17, line 32, delete "notify the commissioner of the location of 
its" 

Page 17 delete line 33 

Page 17, line 34, delete "closed. without prior written notice to" 
and insert "not change the location of any branch office without 
prior written approval of" 

Page 17, line 36, delete "such as" and insert "as defined in section 
51A.02, subdivision 8, inclililIilg" -

Page 18, line 1, delete "without" and insert "upon" 

Page 28, line 15, reinstate everything after the stricken period 

Page 28, lines 16 to 18, reinstate the stricken text 

Page 28, line 19, reinstate "feaerallwme letm~" 
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Page 29, line 10, delete "in land and improvements" 

Page 32, line 9, before "To" insert "Upon application and approval 
~ the commissioner," 

Page 45, line 16, after "made" insert "and contracts purchased" 

Page 46, line 13, delete "I!: !! finance charge ~" 

Page 46, delete lines 14 to 18 and insert "If the finance charge is 
calculated or collected in advance, or included in the principaI 
amount of flle contract, and the borrower prepays the contract in 
full, the association shaH credit the borrower with a refund of the 
Chargeto the extent the chargewould exceed theannuarpercent~ 
rate on the contract as originally determinedunder paragraph ( ) 
and taking into account the prepayment, For the purpose of calcu
lating the remnd, the associatIOn may assume that the contract was 
paid berore the date of prepayment according to the schedule of 
payments under the contract and that all payments were paid on 
their due dates, For contracts repayable in substantillIly equal 
successive monthly installments, the association iay calculate the 
refund as the portion of the financecIiarge allocab e to all unexpired 
payment periods following the date of prepayment based on the 
annual percentage rate on the contract as originaiJy determined 
under paragraph (d), and for the purpose of calculating the refund 
may assume that all payments are made on the due date." 

Page 46, line 32, delete "made pursuant to" 

Page 46, line 33, delete "open-end credit" 

Page 47, line 9, after the period insert "With respect to !! loan 
secured ~ real estate, including !! real estate loan," 

Page 47, line 15, after the period insert "With respect to all other 
loans, if the finance charge is calculated or collected in advance, or 
included in the principal amount of the loah, and the borrower 
prepays tIle loan in full, the association shall credit the borrower 
with !! refund of the charge to the extent the charge would exceed 
the annual percentage rate on the loan as originally determined 
under paragraph (a) and taking into account the prepayment. For 
the purpose of calculating the refund under this subdivision, the 
association may assume that the contract was paid before the date 
of prepayment according to the schedule of payments under the loan 
and that all payments were paid on their due dates. Fortoans 
repayable in substantially equal successive monthly insfiiITments, 
the' association may calculate the refund under this subdivision as 
the portion of thetmance charge al1Oca6fe to all unexpired payment 
periods following the date of prepayment, based on the annual 
percentage rate on the loan as originally determined under para-
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~ (a), and for the purpose of calculatin ~ refund may assume 
that all payments are made on the due ate. 

Page 47, line 25, delete "borrower" and insert "organization" 

Page 47, line 26, delete "the" 

Page 47, line 27, delete "borrower" and insert "that organization" 

Page 52, line 6, delete "provide" and insert "sell, as an agent," 

Page 52, line 12. after '-'insurance" insert "nor does it authorize an 
association to underwrite insurance" -

Page 52, line 29, delete "loan" 

Page 53, line 5, delete "3, ~" and after "10," insert "paragraph 
(b) ," 

Amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 10, delete everything after the semicolon 

Page 1, delete lines 11 and 12 

Page 1, line 13, delete "Minnesota;" 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

S. F. No. 1956, A bill for an act relating to financial institutions; 
savings and loan associations; defining terms; adding clarifying 
language; regulating incorporations; regulating mutual to stock 
conversions; providing for corporate governance of capital stock 
associations; regulating the powers of saving associations; regulat
ing deposit accounts; regulating investments; regulating terms and 
conditions of loans, contracts, and extensions of credit; providing 
state-chartered savings associations the same rights and powers 
that may be exercised by a federal savings association doing busi
ness in Minnesota; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 
51A.02; 51A.03, by adding a subdivision; 51A.041, subdivisions 1 
and 4, and by adding a subdivision; 51A.05, subdivision 1, and by 
adding a subdivision; 51A.06, subdivision 3; 51A.065, subdivisions 
1, 3, 4, 8, and by adding a subdivision; 51A.07; 51A.10; 51A.11, 
subdivision 1; 51A.12; 51A.13; 51A.15, subdivision 2; 51A.17; 
51A.19, subdivisions 1,8, and 10; 51A.21, subdivisions 1, 5, 7,9,14, 
15, 17,21, and by adding subdivisions; 51A.251; 51A.261; 51A.262; 
51A.28; 51A.31, subdivision 1; 51A.32; 51A.35; 51A.361; 51A.37, 
subdivisions 1, 2, 3, 4, and by adding subdivisions; 51A.38, subdivi
sions 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, and 8; 51AAO; 51AA4, subdivision 1; 51AA8; 
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51A.50; 51A.51', subdiVision 1; 51A.53; 51A.56; 118.005, subdivision 
1; Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 51A.23, subdivi
sion 1; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapters 
48 and 51A; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 51A.03, 
subdivision 2a; 51A.05, subdivisions 3, 4, and 5; 51A.091; 51A.11, 
subdivision 3; 51A.18; 51A.19, subdivisions 2 and 3; 51A.21, subdi
visions 6 and 19; 51A.23, subdivisions 2, 3, 4, and 5; 51A.37, 
subdivisions 7 and 9; 51A.38, subdivision 6; and 51A.39. 

The bill was read for the third time, as.amended, and placed upon 
its final passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill.and the roll was 
called. There were 129 yeas and 1 nay as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
CarlsoD, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBliecl< 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dom 

Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V 
Kahn 

. Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 

Knuth Olson, E. 
Kostohryz Olson; K. 
Krueger Omann 
Larsen Onnen 
Lasley Orenstein 
Lieder Osthoff 
Long Otis 
Marsh Ozment 
McDonald Pauly 
McEachern Pelowski 
McKasy Peterson 
McLaughlin Poppenhagen 
McPherson Price 
Milbert Quist 
Miller Redalen 
Minne Reding 
Morrison Rest 
Munger Richter 
Murphy Riveness 
Nelson, C. Rodosovich 
Nelson, D. Rose 
Nelson, K. Rukavina 
Neuenschwander Sarna 
O'Connor Schl~.fer 
Ogren Scheid 
Olsen, S. Schreiber 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Quinn 

Seaberg 
Shaver 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
funheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter' 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was passed, as amended, and its title agreed to. 

The Speaker resumed the Chair. 

Wynia moved that the remaining bills on Special Orders for today 
be continued one day. The motion prevailed. 
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GENERAL ORDERS 

Wynia moved that the bills on General Orders for today be 
continued one day. The motion prevailed. 

There being no objection, the order of business reverted to Reports 
of Standing Committees. 

REPORTS OF STANDING COMMITTEES 

Wynia from the Committee on Rules and Legislative Administra
tion to which was referred: 

House Concurrent Resolution No. 27, A House concurrent resolu
tion relating to the governor's item veto power; clarifying the effect 
of the governor's veto ofH.F No. 243, article 2, section 157, enacted 
by the 1987 legislature. 

Reported the same back with the recommendation that the 
resolution be adopted. 

The report was adopted. 

Wynia from the Committee on Rules and Legislative Administra
tion to which was referred: 

House Resolution No. 57, A House resolution supporting the right 
of peaceful protest; condemning violent protest; condemning deploy
ment of United States troops to Honduras; urging withdrawal of 
troops from Honduras. 

Reported the same back with the following amendments: 

Delete page 1, line 21 to page 2, line 7 

Page 2, line 20, after the comma insert Hand" 

Page 2, line 21, delete everything after "to" and insert "safeguard 
the peace process in Central America by honoring the Central 
American Peace Accords." 

Page 2, delete lines 22 to 24 

Amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, lines 4 and 5, delete "; urging withdrawal of troops from 
Honduras" 
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With the recommendation that when so amended the resolution be 
adopted. 

The report was adopted. 

MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS 

Tunheim moved that the names of Kelso, Dauner, Pelowski and 
Cooper be added as authors on H. F. No. 2286. The motion prevailed. 

House Resolution No. 57 was reported to the House. 

Dawkins moved that House Resolution No. 57 be laid on the table. 
The motion prevailed. 

House Concurrent Resolution No. 27 was reported to the House. 

Wynia moved that House Concurrent Resolution No. 27 be now 
adopted. 

HOUSE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION NO. 27 

A House concurrent resolution relating to the governor's item veto 
power; clarifying the effect of the governor's veto of H.F. No. 243, 
article 2, section 157, enacted by the 1987 legislature. 

Whereas, the Minnesota Constitution, article IV, section 23, au
thorizes the governor to veto an item of appropriation of money 
when he signs a bill containing several items of appropriation of 
money; and 

Whereas, when Governor Rudy Perpich signed H.F. No. 243 follow
ing the 1987 regular session of the 75th Legislature, he appended to 
it a statement that he was vetoing artiCle 2, section 157, which 
contained an appropriation of oil overcharge money received from 
the federal government; and 

Whereas, section 157 ofH.F. No. 243 contains provisions which are 
not items of appropriation, but rather restrict the authority to 
expend oil overcharge moneys and direct development of spending 
plans for the expenditure of oil overcharge moneys; 

Whereas, the governor's veto message purports to invalidate and 
veto section 157 in its entirety, including the portions that are not 
items of appropriation; 

Whereas, silence by the Legislature on the Governor's purported 
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veto of subdivision 3 might wrongly be construed as acceptance of a 
. governor's power to veto items that are not appropriations of money; 

Now, Therefore, 

Be It Resolved by the Minnesota House of Representatives, the 
Senate concurring, that notwithstanding the governor's veto, the 
provisions of section 157 that do not consist of items authorizing 
expenditure of money out ofthe state treasury are effective and the 
law of the state of Minnesota until repealed or modified by an action 
of the legislature under article IV of the constitution. 

Be It Further Resolved, the chief clerk of the House of Represen
tatives shall transmit enrolled copies of this resolution to Governor 
Rudy Perpich and to the Secretary of State to be filed with the 
enrolled copy of H.F. No. 243, Laws 1987, chapter 403 . 

. The question was taken on the Wynia motion and the roll was 
called. There were 130 yeas and 2 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeBaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 

Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht. 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 

Kostohryz Olson, K. 
Krueger OmanD 
Larsen Onnen 
Lasley Orenstein 
Lieder Otis 
Long Ozment 
Marsh Pappas 
McDonald Pauly 
McEachern Pelowski 
McKasy Pet.c_rson 
McLaughlin Poppenhagen 
McPherson Price 
Milbert Quinn 
Miller Quist 
Minne Redalen 
Morrison Reding / 
MWlger Rest / 
Murphy Rice 
Nelson, C. Richter 
Nelson, D, Riveness 
Nelson, K. Rodosovich 
Neuenschwander Rose 
O'Connor Rukavina 
Ogren Schafer 
Olsen, S. Scheid 
Olson, E. Schreiber 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Begich Osthoff 

Seaberg 
Segal 
Shaver 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
'Ijornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman' 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk, Vanasek 

The motion prevailed and House Concurrent Resolution No. 27 
was adopted. 
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ADJOURNMENT 

Wynia moved that when the House adjourns today it adjourn until 
12:00 noon, Tuesday, April 19, 1988. The motion prevailed. 

Wynia moved that the House adjourn. The motion prevailed, and 
the Speaker declared the House stands adjourned until 12:00. noon, 
Tuesday, April 19, 1988. . 

EDWARD A. BURDIQK, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 
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; 

STATE OF MINNESOTA 

SEVENTY-FIFTH SESSION-1988 

NINETY-FIRST DAY 

SAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA, TuESDAY, APRIL 19, 1988 

The House of Representatives convened at 12:00 noon and was 
called to order by Robert E. Vanasek, Speaker of the House. 

Prayer was offered by Pastor M. E. Sandness, Christ Lutheran 
Church on Capitol Hill, St. Paul, Minnesota. 

The roll was called and the following members were present: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dol'll 
Forsythe 

Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugosan 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahu 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 

A quorum was present. 

Simoneau was excused. 

Kostohryz Omann 
Krueger Onnen 
Larsen Orenstein 
Lasley Osthoff 
Lieder Otis 
Long Ozment 
Marsh Pappas 
McDonald Pauly 
McEachern Pelowski 
McKasy Peterson 
McLaughlin Poppenhagen 
McPherson Price 
Milbert Quinn 
Miller Quist 
Minne .Redalen 
Munger Reding 
Murphy Best 
Nelson, C. Rice 
Nelson, D. Richter 
Nelson, K. Riveness 
Neuenschwander Rodosovich 
O'Connor Rose 
Ogren Rukavina 
Olsen, S. Sarna 
Olson, E. Schafer 
Olson, K. Scheid 

Schreiher 
Seaberg 
Segal 
Shaver 
Skoglund 

. Solherg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

Morrison was excused until 2:00 p.m. Carlson, D., was excused 
until 8:40 p.m. 

The Chief Clerk proceeded to read the Journal of the preceding 
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day. Larsen moved that further reading of the Journal be dispensed 
with and that the Journal be approved as corrected by the Chief 
Clerk. The motion prevailed. 

MESSAGES FROM THE SENATE 

The following messages were received from the Senate: 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted 
the report of the Conference Committee on: 

H. F. No. 1000, A bill for an act relating to agriculture; providing 
alternatives for meaningful long-term benefits to Minnesota agri
culture; providing initiatives for farmers to use sustainable agricul
ture; developing agricultural practices that minimize the use of 
energy in production agriculture; establishing a study of the use of 
Minnesota grown products under certain conditions; establishing a 
rural health and safety program; establishing a Minnesota dairy 
task force; authorizing different versions of the Minnesota grown 
label; establishing a program to certify soil testing laboratories; 
prescribing periodic review of grain testing equipment; authorizing 
a soil buffering demonstration project; authorizing designation of 
organic certification agencies; requiring crop hail insurance provid
ers to file rates; authorizing the rural finance authority to imple
ment a seller-sponsored loan program; amending requirements of 
rural finance authority loan programs; adjusting interest rate buy
down program eligibility; extending deadline for seed potato stan
dards; providing for certain ethanol development payments; 
establishing a school milk program; establishing a laboratory ser
vices account; establishing a degradable plastics task force; restrict
ing use of certain plastic products; regulating dry edible beans; 
establishing an agricultural contract task force; regulating the 
marketing of certain grains; appropriating money; amending Min
nesota Statutes 1986, sections 17B.02; 41A.09, by adding a subdivi
sion; 41B.02, by adding a subdivision; 223.16, subdivision 4; 232.21, 
subdivision 7; and 232.23, subdivision 4, and by adding a subdivi
sion; Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 17.102, subdi
vision 1; 17B.05; 4IB.01, subdivision 2; 41B.03, subdivision 3; 
41B.039, subdivisions 1, 2, and 4; and 41B.05; Laws 1987, chapters 
124, section 2; and 396, article 9, section 1, subdivision 4; proposing 
coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapters 16B; 17; 17B; 31; 
32; 60A; 124; and 325E. 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the recom
mendation and report of the Conference Committee. Said House File 
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is herewith returned to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted 
the report of the Conference Committee on: 

H. F. No. 1943, A bill for an act relating to public administration; 
permitting the sale of certain tax-forfeited lands that border public 

. waters; providing for exchange of certain tax-forfeited peat lands; 
permitting certain counties to levy a tax for the cou~ty historical 
society; imposing a reverse referendum requirement. 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the recom
mendation and report of the Conference Committee. Said House File 
is herewith returned to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted 
the report of the Conference Committee on: 

H. F. No. 2041, A bill for an act relating to agriculture; limiting 
ownership of agricultural land by certain corporations and limited 
partnerships; providing for conveyance of certain interests; amend
ing Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 40.43, by adding a subdivi
sion; 500.24, subdivisions 3, 3a, 3b, 4, and 5; Minnesota Statutes 
1987 supplement, section 500.24, subdivisions 2, 6, and 7. 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the recom
mendation and report of the Conference Committee. Sai4 House File 
is herewith returned to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

DeRaad was excused between the hours of 12:40 p.m. and 2:20 
p.m. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted 
the report of the Conference Committee on: 

S. F. No. 2491. 
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The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the recom
mendation and report of the Conference Committee_ Said Senate 
File is herewith transmitted to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHA VEN, Secretary of the Senate 

CONFERENCE COMMIITEE REPORT ON S. KNO. 2491 

A bill for an act relating to metropolitan government; establishing 
various requirements on agency organi~ation, work programs, bud
gets, and reports; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 
473.13, subdivision 1, and by adding a subdivision; 473.146, subdi
vision 3; 473.173, subdivisioli 6; 473.38, by adding a subdivision; 
Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 473.1623, subdivi
sions 4 and 6. 

The Honorable Jerome M. Hughes 
President 'of the Semite 

The Honorable Robert Vanasek 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

April 16, 1988 

We, the undersigned conferees for S. F. No. 2491, report that we 
have agreed upon the items in dispute and recommend as follows: 

That the House recede from its amendments and that S. F. No. 
2491 be further amended as follows: . 

Delete everything after the enacting clauSe and insert: 

"Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 473.13, subdivision 
1, is amended to read: ' 

Subdivision 1. [BUDGET.] On or before October 1 of earn year the 
council, after a public hearing, shall adopt a budget covering its 
anticipated receipts and disbursements for the ensuing year and 
shall decide upon the total amount necessary to be raised from ad 
valorem tax levies to meet its budget. The budget shall state in 
detail the expenditures for each program To'be undert--.=iken :-mcrud
~ the expenses for salmes, consultant serVICes, overhead', travel, 
prmting, and other items. The budget shall state in detail the 
capital expendItUres of the cOOncil for the bu~et year, based oli ~ 
five-year capital program adopted hUie counci and transmitteato 
the; legislature. After adoptIOn of theI>udget, an increase of over 
$10,000 in the coUiiCIT's budget, a profiiam or department budget, or 
~ b~dget jtem'hmust be a~Eroved ~ 10 e council before the increase 
IS a lowe or ~ funds 0 Igated. After adoptionOf11ie budget and 
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no later than October 1, the council shall certify to the auditor of 
each metropolitan county the share of the tax to be . levied within 
that county, which must be an amount bearing the same proportion 
to the total levy agreed on by the council as the assessed valuation 
of the county bears to the assessed valuation of the metropolitan 
area. The maximum amount of any levy made for the purpose of this 
chapter may not exceed the limits set by sections 473.167 and 
473.249. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 473.13, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. la. [PROGRAM EVALUATION.] The budget procedure of 
the council must include a substantive assessment and evaluation Of 
the effectiveness of each significant pro!ttm of the council, with, to 
the extent possible, quantitative in ormation on the status, 
progress, costs, benefits, and effects of each program. The council 
shall transmit the evaluation to the legislature annually. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 473.146, subdivision 3, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [TRANSPORTATION CHAPTER OF THE DEVELOP
MENT GUIDE.] The transportation chapter must include ·policies 
relating to all transportation forms and be designed to promote the 
legislative determinations, policies and goals set forth in section 
473.371. In addition to the requirements of subdivision 1 regarding 
the contents of the policy plan, the nontransit element of the 
transportation chapter must include the following: 

(1) a statement ofthe needs and problems of the metropolitan area 
with respect to the functions covered and, mcluding the present and 
prospective demand for and constraints on access to regional busi
ness concentrations and other major activity centers and the con
straints on and acceptable levels of development and vehicular trip 
generation at such centers; 

(2) the objectives of and the policies to be forwarded by the policy 
plan; 

~ (3) a general description of the physical facilities and services 
to be developed; 

00 (4) a statement as to the general location of physical facilities 
and service areas; 

W (5) a general statement of timing and priorities in the devel
opmeiit of those physical facilities and service areas; and 

f81 (6) ll. detailed statement, updated every two years, of timing 
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and priorities for improvements and expenditures needed on the 
metropolitan highway system; and 

(7) a general statement on the level of public expenditure appro
priate to the facilities. 

The council shall develop the nontransit element in consultation 
with the transportation advisory bOard and shall transmit the 
results to the state department of transportation. 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 473.1623, 
subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [FINANCIAL REPORTING; BUDGETING.) (a) The 
advisory committee, with the assistance of the state auditor and the 
legislative auditor, shall develop uniform or consistent standards, 
formats, and procedures for the budgets and financial reports of the 
council and all metropolitan agencies. The council shall report to the 
legislature from time to time on progTess made by the committee in 
improving the· uniformity and quality of budgets and financial 
reports and on legislation that may be needed for this purpose. 

(b) The council and each metropolitan agency shall prepare a 
summary budget for agency fiscal year 1988 and each year thereaf
ter. The advisory committee, with the assistance of the state auditor 
and the legislative auditor, shall develop guidelines and models for 
the summary budgets. The purpose of the summary budget is to 
increase public knowledge and agency accountability by providing 
citizens outside of the agency with a condensed, accessible, and 
gTaphic description of the financial affairs of the agency. The 
document should contain a coherent, effectively communicated, 
understandable statement of: financial trends and forecasts; budget 
policies and policy changes; agency financial assumptions, objec
tives and plans; revenue sources and expenditures by progTam 
category; personnel policies, decisions, and allocation; budgetary 
performance measures; and similar matters serving the purpose of 
the document. 

(c) The council and each metropolitan agency shall include in the 
annual budget: 

(1) a statement of the reserve or fund balance carried forward at 
the ena of the budget year, for at least the two preceding fiscal years; 

(2) a comparison of budgeted and actual expenditures, reported ~ 
department and, if The agency has "" program budget, ~ progTam, 
for at least the two preceding fiscal years; 

(3) "" lis~n~ of proposed or anticipated consulting contracts or 
projects an ~ amount of each contract or project. 
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Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 473.1623, 
subdivision 6, is amended to read: 

Subd. 6. [PERSONNEL AND ETHICAL PRACTICES; COMMU
NICATION.] By January 1, of each year, the council and each agency 
represented on the advisory committee established under this sec
tion shall report to the legislature on the following: 

(1) agency personnel practices, including an analysis of trends, 
compliance with legal requirements, health care and other benefits, 
and salary levels in comparison with relevant job markets; and 

(2) ethical practices requirements for board members and employ
ees of each agency, including the sources of the requirements, 
agency comparisons, and comparison with requirements for state 
and local government officers and employees; and 

(3) the activities undertaken by each agency board member and 
council member to regularly meet with and communicate with local 
officials and legislators in the member's district about issues before 
the agency or council. . 

The report on employee salaries under clause (1) must include 
details of: all lump sum payments or bonuses; and !'! aescnption of 
all payments, expense accounts, allowances, incTilllin5 travel allow
ances, and other current benefits fanted to individua s that are not 
made generany ,,"vailable to emp oyees of the council or agency. 

Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 473.167, subdivision 2, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [LOANS FOR ACQUISITION.] The council may make 
loans to counties, towns, and statutory and home rule charter cities 
within the metropolitan area for the purchase of property within the 
right-of-way of a state trunk highway shown on an official map 
adopted pursuant to section 394.361 or 462.359 or for the purchase 
of property within the proposed right-of-way of a principal or 
intermediate arterial highway designated by the council as a part of 
the metropolitan highway system plan and approved by the council 
pursuant to subdivision 1. The loans shall be made by the council, 
from the fund established pursuant to this subdivision, for pur
chases approved by the council. The loans shall bear no interest. The 
council shall make loans only: (1) to accelerate the acquisition of 
primarily undeveloped property when there ~ !'! reasonable Plioba
bility that the property will increase in value beforehig way 
construction, and to upd;te an expired environmenfiiIimpact state
ment on "! project Tor w ich the right-of~way is bemg purchased;Or 
(2) to avert the imminent conversion or the granting of approvals 
Which would allow the conversion of property to uses which would 
jeopardize its availability for highway construction. The council 
shall not make loans for the purchase of Ilroperty at a price which 
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exceeds the fair market value of the property or which includes the 
costs of relocating or moving persons or property. A private property 
owner may elect to receive the purchase price either in a lump sum 
or in not more than four annual installments without interest on the 
deferred installments. If the purchase agreement provides for in
stallment payments, the council shall make the loan in installments 
corresponding to those in the purchase agreement. The recipient of 
an acquisition loan shall convey the property for the construction of 
the highway at the same price which the recipient paid for the 
property. Upon notification by the council that the plan to construct 
the highway has been abandoned or the anticipated location of the 
highway changed, the recipient shall sell the property at market 
value in accordance with the procedures required for the disposition 
of the property. All rents and other money received because of the 
recipient's ownership of the property and all proceeds from the 
conveyance or sale of the property shall be paid to the council. The 
proceeds of the tax authorized by subdivision 3, all money paid to the 
council by recipients of loans, and all interest on the proceeds and 
payments shall be maintained as a separate fund. For administra
tion of the loan program the council may expend from the fund each 
year an amount no greater than three percent of the amount that a 
meQ>8jl8litaR area i;EH< levy ef MOO ef a mill weald mise Ht of the 
authorized levy for that year. - -

Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1986; section 473.167, subdivision 3, is 
amended to read: ' 

Subd. 3. [TAX.) The council may levy a tax on all taxable property 
in the metropolitan area, as defined in section 473.121, to provide 
funds for loans made pursuant to subdivisions 2 and 2a. 'l'he This 
tax for the right-of-way amuisition loan fund shall be certifieGliY 
the counCil, levied, and co lected in the manner provided by section 
473.13. The tax shall be in addition to that authorized by section 
473.249 and any other law and shall not affect the amount or rate of 
taxes which may be levied by the councilor any metropolitan agency 
or local governmental unit. The amount of the levy shall be as 
determined and certified by the council, except as otherwise pro
vided in this subdivision. 'l'he i;EH<. shall ae4; he levied at a Pate IHgfteP 
thaB MOO ef eae milh 'l'he tm< shall ae4; he levied at a Pate IHgfteP 
thaB that dete_iRed by the eaUReil to he sulIieieat, eaRsidepiRg the 
etflep aatiei"ateEi peyeftues ef aad' diemnsemeats fIoem the ~ fuBd, 
to jlF8duee a halaaee Ht the ~ fuBEI at the eBEI ef the Be*t ealeR6aF 
ye&I' eqaal to twiee the GmaUHt that a i;EH<levy ef MOO ef a mill 
weald mise Ht J;hat year. 

The property tax levied ~ the inetropolitan council for the 
rigJit-ot-way acquisition loan fuild shall not exceed the following 
amount for the years specmed: . " 

, (a) for taxes I!ayable in 195 the product of 5/100 of one mill 
miiRipli~~ total asses v.uuatlOn of alltaXabIe property 
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located within the metropolitan area as adiusted Qy the provisions of 
Minnesota Statutes 1986, sectIOns 272.64; 273.13,Siilidivision 7a; 
and 275.49; -- --

(b) for taxes payable in 1989, except as provided in section ~ the 
prOduct of (1) the metropolitan council's property tax levy limitation 
for the right-or-way acquisitIOn loan fund for the taxes payable year 
1988 determined under clause Ca) multiphed Qy (2) an index for 
market valuation changes equaITo the assessment ye!'r 1988 total 
market valuation of all taxable property located withIll the metr<>o 
politan area divided Qy the assessment y~ar 1987 total Iiiiirket 
valuation of all taxable property located Within the metropohtan 
area; and 

(c) for taxes payable in 1990 and subsequent years, the product of 
(1) the metropolitan couneIT'S prolerty tax levy limitation for the 
right-or-way acquisition loan fundor the previous year determined 
pursuant to this subdiviSloll ffiultiylied Qy (2) an index for market 
valuation Changes equal to the tota market vailliitWi10f all taxable 
property located within the metropolitan area for tne current 
assessment year diVlde.fb...,y""1lie total market valuation oIalI taxable 
property locate<! within ~ metropolitan area for the previous 
assessment year. 

For the purpose of determininif, the metropolitan council's P!:QP:. 
erty tax levy limitation for the rig t-of-way acquisition loan fund for 
!!if taxes payable year 1988 and subsequent years under tIllS 
subdivision, "total market valuation" means the total market val
uation of all taXaOl.e propert:lf within theIlletrOpOIUail area withOUt 
valuation adjustments forlscal disparities (chapter 473F'), tax 
increment financing (sections 469.174 to 469.179), and high voltage 
transmission lines (section 273.425). 

The property tax levied under this subdivision for taxes payable 
in 1988 and subsequent Yiirs shall not be levied at a rate hi~her 
Uian thaITetermined Qy t e metropolitan council to oe suffiCient, 
considermg the other anUCipated revenues of and<Iisbursements 
from the right-of-way acquisition loan fund, to produce a balance in 
the loan fund at the end of the next calendar year equal to twice the 
amount of the property tax levYlimitation for taxes payable in the 
next calendar year determined under this section. 

Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 473.167, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 4. [STATE REVIEW.] The commissioner of revenue shall 
an""iiii9Ifydetermine whether the property tax for The right-of-Way 
acquisition loan fund certified Qy The metrolllOlitan council for levy 
following theaaoption of its budget is wit III the ~ limitation 
im)lOse«~is section:-l'o the extent practicable, ~ determina
tion must be completed prior to November! of each year. If current 
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information regarding market valuation in any county is not 
transmitted to the commissIOner in a timely manner, the commis
SIOner ray esUmate the current market valuation within that 
county or purposes of makmg the calculation. . 

Sec. 9. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 473.167, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 5. [LEVY INCREASE.] For the ~urpose of determining the 
jeyYlimRation for taxes payable in 198 under subdIvision 3, the 
~ limitation rortaxes payable in 1988 shall be multiplied ~ two. 
The ~ limitation so determinedIor taxes payable in 1989 shalI1ie 
lliebasis for determining ~ limitatiOnSlor taxes payaore in 1990 
andSliOsequent years under subdivision 3. . 

Sec. 10. [473.171] [LIGHT RAIL TRANSIT PLANS; METROPOL
ITAN REVIEW.] 

The council .and the re~onal transit board shall review and 
co~ent on coIjiPrehensive ~ rail tr",:,sit piThs and preliminary 1lO:;;r Klins of regIonal railroad authOrItIes. e councIl and the 

s a I conduct their review and commentbefore the regiollaI 
rarrroaaauthority prepares final design plans. The councrl and the 
bOard may undertake the study necessary for this review, Tn 
accordance WIth the provisions of section 473.17 and notwithstana. 
!Qg the provisions of section 473.398. 

The council and the board shall review comprehensive light rail 
transit plays in accordance wifuLaws 1987, chapter 405, section 6. 
The counci ana the board inreviewmg the comrehensive li~h\ ralI 
transit plans, ~ the authOrity in preparing t ose plans, s a I, to 
the extent practIca'ble, ensure the acqUIsition, lease or preservation 
Ofthe ~ght of way for planned light rail transit corridors, so that the 
PIanne corridors are ready for constructIon and develol,'ment andSO 
that corridor deveWpment and priorities are not determmed l>y right 
g[ way ownershIp. 

The authority's li~hthail transit plans shall provide for the staged 
development of the !!g!J! raIl transit system. 

The li~ht rail transit plans and the comments of the council and 
the boar must be transmitted to the legIslature. 

Sec. 11. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 473.173, subdivision 6, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 6. The council and the advisory metropolitan land use 
committee shall review and assess the rules following their effective 
date and at least every two years thereafter. ()ft 6l' hefepe J9ftIIal'Y 1& 
ef eaelt 'j'€ffi';- the. ea.lfteil shall ~ te the JegisJatape e8BeeFfiiBg 
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"'etral'alit .... signifiea"ee. No major alteration or amendments to 
standards for determining the "eeessifj' fur a ea",,,reae,,si'.'e review 
metropolitan significance shall be put into effect by the council until 
90 days have elapsed following the a report to the legislature in 
which the alteration or amendment was proposed and recommended 
by the council in the form of ~ proposed rule published under section 
14.14, subdivision la, or 14.22. The report to the legislature must be 
made during the month of January. 

Sec. 12. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 473.249, subdivision 1, 
is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. The metropolitan council may levy a tax on all 
taxable property in the metropolitan area defined in section 473.121 
to provide funds for the purposes of sections 473.121 to 473.249 and 
for the purpose of carrying out other responsibilities of the council as 
provided by law. ~ ta.. shallft9t."..,.,.,a 8,iW sf""", mill_ the tetal 
.. ssessed ,., .. I .... ti8" sf all S<>eh taxable I'paflerfj' laeated ift the 
"'etP8flalit .... area, aad This tax for general purposes shall be levied 
and collected in the manner provided by section 473.13. 

The propertf tax levied 2x the metropolitan council for general 
P1!PcITses shal not exceed the following amount for the years 
sjleCiied: 

(a) for taxes payable in 1988, the product of 8/30 of one mill 
miiITiplied 2x the total assessed valuation of all taxable property 
located within the metropolitan area as adjustedlly the provisions of 
Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 272.64; 273.13,Sti6division 7a; 
and 275.49; -

(b) for taxes payable in 1989, the product of (1) the metropolitan 
co;mcIFs property tax leylliilltation for general Purposes for the 
taxes payable year 1988 etermined uMer clause (a) multiplied 2x 
(2) an index for market valuation chan~es equal to the assessment 
yeah 1988 total market valuation of a I taxable property located 
wit in the metropolitan area divided 2x the assessment year 1987 
total market valuation of all taxable property located within the 
metropolitan area; and 

(c) for taxes payable in 1990 ~nd subsequent >jears, the product of 
(1) the metropolitan coUriCiT's property tax evy limitation for 
generoJ purposes for the previous year determined under this 
subdivision multIplied 2x (2) an index for market valuatiOiiCllanges 
egubl to the total market valuation oiall taxable property located 
wit in the metropolitan area for The current assessment yead iIlVided 2x the total market valuation? all taxable property locate 
WIthin the metropolitan area for the previous assessment year. 

For the pU1iose of determining the metropolitan council's P!:QP: 
erty tax levy ImItation for general purposes for the taxes payaore 
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year
k 

1988 and subsequent years under this subdivision, "total 
mar etVaIuatlon" means the total iiiiirKet vruuation of all taXiiDIe 
property within thernetroolnan area without valuaHOii adjust
ments tor fiscal disparities chapter 473F), tax increment fmancing 
\sectIons 469.174 to 469.179), and high voltage transmission lines 
(section 273.425). 

Sec. 13. Minnesota Statutes 1986, secti.on 473.249, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 3. [LEVY LIMIT.] Notwithstanding any other provision of 
thisSeCtion, effective for property taxes paya'6IeTn 1989 and 
SiiOsequent years, the total amount oraoITars levied ~ the council 
for general purposes under this section in any year may not increase . 
over the amount levied In the precemng year ~ ~ percentage 
greater than the percentage increase, during the 12-month /iliriod 
ending with the most recent month for which <lata is availa Ii, in 
the Implicit priceTetfator for state analocal government purchases 
of goods and services. 

Sec. 14. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 473.375, subdivision 4, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [PROPERTY.] The board may acquire by purchase, lease, 
gift, or grant property and interests in property necessary for the 
accomplishment of its purposes and may sell or otherwise dispose of 
property which it no longer requires. The board may not rent or lease 
any premises from a recipient offinancial assistance from the board. 
Except for the rental or lease of its office space, the board may not 
acquire or hold any permanent or temporary right, title, or interest 
in or to real property, including easements or development rights. 
The board may not acquire or hold any permanent or temporary 
right, title, or interest in or to transit vehicles. 

Sec. 15. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 473.375, subdivision 8, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 8. [GIFTS; GRANTS.] The board may apply for, accept and 
disburse gifts, grants, or loans from the United States, the state, or 
from any person ()n behalf of itself or any of its contract recipients, 
for any of its purposes. It may enter into an agreement required for 
the gifts, grants, or loans and may hold, use, and dispose of money or 
property received therefrom according to the terms of the gift, grant, 
or loan. Wheft *he heaFd has adepted _ allflFe'led ilHJliemefttatieB 
p\Iffi aDd has eertified te *he geverBBF that it is ready te Feeeive 
federal furuls; *he geverner sftall. talre wllate';er eteps are Beeessary 
te designate The board as may not be a recipient of federal traBsit 
operating or capital assistance fiiitlie metrepeiiiaB area distributed 
fuz: formula or block grant. The board ray not be ~ recipient of 

. federal discretionary capital grants for Ight railand other fixe« 
guIdeway tranSIt systems. 
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No political subdivision within the metropolitan area may apply 
for federal transit assistance unless its application has been submit
ted to and approved by the board. 

Sec. 16. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 473.375, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 18. [OPERATIONS.) The board may not own or operate 
transit services. 

Sec. 17. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 473.38, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 4. [PROGRAM EVALUATION.] The budget procedure of 
the board must include a substantive assessment and evaluation of 
the et'lecliveness of each significant prolram of the board, with, to 
ilie extent possible, quantitative in ormation on the status, 
progress, costs, benefits, and effects of each program. The board 
shall transmit the evaluation to the legislature annually. 

Sec. 18. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 473.446, 
subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision L [TAXATION WITHIN TRANSIT TAXING DIS
TRICT.) For the purposes of sections 473.401 to 473.451 and the 
metropolitan transit system, except as otherwise provided in this 
subdivision the regional transit board shall levy each year upon all 
taxable property within the metropolitan transit taxing district, 
defined in suhdivision 2, a transit tax consisting of: 

(a) an amount Hf' ts twe mills times the assessed ¥affie af alI sue!> 
pFepeFty, based "fl'ffi the Ie¥el af tFansit se.-viee provided fur the 
property, the I'meeeds af which shall be used for payment of the 
expenses of operating transit and para transit service and to provide 
for payment of ohligations issued by the commission under section 
473.436, subdivision 6; 

(b) an additional amount, if any, as the board determines to be 
necessary to provide for the full and timely payment of its certifi
cates of indebtedness and other obligations outstanding on July 1, 
1985, to which property taxes under this section have heen pledged; 
and 

(c) an additional amount necessary to provide full and timely 
payment of certificates of indebtedness, bonds, including refunding 
bonds or other obligations issued or to be issued under section 
473.39 by the council for purposes of acquisition and betterment of 
property and other improvements of a capital nature and to which 
the council or board has specifically pledged tax levies under this 
clause. 
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The property tax levied ~ the regional transit board for general 
purposes under clause (a) must not exceed the following amount for 
the years specified: 

(1) for taxes payable in 1988, the product of two mills multiplied 
~ the total assessed valuation ofaIl taxable property located within 
the metropolitan transit taxing district as adjusted by the provisions 
of Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 272.64; 273.13, subdivision 7a; 
and 275.49; 

(2) for taxes payable in 1989, the product of (i) the regional transit 
board's proserty tax ~ limitation for general purposes for the 
taxes payab e year 1988 determined under clause (1) multiplied1!i 
(ii) an index for market valuation chan~es equal to the assessment 
year 1988 total market valuation of ~ taxable propert~ located 
within the metropolitan transit taxing district divide ~ the 
assessment year 1987 total market valuation of all taxable property 
located within the metropolitan transit taxing district; and 

(3) for taxes payable in 1990 and subsequent ytars, the product of 
(i) the regional transit board's property tax !""y limitation for 
general purposes for the previous year determined under this 
subdivision multiplied ~ (iiJ an index for market valuation changes 
equal to the total market valilation OIall taxable property located 
within the metropolitan transit taxing district for the current 
assessment year divided ~ the total market valuation oTaiI taxable 
property located within the metropolitan transit taxing district for 
the previous assessment year. 

For the purpose of determining the regional transit board's 
property tax ~ limitation for general purposes for the taxes 
payable year 1988 and subsequent years under this subdivision, 
"total market valuation" means the total market valuation of all 
taXal}le property within the metropOIIEan transit taxing district 
without valuation adjustments for fiscal disparities (chapter 473FJ, 
tax increment financing (sections 469.174 to 469.179), and high 
voltage transmission lines (section 273.425). 

The county auditor shall reduce the tax levied pursuant to this 
subdivision on all property within statutory and home rule charter 
cities and towns that receive full peak service and limited off-peak 
service by an amount equal to the tax levy that would be produced 
by applying a rate of 0.5 mills on the property. The county auditor 
shall reduce the tax levied pursuant to this subdivision on all 
property within statutory and home rule charter cities and towns 
that receive limited peak service by an amount equal to the tax levy 
that would be produced by applying a rate of 0.75 mills on the 
property. The amounts so computed by the county auditor shall be 
submitted to the commissioner of revenue as part of the abstracts of 
tax lists required to be filed with the commissioner under section 
275.29. Any prior year adjustments shall also be certified in the 
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abstracts of tax lists. The commissioner shall review the certifica
tions to determine their accuracy and may make changes in the 
certification as necessary or return a certification to the county 
auditor for corrections. The commissioner shall pay to the regional 
transit board the amounts certified by the county auditors on the 
dates provided in section 27:3.1891 273.1325. There is annually 
appropriated from the general fund in the state treasury to the 
department of revenue the amounts necessary to make these pay
ments in fiscal year 1987 and thereafter. 

For the purposes of this subdivision, "full peak and limited 
off-peak service" means peak period regular route service, plus 
weekday midday regular route service at intervals longer than 60 
minutes on the route with the greatest frequency; and "limited peak 
period service" means peak period regular route service only. 

Sec. 19. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 473.446, subdivision 3, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [CERTIFICATION AND COLLECTION.] Qft el' gefare 
Oeteber !if in eaeh year the regieBal tpaBsit Beard shall eertifj< the 
tatal ame .... t ef the tffif le¥ied !,,,rsuaBt ta suad"'isieB 1, ta the 
auEiitep ef eaeh metpB!,BlitaB ee"Bty. Eaeh ee"Bty a"diter shall tl3eB 
assess aBd ffifteiHI """" the tffif reIls in the eeuBty tEal; !,PB!,BPtiBB ef 
the tffif whlel3 the assessed vaffie ef taxable !,re!,eFty in the ee"Bty 
gears ta the assessed vaffie ef al± taxable !,re!,erty in the metre!,sl 
>taB ""'*" Each county treasurer shall collect and make settlement 
of """" the taxes levied under subdivisions 1 and la with the 
treasureiOf the board. The levy of transit taxes pursuant to this 
section shall not affect the amount or rate of taxes which may be 
levied by any county or municipality or by the board for other 
purposes authorized by law and shall be in addition to any other 
property tax authorized by law. 

Sec. 20. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 473.446, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 8. [STATE REVIEW.] The commissioner of revenue shall 
annUaJIyaetermine whether the property tax for general \'turPOses 
certified h the regional transit board for levy following t e adop
tion of its budget if; within the Itvy limitation imposed IJy subdivi
sion 1. The commissioner shall a so annually determine wnether the 
transit tax imposed on all taxa6Ieproperty within the metropolitan 
transit area but outsweOfthe metropolitan transit tax¥'g district is 
within the levy limitation imposed h subdivision 1a. ~ the extent 
practicable, the determination must be completed prior to NOVeiil
ber ! of each year. IT current information regarding market valua
tion in any county is not transmitted to the commissioner in a 
timely manner, the comrrnssioner may estimate the current market 
ValUation within that county tor purposes of making the calcula
tions. 
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Sec. 21. Minnesota Statutes 1986" section 473.711, subdivision 2, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. The metropolitan mosquito control COmmiSSIOn shall 
prepare an annual budget. The budget may provide for expenditures 
in an amount not exceeding six teatas ef eae mill times the euneRt 
assessed valaatieR ef the distriet the property tax levy limitation 
determined in this subdivision. The commission may levy a tax on 
all taxable property in the district as defined in section 473.702 to 
provide funds for the purposes of sections 473.701 to 473.716. The 
tax shall not exceed sil< teHtas ef SHe mill the property tax levy 
limitation determined in this subdivision. A partiCipating county 
may agree to levy an additional tax to be used by the commission for 
the purposes of sections 473.701 to 473.716 but the sum of the 
county's and commission's taxes may not exceed sil, teHtas ef eae 
mill iH "BY eeaRty the county's proportionate share of the .!J.roperty 
tax ~ limitation aetermined under this subdlVlSlon bas on the 
ratio of its total assessed valuation to the total assessed valuaUOn of 
the entire dIStrict as adjusted .fu: section 270.12, subdivision 3. The 
auditor of each county III the district shall add the amount of the 
levy made by the district to other taxes of the county for collection by 
the county treasurer with other taxes. When collected, the county 
treasurer shall make settlement of the tax with the district in the 
same manner as other taxes are distributed to political subdivisions. 
No county shall levy any tax for mosquito and black gnat (Simu
liidae) control except under sections 473.701 to 473.716. The levy 
shall be in addition to other taxes authorized by law and shall be 
disregarded in the calculation oflimits on taxes imposed by chapter 
275. 

The property tax levied h the metropolitan mos9uito control 
commission shall not exceed the following amount tor the years 
specified: 

(a) for taxes payable in 1988, the product of six-tenths on one mill 
multi lied h the total assessed valuation of all taxable rnperty 
locate within 1Ile district as adjusted by the provisions o Minne
sota Statutes 1986, sections 272.64; 273.13, subdiVision 7a; and 
275.49; -- - -

(b) for taxes pa"iable in 1989, the product of (l) the commission's 
property tax levy imitation for the taxes ~ayabfe year 1988 deter
mined under clause (a) multiplied h U an index for marKet 
valuation changes eqyal to the assessment tear 1988 total market 
valuation of all taxab e property located wit in the distrICt divided 
h the assessment year 1987 total marketVaJUation of all taxable 
property located within the district; and 

(c) for taxes payable in 1990 and subsequent yearl' the product of 
(l)tlie commission's property tax ~ limitation ortlie previous 
year determined under this subdivision multiplied h (2) an index 
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for market valuation changes equal to the total market valuation of 
all taxable property located within .the district for the current 
assessment year divided ~ the total market valuation of all taxable 
property located within the district for the previous assessment 
year. 

For the purpose of determining the commission's property tax levy 
limitation for the taxes payable year 1988 and subsequent year) 
under this subdivision, "total market valuation" means the tota 
iiUITketvaluation of all taxable property within themstrlcfWithoiit 
valuation adjustments for fiscal disparities (chapter 473F), tax 
increment financing (sections 469,174 to 469.179), and high voltage 
transmission lines (section 273.425). 

Sec. 22. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 473.711, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 5. [STATE REVIEW.] The commissioner of revenue shall 
annuaJIy-determine whether the property tax Certified ~ the 
metropolitan mosquito control commission for ~ following the 
adoption of its budget ;,; within the levy limitation imposed ~ 
subdivision 2. To the extent practicable, the determination must be 
completed prior to November 1 of each year . .If current information 
regarding market valuation inany county is not transmitted to the 
commissioner in !'. timely manner, the commissioner may estimate 
the current market valuation within that county for purposes of 
making the calculation. 

Sec. 23. [CERTAIN TAX ADJUSTMENTS.] 

The adjustments allowable under Minnesota Statutes 1986, sec
tions 272.64, 273.13, subdivision 7a, and 275.49, shall be made for 
property taxes payable in 1988 and subsequent years undersectlons 
473.167,473.249,473.446, and 473.711 only as provided in sections 
(j to 9, 12, 13, 18, 19, 21, and .22. 

Sec. 24. [REPEALER.] 

Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 473.393, IS re
pealed. 

Sec. 25. [APPLICATION; EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

Sections 1 to 24 are effective in the counties of Anoka, Carver, 
Dakota, Hennepm,Ramsey, Scott, and Washington, on the day 
following final enactment." 

Delete the title and insert: 

"A bill for an act relating to metropolitan government; establish-
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ing various requirements on agency organization, authority, work 
programs, budgets, aud reports; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1986, sections 473.13, subdivision 1, and by adding a subdivision; 
473.146, subdivision 3; 473.167, subdivisions 2, 3, and by adding 
subdivisions; 473.173, subdivision 6; 473.249, subdivision 1, and by 
adding a subdivision; 473.375, subdivisions 4, 8, and by adding a 
subdivision; 473.38, by adding a subdivision; Minnesota Statutes 
1987 Supplement, sections 473.1623, subdivisions 4 and 6; 473.446, 
subdivisions 1, 3, and by adding a subdivision; and 473.711, subdi
vision 2, and by adding a subdivision; proposing coding for new law 
in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 473; repealing Minnesota Statutes 
1987 Supplement, section 473.393.", 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 

Senate Conferees: WILLIAM P. LUTHER, JIM RAMSTAD AND MICHAEL O. 
FREEMAN. 

House Conferees: PHIL CARRUTHERS, SALLY OLSEN AND TOM OSTHOFF. 

Carruthers moved that the report of the Conference Committee on 
S. F. No. 2491 be adopted and that the bill be repassed as amended 
by the Conference Committee. The motion prevailed. 

The Speaker called Carlson, L., to the Chair. 

S. F. No. 2491, A bill for an act relating to metropolitan govern
ment; establishing various requirements on agency organization, 
work programs, budgets, and reports; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1986, sections 473.13, subdivision 1, and by adding a subdivision; 
473.146, subdivision 3; 473.173, subdivision 6; 473.38, by adding a 
subdivision; Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 
473.1623, subdivisions 4 and 6. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by Conference, 
and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. There were 90 yeas and 38 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Ande:rson, G. Begich Brown Clausnitzer Dorn 
Anderson, R. Bennett Burger Cooper - Greenfield 
Battaglia Bertram Carlson, L. Danner Gutknecht 
Eauerly Bishop Carruthers Dawkins Hartle 
Beard Boo Clark DeBlieck Hugoson 
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Jacobs Lasley Ogren Redalen Sparby 
Jaros Lieder Olsen, S. Reding Stanius 
Jefferson McEachern Olson, E. Rest Steensma 
Jennings McKasy Olson, K. Rice Swenson 
Jensen McLaughlin Omann Rodosovich Tunheim 
Johnson, A. MilOOrt Orenstein Rukavina Valento 
Johnson, R. Mione Osthoff Sarna Vellenga 
Kahn Munger Otis Scheid Voss 
Kalis Murphy Pappas Schreiber Wagenius 
Kinkel Nelson, C. Pauly Segal Wenzel 
Kludt Nelson, K. Peterson Shaver Winter 
Knuth Neuenschwander Price Skoglund Wynia 
Larsen O'Connor Quinn Solberg Spk. Vanasek 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Blatz Himle McDonald Quist Tjomhom 
Dempsey Johnson, V. McPherson Richter Tompkins 
Forsythe Kelly Miller Riveness Trimble 
Frederick Kelso Nelson, D, Rese Uphus 
Frerichs Knickerbocker Onnen Schafer Waltman 
Gruenes Kostohryz Ozment Seaberg Welle 
Haukoos Krueger Pelowski Sviggum 
Heap Marsh ·Poppenhagen Thiede 

The bill was repassed, as amended by Conference, and its title 
agreed to. 

ANNOUNCEMENT BY THE SPEAKER 

The Speaker announced the following change in membership of 
the Conference Committee on S. F. No. 63: 

Delete the name of Simoneau· and add the name of Kalis. 

SPECIAL ORDERS 

S. F. No. 1645 was reported to the House. 

Rest moved that S. F. No. 1645 be continued on Special Orders for 
one day. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 2292 was reported to the House. 

Schreiber moved that S. F. No. 2292 be continued on Special 
Orders for one day. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 2452 was reported to the House. 
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There being no objection, S. F. No. 2452 was temporarily laid over 
on Special Orders. 

S. F. No. 2321 was reported to the House. 

There being no objection, S. F. No. 2321 was temporarily laid over 
on Special Orders. . 

S. F. No. 1830 was reported to the House. 

Seaberg moved to amend S. F. No. 1830, as follows: 

Delete everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section 1. [325E.32] [MISCONDUCT OF ATHLETIC AGENTS.] 

Subdivision 1. [DEFINITIONS.] (a) The definitions in this subdi-
vision ~ to this section. - -----

(b) "Student athlete" means ~ person who engages ~ is elifiible to 
engage in, or may be -eTIgIDle to engage in anl interco egiate 
sporting event, contest, exhibitIon, or program. T e term includes 
at? indivTcliiaf who may be eligtble to engage in COIregiate sports in 
t e future. . 

(c) "Athletic director" means the perso,\ discharging the duties of 
coordinating and administerin 'TIle overa 1 athletic program for the 
educational mstitution atten ed fu: the student athlete. 

(d) "Educational institution" means the liublic or private 1igh 
school, college, junioh coIle&e, or university t at the student ath ete 
last attended or to w ich ~ student athletenas expressed written 
intention to attend. 

Subd. 2. [WAIVER OF ELIGIBILITY.] A student athlete's waiver 
ofmterCOfle~ate athletic eligibility ~ not effective until the waiver 
or eligibilit~ orm prescribed Qy thIS sulXlivision has been filed with 
the offices 0-the secretary of state and the athletiCdirector for seven 
Ws. The waiver is consideredtOhaveoeen on file seven nays as of 
t e ei~hth tiY after the receipt ~ the offices orthe secretarn of state 
and ~ at etiC<IITector of the completed waiver of eli~biity form 
prescribed Qy this subdivisioILTlie original waiver is toe filed with 
the secreta~ of state and must be available for public inspection in 
ilie office of the secretary of state during normal busmess hours. The 
WillVerTorm must provide: --
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"WAIVER OF INTERCOLLEGIATE ATHLETIC ELIGIBILITY 

I, ...................... , hereby waive aw and all intercol-
legiate- athletic -elLtblfiti. -'tiilS waiver ~ not e ecUVe until seven 
da~s after it has n received~ the Minnesota secretary of state 
an the oftlce of the athletic dIrector. 

This waiver is revocable until !!'Y intercollefiate athletic eligibil
ity is tenninated as !'o result of!!'Y entermg eit "r!'o contract with an 
athletic agent or !'o professional sports contract. 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -----------------------
STUDENT ATHLETE 

....................... -----------------------
EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTION 

........................ ------------------------
DATE" 

Subd. 3. [REPRESENTATION OF CERTAIN ATHLETES PRO
HIBITED.] A persin may not, before the effective date of a student 
athlete's wiilver Q... mtercollegIate3lhletic eligibIlity, enter into !'o 
contract, written or oral, with !'o student athlete to: 

(1) serve as the agent of the student athlete in obtaining !'o 
proressional sports contract; or 

(2) represent the student athlete or !'o professional Cports organi
zation in obtaining !'o professional sports contract or or with !'o 
student athlete. 

~ person who violates this subdivision ~ subject to the remedies 
under sectIOn 8.31, excepththat !'o civil penalty Imposed under that 
section way be not more t an $100,000, or three times the amount 
given, 0 erea,or promised as an inducement for the student athlete 
to enter the agency contract or professional s~orts contract, exclu
sive of the compensation provided Q.y: the pro essional sports con
tract, whichever is greater. 

Subd. 4.. [INFLUENCING OF EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTION 
EMPLOYEES PROHIBITED.] ~ person may not offer, ~ve, or 
promise to tve an employee of an educational institution, irectly 
or indirect y, aIjY benefit, rewaro., or consideration to which the 
employee is not egally entitled, with the intent that: 
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(1) the emtoyee will influence ~ student athlete to enter into ~ 
contract wit the ferson to serve as the athlete's agent or to enter 
into ~ prOi'eSsiona sports contract; or 

(2) the employee will refer student athletes to the person. 

A person who violates this subdivision is subject to the remedies 
unaer section 8.31, except that a civil penalty Imposed under that 
section mali be not more than $100,000, or three timestl1eValue 
offered to t e-,;mpToyeernVlolating this SiibillvlSlon, whiC11eVerTs 
greater. 

Subd. 5. [VOIDABILITY OF CONTRACT.] A contract entered into 
in VIolation of subdivision ~ is voidable ~ the student athlete. IT 
voided ~ the student athlete, the athleticlge:t shail return to the 
stUcreii.t atlilete anf! compensation receive un er the contract. The 
athletIc agent sha also p".y reasonable attorney'Sfees and costs 
incurred ~.~ stiidentaihTei:e in any action or defenseunder this 
subdivision. 

Sec. 2. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

Section 1 is effective August 1, 1988, and applies to violations 
committed-on or after that date." -- -- --------

Delete the title and insert: 

"A bill for an act relating to student athletics; prohibiting persons 
from entering into a contract to serve as the agent of a student 
athlete or represent a student athlete or professional sports organi
zation in obtaining a professional sports contract with a student 
athlete before expiration of the student athlete's collegiate eligibil
ity unless the athlete has executed an effective waiver of eligibility; 
prohibiting a person from offering anything of value to an employee 
of an educational institution in return for the employee's influence 
on a student athlete to enter into contracts with agents or profes
sional sports contracts or for the referral of student athlete clients; 
imposing civil. penalties; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota 
Statutes, chapter 325E." 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

S. F. No. 1830, A bill for an act relating to crimes; making it a 
crime to enter into a contract to serve as the agent of a student 
athlete or represent a student athlete or professional sports organi
zation in obtaining a professional sports contract with a student 
athlete before expiration of the student athlete's collegiate eligibil
ity unless the athlete has executed an effective waiver of eligibility; 
making it a crime to offer anything of value to an employee of an 
educational institution in return for the employee's influence on a 
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student athlete to enter into contracts with agents or professional 
sports contracts or for the referral of student athlete clients; impos
ing penalties; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, 
chapter 609. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended, and placed upon 
its final passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. There were 123 yeas and 4 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, L. 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
Dille 
Dom 
Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 

Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahs 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 
Larsen 
Lasley 

Lieder Otis 
Marsh Ozment 
McDonald Papyas 
McEachern Pau y 
McKasy Pelowski 
McLaughlin Peterson 
McPherson Poppenhagen 
Milbert Price 
Miller Quist 
Mione Redalen 
Munger Reding 
Murphy Rest 
Nelson, C. Rice 
Nelson, D. Richter 
Nelson, K. Riveness 
Neuenschwander Rodosovich 
O'Connor Rose 
Ogren Rukavina 
Olsen, S. Sarna 
Olson, E. Schafer 
Olson, K. Scheid 
Omann Schreiber 
Onnen Seaberg 
Orenstein Segal 
Osthoff Shaver 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Carruthers Jefferson Long Quinn 

Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stamus 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
'lJornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was passed, as amended, and its title agreed to. 

S. F. No. 1553 was reported to the House. 

There being no objection, S. F. No. 1553 was temporarily laid over 
on Special Orders. 

S. F. No. 2131, A bill for an act relating to the environment; 
prohibiting government units and vendors from purchasing and 
using chlorofluorocarbon-processed packaging materials; providing 
penalties; appropriating money; proposing coding for new law in 
Minnesota Statutes, chapter 116. 
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The bill was read for the third time and placed upon its final 
passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. There were 128 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Danner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 

Gmenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 
Larsen 

Lasley Osthoff 
Lieder Otis 
Long Ozment 
Marsh Pappas 
McDonald Pauly 
McEachern Pelowski 
McKasy Peterson 
McLaughlin Poppenhagen 
McPherson Price 
Milbert Quinn 
Miller Quist 
Minne Redalen 
Munger Reding 
Murphy Rest 
NelsOn, C. Rice 
Nelson, D. Richter 
Nelson, K. Riveness 
Neuenschwander Rodosovich 
O'Connor Rose 
Owen Rukavina 
OrseD, S. Sarna 
Olson, E. Schafer 
Olson, K. Scheid 
Omann Schreiber 
Onnen Seaberg 
Orenstein Segal 

The bill was passed and its title agreed to. 

S. F. No. 604 was reported to the House. 

Shaver 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
\\Jss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Vklle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wyuia 
Spk. Vanasek 

There being no objection, S. F. No. 604 was temporarily laid over 
on Special Orders. 

S. F. No. 1540, A bill for an act relating to the sentencing 
guidelines commission; changing the membership of the commis
sion; amending Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 
244.09, subdivision 2. 

The bill was read for the third time and placed upon its final 
passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. There were 129 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
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Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausmtzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 
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Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahu 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 

Larsen Orenstein 
Lasley Osthoff 
Lieder Otis 
Long Ozment 
Marsh Pappas 
McDonald Pauly 
McEachern Pelowski 
McKasy Peterson 
McLaughlin Poppenhagen 
McPherson Price 
Milbert Quinn 
Miller Quist 
Minne Redalen 
M'lUlger Reding 
Murphy &st 
Nelson, C. Rice 
Nelson, D. Richter 
Nelson, K. Riveness 
Neuenschwander Rodosovich 
O'Connor Rose 
Ogren Rukavina 
Olsen, S. Sarna 
Olson, E. Schafer 
Olson, K. Scheid 
Omann Schreiber 
Onnen Seaberg 
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Segal 
Shaver 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjomhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vel1enga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was passed and its title agreed to. 

S. F. No. 2546, A resolution memorializing the United States 
Olympic Committee of state support for the bid for the games of the 
XXVI Olympiad. 

The bill was read for the third time and placed npon its final 
passage. 

The qnestion was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. There were 128 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
·Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 

DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hu~son 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 

Jolmson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahu 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 
Larsen 
Lasley 
Lieder 
Long 
Marsh 
McDonald 
McEachern 

McKasy Otis 
McLaughlin Ozment 
McPherson Pappas 
Milbert Pauly 
Miller Pelowski 
Mione Peterson 
Munger Poppenhagen 
Murphy Price 
Nelson, C. Quinn 
Nelson, D. Qrnst 
Nelson, K. Redalen 
Neuenschwander Reding 
O'Connor Rest 
Ogren Rice 
Olsen, S. Richter 
Olson, E. Riveness 
Olson, K. Rodosovich 
Omann Rose 
Onnen Rukavina 
Orenstein Sarna 
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Schafer Skoglund Swenson Valento 
Scheid Solherg Thiede Vellenga 
Schreiber Sparby R,0rnhom Voss 

~~ Stanius ~ns W3ftenius 
Steensma 1m Wa tman 

Shaver Sviggum Uphus Welle 

The bill was passed and its title agreed to. 

S. F. No. 2183 was reported to the House. 

[91st Day 

Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

Miller; Clausnitzer; Waltman; Hugoson; Boo; Uphus; Ozment; 
Sviggum; Frederick; Poppenhagen; Stanius; Thiede; Nelson, C.; 
Begich; McPherson; Gutknecht; Schreiber; Lieder; Winter; Steen
sma and Sparby moved to amend S. F. No. 2183, as follows: 

Page 1, line 18, delete "sexual orientation," 

Page 1, lines 27 to 28, delete "sexual orientation," 

Page 2, lines 9 to 10, delete "sexual orientation," 

Page 2, line 35, delete "sexual orientation," 

Page 3, line 24, delete "sexual orientation," 

Page 3, line 32, delete "sexual orientation," 

Page 4, line 5, delete "sexual orientation," 

Page 4, line 27, delete "sexual orientation," 

Amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, lines 4 to 5, delete "affectional or sexual orientation;" 

A roll call was requested and properly seconded. 

Speaker pro tempore Carlson, L., called Long to the Chair. 

Speaker pro tempore Long called Anderson, G., to the Chair. 

The question was taken on the Miller et al amendment and the 
roll was called. There were 60 yeas and 61 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Bauerly 
Beard 
Beunett 
Bertram 

Boo 
Burger 
Clausnitzer 
pauner 

DeBlieek 
Dempsey 
DeBaad 
Dille 

Frederick 
Gutknecht 
Haukoos 
Heap 

Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jensen 
Johnson, R. 
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Johnson, V. 
Kalis 
Kinkel 
Knickerbocker 
Marsh 
McDonald 
McEachern 
McKasy 
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McPherson Pelowski 
Milbert Poppenhagen 
Miller Quist 
Neuenschwander Redalen 
Omann Richter 
Onnen Rose 
Osthoff Schafer 
Ozment Scheid 

Schreiber 
Seaberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Anderson, G. Greenfield Krueger Olson, E. 
Anderson, R. Hartle Larsen Olson, K. 
Batta~lia Himle Lasley Orenstein 
Begic Jaros Long Otis 
Bishop Jefferson McLaughlin Pappas 
Blatz Jennings Minne Peterson 
Brown Kahn Munger Price 
Carlson, L. Kally Murphy Quinn 
Clark Kelso Nelson, C. Reding 
Cooper Kludt Nelson, D. Rice 
Dawkins Knuth Nelson, K. Riveness 
Dorn Kostohryz O'Connor Rodosovich 
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Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Waltman 
Wenzel 
Winter 

Rukavina 
Sarna 
Segal 
Shaver 
Skoglund 
Solber" 
Trimb e 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Welle 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The motion did not prevail and the amendment was not adopted. 

Greenfield moved to amend S. F. No. 2183, as follows: 

Page 1, after line 13, insert: 

"Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 609.015, is amended 
by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 1a. The inclusion of ~ particular category of motivation in 
sectloDs 2 to ~ ~ not itself grounds for the creation ornew rights and 
privileges based on that category.'r-

Renumber the remaining sections 

Page 2, line 25, delete "~" and insert ";1" 

Page 3, line 17, after "section" delete "g" and insert ",;!" 

Page 4, line 31, delete "~" and insert "~' 

Amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 6, after "sections" insert "609.015, by adding a 
subdivision;" 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

Rose was excused while in conference. 
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Quist moved to amend S. F. No. 2183, as amended, as follows: 

Page 1, lines 18 and 28, after ·"orientation," insert "marital 
status," 

Page 2, lines 10 and 35, after "orientation,". insert "marital 
status," 

Page 3, lines 24 and 32, after "orientation," insert "marital 
status," 

Page 4, lines 5 and 27, after "orientation," insert "marital status," 

A roll call was requested and properly seconded. 

The question was taken on the Quist amendment and the roll was 
called. There were 70 yeas and 54 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Bauerly Frerichs Kelso Onnen 
Bennett Gruenes Kinkel Osthoff 
Bertram Gutknecht Knickerbocker Ozment 
Blatz Hartle Marsh Pauly 
Boo Haukoos McDonald Pelowski 
Bur~er Heap McEachern Poppenhagen 
Car son, 1. Himle McKasy Quist 
Carruthers Hugoson McPherson Redalen 
Clausnitzer Jacobs Miller Richter 
Dempsey JeIUlings Morrison Schafer 
DeRaad Jensen Neuenschwander Scheid 
Dille Johnson, R Olsen, S. Schreiber 
For~he Johnson, V. Olson, K. Seaberg 
Fre erick: Kalis Omarui Solberg 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Battaglia 
Beard 
Begich 
Brown 
Clark 
Cooper 
Dawkins 
DeBheck 
Dorn 
Greenfield 

Jaros 
Jefferson 
Johnson, A. 
Kahn 
Kelly 
Kludt 
Knuth 
Kosrohryz 
Krueger 
Larsen 
Lasley 

Lieder 
Long 
MCLaughlin 
Minne 
Munger 
Murphy 
Nelson, C. 
Nelson, D. 
Nelson, K 
O'Connor 
Ogren 

Olson, E. 
Orenstein 
Otis 
Pappas 
Price 
Quinn 
Keding 
Rice 
Riveness 
Rodosovich 
Rukavina 

Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Waltman 
Wenzel 
Winter 

Sarna 
Segal 
Shaver 
Skoglund 
Trimble 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Welle 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

Quist moved to amend S. F. No. 2183, as amended, as follows: 

Page 1, lines 18 and 28, after "orientation," insert "pro-life or 
pro-choice orientation," 
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Page 2, lines 10 and 35, after "orientation," insert "pro-life or 
pro-choice orientation," 

Page 3, lines 24 and 32, after "orientation," insert "pro-life or 
pro-choice orientation," 

Page 4, lines 5 and 27, after "orientation," insert "pro-life or 
pro-choice orientation," 

A roll call was requested and properly seconded. 

The question was taken on the Quist amendment and the roll was 
called. There were 111 yeas and 4 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich. 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
DeBlieek 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 

Forsythe 
Frederick 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson,. R. 
Johnson, V 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 

Knickerbocker Olson, E. 
Knuth Omann 
Kostohryz Onnen 
Krueger Orenstein 
Larsen Otis 
Lieder Ozment 
Long Pauly 
Marsh Pelowski 
McDonald Peterson 
McEachern Poppenhagen 
McKasy Price 
McLaughlin Quinn 
McPherson Quist 
Milbert Redalen 
Miller Reding 
Morrison Rice 
Munger Richter 
Murphy Riveness 
Nelson, C. RodoSQvich 
Neuenschwander Sarna 
O'Connor Schafer 
Olsen, S. Schreiber 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Dawkins Lasley Pappas Shaver 

Seaberg 
Segal 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjomhom 
Tompkins 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The motio~ prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

Anderson, R:, was excused while in conference. 

Quist moved to amend S. F. No. 2183, as amended, as follows: 

Page 1, lines 18 and 28, after "orientation," insert "vulnerability," 

Page 2, lines 10 and 35, after "orientation," insert "vulnerability," 
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Page 3, lines 24 and 32, after "orientation," insert "vulnerability," 

Page 4, lines 5 and 27, after "orientation," insert "vulnerability," 

A roll call was requested and properly seconded. 

The question was taken on the Quist amendment and the roll was 
called. There were 40 yeas and 67 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Bennett 
Burger 
Carruthers 
Clausnitzer 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 

Frederick 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Hugoson 
Johnson, V. 
Kalis 
Marsh 

McDonald 
McKasy 
McPherson 
Miller 
Omann 
Onnen 
Poppenhagen 
Quist 

Redalen 
Richter 
Schafer. 
Seaberg 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bertram 
Brown 
Carlson, L. 
Clark· 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
Dom 
Forsythe 

Greenfield 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Kahn 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kludt 
Knuth 
Kostomyz 
Krueger 

Larsen 
Lasley 
Long 
Mclaughlin 
Minne 
Munger 
Murphy 
Nelson, C. 
Nelson, D. 
Nelson, K. 
O'Connor 
Ogren 
Olsen, S. 
Olson, E. 

Olson, K.. 
Orenstein 
Otis 
Pappas 
Pelowski 
Peterson 
Price 
Quinn 
Rice 
Riveness 
Rukavina 
Sarna 
Scheid 
Segal 

Thiede 
'I]ornhom 
Tompkins 
Uphus 
Valento 
Waltman 
welle 
Wmter 

Shaver 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Vellenga 
\\Iss . 
Wagenius 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The motion" did not prevail and the amendment was not adopted. 

Quist moved to amend S. F. No. 2183, as amended, as follows: 

Page 1, lines 18 and 28, after "orientation," insert "pregnant 
status," 

Page 2, Jines 10 and 35, after "orientation," insert "pregnant 
status," 

Page 3, lines 24 and 32, after "orientation," insert "pregnant 
status," 

Page 4, lines 5 and 27, after "orientation," insert "pregnant 
status," 
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The motion did not prevail and the amendment was not adopted. 

Quist moved to amend S. F. No. 2183, as amended, as follows: 

Page 1, lines 18 and 28, after "orientation," insert "N.R.A. 
member status, " 

Page 2, lines·1O and 35, after "orientation," insert "N.R.A. 
member status," 

Page 3, lines 24 and 32, after "orientation," insert .oN .R.A. 
member status," 

Page 4, lines 5 and 27, after "orientation," insert "N.R.A. member 
status," 

POINT OF ORDER 

Kelly raised a point of order pursuant to section 401, paragraph 1, 
of "Mason's Manual of Legislative Procedure" relating to frivolous 
and improper amendments that the Quist amendment was not in 
order. Speaker pro tempore Anderson, G., ruled the point of order not 
well taken and the amendment in order. 

The question recurred on the Quist amendment to S. F. No. 2183, 
as amended. The motion did not prevail and the amendment was not 
adopted. 

Burger moved to amend S .. F. No. 2183, as amended, as follows: 

Page 1, lines 19 and 28, after "disability," insert "or any other 
category or classification, whether or not specifically designated in 
thIS subdivision," 

Page 2, lines 10 and 35, after "disability," insert "or any other 
category or classification, whether or not specifically designated in 
this subdivision," 

Page 3, lines 24 and 32, after "disability," insert "or any other 
category or classification, whether or not specifically designated in 
this subdivision," 

Page 4, lines 5 and 27, after "disability" insert "or any other 
categOl? or classification, whether or not specifically designated1ii 
this su division," 

A roll call was requested and properly seconded. 
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The question was taken on the Burger amendment and the roll 
was called. There were 73 yeas and 47 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Bauerly 
Beard 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Boo 
Burger 
Carruthers 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
Frederick 
Frerichs 

Gruenes 
Gutknecl!t 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kalis 
Kinkel 
Knickerbocker 

Knuth Ozment 
Marsh Pauly 
McDonald Pelowski 
McEachern Poppenhagen 
McKasy Quinn 
McPherson Quist 
Milbert. Radalen 
Miller Richter 
Morrison Rodosovich 
Neuenschwander Rukavina 
Ogren Schafer 
Olsen, S. Scheid 
Omann Schreiber 
Onnen ' Seaberg 
Osthoff Sparby 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Battaglia 
Ragich 
Blatz 
Brown 
Clark 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Greenfield 
Himle 

Jefferson 
Johnson, A. 
Kahn 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kludt 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 
Larsen 
Lasley 

Long 
McLaughlin 
:M:inne 
Munger 
Murphy 
Nelson, C. 
Nelson,D. 
Nelson, K. 
O'Connor 
Olson, E. 

Olson, K. 
Orenstein 
Otis 
Pappas 
Peterson 
Reding 
Riveness. 
Sarna 
Segal 
Shaver 

Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Waltman 
\\\lnzel 
Winter 

Skoglund 
Trimble 
Vellenga 
\\Jss 
Wagenius 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

Quist moved to amend S. F. No~ 2183, as amended, as follows: 

Page 1, line 17, after "of' delete the remainder of the line 

Page 1, delete lin!, 18 

Page 1, line 19, delete everything before "m1be" and insert 
"hatred or prejudice against the person assaulte 

Page 1, line 26, delete everything after "of' 

Page 1, delete line 27 . 

Page 1, line 28, delete everything before "and inflicts" and insert 
"hatred or prejudice against the person assaUlted" 

Page 2, line 8, after "of' delete the remainder of the line 

Page 2, delete line 9 
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Page 2, line 10, delete everything before "~ gttifu" and insert 
"hatred or prejudice" 

Page 2, delete lines 34 and 35 

Page 2, line 36, delete "national origin" and insert "hatred or 
prejudice against the person whose property ~ damaged" 

Page 3, line 22, after "of' delete "the" 

Page 3, delete lines 23 and 24 

Page 3, line 25, delete "origin" and insert "hatred or prejudice" 

Page 3, line 31, after "of' delete the remainder of the line 

Page 3, delete line 32 

Page 3, line 33, delete "national origin" and insert "hatred or 
prejudice" 

Page 4, line 3, after "of' delete "the" 

Page 4, delete line 4 

Page 4, line 5, delete everything before "may" and insert "hatred or 
prejudice" 

Page 4, line 25, after "of' delete "the victim's" 

Page 4, delete line 26 

Page 4, line 27, delete everything before "may be" and insert 
"hatred or prejudice" 

A roll call was requested and properly seconded. 

The question was taken On the Quist amendment and the roll was 
called. There were 65 yeas and 59 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Bauerly 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Blatz 
Burger 
Carruthers 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 

Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Frederick 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 

Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jensen 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kalis 
Kelso 

Kinkel 
Knickerbocker 
Marsh 
McDonald 
McEachern 
McKasy 
McPherson 
Miller 

Neuenschwander 
Olsen, S. 
Omann 
Onnen 
Osthoff 
Ozment 
Pelowski 
Poppenhagen 
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Quinn IWse Sparby Thiede Valento 
Quist Schafer Starrius Tjornhom Waltman 
Redalen Scheid Steensma T::E.kins Welle 
Richter Schreiber Sviggum T eim Wenzel 
Rodosovich Seaberg Swenson Uphus Winter 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Anderson, G. Greenfield Lasley Olson, E. Sarna 
Battaglia Jaros Long Olson, K. Segal 
Beard Jefferson Mclaughlin Orenstein Shaver 
Begich Jennings Milbert Otis Skoglund 
Brown Johnson, A. Minne Pappas Solberg 
Carlson, L. Kahn Munger Pauly Trimble 
Clark Kelly Murphy Peterson Vellenga 
Dauner Kludt Nelson, C. Price Voss 
Dawkins Knuth Nelson, D. IWding Wagenius 
DeBlieck Kostohryz Nelson, K. Rice Wynia 
Dorn Krueger O'Connor Riveness Spk. Vanasek 
Forsythe Larsen Ogren Rukavina 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

Greenfield moved that S. F. No. 2183, as amended, be continued on 
Special Orders for one day. The motion prevailed. 

Jaros was excused for the remainder of today's session. 

Otis moved that the House recess subject to the call of the Chair. 
The motion prevailed. 

RECESS 

RECONVENED 

The House reconvened and was called to order by the Speaker. 

The following Conference Committee Report was received: 

CONFERENCE COMMI'ITEE REPORT ON H. F. NO. 2344 

A bill for an act relating to the organization and operation of state 
government; clarifying, providing for deficiencies in, and supple
menting appropriations for the expenses of state government with 
certain conditions; creating and modifying agencies and functions; 
fixing and limiting fees; requiring studies and reports; appropriat
ing money; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 3.9223, 
subdivision 5; 3.9225, subdivision 5; 3.9226, subdivision 5; 16B.24, 
by adding a subdivision; 88.22, by adding a subdivision; 89.001, by 
adding a subdivision; 89.19; 116.48, by adding subdivisions; 
116J.615, by adding a subdivision; 296.16, by adding a subdivision; 
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and 296.421, by adding a subdivision; Minnesota Statutes 1987 
Supplement, sections 3.732, subdivision 1; 3.885; 85.055, subdivi
sion 1; 105.44, subdivision 10; 115C.02, subdivision 13; 116C.712, 
subdivision 5; 116J.941, subdivision 1; 1160.03, subdivision 2; 
1160.04, subdivision 1; 1160.06, subdivision 1; and 480.241, subdi
vision 2; Laws 1985, First Special Session chapter 15, section 4, 
subdivision 6; Laws 1987, chapter 357, section 27, subdivision 2; 
Laws 1987, chapter 404, sections 20, subdivision 6; and 22, subdivi
sion 4; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapters 
89; 115C; 424A; and 446A; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1987 
Supplement, section 161.52. 

The Honorable Robert Vanasek 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Honorable Jerome M. Hughes 
President of the Senate 

April 18, 1988 

We, the undersigned conferees for H. F. No. 2344, report that we 
have agreed upon the items in dispute and recommend as follows: 

That the Senate recede from its amendment and that H. F. No. 
2344 be further amended as follows: 

Delete everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"ARTICLE 1 

Section 1. [STATE DEPARTMENTS APPROPRIATIONS.] 

The sums shown in the columns marked "APPROPRIATIONS" are 
approprIated from the general fund, or another fund named, to the 
agencies and for the purposes specified in this act, to be available for 
the fiscal years indicated for each purpose. The figures "1988" and 
"1989," where used in this act, mean that the appropriation or 
appropriations listed under them are available for the year ending 
June 30, 1988, or June 30, 1989, respectively. 
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General 
Special Revenue 
Game and Fish 
Workers' 

Compensation 
Metro Landfill 

Abatement 
Metro Landfill 

Contingency 
Water Pollution 

Control 
TOTAL 

JOURNAL OF THE HOUSE 

SUMMARY BY FUND 
1988 1989 

$3,542,600 $18,495,900 
519,300 1,006,900 

95,000 -0' 

135,000 -0-

8,500 40,800 

8,500 40,800 

50,000 100,000 
$4,358,900 $19,684,400 

[91st Day 

TOTAL 

$22,038,500 
1,526,200 

95,000 

135,000 

49,300 

49,300 

150,000 
$24,043,300 

APPROPRIATIONS 
Available for the Year 

Ending June 30 

Sec. 2. LEGISLATURE 

(a) Legislative Coordinating Commis
sion 

This appropriation is added to the ap
propriation in Laws 1987, chapter 404, 
section 2, and shall be used to pay the 
dues associated with the state of Min
nesota's membership in the National 
Conference of State Legislatures State 
and Local Legal Center. Any unencum
bered balance at the end of the first 
year shall be available for the second 
year. 

(b) Legislative Auditor 

This appropriation is to cover the cost 
of auditing the University of Minneso
ta'sphysical plant operations. The Uni
versity of Minnesota is liable to the 
legislative auditor for the total cost and 
expenses of the audit, including the 
salaries paid to the examiners while 
actually engaged in making the exam-

$ 

1988 1989 

$ 

60,000 

100,000 
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ination, The legislative auditor shall 
bill the university either monthly or at 
the conclusion of the audit. Collections 
received for the audits must be credited 
to the general fund to reimburse it for 
this appropriation. 

The office of the legislative auditor 
program evaluation division shall con
duct an evaluation of the Minnesota 
housing finance agency's programs. 
The study shall include, but not be 
limited to, an evaluation of the criteria 
used to qualifY potential buyers as low 
income. The auditor shall prepare a 
report for presentation to the legisla
ture by January 1, 1989, indicating its 
findings, observations, and recommen
dations relative to the agency's ability 
to meet the current demand for low 
income housing. 

Sec. 3. SUPREME COURT 

(a) Trial Courts Information System 

(b) Study of Tape Recording 

The supreme court administrator shall 
study and report to the legislature by 
January 1, 1989, on the costs and ben
efits to litigants of the use of video or 
audio tape recording of civil litigation 
and administrative hearings instead of 
stenotype and transcription recordings 
of those proceedings. The study shall 
also include the equipment cost recov
ery of alternative recording systems. 

(c) Family Farm Legal Assistance 

The report submitted by each family 
farm legal assistance provider to the 
supreme court and the legislature by 
January 15, 1989, under Minnesota 
Statutes, section 480.256, shall include 
a plan to prioritize the legal assistance 
provided to family farmers under Min
nesota Statutes, sections 480.250 to 
480.254, and to recommend which ser
vices to continue. The report must also 

133,400 

25,000 

12137 

387,800 
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include alternative plans to provide all 
or part of the family farm legal assis
tance from nonstate money. 

Sec. 4. BOARD OF PUBLIC DEFENSE 

(a) Space Rental 

This appropriation is for rental of office 
space and is added to the appropriation 
in Laws 1987, chapter 404, section 7. 

(b) Intergovernmental Relations 

The person hired for this position shall 
be knowledgeable in criminal defense 
procedures and criminal defense inves
tigation. The new position shall in
clude in its duties the provision of 
counsel on legislative proposals during 
legislative sessions. The state public 
defender, at the request of the admin
istrator, shall fully cooperate with and 
assist the administrator with respect to 
these duties. 

The approved complement of the board 
of public defense is increased by one in 
fiscal year 1989. 

Sec. 5. GOVERNOR 

Office of Jobs Policy 

The office of jobs policy must be trans
ferred to the governor's office and re
main there and is not subject to further 
transfer under Minnesota Statutes, 
section 16B.37. 

Sec. 6. ADMINISTRATION 

(a) 911 Emergency Telephone Service 

This appropriation is from the special 
revenue fund and is added to the appro
priation in Laws 1987, chapter 404, 
section 16, subdivision 3. 

(b) System Architecture Conference 

119,300 

12,000 

[91st Day 

15,000 

55,000 

115,000 

488,900 
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This appropriation is to the informa
tion policy office to plan and conduct a 
system architecture conference for leg
islators and key executive branch per
sonnel. This appropriation is an 
addition to the appropriation in Laws 
1987, chapter 404, section 16, subdivi
sion 3. 

(c) Distributive Computing Study 

This appropriation is to establish not 
less than three experimental computer 
centers to demonstrate the effective
ness of a distributive computing model 
for a wide range of computer applica
tions in the field of education, includ
ing financial and student manage
ment. No district may apply for less 
than $20,000 or more than $50,000 for 
the purposes of this program. For the 
purposes of this section, the reporting 
requirements of section 121.936, subdi
vision 1, and the data standards of 
section 121.932, subdivision 5, must be 
maintained, but all other require
ments, except financial obligations, 
will be waived. The information policy 
office will evaluate the experimental 
centers, prepare a study, and report to 
the legislature by January 1, 1990, 
making recommendations concerning 
the feasibility of expanding the concept 
of individual computer centers state
wide. This appropriation is added to 
the appropriation in Laws 1987, chap
ter 404, section 16, subdivision 3. 

(d) Interactive Technologies 

This appropriation is to the informa
tion policy office to facilitate, with tech
nical expertise, efforts to move the 
legislature towards the usage of more 
interactive technologies. The informa
tion policy office will draft a plan to 
improve citizen input and to improve 
the efficiency and operations of the 
legislature. This appropriation is 
added to the appropriation in Laws 
1987, chapter 404, section 16, subdivi
sion 3. 

12139 

150,000 

20,000 
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(e) Twin Cities Regional Cable 

This appropriation is for a grant to 
Twin Cities Regional Cable Channel, 
Inc. for programming. $20,000 of this 
grant is to be matched dollar for dollar 
from contributions from nonstate 
sonrces. $20,000 of the grant is to be 
used for legislative programming. All 
legislative programming done under· 
this grant must be accessible to local 
cable stations at cost of video tape for 
distribution. This appropriation is 
added to the appropriation in Laws 
1987, chapter 404, section 16, subdivi
sion 5. 

(D Soybean Oil Ink Study 

This appropriation is to study the fea~ 
sibility of using ink with a soybean oil 
base for printing done by the commis
sioner, by other state agencies, and by 
private vendors under contract to agen
cies in all branches of state govern
ment. The study must include the cost 
implications to the state of using ink 
with a soybean oil base, the types of 
printing jobs that can and cannot.be . 
done effectively with this ink, and any 
transitional steps that would have to be 
taken to implement the use of ink with 
a soybean oil base. The commissioner 
shall report the results of the study to 
the legislatnre by January 1, 1989. 
This appropriation is to be matched 
with money from other nonstate 
sources. This appropriation is added to 
the appropriation in Laws 1987, chap
ter 404, section 16, subdivision 5. 

(g) Community Service and Volunteer 
Initiatives 

The department of administration's au
thorized general fund complement is 
increased by one position. 

This appropriation is added to the ap
propriation in Laws 1987, chapter 404, 
section 16, subdivision 5 and is' only 
available if the community services 

[91st Day 

40,000 
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program for school districts established 
in article 4, section 4, of a bill styled as 
H. F No. 2245 are enacted into law. The 
commissioner shall ensure that this 
initiative is consistent and coordinated 
with the volunteer program in that 
section of H. F No. 2245. 

The approved complement of the de
partment of administration is in
creased by two special revenne fund 
positions in fiscal year 1989. 

(h) Study of Leasing Office Space 

The commissioner of administration 
shall complete phase II of the study 
comparing the costs of leasing office 
space in privately owned buildings ver
sus construction of new office buildings 
to house state departments and agen
cies. This study must include a report 
to the legislature by January 1, 1989, 
that addresses the feasibility of lease
purchase options, includes consider
ations of life-cycle costing, and provides 
recommendations for a state policy rel
ative to housing of state offices in the 
twin cities metropolitan area. 

(i) Surplus Property 

The commissioner shall study the fea
sibility of making state surplus prop
erty from the departments of trans
portation, corrections, natural re
sources, and public safety available to 
Indian communities at no cost and 
shall report the findings, including an 
evaluation of the program currently 
being conducted in the department of 
natural resources, to the legislature by 
January 1, 1989. 

(j) Capitol Space Planning 

This appropriation is to plan for the use 
of senate space in the capitol building. 

(k) State Office Building 

350,000 

75,000 

12141 
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This appropriation is to install com
puter cabling and a telephone system 
for senate offices in the state office 
building. 

(I) Capitol Restoration· 

This appropriation is to fix the leaking 
dome under the roof of the capitol. 

(m) Rent Differential 

This appropriation is for the increased 
rent differential associated with the 
department of human services office 
relocation and consolidation and lost 
rental income associated with the de
partment of revenue's office relocation. 

The legislature estimates that 
$450,000 of this appropriation will be 
offset by general fund nondedicated re
ceipts from the federal government. 

Sec. 7. CAPITOL AREA ARCHITEC
TURAL AND PLANNING BOARD 

220,000 

Landscaping and Parking Improve-
ments 675,000 

Any unencumbered balance remaining 
after the first year does not cancel and 
is available for the second year. 

Sec. 8. FINANCE 

Gas Tax Refunds 

Until June 30, 1989, refunds received 
from the federal government for excise 
taxes paid on motor vehicle fuels are 
appropriated, in the year the refund is 
received, to the state agency that paid 
the tax. 

Sec. 9. EMPLOYEE RELATIONS 

(a) Public Employees' Insurance Plan 

This appropriation is added to the ap
propriation for. the same purpose in 

[91st Day 
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Laws 1987, chapter 404, section 19, 
subdivision 5, and is likewise repayable 
within five years. 

The approved complement of the de
partment of employee relations is in
creased by four positions in fiscal year 
1989. 

(b) Health Insurance Costs 

This appropriation is from the general 
fund for transfer to the employee insur
ance trust fund. 

$4,593,300 is appropriated in fiscal 
year 1989 from the funds from which 
salaries are paid, other than the gen
eral fund, for transfer to the employee 
insurance trust fund. The commis
sioner of finance shall allocate this 
appropriation among the several funds 
in proportion to the health insurance 
costs that are otherwise paid from each 
fund. If the balance in a fund is insuf
ficient to support this additional appro
priation without requiring any layoffs 
or reductions in any other appropria
tion from the fund, the commissioner of 
finance shall submit a request to the 
1989 regular session to cover the defi
ciency with an appropriation from the 
general fund. 

The regents of the University of Min
nesota shall pay $3,956,700 from 
money previously appropriated for op
erations and maintenance of the uni
versity to the commissioner of 
employee relations for credit to the em
ployee insurance trust fund. 

(cJ Dependent Care Expenses 

Until June 30, 1989, the commissioner 
of employee relations may use FICA 
savings generated from the dependent 
care expense account program to pay 
for the administrative costs of the pro
gram. 

12143 
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(d) Managers Plan 

Notwithstanding Laws 1987, chapter 
404, section 43, subdivision 2, within 
the provisions of the managerial plan 
approved under Minnesota Statutes, 
section 43A.18, an agency may not ex
ceed a four percent average for aggre
gate performance increases for its 
managers. 

Sec. 10. REVENUE 

(a) Charitable Gambling Tax Enforce
ment 

This appropriation is added to the ap
propriation for tax compliance in Laws 

. 1987, chapter 404, section 20, subdivi
sion 6. 

The approved complement of the de
partment of revenue is increased by 
four positions in fiscal year 1989. 

(b) Metropolitan Landfill Administra
tion 

In fiscal year 1988 $8,500 is appropri
ated from the metropolitan landfill 
abatement fund and $8,500 is appropri
ated from the metropolitan landfill con
tingency action fund to the department 
of revenue for the purpose of reimburs
ing the department for costs incurred 
by the department in administering 
Minnesota Statutes, section 473.843, 
during fiscal year 1988. 

$40,800 in fiscal year 1989 is appropri
ated from the metropolitan landfill con
tingency action fund and in fiscal year 
1989 $40,800 is appropriated from the 
metropolitan landfill abatement fund 
to the department of revenue for the 
purpose of administering Minnesota 
Statutes, section 473.843. 

Sec.Il. NATURAL RESOURCES 

(a) Forest Nurseries 400,000 

[91st Day 
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This appropriation is from the forest 
management fund and is added to the 
appropriation in Laws 1987, chapter 
404, section 22, subdivision 4. 

(b) Hybrid Aspen Operational Studies 

This appropriation is added to the ap
propriation in Laws 1987, chapter 404, 
section 22, subdivision 4. Any unen
cumbered balance remaining in the 
first year does not cancel and is avail
able for the second year. 

(c) Statewide Forest Inventory and 

80,000 

Analysis 270,000 

Any unencumbered balance remaining 
in the first year does not cancel and is 
available for the second year. 

(d) Oak Wilt Control 

$64,000 appropriated to the commis
sioner of natural resources for oak wilt 
control in Laws 1987, chapter 404, sec
tion 22, subdivision 4, for fiscal year 
1988 does not cancel and is available 
for fiscal year 1989. 

(e) Thief Lake Wildlife Management 
Area 

This appropriation is to construct an 
observation deck and picnic area at 
Thief Lake wildlife management area. 
This appropriation is from the general 
fund and is an addition to the funds 
appropriated in Laws 1987, chapter 
404, section 22, subdivision 7. 

(1) Red Lake Wildlife Management 
Area 

This appropriation is to rehabilitate 
the Norris Tower picnic site on the Red 
Lake wildlife management area. This 
appropriation is added to the appropri
ation in Laws 1987, chapter 404, sec
tion 22, subdivision 7. 

12145 
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(g) Rochester Wildlife Lands 

The commissioner shall study and re
port to the legislature by January 1, 
1989, the feasibility of a land exchange 
with Olmsted county for the wildlife 
lands located adjacent to the former 
Rochester State Hospital facility. 

(h) Tettegouche Camp Buildings 

This appropriation is added to the ap
propriation in Laws 1987, chapter 404, 
section 22, subdivision 5, and must be 
used to conduct a study and report to 
the legislature by January 1, 1989, on 
alternative uses for the "Tettegouche 
Camp Buildings." The study must ad
dress the costs associated with each of 
the alternatives identified, including 
ongoing use of buildings. . 

(i) Paul Bunyan Trail 

This appropriation is for a lease pur
chase agreement and for safety pur
poses on the abandoned Burlington 
Northern railroad line between Baxter 
and Bemidji, Minnesota designated as 
the Paul Bunyan Trail by an act styled 
as H. F. No. 2155. This appropriation is 
added to the appropriation in Laws 
1987, section 22, subdivision 6. 

(j) Willard Munger Trail 

Notwithstanding Minnesota Statutes, 
section 344.03, subdivision 1, as part of 
the settlement of a property line dis
pute on the Hinckley to Moose Lake 
segment of the Minnesota-Wisconsin 
Boundary State Trail (Willard Munger 
State Trail), the commissioner shall 
fence the state property boundary line 
located in T41N, R21 W, section 13 in 
SE'!4 and NEV, of the SWlk 

(k) Hill-Annex Mine State Park 

$270,000 of this appropriation is for 
pumping costs, including the purchase 

[91st Day 
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and installation of pumps, pipelines, 
and associated facilities. The commis
sioner of natural resources may seek 
additional matching money from orga
nizations having access to historical 
preservation money to complement this 
appropriation. The commissioner of 
natural resources shall prepare a finan
cial report on the use of this appropri
ation for the chairs of the house 
appropriations and senate finance com
mittees no later than January 1, 1990. 

$28,000 of this appropriation .is from 
the state parks maintenance and oper
ations account in the special revenue 
fund. The approved complement of the 
department of natural resources is in
creased by two positions. 

(I) Conservation Officer Salaries 

$95,000 is appropriated from the game 
and fish fund in fiscal year 1988 and 
$14,200 is appropriated from the gen
eral fund in fiscal year 1988 and is 
added to the appropriation in Laws 
1987, chapter 404, section 22, subdivi
sion 8, and is to be used to fund salary 
range compression for conservation of
ficers resulting from an arbitration 
award. Any unencumbered balance for 
the first year shall be made available 
for the second year. Should the depart
ment be faced with holding conserva
tion officer positions vacant because of 
funding constraints as a result of this 
arbitration, the department shall con
sider such factors as population den
sity, enforcement issues, intensity of 
public use, and impact on the state's 
efforts to protect the state's natural 
resources in determining which posi
tions will be held vacant. Beginning 
July 1, 1989, and after consideration of 
the report required by Laws 1987, chap
ter 404, section 58, those positions as
signed to undercover activities shall be 
assigned the lowest priority and shall 
be eliminated before other conserva
tion officer positions are held vacant. 

109,200 
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(m) Hinckley Trail 

The commissioner in cooperation with 
the commissioner of the Minnesota de
partment of transportation shall study 
the feasibility of connecting St. Croix 
State Park and the Hinckley Trail via a 
MNDOT right-of-way and report to the 
legislature by January 1, 1989. 

(n) Sunken Ships 

The commissioner shall study the fea
sibility of expanding the boundaries of 
Split Rock Lighthouse state park or 
another more suitable state park on 
the North shore of Lake Superior to 
include sunken ships for underwater 
interpretation. The study shall include 
but not be limited to the legal ramifi
cations of annexing such a site, the cost 
of such an annexation, the quality of 
the underwater diving experience that 
the site would offer and a potential 
timetable for acquisition. The commis
sioner shall report the study to the 
legislature by January 1, 1989. 

(0) Emergency Firefighting 

The amount necessary to pay for emer
gency firefighting expenses is added to 
the appropriation in Laws 1987, chap
ter 404, section 22, subdivision 4. The 
commissioner shall submit to the 
chairs of the senate finance and house 
of representatives appropriations com
mittees by January 1, 1989, a report of 
firefighting expenditures, . including 
recommendations for future funding of 
this activity. 

(p) International Wolf Center 

This appropriation is to be used as a 
grant to the International Wolf Center 
Committee for a review of the site se- ' 
lection process and planning and site 
preparation of an International Wolf 
Center. The review of the site selection 
process will be conducted by a select 

150,000 
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committee appointed by the chairs of 
the house appropriations and senate 
finance committees. The committee 
shall evaluate the process u'sed in de
termining the proposed site for the Wolf 
Center and report its findings to the 
chairs of the house appropriations and 
senate finance committees no later 
than January 1, 1989. Any expenses 
associated with the select committee's 
activities shall be paid from this grant. 

(q) Wildlife Development 

This appropriation is for the planning 
and engineering work on the visitor 
center and office building at Lac Qui 
Parle Wildlife Management Area. Not
withstanding Minnesota Statutes, 
chapter 16B, if there are no small busi
nesses owned or operated by socially or 
economically disadvantaged persons 
located within 25 miles of this project 
site, the commissioner may award the 
amount required under Minnesota 
Statutes, chapter 16B, for set-aside pro
curement for the construction associ
ated with this project to other small 
businesses within 25 miles of the 
project site. 

Sec. 12. ZOOLOGICAL BOARD 

(a) Exotic Species 

This appropriation is for a grant for the 
permanent exhibition of an exotic spe
cies that has a high visitor appeal, will 
serve to further the education mission 
of the zoological garden and has been 
exhibited successfully in other zoos. 

(b) Marine Exhibit 

This appropriation is for a grant to the 
zoological garden for renovation of the 
water and filtration systems which 
serve the existing beluga whale facil
ity. None of the grant money may be 
released until the zoo board has com
pleted and submitted to the chair of the 
senate finance and chair of the house 
appropriations committees a final con-

120,000 
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struction plan for the renovation of the 
beluga whale facility into a marine 
exhibit. The final construction plan 
must include a detailed plan by the 
zoological board for financing the re
mainder of the project. If the financing 
includes using funds from the zoologi
cal garden's reserve fund, the financing 
plan must include a plan for the replen
ishing of the reserve fund. 

(c) Zoo Hours 

The Minnesota zoological garden must 
be open to the public without charge for 
at least two days each month. However, 
the zoo may charge at any time for 
special services and for admission to 
special facilities for the education, en
tertainment, or convenience of visitors. 

(d) Zoo Employees 

The classified positions of zoo develop
ment director, zoo animal program di
rector, zoo operations director, and 
senior veterinarian at the Minnesota 
zoological garden are . abolished, effec
tive July 1, 1988. The Minnesota zoo
logical board may create similar 
positions in the unclassified service u'n
der Minnesota Statutes, section 
43A.08, subdivision la, as amended by 
this act. 

Sec. 13. POLLUTION CONTROL 
AGENCY 

(a) Upgrading Health Lab 

This appropriation shall be transferred 
to the Department of Health for up
grading laboratory facilities used for 
testing water quality samples and 
training associated staff. This appro
priation is added to the appropriation 
in Laws 1987, chapter 404, section 24, 
subdivision 2. 

(b) Emergency Responders Training 
Academy 

[91st Day 
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This appropriation is for a grant to the 
Minnesota Emergency Responders 
Training Academy for hazardous mate
rials handling training and is in addi
tion to the money appropriated in Laws 
1987, chapter 404, section 24, subdivi
sion 4. 

(c) Balance Canceled 

$2,500,000 of the unencumbered bal
ance in the water pollution control 
fund must be canceled and transferred 
to the general fund on July 1, 1988. 

(d) Municipal Litigation Loans 

This appropriation is from the water 
pollution control fund for the munici
pal litigation loan program established 
by this act. Repayments of the loans 
shall be credited to the fund. 

(e) Non-Ferrous Mineral Strategic 
Planning 150,000 

Any unencumbered balance remaining 
in the first year does not cancel and is 
available for the second year. 

The approved complement of the pollu
tion control agency is increased by 
three positions. 

$23,300 of this appropriation is to the 
commissioner of natural resources. 

(I) Wastewater Treatment Grants 

$6,000,000 of the money appropriated 
in Laws 1987, chapter 400, section 7, 
for construction of wastewater treat
ment facilities grants are for supple
mental grants to those communities 
that have received wastewater treat
ment grants during the period between 
October 1, 1984, and September 30, 
1987. The supplemental grants are the 
first phase of an attempt to make the 
grant amounts awarded to these com
munities equitable with the grant 
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amounts awarded to communities be
fore and after these dates and must be 
distributed according to the conditions 
established by this act. 

The pollution control agency shall de
velop criteria and a selection process 
for the distribution of wastewater treat
ment facilities grants for towns and 
unorganized areas. The commissioner 
shall study the lake water pollution 
problems associated with wastewater 
in those areas and report to the chairs 
of the house appropriations and senate 
finance committees with recommenda
tions concerning how to address these 
areas before January 2, 1989. 

(g) Thompson Township 

This appropriation is from the water 
pollution control fund to Thompson 
township for planning, development, 
and construction of a facility or facili
ties to correct water well contamina
tion. The pollution control agency must 
review and approve any facility or facil
ities proposed under this paragraph. 
Any unencumbered balance of this ap
propriation is available for the con
struction of facilities. 

Sec. 14. TRADE AND ECONOMIC 
DEVELOPMENT 

(a) Travel Information Centers 

Responsibility for operating travel in
formation centers is transferred under 
Minnesota Statutes, section 15.039, 
from the commissioner of transporta
tion to the commissioner of trade and 
economic development, effective July I, 
1988. $288,000 appropriated from the 
trunk highway fund by Laws 1987, 
chapter 358, section 2, and ten posi
tions are included in the transfer. By 
July I, 1988, the director of tourism 
and the commissioner oftransportation 
shall enter into an interagency agree
ment outlining the duties, relation
ships, and responsibilities for the 
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operation and maintenance of the 
travel information centers, The agree
ment must contain, but need not be 
limited to, issues of maintenance re
sponsibility, use of space, equipment, 
repairs and betterments, and grounds 
and buildings upkeep. A copy of the 
agreement must be provided to the 
chairs of the senate finance and house 
appropriations committees by July 15, 
1988. 

The metropolitan airports commission 
shall establish, fund, l11aintain, and 
operate a travel information center at 
the Minneapolis-St. Paul international 
airport. The metropolitan airports com
mission shall consult with the office of 
tourism regarding proper staffing and 
information to be provided. 

(b) World Trade Center Marketing 

The commissioner of trade and eco
nomic development shall fully imple
ment the terms and conditions of the 
interagency agreement signed with the 
Minnesota World Trade Center corpo
ration to market and schedule the con
ference and training center. 

This appropriation is added to the ap
propriation in Laws 1987, chapter 404, 
section 26, subdivision 2. 

(c) Council on Productivity and Quality 

Any unencumbered balance of the ap
propriation for the Minnesota council 
on productivity and quality for fiscal 
year 1988 may be carried forward to 
fiscal year 1989. 

The purpose of adding three new mem
bers to the Minnesota council on pro
ductivity and quality is to address the 
gender imbalance of the council. 

(d) Advanced Integrated Manufactur
ing Center 
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(e) Symposium on International Tech
nical Innovation and Entrepreneurship 

CD Celebrate Minnesota 1990 

The approved complement of the de
partment of trade and economic devel
opment is increased by four positions in 
fiscal year 1989. 

(g) Minnesota Marketplace 

(h) Invention and Innovation 

This appropriation is for the business 
promotion division to contract for the 
study and design of a comprehensive, 
integrated, invention and innovation 
support and marketing system. The 
study must examine the feasibility of 
locating an invention and innovation 
center in the Twin Cities metropolitan 
area, with a statewide network involv
ing Twin Cities' suburban and greater 
Minnesota communities. The design 
must include an educational compo
nent to encourage greater interest in 
innovative and inventive methods. It 
must also provide proposals for linking 
Minnesota-based invention and inno
vation activities with similar efforts 
occuring both nationally and interna
tionally. 

An interim report must be submitted to 
the legislature by January 15; 1989, 
and a final report must be submitted to 
the legislature by June 30, 1989. 

(i) Mississippi Regional Park 

This appropriation is to the commis
sioner of trade and economic develop
ment, who shall provide a grant to the 
suburban Hennepin regional park dis
trict and the Minneapolis park and 
recreation board in the amounts and at 
the times requested jointly by the dis
trict and the board for acquiring and 
developing their respective portions of 
the Mississippi regional park. 
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(j) Motion Picture and Television Board 

Notwithstanding Laws 1987, chapter 
404, section 26, subdivision 3, the ap
propriation in that subdivision for the 
Minnesota motion picture board for fis
cal year 1989 is available upon receipt 
by the board of $1 in matching contri
butions of money or in kind from non
state sources for every $3 provided by 
that appropriation. 

(k) Great River Road 

This appropriation is for a grant to the 
city of Minneapolis to pay principal and 
interest due on bonds issued by the city 
of Minneapolis for land acquisition and 
development for the Great River Road 
project along the central waterfront in 
downtown Minneapolis. 

The city of Minneapolis may issue 
$5,000,000 in general obligation bonds 
to acquire and develop land in connec
tion with the Great River Road project. 
The bonds must be issued before June 
30, 1989. Bonds issued under this au
thority are not included in the net debt 
of the city as defined in Minnesota 
Statutes, section 475.51, subdivision 4. 

Upon certification by the city of Minne
apolis to the commissioners of finance 
and pollution control that the city has 
issued $3,500,000 in bonds under this 
authority, any current or future repay
ments required by Minnesota Statutes, 
section 116.162, subdivision 6, are can
celed. 

(I) Como Park Conservatory 

This appropriation is for a grant to the 
city of St. Paul to pay principal and 
interest due on bonds issued by the city 
to remodel and refurbish the Como 
Park conservatory. 

The city of St. Paul may issue up to 
$5,000,000 in general obligation bonds 
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to remodel and refurbish the Como 
Park conservatory. The bonds must be 
issued before June 30, 1989. The city 
may also issue up to $5,500,000 in 
general obligation bonds to reconstruct 
Shepard road and Warner road. The 
bonds must be issued before December 
31, 1992. None of the bond proceeds 
may be used to develop a grade-sepa
rated interchange at the intersection of 
Shepard and Chestnut roads. The 
bonds must be issued under Minnesota 
Statutes, chapter 475, except that the 
bonds are not subject to its election 
requirements or debt limits. Bonds is
sued under this authority are not in
cluded in the net debt of the city as 
defined in Minnesota Statutes, section 
475.51, subdivision 4. 

Upon certification by the city of St. 
Paul to the commissioners of finance 
and pollution control that the city has 
issued $10,500,000 in bonds under this 
authority, any current or future repay
ments required by Minnesota Statutes, 
section 116.162, subdivision 6, are can
celed. 

(m) Trout Lake 

This appropriation is for a grant to a 
nonprofit association or fraternal orga
nization for the acquisition of a park on 
land formerly owned by United States 
steel corporation on Trout Lake in 
Itasca county. 

(n) Trade Model 

$15,000 of the fiscal year 1989 appro
priation under Laws of Minnesota 
1987, chapter 404, section 26, subdivi
sion 9, is available to the commissioner 
for the costs of administering the con
tract for consultant services for devel
opment of the trade model. 

(0) Economic Recovery Grants 

[9lst Day 
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Up to $800,000 of the appropriation for 
economic recovery grants is available 
for projects located within the geo
graphic boundaries of at least one of 
four or more local units of government 
acting under a joint powers agreement 
under the cooperative secondary facili
ties grant act. A municipality located 
in a local unit acting under a joint 
powers agreement must apply for a 
grant. Applications must be made to 
the commissioner of trade and eco
nomic development. Notwithstanding 
Minnesota Statutes, section 116J.873, 
a grant under this subdivision may be 
for more than $500,000 and a specific 
project does not have to be identified. A 
grant under this subdivision must be 
used for a manufacturing project and at 
least $1 of nonstate money must be 
used for every $4 of grant money. A 
grant under this paragraph may not be 
used to finance a project for an existing 
business that is transferring all or a 
part of its operations as a result of the 
grant. 

Sec. 15. WORLD TRADE CENTER 
CORPORATION 

General Operations 

Any unexpended funds appropriated to 
the commissioner of administration for 
operating expenses of the conference 
and service center in the Minnesota 
World Trade Center are available to the 
Minnesota World Trade Center board 
for general operating expenses and pro
gram development for the center. 

The Minnesota World Trade Center 
board shall make a report to the legis
lature by March 1, 1989. This report 
shall include a three-year plan, a de
tailed outline of what steps the trade 
center board will take to implement 
this plan, and a description of the ac
tivities that have taken place to imple
ment the plan. 
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Up to $50,000 is for the international 
trade network, to be spent jointly with 
the Minnesota trade office. This appro
priation must be matched dollar-for
dollar by nonstate money or in-kind 
contri.butions. 

Sec. 16. AMATEUR SPORTS COM
MISSION 

(a) Commission Operations 

The approved complement of the ama
teur athletic commission is increased 
by two positions in fiscal year 1989. 

The commission shall make a concen
trated effort to recruit women athletes 
and athletic events for women to its 
facilities. 

The Minnesota amateur. sports com
mission shall continue to encourage, 
promote, and assist local and .regional 
amateur sports groups and facilities. 

(b) Blaine Sports Facility Operations 

$75,000 is available only upon demon
stration to the commissioner of finance 
of a dollar-for-dollar match with non
state contributions. 

$75,000 must be repaid to the general 
fund from revenues from operation of 
the national sports center by July 1, 
1992. 

Sec. 17. HOUSING FINANCE 
AGENCY 

Housing for the Homeless 

This appropriation is for a demonstra
tion rehabilitation project of eight to 
ten units under the housing grants for 
homeless individuals program created 
by the bill styled as H. F. No. 2126 of 
the 1988 regular session. The agency 
will study and evaluate the project and 
report the results to the legislature by 
January 1, 1990. The study must in-
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elude a recommendation on the feasi
bility of continuing the program. 

Sec. 18. STATE PLANNING 
AGENCY 

(a) Study of State and Local Service 
Responsibility 

Up to $75,000 of any unencumbered 
balance of the general fund appropria
tion for fiscal year 1988 in Laws 1987, 
chapter 404, section 29, does not cancel 
and is available for the second year of 
the biennium to continue a state and 
local service responsibility study. 

(b) Information Resources Policy 

This appropriation is added to the ap
propriation in Laws 1987, chapter 404, 
section 29, and must be used for pay
ment of the state of Minnesota's annual 
dues in the Harvard University's pro
gram on Information Resources Policy. 

(c) Aquaculture 

The state planning agency shall seek 
matching money for this project from 
other major agencies involved in the 
project. This appropriation is in addi
tion to the money appropriated in Laws 
1987, chapter 404, section 29. 

(d) Planning for Youth Employment 

This appropriation is for the planning 
grants authorized by article 3, section 
2, of this act. 

(e) Cold Weather Testing Task Force 

Sec. 19. LABOR AND INDUSTRY 

Study of Workers' Compensation Medi-
cal Costs 135,000 

This appropriation is from the workers' 
compensation special compensation 
fund. Any unencumbered balance re
maining in the first year does not can
cel and is available for the second year. 
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Sec. 20. VETERANS AFFAIRS 

Morrison County State Veterans 
Cemetery 

The commissioner of -veterans affairs 
shall study the Morrison county ceme
tery and report to the legislature by 
December 15, 1988, on its suitability 
for use as a state veterans' cemetery, 
including anticipated costs of site de
velopment and ongoing operational 
costs. 

Sec. 21. MILITARY AFFAIRS 

(a) State Cash Bonus Payments 

The adjutant general shall pay a state 
cash bonus of $100 no later than June 
30, 1989, to any member of the Minne
sota national guard who has served 
satisfactorily, as defined by the adju
tant general, as an active member of 
the Minnesota national guard during 
the 1988 federal fiscal year. Any unen
cumbered balance remaining in the 
first year does not cancel and is avail
able for the second year. 

The amount available for the bonus 
payments is limited to the amount ap
propriated for such payments in this 
section. 

Any member of the Minnesota national 
guard who elects to take a credit for 
compensation for personal services in 
the Minnesota national guard against 
the tax due under chapter 290 is not 
eligible for the bonus payment. 

(b) Tuition Reimbursement 

The adjutant general shall establish a 
program providing tuition reimburse
ment for members of the Minnesota 
national guam in accordance with this 
section. 

An active member of the Minnesota 
national guard serving satisfactorily, 

1,160,000 
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as defined by the adjutant general, at 
any time during state fiscal year 1989, 
shall be reimbursed for tuition paid 
during state fiscal year 1989 to a post
secondary education institution as de
fined by Minnesota Statutes, section 
136A.15, subdivision 5, upon proof of 
satisfactory completion of course work. 

In the case of tuition paid to a public 
institution located in Minnesota, tu
ition is limited to an amount equal to 
50 percent of the costoftuition at that 
public institution for the 1988-1989 ac
ademic year, except as provided in this 
section. 

In the case of tuition paid to a Minne
sota private institution or a public or 
private institution not located in Min
nesota, reimbursement is limited to 50 
percent of the cost of tuition for lower 
division programs in the college of lib
eral arts at the twin cities campus of 
the university of Minnesota in the 
1988-1989 academic year, except as 
provided in this section. 

In the case of tuition paid to a public or 
private technical or vocational school 
or community college located in Min
nesota or outside of Minnesota for a 
single course or limited number of 
courses, the completion of which do not 
result in a degree, the full amount of 
tuition up to $250 must be reimbursed. 

If a member of the Minnesota national 
guard is killed in the line of state active 
duty, the state shall reimburse 100 
percent of the cost of tuition for post
secondary courses satisfactorily com
pleted by any surviving spouse and any 
surviving dependents who are 21 years 
old or younger. Reimbursement for sur
viving spouses and dependents is lim
ited in amount and duration as is 
reimbursement for the national guard 
member. 
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The amount of tuition reimbursement 
for each eligible individual shall be 
determined by the adjutant general ac
cording to rules formulated within 30 
days of the effective date of this section. 

Tuition reimbursement received under 
this section shall not be considered by 
the Minnesota higher education coordi
nating board or by any other state 
board, ,commission, or entity in deter
mining a person's eligibility for a schol
arship or grant-in-aid under sections 
136A.09 to 136A.132. 

Tuition reimbursement to be paid to a 
member of the national guard who has 
received a cash bonus under paragraph 
(a) must be reduced by the amount of 
the bonus. 

The amount available for the tuition 
assistance is limited to the amount 
appropriated for tuition assistance in 
this section. 

Any member of the Minnesota national 
guard who elects to take a credit for 
compensation for personal services in 
the Minnesota national guard against 
the tax due under chapter 290 is not 
eligible for the tuition reimbursement. 

The department of military affairs 
shall keep an accurate record of' the 
recipients of the bonus awards and tu
ition grants. The department shall 
make an interim report to the legisla
ture by March 1, 1989, on the effective
ness of the bonus payments and tuition 
assistance program in retaining and 
recruiting members for the Minnesota 
national guard. The final report to the 
legislature shall be made by January 1, 
1990. These reports shall include, but 
are not limited to, a review of the effect 
that the bonus payments, and tuition 
assistance programs have on the reen
listment rate of new members. The 
report shall include an accurate. record 
of the effect that both the tjiition reim-
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bursement program and the bonus pay
ments have on the recruitment and 
retention of members by rank, opera
tional unit, unit location, individual 
income level, race, and sex. 

The department of military affairs 
shall make a specific effort to recruit 
and retain women and members ofmi
nority groups into the guard through 
the use of the tuition reimbursement 
and bonus payments program. 

Sec. 22. HUMAN RIGHTS 

(a) Data and Word Processing 

The approved complement of the de
partment of human rights is increased 
by one position in fiscal year 1989. 

The department shall consult with the 
information policy office regarding its 
future data processing needs. 

(b) Investigative Unit 

The approved complement of the de
partment of human rights is increased 
by two positions in fiscal year 1989. 

Sec. 23. COUNCIL ON THE AF
FAIRS OF SPANISH SPEAKING 
PEOPLE 

The appropriation is a one-time appro
priation for the establishment of a re
search component of the council on the 
affairs of Spanish speaking people. 

Sec. 24. COUNCIL ON PEOPLE 
WITH DISABILITIES 

Handicapped Arts Organizations 

This appropriation is for the Council on 
People with Disabilities to make gen
eral support grants, in consultation 
with the state board of the arts, to 
statewide handicapped arts organiza
tions regardless of the size of their 
operating budgets. The board is encour-
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aged to support handicapped arts orga
nizations by providing technical and 
grant assistance as well as seeking 
partnership opportunities with the pri
vate sector. 

Sec. 25. RECOGNITION 

Any project that is funded by state 
appropriation where there is recogni
tion of significant contributions shall 
include the state of Minnesota as a 
significant contributor to the project. 

Sec. 26. [REGIONAL PARK ACQUISITION.] 

[91st Day 

Subdivision h [LEGISLATIVE FINDINGS.] The legislature finds 
that there is !! need for a regional park on Lake Minnetonka to serve 
the recreation open space needs of the citizens of the entire metro
politan area and that i! ~ in the public interest to au£hOi'lZe 
acquisition of land for such" park in accordance with the master 
plan approved EY the metropolitan council. 

Subd. 2. [ACQUISITION.] Notwithstanding any contrary provi
sion of law, the suburban Hennepin regional park district may 
acquire real property for " Lake Minnetonka regional park EY 
purchase, gift, or eminent domain pursuant to Minnesota Statutes, 
chapter 117, without local consent or approval EY any affected 

. municipality or other local governmental unit. 

Subd. ilc [METROPOLITAN COUNCIL APPROVAL.] Before any 
acquisition of real property EY eminent domain pursuant to subdi
vision h tne metropolitan council must find, following public 
hearing, that: 

(1) acguisitionofthe property is in the public interest; 

(2) negotiations for acquisition of the property have not resulted 
in acquisition of land !>Y. purchase; 

(3) the proposed acquisition ~ consistent with the approved 
master plan maintained EY the metropolitan council; and 

(4) the district ~ able to carry out the plan and operate the 
regional park. 

The findings reguired EY this subdivision may have been made 
before or may be made on or after the effective date of this act. 

Subd. 4. [SMALL HOMESTEAD LIFE ESTATE.] The park dis-
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trict may not acquire the fee title to a homestead of less than 20 
acres h emment domam wlThOiitthe Written consent of theowlier, 
but the district may acquire all title to the property except for ~ life 
estate in the person or persons residing on the homestead. 

Subd. '" [EXPIRATION.] Authority to acquire real property 
through eminent domain as provided in subdIvisions 2 and 3 expires 
on December 31, 1989, except that an acquisition approved h the 
metropolitan council before January 1, 1990, may continue. 

Subd. 6. [APPLICATION.] This section applies in the counties of 
Anoka, Carver, Dakota, Hennepin, Ramsey, Scott, and Washington. 

Sec. 27. [REPORT NOT REQUIRED.] 

Notwithstanding Laws1987, chapter 404, section 16, subdivision 
5, the commissioner of adIii1Il1stration is not required to prepare a 
report to the legislature recommending criterIa for awarding oper
ational and equipment grants to public broadcasting stations. 

Sec. 28. [DEER FEEDING NOT REQUIRED.] 

Notwithstandin Laws 1987, chapter 404, section 22, subdivision 
7, 127,900 in Iscal year 1988 and $127,900 in fIscal year 1989 need 
not be used for emergency deer feeding. 

Sec. 29. [CONSOLIDATION OF SPECIAL FUNDS.] 

Notwithstanding Laws 1987, chapter 404, section 18, subdivision 
1, the governor's budget recommendations submitted to the legisla
ture in January 1989 need not include as general fund revenues and 
appropriations for fiscal years 1990 and 1991 all revenues and 
expenditures previously accounted for in other operating funds, but 
the commissioner of finance shall submit to the chairs of the senate 
nnance and house of representatives appropnatlOiiSComiillt~ 
October 1, 1988, recommendations for consolidation of specific 
operating funds and accounts for those fiscal years. 

The costs of the corporate audit function in the department of 
revenue will be appropriated from the general fund after July 1, 
1989. 

Sec. 30. [BUDGET GUIDELINES.] 

As ~ supplement to their budget requests for the 1989-1991 
biennium, state agencies shall provide to the senate committee on 
finance and the house of representatives committee on appropria
tions base level budget figures that follow the guidelines in this 
section. 
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(a) Before considering the salary supplement, they shall fund 
current p~rsonnel positions at the salary levels that will be in effect 
for those positions on July 1, 1989, at no higher Ilc percentage of 
salary than those positions were funaed during fiscal year 1989, 
with no allowance for past position underfunding except as proVlOed 
in paragraph (c). 

(b) In preparing their requests for supplies and expenses, they 
shall use pri .. es and rates in effect at the time the requests are 
prepareo, wit noaIlowance for future inflation. 

(c) In order to provide money to fully fund current personnel 
positions, workers compensation costs, un~mployment compensa
tion costs,· or other obligations, each agency ~ encouraged to 
evaluate the worth of its current activities. Savings achieved h 
cutting back on less worlliy activities may be used to fully fund its 
other obUgaiions. The agency shall state the reasons why it proposes 
to cut back on an activity. 

Sec. 31. [CAPITAL BUDGET IN FIRST YEAR FOR SECOND.) 

Notwithstanding Minnesota Statutes, section 16A.ll, subdivision 
1. in submitting Ilc proposed biennial budget to the legislature, 
beginning with the 1989 legislative session, the governor ~ re
quested to submit capital bonding 'h0posals in the ,rst year of the 
biennium for legislative action in ~ second year of the biennium: 

Sec. 32. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 3.885, is 
amended to read: 

3.885 [LEGISLATIVE COMMI'ITEE COMMISSION ON PLAN
NING AND FISCAL POLICY) 

Subdivision 1. [MEMBERSHIP.) The legislative eemmittee com
mission on planning and fiscal policy consists of 18 members of the 
senate and the house of representatives appointed by the legislative 
coordinating commission. Vacancies on the eemmittee commission 
are filled in the same manner as original appointments. The 
eemmittee commission shall elect a chair and a vice-chair from 
among its members. The chair alternates between a member of the 
senate and a member of the house in January of each odd-numbered 
year. 

Subd. 2. [COMPENSATION.) Members of the eemmittee commis
sion are compensated in the manner provided by section 3.101. 

. Subd. 3. [STAFF.) (a) The eemmittee commission may hire staff 
BeeeSS!H'Y te eaff:Y em its .mties !Hid fBfIY aISa~ 

(1) employ and fix the salaries of professional, technical, clerical, 
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and other staff of the commission; 

(2) employ and discharge staff solely on the basis of their fitness 
to perform their duties and without regard to political affiliation; 

(3) buy necessary furniture, equipment, and supplies; 

(4) enter into contracts for necessary services, equipment, office, 
and supplies; 

(5) provide its staff with computer capability necessary to carry 
out assifEed duties. The computer should be capable of receiving 
data an transmitting data to computers maintained by the execu
tive and judicial departments of state government that are used for 
budgetary and revenue purposes; and 

(6) use other legislative staff. 

(b) The legislative coordinating commission shall provide office 
space and administrative support to the committee. the eammis 
sieners sf fin .... ee and reveffile shall SUf'I'Iy the cemmittee with 
iawrmatien Hf'9ll re'l"est sf the ehairo The state planning agency 
shall report to the committee, and the committee may make recom
mendations to the state planning agency. 

Subd. 4. [AGENCIES TO COOPERATE.) All departments, agen
cies, and education institutions of the executive and judicial 
branches must comply with ~ request of the commission for infor
mation, data, estimates, and statistics on the funding revenue 
operations, and other affairs of the department,agency or education 
institution. The commissioner of finance and the commissioner of 
revenue shall provide the commission with full and free access to 
infonnation, data, estimates, and statistics in the possession of the 
finance and revenue departments on the state budget, revenue, 
expenditures, and tax expenditures.- - --

Subd. 5. [DUTIES.) (a) The eemmittee commission shall stadyand 
evarnate-the aeWal ana pr<\iectea e"penaittires by state ga'fern 
meat, the aetHal and prajectea salffces sf re'/enlie that slippart these 
expenaitlires, and the varialis aptiens available te meet the ~ 
Mare fiseal neeas.: 

(1) provide the legislature with research and analysis of current 
and projected state revenue, state expenditures, and state tax 
expenditures; 

(2) provide the legislature with ~ report analyzing the governor's 
proposed levels of revenue and expenditures for biennial budgets 
submitted under section 16A.ll as well as other supplemental 
budget submittals to the legislature ~ the governor; 
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(3) provide an analysis of the imp;ct of the governor's proposed 
revenue and expenditure prans for ~ nexffiennium; . 

(4) conduct research on matters of economic and fiscal policy and 
report to the legislature on the result of the research; --

(5) provide economic rel{0rts and studies on the state of the state's 
economy, including tren s and forecasts for conS1(1efation .fu: the 
legislature; 

(6) conduct budget and tax studies and provide general fiscal and 
budgetary information; 

(7) review and make recommendations on the operation of state 
programs in order to appraise the implementation of state laws 
regarding the expenditure of fUMs and to recommend means of 
improving fueir efficiency; 

(8) recommend to the legislature changes in the mix of revenue 
sources for programs, in the percentage of state expenditures 
devoted to major programs, and in the role of the legislature in 
overseeing state government expenditures and revenue projections; 
and 

(9) make .'! continuing stu!P' and investigation of the building 
needs of the government of t e state of Minnesota, including, hut 
not limited to the following: the current and future requirements of 
new buildinys, the maintenance of existing bmramgs, rehabilitating 
and rem ode ing of old buildings, the planning for administrative 
offices, and the exploring of methods of financing building and 
related costs. 

(b) In performing this ffiltyjts duties under paragraph (a), the 
eammittee commission shall consider, among other things: .. 

(1) the relative dependence on state tax revenues, federal funds, 
and user fees to support state-funded programs, and whether the 
existing mix of revenue sources is appropriate, given th.e purposes of 
the programs; 

(2) the relative percentages of state expenditures that are devoted 
to major programs such as education, assistance to local govern
ment, aid to individuals, state agencies and institutions, and debt 
service; and 

(3) the role of the legislature in overseeing state government 
expenditures, including legislative appropriation of money from the 
general fund, legislative appropriation of money from funds other 
than the general fund, state agency receipt of money into revolving 
and other dedicated funds and expenditure of money from these 
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funds, and state agency expenditure of federal funds. 

As "eeessary, the eammittee shall reeamme"d is the legislatHre 
ehaRges in the ""* sf reveRHe saHrees tar pragrams, in the pereeRt 
age sf state e,,!,eRditHres de'fateEi is ffit\iei' pragf'ams, aREi in the rele 
ef the legislatHre in everseeiHg state gWlerHme"t e"peHditHres. 'I'he 
eemmittee ma;y alse BlfIke reeemmeRdatieHs tar ehaRges in the 
~ 61' eeHtiHHiHg eperatiaH sf pragf'ams. 

(c) The eemmittee's commission's recommendations must consider 
the1ong-term needs of the state. The recommendations must not 
duplicate work done by standing committees of the senate and house 
of representatives. 

The eemmittee commission shall report to the legislature on its 
activities and recommendations by January 15 of each odd-num
bered year. 

The commission shall provide the public with printed and elec
tronic copies of reports and information for the legislature.Gopies 
must be provwed at the actual cost of furnishing each -"2PY.: 

Sec. 33. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 3.9223, subdivision 5, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 5. [POWERS.] The council shall have power to contract in its 
own name. Contracts shall be approved by a majority ofthe members 
of the council and executed by the chair and the executive director. 
The council may apply for, receive, and expend in its own name 
grants and gifts of money consistent with the power and duties 
specified in this section. 

The council shall appoint, subject to the approval of the governor, 
an executive director who shall be experienced in administrative 
activities and familiar with the problems and needs of Spanish
speaking people. The council may delegate to the executive director 
any powers and duties under this section which. do not require 
council approval. The executive director and council staff shall serve 
in the unclassified service. The executive director may be removed at 
any time by a majority vote of the entire council. The executive 
director shall recommend to the council the appropriate staffing 
patterns necessary to carry out its duties. The commissioner of 
administration shall provide the council with necessary administra
ti ve services, t1iHI -tfte eSHB:eil shall l"eimB1:H'Se the eammissisBeF fap 
the east sf these serviees. 

Sec. 34. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 3.9225, subdivision 5, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 5. [POWERS.] The council shall have power to contract in its 
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own name, provided that no money shall be accepted or received as 
a loan nor shall any indebtedness be incurred except as otherwise 
provided by law. Contracts shall be approved by a majority of the 
members of the council and executed by the chair and the executive 
director. The council may apply for, receive, and expend in its own 
name grants and gifts of money consistent with the power and duties 
specified in subdivisions 1 to 7. 

The council shall appoint an executive director who shall be 
experienced in administrative activities and familiar with the 
problems and needs of Black people. The council may delegate to the 
executive director any powers and duties under subdivisions 1 to 7 
which do not require council approval. The executive director shall 
serve in the unclassified service and may be removed at any time by 
the council. The executive director shall recommend to the council, 
and the council may appoint, the appropriate staff necessary to carry 
out its duties. All staff members shall also serve in the unclassified 
. service. The commissioner of administration shall provide the coun: 
cil with necessary administrative services, aBEl the eeaReil shall 
pei,,*,a..se the eemmissieReF fEw the east ef theae seFYiees. 

Sec. 35. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 3.9226, subdivision 5, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 5. [POWERS.] (a) The council may contract in its own name 
but may not accept or receive a loan or incur indebtedness except as 
otherwise provided by law. Contracts must be approved by a majority 
of the members of the council and executed by the chair and the 
executive director. The council may apply for, receive, and expend in 
its own name grants and gifts of money consistent with the powers 
and duties specified in this. section. . 

(b) The council shall appoint an executive director who is experi
enced in administrative activities and familiar with the problems 
and needs of Asian-Pacific people. The council may delegate to the 
executive director any powers and duties under this section that do 
not require council approval. The executive director serves in the 
unclassified service and may be removed at any time by the council. 
The executive director shall recommend to the council, and the 
council may appoint, the appropriate staff necessary to carry out the 
duties of the council. All staff members serve in the unclassified 
service. The commissioner of administration shall provide the coun
cil with necessary administrative services, fEw whieh the eeaReil 
sft.e:l.l FeimBl;lFSe the e8HlfflissisFleF. ' . 

Sec. 36. [4.071] [OIL OVERCHARGE MONEY.] 

Money received ~ the state as ~ result of litigation or settlements 
of alleged violations mfeaeralpetroleum pricing refIjlations may 
not be spent until the legislative commission on innesota re
sources has reviewM the proposed projects and the money is 
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specifically aapropriated h law, ~ work plan must be prepared for 
each propose project for revi~ the commission, The commission 
must recommend specmc projects to the legislature, . 

Sec, 37, [APPROPRIATION,] 

Subdivision 1. The amounts provided in this section are appropri
ated from the money received before the etteCtive date OfThis section 
fu: the governor, the commIssioner of finance, or anl other state 
agency as !! result of the settlement Of the parties an order of the 
United StateSIiiStrictlXiurt for the District of Kansas inthecase of 
In Re Department of Energy --S~r Well Exemption Litigation, 
578 F,Supp, 586 (D. Kan. 1983).e appropriations remain avail
able until expendea. 

Subd. 2. $8,300,000 of the mony received is appropriated to the 
commissioner of jobs and training or the pUf.10ses of the low-income 
weatherIZatIOn assistance protrram. A grant, oan or other means of 
aSSIstance provided as !! resut of money appropriatedUnder this 
subdiviSIOn "must provide ener~ savings over ~ ten Yeah' period that 
the commIssioner estimates to ~ equal to or exceeds t e amount of 
the grant, loan or other means of assistance. 

Subd. 3. $282,000 is approj'riated to the commissioner of admin
istration, for the purposes of !! grant to the Lake Isabella environ
mental learning center. The grant must be uSeQTor the installation 
and operation of a wood IJiITning centrru heatillg system located and 
operated in a mann--ertliat allows its use as !! teachmg station. The 
commissioner may enter into an appropriate grant agreement to 
carry out the terms of the grant. . 

Subd. 4. $77,000 is appropriated to the commissioner ofadminis
tratloilfor the natural resources research institute for the energy 
effIcient comparison study of concrete block structures. 

Subd. 5. $2,000,000 is appropriated to the commissioner of admin
istration for the afljcultural utilization research institute for 
Poiants, not to exceed 100,000 ~ lP"ant, for energy-related projects 
or research oraern-onstratIOn proJects that foster development or 

Pfblic demonstration of agricultural practices that minimize the use . 
Q... energy in production agriculture. . 

Subd. 6. $2,000,000 is appro~riated to the commissioner of admin
istrationror the Minnesota col climate building research center for 
research. andtechnology transfer projects that promote energy 
savin.gs in buildings. 

Subd. 7. $2,000,000 is a¥propriated to the commissioner of admin
istrationfor the center 0 transportation studies for research and 
technology transterjIT(ijects that promote energy efficiency in trans-
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portation systems, including the use of bicycles. 

Subd. 8. $2,000,000 is appropriated to the commissioner of admin
istration for the center for the science aM application of supercon
ductivlt~;ror researcnand technology transfer projects tnat promote 
energy eI1c1ency in the generation and transportatIOn of electricity . 

. SUbd.9.$1O,OOO is ap£ropriated to the commissioner of adminis
tration for ~ grant to in el',mdent SChOOT district No. 625, St. Paul, 
to prepare an application tor !! grant for !! photo-vOltaic cellproject. 

Subd. 10. (a) The remainder of the money received under subdi
vision h anymrtner ~oney receivea!!r the state as !! result of the 
settrement referred to m subdivision 1 anrany investment earnings 
of this mte'dy that IS not al'propriatea!?x suhdivisions ~ to 9 is 
appropna to the commiSSIOner of admmistratlOn to be uswfor 
WaJ?-ts to localunits of government, school districts, postcsecondar;;; 
mstJtutions. non~rolit organizatIOns, and other mdividuals an 
busmess entities or research resulting in decreased dUiendence on 
fossil fuels and fOr technology transfer projects wi . the same 
purpose. 

(b) Mone~ available under this subdivision may not be spent until 
theTegislatlVe commission onl\IInnesota resources has reviewed the 
proposed projects. A work plan must be preparea for proposed 
ro ects for review !!r the commissiOi1.'l'he commiSSIOn must recom

men specific projects to the commissioner. 

Sec. 38. [EXXON OIL OVERCHARGE APPROPRIATION.} 

Money received ~ the state as a result of the settlement of the 
parties .and order of theDiilted' StateSTIlStTIctCourt for the DlStnct 
orColuiii'bla in the case of UnTIed1itates v. Exxon ~ 561 F. 
S-upp. 816 (D.Ir.G.T983},'includmg allYTriferesrearned, is al To n:: 
ated to the commissioner of public service to be spent in accor ance 
with The order of the leglSfatlve advisory commission dated August 
20, 1986; to remain available until expended. . 

Sec. 39. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 8.15, is 
. amended to read: 

8.15 [ATTORNEY GENERAL COSTS.] 

The attorney general in consultation with the commissioner of 
finance shall assess executive branmagencies a fee for legal services 
rendered to them. The butg~t requests of all executive branch 
agencies submitted to the eglslature in each odd-numbered year 
must show the actual or estimated amount assessed, paId, and 
requested for each year. The assessment agamst appropriations 
from other than the general fund must be the full amount ofthe fee. 
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The assessment against appropriations supported by fees must be 
included in the fee calculation. Unless appropriations are made for 
fee supported costs, no payment by the agency is required. The 
assessment against appropriations from the general fund not sup
ported by fees must be one-half of the fee. Receipts from assessments 
must be deposited in the state treasury and credited to the general 
fund. 

Sec. 40. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 10A.01, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 24. [STATE COMMITTEE.] "State committee" means the 
orgarnzation which, by virtue of the bylaWs of -'" political party, ~ 
responsible for the day-to-day operation of the political P!lI!l' at the 
state level. 

Sec. 41. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 10A.25, subdivision 10, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 10. The expenditure limits imposed by this section apply 
only to candidates who agree to be bound by the limits as a condition 
of receiving a public subsidy for their campaigns in the form of, 

{at an allocation of money from the state elections campaign fundt 

W CFedits against the tlHf dHe sf individeals wlw eentFil",te ta 
that eandidate. 

Sec. 42. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section lOA.31, subdivision 5, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 5. In each calendar year the moneys in eaeh !'flFty aeesent 
and the general account shall be allocated to candidates as follows: 

(1) 21 percent for the offices of governor and lieutenant governor 
together; 

(2) 3.6 percent for the office of attorney general; 

(3) 1.8 percent each for the offices of secretary of state, state 
auditor and state treasurer; 

(4) In each calendar year during the period in which state senators 
serve a four-year term, 23 '13 percent for the office of state senator and 
46% percent for the office of state representative; 

(5) In each calendar year during the period in which state senators 
serve a two-year term, 35 percent each for the offices of state senator 
and state representativet, 
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In each calendar year the money in each party account shall be 
alIOcated as follows: 

(1) 14 percent for the offices of governor and lieutenant governor 
together; 

(2) 2.4 percent for the office of attorney general; 

(3) 1.2 percent each for the offices of secretary of state, state 
auditor and state treasurer; 

(4) In each calendar year during the terit in which state senators 
serve ~ four-year term, 23-'11 percent -.2!: ~ office of state senator 
and 46Y1 percent for the office of state representative; 

(5) In each calendar year during the period in which state senators 
serve ~ two-year term, 35 percent each for the offices of state senator 
and state representative; 

(6) 10 percent for the state committee of ~ political party; money 
allocated to each state committee under this clause must be deposi 
ited in ~ sepa.rate account and must be spent f"Oi'Teiiltiillatepolitica 
party operations, including voter education; the sample ballot; 
operations of precinct caucuses, county unit conventions, and state 
conventions; and the maintenance and programmin~ of computers 
used to provide lists of voters, ~ workers, party ollcers, patterns 
of voting, and other oata for use in political ~ activities; money 
allocated to a state committee unner this clause must be paid to the 
committee as ij; is received in the account, on a monthly or otner 
basis agreed to between the committee and the board. 

To assure that moneys will be returned to the counties from which 
they were collected, and to assure that the distribution of those 
moneys rationally relates to the support for particular parties or for 
particular candidates within legislative districts, moneys from the 
party accounts for legislative candidates shall be distributed as 
follows: 

Each candidate for the state senate and state house of represen
tatives whose name is to appear on the ballot in the general election 
shall receive money from the candidate's party account set aside for 
candidates of the state senate or state house of representatives, 
whichever applies, according to the following formula; 

For each county within the candidate's district the candidate's 
share of the dollars allocated in that county to the candidate's party 
account and set aside for that office shall be: 

(a) The sum of the votes cast in the last general election in that 
part of the county in the candidate's district for all candidates of that 
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candidate's party (i) whose names appeared on the ballot in each 
voting precinct of the state and (ii) for the state senate and state 
house of representatives, divided by 

(b) The sum of the votes cast in that county in the last general 
election for all candidates of that candidate's party (i) whose names 
appeared on the ballot in each voting precinct in the state and (ii) for 
the state senate and state house of representatives, multiplied by 

(c) The amount in the candidate's party account allocated in that 
county and set aside for the candidates for the office for which the 
candidate is running. 

The sum of all the county shares calculated in the formula above 
is the candidate's share of the candidate's party account. 

In a year in which an election for the state senate occurs, with 
respect to votes for candidates for the state senate only, "last general 
election" means the last general election in which an election for the 
state senate occurred. 

For any party under whose name no candidate's name appeared on 
the ballot in each voting precinct in the state in the last general 
election, amounts in the party's account shall be allocated based on 
(a) the number of people voting in the last general election in that 
part of the county in the candidate's district, divided by (b) the 
number of the people voting in that county in the last general 
election, multiplied by (c) the amount in the candidate's party 
account allocated in that county and set aside for the candidates for 
the office for which the candidate is running. 

In a year in which the first election after a legislative reappor
tionment is held, "the candidate's district" means the newly drawn 
district, and voting data from the last general election will be 
applied to the area encompassing the newly drawn district notwith
standing that the area was in a different district in the last general 
election. 

If in a district there was no candidate of a party for the state 
senate or state house of representatives in the last general election, 
or if a candidate for the state senate or statehouse of representatives 
was unopposed, the vote for that office for that party shall be the 
average vote of all the remaining candidates of that party in each 
county of that district whose votes are included in the sums in 
clauses (a) and (b). The average vote shall be added to the sums in 
clauses (a) and (b) before the calculation is made for all districts in 
the county. 

Money from a party account not distributed to candidates for state 
senator and representative in any election year shall be returned to 
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the general fund of the state. Money from a, party account not 
distributed to candidates for other offices in an election year shall be 
returned to the party account for reallocation to candidates as 
provided in clauses (1) to (6) of this subdivisioIl in the following year, 
Moneys from the general account refused by any candidate shall be' 
distributed to all other qualifying candidate's in proportion to their 
shares as provided in this subdivision.' 

Sec. 43. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 15A.082, subdivision 3, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [SUBMISSION OF RECOMMENDATIONS.] By Ja.Hlai'y 
As,ril 1 in each odd-numbered year, the compensation council shall 
su mit to the speaker of the house of representatives and the 
president of the senate salary recommendations for constitutional 
officers, legislators, justices of the supreme court, and judges of the 
court of appeals, district court, county court, and county municipal 
court. The recommended salary for each office must be a fixed 
amount per year, to take effect on the first Monday in January ofthe 
next odd-numbered year, with no inore than one adjustment, to take 
effect on January 1 of the year after that. The salary recommenda
tions for legislators, judges, and constitutional officers take effect if 
an appropriation of money to pay the recommended salaries is 
enacted after the recommendations are submitted and before their 
effective date. Recommendations may be expressly modified or 
rejected by a bill enacted into law. The salary recommendations' for 
legislators are subject to additional terms that may be adopted 
according to section 3.099, subdivisions 1 and 3. 

Sec. 44. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 16B.24, subdivision 9, if 
added by a law enacted at the 1988 regular session styled as H. F. No. 
2291, section 9, is amended to read: 

Subd.'9. [SMOKING IN STATE BUILDINGS.] (a) To protect the 
public health, comfort, and environment and to protect the nonsmo
ker's right to a smoke-free environment, smoking in all buildings 
managed or leased by the commissioner under subdivisions 1 and 6 
is prohibited except where smoking areas have been designated 
under a policy adopted in accordance with paragraph (b). 

(b) Except as provided in paragraph (c), each state agency shall 
adopt a smoking policy for the space it occupies. Before placing a 
policy in effect, the agency shall submit the policy and a plan for 
implementing it to the commissioner of employee relations. The 
policy must: 

(1) prohibit smoking entirely; or 

(2) permit smoking only in desiguated areas, providing that 
existing physical barriers and ventilation systems can be used to 
prevent 6l' suho~aatia.\ly miBimi.e the telfie etfeet presence of smoke 
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in adjacent nonsmoking areas. 

(c) An agency need not adopt a new policy governing an area in 
which smoking is prohibited under a policy in effect on the effective 
date of this subdivision. 

No employee complaining ofa smoke-induced discomfort to a 
lessor, lessee, manager, or supervisor may be subjected to any 
disciplinary action as a result of making the complaint. 

Sec. 45. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 16B.24, subdivision 10, 
if added by a law enacted at the 1988 regular session styled as H. F. 
No. 2291, section 10, is amended to read: 

Subd. 10. [CHILD CARE SERVICES SPACE.] For state office 
space that is leased, purchased, or substantially remodeled after 
August 1, 1988, the commissioner shall consider including space 
usable for child care services. Child care Space must be included if 
the commissioner determines that it is needed and that it could be 
provided at reasonable cost. The commissioner may prepare !'Ie day 
care site as !'Ie common usage space for the capitol complex. 

Sec. 46. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 17.105, subdivision 4, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [WORKING CAPITAL ACCOUNT.] An export finance 
authority working capital account is created as a special account in 
the state treasury. All premiums, interest, and fees collected under 
subdivision 3, clause (6) must be deposited into this account. The 
balance in the account may exceed $1,000,000 through accuruulateCI 
earnings. Money in tne-account includmg interest earned and 
appropriations made by the legislature for the purposes of this 
section, is appropriated annually to the finance authority for the 
purposes of this section. The balance in the account may decline 
below $1,000,000 as requrrea to p!!y defaultS on guaranteed loans. 

Sec. 47. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 18.191, is amended to 
read: . 

18.191 [DESTRUCTION OF NOXIOUS WEEDS.] 

Except as otherwise specifically provided in sections 18.181 to 
18.271, 18.281 to 18.311, and 18.321 to 18.322, it shall be the duty 
of every occupant of land or, if the land is unoccupied, the owner 
thereof, or an agent, or the public official in charge thereof, to cut 
down, otherwise destroy, or eradicate all noxious weeds as defined in 
section 18.171, subdivision 5, standing, being, or growing upon such 
land, in such manner and at such times as may be directed or 
ordered by the commissioner, the commissioner's authorized agents, 
the county agricultural inspector, or by a local weed inspector 
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Except as provided below·, an owner of nonfederallands underly
!!!g public waters or wetiandSdesignated under section 105.391 is 
not required to control or eradicatepirple, loosestrife (Lythrum 
saTIcarial below the oTIlinary high water eve of the public water or 
wetland. 'l'heCommissioner of natiii'alresources is respon~fOr 
control anaeradicatlOn of ~ loosestnfe on public

h 
waters ana 

wetiandS{fesignated under section 105.391, exU'pt t ose located 
upon lands owned in fee title or managed fu'. the nited-----states. The 
officers, emJ?IOyees, agents, and contractors of the. commissioner 
ma~ enter upon ~ublic waters and. wetlands OOsignated under 
section 105.391 an may cross adjacent lands as necessary for the 
pu~se of invesfijiting p(fP!e IoosestrifeIiiIestations, formWatmg 
metods of era<y,cation, an iml?lementip~ control ~nd eradication of 
~ loosestrife. The responsIbIlIty ot t e commISSIOner to contrOl: 
and eradicate pUPIle loosestrife on fliiDfic waters and wetlands 
loCated on private ands and the aut ority to enter uprn private 
lands ends ten daftatter receipt iJ,y the commissioner 0 a written 
Statement from t e Tallilowner tllatThe landowner assumes all 
responsibilJtYTor COntrol and eradlcationofpurple loosestrife under 
sections 18.171 to 18.315. State officers, employees, agents, and 
contractors are not liable in a civil action for tres~ass committed in 
the dischar~e of their duties under this section an are no.t liable to 
anyone for amages, except for damages arisingtrom gross negll
gence. 

Sec. 48. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 41A.065, 
subdivision 8, is amended to read: . 

Subd. 8. [REVOLVING ACCOUNT.] The development company 
may charge a one-time processing fee up to the maximum allowed by 
the Small Business Administration on a debenture issued for loan 
purposes. In addition, a fee for servicing loans may be imposed up to 
the maximum allowed by the Small Business Administration based 
on the unpaid balance of each debenture. These fees· must be 
deposited in the state treasury and credited to. a special account in 
the agricultural and economic d(,vl'lopnient fund. Money in the 
account is appropriated to the boaTii to pay the costs of administer
ing the program, including personnel costs; compensate members of 
the board of directors under section 11i.0575, subdivision 3, and to 
create and operate a pool of money for investment in projects that. 
further the purposes of this section. 

Sec. 49. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sect.ion 43A.08, 
subdivision la, is amended to read: . 

Subd. 1a. [ADDITIONAL UNCLASSIFIED POSITIONS.] Ap
Pointing authorities for the following agencies may designate addi
tional unclassified positions according to this subdivision: the 
departments of administration; agriculture; commerce; corrections; 
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jobs and training; education; employee relations; energy and eco
nomic development; finance; health; human rights; labor and indus
try; natural resources; office of administrative hearings; public 
safety; public service; public welfare; revenue; transportation; and 
veterans affairs; the housing finance, state planning, and pollution 
control agencies; the state board of investment; the offices of the 
secretary of state, state auditor, and state treasurer; the state board 
of vocational technical education;....a the school and resource center 
for the artsi and the Minnesota zoological board. 

A position designated by an appointing authority according to this 
subdivision must meet the following standards and criteria: 

(a) the designation of the position would not be contrary to othe.r 
law relating specifically to that agency; 

(b) the person occupying the position would report directly to the 
agency head or deputy agency head and would be designated as part 
of the agency head's management team;" 

(c) the duties of the position would involve significant discretion 
and substantial involvement in the development, interpretation, 
and implementation of agency policy; 

(d) the duties of the position would not require primarily person
nel, accounting, or other technical expertise where continuity in the 
position would be important; 

(e) there would be a need for the person occupying the position to 
be accountable to, loyal to, and compatible with the governor and the 
agency head, or the employing constitutional officer; 

(I) the position would be at the level of division or bureau director 
or assistant to the agency head; and 

(g) the commissioner has approved the designation as being 
consistent with the standards and criteria in this subdivision. 

Sec. 50. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 85.012, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 27a. Hill-Annex Mine state park, Itasca county. 

Sec. 51. [PARK BOUNDARIES.] 

Hill-Annex Mine state pmilk consists of the surface interest in land 
within Itasca county descri ed as Section 16, Township 56 "North, 
Range 23 West, exclUding an area containing 6.5 acres more or less 
which lScleSciThed as follows: ---------- -
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Starting at the corner common to Sections 11 16, 20 and ~ 
Township 56 North, Range 23 West;thence due east on section line 
155 fe.et to pomt of be~nning; thence due east 916 feet; thence due 
north 330 feet; thence ue west 916 feet; .thenceaue south 330 feet 
to the point of beginning. ------------------

Sec. 52. [OPERATION.] 

Hill-Annex Mine state pat must be funded ~ the iron range 
resources and renaoilitation oard at the level of $200,000 ~ year 
untIl July h 1991. The commissioner otnatural resources must 
report to the JeglSI'ature ~ January 1, 1990, regardmg the reve
nueS, visitation, and operating costs for the park, and making 
recommendations on continuing operational requirements. . 

Sec. 53. [ACQUISITION.] 

The commissioner of natural resources shall acquire ~ condem
nation or exchange suffiCIent ownership interests in the surface 
estate of the land described in section 51 to create astate park to 
iiitei1irci an(f'j)rovide the public WIth an OPjiOrluiiity to viewano 
experience natural iron ore open-pit mining operations as conducted 
on Minnesota's historic iron ranges. 

The commissioner maY not condemn the mineral estate in the 
deScribed property,. an , in the establishment of the paJk, shan 
recognize the 1\iSSibility That minin,g may be conducte on the 
property inthe uture, and1llat use of portions of the surface estate 
SaS, be necessary to these pOSsiOfe future mining operations. 

u ]ect to the above cOiidITions, aU lands acquired for the Hill
Annex Mine state ~ must be administered in the same manner 
as provlcle01'or other state parks and must be perpetuanyaedicated 
fOr that use. -----

Sec. 54. [EQUIPMENT.] 

For establishing Hill-Annex Mine state PErk, the iron range 
resources and rehabilitation board must trans er the exiStIng vehi
~,:s, maintenance equir.ment, and office eqUJament at HIll-Annex 

me, other than vehlc es and equipment use pnmarily for mine
land reclamation, to the commissioner of natural resources. 

Sec. 55. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 85.055, 
subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [FEES.] The fee for state park pennits for: 

(1) an annual use of state parks is $M $16; 

(2) a second vehicle state park pennit is one-half the annual state 
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park permit fee in clause (1); 

(3) a special state park permit valid up to two days is $l\ $3.25; 

(4) a special daily vehicle state park permit for groups IS as 
prescribed by the commissioner; 

(5) an employee's state park permit is without charge; 

(6) a special state park permit for handicapped persons and 
persons over age 65 under section 85.053, subdivision 7, clauses (1) 
and (2), is one-half the annual state park permit fee in clause (1); 
and 

(7) a special state park permit valid up to two days for handi
capped persons and persons over age 65 under section 85.053, 
subdivision 7, clauses (1) and (3), is 9He half ef the sl'eeial state Jlffi"k 
fleflHit tee ffi elaHSe ~ $2. 

The fees specified in this subdivision include any sales tax 
required ~ state law. 

Sec. 56. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 105.44, 
subdivision 10, is amended to read: 

Subd. 10. [PERMIT FEES.] Each application for a permit autho
rized by sections 105.37 to 105.64, and each request to amend or 
transfer an existing permit, must be accompanied by a permit 
application fee ef $W to defray the costs of receiving, recording, and 
processing the application or request to amend or transfer. The 
e9mmissi9HeF may ehaPge aft additi9Hal fleflHit application fee ffi 
aeess ef the $W tee 00t Hat _ ~ f& eaeh al'I'lieati9H for a 
permit submitted under section 105.391, 105.41, or 105.535 is $75: 
The application fee for a permit submitted undersection 105.42 or 
105.64 must be between $75 and $500, in accordanc" with a schedule 
of fees under sectIOn 16A.12&--

The commissioner may charge an additional field inspection fee 
for: 

(1) projects reqUlrmg a mandatory environmental assessment 
under chapter 116D; 

(2) projects undertaken without a permit or application as re
quired by sections 105.37 to 105.64; and 

(3) projects undertaken in excess of limitations established in an 
issued permit. The fee must not be less than $iM> $100 nor more than 
$+W actual field inspection costs. The purpose of the fee is to cover 
actual costs for each permit applied for under sections 105.37 to 
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105.64 and for each project undertaken without proper authoriza
tion. 

The commissioner shall establish a schedule of field inspection 
fees under section 16A.128. The schedule must include actual costs 
related to field inspection such as investigations of the area affected 
by the proposed activity, analysis of the proposed activity, consultant 
services, and subsequent monitoring, if any, of the activity autho
rized by the permit. 

Except as provided below, the commISSIOner may not issue a 
permit until all fees required by this section relating to the issuance 
of a permit have been paid. The time limits prescribed by subdivi
sion 4 do not apply to an application for which the appropriate fee 
has not been paid. Field inspection fees relating to monitoring of an 
activity authorized by a permit may be charged and collected as 
necessary at any time after the issuance of the permit. No permit 
application or field inspection fee may be refunded for any reason, 
even if the application is denied or withdrawn. No permit application 
or field inspection fee may be imposed on any state agency, as 
defined in section 16B.Ol, or federal governmental agency applying 
for a permit. 

Sec. 57. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 115C.02, 
subdivision 13, is amended to read: 

Subd. 13. [RESPONSIBLE .PERSON.] "Responsible person" 
means a person who is an ewBeI' er Sl'eratsF ef a taBk at ftB:Y time 
Eiaring er efteF the Felease responsible for a release under section 58. 

Sec. 58. [115C.021] [RESPONSIBLE PERSON.] 

. Subdivision!.: [GENERAL RULE.] Except as Jirovided in subdi
vision 2, ~ person ~ responsible for ~ release om ~ tanK !f the 
person is an owner or operator oftlie tank at any time during or 
after the rerease. 

Subd. 2. [EXCEPTION OF CERTAIN TANK OWNERS.] An 
owner of ~ tank is not responsible for a release from the tank if the 
owner can establish that: 

(1) the tank was in place but the owner did not know or have 
reason to know TIts existence at the time the owner first acqurreo 
right, tille, or interest in the tank; and. - ----

(2) the owner did not ~ failure to report under section 115.061 or 
other action signmcantly contribute to the---reIease after the. owner 
knew or reasonably should have known of the existence of the tank. 

Sec. 59. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 116.18, is amended by 
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adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 3d. [ADJUSTMENTS TO MATCHING GRANTS AND 
STATE INDEPENDENT GRANTS.] ~ municipality with" popula
tion of 25,000 or less that was tendered" state matching lfdant 
under subdivision 2a, or ~ state independent grant under Btl divi
sion 3a, or a federal grant under the federal Water Pollution Control 
Act, United States Code, title 33, sections 1281 to 1299, from 
OCtober 1, 1984 throUgll SejJtemoer 30, 1987, shall, after the 
municipality has awarded bids for construction of the treatment 
works, and upon request, receive a grant increase of five percent of 
the total eligible costs of construction, lll' to the maximum entitle
ment for grants awarded on or after October 1, 1987, under 
subdivisions 2a and 3a. The municipality must inform other entities 
that are provliIing funding for construction of the treatment works 
of the grant increase, and ~ any funds to which i! ~ not entitled. 
~ municipality must not receive funding for more than 100 percent 
of the total costs of the treatment works. Documentation of money 
recffived from other SoUrces must be submitted with the request for 
the gra;r increase. Money remaining after all grants have been 
awarde under this subdivision may be used for the award of grants 
under subdivisions 2a and 3a. 

Sec. 60. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 116.48, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. (). [AFFIDAVIT.] Before transferring ownership of property 
that the owner knows contains an underground storage tank or 
contained an underground storage tank that had a release for which 
no corrective action was taken, the owner shall record with the 
county recorder or regIStrar of titles of the county in which the 
property is located an affidavit containing: 

(1) " legal description of the property where the tank ~ located; 

(2) a description of the tank, ofthe location of the tank, and of any 
known release from the tank of" regulated subStance; -----

(3) a description of any restrictions currently in force on the use of 
the property resulting from any release; and 

The county recorder shall record the affidavits in a manner that 
will insure their disclosUreln the ordIDary course of ,,-title search of 
the subiect property. Before transferring oWlleTsh:ip of property that 
the owner knows contains an underground storage tank, the owner 
shalTdi.iliver to the purchaser " coPy of the affidavit and any 
aaaIiional information necessary to make theracts in the affidavit 
accurate as of the date of transfer of ownership. 
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Sec. 61. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 116.48, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 7. [RECORDING OF REMOVAL AFFIDAVIT.] If an affida
vit has been recorded under subdivision 6 and the taiikand any 
reguJateosiihstance released from the tan]{have been reiiloveafrom 
the property in accordance WIth aPjiliC3.hle law, the owner or other 
interested party may file with the county recorder or re~strar of 
titles an affidavit stating the name of the owner! the lega; descrip
tIOn of the property, the place and date of filmg and ocument 
number of the affidavit filed under subdivision 6, and the approxi
mate date of removal of the tank and regulated substance. Upoa 
filing the affidavit desCri6eO m thiSSiibdivision, the affidavit an 
the affidavit filed under submviSWii 6, together with the informa
tion set forth in theaffi"davlts, cease to constitute either actual or 
CoiiStructIvenotice.- -- - ----- -

Sec. 62. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 116C.712, 
subdivision 5, is amended to read: 

Subd. 5. [ASSESSMENT.] (a) A person, firm, corporation, or 
association in the business of owning or operating a nuclear fission 
electrical generating plant in this state shall pay an assessment to 
cover the cost of: 

(1) monitoring the federal high-level radioactive waste program 
under the Nuclear Waste Policy Act, United States Code, title 42, 
sections 10101 to 10226; 

(2) advising the governor and the legislature on policy issues 
relating to the federal high,level radioactive waste disposal pro
gram; a..a 

(3) surveying existing literature and activity relating to radioac
tive waste management, including storage, transportation, and 
disposal, in the state; and 

(4) other general studies necessary to carry out the purposes of 
this subdivision. 

The assessment must not be more than tbe appropriation to the 
state planning agency for these purposes. 

(b) The state planning agency shall bill the owner or operator of 
the plant for the assessment at least 30 days before the start of each 
quarter. The assessment for the second quarter of each fiscal year 
must be adjusted to compensate for the amount by which actual 
expenditures by the state planning agency for the preceding year 
were more or less than the estimated expenditures previously 
assessed. The billing may be made as an addition to the assessments 
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made under section 116C.69. The owner or operator of the plant 
must pay the assessment within 30 days after receipt of the bill. The 
assessment must be deposited in the state treasury and credited to 
the special revenue fund. 

(c) The authority for tbis assessment terminates when the depart
ment of energy eliminates Minnesota from further siting consider
ation for high-level radioactive waste !Jy starting construction of '" 
high-level radioactive waste disposal site in another state. The 
assessment required for any quarter must be reduced by the amount 
of federal grant money received by the state planning agency for the 
purposes listed in this section. 

Sec. 63. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 116J.615, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 3. [REGIONAL TOURISM OFFICES.] Employees In re
gional tourism offices are in tbe unclassified civil service. 

Sec. 64. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 116J.941, 
subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [MEMBERSHIP.] The Minnesota council on pro
ductivity and quality consists of the commissioner of energy trade 
and economic development and eight eleven members, appointed 
from the general public to four-year terms, who have backgrounds in 
or are representatives of management, labor, small business, engi
neering, or business-management education. The governor shall 
appoint re... five members, the speaker of the house of representa
tives shall appoint twa three members, and the senate majority 
leader shall appoint twa three members. The council shall elect two 
co-chairs from its membership, except that the commissioner of 
eBergy trade and economic development may not serve as a co-chair. 
Compensation of public members for expenses is as provided for 
members of advisory task forces under section 15.059, subdivision 6. 

Sec. 65. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 116J.966, 
subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [GENERALLY.] (a) The commissioner shall pro
mote, develop, and facilitate trade and foreign investment in Min
nesota. In furtherance of these goals, and in addition to the powers 
granted by section 116J.035, the commissioner may: 

(1) locate, develop, and promote international markets for Minne
sota products and services; 

(2) arrange and lead trade missions to countries with promising 
international markets for Minnesota goorls, technology, services, 
and agricultural products; 
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(3) promote Minnesota products and services at domestic and 
international trade shows; 

(4) organize, promote, and present domestic and international 
trade shows featuring Minnesota products and services; 

(5) host trade delegations and assist foreign traders in contacting 
appropriate Minnesota businesses and investments; 

(6) develop contacts with Minnesota businesses and gather and 
provide information to assist them in locating and communicating 
with international trading or joint venture counterparts; 

(7) provide information, education, and counseling services to 
Minnesota businesses regarding the economic, commercial, legal, 
and cultural contexts of international trade; 

(8) provide Minnesota businesses with international trade leads 
and information about the availability and sources of services 
relating to international trade, such as export financing, licensing, 
freight forwarding, international advertising, translation, and cus
tom brokering; 

(9) locate, attract, and promote foreign investment and business 
development in Minnesota to enhance employment opportunities in 
Minnesota; 

(lO)provide foreign businesses and investors desiring to locate 
facilities in Minnesota information regarding sources of governmen
tal, l~gal, real estate, financial, and business services; 

(11) undertake activities to support the world trade center; and 

I 
(12) enter into contracts or other agreements with private persons 

and public entities.!. including agreements to establish and maintain 
offices and other ~ of representa:tion in foreign countries, to 
carry out the purposes of promoting international trade and attract
ing investment from foreign countries to Minnesota and to carry out 
this section, without regard to sections 16B.07 and 16B.09. 

(b) The programs and activities of the commissioner of trade and 
economic development and the Minnesota trade division may not 
duplicate programs and activities of the commissioner of agriculture 
or the Minnesota world trade center corporation. 

(c) The commissioner shall notify the chairs ofthe senate finance 
and house appropriations committees of each agreement under this 
SiiOdlVlSlOn to establish and maintain an office· or other !.YJl<' of 
representation in ~ foreign country. - -- - -- -
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Sec. 66. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 1160.03, 
subdivision 2, is amended to read: . 

Subd. 2. [BOARD OF DIRECTORS.] The corporation is governed 
by a board of 11 directors. The term of a director is six years. 
Vacancies on the board are filled by appointment of the board, 
subject to the advice and consent of the senate. 'I'!.e heaffi may 
aeterm;fle the eempeflBat;efl sf its memaers. Board members may 
receive reasonable compensation and be reim6iifsea for reasonable 
expenses, which must be reviewed each year !i,y the commissioner of 
finance. 

Sec. 67. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 1160.04, 
subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [GENERALLY.] The board shall appoint and set 
the compensation for a president, who serves as chief executive 
officer of the corporation, and who may appoint subordinate officers. 
The president's salary may not exceed 95 J:ercent of the governor's 
sall)ry. The board may designate the presi ent as its general agent. 

u ~ect to the control of the board, the president shall employ 
employees, consultants, and agents the president considers neces
sary. The staff of the corporation must include individuals knowl
edgeable in commercial and industrial financing, research and 
development, economic development, and general fiscal affairs. The 
board shall define the duties and designate the titles of the employ
ees and agents. 

Sec. 68. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 1160.06, 
subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE; TYPES.] The corpo
ration may provide financial assistance to sole proprietorships, 
businesses, or for-profit of 'nonprofit organizations that have (1) 
receive<:\ research assistance from !!c corporation researcIlfacmty or 
as'!ic result of a research graft under section 1160.09, subdivision 4, 
or 1160.011; or (2) received aVOralJle review through !!c peer review 
process estaffished under guidelines developed under section 
1160.10, subdivision "2.""Flnancial assistance includes, bnt is not 
limited to, loan guarantees or insurance, direct loans, and interest 
subsidy payments. The corporation may participate in loans by 
purchasing from a lender up to 50 percent of each loan. 

Sec. 69. [MUNICIPAL LITIGATION LOANS.] 

Subdivision!.: [AUTHORITY.] The pollution control agency may 
administer a one-year pilot project for making loans to municipali
ties to assist them in bringing or defending against lit*"tion 
invol ving waste water treatment projects funded ~ state or federal 
money. 
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Subd.2. [CRITERIA AND LIMITATIONS.] The amount of a loan 
to amunlcipality must not exceed 50 percent of the mnnicrpaHtp 
litiTIation costs mcurred or $50,000, whichever ~ less. Only mumc
ilt ities with less than 1,500 population that are in litigation and 
t at are iiiialile to P.'!l ~he reasonable costs oflitigation are eligible. 
~ municipality That has been awarded ~ corrective action grant 
under Minnesota Statutes, section 116.181 ~ not eligible for ~ 
litigation loan under this section. The interest rate and term of the 
loan musttie'" Oetei'iD.ined ~ the afency. The interest rate on fue 
loan must be below market rate. he agency is exempt from the 
iUlemaking reguirements of the administrative procedure act, Min
nesota Statutes, chapter 14, for the purposes of administering this 
program. . 

Subd. 3. [APPLICATIONS.] Applications ~ municipalities for 
loans must be made to the agency on forms provided fu the agency. 
The apprreation must Include documentation of litigation costs 
incurred, reasonableness of the costs, and vermcation that~ 
municipality cannot P.'!l the ffilgatWil costs. The applicatwn must 
be accompanied ~ ~ resoIution of the governing body of the 
municipality obligating !! to repay the loan according to the loan 
agreement. 

Subd. 4. [LEGISLATIVE REPORT.] ~ Januai?d h 1989, .the 
agency shall submit a report with its recommen ations to fue 
legislatureon the need-for contiiiUalionofthe municipallitigatWil 
loan program. 

Sec. 70. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 161.52, is 
amended to read: 

161.52 [TOURIST TRAVEL INFORMATION CENTERS.] 

For the fiscal year ending June 30, 1988, and subsequent years, 
the payment of the cost of staffing and operating teaFist travel 
information centers located on trunk highways, including interstate 
highways, by the commissioner of t .... ftSjleFtatieft trade and eco
nomic, development is subject to the following restrictions:-- --

(a) For the fiscal year ending June 30, 1988, not more than 
five-sixths of the cost may be paid from the trunk highway fund. 

(b) For the fiscal year ending June 30, 1989, not more than 
one-third of the cost may be paid from the trunk highway fund. 

(c) For the fiscal year ending June 30,1990, no part of the cost may 
be paid from the trunk highway fund. 

That portion of the cost not paid from the trunk highway fund 
must be paid either by the commissioner from funds appropriated for 
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that purpose from sources other than the trunk highway fund, or by 
local sources of funding. 

Sec. 7L Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 222.63, subdivision 2, is 
a mended to read: 

Subd. 2. [PURPOSE.] A state rail bank shall be established for the 
acquisition and preservation of abandoned rail lines and right-of
way for future public use including trail use, or for disposition for 
commercial use in serving the public, by providing transportation of 
persons or freight or transmission of energy, fuel, or other commod
ities. 

Sec. 72. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 222.63, subdivision 4, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [DISPOSITION PERMITTED.] The commissioner may 
lease any rail line or right-of-way held in the state rail bank or enter 
into an agreement with any person for the operation of any rail line 
or right-of-way for any of the purposes set forth in subdivision 2 in 
accordance with a fee schedule to be developed by the commissioner 
in consultation with the advisory task force established in section 
222.65. The commissioner may after consultation convey any rail 
line or right-of-way, for consideration or for no consideration and 
upon other terms as the commissioner may determine to be in the 
public interest, to any other state agency or to a governmental 
subdivision of the state having power by law to utilize it for any of 
the purposes set forth in subdivision 2. 

Sec. 73. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 611.215, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 4. [OFFICE SPACE.] The commissioner of administration 
shall provide suitable quartersoutside the capitol building for the 
board and its appointees. 

Sec. 74. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 611.24, is 
amended to read: 

611.24 [ORGANIZATION OF OFFICE; ASSISTANTS.] 

The state public defender, subject to the limitations imposed by, 
and the supervision of, the state board of public defense, may employ 
or retain assistant state public defenders and other personnel as 
may be necessary to discharge the function of the office. The 
esmmissisBer ef admiais", .. tisB shall !'rsyide the effiee with sHit
able " .... rters sutside the e"!,itsl Imildiftg. An assistant public 
defender shall be a qualified attorney, licensed to practice law in this 
state, serve in the unclassified service of the state if employed, and 
serve at the pleasure of the appointing anthority at a salary or 
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retainer fee not to exceed reasonable compensation for comparable 
services performed for other governmental agencies or departments. 
Retained or part-time employed assistant state public defenders may 
engage in the general practice of law. 

Sec. 75. Laws 1986, chapter 441, section 14, is amended to read: 

Sec. 14. [APPROPRIATION.] 

$20,000,000 is appropriated to the commissioner of natural re
sources. Notwithstanding Minnesota Statutes, section 298.293 or 
298.294 or any other law, this appropriation is from the corpus of the 
northeast Minnesota economic protection fund. This money is avail
able only as a loan guarantee for the smelting project using the 
COREX process and is contingent upon receipt by the commissioner 
of natural resources of sufficient funding from other sources to 
complete the project. If the project is approved by the United States 
department of energy prior to December 31, 198-7 1988, this appro
priation does not cancel but is available until June 30, 1992, or the 
project is completed or abandoned, whichever occurs earlier. On July 
1, 1992, -"'£ to $20,000,000 is appropriated from the general fund, lie 
be taken ffem the pFsceeds sf the tacsnite scc .. patisn t!H< impssed 
.....!eF MiRReseta StatHtes, sectisR 298JJl, to the commissioner of 
natural resources to be used only as necessary to continue the loan 
guarantee or to be drawn down to cover a default according to this 
subdivision. If the general fund appropriation is used to cover a 
default in the loan, there shall be repaid from the northeast 
Minnesota economic protection trust fund to the general fund 
one-half the amount of the default. Payments shall be made in ten 
equal annual installments, with the first payment made one year 
from the date of the default. No interest shall be paid on these 
payments. An amount sufficient to make the repayments is appro
priated from the northeast Minnesota economic protection trust 
fund. The money appropriated from the northeast Minnesota eco
nomic protection trust fund shall be spent only in or for the benefit 
of tax relief areas as defined in Minnesota Statutes, section 273.134. 

Sec. 76. Laws 1987, chapter 348, section 48, subdivision 3, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [COLLECTION AND DISPOSAL.] The agency shall 
provide for the establishment and operation of temporary collection 
sites for waste pesticides. It may use its United States Environmen
tal Protection Agency identification number to identify pesticides 
collected. The agency may limit the type and quantity of pesticides 
acceptable for collection and may assess persons bringing pesticides 
to the collection site faF eests iRclHI'ed by the ag€RCY lie stare, test, 
haRdie, aDd dispsse sf the pesticides. The assessments must be 
deposited in the state treasury and creaited to the solid and 
hazardous waste account and are apf;ropriated to the agency to .I'li,Y 
for costs incurred to store, test, hand e, and dispose of the pesticiOeS: 
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Sec. 77. Laws 1987, chapter 357, section 27, subdivision 2, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [COMMISSIONER OF NATURAL RESOURCES.] 
$1,200,000 is appropriated from the general fund to the commis
sioner of natural resources to implement components of the compre
hensive fish and wildlife plan under Minnesota Statutes, section 
84.942, to be available until June 30, 1989. $480,000 of this 
appropriation is to assist both public and private landowners to 
improve wildlife habitat. The approved complement of the depart
ment of natural resources is increased by eight positions in the 
classified service. 

Sec. 78. Laws 1987, chapter 404, section 20, subdivision 6, IS 

amended to read: 

Subd. 6. Tax Compliance 

$22,030,300 $23,176,500 

Notwithstanding any contrary provi
sions, $1,900,000 of the amount appro
priated to the commissioner of revenue 
must be used by the department of 
revenue for compliance initiatives. Of 
this amount, $570,000 the first year is 
for the automated collection system. If 
this system is ft9t fully eperatieRal by 
"""gust 1, 1988-; the geReral fuftd ap
pre"riatieR 1M the departmeRt shalll!e 
red .. ced by $e7(),()()(). Notwithstanding 
any law to the contrary, and to accom
plish this purpose, the agency may 
transfer up to $1,900,000 of unencum
bered balances among programs after 
getting the approval of the commis
sioner of finance. The transfer must 
follow the general procedures for trans
fers contained in this act. 

Summary by Fund 

General 

$17,876,900 $19,044,800 

Special Revenue 

$ 4,153,400 $ 4,131,700 

The first $4,617,800 of corporate in
come tax receipts in the first year and 
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the first $4,588,200 of corporate income 
tax receipts in the second year must be 
credited to the special revenue fund. 

[91st Day 

Sec. 79 .. Laws 1985, First Special Session chapter 15, section 4, 
subdivision 6, is amended to read: 

Subd. 6. To the commissioner of nat
ural resources to construct an educa
tional center at the Environmental 
Learning Center at Isabella 

This appropriation is for payment of a 
grant to Lake county. 'I'hls al"I"F81"Fia 
tiea is available 6flly as matehed, 00l
Iar fur dellaF, by e8HtFil".ti8HS ffi>m 
fl8ftstate neurees. 

Sec. 80. [CONVEYANCE TO CITY OF ST. PETER.] 

$1,853,900 

Notwithstanding other law, the commissioner of natural re
sources shall convey on behalf oftne state the property described in 
this section to the city of St. Peter. The conveyance is contingent 
upon approval ~ the national park service and must be made ~ 
quitclaim deed in ~orm approved ~ the attorney general. After 
conveyance fu the commissioner of natural resources to the city of 
St. Peter, this land must be used for purposes other than outdoor 
recreation. 

The property to be transferred is located in the city of St. Peter 
containing about 3.5 acres described as: 

All of Lots 4, 1>., 6, and Z in Block 100 ofthe town of Traverse des 
Sioux, South of Sibley Street, and that part of Lots 8, 9, 10, and 11 
in Block 100 lying westerly of the west right-of-way line of TruAA 
Highway No. 169. 

Also, all that part ofthe following described land lying westerly of 
the westerly right-of-way line of U.S. Highway 169: Beginning at 
llie southeasterly corner of Lot ~ of Block 116 on the north line of 
McCann Street in the town of Traverse des Sioux south of ?ibley 
Street; thence soutliWe~ to !'c ptnt where the west line ~ First 
or Main Street intersects t e sout line of McCann Street; thence 
weSterly alonghsaid south line of Mccann-Street to the east line of 
Third Street; t ence at right anglell southerly alonf, said east line of 
Third Street 510 feet; thence at rig t angles easter y 150 feet thence 
at right angi/is sOiitlierly 150 feet to the north line of Rice Street; 
thence at iiig t angles easterly along said north line of Rice Street 
510 feet; t ence at right angles southerly to the east line of Section 
Q, Township 110 North, Range 26 West; thence North along said 
section line to!'c point where the north line of McCann Street 
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extended intersects the said section line; thence westerly along the 
north line of McCann Street extended to the point of beginning. 

The property to be conveyed i;; " small tract west of U.S. Trunk 
Highway No. 169 that was transferred to the city of St. Peter as part 
of" 416 acre parcel to be used as" park but i;; subject to "reverter. 
This reverter, which required the city of St. Peter to retain these 
lands as " park, was included to comply with the federal require
ments of the Land and Water Conservation Fund Act of 1965. The 
tract tote trii:iiSl'erredis a barren tract of land that has not served 
" park purpose and i;; to be used fOTdevclopi:ileiit:- -- -----

Any use of these lands for other than outdoor recreation will 
reQiiITe the prior approval of the secretary of the interior. The 
commissioner of natural resources will attempt to secure approval 
for this conveyance from the secretary of the interior. If approval !§. 
denied, the city of St. Peter will assist the commissioner of natural 
resources in securing approval by: 

(1) acquiring replacement lands of at least equal fair market 
value for outdoor recreation purposes and of reasonably equivalent 
usefulness and location as those being conveyed under this section; 

(2) securing appraisals acceptable to the commissioner of natural 
resources for both the property being conveyed and the property to 
be acquired as replacement; 

(3) preparing environmental documentation of the replacement 
property in accordance with the National Environmental Policy Act 
of 1969, as amended; and 

(4) holding public hearings and accepting public comment on this 
conveyance if' required ):ly the national park service. 

Sec. 81. [CROW WING COUNTY CAMP LAND.] 

Lands conveyed ):ly the state to the St. Louis Park Lions Club 
under Laws 1965, chapter 297, and required by that law to be used 
only for the purposes of operating a boy scout camp may be conveyed 
):ly the St. Louis Park Lions Club to Volunteers in Partnership, Inc. 
and used for the purpose of operating a youth camp, notwithstand
~ the reverter in the deed to the contrary. !f the lands are 
conveyed as authorized 2Y this section, the conveyance shall provide 
that the lands will revert to the state upon failure to use them for" 
youth camp. 

Sec. 82. [AGENCY HEAD SALARY INCREASES.] 

The limitation imposed ):ly Laws 1987, chapter 404, section 43, 
subdivision 2, on salary increases for positions listed in Minnesota 
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Statutes, section 15A.081, subdivision 1, does not~ to the salary 
of ~ position that is moved ~ amendment ~ section 15A.081, 
subdivision 1, to ~ higher salary range. 

Sec. 83. [REPEALER.] 

Minnesota Statutes 1986, section lOA.32, subdivision 3b; and 
Laws 1987, chapter 358~ion 31, are repealed. - --

Sec. 84. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

This article ~ effective the day following final enactment, except 
that the fee increases provided in section 55 are effective May h 
1988; section 26 is effective October 1, 1988; and section 56 is 
effective January 1, 1989. Section 47 ~ ef"feCtlve July h 1989:- -

Sections 40 to 42 are effective January h 1989, and ~ to 
amounts checked off on income tax returns filed on and after that ---------
date. 

Sec. 85. [APPLICATION.] 

Sections 57 and 58 ~ retroactively to the effective date of 
Laws 1987, chapter 389, section 2. 

ARTICLE 2 

Section 1. [CELEBRATE MINNESOTA 1990 GRANT PRO
GRAM.] 

Subdivision 1. [GRANT PROGRAM.] The purpose of the celebrate 
Minnesota 1990 grant program is to provide grants to local commu
nities to assist and encourage them to undertake cleanup, beautifi
cation, and community improvement activities and programs. The. 
commissioner of trade and economic development shall administer 
the program and ~ encouraged to solicit private contributions to 
help support it. For purposes of this section, "community" means ~ 
home rule charter or statutory city, ~ town, ~ community improve
ment or development organization, or an Indian tribe. 

Subd. 2. [GRANT CRITERIA.] Grants made under this section: 

(1) must be used for cleanup, beautification, or community im
provement projects, including but not limited to removing or repair
!I!g dilapidated buildings; landscaping community entrance areas; 
establishing public activity areas; preserving, disRlaying, and inter
preting historic structures or events; and beauti ying roadsides; 

(2) may not exceed $25,000 to ~ single community each year; 
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(3) must be matched ~ the recipient community from nonstate 
sources in the form of money, materials, services, or volunteer labor, 
at a rate of at least$3 of nonstate money or other contribution for 
eaCh $1 ofstateiiiOney, with the amount ana kind of match for each 
grant determined ~ the commissioner; and 

(4) must be in addition to and not in replacement for the normal 
level OfCOmmiiiiity effort for the eligilile projects or activITies. 

Subd. 3. [COORDINATION WITH OTHER PROGRAMS.] A com
miiiillY applying for "" grant shall attempt to coordinate its ~r;:uect 
with other available programs and resources, including the inne
sota community improvement program, Minnesota beautiful, the 
Minnesota community development program, and private founda
tion initiatives. 

Subd. 4. [GRANT APPLICATION PROCEDURE.] A participating 
community shall submit "" celebrate Minnesota 1990 plan in accor
dance with apjiIlcation procedures of the commissioner of trade and 
economic development. The plan must include "" description of the 
projects to be funded ~ ~ grant, identification of the local match 
required under subdivIsIOn 2, clause (c), and "" timetable for com
pletion. 

Sec. 2. [ADVISORY COMMITTEE.] 

Subdivision 1. [MEMBERS.] The celebrate Minnesota 1990 advi
sory committee consists of 11 members appointed fu the governor. 
Members of the committee must be representative of community 
leadership, economic development organizations, tourism, history, 
the arts, and the general pUblic. The purpose of the committee is to 
adVise therommissioner of trade and economic development and the 
executive director in the !leVelOjiIDent and coordination of the 
celebrate Minnesota 1990 program activities. Compensation and 
terms of removal are as provided in section 15.059. 

Subd. 2. [EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR.] The commissioner of trade 
anaeconomic development shall employ an executive director and 
assistant executive director OIThe celebrate Minnesota 1990 advi
sfr); committee to serve in the unclassified service and be--memoers 
~ ~ unclassifie<lempIoyeesretirement plan. The execntive direc
tor shall: 

(1) assist the commissioner and the committee in the development 
and coordination of statewide celebrate Minnesota 1990 program 
activities; - --

(2) assist communities in the preparation of community improve-
ment projects and local festivals; . 
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(3) coordinate the main street program, the Minnesota beautiful 
and governor's desIgn team programs, and community imI,>rovement 
programs as they relate to celebrate Minnesota 1990 activIties; 

(4) ~~~ '" statewide promotional campaign for celebrate Min
_n_es_o_t_a __ activities; 

(5) coordinate state agency activities under section 3; 

(6) prepare a repr~ to be submitted to the legislature ~ June 30, 
1991, regarding ce e rate Minnesota 1990 activities and programs 
and recommending future activities and programs that would 
promote Minnesota's environment and quality of life; and 

(7) perform other duties assigned ~ the commissioner or the 
committee. 

Sec. 3. [STATE AGENCY COOPERATION.] 

All state departments and agencies shall cooperate and assist in 
the planning and execution of the celebrate Minnesota 1990 pro
gram. All state ~ovemment activities relating to celebrateNfinne
sota 1990 must ~e coordinated under the direction of the executive 
dITectorOf the cerebrate Minnesota 1990 advisory committee and 
the commissioner of trade and economic development. All state 
departments and agencies shaH make available studIes, reports, 
data, eXFertise, and technical assistance necessar to the implemen
tation Q... celebrate"Minnesota 1990 programs an activities. 

Sec. 4. [DEFINITIONS.] 

Subdivision h [TERMS.] For the pUlJloses of sections 5 to 8, the 
following terms have the meaning given them in this section. 

Subd. 2. [COMMISSIONER.] "Commissioner" means the commis-
sioner of trade and economic development. -

Subd. 3. [MARKETPLACE ASSISTANCE ORGANIZATION; OR
GANIZATION.] "Marketplace assistance 0w,anization" or "organi
zation" means the organization selected un er section 5. 

Sec. 5. [MINNESOTA MARKETPLACE PROGRAM.] 

Subdivision 1. [PROGRAM ESTABLISHED.] The commissioner 
of trade and economic development shall assistMinnesota busi
nesses throu$h the Minnesota markefPliiCe program to meet busi
ness needs tor competitive goods and services within Minnesota 
before seeking suppliers from '" wider marketplace. 

Subd. 2. [ORGANIZATION SELECTION.] The commissioner 
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shall select and contract with a marketplace assistance organization 
to adJili"illSterthe Minnesota -marketplace program. The organiza
tion must: 

(1) be !'. nonprofit corporation; 

(2) have officers and employees who are knowledgeable on the 
subject of community-based economic aevelopment and develop-
ment strategies on !'. statewide basis; and ~-

(3) have demonstrated the capability of providing informational 
and technical services to communities and economic development 
organIzations. 

The contract may not extend beyond June 30, 1990. 

Subd. 3. LPROGRAM DUTIES.] The marketplace assistance orga
nization shall: 

(1) provide promotional materials and conduct education semi
nars to inform local communities, economic development organiza
tions, and businesses about the Minnesota marketplace program; 

(2) provide information and technical assistance to organizations 
interested in applying for local service center grants; 

(3) develop standard procedures for the collection of information 
required under section 6; 

(4) collect and maintain information required under section 6; 

(5) suggest to the commissioner goals and evaluation procedures 
for the local service centers; 

(6) recommend to the commissioner the criteria that should be 
used In selecting local serVIce centers; - ~- -~~ -

(7) provide the commissioner with !'. list of recommended organi
zations for selection as .local service centers; 

(8) coordinate 'Minnesota marketplace program activities with 
existing department programs; and 

(9) identify permanent funding sources for the Minnesota mar
ketplace program. 

The organization may contract for the services of consultants for 
the Minnesota marketplace program. 
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Sec. 6. [LOCAL SERVICE CENTERS.] 

Subdivision 1. [SELECTION.] The commissioner shall select and 
award grants to seven local servicecenters, with one servTce"Center 
IOcatecl wIthm each of the six regions established under Minnesota 
Statutes, section 116N.08, subdivision 2, and one service center 
located within the metropolitan area as defined in Minnesota 
Statutes, section 473.121, subdIvision 2. Eligible service centers 
include regional development commissions, community develop
ment corporations, and other nonprofit corporations with the ability 
to deliver program services on ~ regional basis. 

Subd. 2. [GRANTS.] The commissioner must award grants to the 
local serVice centers based on the fonowing critei11i: - -

(1) recommendations of the marketplace assistance organization; 

(2) the applicant's experience in providing a service or adminis
~ring " program similar to the program described in section ~ and 
t is section; 

. . 
(3) the applicant's knowledge of business operations within the 

region; and 

(4) the aEplicant's ability to provide equal access to businesses 
located wit in the region. 

The local service center must provide at least " 50 percent 
nonstate match to obtain " grant award. The' commissioner may 
award annual grants based up0'f local service center performance 
standards, such as the number 0 liUSIDesses assisted ~ year. 

Subd. 3. [DUTIES.] Local service centers shall: 

(1) contact Minnesota businesses in order to identify goods and 
services that are bought outside of Minnesota and to determine 
which of these goods and services are available for purchase on 
competitive terms within the region and the state; 

(2) determine what g~ods and services businesses are willing to 
purchase from within ~ region and the state; _ 

(3) advertise goods and services available within Minnesota; 

(4) compile "list of suppliers of goods and services available for 
purchase within the region and the state.; 

(5) solicit contributions for the Minnesota marketplace program; ano-- -
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(6) repoc to the organization on all Minnesota marketplace 
activities ~ July 1 of each year. 

Sec. 7. [STATE AGENCY COOPERATION.] 

State departments and agen~es Mhall cooperate with the organi
zation selected to administer ~ innesota marketplace program 
and with the local service centers in providing information and 
teclinical assistance necessary for program operations. 

Sec. 8. [ANNUAL REPORT.] 

On August 1 of each year, the marketplace assistance organiza
tion shall submit !'c reli€rt to tile commissioner on. all local service 
center Minnesota mar etpiace program activities. 

Sec. 9. [ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT FUND; TRANSFERS.] 

The unencumbered balance of an appropriation in Laws 1987, 
chapter 386 or chapter 404, section 26, subdivision 6, from the 
economic development fund or the general fund to the commissioner 
of trade and economic deVeIopment to administer £rograms in Laws 
1987, chapter 386 or chapter 404, section 26, sub ivision 6, may be 
transferred from one of those appropriations to another after getting 
the approval of the commissioner of finance. The commissioner shall 
not approve a transfer unless the commissioner believes that it; will 
carry out the intent of tneTeglSlaiure. The transfer must be reported 
immediately to the committee on finance of the senate and the 
committee on appropriations of the house of representatives. 

Sec. 10. [REPEALER.] 

Sections 1 to ;! are repealed July h 1991. Sections i to §. are 
repealed July h 1990. 

Sec. 11. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

Sections 4 to Q are effective the day following final enactment. 

ARTICLE 3 

PLANNING FOR YOUTH EMPWYMENT 

Section 1. [DEFINITIONS.] 

Subdivision h [TERMS.] For the purposes of sections 1 to 7, the 
following terms have the meanings given them. 
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Subd. 2. [ADVISORY COMMITTEE.] "Advisory committee" 
means the committee established in section 3. 

Subd. 3. [COMMISSIONER.] "Commissioner" means the commis-
sioner ofthe state planning agency. -

Subd. 4. [ELIGIBLE ORGANIZATION.] "Eligible organization" 
means ~ pugllc agency or !! nonprofit or~anization that can demon
strate an a i ~y to design a program or education aiiOtraining 
servIcesprovi ed-to targeted youth. Eligible organIzations may 
include local JUrisdictlOn'd pUblld schoo!. districts, private nonsecta
rian scliOols, post-secon ary ucational institutes, alternative 
SChools, community groups, and labOr organizations. 

Subd. 5. [HOMELESS INDIVIDUAL.] "Homeless individual" or 
"homeless person" means: -

(1) an individual who lacks a fixed, regular, and adequate 
nignttffiie residence; ana 

. (2) an individual whohas !! primary nighttime residence that is: 

(i) a supervised publicly or privately operated shelter or dwelling 
designed to provide temporary hving accommodations; 

(ii) an institution that provides a temporary residence for individ-
ua1Sintended to be institutionalized; or . . 

(iii) !! Pl'blic or private place not designed for, or ordinarily used 
as, !! regu ar sleeping accommodation for humans. 

The tenn ''homeless individual" does not include any individual 
imprisonoo or otherwise detained under federal or state law. 

Subd. 6. [TARGETED YOUTH.] "Targeted youth" means persons 
that are at least 16 y;a~s of ige but not older than 21 years of age 
and are part of one Q... ~ Tol owing groups: . 

(1) persons who are not attending any school and have not 
received a secoiidary schOOf diploma or its eqUIValent; or 

(2) persons currently enrolled in a traditional or alternative 
school setting or !! GED program and who, in the opinion of an 
0f'IiCla1 of the scnool, are in danger of dropping out of the school. 

Subd. 7. [VERY LOW INCOME.] ''Very low income" means 
incomes that are at or less than 30 percent of the median income for 
the MinneapOlls-Bt.""Paul metropolitan area. 

Sec. 2. [PLANNING GRANTS.] 
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The commissioner shall make grants of.'.'I' to $20,000 to eligible 
organizations for the desi!£) of programs to provide education and 
training services to targete youth. The purpose of these programs 
g; to provide specialized training and work experience to at-risk 
targeted youth who have not been served effectively !i,y the current 
educational system. The programs are to be designed to include a 
work experience component with work projects that result in the 
rehabilitation or construction of residential units for the homeless. 
Two or more eligible organizations may jointly apply for ~ planning 
grant. The commissioner shall administer the grant program. 

Interested eligible organizations must ".PP!y to the commissioner 
for the grants. The advisory committee must review the applications 
and provide to the commIssioner ~ list of recommended eligible 
organizations that the advisor~ committee determines meet the 
requirements for receiving ~ p anning gran~; The commissioner 
shall select from the committee's list at least our organizations to 
receive the planning grants with at least one organization located in 
each -01 the cities of Minneapolis and St. Paul and two organizations 
located outside the metropolitan area defined in section 473.121, 
subdiVIsion 2. 

Sec. 3. [ADVISORY COMMITTEE.] 

A 13-member advisory committee is established as provided 
under Minnesota Statutes, section 15.059 to assist the commissioner 
in selecting eligible organizations to receive planning grants, eval
uating the final reports of each organization, and providing recom
mendations to the legislature. Members of the committee may be 
reimbursed for expenses but may not receive any other compensa
tion for service on the committee. The advisory committee consists 
of representatives of the commissioners of education, human ser
vices, and jobs and training; a representative of the state director 01 
vocational education; ~ representative of the commissioner of the 
housing finance agency; the director of the office of jobs policy; ana 
seven public members appointed ~ the governor. Each of the 
following grOUpS must be represented ~ ~ public member: labor 
organizations, local educators, community groups, consumers, local 
housing developers, youth between the ages of 16 and 21, and 
homeless persons. At least three of the public members must be from 
outside of the metropolitan area as defined in section 473.121, 
subdivision ~ The commissioner may provide staff to the advisory 
committee to assist !! in carrying out its purpose. 

Sec. 4. [PROGRAM PURPOSE AND DESIGN.] 

Subdivision 1. rPROGRAM PURPOSE.] The grants awarded 
under section ~ are for the design of ~ youth employment and 
training program directed at targeted youth who are likely to be at 
risk of not completing their high school education. Each program 
design must include education, work experience, and jQQ skills 
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components. 

Subd. ~[EDUCATION COMPONENT.] A program design must 
contain an education cOID\1:0nent that requires program participants 
who have not completed t eir secondary education to be enrolled in 
'! tra"dltWnal public or private secondary school, '! suitable alterna
tive school setting, or,! GED program. Program ~articipants must 
be wOi'lilllg toward the COffipletion of their secon ary education or 
literacy advancement. 

Subd. 3. [WORK EXPERIENCE COMPONENT.] A work experi
ence component must be included in each program designThe work 
experience component must Jjrovide vocational skills training in an 
industry where there ~ a via Ie expectation of.iQ!:l. opportunities and 
'! training subsllyOr stipend may be provided to program partici
pants. The wage or stipend must be provided to participants who are 
recipients of public assistance in a manner or amount which will not 
reduce pu6Tic assistance benefitS. The work experience component 
must be designed so that work projects result in the expansion of 
residential units for homeless persons and very low income families, 
and must include direct supervision 2Y individuals skilled in each 
specific vocation. The program design must include an examination 
of how program participants may earn credits toward the comple
tion of their secondary education from their participation in the 
work experience component. 

Subd. 4. [JOB READINESS SKILLS COMPONENT.] A.iQ!:l. readi
ness skills component must be included in each program design. The 
component must provide program participants with .iQ!:l. search 
skills, placement assistance, and other .iQ!:l. readiness skills to ensure 
that partIcipants will be able to compete in the employment market. 

Subd.!'i.: [ELIGIBLE PROGRAM PROVIDERS.] A program design 
must include the examination of the ~ of organizations that 
would administer and operate the program. The ~ of organiza
tions examined must include puglic school districts, private nonsec
tarian schools, alternative sc ools, local jurisdictions, housing 
related grOUpS, community groups, and labor organizations, or ~ 
joint effort among two or more of these organizations. 

Sec. 5. [HOUSING FOR HOMELESS.] 

Subdivision!: [REQUIREMENT.] The work experience compo
nent of the youth employment and training program described in 
section 4 must include work projects that provide residential units 
through construction or rehabilitation for the homeless and families 
with very low incomes. 

Subd. 2. [PRIORITY FOR HOUSING.] Any residential units that 
become available through the employment and training program 
must be aUocated in the following order: 
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(1) homeless families with at least one dependent; 

(2) other homeless individuals; 

(3) other very low income families and individuals; and 

(4) families or individuals that receive public assistance and that 
do not qualify in any other priority ~ 

Subd. 3. [ACQUISITION OF HOUSING UNITS.] The program 
design must include an examination of the means of acquirin~ 
property or buildings for the construction or rehabilitation o· 
residential units at the lowest possible cost. The examination must 
include the review of possible sources of property and funding 
through federal, state, or local agencies, including the federal 
Department of Housing and Urban Development, Farmers Home 
Administration housing finance agency, and the local _ housing 
authority. 

Subd. 4. [MANAGEMENT OF RESIDENTIAL UNITS.] The pro
gram design must address how to manage these residential units, 
including the source of financing for the maintenance costs of the 
bUildin~s. Any management plan must include the participatiollOf 
the reSI ents and local established neighborhood groups. 

Sec. 6. [REQUIREMENTS OF ORGANIZATIONS RECEIVING 
GRANTS.] 

An organization that if; awarded a planning grant under section 2 
shall prepare and submit -'" r70rt to the commissioner ~ January 
15, 1989. The report must ad ress each of the following: 

(1) the method for encouraging the participation of the targeted 
youth in the geographic area surrounding the organization receiv
~ the grant; 

(2) the support services and social services that targeted youth 
require and the means of providing those services to program 
participants. Services may include client needs assessment, preem
ployment skills such as basic jQQ skills alli:fOehavior, and interme
diate needs such as eiliicawm andcnemICal dependency treatment; 

(3) the type and degree of work experience that program partici
pants must participate in, including real work experience in both 
vocational and nonvocational settings; 

(4) the amount oftraining subsidy or stipend that each participant 
should receive while participating in the work experience compo
nent. The subsidy or stipend must reflect prevailing wage and 
benefits standards appropriate for preapprenticeship training un-
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less ~ participant's receipt of public assistance is affected. The 
subsidy or stipend should be structured to incluOe incentives for 
progress toward increasing j<>Il skills and completing secondary 
eaucation; 

(5) the identification and means of providing the necessary.~ 
rearuness skills so that pr0fuam participants wholiave completed 
the work experience and e ucational components of the program 
may have the ability to compete in the i<:& market. These j<>Il search 
skills may include skills assessment, i<:& search and selection, 
application preparation and assistance in preparing for j<>Il inter
VIews; 

(6) the methods that may be used to assist in placing program 
participants in suifiilife employment. The methods should include 
means of involving state government;-ollsluesses, labor organiza
tions, community groups, and local jurisdictions in assisting in the 
placement; 

(7) ~ plan for evaluating the program, including the necessary 
data elements that must be collected from program participants 
after they have completed the program to monitor the success of the 
program; 

(8) the method used to maximize parental involvement in the 
program; 

(9) the identification of existing public and private programs that 
may be utilized h the program to avoid @plication of services; 

(10) the identification of regional characteristics that may affect 
the operation of the program in the specific region where the 
organization ~ located; 

(11) the identification and special needs of priority groups of 
targeted youth, which ~ may incli:ide": 

(i) persons who are responsible for at least one dependent; 

(ii) persons who are pregnant; 

(iii) persons who are or have been subject to any stage of the 
criminaljustice system and who may benefit from receivmg employ, 
ment an training services in overcoming barriers to employment 
resulting from ~ record of arrest or convictIOn; 

(iv) persons receiving income maintenance services and social 
services, including chemical dependency treatment, vocationalre-
habIlitation services, and protection services; -
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(v) persons who reside on a farm who personally derive or whose 
family derives ~ siiOstantlal-pOrtWn of their income from rarlTiIIig; 
lack nonfarm work skills, or have limited access to vocational 
eaUcation or work experrei1ceoppOrtunities; ----

(vi) homeless youth; and 

(vii) minors who that are not financially dependent on ~ parent or 
~ guardian; 

(12) cost estimates for each of the components of the program; and 

(13) the identification of funding sources other than state appro
priations that may be use<! to support the program. 

Sec. 7. [REPORT.] 

The commissioner shall prepare and submit ~ report to the 
legJSrature and the governor E.l' February 15, 1989, that outlines the 
various program designs submitted E.l' the organizations that re
ceived planning grants. The [eport must also include recommenda
tions on which components 0 the program OeSigns are most suitable 
to meetin!\ the needs of targeted youth

f 
Theadvisory committee 

must partJci~ate in the preparation 2... this report and in the 
formulation 0 'the recommendations. 

ARTICLE 4 

FOREST ROADS 

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 89.001, is amending 
by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 14. "State forest road" means ~ road constructed, acguired, 
maintainea, or administered by the commissioner for the purpose of 
carrYin~ outrorest resource management policy as set forth in 
section 9.002. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 89.01, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 7. The commissioner shall establish a forest road coordina
tionCo.iitiTiiTIee in each forestid administrati ve area in which ~ state 
or county forest road ~ locate. The commissioner shall appoint as 
members representatives from among the following: road authori
ties, count land commiSSloiiers, locrugovernments:-the forest 
PrOOucts in uStry, and forest recreatlOll interests. Each comnutte8 
must meet at least once annually. The committees shall assist in 
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providing a transportation system to facilitate the protection, man
agement, and use of this state's forest resources. The purpose of the 
commIttees includes coorarnation of the plannillg, construction, 
maintenance, and use of forest roaiIS, and of restrictions on their 
use. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 89.19, is amended to 
read: 

89.19 [RULES.] 

The commissioner shall ha¥e J*'W<'" W day prescribe ffiI€h rules 
governing the use of state forest lands un er the authority of the 
commissioner and state forest roads, or any ~ parts thereof,lly 
the public er and governing theei£eFeisiHg exercise y holders of 
leases or permits upeH state on forest lands and state forest roads of 
all their rights under SHCh the leases or permits as may be neeesSaFy 
W eaf'Fy em the I''''l'ases ef this ehal'teF. 

Sec. 4. [89.341] [STATE FOREST ROAD ACCOUNT.] 

There ~ created in the state treasury ~ state forest road account 
in the special revenuerund, consisting of money cremted under 
section 8. Money in the state forest road account is appropriatedtO 
the commissioner anTremains available until expended for: 

(1) aCquisition, development, maintenance, and administration of 
state forest roads under the jurisdiction of the commissioner Of 
natilraIreSourceS; ana- - - - -

(2) the commissioner's share of the cost of cooperative mainte
nance ag,.eements made with otnerproViUers of forest roads. 

Sec. 5. [89.342] [FOREST ROADS.] 

Subdivision 1. [DESIGNATION, INVENTORY, RECORDING.] 
Forest roads, bndges, and other improvements administered under 
sectIOn 89.002, subdivlsWn 3, are designated as state forest roads to 
the width of the actual use inCIiiding ditches-;bacKslopes,fills, and 
maintainea right-of-way, unless otherwise sf,ecified in ~ prior 
easement of record. The commissioner may unesignate all or part 
of ~ state forest road that ~ not needed to carry out forest resource 
management policy. The commissioner shall maintain and keep 
current an inventory listiI,'g and descrIbing roads m which the state 
claims ~ right or property mterest for state forest roa<rpUl1ioses. The 
commiSSIOner may file for record wITh ~ county reCOraer or registrar 
of titles appropriateaocuments satting forth the state's interest in 
ali or part of any state forest roa . 

Subd. 2. [RIGHT-OF-WAY.] Additional rights-of-way and ease-
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ments, including easements needed for drainage or slopes, may be 
acguired ~ the commissioner ~ purchase or gift and ~ condem
nation for safety or environmental protection on existing roads and 
to provIde access to tracts of public land larger than 1,000 acres· 
having no access, folloWillg ~ P'hblic meeting in the area affectea. 
Rights,of-way and easements s all be designatooas state forest 
roads when needed for construction, maintenance, or safety of roads. 

Subd. 3. [CONSTRUCTION; MAINTENANCE.] The commis
sioner shall develop specifications for the design and construction of 
state forest roads and shall establish maintenance schedules for 
forest roads consistent with their intended use. ---- ---=== 

Subd. 4. [RULES.] In adopting rules relating to the use of state 
forest roads, the commissioner may incorporate into the rules, ~ 
reterence, traffic regulations contained in chapter 169. 

Subd. 5. [POSTING OF MINIMUM-MAINTENANCE FOREST 
ROADS.] The commissioner may designate ~ state forest road as a 
minimum-maintenance forest road to be maintained at a leve1 
consistent with the intenaeause.Ifeslgn8.tion of l:lc state lOrest road 
as l:lc mimmum-maintenance forest road ~ effective on the posting of 
~ at 'hntry points to the road and at regular mtervals along the 
rOM, to ~ effect that the road ~ ~ minimum-maintenance forest 
road and that the user travels on the road at the user's risk. Posting 
of the signs ~ prima facie evidence that adequate notice of mini
mum-maintenance status has been liven to the public. Liability on 
l:lc road desil£ated under this sub ivision ~ governed fu section 
160.095, su ivision 4. 

Subd. 6. [CONVEYANCE OF UNNEEDED ROADS TO OTHER 
GOVERNMENTS.] When the commissioner undesignates ~ state 
forest road and determines that the road ~ no longer needed for any 
state purpose, the commissioner may convey ~ mutual agreement, 
in the manner provided in section 84.63, the state interest in the 
road to the United States, the state of Mmnesota, or any of its 
Stibaivisions, whether or not the road ~ on state land. 

Subd. 7. [COMMISSIONER NOT A ROAD AUTHORITY UNDER 
HIGHWAY LAWS.] Except as otherwise provided, the commissioner 
~ not ~ road authority under chapters 160 to 168, and chapters 160 
to 168 do not .".PI'!Y to forest roads unless specificaUymade applica
hle ~ law or rure:-

Sec. 6. [89.343] [COUNTY FOREST ACCESS ROAD ACCOUNT.] 

There ~ created in the state treasury ~ county forest access road 
account in the speciaJrevenue fund, consisting of money credited 
under section §.:. Money in the county forest access road account ~ 
approljriated to the commissioner for distribution to counties man
~ "rest lands administered through a county land department 
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under the jurisdiction of ~. land commissioner appointed under 
section 282.13. The payments must be made!i.Y. July 15 and January 
15 of each year through the co1iiillissioner and in proportion to each 
countysownership of commercial forest lands, for purposes of 
constructmg, reconstructm , acquiring, and maintaining c'funty 
management access roa s, including the aCquisitIOn ofrights-o -way 
or easements as maybe needed. 

Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 296.16, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: . 

Subd. 1a. [INTENT; FOREST ROADS.] $675,000 of the total 
annuru unrefunded revenue from the gasoline fuel tax on-----aTI 
gasolme and special fuel receive<rln,Produced, or broughDnto tIllS 
state, ,t/;ept gasoline and special mel used for aviation purposes, is 
derive rom the operation of motor vehICles on state forest roadS 
and COiti! forest access roads, and of this sum, "$400,000 is annually 
derive om motor vehicles 0Iferated on state forest roads and 
$275,000 ~ alliiUaIly deiivedrom motor---vehiCleSOperated on 
county forest access roads in this state. 

Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 296.421, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 8. [COMPUTATION AND DISTRIBUTION OF UNRE
FlJNDEIJTAXES FOR FOREST ROADS.] The amount of llnreflln
ded tax pai1 on gasoline and special fuel used to operate motor 
vehiCleS on orest roads, except gasoline and special fuel used for 
aviation purposes, ~ $675,000 annually and ~ appropriated from 
the highway user tax distribution fund and must be transferred and 
credited in equal installments on July 1 and January 1 as follows: 
$400,000 must be credited to a state forest road~ account and 
$275,000 must be credIted to ~ -co\illtY iilliiiigement access road 
account. 

Sec. 9. Laws 1987, chapter 404, section 22, subdivision 4, IS 
amended to read: 

Subd. 4. Forest Management 

$20,616,500 $20,780,500 

Summary by Fund 
General 

$14,839,300 $15,003,200 
Con. Con. 

$ 250,000 $ 250,000 
Forest Management 

$ 5,527,200 $ 5,527,300 
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The divisions of forestry and fish and 
wildlife must coordinate the harvesting 
of trees in order to ensure optimum 
wildlife habitat benefits and water 
quality of adjacent streams or lakes. 

$750,000 the first year and $750,000 
the second year are for emergency fire 
fighting and are not subject to transfer. 
If the appropriation for either year is 
insufficient, the appropriation for the 
other year is available for it. The unen
cumbered balance of any other appro
priation from the general fund to the 
commissioner of natural resources re
maining in the first year must not be 
canceled but must be transferred and 
added to this appropriation for the sec
ond year. No more than· $400,000 the 
first year and $410,000 the second year 
are' available for presuppression costs. 

Up to $120,000 per year from the gen
eral fund under Minnesota Statutes, 
section 89.04 may be used for grants to 
the soil and water conservation board 
for cost-sharing with landowners in the 
state forest improvement program. 

$500,000 the first year and $500,000 
the second year are for grants to coun
ties or groups of counties for county 
forestry assistance programs. 

1'he eomRUSSIORers ef RatHml Fe

S8HFees, reveRue, and tFanspertatisft 
shall .ieffitIy stHdy and aetermiRe the 
amoHnt ef HRTefuRaed gas tm. attrillHt 
able to terest loggiHg truek& tIuit use 
terest reads HR<Ier the "Hthority ef the 
eommissioner. 1'heir finaiRgs and de
terminations must lie reflartea to the 
ehairs ef the heuse aflflroflriatiaRs and 
~ fiRa"ee eommittees By Deeem 
Iier ±, 1988, aIeRg with flraflasea 
enaHges tG MisR€Seta 8tatHtes, seetisn 
296.421, tIuit relleet theW aetermiRa 
tien& 

12209 
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Sec. 10. [STUDY AND REPORT TO LEGISLATURE.] 

The commissioners of transportation, natural resources, and 
revenue shall tudy and determine the percentage of revenue 
received from ~ unrefunded gasoline and special fuel tax that ~ 
derived from gasoline and special fuel for the operation of motor 
vehicles on state forest roads and countY1orest roads from May h 
1988, to April 30, 1989. The commissioners shail report the results 
of this study!!'y October 1, 1989, to the transportation committees of 
the senate and house of representatives and to the house appropri
ations and the senate finance committees. ---- -- --- "-'====== 

Sec. 11. [COUNTY FOREST ROAD STUDY] 

Counties having county forest access roads may use sayments 
from the county management access road account to ~ deter
mine, and inventory !!.y October 1, 1989, these roads and their use !!.y 
logging trucks, recreational vehicIeB,and other users. 

Sec. 12. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

Sections .! to !1 are effective July 1, 1988. Sections !I to 11 are 
effective the day following final enactment. 

ARTICLE 5 

SPECIAL REVENUE ACCOUNTS 

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 3C.035, 
subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [COSTS.] Agencies shall include in their budgets 
amounts to pay for bill drafting services provided by the revisor of 
statutes. The revisor shall assess agencies for the actual cost of bill 
drafting services rendered to them on requests delivered to the 
revisor by November 1. The revisor shall assess agencies for double 
the actual cost of bill drafting services rendered to them on requests 
delivered to the revisor after November 1. The revisor shall also 
assess an agency for the actual cost or double the actual cost, as 
appropriate, for drafting a request that a senator or representative 
submits to the revisor's office on behalf of the agency. The revisor 
may not assess a department or agency for the costs related to 
drafting affecting an agency if the request for drafting originated 
from within the legislature. Receipts from the assessment must be 
deposited in the state treasury and credited to the revisar's aeeaunt 
general fund. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 3C.11, 
subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [PAMPHLETS.] The revisor's office shall compose, print, 
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and deliver pamphlets containing parts of Minnesota Statutes, parts 
of Minnesota Rules, or combinations of parts of the statutes and 
rules as may be necessary for the use of public officers and depart
ments. The revisor's office shall use a standard form for the pam
phlets. The cost of composition, printing, and delivery of the 
pamphlets, together with a reasonable fee for the revisor's services, 
is to be borne by the office or department requesting them. The 
printing must be limited to actual needs as shown by experience or 
other competent proof. Revenue from the revisor's fee must be 
deposited in the Feviser's aeeeHHt general fund. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 3C.12, 
subdivision 7, is amended to read: 

Subd. 7. [SALE PRICE.) The revisor shall fix a reasonable sale 
price of an edition of Minnesota Statutes, supplement to Minnesota 
Statutes, or edition of Laws of Minnesota. Revenue from the sale of 
the Minnesota Statutes, supplements to Minnesota Statutes, and 
Laws of Minnesota must be deposited in the FeviseF's aeeeHHt 
general fund. 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 14 .. 07, subdivision 1, is 
amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [RULE DRAFTING ASSISTANCE PROVIDED.) 
(a) The revisor of statutes shall: 

(1) maintain an agency rules drafting department to draft or aid 
in the drafting of rules or amendments to rules for any agency in 
accordance with subdivision 3 and the objective or other instructions 
which the agency shall give the revisor; and, 

(2) prepare and publish an agency rules drafting guide which shall 
set out the form and method for drafting rules and amendments to 
rules, and to which all rules shall comply. 

(b) . The revisor shall assess an agency for the actual cost of 
providing aid in drafting rules or amendments to rules. The agency 
shall pay the assessment using the procedures of section 3C.056. 
Each agency shall include in its budget money to pay the revisor's 
assessment. Receipts from the assessment must be deposited in the 
state treasury and credited to the FeviseF's aeeeHHt general fund. 

(c) An agency may not contract with an attorney, consultant, or 
other person either to provide rule drafting services to the agency or 
to advise on drafting unless the revisor determines that special 
expertise is required for the drafting and the expertise is not 
available from the revisor or the revisor's staff. 

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 14.07, subdivision 2, is 
amended to read: 
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Subd. 2. [APPROVAL OF FORM.] No agency decision to adopt a 
rule or emergency rule, including a decision to amend or modify a 
proposed rule or proposed emergency rule, shall be effective unless 
the agency has presented the rule to the revisor of statutes and the 
revisor has certified that its form is approved. The revisor shall 
assess an agency for the actual cost of processing rules for consid
eration for approval of form. The assessments must include neces
sary costs to create or modify the computer data base of the text of 
a rule and the cost of putting the rule into the form established by 
the drafting guide provided for in subdivision L The agency shall 
pay the assessments using the procedures of section 3C.056. Each 
agency shall include in its budget money to pay revisor's assess
ments. Receipts from the assessments must be deposited in the state 
treasury and credited to the pe'lis8P'S aeeaaBt general fund. 

Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 14.08, is 
amended to read: 

14.08 [REVISOR OF STATUTES APPROVAL OF RULE FORM.] 

(a) Two copies of a rule adopted pursuant to the provisions of 
section 14.26 or 14.32 shall be submitted by the agency to the 
attorney generaL The attorney general shall send one copy of the 
rule to the revisor on the same day as it is submitted by the agency 
under section 14.26 or 14.32. Within five days after receipt of the 
rule, excluding weekends and holidays, the revisor shall either 
return the rule with a certificate of approval ofthe form of the rule 
to the attorney general or notify the attorney general and the agency 
that the form of the rule will not be approved. 

If the attorney general disapproves a rule, the agency may modify 
it and the agency shall submit two copies of the modified rule to the 
attorney general who shall send a copy tothe revisor for approval as 
to form as described in this paragraph. 

(b) One copy of a rule adopted after a public hearing shall be 
submitted by the agency to the revisor for approval of the form of the 
rule. Within five working days after receipt ofthe rule, the revisor 
shall either return the rule with a certificate of approval to the 
agency or notify the agency that the form of the rule will not be 
approved. 

(c) If the revisor refuses to approve the form of the rule, the 
revisor's notice shall revise the rule so it is in the correct form. 

(d) The attorney general and the revisor of statutes shall assess an 
agency for the actual cost of processing rules under this section. The 
agency shall pay the revisor's assessments using the procedures of 
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section 3C.056. The agency shall pay the attorney general's assess
ments using the procedures of section 8.15. Each agency shall 
include in its budget money to pay the revisor's and the attorney 
general's assessments. Receipts from the assessment must be depos
ited in the state treasury and credited to the revisor's aeeount OF the 
general fund as appropriate. 

Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 14.47, subdivision 8, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 8. [SALES AND DISTRIBUTION OF COMPILATION.] 
Any compilation, reissue, or supplement published by the revisor 
shall be sold by the revisor for a reasonable fee and its proceeds 
deposited in the reviser's aeceunt general fund. An agency shall 
purchase from the revisor the number of copies of the compilation or 
supplement needed by the agency. The revisor shall provide without 
charge copies of each edition of any compilation, reissue, or supple
ment to the persons or bodies listed in this subdivisiou. Those copies 
must be marked with the words "State Copy" and kept for the use of 
the office. The revisor shall distribute: 

(a) 25 copies to the office of the attorney general; 

(b) 12 copies for the legislative commission for review of adminis
trative rules; 

(c) 3 copies to the revisor of statutes for transmission to the 
Library of Congress for copyright and depository purposes; 

Cd) 150 copies to the state law library; 

(e) 10 copies to the law school of the University of Minnesota; and 

CD one copy of any compilation or supplement to each county 
library maintained pursuant to section 134.12 upon its request, 
except in counties containing cities of the first class. If a county has 
not established a county library pursuant to section 134.12, the copy 
will be provided to any public library in the county upon its request. 

Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 480.236, is 
amended to read: 

480.236 [SOFTWARE SALES.] 

The supreme court may sell or license self-developed or vendor 
custom-developed computer software products or systems through 
whatever sales method the supreme court, in its discretion, deems 
appropriate, in order to offset its software development costs. Prices 
for the software products or systems may be based on market 
considerations. Proceeds of the sale or licensing of software products 
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or systems by the supreme court must be deposited in the state 
treasury and credited to a ss[twaFe sales aeesliat. Iavestmeat 
iaesme aOO iavestmeat Jesses attrilllltallie to iavestmeat ef the 
ss[vNaFe sales aeesHat mHSt be eFedited to the aecsllat. Meaey in the 
accslIat is a""Fs"Fiated to the SlI"Feme C8ffi't to s"emte aOO im"Fsve 
the trial C8ffi't iaformatisa system aOO ether C8ffi't iaformatisa 
systems the general fund. 

Sec. 9. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 480.241, 
subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [TRANSMITTAL OF SURCHARGE TO SUPREME 
COURT.] Notwithstanding any other law or rule to the contrary, all 
surcharges collected pursuant to subdivision 1 shall be transmitted 
monthly by the district, county, and conciliation court court admin
istrators and municipal court administrators to the supreme court 
for deposit in a legal services accsllat in the s"ecial Fevealle the 
state treasury and credit to the general fund. A&> Jm>e W, 1989, 
tws thiras ef the s~e mHSt & ae"ssitea in the legal services 
accsllat in the s"ecial Fevealle I\md aOOsae tIliFa mHSt be ae"ssitea 
in the ssftware sales accsHat HHtieF sectisa 48Q.23€i, 

Sec. 10. [REPEALER.] 

Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 3C.055; 3C.057; 5.13; and 
16A.625, are repealed. --

Sec. 11. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

This article is effective July 1, 1989." 

Delete the title and insert: 

"A bill for an act relating to the organization and operation of state 
government; appropriating money for the general legislative, judi
cial, and administrative expenses of state government; providing for 
the transfer of certain money in the state treasury; fixing and 
limiting fees; authorizing suburban Hennepin regional park 'district 
to acquire land fOF' Lake Minnetonka -"-egional park without local 
consent; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 3.9223, sub
division 5; 3.9225, subdivision 5; 3.9226, subdivision 5; 10A.01, by 
adding a subdivision; lOA.25, subdivision 10; 10A.31, subdivision 5; 
14.07, subdivisions 1 and 2; 14.47, subdivision 8; 15A.082, subdivi
sion 3; 16B.24, subdivisions 9 and 10; 17.105, subdivision 4; 18.191; 
85.012, by adding a subdivision; 89.001, by adding a subdivision; 
89.01, by adding a subdivision; 89.19; 116.18, by adding a subdivi
'sion; 116.48, by adding subdivisions; 116J.615, by adding a subdi
vision; 222.63, subdivisions 2 and 4; 296.16, by adding a subdivision; 
296.421, by adding a subdivision; and 611.215, by adding a subdi
vision; Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 3.885; 
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3C.035, subdivision 2; 3C.ll,subdivision 2; 3C.12, subdivision 7; 
8.15; 14.08; 41A.065, subdivision 8; 43A.08, subdivision 1a; 85.055, 
subdivision 1; 105.44, subdivision 10; 115C.02, subdivision 13; 
116C.712, subdivision 5; 116J.941, subdivision 1; 116J.966, subdi
vision 1; 1160.03, subdivision 2; 1160.04, subdivision 1; 1160.06, 
subdivision 1; 161.52; 480.236; 480.241, subdivision 2; and 611.24; 
Laws 1985, First Special Session chapter 15, section 4, subdivision 6; 
Laws 1986, chapter 441, section 14; Laws 1987, chapter 348, section 
48, subdivision 3: Laws 1987, chapter 357, section 27, subdivision 2: 
and Laws 1987, chapter 404, sections 20, subdivision 6; and 22, 
subdivision 4; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, 
chapters 4; 89; and 115C; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1986, 
sections 3C.055; 3C.057; 5.13; 10A.32, subdivision 3b; and 16A.625; 
and Laws 1987, chapter 358, section 31." 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 

House Conferees: PHYLLIS KAHN, DAVID P. BATTAGLIA, LOREN A. 
SOLBERG, RICK KRUEGER AND DAVID T. BISHOP. 

Senate Conferees: CARL W. KROENING, WILLIAM P. LUTHER AND SAM 
G. SOLON. 

CALL OF 'fHEHOUSE 

On the motion of Wynia and on the demand of 10 members, a call 
ofthe House was ordered. The following members answered to their 
names: 

Anderson, G. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Boo 
BrO\vll 
Burger 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 

Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kelso 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 

Kostohryz Olson, E. 
Krueger Olson, K. 
Larsen Omann 
Lasley Onnen 
Lieder Orenstein 
Long Otis' 
Marsh Ozment 
McDonald Pappas 
McEachern Pelowski 
McKasy Peterson 
McLaughlin Poppenhagen 
McPherson Price 
Milbert Quinn 
Miller Quist 
Minne Redalen 
Murphy RRding 
Nelson, C. Rest 
Nelson, D. Rice 
Nelson, K. Richter 
Neuensch\.vander Rodosovich 
O'Connor Rose 
Ogren Rukavina 
Olsen, S. Sarna 

Schafer 
Schreiber 
Seaberg 
Segal 
Shaver 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 
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Wynia moved that further proceedings of the roll call be dispensed 
with and that the Sergeant at Arms be instructed to bring in the 
absentees. The motion prevailed 'and it WaS so ordered. 

Kahn moved that the report of the Conference Committee on H. F. 
No. 2344 be adopted and that the bill be repassed as amended by the 
Conference Committee. 

POINT OF ORDER 

, Schreiber raised a point of order pursuant to rule 6.11, relating to 
Conference Committees that the Conference Committee report on 
H. F. No. 2344 was not in order. 

The Speaker pursuant to section 245 of "Mason's Manual of 
Legislative Procedure" submitted the following question to the 
House: "Is it the judgment of the House that the Schreiber point of 
order is well taken?" 

A roll call was, requested and properly seconded. 

The question was taken on the Schreiber point of order and the roll 
was called. 

Wynia moved, that those not voting be excused from voting. The 
motion prevailed. 

There were 55 yeas and 67 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Bennett 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Burger 
Clausnitzer . 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Forsythe 
Frederick 

Frerichs 
Gruenes 

g:mecht 

Haukoos 
'Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 

• Jennings 
, Johnson, V. 

Knickerbocker 
Marsh 
McDonald 
McKasy 
McPherson 
Miller 
Morrison 
Olsen, S. 
Omann 
Onnen 
Ozment 

Pauly 
Poppenhagen 
Quinn 
Quist 
Redalen 
Richter 
Bose 
Schafer 
Schreiber 
Shaver 
Stanius 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Battaglia Brown Dauner Jefferson 
Bauerly Carlson, L. Dawkins Jensen 
Beard Carruthers DeBIieck Johnson, A. 
Begich Clark Dorn Johnson, R. 
Bertram Cooper Greenfield Kaho 

Steensma 
Sv-iggum 
Swenson' 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Uphus 
Valento 
Waltman 
Welle 
Winter 

Kalis 
' Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Kauth 
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Krueger 
Larsen 
Lasley 
Lieder 
Long 
McEachern 
McLaughlin 
Milbert 
Mione 

TuESDAY, APRIL 19, 1988 

Munger Osthoff 
Murphy Otis 
Nelson, C. Pappas 
Nelson, K. Pelowski 
Neuenschwander Peterson 
O'Connor Price 
Ogren Reding 
Olson, E. Rest 
Orenstein Rice 

Riveness 
Rodosovich 
Rukavina 
Sarna 
Scheid 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Tunheim 
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Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Wenzel 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

So it was the judgment of the House that the Schreiber point of 
order was not well taken. 

POINT OF ORDER 

Knickerbocker raised a point of order pursuant to Joint Rule 2.02, 
paragraph 2, relating to bills appropriating money that the Confer
ence Committee report on H. F. No. 2344 was not in order. The 
Speaker ruled the point of order not well taken. 

The Speaker called Long to the Chair. 

Schreiber moved that the House refuse to adopt the report of the 
Conference Committee on H. F. No. 2344 and that the bill be 
returned to the Conference Committee. 

A roll call was requested and properly seconded. 

The question was taken on the Schreiber motion and the roll was 
called. 

Otis moved that those not voting be excused from voting. The 
motion prevailed. 

There were 57 yeas and 70 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Bennett 
Blatz 
Boo 
BW'ger 
Carlson, D. 
Clausrutzer 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 

Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugooon 
Jacobs 
Jennings 
Johnson, V. 
Knickerbocker 
Kostohryz 

Marsh 
McDonald 
McKasy 
McPherson 
Miller 
Morrison 
Olsen, S. 
Olson, K. 
Omann 
Onnen 
Ozment 
Pauly 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Poppenhagen 
Quinn 
Quist 
Redalen 
Richter 
Rose 
Schafer 
Schreiber 
Seaberg 
Shaver 
Stanius 
Steensma 

Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjomhom 
Tompkins 
Uphus 
Valento 
Waltman 
Welle 
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Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 

. Begich 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Brown 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Cooper 
Dauner 

Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dom 
Greenfield 
Jefferson 
Jensen 
Jolmson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
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Knuth Ogren 
Krueger Olson, E. 
Larsen Orenstein 
Lasley Osthoff 
Lieder Otis 
Long Pappas 
McEachern Pelowski 
McLaughlin Peterson 
Milbert Price 
Mione Reding 
Murphy Rest 
Nelson, C Rice 
Neuenschwander Rodosovich 
O'Connor Rukavina 

The motion did not prevaiL 
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Sarna 
Scheid 
Segal 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Spk. Vanasek 

Himle moved that the Rules of the House be suspended. Speaker 
pro tempore Long ruled the Himle motion out of order. 

The Speaker resumed the Chair. 

. 
Schreiber moved that the House recess subject to the call of the 

Chair. The motion did not prevaiL 

The question recurred on the Kahn motion that the report of the 
Conference Committee on H. F. No. 2344 be adopted and that the bill 
be repassed as amended by the Conference Committee. The motion 
prevailed. 

H. F. No. 2344, A bill for an act relating to the organization and 
operation of state government; clarifying, providing for deficiencies 
in, and supplementing appropriations for the expenses of state 
government with certain conditions; creating and modifying agen
cies and functions; fixing and limiting fees; requiring studies and 
reports; appropriating money; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, 
sections 3.9223, subdivision 5; 3.9225, subdivision 5; 3.9226, subdi
vision 5; 16B.24, by adding a subdivision; 88.22, by adding a 
subdivision; 89.001, by adding a subdivision; 89.19; 116.48, by 
adding subdivisions; 116.1.615, by adding a subdivision; 296.16, by 
adding a subdivision; and 296.421, by adding a subdivision; Minne
sota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 3.732, subdivision 1; 3.885; 
85.055, subdivision 1; 105.44, subdivision 10; 115C.02, subdivision 
13; 116C.712, subdivision 5; 116.1.941, subdivision 1; 1160.03, 
subdivision 2; 1160.04, subdivision 1; 1160.06, subdivision 1; and 
480.241, subdivision 2; Laws 1985, First Special Session chapter 15, 
section 4, subdivision 6; Laws 1987, chapter 357, section 27, subdi
vision 2; Laws 1987, chapter 404, sections 20, subdivision 6; and 22, 
subdivision 4; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, 
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chapters 89; 115C; 424A; and 446A; repealing Minnesota Statutes 
1987 Supplement, section 161.52. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by Conference, 
and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken On the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. 

Wynia moved that those not voting be excused from voting. The 
motion prevailed. 

There were 85 yeas and 46 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
DeRaad 

DiUe 
Dorn 
Greenfield 
Hartle 
Jacobs 
Jefferson 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 

La~n Onnen 
Lasley Orenstein 
Lieder Osthoff' 
Long Otis 
McEachern Pappas 
McKasy Pelowski 
McLaughlin Peterson 
Milbert Poppenhagen 
Minne Price 
Murphy Quinn 
Nelson, C. Quist 
Nelson, K. Reding 
Neuenschwander Rest 
O'Connor Rice 
Ogren Rodosovich 
Olson, E. Rukavina 
Omann Sarna 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Bennett Frerichs Kelso Olson, K. 
Blatz Gruenes Knickerbocker Ozment 
Boo Gutknecht Marsh Pauly 
Brown Haukoos McDonald Redalen 
Burger Heap McPherson Richter 
Clausnitzer Himle Miller Riveness 
Dempsey Hugoson Morrison fuse 
Forsythe Jennings Nelson, D. Schafer 
Frederick Johnson, V. Olsen, S. Schreiber 

Scheid 
Segal 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Swenson 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Wenzel 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

Seaberg 
Shaver 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Thiede 
Tjomhom 
Valento 
Welle 
Winter 

The bill was repassed, as amended by Conference, and its title 
agreed to. 

Boo was excused for the remainder of today's session. 

There being no objection, the order of business reverted to Mes
sages from the Senate. 
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MESSAGES FROM TilE SENATE 

The following messages were 'received from the Senate: 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted 
the report of the Conference Committee on: 

S. F. No. 2569. 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the recom
mendation and report of the Conference Committee. Said Senate 
File is herewith transmitted to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON S, F, NO. 2569 

A bill for an act relating to education; appropriating money to tile 
higher edncation coordinating board, regents of the University of 
Minnesota, state university board, state board for community col
leges, and state board of vocational technical educatfon, with certain 
conditions; authorizing bonding for capital improvements; amend
ing Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 3.971, subdivision 1; 92.05; 
136.31, by adding a subdivision; and 136.41, by adding subdivisions; 
248.07, subdivisions 7 and 12; Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supple
ment, section 248.07, subdivision 8; Laws 1983, chapter 334, section 
7, as amended; and Laws 1987, chapter 401, section 2, subdivision 6; 
proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapters 135A 
and 137; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 136.26; and 
136C.13, subdivision 3. 

The Honorable Jerome M. Hughes 
President of the Senate 

The Honorable Robert Vanasek 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

April 19, 1988 

We, the undersigned conferees for S. F. No. 2569, report that we' 
have agreed upon the items in dispute and recommend as follows: 

That the House recede from its amendments and that S, F. No. 
2569 be further amended as follows: 

Delete everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"ART1GLE 1 

Section 1. [APPROPRIATIONS.] 
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The amounts in the columns under "APPROPRIATIONS" are 
appropriated from the general fund or other named fund to the 
agencies for the purposes specified in this act. The appropriations 
are available for the fiscal years indicated for each purpose. The 
figure "1988" or "1989," when used to refer to the fiscal year of 
appropriations, means that the appropriations listed under the 
figure are available for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1988, or June 
30, 1989, respectively. 

SUMMARY BY FUND 
1988 1989 

GENERAL $5,700,000 $18,356,500 

Summary by Agency-All Funds 

Higher Education Coordinating 
Board 

5,700,000 1,235,000 

State Board of Vocational 
Technical Education 

1,907,800 

State Board for Community 
Colleges 

6,014,400 

State University Board 
7,799,300 

Regents of the University 
of Minnesota 

1,400,000 

TOTAL 

. $24,056,500 

6,935,000 

1,907,800 

6,014,400 

7,799,300 

1,400,000 

APPROPRIATIONS 
Available for the Fiscal Year 

Ending June 30 

1988 1989 

Sec. 2. HIGHER EDUCATION CO-
ORDINATING BOARD - TOTAL $5,700,000 $1,235,000 

Subdivision 1. Average Cost Funding 
Task Force 

The HECB shall distribute agendas, 
minutes, and reports of the average 
cost funding task force to the chairs of 
the senate education and finance com-
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mittees and the house higher education 
and appropriations committees. 

Subd. 2. State Scholarships and 
Grants 

$5,700,000 $500,000 

This appropriation is added to the ap
propriation for the same purpose in 
Laws 1987, chapter 401, section 2, sub
division 3. 

The legislature intends that the board 
make full scholarship and grant awards 
in fiscal year 1989. The HECB may 
request the necessary appropriation in 
the 1989 legislative session if the fiscal 
year 1989 money is insufficient to make 
full awards. 

During the biennium, the HECB may 
transfer unencumbered balances 
among the accounts provided in Laws 
1987, chapter 401, section 2, to the 
scholarship and grant account. Before 
the transfer, the HECB shall consult 
with the chairs of the house appropria
tions and senate finance committees. 

During the biennium, the. HECB may 
ask the commissioner of finance to loan 
general fund money to the scholarship 
and grant account to ease cash flow 
difficulties. The HECB must first cer
tify to the commissioner that there will 
be adequate refunds to the account to 
repay the loan. The commissioner shall 
use the refunds to make repayment to 
the general fund of the full amount . 
loaned. Money necessary to meet cash 
flow difficulties in the state scholarship 
and grant program is appropriated to 
the commissioner of finance for loans to 
HECB. 

Subd. 3 .. Study of Statewide Higher 
Education Needs 

$375,000 

[91st Day 
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$350,000 is to begin a study of the 
post-secondary needs of the state. The 
study shall be divided into two phases. 
The first phase, to be undertaken in 
1988, must concentrate on the needs of 
the population corridor extending from 
St. Cloud to Rochester. The second 
phase, to be undertaken in 1989, must 
concentrate on the other regions of the 
state. The HECB may contract for por
tions of the study, as necessary. Both 
phases of the study must focus on (1) an 
assessment of the current and future 
conditions and needs; (2) strategies to 
meet these needs; (3) costs associated 
with the strategies; and (4) effects of 
the strategies on existing institutions, 
state policies, and system and institu
tional missions. 

Both phases of the study should include 
consideration of at least the following 
concerns: the current and projected de
mographic and participation trends; 
current level and types of services 
available; needs of traditional, nontra
ditional, and minority students; the 
geographical accessibility of services 
needed by different types of students; 
uses of alternative delivery systems, 
technology, cooperative efforts, and rec
iprocity agreements; and the physical 
capacity of existing institutions. The 
HECB shall seek matching money for 
the study. The HECB shall report its 
findings on the first phase to the edu
cation and finance committees of the 
senate and the higher education and 
appropriations committees of the house 
by February 1, 1989. The study shall 
serve as the 1988 intersystem plan for 
the post-secondary systems as required 
in section 135A.06, subdivision 2. 

$25,000 is for a study, to be conducted 
simultaneously with the first phase, on 
the procedures necessary, fiscal impli
cations, and effects of implementing 
alternative governance arrangements 
oftwo-year public post-secondary insti
tutions. The HECB shall report the 

12223 
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results of this study to the education 
and finance committees of the senate 
and the higher education and appropri
ations committees of the house by 
March 1, 1989. 

If either appropriation is insufficieut, 
the HECB may transfer money within 
this subdivision, after notifying the 
chairs of the house appropriations and 
senate finance committees. 

Subd. 4. Other Appropriations 

(a) Job Skills Partnership 

The appropriation in Laws 1987, chap
ter 386, article 10, section 9, for the Job 

. Skills Partnership does not cancel but 
is available until expended. Up to 
$75,000 of the appropriation may be 
used for administrative expenses. The 
Partnership shall seek future funding 
from the Greater Minnesota Corpora
tion. 

(b) Quality Assessment 

$150,000 

(c) Minority Education Partnership 

$ 10,000 

(d) Model Enterprise Development and 
Innovation Centers 

$200,000 

This appropriation may be used to sup
port existing and new model centers. 
The program shall seek future funding 
from the Greater Minnesota Corpora
tion. 

Sec. 3. STATE BOARD OF VOCA
TIONAL TECHNICAL EDUCATION -
TOTAL 

(a) Curriculum Restructuring 

$450,000 

[91st Day 

1,907,800 
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This is a nonrecurring appropriation 
and will not be included to calculate 
the base for the 1989-1991 biennial 
budget. 

(b) Increased Enrollment 

$1,007,800 

This appropriation is based on an enti
tlement of $1,185,600. This is a nonre
curring appropriation and will not be 
included when calculating the base for 
the 1989-1991 biennial budget. This 
appropriation is based on estimated 
enrollments for 1989 of 40,548. If ac
tualenrollments are different from this 
estimate, the commissioner of finance 
shall calculate the effect for the general 
fund due to the difference and include 
an adjustment in the budget for fiscal 
year 1990. The legislature intends that 
the board use this appropriation for 
curriculum restructuring. 

(c) State Council on Vocational Techni
cal Education 

$50,000 

This appropriation is added to tbe ap
propriation for the council in Laws 
1987, chapter 401, section 3, subdivi
sion 4. 

(d) Services for Handicapped Students 

$400,000 

This appropriation is for noninstructio
nal expenditures. 

Sec. 4. STATE BOARD FOR COM
MUNITY COLLEGES - TOTAL 

(a) Increased Enrollment 

$4,964,400 

This is a nonrecurring appropriation 
and will not be included when calculat
ing the base for the 1989-1991 biennial 
budget. This appropriation is based on 
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estimatsd enrollments for 1989 of 
29,723. If actual enrollments are differ
ent from this estimate, the commis
sioner of finance shall calculats the 
effect for the general fund due to the 
difference and include an adjustment 
in the budget for fiscal year 1990. 

(b) Instructional Equipment and Base 
Adjustment 

$1,000,000 

The legislature estimates that the 
amount of instructional expenditures 
will increase $1,492,500. 

(c) Wolf Centsr Program 

$50,000 

This appropriation must not be spent 
until the community college board has 
approved the academic program for the 
Wolf Center. This appropriation does 
not detsrmine the appropriate location 
to offer the program. 

Sec. 5. STATE UNIVERSITY 
BOARD - TOTAL 

(a) Increased Enrollment 

$7,349,300 

This is a nonrecurring appropriation 
and will not be included when calculat
ing the base for the 1989-1991 biennial 
budget. This appropriation is based on 
estimated enrollments for 1989 of 
50,112. If actual enrollments are differ
ent from this estimats, the commis
sioner of finance shall calculats the 
effect for the general fund due to the 
difference and include an adjustment 
in the budget for fiscal year 1990. 

(b) Winona State Engineering 

The $500,000 appropriated in Laws 
1987, chapter 401, section 5, subdivi
sion 2, may be spent by the stats uni
versity board for the Winona 

[91st Day 
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engineering school upon the legislature 
receiving a positive recommendation 
regarding program review from the 
HECB and documentation that 
$250,000 of the appropriation has been 
matched by contributions from non
state sources. This matching require
ment may be satisfied with donated 
equipment and supplies necessary to 
the program, after consulting with the 
chairs of the finance and appropria
tions committees. 

(c) Arrowhead Upper Division 

$50,000 

This appropriation is to study and de
velop an upper division 'component 
within the Arrowhead Community Col
lege Region through Bemidji State 
University. The money is to employ a 
coordinator who shall establish an ad
ministrative framework, and coordi
nate and improve student services. The 
state university board shall report its 
progress in meeting the upper division 
needs of northeastern Minnesota to the 
house appropriations and senate fi
nance committees by February 1, 1989. 

Cd) Southwest State Science and Tech
nology Resource Center 

$400,000 

The Science and Technology Resource 
Center shall seek future funding from 
the Greater Minnesota Corporation. 

Sec. 6. REGENTS OF THE UNI
VERSITY OF MINNESOTA - TOTAL 

Subdivision 1. Operations and Main
tenance 

Ca) The regents are requested to employ 
persons qualified to provide the board 
with fiscal and policy information, 
oversight, and analysis on matters re
quiring the regents' attention or ac
tion. The staff should be independent 
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from the University administration 
and should be responsible solely to the 
regents. The board shall report its ac
tion under this paragraph to the chairs 
of the senate finance and house appro
priations committees by December 1, 
1988. 

(b) In allocating the University's cen
tral reserves, the regents are requested 
to be cognizant of the needs of the 
coordinate campuses. 

(c) The University of Minnesota is re
quested to develop fire safety stan
dards, applicable to cigarettes and 
little cigars. The funding for the devel
opment of the standards should be in
cluded in the University's 1989-1991 
biennial budget request. 

Subd. 2. Special Appropriations 

(a) Supercomputer Institute 

$1,100,000 

This appropriation is available only if 
the board of regents purchases or en
ters into a new lease agreement, 'after 
the effective date of this provision, for a 
second supercomputer architecture. 
The board shall report to the chairs of 
the senate finance and house appropri
ations committees whether it has ob
tained a second supercomputer arch
itecture and, if it has entered into a 
lease agreement, the terms and condi
tions ofthe lease agreement. The board 
may request money to continue a lease 
agreement in its budget request to the 
1989 legislature. 

(b) Rochester Graduate Education 

$300,000 

The legislature estimates that 
$450,000 in fiscal year 1989 is for the 
University of Minnesota to provide 
graduate degree programs in the Roch
ester area. To the extent possible, pro-

[91st Day 
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grams in electrical engineering, 
computer science, and technology man
agement shall be offered. The appropri
ation is for instructional expenditures. 
The University is requested to prepare 
a report on short and long range plans 
for program development, faculty re
cruitment, availability and uses of ad
junct faculty, estimates of costs for five 
years, and a timetable for establish
ment of graduate programs. To assist in 
these determinations, the regents shall 
establish a permanent local advisory 
committee composed of persons, includ
ing representatives of the business 
community, who reside in the Roches
ter area and who have knowledge of, 
and interest in, graduate level educa
tion. The University shall report its 
findings to the house appropriations 
and senate finance committees by Feb
ruary 1, 1989. The report must be sub
mitted to the HECB for review and 
comment before its submission to the 
legislature. The HECB shall review the 
delivery of graduate level programs in 
the Rochester area and report its find
ings to the house appropriations and 
senate finance committees by February 
1, 1990. This appropriation shall not 
cancel but shall be available until ex
pended. Money available from any 
other source may not supplant this ap
propriation but shall be added to it. 
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Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 3.971, subdivision 1, is 
amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. To perform financial audits the legislative auditor 
shall postaudit and make a complete examination and verification of 
all accounts, records, inventories, vouchers, receipts, funds, securi
ties, and other assets of the University of Minnesota, all state 
departments, boards, commissions, and other state agencies at least 
once a year, if funds money and personnel permit, and oftener if 
deemed necessary or as directed by the legislature or the legislative 
audit commission. Audits may include detailed checking of every 
transaction or test checking as the legislative auditor deems best. 
The books of the state treasurer and commissioner of finance may be 
examined monthly. The legislative auditor shall see that all provi
sions of law respecting the appropriate and economic use of public 
funds are complied with by all departments and agencies of the state 
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government. 

A copy of all postandits, reports and results of examinations made 
by the legislative auditor shall be deposited with the legislative 
reference library. 

Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 92.05, is amended to 
read: 

92.05 [SALT LANDS, BY WHOM SOLD.] 

The board of regents of the University of Minnesota shall have 
charge of the state salt lands donated by the United States to aid in 
the development of the brines in the state. The board of regents may 
sell these lands. '!'he l'£aeeeas Hem the sales IIffiSt he heM in tRlst 
andllffiSt he dis\H,£sea in aeeaFaanee with the law I'Foviaing fur .. 
geologieal andnatliFai history slirvey. The university may execute, 
in its name, deeds of conveyance of these lands. The proceeds of the 
sale of the lands when invested constitute a permanent fund, called 
the university salt land fund. The university board of regents shall 
control and manage the university salt land fund. 

The university salt land fund is considered a nonstate source for 
purposes ofsectiollT37Jl22,SubdJ:Vision 3. The board ofregeiitSmay 
use the income from the fund to m~tch income from the permanent 
univerSity fund for use !!.y the university campuses at Crookston, 
Duluth, Morris, anOW aseca for the purposes set forth in section 
137.022, subdivision 3. 

Sec. 9. Minnesota Statutes ,1987 Supplement, section 135A.04, is 
amended to read: 

135A.04 [VARIABLE TUITION.] 

The board ofreg'mts of the University of Minnesota; state univer
sity board, state board for community colleges, and state board for 
vocational education shall establish tuition. Tuition may vary by 
program, level of instruction, cost of instruction, or other classifica
tions determined by each board. In all systems that have .. eredit 
hooF basis, t"itian rates IIffiSt he estaillishea .... that basis and ffiIiBt 
Hat ft!lI'ly aeross .. variable lHimileF ef eFeaits. Tuition may be set at 
any percentage of instructional cost established by the respective 
boards. 

Sec. 10. [135A.ll] [COMMUNITY SERVICE.] 

Each public post-secondary system ~ requested to review its 
curricula, es1ecially in required courses in general eaucation and 
departmenta majors, to determine the current and future opportu, 
nities for incorporating community service components. Each sys-
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tern is encouraged to locate curricular areas in which the system can 
assist students to vOluiltarily pursue community service that i!" 
relevant to their studies. 

Sec. 11. [135A.12] [UNIQUE NEEDS AND ABILITIES OF 
AMERICAN INDIAN PEOPLE.] 

Subdivision h [APPLICABILITY.] This section applies to the 
higher education coordinating board, each public post-secondary 
governing board, each pubbc post-secondary institution, and each 
school board that operates ~ technical institute. 

Subd. 2. [PROGRAMS AND SERVICES.] The board of each 
inSfitiition, at the re6uest of ten or more full-timeAffienCa.n Indian 
students, shall esta lish an advisory committee, in consultation 
with tribal designated representatives. The advisory committee 
shall recommend instructIOnal programs and student services to 
meet the unique needs of American Indian people. 

Subd. 3. [AMERICAN INDIAN LANGUAGES.] A student who is 
prOllCIentin an American Indian language shall have the oppOrtli= 
nity to be assessed, placed, or to receive credit for skills in that 
language in the same manner that a student !§. assessed, placed, or 
receives credIt for skills in lallguages other than the English 
language. 

Subd. 4. [QUALIFICATIONS FOR AMERICAN INDIAN STUD
IES AND SERVICES.] American Indian individuals who under
stand and have demonstrated knowrea~e of American Indian 
Iangiiage,-histOfy, or culture may be consi erect to be competeiiItO 
provide instruction in American Illilian language, history, or cul
ture programs. Qualifications to Fe noninstructional services 
at post-secondary institutions for merican Indian people must take 
into consideration knowledge of and understanding of American 
Indian language, history, or cuIfure. 

Subd. §..: [CONSULTATION.] When the higher education coordi
nating board conducts studies, performs evaluations, reviews pro
grams, and makes recommendations that affect educational 
programs and services for American Indian people, !! shall consult 
with tribal designated representatives. 

Sec. 12. [135A.13] [STUDENT SERVICES PRICES.] 

The governing board of each pubdic post-secondary system is 
requested to estabilshpnces for goo s and services sold through: 
student services that approximate as nearly as possible the cost of 
providing quality goods and services. 

Sec. 13. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 136.31, is amended by 
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adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 7. Except as provided in this subdivision, the board may 
irrevocably appro~iate and use any money, other than direct state 
apropriations an tuition receipts appropriated !!x section 136.11, 
su diVision 1 neIa fu: it to discharge or otherwise provide for the 
payment of ffie TnferestcoITnng due on its revenue bondS oufSfana
!!!s: on the effective date ofthis section until paid and of the principal 
and any premium coming due on the bonds at maturity Or upon aliY 
earlier date u{f,0n which the bonds are called for redemptIon. For t is 
pUlia0se;lhe oard may exercise all powers conferred upon !! under 
su iVlsion & with respect to escrow ag'hnts and escrow accounts, 
and may ~rov;ae for the illnding of ~ escrow accounts with 
securities 0' the ~ rererred to in subdivision 6 and certihcates of 
deposit, time deposits, and investment agreements Issued fu: the 
escrow agenJ or ani, other financial institution. ThlsSiiOdivision 
does not aut orize t e ap~ropriation or use of bOard money to secure 
outstanding revenueoon s contrary to ~ board resolution authoriz
!!!s: the issuance and providing for the security of the bonds, or .the 
use OiOther board money contrary tOtlie terms ora contract, specific 
legiBrative appropriation, or law. 

Sec. 14. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 136.41, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 8. The state university board or ~ successor may issue 
adaffio.uu revenueoonds under sections 136.31 to 136.38 in an 
a~gregate principal amount not exceeding $40;000,000, subject to 
~ resolutions authorizing its outstanding revenue bonds, ana 
payable from the revenue appropriated to the fund estabTIShed fu: 
section 136.35, and use the proceeds together with other public or 
private money that may otherwise become available to acquire land, 
and to aClluire, construct, complete, remodel, and equip structures to 
be used or aormitory, reSidence hall, student union, ~ service, 
anareIated parking purposes at the state univerSities. Before 
issuin the bonas or any part of fIlem, the board shal! consult with 
an obtain the advISOry recommenaatiolls of the chairs of the house 
appropriations committee and the senate nnance committee about 
the facilities to be financed fu: the bonds. 

Sec. 15. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 136.41; is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 9. The bonds authorized !!x this section may be issued 
withOiit regaro to whether the interest to be plid onthem is 
Includable in gross income for federal tax purposes. owever, if!! is 
Intended that the interest on the bonas be exempt from federal 
Income taxes, an officer of the board shall certify for the board on the 
date of issue flle facts, esfiffiates;a.nd circumstancestnatTeiiQ file 
officer reasonaor~ to erect that the proceeds of the bonds and file 
laCillties finance §: t em Will notOe used to cause the interest on 
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the bonds to be subject to federal income taxes; the board may 
covenant and agree with tIle holders of the bonds that .i! will comply 
with the provisions of the United StatesTntemal Revenue Code now 
or hereafter enacted that do or may ~ to the bonds and that 
establIsh conditions under which the interest to be paid on the bonds 
will not be subject to federal income taxes; and the officers ortIie 
hoard shall take the actions or refrarnTrom taking the actions 
necessary to comply with the covenants. Money required to be spet 
to comEly may be appropriated fu: the board from the fund esta -
Ilshed ~ section 136.35. 

Sec. 16. [137.0245] [REGENT CANDIDATE ADVISORY COUN
CIL.] 

Subdivision 1. [ESTABLISHMENT.] A regent candidate advisory 
council is established to assist the Tegislature in determining 
criteria ror, and identifying and recruiting qualifieocandidates for 
membership on the board of regents. 

Subd. 2. [MEMBERSHIP.] The regent candid"te advisory council 
shall consist of 24 members. TWelve members sllan he appointed by 
theSubCommittee on committees of the committee on rules and 
adiilllllstration ofthe senate. Twelve members shall be apPOliifud fu. 
the speaker of the nouse of representatives. No more than one-third 
of the members aPIJointed ~ each appointing authority may be 
current or former egislators. l'lO more than two-thirds of the 
membersapporntea by each appolnti?thoTIty may belong to the 
same political party; however, politic';: activity or affiliation is not 
required for the appointment of any member. Geographical repre
sentation must be taken into consideration when making appoint
ments. Section 15.0575 shall govern the adVIsOry council, except 
that the members shan be appomted to six-year terms with one
third appointed each even-numbered year. 

Subd. 3. [DUTIES.] The advisory council shall: 

(1) develop, in consultation with current and former regents and 
the administration of the University of Minnesota, !! statement of 
the selection criteria to be applied ana a description of the respon
sibihtles and duties of!! regent, and shalT distribute this to potential 
candidates; and 

(2) for each position on the board, identify and recruit qualified 
candiaates for the board oTregents, based on the background and 
experience of the candidates, and their potential for discharging the 
responsibilities of a member of the board of regents. 

Subd. 4. [RECOMMENDATIONS.] The advisory council shall 
recommend at least two and not more than four candidates. ~ 
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Febru"'7 ! of each odd-numbered year, the advisory council shall 
submit Its recommendations to the presiUeiit of the senate and the 
meaker of the house of representatives_ The legiSIature shall notoe 

ound ~ these recommendations. 

SuM. 5. [SUPPORT SERVICES.] The le~slative coordinating 
commission shall erovide administrative an support services for 
the advisory counCIL ' 

Sec. 17. [INITIAL TERMS.] 

~ September 1. 1988ft ea~h~~~;~~a~y~sh?a~l~l ~ap~p~oint four members to terms t at memoers to 
terms that expTreJailu"ary='·>;~<'-" terms that 
expire January 1994. - ----

Sec. 18. [137.0251] [BUDGETARY INFORMATION.] 

The board of regents of the University of Minnesota shall make 
avauable to tne commissioner of finance an bOOkS, accounts, docu
ments, ana property that the commissioner 0eSIreS to inspect.--

Sec. 19. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 248.07, subdivision 7, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 7. [BLIND, VENDING STANDS AND MACHINES ON 
GOVERNMENTAL PROPERTY.] Notwithstanding any other law, 
for the rehabilitation of blind persons the commissioner shall have 
exclusive authority to establish and to operate vending stands and 
vending machines in all buildings and properties owned or rented 
exclusively by the state university or community college systems or 
~ any department or agency of the state of Minnesota except the 
department of natural resources properties operated directly by the 
division of state parks and not subject to private leasing. The 
merchandise to be dispensed by such vending stands and machines 
may include seft Elriai<s, (el<eept &g BeeF}, milk nonalcoholic bever
ages, food, candies, tobacco, souvenirs, notions and related Items. 
Such vending stands and vending machines herein authorized shall 
be operated on the same basis as other vending stands for the blind 
established and supervised by the commissioner under federal law. 
The commissioner may shall waive this authority to dIsplace any 
present private individual concessionaire in any state-owned or 
rented building or property who is operatinN under a contract with 
a specific renewal or terminatlon date, unti the renewal or termr.: 
nation date. WIth the consent of the governing body of a governmen
tal subdivision of the state, the commissioner may establish and 
supervise vending stands and vending machines for the blind in any 
building or property exclusively owned or rented by the governmen
tal subdivision. 
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Sec. 20. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 248.07, 
subdivision 8, is amended to read: 

Subd. 8. [USE OF REVOLVING FUND, LICENSES FOR OPER
ATION OF VENDING MACHINES.] The revolving fund created by 
Laws 1947, chapter 535, section 5, is continued as provided in this 
subdivision and shall be known as the revolving fund for vocational 
rehabilitation of the blind. It shall be used for the purchase of 
equipment and supplies for establishing and operating of vending 
stands by blind persons. All income, receipts, earnings, and federal 
grants due to the operation thereof shall also be paid into the fund. 
All interest earned on money accrued in the fund must be credited to 
the fund by the state treasurer. All equipment, supplies, and 
expenses for setting up these stands shall be paid for from the fund. 
Authority is hereby given to the commissioner to use the money 
available in the revolving fund that originated as operational 
charges to individuals licensed under this subdivision for the 
establishment, operation, and supervision of vending stands by 
blind persons for the following purposes: (1) purchase, upkeep and 
replacement of equipment; (2) !,Hrcllase sf HHtial aOO re!,lacemem 
steek sf sH!,!,lies aOO mereRanaise; 00 expenses incidental to the 
setting up of new stands and improvement of old stands; W !,Hrellase 
sf geftera-i liaBility iasHraace as aeemea aavisaBle 1& any veaaiag 
&l;aa!I by tile carumissiafter; ~ (3) reimbursement under section 
15.059 to individual blind vending operators for reasonable tffi¥el 
aOO ruaiftteaaaee expenses incurred in attending supervisory meet
ings as called by the commissioner and other expenditures for 
management services consistent with lederal law; fGt and (4) pur
chase of fringe benefits for blillifYending operators anatheir 
employees such as group health insurance, retirement program, 
vacation or sick leave assistance provided that the purchase of any 
fringe benefit is approved by a majority vote of blind vending 
operators licensed pursuant to this subdivision after the commis
sioner provides to each blind vending operator information on all 
matters relevant to the fringe benefits. Fringe benefits shall be paid 
only from assessments of operators for specific benefits, gifts to the 
fund for fringe benefit purposes, and vending income which is not 
assignable to an individual stand. 

Money originally deposited as merchandise and supplies repay
ments !!y individuals licensed under this subdivision may be ex
pended for initial and replacement stocks. of supplies and 
merchandise. Money originally deposited from vending income on 
federal property must be spent consistent with federal law. 

All other deposits may be used for the purchase of general liability 
insurance or any other expense related to the operation and super
vision of vencllllg stands. 

The commissioner shall issue each license for the operation of a 
vending stand or vending machine for an indefinite period but may 
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terminate any license in the manner provided. In granting licenses 
for new or vacated stands preference on the basis of seniority of 
experience in operating stands under the control of the commis
sioner shall be given to capable operators who are deemed compe
tent to handle the enterprise under consideration. Application of 
this preference shall not prohibit the commissioner from selecting 
an operator from the community in which the stand is located. 

Sec. 21. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 248.07, subdivision 12, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 12. [REIMBURSEMENT OUT OF STATE DISTRIBUTION 
OF BRAILLE AND SPECIAL MATERIALS.] The commissioner 
shall obtain reimbursement from other states for the estimated cost 
of providing radio signals, programming, and radio receivers for the 
blind and for production and handling of Braille books, audio tapes, 
and related services for the blind distributed by the department of 
jobs and training to users in such other states and may contract with 
the appropriate authorities of such states to effect such reimburse
ment. All money received hereunder shall be paid to the state 
treasurer and placed in the geneml special revenue fund and is 
appropriated to the commissioner of jobs and training for the 
purposes of this sUDaivision. 

Sec. 22. Laws 1987, chapter 401, section 2, subdivision 6, IS 

amended to read: 

Subd. 6. Income Contingent Loans 

$110,000 $158,100 

This appropriation is for an income 
contingent loan repayment program to 
assist graduates of Minnesota schools 
in medical, dental, pharmacy, chiro
practic medicine, public health, and 
veterinary medicine and Minnesota 
residents graduating from optometry 
and osteopathy programs in repaying 
their student debt by providing a repay
ment plan based on their annual in
come. '!'he HEGB shall stOOy the 
!lessiele inelasien ef staaents in ethe¥ 
aeaaemie l'Fegrams inelaaing el'teme 
tFy fHHl esteel'athy fHHl ~ its Fee

emmendatiens te the al'l'Fel'Fiatiens 
fHHl finaRee eemmittees by DeeemlleF 
1-; ~ During the biennium, appli
cant data collected by the HECB for 
this program may be disclosed to a 
consumer credit reporting agency un-
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der the same cODditions as apply to the 
supplemental loan program according 
to section 136A.162. 

Sec. 23. [FACULTY EXCHANGE PROGRAM.] 
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Subdivision ~ [ESTABLISHMENT.] il program of faculty ex
change for the 1988-1989 academic year ~ established to allow 
school districts and post-secondary institutions to arrange tempo
rary exchanges between members of their instructional staff. These 
arrangements must be made on ~ voluntary, cooperative basis 
between the school district and the institution. 

Subd. ~ [USES OF PROGRAM.] Each participating school dis
trict and post-secondary institution may determine the way in 
which the instructional staff member's time is to be used, but it 
must be in a way that promotes understaruIllig-of theneeds of each 
edi.iCatlofiaCsysteill.A public school teacher might be used to teach 
courses, provide counseling and tutorial serVices, assist with the 
preparation of future teachers, or take f,rofessional development 
courses. il post-secondary instructor mig t teach advanced place
ment courses or other classes to aid an underserved population at 
the school district, counsel studeuts about future education plans, or 
work with teachers to better prepare students for post-secondary 
education. Participation need not be limited to one school or 
institution and may invo~other groups including educational 
cooperative service units. 

Subd. 3. [SALARIES, BENEFITS, CERTIFICATION.] Exchanges 
made under the program must not have !! negative effect on 
participants' salaries, seniority, or other benefits. Notwithstanding 
Minnesota Statutes, sections 123.35, subdivision 6, and 125.04, a 
member of the instructional staff of " sost-secondaryInstitutioii 
may teach in an elementary or secon ary school or perform ~ 
service, agreed upon according to this section, for which" license 
would otherwise be required without holding the applicable license. 
In addition, " licensed employee of" school district may teach or 
perform !! service, agreed upon according to this section, at ~ 
post-secondary institution without meeting the applicable quiillfi
cations of the post-secondary institution. il school district is not 
subject to Minnesota Statutes, section 124.19, subdivision 3, as " 
result of entering into an agreement according to this section that 
enables " post-secondary Instructional staff member to teach or 
provide services in the district. All arrangements and details 
regarding the exchange must be mutually agreed to h the school 
district and post-secondary institution before implementation. 

Subd. 4. [REPORT OF PILOT PROGRAMS.] While these ex-
changes are the legislature intends tomamtamover-
sight to benefits and problems of the program. ~ 
February post-seconctary system shall submit a report 
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about the faculty exchange program to the chairs of the house 
education, higher education, and appropriations committees and the 
senate education and finance committees. The report shall contain 
the number of instructional staff participating in the exchange, 
areas of instruction, and other issues related to the exchange. 

Sec. 24. [LOANED EXECUTIVE ACTION PROGRAM (LEAP).] 

Subdivision 1. [PUBLIC SYSTEMS; JOINTLY] The governing 
boards of the public post-secondary s*tems are requested to jointly 
establish a Loaned Executive Action ogram to encourage ousiness 
executives in the private sector to Btddy management issues within 
each system aJi(fto make recommen ation8 to improve the manage
ment structures and processes of each. The heads of each system 
shall jointly report to the appropriations and finance committees on 
the actions taken under this section ~ .January 15, 1989. 

Subd. 2. [CAMPUS BUDGET PROPOSALS.] A loaned executive 
wOi1ill1g with the University of Minnesota shouIO study the issue of 
preparing and presenting individual campus budget proposals to the 
board of regents. 

Sec. 25. [REGENT ACTION.] 

The legislature requests that the board of regents of the Univer
sity of Minnesota undertake the folIoWmg actions to improve their 
management and accountability: 

(1) establish a committee to plan for and oversee the needs and 
uses of the presIdent's house; - -- -- --- --

(2) formally adopt policies for review of capital projects that 
specify when board approval is required, ~ and forms of infor
mation to be submitted to the board, and board procedures for cost 
overruns; 

(3) develop an accurate and complete reporting system for capital 
projects in progress; and 

(4) establish policies that improve the control over the use of 
unrestricted funds, including specification of approval and reporting 
requirements. 

The board of regents shall report the actions taken under this 
section to the house appropriations aM senate finance committees 
~ January h 1989. 

As part of its 1989 biennial budget presentation to the legislature, 
the University of Minnesota ~ requested to report its income and 
expenditures from all public and private sources. 
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Sec. 26. [COMMUNITY SERVICE REPORTS.J 

The public post-secondary systems shall report their actions, 
findings, and recommendations on community service opportunities 
to the house appropriations and senate finance committees ~ 
February 1, 1989. 

Sec. 27. [CHILD CARE REPORTS.) 

Each public post-secondary system shall assess the effects of child 
care legislation on the needs of post-secondary students. The report 
reqUIred ~ Laws 1988, chapter 439, shall include the assessment 
and recommendations of each system. Each system shall also submit 
its assessment and recommendations to the senate finance and 
house appropriatIOns committees by Januaryl5, 1989. 

Sec. 28. [AMERICAN INDIAN EDUCATION REPORT.) 

By February h 1989, each governing board shall report the 
actions it has taken to implement the provisions in this act relating 
to American Indian educatIon. The report shall be submitted to the 
house higher education and appropriations committees and the 
senate education and finance committees. 

Sec. 29. [REPEALER.) 

Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 136.26 and 136C.13, subdivi
sion 3, are repealed. 

Sec. 30. [EFFECTIVE DATE.) 

Sections 2, 6, 16, 17, 19, 20, 21, 23, 24, and 25 are effective the day 
following finaT enaclment.-- - - ~ --

ARTICLE 2 

Section l. [APPROPRIATIONS FOR CAPITAL IMPROVE
MENTS.) 

The amounts in the column under "APPROPRIATIONS" are 
appropriated from the general fund to the state agencies indicated to 
be spent to acquire and to better public land and buildings and other 
public improvements of a capital nature, as specified in this article. 

SUMMARY 

General Fund $8,388,200 
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APPROPRIATIONS 

Sec. 2. TECHNICAL INSTITUTES 

Subdivision 1. To the state board of 
vocational technical education for the 
purposes specified in this section $2,697,000 

Subd. 2. Post-secondary technical 
institute construction in the school 
districts listed in this subdivision. $1,697,000 

(a) Special Intermediate School 
District No. 917, Dakota County $197,600 

This appropriation is to purchase the 
former Rosemount city hall for child 
care. The total cost of the project must 
not be more than $233,000, whether 
paid from state, local, or federal money. 

The board of regents of the University 
of Minnesota and the board of interme
diate school district No. 917 may nego
tiate a lease that provides land in the 
city of Rosemount for Special Interme
diate School District No. 917, Dakota 
County, to develop a decision driving 
course. The agreement must include 
only a nominal financial consideration 
that reflects the University's minimal 
expenditures to acquire and maintain 
the land. 

(b) Independent School District No. 
656, Faribault 313,700 

This appropriation is for the comple
tion of the project authorized in Laws 
1987, chapter 400, section 17, subdivi
sion2(h). The total cost of the project 
must not be more than $2,022,000 
whether paid from state, local, or fed
eral money. 

(c) Independent School District No. 578, 
Pine City 328,500 

This appropriation is for the comple
tion of the project authorized in Laws 
1987, chapter 400, section 17, subdivi
sion 2(1). The total cost of the project 
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must not be more than $1,896,600, 
whether paid from state, local, or fed
eral money. 

(d) Independent School District No. 
256, Red Wing 327,200 

This appropriation is to acquire land 
for buildings to consolidate the cam
puses of the Red Wing Technical Insti
tute. The total cost of the project must 
not be more than $385,000, whether 
paid from state, local, or federal money. 

(e) Joint Vocational Technical District 
No. 900, Southwestern 530,000 

This appropriation is for construction 
or remodeling of the following facilities 
on these respective campuses: 

Granite Falls for handicapped access 
Jackson for child care 

Subd. 3. Statewide parking 

Projects undertaken must be those 
most in need of repair and should in
clude the paving of existing parking 
lots not presently paved. This money 
may be used for parking ramp modifi
cations. 

Subd. 4. Repairs 

During the biennium ending June 30, 
1989, replacement of steam lines, sewer 
lines, and other such services that are 
less than five percent of the appropria
tion for repairs and replacements must 
be accomplished when needed from the 
repairs and replacements account. 

Sec. 3. COMMUNITY COLLEGES 

Subdivision 1. To the commissioner 
of administration for the purposes spec-
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1,000,000 

ified in this section 2,791,200 

Subd. 2. Minneapolis Community 
College 1,011,200 
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This appropriation is added to the ap
propriation in Laws 1985, Special Ses
sion chapter 15, section 14, subdivision 
3. 

[91st Day 

Subd. 3. Systemwide 1,780,000 

(a) Roof repair, code compliance, and 
asbestos removal 1,600,000 

During the biennium ending June 30, 
1989, replacement of steam lines, sewer 
lines, and other such services that are 
less than five percent of the appropria
tion for repairs and replacements must 
be accomplished when needed from the 
repairs and replacements account. 

(b) Systemwide planning 

Subd. 4. Remodeling and construc
tion 

Appropriations authorized in Laws 
1987, chapter 400, section 18, subdivi
sion 2, may also be used for classroom 
remodeling and the relocation of ad
ministrative services. 

Sec. 4. STATE UNIVERSITIES 

Subdivision 1. To the state university 
board for the purposes specified in this 
section 

Subd. 2. Mankato Campus Emer
gency lease of building space to accom
modate enrollment growth 

Subd. 3. Metropolitan Campus Ac
quire site for consolidated administra
tive and student center 

The board may enter into an option 
with the St. Paul Port Authority to 
acquire approximately one acre of land 
between Mounds Boulevard and Maria 
Avenue, along East Seventh Street, 
north of the existing Band C buildings 
at a maximum cost of $500,000 if the 
option is exercised at the time of the 
initial purchase; or a maximum of 
$600,000 if exercised within 18 months 
of the initial purchase; or a maximum 

180,000 

2,900,000 

150,000 

1,300,000 
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of $650,000 if exercised within three 
years of the initial purchase. 

The agreement for the acquisition must 
include a provision that the St. Paul 
Port Authority ensure that all build
ings on the site are free from hazardous 
materials. 

At the time the boilers are converted to 
low pressure steam, the state board 
may enter into an agreement with Dis
trict Energy St. Paul Inc. for provision 
of steam heat, if the total cost of that 
heat does not exceed the estimated cost 
of receiving comparable services from 
another source. 
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Subd. 4. Systemwide 1,450,000 

(a) Abate hazardous materials and re-
move PCBs 100,000 

(b) Roof repair 1,350,000 

(c) Repairs 

During the biennium ending June 30, 
1989, replacement of steam lines, sewer 
lines, and other such services that are 
less than five percent of the appropria
tion for repairs and replacements must 
be accomplished when needed from the 
repairs and replacements account. 

Sec. 5. [REVIEW OF PLANS.] 

An agency to whom an appropriation is made in this article must 
not prepare final plant and specifications for any construction or 
major remodeling aut orized ~ this article until the agency that 
will use the project has presentedlfie program and schematic plans 
and cost estimates for all elements necessary to complete the project 
to the chair of the senate finance committee and the chair of the 
house appropriatWnscommittee and the chairs have made their 
recommendations. The recommencIationsareadvisQryOnly. FaJ.Tii"re" 
or refusal to make ~ recommendation promptly i§. considered a 
negative recommendation. 

Sec. 6. [APPROPRIATIONS FOR CONSTRUCTION; TRANS
FER.] 

Upon the awarding of final contracts for the completion of a 
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croject for construction or other permanent imlr·ovement authorized 
!?Y this article, or upon the abandonment of t e project, the agency 
to whom the appropriation is made in this article may transfer the 
unencumberedbalance in the project account to another project 
enumerated in the same section. The transfer must be made only to 
cover bids for the other project that were higher than was estimated 
when the appropriation for the other project was made and not to 
cover an expansion of the other proiect. The money transferred 
under tI1is section is ap/iropriated or the purposes for which 
trnllsf'erred. F'or tranSfers iir the state board of vocational techiliCaI 
education, the total cost ofbothProjects and the r<)9uired local share 
for both projects are adjusted accordingly. The commissioners and 
boards shaII report to the chair of the senate finance committee and 
the chair of the house appropriati()ns committee before ~ tran.sfer is 
made under this section. 

Sec. 7. [METHODS OF ACQUISITION.) 

!f money has been appropriated in this biennium to the commis
sioner of administration or the state universitli boarITo acquire 
lands ()r sites for public buildIngs ()r real estate, t eacquiSltion may 
be !>y gift, purchase, or condemnation ~roceea:ings. Condemnation 
proceedings must be under Minnesota tatutes, chapter 117. 

Sec. 8. [EFFECTIVE DATE.) 

This article is effective the day following final enactment." 

Delete the title and insert; . 

"A bill for an act relating to education; appropriating money to the 
higher education coordinating board, regents of the University ()f 
Minnesota, state university board, state board for community col
leges, and state board of vocational technical education, with certain 
conditi()ns; authorizing bonding for capital impr()vements; making 
or requesting changes in tbe terms of tuition, audits, land funds, 
program~. and provision of goods and ·services at one or more 
post-secondary institutions, systems, or boards; requiring reports; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 3.971, subdivision 1; 
92.05; 136.31, by adding" subdivision; 136.41, by adding subdivi
sions; and 248.07, su.bdivisions7 and 12; Minnesota Statutes 1987 
Supplement, sections 135A.04; and 248.07, subdivision 8; Laws 
1987, chapter 401, section 2, subdivision 6; proposing coding for new 
law in Minnesota Statutes, chapters 135A and 137; repealing 
Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 136.26; and 136C.13, subdivision 
3." 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 
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Senate Conferees: GENE WALDORF, NANCY BRATAAS, GLEN TAYLOR 
AND RoNALD R. DICKUCH. 

House Conferees: LYNDON R. CARLSON, JOHN W. DORN, M. R. 
HAUKOOS, LEONARD PRICE AND GLORIA M. SEGAL. 

Carlson, L., moved that the report of the Conference Committee on 
S. F. No. 2569 be adopted and that the bill be repassed as amended 
by the Conference Committee. The motion prevailed. 

The Speaker called Long to the Chair. 

S. F. No. 2569, A bill for an act relating to education; appropriat
ing money to the higher education coordinating board, regents of the 
University of Minnesota, state university board, state board for 
community colleges, and state board of vocational technical educa
tion, with certain conditions; authorizing bonding for capital im
provements; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 3.971, 
subdivision 1; 92.05; 136.31, by adding a subdivision; and 136.41, by 
adding subdivisions; 248.07, subdivisions 7 and 12; Minnesota 
Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 248.07, subdivision 8; Laws 
1983, chapter 334, section 7, as amended; and Laws 1987, chapter 
401, section 2, subdivision 6; proposing coding for new law in 
Minnesota Statutes, chapters 135A and 137; repealing Minnesota 
Statutes 1986, sections 136.26; and 136C.13, subdivision 3. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by Conference, 
and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. 

Otis moved that those not voting be excused from voting. The 
motion prevailed. 

There were 130 yeas and 1 nay as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Brown 

Burger 
Carison, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 

DeRaad 
Dille 
Dom 
Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 

Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 

Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 
Larsen 
Lasley, 
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Lieder 
Long 
Marsh 
McDonald 
McEachern 
McKasy 
McLaughlin 
McPherson 
MHbert 
Miller 
Mirme 
Morrison 
Munger 
Murphy 
Nelson, C. 
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Nelson, D. Pauly 
Nelson, K. Pelowski 
Neuenschwander Peterson 
O'Connor Poppenhagen 
Ogren Price 
Olsen, S. Quinn 
Olson, E. Quist 
Olson, K. Redalen 
Omann Reding 
Onnen Rest 
Orenstein Rice 
Osthoff Richler 
Otis Riveness 
Ozment Rodosovich 
Pappas Rose 

Rukavina 
Sarna 
Schafer 
Scheid 
SChreiber 
Segal 
Shaver 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Seaberg 
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'fjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
ValenlAl 
Vellenga 
\\Jss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk, Vanasek 

The bill was repassed, as amended by Conference, and its title 
agreed to, 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted 
the report of the Conference Committee on: 

S. F. No. 1643. 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the recom-. 
mendation and report of the Conference Committee. Said Senate 
File is herewith transmitted to the House, 

PATRICK E. FLAHA YEN, Secretary of the Senate 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON S. F. NO. 1643 

A bill for an act relating to crimes; child abuse; eliminating the 
need to show emotional harm in proving unreasonable restraint or 
malicious punishment of a child; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1986, sections 609.255, subdivision 3; and 609.377. 

The Honorable Jerome M. Hughes 
President of the Senate 

The Honorable Robert Vanasek 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

April 14, 1988 

We, the undersigned conferees for S. F. No. 1643, report that we 
. have agreed upon the items in dispute and recommend as follows: 
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That the House recede from its amendment. 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 

Senate Conferees: EMBER D. REICHGO'IT, LINDA BERGLIN AND GARY W. 
LAIDIG. 

House Conferees: RANDY C. KELLY AND SANDRA L. PAPPAS. 

Kelly moved that the report ofthe Conference Committee on S. F. 
No. 1643 be adopted and that the bill be repassed as amended by the 
Conference Committee. 

The Speaker resumed the Chair. 

Dempsey moved that the House refuse to adopt the report of the 
Conference Committee on S. F. No. 1643 and that the bill be 
returned to the Conference Committee. 

A roll call was requested and properly seconded. 

The question was taken on the Dempsey motion and the roll was 
called. 

Wynia moved that those not voting be excused from voting. The 
motion prevailed. 

There were 61 yeas and 65 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Bauerly 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Carlson, D. 
Clausnitzer 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 

Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V~ 

Kinkel Osthoff 
Kostohryz Ozment 
McDonald Pauly 
McKasy Pelowski 
McPherson Poppenhagen 
Miller Quinn 
Morrison Quist 
Neuenschwander Redalen 
O'Connor Richter 
Ogren Rose 
Omann Sarna 
Onnen Schafer 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 

Battaglia 
Beard 

Begich 
Bishop 

Blatz 
Brown 

Seaberg 
Shaver 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Uphus 
Valento 
Waltman 

Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
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. Clark 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Greenfield 
Jefferson 
Johnson, A. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 

Kelso 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Krueger 
Larsen 
Lasley 
Lieder 
Long 
Marsh 
McLaughlin 

Milheri 
Minne 
Murphy 
Nelson, C~ 
Nelson, D. 
Nelson, K. 
Olsen, S. 
Olson, E. 
Olson. K. 
Orenstein 
Otis 

The motion did not prevail. 

Pappas 
Peterson 
Price 
Rest 
Rice 
Riveness 
Rodosovich 
Rukavina 
Scheid 
Schreiber 
Segal 

Slroglund 
Trimble 
Tunheim 

. Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The question recurred on the Kelly motion that the report of the 
Conference Committee on S. F. No. 1643 be adopted and that the bill 
be repassed as amended by the Conference Committee. The motion 
prevailed. 

S. F. No. 1643, A bill for an act relating to crimes; child abuse; 
eliminating the need to show emotional harm in proving unreason
able restraint or malicious punishment. of a child; amending Min
nesota Statutes 1986, sections 609.255, subdivision 3; and 609.377. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by Conference, 
and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. 

Wynia moved that those not voting be excused from voting. The 
motion prevailed. 

There were 108 yellS and 18 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Brown 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins. 
DeBlieck 

Dempsey 
DeBaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 
Frederick 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Jacobs 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Jolmson, A. 
Johnson, R. 

Kahn 
. Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Krueger 
Larsen 
Lasley 
Lieder 
Long 
Marsh 
McEachern 
McKasy 
McLaughlin 
Milhert 
Minne 

Morrison Poppenhagen 
Murphy Price 
Nelson, C. &lding 
Nelson, D. Rest 
Nelson, K. Rice 
Neuenschwander Riveness 
O'Connor Rodosovich 
Olsen, S. Rose 
Olson, E. Rukavina 
Olson, K. Sarna 
Omann Scheid 
Orenstein Schreiber 
Osthoff Seaberg 
Otis Segal 
Ozment Shaver 
Pappas Skoglund 
Pauly Solberg 
Pelowski Stanius 
Peterson Swenson 
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'fjornhom 
Trimble 
Tunheim 

Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
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Voss 
Wagenius 
Welle 

Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Carlson, D. 
Frerichs 
Hugoson 
Johnson, V. 

McDonald 
McPherson 
Miller 
Ogren 

Quinn 
Quist 
Redalen 
Richter 

&hafer 
Sparby 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
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Spk. Vanasek 

Thiede 
Waltman 

The bill was repassed, as amended by Conference, and its title 
agreed to. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following 
House File, herewith returned, as amended by the Senate, in which 
amendment the concurrence of the House is respectfully requested: 

H. F. No. 2407, A bill for an act relating to the state and local 
governments; providing that municipal volunteers are employees for 
purposes of tort claims; providing that employees and officers of the 
world trade center board and greater Minnesota corporation are 
state employees for purposes of state tort claims; providing that 
officers and directors of public corporations are immune from 
liability under standards for nonprofit corporations; clarifying im
munity from civil liability for certain athletic officials; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 317.22, subdivision 4; 317.28; 
466.01, by adding a subdivision; Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supple
ment, sections 44A.02, subdivision 3; 1160.03, by adding a subdivi
sion; 1160.04, subdivision 2; 317.201, subdivision 1; 340A.801, 
subdivisions 1 and 4; 340A.802; and 604.08, subdivision 1. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Cooper moved that the House refuse to concur in the Senate 
amendments to H. F. No. 2407, that the Speaker appoint a Confer
ence Committee of 3 members of the House, and that the House 
requests that a like committee be appointed by the Senate to confer 
on the disagreeing votes of the two houses. The motion prevailed. 

ANNOUNCEMENT BY THE SPEAKER 

The Speaker announced the appointment of the following mem
bers of the House to a Conference Committee on H. F. No. 2407: 

Cooper, Pappas and Quist. 
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SPECIAL ORDERS 

Wynia moved that the remaining bills on Special Orders for today 
be continued one day. The motion prevailed. 

GENERAL ORDERS 

Wynia moved that the bills on General Orders for today be 
continued one day. The motion prevailed. 

MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS 

Johnson, A., moved that the name of Olsen, S., be added as an 
author on H. F. No. 1951. The motion prevailed. 

Brown moved that the name of Ogren be added as an author and 
the name of Murphy be added as chief author on H. F. No. 2364. The 
motion prevailed. 

Schreiber moved that the present House Conference Committee on' 
H.F. No. 2590 be discharged, that the Speaker appoint a new 
Conference Committee consisting of 5 members of the House, and 
that the House requests that a like new Conference Committee be 
appointed by the Senate to confer on the disagreeing votes of the two 
houses. 

A roll call was requested and properly seconded. 

The question was taken on the Schreiber motion and the roll was 
called. There were 48 yeas and 79 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative wer~: 

Anderson, R. Frerichs McDonald Poppenhagen Sviggum 
Bennett Grnenes McKasy Quist Swenson 
Bishop Gutknecht McPherson Redalen Thiede 
Carlson, D. Hartle Miller Richter Tjornhom 

, Clausnitzer Heap Morrison Rose Tompkins 
Dempsey Himle Olsen, S. Schafer Uphus 
DeRaad Hugoson Omann Schreiber Valento 
Dille Johnson, V. Onnen Seaberg Waltman 
Forsythe Knickerbocker Ozment Shaver 
Frederick Marsh Pauly Stanius 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Anderson, G. Bertram Cooper Greenfield Johnson, A. 
Battaglia Brown Dauner Jacobs Johnson, R. 
Bauerly Carlson, L. Dawkins Jefferson Kahn 
Beard Carruthers DeBlieck Jennings Kalis 
Begich Clark Dorn Jensen Kelly 
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Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 
Larsen 
Lasley 
Lieder 
Long 
McEachern 
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McLaughlin Olson, E. 
Milbert Olson, K. 
Minne Orenstein 
Munger Osthoff 
Murphy Otis 
Nelson, C. Pappas 
Nelson, D. Pelowski 
Nelson, K. Peterson 
Neuenschwander Price 
O'Connor Quinn 
Ogren Reding 

&'st 
Riveness 
Rodosovich 
Rukavina 
Sarna 
Scheid 
Segal 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Steensma 

The motion did not prevail. 

ADJOURNMENT 
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Trimble 
Tunheim 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

Wynia moved that when the House adjourns today it adjourn until 
1:00 p.m., Wednesday, April 20, 1988. The motion prevailed. 

Wynia moved that the House adjourn. The motion prevailed, and 
the Speaker declared the House stands adjourned until 1:00 p.m., 
Wednesday, April 20, 1988. 

EDWARD A. BUROICK, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 
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STATE OF MINNESOTA 

SEVENTY-FIFTH SESSION-1988 

NINETY-SECOND DAY 

SAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA, 'M:DNESDAY, APRIL 20, 1988 

The House of Representatives convened at 1 :00 p.m. and was 
called to order by Robert E. Vanasek, Speaker of the House. 

Prayer was offered by the Reverend Lenard Huebscher, Grace 
Baptist Church, Stillwater, Minnesota. 

The roll was called and the following members were present: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 

Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson,A. 
Johnson,R. 
Johnson, V 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
KDsl<>hry, 
Krueger 

A quorum was present. 

Simoneau was excused. 

Larsen Orenstein 
Lasley Osthoff 
Lieder Otis 
Long Ozment 
Marsh Pappas 
McDonald Pauly 
McEachern Pelowski 
McKasy Peterson 
McLaughlin Poppenhagen 
McPherson Price 
Milbert Quinn 
Miller Quist 
Minne Redalen 
Morrison Reding 
MWlger Rest 
Murphy Rice 
Nelson, C. Richter 
Nelson, D. Riveness 
Nelson, K. Rodosovich 
Neuenschwander Rose 
O'Connor Rukavina 
Ogren Sarna 
Olsen, S. Schafer 
Olson, E. Scheid 
Olson, K. Schreiber 
Omann Seaberg 
Onnen Segal 

Jaros was excused until 6:00 p.m. 

Shaver 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The Chief Clerk proceeded to read the Journal of the preceding 
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day. Anderson, G., moved that further reading of the Journal be 
dispensed with· and that the Journal be approved as corrected by the 
Chief Clerk. The motion prevailed. 

REPORTS OF CHIEF CLERK 

Pursuant to Rules of the House, printed copies of S. F. No. 2183 
have been placed in the members' files. 

PETITIONS AND COMMUNICATIONS 

The following communications were received: 

STATE OF MINNESOTA 

OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR 
SAINT PAUL 55155 

The Honorable Robert Vanasek 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 
The State of Minnesota 

Dear Sir: 

April 13, 1988 

I have the honor of informing you that I have received, approved, 
signed and deposited in the Office of the Secretary of State the 
following House Files: 

H. F. No. 521, relating to lake improvement districts; providing for 
notice of their annual meetings. 

H. F. No. 2039, relating to corrections; making various housekeep
ing and technical changes. 

H. F. No. 2132, relating to human services; authorizing a repre
sentative payee for general assistance to drug dependent persons. 

H. F. No. 2358, relating to state lands; authorizing sale of certain 
tax-forfeited lands that border public water in East Grand Forks, 
Polk county. 
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H. F. No. 2629, relating to minerals; authorizing the commissioner 
of natural resources to lease certain severed mineral interests. 

Sincerely, 

RUDY PERPICH 
Governor 

STATE OF MINNESOTA 

OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR 

SAINT PAUL 55155 

The Honorable Robert Vanasek 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 
The State of Minnesota 

Dear Sir: 

April 14, 1988 

I have the honor of informing you that I have received, approved, 
signed and deposited in the Office of the Secretary of State the 
following House Files: 

H. F. No. 289, relating to the city of St. Paul; setting the maximum 
amounts and other conditions for the issuance of capital improve
ment bonds. 

H. F. No. 577, relating to termination of parental rights; clarifying 
the purposes of the laws on termination of parental rights; altering 
certain grounds and procedures for tennination of parental rights; 
providing for a study of placement prevention and family reunifica
tion services. 

H. F. No. 1111, relating to crimes; providing that it is a prima facie 
case for reference for prosecution as an adult if a child is alleged to 
have committed an aggravated felony against the person as a 
member of an organized gang; making it a crime for an alleged or 
adjudicated juvenile delinquent who is 18 years old to escape from 
lawful custody; providing for custody of minors. 

H. F. No. 1224, relating to local government; permitting the 
establishment of a joint economic development authority in Cook 
county. 
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H. F. No. 1302, relating to Itasca county; permitting the county to 
levy a tax for economic development; providing for a reverse refer
endum. 

H. F. No. 1469, relating to traffic regulations; providing for restric
tions on vehicles transporting firewood on trunk highways. 

H. F. No. 1796, relating to counties; exempting the issuance of 
certain county bonds from the election requirement; authorizing 
county building fund levies. 

H. F. No. 1836, relating to crimes; providing for proof of prior 
convictions at sentencing hearings and in certain criminal prosecu
tions. 

H. F. No. 1846, relating to environment; authorizing inspection of 
certain records kept by waste facilities; providing penalties. 

H. F. No. 2022, relating to agriculture; adding members to the 
state agricultural society. 

H. F. No. 2059, relating to crime; children; clarifYing the defenses 
to a charge of deprivation of parental rights; requiring defendant to 
prove elements of defenses. 

H. F. No. 2092, relating to environment; authorizing sanitary 
districts to apply for and receive assistance from the waste manage
ment board for certain solid waste programs. 

H. F. No. 2216, relating to natural resources; ratifying and affirm
ing the settlement agreement arising from litigation concerning 
certain treaty related claims of Chippewa Indians; prescribing 
powers and duties of the commissioner of natural resources in 
relation to the settlement agreement; appropriating money. 

H. F. No. 2224, relating to landlord tenant law; providing an action 
for damages for accepting rent on condemned property. 

H. F. No. 2470, relating to crimes; increasing the penalties for 
issuing dishonored checks with aggregate value greater than $250; 
specifying the appropriate prosecutor for certain violations. 
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H. F. No. 2637, relating to the city of Farmington; permitting the 
sale of certain tax-forfeited land. 

Sincerely, 

RUDY PERPICH 

Governor 

STATE OF MINNESOTA 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE 
ST. PAUL 55155 

The Honorable Robert Vanasek 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Honorable Jerome M. Hughes 
President of the Senate 

April 15, 1988 

I have the honor to inform you that the following enrolled Acts of 
the 1988 Session of the State Legislature have been received from 
the Office of the Governor and are deposited in the Office of the 
Secretary of State for preservation, pursuant to the State Constitu
tion, Article IV, Section 23: 

S.F. H.F. Session Laws Date Approved Date Filed 
No. No. Chapter No. 1988 1988 

521 504 April 13 April 13 
2039 505 April 13 April 13 
2132 506 April 13 April 13 
2358 507 April 13 April 13 
2629 508 April 13 April 13 

1867 509 April 13 April 13 
1882 510 April 13 April 13 
2096 511 April 13 Apri113 
2243 512 April 13 April 13 

289 513 April 14 April 14 
577 514 April 14 April 14 
1111 515 April 14 April 14 
1224 516 April 14 April 14 
1302 517 April 14 April 14 
1469 518 April 14 April 14 
1796 519 Apri114 April 14 
1836 520 April 14 April 14 
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1846 521 April 14 April 14 
2022 522 April 14 April 14 
2059 523 April 14 April 14 
2092 524 April 14 April 14 
2216 525 April 14 April 14 
2224 526 April 14 April 14 
2470 527 April 14 April 14 
2637 528 April 14 April 14 

1018 529 April 14 April 14 
1328 530 April 14 April 14 
1561 531 April 14 April 14 
1620 532 April 14 April 14 
1700 533 April 14 April 14 
1795 534 April 14 April 14 
1879 535 April 14 April 14 
2117 536 April 14 April 14 
2191 537 April 14 April 14 

Sincerely, 

JOAN ANDERSON GROWE 
Secretary of State 

INTRODUCTION AND FIRST READING 
OF HOUSE BILLS 

The following House Files were introduced: 

Wenzel introduced: 

H. F. No. 2820, A bill for an act relating to public safety; restoring 
the 1986 law on parking for handicapped persons; proposing coding 
for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 169; repealing Minne
sota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 169.345; and Laws 1987, 
chapter 355, section 9. 

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee 
on Transportation. 

Wenzel introduced: 

H. F. No. 2821, A bill for an act relating to financial institutions; 
requiring pipeline company to provide legal description of easement 
for specific property subject to mortgages, under certain conditions; 
proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 1161. 
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The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee 
on Financial Institutions and Insurance. 

Wenzel introduced: 

H. F. No. 2822, A bill for an act relating to motor vehicles; 
providing that adjutant general may retain special national guard 
license plates on leaving office; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, 
section 168.12, subdivision 2c. 

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee 
on Transportation. 

Wenzel introduced: 

H. F. No. 2823, A bill for an act relating to taxation; repealing the 
tax on petroleum and special fuels used by barges; repealing 
Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 296.02, subdivision 
2b; and 296.025, subdivision 2b. 

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee 
on Taxes. 

Wenzel, Bauerly, Thiede, Dempsey and Valento introduced: 

H. F. No. 2824, A bill for an act relating to public employees; 
providing that public safety dispatchers are essential employees; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 179A.03, subdivision 7. 

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee 
on Governmental Operations. 

Wenzel introduced: 

H. F. No. 2825, A bill for an act relating to counties; providing for 
elections -to fill certain vacancies; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1986, section 375.08. 

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee 
on General Legislation, Veterans Affairs and Gaming. 

Clark, Greenfield and Carlson, L., introduced: 

H. F. No. 2826, A resolution memoralizing the Regents of the 
University of Minnesota in support of the cUrrent funding levels for 
baccalaureate nursing programs. 
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The bill was read for the firsttime and referred to the Committee 
on Higher Education. 

HOUSE ADVISORIES 

The following House Advisories were introduced: 

Rest and Long introduced: 

H. A. No. 93, A proposal to study the current motor vehicle 
registration system. 

The advisory was referred to the Committee on Transportation. 

Pappas, Kelly and DeRaad introduced: 

H. A. No. 94, A proposal to study parentage laws. 

The advisory was referred to the Committee on Judiciary. 

Frerichs introduced: 

H. A. No. 95, A proposal to resolve disputes between power 
companies on seFVice territories. 

The advisory was referred to the COnllnittee on Regulated Indus
tries. 

Clark; Nelson, D.; Munger and Trimble introduced: 

H. A. No. 96, A proposal to study reducing toxicity in waste 
incinerator ash and emissions. 

The advisory was referred to the Committee on Environment and 
Natural Resources . 

. Kelly, Pappas, Carruthers, Dawkins and Blatz introduced: 

H. A. No. 97, A proposal to study the right toa speedy trial. . 

The advisory was referred to the Committee on Judiciary. 

Ogren and Trimble introduced: 

H. A. No. 98, A proposal for a study of the health and other aspects 
of irradiated food. 
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The advisory was referred to the Committee on Health and 
Human Services. 

McLaughlin, Jefferson and Osthoff introduced: 

H. A. No. 99, A proposal to study the need for certain transit 
services. 

The advisory was referred to the Committee on Transportation. 

Trimble, Rukavina, Begich, Pappas and Dawkins introduced: 

H. A. No. 100, A proposal to study the growth of electronic 
surveillance of employees. 

The advisory was referred to the Committee on Labor-Manage
ment Relations. 

The following Conference Committee Reports were received: 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON H. F. NO. 453 

A bill for an act relating to state investments; limiting invest
ments in companies doing business in Northern Ireland; protecting 
public pension investment policy; authorizing early unreduced re
tirement under the rule of 90 for the Minnesota state retirement 
system and the teachers retirement association; amending Minne
sota Statutes 1986, sections 354.44, subdivision 6; 354A.23, by 
adding a subdivision; Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sec
tions 352.116, by adding a subdivision; 354A.31, subdivision 6, and 
by adding a subdivision; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota 
Statutes, chapter llA. 

The Honorable Robert Vanasek 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Honorable Jerome M. Hughes 
President of the Senate 

April 18, 1988 

We, the undersigned conferees for H. F. No. 453, report that we 
have agreed upon the items in dispute and recommend as follows: 

That the Senate recede from its amendment and that H. F. No. 453 
be further amended as follows: 

Delete everything after the enacting clause and insert: 
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"Section 1. [llA.241] [INVESTMENT IN NORTHERN IRE
LAND.] 

Subdivision!.: [LIST OF INVESTMENTS.] (a) fu January 1 of 
each year, the state board shall: -- -- --- --- ---

(1) compile ~ list of corporations that, directly or through ~ 
suOsidiary, do business in Northern Irer.ma and in whose stocks or 
obligations the board has invested under section llA.24, subdivi
sion :l or 5; and 

(2) determine whether each corporation on the list has, during the 
preceding year, taken affirmative action to euminate religious or 
ethnic discrimination in Northern Ireland. 

(b) In making the determination required ~ clause (2) of para
~ (a), the stateboard shall consider whether a corporation has, 
durmg the preceding year, taken substantial action designed to lead 
toward 11le achievement of the following goals: 

(1) increasing representation of persons from underrepresented 
religious groups at all levels m its workforce; 

(2) providing adequate security for emplokees who are members of 
minority religious groups, both aftlie wor place andwhile travel
.i.J1g to and from work; 

(3) creating ~ climate m the workplace free from religious or 
political provocation; 

(4) publicly advertising all .i2£ openings and making special 
recruiting efforts to attract applicants from underrepresented reli
gious groups; 

(5) providing that layoff, recall, and termination procedures do not 
favor workers who are members of particular religious groups; 

(6) abolishing.i2£ reservations, apprenticeship restrictions, and 
differential employment criteria that discriminate on the basis of 
religious or ethnic origin; 

(7) developing new programs and expanding existing programs to 
prepare current employees who are members of minority religious 
groups for skilled jobs; 

. (8) establishing procedures to assess, identify, and recruit employ
ees who are members of minority religious groups and who have 
potential for advancement; and 
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(9) appointing senior management employees to oversee affirma
tive action efforts and the setting of timetables for carrying out 
clauses (1) to (8). 

Subd. 2. [AFFIRMATIVE ACTION POLICY.] Whenever feasible, 
the board shall sponsor, cosponsor, or support shareholder resolu
tions designed to encourage corporations in which the board has 
invested to pursue ~ ~ of affirmative action in Northern 
Ireland. 

. Subd. 3. [DIVESTMENT NOT REQUIRED.] Nothing in this 
section may be construed to require the state board to dispose of 
existing investments or to make future investments that violate 
sound investment policy for public pensions." 

Delete the title and insert: 

"A bill for an act relating to state investments; encouraging 
corporations in Northern Ireland to pursue affirmative action poli
cies; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 
llA." . 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 

House Conferees: RICHARD "RICH" O'CONNOR, BERT McKAsy AND 
JAMES I. RICE. 

Senate Conferees: JEROME M. HUGHES, RANDOLPH W. PETERSON AND 
ALLAN H. SPEAR 

O'Connor moved that the report of the Conference Committee on 
H. F. No. 453 be adopted and that the bill be repassed as amended by 
the Conference Committee. The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 453, A bill for an act relating to state investments; 
limiting investments in companies doing business in Northern 
Ireland; protecting public pension investment policy; authorizing 
early unreduced retirement under the rule of 90 for the Minnesota 
state retirement system and the teachers retirement association; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 354.44, subdivision 6; 
354A.23, by adding a subdivision; Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supple
ment, sections 352.116, by adding a subdivision; 354A.31, subdivi
sion 6, and by adding a subdivision; proposing coding for new law in 
Minnesota Statutes, chapter llA. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by Conference, 
and placed upon its repassage. 
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The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. There were 110 yeas and 9 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affinnative were: 

Anderson, G. Dom Kostohryz Olson, E. Scheid 
Anderson, R. Frederick Krueger Olson, K. Segal 
Battaglia Frerichs Larsen OmanD Shaver 
Bauerly Greenfield Lasley Onnen Skoglund 
Beard Gruenes Lieder Orenstein Solberg 
Begich Hartle Long Osthoff Sparby 
Bennett Haukoos Marsh Otis Stanius 
Bertram Hugoson McDonald Ozment Steensma 
Bishop Jacobs McEachern Pappas Sviggum 
Blatz Jefferson McLaughlin Pelowski Swenson 
Brown Jennings McPhersOn Peterson Tompkins' 
Burger Jensen Milbert Price Trimble 
Carlson, D. Johnson, A. Mione Quinn Tunheim 
Carlson, L. Johnson, R. Munger Redalen Uphus 
Clark Johnson, V. Murphy lWding Vellenga 
Clausnitzer Kahn Nelson, C. lWst Wa~enius 
Cooper Kalis Nelson, D. Rice Wa tman 
Dauner Kelly Nelson, K. Riveness 'M>lle 
Dawkins Kelso Neuenschwander Rodosovich Wenzel 
DeBlieck Kludt O'Connor Rose Winter 
Dempsey Knickerbocker Ogren Rukavina Wynia 
DeRaad Knuth Olsen, S. Sarna Spk. Vanasek 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Dille Gutknecht Himle Richter Thiede 
Forsythe Heap Quist Schafer 

The bill was repassed, as amended by Conference, and its title 
agreed to. 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON H. F. NO. 2396 

A bill for an act relating to education; authorizing the sale of 
college savings bonds; requiring a market study and plan; authoriz
ing the issuance of zero coupon bonds; exempting a specified amount 
of bonds from consideration in financial aid eligibility; appropriat
ing money; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, 
chapter 16A. 

The Honorable RobertVanasek 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Honorable Jerome M. Hughes 
President of the Senate 

April 19, 1988 

We, the undersigned conferees for H. F. No. 2396, report that we 
have agreed upon the items in dispute and recommend as follows: 
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That the Senate recede from its amendments and that H. F. No. 
2396 be further amended as follows: 

Delete everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section 1. [COLLEGE SAVINGS BONDS: MARKET AND FEA
SIBILITY STUDY.] 

Subdivision 1. [REPORT REQUIRED.] The commissioner of fi
nance, in cooperation with the hight educatiOn coordinating boara, 
shall study and re~rt to the legis ature by September 1, 1988, on 
the market for an feasibility of college savings bonds. "College 
savings bonds" are state general obligation bonds on which interest 
is accrued and compounded annually but not paid until maturity, 
commonly known as zero coupon bonds. Sale and milrketing efforts 
should be directed to Minnesota residents of low and moOerate 
lliCOffie whose children or grandchildren are likely to pursue higher 
education. 

Subd. 2. [FINDINGS.] The report must include findings on the 
following: 

(1) the parental income levels at which "" student is no l0h'ger 
eligible for state scholarship and grant assistance, but at whic the 
cost of higher education may create severe financJaI hardship for the 
student's family; 

(2) an estimate of the number of parents in this state at the 
income levels described in clause (1) whose children are likely to 
pursue higher education, including their social, economic, and 
geographic characteristics; 

(3) the impact of the availability of financial aid on the savings 
practices of parents of future students and the extent to which the 
availabIlitY of college savrngs bonds might increase theamoiillt 
saved; 

(4) the estimated demand of parents and relatives for college 
savings bonds each year and over the next five years, and the 
estimated periodic rate of purchase; 

(5) the demand for bonds of various denominations and the 
smrulestdenominatiOti that can be sold and issued economiCaJly to 
those parents and relatives; 

(6) the demand of parents and relatives for bonds of various 
maturities, and the implicatIons of -'" variety of maturity dates for 
potential students and post-secondary institutions; 
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(7) a marketing strategy for the college savings bond program 
includIng strategies to: . 

(i) inform parents and relatives about the availability of the. 
bonds; 

(iii) insure that the bonds are purchased I>y residents of low and 
mOderate income throiighoiit this state; and

u 

(iv) market the bonds at the lowest cost to the state; 

(8)· the demand ofvarious institutions for the bonds, includin~ 
buBrness corporations, nonprofit cOiForations, and IoiiiiOations, an 
a strategy to ensure that purchase Q... the bonds !>y these entities will 
not prevent individuals and parents and rera:tlves Offiiture students 
from buying them; 

(9) the limitations, !f any, that should be placed on bond purchas
ers' use of the bonds; 

(10) an estimate of the cost of the strategy to market and 
unaerwrlte the bonds; aiid 

(11) the amount, if ans., of bonds purchased for the benefit of !Ie 
stUdent that should not ~ considered in determining the financial 
need of an apprrcant for !Ie state scholarship or grant under Minne
sota statutes, section 136A.121, or !Ie part-time grant under Minne
sota Statutes, section 136A.132 .. 

Subd .. 3. [RECOMMENDATIONS.] The commissioner of finance 
may not sell college savings bonds under section 2 until reports have 
been submitted to the chair of the senate committee on education 
and the chair offue house of representatives committee on higher 
education and the commissioner has received their advisory recom
mendations on whether and how to sell the bonds. 

----~-----

Sec. 2. [ZERO COUPON BONDS.] 

Subdivision 1. [DEFINITIONS.] For purposes of this section, the 
following terms have the meanings given them. 

(a) "Compounded maturity amount" means the sum of the stated 
principal amount plus the interest payable at maturity on zero 
coupon bonds. 

(b) "Serial maturity bonds" means bonds maturing ona specified 
day in two or more consecutive years and bearing interest at !Ie 
specified rate payable periodically to maturity or prior redemption. 
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(c) "Zero coupon honds" means bonds in ~ stated principal amount, 
maturing on ~ specified date or dates, and bearing interest that 
accrues and compounds to and g; payable only at maturity or upon 
prior redemption of the bonds. 

Subd. ~ [AUTHORIZATION.] When authorized lJy law to issue 
state feneral obligation bonds, the commissioner may issue all or 
part 0 the bonds as serial maturity bonds or as zero coupon boOOs or 
'" combination of the two. Except as otherwise provided lJy this 
section, bonds, including zero COUpOl) bonds, must be issued and sold 
as provided ~ Minnesota Statutes-;secrronT6A-:641. The amount 
of bonds that be issued under this section not exceed the 
amOiillT or- for higher 
education ---uiCfude capital 
projects for _ the state -universities, 
community colleges, The stated principal 
amount of zero determine the 
princiaaramOuiit authorizing issu-
ance 0 . state 

Subd. 3. [MARKETING PLAN.] Based on the results of the study 
requu:edunder section 1, the comiillsSWner and the higher educa
tion coorcllllatlng board shall develop '" plan for marketing correge 
savings bonds. The marketing )lan must include appropriate dis
closures to potential buyers, inc udinguuormation on the types of 
savers for whom long-term, tax-exempt bonds may not be appropri
ate investments. The program must also include strategies to: 

(1) inform parents and relatives about the availability of the 
bonds; 

(3) target the sale of the bonds to Minnesota residents whose 
progeny are likely to seeklligher education; and 

(4) market the bonds at the lowest cost to the state. 

Before implementing the marketing plan, the commissioner of 
finance and the higher education COOrdinatin~ board shall seek the 
advisory recommendations of the chairs of t e senate finance and 
house of representatives appropriations committeesaJ)out the plan. 

Subd. 4. [SALE.] Except as otherwise provided in this subdivision, 
zero coupon bonds, or '" series of bonds including zero coupon bonds, 
must be sold at public sale at '" price not less than 98 percent oftheir 
stated principal amount. No state trunk highway bond may be sold 
for ~ price of less than ~ and accrued interest. The commissioner 
may sell bonds directly to the public or to financial institutions for 
prompt resale to the public upon the terms, conditions, and restric-
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tions the commissioner prescribes. The commissioner should make 
bonds available for sale to financial institutions located in neigh
OOrhoods where low or moderate income persons reside. The com
mIssioner may enter into. all contracts considered necessary or 
desIrable to accomplish the sale in an economical manner. The 
commissioner way contract for investment bankin,g and banking 
~rvices ,only a er ,receiving competitive proposals .tor the services. 

Subd .. 5. [DENOMINATIONS; MATURITIES.] Based on the re
sults.of the study required under section h the coiIiilliSsiOrier shall 
determine the appropriate OeiiOminations ana maturities for the 
bonds. The legislature intends to make bonds available in as small 
denominations as is feasible given· the ,costs of marl<etin and. 
administering the bond issue. Bonds in iIei1Ominations 0 1,000 
must be made avaiIiibIe. If not economical, the minimum~denmm:: 
nation bonds need not be made available for bonds of all maturities. 
For purposes of this sUbdivision,- "denominatlOil" means the com
pounded maturity amount of the bond. 

Subd. 6. [SINKING FUND.] The commissioner's order authoriz
!!!g the issuance of zero coupon bonds,must also estaliIISha separate 
sinking fund accountTor the zero coupon bonds in the state bond 
fund. There ~ annually apy,ropnated from the generrufund to each 
zero coupon bond account, eginiling in t.he Yfur in WhICh tnezero 
coupon bonds are issued, an amount not less an the sum or: 

(1) the total stated principal amount ofthezero coupon bonds that 
wOiiIdllave matured from their date of issue to and includin~ the 
second July! following thetranSIer or appropnatOO money, [the 
bonds matured serially in an equal principal amount in each year 
during their term and in tile same month. as their stated maturity 
date; plus 

(2) the total amount of interest accruing on the stated principal 
amount of the bonds and on interest previously acCrileif,. from the 
bonds' date of issue to and including the second July 1 following the 
transfer of appropriated money; less 

(3) the amount inthe sinking fund account for the payment of the 
compounded maturity amount of the bonds, including interest 
earnings on amounts in the account. This appropriation is in lieu of 
all other appropriations made with respect to zero coupon bonds. 
The appropriated amounts must be transferreOl'rOm the general 
fund to the sinking fund account in the state bond fund Qy December 
! of each year. 

Sec. 3. [APPROPRIATION.] 

The amount necessary to' ~ for the cost of the marketing study 
under section 1, subdivision 2, anathe marketing plan under section 
~division 3, is appropriate!fto the commissioner onillance out 
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of the proceeds of the college savin s bonds. The cost of the 
marketing study must not exceed 60,000. 

Sec. 4. [REPEALER) 

Sections 1 to il are repealed December 31, 1989. 

Sec. 5. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

This act i,; effective the day following final enactment and applies 
to authorizations of state bonds under laws enacted before or after 
the effective date of this a~ ----- ------
- ~------

Delete the title and insert: 

"A bill for an act relating to education; authorizing the sale of 
college savings bonds; requiring a market and feasibility study and 
report; authorizing the issuance of zero coupon bonds; appropriating 
money." 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 

House Conferees: LYNDON R CARLSON, JOHN T. ROSE AND LEONARD 
"LEN" PRICE. 

Senate Conferees: MICHAEL O. FREEMAN, DONNA C. PETERSON AND 
JAMES C. PEHLER 

Carlson, L., moved that the report of the Conference Committee on 
H. F. No. 2396 be adopted and that the bill be repassed as amended 
by the Conference Committee. The motion prevailed. 

H. F No. 2396, A bill for an act relating to education; au-thorizing 
the sale of college savings bonds; requiring a market study and plan; 
authorizing the issuance ofzero coupon bonds; exempting a specified 
amount of bonds from consideration in financial aid eligibility; 
appropriating money; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota 
Statutes, chapter 16A. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by Conference; 
and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. There were 129 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: -
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Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Bro-wn 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Deinpsey 
DeRaad 
Dom 
Forsythe 
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Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Jolmson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 

Krueger Onnen 
Larsen Orenstein 
Lasley Osthoff 
Lieder Otis 
Long Ozment 
Marsh Pappas 
McDonald Pauly 
McEachern Pelowski 
McKasy Peterson 
McLaughlin Price 
McPherson Quinn 
Milbert Quist 
Minne Redalen 
Morrison Reding 
Munger Rest 
Murphy Rice 
Nelson, C. Richter 
Nelson, D. Riveness 
Nelson, K. Rodosovich 
Neuenschwander Rose 
O'Connor Rukavina 
Ogren Sarna 
Olsen, S. Schafer 
Olson, E. Scheid 
Olson, K. Schreiber 
Omann Seaberg 

[92nd Day 

Segal 
Shaver 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
'fjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was repassed, as amended by Conference, and its title 
agreed to. 

MESSAGES FROM THE SENATE 

The following messages were received from the Senate: 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted 
the report of the Conference Committee on: 

H. F. No. 2344, A bill for an act relating to the organization and 
operation of state government; appropriating money for the general 
legislative, judicial, and administrative expenses of state govern
ment; providing for the transfer of certain money in the state 
treasury; fixing and limiting fees; authorizing suburban Hennepin 
regional park district to acquire land for Lake Minnetonka regional 
park without local consent; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, 
sections 3.9223, subdivision 5; 3.9225, subdivision 5; 3.9226, subdi
vision 5; lOA.Ol, by adding a subdivision; lOA.25, subdivision 10; 
lOA.31, subdivision 5; 14.07, subdivisions 1 and 2; 14.47, subdivi
sion 8; 15A.082, subdivision 3; 16B.24, subdivisions 9 and 10; 
17.105, subdivision 4; 18.191; 85.012, by adding a subdivision; 
89.001, by adding a subdivision; 89.01, by adding a subdivision; 
89.19; 116.18, by adding a subdivision; 116.48, by adding subdivi
sions; 116J.615, by adding a subdivision; 222.63, subdivisions 2 and 
4; 296.16, by adding a subdivision; 296.421, by adding a subdivision; 
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and 611.215, by adding a subdivision; Minnesota Statutes 1987 
Supplement, sections 3.885; 3C.035, subdivision 2; 3C.ll, subdivi
sion 2; 3C.12, subdivision 7; 8.15; 14.08; 41A.065, subdivision 8; 
43A.08, subdivision 1a; 85.055, subdivision 1; 105.44, subdivision 
10; 115C.02, subdivision 13; 116C.712, subdivision 5; 116J.941, 
subdivision 1; 116J.966, subdivision 1; 1160.03, subdivision 2; 
1160.04, subdivision 1; 1160.06, subdivision 1; 161.52; 480.236; 
480.241, subdivision 2; and 611.24; Laws 1985, First Special Session 
chapter 15, section 4, subdivision 6; Laws 1986, chapter 441, section 
14; Laws 1987, chapter 348, section 48, subdivision. 3; Laws 1987, 
chapter 357, section 27, subdivision 2; and Laws 1987, chapter 404, 
sections 20, subdivision 6; and 22, subdivision 4; proposing coding 
for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapters 4; 89; and 115C; 
repealing Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 3C.055; 3C.057; 5.13; 
lOA.32, subdivision 3b; and 16A.625; and Laws 1987, chapter 358, 
section 31. 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the recom
mendation and report of the Conference Committee. Said House File 
is herewith returned to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted 
the report of the Conference Committee on: 

H. F. No. 1526, A bill for an act relating to transportation; 
including certain all-terrain vehicles in the definition of motor 
vehicle for registration purposes; defining limousines and providing 
for their registration; allowing seven digits on personalized license 
plates and providing for personalized plate fees; authorizing special 
license plates for veterans; allowing the commissioner of public 
safety to determine the fee for ex-POW license plates; restricting 
certain farm trailers to being towed at a maximum speed of 30 miles 
per hour; exempting certain vehicles from brake requirements; 
permitting tinted glass on side and rear windows of limousines; 
providing for star county signs; providing for a tax on sale of 
collector vehicles in lieu of the motor vehicle excise tax; imposing a 
penalty; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 168.011, sub
division 4, and by adding a subdivision; 168.12, subdivision 2a; 
168.125; 169.145; 169.67, subdivisions 3 and 4; 169.71, subdivision 
4; 169.82; 173.085; 297B.02, subdivision 2, and by adding a subdi
vision; and 297B.025; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota 
Statutes, chapter 168. 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the recom
mendation and report of the Conference Committee. Said House File 
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is herewith returned to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following 
House File, herewith returned, as amended by the Senate, in which 
amendment the concurrence of the House is respectfully requested: 

H. F. No. 2468, A bill for an act relating to economic development; 
authorizing the commissioner to award set-aside procurements to 
local small businesses; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 
16B.19, subdivision 5; Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sec
tions 16B.19, subdivision 6; and 645.445, subdivision 5. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

CONCURRENCE AND REPASSAGE 

Anderson, G., moved that the House concur in the Senate amend
ments to H. F. No. 2468 and that the bill be repassed as amended by 
the Senate. The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 2468, A bill for an act relating to economic development; 
authorizing the commissioner to report on geographical distribution 
of set-aside awards for small businesses; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1986, section 16B.19, subdivision 5; Minnesota Statutes 
1987 Supplement, section 645.445, subdivision 5. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by the Senate, 
and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. There were 127 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G, 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 

Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dom 
Frederick. 
Frerichs 

Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 

Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 
Larsen 
Laaley 
Lieder 

Long 
Marsh 
McDonald 
McEachern 
McKaay 
McLaughlin 
McPherson 
Milbert 

. Miller 
'Minne 
Morrison 
Munger 
Murphy 
Nelson, C. 
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Nelson, D. Pappas 
Nelson, K. Pauly 
Neuenschwander Pelowski 
Ogren Peterson 
Olsen, S. Poppenhagen 

Richter 
Riveness 
Rodosovich 
Rose 
Rukavina 
Sarna 
Schafer 
Seaberg 
Segal 
Shaver 
Skoglund 
Solberg 

Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 

Olson, E. Price 
Olson, K. Quinn 
Omann Quist 
Onnen Redalen 
Orenstein Reding 
Otis Rest 
Ozment Rice 
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Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was repassed, as amended by the Senate, and its title 
agreed to. 

Wynia moved that the House recess subject to the call ofthe Chair. 
The motion prevailed. 

RECESS 

RECONVENED 

The House reconvened and was called to order by the Speaker. 

Larsen was excused between the hours of 6:00 p.m. and 8:00 p.m. 

CALL OF THE HOUSE 

On the motion of Kalis and on the demand of 10 members, a call 
of the House was ordered. The following members answered to their 
names: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Blatz 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 

Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 

Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 
Lasley 
Lieder 
Long 
Marsh 
McDonald 
McEachern 
McKasy 
McLaughlin 
McPherson 
Milbert 
Minne 
Morrison 
Murphy 
Nelson, C. 
Nelson, K. 
O'Connor 
Ogren 

Olsen, S. 
Olson, E. 
Olson, K. 
Onnen 
Orenstein 
Osthoff 
Ozment 
Pappas 
Pauly 
Pelowski 
Peterson 
Poppenhagen 
Price 
Quinn 
Quist 
Redalen 
Reding 
Rest 
Rice 
Richter 
Riveness 
Rodosovich 

Rose 
Sarna 
Schafer 
Scheid 
Schreiber 
Seaberg 
Segal 
Shaver 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
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Voss 
Wagenius 

Waltman 
Welle 
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Wenzel 
Winter 

Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

[92nd Day 

Wynia moved that further proceedings of the roll call be dispensed 
with and that the Sergeant at Arms be instructed to bring in the 
absentees. The motion prevailed and it was so ordered. 

The following Conference Committee Report was received: 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON H. F. NO. 1749 

A bill for an act relating to transportation; increasing the tax on 
gasoline and special fuel to 20 cents per gallon; increasing the share 
of motor vehicle excise tax revenues dedicated to highways and 
transit to 35 percent; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 
296.02, subdivision 1b; and Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, 
sections 296.025, subdivisions 2a and 2b; and 297B.09, subdivision 
1. 

The Honorable Robert Vanasek 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Honorable Jerome M. Hughes 
President of the Senate 

April 20, 1988 

We, the undersigned conferees for H. F. No. 1749, report that we 
have agreed upon the items in dispute and recommend as follows: 

That the Senate recede from its amendment and that H. F. No. 
1749 be further amended as follows: 

Delete everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Sectionl. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 296.02, subdivision 
1b, is amended to read: 

Subd. lb. [RATES IMPOSED.] The gasoline excise tax is imposed 
at the following rate: 

fa} Fffi' the peried begiHBing .... the fust day ef the .......th 
faUBwing the .......th ef Hnal enaetffieHt ef haws ±98&, ehaI'terl+, f.H' 

.... the fust day ef the seoond .......th faliBwing the .......th ef Hnal 
eHaetment ef haws ±98&, ehRf'ter ±1 if the date ef Hnal enaetmeHt ef 
haws ±98&, ehaI'ter ±1 is within l& days ef the eH<l ef the mBnth, and 
enlling Deeember &l-; ±98&, gasBline is trured at the rate ef M eeHts 
fIeF gaUBn. 
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W For the period on and after January l, 1984, May h 1988, 
gasoline is taxed at the rate of l+ 20 cents per gallon. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 296.025, 
subdivision 2a, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2a. [TAX IMPOSED FOR RAILROAD USE.] There is 
imposed an excise tax ef, at the same rate of 17 cents per gallon tIS 

the gaseline "*'!ise ta.. on special fuel useatopropel trains in this 
state and not otherwise taxed as gasoline. The tax shall be computed 
by using the same method as the gasoline excise tax imposed for 
railroad use under section 296.02, subdivision 2a, and shall be 
payable at the times, in the manner, and by the persons specified in 
this chapter. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 296.025, 
subdivision 2b, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2b. [TAX IMPOSED FOR BARGE USE.] There is imposed 
an excise tax ef, at the same rate of 17 cents per gallon tIS the 
gaseline "*'!ise tffi. on special fuel used to propel barges in this state 
and not otherwise taxed as gasoline. The tax shall be computed by 
using the same method as the gasoline excise tax imposed for barge 
use under section 296.02, subdivision 2b, and shall be payable at the 
times, in the manner, and by the persons specified in this chapter. 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 296.026, subdivision 2, as 
amended by Laws 1988, chapter 450, section 4, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [PERMIT FEES IMPOSED.] The fees for annual alter
nate fuel permits are based on each vehicle's mileage in the 
preceding year and are as follows: 

Gross Vehicle Weight 
Under 6,000 pounds 
6,001 - 12,000 pounds 
12,001 - 18,000 pounds 
18,001 - 26,000 pounds 
26,001 - 36,000 pounds 
Over 36,000 pounds 

Fee 
$+.W $8.80 per 1,000 miles 
$ 9 $10.60 per 1,000 miles 
$M $18.80 per 1,000 miles 
$23 $27.10 per 1,000 miles 
m $31.80 per 1,000 miles 
$M $40.00 per 1,000 miles 

A log with validating receipts pertaining to the vehicle's out of 
state mileage may be supplied to the commissioner of public safety 
at the time of permit application to be subtracted from the actual 
mileage for the purpose of calculating the permit fee. If no true 
cumulative mileage figures are available for the preceding year, the 
fee charged under this section must be based on 15,000 miles driven 
within the state. 

The fee for a permit required by this section must be calculated 
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based on the number of unexpired months remaining in the regis
tration year of the vehicle as measured from the date of the 
occurrence of the event requiring the permit. 

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 297B.09,. 
subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [GENERAL FUND SHARE.] (a) Money collected 
and received under this chapter must be deposited in the state 
treasury and credited to the general fund. The amounts collected 
and received shall be credited ta the Highway,*"", tm. aistrilllltian 
fund and the traRsit assistanee fund as provided in this subdivision, 
and transferred from the general fund on July 15 and January 15 of 
each fiscal year. The commissioner of finance must make each 
transfer based upon the actual receipts of the preceding six calendar 
months and include the interest earned during that six-month 

. period. The commissioner of finance may establish a quarterly or 
other schedule providing for more frequent payments to the transit 
assistance fund if the commissioner determines it is necessary or 
desirable to provide for the cash flow needs of the recipients of money 
from the transit assistance fund. 

Five (b) Thirty percent of the money collected and received under 
this chapter after June 30, 1988, and before July 1, 1991, must be 
deposited in the highway user tax distribution fund and the transit 
assistance fund for apportionment as I'raviaed in thie seetiaR. Qf the 
fItffil:€Y del'asited -""" thie seetiaR, follows: 75 percent must be 
credited to the highway user tax distribution fund for apportionment 
in the same manner and for the same purposes as other money in 
that fund., and the remaining 25 percent of the money must be 
credited to tile transit assistance fund to be appropriated to the 
commissioner of transportation for transit assistance within the 
state and to the regional transit board. 

(c) Thi1Y percent of the money collected and received under this 
chapter a ter June 30, 1991, must be deposited in the trunJ<liIgli.way 
fund and the transit assistance fund for apportionment as follows: 
75 percent must be credited to the trunk hi~hway fund and the 
remaining 25 percent must be crediteifTo t e tranmasSlStance 
fund. 

fbf (d) The distributions under this subdivision to the highway 
user tax distribution fund until June 30, 1991, and to the trunk 
highway fund thereafter, must be reduced by the amount necessary 
to fund the appropriation under section 41A.09, subdivision 1. For 
the fiscal years ending June 30, 1988, and June 30, 1989, the 
commissioner of finance, before making the transfers required on 
July 15 and January 15 of each year, shall estimate the amount 
required to fund the appropriation under section 41A.09, subdivi
sion 1, for the six-month period for which the transfer is being made. 
The commissioner shall then reduce the amount transferred to the 
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highway user tax distribution fund by the amount of that estimate. 
The commissioner shall reduce the estimate for any six-month 
period by the amount by which the estimate for the previous 
six-month period exceeded the amount needed to fund the appropri
ation under section 41A.09, subdivision 1, for that previous six
month period. If at any time during a six-month period in those 
fiscal years the amount of reduction in the transfer to the highway 
user tax distribution fund is insufficient to fund the appropriation 
under section 41A.09, subdivision 1 for that period, the commis
sioner shall transfer to the general fund from the highway user tax 
distribution fund an additional amount sufficient to fund the appro
priation for that period, but the additional amount so transferred to 
the general fund in a six-month period may not exceed the amount 
transferred to the highway user tax distribution fund for that 
six-month period. 

Sec. 6. [TRANSPORTATION STUDY BOARD.J 

Subdivision 1. [BOARD CREATED; MEMBERSHIP] A transpor
tation study board is created to consist of the following members: 

(1) four members of the senate, with not more than three of the 
same Political party,appointed!:!.l': the senatecomrii.lUee on comm-U::: 
tees; 

(2) four members of the house of representatives, with not more 
than three of the same political party, appointed !:!.l': the speaker of 
the house; 

(3) thirteen members appointed!:!.l': the governor, with at least one 
member but not more than two members from each congressional 
district. The governor shan appoint members so that at least one 
member represents each of the following: 

(i) business, commerce and industry; 

(ii) labor; 
-,----

(iii) agriculture; 

(iv) tourism; 

(v) natural resources industries; and 

(vi) local government. 

Vacancies on the board shall be filled!:!.l': the appointing authority. 
The board shall elect from among its members" chair, who must be 
" member of the legislature, and other officers as !! deems neces
sary. 
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Subd. 2. [STUDIES.] (a) The board shall conduct a study of 
Mmnesotas surface transporfation !leeds into the 21st century ana 
recommend a program for making transportation improvements to 
meet those needs. . 

(b) The board shall consider state ~ toward highways, transit 
and rail service, including: 

(1) state transportation goals and objectives; 

(2) the present level of transportation service in Minnesota and 
the feasibility and desirability of alternative levels of service; 

(3) how statewide and regional transportation planning g; done' 
andinvestment priorities determined, and whether changes are 
needed III these processes; and -- --

(4) the extent to which the state should contribute financially to 
locru and regional transportation activities. 

(c) The board shall consider methods of providing more cost-effec
tive transportation service, including: 

(1) increai.ed use of public-private partnerships; 

(2) present and alternative methods of relating transportation 
expenditures tObenefits; 

(3) potential cost-saving measures in the department of transpor
tation, including changes in department staffing levels; and 

(4) departmental procedures for bid-letting and establishment of 
design standards. 

(d) The board shall consider whether additional funding g; re
quired to accompIlShtransportation goals and objectives, and ~ so, 
desirable an\l feasible sources of revenue, includmg non-traditional 
sources. 

Subd. 3. [COMPENSATION.] The compensation of nonlegislator 
memoers and their removal from Office are as provideo in Minnesota 
Statutes, section 15.059. Members who are legislators must be 
compensated in the same manner as for other legislative meetings. 
Compensatioilfor legislators and nonlegislators must be paid from 
the appropriation in section ~ paragraph (a). 

Subd. 4. [REPORTS.] The board shall make lie preliminary report 
to the chairs of the senate and house committees on transportation, 
The senate committee on finance and the house committee on 
appropnations not later than March 15, 1989. The board shall make 
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!! final rePd'rt to the legislature and governor on its findings and 
recommen ations not later than January 15, 1991. 

Subd. 5. [STAFF ASSISTANCK] The commission may i>y contract 
obtain the services of consultants as !! deems necessary, and all 
COilsUItant contracts must be approved by the legislative coormnat· 
i!!g commission. The board may obtain the assistance of the legisi-. 
lative auditor in carrying out its duties. The commissioners 0 
transportation, administration, p:Jblic safety and planning shall 
cooperate with the board in con uctmg its studies and prOVIde 
assistance and iiiIormation as the board requires. 

Sec. 7. [APPROPRIATION.] 

(a) $300,000 is appropriated from the highwalo user tax distribu
tion fund to the transportation stu, board or the purposes of 
section 6. 'i'his appropriation ~ availa Ie until January 15, 1991. 

(b) $11,933,000 is appropriated from the general fund for fiscal 
year 1989 for the purposes indicated. One-half of the amounts in 
clauses (1) andID must be transferred to the funi:lsindicated on July 
15, 1988, and one-lllilf on January 15, 1989.--

(1) To the highway user tax distribution fund $8,950,000 

(2) To the transit assistance fund 2,983,000 

(c) $117,000,000· ~~~~M~~~~~m~Htr~a~n~sP~oilir-tation for fiscal year __ t. amount: 

$71,900,000 is from the trunk highway fund;· 

$34,600,000 is from the county state-aid highway fund; and 

$10,500,000 is from the municipal state-aid street fund. 

In spending this appropriation, the commissioner shall give 
~riorityto hi~hway projects that were srogrammed for 1988-1989 

ighwayaeve opment but were deferre.. . 

(d) $4,800,000 is approl'riated to the commissioner of transporta
tion for fiscal year 1989 from the trUiik highway fundIor construc
tion support. 

(e) $10,500,000 ~ appro&riated to the commissioner of transpor
~a~ion for fiscal year 1989 om the truIik highway fund for program 

e Ivery. 
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Sec. 8. [REPEALER.] 

Laws 1987, chapter 268, article Th section £,is repe~led. 

Sec. 9. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

Sections 1 ;. and 3 are effective May h 1988, and ~ to 
gasoline anifspecial fuel. in distributor storage on thatdate:1lection 
4 IS effectiVe May 1,1988. Section 6 IS effective the day, following 
final enactment. SeciloiiS5, 1. ana ~ are effectIVe" Ju y 1" 1988, 
eficept that the appropriation in section 7, paragraph (a), is ei'fective 
~ daYToIlowing finRl enactment." 

Delete the title and insert: 

"A bill for an act relating to transportation; increasing the excise 
taxon gasoline and special fuel to 20 cents per gallon; increasing the 
fees for alternate fuel permits; providing for the distribution of 
motor vehicle excise tax revenue; creating a transportation study 
board; repealing the contingent income tax increase provision; 
appropriating money; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 
296.02, subdivision' 1b; and 296.026, subdivision' 2, as amended; 
Minnesota Statutes 1987' Supplement, sections 296.025, subdivi
sions 2aand 2b; and 297R09, subdivision 1; repealing Laws 1987, 
chapter 268, article 18, section 5." 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 

House Conferees: HENRY J. KALIS, BERNARD L. LIEDER, ARTHUR W. 
SEABERG, BOB JENSEN AND DOUGLAS W. CARLSON. 

Senate Conferees: CLABENCE M. PuIlFEERST, LERoy A. STUMPF, KEITH 
LANGSETH, GARY M. DECRAMEB AND MARILYN M. LANTRY. 

Kalis moved that the report ofthe Conference Committee on H. F. 
No. 1749 be adopted and that the bill be repassed as amended by the 
Conference Committee. 

A roll call was requested aI,ld .properly seconded. 

The question was' taken on the Kalis motion and' the roll was' 
called. ' 

Otis moved that those not voting be excused from voting. The 
motion prevailed. 

There were 71 yeas and. 57 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
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Anderson, G. 
Anderson; R. 
Battaglia 
Bertram 
Bishop 
Brown 
Carlson, D, 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Cooper 
Dauner 
DeBlieck 
Dille 

Dorn 
Greenfield 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kludt 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 

Krueger Olson, E. 
Lasley Olson, K. 
Lieder Orenstein 
McEachern Osthoff 
McLaughlin Otis 
Milbert Pappas 
Minne Pauly . 
Munger Peterson 
Murphy Price 
Nelson, C. Reding 
Nelson, D. Rice 
Nelson, K. Riveness 
Neuensehwander Rodosovich 
Ogren Rukavina 

Those who votoo in the negative were: 

Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Blatz 
Boo 
Burger 
Clausnitzer 
Dawkins 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Forsythe 
Frederick: 

Frerichs 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Johnson, V. 
Kinkel 
Knickerbocker 

The motion prevailed. 

Marsh 
McKasy 
McPherson 
Miller 
Morrison 
O'Connor 
Olsen, S. 
Omann 
Onnen 
Ozment 
Pelowski 
Poppenhagen 

Quino 
Quist 
Redalen 
Kest 
Richter 
Rose 
Sarna 
&hafer 
Schreiber 
Shaver 
Stanins 
Sviggum 
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Scheid 
Seaberg 
Segal 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Steensma 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Vellenga 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Uphus 
Valento 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 

H. F. No. 1749, A bill for an act relating to transportation; 
increasing the tax on gasoline and special fuel to 20 cents per gallon; 
increasing the share of motor vehicle excise tax revenues dedicated 
to highways and transit to 35 percent; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1986, section 296.02, subdivision Ib; and Minnesota Statutes 1987 
Supplement, sections 296.025, subdivisions 2a and 2b; and 297B.09, 
subdivision 1. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by Conference, 
and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. 

Otis moved that those not voting be excused from voting. The 
motion prevailed. 

There were 71 yeas and 57 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 

Bishop 
Brown 
Carlson, D. 

Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 

Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 

DeBlieck 
Dille 
Dorn 
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Greenfield Kludt Nelson, K. Redalen Trimble 
Jacobs Knuth Neuenschwander Reding Tunheim 
Jaros Krueger Ogren Rice Vellenga 
Jefferson Lasley Olson, E .. Riveness ,,",ne 
Jennings Lieder Olson, K. Rodosovich ,,",ozel 
Jensen McEachern Orenstein Rukavina Winter 
Johnson,A. McLaughlin Osthoff Scheid Wynia 
Johnson, R. MilOOrt . Otis Seaberg Spk. Vanasek 
Kahn Mione Pappas Setbil 
Kalis Munger Pauly So erg 
Kelly MurphY Peterson Sparby 
Kelso Nelson, D. Price Steensma 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Beard Frerichs Marsh Poppenbagen Swenson 
Begich Gruenes McKasy Quinn Thiede 
Bennett Gutknecht McPherson Quist Tjornhom 
Bertram Hartle . Miller Rest Tompkins 
Blatz Haukoos Morrison Richter Uphus 
Boo Hea~ Nelson, C. Rose Valento 
Burger Hime O'Connor Sarna Voss 
Clausnitzer Hugoson Olsen, S. Schafer Wanenius 
Dempsey Johnson, V. Om.nn Schreiber Wa tman 
DeRaad Kiukel Onnen Skoglund 
For~he Knickerbocker Ozment .stanius 
Fre erick KosWbryz Pelowski Sviggum 

The bill was repassed, as amended by Conference, and its title 
agreed to. 

MESSAGES FROM THE SENATE, Continued 

The following messages were received from the Senate: 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted 
the report of the Conference Committee on: 

H.F. No. 453, A bill for an act relating to state investments; 
encouraging corporations in Northern Ireland to pursue affirmative 
action policies; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, 
chapter llA. 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the recom
mendation and report of the Conference Committee. Said House File 
is herewith returned to the House. 

PATRICK E. FiAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 
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Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted 
the report of the Conference Committee on: 

H. F. No. 2396, A bill for an act relating to education; authorizing 
the sale of college savings bonds; requiring a market and feasibility 
study and report; authorizing the issuance of zero coupon bonds; 
appropriating money. 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the recom
mendation and report of the Conference Committee. Said House File 
is herewith returned to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate accedes to the request of the 
House for the appointment of a Conference Committee on the 
amendments adopted by the Senate to the following House File: 

H. F. No. 2407, A bill for an act relating to the state and local 
governments; providing that municipal volunteers are employees for 
purposes of tort claims; providing that employees and officers of the 
world trade center board and greater Minnesota corporation are 
state employees for purposes of state tort claims; providing that 
officers and directors of public corporations are immune from 
liability under standards for nonprofit corporations; clarifying im
munity from civil liability for certain athletic officials; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 317.22, subdivision 4; 317.28; 
466.01, by adding a subdivision; Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supple
ment, sections 44A.02, subdivision 3; 1160.03, by adding a subdivi
sion; 1160.04, subdivision 2; 317.201, subdivision 1; 340A.801, 
subdivisions 1 and 4; 340A.802; and 604.08, subdivision 1. 

The Senate has appointed as such Committee: 

. Messrs. Luther, Cohen and Ramstad. 

Said House File is herewith returned to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted 
the report of the Conference Committee on: 

S. F. No. 63. 
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The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the recom
mendation and report of the Conference Committee. Said Senate 
File is herewith transmitted to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT 01'[ S. F. NO. 63 

A bill for an act relating to motor vehicles; providing that 
passenger automobile license plates be issued for a six-year period; 
providing for license plate replacement fees; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1986, section 168.12, subdivisions 1, 2a, and 5; repealing 
Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 168.12, subdivisions 3 and 4. 

The Honorable Jerome M. Hughes 
President of the Senate 

The Honorable Robert Vanasek 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

April 19, 1988 

We, the undersigned conferees for S. F. No. 63, report that we have 
agreed upon the items in dispute and recommend .as follows: 

That the House recede from its amendment and that S. F. No. 63 
be further amended as follows: 

Delete everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 168.011, is amended 
by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 5a. [REGISTERED OWNER. I "Registered owner" means 
any person, finn, association, or corporation, other than ~ secured 
party, having title to !'o motor vehicle. If a passenger automobile, as 
defined in subdivision ~ is under lease for !'o term of 180 days or 
more, the lessee is deemeato be the registered owner, for purposes 
orTegistration only, provided that the application for renewal of the 
registration of a passenger automoOITe described intliis subdivision 
shall be sent to the lessor. ~-
~~~----~~-

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 168.013, subdivision 7, is 
amended to read: . 

Subd. 7. [AGENTS.] Any act required herein of .... a registered 
owner may be performed in the registered owner's behaIf by a duly 
authorized agent. Any person having a lien upon, or claim to, any 
motor vehicle may pay any tax due thereon to prevent the penalty for 
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delayed registration from accruing, but the registration certificate 
and number plates shall not be issued until legal ownership is 
definitely determined, 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 168.041, subdivision 7, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 7. If an !'. registered owner wishes to sell a motor vehicle 
during the time its registration plates and registration certificate 
are impounded or during the time its registration plates bear a 
special series number, the registered owner may apply to the court 
which impounded such plates and certificate, for consent to transfer 
title to the motor vehicle. If the court is satisfied that the proposed 
sale is in good faith and for a valid consideration, that the registered 
owner will thereby be deprived of the custody and control of the 
motor vehicle, and that the sale is not for the purpose of circum
venting the provisions ofthis section, it may certify its consent to the 
registrar of motor vehicles and return the impounded registration 
plates and certificates. If during the time the registration plates and 
certificate of registration are impounded the title to said motor 
vehicle is transferred by the foreclosure of a chattel mortgage, the 
cancellation of a conditional sales contract, a sale upon execution, or 
by decree or order of a court of competent jurisdiction, the court shall 
order the license plates and registration certificate surrendered to 
the new registered owner and notify the registrar of motor vehicles 
of such action. The registrar of motor vehicles shall then transfer the 
registration plates and registration certificates to the new registered 
owner. 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 168.10, subdivision 1, is 
amended to read: 

Subdivision l. [APPLICATION.] Except as provided in subdivi
sions la, lb, Ie, Id, 19, and lh, every registered owner of any motor 
vehicle in this state, not exempted by section 168.012 or 168.26, 
shall as soon as registered ownership of a motor vehicle is acquired 
and annually thereafter during the period provided in section 
168.31, file with the commissioner of public safety on a blank 
provided by the commissioner a listing for taxation and application 
for the registration of such vehicle, stating the first, middle and last 
names, the dates of birth, and addresses of all registered owners 
thereof who are natural persons, the full names and addresses of all 
other registered owners, the name and address of the person from 
whom purchased, make of motor vehicle, year and number of the 
model, manufacturer's identification number or serial number, type 
of body, the weight ofthe vehicle in pounds, for trailers only, its rated 
load carrying capacity and for buses only, its seating capacity, and 
such other information as the commissioner may require. Any false 
statement willfully and knowingly made in regard thereto shall be 
deemed perjury and punished accordingly. The listing and applica
tion for registration by dealers or manufacturers' agents within the 
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state, of motor vehicles received for sale or use within the state shall 
be accepted as compliance with the requirements of this chapter, 
imposed upon the manufacturer. 

Registration shall be refused a motor vehicle if the original 
identification or serial number has been destroyed, removed, altered, 
covered or defaced. However, if the commissioner is satisfied on the 
sworn statements of the registered owner or registered owners or 
such other persons as the commissioner may deem advisable that 
the applicant is the legal owner, a special identification number in 
the form prescribed by the commissioner shall be assigned to the 
motor vehicle. When it has been determined that the number had 
been affixed to such vehicle in a manner prescribed by the commis
sioner, the vehicle may thereafter be registered in the same manner 
as other motor vehicles. Inthe case of a new or rebuilt motor vehicle 
manufactured or assembled without an identification or serial 
number, the commissioner may assign an identification number to 
the motor vehicle in the same manner as prescribed heretofore. 

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 168.11, subdivision 1, is 
amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. The registrar shall file such application and, upon 
approval thereof and upon payment of the motor vehicle tax, as 
herein provided, together with all arrears and penalties, if any, and 
upon the delivery to the registrar of the duly endorsed registratisn 
certificate of title of the former owner, as hereinafter provided in 
chapter 168A, 6l' proof sf less prsvided in lie» theresf, shall assign 
to it a distinctive number and issue to the re~istered owner a 
registration certificate, which shall contain the fu 1 name and date 
of hirth, place of residence, with street and number, if in a city, and 
post office address of the registered owner, a specific description of 
the vehicle, and the number assigned, together with a place on the 
face of the certificate in which the registered owner shall, immedi
ately upon receipt thereof, place the registered owner's signature 
aad;- "" the reverse side theresf, aa assignment aad aetiee sf sale 6l' 
termiftatieft sf ewftersfiip, with .plaees fer the signataFes ef Beth 
seller aad purehaser, aad a plaee fer assignment ef the ere<Iit fer the 
tm.. The registration certificate shall be retained by the registered 
owner until expiration 6l' surFe .. der, as hereia previded. When in 
administering this chapter convenience or necessity requires, the 
registration certificate may alae he ealled 6l' referred te as the 
registratieR e6l'd shall be used in lieu of the certificate of title on 
vehicles exempt from cMpter!68A-:-- - - - -- -

Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 168.12, subdivision 1, is 
amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [NUMBER PLATES; VISIBILITY, PERIODS OF 
ISSUANCE.] The registrar, upon the approval and payment, shall 
issue to the applicant the number plates required by law, bearing 
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the state name and the number assigned. The number assigned may 
be a combination of a letter or sign with figures. The color of the 
plates and the color of the abbreviation of the state name and the 
number assigned shall be in marked contrast. The plates shall be 
lettered, spaced, or distinguished to suitably indicate the registra
tion of the vehicle according to the rules of the registrar, and when 
a vehicle is registered on the basis of total gross weight, the plates 
issued shall clearly indicate by letters or other suitable insignia the 
maximum gross weight for which the tax has been paid. These 
number plates shall be so treated as to be at least 100 times brighter 
than the conventional painted number plates. When properly 
mounted on an unlighted vehicle, these number plates, when viewed 
from a vehicle equipped with standard headlights, shall be visible 
for a distance of not less than 1,500 feet and readable for a distance 
of not less than 110 feet. The registrar shall issue these number 
plates for the following periods: 

(1) Number plates issued pursuant to sections 168.27, subdivi
sions 16 and 17, and 168.053 shall be for a one-year period" 

(2) New number plates issued pursuant to section 168.012, subdi
vision 1, shall be issued to a vehicle for as long as it is owned by the 
exempt agency and shall not be transferable from one vehicle to 
another but may be transferred with the vehicle from one tax 
exempt agency to another" 

(3) Plates issued for passenger automobiles as defined in section 
168.011, subdivision 7, motoreyeles, motorized bieyeles, a..a mataF 
seeoters shall be issued for a sil, year seven-year period starting nat 
later thaD Oetober W8G, 6f' ....til the Bffift general reissuanee of 
j>Iates every siJr years thereafter, whiellever is less; a..a, All plates 
issued under this paragraph must be replaced ~ they are seven 
years old or older at the time of annual registration or will become 
so during the registration period. 

(4) Plates for any vehicle not specified in clauses (1), (2) and (3), 
except for trailers as hereafter provided, shall be issued for the life 
of the vehicle. Beginning with number plates issued for the year 
1981, plates issued for trailers with a total gross weight of 3,000 
pounds or less shall be issued for the life of the trailer and shall be 
not more than seven inches in length and four inches in width. 

In a year in which plates are not issued, the registrar shall issue 
for each registration a tab or sticker to designate the year of 
registration. This tab or sticker shall show the calendar year or years 
for which issued, and is valid only for that period. The number 
plates, number tabs, or stickers issued for a motor vehicle may not be 
transferred to another motor vehicle during the period for which it is 
issued. 

Notwithstanding any other provision of this subdivision, number 
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plates issued to a vehicle which is used for behind-the-wheel 
instruction in a driver education course in a public school may be 
transferred to another vehicle used for the same purpose without 
payment of any additional fee. The registrar shall be notified of each 
transfer of number plates under this paragraph, and may prescribe 
a form for notification. 

Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 168.12, subdivision 2a, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 2a. [PERSONALIZED LICENSE PLATES.] Personalized 
license plates must be issued to an applicant for registration of a 
passenger automobile, van, or pickup truck, motorcycle, or self
propelled recreational vehicle, upon compliance with the laws of this 
state relating to registration of the vehicle and upon payment of a 
one-time fee of $100 in addition to the registration tax required by 
law for the vehicle. The commissioner shall designate a replacement 
fee for personalizedllCense plates that is calculated to cover the cost 
of replacement. This fee must be paid wnenever the law requITes the 
personalized license plates to be replaced. In lieu of the numbers 
assigned as provided in subdivision 1, personalized license plates 
must have imprinted on them a series of not more than six numbers 
and letters in any combination. When an applicant has once 
obtained personalized plates, the applicant shall have a prior claim 
for similar personalized plates in the next succeeding year that 
plates are issued if application is made for them at least 30 days 
before the first date that registration can be renewed. The commis
sioner of public safety shall adopt rules in the manner provided by 
chapter 14, regnlating the issuance and transfer of personalized 
license plates. No words or combination of letters placed on person
alized license plates may be used for commercial advertising, be of 
an obscene, indecent, or immoral nature, or be of a nature that 
would offend public morals or decency. The call signals or letters of 
a radio or television station are not commercial advertising for the 
purposes of this subdivision. 

Notwithstanding the provisions of subdivision 1, personalized 
license plates issued under this subdivision may be transferred to 
another motor vehicle owned or jointly owned by the applicant, upon 
the payment of a fee of$5, which must be paid into the state treasury 
and credited to the highway user tax distribution fund. The registrar 
may by rule provide a form for notification. 

Notwithstanding any law to the contrary, if the personalized 
license plates are lost, stolen, or destroyed, the applicant may apply 
and shall receive duplicate license plates bearing the same combi
nation of letters and numbers as the former personalized plates 
upon the payment of a $5 fee. 

'!'he fee I'Feset'ibed ffiF "eFs9Hali~ed lieeHse ~ IffiISt be "'*" 
ealy in these yeaFS in whleh the HumbeF plate itself is issued, and 
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HHtSt net be Ilayable ffi a yeffi' ffi wffieh a yeffi' f>late, taIr, el' stiekeT 
is isffited ffi lieH ef a nlimeeT f>late, 

Fees from the sale of permanent and duplicate personalized 
license plates must be paid into the state treasury and credited to 
the highway user tax distribution fund. 

Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 168.12, subdivision 5, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 5. [ADDITIONAL FEE.] In addition to any fee otherwise 
authorized or any tax otherwise imposed upon any motor vehicle, 
the payment of which is required as a condition to the issuance of 
any number license plate or plates, the commissioner of public 
safety may impose a fee of $2 for a license plate for a motorcycle, 
motorized bicycle, or motorized. sidecar, and $& $2 for license plates, 
other than license plates issued pursuant to section 168.27, subdi
visions 16 and 17, for passenger automobiles; )3T8vided that "" lee is 
requirea fuF j>lates isffited withffi SHe ealenaar yeffi' befuFe a general 
reissuanee ef j>lates llRder SllhElivisian ±. Graphic design license 
plates shall only be issued for vehicles registered pursuant to section 
168.017 and recreational vehicles registered pursuant to section 
168.013, subdivision Ig. 

Sec. 9. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 168.13, is amended to 
read: 

168.13 LPROOF OF OWNERSHIP.] 

The registrar shall approve no application and issue no number 
plates for any motor vehicle, "*"")3t sueh as may htwe eeme direet 
fFeHt tbe manufacturer, el' fFeHt anetaer state, unless and until the 
registratian title certificate theretofore issued el' j'>F8!lf ef less taereef 
by SWffi'R statement shall be under chapter 168A ~ delivered to the 
registrar, who shall be satisfied from the records that all taxes and 
fees due hereunder shall have been paid, and endorsements upon the 
certificate el' SWffi'R j'>F8!lf ef less, are in writing, and have been 
signed by the seller and purchaser, shall furnisa j'>F8!lf that tbe 
allllli.ant fuF registratia" is llayiRg el' reeeiving eredit fuF tbe tm< 
llJ36ft tbe veaiele ef wffieh tbe alllllieant is tbe rigRtfulllessessaT; er, 
ffi ease sueh eertifieate el' j'>F8!lf is net available, tbe registrar, el'tbe 
Tegistrar's de)3uty, shall be satisfied ef sueh faet by Ilemanal view ef 
tbe meteF veaiele seFial and meteF numbers and by j'>F8!lf ef tbe 
elffim ef eWRersai)3 taereaf. 

Motor vehicles brought into Minnesota from other states shall not 
be registered or have number plates issued therefor until such 
registration certificate or other evidence of title as may reasonably 
be required from the registrant within that state be surrendered to 
the registrar in the same manner as certificates of this state, or in 
lieu thereof, such view and evidence of the chain of ownership be had 
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as will assure the payment of the proper tax so long as the motor 
vehicle shall be in the state. 

Sec. 10. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 168.33, subdivision 3, is 
amended to read: 

SJlbd. 3. [RECORD.] The registrar shall keep a suitable record of 
all motor vehicles registered in the registrar's office, indexed, 
according to registration number, according to name of the regis
tered owner, according to make of motor vehicle and the factory 
identification number for such makes as are so identified or accord
ing to the serial nJlmber of SJlch makes as are so identified until the 
manJlfacturers thereof adopt and use an identification number, and 
according to such other information as the registrar shall deem 
advisable. Duplicates of the certificate of registration shall be used, 
until .a more efficient system is evolved, to make the registration 
number and registered owner's indexes herein required, and such 
other copies as are desirable. The registrar may furnish to anyone 
applying therefor transcripts of SJlch records for not less than the 
cost of preparing the same; provided, that any surris in excess of such 
cost received by the registrar for furnishing such transcripts shall be 
paid by the registrar into the state treasury. The registrar shall also 
furnish copies thereof, without charge, to the chiefs of police of the 
cities of Minneapolis, St. Paul, and Duluth. 

Sec. 11. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 168A.1O, is amended by 
adding a sJlbdivision to read: 

. Subd. 6. Every owner or transferor of " ~otor vehicle who fails or 
delays for more than 14 days to file the transfer of ownership with 
the registrar shall E!!Y the registrar ~ee of $2. 

Sec. 12. [APPROPRIATION.] 

$103,000 is appropriated from the highway user tax distribution 
fund to the commissioner of pJlblic safety to implement sections 1 to 
Q, and 9 to 11. -----

Sec. 13. [REPEALER.] 

Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 168.30, is repealed. 

Sec. 14. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

Sections Q and ~ are effective January h 1989. Section 7 is 
effective the day following final enactment." 

Delete the title and insert: 
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"A bill for an act relating to motor vehicles; providing for regis
tration of motor vehicles by long-term lessees; providing that pas
senger automobile license plates be issued for a seven-year period; 
providing for license plate replacement and late ownership transfer 
fees; appropriating money; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, 
sections 168.011, by adding a subdivision; 168.013, subdivision 7; 
168.041, subdivision 7; 168.10, subdivision 1; 168.11, subdivision 1; 
168.12, subdivisions 1, 2a, and 5; 168.13; and 168.33, subdivision 3; 
168A.10, by adding a subdivision; repealing Minnesota Statutes 
1986, section 168.30." 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 

Senate Conferees: MARILYN M. LANTRY, MEL FREDERICK AND CLAR
ENCE M. PuRFEERST. 

House Conferees: HENRY KALIS, GERALD KNICKERBOCKER AND ALICE 
M. JOHNSON. 

Kalis moved that the report of the Conference Committee on S. F. 
No. 63 be adopted and that the bill be repassed as amended by the 
Conference Committee. The motion prevailed. 

S. F No. 63, A bill for an act relating to motor vehicles; providing 
that passenger automobile license plates be issued for a six-year 
period; providing for license plate replacement fees; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 168.12, subdivisions 1, 2a, and 5; 
repealing Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 168.12, subdivisions 3 
and 4. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by Conference, 
and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. 

Wynia moved that those not voting be excused from voting. The 
motion prevailed. 

There were 88 yeas and 38 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
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Anderson, R. Forsythe . Kelly Olson, K. Scheid 
Battaglia Frederick Kludt Omann Schreiber 
Bauerly Frerichs Knickerbocker Onnen Seaberg 
Beard Greenfield Knuth Osthoff Segal 
Bennett Gruenes Kostohryz Otis Solberg 
Bertram Gutknecht Lasley Ozment Stallius 
Bishop Hartle Lieder Pappas Sviggum 
Boo Haukoos Marsh Pauly Swenson 
Brown Heap McDonald Poppen hagen Tompkins 
Burger Himle McEachern Price Trimble 
Carlson, D. Hugoson McPherson Quinn 'I\mheim 
Carlson, L. Jacobs Minne Redalen Valento 
Clausnitzer Jefferson Munger Riveness Wenzel 
Danner Jennings Murphy Rodosovich Winter 
Dawkins Johnson, A. Nelson, K. IWse Wynia 
Dempsey Johnson, V. O'Connor Rukavina Spk. yanasek 
DeRaad Kahn Ogren Sarna 
Dorn Kalis Olson, E. Schafer 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Anderson, G. Jensen Milbert Quist Tjornhom 
Begich Johnson, R. Miller Reding Uphus 
Blatz Kelso Nelson, C. Rest Voss 
Carruthers Kinkel Neuenschwander Richter Wagenius 
Clark Krueger Olsen, S. Shaver Waltman 
Cooper Long Orenstein Skoglund Welle 
DeBlieck McKasy Pelowski Steensma 
Dille McLaughlin Peterson Thiede 

The bill was repassed, as amended by Conference, and its title 
agreed to. 

The Speaker called Long to the Chair. 

The following Conference Committee Report was received: 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON H. F. NO. 2182 

A bill for an act proposing an amendment to the Minnesota 
Constitution, article XIII, section 5; permitting state-run lotteries; 
providing for the distribution of their proceeds; establishing a 
Minnesota environment and natural resources trust fund; providing 
implementing legislation; creating a legislative commission, an 
advisory committee, and a review panel; providing for trust fund 
expenditures; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 86.72, 
subdivisions 2 and 3; and 290.431; Minnesota Statutes 1987 Sup
plement, sections 116C.69, subdivision 3; and 297.13, subdivision 1; 
proposing coding for new law as Minnesota Statutes, chapter 115C; 
repealing Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 86.01; 86.02; 86.03; 
86.06; 86.07; 86.08; 86.10; 86.11; 86.12; 86.31; 86.32; 86.33, subdi
vision 1; 86.34; 86.35; 86.41; 86.42; 86.51; 86.53; 86.61; and 86.75, 
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The Honorable Robert Vanasek 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Honorable Jerome M. Hughes 
President of the Senate 

12293 

April 20, 1988 

We, the undersigned conferees for H. F. No. 2182, report that we 
have agreed upon the items in dispute and recommend as follows: 

That the Senate recede from its amendments and that H. F. No. 
2182 be further amended as follows: 

Delete everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"ARTICLE 1 

Section 1.. [CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT PROPOSED; 
ENVIRONMENTAL AND NATURAL RESOURCES TRUST 
FUND.] 

Subdivision.!.: [AMENDMENT.] The following amendment to the 
Minnesota Constitution, adding a section to article XI, is propose.:rtO 
the people. If the amendment is adopteG,the section will read as 
foIIows: -- - - ----

Sec. 14. A permanent Minnesota environment and natural re
sources trust fund is established III the state treasury. The principal 
of the environment and natural resources trust fund must be 
perpetual and inviolateTorever, excipt approprUillOns day be made 
from .'!P to 25 percent of the annua revenues deposite in the fund 
until fiscal ~ear 1997 andlOans may be made of.'!P to fivepercent of 
the princilla of the fund for water system improvements as provided 
fu: law. T is restrIction does not prevent the sale of investments at 
less than the cost to the fund, however, all losses not offset ~ gains 
shall be repaid to the fund from the earningsof' the fund. The net 
earnings rom the illnd shali be appropriated in a manner prescribed 
~ law for the P\ililic purl11se of protection, conservation, preserva
tiOa' and ennancement 0 the state's air, water, land, fish, wildlife, 
an other natural resources. 

Subd. 2. [SUBMISSION TO VOTERS.] The proposed amendment 
must be submitted to the people at the 1988 general election. The 
question submitted Shall be: 

"Shall the Minnesota Constitution be amended to establish a 
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Minnesota environment and natural resources trust fund for envi
ronmental, natural resource, and wildlife purposes? -- -- --.-

yes ........ . 
NO.~-. ~-.-.~-.~. ----------

Sec. 2. [CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT; PROPOSED LOT-
TERY.] . 

Subdivision 1. [AMENDMENT.] The following amendment to the 
Minnesota Constitution is proposedtOthe people. If the amenament 
is adopted, article XIII, section 5, will read as follows: 

Sec. 5. The legislature shall not authorize any lottery or the sale 
ofJottery tickets1 other than authorizing a lottery and sale ofJottery 
tickets for ~ lottery operated fu: the state. . 

Subd. 2. [SUBMISSION TO VOTERS.] The proposed amendment 
shall be submitted to the people at the 1988 general election. The 
question submittedShaIrbe: . 

"Shall the Minnesota Constitution be amended to permit the 
legislature to authorize ~ lottery operated fu: the state? 

yes ...... . 
No .~-.~-.-.-.-:" - --------

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 88.80, subdivision 2, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [PILOT PROJECT.] The commissioner shall establish an 
aspen recycling program pilot project in the highest priority area on 
state lands in order to develop effective program procedures and 
practices. With respect to the pilot project, the commissioner may 
restrict bidding on contracts for the cutting, removal, and disposal of 
aspens, and for related activities, to loggers and others residing in 

. the· pilot project area designated· under the program that are 
financially distressed. The commissioner may establish standards 
and procedures for awarding logging contracts ~ seetieft ~, 
notwithstanding chaeter 14, relating to eligibility for employment 
for conservatIon wor projects. . 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 116C.69, 
subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [FUNDING; ASSESSMENT.] The board shall finance its 
base line studies, general environmental studies, development of 
criteria, inventory preparation, monitoring of·conditions placed on 
site certificates and construction permits, and all other work, other 
than specific site a,nd route designation, from an assessment made 
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quarterly, at least 30 days before the start of each quarter, by the 
board against all utilities with annual retail kilowatt-hour sales 
greater than 4,000,000 kilowatt-hours. in the previous calendar year, 

Until June 30, 1992, the assessment shall also include an amount 
sufficient to cover 60 percent of the costs to the pollution control 
agency of achieving, maintaining, and monitoring compliance with 
the acid deposition control standard adopted under sections 116.42 
to 116.45, reprinting informational booklets on acid rain, and costs 
for additional research on the impacts of acid deposition on sensitive 
areas published under section 116.44, subdivision 1. The director of 
the pol1ution control agency must prepare a work plan and budget 
and submit them annually by June 30 to the pollution control 
agency board. The agency board must take public testimony on the 
budget and work plan. After the agency board approves the work 
plan and budget they must be submitted annually to the legislative 
commission on MiHBesata FeS6mees waste management for review 
and recommendation before an assessment IS levied. Each share 
shall be determined as follows: (1) the ratio that the annual retail 
kilowatt-hour sales in the state of each utility bears to the annual 
total retail kilowatt-hour sales in the state of all these utilities, 
multiplied by 0.667, plus (2) the ratio that the annual gross revenue 
from retail kilowatt-hour sales in the state of each utility bears to 
the annual total gross revenues from retail kilowatt-hour sales in 
the state of all these utilities, multiplied by 0.333, as determined by 
the board. The assessment shall be credited to the special revenue 
fund and shall be paid to the state treasury within 30 days after 
receipt of the bill, which shall constitute notice of said assessment 
and demand of payment thereof. The total amount which may be 
assessed to the several utilities under authority of this subdivision 
shall not exceed the sum of the annual budget of the board for 
carrying out the purposes of this subdivision plus 60 percent of the 
annnal budget of the pollution control agency for achieving, main
taining, and monitoring compliance with the acid deposition control 
standard adopted under sections 116.42 to 116.45, for reprinting 
informational booklets on acid rain, and for costs for additional 
research on the impacts of acid deposition on sensitive areas pub
lished under section 116.44, subdivision 1. The assessment for the 
second quarter of each fiscal year shall be adjusted to compensate for 
the amount by which actual expenditures by the board and the 
pollution control agency for the preceding fiscal year were more or 
less than the estimated expenditures previously assessed. 

Sec. 5. [116P.01] [FINDINGS.] 

The legislature finds that all Minnesotans share the responsibil
!!Y to ensure wise stewardShip of the state's environment and 
natural resources for the benefit oICurrent citizens and future 
generations. Proper management of the state's enviroillilent and 
natural resources includes and requires foresight, planning, and 
long-term activities that al10w the state to preserve its high quality 
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environment and provides for wise use of its natural resources. The 
legislature also finds that to underliiKe such activities properly, a 
long-term, consistent, and stable source of fundIng mnst be pro
vided. 

Sec. 6. [116P.02] [DEFINITIONS.] 

Subdivision 1. [APPLICABILITY.] The definitions in this section 
~ to sections 5 to 17. -- --

Subd. 2. [ADVISORY COMMITTEE.] "Advisory committee" 
means the advisory committee created in section 10. 

Subd. 3. [BOARD.] "Board" means the state board of investment. 

Subd. 4. [COMMISSION.] "Commission" means the Minnesota 
future resources Cdinmission. --- --

Subd.5. [NATURAL RESOURCES.] "Natural resources" includes 
theoutdoor recreation system under section 86A.04 and regional 
recreation open space systems as defined under sectloil 473.351, 
subdivision 1. 

. Subd. 6. [TRUST FUND.] "Trust fund" means the Minnesota 
envmmffient and natural resources trust fund estiilillshed under 
Minnesota CoiiStitution, artIcle XI, seCtiOn 14. --

Sec. 7. [116P.03] [TRUST FUND NOT TO SUPPLANT EXISTING 
FUNDING.] 

(a) The trust fund may not be used as a substitute for traditional 
sources ofl\illilTnvironmental ananatural resources activities, 
but the trust fun shall supplementTIie traditional sources, includ
~those sources used to sUPl:.0rt the criteria in. section lob subdi
VIsion 1. The trust fund must e useoprimarily to support activities 
whose oenefits become a:V:illiiJiIe only over an extended period of 
time. 

(b) The commission must determine the amount of the state 
bUOget spent from tradffiOrlal sources to mnd envIrolliruilltalalliI 
natural resources activities before ana after the trust fund is 
established and incluae a comparISOn of the amount in the report 
under section 13, subdivision 7. 

Sec. 8. [116P.04] [TRUST FUND ACCOUNT.] 

Subdivision 1. [ESTABLISHMENT OF ACCOUNT AND IN
VESTMENT.] A Minnesota environment and natural resources 
trust fund, under article xl, section 16. of tneMinnesota Constitu
tion, ~ establiShed as an account In the state treasury. The 
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commissioner of finance shall credit to the trust fund the amounts 
authorized under this section and sectWil 14."""The state board of 
inyestment shall ensure that trust fund money is invested under 
section llA.24.A1l moneyearn.ed1)y the trust fund must be credited 
to the trust fund. The principal of the trust fund and any unexpen
ded earnings must be invested and reinvested fu': tOe state board of 
mvestment. - - ------

Subd. 2. [LOTTERY PROCEEDS.] Through the first five full fiscal 
years, during which proceeds from the latter? are received, the 
commissioner of finance shaH credit one-hal of the net lottery 
proceeds from the state-opei'ated"""IOHery to the trust fund. Thereaf
ter, the commissioner shall credIt lJ£ to one=Jlalf, as determined !>I 
law each biennium, of the net proceeds from the state-operated 
lottery to the trust fund. 

Subd. 3. [REVENUE.] Revenue collected in accordance with 
suoru:vIsiOii 2 must be deposited monthly in the trust fund accoUllf. 
Nothing III sections 5 to 16 limits the source of contributions to the 
trust fund. ----

Subd. 4. [GIFTS AND DONATIONS.] Gifts and donations, includ
iEE: land-or interests in land, may be made to the trust fund. 
Noncasn gifts and donations must be disposed of for cash as soon as 
the board prudently can maximize the value of the gift or donation. 
Gifts and donations of marketable securities may be held or be 
disposed of for cash at the option of the board. The cash receipts of 
gifts and donations of cash or capital assets andffiarketable securi
ties disposed of for cash must be credited immediately to the 
principal of the trust fund. The value of marketable securities at the 
time the gift or donation is made must be credited to the principal of 
the trust fund and any earnings from the marketable securities are 
earnings of the trust fund. 

Subd. 5. [AUDITS REQUIRED.] (a) The commission shall select a 
certlf'ieapublic accountant annuaTIY to audit the trust fund. The 
audit must be given to the governor and the legislature and be 
available to the public. 

(b) The legislative auditor shall audit trust fund expenditures to 
ensure that the money is spent for the purposes provided in the 
commission's budget plan. 

Sec. 9. [116P.05] [MINNESOTA FUTURE RESOURCES COM
MISSION.] 

(a) A Minnesota future resources commission of 16 member~ is 
created, consisting of the chairs of the house and senate committees 
on envIronment and natural resources, thecIiairs of the house 
appropriations and senate finance committees, six mem6eTs of the 
senate appointed !>I the subcommittee on commITtees of the com-
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mittee on rules and administration, and six members of the house 
apjiOllitea fu: thespeaker. The comm"TsSionshall develop !'Ie buaget 
plan for expenditures from the trust fund and shall adopt !'Ie strategic 
plan as provided in section 12. 

(b) The commission shall recommend expenditures to the legisla
ture from the Minnesota future resources account under section 17. 
At least two members from the senate and two members from the 
house must be from the minontycaucus:-Members are entitled to 
reIiiiliursement for ~ diem expenses plus travel expenses incurred 
in the services of the commission. -- -

(c) Members shall appoint !'Ie chair who shall preside and convene 
meetings as often as necessary to conduct duties prescribed ~ this 
chapter. 

(d) Members shall serve on the commission until their successors 
are appointed. -- - - --

(e) Vacancies occurring on the commission shall not affect the 
authority of the remaining members of the commission to carry out 
their duties, and vacancies shall be filled in the same manner under 
paragraph (a). 

(f) The commission jay adopt bylaws and operating procedures to 
fulfill their duties un er sections 5 to 17. ---------- ---

Sec. 10. [116P.06] [ADVISORY COMMITTEE,] 

(a) An advisory committee of 11 citizen members shall be "p:: 
pointed ~ the governor to advise the Minnesota future resources 
commission on project proposals to receive funding from the trust 
fund and the development of budget and strategic plans. The 
governor shall appoint at least one member from each congressional 
district. The governor shall appoint the chair. 

(b) The governor's appointees must be confirmed with the advice 
and consent of the senate. The membership terms, compensation, 
removal, andnlling of vacancies for citizen members of the advisory 
committee are governed ~ section 15.0575. 

Sec. 11. [116P.07] [RESOURCES CONGRESS.] 

The commission must convene it resources congress at least once 
every biennium. The confiess must be open to all rn:te.rested 
individuals. The purpose 0 the congress is to colTect public input 
necessary to allow the commission, with the advice of the advisory 
committee, to develop a strategic plan to guide expenditures from 
the trust fund. The congress also may be convened to receive and 
review reports on trust fund projects. 
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Sec. 12. [116P.08] [TRUST FUND EXPENDITURES; EXCEP
TIONS; PLANS.] 

Subdivision !o [EXPENDITURES.] Money in the trust fund may 
be spent only for: 

(1) the reinvest in Minnesota program as provided in section 
84.95,subdivision 2; 

(2) research that contributes to increasing the effectiveness of 
protecting or ma.Jlaging the state's environment or natural re
sources; 

(3) collection and analysis of information that assists in develop
iEE: the state's environmental and natural resources policies; 

(4) enhancement of public education, awareness, and understand
i.!:!:g necessary for The protection, conservation, restoration, and 
enhancement of air, land, water, forests, fish, wildlife, and other 
natural resoufce.s;-- -- --- -- -- ---

(5) capital projects for the preservation and protection of unique 
natural resources; 

(6) activities that preserve or enhance fish, wildlife, and other 
natural resources that otherwise may be substantially impaired or 
destroyed in any area of the state; -

(7) administrative and investment expenses incurred bY the state 
board of investment in investing deposits to the trust fund; and 

(8) administrative expenses subject to the limits in section 13. 

Subd. ~ [EXCEPTIONS.] Money from the trust fund may not be 
spent for: 

(1) purposes of environmental compensation and liability under 
chapter 115B and response actions under chapter 115C; 

(2) purposes of municipal water pollution control under the 
authority of chapters 115 and 116, including combined sewer 
overflow under section 116.162; 

(3) costs associated with the decommissioning of nuclear power 
plants; 

(4) hazardous waste disposal facilities; 

(5) solid waste disposal facilities; or 
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(6) projects or purposes inconsistent with the strategic plan. 

Subd. 3. [STRATEGIC PLAN REQUIRED.] (a) The commission 
shall adopt "" strategic plan for making expenditUres from the trust 
fund, including identifying the priority areas for funding for the 
next SlX years. The reinvest in Minnesota program must be re
viewed ~ the advisory committee, resources congress and commis
sion duringthe development of the strategic plan. The strategic pllt 
must be updated every two years. The plan ~ advisory only. T e 
commission shal! submit the plan, as "" recommendation, to the 
house of representatives ap~opriations and senate finance commit
tees ~ January 1 of each 0 d-numbered year. 

(b) The advisory committee shall work with the resources con
~ to develop "" draft strategic plan to be submitted to the 
commission for approval. The commission shaH develop the proce
dures for the resources congress. 

(c) The commission may accept or modify the draft ofthe strategic 
plan submitted to it ~ the advisory committee before voting on the 
plan's adoption. 

Subd. 4. [BUDGET PLAN.] (a) Funding may be provided only for 
those projects that meet the categories established in subdivision 1. 

(b) Projects submitted to the commission for funding may be 
referred to the advisory committee for recommendation, except that 
research proposals first must be reviewed ~ the peer review panel. 
The advisory committee meF review all project proposals for funding 
and may make recommen atIons to the commISSIon on whether: 

(1) the projects meet the standards and funding categories set 
forth in sections §. to 16; 

(2) the ro'ects duplicate existing federal, state, or local projects 
being conducte within the state; and 

(3) the projects lire consistent with the most recent strategic plan 
adopted ~ the commission. 

(c) The commission must a*opt "" budget pIal to make expendi
tures from the trust fund for t e purposes provi edln subdivision 1. 
The budgetran must be submitted to the governor for inclusion in 
the biennia budget and supplemental budget submitted to the 
legislature. 

(d) Money in the trust fund may not be spent except under an 
appropriation ~ law. 

Subd. §., [PUBLIC MEETINGS.] All advisory committee and 
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commission meetings must be open to the public. The commission 
shall attempt to meet at least once in each of the state's congres
sional districts during each biennium. 

Subd. 6. [PEER REVIEW.] (a) Research proposals must include ~ 
stated purpose, timeline, potential outcomes and an explanation of 
the need for the research. All research proposats must be reviewed 
by ~ peer review pane] before receiving an appropriation from the 
trust fund. ----

(b) In conducting research proposal reviews, the peer review panel 
shall: 

(1) comment on the methodology proposed and whether it; can be 
expected to yield appropriate and useful information and data; 

(2) comment on the need for the research and about similar 
exISting informationavaIIa5le, if any; 

(3) comment on whether the research proposed meets the catego
ries of subdivision 1. and 

(4) report to the commission and advisory committee on clauses (1) 
to (3). -

(c) The peer review pane~ also must review completed research 
proposats that have receive an appropriation from the trust fund 
and comment and report upon whether the project reached the 
intended goals. 

Subd. 7..:. (PEER REVIEW PANEL MEMBERSHIP] Ca) The peer 
review panel must consist of at least five but not more than 11 
members who are knowledgeable in general research methods, 
including but not limited to the areas of air quality research, water 
research, forest research, fish and wildlife management research, 
environmental health research, and soil conservation research. Not 
more· than two members of the panel may be employees of state 
agencies. 

(b) Members of the peer r:eview panel shall be selected by the 
commission and serve four-year staggered terms according to sec
tion 15.059. The commission may select addffiOiial temporary mem
bers for any research proposal deemed to be too technical for 
adequate peer review Qy the panel in paragmph (al. Members of the 
peer revIew panel shall elect ~ chair every two years who shall be 
responsible for convening meetings of the panel as often as i§. 
necessary to fulfill its duties as prescribed in this section. Compen
sation of paneTffiembers is governed by section 15.059, subdivision 
3. 
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Sec. 13. [1l6P.09] [ADMINISTRATION.] 

Subdivision 1. [ADMINISTRATIVE AUTHORITY] The commis
sion may appomt legal and other personnel and consuItaiits neces
sary to carry out functions and duties of the commission. Permanent 
employees sllaIl be in the unclassified service. In addition, the 
commission may request staff assistance and data from any other 
agency of state fovernment as needed ffirthe execution of the 
responsiOOlities 0 the commission and adVIsory committee and an 
agency must promptly furnish it. 

Subd. 2. [LIAISON OFFICERS.] The commission shall request 
each department or agency head of all state agencies with !'o direct 
interest and responsibility in any Phase of environment and natural 
resources to appoint, and the latter shaIT appoint for the a enc ,!'o 
haison officer who shall work closelll with the commission an its 
staff. The<leSignated liason officer s all attend all meetings of the 
advisory committee to proviaeaSsistance and information to com
mittee members when necessary. 

Subd. 3. [APPRAISAL AND EVALUATION.] The commISSIOn 
shall obtain and appraise information available t'h"rough private 
organizations and groups, utilizing to the fullest extent possible 
studies, data and reports previously prepared or currently in 
progress ~ public agencies, ~rivate organizations, groups, a-illI 
others, concerning future tren s in the protection, conservation, 
~reservation, and enhancement of the state's air, water, land, 
orests, fish, Wildlife, native vegetilion, and other llatilral re

sources. Any data compiled !>r the commissionsnaU be made 
available to any standiny, or interim committee of the legislature 
upon the request of the c air of the respective committee. 

Subd. 4. [PERSONNEL.] Persons who are employed !>r !'o state 
a~ency to work on !'o project and are paid ~ an appropriation from 
t e trust fund or Minnesota future resources account are in the 
UilclassITied civIl service, and their continued employment is con
tingent upon the availability of money from the appropriation. 
When the appropriation has been spent, their positions must be 
canceled and the approved complement of the agency reduced 
accordingly. Part-time employment of persons for !'o project is 
authorized. 

Subd. 5. [ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSE.] (a) The administrative 
ex enses of the commission and advisory committee shall be paid 

om the Minnesota future resources account until June 30, 1995. 

(b) After June 30, 1995, the expenses of the commission and 
adVIsory committee combineamay not exceed an amount equal to 
two percent of the total earnings of the trust fund in the preceding 
fiscal year. 
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(c) The commission and the advisory committee must include ~ 
reasoila@e amount fortheir administrative expense in the budget 
plan for the trust fund. -

Subd. 6. [CONFLICT OF INTEREST.] A commission member, 
adVISOrY committee member, peer review panelist, or an employee of 
the commission, may not participate in or vote on a decision of the 
commission, advisory committee, or ~ review panel relating to an 
organizatlOn in which the member, panelist, or employee has either 
~ direct or indirect personal financial interest. While serving on the 
legislative commission, advisory committee, or ~ review panel, or 
being an employee of the commission, ~ person shall avoid any 
potential conflict of interest. 

Subd. '!..:. [REPORT REQUIRED.] The commission shall, 1:Jy July 1 
of each even-numbered year, submit ~ report to the governor, the 
chairs of the house approprIations and senate finance committees 
and thechairs of the house and senate cOiiiillittees on environment 
and ilatura:Tresources. Copies of the report must be available to the 
public. The report must include: 

(1) ~ ~ of the current strategic plan; 

(2) ~ description of each project receiving money from the trust 
fund and Minnesota future resources account during the preceding 
two years; 

(3) a summary of any research project completed in the preceding 
two years; 

(4) recommendations to implement successful projects and pro
grams into ~ state agency's standard operations; 

(5) to the extent known by the commission, descriptions of the 
projects anticipated to be supported 1:Jy the trust fund and Minnesota 
future resources account during the next two years; 

(6) the source and amount of all revenues collected and distributed 
1:Jy thecommission, including all administrative and other expenses; 

(7) ~ description of the trust f:.Ind's assets and liabilities; 

(8) any findings or recommendations that are deemed proper to 
assist tOe legislature in formulating legislation; 

(9) ~ list of all gifts and donations with ~ value over $1,000; 

(0) ~ comparison of the amounts spent by the state for environ
ment and natural resources activities through the most recent fiscal 
year; and 
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(11) ~ copy of the most recent certified financial and compliance 
audit. 

Sec. 14. [1l6P.lO) [ROYALTIES, COPYRIGHTS, PATENTS.) 

The trust fund owns and shall take title to the percentage of ~ 
royalty, copyright, or patent resulting from ~ project suPnrted I>,y 
the trust fnnd eguaTIo the ICrcentage of the proJect's total\mding 
provided I>,y the trust fund. ash receipts resulting from ~ royalty, 
copyright, or patent, or the. sale of the trust fund's rigrts to ~ 
royalty, copyright, or patent, must be credited immediate y to the 
principal of the trust fund. Before a project is included in the budget 
plan, the commission may vote to relinquish the ownership or rights 
to ~ royalty, copyright, or patent resulting from a project supported 
I>,y the trust fund to the project's proposer when the amount of the 
original grant or loan, plus interest, has been repaid to the trust 
fund. 

Sec. 15. [1l6P.ll) [AVAILABILITY OF FUNDS FOR DISBURSE
MENT.) 

(a) The amount biennially aVililable from the trust fund for the 
budget plan developed I>,y the commission consists of the interest 
earnings from the trust fund generated in the precedlng two fiscal 
years endliiffOilthe even-numbered year. 

(b) For funding projects through fiscal year 1997, the following 
adrutional amounts are aVailable from the trust fund for the budget 
plans developed I>,y the commission: 

(1) for the 1991-1993 biennium, l1£ to 25 percent of the revenue 
deposited in the trust fund in fiscal years 1989 and 1990; 

(2) for the 1993-1995 biennium, Il£ to 20 percent of the revenue 
deposited in the trust fund in fiscal year 1991 and Il£ to 15 percent 
of the revenue depositedll1 the fund in fiscal year 1992; and 

(3) for the 1995-1997 biennium, Il£ to ten percent of the revenue 
depositedTrlthe fund in fiscallear 1993 and Il£ to five percent of the 
revenue deposited in The fun in fiscal year 1994. . 

(c) Ani. appropriated funds not encumbered in the biennium in 
which ~ are appropriated cancel and must be credited to the 
principal of flle trust fund. 

Sec. 16. [1l6P.12) [WATER SYSTEM IMPROVEMENT LOAN 
PROGRAM.) 

Subdivision 1. [WANS AUTHORIZED.) (a) If the principal of the 
trust fnnd equals or exceeds $200,000,000, the commission may vote 
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to set aside !!J2 to five percent of the principal of the trust fund for 
water system improvement loans. The ~urpose of water system 
im rovement loans is to offer below mar et rate interest loans to 
local UnIts 0 government for the purposes of water system iiiljirove:: 
ments. 

(b) The interest on -'" loan shall be calculated on the declining 
balance at -'" rate four ercenta e points below the secondary market 
yield of one-year United tates treasury bills cruculated according to 
section 549.09, subdivision h paragraph (c). 

(c) An eligible project must prove that existing federal or state 
loans or grants have not been adequate. 

(d) Payments on the principal and interest of loans under this 
section must be credited to the trust fund. 

(e) Repayment onoans made under this section must be completed 
within 20 years. 

CD The Minnesota public facilities authority must report to the 
commISsion each year on the loan program under this section.- -

Subd. 2. [APPLICATION AND ADMINISTRATION.] (a) The 
coiiiilliSsion must adopt -'" procedure for the issuance of the water 
system Improvement loans Qy the public TaCilities authority. 

(b) The commission also must ensure that the loans are adminis
tered according to its llilucJarYstandards anare<.ji:iITements. 

Sec. 17. [116P.I3] [MINNESOTA FUTURE RESOURCES AC
COUNT.] 

Subdivision 1. [REVENUE SOURCES.] The money in the Min
nesota future resources account consists of revenue credited under 
SectIOn 29IT3, subdivision h clause Ql - --

Subd. 2. [INTEREST.] The interest attributable to the investment 
of the Mmnesota future resources account must be credited to the 
account. --- ----

Subd. 3. [REVENUE PURPOSES.] Revenue in the Minnesota 
future resources account dmay be spent for purposes of natural 
resources acceleration an outdoor recreation, inel uding but not 
limited to the development, maintenance and operation of the state 
outdoor recreation system under chapter 86A and regionaIrecre
ation open space systems as defined under section 473.351, subdi
vision 1. 
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Sec. 18. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 297.13, 
subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [CIGARETTE TAX APPORTIONMENT.] Revenues 
received from taxes, penalties, and interest under sections 297.01 to 
297.13 and from license fees and miscellaneous sources of revenue 
shall be deposited by the commissioner of revenue in a separate and 
special fund, deSignated as the tobacco tax revenue fund, in the state 
treasury and credited as follows: 

(a) first to the general obligation special tax bond debt service 
account in each fiscal year the .amount required to increase the 
balance on hand in the account on each December 1 to an amount 
equal to the full amount of principal and interest to come due on all 
outstanding bonds whose debt service is payable primarily from the 
proceeds of the tax to and including the second following July 1; and 

(b) after the requirements of paragraph (a) have been met: 

(1) the revenue produced by one mill of the tax on cigarettes 
weighing not more than three pounds a thousand and two mills of 
the tax on cigarettes weighing more than three pounds a thousand 
must be credited to a the Minnesota future resources m...l account 
feI' "HFfl8ses ef aatHPalFeS8HPees aeeelere:tWa as "F""ided in ehG!'teF 
8&' , 

(2) the revenue produced by two mills of the tax on cigarettes 
weighing not more than three pounds a thousand and four mills of 
the tax on cigarettes weighing more than three pounds a thousand 
must be credited to the Minnesota state water pollution control fund 
created in section 116.16, provided that, if the tax on cigarettes 
imposed by United States Code, title 26, section 5701, as amended, 
is reduced after June 1, 1985, an additional one mill of the tax on 
cigarettes weighing not more than three pounds a thousand and two 
mills of the tax on cigarettes weighing more than three pounds a 
thousand must be credited to the Minnesota state water pollution 
control fund created in section 116.16 less any amount credited to 
the general obligation special tax debt service account under para
graph (a), with respect to bonds issued for the prevention, control, 
and abatement of water pollution; 

(3) the revenue produced by one mill of the tax on cigarettes 
weighing not more than three pounds a thousand and two mills of 
the tax on cigarettes weighing more than three pounds a thousand 
must be credited to a public health fund, provided that if the tax on 
cigarettes imposed by United States Code, title 26, section 5701, as 
amended, is reduced after June 1, 1985, an additional two-tenths of 
one. mill of the tax on cigarettes weighing not more than three 
pounds a thousand and an additional four-tenths of one. mill of the 
tax on cigarettes weighing more than three pounds a thousand must 
be credited to the public health fund; 
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(4) the balance of the revenues derived from taxes, penalties, and 
interest under sections 297.01 to 297.13 and from license fees and 
miscellaneous sources of revenue shall be credited to the general 
fund. 

Sec. 19. [PERSONNEL TRANSFER.1 

All unclassified positions associated with the responsibilities of 
the legislative commission on Minnesota resources are transferred 
with their incumbents to the Minnesota future resources commis-
sion. --

Sec. 20. [TRANSFER OF RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS. I 

The Minnesota future resources commission ~ the legal successor 
in all respects to the legislative commission on Minnesota resources. 
The rights and obligations under all existing contracts and any 
right of action to which the legislative commission on Minnesota 
resources is a party or beneficiary are transferred to the Minnesota 
future resources commission upon creation. 

Sec. 21. [INSTRUCTION TO REVISOR.] 

(a) The revisor shall change references to "legislative commission 
on Minnesota resources" to "Minnesota future resources commis
sion" wherever it appears in the 1988 edition of Minnesota Statutes. 

(b) The revisor shall renumber sections 86.33, subdivision 2, as 
84-:965, subdiVIsion 1; 86.33, subdivision 3, ~965, subdivisiOn 2; 
and 86.78 as 84.9661n the next edition of Minnesota Statutes. 

Sec. 22. [REPEALER.] 

Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 86.01; 86.02; 86.03; 86.06; 
86.07; 86.08; 86.10; 86.11; 86.12; 86.31; 86.32; 86.33, sUli(llviSlOi1T; 
86.34; 86.35; 86.41; 86.42; 86.51; 86.53; 86.61; and 86.75 are re-peawa.-- ---------- -- --- -- --

Sec. 23. [EFFECTIVE DATE.l 

Sections 1 and 2 are effective the day after final enactment. 
Sections ;! to 22 are el'tective the day follOWlllg aaoption Ily the 
voters of the constitutional amendment proposed Ily seetion 1. 
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ARTICLE 2 

GREATER MINNESOTA CORPORATION 

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 
16A.1541, is amended to read: 

16A.1541 [ADDITIONAL REVENUES; PRIORITY.] 

If on the basis of a forecast of general fund revenues and expen
ditures the commissioner of finance determines that there will be a 
positive unrestricted budgetary general fund balance at the close of 
the biennium, the commissioner of finance must allocate money in 
the follaw;ftg affieF at' flF;ar;ty: 

W the amaHftt fteeessaFY te re<IHee the flFafleFty tru< levy Feeagni 
tiEm flereent HDEieF seetian 121.9()4, sHlJdi'lisian 4e, te U flereeftt; 

{2} the remainder W ane half te the greater Miftftesata fHru:I, bHt 
nat te e><eee<I $12(),()()(),()gg and W ane half to the budget and cash 
flow reserve account until the total amount in the account equals 
$550,000,000. 

The amounts necessary to meet the requirements at' elallses W 
and {2} are appropriated from the general fund. 

Sec. 2. [TRANSFER RETURNED.] 

The Greater Minnesota Corporation shall return to the state 
treasury $80,500,000 of the money transTeITed to it, under Minne
sota Statutes 1987 Supplement,section 16A.1541. The return must 
be made to the commissioner of finance, who shall credit the reCeij)i 
to the general fund. The return must be made as soon as is practical, 
while minimizmg any investment lOsses tbat might result from 
early redemption. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 1160.12, is 
amended to read: 

1160.12 [GREATER MINNESOTA FUND.] . 

(a) The Greater Minnesota fund is created in the state treasury. 
The board may require the commissioner of finance to create 
separate accounts within the fund for use in accordance with the 
fund's purposes. Money in the fund not needed for the immediate 
purposes of the corporation may be invested by the corporation in 
any way authorized by section 11A.24. Money in the fund is 
appropriated to the corporation to be used as provided in this 
chapter. 
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(b) The fund consists of: 

(1) money appropriated and transferred from other state funds; 

(2) fees and charges collected by the corporation; 

(3) income from investments and purchases; 

(4) revenue from loans, rentals, royalties, dividends, and other 
proceeds collected in connection with lawful corporate purposes; awl 

(5) gifts, donations, and bequests made to the corporation, and 

(6) through the first five full fiscal years, luring which proceeds 
from the lottery are received, one-half of ~ net proceeds of the 
state-operated lottery must be credited to the greater Minnesota 
corporation fund. Thereafter, .t!P to one-half, as determined !!.Y law 
each biennium, of the net proceeds from the state-operated lottery 
must be credited to the greater Minnesota corporation fund. 

Sec. 4. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

Sections 1 and ~ are effective the day following final enactment. 
Section 3 if; effective the day following adoption !!.Y the voters of the 
constitutional amendment proposed !!.Y article h section 2." 

Delete the title and insert: 

''A bill for an act relating to public administration; proposing 
amendments to the Minnesota Constitution: adding a section to 
article XI establishing an environmental and natural resources 
trust fund and article XIII, section 5 permitting state-run lotteries; 
providing for the distribution of lottery proceeds; providing imple
menting legislation for the trust fund; creating a legislative com
mission, an advisory committee, and a resources congress; providing 
for trust fund expenditures; providing for water system improve
ment loans; creating a Minnesota future resources account; trans
ferring certain functions; requiring a biennial report; changing the 
distribution of general fund balances; returning certain transferred 
money to the state treasury; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, 
sections 88.80, subdivision 2; Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, 
sections 16A.1541; 116C.69, subdivision 3; 1160.012; and 297.13, 
subdivision 1; proposing coding for new law as Minnesota Statutes, 
chapter 116P; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 86.01; 
86.02; 86.03; 86.06; 86.07; 86.08; 86.10; 86.11; 86.12; 86.31; 86.32; 
86.33, subdivision 1; 86.34; 86.35; 86.41; 86.42; 86.51; 86.53; 86.61; 
and 86.75." 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 
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House Conferees: WILLARD MUNGER, GLEN H. ANDERSON, TOM OS
THOFF, ANN WYNIA AND DAVID T. BISHOP. 

Senate Conferees: ROGER D. MOE, DONNA C. PETERSON, BOB LESSARD 
AND FRITZ KNAAK. 

Munger moved that the report of the Conference Committee on 
H. F. No. 2182 be adopted and that the bill be repassed as amended 
by the Coruerence Committee. The motion prevailed. 

The Speaker resumed the Chair. 

H. F. No. 2182, A bill for an act proposing an amendment to the 
Minnesota Constitution, article XIII, section 5; pennitting state-run 
lotteries; providing for the distribution of their proceeds; establish
ing a Minnesota environment and natural resources trust fund; 
providing implementing legislation; creating a legislative commis
sion, an advisory committee, and a review panel; providing fo:r trust 
fund expenditures; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 
86.72, subdivisions 2 and 3; and 290.431; Minnesota Statutes 1987 

"Supplement, sections 116C.69, subdivision 3; and 297.13, subdivi
sion 1; proposing coding for new law as Minnesota Statutes, chapter 
115C; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 86.01; 86.02; 
86.03; 86.06; 86.07; 86.08; 86.10; 86.11; 86.12; 86.31; 86.32; 86.33, 
subdivision 1; 86.34; 86.35; 86.41; 86.42; 86.51; 86.53; 86.61; and 
86.75. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by Conference, 
and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. 

Wynia moved that those not voting be excused from voting. The 
motion prevailed. 

There were 77 yeas and 55 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. Boo Frederick Jolmson, R. McEachern 
Anderson, R. Brown GreenfieId Kalis McLaughlin 
Battaglia Carlson, L. Hartle Kelso Milbert 
Bauerly Carruthers Jacobs Kinkel Minne 
Beard . Cooper Jaros Kludt Munger 
Begich Dawkins Jefferson Knuth Murphy 
Bennett DeBlieck Jennings Krueger Nelson, C. 
Bertram DeRaad Jensen Larsen Nelson, D. 
Bishop Dorn Johnson, A. Lieder Neuenschwander 
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O'Connor 
Ogren 
Omann 
Orenstein 
Osthoff 
Pappas 
Pelowski 

Peterson 
Price 
Quinn 
Redalen 
Reding 
Rest 
Riveness 

Rodosovich 
Rose 
Rukavina 
Sarna 
Scheid 
Segal 
Solberg 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Blatz 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Dauner 
Dempsey 
Forsythe 
Frerichs 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 

Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kelly 
Knickerbocker 
Kostomy, 
Lasley 
Long 

Marsh 
McDonald 
McKasy 
McPherson 
Miller 
Morrison 
Nelson, K. 
Olsen, S. 
Olson, E. 
Olson, K. 
Onnen 

Sparby 
Swenson 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Vellenga 
Welle 

Otis 
Ozment 
Pauly 
Poppenhagen 
Quist 
Rice 
Richter 
Schafer 
Schreiber 
Seaberg 
Shaver 

Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
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Spk. Vanasek 

Skoglund 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Valento 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 

The bill was repassed, as amended by Conference, and its title 
agreed to. 

MESSAGES FROM THE SENATE, Continued 

The following message was received from the Senate: 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted 
the report of the Conference Committee on: 

S. F. No. 2565. 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the recom
mendation and report of the Conference Committee. Said Senate 
File is herewith transmitted to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON S. F. NO. 2565 

A bill for an act relating to the organization and operation of state 
government; appropriating money for the department of transpor
tation and other agencies with certain conditions; amending Min
nesota Statutes 1986, section 84B.U, subdivision 2. 
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The Honorable Jerome M. Hughes 
President of the Senate 

The Honorable Robert Vanasek 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

[92nd Day 

April 20, 1988 

We, the undersigned conferees for S. F. No. 2565, report that we 
have agTeed upon the items in dispute and recommend as follows: 

That the House recede from its amendment and that S. F. No. 2565 
be further amended as follows: 

Delete everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"ARTICLE 1 

Section 1. [APPROPRIATIONS.] 

The sums shown in the columns marked ''APPROPRIATIONS'' are 
appropriated from the general fund, or another fund named, to the 
agencies and for the purposes specified in this act, to be available for 
the fiscal years indicated for each purpose. The figures "1988" and 
"1989," where used in this act, mean that the appropriation or 
appropriations listed under them are available for the year ending 
June 30, 1988, or June 30, 1989, respectively. 

SUMMARY BY FUND 
1988 1989 TOTAL 

General $2,003,000 $ 697,000 $2,700,000 
Special Revenue 538,000 538,000 
Trunk Highway -0- 36,600 36,600 
TOTAL $2,003,000 $1,271,600 $3,274,600 

Sec. 2. TRANSPORTATION 

The approved complement of the de
partment of transportation is increased 
by one trunk highway fund position. 

APPROPRIATIONS 
Available for the Year 

Ending June 30 

1988 1989 
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The appropriation in Laws 1987, chap
ter 358, section 2, subdivision 7, para
graph (b), includes $685,200 the first 
year and $685,200 the second year for 
data processing development. If the ap
propriation for either year is insuffi
cient, the appropriation for the other 
year is availabl~ for it. 

The funding source for the appropria
tions in Laws 1987, chapter 358, sec
tion 2, subdivision 7, paragraph (b), is 
changed by shifting $20,000 the first 
year and $21,000 the second year from 
the trunk highway fund to the state 
airports fund for data processing devel
opment. 

Sec. 3. TRANSPORTATION 

REGULATION BOARD 

This appropriation is from the trunk 
highway fund and is added to the ap
propriation for the same purpose in 
Laws 1987, chapter 358, section 4. The 
approved complement of the transpor
tation regUlation board is increased by 
one position in fiscal year 1989. 

Sec. 4. PUBLIC SAFETY 

(a) The approved complement of the 
department of public safety is in
creased by eight positions in the special 
revenue fund. 

(b) $1,940,000 is to pay the state's share 
ofthe costs of damage to individual and 
public property that is eligible for pay
ment assistance under the presidential 
declaration of a major disaster, FEMA-
0797-DR. The unencumbered balance 
remaining in the first year does not 
cancel and is available for the second 
year. 

(c) $5,000 is for printing of driver's 
license renewal notice communications 
about organ donation. The department 

1,940,000 

12313 

36,600 

543,000 
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may accept materials or contributions 
from voluntary or other organizations 
to aid the organ donor program. 

(d) $538,000 is appropriated from the 
bureau of criminal apprehension ac
count in the special revenue fund. Of 
this amount, $430,000 is for laboratory 
activities and $108,000 is for grants to 
local officials for the cooperative inves
tigation of cross-jurisdictional criminal 
activity. 

Sec. 5. AGRICULTURE 

Oak Wilt Control 

This appropriation is added to the ap
propriation for oak wilt control in Laws 
1987, chapter 358, section 7, subdivi
sion 2. The approved complement of the 
department of agriculture is increased 
by one position. The department shall 
cooperate with the department of nat
ural resources and the University of 

. Minnesota in Oak Wilt control activi- . 
ties. Any unencumbered balance re
maining in the first year does not 
cancel but is available for the second 
year. 

Sec. 6. BOARD OF WATER AND 
SOIL RESOURCES 

Comprehensive Local Water Planning 

The approved complement of the board 
of water and soil resources is increased 
by three positions. The unencumbered 
balance remaining in the first year 
does not cancel but is available for the 
second year. 

Sec. 7. CHARITABLE GAMBLING 
CONTROL BOARD 

Increased Enforcement 

The approved complement of the char
itable gambling control board is in
creased by six positions. 

20,000 

43,000 

[92nd Day 

40,000 

172,000 

250,000 
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The charitable gambling control board 
shall promulgate emergency rules to 
limit the amount charged for lease or 
rental of space used for charitable gam
bling purposes. The rules shall include, 
but not be limited to, a formula which 
assures a fair and equitable charge per 
square foot. 

Sec. 8. MINNESOTA HISTORICAL 
SOCIETY 

(a) $20,000 is for a grant to the Minne
sota Humanities Commission 

This appropriation is available only as 
matched dollar for dollar by federal 
money. 

(b) $25,000 is for new exhibits and a 
film for the Lindbergh Interpretive 
Center at Little Falls, to be available 
until the project has been completed or 
abandoned. 

(c) $40,000 is for a joint venture with 
the Hubert H. Humphrey Institute of 
Public Affairs for the purpose of con
verting certain audio-visual collections 
of the society into a form usahle by the 
institute for exhibit purposes. The col
lection items to be converted will be 
selected by the institute with the so
ciety's prior approval. 

(d) $40,000 is for a St. Anthony Falls 
heritage interpretive zone and heritage 
board. 

(e) $20,000 is for a grant to the South
west Regional Development Commis
sion to conduct a detailed feasihility 
study and planning for a facility to he 
located on marked interstate highway 
No. 90 in Jackson, Rock, or Nobles 
county to be known as thePrairieland 
Expo Center. The purpose of the pro
posed center is to promote local attrac
tions which have historical or his
torically related significance. 

12315 

145,000 
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The Southwest Regional Development 
Commission shall submit a report to 
the legislature by February 15, 1989, 
on the results of the study and plan
ning efforts. 

Sec. 9. BOARD OF THE ARTS 

This appropriation is to be distributed 
as follows: 

$27,800 is for regional arts councils. 

$47,200 is for, on a prorated basis using 
the same percentages applied to the 
fiscal year 1988 distribution, the fol
lowing groups: 

Group I 

Group II 

Series Presentors 

Artists in Education 

Artist Assistance 

A. C. C. Craft Fair 

Sec. 10. MILITARY ORDER OF 
THE PURPLE HEART 

Veterans' Assistance 

This appropriation is to assist veterans 
in the preparation and presentation of 
claims to the United States govern
ment for compensation and other ben
efits to which they are entitled as a 
result of disabilities incurred in mili
tary service. 

Sec. 11. [SPECIAL TOWN ROAD ACCOUNT.] 

[92nd Day 

75,000 

10,000 

Subdivision 1. [ACCOUNT CREATED.] There is created in the 
state treasury !'o special town road accounT,COrtSlsting of money 
credited under subdivision 2. 

Subd. 2. [ACCOUNT FUNDED.] Notwithstanding Minnesota 
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Statutes, section 297B.09 or other law, in the fiscal year ending 
June 30,1989, the first $250,000 which woulilotherwise be credited 
to theJlignway user tax distribUtiOilfund under Minnesota Stat
utes, section 297B.09, must be set aside ancfCi'edIted to the special 
town road account created1ilSw"i!viswnT -----

Subd. 3. '[DISTRIBUTION OF ACCOUNT.] The commISSlOner 
shall distribute 'f0ney in the special town road aCCOunt and provide 
for distribution 0 money illThe fund among towns for the purpose of 
illiling in the maintenance Oifuwn roads which provide substantial 
access to "" state park, state institution, or unit of the state outdoor 
recreation system as de1iiiea in Minnesota Statutes, section 86A.04. 
The formula must give priority in the distributlOn of money in the 
fund to those towns maintaining town roads which provide access to 
"" state park. -- -

Subd. 4. [TERMINATION OF ACCOUNT.] The account created in 
subdlVlsiOn 1 eesires June 30, 1990. The statetreasurer shall credit 
all undistnbut money in the account on that date to the highway 
user tax distribution fund. 

Subd. !L [REPEALER.] This section ~ repealed effective July h 
1990. 

Sec. 12. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 84B.ll, subdivision 2, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 2. The committee shall conduct meetings and research into 
all matters related to the establishment and operation of Voyageurs 
National Park, and shall make such recommendations to the United 
States National Park Service and other federal and state agencies 
concerned, regarding operation of the park as the committee deems 
advisable. A copy of each recommendation shall be filed with the 
legislative reference library. 'l'he eemmittee shall net apjlly fer arul 
aeeept ffi8fte3' fFem rmhlie (W pFi'rate sourees etheF tlIru> t,he legisla 
tare, <l*eept that the eommittee may apjlly fer arul Feeei"e up to 
$2!i,\)\)\) peF bieRRium ill ffi8fte3' fFem private SORFees. Subject to the 
availability of legislative appropriation or other funding therefor, 
the committee may employ staff and may contract for consulting 
services relating to matters within its authority. 

Sec. 13. [138.761 [PURPOSE.] 

The legislature finds that the St. Anthony Falls area in Henne in 
county and the cit>'bf Minneapolis has "" concentration of outstan -
i!!g and distinctive istorical and architectural resources. There is "" 
need to develop a comprehensive plan to interpret historical re
sources in that area to start the process of encouraging development 
of that area's hlstOrlCaTreSources. sectiOns 13 to 17 provide incen
tives for "" joint board to develop and implement "" comprehensive 
interpretive plan for tile St. Anthony Falls area, complementing 
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existing planning and develo ment activities on the riverfront !!.y 
using state, federal, and local fun ing for historic interpretation. 

Sec. 14. [138.77] [DEFINITIONS.] 

Subdivision!.: [SCOPE.] The definitions in this section ~ to 
sections 13 to.17. 

Subd. 2. [BOARD.] "Board" means the St. Anthony Falls heritage 
board created in section 15. 

Subd. 3. [CITY COUNCIL.] "City council" means the city council 
of the city of Minneapolis. 

Subd. 4. [HERITAGE INTERPRETIVE ZONE; ZONE.] "Herita~e 
interjiTetrve zone" or "zone" means the land and water area inclu
in~ air rightshthat begins at the intersection of Second Street North 
an t'Tymout Avenue, crossing the Mississippi River OiiPIYiiiOiit\i 
AVenue; thence along the east bank .of the Mississippi River to 
Hennepin Avenue; thence northeasterly on Hennepin Avenue to 
University Avenue; thence easterly on University Avenue to! 35W'; 
thence southwesterly acrossthe river to second Street South; thence 
along Second Street South and second Street North to the point of 
beginning. 

Subd. 5. [MAYOR.] "Mayor" means the mayor of the city of 
Minneapolis. 

Subd. 6. [PARK BOARD.] "Park board" means the park and 
reCreiitionboard of the city of Mlliilea.porrs:- ---. - . --

Subd. 7. [PLAN.] "Plan" means a comprehensive interpretive plan 
for the heritage enterprise zone. 

Subd. 8. [PRESERVATION COMMISSION.] "Preservation com
mlSsWn" means the heritage preservation commission of the city of 
Minneaporrs:--

Subd. 9. [PRESERVATION OFFICE.] "Preservation office" means 
the state historic preservation office. ---

Subd. 10. [SOCIETY.] "Society" means the Minnesota historical 
society. 

Sec. 15. [138.78] [ST. ANTHONY FALLS HERITAGE BOARD.] 

Subdivision!.: [MEMBERSHIP.] There g. ~ St. Anthony Falls 
. heritage board consisting of ten memoers with the director of the 

Minnesotarustorical so~elY as chair. The meiiiDers incluOe t1ie 
mayor, two members eac rom the city council and the park board, 
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and one each from the preservation commission, the preservation 
office, Hennepin county historical society, and· the society. 

Subd. 2. [REPORT.] The board shall report its actions to the 
appropriate policy committees of the legislature in the first year of 
each biennium. 

Subd. ~ [COMPREHENSIVE PLAN.] The board shall develop 
and make available to interested parties a comprehensive interpre
tive plan for interpretation of significant historical components in 
the zone. The plan must include, but ~ not limited to, significant 
historic and natural features such as the river, bridges, buildings, 
machinery that ~ part of the milling story, underground canals, 
stone paving, waterfall, railway components, and" heritage trail 
system that interlocks historic features of the zone. The plan must 
evaluate significant historic resources and interpretive options that 
will tell the story of the zone and its relationship to the city and the 
state. 

Subd. 4. [GRANTS.] The board may make grants and shall 
establish procedures to evaluate plans submitted for grants. 

Subd. ~ [COMPENSATION.] Board members may be compen
sated for expenses in accordance with section 15.0575, subdivision 3. 

Sec. 16. [138.79] [GRANTS.] 

The board may provide project assistance grants for the interpre
tation of historical resources that are " part of the plan. These 
grants must relate to a historical resource identified in the plan and 
may not exceed half of the cost of interpreting" specific historical 
resource. 

Sec. 17. [138.801 [ZONE COORDINATOR.] 

The Minnesota historical society is the coordinator of the heritage 
interpretive zone and has " responsibility for public education 
relating to the zone and for certification of all historical resources 
established in the plan. The society may use '!P to four percent of 
funds appropriated for sections 13 to 17 for coordination. The 
coordinator must be on the staff of the Minnesota historical society 
and shall serve as secretary to the board. 

Sec. 18. [138.81] [MATCH.] 

The city of Minneapolis and the park board shall provide match in 
money or in kind for the project under sections 13 to 17 on" dollar 
for dollar basis. 
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Sec. 19. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 171.29, 
subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. (a) A person whose drivers license has been revoked as 
provided in subdivision 1, except under section 169.121 or 169.123, 
shall pay a $30 fee before the person's drivers license is reinstated. 

(b) A person whose drivers license has been revoked as provided in 
subdivision 1 under section 169.121 or 169.123 shall pay a $200 fee 
before the person's drivers license is reinstated to be credited as 
follows: 

(1) 25 percent shall be credited to the trunk highway fund; 

(2) 50 percent shall be credited to a separate account to be known 
as the county probation reimbursement account. Money in this 
account is may be appropriated to the commissioner of corrections 
for the costs that counties assume under Laws 1959, chapter 698, of 
providing probation and parole services to warns of the commis
sioner of corrections. This money is provided in addition to any 
money which the counties currently receive under section 260.311, 
subdivision 5; ....a 

(3) ill> ten percent shall be credited to "'- separate account to be 
known. aSThe bureau of criminal apprehension account. Money in 
this account may be appropriated to the commissioner of public 
safety and shall be divided as follows: eight percent for laboratory 
costs; two percent for carrying out the provisions of section 
299C.065; 

(4) 15 percent shall be credited to a separate account to be known 
as the alcohol impaired driver education account. Money in the 
account is may be appropriated to the commissioner of education for 
grants to develop alcohol impaired driver education programs in 
elementary, secondary, and post-secondary schools. The state board 
of education shall establish guidelines for the distribution of the 
grants. The commissioner of education shall report to the legislature 
by January 15, 1988, on the expenditure of grant funds under this 
clause. Each year the commissioner may use $100,000 to administer 
the grant program and other traffic safety education programs. 

Sec. 20. [ALCOHOL IMPAIRED DRIVER EDUCATION AC
COUNT.] 

Notwithstanding Minnesota Statutes, section 171.29, subdivision 
2, for the penOd July h 1988 through June 30, 1989, the amount 
credited to the alcohol impaired driver education account shall be 15 
percent and ten percent shall be credited to a separate account to be 
known as the bureau of criminal apprehension account. Money in 
this account may be appropriated to the commissioner of public 
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safety and shall be divided as follows: eight percent for laboratory 
costs; two percent for carrying out the provisions of section 
299C,065, 

Sec, 2L Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 6UA.7l, subdivision 1, 
is amended to read: 

Subdivision L [CREATION,] The Minnesota crime victim and 
witness advisory council is established and shall consist of 1,g 15 
members. -

Sec, 22, Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 6UA.71, subdivision 4, 
is amended to read: 

Subd, 4, [COMPENSATION,] Each member of the council shall 
serve without compensation. However, members of the council shall 
receive expenses in the same manner and amount as provided in the 
commissioner's plan under section 43A.18, subdivision 2; provided 
that payments for expenses incurred must be paid from the existing 
appropriation for the administrative portion of the operating budget 
for the crime victims reparations activity. 

Sec. 23. [REPEALER.] 

Sections 13 to 18 are repealed, effective July h 1997. 

Sec. 24. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

This article is effective the day following final enactment, except 
that section 19 is effective July 1, 1989, and section 20 is effective 
July!, 1988.- - - ---- -

ARTICLE 2 

TRANSIT 

Section L [APPROPRIATIONS.] 

The sums shown in the columns marked "APPROPRIATIONS" are 
appropriated from the general fund, or another fund named, to the 
agencies and for the purposes specified in this act, to be available for 
the fiscal years indicated for each purpose. The figures "1988" and 
"1989," where used in this act, mean that the appropriation or 
appropriations listed under them are available for the year ending 
June 30, 1988, or June 30, 1989, respectively. 
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Sec. 2. TRANSPORTATION 

(a) Non-Metropolitan Transit Assis
tance 

This appropriation is added to the ap
propriations for the same purposes in 
Laws 1987, chapter 358, section 2. 

(b) Light Rail Transit 

Notwithstanding the provisions of Min
nesota Statutes, section 174.32, this 
appropriation is for distribution to re
gional railroad authorities in the met
ropolitan area if matched by other 
funds on a dollar for dollar basis for 
planning, preliminary engineering, de
sign, and construction oflight rail tran
sit facilities. None of these funds may 
be expended by the commissioner for 
administrative costs. 

The appropriations in this section are 
from the transit assistance fund. 

Funds appropriated for light rail tran
sit should be considered as base level 
funding for presentation in the 1990-
1991 biennial budget. 

Sec. 3. REGIONAL TRANSIT BOARD 

(a) Regular Route Service 

This appropriation may be used only to 
replace reductions in federal operating 
assistance to the transit commission or, 
after replacing all such reductions, to 
improve regular route transit service 
levels. 

(b) Metro Mobility 

The board may establish policies re
quiring financial participation by insti-

APPROPRIATIONS 
Available for the Year 

Ending June 30 

1988 1989 

3,580,000 

4,170,000 

1,038,000 692,000 

2,000,000 4,000,000 
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tutions or organizations that derive 
special benefits from Metro Mobility 
serVIces. 

By June 1 and December 1, 1988, the 
board shall submit a report on metro 
mobility to the chairs of the agricul
ture, transportation, and semi-states 
divisions of the house appropriations 
and senate finance committees and the 
chairs of the house metropolitan affairs 
and senate transportation committees, 
for their advisory comment and recom
mendation. The report must summa
rize policies or plans of the board and 
performance statistics on: service stan
dards, service priorities, complaints, 
certification, provider contracts, trip 
reimbursements, and social agency 
cost sharing. The report must also sum
marize changes and planned changes 
in communications, management, and 
administration. 

(c) Social Fares 

This appropriation is available for ex
penditure only to reimburse a regular 
route provider for fare revenue lost if 
senior fares remain unchanged in a 
general restructuring of regular route 
fares. 

(d) New Service 

The appropriations in this section are 
from the transit assistance fund. 

12323 

700,000 

1,600,000 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 174.32, subdivision 2, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [TRANSIT ASSISTANCE FUND; DISTRIBUTION.] (a) 
A transit assistance fund is created for the purpose of receiving 
money distributed under section 297B.09. Eighty percent of the 
receipts of the fund must be placed into a metropolitan account for 
distribution to recipients located in the metropolitan area and 20 
percent into a separate account for distribution to recipients located 
outside of the metropolitan area. Except as otherwise provided in 
this subdivision, the regional transit board created by section 
473.373 is responsible for distributing assistance from the metropol
itan account, and the commissioner is responsible for distributing 
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assistance from the other accou1l,t. Money placer in the metropolitan 
account is available for distribution to regiona railrOad authorities 
established under chapter 398A m the metropolitan area, Qy the 
commissioner of transportaUoilasprOvlded in paragraph (b). -

(b) The commissioner shall refiuest applications from all eligible 
regioiialrailroad authorities. 'Fe commissioner shall establish ~ 
reasonable deadline for submittal of applications. The commissioner 
n.'ay not ~istribute more tha(l 60percent of the available funds to a 
smgle recIpient. Before dlstnbutl1ig money to any re!!j0nal rmlroao 
authority, the commissioner shaH request review an comment on 
the applications from the metropolitan council and the regionru 
transit board. The council and the board have 60 days to comment. 
The corilliiiSsiOiier shall cOllsldertlieCOmmentS of the council and 
the board in evalua1li1g applicationsand distributingl'unos. Before 
dlsti'lbUUn! any funds for constructiOn, the commissioner shaH 
report to ~ le~israture on the use and planned distribution of 
construction fun s. 

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 473.17, is 
amended to read: 

473.17 [COOPERATION IN LIGHT RAIL TRANSIT.J 

Notwithstanding section 473.398, the metropolitan council may 
and the regional transit board shall cooperate with regional rail 
authorities in the study, planning, and design of regional rail 
authority light rail transit systems, and the metropolitan transit 
commission may shall cooperate with regional rail authorities in the 
operational planning and operation of regional rail authority light 
rail transit systems. 

Sec. 6. [473.4051] [LIGHT RAIL TRANSIT OPERATION.] 

The transit commission mjY enter into an agreement to provide 
for the operatIOn of a regiona 'raliaiithority lighl rail tranSIt system 
~ completion or-construction of the system ~ the regional rail 
authority. If a regional rail authority enters into an agreement with 
the transit commission for the operaiiiiilOtllie system, the transit 
commission must comply wIth the provisions of section 473.415. 

Sec. 7. [EFFECTIVE DATE.J 

This article ~ effective the day following final enactment." 

Delete the title and insert: 

"A bill for an act relating to the organization and operation of state 
government; appropriating money for the department of transpor
tation and other agencies with certain conditions; providing for 
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regulation of certain activities and practices; requiring studies and 
reports; providing for certain funds, accounts, and fees; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 84B.ll, subdivision 2; 174,32, 
subdivision 2; and 611A.71, subdivisions 1 and 4; Minnesota Stat
utes 1987 Supplement, sections 171.29, subdivision 2; and 473.17; 
proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapters 138 
and 473." 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 

Senate Conferees; KEITH LANGSETH, DARRIL WEGSCHEID, LYLE G. 
MEHRKENS AND JAMES METZEN. 

House Conferees; JAMES I. RICE, JOHN SARNA, ARTHUR W. SEABERG, 
BERNARD L. "BERNJE" LIEDER AND HENRY J. KALIS. 

Rice moved that the report of the Conference Committee on S. F. 
No. 2565 be adopted and that the bill be repassed as amended by the 
Conference Committee. The motion prevailed. 

S. F No. 2565, A bill for an act relating to the organization and 
operation of state government; appropriating money for the depart
ment of transportation and other agencies with certain conditions; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 84B.ll, subdivision 2. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by Conference, 
and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. 

Wynia moved that those not voting be excused from voting. The 
motion prevailed. 

There were 127 yeas and 6 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. Brown Dempsey Heap Kalis 
Anderson, R. BUfter DeRaad Himle Kelly 
Battaglia Car son, D. Dille Jacobs Kelso 
Bauerly Carlson, L. Dorn Jaros Kinkel 
Beard Carruthers Forsythe Jefferson Kludt 
Begich Clark Frederick Jennings Knickerbocker 
Bennett Clausnitzer Frerichs Jensen Knuth 
Bertram Cooper Greenfield Johnson, A. Kostohryz 
Bishop Dauner Gruenes Johnson, R. Krueger 
Blatz Dawkins Gutknecht Johnson, V. Larsen 
Boo DeBlieck Hartle Kahn Lasley 
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Lieder 
Long 
Marsh 
McDonald 
McEachern 
McKasy 
McLaughlin 
McPherson 
Milbert 
Miller 
Minne 
Morrison 
Munger 
Murphy 
Nelson, C. 
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Nelson, D. Pelowski 
Nelson, K. Peterson 
Neuenschwander Poppenhagen 
O'Connor Price 
Ogren Qujnn 
Olsen, S. Quist 
Olson, E. Redalen 
Olson, K. Reding 
Omann Rest 
Orenstein Rice 
Osthoff Richter 
Otis Riveness 
Ozment Rodosovich 
Pappas Rose 
Pauly Rukavina 

Sarna 
Schafer 
Scheid 
Seaberg 
Segal 
Shaver 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Haukoos 
Hugoson 

Onnen 
Schreiber 

Swenson 
Valento 

[92nd Day 

Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was repassed, as amended by Conference, and its title 
agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDERS 

Wynia moved that the bills on Special Orders for today be 
continued one day. The motion prevailed. 

GENERAL ORDERS 

Wynia moved that the bills on General Orders for today be 
continued one day. The motion prevailed. 

MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS 

Beard moved that the names of Begich and Sarna be added as 
authors on H. F. No. 2181. The motion prevailed. 

1Jornhom moved that his name be stricken as an author on H. F. 
No. 2514. The motion prevailed. 

McLaughlin moved thaf the name of Johnson, A., be added as an 
author on House Advisory No. 99. The motion prevailed. 

Bauerly moved that the names of Olsen, S., and McEachern be 
added as authors on H. F. No. 1526. The motion prevailed. 
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Wenzel, Vanasek, Schreiber, Wynia and Beard introduced: 

House Resolution No. 61, A House resolution commending Major 
General James G. Sieben for 46 years of outstanding service to the 
Armed Forces of the United States and to the Minnesota National 
Guard. 

The resolution was referred to the Committee on Rules and 
Legislative Administration. 

ADJOURNMENT 

Wynia moved that when the House adjourns today it adjourn until 
2:00 p.m., Monday, April 25, 1988. The motion prevailed. 

Wynia moved that the House adjourn. The motion prevailed, and 
the Speaker declared the House stands adjourned until 2:00 p.m., 
Monday, April 25, 1988. 

EDWARD A. BURDICK, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 
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STATE OF MINNESOTA 

SEVENTY-FIFTH SESSION -1988 

NINETY-THIRD DAY 

SAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA, MONDAY, APRIL 25, 1988 

The House of Representatives convened at 2:00 p.m. and was 
called to order by RobertE. Vanasek, Speaker of the House. 

Prayer was offered by Representative Mary Murphy from District 
8A, a member and lector of St. Raphael's Church, Northwest 
Hermantown, Minnesota. 

The roll was called and the following members were present: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Boo 
Brown' 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Danner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 
Frederick 

Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hug-oson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Ko"stohryz 

A quorum was present. 

Krueger Omann 
Larsen Onnen 
Lasley Orenstein 
Lieder Osthoff 
Long Otis 
Marsh Ozment 
McDonald Papras 
McEachern Pau y 
McKasy PeJowski 
McLaughlin Peterson 

. McPherson Poppenhagen 
Milbert Price 
Miller Quinn 
Minne Quist 
Morrison Redalen 
Munger Rest 
Murphy Rice 
Nelson, C. Richter 
Nelson, D. Riveness 
Nelson, K. Rodosovich 
Neuenschwander Rose 
·O'Connor Rukavina 
Ogren Sarna 
Olsen, S. Schafer 
Olson, E. Scheid 
Olson, K. Schreiber 

Bishop, Bllltz and Simoneau were excused. 

Reding was excused until 8:30 p.m. 

Seaberg 
Segal 
Shaver 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjomhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The Chief Clerk proceeded to read the Journal of the preceding 
day. Larsen moved that further reading of the Journal be dispensed 
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with and that the Journal be approved as corrected by the Chief 
Clerk. The motion prevailed. 

INTRODUCTION AND FIRST READING 
OF HOUSE BILLS 

The following House File was introduced: 

Segal introduced: 

H. F. No. 2827, A bill for an act relating to human services; 
requiring a study of the effectiveness and adequacy of night atten
dants at state licensed residential facilities. 

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee 
on Health and Human Services. 

The following Conference Committee Reports were received: 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON H. F NO. 2245 

A bill for an act relating to education; providing aids for education 
and the distribution of tax revenues; increasing the basic formula 
allowance; setting the general education levy; modifying the trans
portation aid and levy formulas; creating an American Indian 
education council; requiring a study of Indian education; requiring 
the development of a new model for secondary vocational instruc
tion; modifying the community education formulas; offering free 
admission to secondary school to eligible persons at least 21 years of 
age; creating education district revenue; encouraging integrated 
learning environments; making technical corrections to the cooper
ative secondary facilities grant act; providing for the sale of perma
nent school fund lands; requiring the signing of an education 
statement; requiring certain changes in the state high school league; 
creating a task force on school district reorganization; changing the 
capital expenditure formulas; appropriating money; amending Min
nesota Statutes 1986, sections 92.06, subdivision 4; 92.14, by adding 
a subdivision; 92.67, subdivision 5; 120.06, by adding a subdivision; 
120.075, subdivisions la, 3, and by adding a subdivision; 120.0751, 
subdivision 1, and by adding a subdivision; 120.0752, subdivision 1, 
and by adding a subdivision; 120.74, subdivision 1; 121.11, subdivi
sion 12; 121.15, subdivisions 6, 7, and by adding a subdivision; 
121.612, by adding a subdivision; 121.88, by adding subdivisions; 
123.35, subdivision 8; 123.3514, by adding a subdivision; 124.17, by 
adding a subdivision; 124.18, subdivision 2; 124.214, subdivision 2; 
124.225, by adding a subdivision; 124.245, by adding a subdivision; 
124.271, by adding subdivisions; 124.2711, by adding a subdivision; 
124A.036, subdivision 2; 126.14, subdivision 1; 126.151; 126.56, 
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subdivision 2; 129.121, subdivision 2, and by adding subdivisions; 
260.015, subdivision 19; 275.125, by adding subdivisions; Minnesota 
Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 92.46, subdivision 1; 92.67, 
subdivisions 1, 3, and 4; 120.0752, subdivision 3; 120.101, subdivi
sions 5 and 9; 120.17, subdivision 1; 121.612, subdivision 3; 121.87, 
subdivision 1a; 123.3515, subdivisions 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 9, and by adding 
a subdivision; 124.214, subdivision 3; 124.223; 124.225, subdivision 
4b; 124.26, subdivision 1b; 124.271, subdivision 2b; 124.2711, sub
division 1; 124.494, subdivisions 5 and 6; 124.573, subdivision 2b, 
and by adding subdivisions; 124A.036, subdivision 5; 124A.22, 
subdivisions 2, 3, and 6; 124A.23, subdivisions 1, 2, 3, and by adding 
subdivisions; 124A.24; 124A.25, subdivisions 2, 4, and by adding a 
subdivision; 125.185, subdivision 4; 126.22, subdivisions 2, 3, 4, and 
by adding a subdivision; 126.666, by adding a subdivision; 126.70, 
subdivision 2a; 129.121, subdivision 1; 129B.11, subdivisions 1 and 
2, and by adding a subdivision; 275.125, subdivisions 5 and 8; Laws 
1987, chapter 398, article 1, section 27, subdivision 3; article 2, 
section 13, subdivision 2; article 3, section 39, subdivision 8; article 
5, section 2, subdivision 12; article 6, section 19, subdivision 7; 
proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapters 120; 
121; 122; 124; 124A; 126; 129B; 145; repealing Minnesota Statutes 
1986, section 124.245, subdivision 4; Minnesota Statutes 1987 
Supplement, sections 121.11, subdivision 16; 124.244; 124.245, 
subdivisions 3, 3a, and 3b; 124A.27, subdivision 10; and 275.125, 
subdivisions 6e and llc. 

The Honorable Robert Vanasek 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Honorable Jerome M. Hughes 
President of the Senate 

April 25, 1988 

We, the undersigned conferees for H. F. No. 2245, report that we 
have agreed upon the items in dispute and recommend as follows: 

That the Senate recede from its amendments and that H. F No. 
2245 be further amended as follows: 

Delete everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"ARTICLE 1 

GENERAL EDUCATION REVENUE 

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 124A.22, 
subdivision 2, is amended to read: 
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Subd. 2. [BASIC REVENUE.] The basic revenue for each district 
equals the formula allowance times the actual pupil units for the 
school year. The formula allowance is ~ $2,755 for the 1988-
1989 school year. The formula allowance ~ $2,800 for fiscal year 
1990. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 124A.22, is 
amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 7. [DEFINITIONS FOR 1988-1989 SUPPLEMENTAL 
REVENUE:] (a) The definitions in this.subdivision ~ only to 
subdivision 8. 

(b) "1987-1988 revenue" means the sum of the following catego
ries of revenue for "" district for the 1987-1988 school year: 

(1) basic foundation revenue, tier revenue, and declining E!!£i! 
unit revenue, according to Minnesota Statutes 1986, as supple
mented ~ Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplemenr,-cnapter 124A, 
plus any reduction to second tier revenue, according to Minnesota 
Statutes 1986, section 124A.08, subdivision 5; 

(2) teacher retirement and FICA aid, according to Minnesota 
Statutes 1986, sections 124.2162 and 124.2163; 

(3) chemical dependency aid, according to Minnesota Statutes 
1986, section 124.246; 

(4) gifted and talented education aid, according to Minnesota 
Statutes 1986, section 124.247;. . 

(5) interdistrict cooperation aid and levy, according to Minnesota 
Statutes 1986, sections 124.272 and 275.125, subdivision 8a; 

(6) arts education aid, according to Minnesota Statutes 1986, 
section 124.275; 

(7) summer program aid and levy, . according to Mirinesota Stat
utes 1986, sections 124A.03 and 124A.033; 

(8) programs of excellence grants, according to Minnesota Stat
utes 1986, section 126.60; and 

(9) liability insurance levy, according to Minnesota Statutes 1986, 
section 466.06. 

For the purpose of this subdivision, intermediate districts and 
other employing units, as defined in Minnesota Statutes 1986, 
section 124.2161, shall allocate the amount of their teacher retire-
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ment and FICA aid for fiscal year 1988 among their participating 
school districts. 

(c) "Minimum allowance" for ,. district means: 

(1) the district's 1987-1988 revenue, according to subdivision 1; 
divided by 

(2) the district's 1987-1988 actual ptIpil units, adjusted for the 
change in secondary ptIpil umt weighting from 1.4 to 1.35 made ~ 
Laws 1987, chapter 398; plus 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 124A.22, is 
amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 9. [DEFINITIONS FOR SUPPLEMENTAL REVENUE.j (a) 
Theaefillitions in this subdivision apply only to subdivision 8. -

(b) "1987-1988 revenue" means the sum of the following catego
ries of revenue for,. district for the 1987-1988 school year: 

(1) basic foundation revenue, tier revenue, and declining ~ 
unit revenue, according to Minnesota Statutes 1986, as supple
mented by Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement;cnapter 124A, 
plus any reduction to second tier revenue, according to Minnesota 
Statutes 1986, section 124A.08, subdivision 5; 

(2) teacher retirement and FICA aid, according to Minnesota 
Statutes 1986, sections 124.2162 and 124.2163; 

(3) chemical dependency aid, according to Minnesota Statutes 
1986, section 124.246; 

(4) gifted and talented education aid, according to Minnesota 
Statutes 1986, section 124.247; 

(5) arts education aid, according to Minnesota Statutes 1986, 
seilloil124.275; 

(6) summer program aid and levy, according to Minnesota Stat
utes 1986, sections 124A.03 and 124A.033; 

(7) programs of excellence grants, according to Minnesota Stat
utes 1986, section 126.60; and 

(8) liability insurance levy, according to Minnesota Statutes 1986, 
section 466.06. 
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For the purpose of this subdivision, intennediate districts and 
other employing units, as defined in Minnesota Statutes 1986, 
section 124.2161, shall allocate the amount of their teacher retire
ment and FICA aid for fiscal year 1988 among their participatli1!i 
schoolilistricts. 

(c) "Minimum allowance" for a district means: 

(1) the district's 1987-1988 revenue, according to subdivision 1; 
divided ~ 

(2) the district's 1987-1988 actual P.'!PD. units, adjusted for the 
change in secondary pupil unit weighting from 1.4 to 1.35 made 11 
Laws 1987, chapter 398; plus 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 124A.23, 
subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [GENERAL EDUCATION MILL RATE.] The com
missioner of revenue shall establish the general education mill rate 
and certify it to the commissioner of education by t.Hgust September 
1 of each year for levies payable in the following year. The general 
education mill rate shall be a rate, rounded up to the nearest tenth 
of a mill, that, when applied to the adjusted assessed valuation for 
all districts, raises the amount specified in this subdivision. The 
general education mill rate for the 1989 1990 fiscal year shall be the 
rate that raises $1,979,999,999 $1,100,5so;oOO. The general educa
tion mill rate certified by the commissioner of revenue HffiSt may not 
be changed due to changes or corrections made to a district's 
adjusted assessed valuation after the mill rate has been certified. 

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 124A.23, 
subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [GENERAL EDUCATION AID.] A district's general 
education aid is the sum of the following amounts: 

(1) the product of (i) the difference between the general education 
revenue, excluding supjifemental revenue, and the general educa
tion levY, ",aUi"liee times (ii) the ratio of the actual amount levied 
to the pennitted levy; -

(2) the product of (i) the difference between the sUFplemental 
revenue and the supplemental ~ times (ii) the ratio o the actual 
amount levied to the permitted levy; and 

(3) shared time aid according to section 124A.02, subdivision 21. 
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Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 124A.23, 
subdivision 5, is amended to read: 

Subd. 5. [USES OF REVENUE.] (a) General education revenue 
may be used during the regular school year and the summer for 
general and special school purposes. 

(b) General education revenue may not be used: 

(1) for premiums for motor vehicle insurance protecting against 
in'uries or dama es arising from the operation of distnct-owned, 
lea , , or con troll vehicles to transport pupils for which state aid 
is authorized under section 124.223; or 

(2) for any purpose for which the district may levy according to 
section 275,125, subdivision 5e, 

Sec, 7, Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 124A,24, is 
amended to read: 

124A.24 [GENERAL EDUCATION LEVY EQUITY] 

If a district's general education levy is determined according to 
section 124A.23, subdivision 3, an amount must be deducted from 
state aid authorized in this chapter and chapter 124, receivable for 
the same school year, and from other state payments receivable for 
the same school year authorized in sections 273.115; 273.116; 
273.123. subdivision 6; 273.13, subdivision 15a; and Laws 1983, 
chapter 342, article 8, section 8. The aid in section 124,646 must not 
be reduced. 

The amount of the deduction equals the difference between: 

(1) the general education mill rate, according to section 124A.23, 
times the district's adjusted assessed valuation used to determine 
the general education aid for the same school year; and 

(2) the district's general education revenue for the same school 
year, according to section 124A.22. 

However, for fiscal year 1989, the amount of the deduction shall be 
one-fourth of the difference between clauses (1) and (2); for fiscal 
year 1990, the amount of the deduction shall be one-thiro of the 
difference between clauses (1) and (2); for fiscal year 19W 1991, tne 
amount of the deduction shan be one-half of the difference between 
clauses (1) and (2); aR<l for fiscal yeafi: 1992, the amount of the 
deduction shall be four-siiillis of the di erence between clauses m 
and (2); andToi' fiscal year Hl9l1993, the amount of the deduction 
shall be 1IlFee fo...-ths five-sixths of the difference between clauses 
(1) and (2), 
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Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 124A.27, 
subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [REQUIREMENT.] An amount equal to b8& 2.20 
percent of the basic revenue under section 124A.22, subdivision 2, 
shall be reserved and may be used only to provide one or more of the 
programs enumerated in this section. The school board shall deter
mine which programs to provide, the manner in which they will be 
provided, and the extent to which other money may be used for the 
programs. Except for the requirements of sections 124A.28 and 
124A.29, the remaining general education revenue under section 
124A.22 and supplemental revenue under section 124A.25 may be 
used to provide orte or more of the programs enumerated in this 
section. 

Sec. 9. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 124A.28, 
subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [USE OF THE REVENUE.] The compensatory 
education revenue under section 124A.22, subdivision 3, may be 
used ooIy to meet the Bf'eeial educational needs of pupils whose 
educational achievement is below the level that is appropriate for 
pupils of their age. These needs may be met by providing at least 
some of the following: 

(1) remedial instruction in reading, language arts, and mathemat
ics to improve the achievement level of these pupils; 

(2) additional teachers and teacher aides to provide more individ
ualized instruction to these pupils; 

(3) summer programs that enable these pupils to improve their 
achievement or that reemphasize material taught during the regu
lar school year; 

(4) in-service education fot teachers, teacher aides, principals, and 
other persQnnel to improve their ability to recognize these pupils 
and provide appropriate responses to the pupils' needs; 

(5) for iBstru.etiaB sf instructional material for these pupils, 
including: textbooks, workbooks, periodicals, pamphlets, photo
graphs, reproductions, filmstrips, prepared slides, prerecorded video 
programs, sound recordings, desk charts, games, study prints and 
pictures, desk maps, models, learning kits" blocks and cubes, flash
cards, instructional computer software programs, pencils, pens, 
crayons, notebooks, duplicatinJi( fluids, and papers; 

(6) programs to reduce truancy, encourage completion of high 
school, enhance self-concept, provide health services, provide ,nutri
tion services, provide a safe and secure learning- environment, 
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provide coordination for pupils receiving services from other govern
mental agencies, provide psychological services to determine the 
level of social, emotional, cognitive, and intellectual development, 
and provide counseling services, guidance services, and social work 
services; and 

(7) bilingual programs, bicultural programs, and programs for 
pupils of limited English proficiency. 

Sec. 10. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 124A.28, is 
amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 3. [ANNUAL EXPENDITURE REPORT.] Each year" 
district that receives compensato,:¥ education revenue shall submit 
" report identifying the expena:,tures i! incurred in providing 
compensatory education to the pupils described in subdivision !:. 
The report

b 
must conform to uniform financial and reporting stan

dards esta lished for this purpose. 

Sec. 11. [COST OF LIVING STUDY.] 

The legislative audit commission if; encouraged to direct the 
legislative auditor to conduct " study of the differences among the 
costs of living in communities throughout the state and the effect 
that these differences have on educational expenditures by school 
dlStricls:-The study shall mclude an analysis of at least the 
following factors: food, housing, real estate taxes, utilities, trans
portation, medical costs, median income of fililliIles, median home 
values, median rental costs, and median monthly salaries for 
representative ocCiiJ)afIo~ --

Sec. 12. [INSTRUCTIONS TO THE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCA
TION FOR 1988 LEVY LIMITATIONS.] 

Notwitbstanding sections .! and 2, and any other law to the 
contrary, the department of education shall determine, for the 
1988-1989 school year only, levies under chapter 124A as they were 
authorized under Laws 1987, chapter 398, article !:. 

Sec. 13. [APPROPRIATIONS.] 

There if; appropriated from the general fund to the department of 
education the sum of $6-;903,400 for general education aid for the 
1988-1989 school year. This sum if; added to the sum appropriated in 
Laws 1987, chapter 398, article 1, section 26, subdivision 2. 

Sec. 14. [REPEALER.] 

Notwithstanding any law enacted in 1988 that amends Minnesota 
Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 124A.2'7, subdivision 10, Minne-
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sota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 124A.27, subdivision 10, is 
repealed. Section ~ is repealed June 30, 1989. --

Sec. 15. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

Section 3 is effective for revenue for the 1989-1990 school year and 
thereafter. 

ARTICLE 2 

TRANSPORTATION 

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 120.73, subdivision 1, 
is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. A school board is authorized to require payment of 
fees in the following areas: 

(a) In any program where the resultant product, in excess of 
minimum requirements and at the pupil's option, becomes the 
personal property of the pupil; 

(b) Admission fees or charges for extra curricular activities, where 
attendance is optional; 

(c) A security deposit for the return of materials, supplies, or 
equipment; 

(d) Personal physical education and athletic equipment and ap
parel, although any pupil may personally provide it if it meets 
reasonable requirements and standards relating to health and 
safety established by the school board; 

(e) Items of personal use or products which a student has an option 
to purchase such as student publications, class rings, annuals, and 
graduation announcements; 

(I) Fees specifically permitted by any other statute, including but 
not limited to section 171.04, clause (1); 

(g) Field trips considered supplementary to a district educational 
program; 

(h) Any authorized voluntary student health and accident benefit 
plan; 

(i) For the use of musical instruments owned or rented by the 
district, a reasonable rental fee not to exceed either the rental cost to 
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the district or the annual depreciation plus the actual annual 
maintenance cost for each instrument; 

(j) Transportation of pupils to and from extra curricular activities 
conducted at locations other than school, where attendance is 
optional; 

(k) Transportation of pupil:! to and from school for which aid ~ not 
authorized under section 12 .223, clause (1), and for whichl~ ~ 
not authorized under section 275.125, subdivision 5e, if a district 
Charging fees toi'Transportation of pupils establishes guIdelines for 
that transportation to ensure that no ~ ~ denied transportation 
solely because of inability to ~ 

(I) Motorcycle classroom education courses conducted outside of 
regular school hours; provided the charge shall not exceed the actual 
cost of these courses to the school district. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 120.74, subdivision 1, is 
amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. A school board is not authorized to charge fees in 
the following areas: 

(a) Textbooks, workbooks, art materials, laboratory supplies, 
towels; 

(b) Supplies necessary for participation in any instructional 
course except as authorized in sections 120.73 and 120.75; 

(c) Field trips which are required as a part of a basic education 
program or course; 

(d) Graduation caps, gowns, any specific form of dress necessary 
for any educational program, and diplomas; 

(e) Instructional costs for necessary school personnel employed in 
any course or educational program required for graduation; 

(0 Library books required to be utilized for any educational course 
or program; 

(g) Admission fees, dues, or fees for any activity the pupil IS 
required to attend; 

(h) Any admission or examination cost for any required educa
tional course or program; 

(i) Locker rentals; 
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(j) Transportation of pupils (1) W aBtl f¥eHt seReel asa .. theri.ed 
" .. Fs .. ant W sestien ~ eF f2j for which state transportation aid 
is authorized pursuant to section 124.223 or (2) for which" levy is 
authorized under section 275.125, subdivision 5e. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 123.39, 
subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. The board may provide for the tree transportation 
of pupils to and from school, and to schools in other districts for 
grades and departments not maintained in the district, including 
high school, at the expense of the district, when funds are available 
therefor and if agreeable to the district to which it is proposed to 
transport the pupils, for the whole or a part of the school year, as it 
may deem advisable, and subject to its rules. Every driver shall 
possess all the qualifications required by the rules of the state board 
of education. In any school district, the board shall arrange for the 
attendance of all pupils living two miles or more from the school 
through suitable provision for transportation or through the board
ing and rooming of the pupils who may be more economically and 
conveniently provided for by that means. The board shall provide 
transportation to and from the home of a handicapped child not yet 
enrolled in kindergarten when special instruction and services 
under section 120.17 are provided in a location other than in the 
child's home. When transportation is provided, scheduling of rontes, 
establishment of the location of bus stops, manner and method of 
transportation, control and discipline of school children and any 
other matter relating thereto shall be within the sole discretion, 
control, and management of the school board. The district may 
provide for the transportation of pupils or expend a reasonable 
amount for room and board of pupils whose attendance at school can 
more economically and conveniently be provided for by that means 
or who attend school in a building rented or leased by a district 
within the confines of an adjacent district. 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 124.223, is 
amended to read: 

124.223 [TRANSPORTATION AID AUTHORIZATION.] 

School transportation and related services for which state trans
portation aid is authorized are: 

(1) [TO AND FROM SCHOOL; BETWEEN SCHOOLS.] Trans
portation or board of resident elementary pupils who reside one mile 
or more from the public schools which they could attend; transpor
tation or board of resident secondary pupils who reside two miles or 
more from the public schools which they could attend; transporta
tion to, and from schools the resident pupils attend according to " 
program approved ~ the commissioner of education, or between the 
schools the resident pupils attend " .. FS .. ant te a "Fegram a""Fe'fed 
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by the eemmissieBeF ef eElHeatieR for instructional classes; transpor
tation of resident elementary pupils who reside one mile or more 
from a nonpublic school actually attended; transportation of resi
dent secondary pupils who reside two miles or more from a nonpu
blic school actually attended; but with respect to transportation of 
pupils to nonpublic schools actually attended, only to the extent 
permitted by sections 123.76 to 123.79; transportation of pupils who 
are custodial parents to and from the provider of child care services 
for the pupil's child, within the attendance area of the school the 
~attends; 

For the purposes of this clause, a district may designate a licensed 
day care facility or the residence of a relative as the home of a pupil 
for part or all of the day, if requested by the pupil's parent or 
guardian and if that facility or residence is within the attendance 
area of the school the pupil attends~; 

(2) [OUTSIDE DISTRICT.] Transportation to and from or board 
and lodging in another district, of resident pupils of a district 
without a secondary school; the pupils may attend a classified 
secondary school in another district and shall receive board and 
lodging in or transportation to and from a district having a classified 
secondary school at the expense of the district of the pupil's 
residence; 

(3) [SECONDARY VOCATIONAL CENTERS.] Transportation to 
and from a state board approved secondary vocational center for 
secondary vocational classes for resident pupils of any of the districts 
who are members of or participating in programs at that center; 

(4) [HANDICAPPED.] Transportation or board and lodging of a 
handicapped pupil when that pupil cannot be transported on a 
regular school bus, the conveying of handicapped pupils between 
home and school and within the school plant, necessary transporta
tion of handicapped pupils from home or from school to other 
buildings, including centers such as developmental achievement 
centers, hospitals and treatment centers where special instruction 
or services required by section 120.17 are provided, within or outside 
the district where services are provided, and necessary transporta
tion for resident handicapped pupils required by section 120.17, 
subdivision 4a. Transportation of handicapped pupils between home 
and school shall not be subject to any distance requirement for 
children not yet enrolled in kindergarten or to the requirement in 
clause (1) that elementary pupils reside at least one mile from school 
and secondary pupils reside at least two miles from school in order 
for the transportation to qualify for aid; 

(5) [BOARD AND LODGING; NONRESIDENT HANDI
CAPPED.] When necessary, board and lodging for nonresident 
handicapped pupils in a district maintaining special classes; 
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(6) [SHARED TIME.] Transportation from one educational facil
ity to another within the district for resident pupils enrolled on a 
shared time basis in educational programs a!'!'Fo'feol by the eommis 
sioHeF sf ealleatioft, and necessary transportation required by sec
tion 120.17, subdivision 9, for resident handicapped pupils who are 
provided special instruction and services on a shared time basis; 

(7) [FARIBAULT STATE ACADEMIES.] Transportation for resi
dents to and from the Minnesota state academy for the deaf or the 
Minnesota state academy for the blind; 

(8) [SUMMER INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMS.] Services de
scribed in clauses (1) to (7), (9), and (10) when provided in conjunc
tion with a summer program eligible for aid and levy under sections 
124A.03 and 124A.033; 

(9) [COOPERATIVE ACADEMIC AND VOCATIONAL.] Trans
portation to, from or between educational facilities located in any of 
two or more school districts jointly offering academic classes ap
!'Fovea by the eommissiofteF or secondary vocational classes not 
provided at a secondary vocational center whlcll are "IlllFo\,ea by the 
eommissiofteF for resident pupils of any of these districts; and 

(10) [NONPUBLIC SUPPORT SERVICES.] Necessary transpor
tation within district boundaries between a nonpublic school and a 
public school or a neutral site for nonpublic school pupils who are 
provided pupil support services pursuant to section 123.935. 

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 124.225, 
subdivision 8a, is amended to read: 

Subd. 8a. [AID.] (a) li'eF the 1986 1987 aH<l 1987 1988 sehool 
yetH'S; a aistFiet's tFaRsiloFtatioft aiEl shall "'l'ffil the SIlffi sf its basie 
tFaRsll0rtatioR aiEl IlIiFSllaftt ta sllhaivisioft 8b, its RomeglllaF iFaRs
Il0rtatiOR aiEl IlIlFSllaRt ta sllbai"isioR 8i, aH<l its RORFeglllaF iFaRs
Il0rtatioR levy e'!llali.ahoft aiEl !,IlFSllaBt ta SIlbolivisioB 1%"';""" its 
eefttFaetea sep;iees aid FeaaetiSft J31:lf'SHam te sl±hdivisisn 8k,- ,..;,.,." 
the amOllftt Faised by ~ mills times the aEijllstea assessea valaa
heft whlcll is HSe<l ta eomllllte the tFaBs!'oFtatioB levy IimitatioB Hw 
the levy aUFilmtable ta that sehool ~ A aistFiet may levy less 
than the amollBt FaiseEI by ~ millfr. TFaHS!'oFtatioH aiEl shall be 
e0F"fllltea as if the aistFiet had levieEI the amollHt FaiseEI by ~ 
millfr. 

W For the 1988-1989 school year and thereafter, a district's 
transportation aid is equal to the sum of its basic transportation aid 
under subdivision 8b, its nonregular transportation aid under 
subdivision 8i, and its nonregular transportation levy equalization 
aid under subdivision 8j, minus its contracted services aid reduction 
under subdivision 8k, and minus its basic transportation levy 
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limitation for the levy attributable to that school year under section 
275.125, subdivision 5. 

W (b) If the total appropriation for transportation aid for any 
fiscal year is insufficient to pay all districts the full amount of aid 
earned, the department of education shall reduce each district's aid 
in proportion to the number of resident pupils in average daily 
membership in the district to the state total average daily member
ship, and shall reduce the affi entitlement transportation ~ of 
off-formula districts in the same proportion. 

Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 275.125, 
subdivision 5, is amended to read: 

Subd. 5. [BASIC TRANSPORTATION LEVY) Each year, a school 
district may levy for school transportation services an amount not to 
exceed the amount raised by the basic transportation mill rate times 
the adjusted assessed valuation of the district for the preceding year. 
The commissioner of revenue shall establish the basic transporta
tion mill rate and certify it to the commissioner of education by 
i\llgllst September 1 of each year for levies payable in the following 
year. The hasic transportation mill rate shall be a rate, rounded up 
to the nearest hundredth of a mill, that, when applied to the 
adjusted assessed valuation of taxable property for all districts, 
raises the amount specified in this subdivision. The basic transpor
tation mill rate fer the !98+ l3ayable ±988 le¥ies llft<l for transpor
tation affi for the 1988 1989 seftool1990 fiscal year shall be the rate 
that raises $71,2e6,199 $72,681,20([The basic transportation mill 
rate certified by the commissioner of revenue must not be changed 
due to changes or corrections made to a district's adjusted assessed 
valuation after the mill rate has been certified . 

. Sec. 7. Laws 1987, chapter 398, article 2, section 13, subdivision 2, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [TRANSPORTATION AID.) For transportation aid there 
is appropriated: 

$90,477,000 ..... 1988, 

$87,gg4,899 $87,419,800 ..... 1989. 

The appropriation for aid for fiscal year 1988 includes $12,194,300 
for aid for fiscal year 1987 payable in fiscal year 1988 and 
$78,282,700 for fiscal year 1988 payable in fiscal year 1988. 

The appropriation for aid for fiscal year 1989 includes $13,814,600 
for aid for fiscal year 1988 payable in fiscal year 1989 and 
$73,e29,299 $73,605,200 for fiscal year 1989 payable in fiscal year 
1989. 
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The appropriations are based on aid entitlements of $92,097,200 
for fiscal year 1988 and $86,494,gQQ $86,594,300 for fiscal year 1989. 

Sec. 8. [APPROPRIATIONS.] 

Subdivision 1. [DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION.] There is ~ 
propriated from the general fund to the desartment of eOucatiOii the 
sum indicateaIllThis section for thensca year ending June 30 in 
the year designatoo. 

Subd. 2. [TRANSPORTATION AID FOR OPEN ENROLLMENT.] 
FortranSportation of pupiis attending nonresident districts accord
!!!g to Minnesota Statutes 987 Supplement, section 123.3515, there 
~ appropriated: 

$50,000. ,,~~ 1988. 

An unexpended balance in fiscal year 1988 does not cancel but is 
avauable for fiscal year 1989-. --. ---- - ----

Sec. 9. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

Section 8 ~ effective the day following final enactment. 

ARTICLE 3 

SPECIAL PROGRAMS 

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 120.17, 
subdivision 3b, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3b. [PROCEDURES FOR DECISIONS.] Every district shall 
utilize at least the following procedures for decisions involving 
identification, assessment, and educational placement of handi
capped children: 

(a) Parents and guardians shall receive prior written notice of: 

(1) any proposed formal educational assessment or proposed 
denial of a formal educational assessment of their child; 

(2) a proposed placement of their child in, transfer framor to, or 
denial of placement in a special education program; or 

(3) the proposed provision, addition, denial or removal of special 
education services for. their child; 

(b) The district shall not proceed with the initial formal assess-
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ment of a child, the initial placement of a child in a special education 
program, or the initial provision of special education services for a 
child without the prior written consent of the child's parent or 
guardian. The refusal of a parent or guardian to consent may be 
overridden by the decision in a hearing held pursuant to clause (d) 
at the district's initiative; 

(c) Parents and guardians shall have an opportunity to meet with 
appropriate district staff in at least one conciliation conference if 
they object to any proposal of which they are notified pursuant to 
clause (a). The conciliation process shall not be used to deny or delay 
a parent or guardian's right to a due process hearing. If the parent 
or guardian refuses efforts by the district to conciliate the dispute 
with the school district, the requirement of an opportunity for 
conciliation shall be deemed to be satisfied; 

(d) Parents, guardians, and the district shall have an opportunity 
to obtain an impartial due process hearing initiated and conducted 
in the school district where the child resides, if the parent or 
guardian continues to object to: 

(1) a proposed formal educational assessment or proposed denial of 
a formal educational assessment of their child; 

(2) the proposed placement of their child in, or transfer of their 
child to a special education program; 

(3) the proposed denial of placement of their child in a special 
education program or the transfer of their child from a special 
education program; 

(4) the proposed provision or addition of special education services 
for their child; or 

(5) the proposed denial or removal of special education services for 
their child. 

At least five calendar days before the hearing, the objecting party 
shall provide the other party with a brief written statement of the 
objection and the reasons for the objection. 

The hearing shall take place before an impartial hearing officer 
mutually agreed to by the school board and the parent or guardian. 
If the school board and the parent or guardian are unable to agree on 
a hearing officer, the school board shall request the commissioner to 
appoint a hearing officer. The hearing officer shall not be a school 
board member or employee of the school district where the child 
resides or of the child's school district of residence, an employee of 
any other public agency involved in the education or care of the 
child, or any person with a personal or professional interest which 
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would conflict with the person's objectivity at the hearing. A person 
who otherwise qualifies as a hearing officer is not an employee of the 
district solely because the person is paid by the district to serve as a 
hearing officer. If the hearing officer requests an independent 
educational assessment of a child, the cost of the assessment shall be 
at district expense. The proceedings shall be recorded and preserved, 
at the expense of the school district, pending ultimate disposition of 
the action. 

(e) The decision of the hearing officer pursuant to clause (d) shall 
be rendered not more than 45 calendar days from the date of the 
receipt of the request for the hearing. A hearing officer may grant 
specific extensions of time beyond the 45-day period at the request of 
either party. The decision of the hearing officer shall be binding on 
all parties unless appealed to the hearing review officer by the 
parent, guardian, or the school board of the district where the child 
resides pursuant to clause (f). 

The local decision shall: 

(1) be, in writing; 

(2) state the controlling facts upon which the decision is made in 
sufficient detail to apprise the parties and the hearing review officer 
of the basis and reason for the decision; 

(3) state whether the special education program or special educa
tion services appropriate to the' child's needs can be reasonably 
provided within the resources available to the responsible district or 
districts; 

(4) state the amount and source of any additional district expen
diture necessary to implement the decision; and 

(5) be based on the standards set forth in subdivision 3a and the 
rules of the state board. 

(f) Any local decision issued pursuant to clauses (d) and (e) may be 
appealed to the hearing review officer within 1& 30 calendar days of 
receipt of that written decision, by the parent-;-guardian, or the 
school board of the district where the child resides. 

If the decision is appealed, a written transcript of the hearing 
shall be made by the school district and shall be accessible to the 
parties involved within five calendar days of the filing of the appeal. 
The hearing review officer shall issue a final decision based on an 
impartial review of the local decision and the entire record within 30 
calendar days after the filing of the appeal. The hearing review 
officer shall seek additional evidence if necessary and may afford the 
parties an opportunity for written or oral argument; provided any 
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hearing held to seek additional evidence shall be an impartial due 
process hearing but shall be deemed not to be a contested case 
hearing for purposes of chapter 14. The hearing review officer may 
grant specific extensions of time beyond the 30-day period at the 
request of any party. 

The final decision shall: 

(1) be in writing; 

(2) include findings and conclusions; and 

(3) be based upon the standards set forth in subdivision 3a and in 
the rules of the state board. 

(g) The decision of the hearing review officer shall be final unless 
appealed by the parent or guardian or school board to the court of 
appeals. The judicial review shall be in accordance with chapter 14. 

(h) The commissioner of education, having delegated general 
supervision of special education to the appropriate staff, shall be the 
hearing review officer except for appeals in which: 

(1) the commissioner has a personal interest in or specific involve
ment with the student who is a party to the hearing; 

(2) the commissioner has been employed as an administrator by 
the district that is a party to the hearing; 

(3) the commissioner has been involved in the selection of the 
administrators of the district that is a party to the hearing; 

(4) the commissioner has a personal, economic, or professional 
interest in the outcome of the hearing other than the proper 
administration of the federal and state laws, rules, and policies; 

(5) the appeal challenges a state or local policy which was 
developed with substantial involvement of the commissioner; or 

(6) the appeal challenges the actions of a department employee or 
official. 

For any appeal to which the above exceptions apply, the state 
board of education shall name an impartial and competent hearing 
review officer. 

In all appeals, the parent or guardian of the handicapped student 
or the district that is a party to the hearing may challenge the 
impartiality or competence of the proposed hearing review officer by 
applying to the state board of education. 
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(i) Pending the completion of proceedings pursuant to this subdi
vision, unless the district and the parent or guardian of the child 
agree otherWise, the child shall remain in the child's current 
educational placement and shall not be denied initial admission to 
school. . 

(j) The child's school district of residence, if different from the 
district where the child actually resides, shall receive notice of and 
may be a party to any hearings or appeals pursuant to this 
subdivision. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 124.17, 
subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [PUPIL UNIT. I Pupil units for each resident pupil 
in average daily membership shall be counted according to this 
subdivision. 

(a) A handicapped prekindergarten pupil who is enrolled for the 
entire seheel fiscal year in a program approved by the commissioner 
and has an individual education plan that requires up to 437 hours 
of assessment and education services in the seheel iiscal year is 
counted as one-half of a pupil unit. If the plan requires more than 
437 hours of assessment and education services, the pupil is counted 
as the ratio of the number of hours of assessment and education 
service to 875, but not more than one. 

(b) A handicapped prekindergarten pupil who is enrolled for less 
than the entire seheel fiscal year in a program approved by the 
commissioner is counted as the greater of (1) one-halftimes the ratio 
of the number of instructional days from the date the pupil is 
enrolled to the date the pupil withdraws to the number of instruc
tional days in the school year, or (2) the ratio of the number of hours 
of assessment and education service required in the seheel fiscal 
year by the pupil's individual education program plan to 875, but not 
more than one. 

(c) A prekindergarten pupil who is assessed but determined not to . 
be handicapped is counted as the ratio of the number of hours of 
assessment service to 875. 

(d) A handicapped kindergarten pupil who is enrolled in a 
program approved by the commissioner is counted as the ratio of the 
number of hours of assessment and education services required, in 
the seheel fiscal year by the pupil's individual education program 
plan to 875, but not more than one. 

(e) A kindergarten pupil who is not included in paragr",ph (d) is 
counted as one-half of a pupil unit. 
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(f) A pupil who is in any of grades one to six is counted as one pupil 
unit. 

(g) I4w the 1987 1988 S€heel yea¥;" f"lf'il whe is in any ef gmdes 
seven ffi}g is "allHted as M f"lf'il <Htits, I4w the 1988 1989""" lateF 
S€heel yeaFS-; A pupil who is in any of grades seven to 12 is counted 
as 1.35 pupil units. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 124.48, subdivision 2, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [REPORT TO LEGISLATURE.] By December 1 of each 
even-numbered year, the state board of education shall report to the 
education committees of the legislature about the status of Indian 
scholarships""" the, recipients, and the status of academic pro
grams and student services for American Indian people in post
secondary institutions that enroll recipients of American Indian 
scholarships. 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 126.151, is amended to 
read: 

126.151 [VOCATIONAL EDUCATION STUDENT ORGANIZA
TIONS.] 

Subdivision 1. [ACTIVITIES OF THE ORGANIZATION.] Any 
f"lf'il student enrolled in a vocational technical education program 
approved by the state 00ru-d boards of education and vocational 
technical education may belong to a vocational student organization 
wIHeh that is operated as an integral part ofthe vocational program. 
The commissioner of education and the state directo"r of vocational 
technical education may providenecessarytechnical assistance and 
leadership ffi these aFgaHi.atiaHs at the state level for administra
tion of approved vocational studenforgarnzatWns and fiscal ac
counts, including administration of state and national conferences. 

Subd. 2. [ACCOUNTS OF THE ORGANIZATION.] The state 
boards of education and vocational technical education may retain 
dues and other money collected on behalf of students participating 
in approved vocational student organizations and may deposit the 
money in separate accounts. The money in these accounts shall be 
available for expenditures for state and national activities related to 
specific organizations. Administration of money collected under this 
section is not subject to the provisions of chapters 15, 16A, and 16B, 
and may be deposited outside the state treasury. Money shall be 
administered under the policies of the applicable state board or 
agency relating to post-secondary vocational student organizations 
and i>; subject to audit by the legislative auditor. Any unexpended 
money shall not cancel but may be carried forward to the next fiscal 
year. 
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Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 126.45, is amended to 
read: 

126.45 [CITATION.] 

Sections 126.45 to 126.55 may be cited as the American Indian 
language and eulture education act of 1988. 

Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 126.46, is amended to 
read: 

126.46 [DECLARATION OF POLICY.] 

The legislature finds that a more adequate education is needed for 
American Indian j'ffif>ils people in the state of Minnesota. The 
legislature recognizes the unique educational and culturally-related 
academic needs of American Indian people. The legislature also ~ 
concerned about the lack of American Indian teachers in the state. 
Therefore, pursuant t<>the policy of the state to ensure equal 
educational opportunity to every individual, it is the purpose of 
sections 126.45 to 126.55 to provide for the establishment ef Amer
ican Indian language and .ulture education programs speciall~ 
designed to meet these unique educational or culturally-relate 
academic needs or both. ---

Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 126.47, is amended to 
read: 

126.47 [DEFINITIONS.] 

Subdivision 1. For the purposes of sections 126.45 to 126.55, the 
werds, I'hrases, and terms defined in this section shall have the 
meanings given te them. . 

Subd. 2. "American Indian child" means any child, living on or off 
a reservation, who is enrolled or eligible for enrollment in a 
federally recognized tribe. 

Subd. 3. "Advisory task force" means the state advisory task force 
on American Indian language and .ult .. re education programs. 

Subd. 4. "Participating school" meaRS any nsnseetariaH HSHI'U 
hlie, trihal, 9l' altemative seheel slteriHg a .u .. ieulum refleetive ef 
!.meFieaft IRdiaR e .. ltu.e whieh is f""aea by and I'artieil'ates iR the 
)3PBgt"sms ffi 'seetisfts ~ ts ~ and "American Indian school" 
mean a school that: 

(1) ~ not operated ~ ~ school district; and 
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(2) is eligible for ~ gltRt under Title IV of the Indian Education 
Act for the education 0 merican Indian children. 

Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 126.49, subdivision 1, is 
amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [AMERICAN INDIAN LANGUAGE AND CUL
TURE EDUCATION LICENSES.] The board of teaching shall grant 
initial and continuin teaching licenses in American Indian lan
guage and cu ture e ucation that bear the same duration as other 
initial and continuing license8.1'he board shall grant licenses to 
persons who present satisfactory evidence that they: 

(a) Possess competence in an American Indian language or possess 
unique qualifications relative to or knowledge and understanding of 
American Indian history and culture; or 

(b) Possess a bachelor's degree or other academic degree approved 
by the board or meet such requirements as to course of study and 
training as the board may prescribe, or possess such relevant 
experience as the board may prescribe. 

This evidence may be presented by affidavits, resolutions, or by 
such other methods as the board may prescribe. Individuals may 
present applications for licensure on their own behalf or these 
applications may be submitted by the superintendent or other 
authorized official of a school district"" a BeftSeet",,;aB ft"ftflHblie, 
tribal, "" alternative seheel efteF;ftg a earrieallllfl relleetive ef, 
participating school, or an American Indian eHltllFe school. -

Sec. 9. [126.501] [RECRUITING AND RETAINING INDIAN 
TEACHERS.] 

This section applies to a school board of a school district in which 
there are at least ten AmerJcaiiTndian clllldren enrolled. The school 
board snail actively recruit teacnerapplicants who are Amencan 
Indian from the time i! ~ reasonably ex~ted that ~ position will 
becOn1e available until the position is fille or September 1, which
ever is earlier. Notwithstanding section 125.12, subdivisions 4, 6a, 
or 6b-;-125.17, subdivisions 3 and!h any other law to the contrary, 
or any provision of a contract entered into after the effective date of 
this section to the contrary, when placing a teacher on unrequested 
leave of absence, the board may retain ~ probationary teacher or ~ 
teacher with less seniority in order to retain an American Indian 
teacher. 

Sec. 10. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 126.51, subdivision 1, is 
amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [PARENT COMMITTEE.] School boards and JIIII'-
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tieiJlating American Indian schools shall provide for the maximum 
involvement of parents of children enrolled in : .... eFiean ffidiaB 
laBgMage ami "HitHFe education programs JlHFSHant t6 seetiens 
l2&.4I> t6 ~1 including language and culture education proj 
grams, programs for elementary and secondai?I grtdil~furia 
education programs, and support services. Accoring y, Ha
Jlle ... eoong a JlFegFa ... , eaeh the school di8tFist ami JlaFtieiJlating 
board of a school district in wlilch there are ten or more American 
Indian chiIareil enrolled and each----x,nencanlndian school shall 
establish a parent advisery committee ...... ~egFa.... If a 
committee of parents of American Indian children has been or is 
established according to federal, tribal, or other state law, that 
COmmlttee shall serve as the committee requi~ this section and 
shall be subject to, at least, the requirements of this section. . 

The parent committee shall develop its recommendations in 
coiiSiiltation with the curriculum advlsory committee re-i!uired ~ 
section 126.666,SuOdlvision 2. This committee shall affo parents 
the necessary information and the. opportunity effectively to express 
their views concerning all aspects of the American Indian .language 
ami eHltare education JlFSgFa ... and the educational needs of the 
American Indian children Fesiding withlB the distFiet's SF 8eRssl'8 
atteadanee eeHBdaFies enrolled in the school or program. The 
committee shall also address the needror adult education programs 
for American Indian people in the coffimiiiillY. The distFist school 
board or JlaFtieiJlatiBg Americanmdian school shall ensure that the 
~IH is ro ams are planned, operated, and evaluated with the 
involvement of an in consultation with parents of children eligible 
t6 he served by the JlFSgFQfil programs. 

Sec. 11. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 126.51, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 1a. [RESOLUTION OF CONCURRENCE.] ~ September 
15 and June 15 of each school year, the school board orAmerican 
fudUiil school shill Silbmit to the departmentOfeaucation ~ ~ of 
~ resolution a(lQj)ted ~~he parent committee. The ~ must be 
sigued ~ the chair of the committee and must state whethertfie 
committee concurs witllihe educational programsfor American 
Indian children offered ~ the school board· or American Indian 
SChOo[ If the committee does not concur wuh the eaucatloiial 
pr0f[ams, ,the reasons for IiOiiconcuITeiiCe and reCo'"'mmendations 
sha be suliillitted with the resolution. --- --

Sec. 12. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 126.51, subdivision 2, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [MEMBERSHIP.] The ea_ittee8 committee shall be 
composed eeIeIy- of parents of children eligible to be enrolled in 
American Indian langttage ami "HltaFe education programs; second
ary students eligible to be served; American Indian language and 
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culture education teachers and aides; American Indian teachers; 
counselors; adult American Indian people enrolled in educational 
programs; and representatives from community groups, previflee, 
hewe¥eF, that, A majority of each committee shall be parents of 
children enrolled or eligible to be enrolled in the eerrespenaing 
pregram, aR!l that programs. The number of parents of American 
Indian and non-American Indian children shall reflect approxi
mately the proportion of children of those groups enrolled in the 
flFBgFSIB programs. 

Sec. 13. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 126.51, subdivision 4, is 
amended to read: . 

Subd. 4. [ALTERNATE COMMITTEE.] If the organizational 
membership or the board of directors of a partieipating an American 
Indian school consists sele±y of parents of children attending the 
school wIM;se ehilaren are eligible fa be enrellea ffi I,meriean lREliaR 
langHage aR!l .HltHFe ean.atien pregrams, that membership or 
board may serve also as the parent aavisery committee. 

Sec. 14. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 126.52, is amended to 
read: 

126.52 [STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION DUTIES.] 

Subd. 5. [COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT.] The state board shall 
provide for the maximum involvement of the state aavisery task 
feree committees on American Indian laRgaage aR!l ealtaFe educa
tion, parents of American Indian children, secondary students 
eligible to be served, American Indian language and culture educa
tion teachers, American Indian teachers, teachers' aides, represen
tatives of community groups, and persons knowledgeable in the field 
of American Indian laRgHage aR!l ealtHFe education, in the formu
lation of policy and procedures relating to the administration of 
sections 126.45 to 126.55. 

Subd. 8. [TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE.] The state board shall 
provide technical assistance to school districts, paFtieipating schools 
and vest seeenaaFY post-secondary institutions for preservice and 
in-service training for American Indian langHage aR!l ealtHre edu
cation teachers and teacher's aides, teaching methods, curriculum 
development, testing and testing mechanisms, and the development 
of materials for American Indian laRgHage aR!l eHltare education 
programs. 

Subd. 9. [APPLICATION FOR FUNDS.] The state board shall 
apply for ~ SF funds monel( which are, SF may beeeme, be 
available under federal programs or American Indian langHage aR!l 
ealtHre education, including funds for administration, demonstra
tion projects, training, technical assistance, planning and evalua
tion. 
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Subd. 11. [RULES.] The state board, upon the receipt of recom
mendations by the aeh'issry taskl&ee appropriate state committees, 
may promulgate rules providing for standards and procedures ap
propriate for the implementation of and within the limitations of 
sections 126.45 to 126.55. 

Sec. 15. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 126.531, is amended to 
read: 

126.531 [,\DVISORY'!'ASK FORCE COMMITTEES ON AMER
ICAN INDIAN LANCY.\CE AND CULTURE EDUCATION PRO
GRAMS.] 

Subdivision 1. The state board of education may shall create an 
one or more American Indian lallg'llage aBE! etllt-HFe education 
ooviSiWy ta&I< I&ee committees. If ereated, Members shall include 
representatives of tribal bodies, community groups, parents of 
children eligible to be served by the programs, American Indian 
administrators and teachers, persons experienced in the training of 
teachers for American Indian laag'llage aBE! eHlture education 
programs, persons involved in programs for American Indian chil
dren in aeaseetaFia:H n8Bf3lislie, ~ eSHlHll::IBity, triBal SF alteP
aatWe American Indian schools, and persons knowledgeable in the 
field of American Indian lallg'llage aBE! etlltHFe education. Members 
shall be appointed so as to be representative of significant segments 
of the population of American Indians. 

Subd. 2. TI>e advissry task I&ee Each committee on American 
Indian Jaflg'llage aBE! eHitHre education programs shall advise the 
state board in the administration of its duties under sections 126.45 
to 126.55 and other programs for the education of American Indian 
people, asTetermined Qy the stateooard. 

Subd. 3. TI>e advissry task I&ee Each committee shall ffifj>iFe aBE! 
the teFffiS-; eSffijleflsatisfl aBE! remsval ef memBers sftaII be as 
flrsvided fer if> be reimbursed for extenses accordin~ to section 
15.059, subdivision 6. The state board s all determine t e-member-
ship terms and the duration of each committee. -

Sec. 16. Laws 1987, chapter 398, article 3, section 39, subdivision 
7, is amended to read: 

Subd. 7. [AMERICAN INDIAN SCHOLARSHIPS.] For American 
Indian scholarships, according to Minnesota Statutes, section 
124.48, there is appropriated: 

$1,581,800 ..... 1988, 

$1,581,800 ..... 1989. 
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At least $50,000 of the appropriation for fiscal year 1989 must be 
usea for scholarships for students who are enroITed in teacher 
preparation programs. 

The state board of education, with the advice of the Minnesota 
Indian scllolarshlp committee, shall develop a scholarship program 
for American Indian people to become teachers. The program may 
involve incentives for students, such as loans that are forgiven, in 
P"1i upon completin~ three y;ars of teacIilng. !["i'equested, too 
hig er education coor mating oard shall assist the state board or 
the committee in developing the program, The program plan shall 
be reported to the educatIOn committees of the legislature ~ 
January 1. 1989. . 

Any unexpended balance remaining in the first year does not 
cancel but is available for fiscal year 1989. 

Sec. 17. Laws 1987, chapter 398, article 3, section 39, subdivision 
8, is amended to read: 

Subd. 8. [AMERICAN INDIAN POST-SECONDARY PREPARA
TION GRANTS.] For Indian post-secondary preparation grants, 
according to Minnesota Statutes, section 124.481, there is appropri
ated: 

$781,400 ..... 1988,\ 

$781,1(:)(:) $856,400 ..... 1~89. 

Sec. 18. [INDIAN SCHOOL COUNCIL.] 

Subdivision!: [INTENTION.]!! is the intention of the legislature 
to establish opportunities for American Indian control of Indian 
education through Indian jiiiblic schools, an urban Indian school 
district or districts, or other means. 

Subd. 2. [INDIAN SCHOOL COUNCIL.] (a) An Indian school 
coiillcli composed of 15 members ~ establishea to deVelOP recom: 
mendations for Indian public schools, an urban Indian school 
district or districts, or other means of aChlevUifIndian controrOi' 
Indian education. The state board of education s all appoint two Of 
its members to serve on the cOiiilcll. The board oi'1llilependent school 
district No. 625, St. jau?nd the board of special school district No. 
1, Minnea~olis, sOaI eac appoint one ofits members to serve on the 
council. T e remaining members must be appointed~ the gover
nor, with the assistance of the Indian allalrs council, as provided in 
section 3.922, subdivision 6, clause (6). 

(b) The council chair must be elected ~ the members of the 
council. Minnesota Statutes, section 15.059, sUOdivisions ~ and :!, 
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~ to compensation and removal of members of the council. The 
counciHerminates on June b 1989. If rilfested 1iillle council, the 
department of education and the Indianhlrs council must provide 
assistance. 

Subd. 3. [RECOMMENDATIONS.] (a) The council shall make 
recommendations about each of the items in this subdiviiiloil."It may 
make recommendations aboutaruntloiiaI options or issues. 

(b) It shall consider the governance and administration of schools 
or progrliiiiS for Indian education, inc1iid"ing participation ~ Min
nesota tribal governments in the governance and administration. 

(c) It shall consider methods of forming schools or programs, 
inClUrung, but not limited to: 

~~(1~)@~~~ '" school within an existing school district with '" 
~ governing boar<I;Smiirar to Minnesota Statutes, cru;:pter 

(2) forming", school district ~ dividing an existing district; 

(3) forming a special SUMSlse school district superimposed on one 
or more existing schoo istricts, similar to MInnesota Statutes, 
chapter 136D; or 

(4) formin~ a state school, similar to Minnesota Statutes, chapter 
12M or 129 . . -----

. The structure mal be similar to but. different from any other 
exISITng school or sc ooT district. - - . -- ---

(d) !! shall consider '" governing board or boards that may be 
appointed or elected, but which, in a1y case, shaH include signifi
cant democratic participation ~ triba governments and parents or 
gllardians. The JaP"intIj'! authorit~ or authorities must be speW
fied for appoin mem rs. The e ection process, lliCfudIng ~ 

uali1lcatlOn of voters, must be specified for elected members. The 
initia boar members bay be selected ~ a different method tllan 
subsequent board mem ers. .. 

(e) !! shall consider financing, including: 

(1) property taxes that may be levied ~ '" school district, g: 
formed; distribu1edOn an equitable basis ~ the school district in 
which the school IS loCated; or distributed on an equitable baSIS ~ 
each of the school districts in which the enrolled pupils reside; 

(2) state aid for general education, special education, transporta-
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tion, capital expenditures, community education, adult basic and 
continuing education, grants, and other special programs; and 

(3) federal sources offunding. 

(I) The council shall consider the educational wograms to be 
ofleredand s~ecifY particular state aids that would e necessary.!! 
shaIl specuy rom whom and to whom property taxes and state aid 
are to be pai.r.---

.\gl. It shall consider ways to acquire and maintain facilities and 
equipment, including leasing existing facilities and equipment. 

(h) It shall consider administration and staffing needs. 

(i) It shall consider curriculum needs, including serving as ~ state 
resource center for Indian education. . --------

ill It shall consider student admission requirements, policies, and 
procedures. 

(k) !! shall consider how and where to provide transportation. 

Subd. 4. [COUNCIL STAFF AND FACILITIES.] The department 
ofea\lcation shall provide [pace within its facilities for council 
meetings. The department Q... education, through the Inman educa
tion section, shall prOVide support services. The council ffiJt con
tract for or ~OY professiol1aJ and nonprotessional ~ The 
prolessional stal may be individuals currentl~ employed ~ the 
state or on leave of absence from a school istrict. A current 
employee Of ~ school district whoroii.tracts with, or is employed ~ 
the council may{equest an extended leave of absence under section 
125.60. The sc 001 board must grant the leave and Minnesota 
Statutes;-SectWilI2~ governs the rights and duties of the 
employee and school board. The council may contract with consult
ants and for legal serviCeS, as needed. 

Subd. 5. [REPORT TO LEGISLATURE.] By December 1, 1988, the 
coiiiiCllShall report its recommendations to the state board of 
education and the education committees of the legisJatilre. 

Sec. 19. [APPROPRIATION FOR INDIAN SCHOOL COUNCIL.] 

There is a8propriated from the general fund to the Indian school 
council, $10 ,000 for fiscal year 1989 for the council f()J)erform its 
duties. 

For fiscal year 1989 only, a complement of two is authorized for 
the cotiiiCll.TIieComplement day include one fiilf-hme professional, 
one half-time professional, an one half-time support staff. 
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Sec. 20. [APPROPRIATION FOR GRANTS FOR INDIAN 
TEACHERS.] . 

There is appropriated $71,000 from the general fund to the state 
~ of ooucation for fiscal Yh'r 1989 for!! gra,J to assist American 
IndIan ~ to become teac ers anITo provi e a(I(IffiQnal educa
tion for American Indian teachers. The state hoard dmaa award a 
joint fdnt to the University of MinneSofa;1mfuth,aii in ePeiiTent 
schoo istrictJiro. 709, Duluth, for a cooperative proiijm. TO obtain 
the iain} :aant, !! joi:ri application must be submit to the state 
boar Q... e ucation. e apphcatlOn must be developed with the 
parncip!ltlOn of the dlstrict p!lrent advisory committee, estabITsliOO 
according to Minnesota' Statutes, section 126.51, and the Indian 
adVisory committee at the University of Minnesota, Duliilli. 

The application must set forth the in-kind services to be provided 
~ the Universlt£oflffinnesota-;L>uluth. The cooroination and 
mentorship services to be prOVided !iY ;tants to the Umversity of 
Minnesota, Duluth, ancflndependent scool distrIcf No. 709 must 
also be set forth III tfie application. It must contain recommended 
CrIterIa for 8electmgmdividual schoIarShij) recIpients and criteria 
for scholarship amounts, that may include tuition, fees, boofs, and 
livinf eXl!f.nses for ten months. The· portion of the" scho arsrup 
attn uta e to living expenses ma~ be in the form (if !! loan to be 
forgiven if the recipient teaches in Illdependent school <listrict No. 
709, Dulutll,l'or five ~ears. If, however, the recipient is p~ced on 
oorequested leave of a sence ~ indellendent school distnct o. 709, 
Dliluth, the loan may be forgIven if t e recipient teaches III another 
Minnesota school distnct for an amount of time that, when added to 
the ~mount of tim. e taught in Duluth, aquals five years. T~e loan 
WrgIveness program must De develope III consultatIOn with the 
higher education cooramating board. . 

Only the following American Indian people may receive scholar
ships: 

(1) students entering the University of Minnesota, Duluth, who 
intend to become teachers in Minnesota; . 

(2) teacher aides who are employees of independent school district 
No. 709, Duluth, and wnointend to obtai~!! teachingTICeiise; and 

(3) licensed emFloyees of independent school district No. 709 who 
begin !! master 0 education program. . 

The joint application shall be submitted to the Minnesota Indian 
scholarship committee for review and comment. 
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determines appropriate. Scholarship money shall be included in the 
amount of the joint grant. 

Sec. 21. [1987 SPECIAL EDUCATION DEFICIENCY] 

$6,000,000 ~ appropriated from the general fund to the depart
ment of education for fiscal year 1988 for the deficiency in the 
amount appropriated for special education for fiscal year 1987 I>Jr 
Laws 1985, F'irst Special Session chapter 12, article 3, section 28, 
subdivision 2. The department of education shall reduce the amount 
of the levy certified I>Jr 1988 each school district, according to 
Minnesota Statutes, section 275.125, subdivision 8c, for special 
education by the amount that the district will receive as a result of 
this appropriiitiOn. The de~artment of education must not Coilslae.: 
this appropriation when a locating excess appropriations for fiscal 
year 1987 under Minnesota Statutes, section 124.17, subdivision 7. 

Sec. 22. [REPEALER.] 

Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 126.51, subdivision 3, is re
pealed. 

Sec. 23. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

Section 9 and 21 are effective the day following final enactment. 
The provisions of section 9 relating to placing ~ teacher on unre
quested leave of absence "PI'lY: to contracts entered into after the 
effective date of section 9. 

ARTICLE 4 

COMMUNITY EDUCATION 

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 121.88, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 9. [COMMUNITY SERVICE PROGRAMS.] A school board 
may offer, as part of a community education program~ acommli"iiltY 
service program for pubhc school pupils for the purpose of promoting 
active citizenship and addressing community needs through youth 
seryice. The community education advisory council shall design the 
service program in cooperation with the district planning, evaluat
.!.!!:g and reporting committee and local organizations that train 
volunteers or need volunteers' services. Programs must include: 

(1) preliminary training for pupil volunteers conducted, when 
possible, ~ organizations experienced In such trainIng; 
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(2) supervision of the P!!Pi! volunteers to ensure appropriate 
placement and adequate learmng opportunity; 

(3) sufficient opportunity for P!'Jlil volunteers to give genuine 
service to their community; and 

(4) integration of academic learning with the service experience. 

Examples of appropriate PIPil service placements include: child 
care, Head Start, early chi dhood education, and extended day 
programs; tutoring programs involving older pupils tutoring 
younger pupils; environmental beautification projects; and regular 
visits for shut-in senior citizens. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 121.88, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 10. [EXTENDED DAY PROGRAMS.] ~ school board· may 
oller, as part of" community education program, an extended day 
program for children from kindergarten through grade six for the 
purpose of expanding students' learning opportunities. EJirogram 
must include the following: 

(1) adult supervised programs while school ~ not in session; 

(2) parental involvement in program design and direction; 

(3) partnerships with the K -12 system, and other public, private, 
or nonprofit entities; and ' , 

(4) opportunities for trained secondary school pupils to work with 
younger children in " supervised setting as part of " community 
service program. 

The district may charge a sliding fee based upon family income for 
extended day programs. The district· may receive money from other 
public or private sources for the extended day program. The board 
shall develop standards for school age child care programs. 

Sec. 3. [129B.48] [PREKINDERGARTEN CHILD DEVELOP
MENT GRANTS.] 

Subdivision h [ESTABLISHMENT.) ~ grant program ~ estab
lished for prekindergarten child development programs. . 

Subd. 2. [ELIGIBLE CHILD.] An eligible child is " child who: 

(1) ~ at least three years old but has not entered kindergarten; 
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(2) resides in a family having a pre-tax income, for the 12 months 
before enrollment in the rogram, at or below the poverty level as 
determined ~ the federa government; and 

(3) has " significant delay in the development of any of the 
following areas: emotional, cognitive, language, physical-motor, or 
social. 

Subd. 3. [ELIGIBLE PROGRAMS.) ~ project head start agency, 
school district, group of districts, and nonprofit organizations are 
eITgi@e for grants. To be eligible for " ~ all children in the 
program must meet the requirements Qf subdivision 2, clause Q1 
and at least 90 percent must meet the requirements of subdivision 
2. 

Subd. 4. [CRITERIA AND PROCEDURES.) The state board of 
edUcationshall establish criteria and procedures to select recrpJents 
of grants. Criteria for recipients, other than head start agencies, 
must include at least the following: 

(1) adequate procedures to assess the developmental delay of 
children, according to subdivision 2, clause (3); 

(2) conformance to the federal guidelines for project head start 
agencies, to the extent practicable; 

(3) substantial involvement and education of the parents of the 
children; 

(4) " plan for coordination with local organizations that serve 
young children; 

(5) " local advisory board; and 

(6) an evaluation plan. 

Subd. 5. [GRANT AWARDS.) The state board may award grants 
for programs that meet the requirements of this section. Grants 
must be awarded to applicants located in different parts of the state. 
The board shall give priority in awarding grants to those applicants 
located in areas where no service is available within 30 minutes of 
eligible chIldi'en'Sresldences. A recipient must not use the grant 
money to supplant money or services available from other sources. 

Sec. 4. [APPROPRIATION; PREKINDERGARTEN CHILD DE
VELOPMENT PROGRAM GRANTS.) 

There ii; appropriated from the general fund to the department of 
education for grants for prekindergarten child development pro
grams $500,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1989. 
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ARTICLE 5 

EDUCATION AGENCIES' 

APPROPRIATIONS 

Section 1. [121.203] [HEALTH-RELATED PROGRAMS.] 

Subdivision 1. [AIDS PROGRAM.] The commissioner of educa
tion, in consultation with the commisSloiler of health, shall assist 
rustricls in developing and llilplementing a program to prevent and 
reduce the rIsk of acquired immune deficiency syndrome. Each 
dIstrICt shall have !'o program that includes at least: 

(1) planning materials, guidelines and other technically accurate 
ana updated information; 

(2) !'o comprehensive, technically accurate and updated curricu
lum; 

(3) cooperation and coordination among districts and ECSUs; 

(4) a targeting of adolescents, especially those who may be at high 
risk of contracting AIDS, for prevention ei'l'Oiis; 

(5) involvement of parents and other community members; 

(6) in-service training for appropriate district staff and school 
board members; . 

(7) collaboration with state agencies and organizations having an 
AIIfS prevention or AIDS risk reduction program; 

(8) collaboration with local community health services, agencies 
anaor anizations having an AIDS prevention or AIDS risk reduc
tion program; an 

(9) participation h state and local student organizations. 

The department may provide assistance at !'o neutral site to !'o 
nonpublic school participatin~ in !'o district's program. District 
r@amsmust not conflict wit the health and wellness curriculum 

eve oped under Laws 1987, chapter 398, article 5, section 2, 
subdivision 7. 

If a district fails to develop and implement a program to prevent 
and reduce the risk of AIDS, the department shall assist The ECSU 
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in the region serving that district to develop or implement the 
program. 

Subd. 2. [FUNDING SOURCES.] Districts may accept funds for 
AIDS programs developed and implemented under this secfiOiil'rom 
aublic and private sources including pUblic health funds and foun

ations, department professional development funds, federal block 
grants or other federal or state grants. 

Sec. 2. Laws 1987, chapter 398, article 5, section 2, subdivision 12, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 12. [COMPREHENSIVE ARTS PLANNING PROGRAM.] 
For technical assistance for the comprehensive arts planning pro
gram according to Minnesota Statutes, section 129B.21, there is 
appropriated: 

$37,500 ..... 1988, 

$37;500 ..... 1989. 

At? unexpended fund balance remaining from the apf,ro/lriations 
in t is subdivision for 1988 does not cancel and is avai abe for the 
second year of the bienIiliiiit-. -. - -- ----- -

Sec. 3. [REGIONAL PUBLIC LIBRARY DISTRICT RECOM" 
MENDATIONS.] 

~ December h 1988, the department of education, in consulta
tion with the departmentOf' revenue, shalf make recommendations 
to the governor and the legislature about the organization, financ
ing, and formation ofregional publiCllbrary distrtcts. 

Sec. 4. [MINNESOTA ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE FOUNDA
TION.] 

Beginning in fiscal year 1990, the Minnesota academic excellence 
foundation snaJTaITange funding for the unreimbursed travel 
expenses of school dIstricts participating mthe national portWiiOf 
the bicentennial competition on the constitution and bill ofrights. 

Sec. 5. [INFORMATION ON CATEGORICAL PROGRAMS.] 

~ January ~ 1989, the department of education shall provide to 
the education committees of the legislature mtormation on how 
school districts have allocated the revenue reserved for categorical 
programs under Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 
124A.27. This information ~ to include ~ list of cate~orical pro
grams that have been funded and the amount of ad itional re-
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sources that have been allocated for categorical programs compared 
to funding for these categoncal programs in prevIous years. 

Sec. 6. [CARRYOVER FOR MINNESOTA SCHOOL AND RE
SOURCE CENTER FOR THE ARTS.] 

An unexpended balance froin the appropriation for the Minnesota 
scliOol and resource center for the arts III Laws 1987-;cliapter ~ 
article !Q;. section 4, for fiscalyear 1988 does not cancel but IS 
aVailable tor fiscal year 1989. -. - -- - -- - -

Sec. 7. [EDUCATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS.] 

The 
state, 

shall its available 
tor staff and 

Sec. 8. [HIGHER EDUCATION COORDINATING BOARD; AP
PROPRIATION.] 

$30,000 is aJrropriated from the general fund to the high fir 
education coor inating board for llscal year 1989 to sumr,;rt t e 
activities of the task force on instructional technology esta lShemn 
Laws 198'1,cnaj)ter 401, sectIon 35. 

This a~rollriation is in addition to the amount appropriated £y 
Laws 19 ,c apter 401, sectIon ~ sUbi:Ilvision 2. 

Sec. 9. [DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION; APPROPRIATION.] 

Subdivision 1. [DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION.] There is ~ 
propriated from the general fund to the de~artment of eOuCatiOii the 
sums indicateain this section for the fisca years ending June 30ln 
the years designated. 

Subd. 2. [SECONDARY VOCATIONAL RESTRUCTURING.] For 
deveIOj)illg a restructured secondary vocational model, there is 
appropriated: 

$100,000 . "" 1988. 

This appropriation is in addition to the amount appropriated £y 
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Laws 1987, chapter 398, article 10, section 2, subdivision ~ and ~ 
avaua1lleUntil June 30, 1989. 

The commissioner of education,. in consultation with the state 
director of vocational technical education, the executIVe drrector of 
the state council on vocational technical edUCation, the chair of the 
university of Minnesota department of vocationalan([TeCIlliiCaI 
education, and the joint council of vocational teacher educators, 
shall develop !'c restructured model for the delivery of secondar~ 
vocational education. The model must designate various forms .'!... 
curriculum that will incorporate basic skills education and instruc
tion in h'"her order thinkmg skills into secondary vocational 
programs. he model must insure articulation of programs between 
secondary and post-seCondary programs. 

The commissioner ray contract for temporary staff to develop the 
restructured model. he contracts are not subject to the contract 
approval procedilreS of the commissioner of admInIstration or Min
nesota Statutes, chapter 16B. In developing the model, the commis
sioner shall provide for active participation by seconaary and 
post-secondary vocational technical teachers, vocational teacher 
educators, special needs staff, general education teachers, school 
counselors, school aammistrators, and representatives of business, 
industry, and labor. By December 1, 1988, the commisSIoner shaIl 
report to the governor and the education committees of the legisla
ture about the model and the plans and recommendations for 
implementation. 

Subd. 3. [EMERGING USES OF TECHNOLOGY] For collection 
anCfCliSsemination of infonnation on emerging uses ortecFiliOTDgles 
in education, there ~ appropnatea: 

$20,000 "'" 1989. 

Subd. 4. [COMPUTER USE BY TEACHERS.] For collection and 
dissemrnation of information on usage of computers by teachers, 
there ~ appropriated: 

Subd. ~ [PER ASSISTANCK] For assistance to regions and 
districts with their planning, evalliating and reporting rocess 
under Minnesota Statutes, section 126.664, there ~ appropriate: 

$60,000",., 1989. 

Subd. 6. [AIDS PROGRAM.] For a program to prevent and reduce 
the risk of AIDS, there ~ appropriated: 

$900,000 "'" 1989. 
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The appropriation ~ in addition to the amount appropriated ~ 
Laws 1987, chapter 398, article 10, section 2, subdivision 2. 

~ to $50,000 of this appropriation ~ for an independent evalu
ation or the AIDS-program. 

The department may. use a portion of the appropriation for 
tecnnology programs that provide individualized instruction about 
AIDS. 

The complement of the department ~ increased ~ one profes
sional and one clerical position until June 30, 1991. 

The department may contract for noncomplement. unclassifi.ed 
staff for the period of time necessary to implement the AIDS 
program. 

Subd. 7. [TEACHER LICENSING.] For teacher licensing, accord
i!!s: to Minnesota Statutes, section 125.08, there is appropriated: 

$80,000::::: 1988. 

The $80,000 is available to reimburse costs in both years of the 
biennium. 

This sum ~ added to the sum appropriated in Laws 1987, chapter 
398, article 10, section 2, subdivision 2. 

Subd. 8. [EDUCATIONAL SERVICES.] For educational services, 
there ~ appropriated: 

$250,000 ::::: 1989. 

This sum ~ added to the sum appropriated in Laws 1987, chapter 
398, article 10, section 2, subdivisIOn 2. 

Subd. 9. [BASIC SKILLS EVALUATION.] To begin!! comprehen
sive outside evaluation of literacy systems, tnere is appropriated: 

$75,000::::: 1989. 

This appropriation is contingent uEon the department's receipt of 
$1 from private sources for each ~ of this appropriation. The 
commissioner of education must certif'y recejpt of the private match
i!!s: funds. The appropriation shall be use to b1igin developin~ !! 
comprehensive evilluation system for basic ski s ro ams. Fhe 
denartment must contract with an entity that ~ not connecte to a 
de ivery system. 
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Subd. 10. [GED ON TV.] For statewide purchase of broadcast 
costs, pufiIlcity, and coordination of the GED on TV series, there is 
appropriated: - - -- - - -------

$100,000 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 1989. 

Subd. !l [METROPOLITAN OPEN ENROLLMENT.] For imple
mentation of ~ enrollment in the metropolitan area, there ~ 
approprIated: 

$150,000 .. ~ ~. 1989. 

The complement of the department of education is increased !!,y 
one professional and .5CTerical position for this purpose. 

The department of education shall ensure that information about 
opPOrtunities for families under the open enrollment program is 
made aVailable to families residingJn urban and suburban schoOl 
rustncts. The inrormation must incmdeaneast: opportunities to 
enroll in urban and suburbanrustricts; progTa.msthat are available; 
procedures and timelines to enroll in nonresidellt dIStricts; and 
policies of the districts. To educate and encouraNe families to the 
maximum extent possible, the department may Isseminate infor
mation, prOviTeassistance to individual falllilies, provide support
ive services for pupils and families, and prOVIde assistance to 
districts and district staff. 

Sec. 10. [STATE BOARD; APPROPRIATION.] 

For a comprehensive/tudy of dese e ation and integration costs, 
there IS appropriated rom the general fun to the state boaraot' eTuCation: -- -- -- - - ---- -

$75,000 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 1988. 

An unencumbered balance in fiscal year 1988 does not cancel and is 
available for fiscal year 1989. 

The state board ~ contract for a comprehensive study on the 
deseft!iegation and mtegration costs for fiscal years 1988 andl989 
and or the estimated costs for future years. The board must contract 
with outside consultants ex erienced in program and financial 
auruting related to desegregation an integration. 

The integration study must identify at least: (1) the costs attrib
utable to implementing each district's desegre~ation plan; (2) the 
minimum costs necessary to comply with state oard (Jesegregation 
rules; and (3) the costs tnat would occui'1nnecrrstrict were not 
requrrearo comPlY with state board desegregation rules. The study 
must determine the overlap in revenues and expelliITiiires among 
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desegregation revenue, integration revenue, and state and federal 
compensatory education revenue. The study must inclWle district 
~ bui[din!. level analysIs, with ~ stWfent costs and staffing 
ratIos provi ed where appropriate. 

Selection of ~ consultant and determination of methodology must 
occur !!y June .4 1988, in consultation with the Duluth, Minneapo
lis, and St. Paul school distrIcts. 

The state board shall submit recommendations for financing 
deseg!eg,illOn and integration costs and programs, mcluding QP: 
tions for " unirorm allocation metIlod or formula as opposed to " 
program budgeting approach. The board shall ~ to the ,over
for, the three districts, and the education commIttees' offue ~ 
aturefu: NOVember 30, 1988. -

Sec. 11. [EFFECTIVE DATE.J 

Sections 2, 6; 9, and 10 are effective the day following final 
enactment. - - - -- - -

ARTICLE 6 

OTHER EDUCATIONAL FUNDING 

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 120.06, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 3. [PUPILS, AT.LEAST 21 YEARS OJ" AGE.J In addition to 
those admitted under subdivision 1, admission to a publttl secondary 
school ~ free to a person who is elitble under tllis su ivision. In 
order to be eligi@e, a person must~ 

(2) ~ resident of the district where the secondary school .~ located; 
and 

(3) eligible under section 126.22, subdivision 2. 

Free admission is limited to two school yearit or the equivalent, or 
until tlie pupil completes the coursesreguire to graduate, which
ever iSTess. -----

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 120.17, 
subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [SPECIAL INSTRUCTION FOR HANDICAPPED 
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CHILDREN.] Every district shall provide special instruction and 
services, either within the district or in another district, for handi
capped children who are residents of the district and who are 
handicapped as set forth in section 120.03. Special instruction and 
services must be provided from birth until September 1 after the 
handicapped child becomes 21 years old but shail not extend beyond 
secondary school or its equivalent! except as provided in section 
126.22, subdivision 2. Local health, education, and social service 
agencies shall refer Children under age five who are known to need 
or suspected of needing special instruction and services to the school 
district. Districts with less than the minimum number of eligible 
handicapped children as determined by the state board shall coop
erate with other districts to maintain a full range of programs for 
education and services for handicapped children. This subdivision 
does not alter the compulsory attendance requirements of section 
120.10. . 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 122.91, is 
amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 7. IREVENUE.] An education district may be eligible for 
revenue under section 10. 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 123.351, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 10. [REVENUE.j il secondary vocational cooperative may 
be errgIble for revenue under section .!h 

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 123.3514, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 6b. [FINANCIAL ARRANGEMENTS, PUPILS AGE 21 OR 
OVER.) At the end of each school year, the department of education 
shall pay the tuition reimbursement amount to the post-secondary 
institutions for courses taken to fulfill high h school graduation 
requirements by pupils eligible for adult high sc 001 graduation aid. 
The amount of the tuition reImbursement equals the lesser of: 

(1) the actual costs of tuition, textbooks, materials, and fees 
directryreIatedlo the course or program taken by the pupil; or--

(2) an amount equal to the difference between the adult high 
school graduation aid attrmutable to that pUfil and an amount 
computed by multiplying the adult high schoo graduation aid I>y 
the ratio of the total number of hours that the P!!P!l ~ enroiled in 
courses in the secondary school during the regular school year over 
the total number of secondary instructional hours p"! P!!P!l in that 
pupil's resident district. 
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The amount of tuition reimbursement paid for each ~ shall be 
subtracted from the adult high school graduation aid paid to the 
pupil's resiOeiif district. IT !Ie Pit' ~ enrolled in !Ie course lOr 
post-secondary credit, the school istrict shall include the pupil in 
average daily memberShlp as computed under section 120.17, sub
division! only for the' portion of time 1uring which the pupil ~ 
enrolled in courses at the secondary schoo and enrolled in courses at 
the post-secondary institution for seCondary credit. 

The department must not ~ any tuition reimbursement or other 
costs of !Ie course taken for post-secondary credit only. 

Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 124.17, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd .. 2e. [AVERAGE DAILY MEMBERSHIp, PUPILS AGE 21 
OR OVEI[JThe averaf-e daily membership for pupil" age 21 or over, 
is equal to the ratio 0 the number of yearlYliours t at the pupil is 
in membership to the number of instructional hours in the district's 
regular school year. -

Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 124.214, subdivision 2, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [ABATEMENTS.] Whenever by virtue of chapter 278, 
sections 270.07,375.192, or otherwise, the assessed valuation of any 
school district for any taxable year is changed after the taxes for that 
year have been spread by the county auditor and the mill rate as 
determined by the county auditor based upon the original assessed 
valuation is applied upon the changed valuations, the county 
auditor shall, prior to February 1 of each year, certity to the 
commissioner of education the aniount of any resulting net revenue 
loss that accrued to the school district during the preceding year. 1ft 
August sf Each year, the commissioner shall pay an abatement 
adjustment to the district in an amount calculated according to the 
provisions of this subdivision. This amount shall be deducted from 
the amount of the levy authorized by section 275.48. The abatement 
adjustment shall be recognized as revenue in the fiscal year in which 
it is received. The amount of the abatement adjustment shall be the 
product of: . 

(1) the net revenue loss as certified by the county auditor, times 

(2) the ratio of: 

(a) the sum of the amounts of the district's certified levy in the 
preceding October according to the following: 

(i) seeti6lls 124/,.98, suhdivisisn ±, 124/,.9(;, suMivisisn &a, """ 
124/<.118, suMi'lisisn &a, section 124A.23 if the district is entitled t& 
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00si-e knlftdatien receives general education aid according to that 
section~; --

W seetien 124LHl, sHBai'lisien :la, if the aistFiet is entitlea te 
thiffi tieF aid aeeeFaiDg te seetien 124L1(:), sHIHli'lisien 4; 

{iiij seet;ens 124A.12, sHMiyisien :la, ffiHI 124.'..14, sHM;'lis;en 
00, if the aistriet is eligiBle fflr ffiar#t tieF aid aeeeraing te seetien 
124A.12, SHBaiY;sieH 4; . 

fffl seet;eDs 124.'..Og, sHM;y;s;en 4,ffiHl27a.12ti, sHM;Y;S;eH ~if 
the aistriet is entitleEl te SHmmer seIwe! aid aeeeraing te seetieD 
124.201; ffiHI . 

M (ii) section 275.125, subdivisions 5 and 5c, if the district is 
eHtiUeElte receives transportation aid according to section 124.225, 
sHbdivisisft &; 

(iii) section 124.244, ifthe district receives capital expenditure aid 
according to that section; 

(iv) section 275.125, subdivision l1c, if the district receIves 
hazardous substance aid according to Seclion I24.245; 

(v) section 275.125, subdivision 8, clauses (a) and (b), if the district 
receives community education aid according to sectiOn-124.271; 

(vi) section 275.125, subdivision Sb, !f the district receives early 
childhood family education aid according to section 124.2711; and 

(vii) section 275.125, subdivision 6f, !fthe district receives excep
tional need aid according to section 124.217; 

(b) to the total amount of the district's certified levy in the 
preceding October ,HlfflHant te seetieDs 124A.Og, 1241' .. 06, SHBai'li 
sieft:la, 124.'..08, sHMiyisien:la, 124"\.10, SHBaiyisisn:la, 1241..12, 
sHBEliY;sien:la, 124L14, sHBEliY;sieH 00, ffiHl27ti.12ti, plus or minus 
auditor's adjustments. 

Sec. S. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 124.214, 
subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [EXCESS TAX INCREMENT.] If a return of excess tax 
increment is made to a school district pursuant to section 469.176, 
subdivision 2, or upon decertification of a tax increment district, the 
school district's aid €Rtitlemeflts and levy limitations must be 
adjusted for the fiscal year in which the excess tax increment is paid 
under the provisions of this subdivision. 
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(a) An amount must be subtracted from the school district's aid for 
the current fiscal year equal to the product of: 

(1) the amount of the payment of excess tax increment to the 
school district, times 

(2) the ratio of: 

(A) the slim of the amounts of the school district's certified levy for 
the fiscal year in which the excess tax increment is paid according to 
the following: 

(i) eeetions 124.' •. 93, s..adivisioft l-; 12UdJ6, slibdivision3&, """ 
124.' •. 98, suMivisien 3&, section 124A.23 if the seheel district is 
efttitled te basie fuuftdatioft receives general education aid according 
to that section 124.-\.92; 

W seetieRS 124,'..19, sliMi"isien 3&, """ 124.'..29, slihEli"isioft 2, 
if the seheel distFiet is efttitled te thi.d tie. aid aeeo.diftg te seetieft 
12U..l9, subdivision 4; 

filif eeetiefts 124.-\.12, subdivisioft 3&, """ 12tt..lt, suhElivisioft 
00, if the seheel dist.iet is eligible fuF fuu.u. tie. aid aeeerdiftg te 
seetieft 124.' •. 12, s..adivisioft 4; 

fiv} seetioft 124.'..98, subdivisioft 4, if the seheel dist.iet is efttitled 
te su"'me, seheel aid aeee,diHg te seetion 124.291; """ 

M (ii) section 275.125, subdivisions 5 and 5c, if the school district 
is entilled te receives transportation aid according to section 
124.225, slibdivisioH 8a; 

(iii) section 124.244, if the district receives capital expenditure aid 
'according to that section; 

(iv) section 275.125, subdivision l1c, if the district receives 
hazardous substance aid according to Section 124.245; 

(v) section 275.125, subdivision 8, clauses (a) and (b), ifthe district 
rewves community education aid according to section-124.271; 

(vi) section 275.125, suhdivision 8b, if the district receives early 
chTIdhood family education aid accoraing to section 124.2711; and 

(vii) section 275.125, subdivision 6f, if the district receives excep
tional need aid according to section 124.217; 

(B) to the total amount of the school district's certified levy for the 
fiscal year "u .. uafttte seetieRS 12tA.93, 124A.96, subdivisioH 3&, 
124.'..98, suhElivisien 3&, 124.'..19, s..adivision 3&, 124.-\.12, .~ 
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visieft &a, 124:\.14, sabdivisioB 00, 124.'..20, sabdivisioB g, and 
278.128, plus or minus auditor's adjustments. 

(b) An amount must be subtracted from the school district's levy 
limitation for the next levy certified equal to the difference between: 

(1) the amount of the distribution of excess increment, and 

(2) the amount subtracted from aid pursuant to clause (a). 

If the aid and levy reductions required by this subdivision cannot 
be made to the aid for the fiscal year specified or to the levy specified, 
the reductions must be made from aid for subsequent fiscal years, 
and from subsequent levies. The school district shall use the 
payment of excess tax increment to replace the aid and levy revenue 
reduced under this subdivision. 

This subdivision applies only to the total amount of excess 
increments received by a school district for a calendar year that 
exceeds $25,000. 

Sec. 9. [124.261] [ADULT HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATION AID.] 

Adult bigh school graduation aid for eligible pupils age 21 or over, 
equals an allowance of 65 percent of the general education formula 
allowance times the average daily membership under section 
124.17, subdivision 2e. Adult high school graduation aid must be 
paid in addition to any other aid to the district. Average daily 
membership of eligible pupils must not be used in the computation 
of P"Pi.! units under section 124.17, subdivision l, for any purpose 
other than the computation of adult high school graduation aid. 

Sec. 10. [124.2721] [EDUCATION DISTRICT REVENUE.] 

Subdivision 1. [ELIGIBILITY.] An education district is eligible for 
education district revenue if the department certifies that it, meets 
the requirements of section 122.91, subdivisions 3 and 4. The pupil 
units of a district that is a member of intermediate district No. 287, 
916, or 917 may not be used to obtain revenue under this section. 
The P"Pi.! units of a district may not be used to obtain revenue under 
this section and section 11. 

Subd. 2. [REVENUE.] Education district revenue iE; $60 1"": 
actual P"Pi.! unit in each district that is " member of an education 
district. 

Subd. 3. [LEVY.] To obtain education district revenue, an eligible 
edUcilion district may levy the lesser of its education district 
revenue or the amount raised by 1.3 mills times the adjusted 
assessed valuation of each participating district for the preceding 
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year. Each year, the education district board shall certify to the 
countyauaitor or county auditors the amount of taxes to be levied 
under this section. 
~~--

Subd. 4. [AID.] The aid for an education district equals its 
education district revenue minus its education district levy, times 
the ratio of the actual amoiiiit"1evied to the permitted levy. 

Subd. 5. [USES OF REVENUE.] Education district revenue must 
be used !>r the education district board to provIde educatwnaI 
programs according to the agreement adopted !>r the education 
district board, as required !>r section 122.94. 

Sec. 11. [124.575] [SECONDARY VOCATIONAL COOPERATIVE 
REVENUE.] 

Subdivision h [ELIGIBILITY.] ~ secondary vocational coopera
tive establIshed under section 123.351 ~ eligible for secondary 
vocational cooperative revenue !f it meets. the size reguirements 
specified in section 122.96, subdivision 3, andlhe cooperative offers 
programs authorized under section 123.351, subdivision 4, para
gr".(lIl (b), clause ill and clause (2) or (3). The pupil units of !'o 
diStrict that is a member of intermediate school district No. 287, 
916, or 917 may not be used to obtain reveIiUeUnder thissectiOll." 
The pupil units ofaoistrict may not be used to obtain revenue under 
this section and section 10. 

Subd. 2. [REVENUE.] Secondary vocational cooperative revenue 
~ $20 ~ actual P!!Iill unit in the participating school districts of !'o 
secondary vocational cooperative. 

Subd. ;L [LEVY.] To obtain secondary vocational cooperative 
revenue, an eligible secondary vocational cooperative may ~ the 
lesser of its secondary vocational cooperative revenue or the amount 
raised !>r .4 mills times the adjusted assessed valuation of each 
member district for the preceding year. Each year, the secondary 
vocational cooperative board must certify the amount of taxes to be 
levied under this section to the county auditor or county auditors. 

Subd. 4. [AID.] The aid for !'o secondary vocational cooperative 
equals its secondary vocational cooperative revenue minus its 
secondary vocational cooperative levy, times the ratio of the actual 
amount levied to the permitted levy. 

Sec. 12. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 126.22, 
subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [ELIGIBLE STUDENTS PUPILS.] The following sa.
deHts pupils are eligible to participate in the high school graduation 
incentives program: 
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(a) any student ~ who is between the ages of 12 and 16 and 
who: 

(1) is at least two grade levels below the performance level for 
students pupils of the same age in a locally determined achievement 
test; or 

(2) is at least one year behind in obtaining credits for graduation; 
or 

(3) is pregnant or is a parent; or 

(4) has been assessed as chemically dependent; or 

(5) has been absent from attendance at school without lawful 
excuse for ene W Dl6Fe eI-ass perieds eft more than 15 consecutive 
school days in the preceding or current school year; 

(b) any student ~ who is between the ages of 16 and 19 who is 
attending school, and who is at least two grade levels below the 
performance level for st. .. ients pupils of the same age in a locally 
determined achievement test, or is at least one year behind in 
obtaining credits for graduation, or is pregnant or is a parent, or has 
been assessed as chemically dependent; or 

(c) any person between 16 and 21 years of age who has not 
attended a high school program for at least 15 consecutive school 
days, excluding those days when school is not in session, and who is 
at least two grade levels below the performance level for students 
pupils of the same age in a locally determined achievement test, or 
is at least one year behind in obtaining credits for gradqation, or has 
been assessed as chemically dependent~ or 

(1) has received less than 14 years of public or nonpublic educa
tion, beginning at age 5; 

(2) has already completed the studies ordinarily required in the 
lOth grade but has not completed the requirements for -"- high school 
diploma or the equivalent; and 

(3) at the time of application, (i) ~ eligible for unemployment 
compensation benefits or has exhausted the benefits, (ii) ~ eligible 
for or is receiving income maintenance and support services, as 
defined in section 268.0111, subdivision 5, or (iii) ~ eligible for 
services under the displaced homemaker program, state wage
subsidy program, or any programs under the federal Jobs Training 
Partnership Act or its successor. 
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. Notwithstandin6! section 127.27, subdivision 7, the provisions of 
section 127.29, su division 1, do not "PE!Y to pupils age 17 and older 
who participate in the high senool graduation incentives program. 

Sec. 13. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 126.22, 
subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [ELIGIBLE PROGRAMS.] Smdeftts Pupils who are 
eligible to participate under subdivision 2 may enroll in the follow
ing programs: 

(a) Any program approved by the state board of education under 
Minnesota Rules, part 3500.3500L including area learning centers 
under sections 129B.52 to 129B.55, or according to section 12l.11, 
subdivision 12, may enroll st .. deftts pupils wbo are eligible to 
participate under subdivision 2, clause (a), (b) IH'L (C)L or (d); 

(b) St .. deftts Pupils eligible to participate under subdivision 2, 
clause (b) IH'L (C)L or (d) may enroll in secondary school courses ~ 
!I resolution passed !ii !I school board approving enronment, or may 
enroll in post-secondary courseS under section 123.3514; and 

(c) Any public secondary education program may enroll any 
smdeftt pupil who is eligible to participate under subdivision 2, 
clause (a), (b) IH'L (C)L or (d). 

An eligible institution providin~ eligible programs as defined in 
this subdiVIsion may contract Wit an entity providmg adult basic 
education programs under the community education program con
tained in section 121.88 for actual program costs. 

Sec. 14. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 129B.20, subdivision 1, 
is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [FUNDING.] Each site shall receive $1,250 each 
year for two years. If fewer than 30 sites are selected, each site shall 
receive an additionaT}irOpOrtlOnate share of mone~ appropriated 
and not use!i.-Before receiving money for the secon year, a long
range planfor arts education must be submitted to the department. 

Sec. 15. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 129B.53, 
suMhtision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [PEOPLE TO BE SERVED.] A center shall provide 
programs for secondary pupils and adults, giving priority to serving 
persons between 16 and 21 years of age. Secondary pupils to be 
served are those who are chemically_ dependent, not likely to 

_gT!Lduate_fromhigh school, heed assistance in vocational and basic 
skills, can benefit from employment experiences, and need assis
tance in transition from school to employment. Adults to be served 
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are dislocated homemakers and workers and others who need basic 
educational and social services. In addition to offering programs, the 
center shall coordinate the use of other available educational 
services, social services, and post-secondary institutions in the 
community. The center may also provide programs for elementary 
and secondary pupils who are not attending the center to assist 
them in completing high school. 

Sec. 16. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 1360.27, is 
amended to read: 

1360.27 l'l'AX STATE AIDS AND LEVIES, CERTIFICf.TES QF 
INDEBTEDNESS.] --

Subdivision 1. [LEVIES FOR CERTAIN PROGRAMS.] Each year 
the joint school board may certify to each participating school 
district tax levies that shall not in any year exceed .6 mills on each 
dollar of adjusted assessed valuation for special education and. 7 
mills on each dollar of adjusted assessed valuation for expenses for 
secondary vocational education. Each participating school district 
shall include SHeh these tax levies in the next tax roll which it shall 
certify to the county auditor or auditors, and shall remit the 
collections of such levies to the board promptly when received. &.eh 
These levies shall not be included in computing the limitations upon 
the levy of any participating district >HlIIeF se.tieas 124A03, 
124.'..06, sllladivisiea &a, 1241".08, SIlildivisiea &a, 124.'..10, SHildi
¥isien &a, 1241".12, sHildivisiea &a, 124/..14, sHl3divisiea 00, aH<I 
279.129. The board may, any time after SHeh these levies have been 
certified to the participating school districts, issue and sell certifi
cates of indebtedness in anticipation of the collection of such levies, 
but in aggregate amounts such as will not exceed the portion of the 
levies which is then not collected and not delinquent. 

Subd. 2. [PROHIBITED LEVIES.] Notwithstandin~ section 
136D24 or any other law to the contrary, the joinJ schooloard may 
not certify, either itself, to any participating istrict, or to any 
cooperating school district, any levies for any purpose, except the 
levies authonze.:rDy subdivision 1, sections 127.05, 275.125, subdi
VlSWnS 8c and 14a, 275.48, and 475.61, and for the joint school 
board's obligations under section 268.06, subdivision 25, for which "'
levy j>; authorized lly section 275.125, subdivision 4. 

Subd. ~ [PROHIBITED STATE AIDS.] Notwithstanding section 
1360.24 or any law to the contrary, the department of education 
shall not pay, unless explicitly authorized by statute, any state aid, 
grant, credit, or other mon"y to the joint school board, except the 
aid, credit, or money aut orize.rl)y sections 121.201, 123.3514, 
124.2137, 124.252, 124.32, 124.573, 124.574, and 124.646, and 
chapter 273. 
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Sec. 17. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 136D.74, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 2a. [PROHIBITED LEVIES.) Notwithstanding subdivisions 
~ and 4, section 136D.73, subdivision 3, or any other law to the 
contrary, the intermediate school board may not certify, either 
itself, to any participating ffistrlCt, or to any cooperating school 
district, any levies for any purpose, except the leVIes authori~ 
subdivision h sections 127.05, 275.125, subdivisions 8c and 14a, 
275.48, and 475.61, and for the intermediate school board's obliga
tions under section 268.06, subdivision ~ for which !Ie levy ~ 
autIlonZedbJ: section 275.125, subdivision 4. 

Sec. 18. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 136D. 7 4, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 2b. [PROHIBITED STATE AIDS.) Notwithstanding subdi
vision! Or any law to the contrary, the department of education 
shall not ~ unless expliCItly authorized, any state aid, grant, 
credit, or other money to the intermediate school board, except the 
aid, credit, or money authorized ~ sections 12l.201, 123.3514, 
124.2137, 124.252, 124.32, 124.573, 124.574, and 124.646, and 
chapter 273. 

Sec. 19. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 136D.87, is 
amended to read: 

136D.87 [TAX LEVIES, CERTIFICATES OF INDEBTEDNESS.) 

Subdivision 1. [LEVIES FOR CERTAIN PROGRAMS.) Each year 
the joint sChool board may certify to each participating school 
district tax levies that shall not in any year exceed .6 mills on each 
dollar of adjusted assessed valuation for expenses for special educa
tion and .7 mills on each dollar of adjusted assessed valuation for 
expenses for secondary vocational education. Each participating 
school district shall include SHeh these tax levies in the next tax roll 
which it shall certify to the county auditor or auditors and shall 
remit the collections of SHeh these levies to the board promptly when 
received. SHeh These levies shall not be included in computing the 
limitations upon the levy of any participating district....oo,. sections 
124/".03, 124LQ6, Slliltlivisien a.., 1241\.08, s*"livisien a.., 
1241".10, s*"livisien a.., 124fd2, SllBElivisien a.., 1241\.14, sailtIi
visieH ea, aDd 278.128. The board may, any time after SHeh these 
levies have heen certified to the participating school districts, issue 
and sell certificates of indebtedness in anticipation of the collection 
of SHeh levies, but in aggregate amounts SHeh as that will not exceed 
the portion of the levies which is then not collected and not 
delinquent. 

Subd. 2. [PROHIBITED LEVIES.) Notwithstanding section 
136D.84 or any other law to the contrary, the joint school board may 
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not certify, either itself, to any participating district, or to any 
cooperatin~ school district, any levies for any purpose, except the 
levies aut orized ~ subdivision h sections 127,05, 275.125, subdi
visions 8c and 14a, 275.48, and 475.61, and for the joint school 
board's obligations under section 268.06, subdivision 25, for which a 
levy ~ authorized ~ section 275.125, subdivision 4.-----

Subd. 'L [PROHIBITED STATE AIDS.] Notwithstanding section 
1360.24 or any law to the contrary, the department of education 
shall not ~ unless explicitly authorized, any state aid, grant, 
credit, or other money to the jomt school board, except for aid, credit, 
or money authorized by sections 12l.201, 123.3514, 124.2137, 
124.252, 124.32, 124.573, 124.574, and 124.646, and chapter 273. 

Sec. 20. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 275.125, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 6i. [RULE COMPLIANCE LEVY.] Each year a district that 
~ required to implement ~ plan according to the requirements of 
Minnesota Rules, parts 3535.0200 to 3535.2200, may levy an 
amount not to exceed one mill times the adjusted assessed valuation 
of the district.rrurepenaeIitSchool dIStrict No. 625, St. Paul, my 
levy according to this subdivision and subdivision 6e. NotWltllStan -
~ section 12l.904, the entire amount of this levy shall be recog
nized as revenue for the fiscal year in Which the levy ~ certified. 
This levy shall not be considered in computing the aid reduction 
under section 124.155. 

Sec. 2l. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 275.125, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 8e. [INTERDISTRICT COOPERATION LEVY.] This subdi
vision does not ll.PP!.Y to special school district No. 1, illdepenaent 
school district No. 11, 625, or 709, or to a district that is a member 
of intermediate school dIStrICt No. 28'7,' 916, or 917. A district may 
levy each year under this subdmsfmllf it: - -- -

(1) is a member of an education district, under sections 122.91 to 
122.96, and the education district of which the district is aliieiiiber 
does not receIVe revenue under section 10; or ~ 

(2) has '" cooperation agreement with other districts to expand 
curricular offerings in mathematics in grades 10 to 12, science in 
grades 10 to 12, foreign languages for two years, computer usage, or 
other programs recommended by the state board. 

The levy must not exceed the amount raised ~ one mill times the 
adjusted assessed valuation of the district for the preceding year. A 
district that is a member of ~ secondary vocational cooperative that 
levies under section 11, may levy the difference between the amount 
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raised Qy one mill times the adjusted valuation of the district for the 
preceding year and the amount levied under section !L The 
proceeds of the levy may be used only to ~ for instructional and 
administrative costs incurred in providing the curricular offerings 
under this section. A district may not spend more than five percent 
of the amount of the levy for administration. 

Sec. 22. Laws 1987, chapter 398, article 3, section 38, is amended 
to read: 

Sec. 38. [COMMISSION SPECIAL EDUCATION STUDY STUD
IES.] 

The sum of $lQQ,QQQ $250,000 is appropriated for fiscal year 1988 
from the general fund to the legislative commission on public 
education for the commission to conduct: (1) a comprehensive 
qualitative and quantitative evaluation andanalytical study of 
special education, financing, and related servicesi (2) " study of 
education accountability measures; and (3) an education organiza
tion study that includes findings about learning opportunities for 
learners, financial considerations,. and alternative patterns of edu
cational organization. The sum is available until June 30, 1989 .. 

Sec. 23. [TASK FORCE ON EDUCATION ORGANIZATION.] 

Subdivision 1. [ESTABLISHED.] There is established a task force 
on education organization that ~ composea of 24 members. It; shall 
be an advisory task force to the legislative commission on public 
education. 

Subd. ~ [MEMBERSHIP.] The legislative commission on public 
education shall appoint 18 members who rellresent various sizes of 
school districts and geographical areas of ~ state. Each member 
shall be " person who has knowledge of: 

(1) the ~ selecting the person; 

(2) the day-to-day operations of schools; and 

(3) the items to be considered Qy the task force. 

A person selected Qy" ~ ~ not required to be a member of the 
~ 

~ June h 1988, each ~ shall submit to the chair of the 
legislative commission the names of two people and the commission 
shall select, at random, one of the two people to serve on the task 
force. Each of the following ~ shall be represented on the task 
force: 
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(1) state board of education; 

(2) state curriculum advisory committee; 

(3) Minnesota school boards association; 

(4) association of stable or growing school districts; 

(5) association of metropolitan school districts; 

(6) Minnesota rural education association; 

(7) Minnesota community education association; 

(8) Minnesota association of school administrators; 

(9) Minnesota association of secondary vocational administrators; 

(10) Minnesota administrators of special education; 

(11) Minnesota association of secondary school principals; 

(12) Minnesota elementary school principals' association; 

(13) Minnesota education association; 

(14) Minnesota federation of teachers; 

(15) Minnesota congress of parents, teachers, and students; 

(16) independent school districtNos, 11 and 625 and special school 
district No.1; 

(17) the business community; and 

(18) associations representing nonpublic education. 

In addition, six members of the legislature shall be appointed to 
the task force. The subcommittee on committees of the committee on 
roes anaaamlillStration of'the senate shaH appoinTlliree members 
of the senate. The speaker of the house of representatives shall 
appoint three members of the house. 

The commissioner of education, or a designee, shall be an ex 
officio nonvoting meml:ler of the task force. 

The chair of the legislative commission shall convene the first 
meetinr. of the task force ~ July h 1988. The task force members 
shall e ect the chair of the task force. 
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Subd. 3. [ITEMS FOR CONSIDERATION.] In considerin~ educa
tio~fnization, the task force shall consider and make indings 
about ~ following: 

(1) learning opportunities, including, but not limited to: 

(i) minimum and maximum curricular offerings; 

(ii) alternatives to traditional instructional time or learning year; 

(iii) state board of education rules; 

(iv) learning and teaching options; and 

(v) community education and its implications; 

(2) financial considerations, including, but not limited to: 

(i) funding and tax equity; 

(ii) the relationship between educational expenditures and stu
dent aClllevement; 

(iii) implications for employees, including salaries, fringe bene
fits, and collective bargaining; 

(iv) facility needs, uses, and alternatives, including construction 
ofouplicative laCffities Qy M]acent districts; and 

(v) community education and its implications; 

(3) alternative patterns of organization, including, hut not limited 
to: 

(i) various management organizational structures; 

eii) technology use; 

(iii) incentives to reorganize; 

(iv) research on education organization; and 

ev) community education and its implications. 

Subd. 4. [SUBCOMMITTEES.] The task force shall appoint at 
least two subcommittees. One subcommittee snan aoaress curricu

.lum and learning opportullffies. One subcommittee shall address 
organizational structures and finance. The members of both sub-
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committees shall be representative of various sizes of school districts 
and geographical areas of the state. 

Subd. 5. [EXPENSES AND EXPIRATION.] The task force shall 
begoverned i:>y Minnesota Statutes, section 15:059,SiibdlV1Slon 6. 

Subd. 6. [STAFF ASSISTANCE.] The education committees of the 
legJSIaIure and the department of education shall provide staff 
assistance to the task force and subcommittees. 

Subd. 'L [FINDINGS.] The task force shall report its findings to 
the legislative commission by December h 1988. 

Sec. 24. [APPROPRIATIONS.] 

Subdivision!.:. [DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION.] There ~ ~ 
propriated from the general fund or other named fund to the 
department of education the sums indicated in this section for fiscal 
years ending June 30 in the years designated. 

Subd. 2. [HUTCHINSON SCHOOL DISTRICT.] To reimburse 
indej)eIident school district No. 423, Hutchinson, for expenses actu
ally incurred in participating in the national bicentennial competi
tion on the Constitution and Bill of Rights, there ~ appropriated: 

$12,000 "'" 1988. 

Subd. 3. [ADULT HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATION AID.] For adult 
high school graduation aid, there ~ appropriated: ---

$1,000,000,,, .. 1989. 

If the appropriation is insufficient, the aid must be prorated. 

Subd. 4. [INTEGRATION GRANTS.] For grants for integration 
expenditures, there ~ appropriated: 

$12,013,600 . "" 1989. 

Grant amounts may not exceed $981,900 for independent school 
district No. 709, Duluth-;-$5,950,300 for special school district No. h 
Minneapolis, and $5,081,400 for independent school district No. 625, 
St. Paul. As " condition of receiving" grant, each district must 
continue to report its costs according to the uniform financial 
accounting and reporting system and must provide the information 
requested for the state board of education study of integration costs. 
As ~ further condition of receiving ~ grant, each district must 
submit .!:! report to the chairs of the education committees of the 
legislature about the actual expenditures !c! made for integration 
using the grant money. 
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Subd. 5. [CHISHOLM SCHOOL DISTRICT.] For ~ grant for ~ 
leadership program in independent school district No. 695, 
Chisholm, there is appropriated: 

$20,000 :::: ~ 1989. 

Subd. 6. [NORTHEAST MINNESOTA TECHNOLOGY CONSOR
TIUM.] For ~ grant to the northeast Minnesota technology and 
education consortium to develop ~ pilot computer technology pro
gram, there is appropriated: 

$50,000 . ~ ~ ~ ~ 1989. 

Subd. 7. rNORTHWEST EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY COOP
ERATIVE.] For ~ grant to independent school district Nos. 351, 354, 
436, 437, 442, 443, and 446 to develop ~ cooperatIve educational 
technology program, there ~ appropriated: 

$100,000 :::: ~ 1988. 

Any unexpended amount does not cancel and ~ available until 
June 30, 1989. 

Sec. 26. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

Sections 22, 23, and 24 are effective the day following final 
enactment. - - -- - --

Sections 10, subdivision 4, and 11, subdivision 4, are effective for 
the 1989-1990 school year.- -- --

ARTICLE 7 

MISCELLANEOUS 

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 92.06, subdivision 4, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [IMPROVEMENTS, WHEN PAYMENT NOT NECES
SARY.] If a person has made improvements to the land and if the 
commissioner believes that person settled the land in good faith as 
homestead land under the laws of the United States before it was 
certified to the state, or if the improvements were lawfully made by 
that person a.s a lessee of the state, then the value of the improve
ments must be separately appraised and, if the settler or lessee 
purchases the land, the settler or lessee is not required to pay for the 
improvements. If another person purchases the land, that person 
must pay the state at the time sf sale the owner of the improve-
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ments, in addition to all other required payments, the appraised 
amount for the improvements. 'fhe amount reeeivea by the state fuF 
the imflrovements must be flaitI te the settler eF lessee eF heifs.; 
Feflresentatives, eF assigns ef the settler eF lessee. Payment must be 
made by 'NaHant <lrawn by the eommissiener ef fiRaRee "fJ'ffi the 
state treaSl:fFer. l.£ffiS1:lRtS Fceeiv:ea fep the imprevemeHts aFe apJH'9-

flFiatea fuF ma],ing the flaymeRts Payment for improvements must 
be made within 15 days of the auction sale, either in cash or upon 
terms and conditions agreeable to the owner of the improvements.!f 
payment for improvements .i§: not made- in cash, and if there i§. no 
agreement between the parties within 15 days of the auction sale, 
the commissioner may: 

(1) sell the property to the second highest qualified bidder g' that 
bidder submitted to the commissioner's representative, at the auc
tion sale, !l written request to buy the property at !l specified price; 
or 

(2) void the sale and reoffer the property at !l subsequent sale. 

This subdivision does not apply unless the j3eFS!ffi see],iRg its 
benefit owner of the improvements makes a verified application to 
the commissioner showing entitlement to it the improvements 
before the first state public sale at which the land is offered for sale. 
The applicant must appear at the sale and offer to purchase the land 
for at least its appraised value including all timber on it, and make 
the purchase if no higher bid is received. Actions or other proceed
ings involving the land in question begun before the sale must have 
been completed. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 92.14, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 3. [ADDITIONAL ADVERTISING OF LAND SALES.] In 
ad<IlIWn to posted notice ofland sales required l>,y subdivisions 1 and 
2, the commissioner shall publicize land sales in Minnesota and 
elsewhere to the greatest extent possible, consistent with appropri
ations available for that purpose. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 92.46, sub
division 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [PUBLIC CAMPGROUNDS.] (a) The director may 
designate suitable portions of the state lands withdrawn from sale 
and not reserved, as provided in section 92.45, as permanent state 
public campgrounds. The director may have the land surveyed and 
platted into lots of convenient size, and lease them for cottage and 
camp purposes under terms and conditions the director prescribes, 
subject to the provisions of this section. 
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(b) A lease may not be made for a term more than 20 years. The 
lease may allow renewal, from time to time, for additional terms of 
no longer than 20 years each. The lease may be canceled by the 
commissioner 90 days after giving the person leasing the land 
written notice of violation of lease conditions. The lease rate shall be 
based on the appraised value of leased land as determined by the 
commissioner of natural resources. The appraised value shall be the 
value of the leased land without any private improvements and must 
be comparable to similar land without any improvements within the 
same county. 

(c) By July 1, 1986, the commissioner of natural resources shall 
adopt rules under chapter 14 to establish procedures for leasing land 
under this section. The rules shall be subject to review and approval 
by the commissioners of revenue and administration prior to the 
initial publication pursuant to chapter 14 and prior to their final 
adoption. The rules must address at least the following: 

(1) method of appraising the property; 

(2) determination of lease rates; and 

(3) an appeal procedure for both the appraised values and lease 
rates. 

(d) All money received from these leases must be credited to the 
fund to which the proceeds of the land belong. 

Notwithstanding section 16A.125 or any other law to the contrary, 
50 percent of the money received from the lease of permanent school 
fund lands leased pursuant to this subdivision shall be deposited 
into the permanent school trust fund. However, in fiscal years 1987, 
1988, 1989, 1990, 1991, and 1992, the money received from the lease 
of permanent school fund lands that would otherwise be deposited 
into the· permanent school fund is hereby appropriated to survey, 
appraise, and pay associated selling costs of lots as required in 
section 92.67, subdivision 3. The money appropriated may not be 
used to pay the cost of surveying lots not scheduled for sale. Any 
money designated for deposit in the permanent school fund that is 
not needed to survey, appraise, and pay associated selling costs of 
lots, as required in section 92.67, shall be deposited in the perma
nent school fund. The commissioner shall add to the appraised value 
of any lot offered for sale the costs of surveying, appraising, and 
selling the lot, and shall first deposit tI>e eests pecevepeEi ffi into the 
permanent school fund aM an amount equal to the costs of Survey
ing, appraising, and selling any lot /laid out of the sermanent school 
fund. Any remaining money sha be deposite into any other 
contributing funds in proportion to the contribution from each fund. 
In no case may the commissioner add to the appraised value of any 
lot offered for sale an amount more than $700 for the costs of 
surveying and appraising the lot. Netwithsta .. Eli .. g seetia .. ~ 
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sal"Ii"isiaH 4, as t& re'l'lests tar sale ef lakesHare lets reeeived hefure 
JaHaary -l-; 198+,- the eammissiaHer shall hekI the sale hefure 
Oetaber &l-; 198+,- if flassible, aH<!, if Bet flassible, the lets shall be 
"ffered tar sale at the Hffift sale in the saeeeediHg yefH'o 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 92.67, sub
division 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision L [SALE REQUIREMENT.) Notwithstanding section 
92.45 or any other law, at the request of a lessee or as otherwise 
provided in this section, the commissioner of naturarresources shall 
sell state property bordering public waters that is leased for the 
purpose of a private cabin under section 92.46. Requests for sale 
must be made prior to JaIy -l-; +99l December 31, 1992, and the 
commissioner shall complete all requested sales and sales arising 
from those requests by JaIy -l-; 1992. 'file lessee mii"IHRg the re"aest 
may designate the lesser ef $W() eF the lease flaymeHt in the year 
the Fe"aest is made t& be ased as part ef the dewH flaYffieHt 
December 31, 1993, subject to section 92.67, subdivision 3, clause 
(d). The sale shall be made in accordance with laws providing for the 
sale of trust fund land except as modified by the provisions of this 
section. 

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 92.67, sub
division 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [APPRAISERS; ALLOCATION OF APPRAISAL AND 
SURVEY COSTS,) (a) 'file For an appraisal conducted before the 
effective date of this section, a lessee requesting the sale may select 
a person who meets the minimum appraisal standards established 
by the federal Farmers Home Administration or the federal Veterans 
Administration to appraise the property to be sold. If more than one 
lessee of a cabin site lot leased by the commissioner under section 
92.46 within a platted area requests the sale of a leased lot, all 
requesting lessees may jointly agree upon an appraiser. If the lessee 
or lessees do not select an appraiser, the commissioner of natural 
resources shall select the appraiser. An appraisal prepared by " 
person who meets the minimum appraisal standards established ~ 
the Farmers Home Administration or the federal Veterans Admin
IStration, but who is not included on the list of appraisers approved 
~ the commissioner of administration for the appraisal of state 
property, must be reviewed ~ an appraiser selected ~ the commis
sioner of natural resources from the commissioner of administra
tion's list of approved appraisers. If, upon conclusion of this review, 
the commissioner of natural resources determines that the appraisal 
under review does not meet state appraisal standards, the commis
sioner shall reject the appraisal and have the property reappraised 
~ an appraiser selected from the Jist approved by the commissioner 
of administration. 

For appraisals conducted on and after the effective date of this 
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section, all appraisals of lots offered for sale shall be performed h 
persons selected !l.l' the commissioner Who are illcluded on the list of 
appraisers approved h the commissioner of administration for the 
appraisal of state property . .A lessee requesting a sale may recom
mend to the commissioner ~ person from the approved list to 
appraise the property to be sold. The commissioner shali ~ the 
approved list to any lessee upon request. 

(b) The costs of appraisal shall be allocated by the commissioner to 
the lots offered for sale and the successful bidder on each lot shall 
reimburse the commissioner for the appraisal costs allocated to the 
lot bid upon up to $700 for each lot appraised. If there are no 
successful bidders on a lot, the commissioner is responsible for the 
appraisal cost allocated to that lot. 

(c) The commissioner shall survey a lot prior to offering it for sale. 
The commissioner is responsible for the survey cost. 

(d) ~ lessee may step the sale l'reeess after the al'l'Faisal bat 
IleHwe thesaJe.c ~ lessee .....st reimburse the eemmissi" .. e. ffiF the 
east sf the Rl'l'rRisai if the sale is stel'l'ed If ~ lessee disagrees with 
the appraised value of the lessee's improvements, the lessee may 
select an appraiser from the approved list of appraisers to reappraise 
the improvements. The lessee iEl responsible for the cost of this 
reappraisal. If the commissioner and the lessee fail to agree on the 
value of the improvements within 180 days of the date an appraisal 
iEl performed, the commissioner shall offer the lot for sale at ~ price 
that incorporates the county assessor's estimated market value of 
the improvements adjusted by the assessment/sales ratio as deter
mined h the department of revenue. 

Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 92.67, sub
division 4, is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [TIMING OF SALES.l (a) The commissioner shall offer 
lakeshore cabin site lots for sale pursuant to written request and in 
accordance with the following schedule: 

(1) as to requests received before January 1, t98+ 1988, the sale 
shall be held not later than by October 31, t98+ 1988, if possible. 
However, if a lot is not offered for sale by that date~ lot shall be 
offered for sale at the next sale in the next year; 

(2) as to requests received each calendar year after December 31, 
198G 1987, the sale shall be held in June, July, or August of the year 
after the request is received; 

(3) notwithstanding clause (2), the commissioner may offer a lot 
for sale in the year the request is received if the commissioner will 
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offer for sale in that year other lots platted with the late requested 
loti 

(4) notwithstanding clause (2), ~ more than 50 percent of the 
lessees in a platted area request ~ December 31 of ~ calendar year 
that their lots be offered for sale, the commissioner shall offer for 
sale at one time during June, iuly, or August of the foTIOwmgyear 
all lots in ~PIatted area. IT ~ essee, whose lot ~Iocated in ~ plat 
where more than 50 percent of the lessees request that their lots be 
offered for sale, requests in writing that the lessee's lot not be 
offered tor sale, the commissioner may not oller the lot for sale until 
1993; aM 

(5) lots that are unsold for any reason at the end of 1993 shall be 
offered for sale in increments over ~ periodOf'five ~;=;;: 
in 1994:L'ots that are unsold for an~ reason at the 
be Ol'l'ered for sale in 1999 anTeac year thereafter until sold.--

(b) '!'he last sales shall be held in ~ Lots not sold the first year 
offered may be reoffered in a succeeding year, following reappraisal 
if it is determined necessary by the commissioner. 

(c) If a person other than the lessee purchases the leased lakeshore 
cabin site, the purchaser must make. payment in full to the lessee at 
the time ef the sale" in the manner provided in section 92.06, 
subdivision 4, for the appraised value of any improvements. Failure 
of a successful bidder to comply with this provision voids the sale 
and the property mast be relllil; if 1'8ssi131e, at the same sale may be 
reoffered for sale as provided in section 92.06, subdivision !. 

Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 92.67, subdivision 5, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 5. [TERMS OF SALE.] For the sale of the public lands under 
this section, the purchaser shall pay the state ten percent of the 
purchase price at the time of the sale. The balance must be paid in 
no more than 20 equal annual installments. The intere.st rate on the 
remaining balance shall be eight pereeat peP yea>' at the rate in 
effect at the time of the sale under section 549.09. - - -- -------------- ---

Sec. 8. [120.062] [ENROLLMENT OPTIONS PROGRAM.] 

Subdivision 1. [CERTAIN DISTRICTS EXCLUDED.] For the 
1989-1990 schoOl year only, this section ap~lies to a district that has 
more than 1,000 actual pupil units in kin ergarten through grade 
12. 

Subd. ~ [ESTABLISHMENT.] An enrollment options program is 
established to enable any pupil to attend ~ school or program in ~ 
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district in which the pupil does not reside, subject to the limitations 
in this section. 

Subd. 3. [CLOSED DISTRICTS.] A school board maYa !!.Y resolu
tion, determine that nonresident 1upils may not atten any of its 
scnools or programs' according to t is section. 

Subd. 4. [PUPIL APPLICATION PROCEDURES.] In order that a 
pnpil may attend a school or program in a nonresident mstrlct, the 
pupil's. paren~ o( guararan . must suOmTt an application. to the 
nonreSIdent dIstnct:The paren: or guardIan or ~ pupIlresIdmg m ~ 
district that does not have a esegregation ]Ian approved !!.Y the 
state board oreaucatlon must submIt an apr Ication !!.Y January 1 
for enroTIiiient duyng theTollowing Schoo year. The parent or 
guardian of ~ P!!Ei!. residlf! in ~ district that has ~ desegregation 
plan approved !!.Y the state ard of education f.'ay ~ to a district 
at any time. The applicatlOiiSliall be on ~ orm proviaea fu the 

. department oIed'ucation. A particurar School or program may be 
requested !!.Y the parent. 

Subd. 5. [DESEGREGATION PLANS.] A district that has a 
desegregation pIa,} approved !!.Y the state board of eduCation may 
limit the number 0 pupIls hwho transfer into or out of the district. To 
remain in compliance wit its desegregation plan,tlie district m)? 
establisnthe number OfIi1a~rity and minority ~ pupils w 0 
may tranSFer into or out of t e distncl. The district may accept or 
deject applications in a manner that will enable compliance with the 
esegregation plan-:-The district shall notifY the parent or ~ardian 

and the resident district according to the requirements of subdivi-
sion 6. . 

Subd. 6. [NONRESIDENT DISTRICT PROCEDURES.] Within 60 
days of receiving an application, ~ district that does not exclude 
nonresident pupils, according to subdiVIsion 3, shall ilotify the 
parjnt or guardian and the resident district in writing wether the 
app lcation has been accepted or rejected. !f an i!Cplication ~ 
rejected, the rustnct must state in the notification ~ reason for 
rejection. 

1"1\N,, FOR DECISIONS.] T~h~e~~~~ standards for -~-

Subd. 8. IWAIVER OF DEADLINES.] Up,n a¥eeement of the 
reSIUeiit and nonresident school boards, if app icabe, the deadlines 
in subdivTslOns 4 and ~ may be waIVed. 
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Subd. 9. [TRANSPORTATION.] IT requested ~ the parent of !'Ie 
pupil, the nonresident district shall provide trans ortation within 
the district. The state shall ~ transportation ai to t e district 
according to section 124.225. - - -

The resident district is not required to provide or pay for trans
portation between the pupil's residence and the border of the 
nonresident district. A parent may be reimOursea~ the nonresi
dent district for the costs of transportation from the pupil's residence 
to the border of the nonresident district g: the pupil ~ from ~ family 
whose income ~ at or below the poverty lew, as determined ~ the 
teaeral government. 

Subd. 10. [CREDITS TOWARD GRADUATION.] A nonresident 
distTICtshall accept credits toward graduation that were awarded h 
anotherCUstrict. The nonresident district shall award a diploma to a 
nonresident P!!@ g: the P!!@ meets its graduation requirements. 

Subd. 11. [INFORMATION.] A district that does not exclude 
nonresrdent pu~ils according to SUbdivision ~ shan make informa
tion about the istrict, schools, programs, policies, and procedures 
availaoreto all interested people. 

Subd. 12. [GENERAL EDUCATION AID.] Adiustments to gen
eral education aid for the resident and nonresident districts shall be 
made according to section 124A.036, subdivision §..: -

Sec. 9. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 120.075, subdivision la, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 1a. Any pupil who, pursuant to section 123.39, subdivision 
5, has continuously been enrolled since January 1, 1977 in a school 
district of which the pupil was not a resident may continue in 
enrollment in that district, tIftEl that aistriet shall he ee"siaerea the 
j>\ff>il'-s aistriet ef resiae"ee. 

Sec. 10. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 120.075, subdivision 3, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. Any pupil enrolled on either January 1, 1978, or April 5, 
1978, in a nonpublic school, as defined in section 123.932, subdivi
sion 3, located in a district of which the pupil was not a resident who 
would otherwise have qualified for enrollment in that district as a 
resident pursuant to subdivision 1 may attend the public schools of 
that district as a resiae"t. 

Sec. 11. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 120.075, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. §..: General education aid, capital expenditure aid, and 
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transportation aid attributable to pupils covered ~ programs under 
this section must be paid accordmg to sections 33, 30, and 29, 
respectively. 

Sec. 12. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 120.0751, subdivision 1, 
is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. The state board of education may permit a pupil 
whe eRralls to enroll in a school district of which the pupil is not a 
resident te be aeemeEi .. resiEleRt I*'t>H ef that Elistriet flHrsHaRt te 
under this section. . 

Sec. 13. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 120.0751, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 6. [AID.] General education aid, bapital expenditure aid, 
an!f1ranSportation aid for Eupils covered ~ programs under this 
section must be paiOaccor ing to sections 33, 30, and 29, respec
tively. 

Sec. 14. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 120.0752, subdivision 1, 
is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. A pupil may enroll in a school district of which the 
pupil is not a resident aad be aeemea .. resiaeat I*'t>H efthat aistriet 
I'HrSHaRt te under this section. 

Sec. 15. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 120.0752, 
subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [11TH AND 12TH GRADE STUDENTS.] Notwithstand
ing subdivision 2, an 11th or 12th grade pupil who has been enrolled 
in a district fur at least three eeRseeHtive :)'e!H'S and whose parent or 
guardian moves to another district, may continue to enroll in the 
nonresident district upon the approval of the school board of the 
nonresident district. The approval of the school board of the pupil's 
resident district is not required. 'ffle I*'t>H shall, be eeRsiElerea .. 
resiaeat ef the distriet ;,. whieh that stHae"t is eftFellea. 

Sec. 16. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 120.0752, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 4. General education aid, capital expenditure aid, and 
transportation aid for pupils covered ~ programs under this section 
must be paid according to sections 33, 30, and 29, respectively. 

Sec. 17. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 120.08, subdivision 2, is 
amended to read: 
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Subd. 2. A school board;" of a district maintaining a secondary 
school may by a majority vote provide for the instruction of any 
resident pupil in a school district in an adjoining state nearer te the 
~ j>laee ef resiaeRee thae the seftael ef the FesiaeRt aistFict, the 
aistaRees beiRg ",eas"'Fea by the t\ffilal travelea remes. Any charge 
for tuition or transportation, by the district sa atteRaea ... fer 
tFaRSl'ertatieR in the a~oining state, shall be paid by the ~ 
resident district I'Fe'liae that ffilffi. The pupil shall eeRtiR",e te be 
considered a pupil of the resident district ef FesiaeRce for the 
I'ay",e"t purposes of al'I'eFtie"",eRt aftd ather state aids aid. 

Sec. 18. [120.105) [EDUCATION STATEMENT.) 

Subdivision h [STATEMENT CONTENTS.] Each yer every 
school, as defined in section 120.101, subdivision 4, 0 fering ~ 
kindergarten program must ensure that the school principal, kin
dergarten teacher, or other professional, discusses and distributes 
the following statement to every parent, guardian, or other person 
enrolling a child in kindergarten: 

"The state of Minnesota requires that every child entering kin
dergartenThis school year must gTIiQuate from high school or 
remain in high school or in an alternative program until age 18. 
Only those who have been accepted in the military or an institution 
of higher learning can leave school before they are 18 years old." 

The department of education must make appropriate provisions to 
accommodate those children who newly enroll in ~ pUblic schoOl 
after kindergarten. All other schools must make similar provisions. 

Sec. 19. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 120.101, 
subdivision 5, is amended to read: 

Subd. 5. [AGES AND TERMS.] For the 1988-1989 school year and 
the school years thereafter, every child between seven and 16 years 
of age shall receive instruction for at least 170 days each year. For 
the 2000-2001 school year and later school years, every child 
between seven and 18 years of age shall receive instruction for at 
least 170 days each year. Every child under the age of seven who is 
enrolIea in a half-day kindergarten, or a full-day kindergarten 
program on alternate days, or other kindergarten programs shall 
receive instruction at least equivalent to 170 half days. A parent 
may withdraw a child under the age of seven from enrollment at any 
time. 

Sec. 20. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 120.101, 
subdivision 9, is amended to read: 

Subd. 9. [LEGITIMATE EXEMPTIONS.] A parent, guardian, or 
other person having control of a child may apply to a school district 
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to have the child excused from attendance for the whole or any part 
of the time school is in session during any school year. Application 
may be made to any member of the board, a truant officer, a 
principal, or the superintendent. The school board of the district in 
which the child resides may approve the application upon the 
following being demonstrated to the satisfaction of that board: 

(1) That the child's bodily or mental conditiori is such as to prevent 
attendance at school or application to study for the period required; 
or 

(2) That for the school years 1988-1989 throu~h 1999-2000 the 
child has alreaOycompleted the studies ordmariy required in the 
tenth grade and that for the school years beginning with the 
2000-2001 school year the cliild has alrea y completed the stumes 
ordinarily required to graduate from high school; or 

(3) That it is the wish of the parent, guardian, or other person 
having control of the child, that the child attend for a period or 
periods not exceeding in the aggregate three hours in any week, a 
school for religious instruction conducted and maintained by some 
church, or association of churches, or any Sunday school association 
incorporated under the laws of this state, or any auxiliary thereof. 
This school for religious instruction shall be conducted and main
tained in a place other than a public school building, and in no event, 
in whole or in part, shall be conducted and maintained at public 
expense. However, a child may be absent from school on such days as 
the child attends upon instruction according to the ordinances of 
some church. 

Sec. 21. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 123.35, subdivision 8, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 8. The board may establish and maintain public evening 
schools and adult and continuing education programs and such 
evening schools and adult and continuing education programs when 
so maintained shall be available to all persons over 16 years of age 
through the 1999-2000 school yejr and over 18 years of age 
beginnmg with the 2000-2OOISchoo year whQ,l'rom any cause, are 
unable to attend the fuU-time elementary or secondary schools of 
such district. 

Sec. 22. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 123.3515, 
subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [ESTABLISHMENT.] (a) An enrollment options 
program for school districts, in which a school district may volun
tarily participate, is established under this section, and includes 
those districts not participating in the enronnitmt 0Jtwns rogram 
under section !1. A participating district must inc ude a I grade 
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levels offered by the district. By formal resolution, a participating 
district must agree to: 

(1) allow its resident pupils to enroll III other participating 
districts; 

(2) accept nonresident pupils from other participating districts; 
and 

(3) follow the procedures in this section. 

(b) A nonparticipating district shall notify the commissioner eaeh 
yeffi' by September M VfaetaeF it willl'aFtieil'ate 30 of its partici
pation in the program during the following school year. l"<H' the 
1987 1988 seIteel ye&F;- a distFiet HHlS't Betif:y the e8mmissiaHeF by 
.ffily1-;~ 

Sec. 23. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 123.3515, 
subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [PUPIL APPLICATION.] A pupil who resides in a 
participating district may enroll according to this section in a 
participating nonresident district. The pupil's parent or guardian 
must apply to the nonresident district on a form provided by the 
department of education. The application must be submitted to the 
nonresident district by DeeemheF January 1 for enrollment during 
the following school year. l"<H'the 1987 1988 seIteel ye&F;- aft IiflI'li
eatiaH HHlS't be s"emitted by AHg'\lst 1-; ~ 

Sec. 24. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 123.3515, 
subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [NONRESIDENT DISTRICT PROCEDURES.] Within 
ten days of receiving an application, a nonresident district shall 
notify the resident district that it has received the application. The 
nonresident district shall notify the parent or guardian and the 
resident district by February 1 whether the pupil's application has 
been approved or disapproved. l"<H' the 1987 1988 seIteel ye&F;
llatifieati8H HHlS't _ by f.Hg'\lst 14, ~ 

Sec. 25. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 123.3515, 
subdivision 5, is amended to read: 

Subd. 5. [RACIAL BALANCE.] A school district that has a 
desegregation plan may limit the number of pupils who transfer into 
or out of the district. An application to transfer into or out of a 
desegregation district shall be submitted to that district by Navem 
llffi' December 1 of each year for enrollment during the following 
school year. l"<H' the 1987 1988 seIteel ye&F;- aft al'l'iieatiaH HHlS't be 
sHemitted by AHgHst 1-; ~ If approval of all of the applications 
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would resu)t in the district being out of compliance with its deseg
regation plan, the district shall establish the number of majority 
and minority group pupils who may transfer into or out of the 
district. The district may approve or disapprove the applications in a 
manner that will enable compliance with the desegregation plan, 
The district shall notify the parent or guardian by Nevember 
December 20 whether the pupil's application has been approved or 
disapproved. Fer the 1987 1988 sehool year, HetlfieatieR _ """"" 
by ,AillgHet l(), W8+.-

Sec. 26. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 123.3515, 
subdivision 6, is amended to read: 

Subd. 6. [TRANSPORTATION.] '!'he ReRresideRt dietriet shall 
I'revide traRsl'ertatieR within that distpiet far ReRFesideRt jffijffis 
eRPeiled IlRder this seetieR. '!'he state shall pay tFaRSI'ertatieR aid ta 
the distpiet aeeerdiRg ta seetieR 124.225. '!'he pesideRt distriet is Rat 
re'llliped ta I'revide 6f' pay far traRsl'ertatieR aetweeR a jlIlfli¥s 
resideRee and the Berder sf the ReRresideRt distriet. 

A parent or guardian may apply to the nonresident district for 
reimbursement for transportation costs between the pupil's resi
dence and the border of the nonresident district. The state board 
shall establish guidelines for reimbursing the transportation costs 
based on financial need. Chapter 14 does not apply to the guidelines. 

Sec. 27. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 123.3515, 
subdivision 9, is amended to read: 

Subd. 9. [AID.] PaymeRt sf fellRdatieR aid 6f' geReral edlleatieR 
aid far JlliI'ils eRrelied ffi a ReRre.ideRt distriet _ Be made 
aeeerdiRg ta s.etieR 12ifd'l36, suedivisi8R a General education aid, 
capital expenditure aid, and transportation aid attributable to 
pupils covered il,y programs under this section must be paid accord
irlg to sections 33, ~ and 29, respectively. 

Sec. 28. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 124.18, subdivision 2, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [TUITION.] Except as otherwise provided in law, every 
district which provides instruction in other distrIcts and which 
receives foundation program aid shall pay to the district furnishing 
this elementary and secondary school instruction the actual cost 
thereof chargeable to maintenance exclusive of transportation costs. 

There shall also be paid for capital outlay and debt service to the 
district providing such instruction $10 per pupil unit in average 
daily membership for each nonresident pupil unit, except that every 
district educating nonresident pupils may charge and include in its 
tuition, for capital outlay and debt service, an amount per pupil unit 
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in average daily membership based on the amount that the average 
expenditure for capital outlay and debt service determined by 
dividing such annual expenditure by the total number of pupil units 
in average daily membership in the district exceeds $10 per pupil 
unit. If the district has no capital outlay or debt service the district 
receiving such funds may use them for any purpose for which it is 
authorized to spend money. Provided further that if a district 
provides instruction for nonresident handicapped and trainable 
children, tuition shall be as specified in section 120.17, subdivision 
4. 

Sec. 29. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 124.225, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

SuM 81. [ALTERNATIVE ATTENDANCE PROGRAMS.] A dis
trict that serves nonresident pupils in programs under sections 8, 
120.075, 120.0751, 120.0752, 123.3515, 126.22, and 129B.52 to 
1298.55 shall provide authorized transportation to the PllIill within 
the attendance area for the school that the PllIill attends. The state 
shall ~ transportation aid attributable to the PllIill to the serving 
district according to this section. The district of the pupil's residence 
need not provide or ~ for transportation between the pupil's 
residence and the district's border. 

Sec. 30. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 124.245, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 6. [ALTERNATIVE ATTENDANCE PROGRAMS.] The cap
ital expenditure aid for districts must be ."djusted for each P.l!£il, 
excluding a handicapped PllIill as defined in section 120.03, attend-
igg ." nonresident district . 8, 120.075, 120.0751, 
120.0752, 123.3515, 126.22, _ _ 1298.55. The adjust-
ments must be made according to this subdivision . 

. (a) Capital expenditure aid paid to ." district of the pupil's 
residence must be reduced Qy an amount equal to the revenue 
amount ~ actual PllIill unit of the resident district times the 
number of PllIill units ()[ pupils enrolled in nonresident districts. 

(b) Capital expenditure aid paid to a district serving nonresidents 
in programs listed in subdivision 1 must be increased Qy an amount 
equal to the revenue amount.P"'" actual pupil unit ofthe nonresident 
district times the number of pupil units of nonresident pupils 
enrolled in the district. 

(c) !!: the amount of the reduction .~ be made from the capital 
expenditure aid of a district if; greater than the amount of capital 
expenditure aid otherwise due the district, the excess reduction 
must be made from other state aids due the district. -----------------
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Sec. 3l. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 124.26, 
subdivision 1b, is amended to read: 

Subd. lb. [PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS.] An adult basic and 
continuing education program is a day or evening program offered 
by a district that is for people over 16 years of age through the 
1999-2000 school year and over 18 years of age beginning with the 
2000-2001 school year who dollot attend an elementary or secona:: 
ary school. The program offers academic instruction necessary to 
earn a high school diploma or equivalency certificate. Tuition and 
fees may not be charged for instruction subsidized under this section, 
except for a security deposit to assure return of materials, supplies, 
and equipment. 

Sec. 32. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 124A.036, subdivision 
2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [DISTRICT WITHOUT SCHOOLS.] Except as otherwise 
provided in law, any district not maintaining classified elementary 
or secondary schools shall pay the tuition required in order to enable 
resident pupils to attend school in another district when necessary, 
and shall receive foundation aid pursuant to this section on the same 
basis as other districts. The aid shall be computed as if the pupils 
were enrolled in the district of residence. 

Sec. 33. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 124A.036, 
subdivision 5, is amended to read: 

Subd. 5. [CERTf.Il'll'IONRESIDENTS ALTERNATIVE ATTEN
DANCE PROGRAMS.] The feHadatiea general education aid for 
districts must be adjusted for each pupil, excluding '" handicapped 
£!!Il!! as defined in section 120.03, attending a nonresident district 
under sections 8, 120.075, 120.0751, 120.0752, .123.3515, 126.22, 
and 129B.52 to 129B.55. The adjustments must be made according 
to this subdivision. 

(a) FeHadatiea General education aid paid to a resident district 
must be reduced by an amount equal to the fe_Hla allewaaee p\Hs 
the tetal tiel' Fe-ienHe f>eI' aetna! j'ffijlil ...,;,t sf the Fesideat distFiet 
times the nHmaeF sf j'ffijlil...,;,ts sf j'ffijlils eaFelied ill a aenFesideat 
general education revenue exclusive of compensatory revenue at
tributable to the £!!Il!! in the resident district. 

(b) FeHadatien General education aid paid to a neBFesident 
district serving a pupil in programs listed in this subdivision shall 
be increased by an amount equal to tli.e1SrmHla allewaaee Pfus the 
tetal tiel' FevenHe f>eI' aetna! j'ffijlil ...,;,t sf the nearesi dent distFiet 
times the nHmaer sf j'ffijlil . ...,;,ts sf nenresident j'ffijlils enrelled ill 
that general education revenue exclusive of compensatory revenue 
attributable to the pupil in the nonresident district. 
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(c) If the amount of the reduction to be made from the felllidati81i 
general education aid of the resident district is greater than the 
amount of felllidati81i general education aid otherwise due the 
district, the excess reduction must be made from other state aids due 
the district. 

(d) The district of residence shall ~ tuition to "" district provid
i!!g: special instruction and services to "" hanaicapped ~ as 
defined in section 120.03;-wlio ~ enrolled in a program listed in this 
subdivision. The tuition shall be equal to (1) the actual cost of 
providing speCilll instructlollanaservices To the pupFudillg "" 
proportionate amount for debt service and for capita expenditure 
facilities and equipmerit, and debt service but not including any 
amount for transportation, minus (2) the amount of special educa
tion aid, attributable to that pupil, that ~ received by the dlStrIct 
providing special instruction and services. 

Sec. 34. [124A.31] [EQUITABLE COMPENSATION PENALTY.] 

Subdivision 1. [IMPLEMENTATION.] ~ school district subject to 
sections 471.991 to 471.999 shall implement the plan to establish 
equitable compensation relationships set forth in its report to the 
commissioner of employee relations. The plan shall be implemented 
~ December 31, 1991, unless "" later date ~ approved ~ the 
commissioner. If a'r~port was filed before October h 1987, and !lad 
an implementation ate after DeceIii'ber31, 1991, the date in the 
report shall be approved ~ the commissioner. 

Subd. 2. [AID REDUCTION FOR ADMINISTRATION COSTS.] 
ByUciooer h 1992, the commissioner of employee relations shall 
certify to the commissioner of education the school districts that 
have not complied with subdivision h For each of these school 
districts, the commissioner of education shall reduce general edu
cation aid for fiscal year 1993 by an amount equal to five percent of 
the district's administration costSTor the 1990-1991schoOl year.;}! 
the reduction exceeds the district's general education aid, t e 
reduction shal! be made mm other aids paid to the districL -

Subd. 3. [ADJUSTMENT OF YEARS.] The commissioners of 
emproyeerelations and education shall adjurt the years designated 
in subdivision g for school dIstricts with imp ementation dates after 
December 31, 1991. 

Subd. 4. [EXTENSIONS.] The commissioner of employee rela
tions must extend an implementation date upon a finding that 
failure to implement was attributable to severe llardship or to 
circumstances beyond tnecontrol of the district. 

Sec. 35. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 125.12, subdivision 3, is 
amended to read: 
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Subd. 3. [PROBATIONARY PERIOD.] The first three consecutive 
years of a teacher's first teaching experience in Minnesota in a 
single school district shall be deemed to be a probationary period of 
employment, and after completion thereof, the probationary period 
in each school district in which the teacher is thereafter employed 
shall be one year. The school board shall adopt a plan for written 
evaluation of teachers during the probationary period. Effective 
Julli h 1988, evaluation shall occurft9t less thaft at least three times 
eac year for ~ teacher performing services on 120 or more school 
days, at least two times each year for ~ teacher peri'orming services 
on 60 to 119 school days, and atTeast one Umeeach year for ~ 
teacher performing services on fewer than 60 school days. JJa:Ya 
devoted to parent-teacher comerences,~cherS'WOrkshops, an 
other staff development opportunities and daIS on which a teacher 
is absent from school shall not be iilCIiide in aeterniining the 
nuiilDei'Of school day~ on which ~ teacher performs services. DUring 
the probationary penodany annual contract with any teacher may 
or may not be renewed as the school board shall see fit; provided, 
however, that the school board shall give any such teacher whose 
contract it declines to renew for the following school year written 
notice to that effect before June 1. lfthe teacher requests reasons for 
any nonrenewal of a teaching contract, the school board shall give 
the teacher its reason in writing, including a statement that 
appropriate supervision was furnished describing the nature and 
the extent of such supervision furnished the teacher during the 
employment by the board, within ten days after receiving such 
request. The school board may, after a hearing held upon due notice, 
discharge a teacher during the probationary period for cause, 
effective immediately, under section 123.35, subdivision 5. 

Sec. 36. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 125.17, subdivision 2, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [PROBATIONARY PERIOD; DISCHARGE OR DEMO
TION.] All teachers in the public schools in cities of the first class 
during the first three years of consecutive employment shall be 
deemed to be in a probationary period of employment during which 
period any annual contract with any teacher may, or may not, be 
renewed as the school board shall see fit. The school board shall 
adopt a plan for a written evaluation of teachers during the 
probationary period. Effective July h 1988, evaluation shall occur 
ft9t less thaft at least three times each year for a teacher perfonning 
services on 120 or more school days, at least two times each year for 
a teacher penonninf, services on 60 to 119 school days, and at least 
one time each year or a teacher performing services on fewer than 
60 school tays. DaIS devoted to parent-teacher conferenCes;-teach
ers' works ops, an other staff(levelopment op~ortunities and days 
on which a teacher is absent from school shal not be inCIUded in 
aetermmin~ the numlier of school days on which aTeacher performs 
services. T e school board may, during such probationary period, 
discharge or demote a teacher for any of the causes as specified in 
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this code. A written statement of the cause of such discharge or 
demotion shall be given to the teacher by the school board at least 30 
days before such removal or demotion shall become effective, and the 
teacher so notified shall have no right of appeal therefrom. 

Sec. 37. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 126.22, 
subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [ELIGIBLE gTUDENTg PUPILS.] The following stu
d€ats pupils are eligible to participate in the high school graduation 
incentives program: 

(a) any st .. aeRt ~ who is between the ages of 12 and 16 and 
who: 

(1) is at least two grade levels below the performance level for 
stllaeflts pupils of the same age in a locally determined achievement 
test; or 

(2) is at least one year behind in obtaining credits for graduation; 
or 

(3) is pregnant or is a parent; or 

(4) has been assessed as chemically dependent; or 

(5) has been absent from attendance at school without lawful 
excuse for !ffie .,., mere etass flerieas '*' more than 15 consecutive 
school days in the preceding or current school year; 

(b) any stllaeflt ~ who is between the ages of 16 and 19 who is 
attending school, and who is at least two grade levels below the 
performance level for stllaeets pupils of the same age in a locally 
determined achievement test, or is at least one year behind in 
obtaining credits for graduation, or is pregnant or is a parent, or has 
been assessed as chemically dependent; or 

(c) any person between 16 and 21 years of age who has not 
attended a high school program for at least 15 consecutive school 
days, excluding those days when school is not in session, and who is 
at least two grade levels below the performance level for stllaeets 
pupils of the same age in a locally determined achievement test, or 
is at least one year behind in obtaining credits for graduation, or has 
been assessed as chemically dependent. 

Sec. 38. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 126.22, 
subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [ELIGIBLE PROGRAMS.] gtllaeRts wile are eligiBle te 
flartieiflate IlflEieF sliBaivisiee g may efH'eil is the fellewieg j3I'6-
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gFams: (a) A pupil who is eligible according to subdivision ~ clause 
(a), (b), or (c), m,? enroll1n any program approved by the stateOoai'd 
of education un er Minnesota Rules, part 3500.3500 or according to 
section 121.11, subdivision 12, """y earel± .t .. deftts wOO are eligible 
te I'altieil'ate liB<l& SHbolivisiaft g, elaHse +at, tat 6l' Wi, 

(b) Swoleftts A pupil who ~ eligible te I'altieil'ate liB<l& according 
to subdivision 2, clause (b) or (c), may enroll in post-secondary 
courses under section 123.3514t aM, 

(c) ABy J*Ihlie se.aftolalY e""'eatiaft I'lagFam """y earel± aay 
st .. deftt ~ pupil who is eligible te I'altieil'ate under subdivision 2, 
clause (a), (b), or (c), may enroll in any public secondary education 
program. 

Sec. 39. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 126.22, 
subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [STUDENT PUPIL ENROLLMENT.] Any eligible stH
deBt pupil under subdivision 2 may apply to enroll in an eligible 
program under subdivision 3, using the form specified in section 
120.0752, subdivision 2. Notwithstanding section 120.0752, ap
proval of the resident district is not required for an eligible swdeftt 
Pfipil under subdivision 2 to enroll in a nonresident district whieh 
t at has an eligible program under subdivision 3 or an area learning 
center established under section 129B.52. A st .. deftt eftlalliftg in a 
I'FagFalft in a ftaftlesideftt distdet liB<l& this seciiaft sbaII Be 
eaftsideled Ii Fesideftt ef teat dist.iet. 

Sec. 40. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 126.22, is 
amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 7. [AID ADJUSTMENTS.] General education aid, capital 
exPellilItilre aid, and transportation aid attributable to !'c pupil 
covered Qy programs under this section must be paid according to 
sections 33, 30, and 29, respectively. 

Sec. 41. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 126.23, is 
amended to read: 

126.23 [AID FOR PRIVATE ALTERNATIVE PROGRAMS.] 

If a pupil enrolls in a nonsectarian alternative program operated 
by a private organization that has contracted with a school district to 
provide educational services for high school drop outs or other 
eligible students under section 126.22, subdivision 2, the resident 
district must reimburse the provider an amount equal to at least 50 
percent of the follft .. la allawaftee pIas tee tetaI tie>' FeVeft .. e attRh
mahle te teat basic revenue of the district for each pupil. Pupils for 
whom!'c district provides reimbursement may not be counted Qy tne 
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district for any purpose other than computation of basic revenue, 
according to section 124A.22, subdivision 2. 

Sec. 42. [126.235] [EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM FOR PREG
NANT MINORS AND MINOR PARENTS.] 

Upon request, a school district must make available to a pregnant 
minor or ~ minor custodial parent an educational program to enable 
the minor to earn ~ high school diploma. The department of 
education shall develop program designs and provide districts willi 
technical assistance. A district's educational program must use 
appropriate community services and must recognize each pupi!'j 
individual needs and parental responSll)ffities. The district shal 
designate at least one person to review quarterly each pupil's 
progress In the program. 

If ~ pupil receives social services according to section 257.33 or 
employment and training services according to section 256.736, the 
district shall develop the lupil's educational program in consulta
tion with the providers £... the services and shallProvide ~ liaison 
when necessary. The putl may request that an adult, selected ~ 
the pupil, assist in deve oping the educational program. 

Sec. 43. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 126.56, subdivision 2, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [ELIGIBLE STUDENT.] To be eligible for a scholarship, 
a student shall: 

(1) be ~ United States citizen or permanent resident of the United 
States; 

(2) be a resident of Minnesota; 

f2j (3) attend an eligible program; 

00 (4) have completed at least one year of secondary school but not 
have graduated from high school; 

{4j (5) have earned at least a B average during the semester or 
quarter prior to application..!. or have earned at least a ~ average 
during the semester or quarter prior to application in die academic 
subject area applicable to the summer program the student wishes 
to attend; and 

W (6) demonstrate need for financial assistance. 

Sec. 44. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 126.67, 
subdivision 2b, is amended to read: 
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Subd. 2b. [DISTRICT ASSESSMENTS.] As part of the PER 
process, each year a district shall, in at least three grades, conduct 
assessments among at least a sample of pupils for each subject area 
in that year of the curriculum review cycle. The district's curriculum 
review cycle f& eemm.laieatiea, mathematies, seieHee, aH<i seeial 
stHdies shall not exceed H¥e six years. Assessments may not be 
conducted in the same curriculum area for two consecutive years. 
The district may use tests from the assessment item bank, the local 
assessment program developed by the department, or other tests. As 
they become available, districts shall use state developed measures 
to assure state progress toward the state core curriculum. Funds are 
provided for districts that choose to use the local assessment 
program or the assessment item bank. 

Sec. 45. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 129.121, 
subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision l. The governing board of any high school may 
delegate the control, supervision and regulation of interscholastic 
athletics and other extracurricular activities referred to in section 
123.38 to the Minnesota state high school league, a nonprofit 
incorporated voluntary association. Membership in said Minnesota 
state high school league shall be composed of such Minnesota high 
schools whose governing boards have certified in writing to the state 
commissioner of education that they have elected to delegate the 
control, supervision and regulation of their interscholastic athletic 
events and other extracurricular activities to said league. The 
Minnesota state high school league is hereby empowered to exercise 
the control, supervision and regulation of interscholastic athletics, 
musical, dramatic and other contests by and between pupils of the 
Minnesota high schools, delegated to it pursuant to this section. The 
Minnesota high school league may establish a policy or guidelines 
for the guidance of member high schools in the formation or 
alteration of athletic or other extracurricular conferences. Except as 
otherwise provided by subdivision la, the formation or alteration of 
conferences is voluntary. 

The commissioner of education, or the commissioner's represen
tative, shall be an ex officio nonvoting member of the governing 
body of the Minnesota state high school league, wH;h the SIHfte Rghts 
aH<i flri'lileges as ether memBers ef its geveraiHg Bedy. The govern
~ board must include the followint members: four members of the 
publr' at least one of WhOm must e an American Indian, Asian, 
Blac , or mspanrc, and all of whom must be parents, appoin~ 
the governor under section 15.0597; two members ofthe Minnesota 
association of secondary school principals selected ~ the associa
tion; and 14 members selected according to league bylaws. The 
board shallestablish and adopt policies, make decisions on behalf of 
the lea ue, and establish advisory committees necessary to carry 
out boar functions. The terms, compensation, removal of members, 
and the filIing of membersIllj? vacancies are governecIO-'y section 
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15.0575. Members of advisory committees shall be reimbursed only 
fo~ expenses in the same manner as board members. The rules of 
said the league shall be exempt from the provisions of sections 14.02, 
14.04 to 14.36, 14.38, 14.44 to 14.45, and 14.57 to 14.62. 

Employees of the league shall be reimbursed only for expenses as 
authorized by the commissioner's plan for state employees adopted 
under section 43A.18, subdivisIOn ~ 

The league is specifically prohibited from having credit cards. 

The executive director ofthe league shall have a department head 
expense account subject to the same limits and guidelines as those 
provided for the commissioner of education. The executive mrector 
shall expend money for entertainment or reimbursement of ex
penses of guests of the league only from this account. 

The board shall establish ~ policy on the use of automobiles by 
league staff and shall show annually how league policy on the use of 
automobiles is the most cost-effective alternative available. 

Sec. 46. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 129.121, subdivision 2, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. Any school board is hereby authorized to expend moneys 
for and pay dues to the Minnesota state high school league and all 
moneys paid to such league, as well as moneys derived from any 
contest or other event sponsored by said league, shall be subject to 
an annual examination and audit by a certified jffihlie aeesHRtaRt 6F 
the state auditor. 

Each year !!y September h the state auditor shall provide ~ 
financial and compliance audit to the legislature detailing the 
general financial condition and general status of the league as of 
July 31 of the year precedin,g the filing of the audit. Copies of the 
audit report must be filed WIth the commissioner of education, the 
chairs of the house and senate education committees and the 
dIreCtOr of the regJSfatJve reterence library. The audit report must 
include the aggregate totals for all revenues and expenditures for 
the three preceding years and the current year and the percent and 
dollar difference in each of these four years. The following items 
must be audited in each instance: revenues from student activities, 
memhership dues, piiIilications, registration of officials and judges, 
interest, automobile sales, and other revenues including medals, 
refunds and reimbursements; and expenditures related to staff, the 
hoard of directors, student activities, capital outlay, office and other 
expendltures including membership services. The league must pay 
the state auditor for the costs of the audit. 
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Sec. 47. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 129.121, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 2a. [EMPLOYMENT.] The lejgue must adopt an affirma
tive action polich to ensure that emp o~ent positions within the 
league are equa Iy accessible to all qualfied persons and to elimi
nate the underutilization of protected groups as defined in section 
43A.02, subdivision 33. 

The leagul' shall actively and publicly recruit qualified Pfiople to 
become emp oyees of the league. It shall give special emp asis to 
recruiting members of protected groups. The league shall advertise 
available positions in newspapers of general circulation. The adver
tisement must contain a deadline for submitting applications that ~ 
at least 14 days after the date of thelast advertisement. The league 
shall kiP each applicatiOilTor aITeast six months and shall notilt 
an app icant when !! position, for which the applicant ~ qualifie , 
becomes availilbIe. 

Sec. 48. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 129.121, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 2b. [EQUITABLE COMPENSATION RELATIONSHIPS.] 
The league shall be treated as a political subdivision for purposes of 
sections 471.992 to 471.999, except that the Il)ague must report to 
the commissioner of employee relations ~ Fe ruatt; 1, 1989, on its 
implementation plan. No cause of action against te league arises 
before August 1. 1989, for TaITUre to comply with the requirements 
orseciions 471.992 to 471.999. . 

Sec. 49. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 129.121, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 2c. [DATA PRACTICES.] The collection, creation, receipt, 
maintenance, dissemination, or use of information gy the league ~ 
subject to the provisions of chapter 13. 

Sec. 50. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 129B.H, 
subdivision 2, is amend_ed to read,: 

Subd. 2. [ELIGIBILITY] To be eligible for a grant, a group of 
districts must meet one of the following criteria: 

(1) create a consolidated district according to section 122.23, with 
the consolidated school district having at least 600 pupils in average 
daily membership; 

(2) establish an education district according to section 122.91; 

(3) form a group of districts that has an agreement under section 
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122.535 or 122.541 for discontinuing grades when the districts 
entering into the agreement have a total of at least 240 pupils in 
average daily membership in grades ten, 11, and 12; or 

(4) enter into a joint powers agreement for a technology coopera
tive where. The school districts in the cooperative are must be 
contiguous am are sigaifieaDt distaDees "f'<H't "" that etheF f"FmS of 
e""flerati"" are HOt flFaetieai and either of the following: 

(i) there is a significant distance between buildings in the district 
so that other forms of cooperation are not practical, or 

(ii) the districts have a combined area of at least 500 square miles. 

Sec. 51. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 129B.11, is 
amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 2a. [INTENTION TO CONSOLIDATE.J ~ gr<ll!p of districts 
is eligible for a grant if each school board has adopted a resolution 
Of intention to-consolidate WIth the other districts in the ~ IT!' 
grailt is awarded to "'- gr<ll!p of districts under this subdivision, and 
g: ~ group does not actually consolidate within 24 months of 
receiving the grant, the department of education shall withhold 
payment of all state aids until the amount of the grant has been 
recovered. 

The state board of education may establish additional conditions 
to "'- grant aWai'ded under thIS subdivision. 

Sec. 52. [l29B.56] [DESIGNATION AS CENTER.] 

The commissioner of education, in cooperation with the state 
board of education, shall establish "'- process for state designation 
and approval of area learning centers that meet the provisions of 
Minnesota Statutes, sections 129B.52 to 129B.55. 

The four area learning centers designated in 1988 as exemplary 
shall be subject to the state approval process beginning July h 1990. 

Area learning center designation shall begin July h 1988. 

Sec. 53. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 134.351, subdivision 7, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 7. [REPORTS.] Each multicounty, multitype system receiv
ing a grant pursuant to section 134.353 or section 134.354 shall 
provide an annual progress report to the department of education. 
The department shall report before November 15 of each even
numbered year to the legislature on all projects funded under 
section 134.353 and section 134.354. 
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Sec. 54. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 136D.81, is amended to 
read: 

136D.81 [DAKOTA AND GOODHUE COUNTY DISTRICTS, 
JOINT VOCATIONAL SCHOOL.] 

Subdivision 1. [AGREEMENTS.] Two or more of the special school 
district numbered 6 and the independent school districts numbered 
191, 192, 194, 195, 196, 197, 199 and, 200, 252, and 256, located 
wholly or partly in the e."Rty counties of Dakota or Goodhue, 
whether or not contiguous, may enter into agreements to accomplish 
jointly and cooperatively the acquisition, betterment, construction, 
maintenance, and operation of area vocational technical schools. 
Each school district which becomes a party to such an agreement is 
hereinafter referred to as a "participating school district." The 
agreement may provide for the exercise of such powers by the school 
board of one of the school districts on behalf of and for the benefit of 
other school districts, or by a joint school board created as set forth 
in sections 136D.81 to 136D.92. If the powers are to be carried out by 
one of the school districts, it shall in doing so have the same powers 
and duties and be subject to the same limitations as are herein 
provided for joint school boards. 

Subd .. 2. [HECB REVIEW.] No area vocational technical school 
shall be constructed pursuant to sections 136D.81 to 136D.92 until 
the location of such school and its program is first submitted for 
review and recommendation by the Minnesota higher education 
coordinating board. 

Sec. 55. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 260.015, subdivision 19, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 19. [HABITUAL TRUANT.] "Habitual truant" means a 
child under the age of 16 years through the 1999-2000 school year 
and under the pge of 18 beginning with the 2000-2001 school year 
who is absent rom attendance at school without lawful excuse for 
seven school days if the child is in elementary school or for one or 
more class periods on seven school days if the child is in middle 
school, junior high school, or high schooL 

Sec. 56. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 422A.lOl, 
subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [CONTRIBUTIONS BY OR FOR CITY-OWNED PUBLIC 
UTILITIES, IMPROVEMENTS, OR MUNICIPAL ACTIVITIES.] 
Contributions by or for any city-owned public utility, improvement 
project and other municipal activities supported in whole or in part 
by revenues other than real estate taxes, any public corporation, any 
employing unit of metropolitan government, special school district 
No.1 or Hennepin county, on account of any employee covered by the 
fund shall be calculated as follows: 
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(a) a regular employer contribution of an amount equal to the 
percentage rounded to the nearest two decimal places of the salaries 
and wages of all employees of the employing unit covered by the 
retirement fund which equals the difference between the level 
normal cost plus administrative cost reported in the annual actuar
ial valuation prepared by the commission-retained actuary and the 
employee contributions provided for in section 422A.I0; 

(b) an additional employer contribution of an amount equal to the 
percent specified in section 353.27, subdivision 3a, clause (a), 
multiplied by the salaries and wages of all employees of the 
employing unit covered by the retirement fund; 

(c) a proportional share of an additional employer amortization 
contribution of an amount equal to $3,900,000 annually until June 
30, 2017, based upon the share of the fund's unfunded actuarial 
accrued liability attributed to the employer as disclosed in the 
annual actuarial valuation prepared by the commission-retained 
actuary. 

The city councilor any board or commission may, by proper action, 
provide for the inclusion of the cost of the retirement contributions 
for employees of any city-owned public utility or for persons em
ployed in any improvement project or other municipal activity 
supported in whole or in part by revenues other than taxes who are 
covered by the retirement fund in the cost of operating the utiiity, 
improvement project or municipal activity. The cost of retirement 
contributions for these employees shall be determined by the retire
ment board and the respective governing bodies having jurisdiction 
over the financing of these operating costs. 

The cost of the employer contributions on behalf of employees of 
special school district No. 1 who are covered by the retirement fund 
shall be the obligation of the school district. Contributions l>y the 
school district to the retirement fund or any other pUbJic pension or 
retirement fund of which its employees are mem ers must be 
remitted to the fund each month. An amount due and not transmit
ted begins to accrue interest at the rate of six percent compounded 
annually 15 days after the date due, !ftbe amount due plus interest 
~ not paid 30 days after interest begins to accrue, a penalty equal to 
ten percent of the amount due is added, and interest then accrues on 
the penalty as well as the amount originally due. The retirement 
board shall prepare an itemized statement of the financial require
ments of the fund payable by the school district, which sball be 
submitted prior to September 15. Contributions by the school 
district shall be made at times designated by the retirement board. 
The school district may levy for its contribution to the retirement 
fund only to the extent permitted pursuant to section 275.125, 
subdivision 6a. 

The cost of the employer contributions on behalf of elective officers 
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or other employees of Hennepin county who are covered by the 
retirement fund pursuant to section 422A.09, subdivision 3, clause 
(2), 422A.22, subdivision 2, or 488A.115, or Laws 1973, chapter 380, 
section 3, Laws 1975, chapter 402, section 2, or any other applicable 
law shall be the obligation of Hennepin county. The retirement 
board shall prepare an itemized statement of the financial require
ments of the fund payable by Hennepin county, which shall be 
submitted prior to September 15. Contributions by Hennepin county 
shall be made at times designated by the retirement board. Henne
pin county may levy for its contribution to the retirement fund. 

Sec. 57. Laws 1959, chapter 462, section 3, subdivision 4, as 
amended by Laws 1963, chapter 645, section 3, and Laws 1967, 
chapter 661, section 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. Not later than the ±ath last day ef the last meBth of each 
fiscal year the board shall adopt and cause to be published two 
separate budgets, an operating budget and a capital budget for the 
subsequent fiscal year. The board shall adopt and publish standards 
governing the content of its budgets and of its annual report. 

Sec. 58. [HIGH SCHOOL LEAGUE SALARY REPORT.] 

The commissioner of employee relations shall report !>.y: January 
15, 1989, to the chairs ofthe house and senate education committees 
and to the governmg board of the Minnesota state high school 
league on the appropriate salary rate or range for the league 
director and the director's staff as if the positions were to be 
establisheaIn the state classmea serv1ce-. -

Sec. 59. [INITIAL APPOINTMENTS TO HIGH SCHOOL 
LEAGUE BOARD.] 

The governor shall make the initial appointments to the Minne
sota state high school~e'S governing board before August 15, 
1988. The goverillllgl)oar shall be fully. constituted !>.y: August 30, 
1988. The governor must begin the process of aIjPointing four public 
ffieffibers under Minnesota Statutes; section 5.0597, as soon as 
practicable after the effective date of this section to ensure that the 
governor's initialappointees are' appointed to the board before 
August lli 1988. 

Sec. 60. [BINDING ARBITRATION FOR SCHOOL DISTRICTS.] 

Notwithstanding Minnesota Statutes, section 179A.16, subdivi
sion 1, ifhve years or more have elapsed since the expiration of the 
last COllective bargaining a~!\,"!,ement between a school board and the 
exclusive representative 01 the teachers, and if no successor agree
ment has been ratified !>.Y: both parties, and if ~ request for binding 
interest arbitration ~ made !>.Y: either the school board or the 
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exclusive representative of the teachers, the director of the bureau 
of mediation services shall certify the reFluest for binding interest 
arbitration within 15 da?,s of the request. or each two-year contract 
t"rm for which there as been no ratilled successor agreement, 
including the contract term covering the date on which the request 
~ made, the director shall certify, according to Minneso~tatutes, 
section 179A.16, subdivision 3, the matters as to which the parties 
have not reached agreement. Notwithstanding Minnesota Statutes, 
section 179A.16, subdivisIOn 1. the arbitration panel shall be 
restricted to selecting between the final offer of one ~ or the 
other ~ in its entirety. Unless otherwise provided in thiS section, 
Minnesota Statutes, section 179A.16, applies to the interest arbi
tration. 

Sec. 61. [LEARNING YEAR PROGRAM SITES.] 

Subdivision 1. [PROGRAM ESTABLISHED FOR TWO YEARS.] 
!'!:. program ~ established to designate learning year program sites 
for provldmg instruction throughout the entire year. TheJearning 
year programs may begin June 9, 1988, and end June 9,1990. The 
programs must permit stuaents in grades ~ through 12 to receive 
instructIOn throughout the entire year. 

Students may participate in the program !f they reside in: 

ill !'. district that has been designated !'. learning year program 
site under subdivision 2; 

(2) a district that is a member of the same education district as a 
program site; or - - - -- -

(3) ~ district that participates in the same area learning center 
program as ~ program site. 

Subd. 2. [STATE BOARD DESIGNATION.] !Z£ to five districts 
may be desifnated learning year program sites !>,y the state board of 
education. ~ be deSignated, !'. district must demonstrate to the 
commiSSIOner of educatIOn that the district will: 

(1) provide !'. program of instruction that permits students in 
grades ~ through 12 to receive instruction throughout the entire 
year; and 

(2) maintain a record system that, for purposes of section 124.17, 
permits identification of membership attributable to students l)ar
ticipating in the program. The purpose for identifying this mem er
ship ~ to ensure that ~ district will not be able to increase the total 
number of pupil units attributable to an indIvidual student !>,y 
providing a learning year program. The commissioner of education 
shall consult with the director of the education aids and levies -- -- -- -- ---
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section of the department of education when determining whether 
the record system of ~ participating district i§' adequate for this 
purpose. 

Subd. 3. [HOURS OF INSTRUCTION.] Students participating in 
a program must be able to receive 4,200 hours of instruction so that 
Ihey are able to complete the requirements of grade~ 9 through g 
1: a student has not completed the graduation reqUIrements of the 
dist~ict after comrting 4,200 hours of instructi~n, the student mr 
contmue to enrol 'll courses needed for graduatIon untIl eIther U 
student meets the graduation requirements or the stu~ 21 
years olcf,Whlchever occurs first.· . . 

For the purposes of Minnesota Statutes, section 120.101, subdivi
sion 5, 1,020 hours of instruction shall constitute 170. days of 
lnStructiOiLRours ofTnstructlOn that occur between June 9 ana 
June 30 shall be attributed to the fiscal year following the days of 
actuaITnstruction. 

Subd. 4. [STUDENT PLANNING.] A district must inform all 
iunior and senior high school students ilnd ~ parents about tne 
earmn~ year program. A contmual learmng plan for the 4,200 

hours 0' education mustoe developed for each stuOeiit with the 
participation of the student, parent or guardian, teachers, and other 
staff. The plan must identi~ the learning experiences needed for 
graauatlon and must speci y the learning experiences that w1IT 
occur each year. The student or district may modify the pJ"t 
according to district schedule changes. The district may not mo i 1-
the pl'fn ifihe modification would result in delaying the student s 
time ~ grail\lation. 

Subd. 5. [TRANSPORTATION.] Summer transportation expendi
tures for this program must be included in nonregular transporta
tion according to Minnesota statutes, sections 124.225, subdivision 
8; and 275.125, subdivision 5c. 

Subd. 6. [CONTRACTS.] A district may contract with a licensed 
emjloYeelo provide services in a learning year progrnmtliat are in 
addItion to the services proviGed according to the master contract of 
employmenITor teachers, entered into unGer chapter 179A, or an 
equivalent contract for licensed employees who are not teachers. 
These additional services and comfensation, if any, for the services 
SIUiJInot become a part of the emp oyee's continuing contract rights 
under Minnesota "Statutes, section 125.12 or 125.17. The duration of 
a contract is negotiable, but may not extend beyond June 9, 1990. 

Subd. 7. [REVENUE COMPUTATION AND REPORTING.] Aid 
and levy revenue computations shall be based on the total numDei' 
of hours of education programs for pujills in average daily member
Mil for each fiscal year. For purposes orsection 124.17, average 
dai y meii1Eiership shall be computed 2Y dividing the total number of 
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hours of participation for the fiscal year by 1,050. Hours of partici
pation That occur between June !-l and June 30 shall be attributed to 
the fiscal year following the hours of actual participation. Thirty 
hours may be used for teacher workshops, staff development, or 
parent-teacher conferences. As part of each pilot program, the 
department of education, the commissioner of education, and each 
district must report and evaluate the changes needed to adjust the 
dates of the fiscal year for aid and levy computation and fiscal 
reporting. For revenue computation purposes, the learning year 
program shall generate revenue based on the formulas for the fiscal 
year in which the services are provided. 

State aid._and lev? revenue computation for the learning year 
programs begins Ju y h 1988, for fiscal year 1989. 

Suhd. 8. [EXEMPTION.] To operate the pilot program, the state 
board· of education may exempt the district from specific rules 
relating to student and financial accounting, reporting, and revenue 
computation. 

Sec. 62. [IDBBING, TOWER, VIRGINIA, GRAND RAPIDS 
SCHOOL DISTRICT BONDS.) 

Subdivision h [AUTHORIZATION.] Independent school district 
No. 701, Hibbing, mal: issue bonds in an aggregate principal 
amount not exceeding 3,500,000, and independent school district 
No. 708, Tower, may issue bonds in an aggregate principal amount 
not exceeding $1,000,000, and independent school district No. 706, 
Virginia, '$ay issue bonds in an aggregate principal amount not 
exceeding 2,500,000, and independent school district No. 318, 
Grand Rapids, may issue bonds in an aggregate principal amount 
not exceeding $1,000,000, in addition to any bonds already issued or 
authorized, to provide funds to construCt,equip, furnish, remodel, 
rehabilitate, and acquire land for school facilIties and buildings. 
They may spend the proceeds of the bond sale for those purposes and 
any architects', engineers', and legal fees incidental to those pur
poses or the sale. Except as permitted by this section, the bonds shall 
be authorized, issued, sold, executed, and delivered in the manner 
provided i>y Minnesotastatutes, chapter 475. A resolUtion of the 
board levying taxes for the payment of the bonds and interest on 
them as authorized by this section and pledging the proceeds of the 
levies for the payment of the bonds and interest on them shall be 
deemed to oein compliance with the provisions of chapter 475 with 
respect to the levying of taxes for their payment. 

Subd. :J.. [APPROPRIATION.] There ~ annually appropriated 
from the distribution of taconite production tax revenues to the 
taconite environmental protection fund pursuant to section 298.28, 
subdivision 11, and to the northeast Minnesota economic protection 
trust pursuant to section 298.28, subdivisions !-l and !!, in equal 
shares, an amount sufficient to pay when due 80 percent of the 
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principal and interest on the bonds issued pursuant to subdivision 1. 
If the annual distribution to the northeast Minnesota economic 
protectIOn trust ~ insufficient to ~ its share after fulfilling any 
obligations of the trust under section 298.225 or 298.293, the 
deficiency shall be appropriated from the taconite environmental 
protection fund. 

Subd. 3. [DISTRICT OBLIGATIONS.] Bonds issued under autbor
j!yof this section shall be the. generafOlJIlgatlOlls of the school 
district, for which its full faIth and credit and unlimited taxing 
powers snaIl be pledgea.IT there are any deficiencies in the amount 
received pursuant to subdivision 2, they shail be made good by 
general levies, not subiect to limit, on all taxable properties in the 
district maccordance with Mli1nesota Statutes, section 475.74. If 
any defiCIency levies are necessar;r.' the school board may effect ~ 
temporary loan or loans on certi lcates of inde1iteCIiiess issued in 
anticipation of them to meet payments of principal or interest on the 
bonds due or about to become due. -------

Subd. !. [DISTRICT LEVY.] The school board shall ~ resolution 
levy on all property in the school district subject to the general ad 
valorem school tax levies, and not subject to taxation under Minne
sota Statutes, sections 298.23 to 298.28, a direct annual ad valorem 
tax for each year of the term of the bonds in amounts that, !!' 
collected in full, will proauce the amounts needed to meet when due 
2.0 percent of the principal and interest payments on the bonds. A 
~ of the resolution shall be filed, and the necessary taxes shall be 
extenned, assessed, collected, and remitted in accordance with 
Minnesota Statutes, section 475.61. 

Subd. !?c. [LEVY LIMITATIONS.] Taxes levied pursuant to this 
section shall be disregarded in the calculation of any other tax levies 
or li!llits on tax levies provideO!!i: other law. 

Subd. 6. [BONDING LIMITATIONS.] Bonds may be issued under 
authority of this section notwithstanding any limitations Up,t the 
indebtedness of a district, and their amounts shall not be inclu ed in 
computing the indebtedness of '" district for any purpose, including 
the issuance of subsequent bonds and the incurring of subsequent 
indebtedness. 

Subd. 7. [TERMINATION OF APPROPRIATION.] The appropri
ation aufuorized in subdivision ~ shall terminate upon payment or 
maturity of the last of those bonds. 

Subd. 8. [LOCAL APPROVAL.] This section is effective for inde
peildeiit school district No. 7.01 the day after its governillg body 
complies with Minnesota Statutes, section 645 . .021, subdivision 3, 
and· for Independent 'school district No. 7.08 the day after its 

overnin body com lies with Minnesota Statutes, section 645 . .021, 
su division 3, an for independent school district No. 7.06 the day 
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after its governing body complies with Minnesota Statutes, section 
645.021, subdivision 3, and for independent school district No. 318 
the day after its governrn:gbody complies witIi1lJ'lnnesota statutes, 
section 645.021, subdivision 3. 

Sec. 63. [SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 710 BONDS.) 

Subdivision 1: [AUTHORIZATION.) Independent school district 
No. 710, St. Louis county, may issue bonds in an aggregate principal 
amount not exceeding $1,000,000, iilii.ddltion to any bonds already 
issued or authorized, to provide funds to construct, equip, furnish, 
remodel, rehabilitate, and acquire lallil for school facilities and 
buildings. The district may hpend theproceeds of the bond sale for 
those purposes and any arc itects', en~ineers" and legal fees inci
dental to those pu~ses or the sale. xcept as sermitted !>.Y this 
section, the bonds saIl be authorized, issued, so d, executed, and 
delivered in the man:ner provided !>.Y Minnesotastatutes, chapter 
475. A resolution of the board levying taxes for the I?ayment of the 
bonds and interest on them as authorized !>.Y thiS section ana: 
pJedging the fhoceeds of the levies for the payment of the bonds and 
interest on t em shall De deemed to be in compliance with the 
provisions olChapter 475 with respect to the levying of taxes for 
their payment. 

Subd. 2. [APPROPRIATION.) There ~ annually appropriated 
from the distribution of taconite production tax revenues to the 
taconite environmentalprotection fund pursuant to section 298.28, 
subdivision 11, and to the northeast Minnesota economic protection 
trust pursuant to section 298.28, subdivisions ~ and .!.!, in equal 
Shai"es, an amount sufficient to p!!y when due 100 percent of the 
principal and interest on the bonds issued pursuant to subdivision 1. 
If the annual distribution to the northeast Minnesota economic 
protection trust ~ insuf'ficieiit to p!!y its share after fulfilling any 
obligatIOns of the trust under section 298.225 or 298.293, the 
deficiency shall be appropn:ate<\ from the tacomteenvironmenW 
protection fund. 

Subd. 3. [DISTRICT OBLIGATIONS.) Bonds issued under author
~ of this section shall be the generaTObIlgations of the school 
district, for which ltSfullfaith and credit and unlimited taxing 
powers shall be pledged. !f there are anyoencTellcies in the amount 
received pursuant to subd1VlslOn 2, they shaIl be made good fu: 
general levies, not subject to limit, on all taXaJ)le properties in ~ 
district in accordance with Mliiiiesota Statutes, sectIOn 475.74. If 
any defiCIency levies are necessary, the school board may effect" 
temporary loan or loans on certificates OlliiOehleOness issued in 
anticipatIOn of them to meet payments of principal or interest on the 
bonds due or about to become due. 

Subd. 4. [LEVY LIMITATIONS.) Taxes levied pursuant to this 
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section shall be disregarded in the calculation of any other tax levies 
or limits on tax levies provided ~ other law. 

Subd. 5. [BONDING LIMITATIONS.) Bonds may be issued under 
~uthority of this s~cti,?n notwithstanding "IlY limitations 'ipon t~e 
mdebtedness of a dIstrIct, and theIr amounfSShaH not be mc udeam 
computing the indebtedness of !Ie district for any purpose, including 
the issuance of subsequent bonds and the incurring of subsequent 
indebtedness. 

Subd. 6. [TERMINATION OF APPROPRIATION.) The appropri
ation authorized in subdivision 2 shall terminate upon payment or 
maturity of the last of those bonds. . 

Subd. 7. [LOCAL APPROVAL.) This section is effective for inde
perurent school district No. 710 the day after its govertling body 
complies with Minnesota Statutes, section 645.021, subdivision 3. 

Sec. 64. lENVIRONMENTAL LEARNING CENTER.) 

Notwithstandinfi, any law to the contrary, !Ie county;n which !Ie 
facility is located at quanfies tor !Ie tax credit pursuant to section 
298.24, subdivision 4, is authorized to issue ~eneral obligation bonds 
in !Ie principal amount ~ to $1,700,000. Ye bonds shaH be issued 
pursuant to chapter 475 except the requirements of section 475.58 
shall not ~ and tneamount onlie bonds shaH not be countealii 
computing ai? net debt limitation impose.r!J.l chapter 475 or any 
other law. T e !iroceeds of the bond issue may be expen~ fur the 
Faseof Ian and construaiOilOt"laCffities for an environmental 
eartling center.Tlie environmentiiI leartlin~ center shall annuail;; 

make pa;r,r.ent in !Ie sum sufficient to hepay t e annuarcipal an 
interest ue on tlie bonds and reim urse f11e county or any costs 
incurred in the issuance of the bonds; provWed that the county and 
the environmentalleartling center may nefotiate a pa;a:ent sched
ule based on ~ periodic payments w ich, in tota would be 
sufficient to· amortize the prinCIpal and interest of the 'bonds over 
their entIre tenn and compensate the county for the difference in the 
tiiilf of the payments and the actual amortization requirements of 
L!: Ollils' repayment schedule. !! the environmental learnin3 center fails to make the payments required, there ~ appropriate 
i'rOiil"tne-NOrtl1eaSt ~innesota Economic PrOtection Trust an 
amount sufficient to repay any remaining interest and princrpa! due 
on the bonds. The amount of any payment from the Northeast 
l'VflnnesotaEConomic Protection Trust is a lien a§ainst the property 
that is purchased and improved with the procee s of the bond. 

Sec. 65. [REPEALER.] 

Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 121.9121, subdivision 7; Minne
sota Statutes 1987 Siijiplement, sections 123.703, subdivision 3; 
I29lI.74; and 129lr75; and Laws 1984, chapoor463, article 7, section 
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45, are repealed effective July h 1988. Section 60 is repealed July h 
1989. Section 8, subdivision h and Minnesota Statutes 1987 Sup
plement, section 123.3515, are repealed June 30, 1990. 

Sec. 66. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

Sections 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, !!, 7, 43, 56, 57, and 59 are effective the day 
following final enactment. 

Section 54 ~ effective the day following final enactment. ~ 
district specified i.Il section 54 located wholly or part~ in Goodhue 
county may become !'o participating district ,won a option of an 
approving resolution by its school board and ~ board of interme
diate school district No. 917, upon coffijill:ance with Minnesota 
Statutes, section 136D.85, and uron execution of an agreement with 
the board of intermediate schoo district No. 917. 

Section §. is effective for the 1989-1990 school year and thereafter. 

After December 31, 1993, the provisions of Minnesota Statutes, 
section 92.67, subdivisions .! and 3, !'oPE!Y only to sales made under 
section 6, subdivision 4, clause (a)(5). 

ARTICLE 8 

EDUCATION FACILITIES 

Section 1. [121.148) [SCHOOL DISTRICT CONSTRUCTION.) 

Subdivision 1. [POSITIVE REVIEW AND COMMENT.) If the 
commissioner submits a positive review and comment for a proposru 
according to section 121.15, the school board may proceed with the 
construction according to the requirements of applicable laws. 

Subd. 2. [NEGATIVE REVIEW AND COMMENT.) If the commis
sioner submits !'o negative review and comment for !'o proposal 
aCcOraing to section 121.15, the school board, ~ resolution of the 
board, shall reconsider construction. If, upon reconsideration, the 
school board decides to proceed with construction, i!: may initiate 
proceedings for issuin~ bonds to finance construction under sections 
475.51 to 475.76. Un ess 60 percent of the voters at the election 
approve of issuing the obligations, the board ~ not authorized to 
issue the obligations. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 121.15, is amended to 
read: 
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121.15 [REVIEW AND COMMENT FOR SCHOOL DISTRICT 
CONSTRUCTION.] 

Subdivision L [CONSULTATION.] A school district shall consult 
with the deflaf'tment commissioner of education before developing 
any plans and specifications to construct, remodel, or improve the 
building or site of an educational facility, other than an area 
vocational technical institute, for which the estimated cost exceeds 
$100,000. This consultation -snail occur Defore a referendum for 
bonds, solicitation for bids, or use of capital funds expenditure 
facilities revenue according to section 278.128, subdivisian l!G; 
elaIlse fe}, is initiated section ~ subdivision 6, clause (2). 

Subd. 2. [PLAN SUBMITTAL.] The defllH'tment ef e<llleatian 
commissioner, after the consultation required in subdivision 1, may 
require a school district engaging in a eanstrnetian, ,emaEleling, ... 
site imfl.avement flPejeet to submit the following for approval: 

(a) two sets of preliminary plans for each new building or addition, 
and 

(b) one set of final plans for each construction, remodeling, or site 
improvement project. The defllH'tment ef eEilleaiian commissioner 
shall approve or disapprove the plans within 60 days alter submis
sion. A seheel Elistriet shall net awa!'El eantraets beHwe the Eleflart 
meBt aflfl,aves the ~ 

Final plans shall meet all applicable state laws, rules, and codes 
concerning public buildings, including sections 16B.59 to 16B.73. 
'!'he Elefla,tment ef e<llleailen's aflflP8vai shall be limiteEi te eemflli 
&BOO with aflfllieahle state laws, rules, aRE! eedes aRd shall 'easen 
ably eenffirm te the ,e.BmmenEleEi eElueaeanal stanEla,Els establisheEi 
by the ElellaFtffient at e<llleatian. The department may furnish to a 
school district plans and specifications for temporary school build
ings containing two classrooms or less. 

Subd. 3. [FINAL PLANS.] If R6 a construction contract has not 
been awarded within two years of approval, the approval shall R6 
leBgeP not be valid. After approval, final plans and the approval 
shall bellied with the Elella,tment commissioner of education. If 
substantial changes are made to approved plans after HBaI allll,a',al, 
documents reflecting the changes shalI be submitted to the Elellaf't 
meBt at eEiIiBatian commissioner for approvaL Upon completing a 
project, the school board shall certify to the della,tment commis
sioner that the project was completed according to the approved 
plans. 

Subd. 4. [CONDEMNATION OF SCHOOL BUILDINGS.] The 
ElelllH'tmeni ef eEilleaiian commissioner may condemn school build
ings and sites whieh that the state board of education determines 
are unfit or unsafe for that use. 
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Subd. 5. [RULEMAKING.] The state board of education may 
adopt rules for public school buildings. 

Subd. 6. [REVIEW AND COMMENT.] No referendum for bonds or 
solicitation of bids for new construction, expansion, or remodeling of 
an educational facility whleh that requires a e"l'ital an expenditure 
in excess of $400,000 per school site shall be initiated prior to review 
and comment by the commissioner. A school board shall not separate 
portions of a single project into components to avoid the require
ments of this subdivision. 

Subd. 7. [INFORMATION REQUIRED.] A school board proposing 
to construct a facility described in subdivision 6 shall submit to the 
commissioner a proposal containing information including at least 
the following: 

(a) the geographic area proposed to be served, whether within or 
outside the boundaries of the school district; 

(b) the 1l0llHlatioBpeopie proposed to be served, including census 
findings and projections for the next ten years of the number of 
preschool and school-aged people in the area; 

(c) the reasonably anticipated need for the facility or service to be 
provided; 

(d) a description of the construction in reasonable detail, includ
ing: the eal'ital expenditures contemplated; the estimated annual 
operating cost, including the anticipated salary and number of new 
staff necessitated by the proposal; and an evaluation of the energy 
efficiency and effectiveness of the construction, including estimated 
annual energy costs; 

(e) S& fa!' as is kBow", -'" description of existing facilities within the 
area to be served thai eftff the same Ell' similaF seFviee and within 
school districts adjacent to the area to be served; the extent to which 
existing facilities or services are usea;The extent to which a1ternate 
space is available fFem ether SOHFees, including other school dis
tricts, liost-secondary institutions Hw ftigheF eaHeatioft, or other 
pUblicuildings; and the anticipated effect that the 1',01'08al facility 
will have on existing facilities and services; 

(0 the anticipated benefit ofthe facility to the area thai will resHlt 
fFem the faeility; 

(g) if known, the relationship of the proposed construction to any 
priorities whleh that have been established for the area to be served; 

(h) the availability and manner of financing the facility and the 
estimated date to begin and complete the facility; a..a 
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(i) desegregation requirements that cannot be met by any other 
reasonable meansi. and . 

ill the relationship of the Eroposed facility to the cooperative 
integrated learning neeasor~ area. . 

Subd. 8. [REVIEW OF PROPOSALS.] In reviewing each proposal, 
the commissioner shall submit to the school board, within 60 days of 
receiving the proposal, the review and comment about the educa
tional and economic advisability of the project. The review and 
comment shall be based on information submitted with the proposal 
and other information the commissioner determines is necessary. If 
the commissioner submits a negative review and comment for a 
portion of '" proIQfsak the review and comment shali clearly speci~ 
which portion 0 t e proposal received '" negative review an 
comment and W1iiCll portion of the proposal received '" positive 
review and comment .. 

Subd. 9. [PUBLICATION.] At least 20 days but not more than 60 
days before a referendnm for bonds or solicitation of bids to construct 
a facility described in subdivision 6, the school board shall publish 
the commissioner's review and comment in a the legal newspaper of 
geBeFai eiFelllatiaB in the area the district. SupPlementary informa
tion shall be available to the piibIic. 

Subd. 10. [REPORT.] Before January 15 of each year, the commis
sioner shall report to the legislature about the number and nature of 
proposals for projects submitted according to this section, the .nature 
of the review and comment on the educational and economic 
advisability of the project, and any recommendations. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 121.912, 
subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [LIMITATIONS.] Except as provided in this subdi
vision, sections 121.9121, 123.36, 4, 475.61, and 475.65, a school 
district may not permanently transfer money from (1) an operating 
fund to a nonoperating fund; (2) a nonoperating fund to another 
nonoperating fund; or (3) a nonoperating fund to an operating fund. 
Permanent transfers may be made from any fund to any other fund 
to correct for prior fiscal years' errors discovered after the books have 
been closed for that year. Permanent transfers may be made from the 
general fund to any other operating funds if the resources of the 
other fund are not adequate to finance approved expenditures from 
that other fund. Permanent transfers may also be made from the 
general fund to eliminate deficits in another fund when that other 
fund is being discontinued. When a district discontinues operation of 
a district-owned bus fleet or a substantial portion of a fleet, perma
nent transfers may be made from the fund balance account entitled 
"pupil transportation fund appropriated for bus purchases" to the 
capital expenditure fund, with the approval of the commissioner. 
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The levy authorized pursuant to section 275.125, s .. "division t4a 4, 
shall be reduced by an amount equal to the amount transferred. Any 
school district may transfer any amount from the unappropriated 
fund bala.nce account in its transportation fund to any other oper
ating fund or to the appropriated fund balance account for bus 
purchases in its transportation fund. 

Sec. 4. [124.243] [CAPITAL EXPENDITURE; FACILITIES.] 

Subdivision h ~ school board shall, by resolution adopted ".y !" 
two-thirds vote of its governing body and after notice and hearing, 
adopt !" capital eXllenditure fucilities program. The district shall 
publish notice of ~ hearing in its official newspaper at least 20 
days before the hearing. The program shall include plans for repair 
and restoration of existing district-owned facilities and plans for 
new construction. The program shall include specific provisions to 
correct any existing health and safety. hazards. The program must 
set forth the facilities to be improved,!" schedule of work not more 
than five years from the adoption or amendment of the program, the 
estimated cost of the improvements to be made, and the proposed 
methods of financing the program. The program must be reviewed 
".y the district biennially before July.!. of each odd-numbered year, 
after notice and hearing. After the review, the program may be 
amended to include the ensuing fIve-year period. 

Subd. 2. [CAPITAL EXPENDITURE FACILITIES REVENUE.] 
Caprrar expenditure facilities revenue for!" district equals the lesser 
of: 

(2) the difference between $400 times the actual JlIl£il units for 
the school year and the unreserved balance in the capital expendi
ture facilities account on June 30 of the second prior school year. For 
the purpose of determining revenue for the 1989-1990 and the 
1990-1991 school years, the unreserved balance in the capital 
expenditure facilities account on June 30 of the second prior school 
year .i§. zero. .. 

Subd. 3. [CAPITAL EXPENDITURE FACILITIES LEVY.] To 
obtain capital expenditure facilities revenue, a district may levy an 
amount not to exceed the capital expenditure _facilities revenue 
determmecrinsiibdlVlSion~ multiplied ".y the lesser of one, or the 
ratio of: 

(1) the quotient derived ".y dividing the adjusted assessed valua
tion of the district for the year preceding the year the levy ~ 
certified by the actual pupil units in the district for the school year 
to which the levy is attributable, to 
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(2) 75. percent of the equalizing factor for the school year to which 
th~ ~ attributalile. . 

Subd. 4. [ALTERNATE LEVY.] !! a district's capital expenditure 
faCilities revenue ~ less than $137 times the actual E!'J>i! units for 
the school year, the levy shalI be theTolTowing amount: 

(1) the levy determined in subdivision 3, times 

(2) the ratio of the capital expenditure facilities revenue to an 
amount equal to $137 times the actual E!'J>i! units. 

Subd. 5. [CAPITAL EXPENDITURE FACILITIES AID.] A dis
trict's cajiltal expenditure facilities aid is the difference between the 
capital expenditure facilities revenue and the capital expenditure 
facilities ~ !! the district does not levy the entire. amount 
f.ermitted;-!§ aid ~ reduced in proportion to the actual amount 
evied. Capital expenditure facilities aid must not be reduced as !'. 

result of the reduction in capital experuliture facilities levy under 
section 3. . 

Subd. 6. [USES OF REVENUE.] Capital expenditure facilities 
revenue may be used only for the foIlowing purposes: 

(1) to acquire land for school purposes; 

(2) to acquire or construct buildings for school purposes, if 
approved fu: the commissioner of education accordIDg to applicable 
statutes and rules; 

(3) to rent or lease buildings, including the costs of building repair 
or improvement that are part of !'. lease agreement; 

(4) to equip, reequif' improve, and repair school sites, buildings, 
and pennanent at~c ed fixtures; -

(5) for a surplus school building that ~ used substantially for !'. 
pubIlc nonschool purpose; 

(6) to eliminate barriers or increase access to school buildings gy 
handicapped individuals; . 

(7) to bring school buildinfs into compliance with the uniform fire 
code adopted according to c apter 299F; 

(8) to remove asbestos from school buildings, encapsulate asbes
tos, or make asbestos-related repairs; 

(9) to clean !!£ and dispose of polychlorinated biphenyls found in 
school buildings; 
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(10) to clean ~ remove, dispose of, and make repairs related to 
storing heating fuel or transportation fuels such as alcohol, gaso
line, fuel oil, and special fuel, as defined in section 296.01; 

(11) for energy audits for school buildings and to modify buildings 
if the audit indicates the cost of the modification can be recovered 
within ten years; - -- - -

(12) to improve buildings that are leased according to section 
123.36, subdivision 10; 

(13) to pay special assessments levied against school property but 
not to ~ assessments for service charges; . 

(14) to ~ principal and interest on state loans for energy 
conservation according to section 116J.37 or loans made under the 
northeast Mmnesota economic protection trust fund act according to 
sections 298.292 to 298.298; and --

(15) to purchase or lease interactive telecommunications equip
ment. 

Subd. 1. [SEPARATE ACCOUNT.] Capital expenditure facilities 
revenue must be placed in ~ separate account .within the capital 
expenditure fund. 

Subd.ll, [FUND TRANSFERS.) Money in the account for capital 
expenditure facilities revenne must not be transferred into any 
other account or fund, except that the school board may, by 
resolution, transfer money into the debt redemption fund to ~ the 
amounts needed to meet, when due, principal and Interest payments 
on certain obligations issued according to chapter 475. 

Subd. 9. [FUND ALLOCATION.] Capital expenditure facilities 
revenue may be allocated to the capital expenditure fund or the debt 
redemption fund. Each year !'c district shall notify the department 
about the amount of the capItal expenditure facilities revenue to be 
allocated to each fund. The department shall calculate the aid and 
levy for each fund and reduce the debt service levy of the district ~ 
the amount of the levy allocated to the debt redemption fund. 

Subd. 10. [INTEREST INCOME.] All interest income attributable 
to the caPRal expenditure facilities revenue account must be cred
ited to the account. -- - --
---=== 

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 124.244, is 
amended to read: 

124.244 [CAPITAL EXPENDITURE EQUIPMENT REVENUE.] 
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Subdivision 1. [REVENUE AMOUNT.) The capital expenditure 
equipment revenue for each district equals ~ $70 times its actual 
pupil units counted according to section 124.17, subdivision 1, for 
the school year. 

Subd. 2. [CAPITAL EXPENDITURE EQUIPMENT LEVY.) To 
obtain capital expenditure equipment revenue, a district may levy 
an amount not to exceed tIwee HiillS times the adjllsted assessed 
""lllatien sf the distriet fuF the preeeding yeftf' the district's capital 
expenditure equi'1ment revenue as determine;r-in subdivision ! 
multiplied h the esser of one, or The ratio of: 

(1) the quotient derived by dividing the adjusted assessed valua
tion of the district for the year preceding the year the levy ~ 
certified h the actual putl units in the district for the school year 
to which the levy ~ attri utaE>Ie, to 

(2) 75 percent of the equalizing factor for the school year to which 
th~ ~ attribufiiOle. 

Subd. 3. [CAPITAL EXPENDITURE E UIPMENT AID.) A dis
trict's capital expenditure equipment aid is the ifference between 
the capital expenditure equipment revenue and the capital expen
diture equipment levy. If a district does not levy the entire amount 
permitted, capital expenditure er.uipment aid must be reduced in 
proportion to the actual amountevied. Capital expenditure equipj ment aid must not be reduced as !" result of a reduction of its capita 
expenditure equipment levy under section 6. 

Subd. 4. [USES OF REVENUE.] Capital expenditure equipment 
revenue may be used only for the following purposes: 

(1) is ae'lllire Iaad fuF sehoolpllrp8ses; 

f2} is ae'lllire ffi' eeRstruet BllildiRgs fuF sehool pllrpeses, if 
sppreved by the eemmissieRer sf edllestieR aeeerdiRg isspplieable 
ststutesarui ru\es; . . . 

f3} is rent ffi' lease BllildiRgs fuF sehoolpurpeses; 

\41 is etjIiip, ree,!"ip, impreve, aadrepair sehool sites, BuildiRgs 
aruipermsReRt sUsehed til<tures; 

{(if is elimiRate bamers ffi' iReresse aeeess is sehoollmildiRgs by 
haRdieapped iRdividuals; 

f@isbriagsehoolbllildiRgs iRte eempli6Ree with the uRit6rm lire 
eede sdellted seeerdiRg is ehsllte. ~ 
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m te Feme',e asaestes ffem seheel aHililiags, eHeal'sHlate asbes
te&; eF ""'*". aBaestes Felateil Fel'aiFS; 

i:8f te eleaH Hf' aH<I disl'ese sf relyeDleFiHated ail'DeHYls fooOO ffi 
seheellmildiHgs; 

\9t te elean Hf'> Femeve, disrese sf; aH<I ""'*" FeraiFs Felateil te 
steFiHg ReatiHg fuel eF tFaHSjlertatieR fuels .sHeh as alee Rei, gasa
liRe, fuel eil, aH<I sreeiai fuel; as ilefiHeil ffi seetieR 296.91; 

fWf l& eReFgy aH4it.s l& seheellmildiRgs aH<I te ""'*" medifiea 
tieRs if tHe aHEIit iRdieates tHe eests etffi be FeeeveFed withffi tea 
yeaFSt 

{±l} te imflFe'le aHililiHgs tHat are \eased aeeeFdiHg te seetieH 
123.36, sHsdivisieH ~ 

fl2j te flaY sfleeial assessmeHts le¥ied agaiHst seheel flFefleFty am 
net- ta pay assessments ffiF s€¥viee ehafges; 

~ to pay capital expenditure equipment related assessments of 
.... edHeatieRai eeel'eFati'!e seFviee ""* any 'dntity formed under !' 
cooperative agreement between two or more lstricts; 

84} te flaY IlFiReillal aH<I iateFest en state .\eaRs. l& eHeFgy 
eeHseF'fatiaH aeeaFdiHg te seetieR 116J.37 eF.\eaRs made HflEIep tHe 
Hartheast MiRReseta eeeHamie IlFeteetiaH tFHst Hmd set aeeeFdiHg te 
seetiaRs 298.292 te 298.298; . 

g.aj. (2) to purchase or lease computers and related materials, 
copyingmachines, aH<I telecommunications equipment, and other 
noninstructional equipment; - -- ---

~ (3) to purchase or lease equipment for seeeRdaFY veeatieHal 
eSHeatilln flFegFams eF seffie.- seeeHdaFY iHdHstFial arts instruc
tional programs; aH<I 

g.-7f (4) to purchase textbooks; 

(5) to purchase library books; and 

(6) to purchase vehicles IJdcept those for which!' levy ~ authorized 
under section 275.125, su ivision 5f. 

Sec. 6. [124.2445] [PURCHASE OF CERTAIN EQUIPMENT.] 

The board of !' school district may issue certificates of indebted
ness or capital notes subject to the school d,strict debt limits to 
purchase vehicles other than school buses, computers, telephone 
systems, cable equipment, photocopy and office equipment, techno-
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~gicalequipment for instruction, and other capital equipment 
aving an expected useful life at least as long as the terms of the 

certificates or notes. The cer1lficates or notes must be payable in not 
more than live yeal, and must be issued on the terms aud in the 
manner determine ~ the boara.A tax lry must be maaeWr the 
payment of the principaiand1iiterest on ~ certillcates or note!, in 
accordance with section 475.61, as in the case of bonds. That tax ~ 
for each year must not exceed the amoimtoTthe disfiTct'sCapital 
expenditure equipment levy under section 124.244 for the year the 
initial debt service levies are certified. The district's capital eXlIer
diture levy under section 124.244 for each year must bli> reduce ~ 
the amount of the tax levies for dill service cert1lledror each year 
Wr payment of the principal and interest on the certJhcates or notes 
as required ~ section 475.61. 

Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 124.43, subdivision 1, is 
amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [REVIEW BY COMMISSIONER.] (a) 'l<> the ~ 
maneys are €rem time t& time available heFellnaeF, The commis
sioner may, after review and a favorable recommendation by the 
state board of education, recommend to the legislature capital loans 
to school districts. Proceeds of the loans shall be used only for sites 
for school buildings and for acquiring, bettering, furnishing, or 
equipping school buildings under contracts to be entered into within 
12 months from and after the date on which each loan is granted. 
!4'!,lieatiens With the aeeem!,aaying data s!,eeifiea in slleaivisiaR 2 
shall be file4 hetweeR OeteheF ± sf any yea!' ana the fallewiRg Jane 
h 

(b) Any school board wIHeh that intends to submit an application 
for a capital loan shall submit a proposal to the commissioner for 
review and comment pursuant to section 121.15 ~ September 1 of 
any liear, and the commissioner shall prepare a revIew and comment 
on t e proposed facility, regardless of the amount of the capital 
expenditure required to construct the facility. The state board shall 
not make a favorable recommendation on an application for a capital 
loan for any facility unless: 

(1) the facility receives a fa'leFahle positive review and comment 
pursuant to section 121.15; and 

(2) the state board determines that 

(A) the facilities are needed to replace facilities dangerous to the 
health and safety of pupils, or to provide for pupils for whom no 
adequate facilities exist; 

(B) the facilities could not be made available through dissolution 
and attachment of the district to another district or through pairing, 
interdistrict cooperation, or consolidation with another district, or 
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through the purchase or lease of facilities from existing institutions 
within the area. The preference of the school district regarding 
reorganization shall not be a criterion used by the state board in 
determining whether the facilities could be made available through 
reorganization; 

(e) the facilities are comparable in size and quality to facilities 
recently constructed in other districts of similar enrollment; and 

(D) the district's need for the facilities is comparable to needs 
wffieh that comparable districts are meeting through local bond 
issues.--

The state board may recommend that the loan be approved in a 
reduced amount in order to meet the foregoing criteria. If the state 
board recommends that a loan not be approved, the commissioner 
shall not recommend approval of the loan. If the state board 
recommends that the loan be approved in a reduced amount, the 
commissioner shall not recommend approval of a loan larger than 
that recommended by the state board. 

(c) As part of reviewing an application for a capital loan, the 
commissioner of education shall prepare estimated yearly repay
ments by the school district and the estimated amount of principal 
and interest that may be forgiven after the term of the loan. These 
estimates shall assume no growth in assessed valuation over the 
term of the loan, shall assume a W mill levy egual to 16 mills times 
the adjusted assessed value, and shall be prepared using a method
ology approved by the commissioner of finance. The commissioner of 
education shall use a discount factor provided by the· commissioner 
of finance in determining the present value of the estimated amount 
of interest and principal which may be forgiven after the term of the 
loan. 

(d) No loan shall be recommended for approval for any district 
exceeding an amount computed as follows: 

(1) The amount ¥eteEI reguested by the district under subdivision 
2' , 

(2) Plus the aggregate principal amount of general obligation 
bonds of the district outstanding on the date sf fil'l'F9'ral June 30 of 
the Yd'ar followin the year the arplication was recffive(),not 
excee ing t e limitation on net debt 0 the district in section 475.53, 
subdivision 4, or 24 percent of the adjusted assessed value, which
ever is 'less; 

(3) Less the maximum net debt permissible for the district 6ft the 
date sf fil'I'F9Val on December ! of the year the application !!: 
received, under the limitation in section 475.53, s\i1ldivision 4, or 24 
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percent of the most recent adjusted assessed value available at the 
time of applicatlOil; whichever is less; and . -

(4) Less any amount by which the amount voted exceeds the total 
cost of the facilities for which the loan is granted, as estimated in 
accordance with subdivision 4, provided that the loan may be 
approved in an amount computed as provided in clauses (1) to (3), 
subject to subsequent reduction in accordance with this clause. 

Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 124.43, subdivision 2,is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [DISTRICT PROCEDURES.] The school board of any 
district desiring a cfr~al loan shall adopt a resolution stating the 
amount proposed to e orrowed, the purpose for which the debt is to 
be incurred, and an estimate of the dates when the facilities for 
which the loan is requested will be contracted for and completed. 
'I'he fjHestiSft ef aHthaFi.iftg the ilaFFa'fJiftg ef funds fuf' the faeilities 
shall Be s""mitted ta the ¥etaFs efthe distFiet at a Fegela. .,., speeial 
eleetiaft. 'I'he'lHestiaft """mitted shall state the tataI amaHftt ta Be 
ilaA'ewed ffem aH seHFees. A majaFity ef these veiffig .... the 
fjHestiaa shall Be sHlli.ieftt ta aHtheFi,e the distriet ta eiIe€t the 
state Ieaft Bflplieatiaa aM aIs6 ta issHe the "-dB .... pHillie sale ffi 
aeeaFdaftee with .hapteF 41&. Applications for loans shall be accom
panied by (a) a copy of the resolution, and (b) a eenifieate By the 
el.effi Sha'Niftg the ¥ate at the ele.tiaft, fa} a certificate by the clerk 
and treasurer showing the then outstanding indebtedness of the 
district, aad W a eenifieate By the eaHftty aHElitaF ef eaeh eeHftty ffi 
whleh a paniaft ef the aistriet lies shewiftg the iafeFfflatieft ffi the 
a"diteF'sallieiaIFeeaFds whlehis FefjaiFed ta Be.....a ffi eampHtiag 
the deht limitefthe distFiet....ae. seetisft He.ail, s""divis;eft 4. The 
clerk's and treasurer's certificate shall show, as to each outstanding 
bond issue, the amount originally issued, the purpose for which 
issued, the date of issue, the amount remaining unpaid as of the date 
of the resolution, and the interest rates and due dates and amounts 
of principal thereon. Applications shall be in the form and accom
panied by the additional data which the commissioner and state 
board of education prescribe. A¥plications must be received !!.l': the 
commissioner !!.l': December 1 0 anSi year. 'Wlien an apphcation is 
received, the commissioner ShaIl 0 tain from the commissioner of 
revenue, and from the public utilities commission when required, 
the information in their official records which is required to be used 
in computing the debt limit of the district under section 475.53, 
subdivision 4. 

Sec. 9. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 124.43, subdivision 3, is 
amended.to read: 

Subd. 3. [f.'NARD QF LOt,NS RECOMMENDATiONS OF THE 
COMMISSIONER.] The commissioner shaH examine and consider 
all applications for capital loans which have been recommended by 
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the state board of education, and if tHI:Y a!,!,licaftt distFict is promptly 
notify any district found not qualified it shall be !,pam!,tiy Ratified 
thereefby the state board of the state board's decision. The commis
sioner shall make reCOIDmenOationsconcerning each capital loan to 
the education committees of both houses of the legislature by 
February! of each year. The commissioner shall also report on the 
funds remaining in the capital loan account, and if necessary, 
request that another bond issue be authorized. {)ft JaftlJary ± and 
July ± ef eaeh year; the cemmissieReF shall make u deteFmiRatieR 
_ all !,eRdiftg a!,!,licatieRs wffieh have been _ file with the 
eammissiaReF mere than ~ maRth. If an awlicaRt is '1llulified in 
the o!,iRiaR ef the cammissiafteF and the aggpegate ef the amalJRts 
a!,!,lied ffiF !lees net ~ the amelJftt available eF wffieh eaR be 
made available in the ca!,ital leaR aeCallftt, all""'*" sa a!,!,lied ffiF 
shall be gFaRted, slJ~ect te acce!'taRce by the Fes!'ecth'e distFicts as 
specified belew-c If the aggpegate e"ceeds the amalJRt wffieh is eF eaR 

be made available, the cemmissiaReF shall allet the available 
amOlJRt ~ the '1lJalified ap!,lieaRt dist.i.ts, eF tHI:Y ef them, 
acceFdiRg te the .emmis.,ia" •• 's jlldgmeHt and diseretiaft based ~ 
their Fes!,ective f>Oe<!& l'l>e cemmissieReF shall pFamptly ceFtH'y te 
eaeh '1llalified applicaftt distFid the amellRt, if any, ef the ca!,ital 
leaR graRted te it, sll~ect te adjlJstmeftt IlHder sllbdivisieR -l, clalJse 
w.. 

Sec. 10. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 124.43, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 3a. [LEGISLATIVE ACTION.] Each capital loan must be 
approved in law. -- -- --- -

If the aggregate amount of the capital loans exceeds the amount 
that lli or can be made avaiTahle, the coriiilliSsioner shiill a1\ot the 
available amount among any nuiiiber of qualified applicant dis
tricts, according to the commissioner's judgment and discretion, 
based upon the districts' respective needs. 

Sec. 11. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 124.43, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 3b. [DISTRICT REFERENDUM.] Upon receipt of the re
view and comment on the project, the question authorizing the 
borrowing of funds for the facilities must be submitted by the school 
board to the voters of the district at a regular or special electiOn. The 
question submitted sha1\ state the total amount to be borrowed from 
all sources. Approval of "- majority of those voting on the question is 
sufficient to authorize the Issuance of the obligations on public sale 
in accordance with chapter 475. However, no capital loan i§. avail
able to the district until the capital loan is approved in law and the 
question ~ approved Qy "- majority of the voters of the district at "
regular or special election. The district shall mail to the commis-
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sioner of education a certificate ~ the clerk showing the. vote at the 
eJeCtiOn. . 

Sec. 12. [124.477] [BOND ISSUE; MAXIMUM EFFORT SCHOOL 
WANS; 1988.] 

To provide money to be loaned to school districts as agencies and 
political subdivisi011s ofllie state to acquire and to better public land 
and buildings and other public improvements of" capital nature, in 
t/ie manner provided ~ the maximum effort school aid law, tile 
commissioner of finance shaII issue and sell school loan bonds offue 
state of Minnesota in the maxm.umamoUntOf$2\i;ooo;oOO,1n 
adiffiion to the bonds,liready authorized for this {urpose. The same 
amount is appropriated tothe maximum effort sc 001 loan fund and 
must be sJ:ent under the direction of the commissioner of education 
to make ebt servICe loans and capital loans to school districts as 
provided in sections 124.36 to 124.47. The bonds must be issued and 
sold and provision for their payment· must be made according to 
section 124.46. EnoT money to P!lY interest on the bonds to and 
includin July! in ~ second year after the date of issue must be 
cre ite from the bond proceeds to the school loan Dond account in 
the state bonutund. Expenses inCldentalto the sale, printing, 
execution, and delivery of the bonds, including, bUt Willlout limita
tion, actual and necessag travel and subsistence expenses of state 
Offlcers and employees or those purposes, must be paid from the 
maximum effort school lOan fund, and the money necessary for the 
expenses is appropriated from that fund. 

Sec. 13. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 124.494, 
subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [AWARD OF GRANTS.] The commissioner shall examine 
and consider all applications for grants, and if any joint powers 
district is found not qualified, the commissioner shall promptly 
notify that joint powers board. On JanuaFY 1,....a July 1 of e.aeh yeat' 
1988, the commissioner shall make a determinatian "" alll'eading 
iijijilleatiens that awards to no more than two qualified applicants 
whose applications have been on file with the commissioner more 
than one month. If the al'l'lieants are determined te be "ualified by 
the eemmissieRer ....a the tetaI ameuRt efthe grRRts al'l'lied ffip!laes 
Ret ~ the ameHBt a"ailable 61' that OOR be made available ift 
theiReentive graRt aeeeunt, all grRRts 56 a~l'lied ffip shall be 
al'l'reved, !l grant award ~ subject to verification by the joint powers 
districts as specified in subdivision 6. If the total amount of the 
approved applications exceeds the amount that is or can be made 
available, the commissioner shall allot the available amount ameng 
equally between the 'lHalified approved applicant districts, aeeam 
iRg te the eemmissieRer's jHdgmeRt....a diseretieR i>ased Hjl8B their 
resl'eetive Ree<!s. The commissioner shall promptly certify to each 
qualified joint powers district the amount, if any, of the grant 
awarded to it. 
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Sec. 14. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 124.494, 
subdivision 5, is amended to read: . 

Subd. 5. [REFERENDUM; BOND ISSUE.) Within 90 days after 
being awarded a grant under subdivision 4, the joint powers board 
shall submit the question of authorizing the borrowing of funds for 
the secondary facility to the voters of the joint powers district at a 
special election, which may be held in conjunction with the annual 
election of the school board members of the member districts. The 
question submitted shall state the total amount of funding needed 
from all sources. A majority of those voting in the affirmative on the 
question is sufficient to authorize the joint powers board to accept 
the grant and to issue the bonds on public sale in accordance with 
rnapter 475.'I'he clerk of the joint powers board must certify the vote 
of the bond election to the commissioner of education. If the beruIs 
are aatheri.ee question is a£yoved by the voters, the commissioner 
shall notify the ee1iflty aa er ef eaeh eeaBty ffi wIHeh the jeffit 
J3ewers rustFiet is leeatee allaroved applicant districts that the grant 
amount certified under su ivision 4 is available and appropriated 
for payment ef J3riBeiJ3al aOO iBterest "" the beruIs issaed 1iBEIer this 
saBeivisieB, aOO the aaeiter shall!'e<ffiee the jeffit J3ewers eistriet's 
debt se""iee le¥ies aeeereiBgly under this subdivision. If a majority 
of those voting on the question<IOllot vote in the affirmative, the 
grant must be canceled. 

Sec. 15. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 124.494, 
subdivision 6, is amended to read: 

Subd. 6. [CONTRACT.) Each grant must be evidenced by a 
contract between the joint powers board and the state acting through 
the commissioner. It The contract obligates the state to pay to the 
joint powers board an amount computed according to subdivision 4, 
"I"'" peeei"t By the eeraraissieBep ef a eertifiee reselHtiea ef the jeffit 
"ewers beard verifyiag that eentpaets ha¥e Beea eatepee ffita feJ' 
eeBstruetieB er Feraeeeliag ef the faeilities feJ' wIHeh the grant is 
awareee aOO that beruIs ef the jeffit "ewep" eistriet ha¥e Beea issaed 
aOO saM ffi the araeHnt aeeessapy lie f*iY tH± f"'6:ieet eests ffi eJreeSS ef 
the araeaat ef the grant, aOO estiraatiag the eests and according to 
~ schedule, and terms and conditions acceptable to the commissioner 
of finance. 

Sec. 16. [124.4945) [LEVY FOR SEVERANCE PAY.) 

~ joint powers board established under section 124.494 may make 
~ levy to provide severance E!'.Y and early retirement incentives 
under section 125.611, for ai'Y teacher as defined under section 
I25.T2, subdivision 1, who ~ p aced on unrequested leave as ~ result 
of the cooperative secondary facility agreement. ~ joint powers 
board making ~ levy shall certify to each participating district tax 
levies sufficient to raise the amount necessary to provide the 
CIlStrlct's portion or severance pay and early retirement incentives. 
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The tax levY
h 

certified to each district must be expressed as a mill 
rate, that, w en aapliea to the adjusted assessed valuation or-all of 
the partlCip;;.tiilgistricts raises the amount necessary to prOVlile 
severance ~ and larly retirement incentives. Each participating 
school district shal include the levy in the next tax roll which it 
shall certify to the county auiffiOr, and shall remit the collections Of 
the levy to the joint powers board. 

Sec. 17. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 124.495, is 
amended to read: 

124.495 [STATE BOND AUTHORIZATION.] 

To provide money for the cooperative secondary facilities grant 
program, the commissioner of finance, upon the request of the 
commissioner of education, shall issue and sell bonds of the state up 
to the amount of $8,QQQ,QQQ $16,000,000 in the manner, upon the 
terms and with the effect prescribed by sections 16A.631.to 16A.675 
and the Minnesota Constitution, article XI, sections 4 to 7. 

Sec. 18. [124.82] [BUILDING CONSTRUCTION DOWN PAY
MENT PROGRAM.] 

Subdivision 1. [CREATION OF A DOWN PAYMENT ACCOUNT.] 
A school district may create ~ down 'Ayment account as ~ separate 
account in its construction fund. ~ proceeds from the down 
payment levy must be deposited in thecapital expenarrureTund and 
transferred to this account. Interest income attributable to the down 
payment account must be credited to the account. --

Subd. 2. [USES OF THE ACCOUNT.] Monel in the down payment 
account must be used as ~ down payment -'!!: the future costs of 
acquisition and· betterment for ~ project that has been reviewed 
under section 121.15 and hasoeen approved according to subdivi
sion 3. 

Subd. 3. [FACILITIES DOWN PAYMENT LEVY REFEREN
DUM.] A aistrict may ~ the millage apIfroved £y a majority ofthe 
electors voting on the question to provide 'mds for ~down payment 
for an approved project. The election must take prace no more than 
five years before the estimated date of commencement of the pro~ect. 
The referenaum must be held on ~ date set ~ the scnoOIlioar . ~ 
referendum for ~ project not receiving ~ positIve review and com
ment !i,y the commissioner under section 121.15 must be approved 
!i,y at least 60 percent of the voters at the erectIOn. The referendum 
maYlie called £y the sChool board andmay be held: 

(1) separately, before an election for the issuance of obligations for 
the project underCl1ajlter 475; or -
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(2) in conjunction with an election for the issuance of obligations 
for the project under chapter 475;or 

(3) notwithstanding section 475.59, as !'o conjunctive question 
au1horizing both the down payment levy and the issuance of 
obli~ations for the project under chapter 475. Any obli~ations 
aut orized for !'o project may be issued within five years of t e date 
of the election. 

The ballot must provide !'o general description of the proposed 
project, state the estimated total cost of the project, state whether 
theprojectnasreceived a poSitiVe or negative reviewallifcomment 
from the commissioner 01 education, state the maximum amount of 
the down payment leit in mills, state the amount that will be raised 
by that millage in t e first year it: ~ to be levied, and state the 
maximum number oIyears that the levy authorization will apply. 

The ballot must contain a textual portion with the information 
reqrnred in this section ana !'o question statrngsUbStantially the 
following: 

"Shall the down payment lev»froposed !!.y the board of::: ::.::: 
School District No. ",::,',:: ~ approved?" 

If a8,proved, the amount provided i?r ~he approved millage a~plied 
to eac year's taxable valuation may ~ certified for the num er of 
years approved. 

In the event a coniunctive question proposes to authorize both the 
down paymentlevy and the issuance of obligations for the project, 
apprveriate language authorizing the issuance of obligations must 
also included in the question. 

The district must Notify the commissioner of education of the 
reSiiITs of the rereren urn. - - - -

Subd. 4. [EXCESS BUILDING CONSTRUCTION FUND LEVY 
PROCEEDS.] Any funds remaining in the down payment account 
that are not aPJ>lied to the payment oi'the costs of the approved 
project betOre Its final completion must be transferred to the 
district's debt redemption fund. 

Sec. 19. [124.83] [CAPITAL EXPENDITURE; HEALTH AND 
SAFETY] 

Subdivision 1. [HEALTH AND SAFETY PROGRAM.] To receive 
health and saIety revenue a district must submit to the commis
sioner oteaucation an application for aid and levY

b 
i?r AUgust 15 in 

the previous school year. The application may ~ for hazardous 
substance removal, fire code compliance, or life safety repairs. The 
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a~plication ~ust include !! health and safet>; pro~ram adoI!ted Qy 
t e school dIstrIct board. The program must mclu e the estImated 

'. cost of the program !i.Y fiscal year. -- -

Subd. 2. [CONTENTS OF PROGRAM.] A district way adopt !! 
health and sl)fety program. The program may inclu e plans for 
hazardous su stance removal, fire code compliance, or life safety 
repairs. 

A hazardous substance p\an must contain provisions for the 
removal or encapsulation' Q.. asDeSiOs from school buildi,s or 
r.roperty, asbestos-related repairs

ii 
cleanu~ anddlij)osal of po ych

Qrinated biphenyls found m sc 001 bUi, or property, and 
cleanup, removal, disposal, and repairs relate to storinr. Iieatin~ 
fuel or transportatIon fuels such as alcohol, gasoline, fhe~ oil, an 
spedal fuel, as definOO1il section 296.01. If a district as already 
developeaa plan for the removal or encapsuTafion of asbeStos, a new 
plan ~ not necessary for purposes of thIs section. 

A fire safety pial must contain !! description of the cnrrent fire 
code violation, a Ptn for the removal or repair of the fire hazara, 
and!! description 0 sjfety preparation and awareneSsprocedures to 
be followed until the azard is fully corrected . 

. A life safety plan ~ contain !! description of the life safety 
hazard and !! plan for Its removal or repair. 

Subd. 3. [HEALTH AND SAFETY REVENUE.] A district's 
health and safety revenue eq,als the approved cost ofthenealth and 
safety program for the schoo year to which the l,rs: is attributa~ 
minus the unexpende<f!lOrITon Q.. levies cerlTIie ~ the district in 
earlier years under sectIOn 275.125,SiiIidivision 11c. 

Subd. 4. [HEALTH AND SAFETY LEVY.] To receive health and 
j,afetli revenue, a district may lee? an amount equal to. th~lCt'S 
ea t and iafety revenue as e mea-in subdivision 3 multiplied Qy 

the lessor Q.. one, or the ratio of: 

(1) the quotient derived Qy dividing the adjusted assessed valua
tion Oi'the district for the year precerung the year the Iry ~ 
certitled~ the actualpupil units in the distrlctfor the schoo year 
to which theievy ~ attributable, to 

(2) 75 percent of the equalizing factor for the school year to which 
theTevy is attributable. . 

Subd. 5. [HEALTH AND SAFETY AID.] A district's health and 
safety aid is the difference between its health and ife~eiiiie 
and itsnealth and safety ~ IT!! district does not evy ~ entire 
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amount permitted, health and safety aid must be reduced m 
proportion to the actual amount levied. 

Subd. 6. [USES OF HEALTH AND SAFETY REVENUE.) Health 
and saffity revenue may be used only for eif,enditures necessary to 
correct Ire safety hazards, life safety llilzars, or for the removal or 
encapsulation of asbestos from school buildings or property, asbes
tos-related relairs, cleanup and disposal of polychlorinated bi
phenyls foun in school buildings or property, or the cleanup, 
removal, disposal", and repairs related to storing heating fuel or 
transportation fuels such as alcohol, gaSOline, fuel oil, and special 
fuel, as defined in section 296.01. 

Subd. 7. [PRORATION.) In the event that the health and safeta aiaavaiIable for any year ~ PrOrated, !' dlStTicthaVi"ii"gits ~ 
prorated may 1eV~ an additional amount equal to the amount not 
paid ~ the state ue to proration. 

Sec. 20. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 275.125, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 4a. [DOWN PAYMENT LEVY] ~ school district may I~vy 
the amount authorized for a down payment levy according to sectIOn 
18. 

Sec. 21. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 275.125, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. lle. [EXTRA CAPITAL EXPENDITURE LEVY FOR 
LEASING BUILDINGS.) When a district finds it economically 
advantageous to rent or lease a bUIlding for aseconaary vocational 
cooRerative program and it determines that the capital exgenditure 
taclities revenues authorized under section 4 are insuthcient for 
this purpose, !! may !'P.PlY to the commissioner for permission to 
make an additional capital expenditure levy for this purpose. An 
application for permission to levy under thIS subdivision must 
contain financial justification for the proposed ~ the terms and 
conditions of the proposed lease, and a description of £he space to be 
leased and its proposed use. The criteria for approval of ap~lications 
to levy under this subdivision must include: the reasona leness of 
the f,rice, the appropriateness of the spab to the proposed activity, 
the easibffity of transporting pupils to t e leased building, confor
mity of the lease to the laws and rules oft11e state of Minnesota, and 
the appropriateness of the proposed lease to the space needs and the 
financIal condition of the district:-Tl1e commissioner must not 
authorize !' levy under this subdivision in an amount greaterthan 
the cost to the district of renting or leasing a Duilding for apgroved 
purposes. The proceeds of this Ie,? must not be used fOi'1easmg or 
renting !' TaCility owned by!, istrict or for custodial or other 
maintenance services. 
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Sec. 22. Laws 1987, chapter 400, section 59, is amended to read: . 

Sec. 59. [REPEALER.] 

Sections 33 to gg 36 are repealed June 30, 1989. 

Sec. 23. [CAPITAL LOANS,] 

Subdivision 1. [LOAN TO MILACA SCHOOL DISTRICT.] A 
capital ~ m an amount not to exceed $4,791,000 to independent 
school district No. 912, Milaca, ~ approved. 

Subd. 2. [LOAN TO HOLDINGFORD SCHOOL DISTRICT.] A 
calr"IIoan in an amount not to exc~ed $1,087,000 to independent 
sc 001 dlStTIct No. 738, HoRIIDgt'or<r,1Sapproved. . 

Subd. 3. [LOAN TO REDWOOD FALLS SCHOOL DISTRICT.] A 
capltalloan in an amount not to exceed $5,838,000 to independent 
school dTstTIciNo. 637, Redwooa Falls, ~ approved. -

Sec. 24. [DEBT SERVICE.] 

The legislature estimates that the amount that will need to be 
triiiiSferred from the ~nerarrund to the state bond fund to pay 
principal anamterest due and to become due on state general 
obligation bonds issued for the cooperative secOlliIary facilities grant 
program authOrized ~ the amendment to Minnesota Statutes, 
section 124.495, contained in this article will be $608,900 for the 
fiscal year ending June 30, 1989. -- - - - -

Sec. 25. [1988 LEVY FOR LEASING BUILDINGS.] 

A district ,mil Ie? in 1988 the amount the district would have 
been authorize to evy iIi 1987 for the cost of renting or leasmg 
buildings according to Minnesota-statutes, section 275.125, subdi
vision 12, had the authority to levy for ·this purpose not been repealed. - - - - - - --

Sec. 26. [APPROPRIATION.] 

$8,000,000 is ailpropriated from the state building fund to the 
commissioner of e ucation for fiscal year 1988 for grants to districts 
under the coo erative secondary facilities Ktant program according 
to Minnesota tatutes, section 124.494. is appropriation ~ in 
addition to the amount appropriated fu Laws 1987, chapter 400, 
section 16, subdivision 4. 

Sec. 27. [REPEALER.] 
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Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 124.435; Minnesota Statutes 
1987 Supplement, secti0i1sl24.245, subdivisions 3, 3a, and 3b; and 
275.125, subdivision 11c, are repealed effective IOrthe---r9Sl:f:1990 
school year. 

Sec. 28. [EFFECTIVE DATES.] 

Sections.!. and 2 are effective the day following final enactment 
for projects that have not been submitted to the department for 
review and comment under Minnesota Statutes 19S6, section 
I2l.T5. sections 6 to IS, 20, 23, 24, and 26, are effectIVe the day 
following final enactInent-:-1ieCtlons 4, £, and-uJ are effective for 
revenue for the 1989-1990 school year andthereafter:" . -

Delete the title and insert: 

"A bill for an act relating to education; establishing general 
education revenue; modifying aspects of educational programs for 
American Indian people; providing for certain levying authority and 
limitations; modifying certain levies, aid, and grant programs; 
establishing learning year program sites; providing for revenue for 
school facilities; authorizing bonding; approving capital loans; offer
ing free admission to secondary school to eligible persons at least 21 
years of age; creating education district revenue; providing for the 
sale of permanent school fund lands; requiring certain changes in 
the state high school league; creating a task force on education 
organization; appropriating money; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1986, sections 92.06, subdivision 4; 92.14, by adding a subdivision; 
92.67, subdivision 5; 120.06, by adding a subdivision; 120.075, 
subdivision la, 3, and by adding a subdivision; 120.0751, subdivi
sion 1, and by adding a subdivision; 120.0752, subdivision 1, and by 
adding a subdivision; 120.0S, subdivision 2; 120.73, subdivision 1; 
120.74, subdivision 1; 121.15; 121.S8, by adding subdivisions; 
123.35, subdivision 8; 123.351, by adding a subdivision; 123.3514, by 
adding a subdivision; 124.17, by adding a subdivision; 124.1S, 
subdivision 2; 124.214, subdivision 2; 124.225, by adding a subdivi
sion; 124.245, by adding a subdivision; 124.43, subdivisions 1, 2, 3, 
and by adding subdivisions; 124.4S, subdivision 2; 124A.036, subdi
vision 2; 125.12, subdivision 3; 125.17, subdivision 2; 126.151; 
126.45; 126.46; 126.47; 126.49, subdivision 1; 126.51, subdivisions 1, 
2,4, and by adding a subdivision; 126.52; 126.531; 126.56; subdivi
sion 2; 129.121, subdivision 2, and by adding subdivisions; 129B.20, 
subdivision 1; 134.351, subdivision 7; 136D.74, by adding subdivi
sions; 1360.S1; 260.015, subdivision 19; and 275.125, by adding 
subdivisions; Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 92.46, 
subdivision 1; 92.67, subdivisions 1, 3, and 4; 120.0752, subdivision 
3; 120.101, subdivisions 5 and 9; 120.17, subdivisions 1 and 3b; 
121.912, subdivision 1; 122.91, by adding a subdivision; 123.3515, 
subdivisions 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, and 9; 123.39, subdivision 1; 124.17, 
subdivision 1; 124.214, subdivision 3; 124.223; 124.225, subdivision 
Sa; 124.244; 124.26, subdivision Ib; 124.494, subdivisions 4, 5, and 
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6; .124.495; 124A.036, subdivision 5; 124A.22, subdivision 2, and by 
adding subdivisions; 124A.23, subdivisions 1, 4, and 5; 124A.24; 
124A.27, subdivision 1; 124A.28, subdivision 1, and by adding a 
subdivision; 126.22, subdivisions 2, 3, 4, and by adding a subdivi
sion; 126.23; 126.67, subdivision 2b; 129.121, subdivision 1; 
129B.1l, subdivision 2, and by adding a subdivision; 129B.53, 
subdivision 2; 136D.27; 136D.87; 275.125, subdivision 5; and 
422A.I0l, subdivision 2; Laws 1959, chapter 462, section 3, subdi
vision 4, as amended; Laws 1987, chapter 398, articles 2, section 13, 
subdivision 2; 3, sections 38 and 39, subdivisions 7 and 8; 5, section 
2, subdivision 12; chapter 400, section 59; proposing coding for new 
law in Minnesota Statutes, chapters 120; 121; 124; 124A; 126; and 
129B; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 121.9121, subdi
vision 7; 124.435; 126.51, subdivision 3; Minnesota Statutes 1987 
Supplement, sections 123.3515; 123.703, subdivision 3; 124.245, 
subdivisions 3, 3a, and 3b; 124A.27, subdivision 10; 129B.74; 
129B. 75; and 275.125, subdivision 11c; Laws 1984, chapter 463, 
article 7, section 45." 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 

House Conferees: KEN NELSON, KATHLEEN O. \1<;LLENGA, DENNIS D. 
OZMENT, BOB McEACHERN AND JERRY J. BAUERLY. 

Senate Conferees: RANDOLPH W. PETERSON, EMBER D. REICHGOTT, 
JAMES C. PEHLER, DONNA C. PETERSON AND GARY M. DEC RAMER . 

McEachern moved that the report of the Conference Committee on 
H. F. No. 2245 be adopted and that the bill be repassed as amended 
by the Conference Committee. The motion prevailed. 

CALL OF THE HOUSE 

On the motion of Wynia and on the demand of 10 members, a call 
of the House was ordered. The following members answered to their 
names: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
BelUlett 
Bertram 
Boo 
Brown 
Carlson,"D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 

Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
DempS,eY 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 

Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Jolmson, A. 
Johnson, R. 

Johnson, V. 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 

. Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Larsen 
Lasley 
Lieder 
Marsh 
McDonald 

McEachern 
McLaughlin 
McPherson 
Milbert 
Miller 
Minne 
Morrison 
Munger 
Murphy 
Nelson, C, 
Nelson, D. 
Nelson, K. 
O'Connor 
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Ogren 
Olsen, S. 
Olson, E. 
Olson, K. 
Omann 
Onnen 
Orenstein 
Osthoff 
Otis 
Ozment 
Pappas 
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Pauly 
Pelowski 
Peterson 
Poppenhagen 
Price 
Quinn 
Quist 
Redalen 
Rice 
Richter 
Rodosovich 

Rose 
Rukavina 
Sarna 
Schafer 
Scheid 
Schreiber 
Seaberg 
Segal 
Shaver 
Skoglund 
Solberg 

Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
'I]ornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
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Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

Wynia moved that further proceedings of the rollcall be dispensed 
with and that the Sergeant at Arms be instructed to bring in the 
absentees. The motion prevailed and it was so ordered. 

H. F. No. 2245, as amended by Conference, was read for the third 
time. 

POINT OF ORDER 

Quist raised a point of order pursuant to section 770, paragraph 2, 
of "Mason's Manual of Legislative Procedure" relating to reports of 
Conference Committees that the report of the Conference Commit
tee on H. F. No. 2245 was not in order. The Speaker ruled the point 
of order not well taken. 

H. F. No. 2245, A bill for an act relating to education; providing 
aids for education and the distribution of. tax revenues; increasing 
the basic formula allowance; setting the general education levy; 
modifYing the transportation aid and levy formulas; creating an 
American Indian education council; requiring a study of Indian 
education; requiring the development of a new model for secondary 
vocational instruction; l)1odifying the community education formu
las; offering free admission to secondary school to eligible persons at 
least 21 years of age; creating education district revenue; encourag
ing integrated learning environments; making technical corrections 
to the cooperative secondary facilities grant act; providing for the 
sale of permanent school fund lands; requiring the signing of an 
education statement; requiring certain changes in the state high 
school league; creating a task force on school district reorganization; 
changing the capital expenditure formulas; appropriating money; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 92.06, subdivision 4; 
92.14, by adding a subdivision; 92.67, subdivision 5; 120.06, by 
adding a subdivision; 120.075, subdivisions la, 3, and by adding a 
subdivision; 120.0751, subdivision 1, and by adding a subdivision; 
120.0752, subdivision 1, and by adding a subdivision; 120.74, 
subdivision 1; 121.11, subdivision 12; 121.15, subdivisions 6,7, and 
by adding a subdivision; 121.612, by adding a subdivision; 121.88, by 
adding subdivisions; 123.35, subdivision 8; 123.3514, by adding a 
subdivision; 124.17, by adding a subdivision; 124.18, subdivision 2; 
124.214, subdivision 2; 124.225, by adding a subdivision; 124.245, by 
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adding a subdivision; 124.271, by adding subdivisions; 124.2711, by 
adding a subdivision; 124A.036, subdivision 2; 126.14, subdivision 
1; 126.151; 126.56, subdivision 2; 129.121, subdivision 2, and by 
adding subdivisions; 260.015, subdivision 19; 275.125, by adding 
subdivisions; Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement,sections 92.46, 
subdivision 1; 92.67, subdivisions 1,3, and 4; 120.0752, subdivision 
3; 120.101, subdivisions 5 and 9; 120.17, subdivision 1; 121.612, 
subdivision 3; 121.87, subdivision 1a; 123.3515, subdivisions 1, 2, 3, 
5,6,9, and by adding a subdivision; 124.214, subdivision 3; 124.223; 
124.225, subdivision 4b; 124.26, subdivision 1b; 124.271, subdivi
sion 2b; 124.2711, subdivision 1; 124.494, subdivisions 5 and 6; 
124.573, subdivision 2b, and by adding subdivisions; • 124A.036, 
subdivision 5; 124A.22, subdivisions 2, 3, and 6; 124A.23, subdivi
sions 1, 2, 3, and by adding subdivisions; 124A.24; 124A.25, subdi
visions 2, 4, and by adding a subdivision; 125.185, subdivision 4; 
126.22, subdivisions 2, 3, 4, and by adding a subdivision; 126.666, by 
adding a subdivision; 126. 70, subdivision 2a; 129.121, subdivision 1; 
129B.11, subdivisions 1 and 2, and by adding a subdivision; 275.125, 
subdivisions 5 and 8; Laws 1987, chapter 398, article 1, sectiJ)n 27, 
subdivision 3; article 2, section 13, subdivision 2; article 3, section 
39, subdivision 8; article 5, section 2, subdivision 12; article 6, 
section 19, subdivision 7; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota 
Statutes, chapters 120; 121; 122; 124; 124A; 126; 129B; 145; repeal
ing Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 124.245, subdivision 4; Min
nesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, seCtions 121.11, subdivision 16; 
124.244; 124.245, subdivisions 3, 3a, and 3b; 124A.27, subdivision 
10; and 275.125, subdivisions 6e and 11c. 

The bill, as amended by Conference, was placed upon its repass-
age. . 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. 

Wynia moved that those not voting be excused from voting .. The 
motion prevailed. 

There were 126 yeas and 3 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 

Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 

"Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
"Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dom. 
Forsythe 
Frederick 

Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutkne<ht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Htigoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros ' 
Jefferso.n 
Jenirings 

. Jensen 
·.Joh~on, A. 

Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Krueger 

Larsen 
Lasley 
Lieder 
Long 
Marah 
McDonald 
McEachern 
McKasy 
McLaughlin 
McPherson 
Milhert 
Miller 
Minne 
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Morrison 
Munger 
Murphy 
Nelson, C. 
Nelson, D. 
Nelson, K. 
O'Connor 
Ogren 
Olson, E. 
Olson, K. 
Omann 
Onnen 
Orenstein 

Osthoff 
Otis 
Ozment 
Pappas 
Pauly 
Pelowski 
Peterson 

. Poppenhagen 
Price 
Quinn 
Quist 
Redalen 
Rest 

Rice 
Richter 
Riveness 
Rodosovich 
Rose 
Rukavina 
Sarna 
Schafer 
Scheid 
Schreiber 
Seaberg 
Shaver 
Skoglund 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Neuenschwander Olsen, S. Segal 

Solberg 
Bparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 

12441 

Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was repassed, as amended by Conference, and its title 
agreed to. 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON H. F. NO. 2407 

A bill for an act relating to the state and local governments; 
providing that municipal volunteers are employees for purposes of 
tort claims; providing that employees and officers of the world trade 
center board and greater Minnesota corporation are state employees 
for purposes of state tort claims; providing that officers and directors 
of public corporations are immune from liability under standards for 
nonprofit corporations; clarifying immunity from civil liability for 
certain athletic officials; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sec
tions 317.22, subdivision 4; 317.28; 466.01, by adding a subdivision; 
Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 44A.02, subdivision 
3; 1160.03, by adding a subdivision; 1160.04, subdivision 2; 
317.201, subdivision 1; 340A.801, subdivisions 1 and 4; 340A.802; 
and 604.08, subdivision 1. 

The Honorable Robert Vanasek 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Honorable Jerome M. Hughes 
President of the Senate 

April 19, 1988 

We, the undersigned conferees for H. F. No. 2407, report that we 
have agreed upon the items in dispute and recommend as follows: 

That the Senate recede from its amendments and that H. F. No. 
2407 be further amended as follows: 

Delete everything after the enacting clause and insert: 
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"Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 44A.02, 
subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [EMPLOYEES.] The president may appoint employees 
and prescribe their duties. Employees and officers of the corporation 
are not state employees, but are covered ~ section 3.736 and, at the 
option of the board may participate in the following plans for 
employees in the unclassified service: the state retirement plan, the 
state deferred compensation plan, and the health insurance and life 
insurance plans. The president may delegate to a subordinate the 
exercise of specified statutory powers or duties as the president 
deems advisable, subject to the control of the president. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 1160.03, is 
amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 10. [TORT CLAIMS.] The corporation ~ ~ state agency for 
purposes of section 3.736. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 1160.04, 
subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [STATUS OF EMPLOYEES.] Employees, officers, and 
directors of the corporation are not state employees, but are covered 
~ section 3.736 and, at the option of the board, may participate in 
the state retirement plan and the state deferred compensation plan 
for employees in the unclassified service and an insurance plan 
administered by the commissioner of employee relations. 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 317.201, 
subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [GENERALLY.] Except as provided in subdivision 
2, no person who serves without compensation as a director, officer, 
trustee, member, or agent of an organization exempt from state 
income taxation under section 290.05, subdivision 2, or who serves 
without compensation as a fire chief of a nonprofit firefighting 
corporation or municipal volunteer fire department, or of ~ public 
cOiloration established ~ law but not considered a municipali~ , 
shal be held civilly liable for an act or omission by that person ift e 
act or omission was in good faith, was within the scope of the 
person's responsibilities as a director, officer, trustee, member, 
agent, or fire chief of the organization, and did not constitute willful 
or reckless misconduct. 

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 317.22, subdivision 4, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [NOTICE.] Subject to waiver under section 317.24, notice 
of meetings and elections, as provided in section 317:02, subdivision 
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6, shall be given to all members entitled to vote at the meeting or 
election. !!" proxies are permitted at the meeting, the notice shall so 
inform members and state the procedure for appointing proxies. 

Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 317.28, is amended to 
read: . 

317.28 [BOOKS AND RECORDS; FINANCIAL STATEMENT.] 

(1) A domestic corporation shall keep at its registered office correct 
and complete books of account and minutes of proceedings of 
meetings of (a) members, (b) board of directors, and (c) committees 
having any of the authority of the board of directors. . 

(2) A member, or the member's agent or attorney, may inspect all 
books and records for any proper purpose at any reasonable time. 

(3) Upon request by a member, the domestic corporation shall 
furnish the member with a statement showing the financial result of 
all operations and transactions affecting income and surplus during 
its last annual accounting period and a balance sheet containing a 
summary of its assets and liabilities as of the closing date of such 
accounting period. 

(4) !!" the articles or bylaws permit -'" specified percentage of 
members to call -'" meeting of the board of directors or the member
ship, the corporation shall provide any voting member, within ten 
days after receiving a request, a statement showing the number of 
members required to call the meeting. The statement ~ binding on 
the corporation. 

Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 466.01, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 6. [EMPLOYEE, OFFICER, OR AGENT.] For the purposes 
of sections 466.01 to 466.15, "employee," "officer," or "agent" means 
~ present or former employee, officer, or agent of a municipality, or 
other person acting on behalf of the municipality in an official 
capacity, temporarily or permanently, with or without compensa
tion, but does not include an independent contractor. 

Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 604.08, 
subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [GRANT.] No individual who provides services or 
assistance without compensation as an athletic coach, manager, or 
official for a sports team that is organized or performing under a 
nonprofit charter, and no community-based, voluntary nonprofit 
athletic association, or any volunteer of the nonprofit athletic 
association, is liable for money damages to a player "", participant, 
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or spectator as a result of an individual's acts or omissions in the 
providing of that service ot assistance. 

This section applies to organized sports competitions and practice 
and instruction in that sport. 

For purposes of this section, "compensation" does not include 
reimbursement for expenses." 

Delete the title and insert: 

''A bill for an act relating to the state and local governments; 
providing that municipal volunteers are employees for purposes of 
tort claims; providing that employees and officers of the world trade 
center board and greater Minnesota corporation are state employees 
for purposes of state tort claims; providing that officers and directors 
of public corporations are immune from liability under standards for 
nonprofit corporations; clarifying immunity from civil liability for 
certain athletic officials; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sec
tions 317.22, subdivision 4; 317:28; and 466.01, by adding a subdi
vision; Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 44A.02, 
subdivision 3; 1160.03, by adding·a subdivision; 1160.04, subdivi
sion 2; 317.201, subdivision 1; and 604.08, subdivision 1." 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 

House Conferees: ROGER M. COOPER, ALLEN J. QUIST AND SANDRA L. 
PAPPAS. . 

Senate Conferees: WILLLAM P. LUTHER, JIM RAMSTAD AND RICHARD J. 
COHEN. 

Cooper moved that the report of the Conference Committee on 
H. F. No. 2407 be adopted and that the bill be repassed as amended 
by the Conference Committee. The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 2407, A bill for an act relating to the state and local 
governments; providing that municipal volunteers are employees for 
purposes of tort claims; providing that employees and officers of the 
world trade center board and greater Minnesota corporation. are 
state employees for purposes of state tort claims; providing that 
officers and directors of public corporations are immune from 
liability under standards for nonprofit corporations; clarifying im
munity from civil liability for certain athletic officials; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 317.22, subdivision 4; 317.28; 
466.01, by adding a subdivision; Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supple-
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ment, sections 44A.02, subdivision 3; ll60.03, by adding a subdivi
sion; 1160.04, subdivision 2; 317.201, subdivision 1; 340A.801, 
subdivisions 1 and 4; 340A.802; and 604.08, subdivision L 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by Conference, 
and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. 

Wynia moved that those not voting be excused from voting. The 
motion prevailed. 

There were 129 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dom 
Forsythe 
Frederick 

Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kally 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 

Krueger Omann 
Larsen Onnen 
Lasley Orenstein 
Lieder Osthoff 
Long Otis 
Marsh Ozment 
McDonald Pappas 
McEachern Pelowski 
McKasy Peterson 
McLaughlin Poppenhagen 
McPherson Price 
Milbert Quinn 
Miller Quist 
Mione Redalen 
Morrison Rest 
Munger Rice 
Murphy Richter 
Nelson, C. Riveness 
Nelson, D. Rodosovich 
Nelson, K. Rose 
Neuenschwander Rukavina 
O'Connor Sarna 
Ogren Schafer 
Olsen, S. Scheid 
Olson, E. Schreiber 
Olson, K. Seaberg 

Segal 
Shaver 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
'l\mheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was repassed, as amended by Conference, and its title 
agreed to. 
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INTRODUCTION AND FIRST READING 
OF HOUSE BILLS, Continued 

The following House Files were introduced: 

Shaver introduced: 

[93rd Day 

H. F. No. 2828, A bill for an act relating to handicapped persons; 
defining term for purposes of parking of motor vehicles by handi
capped persons; amending Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, 
section 168.021, subdivision 5, 

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee 
on Transportation. 

Kinkel, Kahn, Krueger, Pelowski and Kostohryz introduced: 

H. F. No. 2829, A bill for an act relating to military; making 
legislative findings concerning the benefits of a full-strength Min
nesota national guard; increasing the minimum active duty pay for 
the Minnesota national guard; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, 
section 192;51, subdivision 2. 

The bill was read for the first time arid referred to the Committee 
on General Legislation, Veterans Affairs and Gaming. 

Kahn; Anderson, G.; Schreiber and Kostohryzintroduced: 

H. F. No. 2830, A bill for an act relating to military; requiring the 
advice and consent of the senate in the appointment of the adjutant 
general; providing for a term of office of seven years for the adjutant 
general; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 190.07. 

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee 
on General Legislation, Veterans Affairs and Gaming. 

HOUSE ADVISORIES 

The following House Advisory was introduced: 

Clark, Ogren, Vellenga and Greenfield introduced: 

H. A. No. 101, A proposal to study residential programs. 

The advisory was referred to the Committee on Health and 
Human Services. 
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MESSAGES FROM THE SENATE 

The following messages were received from the Senate: 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted 
the report of the Conference Committee on: 

H. F. No. 1749, A bill for an act relating to transportation; 
increasing the excise tax on gasoline and special fuel to 20 cents per 
gallon; increasing the fees for alternate fuel permits; providing for 
the distribution of motor vehicle excise tax revenue; creating a 
transportation study board; repealing the contingent income tax 
increase provision; appropriating money; amending Minnesota Stat
utes 1986, sections 296.02, subdivision 1b; and 296.026, subdivision 
2, as amended; Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 
296.025, subdivisions 2a and 2b; and 297B.09, subdivision 1; repeal
ing Laws 1987, chapter 268, article 18, section 5. 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the recom
mendation and report ofthe Conference Committee. Said House File 
is herewith returned to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted 
the report of the Conference Committee on: 

H. F. No. 2182, A bill for an act relating to public administration; 
proposing amendments to the Minnesota Constitution: adding a 
section to article XI establishing an environmental and natural 
resources trust fund and article XIII, section 5 permitting state-run 
lotteries; providing for the distribution oflottery proceeds; providing 
implementing legislation for the trust fund; creating a legislative 
commission, an advisory committee, and a resources congress; 
providing for trust fund expenditures; providing for water system 
improvement loans; creating a Minnesota future resources account; 
transferring certain functions; requiring a biennial report; changing 
the distribution of general fund balances; returning certain trans
ferred money to the state treasury; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1986, sections 88.80, subdivision 2; Minnesota Statutes 1987 Sup
plement, sections 16A.1541; 116C.69, subdivision 3; 1160.012; and 
297.13, subdivision 1; proposing coding for new law as Minnesota 
Statutes, chapter 116P; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 
86.01; 86.02; 86.03; 86.06; 86.07; 86.08; 86.10; 86.11; 86.12; 86.31; 
86.32; 86.33, subdivision 1; 86.34; 86.35; 86.41; 86.42; 86.51; 86.53; 
86.61; and 86.75. 
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The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the recom
mendation and report of the Conference Committee. Said House File 
is herewith returned to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted 
the report of the Conference Committee on: 

S. F. No. 1590. 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the recom
mendation and report of the Conference Committee. Said Senate 
File is herewith transmitted to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHA VEN, Secretary of the Senate 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON S. F. NO. 1590 

A bill for an act relating to transportation; providing that uniform 
relocation assistance standards comply with recent amendments to 
federal law; authorizing commissioner of transportation to accept 
gifts to department; appropriating gift funds to commissioner; 
exempting lessees of highway easement property from tax on its use 
and possession; providing that governmental body may file deed 
conveying partial parcel of land without current taxes having been 
paid on whole parcel; repealing conflicting provision related to 
charges for users of air transportation services provided by the 
commissioner of transportation; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1986, section 161.20, by adding a subdivision; Minnesota Statutes 
1987 Supplement, sections 117.52, subdivision 1; 272.01, subdivi
sion 3; and 272.121; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 
360.015, subdivision 20. 

The Honorable Jerome M. Hughes 
President of the Senate 

The Honorable Robert Vanasek 
Speaker. of the House of Representatives 

April 15, 1988 

We, the undersigned conferees for S. F. No. 1590, report that we 
have agreed upon the items in dispute and recommend as follows: 

That the House recede from its amendment and that S. F. No. 1590 
be further amended as follows: 
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Page 2, after line 26, insert: 

"Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 173.085, is amended to 
read: 

173.085 [STAR CITY SIGNS.] 

Subdivision 1. [AUTHORITY TO ERECT.] (a) A county or lesser 
populated statutory or home rule charter city of Minnesota that has 
received instruction and expertise from the department of energy 
and economic development on attracting and retaining businesses 
for the county or city and subsequently has been designated and 
annually recertified as a star county or star city for economic 
development by that department may erect star county or star city 
signs upon payment of a fee required under section 173.13, subdivi
sion 4, to the department of transportation. In the case of star cities, 
one sign may be erected at each approacht01lie city within the 
right-of-way of an interstate or other highway that passes inside the 
city limits. In the case of star counties, one ~ may be erected 
within the right-of-way of an interstate or other highway at or near 
the point where the highway enters the county. 

(b) Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph (a), a lesser 
populated statutory or home rule charter city that has an official 
sign in an adjacent area of an approach of an interstate highway 
passing through or near the city as of August 1, 1985 may replace 
that sign with a star city sign upon payment of a fee required under 
section 173.13, subdivision 4, to the department of transportation. A 
county that has an official ~ on the right-of-way or adjacent area 
of an interstate highway at the point where the highway enters the 
county may replace that sign with" star county ~ on payment of 
a fee required under section 173.13, subdivision 4, to the department 
of transportation. 

Subd. 2. [SIGN STANDARDS.] The department of transportation 
shall design and manufacture the star county and star city sigft 
~ to specifications not contrary to other federal and state 
highway sign standards and substantially similar to those star city 
signs approved for display on state highways as of August 1, 1985." 

Page 2, line 27. delete "3" and insert "4" 

Page 4, line 26, delete "4" and insert "5" 

Page 5, after line 11, insert: 

"Sec. 6. Laws 1987, chapter 358, section 5, subdivision 1, IS 

amended to read: 
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Sec. 5. PUBLIC SAFETY 

Subdivision 1. Total Appropriation 81,888,100 81,990,800 

Approved Complement -
1,€l7!i.4 1,686.4 

General - 393.7 
Special Revenue - 3 
Trunk Highway - 1,()!i().8 1,070.8 
Highway User - 173.6 
Federal - 48.3 

The above approved complement in
cludes 1H-l521 for state-funded, unclas
sified patrol officers and supervisors of 
the state patrol. Nothing in this provi
sion is intended to limit the authority 
of the commissioner of public safety to 
transfer personnel, with the approval of 
the commissioner of finance, among 
the various units and divisions within 
this section, provided that the above 
complement must be reduced accord
ingly. 

General 
For 1987 - $900,000 
Trunk Highway 
Highway User 

Summary by Fund 

$20,905,800 

Special Revenue 
Transfers to Other Direct 

$52,517,200 
$ 9,565,500 
$ 500,000 

($ 1,600,400) 

The amounts that may be spent from 
this appropriation for each program are 
specified in the following subdivisions. 

The amounts shown in the program 
totals are reduced by $87,500 the first 
year and $87,500 the second year from 
the general fund. Reductions must be 
made from appropriations that will not 
reduce revenue to the general fund." 

Page 5, line 12, delete "5" arid insert "7" 

Page 5, line 15, delete "6" and insert "8" 

$20,977 ,500 

$52,456,400 
$ 9,645,700 
$ 550,000 

($ 1,638,800) 

Page 5, line 16, delete "Section 2 is" and insert "Sections 1 and 2 
are" and delete "3 to 5" and insert ''4 to T' - -- -
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Amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 5, after the semicolon insert "authorizing star county 
signs on highways;" 

Page 1, line 10, after the semicolon insert "increasing complement 
of department of public safety;" 

Page 1, line 14, delete "section" and insert "sections" 

Page 1, line 15, after the semicolon insert "and 173.085;" 

Page 1, line 17, after the semicolon insert "Laws 1987, chapter 
358, section 5, subdivision 1;" 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 

Senate Conferees: JIM M. VICKERMAN, KRTTH LANGSETH AND LYLE G. 
MEHRKENS. 

House Conferees: BERNARD L. LIEDER, VIRGIL J. JOHNSON AND HENRY 
J. KALIS. 

Lieder moved that the report of the Conference Committee on S. F. 
No. 1590 be adopted and that the bill be repassed as amended by the 
Conference Committee. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 1590, A bill for an act relating to transportation; 
proy.jding that uniform relocation assistance standards comply with 
recent amendments to federal law; authorizing commissioner of 
transportation to accept gifts to department; appropriating gift 
funds to commissioner; exempting lessees of highway easement 
property from tax on its use and possession; providing that govern
mental body may file deed conveying partial parcel of land without 
current taxes having been paid on whole parcel; repealing conflict
ing provision related to charges for users of air transportation 
services provided by the commissioner of transportation; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 161.20, by adding a subdivision; 
Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 11 7.52, subdivision 
1; 272.01, subdivision 3; and 272.121; repealing Minnesota Statutes 
1986, section 360.015, subdivision 20. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by Conference, 
and placed upon its repassage. 
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The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. 

Wynia moved that those not voting be excused from voting. The 
motion prevailed. 

There were 125 yeas and 1 nay as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Boo 
Brown 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dom 
Forsythe 
Frederick 

Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Joimson, A. 
JOMson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 

Kostohryz Olson, K. 
Krueger Omano 
Larsen Onnen 
Lasley Orenstein 
Lieder Osthoff 
Marsh Otis 
McDonald Ozment 
McEachern Pappas 
McKasy Pauly 
McLaughlin Pelowski 
McPherson Peterson 
Milbert Poppenhagen 
Miller Price 
Mione Quinn 
Morrison Quist 
Munger Redalen 
Murphy Rice 
Nelson, C. Richter 
Nelson, D. Rodosovich 
Nelson, K. Rose 
Neuenschwander Rukavina 
O'Connor Sarna 
Ogren Schafer 
Olsen, S. Scheid 
Olson, E. Schreiber 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Burger 

Seaberg 
Segal 
Shaver 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stallius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjomhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Venenga 
Voss 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was repassed, as amended by Conferen~e, and its title 
agreed to. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted 
the report of the Conference Committee on: 

S. F. No. 1821. 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the recom
mendation and report of the Conference Committee. Said Senate 
File is herewith transmitted to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 
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CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON S. F. NO. 1821 

A bill for an act relating to crimes; police pursuit; requiring 
certain driver's manual information; providing for civil forfeiture of 
vehicle used to flee a peace officer; requiring local governments to 
establish pursuit procedures and training requirements by October 
1, 1989; authorizing peace officer standards and training board to 
assist local governments in establishing procedures and training 
requirements; requiring reporting of all police pursuits to depart
ment of public safety; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 
171.13, by adding a subdivision; 626.843, subdivision 1; and 
626.845, subdivision 1; Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sec
tion 609.531, subdivision 1; proposing coding for new law in Minne
sota Statutes, chapter 626. 

The Honorable Jerome M. Hughes 
President of the Senate 

The Honorable Robert Vanasek 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

April 20, 1988 

We, the undersigned conferees for S. F. No. 1821, report that we 
have agreed upon the items in dispute and recommend as follows: 

That the Senate concur in the House amendments and that S. F. 
No. 1821 be further amended as follows: 

Page 1, after line 25, insert: 

"Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 256.98, 
subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [WRONGFULLY OBTAINING ASSISTANCE.] A 
person who obtains, or attempts. to obtain, or aids or abets any 
person to obtain by means of a willfully false statement or repre
sentation, by intentional concealment of a material fact, or by 
impersonation or other fraudulent device, assistance to which the 
person is not entitled or assistance greater than that to which the 
person is entitled, or who knowingly aids or abets in buying or in 
any way disposing of the property of a recipient or applicant of 
assistance without the consent of the local agency with intent to 
defe::tt the purposes of sections 256.12, 256.72 to 256.871, and 
chapter 256B, or all of these sections is guilty of theft and shall be 
sentenced pursuant to section 609.52, subdivision 3, clauses (2), (3), 
(6), and (7). 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 268.18, 
subdivision 3, is amended to read: 
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Subd. 3. [FALSE REPRESENTATIONS; CONCEALMENT OF 
FACTS; PENALTY.] (a) Whoever obtains, or attempts to obtain, or 
aids or abets any person to obtain by means of a willfully false 
statement or representation, by intentional concealment of a mate
rial fact, or by impersonation or other fraudulent device, benefits to 
which, the person is not entitled or benefits greater than that to 
which the person is entitled under this chapter, or under the 
employment security law of any state or of the federal government or 
of a foreign government, either personally or for any other person, 
shall be guilty of theft and shall be sentenced pursuant to section 
609.52, subdivision 3, clauses (2), (3), (6), and (7). The amount of the 
benefits incorrectly paid shall be the dll'ference between the amount 
of benefits actually received and the amount which the person would 
have been entitled under state and federal law had the department 
been informed of all material facts. 

(b) Any employing unit or any officer or agent of an employing 
unit or any other person who makes a false statement or represen
tation knowing it to be false, or who knowingly fails to disclose a 
material fact, to prevent or reduce the payment of benefits to any 
individual entitled thereto, or to avoid becoming or remaining a 
subject employer or to avoid or reduce any contribution or other 
payment required from an employing unit under this chapter or 
under the employment security law of any ~tate or of the federal 
government, or who willfully fails or refuses to make any such 
contributions or other payment at the time required shall be guilty 
of a gross misdemeanor unless the benefit underpayment, contribu
tion, or other payment involved exceeds $250, in which event the 
person is guilty of a felony. 

(c) Any person who willfully fails to produce or permit the 
inspection or copying of books, papers, records, or memoranda as 
required or when requested under section 268.12, subdivision 8, or 
to furnish any required reports other than contribution reports shall 
be guilty of a gross misdemeanor. 

Sec. 4. [325F.81] [REPLICA FIREARMS; WARNING LABEL.) 

Subdivision 1. [DEFINITION.] For purlloses of this section, 
"replica firearm" means a device or objecl t at is not Tenned as a 
dangerous weapon, and that is ~ facslmi e or ~ Version of, ana: 
reasonably appears to be. ~ piktol

j 
revolver, shotgun sawOO-Off 

shotgun, rifle, machine ID!.!!..t roc et -auncher, or any other firearm. 

Subd. 2. [WARNING LABEL REQUIRED.] be person may not in 
the regular course of business offer for sale or sell a replica firearm 
unless !! bears ~ warning label comp, with this section. The 
Warnrng label must be affixea:afthe time opacJffiging to the repTICa" 
firearm, or to the package or oox containing the replica firearm, so 
that h is clearly visible to The buyer. 
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Subd. 3. [LABEL REQUIREMENTS.] The word "warning" must 
be printea clearly on the label in upper case letters that measure at 
least one-half inch in size centered over the body "'!!PY of the actual 
warning. The warning label ~ must be printed in letters that 
measure at least 3/32 of an inch in size. The warning label must be 
printed in ink that strongly contrasts with the backgrouii(l.Tne 
warning label must state the criminal tenalties under state law 
that may arise from use of the replica Irearm, and descrTIle the 
prohibited activities. 

Subd. 4. [ENFORCEMENT.] This section may be enforced ~ the 
attorney general under section 8.31, but ~ court may not impose ~ 
civil penalty of more than $500 for ~ violation of this section. 

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 609.245, is amended to 
read: 

609.245 [AGGRAVATED ROBBERY.] 

Whoever, while committing a robbery, is armed with a dangerous 
weapon or any article used or fashioned in ~ manner to lead the 
victim to reasona!JIYl)elieve it to be ~ dangerous wea@on, or inflicts 
bodily harm upon another, is guilty of aggravated ro bery and may 
be sentenced to imprisonment for not more than 20 years or to 
payment of a fine of not more than $35,000, or both. 

Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 609.487, subdivision 3, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [FLEEING AN OFFICER.] Whoever by means of a motor 
vehicle flees or attempts to flee a peace officer who is acting in the 
lawful discharge of an official duty, and the perpetrator knows or 
should reasonably know the same to be a peace officer, may be 
sentenced to imprisonment for not more than one year or to payment 
of a fine of not more than $3,000, or both. Whoever violates this 
subdivision ~ second or subsequent time i§. ~ of ~ felony and 
may be sentenced to imprisonment for not more than one year and 
one daY or to payment of ~ fine of not more than$3,Ooo, or both. 

Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 609.52, 
subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

S:lbd. 3. [SENTENCE.] Whoever commits theft may be sentenced 
as follows: 

(1) to imprisonment for not more than 20 years or to payment of a 
fine of not more than $100,000, or both, if the value of the property 
or services stolen is more than $35,000 and the conviction is for a 
violation of subdivision 2, clause (3), (4), (15), or (16); or 
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(2) to imprisonment for not more than ten years or to payment of 
a fine of not more than $20,000, or both, ifthe value of the property 
or services stolen exceeds $2,500, or if the property stolen was a 
controlled substance listed in schedule 1 or 2 pursuant to section 
152.02 with the exception of marijuana; or 

(3) to imprisonment for not more than five years or to payment of 
a fine of not more than $10,000, or both, if: 

(a) the value of the property or services stolen is more than $500 
but not more than $2,500; or 

(b) the property stolen was a controlled substance listed in 
schedule 3, 4, or 5 pursuant to section 152.02; or 

(c) the value of the property or services stolen is more than $200 
but not more than $500 and the person has been convicted within 
the preceding five years for an. offense under this section, section 
256.98; 268.18, subdivision 3; 609.24; 609.245; 609.53; 609.582, 
subdivision 1, 2, or 3; 609.625; 609.63; 609.631; or 609.821, or a 
statute from another state in conformity with any of those Sections, 
and the person received a felony or gross misdemeanor sentence for 
the offense, or a se)1tence that was stayed under section 609.135 if 
the offense to which a plea was enter.<;d would allow imposition of a 
felony or gross misdemeanor sentence; or 

(4) to imprisonment for not more than five years or to payment of 
a fine of not more than $10,000, or both, notwithstanding the value 
of the property or services stolen is not more than $200, if any of the 
following circumstances exist: 

(a) the property is taken from the person of another or from a 
corpse, or grave or coffin containing a corpse; or 

(b) the property is a record of a court or officer, or a writing, 
instrument or record kept, filed or deposited according to law with or 
in the keeping of , any public officer or office; or 

(c) the property is taken from a burning building or upon its 
removal therefrom, or from an area of destruction caused by civil 
disaster, riot, bombing, or the proximity of battle; or 

(d) the property consists of public funds belonging to the state or 
to any political subdivision or agency thereof; or 

(e) the property is a firearm; or 

(I) the property stolen was a motor vehicle as defined in section 
609.55; or 
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(5) to imprisonment for not more than ten years or to payment of 
a fine of not more than $20,000, or both, if the property stolen is an 
article representing a trade secret; or if the property stolen is an 
explosive or an incendiary device; or 

(6) to imprisonment for not more than one year or to payment of a 
fine of not more than $3,000, or both, if the value of the property or 
services stolen is more than $200 but not more than $500; or 

(7) in all other cases where the value of the property or services 
stolen is $200 or less, to imprisonment for not more than 90 days or 
to payment of a fine of not more than $700, or both, provided, 
however, in any prosecution under clauses (1), (2), (3), (4), and (13) of 
subdivision 2 the value of the money or property or services received 
by the defendant in violation of anyone or more of the above 
provisions within any six-month period may be aggregated and the 
defendant charged accordingly in applying the provisions of this 
subdivision; provided that when two or more offenses are committed 
by the same person in two or more counties, the accused may be 
prosecuted in any county in which one of the offenses was committed 
for all of the offenses aggregated under this paragraph. 

Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 609.531, 
subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [DEFINITIONS.] For the purpose of this section, 
the following terms have the meanings given them. 

(a) "Conveyance device" means a device used for transportation in 
connection with a designated offense and includes, but is not limited 
to, motor vehicles, trailers, snowmobiles, airplanes, and vessels. The 
term "conveyance device" does not include property which is, in fact, 
itself stolen or taken in violation of the law. 

(b) "Primary container" means a fundamental receptacle other 
than a conveyance device used to store or transport property. 

(c) "Weapon used" means weapons used in the furtherance of a 
crime and defined as a dangerous weapon under section 609.02, 
subdivision 6. 

(d) "Property" means property as defined in section 609.52, 
subdivision 1, clause (1). 

(e) "Contraband property" means property which IS illegal· to 
possess under Minnesota law. 

(f) ''Appropriate agency" means either the bureau of criminal 
apprehension, Minnesota state patrol, county sheriffs and their 
deputies, or city police departments. 
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(g) "Designated offense" includes: 

(1) For weapons used: any violation of this chapter; 

(2) For all other purposes: violation of, or an attempt or conspiracy 
to violate, section 609.185; 609.19; 609.195; 609.21; 609.221; 
609.222; 609.223; 609.2231; 609.24; 609.245; 609.25; 609.255; 
609.322, subdivision 1 or 2; 609.342, subdivision I, clauses (a) to <D; 
609.343, subdivision 1, clauses (a) to (1); 609.344, subdivision I, 
clauses (a) to (e), and (h) to (j); 609.345, subdivision I, clauses (a) to 
(e), and (h) to (j); 609.42; 609.425; 609.466; 609.485; 609.487; 609.52; 
609.521; 609.525; 609.53; 609.54; 609.551; 609.561; 609.562; 
609.563; 609.582; 609.59; 609.595; 609.631; .section 609.671, subdi
visions 3, 4, and 5; 609.687; 609.821; 609.825; 609.86; 609.88; 
609.89; or 617.246, when the violation constitutes a felony. 

(h) "Communications device or component" means' a device or 
system used to facilitate in any manner the creation, storage, 
dissemination, or transmission of data in connection with a desig
nated offense and includes computers and computer-related compo
nents as defined in section 609.87 and any other device or system 
that by means of electric, electronic or magnetic impulses may be 
used to facilitate in any manner the creation, storage, dissemina
tion, or transmission of data. 

Sec. 9. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 609.582, subdivision I, is 
amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [BURGLARY IN THE FIRST DEGREE.] Whoever 
enters a building without consent and with intent.to commit a 
crime, or enters a building without consent and commits ~ crime 
while in tfie1liilldlng, commits burglary in the first degree and may 
be sentenced to imprisonment for not more than 20 years or to 
payment of a fine of not more than $35,000, or both, if: 

(a) the building is a dwelling and another person not an accom
plice is present in it; 

(b) the burglar possesses, when entering or at any time while in 
the building, any of the folfowing: a dangerous weapon, any articre 
used or fashioneain ~manner to lead the victim to reasonably 
'DeTIeve it to be a dangerous wearn, or an explosive wr.oo emering 
"" at QBy time wIHIe in the bail ing; or 

(c) the burglar assaults a person within the building or on the 
building's appurtenant property. 

Sec. 10. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 609.582, subdivision 2, 
is amended to read: 
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Subd. 2. [BURGLARY IN THE SECOND DEGREE.] Whoever 
enters a building without consent and with intent to commit a 
crime! or enters a building without consent and commits ~ crime 
while in the building, commits burglary in the second degree and 
may be sentenced to imprisonment for not more than ten years or to 
payment of a fine of not more than $20,000, or both, if: 

(a) the building is a dwelling; 

(b) the portion of the building entered contains a banking business 
or other business of receiving securities or other valuable papers for 
deposit or safekeeping and the entry is with force or threat of force; 

(c) the portion of the building entered contains a pharmacy or 
other lawful business or practice in which controlled substances are 
routinely held or stored, and the entry is forcible; or 

(d) when entering or while in the building, the burglar possesses 
a too] to gain access to money or property_ 

Sec. 11. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 609.582, subdivision 3, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [BURGLARY IN THE THIRD DEGREE.] Whoever 
enters a building without consent and with intent to steal or commit 
any felony or gross misdemeanor while in the building, or enters "" 
building without consent and steals or commits "" felony or grOSS 

misdemeanor while in the OUilding, commits burglary in the third 
degree and may be sentenced to imprisonment for not more than five 
years or to payment of a fine of not more than $10,000, or both. 

Sec. 12. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 609.582, subdivision 4, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [BURGLARY IN THE FOURTH DEGREE.] Whoever 
enters a building without consent and with intent to commit a 
misdemeanor other than to steal, or enters "" building without 
consent and commits a misdemeanor other than to steal while in the 
building, commits burglary in the fourth degree and may besen
tenced to imprisonment for not more than one year or to payment of 
a fine of not more than $3,000, or both. 

Sec. 13. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 609.59, is amended to 
read: 

609.59 [POSSESSION OF BURGLARY OR THEFT TOOLS.] 

Whoever has in possession any device, explosive, or other instru
mentality with intent to use or permit the use of the same to commit 
burglary or theft may be sentenced to imprisonment for not more 
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than three years or to payment of a fine of not more than $5,000, or 
both. 

Sec. 14. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 609.631, 
subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [SENTENCING.] A person who is convicted under 
subdivision 2 or 3 may be sentenced as follows: 

(1) to imprisonment for not more than 20 years or to pa~ent of 
" fine of not more than $100,000, or both, if the forged reck or 
checks are used to obtain or in an attempt to obtain, property or 
services of more thaii"$35,OOO or the aggregate amount of the forged 
check or checks ~ more than $35,000; 

(2) to imprisonment for not more than ten years or to payment of 
a fine of not more than $20,000, or both, if the forged check or checks 
are used to obtain or in an attempt to obtain, property or services of 
more than $2,500 or the aggregate amount of the forged check or 
checks is more than $2,500; 

+2t (3) to imprisonment for not more than five years or to payment 
of a fine of not more than $10,000, or both, if: 

(a) the forged check or checks are used to obtain or in an attempt 
to obtain, property or services of more than $200 but not more than 
$2,500, or the aggregate face amount of the forged check or checks is 
more than $200 but not more than $2,500; or 

(b) the forged check or checks are used to obtain or in an attempt 
to obtain, property or services of no more than $200, or have an 
aggregate face value of no more than $200, and the person has been 
convicted within the preceding five years for an offense under this 
section, section 609.24; 609.245; 609.52; 609.53; 609.582, subdivi
sion 1, 2, or 3; 609.625; 609.63; or 609.821, or a statute from another 
state in conformity with any of those sections, and the person 
received a felony or gross misdemeanor sentence for the offense, or a 
sentence that was stayed under section 609.135 if the offense to 
which a plea was entered would allow imposition of a felony or gross 
misdemeanor sentence; and 

t31 (4) to imprisonment for not more than one year or to a fine of 
not more than $3,000, or both, if the forged check or checks are used 
to obtain or in an attempt to obtain, property or services of no more 
than $200, or the aggregate face amount of the forged check or 
checks is no more than $200. 

In any prosecution under this subdivision, the'value of the checks 
forged or offered by the defendant in violation of this subdivision 
within any six-month period may be aggregated and the defendant 
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charged accordingly in applying the provisions of this section. When 
two or more offenses are committed by the same person in two or 
more counties, the accused may be prosecuted in any county in 
which one of the checks was forged or offered for all of the offenses 
aggregated under this paragraph. 

Sec. 15. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 609.713, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 3. (a) Whoever displays, exhibits, brandishes, or otherwise 
employs "" replica firearm in "" threatening manner, may be sen
tenced to imprisonment for not more than one year and one day or 
to payment of "" fine '!fnot more than $3,000, or both, if, in doing so, 
the person either: 

(1) causes or attempts to cause terror in another person; or 

(2) acts in reckless disregard of the risk of causing terror in 
another person. 

(b) For purposes of this subdivision, "replica firearm" means ~ 
device or object that ifl not defined as "" dangerous weapon, and that 
ifl a facsimile or ~ version of, and reasonably appears to be "" pistol, 
revolver, shotgun, sawed-off shotgun, rifle, machine ~ rocket 
launcher, or any other firearm. 

Sec. 16. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 609.821, 
subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [SENTENCE.) A person who commits financial transac
tion card fraud may be sentenced as follows: 

(1) for a violation of clause (1), (2), (5), or 8 (8) of subdivision 2: 

(i) to imprisonment fOT not more than 20 years or to payment of "" 
fine of not more than $100,000, or both, iX the value of the roperty 
the person obtained or attempted to obtain was more than 35,000, 
or the aggregate amount of the transactions under this subdivision 
was more than $35,000; or 

(ii) to imprisonment for not more than ten years or to payment of 
a fine of not more than $20,000, or both, if the value of the property 
the person obtained or attempted to obtain was more than $2,500, or 
the aggregate amount of the transactions under this subdivision was 
more than $2,500; or 

W (iii) to imprisonment for not more than five years or to 
payment of a fine of not more than $10,000, or both, if the value of 
the property the person obtained or attempted to obtain was more 
than $200 but not more than $2,500, or the aggregate amount of the 
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transactions under this subdivision was more than $200 but not 
more than $2,500; or 

{ffij (iv) to imprisonment for not more than five years or to 
payment of a fine of not more than $10,000, or both, if the value of 
the property the person obtained or attempted to obtain was not 
more than $200, or the aggregate amount of the transactions under 
this subdivision was not more than $200, and the person has 
previously been convicted within the preceding five years for an 
offense under this section, section 609.24; 609.245; 609.52; 609.53; 
609.582, subdivision 1, 2, or 3; 609.625; 609.63; or 609.631, or a 
statute from another state in conformity with any of those sections, 
and the person received a felony or gross misdemeanor sentence for 
the offense, or a sentence that was stayed under section 609.135. if 
the offense to which a plea was entered would allow imposition of a 
felony or gross misdemeanor sentence; or 

+tv} (v) to imprisonment for not more than one year or to payment 
of a fine of not more than $3,000, or both, if the value of the property 
the person obtained or attempted to obtain was not more than $200, 
or the aggregate amount of the transactions under this subdivision 
was not more than $200; and 

M (vi) in any prosecution under clauses (i) to +tv} (v), the value of 
the transactions made or attempted within any six-month period 
may be aggregated and the defendant charged accordingly in apply
ing the provisions of this section. When two or more offenses are 
committed by the same person in two or more counties, the accused 
may be prosecuted in any county in which one of the card transac
tions occurred for all of the transactions aggregated under this 
paragraph; 

(2) for a violation of clause (3) or (4) of subdivision 2, to impris
onment for not more than three years or to payment of a fine of not 
more than $5,000, or both; or 

(3) for a violation of clause (6) or (7~ of subdivision 2: 

(i) if no property, other than a financial transaction card, has been 
obtained by the defendant by means of the false statement or false 
report, to imprisonment for not more than one year or to payment of 
a fine of not more than $3,000, or both; or 

(ii) if property, other than a financial transaction card, is so 
obtained, in the manner provided in clause (1)." 

Renumber the remaining sections in sequence 

Correct internal references 

Page 7, line 30, delete "must" and insert "may" 
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Page 7, after line 32, insert: 

"Sec. 20. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 628.26, is 
amended to read: 

628.26 [LIMITATIONS.] 

(a) Indictments or complaints for murder may be found or made at 
any time after the death of the person killed. 

(b) Indictments or complaints for violation of section 609.42, 
subdivision 1, clause (1) or (2) shall be found or made and filed in the 
proper court within six years after the commission of the offense. 

(c) Indictments or complaints for violation of sections 609.342 to 
609.345 if the victim was under the age of 18 years at the time the 
offense was committed, shall be found or made and filed in the 
proper court within seven years after the commission of the offense. 

(d) Indictments or complaints for violation of sections 609.466 and 
609.52, subdivision 2; clause ~ (3)(c) shall be found or made and 
filed in the proper court within six years after the commission of the 
offense. 

(e) Indictments or complaints for violation of section 609.52, 
subdivision 2, clause (3), items (a) til Wand (b), (4), (15), or (16), 
609.631, or 609.821, where the value of the property or services 
stolen is more than $35,000, shall be found or made and filed in the 
proper court within five. years after the commission of the offense. 

CD Except for violations relating to false material statements, 
representations or omissions, indictments or complaints for viola
tions of section 609.671 shall be found or made and filed in the 
proper court within five years after the commission of the offense. 

(g) In all other cases, indictments or complaints shall be found or 
made and filed in the proper court within three years after the 
commission of the offense; but the time during which the defendant 
shall not be an inhabitant of, or usually resident within, this state, 
shall not constitute any part af the limitations imposed by this 
section. 

Sec. 21. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

Section 4 is effective January 30, 1989. Sections 2 to 16, and 
section 20- are effective August 1, 1988, and applY to crimes 
committed on or after that date." --------

Delete the title and insert: 
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"A bill for an act relating to crimes; requiring certain driver's 
manual information; requiring a warning label on replica firearms; 
expanding the crimes of burglary and aggravated robbery; enhanc
ing penalties for persons who flee a police officer a second or 
subsequent time; creating the felony offense of terrorizing with a 
replica firearm; making certain technical corrections to theft and 
theft-related offenses; requiring local governments· to establish 
pursuit procedures and training requirements; requiring reporting 
of police pursuits to the department of public safety; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 171.13, by adding a subdivision; 
609.245; 609.487, subdivision 3; 609.582, subdivisions 1, 2, 3, and 4; 
609.59; 609.713, by adding a subdivision; 626.843, subdivision 1; 
and 626.845, subdivision 1; Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, 
sections 256.98, subdivision 1; 268.18, subdivision 3; 609.52, subdi
vision 3; 609.531, subdivision 1; 609.631, subdivision 4; 609.821, 
subdivision 3; and 628.26; proposing coding for new law in Minne
sota Statutes, chapters 325F and 626." 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 

Senate Conferees: EMBER D. REICHGOTT, ALLAN H. SPEAR AND JIM 
RAMSTAD. 

House Conferees: GLORIA M. SEGAL, ARTHUR W. SEABERG AND RANDY 
C. KELLY. 

Segal moved that the report of the Conference Committee on S. F. 
No. 1821 be adopted and that the bill be repassed as amended by the 
Conference Committee. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 1821, A bill for an act relating to crimes; police pursuit; 
requiring certain driver's manual information; providing for civil 
forfeiture of vehicle used to flee a peace officer; requiring local 
governments to establish pursuit procedures and training require
ments by October 1, 1989; authorizing peace officer standards and 
training board to assist local governments in establishing proce
dures and training requirements; requiring reporting of all police 
pursuits to department of public safety; amending Minnesota Stat
utes 1986, sections 171.13, by adding a subdivision; 626.843, subdi
vision 1; and 626.845, subdivision 1; Minnesota Statutes 1987 
Supplement, section 609.531, subdivision 1; proposing coding for 
new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 626. '. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by Conference, 
and placed upon its repassage. 
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The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. 

Otis moved that those not voting be excused from voting. The 
motion prevailed. 

There were 129 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G, Frerichs Krueger Omann Seaberg 
Anderson, R. Greenfield Larsen Onnen Segal 
Batta~lia Gruenes Lasley Orenstein Shaver 
Bauer y Gutknecht Lieder Osthoff Skoglund 
Beard Hartle Long Otis Solberg 
Begich Haukoos Marsh Ozment Sparby 
Bennett Heap McDonald Pa~as Stanius 
Bertram Himle McEachern Pa y Steensma 
Boo Hugoson McKasy Pelowski Svigguru 
Brown Jacobs McLaughlin Peterson Swenson 
Burger Jaros McPherson Poppenhagen Thiede 
Carlson, D. Jefferson Milbert Price Tjomhom 
Carlson, L. Jennings Miller Quinn Trimble 
Carruthers Jensen Minne Quist Tunheim 
Clark Johnson, A. MOITison Redalen Uphus 
Clausnitzer ~lohnson, R. Munger /Wst Valento 
Cooper Johnson; V. Mnrphy Rice Vellenga 
Danner Kahn Nelson, C. Richter Voss 
Dawkins Kalis Nelson, D. Riveness Wagenius 
DeBlieck Kelly Nelson, K. Rodosovich Waltman 
Dempsey Kelso Neuenschwander Rose Welle 
DeRaad Kinkel O'Connor Rukavina Wenzel 
Dille Kludt Ogren Sarna Winter 
Dorn Knickerbocker Olsen, S. Schafer Wynia 
Forsythe Knuth Olson. E. Scheid Spk. Vanasek 
Frederick Kostohryz Olson, K. Schreiber 

The bill was repassed, as amended by Conference, and its title 
agreed to. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following 
House File, herewith returned, as amended by the Senate, in which 
amendment the concurrence of the House is respectfully requested: 

H. F. No. 1999, A bill for an act relating to public safety; regulat
ing boiler operation; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 
183.411, subdivisions 1, 3, and by adding a subdivision; 183.466; 
183.51, subdivisions 4, 7, and 10. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Minne was excused between the hours of 4:00 p.m. and 7:30 p.m. 
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CONCURRENCE AND REPASSAGE 

Murphy moved that the House concur in the Senate amendments 
to H. F. No. 1999 and that the bill be repassed as amended by the 
Senate. 

A roll call was requested and properly seconded. 

The question was taken on the MurPhy motion and the roll was 
called. 

Wynia moved that those not voting be excused from voting. The 
motion prevailed. 

Therewere 77 yeas and 49 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Bauerly 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Danner 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 

Dorn 
Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, V 
Kalis 
Kelso 

Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Krueger 
Lieder 
Marsh 
McDonald 
McKasy 
McPherson 
Miller 
Morrison 
Nelson, C. 
Olsen, S. 
Olson, E. 
Olson, K. 
Omann 
Onnen 

Ozment 
Pauly 
Pelowski 
Peterson 
Poppenhagen 
Quist 
Redalen 
Richter 
Rodosovich 
IWse 
Schafer 
Schreiber 
Seaberg 
Shaver 
Sparby 
Stanius 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Battaglia 
Beard 
Begich 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Dawkins 
Greenfield 
Jacobs 
Jaros 

Jefferson 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Kelly 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Kostohryz 
Larsen 
Lasley 
Long 

. The motion prevailed. 

McLaughlin Otis 
Milbert Pappas 
Munger Price 
Murphy Quinn 
Nelson, Ii. Best 
Neuenschwander Rice 
O'Connor Riveness 
Ogren Rukavina 
Orenstein Sarna 
Osthoff Scheid 

Steensma 
Sviggrim 
Swenson 
Thiede 
'fjornhom 
Tompk!ns 
Tunhelm 
Uphus 
Valento 
Waltman 
Welle 
Winter 
Spk. Vanasek 

Segal 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Trimble 
Vellenga 
\bss 
Wagenius 
Wenzel 
Wynia 

H. F. No. 1999, A bill for an act relating to labor and industry; 
regUlating boiler operation and inspections; regnlating workers' 

'. compensation benefits and administration; regnlating workers' com
pensation insurance; providing for the appointment of actuaries; 
abolishing the workers' compensation court of appeals and transfer-
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ring its jurisdiction to the court of appeals; requiring certain reports 
relating to workers' compensation; appropriating money; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 79.095; 79.55, subdivision 2; 
79.56, by adding a subdivision; 79.58, subdivision 2; 79.61, subdivi
sion 1; 176.011, subdivisions Ha, 18, and by adding a subdivision; 
176.021, subdivision 3; 176.061, subdivision 10; 176.081, subdivi
sions 1 and 3; 176.101, subdivisions 1, 2, 4, 5, and by adding 
subdivisions; 176.102, subdivisions 1, 7, and 11; 176.105, subdivi
sion 1; 176.111, subdivisions 6, 7, 8, 12, 14, and 20; 176.131, 
subdivisions la, 2, and by adding a subdivision; 176.132, subdivi
sions 1, 2, and 3; 176.136, subdivision 1, and by adding a subdivi
sion; 176.421, subdivisions 1 and 6; 176.645, subdivisions 1 and 2; 
176.66, subdivision 11; 176A.03, by adding a subdivision; 183.411, 
subdivisions 1 and 3, and by adding a subdivision; 183.45; 183.51, 
subdivisions 4, 7, and 10; and 480A.06, subdivisions 3 and 4; 
Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 176.041, subdivision 
4; 176.081, subdivision 2; 176.lO2, subdivisions 2, 3, 3a, 4, and 6; 
176.111, subdivisions 15 and 21; 176.131, subdivisions 1 and 8; 
176.155, subdivision 1; 176.221, subdivision 1; 183.42; proposing 
coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapters 79 and 176; 
repealing Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 79.54; 79.57; 79.58, 
subdivision 1; 175A.01;175A.02; 175A.03; 175A.04; 175A.05;· 
175A.06; 175A.07, subdivisions 1, 3, and 4; 175A.08; 175A.09; 
175A.10; 176.011, subdivision 26; 176.101, subdivisions 3a, 3b, 3c, 
3d, 3e, 3f, 3g, 3h, 3i, 3j, 3k, 31, 3m, 3n, 30, 3p, 3q, 3r, 3s, 3t, 3u, and 
6; and Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 175A.07, 
subdivision 2. . 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by the Senate, 
and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken 011 the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. 

Wynia moved that those not voting be excused from voting. The 
motion prevailed. 

There were 77 yeas and 51 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Bauerly 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Clausnitzer 

'Cooper 
Dauner 
DeBlieck 

Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 
Gruenes 
Gutlrnecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 

Hugoson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, V. 
Kalis 
Kelso 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Krueger 
Lieder 
Marsh 
McDonald 
McKasy 

McPherson 
Miller 
.Morrison 
Nelson, C. 
Olsen, S. 
Olson, E. 
Olson, K. 
Omann 
Onnen 
Ozment 
Pauly 
Pelowski 
Peterson 

Poppenhagen 
Quist 
Redalen 
Richter 
Rodosovich 
Rose 
Schafer 
Schreiber 
Seaberg 
Shaver 
Sparby 
Stamus 
Steensma 
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Svigguni 
Swenson 
Thiede 

Tjornhom 
Tompkins 

, Tunheim 
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Uphus 
Valento 
Waltman 

Welle 
Winter 
Spk. Vanasek 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Battaglia 
Beard 
Begich 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Dawkins 
Greenfield 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 

Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Kahn 
Kelly 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Kostohryz 
Larsen 
Lasley 
Long 
McLaughlin 

Milbert Pappas 
Munger Price 
Murphy Quinn 
Nelson, D. Best 
Nelson, K. Rice 
Neuenschwander Riveness 
O'Connor Rukavina 
Ogren Sarna 
Orenstein Scheid 
Osthoff Segal 
Otis Skoglund 

[93rd Day 

Solberg 
Trimble 
Vellenga 
\\lss 
Wagenius 
Wenzel 
Wynia 

The bill was repassed, as amended by the Senate, and its title 
agreed to. 

Mr. Speaker: 

. I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following 
House File, herewith returned, as amended by the Senate, in which 
amendment the concurrence of the House is respectfully requested: 

H. F. No. 2008, A bill for an act relating to elections; clarifying 
certain public campaign financing limits; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1986, section lOA.25, subdivision 10; Minnesota Statutes 
1987 Supplement, sections lOA.255, subdivision 1; lOA.32, subdivi
sion 3; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1986, section lOA.32, subdivi
sion 3b. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Johnson, A., moved that the House refuse to concur in the Senate 
amendments to H. F. No. 2008, that the Speaker appoint a Confer
ence Committee of 3 members of the House, and that the House 
requests that a like committee be appointed by the Senate to confer 
on the disagreeing votes of the two houses. The motion prevailed. 

ANNOUNCEMENT BY THE SPEAKER 

The Speaker announced the appointment of the following mem
bers of the House to a Conference Committee on H. F. No. 2008: 

Johnson, A.; Ogren and Quinn. 

Wynia moved that the House recess subject to the call of the Chair. 
The motion prevailed. 
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RECESS 

RECONVENED 

The House reconvened and was called to order by the Speaker. 

REPORT FROM THE COMMITTEE ON RULES AND 
LEGISLATIVE ADMINISTRATION 

Wynia, from the Committee on Rules and Legislative Administra
tion, pursuant to House Rule No. 1.9, designated the following bills 
as Special Orders to be acted upon immediately preceding Special 
Orders pending for today, Monday, April 25, 1988: 

S. F Nos. 1744,1618,2079,1987,1304 and 2221. 

SPECIAL ORDERS 

S. F No. 1744 was reported to the House. 

Scheid moved to amend S. F No. 1744, as follows: 

Delete everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section 1. [347.50] [DEFINITIONS.] 

Subdivision 1. [TERMS.] For the purpose of sections 1 to 5, the 
terms defined in this section have the meanings given them. 

Subd. 2. [DANGEROUS DOG.] "Dangerous dog" means any dog 
that has: 

(1) without provocation, inflicted substantial bodily harm on II 
human being on public or private property; 

(2) killed II domestic animal without provocation while off the 
owner's property; or 

(3) been found to be potentially dangerous, and after the owner 
has notice that the dog ~ potentially dangerous, the dog aggres
sively bites, attacks, or endangers the safety of humans or domestic 
animals. 

Subd. 3. [POTENTIALLY DANGEROUS DOG,] "Potentially dan
gerous dog" means any dog that: 
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(1) when unprovoked, inflicts bites on !Ie human or domestic 
animal on public or private property; 

(2) when unfj[0voked, chases or approaches !Ie person upon the 
street8,SUrewai s, or any public property in an apparent attitude of 
attack; or 

(3) has a known propensity, tendency, or disposition to attack 
unprovoked, causing injury or otherwise threatening the safety of 
humans or domestic animals. 

Subd. 4. [PROPER ENCLOSURE.] "Proper enclosure" means 
seCUrelY confined indoors or ina secnrely enclosed and locked ~ or 
structure suitable to prevent the animal from escaping and provid
~ protection from the elements for the dog. 

Subd.!i,. [OWNER.] "Owner" means any person, firm, corporation, 
organization; or department possessing, harboring, keeping, having 
an interest in, or having custody or control of !Ie dog. 

Subd. 6. [SUBSTANTIAL BODILY HARM.] ~~~~~~ 
~:~" has the meaning given !! under section ~~~=~ 

Sec. 2. [347.51] [DANGEROUS DOGS; REGISTRATION.] 

Subdivision 1. [REQUIREMENT.1No persondmay own !Ie danger
ous dog in this state unless the dog ~ registere as provided in this 
section. 

Subd. 2. [REGISTRATION.] A county shall issue a certificate of 
reFtlon to the owner of !Ie dangerous dog u: the owner presents 
su icient evidence that: 

(1) !Ie proper enclosure exists for the dangerous dog and !Ie posting 
on the premises with !!: Clearly visible warning ~ including !! 
warning symbol to inform children, that there ~ a dangerous dog on 
the property; and 

(2) !Ie liurety bond issued I>y !Ie surety company authorized to 
conduct usiness in this state in !! form acceptable to the CCiunty in 
the sum of at least $50,000, payable to any person injure I>y the 
dangerous dog, or !Ie policy of liability insurance issued I>y an 
insurance company authorizeato conduct business in this state in 
the amount of at least $50,000, insuring the owner for any personal 
injuries inflicted fu: the dangerous dog. . 

Subd. 3. [FEE.] The county may charI): the owner an annual fee, 
in addition to any regular dog licensing ees, to obtain !Ie certificate 
of registration for !Ie dangerous dog under this section. 
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Sub<!. 4. [LAW ENFORCEMENT; EXEMPTION.] The provisions 
of this section do not ~ to dangerous dogs used by law enforce
ment officials for police work. 

Subd. 5. [EXEMPTION.] Dogs may not be declared dangerous u: 
the threat, injury, or damage was sustained I>,y " person: 

(1) who was committing, at the time, " willful trespass or other 
tort upon the premiseB occupied I>,y the owner of the dog; 

(2) who was provoking, tormenting, abusing, or assaulting the dog 
or has, in the pat, been observed or reported to have provoked, 
tormented, abuse , or assaulted the dog; or 

(3) who was committing or attempting to commit" crime. 

Subd. 6. [COUNTIES WITHOUT LICENSING SYSTEMS.] If an 
owner of a dangerous dog resides in !! county that does not license 
dogs under sections 347.08 to 347.21, the owner shallobtain " 
certificate as required under this section from the county auditor in 
the county where the owner resides. 

Sec. 3. [347.52] [DANGEROUS DOGS; REQUIREMENTS.] 

An owner of a dangerous dog shall keep the dangerous dog, while 
on theOwiiei"S property, in " proper enclosure. !f the dog is oUtsWe 
the proper enclosure, the dog must be muzzled and restrained I>,y " 
substantial chain or leash and under the physical restraint of " 
responsible person. The muzzle must be made in" manner that will 
prevent the dog from biting any person or animal, but that will not 
cause injury to the dog or interfere with its vision or respiration. 

Sec. 4. [347.53] [POTENTIALLY DANGEROUS DOGS.] 

Any statutory or home rule charter city, or any county, may 
regulate potentially dangerous dogs. Nothing in sections! to !'i. 
limits any restrictions the local jurisdictions may place on owners of 
potentially dangerous dogs. 

Sec. 5. [347.54] [CONFISCATION.] 

Subdivision!.: [DANGEROUS DOGS.] The county shall immedi
ately confiscate any dangerous dog if: 

(1) the dog ~ not validly registered under section 2; 

(2) the owner does not secure the proper liability insurance or 
surety coverage as required under section 2, subdivision 2; 

(3) the dog ~ not maintained in the proper enclosure; or 
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(4) the dog it< outside the proper enclosure and not under physical 
restraint of ~ responsible person as required under section 3." 

Delete the title and insert: 

"A bill for an act relating to animals; regulating dangerous and 
potentially dangerous dogs; proposing coding for new law in Minne
sota Statutes, chapter 347." 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

McKasy was excused between the hours of7:15 p.m. and 8:00 p.m. 

Scheid and Bishop moved to amend S. F. No. 1744, as amended, as 
follows: 

Page 4, after line 7, insert: 

"Sec. 6. [347.55] [PENALTY.] 

An~ person who violates any provision of section 2 or !! is ~ of 
a mlS emeanor. 

Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 609.226, is amended to 
read: 

609.226 [HARM CAUSED BY A DOG.] 

Subdivision 1. [GREAT OR SUBSTANTIAL BODILY HARM.] A 
person who causes great or substantial bodily harm to another by 
negligently or intentionally permitting any dog to run uncontrolled 
off the owner's premises, or negligently failing to keep it properly 
confined is guilty of a petty misdemeanor. A person who is convicted 
of a second or subsequent violation of this section involving the 
same dog is guilty of a gross misdemeanor. 

Subd. 2. [DANGEROUS DOGS.] IT the owner of ~ dangerous dog, 
as defined under section 1, subdivision 2, has been convicted of a 
misdemeanor under section 6, and the same dog causes bodily injury 
to ~ person other than the owner, the owner is guilty of ~ gross 
misdemeanor and may be sentenced to imprisonment for not more 
than one year or to payment of ~ fine of not more than $3,000, or 
both. 

Subd. 3. [DEFENSE.] If proven by a' preponderance of the evi
dence, it-shall bean affirmative defense to liability under this 
section that the victim provoked the dog to cause the victim's bodily 
harm. 
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Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 609.227, is amended to 
read: 

609.227 [DANGEROUS ANIMALS DESTROYED.] 

When a person has been ea.w'etea ef ch""$ed with a €f"ime """"" 
violation of section 609.205, clause (4), or at 609.226, subdivision 2 
or 3, or a gross misdemeanor violation of section 609.226, subdivi= 
sion Cthe court ""'Y shall order that the animal which caused the 
death or injury be seizedOy the appropriate local law enforcement 
agency and. The animal shall be killed in a proper and humane 
manner if theperson has been convicted of the crime for which the 
animal wasseized. The owner of the animalshall pay the cost of 
confining and killing the animal. This section shall not preempt 
local ordinances with more restrictive provisions. 

Sec. 9. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

Sections 6 to ~ are effective August 1, 1988, and ~ to crimes 
committed on or after that date." 

Delete the title and insert: 

"A bill for an act relating to animals; regulating dangerous and 
potentially dangerous dogs; providing penalties; amending Minne
sota Statutes 1986, sections 609.226; and 609.227; proposing coding 
for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 347." 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

Kelly moved to amend S. F. No. 1744, as amended, as follows: 

Page 4, after line 7, insert: 

"Sec. 6. [346.56] [DOGS AND CATS IN MOTOR VEHICLES.] 

Subdivision 1. [UNATTENDED DOGS OR CATS.] ~ p][son may 
not leave !'o dog or !'o cat unattended in !'o standing or par ed motor 
vehicle in !'o manner that endangers the dog's or cat's health or 
safety. 

Subd. 2. [REMOVAL OF DOGS OR CATS.] ~ peace officer, as 
defined in section 626.84, !'o humane agent, !'o dog warden, or !'o 
volunteer or professional member of!'o fire or rescue department of!'o 
political sUbdiviSIOn may use reasonable force to enter " motor 
vehicle and remove a dog or cat which has been left inthevehicle in 
violation of subdivision 1. ~ person reffiovmg!'o dog or a cat under 
this subdivision shall use reasonable means to contact the owner of 
the dog or cat to arrange for its return home. If the person iSi:illabie 
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to contact the owner, the person may take the dog or cat to an 
animal shelter. 

Subd. 3. [PETTY MISDEMEANOR.] A person who violates sub
division 1 ~ subject to !'o fine of $25." 

Renumber the sections in sequence 

Correct the internal references 

Amend the title accordingly 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

S. F. No. 1744, A bill for an act relating to animals; regulating 
dangerous and potentially dangerous dogs; providing penalties; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 609.226; and 609.227; 
proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 347. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended, and placed upon 
its final passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. 

Wynia moved that those not voting be excused from voting. The 
motion prevailed. 

There were 114 yeas and 9 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
DaWler 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dorn 
Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 

Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
JelU1ings 
Jensen 
Johnson, R. 
Kahu 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 

Krueger Olson, K. 
Larsen Omann 
Lasley Onnen 
Lieder Orenstein 
Long Osthoff 
Marsh Otis 
McEachern Ozment 
McLaughlin Pappas 
McPherson Pauly 
Milbert Pelowski 
Miller Peterson 
Minne Price 
Morrison Quinn 
Munger Redalen 
Murphy Rest 
Nelson, C, Rice 
Nelson, D. Riveness 
Nelson, K. Rodosovich 
Neuenschwander Rukavina 
O'Connor Sarna 
Ogren Schafer 
Olsen, S. Scheid 
Olson, E. Schreiber 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Seaberg 
Segal 
Shaver 
Skogluud 
Solberg 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 
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Johnson, V. 
McDonald 

Richter 
Rose 

Thiede 
Uphus 
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Waltman 

The bill was passed, as amended, and its title agreed to. 

S. F. No. 1618, A bill for an act relating to armories; increasing the 
limit on bonded indebtedness; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, 
section 193.143. 

The bill was read for the third time and placed upon its final 
passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. 

Wynia moved that those not voting be excused from voting. The 
motion prevailed. 

There were 129 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Belll1ett 
Bertram 
Boo 
Brown 
Brnger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausmtzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 
Frederick 

Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukaos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 

Krueger Onnen 
Larsen Orenstein 
Lasley Osthoff 
Lieder Otis 
Long Ozment 
Marsh Pappas 
McDonald Pauly 
McEachern Pelowski 
McLaughlin Peterson 
McPherson Poppenhagen 
Milbert Price 
Miller Quinn 
Mirme Quist 
Morrison Redalen 
Munger Rest 
Murphy Rice 
Nelson, C. Richter 
Nelson, D. Riveness 
Nelson, K. Rodosovich 
Neuenschwander Rose 
O'Connor Rukavina 
Ogren Sarna 
Olsen, S. Schafer 
Olson, E. Scheid 
Olson. K. Schreiber 
Omann Seaberg 

The bill was passed and its title agreed to. 

CALL OF THE HOUSE LIFTED 

Segal 
Shaver 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanins 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

Johnson, V, moved that the call of the House be dispensed with. 
The motion prevailed and it was so ordered. 
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S. F. No. 2079 was reported to the House. 

Kinkel moved to amend S. F. No. 2079, as follows: 

Page 2, line 5, after the period insert: 

"(e) The commissioner, in designatina ~ muskellunge water on 
~ WliO\Iy or partiallt within an In ian reservatIOn, may not 
designate !! whole lake ar~er than 29,775 acres in surface area, 
except that sensitive areas 0 lakes largh~ than 29,775 acres may be 
designatea if clause (a) is complied wit. ' 

Renumber subsequent section 

Amend the title accordingly 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

Neuenschwander moved to amend S. F. No. 2079, as amended, as 
follows: 

Page 1, after line 7, insert: 

"Section 1. [84.97] [CONTROLLED BURNING.] 

Subdivision 1. [PROGRAM ESTABLISHED.] The commissioner 
maa estabhsh ~ controlled burning program on public and private 
Ian to propagate wildlife requiring new vegetative growth and 
~ nabitats, to manage the prairie, and to reduce the wild1iTe 
nazard. 

Subd. 2. [BURNING PERMITS.] (a) A person may not conduct !! 
controlled burn without a permit. 

(b) The commissioner may provide a manual that describes 
financial and technical assistance available and provides detailed 
informationon conducting ~ controlIed burn.--

Subd. 3. [ASSISTANCE FOR PRIVATE BURNS.] The commis
sioner may provide financial and technical assistanceto persons 
who desire to conduct controlJeaburns ap~roved ~ the commis
sioner:'I'eChnical assistance includes contra led burn pran develop
ment, demonstration controlled burns, and personneT assistance for 
a controlled burn." 

Renumber the remaining sections 

Amend the title accordingly 
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The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

Stanius, Bennett, Rose and Gutknecht moved to amend S. F. No. 
2079, as amended, as follows: 

Page 2, after line 5, insert: 

"Sec. 2. [REPEALER.] 

Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 97C.385, subdivisions! and 2, 
are repealed."· . 

Renumber the sections in sequence 

Correct internal references 

Amend the title accordingly 

A roll call was requested and properly seconded. 

POINT OF ORDER 

Kinkel raised a point of order pursuant to rule 3.9 that the 
Stanius et al amendment was not in order. The Speaker ruled the 
point of order not well taken and the amendment in order. 

The question recurred on the Stanius et al amendment and the 
roll was called. There were 48 yeas and 74 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Bennett 
Boo 
Burger 
Carlson, L. 
Clausnitzer 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 

Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jennings 
Johnson, V. 

Knickerbocker 
Marsh 
McDonald 
McPherson 
MiUer 
Morrison 
Nelson, K. 
Olsen, S. 
Osthoff 
Ozment 

Pauly 
Quist 
Redalen 
Richter 
&>se 
Sarna 
Schafer 
Scheid 
Schreiber 
Seaberg 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bertram 
Brown 

Carlson, D. 
Clark 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBheck 
Dille 
Greenfield 

Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 

Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 
Larsen 
Lasley 
Lieder 

Shaver 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Swenson 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Valento 
Waltman 

Long 
McEachern 
McLaughlin 
Minne 
Munger 
Murphy 
Nelson, C. 
Nelson, D. 
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Neuenschwander Orenstein 
O'Connor Otis 
Ogren Pappas 
Olson, E. Pelowski 
Olson, K. Peterson 
Omann Poppenhagen 

Reding 
Rest 
Riveness 
Rodosovich 
Rukavina 
Segal 
Skoglund 

Solberg 
Steensma 
Thiede 
Trimble 
Tunheim 

. Vellenga 
Onnen Quinn Voss 

[93rd Day 

Wagenius 
Welle 
\\\!nzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The motion did not prevail and the amendment was not adopted. 

S. F. No. 2079, A bill for an act relating to natural resources; 
providing for a statement of need and reasonableness before desig, 
nating muskellunge waters; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, 
section 97C.011. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended, and placed upon 
its final passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. There were 87 yeas and 41 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, R. 
Batta2lia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bertram 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck. 
Dille 
Dom 

Greenfield 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Johnson, A. 
Jolmson, R. 
Johnson. V 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Kostobryz 
Krueger 
Larsen 
Lasley 
Lieder 

McEachern Pappas 
Mclaughlin Pelowski 
McPherson Peterson 
Miller Poppenhagen 
Minne Quinn 
Munger Quist 
Murphy Reding 
Nelson, C. Rest 
Nelson, D. Rice 
Neuenschwander Richter 
O'Connor Riveness 
Ogren Rukavina 
Olson, E. Sarna 
Olson, K. Schafer 
Omann Segal 
Onnen Skoglund 
Orenstein Solberg 
Otis Sparby 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Bennett Gruenes Knickerbocker Nelson, K. 
Boo Gutknecht Knuth Olsen, S. 
Clausnitzer Hartle Long Osthoff 
Dempsey Haukoos, Marsh Ozment 
DeRaad Hea~ McDonald Pauly 

~he Hime McKasy Price 
erick Hugoson Milbert Redalen 

Frerichs Jensen MOITison Rose 

Steensma 
Sviggum 
Thiede 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
\\\!lle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

Scheid 
Schreiber 
Seaberg 
Shaver 
Stanios 
Swenson 
1Jornhoni 
Tompkins 
Valento 

The bill was passed, as amended, and its title agreed to. 
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There being no objection, the order of business reverted to Intro
duction and First Reading of House Bills. 

INTRODUCTION AND FIRST READING 
OF HOUSE BILLS 

The following House File was introduced: 

Wenzel, Sparby, Krueger, DeBlieck and Winter introduced: 

H. F. No. 2831, A bill for an act relating to military; making 
legislative findings concerning the benefits of a full-strength Min
nesota national 'guard; providing for an annual bonus payment of 
$250 to each member of the Minnesota national guard; increasing 
the minimum active duty pay for the Minnesota national guard; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 192.51, subdivision 2; 
proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 192. 

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee 
on General Legislation, Veterans Affairs and Gaming. 

HOUSE ADVISORIES 

The following House Advisory was introduced: 

Wagenius; Vellenga; Skoglund; Nelson, K., and Orenstein intro
duced: 

H. A. No. 102, A proposal to evaluate metropolitan airports needs 
and resources. 

The advisory was referred to the Committee on Metropolitan 
Affairs. 

MESSAGES FROM THE SENATE 

The following messages were received from the Senate: 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate accedes to the request of the 
House for the appointment of a Conference Committee on the 
amendments adopted by the Senate to the following House File: 

H. F. No. 2008, A bill for an act relating to elections; clarifying 
certain public campaign financing limits; amending Minnesota 
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Statutes 1986, section 10A.25, subdivision 10; Minnesota Statutes 
1987 Supplement, sections lOA.255, subdivision 1; 10A.32, subdivi
sion 3; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 10A.32, subdivi
sion 3b. 

The Senate has appointed as such Committee: 

Messrs. Frank, Pogemiller and Luther. 

Said House File is herewith returned to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted 
the report of the Conference Committee on: 

H. F No. 2407, A bill for an act relating to the state and local 
governments; providing that municipal volunteers are employees for 
purposes of tort claims; providing that employees and officers of the 
world trade center board and greater Minnesota corporation are 
state employees for purposes of state tort claims; providing that 
officers and directors of public corporations are immune from 
liability under standards for nonprofit corporations; clarifying im
munity from civil liability for certain athletic officials; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 317.22, subdivision 4; 317.28; and 
466.01, by adding a subdivision; Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supple
ment, sections 44A.02, subdivision 3; 1160.03, by adding a subdivi
sion; 1160.04, subdivision 2; 317.201, subdivision 1; and 604.08, 
subdivision 1. 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the recom
mendation and report of the Conference Committee. Said House File 
is herewith returned to the House. 

PATRIL'K E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted 
the report of the Conference Committee on: 

H. F No. 2477, A bill for an act relating to retirement; making 
technical changes in the laws governing the teachers retirement 
association and the public employees retirement association; includ
ing certain county historical society employees in the membership of 
the public employees retirement association; authorizing certain 
persons to purchase prior service; excluding certain metropolitan 
transit commission employees from additional disability and survi-
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vorship coverage; regulating volunteer firefighters annuity con
tracts; authorizing changes in certain local police and firefighters 
relief associations; authorizing optional Medicare coverage for cer
tain public employees; providing for a special referendum; amending 
certain mandatory retirement age provisions; clarifying eligibility 
of local elected officials for participation in a deferred compensation 
program; amending vesting provisions for judges; permitting the 
payment of certain state aids to the city of Winona; making technical 
changes in the laws governing the judges retirement plan; establish
ing an individual retirement account plan for state university and 
community college faculty; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, 
sections 353.01, subdivisions 15, 29, and by adding a subdivision; 
353.028, subdivision 2; 353.03, subdivision 1; 353.27, subdivisions 7, 
13, and by adding subdivisions; 353.32, subdivision 5; 353.33, 
subdivision 7; 353.37, subdivision 1; 353.65, subdivision 2; 354.05, 
by adding a subdivision; 356,24; 424A.02, by adding subdivisions; 
471.61, subdivision 1; 473.418; 490.123, subdivision 1; 490.124, 
subdivision 2; and 490.129; Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, 
sections 136.82, subdivision 1; 352.85, subdivisions 1 and 2; 353.01, 
subdivisions 2a, 2b, 10, 16, and 20; 353.27, subdivisions 10 and 12; 
353.29, subdivision 6; 353.32, subdivision la; 353.34, subdivision 3; 
353A.I0, subdivision 3; 353C.02; 353C.03; 353C.04; 353C.05; 
353C.06, subdivisions 1, 3, and 4; 353C.07; 353C.08, subdivision 5 
and by adding a subdivision; 353D.05, subdivision 2; 353D.07, 
subdivisions 1, 2, and 4; 353D.08; 356.302, subdivisions 1 and 3; and 
490.124, subdivision 11; Laws 1955, chapter 151, section 9, subdivi
sion 7, as amended; Laws 1986, chapter 359, section 25; Laws 1987, 
chapter 372, article 2, section 16; proposing coding for new law in 
Minnesota Statutes, chapters 60A; 355; and 356; proposing coding 
for new law as Minnesota Statutes, chapter 354B; repealing Minne
sota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 353D.07, subdivision 5. 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the recom
mendation and report of the Conference Committee. Said House File 
is herewith returned to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted 
the report of the Conference Committee on: 

,H. F. No. 2245, A bill for an act relating to education; establishing 
general education revenue; modifying aspects of educational pro
grams for American Indian people; providing for certain levying 
authority and limitations; modifying certain levies, aid, and grant 
programs; establishing learning year program sites; providing for 
revenue for school facilities; authorizing bonding; approving capital 
loans; offering free admission to secondary school to eligible persons 
at least 21 years of age; creating education district revenue; provid-
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ing for the sale of permanent school fund lands; requiring certain 
changes in the state high school league; creating a task force on 
education organization; appropriating money; amending Minnesota . 
Statutes 1986, sections 92.06, subdivision 4; 92.14, by adding a 
subdivision; 92.67, subdivision 5; 120.06, by adding a subdivision; 
120.075, subdivision la, 3, and by adding a subdivision; 120.0751, 
subdivision I, and by adding a subdivision; 120.0752, subdivision I, 
and by adding a subdivision; 120.08, subdivision 2; 120.73, subdivi
sion 1; 120.74, subdivision 1; 121.15; 121.88, by adding subdivisions; 
123.35, subdivision 8; 123.351, by adding a subdivision; 123.3514, by 
adding a subdivision; 124.17, by adding a subdivision; 124.18, 
subdivision 2; 124.214, subdivision 2; 124.225, by adding a subdivi
sion; 124.245, by adding a subdivision; 124.43, subdivisions I, 2, 3, 
and by adding subdivisions; 124.48, subdivision 2; 124A.036, subdi
vision 2; 125.12, subdivision 3; 125.17, subdivision 2; 126.151; 
126.45; 126.46; 126.47; 126.49, subdivision 1; 126.51, subdivisions I, 
2, 4, and by adding a subdivision; 126.52; 126.531; 126.56; subdivi
sion 2; 129.121, subdivision 2, and by adding subdivisions; 129B.20, 
subdivision 1; 134.351, subdivision 7; 136D.74, by adding subdivi
sions; 136D.81; 260.015, subdivision 19; and 275.125, by adding 
subdivisions; Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 92.46, 
subdivision 1; 92.67, subdivisions I, 3, and 4; 120.0752, subdivision 
3; 120.101, subdivisions 5 and 9; 120.17, subdivisions 1 and 3b; 
121.912, subdivision 1; 122.91, by adding a subdivision; 123.3515, 
subdivisions 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, and 9; 123.39, subdivision 1; 124.17, 
subdivision 1; 124.214, subdivision 3; 124.223; 124.225, subdivision 
8a; 124.244; 124.26, subdivision 1b; 124.494, subdivisions 4, 5, and 
6; 124.495; 124A.036, subdivision 5; 124A.22, subdivision 2, and by 
adding subdivisions; 124A.23, subdivisions I, 4, and 5; 124A.24; 
124A.27, subdivision 1; 124A.28, subdivision 1, and by adding a 
subdivision; 126.22, subdivisions 2, 3, 4, and by adding a subdivi
sion; 126.23; 126.67, subdivision 2b; 129.121, subdivision 1; 
129B.11, subdivision 2, and by adding a subdivision; 129B.53, 
subdivision 2; 136D.27; 136D.87; 275.125, subdivision 5; and 
422A.101, subdivision 2; Laws 1959, chapter 462, section 3, subdi
vision 4, as amended; Laws 1987, chapter 398, articles 2, section 13, 
subdivision 2; 3, sections 38 and 39, subdivisions 7 and 8; 5, section 
2, subdivision 12; chapter 400, section 59; proposing coding for new 
law in Minnesota Statutes, chapters 120; 121; 124; 124A; 126; and 
129B; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 121.9121, subdi
vision 7; 124.435; 126.51, subdivision 3; Minnesota Statutes 1987 
Supplement, sections 123.3515; 123.703, subdivision 3; 124.245, 
subdivisions 3, 3a, and 3b; 124A.27, subdivision 10; 129B.74; 
129B.75; and 275.125, subdivision 11c; Laws 1984, chapter 463, 
article 7, section 45. 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with .the recom
mendation and report of the Conference Committee. Said House File 
is herewith returned to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 
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Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following 
House File, herewith returned, as amended by the Senate, in which 
amendment the concurrence of the House is respectfully requested: 

H. F. No. 1981, A bill for an act relating to claims against the 
state; providing for payment of various claims; appropriating money. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

CONCURRENCE AND REPASSAGE 

Kalis moved that the House concur in the Senate amendments to 
H. F No. 1981 and that the bill be repassed as amended by the 
Senate. The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 1981, A bill for an act relating to claims against the 
state; providing for payment of various claims; appropriating money. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by the Senate, 
and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. There were 127 yeas and 3 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clansnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 

Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 

Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 
Larsen 
Lasley 
Lieder 
Long 
Marsh 
McDonald 
McEachern 
McKasy 
McLaughlin 
McPherson 
Milbert 
Miller 
Minne 
Morrison 
Munger 
Murphy 
Nelson, C. 
Nelson, D. 
Nelson, K. 
O'Connor 
Ogren 
Olsen, S. 

Olson, E. 
Omann 
Onnen 
Orenstein 
Otis 
Ozment 
Pappas 
Pauly 
Pelowski 
Peterson 
Poppenhagen 
Price 
Quinn 
Quist 
Redalen 
Reding 
Ikst 
Richter 
Riveness 
Rodosovich 
Rose 
Rukavina 
Sarna 
Schafer 
Scheid 

Schreiber 
Seaberg 
Segal 
Shaver 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 
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Those who voted in the negative were: 

Neuenschwander Osthoff Rice 

The bill was repassed, as amended by the Senate, and its title 
agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDERS, Continued 

S. F. No. 1987 was reported to the House. 

Riveness moved to amend S. F. No. 1987, as follows: 

Delete everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section 1. [STUDY.] 

The commissioner of employee relations shall conduct a study of 
the use of part-time employees III the executive branch work force. 
In conducting the study, the commissioner shall consult with 
exclusive representatives of state employees. The commissioner 
shall report the results of the study to the legislature ~ January 15, 
1989. The report must include: 

(1) fl summary showing the percentages of employees in each 
executive branch appointing authority, and III eachjQQ classification 
with more than ten incumbents, that are !iiIT-time unlimited, 
part-tnneun1lITiIted,full-time or pa:rt-tlme-8easonal, intermittent, 
temporary, and emergency, as of the date that the commissioner 
compiles the summary. This summary must note which jQQ classi
fications are male-dominated, female-dOiiiTIlatea, and balanc~ 

(2) ~ summary of overall trends in the use of part-time, intermit
tent, and temporary employment in the executive bra'nch over the 
past five years, and significant trends in the use of part-time 
employment in individual executive branch agencies; 

(3) the circumstances under which executive branch agencies use 
part=tnne employees; and ---

(4) costs of providing full hospital and medical insurance benefits 
to part-time employees." 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

S. F. No. 1987, A bill for an act relating to state government; 
requiring the commissioner of employee relations to study the use of 
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part-time employees in the executive branch work force; requiring a 
report. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended, and placed upon 
its final passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. There were 118 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. Gruenes Lasley Onnen Shaver 
Anderson, R. Hartle Lieder Orenstein Skoglund 
Battaglia Heap Long Osthoff Solberg 
Bauerly Himle Marsh Otis Sparby 
Beard Hugoson McDonald Ozment Stanius 
Begich Jacobs McEachern Pappas Steensma 
Bennett Jaros McKasy Pelowski Sviggum 
Bertram Jefferson McLaughlin Peterson Swenson 
Boo Jennings McPherson Price Tjomhom 
Brown Jensen Milbert Quinn Tompkins 
Burger Johnson, A. Miller Quist Trimble 
Carlson, D. Johnson, R. Mione Redalen Tunheim 
Carlson, L. Johnson, V. Munger Reding Uphus 
Carruthers Kahn Murphy Rest Vellenga 
Clark Kalis Nelson, C. Rice Voss 
Clausnitzer Kelly Nelson, D. Riveness Wagenius 
Cooper Kelso Nelson, K. Rodosovich Waltman 
Dauner Kinkel Neuenschwander Rose Welle 
Dawkins Kludt O'Connor Rukavina Wenzel 
DeBlieck Knickerbocker Ogren Sarna Winter 
DeRaad Knuth Olsen, S. Schafer Wynia 
Dille Kostohryz Olson, E. Scheid Spk. Vanasek 
Dom Krueger Olson, K. Seaberg 
Greenfield Larsen Omann Segal 

The bill was passed, as amended, and its title agreed to. 

S. F. No. 1304 was reported to the House. 

Scheid moved to amend S. F. No. 1304, as follows: 

Page 2, line 28, after the comma insert "and the carcinogen ~ 
reasonably linked to the disabling cancer," 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

Murphy; Price; Scheid; Carlson, L.; Munger; Jaros; Voss; Kahn; 
Nelson, K.; Lasley; Long; Wynia; Wagenius; Orenstein; Rukavina; 
Milbert; Bauerly; Sparby; Nelson, C.; Otis; Greenfield; Knuth; 
Krueger; Kludt; Solberg; Ogren; Minne; Rodosovich; Steensma; 
Segal; Kostohryz; Pelowski; Neuenschwander; Larsen; Olson, K.; 
Johnson, A.; Battaglia; Pappas; Winter; Rest; Skoglund; Johnson, 
R.; Begich; Kinkel; Nelson, D.; Welle; McLaughlin; Beard; Quinn; 
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Riveness; Vellenga; Jacobs and Bertram moved to amend S. F. No. 
1304, as amended, as follows: 

Delete everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

''ARTICLE 1 

INSURANCE REGULATIONS 

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 621.02, 
subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [CREATION.) The Minnesota joint underwriting 
association is created to provide insurance coverage to any person or 
entity unable to obtain insurance through ordinary methods if the 
insurance is required by statute, ordinance, or otherwise required by 
law, or is necessary to earn a livelihood or conduct a business and 
serves a public purpose. Prudent business practice or mere desire to 
have insurance coverage is not a sufficient standard for the associ
ation to offer insurance coverage to a person or entity. For purposes 
of this subdivision, directors' and officers' liability insurance is 
considered to be a business necessity and not merely a prudent 
business practice. The association shall be specifically authorized to 
provide insurance coverage to day care providers, foster parents, 
foster homes, developmental achievement centers, group homes, and 
sheltered workshops for mentally, emotionally, or physically handi
capped persons, and citizen participation groups established pursu
ant to the housing and community redevelopment act of 1974, Public 
Law Number 93-3832 and surety bonds required i>y Minnesota 
Rules, part 2780.2700, for workers' compensation ~ self-in
surers made lIP of truckers operating under permit or certificates of 
autIiOrity issued i>y the Minnesota transportation regulation board. 
Because the activities of certain persons or entities present a risk 
that is so great, the association shall not offer insurance coverage to 
any person or entity the board of directors of the association 
determines is outside the intended scope and purpose of the associ
ation because of the gravity of the risk of offering insurance 
coverage. The association shall not offer environmental impairment 
liability or product liability insurance. The association shall not 
offer coverage for activities that are conducted substantially outside 
the state of Minnesota unless the insurance is required by statute, 
ordinance, or otherwise required by law. Every insurer authorized to 
write property and casualty insurance in this state shall be a 
member of the association as a condition to obtaining and retaining 
a license to write insurance in this state. 

Sec. 2. [621.0651 [TRUCKERS' SURETY BOND.] 

Subdivision 1. [JOINT AND SEVERAL LIABILITY RE-
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QUIRED.] Surety bonds may not be issued to workers' compensation 
groun self-insurers made ~ Oftruckei'SOperating under permit or 
certi Icates. of' authority issued ~ the Minnesota transportation 
regulation board if the members do not have joint and several 
liability. 

Subd. ~ [RATE.] The rate for syeJY bonds which comply with 
subdivision !.shall be 120 percent 2... t e average rate for the surety 
bonds of all other workers compensation ~ seIf-lnsurers. 

Subd. 3. [SECURITY.] The Minnesota joint underwriting associ
ation shall require additional security to be posted for any surety 
bond issued pursuant to this section as ~ normally required for 
surety bonds. 

Subd. 4. [DIVIDENDS AND PREMIUMS.] The premiums and 
diVldei1ds of ~ ~ issued ~ surety bond pursuant to this section 
are subject to ~ prior approval of the commissioner olcOmmerce. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 62I.07, is amended to 
read: 

62I.07 [MEMBERSHIP ASSESSMENTS.] 

(a) Each member of the association shall participate in its losses 
ana expenses in the proportion that the direct written premiums of 
the member bears to the total aggregate direct written premiums 
written in this state by all members. The members' participation in 
the association shall be determined annually on the direct written 
premiums written during the preceding calendar year as reported on 
the annual statements and other reports filed by the member with 
the commissioner. 

(b) Losses resulting from surety bonds for truckers ~ that 
self-insure for workers' compensation shaIrbe paid ~ the special 
compensation fund. The special compensation fund shall seek "p:: 
propriations in each biennium for any amounts paid pursuant to 
this paragraph. 

Sec. 4. [62I.166] [REINSURANCE ASSOCIATION TO ASSIST.] 

The workers' compensation reinsurance association shall assist 
the association in any manner requested ~ the association in 
regard to surety oonds issued to trucker ~ self-insurers. This 
assistance may consist of the provision of data, the use of computer 
gro~rams, or similar aid needed !i.r the association in regard to the 

on s. The workers' cOffillensation reinsurance association must 
provide these services wit out cost to the association. 
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Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 621.21, is amended to 
read: 

621.21 [ACTIVATION OF MARKET ASSISTANCE PLAN AND 
JOINT UNDERWRITING ASSOCIATION.] 

At any time the commissioner of commerce deems it necessary to 
provide assistance with respect to the placement of gefteFaiiiaaility 
insurance coverage2 including bonds, on Minnesota risks for a class 
of business, the commissioner shall by notice in the State Register 
activate the market assistance plan and the joint underwriting 
association. The plan and association are activated for a period of 
180 days from publication of the notice. At the same time the notice 
is published, the commissioner shall prepare a written petition 
requesting that a hearing be held to determine whether activation of 
the market assistance plan and the joint underwriting association is 
necessary beyond the 180-day period. The hearing must be held in 
accordance with section 621.22. The commissioner by order shall 
deactivate a market assistance program and the joint underwriting 
association at any time the commissioner finds that the market 
assistance program and the joint underwriting association are not 
necessary. 

Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 79.01, subdivision 1, is 
amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [TERMS.] Unless the language or context clearly 
indicates that a different meaning is intended, the following terms, 
for the purposes of sections 79.01 to ~ 34, shall have the 
meanings ascribed to them. -

Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 79.074, is amended by 
adding subdivisions to read: 

Subd. 3. [UNFAIRLY DISCRIMINATORY.] ~ rate, rating pllin or 
scllediife of rates g; unfairly discriminatory in relation to anot er II 
it clearly fails to reflect equitably the differences in expected losses, 
expenses, and The degree of risk. Rates, rating PJaffis or schediileSOl' 
rates are not umairly discriminatory because I erent ¥.remiums 
result fOr policyholders with like loss exposures but direrent ex
tense Mors, or like expense factors but different loss exposures, so 
off as the rates, rating plan or schedule of rates reflect the 

di erences with reasonable accuracy. 
, 

Subd. 4. [EXCESSIVENESS.] Rates, rating plans or schedules of 
rates are excessive jf the expected\lnderwriting profit, together 
with expected income from invested reserves for the market in 
question, that would accrue to an insurer would De unreasonable in 
relation to the risk Ullderta1<en ~ the insurer in transacting the 
business. 
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Subd, 5, [INADEQUACY.] Rates, rating plans or schedules of 
rates are inadequate if, together with the investment income 
associated with an insurer's Minnesota workers' compensation 
insurance business, they are insufficient to sustain projected losses 
and expenses of the insurer and if' their continued use could lead to 
an insolvent situation for the insurer. 

Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 79.074, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 6. [FLEXIBLE RANGE OF RATES.] An insurer may write 
insurance at rates that are lower than the rates approved by the 
commissioner provided the rates are not unfairly discriminatory. 

Sec. 9. [79.253] [PRIOR RATES.] 

Subdivision L Rates, schedules of rates and rating plans that 
have been filed with the commissioner prior to January h 1988, are 
conclusively presumed to ;atisfy the requirements of this article 
until the initial schedule 0 rates has been approved ~ order of the 
commissioner, provided that the rates, schedules of rates and rating 
plans must be amended as required by section 35. 

Subd. 2. IT " rate was not filed by an insurer prior to January h 
1988, then an insurer may file "rate for any classification for which 
"rate was not previously filed. This rate shall not be used until i1;;,; 
approved t!Y the commissioner. The commissioner may approve ~ 
rate llJl to the rate level approved for use ~ the assigned risk plan 
for that rate class. These rates may remain in force until the 
commissioner has approved an initial schedule of rates pursuant .\2. 
section 12. IT the commissioner disapproves of any rate or rating 
plan pursuant to authority granted in this subdivision, the disap
proval shall not be subject to chapter 14 and the decision shall be 
final. 

Subd. 3. Until the commissioner issues an order approving" 
schedule of rates pursuant to section 12, an insurer may not, 
through the use of any rating plan charge" rate higher than the 
rates applicable to the insurer pursuant to subdivision .! or ~ This 
subdivision does not prohibit the use of approved experience rate 
plans or retrospective rating plans which have been adopted in the 
filed rates ~ insurers, the assigned risk plan, or filed by " data 
service organization. This section shall also not prohibit the adjust
ment of a schedule of rates to reflect adjustments in the assessment 
rate for the special fund, the annual adjustment made pursuant to 
section 176.645, any adjustment in the assessment for the assigned 
risk plan pursuant to section 79.251, subdivision 5, any adjustment 
in the assessment for the Minnesota insurance guarantee associa
tion pursuant to section 60C.05, or any other assessment required 
~law. 
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Subd. 4. Rates, schedules of rates and ratin/l; plans filed after 
December 31, 1987, mayhnot be used after the e ective date of this 
article andtlie rates, sc ~les of rates and rating plans in effect 
prior to January h 1988, are reinstated. 

Subd. 5. This section shall ~ only to policies issued to be 
effective after the effective date of this section. 

Sec. 10. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 79.50, is amended to 
read: 

79.50 [PURPOSES.] 

The purposes of chapter 79 are to: 

(a) Promote public welfare by regulating insurance rates so that 
premiums are not excessive, inadequate, or unfairly discriminatory; 

(b) Promote quality and integrity in the data bases used in 
workers' compensation insurance ratemaking; 

(c) Prohibit price fixing agreements and anticompetitive behavior 
by insurers; and 

(d) P<-effiete pRee eemjletitieR aOO I'Feyiae Fates that are FeSl'eR 
si-ve ro eemj3etitive ffi8:Fket eenditisfts; 

W Ppe¥iae a means ef eGtablishmeRt ef flFIljleF Fates if eeml'etitieR 
is nat effeetive; 

m Ilefffie the fHRetieR aOO se9jle ef aeti'lities ef data seFyiee 
BFgani2atisfts; 

{g} PFeyiae feF an apaeFly tFansitieH ffem regulate a Fates ta 
eeffil'etiti'le ma.ket eaRaitiaRs; aOO 

\h} Encourage insurers to provide alternative innovative methods 
whereby employers can meet the requirements imposed by section 
176.181. 

Sec. 11. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 79.59, is amended to 
read: 

79.59 [INSURERS ANIJ, DATA SERVICE ORGANIZATIONS, 
AND RATING ASSOCIATroN; PROHIBITED ACTIVITIES.] -

Subdivision 1. [MONOPOLIZATION.] No insurer or data service 
organization or rating association shall attempt to monopolize or 
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combine or conspire with any other person to monopolize the 
business of insurance. 

Subd. 2. [AGREEMENT PROHIBITED.] No insurer shall agree 
with any other insurer, rating association, or with a data service 
organization to adhere to or to use any rate, rating plan, rating 
schedule, rating rule, or underwriting rule except as specifically 
authorized by this chapter or for the purpose of creating experience 
modifications for employers with employees in more than one state. 

Subd. 3. [TRADE RESTRAINT.] No insurer! rating association, or 
data service organization shall make an agreement with any other 
insurer, data service organization, or other person which has the 
purpose or the effect of restraining trade or of substantially lessen
ing competition. 

Subd. 4. [EXCEPTIONS.] '\'he faet that mSlH'el'S wFitiftg Ret _ 
tftaft 2& !,eFeem ef the wal'kel'S' eam!,ensatiaft !,Femillms ift Mifme 
seta use the same Fates, ffitiftg "*"'"' ffitiftg sefteEillles, ffitiftg R>Ies, 
lfftEieFwFitiag R>Ies, eF similffi' mateFials shall Ret aIane eaftstitlfte a 
vialatiaft ef slfbEii'lisiaft 1, eF lJ., 

Two or more insurers under common ownership or operating 
under common management or control may act in concert between 
or among themselves with respect to matters authorized under this 
chapter as if they constituted a single insurer, provided that the 
rating plan of such insurers shall be considered to be a single plan 
for the purposes of determining unfair discrimination. 

Subd. 5. [ADDITIONAL PROHIBITION.] In addition to other 
prohibitions contained in this chapter, no data service organization 
or rating association shall: 

(alRefuse to supply any service for which it is licensed or any 
data, except for data identifiable to an individual insurer, to any 
insurer authorized to do business in this state which offers to pay the 
usual compensation for the service or data; 

(bl Require the purchase of any specific service as a condition to 
obtaining any other services sought; 

(c) Participate in the development or distribution of rates, rating 
plans, or rating rules except as specifically authorized by this 
chapter or by rules adopted pursuant to this chapter; or . 

(dl Refuse membership to any licensed insurer. 

Sec. 12. [79.71] [RATES; HEARINGS.] 

Subdivision ~ [PETITION FOR ADOPTION OF RATE SCHED-
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ULE.] The commissioner shall a~oPh a schedule of workers' compen
sation insurance rates for use m t is state for each classification 
under which busiiieSslsWrillen-:-The scneOuleOf rates shaH not be 
excessive, inadequate, or unfaIrly discriminatoi'i-- -- - -

In adopting a schedule of ra,tes, the commissioner mar acf on the 
written petition of the assocIation, the department Q... laOor ana 
industry, or any other interested party requesting that a hearing be 
held to adopt !! schedule of rates. ¥pon receipt Or!! petition 
reguesting !! hearing for adoption Q... !! schedule of rates the 
c;ommissioner shall determine w.he~her theMtiti~n su1'licfeiillY ~ts 
forth facts that show that theexIstmgsCliedu e of rates IS exceSSIve, 
lladequate-;tiiifairly mscriminatory, or otherwISe in need of modi
fication so as to indicate the needto hold !! hearing. !! the 
association is a petitioner, the commissioner ma~ declme to !P'ant!! 
hearing if the associationnas failed to provi e iDformatIOnre
quested Qy previous orders modifying the schedule of rates, providOO 
that the reguest was not unreasonille. The c6miiUSSloner mai 
accept or reject the petition for a hearing and shall give notice of !! 

etermination to the petitioning party. !!the commissioner rejectf the petition, the commissioner shall notify the petitioninG sarty Q... . 
tile reasons Wr the rejection. Ifthe comiiilssioner of a or and 
llidustry petitions the commissioner for !!hearing pursuanttO this 
section, the commissioner must hold anearing if the commissioner 
of [abor ana industry certitleSTh.at the hearing is necessary because 
!! decIsIon of the su reme cout, enactment 01!! statute or other 
circumstance Ms e ecte !! su stantial change in the. basis upon 
which the existing schedule of rates was adopted. 

Subd. 2. [HEARING.] The commissioner shall determine, within 
90 days of receipt of thepetition whether to accept or reject the 
petition. !! the commissioner accepts the petition for·1learing,the 
commissioner shall order a hearing on matters set forth in the 
petition. The hearing shalfbe held pursuant to the conteste<r case 
procedures in chapter Inhe burden of proof is on the petItioning 
carty. The commissioner shall forward !! ~ of the order for 

earing to the chief administrative law ~dge. The cruefadiiilnis
trative law lfrl .. ge must, within 30 days oft e receipt of the order, set 
!! hearing ate rSil!:: an administrative law judge to near the 
matter, and noh y ~ commissioner of the hearing date and tIle 
administrative law judge assil>ffied to heartIie matter. 'The commis
sioner shall pubIlsli notice oft e hearing In the StateEegister at 
least 20 days before theliearingaate. Approval ofthe notice prior to 

ublication Qy the administrative law judge is not reCluired. The 
a ministrative raw j'ddgj day admit documen~ an statistical 
evidence acceptoo ~ re ie upon by an expert~ ase eXliertise is 
related to workers compensatIOn· rate matters, WlfliOut t e tram:: 
tional evidentiary foundation. The commissioner of labor and indus
!!x ~ responsible for presenting the pubhc's case. The repo: of the 
administrative law judge must be issued within 180 days om the 
date of receipt of the order fu: file chief adilliillstrative law judge. 
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Within 60 days of the completion of the hearing, the administrative 
law j'ddge must submit a resort to the commissioner. The parties or 
the a mmistrative law ~ !! the parties cannot agred' shall 
adjust all time requirements under the contested case proce ures to 
conform with the the time requirements set forth1ii this subdivi, 
sion. After theCTose of the hearing record, theaamTnlSirative law 
judge shall transmit to the commissioner the entire record of the 
hearing, including the transcript, exhibits, and all other material 
properly accepted mto evidence, together with1he finding of facts, 
conclusIOns, and recommended order made ~ tile administrative 
law jhd~e. The time for submittmgthe report may be extended by 
the c ie administrative law judge for good cause. 

Subd. 3. [HEARING DETERMINATION.] The commissioner mliY 
ac~r?ect, or modify, in whole or in part~atters raised in ~ 
petition or adoption of the sChOOUle of rates or matters raised in the 
findings and recommendations of the administrative law judg~he 
commissloller's determination shall be based upon substantial evi
dence. The commissioner of commerce g. an interested ~ if the 
commissioner's decision is appealed. . 

Subd. 4. [DEADLINE FOR DETERMINATION.] The commis
sioner shall make !'o final determination with respect to adoption of 
!'o schedliIeOfrates within 90 days after reieipt ofthe administrative 
law judge's report. If the commissioner fai s to act within the 90-day 
period, the findings, conclusions, and recommenae.fOrder ~ the 
administrative law Judge become the final order of the commISSIOner 
on the 91st day after receipt. 

Subd. 5. [CONSULTANTS; COMMISSIONER OF COMMERCE.] 
Thecommissioner of commerce may hire consultants, including !'o 
consultin~ actuary and other experts, deemed necessary to assist in 
the estab ishment or modification of the schedule of rates. A sum 
SUfficient to pay the costs of conductinl,The hearmg prOvl<ledUnder 
subdiviSIOn 2, apeals therefrom, or t e establishment or modifica
tion of the sche ule of rates, including the costs of consultants and 
related costs, g. appropnatea from the special compensation fund to 
the commissioner of commerce and assessed against the rating 
association and its members ~ the special compensation fund. 

Subd. 6. [CONSULTANTS; COMMISSIONER OF LABOR AND 
INDUSTRY.] The commissioner of labor and industry may hire 
consultants, . illclii.ding !'o consultmgactuary and other expertS; 
deemed necessary to assist the commiSSIOner of labor and industry 
in the hearing for modification of the schedule of rates and appeals 
therefrom. A sum sufficient to payfue costs of The commissioner of 
labor and industry in regaiid to the hearing provided under subdi
vision 2 and appeals there rom, including the costs of consuTIaiitS 
and refated costs, IS appropriated from the· specIal compensation 
fund to the commrsSloner ofiabor andIiidUStry and assessed against 
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the rating association and its members ~ the special compensation 
lUnd. ' 

Subd. 7. [CONSULTANTS, ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGES.] The 
offIce % aaministrative hearings, upof approval of the chief admm:: 
istratIve law JUldge, may hIre consu tants necessary to assist the 
admimstrative aw judge assigned to ~ workers' compensation rate 
proceeding. A sum sufficient to P!!r the costs Qf hi'fingd the conSUIt
ants is appropriated from the special compensatIOn un to the office 
of aaministrative hearings and assessed against the rajing associ
ation and its members ~ the special compensatiOill'tin . 

Subd. 8. [COMMISSIONER OF LABOR AND INDUSTRY AS 
PUBITCREPRESENTATIVE.] The ,commissioner of labor and in
tlisIF must be !! partl to all proceedings ~ tlllsClUlpter ana 
_a_ act to assure t at the public mterest ~ represented and 
protected. The commissioner of labor and industry :;say: (1) inspect 
at all reasonable times, and ~ theoooks recor ,memoranda, 
andCorrespondence or other docmnents and'records of any person 
relating to .any business refalated under this chapter; an (2) cause 
the deposItIon to be taken Q.. iny person concernmg the llUsmess and 
affairs of any business regu ated under this chapter. Information 
SOiighl through said deposItion shall be tor !! lawfuIly authorized 
liurpose and shall be relevant and material to the investigation or 

earing before the commissioner onabor and industry. Information 
obtaine<:rTrOill said de~sition shaIl be used h ~ commiSSIOner of 
labor and1iidustry 0d y for !! laWfii.JJ:Yauthonzed purpose and 
pursuant to powers an res onsibilitIes conferred 6'0n the depart
ment of labor and indust~l aid epositIOn!!! to --" taken in the 
manner prescrmea by law or taking de~ositions in ciVIT3.ciions in 
the district court. The commissioner of abor' and inililstry 'bay, on 
the commisSlOOe?s own initIative, investigate anI, matter su ject to 
the jurisdiction of the department ofIabor and in ustry. The costs ill 
the commissioner of labor and industry illCllscharging this oblJ!ed 
tion shall be paid ~ the special compensation fund and asse 
against the rf!lng associatIOn and its members ~ the special 
compensation nd. 

Subd. 9. [APPOINTMENT OF ACTUARY.] The commissioner of 
labor ana-industry shall employ the services of!! casualtJi actuary 
experleficed in workers' compensation whose auties sha include 
but not be limited to invesh"ation of complaints !i.Y inSUre<! parties 
relative to rates, rate class;Ications, or discriminatory practices of 
an insurer.'rlie salary of the actuary employed pursuant to this 
section is nofStibject to tile provisions of section 43A.17, subdIVision 
1. 

Sec. 13. [79.72] [PETITION FOR REHEARING.] 

Subdivision 1. [PETITION CONTENTS.] lny part~ maY petition 
the commissioner for rehearing and reconsi eration 0 a etermina-
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tion made pursuant to section 12, The petition for rehearing and 
reconsideration shall be served on the commissioner and all parties 
to the rate hearing wIThin 30 days after service of the commissio
neTsfinal order. Tnepetitmn shall set forth factiiaI grounds in 
support of its petition. Any party adversely affected ~"petition for 
review and reconsideration has 15 days to respond to factual 
matters aIfeged in the petition. . 

Subd. 2. [GRANT OF REHEARING.] The commissioner may 
grant" renearin~ upon the filing of ~ petition under subdivision h 
On rehearing, ~ commissioner may limit the scope of factual 
matters that are subject to rehearin~ and reconsideration. The 
rehearing ~ subject to the provisions 0 section 12. 

Subd. 3. [MODIFICATION OF ORDER.] Following rehearing, the 
commissioner may modify the terms of the initial order adopting" 
change in the schedule of rates upon" determination that adequate 
factual grounds exist to support modification. Adequate factual 
grounds include, but are not limited to, erroneous testimony liz Iny 
witness or Ell!:!Y to t!lel1earing, material change in Minnesota oss 
or expense data occurring after " petition for adoption of the 
SChedule of rates has been filed, or any other mistake offact that has 
" substantial effect upon the schedUle of rates adoptea in prior 
orders of the commissioner. -----

Sec. 14. [7.9.73] [JUDICIAL REVIEW.] 

Final orders of the commissioner pursuant to sections 12 and 13 
are subject to judicial review pursuant to sections 14.63 to 14.69 but 
shall remain in effect during the pendency of any appeal. 

Sec. 15. [79.74] [INTERIM SCHEDULE OF RATES.] 

The rating association, the commissioner oflabor and industry, or 
any other interested Ell!:!Y ma~ file" petition for an adjustment in 
the schedule of rates when t ere has been a law change in the 
benefit payable under---chapterl76. "Law change" meanS-only 
statutory changes ~ the legislature or supreme couiT<I8c1sions. 
When" petition for" Change in the schedule of rates due to " law 
change ~ receiv8d!!r the commissioner, the commissioner shall 
review any petition for !!p to 30 ~ays to determine if it presents facts 
which warrant a hearing. If fue commissioner accepts a petition for 
hearing it. shaHoe conducted pursuant to the contested case proce
dures found in chapter 14. The chief administrative law judge shall 
afisign an administrative law jutge to hear a petition Tor a change in 
t e schedule of rates within 30 ~ The administrative law jugge 
Shall conclude the hearing within 60 days ~ assignment ~ the c ief 
adillinistrative law judge and file findings offact, conclusions oflaw, 
and " proposed order with the commissioner within 30 days of 
concluding the hearin . The administrative law judge shall, after 
the close offue recor , file " report with recommendations in the 
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same manner as in section 12. The time for holding the hearing and 
filin, the report with the commissioner may be expanded 1& the 
chie aUministrative law judge ~ !! showing of good cause for an 
Mdltional30 ~,\ys. TheCommissioner's order may affirm, reverse, or 
modify the fin mgs and order of the administrative law judge. The 
petitioning party shaTIliave theburoenofprotin any hearing netO 
pursuant to this SiibiliVlsWn. Interim rate earings are onl} for 
changes in the schedule of workers' compensation rates resu ting 
from law changes. All other evidentiary, procedural, and review 
standards in section 12 shal! ~ to interim rate hear~ eXfept 
for the time requirements in this su@ivision. Interim rate earmgs 
are SUbject to judicial review pursuant to chapter 14Jxcept that the 
commissioner's mterim rate order shall remain in e ect during the 
pendency of any appeal h !!.~ ~ The commissioner ~ an 
interested ~ if the commissioner s decision is appealed pursuant 
to chapter 14. Interim rate hearIngs may only be held after an 
initial scheCftile of rates has been approved h the commissioner 
unless requested !!y the commissioner of labor and industry. 

Sec. 16. [79.75] [AUTOMATIC ADJUSTMENT OF RATES.] 

The commissioner shall adopt!! rule to establish a mechanism to 
automatically adjust ~edule of rates to reflect oenefit changes 
mandated !!y operation of law after the most recent change in the 
schedule of rates, an acyustment in the assessment rate for the 
special fund the annua adjustment made pursuant to section 
176.645, any ac!justment in the assessment for the assigned rIsk 
plan pursuant to section 79.251, subdivision 5, any adjustment in 
~ assessment for the Minnesota insurance guarantee association 
jiursuant to section 60C.05, or any other assessment required !!y 
aw. The initial automatic ad~Ustment to the schedule of rates, made 

piiTsUailt to this section is e ective on October 1, 1988, or as soon 
thereafter as possible ana IS not subject to chapter 14, except the 
commissioner of commerce Shall comply with section 14.38, subdi
vision 7. - -- -- ----

At each rate hearing held pursuant to section 12 or rehearing 
pursuant to section 13, ToITowing an automatic adjustment, the 
commissioner shall review the rate adjustment to assure that tlie 
schedule of rates adopted sUbser,uent to the adjustment are not 
excessive, inaaeguate, or unfairY discriminatory. If the commis
sioner finds that the scnedu!e of rates adopted subsequent to the 
adjUStment are excessive, inadequate, or unfairly discriminatory, 
the commissmner shall order appropriate remedial action. 

Sec. 17. [79.76] [INSURERS SHALL BE MEMBERS OF ASSO
CIATION.] 

Every insurer' issuing workers' com ensation insurance in this 
state shall be !! member of the association, nown as the Minnesota 
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Insurers Rating Association, organized under section 18, to be 
maintained in this state for the followmg purposes: 

(1) to separate the industries of this state that are subject to 
workers' compensation insurance into proper classes for compensa
tion insurance purposes; to inspect compensation risks and establish 
the merit and ex~erience rating system approved for use in this 
state; to establis charges and credits under the system; and to 
report all facts aflecting compensation insurance risks and those 
necessary for approving policies of compensation insurance as 
conformmg with classifications, rates and rating plans previously 
promulgated by the association and approved ~ the commissioner; 
and 

(2) to assist the commissioner and insurers in determining rates, 
hazards, and other material facts in connection with compensation 
risks, and to assist in promoting safety in the industries. 

Sec. 18. [79.77J [ORGANIZATION OF ASSOCIATION.] 

The association shall adopt articles of incorporation, bylaws, and 
"plan of operation. These articles, bylaws, and plan of operation and 
all amendments thereto shall be filed with and approved ~ the 
commissioner and shall not be effective until so filed and approved. 
The associatiollShall admit to membership any insurer authorized 
to transact workers' compensation Insurance in this state. The 
charges and service of the association shall be fixed in the articles or 
bylaws and shall be equitable and nondiscriminatory as between 
members. The initial articles, bylaws, and plan of operation shall be 
filed with the commissioner no later than September h 1988. If the 
initial articles, bylaws, and plan of operation are not filed ~ 
September 1, 1988, the commissioner shall adopt the initial articles, 
bylaws, and plan of operation. 

Sec. 19. [79.781 [EXPENSE, HOW PAID.] 

Each member of the association shall pay an equitable and 
nondiscriminatory share of the cost of operating ~he association. IT 
the members of the association cannot agree upon an apportionment 
of cost, any meffilJer may in writing petition the commissioner to 
establish " basis for apportioning the cost. !! any member is 
aggrieved ~ an apportionment made by the association, i! may in 
writing petition the commissioner for ~ review of the apportion
ment. The commissioner shall, upon not less than five days notice to 
each member of the assoclation, hold " hearing upon any such 
petition at which all members are entitled to be present and be 
heard. The commissioner shall determine the matter and mail a 
coPy of the determination to each member of the assocIatioll.The 
decision of the commissioner shall be final and binding upon all 
members of the association. 
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Sec. 20. [79.79] [BOARD OF DIRECTORS.] 

A board of directors of the rating association ~ created and ~ 
resVtIiSi"i)fe for the operation of the hating association consistent 
wit the plan of o~eration and this c apter. The bOard consists of 
twelve directors. Men directors shall representi"nsurers and the 
commissioner of commerce shall appoint the remaining directors. 
Each director is entitled to one vote. Terms of the directors shall be 
two years. The board shaIT select ~ chair ana other officers it deems 
appropriate . 

A majority of the directors currently holding office constitutes ~ 
quorum. Action may be taken h ~ majority vote of the directors 
present. 

The board shall take reasonable and (!rudent action regarding the 
management of the rating association mcluding but not limited to 
the management of the daily affairs of the rating association. 

The initial board of directors shall consist of the current board of 
directors of the data service orgamzation authorized h section 
79.62 who shall serve until their current data service organization 
terms expire. 

Sec. 21. [79.80] [PLAN OF OPERATION.] 

Subdivision ~ [PROVISIONS.] The plan of operation shall pro
vide for all of the following: 

(a) the establishment of necessary facilities; 

(b) the management and operation of the rating association; 

(c) a preliminary assessment, payable h each member in propor
tion to its total Eremium in the year precerunglhe inauguration of 
the rating assoCIation, for inItial expenses necessary to commence 
operation of the rating association; 

(d) procedures governing the actual payment of assessments to the 
rating association; 

(e) reimbursement of each member of the board h the rating 
association for actual and necessary expenses incurred on rating 
association business; and 

(f) any other matters required h or necessary to effectively 
implement chapter 79. 

Subd. 2. [AMENDMENTS.] (a) The P\fu of operation shall be 
subject to approval h the commissioner a r consultation with the 
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members of the association, representatives of the public and other 
affected mdividuals and organizations. IT the commissioner disap: 
proves all or any part of the proposed Elan of operation, the directors 
shall within 15 days submit for review an aPl'roEriate revised plan 
of oEeration or Eart thereof. If a revised Elan ~ not submitted within 
15 days, the commissioner shall promulgate a Elan of oEeration or 
part thereof, as the case may be. The plan of oEeration approved or 
promulgated !>y the commissioner shall become effective and oEer
ational upon order of the commissioner. 

(b) Amendments to the plan of operation may be made !>y the 
commissioner or !!r the directors of the association, subject to the 
approval of the commissioner. 

Sec. 22. [79.81] [APPLICABILITY OF CHAPTER 79.] 

Subdivision 1. [EXAMINATION BY COMMISSIONER.] The rat
iIlg association ~ subject to all the Erovisions of this chapter. The 
commissioner or an authorized representative of the commissioner 
may visit the rating association at any time and examine, audit, or 
evaluate the ratin~ association's operations, records and practices. 
For purposes of t is section, "authorized representative of the 
commissioner" includes employees of the departments of commerce 
or labor and industry or other Earties retained!>y the commissioner. 

Subd. 2. [COSTS AND EXPENSES.] The commissioner shall 
order and the rating association shall ~ the costs and expensesoJ' 
any examination, audit, or evaluation conducted pursuant to sub
division 1. 

Sec. 23. [79.82] [MANUALS. I 

Subdivision 1. [INITIAL FILING REQUIRED.] On or before 
A~ h 1988, the association must file with the commiSSioner all 
underwriting and rating manuals which are used in the classifica
tion of risks and the calculation of rating Elans, rates, and fees. The 
association must provide the commissioner with at least six copies of 
each manual. A "S'l'Y of eacn manual filed shall also be provided to 
the commissioner oflabor and industry. 

The commissioner shall review the manuals and on or before 
November h 1988, aEPrOVe or disapprove the manUals or lny part 
thereof. The evidentiary, procedural, and review stan dar s of sec
tion 12 shall '!P.P!Y. to the review of the manuals. Until the 
commissioner has approved or disapproved the manuals, they shaH 
remain in force. As to any manual or part thereof that ~ not 
approved, the association may contest the disapproval pursuant to 
the contested case procedures of chapter 14. 
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Until the conclusion of the contested case proceeding, the portions 
of the manuals that were not approved shall remain in force. 

Subd. 2. [NEW MANUALS AND AMENDMENTS.] If the associ
ation adoptf or amends a manual, the manual or. the amenamenttO 
the manua Shall not be effective until approved iJ.l' the commis
sioner. The association must provide the commissioner with at least 
six copies of each manual or amendment. A ~ of each manual or 
amendment filed shall also be provided to the commissioner of labor 
and industry. The commissioner shaIl approve or disapprove any 
manual or amenament withm 90 days of filing. The evidentiary, 
procedural, and review standards of section 12 shall ~ to the 
review of the manuals. Any manual or amendment not approved 
within 90 days shall be deemed to be disapproved. As to ~ disa6j
proved manual or amendment, the association may contest ~ 
disapproval pursuant to the contested case procedures of chapter 14. 

Subd. 3. [BURDEN OF PROOF.] The burden of proof in ~ 
proceeding under this section shall be ~ the party requesting the 
adoption of ~ manual or an amendment of ~ manual. 

Subd 4. [COSTS.] The costs of the commissioner and the commis
sioner onabor and illililstrYill regard to ~ contested caseproceeding 
under this section, including the costs of consultants, staff, and 
rerated costs, and costs billed iJ.l'theattorney general's ot'llceshall 
be paid fu: the special com~ensation fund and assessedto the 
association anaits members fu: the special compensation fund. 

Subd. 5. [PUBLIC ACCESS.] Copies of all approved manuals must 
be made available to the public for inspection during regular 
business hours at the office of the association. Proposed manuals 
and amendments to manuals must be made available in the same ----- ---
manner. 

Sec. 24. [79.83] [EXEMPTION.] 

The rating association is not subject to sections 15.0597 and 
471.705 and chapter 13 nor [ny other law or rule that pertains to ~ 
public body. For ~nrposes 0 Minnesota law or rule, the association 
is not ~ public bo y. 

Sec. 25. [79.84] [ANNUAL STATEMENT.] 

The association On or before March! each year shall file with the 
commissioner a statement covering its activities for the year ending 
on the preceding December 31. This report shall cover its financial 
transactIOns and other matters connected with its operation, includ
!!>g emtoyee compensation and other specific expenditures as 
reguirefu: the commissioner. The commissioner shall prescribe the 
form of ~ report. The association and its· memOei'Sare subject to 
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supervision and examination !?y the commissioner or anl examiner 
authorized ~ the commissioner on such matters as ~ commis
sioner deems appropriate. Examination mit be made as often as the 
commissioner deems necessary. A sum Btl lcient to ~ tne cost of 
all examinati~ appro~riatea from the specml compensation 
fund to the commissioner 0 commerce. ----

Sec. 26. [79.85] [ASSOCIATION SHALL MAKE CLASSIFICA
TION.] 

The association shall, on behalf of its members, assign each 
compensation risk and subdivision thereof in this state to its proper 
classification. The determination as to the proptr hclassification ~ 
the association shall be subject to the approval 0 ~ commissioner. 
The association shall, on behalf of all members tliereof; inspect and 
make a written survey of each risk to which the system of merit 
rring approved for use in this state ~ apprrcabIe.1t shall, on behalf 
o all the members thereof,l'ile with the commissioner its classifi
cation or risks and keep on file at the office of the assoCIation the 
written surveys of all risks inspected by it, which survey shall show 
the location and description of all items producing charges and 
credits"if any, and such other facts as are material in the writing of 
insurance thereon.Jt shall file any subsequent proposed classifica
tion or later surve~ and all rules and regnlations which do or man 
affect the writing 0· these risks. The association classificaTIon sha I 
be binding upon all insurers. The association and its representatives 
shall "lve all information as to classifications, rates, surveys, and 
other acts collected and intended for the common use of insurers 
Sii"bject to chapter 79 to all these insurers at the same time. A ~ 
of the complete survey ~ the association, with the approved 
classification and rates based thereon and the effective date thereof, 
shall be furnished to themsurer of record as soon as approved. The 
approved classification and rates upon '" specific risk shall be 
furnished upon request to any other insurer upon the payment of '" 
reasonable charge for the service. Every insurer shall promptly file 
with the association '" ~ of each payroll audit, which shall be 
checke<Il>r the association for correctness of classification and rate. 
The commissioner may require the association to file any such ~ 
and may verify any payroll audit by '" reaudit of the books of the 
employer or in such other manner as may appear most expedient. 
Upon written coffipfaint stating facts sufficient to warrant action by 
it, the association shall verify any payroll audit reported to the 
commissioner. 

Sec. 27. [79.86] [INFORMATION.] 

In addition to other information that the commissioner requests 
pursuant to section 12, the rating association shall file with the 
commissIOner, the following information on its Minnesota experi
ence: (a) reserves for incurred but not reported losses of its members; 
(b) paid claims; (c) reserves for open claims; Cd) a schedule of claims 
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in which its members have established a reserve in excess of 
$OO-;DOO;(e)1he income onmvested reserves of its meiiiberS;lD an 
Itemized list of policies written at other than the filed rates; ~ loss 
adjustment expenses; (h) subrogation recoveries; en adilliiiIstrative 
ex~enses; ill commission expenses, and lobbYin~ expenses. Losses 
an reserves shalI be reported separately as to me ical and indeiilltY 
expenses. The rating association shall file an itemized oreakdown of 
its lobbying expenses. 

The commissioner shall consider this information in an appropri
ate manner in adopting a schedule of rates and shall decline to grant 
~ hearin!fpursuant to sect~on 12 for purposes of considering ~ rate 
mcrease If the assocIatIon fa'!s to provIde the mformatlOn. . 

The rating association shall be domiciled, chartered and princi
P"!!l: located in the state of Minnesota. Except with the approval of 
the -commissioner the rating association may not contract for its 
data collection responsibilities with data service organizations do
miciled, chartered or principally located outside the state of Minne
sota. 

Sec. 28. [79.87] [RECORD; ASSOCIATION SHALL FURNISH 
INFORMATION.] 

. The association shall keep ~. careful record of its proceedings. It 
shall furnish, upollTeffiand, to any emj?IOYei' whose workers' com
pensation risk has been surveyed, full information as to the survey, 
mcludin the method of the computation and a detailed Oescription 
an location of all items producing cbarges orcredits. The associa
tion shall provIde ~ means, approved h the commissioner tor 
hearing any member or employer whose risklias been inspectea, 
either in person or h ~ representative, before the governing or 
rating committee or other PItk representatives with reference to 
try matter affecting the ris . ~ insurer or employer TI? ·appeal 
rom a decision of the, association to the commissioner. e associ

ation -shall make rules governing appeals, to be filed with and 
approv~ the commisslOner. The commissioner may require the 
association tOffie any information connected with its activities. 

Sec. 29. [79.88] [RATES SHALL BE FILED.] 

Every insurer writing workers' compensation insurance in this 
state, except as ordered !iY the commisslOner, must file willi the 
commissioner its rates ~ this cOIDtensation insurance and all 
additions or changes. All rates so lied must comply with the 
requirements of law anaare not effective until approved h the 
commissioner. 

Sec. 30. [79.89] [RATES TO BE UNIFORM; EXCEPTIONS.] 
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No insurer may write insurance at ~ rate above that established 
by the association and approved !>,y tlie commissioner. The insurer 
may reduce or increase a rate by the application to individual risks 
of the system of merit or experience rating which has been approved. 
by the commissioner. This reduction or increase shall be set forth in 
the policy or h endorsement thereon. Upon wnttenreguesr,-an 
insurer shall furnish a written explanation to the insured of how 
and why the individual rate was adjusted by application of.'le system 
of merit or experience ratin~. This explanation shall be mailed to 
the insured within 30 days ~ the request. 

Sec. 31. [79.90] [DUTIES OF COMMISSIONER.] 

The commissioner of commerce shall require compensation insur
ers, or their agents, to file such reports as may be necessary for the 
pUrposes of chapter 79 for use !>,y the commissioner. 

Sec. 32. [79.911 [VIOLATIONS; PENALTIES.] 

In addition to any other penalties prescribed !>,y law, any insurer, 
rating association, agent, or other reftesentative or employee of any 
insurer or rating association that fai s to comply with, violates any 
of the provisions of chapter 79, or any order or ruling of the 
commissioner, shalTbe punished !>,y.'le fine of not less than $50 nor 
more than $5,000. In addition, the license of any insurer, ag'bnt, or 
broker gttiI!y of such violation may be revokedOr suspended ~ the 
COii1iIilssioner ~ -- - - -

Sec. 33. [79.92] [RULEMAKING.] 

The commissioner may adopt rules, including emergency rules, to 
carry out the commissioner's duties assigned !>,y this article. The 
emergency rules can be effective until July!, 1990. 

Sec. 34. [79.93] [LIABILITY UNDER OTHER LAW.] 

The regulatory scheme established!>,y chapter 79 does not relieve 
any person from liability under Minnesota Statutes, sections 
325D.49 to 325D.66 or 15 United States Code, sections 1 to 36. 

Sec. 35. [MANDATED REDUCTIONS.] 

As .'Ie result of the workers' compensation law changes in article ~ 
and the resulting savings to the costs of Minnesota's workers' 
compensation system, an approved schedule of rates in effect on 
OctOber !, 1988, must be reduced uniformly !>,y 10.1 percent and 
applied to all policies issued, renewed, or outstanding on or after 
that date. An insurer may not adjust its schedule of rates to recoup 
the 10.1 percent mandated rate reduction under this section. Insur
ers and data service organizations must file .'Ie new schedule of rates 
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and rating plans which reflect the rate reduction mandated ~ this 
section ~ October 1, 1988. For policies In force on or before OctOIiei' 
1, 1988, the reduction must be. computed on the basis of ~ 10.1 
percent rate reduction prorated from October 1, 1988, to the expi
ration of that policy. An insurer shall provide written notice ~. 
lJCtol)er 1, 1988, to all employers having an outstandiwoliCY with 
the insurer as of October 1, 1988, toreadas follows:'" a result of 
the changes in the workers' compeiiSatiOii msurance system enacted 
~ the 1988 legISJature, you are entitled to ~ credit or refund as to 
your currents,remium in an amountof~~~,. ~. which reflects a 10.1 
ffircent man ated rate reduction prorated from October 1, 1988, to 
~ expiration of your policy." 

Notwithstanding section ~ until the initial schedule of rates has 
been approved under section 12, an Insurer fay petition the 
commissioner for an adjustment of its schedule 0 rates. IT in the 
opinion of the commissioner the petitioner demonstrates that the 
reduction mandated ~ this section would have "" material adverse 
affect on the financial condItion of the insurer, the commissioner 
may, ~ imler, adjust the insurer'sschedule of rates. The order 
issued pursuant to this sectIon is not subject to chapter 14 and the 
OeClslon shall be final. 

~~~ 

The adjusted schedule of rates shall remain in effect until the 
ef1ective date of the initial schedule of rates approved under section 
12. 

In addition to other requirements of this section, policies not 
subject to an experience rating that are issued or renewed from 
October 1, 1988 to September 30, 1989, must inCIiide a discount of at 
least five percent for those policyholders that did not have paid 
diSaOility claims, allowable under section 176.121, during the five 
Yiars immediately preceding the effective date of the ~ To be 
e Igible for the discount, the policyholders must have Ilad workers' 
compensation l'olicies in force for the five years prior to the effective 
date of the ~ . 

Sec. 36. [TRANSITION PROVISIONS; EMPLOYEES.] 

Until January h 1989, initial appointment to the professional 
positions authorized ~ section 40 shall be deemed to be provisional 
or exceptional appointments as defined ])y section 43A.15, subdivi
sions 4 and 8, and the commissioner of employee relations must 
lii.iillonze those apjioTritments as requested ~ the commissioneror 
commerce or labor and industry. Upon request of the commissioner 
of commerce or labor and industry, the appointments under this 
section shall be considered an unusual employment coIiCIltion as 
defined ~ section 43A.17, subdivision :l and salaries may be set 
accordingly. 

Sec. 37. [RULE SUPERSEDED.] 
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The security or bonding requirements of Minnesota Rules, part 
2780.2700, shall continue in force but without any dollar limita
tions. The commissioner shall amend the rule as soon as possible to 
conform with this section~ amendment of the rule ~ not subject 
to chapter 14, except that the commiSSIOner shall comply with 
section 14.38, subdivision 7. 

Sec. 38. [LEGISLATIVE INTENT.] 

!! ~ the intent of the legislature in enacting this article to 
reinstate the prior state law regarding workers' compensation 
insurance rate regulation which was repealed effective January L 
1984. Judicial and administrative decisions regarding the prior law 
shall be deemed to be applicable to this article in the same manner 
as to the prior law. 

Sec. 39. [DATA SERVICE ORGANIZATION CONTINUED EX
ISTENCE.] 

A licensed data service organization shall continue to operate 
pursuant to sections 79.61 and 79.62 until December !!h 1988, or 
until the plan of operation of the rating association has been 
approved ~ the commissioner, whichever occurs first. 

Sec. 40. [APPROPRIATION.] 

Subdivision 1. $400,000 is appropriated from the special compen
sation fund to the department of commerce for the purpose of this 
article. The appropriation is available immediately, does not lapse, 
and ~ available until expended. The complement of the department 
of commerce ~ increased ~ .§ positions. 

Subd. 2. $500,000 is appropriated from the special compensation 
fund to the department of labor and industry for the purpose of this 
article. The appropriation is available immediately, does not lapse, 
and ~ available until expenaed. The complement of the department 
of labor and industry is increased ~ eight positions. 

Subd. 3. $120,000 ~ appropriated from the special compensation 
fund to the attorney general for the purpose of this article. The 
appropriation '~ available Immediately, does not lapse, and ~ 
available until expended. The complement ofthe attorney general is 
increased ~ three positions. 

Sec. 41. [INSTRUCTION TO REVISOR.] 

The revisor of statutes is directed to change the words "Workers' 
Compensation Insurers Ra~ng Association of Minnesota" wherever 
they appear in Minnesota tatutes to "Minnesota Insurers Rating 

I 
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Association" in Minnesota Statutes 1988 and subsequent editions of 
the statutes. 

Sec. 42. [REPEALER.] 

Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 79.51; 79.52, subdivisions 2 
and 12; 79.53; 79.54; 79.55; 79.56; 79.57; 79.58; 79.60; 79.61; ana 
79.62, arer.;pear.;a:- --------------

Sec. 43. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

Article 1 ~ effective the day following final enactment. 

ARTICLE 2 

WORKERS' COMPENSATION SYSTEM CHANGES 

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.011, subdivision 
18, is amended to read: 

Subd. 18. [WEEKLY WAGE.] "Weekly wage" is arrived at by 
multiplying the daily wage by the number of days and fractional 
days normally worked in the business of the employer for the 
employment involved. If the employee normally works less than five 
days per week or works an irregular number of days per week, the 
number of days normally worked shall be computed by dividing the 
total number of days in which the employee actually performed any 
of the duties of employment in the last 26 weeks by the number of 
weeks in which the employee actually performed such duties, pro
vided that the weekly wage for part time employment during a 
period of seasonal or temporary layoff shall be computed on the 
number of days and fractional days normally worked in the business 
of the employer for the employment involved. If, at the time of the 
injury, the employee was regularly employed by two or more employ
ers, the employee's days of work for all such employments shall be 
included in the computation of weekly wage. Occasional overtime is 
not to be considered in computing the weekly wage, but if overtime 
is regular or frequent throughout the year it shall be taken into 
consideration. The maximum weekly compensation payable to an 
employee, or to the employee's dependents in the event of death, 
shall not exceed 6G % 80 percent of the jlrodaet ef the daily wage 
times the Ramber ef days Rormally worked emplo~ee's after-tax 
weekly wage, provided that the compensation payable or permanent 
partial disability under section 176.101, subdivision 3, and for 
permanent total disability under section 176.101, subdivision 4, or 
death under section 176.111, shall not be computed on less than the 
number of hours normally worked in the employment or industry in 
which the injury was sustained, subject also to such maximums as 
are specifically otherwise provided. 
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Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.011, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 18a. [AFTER-TAX WEEKLY WAGE.] After-tax weekly 
wage means the weekly wage reduced l:Jy the amounts required to be 
withheld by the Federal Insurance Contributions Act, United States 
Code, title 16, sections 3101 to 3126, but without regard to the 
yearly maximum, and by state and federal income tax laws using as 
the number of allowances the number of exemptions that the 
employee is entitled to under federal law for the employee and the 
employee's dependents and without additional allowances. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.021, subdivision 3, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [COMPENSATION, COMMENCEMENT OF PAY
MENT.1 All employers shall commence payment of compensation at 
the time and in the manner prescribed by this chapter without the 
necessity of any agreement or any order of the division. Except for 
medical, burial, and other nonperiodic benefits, payments shall be 
made as nearly as possible at the intervals when the wage was 
payable, provided, however, that payments for permanent partial 
disability shall be governed by section 17€UOl 11. If doubt exists as 
to the eventual permanent partial disability;-- payment lffi- the 
eeonomie FceOVCFjr ceHl}3cnsatioB er imflaiFment eemfJcHsation, 
wHieHe'fer ffi a..e, pursuant te seetion 17€U01, shall be then made 
when due for the minimum permanent partial disability ascertain
able, and further payment shall be made upon any later ascertain
ment of greater permanent partial disability. Prior to or at the time 
of commencement of the payment of eeOHBfHie Fceo'llcry eOfHfJcnsa 
tisft ffi' IHHtf> sum ffi' perioaie payment ef impairment eompensation 
permanent partial disability compensation, the employee and em
ployer shall be furnished with a copy of the medical report upon 
which the payment is based and all other medical reports which the 
insurer has that indicate a permanent partial disability rating, 
together with a statement by the insurer as to whether the tendered 
payment is for minimum permanent partial disability or final and 
eventual disability. After receipt of all reports available to the 
insurer that indicate a permanent partial disability rating, the 
employee shall make available or permit the insurer to obtain any 
medical report that the employee has or has knowledge of that 
contains a permanent partial disability rating which the insurer 
does not already have. Eeonomie pceeVCFY eOfflflCHsatioft 6f' imf,)air 
ment eompensation pUFsHaRt te seetioR 176.101 ffi payable ffi 
aaaitioR te But net eoneurrently with eompeRsatioR lffi- temporary 
tetal aisability But ffi payable pursuaRt te seetion 17B.1(1l. Impair 
ment eompeRsatioR ffi payable eoneuneRtly and ffi aaaitioR te 
eefflf,lcnsatiofl fa:F. fJCFmancnt tatal disahility {:Jl:lFsuan-t te scetieR 
178.191. EeSRSfRie peeevcry eemfJeftsatien ffi' imfJairmcnt sempcR 
sati<m pHFsuaRt te seetion 176.101 shall, Be withheld peRdiRg 
completioR ef jlsymeRt lffi- temporary tetal aisability, and R8 ereffit 
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shall be taken fuF fJaYffiellt sf eesIlsffiie Fee9'.'eFyesffifJeHsatieH "" 
iffifJaiFHlellt eSffifJeHsatisH IlgaiHst liaaility fuF teFllfJeFaFY tetal "" 
futHre fJeFffiaHellt tetal aisaaility. Liaaility 6ft the flllFt sf aft 

effifJleyeF 8F the ill"HFeF fuF aisaaility sf a teffifJSFary tetal, terefJe 
rary fJartial, """ fJeFFBaHeRt tetal nat..re shall be eellsiaeF"a as a 
eeHtiHHiHg fJFeaHet """ ~ sf the effifJleyee's iHaaility te eaRl 8F 

Fe""etieH iH earniHg eafJaeity """ te iHjHry 8F ee""fJatieHal aisease 
""" eeffifJeHsatieH is fJayable aeeeFaillgly, sHlljeet te seetiell 17G.HH. 
Eesftsmie FceSVCFY eem(Jcftsatiaft OF im()aiFmcHt esm13cnsatisR is 
fJ,,)'aBie fuF [uHetieHalless sf HSe ffi' iffifJaiFffieHt sf fuHetieH, fJeFffia 
HeHt iH HatHFe, """ fJayffieRt therewFe shall be sefJarate, aistiHet, 
""" iH aaaitieH te fJayreeHt fuF aHY ether eeffifJeHsatiell, s"lljeet te 
seetiell 176.101. The right to receive temporary total, temporary 
partial, or permanent total disability payments vests in the injured 
employee or the employee's dependents under this chapter or, if 
none, in the employee's legal heirs at the time the disability can be 
ascertained and the right is not abrogated by the employee's death 
prior to the making of the payment. 

The right to receive eesftsmie reCSVCFY ceffl(3cnsatisn SF imfJaiF 
meat permanent ga1ial compensation vests in an injured employee 
or in the employee s ependents under this chapter or, if none, in the 
employee's legal heirs at the time the disability can be ascertained, 
provided that the employee lives for at least 30 days beyond the date 
of the injury. The ri~ht ~ not abrogated !!.l': the employee's death 
prior to the maJillig 0 the payment. Ypea the tIeath sf all erefJI.yee 
wile is -receiving eesfl8fflie Fceevcry eS1Hf1cftsatisH: 6f'- imfJainnent 
eeffifJeHsatiell, furtheF eeFllfJeHsati.Il is fJayable fJ"FS"aHt te seetiell 
17!i.HH. IffifJaiFHlellt eeffifJellsatisIl is fJayable HIlder this fJaFagpafJh 
if vestillg has eeelH'Fea, the erefJleyee <lies fjFi6f' te FeaeliiHg I'RfH<i
ftH:tffi medical iHlflFs:vemCftt, B:fttl the- FCEfllircm.cftts ftftd eonditions 
HIlder seetieH 176.101, s..eEiivisieH de, are net FI>ek 

Disability Fatillgs fep l'eFreallellt l'aFtial aisability shall be Based 
6ft elljeetive ffieaieal e'liaellee .. 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.061, subdivision 10, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. Hi. [INDEMNITY] Notwithstanding the provisions of chap
ter 65B or any other law to the contrary, an employer has a right of 
indemnity for any compensation paid or payable pursuant to this 
chapter, including temporary total compensation, temporary partial 
compensation, permanent partial disability, eeensmie FcceVCFY eem
fJcnsatisn, impainncHt eemfJcnsatisft, medical compensation, reha
bilitation, death, and permanent total compensation. 

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.081, subdivision 1, is 
amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. (a) A fee for legal services of 25 percent of the first 
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$4,000 of compensation awarded to the employee and 20 percent of 
the next $27,500 of compensation awarded to the employee is 
permissihle and does not require approval by the commissioner, 
compensation judge, or any other party except as provided in clause 
(b). If the employer or the insurer or the defendant is given written 
notice of claims for legal services or disbursements, the claim shall 
be a lien against the amount paid or payable as compensation. In no 
case shall fees be calculated on the basis of any undisputed portion 
of compensation awards. Allowable fees under this chapter shall be 
based solely upon genuinely disputed portions of claims, including 
disputes related to the payment of rehabilitation benefits or to other 
aspects of a rehabilitation plan. Fees for administrative. conferences 
under seetisR 171>.242, 171>.2421, 176.248, eF 176.244 sections 
176.106 and 176.239 shall be determined on an hourly basis, 
according to the criteria in subdivision 5. 

(b) An attorney who is claiming legal fees HR<IeF this seetisR for 
representing an employee in ~ workers' compensation matter shall 
file a statement of attorney's fees with the commissioner, compen
sation judge before whom the matter was heard, or workers' com
pensation court of appeals on cases before the court. A copy of the 
signed retainer agreement shall also be filed. The employee, em
ployer, and insurer shall receive a copy of the statement.- The 
statement shall be on a form prescribed by the commissioner, shall 
report the number of hours spent on the case, and shall clearly and 
conspicuously state that the employee or insurer has ten calendar 
days to object to the attorney fees requested. Ifno objection is timely 
made by the employee or insurer, the amount requested shall be 
conclusively presumed reasonable providing the amount does not 
exceed the limitation in subdivision 1. The commissioner, compen
sation judge, or court of appeals shall issue an order granting the 
fees and the amount requested shall be awarded to the party 
requesting the fee. 

If a timely objection is filed, or the fee is determined on an hourly 
basis, the commissioner, compensation judge, or court of appeals 
shall review the matter and make a determination based on the 
criteria in subdivision 5. 

If no timely objection is made by an employer or insurer, reim
bursement under subdivision 7 shall be made if the statement of fees 
requested this reimbursement. 

(c) An attorney representing employers or insurers shall file II 
statement of attorney fees or wages with the commissioner, com
pensation judge before --;;mom the matter was heard, or workers' 
compensation court of appeals on cases before the court.· The 
statement of attorney fees or wages must contain the following 
information: the average hourly wage or the value of hours worked 
on that case !f the attorney is an employee of the employer or 
insurer, the number of hours worked on that case, and the average 
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hourly rate or amount charged an employer or insurer for that case 
if the attorney is not an employee of the employer or insurer .. 

(d) Employers and insurers may not ~ attorney fees or wages for 
legal services of more than $6,500 ~ case unless the additional fees 
or wages are approved undersiibdivision 2. 

(e) Each insurer and self-insured emplo&er shall file annual 
statements with the commissioner detailing t e amount OITegal fees 
and other legal costs incurred fu,: the insurer or employer during the 
year. The statement shall include the amount paid for outside and 
in-house counsel, deposition and other witness fees, and all other 
costs relating to litigation. 

(D The commissioner, in cooperation with the office of adminis
trative hearings, shall maintain records of the amount of fees paid 
to attorneys representing claimants related to any workers' com
pensation proceeding. 

Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 176.081, 
subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. An application for attorney fees in excess of the amount 
authorized in subdivision 1 shall be made to the commissioner, 
compensation judge, or district judge, before whom the matter was 
heard. An appeal of a decision by the commissioner, a compensation 
judge, or district court judge on additional fees may be made to the 
workers' compensation court of appeals. The application shall set 
forth the fee requested and the basis for the request and whether or 
not a hearing is requested. The application, with affidavit of service 
upon the elHfllsyee parties, including the employer, shall be filed by 
the attorney requesting the fee. If ali"earing is requested by an 
interested party, a hearing shall be set with notice of the hearing 
served upon known interested parties. In all cases the employee 
shall be served with notice of hearing. 

Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.081, subdivision 3, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 3. Aft emfllsyee wha Any party that is dissatisfied with 
attorney fees, may file an application for review by the workers' 
compensation court of appeals. Such application shall state the basis 
for the need of review and whether or not a hearing is requested. A 
copy of such application shall be served upon the attorney fup the 
elHfllsyee by the court administrator and if a hearing is requested by 
either party, the matter shall be set for hearing. The notice of 
hearing shall be served upon known interested parties. '!'he attsrney 
Iiw the elHfllsyee shall be seI'Vefl with a netiee sf the heaFiBg. The 
workers' compensation court of appeals shall have the authority to 
raise the 'Iliestis .. sf the issue of the attorney fees at any time upon 
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its own motion and shall have continuing jurisdiction over attorney 
fees. 

Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.101, subdivision 1, is 
amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [TEMPORARY TOTAL DISABILITY.] (a) For an 
injury producing temporary total disability, the compensation Is 
Ge"/, 80 percent of the after-tax weekly wage at the time of injury, 

W fl"e'lided that dttriHg the yetH' eemmeneing "" Odoher 1, 19'79, 
and eaeh yetH' theFeafter, eommeneiftg "" OetoheF 1, (b) The maxi
mum weekly compensation payable is 105 percent of the statewide 
average weekly wage for the period ending December 31, of the 
preceding year. 

~ (e) The minimum weekly compensation henefits ffiF telBJloFaF)' 
tetal ilisahility shall he Bet less than W payable is 20 percent of the 
statewide average weekly wage or the injured employee's aet.Hal 
after-tax weekly wage, whichever is less. 1ft .,., ease shall a weeldy 
henefit he less than ;w pe.eent ef the statewide a"eFage weeldy 
~ 

(d) :;; .. bjeet te s .. hdivisions 3ft te &.. This compensation shall be 
paid during the period of disability, paymeftt te he made at the 
intervals when the wage was payahle, as BeaI'\y as may he and shall 
cease whenever anyone of the following occurs: ----

ill the disability ends; 

(2) the employee returns to work; 

(3) the employee retires gy withdrawing from the labor market; 

(4) the employee refuses an offer of work that ~ consistent with "" 
plan of rehabilitation filed with the commissioner, which meets the 
requirements of section 176.102, subdivision 1, or, !f no plan has 
been filed, that the employee can do in the emPloyee's physical 
condition; or . 

(5) 90 days have passed after the employee has reached maximum 
medical improvement, except as provided in section 176.102, subdi
vision .!!, paragraph (b). 

(e) For purposes of paragraph (d), clause (5), the 90-day period 
after maximum medical improvement commences on the earlier of: 

(1) the date that the employee receives "" written medical report 
indicating that the employee has reached maximum medical im
provement; or 
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(2) the date that the employer or insurer serves the report on the 
employee and the employee's legal representative and files !Ie ""PY 
with the division. 

(f) Once compensationhas ceased under paragraph (d), clauses (1), 
(2), and (3), it; may be recommenced at !Ie later date if: the employee 
returns to work, the employee !.§: laid off due to economic conditions 
or is medicany unable to continue at the job, and the layoff or 
inability to continue occurs prior to 90 days after the employee 
reaches maximum medical improvement. Compensation recom
menced under this paragraph ii; subject to cessation under para
graph (d). Recommenced compensation may not be paid beyond 90 
days after the employee reaches maximum medical improvement, 
except as provided under section 176.102,. subdivision 11, paragraph 
(b). 

!Ill Once compensation has ceased under paragraph (d), clauses (4) 
and (5), it; may not be recommenced at !Ie later date excb'pt as 
provided under section 176.102, subdivision lh paragraph U 

Sec. 9. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.101, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 1a. [EXTENDED DISABILITY COMPENSATION.] (a) If 
anemployee, who has a permanent partial disability, is not woilUng 
because of the personal injl'Y after payment of permanent partial 
disability benefits ii; comp ete, the employee shall be eligible for 
extended disability compensation. !f an employee received any 

ermanent partial compensation III !Ie lump sum, payment will be 
considere complete after expiration of the period that the employee 
would have received permanent partialcompensationnad it;, been 

. paid penomcally. . 

(b) Extended disability compensation ii; paid at the rate for 
temporary total compensation, escalated under section 176.645, for 
the number of weeks equal to 246 multiplied ~ the employee's 
percentage rating of permanent partial disability, determined ac
cording to the rules adopted fu: the commissioner pursuant to 
section 176.105, subdivision 4. The total extendea compensation for 
any injury may not exceed this product. -

(c) Extended disability compensation shall cease !fthe em 10 ee ~ 
no J:jnger disabled, returns to work, refuses !Ie hl offer describe in 
su ivision h paragraph (<IT; clause (4), or retires from the labor 
market. 

(d) An employee is not eligible for extended disability compensa
tion !£ at any time before the emplOyee would have become eligible: 
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(1) the employee refuses" i<>12 offer, as described in subdivision h 
paragraph (d), clause (4); or 

(2) the employee returns to work and terminates employment, 
unless the employee was medically unable to continue work or was 
terminated without just cause. 

(e) An employee is eligible for extended compensation at any time 
after payment of permanent partial benehts IS complete so long as 
the employee meets the qualifications of this subdivision and has 
not been paid the maximum number of weeks under paragraph (b) 
for that in~ry; provided that, extended compensation may not be 
paid beyon 350 weeks alter the date of inJury. 

Sec. 10. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.101, subdivision 2, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [TEMPORARY PARTIAL DISABILITY] (a) In all cases 
of temporary partial disability, the compensation snail be 6(;% 
jleFeeRt ef the dinheRee BetweeR the v:eekly wage ef the emjlleyee 
at the time ef iR:illi'Y aM the wage the emjlleyee is aBle t& eeffi iR the 
emjlleyee's !,aFtially disaBled ceBditieR. 'l'ffis CemjleRsatieH shall Be 
jlIiid <ffiFiRg the jl8I'ied ef disability e><eejlt as !'Fe.·ided iR this 
seetieR, jlaymeRt t& Be made at the intervals when the wage was 
jlayaBle, as aearly as may Be, and sHBjeet t& a mal<imHm C8m!,eR 
satiaH e<jHftl t& the statewide a"emge weekly wag&.- paid as follows: 

(1) For the first 52 weeks that the employee ~ working after the 
injury, the compensation shall be 80 percent of the difference 
between the employee's after-tax weekly wage at the time of injury 
and the after-tax wage the employee ~ able to earn in the emplo
yee's partially disabled condition. 

(2) For the second 52 weeks that the employee is working after the 
injury, the compensation shall be 60 percent of the difference 
between the employee's after-tax weekly wage at the time of injury 
and the after-tax wage the employee ~ able to earn in the emplo
yee's partially disabled condition. 

(3) For the third 52 weeks that the employee is working after the 
injury, the compensation shall be 40 percent of the difference 
between the employee's after-tax weekly wage at the time of injury 
and the after-tax wage the employee ~ able to earn in the emplo
yee's partially disabled condition. 

Temporary partial compensation may not exceed the maximum 
rate for temporary total compensation. 

(b) Temporary partial compensation may be paid only while the 
employee is working and earning less than the employee earned at 
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the time of the in~Ury. Temporary partial disability benefits shall 
not be paid after t e employee has worked for 156 weeks, including 
weeks in which the employee has no wage loss, or beyona350 weeks 
after the date of injury, whichever occurs first. 

Sec. 11. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.101, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 3. [PERMANENT PARTIAL DISABILITY.] Cal Compensa
tion for permanent partial disability is as provided in this subdivi
sion. Permanent partial disability shall be rated as !'c percentage of 
the whole body in accordance wlth rules adopted !:>y the commis
sioner under section 176.105. The percentage determined pursuant 
to the rules shall be multiplied !:>y the corresponding amount in the 
following table: 

Percent of Disability 
0-25 

26-30 
31-35 
36-40 
41-45 
46-50 
51-55 
56-60 
61-65 
66-70 
71-75 
76-80 
81-85 
86-90 
91-95 
96-100 

Amount 
$ 75,000 
- 80,000 

85,000 
90,000 
95,000 

100,000 
120,000 
140,000 
160,000 
180,000 
200,000 
240,000 
280,000 
320,000 
360,000 
400,000 

An employee may not receive compensation for more than ~ 100 
~ercent disability of the whole body, even if the employee sustains 

isability to two or more body parts. 

Cbl Permanent partial disability i§' payable fron cessation of 
temporary total disability under subdivision h !.- the employee i§' 
not working, the compensation i§' payable m installments at the 
same intervals and in the same amount as the initial temporary 
total disability rate. If the employee returns to work, the remaining 
compensation is payable in !'c lump sum 30 <Ifs after the employee 
returned to work provided the employment as not been substan-
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tially interrupted ~ the injury for any part of the 30 talt and the 
emproyee ~ still employe at the ~ at the enao ~ period

j Permanent parti~ disability ~ not payable While temporary tota 
compensation is ~ paid. Permanent partiiiTdlSability is payaoJe 
to permanently totally disabled employees in !'o lump sum at the 
time the disability can tie ascertained. 

Sec. 12. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.101, subdivision 4, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [PERMANENT TOTAL DISABILITY.] For permanent 
total disability, as defined in subdivision 5, the compensation shall 
be G6% 80 percent of the daily wage after-tax weekly ~ at the 
time of the injury, subject to a maxi-mH1H weekly eeml'ens..aeft ettaal 
te the maximum weekly eeml'eftsaueft a,., a teml'el'aFY tetal disahil 
ity and a minimum weekly eelRflensatien eIJ:IiIll te the minimum 
weekly eelHl'eR8atieB rates for a temporary total disability. This 
compensation shall be paid during the permanent total disability of 
the injured employee but after a total of $25,000 of weekly compen
sation has been paid, the amount of the weekly compensation 
benefits being paid by the employer shall be reduced by the amount 
of any disability benefits being paid by any government disability 
benefit program if the disability benefits are occasioned by the same 
injury or injuries which give rise to payments under this subdivi
sion. This reduction shall also apply to any old age and survivor 
insurance benefits. Payments shall be made at the intervals when 
the wage was payable, as nearly as may be. In case an employee who 
is permanently and totally disabled becomes an inmate of a public 
institution, no compensation shall be payable during the period of 
confinement in the institution, unless there is wholly dependent on 
the employee for support some person named in section 176.111, 
subdivision 1, 2 or 3, in which case the compensation provided for in 
section 176.111, during the period of confinement, shall be paid for 
the benefit of the dependent person during dependency. The depen
dency of this person shall be determined as though the employee 
were deceased. 

Sec. 13. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 176.102, 
subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [ADMINISTRATORS.] The commissioner shall hire a 
director of rehabilitation services in the classified service. The 
commissioner shall monitor and supervise rehabilitation services, 
including, bnt not limited to, making determinations regarding the 
selection and delivery of rehabilitation services and the criteria used 
to approve qualified rehabilitation consultants and rehabilitation 
vendors. The commissioner may also make determinations regard
ing fees for rehabilitation services and shall, ~ emergency rules, 
establish a fee schedule or otherwise limit fees or billings of 
qualified rehamlitation consultants and rehal)llitatlon vendors. The 
emergency rules shall remain in effect until september 30, 1991 and 
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shall continue in effect thereafter until the commissioner adopts 
permanent rules· regulating these fees an([billings. The commis
sioner shall adopt such permanent rules, to become effecllve October 
1, 1991, or as soon thereafter as possible. The commissIOner may 
hire qualmed personnel to assist in the commissioner's duties under 
this section and may delegate the duties and performance. 

Sec. 14. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 176.102, 
subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [REHABILITATION PLAN; DEVELOPMENT.] (a) Ail 
employer or insurer shall provide rehabilitation consultation by a 
qualified rehabilitation consultant or by another person permitted 
by rule to provide consultation to an injured employee within five 
days after the employee has W 90 days of lost work time due to the 
personal injury, ffiteeJ't as atheroise "Favided in this s .. "divisiaa. 
Where aft em"layee has iaeuHed aft iB:jmy te the haeI., the eaa8 .. 1 
ta4;iea shall he made within five days afl;ep the em"layee has W days 
sf lest werk time dIie te the iB:jmy. The lost work time in either ease 
may be intermittent lost work time. If an employer or insurer has 
medical information at any time prior to the time specified in this 
subdivision that the employee will be unable to return to the jab the 
em"layee heM. at the time sf the iB:jmy preinjury employer, reha
bilitation consultation shall be provided immediately after receipt of 
this information. 

For purposes of this section "lost work time" means only those 
days during which the employee would actually be working but for 
the injury. In the case of the construction industry, mining industry, 
or other industry where the hours and days of work are affected by 
seasonal conditions, "lost work time" shall be computed by using the 
normal schedule worked when employees are working full time. 

The qualified rehabilitation consultant a""aimed hy the em"layer 
eP iftSlH'e-F shall disclose in writing· at the first meeting or written 
communication with the employee any ownership interest or affili
ation between the firm which employs the qualified rehabilitation 
consultant and the employer, insurer, adjusting or servicing com
pany, including the nature and extent of the affiliation or interest. 

The consultant shall also disclose to all parties any affiliation, 
business referral or other arrangement between the consultant or 
the firm employing the consultant and any other party te

2 
attorney, 

or health care provider involved in the case , iael .. diag aay attaP
B:e~~teFs, ep emF8)lFaetS:FS. 

If the employee objects to the employer's selection of a qualified 
rehabilitation consultant, the employee shall notify the employer 
and the commissioner in writing of the objection. The notification 
shall include the name, address, and telephone number of the 
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qualified rehabilitation consultant chosen by the employee to pro
vide rehabilitation consultation. 

The employee may choose' a different qualified rehabilitation 
consultant as follows: 

(1) once during the first 60 days following the first in-person 
contact between the employee and the original consultant; 

(2) once after the 60-day period referred to in clause (1); and 

(3) subsequent requests shall be determined by the commissioner 
or compensation judge according to the best interests of the parties. 

The employee and employer shall enter into a program if one is 
prescribed in a rehabilitation plan. A copy of the plan, including a 
target date for return to work, shall be submitted to the commis
SIOner. 

(b) If the employer does not provide rehabilitation consultation as 
required by this section, the commissioner or compensation judge 
shall notify the employer that if the employer fails to appoint a 
qualified rehabilitation consultant or other persons as permitted by 
clause (a) within 15 days to conduct a rehabilitation consultation, 
the commissioner or compensation judge shall appoint a qualified 
rehabilitation consultant to provide the consultation at the expense 
of the employer unless the commissioner or compensation judge 
determines the consultation is not required. 

(c) In developing a rehabilitation plan consideration shall be given 
to the employee's qualifications, including but not limited to age, 
education, previous work history, interest, transferable skills, and 
present and future labor market conditions. 

(d) The commissioner or compensation judge may waive rehabili
tation services under this section if the commissioner or compensa
tion judge is satisfied that the employee will return to work in the 
near future or that rehabilitation services will not be useful in 
returning an employee to work. 

Sec. 15. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 176.102, 
subdivision 6, is amended to read: 

Sl<bd. 6. [PLAN, ELIGIBILITY FOR REHABILITATION, AP
PROVAL AND APPEAL.] The commissioner or a compensation 
judge shall determine eligibility for rehabilitation services and shall 
review, approve, modifY, or reject rehabilitation plans developed 
under subdivision 4. The commissioner or a compensation judge 
shall also make determinations regarding rehabilitation issues not 
necessarily part of a plan including, but not limited to, determina-
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tions regarding whether .an employee is eligible for further rehabil
itation and the benefits under subdivisions 9 and 11 to which an 
employee is entitled. Any piaN that is not completed within six 
months or that will cost more t ai1$3,600, must be appro~ the 
commissioner or compensation judge. This approval may not be 
waived !i.Y the parties. 

Sec. 16. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.102, subdivision 11, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 11. [RETRAINING; COMPENSATION.] (a) Retraining is 
limited to 156 weeks. An employee who has been approved for 
retraining may petition the esmmissiaRer for additional compensa' 
tiou not to exceed 25 perceut of the compensation otherwise payable. 
If the commissioner or compensation jadge determines that this 
additional compensation is warranted ue to unusual or unique 
circumstances of the employee's retraining plan, the commissioner 
or compensation judge may award additional compensation in an 
amount the esmmissisRer determiRes is a""ra"riate, not to exceed 
the employee's request, This additional compensation shall cease at 
any time the commissioner or compensation judge determines the 
special circumstances are no longer present. 

(b) !f the emplo~ee is not working d'hing " retraining plan that 
haSbeen specifica Iy approved under t is section, temporary total 
compensation ~ payable for '!P to 90 days after the end of the 
retraining plan, except that payment during the 90 day priod ~ 
subject to cessation in accordance with section 176.101, sub ivision 
1, paragraph (d), clauses (1) to (4). !fthe employee is workinjf duriug 
the retraining plan but earning less than at the time ~ injury, 
temporary partial compensation IS payable at the rate of 80 percent 
of the difference between the employee's after-tax weekly w'ble at 
the time of injury and the after-tax wage the employee is a e to 
earn in the employee's partially disabled condition, subject to the 
maximum rate for temporary total -compensation. Temporar.;; par
tial compensation is not subject to the 156 week phase-out ort e 350 
week limitation provided !>.JI: section 176.101, subdivision ~ during 
the retraining plan, but is subject to those limitations before and 
arrer the plan. 

Sec. 17. Minnesota Statutes 1986, sectiou 176.105, subdivision 1, 
is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. (a) The commissioner oflabor and industry shall by 
rule establish a SChedule of degrees of disability resulting from 
different kinds of injuries. 

(b) Disability ratin s for permanent partial disability must be 
based on objective me icruevidence. 
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Sec. 18. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.111, subdivision 6, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 6. [SPOUSE, NO DEPENDENT CHILD.] If the deceased 
employee leaves a dependent surviving spouse and no dependent 
child, there shall be paid to the spouse weekly workers' compensa, 
tion benefits at W 80 percent of the after-tax weekly wage at the 
time of the injury for a period of ten years, including adjustments as 
provided in section 176.645. 

Sec. 19. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.111, subdivision 7, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 7. [SPOUSE, ONE DEPENDENT CHILD.] If the deceased 
employee leaves a surviving spouse and one dependent child, there 
shall be paid to the surviving spouse for the benefit of the spouse and 
child W 80 percent of the daily after-tax weekly wage at the time of 
the injury of the deceased until the child is no longer a dependent as 
defined in subdivision 1. At that time there shall be paid to the 
dependent surviving spouse weekly benefits at a the same rate 
whleh is Wk )3eFeeBt less than the last '",eeldy W8f'keFs' eemtJeftsa 
tieR beftefit )3aymeftt, as deBBed ... soodivisieB Sa, while the 
slIrvi'liBg ehlld was a de)3eftdeftt, for a period of ten years, including 
adjustments as provided in section 176.645. 

Sec. 20. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.111, subdivision 8, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 8. [SPOUSE, TWO DEPENDENT CHILDREN.] If the 
deceased employee leaves a surviving spouse and two dependent 
children, there shall be paid to the surviving spouse for the benefit 
of the spouse and children Wig 80 percent of the daily after-tax 
weekly wage at the time ofthe injury of the deceased until the last 
dependent child is no longer dependent. At that time the dependent 
surviving spouse shall be paid weekly benefits at a the same rate 
whleh is ge )3eFeeftt less than the last weekly weFkeFs'eamfieiiSatieft 
benefit 138ym:eHt, as seHaeEl m 811BaivisieH: 8ft; wftH.e -tfte SHF/iviftg 
ehlld was a de)3eftdeftt, for a period of ten years, adjusted according 
to section 176.645. 

Sec. 21. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.111, subdivision 12, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 12. [ORPHANS.] If the deceased employee leaves a depen
dent orphan, there shall be paid && 80 percent of the after-tax 
weekly wage at the time of the injury of the deceased, for two or 
more orphans there shall be paid WI. 80 percent of the wages 
after-tax weekly wage. -
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Sec,,22. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.111, subdivision 14, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 14. [PARENTS.] If the deceased employee leave no surviv
ing spouse or child entitled to any payment under this chapter, but 
leaves both parents wholly dependent on deceased, there shall be 
paid to such parents jointly 46 80 percent of the after-tax weekly 
wage at the time of the injury ofthe deceased. In case of the death 
of either of the wholly dependent parents the survivor shall receive 
&a 80 percent of the after-tax weekly wage thereafter. If the deceased 
emproyee leave one parent wholly dependent on the deceased, there 
shall be paid to such parent &a 80 percent of the after-tax weekly 
wage at the time of the injury-of the deceased employee. The 
compensation payments under this section shall not exceed the 
actual contributions made by the deceased employee to the support 
of the employee's p.arents for a reasonable time immediately prior to 
the injury which caused the death of the deceased employee. 

Sec. 23. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 176.111, 
subdivision 15, is amended to read: 

Subd. 15. [REMOTE DEPENDENTS.] If the deceased employee 
leaves no surviving spouse or child or parent entitled to any payment 
under this chapter, but leaves a grandparent, grandchild, brother, 
sister, mother-in-law, or father-in-law wholly dependent on the 
employee for support, there shall be paid to such dependent, if but 
one, ;W 40 percent of the after-tax weekly wage at the time of injury 
of the deceased, or if more than one, &a 45 percent of the after-tax 
weekly wage at the time of the injury of the deceased, divided among 
them share and share alike. 

Sec. 24. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.111, subdivision 20, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 20. [ACTUAL DEPENDENTS, COMPENSATION.] Actual 
dependents are entitled to take compensation in the order named in 
subdivision 3 during dependency until l>(W8 80 percent of the 
after-tax weekly wage of the deceased at the time of injury is 
exhausted. The total weekly compensation to be paid to full actual 
dependents of a deceased employee shall not exceed in the aggregate 
an amount equal to the maximum weekly compensation for a 
temporary total disability. 

Sec. 25. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 176.111, 
subdivision 21, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2L [DEATH, BENEFITS; COORDINATION WITH GOV
ERNMENTAL SURVIVOR BENEFITS.] The following provision 
shall apply to any dependent entitled to receive weekly compensa_ 
tion benefits under this section as the result of the death of an 
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employee, and who is also receiving or entitled to receive benefits 
under any government survivor program: 

The combined total of weekly government survivor benefits and 
workers' compensation death benefits provided under this section 
shall not exceed 100 percent of the after-tax weekly wage being 
earned by the deceased employee at the time of the injury causing 
death; provided, however, that no state workers' compensation death 
benefit shall be paid for any week in which the survivor benefits paid 
under the federal program, by themselves, exceed 100 percent of 
such weekly wage provided, however, the workers' compensation 
benefits payable to a dependent surviving spouse shall not be 
reduced on account of any governmental survivor benefits payable to 
decedent's children if the support of the children is not the respon
sibility of the dependent surviving spouse. 

For the purposes ofthis subdivision "dependent" means dependent 
surviving spouse together with all dependent children and any other 
dependents. For the purposes of this subdivision, mother's or father's 
insurance benefits received pursuant to United States Code, title 42, 
section 402(g), are benefits under a government survivor program. 

Sec. 26. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 176.131, 
subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. If an employee incurs personal injury and suffers 
disability from that injury alone that is substantially greater, 
because of a preexisting physical impairment, than what would have 
resulted from the personal injury alone, the employer or insurer 
shall pay all compensation provided by this chapter, but the em
ployer shall be reimbursed from the special compensation fund for 
all compensation paid in excess of 52 weeks of monetary benefits and 
$g,QOO $3,500 in medical expenses, subject to the exceptions in 
paragraphs (a), (b), and (c): 

(a) If the disability caused by the subsequent injury is made 
substantially greater by the employee's registered preexisting phys
ical impairment, there shall be apportionment ofliability among all 
injuries. The special compensation fund shall only reimburse for 
that portion of the compensation, medical expenses, and rehabilita
tion expenses attributed to the subsequent injury after the applica
ble deductible has been met. 

(b) If the subsequent personal injury alone results in permanent 
partial disability to a scheduled member under the schedule adopted 
by the commissioner pursuant to section 176.105, the special com
pensation fund shall not reimburse permanent partial disability, 
medical expenses, or rehabilitation expenses. 

(c) Reimbursement for compensation paid shall be at the rate of75 
percent. 
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Sec. 27. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.131, subdivision la, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 1a. If an employee is employed in an on-the-job training 
program pursuant to an approved rehabilitation plan under section 
176.102 and the employee incurs a personal injury that aggravates 
the personal injury for which the employee has been certified to 
enter the on-the-job training program, the on-the-job training em
ployer shall pay the medical expenses and compensation required by 
this chapter, and shall be reimbursed from the special compensation 
fund for the compensation and medical expense that is attributable 
to the aggravated injuryi except that, reimbursement for compensa
tion paid shall be at the rate of75 percent. The employer, at the time 
of the personal injury for whichtlie employee has been approved for 
on-the-job training, is liable for the portion of the disability that is 
attributable to that injury. 

Sec. 28. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.131, subdivision 2, 
is amended to read: . , 

Subd. 2. If the employee's personal injury results in disability or 
death, and if the injury, death, or disability would not have occurred 
except for the preexisting physical impairment registered with the 
special compensation fund, the employer shall pay all compensation 
provided by this chapter, and shall be fully reimbursed from the 
special compensation fund for the compensation, except that, 

(1) this full reimbursement shall not be made for cardiac disease 
or acondition registered pursuant to subdivision 8, clause (t) or (u) , 
unless the commissioner by rule provides otherwise.! and 

(2) reimbursement for compensation paid shall be at the rate of 75 
percent. 

Sec. 29. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.131, subdivision 3, 
is amended ·to read: 

Subd. 3. To entitle the employer to secure reimbursement from the 
special compensation fund, the following provisions must be com- . 
plied with: 

(a) Provisions of section 176.181, subdivisions 1 and 2. 

(b) The employee with a preexisting physical impairment must 
have been registered with the commissioner prior to the employee's 
personal injury. 

(c) The injury for which the employer requests reimbursement 
must have occurred within five years of the date that the employee 
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returned to work following the registered inr!ury or five years after 
the employee was hired by the employer, w ichever ~ later. 

Sec. 30. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.131, subdivision 5, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 5. Registration under this section may be made by the 
employee or any employer provided: 

(a) registration is accompanied by satisfactory evidence of the 
physical impairment; 

(b) registration is in effect as long as the impairment exists, 
provided that no reimbursement is made to an employer if the injury 
occurred more than five years after the employee returned to work 
with or was hired ~ that employer,-whichever ~ later; 

(c) upon request, a registered employee shall be furnished by the 
commissioner with a registration card evidencing the registration, 
and other facts as the commissioner deems advisable. 

Sec. 31. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 176.131, 
subdivision 8, is amended to read: 

Subd. 8. As used in this section the following terms have the 
meanings given them: 

"Physical impairment" means any physical ot mental condition 
that is permanent in nature, whether congenital or due to injury, 
disease or surgery and which is or is likely to be a hindrance or 
obstacle to obtaining employment except that physical impairment 
is limited to the following: 

(a) Epilepsy, 

(b) Diabetes, 

(c) Hemophilia, 

(d) Cardiac disease, provided that objective medical evidence 
substantiates at -least the minimum permanent partial disability 
listed in the workers' compensation permanent partial disability 
schedule, 

(e) Partial or entire absence of thumb, finger, hand, foot, arm or 
leg, 

(I) Lack of sight in one or both eyes or vision in either eye not 
correctable to 20/40, 
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(g) Residual disability from poliomyelitis, 

(h) Cerebral Palsy, 

(i) Multiple Sclerosis, 

(j) Parkinson's' disease, 

(k) Cerebral vascular accident, 

(I) Chronic Osteomyelitis, 

(m) Muscular Dystrophy, 

(n) Thrombophlebitis, 

(0) Brain tumors, 

(p) Pott's disease, 

(q) Seizures, 

(r) Cancer of the bone, 

(s) Leukemia, 

(t) Any other physical impairment resulting in a disability rating 
of at least ten 25 percent of the whole body if the physical impair
ment were evaluated according to standards used in workers' com
pensation proceedings, and 

(u) Any other physical impairments of a permanent nature which 
the commissioner may by rule prescribe; 

"Compensation" has the meaning defined in section 176.011; 

"Employer" includes insurer; 

"Disability" means, unless otherwise indicated, any condition 
causing either temporary total, temporary partial, permanent total, 
permanent partial, death, medical expense, or rehabilitation. 

Sec. 32. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.131, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 13. [APPLICABLE LAW.] The right to reimbursement 
under this section is governed I>y the law in effect on the date of the 
subsequent injury. 
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Sec. 33. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 176.135, 
subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [LIMITATION OF LIABILITY] (a) The pecuniary liabil
ity of the employer for the treatment, articles and supplies required 
by this section shall be limited to the charges therefor as prevail in 
the same community for similar treatment, articles and supplies 
furnished to injured persons of a like standard of living when the 
same are paid for by the injured persons. On this basis the commis
sioner or compensation judge may determine the reasonable value of 
all such services and supplies and the liability of the employer is 
limited to the amount so determined. 

(b) For any treatment provided after December 31, 1988, an 
employer is not liable for the cost of any ongoing therapy treatment 
after four mOiillis after thenrst treatment, unless !Ie treatment plan 
is specifically approved in advance !>y the commissioner as reason
able and necessary. This approval may not be waived!>y the parties. 
Therapy treatments during the first four months of treatment must 
still be reasonable and necessary. The commissioner may adopt 
emergency rules to establish standardsWr reasonable and necessary 
therapy treatments. -

Sec. 34. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.136, subdivision 1, 
is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [SCHEDULE.] The commissioner shall by rule 
establish procedures for determining whether or not the charge for a 
health service is excessive. In order to accomplish this purpose, the 
commissioner shall consult with insurers, associations and organi
zations representing the medical and other providers of treatment 
services and other appropriate groups. The procedures established 
by the commissioner shall limit the charges allowable for medical, 
chiropractic, podiatric, surgical, hospital and other health care 
provider treatment or services, as defined and compensable under 
section 176.135, to the 75th percentile of usual and customary fees 
or charges based upon billings for each class of health care provider 
during all of the calendar year preceding the year in which the 
determination is made of the amount to be paid the health care 
provider for the billing, except that the medical fee rules promul
gated on October h 1988, and based upon 1987 medical cost data, 
shall remain in effect until September 30, 1991. The commissioner 
may modify provisions of the medicaITee rules, other than the 
amount of the fees, !>y emergency rules which shall remain in effect 
until September 30, 1991, and continue in effect thereafter until the 
commissioner adopts permanent rules. The commissioner shall 
adopt permanent rules, to be effective after September 30, 1991, or 
as soon thereafter as possible, regulating these fees. The procedures 
established by the commissioner for determining whether or not the 
charge for a health service is excessive shall be structured to 
encourage providers to develop and deliver services for rehabilita-
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tion of injured workers. The procedures shall incorporate the provi
sions of sections 144.701, 144.702, and 144.703 to the extent that the 
commissioner finds that these provisions effectively accomplish the 
intent of this section or are otherwise necessary to insure that 
quality hospital care is available to injured employees. 

Sec. 35. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.136, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 1a. [HOSPITAL CHARGES.] The commissioner shall ~ 
emergenclia rules, reasonably limit inpatient as well as outpatient 
hospital c rges. The emergency rules shall remain in effect until 
September :lQ, 1991, and continue in effect thereafter until the 
commissioner adopts permanent rules. The commissioner shall 
adopt permanent rules regulating these charges, which will become 
effective after Septemlier 30, 1991, or as soon thereafter as possible. 
Hospital charges may be limitedUnder subdivIsIOn 1 or I>y any other 
prudent, cost-effective method, or under both subdivision 1 and this 
subdivision. 

Sec. 36. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.136, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. lb. [CHARGES FOR INDEPENDENT MEDICAL EXAM
INATION8.] The commissioner shall adoyt emergency rules that 
reasonably limit amounts which may be c arged for, or in connec

. tion with, independent, adverse, or neutral medicaf examinations 
requested ~ any party, including the amount that may be charged 
for depositions, witness fees or Oilier expenses. The scheduled 
amount for the examination itself may not exceed the scheduled 
amount fur complex consultations ~ treating physicians, although 
additional reasonable charges may he permitted in the rules to 
reflect additional duties or activities.An insurer or employer may 
not ~ tees above the amount permitted in the rules. The emer
gency rules shall remain in effect until September 30, 1991, and 
continue until permanent rules are adopted. The commissioner shaIl 
adopt permanent rules, to be effective after -september 30, 1991, or 
as soon thereafter as possible, regulatingthese fees. 

Sec. 37. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.136, subdivision 5, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 5. [PERMANENT RULES.] Where l'eFmanent rffies ha¥e 
been adel'ted to i"'l'iement this sectien, The commissioner shall 
ann .. ally give notice in the State Register of the 75th percentile to 
meet the requirements of subdivision 1. The notice shall be in lieu of 
the requirements of chapter 14 if the 'ffith l'eFcentile ffi¥ the seryiee 
data meets the requirements of paragraphs (a) to W (d). 

(a) The data base includes at least three different providers ofthe 
service. 
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(b) The data base contains at least 20 billings for the service . 

. (c) '!'he standard deviatien as a pereentage ef the mean efbillings 
ror the service is W "ereent er les& 

W '!'he means ef the Effie Gress and Effie Shield data base and ef 
the department ef ""man services data base ror the seFYiee are 
within 2(f percent ef each eth€F The value of the 75th percentile is 
not greater than or equal to three times the value of the 25tn 
percentile. 

\ef The data is taken from the data base of Blue Cross and Blue 
Shield er the department ef ""man services. 

(d) IT the commissioner identifies '!c problem with the data base 
such that the 75th percentile does not logically reflect '!c usual and 
customary charge, then, upon conStiTtation with the medical ser
vices review board, the commissioner may eliminate the category 
from the rules or adjust the rate to correct the inconsistency or error. 

Sec. 38. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.136, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 6. [LEGISLATIVE INTENT.] It is the intent of the legisla
ture to cOntrol workers' compensation coSts !>y IlilliITng the amount 
workers' compensation insurers must ~ for medical expenses. 
Given rapidly rising medical costs which havebad '!c direct impact 
on the rise in workers' compensation costs in recent years, the 
legislature mandates that these costs must be controlled. Therefore, 
the legislature ~ conferring authority upon the commissioner to 
develop a means of limiting allowable medical and hospital charges. 

Sec. 39. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 176.155, 
subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [EMPLOYER'S PHYSICIAN.] The injured em
ployee must submit to examination by the employer's physician, if 
requested by the employer, and at reasonable times thereafter upon 
the employer's request. The examination must be scheduled at a 
location within 150 miles of ~h~ employee's reswence unless the 
employer can show cause to the department to order an examination 
at a location fUrtlier from the petitioner's residence. The employee is 
entitled upon request to have a personal physician present at any 
such examination. Each party shall defray the cost of that party's 
physician. Any report or written statement made by the employer's 
physician as a result of an examination of the employee, regardless 
of whether the examination preceded the injury or was made 
subsequent to the injury, shall be made available, upon request and 
without charge, to th~ injured employee or representative of the 
employee. The employer shall pay reasonable travel expenses in-
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curred by the employee in attending the examination including 
mileage, parking, and, if necessary, lodging and meals, The em
ployer shall advance anticipated travel expenses to the employee 
upon the employee's request. The employer shall also pay the 
employee for any lost wages resulting from attendance at the 
examination. A self-insured employer or insurer who is served with 
a claim petition pursuant to section 176.271, subdivision 1, or 
176.291, shall schedule any necessary examinations of the employee, 
if .an examination by the employer's physician or health care 
provider is necessary to evaluate benefits claimed. The examination 
shall be completed and the report of the examination shall be served 
on the employee and filed with the commissioner within 120 days of 
service of the claim petition. 

No evidence relating to the examination or report shall be received 
or considered by the commissioner, a compensation judge, or the 
court of appeals in determining any issues unless the report has 
been served and filed as required by this section, unless a written 
extension has been granted by the commissioner or compensation 
judge. The commissioner or a compensation judge shall extend the 
time for completing the adverse examination and filing the report 
upon good cause shown. The extension must not be for the purpose 
of delay and the insurer must make a good faith effort to comply with 
this subdivision. Good cause shall include but is not limited to: 

(1) that the extension is necessary because of the limited number 
of physicians or health care providers available with expertise in the 
particular injury or disease, or that the extension is necessary due to 
the complexity of the medical issues, or 

(2) that the extension is necessary to gather addition information 
which was not included on the petition as required by section 
176.291. 

Sec. 40. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.179, is amended to 
read: . 

176.179 [PAYMENTS OF COMPENSATION RECEIVED IN 
GOOD FAITH.] . 

Notwithstanding section 176.521, subdivision 3, or any other 
provision of this chapter to the contrary, except as provided in this 
section, no lump sum or weekly payment, or settlement, which is 
voluntarily paid to an injured employee or the survivors of a 
deceased employee in apparent or seeming accordance with the 
provisions of this chapter by an employer or insurer, or is paid 
pursuant to an order of the -workers' compensation division, a 
compensation judge, or court of appeals relative to a claim by an 
injured employee or the employee's survivors, and received in good 
faith by the employee or the employee's survivors shall be refunded 
to the paying employer or insurer in the event that it is subsequently 
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determined that the payment was made under a mistake in fact or 
law by the employer or insurer. When the payments have been made 
to a person who is entitled to receive further payments of compen
sation for the same injury, the mistaken compensation may be taken 
as a full credit against future lump sum benefit entitlement and as 
a partial credit against future weekly benefits. The credit applied 
against further payments of temporary total disability, temporary 
partial disability, permanent total disability, retraining benefits, 
death benefits, or weekly payments of eesBsmie Feesvery .,., iml'aiF 
meat permanent partial compensation shall not exceed 20 percent of 
the amount that would otherwise be payable. 

A credit may not be applied against medical expenses due or 
payable. 

Sec. 41. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.221, subdivision 6a, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 6a. [MEDICAL, REHABILITATION, ECONOMIC RECOY 
ER¥, ANI} IMPAlRMENT PERMANENT PARTIAL COMPENSA
TION.] The penalties provided by this section apply in cases where 
payment for treatment under section 176.135, or rehabilitation 
expenses under section 176.102, subdivisions 9 and 11, eeof18mie 
reesvefjr esmpensatisB er impairment permanent partial compen-· 
sation are not made in a timely manner as required by law or by rule 
adopted by the commissioner. 

Sec. 42. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 176.238, is 
amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. la. [NOTICE OF REEMPLOYMENT.] An employer or 
insurer must notify the employee within 30 days of the notice of 
maximum medical imfrovement whether the employer will offer 
the employee a ~ wit the preinjury employer. A ~ of the notice 
must be filed with the department. The commissioner may impose a 
penalty of lll' to $200 for any failure to provide or file the notices as 
required Q.y this subdivision. 

Sec. 43. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.261, is amended to 
read: . 

176.261 [EMPLOYEE OF COMMISSIONER OF THE DEPART
MENT OF LABOR AND INDUSTRY MAY ACT FOR AND AD
VISE A PARTY TO A PROCEEDING.] 

Subdivision 1. When requested by an employer or an employee or 
an employee's dependent, the commissioner of the department of 
labor and industry may designate one or more of the division 
employees to advise that party of rights under this chapter, and as 
far as possible to assist in adjusting differences between the parties. 
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The person so designated may appear in person in any proceedings 
under this chapter as the representative or adviser of the party: In 
such case, the party need not be represented by an attorney at law. 

Subd. 2. The workers' compensation legal assistance fund ~ 
created for purposes provided in this subdivision. Thecommissioner 
is tbe administrator Of this fund. The commissioner may contract to 
~rovide legal representation to claimants, who are not represented 
!'.Y private counsel, in any proceeding under this chapter, provided 
~ such representation ~ limited to medical and rehabilitation 
issues, including conferences under 176.106, and any subsequent 
hearings; disputes over the tgre; of permanent partial disability; 

. disputes involving no more t an 1,500; and other disputes where 
the commissioner determines that private counsel will not be 
available. The employee may not be charged !'c fee, but is liable for 
costs and expenses not reimbursable under section 176.511. An 
employer or insurer ~ liable for attorney8iees for representatwn 
provided to emF,loyees under thIs contract as in all other cases, and 
shall ~ the ees to the worKers' compensation legal assistance 
fund, incluiling fees for medical and rehabilitation issues and under 
section 176.081, subdivision 8. For P:h!'res of section 176.081, 
subdivisions 7 and 7a, reimbursement s an be made as if the usual 
and customary fee ror !'c private attorney were "Cliiii'gecl except that 
reimbursement shall also be made on the first $250 of fees. Fees. 
shall be paid directlY to thew.mrers'compeiiSation lefaI iiSslstaiiCe 
fund and calculated at il"TeveI designed to recover !.....". cost of the 
contract for legal services. The commissioner ~ appr0f,riatea the 
proceeds of the workers' compensation legal assistance und to ~ 
the costs of the contract for legal services.. .. 

Sec. 44. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.421, subdivision 6, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 6. [POWERS OF WORKERS' COMPENSATION COURT 
OF APPEALS ON APPEAL.] On an appeal taken under this 
section, the ,workers' compensation court of appeals' review is 
limited to the issues raised by the parties in the notice of appeal or 
by a cross-appeal. In these cases, on those issues raised by the 
appeal, the workers' compensation court of appeals may: 

. (1) grant an oral argument based on the record before the 
compensation judge; 

(2) examine the record; 

(3) substitute for the findings of fact made by the compensation 
judge findings based on the total evidence; 

(4) sustain, reverse, make or modifY an award or disallowance of 
compensation or other order based on the facts, findings, and law; 
and, 
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(5) summarily affirm without opinion the decision of the commis
sioner or compensation judge; and 

(6) remand or make other appropriate order. 

Sec. 45. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.645, subdivision 2, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [TIME OF FIRST ADJUSTMENT.] For injuries occurring 
on or after October 1, 1981, the initial adjustment made pursuant to 
subdivision 1 shall be deferred until the first anniversary of the date 
of the injury. For injuries occurring on or after October 1, 1988, the 
initial adjustment under subdivision! shall be deferred untIl the 
third anniversary of the date of injury. 

Sec. 46. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.66, subdivision 11, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 11. [AMOUNT OF COMPENSATION.] The compensation 
for an occupational disease is WI. 80 percent of the employee's 
after-tax weekly wage on the date of injury subject to a maximum 
compensation equal to the maximum compensation in effect on the 
date oflast exposure. The employee shall be eligible for supplemen
tary benefits notwithstanding the provisions of section 176.132, 
after four years have elapsed since the date of last significant 
exposure to the hazard of the occupational disease if that employee's 
weekly compensation rate is less than the current supplementary 
benefit rate. 

Sec. 47. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.83, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 16. [EMERGENCY RULES EFFECTIVE DATES.] Not
wiTIlStandllg sections 14.29 to 14.36, emergenc); rules authorized Qy 
sections 13, 34, 35, and 36 may be adopted eyond the 180-day 
period rererred to in section 14.29 and, once adopted, shallremain in 
effect until September 30, 1991, and shall contmue in eUect until 
permanent rules are adOj)ted under those sections. 

Sec. 48. [176.90] [AFTER-TAX CALCULATION.] 

For purposes of section 176.011, subdivision 18 and 18a, section 
176.TOl, subdiviSions 1, 2, 3, and 4, section 176.TIi~StibdlVlsions 6, 
'J..,. 8, g 14, 15, 20, and 21;" and section 176.66, the commissioner 
shall publish Qy SeptemOer ! of each year tables or formulas for 
determinin~ the after-tax weekly wage to take effect the following 
October 1. he tables or formulas must be based on the applicable 
federal income tax ana social security laws and state income tax 
laws in effect on the preceamg April !: These tables or formulas are 
conclusive for the purposes of converting weekly wage into after-tax 
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weekly wage. The commissioner may contract with the department 
of revenue or al y other parson or organization in orUer to adopt the 
tables or formu as:-The a option of the tables ortonmuas is exempt 
from the administrative rulemaking provisions of chapter 14. 

Sec. 49. [176.95] [ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS.] 

The annual cost of administering the workers' compensation 
system under this cnapter must be charged. to the state general 
fund. Adiiillilstrative costs lnctude the cost of administering the 
WOrKers' compensation<ITVision of the aepartment of labor ana 
industry, the workers' compensation CIlvision of the oftlce of admin
istrative hearings, and the workers' compensation court otappeals. 

Sec. 50. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176A.03, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 3. [COVERAGE OUTSIDE STATE.] Policies issued h the 
fund purSuant to this chapter may also provide workers'COiD.pensa
tion coverage required under the laws of states other than Minne
sota, including coverafces cOffiffiOnIYKiioWn as "all statescoverage." 
The fund may ~ -2!: and obtain any licensure reqwred in any 
other state in order to issue such coverage. 

Sec. 51. [REPORTS TO THE LEGISLATURE; RECOMMENDA
TIONS ON MEDICAL ISSUES.] 

The commissioner Qf labor and industry shall present ~ detailed 
report to the legislature before January.h 1990, concerning medical 
cost issues in the workers' compensation system. The re610rt shaIl 
also creverop and evaluate ~ detailed prollosal for esta lishing ~ 
system of neutral doctors for use in suc areas as determining 
maximum medical Improvement and rating permanent partial 
disabilities. . 

Sec. 52. [NEUTRAL QUALIFIED. REHABILITATION CON
SULTANTS.] 

The commissioner shall develop ~ PJan
h 

to assure neutrality of 
quaITfied rehabilitation consultants an s an COiiSlder alternative 
methods of selection of qualified rehabilitation consultants for 
injured workers. The commIssioner shall report to the legislature i>y 
January h 1989, regarding the plan. 

Sec. 53. [PERMANENT TOTAL DISABILITY] 
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unable to return to work following !Ie work ~ and consider the 
definition of ~ermanent total disability. The report must consider 
the number o~ permanent total disability cases in other states and 
the definition' in those states. The report must contain recommen
dations concerning permanent total disability cases. 

Sec. 54. [HEARINGS AT THE OFFICE OF ADMINISTRATIVE 
HEARINGS; REPORT OF THE CHIEF ADMINISTRATIVE LAW 
JUDGE.] 

The chief administrative law judge shall consider methods to 
reduce the formality and length of hearings in workers' compensa
tion cases at the office of administrative hearings, with !Ie goal of 
completing 50 percent or the hearings in less than two hours, 75 
percent III less than four hours and nearly all of the cases.in less 
than one day. Before January 1, 1989, the chief judge shall report to 
the legislature on the ~ to meet these goals, includinfs any 
recommendations for legislatIOn needed to achieve these goa s. 

Sec. 55. [APPROPRIATION.] 

$505;500 is appropriated from the sF,eciai compensation fund to 
the department of labor and industry or the purposes of article 2. 
This appropriation is avaITable immediately, does not ~ and ~ 
available until expended. The comr.lement of the department of 
labor and industry is increased !!y e even positions. 

Sec. 56. [APPROPRIATION.] $100,000 is apropriated from the 
special compensation fund to the department 0 labor and industry 
to cover the initial costs ofthe program established under section 43. 
The appropriation is avaiUiIlle from the day following enactInent 
until June 30, 1989. The workers' compensation legal assistance 
fund shall reimburse the special compensation fund this appropri
ation when .it; has sufficient funds, but no later than June 30, 1989. 

Sec. 57. [REPEALER.] 

Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 176.011, subdivision 26; 
176.101, subdivisions 3a, 3b, 3c, 3d, 3e, 3f, ;!g, 3h, 3i, !l.h 3k, 31, 3m, 
3n, 30, :l,p. ~ 3r, 3s, 3t, 3u; and 176.111, Siilidlvision 8a, are 
repealed. 

Sec. 58. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

Sections 13, 14, 26 to 32, 34 to 39, 43 to 44, 47, 48,50 and 51 to 54 
are effective July 1, 1988. sectionsl to 12, 15 to 25, 33, 40, 41, 42, 
45, 46 and 57 are effective October 1, 1988. Section 49 is effective 
July 1, 198RSections 55 and 56 are effectIVe the day fOnowing final 
enactment. 
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ARTICLE 3 

MISCELLANEOUS TECHNICAL AMENDMENT 

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 129A.05, subdivision 
2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. When the employees of the deflartmeRt division of 
rehabilitation services have knowledge relating to the nature and 
extent of an injury or disability or have knowledge of other relevant 
or material facts with respect to any claim made pursuant to chapter 
176 by an injured employee, the commissioner shall fu'8t eMaiH the 
'",ritteR eaRseRt ef the iRj1±l'ed' elllfliayee te the release ef the 
information and shall then report to any party to the claim under 
the workers' compensation law and to the workers' compensation 
division or the workers' compensation court of appeals, as the case 
may be, all of the facts within ten seven days after the defllH'tmeRt 
division of rehabilitation services has received written request for 
such information fFam the 'l1arkel's' ealBfleBsatiaH diviffiaH eF the 
'l1arkers' eamfleBsatiaB eaHFt ef aflfleals, as the ease may be. At a 
hearing before a compensation judge or the workers' compensation 
court of appeals on appeal, an employee of the defl"rtmeHt.may, 
Hflfffi the ';vritteBeaHseBt ef the iBjlH'edemfllayee, division of 
rehabilitation services shall disclose the facts and conclusions upon 
which the vocational reJUil)ilitation evaluation of the injured em, 
ployee was made. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 175.171, is amended to 
read: . 

175.171 [POWERS AND DUTIES, DEPARTMENT OF LABOR 
AND INDUSTRY.] 

The department of labor and industry shall have the following 
powers and duties: 

(1) To exercise all powers and perform all duties of the department 
consistent with the provisions of this chapter; 

(2) To adopt reasonable and proper rules relative to the exercise of 
its powers and duties, and proper rules to govern its proceedings and 
to regulate the mode and manner of all investigations and hearings, 
whieh shall net be eft'eetive ffiltiI ten days after their adafltiaH, """ 
" ""flY ef these l'tlIes shall be delivered te every eitireH maldag 
aflfllieatiaH thel'efel'; 

(3) To collect, collate, and publish statistical and other informa, 
tion relating to the work under its jurisdiction, to keep records and 
to make public reports in its judgment necessary; and on or before 
October 1 in each even,numbered year the department shall report 
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its doings, conclusions, and recommendations to the governor, which 
report shall be printed and distributed by November 15 of each 
even-numbered year to the legislature pursuant to section 3.195, 
and otherwise as the department may direct; 

(4) To establish and maintain branch offices as needed for the 
conduct of its affairs. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 176.102, 
subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [REVIEW PANEL.] There is created a rehabilitation 
review panel composed of the commissioner or a designee, who shall 
serve as an ex officio member and twa memhc"fs one member each 
from employers, insurers, rehabilitation, and medicine, aBe memher 
representing eniropraetors, and ffiffi' two members each represent
ing labor and rehabilitation vendors, and six qualifieif rehabilita
tion consUltants. The members shall be appointed by the 
commissioner and shall serve four-year terms which may be re
newed. Compensation for members shall be governed by section 
15.0575. The panel shall select a chair. The panel shall review and 
make a determination with respect to appeals from orders of the 
commissioner regarding certification approval of qualified rehabili
tation consultants and vendors. The hearings are de novo and 
initiated by the panel under the contested case procedures of chapter 
14, and are appealable to the workers' compensation court of appeals 
in the manner provided by section 176.421. 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 176.102, 
subdivision 3a, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3a. [DISCIPLINARY ACTIONS.] The panel has authority 
to discipline qualified rehabilitation consultants and vendors and 
may impose a penalty of up to $1,000 per violation, and may suspend 
or revoke certification. Complaints against registered qualified 
rehabilitation consultants and vendors shall be made to the com
missioner who shall investigate all complaints. If the investigation 
indicates a violation of this chapter or rules adopted under this 
chapter, the commissioner may initiate a contested case proceeding 
under the provisions of chapter 14. In these cases, the rehabilitation 
review panel shall make the final decision following receipt of the 
report of an administrative law judge. The decision of the panel is 
appealable to the workers' compensation court of appeals in the 
manner provided by section 176.421. The panel shall continuously 
study rehabilitation services and delivery, develop and recommend 
rehabilitation rules to the commissioner, and assist the commis
sioner in accomplishing public education. 

'l'he eommissioner may appoint alternates fur one year terms to 
serve as a member when a memaer is lIna\'ailaale. 'l'he nllmaer sf 
alternates shall nat e><eee<I ene laBer member, ene employer er 
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iftSHFeF memaer, ami- aRe memBer FefJFesentiftg medieine, ehirepFae 
tie;- "" rehahilitati9R. 

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 176.103, 
subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [MEDICAL SERVICES REVIEW BOARD; SELECTION; 
POWERS.] (a) There is created a medical services review board 
composed of the commissioner or the commissioner's designee as an 
ex officio member, two persons representing chiropractic, one person 
representing hospital administrators, and six physicians represent
ing different specialties which the commissioner determines are the 
most frequently utilized by injured employees. The board shall also 
have' one person representing employees, one person representing 
employers or insurers, and one person representing the general 
public. The members shall be appointed by the commissioner and 
shall be governed by section 15.0575. Terms of the board's members 
may be renewed. The board may appoint from its members whatever 
subcommittees it deems appropriate. 

The commissioner may appoint alternates for one-year terms to 
serve as a member when a member is unavailable. The number of 
alternates shall not exceed one chiropractor, one hospital adminis
trator, three physicians, one employee representative, one employer 
or insurer representative, and one representative of the general 
public. 

The board shall review clinical results for adequacy and recom
mend to the commissioner scales for disabilities and apportionment. 

The board shall review and recommend to the commissioner rates 
for individual clinical procedures and aggregate costs. The board 
shall assist the commissioner in accomplishing public education. 

In evaluating the clinical consequences of the services provided to 
an employee by a clinical health care provider, the board shall 
consider the following factors in the priority listed: 

(1) the clinical effectiveness of the treatment; 

(2) the clinical cost of the treatment; and 

(3) the length of time of treatment. 

The board shall advise the commissioner on the adoption of rules 
regarding all aspects of medical care and services provided to injured 
employees. 

(b) The medical services review board may upon petition from the 
commissioner and after hearing, issue a penalty of $lOO $1,000 per 
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violation, disqualifY, or suspend a provider from receiving payment 
for services rendered under this chapter if a provider has violated 
any part of this chapter or rule adopted under this chapter. The 
hearings are initiated by the commissioner under the contested case 
procedures of chapter 14. The board shall make the final decision 
following receipt of the recommendation of the administrative law 
judge. The board's decision is appealable to the workers' compensa
tion court of appeals in the manner provided by section 176.421. 

(c) The board may adopt rules of procedure. The rules may be joint 
rules with the rehabilitation review panel. 

Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.104, subdivision 1, is 
amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [DISPUTE.] If there e.asts a "is"ate FegaF"ing 
me"ieal eausatian "" vmetheF an iIljaFy _ aut ef and in the 
eaHFse and """"" ef em"layment and an em"layee has been "isaB!e" 
fup the Fe",aisite time """"" se.tian 176.HI2, suB"ivisian 4,!'Fiffi' to 
"eteFminatian ef liailility, the em"layee shall ile FefeFFe" By the 
eammissianeF to the "ivisian ef va.atiaRa! FehaBilitatian whieh 
shall "Favi"e FehaBilitatian ""Bsaltat;aR if a""Fa".iate If the em
ployee claims entitlement to rehabilitation services but the em
~ does not furnish or-~ for the services, theruvlSlon of 
rehabilitation services may provide the services, is entitled to full 
reimbursement upon ~ determination of compens9.liility under this 
chapter, and may intervene in any action to recover its interest. The 
services provided by the division of vocational rehabfffiation and the 
scope and term ofthe rehabilitation are governed by section 176.102 
and rules adopted pursuant to that section. Rehabilitation costs and 
services under this subdivision shall be monitored by the commis
sioner. 

Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 176.106, 
subdivision 7, is amended to read: 

Subd. 7. [REQUEST FOR HEARING.] The decision of the com
missioner is final unless any party aggrievedOy the decision ertlie 
eammiss;aReF may ~est requests a formal hearing by filing the 
request on a prescribed form with the commissioner no later than 30 
days after the decision. The request shall be referred to the office of 
administrative hearings for a de novo hearing before a compensation 
judge. The commissioner shall rerer a timely request to the office of 
administrative hearings within !We wa>'king ten calendar days after 
filing of the request and. The hearing at the Oil'lce of administrative 
hearings must be held on the first date that all parties are available 
but not later than 60 days after the office of administrative hearings 
receives the matter. Following the hearing, the compensation judge 
must issue the decision within 30 days: The decision of the compen
sation judge is appealable pursuant to section 176.421. 
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Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 176.106, 
subdivision 9, is amended to read: 

Subd. 9. [SUBSEQUENT CAUSATION ISSUES.] Ifinitialliabil
ity for an injury has been admitted or established and an issue 
subsequently arises regarding causation between the employee's 
condition and the work injury, the commissioner may make the 
subsequent causation determination subject to de novo hearing by a . 
compensation judge with a right to review by the court of appeals, as 
provided in this chapter. 

A causation determination ~ the commissioner which is not 
appealed is final for that particular claim; however, the causatloil 
determinatiOills not 'IlliUIing in subsequent actions. 

Sec. 9. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 176.135, 
subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [MEDICAL, CHIROPRACTIC, PODIATRIC, SUR
GICAL, HOSPITAL.] (a) The employer shall furnish any medical, 
chiropractic, podiatric, surgical and hospital treatment, including 
nursing, medicines, medical, chiropractic, podiatric, and surgical 
supplies, crutches and apparatus, including artificial members, or, 
at the option of the employee, if the employer has not filed notice as 
hereinafter provided, Christian Science treatment in lieu of medical 
treatment, chiropractic. medicine and medical supplies, as may 
reasonably be required at the time of the injury and any time 
thereafter to cure and relieve from the effects of the injury. This 
treatment shall include treatments necessary to physical rehabili
tation. Exposure to rabies is an ~ and an employer shall furnish 
prevent,ve treatment to emPloyees exposeTIo ralnes. Tneemp\oyer 
shall furnish replacement or repair for artificial members, glasses, 
or spectacles, artificial eyes, podiatric orthotics, dental bridge work, 
dentures or artificial teeth, hearing aids, canes, crutches, or wheel 
chairs damaged by reason of an injury arising out of and in the 
course of the employment. In case of the employer's inability or 
refusal seasonably to do so the employer is liable for the reasonable 
expense incurred by or on behalf of the employee in providing the 
same, including eests ef eepies ef any medieal FeeeFds 6F meElieal 
reperts *hat are ift e"'staBee, eataifted Hem heaJt,ft eare pFe'lideFS, 
aM *hat diFeetly relate te the items feF whiehllaYH'eBt is seught 
UB<ieF this eaaptep, limite" te the eaaFges alla'Ne" by suMivisiaB +, 
aM attorney fees incurred by the employee. We aetien te Feea'leF the 
east ef eepies may be aFaugat aBtil the eammissiefteF ~ a 
seae"ule ef pea"eftaale eaapges UB<ieF saa"iYisiaft 'h Attorney's fees 
shall be determined on an hourly basis according to the criteria in 
section 176.081, subdivision 5. The employer shall pay for the 
reasonable value of nursing services by a member of the employee's 
family in cases of permanent total disability. 

(b) Both the commissioner and the compensation judges have 
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authority to make detenninations under this section in accordance 
with sections 176.106 and 176.305. 

Sec. 10. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 176.135, 
subdivision 6, is amended to read: 

Subd. 6. [COMMENCEMENT OF PAYMENT.] Notwithstanding 
subdivision 7." as soon as reasonably possible, and no later than 30 
calendar days after receiving the bill, the employer or insurer shall 
pay the charge or any portion of the charge which is not denied, deny 
all or a part of the charge .... detailing the basis of excessiveness or 
noncompensability, or specii'Y the additional data needed, with 
written notification to the employee and the provider. 

Sec. 11. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.135, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 6a. [EXCESSIVE TREATMENT OR SERVICES.) (a) Ifthe 
coiTiiiilSsWner or compensation judge determines that certam treat
ment or service of ~ health care provider was not reasona'6l.eOr 
necessary, no payment for that treatment or service shall be made 
under this chapter nor may the provider collect or attempt to collect 
from the injured employee or any other insurer or government for 
the treatment or service. 'I'liis subOlVlSion shaU ~ only g the 
treatment or service is for a work-related injury or condition. ~ 
detennination under this subdivision may be appealed ~ the health 
care provider in the same manner as provllIed for the parties. 

(b) When the reasonableness and necessity of medical treatment 
orse;;;;ce-if< at issue, the treatlllg health care provider must be 
ii1'forded notice and opportunity to present evidence establishing the 
reasonab"leii.eSS or necessity either in person or .fu: aftidavit admis
sible at the conference or hearing. 

Sec. 12. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.191, subdivision 3, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. If a dispute exists as to whether an employee's injury is 
compensable under this chapter and the employee is otherwise 
covered by an insurer pursuant to chapters 62A, 62C and 620, that 
insurer shall pay any medical costs incurred by the employee for the 
injury up to the limits of the applicable coverage and shall make any 
disability payments otherwise payable by that insurer in the absence 
of or in addition to workers' compensation liability. If the injury is 
subsequently determined to be compensable pursuant to this chap
ter, the workers' compensation insurer shall be ordered to reimburse 
the insurer that made the payments f& alll'aymeftts mtt<ie """"'" 
this saildivisieft by but only to the iftSIlFeF extent payable under this 
chapter, including interest at a rate of 12 percent a year. Ira 
payment pursuant to this subdivision exceeds the reasonable value 
as permitted by sections 176.135 and 176.136, the provider shall 
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reimburs.e the we>'kerB' eom!,enBation .insurer health or hos:Ltaliza
tlOn carner for all the excess as !'Fe',,"e" By mles !,reBnIl ate" By 
~e8mmissi8fteF. 

Sec. 13. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.221, subdivision 9, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 9. [PAYMENT OF FULL WAGES.lAn employer who pays 
full wages to an injured employee is not relieved of the obligation for 
reporting the injury aM within the time frame in section176.~ 
making a liability detennination WftIiHlthe times s!'eelHe" in . 
eha!'teF2 and notifying the injured employee and the division of the 
detenninatlon within 14 days of notice to or IffiOwledge Qy fue 
employer of an ip.!ury or new period of disamlltY. FaIlure to make ~ 
liability detennmation and to give tir'j"IY notice may siiliject the 
employer or insurer to the ~ pena ties provided for late ~ 
ments or notices under this sectIon and section 176.225. 

If the full wage is paid the employer's insurer or self-insurer shall 
report the amount of this payment to the division and detennine the 
portion which is temporary total compensation for purposes of 
administering this chapter and special compensation fund assess
ments. The employer shall also make appropriate adjustments to the 
employee's.payroll records within 30 days of the liability determi
nation to assure that the employee's sick leave or the vacation time 
is not inappropriately charged against the employee, and to assure 
the proper income tax treatment for the payments. 

Sec. 14. Minnesota Statutes. 1986, section 176.225, subdivision 5, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 5. [PENALTY.] WfieFe the An employer is gffiIty sf ine"e .. s . 
aI!le delay in lBft!<ing !,aymems, the payments wmelure fe.md te be 
"elayell shall be inereasell By ~ !,ereent. Withhellling or insurer 
who fails to: -

(1) mak~ payments as provided Qysection 176.221 when ~ claim 
has not been denied; . 

(2) make other payment of temporary total, temporary ~artial, 
pennanent total, or pennanent partial disability benefits wit in ten 
days of the date provided h statute or rule; 

(3) make any other payment required h chapter 176 in ~ timely 
faShIon; or . 

(4) release amounts unquestionably due because the injured 
employee refuses to execute a release of the employee's right to claim 
further benefitsi 
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will be pegapE!eE! as i"e,wllsallle delay iB the maki"g at' eeml3e"sa 
tiaB I3BYmeBts ~ubject to an additional penalty of ten flercent of the 
payments whic are founa to be delayed, said pena ty to be Pliid 
directly to the employre.AI:t emPloyer or insurer who feels that t is 
penalty is unwarranted shall have the burden oIproving that the 
delay was excusable. If any sum oraered by the department to De 
paid is not paid when due, and no appeal of the order is made, the 
sum shall bear interest at the rate of 12 percent per annum. Any 
penalties paid pursuant to this section shall not be considered as a 
loss or expense item for purposes of a petition for a rate increase 
made pursuant to chapter 79. 

Sec. 15. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.231, subdivision 8, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 8. [NO PUBLIC INSPECTION QF REPORTS ACCESS TO 
CERTAIN DATA.] Subject to subdivision 9, .. ~ ffi' its eepy 
Whleh haS Ilee" lileE! with data on individuals collected, created, or 
maintained i>r the commissioner of the department of labor and 
industry under this seetie" is Bet availallle te jlIlIlIie i"sl3eetie" 
chater ~ classified as private data. Ally person Who has access to 
suc a ~ data shall not dIsclose its ee"teats it to anyone ffi aay 
maaaeF except as provided in this section. -

A person who Ilnallthepi.eE!ly discloses .. ~ ffi' its ee"tents 
private data to another without authorization is guilty of a misde
meanor. 

Sec. 16. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.231, subdivision 9" 
is amended to read: . 

Subd. 9. [USES WHICH MAY BE MADE OF REPORTS PRI
VATE DATA.] Rel3epts HleEI with Private data collected, created, or 
iii3Iii&1iie(f1i,y the commissioner HBEIeP this seetie" may be used in 
hearings proceedings held under this chapter, and for the purpose of 
state investigations and for statistics including statistics on individ
ual employers and insurers. These rel3erts are Subject to the 
protections and penalties provided i>r chapters 13 and 176, this data 
is also avaIlable te the del'artmeftt at' FeveBlle"l&F \lse iB eHfereiftg 
MiRfteseta ineeme tal< aBEl I3rel3erty tal< refumI law&; aBEl the 
iHfeHHatien shall be I3reteeteE! as I3FeviE!eE! iB seetieft 200M ffi' 

29{1L17.: 

(1) pursuant to section 13.05; 

(2) pursuant to court order; 

(3) to the Minnesota de9artment of revenue for nse in enforcing 
Mrnnesotaincome tax an property tax refund laws, this informa
tion shall be protected as provided in section 290.61 or 290A.17; 
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(4) to the Minnesota department of human services for use in 
enforcinitlie child support and welfare laws; 

(5) to the social security administration for use in enforcing social 
security laws and administering social security programs incliiiIlllg 
~edicare; and . 

(6) to the workers' compensation-reinsurance association for use 
£y the association in carrying out its responsibilities under chapter 
79. 

Data filed in anticipation of a proceeding under this chapter shall 
be p~blic except that medical records or medical reports on an 
indiVidual shall bepnvate unless they are accepted into evidence at 
the proceeding. -

The division or office of administrative hearings or workers' 
compensation court of appeals may permit the examination of its file 
by the employer, insurer, employee, or dependent of a deceased 
employee or any person who furnishes written authorization to do so 
from the employer, insurer, employee, or dependent of a deceased 
employee. Rellarts HIed.....Jep this seetiaB and etheio iBfeH,u,tiaB the 
e81BlBissiaBeF lias Fegll .... i .. g iftjllFies. 8l' deaths shall be !BIlde 
",,"il"ble to the weFkeFs' eelBlleBsatiaB FeiftSIlFa .. ee Ilsseeilltia .. f8l' 
liSe by the IlssaeiatiaB in e.....-yi .. g ....t its reslla .. sihilities .....Jep 
eflatJteF 1-Q.;. 

Sec. 17. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 176.238, 
subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [NECESSITY FOR NOTICE AND SHOWING; 
CONTENTS.) Except as provided in section 176.221, subdivision 1, 
once the employer has commenced payment of benefits, the employer 
may not discontinue payment of compensation until it provides the 
employee and the department with notice in writing of intention to 
do so. A ""I'Y 6rthe H<>tiee Shall be HIed with the divisiaft By the 
elBlllayeF. The notice to the employee and the copy to the division 
shall state the date of intended discontinuance and set forth a 
statement off acts clearly indicating the reason for the action. Copies 
of whatever medical reports or other written reports in the emplo
yer's possession which' are relied on for the discontinuance shall be 
attached to the notice. 

Sec. 18. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 176.238, 
subdivision 9, is amended to read: 

Subd. 9. [SERVICE ON ATTORNEY.) If the employee has been 
IlFese .. tly represented by an attorney for the same injury, all notices 
required by this section shall also be served on the last attorney of 
record. 
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Sec. 19. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 176.305, 
subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [HEARINGS ON PETITIONS.] The petitioner 
shall serve a copy of the petition on each adverse party personally or 
by first class mail. The original petition shall then be filed with the 
commissioner together with an appropriate affidavit of service. 
When any petition has been filed with the workers' compensation 
division, the commissioner shall, witIHn _ days, refer the matter 
presented by the petition for a settlement conference under this 
section, for an administrative conference under section 176.106, or 
for hearing to the office. 

Sec. 20. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 176.305, 
subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [STRIKING FROM CALENDAR.] A compensation judge 
or the commissioner, a.fteF reeciviRg a flF8flcFly seF¥ed Hl:8tisH:, may 
strike a case from the active trial calendar after the employee has 
been given 30 days to correct the deficiency if it is shown that the 
information on the petition or included with the petition is incom· 
plete. Once a case is stricken, it may not be reinstated until the 
missing information is provided to the adverse parties and filed with 
the commissioner or compensation judge. If a case has been stricken 
from the calendar for one year or more and no corrective action has 
been taken, the commissioner or a compensation judge may, upon 
the commissioner's or judge's own motion or a motion of a party 
which is properly served on all parties, dismiss the case. The 
petitioner must be given at least 30 days advance notice of the 
proposed dismissal before the dismissal is effective. 

Sec. 21. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.451, subdivision 4, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [MATTERS FOR DETERMINATION; JUDGMENT.] 
When a judge hears the application for judgment upon the award, 
the judge has authority to determine only the facts of the award and, 
the regularity of the proceedings upon which the award is based~ 
interest, and attorney fees. When judgment ~ entered under this 
section, the judge shall order the employer or insurer to pay interest 
at the rate of 12 percent from the date of the administrative award 
plus reasonable attorney fees to the payer necessitated ll,y the 
collection action. The judge shall enter judgment accordingly. 

Judgment shall not be entered upon an award while an appeal is 
pending. 

Sec. 22. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 176.521, 
subdivision 1, is amended to read: 
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176,521 [SETTLEMENT OF CLAIMS,] 

Subdivision 1, [VALIDITY,] An agreement including ~ mediated 
agreement between an employee or an employee's dependent and the 
employer or insurer to settle any claim, which is not upon appeal 
before the court of appeals, for compensation under this chapter is 
valid where it has been executed in writing and signed by the parties 
and intervenors in the matter, and, where one or more of the parties 
is not represented by an attorney, the commissioner or a compensa
tion judge has approved the settlement and made an award thereon, 
If the matter is upon appeal before the court of appeals or district 
court, the court of appeals or district court is the approving body, 
The legislature specifically encourages the reduction of litigation 
through voluntary dispute resolution, including mediated agree
ments approved Ifr the division under this section, 

Sec, 23, Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 1768.01, 
subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd, 2, [PEACE OFFICER.] "Peace officer" means: . 

(a) a police officer employed by the state of Minnesota or any 
governmental subdivision within the state to enforce the criminal 
laws; 

(b) a Minnesota state patrol officer; 

(c) a sheriff or full-time deputy sheriff with power of arrest by 
warrant; 

(d) a state conservation officer as defined m section 84.028, 
subdivision 3; 

(e) a person employed by the bureau of criminal apprehension as 
a police officer with power of arrest by warrant; 

(D a correction officer employed at any correctional institution and 
charged with maintaining the safety, security, discipline and custody 
of inmates at such institutions; 

(g) a firefighter employed on a full-time basis by afire department 
of any governmental subdivision of the state who is engaged in the 
hazards offirefighting or a regularly enrolled member of a volunteer 
fire department or member of an independent nonprofit firefighting 
corporation who is engaged in the hazards of fire fighting; 

(h) a good samaritan who complies with the request or direction of 
a peace officer to assist the officer; 
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(i) a reserYe police officer or a reserve deputy sheriff acting under 
the superYision and authority of a political subdivision; and 

(j) a driver or attendant with a licensed basic or advanced life 
support transportation service, or current certified member of a 
bona fide rescue squad, who is engaged in providing emergency care. 

Sec. 24. [REPEALER.] 

Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 176.021, subdivision ~ and 
176.136, subdIvision 3, are repealed. 

Sec. 25. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

This article !!' effective July h 1987. 

ARTICLE 4 

RECODIFICATION 

Section 1. [RECODIFICATION OF WORKERS' COMPENSA
TION LAW.] 

The revisor of statutes shall recodify the workers' compensation 
law, including Minnesota Statutes, chapter 176. 

The recodification must not make any substantive changes but 
shall provide a comprenensive, accurate, and complete restatement. 

Each state department agency and legislative staff, including 
senate counsel and house research, may provide assistance in the 
recodIhcation as requested by the revisor of statutes. 

The revisor shall report to the legislature ~ January 15, 1989, on 
the Brogress of the recodil'lcation. The revisor shall prepare a bill to 
imp ement its recommendations for recodification ~ January !Q, 
1990. 

ARTICLE 5 

FIREFIGHTERS' OCCUPATIONAL DISEASE 

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 176.011, 
subdivision 15, is amended to read: 

Subd. 15. [OCCUPATIONAL DISEASE.] (a) "Occupational dis-
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ease" means a disease arising out of and in the course- of employ
ment peculiar to the occupation in which the employee is engaged 
and due to causes in excess of the hazards ordinary of employment 
and shall include undulant fever. Ordinary diseases of life to which 
the general public is equally exposed outside of employment are not 
compensable, except where the diseases follow as an incident of an 
occupational disease, or where the exposure peculiar to the occupa
tion makes the disease an occupational disease hazard. A disease 
arises out of the employment only if there be a direct causal 
connection between the conditions under which the work is per
formed and if the occupational disease follows as a natural incident 
of the work as a result of the exposure occasioned by the nature of 
the employment. An employer is not liable for compensation for any 
occupational disease which cannot be traced to the employment as a 
direct and proximate cause and is not recognized as a hazard 

. characteristic of and peculiar to the trade, occupation, process, or 
employment or which results from a hazard to which the worker 
would have been equally exposed outside of the employment. 

(b) Ifimmediately preceding the date of disablement or death, an 
emPloyee was employed on active duty with an organized fire or 
police department of any municipality, as a member of the Minne
sota state patrol, conservation officer service, state crime bureau, as 
a forest officer by the department of natural resources, or sheriff or 
full time deputy sheriff of any county, and the disease is that of 
myocarditis, coronary. sclerosis, pneumonia or its sequel, and at the 
time of employment such employee was. given a thorough physical 
examination by a licensed doctor of medicine, and a written report 
thereof has been made and filed with such organized fire or police 
department, with the Minnesota state patrol, conservation officer 
service, state crime bureau, department of natural resources, or 
sherifl's department of "any county, which examination and report 
negatived any evidence of myocarditis, coronary sclerosis, pneumo
nia or its sequel, the disease is presumptively an occupational 
disease and shall be presumed to have been due to the nature of 
employment. 

(c) A firen;:hter on active duty with an organized fire department 
who is unab e to ~ertoriildutles in the department h reason of ~ 
i:llsabling cancer 0" a ~ causea 1ii exposure to heat, riiillaf.lon, or 
a known or suspected carcinogen, as defined !fr the International 
Agency forResearch on Cancer, if file exposure arose out of and in 
the course of employment, is presumed to have an occupational 
rusease under paragraph (a).1!" a firefighter who enters the service 
atter August 1, 1988, IS examined h a physician prior to heijW hired 
and the e~amination aiscloses the ex~sterice of ~ cancer 0 ~ ~ 
QeSCiWed m thIS paragraph,· thenrehghter IS not entItled to ~ 
presumption unless a subsequent medical determination is made 
that the firefighl:er no longer has the cancer. - --
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ARTICLE 6 

BOMB DISPOSAL WORKERS 

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 3.732, 
subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [DEFINITIONS.] As used in this section and 
section 3.736 the terms defined in this section have the meanings 
given them. 

(1) "State" includes each of the departments, boards, agencies, 
commissions, courts, and officers in the executive, legislative, and 
judicial branches of the state of Minnesota and includes but is not 
limited to the Minnesota housing finance agency, the Minnesota 
higher education coordinating board, the Minnesota higher educa
tion facilities authority, the armory building commission, the Min
nesota zoological board, the state agricultural society, the University 
of Minnesota, state universities, community colleges, state hospi
tals, and state penal institutions. It does not include a city, town, 
county, school district, or other local governmental body corporate 
and politic. 

(2) "Employee of the state" means all present or former officers, 
members, directors, or employees of the state, members of the 
Minnesota national guard, bomb disposal employees employed by '" 
municipality defined in section 466.01 when engaged in the disposal 
or neutralization of bombs outsIde the jurisdiction of the municipal
!1Y but within the state, or persons acting on behalf of the state in an 
official capacity, temporarily or permanently, with or without com
pensation, but does not include either an independent contractor or 
members ofthe Minnesota national guard while engaged in training 
or duty under United States Code, title 10, or United States Code, 
title 32, section 316, 502, 503, 504, or 505, as amended through 
December 31, 1983. 

(3) "Scope of office or employment" means that the employee was 
acting on behalf of the state in the performance of duties or tasks 
lawfully assigned by competent authority. 

Sec. 2. [176.192] [BOMB DISPOSAL UNIT EMPLOYEES.] 

For purposes of this chapter, '" member of '" bomb disposal unit 
employed!J.y: '" municipality defined in section 466.01, is considered 
'" state employee when disposing of or neutralizing bombs or other 
similar hazardous explosives for another municipality or otherwise 
outside the jurisdiction of the employer-municipality but within the 
state." 

Delete the title and insert: 
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"A bill for an act relating to workers' compensation; providing a 
comprehensive reform; providing penalties; appropriating money; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 62I.07; 62I.21; 79.01, 
subdivision 1; 79.074, by adding subdivisions; 79.50; 79.59; 129A.05, 
subdivision 2; 175.171; 176.011, subdivision 18, and by adding a 
subdivision; 176.021, subdivision 3; 176.061, subdivision 10; 
176.081, subdivisions 1 and 3; 176.101, subdivisions 1, 2, 4, and by 
adding subdivisions; 176.102, subdivision 11; 176.104, subdivision 
1; 176.105, subdivision 1; 176.111, subdivisions 6, 7, 8, 12, 14, and 
20; 176.131, subdivisions la, 2, 3, 5, and by adding a subdivision; 
176.135, by adding a subdivision; 176.136, subdivisions 1, 5, and by 
adding subdivisions; 176.179; 176.191, subdivision 3; 176.221, sub
divisions 6a and 9; 176.225, subdivision 5; 176.231, subdivisions 8 
and 9; 176.261; 176.421, subdivision 6; 176.451, subdivision 4; 
176.645, subdivision 2; 176.66, subdivision 11; 176.83, by adding a 
subdivision; and 176A.03, by adding a subdivision; Minnesota 
Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 3.732, subdivision 1; 62I.02, 
subdivision 1; 176.011, subdivision 15; 176.081, subdivision 2; 
176.102, subdivisions 2, 3, 3a, 4, and 6; 176.103, subdivision 3; 
176.106, subdivisions 7 and 9; 176.111; subdivisions 15 and 21; 
176.131, subdivisions 1 and 8; 176.135, subdivisions 1, 3, and 6; 
176.155, subdivision 1; 176,183, subdivision 2; 176.238, subdivisions 
1 and 9, and by adding a subdivision; 176.305, subdivisions 1 and 4; 
176.521, subdivision 1; and 176B.Ol, subdivision 2; proposing coding 
for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapters 621; 79; and 176; 
repealing Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 79.51; 79.52; 79.53; 
79.54; 79.55; 79.56; 79.57; 79.58; 79.60; 79.61; 79.62; 176.011, 
subdivision 26; 176.021, subdivision 3a; 176.101, subdivisions 3a, 
~~&,~,~~~lli,~,~31,~~,~~,~~3~~ 
and 3u; 176.111, subdivision 8a; and 176.136, subdivision 3." 

A roll call was requested and properly seconded. 

Murphy moved to amend the Murphy et al amendment to S. F. No. 
1304, as follows: 

Page 12, after line 20, insert: 

"Subd. 10. [REINSURANCE ASSOCIATION AS PARTY.] Premi
umSCharge"d members of the reinsurance association shall be 
recognized in section 12 hearings. The reinsurance association ~ ~ 
~ to hearings pursuant to section 12 and shall have the same 
burden of proof as to the basis for such premiums as the petitioning 
party has in regardto " proposed schedule of rates. In " section 12 
hearing the reinsurance association may be required to provide the 
information required of the rating association Qy section 27. 

Notwithstanding any inconsistent provisions of chapter 79, the 
schedule of rates of the reinsurance association shall be subject to 
prior approval Qy the commissioner of commerce. The evidentiary, 
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procedural and review standards of section 12 ~ to the approval 
of the schedule of rates." -- ---

Page 21, line 24, delete everything after the semicolon 

Page 21, line 25, delete everything before "\g2" and insert: 

"(0 An explanation of the cost of living escalation assumptions 
used and the life expectancy projection of each claim for which 
members have established a reserve in excess of $50,000." 

Page 21, line 29, after "expenses" insert "and may also, at the 
commissioner's request, be reported net of the lower retention lew 
ot the reinsurance association" 

Page 26, line 23, after "Sections" insert "79.40" 

Page 26, after line 29, insert: 

"Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.011, subdivision 
11a, is amended to read: 

Subd. 11a. [FAMILY FARM.] "Family farm" means any farm 
operation which (1) pays or is obligated to pay less than $8,00(} 
$20,000 in cash wages, exclusive of machine hire, to farm laborers 
for services rendered during the preceding calendar year, and (2) has 
total liability and medical payment coverage equal to $25D,000 and 
$5,000, respectively, under ~ farm liability Insurance policy. For 
purposes of this subdivision, farm laborer does not include any 
spouse, parent or child, regardless of age, of a farmer employed by 
the farmer, or any executive officer of a family farm corporation as 
defined in section 500.24, subdivision 2, or any spouse, parent or 
child, regardless of age, of such an officer employed by that family 
farm corporation, or other farmers in the same community or 
members of their families exchanging work with the employer. 
Notwithstanding any law to the contrary, a farm laborer shall not be 
considered as an independent contractor for the purposes of this 
chapter; provided that a commercial baler or commercial thresher 
shall be considered an independent contractor." 

Page 78, after line 17, insert: 

"ARTICLE 7 

WORKERS' COMPENSATION COURT OF APPEALS 

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 176.011, 
subdivision 6, is amended to read: 
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Subd. 6. (1) "Court of appeals" means the wOFI<eFs' eoml'eftOatioH 
court of appeals sf Mi .. ftesota established under section 480A.01. 

(2) "Division" means the workers' compensation division of the 
department of labor and industry. 

(3) "Department" means the department of labor and industry. 

(4) "Commissioner," unless the context clearly indicates other
wise, means the commissioner of labor and industry. 

(5) "Office" means the office of administrative headngs. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.421, subdivision 1, is 
amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [TIME FOR TAKING; GROUNDS.] Except as 
otherwise provided in section 5, when a petition has been heard 
before a compensation judge, within 30 days after a party in interest 
has been served with notice of an award or disallowance of compen
sation, or other order affecting the merits of the case, the party may 
appeal to the workers' compensation court of appeals on any of the 
following grounds: 

(1) the order does not confonn with this chapter; or 

(2) the compensation judge committed an error of law; or 

(3) the findings of fact and order were clearly erroneous and 
unsupported by substantial evidence in view of the entire record as 
submitted; or 

(4) the findings of fact and order were procured by fraud, or 
coercion, or other improper conduct of a party in interest. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.421, subdivision 6, is 
ameniled to read: 

Subd. 6. [POWERS OF WORKERS' COMPENSATION COURT 
OF APPEALS ON APPEAL.] On an appeal taken under this 
section. the workers' compensation court of appeals' review is 
limited to the issues raised by the parties in the notice of appeal or 
by a cross-appeal. On review, the court may not substitute its 
jud~ent for that of the compensation jud'ie as to the weight or 
cre lbility of the evidence on ar? finding of act. In these cases, on 
those issues raised by the appea , the workers' compensation court of 
appeals may: 

(1) grant an oral argument based on the record before the 
compensation judge; 
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(2) examine the record; 

(3) sUBstitute ffl¥ the fiBBings sf fuet H>tH!e By the esml'eBsatisB 
judge fiBBings Based .... the total eviBeBee; 

W sustain, reverse, make or modify an award or disallowance of 
compensation or other order based on the facts, findings, and law; 
and, 

W (4) remand or make other appropriate order. 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 176.442, is 
amended to read: 

176.442 [APPEALS FROM DECISIONS OF COMMISSIONER.] 

Except as provided in section 5, except for a commissioner's 
decision wruch may be heard de novo in another proceeding includ
ing but not limited to a decision from an administrative conference 
under section 176.102, 176.103, 176.106, 176.239, or a summary 
decision under section 176.305, any decision or determination of the 
commissioner affecting a right, privilege, benefit, or duty which is 
imposed or conferred under this chapter is subject to review by the 
workers' compensation court of appeals. A person aggrieved by the 
determination may appeal to the workers' compensation court of 
appeals by filing a notice of appeal with the commissioner in the 
same manner and within the same time as if the appeal were from 
an order or decision of a compensation judge to the workers' 
compensation court of appeals. 

Sec. 5. [176.443] [APPEALS TO THE COURT OF APPEALS.] 

Upon agreement!:>y all parties in interest, e7'cept for."le person who 
has an interest as provided under section 1 6.361, appeals under 
section 176.421 or section 176.442 may be taken directly from ."Ie 
decision!:>y the commissioner or a compensation judge to the court of 
appeals. The same procedures as required under sections 176.421 
and 176.442 must be followed When taking appeals directly to the 
court of appeals. 

Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.471, is amended to 
read: 

176.471 [REVIEW BY COURT OF APPEALS ON CERTIORARL] 

Subdivision 1. [TIME FOR SEEKING REVIEW; GROUNDS.] 
Where the workers' compensation court of appeals has made an 
award or disallowance of compensation or other order, a party in 
interest who acts within 30 days from the date the party was served 
with notice of the order may have the order reviewed by the sUl'reme 
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e&IH't court of appeals on certiorari upon one of the following 
ground""-:---

(1) the order does not conform with this chapter; or, 

(2) the workers' compensation court of appeals committed any 
other error of law; or, 

(3) the findings of fact and order were unsupported by substantial 
evidence in view of the entire record as submitted. 

Subd. 2. [EXTENSION OF TIME FOR SEEKING REVIEW OR 
FOR FILING OTHER PAPERS.] Where cause is shown within the 
30 day period referred to in subdivision 1, the s""leme e&IH't court of 
appeals may extend the time for seeking review on certiorari. The 
S""Feme e&IH't court of aKl?eals may also extend the time for filing 
any other paper which t IS chapter requires to be filed with that 
court. 

Subd. 3. [SERVICE OF WRIT AND BOND; FILING FEE.] To 
effect a review upon certiorari, the party shall serve a writ of 
certiorari and a bond upon the administrator of the workers' 
compensation court of appeals within the 30 day period referred to in 
subdivision 1. The party shall also at this time pay to the ,adminis
trator the fee prescribed by rule 103.01 of the rules of civil appellate 
procedure which shall be disposed of in the manner provided by that 
rule. 

Subd. 4. [CONTENTS OF WRIT.] The writ of certiorari required 
by subdivision 3 shall show that a review is to be had in the s""Feme 
e&IH't court of appeals of the proceedings of the workers' compensa
tion court of appeals upon which the order is based. 

Subd. 5. [BOND.] The bOhd required by subdivision 3 shall be 
executed in such amount and with such sureties as the workers' 
compensation court of appeals directs and approves. The bond shall 
be conditioned to pay the cost of the review. 

Subd. 6. [TRANSMITTAL OF FEE AND RETURN.] When the 
writ of certiorari has been served upon the administrator of the 
workers' compensation court of appeals, the bond has been filed, and 
the filing fee has been paid, the administrator shall immediately 
transmit to the clerk of the appellate courts that filing fee and the 
return to the writ of certiorari and bond. 

Subd. 7. [JURISDICTION VESTED.] Filing such return and 
payment of the filing fee referred to in subdivision 6 vests the 
S""Feme e&IH't court of appeals with jurisdiction of the case. 

Subd. 8. [RETURN OF PROCEEDINGS TRANSMITTED TO 
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COURT.] Within 30 days after the writ of certiorari, bond, and filing 
fee have been filed with the administrator of the workers' compen
sation court of appeals, the administrator shall transmit to the clerk 
of the appellate courts a true and complete return of the proceedings 
of the workers' compensation court of appeals under review, or the 
part of those proceedings necessary to allow the SIlJlFeme eemt court 
of appeals to review properly the questions presented. --

The workers' compensation court of appeals shall certify the 
return of the proceedings under its seal. The petitioner or relator 
shall pay to the administrator of the workers' compensation court of 
appeals the reasonable expense of preparing the return. 

Subd. 9. [APPLICATION OF RULES GOVERNING APPEALS IN 
CIVIL ACTIONS.] When the return of the proceedings before the 
workers' compensation court of appeals has been filed with the clerk 
of the appellateeourts, the SIlJlFeme eemt court of appeals shall hear 
and dispose of the matter as in other civil cases. 

Subd. 10. [RULES.] The SU"Feme eemt court of ap~eals may adopt 
rules which are consistent with this chapter an necessary or 
convenient to the impartial and speedy disposition of these cases. 

Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.481, is amended to 
read: 

176.481 [ORIGINAL JURISDICTION OF COURT OF AP
PEALS.] 

On review upon certiorari under this chapter, the SIlJlreme eemt 
court of appeals has original jurisdiction. It may reverse, affirm, or 

. modify the order allowing or disallowing compensation and enter 
such judgment as it deems just and proper. Where necessary the 
S""Fe",e eemt court of appeals may remand the cause to the 
workers' compensation court of appeals or to the office of adminis
trative hearings for a new hearing or for-further proceedings with 
such directions as the court deems proper. 

Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.491, is amended to 
read: 

176.491 [STAY OF PROCEEDINGS PENDING DISPOSITION 
. OF CASE.] 

Where a writ of certiorari has been perfected under this chapter, it 
stays all proceedings for the enforcement of the order being reviewed 
until the case has been finally disposed of either in the supreme 
court orthe court of al'peals or, where the cause has been remanded 
for a new hearing before a compensation judge or further proceed
ings before the workers' compensation court of appeals. 
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Sec. 9. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 480A.06, subdivision 3, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [CERTIORARI REVIEW.) The court of appeals shall have 
jurisdiction to issue writs of certiorari to all agencies, public 
corporations and public officials, except the tax court IlBEI the 
wePl"eFs' eem"easatiea e8IH't sf """eals.The court of appeals shall 
have jurisdiction to review decisions of the commissioner of jobs and 
training, pursuant to section 268.10. 

Sec. 10. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 480A.06, subdivision 4, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [ADMINISTRATIVE REVIEW.) The court of appeals 
shall have jurisdiction to review on the record: the validity of 
administrative rules, as provided in sections 14.44 and 14.45-; llBEIi 
the decisions of administrative agencies in contested cases, as 
provided in sections 14.63 to 14.69; and workers' compensation cases 
and peace officer death benefits cases, as provided under chapters 
176an 17~ ------

Sec. 11. [EFFECTIVE DATE.) 

Sections 2 and !! are effective the day following final enactment. 
Sections 1 and '! to 10 are effective April!, 1989.'''''----

Renumber the sections in sequence 

Correct internal references 

Amend the title accordingly 

A roll call was requested and properly seconded. 

The question was taken on the amendment to the amendment and 
the roll was called. There were 126 yeas and 3 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 

Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dom 
Forsythe 
Frederick 

Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 

Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 

Larsen 
Lasley 
Lieder 
Marsh 
MeDouald 
McEachern 
McKasy 
McLaughlin 
McPherson 
Milbert 
Miller 
Miuue 
Morrison 
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Munger Otis 
Murphy Ozment 
Nelson, C. Pappas 
Nelson, D. Pauly 
Nelson, K. Pelowski 
Neuenschwander Peterson 
O'Connor Poppenhagen 
Ogren Price 
Olson, E. Quinn 
Olson, K. Quist 
Omann Redalen 
Onnen Reding 
Orenstein Rest 

Rice 
Richter 
Riveness 
Rodosovich 
RIlse 
Rukavina 
Sarna 
Schafer 
Schreiber 
Seaberg 
Segal 
Shaver 
Skoglund 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Knickerbocker Olsen, S. Osthoff 

Solberg 
Sparby 
Stallius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
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Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The motion prevailed and the amendment to the amendment was 
adopted. 

CALL OF THE HOUSE 

On the motion of Heap and on the demand of 10 members, a call 
of the House was ordered. The following members answered to their 
names: 

Anderson, G. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, 1. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 

Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 

Larsen Onnen 
Lasley Orenstein 
Lieder Osthoff 
Marsh Otis 
McDonald Ozment 
McEachern Pappas 
McKasy Pauly 
McLaughlin Pelowski 
McPherson Peterson 
Milbert Poppenhagen 
Miller Price 
Minne QUinn 
Morrison Quist 
Munger Redalen 
Murphy R<ding 
Nelson, C. Rest 
Nelson, D. Richter 
Nelson, K. Riveness 
Neuenschwander Rodosovich 
O'Connor Rose 
Ogren Rukavina 
Olsen, S. Sarna 
Olson, E. Schafer 
Olson, K. Scheid 
Omann Schreiber 

Seaberg 
Segal 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 

Wynia moved that further proceedings of the roll call be dispensed 
with and that the Sergeant at Arms be instructed to bring in the 
absentees. The motion prevailed and it was so ordered. 

Gruenes moved to amend the Murphy et al amendment, as 
amended, to S. F. No. 1304, as follows: 
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Page 24, line 17, after the period insert "If the Governor had not 
vetoed workers' compensation insurance bills tasled h the Minne
sota legislature your credit or refund ~ ~ -; .,""" which 
would ave been !! 16 ~ cent reduction In rates. ' 

A roll call was requested and properly seconded. 

The question was taken on the amendment to the amendment, as 
amended, and the roll was called. 

Wynia moved that those not voting be excused from voting. The 
motion prevailed. 

There were 53 yeas and 77 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, R. 
Bennett 
Boo 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 

, Clausnitz.er 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Forsythe 
Frederick 

Frerichs 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
JelUlings 
Jolmson, V. 
Kalis 

Knickerbocker 
Marsh 
McDonald 
McKasy 
McPherson 
Miller 
Morrison 
Olsen, S. 
Olson, E. 
Omann 
Onnen 

Ozment 
Pauly 
Poppenhagen 
QUist 
Redalen 
Richter 
Rase 
Schafer 
Schreiber 
Seaberg 
Shaver 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bertram 
Brown 
Carlson, 1. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Cooper 
Danner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dorn 
Greenfield 

Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jensen 
Joimson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Kahn 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 
Larsen 
Lasley 

Lieder Otis 
Long Pappas 
McEachern Pelowski 
McLaughlin Peterson 
Minne Price 
Munger Quinn 
Murphy R<>ding 
Nelson, C. Rest 
Nelson, D. Rice 
Nelson, K. Riveness 
Neuenschwander Rodosovich 
O'Connor Rukavina 
Ogren Sarna 
Olson, K. Scheid 
Orenstein Segal 
Osthoff SkOglund 

Stanius 
SViggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Uphus 
Valento 
Waltman 

Solberg 
Sparby 
Steensma 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The motion did not prevail and the amendment to the amend
ment, as amended, was not adopted. 

The question recurred on the Murphy et al amendment, as 
amended, and the roll was called. 

Wynia moved that those not voting be excused from voting. The 
motion prevailed. 
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There were 77 yeas and 53 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Brown 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dorn 
Greenfield 
Jacobs 

Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kally 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 
Larsen 
Lasley 
Lieder 

Long Otis 
McEachern Pappas 
McLaughlin Pelowski 
Milbert Peterson 
Minne Price 
Munger Quinn 
Murphy fu>ding 
Nelson, C. Rest 
Nelson, D. Rice 
Nelson, K Riveness 
Neuenschwander Rodosovich 
O'Connor Rukavina 
Ogren Sarna 
Olson, E. &heid 

. Olson, K. Segal 
Orenstein Skoglund 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Bennett 
Boo 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Clausnitzer 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Forsythe 
Frederick 

Frerichs 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jennings 
Johnson, V. 
Kelso 

Knickerbocker 
Marsh 
McDonald 
McKasy 
McPherson 
Miller 
Morrison 
Olsen, S. 
Omann 
Onnen 
Osthoff 

Ozment 
Pauly 
Poppenhagen 
Quist 
Redalen 
Richter 
Rose 
Schafer 
Schreiber 
Seaberg 
Shaver 
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Solberg 
Sparby 
Steensma 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

Stanius 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjomhom 
Tompkins 
Uphus 
Valento 
Waltman 

The motion prevailed and the amendment, as amended, was 
adopted. 

Sviggum moved to amend S. F. No. 1304, as amended, as follows: 

Delete everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

''ARTICLE 1 

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 176.155, 
subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [EMPLOYER'S PHYSICIAN.] The injured em
ployee must submit to examination by the employer's physician, if 
requested by the employer, and at reasonable times thereafter upon 
the employer's request. The examination must be scheduled at a 
location within 150 miles of the employee's resilience unless the 
employer can show cause to thectepartment or a compensarronrudge 
to order an examination at ~ocation further trom the petitioner's 
residence. The employee is entitled upon request to have a personal 
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physician present at any such examination. Each party shall defray 
the cost of that party's physician. Any report or written statement 
made by the employer's physician as a result of an examination of 
the employee, regardless of whether the examination preceded the 
injury or was made subsequent to the injury, shall be made avail
able, upon request and without charge, to the injured employee or 
representative of the employee. The employer shall pay reasonable 
travel expenses, in advance ifreguested, incurred by the employee in 
attending the -examination inclUding mileage, parking, and, if 
necessary, lodging and meals. The employer shall also pay the 
employee for any lost wages resulting from attendance at the 
examination. A self-insured employer or insurer who is served with 
a claim petition pursuant to section 176.271, subdivision 1, or 
176.291, shall schedule any necessary examinations of the employee, 
if an examination by the employer's physician or health care 
provider is necessary to evaluate benefits claimed. The examination 
shall be completed and the report of the examination shall be served 
on the employee and filed with the commissioner within 120 days of 
service of the claim petition. 

Noevidence relating to the examination or report shall be received 
or considered by the commissioner, a compensation judge, or the 
court of appeals in determining any issues unless the report has 
been served and filed as required by this section, unless a written 
extension has been granted by the commissioner or compensation 
judge. The commissioner or a compensation judge shall extend the 
time for completing the adverse examination and filing the report 
upon good cause shown. The extension must not be for the purpose 
of delay and the insurer must make a good faith effort to comply with 
this subdivision. Good cause shall include but is not limited to: 

(1) that the extension is necessary because of the limited number 
of physicians or health care providers available with expertise in the 
particular injury or disease, or that the extension is necessary due to 
the complexity of the medical issues, or 

(2) that the extension is necessary to gather addition information 
which was not included on the petition as required by section 
176.291. 

ARTICLE 2 
WORKERS' COMPENSATION SYSTEM CHANGES 

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.011, subdivision 
11a, is amended to read: 

Subd. 11a. [FAMILY.FARM.J "Family farm" means any farm 
operation which (1) pays or is obligated to pay less than $&;GOO 
$20,000 in cash wages, ·exclusive of machine hire, to farm laborers 
for services rendered during the preceding calendar year, and (2) has 
total liability and medical payment coverage egual to $25Q,000 and 
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$5,000, respectively, under ~ farm liability insurance poli:r For 
purposes of this subdivision, farm laborer does not inclu e any 
spouse, parent or child, regardless of age, of a farmer employed by 
the farmer, or any executive officer of a .family farm corporation as 
defined in section 500.24, subdivision 2, or any spouse, parent or 
child, regardless of age, of such an officer employed by that family 
farm corporation, or other farmers in the same community or 
members of their families exchanging work with the employer. 
Notwithstanding any law to the contrary, a farm laborer shall not be 
considered as an independent contractor for the purposes of this 
chapter; provided that a commercial baler or commereial thresher 
shall be considered an independent contractor. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.011, subdivision 18, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 18. [WEEKLY WAGE.] "Weekly wage" is arrived at by 
multiplying the daily wage by the number of days and fractional 
days normally worked in the business of the employer for the 
employment involved. If the employee normally works less than five 
days per week or works an irregular number of days per week, the 
number of days normally worked shall be computed by dividing the 
total number of days in which the employee actually performed any 
of the duties of employment in the last 26 weeks by the number of 
weeks in which the employee actually performed such duties, pro
vided that the weekly wage for part time employment during a 
period of seasonal or temporary layoff shall be computed on the 
number of days and fractional days normally worked in the business 
of the employer for the employment involved. If, at the time of the 
injury, the employee was regularly employed by two or more employ
ers, the employee's days of work for all such employments shall be 
included in the computation of weekly wage. Occasional overtime is 
not to be considered in computing the weekly wage, but if overtime 
is regular or frequent throughout the year it shall be taken into 
consideration. The maximum weekly compensation payable to an 
employee, or to the employee's dependents in the event of death, 
shall not exceed W % 80 percent of the I'Fad .. et ef the <iaiIy wage 
times the .... mbeF ef <lays Ha_ally waffled employee's after-tax 
weekly wag!; provided. that the compensation payable for permanent 
partial disa ility under section 176.lO1, subdivision 3, and for 
permanent total disability under section 176.lO1, subdivision 4, or 
death under section 176.111, shdl not be computed on less than the 
number of hours normally worked in the employment or industry in 
which the injury was sustained, subject also to such maximums as 
are specifically otherwise provided. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.011, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 18a. [AFTER-TAX WEEKLY WAGE.] After-tax weekly 
wage means the weekly wage reduced h the amounts required to be 
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withheld ~ the Federal Insurance Contributions Act, United States 
cOdi' Titre 16, sections 3101 to 3126, but without 'jegard to the 
Y<l"!!Y maximum, and ~ state andTeOeral income tax aws lismg as 
~ number of allowances the number of exemptions t at tne 
employee ~ entitled to under federal law for the employee and the 
employee's dependents. 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.021, subdivision 3, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [COMPENSATION, COMMENCEMENT OF PAY
MENT.] All employers shall commence payment of compensation at 
the time and in the manner prescribed by this chapter without the 
necessity of any agreement or any order of the division. Except for 
medical, burial, and other nonperiodic benefits, payments shall be 
made as nearly as possible at the intervals when the wage was 
payable, provided, however, that payments for permanent partial 
disability shall begoverned by section 171l.Hll 13. If doubt exists as 
to the eventual permanent partial disability, payment. r.w the 
eesHsmie reeeveFY eelHf'eHsatisH ep imf1aiFHlent eSlBj:leRsatisR, 
whieheveF is OOe,flUl'SIlaDt t& se.aSD 171l.Hll, shall be then made 
when due for the minimum permanent partial disability ascertain
able, and further payment shall be made upon any later ascertain
ment of greater permanent partial disability. Prior to or at the time 
of commencement of the payment of eesDsmie Fee6\'ery eamfleDsa 
w,.. eF lump sum eF fleFiedie fll.l:Ymeat sf imflaiFmeRt eemfleRsatien 
permanent partial disability compensation, the employee and em
ployer shall be furnished with a copy of the. medical report upon 
which the payment is based and ali other medical reports which the 
insurer has that indicate a permanent partial disability rating, 
together with a statement by the insurer as to whether the tendered 
payment is for minimum p,;,rmanent partial disability or final and 
eventu!,l disability. After receipt of all reports available to the 
insurer that indicate a permanent partial disability rilting, the 
employee shall make available or permit the insurer to obtain ·any 
medical report that the employee has or has knowledge of that 
contains a permanent partial disability rating which the insurer 
does not already have. Eeanamie reea'iery eamflensatiaD eF imf'air 
meat eemflensatieD fluFsHant te seetisn 171l.1Ql is flayable ift 
additian te but net esneurFently with eemfleDsatisn r.w temflaFlH'Y 
t&tal disability but is flayable jlUFSHaRt t& seetien 176. HH. lmjJair 
meat eSmfleHSatisn is flayaale e6nelwreRtly and ift additisn t& 
eSmflensatisn r.w jlerlBaneRt t&tal disability jlUFSuant te BeetisR 
171l.1Ql. Eesnsmie reesvery e_jlenBatisa eF imjlaiFIHent eSlBjlefl . 
satisH flUFsuaHt t& seetian 171l.Hll shall be withheld jleading 
eSmflletiaft sf flaymeHt r.w temfleFRry t&tal disaaility, and He eredit 
shall be tekeH r.w fll.l:YmeBt sf eeeBemie reee,'ery eaHlfleBsatieB eF 

imjlaiFIHeBt eSmfleaBatisD against liability r.w temflsrary t&tal 6P 

future jleFIHanent t&tal disaaility. Liability 6H the Jllli't sf aD 
emjllsyeF eF the insurer r.w diBaaiJity sf a teHljlsrary tstal, temjle 
rary jlartial, and fle_aftent t&tal nat .... shall he eSBsidered as a 
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eentinHing "Fedllet and !*H't sf the em"leyee's inability te eaR> 6F 

FedHetieft in eaming ea"aeity .me te iB;jHry 6F eeell"atieftal disease 
and eem"ensatieft is "ayable aeeeFdiftgly, sffitleet te seetien 176.101. 
EeSft8mie reeE)'IeFY £empcnsatieft 6F impaiFHlcHt eempensatisn is 
"ayable fflF fHnetienalless sf..". 6F im"aiFment sf fHftetien, "eFffia 
Reftt in natl:lFC, aftd paymeat therefore shall be separnte, distiHct, 
and in additien te "ayment fflF any atheF eem""ftsation, sHl1leet te 
seetien 17€i.1Ol. The right to receive temporary total, temporary 
partial, or permanent total disability payments vests in the injured 
employee or the employee's dependents under this chapter or, if 
none, in the employee's legal heirs at the time the disability can be 
ascertained and the right is not abrogated by the employee's death 
prior to the making of the payment. 

The right to receive eesH8Hlie rceevery ceffl:pcnsation SF imJ3air 
meH:t permanent partial compensation vests in an injured employee 
or in the employee's dependents under this chapter or, gnone, in the 
employee's leWi} heirs at the time the disability caillie ascertained, 
provided that t e employee lives for at least 30 days beyond the date 
of the injury. The right ~ not abrogated !!.y the em£loyee's death 
prior to the making of the payment. lJf>en the 00ath ~ an em"leYee 
wOO is rceeiviJlg ecenemie rccsycry ceffi(lcnsation SF- ifflfJaiFmcflt 
eem('lensatien, fHrtheF eem"ensatien is "ayahle ('lHFSHant te seetien 
176.101. Im('laiFment eem('lensatien is "ayable HBEieF this ('laFagFa('lh 
if ':esting has eeeHFTed, the em"leyee di€s ('lFieF te Teaehing FfttHH
fl1-l:lffi medical impF8vement, ami the rCfIl:lircments fH.'lfI- eSHaitisHS 
HBEieF seetien 176.101, sHbdivisi8n 6e, are nat FIlet, 

Disability Fatings fflF ('leFmaneHt ('laTtial disability shall be Rased 
6ft ehjcetive medical evidenee. 

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 176.041, 
subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [OUT-OF-STATE EMPLOYMENTS.J (a) Except as pro
vided in paragraph (b), if an employee who regularly performs the 
primary duties of employment outside of this state or is hired to 
perform the primary duties of employment outside of this state, 
receives an injury within this state in the employ of the same 
employer, such injury shall be covered within the provisions of this 
chapter if the employee chooses to forego any workers' compensation 
claim resulting from the injury that the employee may have a right 
to pursue in some other state, provided that the special compensa
tion fund is not liable for payment of benefits pursuant to section 
176.183 if the employer is not insured against workers' compensa
tion liability pursuant to this chapter and the employee is a 
nonresident of Minnesota on the date of the personal injury. 

(b) An employee who has been hired outside of this state, or 
regularly performs the primarr. duties of employment outside ofthis 
state, an4 the employee's emp oyer, are exempt from the provisions 
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of this chapter while the employee i.'l temporarily within this state 
f,erformmg work for the employer provided the employer has 
urnished workers' compensation insurance coverage under the 

workers' compensation law Or other similar law of ano~state 
which covers the employee's eriijiloyment while in this state. The 
benefits under the workers' compensation law or similar law of the 
other state, or other remedies under that state's law, are the 
exclusive remedy against the employer for any inili?!' whether 
resulting in death or not, received ~ the employee wle working 
for that employer within this state. A, certificate from the commis
sioner 01 labor and industry or other similar official of another state 
certlfymg that the employer i.'l insured in that state and has 
provided extraterritorial coverage insuring its employees while 
working within this state i.'l prima facie evidence that the employer 
carries workers' compensation insurance on those employees. 

Sec ... 6. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.061, subdivision 10, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 10. [INDEMNITY.] Notwithstandingthe provisions of chap
ter 65B or any other law to the con trary, an employer has a right of 
indemnity for any compensation paid or payable pursuant to this 
chapter, including temporary total compensation, temporary partial 
compensation, permanent partial disability, eeoRomie Feeovery eom
)3eDsatisft, iml3aiFmeH:t eeHlfJen'satisn, medical compensation, reha
bilitation, death, and permanent total compensation. 

Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.081, subdivision 1, is 
amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. (a) A fee for legal services of 25 percent of the first 
$4,000 of compensation awarded to the employee and 20 percent of 
the next $27,500 of compensation awarded to the employee is 
permissible and does not require approval by the commissioner, 
compensation judge, or any other party except as provided in eIaese 
paragraph (b). If the employer or the insurer or the defendant is 
given written notice of claims for legal services or disbursements, 
the claim shall be a lien against the amount paid or payable as 
compensation. In no case shall fees be calculated on the basis of any 
undisputed portion of compensation awards. Allowable fees under 
this chapter shall be based solely upon genuinely disputed portions 
of claims, including disputes related to the payment of rehabilita
tion ·benefits or to other aspects of a rehabilitation plan. Fees for 
administrative conferences under seetioR 176.242, 176.2421, 
176.248,61' 176.244 sections 176.106 and 176.239 shall be deter
mined on an hourly basis, according to the criteria in subdivision 5. 

(b) An attorney who is claiming legal fees .....Jet- this seetioR for 
representing an employee in a workers' compensation matter shall 
file a statement of attoFRey's attorney fees with the commissioner, 
compensation judge before whom the matter was heard, or workers' 
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compensation court of appeals on cases before the court. A copy of 
the signed retainer agreement shall also be filed. The employee and 
insurer shall receive a copy ofthe statement. The statement shall be 
on a form prescribed by the commissioner and shall clearly and 
conspicuously state that the employee or insurer has ten calendar 
days to object to the attorney fees requested. If no objection is timely 
made by the employee or insurer, the amount requested shall be 
conclusively presumed reasonable providing the amount does not 
exceed the limitation in subdivision 1. The commissioner, compen
sation judge, or court of appeals shall issue an order granting the 
fees and the amount requested shall be awarded to the party 
requesting the fee. If a timely objection is filed, or the fee is 
determined on an hourly basis, the commissioner, compensation 
judge, or court of appeals shall review the matter and make a 
detennination based on the criteria in subdivision 5. If no timely 
objection is made by an employer or insurer, reimbursement under 
subdivision 7 shall be made if the statement of fees requested this 
reimbursement. . 

(c) An attorney representing employers or insurers shall file a 
statement of attorney fees or wages with the commissWner, com-=: 
pensation judge before whom the matter was heard, or worI<erS' 
compensation court of appeals on cases before the court. The 
statement of attorney fees or wages must containthe followin~ 
informatIOn: the average hourly wage or the value of hours work;; 
on that case g: the attorney is an empIOy'ee of file employer or 
insurer, tli8number of hours worked on that case, and the average 
hourly rate or amount c1i3.rged an employer or insurer rorthat case 
g: the attorney is not an employee of the employer or insurer. 

(d) Employers and insurers may not ~ attorne/hfees or wages for 
legal services of more than $6,500 ~ case unless f BaaiITtional fees 
or wages are approved under subdivision 2. 

Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 176.081, 
subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. An application for attorney fees in excess of the amount 
authorized in subdivision 1 shall be made to the commissioner, 
compensation judge, or district judge, before whom the matter was 
heard. An appeal of a decision by the commissioner, a compensation 
judge, or district court judge on additional fees may be made to the 
workers' compensation court of appeals. The application shall set 
forth the fee requested llfHI, the number of hours spent on the case, 
the basis for the request, and whether or not a hearing is requested. 
The application, with affidavit of service upon the effijlJeyee attor
ney's clieilt, shall be filed by the attorney requesting the fee. If a 
hearing is requested by an interested party, a hearing shall be set 
with notice of the hearing served upon known interested parties. In 
all cases the employee shall be served with notice of hearing. 
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Sec. 9. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.081, subdivision 3, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 3. An emflle)'ee wOO A pa~ty thatis dissatisfied with its 
attorney fees, may file an applicatIOn for review by the workers' 
compensation court of appeals. Such application shall state the basis 
for the need of review and whether ()r not a hearing is requested. A 
copy of such application shall be served upon the ll~rty~s attorney fat' 
the emfl1e),ee by the court administrator and i a earing is re
quested by either party, the matter shall be set for hearing. The 
notice of hearing shall be served upon known interested parties. 'I'Be 
atteFRe), fat'. the emflleyeeshall he ~ wit!> a Retiee ef the 
aeaFiRg. The workers' compensation court of appeals shall have the' 
authority to raise the EtllestieR efthe issue of the attorney fees at any 
time upon its oWn motion and shall have continuing jurisdiction over 
attorney fees. . 

Sec. 10. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.101, subdivision 1, 
is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [TEMPORARY TOTAL DISABILITY] (a) For an 
injury producing temporary total disability, the compensation is 
G9'¥. 80 percent of the after-tax weekly wage at the time'of injury, 

W flFev4ded that dHRRg the yeaF eemmeneiRg en Oetebe. 1, ~ 
aRd eaeHyeaF theFeafteF, eemmeR.iRg en Oetebe. 1, (b) The m!'xi
mum weekly compensation payable is 105 percent offue statewide 
average weekly wage for the period ending Deceiiiber 31, of the 
preceding year, 

f2t (c) The minimum weekly compensation benefits for temporary 
total disability shall be not less than W20 percent ofthe statewide 
average weekly wage or the injured employee's.aei;aaI after-tax 
weekly wage, whichever is less. In _ ease shalla weekly beBefit he 
less than 00 flereeat ef the statewide aveFage weekly wage.-

(d) SHlajeet ta sHMiyisieBs·g,. ta 'g,. This compensation shall be 
paId during the period of disability, payment to be made at the 
intervals when the wage was payable, as nearly as may be, and shall 
cease whenever anyone of the following occurs: ------

(1) the disability ends; 

(2) the employee returns to work; 

(3) the employee retires by withdrawing from the labor market; 

(4) the employee refuses an offer of work that ~consistent with ~ 
plan of rehabilitation filed with the commissioner, which meets the 
requirements of section 176.102, subdiVIsion h or, if no plan has 
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been filed, that the employee ·.can do in the employee's physical 
condition; or 

(5) 90 days have passed after the employee has reached maximum 
medical improvement, except as provided in seetion 176.102, subdi
vision 11, paragraph (b). 

(e) For purposes of ifragraph (d), clause (5), the 90-day Feriod 
after maximum memcaimprove:r:nentCoffimences on the ear ler of: 

(1) the date that the employee receives a written medical rjPort 
inrucating that the employee has reachea maximum medica im
provement; or 

(2) the date that the employer or insurer serves the Jeport on the 
emPloyee ana the employee's legal representaUve an files!! coPy 
with the dIVISion. ----

(f) Once compensation has ceased under paragraph (d), clauses (1), 
~ and (3), i! ma:l1 be recommenced at a later date if: tlie employee 
returns to work, t e employee is laid off due to economic conditions 
or is medically unable to continue at the job, and the layoff or 
inability to continue occurs prior to 90 days after the employee 
reaches maximum mecrrcar improvement. Compensation recom
menced under thIS paragraph !!! subject to cessatIOn under Para
graph (d). Recommenced compensation may not be raidl)!;yon 90 
days after the emplo~ee reaches maximum medica improvement, 
(bcept as provided un er seetio,! 176.102, subdivision 11, paragraph 
-). 

~ Once compensation has ceased under paragraph (d), clauses (4) 
and (5), !! may not be recommenced at ~ later date except as 
provi(led under section 176.102, subdivision 11, paragraph (b). 

Sec. 1l. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.lO1, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. la. [EXTENDEO DISABILITY COMPENSATION.] (a) If 
anempIoyee, who has a permanent partial disability, is not womng 
because of the ~rsonal injury after pa~ent of permanent ~artial 
disability bene Its ~ complete, the empoyee snail be eligi Ie for 
extended disability compensation. IT an employee received jny 
permanent partial compensation in a lump sum, payment wil be 
considered complete after expiration Of the period that the employee 
wouW have received permanent partIal compensation had i! been 
paid periodically. 

(b) Extended disability compensation is paid at the rate for 
temporary total com{gensation, escalated under section 176:645, tor 
the number of wee equal to 246 multiplied by the employee's 
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percentagertting of pennanent p~ial disability, determinedac
cording to ~ rules adopted !?x the commissioner pursuant to 
section 176.105, subdivision 4. ~ total extended compensation tOr 
any injury may not exceed tills product. 

(c) Extended disability compensation shall cease if the employee is 
nolnger disabled, returns to jOrk, refuses a hl Oi'fei'" described in 
Siili ivision 1, paragraph ~ cause (4), or retires from the labor 
market. 

(d) An employee is not eligible for extended disability compensa
tion if, at any time Ilerore the emploYee would have become eligible: 

(1) the em£lo~ee refuses a ~ offer, as described in subdivision 1, 
paragraph L c ause ~ or 

(2) the employee returns to work and terminates employment, 
unless the employee was medIcaIJYiiilliDIe to continue work or was 
terminated without just cause. 

(e) An employee is eligible for extended compensation at any time 
after ~ment of permanent partial benefits is complete so long as 
the emp oyee meets the qualificatIOns of this section and has not 
'been paid the maximum number of weeks under paragraph (b) lOr 
that injury; provided thai extendeil compensation may not be pilld 
beYond 350 weeks after ~ date of injury. 

Sec. 12. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section176.101, subdivision 2, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [TEMPORARY PARTIAL DISABILITY.] (a) In all cases 
of temporary partial disability' the compensation snail be ~% 
lleFeent ef the EIoiffeFenee hetween the weekl;y wage ef the emilleyee 
at the time ef injHF;y and the wage the emllle;yee is ahle tEl eaFB in the 
emilleyee's llarti"Uy EIoisahled •• BEIoiti.B. paid as follows: 

(1) for the first 26 weeks that the em~oyee returns to work, the 
compensatioilSllalf be 80 percent of t e difference ootween. the 
after-tax weekly wage of the employee at the time ofWjury and the 
after-tax weekly waga the employee is earning in t e employee's 
partially disabled con ition; - - -

(2) for the second 26 weeks that the emtoyee returns to work, the 
compensation sillilioe 60 percent of ~ difference between fue 
after-tax weekly wage ofthe emf,loyee at the time of ~ and fue 

. after-tax weekly waga the emp oyee is earniilglnthe emjiIOyee's 
partially disabled con ition; and 

(3) for the third 26 weeks that the employee returns to work, the 
compeiiSiitiOn shall be 40 percent of the difference between fue 
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after-tax weekly wage of the emf.loyee at the time of injury and the 
after-tax weekly wage the emp oyee ~ earning in the employee's 
partially disabled condition. 

(b) This compensation shall be paid during the period of disability 
except as provided in this section, payment to be made at the 
intervals when the wage was payable, as nearly as may be, and 
subject to a maximum compensation equal to 105 percent of the 
statewide average weekly wage. 

(c) Temporary partial compensation 'hay be paid only while the 
employee ~ working and earning less t an TIie employee's weekly 
wage at the time of the injury. Except as provided in section 
176.102, subdivision ll,parar,aph (b), temporary partiaTcompen
sation may not be paidatter ~ employee has returned to work for 
78 weeks or after 350 weeks after the date of injury, whichever 
occurs first. -----

Sec. 13. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.101, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 3. [PERMANENT PARTIAL DISABILITY] (a) Compensa
tion for permanent partial disability is as provided in this subdivi
sion. For permanent partial disabilitY!!E to the percent of the whole 
body shown in the following schedule, the amount of com ensation 
is equal to the proportion that the loss of functIon of the disa e 
part bears to the whole bodYIDurrwlleQbJ: the amount augned with 
that percent in the following sche ule: 

Percent of Disability 
0-25 

26-30 
31-35 
36-40 
41-45 
46-50 
51-55 
56-60 
61-65 
66-70 
71-75 
76-80 
81-85 
86-90 
91-95 
96-100 

Amount 
~ 75,000 

80,000 
85,000 
90,000 
95,000 

100,000 
120,000 
140,000 
160,000 
180,000 
200,000 
240,000 
280,000 
320,000 
360,000 
400,000 

An employee may not receive compensation for more than !' 100 
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percent disability 'of the whole body, even if the employee sustains 
disability to two or more body parts. 

(b) Pennanent partial disability is payable fPon cessation of 
temporaR total disability under subaivision 1. f the employee is 
not wor ing, the compensatloi1~ payable in instauments at the 
same intervals and in the Same amount as the initial temporary 
total dIsability rate. IItneeTyee returns to wiit' the remaining 
compensation is payaoleln a ump sum 30 rays ter the employee 
returned to work provide a the employment has not been substan
tially interrupted by the knjury for any Plirt of the 30 days and the 
employee ~ still employe at the ~ at ~ endOf the period. 

Sec. 14. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.101, subdivision 4, 
is amended to read: ' 

Subd. 4. [PERMANENT TOTAL DISABILITY] For permanent 
total disability, as defined in subdivision 5, the compensation shall 
be eG"/. 80 percent of the eIaiI:Y after-tax weekly wage at the time of 
the injury, subject to a maximum weekly compensation equal to the 
maximum weekly compensation for a temporary total disability and 
a minimum weekly compensation equal to the minimum weekly 
compensation for a temporary total disability. This compensation 
shall be paid during the pennanent total disability of the injured 
employee bnt after a total of $25,000 of weekly compensation has 
been paid, the amount of the weekly compensation benefits being 
paid by the employer shall be reduced by the amount of any 
disability benefits being paid by any government disability benefit 
program if the disability benefits are occasioned by the same injury 
or injuries which give rise to payments under this subdivision. This 
reduction shall also apply to any old age and survivor insurance 
benefits. Payments shall be made at the intervals when the wage 
was payable, as nearly as may be. In case an employee who is 
permanently and totally disabled becomes an inmate of a public 
institution, no compensation shall be payable during the period of 
confinement in the institution, unless there is wholly dependent on 
the employee for support some person named in section 176.111, 
subdivision 1, 2 or 3, in which case the compensation provided for in 
section 176.111, during the period of confinement, shall be paid for 
the benefit of the dependent person during dependency. The depen
dency of this person shall be determined as though the employee 
were deceased. 

Sec. 15. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.101, subdivision 5, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 5. [TOTf,L DISf,IlILITY DEFINITION.] (a) For purposes of 
subdivision 4, permanent total disability means only: 

(1) the total and pennanent loss of the sight of both eyes, the loss 
of both arms at the shonlder, the loss of both legs so close to the hips 
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that no effective artificial members can be used, complete and 
permanent paralysis, total and permanent loss of mental faculties,~ 
or 

(2) any other injury which totally and permanently incapacitates 
the employee from working at an occupation whIch brings the 
employee an income €sRstitutes taW disability. 

(b) For purposes of paragraph (a), clause (2), totally and perma
nently incapacitated means that the employee's physical disability, 
in combination with the employee's age, education and training, and 
experience, causes the employee to be unable to secure anything 
more than sporadic employment resulting in an insubstantial 
income. Local labor market conditions may only be considered in 
making the total and permanent incapacitation determination if no 
suitable j<>IJ that the employee can do is available in the employee's 
local labor market, then the empwy"er shall pay the employee's 
actual, reasonable, and necessary moving expenses, ~ to .!! maxi
mum of $10,000 to a Minnesota market labor where:ij<>IJ exists that 
the employee can do. 

Sec. 16. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.102, subdivision 1, 
is amended to read: 

Subdivision l. LSCOPE.] (a) This section only applies to vocational 
rehabilitation of injured employees and their spouses as provided 
under subdivision lao Physical rehabilitation of injured employees 
is considered treatment subJect to section 176.135. 

(b) Rehabilitation is intended to restore the injured employee, 
through physieal and YseatisRal FehabilitatisR, so the employee may 
return to a job related to the employee's former employment or to a 
job in another work area which produces an economic status as close 
as possible to that the employee would have enjoyed without disabil
ity. Rehabilitation to ajob with a higher economic status than would 
have occurred without disability is permitted if it can be demon
strated that this rehabilitation is necessary to increase the likeli
hood of reemployment. Economic status is to be measured not on Iy 
by opportunity for immediate income but also by opportunity for 
future income. 

Sec. 17. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 176.102, 
subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [ADMINISTRATORS.] The commissioner shall hire a 
director of rehabilitation services in the classified service. The 
commissioner shall monitor and supervise rehabilitation services, 
including, but not limited to, making determinations regarding the 
selection and delivery of rehabilitation services and the criteria used 
to approve qualified rehabilitation consultants and rehabilitation 
vendors. The commissioner may also make determinations regard-
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ing fees for rehabilitation services and shall IIy rule, subject to 
chapter 14, establish!! fee schedule or otherwisehmit fees charged 
IIy qualilled rehabilitation consultants and ven~'i'Jie commis
sioner may hire qualified personnel to assist in the commissioner's 
duties under this section and may delegate the duties and perfor
mance. 

Sec. 18. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 176.102, 
subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [REVIEW PANEL.] There is created a rehabilitation 
review panel composed of the commissioner or a designee, 'who shall 
serve as an ex officio member and twe members one member each 
ffam representing employers, insurers, rehabilitati6H, and medi
cine, aBe membeF FefJFeseatiag ehiF8}3FaetsFs, ami fe.ap two members 
each representing labor and rehabilitation vendors, and six mem
bers who are qualified rehabilitation consultants. The members 
shall be appointed by the commissioner and shall serve four-year 
terms which may be renewed. Compensation for members shall be 
governed by section 15.0575. The panel shall select a chair. The 
panel shall review and make a determination with respect to 
appeals from orders of the commissioner regarding certification 
approval of qualified rehabilitation consultants and vendors. The 
hearings are de novo and initiated by the panel under the contested 
case procedures of chapter 14, and are appealable to the workers' 
compensation court of appeals in the manner provided by section 
176.421. 

Sec. 19. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 176.102, 
subdivision 3a, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3a. [DISCIPLINARY ACTIONS.] The panel has authority 
to discipline qualified rehabilitation consultants and vendors and 
may impose a penalty of up to $1,000 per violation, and may suspend 
or revoke certification. Complaints against registered qualified 
rehabilitation consultants and vendors shall be made to the com
missioner who shall investigate all complaints. If the investigation 
indicates a violation of this chapter or rules adopted under this 
chapter, the commissioner may initiate a contested case proceeding 
under the provisions of chapter 14. In these cases, the rehabilitation 
review panel shall make the final decision following receipt of the 
report of an administrative law judge. The decision of the panel is 
appealable to the workers' compensation court of appeals in the 
manner provided by section 176.421. The panel shall continuously 
study rehabilitation services and delivery, develop and recommend 
rehabilitation rules to the commissioner, and assist the ,commis
sioner in accomplishing public education. 

The commissioner may appoint alternates for one-year terms to 
serve as a member when a member is nnavailable. The number of 
alternates shall not exceed one labor member, one employer or 
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insurer member, aDd one member representing medicine, ehiF8J3Fae 
tie, or rehabilitation vendors, and one member representing quali
fied rehabilitation consultants. 

Sec. 20. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 176.102, 
subdivision 6, is amended to read: 

Subd. 6. [PLAN, ELIGIBILITY FOR REHABILITATION, AP
PROVAL AND APPEAL.] The commissioner or a compensation 
judge shall determine eligibility for rehabilitation services and shall 
review, approve, modify, or reject rehabilitation plans developed 
under subdivision 4. The commissioner or a compensation judge 
shall also make determinations regarding rehabilitation issues not 
necessarily part of a plan including, but not limited to, determina
tions regarding whether an employee is eligible for further rehabil
itation and the benefits under subdivisions 9 and 11 to which an 
employee is entitled. A plan that is not completed within six months 
or that will cost more than $3,000 must be ~eclfically approved ~ 
ilie commissioner:-Tliis approval may noThe waived ~ the parties. 

Sec. 21. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.102, subdivision 7, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 7. [PLAN IMPLEMENTATION; REPORTS.] (a) Upon re
quest by the commissioner, insurer, employer or employee, medical 
and rehabilitation reports shall be made by the provider of the 
medical and rehabilitation service to the commissioner, insurer, 
employer, or employee. 

(b) !f ~ rehabilitation planhhas not already been filed pursuant to 
subdivision 4, an em~lo~er s 19Jrrl)P0r~ to the commissioner after 90 
days from the date o~ ~ ~ ut erore 120 days therefroiil, as 
to what rehabiillation consultatIOn aiidSei'vices, if any, have been 
prOVlded to the injured employee or why rehabilItation collsliltation 
and serviceShave not been provided. 

Sec. 22. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.102, subdivision 11, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 11. [RETRAINING; COMPENSATION.] (a) Retraining is 
limited to 156 weeks. An employee who has been approved for 
retraining may petition the eammissianer for additional compensa
tion not to exceed 25 percent of the compensation otherwise payable. 
If the commissioner or compensation judge determines that this 
additional compensatIon is warranted due to unusual or unique 
circumstances of the employee's retraining plan, the commissioner 
or compensation judge may award additional compensation in an 
amount the eammissianer deteFmiHes is "fll'ral'riate, not to exceed 
the employee's request. This additional compensation shall cease at 
any time the commissioner or compensation judge determines the 
special circumstances are no longer present. 
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(b) Pursuant to section 176.101, subdivisions 1. and 2, temaiit\"Y 
toW dIsability or temporary partial disability shallbe paid urmg 
~ retraming Plan that has been specifically approved under this 
section andfor ':!P ~o 90 gays after the end of the plan; except that, 
payment during the 90- ay P'biod ~ s\ibfect to cessation in accor
dance with section 176.101, su division h para~aph (d), clauses (1) 
to (4). CompensatIOn paid under thIS paragrap must cease if the 
emplOyee terminates. particlpiiw)llln the approve;rretraiiiIDg-plan 
without good cause. 

Sec. 23. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176,105, subdivision 1, 
is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. (a) The commissioner oflabor and industry shall by 
rule establish a schedule of degrees of disability resulting from 
different kinds of injuries. The commissioner, in consultation with 
the medical services review llOard, shall annually review these rules 
to determine whether [ny in]UrleSomitteafrom.the schedule sliOiiIil 
De compensable and, L ~ amend the rules accOi'iTIngly. . .. 

(b) Disability ratice¥. for permanent partial disability must be 
based on objective m IcrueVidence. . . 

Sec. 24. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.111, subdivision 6, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 6. [SPOUSE, NO DEPENDENT CIDLD.J If the deceased 
employee leaves a dependent surviving spouse and no dependent 
child, there shall be paid to the spouse weekly workers' compensa
tion benefits at W 80 percent. of the after-tal< weekly wage at the 
time of the injury for a period of ten years, mcluding adjustments as 
provided in section 176.645. . 

Sec. 25. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.111, sllbdivision 7, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 7. [SPOUSE, ONE DEPENDENT CIDLD.J If the deceased 
employee leaves a surviving spouse and one dependent child, there 
shall be paid to the surviving spouse for the benefit of the spouse and 
child 6G 80 percent of the daily after-tax weekly wage at the time of 
the injury of the deceased until the child is no longer a dependent as 
defined in subdivision 1. At that time there shall iI!' !'ffid. t& the 
del'eBdeBt S .... 'li',4Bg 8J'6"S" weekly heBefits at a Fate wIHeh is 16% 
I'ereimt less thaD. the last weekly ' .... arliers' eaml'eBsatilift heBefit 
I'aymeBt, as defiHed ins .. hili·,isioB 8ft, while the SlH"n'Iiftg ehiItl was 
.. del'eftdeftt, fer a flel'iad sf teft years, ifteluding aEijastmeftts as 
()Fovided in seetioB 178.845. 

Sec. 26. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.111, subdivision 8, 
is amended to read: 
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Subd. 8. [SPOUSE, TWO DEPENDENT CHILDREN.] If the 
deceased employee leaves a surviving spouse and two dependent 
children, there shall be paid to the surviving spouse for the benefit 
of the spouse and children 66"k 80 percent of the Gaily after-tax 
weekly wage at the time ofthe injury of the deceased until the last 
dependent child is no longer dependent. At that time the deJ3e"de"t 
SUF'f;V;"g Sj>&HSe shall be paid weekly Be"efits $ a Fate whieh is g& 
J3eFee"t less tfta.a the last \Veeldy waFkeFS' ea"'J3e"SaBaB Benefit 
J3":Y",ent, as defined iB ""BtI;v;s;a" 8a, wffiIe the SUFY;'l;"g ehild was 
a deJ3ende"t, fflF a J38Fied of ten yeaFS, adjusted aeeaFd;ng te seet;a" 
176.!i4Ii. 

Sec. 27. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.111, subdivision 12, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 12. [ORPHANS.] If the deceased employee leaves a depen
dent orphan, there shall be paid 00 80 percent of the after-tax 
weekly wage at the time of the injury of the deceased, for two or 
more orphans there shall be paid 66"/. 80 percent of the wages 
after-tax weekly wage. -

Sec. 28. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.111, subdivision 14, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 14. [PARENTS.] If the deceased employee leave no surviv
ing spouse or child entitled to any payment under this chapter, but 
leaves both parents wholly dependent on deceased, there shall be 
paid to such parents jointly 4a 80 percent of the after-tax weekly 
wage at the time of the injury oUhe deceased. In case of the death 
of either of the wholly dependent parents the survivor shall receive 
iI6 80 percent of the after-tax weekly wage thereafter. If the deceased 
employee leave one parent wholly dependent on the deceased, there 
shall be paid to such parent 8& 80 percent of the after-tax weekly 
wage at the time of the injuryof the deceased employee. The 
compensation payments under this section shall not exceed the 
actual contributions made by the deceased employee to the support 
of the employee's parents for a reasonable time immediately prior to 
the injury which caused the death of the deceased employee. 

Sec. 29. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 176.111, 
subdivision 15, is amended to read: 

Subd. 15. [REMOTE DEPENDENTS.] If the deceased employee 
. leaves no surviving spouse or child or parent entitled to any payment 
under this chapter, but leaves a grandparent, grandchild, brother, 
sister, mother-in-law, or father-in-law wholly dependent on the 
employee for support, there shall be paid to such dependent, if but 
one, l!{) 40 percent of the after-tax weekly wage at the time of injury 
of the deceased, or if more than one, iI6 45 percent of the after-tax 
weekly wage at the time of the injury of the deceased, divided among 
them share and share alike. 
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Sec. 30. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.111, subdivision 20, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 20. [ACTUAL DEPENDENTS, COMPENSATION.] Actual 
dependents are entitled to take compensation in the order named in 
subdivision 3 during dependency until GG"k 80 percent of the 
after-tax weekly wage of the deceased at the tIme of injury is 
exhausted. The total weekly compensation to be paid to full actual 
dependents of a deceased employee shall not exceed in the aggregate 
an amount equal to the maximum weekly compensation for a 
temporary total disability. 

Sec. 31. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 176.111, 
subdivision 21, is amended to read: 

Subd. 21. [DEATH, BENEFITS; COORDINATION WITH GOV
ERNMENTAL SURVIVOR BENEFITS.] The following provision 
shall apply to any dependent entitled to receive weekly compensa
tion benefits under this section as the result of the. death of an 
employee, and who is also receiving or entitled to receive benefits 
under any government survivor program: 

The combined total of weekly government survivor benefits and 
workers' compensation death benefits provided under this section 
shall not exceed 100 percent of the after-tax weekly wage being 
earned by the deceased employee at the time of the injury causing 
death; provided, however, that no state workers' compensation death 
benefit shall be paid for any week in which the survivor benefits paid 
under the federal program, by themselves, exceed 100 percent of 
such weekly wage provided,· however, the workers' compensation 
benefits payable to a dependent surviving spouse shall not be 
reduced on account of any governmental survivor benefits payable to 
decedent's children if the support of the children is not the respon
sibility of the dependent surviving spouse. 

For the purposes ofthis subdivision "dependent" means dependent 
surviving spouse together with all dependent children and any other. 
dependents. For the purposes of this subdivision, mother's or father's. 
insurance benefits received pursuant to United States Code, title 42, 
section 402(g), are benefits under a government survivor program. 

Sec. 32. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 176.131, 
subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. If an employee incurs personal injury and suffers 
disability from that injury alone that is substantially greater, 
because oCa preexisting physical impairment, than what would have 
resulted from the personal injury alone, the employer or insurer 
shall pay all compensation provided by this chapter, but the em
ployer shall.be reimbursed from the special compensation fund for 
all compensation paid in excess of 52 weeks of monetary benefits and 
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$2,ilOO $3,500 in medical expenses, subject to the exceptions in 
paragraphs (a), (b), and (c): 

(a) If the disability caused by the subsequent injury is made 
substantially greater by the employee's registered preexisting phys
ical impairment, there shall be apportionment of liability among all 
injuries. The special compensation fund shall only reimburse for 
that portion of the compensation, medical expenses, and rehabilita
tion expenses attributed to the subsequent injury after the applica
ble deductible has been met. 

(b) If the subsequent personal injury alone results in permanent 
partial disability to a scheduled member under the schedule adopted 
by the commissioner pursuant to section 176.105, the special com
pensation fund shall not reimburse permanent partial disability, 
medical expenses, or rehabilitation expenses. 

(c) Reimbursement for compensation paid shall be at the rate of 75 
percent. 

Sec. 33. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.131, subdivision la, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. la. If an employee is employed in an on-the-job training 
program pursuant to an approved rehabilitation plan under section 
176.102 and the employee incurs a personal injury that aggravates 
the personal injury for which the employee has been certified to 
enter the on-the-job training program, the on-the-job training em
ployer shall pay the medical expenses and compensation required by 
this chapter, and shall be reimbursed from the special compensation 
fund for the compensation and medical expense that is attributable 
to the aggravated injury; exceFt that, reimbursement for compensa
tion paid shall be at the rate "'- 75 percent. The employer, at the time 
of the personal injury for which the employee has been approved for 
on-the-job training, is liable for the portion of the disability that is 
attributable to that injury. 

Sec. 34. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.131, subdivision 2, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. If the employee's personal injury results in disability or 
death, and if the injury, death, or disability would not have occurred 
except for the preexisting physical impairment registered with the 
special compensation fund, the employer shall pay all compensation 
provided by this chapter, and shall be fully reimbursed from the 
special compensation fund for the compensation, except that, 

0) this full reimbursement shall not be made for cardiac disease 
or acondition registered pursuant to subdivision 8, clause (t) or (u) 
unless the commissioner by rule provides otherwise; and 
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(2) reimbursement for compensation paid shall be at the rate of75 
percent. 

Sec. 35. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 176.131, 
subdivision 8, is amended to read: 

Subd. 8. As used in this section the following terms have the 
meanings given them: 

"Physical impairment" means any physical or mental condition 
that is pennanent in nature, whether congenital or due to injury, 
disease or surgery and which is or is likely to be a hindrance or 
obstacle to obtaining employment except that physical impairment 
is limited to the following: 

(a) Epilepsy, 

(b) Diabetes, 

(e) Hemophilia, 

(d) Cardiac disease, provided that objective medical evidence 
substantiates at least the minimum permanent partial disability 
listed in the workers' compensation permanent partial disability 
schedule, 

(e) Partial or entire absence of thumb, finger, hand, foot, arm or 
leg, 

(I) Lack of sight in one or both eyes or vision in either eye not 
correctable to 20/40, 

(g) Residual disability from poliomyelitis, 

(h) Cerebral Palsy, 

(i) Multiple Sclerosis, 

(j) Parkinson's disease, 

(k) Cerebral vascular accident, 

(I) Chronic Osteomyelitis, 

(m) Muscular Dystrophy, 

(n) Thrombophlebitis, 

(0) Brain tumors, 
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(p) Pott's disease, 

(q) Seizures, 

(I') Cancer of the bone, 

(s) Leukemia, 

(t) Any other physical impairment resulting in a disability rating 
of at least _ 25 percent of the whole body if the physical impair
ment were evaluated according to standards used in workers' com
pensation proceedings, and 

(u) Any other physical impairments of a permanent nature which 
the commissioner may by rule prescribe; 

"Compensation:' has the meaning defined in section 176.011; 

"Employer" includes insurer; 

"Disability" means, unless otherwise indicated, any condition 
causing either temporary total, temporary partial, permanent total, 
permanent partial, death, medical expense, or rehahilitation. 

Sec. 36. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.131, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 13. [APPLICABLE LAW.] The rig~t to reimbursement 
under this section is governed 2Y the law in ef ect on the date ofthe 
subsequent injury. 

Sec. 37. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.132, subdivision 1, 
is amended to read: 

Subdivision l. [ELIGIBLE RECIPIENTS.] (a) An effij3l9yee whe 
has s"fferee pers""sl ~ !*'ie¥ te Oet9ser l, 198& Hw wIHeh 
seRefits are "ayallle....aer seeti9n 1713.191 aB<I whe has Been tetalIy 
aisalllea Hw mere than lW weel<s shalll3e eligillie Hw s"""lemeR 
tery lleaefits as "reseFillea ... thls seeti9R after lW weel<s ha¥e 
ela"sea aB<I Hw tOO remaia"er ef tOO tetat aisaslemeRt. Regareless 
ef tOO B"mIler ef weel<s ef tetat aisaBility, '*' tetalIy aisalliea jleffi6B 
is iaeligillie Hw s"p"lemeBtary lleRefits after tffiH' yeaffi ha¥e 
ei6jlsea sffiee tOO first date ef tOO tetat eisallility, e><eejlt as "r9viaea 
By eta..se W, "r9viaea that all "eriges ef eisaBility are ca"sea By tOO 
same~ 

(b} An employee who has suffered personal injury after October 1, 
1983" and before August 1, 1988, is eligible to receive supplemen
tary benefits after the emPloyee has been receiving temporary total 
or permanent total benefits for 208 weeks. Regardless of the number 
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of weeks of total disability, no person who is receiving temporary 
total compensation shall be ineligible for supplementary benefits 
after four years have elapsed since the first date of the total 
disability, provided that all periods of disability are caused by the 
same injury. 

(b) An employee who has suffered aersonal injUJ1. after August 1, 
1988,tnat caused a permanent totalisability, as efined in section 
176.101, subdivision 5, is eligible to receive supPIementar,Ybenefits 
after four years have elapsed smce the first date· of the total 
disability'rOVided that the emplOYee continues to have ~ perma
nent total isability. 

Sec. 38. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.132, subdivision 2, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [AMOUNT.] Ca) !H>e Sl1l3l3leHleBtaFY aeBeRt "ayaale 
-ae. this seetieB shalll3e tl3e Elilfe.eBee eet'NeeB tl3e aHlel1Bt tl3e 
eHll3leyee Feeeives 8B 6F after JaBl1ary l, 19-7§, -ae. seetieB 
176.101, sl1eElivisieB ± 6F 4, aBEl AA l3eFeeBt sf tl3e statewide aveFage 
weekly wage as eeHlI3l1ted aBBl1ally. The supplementary benefit 
payable under this section is: 

(1) the sum of the amount the employee receives under section 
176.101, subdivision 4, plus the amount of any dlsaiiffitYbenefits 
~eing paid !i,y any government disabIlIty llenefit prQgram if those 
enefits are occasioned ~ the same ~ or injuries giving rise to 

payments under section 176.10T;Stibdivision 4, plus any.'!....'! age aM 
survivor's insurance benefits, subtracted from 

(2) 50 percent of the statewide average weekly wage, as computed 
annually. 

(b) In the event an eligible recipient is currently receiving no 
compensation or is receiving a reduced level of compensation be
cause of a credit being applied as the result of a third party liability 
or damages, the employer or insurer shall compute the offset credit 
as if the individual were entitled to the actual benefit or AA 50 
percent of the statewide average weekly wage as computed annually, 
whichever is greater. If this results in the use of a higher credit than 
otherwise would have been applied and the employer or insurer 
becomes liable for compensation benefits which would otherwise not 
have been paid, the additional benefits resulting shall be handled 
according to this section. 

(c) In the event an eligible recipient is receiving no compensation 
or is receiving a reduced level of compensation because of a valid 
agreement in settlement of a claim, no supplementary benefit shall 
be payable under this section, Attorney's fees shall be allowed in 
settlements of claims for supplementary benefits in accordance with 
this chapter. 
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W In the _ an eligible reei"ieftt is reeeiviftg"" eem"ensatien 
eF- is Fceeiving a rcElueeEl level- e.f eempcflsatisH beese-se ef ~ 
limitatisfts in the maximum ameunt "ayable Hw "ermaneftt tetal 
disability er beeause ef reauetiens resHlting ffem the simHltaneeHs 
reeei"t ef eM age er aisability benefits, the sH""lementary benefit 
slJall be Ilayable fur the differenee between the aetHal ame_t ef 
eemlleBsatieB eHnently being j>aid and 6l> Ilereent ef the statewide 
average 'Neekly wage as eSffillHtea ammaliy. 

\e} (d) In the event that an eligible recipient is receiving simulta
neous benefits from any government disability program, the amount 
of supplementary benefits payable under this section shall be 
reduced by five percent. If the individual does not receive the 
maximum benefits for which the individual is eligible under other 
goveromental disability programs due to the provisions of United 
States Code, title 42, section 424a(d), this reduction shall not apply. 

Sec. 39. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.132, subdivision 3, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [PAYMENT.] The payment of supplementary benefits 
shall be the responsibility of the employer Or insurer eHneatly 
Ilaying tetal aisability benefits, er any ether IlaJeT ef saeh benefits. 
When the eligible inaividHal is ft6t eHnently reeeiv;ng beBefits 
beeaHse the tetal j>aid has reaehea the n",,,,imHm preseribed by law 
the emilleyer and i"sHrer shall-; neyertbeless, pay the S"lllllemen 
tary benefits that are Ilreseribed by law. The employer or insurer 
paying the supplementary benefit shall have the right of full 
reimbursement from the special compensation fund for the amount 
of such benefits paid. 

Sec. 40. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.136, subdivision 1, 
is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [SCHEDULE.] Ca) The commissioner shall by rule 
establish procedures for determining whether or not the charge for a 
health service is excessive. In order to accomplish this purpose, the 
commissioner shall consult with insurers, associations and organi
zations representing the medical and other providers of treatment 
services and other appropriate groups. The procedures established 
by the commissioner slJall must limit the charges allowable for 
medical, chiropractic, podiatric, surgical, hospital and other health 
care provider treatment or services, a<::: defined and compensable 
under section 176.135, to the 75th percentile of usual and customary 
fees or charges based upon billings for each class of health care 
provider during all of the calendar year preceding the year in which 
the determination is made of the amount to be paid the health care 
provider for the billing. 

Cb) The medical fee rules for providers other than hospitals, which 
are promulgated on October h 1987, and based upon 1986 medical 
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cost data, must remain in effect until Sef,tember 30, 1989; and the 
medfCaI[ee rules for providers other t an hospitals, which are 
promulgated on October 1, 1989, must be based on the 1987 medical 
cost data and must remain in effect until~eliiJ:)er 30, 1990. 

(c) The procedures established by the commissioner for determin
ing whether or not the charge for a health service is excessive shall' 
must be structured to encourage providers to develop and deliver 
services for rehabilitation of injured workers. The procedures shall 
must incorporate the provisions of sections 144.701, 144.702, and 
144.703 to the extent that the commissioner finds that these 
provisions effectively accomplish the intent of this section or are 
otherwise necessary to insure that quality hospital care is available 
to injured employees. 

Sec. 41. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.136, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Suhd. 1a. [CHARGES FOR INDEPENDENT MEDICAL EXAM
INATIONS.] The commissioner shall idopt rules that reasonably 
limit amounts which may be charge for, or in connection with. 
independent or adverse medical examinations requested by any 
party, including the amount that may be charged for depositions, 
witness fees, or OTher expenses. The scheduled amount for the 
examination itself may not exceed the scheduled amount for com
plex consultations by treatingphyslClans, althouah additional rea
sonable charges may be permitted to reflect ad itional duties or 
activities. An insurer or employer may not I>"1 fees above the 
amount in the schedule. 

Sec. 42. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 176.221, 
subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [COMMENCEMENT OF PAYMENT.] Within 14 
days of notice to or knowledge by the employer of an injury 
compensable nnder this chapter the payment of temporary total 
compensation shall commence. Within 14 days of notice to or 
knowledge by an employer of a new period of temporary total 
disability which is caused by an old injury compensable under this 
chapter, the payment of temporary total compensation shall com
mence; provided that the employer or insurer may file for an 
extension with the commissioner within this 14-day period, in which 
case the compensation need not commence within the 14-day period 
but shall commence no later than 30 days from the date of the notice 
to or knowledge by the employer of the new period of disability. 
Commencement of payment by an employer or insurer does not 
waive any rights to any defense the employer has on any claim or 
incident either with respect to the compensability of the claim under 
this chapter or the amount of the compensation due. Where there 
are multiple employers, the first employer shall pay, unless it is 
shown that the injury has arisen out of employment with the second 
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or subsequent employer. Liability for compensation under this 
chapter may be denied by the employer or insurer by giving the 
employee written notice of the denial ofliability. Ifliability is denied 
for an injury which is required to be reported to the commissioner 
under section 176.231, subdivision 1, the denial ofliability must be 
filed with the commissioner within 14 days after notice to or 
knowledge by the employer of an injury which is alleged to be 
compensable under this chapter. If the employer or insurer has 
commenced payment of compensation under this subdivision but 
determines within W 60 days of notice to or knowledge by the 
employer of the injury that the disability is not a result ofa personal 
injury, payment of compensation may be terminated upon the filing 
of a notice of denial of liability within W 60 days of notice or 
knowledge. After the g() day 60-day period, payment may be termi
nated only by the filing of a notice as provided under section 
176.239. Upon the termination, payments made may be recovered by 
the employer if the commissioner or compensation judge finds that 
the employee's claim of work related disability was not made in good 
faith. A notice of denial of liability must state in detail specific 
reasons explaining why the claimed injury or occupational disease 
was determined not to be within the scope and course of employment 
and shall include the name and telephone number of the person 
making this determination. 

Sec. 43. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.645, subdivision 1, 
is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [AMOUNT.] For injuries occurring after October 1, 
1975 for which benefits are payable under section 176.101, subdivi
sions 1, 2 and 4, and section 176.111, subdivision 5, the total benefits 
due the employee or any dependents shall be adjusted in accordance 
with this section. On October 1, 1981, and thereafter on the 
anniversary of the date of the employee's injury the total benefits 
due shall be adjusted by multiplying the total benefits due prior to 
each adjustment by a fraction, the denominator of which is the 
statewide average weekly wage for December 31, of the year two 
years previous to the adjustment and the numerator of which is the 
statewide average weekly wage for December 31, of the year previ
ous to the adjustment. For injuries occurring after October 1, 1975, 
all adjustments provided for in this section shall be included in 
computing any benefit due under this section. Any limitations of 
amounts due for daily or weekly compensation under this chapter 
shall not apply to adjustments made under this section. No adjust
ment increase made on October 1, 1977 or thereafter under this 
section shall exceed sH. four percent a year. In those instances where 
the adjustment under the formula of this section would exceed this 
maximum the increase shall be deemed to be s*- four percent. 

Sec. 44. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.645, subdivision 2, 
is amended to read: 
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Subd. 2. [TIME OF FIRST ADJUSTMENT.] For injuries occurring 
on or after October 1, 1981, the initial adjustment made pursuant to 
subdivision 1 shall he is deferred until the first anniversary of the 
date of the injury. For mjuries occurring on or after August 1, 1988, 
the initial adjustment under subdivision 1 is deferred until the third 
anniversary of the date of injury. 

Sec. 45. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.66, subdivision 11, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 11. [AMOUNT OF COMPENSATION.] The compensation 
for an occupational disease is 66% 80 percent of the employee's 
after-tax weekly wage on the date of injury subject to a maximum 
compensation equal to the maximum compensation in effect on the 
date oflast exposure. The employee shall be eligible for supplemen
tary benefits notwithstanding the provisions of section 176.132, 
after four years have elapsed since the date of last significant 
exposure to the hazard of the occupational disease if that employee's 
weekly compensation rate is less than the current supplementary 
benefit rate. 

Sec. 46. [176.90] [AFTER-TAX CALCULATION.] 

For purposes of section 176.011, subdivision 18, section 176.101, 
subdivisions 1, 2, 3, and 4, section 176.111, subdivisions 6, 7, 8, 12, 
14, 15, 20, and21, and-section 176.66, the commissioner sharI 
pilbllsli !!,y Septemoer ! of each year tables or formulas for deter
mining ~ after-tax weekly wage to take effect the toIlowing 
October 1. The tables or formulas must be based on the applicable 
federal income tax and social security laws and state income tax 
laws in effect on the preceding April!: These tables or formulas are 
conclusive for the purposes of converting weekly wlige into after-tax 
weekly wage. TIle commissioner may contract wit the department 
of revenue or any other person or organization in order to adopt the 
tables or formulas. The adoption of the tables or formulas is exempt 
from the administrative rulemaking provisions of chapter 14. 

Sec. 47. [176.95] [ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS.] 

The annual cost to the commissioner of labor and industry of 
administering the workers' compensation system under this chapter 
must be charged to the state general fund. Administrative costs 
include the cost of administering the workers' compensation divi
sion of the department of labor [j.nd industry and the worKerS' 
compensation division of the office of administrative hearings. 

Sec. 48. [ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS CHANGE-OVER.] 

For the biennium beginning July h 1989, 50 percent of the costs 
of administering the workers' compensation system must be Charged 
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to the state general fund and 50 percent to the special compensation luna. - - --

Sec. 49. [EXISTING DISABILITY RATINGS.] 

Existing disability ratings adoJ'ted under section 176.105, subdi
vision h may not be changed belore June 30, 1991. 

Sec. 50. [AFTER-TAX CALCULATION.] 

Notwithstanding section 46, the commissioner oflabor and indus
!!:y shall publish ~ July 15, 1988, !'o table or formula for aetermm:: 
iIlg the after-tax weekly wage effective August h 1988, until 
October 1, 1988, as otherwise required under that section. 

Sec. 51. [APPROPRIATION.] 

$434,800 is appropriated from the workers' compensation special 
coml?ensation fund to the commissioner of labor and industry to 
admmister the workers' compensation system in accordance with 
this article.$I24

t
800 is for fiscal year

l
1988 and ~ available until 

June 30, 1989. 310,000 ~ for fisca year 1989. The approved 
complement of the department of labor and indiiStrY is increased ~ 
ten positions. 

Sec. 52. [REPEALER.] 

Minnesota Statutes 1986 sections 176.011, subdivision 26; and 
176.101, subdivisions 3a, 36, 3c, 3d, 3e, 3f, ~ 3h, 3i,.ill, 3k, 31, 3m, 
3n, ~ ~ ~ 3r, 3s, 3t, 3u, and 6, are repealed. 

Sec. 53. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

Sections 5, 17, 18, 19, ~ 42, 46, ~ and 50 are effective the day 
following final enactment. Section 47 is effective July h 1991. 
Notwithstanding section 176.1321, sections 1 to 4, £ to 16, 20 to ~ 
24 to 40, 43 to 45, 48, and 52 are effective August 1, 1988. Section 41 
is effective January 1, 1989. 

ARTICLE 3 

WORKERS' COMPENSATION INSURANCE 

Section l. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 79.095, is amended to 
read: 

79.095 [APPOINTMENT OF ACTUARY] 
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The commissioner shall m((' employ the services of a casualty 
aeil-laFY actuaries experience in wBFkeF's workers' compensation 
whose duties shall include but not be limited to investigation of 
complaints by insured parties relative to rates, rate classifications, 
or discriminatory practices of an insurer. The salary of the an 
actuary employed pursuant to this section is not subject to the 
provisions of section 43A.l 7, subdivision 1. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 79.55, subdivision 2, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [EXCESSIVENESS.] Ne I'remi"m is e"eessive ffi a 
eaml'etitive market. ffi the assenee efa eaffil'etiti're market, Premi
ums are excessive if the expected underwriting profit, together with 
expected income from invested reserves for the market in question, 
that would accrue to an insurer would be unreasonably high in 
relation to the risk undertaken by the insurer in transacting the 
business. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 79.56, is· amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 5. [RATE REGULATION.] (al Whenever an insurer files a 
change-in its existing rate level or r"ting plan, the commissioner 
may hola !"onearing to Uetermine II ~ rate level or ratmt> plan ~ 
excessive, inadeguate, or unfaIrly discriminatory. The hearmg must 
be conducted pursuant to chapter 14. The commissioner shall give 
notice of intent to hold ~earin~ wIThin 90 days of the tlmg of the 
change. !! ~ the responsibility;; the insurer to snow t at the rate 
level or rating plan ~ not excessive, inadequate, orum~ dIScrim
inatory. The rate level or ratin& prail is emotive un ess !.to. is 
determineaas !"o result or-The hearmt> t at the rate level or rating 
plan is excessive, inadeguate, or unfairly discriminatory:""Upon such 
a finding, the rate level or rating £ran is retroactively rescinded and 
any premiumSColrectoo thereun er must be refunded. This subdi
vision applies ably to changes resulting from an insurer's utilization 
of eIther: (1) ~ pure premium base rate level filed ~ any data 
service organization, plus the Insurer'slOacrrng for expenses and 
pro~t; 2!; (2) the msurer's oWiililed rate levels and ratifg plan. This 
sub IVlsion does not apply to any Changes resulting rom assess
ments for the assigned risk ~and reinsurance association, ;Garantee 
fund, special compensation un , or statutory benefit leve changes 
to sections 176.101, subdivisions 1, 2, and 4, 176.111,176.132, and 
176.645 as .!"o result of annual adJustments in the statewide average 
weekly (jage. The dlsapproval of a rate level or rating plan under 
this sUb ivision must be done m the same manner as under section 
'IOA.11, except that the stanOar"clsofSeCtion 79.55 apply. 

(b) Notwithstanding paragraph (a), g the commissioner of labor 
anT industry petitions the commIssioner for a hearing pursuant to 
this subdivision, the commissioner musTliold .!"o hearing· g the 
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commissioner of labor and industry certifies that the hearing ~ 
necessary because ~ decision of the supreme court or enactment of a 
statute has effected -'" substantial change in the Oasis upon which 
the existing rate levels or rating plan was filed. The commissioner 
of labor and industry must make -'" prima facie Showing that law 
change has effected a substantial change in the basis upon which 
the existing rate levels or rating plan was filed. 

(c) Notwithstanding paragraph (a), the commissioner may hold-", 
hearing if the commissioner determines that the hearing is neces
sary because of circumstances which result in a substantiarchange 
in the basis upon which the existing rate levers or rating plan was 
filed. The commissioner must make -'" primha facie showing that the 
circumstances resulted in -'" substantial c ange in the basis upon 
which the existing rate levels or rating plan waslllea. 

Sec. 4. [79.561] [PARTICIPATION.] 

An employer, or person representing -'" ~ of employers, which 
will be directly affected by -'" change in an insurer's existing rate 
level or rati'dg plan filed under section .; and the commissioner of 
labor and in ustry, must be allowed to participate in any hearing 
under that subdivision challenging the change in rate level or 
rating plan as being excessive, inadequate, or unfairly discrimina
tory. 

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 79.61, subdivision 1, is 
amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [REQUIRED ACTIVITY] Any data service organi
zation shall perform the following activities: 

(a) File statistical plans, including classification definitions, 
amendments to the plans, and definitions, with the commissioner 
for approval, and assign each compensation risk written by its 
members to its approved classification for reporting purposes; 

(b) Establish requirements for data reporting and monitoring 
methods to maintain a high quality data base; 

(c) Prepare and distribute a periodic report, in a form prescribed 
by the commissioner, on ratemaking including, but not limited to 
the following elements: 

(i) development factors and alternative derivations; 

(ii) trend factors and alternative derivations and applications; 

(iii) pure premium relativities for the approved classification 
system for which data are reported, provided that the relativities for 
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insureds engaged in similar occupations and presenting substan
tially similar risks shall, if different, differ by at least ten percent; 
and 

(iv) an evaluation of the effects of changes in law on loss data. 

The report shall also include explicit discussion and explanation 
of methodology, alternatives examined, assumptions adopted, and 
areas of judgment and reasoning supporting judgments entered into, 
and the effect of various combinations of these elements on indica
tions for modification of an overall pure premium rate level change. 
The pure premium relativities and rate level indications shall not 
include a loading for expenses or profit and no expense or profit data 
or recommendations relating to expense or profit shall be included 
in the report or collected by a data service organization; 

(d) Collect, compile, summarize, and distribute data from mem
bers or other sources pursuant to a statistical plan approved by the 
commissioner; 

(e) Prepare merit rating plan and calculate any variable factors 
necessary for utilization of the plan. Such a plan may be used by any 
of its members, at the option of the member provided that the 
application of a plan shall not result in rates that are unfairly 
discriminatory; 

(f) Provide loss data specific to an insured to the insured at a 
reasonable cost; 

(g) Distribute information to an insured or interested party that is 
filed with the commissioner and is open to public inspection; an4 

(h) Assess its members for operating expenses on a fair and 
equitable basisi 

(i) Separate the incurred but not reported losses of its members; 

ill Separate paid and outstanding losses of its members; 

(k) Provide information indicating cases in which its members 
have established ~ reserve in excess of$5Q,OOOj 

(I) Provide information on the income on invested reserves of its 
members; 

(m) Provide information as to policies written at other than the 
filed rates; 

(n) File information based solely on Minnesota premium income of 
its memoers concerning investment income, legal expenses, subro-
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gation recoveries, administrative expenses, and commission ex
penses; 

(0) File information based solely on Minnesota data concerning its 
members' reserving practices, premium income, indemnity, aM 
medical benefits paid; and 

lli Provide any records of the data service organizations that are 
requested gy the commissioner or otherwise required gy statute. 

Sec. 6. [79.65] [CHAPTER APPLICABILITY TO DATA SERVICE 
ORGANIZATIONS.] 

Subdivision 1. [EXAMINATION BY COMMISSIONER.] Data 
service organizations are subject to all the provisions of this chaPter. 
The commissioner or an authorizearepresentative of the commis
sioner may visit the rating association at any reasonaJJIe time and 
examine, audit, or evaluate the ratin1 association's operations, 
records, and practices. For purposes ~ this section, "authorized 
representative of the commissioner" incrua:es employees of the 
departments of commerce or labor and industry or other parties 
retained gy the commissioner. Examination under fuis section ma~ 
be done of any member of data service organizations for purposes 0 

workers' compensation insurance regulation. 

Subd. 2. [COSTS AND EXPENSES.] The commissioner may order 
and the data service organization shall pay the costs and expenses of 
any examination, audit, or evaluation conducteapursuant to sub

ivision !.: 12 sum sufficient to E!!Y these costs and expenses ~ 
appropriated from the special compensation fund to the commis
sioner of commerce. 

Sec. 7. [79.651] [INVESTIGATIONS AND SUBPOENAS.] 

Subdivision 1. [GENERAL POWERS.] In connection with the 
administration of chapter 79, the commissiOner of commercemay: 

(1) make public or private investigations within or without this 
state as the commissioner considers necessary to determine whether 
any person has violated or ~ about to violate chapter 79 or any rule 
or order under chapter 79, or to aid in the enforcement ofCIiapter 79, 
or in the prescribing of rules or forms under chapter 79; 

(2) require or permit any herson to file ~ statement in writing, 
under oath or otherwise as t e commissioner determines, as to all 
the facts ana circumstances concerning the matter being Investi
gated; 

(3) hold hearings, upon reasonable notice, in respect to any matter 
arising out of the administration of CIillj?ter 79; 
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(4) conduct investigations and hold hearings for the ~urpose of 
compihng Information wIth !lo view to recommeJiaing c anges in 
chapter 79 to the legislature; 

(5) examine the books, accounts, records, and files of every 
licensee under chapter 79 and of every person who is engagea in any 
activity regulated under Chapter 79; the commissioner or !lo aesig
nated representative shail have free access during normrubusiness 
hours to the offices and placea of business of the person, and to all 
books, acCOUnts, papers, recor s,-flles, safes, ana vaults maintruned 
in the place of business; 

(6) publish information which is contained in any order issued Qr 
the commissioner; and 

(7) require any person subject to chapter 79 to report all sales or 
transactions that are regulated under chapter 79. The reports must 
be made within ten days after the commISSIoner has ordered the 
report. The report ~ acceSSilife only to the respondent and other 
governmental agencies unless otherwise ordered Qr !lo court of 
competent jurisdiction. 

Subd. 2. [POWER TO COMPEL PRODUCTION OF EVIDENCE.] 
For the Purpose of any investigation, hearing, or proceeding under 
chapter 79, the commissioner or !lo designated representative may 
administer oaths and affirmations, subpoena witnesses, cOIJIpel 
their attendance, take evidence, and require the production of 
books, papers, correspondence, memoranda, agreements, or other 
documents or records that the commissioner considers relevant or 
material to The inguiry. -

Subd. 3. [COURT ORDERS.] In case of !lo refusal to appear or !lo 
refusal to obey !lo subl ena issued to any person, the oistrict court, 
upon "RJilication Qr ~ commissioner, mlY issue to any person an 
order dIrecting that Pfisofi to appear be ore the commissioner, or 
the ofhcer designated ~ t e commissioner, there to produce docu
mentary evidence !f so oraered or to give evidence relating to the 
matter under investigation or in question. FaIlure to obey the orner 
of the court may be punishea Qi the court as !lo contempt OfCourt . 

. Subd. 4. [SCOPE OF PRIVILEGE.] No persan is excused from 
attendingand testifying or from producillg any ocllinent or record 
before the commissioner, or from obedience to the subpoena on:ne 
commiSSioner or any officer c:IeSlgnated Qr the commissioner or in !lo 
proceeding Instituted Qr the commissioner, on the ground that the 
testimony or evidence required jay tend to incriminate that pers'bn 
or subject tIiat person to !lo pena ty 01'lOrIelture. No person may e 
prosecuted or subjectedto a penalty or forfeiture furor on account or 
" transaction, matter, or Wing concerning which the person is 
compelled, after claimin ~ privilege againstSeIT-incrimination, 
to testIfy or produce eVI ence, documentary or otherwise, except 
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that the individual is not exempt from prosecution and punishment 
for perjury or contempt committed in testifying. 

Subd. 5. [LEGAL ACTIONS; INJUNCTIONS; CEASE AND DE
SIST ORDERS.] Whenever it appears to the commissioner that any 
person has engaged or ~ about to engage in illY act or practiCe 
constituting a violation of chapter 79, or any ru e or order adopted 
under chapter 79, the commissioner has the following powers: (1) 
the commissioner may bring an action in the name of the state in 
the district court of the appropriate county to enjoin the acts or 
practices and to enforce compliance with chapter 79, or any rule or 
order adopted or issued under chapter 79, or the commissioner may 
refer the matter to the aaorIiey general or the county attorney of the 
appropriate county. Upon" proper showing, a permanent or tempo
fary injunction, restraining order, or other appropriate relief must 
be granted; (2) the commissioner may issue and cause to be served 
upon the person an order requIring the person to cease and desist 
from violations of chapter 79, or any rule or order adopted or issued 
under chapter 79. The order must be calculateCf10 give reasonable 
notice of the rights of the person to request a hearing and must state 
the reasons for the entry of the order. ~ hearing must be held not 
later than seven days after the request for the hearing is recei ved by 
the commissioner, after which and within 20 days after receiving 
the administrative law jud~e's report, the commissioner shall issue 
" further order vacating ~ cease and desist order or making i! 
permanent as the facts require. If no hearing is requested within 30 
days of service of the order, the order will become final and will 
remain in effect until i! is modified or vacated Qy the commissioner. 
Unless otherwise provwed, all hearings must be conducted in 
accordance with chapter 14 . .lfthe person to whom" cease and desist 
order is issued fails to appear at the hearing after being duly 
notified, the person is in default, and the proceeding may be 
determined against that person upoil consideration of the cease and 
desist order, the allegations of whic may be considered to be true. 
The commissioner may adopt rules of procedure concerning all 
proceedings conducted under this subdivision. 

Subd. 6. [VIOLATIONS AND PENALTIES.] The commissioner 
may impOSe a civil penalty not to exceed $2,000 ~ violation upon 

." perSON who violates chapter 79, unless" different penalty is 
specifie . 

Subd. 'L [ACTIONS AGAINST LICENSEES,] In addition to any 
other actions authorized ~ this section, the commissioner may, by 
order, deny, suspend, or revoke the authority or license of ~ person 
subject to chapter 79, or censure that person ~ the commissioner 
finds that: 

(1) the order is in the public interest; or 

(2) the person has violated chapter 79. 
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Subd. 8. [STOP ORDER. J In addition to any other actions autho
rized by this section, the -commissioner mai issue: ~ stop order 
denying efleCtiveness to or suspending or revo ing any registration 
subject to chapter 79. 

Subd. 9. [POWERS ADDITIONAL.] The powers contained in 
subdivisions 1 to ~ are in addition to all other powers of the 
commissioner. 

Sec. 8. [79.652] [ACCESS TO INSURER.] 

The commissioner, or the designated person, shall have free 
access dunng nonnal business hours to all books, records, securities, 
documents, and any or all papers relating to the property, assets, 
business, and affairs of any company, applicant, association, or 
'1rson which may be examined pursuant to this act for the purpose 
2.... ascertaining, appraising, and evaluating the assets, conditions, 
affairs, operations, ability to fulfill obligations, anOCoiilpliance with 
all the provisions of law of the com~any or person insofar as any of 
the above pertain to the business o~ insurance of ~ person, organi
zation, or corporation transacting, having transacted, or being 
organized to transact business in this state. Every company or 
persoN bein~ examined, its officers, directors, and agents, shall 
provi e to ~ commissioner or the designated person convenient 
and free access at all reasonable hours at its office to ail its books, reCora:s: .secuntffis:-<:Iocuments, any or all papers reiaIl-ng to the 
property, assets, business, and affairs of the company or person. The 
officers, rurectOrs, and agents of the company or person shall 
facilitate the examination and aid in the examination so far as it is 
in their power to do so. 

--- ----

Sec. 9. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176A.03, is . amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 3. [COVERAGE OUTSIDE STATE.] Policies issued !:>y the 
fund pursuant to this chapter may also provide workers' compensa
tion coverage required under the laws of states other than Minne
sota, including coverages commonIYlUiown as "all states coverage." 
The fund may ~ for and obtain any licensure required in any 
other state in order to issue such coverage. 

Sec. 10. [MANDATED REDUCTIONS.] 

(a) As "" result of the workers' compensation law changes in article 
! and the resulting savings to the costs of Minnesota's workers' 
compensation system, an insurer's approved schedule of rates in 

. effect on August 1, 1988, must be reduced 1Jy 16 percent and applied 
~ the insurer to all policies issued, renewed, or outstanding- on or 
after that date. An insurer may not adjust its filed rating plan to 
recoup the 16 percent mandated rate reduction under this section. 
The reduction must be computed on the basis of "" 16 percent 
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premium reduction prorated to the expiration of that policy. An 
insurer shall provide written notice by September h 1988, to all 
employers having an outstanding policy with the insurer as of 
August 1, 1988, to read as follows: "As a result ofthe changes in the 
workers' compensation insurance system enacted !:J.l' the 1988 leg
islature, you are entitled to !'c credit or refund to your current 
premium in an amount Q[~ ~.:..:. .:..:..:. whic~cts ~ 16 percent 
mandated premium reduction prorated to the expiration of your 
policy." 

(bl No rate increases may be filed between April 10, 1988, and 
January 1, 1989. 

Sec. 11. [NOTICE OF INTENT TO CHALLENGE RATE LEVEL 
CHANGE.] 

Notwithstanding section il, the commissioner shall have an addi
tional 90 days to give notice of intent to hold !'c hearing pursuant to 
that section. This section applies only to challeewes to an insurer's 
change in existing rate levels or rating plan fil between the date 
the 1989 rate-making report if; approved by the commissioner of 
commerce and six months t ereafter. 

Sec. 12. [RECORDS DEPOSITED WITH THE COMMISSIONER.] 

All records of data services organizations authorized !:J.l' section 
79.61, or its predecessors, pertaining to proceedings before the 
department of commerce or its predecessors regarding rates or 
classifications must be deposited with the commissioner no later 
than August 1, 1988. 

Sec. 13. [CONTINGENT APPROPRIATION.] 

(al $250,000 if; appropriated from the special compensation fund 
to !! workers' compensation contingent account for the purposes of 
this article. The appropriation in this section may only be spent with 
the approval of the governor after consultation with the legislative 
advisory commission under Minnesota Statutes, section 3.30. The 
appropriation in this section does not cancel but if; available until 
June 30, 1989. 

(b) $100,000 from the general contingent account for workers' 
compensation appropriated under Laws 1987, chapter 404, section 
44, if; available for the purposes of article 2. 

Sec. 14. [REPEALER.] 

Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 79.54, 79.57, and 79.58 are 
repealed. --
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Sec. 15. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

Section 10, paragraph (b), ~ effective the day following final 
enactment-. -

ARTICLE 4 

WORKERS' COMPENSATION COURT OF APPEALS 
ABOLISHED 

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.421, subdivision 
1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [TIME FOR TAKING; GROUNDS.] When a peti
tion has been heard before a compensation judge, within 30 days 
after a party in interest has been served with notice of an award or 
disallowance of compensation, or other order affecting the merits of 
the case, the party may appeal to the workers' compensation court of 
appeals on any of the following grounds: 

(1) the order does not conform with this chapter; or 

(2) the compensation judge committed an error oflaw; or 

(3) the findings of fact and order were clearly erroneous and 
unsupported by substantial evidence in view of the entire record as 
submitted; or 

(4) the findings of fact and order were procured by fraud, or 
coercion, or other improper conduct of a party in interest. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.421, subdivision 6, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 6. [POWERS OF WORKERS' COMPENSATION COURT 
OF APPEALS ON APPEAL.] On an appeal taken under tbis 
section, the workers' compensation court of appeals' review is 
limited to the issues raised by the parties in the notice of appeal or 
by a cross-appeal. On review, the court may not substitute its 
judgment for that of the compensation judge as to the weight or 
credibility of the evidence on any finding of fact. In these cases, on 
those "issues raised by the appeal, the workers' compensation court of 
appeals may: 

(1) grant an oral argument based on the record, before the 
compensation judge; 

(2) examine the record; 
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(3) sHBstitHte fuF the findings sf feet made By the eompensatien 
j-Hdge findings .based en the tetal evidenee; 

(4} sustain, reverse, make or modify an award or disallowance of 
compensation or other order based on the facts, findings, and law; 
and, 

({if (4) remand or make other appropriate order. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 480A.06, subdivision 3, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [CERTIORARI REVIEW.] The court of appeals shall have 
jurisdiction to issue writs of certiorari to all agencies, public 
corporations and public officials, except the tax court and the 
werkers' eempensatien eetH't af appeals. The court of appeals shall 
have jurisdiction to review decisions of the commissioner of jobs and 
training, pursuant to section 268.10. . 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 480A.06, subdivision 4, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [ADMINISTRATIVE REVIEW.] The court of appeals 
shall have jurisdiction to review on the record: the validity of 
administrative rules, as provided in sections 14.44 and 14.45, and; 
the decisions of administrative agencies in contested cases, as 
provided in sections 14.63 to 14.69, and workers' compensation cases 
and peace officer death benefits cases, as provided under chapters 
176 and 17~ ------

Sec. 5. [TRANSFER OF JURISDICTION AND PERSONNEL.] 

The jurisdiction of the workers' compensation court of appeals, as 
provided under Minnesota Statutes, section 175A.01, subdivision ~ 
if; transferred to the court of appeals. All contracts, books, plans, 
papers, records, and property of every description of the workers' 
compensation court of appeals relating to its transferred responsi
bilities and within its Jurisdiction or control are transferred to the 
court of appeals; except that, all case files are transferred to the 
clerk of the appellate courts. All classified employees and staff 
attorneys of the workers' compensatIOn court of appeals must be 
given preference in the employment of personnel required to staff 
the increased caseload of the court of appeals as '" !"sult of transfer 
Qf1urisdiction under this section. 

Sec. 6. [INCREASED JUDGES. I 

(a) The number of judges on the court of appeals as of January h 
1989, shall be increased l>y three. The three additional judges are 
subject to senate confirmation. 
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Sec. 7. [INSTRUCTION TO REVISOR.] 

In every instance in Minnesota Statutes in which the term 
HWOrkers' compensation court of appeals" appears, the revisor of 
statutes shall change that reference to the "court of appeals." 

Sec. 8. [REAPPROPRIATION.] 

$386,064 is reappropriated from the special compensation fund, as 
~ result of the savings to that fund in fiscal year 1989 due to the 
abOITSllment of the workers' compensation court of appeals, to the 
court of appeals for the purposes of this article. 

Sec. 9. [REPEALER.] 

Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 175A.01; 175A.02; 175A.03; 
175A.04; 175A.05; 175A.06; 175A.07, subdIvisions 1, 3, and 4; 
175A.08; 175A.09; and 175A.10, are repealed. MinnesotaStatUtes 
1987 Supplement, section 175A.07, subdivision 2, i!! repealed. 

Sec. 10. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

Sections 1 and ~ are effective the day following final' enactment. 
Sections 3 to !:! are effective July h 1989. 

ARTICLE 5 

REPORTS TO THE LEGISLATURE 

Section 1. IREPORT TO THE LEGISLATURE ON MEDICAL 
ISSUES.] 

The commissioner of labor and industry shall present a report to 
theregislature concerning medical issues in the workers' compen
sation system. Specifically, the report must include findings and 
recommendations designed to contain or reduce the cost of workers' 
compensation related medical services, lliCIiiding methods of con
trolling the cost of ongoing therapy treatments. The report must be 
presented ~ January 1, 1990. 
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The state fund mutual insurance company shall be consulted, as 
part of the memcal services study, in order to assist the department 
in develoPing a proposal to collect and analyze ail medical bills. The 
wtimate goal of this consultation wIll be the development of !:': 
flagging and monitoring system to identify cases which significantly 
deviate from normal utilization patterns, costs and outcomes. The 
department shall make !:': preliminary report on the progress of the 
prol(osal to the legISlature on January h 1989. The department 
shall make !:': final recommendation on iillPlementation of the 
~~~~}} time l!: makes its ~port to the legislature concernin 
~ issues in the WOrKers' compensation system on anuary h 

Sec. 2. [REPORT TO THE LEGISLATURE ON USE OF NEU
TRAL PHYSICIANS.] 

The commissioner of labor and industry shall present a report to 
the legislature concerning workers' compensation before January h 
1989, which develo~ and evaluates !:': detailed proposal for estab
lishllig !:': system 2f neutYaldoctors for use in such areas as 
determininy maximum medical improvement and rating perma
nent partia disabilities. The report must contain !:': bill proposal to 
liTij?Iement the commissioner's recommendations. 

Sec. 3. [REPORT TO THE LEGISLATURE ON USE OF NEU
TRAL QUALIFIED REHABILITATION CONSULTANTS.] 

To reduce cost and contention in the rehabilitation system, the 
commissioner of labor and industry shall develop and evaluate!:': 
detailed proposal to establish !:': system to ensure that gualified 
rehabilitation consultants will not be aligned with either insurers or 
claimants. The commissioner slliiliconsider illernative methods of 
selection and payment to ensureUeutrality. The commissioner shall 
present a report and propOSalto the legislature ~ January 1, 1989. 

Sec. 4. [REPORT TO THE LEGISLATURE ON IMPLEMENTA
TION OF MANDATED RATE REDUCTIONS.] 

The commissioner of labor and industry shall survey Minnesota 
employers to determine if the mandated WOrkers' compensation 
insurance rate reductions reguired under article 2, section ~ have 
been implemented !l,y insurers, both as to amount and in !:': manner 
that ~ uniform and nondIscriminatory between em¥loyers having 
similar risks with respect to a particular occu ationa classification. 
The commissioner must present !:': report etai ing findings and 
conclusions to the legislature fu: February h 1989. 

Sec. 5. [REPORT TO THE LEGISLATURE ON RECODIFICA
TION OF WORKERS' COMPENSATION LAW.] 
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The revisor of statutes shall recodify the workers' compensation 
law, including Minnesota 1lliitutes, chapter 176. 

The recodification must not make any substantive changes but 
shall provide a comprehensive, accurate, and complete restatement. 

Each state department agency and legislative staff, including 
senate counsel and house of representatives researcn,snall provide 
assistance in the recodification as requested !:>.y the revisor of 
statutes. 

The revisor shall report to the legislature!:>'y January 1, 1989, on 
the progress of the recodification. The revisor shall prepare a bill to 
implement its recommendations for recodification !:>.y January h 
1990. 

Sec. 6. [HEARINGS AT THE OFFICE OF ADMINISTRATIVE 
HEARINGS; REPORT OF THE CHIEF ADMINISTRATIVE LAW 
JUDGE.]. 

The chief administrative law judge shall consider methods to 
reduce the formaht~ and teagth of hearfllgSin workers' compensa:: 
bon cases at the oi Ice Q... a mmistrative hearings, with !! goal of 
completing 50 percent of the hearings in less than two hours 75 
percent in less than four hours and neh'rlYh all of the cases in less 
than one day. BerOre January 1, 1989, t e c iefjudge shallJeport to 
llielegislature on the efforts to meetThese goals, inclu~ any 
recommendationsforTegISIation needed to achieve these goaTS. 

Sec. 7. [REPORT TO THE LEGISLATURE ON STATE REGULA
TION OF WORKERS' COMPENSATION INSURANCE.] 

Legislative staff shall prepare and present !! report to the lkgis
lature surveying the different processes for regulation ofWor ers' 
compensation insurance ratin~plans unner other stateS' workers' 
compensation insurance laws. l'he report must be presented to the 
legislature !:>.y January 1, 1989. 

Sec. 8. [APPROPRIATION.] 

$100,000 ~ appropriated from the special compensation fund to . 
the commissioner of labor and industry for the purposes of s.ections . 
~~and4. 

Sec. 9. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

Sections 1 to !1 are effective the day following final enactment." 

Renumber the sections in sequence 
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Correct internal references 

Amend the title accordingly 

A roll call was requested and properly seconded. 

The question was taken on the Sviggum amendment and the roll 
was called. 

Wynia moved that those not voting be excused from voting. The 
motion prevailed. 

There were 55 yeas and 72 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, R. 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Boo 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Clausnitzer 
Dauner 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 

Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jennings 

Jolmson, V 
Kelso 
Knickerbocker 
Marsh 
McDonald 
McKasy 
McPherson 
Miller 
Morrison 
Olsen, S. 
Omann 

Onnen 
Ozment 
Pauly 
Poppenhagen 
Quist 
Redalen 
Richter 
Rase 
Schafer 
Schreiber 
Seaberg 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Brown 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Cooper 
Dawkins 
Dom 
Greenfield 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 

Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 
Larsen 
Lasley 
Lieder 
Long 
McEachern 

McLaughlin Pappas 
Milbert Pelowski 
Minne Peterson 
Munger Price 
Murphy Quinn 
Nelson, C. Reding 
Nelson, D. Rest 
Nelson, K. Rice 
Neuenschwander Riveness 
O'Connor - Rodosovich 
Ogren Rukavina 
Olson, K. Sarna 
Orenstein Scheid 
Osthoff Segal 
Otis Skoglund 

Shaver 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Uphus 
Valento 
Waltman 

Solberg 
Sparby 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The motion did not prevail and the amendment was not adopted. 

S. F. No. 1304, A bill for an act relating to workers' compensation; 
providing a presumption for finding an occupational disease in the 
case of firefighters having a disabling cancer; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1986, section 176.011, subdivision 15. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended, and placed upon 
its final passage. 
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The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. 

Wynia moved that those not voting be excused from voting. The 
motion prevailed. 

There were 77 yeas and 54 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Brown 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dorn 
Greenfield 
Jacobs 

Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Kahn 
Kelly 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Kuuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 
Larsen 
Lasley 
Lieder 
Long 

McEachern Otis 
McLaughlin Pappas 
Milbert Pelowski 
Minne Peterson 
Munger. Price 
Murphy Quinn 
Nelson, C. Reding 
Nelson, D. Rest 
Nelson, K. Rice 
Neuenschwander Riveness 
O'Connor Rodosovich 
Ogren Rukavina 
Olson, E. Sarna 
Olson, K. Scheid 
Orenstein ~gal 
Osthoff Skoglund 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Anderson, G. Frederick Kalis Onnen 
Bennett Frerichs Kelso Ozment 
Bertram Gruenes Knickerbocker Pauly 
Boo Gutknecht Marsh Poppenhagen 
Burger Hartle McDonald Quist 
Carlson, D. Haukoos McKasy Bodalen 
Clausnitzer Heap McPherson Richter 
Dempsey Himle Miller Rose 
DeRaad Hugoson Morrison Schafer 
Dille JelUlings Olsen, S. Schreiber 
Forsythe Johnson, V Omann Seaberg 

Solberg 
Sparby 
Steensma 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Vellenga 

. Voss 
Wagenius 
\\elle 
\\enzel 
Winter 
Wynia· 
Spk. Vanasek 

Shaver 
Stamus 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Uphus 
Valento 
w..ltman 

The bill was passed, as amended, and' its title agreed to. 

S. F. No. 2221, A bill for lIjl a~t· relating to motor vllhicles; 
motorcycles; increasing percentage '"of money appropriated from 
motorcycle safety fund to commissioner of public safety that may be 
spent for training and coordinating activities of instructors and 
making reimbursements to schools and others; increasing the fee for 
duplicate driver's license obtained to add a two-wheeled vehicle. 
endorsement; increasing portion of two-wheeled endorsement li
cense fee that is dedicated to the motorcycle safety fUlld; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 126.115, subdivision 3; and 
171.06, subdivision 2a. 

The bill was read for the third time and placed upon its final . 
passage. 
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The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. 

Krueger moved that those not voting be excused from voting. The 
motion prevailed. 

There were 120 yeas and 3 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Danner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 
Frederick 

Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 

Knuth 
Knstohryz 
Krueger 
Larsen 
Lieder 
Long 
Marsh 
McDonald 
McEachern 
McKasy 
McLaughlin 
McPherson 
Miller 
Minne 
Morrison 
Murphy 
Nelson, C. 
Nelson, D. 
O'Connor 
Ogren 
Olsen, S. 
Olson, E. 
Omann 
Onnen 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Anderson, G. Carruthers Neuenschwander 

Orenstein 
Osthoff 
Otis 
Ozment 
Pappas 
Pauly 
Pelowski 
Poppenhagen 
Price 
Quinn 
Quist 
Redalen 
Reding 
R<st 
lliehrer 
Riveness 
Rodosovich 
Rose 
Rukavina 
Sarna 
Schafer 
Scheid 
Schreiber 
Seaberg 

The bill was passed and its title agreed to. 

S. F. No. 1645 was reported to the House. 

Segal 
Shaver 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

Rest moved that S. F. No. 1645 be temporarily laid over on Special 
Orders. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 2292 was reported to the House. 

Solberg, McEachern, Kostohryz, Bauerly, Winter, Ogren, Voss and 
Carlson, D., moved to amend S. F. No. 2292, as follows: 

Delete everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 134.34, is amended 
by adding a subdivision to read: 
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Subd. 6.JEFFECT OF LEVY LIMITATIONS.] Notwithstanding 
any law to the contraiU levies. authorized in this section for library 
services are not inclu ed in the portion of county or city levies 
subject tOJevy limitations." ... .. 

Delete the title and insert: 

''A bill for an act relating to libraries; excluding library services 
levies from certain levy limitations; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1986, section 134.34, by adding a subdivision." 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

Jennings offered an amendment to S. F. No. 2292, as amended. 

POINT OF ORDER 

Vellenga raised a point of order pursuant to rule 3.9 that the 
Jennings amendment was not in order. The Speaker ruled the point 
of order well taken and the amendment out of order. 

S. F. No. 2292, A bill for an act relating to state lands; authorizing 
sale of certain tax-forfeited lands that border public water in Pine. 
county. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended, and placed upon 
its final passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. 

Otis moved that those not voting be· excused from voting. The 
motion prevailed. 

There were 130 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 

Carruthers 
Clark 
Clallsnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 
Frederick 

Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 

, Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 

. Jacobs 
Jaros 
,Jefferson 
Jennings 

Jensen 
Johnson, A.
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. . 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohry.z 

Krueger 
Larsen 
Lasley 
Lieder 
Long 
Marsh 
McDonald 
McEachern 
McKasy 
!vIcLaughlin 
McPherson 
Milbert 
Miller 
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Minne OmanD 
Morrison Onnen 
Munger Orenstein 
Murphy Osthoff 
Nelson, C. Otis 
Nelson, D. Ozment . 
Nelson, K Pappas 
Neuenschwander Pauly 
O'Connor Pelowski 
Ogren Peterson 
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Quist 
Redalen 
Reding 
RRst 

Olsen, S. Poppenhagen 

Rice 
Richter 
Riveness 
Rodosovich 
Rose 
Rukavina 
Sarna 
Schafer 
Scheid 

Schreiber 
Seaberg 
Segal 
Shaver 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanins 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 

Olson, E. Price 
Olson, K. Quinn 
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Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was passed, as amended, and.its title agreed to. 

S. F. No. 2452 was reported to the House. 

Wynia and Scheid moved to amend S. F. No. 2452, as follows: 

Page 2, after line 24, ins~rt: 

"Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 176.011, subdivision 15, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 15. [OCCUPATIONAL DISEASE.] (a) "Occupational dis
ease" means a disease arising out of and in the course of employ
ment peculiar to the occupation in which the employee is engaged 
and due to causes in excess of the hazards ordinary of employment 
and shall include undulant fever. Ordinary diseases of life to which 
the general public is equally exposed outside of employment are not 
compensable, except where the diseases follow as an incident of an 
occupational disease, or where the exposure peculiar to the occupa
tion makes the disease an occupational disease hazard. A disease 
arises out of the employment only if there be a direct causal 
connection between the conditions under which the work is per
formed and if the occupational disease follows as a natural incident 
of the work as a result of the exposure occasioned by the nature of 
the employment. An employer is not liable for compensation for any 
occupational disease which cannot be traced to the employment as a 
direct and proximate cause and is not- recognized as a hazard 
characteristic of and peculiar to the trade, occupation, process, or 
employment or which results from a hazard to which the worker 
would have been equally exposed outside of the employment. 

(b) If immediately. preceding the date of disablement or death, an 
employee was employed on active duty with an organized fire or 
police department of any municipality, as a member of the Minne
sota state patrol, conservation officer service, state crime bureau, as 
a forest officer by the department of natural resources, or sheriff or 
full time deputy sheriff of any county, and the disease is that of 
myocarditis, coronary sclerosis, pneumonia or its sequel, and at the 
time of employment such employee was given a thorough physical 
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examination by a licensed doctor of medicine, and a wrjtten report 
thereof has been made and filed with such organized fire or police 
department, with the Minnesota state patrol, conservation officer 
service, state crime bureau, department of natural resources, or 
sheriWs department of any county, which examination and report 
negatived any evidence of myocarditis, coronary sclerosis, pneumo
nia or its sequel, the disease is presumptively an occupational. 
disease and shall be presumed to have been due to the nature of 
employment. 

(c) !l firefighter on active duty with an organized fire department 
who ~ unable to perfOriii()uties in the department Qy reason of" 
disabling cancer of " ~ caused Qy exposure to heat, radiation, or 
a known or suspected carcinogen, as defined Qy the International 
Agency for Research on Cancer, and the carcinogen ~ reasonabl~ 
linked to fue disabling cancer, is presumed to have an occupationa 
msease under paragraph (a). !f a firefighter who enters the service 
after August 1, 1988, ~ examined !i,y" physician prior to bei¥g hired 
and the examination discloses the existence of " cancer 0 ,,~ 
described in this paragraph, the firefighter ~ not entitled to .the 
presumption unless " subsequent medical determination is made 
that the firefighter no longer has the cancer." 

Amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 6, after the semicolon insert "establishing a presump
tion of causation for workers compensation purposes in the case of 
firefighters exposed to c'ertain hazards;" 

Page 1, line 6, after "amending" insert "Minnesota Statutes 1986, 
section 176.011, subdivision 15; and" 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

S. F. No. 2452, A bill for an act relating to public safety; providing 
that bomb disposal workers are state employees when disposing of 
bombs outside the jurisdiction of their municipal employer, for 
purposes of tort claims and workers' compensation; amending Min
nesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 3.732, subdivision 1; 
proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 176. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended,· and placed upon 
its final passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roIi was 
called. There were 128 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 

Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Boo 

Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 

Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 

Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
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DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
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Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 
Larsen 
Lasley 
Lieder 
Long 
Marsh 
McDonald 
McEachern 
McKasy . 
McLaughlin 
McPherson 
Milbert 
Miller 
Minne 
Morrison 

Munger Price 
Murphy Quinn 
Nelson, C. Quist 
Nelson, D. Redalen 
Nelson, K. Reding 
Neuenschwander Rest 
O'Connor Rice 
Ogren Richter 
Olsen, S. Riveness 
Olson, E. Rodosovich 
Olson, K. Rose 
OmanD Rukavina 
OnnelJ- Sarna 
Orenstein Schafer 
Osthoff Scheid 
Otis Schreiber 
Ozment Seaberg 
Pappas Segal 
Pauly Shaver 
Pelowski Skoglund 
Peterson Solberg 
Poppenhagen Sparby 
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Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welte 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was passed, as amended, and its title agreed to. 

s. F No. 2321, A bill for an act proposing an amendment to the 
Minnesota Constitution, article I, sections 4 and 6; providing for 
six-member juries in civil and nonfelony cases. 

The bill was read for the third time and placed upon its final 
passage. 

The question was taken on the passage ofthe bill and the roll was 
called. 

Wynia moved that those not voting be excused from voting. The 
motion prevailed. 

There were 119 yeas and 4 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. DeRaad Jennings Lieder Olsen, S. 
Anderson, R. Dille Jensen Long Olson, E. 
Battaglia Dorn Johnson, A. Marsh Olson, K. 
Bauerly Forsythe Johnson, R. McEachern Omann 
Beard Frederick Johnson, V. McKasy Orenstein 
Begich Frerichs Kahn McLaughlin Osthoff 
Bennett Greenfield Kalis Milbert Otis 
Bertram Gruenes Kelly Minne Ozment 
Boo Gutknecht Kelso Morrison Pappas 
Brown Hartle Kinkel Munger Pauly 
Carlson, L. Haukoos Kludt Murphy Pelowski 
Carruthers Heap Knickerbocker Nelson, C. Peterson 
Clark Himle Knuth Nelson, D. Poppenhagen 
Clausnitzer Hugoson Kostohryz Nelson, K. Price 
Cooper Jacobs Krueger Neuenschwander Quinn 
Dauner Jaros Larsen O'Connor Quist 
Dempsey Jefferson Lasley Ogren Reding 
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Rest 
Richter 
Riveness 
Rodosovich 
Rnse 
Rukavina 
Sarna 

Schafer 
Scheid 
Schreiber 
Seaberg 
Segal 
Shaver 
Skoglund 
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Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 

Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Burger DeBlieck McDonald Redalen 

The bill was passed and its title agreed to. 

[93rd Day 

Waltman 
Welle' 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

There being no objection, the order of business reverted to Intro
duction and First Reading of House Bills. 

INTRODUCTION AND FiRST READING 
OF HOUSE BILLS 

The following House File was introduced: 

Welle introduced: 

H. F. No. 2832, A bill for an act relating to securities; exempting 
certain over-the-counter securities from registration requirements; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 80A.15, 
subdivision l. 

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee 
on Commerce. 

HOUSE ADVISORIES 

The following House Advisory was introduced: 

Quinn, Beard, Jacobs and Kostohryz introduced: 

H. A. No. 103, A proposal to study governing structures and 
procedures for higher education in certain other states. 

The advisory was referred to the Committee on Higher Education. 

The following Conference Committee Report was received: 
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CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON H. F. NO. 2008 

A bill for an act relating to elections; clarifying certain public 
campaign financing limits; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, 
section 10A.25, subdivision 10; Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supple
ment, sections 10A.255, subdivision 1; 10A.32, subdivision 3; repeal
ing Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 10A.32, subdivision 3b. 

The Honorable Robert Vanasek 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Honorable Jerome M. Hughes 
President of the Senate 

April 25,1988 

We, the undersigned conferees for H. F. No. 2008, report that we 
have agreed upon the items in dispute and recommend as follows: 

That the House concur in the Senate amendment and that H. F. 
No. 2008 be further amended as follows: 

Delete everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section lOA.15, is amended 
by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 3b. [BY INDIVIDUAL MEMBERS OF POLITICAL FUND 
OR COMMITTEE.] Contributions made to " candidate or principal 
campaign committee by individual members of" political fund or 
committee that are solicited ~ the political fund or committee must 
be reported as attributable to the political fund or committee and 
count toward the contribution limits of that fund or committee 
SPeCffied in seclWn 10A.27, U' thepoITtiCal fund or committee was 
organized primarily to solicit or direct the contributions of its 
members and to influence the nomination or election of a candidate. 
The term "individual members" as used in this subdivision means a 
person or entity who in any ma:iiii'er participates in or in any 
manner contributes financially or otherwise to the activities of the 
political fund or committee. - ~-

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section lOA.25, subdivision 10, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 10. The expenditure limits imposed by this section apply 
only to candidates whose opponents agree to be bound by the limits 
and who themselves agree to be bound by the limits as a condition 
of receiving a public subsidy for their campaigns in the form of~ 

WAn allocation of money from the state elections campaign fund; 
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W CFedits against the ta.. a..e ef individ .. als whe esntFilmte te 
that eandidate. 

A candidate who ~s to be bound !!y the limits and receives a 
public subsIdy, who nasan opponent who does not agree to be bound 
!!y the limits but ~ otherwise eligible to receive a public subsid~ is 
no longer bound !!y the limits but ~ still eligible to receive a pu lic 
subsidy. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 1OA.255, 
subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [METHOD OF CALCULATION.] The dollar 
amounts provided in section lOA.25, subdivision 2, must be adjusted 
for general election years as provided in this section. By June 1 of 
the general election year, the executive director of the board shall 
determine the percentage increase in the consumer price index from 
December of the year preceding the last general election year to 
December of the year preceding the year in which the determination 
is made. The dollar amounts used for the preceding general election 
year must be multiplied by that percentage. The product of the 
calculation must be added to each dollar amount to produce the 
dollar limitations to be in effect for the next general election. The 
product must be rounded up to the next highest whole dollar. The 
index used must be the revised consumer price index for all urban 
consumers for the St. Paul-Minneapolis metropolitan area prepared 
by the United States Department of Labor with 196+ 1982 as a base 
year. 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 10A.32, 
subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. As a condition of receiving any money from the state 
elections campaign fund, a candidate shall agree by stating in 
writing to the board that (a) the candidate's expenditures' and 
approved expenditures shall not exceed the expenditure limits as set 
forth in section 10A.25 and that (b) except for an amount equal to 25 
percent of the expenditure limits set forth in section 1OA.25, but not 
exceeding $15,000, the candidate shali not accept contributions or 
allow approved expenditures to be made on the candidate's behalffor 
the period beginning with January 1 of the election year or with the 
registration of the candidate's principal campaign committee, 
whichever occurs later, and ending December 31 of the election year, 
which aggregate contributions and approved expenditures exceed 
the difference between, the amount iH 8*eess ef :le l'eFeent ef the 
e"l'e."lit..re limits set ffiFth iH seetisn 101..28, !rut iHlt m,eeeding 
$18,000, which may legally be expended by or for the candidate, and 
the amount which the candidate receives from the state elections 
campaign fund. The agreement, insofar as it relates to the expendi
ture limits set forth in section 10A.25, remains effective until the 
dissolution ofthe principal campaign committee of the candidate or 
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the opening of filings for the next succeeding election to the office 
held or sought at the time of agreement, whichever occurs first. 
Money in the account of the principal campaign committee of a 
candidate on January 1 of the election year for the office held or 
sought shall be considered contributions accepted by that candidate 
in that year for the purposes of this subdivision. That amount of all 
contributions accepted by a candidate in an election year which 
equals the amount of noncampaign disbursements and' contribu
tions and expenditures to promote or defeat a ballot question which 
are made by that candidate in that year shall not count toward the 
aggregate contributions and approved expenditure limit imposed by 
this subdivision. Except for an amount equal to 25 percent of the 
ex enditure limits set forth in section 10A.25, but not exceeding 

15,000, any amount by which the aggregate contributions and 
approved expenditures agreed to under clause (b) exceed the differ
ence shall be returned to the state treasurer in the manner provided 
in subdivision 2. In no case shall the amount returned exceed the 
amount received from the state elections campaign fund. 

The candidate may submit the signed agreement to the filing 
officer on the day of filing the affidavit of candidacy or petition to 
appear on the ballot, or to the board no later than September 1. 

The board prior to the first day of filing for office shall forward 
forms for the agreement to all filing officers. The filing officer shall 
without delay forward signed agreements to the board. An agree
ment may not be rescinded after September 1. 

Before the first day of filing for office, the board shall also forward 
!lo S'2.P.Y of section 2 to all filing officers. Before September 1, the filing 
officer shall provide a S'2.P.Y of section 2 to each candidate who files an 
affidavit of candidacy or whose name ~ to appear on the ballot 2.Y 
petition. 

For the purposes of this subdivision only, the total amount to be 
distributed to each candidate is calculated to be the candidate's 
share of the total estimated funds in the candidate's party account 
as provided in subdivision 3a, plus the total amount estimated as 
provided in subdivision 3a to be in the general account of the state 
elections campaign fund and set aside for that office divided by the 
number of candidates whose names are to appear on the general 
election ballot for that office. If for any reason the amount actually 
received by the candidate is greater than the candidate's share of the 
estimate, and the contributions thereby exceed the difference, the 
agreement shall not be considered violated. 

Sec. 5. [REPEALER.] 

Minnesota Statutes 1986, section lOA.32, subdivision 3b, i;; re-
pealed. --
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Sec. 6. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

Sections 1 to ~ are effective the day following final enactment." 

Delete the title. and insert: 

"A bill for an act relating to elections; clarifying certain public 
campaign financing limits; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, 
sections lOA.15, by adding a subdivision; and 10A.25, subdivision 
10; Minnesota Statutes1987 Supplement, sections 10A.255, subdi
vision 1; and lOA.32, subdivision 3; repealing MinnesotaStatutes 
1986, section 10A.32, subdivision 3b." 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 

House Conferees: ALICE M. JOHNSON, JOSEPH QQINN AND PAUL 
ANDERS OGREN. 

Senate Conferees: DON FRANK AND WILLIAM P. LUTHER. 

. The Speaker called Carlson, L., to the Chair. 

Johnson, A., moved that the report of the Conference Committee 
on H. F. No. 2008 be adopted and that the bill be repassed as 
amended by the Conference Committee. 

Knickerbocker moved that the House refuse to adopt the report of 
the Conference Committee on H. F. No. 2008 and that the bill be 
returned to the Conference Committee. 

A roll call was requested and properly seconded. 

The question was taken on the Knickerbocker motion and the roll 
was called. . 

Schreiber moved that those not voting be excused from voting. The 
motion did not prevail. 

There were 64 yeas and 67 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Bennett 

Boo 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 

Clausnitzer 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 

Dille 
Dom 
Forsythe 

Frederick 
Frerichs 
Gruenes 
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Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jennings 
Johnson, V. 
Kelly 
Knickerbocker 

Lasley Olson, K. 
Marsh Omann 
McDonald Onnen 
McKasy Orenstein 
McPherson Osthoff 
Miller Ozment 
Morrison Pauly 
Nelson, D. Pelowski 
Neuenschwander Poppenhagen 
Olsen, S. Quist 

Redalen 
Richter 
Rose 
Schafer 
Scheid 
Schreiber 
Seaberg 
Shaver 
Skoglund 
Stanius 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bertram 
Brown 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Greenfield 

Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jensen 
Johnson, A, 
Johnson, R. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 

Larsen 
Lieder 
Long 
McEachern 
McLaughlin 
Milbert 
Mione 
Munger 
Murphy 
Nelson, c. 
Nelson, K, 
O'Connor 
Ogren 
Olson, E. 

The motion did not prevail. 

The Speaker resumed the Chair. 

Otis 
Pappas 
Peterson 
Price 
Quinn 
Reding 
Rest 
Rice 
Riveness 
Rodosovich 
Rukavina 
Sarna 
Segal 
Solberg 
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Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjomhom 
Tompkins 
Uphus 
Valenta 
Wagenius 
Waltman 

Sparby 
Steensma 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The question recurred on the Johnson, A., motion that the report 
of the Conference Committee on H. F. No. 2008 be adopted and that 
the bill be repassed as amended by the Conference Committee. The 
motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 2008, A bill for an act relating to elections; clarifying 
certain public campaign financing limits; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1986, section 10A.25, subdivision 10; Minnesota Statutes 
1987 Supplement, sections 10A.255, subdivision 1; lOA.32, subdivi
sion 3; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 10A.32, subdivi
sion 3b. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by Conference, 
and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. There were 68 yeas and 63 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Battaglia 
Bauerly 

Beard 
Begich 

Bertram 
Brown 

Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 

Clark 
Cooper 
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Dauner Kelso Minne Peterson 
Dawkins Kinkel Munger Price 
DeBlieck Kludt Murphy Quinn 
Greenfield Knuth Nelson, C. Reding 
Jaros Kostohryz Nelson, K. Rest 
Jefferson Krueger O'Connor Rice 
Jensen Larsen Ogren Riveness 
Johnson, A. Lieder Olson, E. Rukavina 
Johnson, R. Long Olson, K. Sarna 
Kahn McEachern Orenstein Segal 
Kalis McLaughlin Otis Solberg 
Kelly Milbert Pappas Sparby 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Bennett 
Boo 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Clausnitzer 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 
Frederick 

Frerichs 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jennings 
Jolmson, V. 
Knickerbocker 
Lasley 

Marsh Pauly 
McDonald Pelowski 
McKasy Poppenhagen 
McPherson Quist 
Miller Redalen 
Morrison Richter 
Nelson, D. Rodosovich 
Neuenschwander Rose 
Olsen, S. Schafer 
Omann Scheid 
Onnen Schreiber 
Osthoff Seaberg 
Ozment Shaver 

[93rd Day 

Steensma 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter' 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

Skoglund 
Stanius 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Uphus 
Valento 
Wagenius 
Waltman 

The bill was repassed, as amended by Conference, and its title 
agreed to. 

MESSAGES FROM THE SENATE 

The following messages were received from the Senate: 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted 
the report of the Conference Committee on: 

S. F. No. 1963. 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the recom
mendation and report of the Conference Committee. Said Senate 
File is herewith transmitted to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON S. F. NO. 1963 

A bill for an act relating to public finance; providing requirements 
for the issuance and use of public debt; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1986, sections 123.35, by adding a subdivision; 375.83; 
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410.32; 475.54, by adding a subdivision; 475.67, subdivision 13; 
Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 469.012, subdivision 
1; 469.015, subdivision 4; 469.071, by adding a subdivision; 469.155, 
subdivision 12; 475.60, subdivision 2; and 475.66, subdivision 3; 
proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 469; 
repealing Laws 1987, chapter 358, section 3l. 

The Honorable Jerome M. Hughes 
President of the Senate 

The Honorable Robert Vanasek 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

April 25, 1988 

We, the undersigned conferees for S. F. No. 1963, report that we 
have agreed upon the items in dispute and recommend as follows: 

That the House recede from its amendments and that S. F. No. 
1963 be further amended as follows: 

Delete everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section l. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 375.83, is amended 
to read: 

375.83 [ECONOMIC AND AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT. I 

A county board may appropriate not more than $50,000 annually 
out of the general revenue fund of the county to be paid to any 
incorporated development society or organization of this state which, 
in the board's opinion, will use the money for the best interests ofthe 
county in promoting, advertising, improving, or developing the 
economic and agricultural resources of the county. The limitation on 
appropriations in this section does not prohibit accumulation of 
amounts in excess 0l$50,000 Ill" fund to be used for the purposes of 
this section. The total amount accumulated in the fund must not 
exceed $300,000. -- ~ - -- -- -

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 410.32, is amended to 
read: 

410.32 [CITIES AUTHORIZED TO ISSUE CAPITAL NOTES 
FOR CERTAIN EQUIPMENT ACQUISITIONS.] 

Notwithstanding any contrary provision of other law or charter, a 
home rule charter city may, by resolution and without public 
referendum, issue capital notes subject to the city debt limit to 
purchase public safety equipment, ambulance and other medical 
equipment, road construction and maintenance equipment, and 
other capital equipment having an expected useful life at least as 
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long as the term of the notes. The notes shall be payable in not more 
than five years and be issued on terms and in the manner the city 
determines. The total principal amount of the capital notes issued in 
a fiscal year shall not exceed one-tenth of one percent ofthe assessed 
value of the city for that year. A tax levy shall be made for the 
payment of the principal and interest on the 'notes, in accordance 
with section 475.61, as in the case of bonds. Notes issued under this 
section shallrequire an affirmative vote of two-thirds of the govern
ing body of the city. Unless prohibited ~ its charter, ~ home rule 
charter city may also issue capital notes subject to Its debt limit in 
the manner and subject to the limitations applicable to statutory 
cities pursuant to section 412.301. . 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 469.012, 
subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [SCHEDULE OF POWERS.] An authority shall be 
a public body corporate and politic and shall have all the powers 
necessary or convenient to carry out the purposes of sections 469.001 
to 469.047, except that the power to levy and collect taxes or special 
assessments is limited to the power provided in sections 469.027 to 
469.033. Its powers include the following powers in addition to 
others granted in sections 469.001 to 469.047: 

(1) to sue and be sued; to have a seal, which shall be judicially 
noticed, and to alter it; to have perpetual succession; and to make, 
amend, and repeal rules consistent with sections 469.001 to 469.047; 

(2) to employ an executive director, technical experts, and officers, 
agents, and employees, permanent and temporary, that it requires, 
and determine their qualifications, duties, and compensation; for 
legal services it requires, to call upon the chieflaw officer of the city 
or to employ its own counsel and legal staff; so far as practicable, to 
use the services of local public bodies in its area of operation, 
provided that those local public bodies, if requested, shall make the 
services available; 

(3) to delegate to one or more of its agents or employees the. powers 
or duties it deems proper; 

(4) within its area of operation, to undertake, prepare, carry out, 
and operate projects and to provide for the construction, reconstruc
tion, improvement, extension, alteration, or repair of any project or 
part thereof; . 

(5) subject to the prOVISIOns of section 469.026, to give, sell, 
transfer, convey, or otherwise dispose of real or personal property or 
any interest therein and to execute leases, deeds, conveyances, 
negotiable instruments, purchase agreements, and other contracts 
or instruments, and take action that is necessary or convenient to 
carry out the purposes of these sections; 
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(6) within its area of operation, to acquire real or personal 
property or any interest therein by gifts, grant, purchase, exchange, 
lease, transfer, bequest, devise, or otherwise, and by the exercise of 
the power of eminent domain, in the manner provided by chapter 
117, to acquire real property which it may deem necessary for its 
purposes, after the adoption by it of a resolution declaring that the 
acquisition of the real property is necessary to eliminate one or more 
ofthe conditions found to exist in the resolution adopted pursuant to 
section 469.003 or to provide decent, safe, and sanitary housing for 
persons of low and moderate income, or is necessary to carry out a 
redevelopment project. Real property needed or convenient for a 
project may be acquired by the authority for the project by condem
nation pursuant to this section. This includes any property devoted 
to a public use, whether or not held in trust, notwithstanding that 
the property may have been previously acquired by condemnation or 
is owned by a public utility corporation, because the public use in 
conformity with the provisions of sections 469.001 to 469.047 shall 
be deemed a superior public use. Property devoted to a public use 
may be so acquired only if the governing body of the municipality 
has approved its acquisition by the authority. An award of compen
sation shall not be increased by reason of any increase in the value 
of the real property caused by the assembly, clearance or reconstruc
tion, or proposed assembly, clearance or reconstruction for the 
purposes of sections 469.001 to 469.047 of the real property in an 
area; 

(7) within its area of operation, and without the adoption of an 
urban renewal plan, to acquire, by all means as set forth in clause (6) 
but without the adoption of a resolution provided for in clause (6), 
real property, and to demolish, remove, rehabilitate, or reconstruct 
the buildings and improvements or construct new buildings· and 
improvements thereon, or to so provide through other means as set 
forth in Laws 1974, chapter 228, or to grade, fill, and construct 
foundations or otherwise prepare the site for improvements. The 
authority may dispose of the property pursuant to section 469.029, 
provided that the provisions of section 469.029 requiring conform
ance to an urban renewal plan shall not apply. The authority may 
finance these activities by means of the redevelopment project fund 
or by means of tax increments or tax increment bonds or by the 
methods of financing provided for in section 469.033 or by means of 
contributions from the municipality provided for in section 469.041, 
clause (9), or by any combination of those means. Real property with 
buildings or improvements thereon shall only be acquired under this 
clau3e when the buildings or improvements are substandard. The 
exercise of the power of eminent domain under this clause shall be 
limited to real property which contains buildings and iroprovements 
which are vacated and substandard. For the purpose of this clause, 
substandard buildings or improvements mean hazardous buildings 
as defined in section 463.15, subdivision 3, or buildings or improve
ments that are dilapidated or obsolescent, faultily designed, lack 
adequate ventilation, light, or sanitary facilities, or any combina-
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tion of these or other factors that are detrimental to the safety or 
health of the community; 

(8) within its area of operation, to determine the level of income 
constituting low or moderate family income. The authority may 
establish various income levels for various family sizes. In making 
its determination, the authority may consider income levels that 
may be established by the federal housing administration or a 
similar or successor federal agency for the purpose of federal loan 
guarantees or subsidies for persons oflow or moderate income. The 
authority may use that determination as a basis for the maximum 
amount of income for admissions to housing development projects or 
housing projects owned or operated by it; 

(9) to provide in federally assisted projects any relocation pay
ments and assistance necessary to comply with the requirements of 
the Federal Uniform Iffilocation Assistance and Iffial Property Ac
quisition Policies Act of 1970, and any amendments or supplements 
thereto; 

(10) to make, or agree to make, payments in lieu of taxes to the 
city or the county, the state or any political subdivision thereof, that 
it finds consistent with the purposes of sections 469.001 to 469.047; 

(11) to cooperate with or act as agent for the federal government, 
the state or any state public body, or any agency or instrumentality 
of the foregoing, in carrying out any of the provisions of sections 
469.001 to 469.047 or of any other. related federal, state, or local 
legislation; and upon the consent of the governing body of the city to 
purchase, lease, manage, or otherwise take over any housing project 
already owned and operated by the federal government; 

(12) to make plans for carrying out a program of voluntary repair 
and rehabilitation of buildings and improvements, and plans for the 
enforcement of laws, codes, and regulations relating to the use of 
land and the use and occupancy of buildings and improvements, and 
to the compulsory repair, rehabilitation, demolition, or removal of 
buildings and improvements. The authority' may develop, test, and 
report methods and techniques, and carry out demonstrations and 
other activities for the prevention and elimination of slums and 
blight; 

(13) to borrow money or other property and accept contributions, 
grants, gifts, services, or other assistance from the federal govern
ment, the state government, state public bodies, or from any other 
public or private sources; 

(14) to include in any contract for financial assistance with the 
federal government any conditions that the federal government may 
attach to its financial aid of a project, not inconsistent with purposes 
of sections 469.001 to 469.047, including obligating itself (which 
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obligation shall be specifically enforceable and not constitute a 
mortgage, notwithstanding any other laws) to conyey to the federal 
government the project to which the contract relates upon the 
occurrence of a substantial default with respect to the covenants or 
conditions to which the authority is subject; to provide in the 
contract that, in case of such conveyance, the federal government 
may complete, operate, manage, lease, convey, or otherwise deal 
with the project until the defaults are cured if the federal govern
ment agrees in the contract to reconvey to the authority the project 
as then constituted when the defaults have been cured; 

(15) to issue bonds for any of its corporate purposes and to secure 
the bonds by mortgages upon property held or to be held by it or by 
pledge of its revenues, including grants or contributions; 

(16) to invest any funds held in reserves or sinking funds, or any 
funds not required for immediate disbursement, in property or 
securities in which savings banks may legally invest funds subject to 
their control or in the manner and subject to the conditions provided 
in section 475.66 for the deposit and investment of debt service 
funds; ~~- -- -- -~ 

(17) within its area of operation, .to determine where blight exists 
or where there is unsafe, unsanitary, or overcrowded housing; 

(18) to carry out studies of the housing and redevelopment needs 
within its area of operation and of the meeting of those needs. This 
includes study of data on population and family groups and their 
distribution according to income groups, the amount and quality of 
available housing and its distribution according to rentals and sales 
prices, employment, wages, desirable patterns for land use and 
community growth, and other factors affecting the local housing and 
redevelopment needs and the meeting of those needs; to make the 
results of those studies and analyses available to the public and to 
building, housing, and supply industries; 

(19) if a local public body does not have a planning agency or the 
planning agency has not produced a comprehensive or general 
community development plan, to make or cause to be made a plan to 
be used as a guide in the more detailed planning of housing and 
redevelopment areas; 

(20) to lease or rent any dwellings, accommodations, lands, 
buildillgS, structures, or facilities included in any project and, 
subject to the limitations contained in sections 469.001 to 469.047 
with respect to the rental of dwellings in housing projects, to 
establish and revise the rents or charges therefor; 

(21) to own, hold, and improve real or personal property and to 
sell, lease, exchange, transfer, assign, pledge, or dispose of any real 
or personal property or any interest therein; 
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(22) tD insure Dr prDvide fDr the insurance Df any real Dr personal 
prDperty Dr DperatiDns Df the authDrity against any risks Dr hazards; 

(23) tD prDcure or agree tD the prDcurement Df gDvernment insur
ance Dr guarantees Df the payment Df any bDnds Dr parts thereDf 
issued by an authority and tD pay premiums on the insurance; 

(24) tD make expenditures necessary to carry Dut the purpDses Df 
sectiDns 469.001 tD 469.047; 

(25) tD enter into an agreement Dr agreements with any state 
public bDdy tD provide infDrmatiDnal service and relDcatiDn assis
tance to families, individuals, business concerns, and nonprofit 
DrganizatiDns displaced Dr tD be displaced by the activities of any 
state public body; 

(26) tD cDmpile and maintain a catalDg Df all vacant, Dpen and 
undevelDped land, or land which cDntains substandard buildings and 
imprDvements as that term is defined in clause (7), that is Dwned Dr 
cDntrDlled by the authority Dr by the gDverning bDdy within its area 
DfDperatiDn and tD cDmpile and maintain a catalDg Df all authDrity 
Dwned real prDperty that is in excess Df the fDreseeable needs Df the 
authDrity, in Drder to determine and recDmmend if the real prDperty 
cDmpiled in either catalDg is apprDpriate fDr dispDsal pursuant to the 
prDvisiDns Df sectiDn 469.029, subdivisiDns 9 and 10; 

(27) to recommend to the city cDncerning the enforcement of the 
applicable health, housing, building, fire preventiDn, and hDusing 
maintenance cDde requirements as they relate tD residential dwell
ing structures that are being rehabilitated by IDw or moderate 
incDme perSDns pursuant tD section 469.029, subdivisiDn 9, fDr the 
period of time necessary tD cDmplete the rehabilitatiDn, as deter
mined by the authDrity; and 

(28) to recDmmend to the city the initiation Df municipal pDwers, 
against certain real properties, relating to repair, closing, condem
nation, Dr demDlitiDn of unsafe, unsanitary, hazardDus, and unfit 
buildings, as prDvided in sectiDn 469.041, clause (5). 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sectiDn 469.015, 
subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [EXCEPTION; CERTAIN PROJECTS.] An authDrity 
need not require either competitive bidding or perfDrmance bonds in 
the case Df a cDntract for the acquisitiDn Df a IDW rent housing project 
fDr which financial assistance is provided by the federal gDvernment, 
and which does not require any direct loan or grant of money from 
the municipality as a cDnditiDn of the federal financial assistance, 
and where the contract provides for the cDnstruction of such a project 
upon land not owned by the authority at the time of the contract, or 
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owned by the authority for redevelopment purposes, and provides for 
the conveyance or lease to the authority of the project or improve
ments upon completion of construction. In exercising, pursuant to 
any general or special law, any power under chapter 469, an 
authority need not require competitive bidding with respect to a 
structured parking facility constructed in conjunction with, and 
directly above or below, a development and financed with the 
proceeds of tax increment or parking ramp revenue bonds. An 
authoritY' need not require competitive bidding in the case ora 
housing deVelopment project that (1) is financed willi theproceeaa Of 
bonds secured ~ the project and to which the full faith and credit of 
the authority ~ not pledged; (2) ~ located on land owned ~ the 
authority; (3) is constructed or rehabilitated under agreements wTIll 
a deyeloper for the construction of the project, guarantee of the 
bonds, and management of the property; and (4) is found ~ the 
authority to re uire ne otiation rather than use Of "" competitive 
bidding proc ure to ~ economical and teasThre:-

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 469.071, is 
amended by adding a subdivision to read: . 

Subd. 5. [EXCEPTION; PARKING FACILITIES.] Notwithstand
~twn 469.068, the Bloomington port authority need not 
require competitive bidding with respect to "" structured parking 
facility constructed in conjunction with, and directly above or below, 
or adjacent and integrally related to, "" develo\,;ment and financed 
with the proceeds of tax increment or revenue onds. 

Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 469.155, 
subdivision 12, is amended to read: 

Subd. 12. [REFUNDING.] It may issue revenue bonds to refund, in 
whole or in part, bonds previously issued by the municipality or 
redeyelopment agency under authority of sections 469.152 to 
469.165, and interest on them. The municipality may issue revenue 
bonds to refund, in whole or in part, bonds previously issued by any 
other municipality or redevelopment agency on behalfof an organi
zation described in section 50l(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code of 
1986, as amended through December 31, 1986, under authority of 
sections 474.01 to 474.13, and interest on them, but only with the 
consent of the original issuer of such bonds. The munic\f.ality may 
issue and sell warrants which ¥eve to theii'llolders ~ right to 
purchase refunding bonds issuab e unaer this subdivision prior to "" 
stipulated date. The warrants are not required to be sold at pulllic 
sale and all or any agreed portion of the proceeds of the warrants 
may be paid to the contracting ~ under the revenue agreement 
required ~ subdivision 5 or to its designee under the conditions the 
municipality shall jgree upon. Warrants shall not be issued which 
obligate a municipa ity to issue refunding bonds that are or WIll be 
subject to federal tax law as defined in section 474A.02, subdivision 
lL The warrants may provide a stipulated exercise price or ~ price 
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that depends on the tax exem~t status of interest on the refunding 
bonds at the timeorlsSuance. fhe average mterest rate on refund
!!!g bonds issued to refund fixed rate bOnds shall not exceed the 
average interest rate on fiXea rate bonds to be refunded. The 
municipality mall al(f0int a baiik or trust company to serve as agent 
for the warrant 0 ers and enter into agreements deemed neces
~ or incidental to the issuance of the warrants. 

Sec. 7. [469.1651] [REVENUE ANTICIPATION NOTES FOR 
HOSPITALS.] 

Subdivision 1. [AUTHORIZATION.] Prior to August 1, 1990 a 
municipaht:)': may issue and sell, at pUblfCOrf>rTvate sale, fie ~re 
notes or certIficates of iiidebtedness, as proVIded m this section an 
lend the procee<ts to nonprofit hospItars in anticipatiOn of revenues 
or state and federal aids payable to the hospitals within one year 
arter the date of issue of tile notes or certificates of indeotOOness. 
The pnnc'W,amountoIThe notes orrertificates shall not excee<t 75 
percent ofTe accounts receIVahleand third-part~ reimbursement 
~ayments payable to the hospItal as of a date wit m 45 days of the 

ate of issuance. Wlllie notes or cemf'lCateSTsSued unGei'this sectloii 
on behalf of !'o hospital are oUtstanding, aifciffiOilal notes or certifi
cates shall not be IssuedUiiless, for the periOdhO[ 30 consecutive da~s 
immediately precedlllgl;he date of issuance, t e amount of outstan -
!!!g notes and certificates was less than six percent of the hospital's 
gross ·revenues for the preCeding fiscal year. 

The municipality need not comply with the procedures set forth in 
sections 469.152 to 469.165 in the issuance of notes or certificates of 
mdebtedness - ~~ji#t~~~~~ 
comply wIth 

the refUiidlng ~~~~J~~~~~'~~~~ mund notes or ~ sectWn.-- -

Subd. 2. [REVENUE AGREEMENT.] No notes or certificates of 
indelJtedfiess shall be issued pursuant to this section unless the 
municipahty has entered into !'o revenue a~eement with !'o 9'!allli 
!!!g hospital providing for payment Q.y the OS~ital of all princIpa 0 

and interest on the notes or certificates of in ebtedness when jhliY 
DeCome due and pay~together with aI6' expenses and fees 0 .L..!'. 
municipalitymcurred in connection WIt the notes or their ISsu
ance. Notes and certificates of indebteanesslSsued under-;iiithOiliy 
of this sectionao not, and shall state that tha: do not, represent or 
constitute a debt or pledge ofthe faith and cre It-:rutlle municipality 
or the state Of'l\Illinesota, or ~ to tIleir owners or holders any 
ng11f1o have the municipality or state levy\ an~ taxes or ap~ropriate 
any unds for the payment of their principaor mterest on t em. The 
notes or certificates are payable and shall state that they are 
pay;ibie solely from the revenues and other property, income, 
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accounts, charges, and money that are pledged for their payment in 
accordance with the proeeearngs authorizing their jssuance. 

Subd. 3. [ENABLING RESOLUTION; FORM OF CERTIFI
CATES.] The municipality may authorize and effect the borrowing 
and issuefue notes or certificates ofindebteaness aut1iOrl.zed by this 
SeCtion uPfn passage of a resolution specifYing the amount and 
purposes'L the borrowing. The munici ality shallUx the amount, 
date, maturitf' [onn, denomination, an ot er detail~ of the notes or 
certificates o indebtedness, consistent with this section, and shall 
fix the date and place for the receipt of bIds for their pUrChase, [the 
notes or certificates of indebtedness are to De sold !!,Y public sale. 

Subd. 4. [REPAYMENT; MATURITY DATE; INTEREST.] The 
prOceed"s of revenues and future state and federal aid and other 
funds of the hospital which may become avru1able shall be ~lieC.Ito 
the extent necessary to replY the notes or certificates Of' in ebtea:: 
ness. The full faith and cre it ofthenospTIal, or any: other lawfully 
pledged security of theliOspital, as deemed necessary by the 
munici alit, shall be pled*ed to their payment. ~otes or certili
cates of in ebtedness issue ~ursuant to this sectio!! shaIr mature 
not later than 13 mo~a ter the date of issue. Thenotes or 
certif'lCates shall be sold at such price as the muitiCij)alltylnay 
agree. The notes or certificates shall bear interest after maturity 
until paid at the rate they bore before maturity. Any interest 
accruinr befOre or after maturity shall be paid froIl! any available 
funds 0 tfieliOspital. ---

Any note or certificate of indebtedness issued Imrsuant to this 
section mty De issued giving its owner the right ~) tender, or the 
municipa ity or the hospital to demand" tender of, !!le obligation to 
the municipality or the hospital or another person desi/fPeated !!.y 
either ofthet , for purchase at ~ specified time or times. 'Ie note or 
certificate 0 mdebtedness shall not be i:le€med to mature on any 
tender date, and the purchase of atenaered note or certihcateshall 
not be deemea-~ payment or discharge of the not'! or certificate. 
Notes or certificates of inde"btedness tendered for p!Irchase may be 
remarketed §y or on behalf of the municipality or any other 
purchaser. The municiparrtYOr the hospital may enter into agree
ments deemeaa!1ropriate to provide for the purchase anaremark
eting of tendere notes or certificates of indebtedness, including 
provisions under which undelivered obligations maY

b 
be deemed 

tendered for purchase and new obligations may be su stituted for 
them, prOVIsions for the payment of charges of tender agents; 
remarketing agents, and financial institutions exterding lines of 
credit or letters of credit assuring repurchase, and or reimburse
ment of advances under letters of credit, which charges and reim
bursements shall be paid h the hospital. 

Any notes or certificates of indebtedness issued pursuant to this 
section may bear interest at ~ rate varying periodically at the time 
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or times and on the terms, includint> convertibility to !Ie fixed rate of 
interest, determined h the governmg body of the municipality. 

Subd. ~ [TRUST AGREEMENT.] Any notes or certificates of 
indeIitedness issued under this section dmay be secured Qy a trust 
agreement betweeiltheffiunTclpahtk an a corporate trustee;-wlllch 
may be any trust company or han having the powers of a trust 
com an within the state. The trust agreement or the resOlution 
provi in~ for the lsSuanceof the notes or certi/icates may pledge or 
assagn ~ revenues to be received, the proceeds of aly contracts 
pIe ged and any other property pledged Qy the hospita or proceeds 
from It. The trust agreement or resolution rovidin for the issuance 
of the notes or certificates may contain reasona fE, rovisions to 
protect and enforce the r~ghts and remedies of the holders Q... the 
notes or certificates. AI;" ank or trust company inCOrtorated under 
the laws of the state t at may act as depository of ~ proceeds of 
notes or certillcates or of revenues or other moneys may furnish the 
indemnifying bonds or Pledge the securities tha?nat' be required"§: 
the municlpalIty."'l'"he trust agreement mail-set ort the rights and 
remedies of the holOers of the notes or certi Icates andOIthe trustee 
and may restrict the indiVldii8IflgIit of action h hOluers of the 
notes or certificate8.'l'he trust agreement or resolution may contain 
any other rovisions that the municipalityaeems reasonable for the 
securit~ of the ho ers of the notes or certmCates. All expenses 
incurre in carrying out the provisions of the trust agreement or 
resolution shall be pamQy the hospital. 

Subd. 6. [REPORT.] Within 30 days after issuance of notes or 
certificates under this section, !Ie munic~ty must report to tne 
commissionerorneaItIi on the issuance. Te report must incluae the 
na,me and location of' the institutioa the principaTamount of the 
note or certificate, and its maturity ate. 

Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 474A.04, 
subdivision 6, is amended to read: 

Subd. 6. [ENTITLEMENT TRANSFERS.] An entitlement issuer 
may enter into an agreement with another entitlement issuer 
whereby the recipient entitlement issuer issues obligations pursu
ant to bonding authority allocated to the original entitlement issuer 
under this section. An entitlement issuer may enter into an jjgreh'
ment with an issuerwnich ~ not an entitlement issuer where y t e 
recipient issuer issues qualified mortgage bonds, !:!p to $100,00001 
which are issued pursuant to honding authOrlfy allocated to the 
ongIDaTenfiileiilent issuer under this section. The aIT'EeemenT may 
be approved and executed Qy the mbyor of the entit ement issuer 
with or without approval orreview ~ the city council. 

Sec. 9. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 475.54, 
subdivision 1, is amended to read: 
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Subdivision 1. Except as provided in subdivision 3, 5a, 15 or ae 17, 
or as expressly authorized in another Jaw, all obligations of each 
issue shall mature or be subject to mandatory sinking fund redemp
tion in installments, the first not later than three years and the last 
not later than 30 years from the date of the issue. No amount of 
principal of the issue payable in any calendar year shall exceed five 
times the amount of the smallest amount payable in any preceding 
calendar year ending three years or more after the issue date. 

Sec. 10. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 475.54, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 17. Obligations payable primarily from" source other than 
ad valorem taxes may mature at any time or times within 30 years 
atter the date of issue, if the governing Oody estimates that the 
primary source of payment ~ sufficient to ~ when due the 
principal of and interest on the ohligations and if the primary source 
of payment i§l irrevocably appropriated to payment of the oorrga:: 
tions. 

Sec. 11. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 475.60, subdivision 3, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [PUBLISHED NOTICE.] Published notice, where re
quired, shall specify the maximum principal amount of the obliga
tions, the place of receipt and consideration of bids and such other 
details as to the obligations and terms of sale as the governing body 
deems suitable. The published notice shall either specify the date 
and time for receipt of bids or 'provide that the bids will be received 
at a date and time not less than ten nor more than 41> 60 days after 
the date of publication. If the published notice does not state the 
specific date aH<l or amount for the sale, it shall specify the manner 
in which notice of the date and or amount of the sale will be given to 
prospective bidders. Notification of prospective bidders shall be 
given by electronic data transmission or other form of communica
tion common to the municipal bond trade at least four days (omitting 
Saturdays, Sundays, and legal holidays) before the date for receipt of 
bids. If within five days after the date of pUblication a prospective 
bidder requests in writing to he notified by mail, the municipality 
shan do so. Failure to give the notice as described in the preceding 
sentence to a bidder shan not affect the validity of the sale or of the 
obligations. The governing body may employ an agent to receive and 
open the bids at any place within or outside the corporate limits of 
the municipality, in the presence of an officer of the municipality, 
but the obligations shall not be sold except by action of the 
governing body or authorized officers of the municipality after 
communication of the bids to them. Additional notice may be given 
for such time and in such manner as the governing body deems 
suitable. At the time and place so fixed, the bids shall be opened and 
the offer complying with the terms of sale and deemed most 
favorable shall be accepted, but the governing body may reject any 
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and all such offers, in which event, or ifno offers have been received, 
it may award the obligations to any person who within 30 days 
thereafter presents an offer complying with the terms of sale and 
deemed more favorable than any received previously, or upon like 
notice the governing body may invite other bids upon the same or 
different terms and conditions2 eXd'ept that if the original published 
notice does not state the. specific ate or amount for the sale and if 
iheliiaten:aTIerms ana conditions ofthe· sale remain 1lie same, 
except for the date and amount, notice onne date or amount may be 
given in the manner provided above. . 

Sec. 12. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 475.66, 
subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. Subject to the provisions of any resolutions or other 
instruments securing obligations payable from a debt service fund, 
any balance in the fund may be invested 

(a) in governmental bonds, notes, bills, mortgages, and other 
securities, which are direct obligations or are guaranteed or insured 
issues of the United States, its agencies, its instrumentalities, or 
organizations created by an act of Congress, 

(b) in shares of an investment company (1) registered under the 
Federal Investment Company Act of 1940, whose shares are regis
tered under the Federal Securities Act of 1933, and (2) whose only 
investments are in (i) securities described in the preceding clause 
"'*'2 (ii) general oblIgation tax-exempt securities rated ~ or better 
Qy a national bond rating service, and (iii) repurchase agreements or 
reverse repurCllaSe agreements fullY collateralized by those securi
ties, if the repurchase agreements or reverse repurchase agreements 
are entered into only with those primary reporting dealers that 
report to the Federal Reserve Bank of New York and with the 100 
largest United States commercial banks, 

(c) in any security which is (1) a general obligation of the state of 
Minnesota or any of its municipalities or in general obligations of 
other state and local governments with taxing powers which are 
rated A or better Qy ~ national bond rating service, or (2) a general 
obligation OftlieMinnesota housing finance agency, or (3) ~ general 
obligation of ~ housing finance agency of a,?-y state TI ii includes a 
moral obli ation of the state, provided that mvestments under this 
elause clauses 2) and (3) must be in obli§ations that are rated the 
highest or next hignestrating gIven Qytandard & POOr's COlO
ration or MOody's Investors Service, Inc., and investments un er 
clause (3) may be made only (i) prIOr to August 1, 1900 1991, and Iii) 
for a period of no more than three years from the date of purchase 
and further provided that investments under cla.iise8(2) and (3) be 
determined to be expement to reduce the amount of armtrage rebate 
otherwise payaIile to the O'nJteirS'tates under section 148 0ftIie 
InternaI Revenue Code Of 1986, ---- - - -
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(d) in bankers acceptances of United States banks eligible for 
purchase by the Federal Reserve System, "" 

(e) in commercial paper issued by United States corporations or 
their Canadian subsidiaries that is of the highest quality and 
matures in 270 days or less! or 

W in guaranteed investment contracts issued ~~ guaranteed by 
United States commercial banks or domestic branches of foreign 
banks or United States insurance companies or their Canadian or 
United States subsidiaries; provided that the investment contracts 
rank on " parity with the senior unsecured debt obligations of the 
issuer or guarantor and, (1) in the case of long-term investment 
contracts, either (i) the long-term senior unsecured debt of the issuer 
or guarantor is rated, or obligations backed ~ letter~ of credit of the 
issuer or guarantor if forming the primary basis of ~ rating of such 
obligations would be rated, in the highest or next highest rating 
category of Standard & Poor's Corporation, Moodi~ Investors Ser
vice, Inc., or a similar nationally recognized rating agency, or (ii) if 
the issuer ~" bank with headquarters in Minnesota, the long-term 
senior unsecured debt of the issuer ~ rated, or obligations backed ~ 
letters of credit of the issuer if forming the primary basis Qf " rating 
of such obligations would be rated in one of the three highest rating 
categories of Standard & Poor's Corporation, Moody's Investors 
Service, Inc., or similar nationally recognized rating agency, or (2) 
in the case of short-term investment contracts, the short-term 
Unserureuaebt of the issuer or guarantor ~ rated~ or obligations 
backed by letters of credit of the issuer or guarantor if forming the 
primary basis or " rating of such obligations would be rated, in the 
highest two rating categories of Standard and Poor's Corporation, 
Moody's Investors Service, Inc., or similar nationally recognized 
rating agency, 

The fund may also be used to purchase any obligation, whether 
general or special, of an issue which is payable from the fund, at such 
price, which may include a premium, as shall be agreed to by the 
holder, or may be used to redeem any obligation of such an issue 
prior to maturity in accordance with its terms. The securities 
representing any such investment may be sold or hypothecated by 
the municipality at any time, but the money so rec"ived remains a 
part of the fund until used for the purpose for which the fund was 
created, 

Sec, 13, Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 475,67, 
subdivision 12, is amended to read: 

Subd, 12, In the refunding of general obligations, for which the 
full faith and credit of the issuing municipality has been pledged, 
the following additional conditions shall be observed: each such 
obligation, if repayable, shall be called for redemption prior to its 
maturity in accordance with its terms no later than either (i) the 
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earliest date on which it may be redeemed without payment of any 
premium, or (ii) if the obligation is only prepayable with payment of 
a premium, on the earliest date on which it may be redeemed with 
payment of the least premium required by its terms. No refunding 
obligations shall be issued and sold more than six months before the 
refunded obligations mature or are called for redemption in accor
dance with their terms, unless either (i) as a result of the refunding 
the average life of the maturities is extended at least three years or 
(ii) as of the nominal date of the refunding obligations the present 
value of the dollar amount of the debt service on the refunding 
obligations, computed to their stated maturity dates, after deduct
ing any premium "" adding any diseeant, is lower by at least three 
percent than the present value of the dollar amount of debt service, . 
on all general obligations refunded, exclusive of any premium "" 
diseeant, computed to their stated maturity dates; provided that in 
computing the dollar amount of debt service on the refunding 
obligations, any expenses of the refunding payable from a source 
other than the proceeds of the refunding obligations or the interest 
derived from the investment thereof shall be added to the dollar 
amount of debt service on the refunding obligations. For purposes of 
this subdivision, the present value of the dollar amount of debt 
service means the dollar amount of debt service to be paid, dis
counted to the nominal date of the refunding obligations at a rate 
equal to the yield on the refunding obligations. Expenses of the 
refunding include the amount, if any, in excess of the proceeds of the 
refunding obligations or the principal amount of obligations to be 
refunded, whichever is the greater, which is required to be deposited 
in,escrow to provide cash and purchase securities sufficient to retire 
the refunded obligations and unaccrued interest thereon in accor
dance with subdivision 6; charges of the escrow agent and of the 
paying agent for the refunding obligations; and expenses of printing 
and publications and of fiscal, legal, or other professional service 
necessarily incurred in the issuance of the refunding obligations. 

Sec. 14. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 475.67, subdivision 13, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 13. Crossover refunding obligations may be issued by a 
municipality without regard to the limitations in subdivisions 4 to 
10. The proceeds of crossover refunding obligations, less any pro
ceeds applied to payment of the costs of their issuance, shall be 
deposited in a debt service fund irrevocably appropriated to the 
payment of principal of and interest on the refunding obligations 
until the date the proceeds are applied to payment of the obligations 
to be refunded. The debt service fund shall be maintained as an 
escrow account with a suitable financial institution within or 
without the state and amounts in it shall be invested in securities 
described in subdivision 8 or in an investment contract or similar 
agreement with Ii bank or insurance company meetin the require
ments of section 475.66, subdivision 3, clause ( . Excess proceeds, if 
any, of the tax levy pursuant to section 4 75.6~subdivision 1, made 
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with respect to the obligations to be refunded, and any other 
available amounts, may be deposited in the escrow account. In the 
resolution authorizing the issuance of crossover refunding obliga
tions, the governing body may pledge to their payment any source of 
payment of the obligations to be refunded. The resolution may 
provide that the refunding obligations are payilofe solely from the 
escrow account prior to the date schedUled for payment of Ute 
obligations to be refunded and that the obligations to be refunded 
shall not be-dIScharged if the amounts on deposit Tn the escrow 
aCcOunt on that date are TnSUfficient. Subruvisions i laiiCI12 shall 
not apply to any crossover refunding obligations, or the obligations 
to be refunded. Subject to section 475.61, subdivision 3, in the case 
of general obligation bonds, taxes shall be levied pursuant to section 
475.61 and appropriated to the debt service fund in the amounts 
needed, together with estimated investment income of the debt 
service fund and any other revenues available upon discharge of the 
obligations refunded, to pay when due the principal of and interest 
on the refunding obligations. The levy so imposed may be reduced by 
earnings to be received from investments on hand in the debt service 
fund to the extent the applicable recording officer certifies to the 
county auditor that the earnings are expected to be received in 
amounts and at such times as to be sufficient, together with the 
remaining levy, to satisfy the purpose of the levy requirements 
under section 475.61. 

Sec. 15. [COUNTIES AND CITIES; PAY EQUITY COMPLI
ANCE.] 

Subdivision!: [1988 REPORT.] A home rule charter or statutory 
city or county, referred to in this section as ~ "governmental 
subdivision," that em~loys ten or more people an~ that did not 
submit a report accor lng to Minnesota Statutes, section 471.998, 
shall suomit the report h October 1, 1988, to the commissioner of 
effipIoyee relations. 

The plan for implementing equitable compensation for the em
ployees must provide for complete implementatIOn not later than 
December 31, 1991, unless ~ later date has been approved h the 
commissioner. !!' ~ report was "!'fIe(f before October !, 1987, mill !lad 
an implementation date after lJeCember -'!.!, 1991, !;he date in the 
report shall be approved h the commissioner. The pIan need not 
contain a market study. 

Subd. 2. [PENALTY FOR NONCOMPLIANCE.] Notwithstanding 
Minnesota Statutes, sections 275.50 to 275.56, for taxes levied in 
1988, payable in 1989 only, ~ governmental suDdlViSloll that does 
not submit the 'report required in subdivision! shall be subject to 
the levy hmits provided in subdIVisions 3 to 5. 

Subd. 3. [CITIES.] For ~ home rule charter or statutory city, the 
levy limit base for taxes payable in 1989 ~ the sum ~ (1) the city's 
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Subd. 4. [COUNTIES.] For !! county, the ~ limit base for taxes 
paYaOie in 1989 is the sum of (1) the county s total levy ror taxes 
~a~;able in 1988, excludliig the amount levied in that Y'1arbfor (i) 

e t service; (ii) levied fOr unfunded accrued pension ia mties 
under Laws 1987,ChijJter 268, article 5, section 12, subdivision 4, 
clause .(2); (iiI)1Dcome maintena~ograms except for the admin
IStratrve costs associated with those programs; ana (iv) SOCIal 
services programs, inclUding the administrative costs assocIated 
with those programs, SIUS (2) the amount receiVe<rin 1988 as 
descrihedTn Minnesota tatutes, section 275.51, subdivision 3i. This 
sum shall be mcreased fu: !! percentage equal to the &reater 0l'1he 
percentage increases in population or in numoorm ousehoIds, [ 
any, for the most recent 12-month period for which data is available, 
usbdgngiITesaerIVed"'" under Minnesota ---StatUtes~tion 275.51, 
su ivision 6. The resliItiii"g amount for the county multiplied fu: 
103 percent"is the county's levy limit base for taxes payable in 1989. 
The payable 1989 levy limitation for the county shall be i;ual to the 
levy

9
limit baseaetermined under tills section rediiCeil1ii ~ aias lOr 

198 enumerated in sectIOn 275.51, subdiVision 3i. 

Subd. 5. [EXCEPTIONS.] For taxes payable in 1989, the amounts 
levied for the following costs are not sUbject to theTImitation under 
SUIidlvision 3 or 4: 

(1) levies for debt service; 

(2) levies for unfunded accrued pension liabilities as specified in 
Minnesota statutes, section 275.50, subdiVISIOn 5, clause (0); 

(3) levies for income maintenance programs, net of any aid 
payme'ii"i:Srecffived under Minnesota Statutes sectioii273.1397, ana 
excluding the administrative costs associat;j with those programs; 
and 
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(4) levies for social service programs including the administrative 
costs associated with those programs. 

The amount levied by the c0ber for taxes payable in 1989 to ~ 
the costs of pr0'tams descri in clauses (3) and (4) of this 
subdivision shall e subject to the percentage llmitations provided 
in Minnesota Statutes, section 275.50, subdfvision §., clause (d). 

Subd. 6. [PENALTY FOR FAILURE TO IMPLEMENT PLAN.] If 
therommissioner of employee relations finds, after notice ana 
consultation with ~ governmental subdiviswn,that !! has failed to 
implement its plan for implementing eqUItable compensation h 
December 31, 1991, or the later date approved h th~ commissioner 
the aid that would otherwise be payable to that governmental 
subdivision under Minnesota Statutes, sections 477A.Oll to 
477A.014 in CaJeildar year 1992 shall be reduced !!y five percenT; 
provided that the reduction in aid shall ~ to the first calendar 
year beginning after the date for im~ementation !~lJie plan of ~ 
governmental subdivision for wmch toe commissioneiOf employee 
relations has approved an implementation date later than Decem
ber 31, 1991. The commissioner may waive the peruuty upon 
making a finding that the failure to implement was attributable to 
circumstances beyond the control of the governmental subdivision 
or to severe hardship. 

Sec. 16. [RAMSEY-WASHINGTON METRO WATERSHED DIS
TRICT ADMINISTRATIVE FUND.] 

The Ramsey-Washington metro watershed district ma~ annually 
levy an ad valorem tax not to exceed $200,000 on tllxab e property 
within the district for an admimstrafive fund. The district may leva 
more than $125,000 only with the approval of the Ramsey an 
wasJiington counties boards of commissioners. The board of man
ageds shall, in other respects, make the levy for the administrative 
fun in accordance with Minnesota statutes, sectiOI~ 112.611. 

Sec. 17. [PORT AUTHORITY] 

Each of the cities of Cannon Falls and Redwood 
adoption- ---
dural 
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including, but not limited to, joint venture and limited partnership 
agreements, in order to carry out its purposes. If ~ city estabhshes a 
port authority commission unGer tIlls section, the city shall exercise 
all the powers in dealing with ~ port authority that are granted to 
" city £y Minnesota Statutes, chapter 458, and aIIJiOwers in dealing 
with ~ housing and redevelopment authority that are granted to " 
city £y MmnesotaBtatutes, chapter 462, or other law. 

Sec. 18. [LIMITATION OF POWERS.] 

Subdivision 1. [IN THIS SECTION,] An enabling resolution may 
impose the limits listed in this section on the actions of the port 
authority ofCiiiiiion Falls or Redwood Falls. 

Subd. 2. [NOT USE SPECIFIED POWERS.] An enablingresolu-. 
tion may re uire that the port authority must not use specified 
powers containe in1.linnesota Statutes, chapters 458 and 462, or 
that the ~ort autrumty must not use powers without the prior 
approval 0 the city council. . 

Subd. 3. [TRANSFER RESERVES.] An enabling resolution may 
require tlie port authority to transfer ~ portIOn of the reserves 
~enerateOliJactivities of the port authority that the citl council 
etermines is not necessary for the successful operation 0 the p01 

authOrity, to the city generaT rund, to be used for any genera 
purpose of file city. Reserves previously pledged £y the port author
i!Y must not be transferred. 

Subd. 4. [BOND APPROVAL.] An enabling resolution may re
quire that the sale of bonds or OOIigations other than general 
obl~ation tax supportedOOiiil.s or obligations issued fu:: the port 
aut ority be approved £y the city council before issuance. .' 

Subd. 5. [BUDGET PROCESS.] An enabling resolution may 
require tllat the PQ!I authority follow the budget process for city 
departments as provided fu:: the city and as implemented £y the city 
council and mayor. 

Subd. 6. [LEVY APPROVAL.] An enabling resolution mlY require 
that the p'frt authority must no~ ~ tax for Its bene It Without 
approval Q... the CIty council. . ..... 

Subd. 7. [CONSISTENT WITH CITY PLAN.] An enabling reso
lution ~ay require that all official actions of the sort authority must 
be consistent with tneaaopted comprehensive p an of the city, and 
official controls imprementing the comprehensive plan. .. 

Subd. 8. [PROJECT APPROVAL.] An enabling resolution may 
require that the port authority submit to the city council for 
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a roval by resolution any S)"0posed project as defined in Minnesota 
tatutes, section 273.73, su division 8. 

Subd. 2- [GOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS.] An enabling resolu
tion may require that the port authority submit alI planned activ
ities for influencing the action of any other governmental agency, 
subdivision, or body to the city council for approval.. 

Subd. 10. [ADMINISTRATION; MANAGEMENT.] An enabling 
reSOlution may require that the port authority submit its adminis
trative structure and management practices to the city council for 
approval. 

Subd. ~ [EMPLOYEE APPROVAL.] An enabling resolution mi? 
require that the port authority must not employ anyone without t e 
approval of the city council. 

Subd. g [OTHER LIMITS.] An enabling resolution may impose 
any other limit or control estabTISlied by the city council. 

Subd. 13. [MODIFICATIONS.] An enabling resolution may be 
modified at any time, subject to submvision 16. !i modification must 
be made according to the procedural requirements of section 19. 

Subd. 14. [MODIFICATION PROCEDURE.] Each year, within 60 
days of the anniversary date of the first adoption '!! the enahling 
resolution, the p~rt autllOrlty shall submit" rb'f'lTt to the city 
council stating wether and how it wishes the ena inl[ resolution to 
be modified. Within 30 days of rece~t of the recommendation, the 
city council shall review the ena ing resolution, consider the 
recommendations c1 the port authority, and make any modification 
it considers appropriate. A modification must be made according to 
the procedural requirenients of section 19. The petitio,g requirement 
does not limit the right of the port authority to ~tition the city 
council at any time. 

Subd. 15. [COUNCIL ACTION CONCLUSIVE.] A determination 
~ the city council that the limits imposed under ill;s section have 
been complied with.§.y the port authority g; COilClusive. 

Subd. 16. [NOT TO IMPAIR BONDS, CONTRACTS.] Limits 
imPQsea under this section must Dot be applied in " manner that 
impairs the securit of any bonds issueaor contracts executed before 
the limit g; impose .'l'he CIty coullCITillust not modifY any limit in 
8l!ect at the time any bonds or obligations are issu<~ or contracts 
executed to theTetriment of the holder of the bonds or olillgations or 
any contracting party. 

Sec. 19. [PROCEDURAL REQUIREMENT.] 
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(a) The creation of!'c port authority ~ the ~ty of Cannon Falls or 
RedwooaFalls must be ~ written resolution nown as the ellalillng 
resolution:J3efore aaoptlOn of the enabling resolution, the city 
council shalICOriauct a publ}c hearing. Notice of the time aiidplace 
of hearing, !'c statement £... the !iurpose of the hearing, and !'c 
summary of the resolution must e published in !'c newspaper of 
general Clrculatlon withm the city once a week for two consecutive 
weeks. The first publication must appear wlthm 30 days before the 
public hearing. 

(b) !'!: modification to the enabling resolution must be ~ written 
resolution and must be adopted after notice ~ given and !'c Prblic 
hearing cOMucteaas required for the original adoption £... the 
enabling resolution. 

Sec. 20. [GENERAL OBLIGATION BONDS.] 

The po~ authority of Cannon Falls or Redwood Falls must not 
proceed WIth the sale of r,eneral obugation tax supported bonds until 
the city council ~ reso ution aptroves the proposed issuance. The 
resolution must be sublished m t e official newsl'aper. If, within 30 
days after the pub ication, !'c petition tgned ~ voters egual In 
number to ten percent of the number £... voters at the last regular 
city election ~ filed with" tne fity clerk, the city and port authority 
must not Issue the generaTOb I~ation tax sup:rorted bonds until the 
proposition has been approved ii.Y !'c majority 0 the votes cast on the 
guestion at !'c regular or special election. 

Sec. 21. [NAME.] 

The city of Cannon FallsQ!; Redwood Falls may choose the name 
of its port authority commissIOn. 

Sec. 22. [REMOVAL OF COMMISSIONERS FOR CAUSE.] 

A commissioner of the Plirt authority of Cannon Falls or Redwood 
Falls may be removeiI1i ~ ~ty councIT for mefhciency, neglect of 
duty, or misconduct in office. commissioner may~e removed only 
after a hearing. A copy of the charges must e given to the 
commiSsioner at least ten (Jays before the """hearing. The commIS
sioner must be given an opportunity to be heard m person or ~ 
counsel at thenearing. After the charges have been submitteato !'c 
commissioner, the city council day temporarily suspend the com
missioner. !!' the city councIl fin s that the char es have not been 
substantiated, the commissione, shall be imme iate y reinstatea:1f 
!'c commiSSIOner ~ removed, !'c record of the proceedings, to~ether 
with the charges and findings, must benled in the office of t e city 
clerk-. -. ---,-------

Sec. 23. [LOCAL APPROVAL.] 
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Sections 17 to 22 are effective for the city of Cannon Falls the day 
after the city complies with Minnesota Statutes, section 645.021, 
SUlXIivision 3. 

Sections 17 to 22 are effective for the city of Redwood Falls the day 
after the city compiles with Minnesota Statutes, section 645.021, 
subdivision 3. 

Sec. 24. [REPEALER.] 

Laws 1987, chapter 358, section 31, ~ repealed. 

Sec. 25. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

Sections 2, 9, 10, and 13 are effective Mat 15, 1988. Sections 4, 8, 
12, and 14 are effectIVe the day following llliif enacfment. Section 
16 ~ effective for taxeSlevied in 1988, payaJ)Je in 1989, and 
thereafter." 

Delete the title and insert: 

"A bill for an act relating to public finance; providing require
ments for the issuance and use of public debt; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1986, sections 375.83; 410.32; 475.54, by adding a subdivi
sion; 475.60, subdivision 3; 475.67, subdivision 13; Minnesota Stat
utes 1987 Supplement, sections 469.012, subdivision 1; 469.015, 
subdivision 4; 469.071, by adding a subdivision; 46[1.155, subdivi
sion 12; 474A.04, subdivision 6; 475.54, subdivision 1; and 475.66, 
subdivision 3; 475.67, subdivision 12; proposing coding for new law 
in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 469; repealing Laws 1987, chapter 
358, section 31." 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 

Senate Conferees: LAWRENCE J. POGEMILLER, JIM GUSTAFSON AND 
EMBER D. REICHGOTT. 

House Conferees: ANN H. REST, STEVE A. SVIGGUM AND GoRDON O. 
VOSS. 

Rest moved that the report of the Conference Committee on S. F. 
No. 1963 be adopted and that the bill be repassed as amended by the 
Conference Committee. The motion prevailed. 

S. F No. 1963, A bill for an act relating to public finance; 
providing requirements for the issuance and use of public debt; 
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amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 123.35, by adding a 
subdivision; 375.83; 410.32; 475.54, by adding a subdivision; 475.67, 
subdivision 13; Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 
469.012, subdivision 1; 469.015, subdivision 4; 469.071, by adding a 
subdivision; 469.155, subdivision 12; 475.60, subdivision 2; and 
475.66, subdivision 3; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota 
Statutes, chapter 469; repealing Laws 1987, chapter 358, section 31. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by Conference, 
and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken.on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. 

Wynia moved that those not voting be excused from voting. The 
motion prevailed. 

There were 129 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, 1. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Danner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
neBaad 
Dille 
Dom 
Forsythe 
Frederick 

Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 

. ·Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Jolmson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 

Larsen Onnen 
Lasley Orenstein 
Lieder Osthoff 
Long Otis 
Marsh Ozment 
McDonald Pappas 
McEachern Pauly 
McKasy Pelowski 
McLaughlin Peterson 
McPherson Poppenhagen 
Milbert Price 
Miller Quinn 
Minne Quist 
Morrison Redalen 
Munger Reding 
Murphy Rest 
Nelson, C. Rice 
Nelson, D. Richter 
Nelson, K. Riveness 
Neuenschwander Rodosovich 
O'Connor Rose 
Ogren Rukavina 
Olsen, S. Sarna 
Olson, E. Schafer 
Olson, K. Scheid 
Omann Schreiber 

Seaberg 
Segal 
Shaver 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
,!)ornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was repassed, as amended by Conference, and its title 
agreed to. 

Mr. Speaker: . 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following 
House File, herewith returned, as amended by the Senate, in which 
amendment the concurrence of the House is respectfully re·quested: 
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H. F. No. 1941, A bill for an act relating to charitable gambling; 
increasing the time period allowed for cities and counties to review 
license applications; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 
349.213, subdivision 2. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAV>CN, Secretary of the Senate 

CONCURRENCE AND REPASSAGE 

Dawkins moved that the House concur in the Senate amendments 
to H. F. No. 1941 and that the bill be repassed as amended by the 
Senate. The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 1941, A bill for an act relating to gambling; increasing 
the time period allowed for cities and counties to review license 
applications; providing that promotions conducted! in connection 
with payroll deduction campaigns are not lotteries; amending Min
nesota Statutes 1986, sections 349.213, subdivision 2; and 609.75, 
subdivision 1. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by the Senate, 
and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the hill and the roll 
was called. 

Krueger moved that those not voting be excused from voting. The 
motion prevailed. 

There were 119 yeas and 2 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. DeRaad Kalis Morrison Price 
Anderson, R. Dille Kelly Munger Quinn 
Battaglia Dorn Kelso Murphy Quist 
Bauerly Forsythe Kinkel Nelson, C. Redalen 
Beard Frederick Kludt Nelson, D. Reding 
Begich Frerichs Knickerbocker Nelson, K. Rest 
Bennett Greenfield Knuth Neuenschwander Rice 
Bertram Gruenes Kostohryz Ogren Riveness 
Boo Hartle Krueger Olsen, S. Rose 
Brown Heap Larsen Olson, E. Rukavina 
Burger Himle Lasley Olson, K. Schafer 
Carlson, D. Hugoson Lieder Omann Scheid 
Carlson, L. Jacobs Long Onnen Seaberg 
Carruthers Jaros Marsh Orenstein Segal 
Clark Jefferson McDonald Otis Shaver 
Clausnitzer Jennings McKasy Ozment Solberg 
Cooper Jensen McLaughlin Pappas Sparby 
Dauner Johnson, A. McPherson Pauly Stanius 
Dawkins Johnson, R. Milbert Pelowski Steensma 
DeBlieck Johnson, V. Miller Peterson Sviggum 
Dempsey Kahn Minne Poppenhagen Swenson 
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Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheirn 

Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
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Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 

Wel1e 
Wenzel 
Winter 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Gutknecht Haukoos 

[93rd Day 

. Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was repassed, as amended by the Senate, and its title 
agreed to. 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following 
House File, herewith returned, as amended by the Senate, in which 
amendment the concurrence of the House is respectfully requested: 

H. F. No. 464, A bill for an act relating to insurance; accident and 
health; increasing the maximum lifetime benefit for major medical 
coverage; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 62E.04, 
subdivision 4; and 62E.06, subdivision 1. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

CONCURRENCE AND REPASSAGE 

Carlson, L., moved that the House concur in the Senate amend
ments to H. F. No. 464 and that the bill be repassed as amended by 
the Senate. The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 464, A bill for an act relating to insurance; accident and 
health; increasing the maximum lifetime benefit for major medical 
coverage; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 62E.04, sub
division 4; and Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 
62E.06, subdivision 1. 

The billwas read for the third time, as amended by the Senate, 
and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. 

Otis moved that those not voting be excused from voting. The 
motion prevailed. 

There were 131 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 

Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 

Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 

Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 

Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
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Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
'Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
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Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 
Larsen 
Lasley 
Lieder 
Long 
Marsh 
McDonald 
McEachern 
McKasy 
McLaughlin 
McPherson 
Milbert 

Miller Pelowski 
Minne Peterson 
Morrison Poppenhagen 
MlUlger Price 
Murphy Quinn 
Nelson, C. Quist 
Nelson, D. Redalen 
Nelson, K. Reding 
Neuenschwander Rest 
O'Connor Rice 
Ogren Richter 
Olsen, S. Riveness 
Olson, E. Rodosovich 
Olson, K. Rose 
Omann Rukavina 
Onnen Sarna 
Orenstein Schafer 
Osthoff &heid 
Otis Schreiber 
Ozment Seaherg 
Pappas Segal 
Pauly Shaver 
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Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

The bill was repassed, as amended by the Senate, and its title 
agreed to. 

The following Conference Committee Report was received: 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON H. F. NO. 2590 

A bill for an act relating to the financing of government in 
Minnesota; changing tax rates and bases; modifYing the adminis
tration, collection, and enforcem~nt of taxes; imposing taxes; chang
ing the computation, administration, and payment of aids, credits, 
and refunds; limiting taxing powers; transferring and imposing 
governmental powers and duties; making technical corrections and 
clarifications; providing bonding authority to Hennepin County; 
imposing penalties; appropriating money and reducing appropria
tions; amending Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 69.031, subdivi
sion 3; 168,011, subdivision 8; 168.012, subdivision 9; 237.075, 
subdivision 8; 240,01, by adding a subdivision; 240.13, subdivisions 
4 and 6; 240.15, subdivisions 1, 3, and 6; 240.18; 270.075, subdivi
sion 2; 270,41; 270,70, subdivision 1; 271.01, subdivision 5; 273.05, 
subdivision 1; 273,061, subdivision 2; 273.112, subdivisions 3 and 6; 
273,121; 273,124, subdivisions 1 and 6; 273,13, by adding a subdi
vision; 273,40; 279,01, subdivision 3; 287,21, by adding a subdivi
sion; 290,01, by adding a subdivision; 290.06, by adding 
subdivisions; 290.39, by adding a subdivision; 290,50, subdivision 3; 
290,92, subdivisions 2a and 21; 290.931, subdivision 1; 290,934, 
subdivisions 1, 3, and by adding a subdivision; 290A.03, subdivision 
7; 297,01, by adding a subdivision; 297,03, subdivision 12, and by 
adding a subdivision; 297,041, subdivision 1; 297,06, subdivisions 1, 
2, 3, and by adding a subdivision; 297,08, subdivision 1; 297.12, 
subdivision 1; 297.35, by adding a subdivision; 297A,02, subdivision 
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4; 297A,15, subdivisions 1 and 5; 297A.16; 297A.17; 297A.21; 
297 A.25, subdivisions 5, 8, 27, and by adding subdivisions; 
297 A.256; 297C.02, subdivisions 3 and 4; 297C.03, by adding a 
subdivision; 297C.07; 297D.08; 298.223; 303.03; 329.11; 349.12, 
subdivision 18, and by adding subdivisions; 349.2121, subdivisions 
1, 2, 5, and by adding a subdivision; 349.22, subdivision 1, and by 
adding subdivisions; 375.192, subdivision 1; 375.83; 473.167, subdi
visions 2, 3, and by adding subdivisions; 473.249, subdivision 1, and 
by adding a subdivision; 473.446, subdivision 3, and by adding a 
subdivision; 473.711, subdivision 2, and by adding a subdivision; 
473.843, subdivision 2; 477A.011, subdivision 11, and by adding a 
subdivision; and 477 A.015; Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, 
sections 16A.1541; 60A.15, subdivision 1; 60E.04, subdivision 4; 
69.021, subdivision 5; 69.54; 124.155, subdivision 2; 124A.02, sub
divisions 3a and 11; 240.13, subdivision 5; 270.485; 272.02, subdi
vision 1; 272.115, subdivision 4; 272.121;273.061, subdivision 1; 
273.1195; 273.123, subdivisions 4 and 5; 273.124, subdivisions 11 
and 13; 273.13, subdivisions 23,24, and 25; 273.135, subdivision 2; 
273.1391, subdivision 2; 273.1392; 273.1393; 273.1397, subdivision 
2; 273.165, subdivision 2; 273.42, subdivision 2; 274.01, subdivision 
1; 274.19, subdivisions 1, 2, 3,4,6,7, and 8; 275.07, subdivision 1; 
275.50, subdivision 2; 275.51, subdivision 3h; 276.04; 279.01, sub
division 1; 290.01, subdivisions 3a, 4, 7, 19, 19a, 19b, 19c, 19d, 1ge, 
and 20; 290.015, subdivisions 1, 2, 3, and 4; 290.06, subdivisions 1, 
2c, and 21; 290.081; 290.092, subdivisions 3, 4, 5, and by adding a 
subdivision; 290.095, subdivisions 1, ,3, and by adding a subdivision; 
290.10; 290.17, subdivision 2; 290.191, subdivisions 6 and 11; 
290.21, subdivisions 3 and 4; 290.35, subdivision 2; 290.371, subdi
visions 1, 3, 4, and 5; 290.38; 290.41, subdivision 2; 290.92, subdi
visions 7 and 15; 290.934, subdivision 2; 290.9725; 290A.03, 
subdivisions 3, 13, 14, and 15; 290A.04, subdivision 2; 290A.06; 
295.32; 295.34, subdivision 1; 297.01, subdivisions 7 and 14; 297.03, 
subdivision 6; 297.11, subdivision 5; 297 A.Ol, subdivision 3; 
297 A.212; 297 A.25, subdivisions 3 and 11; 297B.03; 297C.04; 
298.2213, subdivision 3; 299.01, subdivision 1; 349.212, subdivisions 
1 and 4; 349.2121, subdivisions 4a and 10; 349.2122; 349.2123; 
469.174, subdivision 10; 469.175, subdivisions 1, 2, 3, 4, and by 
adding a subdivision; 469.176, subdivisions 1, 4, and 6; 469.177, 
subdivisions 1, 3, 4, and by adding subdivisions; 473.446, subdivi
sion 1; 475.53, subdivision 4; 475.61, subdivision 3; 477A.012, 
subdivision 1; and 508.25; Laws 1987, chapter 268, article 6, sections 
19, 53, and 54; and article 8, section 9; proposing coding for new law 
in Minnesota Statutes, chapters 270; 273; 275; 290; 290A; 297; 
297C; 298; 349; and 424A; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1986, 
sections 272.64; 273.13, subdivisions 7a and 30; 275.035; 275.49; 
290.07, subdivisions 3 and 6; 290.11; 290.12, as amended; 290.131, 
as amended; 290.132, as amended; 290.133, as amended; 290.134, as 
amended; 290.135, as amended; 290.136, as amended; 290.138, as 
amended; 290.934, subdivision 4; 297 A.15; subdivision 2; 297C.03, 
subdivision 5; 298.401; and 299.013; Minnesota Statutes 1987 
Supplement, sections 273.1195;273.13, subdivision 15a; 273.1394; 
273.1395; 273.1396; 273.1397; 275.081; 275.082; 275.125, subdivi-
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sion 22; 290.06, subdivision 20; 290.077, subdivision 1; 290.14; 
290.371, subdivision 2; 290A.04, subdivisions 2a and 2b; 296.02, 
subdivisions 2a and 2b; and 296.025, subdivisions 2a and 2b;Laws 
1987, chapter 268, article 3, section 11; and article 5, section 4. 

The Honorable Robert Vanasek 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Honorable Jerome M. Hughes 
President of the Senate 

April 25, 1988 

We, the undersigned conferees for H. F. No. 2590, report that we 
have agreed upon the items in dispute and recommend as follows: 

That the Senate recede from its amendment and that H. F. No. 
2590 be further amended as follows: 

Delete everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

''ARTICLE 1 

INDIVIDUAL INCOME TAX 

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 290.01, 
subdivision 3a, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3a. [TRUST.] The term "trust" has the meaning gi¥eR in 
provided under the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended 
through December 31, 198G 1987. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 290.01, 
subdivision 7, is amended to read: 

Subd. 7. [RESIDENT.] The term "resident" means (1) any individ
ual domiciled in Minnesota, except that an individual is not a 
"resident" for the period of time that the individual is a "qualified 
individual" as defined in section 911(d)(1) of the Internal Revenue 
Code of 1986, as amended through December 31, 1986, unless, 
during that period, a Minnesota homestead application is filed for 
property in which the individual has an interest; and (2) any 
individual domiciled outside the state who maintains a place of 
abode in the state and spends in the aggregate more than one-half of 
the tax year in Minnesota, unless the individual or the spouse of the 
individual is in the armed forces of the United States, or the 
individual ~ covered under the reciprocity provisions in sectmn 
290.081. . 
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For purposes of this subdivision, presence within the state for any 
part of a calendar day constitutes a day spent in the state. Individ
uals shall keep adequate records to substantiate the days spent 
outside the state. . 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 290.01, 
subdivision 19a, is amended to read: 

Subd. 19a. [ADDITIONS TO FEDERAL TAXABLE INCOME.] 
For individuals; estates, and trusts, there shall be added to federal 
taxable income: 

(1)(i) interest income on obligations of any state other than 
Minnesota or a political or governmental subdivision, municipality, 
or governmental agency or instrumentality of any state other than 
Minnesota exempt from federal income taxes under the Internal 
Revenue Code or any other federal statute, and 

(ii) exempt-interest dividends as defined in section 852(b)(5)W of 
the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, except the portion of the 
exempt-interest dividends derived from interest income on obliga
tions of the state of Minnesota or its political or governmental 
subdivisions, municipalities, governmental agencies or instrumen
talities, but only ifthe portion of the exempt-interest dividends from 
such Minnesota sources paid to all shareholders represents 95 
percent or more of the exempt-interest dividends that are paid by the 
fuftEi6l' series ef RmEls regulated investment y as defined in 
section 851(a) of the Internal Revenue Code or the fund of 
the regulated llivestment coinpany as 0eiiiie.I _ section 85~g) of 
the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, making the payment; an 

(2) the amount of income taxes paid or accrued within the taxable 
year under this chapter and income taxes paid to any other state or 
to any province or territory of Canada, to the extent allowed as a 
deduction under section 63(d) of the Internal Revenue Code, but the 
addition may not be more than the amount by which the itemized 
deductions as allowed under section 63(d) of the Internal Revenue 
Code exceeds the amount of the standard deduction as defined in 
section 63(c) of the Internal Revenue Code; and 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 290.01, 
subdivision 19b, is amended to read: 

Subd. 19b. [SUBTRACTIONS FROM FEDERAL TAXABLE IN, 
COME.] For individuals, estates, and trusts, there shall be sub
tracted from federal taxable income: 
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(1) interest income on obligations of any authority, commission, or 
instrumentality of the United States to the extent includable in 
taxable income for federal income tax purposes but exempt from 
state income tax under the laws of the United States; 

(2) if included in federal taxable income, the amount of any 
overpayment of income tax to Minnesota or to any other state, for 
any previous taxable year, whether the amount is received as a 
refund or as a credit to another taxable year's income tax liability; 
IHld 

(3) the amount paid to others not to exceed $650 for each 
dependent in grades kindergarten to six and $1,000 for each depen
dent in grades seven to 12, for tuition, textbooks, and transportation 
of each dependent in attending an elementary or secondary school 
situated in Minnesota, North Dakota, South Dakota, Iowa, or 
Wisconsin, wherein a resident of this state may legally fulfill the 
state's compulsory attendance laws, which is not operated for profit, 
and which adheres to the provisions of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 
and chapter 363. As used in this clause, "textbooks" includes books 
and other instructional materials and equipment used in elemen
tary and secondary schools in teaching only those subjects legally 
and commonly taught in public elementary and secondary schools in 
this state. "Textbooks" does not include instructional books and 
materials used in the teaching of religious tenets, doctrines, or 
worship, the purpose of which is to instill such tenets, doctrines, or 
worship, nor does it include books or materials for, or transportation 
to, extracurricular activities including sporting events, musical or 
dramatic events, speech activities, driver's education, or similar 
programs. In order to qualify for the subtraction under this clause 
the taxpayer must elect to itemize deductions under section 63(e) of 
the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended through December 
31, 1986; 

(4) to the extent included in federal taxable income, distributions 
from ~ qualified governmental pension plan, an individual retire
ment account, simplified employee pension, or qualified plan cover
!E£: ~ self-employed person that represent ~ return '!!: contributions 
that were included in Minnesota gross income in the taxable year 
for which the contributions were made but were deducted or were 
not illcTUdeoin the computatiOil Offederru adjUsted ~ mcome: 
The distribution shall be allocated first to return of contributions 
until the contribUtiOilslncluded in Millllcs~~ income have 
been exhausted. This subtraction applies only to contributions made 
in 'o! taxable year prior to 1985; 

(5) income as provided under section 10; and 

(6) the amount of unrecovered accelerated cost recovery system 
deductions allowed under section 5. 
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Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 290.01, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 20g. [ACRS MODIFICATION FOR INDIVIDUALS.] (a) An 
individual is allowed a subtraction from federal taxable income for 
the amount of accelerated cost recovery8ystem deductions that were 
added to federal adjusted gross income in computing Minnesota 
~ income for taxable year 1981, 1982, 1983, or 1984 and that 
were not deducted in ~ later taxable year. The deduction is allowed 
beginning in the first taxable year after the entire allowable 
deduction for the property has been allowed under federal law or the 
first taxable year beginning after December 31, 1987, whichever is 
later. The amount of the deduction j,; computed by deducting the 
amount added to federal adjusted gross income in computing Min" 
nesota gross income (less any deduction allowed under Minnesota 
Statutes 1986, section 290.01, subdivision 20D in equal annual 
amounts over five- years. 

(b) In the event of ~ sale or exchange of the l'I'~'I!r, 
j,; allowed equal to the lesser of (1) the 
would be allowed as a deduction 

(c) In the case of!! corporation electing S corporation status un9.er 
section 1362 of the Internal Revenue Code, the amount of the 
corporatlOll'S cost recovery allowances that have been deducted in 
computing federal tax, but have been added to federal taxable 
income or not deducted in computing tax under this chapter as ~ 
result ofThe application of subdivision 1ge, paragraphs (a) and (c) or 
Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 290.09, subdivision 7 is allowed as 
~ deduction to the shareholders under the provisions of paragraph 
(a). 

Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 290.032, 
subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. The amount of tax imposed by subdivision 1 shall be 
computed in the same way as the tax imposed under section 402(e) 
of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended through Decem
ber 31, 1986, except that the initial separate tax shall be an amount 
equal to five times the tax which would be imposed by section 
290.06, subdivision 2c, if the recipient was an unmarried individual, 
and the taxable net income was an amount equal to one-fifth of the 
excess of 

(i) the total taxable amount of the lump sum distribution for the 
year, over 

(ii) the minimum distribution allowance, and except that refer-
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ences in section 402(e) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as 
amended through December 31, 1986, to paragraph (1)(A) thereof 
shall instead be references to subdivision 1, and the excess, ifany, of 
the subtraction base amount over federal taxable income for a 
qualified individuaIas provided under section 290.0802, subdivision 
2. 

Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 290.06, 
subdivision 2c, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2c. [SCHEDULES OF RATES FOR INDIVIDUALS, ES
TATES, AND TRUSTS.) (a) The income taxes imposed by this 
chapter upon married individuals filing joint returns and surviving 
spouses as defined in section 2(a) of the Internal Revenue Code of 
1986 as amended through December 31, 1987, must be computed by 
applying to their taxable net income the following schedule of rates: 

ill Fe¥ taxable yetH'S begiARiRg afteI' DecembeF &l-; !ll8G, fHHi 
befure Janlf'''·Y 1, 1988 

if taJtable inceme iff 
net 9V€F $4-;00(1 
9V€F $4,000, 00t net 
9V€F $11 ,000 
8¥eF $11,000, 00t net 
8¥eF $21,QQQ 
IWeF $21,QQQ 

the tal< iff 
4 peFcent 
$±W plus 1> peFeeat at" the 
€*£eSS IWeF $4-;00(1 
$eM plus g peFeeat at" the 
e*<!ess 8¥eF $11 ,QQQ 
~ plus If fJeFeeat at" 
the €*£eSS 8¥eF $U,llOO 

f2f Fe¥ taJ[able yetH'S beglIffiing afteI' DeeembeF &l-; ±ll8+ 

if taxable income is: 
not over $19,000 
over $19,000 

the tax is: 
6 percent 
$1,140 plus 8 percent of 
the excess over $19,000; 

plus an amount €f!'ll'l te ten peFeeat ef the tal< j3ai4 by the taJ<fJayeF 
RH<IeF seetiea ±fg} at" the rate_al Re'feAlfe GB<ie at"!ll8G, as amended 
tbFelfgh DecembeF &l-; ±98& computed using the following schedule 
of rates: 

if taxable income is: 
over $75,500, but not 
over $165,000 -
over $165,000 

the tax is: 
0.5 percent of the 
excess over $75,500 
$447.50-. -
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Married individuals filing separate returns, estates, and trusts 
must compute their income tax !Jy applying the above rates to their 
taxable income, except that tIle income brackets will be one-haIf'Of 
the above amounts. 

(b) The income taxes imposed by this chapter upon unmarried 
individuals, lBlH'ried individ .. als Iilffig sepaFate ret .. ",s, estates, 
and trHsts must be computed by applying to taxable net income the 
following schedule of rates: 

W l4w tm<able years beginning after Deeember 6l-; 198&; and 
Befere Ja_ary l, 1985 

if ta,wble inesme it¥. 
net ever $&,{lOO 
ever $a ,000, But net 
ever $9,00() 
ever $9,000, But net 
ever $1€i,000 

. ever $1€i,000 

if taxable income is: 
not over $13,000 
over $13,000 

the taJ< it¥. 
4 pereent 
$l;w pllis It pereent 
ef the eJ<€€SS ever $&,{lOO 
$489 pllis 8 pereent 
ef the eJ<€€SS ever $9,00() 
$l,04O pllis If pereent 
ef the eJ<€€SS ever $1 €i,000 

the tax is: 
6 percent 
$780 plus 8 percent 
of the excess over $13,000, 

plus an amount etjHal ta ten pereent ef the taJ< paid By the ta"payer 
lHl<ier seetisn l{gt ef the Internal Reyen .. e GOOe ef 198&; as alBen"e" 
thrs .. gh Deeemiler 6l-; 198(; computed using the following schedule 
of rates: 

if taxable income is: 
over $42,700, but not 
over $93,000 -
over $93,000 

the tax is: ---
0.5 percent of the 
excess over $42,700 
$251.50:--

(c) The income taxes imposed by this chapter upon unmarried 
individuals qualifying as a head of household as defined in section 
2(b) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended through 
December 31, 198(; 1987, must be computed by applying to taxable 
net income the following schedule of rates: 

W Fer taxable years begiHHiHg after Deeember &l, 198(;, and 
Befere Ja_ary l, 1985 
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if taJ<able ineome iffi 
net eveF $&-;IiOO 
_ $3,500, but net 
_$10,000 
eveF $10,000, but net 
eveF $18,500 
_$18,500 

the tm. iffi 
4 pereeftt 
$l-4O )3ffis G pereent 
ef the eJ£eeSS _ $3,W9 
$adO )3ffis 8 pereeftt 
ef the ffi<eeSS _ $10,000 
~ )3ffis 9 pereeftt 
ef the ffiHleSS _ $18,800 

f2} Fer taJ<allie yeaFS begjftftjftg efter Deeember 3l, 198+ 

if taxable income is: 
not over $16,000 
over $16,000 

the tax is: 
6 percent 
$960 plus 8 percent 
of the excess over $16,000,. 
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plus an amount etjual te ten pereent ef the tm. paidlly the tal'pa),er 
~ seetieH l+g} ef the Interaal RevenHe Gede ef ±98G-; as amended 
throHgil Deeember 3l, 198G computed using the following schedule 
of rates: 

iflaxable income is: 
over $64,300, but not 
over $135,000- -
over $135,000 

the tax is: 
0.5 percent of the 
excess over $64,300 
$353:50-. -

(d) In lieu of a tax computed according to the rates set forth in this 
subdivision, the tax of any individual taxpayer whose taxable net 
income for the taxable year is less than an amount determined by 
the commissioner must be computed in accordance with tables 
prepared and issued by the commissioner of revenue based on 
income brackets of not more than $100. The amount of tax for each 
bracket shall be computed at the rates set forth in this subdivision, 
provided that the commissioner may disregard a fractional part of a 
dollar unless it amounts to 50 cents or more, in which case it may be 
increased to $1. 

(e) An individual who is not a Minnesota resident for the entire 
year must compute the individual's Minnesota income tax as pro
vided in this subdivision. After the application of the nonrefundable 
credits provided in this chapter, the tax liability must then be 
multiplied by a fraction in which: 

(1) The numerator is the individual's Minnesota sel:lyeed source 
federal adjusted gross income as defined in section 62 of the Internal 
Revenue Code of 1986, as amended through December 31, 1986, 
after applying the allocation and assignability provisions of section 
290.081, clause (a), or 290.17; and . 
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(2) the denominator is the individual's federal adjusted gross 
income as defined in section 62 of the Internal Revenue Code of 
1986, as amended through December 31, 198§ 1987, increased ~ 
the addition required for interest income from non-Minnesota state 
and municipal bonds under section 290.01, subdivision 19a, clause 
(1). ---- .--

(I) Any individual who has income which g; included in the 
computation of federara<!justed gross income but g; not subject to 
tax ~ Minnesota other than income specIfically allowed as " 
subtraction under section 290.01, subdivision 19b, shall compute the 
tax in the same manner described in P>lragraph (e). The numerator 
of the fraction under paragraph (e) g; the indIvidual's Minnesota 
source federal adjusted gross mcome reduced ~ the income not 
SiilijeCt to Minnesota tax and the denominator is the federal adjusted 
gross income. 

Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 290.06, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 22. [CREDIT FOR TAXES PAlD TO ANOTHER STATE.J (a) 
A taXpayer who is liable for taxes on or measured ~ net income To 
another state or province or territory of Canada, as provided in 
paragraphs (b) through (I), upon income allocated or apportioned to 
Minnesota, is entitled to a credit for the tax paid to anothetstate or 
province or territory of Canacta ~ the tax g; actually paid in the 
taxable yetr or " subsequent taxable year. A taxpayer who g; " 
resident '.'... this state pursuant to section 290.01, subdivision 7a, 
clause (b) and who g; subject to income tax as "resident in the state 
of the indiVIdual's domicile is not allowed this credit unless the state 
of domicile does not allow ~ s1illilar credit. ----------

(b) For an individual, estate, or trust, the credit is determined ~ 
multiplying the tax payable under this chapter ~ the ratio derived 
~ dividing the income subject to tax in the other state or province 
or territory of Canada that is also subject to tax in Minnesota while 
" resident Of Minnesota ~ the taxpayer's federal adjusted gross 
income, as defined in section 62 of the Internal Revenue Code of 
1986, as amended through DtiCeriiber 31, 1987, to the' extent the 
income is allocated or assigned to Minnesota under sections 290.081 
and 290.17. 

(c) !f' the taxpayer if; an athletic team that apportions all of its 
income under sectIon 290.17, subdivision 5, paragraph (a), the credit 
g; determined ~ mult\tlying the tax payable under this chapter ~ 
the ratio derived from Ividing the total net Income sUbject to tax in 
the other state or province or territory of Canada ~ the taxpayer's 
Minnesota taxaOle income. 

(d) The credit determined under paragraph (b) or (c) shall not 
exceed the amount of tax so paid to the other state or province or 
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territory of Canada on the gross income earned within the other 
state or province or territory of Canada subject to tax under this 
Cllaj?ter, nor shall the allowance of the credit reduce the taxes paid 
under this chapter to an amount less than ~hat would be assessed 
if such income amount was excluded from taxable net income. 

(e) In the case of the tax assessed on " lump sum distribution 
under section 290.032, the credit allowed under paragraph (a) !§. the 
tax assessed ~ the other state or province or territory of Canada on 
the lump sum distribution that !§. also subject to tax under section 
290.032, and shall not exceed the tax assessed under section 
290.032. 

CD If'" Minnesota resident reported an item of income to Minne
sota and is assessed tax in such other state or province or territory 
of Canada on that same income after the Minnesota statute of 
limitations has expirea;the taxpayer shallreceive a credit for that 
year under paragraph (a), notwithstanding any statute of limita
tions to the contrary. The claim for the credit must be submitted 
within one year from the date the taxes were paid to the other state 
or province or territory of Canada. The taxpayer must submit 
sufficient proof to show entitlement to " credit. 

Sec. 9. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 290.067, subdivision 1, is 
amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [AMOUNT OF CREDIT.] A taxpayer may take as a 
credit against the tax due from the taxpayer and a spouse, if any, 
under this chapter an amount equal to the dependent care credit for 
which the taxpayer is eligible pursuant to the provisions of section 
21 of the Internal Revenue Code subject to the limitations provided 
in subdivision 2. 

In the case of nonresident or part-year resident, the credit 
determmed under section 21 of the Internal Revenue Code must be 
allocated based on the ratio ~ which the earned income of the 
claimant and the claimant's spouse from Minnesota sources bears to 
the total earned income of the claimant and the claimant's spouse. 

Sec. 10. [290.0802] [SUBTRACTION FOR THE ELDERLY AND 
DISABLED.] 

Subdivision !- [DEFINITIONS.] For purposes of this section, the 
following terms have the meanings given. 

(a) "Adjusted gross income" means federal adjusted gross income 
as used in section 22(d) ofthe Internal Revenue Code for the taxable 
year plus the ordinary income portion of "lump sum rustribution as 
defined in section 407(e) of the Internal Revenue code. 
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(b) "Disability income" means disability income as defined in 
section 22(c)(2)(B)(iii) of the Internal Revenue Code. 

(c) "Internal Revenue Code" means the Internal Revenue Code of 
1986, as amended through Decemoer3T, 1987. -

(d) "Nontaxable retirement and disability benefits" means the 
amount of pension, annuity, or disability benefits that would be 
included in the reduction under section 22(c)(3) of the Internal 
Revenue Code, but excluding tier one railroad retirement benefits. 

(e)" ualified individual" means -'" qualified individual as defined 
in section 2 ofthe Internal Revenue Code. ----

Subd. ~ [SUBTRACTION.] (a) ~ qualified individual i~ allowed a 
subtraction from federal taxable income equal to the lesser of 
federal taxable income or the indIvidual's subtraction base amount. 
The excess of the subtraction base amount over federal taxable 
UiCome may be used to reduce the amount of -'" lump sum distribu
tion subject to tax under section 290.032. 

(b)(l) The initial subtraction base .amount equals 

(i) $10,000 for a married taxpayer filing -'" joint return if "- spouse 
!kl "- qualified indIvidual, . 

(ii) $8,000 for "- single taxpayer, and 

(iii) $5,000 for "- married taxpayer filing a separate federal return. 

(2) The qualified individual's initial subtraction base amount, 
then, must be reduced by the sum of nontaxable retirement and 
illsabiffiYbenefits and one-half of the amount of adjusted gross 
income in excess of the following thresholds: 

(i) $15,000 for "- married taxpayer filing "- joint return if both 
spouses are qualified individuals, .. 

(ii) $12,000 for -'" single taxpayer or for -'" married couple tling "
joint return if only one spouse !kl "- qualified individual, an 

(iii) $7,500 for -'" married taxpayer filing a separate federal return. 

(3) In the case of a qualified individual who is under the age of 65, 
the nlliXunumamount of the subtraction base may not exceed the 
taxpayer's disability income. 

(4) The resulting amount !kl the subtraction base amount. 
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Subd. ::l.:. [RESTRICTIONS; MARRIED COUPLES.] Except in the 
case of -'" husband and wife who live apart at all times during the 
taxabTe yeari> IT the taxpayer is married at the close of the taxable 
year, the su traction under subdivision ~ ~ allowabTe only IT the 
taxpayers file joint fedffaf and state income tax returns for the 
taxable year. 

Sec. 11. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 290.081, is 
amended to read: 

290.081 [INCOME OF NONRESIDENTS, RECIPROCITY; 
CREDIT FGR T.A,XES PAID T9 Al'IOTHER STf,TK] 

(a) The compensation received for the performance of personal or 
professional services within this state by an individual whose 
residence, place of abode, and place customarily returned to at least 
once a month is in another state, shall be excluded from gross 
income to the extent such compensation is subject to an income tax 
imposed by the state of residence; provided that such state allows a 
similar exclusion of compensation received .by residents of Minne
sota for services performed therein, 91', 

(b) If fffi;Y t""l'ayer whe is a resiaeRt ef this state, 91' a semestie 
eeF(3eratieR 91' eeFl'eratieR eemmeFeially demieiled theFeiR, has 
beeeme liable fer taJres _ 91' meas"red By De!, iReeme W anetheF 
state 91' a I're'linee 91' tenitery sf Canaaa "f"'fr, if tBe ta"l'ayeF is aft 

inaivid"al, 91' if tBe ta"l'ayer is aft athletie team and all sf tBe 
teaFa's iReeme is al'l'ertieRes w MiRReseta, fffi;Y iReeffie, 91' if it is a 
eeFl'eratieR, estate, 91' trHst; "f'eR iReeme aerivea ~ tBe l'eneF 
IllIffiee sf l'erseRal 91' I'refessienal seFvi ees withffi SIf€h ether state 91' 

I'reViRee 91' tenitery sf CaRasa and s~eet w ta"atien lHHIer this 
ehal'ter tBe ta"l'ayep sBall Be entitlea w a ereffit against tBe ame"nt 
sf taJres I'ayable lHHIer this ehal'ter, sf SIf€h l'rel'ertien thereef, a;; 
SIf€h gF9SS ineeme s"Bieet w ta"atien in SIf€h state 91' I'revinee 91' 

tenitery sf CaRasa beaFs w tBe ta"l'ayep's entire gF9SS ineeme 
s~eet wta"atieR lHHIer this ehal'tep; l'revisea B-1 that SIf€h ereffit 
sBall in ne event 8*eeed tBe ame"nt sf tll* se paid w SIf€h ether state 
91' I'reViRee 91' territery sf Canada _ tBe gF9SS iReerae earRea withffi 
SIf€h ether state 91' I'pevinee 91' tenitery sf CaRasa and s"Bieet w 
taJ<atien lHHIer this ehal'teF, and f2j tBe allewanee sf SIf€h ereffit 
sBall nat el'eFate w reffiIee tBe taJres l'ayaille lHHIer this ehBf'teF w 
aft ame"nt 1ess thai> weald ha¥e Been l'ayaille if tBe gF9SS ineeme 
eaFnea in SIf€h ether state 91' I'Fevinee 91' terpitepy sf Canaaa hat! 
Been e"el"sed in eeml'"ting De!, ineerae lHHIer this ehal'tep. A 
t""l'ayer whe is a FesiaeRt sf this state I'''Fs"ant W seetien 299.91, 
s"ilaiviBien !fa, eIa..se f2j, and is s"Bieet w iReerae tll* a;; a resiseRt 
in tBe state sf tBe iRdivid"al's seraieile is nat allewea this ereffit 
....Jess tBe state sf demieile <lees nat aIIew a sirailaF eredit. 

W The eeramissieRer sBall By ru1e deteFraiRe witH FeSl'eet W gF9SS 
ineeme eaFRed in fffi;Y atBer state tBe al'l'lieable eJ.aase sf this 
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seetieB. When it is deemed to be in the best interests of the people of 
this state, the commissioner may determine that the provisions of 
clause (a) shall not apply. As long as the provisions of clause (a) 
apply between Minnesota and Wisconsin, the provisions of clause (a) 
shall apply to any individual who is domiciled in Wisconsin. 

w ~ Sa Pffid!! as IlSe4 in thls seetiaB ffi8QftS ttHres6ft 6f' 

measured by Bet ifteeree pa;yahle te aBather state 6f' !lraviftee er 
territary sf Gaftaaa 6ft iftearee eamea within the t..,.ahle year fuF 
whieh the ereffit is elaimea, praviaed that saeh taJr is aetually !*llil 
in that t..,.able yea>'; 6f' suhse'llleftt ta"able yea<'&.-

F!er pUF)38ses sf elaase +b}, where a Miftftesata resiaeftt reparted an 
itere sf iftearee te MiBftes8ta ....a is assessea taJr in aftather state er 
a praviftee 6f' territary sf Gaftaaa 6ft that saree itere sf iftea ... e after 
the Miftftes8ta statute sf Iireitati8ftS has e"!lirea, the ta"!layer shall 
he all8wed te reee;';e a ereffit fuF that year based ei> elaase +b}, 
B8twithstaBaiftg the pr8visiafts sf seeti8ft" 299. i9, 299.89, ....a 
299.86. F!er I'liFI'8ses sf the I'reeeaiftg seftteftee, the ImPEleft sf proof 
shall he 6ft the t..,.payer te shew efttitiemem te a eredit. 

W (c) For the purposes of clause (a), whenever the Wisconsin tax 
on Minnesota residents which would have been paid Wisconsin 
without clause (a) exceeds the Minnesota tax on' Wisconsin residents 
which would have been paid Minnesota without clause (a), or vice 
versa, then the state with the net revenue loss resulting from clause 
(a) shall receive from the other state the amount of such loss. This 
provision shall be effective for all years beginning after December 
31, 1972. The data used for computing the loss to either state shall 
be determined on or before September 30 of the year following the 
close of the previous calendar year. 

Interest shall be payable on all delinquent balances relating to 
taxable years beginning after December 31,1977. The commissioner 
of revenue is authorized to enter into agreements with the state of 
Wisconsin specifying the reciprocity payment due date,. conditions 
constituting delinquency, interest rates, and a method for computing 
interest due on any delinquent amounts. 

If an agreement cannot be reached as to the amount of the loss, the 
commissioner of revenue and the taxing official of the state of 
Wisconsin shall each appoint a member of a board of arbitration and 
these members shall appoint the third member of the board. The 
board shall select one of its members as chair. Such board may 
administer oaths, take testimony, subpoena witnesses, and require 
their attendance, require the production of books, papers and 
documents, and hold hearings at such places as are deemed neces
sary. The board shall then make a determination as to the amount 
to be paid the other state which determination shall be final and 
conclusive. 
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Notwithstanding the provisions of section 290.61, the commis
sioner may furnish copies of returns, reports, or other information to 
the taxing official of the state of Wisconsin, a member of the board 
of arbitration, or a consultant under joint contract with the states of 
Minnesota and Wisconsin for the purpose of making a determination 
as to the amount to be paid the other state under the provisions of 
this section. Prior to the release of any information under the 
provisions of this section, the person to whom the information is to 
be released shall sign an agreement which provides that the person 
will protect the confidentiality of the returns and information 
revealed thereby to the extent that it is protected under the laws of 
the state of Minnesota. 

Sec. 12. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 290.17, 
subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [INCOME NOT DERIVED FROM CONDUCT OF A 
TRADE OR BUSINESS.] The income of a taxpayer subject to the 
allocation rules that is not derived from the conduct of a trade or 
business must be assigned in accordance with paragraphs (a) to <D: 

(a)(1) Subject to paragraphs (a)(2) and (a)(3), income from labor or 
personal or professional services is assigned to this state if, and to 
the extent that, the labor or services are performed within it; all 
oth~r income from such sOUrces is treated as income from sources 
without this state. 

(2) In the case, of an individual who is a nonresident of Mimiesota 
and who is an athlete or entertainer, income from compensation for 
labor or personal services performed within this state shall be 
determined in the following manner: 

(i) The amount of income to be assigned to Minnesota for an 
individual who is a nonresident salaried athletic team employee 
shall be determined by using a fraction in which the denominator 
contains the total number of days in which the individual is under a 
duty to perform for the employer, and the numerator is the total 
number of those days spent in Minnesota; and 

(ii) The amount of income to be assigned to Minnesota for an 
individual who is a nonresident, and who is an athlete or enter
tainer not listed in clause (i), for that person's athletic or entertain
ment performance in Minnesota shall be determined by assigning to 
this state all income from performances or athletic contests in this 
state. 

(3) For purposes of this section, amounts received by a nonresident 
from the United States, its agencies or instrumentalities, the 
Federal Reserve Bank, the state of Minnesota or any of its political 
or governmental subdivisions, or a Minnesota volunteer firefighters' 
relief association, by way of payment as a pension, public employee 
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retirement benefit, or any combination ofthese, or as a retirement or 
survivor's benefit made from a plan qualifying under section 401, 
403,408, or 409, or as defined in section 403(b) or 457 of the Internal 
Revenue Code of 1986, as amended through December 31, 1986, are 
not considered income derived from carrying on a trade or business 
or from performing personal or professional services in Minnesota, 
and are not taxable under this chapter. 

(b) Income or gains from tangible property located in this state 
that is not employed in the business of the recipient of the income or 
gains must be assigned to this state. 

(c) Except upon the sale of a partnership interest or the sale of 
stock of an "S" corporation, income or gains from intangible per
sonal property not employed in the business of the recipient of the 
income or gains must be assigned to this state if the recipient of the 
income or gains is a resident of this state or is a resident trust or 
estate. 

Gain on the sale of a partnership interest is· allocable to this state 
in the ratio of the original cost of partnership tangible property in 
this state to the original cost of partnership tangible property 
everywhere, determined at the time of the sale. If more than 50 
percent of the value of the partnership's assets consists of intangi
bles, gain or loss from the sale of the partnership interest is 
allocated to this state in accordance with the sales factor of the 
partnership for its first full tax period immediately preceding the 
tax period of the partnership during which the partnership interest 
was sold. 

Gain on the sale of stock held in an "S" corporation is allocable to 
this state in the ratio onne"'OrfginaJCost of tangible property of the 
"8" corporation within this state to tile original cost of tangi1ile 
property of the "S" corporation everywnere. 

(d) Income from the operation of a farm shall be assigned to this 
state if the farm is located within this state and to other states only 
if the farm is not located in this state. 

(e) Income from winnings on Minnesota pari-mutuel betting 
tickets and lawful gambling as defined in section 349:12, subdivi
sion * cond"ii'Cteir within the ooundaries of the sta, te of Minnesota 
snaIl be assigned to this state. , ' 

(f) All items of gross income not covered in paragraphs (a) to (e) 
and not part of the taxpayer's income from a trade or business shall 
be assigned to the taxpayer's domicile. 

Sec. 13. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 290.38, is 
amended to read: 
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290.38 [RETURNS OF MARRIED PERSONS.] 

A husband and wife must file a joint Minnesota income tax return 
if they filed a joint federal income tax return. If a joint return is 
made the tax shall be computed on the aggregate income and the 
liability with respect to the tax shall be joint and several; provided 
that ~ spouse who is relieved of ~ liability attributable to ~ 
substantial underpayment under section 6013(e) of the Internal 
Revenue Code of 1986, as amended through December 31, 1987, 
shall also be relieved of the state tax liability on the substantial 
underpayment. If the husband and wife have elected to file separate 
federal income tax returns they must file separate Minnesota 
income tax returns. This election to file a joint or separate returns 
must be changed if they change their election for federal purposes. In 
the event taxpayers desire to change their election, such change 
shall be done in the manner and on such form as the commissioner 
shall prescribe by rule. 

The determination of whether an individual is married shall be 
made under provisions of section 7703 of the Internal Revenue Code 
of 1986, as amended through December 31, 1986. 

Sec. 14. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 290.39, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 5. [PARTNERSHIPS; NONRESIDENT PARTNERS.] (a) 
TheCommissione~ may allow ~ partnership with five or more 
nonresident partners to file ~ composite return on behalf of nonres
ident partners who have no other Minnesota source income. This 
composite return must include the names, addresses, social security 
numbers, income allocation, and tax liability for all nonresident 
partners electing to be covered ~ the composite return. 

(b) The computation of each partner's tax liability will be deter
mined by multiplying the income allocated to that partner ~ the 
highest rate used to determine the tax liability for individuals under 
section 290.06, subdivision 2c. Nonbusiness deductions, standard 
deductions, or personal exemPtions are not allowed. 

(c) The partnership must submit ~ request to use this composite 
return f~ing method for nonresident partners on or before the due 
date for lling the individual income tax return. The request may be 
made ~ part of the return filed. 

(d) The electing partner must not have any Minnesota source 
income other than the income from the partnership and other 
electing partnerships. !f I! is determined that the electing partner 
has other Minnesota source income, the inclusion of the income and 
tax liability for that partner under this rovision will not constifiite 
~ return to satisfy the requirements of sub ivision 1. The penalty for 
failure to file ~ return as provided in section 290.53, subdivision 2, 
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is assessed from the due date for filing !'o return until !'o non
composite return ~ filed. The tax paid for such an individual as Plirt 
of the composite return ~ allowed as !'o payment of the tax ~ ~ 
individual on the date on which the composite return payment was 
m"de. !! the electing nonresident partner has no other Minnesota 
source income, filing of the composite return constitute~ a return for 
purposes of subdivision 1 of this section. 

(e) This subdivision does not preclude the requirement that an 
indiviCIUal ~ estima~tax if the individual's liability would 
exceed the requirements set forth in section 290.93. However, !'o 
composite estimate may be. filed in !'o manner similar to and 
containing the same information required under paragraph (a). 

<D !! an electing partner's share of the partnership's ~ income 
from Minnesota sources ~ less than the filing requirements for !'o 
nonresident under section 290.37, subdlvision h the tax liability is 
zero. However, ~ statement showing the partner's share of gross 
income must be included as part of the composite return. 

ill!. The election provided in this subdivision is not available to any 
partner other than !'o full-year nonresident individual who has no 
other Minnesota source income. 

(h) A corporation defined in section 290.9725 and its nonresident 
shareholders may make an election under this subdivision. The 
provisions covering the 1artnership ~ to the corporation and the 
provisions applying to ~ partner "p.p!y to each shareholder. 

(i) Estates and trusts distributing current income only and the 
nonresident individual beneficiaries' of such estates or trusts m-ay 
make an election under this subdivision. The provisions covering 
the partnership apply to the estate or trust. The provisions applying 
to the partner ~ to each beneficiary. . 

Sec. 15. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 290.41, 
subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [BY PERSONS, CORPORATIONS, COOPERATIVES, 
GOVERNMENTAL ENTITIES OR SCHOOL DISTRICTS.] To the 
extent required by section 6041 of the Internal Revenue Code of 
1986, as amended through December 31, lll86 1987, every person, 
corporation, or cooperative, the state of Minnesota and its political 
subdivisions, and every city, county and schooldistrict in Minnesota, 
making payments in the regular course of a trade or business during 
the taxable year to any person or corporation of $600 or more on 
.account of rents or royalties, or of$10 or more on account of interest, 
or $10 or more on account of dividends or patronage dividends,. or 
$600' or more on account of either wages, salaries, commissions, fees, 
prizes, awards, pensions, annuities, or any other fixed or determin
able gains, profits or income, not otherwise rep?rtable under section 
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290,92, subdivision 7, or on account of earnings of $10 or more 
distributed to its members by savings, building and loan associa
tions or credit unions chartered under the laws of this state or the 
United States, (a) shall make a return (except in cases where a valid 
agreement to participate in the combined federal and state informa
tion reporting. system has been entered into, and such return is 
therefore filed only with the commissioner of internal revenue 
pursuant to the applicable filing and informational reporting re
quirements of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended 
through December 31, 'W8G 1987) in respect to such payments in 
excess of the amounts specified, giving the nameS and addresses of 
the persons to whom such payments were made, the amounts paid to 
each, and (b) shall make a return in respect to the total number of 
such payments and total amount of such payments, for each category 
of income specified, which were in excess of the amounts specified. 
This subdivision shall not apply to the payment of interest or 
dividends to a person who was a nonresident of Minnesota for the 
entire year. 

A person, corporation, or cooperative required to file returns 
under this subdivision .... iatepest, d,videeds, Bl' patFeftage "''I,deed 
paymeets with pespeet te _ thaI> W payees fer ftftY ealeftdar yea!' 

must file all of these returns on magnetic media if the media were 
used to ~!'tiSfY the federal reporting requirement under sectWi1 . 
6011(e) 0 the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amelidedthrough 
December 31,1987, unless the person establishes to the satisfaction 
of the commissioner that compliance with this requirement would be 
an undue hardship. 

Sec. 16. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 290.491, is 
amended to read: 

290.491 [TAX ON GAlN; DISCHARGE IN BANKRUPTCY.] 

(a) Any tax due under this chapter on a gain realized on a forced 
sale pursuant to foreclosure of a mortgage or other security interest 
in agricultural production property, other real property, or equip
ment, used in a farm business that was owned and operated by the 
taxpayer shall be a dischargeable debt in a bankruptcy proceeding 
under United States Code, title 11, section 727. 

(b) Income realized on ~ sale or exchange of agricultural produc
tion property, other real property, or equipment, used in .~ farm 
business that was owned and operated h the taxpayer shall be 

. exempt from taxation under this chapter,1f the taxpayer was 
insolvent at the time of the sale and the proceeds of the sale were 
used solely tod:!scnargeiMebteaness secured fu a mortgage,TIen, or 
other security interest on the Rroperty sold. For purposes of this 
section, "insolvent" means insovent as defined in section 108(d)(3) 
of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, as amended through Decem
ber 31, 1985. This paragraphapplleSOnly to the extent that the gain 
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is includable in federal taxable income or in the computation of the 
alternative minimum taxable income uMer section 290.091 fur 
purposes of the alternative mimmum tax. The amount of the 
exem tion ~ limited to the excess of the taxp:.ter's (1) liabilities 
over ~ the total assets and any exclusion claim under section 108 
Ofthe Inter~evenue Code of 1986, as amended'1lirough Decem
Iler !!h 1987, determined imme'iITiitefYbefore application of this 
paragrapn.---

(c) For purposes of this section, auy tax due under this chapter 
specifically includes, but is not limited to, tax imposed under 
sections 290.02 and 290.03 on income derived from a sale or 
exchange, whether constituting gain, discharge of indebtedness or 
recapture of depreciation deductions, or the alternative minimum 
tax imposed under section 290.Q91. 

Sec. 17. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 290.92, 
subdivision 7, is amended to read: 

Subd. 7. [WITHHOLDING STATEMENT TO EMPLOYEE OR 
PAYEE AND TO COMMISSIONER.] (1) Every person required to 
deduct and withhold from an employee a tax under subdivision 2a or 
3, or section 290.923, subdivision 2, or who would have been required 
to deduct and withhold a tax under subdivision 2a or 3, or persons 
required to withhold tax under section 290.923, subdivision 2, 
determined without regard to subdivision 19, if the employee or 
payee had claimed no more than one withholding exemption, or who 
paid wages or made payments not subject to withholding under 
subdivision 2a or 3, or section 290.923, subdivision 2, to an employee 
or person receiving royalty payments in excess of $600, or who has 
entered into a voluntary withholding agreement with a payee 
pursuant to subdivision 20, shall furnish to each such employee or 
person receiving royalty payments in respect to the remuneration 
paid by such person to such employee or person receiving royalty 
payments during the calendar year, on or before January 31 of the 
succeeding year, or, if employment is terminated before the close of 
such calendar year, within 30 days after the date of receipt of a 
written request from the employee if the 30-day period ends before 
January 31, a written statement showing the following: 

(a) Name of such person, 

(b) The name of the employee or payee and the employee's or 
payee's social security account number, 

(c) The total amount of wages as that term is defined in subdivi
sion 1(1), andlor the total amount. of remuneration subject to 
withholding pursuant to subdivision 20, and. the amount of sick pay 
as required under section 6051(D of the Internal Revenue Code of 
'Hl64 1986, as amended through December 31, ±98& 1987, 
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(d) The total amount deducted and withheld as tax under subdi
vision 2a or 3, or section 290.923, subdivision 2. 

(2) The statement required to be furnished by this subdivision in 
respect of any remuneration shall be furnished at such other times, 
shall contain such other information, and shall be in such form as 
the commissioner may prescribe. 

(3) The commissioner may prescribe rules providing for reason
able extensions of time, not in excess of 30 days, to employers or 
payers required to furnish such statements to their employees or 
payees under this subdivision. 

(4) A duplicate of any statement made pursuant to this subdivi
sion and in accordance with rules prescribed by the commissioner, 
along with a reconciliation in such form as the commissioner may 
prescribe of all such statements for the calendar year (including a 
reconciliation of the quarterly returns required to be filed pursuant 
to subdivision 6), shall be filed with the commissioner on or before 
February 28 of the year after the payments were made. 

(5) The employer must submit the statements required to be sent 
to the commissioner on magnetic media, if the media were required 
to satisfy the federal reporting requirements pursuant to section 
6011(e) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended through 
December 31, 1987, and the regulations issued under it. 

Sec. 18. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 290.92, 
subdivision 15, is amended to read: 

Subd. 15. [PENALTIES; FAILURE TO PAY TAX.) (1) In the case 
of any failure to withhold a tax on wages, or make payments to or 
deposits with the commissioner of amounts withheld, as required by 
this section, within the time prescribed by law, there shall be added 
to the tax a penalty equal to three percent of the amount of tax that 
should have been properly withheld and paid over to or deposited 
with the commissioner if the failure is for not more than 30 days 
with an additional three percent for each additional 30 days or 
fraction thereof during which the failure continues, not exceeding 24 
percent in the aggregate. The amount of the tax together with this 
amount shall bear interest at the rate specified in section 270.75 
from the time the tax should have been paid until paid. The amount 
added to the tax shall be collected at the same time and in the same 
manner and as a part of the tax unless the tax has been paid before 
the discovery of the negligence, in which case the amount added 
shall be collected in the same manner as the tax. 

(la) In the case of a failure to make and file quarterly returns with 
the commissioner as required by this section, there shall be added to 
the tax a penalty equal to three percent of the amount of tax not 
properly withheld and paid over to or deposited with the commis-
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sioner if the failure is for not more than 30 days with an additional 
five percent of the amount of tax remaining unpaid during each 
additional 30 days or fraction thereof during which the failure 
continues, not exceeding 23 percent in the aggregate. The amount of 
the tax together with this amount shall bear interest at the rate 
specified in section 270.75 from the time the tax should have been 
paid until paid. The amount added to the tax shall be collected at the 
same time and in the same manner and as a part of the tax unless 
the tax has been paid before the discovery of the negligence, in 
which case the amount added shall be collected in the same manner 
as the tax. 

(lb) In the case of a failure to file a return of tax imposed by this 
chapter within 60 days of the date prescribed for filing of the return 
(determined with regard to any extension of time for filing), the 
addition to tax under paragraph (la) shall not be less than the lesser 
of (i) $200; or (ii) the greater of (a) 25 percent ofthe amount required 
to be shown as tax on the return without reduction for any payments 
made or. refundable credits allowable against the tax or (b) $50. 

(1c)Where penalties are imposed under paragraphs (1) and (1a), 
except for the minimum penalty under paragraph (lb), the combined 
penalty percentage shall not exceed 38 percent in the aggregate. 

(2) If any employer required to withhold a tax on wages, make 
deposits, make and file quarterly returns and make payments to the 
commissioner of amounts withheld, as required by sections 290.92 to 
290.97, willfully fails to withhold the tax or make the deposits, files 
a false or fraudulent return, willfully fails to make the payment or 
deposit, or willfully attempts in any manner to evade or defeat the 
tax or the payment or deposit of it, trere shall also be imposed on the 
employer as a penalty an amount equal to 50 percent of the amount 
of tax, less any amount paid or deposited by the employer on the 
basis of the false or fraudulent return ordeposit, that should have 
been properly withheld and paid over or deposited with the commis
sioner. The amount of the tax together with this amount shall bear 
interest at the rate specified in section 270.75 from the time the tax 
should have been paid until paid. The penalty imposed by this 
paragraph shall be collected as a part of the tax, and shall be in 
addition to any other penalties civil and criminal, prescribed by this 
subdivision. 

(3) If any person required under the provisions of subdivision 7 to 
furnish a statement to an employee or payee and a duplicate 
statement to the commissioner, or to furnish a reconciliation of the 
statements, and quarterly returns, to the commissioner, willfully 
furnishes a false or fraudulent statement to an employee or payee or 
a false or fraudulent duplicate statement or reconciliation of state
ments, and quarterly returns, to the commissioner, or willfully fails 
to furnish a statement or the reconciliation in the manner, at the 
time, and showing the information required by the provisions of 
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subdivision 7, or rules prescribed by the commissioner thereunder, 
there shall be imposed on the person a penalty of $50 for each act or 
failure to act, but the total amount imposed on the delinquent 
person for all such failures during any calendar year shall not exceed 
$25,000, The penalty imposed by this paragraph is due and payable 
within ten days after the mailing of a written demand therefor, and 
may be collected in the manner prescribed in subdivision 6, para
graph (8), 

(4) In addition to any other penalties prescribed, any person 
required to withhold a tax on wages, file quarterly returns, and 
make payments or deposits to the commissioner of amounts with
held, as required by this section, who attempts to evade the tax by (i) 
willfully failing to withhold the tax, file the return, or make the 
payment or deposit, or (ii) willfully preparing or filing a false return, 
is guilty of a gross misdemeanor unless the tax involved exceeds 
$300, in which event the person is guilty of a felony. 

(5) In lieu of any other penalty provided by law, except the penalty 
provided by paragraph (3), any person required under the provisions 
of subdivision 7 to furnish a statement of wages to an employee and 
a duplicate statement to the commissioner, who willfully furnishes a 
false or fraudulent statement of wages to an employee or a false or 
fraudulent duplicate statement of wages to the commissioner, or who 
willfully fails to furnish a statement in the manner, at the time, and 
showing the information required by the provisions of subdivision 7, 
or rules prescribed by the commissioner thereunder, is guilty of a 
gross misdemeanor. 

(6) Any employee required to supply information to an employer 
under the provisions of SUBdivision subdivisions 4a and 5, who 
willfully fails to supply information or. willfully supplies false or 
fraudulent information thereunder which would require an increase 
in the tax to be deducted and withheld under subdivision 2a or 3, is 
guilty of a gross misdemeanor. 

(7) The term "person," as used in this section, includes an officer 
or employee of a corporation, or a member or employee of a 
partnership, who as an officer, employee, or member is under a'duty 
to perform the act in respect of which the violation occurs. 

(8) All payments received may, in the discretion of the commis
sioner of revenue, be credited first to the oldest liability not secured 
by a judgment or lien, but in all cases shall be credited first to 
penalties, next to interest, and then to the tax due. 

(9) In addition to any other penalty provided by law, any employee 
who furnishes a withholding exemption certificate or a residency 
affidavit to an employer which the employee has reason to know 
contains a materially incorrect statement is liable to the commis
sioner of revenue for a penalty of $500 for each instance. The penalty 
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is immediately due and payable and may be collected in the same 
manner as any delinquent income tax. 

(10) In addition to any other penalty provided by law, any 
employer who fails to submit a copy of a withholding exemption 
certificate or a residency affidavit required by subdivision 5a, clause 
(l)(a), (l)(b), or (2) is liable to the commissioner of revenue for a 
penalty of$50 for each instance. The penalty is immediately due and 
payable and may be collected in the manner provided in subdivision 
6, paragraph (8). 

(11) Any person who willfully aids or assists in, or procures, 
counsels, or advises the preparation or presentation under, or in 
connection with any matter arising under this section, of a return, 
affidavit, claim, or other document, which is fraudulent or false as to 
any material matter, whether or not the falsity or fraud is with the 
knowledge or consent of the person authorized or required to present 
the return, affidavit, claim, or document, is guilty of a gross 
misdemeanor, unless the tax involved exceeds $300, in which event 
the actor is guilty of a felony. 

(12) Notwithstanding the provisions of section 628.26, or any other 
provision of the criminal laws of this state, an indictment may be 
found and filed, or a complaint filed, upon any criminal offense 
specified in this subdivision, in the proper court within six years 
after the commission of the offense. . 

Sec. 19. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 290.92, subdivision 21, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 21. [EXTENSION OF WITHHOLDING TO UNEMPLOY
MENT COMPENSATION BENEFITS.] (a) At the time an individ
ual makes -"- claim for unemployment corripensaii"onlienefits, the 
commissioner of jobs and training must notify the individual that 
the individual's unem:proyment com ensation may be subject to 
state income taxes depending on the in ivi ua 's other income and 
that the individual may elect to have the payments subject to 
withholding under this section. If the individual so requests, unem
ployment compensation benefits paid to the individual shall be 
treated as if i1 were -"- payment of wages Qy an employer to an 
employee for -"- payroll period. 

(b) For purposes of this section, any supplemental unemployment 
compensation benefit paid to an individual to the extent includable 
in such individual's Minnesota gross income, shall be treated as ifit 
were a payment of wages by an employer to an employee for a payroll 
period. 

Sec. 20. [ESTIMATED TAX EXCEPTION FOR 1987.] 
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For taxable years beginning after December 31, 1986, but begin
ning before January h 19~8, the re uired amount of the annual 
payment of the current year s tax in etermining the underpayment 
in Minnesota:Statutes, section 290.93, subdivision 10, para~aph 
(4), clause (a), shall be 80 percent instead of 90 percent an the 
penaltySl1aU also be reduced fu: the ratio by which the salary 
income subject to withholding bears to the federal adjusted ~ 
income for 1987 as determined under section 62 of the InternaI 
RevenueCode of 1986, as amendecrthi'bugh Decemoer3I, 1987. 

Sec. 2l. [REPEALER.] 

Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 290.06, subdivi
sion 20; and 290.077, subdivision h are repealed. 

Sec. 22. [EFFECTIVE DATES.] 

Except as otherwise provided, sections 1 to ~ and 16 are effective 
for taxable years beginning after December 31, 1986.bections 5, 7 to 
12, 14, 15, 17, and 21 are el'IeCtiVe for taxable years beginning after 
December 31, 1987. The deductionrulowed under section 4, clause 
(4) and the ability of survivmg spouses to use the married filing joint 
rates in section 1 are effective for taxaOJe years beginning after 
lJeCemoer 31, 1986. The rest of sections 4 and 7 are effective for 
taxable yfars OegUinmg after-December-~ 1987. ilection 13 ~ 
effective -2!: taxable Yilarci beginning after December ~ 1984. 
Section 18 is effective ~ ~ foliowing final enactment. 

ARTICLE 2 

BUSINESS TAXES 

Section l. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 60A.15, 
subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision l. [DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN COMPANIES.] (a) 
On or before April 15, June 15, and December 15 of each year, every 
domestic and foreign company, including town and farmers' mutual 
insurance companies and domestic mutual insurance companies, 
shall pay to the commissioner of revenue installments equal to 
one-third of the insurer's total estimated tax for the current year. 
For insurers other than town and farmers' mutual insurance com: 
pahies and ITititUaIproj?erty and casualty insurance companIeS 
ot er than those (i) principally writing workers' compensation 
insurance, (ii) writing life insurance, or (iii) whose total assets at the 
end of the preceding calendar year exceed $T,6OO,OOO,OOO, install
ments must be based on a sum equal to two percent of the premiums 
CleSCrilied in paragraph (b). For town and farmers' mutual insurance 
companies and mutual property and casualty insurance companies 
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other than those (D rrincipally writing workers' compensation 
insurance, (ii) writing bfe insurance, or (iii) whose total assets at the 
end of the preceding calendar year exceed $1,6OO;0oo,ooD;-llie 
instaITments must be based on an amount equal to the following 
percentages of the premiums described in paragraph (1)f: 

(1) for premiums paid after December 31, 1987, and before 
January 1, 1989, ~ percent; 

(2) for premiums paid after December 31, 1988, and before 
January b 1992, one percent; and 

(3) for premiums paid after DeceJllber 31, 1991, one-half of ~ 
percent. 

(b) Installments under l?aragraph (a) are percentages of gross 
premiums less return premIUms on allilirect business received by it 
the insurer in this state, or by its agents for it, in cash or otherwise, 
during such year, excepting premiums written for marine insurance 
as specified in subdivision 6. 

(c) Failure of a company to make payments of at least one-third of 
either fa} (1) the total tax paid during the previous calendar year or 
W (2) 80 percent of the actual tax for the current calendar year shall 
subject the company to the penalty and interest provided in this 
section. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 60E.04, 
subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [TAXATION.] (a) All premiums paid for coverages within 
this state to risk retention groups are subject to taxation at the same 
rate and subject to the same interest, fineS, and penalties for 
nonpayment as that applicable to foFeig» aamittea other insurers. 

(b) To the extent agents or brokers are utilized, they shall report 
and pay the taxes for the premiums for risks which they have placed 
with or on behalf of a risk retention group not chartered in this 
state. The agej\ts or brokers are subiect to the provisions of sections 
60A.195 to 60 .209. 

(c) To the extent agents or brokers are not utilized or fail to pay the 
tax; each risk retention group shall pay the tax for risks insured 
within the state. Each risk retention group shall report all premi
ums paid to it for risks insured within the state and shall be suqiect 
to the same interest, fines, and penalties for nonpayment as that 
applicable to foreign admitted insurers. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 62E.13, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 
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Subd. 10. Premiums received ~ the writing carrier for the 
comprehensive health insurance plan are exempt from the provi
sions of sectIon 6OA.T5. 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 69.021, 
subdivision 5, is amended to read: 

Subd. 5. [CALCULATION OF STATE AID.] The amount of state 
aid available for apportionment shall be two percent of the fire, 
lightning, sprinkler leakage, and extended coverage premiums 
reported to the commissioner by .insurers on the Minnesota Firetown 
Premium Report and two percent of the premiums reported to the 
commissioner by insurers on the Minnesota Aid to Police Premium 
Report. !!'he amall"t f<H' "I'!,eFtieftlBeRt in Fes!,eet te FiFeFighteF's 
state aid shall Ret Be gFeateF <i»lesseF than the amallRt sf !,.emillm 
ttH<es !'aid te the state RJl6R the!,Femillms Fe!,aFtea te the ea_is 
sieneF~ iftSIlFeFS en the Miftftesata FiFetaWft PFemillm Re!,aFt afteF 
81lbtFaetiftg This amount shall be reduced by the amount required to 
pay the state auditor's costs ana expensesof the audits or exams of 
the firefighters relief associations. The total amount for apportion
ment in respect to police state aid shall not be greater or lesser than 
the amount of premium taxes paid to the state upon the premiums 
reported to the commissioner by insurers on the Minnesota Aid to 
Police Premium Report after subtracting the amount required to pay 
the state auditor's costs and expenses of the audits or exams of the 
police relief associations. The amount for apportionment in respect 
to police state aid shall be distributed to the municipalities main
taining police departments and to the county on the basis of the 
number of active peace officers, as certified pursuant to section 
69.011, subdivision 2, clause (b). The commissioner shall calculate 
the percentage of increase or decrease reflected in the apportion
ment over or under the previous year's available state aid using the 
same premiums as a basis for comparison. 

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 69.031, subdivision 3, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [APPROPRIATIONS.] There is hereby appropriated 
annually from the state general fund to the commissioner of revenue 
an amount sufficient to make the payments specified in this section 
and section 69.021 Ret el<eeeaiftg the ta.. eelleetea. 

Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 237.075, subdivision 8, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 8. [CHARITABLE CONTRIBUTIONS.] The commISSIOn 
shall allow as operating expenses only those charitable contribu
tions which the commission deems prudent and which qualify under 
section 290.21, subdivision 3, clause (b) or (e). Only 50 percent of the 
qualified contributions shall be alloweaasoperating expenses. 
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Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 290.01, 
subdivision 5, is amended to read: 

Subd. 5. [DOMESTIC CORPORATIONS.] The term "domestic" 
when applied to a corporation means a corporation~ . 

(1) created or organized in Mi .... eseta '*' tlB<ieF its lawst ....a the 
teflB "fepeign" when tIms afJjllieEl _ aeePfJ8patie .. etftep j;ft.,.. a 
ElalBestie eePfJepatie .. the United States,. or under the laws of the 
United States or of af'y state the DistnctOf'l:)"oillmlila,-or any 
politicalSiilXlivlSlon Q... any of theroregoing but not including the 
commonwealth of Puerto Rico, or. any possession of the UniteiI 
States; 

which qualifies as a DISC, as defined in section 992{a) of the 
. . QQ4f of 1954, as. amended-uirough December £h 

or 

(3) which ualifies as a FSC, as defined in section 922 of the 
InternaT1tevenue 0 e 0£'1986, as'iimended through December £h 
1987. 

Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 290.01, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 5a. [FOREIGN CORPORATION.] The term "forei~lf when 
appITeQ to a corporation, means a corporatwnother than!! omestic 
corporation.. . 

Sec. 9. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 290.01, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 6b. [FOREIGN OPERATING CORPORATION.] The. term 
"foreIgii Operating corporation," when applied to ~ coipfratioii; 
means ~ domestic corporation with the following character1stics: 

(1) !! is par of!! unitary business at least one member of which is 
taxru;le in t is state; and 

(2) either (i) the average of the ~ercenta6es of its propert~ and 
payrolls assi~nea to locations insi e the nited States an the 
District of Co umbia, excludin§ the commonwealth OIPiierto Rico 
and possessions of the United tates, as determined under section 
290.191 or 290.20, is 20 percent or less; or (i1) j! has in effect!! valid 
election under section 936 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as 
amendedthi'Ough Decemoer 31, 1987. - ---

Sec. 10. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 290.01, 
subdivision 19, is amended to read: 
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Subd. 19. [NET INCOME.] The term "net income" means the 
federal taxable income, as defined in section 63 of the Internal 
Revenue Code of 1986, as amended through the date named in this 
subdivision, incorporating any elections made by the taxpayer in 
accordance with the Internal Revenue Code in determining federal 
taxable income for federal income tax purposes, and with the 
modifications provided in subdivisions 19a to 19f. 

In the case of '" regulated investment company or '" fund thereof, 
as definei'ITrl section 851(a) or 851(q) or the InternaI Revenue Code, 
federal taxable income means investment company taxable income 
as defined in section 852Uil(2) of the Internal Revenue Code, except 
that: 

(1) the exclusion of net capital ~ain provided in section 
852[b)WA) of the Internal Revenue Co e does not apply; and 

(2) the deduction for dividends paid under section 852(b)(2)(D) of 
the Internal RevenueL:ode must be applied Qy allowing a deduction 
for capital gain dividends and exempt-interest dividends as defined 
in sections 852(b)(3)(C) and852(b)(5) of the Internal Revenue Code. 

The Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended through Decem
ber 31, 1986, shall be in effect for taxable years begirining after 
December 31, 1986. 

Except as otherwise provided, references to the Internal Revenue 
Code in subdivisions 19a to 19f mean the code in effect for purposes 
of determining net income for the applicable year. 

Sec. 11. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 290.01, 
subdivision 19c, is amended to read: 

Subd. 19c. [CORPORATIONS; ADDITIONS TO FEDERAL TAX
ABLE INCOME.] For corporations, there shall be added to federal 
taxable income: 

(1) the amount of any deduction taken for federal income tax 
purposes for income, excise, or franchise taxes based on net income 
or related minimum taxes paid by the corporation to Minnesota, 
another state, a political subdivision of another state, the District of 
Columbia, or any foreign country or possession of the United States; 

(2) interest not subject to federal tax upon obligations of: the 
United States, its possessions, its agencies, or its instrumentalities 
t<> the ~ the BaligatiB"" are Hat s,,~eet t<> feelepal ta><; the state 
of Minnesota or any other state, any ofits political or governmental 
subdivisions, any of its municipalities, or any of its governmental 
agencies or instrumentalities; or the District of Columbia; 
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(3) el<effijlt iBteFest exempt-interest dividends received as defined 
in section 852(b)(5) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as 
amended through December 31, 1986; 

(4) the amount of any windfall profits tax deducted under section 
164 or 471 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended 
through December 31, 1986; 

(5) the amount of any net operating loss deduction taken for 
federal income tax purposes under section 172 of the Internal 
Revenue Code of 1986, as amended through December 31, 1986; 

(6) the amount of any special deductions taken for federal income 
tax purposes under sections 241 to 247 of the Internal Revenue Code 
of 1986, as amended through December 31, J986; 

(7) losses from the business of mining, as defined in section 
290.05, subdivision 1, clause (a), that are not subject to Minnesota 
income tax; 

(8) the amount of any capital iosses deducted for federal income 
tax purposes under sections 1211 and 1212 of the Internal Revenue 
Code of 1986, as amended through December 31, 1986; 

(9) the amount of any charitable contributions deducted for federal 
income tax purposes under section 170 of the Internal Revenue Code 
of 1986, as amended through December 31, 1986; 

(10) the exempt foreign trade income of a foreign sales corporation 
under sections 921(a) and 291 of the Internal Revenue Code of1986, 
as amended through December 31,1986; 

(11) the amount of percentage depletion deducted under sections 
611 through 614 and 291 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as 
amended through December 31,1986;....a 

(12) for certified pollution control facilities placed in service in a 
taxable year beginning before December 31, 1986, and for which 
amortization deductions were elected under section 169 of the 
Internal Revenue Code of 1954, as amended through December 31, 
1985, the amount of the amortization deduction allowed in comput
ing federal taxable income for those facilities; and 

(13) the amount of any deemed dividend from a foreign operating 
corporation determined pursuant to section 290.17, sUbdivision 4, 
paragraph M .. 

Sec . .12. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 290.01, 
subdivision 19d, is amended to read; 
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Subd. 19d. [CORPORATIONS; MODIFICATIONS DECREASING 
FEDERAL TAXABLE INCOME.l For corporations, there shall be 
subtracted from federal taxable income after the increases provided 
in subdivision 19c: 

(1) the amount offoreign dividend gross-up added to gross income 
for federal income tax purposes under section 78 of the Internal 
Revenue Code; 

(2) the decrease in salary expense for federal income tax purposes 
due to claiming the federal jobs credit under section 51 of the 
Internal Revenue Code; 

(3) any dividend (not including any distribution in liquidation) 
paid within the taxable year by a national or state bank to the 
United States, or to any instrumentality of the United States exempt 
from federal income taxes, on the preferred stock of the bank owned 
by the United States or the instrumentality; 

(4) amounts disallowed for intangible drilling costs due to differ
ences between this chapter and the Internal Revenue Code in 
taxable years beginning before January 1, 1987, as follows: 

(i) to the extent the disallowed costs are represented by physical 
property, an amount equal to the allowance for depreciation under 
Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 290.09, subdivision 7, subject to 
the modifications contained in subdivision 1ge; and 

(ii) to the extent the disallowed costs are not represented by 
physical property, an amount equal to the allowance for cost deple
tion under Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 290.09, subdivision 8; 

(5) the deduction for capital losses pursuant to sections 1211 and 
1212 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended through 
December 31, 1986, except that: 

(i) for capital losses incurred in taxable years beginning after 
December 31, 1986, capital loss carrybacks shall not be allowed; and 

(ii) for capital losses incurred in taxable years beginning after 
December 31,1986, a capital loss carryover to each of the 15 taxable 
years succeeding the loss year shall be allowed; 

(iii) for capital losses incurred in taxable years beginning before 
Januaryt, 1987, atapitalloss carryback to each of the three taXabIe 
years preceding the loss year, subject to the provisions of Minnesota 
Statutes ]986, section 290.16, shall be allowed; and 

(iv) for capital losses incurred in taxable years beginning before 
JanuaryI, 1987,,, Capltalloss carryover to each of the five taXabIe 
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years succeedin~ the loss year to the extent such loss was not used 
in ~ prior taxab e year and sU1ect to the provisions OlNIinnesota 
Statutes 1986, section 290.16, s all De arrowed; 

(6) an amount for interest and expenses relating to income not 
taxable for federal income tax purposes, if (i) the income is taxable 
under this chapter and (ii) the interest and expenses were disallowed 
as deductions under the provisions of section 171(a)(2), 265 or 291 of 
the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended through December 
31, 1986, in computing federal taxable income; 

(7) in the case of mines, oil and gas wells, other natural deposits, 
and timber for which percentage depletion was disallowed pursuant 
to subdivision 19c, clause (11), a reasonable allowance for depletion 
based on actual cost. In the case of leases the deduction must be 
apportioned between the lessor and lessee in accordance with rules 
prescribed by the commissioner. In the case of property held in trust, 
the allowable deduction must be apportioned between the income 
beneficiaries and the trustee in accordance with the pertinent 
provisions of the trust, or if there is no provision in the .instrument, 
on the basis of the trust's income allocable to each; 

(8) for certified pollution control facilities placed in service in a 
taxable year beginning before December 31, 1986, and for which 
amortization deductions were elected under section 169 of the 
Internal Revenue Code of 1954, as amended through December 31, 
1985, an amount equal to the allowance for depreciation under 
Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 290.09, subdivision 7; 

(9) the amount included in federal taxable income attributable to 
the credits provided in Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 273.1314, 
subdiVlSlOn 9, or Minnesota Statutes, section469.171, subdivision!h 

(10) amounts included in federal taxable income that are due to 
reftiIlds of income, excise, or franchise taxes based on net illcOffie or 
related mimmum taxes paid E.l': the corporation to Minnesota, 
another state, a politicafsubdivision of another state, the District of 
Columbia, or ~-foreign country or ossession of the United States to 
the extent that the taxes were a de to federal taxable income 
undersectlon 29D.Ol,SUbOiVlSlOn 19c, clause (1), in ~ prior taxable 
year; and 

(11) the following percentage of royalties, fees, or other like 
income accrued or received from ~ foreign operating corporation or 
a foreign corporation which is-part of the same unitary business as 
Die receiving corporation: . 

Taxable Year 

Beginning After .......... Percentage 
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December 31, 1988 ........ 50 percent 

December 31, 1990 ........ 80 percent. 

Sec. 13. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 290.01, 
subdivision 1ge, is amended to read: 

Subd. 1ge. [DEPRECIATION MODIFICATIONS FOR CORPORA
TIONS.] In the case of corporations, a modification shall be made for 
the accelerated cost recovery system. The allowable deduction for the 
accelerated cost recovery system is the same amount as provided in 
section 168 of the Internal Revenue Code with the following modi
fications. The modifications apply to taxable years beginning after 
December 31, 1986, and to property for which deductions under the 
Tax Reform Act of 1986, Public Law Number 99-514, are elected or 
apply. 

(a) For property placed in service after December 31, 1980, and 
before January 1, 1987, 40 percent of the allowance pursuant to 
section 168 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, as amended 
through December 31, 1985, for 15-, 18-, or 19-year real property 
shall not be allowed and for all other property 20 percent shall not 
be allowed. 

(b) For property placed in service after December 31, 1987, no 
modification shall be made. 

(c) For property placed in service after July 31, 1986, and before 
January 1, 1987, for which the taxpayer elects the deduction 
pursuant to section 203 of the Tax Reform Act of 1986, Public Law 
Number 99-514, and for property placed in service after December 
31, 1986, and before January 1, 1988, 15 percent of the allowance 
pursuant to section 168 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 shall 
not be allowed. 

(d) For property placed in service after December.31, 1980, and 
before January 1, 1987, for whicb the taxpayer elects to use the 
straight line method provided in section 168(b)(3), (0(12), or (j)(I) or 
a method provided in section 168(e)(2) of the Internal Revenue Code 
of 1986, as amended through December 31, 1986, but excluding 
property for which the taxpayer elects the deduction pursuant to 
section 203 of the Tax Reform Act of 1986, Public Law Number 
99-514, the modifications provided in paragraph (a) do not apply. 

(e) For property subject to the modifications contained in para
graphs (a) and W (c) and Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 290.09, 
subdivision 7, clause (c), the following modification shall be made 
after the entire amount of'the allowable deduction has been allowed 
for federal tax purposes for that property under the provisions of 
section 168 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended 
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through December 31, 1986. The remaining depreciable basis in 
those assets for Minnesota purposes, including the amount of any 
basis reduction to reflect the investment tax credit for federal 
purposes under sections 48(q) and 49(d) of the Internal Revenue 
Code of 1986, as amended through December 31, 1986, shall be a 
depreciation allowance computed using the straight line method 
over the following number of years: 

(1) three-year property, one year; 

(2) five-year and seven-year property, two years; 

(3) ten-year property, five years; and 

(4) all other property, seven years. 

(D For property placed in service after December 31, 1987, the 
remaining depreciable basis for Minnesota purposes that is attrii>: 
utable to the basis reduction for federal purposes to reflect the 
investment tax credit under sections 48(q) and 49(d) of the Internal 
Revenue Code of 1986, as amended through December 31, 1986, 
shall be allowed as a deduction in the first taxable year after the 
entire amount of the allowable deduction for that property under the 
provisions of section 168 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, has 
been allowed, except that where the straight line method provided in 
section 168(b)(3) is used, the deduction provided in this clause shall 
be allowed in the last taxable year in which an allowance for 
depreciation is allowed for that property. 

(g) For qualified timber property for which the taxpayer made an 
election under section 194 oftheInternal Revenue Code of 1986, the 
remaining depreciable basis for Minnesota purposes is allowed as a 
deduction in the first taxable year after the entire allowable deduc
tion has been allowed for federal tax purposes. 

(h) The basls of property to which section 168 of the Internal 
Revenue Code applies is its basis as provided in this chapter 
including the modifications provided in this subdivision and in 
Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 290.09, subdivision 7, paragraph 
(c). The recapture tax provisions provided in sections 1245 and 1250 
of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended through Decem
ber31, 1986, apply but must be calculated using the basis provided 
in the preceding sentence. 

(i) The basis of an asset acquired in an exchange of assets, 
including an involuntary conversion, is the same as its federal basis 
under the provisions of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, except 
that the difference in basis due to the modifications in this subdivi
sion and in Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 290.09, subdivision 7, 
paragraph (c), is a 
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Sec. 14. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 290.01, 
subdivision 29, is amended to read: 

Subd. 29. [TAXABLE INCOME:] For tax years beginning after 
December 31, 1986, the term "taxable income" means: 

(1) for individuals, estates, and trusts, the same as taxable net 
income; 

(2) for corporations, the taxable net income less 

(i) the net operating loss deduction under section 290.095; 

(ii) the dividends received deduction under section 290.21, subdi
vision 4; and 

(iii) the charitable contribution deduction under section 290.21, 
subdivision 3; -a 

twf the reFeigB Fayal.y aeauetieR <mde£ seetiaR 29().21, sabaivi 
sfflB &.- aeauetieR as I"eviaea iB Ilaragrallli fe}. 

Sec. 15. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 290.015, 
subdivision 1, is amended to read: . 

Subdivision 1. [GENERAL RULE:] A IleFseB, ethe£ than a resi
Eiem iRaivia"al, that eefHI"ets a treEie 61' lmsiBess wi#> its Il,iRei"al 
f'laee ef lmsiRess e"tsiae ef Miaaeseta is s,,~eet to the t<H<es 
imllesea By this ehallter with reslleet to that traae 61' lmsiaess if the 
traae 61' b"siRess ffitIkes sales 61' reeeives ethe£ iReeme that is 
assigRaele 61' a""e,tieRable to this state <mde£ seetiea 290.17, 
29Q.191, 29Q.2Q, 29Mf> 61' ~ wime"t regard to flRysieal PfeS
eB€e iB this state, ~ as previaea iB s" .. aivisiea &.- ,A,etivities that 
€reate jmisElietieR to to.. <mde£ this eliapter iRel"ae, bat are ft6t 
limitea "* 

W having a f'Iaee ef ImsiRess iB this state; 

Bl} ha'fiftg empleyees, represeRtatives, 61' iaaefleRaeftt eafttraeters 
eeftEl"etiftg lmsiftess aetivities iB this state; 

~ regHlarly selliftg preeluets 61' serviees ef fIftY kiBd 61' ft6t\ire to 
e"stemers iB this state wRe reeeive the !,rea"et 61' se,viee iB this 
state; , 

f4j regularly selieitiag lmsiftess Hem "eteatial €l.stemers iB this 
state; , 

fa} regularly flerfermiBg serviees Hem eutsiele this state whleh are 
eeftsumeel wi#>iB this state; 
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t6} regularly engaging illtransaetiBns with eustBmers ill thls 
state that invalve intangible !,rB!,erty, inehilling ffiaBs but net 
!,re!,erty eeseribee ill s..aeivisiBn g, !,aragra!," % aFIIl ree<Ht ill 
ineame flewing t6 the l'ffS6B tFena withlft thls state; 

m ewning '*' leasing tangible !,ersanal '*' real!,re!,erty leeatee ill . 
thls state; '*' 

00 if a finaneial institutien, regularly selieiting aFIIl reeeiving 
ee!,esits tFena eustemers ill thls state. 

(a) Except as provided in subdivision 2, '" pershi' that conducts a 
traae or business that has!! aface of business in t IS state, regularly 
has employees or indepen ent contractors cOilc'fucting business 
activities on !!§. J:Jehalf III this state, or owns or leases real Iroperty 
located in this state or tangible personarproperty locate in this 
state as <refined in section 290.191, subdivision ~ paragraph (e), ~ 
subject to the taxes imposed !J.y this chapter. 

(b) Excl)"t as provided in subdivision 3, a !berson that conducts a 
traae or usiness not described in paragrap (a) ~Siiliject to the 
taxes imposed !J.y TIiTs chapter if the trade or business obtains or 
regwarly solicifsDusiness from wiTIiTn this state, without regard to 
physical presence In this state. 

(c) For purposes ofpara~aph (b), business from within this state 
includes, but ~ not limite to: 

(1) sales of products or services of any kind QE nature to customers 
in this state who receive the product or service III this state; 

(2) sales of services which are performed from .outside this state 
but thebenents of which are COnsumed in this state; - --

(3) transactions with customers in this state that involve intan
gib\1i property and result in incoiileflow, to the person froin 
wit ·n this state as provIaed in section 290.1 1; 

(4) leases of tangible personal property that is located in this state 
as defilled1n section 290.191, subdivision ~ paragraph (e); . 

(5) sales and leases of real property located in this state; and 

(6) if!! financial institution, deposits received from customers in 
this state. -----

(d) For purposes of paragraph ilib solicitation includes, but ~ not 
limited to: 
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(1) the distribution, ~ mail or otherwise, without regard to the 
state from which such dlStTIbution originated or in which the 
materillISWere prepare<!, of catalogs, periodicals, auvertismgITyers, 
or other written solicitations of business to customers in this state; 

(2) display of advertisements on billboards or other outdoor 
adVertising in This state; 

(3) advertisements in newspapers published in this state; 

(4) advertisements in trade journals or other periodicals, the 
circulation of which ~ primarily within this state; 

(5) advertisements in a Minnesota edition of a national or regional 
pu1iIication or ~ limitea re~ional edition 01 which this state ~ 
included of ~ broader regiona or national ublication which are not 
placed in other geographically defined editions 0 the same issue of 
tpe same pillillcation; - - ---- -

(6) advertisements in regional or national pUblications in an 
edition which ~ not Ei its contents geographically targeted to 
Minnesota,bUt which ~ sold over the counter in Minnesota or ~ 
subscription to Minnesota resiTeirts; 

(7) advertisements broadcast on a radio or television station 
located in Minnesota; or -- -

(8) anlJ other solicitation ~ telegraph, telephone, computer data 
base, ca e, optic, microwave, or other communication system. 

Sec. 16. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 290.015, 
subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [PRESUMPTION.] (a) A person is presumed, subject to 
rebuttal, to be eBgagee Hi .ega1iiF selieitatiaB withlB this state if it 
eaBeaets t.aBsaetiaBs eeseriaee Hi aBy ef saaei\'isiaB ±, elaases f&1 
te f@, with ;W "., mere .esieeBts ef this state EiffiiBg aBy tIH< jlef'ied 
"." if ft fiBaBeisl iBstitatiaB, if the S1fffi ef #s tlSSets ftBd the aasalate 
¥f>ffie ef #s "e"Bsits attFiaataBle te saa.ees withlB this state e€jUals 
"., e"seees $a,{){){),{){){). Assets ftBd ee"asits BHlSt Be attFHmtee te 
saaFees withlB this state By a""lyiBg the ".iBei"les estaBlishee 
~ seeheB 29{).191 obtaining or regularly soliciting business 
from within this state if: ----------

(1) it is a financial institution and it conducts activities described 
in 8uodlvlSion h paragraph (b), without regard to transactions 
described in subdivision 3, with 20 or more persons withm this state 
during any tax period; or 

(2) !! ~ ~ financial institution as defined m section 290.01, 
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subdivision 4a, and the sum of its assets and the absolute value of its 
deposits attnoutal)leToSOurceswithin this state equals or exceeds 
$5,000,000, with assets and deposits attributed" to sources within 
this state J:ly appIYllg the rinci les established under section· 
290.191, except as provided in su division 3. 

(b) ~ financial institution that (i) i§. not en~aged in activities 
within this state under subdivision 1., para~ap (a), and (in does 
not satis~ the re'luirements of paragraph (a g; not subject to taxes 
imposed ~ this chapter. 

Sec. 17. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 290.015, 
subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [EXCEPTIONS.] (a) A person is not subject to tax under 
this chapter if the person is engaged in the business of selling 
tangible personal property and taxation of that person under this 
chapter is precluded by Public Law Number 86-272, United States 
Code, title 15, sections 381 to 384 or would be so rrecluded except for 
the fact that the peason stored tangflJIePersona property In -'" state 
licensedTaCility un er chapter 231. 

(b) Ownership of an interest in the following types of property 
(including those contacts with this state reasonably required to 
evaluate and complete the acquisition or diSEosition of the f.roperty, 
the servicing of the property or the income rom it, fhe col ectionOf 
income from the pro~erty, or the acquisition orilquidation or 
collateraTfeTating to t e proterty) shall not be a factor in determin-
ing whether the owner is su ject to tax under this chapter: . 

(1) an interest in a real estate mortgage investment conduit, a real 
estate investment trust, or a regulated investment company, as 
those terms are defined in the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as 
amended through December 31,1986; aHd 

(2) an interest in a loan-backed, mort$;age-backed, or receivable
backed security representing either: (1) ownership in a pool of 
promissory notes, mortgages, orreCelvaoles or certificates of inter
est or participation in such notes, mortgages, or receivables, or (ii) 
debt obligations or equity interests which provide for payments in 
relation to payments or reasonable projections of payments on the 
notes, mortgages, or receivables, and which are issued J:ly -'" financial 
institution or J:ly an entity substantiarryaIl of whose assets consist 
of promissory notes, mortgages, receivables,ormtereStslil them; 

(3) an interest in any assets described in section 290.191, subdi
vision 11, paragraphs (e) to (1), and in which the payment 0"'bIl"ga
tions emoodies in such assets were solicited and entered into J:ly 
persons Independent and not acting on behalf of the owner; 
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(4) an interest in the right to service, or coJlect income from any 
assets described in section 290.191, subdivision 11, paragraphs (e) to 
ill, and in which the payment obligations embodied in such assets 
were solicited and entered into by persons independent and not 
acting on behalf of the owner; 

(5) an interest of llc person other than an individual, estate, or 
trust, in any intangible, tangible, real, or personal property ac
quired in satisfaction, whether in whole or in part, of any asset 
embodying llc payment obligation which g; in default, whether 
secured or unsecured, the ownership of an interest in which would 
be exempt under the preceding provisions of this subdivision, 
provided the property is disposed of within llc reasonable period of 
time; or 

(6) amounts held in escrow or trust accounts, pursuant to and in 
accordance with the terms of property described in this subdivision. 

!fthe person is a member of the unitary group, paragraph (b) does 
not apply to an interest acquired from another member of the 
unitary group. 

Sec. 18. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 290.015, 
subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [LIMITATIONS.] (a) This section does not W subject a 
trade or business to any regulation, including any tax, of any local 
unit of government or subdivision of this state if the trade or 
business does not own or lease tangible or real property located 
within this state and has no employees or independent contractors 
present in this state to assist in the carrying on of the business; ffi' 
{;l} e"eluae a tFade ffi' Business Hem the filing Fe'luiFemeHts sf the 
Hetiee sf BusiHess aetivities repert Uflder sedien 290.a71. 

(b) The purchase of tangible personal property or intangible 
property or services 2Y ~ person that conducts ~ trade or business 
with the principal place of business outside of Minnesota (the 
"non-Minnesota person") from ~ person within Minnesota shall not 
be taken into account in determining whetliBr the non-Minnesota 
person g; subject to the taxes imposed by this chapter, except for 
services involving either the direct solicitation of Minnesota cus
tomers or relationships with Mjnnesota customers after sales are 
made. - ~- --- --- --

(c) No contact with any Minnesota financial institution by any 
financial institution with its principal place of business outside 
Minnesota with respect to transactions described in subdivision 3, or 
with respect to deposits received from or Qy ~ Minnesota financial 
institution, shall be taken into account in determining whether such 
llc financial institution g; subject to the taxes imposed !Jy this 
chapter. The fact of participation !Jy llc Minnesota financial institu-
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tion in a transaction which also involves a borrower and a financial 
rnsfitutlon that conducts a trade or business with its principal place 
of business outside of Minnesota snail not be a factor in determining 
whether such financial institutIOn is subject to the taxes imposed Qy 
this chapter. This paragraph does not.'!PP!Y to transactions between 
or among meIi1bers -of the same unitary group. 

Sec. 19. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 290.06, 
subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [COMPUTATION, CORPORATIONS.] (a) The fran
chise tax imposed by this chapter upon corporations shall be com
puted by applying to their taxable income the rate of 9.5 percent 
adjusted as provided in paragraph (b). 

(b) For taxable years beginning after December 31, 1989, the 
commissioner of revenue must adjust the rate provided in paragraph 
(a) as provided in this paragraph. By December 15, 1989, the 
commissioner shall prepare a forecast of revenues predicted to be 
raised for taxable years beginning in 1990 by the franchise tax on 
corporations tinder this chapter for taxable years beginning in 1990, 
including the tax under section 290.092, computed as ifthe tax were 
imposed under section 290.092, subdivisions 1 to 4, and the rate in 
effect in this subdivision were 9.5 percent. The commissioner shall 
adjust the rate provided in paragraph (a) so that the amount forecast 
to be raised by the franchise tax on corporations under this chapter, 
including the tax under section 290.092, subdivision 5, is equal to 
the amount of the forecast computed as if the tax under section 
290.092, subdivisions 1 to 4, were in effect. The adjustment of the 
tax rate Qy the commissioner under this su""bdlvision shall notTe 
consJ:<Iered ~ "rule" and shall not be subject to the administrative 
procedure act contained in chapter 14. 

Sec. 20. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 290.06, 
subdivision 21, is amended to read: 

Subd. 21. [ALTERNATIVE MINIMUM TAX.] (a) A corporation is 
allowed a credit for alternative minimum tax previously paid for any 
taxable year in which the corporation has no tax liability under 
section 290.092, subdivision h and has an alternative minimum tax 
credit carryover from a previous year. The credit allowable in any 
taxable year shall be equal to the lesser of (1) the excess of the tax 
under sectIOn 290.06 for the taxable year over the amount computed 
under section 290.092, subdivision 1, clause fat (1), for the taxable 
year, or (2) the alternative minimum tax credrlcarryover to the 
taxable year. 

(b) The tax imposed under section 290.092, subdivision 1, for any 
taxable year is a ereffit Hw an alternative minimum tax I'reVisllsly 
paid whiffi *' a credit carryover to each of the five taxable years 
succeeding the taxable year. The entire amount of the alternative 
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minimum tax credit must be carried to the earliest ef the taxable 
yeffi'S year to which such amount may be carried. '!'he flBFtiB" ef the 
alte ... ative mi .. im"m tffi< eredit whleh is ea.ried ta ea€h sf the ether 
tam"'le yeffi'S ta wftieh the eredit may he eaFFied is the e"eess, if Bey, 
ef the eredit e¥er the amB" .. t aliBwable -"er flaragl'aflR fa} te.. ea€h 
ef the ta"able yeffi'S ta wftieh the eredit may he eaffied. In ea€h 
ta"aille yeIff ffi wftieh a eredit is aliBwable -"er flaragl'Bf'R W, the 
eredit te.. alteraative miftim"m tffi< flreviB"sly IJBiEi ~ he HSeEi 
begiftftiftg with the earliest kHfable yeIff frem whleh the eredit ~ 
he ea.ried Any unused portion of the credit must be carried to the 
following taxable year

i
, No credit blY be caITJ:ed to !Ie taxable year 

more than five years a ter tnetaia e year in which the alternative 
minimum tax was paid. 

Sec. 21. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 290.092, 
subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [ALTERNATIVE MINIMUM TAX BASE.) The alterna
tive minimum tax base equals the sum of: 

(1) the total amount of Minnesota sales aOO or receipts; 

(2) the amount of the taxpayer's total Minnesota property; and 

(3) the taxpayer's total Minnesota payrolls; 

less the exemption amount, if any. 

Sec. 22. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 290.092, 
subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [DEFINITIONS.) (a) "Minnesota sales aOO or receipts" 
means the total sales apportioned to Minnesota pursuanTto section 
290.191, subdivision 5, the total receipts attributed to Minnesota 
pursuant to section 290.191, subdivisions 6 to 8, andlor the total 
sales or receipts apportioned or attributed to Minnesota pursuant to 
any other apportionment formula applicable to the taxpayer. 

(b) "Minnesota property" means total Minnesota tangible prop
erty as provided in section 290.191, subdivisions 9 to 11, and any 
other tangible property located in Minnesota except as 9rovided in 
subdivision 4a. Intangible property shall not be incluOe in Minne
sota propertY for purposes of this section. Taxpayers who do not 
utilize tangible property to apportion income shall nevertheless 
include Minnesota property for purposes of this section. Fer the first 
tWe ta,mble yeffi'S d"ri"g wftieh a eBFf'BFatiB" is slliljeet ta tmmtiBB 
-"er this eRaflter, the amB" .. t sf its Mi .... esBta flFBfle.ty aOO 
flay.ells shall he deemed ta he rere te.. fl"Ff'Bses sf this seetie .. On a 
return for !Ie short taxable/ear, the amount of Minnesota f,roperty 
owned, as determined un er section 290.191, shall be inc Uded in 
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Minnesota property based on ~ fraction in which the numerator is 
the number of days in the short taxable year and theaenominator is 
365. 

(c) "Minnesota payrolls" means total Minnesota payrolls as pro' 
vided in section 290.191, subdivision 12, except as 'provided in 
subdivision 4a. Taxpayers who do not utilize payrolls to apportion 
income shall nevertheless include Minnesota payrolls for purposes of 
this section. 

(d) The "exemption amount" equalsthe lesser of (1) the sum of the 
taxpayer's Minnesota sales and or receipts, property, and payrolls! as 
defined in this section, or (2) $5,000,000 reduced by one-half of t1ie 
amount of tIle taxpayer's total sales and receipts, property, and 
payrolls, as defined in this section, in excess of $10,000,000. In the 
case of !! iiiiitap; reoup, the exemption amount equils the lesser of 
(1) tile sum 0 t e unitary ~oup's Minnesota sa es or receipts, 
property, andpayrolls or (2) 1>,000,000 reduced by one-:nalf of the 
unitary !l0up's total sales or receipts, property, and payrollsln 
excess orlO,OOO,OOO. EaCli member of a unitary ~ may use a 
jiOrtiOn of the unitaiit group's exemption amount ])asea on a frae:: 
tion, theIiiiiMrator 0 which ~ the sum of the taxpayeTsMlnnesota 
sales or receipts, property, and payrolls anTIhe denominator is the 
sum oTthe Minnesota sales or receipts, propertY, and payrolls of all 
unitary members subject to the taxes imposed & this chapter. ToW 
sales and receipts, property, and payroll means the total determined 
under section 290.191 as the denominator of the apportionment 
formula. For purposes of this section, taxpayers who use an appor
tionment rormula that does not include sales or receipts, property, 
and payrolls shall, nevertneWss, use those amounts as defined in 
section 290.191, subdivisions 5 to 12. On a return for a short taxab1e 
year, the amount of total property owned, as aekrmined under 
section 290.191, shill be included in Minnesota propert~ based on ~ 
fraction in which the numerator is the number of days III the snort 
taxable year and the denominator is 365. In the case or a unitary 
business-;the exemption amount must reflect the factors of the 
efttH.e all businesses included in the unitary '",siResS group as 
pel'SpteEl .... the esmaiftea ""f'6l't defined in section 290.17, subdivi
sion 4. A corporation that has as its sole or primary business activity 
(1) the providing of professional services, as defined in section 
319A.02; (2) operation as a financial institution, as aefined in 
section 290.01, subdivision 4a; (3) sales or management of real 
estate; or (4) operation as an insurance agency, as defined in section 
60A.02, does not have an exemption amount. --

Sec. 23. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 290.092, is 
amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 4a. [NEW BUSINESS EXCLUSION.] For the first five 
taXaOIe xea1during which ~ cowration ~ sUbject to taXation 
under thiS c apter, the amount Q.. its· Minnesota property and 
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payrolls must be excluded from the alternative minimum tax base 
unless it TsdlsQiialified in this sUbdivision. A corporation is coiiSld
ered sUDject to taxation under this chapter IT i! would be subject to 
Mllnesota's jurisdiction to tax as firovided in section 290.015, before 
claiming this exclusion. The fo lowing does not qualify for this 
exclusion: 

(1) a corporation that is a member of a unitary~roup that includes 
at least one business that does not qualify for t is exclusion; 

(2) any corporation organized under the laws of this state or 
certified to do business within this state atleast five taxable years 
before the taxable year'in which this exclusion iSCfaimed; 

(3) corllorations created!>.Y.: reorganizations, as defined in section 
368 of U Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amendeothrough 
TIeCember.:!h 1987; or split-uf8,Sp'!it-offs, or spin-offs, as described 
in section 3550rtIie Interna Revenue Code of 1986, as amended 
tnrough Decemoer 31, 1987; or the transferc)r acqiiiSiti'Oii, whether 
directly or indirectly, of assets which constitute a trade or business, 
including stock purchases under section 338 of the Internal Revenue 
Code of 1986, as amended through Decemlier 31, 1987, where the 
surviving, newly formed, or a~uiring corporation c.mauctSSi.i'6Stan
tiall* the same activities as t e predecessor corporation, regardless 
of wether or not the survivor corporation also conducts additional 
activities, anclThe predecessor corporation would not otherwise 
qualify for this exclusion !! i! had continued to conduct those 
activities; 

(4) any change in identity or form of business where the original 
business entity would have been subject to Minnesota's taxing 
jurisdiction, as provided in section 290.015, at least five taxable 
years before the t(lxable year in which this exclusion iSCI'aimed; 

(5) !Ie corporation, the frimary business activity of which is the 
providing of professiona services as defined in section 319A.02, 
operation as !Ie financial institution, as defined in section 290.01, 
subdivision 4a; sales or management or real estate; or operation as 
an insurance agency, as defined in section 60A.03; or 

(6) !Ie corporation the affairs of which the commissioner finds were 
arranged as they were primarily to reduce taxes ~ qualifying as a 
new business under this subdivislon-.---- -

Sec. 24. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 290.092, 
subdivision 5, is amended to read: 

Subd. 5. [IMPOSITION OF TAX AFTER 1989.] For taxable years 
beginning after December 31, 1989, in addition to the taxes com
puted unde'r this chapter without regaffi to tffie Geetio", the fran-
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chise tax imposed on corporations includes a tax equal to the el<eess, 
if &BY; ef; 

W 40 percent of the tax imposed Upon the corporation under 
section 55(a) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended 
through December 31,1986, apportioned to Minnesota under section 
290.191. In computing the amount of the liability under section 
55(a) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, the regular federal tax 
liability under section 55(a)(2) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, 
must be determined using federal taxable income as modified by 
sections 290.01, subdivisions 19c and 19d, 290.095, and 290.21, and 
alternative minimum taxable income under section 56 of the Inter
nal Revenne Code of 1986 must be computed 'as ifthe section 290.095 
restrictions on net operating losses applied. 

00 the alBsliBt ef tal< "SlBllliteEi ~ tIHs eh~tep witftslit f'9gIH'EI 
ts tIHs seet4sB. . 

Sec. 25. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 290.095, 
subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [ALLOWANCE OF DEDUCTION.] (a) There shall 
be allowed as a deduction for the taxable year the .amount of any net 
operating loss deduction as provided in section 172 of the Internal 
Revenue Code of 1986, as amended through Dec.ember 31, 1986, 
subject to the limitations and modifications provided in this section. 

(b) A net operating loss deduction shall be available under this 
section only to corporate taxpayers except that subdivisions 7, 9, and 
11 hereof apply only to individuals, estates, and trusts. 

(c) In the case of a re~lated investment companf orfund thereof 
as UelineaiiiSeCffim 85Tal or 851(9) ofthe Interna Revenue code of 
1986, as amended thrOilgh December !!h 1987, the dei:lUctlon 
provided ~. this sectIOn shall not be allowed. 

Sec. 26. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 290.095, 
subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [DEFINED AND LIMITED.] (a) The term "net operating 
loss" as used in this section shall mean a net operating loss as 
defined in section 172(c) of the Internal Revenue .Code of 1986, as 
amended through December 31, 1986, with the modifications spec
ified in subdivision 4. The deductions provided in section 290.21 and 
the modification provided in section 290.01, subdivision 19d, clause 
(11), cannot be used in thectetermination of a net operating loss .. 

(b) The term "net operating loss deduction" as used in this section 
means the aggregate of the net operating loss carryovers to the 
taxable year, computed in accordance with subdivision 3. The 
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provisions of section 172(b) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as 
amended through December 31, 1986, relating to the carryback of 
net operating losses, do not apply. 

Sec. 27. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 290.095, 
subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [CARRYOVER.] (a) A net operating loss HlF any taJ[allle 
yea<' incurred in !Ie taxable ylar: (i) beginning after December 31, 
1986, shall be a net operating oss carryover to each of the 15 taxable 
years following the taxable year of such loss; (ii) beginning before 
January h 1987, shall be !Ie net operating loss carryover to each of 
the five taxable ye,?s following the taxable year of such loss subject 
to the provisions 0 Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 29D.095; and 
(iiilbeginning before January I, It~7, shall be !Ie net operating loss 
carryback to each of the three taxa e years preceamg the loss year 
subject to the provisions of Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 
290.095. 

(b) The entire amount of the net operating loss for any taxable 
year shall be carried to the earliest of the taxable years to which 
such loss may be carried. The portion of such loss which shall be 
carried to each of the other taxable years shall be the excess, if any, 
of the amount of such loss over the sum of the taxable net income, 
adjusted by the modifications specified in subdivision 4, for each of 
the taxable years to which such loss may be carried. 

(c) Where a corporation does business both within and without 
Minnesota, and apportions its income under the provisions of section 
290.191, the net operating loss deduction incurred in any taxable 
year shall be allowed to the extent of the apportionment ratio of the 
loss year. 

(d) No additional net operating loss deduction is allowed in a 
subsequent taxable year for the portion of a net operating loss 
deduction incurred in any taxable year used to offset Minnesota 
income in a year in which the taxpayer is subject to the alternative 
minimum tax in section 290.092. 

Sec. 28. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 290.095, is 
amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 12. [UNITARY GROUP; CARRYBACK; CARRYFOR
WARIf.] Ataxpayer may elect !Ie net operatin~loss carr~back to each 
of the three taxable years preceding the taxa Ie year 0 the loss and 
a net operating loss carryover to each of the five taxableYears 
foJ1OWing the tax8.01e year of the loss, notwithstanding subdivision" 
3, clause (a). The net operating loss .carryback antrcarryover allowed 
undei'tliis sulXllvision is Iimiteato the partb0fthe net operating loss 
attributable to the deduction allowed for/ ad debts under section 
166(a) of the Tnternal Revenue Code of 1986, asamenaeathrough 
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December!!h 1987. The pa'1, of the net operatin~ loss for bny 
taxable ffiar that is aUrlbuta letOThe<feduction.a 10Wedrorad 
debts is ~~ Oi'the net operating loss for the taxabillear, over 
the net operatmg loss tor the taxable yearaetermin without 
regar1 to the amount allowed as a deduction for bad debts for the 
taxab e Y'tii' In applying the provIsions of SubiTIViSlOn ~ clause (b), 
the part 2... ~ net operatingToss for the loss yeaa that is attrTIiilfa'ble 
to the .deduction allowed for badaebtS is consi ereiI'a separate net 
Operating loss for the year to De apjilledOefore the other part of the 
net operatin$loss. This subaiVlsion apKlies finly to taXPalers Where 
a member of the unitary ~ meets t e de mitlon foun in section 
585(c)(2)(A) ruthe Internal ReVeiiiiecode of 1986, as amended 
through Decemoer31, 1987, and incluOeSalI CO~ions included 
in the unitary ~ and required to be inclu e on!! combined 
rep0'1,' A refund of tax that is the result of !! net operating loss 
carry aCk under this section must be paid after two yeti but before 
two years and 30 days after the clrum ..Q!: refund was 1 ed. --

Sec. 29. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 290.10, is 
amended to read: 

290.10 [NONDEDUCTIBLE ITEMS.] 

Nstwitastalloaiftg ""Yether !,ps"isisft ef law Except as provided in 
section 290.17, subdivision 4, parawaph (i), in computing the net 
income of a corporation no aoouction shali in any case be allowed for' 
expenses, interest and taxes connected with or allocable against the 
production or receipt of all income not included in the measure of the 
tax imposed by this chapter, except that for corporations engaged in 
the business of mining or producing iron ore, the mining of whiciI is 
subject to the occupation tax imposed by section 298.01, subdivision 
1, and the provisions of section 298.031, this shall not prevent the 
deduction of expenses and other items to the extent that the 
expenses and other items are allowable under this chapter and are 
not deductible, capitalizable, retainable in basis, or taken into 
account by allowance or otherwise. in computing the occupation tax 
and do not exceed the amounts taken for'federal income tax purposes 
for that year. Occupation taxes imposed under chapter 298, royalty 
taxes imposed under chapter 299, or depletion expenses may not be 
deducted under this clause. 

Sec. 30. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 290.17, 
subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [UNITARY BUSINESS PRINCIPLE.] (a) If a trade or 
business conducted wholly within. this state or partly within and 
partly without this state is part of a unitary business, the entire 
income of the unitary business is subject to apportionment pursuant 
to section 290.191. Notwithstanding subdivision 2, paragraph (c), 
none of the income of a unitary business is conside,red to be derived 
from any particular source and none may be allocated to a particular 
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place except as provided by the applicable apportionment formula, 
The provisions of this subdivision do not apply to farm income 
subject to subdivision 5, paragraph (a), business income subject to 
subdivision 5, paragraph (b) or (c), income of an insurance company 
determined under section 290.35, or income of an investment 
company determined under section 290.36. 

(b) The term "unitary business" means business activities or 
operations which are of mutual benefit, dependent upon, or contrib
utory to one another, individually or as a group. The term may be 
applied within a single legal entity or between multiple entities and 
without regard to whether each entity is a corporation, a partner
ship or a trust. 

(c) Unity is presumed whenever there is unity of ownership, 
operation, and use, evidenced by centralized management or execu
tive force, centralized purchasing, advertising, accounting, or other 
controlled interaction, but the absence of these centralized activities 
will not necessarily evidence a non unitary business; 

(d) Where a business operation conducted in Minnesota is owned 
by a business entity that carries on business activity outside the 
state different in kind from that conducted within this state, and the 
other business is conducted entirely outside the state, it is presumed 
that the two business operations are unitary in nature, interrelated, 
connected, and interdependent un less it can be shown to the 
contrary. 

(e) Unity of ownership is not deemed to exist when a corporation 
is involved unless that corporation is a member of a group of two or 
more business entities and more than 50 percent of the voting stock 
of each member of the group is directly or indirectly owned by a 
common owner or by common owners, either corporate or noncorpo
rate, or by one or more of the member corporations of the group. 

(f) m p>"poses ef "eteFFaining the net inceme ef a Hnitary 
Imsiness ana the faeWrs to Be """" in the appertienment ef net 
ineeme pHrsHant to sectien 290.191 er 290.20, there _ Be 
inclH"ea <fflly the ineeme ana aJl"ertienment facters ef cer"aratiens 
er ether entities createa er erganizea in the Unitea 8tates er I±ft<IeF 
the laws ef the Unite" 8tates er ef any state, the Distriet ef 
CelHmBia, the cemmenwealtn ef PHerte Rioo, any "assessien ef the 
Unite" States, er any pelitieal sHBEii'lisien ef any the faregeing ana 
ef any FSG as aefi"eEl in seetien 922 ef the IRte."al Re'fenae Gede 
ef ±98&, as amen"e" tnreagn DecemBer 6l, ±98&, that are <IeteF
mined to Be j>ffi't ef the Hnitary BHsiRess "HrsIlant to this sHB";vi 
silln, Retwitnstanaing that ether eerpaFatiens er ether entities 
eFganizea in foreign eeHnt,ies nHgflt Be incla"e" in the H"itary 
BHsiness. The net income and apportionment factors under section 
290.191 or 290.20 of foreign corporations and other foreign entities 
which are part of '! unitary business shall not be included in the net 
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income or the apportionment factors of the unitary business. ~ 
foreign corporation or other foreign entity which is required to file 
"" return under this chapter shall file on "" separate return basis. The 
net income and apportionment TaCtors under section 290.191 or 
290.20 offoreign operating corporations shall not be included in the 
net income or the apportionment factors of the unitary business 
except as provided in paragraph ~ 

ig2 The adjusted net income of "" foreign 0flerating corporation 
shaIl be deemed to be £aid as a dividend on theast day of its taxable 
year to each sharenol er thereof, in proportion to each shareholder's 
ownership, with which such corporation is engaged in "" unitary 
business. Such deemed dividend shall be treated as a dividend under 
section 290.21, subdivision 4. 

Dividends actually pait Q.y "" foreign 06:erating corporation to "" 
corporate shareholder w ich ~ ~ mem er of the s~me unitary 
business as the foreign operating corporation shall be eliminated 
from the net income of the unitart business in preparing a combined 
report for the unitary business. T e adjusted net income of a foreign 
operating corporation shall be its net income adjusted as follows: 

(1) any taxes paid or accrued to "" foreign country, the common
wealth of Puerto Rico, or "" United States possession or political 
subdivision of any of the foregoing shall be "" deduction; and 

(2) the subtraction from federal taxable income for payments 
received from foreign corporations or foreign operating corfiorations 
under section 290.01, subdivision 19d, clause (11), shal not be 
arrowed. . --- -~ -- -- -

If a foreign operating corporation incurs a net loss, neither income 
nor deduction from that corporation shall be inCIiid"ed in determin
!!!g the net income of the unitary business. 

(h) For purposes of determining the net income of "" unitary 
business and the factors to be used· in tfie apportionment of net 
income pursuant to section 290.191 or 290.20, there must be 
included only the income and apportionment factors of domestic 
corporations or OTher domestic entities other than foreign operating 
corporations that are determined to be part of the unitary business 
pursuant to this sUbdivision, notwithstanding that forei!W corpora
tions or other foreign entities might be incillilea in .L<> unitary 
business. 

(i) Deductions for expenses, interest, or taxes otherwise allowable 
under this chapter that are connected with or allocable against 
iITVldends, deemed diVldends described in paragraph ig2 or royalties, 
fees, or other like income described in section 290.01, subdivision 
19d, Clause (11), shall not be disallowed. 
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W ill Each corporation or other entity that is part of a unitary 
business must file combined reports as the commissioner deter
mines. On the reports, all intercompany transactions between enti
ties included pursuant to paragraph ff) (h) must be eliminated and 
the entire net income of the unitary business determined in accor
dance with this subdivision is apportioned among the entities by 
using each entity's Minnesota factors for apportionment purposes in 
the numerators of the apportionment formula and the total factors 
for apportionment purposes of all entities included pursuant to 
paragraph ff) (h) in the denominators of the apportionment formula. 

(k) If a corporation has been divested from a unitary business and 
is illcliided in ."c combined re~rt for ."c fractional part 01 the common 
accounting period of the com med report: 

(1) its income includable in the combined report ~ its income 
incurred for that part of the year determined ~ proration or 
separate accounting; and 

(2) its sales, property, and payroll included in the apportionment 
formula must be prorated or accounted for separately. 

Sec. 31. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 290.191, 
subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [GENERAL RULE.J Except as otherwise provided 
in section 290.17, subdivision 5, the net income from a trade or 
business carried on partly within and partly without this state must 
be apportioned to this state as provided in this section. For purposes 
of this section, state means a state of the United States, the District 
of Cillumbia, the commonwealIhOf Puerto Rico, or any territory or 
possession of the United States or any foreign country. 

Sec. 32. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 290.191, 
subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [APPORTIONMENT FORMULA FOR CERTAIN MAIL 
ORDER BUSINESSES.] If the business consists exclusively of the 
selling of tangible personal property and services in response to 
orders received by United States mail or telephone, and W9 99 
percent of the taxpayer's property and payroll is within Minnesota, 
then the taxpayer may apportion net income to Minnesota based 
solely upon the percentage that the sales made within this state in 
connection with the trade or business during the tax period are of 
the total sales wherever made in connection with the trade or 
business during the tax period. Property and payroll factors are 
disregarded. In determining eligibility for this subdivision, the sale 
not in the ordinary course of business of tangible or intangible 
assets used in conducting business activities must be disregarded. 
'I'ffis sHBeivisiBn is reflealee el'feetive fur taxaBle years Beginning 
after DeeemBer M, 198& 
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Sec. 33. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 290.191, 
subdivision 5, is amended to read: 

Subd. 5. [DETERMINATION OF SALES FACTOR.] W For pur
poses of this section, the following rules apply in determining the 
sales factor. 

W (a) The sales factor includes all sales, gross earnings, or 
receipts received in the ordinary course of the business, except that 
the following ~of income are not included in the sales factor: 

(1) interest; 

(2) dividends; 

(3) sales of capital assets as defined in section 1221 of the Internal 
ReveiliieCode of 1986, as amended through December 31, 1987; 

(4) sales of property used in the trade or business, except sales of 
leased property of 1I type which is regularly sold as well as leased; 

(5) sales of debt instruments as defined in section 1275(a)(1) of the 
Interi'iB:lRevenUe Code of 1986, as amended through December 31, 
1987, or sales of stock; ana-- - . -

(6) royalties, fees, or other like income of 1I ~ which qualify for 
1I subtraction from fei:leITlltaxable income under section 290.01, 
subdivision 19(d)(11). 

(b) Sales of tangible personal property are made within this state 
if the property is received by a purchaser at a point within this state, 
and the taxpayer is taxable in this state, regardless of the f.o.h. 
point, other conditions of the sale, or the ultimate destination of the 
property. 

(c) Tangible personal property delivered to a common or contract 
carrier or foreign vessel for delivery to a purchaser in another state 
or nation is a sale in that state or nation, regardless off.o.b. point or 
other conditions of the sale. 

(d) Notwithstanding paragraphs (b) and (c), when intoxicating 
liquor, wine, fermented malt beverages, cigarettes, or tobacco prod
ucts are sold to a purchaser whois licensed by a state or political 
subdivision to resell this property only within the state of ultimate 
destination, the sale is made in that state. 

(e) Sales made by or through a corporation that is qualified as a 
domestic international sales corporation under section 992 of the 
Internal Revenue Code are not considered to have been made within 
this state. 
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(I) Sales, etheF than saks sf taRgi"le perseBal preperty, are made 
is this state iftBe pFepeFty is HSe<!, ffi' tBe "eBefits sf tBe serviees are 
eeRs"med, is this _ If tBe pFe!leFty is \lSed .,., tBe "eBefits sf tBe 
seFYiees are eeRs"meEi is _ thaR eRe state, tBe saks ffHlSt Be 
appertiened pre Fata aeeerEiiBg tit tBe peFtieB sf "'*' "" eensHm"tieB 
sf "eRefits is this _ Sales, rents, royalties, and other income in 
connection with real propertyis attributed to the state in which the 
property is located. 

ig2 Receipts from the lease or rental of tangible personal property, 
including finance leases and true leases, must be attributed to this 
state if the property is located in this state and to other states if the 
property is not located in this state. MOVillgpropertYlliCIi.iUilli,' but 
not limited to, motor vehicles, rolling stock, aircraft, vessels, or 
mobile equipment ~ located m this state if: 

(1) the operation of the property is entirely within this state; or 

(2) the operation of the property is in two or more states and the 
principal base of operations from which the property is sent out is in 
this state. 

(h) Royalties and other income not described in paragraph Cal, 
clause (6), received for the use of or for the privilege of using 
intangible property, including patents,Know-how, formulas, de
signs, processes, patterns, copyrights, trade names, service names, 
franchises, licenses, contracts, customer lists, or similar items, must 
be attributed to the state in whicb the property ~ used l>,y the 
purchaser. !!' the property ~ used in more than one state, the 
royalties or other income must be apportioned to this state ~ rata 
according to the portion of use in this state. !!' the portion of use in 
this state cannot be determined, the royalties or other income must 
be excluded from both the numerator and the denominator. Intan
gible proper~ used in this state !!' the purchaser uses the 
intangible property or the rights therein in the regular course of its 
business operations in this state, regardless of the location of the 
purchaser's customers. 

(i) Sales of intangible propertfi are made within the state in which 
the property is used l>,y the purc aser. lfthe property is used in more 
than one state, the sales must be apportioned to this state ~ rata 
according to the portion of use in this state. IT the portion of use in 
this state cannot be determined, the sale must be excluded from both 
the iiiiffieratorand the denommator of the sales factor. Intangible 
property is used in this state if the purchaser used the intangible 
property In the regUI3r course of its buslnessoperattons in this 
state. 

ill Receipts from the performance of services must be attributed to 
the state in which the benefits of the services are consumed. If the 
heiiet'ltS are COiiStimea in morethan one state, the receipts from 
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those benefits must be ap,portioned to this state ~ rata according to 
the portion of the bene ifs consume<! in this state. IT the extent to 
wnich the benwts of services are consumed in this state is not 
reamry Teterminable, the benefits of the serviceS-shall beaeeffied to 
be consumed at the location of the offICe of the customer from which 
the services were ordered in the regiiIar course of the CUStomer'S 
trade or business. IT the ordering office call1loflje determined, the 
beiicti.ts of the services shall be deemed to be consumed at the office 
of the customer to which the services are Iillied. - - --

Sec. 34. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 290.191, 
subdivision 6, is amended to read: 

Subd. 6. [DETERMINATION OF RECEIPTS FACTOR FOR FI
NANCIAL INSTITUTIONS.] (a) For purposes of this section, the 
rules in this subdivision and subdivisions 7 and 8 apply in deter
mining the receipts factor for financial institutions. 

(b) "Receipts" for this purpose means gross income, including net 
taxable gain on disposition of assets, including securities and money 
market transaetisHs instruments, when derived from transactions 
and activities in the regular course of the taxpayer's trade or 
business. 

(c) "Money market instruments" means federal funds sold and 
securities purchased under agreements to resell, commercial paper, 
banker's acceptances, and purchased certificates of deposit and 
similar instruments to the extent that the instruments are reflected 
as assets under generally accepted accounting principles. 

(d) "Securities" means United States Treasury securities, obliga
tions of United States government agencies and corporations, obli
gations of state and political subdivisions, corporate stock and other 
securities, participations in securities backed by mortgages held by 
United States or state government agencies, loan-backed securities 
and similar investments to the extent the investments .are reflected 
as assets under generally accepted accounting principles. 

(e) Receipts from the lease or rental of real or tangible personal 
property, including both finance leases and true leases, must be 
attributed to this state if the property is located in this state. 
Tangible personal property that is characteristically moving prop
erty, such as motor vehicles, rolling stock, aircraft, vessels, mobile 
equipment, and the like, is considered to be located in a state if: 

(1) the operation of the property is entirely within the state; or 

(2) the operation of the property is in two or more states, but the 
principal base of operations from which the property is sent out is in 
the state. 
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(f) Interest income and other receipts from assets in the nature of 
loans that are secured primarily by real estate or tangible personal 
property must be attributed to this state if the security property is 
located in this state under the principles stated in paragraph (e). 

(g) Interest income and other receipts from consnmer loans not 
secured by real or tangible personal property that are made to 
residents of this state, whether at a place of business, by traveling 
loan officer, by mail, by telephone or other electronic means, must be 
attributed to this state. 

(h) Interest income and other receipts from commercial loans and 
installment obligations not secured by real or tangible personal 
property must be attributed to this state if the proceeds of the loan 
are to be applied in this state. If it cannot be determined where the 
funds are to be applied, the income and receipts are attributed to the 
state in which the basiftess al'l'lied fep the leaJr. "f'l'l'lied ~_ 
ifti.tial ia'lai~' (iacladiag eastemeF assistaaee ia l'Fel'aFiag the lean 
al'l'lieatiaa) OF sabmissisft sf a eSffii'leted lean al'l'lieatieft, wliiea 
e¥eF eeea¥S fust the office of the borrower from which the applica
tion would be mMe in the reguIar course Ol'lliisiness isTocated. IT 
thIS cannot be determined., the transaction is disregarded in the 
apportionment iOriiiiila. 

(i) Interest income and other receipts from a participating finan
cial institution's portion of participation loans must be attributed 
under paragraphs (e) to (h). A participation loan is a loan in which 
more than one lender isa creditor to a common borrower. 

Ij) Interest income and other receipts including service charges 
from financial institution credit card and travel and entertainment 
credit card receivables and credit card holders' fees must be attrib
uted to the state to which the card charges and fees are regularly 
billed. 

(k) Merchant discount income derived from financial institution 
credit card holder transactions with a merchant must be attributed 
to the state in which the merchant is located. In the case of 
merchants located within and outside the state, only receipts from 
merchant discounts attributable to sales made from locations within 
the state are attribl'ted to this state. It is presumed, subject to 
rebuttal, that the location of a merchant is the address shown on the 
invoice submitted by the merchaut to the taxpayer. 

(I) Receipts from the performance of fiduciary and other services 
must be attributed to the state in which the benefits of the services 
are consumed. If the benefits are consumed in more than one state, 
the receipts from those benefits must be apportioned to this state pro 
rata according to the portion of the benefits consumed in this state. 
If the extent to which the benefits of services are consumed in this 
state is not reooily(leterminable, the benefits of the serVIces shaflbe 
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deemed to be consumed at the location of the office of the customer 
from whichthe services were ordered in the regular course of the 
CiiStoiilef'S trade or busmess. If the oroermg office cannot De 
determined,tne benefits of' the-services shall beaeemed to De 
consumed at the office of Theeustomer to whichthe services are billea. ------ ---- -

(m) Receipts from the issuance of travelers checks and money 
orders must be attributed to the state in which the checks and money 
orders are purchased. 

(n) Receipts from investments of a financial institution in securi
ties of this state, its political subdivisions, agencies, and instrumen
talities mustbe attributed to this state. 

(0) Receipts from a financial institution's interest in 'hnYbProperty 
described in section 290.015, subdivision 3, paragrap L1 is not 
included in the numerator or the denotnlnator of the receipts lactor 
provided thennanciaJ instffiiUOn's activities witlllnthis state with 
respect to any interest in the property are iiiillteU m the manner 
provided in section 290.015, subdivision 3, paragrapj1(b). g ~ 
financial instItution is subiect to tax under this chapter, its interest 
in property described in section 290.015, sUbdIvision 3, paragraph 
(0), is included in the receipts factor in the same manner as assets in 
the nature of securITies or baney mari<et rnstruments are lrictiidea 
uMer paragraph (n) ana-su ivision 7. . 

Sec. 35. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 290.191, 
subdivision 11, is amended to read: 

Subd. 11. [FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS; PROPERTY FACTOR.] 
(a) For financial institutions, the property factor includes, as well as 
tangible property, intangible property as set forth in this subdivi
sion. 

(b) Intangible personal property must be included at its tax basis 
for federal income tax purposes. 

(c) Goodwill must not be included in the property factor. 

(d) Coin and currency located in this state must be attributed to 
this state. 

(e) Lease financing receivables must be attributed to this state if 
and to the extent that the property is located within this state. 

(I) Assets in the nature of loans that are secured by real or 
tangible personal property must be attributed to this state if and to 
the. extent that the security property is located within this state. 
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(g) Assets in the nature of consumer loans and installment 
obligations that are unsecured or secured by intangible property 
must be attributed to this state if the loan was made to a resident of 
this state. 

(h) Assets in the nature of commercial loan and installment 
obligations that are unsecured or secured by intangible property 
must be attributed to this state if the loan proceeds of the loan are 
to be applied in this state. If it cannot be determined where the 
funds are to be applied, the assets must be attributed to the state in 
which the Business appliea «w the h>a&. ",'.p"liea ffiF meaRS ffiitiaI. 
inquiry (ineluaing eustemeF assista .. ee ffi prepaFing the leaR apJffi
eatien) eF sUBmissien sf a eempletea leaR """lieatien, whiehever 
eeeHFD fu-st there is located the office of the borrower from which the 
application wouldbe made in the regular-course of busineS8.lftllis 
cannot be determined, the transaction ~ disregarded III the appor
tionment formula. 

(iJ A participating financial institution's portion of a participation 
loan must be attributed under paragraphs (e) to (h). 

G) Financial institution credit card and travel and entertainment 
credit card receivahles must he attributed to the state to which the 
credit card charges and fees are regularly billed. 

(k) Receivables arising from merchant discount income derived 
from financial institution credit card holder transactions with a 
merchant are attributed to the state in which the merchant is 
located. In the case of merchants located within and without the 
state, oTlly receipts from merchant discounts attributable to sales 
made from locations within the state are attributed to this state. It 
is presumed, subject to rebuttal, that the location of a merchant is 
the address shown on the invoice submitted by the merchant to the 
taxpayer. 

(I) Assets in the nature of securities and money market instru
ments are apportioned to this state hased upon the ratio that total 
deposits from this state, its residents, its political subdivisions, 
agencies and instrumentalities bear to the total deposits from all 
states, their residents, their political subdivisions, agencies and 
instrumentalities. In the case of an unregulated financial institu
tion subjeet te this regulation, the reeei"ts assets are apportioned to 
this state based upon the ratio that its gross business income earned 
from sources within this state bears to gross business income earned 
from sources within all states. For purposes of this subsection, 
deposits made by this state, its residents, its political subdivisions, 
agencies, and instrumentalities are attributed to this state, whether 
or not the deposits are accepted or maintained by the taxpayer at 
locations within this state. 

(m) A financial institution's interest in any property described in 
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section 290.015, subdivision 3, paragraph (b), is not included in the 
numerator or the denominator of the property factor providOO" llie 
financial institution's activities witlilli this state with respect to any 
interest in such properly are [miIted in the manner provii1ed in 
section 290.0l5, subdivision 3, paragraph (J)f.Ii ~ financial instItu
tion is subject to tax under tliis chapter, its interest in property 
descrIbed in section 290.015,Siibdivision 3, paragraph (b), ~ in
cluded in tile property factor in the same manner as assets in the 
nature of securities or money marKeITnstruments are included 
under paragraph Ql. - -

Sec. 36. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 290.21, 
subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. An amount for contribution or gifts made within the 
taxable year: 

(a) to or for the use of the state of Minnesota, or any of its political 
subdivisions for exclusively public purposes, 

(b) to or for the use of any community chest, corporation, organi
zation, trust, fund, association, or foundation located in and carry
ing on substantially all of its activities within this state, organized 
and operating exclusively for religious, charitable, public cemetery, 
scientific, literary, artistic, or educational purposes, or for the 
prevention of cruelty to children or animals, no part of the net 
earnings of which inures to the benefit of any private stockholder or 
individual, 

(c) to a fraternal society, order, or association, operating under the 
lodge system located in and carrying on substantially all of their 
activities within this state if such contributions or gifts are to be 
used exclusively for the purposes specified in clause (b), or for or to 
posts or organizations of war veterans or auxiliary units or societies 
of such posts or organizations, if they are within the state and no 
part of their net income inures to the benefit of any private 
shareholder or individual, 

(d) to or for the use of the United States of America for exclusively 
public purposes if the contribution or gift consists of real property 
located in Minnesota, 

(e) to or for the use of a foundation if the foundation is organized 
and operated exclusively for a Ilurpose in clause (b), andlias no part 
of its net earnings inuring to ~ benefit of a nrivate shareholder or 
inruvidual, but does not darry on substantialy all of its activities 
within this state.'I'he eduction under this clause equa1s the 
amount of theCoiporatIon's contributioiiS or gifts to the foun atilln 
within the taxable year multiplied ~ a fraction equ'bf the ratio of 
the foullilation's total expenditures during the taxa e year for the 
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benefit of organizations described in clause (b) to the foundation's 
total expenditures during the taxahle year. 

(I) the total deduction hereunder shall not exceed 15 percent of the 
taxpayer's taxable net income less the deductions allowable under 
this section other than those for contributions or gifts, 

ill !g2 in the case of a corporation reporting its taxable income on 
the accrual basis, if: (A) the board of directors authorizes a charita
ble contribution during any taxable year, and (B) payment of such 
contribution is made after the close of such taxable year and on or 
before the fifteenth day of the third month following the close of such 
taxable year; then the taxpayer may elect to treat such contribution 
as paid during such taxable year. The election may be made only at 
the time ofthe filing of the return for such taxable year, and shall be 
signified in such manner as the commissioner shall by rules pre
scribe. 

Sec. 37. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 290.21, 
subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. (a) Eighty percent of dividends received by a corporation 
during the taxable year from another corporation, in which the 
recipient owns 20 eercent or more of the stock, i>y vote and value, 
not including stoc described in section 1504(a)(4) of the Internal 
Revenue Code of 1986, as amended throu~h December 31, 1987, 
when the corporate stock-wIth respect to w ich dividends are paid 
does not constitute the stock in trade of the taxpayer or would not be 
included in the inventory of the taxpayer, or does not constitute 
property held by the taxpayer primarily for sale to customers in the 
ordinary course of the taxpayer's trade or business, or when the 
trade or business of the taxpayer does not consist principally of the 
holding of the stocks and the collection of the income and gains 
therefrom. '!'he remaining ;W flereent shall be allewed if the reeiI>
ient _ ll(} flereent ffi' _ of all the vetiBg steel< of the ether 
eerflepatien and the dividends were paid ffem ineeffie arising <mt of 
l".siness dane ffi this state by the eeFfleratien flaying the dividends. 
If the dividends were deelared ffem iftee",e arisiftg <mt of "msiftess 
dane withffi and witheat this state, then a flre!lertien of the 
re",ainder shall be allewed as a dedaetien. '!'he flre!lertien _ be 
that wIHeh the a",eaftt of the ta"allie net iftee",e of the eerflepatieft 
!laying the di"ideftds assigftallie ffi' alleeaBie t6 this state bears t6 
the entire net inee",e of the eOFfleratien. '!'he ameants _ be 
deter",ifted by the retarns fHfder this eha!lter of the eer!leratien 
!laying the divideftds fur the taKallle year !lreeediftg their distrilla 
tie&. '!'he Barden is '*' the ta"payer t6 show that the a",sant of 
rem"iftder elai",ed as a dedaetien has been reeei"ed ffem iftee",e 
arising <mt of basiness dane ffi this ~ 

W If the trade ... Besiftess of the t""flayer eensists priftei!lally of 
the helding of the steeks and the eelleetien of the iftee",e and gains 
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therefrem, dividends reeeived by a eerfleratien daFffig the taxable 
year Hem ""8the>' eel'j3eratien, if the reeiflieHt _ 8(f f"'reeRi eF 

_ sf all the ¥Sting steel< sf the etbeF eel'j3eratien, Hem ineeme 
arising em sf "usiness 00ne in tffis state by the eel'j3eratieH flaying 
the dividends. If the divideftds were deelareil Hem ineeme arisiftg 
em sf "',siness 00ne within HHiI witheut this state, tbefl a flreflertien 
sf the dividends shall be allewed as a deduetien. ~ !lreflertien 
fftIlSt be tbat whieh the ameunt sf the tal<able net iHeeme sf the 
eefflemben flaying the dividends assignable eF al\eea"le ta this 
state beaFS ta the entire net ineeme sf the eer)3eratien. ~ ameunts 
fftIlSt be ileteFmiReil by the rehlrns Uftf!eF this ehaflter sf the 
eer!lemben !laying the dividen"s Hw the taxable year flreeeding 
tbeiF distributien. ~ I"mien is 6ft the ta"flayer ta shew tbat the 
ameunt sf ili ... idends elaimed as a "eduetien has been reeeived Hem 
ineeme arising em sf "usiness deBe in this state, 

(b) Seventy percent of dividends received by '! corporation during 
the taxable lear from another corporation in which the recipient 
owns less t an 20 percent of the stock, !i:r vote or value, not 
illc1iiding stock described in section 1504(a)( 4) of the Internal 
Revenue Code of 1986 as amended through December31, 1987, 
when the corporate stock with respect to which dividends are paid 
does not constitute the stock In trade of the taxpayer, or does not 
constitute property held ~ the taxpayer primarily for sale to 
customers in the ordinary course of the taxpayer's trade orousiness, 
or when the trade or business of the taxpayer does not consist 
principally of the hoIOing of the stocks and the collection of income 
and gain therruom. 

(c) The dividend deduction provided in this subdivision shall be 
allowed only with respect to dividends that are included in a 
corporation's Minnesota taxable net income for the taxable year. 

The dividend deduction provided in this subdivision does not 
. apply to a dividend from a corporation which, for the taxable year of 
the corporation in which the distribution is made or for the next 
preceding taxable year of the corporation, is a corporation exempt 
from tax under section 501 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as 
amended tbrough December 31,1986. 

The dividend deduction provided in this subdivision applies to the 
amount of regulated investment company dividends only to the 
extent determined under section 854(b) of the Internal Revenue 
Code of 1986, as amended through December 31, 1986. 

The dividend deduction provided in this subdivision shall not be 
allowed with respect to any dividend for which a deduction is not 
allowed under the provisions of section 246(c) of the Internal 
Revenue Code of 1986, as amended through December 31, 1986. 

(d) If dividends received by a corporation that does not have nexus 
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with Minnesota under the provisions of Public Law Number 86-272 
are included as income on the return of an affiliated corporation 
permitted or required to file a combined report under section 290.34, 
subdivision 2, then for purposes of this subdivision the determina
tion as to whether the trade or business of the corporation consists 
principally of the holding of stocks and the collection of income and 
gains therefrom shall be made with reference to the trade or 
business of the affiliated corporation having a nexus with Minne
sota. 

(e) The deduction provided by this subdivision does not apply if the 
dividends are paid by a FSC as defined in section 922 of the Internal 
Revenue Code of 1986, as amended through December 31, 1986. 

CD IT one or more of the members of the unitary gt"Qllll whose 
income is incluaeaon the combined repor~ received a iITVWend, the 
deduction under this SUbdIvision for eac member of the unitary 
business requrred to file !! return unaer this chapter is the product 
of: (1) 100 percent of the mvwends received hi members of the 
gr'dup; (2) 80 percentor 70 li,ercent, pursuant to paragraph (a) or (b); 
an (3)tne percentage on e taxpayer's business income apportion
able to this state fOr the taxable year under section 290.191 or 
290.20. 

Sec. 38. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 290.34, 
subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [AFFILIATED OR RELATED CORPORATIONS, COM
BINED REPORT.] W When a corporation which is required to file 
an income tax return is affiliated with or related to any other 
corporation through stock ownership by the same interests or as 
parent or subsidiary corporations, or has its income regulated 
through contract or other arrangement, the commissioner of reve
nue may permit or require such combined report as, in the comniis
sioner's opinion, is necessary in order to determine the taxable net 
income of anyone of the affiliated or related corporations. 

W If a eeFjleFatien has been ,li-.'este" Hem the "aitary greap and 
is iftel,,"e" ia a eeffibi"e" rej>6Ft ffir a fraetieftal j3fH't af the eeffimaft 
aeea"atiftg peried that the rej>6Ft is Based 6B; thea the sales, 
llFallert~, and lla~rall attrib"te" tEl the earlleratieft ia the allilartiea 
meat ferffi"la HHISt Be llrerate" er sellaratel~ aeee"ftte" and HHISt 
shew ffir what j3fH't af the aeea"fttiftg peried the eeFjlaratiea is 
iftel,,"e" ia the rellert. - . 

Ie} 'I'IIe eemBifteel ~ shall refleet the iaeeffie af the eBtire 
"aita.-y b"siaess as llreyieleel ia seetlea 290.17, s"beliyisieft 4-. If a 
eeFjlaratieft has been Eiiyesteel Hem the "aitary greap and is 
iftel"eleEi ia the eeffibiae" rej>6Ft ffir a fraetieftal f"'H af the eemmea 
aeee"fttiag peried that the ea...aiae" rej>6Ft is I>ase& 6B; its iftesffie 
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inel .. dal3le ill the eambined ~ is its inea",e fep that f'I\f'6 ef the 
:)'eaf'o 

Sec. 39. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 290.35, 
subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [APPORTIONMENT OF TAXABLE NET INCOME.) The 
.commissioner shall compute therefrom the taxable net income of 
such companies by assigning .to this state that proportion thereof 
which the gross premiums collected by them during the taxable year 
from old and new business within this state bears to the total gross 
premiums collected by them during that year from their entire old 
and new business, including reinsurance premiums; provided, the 
commissioner shall add to the taxable net income so apportioned to 
this state the amount of any taxes on premiums paid by the company 
by virtue of any law of this state (other than the surcharge on 
premi.ums imposed by sections 69.54 to 69.56) which shall have been 
deducted from gross income by the company in arriving at its total 
net income under the provisions of such act of congress. 

(a) For purposes of determining the Minnesota apportionment 
percentage, premiums from reinsurance contracts ass .. ",ea 'm.... 
eSBlfJtlBies Elamieiled ift MiBBesata fHlEl fJFemiuIBs in connection 
with property in or liability arising out of activity in, or in 
connection with the lives or health of Minnesota residents shall be 
assigned to Minnesota and premiums from reinsurance contracts 
asslffilea m.... ee"'flanies aa",i"ilea e .. tsiae ef Minnesata ana flre
"'i ..... s in connection with property in or liability arising out of 
activity in, or in connection with the lives or health of non
Minnesota residents shall be assigned outside of Minnesota. Rein
surance premiums are 'presumed to be received for a Minnesota risk 
and are assigned tOMmnesota, iF 

(1) the reinsurance contract i§. assumed for a company domiciled 
in Minne86ta; and 

(2) the taj,Ifayer, ~pon request of the commissioner, fails to 
proviaerelia e reco S indicating tne reinsured contract coverea 
non-Minnesota risks. 

For purposes of this paragraph, "Minnesota risk" means coverage in 
connection willi property in Q! liabilitx arisinll out of activity in 
Minnesota, or in connection WIth the lives or eartli of Minnesota 
residents. 

(b) The apportionment method prescribed by paragraph (a) shall 
be presumed to fairly and correctly determine the taxpayer's taxable 
net income. Ifthe method prescribed in paragraph (a) does not fairly . 
reflect all or any part of taxable net income, the taxpayer may 
petition for or the . commissioner may require the dete,rniination of 
taxable net income by use of another method if that method fairly 
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reflects taxable net income. A petition within the meaning of this 
section must be filed by the taxpayer on such form as the commis
sioner shall require. 

Sec. 40. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 290.37, 
subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [PERSONS MAKING RETURNS.] (a) A taxpayer 
shall file a return for each taxable year the taxpayer is required to 
file a return under section 6012 of the Internal Revenue Code of 
1986, as amended through December 31, 1986, except that an 
individual who is not a Minnesota resident for any part of the year 
is not required to file a Minnesota income tax return if the 
individual's gross income derived from Minnesota sources under 
sections 290.081, paragraph (a), and 290.17, is less than the filing 
requirements for a single individual who is a full year resident of 
Minnesota. 

The decedent's final income tax return, and all other income tax 
returns for prior years where the decedent had gross income in 
excess of the minimum amount at which an individual is required to 
file and did not file, shall be filed by the decedent's personal 
representative, if any. If there is no personal representative, the 
return or returns shall be filed by the transferees as defined in 
section 290.29, subdivision 3, who receive any property of the 
decedent. 

The trustee or other fiduciary of property held in trust shall file a 
return with respect to the taxable net income of such trust if that 
exceeds an amount determined by the commissioner if such trust 
belongs to the class of taxable persons. 

Every corporation shall file a return, if the corporation is subject 
to the state's jurisdiction to tax under section 290.014, subdivision 5, 
except that ~ foreign operating corporation as defined in section 
290.01, subdivisIOn 6b, is not required to file a return. The return in 
the case of a corporation must be signed by a person designated by 
the corporation. The commissioner may adopt rules for the filing of 
one return on behalf of the· members of an affiliated group of 
corporations that are required to file a combined report if the 
affiliated group includes a bank subject to tax under this chapter. 
Members of an affiliated group that elect to file one return on behalf 
of the members of the group under rules adopted by the commis
sioner may modify or rescind the election by filing the form required 
by the commissioner. 

The receivers, trustees in bankruptcy, or assignees operating the 
business or property of a taxpayer shall file a return with respect to 
the taxable net income of such taxpayer if a return is required. 

(b) Such return shall (1) contain a written declaration that it is 
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correct and complete, and (2) shan contain language prescribed by 
the commis,sioner providing a confession of judgment for the amount 
of the tax shown due thereon to the extent not timely paid. 

Sec. 41. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 290.371, 
subdivision 1, is amended to read: ' 

Subdivision 1. [REPORT REQUIRED,] Every corporation that, 
during any calendar year or fiscal accounting year ending beginning 
after December 31, 1986, carried en any activity "" awned "" 
maintained any pFopeFty in thie state, HBIess specifically el<empted 
IHt<ieF s"Bdivision 3 obtained any business from within this state as 
described in section 290.015, subdivision 1, with the exception of: 

(1) activity levels lower than those set forth in section 290,015, 
suooivision 2, paragraph (a), if the corporation !'! " financial 
institution; or 

(2) activities described in section 290.015, subdivision 3, para-
graph (b); or -

(3) corporations specifically exempted under subdivision :I, must 
file a notice of business activities report, as provided in this section. 
Filing of the report is not a factor in determining whether a 
corporation is subject to taxation under this chapter. 

Sec. 42, Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 290.371, 
subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd, 3. [EXEMPTIONS'] A corporation is not required to file a 
notice of business activities report if: . 

(1) by the end of an accounting period for which it was otherwise 
required to file a notice of business activities· report under this 
section, it had received a certificate of authority to do business in 
this state; 

(2) a timely return or report has been filed under section 290.05, 
subdivision 4; or 290.37; "" 

(3) the corporation is exempt from taxation under this chapter 
pursuant to section 290.05, subdivision 1; or 

(4) the corporation's activities in Minnesota, or the interests in 
propertY which i! owns, consist solely of actiVitIeS or property 
exempted from jurisdiction to tax under section 290.015, subdivision 
3, paragraph (b). 

Sec. 43. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 290.371, 
subdivision 4, is amended to read:. 
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Subd. 4. [ANNUAL FILING.] Every corporation not exempt under 
subdivision 3 must file annually a notice of business activities 
report, including such forms as the commissioner may require, with 
respect to all {ll" ~ paFt ef each of its calendar or fiscal accounting 
years beginning after December 31,1986, on or before the 15th day 
of the fourth month after the close of the calendar or fiscal account
ing year. 

Sec. 44. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 290.371, 
subdivision 5, is amended to read: 

Subd. 5. [FAILURE TO FILE TIMELY REPORT.] (a) Anycorpo
ration required to file a notice of business activities report does not 
have any cause of action upon which it may bring suit under 
Minnesota law unless the corporation has filed a notice of business 
activities report. 

(b) The failure of a corporation to file a timely report prevents the 
use of the courts in this statel except regarding activities and 
property described in section 290.015, subdivision 3, paragraph (b), 
for all contracts executed and all causes of action that arose at any 
time before the end of the last accounting period for which the 
corporation failed to file a required report. 

(c) The court in which the issues arise has the power to excuse the 
corporation for its failure to file a report when due, and restore the 
corporation's cause of action under the laws of this state, if the 
corporation has paid all taxes, interest, and civil penalties due the 
state for all periods, or provided for payment of them by adequate 
security or bond approved by the commissioner. 

(d) Notwithstanding the e.rovisions of section 290.61, the commis
sioner may acknowledge wether or not a particular corporation has 
filed with the commissioner reports or returns required ~ this 
chapter if the acknowledgment: 

(1) is to !'c party in !'c civil action; 

(2) relates to the filing status of another party in the same civil 
action; and 

(3) ~ in res90nse to a written request accompanied ~!'c~ of the 
summons an complaint in the civil action. 

Sec. 45. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 290.50, subdivision 3, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [EXCEPTIONS.] This section shall not be construed so as 
to disallow: 
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(a) a net operating loss carryback to any taxable year authorized 
by section 290.095 or section 172 of the Internal Revenue Code of 
1954, as amended through December 31, 1985, but the refund or 
credit shall be limited to the amount of overpayment arising from 
the carryback; 

(b) a capital loss carryback by a corporation under Minnesota 
Statutes 1986, section 290.16, provided that the claim for refund or 
credit is made prior to the expiration of the 15th day of the 45th 
month following the end of the taxable year of the net capital loss 
which results in the carryback, plus any extension of time granted 
for filing the return, but only if the return was filed within the 
extended time, and the refund or credit is limited to the amount of 
overpayment arising from the carryback. 

Sec. 46. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 290.9725, 
is amended to read: 

290.9725 [ELECTION II¥ SM1'..LL BUSINESS CORPORATION 
S CORPORATIONS.] 

For purposes of this chaater, the term "S corporation" means any 
corporation having a vali election in effect for the ta~year 
under section 1362 of the Internal RevenueCode of 1986, as 
amended through December 31,~ 1987. An S corporation shall 
not be subject to the taxes imposed by this chapter, except' 

ill the eSFflsFatisft is sabjeet ta the tIHf iHlJ3ssed .....re,. Beetisft 
299.92; aftd 

f2f the eSFflSFatiSft is sabjeet ta the tIHf iHlJ3sse" .....re,. seetisft 
i!99,92 is ""Y tIHf f!eFied is whieh it FeesgBi.es ifteslfte faF fedeFal 
iftesme tIHf fll>Ffl9ses.....re,. I..teFftal Reveftl>e Get\e;- seetisft Hleg(d), 
l3-14, OF ±319t the tatal amsaRt ef iftesme Feesgfti.ed is the fedeFal 
ta"abie iftesme faF the eSFflsFatisft witBift the meaftisg ef Beotisft 
299.91, s,wdivisisR 19; the flFS',isisft8 ef BeetiSft. 299.91, .Hbahi 
sieRs 19a ta 19f; aftd f!99d.!7 ta 299.29, lftHSt be eHlJ3lsyed ta 
aete ..... ifte the ta.<ahle Bet iResme ef the eSFflsFatisft; aftd the taJ,ahle 
Bet iows ... e ef the eSFflsFatisft is ita ta"able iftes ... e, e!<eept tha4; ""Y 
Bet sfleFatiftg less eaFryfaFwaFa that _ is .. yea>' wheft there was 
_ eleetisft is eft'eet .....re,. SeetisR l862 ef the I..teFftal Reveftl>e 
GeEle is a\lswea as .. "eaHetisR the taxes imposed under sections 
290.92,290.9727,290.9728, and 200.9729. --

Sec. 47. [290.9727] [TAX ON CERTAIN BUILT-IN GAINS.] 

Subdivision 1.: [TAX IMPOSED.] For ~ cOllftation electing § 
c0cl0ration status pursuant to section 1362 oftelnternal Revenue 
C eof 1986, as amendeathrough December !!h 1987, after 
Decemoer 31, 1986, and having a recognized built-in gain as denned 
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in section 1374 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986,as amended 
through Decemoer31, 1987, there is imposed a tax on The taxable 
income of such § corporation, as defined in this section, at the rate 
prescribed ~ section 290.06, subdivision .!.: This section does not 
~ to any cOlxoration having an § election in effect for each oills 
taxable years. n § corporation and any predecessor corporation 
must be treateaas one corporation for purposes of the preceding 
sentence. 

Subd. 2. [TAXABLE INCOME.] For purposes of this section, 
taxable income means taxable net income less the deduction for net 
operating loss carryforwards as provided ~ this section. 

Subd. 3. [TAXABLE NET INCOME.] For purposes of this section, 
tax8JJle net income means the lesser of: 

(1) the recognized built-in ga1ns of the § corporation for the 
taxable ycrCi as determmed un er section 1374 of the Internal 
Revenue ~ of 1986, as amendOO. throughlJeCemberl!!... 1987, 
subject to the mooifications provided in section 290.01, subdivisions 
1ge and 19f, that are allocable to this state under section 290.17, 
290.I9f, or 290.20; or - - -- ---

(2) the amount of the § corporation's federal taxable income, as 
determined under section 1374(d)(4) of the Internal Revenue Code of 
1986, as arliellifed through December 31, 1987, subject to the 
provisions of section 290.01, subdivisions 19c to 19f, that is allOcable 
to this state under section 290.17, 290.191, or 290.20, less the 
dedUCtion for cnantable contributions in section 290.21, subCUvJ.sWn 
3. 

Subd. 4. [NET OPERATING LOSS CARRYFORWARD.] A net 
operating loss carryforward, as determined under section 290.095, 
arising in a taxable year before the corporationeleCted S corporation 
status, shall be allOWea as a deauction ar,ainst the lesser of the 
amountsrererred to in subaivislOn 3, causes (1) and (2). For 
purposes of determming the amount or a(' such loss that may be 
carried to later taxable years, the lesser Q.. the amounts referred to 
in subdivision 3, clauses (1) and l2fS\ialITe treated as taxable 
mcome. - - -- -- --- - -

Sec. 48. [290.9728] [TAX ON CAPITAL GAINS.] 

Subdivision 1. [TAX IMPOSED.] There is imposed a tax on the 
taxable income of a corporation that has: - - - - -

(1) elected S corCoration status ursuant to section 1362 of the 
Internal Revenue ode of 1954, as amende through December 31, 
1985, before January 1, 1987; 
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(2) ~ net ca~tal gain for the taxable year'(i) in excess of $25,000 
and (ii) excee ing 50 percent of the corporation'STeileriiJ taxable 
income for the taxa1lIe year; ana . 

(3) federal taxable income for the taxable year exceeding$25,000. 

The tax is imposed at the rate prescribed fu: section 290.06 
suoruvision L For purposes of this section, "federal taxable income'; 
means federal taxable income aetermined under section 137 4( 4)(d) 
of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as affiellifed through Decem
ber 31, 1987. This section doeS-not applr to an S corroration which 
has had an election. under secrron 1362 0 the Tnterna RevenueCOOe 
of 1954, in effect for the three immearatelYPrecedin~ taxable years. 
Tliis section does not iPp1y to an S corporation t at has been in 
exIStence for leso: than our taX-awe year! and has had aiieIeCtioii In 
effect under section 1362 of the Interna RevenueCotte of 1954 fOr 
each of the corporatiOii'StiiXille years. For purposes oftmsseetion, 
an S corl?oration and any predecessor corporation are .treated as one 
corporatIOn. 

Subd. 2. [TAXABLE INCOME.] For purposes of this section, 
taxaoIe income means the lesser of: -. 

(1) the amount of the net capital gain of the S corporation for the 
taxable year,as determined under sections 1222 and 13740ftlie 
Internal Reveiiiie Code of 1986, as amended ihrOiigJlDeCeffiber 3T, 
1987 and subject to the ffiodffications provided in section 290.01, 
~visions 1ge and f9f, in excess of$25,000 that Is allocable to this 
state under section 290.17,290.191, or 290.20; 6r 

(2) the amount of the S corporation's federal taxable income, 
suOfect to the ~rovliiions of section 290.01, subdivisions 19c to 19f, 
that is 8lIOCa Ie to this state under section 290.17, 290.191, or 
290.20, less the aeaUctWn for crumtable contributions in section 
290~21, SiiOdlvISion 3. - -

Sec. 49. [290.9729] [TAX ON PASSIVE INVESTMENT INCOME.] 

Subdivision!: [TAX IMPOSED.] There is imposed!'. tax for the 
taxable year on the taxable income of an § corporation, rr fOr tlie 
taxable year an S"Corporation has: . 

(1) subchapter C earnings and profits at the close of such taxable 
year; and 

(2) gross receipts more than 25 percent of which are passive 
investment income. 

The tax is imEosed at the rate prescribed ~. section 290.06; 
subdivision !: JF e terms "subchapter Q earnmgs and profits,' 
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~~~~i~n~v~e]st~m~en~t income," and "gross recei ts" have the same T as when used in sections 1362(d)(3 anU1375 ortIie 
- ii\ie"Code of 1986, as amended througnDeCeiiiber 31, 

Subd. 2. [TAXABLE INCOME.] For the purposes of this section, 
taX:ible income means the lesser of: 

(1) the amount of the S corporation's excess net passive income, as 
determined under section 1375 of the Internal Revenue Code of 
1986, as amenaed througlllJecemner 31, 1986, subject to the 
provisions of section 290.01, subdivisions 19c to 19f, that is alloca1ile 
to this state under section 290.17, 290.191, or 290.20; or 

(2) the amount of the § corporation's federal taxable income, as 
determined under section 1374(d)(4) ofthe Internal Revenue Code of 
1986, as amended through December 31, 1987, subject to the 
provisions of section 290.01, subdivisions 19c to 19f, that is alIOca"ble 
to this state under section 290.17, 290.191, or 290.20, less the 
dedilCBon for charITable contributions in section 290.21, subdTvision 
3. 

Subd.l. [WAIVER OF TAX.] The tax imposed by this section shall 
be waived !! the taxpayer receives ~ waiver for feWaI income tax 
purposes under section 1375(d) of the Internal Revenue Code()f 
1986, as ameruIed through Decembersl, 1987. -- -

Sec. 50. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 295.34, 
subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision l. Except as provided in subdivision 2 every telephone 
company shall file a return with the commissioner of revenue on or 
before April 15 of each year, and submit payment therewith, of the 
following percentages of its gross earnings, including long distance 
access charges, of the preceding calendar year derived from business 
within this state: 

(a) for gross earnings from service to rural subscribers and from 
exchange business of all cities of the fourth class and statutory cities 
having a population of 10,000 or less 

for calendar years beginning before December 31, 1988,4 percent, 

for calendar year 1989, 3 percent, provided that the estimated tax 
payments made on March 15 and June 15, 1989, pursuant to section 
295.365, must be made as if the tax were imposed at a rate of four 
percent, 

for calendar year 1990, 1.5 percent, 
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for calendar year 1991, 1 percent, and 

for calendar years beginning after December 31, 1991, exempt; 
and 

(b) for gross earnings derived from all other business 

for calendar years beginning before December 31, 1988, 7 percent, 

for calendar year 1989, 5.5 percent, provided that the estimated 
tax payments made on March 15 and June 15, 1989, pursnant to 
section 295.365, must be made as if the tax were imposed at a rate 
of seven percent, 

for calendar year 1990, 3 percent, 

for calendar year 1991, 2.5 percent, and 

for calendar years beginning after December 31, 1991, exempt. 

A tax shall not be imposed on the gross earnings of a telephone 
company from business originating or terminating outside of Min
nesOta, except that the gross earnings tax is imposed on all long 
distance access charges allocated to interstate service received in 
payment from a telephone company before December. 31, 1989. 

The tax imposed is in lieu of all other taxes, except the taxes 
imposed by chapter 290, property taxes assessed beginning in 1989, 
payable in 1990, and sales and use taxes imposed as a Tesult of 
chapter 297 A. All money paid by a company for connecting fees and 
switching charges to any othercompariy shall be reported as 
earnings by the company to which they are paid. For the purposes of 
this section, the population of any statutory city shall be considered 
as that stated in the latest federal census. 

(c) For the period JanuaPoi 1, 1984 through December 31, 1986, all 
money palQ~ a company or connecting fees and switchillg Cliiii'ges, 
lliCTiiaing carriers access charges except that portion paid for 
directory assistance and bllling and collection services, to any other 
company must be reported as earnings !iY the comJany to which 
th(f' ar~ paid, but are not deemed to be earnings of the cOllecting 
an paymg company. 

Sec. 51. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 298.01, 
subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd.3. [OCCUPATION TAX; OTHER ORES.] Every person 
engaged in the business of mining or producing ores, except iron ore 
or taconite concentrates, shall pay an occupation tax to the state of 
Minnesota as provided in this subdivision. The tax is .measured by 
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the person's taxable income for the year for which the tax is imposed, 
and computed in the manner and at the rates provided in chapter 
290, except that seetieR sections 290.01, subdivisions 19c, clause 
(11), 19d, clause (7), and 290.05, subdivision 1, clause (a), <lees do not 
apply. Corporations and individuals shall be subject to the alterna
tive minimum taxes imposed under chapter 290. The tax is in 
addition to all other taxes and is due and payable on or before June 
15 of the year succeeding the calendar year covered by the report 
required by section 298.05. 

Sec. 52. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 298.01 
subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd. 4.l0CCUPATION TAX; IRON ORE; TACONITE CONCEN
TRATES.] A person engaged in the business of mining or producing 
of iron ore or taconite concentrates shall pay an occupation tax to the 
state of Minnesota. The tax is measured by the person's taxable 
income for the year for which the tax is imposed, and computed in 
the manner and at the rates provided for in chapter 290, except that 
seetieR sections 290.01, subdivisions 19c, clause (ll), 19d, clause (7), 
and 290.05, subdivision 1, clause (a), <lees do not apply. Corporations 
and individuals shall be subject to the alternative minimum taxes 
imposed under chapter 290. The tax is in addition to all other taxes 
and is due and payable on or before June 15 of the year succeeding 
the calendar year covered by the report required by section 298.05 .. 

Sec. 53. [298.402] [NET OPERATING LOSSES.] 

For purposes ofthe computation under section 298.40, subdivision 
h clause (b), ~ net operating loss incurred in ~ taxable year 
beginning after December 31, 1986, is a net operating loss carryover 
to each of the 15 taxable years ToTIOwing the taxable year of the loss, 
in accordance with section 290.095. A net operating loss incurred in 
~ taxable year beginning after December 31, 1981, and before 
January 1, 1987, g; ~ net operating loss carryover to taxable years 
beginning after December 31, 1986, not to exceed the five taxable 
years following the taxable year of the loss, in accordance with 
section 290.095. No net operating loss carryback is allowed for ~ net 
operating loss incurred in ~ taxable year beginning after December 
31, 1986. 

Sec. 54. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 299.01, subdivision 1, is 
amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. There shall be levied and collected upon all royalty 
received during each calendar year for permission to explore, mine, 
take out and remove iron ore or taconites from land in this state, a 
tax of 15 percent before January 1, 1986, a tax of 14.5 percent after 
December 31, 1985, and before January 1, 1987, and a tax of 14 
percent after December 31, 1986. 
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Sec. 55. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 303.03, is amended to 
read: 

303.03 [FOREIGN CORPORATIONS MUST HAVE CERTIFI
. CATE OF AUTHORITY.] 

No foreign corporation shall transact business in this state unless 
it holds a certificate of authority so to do; and no foreign corporation 
whose certificate of authority has been revoked or canceled pursuant 
to the provisions of this chapter shall be entitled to obtain a 
certificate of authority except in accordance with the provisions of 
section 303.19. This section does not establish standards for those 
activities that may subject afOi'eign corporation to taxation under 
section 290.015 and to the reporting requirements of section 
290.371. Without excluding other activities which may not consti
tute transacting business in this state, and subject to the provisions 
of sections 303.13 and 543.19, a foreign corporation shall not be 
considered to be transacting business in this state for the purposes of 
this chapter solely by reason of carrying on in this state anyone or 
more of the following activities: 

(a) Maintaining or defending any action or suit or any adminis
trative or arbitration proceeding, or effecting the settlement thereof 
or the settlement of claims or disputes; 

(b) Holding meetings of its directors or shareholders or carrying 
on other activities concerning its internal affairs; 

(c) Maintaining bank accounts; 

(d) Maintaining offices or agencies for the transfer, exchange and 
registration of its securities, or appointing and maintaining trustees 
or depositaries with relation to its securities; 

(e) Holding title toand managing real or personal property, or any 
jnterest therein, situated in this state, as executor of the will or 
administrator of the estate of any decedent, as trustee of any trust, 
or as &uardian or conservator of the person or estate, or both, of any 
person; 

(D Making, participating in, or investing in loans or creating, as 
borrower or lender, or otherwise acquiring indebtedness or mort
gages or other security interests in real or personal property; 

(g) Securing or collecting its debts or enforcing any rights in 
property securing them; or 

(h) Conducting an isolated transaction completed within a period 
of30 days and not in the course ofa number of repeated transactions 
of like nature. . 
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Sec. 56. [REPEALER.] 

(a) Minnesota statutes 1986, section 298.401, !c§. repealed. 

(b) Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 299.013, is repealed. 

(c) Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 290.21, subdivi
sion 8, !c§. repealed. 

(d) Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 290.371, subdi
vision 2, !c§. repealed. 

Sec. 57. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

Sections I,:!., and 15 are effective January 1, 1988. Sections 7, 8, Q, 
!h clause (13), 31, and 40 are effective for taxal)]£years beginning 
after December 31, 1990, iJlcept that sections 9, 11, clause (13), and 
40 are effective for taxa e years beginning after--ueceffibef 31, 
1989, insofar as they ~ to 936 corporations. In this section, "936 
corporations" are corporations referred to in section 9, clause (2)(ii). 
Sections 12, clause (11), 14, 26, 33, and 56, paragraph (c), are 
effective for taXaEle years beginning afterDecember 31, 1988. 
Sections 2, 3, 32, 36, 37, and 38 are effective for taxable years 
beginning after December :IT:1987. SectIOn 30, para~raphs (fl, £g2, 
(h), and ill are effective for taxaoIeyears beginning a ter December 
31,'1990, except that insofar as they ~ to 936 corporations, they 
are effective for taxable years beginning after December 31, 1989. 
sections 29, in its reference to section 290.17, subdivision 4, para
gI"lJJll (i), and 30, paragraph (i), are effective for taxable years 
Degil1ning after December 31, 1988, in ~§ a lication to income 
described in section 290.01, subdivision 19d, clause 111), for taxable 
years beginning after December ~ 1989, in ltSapP ication to other 
mcome of 936 corporations, and !Q!: taxable years beginninf, after 
December 31, 1990, in its apjillcation to other income of oreign 
operating corporations. "Section 30, ",aragraph (k) j§ efleCtive for 
taxable years beginning after Decem er 31, 1987. 

Sections 10, !.h clauses (2) and (3), ~ i:xcept for clause (11), 13, 
15 to 1&, 20, ~ 23, 25, 29 insofar as i! re ers to companies subject 
to tne occupation tax, 34, ~ 39,41 to 49, and 56, paragraph (d), are 
eflective for taxable liears beginning after December ~ 1986. 
Section 22 is effective or taxable years betnning after December 
31, 1986, except that the part relating to ~ apportionment of the 
exemption amount among members of ~ unitary ~ ~ effective 
for taxable years beginning after December 31, 1987. Section 27 !c§. 
effective for taxable years beginning after December 31, 1986, 
except that the part relating to the allowance of ~ net operating loss 
mcurred in any taxable year to the extent or the apl,'ortionment 
ratio of the loss year j§ effective for taxable years begmning after 
'December 31, 1987. SectlOn 28 is effective for losses incurred in 
taxable years oegmning afterDecember 31, 1986, and j§ repealed 
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effective for taxable years beginnin~ after December 31 1993. 
Sections 6, 50, and 55 are effective t e day foHowin$ fi~ enact
ment. SectIons 51 anU52 are effective for ores mined atter Decemoer 
31, 1989. Section 53 !!: elleCtive for ores mmed after December g, 
1986, and before Tanuary 1. 1990. Section 54 !!: effective for ore 
mined after December 31, 1986. Section 56, paragraph ~ is 
errectlve for ores mined after December 31, 1989. Section 56, 
paragraph\b)~efIeCtiVe for ores mined after December g, 1986, 
and supersedes the repealer in Laws 1987, chapter 268, article 9, 
section 43. 

ARTICLE 3 

FEDERAL UPDATE 

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 290.01, 
subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [CORPORATIONS.] The term "corporation" shall include 
every entity which is a corporation under section 7701(a)(3) or is 
treated as a corporation under section 8Kl(g) or 7704 of the Internal 
Revenue Code of 1986, as amended t rougnDecember 31, W8§ 
1987, and financial institutions. A corporation's franchise is its 
authorization to exist and conduct business, whether .created by 
legislation, by executive order, by a governmental agency, by con
tract or other private action, or by some combination thereof. Every 
corporation is deemed to have a corporate franchise. An entity 
described in section 646(b) of the Tax ReformAct of 1986, Public Law 
Number 99-514, shall be classified in the same manner for purposes 
of this chapter as it is for federal income tax purposes. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 290.01, 
subdivision 19, is amended to read: 

Subd. 19. [NET INCOME.] The term "net income" means the 
federal taxable income, as defined in section 63 of the Internal 
Revenue Code of 1986, as amended through the date named in this 
subdivision, incorporating any elections made by the taxpayer in 
accordance with the Internal Revenue Code in determining federal 
taxable income for federal income tax purposes, and with the 
modifications provided in subdivisions 19a to 19f. 

The Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended through Decem
ber 31, 1986, shall be in effect for taxable years beginning after 
December 31,1986. The provisions of sections 10104, 10202, 10203, 
10204, 10206, 10212, 10221, 10222, 10223, 10226, 10227, 10228, 
10611 10631, 10632, and 107ITOnhelJillnilJUSEiidFcOnCllT
ation Act of 1987, Public Law Numberl00-203, shaBe eftective at 
the time tneYJ)eComeeITective for federal income tax purposes. 
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The Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended through Decem
ber 31, 1987, shall be in effect for taxable years beginning after 
December 31, 1987. 

Except as otherwise provided, references to the Internal Revenue 
Code in subdivisions 19a to 19f mean the code in effect for purposes 
of determining net income for the applicable year. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 290.01, 
subdivision 20, is amended to read: 

Subd. 20. [GROSS INCOME.] m tffif yeaffi eegiRRiRg after 
DeeemeeF :H, 198G, The term "gross income" means the gross 
income as defined in section 61 of the Internal Revenue Code of 
1986, as amended through the date named in subdivision 19 for the 
applicable taxable year, plus any additional items of income taxable 
under this chapter but not taxable under the Internal Revenue Code, 
less any items included in federal gross income but of a character 
exempt from state income tax under the laws of the United States. 
m tffif yeaffi aegiRRiRg Befere JaR"aFY !-; 198+; ~ as etheFwise 
j3Fevieee Ht this ehaj3teF, the _ "gross iReeme," as al'j3liee ta 
eeFj3eFatiefls iRel"ees e¥eFy IHHd sf eemj3eRsatieR H>F ffi.Be¥ eF 

l'eFSeRal seFviees sf e¥eFy IHHd fFem aHY I'Fivate eF J*ibIie eml'ley 
mefit, efliee.; j3esitieR eF seFviees; iReeme eerivee fFem the e"'Rershij3 
eF BBe sf j3Fej3erty; gaiHs eF j3F<litts eeFivee fFem e¥eFy IHHd sf 
eisj3esitieR sf, eF e¥eFy IHHd sf eealiRg iR, j3Fej3eFty; iReeme eeFivee 
fFem the traRsaetieR sf aHY tFa!Ie eF elfsiRes8; fIftEl iReame eerivee 
fFem aHY ae"Fee. 

m tffif yeaffi eegiRRiRg Befere JaRlfaFY !-; 198+; the _ "gross 
iReeme" Ht its aj3j3lieatiaR ta iRdiviEllfals, estates, fIftEl t...sts shatl 
FReaR the adj"sted gffiSS iReeme as eefiRea Ht the ImeFRal ReveR"e 
GOOe sf ±%4, as ameneea thFelfgB the date sj3eeifiee lteFeHt H>F the 
aj3j3lieaele talfaale year, with the meaifieatiens sj3eeifiea Ht this 
s"ediyisieR fIftEl Ht Minneseta 8tatlftes W8&, seetieR 299.91, SHBdi
visiens Wa ta 2Q? m estates aR<l t...sts the aaj"stee gffiSS iReeme 
H>F j3lfFj3eses sf the j3Feeeding semeRee shatl Be theff feaeFal talfallie 
iReeme as eefinea Ht the IRteFRal Re'f8Rlfe GOOe sf ±%4, as ameReee 
thFe"gh the date sj3eeifiee lteFeHt H>F the aj3j3lieaale taJ[aele year, 
with the medifieatians sj3eeifiea Ht this slflleivisien fIftEl Ht MiRRe 
seta 8tat"tes 198G, seetieR 299.91, slfadivisieRs Wa ta 2Q? 

fB ~ InteFnal Revenae GOOe sf ±%4, as amenaea thFe"gh 
DeeemlleF :H, w&!-; shatl Be Ht effeet H>F taJ[allle yeaffi lleginRing 
after DeeemlleF :H, ±il&h ~ j3FevisiaRs sf seetieRs 298(a), U4 ta 
;m,;m, ~~ ~ 2M, gag, ~ 2GB, ~~~ aR<l dM>sf 
the ~ E'l"ity aR<ll4seat Resj3eRsiaility Aet sf 1982; I't>hlie baw 
~!"maeF 97 248, seetien ~ aR<l 00 sf the g"aeh8j3teF g Revisien 
Aet sf 1982; I't>hlie baw NlfmaeF 97 3M, seetieR a.1-7 sf I't>hlie baw 
Nlfmller 97 424, seetieRs W±W fIftEl ~ Hl2(a), faa}, ffif4+; W. % W; 
~ 194(1l)(3), ~ 298(8.), g96(a)(9) sf Pahlie baw ~!"mller 



.r$,t~~ ~t~ it ~~t;r~ tl$'m ~tr ~$' t~r!t ~ I ~ I i·~ .'Y' 
f~i.~~~ tf t ff.~!f:! !.~il fr.~~!I;~tJf! f~~fft 1 f[ffJ.~ ~ 

'. .~ f lP .~. ffl' ~f ~ $'~.~ I fF~ ~1 

f . ~. . ~f ~:f!! ~ ~!t$,ltl i~~r . f ~;.r ~~ . 1 i 
.'~ . *. ~ .~" .. f·j;~.$~. It fit ~ 

f.'. $,.f $,~ ~f.· *~·$~f$, f·$,$, ·I$, 

f .... ~ ~ f ~ * f.r~ t~f.~llf if 1 ~ ~. 

r rhh 11 r l'bn I ~hJjhHJI rhtl ifrfh. 
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Wa, ~ 2Qe, aOO 2M _ the eede in ~ w the 1"'FfJase ef 
"efifting gfflSS i"eame w the al'plieable ta"able yea!';-

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 290.095, 
subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [CARRYOVER.] (a) A net opera.ting loss for any taxable 
year shall be a net operating loss carryover to each of the 15 taxable 
years following the taxable year of such loss. 

(b) The entire amount of the net operating loss for any taxable 
year shall be carried to the earliest of the taxable years to which 
such loss may be carried. The portion of such loss which shall be 
carried to each of the other taxable years shall be the excess, if any, 
of the amount of such loss over the sum of the taxable net income, 
adjusted by the modifications specified in subdivision 4, for each of 
the taxable years to which such loss may be carried. 

(c) Where a corporation does business both within and without 
Minnesota, and apportions its income under the provisions of section 
290.191, the net operating loss deduction shall be allowed to the 
extent of the apportionment ratio of the loss year. 

(d) No additional net operating loss deduction is allowed in a 
subsequent taxable year for the portion of a net operating loss 
deduction used to offset Minnesota income in a year in which the 
taxpayer is subject to the alternative minimum tax in section 
290.092. 

(e) The Cjrovisions of sections 381, 382, and 384 of the Internal 
Revenue ode of 1986, as amenaea tIii'OughIJeCember 31, 1987, 
~ to carryovers in certain corporate acquisitions and specraI 
limitations on net operating loss carryovers. 

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 290.931, subdivision 1, is 
amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [REQUIREMENTS OF DECLARATION.] Every 
corporation subject to taxation under this chapter (excluding section 
290.92) shall make a declaration of estimated tax for the taxable 
year if its tax liability so computed can reasonably be expected to 
exceed $!-;GOO $500, or in accordance with rules prescribed by the 
commissioner for an affiliated group of corporations electing to file 
one return as permitted by rules prescribed under section 290.37, 
subdivision 1. 

Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 290.934, subdivision 1, is 
amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [ADDITION TO THE TAX.] In case of any under-
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payment of estimated tax by a corporation, e..eept tIS pFeviaea ... 
saMiV'isien 4-; there shall be added to the tax for the taxable year an 
amount determined at the rate specified in section 270.75 upon the 
amount of the underpayment (determined under subdivision 2) for 
the period of the underpayment (determined under subdivision 3). 

Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 290.934, 
subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [AMOUNT OF UNDERPAYMENT.] For purposes of 
subdivision 1, the amount of the underpayment shall be the excess 
of 

(1) the ameaBt sf tm. shewn 6B the retaFB fep the tm. ye&f' -. if Be 
retaFB is fileEl; the tm. fep the tm. ye&f' required installment, over 

(2) the amount, if any, of the installment paid on or before the last 
date prescribed for payment. 

Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 290.934, subdivision 3, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [PERIOD OF UNDERPAYMENT.] The period of the 
underpayment shall run from the date the installment was required 
to be paid to whichever of the following dates is. the earlier . 

(1) The 15th day of the third month following the close of the 
taxable year. 

(2) With respect to any portion of the underpayment, the date on 
which such portion is paid. For purposes of this paragraph, a . 
payment of estimated tax 6B any installment Elate shall be eensia 
ereG a payment sf any pFeV'ieas liBaeFj'laymeBt enly to the ffieBt 
saeh payment e"eeeEls the ame_t sf the installmeBt Elete_inea 
liBEleF sallaivisien 2fB fep saeh installment Elate credited against 
unpaid required installments in the order in which such Install
ments are required to be paid. 

Sec. 9. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 290.934, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 3a. [REQUIRED INSTALLMENTS.] (1) Excel?t as other' 
wise provided in this subdivision, the amount or!! reqmreOinstaIf
ment is 25 percent of the requireaannual payment. 

(2) Except as otherwise provided in this subdivision, the term 
"required annual payment" means the lesser of: 

(a) 90 percent of the tax shown on the return for the taxable year, 
or 1f no return iSliled 90 percent of TIle tax for suCIlyear; or 
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(b) 100 percent of the tax' shown on the return of the corporation 
for the preceding taxable year providing such return was for ~ full 
12-month period, did show ~ liability, and was filed 1>Y the corpora
tion, 

(3) Except for determining the first required installment for any 
taxable year, paragraph (2), clause (b) does not ~ in the case of 
!! large corporation. The term "large corporation" means ~ corpora
tion or any predecessor corporation that had taxable net income of 
$1,000,000 or more for any taxable year during the testing period, 
The term "testing period" means the three taxable years immedi
ately preceding the taxable year involved. ~ reduction allowed to " 
large corporation for the first installment that is allowed ~ apply
~ paragraph (2), clause (b) must be recaptured by increasing the 
next required installment 1>Y the amount of the reduction. 

(4) In the case of " required installment, if the corporation 
establishes that the annualized income installment is less than the 
amount determined in paragraph (1), the amount of the required 
installment is the annualIzed income installment and the recapture 
of previous quarters' reductions allowed by this paragraph must be 
recovered ~ increasing subsequent required installments to the 
extent the reductions have not previously been recovered. A reduc
tion shall be treated as recaptured for purposes of this paragraph if 
90 percent of the reduction is recaptured. 

(5) The "annualized income installment" !§. the excess, if any, of: 

(aJ an amount equal to the applicable percentage of the tax for the 
taxable year computed 1>Y placing on an annualized basis the 
taxable income: 

(i) for the first two months of the taxable year, in the case of the 
first required installment; 

(ii) for the first two months or for the first five months of the 
taXa.hle year, in the case of the second reCpured. ffistallment; - -

(iii) for the first six months or for the first eight months of the 
taxable year, in the case of the tbird required installment; and 

(ivJ for the first nine months or for the first 11 months of the 
taxable year, in the case of the fourth required installment, over; 

(b) the aggregate amount of any prior required installments for 
the taxable year. 

(c) For the purpose ofthis paragraph, the annualized income shall 
be computed 1>Y placing on an annualized basis the taxable income 
for the year '!l' to the end of the month preceding the due date for the 
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quarterlfi payment multiplied !>.Y. 12 and dividing the resulting 
amount iY: the number of months in fue taxable year (2, 5, 6, 8, 9, or 
l! as the case may be) referred to incJause (a). 

(d) The "applicable percentage" used in clause (a) is: 

In the case of the following 
required installments: 

1st 
2nd 
3rd 
4th 

The applicable 
percentage is: 

22.5 
45 
67.5 
90 

(6)(a) !f this para~aph applies, the amount determined for any 
installment must be etermined in the following manner: 

(i) take the taxable income for all months during the taxable year 
preceding the filing month; 

(ii) divide that amount !>.Y. the base period percentage for all 
months during the taxable year preceding the filing monfu; 

(iii) determine the tax on the amount determined under item (ii); 
and 

(iv) multiply the tax computed under item (iii) !>.Y. the base peri'ld 
percentage for the filing month and all months during the taxab e 
year preceding fue filing month. . 

(b) For purposes of this paragraph: 

(i) the "base perifid percentage"_ for any peliod of months is the 
average percent w ich the taxable income ~ the corresponding 
months in each of the three preceding taxable years bears to the 
taxable income for the three preceding taxable years; 

(ii) the term "filiJ month" means the month in which the 
installment ~ requir to be paia;--

(iii) this paragraph shall 0illy ~ !f the base period percentage 
for any six consecutive mont s of the taxabfe year equals or exceeds 
70 percent; and 

(iv) the commissioner may provide !>.Y. rule for the determination 
of the base period percenta~e in the ca"se of reorganizations, new 
corporations, and other simi ar circumstances. 
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(c) In the case of '! required installment, determined under this 
paragraph, if the corporation determines that the installment is less 
than the amount determined in paragraph ill, the amount of the 
required installment !§. the amount determined under this para
graph and the recapture of previous quarters' reductions allowed ~ 
this paragraph must be recovered by increasing subsequent re
quired installments to the extent the reductions have not previously 
been recovered. ~ reduction shall be treated as recaptured for 
purposes of this paragraph U' 90 percent of the reduction ~ recap
tured. 

Sec. 10. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 290A.03, 
subdivision 15, is amended to read: 

Subd. 15. [INTERNAL REVENUE CODE.] "Internal Revenue 
Code" means the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended 
through December 31, W8G 1987. 

Sec. 11. [REPEALER.] 

Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 290.07, subdivisions 3 and 6; 
290.11; 290.12, as amenOed ~ Laws 1987, chapter 268, article 1, 
section 64; 290.131, as amended ~ Laws 1987, chapter 268, article 
1, section 65; 290.132, as amended ~ Laws 1987, chapter 268, 
article 1, section 66; 290.133, as amended ~ Laws 1987, chapter 
268, article 1, section 67; 290.134, as amended ~ Laws 1987, 
chapter 268, article 1, section 68; 290.135, as amended ~ Laws 
1987, chapter 268, article 1, section 69; 290.136, as amended ~ 
Laws 1987, chapter 268, article 1, section 70; 290.138, as amended 
~ Laws 1987, chapter 268, article 1, section 71; and 290.934, 
subdivision 4; and Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 
290.14, is repealed. 

Sec. 12. [INSTRUCTION TO REVISOR.] 

In the next edition of Minnesota Statutes, the revisor of statutes 
shallsubstltute the phrase "Internal Revenue Code 0[1986, as 
amended through December 31, 1987" for the phrase "Internal 
Revenue Code of 1986, as amended through December 31, 1986" 
whenever that phrase occurs in chapter 290, except section 290.01, 
subdivision 19, and chapter 291. 

Sec. 13. [EFFECTIVE DATES.] 

Section 4 ~ effective for taxable years beginning after December 
31, 1986. The repeal in section !! of Minnesota Statutes 1986, 
section 290.07, subdivisions 3 and 6, are effective for taxable years 
beginning after December !!.!, 1986. The remainder of section 11 ~ 
effective for taxable years beginning after December 31, 1987. 
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Except as provided in section 2, all other sections of this article are 
effectivefor taxable years beginning after December 31, 1987. 

ARTICLE 4 

PROPERTY TAX REFUND 

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 290A.03, 
subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [INCOME.] (1) "Income" means the sum of the following: 

(a) the greater of federal adjusted gross income as defined in the 
Internal Revenue Code or zero; and 

(b) the sum of the following amounts to the extent not included in 
clause (a): 

(i) all nontaxable income; 

(ii) the amount of a passive activity loss that is not disallowed as 
a result of section 469, paragraph (i) or (1) of the Internal Revenue 
Code and the amount of passive activity loss carryover allowed 
under section 469(b) of the Internal Revenue Code; 

(iii) an amount equal to the total of any discharge of qualified farm 
indebtedness of a solvent individual excluded from gross income 
under section 108(g) of the Internal Revenue Code; . 

(iv) cash public assistance and relief; 

(v) any pension or annuity (including-railroad retirement benefits, 
all payments received under the federal Social Security Act, supple
mental security income, and veterans benefits), which was not 
exclusively funded by the claimant or spouse, or which was funded 
exclusively by the claimant or spouse and which funding payments 
were excluded from federal adjusted gross income in the years when 
the payments were made; 

(vi) interest received from the federal or a state government or any 
instrumentality or political subdivision thereof; 

(vii) workers' compensation; 

(viii) nontaxable strike benefits; 

(ix) the gross amounts of payments received in the nature of 
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disability income or sick pay as a result of accident, sickness, or 
other disability, whether funded through insurance or otherwise; 

(x) the SFdiR6FY iResme flSFtiSR sf a lump sum distribution under 
section 402(e)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code; aRd 

(xi) contributions made by the claimant to an individual retire
ment account, including a qualified voluntary employee contribu
tion; simplified employee pension plan; self-employed retirement 
plan; cash or deferred arrangement plan under section 401(k) of the 
Internal Revenue Code; or deferred compensation plan under section 
457 of the Internal Revenue Code; and 

(xii) nontaxable scholarship or fellowship grants. 

In the case of an individual who files an income tax return on a 
fiscal year basis, the term "federal adjusted gross income" shall 
mean federal adjusted gross income reflected in the fiscal year 
ending in the calendar year. Federal adjusted gross income shall not 
be reduced by the amount of a net operating loss carryback. 

(2) "Income" does not include 

(a) amounts excluded pursuant to the Internal Revenue Code, 
sections 101(a), 102, +l-+-; and 121; 

(b) amounts of any pension or annuity which was exclusively 
funded by the claimant or spouse and which funding payments were 
not excluded from federal adjusted gross income in the years when 
the payments were made; 

(c) surplus food or other relief in kind supplied by a governmental 
agency; 

Cd) relief granted under this chapter; or 

(e) child support payments received under a temporary or final 
decree of dissolution or legal separation. 

(3) The sum of the following amounts shall be subtracted from 
Income: 

(a) for the claimant's first dependent, the exemption amount 
mUltij?Iled Qy 1.4; 

(b) for the claimant's second dependent, the exemption amount 
multiplied Qy 1.3; 

(c) for the claimant's third dependent, the exemption amount 
mUltiPlied Qy 1.2; 
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(d) for the claimant's fourth dependent, the exemption amount 
multiPlied l>y 1.1; 

(e) for the claimant's fifth dependent, the exemption amount; and 

(D !i the claimant or claimant's spouse was disabled or attained 
the age of 65 prior to June 1 of the year for which the taxes were 
levied or rent paid, the exemption amount. 

For purposes of this subdivision, the "exemption amount" means 
the exemption amount under section 151(d) ofthe Internal Revenue 
Code of 1986, as amenaeathrough December31, 1987, for the 
taxable year for which the income is reported. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 290A.03, subdivision 7, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 7. [DEPENDENT.] "Dependent" means any person who is 
IHl<leF 18 yea¥S' ef age at the eftf! ef the ealeBaaF year wOO Feeeives 
mere thaB W lieFeeBt ef saliliBFt ffem the elaimaBt, ... wOO i£ 
BetweeB 18 ....e U yea¥S ef age ....e i£ a fall time staaeat wOO 
Feeeives mere thaB W lieFeefit ef saliliBFt ffem the elaimaBt consid
ered a dependent under sections 151 and 152 of the Internal 
ReVenue Code of 1986, as amended thrOug:llDecemOer 31,1987. In 
the case of" son, stepson, daughter, or stepdaughter ofthe claimant, 
amounts received as an aid to families with dependent children 
grant or allowance to or onoohalf of the child must not be taken into 
account in determinijf. whether the child received more than half of 
the child's support om the cwmant. "Dependent" includes a 
parent -of the claimant or spouse who lives in the claimant's 
homestead. "DelieBaeBt" i"e1aaes a J3eFS"fi e¥eF 18 yea¥S ef age wOO 
lWes iB the elaimaBt's flemesteaa....e wOO Feeeives mere thaB W 
lieFeeBt ef SHjljleFt ffem the elaimaBt. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 290A.03, 
subdivision 13, is amended to read: 

Subd. 13. [PROPERTY TAXE.S PAYABLE.] "Property taxes pay
able" means the property tax exclusive of special assessments, 
penalties, and interest payable on a claimant's homestead before 
reductions made under section 273.13 but after deductions made 
liaFSaaat te under sections 27~ 273.135, 273.1391, 273.42, 
subdivision 2, and any other state paid property tax credits in any 
calendar year. In the case of a claimant who makes ground lease 
payments, "property taxes payable" includes the amount of the 
payments directly attributable to the property taxes assessed 
against the parcel on which the house is located. No apportionment 
or reduction of the "property taxes payable" shall be required for the 
use of a portion of the claimant's homestead for a business purpose 
if the claimant does not deduct any business depreciation expenses 
for the use of a portion of the homestead in the determination of 
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federal adjusted gross income. For homesteads which are manufac
tured homes as defined in section 274.19, subdivision 8, "property 
taxes payable" shall also include the amount of the gross rent paid in 
the preceding year for the site on which the homestead is located, 
which is attributable to the net tax paid on the site. The amount 
attributable to pr9perty taxes shall be determined by multiplying 
the net tax on the parcel by a fraction, the numerator of which is the 
gross rent paid for the calendar year for the site and the denomina
tor of which is the gross rent paid for the calendar year for the parcel. 
When a homestead is owned by two or more persons as joint tenants 
or tenants in common, such tenants shall determine between them 
which tenant may claim the property taxes payable on the home
stead. If they are unable to agree, the matter shaH be referred to the 
commissioner of revenue whose decision shall be final. Property 
taxes are considered payable in the year prescribed by law for 
payment of the taxes. 

In the case of a claim relating to "property taxes payable," the 
claimant must have owned and occupied the homestead on January 
2 of the year in which the tax is payable and (i) the property must 
have been classified as homestead property pursuant to section 
273.13, subdivision 22 or 23 on or before June 1 of the year in which 
the "property taxes payable" were levied; or (ii) the claimant must 
provide documentation from the local assessor that application for 
homestead classification has been made prior to October 1 of the 
year in which the "property taxes payable" were payable and that the 
assessor has approved the application. 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 290A.03, 
subdivision 14, is amended to read: 

Subd. 14. [NET TAX.] "Net tax" means 

(a) the property tax, exclusive of special assessments, interest, and 
penalties, and after reduction for any state paid property tax credits 
as required in subdivision 13 except for the reduction under section 
273.13, subdivisions 22 and 23, or 

(b) the payments made in lieu of ad valorem taxes, including 
payments of special assessments imposed in lieu of ad valorem taxes, 

for the calendar year in which the rent was paid. If a portion of the 
property is occupied as a homestead or is used for other than rental 
purposes, the net tax shall be the amount of tax reduced by the 
percentage that the nonrental use comprises of the total square 
footage of the building. If a portion of the property is used for 
purposes other than for residential rental and none of the property 
is occupied as a homestead, the net tax shall be the amount of the 
tax of the parcel multiplied by a fraction, the numerator of which is 
the assessed value of the residential rental portion and the denom
inator of which is the total assessed value of the parcel. If a portion 
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of the property is used for other than rental residential purposes, the 
county treasurer shall list on the property tax statement the amount 
of net tax pertaining to the rental residential portion of the property. 

The amount of the net tax shall not be reduced by an abatement 
or a court ordered reduction in the property tax on the property 
made after the certificate of rent constituting property tax has been 
provided to the renter. 

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 290k04, 
subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. A claimant whe is disabled {lP has attaiaed the age ef G9 
By June 1, ef the year ill whieh ft "'*-'I H; J3ayable {lP woo, 6B the 
fedeFaI tffif reit!FI> HIeti t& the ~ year, elaimed ft J3erseRal 
e"emJ3tieR t& ft deJ3eadeat J3lll'SHaRt to seetiea ±M ef the Iateraal 
RWleRHe Gede, ftBd whose property taxes payable or rent constitut
ing property taxes are in excess of the percentage of the household 
income stated below shall pay an amount equal to the percent of 
income shown for the appropriate household income level along with 
the percent to be paid by the claimant of the remaining amount of 
property taxes payable or rent constituting property taxes. The state 
refund will be equal to the amount of property taxes payable or rent 
constituting property taxes that remain, up to the state refund 
amount shown below. 

Percent Percent . Maximum 
Household Income of Income Paid by State 

Claimant Refund 

$0 to 999 1.0 percent 10 percent $1,100 
1,000 to 1,999 bi} II percent ±il 11 percent $1,100 
2,000 to 2,999 bi} 1.2 percent ±il 12 percent $1,100 
3,000 to 3,499 bi} 1.3 percent II 13 percent $1,100 
3,500 to 3,999 bi} 1.3 percent II 13 percent $1,100 
4,000 to 4,499 bi} 1.4 percent ll14 percent $1,100 
4,500 to 4,999 bi} 1.4 percent .j,g 14 percent $1,100 
5,000 to 5,999 bi} lJi percent .j,g 15 percent $1,100 
6,000 to 6,999 h± lJi percent .j,g 16 percent $1,100 
7,000 to 7,999 h± 1.6 percent M 17 percent $1,100 
8,000 to 8,999 ±4 1.6 percent M 18 percent $1,100 
9,000 to 9,999 ±4 1.7 percent M 19 percent $1,100 

10,000 to 10,999 b> 1.7 percent 1,4 20 percent $1,075 
11,000 to 11,999 b4 1.8 percent 1,4 22 percent $1,075 
12,000 to 12,999 hi> 1.8 percent 1,4 24 percent $1,075 
13,000 to 13,999 hi> 1.9 percent ±e 26 percent $1,075 
14,000 to 14,999 hi> 2.0 percent 1,6 28 percent . $1;075 
15,000 to 15,999 b(; 2.1 percent l-1 30 percent $1,075 
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16,000 to 16,999 b+ 2.2 percent IS 32 percent $1,075 
17,000 to 17,999 bS 2.3 percent !if 34 percent $1,050 
18,000 to 18,999 l-09 2.4 percent g() 36 percent $1,050 
19,000 to 19,999 M 2.6 percent ;lg 38 percent $1,050 
20,000 to 20,999 g± 2.8 percent 24 40 percent $1,050 
21,000 to 21,999 2,ll 3.0 percent ~ 42 percent $1,050 
22,000 to 22,999 2,ll 3.2 percent gg 44 percent $1,050 
23,000 to 23,999 2,ll 3.3 percent ;W 46 percent $1,025 
24,000 to 24,999 ~ 3.4 percent sg 48 percent $1,025 
25,000 to 25,999 ~ 3.5 percent &4 50 percent $1,025 
26,000 to 26,999 ~ 3.6 percent W 52 percent $1,025 
27,000 to 27,999 !&4 3.7 percent && 54 percent $1,000 
28,000 to 28,999 !&4 3.8 percent 44 56 percent $ 900 
29,000 to 29,999 !&4 3.9 percent 42 58 percent $ 800 
30,000 to 30,999 !&4 4.0 percent 44 60 percent $ 700 
31,000 to 31,999 M 4.0 percent 4& 60 percent $ 600 
32,000 to 32,999 M 4.0 percent 48 60 percent $ 500 
33,000 to 33,999 M 4.0 percent W 60 percent $ 300 
34,000 to 34,999 M 4.0 percent W 60 percent $ 100 

The payment made to a claimant shall be the amount of the state 
refund calculated pursuant to this subdivision. For taxes payable in 
1989, the amount of the refund must be reduced !:>y the homestead 
credit. No payment isaIlowed if the claimant's househOld income is 
$35,000 or more. 

Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 290A.04, 
subdivision 2b, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2b. The commissioner may reconstruct the tables in ~ 
'1isiaHS subdivision 2 aHEI ~ for homeowners to reflect the elimina
tion of the homestead creditoeginning for claims based on taxes 
payable in Wll9 1990. 

Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 290A.04, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: . 

Subd. 2h. !fthe net property taxes payable in 1989 on a homestead 
increase more than ten percent over the net property taxes payable 
in 1988 on the same property, and the amount of that increase is $40 
or more, a claimant who is a homeowner shall be allowed an 
aadffiOi1aCrefund equal to 75 percent of the amounf1y which the 
increase exceeds ten percent. This subdivision shall not !!pp!y to any 
increase in the net l1roperty taxes payable attributable to improve
ments made to the omestead. 

~ refund under this subdivision shall not exceed $250. 

For purposes of this subdivision, "net property taxes payable" 
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means property taxes payable after reductions made pursuant to 
sections 273.13, sli1)Q\visions 22 and 23; 273.132; 273.135; 273.1391; 
and 273.42, subdivision 2, ana any other state paid propertli tax 
credits and after the deduction of tax refund amounts for whic the 
---~ -- ----claimant qualines pursuant to subdivision 2. 

In addition to the other proofs reruired ~ this chapter, each 
claimant under this Siiliilivision sha i file with the property tax 
refund return !O ~ of the property tax statement Wr taxes payable 
in the preceaing year or other documents reguirecffu the commis
sioner. 

Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 290A.06, is 
amended to read: 

290A.06 [FILING TIME LIMIT, LATE FILING; INCOME TAX 
RETURN.] 

Any claim for a refund based on property taxes payable shall be 
filed with the department of revenue on or before August 15 of the 
year in which the property taxes are due and payable. A eew ef the 
elaimant's feaeral ine8me tal< retHrft £6r the taxable yefH' "reeeaing 
the yefH' in whieh the "re"el'iy taxes are "ayable FfffiSt be filed with 
the eIaira if the elaimant filed a leaeral ine8metal< retHrft £6r tiJat 
yeffi'"c 

Any claim for rent constituting property taxes shall be filed with 
the department of revenue on or before August 15 of the year 
following the year in which the rent was paid. A copy of the 
claimant's federal income tax return for the taxable year in which 
the rent was paid must be filed with the claim if the claimant filed 
a federal income tax return for that year. 

The commissioner may extend the time for filing these claims for 
a period not to exceed six months in the case of sickness, absence, or 
other disability, or when in the commissioner's judgment other good 
cause exists. 

A claim filed after the original or extended due date shall be 
allowed, but the amount of credit shall be reduced by five percent of 
the amount otherwise allowable, plus an additional five percent for 
each month of delinquency, not exceeding a total reduction of 25 
percent which may be canceled or reduced by the commissioner in 
the case of sickness, absence, or other disability, or when in the 
commissioner's judgment other good cause exists. In any event no 
claim shall be allowed if the initial claim is filed one year after the 
original due date for filing the claim. 

The time limit on redetermination of claims for refund and 
examination of records shall be governed by sections 290.49, 290.50, 
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and 290,56 and for purposes of computing the time limit as provided 
in these sections the due date of the property tax refund return shall 
be the same as the due date contained in section 290.42 for an 
income tax return covering the year in which the rent was paid or 
the year preceding the year in which the property taxes are payable. 

Sec. 9. [290A.24) [FINANCIAL REPORTING.) 

For financial reporting and accounting purposes and for purposes 
of the state budget, the refunds paid under this chapter must be 
recognized and accounted for as an adjustment in the total amount 
of withholding tax paid under section 290.92 and declarations of 
estimated tax under section 290.93. 

Sec. 10. [TRANSITION RULE.) 

For purposes of claims based on rent paid in 1987 and property 
taxes payable in 1988, !'o claimant who has !'o dependent under the 
revised definition in section ~ shall be treated as having claimed a 
personal exemption for !'o dependent under federal law in order to 
qualify for !'o refund under Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, 
section 290A.04, subdivision 2. 

Sec. 1l. Laws 1987, chapter 268, article 3, section 12, is amended 
to read: 

Sec. 12. [LIMITATIONS ON PROPERTY TAX REFUNDS.) 

fa} For claims filed based on rent paid in 1986 and property taxes 
payable in 1987, the commissioner shall pay \H' 100 percent of the 
payments allowable under section 290A.04, subdivisions 1 and 2. 
'I'he commissioneF shall inelllde with eaeh redllced refund a state
ment that the redlletion is re'lllired by this seetien. 

W Minnesota Stat-.tes ~ section 290L23 <lees nat apj>Iy hi 
elaims based 6ft l'rol'erty _ l'ayaille ffi 1988 and rent !"'ffi ffi 
±ll&+ andeF seetion 290/,,01, sabaivisio .. s l and ~ $125,000,000 is 
al'l'rol'riatea hi the eemmissiofler sf reveRae feF fiseaI yeaF 1989 hi 
pay the claims. 'I'he eemmissieRer shall estimate the amollRt sf 
l'aymeRts allowable andeF section 290L04, sabdivisions land 2, by 
,A,agast 21>, l-98& If the estimate e"eeeas the $125,000,000 Iimita 
tieR, the eo",missio .. er shalll'Fol'ortionaliy retlaee the Fefands !"'ffi 
00 that the Fefands !"'ffi e<jliai $125,000,000. Al4 Fefands feF elaims 
based 6ft I'FOl'eFty _I'ayaille ffi 1988 and rent!"'ffi ffi ±ll&+ mast 
Be redaeed by the same "ercentage. If realleed, the eommissioneF 
shall inelllde with eaeh refund a statement that the redlletion is 
Fe'llliFed by this section. 

Sec. 12. [PAYMENT.) 
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~ June !Q, 1988, the commissioner of revenue shall ~ claim
ants for claims paid before the date of final enactmentliased on rent 
paid in 1986 and property taxes payable in 1987 the difference 
between the payments allowable under Minnesota Statutes, section 
290A.04, subilivisions 1 and 2, and the amounts paid under Laws 
1987, chapter 268, article .:t. section 12, paragraph (a). The amounts 
paid shall be reduced for claims filed after the originaror extended 
due date as provided in Minnesota-Btatutes, section 290A.06. 
Interest shall. not be Piidb on ~ayments made ~ June 15, 1988. 
Thereafter, interest sha ~ ad ed at tbe rate specified in Minne
sota Statutes, section 270.76, from June 15, 1988, until the claim is 
paid. ~ ----------

The commissioner of revenue shall include with each payment a 
statement explaining that the payment is the balance of the claim 
filed based on rent paid in 1986 or prol'erty taxes payable in 1987 
and that the payment ~ require~ t is act. The statement must 
read substantially as follows: 

"Here ~ the rest of your 1986 property tax refund. 

As you recall, '" state law reduced all 1986 property tax refund 
checks ~ 33 percent. 

The amount of this check, together with the amount of the 
property tax refund check {OU received last fall,Should equal the 
amount oTThe refund you isted on your 1986 property tax refund 
application." 

Sec 13. [REPEALER.] 

Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 290A.04, subdivi
sion 2a, ~ repealed. 

Sec. 14. [APPROPRIATION.] 

The amount necessary to ~ the refunds required in section 12 is 
appropriated for fiscal year 1988 from the general fund to the 
commissioner of revenue. 

Sec. 15. [EFFECTIVE DATES.] 

Sections 1 to Q and 13 are effective for claims based on rent paid 
in 1988 and subsequent years and claims based on property taxes 
payable in 1989 and subsequent years. Section Q is effective for 
claims based on property taxes paid in 1990. Section 7 is effective fur 
property taxes payable in 1989. Section § ~ effective for claims 
based on rent paid in 1987 and subsequent years and claims based 
on property taxes payable in 1988 and subsequent Ylars. Sections 
10,11, 12, and 14 are effective the day following fina enactment. 
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ARTICLE 5 

PROPERTY TAX REFORM 

Section l. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 124.155, 
subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [ADJUSTMENT TO AIDS.] The amount specified in 
subdivision 1 shall be used to adjust the following state aids and 
credits in the order listed: 

(a) foundation aid as defined in section 124A.01; 

(b) secondary vocational aid authorized in section 124.573; 

(c) special education aid authorized in section 124.32; 

(d) secondary vocational aid for handicapped children authorized 
in section 124.574; 

(e) gifted and talented aid authorized in section 124.247; 

(D aid for pupils of limited English proficiency authorized III 

section 124.273; 

(g) aid for chemical use programs authorized in section 124.246; 

(h) interdistrict cooperation aid authorized in section 124.272; 

(i) summer program aid authorized in section 124A.033; 

(j) transportation aid authorized in section 124.225; 

(k) community education programs aid authorized m section 
124.271; 

(l) adult education aid authorized in section 124.26; 

(m) early childhood family education aid authorized in section 
124.2711; 

(n) capital expenditure equalization aid authorized in section 
124.245; 

(0) homestead credit re"laeement aid alltherized in seetieR 
2n.1394 under section 273.13 for taxes payable in 1989 and under 
section 273.1398 for taxes payable in 1990 and thereafter; 
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(p) agricultural credit re"laeemeRt aid authori.ed ffi under sec
tion 213.1391> 273.132 for taxes payable in 1989 and under section 
273.1398 for taxes payille in 1990 and thereat'fer; 

.<92 transition aid and disparity reduction aid authorized in section 
273.1398; 

+<If (r) attached machinery aid authorized in section 273.138, 
subdivision 3; and 

(r} (s) teacher retirement and F. I.C.A. aid authorized in sections 
124.2162 and 124.2163. 

The commissioner of education shall schedule the timing of the 
adjustments to state aids and credits specified in subdivision 1, as 
close to the end of the fiscal year as possible. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 124.2131, 
subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [DECREASE IN IRON ORE ASSESSED VALUE.] If in 
any year the assessed ¥alae ~ tax capacity of iron ore property, 
as defined in section 273.13, subdivision 31 in any district is less 
than the assessed ¥alae gross tax capacity of such property in the 
preceding year, the commissioner of revenue shall redetermine for 
all purposes the adjusted assessed ¥alae grOSS tax capacity of the 
preceding year taking into account only the decrease in assessed 
¥alae gross tax capacity of iron ore property as defined, in section 
273.13, subdivision 31. If subdivision 2, clause (a), is applicable to 
the district, the decrease in iron ore property shall be applied to the 
adjusted assessed value as limited therein. In all other respects, the 
provisions of clause (1) shall apply. 

Sec. 3., Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 124.2139, is 
amended to read: 

124.2139 [REDUCTION OF HOM.ESTEAD CREDIT PAYMENTS 
TO SCHOOL DISTRICTS.] 

The commissioner of revenue shall reduce the homestead credit 
re"laeemeRt aid payments under section 273.13 for fiscal year 1990, 
the sum of the homestead credit, and transition aid and disparity 
reduction aid payments undei'SeCtion 273.1398 for fiscal years 1991 
and thereafter made to school districts "ursuant te seetieR 213.1394 
by the product of: 

(1) the district's fiscal year 1984 payroll for coordinated plan 
members of the public employees retirement association, times 

(2) the difference between the employer contribution rate in effect 
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prior to July 1, 1984, and the total employer contribution rate in 
effect after June 30, 1984. 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 124A.02, 
subdivision 3a, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3a. [ADJUSTED ASSESSED VALUATION.] "Adjusted as
sessed valuation" means the assessed valuation of the taxable 
property RstwitsstaREiiRg the flrsvisisRs '* seetisR ~ of the 
school district as adjusted by the commissioner of revenue under 
section 124.2131. The adjusted assessed valuation for any given 
calendar year shall be used to compute levy limitations for levies 
certified in the succeeding calendar year and aid for the school year 
beginning in the second succeeding calendar year. 

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 124A.02, 
subdivision 11, is amended to read: 

Subd. 11. [MINIMUM AID.] A qualifying district's minimum aid 
for each school year shall equal its minimum guarantee for that 
school year, minus the sum of: 

(1) the amount of the district's homestead credit FefllaeemeRt aid 
flaid under section 278.1394 aM its 273.13, for taxes payable in 
1989 and under section 273.1398 for taxes payal:i1eln 1990 aM 
thereafter, agricultural credit Fej31aeemeRt aid under section 
278.1398 273.132, for taxes payable in 1989 and under section 
273.1398 for taxes aayaoIeln 1990 anathereafter, and transition 
aid and dispai'ltYfe uction rua paid under section 273.I398 for that 
school year, aAer aR:Y flssiti':e ta.. hMe aEijustffieRt but j3Fie¥ ta aR:Y 
Regati'!e ta.. hMe aEijustmeRt URder seetisR 278.1396; 

(2) the amount by which property taxes of the district for use in 
that school year are reduced by the attached machinery provisions in 
section 273.138, subdivision 6; 

(3) the amount by which property taxes of the district for use in 
that school year are reduced by the state reimbursed disaster or 
emergency reassessment provisions in section 273.123; and 

(4) the amount by which property taxes of the district for use in 
that school year are reduced by the metropolitan agricultural 
preserve provisions in section 473H.I0. 

Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 272.115, 
subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. No real estate sold on or after January 1, 1978, for which 
a certificate of value is required pursuant to subdivision 1 shall 
reeeive the sSffiesteaa ¥alue elfemj3tisR amauRt er the agrieultl±Fal 
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eJ.eml'tis" ams""t esml'"tea if> seetis" 278.081; e>' the· taes"ite 
Rsmesteaa ereEIit I'Fsviaea if> se"tis"s 278.134 to 278.136 be classi
fied as a homestead, unless a certificate of value has been fITed with 
fue coun.ty auditor in accordance with this section. 

This subdivision shall apply to any real estate taxes that are 
payable the year or years following the sale of the property. 

Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 273.1102, is 
amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 3. [1988 ADJUSTMENT.] For school districts ~ limita
tions or -authorities expressed in terms of mills and adjusted 
assessea value, their levy limitations shaff be converted ~ the 
department of' eTuCation to "equalized tax capacity rates." For 
~urposes of this calculation, the 1987 adjusteu assessed values of the 

istrict snail be converted to "a<I)Usted ~ tax capacities" ~ 
multiplying the egualized market values ~ class of pr<jFerty ~ the 
~ tax capacity rates provided in section 273.13. ach county 
assessor and the city assessors. or Minneapolis, Dul~ and St. 
Cloud shall furmshl1i.e commissiOner of revenue the 1987 ffiar@ 
value for ~ pay3J)[e in 1988 for any new classes of property 
estal)lished III th,S article:'l'he commissionershall use those values, 
and estimate values where needed, in developing-the 1987 tax 
capacity for each school district under this section. The require
ments of section 124.2131, subdivision 1, paragraph (c), and subdi
VlslOns2 and 3, shall remain in effect. - -----

Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 273.123, 
subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [STATE REIMBURSEMENT.] The county auditor shall 
calculate the tax on the property described in subdivision 2 based on 
the assessment made on January 2 of the year in which the disaster 
or emergency occurred. The difference between the tax determined 
on the January 2 assessed value and the tax actually payable based 
on the reassessed value determined under subdivision 2 shall be 
reimbursed to each taxing jurisdiction in which the damaged prop
erty is located. The amount shall be certified by the county auditor 
and reported to the commissioner of revenue. The commissioner 
shall make the payments to the taxing jurisdictions containing the 
property at the time distributions are made pursuant to section 
278.1394273.13 for taxes Eayable in 1989, and pursuant to section 
273.1398 for taxes payab e in 1990 anothereafter, in The same 
proportionfuat the ad valorem tax is distributed. 

Sec. 9. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 273.123, 
subdivision 5, is amended to read: 

Subd. 5. [COMPUTATION OF CREDITS.] The amounts of any 
credits or tax relief which reduce the gross tax shall be computed 
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upon the reassessed value determined under subdivision 2. Payment 
shall be made pursuant to section 273.1394273.13 for taxes payable 
in 1989, and pursuant to section 273.1398 for taxes payable in 1990 
and thereafter. For purposes of the property tax refund, property 
taxes payable, as defined in section 290A.03, subdivision 13, and net 
property taxes payable, as defined in section 290A.04, subdivision 
2d, shall be computed upon the reassessed value determined under 
subdivision 2. 

Sec. 10. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 273.124, 
subdivision 8, is amended to read: 

Subd. 8. [HOMESTEAD OWNED BY FAMILY FARM CORPORA
TION OR PARTNERSHIP.] (a) Each family farm corporation and 
each partnership operating a family farm is entitled to class 1b 
under section 273.13, subdivision 22, paragraph (b), or class 2a 
assessment for one homestead occupied by a sharehOIaer or partner 
thereof who is residing on the land and actively engaged in farming 
of the land owned by the corporation or partnership. Homestead 
treatment applies even if legal title to the property is in the name of 
the corporation or partnership and not in the name of the person 
residing on it. "Family farm corporation" and "family farm" have the 
meanings given in section 500.24. 

(b) In addition to property specified in paragraph (a), any other 
residences owned by corporations or partnerships described in 
paragraph (a) which are located on agricultural land and occupied as 
homesteads by shareholders or partners who are actively engaged in 
farming on behalf of the corporation or partnership must also be 
assessed as class 2a property or as class 1 b property under section 
273.13, subdivision 22, paragraph (b), but the property eligible is 
limited to the residence itself and as much of the land surrounding 
the homestead, not exceeding one acre, as is reasonably necessary 
for the use of the dwelling as a home, and does not include any other 
structures that may be located on it. 

Sec. 11. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 273.124, 
subdivision 11, is amended to read: 

Subd. 11. [LIMITATION ON HOMESTEAD CLASSIFICATION.] 
If the assessor has classified a property as both homestead and 
nonhomestead, the greater of the value attributable to the portion of 
the property classified as class 1 or class 2a or the value of the first 
tier of assessmeRt ~ tax capacity percentages provided under 
section 273.13, subdivision 22, or 23, paragraph (a) is entitled to 
assessment as a homestead under section 273.13, subdivision 22 or 
23, aREl the homesteaEl e"emfltioR ....ae,. se.tieR 27B.g81, subElivi 
sieR 2. The limitation in this subdivision does not apply to buildings 
containing fewer than four residential units or to a single rented or 
leased dwelling unit located within or attached to a private garage 
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or similar structure owned by the owner of a homestead and located 
on the premises of that homestead. 

If the assessor has classified a property as both homestead and 
nonhomestead, the homestead credit provided in section 273.13, 
subdivisions 22 and 23 and the reductions in tax provided under 
sections 273.135 ana273.1391 apply to the value of both the 
homestead and the nonhomestead portions of the property. 

Sec. 12. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 273.124, 
subdivision 13, is amended to read: 

Subd. 13. [SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER REQUIRED FOR 
HOMESTEAD APPLICATION.] Begi .... i .. g with the Ja .... ary 2, 
1981-; assessment, Every property owner applying for homestead 
classification must furnish to the county assessor that owner's social 
security or taxpayer identification number. If the social security or 
taxpayer identification number is not provided, the county assessor 
shall classify the property as nonhomestead. The social security 
numbers of the property owners are private data on individuals as. 
defined by seCtion 13.02, subdivision 12, but, notwithstanding that 
section, the private data may be disclosed to the commissioner of 
revenue. 

At the request of the commissioner, each county must give the 
commissioner a listing list that includes the name and social 
security or taxpayer identification number of each property owner 
applying for homestead classification. 

If, in comparing the lists supplied by the counties, the commis
sioner finds that a property owner is claiming more than one 
homestead, the commissioner shall notify the appropriate counties. 
Within 90 days of the notification, the county assessor shall inves
tigate to determine if the homestead classification was properly 
claimed. If the property owner does not qualify, the county assessor 
shall notify the county auditor who will determine the amount of 
homestead benefits that had been improperly allowed. For the 
purpose of this section, "homestead benefits" means the tax reduc
tion resulting from the hsmesteaa m<emjltisn Hms .. nt jlrs'liaea 
HRder seetisn 278,981 classification as a homestead under section 
273.13, the homesWad credit under section 273.13 for taxes payable 
in 1989 and under section 273.1398 for taxes ~ayable in 1990 and 
thereafter, the taconite homestead credit, an the supplemental 
homestead' credit, and the tax reduction resulting from the agricul
tural e"emjltisn ams .. "t jlrs'liaea in seetis" 278.981 credit under 
section 273.132 for taxes payable in 1989 and under sectWii" 
273.1398 for taxes payable in 1990 arid thereafter. The county 
auditor shall send a notice to the owners of the affected property, 
demanding reimbursement of the homestead benefits plus a penalty 
equal to 25 percent of the homestead benefits. The property owners 
may appeal the county's determination by filing a notice of appeal 
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with the Minnesota tax court within 60 days of the date of the notice 
from the county. 

If the amount of homestead benefits and penalty is not paid within 
60 days, and if no appeal has been filed, the county auditor shall 
certify the amount to the succeeding year's tax list to be collected as 
part of the property taxes. 

Any amount of homestead benefits recovered from the property 
owner must be transmitted to the commissioner by the end of each 
calendar quarter. Any amount recovered attributable to taconite 
homestead credit shall be transmitted to the St. Louis county 
auditor to be deposited in the taconite property tax relief account. 
The amount of penalty collected must be deposited in the county 
general fund. 

The commissioner will provide suggested homestead applications 
to each county. If a property owner has applied for more than one 
homestead and the county assessors cannot determine which prop
erty should be classified as homestead, the county assessors will 
refer the information to the commissioner. The commissioner shall 
make the determination and notify the counties within 60 days. 

In addition to lists ofhomestEiad properties, the commissioner may 
ask the counties to furnish lists of all properties and the record 
owners. 

Sec. 13. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 273.13, 
subdivision 15a, is amended to read: 

Subd. 15a. [GENERAL FUND, REPLACEMENT OF REVE
NUE.] (1) Payment from the general fund shall be made, as provided 
herein, for the purpose of replacing revenue lost as a result of the 
reduction of property taxes provided in sllbdivisisB subdivisions 22 
and 23. 

(2) Each county auditor shall certify, not later than May 1 of each 
year to the commissioner of revenue the amount of reduction 
resulting from sabdi'lisieB subdivisions 22 and 23 in the auditor's 
county. This certification shall be submittedtOthe commissioner of 
revenue as part of the abstracts of tax lists required to be filed with 
the commissioner under the provisions of section 275.29. Any prior 
year adjustments shall also be certified in the abstracts of tax lists. 
The commissioner of revenue shall review such certifications to 
determine their accuracy. The commissioner may make such 
changes in the certification as are deemed necessary 6r return a 
certification to the county auditor for corrections. 

(3) Based on current year tax data reported in the abstracts of tax 
lists, the commissioner of revenue shall annually determine the 
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taxing district distribution of the amounts certified under clause (2). 
The commissioner of revenue shall pay to each taxing district, other 
than school districts, its total payment for the year in equal 
installments on or before July ±a 20 and December 15 of each year. 

Sec. 14. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 273.13, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 21a. [TAX CAPACITY.] In this section wherever the "tax 
cajiacltn;' of ~ class of property isspecrued without qualificaITon as 
to whe er it is the property's "net tax capacity" or its "Wofs tax 
capacity," the "net tax capacity" an<f"gross tax capacity 2... that 
property are the same as its "tax capacity." 

Sec. 15. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 273.13, 
subdivision 22, is amended to read: 

Subd. 22. [CLASS 1.] (a) Except as provided in subdivision 23, real 
estate which is residential and used for homestead purposes is class 
1. The market value of class 1a property must be determined based 
upon the value of the house, garage, and land. 

The first $68,000 of market value of class 1a property ......,j; he 
assessed at H has ~ net tax capacity of one percent of its market 
value and ~ ~ tax capacity of 2.17 percent of its market value. 
The h"lBes~ market value of class 1a property that exceeds 
$68,000 ......,j; he assessed at 2'7 but does not exceed $100,000 has a 
tax capacity of2.5 percent of its marKetvruue. The market value Of 
Class 1a ~roperty that exceeds $100,000 has ~ tax capacity of 3.3 
percent 0 its marIretValue. 

(b) Class 1b property includes real estate or manufactured homes 
used for the purposes of a homestead by 

(1) any blind person, if the blind person is the owner thereof or if 
the blind person and the blind person's spouse are the sole owners 
thereof; or . 

(2) any person, hereinafter referred to as "veteran," who: 

(i) served in the active military or naval service of the United 
States; and 

(ii) is entitled to compensation under the laws and regulations of 
the United States for permanent and total service-conneCted disabil
ity due to the loss, or loss of use, by reason of amputation, ankylosis, 
progressive muscular dystrophies, or paralysis, of both lower ex
tremities, such as to preclude motion without the aid of braces, 
crutches, canes, or a wheelchair; and 
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(iii) with assistance by the administration of veterans affairs has 
acquired a special housing unit with special fixtures or movable 
facilities made necessary by the nature of the veteran's disability, or 
the surviving spouse of the deceased veteran for as long as the 
surviving spouse retains the special housing unit as a homestead; or 

(3) any person who: 

(i) is permanently and totally disabled and 

(ii) receives 90 percent or more of total income from 

(A) aid from any state as a result of that disability; or 

(B) supplemental security income for the disabled; or 

(C) workers' compensation based on a finding of total and perma
nent disability; or 

(D) social security disability, including the amount of a disability 
insurance benefit which is converted to an old age insurance benefit 
and any subsequent cost of living increases; or 

(E) aid under the Federal Railroad Retirement Act of1937, United 
States Code Annotated, title 45, section 228b(a)5; or 

(F) a pension from any local government retirement fund located 
in the state of Minnesota as a result of that disability; or 

(iii) whose household income as defined in section 290A.03, 
subUlviSWii5, !." 150 percent or less of the federal poverty level. 

Property is classified and assessed pursuant to clause (1) only if 
the commissioner of jobs and training certifies to the assessor that 
the owner of the property satisfies the requirements of this subdi
vision. The commissioner of jobs and training shall provide a copy of 
the certification to the commissioner of revenue. 

Glass ±b flFoflerty is vaffied "'*' assessed as full aVIs: itt the ease sf 
agFieHItHml J.aOO, inelHdiRg ft manHfaetHFed heme, ased faF ft 

homestead, the fust $33,000 sf maFI,et ¥frltte shall be vaffied "'*' 
asseosed at !We l'eFeeRt, the """" $33,000 sf maFI,et ¥frltte shall be 
vaffied "'*' assesse" at M l'eFeeHt, "'*' the FemaiHiHg maFket ¥frltte 
shall be vaffied "'*' assesse" at ±8 l'eFeeHt; "'*' itt the ease sf all 
atbeF real estate "'*' maHHfaetHFe" hames, the fust $34,000 sf 
maFi,et ¥frltte shall be vaffied "'*' assesse" at !We l'eFeeRt, the """" 
$34,000 sf maFket ¥frltte shall be valHed "'*' assesse" at 1+ l'eFeeHt, "'*' the Femaining maFket ¥frltte shall be '1aIHe" "'*' assessell at 2+ 
l'eFeent. ffi the ease sf agFieHltHFal lttH<l iHelHEliRg ft ma .. HfaetHFed 
heme ased faF flHF!,oses sf ft homestead, the eammissiaHeF sf FevenHe 
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shall a<ijHst, as !,Fe'lided ffi sectis" 273.1811, the m9lrimllm ams""t 
ef the maFket valtte ef the hsmestead bFaelEets sll~eet t<> the live 
!,eFeeRt tmd IS !,eFceRt mtes; tmd fuF all ethff real estate tmd 
ma,,"fact"red hsmes, the commissioReF ef reveRlle shall aEijllst, as 
!,Fovided ffi sectioR 278.1811, the ma"imllm amollRt ef the maFket 
valtte ef the homestead bFackets sllbject t<> the live !,eFeeRt tmd 1-1 
!,eFceRt ratefr. Permanently and totally disabled for the purpose of 
this subdivision means a condition which is permanent in nature 
and totally incapacitates the person from working at an occupation 
which brings the person an income. The first $32,000 market value 
of class Ib property has!! net tax capacIty of.4 percent of its market 
value and !! gross tax capacity of .87 percent of its market value. The 
remaining market value of classlO property has !! gross or net tax 
capacity using the rates for class .! or class 2a property, WhIChever 
~ appropriate, msimilar market value. 

(c) Class lc property is commercial use real property that abuts a 
lakeshore line and is devoted to temporary and seasonal residential 
occupancy for recreational purposes but not devoted to commercial 
purposes for more than 200 days in the year preceding the year of 
assessment, and that includes a portion used as a homestead by the 
owner. It HlIlSt be assessed at ~ Class lc property has a tax capacity 
of .9 percent of market value with the following limitation: the area 
of Uie property must not exceed 100 feet oflakeshore footage for each 
cabin or campsite located on the property up to a total of800 feet and 
500 feet in depth, measured away from the lakeshore. 

(d) For taxes levied in 1988, payable in 1989 ~ the tax to be 
paid on class la or class Ib property, less any "tioR Feeeived 
!,IlFsllaRt t<> sectioRs 278.128 tmd 478H. HI, shall be reduced by 54 
percent of the tax imposed on the first $68,000 of market value .. The 
amount of the reduction shall not exceed $100 $725. 

Sec. 16. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 273.13, 
subdivision 23, is amended to read: 

Subd. 23. [CLASS 2.] (a) Class 2a property is agricultural land 
including any improvements that is homesteaded, together with the 
Roose tmd garage. 'The fuSt $GG,QQQ ef market valtte ef Ilfl agr;clli 
Wral homestead is vailled at 8Q !,ereeRt. The market value of the 
house and garage and immediately surroUlliling one acre of land 
that does not exceed$65,OOO has !! net tax capacity of .805 percent 
of market value and !! gross tax capacity of 1. 75 percent of market 
value. The excess market vallie over $65,000 has a tax capacity of 
2.2 percent. If the market value of the house, garage and surround
iI:!g one acre of land ~ less than $65,000, the value of the remaining 
land inclUding improvements ~ to the difference between 
$65,000 and the market value of the house, garage, and surrounding 
one acre of land has !! net tax capacity of 1.12 percent of market 
value all(f~ grosS tax capacity of 1.75 percent of market value for the 
first 320 acres of land and the remaining value over 320 acres has !! 
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net tax caf'acity of 1.295 percent of market value and !'. gross tax 
capacity 0 1.75 percent of market value. The remaining value of 
class 2a property is assessee! at 4ll over the $65,000 market value 
that does not exceed 320 acres has !'. net tax capacIty of 1.44 percent 
of market value and !'. grosS tax capacity of 2.25 percent of market 
value. The remaining property over the $65,000 market value in 
excess of 320 acres has !'. net tax capacity of 1.665 percent of market 
value and !'. gross tax capacity of 2.25 percent of market value. 

Noncontiguous land shall constitute class 2a only if the homestead 
is classified as class 2a and the detached land is located in the same 
township or city or not farther than two townships or cities or 
combination thereof from the homestead. 

Agricultural land used for purposes of a homestead and actively 
farmed by a person holding a vested remainder interest in it must be 
classified class 2a. If agricultural land is classified class 2a, any 
other dwellings on the land used for purposes of a homestead by 
persons holding vested remainder interests who are actively en
gaged in farming the property, and up to one acre of the land 
surrounding each homestead and reasonably necessary for the use of 
the dwelling as a home, must also be assessed class 2a and is entitled 
to the homestead credit. 

For taxes levied in 1988, payable in 1989 only, the tax to be paid 
on class 2a property, less fifty re,hletiea reeei'fed I'IHSHaat te 
seetieRs 276.126 anEI 47dH.10 and class Ib propert~ under section 
273.13, subdivision 22, paragraph (b), usedl'or agncu tural purposes 
shall be reduced by {;2 54 percent of the tax. The amount of the 
reduction shall not exceed $+00 $725. 

(b) Class 2b property is (1) real estate, rural in character and used 
exclusively for growing trees for timber, lumber, and wood and wood 
products; and (2) real estate that is nonhomestead agricultural land. 
Class 2b property is assessed at 4ll has !'. net tax capacity of 1.665 
percent of market value and !'. gross tax capacity of 2.25 percent of 
market value. 

Agricultural land as used in this section shall mea» means 
contiguous acreage of ten acres or more, primarily used during the 
preceding year for agricultural purposes. Agricultural use may 
include pasture, timber, waste, unusable wild land and land in
cluded in federal farm programs. 

&eal estate of less than ten acres used principally for raIsmg 
poultry, livestock, fruit, vegetables or other agricultural products, 
including the breeding of fish for sale and consumption provided 
that it, is located on land zoned Tor agricultural use, shall be 
considereo as agricultural land, itlt is not used primarily for 
residential purposes. 
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The assessor shall detennine and list separately on the records the 
market value of the homestead dwelling and the one acre ofland on 
which that dwelling is located. If any farm buildings or structures 
are located on this homesteaded acre of land, their market value 
shall not be included in this separate determination. 

Sec. 17. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 273.13, 
subdivision 24, is amended to read: 

Subd. 24. [CLASS 3.) (a) Commercial and" industrial" and utility 
property is class 3a. It ..... ssessea at W has a tax capacity of 3.3 
percent of the first $8(),()()() $100,000 of market value and 00-5.25 
percent of the market value over $8(),()()() $100,000. For taxes 
payable in 1991, the 5.25 percent rate shall be 5.2 perceiiGnd for 
taxes patable in 1992 and subsequent years The rate shall be 5.15 
percent. n the case of state-assessed commercial """ industrw" and 
utility property owned by one person or entity, only one parcel may 
" .... lify «w the W has"'. tax capacity 3.3 percent assessment. In the 
case of other commerciaT!iF" industriaJ;:" and utility property owned 
by one person or entity, only one parcel in each county may " .... lify 
«w the W has !" tax capacity of 3.3 percent assessment. 

(b) Employment property defined in section 469.166, during the 
period provided in section 469.170, shall constitute class 3b and 
shall he ¥I>laed and .. ssessea at 41> has "'. tax capacity of 2.5 percent 
of the first $50,000 of market value and W 3.5 percent of the 
remainder, except that for employment property loCated in a border 
city enterprise zone designated pursuant to section 469.168, subdi
vision 4, paragraph (c), the tax capacity of the first $80,000 $100,000 
of market value shall he 'IaHieel and assessea at W is 3.3 percent and 
the tax capacity of the remainder shall he .. ssesoeGana 'Ial .. eEl at 81> 
is 4.8 percent, unTess the governing body ofthe city designated as an 
enterprise zone detennines that a specific parcel shall be assessed 
pursuant to the first clause of this sentence. The governing body may 
provide for assessment under the first clause of the preceding 
sentence only for property which is located in an area which has 
been designated by the governing body for the receipt of tax 
reductions authorized by section 469.171, subdivision 1. 

Sec. 18. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 273.13, 
subdivision 25, is amended to read: 

Subd. 25. [CLASS 4.) (a) Class 4a is residential real estate 
containing four or more units and used or held for use by the owner 
or by the tenants or lessees of the owner as a residence for rental 
periods of 30 days or more. Class 4a also includes hospitals licensed 
under sections 144.50 to 144.56, other than hospitals exempt under 
section 272.02, and contiguous property used for hospital purposes, 
without regard to whether the property has been platted or subdi
vided. Class 4a property ... assesseEi at '7(j has "'. tax capacity of 4.1 
percent of market value. 
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(b) Class 4b includes: 

(1) residential real estate containing less than four units, other 
than seasonal residential, recreational, and Hemesteaas a structure 
having five or more stories that is constructed with materials 
meeting the reqmrements for type !or II construction as defined in 
the state building code, 90 percent or more of which IS used or is to 
be used as apartmentnousing for a period of 40 yearSl'rom the oate 
or COffipletion of original construcfion, or the date of initiaIlhough 
partial use, wlllchever is the earlier date; 

(2) post-secondary student housing not to exceed one acre of land 
which is owned by a nonprofit corporation organized under chapter 
317 and is used exclusively by a sorority or fraternity organization 
for housing; 

(3) manufactured homes not classified under any other provision; 
tH>d 

(4) a dwelling, garage, and surrounding one acre of property on a 
nonhomestead farm classified under subdivision 23, paragraph (b), 
which has", tax capacity of 2.7 percent of market value. -

Class 4b property is assessea at W flereent feF taJres le¥ie<l in 
W88; flay""le in 1989 tH>d thereafter has '" tax capacity of 3.5 
percent of market value, except as proviaea in crause (4). 

(c) Class 4c property includes: 

(1) a structure that is situated on real property that is used for 
housing for the elderly or for low and moderate income families as 
defined by Title II of the National Housing Act or the Minnesota 
housing finance agency law of 1971 or rules promulgated by the 
agency pursuant thereto and financed by a direct federal loan or 
federally insured loan or a loan made by the Minnesota housing 
finance agency pursuant to the provisions of either of those acts and 
acts amendatory thereof. This clause applies only to property of a 
nonprofit or limited dividend entity. Property is classified as class 4c 
under this clause for 15 yei!rs from the date of the completion of the 
original construction or substantial rehabilitation, or for the origi
nal term of the loan; 

(2) a structure that is: 

(i) situated upon real property that is used for housing lower 
income families or elderly or handicapped persons, as defined in 
section 8 of the United States Housing Act of 1937, as amended; and 

(ii) owned by an entity which has entered into a housing assis
tance payments contract under section 8 which provides assistance 
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for 100 percent of the dwelling units in the structure, other than 
dwelling units intended for management or maintenance personnel. 
Property is classified as class 4c under this clause forthe term of the 
housing assistance payments contract, including all renewals, or for 
the term of its permanent financing, whichever is shorter~i and 

(3) a qualified low-income building that (i) receives a low-income 
housing credit under section 42 of the Internal Revenue Code of 
1986, as amen.reatIirough Deceffi'ber 31, 1987; or (ii) meets the 
re'luirements of that section. Classification pursuant to this clause 
is imited to bui'lffiilgs the construction or rehabilitation of which 
began after May.!, 1988 and to !"o term on5 years. - --

For all properties described in clauses (1) aftEl~, (2), and (3) and 
in paragraph (d), elause {2}, the market value determmoo Oy the 
assessor must be based on the normal approach to value using 
normal unrestricted rents. The land on which these structures are 
situated has a tax capacity of 3.5 percent of illai'Ket value if tile 
structure contaiiiSfewer than four units, ana 4.1 percent of marKet 
value if the structure contains four or more units. ---- -------

{at (4) a parcel of land, not to exceed one acre, and its improve
ments or a parcel of unimproved land, not to exceed one acre, if it is 
owned by a neighborhood real estate trust and at least 60 percent of 
the dwelling units, if any, on all land owned by the trust are leased 
to or occupied by lower income families or individuals. This clause 
does not apply to any portion of the land or improvements used for 
nonresidential purposes. For purposes of this clause, a lower income 
family is a family with an income that does not exceed 65 percent of 
the median family income for the area, and a lower income individ
ual is an individual whose income does not exceed 65 percent of the 
median individual income for the area, as determined by the United 
States Secretary of Housing and Urban Development. For purposes 
of this clause, "neighborhood real estate trust" means an entity 
which is certified by the governing body of the municipality in which 
it is located to have the following characteristics: (a) it is a nonprofit 
corporation organized under chapter 317; (b) it has as its principal 
purpose providing housing for lower income families in a specific. 
geographic community designated in its articles or bylaws; (c) it 
limits membership with voting rights to residents of the designated 
community; and (d) it has a board of directors consisting of at least 
seven directors, 60 percent of whom are members with voting rights 
and, to the extent feasible, 25 percent of whom are elected by 
resident members of buildings owned by the trust; and 

~ (5) except as provided in subdivision ~ paragraph W (c), 
elause W, real property devoted to temporary and seasonal residen
tial occupancy for recreation purposes, including real property 

. devoted to temporary and seasonal residential occupancy for recre
ation purposes and not devoted to commercial purposes for more 
than 200 days in the year preceding the year of assessment. For this 
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purpose , property is devoted to commercial use on a specific day ifit 
is used, or offered for use, and a fee is charged for the use. Class 4c 
also includes commercial use real property used exclusively for 
recreational purposes in conjunction with class 4c property devoted 
to temporary and seasonal residential occupancy for recreational 
purposes, up to a total of two acres, provided the property is not 
devoted to commercial recreational use for more than 200 days in the 
year preceding the year of assessment and is located within two 
miles of the class 4c property with which it is used. Class 4c property 
classified in clauses (5) and (6) also includes the remainder of class 
4J lc resorts and has ::Ie tax capacity of 2.6 percent of market value, 
except that noncommercial seasonal recreational property has a tax 
capacity of 2.3 percent of market value; and 

~ (6) real property up to a maximum of one acre ofland owned by 
a nonprofit community service oriented organization; provided that 
the property is not used for a revenue-producing activity for more 
than six days in the calendar year preceding the year of assessment 
and the property is not used for residential purposes on either a 
temporary or permanent basis. For purposes of this clause, a 
"nonprofit community service oriented organization" means any 
corporation, society, association, foundation, or institution organized 
and operated exclusively for charitable, religious, fraternal, civic, or 
educational purposes, and which is exempt from federal income 
taxation pursuant to section 501(c)(3), (10), or (19) of the Internal 
Revenue Code of 1986, as amended through December 31,1986. For 
purposes of this clause, "revenue-producing activities" shall include 
but not be limited to property or that portion of the property that is 
used as an on-sale intoxicating liquor or nonintoxicating malt liquor 
establishment licensed under chapter 340A, a restaurant open to the 
public, bowling alley, a retail store, gambling conducted by organi
zations licensed under chapter 349, an insurance business, or office 
or other space leased or rented to a lessee who conducts a for-profit 
enterprise on the premises. Any portion of the property which is 
used for revenne-producing activities for more than six days in the 
calendar year preceding the year of assessment shall be assessed as 
class 3a. The use of the property for social events open exclusively to 
members and their guests for periods of less than 24 hours, when an 
admission is not charged nor any revenues are received by the 
organization shall not be considered a revenue-producing activity; 
and 

Class 4c property is assessee at W classified under clauses (1), (2), 
(3), and (4) has ::Ie tax capacity of 2.5 percent of market value. -

(d) Class 4d property includes: 

W eemmepeial HSe peffi I',el'ept)' that affitts a lakesfiepe lffie aHEI 
is e8'fetee te teml'epary aHEI seaseBal FesieeBtial eee"l'a"e), fer 
Feepeatie"al I'"p"eses ffilt Bat eevetee te eemmeFeial I'"",eses fer 
_ tfiaB 00() 4a:Ys iB tfia year I'Feeeei"g tfie year ef assessme"t, 
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aM ~ iRelHaes ft jlertieR H£ed as ft hemesteaa Ily the eWRer. ~ 
area sf the jlrejlerty ~ ffi elassifiea as elass 4d HlHSt Hat eo<eeeEl ±OO 
~ sf lakeshere feetage 1& eaeh eabia SI' eaHljlsite leeatea 6ft the 
jlrejlerty tifl te ft tete! sf 009 ~ aM aoo ~ ffi ~ HleasHrea 
~ fFem tfte laliesft9Fe; 

{2;) any structure: 

(i) situated on real property that is used for housing for the elderly 
or for low and moderate income families as defined by the farmers 
home administration; 

(ii) located in a municipality of less than 10,000 population; and 

(iii) financed by a direct loan or insured loan from the farmers 
home administration. Property HlHSt be assessea is classified under 
this clause for 15 years from the date of the completion of the 
original construction or for the original term of the loan. 

The &G jlereeRt aM W jlereeBt assessmeHt ratffis 1.5 percent and 
2.5 percent tax capacity assignments apply to the properties de
scribed in paragraPh (c), clauses (1) aM {2;), (2), and (3) and this 
clause, only in proportion to occupancy of the structure by elderly or 
handicapped persons or low and moderate income families as de
fined in the applicable laws unless construction of the structure had 
been commenced prior to January 1, 1984; or the project had been 
approved by the governing body of the municipality in which it is 
located prior to June 30, 1983; or financing of the project had been 
approved by a federal or state agency prior to June 30, 1983. 
Classification under this clause is only available to property of a 
nonprofit or limited dividend entity; aM 

W the first $84,99() sf marl,et ¥frffie sf real estate SI' maBHfae 
tIlPe<l hefe€e H£ed 1& the jlHrjleses sf ft hemesteaa Ily 

ill ""y hliBd jlerseB, if the hliBd f>eI'S6R ffi the ewHel' thereef SI' if 
the hliBd f>eI'S6R aM the hliBd flerseH's flI*>HSe are the seIe eWHers 
taereef; SI' 

W B:Il:f 13eFSBR, HepeiBafteF refePFed t;a as "veteFaa," wl=tEr. 

W serveEi ffi the aetWe military SI' HIl¥!H ser'liee sf the UHitea 
States; aM 

00 ffi emitlea te ee"'fleasstiea -aer the laws aM regulatieas sf 
the URitea States 1& jlerraaReRt aM tete! seniee eaRBeetea aisa13il 
ity.me te the lees; SI' less sf Hoe, Ily reasea sf arajlHtstiaR, aakylesis, 
jlregressive mHseHlar aystreflhies, SI' flaralysis, sf beth fflwer €*

tremities, SIieh as te jlreelHae raetiea witheHt the aid sf braees, 
eratehes, eane&; SI' a wheelehair; aM . 
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fGf with assistaBee Ily tIw admiBistratieB sf veteFaBS atIaim has 
ae'lHired a SJleeial heHsiRg mHt with slleeial fi"tures er me'fable 
faeilities made Beeessary Ily tIw aature sf tIw 'feteraR's disability, er 
tIw s ... yiviBg ""'*'"" sf tIw deeeased veteraH 1& as leag as tIw 
sHrviviBg ""'*'"" retaiHs tIw slIeeial hOHsiRg mHt as a hemestead; er 

fA} -is lIermaHeHtiy aad tatally "isable" aad 

00 reeeives 00 lIereeBt er mere sf Wal iReeme IFem 

m aid IFem fffiY state as a res\llt sf that disability; er 

f2f SHlIl'lemeHtal seeHrity iReeme 1& tIw disable"; er 

f3} werl,ers' eem"eHsatieR based '*' a fiH"iRg sf Wal aad "erma 
FI8Rt ,lisability; er 

w seeialc seeHrity disability, iRelHdiHg tIw ameHBt sf a "isability 
iHsHraBee beRefit whieh -is e",werte" te as eM age iHsHraHee beHefit 
aad anY subse'lueHt oost sf li¥iHg iHereases; er 

~ aid ~ tIw Federal Railread RetiremeHt A€i sf 19&+, UHite" 
States GOOe ARHetated, title 4a, seetien 22Sb(a)a; "" 

f6f a lIeHsieB IFem anY ffieat gevemmeHt retiremeHt furulleeated 
in tIw state sf MiBneseta as a res\llt ef that disahility. 

Prellerty -is elassifieEl aad assesse" "u,sHaRt te this elause eaIy if 
the eommissiefter ef fleman serviees eertif-ies te the asseSS8r that the 
ewRer sf tIw !,re!,erty satisfies tIw re'luiremeHts sf this SHbdiyisioH. 
'!'he eemmissieHer sf humaH seryiees shall !,reyi"e a OO!'Y sf tIw 
eertifieatisB te the eemfH:issiener e.f reveftl:le. 

'I'he remaiRiBg ¥alue sf elas& ~ !,re"erty in "*"""" sf $34,()()() 
shall be valHe" aad assesse" ~ sHb"ivisieH 22 er 2g, as ftjljlf'6-

t>flate, "revi"ed that eaIy tIw ¥alue in "*"""" sf $3 4,()()() hut net in 
8*eeSS sf $€iS,()()() -is assesse" at tIw rete IIrevide" 1& tIw first tier sf 
¥alue in sHMivisieR 22 "" eaIy tIw valHe in "*"""" ef $3 4,()()() hut net 
in 8*eeSS sf $€i€i,()()() -is assessed at tIw rete !,revided 1& tIw first tier 
sf valHe in SH""iyisioB 23. 

Class 4d property is assesse" at 39l'ereeHt sf market valHe has a 
tax capacity of 1.5 percent of market value. - -

Sec. 19. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 273.13, 
subdivision 31, is amended to read: 
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Subd. 31. [CLASS 5.] All property not included in any other class 
is class 5 property ...... is assessed at 9G jleFeeat sf mad,et ¥alae. 

(a) Tools, implements, and machinery of an electric generating, 
transilliSSlon, or distributiqn system or a pipoone .system transport
i!!g or distributing water, gad' crude oil, or petroleum products or 
mains and pipes used in the istribution of steam or hot or chilled 
water for heating or cocillng buildings, whiCii are fixtures, have" tax 
capacity of 4.6 percent of market value . 

. (b) Unmined iron ore and low-gradeiron-bearin% formations as 
defined in section 273.14 have" tax capacity of .25 percent of 
market wue. 

(c) Vacant land has" tax capacity of5.25 percent of market value. 

(d) All other property not otherwise classified has a tax capacity of 
5.25 percent of market value. 

Sec. 20. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 273.1315, is amended to 
read: 

273.1315 [CERTIFICATION OF 1B PROPERTY] 

Any property owner seeking classification and assessment of the 
owner's homestead as class 1b property pursuant to section 273.13, 
subdivision 22, paragraph (b), clause (2) or (3), shall file with the 
commissioner of revenue for each assessment year a Ib homestead 
declaration, on a form prescribed by the commissioner. The declara
tion shall contain the following information: 

(a) the information necessary to verify that the property owner or 
the owner's spouse satisfies the requirements of section 273.13, 
subdivision 22, paragraph QJ2, clause .(2) or (3), for Ib classification; 

(b) the property owner's household income, as defined in· section 
290A.03, for the previous calendar year; and 

(c) any additional information prescribed by the commissioner. 

The declaration shall be filed on or before March 1 of each year to 
be effective for property taxes payable during the succeeding calen
dar year. The declaration and any supplementary information re
ceived from the property owner pursuant to this section shall be 
subject to section 290A.17. . 

The commissioner shall provide to the assessor on or before April 
1 a listing of the parcels of property qualifying for Ib classification. 

Sec. 21. [273.132] [STATE AGRICULTURAL CREDIT.] 
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Subdivision 1. [AGRICULTURAL HOMESTEAD PROPERTY] 
For taxes levied in 1988, payable in 1989 only, the county auditor 
shall reduce the tax for all purposes on all property receiving the 
homestead credit under section 273.13, subdivision 23, by an 
amount equal to 3t3pefcent of the tax levy imposed on lJIl to 320 
acres of land including the buildings and structures thereon but 
excluding all dwellings and an acre of land for each dwelling. 

Subd. 2. [OTHER AGRICULTURAL PROPERTY] For taxes lev, 
ied in 1988, payable in 1989 only, the county auditor shall reduce 
the tax for all purposes on all other agricultural lands classified 
under section 273.13, subdivision 23, including buildings and struc
tures thereon but excluding all dwellings and an acre of land for 
each dwelling, and on timber land classified under section 273.13, 
subdivision 23, paragraph (b) !>y an amount equal to 26 percent of 
the tax levy imposed on the property. 

Subd. ~ [ADMINISTRATION.] The amounts so computed !!y the 
county auditor shall be submitted to the commissioner of revenue as 
part of the abstracts of tax lists required to be filed with the 
commissioner under the provisions of section 275.29. Any prior year 
adjustments shaII also be certified in the abstracts of tax lists. The 
commissioner of revenue shall review the certifications to determine 
their accuracy and may make changesmthe certification as deemed 
necessary or return " certification to the county auditor for correc
tions. 

Subd. 4. [PAYMENT TO TAXING JURISDICTIONS.] Payment 
from the general fund must be made to each taxing jurisdiction to 
replace the revenue lost as " result of the credit provided in this 
section. Payment to taxing jurisdictions other than school districts 
must be made !>y the commissioner in equal installments on or 
before July 20 and December 15 each year. Payment to school 
districts must be made to the commissioner of education as provided 
in section 273TI~--

Subd. 5. [APPROPRIATION.] The amount necessary to make the 
payments required under this section ~ appropriated from the 
general fund in the state treasury to the commissioners of revenue 
and education for property taxes payable in 1989. 

Sec. 22. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 273.135, 
subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. For taxes payable in 1989 only, the amount of the 
reduction authorized !!y subdivision !. shall be: 

(a) In the case of proper~ located within the boundaries of " 
municipality which meets t e qualifications prescribed in section 
273.134,66 percent of the net tax lJIl to the taconite breakpoint plus 
" percentage equal to the homestead credit equivalency percentage 
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of the net tax in excess of the taconite breakpoint, provided that the 
reduction SIlaTI not exceed the maximum amounts specTIJea in 
clause (c), and shall not exceed an amount sufficient to reduce the 
effective tax rate on each parcel of property to 95 percent of the base 
Ylar effective tax rate. In no case will the reduction resulting from 
t is credit be less than ~ o. 

(b) In the case of property located within the boundaries of -'" 
schOol district which qualifies as -'" tax relief area but which is 
outside the boundaries of -'" municipality which meets the qUaITffca
tions prescribed in section 273.134, 57 percent of the net tax!!£ to 
the taconite breakpoint plus -'" percentage equar to thenomesteaa 
credit e uivalenc percentage of the net tax in excessOfthe taconite 
oreakpoint, pravi ed that the reduction shall not exceed the maxi
mum amounts specified in clause (c), and shall not exceed an 
amount sufficient to reduce the effective tax rate on each parcelill 
property to 95 percent of the base year effective tax rate. In no case 
will the reduction resulting from this credit be less than $10. 

(c) (1) The maximum reduction of the net tax !!£ to the taconite 
breakpoint is $225.40 on property described in clause Ca) and 
$200.10 on property described in clause Cb), for taxes payable in 
1985. These maximum amounts shall increase ~ $15 times the 
quantity one minus the homestead credit equivalency percentage 
~ year for taxes payable in 1986 aiiiISUbsequent years. 

(2) The total maximum reduction of the net tax on property. 
described in clause (al is $490 for taxes payable in 1985. The total 
maximum reduction for the net tax on property described in clause 
(bl is $435 for taxes payable in 1985. These maximum amounts shall 
increase ~$15 ~ year for taxes payable in 1986 and therea1'tei\ 

For the purposes of this subdivision, "net tax" means the tax on 
the property after deduction of any credit under section 273.13, 
subdivision 22 or 23, "taconite breakpoint" means the lowest possi
ble net tax for -'" homestead qualifying for theffiaximum reduction 
pursuant to section 273.13, subdivision 22, rounded to the nearest 
whole dollar, "homestead credit equivalency percentage"" means .!! 
percentage aqua1 to the percentage reduction authorized in section 
273.13, sub ivision 22, "effective tax rate" means tax divided ~ the 
market value of the property, and the "base >'far eJ:Iective tax rate" 
means the tax on the property after the app ication of the credits 
payable unClei' section 273.13, Su@ivisions 22 and 23, and this 
section for taxes payable in 1988, divided fu: the market value of the 
property. A new parcel of property or -'" parrer with -'" current year 
classification that is different from its base year _classification has 
the same base year effective tax rate as an equivalent homesteaded 
parcel. 

Subd. 2a. For taxes payable in 1990 and thereafter, the amount of 
the reduction authorized by subdivision 1 shall be 
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(a) In the case of property located within the boundaries of a 
municipality which meets the qualifications prescribed in section 
273.134,66 percent of the tax, provided that the reduction shall not 
exceed the maximum amounts specified in clause (c) and shall not 
exceed an amount sufficient to reduce the effective tax rate on each 
parcel olproperty to 95 percent of the base year effective tax rate. In 
no case will the reduction resultingTrom this credit be less than $10. 

(b) In the case of property located within the boundaries of a 
school district which qualifies as a tax relief area but which is 
outside the boundaries of a municipality which meets the qualifica
tions prescribed in section 273.134, 57 percent of the tax, provided 
that the reduction shall not exceed the maximum amounts specified 
in clause (c) and shall not exceed an amount sufficient to reduce the 
effective tax rate on each parcel ol'property to 95 percent of the base 
Yhar effective tax rate. In no case will the reduction resu1iing from 
t is credit be less than $10. 

(c) The total maximum reduction of the net tax on property 
described in clause (a) is $490 for taxes payable in 1985. The total 
maximum reduction for the net tax on property described in clause 
(b) is $435 for taxes payable in 1985. These maximum amounts shall 
increase by $15 per year for taxes payable in 1986 and thereafter. 

For the purposes of this subdivision, "tax" means the tax on the 
property before application of the credit payable under this section 
and "effective tax rate" means tax divided !:>.Y the market value of 
llie property, and "base year eflective tax rate" means the tax on the 
property after the--;;pj)lication of the credItspa:yawe under section 
273.13, stilXITVisions 22 and 23, and this section for taxes payable in 
1988, divided !:>.Y the market value of the property. A new parcel of 
aroperty or ~ parb'el with ~ current year classification that g; 

Ifferent tram its ase year classification has the same base year 
eflective tax rate as an equivalent homesteadeaparcel. 

Sec. 23. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 273.1391, 
subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. For taxes payable in 1989 only, the amount of the 
reduction authOrlZeU!:>'y subdivision 1 shall be: 

(a) In the case of property located within ~ school district which 
does not meet the quahfications of section 273.134 as ~ tax relief 
area, but which is located in a coanty with a population of less than 
IOD,OOOln whicli1aconite is mine or quarrIed and wherein a school 
district is located which does meet the qualifications of a tax relief 
area, ana provided that at least 90 percent of the area onne-school 
d1strlct which does not meet the qualifications of seCtiOn 213.l34 lies 
within such county, 57 percent of the net tax .'!.P to the tacomte 
breakpoint plus ~ percentage equal to the homestead credit equ!v
alency percentage of the net tax in excess of the taconite breakpomt 
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on qualified propertf located in the school district that does not meet 
the quahfications Q.. section 273.134, proVIded that the amount of 
said reduction shall not exceed the maximum amounts specified in 
clause (c), and shall not exceed an amount sufficient to reduce the 
iii'leCtivetax rate on each parcel of proferty to 95 percent of the base 
year effective tax rate. In no case wil the reduction resutting from 
this credit be leSs than $10. The reauction provided fu: this clause 
shall only be applicable to property located within the boundaries of 
the county described therein. 

(b) In the case of property located within ~ school district which 
does not meet the qualifications of section 273.134 as ~ tax relief 
area,out which is located in a school district in a county containing 
~ city Of the first class and ~-f"lIITYing municipality, but not in ~ 
school oistrict containing ~ city of the first class or adiacent to ~ 
school district containing a city oT tEe first class uruess the school 
district so adjacent contains a 6ualifying municipality, 57 percent of 
the net tax -"l2 to the taconite reakpoint plus ~ rrcentage equal to 
the homestead credit equivalency percentage oft e net tax in excess 
of the taconite breakpoint, but not to exceed the maximums speci
fiedll1 clause (c), and shall not exceed an amount sufficient to reduce 
the effective tax rate on each parcel of property to 95 percent of the 
base year effective tax rate. In no case will the reduction resulting 
from this credit be leSs than $10. 

(c)(1) The maximum reduction of the net tax -"l2 to the taconite 
breakpomtis $200.10 for taxes pa~awe in 1985. Thismaximum 
amount shaITincrease )ii$15 multipied Qy the quaiillty one minus 
the homestead credit equivalency percentage ~ year for taxes 
payable in 1986 and subsequent years. --

(2) The total maximum reduction of the net tax is $435 for taxes 
paYable1n 1985. This total maximum amount sllaH increaseQy $15 
~ year for taxes paya6le in 1986 and thereafter. 

For the purposes of this subdivision, "net tax" means the tax on 
the property after deiIUction of any credit under section 273.13, 
Siil)division 22 or 23, "taconite oreakpomt" means the lowest po~si
ble net tax for ~ homestead qualifymg for the maximumrectuctlOn 
pursuant to section 273.13, subdivision 22, rounded to the nearest 
whole dollar, "homestead credit equivalency percentage" means ~ 
percentage equal to the percentage reduction authorized in section 
273.13, subdivision 22 and "effective tax rate" means tax dIvided fu: 
the market value -of the property, and the "base year effective tax 
rate" means the tax on the propert1) after aPjiIlcation of the credITS 
payable under section 273.13, su cITVlSIons 22 and 23 and this 
section for taxes payable in 1988, divided fu: the marKet value of the 
property. A new p:rcel with a current year classification that is 
different from its ase year classification has the same base year 
effective tax rate as an equivalent homesteaded parceL 
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Subd. 2a. For taxes payable in 1990 and thereafter, the amount of 
the reduction authorized by subdivision 1 shall be: 

(a) In the case of property located within a school district which 
does not meet the qualifications of section 273.134 as a tax relief 
area, but which is located in a county with a population ofless than 
100,000 in which taconite is mined or quarried and wherein a school 
district is located which does meet the qualifications of a tax relief 
area, and provided that at least 90 percent of the area of the school 
district which does not meet the qualifications of section 273.134 lies 
within such county, 57 percent of the tax, provided that the amount 
of said the reduction shall not exceed the maximum amounts 
specifiedill clause (c) and shall not exceed an amount sufficient to 
reduce the effective tax rate on eacE. ptrcel of property to 95 percent 
of the base year effective tax rate . ...!! no case will the reduction 
resulting from this credit be less than $10. The reduction provided 
by this clause shall only be applica&Ieto property located within the 
boundaries of the county described therein. 

(b) In the case of property located within a school district which 
does not meet the qualifications of section 273.134 as a tax relief 
area, but which is located in a school district in a county containing 
a city of the first class and a qualifying municipality, but not in a 
school district containing a city of the first class or adjacent to a 
school district containing a city of the first class unless the school 
district so adjacent contains a qualifying municipality, 57 percent of 
the tax, but not to exceed the maximums specified in clause (c) and 
not to exceed an amount sufficient to reduce the effective tax rate on 
each parcel of property to 95 percent of the Dase year effective tax 
rate. In no case will the reduction resUIting from this credit be less 
than $10. --- --------

(c) The total maximum reduction of the tax is $435 for taxes 
payable in 1985. This total maximum amount shall increase by $15 
per year for taxes payable in 1986 and thereafter. 

For the purposes of this subdivision, "tax" means the tax on the 
property before application of the credit under this section, "effective 
tax rate" means tax divided ~ the market value of the property, and 
"Ilase year effective tax rate' means the tax on the propertli after the 
application of the crearts payaoretin.crer section 273.13, suillVlSlons 
22 and 23, and this section for taxes payable in 1988, divided by the 
market value of the f,roperty. A new parcr: of property or ~ parcel 
with a current year c assification that is di erent from itSbase year 
classification has the same base year effective tax rate as an 
equivalent homesteaaed parcer-

Sec. 24. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 273.1392, 
is amended to read: 

The amounts of small BHsiness transitian ere4it HHEier seetien 
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2!73.H9a; disaster or emergency reimbursement under section 
273.123; attached machinery aid under section 273.138; homestead 
credit ref'laeeHieftt aid under section 2n.1394 273.13; agricultural 
credit ref'laeeHieftt aid under section 2!73.1391r2'73J.32; aids and 
credits under section 273.1398; and metropolitan agricultural pre
serve reduction under section 473H.1O, shall be certified to ,the 
department of education by the department of revenue. The amounts 
so certified shall be paid according to section 124.195, subdivisions 
6 and 10. 

Sec. 25. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 273.1393, 
is amended to read: 

Notwithstanding any other provisions to the contrary, "net" prop
erty taxes are determined by subtracting the credits in the order 
listed from the gross tax: 

(1) SHIa1l Illisiftess f'Fef'erty ta.. traftsiticft credit as f'reviEleEi ift 
seeticft 2n.H9a; 

~ disaster credit as provided in section,273.123; 

{at (2) powerline credit as provided in section 273.42; 

f4t (3) agricultural preserves credit as provided in section 
473H.1O; 

f61 (4) enterprise zone credit as provided in section 469.171; 

(5) state agricultural credit as provided in section 273.132; 

(6) state paid homestead credit as provided in section 273.13, 
slilldivisie .. 2&; 

(7) taconite homestead credit as provided in section 273.135; 

(8) supplemental homestead credit as provided in section 
273.1391. 

The combination of all property tax credits must not exceed the 
gross tax amount. 

Sec. 26. [273.1398] [TRANSITION AND DISPARITY REDUC
TION AID; CREDIT GUARANTEE.] 

Subdivision 1. [DEFINITIONS.] (a) In this section, the terms 
defined in this subdivision have the meanings given them. --
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(b) "Unique taxing jurisdiction" means the geographic area sub
ject to the same set of mill rates. 

(c) "Gross tax capacity" means the product of the appropriate 
percentages of market value listed as gross tax capacities in section 
273.13 and equalized llliii'ketValUes. "Total gross tax capacity" 
means the ~ tax capacities for all property within the unique 
taxing jurisdiction. The total gross tax capacity used shaIl be 
reduced ll,y the sum of (1) the unique taxing i'!!:isdiction's gross tax 
capacity of commercial industrial property as defined in section 
473F.02, subdivision 3, multiplied ll,y the ratio determined ursuant 
to section 473F.08, subdivision 6, for the municipality, as efine in 
section 473F.02, subdivision 8, in which the unique taxing jurisdic
tion is located and (2) the gross taxcapacily of the captured value of 
tax increment financing districts as defined in section 469.177, 
Subdivision 2. For purposes of deteriTIlning the gross tax capacity of 
property referred to in clauses (1) and (2) for disparity reduction aid 
payable in 1989, the gross tax capacity before equalization shall 
equal the property's 1987 assessed value multiplied fu' 12 percent. 
Gross tax capacity cannot be less than zero. 

(d) "Net tax capacity" means the product of the appropriate 
percentages of market value listedaS net tax capacities in section 
273.13 and equalized market values. "Total net tax capacity" means 
the net tax capacities for all property within the unique taxing 
jurisdiction. The total net tax capacity used shall be reduced ll,y the 
sum of ill the unique taxing jurisdiction's net tax capacity of 
commercial industrial property as defined in section 473F.02, sub
division 3, multiplied ll,y the ratio determined pursuant to section 
473F.08, subdivision 6, for the municipality, as defined in section 
473F.02, subdivision 8, in which the unique taxing jurisdiction ~ 
located and (2) the net tax capacity of the captured value of tax 
increment financing districts as defined in section 469.177, subdi
vision 2. For purposes of determining the net tax capacity of 
property referred to in clauses (1) and (2), the net tax capacity before 
equalization shallequal the property's 1987 assessed value multi
plied by 12 percent. Net tax capacity cannot be less than zero. 

(e) "Equalized market values" are market values that have been 
equalized by dividing the assessor's estimated market value for the 
second year prior to that in which the aid ~ payable ll,y the 
assessment sales ratios determi~ class in the assessment sa'1es 
ratio study conducted by the department of revenue pursuant to 
section 124.2131 in the second year prior to that in which the aid is 
payable. For computation of aids payable in 1989 only, if the 
aggregate assessment sales ratio ~ less than or equal to 92 percent, 
the assessment sales ratios ll,y class shall be adjusted proportionally 
so that the aggregate ratio of the unequalized market values to the 
equalized market values equals 92 percent; otherwise the equalized 
market values shall equal the unequalized market values divided fu' 
the assessment sales ratio. 
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CD "Homestead effective rate" means the product of (i) .46 percent; 
(ii) 2.17 percent; and (iii) the total tax capacity rate for taxes 
payable in 1989 within ~ unique taxing jurisdictIOn mult!plied !!r 
the 1988 aggregate assessment sales ratio. Ii sales ratio of .92 is 
used if the actual sales ratio is less than .92. -- - - --- --- --- - -------

.(g2 For purposes of calculatin~ the transition aid authorized 
pursuant to subdivision 2, the "su traction factor" is the product of 
(i) ~ unique taxing jurisdiction's homestead effective rate; (ii) its net 
tax capacity; and (iii) 103. 

(h) For purposes of calculating and allocatin& transition aid 
authorized pursuant to subdivision 2 and the dispantt reduction aw: 
authorized in subdivision 3, "gross taxes levied on a1 properties" or 
"gross taxes" means the total· gross taxes levied on. all properties 
except that levied on the captured value of tax increment districts as 
defined in section 469.177, subdivision 2, and that levied on the 
portion or commercial industrial properties' assessed value, _ as 
defined in section 473F.02, subdIVIsion 3, subject to the areawide tax 
as provided in section 473F.08, subdivision 6, in ~ unique taxij;< 
jurisdiction before reduction !!r any credits for taxes payable in t e 
year prior to that in which the aids are paya6Ie.l"or ur oses of 
disparity reduction aid only, total gross taxes shall be reduce !!r 
the taxes levied for any school district referendu""ii1levies authorized 
pursuant to section 124~subdivision 2, and any school district 
debt levies authorized pursuant to section 475.61. Gross taxes levied 
cannot be less than zero. ------ - -- --- ---

(i) "Income maintenance aids" means: 

(1) medical assistance under sections 256B.041, subdivision 5, and 
25613.19, subdivision 1; 

(2) preadmission screening and alternative care grants under 
section 256B.091, subdivision 8; 

(3) general assistance, and work readiness under section 256D.03, 
suoaivision 2; 

(4) general assistance medical care under section 256D.03, subdi
vision 6; 

(5) aid to families with dependent children under section 256.82, 
suDdivision h including emergency assistance under section 
256.871, subdivision 6; and funeral expense payments under section 
256.935, subdivision 1; and 

(6) supplemental aid under section 256D.36, subdivision 1. 

Subd. 2. [TRANSITION AID.] (a) Transition aid for each unique 
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taxin, 'urisdiction for taxes pa~able in 19~0 equals the total !\ro~s 
taxes eVle on all properties, mmus the urilque taxmgJunsructlOn s 
subtraction factor. Transitio;:;-aur-cannot be less than zero. The 
transition aid so determined tor school dlStr1ctS for purposes of 
general education and transportation levies shall be multiplied ~ 
the ratio of the adjusted gros" tax capacity based upon the 1988 
adjusted gross tax capacity to t e estimated 1987 adjusted ross tax 
capacity based.tJ]J<lll the 19871\dJusted assessed value. Eac COdifY 
assessor and the city assessors of Minneapolis, Dul.:Jth,an -..!: 
Cloud shruifurnish the commissioner of revenue with the 1988 
iillITKet values for taxes payable in 1989 for any new classes of 
property established in this article. TIle commissioner shall use 
those values, and estimate values where needed, in devel~ the 
1988 tax capacity for each unique taxing jurisdiction un er tills 
section. 

(b)(l) The transition aid ~allocated to each local government 
levying taxes in the unique taxing jurisdiction in the proportion 
that the local government's gross taxes bears to the total gross taxes 
levieawithin the unique taxing jUr\SiIiction. 

(2) !f!!o local government's total tax capacity rate for all funds for 
taxes payable in 1989 varies within the area in which !c! exercises 
taxin\ authority, the local government's allocate.rTransition aid 
must e further allocated between the part of its l'hvy in respect to 
which the tax capacity rate is constant throughout t e area in whim 
!c! exercises taxing authority and the part of its levy in reshect to 
which the tax capacity rate varies throughout the ~ in w ich!c! 
exercises taxing authority. 

(c) In 1991 and subsequent years,!!o local government shall receive 
transition aid e~ull to that !c! received in 1990 subject to the 
requirement of ~ ast sentence of subdivision 6. 

(d) The difference between (1) the income maintenance aids 
paYabIeTo a county and (2) the iiiComemaintenance aids that wOUId 
be payabTe to the county pursuant to the rates in effect for calenctar 
year 1989 shall be reduced ~ the sum of the amount Oi'1ransition 
aid a COUnty receives under this sUbdlvision for all umque taxing 
juriSClictions located within its borders. The reduction must not 
reduce the difference to less than zero. ~e reduction shall be 
prorateaamong all paymentS ot'1he increaSOOlncome maintenance 
aids so that each payment is reauced ~ an equal percentage 
amount.1'he commissioner olrevenue shall certify each county s 
transition aid to the commiSSIOner ofhurlli.nservices for purposes of 
this adjustment. 

Subd. ~ [DISPARITY REDUCTION AID.] Ca) For taxes payable in 
1989, !!o disparity reduction aid shall be calculated for each unique 
taxing jurisdiction. The aid ~ the greater of: . 
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(1) the difference between (i) the total 1988 ~ tax payable on 
all taxwle property within tIle unique taxing jurisdICtion, and (ii) 
tIle gross tax capacity of the unique taxing JUrisdictIOn; or 

(2) 20 percent of the difference between (i) the 1988 gross tax of 
the city or towns nip, and (ii) 23 percent of the city's or townSlllp'S 
gross tax capacity. 

(b) The disparity reduction aid·g; allocated to each local govern
ment leVYing taxes In the unique taxing jurisruction in the propor
tion that the local government's payable gros~ taxeSbears to the 
total payaliIe gross taxes levied within the unique taxing jurisdIC
tion. 

(c) In 1990 and subsequent years,!! local government shall receive 
dispari~uction aid equal to that it; received In 1989. .. 

Subd. 4. [DISPARITY REDUCTION CREDIT.) (a) Beginning with 
taxes jayable in 1989, class 4a, class ~ ~crass 3b property 
IOcate in!! border dcity enterprise zone deSignated" pursuant to 
section 469.168, sub ivision 4, located in cIties with !! population 
feeater than 2,500 and less than 35,000 accorrung to the 1980 

ecennial census which are adjacent to cities in another state or 
immediate~cenITo !! city· adjacent to !! ciW in another state 
qualifY forisparity reduction credits, !f the a jacent try in the 
other state has a populatIOn of greater than 5,000 an ess than 
75,000. The credit is an amount sufficient to redUce (i) the taxes 
levied on class 4a proper-tll to three percent oi'theproj?erty'sID.iii'ket 
value and (ii) too tax on c ass 3a and class 3b property to 3.3 percent 
of market value. 

(b) The county auditor shall annual~ 'drtify the costs of the 
crecuts to the department of revenue. T e epartment shall reim
burse local overnments lOr the property taxes foregone as the 
result of the cre its in proportion to their total levies. 

Subd. 5. [HOMESTEAD AND AGRICULTURAL CREDIT GUAR
ANTEEJBeginning with taxes payable in 1990, each unique trxing 
jurisdiction may receive additional homestead and agricu tural 
credit payments. 

(1) Each year, the commissioner shall certify to the ·county auditor 
the total education aids Ptd under chapters 124 and 124A, transi
tion aid and dispa,re uctTOii3J.d paid under section 273.1398, 
local overnment ai to cities, counties, ana-towns paid under 
cnapter 477 A an InCome iTIa1iiIenance aid paid toCoUnties for each 
taxing j~ction. The county auditor snail al?portion each local 
government's aids to the unique taxing jUrisdictIOn based upon the 
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proportion that the unique taxing jurisdiction's tax capacity bears to 
the total tax capacity of the local government. 

(2) Each year, the county auditor will compute ~ grml" tax 
capacity rate for each taxing jurisdiction equal to its tota levy 
divided !Jy its gross tax capacity. For each unique taxing jurisdic
tion, ~ total ~ tax capacity rate will be determined. This total 
~ tax capacity rate will be applied against the gross tax ca acity 
of each property that would have been eligible for the homestea 
credit or the agricultural credit for taxes payable in 1989. A credit 
amount will be determined for each parcel based upon the credit 
rate structure in effect for taxes payable in 1989. The resulting 
credit amounts will be summeaTor all parcels III the Urilgue taxing 
jurisdiction. 

lfthe amount determined in clause (2) is greater than the amount 
determined in clause (1), the oiffeTeilce will be additional homestead 
and a~ricultural credit payments for the unique taxing jurisdiction. 
The a ditional credit amount shall proportionately reduce the tax 
capacity rates of all local governments levying taxes within the 
unique taxing jurisdiction. The county auditor shall certify the 
amounts of all additional credits determined under this section in a 
form prescribed ~ the commissioner. ---

Subd. 6. [PAYMENT.] The commissioner shall certify the aids 
provided in subdivisions ~ and ;J before September 30 of the year 
preceding the distribution year to the county auditor of the affected 
local government and ~ them and the credit reimbursements to 
local governments other than school districts at the times provided 
in section 477 A.015 for payment oflocal government aid to taxing 
jurisdictions. Aids and credit reimbursements to school districts 
must be certified to the commissioner of education and paid under 
section 273.1392. Payment shall not be made to any taxing juris
diction that has ceased to levy a property tax nor shall transition aid 
be payable on the part of ~ levy to which transition aid was 
separately allocated under subdivision 2, paragraph (b), clause (2) 
which ~ no longer levied. 

Subd. 'L [APPROPRIATION.] An amount sufficient to pay the 
aids and credits provided under this section ~ annually appropri
ated from the general fund to the commissioner of revenue. 

Sec. 27. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 273.165, 
subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [IRON ORE.] Unmined iron ore included in class 5, 
paragraph (b), must be assessed with and as a part of the real estate 
in which it is located, but at tl>e ffite its gross tax capacity would be 
as established in section 273.13, subdivision;W 3l. The real estate in 
which iron ore is located, other than the ore, must be classified and 
assessed in accordance with the provisions of the appropriate 
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classes. In assessing any tract or lot of real estate in which iron ore 
is known to exist, the assessable value of the ore exclusive of the 
land in which it is located, and the assessable value of the land 
exclusive of the ore must be determined and set down separately and 
the aggregate of the two mU,st be assessed against the tract or lot. 

Sec. 28. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 273.37, 
subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. Transmission lines of less than 69 kv, transmission lines 
of 69 kv and above located in an unorganized township, and 
distribution lines, and equipment attached thereto, having a fLXed 
situs outside the corporate limits of cities except distribution lines 
taxed as provided in sections 273.40 and 273.41, shall be listed with 
and assessed by the commissioner of .revenue in the county where 
situated. The commissioner shall assess such property at the per
centage of market value fixed by law; and, on or before the 15th day 
of November, shall certify to the auditor of each county in which such 
property is located the amount of the assessment made against each 
company and person owning such property. 

Sec. 29. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 273.40, is amended to 
read: 

273.40 [ANNUAL TAX ON COOPERATIVE ASSOCIATIONS.] 

Cooperative associations organized under the provisions of Laws 
1923, chapter 326, and laws amendatory thereof and laws supple
mental thereto, and engaged in electrical heat, light or power 
business upon a mutual, nonprofit, and cooperative plan in rural 
areas, as hereinafter defined, are hereby recognized as quasi-public 
in their nature and purposes; but such cooperative associations', 
which operate within the corporate limits of any city shall he 
assessee eH the I>asis sf 46 "epeeBt have -"- tax capacity of the market 
value of that portion of its property located within the corporate 
limits of any city as provided for in section 273.13, subdivisions 24 
and 31. --

Sec. 30. [275.065] [PROPOSED PROPERTY TAXES; NOTICE.] 

Subdivision h [PROPOSED LEVY.] On or before August h each 
taxing authority shall ado~t -"- proposed ~udget and certify to the 
county auditor the propose property tax evy for taxes payable in 
the following yeb' For purposes of this section, "taxing authority" 
shall include all orne rule and statutory cities with a population of 
over 2,500, counties, school districts, the metropolitan council, and 
the metropolitan regional transit commission. 

Subd. 2. [TAX RATE COMPUTATIONS.] (a) The county auditor 
shall compute each taxing authority's tax capacity rate that when 
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afplied to the net tax capacity of the taxing district as of January 2 
o the current year, excluding new construction, additions to struc
tures, or property added to or deleted from the assessment rolls since 
the previous year's assessment, yields the taxing authority the same 
levy as the taxing authority levied the previous year. This tax 
capacity rate i§. the "no-increase tax rate," 

(b) The county auditor shall compute II tax capacity rate that 
when applied to the net tax capacity of the taxing authority as of 
January 2 of the current year, including new construction, additions 
to structures, or property added to or deleted from the assessment 
rolls since the previous year's assessment, yields the authority's 
proposed levy for taxes levied in the current year. This tax capacity 
rate!§. the "proposed tax "rate," 

(c) The county auditor shall notify the taxing authority of its 
no-increase tax capacity rate and its proposed tax capacity rate on or 
before August 8. The taxing authority may amend its proposed levy 
but must certify to the county auditor by August 15 its final 
proposed ~ and the date the taxing authority will hold II public 
hearing to adopt its budget and property tax levy. 

(d) The county auditor shall recompute the taxing authority's 
proposed tax capacity rate to reflect any adjustments made by the 
taxing authority under paragraph (c), .and notify the taxing author
~ of the proposed tax capacity rate and the percent, if any, by 
which the recomputed proposed tax capacity rate exceedS the 
no-increase tax capacity rate. That percent is the percentage in
crease in property taxes proposed !?r the taxing authority. 

Subd. 3. [NOTICE OF PROPOSED PROPERTY TAXES.] (a) If 
there !§. ~ percentage increase in property 'taxes proposed by the 
taxing authority, on or before September 15, the county auditor 
shall compute for each parcel of property on the assessment rolls 
within the taxing authority the proposed property tax for taxes 
levied in the current year. In the case of cities under 2,500 
popwatwn, and all special taxing illstrIclS except the metrOpOlTIail 
council and the metropolitan regional transit commission, the 
auditor shall use the taxing district's previous year tax capacity rate 
for use in computing the total property tax. The c'hunty auditor shall 
prepare and deliver !?r first class mail to eac taxpayer at the 
address hsted on the city'scurrentYear's assessment roll, II notice of 
the taxpayer's proposed property taxes. 

(b) The commissioner of revenue shall prescribe the form of the 
notice. 

(c) A notice in substantially the following form shall be sufficient. 
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NOTICE OF PROPOSED PROPERTY TAXES 

DO NOT PAY - THIS IS NOT A BILL 

This notice shows the amount tOUil next property tax bill will be !f 
Bropo8ei!DU.agetSare approved ~ t e local governmentrustricts you 
ive in.!! also shows the amount of your next property tax bill !fthe 

localgovernment districts you live in do not change their budgets 
from this year. 

Name of 
property 
owner 
John~ 
and Mary 
W. Smith 

Description. 
of property 

Market value Class of ---
of property property 

Lot 1, $65,000 residential 
homestead Block 1 

PleaSant 
Acres sub-
division 
Middletown, 
Minnesota 

Based on their pr0y,0sed budgets, next yeal the aoverning bodies of 
the county, city, se 001 district, and specia taxistricts you live in 
are proposing to collect from you the amountoI property tax shown 
below. At the meetings listed below, the governing bodies will 
discuss and vote on the amount of their budgets for next yean The 
larger the amount of the budget, the more property tax you wi .P'lL 
You can attend the meetings and express your opinions about ~ 
amount of the biiOget before the budget !§l voted on. 

These local Amount of Amount of Time and 
governments your tax your tax place of 
collect next year next year meetings on 
propert)' tax !f the)' !f the)' proposed 
from )'OU do not adopt budgets 

change their 
their proposed 
budgets budgets 
from 
this 
year 

Count)': Spruce $218.55 $257.75 September h 
1988, 7:30 E!!! 
Room 123, Spruce 
Co. Courthouse 
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City or Town: $168.63 
Middletown 

Public School: Ind. Dist. 123 
set!!'y'school $47.56-
board 
set !!.y. state law $300.00 

Special Tax Districts 
Metropolitan $25.00 
Council 

Metropolitan $10.00 
Regional Transit 
Board 

Tax before State 

$184.09 

$146.88 

$300.00 

payments-: -$769.74 $950.72 

Payments !!.y. 

12755 

October 1, 1988, 
8:00 PI!'. - --
Middletown 
Town Hall ----

September 25, 
1988, 
Cafeteria, 
Middletown 
Town Hall ----

October 5, 
1988, 3:00 PI!'. 
Board Room, 
lli=CoUfitY 
Hospital 

October 12, 
1988, 6:00 PI!'. 
Common Room, 
Tri-County
Library 

State: (subtract: $215.00) (subtract: .$235.00) 

Your tax jfbudget is not changed: $554.74 

Your tax jfproposed budget!!, adopted: $715.72 

Subd. 4. [COSTS.J The taxing authority shall P"Y the county for 
the reasonable cost of the c~unty auditor's services anTIor the costs 
of preparing and mailing t e notice required in this section. 

Subd. ~ [PUBLIC ADVERTISEMENT.1 (a) On or before Septem
ber 15, the taxing authori!t shall advertise in a qualille!filewspaper 
" notice of its intent to a opt" budget and property tax levy at " 
public hearing. 

The advertisement must be no less than one-quarter ~ in size 
of a standard-size or a tabloid-size newspaper, and the headline in 
the advertisement sho1I be in " type no smaller than 18 point. The 
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advertisement must not be placed~ in the part of the newspaper 
where legal notices and c1assifieij;"advertisements appear. The 
advertisement must be published in ~ newspaper of general paid 
circulation m the city. Whenever possible, the advertisement must 
aprar in ~ newspaper that is published atleast five days ~ week 
un ess the only newspaper in the city is publiSheQless than five day~ 
~ week:The newspaper selecteO mustoe one of general interest and 
reaaer8hip m the community, and not one of lImited subject matter. 

(b) !! the taxing authority proposes ~ percentafie increase in 
property taxes, the advertisement must be in the to owing form: 

"NOTICE OF TAX INCREASE ---

The: :: (name of taxing authority) ... has tentatively adopted a 
measure to increase its property tax levy !>,y ::: (percentage or 
increase over no-increase rate) ..:...:...:. percent. 

All concerned citizens are invited to attend a public hearing on 
the tax increase to be held on . :: (date and timeT::: at::: (meeting 
place) ::" -

A FINAL DECISION on the proposed tax increase and the budget 
will be made at this hearing:" 

Subd. 6. [PUBLIC HEARING; ADOPTION OF BUDGET AND 
LEVY.] Prior to October 25, the governing body ofthe city shall hold 
~ public hearing to a~opt itsnnal budget and property tax leVI for 
taxes payable in the ollowing >far. The hearing must Dehel not 
less than two days or more than lYe days after the day the notice is 
first puIJ!ished. 

At the hearing the taxing authority m:? amend the proposed 
budget and property tax levy and must """.Pi ~ fInal budget and 
property tax levy. The propert~ tax ~ adopted may not exceed the 
final proposed levy determine under subdivision 2, para.g.:aph (c). 

At the hearing the percentage increase in property taxes proposed 
!>,y tIie taxing authOrity, i! any, and the s ecific purposes for which 
property tax revenues are being increase must be dIScussed. 
During the discussion, the governing body shall -hear comments 
regarding ~ proposed increase and explain the reasons for the 
proposedincrease. The public shall be allowed to speak and to ask 
questions prior to adoption of any measures !>,y the governing bOdy. 
The governin~ oody shall adopt its final property tax levy prior to 
adopting its tmal budget. 

The hearing must be held after 5:00 p.m
fi 
i! scheduled on ~ ~l)y 

other than Saturday. No hearing may be eld on !"; SunOay. ~ 
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school board and county board shall not schedule Pb'blic meetings on 
days sChedUled for the hearing l>,y the governing "'!':!Y of the city. 

!f the hearing ~ recessed, the taxing authority shall publish !'c 
notice in !'c qualified newspaper of general paid circulation in the 
city. The notice must state the time and place for the continuation 
of the hearing and must be published at least two days but not more 
than five days prior to the date the hearing will be continued. 

Subd. 7. [CERTIFICATION OF COMPLIANCE.] At the time the 
taxing authority certifies its tax levy under section 215.07, it sharI 
certify to the commissioner of revenue its compliance with this 
section. The certification must contain copies of the advertisement 
required under subdivision 5, the resolution-aaopting the final 
property tax levy under subdivision 6, and any other information 
required l>,y the commissioner of revenue. !f the commissioner 
determines that the taxing authority has failed to substantially 
comply with the requirements of this section, the commissioner of 
revenue shall notify the county auditor. When fixing rates under 
section 275.08 for!'c taxingaiithOrity that has not complied with this 
section, the county auditor must use the no-increase tax rate. 

Sec. 31. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 275.07, 
subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. The taxes voted by cities aB4, towns, counties, 
school districts, and special districts shall be certIfied by the proper 
authorities to the county auditor on or before October !if 25 in each 
year. The taxes ef a sehool aistriet HH>St be eertifiea w the eommis 
sieBer ef eaHeatiBH By OetBseF !if in ea€h year certified shall not be 
adjusted l>,y the aid received under section 273.1398, subdivisWns ~ 
and 3. If a city, town, county, school district, or special district fails 
to certify its levy by that date, its levy shall be the amount levied by 
it for the preceding year. If the local unit notifies the commissioner 
of revenue, 6¥ the eSffiffiissisfleF ef ealieatisH ifl. the ease ef a sehael 
aistriet, before October !if 25 of its inability to certify its levy by that 
date, and the commissioner is satisfied that the delay is unavoidable 
and is not due to the negligence of the local unit's officials or staff, 
the commissioner shall extend the time within which the local unit 
shall certify its levy up to 15 calendar days beyond the date of 
request for extension. Fffi' ±988 anIy, the eBmm;ss;oHeF ffifiY eJ(teHa 
the eertifieatioH time W NO'lemaeF '+ if the Fe'IHiFemeHts ef this 
sHaa;visiBH are ~ 

Sec. 32. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 275.07, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd.1. The county auditor shall adjust each local government's 
levy certified under subdivision 1 l>,y the amount of transition aid 
certified l>,y seCtiOi1273.1398, subdivisWn 2. !f!'c local governmeiit'S 
transition aid was further allocated between portions of its levy 
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pursuant to section 273.1398, subdivision ~ paragraph (b)(2), the 
}evy or fund to which the transition aid was allocated is the ~ or 
und which must be aiijiisted. 

Sec. 33. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 275.08, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. la. For taxes payable in 1989, the county auditor shall 
com ute the gross tax capacit~}or.each parceI according to the rates 
specifie in section 273.13. l'he grOSS tax capacity WllflJe the 
appropriate rate multiplied Q.y: the parcel's market value. For taxes 
payable III 1990 and subsequent years, the count auditor shall 
comIffite The net tax capacity tor each parcel accor in~ to the rates 
spec' led in section 273.13. The net tax capacity will ~ the appro-
priate rate multiplied fu: the parceI's market value. . 

Sec. 34. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 275.08, is arriended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. lb. The amounts certified under section 275.07 after adjust
ment under section 275.07, subdivision.:>. Q.y: an individual local 
government unit shall be divided Q.y: the total gross tax capacity of 
all taxable properties within the local government unit's taxing 
jurisdiction for tax payable in 1989 and Q.y: the total net tax capacity 
of ail taxable properties within the local government unit's tating 
jurisdiction, for taxes payaoIeiD. 1990 and thereafter. 'i'hei'esu ting 
ratio, the locru government's tax capacity rate, multiplied Q.y: each 
properlYs ~ tax capacity for taxes payable in 1989 and net tax 
capacity tor taxes payable in 1990 and subsequent years shaIl be 
each property's total tax for that local government unit before 
reauction Q.y: any credits. 

Sec. 35. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 275.08, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 1c. After the tax capacity rate of "" local ~overnment has 
been determined pursuant to subdivision lb, tneaii.itor shall adjust 
the local government's tax capacity rate within each unique taxinf 
jurisdiction as defined in section 273.1398, subdivision 1., in whic 
the local government exercises tailing authority. The adjustment 
shall equal the unique taxing juris iction's disparIty reduction aids 
anocated to-uie local government pursuant to section 273.1398, 
subdivision 3 diviOed1i-'y the total tax caTacity of all taxable lIroperty 
within the unique taxinf iufiSdlction.he adjustment sha reduce 
the tax capacity rate "- the local government WIthin the unique 
taxing jurisdiction for which the adjustment wascaICiilated. 

Sec. 36. [275.oI 1] [MILL RATE LEVY LIMITATIONS; CONVER
SION FROM MILLS TO DOLLARS.] 
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Subdivision 1. The property tax levied for any purpose subtct to 
~ mill rate limitation imposed !!y statute or specIal law, exc uding 
levies subject to mill rate limitations that use adjusted assessed 
values determined ~ the commissioner of revenue under section 
124.2131, must not exceed the following amount for the years 
specified: 

(a) for taxes payable in 1988, the product of the applicable mill 
rate limitation imposed !!y statute or special law multiplied h the 
total assessed valuation of all taxable property subject to the tax as 
adjusted !!y the provisions of Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 
272.64: 273.13, subdivision 7a; and 275.49; 

(b) for taxes payable in 1989, the product of (1) the property tax 
levy limitation for the taxes payable year 1988 determined under 
clause (a) mUltijilied by (2) an index for market valuation changes 
equal to the assessment year 1988 total market valuation of all 
taxable property subject to the tax divided !!y the assessment yetir 
1987 total market valuation of all taxable property subject to ~ 
tax; and 

(c) for taxes payable in 1990 and subsequent years, the product of 
ill the property tax levy limitation for the previous year determined 
pursuant to this subdivision multilflied !!Y (2) an index for market 
valuation changes equal to the tota market valuation ofaII taxable 
property subject to the tax for the current assessment year ~vided 
!!Y the total market valuation of all taxable property subject to the 
tax for the previous assessment year. 

For the purpose of determining the property tax levy limitation 
for the taxes payable year 1988 and subsequent years under this 
subdivision, "total market valuation" means the total market val
uation of all taXable property subject to the tax WIThOut valuauon 
adjustments for fiscal disparities (chapter 473F), tax increment 
financing (sections 469.174 to 469.179), and high voltage transmis
sion lines (section 273.425). 

Subd. ~ ~ mill rate levy limitation imposed !!Y statute or special 
law that !§. presently in ellect, excluding those mill rate !<>"y 
limitations that use adjusted assessed values determined !!Y the 
commissioner of revenue under section 124.2131, shall be construed 
to allow no more and no less property taxes than the amount 
determined under this section. 

Subd. 3. [COUNTY CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT MILL LIMITS.] 
Forpurposes of determining the mill rate limits applicable to county 
capital improvement programs under section 373.40, the mill rate 
limit applicable to the county must be divided h 0.45 and multi
plied h the county's assessed value fur taxes payable in 1988. The 
resulting dollar amount must be used in determming the limitation 
under the procedures provided !!Y this section. 
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Sec. 37. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 275.50, 
subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [GOVERNMENTAL SUBDIVISION.] (a) "Governmental 
subdivision" means a county, ~ home rule'charter city! or a statutory 
city, except a home rule charter or statutory city that has a 
population oness than 2,500 according to the most recent federal 
census. ---

(b) "Governmental subdivision" also includes any home rule 
charter or statutory city or town that receives a distribution from 
the taconite mUlllClpal aid account in the levy year. 

Sec. 38. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 275.50, 
subdivision 5, is amended to read: 

Subd. 5. Notwithstanding any other law to the contrary for taxes 
levied in 198& 1988 payable in ~ 1989 and subsequent years, 
"special levies" means those portions orad valorem taxes levied by 
governmental subdivisions to: 

fa} satisfy jaagments Feftaepea agaiftst the gO'lerftmefttal sabdi
visien by a eeHFt sf esmfletem jarisaietioR ffi fIRj' tePt aetioR, ep te 
flI'Y the.oosts sf settlements eat sf eeHFt agaiRst the go"eFftmemal 
saBai"isioR ffi a tePt aetion whea saBstaRtiatea by a stiflalatioft fup 
the aismissal sf the aetion mea with the eeHFt sf eomfleteRt 
j"risaietion aaB signeB by Both the fllaiRtilf aaB the legal reflresen 
Wive sf the gO'lerRmental saBaivision, Bat enly te the ffifteHt sf the 
inepease ffi levy fup saeh j"agments aaB eat sf eeHFt settlements &Vel' 

levy yea>' llrnf; taJffis flayaBle ffi ~ 

W flI'Y the oosts sf eomfllying with fIRj' wpitten lawful eFdeF 
initially issaed fl!'iop te Jan"ary 1-; 19++, by the &tate sf Minnesota, 
ep the Unitea States, ep fIRj' ageney ep saBaivision thereof, whieh is 
aathsri.ea by law, statate, sfleeial·aet ep orainanee aaB is enfopee 
nhle ffi a eeHFt sf eomfletent j"risaietion, ep fIRj' stifl"lation agpee
ffieftt ep flermit fup treatment wt.lFks ep aisflosal system fflp floll"tiOft 
aBatemem ffi liea sf a lawful eFdeF signeB by the gO'leFftmemal 
saaaidsion aaB the &tate sf Minnesota, ep the Unitea States, ep fIRj' 

ageney ep saBaiyision thereof whieh is eHforeeallle ffi a eeHFt sf 
esmpetcnt jHFisaietien. ~ eemmissisftcf' ef FCVCS1±C sfta.l.l m etm

saltation with otftep &tate aeflaPtments aaB ageneies, aevelol' ft 

s"ggestea fop,.. fflp ase by the &tate sf Minnesota, its ageaeies aaB 
s"Baivisions ffi issaing eFdePs fl"rsaaRt te this saaai'!ision; 

W flI'Y the eosts te ft gO'fernmental saBaiyision fflp their minimam 
re'l"irea share sf fIRj' flFOgFam otheR'!ise aathori.ea by law fflp 
whieh matehiftg fuads have Been aflflroflriatea by the &tate sf 
Minnesota ep the Unitea States, e, .. laaing the aamiRistrati'le oosts 
sf jlHBlie assistanee flrograms, te the ffifteHt sf the inerease ffi levy 
&Vel' the amoant le¥ied fflp the ±eeal share sf the flrogFam fflp the 
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t<Hffis "ayaele yea>' ±l4h 'I'hls elaHse shall ""* ool;< te these 
"regrams SF "rejeets ffir whl€h matehing fuads have Been desig
nated By the state sf Minneseta SF the Unitea States 6ft SF Befere 
ge"temeer 1-; sf the "revieHs yea>' trnd ool;< when the reeei"t sf these 
raatehing fuads is eentingent liJ*ffi the iRitiatien SF imlliementatiaR 
sf the j>Fojeet SF "ragram <IHriRg the yea>' in whl€h the tffifes are 
"ayaele SF these "regrares SF "rejeets a""revea By the eammis 
DlaHer; 

W (a) pay the costs not reimbursed by the state or federal 
government, of payments made to or on behalf of recipients of aid 
under any public assistance program authorized by law, and the 
costs of purchase or delivery of social services. Except for the costs of 
general assistance as defined in section 256D.02, subdivision 4, 
general assistance medical care under section 256D.03 and the costs 
of hospital care pursuant to section 261.21, the aggregate amounts 
levied pursuant to this clause are subject to a maximum increase of 
18 percent over the amount levied for these purposes in the previous 
year, Effective with taxes levied in 1989, the portion of this special 
levy for income maintenance programs identifiea in section 
273.1398, subdivision h paragraph (i), is eliminated; 

W (b) pay the costs of principal and interest on bonded indebted
ness except on bonded indebtedness issued under section 471.981, 
subdivisions 4 to 4c or to reimburse for the amount of liquor store 
revenues used to pay the principal and interest due in the year 
preceding the year for which the levy limit is calculated on munic
ipal liquor store bonds; 

ffi (c) pay the costs of principal and interest on certificates of 
indebtedness, except tax anticipation or aid anticipation certificates 
of indebtedness, issued for any corporate purpose except current 
expenses or funding an insufficiency in receipts from taxes or other 
sources or funding extraordinary expenditures resulting from a 
public emergency; and to pay the cost for certificates of indebtedness 
issued pursuant to sections 298.28 and 298.282; 

W (d) fund the payments made to the Minnesota state armory 
building commission pursuant to section 193.145, subdivision 2, to 
retire the principal and interest on armory construction bonds; 

W (e) provide for the bonded indebtedness portion of payments 
made to another political subdivision of the state of Minnesota; 

W \38Y the areaHnts re"Hirea te eere"eRsate ffir a aeerease in 
manHfaetHrea ft&raes "re"erty tffi< reeei"ts te the 8*teRt that the 
ge'fernffiental sIIeai"isieR'. "ertien sf the tetalle.yy in the .H .. eRt 
le.yy year, jlHPSHaRt te seetieR 274.19, sliBElivisieR g, as ameREleEl, is 
less than the aistrieHtieR sf the ffiaRHfaetlirea ft&raes tffi< te the 
ge"erRffieRtal sIIeai"isiaR "HrsHaRt te MiRReseta gtatHtes ~ 
seetieR 27a.l:3, sHeaivisieR &, in ealenaar yea>' ±9-7lt 
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W (D pay the amounts required, in accordance with section 
275.075, to correct for a county auditor's error of omission but only 
to the extent that when added to the preceding year's levy it is not 
in excess of an applicable statutory, special law or charter limitation, 
or the limitation imposed on the governmental subdivision by 
sections 275.50 to 275.56 in the preceding levy year; 

W!g2 pay amounts required to correct for an error of omission in 
the levy certified to the appropriate county auditor or auditors by 
the governing body of a city or town with statutory city powers in a 
levy year, but only to the extent that when added to the preceding 
year's levy it is not in excess of an applicable statutory, special law 
or charter limitation, or the limitation imposed on the governmental 
subdivision by sections 275.50 to 275.56 in the preceding levy year; 

at ~ the iasFeasea eee:6 sf ffi1:1H:iei13el seFviees as the restHt ef aft 

aRRe"atieR "" eeaseHeabeR eFeeFee by the MiRReseta m"ai.iflal 
~ 00t ealy te the ffi£teRt aRE! fep the ie¥y yeaFS as flFeyieee by the 
~ ffi its e¥deF fl"Fs"aat te seehea HUll, s"aEHy's'sa!&.- Sfleeial 
le¥ies a"tasFi.ea by the ~ shall ~ e.<eeeEl W fleFeeat efthe ie¥y 

. limit Base ef the geveFRmeatal s"aa'Y'SieR aREl may ~ Be ffi e!l'eet 
fep _ tftaa three yeaFS aftep the aeaFa'S effieFt 

fm} fla;' the iReFeasee eeste ef m"Rie'flal sewiees flFe'lieee te aew 
}3Fivate iaaastFial aOO B8HFesiaeatial eSHllfteFeial aevelspmeet, ta 
the ffi£teRt that the e"teRsiea ef saeft seP'liees ape ~ )3ffi<l fep 
tftFe"gft beaaea 'Rael3teaRess 6F sfleeial assessmeats, aREl ~ te 
e.<eeeEl the amem,t aeteFmiaea as folle'lls. 'l'fte geveFRmeatal sal3di
..4siea may eale"late the aggFegate e¥. 

W the 'BeFeasee e"fleaeitHFes Reeessary ffi flFeflaFatiea fep the 
eeHyeF'Rg ef m"B"'flal seniees te aew jlrivate iaa"stFial aREl 
asaFes.aeatial eemmereial aevelsjlmeat, 00t limitea te eBe yea¥s 
e"fleRait"res eBe tffi>e fep eaeft saeft ae'leleflmeat; 

t2f the ame"Rt eete_iaea by aiviaiBg the 9'1era11 ie¥y HmitatisR 
estaalishee fl"rs"aBt te seetieas ~ te 278.86, aREl e"el"si'le ef 
sfleeialle¥ies aRE! sfleeial assessmeRts, by the tetal ta,,,,ble ¥alae ef 
the gs'lerRmeatal sooaiyisisR, aREl tfteB mliltijllyiag thls Eflietieat 
times the tetal iaerease ffi assessea ¥alae ef flri'late iaalistFial aREl 
RSBFesiaeBbal esmmeFeial ae'/elsflmeat witftffi the gS'leFaffieatal 
slibei'lisiea. F6F the flliFflese ef thls elalise, the 'aeFease ffi the 
assessee ¥alae ef flFi'late iae..stFial aREl RSRFes.aeRbal eemmereial 
eeyeleflmeRt is eale"latee as the iReFease ffi assessea ¥alae _ the 
assessea ¥alae ef the Fea! estete flaFeels slil3jeet te """" flF''late 
ae'lelSjlmeRt as mast Feeeatly aeteFmiRea I3efeFe the b".la'Rg fIeF
Brit was issliea. ffi the fo>lFtft ie¥y ~slibseEJ:lieat te the ie¥y ~ 
ffi whish the b"ilaiRg flermit was issliea, the 'Rerease ffi assessea 
¥alae ef the Fea! estete flaFeels slil3jeet te saeft flFivate aeyeleflffieat 
shall Be loogeF Be 'aelliaea ffi aeteFmiR'Rg the sfleeiaj ~ 
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'!'he aggpegate ef the feregeiag ameuats, less any eests ef e][teael 
iBg muaieipal serviees te fteW pri'late iaelustrial ftBE! aearesieleatial 
eemmereial ele'relepmeat wIHeh are paieI by eefteleel iaeleBteeiaess er 
speeial assessmeftts, e€f11!lls the ma][imlfm amelfat that "*":Y Be 
le-vied as a "speeial le-vj2 fer the iaereaseel eests ef mlfaieipal 
ser'liees previeleel te fteW private iaellfstrial aHei aearesieleatial 
eemmereial elevelopmeat. lH the levy year fe!lewiag the levy year ffi 
wIHeh the speeiallevy maeIe plfFSuaat te this elause is eliseoatialfeel, 
eae half ef the amelfat ef that. speeial levy maeIe ffi the preeeeliag 
year shall Be a4le<! te the peFFaaftent levy .Base ef the geveFnmental 
s1:ll3elivisisn; 

W reee'ler a less er reflfnels ffi *"* reeeipts inelfFFeei ffi ftenspeeial 
levy fuaas reslfltiag fFem aeatemeats er ee1H't aetieIl ffi the pre'lielfs 
year pursuant te seetiea 278.48; 

faf (h) pay amounts required by law to be paid to pay the interest 
on anoto reduce the unfunded accrued liability of public pension 
funds in accordance ",ith the actuarial standards and guidelines 
specified in sections 356.215 and 356.216 reduced by 106 percent of 
the amount levied for that purpose in 1976, payable in 1977. For the 
purpose of this special levy, the estimated receipts expected from the 
state of Minnesota pursuant to sections 69.011 to 69.031 or any 
other state aid expressly intended for the support of public pension 
funds shall be considered as a deduction in determining the required 
levy for the normal costs of the public pension funds. No amount of 
these aids shall be considered as a deduction in determining the 
governmental subdivision's required levy for the reduction of the 
unfunded accrued liability of public pension funds; 

W the amelfats a!leweel under seetien ~ te estaBlish aHei 
aelmiaister a eemmlfter ¥all pregpam; 

f<tt pay the eests ef fiaaaeial assistanee te leeal governmeatal 
ttfti.ts aM eeFtaifl: aelf:E:iRistFativ€, eftgiaeeFiftg, and legal eJ[13eftses 
plfFSlfaftt te baws ~ ehapter ~ seetion &t 

wei) to compensate fer revenlfe lest as a resmt ef aBatements er 
ee1H't a€tiea plfrslfant te seetien 27Q.Q7, ~ er2-7&M Effie te the 
state for the cost of a reassessment ordered by the commissionerot 
revenue pursuanfto section 270.16; 

W pay the tetal operating eest ef a eeuat;' jail as alfthoFi.eel ffi 
seetien 64l.Ql. If the eounty ge'remment Iftili.es this speeial ±e¥Y; 
taea any affielfnt le-vied by the eeunty government ffi the pre'lielfS 
year fer opeFatiag its eeuat;' jail aHei inellfEleEl ffi its previeus yeaN; 
levy limitation eoml'uteel pUFsliant te seetion ~ shall Be <Ie
dHeted frem the e1:lFFeBt levy limitatiaFl:; 

ftf pay the eests ef implementing seetion 18.Q2g, inellfeling saRi
tatiaH ftBE! referestatien; 
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W f'I'j' the estimatea eest fep the fellewiBg ealeBaar yeaF af the 
eeaBty's share af faBaiBg the MiBBeseta eeal"erative eeHsar'.'ey; 

M f'I'j' the eests af meetiBg the I"laBBiBg re'l"iremeBts af seetiaB 
111iA.46; the re'l"iremeBts af seetiaB IHi/ •. 917; the I"laBBiBg Fe

'I"iremeBts afthe metFal"alitaB plaB aaal"tea....ae. seetiaB 413.149 
aBEl eeaBty masteF plaBs aael"tea ....ae. seetieB 4n.8Qa; waste 
reaaetiaB aBEl searee sel"aratiaB I"FagFams aBEl faeilities; FeS\3aBse 
aetiaBs *hat are fiBaBeea if> ~ by serviee eharges ....ae. seetiaB 
4OO,G8 SF llail.Hi, sailEiivisiaB 6; elasare aBEl I"astelasare effi'e af a 
selie! waste faeility eleseEi by eFtieF af the l"all"tieB eaatral ageBey .... 
by e"l"iFatiaB af aft ageBey l"eFmit befeFe JaB"aFY ±; ±98!lt aBEl 
eaFFeRt al"eFatiBg aBEl maiBteBaBee eests af a I"aaliely aWBea selie! 
waste pFaeessiBg faeility fiBaBeea with geBeFal ealigatiaB BeBEIs 
issued after a refereBEiam befere lV!aFeft ~ ~ 

fw} f'I'j' the aBBaal I"FiBeil"al aBEl iBteFest <Iae 9B a laaB maGe 
....ae. seetieB 116J.a7; 

W f'I'j' the aBB"el I"FiBeil"al aBEl ;Bterest <Iae 9B a laaB fFem 
meney reeeivea fFem IitigatieB SF seUlemeBt af allege a vialetiaBs af 
feaerell"etFaleam I"FieiBg regalatiaBs; aBEl 

{yf f'I'j' the eests af eaBstrnetiBg pailIie liareFies. and 

(j) ~ the debt service on tax increment financing revenue bonds 
to The extent that revenue to ~ the bonds or to maintain reserves 
ror~ bonds ~ insufficient as "" result o(the provisions of this 
article. 

Sec. 39. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 275.51, subdivision 3f, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 3f. [LEVY LIMIT BASE.] (a) The property tax levy limit 
base for governmental subdivisions for taxes levied in WAA 1988 
shall be ealealatea by eaaiBg the fellawiBg ema"Rts: equal to the 
total actual levy for taxes Bayable in 1988 plus ~ amount or any 
payments the government'; subdivision was certified to receive in 
1988 under sections 477 A.On to 477 A.014 and minus any special 
leviesClaliD.ed for taxes payable in 1988 pursuant to Laws 1987, 
Chaj?ter 268, article 5, section 12, subdivision 4, clauses (1), ~ (3), 
and (4). A county's ~ limit base will be increased Qy the amount 
of any increase in its ~ under section 134.07 over that levied 
under section 134.07for taxes payable III 1988 which is reQUITed 
under Laws 1987, chapter 398, article 9,'SeclIOn2. For governmen
tal subdivisiOrlSTocated in the seven-county metropoman area, the 
total actual lev~ for taxes payable in 1988 shaIl include the fisCal 
dlsj)arities distribution levy ~ursuant tolIirinnesota Statutes 1986, 
section 473F.08, subdivision a. . 
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ffi the j3rej3erty ilHf j3ermittea te he levied ffi 1982 fer t£Hres 
j3ayable ffi W8& j3HrSHaRt te MiRReseta StatHtes 1982, seetieR 
271'di1, sHaaivisieR k, j3ffis 

f;ij the ameHRt ef aBY j3aymeRts the geveFBmeRtal sHMiyisieR 
was eertifiea te reeeive ffi W8& j3HrSHaRt te MiRReseta StatHtes 
1982, seetieRs 477AIH1 te 477fdJ3; j3ffis 

~ the ameHnt ef aBY j3aYffieRts eertifiea te the ge,'erRraeRtal 
SHaaivisien ffi W8& j3HrSliant te MinReseta Statlltes 1982, seetieRs 
~ """ 298,282; j3ffis 

W the aifferenee between the ameHnt eertifiea te the geyerRmen 
tal sllbaiyisieR ffi W8& """ the ameHRt eertifiea ffi 1984 j3HrSHant te 
seetien 273.138; j3ffis 

WaBY ameHRt levied as a sj3eeial assessraeRt te 00¥eI' the easts ef 
mHnieij3alej3eratien """ maintenanee aetivities fer the t£Hres pay-

ahle year ~ """ 

f@ the ameHnt ef aBY Base aajlistment aHtaeFi,ea By the eemrais 
sieBel' ef revenlle I3lirsliant te sHbaivisieR &g, 

(b) For taxes levied in 1984 1989 and subsequent years, a govern
mental subdivision's levy limit base is equal to its adjusted levy 
limit base for the preceding year j3reviaea that, fer t£Hres levied ffi 
-W84; the levy limit Base ef a 86IifIty eeRtaining a city ef the first 
effiss shall he iRereasea By the ameHnt jlftid te the eelinEy IHHler 
seetien 273 .138 ffi 1984less the ameHnt that will he jlftid te it ~ 
seetien 273.138 ffi W8I> not including the adjustment made under 
subdivision 3h, paragraj?l1 (c), plus for taxes leVIed in 1989 the 
administrative reimbursement aid received in 1988. - ---

tel'I'he j3Fej3erty ilHf levy!imit Base fer efties """ tewft& aefiRea as 
a geveFBmental sHaaivisieR 6ftl:y IHHler seetien 27a.all, slibaivisien 
g, j3aragraj3a fBi, fer t£Hres levied ffi 1986 shall he ealelilatea By 
seeling tfle fellwtVing aHl81:lFlis: 

ffi the j3rej3erty ilHf levied ffi W8I> fer t£Hres j3ayaale ffi 198&, 
elfellisive ef aBY le¥ie& fer aeM serviee; j3ffis 

f;ij the ameHnt ef aBY j3ayments the gevernmeRtal sliaaivisien 
was eertifiea te Feeeive ffi 1986 I3liFSliaRt te MiRneseta StatHtes 
W8& Slij3j3lement, seetiens 477LIlll te 477/LIl3; j3ffis 

~ the amelint ef aBY j3ayments eertifiea te the geverRmeRtal 
s..eaiviaieR ffi 1986 I3lirSHaRt te MiRneseta StatHtes ±984-; seetieR 
298.282, """ Minneseta Statlites W8I> SHj3j3lemeRt, seetieR 298.28; 
j3ffis 
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WaHY af!>e1ffit le¥te<l as,. B!,eeiel eBBessmeBt te _ the eests ef 
mllBiei!,el e!,eFetieB -a meiBteBaBee aetivities fe¥ the tal<es !*IY
ehleyeel'~ 

~ tal<es le¥te<l ffi W81 -a BlleBe'llleBt yetH's, the ie¥y lHffit l3ase 
ef,. geveFBmeBtel sllMiviBi8B aeBBea ooly ffi seeti8B 279.99, 

·9Ileai'fisieB g, jleFagFejlll fhl, is e€fIlel te its aajllstea ie¥y lHffit 
base fa¥ the }3Feeeaiag ~ 

Sec. 40. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 275.51, 
subdivision 3h, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3h. [ADJUSTED LEVY LIMIT BASE.] For taxes levied in 
1988 and thereafter, the adjusted levy limit base is equal to the levy 
limit base computed pursuant to I,awe W&7, ffi'tielea, seeti8B ±g, ffi' 
subdivision 3f, increased by: 

(a) a percentage equal to. the jleFeeBtege gF8'.vtll ffi the im!'lieit 
jlFiee aefiet8F, ffi' thFee four percent, wl\ielleveF is lesse¥ for taxes 
levied in 1988 and three percent for taxes levied in 1989 and 
suosequent years; an~ - -- -- - -- --

(b) a percentage equal to the greater of the percentage increases in 
population or in number of households, if any, for the most recent 
12-month period for which data is available, using figures derived 
pursuant to subdivision 6;. 

{ef 8Be helf ef the am81lBt le¥te<l as ,. sjleeial ie¥y ffi the jlFevi8Hs 
yeeI' fe¥ jl~iBg the eests ef mllBieijlel seFviees. jlF8'liaea te FleW 

flFivate iBal:lstFial and B8F1pesiaeBtial eSHlHleFeial elevelsflmeHt fH:H
St>9iFlt te seetieB 278.89, slleaivisi8B a, eiffitse {ffif, if the slleeiel ie¥y 
is aisesF1tiBl;leel; 

\Elf the em81lBt ef aHY IleFma .. e .. t i .. eFease ffi the ie¥y lHffit l3ase 
8fJflF8vea at a geBel'al 9ft sl3eeial eleetieR held aepiRg the 12 maRta 
jlef'ie<i e .. ai .. g SelltemeeFW ef the ie¥y yeffi',. IlIlFBlle .. t te seetie .. 
2713.88, slleaivisi8"S ~ -a ~ -a 
~ the emall .. t, if Imaw .. , e€!'ffil te the aeereese ffi feEleral rO'fe .... e 

shapi .. g ell8tme .. t H>em the ie¥y yeeI' te the yeeI' ffi whleh the ie¥y 
is !,eyellle; ethenvise the emall .. t e€fIlel te the E1eeFeese ffi feEleFel 
Feve"lle shaFiag alletmeat ffi the ie¥y yeeI' as eaffijlereEi te the 
f'Fevialls yeeI' if the ie¥y l3ase fe¥ the f'revialls yeeI' has Bet beeR 
adjusted fe¥ ,. deere aBe ffi feaerel reveBue sheri .. g allatmeBt. 

For taxes levied in 1918!9ia!nldlS~Uib!Sie!g!Uiein!tjy!e~alr!s,!t;Oii~I~; proauct must be adaedtneestimated reduction in a 
maintenance aicISas . 
pursuant to secrron ,~~~~, 
department of huma~ . 
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in income maintenance aids referred to in section 273.1398, subdi
vision 2, paragraph (d) and certify i! Qy cOUnty to the department of 
revenue Qy July 15 of the levy year preceding that in which the aids 
are payable. If the acturuincrease in -'" county's income maintenance 
aid referred to in section 273.1398, subdivision 2, paragraph (d) ~ 
less than or greater than the amount added to -'" county's adjusted 
levy limit base in the prior year, its adjusted levy limit base lor the 
subsequent year will be increased or decreased Qy the appropriate 
amount. 

Sec. 41. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 275.51, 
subdivision 3i, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3i. [LEVY LIMITATION.] The levy limitation for a govern
mental subdivision shall be equal to the adjusted levy limit base 
determined pursuant to subdivision 3h, reduced by 

W the ietal ameBont ef local government aid that the governmen
tal subdivision has been certified to receive pursuant to sections 
477A.Oll to 477A.Ol4;~ 

{bj taeeRite ai<Ie ~"F8 .. aRt te seetieRs ~ ftflE! 298.282 iRel .. d 
ffig fIft:Y aiel reeeived in the ie¥y year whl€h was FeEjBoired te be jllaeed 
ffi a spcdal ffiH.a fep eUflcRaiturc ffi the Re*-t slleeeeding ~ 

w state reimllBorsements feF wetlands ftflE! native flraide flreflerty 
tfHf e"emfltieRs flBoFs .. aRt te seetisRs 2n.lla, sBolldi'lisien &, ftflE! 
2n.1l6, sBolldivisisR &; W jlaymeRts in He.. ef te..e& te ft eetH>ty 
J3liFStlaH:t fe seetieFl: 477A.12 wffi.eftfH!e FCE):B:irca t:9eetlSetl-te J3F8viEie 
jlrejlerty tfHf ie¥y red .. otisn eertified te be jlaiEI in the ealeRdar year 
in whl€h l'rsl'erty te..e& ai'e jlayallle; ftflE! W jlaymeRts frem the 
jlrseeeEis ef the net jlrseeeEls tfHf.....!e¥ seetieR 29S.018.lfthe ffiHH ef 
the taesRite ai<Ie e1eel .. eteel e"eeeels the aelj .. stea ie¥y linHt 00se, the 
"*'*"*' l'B<lSt be BoSeeI te reeIBoee the amS"Rts le¥ieeI as sjleeial Ie¥ies 
jl .. rs .. aRt te seetisR 27a.ii(), s .. llelivisisRs a ftflE! 1-. '!'he esmmissisRer 
ef FeveRHe shall netify a gS>ferRmeRtal sHlleliyisisR ef fIft:Y "*'*"*' 
taesRite ai<Ie te be BoSeeI te reeIBoee sfleeiallevie&. 

As jlrsvieleEi ... seetisR 298.28, "'*' eent I*'l' taxallie teH ef the 
aFaS .. Rt e1istrill .. teel .....!e¥ seetieR 298.28, sBolleliyisieR a, l'aragpajlR 
W, shall net be e1eel .. eteel frem the ie¥y linHt base ef the ee"Rties 
that reeeiYe that ai<h '!'he Fes .. ltiRg HgBore This amount is the 
amount of property taxes which a governmental subdivision may 
levy for all purposes other than those for which special levies and 
special assessments are made. 

FeF te..e& le¥ieeI ... W8-7 ftflE! s .. llseEj .. eRt year&; the ie¥y linHt feF 
a eSHflty as eale .. lateel.....!e¥ l'aragpal'R {bj shall be e1eeFeased by _ 
aelelitisRal amsHRt e€fI*Il te the reaHetisR ... the e1istrill .. tisR te the 
eetH>ty.....!e¥ seetisR 298.28, frem the ~ e1istrillHtisR te the W8-7 
e1istrilmtieR. 
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Sec. 42. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 275.51, is. amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. £l [APPEALS.] A governmental subdivision subject to the 
limitations in this section maY

I 
appral to the commissionerm 

revenue for an ru.IjUstment in its ~ imitoase under this section. 
If the governmental subdivision can provide evidence saTISfactory to 
The commissioner that its \ry for taxes paf,able in 1988 had been 
reduced because rt had rna e experlCffiUresrom reserve funds, the 
commissioner may pe(imit the governmental subdivision to increase 
its levy limit base un er thIs section !!.y: the amount determined !!.Y: 
the commissioner. TFie'Commissioner's decision is final. . 

Sec. 43. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 276.04, is 
amended to read: 

276.04 [NOTICE OF RATES; PROPERTY TAX STATEMENTS.] 

Subdivision 1. [AUDITOR TO PUBLISH RATES.] On receiving 
the tax lists from the county auditor, the county treasurer shall, if 
directed by the county board, give three weeks' published notice in a 
newspaper specifying the rates of taxation for all general purposes 
and the amounts raised for each specific purpose. 

Subd. 2. [CONTENTS OF TAX STATEMENTS.] (a) The treasurer 
shall, whether or not directed by the county board, cause to be 
printed on all tax statements, or on an attachment, a tabulated 
statement of the dollar amount due to each taxing authority from 
the parcel of real property for which a particular tax statement is 
prepared. The dollar amounts due the county, township or munici
pality and school district shall must be separately stated am. The 
amounts due other taxing districts, if any, may be aggregated: The 
dollar amounts, including the dollar amount of any special assess
ments, may be rounded to the nearest even whole dollar. For 
purposes of this section whole odd-numbered dollars may be ad
justed to the next higher even-numbered dollar. The statement shall 
include the following sentence, printed in upper case letters in 
boldface print: "THE STATE OF MINNESOTA DOES NOT RE
CEIVE ANY PROPERTY TAX REVENUES. THE STATE OF 
MINNESOTA REDUCES YOUR PROPERTY TAX BY PAYING. 
CREDITS AND REIMBURSEMENTS TO LOCAL UNITS OF GOV
ERNMENT." 

(b) The property tax statements for manufactured homes and 
sectional structures taxed as personal property shall contain the 
same information that is required on the tax statements for real 
property. 

(c) For taxes payable in 1990 and thereafter, real and personal 
property tax statements must contain (1) the property's market 
value, as defined in section 272.03, subdivision 8, (2) the net tax 
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capacity rate applicable to the property's classification under section 
273.13, and the product of (1) and (2), the property's initial tax. The 
statement must show the difference between II property's gross tax 
capacity and net tax capaCIty multiplied!!.l'. the tax capacity rate as 
"state paid homestead and agricultural credit." The statement must 
also show the decrease in tax attributable to that portion of the sum 
ofthel'iillowing aids attributable to the property as "state paid tax 
relief': (j) education aids payable under chapters 124 and 124A, (ii) 
local government aid for cIties, towns, and counties under chapter 
477 A, (iii) disparity reduction aid paid under section 273.1398, and 
(iv) income maintenance aids as defined in section 273.1398, subdi
vision h paragraph (i). The commissioner of revenue shall certify to 
the county auditor the actual or estimated aids local governments 
will receive in the following year. 

(d) For taxes payable in 1989 only, the statement must show the 
property's market value, as definedTn section 272.03~ivision 8, 
and the amount attributable to section 273.13, subdivisions 22 and 
23 as "state paid homestead credit" and the amount attributable to 
section 273.132 as "state pauragr;cultural credit." The statement 
must also show the decrease in tax attributable to that portion of the 
sum of the following aids attributable to the property as "state paid 
tax relief': (i) education aids under chapters 124 and 124A, (ii) local 
government aid for cities, towns, and counties under Chapter 477 A, 
and (iii) disparity reduction aid under section 273.1398. The com
missioner of revenue shall cermy to the county auditor the actual or 
estimated aids local governments will receive in the following year. 

Subd. 3. [MAILING OF TAX STATEMENTS.] The county trea
surer shall mail to taxpayers statements of their personal property 
taxes due, ffiI€h statemeHts te he mailea not later than February 15 
t, except in the case of manufactured homes and sectional structures 
taxed as personal property},. Statements of the real property taxes 
due shall be mailed not later than January 31, /"svidea, that. The 
validity of the tax shall not be affected by failure of the treasurer to 
mail ffiI€h the statement. The taxpayer is defined as the owner who 
is responsible for the payment of the tax. &teh real- arul "erssllal 
"rs"eFty ta.. statemellts shall eSHtaill the market ~ as aefillea 
ffi seetisH 272.03, sllaai'lisisH &; ..sed ffi aetermiHiHg the tfHr. 1'he 
statemeHt shall sOOw the am81lHt aUriinleta;,le te the aeerease ffi ta.. 
HB<Ie¥ seetisH 275.982 attri;'llta;,le te MiHHessta Statlltes ±989, 
seetisH 124.2137 as %tate paid agriellltllFal eredit amsllHt" arul the 
amsuHt attriJ311ta;,!e te the aeeFease ffi ta.. HB<Ie¥ seetisH 275.082 
attri;,,,ta;,le te MiHHessta Statlltes W8&, seetisH 273.12, s.,;,aivi 
sisH£ :Jg arul 26 as %tate paid Hsmesteaa eredit amst",t." 1'he 
statemeHt mHSt state the amsllHt aealletea HB<Ie¥ seetisH 273.1195 
arul iaeHtify it as %tate paid SHtall BllsiHess tFaHsitisH ereait." 

Subd. 4. [COLLECTION SITE.] If so directed by the county board, 
the treasurer shall visit places in the county as the treasurer deems 
expedient for the purpose of receiving taxes and the county board is 
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authorized to pay the expenses of such visits and of preparing 
duplicate tax lists. Failure to mail the tax statement shall not be 
deemed a material defect to affect the validity of any judgment and 
sale for delinquent taxes. 

Sec. 44. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplem'ent, section 276.06, is 
amended to read: 

276.06 [TAX STATEMENTS TO STATE APPORTIONMENT OF 
TAXES.] 

The treasurer of each county may cause to be printed, stamped, or 
written on the back of all current tax statements, or on a separate 
sheet or card to be, furnished with the statements, a statement 
showing the Dumber ef mills tax capacity rate of the current tax 
apportioned to the state, county, city, town, or school district. 

Sec. 45. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 298.28, subdivision 6, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 6. [PROPERTY TAX RELIEF.] (a) gg 12 cents per taxable 
ton, less any amount required to be distributed under paragraphs (b) 
and (c), must be allocated to St. Louis county acting as the counties' 
fiscal agent, to be distributed as provided in sections 273.134 to 
273.136. 

(b) If an electric power plant owned by and providing the primary 
source of power for a taxpayer mining and concentrating taconite is 
located in a county other than the county in which the mining and 
the concentrating processes are conducted, .1875 cent per taxable 
ton of the tax imposed and collected from such taxpayer shall be paid 
to the county. 

(c) If an electric power plant owned by and providing the primary 
source of power for a taxpayer mining and concentrating taconite is 
located in a school district other than a school district in which the 
mining and concentrating processes are conducted, .5625 cent per 
taxable ton of the tax imposed and collected from the taxpayer shall 
be paid to the school district. 

Sec. 46. [TAX INCREMENT ADJUSTMENT.] 

The county auditor shall determine ~ tax increment district's 
original tax capacity I>y multiplying the district's market values I>y 
class in the year of orW;inaJ certification or year of certification for 
any modification, as ~ case may be, I>y the tax capacity rates in 
section 273.13. The original tax capacity of an economic aevefop
ment district shall also be inflated to reflect the annual adjustment 
required h section 469.177 for prior years. The original tax capac-
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ities of the districts under this section shall be certified to authori
ties ):ly July h 1988.--

Se.c. 47. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 473.446, 
subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [TAXATION WITHIN TRANSIT TAXING DIS
TRICT.] For the purposes of sections 473.401 to 473.451 and the 
metropolitan transit system, except as otherwise provided in this 
subdivision the regional transit board shall levy each year upon all 
taxable property within the metropolitan transit taxing district, 
defined in subdivision 2, a transit tax consisting of: 

(a) an amount up to two mills times the assessed value of all such 
property, based upon the level of transit service provided for the 
property, the proceeds of which shall be used for payment of the 
expenses of operating transit and paratransit service and to provide 
for payment of obligations issued by the commission under section 
473.436, subdivision 6; 

(b) an additional amount, if any, as the board determines to be 
necessary to provide for the full and timely payment of its certifi
cates of indebtedness and other obligations outstanding on July 1, 
1985, to which property taxes under this section have been pledged; 
and 

(c) an additional amount necessary to provide full and timely 
payment of certificates of indebtedness, bonds, including refunding 
bonds or other obligations issued or to be issued under section 
473.39 by the council for purposes of acquisition and betterment of 
property and other improvements of a capital nature and to which 
the councilor board has specifically pledged tax levies under this 
clause. 

The county auditor shall reduce the tax levied pursuant to this 
subdivision on all property within statutory and home rule charter 
cities and towns that receive full peak service and limited off-peak 
service by an amount equal to the tax levy that would be produced 
by applying a rate of 0.5 mills on the property. The county auditor 
shall reduce the tax levied pursuant to this subdivision on all 
property within statutory and home rule charter cities and towns 
that receive limited peak service by an amount equal to the tax levy 
that would be produced by applying a rate of 0.75 mills on the 
property. The amounts so computed by the county auditor shall be 
submitted to the commissioner of revenue as part of the abstracts of 
tax lists required to be filed with the commissioner under section 
275.29. Any prior year adjustments shall also be certified in the 
abstracts of tax lists. The commissioner shall review the certifica
tions to determine their accuracy and may make changes in the 
certification as necessary or return a certification to the county 
auditor for corrections. The commissioner shall pay to the regional 
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transit b,oard the am,ounts certified by the c,ounty audit,ors ,on the 
dates provided in section 27d.1294 273.1398. There is annually 
appr,opriated fr,om the general fund in the state treasury t,o the 
department ,of revenue the am,ounts necessary t,o make these pay
ments in fiscal year 1987 and thereafter. 

F,or the purposes ,of this subdivisi,on, "full peak arid limited 
off-peak service" means peak period regular route service; 'plus 
weekday midday regular r,oute service at intervals l,onger than 60 
minutes,on the r,oute with the greatest frequency; and "limited peak 
peri,od service" means peak period regular r,oute service ,only. 

Sec. 48. Minnes,ota Statutes 1987 Supplement, secti,on 473F.02, 
subdivisi,on 4, is amended t,o read: 

Subd. 4. "Residential pr,operty" means the f,oll,owing categ,ories ,of 
pr,operty, as defined in secti,on 273.13, excluding that p,orti,on ,of such 
pr,operty exempt fr,om taxati,on pursuant t,o secti,on 272.02: 

(a) Class 1, 1b, 2a, 4a, 4b, 4c, and 4d pr,operty except res,orts and 
property classilled under secti,on 273.13, subdivisi,on 25, paragraph 
(c), clause (6); 

(b) and that p,orti,on,of class 3a, 3b, and 5 pr,operty used exclusively 
for residential occupancy. 

Sec. 49. Minnes,ota Statutes 1986, secti,on 473F.02, is amended by 
adding a subdivisi,on t,o read: 

Subd. 23. "Gr,oss tax capacity" means the market value of real and 
pers,onal pr,operty multiplied fu: its gr,oss tax capacity rates in 
secti,on 273.13. 

Sec. 50. Minnes,ota Statutes 1987 Supplement, secti,on 473F.05, is 
amended t,o read: 

473F.05 [,'A,SESSED Vi"LUl',TION GROSS TAX CAPACITY; 
~ 1988 AND SUBSEQUENT YEARS.] -

On,or bef,ore N,ovember 20 ,of ~ 1988 and each subsequent year, . 
the assess,ors within each c,ounty intne area shall determine and 
certify t,o the c,ounty audit,or the assessee valliatisn gr,oss tax 
capacity in that year ,of c,ommercial-industrial pr,operty subject to 
taxati,on within each municipality in the c,ounty, determined with
,out regard t,o section 469.177, subdivisi,on 3. 

Sec. 51. Minnes,ota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 473F.06,.is 
amended to read: 
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473F.06 [INCREASE IN i\SSESSED V/,LUf,TION GROSS TAX 
CAPACITY.] -

On or before September 1 of 1976 and each subsequent year, the 
auditor of each county. in the area shall determine the amount, if 
any, by which the assessed \'sh,stisa ~ tax capacity determined 
in the preceding year pursuant to section 473F.05, of commercial
industrial property subject to taxation within each municipality in 
the auditor's county exceeds the assessed valaatiaR gross tax capac
!!y in 1971 of commercial-industrial property subject to taxation 
within that municipality. If a municipality is located in two or more 
counties within the area, the auditors of those counties shall certify 
the data required by section 473F.05 to the county auditor who is 
responsible under other provisions of law for allocating the levies of 
that municipality between or among the affected counties. That 
county auditor shall determine the amount of the net excess, if any, 
for the municipality under this section, and certify that amount 
under section 473F.07. Notwithstanding any other provision of 
sections 473F.01 to 473F.13 to the contrary, in the case of a 
municipality which is designated on July 24, 1971, as a redevelop
ment area pursuant to section 40 1(a)( 4) of the Public Works and 
Economic Development Act of 1965, Public Law Number 89-136, the 
increase in its assessee valHatisH frhss tax capacitn of commercial
industrial property for purposes 0 t is section sha be determined 
in each year subsequent to the termination of such designation by 
using as a base the assessee valaatiaR gro~s tax capacity of 
commercial-industrial property in that municlpality in the year 
following that in which such designation is terminated, rather than 
the assessee valaatiaR ~ tax capacity of such property in 1971. 
The increase in assessed StisR ~ tax capacita determined by 
this section shall be reduced by the amount orany ecreases in the 
assessed ',alastieR gross tax capacity of commercial-industrial prop
erty resulting from any courtaecisions, court related stipulation 
agreements, or abatements for a prior year, and only in the amount 
of such decreases made during the 12-month period ending on June 
30 of the current assessment year, where such decreases, if origi
nally reflected in the determination of a prior year's valaatisR gross 
tax capacity under section 473F.05, would have resulted in a smaller 
contribution from the municipality in that year. An adjustment for 
such decreases shall be made only if the municipality made a 
contribution in a prior year based on the higher valaatisR ~ tax 
capacity of the commercial-industrial property. 

Sec. 52. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 4 73F.07, 
subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. Each county auditor shall certify the determina
tions pursuant to sections 473F.05 and 473F.06 to the administrative 
auditor on or before November 20 of each year. The administrative 
auditor shall determine the sum of the amounts certified pursuant 
to section 473F.06, and divide that sum by 2V2. The resulting amount 
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shall be known as the "areawide gross tax base capacity for ..... . 
(year)."· 

Sec. 53. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 473F.07, subdivision 4, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. The administrative auditor shall determine the propor
tion which the index of each municipality bears to the sum of the 
indices of all municipalities and shall then multiply this proportion 
in the case of each municipality, by the areawide ~ tax base 
capacity. 

Sec. 54. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 473F.07, subdivision 5, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 5. The product of the multiplication prescribed by subdivi
. sion 4 shall be known as the "areawide ~ tax base capacity for 
........ (year) attributable to .................. (municipality)." 
The administrative auditor shall certify such product to the auditor 
of the county in which the municipality is located on or before 
November 25. 

Sec. 55. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 473F.08, subdivision 1, 
is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. The county auditor shall determine the taJ[alale 
vaffie ~ tax capacity of each governmental unit within the 
auditor s county. in the manner prescribed by this section. 

Sec. 56. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 473F.08, 
subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. The taJ<alale vaffie ~ tax capacity of a governmental 
unit is its assessee vslastisB ~ tax capacity, as determined in 
accordance with other provisiollsOfiaW including section 469.177, 
subdivision 3, subject to the following adjustments: 

(a) There shall be subtracted from its assessee "al"ati8" gross tax 
capacity, in each municipality in which the governmental unit 
exercises ad valorem taxing jurisdiction, an amount which bears the 
same proportion to 40 percent of the amount certified in that year 
pursuant to section 473F.06 in respect to that municipality as the 
total preceding year's assessee val"liti8" gross tax capacity of 
commercial-industrial property which is subject to the taxing juris
diction of the governmental unit within the municipality, deter
mined without regard to section 469.177, subdivision 3, bears to the 
total preceding year's assessee val"liti8" gross tax capacity of 
commercial-industrial property within the municipality, deter
mined without regard to section 469.177, subdivision 3; 
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(b) There shall be added to its assessed val .. aasft grois tax 
capacity, in each municipality in which the governmenta unit 
exercises ad valorem taxing jurisdiction, an amount which bears the 
same proportion to the areawide base ~ tax capacity for the year 
attributable' to that municipality as the total preceding year's 
assessed yal .... tisft gross tax capacity of residential property which 
is subject to the taxing jurisdiction of the governmental unit within 
the municipality bears to the total preceding year's assessee! ¥ai&
atieft gross tax capacity of residential property of the municipality. 

Sec. 57. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 473F.08, subdivision 3, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. On or before October 15 of 1976 and each subsequent year, 
the county auditor shall apportion the levy of each governmental 
unit in the auditor's county in the manner prescribed by this 
subdivision. The auditor shall: 

(a) Determine the areawide portion of the levy for each govern
mental unit by multiplying the ftSBagl'ie"It"Fal mill Fate tax 
capacity rate of the governmental unit for the preceding levy year 
times the distribution value set forth in subdivision 2, clause (b); 
and 

(b) Determine the local portion of the current year's levy by 
subtracting the resulting amount from clause (a) from the govern
mental unit's current year's levy. 

Sec. 58. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 473F.08, subdivision 3a, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 3a. Beginning in 1987 and each subsequent year through 
1998, the city of Bloomington shall determine the interest payments 
for that year for the bonds which have been sold for the highway 
improvements pursuant to Laws 1986, chapter 391, section 2, 
paragraph (g). Effective for property taxes payable in 1988 through 
property taxes payable in 1999, after the Hennepin county auditor 
has computed the areawide portion of the levy for the city of 
Bloomington pursuant to subdivision 3, clause (a), the auditor shall 
annually add a dollar amount to the city of Bloomington's areawide 
portion of the levy equal to the amount which has been certified to 
the auditor by the city of Bloomington for the interest payments for 
that year for the bonds which were sold for highway improvements. 
The total areawide portion of the levy for the city of Bloomington 
including the additional amount for interest repayment certified 
pursuant to this subdivision shall be certified by the Hennepin 
county auditor to. the administrative auditor pursuant to subdivi
sion 5. The Hennepin county auditor shall distribute to the city of 
Bloomington the additional areawide portion of the levy computed 
pursuant to this subdivision at the same time that payments are 
made to the other counties pursuant to subdivision 7a. This addi-
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tional areawide portion of the levy which is distributed to the city of 
Bloomington shall be exempt from the city's levy limit provisions 
contained in sections 275.50 to 275.56. For property taxes payable 
from the year 2000 through 2009, the Hennepin county auditor shall 
adjust Bloomil1gton's contribution to the areawide gross tax base 
capacit~ upward each year by a value equal to ten percent of the 
total ad itional areawide levy distributed to Bloomington under this 
subdivision from 1988 to 1999, divided by the areawide mHlffite tax 
capacity rate for taxes payable in the previous year. -

Sec. 59. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 473F.08, 
subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd.4. In 1972 and subsequent years, the county auditor shall 
divide that portion of the levy determined pursuant to subdivision 3, 
clause (b), by the assessed vahu'tien gross tax capacity of the 
governmental unit, taking section 469.177, subdivision 3, into 
account, less that portion subtracted from assessed valuatien gross 
tax capacity pursuant to subdivision 2, clause (a). The resulting rate 
shaIl apply to all taxable property except commercial-industrial 
property, which shall be taxed in accordance with subdivision 6. 

Sec .. 60. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 473F.08, subdivision 5, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 5. On or before November 30 of 1972 and each subsequent 
year, the county auditor shall certify to the administrative auditor 
that portion of the levy of each governmental unit determined 
pursuant to subdivision 3, clause (a). The administrative auditor 
shall then determine the ffite ef taKatien tax capacity rate sufficient 
to.yield an amount equal to the sum of such levies from the areawide 
gr'd-s tax base capacity. On or before December 5 the administrative 
au ltor shall certify said rate to each of the county auditors. 

Sec. 61. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 473F.08, 
subdivision 6, is amended to read: 

Subd. 6. The rate of taxation determined in accordance with 
subdivision 5 shall apply in the taxation of each item of commercial
industrial property subject to taxation within a municipality, in
cluding property located within any tax increment financing 
district, as defined in section 469.174, subdivision 9, to that portion 
of the assessed '.'aluatien grosj tax ca£acity of the item which bears 
the same proportion to its tota assess d ',a-/uatien gross tax capacity 
as 40 percent of the amount determined pursuant to section 473F.06 
in respect to the municipality in which the property is taxable bears 
to the amount determined pursuant to section 473F.05. The rate of 
taxation determined in accordance with subdivision 4 shall apply in 
the taxation of the remainder of the assessed valustien gross tax 
capacity of the item.· -
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. Sec. 62. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 473£08, subdivision 10, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 10. For the purpose of computing the amount or rate of any 
salary, aid, tax, or debt authorized, required, or limited by any 
provision of any law or charter, where such authorization, require
ment, or limitation is related in any manner to any value or 
valuation of taxable property within any governmental unit, such 
value or valuatiea gross tax capacity shall be adjusted to reflect the 
adjustments to ',aluaneR gro~s tax capacity effected by subdivision 
2, provided that: (1) in determmiIig the market value of commercial
industrial property or any class thereof within a governmental unit 
for any purpose other than section 473£07, (a) the reduction 
required by this subdivision shall be that amount which bears the 
same proportion to the amount subtracted from the governmental 
unit's assessed vaiuatisR grOSj tax capacity pursuant to subdivision 
2, clause (a), as the market va ue of commercial-industrial property, 
or such class thereof, located within the governmental unit bears to 
the assessed vah,ansR gross tax ca acity of commercial-industrial 
property, or such class thereof, locate within the governmental 
unit, and (b) the increase required by this subdivision shall be that 
amount which bears the same proportion to the amount added to the 
governmental unit's assessed valllati8R gri{ss tax capacity pursuant 
to subdivision 2, clause (b), as the mar et value of commercial
industrial property, or such class thereof, located within the govern
mental unit bears to the assessed valuatieR grOSS tax capacity of 
commercial-industrial property, or such class thereof, located within 
the governmental unit; and (2) in determining the market value of 
real property within a municipality for purposes of section 473£07, 
the adjustment prescribed by clause (1) (a) hereof shall be made and 
that prescribed by clause (1) (b) hereof shall not be made. 

Sec. 63. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 473£10, is amended to 
read: 

473F.10 [REASSESSMENTS AND OMITTED PROPERTY.] 

Subdivision 1. If the commissioner of revenue orders a reassess
ment of all or any portion of the property in a municipality other 
than in the form of a mathematically prescribed adjustment of 
valuation, or if omitted property is placed upon the tax rolls, and the 
reassessment has not been completed or the property placed upon 
the rolls, as the case may be, by November 15, the assessed valuaUsR 
gross tax capacity of the affected property shall, for purposes of 
sections 473F.03 to 473F.08, be determined from the abstracts filed 
by the county auditor with the commissioner of revenue. 

Subd. 2. If the reassessment, when completed and incorporated in 
the commissioner of revenue's certification of the assessed '{aluatisR 
gross tax capacity of the municipality, or the listing of omitted 
property, when placed on the rolls, results in an increase in the 
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assessed 'lal .. at4sR !l!]ss tax cjfacity of commercial-industrial prop
erty in the municipa ity \Vliic differs from that used, pursuant to 
subdivision 1, for purposes of sections 473F.03 to 473F.08, the 
increase in the assessed val .. atisR grl"s tax capacity of eommercial
industrial property in that municipa ity in the succeeding year, as 
otherwise computed under section 473F.06, shall be adjusted in a 
like amount, by an increase if the reassessment or listing discloses a 
larger increase than was used for purposes of sections 473F.03 to 
473F.08, or by a decrease if the reassessment or listing discloses a 
smaller increase than was used for those purposes, provided that no 
adjustment shall reduce the amount determined under section 
473F.06 to an amount less than zero. 

Subd. 3. Subdivisions 1 and 2 shall not apply to the determination 
of the tax rate under section 473F.08, subdivision 4, or to the 
determination of t\le assessed 'lal .. atisR grOSh tax capacity of com
mercial-industrial property and each item t ereof for purposes of 
section 473F.08, subdivision 6. . 

Sec. 64. [FISCAL DISPARITmS ADJUSTMENT.) 

For purposes of determining the areawide ~ and local levies 
under section 473F.08, subdivisions 3, i, 5, and Ih for taxes payaore 
in 1989 the initial computation shalThe done basecTOn. Chilpter 473F 
as ~eaTn~esota Statutes 1986 aild1.Iinnesota Statutes 1987 
Siip¥lement. However, after the.ronar amount of the areawide and 
loc;': levies has been determined under section 473F .08, subdlVl
sions 3, i,5, and 6, the dollar amoiiiitOf the levies shall be sprh'aN 
on the basis 01'1llis act. 'l'hedOUar amount Of the areawwe tax s a 
be TeVi.ed agalilst the j?Ori.ion of commerCfaITndustrial gross tax 
ca¥acity equal to 1lle portion of commercial-industrial assessed 
va ue that would nave been subject to the areawide tax under 
MIDneBOtaStatiites 1986. Prior to NovemOOr 20, 1988, the county 
auditors with the assistance of the county assessors shall determine 
the ~ tax capacity of commercial-industrial property in each 
municipality as of the January ~ /971, assessment. The grpss tax 
capacity shalfOe computed !!,y mu tiplying the municipality s mar
ket value of commercialCindustrial assesseavalue !!,y class !iY the 
gross tax. capacity rates in section 273.13 .. 

Sec. 65. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 475.53, 
subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [SCHOOL DISTRICTS.) Except as otherwise provided by 
law, no school district shall be subject to a net debt in excess of ten 
percent of the actual market value of all taxable property ....a ef 
mfe"'l't I'F81'eFty refeFFed te ... seetisR 278.49, situated within its 
corporate limits, as computed in accordance with this subdivision. 
The county auditor of each county containing taxable real or 
personal property situated within any school district shall certify to 
the district upon request the market value of all such property. 'Ifte 
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esunt:; audits. sf eaeh esunt:; esntaining e"emflt flF8fleFty Fere .. e" 
ts ffi seetisn 278.49, situate" within aay S€hool "istFiet, shall eeFtify 
ts the distFiet HJ36I' Fe'luest the tetal marl,et vaffie sf alt sueh 
flFsfleFty as e1eteFmine" ua<IeF seotisn 27a.49 .. The commissioner of 
revenue shall certify to the district upon request the market value of 
railroad property within the district as most recently determined 
under section 270.87. Whenever the commissioner of revenue, in 
accordance with section 124.2131, subdivision 1, has determined 
that the assessed valuation of any district furnished by county 
auditors is not based upon the market value of taxable property in 
the district, the commissioner of revenue shall certify to the district 
upon request the ratio most recently ascertained to exist between 
such value and the actual market value of property within the 
district. The actual market value of property within a district, on 
which its debt limit under this subdivision is based, is (a) the value 
certified by the county auditors and, where applicable, by the 
commissioner of revenue under section 270.87, or (b) this value 
divided by the ratio certified by the commissioner of revenue, 
whichever results in a higher value. 

Sec. 66. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 477A.Oll, is amended 
by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 15. [CITY REVENUE.] "City revenue" equals the sum of (i) 
the city's aid payable under section 477 A.013, in the year prior to 
lliat for which aids are being calculated, and (ii) its levy for taxes 
payable in the year pril)' to that for which aids are being calculated, 
and (iii) for aids paya Ie in 1991 and subsequent years, the city's 
trailSItlon aiapayable under section 273.1398, subdivision 2, in the 
year prior to that for which aids are being calculated. 

Sec. 67. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 477A.Oll, is amended 
by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 16. [BASE REVENUE GUARANTEE.] "Base revenue 
guaranter~ the sum of ill $160 ~ household plus (2) !!;.Q.Q 
multiplied !!l each tenfold increase in households, or frachon 
thereof, above ten rounded to the nearest dollar. -

Sec. 68. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 477A.Oll, is amended 
by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 17. [REVENUE GUARANTEE INCREASE.] "Revenue 
guarantee increase" ~ the sum of: 

(1) $190 ~ household for cities of the first class located in the 
metropGlitan area and $190 ~usehOfd for cities located outsWe 
the metropolitan area; and 

(2) 15 percent of!l. city's base revenue guarantee for cities in which 
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the population has declined since the estimate for the third year 
preceding the most recent estimate. 

Sec. 69. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 477 A.Oll, is amended 
by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 18. [CITY REVENUE GUARANTEE.] "City revenue guar, 
antee" istlie product of: .. 

(1) the sum of !Ie city's base revenue guarantee and the city's 
revenue guarantee increase; 

(2) the number of households in the city; and 

(3) 108 percent for aids payable in 1989 and 104 percent for aids 
payabTe1n 1990 aM S'iiOsequent years. 

Sec. 70. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 477 A.Oll, is amended 
by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 19. [METROPOLITAN AREA.] "Metropolitan area" ~ the 
metropolitan area as defined in section 473.121, subdivision 2. 

Sec. 71. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 477 A.Oll, is amended 
by adding a subdivision toread: 

Subd. 20. [CITY TAX CAPACITY] "City tax capacity" means (1) 
23 percent of the net tax capacity comnuted ftrng the net tax 
capacity rates listed in section 273.13 for a i taxa e property within 
the city based on the assessment two years prior to that for which 
aids are being calculated, plus (2) !! ~ty's levy on the fiscal 
disparities distribution under section 473 .08, subdivision 3, para-gra~ (a), for taxes IaTii'fileTn the yejr prior to that for which ai s 
are eing ca:IcUIa:te ~ 4he market va ue uti ired in compiitiilg net 
tax capacity shail be reouced h the sum of (1) !! city's market vallie 
OIcommercial industrial property as defined in section 473V02, 
subdivision 3, multiplied ~ the ratio determined pursuant to 
section 473F.08, subdivision 2, paragraph (a), and (2) the market 
value of the captured value of tax incremeiif1'inancing districts as 
defined in section 469.177, sUbdiVision 2. The net tax capacity will 
be computed using equalized market values. 

Sec. 72. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 477 A.Oll, is amended 
by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 21. [EQUALIZED MARKET VALUES.] Equalized market 
values are equalized market values as defined in section 273.1398, 
Sii'bdlvfslon 1. -
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Sec. 73. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 477A.Oll, is amended 
by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 22. [CITY INITIAL AID.] "Initial aid" for ~ city is its city 
revenue guarantee minus the city's tax capacity. Initial aid cannot 
be less than $0. 

Sec. 74. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 477A.Oll, is amended 
by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 23. [CITY EXPENDITUREIUNLIMITED AID RATIO.J 
"ExpenditUre/unlimited aid ratio" for ~ city ~ the ratio of its city 
revenue to its city revenue guarantee. 

Sec. 75. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 477A.Oll, is amended 
by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 24. [LOCAL GOVERNMENT AID INCREASE.] "Local 
gOVenmuffit aid increase" ~ aid payable in 1989 pursuant to sectioii 
477 A.013, subdivision 3, minus the city's 1988 local government aid. 

Sec. 76. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 477A.013, 
subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [TOWNS.] In calendar year 1988 and ealendaF 
yeaFS theFeafteF, each town which had levied for taxes payable in the 
previous year at least one mill on the dollar of the assessed value of 
the town shall receive a distribution equal to the greater of: (a) 60 
percent of the amount received in 1983 pursuant to Minnesota 
Statutes 1982, sections 273.138, 273.139, and 477A.Oll to 477A.03; 
or (b) the amount certified in 1987 pursuant to sections 477A.Oll to 
477A.03. In calendar year 1989, each town that had levied for taxes 
payable in 1988 at least one mill on the dollar of the assessed value 
of the town shall receive a distribution equal to 106 percent of the 
rustrlbiitloii received under Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement; 
section 477A.013, subdivision 1, in 1988. In calendar year 1990 and 
subsequent years, each town that had levied for taxes payable in the 
prior year ~ tax capa~rate of at leasC1j125 shall receivea 
distributIOn equal to the amount received in 1989 under this 
subdivision. 

Sec. 77. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 477A.013, 
subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [CITIES.] In calendar year 1988 and ealenda. yeaFS 

theFeafteF, each city shall receive a local government aid distribu
tion equal to the amount tbat the city was certified to receive for 
calendar year 1987 undertbis subdivision. 
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Sec. 78. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 477 A.013, 
is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 3. [CITY AID DISTRIBUTION.] In 1989, !'. city whose 
initial aid~ greater than $0 will receive the folIOWmg aid increases 
in addition to an amountMequal to the local government aid !! 
received in 1988 under mnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, 
section 477 A.013: 

0) for!'. city whose expenditure/unlimited aid ratio ~ at least 1.5, 
two percent of city revenue; 

(2) for !'. city whose expenditure/unlimited aid ratio ~ at least 1.4 
buTIess than 1.5, 2.5 percent of city revenue; . 

(3) for !'. city whose expenditure/unlimited aid ratio ~ at least 1.3 
buTIess than 1.4, three percent of city revenue; . 

(4) for !'. city whose expenditure/unlimited aid ratio ~ at least 1.2 
but less than 1.3, four percent of city revenue; 

(5) for a city whose expenditure/unlimited aid ratio ~ at least!l 
but less than 1.2, five percent of city revenue; .. 

(6) for!'. city whose expenditure/unlimited aid ratio ~ at least 1.05 
but less than 1.1, six percent of city revenue; 

(7) for !'. city whose expenditure/I.!nlimited aid ratio ~ at least 1.0 
but less than 1.05, seven percent of city revenue; . 

(8) for!'. city whose expenditure/unlimited aid ratio ~ at least .95 
buTIess than 1.0, 7.5 percent of city revenue; 

(9) for!'. city whose expenditure/unlimited aid ratio ~ at least .75 
but less than .95, 8.5 percent of city revenue; and 

(10) for !'. city whose expenditure/unlimited aid ratio ~ less than 
.75, nine percent of city revenue. 

In 1990 and subsequent years, !'. cit! whose initial aid ~ greater 
than $0 will receive an amount equa to the aid!! received under 
this subdlV1Sion and subdivision 4 in the year prior to that for which 
aids are being calCulated plus an aid increase equal to 50 percent of 
the rates listed in clauses 1 to 10 multiplied IJy city revenue. 

A city's aid increase under this subdivision is limited to the lesser 
of 0) 20 Eercent of its ~ for taxes payable in the year prior to that 
for wmc aids are "being calculated after the adjustments provided 
in section 273.1398, subdiVIsion 2, or (2) its mitial aid amount, 
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provided that no city will receive an increase that i;; less than two 
percent of its 1988 local government aid for aids payable in 1989. 

A city whose initial aidi;; $0 will receive in 1989 an amount equal 
to 102 percent of the local government aid i1; received in 1988 under 
Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 477 A.013. A city 
whose initial aid i;; $0 will receive in 1990 and subsequent years an 
amount equal to the aid i1; received in the previous year under this 
subdivision and sUO division 4. 

Sec. 79. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 477A.013, . 
is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 4. [ADDITIONAL DISTRIBUTION.] A city with !'c popula
tion over 2500 is eligible for additional aid in 1989 only. The amount 
of ad<!ffi"ollalaid i;; equal to (1) th~ prodUct of (1) the lesser of 50 
percent of ~ city's "city revenue guarantee" or 50 percent of !! city's 
"city revenue" and (ii) one minus the ratio of the city's tax capacity 
l"": household to 435; less (2) the sum of (i) the disparity reduction 
aid payable to all unique taxing jurisdictions within '!. city and (ii) 
the local government aid"increase for the city. The additional aid 
under this section cannot be less than zero. 

Sec. 80. [NOTIFICATION OF ADMINISTRATIVE DIRECTIVES.] 

The commissioner of revenue shall notify the chairs of the senate 
committee on taxes and tax laws and the house committee on taxes 
of administraffVedirectiVes or interpretaUoiiS of the provisiofiSOf 
this article. The notice must he given at least five days before !'c 
directive or interpretation i;; released to the public or provided to !'c 
local government to allow time for the chairs to provide adVIce or to 
comment on the commissioner's directive or interpretation of the 
law. An administrative directive or mterpretation includes an 
explanation of !'c provision, !'c clarification of its application to !'c 
particular circumstance, a directive on how to aPPly or administe:r a 
provision, and 9ther similar communications that are intended to 
direct or guide local government officials in administering the law. 
This section apPlies only to written materials that are either 
released to the public or mailed, sent or provided to !'c local 
government or !'c local government official. 

Sec. 81. [REPEALER.] 

(a) Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 272.64; 273.13, subdivisions 
7a and 30; 275.49; 477 A.Oll, subdivisions 4, 5, 6, 7a, 10, 11, 12, 13, 
and 14; and Minnesota Statutes 1987 SuppIement;-5ectlons 
273.1102, subdivision 2; 273.1195; 273.13, subdivision 9; 273.1394; 
273.1395; 273.1396; 273.1397; 275.081; 275.082; 275.125, subdivi
sion 22; and 477 A.Oll, subdivision 7; and Laws 1987, chapter 268, 
article ~ section 19, are repealed. 
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(b) Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 275.50, subdivisions 3,7, and 
~ are repealed. --

(c) Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 273.13, subdivi
sion 15a, and section 21 are repealed. 

Sec. 82. Laws 1987, chapter 268, article 6, section 53, is amended 
to read: 

Sec. 53. [REPEALER.] 

Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 13.58;.124.2131, subdivision 4; 
124.2137; 124.21g9; 124A.031, subdivision 4; 273.112, subdivision 9; 
273.115; 273.116; 273.13, subdivisions 26, 27, 28, and 29; and 
273.1311, 218.1g15; 218.1g5, sHlJdiv;s;ea at aRd 278.1g91, SH"em 
siea 4, are repealed. 

Sec. 83. [REENACTMENT.] 

Notwithstanding Minnesota Statutes, section 645.36, Minnesota 
Statutes, sections 124.2139; 273.1315; 273.135, subdivision 5; and 
273.1391, subdivision 4, are reenacted and are effective as amenaea 
in this article for taxes levied in 1988 and thereafter, payable in 
1989 an([1'llefeatter.- -- - -- -- -
----

Sec. 84. [INSTRUCTION TO REVISOR.] 

The revisor of statutes shall change the words "assessed value" or 
"assessed valuatlOn" wherever they appear in Minnesota Statutes to 
"gross tax capacity" in Minnesota Statutes 1988 and "net tax 
capacity" in Minnesota Statutes 1989 Supplement and sufiSe9uent 
editions of the statutes except section 275.011. The revisor of 
statutes shall change the words "mill rate" wherever they appear in 
Minnesota Statutes to "tax capacity rate" in Minnesota Statutes 
1988 and subsequent editions of the statutes except section 275.011. 

Sec. 85. [APPROPRIATION.] 

$4,000,000 is appropriated to the commissioner of revenue from 
the general fund for the biennium ending June 30, 1989. This

d 
money 

~ to be used ~ --uie commissioner to provide grants an other 
assistance to all counties for the purpose of developing, up~ading, 
and maintaining county property tax administrative data co lection 
and processing systems and for the costs of administering this 
article. 

Sec. 86. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

Sections 1 to ~ 31 to 79, 81, paragraphs (a) and (b), 82 and 83 are 
effective for taxes levied in 1988, payable in 1989, and thereafter, 
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except as otherwise provided. Sections 30 and 81, paragraph (c) are 
effective for taxes levied in 1989, payable in 1990, and thereafter. 
Sections 80 and 85 are effective the day following final enactment. 

ARTICLE 6 

PROPERTY TAX TECHNICAL AND ADMINISTRATION 

Section l. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 270.075, subdivision 
2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. As soon as practicable and not later than N8'femeeF 
December 1 next following the levy of the tax, the commissioner 
shall give actual notice to the airline company of the assessed 
valuation and of the tax. The taxes imposed under sections 270.071 
to 270.079 shall become due and payable on January 1 following the 
levy thereof. If any tax is not paid on the due date or, if an appeal is 
made pursuant to section 270.076, within 60 days after notice of an 
increased tax, a late payment penalty of ten percent of the unpaid 
tax shall be assessed. The unpaid tax and penalty shall bear interest 
at the rate specified in section 270.75 from the time such tax should 
have been paid until paid. All interest and penalties shall be added 
to the tax and collected as a part thereof. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 272.01, 
subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. (a) When any real or personal property which for any 
reason is exempt ftom ad valorem taxes, and taxes in lieu thereof, is 
leased, loaned, or otherwise made available and used by a private 
individual, association, or corporation in connection with a business 
conducted for profit, there shall be imposed a tax, for the privilege of 
so using or possessing such real or personal property, in the same 
amount and to the same extent as though the lessee or user was the 
owner of such property. 

(b) The tax imposed by this subdivision shall not apply to (1) 
property leased or used by way of a concession in or relative to the 
use in whole or part of a public park, market, fairgrounds, port 
authority, economic development authority established under chap
ter 458C, municipal auditorium, airport owned by a city, town, 
county, or gt1l1l.P thereof but not the airports owned or operated by 
the metropolitan airports commission or ~ city of over 50,000 
population or an airport authority therein, mnnicipal museum or 
municipal stadium or (2) property constituting or used as a public 
pedestrian ramp or concourse in connection with a public airport or 
(3) property constituting or used as ~ passenger check-in area or 
ticket sale counter, boarding area, or luggage claim area in connec
tion with ~ public airport but not the airports owned or operated by 
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the metropolitan airports commission or cities of over 50,000 ~ 
lation or an airport authority therein. Real estate owned !!,y a 
municipality in connection with the operation of a public airport and 
leased or used for agricultural purposes shall not be exempt. 

(c) Taxes imposed by this subdivision shall be due and payable as 
in the case of personal property taxes and such taxes shall be 
assessed to such lessees or users of real or personal property in the 
same manner as taxes assessed to owners of real or personal 
property, except that such taxes shall not become a lien against the 
property. When due, the taxes shall constitute a debt due from the 
lessee or user to the state, township, city, county and school district 
for which the taxes were assessed and shall be collected in the same 
manner as personal property taxes. If property subject to the tax 
imposed by this subdivision is leased or used jointly by two or more 
persons, each lessee or user shall be jointly and severally liable for 
payment of the tax. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes. 1987 Supplement, section 272.02, 
subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. All property described in this section to the extent 
herein limited shall be exempt from taxation: 

(1) all public burying grounds; 

(2) all public schoolhouses; 

(3) all public hospitals; 

(4) all academies, colleges, and universities, and all seminaries of 
learning; 

(5) all churches, church property, and houses of worship; 

(6) institutions of purely public charity except parcels of property 
containing structures and the structures described in section 273.13, 
subdivision 25, paragraph (c), clause (1) or (2), or paragraph (d), 
clause (2); 

(7) all public property exclusively used for any public purpose; 

(8) except for the taxable personal property enumerated below, all 
personal property and the property described in section 272.03, 
subdivision 1, paragraphs (c) and Cd) shall be eXempt. 

The following personal property shall be taxable: 

(a) personal property which is part of an electric generating, 
transmission, or distribution system or a pipeline system transport-· 
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ing or distributing water, gas, crude oil, or petroleum products or 
mains and pipes used in the distribution of steam or hot or chilled 
water for heating or cooling buildings and structures; 

(b) railroad docks and wharves which are part of the operating 
property of a railroad company as defined in section 270.80; 

(c) personal 'property defined in section 272.03, subdivision 2, 
clause (3); 

(d) leasehold or other personal property interests which are taxed 
pursuant to section 272.01, subdivision 2; 273.124, subdivision 7; or 
273.19, subdivision 1; or any other law providing the property is 
taxable as if the lessee or user were the fee owner; 

(e) manufactured homes and sectional structures; and 

<D flight property as defined in section 270.071. 

(9) Real and personal property used primarily for the abatement 
and control of air, water, or land pollution to the extent that it is so 
used, other than real property used primarily as a solid waste 
disposal site. 

Any taxpayer requesting exemption of all or a portion of any 
equipment or device, or part thereof, operated primarily for the 
control or abatement of air or water pollution shall file an applica
tion with the commissioner of revenue. The equipment or device 
shall meet standards, rules or criteria prescribed by the Minnesota 
pollution control agency, and must be installed or operated in 
accordance with a permit or order issued by that agency. The 
Minnesota pollution control agency shall upon request of the com
missioner furnish information or advice to the commissioner. On 
determining that property qualifies for exemption, the commis
sioner shall issue an order exempting the property from taxation. 
The equipment or device shall continue to be exempt from taxation 
as long as the permit issued by the Minnesota pollution control 
agency remains in effect. 

(10) Wetlands. For purposes of this subdivision, "wetlands" means 
(1) land described in section 105.37, subdivision 15, or (2) land which 
is mostly under water, produces little if any income, and has no use 
except for wildlife or water conservation purposes, provided it is 
preserved in its natural condition and drainage of it would be legal, 
feasible, and economically practical for the production of livestock, 
dairy animals, poultry, fruit, vegetables, forage and grains, except 
wild rice. "Wetlands" shall include adjacent land which is not 
suitable for agricultural purposes due to the presence of the wet
lands. "Wetlands" shall not include woody swamps containing 
shrubs or trees, wet meadows, meandered water, streams, rivers, and 
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floodplains or river bottoms. Exemption of wetlands from taxation 
pursuant to this section shall not grant the public any additional or 
greater right of access to the wetlands or diminish any right of 
ownership to the wetlands. 

(11) Native prairie. The commissioner of the department of 
natural resources shall determine lands in the state which are 
native prairie and shall notify the county assessor of each county in 
which the lands are located. Pasture land used for livestock grazing 
purposes shall not be considered native prairie for the purposes of 
this clause and section 273.116. Upon receipt of an application for 
the exemption and credit provided in this clause and section 273.116 
for lands for which the assessor has no determination from the 
commissioner of natural resources, the assessor shall refer the 
application to the commissioner of natural resources who shall 
determine within 30 days whether the land is native prairie and 
notify the county assessor of the decision. Exemption of native 
prairie pursuant to this clause shall not grant the public any 
additional or greater right of access to the native prairie or diminish 
any right of ownership to it. 

(12) Property used in a continuous program to provide emergency 
shelter for victims of domestic abuse, provided the organization that 
owns and sponsors the shelter is exempt from federal income 
taxation pursuant to section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code 
of 1986, as amended through December 31, 1986, notwithstanding 
the fact that the sponsoring organization receives funding under 
section 8 of the United States Housing Act of 1937, as amended. 

(13) If approved by the governing body of the municipality in 
which the property is located, property not exceeding one acre which 
is owned and operated by any senior citizen group or association of 
groups that in general limits membership topersons age 55 or older 
and is organized and operated exclusively for pleasure, recreation, 
and other nonprofit purposes, no part of the net earnings of which 
inures to the benefit of any private shareholders; provided the 
property is used primarily as a clubhouse, meeting facility or 
recreational facility by the group or association and the property is 
not used for residential purposes on either a temporary or perma
nent basis. 

(14) To the extent provided by section 295.44, real and personal 
property used or to be used primarily for the production of hydro
electric or hydromechanical power on a site oWned by the state or a 
local governmental unit which is developed and operated pursuant 
to the provisions of section 105.482, subdivisions 1, 8, and 9. 

(15) If approved by the governing body of the municipality in 
which the property is located, and if construction is commenced after 
June 30, 1983: 
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(a) a "direct satellite broadcasting facility" operated by a corpora
tion licensed by the federal communications commission to provide 
direct satellite broadcasting services using direct broadcast satel
lites operating in the 12-ghz. band; and 

(b) a "fixed satellite regional or national program service facility" 
operated by a corporation licensed by the federal communications 
commission to provide fixed satellite-transmitted regularly sched
uled broadcasting services using satellites operating in the 6-ghz. 
band. 

An exemption provided by paragraph (15) shall apply for a period 
not to exceed five years. When the facility no longer qualifies for 
exemption, it shall be placed on the assessment rolls as provided 
in subdivision 4. Before approving a tax exemption pursuant to 
this paragraph, the governing body of the municipality shall 
provide an opportunity to the members of the county board of 
commissioners of the county in which the facility is proposed to be 
located and the members of the school board of the school district 
in which the facility is proposed to be located to meet with the 
governing body. The governing body shall present to the members 
of those boards its estimate of the fiscal impact of the proposed 
property tax exemption. The tax exemption shall not be approved 
by the governing body until the county board of commissioners 
has presented its written comment on the proposal to the 
governing body, or 30 days has passed from the date of the 
transmittal by tbe governing body to the board of the information 
on the fiscal impact, whichever occurs first. 

(16) Real and personal property owned and operated by a private, 
nonprofit corporation exempt from federal income taxation pursuant 
to United States Code, title 26, section 501(c)(3), primarily used in 
the generation and distribution of hot water for heating buildings 
and structures. 

(17) Notwithstanding section 273.19, state lands that are leased 
from the department of natural resources under section 92.46. 

(18) Electric power distribution lines and their attachments and 
appurtenances, that are used primarily for supplying electricity to 
farmers at retail. 

(19) Transitional housing facilities. "Transitional housing facil
ity" means "- facility that meets the following requirements. (il !! 
provides temporary housing to parents and children who are receiv
~ AFDC or parents of children who are temporarily in foster care. 
(ii) !! has the purpose of reumting families and enabling parents to 
advance tbeir education, ~ jQQ training, or become employed in 
jobs that provide a living wage. (iii) It provides support services such 
as child care, work readiness training, and career development 
counseling; and "- self-sufficiency program with periodic monitoring 
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of each resident's progress in completing the program's goals. (iv) !1 
Erovides services to "'- resident of the facility for at least six months 
ut no l0igerthan one year, except residents enrolled in an 

educationa or vocational institution or jQQ training program. These 
residents may receive services during the time they are enrolled but 
in no event longer than four years:-\v) !1 ~ sponsored by an 
organization that has received "'- grant under section 256.7365 for 
the biennium endin1 June 30, 1989, for the purposes of providing 
the services in items i) to (iv). (vi) !1 ~ sponsored 2.Y an or anization 
truit ~ exempt from feaeraTTrlcome tax under section 501(c) 3) of~ 
Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended through December 31, 
1987. This exemption applies notwithstanding the fact that the 
sponsorinr, organization receives financing 2.Y "'- direct federal loan 
or federal y insured loan or "'- loan made 2.Y the Minnesota housing 
finance alency under the provisions of either Title II of the National 
Housing ct or the Minnesota housing finance agen1law of1971 or 
rules promulgated !i,ythe agency pursuant to it, an notwithstand
~ the fact that the sponsoring organization receives funding under 
Section 8 of the United States Housing Act of 1937, as amended . 

. Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1987 S)lpplement, section 272.121, is 
amended to read: 

272.121 [CURRENT TAX ON DIVIDED PARCELS.] 

Subdivision 1. [CERTIFICATION OF PAYMENT.] Except as pro
vided in subdivision 2, if a deed or other instrument conveys a parcel 
of land that is less tnan a whole parcel of land as described in the 
current tax list, the county auditor shall not transfer or divide the 
land in the auditor's official records, and the county recorder shall 
not file and record the instrument, unless the instrument of convey
ance contains a certification by the. county treasurer that the taxes 
due in the current tax year for the' whole parcel have been paid. This 
certification is in addition to the certification for delinquent tax 
required by section 272.12. 

Subd. 2. [EXCEPTIONS.] No certification of current tax paid is 
required when the land is being conveyed to the federal government, 
the state, or ",-home rwe charter or statutory city or ",ny other 
political subdivision, or for any sheriffs or referee's certificate of sale 
or other instrument if a certification of delinquent tax for the 
instrument is not required under section 272.12. 

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 273.112, subdivision 3, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 3. Real estate shall be entitled to valuation and tax 
deferment under this section only if it is: 

(a) actively and exclusively devoted to golf, skiing or archery or 
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firearms range recreational use or uses and other recreational uses 
carried on at the establishment; 

(b) five acres in size or more, except in the case of an archery or 
firearms range; 

(c)(l) operated by private individuals and open to the public; or 

(2) operated by firms or corporations for the benefit of employees or 
guests; or 

(3) operated by private clubs having a membership of 50 or more, 
provided that the club does not discriminate in membership require
ments or selection on the basis of sex; and 

(d) made available, in the case of real estate devoted to golf, for use 
without discrimination on the basis of sex during the time when the 
facility is open to use by the public or by members, except that use 
for golf may be restricted on the basis of sex no more frequently than 
one, or part of one, weekend each calendar month for each sex and no 
more than two, or part of two, weekdays each week for each sex. 

!f Ii golf club membership allows use of golf course facilities !!.l' 
more than one adult ~ membership, the use must be equally 
available to all adults entitled to use of the golf course under the 
membership, except that use may be restricted on the basis of sex as 
permitted in this section. Memberships that permit play during 
restricted times may be allowed only if the restricted times IlPP!Y. to 
all adults using the membershIp. 

~ golf club may have or create an individual membership cate
~ which entitles Ii member for Ii reduced rate to !'lIlY during 
restricted hours as established !!.l' the club. The club must have on 
record Ii written request !!.l' the member for such meriiJ)ffship. 

For purposes of this subdivision and subdivision 7a, discrimina
tion means a pattern or course of conduct and not linked to an 
isolated incident. 

Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 273.112, subdivision 6, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 6. Application for deferment of taxes and assessment under 
this section shall be made at least 60 days prior to January 2 of each 
year. Such application shall be filed with the assessor of the taxing 
district in which the real property is located on such form as may be 
prescribed by the commissioner of revenue. The assessor may 
require proof by affidavit or other written verification that the 
property qualifies under subdivision 3. In the case of property 
operated by private clubs pursuant to subdivision 3, clause (c)(3), in 
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order to qualify for valuation and tax deferment under this section, 
the taxpayer must submit to the assessor proof by affidavit or other 
written verification that the bylaws or rules and regulations of the 
club meet the eligibility requirements provided under this section. 
The signed affidavit or other written verification shall be sufficient 
demonstration of eligibility for the assessor unless the county 
attorney determines otherwise. 

The county assessor shall refer any question regarding the eligi
bility for valuation and deferment under this section to the county 
attorney for advice and opinion under section 388.051, subdivision l. 
Upon request of the county attorney, the taxpayer shall furnish 
information that the county attorney considers necessary in order to 
determine eligibility under this section. 

Real estate is not entitled to valuation and deferment under this 
seCtiOn unless the county assessor has filed with the assessor's tax 
records prior to October 16 -" statement that the application has 
been accepted. . . 

Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 273.1195, is 
amended to read: 

273.1195 [STATE PAID SMALL BUSINESS PROPERTY TAX 
TRANSITION CREDIT.] 

For property taxes payable in 1988 only, class 3a commercial 
industrial property is eligible. for a state paid small business 
transition property tax credit if the payable 1988 property taxes on 
the first $120,000 of market value of the property exceed three 
percent of the January 2, 1987, market value. The credit is equal to 
50 percent of the property tax amount which is in excess of three 
percent of market value. Only the first $120,000 of market value of 
a qualifYing parcel and the taxes attributable to the first $120,000 of 
market value are eligible for the computation of this credit. Only a 
parcel that qualifies for the 28 percent assessment ratio contained in 
section 273.13, subdivision 24, paragraph Cal, qualifies for the credit 
provided in this section. Only the market value and property tax 
attributable to the part of the parcel that ~ class 3a must be used in 
computing the credit provided in this section. 

In the ease sf tmres j3Ilid in installmeRts plHsuaRt ta seetien 
279.91, suBdivisi8Rl,the &edit IHHieF this seeti8R HHISt be deduded 
tfflm the seeend 8Re half iRstalimeRt payable Oet8beF -l-&c The 
amount of the reduction must be reported to the commissioner of 
revenUe as part of the abstracts of tax lists required to be filed with 
the commissioner under section 275.29. 

There is annually appropriated from the general fund to the 
commissioners- of revenue and education the amount necessary to 
replace the revenue lost to local units of government and school 
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districts as a result of the reduction in property taxes provided in 
this section. The payment amounts must be determined and the 
installments paid under the provisions of sections 273.13, subdivi
sion 15a, and 273.1392. 

Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 273.121, is amended to 
read: 

273.121 [VALUATION OF REAL PROPERTY, NOTICK] 

Any county assessor or city assessor having the powers of a county 
assessor, valuing or classifying taxable real property shall in each 
year notify those persons whose property is to be assessed or 
reclassified that year if the person's address is known to the assessor, 
otherwise the occupant of the property. In the ease ef property 
awned by a maniea ~ in jaiat teRaRey '* teRaRey in commOR, 
the assessor shall ROt deay homesteaa treatmeRt in whale '* in part 
if 0Rly eae ef the sl'oeses is oeeapyiRg the property aaa the ether 
SJ"ffiS" is abseat dae to aivorse '* separa.ioR, '* is a FesiaeRt ef a 
RHFSiRg flame '* a iloaraiRg care faeility. The notice shall be in 
writing and shall be sent by ordinary mail at least ten days before 
the meeting of the local board of review or equalization. It shall 
contain the amount of the valuation in terms of market value, the 
new classification, the assessor's office address, and the dates, 
places, and times set for the meetings of the local board of review or 
equalization and the county board of equalization. If the assessment 
roll is not complete, the notice shall be sent by ordinary mail at least 
ten days prior to the date on which the board of review has 
adjourned. The assessor shall attach to the assessment roll a 
statement that the notices required by this section have been 
mailed. Any assessor who is not provided sufficient funds from the 
assessor's governing body to provide such notices, may make appli
cation to the commissioner of revenue to finance such notices. The 
commissioner of revenue shall conduct an investigation and, if 
satisfied that the assessor does not have the necessary funds, issue 
a certification to the commissioner of finance of the amount neces
sary to provide such notices. The commissioner of finance shall issue 
a warrant for such amount and shall deduct such amount from any 
state payment to such county or municipality. The necessary funds 
to make such payments are hereby appropriated. Failure to receive 
the notice shall in no way affect the validity of the assessment, the 
resulting tax, the procedures of any board of review or equalization, 
or the enforcement of delinquent taxes by statutory means. 

Sec. 9. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 273.124, subdivision 1, is 
amended to read: 

Subdivision L [GENERAL RULK] Residential real estate that is 
occupied and used for the purposes of a homestead by its owner, who 
must be a Minnesota resident, is a homestead. Dates for establish-
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ment of a homestead and homestead treatment provided to partic
ular types of property are as provided in this section. 

The assessor shall require proof, by affidavit or otherwise, of the 
facts upon which classification as a homestead may be determined. 

For purposes of this section, homestead property shall include 
property which is used for purposes of the homestead but is sepa
rated from the homestead by a road, street, lot, waterway, or other 
similar intervening property. The term "used for purposes of the 
homestead" shall include but not be limited to uses for gardens, 
garages, or other outbuildings commonly associated with a home
stead, but shall not include vacant land held primarily for future 
development. In order to receive homestead treatment for the 
noncontiguous property, the owner shall apply for it to the assessor 
by July 1 of the year when the treatment is initially sought. After 
initial qualification for the homestead treatment, additional appli
cations for subsequent years are not required. 

In the case of property owned ~!l. married couple in joint tenanc;i 
or tenancy in common, the assessor must not deny homestea 
treatment in whole or in p~rt g: only one of the spouses is occupying 
the property and file ot er spouse ~ absent due to divorce or 
separation, or ~ ~ resideiitof ~ nursing home or ~ boarding care 
facility. 

!f an individual is purchasing property with the intent of claiming 
it as a homestead, and is reguired ~ the termsorthe financing 
agreement to have one -or both parents shown on the deed as 
coowners, tile ass!,ssor shall allow !l. full homestead classification 
and extend full homestead credit. This provision only applies to first 
time purchasers, whether married or single, or to a ~erson who had 
previously been married and ~ purchasing as!l. singe individual for 
the first time. The application for homestead benefits must be on !l. 
form prescribed by the commissioner and must contain the data 
necessary for the assessor to determine g: full homestead benefits 
are warranted. 

Sec. 10. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 273.124, subdivision 6, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 6. [LEASEHOLD COOPERATIVES.] When one or more 
dwellings or one or more buildings which each contain several 
dwelling units is owned by a nonprofit corporation subject to the 
provisions of chapter 317 or a limited partnership ",hich corporation 
or partnership operates the property in conjunction with a coopera
tive association, homestead treatment may be claimed ~ the 
cooperative association on behalf of the members of the cooperative 
for each dwelling unit occupied by a member of the cooperative. The 
cooperative association must provide the assessor with the social 
security numbers of those members. To qualify for the treatment 
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provided by this subdivision, the following conditions must be met: 
(a) the cooperative association must be organized under sections 
308.05 to 308.18; (b) the cooperative association must have a lease 
for occupancy of the property for a term of at least 20 years; (c) to the 
extent permitted under state or federal law, the cooperative associ
ation must have a right under a written agreement with the owner 
to purchase the property if the owner proposes to sell it; if the 
cooperative association does not purchase the property when it is 
offered for sale, the owner may not subsequently sell the property to 
another purchaser at a price lower than the price at which it was 
offered for sale to the cooperative association unless the cooperative 
association approves the sale; and (d) if a limited partnership owns 
the property, it must include as the managing general partner either 
the cooperative association or a nonprofit organization operating 
under the provisions of chapter 317. Homestead treatment must be 
afforded to units occupied by members of the cooperative association 
and the units must be assessed as provided in subdivision 3, 
provided that any unit not so occupied shall be classified and 
assessed pursuant to the appropriate class. No more than three acres 
ofland may, for assessment purposes, be included with each dwelling 
unit that qualifies for homestead treatment under this subdivision. 

Sec. 11. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 277.05, is amended to 
read: 

277.05 [SHERIFF TO FILE LIST OF UNCOLLECTED TAXES.] 

If the sheriff is unable, for want of goods and chattels whereon to 
levy, to collect by a distress, or otherwise, the taxes, or any part 
thereof, assessed upon the personal property of any persons, the 
sheriff shall file with the court administrator of the district court, on 
September first following, a list of such taxes, with an affidavit of the 
sheriff, or of the deputy sheriff entrusted with the collection thereof, 
stating that the affiant has made diligent search and inquiry for 
goods and chattels from which to collect such taxes, and is unable to 
collect the same. The list of such taxes as igey ~ to manufac
tured homes shall be filed on December 1. e sheriff shall note on 
the margin of such llst the place to which any delinquent taxpayer 
may have removed, with the date of removal, if known. At the time 
of filing the list the sheriff shall also return all the warrants with 
endorsements thereon showing the doings of the sheriff or deputy in 
the premises, and the court administrator shall file and preserve the 
same. On or before September tenth thereafter, the court adminis
trator shall deliver such list and affidavit to the county treasurer, 
who shall, by comparison of such list with the tax duplicates in the 
treasurer's office, ascertain whether or not all personal property 
taxes reported by the treasurer to the court administrator as 
delinquent, except those included in such list, have been paid into 
the treasurer's office, and shall attach to the list a certificate stating 
whether or not all taxes reported by the treasurer to the court 
administrator as delinquent and not included in the list have been 
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received, and stating the items of such taxes, if any, as have been 
received. The court administrator shall deliver such list and affida
vit as they apply to manufactured homes on or beforillecember 10. 
The treasurer shaIl deliver such list and runaavit, wIth the certlli
cate attached, to the county board at its first session thereafter, 
which shall cancel such taxes as it is satisfied cannot be collected. A 
copy of the tax list so revised, and also a separate list ofthe taxes So 
canceled, shall be included in the records of the proceedings of the 
board, and published in full, as a part of the proceedings. 

Sec. 12. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 277.06, is amended to 
read: 

277.06 [CITATION TO DELINQUENTS; DEFAULT JUDG
MENT.] 

On October 20, or within ten days after the adjournment of the 
county board, whichever occurs first; the county auditor shall file a 
copy of such revised list with the court administrator of the district 
court., -a~ The county auditor shall file ~ ~ of the revised list as 
it a~~ies to manufactured homes on January 20. Within telldays 
the+fter after the list has been filed, the courtailministrator shall 
issue a citation 10 each aelinquent named in the list, stating the 
amount of tax and penalty, and requiring such delinquent to appear 
on a day to be set by the district court in the county, appointed to be 
held at a time not less than 30 days after the issuance of such 
citation, and show cause, if any there be, why the delinquent should 
not pay the tax and penalty. The citation shall be delivered for 
service to the sheriff of the county where such person may at the 
time reside or be. If such person, after service of the citation, fails to 
pay such tax, penalty, and costs to the sheriff before the first day of 
the term, or on such day to show cause as aforesaid, the court shall 
direct judgment against the person for the amount of such tax, 
penalty, and costs. When unable to serve the citation, the sheriff 
shall return the same to the court administrator, with a return 
thereto to that effect, and thereupon, or if the court decides that the 
service of such citation made or attempted to be made, or the 
issuance thereof by the court administrator, was illegal, the court 
administrator shall issue another like citation, requiring such 
delinquent to appear on the first day of the next general term to be 
held in the county, and show cause as aforesaid, and if the delin
quent fails to payor to show cause, the court shall direct judgment 
as aforesaid. Whenever the sheriff has been unable to serve any such 
citation theretofore issued in any year or years, or whenever the 
court decides that the service of any such citation theretofore made 
or attempted to be made, or the issuance thereof by the court 
administrator, was illegal, the court administrator shall issue an
other like citation requiring such delinquent to appear, as in the 
case last provided, and with like effect; provided, that all citations 
other than the first shall be issued only on the request of the county 
attorney. 
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Sec. 13. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 279.01, 
subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. Except as provided in subdivision 3, on May 16, of 
each year, with respect to property actually occupied and used as a 
homestead by the owner of the property, a penalty of three percent 
shall accrue and thereafter be charged upon all unpaid taxes on real 
estate on the current lists in the hands of the county treasurer, and 
a penalty of seven percent on nonhomestead property, except that 
this penalty shall not accrue until June 1 of each year on commercial 
use real property used for seasonal residential recreational purposes 
and classified as class 4d or 4c, and on other commercial use real 
property classified as class 3a, provided that over 60 percent of the 
gross income earned by the enterprise on the class 3a property is 
earned during the months of May, June, July, and August. Any 
property owner of such class 3a property who pays the first half of 
the tax due on the property after May 15 and before June 1 shall 
. attach an affidavit to the payment attesting to compliance with the 
income provision ofthis subdivision. Thereafter, for both homestead 
and nonhomestead property, on the Mil> first day of each month, up 
to and including October M 1 following, an additional penalty of one 
percent for each month shall accrue and be charged on all such 
unpaid taxes. When the taxes against any tract or lot exceed $50, 
one-half thereof may be paid prior to May 16; and, if so paid, no 
penalty shall attach; the remaining one-half shall be paid at any 
time prior to October 16 following, without penalty; but, if not so 
paid, then a penalty of four percent shall accrue thereon for 
homestead property al1d a penalty of four percent on nonhomestead 
property. Thereafter, for homestead property, on the Mil> day ef eaeh 
~ Hi! is aH4 iBehuiiBg IleeelfleeF M first/ay of November and 
December following, an additional penalty 0 two percent for each 
month shall accrue and be charged on all such unpaid taxes. 
Thereafter, for nonhomestead property, on the Mil> day ef eaeh 
~ \If' is aH4 iBehuliBg IleeelHeeF M first day of November and 
December following, an additional penalty of four percent for each 
month shall accrue and be charged on all such unpaid taxes. If 
one-half of such taxes shall not be paid prior to May 16, the same 
may be paid at any time prior to October 16, with accrued penalties 
to the date of payment added, and thereupon no penalty shall attach 
to the remaining one-half until October 16 following. 

A county may provide by resolution that in the case of a property 
owner that has multiple tracts or parcels with aggregate taxes 
exceeding $50, payments may be made in installments as provided 
in this subdivision. 

The county treasurer may accept payments of more or less than 
the exact amount of a tax installment due. If the accepted payment 
is less than the amount due, payments must be applied first to the 
penalty accrued for the year the payment is made. Acceptance of 
partial payment of tax does not constitute a waiver of the minimum 
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payment required as a condition for filing an appeal under section 
278.03 or any other law, nor does it affect the order of payment of 
delinquent taxes under section 280.39. . 

Sec. 14. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 279.01, subdivision 3, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 3. In the case of class 1b agricultural homestead, class 2a 
agricultural homestead property, and class 2c agricultural nonho
mestead property, no penalties shall attach to the second one-half 
property tax payment as provided in this section if paid by November 
15. Thereafter for class lb agricultural homestead and class 2a 
homestead property, on November 16 following, a penalty. of six 
percent shall accrue and be charged on all such unpaid taxes and on 
December l& 1 following, an additional two percent shall be charged 
on all such Unpaid taxes. Thereafter for class 2c agricultural 
nonhomestead property, on November 16 following, a penalty of 
eight percent shall accrue and be charged on all such unpaid taxes 
and on December l& 1 following, an additional four percent shaH be 
charged on all such unpaid taxes. 

If the owner of class lb agricultural homestead, class 2a, or class 
2c agricultural property receives a consolidated property tax state
ment that shows only an aggregate of the taxes and special assess
ments due on that property and on other property not classified as 
class ·lb agricultural homestead, class 2a, or class 2c agricultural 
property, the aggregate tax and special assessments shown due on 
the property by the consolidated statement will be due on November 
15 provided that at least 50 percent of the property's market value is 
classified class 1b agricultural, class 2a, or class 2c agricultural. 

Sec. 15. [375.1691] [JUDICIAL ORDER AFTER BUDGET PREP
ARATION.] 

Notwithstanding any law to the contrary, a judicial order compel
ling payment out of county runTs shall not be paid unless approved 
~ ~ county board, if a OiiiIget request for the. item was ~ 
submitted to the cfunts Iloard prior to adoption of the biiOget III 

effect for the fisca year. IT the countl1 board refuses to a)@rove 
~a~ent, the order IDlY be pill in the Irst fiscal year fOr w . ch !'c 

u get is approved' a er receipt of the order ~ section does not 
!!PP!r to a judgment or other awaroagainst the CoUll:; that ~ !'c 
result of litigation to which the county or !l. county 0 Icial in an 
0l'llcIii1 capacity was !l. ~ 

Sec. 16. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 375.192, subdivision 1, 
is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. Notwithstanding section 270.07, upon written 
application by the owner of the property, the county board may grant 
a reduction, for the current year, of the assessed valuation of any real 
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property in that county which erroneously has been classified, for 
tax purposes, as nonhomestead property, as is necessary to give it 
the assessed valuation which it would have received if it had been 
classified correctly. The application shall be made on a form pre
scribed by the commissioner of revenue. It shall include the social 
security number of the applicant and a statement of facts of 
ownership and occupancy. The social security number of the E!:2E: 
et owner is private data on indlvlcIiials as defined Qy section 13.02, 
su division 12. It shaIf1)e sworn to by the owner of the property 
before an officer authorized to take acknowledgments. Before it is 
acted upon by the county board, the application shall be referred to 
the county assessor, or if the property is located in a city of the first 
class having a city assessor, to the city assessor, who shall investi
gate the facts and attach a report of the investigation to the 
application. 

With respect to abatements relating to the current year's tax 
processed through June 30, the county auditor shall notify the 
commissioner of revenue on or before July 31 of that same year of all 
applications granted pursuant to this subdivision. With respect to 
abatements relating to the current year's tax processed after June 
30 through the balance of the year, the county auditor shall notify 
the commissioner of revenue on or before the following January 31 of 
all applications granted pursuant to this subdivision. The form 
submitted by the county auditor shall be prescribed by the commis
sioner of revenue and shall contain the information which the 
commissioner deems necessary. 

Sec. 17. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 475.61, 
subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [IRREVOCABILITY.] Tax levies so made and filed shall 
be irrevocable, except as provided in this subdivision. 

In each year when there is on hand any excess amount in the debt 
redemption fund of a school district at the time the district makes its 
property tax levies, the amount of the excess shall be certified by the 
school board to the eemmissieaer sf eaueatiea whe shall eem!,ute the 
reaueea tffifle¥y, aQel' adjustmeat fap the heme stead eFe<Iit Fe!,laee 
meat aid !'aid !'UFsuaat t<> seetiea 273.1394, the agFieultUFal eFe<Iit 
Fe!,iaeemeat aM !'ffi<I!,UFsuaat t<> seetieR 273.1391;, aREI the tffif base 
aajustmeat !'ursuaatt<> seetiea 273.1898. 1'Re eemmissieaer sf 
eElueatiea shall eertHY the adjustea reaueea tffiflevy t<> the county 
auditor and the auditor shall reduce the tax levy otherwise to be 
included in the rolls next prepared by the amount certified, unless 
the school board determines that the excess amount is necessary to 
ensure the prompt and full payment of the obligations and any call 
premium on the obligations, or will be used for redemption of the 
obligations in accordance with their terms. An amount shall be 
presumed to be excess for a school district in the amount that it, 
together with the levy required by subdivision 1. will QVMO" 'AA 
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percent of the amount needed to meet when due the principal and 
interest payments on the obligations due before the second following 
July 1. This subdivision shall not limit a school board's authority to 
specify a tax levy in a higher amount jf necessary because of 
anticipated tax delinquency or for cash·,flow needs to meet the 
required payments from the debt redemption fund, 

If the governing body, including the governing body of a schpol 
district, in any year makes an irrevocable appropriation to the debt 
service fund of moneys actually on hand or if there is on hand any 
excess amount in the debt service fund, the recording officer may 
certify to the county auditory the fact and amount thereof and the 
auditor shall reduce by. the amount so certified the amount other
wise to be included in the rolls next thereafter prepared. 

Sec. 18. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 477 A.015, is amended to 
read: 

477A.015 [PAYMENT DATES.] 

The commissioner of revenue shall make the payments of local 
government aid to affected taxing authorities in two installments on 
July l& 20 and December 15 annually. 

The commissioner may pay .all or part of the payment due on 
December 15 at any time after August 15 upon the request of a city 
that requests such payment as being necessary for meeting its cash 
flow needs. 

Sec. 19. [ADJUSTMENT FOR CREDITS.] 

Subdivision 1, A county auditor may make a final certification of 
prior yeah adjustments not previously CIalniea for wetlands credit 
and reim ursement, native prairie credit and reimbursement, and 
fue small business credit in the 1989 aOstract of tax lists. The 

. oorrulilsSloner ofreveiiUeShall review the certificatIons to determIne 
their accuracy and make the changes aeemed necessary. After they· 
have been reviewed, the commissioner shail mclude these prior year 
adjustments in the 1989 aid payments. 

Subd. 2. ~ county auditor may make!! final certification of prioa year ad'ustments not previously CIiilllled 1'Orli.omestead crerut an 
agncultural 'cre It in the 1990 abstract mtax lists. The commis
sioner of revenuesh81fTevIeWthe certifica:iwns to determine their 
accuracy and make the changes deemed necessar . After they have 
been revleWea;tlle commissioner shall mc u e these. prior year 
adjustments in tne1990 aid payments. 

Sec. 20. Laws 1987, chapter 268, article 6, section 54, is amended 
to read: 
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Sec. 54. [EFFECTIVE DATE.) 

Except where provided otherwise, sections 1 to 13, and 15 to 53 are 
effective for taxes levied in 1988, payable in 1989, andThereafter. 
Section 14 is effective for taxes payable in 1987 and thereafter. 

Sec. 21. [REPEALER.] 

Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 275.035, ~ repealed. 

Sec. 22. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

Sections 2, 3, 9, 10, 13, 14, and 17 are effective for taxes levied in 
1988 and thereafter,-payahle in 1989 and thereafter-. ------

Sections :! and 20 are effective the day following final enactment. 

Sections ~ and I) are effective for assessment year 1988 and 
thereafter, taxes payille in 1989 and thereafter. Notwithstanding 
Minnesota Statntes, section 273.112, subdivision 6, in order to 
qualify for the valuation and tax deferment for the 1988 assessmenT, 
the taxpayer of the property operated l>y privar.;-clubs under 
Minnesota Statutes, section 273.112, subdivision ~ clause (c)(3), 
must submit an affidavit or other written verification to the assessor 
l>y September 1, 1988, showing that the bylaws or rules and 
regulatIOns of the private club meet the eligibilIty requirements of 
section ~ l>y September 1, 1988. 

Section 1. ~ effective only for taxes payable in 1988. 

ARTICLE 7 

ASSESSORS 

Section 1. [270.185] [REASSESSMENT FUND; COMPENSA
TION.] 

Subdivision .L A permanent reassessment revolving fund of 
$250,000 is created. $250,000 is appropriated from the general fund 
to the permanent reassessment revolving fund. The fund is annually 
appropriated to the commissioner of revenue for the purposes of this 
section. 

Subd. 2. Each special assessor or deputy appointed under sections 
270.11, subdivision 3, or 270.16 shall be compensated from the 
revolving fund for costs of assessment in an amount fixed by the 
commissioner:-The CommIssioner shall certify the amOiIDts to the 
commissioner of finance who shall make payment from the revolv-
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~ fund. Each liounty shall reimburse the revolving fund within 
two years after t e expenses are ptd. The commiSSIOner shall notify 
each county auditor of the relm ursable amount and the auditor 
shall k'2' '" tax upon all taxable property in the assessment district 
or districts where the reassessment was madeto P"'-Y the ex enses. 
The amounts reimbursed shall be deposited in the revolving fun 
and are annually appropriate([ for its purposes. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 270.41, is amended to 
read: 

270.41 [BOARD OF ASSESSORS.] 

(a) A board of assessors is hereby created. The board shall be for 
the purpose of establishing, conducting, reviewing, supervising, 
coordinating or approving courses in assessment practices, and 
establishing criteria for determining assessor's qualifications. The 
board shall also have authority and responsibility to consider other 
matters relating to assessment administration brought before it by 
the commissioner of revenue. The board ma?dgrantirenew, suspend, 
or revoke an assessor's license. The boar shal consist of nine 
members, who shall be appointed by the commissioner of revenue, in 
the manner provided herein. 

1. Two from the department of revenue, 

2. Two county assessors, 

3. Two assessors who are not county assessors, one of whom shall 
be a township assessor, and 

4. One from the private appraisal field holding a professional 
appraisal designation, 

5. Two public members as defined by section 214.02. 

The appointment provided in 2 and 3 may be made from two lists 
of not less than three names each, one submitted to the commis
sioner of revenue by the Minnesota association of assessing officers 
or its successor organization containing recommendations for the 
appointment of appointees described in 2, and one by the Minnesota 
association of assessors, inc. or its successor organization containing 
recommendations for the appointees described in 3. The lists must 
be submitted 30 days before the commencement of the term. In the 
case of a vacancy, a new list shall be furnished to the commissioner 
by the respective organization immediately, A member of the board 
who shall no longer be engaged in the capacity listed above shall 
automatically be disqualified from membership in the board. 
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The board shall annually elect a chair and a secretary of the 
board. 

(b) The board may refuse to grant or renew, or may suspend or 
revoke, !'c license of an applicant or licensee for any of the following 
causes or acts: ------

(1) failure to complete required training; 

(2) inefficiency or neglect of duty; 

(3) "unprofessional conduct" which means knowingly neglecting 
to perform !'c duty required ~ law, or violation of the laws of this 
state relating to the assessment of property or unlawfully exempt
irlg property oi1mowingly and intentionally listing property on the 
tax list at substantially less than its market value or the level 
required1ly law in order to gain favor or benefit, or knowingly and 
intentionally misclassifying property in order to gain favor or 
benefit; or 

(4) conviction of !'c crime involving moral turpitude; or 

(5) any other cause or act that in the board's opinion warrants a 
refusal to issue or suspension or revocation of ~ license. 

(c) The board of assessors may adopt rules under chapter 14, 
defining or interpreting grounds for refusing to grant or renew, and 
for suspending or revoking a license under this section. An action of 
the board of assessors in refusing to grant or renew !'c license or in 
suspending or revoking a hcense is subject to review in accordance 
with chapter 14. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 270.485, is 
amended to read: 

270.485 lSENIOR ACCREDITATION.] 

The legislature finds that the property tax system would be 
enhanced by requiring that every county assessor and senior ap
praiser in the department of revenue's property ilHf review local 
government services division obtain senior accreditation from the 
state board of assessors. By January 1, ~ 1990, or in the case of 
~ county assessor within one year of the first appmnT:rrleilt under 
section 273.061, whichever is later, every county assessor and senior 
appraiser, including the department's regional representatives, 
must obtain senior accreditation from the state board of assessors. 
The board shall provide the necessary courses or training. If a 
department senior appraiser or regional representative fails to 
obtain senior accreditation by January 1, ~ 1990, the failure 
shall be grounds for dismissal, disciplinary action, or corrective 
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action. Except as provided in section 273.061, subdivision 2, para
~ (c), after December 30, 1988 1989, the commissioner must not 
approve the appointment of a county assessor who is not senior 
accredited by the state board of assessors. No employee hired by the 
commissioner as a senior appraiser or regional representative after 
June 3'0, 1987, shall attain permanent status until the employee 
obtains senior accreditation. 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 273.01, is amended to 
read: 

273.01 [LISTING AND ASSESSMENT, TIME.] 

All real property subject to taxation shall be listed and at least 
one-fourth of the parcels listed shall be appraised each year with 
reference to their value on January 2 preceding the assessment so 
that each parcel shall be reappraised at maximum intervals of four 
years. All real property becoming taxable in any year shall be listed 
with reference to its value on January 2 of that year. Except fur the 
esrreetisas fleFfBittea herem as provided in section 274.01, subdivi
sion 1, all real property assessments shall be completed two weeks 
priorto the date scheduled for the local board of review or equaliza
tion and no valuations entered thereafter shall be of any force and 
effect. In the event a valuation and classification is not placed on any 
real property by the dates scheduled for the local board of review or 
equalization the valuation and classification determined in the 
preceding assessment shall be continued in effect and the provisions 
of section 273.13 shall, in such case, not be applicable, except with 
respect to real estate which has been constructed since the previous 
assessment. 'I'he es>mty assesss. ffi' any assesss. ffi any eity sf the 
fu'8t elass ""':Y eitheF befure' ffi' afteF the dates sfleeifiea t.ereH. 
esrreet any eITffi'S ffi valaatisa sf any flareels sf fJFsfle.ty, that ""':Y 
have been jaearrea ffi the assessmeat; fJ.aviaeE!, that ffi the ease sf 
saeh earreetisR it iReFeaSeS the valaatisa sf any)3lH'eel sf fJFsfle.ty, 
the assesss. shall ....tHY the _ sf Fee6I'd ffi' the _ ta whem 
the trn. statemeat is mailea. Net _ thtm tw6 fleFeeat sf the tatal 
aamlle. sf fJareels ffi the assesssr's jllFisdietisR ""':Y ile eSFFeetea 
afteF the dates S)3eeifieE! herem aREl ffi the <WeRt sf any eS'FeetisRs ffi 
"*'leSS sf the aathsrizea aamBer sf saeh es •• eetisas, all esrreetisas 
shall ile ¥<>i<h Real property containing iron ore, the fee to which is 
owned by the state of Minnesota, shall, if leased by the state after 
January 2 in any year, be subject to assessment for that year on the 
value of any iron ore removed under said lease prior to January 2 of 
the following year. Personal property subject to taxation shall be 
listed and assessed annually with reference to its value on January 
2; and, if acquired on that day, shall be listed by or for the person 
acquiring it. 

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 273.05, subdivision 1, is 
amended to read: 
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Subdivision l. [APPOINTMENT OF TOWN AND CITY ASSES
SORS.] Notwithstanding any other provision of law all town asses
sors shall be appointed by the town board, and notwithstanding any 
charter provisions to the contrary, all city assessors shall be ap
pointed by the city council or other appointing authority as provided 
by law or charter. Such assessors shall be residents of the state but 
need not be a resident of the town or city for which they are 
appointed. They shall be selected and appointed because of their 
knowledge and training in the field of property taxation. All town 
and statutory city assessors shall be appointed for indefinite terms. 
The term of the town or city assessors may be terminated at any 
time ~ the town board or city council on charges ~ the commis
sioner of revenue ol'Trietflclency or neglect of ~uty. Vacancies in the 
office of town or city assessor shall be lffie within 90 days by 
appointment ofthe respective appointing authority indicated above. 
If the vacancy is not filled within 90 days, the office shall be 
terminated. When a vacancy in the office of town or city assessor is 
not filled by appointment, and it is imperative that the office of 
assessor be filled, the county auditor shall appoint some resident of 
the county as assessor for such tgwn or city. The county auditor may 
appoint the county assessor as assessor for such town or city, in 
which case the town or city shall pay to the county treasurer the 
amount determined by the county auditor to be due for the services 
performed and expenses incurred by the county assessor in acting as 
assessor for such town or city. The term of any town or statutory city 
assessor in a county electing in accordance with section 273.052 
shall be terminated as provided in section 273.055. 

The commissioner of revenue may recommend to the state board 
of assessors the nonrenewal, suspension, or revocation of an asses
sor's license as provided in sections 270.41 to 270.53. 

Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 273.061, 
subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision l. [OFFICE CREATED; APPOINTMENT, QUALIFI
CATIONS.] Every county in this state shall have a county assessor. 
The county assessor shall be appointed by the board of county 
commissioners and shall be a resident of this state. The assessor 
shall be selected and appointed because of knowledge and training 
in the field of property taxation and appointment shall be approved 
by the commissioner of revenue before the same shall become 
effective. Upon receipt by the county commissioners of the commis
sioner of revenue's refusal to approve an appointment, the term of 
the appointee shall terminate at the end of that day. Notwithstand
ing any law to the contrary, a county assessor must have senior 
accreditation from the state board of assessors by January 1, lil8ii 
1990, or within one year of the assessor's first appointment under 
this section, whiChever is later. 
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Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 273.061, subdivision 2, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [TERM; VACANCY] (a) The terms of county assessors 
appointed under this section shall be four years. A new term shall 
begin on January 1 of every fourth year after 1973. When any 
vacancy in the office occurs, the board of county commissioners, 
within 30 days thereafter, shall fill the same by appointment for the 
remainder of the term, following the procedure prescribed in subdi
vision 1. The term of the county assessor may be terminated by the 
board of county commissioners at any time, on charges of ineffi
ciency or neglect of duty by the commissioner of revenue. If the 
board of county conimissioners does not intend to reappoint a county 
assessor who has been certified by the state board of assessors, the 
board shall present written notice to the county assessor not later 
than 90 days prior to the termination of the assessor's term, that it 
does not intend to reappoint the assessor. If written notice is not 
timely made, the county assessor will automatically be reappointed 
by the board of county commissioners. 

The commissioner of revenue may recommend to the state board 
of assessors the nonrenewaI, suspension, or revocation of an asses
sor's license as provided in sections 270.41 to 270.53. 

(b) In the event of a vacancy in the office of county assessor, 
through death, resignation or other reasons, the deputy (or chief 
deputy, if more than one) shall perform the functions of the office. If 
there is no deputy, the county auditor shall designate a person to 
perform the duties of the office until an appointment is made as 
provided in clause (a). Such person shall perform the duties of the 
office for a period not exceeding 30 days during which the county 
board must appoint a county assessor. Such 30-day period may, 
however, be extended by written approval of the commissioner of 
revenue. 

(c) In the case of the first al[P0intment under paragraph (a) of !! 
count assessor who is accre ited but who does not have senior 
accre itation, an apprOVal of the appomtment Qy the coffiiillssroner 
shaH be for !! term of one year. A county assessor appointed to !! 
one-year term under this paragraph must reapply to the commis
sioner at the elliIOnhe one-year term-:'rlle commissioner shall not 
~vetne apPOmtment for the remamaer of the four-year term 
un ess the assessor has obtainea senior accreditation. 

Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 274.01, 
subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [ORDINARY BOARD; MEETINGS, DEADLINES, 
GRIEVANCES.] (a) The town board of a town, or the councilor other 
governing body of a city, is the board of review except in cities whose 
charters provide for a board of equalization. The county assessor 
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shall fix a day and time when the board or the board of equalization 
shall meet in the assessment districts of the county, On or before 
February 15 of each year the assessor shall give written notice of the 
time to the city or town clerk, Notwithstanding the provisions of any 
charter to the contrary, the meetings must be held between April 1 
and May 31 each year. The clerk shall give published and posted 
notice of the meeting at least ten days before the date of the meeting. 
The board shall meet at the office of the clerk to review the 
assessment and classification of property in .the town or city. No 
changes in valuation may be made IJy the county assessor after the 
board of review or the county board of equalization has adjourned, 
This restriction does not ~ to corrections of errors that are 
merely clerical or administrative in nature. 

(b) The board shall determine whether the taxable property in the 
town or city has been properly placed on the list and properly valued 
by the assessor, If real or personal property has been omitted, the 
board shall place it on the list with its market value, and correct the 
assessment so that each tract or lot of real property, and each article, 
parcel, or class of personal property, is entered on the assessment list 
at its market value, No assessment of the property of any person may 
be raised unless the person has been duly notified of the intent of the 
board to do so, On application of any person feeling aggrieved, the 
board shall review the assessment or classification, or hoth, and 
correct it as appears just. 

(c) A local board of review may reduce assessments upon petition 
of the taxpayer but the total reductions must not reduce the 
aggregate assessment made by the county assessor by more than one 
percent. If the total reductions would lower the aggregate assess
ments made by the county assessor by more than one percent, none 
of the adjustments may be made. The assessor shall correct any 
clerical errors or double assessments discovered by the board of 
review without regard to the one percent limitation. 

(d) A majority of the members may act at the meeting, and 
adjourn from day to day until they finish hearing the cases pre
sented, The assessor shall attend, with the assessment books and 
papers, and take part in the proceedings, but must not vote, The 
county assessor, or an assistant delegated by the county assessor 
shall attend the meetings, The board shall list separately, on a form 
appended to the assessment book, all omitted property added to the 
list by the board and all items of property increased or decreased, 
with the market value of each item of property, added or changed by 
the board, placed opposite the item, The county assessor shall enter 
all changes made by the board in the assessment book, 

(e) If a person fails to appear in person, by counsel, or by written 
communication before the board after being duly notified of the 
board's intent to raise the assessment of the property, or if a person 
feeling aggrieved by an assessment or classification fails to apply for 
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a review of the assessment or classification, the person may not 
appear before the county board of equalization for a review of the 
assessment or classification. This paragraph does not apply if an 
assessment was made after the board meeting, as provided in section 
273.01, or if the person can establish not having received notice of 
market value at least five days before the local board of review 
meeting. ' ' 

(I) The board of review or the board of equalization must complete 
its work and adjourn within 20 days from the time of convening 
stated in the notice of the clerk, unless a longer period is approved 
by the commissioner of revenue. No action taken after that date is 
valid. All complaints about an assessment or classification made 
after the meeting of the board must be heard and determined by the 
county board of equalization. A nonresident may, at any time" before 
the meeting of the board of review file written objections to an 
assessment or classification with the county assessor. The objections 
must be presented to the board of review at its meeting by the county 
assessor for its consideration. 

Sec. 9. [COUNTY ASSESSORS; SENIOR ACCREDITATION.] 

Notwithstanding Minnesota Statutes, section 273.061, the com
missioner of revenue's approval on January L 1989, of appOlilt-
ments of assessors who are not senior accredited on January 1, 1989, 
shall be for !'c term of one ~ear. ~ county assessor appointed for !'c 
one-year term must reapp y to the commissioner by January h 
1990, to obtain the approval of the commissioner for the remainder 
of the Tour:year term. ~ , 

Sec. 10. [APPROPRIATION.] 

There if! appropriated to the state board of assessors from the 
general fund the amount of $10,000 to be used in fiscal year 1989 for 
adopting rules under section 2. 

Sec. 11. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

Section 1 if! effective the day after final enactment. 

ARTICLES 

HUMAN SERVICES PROGRAMS 

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 256.01, 
subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [SPECIFIC POWERS.] Subject to the provisions of 
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section 241.021, subdivision 2, the commissioner of human services 
shall: 

(1) Administer and supervise all forms of public assistance pro
vided for by state law and other welfare activities or services as are 
vested in the commissioner. Administration and supervision of 
human services activities or services includes, but is not limited to, 
assuring timely and accurate distribution of benefiTs;completeness 
of service, and quauty program management. In addition to admin
istering and supervising human services activities vested '[y law in 
the department, the commisSIOner shall have the authority to: 

(a) require local agency participation in training and technical 
assistance programs to promote compliance with statutes, rules, 
federal laws, regulations and policies governing human services; 

(b) monitor, on an ongoing basis, the performance oflocal agencies 
in llie operation and administration of human services, enforce 
comJillance with statutes, rules, federal laws, regulations, and 
policies governing welfare services and promote excellence of ad
ministration and program operation; 

(c) develop a quality control profcj'am or other monitoring program 
to review county performance an accuracy of benefit determina
tions; 

(d) require local agencies to make an adjustment to the publii 
assistance benefits issued to an:illldlvidual consistent wITllfedera 
law and regulation and state law and rule and to issue or recover 
benefus as appropriate; 

(e) delay or leny payment of all or part of the state and federal 
share of bene Its and administrative reimbursement according to 
the procedures set forth in section 256.016; and 

(f) make contracts with and grants to Pf,blic and ~ivate agencies 
and or anizations, both profit an nonpro It, aiidTn ividuals, using 
appropriate un s. 

(2) Inform local agencies, on a timely basis, of changes in statute, 
rule, federal law, regulation, and policy necessary to local agency 
administration of the programs. 

(3) Administer and supervise all child welfare activities; promote 
the enforcement of laws protecting handicapped, dependent, ne
glected and delinquent children, and children born to mothers who 
were not married to the children's fathers at the times of the 
conception nor at the births of the children; license and supervise 
child-caring and child-placing agencies and institutions; supervise 
the care of children in boarding and foster homes or in private 
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institutions; and generally perform all functions relating to the field 
of child welfare now vested in the state board of control. 

~. (4) Administer and supervise all noninstitutional service to 
handicapped petsons, including those who are visually impaired, 
hearing impaired, or physically impaired or otherwise handicapped. 
The commissioner may provide and contract for the care and 
treatment of qualified indigent children in facilities other than those 
located and available at state hospitals when it is not feasible to 

. provide the service in state hospitals. 

W (5) Assist and actively cooperate with other departments, 
agencIeS and institutions, local, state, and federal, by performing 
services in conformity with the purposes of Laws 1939, chapter 431. 

te1 (6) Act as the agent of and cooperate with the federal govern
ment in matters of mutual concern relative to and in conformity 
with the provisions of Laws 1939, chapter 431, including the 
administration of any federal funds granted to the state to aid in the 
performance of any functions of the commissioner as specified in 
Laws 1939, chapter 431, and including the promulgation of rules 
making uniformly available medical care benefits to all recipients of 
public assistance, at such times as the federal government increases 
its participation in assistance expenditures for medical care to 
recipients of public assistance, the cost thereof to be borne in the 
same proportion as are grants of aid to said recipients. 

f(;f (7) Establish and· maintain any administrative units reason" 
ably necessary for the performance of administrative functions 
common to all divisions of the department. 

m Aeminister aael sHpervise any aeeitienal welfare aetivities 
aael serviees as are ¥eSied ~ law in the eepaFtmeat. 

(8) The commissioner is designated as guardian of both the estate 
and the person of all the wards of the state of Minnesota, whether by 
operation of law or by an order of court, without any further act or 
proceeding whatever, except as to persons committed as mentally 
retarded. 

(9) Act as coordinating referral and informational center on 
requests for service for newly arrived immigrants coming to Minne
sota. 

(10) The specific enumeration of powers and duties as hereinabove 
set forth shall in no way be construed to be a limitation upon the 
general transfer of powers herein contained. 

(11) Establish county, regional, or statewide schedules of maxi
mum fees and charges which may be paid by local agencies for 
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medical, dental, surgical, hospital, nursing and nursing home care 
and medicine and medical supplies under all programs of medical 
care provided by the state and for congregate living care under the 
income maintenance programs. 

(12) Have the authority to conduct and administer experimental 
projects to test methods and procedures of administering assistance 
and services to recipients or potential recipients of public welfare. To 
carry out such experimental projects, it is further provided that the 
commissioner of human services is authorized to waive the enforce
ment of existing specific statutory program requirements, rules, and 
standards in one or more counties. The order establishing the waiver 
shall provide alternative methods and procedures of administration, 
shall not be in conflict with the basic purposes, coverage, or benefits 
provided by law, and in no event shall the duration of a project 
exceed four years. It is further provided that no order establishing an 
experimental project as authorized by the provisions of this section 
shall become effective until the following conditions have been met: 

(a) The proposed comprehensive plan including estimated project 
costs and the proposed order establishing the waiver shall be filed 
with the secretary of the senate and chief clerk of the house of 
representatives at least 60 days prior to its effective date. 

(b) The secretary of health, education, and welfare of the United 
States has agreed, for the same project, to waive state plan require
ments relative to statewide uniformity. 

(c) A comprehensive plan, including estimated project costs, shall 
be approved by the legislative advisory commission and filed with 
the commissioner of administration. 

(13) In accordance with federal requirements establish procedures 
to be followed by local welfare boards in creating citizen advisory 
committees, including procedures for selection of committee mem
bers. 

(14) Allocate federal fiscal disallowances or sanctions which are 
based on quality control error rates for the aid to families with 
dependent children, medical assistance, or food stamp program in 
the following manner: 

(a) One-half of the total amount of the disallowance shall be borne 
by the county boards responsible for administering the programs. 
For the medical assistance and AFDC programs, disallowances shall 
be shared by each county board in the same proportion as that 
county's expenditures for the sanctioned program are to the total of 
all counties' expenditures for the AFDC and medical assistance 
programs. For the food stamp program, sanctions shall be shared by 
each county board, with 50 percent of the sanction being distributed 
to each county in the same proportion as that county's administra-
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tive costs for food stamps are to the total of all food stamp adminis
trative costs for all counties, and 50 percent of the sanctions being 
distributed to each county in the same proportion as that county's 
value of food stamp benefits issued are to the total of all benefits 
issued for all counties. Each county shall pay its share of the 
disallowance to the state of Minnesota. When a county fails to pay 
the amount due hereunder, the commissioner may deduct the 
amount from reimbursement otherwise due the county, or the 
attorney general, upon the request of the commissioner, may insti
tute civil action to recover the amount due. 

(b) Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph (a), if the disal
lowance results from knowing noncompliance by one or more coun
ties with a specific program instruction, and that knowing 
noncompliance is a matter of official county board record, the 
commissioner may require payment or recover from the county or 
counties, in the manner prescribed in paragraph (a), an amount 
equal to the portion of the total disallowance which resulted from 
the noncompliance, and may distribute the balance of the disallow
ance according to paragraph (a). 

(15) Develop and implement special projects that maximize reim
bursements and result in the recovery of money to the state. For the 
purpose of recovering state money, the commissioner may enter into 
contracts with third parties. Any recoveries that result from projects 
or contracts entered into under this paragraph shall be deposited in 
the state treasury and credited to a special account until the balance 
in the account reaches $400,000. When the balance in the account 
exceeds $400,000, the excess shall be transferred and credited to the 
general fund. All money in the account is appropriated to the 
commissioner for the purposes of this paragraph. 

(16) Have the authority to make direct payments to facilities 
providing shelter to women and their children pursuant to section 
256D.05, subdivision 3. Upon the written request of a shelter facility 
that has been denied payments under section 256.05, subdivision 3, 
the commissioner shall review all relevant evidence and make a 
determination within 30 days of the request for review regarding 
issuance of direct payments to the shelter facility. Failure to act 
within 30 days shall be considered a determination not to issue 
direct payments. 

Sec. 2. [256.016] [COMPLIANCE SYSTEM.] 

Subdivision 1. [AUTHORITY AND PURPOSE.] The commis
sioner shall adrmnister a compliance system for aid to taniilies with 
depenUeiiIChildren, the tood stamp program, emergency assistance, 
general assistance, work readiness, medical assistance, general 
assistance medical care, emergency general assistance, Minnesota 
supplemental assistance, preadmission screening, and alternative 
care grants under the powers and authorities named in section 
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256.01, subdivision 2. The purpose of the compliance system ~ to 
permit the commIssioner to supervise the administration of public 
assistance programs and to enforce timely and accurate distribution 
of benefits, completeness of service and effIcient and effective 
program management and operations, to increase unIiOrmity and 
consistency in the administration and delivery of public assistance 
programs throughout the state, and to reduce the possibility of 
sanctions and fiscal disallowances for nollcOri1j?liance with federal 
regulations and state statutes. 

The commissioner shall utilize training, technical assistance, and 
monitoring activities, as specified in section 256.01, subdivision 2, to 
encourage local agency compliance with written policies and proce
dures. 

Subd. ~ [DEFINITIONS.] The following terms have the meanings 
given for the purpose of this section. 

(a) "Administrative penalty" means an adjustment against the 
local agency's state and federal Oeii.ellt and federal administrative 
reimbursement ·when the commissioner determines that the local 
agency ~ not in comJillance with the policies and prOCedures 
established by the commissioner. 

(b) "Quality control case penalty" means an adjustment against 
theIocal agency's federal administrative reimbursement and state 
and federal benefit reimbursement when the commissioner deter
mmes through ~ quality control revleWthat the local agency has 
made incorrect payments, terminations, or denials of benefits as 
determined Qy state quality control procedures for the aid to 
families with dependent children, food sl1mp, or medicarassistance 
programs, or any other programs for w ich the commIssioner has 
developed ~ quality control system. QUdh~y control case penalties 
~ only to agency errors as define !:'Y state qUality control 
procedures. 

(c) "Quality control" means a review system of a statewide 
ralldom sample of cases, <IeSIgii.ed to provide data on the accuracy 
with which state and federal policies are being applied in issuing 
benefits and as ~ fiscal audit to ensure the accuracy of expenditures. 
The quality control system ~ adillillistered Qy the department. For 
the aid to families with dependent children, roodStamp, and medical 
assistance programs, the quahty control system is that required Qy 
federal regulation. 

Subd. 3. [QUALITY CONTROL CASE PENALTY] The depart
ment shan disallow, withhold, or deny state and federal benefit 
reimbursement and federal administrative reimbursement ~ 
ment to a county when the commissioner determines that the county 
has incorrectly Issued benefits or incorrectly denied or terminated 
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benefits. These cases shall be identified Qy state quality control 
reviews. 

Subd. 4. [DETERMINING THE AMOUNT OF THE QUALITY 
CONTROL CASE PENALTY.] (a) The amount of the quality control 
case penalty is limited to the amount of the {JOIlar error for the 
quality control sample month in ll; reviewed case as determined1l 
the state quality controrrevrew procedures for tIie aid to families 
with---.rependent children and food ska"hP programs orIar any other. 
income transfer program for whic ~ commissioner develops ~ 
quality control program. 

(b) Payment errors in medical assistance. or lriy other medical 
services program for which the department evelo~s a quality 
control program are subject to set rate penaltIes asea on the 
average cost of tne specific quality control error elementfor a 
sample review month for that household size and status of instRu-= 
tionaliziltiOiland as dcieiiiimed from state qUaITtYCoilfrOI data III 
the preceding fisciiT year for the corresponding program. 

(c) ~ identified in negative action cases, such as incorrect 
terminatIons or denials or aSSIstance are suWect to set rate penalties 
based on the average benefit cost of that ousehold size as deter
minedrrom state quality control data in the preceding fiscal year for 
the corresponding program. 

Subd. 5. [ADMINISTRATIVE PENALTIES.] The department 
sharrarsaTIow or withhold state and federal benefit reimbursement 
and federal aaministrative reiffi'b"ursement from local agencies 
when the actions performed Qy the local agency are not in compli
ance WITh the written policies and procedures establiShed Qy the 
comm1SsWner. The policies and procedures must be previouSIY 
communicated to the local agenc,Y.A local agency shall not be 
penalized for complylng with."c wrItten policy or proceaure, even if 
the polica or procedure is found to be erroneous and is subsequently 
rescinde ~ the commiss1"O'i1er. - -

Stibd. 6. [DETERMINING THE AMOUNT OF THE ADMINIS
TR:ATIVEPENALTY] The amount of the ~enalty imposed on any 
local agency is based on the numbers of pub lc assistance applicants 
and recipients that may be affected 2Y the local agency's failure to 
comply with thepol.icies and rocedures estiiJJ1lshed Qy the commis
sioner, the fiscal impact Q... the local agency's action, and the 
auratron of the noncompliance as determined & the commissioner. 
AdministratiVe penalties shall be imposed inaependent of any 
quality control case penalties. 

Subd .. 7. [PROCESS AND EXCEPTION.] (a)(1) The department 
shali r0tify the local agency in writing of ali proposed quality 
contro case penames: . 
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(2) The local agency may submit a written exception of the quality 
control error claim and proposed penalty. The exception must be 
submitted to the commissioner within ten calendar days of the 
receipt of the penalty notice. 

(3) Within 20 calendar days of receipt of the written exception, the 
commissioner shall sustain, rusmiss, or amend the quality control 
findings and case penalty and notify the local agency, in writing, of 
the decision and the amount of any penalty. The commissioner's 
UeCision ~. not subject to judicial review. 

(b)(1) The de!airtment shall notify the local agency in writing of 
any proposed a lninistrative penalt~, the date ~ which the local 
agency must correct the issues note in the penalty, and tile time 
period within which the local agency must submit !! corrective 
action plan for compliance. 

(2) IT the local agency fails to submit !! corrective action' plan 
within the stated time penon, or if the corrective action plan does 
not bring the a,ency into compliance as determined Q.y the depart
ment, or iIThe ocal agency fails to meet the commitments in the 
corrective-action plar' the department shill issue the admimstra: 
tive penalty and noti y the local agency in writing. 

(3) The local a~ency may file written exception to the administra
tive penalty wit the commissioner within 30 days orthe receipt of 
the department's notice of issumg the administrative penalty. The 
lOCal agency must notify the commissioner of its mtent to file a 
written exception within tenaays of the delivery of the department's 
notice of the administrative penalty. IT the local agency does not 
notifY The commissioner of its intent tOllle and does not file !! 
written exce tion within the presCrll)ed time perioas,the depart
ment's initial ecisloiiSh:aTIlie final. ------ ------

(4) The commissioner shall sustain, dismiss, or amend the admin
istrative penalty findings, and shalI issue !! written order to the 
local a enc within 30 calendar days after receiving the local 
a enc s written "exception. 

Subd. 8. [JUDICIAL REVIEW.] 12 local agency that ~ aggrieved 
~ the order of the commissioner in an administrative penalty of 
ovei'"$75,000, or 1.5 percent of the total benefit expendItures for the 
income maintenance programs listed in subdivision .!, for that 
county, whichever ~ the lesser amount, mar appeal the order to the 
court of appeals !i.Y serving a written ~ Q.. !! notice of appeal upon 
the commissioner within 30 days after the date the commissioner 
IsSued the administrative peDaltyorder, and ~ fITlng the original 
notice ana proof of service with the court administrator Of'the court 
orappears. Service may be made personally or fu' mall. Service ~ 
mail is complete upon mailing. The record of review shail consist of 
the advance notice of the admmistrative penalty to the local agency, 
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the local agency corrective action plan jf ,any, the final ~ ofthe 
aaministrative penalty, the local agency s written exceptIOn to tlle 
administrative penalty oroer, and any other material submitWlOr 
the commissioner's coiiSRlei'ation, anatIle commissioner's final 
WTI tten order. The court may affirm the commissioner's decision or 
remand the case forfuither proceedings, or i! may reverse or modi1Y 
the decision "TIthe substantIal rig~ts of tne local agency have been 
j)reildiced becaUse the decision IS: (1) In excess of the statutory 
aut ority or jurisdiction of the agency; (2) unsuJ?eorteif1.y substan
tial evidence in view of the entire recorUas submitted; (3) arbitrary 
or capricious; or (4) in vTofatlOrlOt'CciiiStitiitional proviSiOns. 

Subd. 9. [TIMING AND DISPOSITION OF PENALTY AND 
CASE'IiISALLOWANCE FUNDS.] ~uality control case penalt~nd 
administrative penalty amounts.s all be disaUowed or wit leId 
from the next re!jllar reimbursement maGe to the county agency for 
state .andf'eCferabenefit reimbursements and federal administra
tive reIDibursements for all Hro~::tms covered in this sectI0l<; 
according to procedures estab ish in statute, but Sli8l1 not 
imposed sooner than 30 calendar fays from the date of Willten 
notice of such penarties. All .!dena ties must be deposited in the 
countb incentive fund prom m section 25iDn 7. All penalties 
must e imposed according to this provision until a decision is made 
regarding the status of !! written exception. Penalties must be 
returned tolocal agencies when !! review of !! written exception 
results in a decISion in their favor.. . . - ----

Subd. 10. [COUNTY OBLIGATION TO MAKE BENEFIT PAY
MENTS.TCounties subject to fiscal penalties shall not reduce or 
withhold benefits. from elig1blerecipients of programs listed In 
subdivision 1 in order to cover the cost of penalties under this 
section. Comity funds shan be usedtO cover fue cost of an.ij?elliilile8. 

Sec. 3. [256.017] [COUNTY PUBLIC ASSISTANCE INCENTIVE 
FUND.] 

Beginning in 1990, $1,000,000 is appropriated from the general 
fund to the detartment in each fiscal year for awards to counties: (1) 
that nave not een assessed an aamlnistratlve penalty under section 
2l>6.OI61n the coITespondin~ fiscal yeariand (2)" that penorm 
satisfactorily according to in icators esta lished !!y the commis
sioner. 

After consultation with local all'encies, the commissioner shall 
inform local agencies'li1Wn1lrij.i of the pertOrmance indicators that 
govern the awarding or the incentive fund for each fiscal year !!y 
April of the preceding fiscal year. .... 

The commissionerlr,ay set performance indicators to ~ovdrn the 
awaTIling of the tota una,may allocate portions of the un toTe 
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awarded !!.Y: uni9ue indicators, or may set ~ sole indicator to govern 
. the awarding of funds. 

The funds shall be awarded to qualifying local agencies according 
to their share of benefits for the programSTeIated to the perfor
mance indicators governingTherustribution of the fund or part of it 
as compared to the total benefits of all qualifyingIocal agencies for 
tlie programs related to the perlormance indicators governmg the 
distribution of the fund or part of it. 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 256.72, is amended to 
read: 

256.72 [DUTIES OF COUNTY AGENCIES.] 

The county agencies shall: 

(1) Administer the provisions of sections 256.72 to 256.87 in the 
respective counties subject to the rules prescribed by the state 
agency. pursuant to the provisions of those sections and to the 
supervision of the commissioner of human services specified in 
section 256.01; 

(2) Report to the state agency at such times and in such manner 
and form as the state agency may from time to time direct; and 

(3) Submit quarterly and annually to the county board of commis
sioners a budget containing an estimate and supporting data setting 
forth the amount of money needed to carry out the provisions of 
those sections. 

(4) In addition to providing financial assistance, provide such 
services as will help to maintain and strengthen family life and 
promote the support and personal independence of parents and 
relatives insofar as such help is consistent with continuing parental 
care and protection. 

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 256.81, is amended to 
read: 

256.81 [COUNTY AGENCY, DUTIES.] 

(1) The county agency shall keep such records, accounts, and 
statistics in relation to aid to families with dependent children as 
the state agency shall prescribe. 

(2) Each grant of aid to families with dependent children shall be 
paid to the recipient by the county agency except in those instances 
in which the county agency subject to the rules of the state agency 
determines that payments for care shall be made to an individual 
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other than the parent or relative with whom the dependent child is 
living or to vendors of goods and services for the benefit of the child 
because such parent or relative is unable to properly manage the 
funds in the best interests and welfare of the child. 

(3) The county shall be paid from state and federal funds available 
therefor the amount provided for in section 256.82. 

(4) Federal funds available for administrative purposes shall be 
distributed between the state and the counties in the same propor
tion that expenditures were made except as provided for in section 
256.016. 

Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 256.82, subdivision 1, is 
amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [MONTHLY PAYMENTS.] For the peRod from 
January 1 to June 30, based upon estimates submitteifby t e county 
agency to the state agency, which shall state the estimated required 
expenditures for the succeeding month, upon the direction of the 
state agency payment shall be made monthly in advance by the state 
to the counties of all federal funds available for that purpose for such 
succeeding month, together with an amount of state funds equal to 
:;G 85 percent of the difference between the total estimated cost and 
theTederal funds so available for payments made aiteP I>eeemaeF 3±; 
~ IHHI befeFe JaB""FY ±, ±98±, 1HH18& l'eFeeBt sf the diffeFeBee teF 
J3"ymeBts .....ae aiteP I>eeemaeF 3±; 198() except as provided for in 
section 256.016. Adjustment of aejY overestimate or underestimate 
made ~ any county shaII be rna e bPon the direction of the state 
a~ency in any succeeding month. Su sequent to July! oteach lea' 
~ state agency shaII reimburse the county oaency fOr the un s 
expellilea during tTieJ""anua1i.1 to June 30 ~ except as proVided 
for in section 256.016. ForTe p,eriod mm ~ ! to December 31 
Dased upon the estimates submitted ~ the county agency to the 
state agency;-which shall state the .estimatea required expenditures 
for the succeeding ffioiit}i, upon

l 
the direction of the state agency, 

payment shall be made month y in advance fu the state to the 
counties ofiiIlstateanafederal funds available for lllat purpose lOr 
the succeedlnf montnexcept as provided for In section 256.0I6. 
payment shal be made on the basis of federal and state participa
tion rates described in thIs SUbiIlvlsion. Adjustmentoriiny overes
timate or underestimate made by any county shan be made upon the 
direction of the state agency in any succeeding month. Effective 
January h 1989, the state rate of rrticipation shan be determined 
as a percentage that e1~dls the 'Oi erence between 100 percent and 
tile percentage rate of e erillinanciaI participation. 

Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 256.863, is amended to 
read: 

256.863 [RECOVERY OF MONEYS; APPORTIONMENT.] 
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When any amonnt shall be recovered from any source for assis
tance furnished under the provisions of sections 256.72 to 256.87, 
except as rovided in sections 256.018 and 256.98, subdivision 7, 
there shal be paid to the United States the amount which shall be 
due under the terms of the Social Security Act. and the balance 
thereof shall be paid into the treasury of the state or county 
substantially in the proportion in which they have respectively 
contributed toward the total assistance paid. '!'he amsHBt·a..e the 
FeSjleetive jlartieijlatiBg HBits ef gS'lemmeBt shall be determiBed By 
FHIe adsflted By the esmmissisBer ef ffim>aR serviees flHrsHaRt to a 
fsrmHla ef reimllHrsemeBt I'reserihed eF aHtssri.ed By the federal 
Seeial 8eeHrity ,"dmiBistratisB. . 

Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 256.871, subdivision 6, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 6. [ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES; PAYMENTS.] The 
county agency shall submit to the state agency an estimate of 
expenditures for each succeeding month in such form as required by 
the state agency. For the period from January 1 to June!!Q, payment 
shall be made monfIily in advance by the state agency to the 
counties, of federal funds available for that purpose for each succeed
ing month, together with an amount of state funds equal to ten 
percent of the difference between the total estimated cost and the 
federal funds so availablel eficept as provided for in section 256.016. 
Subsequent to July 1. of eac year the state agency shaIl reimburse 
the county agency for the funds expended during the January 1. to 
June 30 period, except as provided for in section 256.016. For the 
period from July 1 to December 31, payment shall be made montli1Y 
in advance ~ the state agency to the counties, of all state and 
federal funds available for that purpose for the succeeding month, 
ehcet as provided for in section 256.016. Payment shall be made on 
~ asis of federal and state participation rates described in this 
subdivision. Effective January 1, 1989, the state rate of llarticipa
tion shaIl be determined as "" percentage that e9ft!s theifference 
between 100 percent andthe percentage rate Q... ederal financial 
participation. Adjustment of any overestimate or underestimate 
made by any county shall be made upon the direction of the state 
agency in any succeeding month. 

Sec. 9. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 256.935, subdivision 1, is 
amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. On the death of any person reCeIVIng public 
assistance through aid to dependent children, the county agency 
shall pay an amount for funeral expenses not exceeding $370 and 
actual cemetery charges. No funeral expenses shall be paid if the 
estate of the deceased is sufficient to pay such expenses or if the 
children, or spouse, who were legally responsible for the support of 
the deceased while living, are able to pay such expenses; provided, 
that the additional payment or donation of the cost of cemetery lot, 
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interment, religious service, or· for the. transportation of the body 
into or out of the community in which the deceased resided, shall not 
limit payment by the county agency as herein authorized. Freedom 
of choice in the selection of a funeral director shall be granted to 
persons lawfully authorized to make arrangements for the burial of 
any such deceased recipient. In determining the sufficiency of such 
estate, due regard shall be had for the nature and marketability of 
the assets of the estate. The county agency may grant funeral 
expenses where the sale would cause undue loss to the estate. Any 
amount paid for funeral expenses shall be· a prior claim against the 
estate, as provided in section 524.3-805, and any amount recovered 
shall be reimbursed to the agency which paid the expenses. For the 
period from January 1 to June 30, the state shall reimburse tlle 
county for 50 percent orany payments made for funeral expenses 
excjJPt as provided for.in section 256.016. Subsequent to July 10 of 
eac yecir, the state ageIicy shall reimburse the countY:I.ency for 
the fun s expenaeadurong tJieTanua\t 1 to June 30 peri . For ihe 
period from J uiy 10 to eceffilier 31, restate shall reimburse tlle 
county for 100 percent of any payments made for funeral expenses 
except as provided for in section 256.016. 

Sec. 10. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 256.991, is amended to 
read: . 

256.991 [RULES.] 

The commissioner of human services may promulgate emergency 
and permanent rules as necessary to implement sections 256.01, 
subdivision 2; 256.82, subdivision 3; 256.966, subdivision 1; 256.968; 
256D.03, subdivisions 3, 4, 6, and 7; and 261.23. The commissioner 
shall promulgate emergency and permanent· nilils to establish 
standards and criteria for deciding which medical assistance .ser
vices require prior authorization and for deciding whether a second 
medical opinion is required for an elective surgery. The commis
sioner shall promulgate permanent and emergep.cy rules as neces
sary to establish the methods and standards for determining 
inappropriate utilization of medical assistance services. 

The commissioner of human services shall adopt emergency rules 
which meet the requirements of sections 14.29 to 14.36 for the 
medical assistance demonstration project. Notwithstanding the pro
visions of section 14.35, the emergency rules promulgated to imple
ment section 256B.69 shall be effective for 360 days imd may be 
continued in effect for an additional 900 days if the commissioner 
gives notice by publishing a notice in the state register and mailing 
notice to all persons registered with the cOIIlmissioner to receive 
notice of rule making proceedings in connection with the project. The 
emergency rules shall not be effective beyond December 31, 1986, 
without meeting the requirements of sections 14.13 to 14.20. 
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Sec. 11. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 256B.041, subdivision 5, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 5. [PAYMENT BY COUNTY TO STATE TREASURER.] If 
required by federal law or rules promulgated thereunder, or by 
authorized rule of the state agency, each county shall pay to the state 
treasurer the portion of medical assistance paid by the state for 
which it is responsible. '!'he eelfftty's share ef east shall be teD 
peFeeftt ef that peFUeft Bet met I!y fuEieFal ~ Effective January 
1, 1989, the state rate of ~articipation shall be determined as a 
percentagethat ef¥als tneifference between 100 percent and the 
percentage rate Q... ederal financial participation. . 

For the period from Januar~ 1 to June 30, the county shall 
advance its "eFtien ten fercent <; that portion or medical assistance 
costs not met ~ federa funds, based upon estimates submitted by 
the state agency to the county agency, stating the estimated expen
ditures for the succeeding month. Upon the direction of the county 
agency, payment shall be made monthly by the county to the state 
for the estimated expenditures for each· month. Adjustment of any 
overestimate or underestimate based on actual expenditnres shall be 
made by the state agency by adjusting the estimate for any succeed
ing month. Subsequent to July 1 of each year, the state agency shall 
reimburse the county agency Tor the fun s ex~ended during the 
January.! to June 30 period, except as provi ed. for in section 
256.016. For the periOd from July.! to December ill. ~ayments will 
be made ~ tIle state agency, e~c&t as provideCl or in section 
256.016, and fue county agency Will e aavised of the amounts paid 
monthly. 

Sec. 12. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 256B.041, subdivision 7, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 7. Federal funds available for administrative purposes shall 
be distributed between the state and the county on the same basis 
that reimbursements are earned, except as provided for under 
section 256.016. 

Sec. 13. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 256B.05, subdivision 1, 
is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. The county agencies shall administer medical 
assistance in their respective counties under the supervision of the 
state agency and the commissioner of human services as specified in 
section 256.01, and shall make such reports, prepare such statistics, 
and keep such records and accounts in relation to medical assistance 
as the state agency may require. 

Sec. 14. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 256B.091, 
subdivision 8, is amended to read: 
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Subd. 8. [ALTERNATIVE CARE GRANTS.] The commissioner 
shall provide grants to counties participating in the program to pay 
costs of providing alternative care to individuals screened under 
subdivision 4 and nursing home or boarding care home residents 
who request. a screening. Prior to July of each year, the commis
siOIler shall allocate state funds available for alternative care grants 
to each local agency. This allocation must be made as follows: half of 
the state funds available for alternative care grants must be allo
cated to each county according to the total number of adults in that 
county who are recipients age 65 or older who are reported to the 
department by March 1 of each state fiscal year and half of the state 
funds available for alternative care grants must be allocated to a 
county according to that county's number of Medicare enrollments 
age 65 or older for the most recent statistical report. Payment is 
available under this subdivision only for individuals (1) for whom 
the screening team would recommend nursing home or boarding 
care home admission, or continued stay if alternative care were not 
available; (2) who are receiving medical assistance or who would be 
eligible for medical assistance within 180 days of admission to a 
nursing home; (3) who need services that are not available at that 
time in the county through other public assistance; and (4) who are 
age 65 or older. 

The· commissioner shall establish by rule, in accordance with 
chapter 14, procedures for determining grant reallocations,. limits on 
the rates for paymeq.t of approved services, including screenings, 
and submittal and approval of a biennial county plan for the 
administration of the preadmission screening and alternative care 
grants program. Grants may be used for payment of costs of 
providing care-related supplies, equipment, and services such as, 
but not limited to, foster care for elderly persons, day care whether 
or not offered through a nursing home, nutritional counseling, or 
medical social services, which services are provided by a licensed 
health care provider, .a home health service eligible for reimburse
ment under Titles XVIII and XIX of the federal Social Security Act, 
or by persons employed by or contracted with by the county board or 
the local welfare agency. The county agency shall ensure that a plan 
of care is established for each individual in accordance with subdi
vision 3, clause (e)(2), and that a client's service needs and eligibility 
is reassessed at least every six months. The plan shall include any 
services prescribed by the individual's attending physician as nec
essary and follow up services as necessary. The county agency shall 
provide documentation to the commissioner verifying that the 
individual's alternative care is not available at that time through 
any other public assistance or service program and shall provide 
documentation in each individual's plan of care and to the commis
sioner that the most cost-effective alternatives available have been 
offered to the individual and that the individual was free to choose 
among available qualified providers, both public and private. The 
county agency shall document to the commissioner that the agency 
made reasonable efforts to inform potential providers of the antici-
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pated need for services under the alternative care grants program, 
including a minimum of 14 days written advance notice of the 
opportunity to be selected as a service provider and an annual public 
meeting with providers to explain and review the criteria for 
selection, and that the agency allowed potential providers an oppor
tunity to be selected to contract with the county board. Grants to 
counties under this subdivision are subject to audit by the commis
sioner for fiscal and utilization control. 

The county must select providers for contracts or agreements 
using the following criteria and other criteria established by the 
county: 

(1) the need for the particular services offered by the provider; 

(2) the population to be served, including the number of clients, 
the length of time services will be provided, and the medical 
condition of clients; 

(3) the geographic area to. be served; 

(4) quality assurance methods, including appropriate licensure, 
certification, or standards, and supervision of employees when 
needed; 

(5) rates for each service and unit of service exclusive of county 
administrative costs; 

(6) evaluation of services previously delivered by the provider; and 

(7) contract or agreement conditions, including billing require
ments, cancellation, and indemnification. 

The county must evaluate its own agency services under the 
criteria established for other providers. The county shall provide a 
written statement of the reasons for not selecting providers. 

The commissioner shall establish a sliding fee schedule for requir
ing payment for the cost of providing services under this subdivision 
to persons who are eligible for the services but who are not yet 
eligible for medical assistance. The sliding fee schedule is not 
subject to chapter 14 but the commissioner shall publish the 
schedule and any later changes in the State Register and allow a 
period of 20 working days from the publication date for interested 
persons to comment before adopting the sliding fee schedule in final 
forms. 

The commissioner shall apply for a waiver for federal financial 
participation to expand the availability of services under this 
subdivision. The commissioner shall provide grants to counties from 
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the nonfederal share, unless the commissioner obtains a federal 
waiver for medical assistance payments, of medical assistance ap
propriations. A county agency may use grant money to supplement 
but not supplant services available through other public assistance 
or service programs and shall not use grant money to establish new 
programs for which public money is available through sources other 
.than grants provided under this subdivision. A county agency shall 
not use grant money to provide care under this subdivision to an 
individual if the anticipated cost of providing this care would exceed 
the average payment, as determined by the commissioner, for the 
level of care that the recipient would receive if placed in a nursing 
home or boarding care home. For the period from January 1 to June 
30, the nonfederal share may be used to pay up to 90 percentofthe 
start-up and service delivery costs of providing care under this 
subdivision. Each county agency that receives a grant shall pay ten 
percent of the costs for persons who are eligible for the services but 
who are not yet eligible for medical assistance. Subsequent to July 
I of each year, the state agency shall reimburse the county agency 
for the funds expended during the January I to June 30 period, 
eX'Dpt as provided for in sectlOn 256.016. For the ~eriod from July 1 
to ecember:g, the nonfederal share may be use to pay ~ to 100 
percent of the start-up and service delivery costs of providlng care 
under this subdivision. ----

The commissioner shall promulgate emergency rules in accor
dance with sections 14.29 to 14.36, to establish required documen
tation and reporting of care delivered. 

Sec. 15. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 256B.15, is 
amended to read: 

256B.15 [CLAIMS AGAINST ESTATES.] 

If a person receives any medical assistance hereunder, on the 
person's death, if single, or on the death of the survivor of a married 
couple, either or both of whom received medical assistance, and only 
when there is no surviving child who is under 21 or is blind or totally 
disabled, the total amount paid for medical assistance rendered for 
the person and spouse, after age 65, without· interest, shall be filed 
as a claim against the estate of the person or ·the estate of the 
surviving spouse in the court having jurisdiction to probate the 
estate. A claim against the estate of a surviving spouse who did not 
receive medical assistance, for .medical assistance rendered for the 
predeceased spouse, is limited to the value of the assets ofthe estate 
that were marital property or jointly-owned property at any time 
during the marriage. The claim shall be considered an expense of 
the last illness of the decedent for the purpose of section 524.3-805. 
Any statute of limitations that purports to limit any county agency 
or the state agency, or both, to recover for medical assistance granted 
hereunder shall not apply to any claim made hereunder for reim
bursement for any medical assistance granted hereunder. Counties 
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may retain are entitled to one-half of the nonfederal share of 
medical assistance collections from estates that are directly attrib
utable to county effort. 

Sec. 16. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 256B.19, 
subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [DIVISION OF COST.] The cost of medical assis
tance paid by each county of financial responsibility shall be borne 
as follows: For the period from January.! to June 30, payments shall 
be made by the state to the county for tlllit portion of medical 
assistance paid by the federal government and the state on or before 
the 20th day of each month for the succeeding month upon requisi
tion from the county showing the amount required for the succeed
ing month. Ninety percent of the expense of assistance not paid by 
federal funds available for that purpose shall be paid by the state 
and ten percent shall be paid by the county of financial responsibil
ity, except as provided for in section 256.016. 

For the period from January.! to June 30, for counties that 
participate in a Medicaid demonstration project under sections 
256B.69 and 256B. 71, the division of the nonfederal share of medical 
assistance expenses for payments made to prepaid health plans or 
for payments made to health maintenance organizations in the form 
of prepaid capitation payments, this division of medical assistance 
expenses shall be 95 percent by the state and five percent by the 
county of financial responsibility. Subsequent to July.! of each year, 
the state agency shall reimburse the county al.ency for the funds 
expended during the January.! to June 30 perio ~ except as proVIded 
for in section 256.016. 

For the period from July.! to December 31, except as provided for 
in section 256.016, payments shall be made l:>.Y. the state to the 
county for that portion of medical assistance paid l:>.Y. the federal 
government and the state on or before the 20th day of each month 
for the succeeding month up~n requisition from the county showing 
the amount required for t e succeeding monfu.The expense of 
assistance not paid lly federaT"funds available for that purpose shall 
be paid l:>.Y. the state. 

In counties where prepaid health plans are under contract to the 
commissioner to provide services to medical assistance recipients, 
the cost of court ordered treatment ordered without consulting the 
prepaid health plan that does not include diagnostic evaluation, 
recommendation, and referral for treatment by the prepaid health 
plan is the responsibility of the county of financial responsibility. 

Sec. 17. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 256B.19, subdivision 2, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. Federal funds available for administrative purposes shall 
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be distributed between the state and, the county. in the same 
proportion that expenditures were madel except as provided for in 
section 256.016 . 

. Sec. 18. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 256D.03, 
subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. Mel' Deeemilep 3l-; 198G, For the period from January 1 
to June 30, state aid shall be paid to locafagencies for 75 percent of 
all generaI assistance and work readiness grants .':'£ to the standariIS 
of sections 256D.01, siiOillvision la, and 256D.051, anaaccording to 
procedures established I!x the commissioner, excePJi as provided for 
under section 256.016. Subsequent to July.! of eac year, the state 
agency shall reimburse the county agency for the funds expended 
during the January . .! to June 30 period, except as provided for in 
section 256.016. 

For the period from July.! to December 31, state aid shall be paid 
to local agencies for +ft 100 percent of aIlgeneral assistance and 
work readiness grants up to the stalldards of Beet;.ft sectioo. 
256D.Ol, subdivision la, and 256D.051, and according to procedures 
established by the commissioner, except as provided for under 
section 256.016 and exceptthat, after December 31, 198'7 1988, state 
aid is reduced. to 65 percent of all general assistance grants if the 

. local agency does not make occupational or vocational literacy 
training available and accessible to recipients who are eligible for 
assistance under section 256D.05, subdivision 1, paragraph (a), 
clause (15). . . . 

After December 31, 1986 1988, state aid must be paid to local 
agencies for 65 percent of work readiness assistance paid under 
section 256D.051 if the county does not have an approved and 
operating community investment program. . 

Any local agency may, from its own resources, make payments of 
general assistance: (a) at a standard higher than that established by 
the commissioner without reference to the standards of section 
256D.01, subdivision 1; or, (b) to persons not meeting the eligibility 
standards set forth in section 256D.05, subdivision 1, but for whom 
the aid would further the purposes established in the general 
assistance program in accordance with rules promulgated by the 
commissioner pursuant to the administrative procedure act. 

Sec. 19. MinnesotaStatutes 1986, section 256D.03, subdivision 6, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 6. [DIVISION OF COSTS.] The state shall pay 00 100 
percent of the cost of general assistance medical care paid by the 
leee± ageftey "" eeHftty pursuant to this section, in accordance with 
sections 256B.041, subdivision Q, and 256B.19, suodivision 1, exclp~ 
as provided for in section 256.016. In counties where prepaid hea t 
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plans are under contract to the commissioner to provide services to 
general assistance medical care recipients, the cost of court ordered 
treatment that does not include diagnostic evaluation, recommen
dation, or referral for treatment by the prepaid health plan is the 
responsibility of the county of financial responsibility. 

Sec. 20. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 256D.04, is amended to 
read: 

256D.04 [DUTIES OF THE COMMISSIONER.] 

. In addition to any other duties imposed by law, the commissioner 
shall: 

(1) Supervise according to section 256.01 the administration of 
general assistance and general assistance medical care by local 
agencies as provided in sections 256D.01 to 256D.21; 

(2) Promulgate uniform rules consistent with law for carrying out 
and enforcing the provisions of sections 256D.Ol to 256D:21 to the 
end that general assistance may be administered as uniformly as 
possible throughout the state; rules shall be furnished immediately 
to all local agencies and other interested persons; in promulgating 
rules, the provisions of sections 14.01 to 14.70, shall apply; 

(3) Allocate moneys appropriated for general assistance and 
general assistance medical care to local agencies as provided in 
section 256D.03, subdivisions 2 and 3; 

(4) Accept and supervise the disbursement of any funds that may 
be prpvided by the federal government or from other sources for use 
in this state for general assis~(ince and general assistance medical 
care; 

(5) Cooperate with other agencies including any agency of the 
United States or of another state in all matters concerning the 
powers and duties of the commissioner under sections 256D.Ol to 
256D.21; 

(6) Cooperate to the fullest extent with other public agencies 
empowered by law to provide vocational training, rehabilitation, or 
similar services; and 

(7) Gather and study current information and report at least 
annually to the governor and legislature on the nature and need for 
general assistance and general assistance medical care, the amounts 
expended under the supervision of each local agency, and the 
activities of each local agency and publish such reports for the 
information of the public. 
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Sec. 21. MinnesotaStatutes 1986, section 256D.36, subdivision 1, 
is amended to read: .. 

Subdivision 1. Commencing January 1, 1974, the commissioner 
shall certify to each local agency the names of all county residents 
who were eligible for and did receive aid during December, 1973 
pursuant to a categorical aid program of old age assistance, aid to 
the blind, or aid to the disabled. ~ aad aftep Ja .... .,FY l., 198G, 
....til Jaa""FY l.,l98!, For the perilid from January 1 to June 30, the 
state shall pay -1G 85 percent and t e county shall pay 3G 15 percent 
of the supplemental aid calculated for each county resident certified 
under this section who is an applicant for or recipient of supplemen
tal security income, except as provided for in section 256.016. Afte¥ 
Beeember 3l;- 198G, the state shall pay 8& "ereem aBEl the eauaty 
shall pay M "ereeat ef the aid. Subsequent to July! of each lta' 
the state agency shall reimburse the county a1.ency fOr the n s 
expenaea during the Januart. 1 to June 30 perio ,except as provurea 
for in section 256.016. For t e period from JuLy! to December :u. 
tile state agency shaH paiTOO percent of ~ supplemental aiel 
c.ucuiated for each county reSIdent certified under this section woo 
is an applicant for or recipient of supplemental security incoJiie, 
exipt as providelITorln section 206.016. The amount of supplemen
ta aidfor each ilidividual eligible under this section shall be 
calculated pursuant to the formula prescribed in title II, section 212 
(a) (3) of Public Law Number 93-66, as amended. 

Sec. 22. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 256G.Ol, 
subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [pROGRAM COVERAGE.] This chapter applies to all 
programs administered by the commissioner in which residence is 
the determining factor in establishing financial responsibility. 
These include, but are not limited to: aid te families wH;h de"eadem 
ehilelpen; mediea) assistaHee; geaePB:I assistaaee; geaePtil·QSsietaBee 
medical care; Miftftesste s"""lemeatal aid; commitment proceed
ings, including voluntary admissions; poor relief funded wholly 
through local agencies; and social services, including title XX, IV-E 
and other components of the community social services act, sections 
256E.Ol to 256E.12. !! also a"tlies to service res nsibilit in the 
income maintenance andheaIt care programs administere !ii the 
commissioner. 

Sec .. 23. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 256G.02, 
subdivision 4, is amended to. read: 

Subd. 4. [COUNTY OF FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY] (a) 
"County offinancial responsibility" has the meanings in paragraphs 
(b) to W (e). 

(b) For an applicant who resides in the state and is not in a facility 
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described in subdivision 5, it means the county in which the 
applicant resides at the time of application. 

(c) For an applicant who resides in a facility described in subdi
vision 5, it means the county in which the applicant last resided in 
nonexcluded status immediately before entering the facility. 

(d) For an applicant who has not resided in this state for any time 
other than the excluded time, it means the county in which the 
applicant resides at the time of making application. 

(e) Fer Bleaieal assistaaee jllolFflases eftl;<, and feF _ iffi'aai; whe 
has FesiaeEl eHly ffi _ eJ[elloideEl time faeility, it BleaRS tOO eetHlty 
tJ.at weffi& IHwe been reSjlaasihle feF tOO iRfaftt if eligibility had 
been establisaed, base<! "" tJ.at ef tOO biFth mataer, at tOO time ef 
ajljllieatiaa. 

fB NatwitastaaEliag flaragpajlas W ta f<I}, tOO eallaty ef fiaaaeial 
Fesjlaasibility feF BleElieal assistaaee Feeiflieats is tOO eetHlty fFeFa 
whieh ft reeijlieat is reeeiviag ft BlftiateaaRee gFaRt er JReRe;' 
jllij'Bleat 1HHie¥ tOO jlFagpftBl ef aiEl ta faBlilies with ElejleaEleat 
eailElFea er Miaaesata slIjljlleBleatal aHh 

{g} Nat'l:itastaaEliag flaFagpajlas W ta fI}, tOO ealolaty ef fiaaaeial 
Fesflaasihility feF seeial se",4ees feF a f>ffi'S6R Feeeiyiag aiEl ta 
faBlilies with ElejleaEleat eaildFea, geaeml assistaaee, geaeFal ass4&
taaee medieal _ BleElieal assistaaee, er Miaaeseta sHjljlleBleatal 
aiEl is tOO eetHlty fFeFa whieh tJ.at f>ffi'S6R is Feeeiviag tOO aiEl er 
.. ssistaaee. If more than one named program is open concurrently, 
financial responsibility for social services attaches to the program 
that has the earliest date of application and has been open without 
interruption. 

W (I) Notwithstanding paragraphs (b) to {g} (e), the county of 
financial responsibility for semi-independent living services pro
vided under section 252.275, and Minnesota Rules, parts 9525.0500 
to 9525.0660, is the county of residence in nonexcluded status 
immediately before the placement into or request for those services. 

Sec. 24. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 256G.04, 
subdivisior 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [TIME OF DETERMINATION.] For purposes of 
establishing financial responsibility, residence must be determined 
as of the date a local agency receives a signed request or signed 
application or the date of eligibility, whichever ~ later. This 
subdivision exteIllfs to cases in which the applicant may move to 
another comity after the date of application but before the grant or 
service is actually approved. 
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Sec. 25. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 256G.05, is 
amended to read: 

256G.05 [RESPO~ISHlIUTY FOR EMERGENCIES.] 

SHIl"iviaie .. h[RESIDENCE NO'I' A TEST.]:r.. ait .... tie .. 8 iBvelv 
iBg effiepgeBeies verifie" hy " ~ "geBey, fill .. llei .. l reSJIellsibility 
fer aiEl t& r .. lRilie8 wit!> "ellellaellt ebilaFeB, geBeFa! aesist .. llee, ....a 
MillBeset .. a"lIl1lelRellt .. 1 aiEl Fests with the es,,"ty ill wIHeh .... 
eti>erw4se eligible Jl9F6!ffi is lIaysie .. lly lI,eaellt wlleB the "lIl1lieatie .. 
is fiIe4. 'I'i>e ee .. llty ef resielellee is Ret sbligateel t& reilRb .. rse. 
Filllillei .. 1 reSJIs .. sibility is lilRiteel t& 3(} eIays »Riess sti>erwise 
8l1eeifie" ill the eeBtelEt ef the .. lIeeteelllregr ...... 

s..a.h ~ [NON-MINNESOTA RESIDENTS.] 

State residence is not required for receiving emergency assistance 
in the general assistance and Minnesota supplemental aid programs 
only. The receipt of emergency assistance must not be used as a 
factor in determining county or state residence. 

Sec. 26. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 256G.07, is 
amended to read: 

256G.07 [MOVING TO ANOTHER COUNTY.] 

Subdivision 1. [EFFECT OF MOVING.] Except as provided in 
subdivision 4, a person who has applied for ana is receIving 
.. ssistallee services under a program governed by this chapter, in any 
county in this state, and who moves to another county in this state, 
is entitled to continue to receive that assistance from the county 
from which that person has moved until that person has resided in 
nonexcluded status for two full calendar months in the county to 
which that person has moved. 

Fffl' 1I"'l'eses ef geBeral .. ssistlillee ....a gelleral assistlillee lReelieal 
.,...,." tffis ti!Be ~ is, ftS'NeVer, eRe r..H ealellelar lRellti>. 

Subd. 2. [TRANSFER OF RECORDS.] Before the person has 
resided in nonexcluded status for two calendar months, eF eRe 

e .. leBaa. fB6Bti> ill the ease ef geBeralassistlillee eF geBeral ass4&
taBoo lReelieal ears, in the county to which that person has moved, 
the local agency of the county from which the person has moved 
shall transfer all necessary records relating to that person to the 
local agency of the county to which the person has moved. 

Subd. 3. [CONTINUATION OF CASE.] When the case is termi
nated for 30 days or less before the recipient reapplies, that case 
remains the financial responsibility of the county from which the 
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recipient moved until the residence requirement in subdivision- 1 is 
met. 

Subd. 4. [MULTIPLE FINl\~'CI!LL RESPONSmILITY.j When 
mere theft eRe <l<llffity "eeames fiftafteially respaftsi"le fer a ease 
iDyelviDg a siBgIe assistaRee ....tt, mHIer a "regram eevered By this 
ehftjlter, that ease HHISt Be immediately reeansidered By the atreeted 
IaeaI ageDeies. BegiRning with the first day ef the ealendar Htt>Hth 
after that reeensideratien, fiftaneial res"eDsi"ility fer the eBtire 
assistaDee mHt "elengs te the <l<llffity that was iDitially res"eRsi"le 
fer the "regram with the earliest date ef a""lieatieR. 

s..M '" [SOCIAL SERVICE PROVISION.] The types and level of 
social services to be provided in any case governed by this chapter 
are those otherwise provided in the county in which the person is 
physically residing at the time those services are provided. 

Sec. 27. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 256G.I0, is 
amended to read: 

256G.1O [DERIVATIVE SETTLEMENT ELIMINATED.] 

E"eept as deseribed ffi seetieR ila6C .Oil, sliMi"isieR 4, "aragraph 
fdt, Residence under this chapter must be determined independently 
for each applicant. The residence of the parent or guardian does not 
determine the residence of the child or ward. Physical or legal 
custody has no bearing, on residence determinations. This section 
does not, however, apply to situations involving another state or 
limit the application of an interstate compact. 

Sec. 28. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 256G.ll, is 
amended to read: 

256G.ll [NO RETROACTIVE EFFECT.] 

This chapter is Bet retreaeti"e and does not require the retroactive 
redetermination of financial responsibility for cases existing on 
January 1, 1988. This chapter applies only to applications and 
redeterminations of eligibility taken or routinely made after Janu
ary 1, 1988. . 

NetwithstandiRg this seetieR, hewever, existiRg seeiaI serviee 
eases tie te eases fer thase pragrams elitliRed ffi seetieD ilaIlC.Oil, 
subdivisien 4, paragra"h fg},- fer whieh an apfJlieatien is takeR SF .. 

redeterminatien is made after January l, -lfl8& 

Sec. 29. [256.018] [RECOVERY OF MONEY; APPORTION
MENT.] 

When an amount is recovered from -any source for assistance 
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giVjll under the provisions governing" pu~lid assistance programs 
mc uding aid to families with dependent c i ren, emergency assis
tance, generaJassistance, work readiness, and MInnesota SUT
mental aid, there shall be {'ai~ to the UnitedStates the amount ue 
under the terms ofthe SocIa ecurity Act and the balance must be 
paid into the treasury of the state or county in accordance with 
current rates of financial participation; except if the recovery is 
directly attributable to county effort, the COUiity (jay keep one-half 
of the nonfederal share of the recovery. T is oes not ~ to 
recoveries from meaIcal proVIders or to recoveries begun ~ the 
department of human services' surveillance and utilIzation review 
division, state hospital collections unit, and the benefit recoveries 
division or, ~ the attorney general's offIce, oTChiid support coIlec
tions. 

Sec. 30. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 393.07, subdivision 2, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [ADMINISTRATION OF PUBLIC WELFARE.] The 
county welfare board, subject to the supervision of the commissioner 
of human services, shall administer all forms of public welfare, both 
for children and adults, responsibility for which now or hereafter 
may be imposed on the commissioner of human services by law, 
including general assistance, aid to dependent Children, county 
supplementation, if any, or state aid to recipients of supplemental 
security income for aged, blind and disabled, child welfare services, 
mental health services, and other public assistance or public welfare 
services, provided that the county welfare board shalI not employ 
public health nursing or home health service personnel other than 
homemaker-home help aides, but shall contract for or purchase the 
necessary services from existing community agencies. The duties of 
the county welfare board shall be performed in accordance with the 
standards and rules which may be promulgated by the commissioner 
of human services to achieve the purposes intended by law and in 
order to comply with the requirements of the federal Social Security 
Act in respect to public assistance and child welfare services, so that 
the state may qualify for grants-in-aid available under that act. To 
avoid administrative penalties under section 256.016, the couIty 
WeIlare board must comply with (1) policies established ~ state aw 
and (2) instructions from the commissioner relating (i) to pUblic 
assistance program policies consistent with federal law ana regula
tion and state law and rule and (ii) to local agenc~ program 
operations. The commissioner may enforce county weCare board 
compliance with the ins~ructions, and may delat' witl\hoId, or dena 
¥.ayment of all or part of the state·and federa s are 01 benefits an 
ederal administrative relliiliursement, according to The provisions 

under section 256.016. The county welfare boai1lshall supervise 
wards of the commissioner and, when so designated, act as agent of 
the commissioner of human services in the placement of the com
missioner's wards in adoptive homes or in other foster care facilities. 
The county welfare board may contract with a bank or other 
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financial institution to provide services associated with the process
ing of public assistance checks and pay a service fee for these 
services, provided the fee charged does not exceed the fee charged to 
other customers of the institution for similar services. 

Sec. 31. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 393.07, 
subdivision 10, is amended to read: 

Subd. 10. [FEDERAL FOOD STAMP PROGRAM.] (a) The county 
welfare board shall establish and administer the food stamp pro
gram pursuant to rules of the commissioner of human services, the 
supervision of the commissioner as specified in section 256.01,-and 
all federal laws and regulations. The commissioner of human 
services shall monitor food stamp program delivery on an ongoing 
basis to ensure that each county complies with federal laws and 
regulations. Program requirements to be monitored include, but are 
not limited to, number of applications, number of approvals, number 
of cases pending, length of time required to process each application 
and deliver benefits, number of applicants eligible for expedited 
issuance, length of time required to process and deliver expedited 
issuance, number of terminations and reasons for terminations, 
client profiles by age, household composition and income level and 
sources, and the use of phone certification and home visits. The 
commissioner shall determine the county-by-county and statewide 
participation rate. The commissioner shall report on the monitoring 
activities on a county-by-county basis in a report presented to the 
legislature by July 1 each year. This monitoring activity shall be 
separate from the management evaluation survey sample required 
under federal regulations. 

(b) On July 1 of each year, the commissioner of human services 
shall determine a statewide and county-by-county food stamp pro
gram participation rate. The commissioner may designate a differ
ent agency to administer the food stamp program in a county if the 
agency administering the program fails to increase the food stamp 
program participation rate among families or eligible individuals, or 
comply with all federal laws and regulations governing the food 
stamp program. The commissioner shall review agency performance 
annually to determine compliance with this paragraph. 

(c) ~ eSHRty welfare befH'Il shall flartieiflate in .. faed 8tarafI 
'1Hal.ty eaRtral system' slHljeet to the SHller'l's'sR sf the eamm's 
~ ef haman seF"iees and IH:lFsa8nt te redef"sl regulatians. 

A person who commits any of the following acts has violated 
section 256.98 and is subject to both the criminal and civil penalties 
provided under that section: 

(1) Obtains or attempts to obtain, or aids or abets any person to 
obtain by means of a willfully false statement or representation, or 
intentional concealment of a material fact, food stamps to which the 
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person is not entitled or in an amount greater than that to which 
that person is entitled; or . 

(2) Presents or causes to be presented, coupons for payment or 
redemption knowing them to have been received, transferred or used 
in a manner contrary to existing state or federal law; or 

(3) Willfully uses or transfers food stamp coupons or authorization 
to purchase cards in any manner contrary to existing state or federal 
law. . . 

Sec. 32. [TRANSFER OF COUNTY FOOD STAMP QUALITY 
CONTROL SYSTEM EMPLOYEES.] 

(a) All positions covered ~ the Minnesota merit system located in 
Crow Winfi couaty family soclaT service center and in the Redwood; 
count~ we fare epartment classified as fOOd stamp corrective action 
speciaist ! and !! and as financial assistant supervisor I, if the 
positions supervise food stamp corrective action sjeclalists, are 
transferred to the department of human services an become state 
civil service positions. 

(b) All incumbent employees affected ~ this transfer, who choose 
to transfer to state civil service positions in the departmentOf' 
human services, mustoe transferred with no redUction in salary. 
Salaries of indiviiIUaf empl0tiees who trnilsfur must be adfustedtO 
the minimum salary or to t e nearest equal or higher step on the 
state compensation plan 70rtheir class, whichever is greater. 

(c) Existing sick leave and vacation accruals for an employee who 
transfers must be transferred to the department ofhuman services 
and the employee shall accrue aamtional vacation and SIck leave 
under the provisions oftheaPlll'opriate state collectIVebargaining 
agreement based on the employee's years of service in either Crow 
ring county family service center or in the Redwood county weIl'iii'e 
epartment., . 

(d) !!: an emplo~ee who transfers chooses to retain the c:tufty 
coverage for emp oyee and dependent healtli,aeDfar,an ife 
insurance,tli.e department of human services shall reimburse the 
employee for one· month of continued enrolhnent in the health, 
dental, and life insurance plans in an amount equal to what their 
former county employer would have paid for the coverage had the 
empl0r.ee remained !Ie Joun?, employee, unW the employee ~ 
eligib e for coverage un er ~ state insurance plans. 

(e) Classification seniori~ for an employee who transfers m!lst be 
calCulated according to ~ provisions of the· apsropriate state 
collective bargaining agreement based upon the emp oyee's years of 
service in the county merit system. ;. 
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Sec. 33. [REPEALER.] 

~~~~~~1986, section 256.965; and Minnesota Stat-
::.~~;-_"_~_ SectIon 256D.22, are repealed. --

Sec. 34. [HUMAN SERVICES; APPROPRIATIONS.] 

$1,655,500 ~ appropriated from the general fund to the commis
sioner of human services for the purposes indicated. 

(a) $990,000 is for the county incentive fund, to be available until 
June 30, 1991. 

(b) $110,000 ~ available beginning June h 1989, to convert 
county food stamp quality control staff to state emPlOyment. 

(c) $555,500 is available beginning January 1, 1990, to implement 
state financing of income maintenance benefits as contained in this 
article i>y monitoring local agency performance in administering the 
income maintenance programs, providing technical assistance and 
program support, and reviewing local agency exceptions to compli-
ance actions. -

Sec. 35. [HUMAN SERVICES APPROPRIATION REDUCTION.] 

The appropriation in Laws 1987, chapter 403, article 1, section 2, 
subdivision 2, for county administrative aid for fiscal year 1989 ~ 
reduced i>y $1,150,000 because of the changes made i>y this article. 

Sec. 36. [POSITIONS.] 

The following additional positions are approved for the depart
ment of human services. 

Appeals and Contracts 
Financial Management 
Assistance Payments 
Food Stamp QUality Control 

Sec. 37. [EFFECTIVE DATE.) 

1 
2 

22 
25 

The part of section 31 that strikes" part of paragraph (c) ~ 
ef'feCtive June h 1990. SectWll32 is effective June 1, 1989. Except as 
provided in section 34, the rest oIThis article is effective January 1, 
1990. 
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ARTICLE 9 

PULL-TAB TAX 

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 349.12, subdivision 
18, is amended to read: 

Subd. 18. [DEAL.] "Deal" means each separate package, or series 
of packages, consisting of one game of pull-tabs or tipboards with the 
same serial number " .. £e"ase" Hem a "istFillllts£. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 349.12, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 19. [IDEAL GROSS.] "Ideal gross" means the total amount 
of receipts that would be received if every lliiIiVldual ticket in the 
pull-tab or tiiiboarcrdeaT was sold at its face value. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 349.12, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 20. [IDEAL NET.] "Ideal net" means the pull-tab or tip
board dears ideal fOSS, as <Iel'illed under8iiDd.rnsion 19, less the 
total preaetermrne prize--:!i.mounts avaITable to be paidOUt. When 
the prize is not a monetary one, the ideal net is 50 percent of the 
Ideal gross. -- --------- --

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 349.212, 
subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [RATE.] There is hereby imposed a tax on all lawful 
gambling, other than (1) pull-tabs purchased and placed into inven
tory after January I, 1987, and (2) tipboards purchased and placed 
into inventory after June 30, 1988,. conducted by organizations 
licensed by the board at the rate specified in this subdivision. The 
tax imposed by this subdivision is in lieu of the tax imposed by 
section 297 A.02 and all local taxes and license fees except a fee 
authorized under section 349.16, subdivision 4. 

On all lawful gambling, other than (1) pull-tabs purchased and 
placed into inventory after January 1;-1987, and (2) tipboards 
purchased and placed into inventory after June 30, 1988, the tax is 
ten percent of t e gross receipts of a licensed organization from 
lawful gambling less prizes actually paid out, payable by the 
organization. 

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 349.212, 
subdivision 4, is amended to read: 
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Subd. 4. [PULL-TAB AND TIPBOARD TAX.] (a) There is imposed 
a tax on the sale of eaClldeal of pull-tabs and tipboards sold by a 
licensed distributor to a licensed organization, or to an organization 
holding an exemption identification number. The rate of the tax is 
ten percent of the faee f'esale .....me ef all the 1' .. 11 taas ... eaei> <ieal 
less the tatal !'ffires wffieh may Be t>ffid em .,.. all the 1'>111 taBs ... 
that ideal net of the pull-tab and ti~board deal. The tax is payable to 
the commissioner of revenue in t e manner prescribed in section 
349.2121 and the rules ofthe commissioner. The commissioner shall 
pay the proceeds of the tax to the state treasurer for deposit in the 
general fund. The sales tax imposed by chapter 297 A on the sale of 
the pull-tabs and tipboards by the licensed distributor to an organi
zation is imposed on the retail sales price less the tax imposed by 
this subdivision. The retail sale of pull-tabs or tipboards by the 
organization is exempt from taxes imposed by Chapter 297 A if the 
tax imposed by this subdivision has been paid and is exempt from all 
local taxes and license fees except a fee authorized under section 
349.16, subdivision 4. 

(b) The liability for the tax imposed by this section is incurred 
when the pull-tabs and tipboards are delivered by the distributor to 
the licensed or exempt organizatIOn, to a common or contract carrier 
for delivery to the organization, or when received by the organiza
tion's authorized representative at the distributor's place of busi
ness, regardless of the distributor's method of accounting or the 
terms of the sale. 

If a liee .. seEi eFga .. i.atie .. "" IffiY epga .. i.atie .. helEli .. g 8ft eKe ... 1' 
tim> .... ..mep reeeR'es 1' .. 11 taBs E1ireeUy ffem the ... a .... faet .. per BflEI 
the ... a .... faet .. per is Hat a liee .. seEi E1istFia .. ter, the E1istriaatep ffem 
wheH> the 1' .. 11 tahs were l' .. pehaseEi is IHthle far tax wheft the 
... a .... faet .. rer E1elivers the 1' .. 11 taBs ta the arga .. ioatia .. , "" ta a 
ee .. traet "" ea ...... a .. eapriep far E1elivery ta the argaBi.atie .. , "" wheft 
the 1' .. 11 taas are peeeiveEi By the aFga .. ioatia .. ' s a .. thapi.ed F8J'f'8-
se .. tative at the ... a .... faewpep's flIaee ef a .. siBess, regarEiless ef the 
........ faet .. rer's "" the distFih .. ter's ... ethed ef aeee .... tiBg "" the 
terms ef the sale. 

(c) The exemptions contained in section 349.214, subdivision 2" 
paragraph (b), do not apply to the tax imposed in this subdivision. 

Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 349.2121, subdivision 1, 
is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [APPLICATION AND ISSUANCE.] Every distrib
utor licensed by the board who sells pull-tabs and tipboards to 
organizations authorized to sell pull-tabs and tipboards under this 
chapter must file with the commissioner of revenue an application, 
on a form the commissioner prescribes, for a gambling tax identifi
cation number and gambling tax permit. The commissioner, when 
satisfied that the applicant has a valid license from the board, shall 
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issue the applicant a permit and numher. A permit is not assignable 
and is valid only for the distributor in.whose name it is issued. 

Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1986,section 349.2121, subdivision 2, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [RECORDS.] 'l%e eemmissieneF may by mle FeqaiFe a 
lieensed distril ... taF halding .. Jlet'ffiit IlBEIeF this seetien te keep SIleh 
beaks, JlllfleFS, dee\HBeBts, arul teeeFds as the eammissiaBeF deems 
neeessaFY te the effieFeemeBt sf this eh8fIteF. 'l%e eemmissiaBeF may 
eKamifte, M eEH:ISe to he e3IamiBed,· allY beaks, f)8J3eFS, FeesFds, SF 
~ daeaments Felw<'aBt te making .. detet'ffiinatien, ',,'hetheF tB.". 
are in the Jlessessien sf a distrillBteF eF _ethel' JIel'S6B eF eeFJIeffi 
tieR, 'l%e eammissiaBeF may Fe'llliFe the attend_ee sf'*'Y JleFSans 
ha'liBg Imewledge eF iffieFmaMan in the JlFemiees, te eeffiJlel the 
JlFadaet.ian sf beaks, JlllfleFS, FeeaFds, eF ",e",aFaB;!a by JleFsans sa 
Fe'llliFed te attend, ts take test,imea;yea matteI'S material te a 
deteF",inatian, arul te aoiministeF oaths eF alfit'ffiatians. A distribu
tor shall keep at each licensed p}al)e of business complete and 
accurate records fortflat tlace 0 usiness including itemized 
invoices of pull-taO. and tip oardsneldlr!)urciiaSe<l, manufactured, 
or broul(ht in or cause<I1O be brought in· m without this state and 
or ail sales oraill-tabsaiiiI tt,boards. The records must sho";tbe 
names and ad esses of pure asets, the mventory at the close ill 
each ~r<{r for whicn!! return ~ required orallpUIT-t~an([ 
tipboa eals on hand, and other pertinent ~ and documents 
relatinl to the purchase, sale, or disposition orpurr:tab and tipboard 
deals. OOKS, recordsl< and other P'!"drs and documents regmrea fu': 
this section must be ~ for!! sarlO of at least :p!~ years afler the 
date of the documents, ortli.e ate ofllie entries appearing in the 
recordS, unless the commissioner authorizes in writing their de
structIOn or dIsposal at an earlier. date. At any time during usiiaI 
business hours, the commissioner, executive secretaffi of the chari
table gambling control board, or any of their duly aut orizea ~gents 
or employees, may enter !! plac,e of business of !! distrIbutor, 
Charitable organization, or any SIte trom which pull-tabs or tip
bOards. are being sold ana inspect the premises and the. records 
re~uired to he kept under this section to determine whether or not 
al t. he proviSIons of this section are bein£l full complied with.1! the 
commissioner, executIVe secretary, or t eir illy authori'Zeil ilenJd 
or employees are denied free access to or are hindered or inte er 
with in makin~ an ins!bUtion of the .distribntor's Klace of business, 
the permit of ~ distn utor mafl}e revoked fu': t e commissioner, 
and the license of the distributor may be revoked fu': the charitable 
gambling contrOI' board. 

Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1986,section 349.2121, is amended by 
adding a SIlbdivision to read: .' .' '. , 

Subd. 2a. A distributor who sells pull-tabs and ti/iboards .to 
persons ofuer'than .the ultimateconsumer shall.give wit each sale 
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an itemized invoice showing the distributor's name and address, the 
~urchaser's name and address, the date of the sale, description of the 

eals inc\ud~e ideal net amounts, annall prices and discounts, 
and shall keep egible copies of all the itemized invoices for ~.v~ years 
from the date of sale. --------

Sec. 9. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 349.2121, 
subdivision 4a, is amended to read: 

Subd. 4a. [REFUND.] If any deal of pull-tabs or tipboards regis
tered with the board and. upon which the tax imposed by section 
349.212, subdivision 4, has been paid is returned unplayed to the 
distributor, the commissioner of revenue shall allow a refund of the 
tax paid. 

In the case of a defective deal registered with the board and upon 
which the taxes have heen paid is returned to the manufacturer, the 
distributor shall submit to the commissioner of revenue certification 
from the manufacturer that the deal was returned and in what 
respect it was defective. The certification must be in a form pre
scribed by the commissioner and must contain additional informa
tion the commissioner requires. 

The commissioner may require that no refund under this subdi
vision be made unless the returned pull-tabs or tipboards have been 
set aside for inspection by the commissioner's employee. 

Reductions in previously paid taxes authorized by this subdivision 
shall be made at the time and in the manner prescribed by the 
commissioner. 

Sec. 10. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 349.2121, subdivision 5, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 5. [PUBLIC INFORMATION CmIFIDENTLA,L.] ~leitheF 
the cammissianer Rffi' fHlY ether ~ afficial "" eml'layee may 
div"lge eF atheFwise Fat>ke knawn ill fHlY HII.nner fHlY l'aFtie"laFs 
diselased ill fHlY F€fleFt eF ret...... Fe'l"iFed by this seetian, "" fHlY 
infaFmat;an eaneeming the afffiiFS sf the distFilmtaF making the 
ret...... ae'l"iFed from its Feea .. ls, affieeFs, "" eml'layees while "*""'" 
iRiRg "" , ... diting HBdeF the a"tharity sf this ehal'teF, "*""fll; ill 
eaRReetian with a I'raeeediRg iR'lal'liRg tffi<es dtte HBdeF this ehaf>
teF. Nathing herein I'Fahillits the eammissiaRer from l'aBlishiRg 
statistics 136 elassified as nat ta diselase the identity sf I'artie"lar 
retarns ... Fel'aFts and theiF eaBteRts. Any j>eFS6ft vialatiRg the 
I'Fa'lisiaRs sf this seetian is gailty sf a gross m;sdemeaRaF. 

NatwitestaRdiBg the I'Fa'lis;aRS sf this seetiaR, the eammissiaReF 
may furnish infaFmatiaR en a Feeil'Faeal basis ta the tru<iRg affieials 
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ef aHsthe. state 6F the beaFd in """"" te imfllemem the flUFf'SBes ef 
this e"aflte •. 

In """"" te facilitate flrseessing ef Fetums and fll;lYments ef tmres 
required by this e"aflter, the ea1fl1flissianer 1fl\'Y eantraet with 
sutside 'lendare and 1fl\'Y diselaBe flrivate and nSRfJublie data te the 
'lendor. '!'he data diselased 1flIiBt be administered by the vendor 
eonsistent with this seetian. All records concerning the administra
tion of ~ pull-tab and tijiboard taxes are classified as public 
mrormatlOn. 

Sec. 11. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 349.2121, 
subdivision 10, is amended to read: 

Subd. 10. [UNTAXED PULL-TABS OR TlPBOARDS.] It is a gross 
misdemeanor for any person to possess pull-tabs or tipboards for 
resale in this state that have not been registered willi the board, for 
which a registration stamp has not been affixed to the flare, and 
upon which the taxes imposed by section 349.212, subdivision 4, or 
chapter 297 A have not been paid. The executive secretary of the 
charitable gambling control board or the commissioner of revenue or 
their designated inspectors and employees may seize in the name of 
the state of Minnesota any unregistered or untaxed pull-tabs or 
tipboards. -

Sec. 12. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 349.2122, 
is amended to read: 

349.2122 [MANUFACTURERS; REPORTS TO THE COMMIS
SIONER; PENALTY.] 

A manufacturer registered with the board who sells pull-tabs and 
tipboards to a distributor licensed by the board must file with the 
commissioner of revenue, on a form prescribed by the commissioner, 
a report of pull-tabs and ti~boards sold to licensed distributors. The 
report must be filed month y on or before the 25th day of the month 
succeeding the month in which the sale was made. Any person 
violating this section shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. 

Sec. 13. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 349.2123, 
is amended to read: 

349.2123 [CERTIFIED PHYSICAL INVENTORY.] 

. The commissioner of revenue may, upon request, require a lIull tab 
licensed distributor to furnish a certified physical inventory of the 
pull-tabs and tipboards in stock. The inventory must contain the 
information required by the commissioner. 

Sec. 14. [349.2125] [CONTRABAND.] 
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Subdivision!.: [CONTRABAND DEFINED.] The following are 
contraband: 

(1) all pull-tab or tipboard deals that do not have stamps affixed to 
them as provided in section 349.162; 

(2) all pull-tab or tipboard deals in the possession of any unli
censedorganization whether stamped or unstamped; 

(3) any container used for the stor,,¥e and display of any contra
band pull-tab or tipboard deals as defmed in clauses (1) and (2); 

(4) any cash drawer, cash register, or any other container used for 
illegal pull-tab or tipboard transactions including its contents; and 

(5) any device including, but not limited to, motor vehicles, 
trailers, snowmobiles, airplanes, and boats usoo, with the knowl
edge of the .owner or of !'c person operating with the consent of the 
owner, f'Or1he storage or transportatIon of more than five pull-tab or 
tipboarlfdeals that are contraband under this subdivision. When 
pull-tabs and tipboards are being transported in the course of 
interstate commerce, or from one distributor to another, the pull-tab 
and tipbOard deals are not contraband, notwithstanding the provi
sions of clause 0). 

Subd. 2. [SEIZURE.] Pull-tabs or tipboards or other property 
made contraband !!.l' subdIvision! may be seized !!.l' the commis
sioner of revenue or the executive secretary of the charitable 
gambling control board or their authorize<! agents or !!.l' any sheriff 
or other police pfiiCer,lieremafter referred to as the seizing a~ 
ity, with or without process, and shall be subject to forfeiture as 
provided in subdivisions 3 and 4. . 

Subd. 3. [INVENTORY; JUDICIAL DETERMINATION; AP
PEAL; DISPOSITION OF SEIZED PROPERTY] Within two dals 
after the seizure of any alleged contraband, the person malUiig Lt! 
seizure shall deliver an inventory of the property seized to the 
person from whom the property was seized, if known, and file !'c ~ 
with the commissioner or the executive secretary of the charitable 
gambling control board. WTIhin ten days after the date of service of 
the inventory, the person from whom the property was seized or any 
person claimi~ an interest in the property may file with the seizing 
authority!'c emand for judicial determination of whether the 
property was lawfully subject to seizure and forfeiture. Within 30 
days after the date of filing of the demallil, the seizing authority 
must bring an action in the district court of the county where seizure 
was made to determine the issue of forfeiture. The action must be 
brOughfln the name of the state and be prosecuted !!.l' the county 
attorney or !!.l' the attorney general. The court shall hear the action 
without a ~ and determine the issues of fact and laws invOlVed. 
When a judgment offorfeiture is entered, the seizing authority may, 
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unless the judgment is sf)yed pending an appeal, either (1) cause 
the foifeifed property to e destroyed; oi\2) cause !! to be Sold at!"o 
piiblic auctIOn as provHled!>}: law. " 

If demand for judicial determination is made andr:o action is 
commenced as provided in this subdivisiOn, the properlJi must be 
released fu: the seizing aiithOrity and delivered to ~ r./rsoil 
entitled to it. ITIiodemand is made, the pro::arty seized is consi ere 
forfeited to the state !>}:operation ofTaw an mtiy be disposed of!>}: 
the seizing authority as provided where there as been a judgment 
of forfeiture. When the seizing authOril.y is satisfied that '" person 
from whom prolflirty ~ seized was acting in !i@ faith and without 
intent to evade t e tax impose~ section 349.2121, suoruvision 4, 
the seizing authority shall release the property seized without 
rurther legal proceedmgs. 

Subd . .4. [DISPOSAL.) The property described in: subdivision 1, 
clauses (4) and (5), must be confiscated after conviction ofthe person 
from whom '!! was seized, upo!. comrancewith the,fOllowing 
procedure:the seizing authority s all fi e with the court!"o separate 
complaint against the pro~erty, describing it andCbarging its use in 
the specific violation, an specifying substantiaUy the time aM 
place of the unlawful use. !!c ~ of the complaint must be served 
upon the defendant or person in charge of the pro~~ af1he time 
of seizure, if any. !! file person arrested,;s acquitte ~ t e court shall 
dismiss the complaint against the property and order !! returned to 
the pers(>ns legaliyentitled to it. Upon conviction of the lrnrson 
arrested, the court Shall issue an order directed to any person own 
or believeato have any ~ title or interest in, or lien u\'t0n, any 
of the property, and to persons unknown claimin~ any rig, \!'itle, 
interest, or lieD in it,aescribing the property and ~1) stating t at it 
was seized and that !"o complaint against it, charging the specrueo 
violatiOil,has beenfIled with the court, (2) requiring the persons to 
file with the court administrator their answer to the complaint, 
setting10rth air claim thi? may have to any ri~ht or title to, 
mterest m, or len upo( ~ propert~, wlthm 30 ~ after the 
service oftlie order, and 3) notifYing t emin substance that ;they 
fail to file their answer within the time, the sroperty, wilf"lieor ered 
sold !>}: the seizing authority. ,The court sha I cause theoroer to be 
served upontny person known or belIeved to have any right, title, 
interest, or ien ·as in the case of a summons in a civil action, and 
upon unknown perSiln"S""fu: Publication, as proviaed for service of 
summons in a civil action. If no answer is filed witmn the time 
prescribed;the court shall, u~n affidaVit !ii the court admmistra': 
tor, settmqTorth the fact or er the GJ:'perty sold h the selzm~ 
authority. rhe proceeds of the 'dIe, a r deducting ~ expense o~ 
keeping the property andfees an costs of sale, must be paid into the 
state treasu!y ,and credited to the generiUIund. IT answer ~ filed 
within the time provided, the court shall fix !"o time for !"o hearing, 
which sliallheDot less than ten nor more than 30 dats after the time 
for filing answer e,q;rres.-Af the time fixed tor eanng, unless 
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continued for cause, the matter shall be heard and determined I>,y 
the court, without a jury, as in other civil actions .. 

IT the court finds that the property, or any part of it, was used in 
the violation specified in the complaint, it shall order the property 
iiiilawfully used, sold as provided I>,y law, unless the owner shows to 
the satisfaction of the court that the owner had no notice· or 
IillOwledge or reason to tleITeve that theproperty was used or 
intended to be used in the violation. The officer making a sale, after 
deducting the expense of keeping the property, the fee for seizure, 
and the costs of the sale, shall ~ all liens according to their 
priority, which are estalillShed at the hearing as being bona fide and 
as existing without the lienor having any notice or knOWlet!gethat 
the property was being used or was intended to be used for or in 
connection with the violation specified in the order of the court, and 
shall ~ the balance of the proceeds into the state treasury to be 
credited tothe general fund. A sale under this section shall free the 
property sold from any and all liens on it. Appeal from the order of 
the district court will lie as in other civil cases. At any time after 
seizure of the articles specified in this subdivision, and before the 
hearing provided for, the property must be returned to the owner or 
person having !" legal right to its possession, upon execution of !" 
good and valid bond to the state, with corporate surety, in the sum 
of not less thaii$IOO and not more than double the value of the 
Property seized, to be approved I>,y the court in which the case if; 
triable, or !" judge of it, conditione01o abide tny order and the 
judgment of the court, and to ~ the full value 0 the property at the 
time of the seizure. The seizing authority may dismiss the proceed
ings outlined in this subdivision when the seizing authority consid
ers it to be in the best interests of the state to do so. -------- ----~--

Sec. 15. [349.2127] [PROHIBITIONS.) 

Subdivision!: [COUNTERFEITING.) No person shall with intent 
to defraud the state, make, alter, forge, or counterfeit any license or 
stamp provided for in this chapter, or have in possession any forged, 
spurious, or altered stamps, with the intent, or with the result of, 
depriving the state of the tax imposed I>,y this chapter. 

Subd. 2. [PROHIBITION AGAINST POSSESSION.) No person, 
other than a licensed distributor, shall sell, offer for sale, or have in 
possession with intent to sell or offer for sale, a pull-tailor tipboard 
deal not stamped in accordance with the provisions of this chapter. 

Subd. iL [FALSIFICATION OF RECORDS.) No person required I>,y 
section 349.2121, subdivision 2, to keep records or to make returns 
shall falsify or fail to keep the records or falsify or fail to make the 
returns. 

Subd. 4. [TRANSPORTING UNSTAMPED DEALS.) No person 
shall transport into, or receive, carry, or move from place to place in 
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this state, any deals of pull-tabs or tipboards not. stamped in 
accorOa.iiCe with this cnaster except in the course of interstate 
commerce, unless the dea s are moving from one distributor to 
another. --- -- --- -- -- - -

Sec. 16. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 349.22, subdivision 1, is 
amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [GROSS MISDEMEANOR.] Any ethe¥ vielatieH ef 
!\c person who in any manner violates sections 349.11 to 349.214 is 
to evade thetax im!lised !!,y this chapter, or who aids and abets 
evasion oiTIie tax, orinders or interferes wTIli ~ seizing authority 
when a seizure is made as provided!!,y section 349.2125, is ~ of 
a gross misdemeanor. 

Sec. 17. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 349.22, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 3. [FELONY] (a) A person violating section 349.2127, 
suhdlVlsion 1 or 3, is ~ of!'. felony. 

(b) A person violating section 349.2127, subdivisions ~ and 4, !!,y 
possessing, receiving, or transporting more than ten purr:tall or 
tipboard deals not stamped in accordance with this chapter is ~ 
of!'. felony. 

Sec. 18. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 349.22, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 4. [SALES AFTER REVOCATION.] A person selllng pull
tabs or tipboards after the person's license or pennit as been 
revoked is ~ of!'. felony. 

Sec. 19. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

. Sections 1 to! and ~ to 18 are effective July!., 1988. Section 5 ~ 
effective for ileals of tipboards purchased and placed into inventory 
after June30, 1988. 

ARTICLE 10 

SALES TAX 

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 297 A.01, 
subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. A "sale" and a "purchase" includes, but is not limited to, 
each of the following trausactions: 
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(a) Any transfer oftitJe or possession, or both, of tangible personal 
property, whether absolutely or conditionally, and the leasing of or 
the granting of a license to use or consume tangible personal 
property other than manufactured homes used for residential pur
poses for a continuous period of 30 days or more, for a consideration 
in money or by exchange or barter; 

(b) The production, fabrication, prInting or processing of tangible 
personal property for a consideration for consumers who furnish 
either directly or indirectly the. materials used in the production, 
fabrication, printing or processing; 

(c) The furnishing, preparing or serving for a consideration offood, 
meals or drinks, not including meals or drinks served to patients, 
inmates, or persons residing at hospitals, sanatoriums, nursing 
homes eF', senior citizens homes, and correctional, detention, and 
detoxification facilities, meals or drinks purchased for and served 
exclusively to individuals who are 60 years of age or over and their 
spouses or to the handicapped and their spouses by governmental 
agencies, nonprofit organizations, agencies, or churches or pursuant 
to any program funded in whole or part through 42 USCA sections 
3001 through 3045, wherever delivered, prepared or served, meals 
and lunches served at public and private schools, universities or 
colleges. "Sales" also includes meals furnished by employers to 
employees at less than fair market value, exce£t meals furnished at 
no charge to employees of hospitals, nursing omes,ooarding care 
homes, sanatoriums, ~ homes, and correctional, detention, and 
detoxification facilities,wno are required to eat with the patients, 
residents, or inmates residi, in them. NotwithstandIDg sectIOn 
297 A.25, subdivision 2, taxab e roocror meals include, but are not 
limited to, the following: 

(i) heated food or drinks; 

(ii) sandwiches prepared by the retailer; 

(iii) single sales of prepackaged ice cream or ice milk novelties 
prepared by the retailer; 

(iv) hand-prepared or dispensed ice cream or ice milk products 
including cones, sundaes, and snow cones; 

(v) soft drinks and other beverages prepared or served by the 
retailer; 

(vi) gum; 

(vii) ice; 

(viii) all food sold in vending machines; 
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(ix) party trays prepared by the retailers; and 

(x) all meals and single servings of packaged snack food, single 
cans or. bottles of pop, .sold in restauraQts and bars; 

(d) The granting of the privilege of admission to places of amuse
ment, recreational areas, or athletic events and the privilege of 
having access to and the use of amusement devices, tanning facili
ties, reducing salons, steam baths, turkish baths, massage parlors, 
health clubs, and spas or athletic facilities; 

(e) The furnishing for a consideration of lodging and related 
services by a hotel, rooming house, tourist court,. motel or trailer 
camp and of the granting of any similar license to use real property 
other than the renting or leasing thereof for a continuous period of 
30 days or more; 

(0 The furnishing for a consideration of electricity, gas, water, or 
steam for use or consumption within this state, or local exchange 
telephone service, intrastate toll service, and interstate toll service, 
if that service originates from and is charged to a telephone located 
in this state; the tax imposed on amounts paid for telephone services 
is the liability of and shall be paid by the person paying for the 
services. Sales by municipal corporations in a proprietary capacity 
are included in the provisions of this clause. The furnishing of water 
and sewer services for residential use shall not be considered a sale; 

(g) The furnishing for a consideration of cable television services, 
including charges for basic monthly service, charges for monthly 
premium service, and' charges for any other similar television 
services; 

(h) Notwithstanding subdivision 4, and section 297A.25; subdivi
sion 9, the sales of horses including claiming sales and fees paid for 
breeding a stallion to a mare. This clause applies to sales and fees 
with respect to a horse to be used for racing whose birth has been 
recorded by the Jockey Club or the United States Trotting Associa
tion or the American Quarter Horse Association; . 

(i) The furnishing for a consideration of parking services, whether 
on a contractual, hourly, or other periodic basis, except for parking 
at a meter; 

(j) The furnishing for a consideration of services listed in this 
paragraph: 

(i) laundry and dry cleaning services including cleaning, pressing, 
repairing, altering, and storing clothes, linen services and supply, 
cleaning and blocking hats, and carpet, drapery, upholstery, and 
industrial cleaning. Laundry and dry cleaning services do Qot 
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include services provided by coin operated facilities operated by the 
customer; 

(ii) motor vehicle washing, waxing, and cleaning services, includ
ing services provided by coin-operated facilities operated by the 
customer, and rustproofing, undercoating, and towing of motor 
vehicles; 

(iii) building and residential cleaning, maintenance, and disin
fecting and exterminating services; 

(iv) services provided by detective agencies, security services, 
burglar, fire alarm, and annored car services not including services 
performed within the jurisdiction they serveJii off-duty licensed 
peace ofl,cers as defined in section 626.84, subdivision !; 

(v) pet grooming services; and 

(vi) lawn care, fertilizing, mowing, spraying and sprigging ser
vices; garden planting and maintenance; arborist services; tree, 
bush, and shrub planting, pruning, bracing, spraying, and surgery; 
and tree trimming for public utility lines. 

The services listed in this paragraph are taxable under section 
297 A.02 if the service is performed wholly within Minnesota or if 
the service is performed partly within and partly without Minnesota 
and the greater proportion of the service is performed in Minnesota, 
based on the cost of performance. In applying the provisions of this 
chapter, the terms "tangible personal property" and "sales at retail" 
include taxable services and the provision of taxable services, unless 
specifically provided otherwise. Services performed by an employee 
for an employer are not taxable under this paragraph. Services 
performed by a eerpsFatisB, partnership;- or association for another 
eSFflsFatisR, partnership, or association are not taxable under this 
paragraph if one of the entities owns or controls more than 80 
percent of the voting power of the equity interest in the other entity. 
Services performed between members of an affiliated ~ of 
corporations are not taxable. For purposeS-of this section, "affiliated: 
group of corporations" includes those entities that would be classi
fied as -" member of an affiliated ~ under United States Code, 
title 26, section 1504, and who are eligible to file a consolidated tax 
returntor federal income tax pUiJ?oses; - -

(k) A "sale" and a "purchase" includes the transfer of computer 
software, meaning information and directions that dictate the 
function performed by data processing equipment. A "sale" and a 
"purchase" does not include the design, development, writing, trans
lation, fabrication, lease, or transfer for a consideration of title or 
possession of a custom computer program; and 
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(I) The granting of membership in a club, association, or other 
organization if: 

(1) the club, association, or other organization makes available for 
the use of its members sports and athletic facilities (without regard 
to whether a separate charge is assessed for use of the facilities); and 

(2) use of the sports and athletic facilities is not made available to 
the general public on the same basis as it is made available to 
members. 

Granting of membership includes both one-time initiation fees and 
periodic membership dues. Sports and athletic facilities include golf 
courses, tennis, racquetball, handball and squash courts, basketball 
and volleyball facilities, running tracks, exercise equipment, swim
ming pools, imd other similar athletic or sports facilities. The 
provisions of this paragraph do not apply to camps or other recre
ation facilities owned and operated by an exempt organization under 
section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended 
through December 31,1986, for educational and social activities for 
young people primarily age 18 and under. '!'he I'Fevisieas ef this 
I'aFag'Fal'It de Bet "flI'l:y te IHl asseeiatiea iaeeFl'eFated HB<IeF seetie .. 
:na.44 .. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 297 A.15, subdivision 1, is 
amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. Liability for the payment of the use tax is not 
extinguished until the tax has been paid to Minnesota. However, a 
receipt from a retailer maiatai .. i .. g a f'laee efelisi .. ess ffi Mi .... eseta, 
"" fFem .. FetaileF wIt& is aatlte .... ed by the eemmissieneF HB<IeF """" 
.-..Ies as the eemmissie .. eF may I'FeSCFiee, te eelIeet the ta.., given to 
the purchaser pursuant to section 297 A.16 relieves the purchaser of 
further liability for the tax to which the receipt refers, unless the 
Ilurchaser knows or \:tas reason to know that the retaller did not 

ave '" permit to collect the tax. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 297 A.15, subdivision 5, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 5. [REFUND;' APPROPRIATION.] Notwithstanding the 
provisions of sections 297 A.02, subdivision 2, and 297 A.257 the tax 
on sales of capital equipment, and construction materials and 
snpplies under section 297 A.257, shall be imposed and collected as 
if the rate under section 297 A.02, subdivision 1, applied. Upon 
application by the purchaser, On forms prescribed by the commis
sioner, a refund equal to the reduction in the tax due as a result of 
the application of the rates under section 297 A.02, subdivision 2, or 
the exemption under section 297 A.257 shall be paid to the pur
chaser. In the case of building materials qualifying under section 
297 A.257 where the tax was paid by a contractor, application must 
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be made by the owner for the sales tax paid by all the contractors, 
subcontractors, and builders for the project. The application must 
include sufficient information to permit the commissioner to verify 
the sales tax paid for the project. The application shall include 
information necessary for the commissioner initially to verifY that 
the purchases qualified as capital equipment under section 297 A.02, 
subdivision 2, or capital equipment or construction materials and 
supplies under section 297 A.25'(. No more than two applications for 
refunds may be filed under this subdivision in a calendar year. 
Unless otherwise specifically provided by this subdivision, the 
provisions of section 297 A.34 apply to the refunds payable under this 
subdivision. There is annually appropriated to the commissioner of 
revenue the amount required to make the refunds. 

The amount to be refunded shall bear interest at the rate in 
sectIOn 270.76 from the date the refund claim is fileawilllthe 
commis~ -- - -- -- --- -- - -- -- -

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 297A.16, is amended to 
read: 

297A.16 [COLLECTION OF TAX AT TIME OF SALE.) 

Any eeFpePatien aHtheri.ed te de ImBiness in Minneseta, any 
retailer as aefinea in who is required under section 297 A.21,.,.. any 
etheF retailer as the eemmissiener SI1fiIf aMthe""e I'HrSHant te 
seetien 2971..11';, or authorized !!1 the commissioner to collect the 
use tax upon making retail sales olany items enumerated in this 
chapter not exempted under sections 297 A.Ol to 297 A.44, to which 
the use tax applies shall at the time of making such sales collect the 
use tax trom the purchaser and give to the purchaser a receipt 
therefor in the form of a notation on the sales slip or receipt for the 
sales price or in such other form as prescribed by the commissioner. 
Any such eeFperatien .,.. retailer .shall not collect the tax from a 
purchaser who furnishes to such eerl3ePatien .,.. retailer a copy of a 
certificate issued by the commissioner authorizing such purchaser to 
pay any sales or use tax due on purchases made by such purchaser 
directly to the commissioner. The tax collected by such eerl'eratiell 
.,.. retailer pursuant to the proviSions of this section shall be 
remitted to the commissioner as provided in other sections of this 
chapter. 

Any eerl'ePatien ffi' any retailer re'l'lirea te eeIIeet the \lSe te.. aOO 
remit saeh te..te the eemmissiener I'HrSHant te this seetien shall file 
with the eemmissiener an al'I'lieatien fe¥ a jl8l'ffiit I'MFSHant te 
seetien 2971\.04. E¥ery saeh eerl'eratien.,.. retailer shall fMFnish the 
eemmissiener with the name aOO aaaress af all its agents el'ePating 
in Minneseta aOO the leeatien af eaeh af its aistriaHtien .,.. sales 
heHses .,.. eIHees .,.. etheF J>laees af aHsiness in this state. 
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Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1986,section 297A.17, is amended to 
read: 

297A.17 [TAX TO BE COLLECTED; STATUS AS DEBT.] 

The use tax required to be collected by the retailer constitutes a 
debt owed by the retailer to Minnesota and shall be a debt from the 
purchaser to the retailer recoverable at law in the 'same manner as 
other debts. A retailer who does not maintain a platfe of business 
within this state shall notOe Jrurebted to Minnesota ora-mounts of 
use tax which it was regmrea to collect but did not collect unless the 
reraIIer knew -ortiad been advised, Qy the CoiiimiSslonerof its 
obligation to collect the use tax. .. ' 

Sec. 6. Minl)esota Statutes 1986, section 297 A.21, is amended to 
read: 

297A.21 [REGISTRATIONt INFORMATION RELATING TO 
BUSINESS LOCf.TION TO COLLECT USE TAX.] 

Subdivision 1. E¥ery retaileF making retail sales fuF stsrage, "'*' 
.,.. etheF esns"lHfltisn iH Minnessta shall Fegister with the esmmis 
sisHeF am! gi¥e the name am! aElEIress ef all ageHts sflerating iH 
Minnessta, the lseatisn ef all ElistFilmtieft .,.. sales "s"ses, efHees SF 

etheF f'laees eflJUsiness iH Miftneseta, am! sueh etheF iftfeFmatiSft as 
the eemmiSmSB:eF may FcEtaiFC. w:heB-; m the 8piftisn sf the eemmis 
SiSBOp, it is flceessRry feF the effieient aelmiBistf'atisB: sf seetioBS 
2971\.1'1 te 2971..21> te Fegaffi EIftj' salesfleFSsn, FeflFesentative, 
trueker, !,eElEIler, SF eaRvasseF as the agentefthe ElealeF, ElistFib"tsr, 
sllfleFVissF, emflleyeF, SF etheF jl8FS8B ,uruleF wheffi thai jl8FS8B 
e!,eFates SF fFem wham the jl8FS8B sBtains the tangible flerssRal 
!,rsfleFty sel!I, wl>et"eF making sales fleFSsnally'"" iH beIlalf ef sueh 
Elealer, ElistFibllteF, slljleF\'iSSF, em!,lsyer, SF etheF fleFSSB, the eem
missisneF may regaFEl the sales!,eFsen, FeflFesentati'le, truel,er, 
fleElEIler, .,.. ean'laSSeF as sueh 'agent, am! may regaFEl the Elealer, 
ElistrilmteF, sllfleFVissr, elHfllsyer, SF etheF jl8FS8B asa Fetailer fuF 
the flBFflsses ef seetiens 2971\.14 te 297,\.21>. 

SuM. ~ [RETAILER MAINTAINING PLACE OF BUSINESS IN 
MINNESOTA.] "Retailer maintaining a place of business in this 
state", or any like term, shall mean any retailer having or main
taining within this state, directly or by a subsidiary, an office, 
distribution house, sales house, warehouse, or other place of busi
ness, or any agent operating within this state under the authority of 
the retailer or its subsidiary, whether such place of business or agent 
is located in the state permanently or temporarily, or whether or not 
such retailer or subsidiary is authorized to do business within this 
state. 

, Subd. 2. [DESTINATION.] The destination ofa sale is the location 
to which the retailer makes deIivery of the propertysold, or causes 
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the property to be delivered, to the purchaser of the property, or to 
llie agent or aesignee of the pufCliaser !?y any means of delivery, 
including the United States Postal Service, a common carrier, or !! 
contract carrier. 

Subd. 3. [OUT-OF-STATE RETAILER MAINTAINING PLACE 
OFBU"SINESS IN MINNESOTA.] A retailer making retail sales 
from outside this state to a destination within this state and 
mamtaining a place of bus mess in this state shall file an aj?jillCatiOn 
for !! permit pursuant to section 297 A.04 and shall collect and remit 
the use tax as provided III section 297 A.16. 

Subd. 4. [REQUIRED REGISTRATION BY OUT-OF-STATE RE
TAILER NOT MAINTAINING PLACE OF BUSINESS IN MINNE
SOTA.] (a) A retailer making retail sales from outside this state ·to 
a destination within this state andllot maintaining a place of 
ousIlless in this state shall file an applfcalion for !! Pfirmit pursuant 
to section 297 A.04 and shall collect and remit t e use tax as 
Provided in section 297A.16 if theretailerengage8 in theree.Uir or 
systematic soliciting of sales from potential customers in tis state 
!?Y= 

(1) the distribution, !?y mail or otherwise, without regahd to the 
state tram which such dlstTIbution ori . nated or in w ich llie 
mater1aISwere prenarea, of catalogs, perio ica s, aavertismgITyers, 
or other written so icitations of business to customers in this state; 

(2) display of advertisements on billboards or other outdoor 
advertising III this state; 

(3) advertisements in newspapers published in this state; 

(4) advertisements in trade journals or other periodicals the 
circulation of which ~ primarily within this state; 

(5) advertisements in a Minnesota edition of a national or regional 
pubTIcation or !! limited regional edition in which this state ~ 
included of a broader regional or national publication which are not 
placed in otner geographically defined editIons of the same issue of 
the same pulillcation; 

(6) advertisements in regional or national publications in an 
edition which ~ not !?y Its contents geographically targeted to 
Minnesota but which ~ sold over the counter in Minnesota or !?y 
subscription to Minnesota residents; 

(7) advertisements broadcast on a radio or television station 
located in Minnesota; or - -- -
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(8) ani) other solicitation ~ telegraphy, telephone, computer data 
base, ca Ie, optic, microwave, or other communication system. 

(b) The location within or without this state of vendors indepen
dent o1'1he retailer which provide prodUcts or sertices to the retailer 
lnConnection with its solicitation of customers Within tIlis state, 
including such rdiiCts and services as creation of copy;-pri" 
distribution, an recording, is not to De taken into account in t e 
determination of whether theretailer is reqiilred to collect use tax. 
parafiaph (a) Sli.all be construed without r'dgard to the state from 
whic distrillution oftlie materials originate or in whICh they were 
prepared. 

(c) A retailer not maintaining ~ pljce of business in this state 
shall De presumed, subject to rebutta , to be enfa~ed in regular 
SiillCltation within this state 1l' i! engages in any 0 t e activities in 
paragra~h (a) and makes 100 or more retau salesrrom outside this 
state to estinatiOns within this state dUrIng ~ penod of 12 consec
utive months. 

(d) ~ retailer not maintaining ~ place of business in this state 
shaII not be required to collect use tax imposed ~ any local 
governmental unit or suOcliVISloil of this state and this section does 
not subject such a retailer to finy regulation of any local unit of 
government or su'bdivision of t is state. 

Subd. 5. [VOLUNTARY REGISTRATION BY OUT-OF-STATE 
RE'l'AlLE1t NOT MAINTAINING PLACE OF BUSINESS IN MIN
NESOTA.] A retailer making retail sales from outside this state to 
a destination within this state who 1silotreQuired to coUect and 
remit use tax may neverlheIeSS VOIUnTaTIly file an apPTicatlOrlfor a 
PErmit pursuant to sectIOn 297 A.04. IT the application is granted; 
t e retailer shaH COllect and remit the use tax as provideain section 
297A.16 until the permit is canceled or reVoked. 

Subd. 6. [COMMISSIONER'S DISCRETION.] (aJ The commis
sioner mR decline to issue !! permit to any retailer not maintaining 
~ place 0 usiness in this state, or may cancel ~ permit lireviously 
issued to the retailer, IT1Iie commissioner believes that t e use tax 
can be COlleCted more effecITvely from the persons using the property 
in tills state. A Tel'Usal to issue or cancellation of a permit on such 
wounas does not affect ~ retailer's R.ght 0 make-retail sales from 
outside this state to destmations wit m this state. -- --- - -------

(b) When, in the opinion of the commissioner, it is necessary for 
theet'llcIeiit aammistration or sections 297 A.14 to 297 A.25 toregi[f 
a salesperson, representative, trucker, peddler, or canvasser as ~ 
agent of the dealer, distributor, supervisor, employer, or other 
person under whom that perrn operates or from whom the person 
obtains the tangwre liersona property soJ([ Whether ma1illig sales 
personaIIY or in be alf of that deaJer, aistributor, supervisor, 
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employer, or other person the commissioner may regard the sales
person, representative, trucker, peddler, or canvasser as such agent, 
and may regard the dealer, distributor, supervisor, e:iiiployer, or = ~5rson as ~ retailer for the purposes 01 sections 297 A.14 to 
297 d. . 

Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 297 A.212, is 
amended to read: 

297A.212 [RAILROAD ROLLING STOCK.] 

Railroad rolling stock used by a railroad operating in this state 
that is licensed as a common carrier by the Interstate Commerce 
Commission and used to transport persons or property in interstate 
or foreign commerce is subject to taxation under this chapter only to 
the extent provided in this section. The tax must be computed ~ 
the ratio of iBtFastate mileage ta iBiel'State 9l' wFeign mileage 
tFavelea By the eaprie. EIariBg the flFevielis Hseal yea>' ef the eaFFieF 
revenue ton miles of passengers, mail, express, and freight carried 
fu: the railroad witmn thIS state to the total num'1ier of revenue ton 
miles carned !>,y the raITroad'WiThin and without tIlls state. This 
ratIO must be detennined at the close Oftlie carrier's previous flscal 
year. This ratio must be applied each month to the flllFehase pFiee 
total amount of purchases of tatal flllFehases ef rolling stock that ape 
used ift within and without this state by the railroad to establish 
that portion of the total used and consumed in intrastate movement 
and subject to tax under this chapter. "Railroad rolling stock" means 
all portable or moving apparatus and machinery of a railroad 
company and include~ engines, cars, tenders, coaches, sleeping cars, 
and parts necessary far the repair and maintenance of the rolling 
stock. \' 

\ 
Sec. 8. Minnesota Sta~utes 1987 Supplement, section 297 A.25, 

subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [MEDICINES; MEDICAL DEVICES.] The gross receipts 
from the sale of prescribed drugs, prescribed medicine and insulin, 
intended for use, internal or external, in the cure, mitigation, 
treatment or prevention of illness or disease in human beings are 
exempt, together with prescription glasses, therapeutic, and pros
thetic devices. "Prescribed dn:.gs" or "prescribed medicine" includes 
over-the-counter drugs or me icine prescribed !>,y ~ licensed phYs~ 
ciano NonprescriptIOn anal esics consistmg prinCipally (detennine 
fu: the weigrt of all ingredients of acetammophen, acetylsalicylic 
acid, ibupro en, or ~ combination thereof are exempt. 

Sec. 9. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 297 A.25, subdivision 5, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 5. [OUTSTATE TRANSPORT OR DELIVERY.] The gross 
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receipts from the following sales of tangible personal property are 
exempt: . 

(1) property which, without intermediate use, is shipped or 
transported outside Minnesota by the purchaser and thereafter used 
in a trade o~ business or is stored, processed, fabricated or manufac
tured into, attached to or inco~orated into other tangible personal 
property transported or shipped outside Minnesota and thereafter 
used in a trade or business outside Minnesota, and which is not 
thereafter returned to a point within Minnesota, except in the 
course of interstate commerce (storage shall not constit"te interme
diate use); provided that the property is not subject to tax in that 
state or country to which it is transported for storage or use;- ef'; if 
saJajeet ~ ta.. in that eth& ~ that state allews a silftiiaF 
el!elftptiaB feF pFapeFty pHFehased theFeiB and tFaBspaFted ~ MiD
BeSeta feF HSe in this state; e><eept that sales ef tangillie peFSaBai 
pFapeFty that is shipped eP tffiBspaFted feF HSe aHtside MiflBeeata 
shall be ttH<ed ftI; the Fftte ef the HSe ta.. ilftpased by the state ~ 
whiel> the prepeFty is shipped "" tffiBspaFte", tiBless that state has 
_ HSe tmt, in whiel> ease the sale shall be ttH<ed ftI; the Fftte gefteF&!ly 
impaee" by this state; and provided further that sales of tangible 
personal property to be used in other states or countries as part of a 
maintenance contract shall be specifically exempt; or 

(2) property which the seller delivers to a common carrier for 
delivery outside Minnesota, places in the United States mail or 
parcel post directed to the purchaser outside Minnesota, or delivers 
to the purchaser outside Minnesota by means of the seller's own 
delivery vehicles, and which is not thereafter returned to a point 
within Minnesota, except in the course of interstate commerce. 

Sec. 10. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 297 A.25, 
subdivision 11,is amended to read: 

Subd. 11. [SALES TO GOVERNMENT.l The gross receipts from 
all sales, including sales in which title is retained by a seller or a 
vendor or is assigned to a third party under an installment sale or 
lease purchase agreement under section 465.71, of tangible personal 
property to, and all storage, use or consumption of such property by, 
the United States and its agencies and instrumentalities, the 
Universit~ of Minnesota, state universities, community colleges, 
technical Institutes, state aca.femies, and political subdivisions of 
the state are exempt-:-B8Jes exempted ~. this subdivision include 
sales under· section 297A.OI, subdivision 3, clause (f). This exemp
tion shall not apply to building, construction orreconstruction 
materials purchased by a contractor or a subcontractor as a part of 
a lump-sum contract or similar type of contrllct with a guaranteed 
maximum price covering botlt labor and materials for use.in the 
construction, alteration or repair of a building or facility. This 
exemption does not apply to construction materials purchased by tax 
exempt entities or their contractors to be used in constructing 
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buildings or facilities which will not be used principally by the tax 
exempt entities. 

Sec. 11. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 297 A.25, is amended by 
adding a, subdivision to read: 

Subd.· 37. '[YMCA AND YWCA MEMBERSHIPS.) The gross 
receipts from the sale of memberships. including both one-time 
initiation fees and periodic membership dues, to an association 
incorporated under section 315.44 are exempt. However, all sepa
rate charges made for the privilege of having access to and the use 
of the association's sports and athletic facilities are taxable. 

Sec. 12. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 297 A.25, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 38. [USED MOTOR OILS.) The gross receipts from the sale 
of used motor oils are exempt. 

Sec. 13. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 297 A.25, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 39. [CROSS COUNTRY SKI PASSES.) The gross receipts 
from the sale of cross country ski passes issued under sections 85.40 
to 85.43 are exempt. 

Sec. 14. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 297 A.25, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 40. [STATE FAIR ADMISSIONS.) The gross receipts from 
the sale OItickets to the premises of or events sponsored ~ the state 
atecultural society and conducted on the state fairgrounds during 
L." period of the annual state fair are exempt, provided that: 

(1) the tax foregone under this subdivision ~ used exclusively for 
the purpose of making capital improvements to state-owned build
ings and facilities on the state fairgrounds; and 

(2) the tax foregone under this subdivision is matched in equal 
amount ~ proceeds from special assessments levied against _ com
mercial exhibits, concessions and rentals, and from other special 
user fees specifically designated for capital improvements. 

Sec. 15. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 297 A.25, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 41. [BULLET-PROOF VESTS.] The gross receipts from the 
sale of billet-resistant soft.body armor that ~ flexible, conrearaore; 
and custom-fitted to provide the wearer with ballistic and trauma 
protection are exempt if purchased ~ 1I licensed peace officer, as 
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defined in section 626.84, subdivision 1. The bullet-resistant soft 
bOdy armor must meet or exceed the re1f'rements of standaro 
0101.01 oftheNatiOOalInBtitiiteOf' Law En~rcement and Criminal 
Justice in effect oh December 30, 1986, or meet or exceed the 
requirements of the standard except wet armor conditioning. 

Sec. 16. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 297 A.256, is amended to 
read: . 

297 A.256· [EXEMPTIONS FOR CERTAIN NONPROFIT 
GROUPS.] 

Notwithstanding the provisions of this chapter, the following sales 
made by a "nonprofit organization" are exempt from the sales and 
use tax. 

(a) (1) All sales made by an organization for fundraising purposes 
if that organization exists solely for the purpose of providing 
educational or social activities for young people primarily age 18 
and under. This exemption shall apply only if the gross annual sales 
receipts of the organization from fundraising do hot exceed $10,000. 

(2) A club, association, or other organization of elementary or 
seconaarl, school students organized for the purpose of carrying on 
sports, eucational, or other extracurricular activities is !! separate 
organization from the school district or school for pU(if,0ses of 
aplllying the ~OOOlimit. This paragraph does not ~ if the 
saes are Terived from admission charrs or from activities for 
which tile money must be deliosited wit the school district trea
surer under section 123.38, su division 2 or be recorded in the same 
ffiailner as other revenues or expenditures of the schooldiStrlCt 
under section 123.38, subdivision 2b. 

(b) All sales made by an organization for fundraising purposes if 
that organization is a senior citizen group which qualifies for 
exemption on its purchases pursuant to section 297 A.25, subdivision 
16. This exemption shall apply' only if the gross annual sales 
receipts of the organization from fundraising do not exceed $10,000. 

(c) The gross receipts from the sales of tangible personal property 
at, admission charges for, and sales of food, meals; or drinks at 
fundraising events sponsored by a nonprofit organization when the 
entire proceeds, except for the necessary expenses therewith, will be 
used solely and exclusively for charitable, religious, or educational 
purposes. This exemption does not apply to admission charges for 
events involving bingo or other gambling activities or to charges for 
use of amusement devices involving bingo or other gambling activ
ities. For purposes of this clause, a "nonprofit organization" means 
any unit of government, corporation, society, association, founda-· 
tion, or institution organized and operated for charitable, religious, 
educational, civic, fraternal, seriior citizeps' or veterans' purposes, 
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no part of the net earnings of which enures to the benefit of a private 
individual. 

If the profits are not used solely and exclusively for charitable, 
religious, or educational purposes, the entire gross receipts are 
subject to tax. 

Each nonprofit organization shall keep a separate accounting 
record, including receipts and disbursements from each fundraising 
event. All deductions from gross receipts must be documented with 
receipts and other records. If records are not maintained as required, 
the entire gross receipts are subject to tax. 

The exemption provided by this section does not apply to any sale 
made by or in the name of a nonprofit corporation as the active or 
passive agent of a person that is not a nonprofit corporation. 

The exemption for fundraising events under this section is limited 
to no more than 24 days a year. Fundraising events conducted on 
premises leased or occupied for more than four days but less than 30 
days do not qualify for this exemption. 

Sec. 17. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 297 A.35, subdivision 1, 
is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. A person who has, pursuant to the provisions of 
this chapter, paid to the commissioner an amonnt of tax for any 
period in excess of the amount legally due for that period, may file 
with the commissioner a claim for a refund of such excess subject to 
the conditions specified in subdivision 5. Except as provided in 
subdivision 4 no such claim shall be entertained unless filed within 
two years after such tax was paid, or within three years from the 
filing of the return, whichever period is the longer. The commis
sioner shall examine the tIaim and make and file written findings 
thereon denying or allowing the claim in whole or in part and shall 
mail a notice thereof to such person at the address stated upon the 
claim. Any allowance shall include interest on the excess deter
mined at a rate specified in section 270.76 from the date such excess 
was paid or collected until the date it is refunded or credited, unless 
otherwise specified in this chapter. If such claim is allowed iii whole 
or in part, the commissioner shall credit the amount of the allow
ance against any taxes under sections 297 A.01 to 297 A.44 due from 
the claimant and for the balance of said allowance, if any, the 
commissioner shall issue a certificate for the refundment of the 
excess paid, aud the commissioner of finance shall cause such refund 
to be paid out of the proceeds of the taxes imposed by sections 
297 A.01 to 297 A.44, as other state moneys are expended. So much of 
the proceeds of such taxes as may be necessary are hereby appropri
ated for that purpose. 
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Sec. 18. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 297B.03, is 
amended to read: 

297B.03 [EXEMPTIONS.] 

There is specifically exempted from the provisions of this chapter 
and from computation of the amount of tax imposed by it the 
following: 

(1) Purchase or use, including use under a lease purchase agree
ment or installment sales contract made pursuant to section 465.71, 
of any motor vehicle by the United States and its agencies and 
instrumentalities and by any person described in and subject to the 
conditions provided in section 297 A.25, subdivision 18. 

(2) Purchase or use of any motor vehicle by any person who was a 
resident of another state at the time of the purchase and who 
subsequently becomes a resident of Minnesota, provided the pur
cha~e o~curred mor" than 60 days prior to the date such person 
began residing in the state of Minnesota, . 

(3) PurchaSe or use of any motor vehicle by any person making a 
valid election to be taxed under the provisions of section 297 A.211. 

(4) Purchase or use of any motor vehicle previously registered in 
the state of Minnesota by any corporation or parbiership when such 
transfer constitutes a transfer within the meaning of section 351 or 
721 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, as amended through 
December 31, .1974. 

(5) Purchase or use of any vehicle owned by a resident of another 
state and leased to a Minnesota based private or for hire carrier for 
regular use in the transportation of persons or property in interstate 
commerce provided the vehicle is titled in the state of the owner or 
secured party, and that state does not impose a sales or motor vehicle 
excise tax on motor vehicles used in interstate commerce. 

. (6) Purchase or use of.l! motor vehicle ~ .l! private nonrofit or 
pulillc e<tlicational institutWnTor use as an instructiona aid in 
automotIve training programs operated ~ the institution .. 

'- ,. 

Sec. 19. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 329.11, is amended to 
read: . 

329.11 [LICENSE; APPLICATION, ISSUANCE, FEE; BOND; 
AGENT FOR SERVICE OF PROCESS.] 

Any transient merchant desiring to engage in, do, or transact 
business by auction or otherwise, in any county in this state shall 
file an application for a license for that purpose with the auditor of 
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the county in which the desired business is to be conducted, which 
application shall state the name of the applicant, the proposed place 
of business, the kind of business proposed to be conducted, and the 
length of time desired to do business. Such transient merchant shall 
pay to the treasurer of such county a license fee of $150, IffiJ' 
l'eFsaaal ".a"erty iffires "ayallie by the ITWFCaaat "".s"aat to 
MiITITesata 8tatHtes W49; 8eetiaas ~ to 288,(:)::\, and shall give 
bond to the county in an amount to be determined by the county 
treasurer, which shall be not less than $1,000 nor more than $3,000 
whieh. The bond shall be approved by the treasurer and be condi
tionea that the merchant will in all things conform to the laws 
relating to transient merchants and further conditioned on full 
compliance with all material oral or written statements and repre
sentations made by the seller, the seller's agents, representatives, or 
auctioneers with reference to merchandise sold or offered for sale 
and on faithful performance under all warranties made with refer
ence thereto. The treasurer of such county shall issue "to such person 
receipts therefor, and such transient merchant shall thereupon file 
such receipts with the auditor of such county, who shall thereupon 
issue to such transient merchant a license to do business as such at 
the place described in the application; and the kind of business to be 
done shall be described therein. No license shall be good for more 
than one person unless such person shall be a member of a 
copartnership, nor for more than one place, and shall not be good 
outside of the county in which it was issued. Such license shall be 
good for a period of one year from the date of its issuance. The 
auditor shall keep a record of such licenses in a book provided for 
that purpose, which shall at all times be open for public inspection. 
No license shall be issued unless the merchant produces evidence 
that the merchant is the holder of a valid seller's permit issued 
undersection 297A.04;oi- awillten statement from the mei'Cllaii1 
that the merchant if; not offering for sale any item that if; taxable 
under chapter 297 A. 

The application shall further contain the applicant's residence 
and business address for the prior two year period; the type of 
business engaged in during the previous two years; and the name 
and address of the auctioneer who will conduct the sale. No such sale 
shall be conducted in the name of any person other than the bona 
fide owner of the merchandise. 

The applicant shall attach to the application an itemized list of 
merchandise to be offered for sale reciting as to each item a 
description thereof including serial. number if any, the owner's 
actual cost thereof, and a designation by number corresponding with 
a number to be affixed to each item by a tag which shall be kept 
fastened to the item at all times until sold. 

Prior to the issuance of the license and approval of bond, the 
applicant shall in writing appoint the county auditor as the appli
cant's agent to accept service of process in any action commenced 
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against the applicant arising out of the sale for which the license is 
sought. Such action shall be brought in the county where the sale 
was held. 

Sec. 20. [REPEALER.] 

Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 297A.15, subdivision 2, is re-
pealed. - --

Sec. 21. [TODD COUNTY.] 

For purposes of the desi~ationof distressed counties under 
Mmnesota Statutes,sectIOn !r7A.257-;the city of Staples is deemea: 
to be located entirely in Todd county. . . 

Sec. 22. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

Section 1, paragraph (c), is effective for all meals furnished on or 
after Qctooer ·15, 1987, except the provisions relating to meaTs 
furnished to inmates or residents of correctional, detention, and 
detoxificatiOn facilities-are effectiveror sales made after June 30, 
1988. Sections 1, paragrijilis ill and (I), 8, 10 to 11, 15, 16 and 18 are 
effective for retail sales made after June £Q" 1988, exce~t as 

6 and 20 effective une 

ARTICLE 11 

CIGARETTE AND LIQUOR TAXES 

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 297.01, 
subdivision 7, is amended to read: 

Subd. 7. "Distributor" means any and each of the following: 
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(1) any person engaged in the business of selling cigarettes in this 
state and who manufactures or who brings, or causes to be brought, 
into this state from without the state any packages of cigarettes for 
sale to subjobbers or retailers; 

(2) any I'ffi'S'IR wRe makes, manufaetures, "" fabrieates eigarettes 
ffi tIHs state fer sale ffi tIHs state; 

@} any person engaged in the business without this state who 
ships or transports cigarettes to retailers in this state, to be sold by 
those retailers; 

(4j (3) any person who is on direct purchase from a cigarette 
manufacturer and applies cigarette stamps or indicia on at least 50 
percent of cigarettes sold by that person. 

A distributor who also sells at retail must maintain a separate 
inventory, substantiated with invoices for cigarettes that were 
acquired for retail sale. 

A distributor may transfer another state's stamped cigarettes to 
another distributor for the purpose of resale in the other state. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 297.01, 
subdivision 14, is amended to read: 

Subd. 14. "Subjobber" means any person who acquires stamped 
cigarettes or other state's stamped cigarettes for the primary pur
pose of resale to retailers, and any licensed distributor who delivers 
to and sells or distributes stamped cigarettes from a place of 
business other than that licensed in the distributor's license. The 
definition of subjobber does not include the occasional sale of 
stamped cigarettes from one retailer to another. Notwithstanding 
the foregoing, "subjobber" shall also mean any person who is a 
vending machine operator. A vending machine operator is any 
person whose principal business is operating, or owning and leasing 
to operators, machines for the vending of merchandise or service. 

For the purpose of this section, any sub jobber that sells at retail 
must maintain a separate inventory, substantiated with invoices, 
that reflect the cigarettes were acquired for retail sale. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 297.01, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 15. "Prior continuous compliance taxpayer" means ~ person 
who i!' licensed under section 297.04 and who, having been '" 
licensee for ~ continuous perild of five years, the commissioner 
determines has not been eit er delinquent ordeficient in the 
payment of tax liability during that period or otherwise in violation 
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of this chapter. AI? taxpayer who has,. as verified !:>r the commis
sioner, continuous y complied with the condition of !" bond or other 
security under provisions oftIils chapter for !" period of five 
consecutive years ~ consider~ "prior continuous comjifiance 
taxp:;aer ." ~ continuous perIod of time of qualifying compliance 
imm iately pr~or to August 1, 1988, is creaited to any licensee who 
became bcense on or before tliat date. " " ---------

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 297.03, is amended" by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 5a. [REVOLVING ACCOUNT.] ~ heat applied cigarette tax 
stamp revolving account is created. The commissioner shall use the 
amounts in this fund to purchase heat applied stamps for resale. The 
commissioner shall charge the purchasers for the costs of the stamps 
along WIth the tax value plus sh~ping costs. The costs recovered 
along with shipping costs must e deposited into this revolving 
account and are availaOleto the commissioner for further purchases 
and shipping costs. The revolving account must be funded !:>r 
reducing the stamping discounts allowed in subdivision i'i for the 
first three months of fiscal year 1989. The stamping discounts are 
0.75 percent of the face amount of any stamps purchased in the first 
three months for the first $1,500,000 of the stamps and 0.50 percent 
on the remainder? the stamps purchased. 

At the end of each of the first three months of fiscal year 1989, the 
commissioner shall notify the commissioner of finance of the 
amount of reduced stampiTf aiscounts that have accrued to tlle 
tobacco tax revenue fund. e commissioner Of'llli.ance shalrthen 
transfer the amounts to the heat applied Cigarette tax stamp 
revolving account from the tobacco tax revenue fund. 

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 297.03, 
subdivision 6, is amended to read: 

Subd. 6. [TAX METER MACHINES.] W (a) Before January 1, 
1990, the commissioner may authorize any person licensed as a 
distributor to stamp packages with a tax meter machine, approved 
by the commissioner, which shall be provided by the distributor. The 
commissioner may provide for the use of such a machine by the 
distributor, supervise and check its operation, provide for the pay
ment of the tax on any package so stamped, subject to the discount 
provided in subdivision.5, aDd ffi that eem,eetieR, Except as prli
vided in paragraph (d), the commissioner may require the furnis -
ing of a corporate. surety bond, check guarantee bond, or certified 
check in a suitable amount to guarantee the payment of the tax. 

\21 (b) Before January 1, 1990, the commissioner may authorize, 
and after December 31, 1989, the commissioner shall require any 
person licensed as a distributor whose stamp meter machine is no 
longer operational to stamp packages with a heat-applie<rtax 
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stamping machine, approved by the commissioner, which shall be 
provided by the distributor. The commissioner shall supervise and 
check the operation of the machines and shall, provide for the 
payment of the tax on any package so stamped, subject to the 
discount provided in subdivision 5. The commissioner may sell 
heat-applied stamps on a credit basis under conditions prescribed by 
the commissioner, aH<I ffi tftatesRReetisR, Except as provided in 
paragraph (d), the commissioner· may require the furnishing of a 
corporate surety bond, check guarantee bond, or certified check in an 
amount suitable to guarantee payment of the tax . stamps so pur
chased by a distributor. The stamps shall be sold by the commis
sioner at a price which includes the tax after giving effect to the 
discount provided in subdivision 5. The commissioner shall recover 
the actual costs of the stamps from the distributor. 

W (c) If the commissioner finds that a stamping machine is not 
printing or affixing a legible stamp on the package, the commis
sioner may order the distributor to immediately cease the stamping 
process until the machine is functioning properly. 

(d) Every prior continuous compliance taxpayer is exempt from all 
requirements under this chapter concerning the. furnishing Ola 
bond. This exeffiption Continues for the taxpayeruntil the commi&: 
sioner determines that the taxpayer (1) is delinquent in the filiFg of 
any return, or (2) k delinquent or deficient in the payment Q... any 
uncontested tax liability under this chapter. -xi: th'at time. that 
taxpayer is subiect to the bond requirements of trus coapter and, as 
"" condition of being allowed to continue to engage in the business 
licensed under this chapter, ~ required to furnish bond to the 
commissioner as lrovided in this chapter. The taxpayer sharI 
furnish the bond or a ptriod of two yefirs, after which, if the 
taxpayer has not been-de inqueirt in the ,ling of anyretUrns, or 
delinquent or deficient in the paying of any tax under this chapter, 
the commissioner may reinstate the persyn as ~ prior continuous 
compliance taxpayer. A taxpayer who fai s to pay an uncontested 
tax liability under this chapter may be required to post bond or 
Ollier acce~tahleSecurrry with the commissioner guaranteemgthe 
payment Q... the uncontested taXIlability: The commissioner shall 
annually estaoTish the maximum amount otheat applied stamps or 
meter units that may be purchased each month. Notwithstanding 
any other provisions oIThis chapter, the tax due on the return will 
be based upon actual heat applied stamps or meter units purchasea 
during the reporting period. 

Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 297.03, subdivision 12, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 12. [SETTING OF TAX METERS.] The commissioner may 
designate the county treasurer of any county or any banking 
institution as defined by section 48.01, or any banking institution as 
defined ~ any states' statutes as the representative of the commis-
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sioner in the setting of a tax meter machine of any particular 
distributor and the collection of the cigarette tax upon such setting. 
The county treasurer or banking institution so designated shall be 
required to set tax meter machines following the method prescribed 
by the commissioner of revenue and to transmit the amo~nt of tax 
collected and to report the setting of each tax meter to the commis
sioner on or before the next business day. For purposes of this 
paragraph, a business day shall not include Saturday. Such duties 
shall be within the coverage of the official bond of the county 
treasurer. The commissioner shall prescribe the form and amount of 
a surety bond which shall be furnished by a banking institution 
designated pursuant to this subdivision. The commissioner shall 
have the right to withdraw this designation without cause. 

Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 297.041, subdivision 1, is 
amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [WHOLESALERS.] Any wholesaler who furnishes 
a surety bond in a sum satisfactory to the commissioner shall be 
permitted to set aside, without affixing the stamps required by this 
chapter, that part of the wholesaler's stock necessary for the conduct 
of business in making sales to the established governing body of any 
Indian tribe recognized by the United States Department ofInterior. 
The unstamped stock shall be kept separate and apart from stamped 
stock. Every wholesaler shall, at the time of shipping or delivering 
any of the unstamped stock to an Indian tribal organization, make a 
true duplicate invoice which shall show the complete details of the 
sale or delivery and shall transmit the duplicate to the commis
sioner not later than the lifteeath 18th day of the following calendar 
month. Failure to comply with the requirements of this section shall 
cause the commissioner to revoke the permission granted to the 
wholesaler to maintain a stock of goods which may be unstamped. 
~ eemmissieBeF may als& Fe'/el,e this fleFmissieB t& m"iBt"iB .. 
steek sf IHlst"mfled goods feF sale t& .. sfleeilie IBffiaB ~ eFgaBi 
l!IltieB wheB it "fIfle"FS that sales sf aBstfllHfled eig"Fettes t& fleFseBS 
wOO are Bet eBFelled memileFs sf .. Feeegai~ed IBffiaB tribe are 
takffig j>laee, 6f' fta¥e takea j>laee, withla the e"tepieF Il eaBdapies sf 
the Fese"""tieB eeeaflied by that tABe, 

Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 297.06, subdivision 1, is 
amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [DISTRIBUTOR TO KEEP RECORDS.] Every 
distributor shall keep at each licensed place of business complete 
and accurate records, for that place of business, including itemized 
invoices, of cigarettes held, purchased, manufactured, or brought in 
or caused to be brought in from without the state, and of all sales of 
cigarettes made, except sales to the ultimate consumer. These 
records shall show the names and addresses of purchasers, the 
inventory at the close of each period for which a return is required of 
all cigarettes on hand, and of all stamps, affixed and unaffixed, and 
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other pertinent papers and documents relating to the purchase, sale, 
or disposition of cigarettes. When a licensed distributor sells ciga
rettes exclusively to the ultimate consumer at the address given in 
the license, no invoice of those sales shall be required, but itemized 
invoices shall be made of all cigarettes transferred to other retail 
outlets owned or controlled by that licensed distributor. All books, 
records, and other papers and documents required by sections 297.01 
to 297.13 to be kept shall be preserved for a period of at least eRe 

ye&F three years after the date of the documents, as aforesaid, or the 
date of the entries thereof appearing in the records, unless the 
commissioner, in writing, authorizes their destruction or disposal at 
an earlier date. At any time during usual business hours the 
commissioner, or duly authorized agents or employees, may enter 
any place of business of a distributor, without a search warrant, and 
inspect the premises, the records required to be kept under sections 
297.01 to 297.13, and the packages of cigarettes and the vending 
devices contained therein, to determine whether or not all the 
provisions of these sections are being fully complied with. If the 
commissioner, or any such agent or employee, is denied free access or 
is hindered or interfered with in making such examination, the 
license of the distributor at such premises shall be subject to 
revocation by the commissioner. 

Sec. 9. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 297.06, subdivision 2, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [DISTRIBUTOR TO PRESERVE COPIES OF IN
VOICES.] Every person who sells cigarettes to persons other than 
the ultimate consumer shall render with each sale itemized invoices 
showing the seller's name and address, the purchaser's name and 
address, the date of sale, and all prices and diseeHats and shall 
preserve legible copies of all such invoices for eRe ye&F three years 
from the date of sale. 

Sec. 10. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 297.06, subdivision 3, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [RETAILER AND SUBJOBBER TO PRESERVE PUR
CHASE INVOICES.] Every retailer and subjobber shall procure 
itemized invoices of all cigarettes purchased. The invoices shall show 
the name and address of the seller and the date of purchase. The 
retailer and subjobber shall preserve a legible copy of each such 
invoice for one year from the date of purcbase. IRYeiee" shall be 
a'.'ailaale Hw insl'eetien by the eem"';ssiefteF OF .... theFized agents OF 

eml'leyees at the FetaileF's OF mffijeaaeF's fIlaee of aHsiness. 

At any time during normal business hours, the commissioner or 
the commissioner's agents may enter any place of business of '" 
retailer or subjobber and ins ecl. the premises, the records required 
to be kept for this su ivision, and the packages of cigarettes, 
tobacco products, and vending devices contained on the premises to 
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determine whether all provisions of chapter 297 and sections 
325D.30 to 325D.40 are being fully complied witn.-

Sec. 11. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 297.06, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 4. [PHYSICAL INVENTORY] The commissioner of revenue 
or the commissioner's authorized agents may, upon reqllest but not 
more than twice annually,require a cigarette or tobacco distributor 
to furnish ~ physical inventor~ of all cigarettes in stock. The 
inventory must' contain the in ormation that the commissioner 
requests and must be certified !i.Y an officer of the corporation. 

Sec. 12. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 297.08, subdivision 1, is 
amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [CONTRABAND DEFINED.] The' following are 
declared to be contraband: 

(1) All packages which do not have sta)lJ.pS affixed to them as 
provided in sections 297.01 to 297.13 and all devices for the vending 
of cigarettes in which such unstamped packages are found, including 
all contents contained within the devices. - -----

(2) Any device for the vending of cigarettes and all packages of 
cigarettes contained therein, where the device does not afford at 
least partial visibility of contents. Where any package exposed to 
view does not carry the stamp or imprint required by sections 297.01. 
to 297.13, it shall be presumed that 'all packages contained in the. 
device are unstamped and: contraband. 

(3) Any device for the vending of cigarettes to which the commis
sioner, or authorized agents have been denied access for the inspec
tion of contents. In lieu of seizure, the commissioner or an agent may 
seal the device to prevent its use until inspection of contents is 
permitted. 

(4) Any device for the vending of cigarettes which does not carry 
the name and address of the owner, plainly marked and visible from 
the front of the machine. 

'. (5) Any device including, but not limited't6; motor vehicles, 
trailers, snowmobiles, airplanes and boats used with the knowledge 
of the owner or of a person operating with the consent of the owner 
for the storage or transportation of more than 5,000 cigarettes which 
are contraband under this subdivision. When cigarettes are being 
transported in the .course of interstate commerce, or -are in move
ment froID.' either a public wa.rehouse to a distributor upon orders 
from a mallUfacturer or distributor, or from one distributor to 
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another, the cigarettes are not contraband, notwithstanding the 
provisions of clause (1). 

Sec. 13. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 297.11, 
subdivision 5, is amended to read: 

Subd. 5. [TRANSPORTING UNSTAMPED PACKAGES.] No per
son shall transport into, or receive, carry, or move from place to place 
in this state, any packages of cigarettes not stamped in accordance 
with the provisions of this act except in the course of interstate 
commerce, unless the cigarettes are moving from a public warehouse 
to a distributor upon orders from the manufacturer or distributor. 
This subdivision shall not apply to a person carrying for personal 
use not more than 200 cigarettes when those cigarettes have had the 
individual packages or seals thereof broken and are intended for 
personal use by that person and not to be sold or offered for sale. 

Common carrIers and contract carriers transporting cigarettes 
into this state shall file with the commissioner reports of all such 
shipments other than those which are delivered to public ware
houses of first destination in this state which are licensed under the 
provisions of chapter 231. Such reports shall be filed monthly on or 
before the 10th day of each month and shall show with respect to 
deliveries made in the preceding month: the date, point of origin, 
point of delivery, name of consignee, the quantity of cigarettes 
delivered and such other information as the commissioner may 
require. 

All common carriers and contract carriers transporting cigarettes 
into Minnesota shall permit examination by the commissioner of 
their records relating to the shipment of cigarettes. . 

Any person who fails or refuses to transmit to the commissioner 
the required reports or whoever refuses to permit the examination of 
the records by the commissioner shall be guilty of a gross misde
meanor. 

Sec. 14. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 297.12, subdivision 1, is 
amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [FELONY.] (a) Any person violating section 297.11, 
subdivision 1, shall be guilty of a felony. 

(b) Any person violating section 297.11, subdivisions 2 or 5 by 
possessing, receiving, or transporting more than 20,000 cigarettes 
not stamped in accordance with the provisions of sections 297.01 to 
297.13 shall be guilty of a felony. 

(c) A p~':son selling cif.arettes after the person's license has been 
revoked ~ ~ of "! fe ony. 
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Sec. 15. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 297.35, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 10. A manufacturer of tobacco products as defined ~ 
section 297.31, shall report on !! form prescribea ~ the commis
sioner all sales ortObacco proauctstoMinnesota-licensea distribu
tors, suQfobOei'S, retailers, or to any lOcations within the state. The 
rep?'l is due on the 18th of the month following the reporting 
perlO . 

Anyo~e violating this section is ~ of !! ~ misdemeanor. 

Sec. 16. [297.44] [TIME LIMITATIONS.] 

Subdivision.I. [TIME FOR ASSESSMENT; NOTICE.] Except as 
otherwise provmed in this chapter, the amount of taxes assessable 
WIth respect to !! taxable period mustOe assessed within three ril 
after the return for the penot is fitea. The taxes are consi ere 
aSsessea within the meaning 0 thissectlon when thecommissioner 
has J?!e~nOtice of tax assessment andiii3TIedTt ~the eersl't 
reqUIre to file !! return to the post office address raven m .~ 
return. The record of the mailing is presumptive evi ence Of the 
giving; 2! the notice, and the records must be preserved ~ llie 
commISSIOner. 

Subd. 2. [OMISSION OVER 25 PERCENT.] If the person required 
to l'llefhe return omits from the return a doTIar amount properly 
mcTUaaliIe in !! that !f! m excess of 25 perCent of the dollar amount 
reported m the return, The tax may be assessed, or a proceeding in 
court for the collection o1Sii.CI1tax eaay be begun, at any time within 
five years after the return waSlil . -----

Subd. 3. [DATE OF FILING.] For purposes of this section and 
seCtioil297 .36, a return filed before the last day prescribea h law 
for its filing is coiiSlderedlifed on the last day. -

Subd. 4. [FRAUD; FAILURE TO FILE.] In the case of a false or 
fraiidilleiit return with intent to evade tax or IaITurewith the same 
intent to hIe !! retur~ the tax liay be assessed at any time, and !! 
proceedfng in court forthe co ection of the tax must be begun 
within five years after the assessment. . 

. . I 

Subd. 5. [COLLECTION.) Where 'the assessment of any tax is 
made withi!, the pee':lf! of li~n ~operly al£iliciiOle t:o !!,.the 
tax ~ar,' be cOIfect !!! !! J'I0ceeamg m court, ut .. only !f ~ 
withm lve years Ilfter the ~ of assessment. , . 

Subd. 6. [SUSPENSION OF TIME; BANKRUPTCY PROCEED
INGS.] TIle time durin£ which a tax must be assessed or collection 
proceedlliis Coiiiinence under ihlsChapter is suspendeadurmg the 
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period from the date of!! filing of!! petition in bankruptcy until 30 
days after notice to The commissioner of revenue that the banK
ruptcy proceedings have been closed or dismissed, or that the 
automatic stay has been terminated or has expired. 

The suspension ofthe statute ofiimitations under this subdivision 
aJ?plies to the per lion against Wliom the petition in bankruptcy ~ 
filed, and to all ot er persons who maYbe wholly or partially liable 
for the tax under this chapter. 

Sec. 17. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 297C.02, subdivision 3, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [TAX CREDIT.] A qualified brewer producing fermented 
malt beverages is entitled to a tax credit of $4 $4.60 per barrel on 
25,000 barrels sold in any fiscal year beginning July 1, regardless of 
the alcohol content of the product. Qualified brewers may take the 
credit on the lath 18th day of each month, but the total credit 
allowed may not exceed in any fiscal year the lesser of (a) the 
liability for tax or (b) $H)(),()()() $115,000. 

For purposes of this subdivision, a "qualified brewer" means a 
brewer, whether or not located in this state, manufaCturing less than 
100,000 barrels of fermented malt beverages in the calendar year 
immediately preceding the calendar year for which the credit under 
this subdivision is claimed. In. determining the number of barrels, 
all brands or labels of a brewer must be combined. All facilities for 
the manufacture offermented malt beverages owned or controlled by 
the same person, corporation, or other entity must be treated as a 
single brewer. 

Sec. 18. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 297C.02, subdivision 4, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [BOTTLE TAX.] A tax of one cent is imposed on each 
bottle or container of distilled spirits and wine. The wholesaler is 
responsible for the payment of this tax when the bottles of distilled 
spirits and wine are removed from inventory for sale, delivery, or 
shipment. 

The following are exempt from the tax: 

(1) miniatures of distilled spirits and wines; 

(2) containers of fermented malt beverage; 

(3) containers of intoxicating liquor or wine holding less than 200 
milliliters; 
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(4) containers of wine intended exclusively for sacramental pur
pos.es; 

(5) containers of alcoholic beverages sold to qualified, approved 
military clubs; 

(6) containers of alcoholic beverages sold to common carriers 
engaged in interstate commerce; 

(7) containers of alcoholic bevera.ges sold to authorized food 
processors or pharmaceutical firms for use exclusively in the man
ufacturing of food products or medicines; 

(8) containers of alcoholic beverages sold and shipped to dealers, 
wineries, or distillers in other states; and 

(9) containers of alcoholic beverages sold to other Minnesota 
wholesalers. 

Sec. 19. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 297C.03, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 6. [INFORMATIONAL RETURNS.] Manufacturers, whole
salers, and importers licensed to ship distilled sp~its or wine into 
Minnesota shall file with the commissioner a mont y inTormational 
report on.". form prescribed ~ the commissioner. No payment of aiF 
tax is required to be remitted WIth this replirt. The report must e 
filed-on or before the tenth dayTonOWlng t e end 0 each caIeildar 
montn, regar<l"less or wnether or not any sil1pments-were made into 
Minnesota durin([ the previous month. !;. person failiIW to file this 
monthly report ~ subject to the prOVIsions of sectIOn 297t:.I4, 
subdivision 8. 

Sec. 20. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 297C.04, is 
amended to read: 

297C.04 [PAYMENT OF TAX; MALT LIQUOR.] 

The commissioner may by rule provide a reporting method for 
paying and collecting the excise tax on fermented malt beverages. 
The tax is imposed upon the first sale or importation made in this 
state ~ ~ licensed brewerorTmporter. The rules must require 
reports to be filed with ana the excise tax to be Paid to the 
commissioner on or before the 18th day of the month following the 
month in which the importation into or the first sale is made in this 
state, whichever first occurs. The rules must also require payments 
in June of 1987 and subsequent years according to the provisions of 
section 297C.05, subdivision 2 . 

. A distributor who 'has title to or possessIon of fermented malt 
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beverages upon which the excise tax has not been paid and who 
knows that the tax has not been paid, shall file ~. return with the 
commissioner on or before the 18th day of the month following the 
month in whiCh the distributor obtains title or possession of the 
fermented malt beverages. The return must be made on ~ form 
furnished and prescribed !!x the commissioner, and must contain all 
information that the commissioner requires. The return must be 
accompanied !!x a remittance for the full unpaid liability shown on 
it. 

Sec. 21. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 297C.07, is amended to 
read: 

297C.07 [EXCEPTIONS.] 

The following are not subject to the excise tax: 

(1) Sales by a manufacturer, brewer, or wholesaler for shipment 
outside the state in interstate commerce. 

(2) Sales of wine for sacramental purposes under section 
340A.316. 

(3) Fruit juices naturally fermented or beer naturally brewed in 
the home for family use .. 

(4) Malt beverages served by a brewery for on-premise consump
tion at no charge, or distributed to brewery employees for on:premise 
consumption under a labor contract. 

(5) Alcoholic beverages sold to authorized manufacturers of food 
products or pharmaceutical firms. The alcoholic beverage must be 
used exclusively in the manufacture of food products or medicines. 
For purposes of this part, "manufacturer" means ~ manufacturer of 
food products intended for sale to whoresarers or retailers for 
ultimate sale to the consumer. 

(6) Sales to common carriers engaged in interstate transportation 
of passengers and qualified approved military clubs, except as 
provided in section 297C.17. 

(7) Alcoholic beverages sold or transferred between Minnesota 
wholesalers. 

(8) Sales to ~ federal agency, that the state of Minnesota i§. 
prohibited from taxing under the constitution or laws of the United 
State~f or under the constitution of Minnesota. -------

Sec. 22. [297C.17] [COMMON CARRIERS.] 
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Common carriers engaged in interstate transportation of passen
gej must tile monthly reports together with the tax payment on the 
sa e OIalcoholic beverages sold within theState of Minnesota. 1'Ile 
;;eNort and payment must be tiled Il,y the 18th day of the month 
01 owing the month in whichthe safetook place. A common carrier 

is permitteOto use a foffiiii1a for tne anocation of the total sales of 
alcoholic beverages among states on the basis of passenger miles in 
each state or some other method oTaTIOCation it written approval is 
receiveairom the commissioner. 

Sec. 23. [REPEALER.] 

Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 297C.03, subdivision 5, ~ re
pealed. 

Sec. 24. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

This article is effective July 1. 1988, except section 17 is effective 
foi"barrels solaafter June 1, 1987, and sections 3 and 5. are effective 
January 1, 1989. -- - --- -

ARTICLE 12 

TAX INCREMENT FINANCING 

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 469.174, 
subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [AUTHORITY.] ''Authority'' means a rural development 
financing authority created pursuant to sections 469.142 to 469.150; 
a housing and redevelopment authority created pursuant to sections 
469.001 to 469.047; a port authority created pursuant to sections 
469.048. to 469.068; an economic development authority created 
pursuant to sections 469.090 to 469.108; a redevelopment agency as 
defined in sections 469.152 to 469.165; a municipality that. is 
administering a development district created pursuant to sections 
469.124 to 469.134 or any special law; a municipality that under
takes a project putsuant to sections 469.152 to 469.165~ ixcept " 
town located outsIde the metropolItan area or WIth a popu ahon of 
5,000 persons or less; or a municipality that exercises the powers ill 
a port authority pursuant to any general or special law. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 469.174, 
subdivision 7, is amended to read: 

Subd. 7. [ORIGINAL ASSESSED VALUE.] (a) Ellcept as provided 
in paragraph (b), "original assessed value" means t e assessed value 
ill all taxable real property within a tax increment financing district 
as most recently certified by the commissioner of revenue as of the 
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date of the request by an authority for certification by the county 
auditor, together with subsequent adjustments as set forth in section 
469.177, subdivisions 1 and 4. In determining the original assessed 
value the assessed value of real property exempt from taxation at 
the time of the request shall be zero, except for real property which 
is tax exempt by reason of public ownership by .the requesting 
authority and which has been publicly owned for less than one year 
prior to the date of the request for certification, in which event the 
assessed value of the property shall be the assessed value as most 
recently determined by the commissioner of revenue. 

(b) The original assessed value of any designated hazardous 
suostance site or hazardous Siiblltance subdistrict shall be deter
mined on January 2 following the date the agency orffiuillcipalTIY 
certifies to the cllUnty auditor lliat the agency or municipality has 
entered a redeve opment or other agreement for The removal actions 
or remedial actions specified in a development response action plan, 
or otherwise provided funds to finance the development response 
action plan. The original assessed value eq;tJs (i)the assessed value 
of the parcel, as most recently determine ~ The commissioner of 
revenue, ess (ii) the estimated reasonable and necessary costs of the 
removal actions ana remedial actions as specified in a development 
response action plan to be undertaken with respect to the parcel as 
certified to the county auditor !iI the municipaIity or agency, (iii) 
but not less than zero. . 

(c) The original assessed value of !Ie hazardous substance site or 
subdistrict shall be increased ~ the amount ~ which it was 
reduced pursuant to paragraph (b), claUse (il) ~ cert1liCation fu: 
the municipality that the removruand rem~al actions specified in 
the development response action plan, except for long-term moni
toring and similar activities, have been completed. 

(d) For purposes of this subdivision, "real property" shall include 
any property normally taxable as personal property by reason of its 
location on or over publicly-owned property. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 469.174, 
subdivision 10, is amended to read: 

Subd. 10. [REDEVELOPMENT DISTRICT.) (a) "Redevelopment 
district" means a type of tax increment financing district consisting 
of a project, or portions of a project, within which the authority finds 
by resolution that one of the following conditions, reasonably dis
tributed throughout the district, exists: 

(1) 70 percent of the parcels in the district are occupied by 
buildings, streets, utilities, or other improvements and more than 50 
percent of the buildings, not including outbuildings, are structurally 
substandard to a degree requiring substantial renovation or clear
ance; or 
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(2) 70 percent of the parcels in the district8{e occupied by 
buildings, streets, utilities, or other improvements and 20 percent of 
the buildings ate structurally substandard and an additional 30 
percentof the buildings are found to require substantial renovation 
or clearance in order to remove such existing conditions as: inade
quate street laYQut, incompatible uses or land use relationships, 
overcrowding of buildings on the land, excessive dwelling unit 
density, Qbsolete buildings not suitable for improvement or conver
sion, or other identified hazards to the health, safety, and general 
well-being of the community; or . 

(3) less than '7G !,epeeat sf i;fte !,lH'eels ffi i;fte aiskiet IH'e ee"'!,iea 
By bliilaiags,· stpeets, Btilities, 6f' etftep ilBjlpe'remeats,lmt 00e te 
_liSaal teppain 6f'sailaefieieaeies pe'l"iPiag slibsteRtial filling, 
gpaeling, at' etftep jlhysiealjlPejlaFatiea fat. use. at least ~ !,eFeeat ef 
i;fte tetaI aeFeage ef saeb laatl has & faiF mapket 'fflffie """" ia<l1lisiea 
~ ~ reElevelefJfB:eat ElistFiet ~ wheB added te the esiifnated 
east ef !,F""aFing tRat laatl fat. aevele!,meat, ""elaeling eests aiPeetly 
pelatea.te P&&ds as aefiaea ffi seetiea ~....e leeaJ imllFe'lemeBts 
as aeseFibea ffi seetiea .4~IUI21, slibeli'lisiea l;- <l1Q1iSes 1, te 'l-, l±....e 
±2, ....e 430.01, if ~ e"eeeasita aatiei!,atea faiF mlH'ket valoo 
afte,; C9m!,letiea ef i;fte !,Fe!,aFatiea. Ne !'IH'eel sftall be iaellided 
witbin a pede'eelejllBeat distPiet !'uPSliaat te tffis !,aP&gp8l'h IiBless 
i;fte aati>epity has eeaeladed _ agPOemeat 6f' agpeemeats fat. i;fte, 
de'lele!,meat ef at least W !,eFeeat sf i;fte aeFeage h ...... ag i;fte 
_al sail 6f' teppaia defieieaeies, whieh agpeemeat !'Fweide" 
FeeSliFSe fat. 'the alitheFity sOOald i;fte de'lele!,meat Bet be eemllleted; 
at' 

W the property consists of underutilized air rights existing over a 
public street, highway, or right"of-way; or 

w (4) the property consists of vacant, unused, underused, inap
propriately used, or infrequently used railyards, rail storage facili
ties, or excessive or vacated railroad rights-of· way; or 

~ (5) the district consists of an existing or proposed industrial 
park no greater in size than 250 acres, which contains a Sewage 
lagoon contaminated with polychlorinated biphenyls. 

(b) For purposes of this subdivision, "structurally substandard" 
shall mean contaiuing defects in structural elements ot a combina' 
tion of deficiencies in essential utilities and facilities;lightimd 
ventilation, fire protection including adequate egress,laYQut and 
condition of interior partitions, or similar factors, which defects or 
deficiencies are of sufficient tota.l significance to justify substantial 
renovation or clearance. . 

Se~. 4. Minnesota Sta.tutes 1987 Eiupplement, se~tion 469.174, 
subdivision 11, is amended to read: 
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Subd. 11. [HOUSING DISTRICT.] "Housing district" means a type 
of tax increment financing district which consists of a project, or a 
portion of a project, intended for occupancy, in part, by persons or 
families of low and moderate income, as defined in chapter 462A, 
Title II of the National Housing Act of 1934, the National Housing 
Act of 1959, the United States Housing Act of 1937, as amended, 
Title V of the Housing Act of 1949, as amended, any other similar 
present or future federal, state, or municipal legislation, or the 
regulations promulgated under any of those acts. A project does not 
qualify under this subdivision if the fair marKet value of the 
improvements which are constructed for commercial uses or for uses 
other than low and moaerate income Musing consists of more than 
one=thlrdof the total fair market value of the planned improve
ments in the development ElaN or agreement. "The fair market value 
of the improvements may ~ etermined using the cost of construc
tion, capitalized income, or other appropriate methoaof estimating 
market value. 

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 469.174, is 
amended by adding a subdivision to read: . 

Subd. 16. [DESIGNATED HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCE SITE.] 
"DesIgiiatea hazardous substance site" means any Pilcel or parcels 
with respect to which the authority or municipality as certified to 
the coul)jY allilitor that the authority or municipality has entered 
into ~ r evelopment or other agreement providing for the removal 
actions or remedial actions specified in ~ development response 
action plan or the municipality or authorIty will use other available 
money, including without limitation tax increments, to finance the 
removal or remedial actions. 

Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 469.174, is 
amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 17. [DEVELOPMENT ACTION RESPONSE PLAN.] "De
veIOj)illeiit action response plan" means a plill or proposal for 
removal actions or remedial actions if tile 11 an or proposal ~ 
submitted to the pollution control agency and t e actiOlls contained 
in the plan or proposal are approved in writing ~ the commissioner 
or the agency as reasonable and necessary to protect the public 
heaItli., welfare, and environment. . 

Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 469.174, is 
amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 18. [TERMS DEFINED IN OTHER CHAPTERS.] The 
terms "removal," "remedy," "remedial action," "response," "haz
ardous substance," and "pollutant or contaminant" have the mean
ings give~ in section 115B.02. The term "petro1eUffi"lias the 
meaning g1Ven in section 115C.02. 
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Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 469.174, is 
amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 19. [SOILS CONDITION DISTRICTS.] (a) "Soils condition 
distnCt" means "" ~ of tax increment financingdistTICtconsistmg 
of a project, or t0rtions of a project, within which the authority finds 
!!! resolution t at the iOlfowing colliIffiOiis exist: 

(1) less than 70 percent of the parcels in the district are occupied 
!!! ouTId1ngs, streets, utilities, or other improvements; 

(2) unusual terrain or soil deficiencies for 80 percent of the 
acreage in the district require substantial fiffiiig-;-grading, or other 
physical preparation for use; 

(3) the estimated cost of the h sical preparation under clause (2), 
but eXcfudinrc costs --.nrec-t"lYrelate to roads as dermea msecHon 
160.01 and ocal improvements as describedln section 429.021, 
S\iIlalVision 1. clauses (1) to (7), (11) and (12), and 430.01, when 
added to the fair market value of the land u~on inclusion in the 
dlStTIctexceeds the anticipateafair market va ue of the land upon 
completion of the preparation. . 

(b) An area does not ;}ual~fy as a soils condition district if it 
contains awetlana, asoe me in S"ecliOilI05.37, unless the dever-
0liment aIDieement prohibits drffining, filling, or other aIte,:atioilot 
t e wetlan or other binding legal assurances tor preservation of the 
wetland are provided. 

(c) If the district is located in the metropolitan area, the ~roposed 
development ofthe district in The tax increment finanangp an must 
be consistent WITh the municipality's land use plan adopted in 
accordance with sections 473.851 to 473.872 and reviewed!!! the 
metropolitan council under section 473.175. tfthe district is locatoo 
outside of the metropolitan area, the propose.raeve[opment of the 
district must be consistent with the municipality's comprehensive 
municipal plan. 

(d) No parcel shall be included in the district unless the authorit~ 
has concluded an a~eement or agreements for the development o~ 
at least 50 percent othe acreage having the unusual soil or terrain 
deficIeiicres. The agreement must provide recourse for the authority 
if the development ~ not coffipleted. 

Sec. 9. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 469.175, 
subdivision 1, is amended to read: . 

Subdivision L [TAX INCREMENT FINANCING PLAN.] A tax 
increment financing plan shall contain: 
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(1) a statement of objectives of an authority for the improvement 
of a project; 

(2) a statement as to the development program for the project, 
including the property within the project, if any, that the authority 
intends to acquire; 

(3) a list of any development activities that the plan proposes to 
take place within the project, for which contracts have been entered 
into at the time of the preparation of the plan, including the names 
of the parties to the contract, the activity governed by the contract, 
the cost stated in the contract, and the expected date of completion 
of that activity; 

(4) identification or description of the type of any other specific 
development reasonably expected to take place within the project, 
and the date when the development is likely to occur; 

(5) estimates of the following: 

(i) cost of the project, including administration expenses; 

(ii) amount of bonded indebtedness to be incurred; 

(iii) sources of revenue to finance or otherwise pay public costs; 

(iv) the most recent assessed value of taxable real property within 
the tax increment financing district; 

(v) the estimated captured assessed value of the tax increment. 
financing district at completion; and 

(vi) the duration of the tax increment financing district's exist
ence; fHlti 

(6) Ii si;atemeBt statements of the authority's esi;;mlite alternate 
estimates of the impact of tax increment financing on the assessed 
values of all taxing jurisdictions in which the tax increment financ
ing district is located in whole or in part. For purposes of one 
statement, the authority shall assume that the estimated captured 
assessed value would be avaITable to the taxing iurisdictions with
out creatiOiiOi'tn:earstrict, and for purposes of the second statemenj 
the authority shall assume that none of the estimated capture 
assessed value would be available to the taxing iurisdictions with
out creatloiloI the district; 

(7) identification and description of studies and analyses used to 
maKe the determination set forth in subdivision 3, clause (2); ana 

(8) identification of all parcels to be included in the district. 
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Sec. 10. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 469.175, is 
amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. lao [INCLUSION OF COUNTY ROAD COSTS.] (a) The 
countf board may require the authority to ~ all or!! portionofthe 
cost 0 county road improvements out of increment revenues, if the 
l'OIIOmng condffiOns occur: -. -

(1) the proposed tax increment financin~plalor an amendment'to 
the plan contem~ates' constructIOn of !! eve o'jlment that {will, in 
the ju gment of t e count:l;' SUbstantially increase the use 0 count;; 
'roads requiring constructIOn of road Improvements or otner roa 
costs; 

(2) the proposed tax increment financing district is !! soils condi-
tion district; and . 

(3) the road improvements or other roadJo&ts, in the 0tnion of the 
county, would not reasonably be expecte to be neede within the 
reasonably foreseeable future K the tax increment finaiiCi"iigplaii 
were not implemented, . ' 

(b) If the county elects to use increments to finance' the road 
improvements the county must notilY the authority and municipal
i!,ywithin 30 days after receipt Ol'the information on the proposed 
tax increment district under subdlvrsron 2. The notice must include 
the estimated cost of the road Improvements and SChedule for 
construction and ~ment of the cost. The authority must include 
the improvements in the tax lncreme~financin~ plan. The im
/Xjovements may be financea with the proceeds 0' tax increment 

nds or the authority and the county may ~ that the county 
will finance the improvements with count~ funds to be repaid in 
installments, with or without interest, out a increment revenues.lI 
the cost of the road improvements and other project costs exceed the 
projecteaamount of the increment revenues, the cauntt and author
!ty shail negotiate an agreement, mOdifning tIle eve opment plan 
or prtosea road improvements that wlI permit fmancing of the 
costs fore the tax Increment financing plan may be approved . 

. Sec. 11. Minnesota Stlltutes 1987 Supplement, section 469.175: 
subdivision 2, is ame:O:ded to read: . . 

Subd.2.[CONSULTATIONS; COMMENT AND FILING.] Before 
formation of a tax increment financing district, the. authority shall 
provide an opportunity to the members: of the county boards of 
commissioners of any county in which any portion of the proposed 
district is located and the members of the school board of any school 
district in which any portion of the proposed district is located to 
meet with the authority. The authority shall present to the members 
of the county boards of commissioners and the school boards its 
estimate of the fiscal and economic implications of the proposerltax 
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increment financing district. The information on the fiscal and 
economic implications of the plan must be ~rovided to the county 
and school district boards illeast 30 days be ore the public hearing 
required!?'y: subdivision 3. The 30-day requirement is waived if the 
county and school· district submit written comments on the proposal 
and any mOdll'lCation of the proposal to the authority after receipt of 
the information. The members of the county boards of commission
ers and the school boards may present their comments at the public 
hearing on the tax increment financing plan required by subdivision 
3. 'l'he eeHflty aHEliteF shall Bet €el'titY the eFigi"al assesseEl -me sf 
a EI.istriet pOFsHaflt ta seetiefl 469.177, sobEli,:isia" -l, IffitiI the 
eaHsty heaFEI sf eaHHflissiafleFs has preseflteEl its \'Iritiefl eammeflt 
en the prapasai ta the aHthaFity, "" W <lays has passed from the Elate 
sf the tFaflsmitiai by the "HthaFity ta the heaFEI sf the imeFmatiafl 
FegaFEliflg the fiseal aftd eea"amie imfliieatiafls, '.,'hiehe>;eF eee\lFS 

firsk Upon adoption of the tax increment financing plan, the 
authority shall file a copy of the plan with the commissioner of 
efleFgy trade and economic development. The authority must also 
file with the commissioner a copy of the development plan for the 
project area. 

Sec. 12. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 469.175, 
subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. (MUNICIPALITY APPROVAL.] A county auditor shall 
not certify the original assessed value of a tax increment financing 
district until the tax increment financing plan proposed for that 
district has been approved by the municipality in which the district 
is located. If an authority that proposes to establish a tax increment 
financing district and the municipality are not the same, the 
authority shall apply to. the municipality in which the district is 
proposed to be located and shall obtain the approval of its tax 
increment financing plan by the municipality before the authority 
may use tax increment financing. The municipality shall approve 
the tax increment financing plan only after a public hearing thereon 
after published notice in a newspaper of general circulation in the 
municipality at least once not less than ten days nor more than 30 
days prior to the date of the hearing. This hearing may beheld 
before or after the approval or creation of the project or it may be 
held in conjunction with a hearing to approve the project. Before or 
at the time of approval of the tax increment financing plan, the 
municipality shall make the following findings, and shall set forth 
in writing the reasons and supporting facts for each determination: 

(1) that the proposed tax increment financing district is a rede
velopment district, a mined underground space development dis
trict" a housing district, a soils condition district, or an economic 
development district; if £heproposed district ~ '" redevelopment 
district, the reasons ana supporting facts for the determination th;lt 
the district meets the crIteria of section 469.174, subdivision 10, 
paragraph (a), claUSes (1) to (5), must be retained and made 
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available to the public ~ the authority until the district has been 
terminated. 

(2) that the proposed development or redevelopment, in the 
opinion of the municipality, would not reasonably be expected to 
occur solely through private investment within the reasonably 
foreseeable future and therefore the use of tax increment financing 
is deemed necessary. 

(3) that the tax increment financing plan conforms to the general 
plan for the development or redevelopment of the municipality as a 
whole. 

(4) that the tax increment financing plan will afford maximum 
opportunity, consistent with the sound needs of the municipality as 
a whole, for the development or redevelopment of the project by 
private enterprise. 

(5) that the municipality elects the method of tax increment 
computation set forth in section 469.177, subdivision 3, clause (b), if 
applicable. 

When the municipality and the authority are not the same, the 
municipality shall approve or disapprove the tax increment financ
ing plan within 60 days of submission by the authority, or the plan 
shall be deemed approved. When the municipality and the authority 
are not the same, the municipality may not amend or modify a tax 
increment financing plan except as proposed by the authority 
pursuant to subdivision 4. Once approved, the determination of the 
authority to undertake the project through the use of tax increment 
financing and the resolution of the governing body shall be conclu
sive of the findings therein and ofthe public need for the financirig. 

Sec. 13. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 469.175, 
subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [MODIFICATION OF PLAN.) (a) A tax increment 
financing plan may be modified by an authority, provided that any 
reduction or enlargement of geographic area of the project or tax 
increment financing district, increase in amount of bonded iridebt
edness to be incurred, including a determination to capitalize 
interest on the debt if that determination was not a part of the 
original plan, or to increase or decrease the amount of interest on 
the debt to be capitalized, increase in the portion of the captured 
assessed value to be retained by the authority, increase in total 
estimated tax increment expenditures or designation· of additional 
property to be acquired by the authority shall be approved upon the 
notice and after the diScussion, public hearing, and findings re
quired for approval of the original plan; provided that if an authority 
changes the type of district from housing, redevelopment, or eco
nomic development to another type of district, this change shall not 
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be considered a modification but shall require the authority to follow 
the procedure set forth in sections 469.174 to 469.179 for adoption of 
a new plan, including certification of the assessed valuation of the 
district by the county auditor. IT a redevelopment district is en
larged, the reasons and supporting 1acts for the determination that 
the addition to the ilistrict meets the crIterIa of section 469.174, 
SiiIidivision 10, paragraph (a), clauses (1) to (5), must be docu
mented. The requirements of this paragraph do not ~ !f (1) the 
only mo(ffifcation is elimination of liarcels from the project or 
district and (2)(A) the current assesse value of the parcels elimi
nated from tlieiITStrict equals or exceeds the assessea value of those 
parcels in the district's 0riWnal assessed value or (B) the atilliority 
agrees fuat, notwithstandlllg section 469.177, sUlXlivision !z the 
original assessed value will be reduced !iY no more than the current 
assessed value of the parcefs eliminated from the district. The 
authority must notifY the county auditor of any modification that 
reduces oreruarges the geographic area of !! district or !! project 
area. 

(b) The geographic area of a tax increment financing district may 
be reduced, but .shall not be enlarged after five years following the 
date of certification of the original assessed value by the county 
auditor or after August 1, 1984, for tax increment financing districts 
authorized prior to Augnst 1, 1979, ~ ti>at EleveiejlmeBt dis
triets eFeateEi " .. FS .. /Hlt te MiBBeseta 8t .. t .. tes 19'f8.; e" .. "teF 412A, 
fJf'ieF te •• ... gast l-; lfI19.; may be FeEl ... eEl bat shallllRt be eBi .. FgeEi 
afteF !We yeIH'S followiBg the date ef ElesigBatioB ef the Elismet. 

Sec. 14. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 469.175, is 
amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 7. [CREATION OF HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCE SUBDI
STRICT; RESPONSE ACTIONS.) (a) A municipality or authority 
which is creating or has created a tax increment financing district 
may establish witllln the district it hazardous substance subdistrict 
fiPd~ the notice and after the discussion, public hearing, and 
III lll~S required for approval of the original plan

f 
The j\eographic 

area o' the subdistrict is made ~ of any parce s in ~ district 
deslgnate.rfor inclusion ~ the municipality or authority that are 
desl~ated nazardous substance sites, and any additional parcels in 
the !strict designated for inclusion that are contiguous except for 
the interposition of a right-of-way. Before or at the time of approvaI 
of the tax increment financin't plan, the municipality must make 
t1ie1fnrungs under para'Itphs b) to (d), and set forth in writing the 
reasons and supporting acts for each. . 

(b) Development or redevelopment of the site, in the opinion of the 
munici/tlity, woufcf not reasonably be' expected to occur solely 
throug private investment and tax increment otherwise available, 
and therefore the hazardous SU6stance district is deemed necessary. 
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(c) Other parcels that are not designated hazardous substance 
sites are expected· to be deveJoped together with a designated 
lUiZ8raous substance site. -- - . 

(d) The subdistrict is not liger than, and the j'jriod of tim~ 
durIng which increments are eecte.rtoberecelVe is not l,:mger 
than, that which.~ necessary in the OPIniOn of'the muniCIPalIty to 
provide for the additional costs due to the designated haiardaus 
substance site. . . 

(e) Up0t. request ~ ~ municipality or authority that has incurred 
expenses or removal or remedial actions to implement ~ develop
ment response action plan, the attorney general may: 

.. (1) bring a civil action on behalf ofthe municipality or authority 
~ recover tliieXpenses, ~c, adliilllistrative costs alld litiga
tIon expenses, under sectlOn 115 .04 or other law; or . . 

(2) assist the munici~irty or agencli in bringing an action as 
descriDeaTn Cfause m!is: prOViding· egal andtechiUcaradVice, 
intervening in the action, or other appropriate-assistance. . 

The decision to participate in any action to recover expenses is at 
the discretion of the attorney generar:- .. . 

(f) .If the attorney general bring\ an action. as provided in 
paragraphTe), clause 0), the municlpa ity ora:iitllorityshall certW 
its reasonaOie and necessary expenses incurred to imjiIffiilent t e 
development response action plan and shan cooperate with the 
attorney general as required to effectively pursue the action. The 
certification!>y the municipality or authority is prima facie evidence 
that the expenses are reasonable and necessary. The attorney 
generru may deduct litigation expenses incurred~ the attorney 
general froman~ amounts recovered in an action brought under 
paraCi:aph (e), cause (1). The municipality or authority.shal1 
reimurse the attorney genernITor htigation eifenses not recovered 
in an action under paragraph (e), clause ( ), and tor htigation 
eli enses!nCuiTeQ1O assist in brIDging an action under paragraph 
~ cause (1). All money recovered or p'l-id to the attorney general 
lor Iltigation eXffi;nses under this paragraPh SIlall be Eaid to the 
general fund of toe state for deposit to the account Ott e attorney 
general. For the purposes of this. section, "litigation expenses" 
means atiOriieYTees and costs otaiScovery and other preparation for 
Iltigation. 

\.g2 The municipality or authority shall reimburse the pollution 
controTagency for its administrative expenses Incurred to review 
and approve ~ development action response plan and associated 
activities, and for expenses incliiTe<J for any services rendered to the 
attorney generruto support the attorner; f,eneral in actions brought 
or assistance provided under paragrap ~ All money paid to the 
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pollution control agency under this paragraph shall be deposited in 
the environmental response, compensation andCOiiipliance fund. 

(h) Actions taken I:>y!'o municipality or consistent with a 
development response action plat are to be authonzeu 
response actions for the purpose 0 section 7, sUlidivision 12. 
A municipality or agency that takes actions conSIstent with !'o 
aevelo ment response action pla(j qualifies for the defenses avail
a Ie under sections 115B.04, sub ivision 11, andJ:15B.05, sulJ()1Vl
sion 9. 

(0 All money recovered I:>y !'o municipalit~ or authority in an 
action brought under paragraph (el in excess O'fue amounts paid to 
the attorney general and the poIiutloilCorltrOi agency must be 
treated as excess increments and be distributed as proV1Ued in 
section 469.T76,Subdivision 2, clause ~ to the extent the removru 
and remedial actions were initlaIlylinanced witlliilcrement reve
nues. 

Sec. 15. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 469.176, 
subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [DURATION OF TAX INCREMENT FINANCING 
DISTRICTS.] (a) Subject to the limitations contained in paragraphs 
(b) to (f), any tax increment financing district as to which bonds are 
outstanding, payment for which the tax increment and other reve
nues have been pledged, shall remain in existence at least as long as 
the bonds continue to be outstanding. 

(b) The tax increment pledged to the payment of the bonds and 
interest thereon may be discharged and the tax increment financing 
district may be terminated if sufficient funds have been irrevocably 
deposited in the debt service fund or other escrow account held in 
trust for all outstanding bonds to provide for the payment of the 
bonds at maturity or date of redemption and interest thereon to the 
maturity or redemptiondate. 

(c) For bonds issued pursuant to section 469.178, subdivisions 2 
and 3, the full faith and credit and any taxing powers of the 
municipality or authority shall continue to be pledged to the 
payment of the bonds until the principal of and interest on the bonds 
has been paid in full. 

(d) No tax increment shall be paid to an authority for a tax 
increment financing district after three years from the date of 
certification of the original assessed value of the taxable real 
property in the district by the county auditor or after August 1, 
1982, for tax increment financing districts authorized prior to 
August 1, 1979, unless within the three-year period (1) bonds have 
been issued pursuant to section 469.178, or in aid of a project 
pursuant to any other law, except revenue bonds issued pursuant to 
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sections 469.152 to 469.165, prior to August 1, 1979, or (2) the 
authority has. acquired property within the district, or (3) the 
authority has constructed or caused to be constructed public im
provements within the district. 

(e) No tax increment shall in any event be paid to the authority 
from a redevelopment district after 25 years from date of receipt by 
the authority of the first tax increment, after 25 years from the. date 
of the receipt for a housing district, after 25 years from the date of 
the receipt for a mined underground space development district, 
after 12 yeas from approval of the tax increment financing plan for 
~ soils con Ibon district, anaalter eight years from the date of the 
receipt, or ten years rrom approval of the tax increment financing 
plan, whichever is less, for an economic development district, 

For tax increment financing districts created prior to Augnst 1, 
1979, no tax increment shall be paid to the authority after 00 ye8ffi 

fFem L'.llgHst l-, 1919 ~pril h 2001, or the term of a nondefeased bond 
or obligation outstan ing on Aprir 1990, secured !!y increments 
from the distnct ~roject area, w ia.ever time ~ greater, erovideil 
that mno case wi a tax increment be aaid to an authonty after 
Atlgust 1," 2009 , from-such ~ district. ~ istrict'Stermination date 
~ extendeaoeyoli(fAeril h 2091, because bonds were outstandIDg 
on AfW 1 1990, ~ maturities extending beyorurAprii h 200~, 
fue 0 owmt restnctIOns ~ No increment collected from t e 
diStrict may e expended after Aprilh 2001, except to ~ oraetease 
(i) bonds issued before Apri! 1, 1990<1 or (ii) bonds issued to refund 
the princij)afOl'the outstan ing bon s aM ~ associated issuance 
costs, provided tlleaverage maturity of the refunding bOnds does not 
exceed the honasrefunded. --------

(0 Modification of a tax increment financing plan pursuant to 
section 469.175, subdivision 4, shall not extend the. durational 
limitations of this subdivision. 

~ IT ~ parcel of ~ district ~ part of a designated hazardous 
substance site or anazardous substance suodistrict, tax increment 
may be ffiaid to tile authority rrom the parcel for longer than the 
Eeri01 ot erwise provided !!y this subiITvision. The extended pfrW 
or co lection of tax increment begin! on the date of receipt 2... ~ 

mst tax increment from the parce that is more than any tax 
liiCrement received from the P'b:r1 before the date of the certinca: 
tion under section 469.170, su IVisrOrlZ.paragrif(O)' and re
ceived after the date of certification tothe county au Itor descnbea 
in section 469.175, subdivision 7, paragra~h (b). The. extended 
Ihriod for collection of tax increment is the esser of: (1) 25 years 
~ the date of commencement of the extended p!!riod; or (2) the 
peryocfilecessara to recover the costs Of removal actIOns or remedial 
actIOns specifie in ~ development response action plan. 
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Sec. 16. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 469.176, 
subdivision 4, is amended to read: . 

Subd. 4. [LIMITATION ON USE OF TAX INCREMENT; GEN
ERAL RULE.] W All revenues derived from tax increment snail be 
used in accordance with the tax increment financing plan. The 
revenues shall be used solely for the following purposes: (1) to pay 
the principal of and interest on bonds issued to finance a project; (2) 
by a rural development financing authority for the purposes stated 
in section 469.142, by a port authority or municipality exercising 
the powers of a port authority to finance or otherwise pay the cost of 
redevelopment pursuant to sections 469.048 to 469.068, by an 
economic development authority to finance or otherwise pay the cost 
of redevelopment pursuant to sections 469.090 to 469.108, by a 
housing and redevelopment authority or economic development 
authority to finance or otherwise pay public redevelopment costs 
pursuant to sections 469.001 to 469.047, by a municipality or 
economic development authority to finance or otherwise pay the 
capital and administration costs of a development district pursuant 
to sections 469.124 to 469.134, by a municipality or redevelopment 
agency to finance or otherwise pay premiums for insurance or other 
security guaranteeing the payment when due of principal of and 
interest on the bonds pursuant to chapter 462C, sections 469.152 to 
469.165, or both, or to accumulate and maintain a reserve securing 
the payment when due of the principal of and interest on the bonds 
pursuant to chapter 462C, sections 469.152 to 469.165, or both, 
which revenues in the reserve shall not exceed, subsequent to the 
fifth anniversary of the date of issue of the first bond issue secured 
by the reserve, an amount equal to 20 percent of the aggregate 
principal amount of the outstanding and nondefeased bonds secured 
by the reserve. 

Subd. 4a. [MINED UNDERGROUND SPACE DISTRICTS.] Rev
enue derived from tax increment from a mined underground space 
development district may he used only to pay for the costs of 
excavating and supporting the space, of providing public access to 
the mined underground space including roadways, and of installing 
utilities including fire sprinkler systems in the space. 

B>} Subd. 4b. [SOILS CONDITION DISTRICTS.] Revenue derived 
from tax increment from a soils condition district under section 
469.174, subdivision 19, may be used only to (1) aJurreparcels on 
which the imyrovements describOOlli clause (2) wi I occur; (2) ~ 
for the cost of correcting the unusuaI1errain or soJTd"el1cIei1cies and 
the "damonal cost of installing p¥blic~mprovements dIrectly caUSed 
~the deficiencies; and (3) ~ ...2!: ~ administratIve expenses of 
the authority allocaIileto the district. The sale ~ the authorit~ of'!i: 
parcel acquired and im~roved as desCrITJed in clauses (1) an (2) 
must be for !! price that IS no less than the cost of acquisition. 

Subd. 4c. [ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT DISTRICTS.] Revenue 
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district 

____ para
in development regions, as 

~lliij! 462.384; with populations in excess. of 1,000,000. 
PopulatiOn must be deteriiillled under the prOVlslOns of section 
47.7A.Oll. 

Subd. 4d. [HOUSING DISTRICTS.] Revenue derived from tax 
incremenUrom !! honsing district must be used solely to finance the 
cost of housing brojects as defined in section 469.174, sii6dlvision 11. 
The cost of pu lie improvements directly related to the housing 
projects ana the allocated administrative ex£enses oTthe authority 
may be lliCTudea in the cost of a housing proJect. 

Subd. 4e. [HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCE SUBDISTRICTS.] The 
addltiOnaltax increment received Qy the municipality from '" 
hazardous substance subdistrict as !! result of a reduction in original 
assessed value pursuant to secti.on 469.174, subdivision 7, para
~aph 0b. or as !! result orthe extension of the period for collection 
o tax mcrement from a nazardous substance site or subdistrict 
proVIded for in sect1Oil469.176, subdivision 1, paragrajJ1i i&, may be 
used :1nlr to ~ or reimburse the costs orO) removal actions or 
reme ia actions with respect to hazardOus suliStances or ponutants 
or contaminants or petroleum releases affecting or whiCh may affect 
tlie designated hazardous substance site; (2) pollution testing, 
deIDolition, and soil compaction correction necessitated Qy the 
development response action plan for the designated hazardous 
substance site; and (3rretated administrative and legal costs, 
including costs of reVIew and approval of development response 
action plans fu: the pollution control agency and litigation expenses 
of the attorney general. 

Subd. 4f. [INTEREST REDUCTION.] Revenues derived from tax 
increment may be used to. finance the costs of an interest reduction 
program operated pursuant to section 469.012, subdivisions 7 to 10, 
or pursuant to other law granting interest reduction authority and 
power by reference to those subdivisions only under the following 
conditions; (1) tax increments may !Jot be collected for a program for 
i\ period in exce§s of 12 years after the date of the first interest rate 
reduction payment for the program, (2) tax increments may not be 
used for an interest reduction program, if the proCeeds of bonds 
issued pursuant to section 469.178 after December 31, 1985, have 
been or will be used to provide financial assistance to the specific 
project which would receive the benefit of the interest reduction 
program, and (3) tax increments may not be used' to finance an 
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interest reduction program for owner-occupied single-family dwell
ings. 

W Subd. ~ [GENERAL GOVERNMENT USE ·PROHIBITED.] 
These revenues shall not be used to circumvent existing levy limit 
law. No revenues derived from tax increment from any district, 
whether certified before or after August h 1979, shall be used for 
the aCquisition, construction SF! renovation, operation, or mainte
nance of a ffillRiei(lally ewned building to be used primarily and 
regularly for conducting the business of the a municipality t, county, 
school district, or any other local unit of government or the state or 
federal government. This provision shall not prohibit the use of 
revenues derived from tax increments for the construction or reno
vation of a parking structure, a commons area used as a public park, 
or a facility used for social, recreational, or conference purposes and 
not primarily for conducting the business of the municipality. 

Subd. 4h. [COUNTY COSTS.] (a) Tax increments may be used to 
~for the county's actual administrative expenses under sections 
469.174 to 469.179. The county may require payment of those 
expenses ~ February 15 of the year after the year in which the 
expenses are incurred. The amount· of these payments ~ not 
required to be set forth in the tax increment financing plan for Ule 
project. To -obtain payment for actual administrative costs, th~ 
county auditor must submit to the authority ~ record of costs 
incurred ~ the county auditor related to administration of the 
authority's tax increment financing districts. 

(b) Tax increments may be used to pay county road costs as 
provided in section 469.175, subdivision 1a. 

Subd. 4i. [MULTI-COUNTY USE PROHIBITED.] If a tax incre
ment distrIct is located in a municipality, parts of whiCh areSItuated 
in more than one county, the revenue derived from tax increments 
from parcels located in one county must be expended for the direct 
and primary benefit of ~ project located or conducted within that 
county, unless the county boards of each of the counties involved 
agree to waive this requirement. 

Sec. 17. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 469.176, 
subdivision 5, is amended to read: 

Subd. 5. [REQUIREMENT FOR AGREEMENTS.] No more than 
25 percent, by acreage, of the property to be acquired within a 
project which contains a redevelopment district, or ten percent, by 
acreage, of the property to be acquired within a project which 
contains a housing or economic development district, as set forth in 
the tax increment financing plan, shall at any time be owned by an 
authority as a result of acquisition with the proceeds of bonds issued 
pursl,lant to section 469.178 unless prior to acquisition in excess of 
the percentages, the authority has concluded an agreement for the 
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development or redevelopment of the property acquired and which 
provides recourse for the authority should the development or 
redevelopment not be completed. This subdivision does not ~ to 
~ parcel of a district that is a designated hazardous substance site 
established under section 469.174, subdivision l&, or part of ~ 
hazardous substaiice subdistrict established under section 469.175, 
subdivision 7. 

Sec. 18. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 469.176, 
subdivision 6, is amended to read: 

Subd. 6. [ACTION REQUIRED.] If, after four years from the date 
of certification of the original assessed value of the tax increment 
financing district pursuant to section 469.177, no demolition, reha
bilitation, or renovation of property or other site preparation, 
including improvement of a street adjacent to a parcel but not 
installation of utility service including sewer or water systems, has 
been commenced on a parcel located within a tax increment financ
ing district· by the authority or by the owner of the parcel in 
accordance with the tax increment financing plan, no additional tax 
increment may be taken from that parcel, and the original assessed 
value of that parcel shall be excluded from the original assessed 
value of the tax increment financing district. If the authority or the 
owner of the parcel subsequently commences demolition, rehabili
tation, or renovation or other site preparation on that parcel 
including improvement of a street adjacent to that parcel, in 
accordance with the tax increment financing plan, the authority 
shall certifY to the county auditor that the activity has commenced, 
and the county auditor shall certify the assessed value thereof as 
most recently certified by the commissioner of revenue and add it to 
the original assessed value of the tax increment financing district. 
The county auditor must enforce the provisions of this subdivision. 
The authority must Siibffiit to the countE auditor eVUfence that the 
required activity has taken place for eac parcel in the district. The 
evidence for ~ p~rcel must be submitted ~ February 1 of the fifth 
year following ~ year in which the parcel was certified as incliiiled 
in the district. 

Sec. ,19. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 469.177, 
subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [ORIGINAL ASSESSED VALUE.j Upon or after 
adoption. of a tax increment financing plan, the auditor of any 
county in which the district is situated shall, upon request of the 
authority, certify the original assessed value of the tax increment 
financing district as described in the tax increment financing plan 
and shall certify in each year thereafter the amount by which the 
original assessed value has increased or decreased asa result of a 
change in tax exempt status of property within the district, reduc
tion or enlargement of the district or changes pursuant to subdivi
sion 4. In the case of a mined underground space development 
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district the county auditor shall certify the original assessed value 
as zero, plus the assessed value, if any, previously assigned to any 
subsurface area included in the mined underground space develop
ment district pursuant to section 272.04. For districts approved 
under section 469.175, subdivision 3, or parcels added to eXisting 
districts after M~ 1,1988, [the classiilcation under section 273.13 
of roperty locat in a district changes to !' classification that has 
!' ilferent assessment ratio, the origmal assessed value of that 
pro~erty must be redetermined at the time when Its use !!! changeo 
as i the property had origmaliy Deen classHlealn tliesame class in 
WhIch i! is classified after its use is changed.'I'he amount to De 
added to the original assessed value of the district as a result of 
previously tax exempt real property within the district becoming 
taxable shall be equal to the assessed value of the real property as 
most recently assessed pursuant to section 273.18 or, if that assess
ment was made more than one year prior to the date of title transfer 
rendering the property taxable, the value assessed by the assessor at 
the time of the transfer. The amount to be added to the original 
asSessed value of the district as a result of enlargements thereof 
shall be equal to the assessed value of the added real property as 
most recently certified by the commissioner of revenue as of the date 
of modification of the tax increment financing plan pursuant to 
section 469.175, subdivision 4. For districts approved under section 
469.175, subdivision 3, or parcels added to existmg districts after 
May h 1988, IT the assessed value of !' property mcreases because 
the property no Toiiger qualitleSilnaer the Minnesota agricultural 
property tax law, section 273.111;·the Minnesota ~ SPllce P!:QP:: 
erty tax law, section 273.112; orthe metropolitan agriculturaI 
preserves act, chapter 473H, or because platted, unimproved P!:QP:: 
erty!!! improved or tlITee yearshPass after approval of the plat under 
section 273.11, sUlldlVlSlon 1, t e increase in assessedVaIue must he 
added to the original assessed value. Eacn year the auditor shan 
also add to the original assessed value of each economic development 
district an amount equal to the original assessed value for the 
preceding year multiplied by the average percentage increase in the 
assessed valuation of all property included in the economic develop
ment district during the five years prior to certification of the 
district. The amount to be subtracted from the original assessed 
value of the district as a result of previously taxable real property 
within the district becoming tax exempt, or a reduction in the 
geographic area of the district, shall be the amount of original 
assessed value initially attributed to the property becoming tax 
exempt or being removed from the district. If the assessed value of 
property located within the tax increment fmancing district is 
reduced by reason of a court-ordered abatement, stipulation agree
ment, voluntary abatement made by the assessor or auditor or by 
order of the commissioner of revenue, the reduction shall be applied 
to the original assessed value of the district when the property upon 
which the abatement is made has not been improved since the date 
of certification of the district and to the captured assessed value of 
the district in each year thereafter when the abatement relates to 
improvements made after the date of certification. The county 
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auditor may specify reasonable form and content of the request for 
certification of the authority and any modification thereof pursuant 
to section 469.175, subdivision 4. 

Sec. 20. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 469.177, is 
amended by adding a subdivision to read: ' , 

Subd. 1a. [ORIGINAL MILL RATE.] (a) At the time of the initial 
certltlcation of the original assessed 'value lOr a ,taX"llcrement 
financing distncr,-the caunty audItor shalliertify the origmal mill 
rate that applies totlie istrict. The ongIDa mill rate isthe sum of 
aII1'lie mill rates that ~ to a pr0*irt~ in the district tortlie taxes 
payaDle in the car.mdar year In w IC the imtIal cerlffiCRtion of 
orii¥nal assessed value is requested under suJidlVISlon 1, If the totaI 
mi rate applica6le1O properties in the tax increment fii1aD.cing 
dlSfrict varies, the mill rate must be complited !ir determining the 
average total mID rate in the district, weighted on the basis of 
assessed value:-Tlle resulting mill rate is the original iiiTIl rate for 
the life ofthe diStrIct. ' ---- - -, ',-, - --, -

(b) In the case of districts certified dji'jg calendar year 1988, the 
origi?~ mill rate rua1s the amount ca cu ated underparagraph(a) 
multlphOOfu. 0.4 . ' . " 

Sec. 21. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 469.177, 
subdivision 3, is' amended to read: 

Subd. 3, [TAX INCREMENT, RELATIONSHIP TO CHAPTER 
473E] (a) Unless the governing body elects pursuant to clause (b) the 
following method of computation 'shall apply: 

(1) The original asSessed value and the current assessed value 
shall be determined before the application of the fiscal disparity 
provisions of chapter 473F. Where the original assessed value is 
equal to or greater than the current assessed value, there is no 
captured assessed value and no tax increment determ'ination. Where 
the original assessed value is less than the current assessed value, 
the difference between the original assessed value and the current 
assessed value is the captured assessed value. This amount less any 
portion thereof which the authority has designated, in its, tax 
increment financing plan, to share with the local taxing districts is 
the retained captured assessed value of the authority. 

(2) The county auditor shall exclude the retained· captured as
sessed value of the authority from the taxable value of the local 
taxing districts in determining local taxing district mill rates. The 
mill rates so determined are to be extended against the retained 
captured assessed value of the authority as well as the taxable value 
of the local taxing districts. The tax generated by the extension of 
the lesser of (A) the local taxing district mill rates or (B) the original 
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mill rate to the retained captured assessed value ofthe authority is 
the tax increment of the authority. 

(b) The governing body may, by resolution approving the tax 
increment financing plan pursuant to section 469.175,' subdivision 
3, elect the following method of computation: 

(1) The original assessed value shall be determined before the 
application of the fiscal disparity provisions of chapter 473F. The 
current assessed value shall exclude any fiscal disparity commer
cial-industrial assessed value increase between the original year 
and the current year multiplied by the fiscal disparity ratio deter
mined pursuant to section 473F.08, subdivision 6. Where the origi~ 
nal assessed value is equal to or greater than the current assessed 
value, there is no captured assessed value and no tax increment 
determination. Where the original assessed· value is less than the 
current assessed value, the difference between the original assessed 
value and the current assessed value is the captured assessed value. 
This amount less any portion thereof which the authority has 
designated, in its tax increment financing plan, to share with the 
local taxing districts is the retained captured assessed value of the 
authority. 

(2) The county auditor shall exclude the retained captured as
sessed value of the authority from the taxable value of the local 
taxing districts in determining local taxing district mill rates. The 
mill rates so determined are to be extended against the retained 
captured assessed value of the authority as well as the taxable value 
of the local taxing districts. The tax generated by the extension of 
the lesser of (A) the local taxing district mill rates or (B) the original 
roITI rate to the retained captured assessed value Of the authority is 
tnetax increment of the authority .. 

(3) An election by the governing body pursuant to jlffi'i> paragraph 
(b) shall be submitted to the county auditor by the authority at the 
time of the request for certification pursuant to subdivision 1. 

(c) The method of computation of tax increment applied to a 
district pursuant. to elaHse paragaph (a) or (b) shall remain the 
same for the duration of the distrIct, eXfiept that the governing body 
may elect to chan~e its election from U methodOf computation in 
paragraph (a) to U method III paragraph (b). 

Sec. 22. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 469.177, 
subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [PRIOR PLANNED IMPROVEMENTS.] The authority 
shall, after diligent search, accompany its request for certification to 
the county auditor pursuant to subdivision 1, or its notice of district 
enlargement pursuant to section 469.175, subdivision 4, with a 
listing of all properties within the tax increment financing district 
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or area of enlargement for which building permits have been issued 
during the 18 months immediately preceding approval of the tax 
increment financing plan by the municipality pursuant to section 
469.175, suiJdivision 3. The county auditor shall increase the orig
inal assessed value of the district by the assessed valuation of ~ 
impP9'lements each im~vement for which ~ a building permit 
was issued, elfeRiffing assesseEl valuatiaB ef Imjl1'9',emeB*s fep 
whleh a ""Heling pel'Hli* was issaed El"ABg ~ U!l'ee manti> pel'iaEi 
immeEiiateiy pl'eeeEliBg saiEi app1'9',a! ef ~ tal< inel'emeBt fffiaaeiBg 
pIaft; as eertifiea by the 8ssesseF. 

Sec. 23. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 469.177, is 
amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 9. [DISTRIBUTIONS OF EXCESS TAXES ON CAPTURED 
VALUE.na) If the amount of tax paid on c:mtured value exceeds the 
amount of.tax increment, the county au tor shall distribute Uie 
excess to the municipality, counlJ, and school<ITStrict as follows: 
each governmental unit's share of the excess equals 

(1) the toboil amount of the excess for the tax increment financing 
district, multiplied ~ 

(2) !! fraction, the . numerator of which is the current mill rate of 
the govemmentaiunit less the governmentaTUllit's mill rate for the 
year the originai' mill rate Tor the district was certmeo (in no case 
may t1i1s amount be less than zei'O)and ~ denominator Ofwnich is 
the sum of the numerators for the mUiucipality, county, and schoOl 
Wstrict. 

If the entire increase in the mill rate is attributable to a taxJng 
aismct, other than the ITiUillcipaITty, county, or school dIStrIct, t en 
the excess must be aistributed to the municipality, county, and 
schoOIdlStrict in proportion to their respective mill rates. 

. (b) The amounts distributed shall be deducted in com&uting the 
levy limits of the taxing district for tne succeeding taxa Ie year:-

(c) In the Cl:\se of distributions to a school district, the county 
aumtOr'shaII iieport amounts distnhiiteatOthe commTsSioner of 
education in ~ same manner as ~rovide;rfor excess mcrements 
under section 469.176, subdivision ,and the distribution shall be 
~~ ~ an excess increment for purposes of section 124.214, 
subdivIsIOn 3 .. 

Sec. 24. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 469.177, is 
amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 10. [PAYMENT TO SCHOOL FOR REFERENDUM LEVY.] 
TheproV1Slons of this subdivision ~ to tax increment financing' 
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districts and projects for which certification was requested before 
ray h 1988, that are located in !'cschool district in which the voters 

ave approved new millage or an iI;lcrease in millage after the tax 
increment financi'a district was certified (1) if there are no out
standing bonds on ay 1, 1988, to which increment from the district 
is pledged, or (2) if the referendum is approved after May 1, 1988, 
and there are no bonds outstanding at the tIme the referendum is 
approved, that were issued before May h 1988, or (3) if the 
referendum increasing the mill rate was approved after the most 
recent issue of bonds to which increment from the district is pledged. 
!f clause (1) or (2) applI8s;tIie authority must annually P!'cY to the 
school district an amount of increment equal to the increment that 
is attributable to the increase in the mill rate under the referendum. 
If clause (3) applies, upon approval iJr !'c IlliijOrliY vote of the 
governing body of the municipality and the school board, the 
authority must P!'cY to the school district an amount of increment 
egual to the increment that ~ attributable to the increase in the mill 
rate under the referendum. The amounts of these increments may 
be expended and must be treated by the SChool district in the same 
manner as provided for the revenues derived from the referendum 
levy approved !iY the voters. -

Sec. 25. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 469.179, is 
amended to read: 

469.179 [EXISTING PROJECTS.] 

Subdivision 1. [EXEMPTION.] The provisions of sections 469.174 
to 469.178 shall not affect any project for which tax increment 
certification was requested pursuant to law prior to August 1, 1979, 
or any project carried on by an authority pursuant to section 
469.033, subdivision 5, with respect to which the governing body has 
by resolution designated properties for inclusion in the district prior 
to August 1, 1979, except: 

(1) as otherwise expressly provided in sections 469.174 to 469.178; 
or 

(2) as an authority elects to proceed with an existing district, 
under the provisions of sections 469.174 to 469.178; or 

(3) that Iffij' enlaFgements at'the geegraflhie area at' fHlelristing 
tffif. ineFemcnt finaneiBg aistriet SliBSCflllcnt te Prllg1:lst l, -l--9-+-9, sh-al-l 
be aeeeffifllishee ffi aeeeFeanee with aRd shall subject the flFefleFty 
a<ltIe4 as a restllt at'the enlaFgement te the teFms aRd eeneitiens at' 
seehens 469.174 te 469.178 as provided in subdivision 2; or 

(4) that beginning with tru<es flayable ffi 198(}, secti{)n 469.177, 
subdivision 3, clause (b), shall apply to all development districts 
created pursuant to Minnesota Statutes 1978, chapter 472A, or any 
special law, prior to August 1, 1979. 
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Subd. 2. [APPLICATION TO EXISTING DISTRICTS.] If the 
deVelOPment or redevelopment activity within the project or dlstnct 

. of -". tax increment financinf projectcerti1leOprior to August h 
1979, is extended beyond ~ scope of activity set rorthin the 
district's redevelopment plall. under Minnesota Statutes; chapter 
462, or Minnesota Statutes, c apter 472A, if applicable, after May h 
1988, the authority must with regard to the new activi\;; conform to 
the provisions of sections 469.174 to 469.178 with ~ following 
exceptions. 

(a) Section 469.175, subdivision 3, paragraphs (1) and (5), shall 
not -".PP!L Furthermore, the provisions of section 473F.02, subdivi
sion 3, sh:>lI contmue to .a..PPiY to the entire district, if applicable .. 

(b) Section 469.177, subdivision 3, shall not -".PP!L 

Sec. 26. [CITY OF VIRGINIA TAX INCREMENT FINANCING 
DISTRICT; PARCELS INCLUDED.] . 

~d~n~~i~ta~x~~~~~fi~m~a;n~C~in~g~d~iS~t~ri~ct No. ! in enter-No. 3 in the city of Virginia, is 
Statutes, sections 469.174 
of real property as of June 

(2) Parcel No. 90-125-247 - Lot 3, Block 3, Olcott AdditIon; and ---- -------

(3) Parcel No. 90-125-270 - Lot 4, Block 3, Olcott Addition. 

Sec. 27. [ORIGINAL ASSESSED VALUE.] 

The original assessed value of the parcels of real property de
scribed in sectIOns 24 to 26 ~ deemed for all purposes under 
Minnesota Statutes, sections 469.174 to 469.179 to be the original 
assessed value of those parcels as of June 12, 1984. 

Sec. 28. [CAPTURED ASSESSED VALUE.] 

The captured assessed value of the parcels of real property 
described in sections 24 to 26 ~ deemed for all purposes under 
Minnesota Statutes, sections 469.174 to 469.179to he the increasea 
assessed value of those parcels computed in the manner prescribed 
~ Minnesota statutes, section 469.1'77, and in accordance with 
sections 26 to 28. ---

Sec. 29. [TRANSITION RULES:] 
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(a) The provisions of sections 3 ~ 10, and 14 do not ~ to 
proposed tax increment financing'iiistricts for WIlicn tne authorit;; 
called for ~ publi'b hearing in a resolution dated March 23,1987, an 
for w!llCli ~ pu lic hearin§ was held on April 28, 1987. The 
provisions of Minnesotatatutes 1987 Supp ement, sections 
469.174, subdivision 10, and 469.176, subdivision!, ~ to such 
districts. 

(b) The provisions of sections :t 6, 10, and 14 do not ~ to 
candidate sites in the Old highway 8 corridor tax incrementroject 
area, identrrIea in the old highway 8 corridor plail as approv ~ an 
authority on October 14, 1986, !! the requests for certification of the 
districts are filed with the county before January b 1998. The 
provisions of~nnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 
469.174, suoaivision 10, and 469.176, SuOdivision 4, "PP!,y -to such 
districts. 

(c) The provisions of section 14, subdivision 4c, do not app;r. to an 
economrc development district located in ~ aeveIopment IstrlCt 
approved on November 9, 1987, provided the request for certifIca
tion of the tax increment district is submitted to the county by 
Sej)temoer3o,-I988. - - - -

Sec. 30. [EFFECTIVE DATES.] 

Sections 2, 5, 6, ~ 14, 16, subdivision 4e, !1. and the provisions of 
section 15 relatin~ to the duration of hazardous substance sites and 
subdistricts are e ectIVe for hazardOus substance sites anasub(jJs: 
tricts designated and created after the day folloWIDg final enact
ment. Except as otnerwise specifically pniVlcled, sections 1, 3,!, ~ to 
12, 16, and 20 to 23, and the provisions of section 15 applying to soils 
conditionaistricts are eilective for districts and amendments adding 
geo~aphic area to an existing district for which the request for 
certi lcation was IDea with the county auaitor afte~ay 1, 1988. 
Sections 13, 15, 16-;SUOiITVlSion!lg, 18, 24, and 25, and t e prOviffiolls 
of section 21aIlowing a change in tlle llscal disparities election are 
effective May b 1988, except as otherwise specifically provided. 
Section 16, subdivision 4c, is e1iective for districts for which the 
request for certification is filea with the COUnty before May 1, 1988, 
and to all increment collected after January 1, 1990. Sections 26 to 
28 are et'fective uron approval ~ the city coUiiCIT of the city Of 
Virginia and comp iance with Minnesota&atutes, section 645.021. 
Section 29 ~ effective the day following final enactment. 
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ARTICLE 13 

BUDGET RESERVE 

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 16A.15, 
subdivision 6, is amended to read: 

Subd. 6. [BUDGET AND CASH FLOW RESERVE ACCOUNT.] A 
budget and cash flow reserve account is created in the general fund 
in the state treasury. The commissioner of finance shall, as autho
rized from time to time by law, restrict part or all of the budgetary 
balance in the general fund for use as the budget and cash flow 
reserve account. The commissioner of finance .... J.Hy l-; 198'7-i shall 
transfer to the budget and cash flow reserve account the amoaRt 
ReeessaFY such amounts as are available to bring the total amount, 
including any existing Dalance in the account on June 30, 198-7 
1988, to $2aQ,QQQ,QIlQ $265,000,000. The amounts restricted shall 
remain in the account until drawn down under subdivision 1 or 
increased under section 16A.1541. -

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 16A.1541, is 
amended to read: 

16A.1541 [ADDITIONAL REVENUES; PRIORITY.] 

If on the basis of a forecast of general fund revenues and expen
ditures the commissioner of finance determines that there will be a 
positive unrestricted budgetary general fund balance at the close of 
the biennium, the commissioner of finance must allocate money;" 
the fello'NiRg erdef. ef l'Fiority: 

ill the amoaRt Reeessary te retlaee the flFelleFty tffit le¥y Feeogai 
tieR fleFeeRt aREIer seetioR 121.9Q4, sallElivisioR 4e; te 24 fleFeeRt; 

00 the FemaiRaeF fi} ORe half te the greateF Minneoota fuad.; Bat 
Ret te.,.eeee $121l,IlQQ,QIlIl aR<i W ORe half to the budget and cash 
flow reserve account until the total amount in the account equals 
$550,000,000. 

The amounts necessary to meet the requirements of el_seo ru 
aR<i 00 this section are appropriated from the general fund. 

Sec. 3. [TRANSFER RETURNED.] 

The Greater Minnesota Corporation shall return to the state 
treasury $80,500,000 of the money tranSielTed to it under Minne
sota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sectIOn IGA.1541. The return must 
00 made to the commissioner of finance, who shaii credit the receist 
to the general fund. The return must be made as soon as is practica , 
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while minimizing any investment losses that might result from 
early redemption. 

Sec. 4. [APPROPRIATION REDUCTION.] 

The appropriation from the general fund under Minnesota Stat
utes 1987 Supplement, section 16A.1541 to reduce the property tax 
recognition percent is reduced to zero. 

Sec. 5. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

Sections! to i are effective the day following final enactment. 

ARTICLE 14 

SPECIAL SERVICE DISTRICT PROCEDURES 

Section 1. [428A.01] [SPECIAL SERVICE DISTRICT PROCE
DURES; DEFINITIONS.] 

Subdivision 1. [APPLICABILITY. I As used in sections 1 to 10, the 
terms defined in this section have the meanillgs given them~-

Subd. ~ [CITY.] "City" means the city in which the special service 
district is authorized to be established under '!c special law. 

Subd. 3. [SPECIAL SERVICES.] "Special services" has the mean
~ given in the city's enabling legislation. 

Special services do not include '!c service that ~ ordinarily pro
vided throughout the city from general fund revenues of the cit~ 
unless an increased level of the service ~ provided in the specia 
service district. 

Subd. 4. [SPECIAL SERVICE DISTRICT.] "Special service dis
trict" means ~ defined area within the city where special services 
are rendered and the costs of the special services are paid from 
i'eVenues collected from service Charges imposed witlllD that area. 

Subd. 5. [ASSESSED VALUE.] "Assessed value" means the as
sessed value most recently certified ~ the county aud1tOrOefore the 
effective date of the ordinance or resolution adopted under section ~ 
or 3. 

Subd. 6. [LAND AREA.) "Land area" means the land area in the 
diStrJ:ctthat is subject to property taxes-. -- - ----~-
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Sec. 2. [428A.02) [ESTABLISHMENT OF SPECIAL SERVICE 
DISTRICT.) 

Subdivision!: [ORDINANCE.) The governing body of the city 
may adopthan ordinance establishing a special service district. Only 
property t at is classified under section 273.13 and used for com
mercial, industrial, or publ1c utili:y purposes, or is -·vacant land 
zoned or designated on a Ian use I'!."Q for commercial or industnaI 
use and located in the specrar service district, may be subject to the 

, charges imposedl,y the city on the special servIce district. Other 
~ of property may be included" within the boundaries of the 
speciruservice district but are not subject to the levies or charges 
imposed Qy the city on the special service district. 1[50 ~ercent or 
more of the market value of a parcel of property is CIassiied under 
section 273.13 as commerciaT, industrial, or vacant land zoned or 
designated on aTand use plan for commerCIal or ind-liStTlal use, or 
public utility for the current ,assessment year, then the entire 
market value of the property IS subject to a service charge based on 
assessed value for pu~ses of sections 1 to 10. The ordinance shall 
describe with particuanty the area within tfie ci~ to be included in 
the district and the special servic,es to be furnis ed in the district. 
The ordinance may not be adopted untilafter " putli!) Ileiirin has 
been held on the 9uestion. Notice of the hearing s a inclu e the 
time and place of hearing, " map showing the oOilndaries of the 
protosed district, and a statement that all persons owning property 
in t e proposed district that would be subject to a service charge will 
be given opportunity to be heard at the hearing. , 

Subd. 2. [NOTICE,] Notice of the hearing must be flven Qy 
publication in at least two issues of the official newspaper 0 the city. 
The two publications must be two weeks apa1 and the hearing must 
be held at least three days aller the last pub ication. Not less than 
ten days before the hearing, notice must also be maIled to the owner 
of each parcel within the area proposed to be included in the district. 
For the purpose of giving"""'iii3}led notice, owners are those shown on 
the records of the county auditor. Other records may be used to 
~ the necessary information. For propertIes that are tax 
exempt or subject to taxation on " gross earnin~s basis in lieu of 
property tax and are not listed on the reco,rds of t e county auditor, 
the owners must be ascertain eo Qy' any practicable means and 
mailed notice given them. At the public hearing a person affected Qy 
the proposed district may testify on any issues relevant to the 
proposed district. The hearing may be adjourneat'rom time to time 
and the ordinance establishing the district may be adopted at any 
time within six months after the date, of .the conclusion of the 
hearing Qy " vote of the' maJOrity of the govenung body of the city. 

Subd. ;L [CHARGES; RELATIONSHIP TO SERVICES.) The city 
'bay impose service charges under sections 1 to 10 that are reason
~ related to the special services provided. Charges for service 
shall be as nearly as possible proportionate to the cost offurnishing 
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the service, and ~ay be fixed on the basis of the service directly 
rendered, or ~ re erence to '" reasonable dassification of the ~ 
of premises to which service is furnished, or on any other eguitable 
basis. 

Subd. 4. [BENEFIT; OBJECTION.] Before the ordinance is 
adr or at the hearing at which i! ~ to be adopted, any affectea 
Ian owner may file ",'written OI)Jeclion with the CIty clerk asserting 
that the landowner's property should not be included in the district 
or should not be subjected to '" servicecnarge and obiecting to: 

(1) the inclusion of the landowner's property in the district, for the 
reason that the property would not receive serViCes that are not· 
provided throughout the city to the same degree; 

(2) the ~ of a service charge on the landowner's property, for the 
reasoilThat the property is exempted under this article or the speCla! 
law under which the distnct was created; or 

(3) the fact that neither the landowner's property nor its use ~ 
benefited ~ the proposed special service. 

The governing brdY shall make '" determination on the obiection 
within 30 days 0 its fihng.t'eiW.ing its detennination, the govern
i!!g body may delay adoption of the ordinance or i! may adopt the 
ordinance with '" reservation that the landowner's property may be 
excluded from the district or district service charges when the 
determination is made. 

Subd. 5. [APPEAL TO DISTRICT COURT.] Within 30 d};'s after 
theaetermination of the objection, any person aquieved, w 0 ~ not 
precluded by failure to object before or at the earing, or whose 
failure to Ol)j'bct ~ due to '" reasoruible cause, may appear to the 
district court ~ serving a notice upon the mayor or city clerk. The 
notice sUalTbe filed with the court administrator of the district court 
within ten days after itssemce. The city clerk shall furnish the 
appellant '" certil'leOCopy ot the fillillngs and determination of the 
governing body. The court may affirm the action objected to or, if the 
appellant's objections have merit, modify or cancel it. !f the appel
lant does not prevail upon the appeal, the costs incurred shall be 
taxed to the appellant ~ the court and judgment entered for them. 
All objections shan be deemed waivea unless presented on appeal. 

Sec. 3. [428A.03] [SERVICE CHARGE AUTHORITY; NOTICE 
AND HEARING REQUIREMENTS.] 

Subdivision.!, [HEARING.] Service charges may be imposed ~ 
the city within the special service district at '" rate or amount 
SUfficient to produce the revenues required to provide special 
services in the district. To determine the appropriate rate for '" 
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service charge based on assessed value, taxable propert~ or value 
must be determined wIThout regard to captured or origina assessed 
value under section 469.177 or to the distribution or contribution 
value under section 473F.OS. serVIcecharges may noTbe imposed to 
iiiUiii'ce a special service if tbe service is ordinarily provided !!x the 
Cry from its general fund revenues unless the service is provideam 
t e rustrlct at an increased level. In that case, a service charge may 
De1mposed onlYln the amount needed to pay for the increased level. 
of service. A service charge may not be im~oseaoii1he receipts from 
fue sale onntoxicating liqNor, food, or 10 ging:-1ierore the imposi
tion of service charges in a istricl,Tor each calenaaryear, a hearing 
must be held under section 2 and notice must be given and' must be 
iiiailea to anYJiidividual orousmeSs' organTzation Su'6lect to ~ 
service Charge. For purposes of this section, the notice shall also 
include: 

(1) ~ statement that all interested persons will be given an 
0IlPortunity to be heard at the hearing regarding a proposed service 
c arge; 

(2) the estimated cost of improvements to be p,\id for in whole or 
in part !!x service charges imposed under trus sectIOn, the estimated 
cost of operating and maintaining thellilprovements dURng the first 
yeah and upon completion of the improvements, t e proposeo 
met oaand source of financing the improvements, andthe annual 
cost of operatIng"ana mamtaining the Improvements; 

(3) the proposed rate or amount of the proposed service charge to 
be imposed in the iIlstrfct during the calendar year and the nature 
and character mspecial services to be rendered in thedlStrict dIii'ffig 
the calendar year in which the service charge g; tOIle .collected; and 

(4) a statement that the petition requirements of section ~ have 
eillieroeen met or do not ~ to the proposed service charge. 

Within six months of the PbbliC hearing, the city may adopt ~ 
resolution imposing a service c aiige within tneaistrict not exceed
~ the amount or rate expresse in the nOITCe issued under this 
section. 

Subd. 2. [EXEMPTION OF CERTAIN PROPERTIES FROM 
TA"'XES AND SERVICE CHARGES.] Property exempt from taxa
tion!!x section 272.02 is exempt from any service charges based on 
assessed value imposea under sections 1 to 10. 

Subd. 3. [LEVY LIMIT.] Service charges imposed under sections 1 
to 10 arenot included in the calculation oflevies or limits on levies 
nnPosea Uiider law or charter. -- - -----
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Sec. 4. [428A.04] [ENLARGEMENT OF SPECIAL SERVICE 
DISTRICTS.] 

Boundaries of a special service district may be enlarged only after 
hearing and notice. as provlded in sections ~ and i!: Notice must be 
served in the originaJ district and in the area proposeatObe added 
to the dIStrict. Property added to the district is subject to all service 
charges imposed within the district after the property becomes" 
part of the district if it; ~ propert:\i of the ~ that ~ subject to 
service charges in the district. OIi t e question of enlargement, the 
petition requirement in section 8 and the veto power in section Q 
!lPlili: only to owners, individnals, and bnsiness organizations in the 
area proposed to be added to the district. 

Sec. 5. [428A.05] [COLLECTION OF SERVICE CHARGES.] 

Service charges may be imposed on the basis of the assessed value 
of the property on which the service charge is imposed but must be 
spread only upon the assessed value of the taxable property located 
in the geographic area described in the ordinance. Service charges 
based on assessed value may be payable and collected at the same 
time and in the same manner as provided for payment and collection 
of ad valorem taxes. Other service charges imposed must be col
lected as provided ~ Ordlflance. Service charges based on assessed 
value collected under sections 1. to 10 are not incilide.lin computa
tions under section 469.177, chapter 473F, or any other law that 
applies to general ad valorem levies. 

Sec. 6. [428A.06] [BONDS.] 

At any time after a contract for the construction of all or part of an 
improvement authorized under sections 1. to 10 has been entered 
into or the work has been ordered done ~ day labor, the governing 
body of the city may issue obligations in the amount it; deems 
necessary to defray in whole or in part the expense incurred and 
estimated to be incurred in making the improvement, including 
every item of cost from inception to completion and all fees and 
expenses incurred in connection with the improvement or the 
financing. The obligations are payable primarily out of the proceeds 
of the service charge based on assessed value imposed under section 
3, or from any other special assessments or nontax revenues 
available to be pledged for their payment under charter or statutory 
authority, or from two or more of those sources. The governing body 
may, ~ resolution adopted prior to the sale of obligations, pledge 
the full faith, credit, and taxmg ~ower of the city to assure payment 
of the principal and interest if ~ proceeds of the service charge in 
the district are insufficient to ~ the principal and interest. The 
obligations must be issued in accordance with chapter 475, except 
that an election ~ not required, and the amount of the obligations 
need not be included in determining the net debt of the city under 
the provisions of any law or charter limiting debt. --
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Sec. 7. [428A.07] [ADVISORY BOARD.\ 

The governing body of the city may create and appoint an 
advisory board for each special service district in the city to advise 
the governing body in connection with the construction, mainte
nance, and o~ration of improvements, anathe furnishing of special 
services in!! istrict. The advisory board shall make recommenda
tions to the governing body on the requests and complaints of 
owners, occu~ants, and users of property within the district and 
members of t e public. Before the adoption of any proposal !:>y. the 
governing bot to provide services or impose service charges within 
the district, t e advisory board of the district shall have an Qll.P'!!::: 
tunity to review and comment upon the proposal. 

Sec. 8. [428A.08] [PETITION REQUIRED.] 

No action may be taken under section ~ unless owners of 25 
percent or more of the land area of property that would be subject to 
service charges. in the prop0SeOspecial service district and owners of 
25 percent or more of the assessed value of property that would be 
subject to servlCeChiirges in the projiOsOO special service district fiTe 
a petition requesting a public hearing on the proposed action with 
the city clerk. No action may be taken under section !1. to impose !! 
service charge based on assessed value unless owners of 25 percent 
or more of the land area subject to !! proposed service charge and 
owners of 25 percent or more of the assessed value subject to !! 
proposed service charge file !! petition requesting a public hearing 
on the proposed action with the city clerk. No action may be taken 
under section 3 to impose any other ~ of service charge unless 25 
percent or more of the indiviauarDrbusiness organizations subject 
to the proposed service charge file !! petition requesting !! public 
hearing on the proposed action with the city clerk. If the boundaries 
of a proposed district are changed or the land area or assessed value 
subject to !! service charge or the indiVIduals or business organiza
tions subject to !! service charge are changed after the public 
hearing, a petition meeting the re uirements of this section must be 
filed with the city clerk before the or inance establishing the 
dIStrict or resolutioiilii1posmgthe service charge may become 
effective. 

Sec. 9. [428A.09] [VETO POWER OF OWNERS.] 

Subdivision 1. [NOTICE OF RIGHT TO FILE OBJECTIONS.] 
Except as proviaed in section 10, the effective date of any ordinance 
or resolutionado~ted under sections 2 and;! must be at least 45 days 
art"r i! ~ adopte. Within five days after adOption of the ormnance 
or resolution, !! summary of the ordInance 01' resruution must be 
mailed to the owner of each parcel included in the special service 
district and any individUal or business organization subject to !! 
service charge in the same manner that notice is mailed under 
section 2. The mailing must include !! notice· that owners subject to 
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a service charge based on assessed value and individuals and 
ousiness organizatlOii& sUbject to '" servICe roarge imposed on 
another basis have a ri~ht to veto the ordinance or resolution ~ 
fiing therequITed !lum er or Oijectwns with the city clerk before 
t e effective date of the ordinance or resolution and that a CON of 
the ordinance or resolution is on file with the city clerk for public 
inspection.. . 

Subd. 2. [REQUIREMENTS FOR VETO.] If owners of 35 percent 
or more or the land area in the district subject to the service char~e 
oased on aSSessea value or owners of 35 percent or more of ~ 
assessed value in the district subject to the service charg:e!)ased on 
assessed value me an oojection to the ordlliance adoRted ~ the city 
under section 2 willi the city clerk before the effectIve date of the 
Ordlnance, the -oromallCe" does not become etlective. If ownersof 35 
percent or more of the land area subject to the service charge based 
on assessed value or ownerSOf35 percent or more of the assesSed 
value subject to. the service charge based on assessed value file an 
Ob)eclion to the resolution adopted imposing a service Chb~eDased 
on assessed value under section 3 with the city clerk e ore the 
effective date of the resolution, the resolution does not become 
effective. If 35 percent or more of lldividuals andOiiSiness organi
zations sUDject to a service charge file an objection to the resolution 
adopted imposing '" service charge on a basis other than assessed 
value under section 3 with the city clerl< before the ef'leCtive date of 
the resolution, the resolutionaoes not6ecome effective. In the event 
of a veto, no district shall be established during thecurrentCiileiidiIT 
yea(j and until a petition meetin~ the qualifications set forth in this 
sub ivision for a veto has oeen lrea. 

Sec. 10. [428A.10] [EXCLUSION FROM PETITION REQUIRE
MENTS AND VETO POWER.] 

The petition requirements of section 8 and the right of owners and 
those subject to a service charge to veto a resorution in section ~ do 
not ~ to second or subsequent yets' applications of a service 
Chiirgi that is authorized to be in effect or more than one year under 
a reso ution that has met The petffiOnrequTreiiientSoISection ~ and 
which has not been vetoed under section ~ for the first year's 
application. A resolution imposing '" service charg;ror more than 
one year must not be ado~ted unless the notice Q.. pubkic hearing 
required ~ section ~. an the notice mauea with ~ adopted 
resolution under section 9 inctudetnel'ollowing information: 

(1) in the case of improvements, the maximum service charge to 
be imposed in any year and the maximum numoN of years the 
service charges imposed to ~ for the improvement; and 

(2) in ~ case of operating and maintenance services, the maxi
mum servIce charge to be imposed in anl year and the maximum 
illiiiiber of years, or '" statement that ~ service. cnarge will be 
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imposed for an indefinite number of years, the service charges will 
be. imposea to lli!r for operation aM maintenance services. . 

. The resolution may prOVIde that the maximum service charge to 
be imposed in any lear wIll mcrease or decrease from the maximum 
amount authorize in the preceding year basOOOil an indicator of 
increased cost or a percentage amount esta1illShe~ the resolution. 

ARTICLE 15 

ROBBINSDALE SPECIAL SERVICE DISTRICT 

Section 1. [CITY OF ROBBINSDALE SPECIAL SERVICE DIS
TRICT; DEFINITIONS.] 

Subdivision 1. [APPLICABILITY.] For p~oses of sections 1 and 
2, the terms defined in this section have t"meanings given them. 

Subd. 2. [CITY.] "City" means the city of Robbinsdale. 

Subd. 3. [SPECIAL SERVICES.] "Special services" means all 
services rendered or contracted for !!r the city, including, but not 
limited to: . . '. . 

(1) the repair, maintenance, 
improvements authorized !i.Y 

construction of any 

(2) parking services rendered or contracted for !!r the city; and 

(3) any other service provided to the public ~ the ~ that is 
autliori~aw or charter. 

Sec. 2. [ESTABLISHMENT OF SPECIAL SERVICE DISTRICT.] 

Subdivision !:. [ORDINANCE.] The governing body of the pty 
may a~opt an ordinance establishing a s~ecial service district. he 
proviSIOns of article 14 govern the estab ishment and operation of 
special servTcetllstrlcts in the cIty: 

Sec. 3. [LOCAL APPROVAL.] 

.' This article takes effect the day after the overnin body of the 
cit~ ofRObbhiSdrue compileS witllMinnesotatatutes,sect!oii 
64 .021, subdivision 3. . 
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ARTICLE 16 

MINNEAPOLIS NEIGHBORHOODS 
SPECIAL SERVICE DISTRICTS 

Section 1. [DEFINITIONS.] 

12905 

Subdivision 1. [TERMS DEFINED.] For the purposes of sections 1 
to 6, the terms defined in this section have the meanings given 
them. 

Subd. 2. [CITY.] "City" means the city of Minneapolis. 

Subd. 3. [SPECIAL SERVICES.] "Special services" means the 
following services rendered or contracted for 2.Y. the city: 

(1) snow and ice removal; 

(2) sweeping and cleaning sidewalks, curbs, gutters, streets, and 
alleys; 

(3) litter, poster, and handbill removal; 

(4) construction, repair, operation, and maintenance of sidewalks, 
curbs, gutters, bus shelters, lighting, benches, chairs, tables, tele
phone booths, traffic ~ fire hydrants, newsstands, kiosks, trash 
receptacles, utility connectloils, marquees, awnings, canopies, dis
~ cases, information booths, and banners; 

(5) landscaping, planting, repair, maintenance, and care of trees, 
shrubs, bushes, flowers, grass, and other decorative materials; 

(6) security personnel, equipment, and systems; 

(7) approval and supervision of special activities; 

(8) insurance; and 

(9) administration, coordination, studies, and preparation of de-
~ 

Special service district funds may be used to p({ operating costs of 
~ neighborhood business association compose of ~ majority of 
owners or operators of businesses located within the district. 

Sec. 2. [ESTABLISHMENT OF SPECIAL SERVICE DISTRICT.] 
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Subdivision!: [ORDINANCE.] The governing body of the city 
may adopt an ordinance establishing a special service district in any 
area zoned for commercial, busmess, or industrial use outside of the 
area bOUrliie<r~ t1wcenterlihes of the main channel of the Missis
Xppi river, 10th Avenue South, Washlngton A venue Soufu,Chicago 

venue Soiith,South 3ra-street, 11th Avenue South, South 6th 
Street, 5tl1Aveii\ieljouth, South 12th Street, 4t1lAVenUeSOuth, 
East 16thStreet, 1stAVenue South, Grant Street, Willow Street 
extennea, Harmon Place, Interstate HJgilway 94, Highway 12, 
North 12th Street, and 3rd Avenue North; and, south of 28th Street, 
west of Fremont Avenue South, north of 31st--stTeet, and east of 
Huiii60ldt Avenue South; and outslde any other exist fig special 
service district. The provisions of article 14 govern the establish
ment and operation of special service districts in the city under 
sections 1 to 6, except to the extent specified otherwise in sections 1 
to 6. 

Subd. 2. [USE OF CITY EMPLOYEES.] If the city determines 
that any of the special services to be prOVide<! are under the 
jurisdiction ofa~ity public employee bargaining unit, the city shall 
negotiate with t at unit to determine whether that service shall be 
provided ~ the city or contracted for with another service provider. 

Sec. 3. [SERVICE CHARGE ABATEMEN"P:] 

An individual or business organization !tjec~ to a service charge 
imposed .. under sections.! to 6 mJIY ~ to the city for '" service 
charge aoat.ement for that caTen ar year on the basis Of economi,c 
hardship. The city may want the abateme'.'t of the service chaTj,\e 
for the calendar year !c.' the CIty determmes that an economIC 
hardSlllp exists. ., 

Sec. 4. [BONDS.] 

The provisions of article 14, section 6, govern the issuance of 
bonds for the special serviceaistrict, except that the obligations 
shall be payable primarily out of the proceeds of the service charge 
imposed under article 14, section 3. The governing body may, ~ 
resolution adopted before the sale of obligations, pledge the full 
faith, credit, and taxinf power of the city to assure payment of the 
principal an(j interest i the proceeds of the service ch~:ge based on 
assessed value in the special service district are insuf Icient to P'!Y 
the princ;paIand interest. ' 

Sec. 5. [EXPIRATION.] 

A speCial service distriCt established under, this article shall 
jJxpire four years after the date of its establishment unless renewed 
..J'. following the procedure for establishing '" district provided ~ 
article 14, section 2. After the expiration or termination of a district, 
servICe Cllarges may continUe to be imposed in the distnct to P'!Y the 
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costs of an improvement specified in section 1, subdivision 3, clause 
(4). 

Sec. 6. [ADVISORY BOARD.] 

Notwithstanding article 14, section 7, the city council must create 
and appoint an advisory board for the special service district to 
operate as provided in that section. All members of the advisory 
board must be property owners, tenants, or residents of the district. 

Sec. 7. [LOCAL APPROVAL.] 

This article takes effect the day after the governing body of the 
city of Minneapolis compms with Minnesota Statutes, section 
645.021, subdivision 3. 

ARTICLE 17 

MINNEAPOLIS DOWNTOWN SPECIAL SERVICE DISTRICTS 

Section l. [DEFINITIONS.] 

Subdivision l. [TERMS DEFINED.] For purposes of sections! to 
'J.,. the terms defined in this section have the meanings given them. 

Subd. ~ [CITY] "City" means the city of Minneapolis. 

Subd. 3. [PEDESTRIAN MALL.] "Pedestrian mall" means an 
improvement designed and used primarily for the mOVement, safety, 
convenience, and enjoyment of pedestrians, whether or not '" part of 
'" street ~set apart for '" roadway for emergency vehicles, transit 
vehicles, or private vehicles at some or all times. A pedestrian mall 
includes related sidewalks, moving sidewalks, curbs, gutters, 
streets, parks, playgrounds, plazas, recreational facilities, perfor
mance areas, bus shelters, transit facilities and vehicles, sound and 
video systeiils, overhead and underground radiant heating devices, 
lighting, benches, chairs, tables, sculpture, telephone booths, traffic 
~ fire hydrants, newsstands, kiosks, trash receptacles, utility 
connectIOns, marquees, awnings, canopies, walls, bollards, chains, 
paintings, murals, alleys, display cases, fountains, sprinkler sys
tems, restrooms, information booths, aquariums, aviaries, pedes
trian tunnels, banners, pedestrian bridges, pedestrian ramps, 
pedestrIan overpasses, pedestrian underpasses, drainage, sewers, 
and water mains. 12 pedestrian mall does not include '" plaza 
adjacent to ~ convention center. 

Subd. £ [SPECIAL SERVICES.] "Special services" means the 
following services rendered or contracted for ~ the city: 
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(8) snow and ice removal; 

(b) sweeping and cleaning of sidewalks, curbs, gutters, streets, 
ana alleys; . 

(c) litter, poster, and handbill removal; 

(d) construction, repair, operation, and maintenance of pedestrian 
malls'; 

(e) repair and maintenance of capital improvements constructed 
willi funds other than special service istrict proceeds; 

(0 landscapin~ planting, repair, maintenance, and care of trees, 
shrubs, bushes, owers, grass, and other decorative materials; 

ig2 security personnel, equipment, and systems and coordination 
of private security, including lighting; 

(h) operation of public transit; 

(i) information and signs relating to parking and vehicle and 
pedestrian movement at street and skyway levels; 

ill approval, supervision, and. coordination of special activities; 
and 

(k) administration, coordination, studies, and preparation of de-
~ 

Sec. 2. [ESTABLISHMENT OF SPECIAL SERVICE DISTRICT.] 

Subdivision!.: [ORDINANCE.] The governing body of the ~ty 
may ad'&t an ordinance establishing special service districts in t at 
part of~ city bounded!Jy the center lines of the mam channel of the 
Mississippi river, 10th Avenue South, Washington Avenue. South, 
Chicago Avenue South, South 3rd Street, 11th A venue South, South 
6th Street, 5th Avenue South, South 12th Street, 4th Avenue South, 
East 16th street, 1st AVeiiUe South, Grant Street, Willow Street 
extended, HarmonPlace, Interstate HIghway 94, Hi~hway 12, 
North 12th Street and 3rd Avenue North. Only property t at is used 
for commercial, business, or mdUStnar purposes or classified as 
~ublic utihty or yacant land and located in the special service 
istrict may be sulJ]ectto the cn.;:rges imposed !Jy the lcity on. the 

special service district. Property used for residentia purposes, 
including condominiums, apartments, and cooperatives, or used §x. 
a church or !! charitable organization organized under Minnesota 
Statutes, sections 315.44 and 315.49, or owned or leased in its 
entirety !>y!! charitalJIeOrganization descrlbeITn SectiOiillof(c)(3) 
of the Internal Revenue COde, as amended through December 31, 
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1987, shall not be subject to any service charges under sections! to 
6. Property owned !Jy " unit of government and used to raise 
revenue, except public hospitals, libraries, and OiCllestra Hall, shall 
be subject to service charges other than service charges based on 
assessed value. In addition, property that g. exempt from taxation 
under Minnesota Statutes, section 272.02, is exempt from service 
~es based on assessed value imposed under sections! to: 6, but 
g. subject to other ~ of service charges under sections ! to ~ 
unless otherwise exempted under this subdivision. The owner of any 
property that is exempted from any or all service charges under this 
subdivision may notify the governing body of its intent to receive 
the benefits provided to property within the special service district, 
and thereby elect to be subject to the service charges imposed for 
those services. Property may be served within the boundaries of the 
special service district whether or not the property is subject to the 
charges imposed !>.Jr. the i'ity on the special service district. The 
ordinance must specifical y describe the area within the city to be 
included in the district and the special services to be furnished in 
the district. The ordinance must state the reasons for establishment 
of" district. The ordinance may not be adopted until after" Piblic 
hearing has been held on the question. The provisions of artic e 14 
govern the establishment and operation of special service districts 
in the city under sections ! to 'J..,. except to the extent specified 
otherwise under sections 1 to 7. 

Subd. 2. [CONTRACTORS.] Notwithstanding any other provision 
oflaw or charter to the contrary, the city may provide or contract for 
services in the district. All hiring by contractors must be done in 
accordance with the Federal Civil Rights Act of 1964, United States 
Code, title 21, sections 2000e to 2000e-17; Minnesota Statutes, 
section 363.03; and the M""""lillieapolis Code of Ordinances, chapters 
139 and 141. 

Subd. 3. [CITY EMPLOYEES.] Job activities for special services 
that are under the jurisdiction of any city public employee bargain
~ unit must be performed !Jy a member of the bargaining unit. 

Subd. 4. [LEVEL OF SERVICE.] The governing body of the city 
shall not transfer the financial burden of citywide services to the 
dIStrict nor discrimmate against the district in reductions and 
increases in citywide services because of the existence of the district. 
Prior to establishment of " district, the city and the downtown 
management board, provided in section 6, shall meet to review the 
level of services in the downtown area in order to assure that 
dOWntOWn g. equitably served through the city's nOmlllloperatlllg 
budget. They shall meet each succeeding year priOr to the adoption 
of a budget for the district and prior to imposition 0 a service charge 
in the district under article 14, section ~ 

Sec. 3. [LIMITATIONS.] 
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Subdivision 1. [SERVICES EXPENDITURES CAP.] SeJ:vice 
charges imposemn the special servicedistrict in any year for special 
services specifiedln section 1, subdivision 4, with the exception of 
construction under paragraph(d), must not exceed an amount equal 
to the funds raised h!'! levy of three mills on current assessed value 
of propert~ sli'6]ecl to a service charge in the district under property 
tax c1assi lcations in effect on July 1, 1987. . 

Subd. 2. [CAPITAL EXPENDITURES CAP.] Service charges im
posed in any year in !'! special service district established under 
sections ! to 13 for construction of an improvement specified in 
section 1, subdivision4, paragraph (d), must not exceed 50 percent 
of the total costs of the improvement, inCIiUllng interest, payable in 
that year; no· more than 50 percent of the total costs of tne 
improvement may be specially assessed under Minnesota Statutes, 
chapter 429 or 430. 

Sec. 4. [VETO POWERS.] 

Subdivision 1- [GENERALLY.] In addition to the provisions of 
article 14, section 9, relatin~ to veto of the establishment of !'! 
district, the rovisions of t is section ".pp!y to special service 
districts estab ishe under sections 1 to 6. 

Subd. 2. [VETO OF PEDESTRIAN MALLS.] The effective date of 
an~osition of service aharge for construction of an improvement 
specifie in section 1, sub ivision 4, paragraph «(1)," under article 14, 
section 3, must be at least 45 days after !! ~ adogted. Within fiVe 
days after adoption, !'! summary of the city counci action must be 
mailed to the owner of each patcel included in the special service 
district anrany individual or usiness organization subject to !! 
service charge in the same manner that notice ~ mailed under 
article 14, section 2. The mailing must include a notice that owners 
subject to a service charge based on assessed value and individuals 
ana business organizations subject to !'! service charge have !'! righJ 
to veto the action h ming the required number of objections wit 
the citr clerk before the effective date of the imposition and that !'! 
~ ~ the action~ onnle with the cilY clerk for p~blic inspection. 
If owners of at least 35 percent of the and area su ject to a service 
charge based onassessed value orowners of at least 35 percent of 
the assessed value subject to the service charge based on assessed 
vaIue file an objection to the service charge with the city clerk before 
the eflective date, the service charge based on assessed value does 
not become effective. !f individuals and business organizations 
subject to at least 35 percent of !'! service charge imposed on a basis 
other than assessed value file an o~ection to imposition of the 
service charge with the city clerk fore the effective date, the 
service charge does not become effective. In the event of !'! veto, no 
service charge nay be imposed in the district for construction of !'! 
pedestrian rna during the current calendar year and until !'! 
petition meeting the qualifications set forth in this subdivision for !'! 
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veto has been filed. Service charges may continue to be levied and 
imposed in the district, regardless of "! veto under this sU'6<IlVlsion, 
to ~ the costs of construction or an improvement specified in 
section !... siilXIlvision 4, paragraph (d), for which debt has been 
incurred and "! service charge imposeaauring "! prior year. 

Subd. 3. [VETO OF SERVICES.] Each year after the fourth year 
after estaolishment of "! district, the veto provisions of this subdivi
sion "!pp!y" except that "! veto g; not effective until the year following 
the year of the veto. Four years after establishment of a district, the 
et'Fective date of any imposition of service chali,ge under article 14, 
section 3,ror services s ecified in sectiori 1, su division 4, with the 
exception of construction un er paragraph (d), must bEl at least 45 
dfYs after j! g; adopted. Willllilfive days after adoption, a summar~ 
Q... the city council action must be mailed to the owner of each pyce 
included in the special service district and any individua or 
business organization subject to ~ $ervicecnarge, in the same 
manner that notice g; mailed under article .!i, section ~ The 
mailing must ll1clude " notice that owners subject to " service 
charge based on assessed value and individuals and business 
organizations subject to " service charge have "! right to veto the 
action 2x filing the required number ofob'ections with the city clerk 
before the effective date of the imposition, an that" ~ of the 
action g; on file with 1hecity clerk for public inspection. If ownersor 
at least 35 percent of tile land area subject to "! service charge based 
on assessed value or the owners of at least 35 percent of the assessed 
value subject to the service ch£rge based on assessed value file an 
objection to the service charge or services under section 3 with the 
city clerkoetOre the effective date, the service charge based on 
assessed value does not become el'lecfive. Ifindividuals and business 
organizations SUOfectto at least 35 percent of "! service charge 
imposed on a basis other than assessed value file an objection to 
impositionorthe seiVlcechar~e under seCtiOrl3 witlithe city clerk 
before the effeCtive date, t e service c%arge does not become 
effeillve.Tn the event of a veto, no service c arge may beunposed in 
the district for services (furing the current calendar yetr and until 
"! petition meetin~ the qua ificatlOns set forth in this su diV1s\on for 
a veto has been fi ed, and no service chl)rge may be"Collected during 
~ year for which ~ se:fViCe charge has een vetoed. Service charges 
may continue to be imposed in tne iITStTIct, regardless of " veto 
under this subdivision, to ~ tne costs of services specified in 
section !... subdivision 4, with the exception of construction under 
clause (d),. for which debt has been incurred prior to the filing of,,! 
veto. 

Sec. 5. [DEBT OBLIGATIONS.] 

Subdivision 1. [GENERALLY.] The provisions of this section '!PPlY. 
to service districts created under sections 1 to 6 in lieu of the 
provisions of article 14, section 6. - - - - -- - -
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Subd. 2. [CERTIFICATES OF INDEBTEDNESS.] Certificates of 
inde'btedness Tay be issued for %urposes of anY

h 
work or service 

authorized un er secli0ilSTi06. '1 e certificates s all be pa~able in 
not more than five lears anasnallOe issued on the terms an in tile 
maITiierdeterinffie ~ the issuer. TIleOOITgaTIOnsarepayahle outof 
the proceeds of the tax or clili"i'ge levied under artlCre 14, section 3, 
in the same manner as bonds. ---- ---

Subd. 3. [BONDS.] Obligations may be issued in the amount 
deemea necessary to defray in whole or in pai{ the expense incurred 
and estimated to be incurreOliiIillili:ing a pe estrian mall improve
ment authorized under sections 1 to 6, including every item of cost 
from inception to completion ana an Tees and expenses TriCiirred in 
connection with the improvement or the financing. The obIicfatiolls 
are payable primarily out ofthe proceeds of the charge levie under 
article 14, section 3, or TrOm any other speciaTassessments or nontax 
revenues available to be pIe ged for their payment under cnarter or 
statutory authority, or from two or more of those sources. The full 
faith, credit, and t;x~'ig power oft1le c~ty day, fu: resolution adopted 
prjor to the sale Q... 0 igations;1iep1e ge to assure pa~ent 0 the 
armcipal and interest if the proceeds of the service carge in tile 
istrict and other Eleagoo special assessments or revenues are 

insufficient to pay!....! principal and interest. 

Subd. 4. [PROCEDURES.] Debt obligations must be issued in 
acCOrdance with Minnesota statUtes, chapter 475, and the city 
charter, eXdep~ that an election is not required under any circum
stances, an t e amount of the oOligations need not be included in 
determining the net debt of the city. 

Sec. 6. [DOWNTOWN MANAGEMENT BOARD.] 

In lieu of the adviso::n board authorized under article !!, section 
1,. the city council sha I create and proviOeToi' appointment of !! 
downtown management board for the special service district to 
advise the governing 10d~ in connection with the furnishing or 
Sj?eC@ services in!! istnct. The downtown management board 
shall make recommendations to the governing body on the requests 
and cOiiij)faints of owners, occupants, and users of property within 
the district and members of the public. Before tile adoption of any 
proposal ~ the governing body to provide services or iml)0se service 
charges within the district, the Oowntown management oard of the 
district s1iaIIreview and comment upon the proposal. The board may 
incorporate as !! nonprofit corporation under Minnesota---statutes, 
chapter 317. The board shall have the power to enter into contracts. 
!'!:. majority Olmenu>ers of the board must be l[0perti owners or 
tenants in the district ana subject to !! service c arge. t least one 
member must be an owner of commercial property. 

Sec. 7. [CITY OPTION.] 
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The city may elect to exercise the ~owers proVided ~ sections 1 to 
!l. or the powers provided ~ genera or special law relating to tile 
same subiect. 

Sec. 8. [EFFECTIVE DATE.) 

Sections 1 to Z are effective the dba after compliance with 
Minnesota Statutes, sectIOn 645.021, su ivision 3, ~ the govern
!!!g bOdy of the city of Minneapolis. 

ARTICLE 18 

WHITE BEAR LAKE SPECIAL SERVICE DISTRICTS 

Section 1. [DEFINITIONS.) 

Subdivision 1. For the purr:.0ses of sections ! and 2, the terms 
defined III this section have ~ meanings given them. 

Subd. 3. "Special services" mean: 

(1) the promotion and management of a special service district as 
!! trade or shopping area; 

(2) parking services rendered or contracted for ~ the city; and 

(3) the repair, maintenance, operation and reylacement of im
provements, within the bOundaries of a specia service dIstrict 
established under secTIOn 2. - -

Sec. 2. [ESTABLISHMENT OF SPECIAL SERVICE DISTRICT.) 

Subdivision!.: [ORDINANCE.) The governing biidy of the ci~y riF ,,;dopt ordinances establishing special service istncts in ~ 
o OWIng areas: 

All that land zoned as "General Business (B-4)" or "Central 
Busmess (B-5)" within the following described area: Beginning at 
the northeast corner of tMIntersection of Minnesota State HighWal 
96E and U.S. HIgliWay 61, thence easterly along the north right-o -
way line of Minnesota State Highwar: 96E and-stewart Avenue, 
thence southerly along the east right-o ~wayline of Stewart Avenue 
arustance of 3,600 feet to the northeast intersectIon of Stewart 
Avenue witnLake Avenue; thence southwesterly along Take Ave
nue !'c distance of 3,400 feet to the northwest corner of the intersec
tion of Lake Avenue with U.S:--Highway 61, thence northerly !'c 
distance of 2,600 feet along the east right-of-way line of Bald ~ 
Avenue to a lloint of intersection with the nortlll-Ight-of-way IrneOf 
5th Street, t ence easterly along the norti1""TIglit-of-wa~ line of 5th 
Street!'c distance of 1,280 feet to a point of intersection With the west 
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right-of-way line of Division Street, thence northerl~ along the west 
riiht-of-wa~ line Oi'Division Street aOlStallce of 2, 7 0leet tOil point 
of intersectIOn with the north right-of-way line' 0 12tn Btreek 
Thence easterly 1,200leet along !l: line exteMeaon the nort 
ngnt-Of-way line of 12tllStreet to the intersection with . the west 
riiht-of-way line oTtl':8.HIg1iWay §l.~ence southeasterTy 160 feet 
bio~g f!le west right=iir-way line 01 U .s:-I'ITghway 61 to the poInt of 

gmmng. . 

The provisions of article 14 govern the establishment and opera
tion of special service districts in the city, except to the extent 
otherwise specified in sections 1 and 2. 

Sec. 3. [LOCAL APPROVAL.] 

This article is effective the day after the governinS; body ofthe city 
of-wliite Bear Lake complies with Minnesota tatutes, section 
645mr;-siiliillVision 3. . .. 

ARTICLE 19 

MISCELLANEOUS 

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 69.54, is 
amended to read: 

69.54 [SURCHARGE ON PREMIUMS TO RESTORE DEFIc 
CIENCY IN SPECIAL FUND.] 

The commissioner shall order and direct a'surcharge to be col
lected of two percent of the fire, lightning, and sprinkler leakage 
gross premiums, less return premiums, on all direct business re~ 
ceived by any licensed foreign or domestic fire insurance company on 
property in this city of the first class, or by its agents for it, in cash 
or otherwise. This surcharge shall be due and payable from these 
companies to the state treasurer on March l& 31, May l& 31, and 
November l& 30 of each calendar year, and if not paid within 30 days 
after these dates, a pen.aJty of ten percent shall accrue thereon and 
thereafter this sum and penalty shall draw interest at the. rate of one 
percent per month until paid. . 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1986,section 183.411, subdivision 1, is 
amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [DEFINITION.] For the purpose of this section 
"stationary show boiler" means a boiler that is used only for display 
and demonstration purposes. In recognition of the historical aignif
icance of show boilers in maintaining !l: wOrKing remin er of 
Minnesota's agriCiiltiiraI and lumber industries, show boilers ana 
engines are considered to be historical artIfacts. -- . 
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Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 183.411, subdivision 3, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [LICENSES.) A license to operate steam farm traction 
engines, portable and stationary show engines and portable and 
stationary show boilers shall be issued to an applicant who: 

(a) is 18 years of age or older; 

(b) has two licensed second class, grade A engineers or steam 
traction engineers, or any combination thereof, eosign the applica
tion; attesting to the applicant's competence in operating said 
devices; 

(c) passes a written test for competence in operating said devices; 
and 

(d) has at least 25 hours of actual operating experience on said 
devices; and . 

(e) pays the required fee. 

A license shall be valid for the lifetime of the licensee. A one time 
fee set by the commissioner pursuant to section 16A.128, shall be 
charged for the license. 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 183.411, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 5. [LICENSED OPERATOR; PRESENCE REQUIRED.l An 
operatOr licensed under this section must be present when a tractilln 
engine, portable or stationary show engine, or portable, or stationary 
show boiler ~ in operation and" member of the public ~ present. 

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 183.466, is amended to 
read: 

183.466 [STANDARDS OF REPAIRS.) 

The reeemmense!! rules for repair of boilers and pressure vessels 
for use in this state shall be those established by the national board 
of boiler and pressure vessel inspectors inspection code and the rules 
of the division of boiler inspection adopted by the department of 
labor and industry. 

Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 183.51, subdivision 4, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [CHIEF ENGINEER, GRADE A.J A person seeking 
licensure as a chief engineer, Grade A, shall be at least 18 years of 
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age and have habits aH<l experience which justHy the helief verifies 
that the person is competent to take charge of and be responsible for 
the safe operation and maintenance of all classes of boilers, steam 
engines, 6l'. and turbines and their appurtenances; and, before 
receiving a license, the applicant shall take and subscribe an oath 
attesting to at least five years actual experience in operating such 
boilers, including at least two years experience in operating such 
engines or turbines. 

Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 183.51, subdivision 7, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 7. [FIRST-CLASS ENGINEER, GRADE A.I A person seek
ing licensure as a first-class engineer, Grade A, shall be at least 18 
years of age and have habits aH<l experience which justHy the helief 
verifies that the person is competent to take charge of and be 
responsible for the safe operation and maintenance of all classes of 
boilers, engines, 6l' and turbines and their appurtenances of not 
more than 300 horsepower or to operate as a shift engineer in a plant 
of unlimited horsepower. Before receiving a license, the applicant 
shall take and subscribe an oath attesting to at least three years 
actual experience in operating such boilers~ including at least two 
years experience in operating such engines, or turbines. 

Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 183.51, s.ubdivision 10, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 10. [SECOND-CLASS ENGINEER, GRADE A.I A person 
seeking licensure as a second-class engineer, Grade A, shall be at 
least 18 years of age and have habits aH<l experience which justHy 
the helief verifies that the person is competent to take charge of and 
be responsible for the safe operation and maintenance of all classes 
of boilers, engines, 6l' and turbines and their appnrtenances of not 
more than 100 horsepower or to operate as a shift engineer in a plant 
of not more than 300 horsepower, or to assist the shift engineer, 
under direct supervision, in a plant of unlimited horsepower. Before 
receiving a license the applicant shall take and subscribe an oath 
attesting to at least one year of actual experience in operating such 
boilers, including at least one year of experience in operating such 
engines,- or turbines. 

Sec. 9. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 256B.431, 
subdivision 2b, as amended by H.F. No. 2126, if enacted, is amended 
to read: . 

Subd. 2b. [OPERATING COSTS, AFTER JULY 1, 1985.1 (a) For 
rate years beginning on or after July 1, 1985, the commissioner shall 
establish procedures for determining per diem reimbursement for 
operating costs. 

(b) The commissioner shall contract with an econometric firm 
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with recognized expertise in and access to national economic change 
indices that can be applied to the appropriate cost, categories when 
determining the operating cost payment rate, 

(c) The commissioner shall analyze and evaluate, each nursing 
home's cost report of allowable operating costs' incurred by the 
nursing home during the reporting year immediately preceding the 
rate year for which the payment rate becomes effective. 

(d) The commissioner shall establish limits on actual allowable 
historical operating cost per diems based on cost reports of allowable 
operating costs for the reporting year that begins October 1, 1983, 
taking into consideration relevant factors including resident needs, 
geographic location, size of the nursing home, and the costs that 
must be incurred for the care of residents in an efficiently and 
economically operated nursing home. In developing the geographic 
groups for purposes of reimbursement under this section, the com
missioner shall ensure that nursing homes in any county contiguous 
to the Minneapolis-St. Paul seven-county metropolitan area are 
included in the same geographic group .. The limits established by 
the commissioner shall not be less, in the aggregate, than the 60th 
percentile of total actual allowable historical operating cost per 
diems for each group of nursing homes established under subdivi
sion 1 based on cost reports of allowable operating costs in the 
previous reporting year. For rate years beginning on or after July 1, 
1987, or until the new base period is established, facilities located in 
geographic group I as described in Minnesota Rules, part 9549.0052 
(Emergency), on January 1, 1987, may choose to have the commis
sioner apply either the care related limits or the other operating cost 
limits calculated for facilities located in geographic group II, or both, 
if either of the limits calculated for the group II facilities is higher. 
The efficiency incentive for geographic group I nursing homes must 
be calculated based on geographic group I limits. The phase-in must 
be established utilizing the chosen limits. For purposes of these 
exceptions to the geographic grouping requirements, the definitions 
in Minnesota Rules, parts 9549.0050 to 9549.0059 (Emergency), and 
9549.0010 to 9549.0080, apply. The limits established under this 
paragraph remain in effect until the commissioner establishes a new 
base period. Until the new base period is established, the commis
sioner shall adjust the limits annually using th'l appropriate eco
nomic change indices established in paragraph (el. In determining 
allowable historical operating cost per diems for pdrposes of setting 
limits and nursing home payment rates, the cort,.missioner shall 
divide the allowable historical operating costs by the actual number 
of resident days, except that where a nursing home is occupied at 
less than 90 percent oflicensed capacity days, the commissioner may 
establish procedures to adjust the computation of the per diem to an 
imputed occupancy level at or below 90 percent. The commissioner 
shall establish efficiency incentives as appropriate. The commis
sioner may establish efficiency incentives for different operating cost 
categories. The commissioner shall consider establishing efficiency 
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incentives in care related cost categories. The commissioner may 
combine one or more operating cost categories and may use different 
methods for calculating payment rates for each operating cost 
category or combination of operating cost categories. FOl:' the rate 
year beginping on July 1, 1985, the commissioner shall: 

(1) allow nursing homes that have an average length of stay of 180 
days or less in their skilled nursing level of care; 125 percent of the 
care related limit and 105 percent of the other operating cost limit 
established by rule; and 

(2) exempt nursing homes' licensed on JUly 1, 1983, by the 
coml)lis~joner to provide residential services, for the physicalIy 
handicapped'under Minnes9{a Rules, parts 9570.2000 to 9570.3600, 
from the care related liJIfitsaild allow 105 percent of the other 
operating cost limit established by rule. 

For the purpose ~f calculating the other op~rating cost efficiency 
incentive for nursing homes referred to in clause (1) or (2), the 
commissioner shall use the other operating cost limit established by 
rule before application of the 105 percent. 

(e) The commissioner shall establish a composite index or indices 
by determining the appropriate economic change indicators to be 
applied to specific operating cost categories or, combination of 
operating cost categories. 

(f) Each nursing home shall receive an operating cost payment 
rate equal to the sum of the nursing home's operating cost payment 
rates for each operating cost category. The operating cost payment 
rate for an operating cost category shall be the lesser of the nursing 
home's historical operating cost in the category increased by the 
appropriate index established in paragraph (e) for the operating cost 
category plus an efficiency incentive established pursuant to para
graph (d) or the limit for the operating cost category increased by the 
same index. If ,a· nursing home's actual historic operating costs are 
greater than thEi prospective payment rate for that rate year, there 
shall be no retroactive cost settle-up. In establishing payment rates 
for one or more operating cost categories, the commissioner may 
establish separate rates for, different classes of residents based on 
their relative care needs. ' 

(g) The commissioner shall include the reported actual real estate 
tax liability or paYl)lents,'in lieu 'of'real estate tax of each nursing 
home as an operating cost of that nursing home. ElEeel't ft!ll'pa';ieee 
ffi Mill1lesata Rales, J>arts 9IHIUlQIQ ta 9849.QQ8Q, the eammis 
sieBer shall allow fiR ame .... t fer 1'8;)'Blents in lieu af real estate taJ< 
assessee by a m .... iei"ality, city, taw .. s"i", .... ea .... ty that Eiees Bet 
eJEOOeEi fiR ama .. nt e" .. ivalent ta a simiiaF assesSlBeat fer tire, Jl9\iee;
.... sa .. itatia .. serviees assessee ta all &theF .. a"I'FaHt .... gavernme .. 
tal e .. tities laeatee in the ....... ieil'ality, city, t8'_Shil', .... ea .. aty in 
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whieh a B"rsiBg heHte te be assessel'! is Is"atel'!. Allowable costs 
under this subdivision for payments made !!.l': ~ nonprofit nursmg 
home that are in lieu of real estate taxes shall not exceed the 
amount which the nurSing home would have paid to ~ city or 
township and county for fire, police, sanitation services, and road 
maintenance costs had real estate taxes been levied on that property 
for those purposes. For rate years beginning on or after July 1, 1987, 
the reported actual real estate tax liability or payments in lieu of 
real estate tax of nursing homes shall be adjusted to include an 
amount equal to one-half of the dollar change in real estate taxes 
from the prior year. The commissioner shall include a reported 
actual special assessment, and reported actual license fees required 
by the Minnesota department of health, for each nursing home as an 
operating cost of that nursing home. Total adjusted real estate tax 
liability, payments in lieu of real estate tax, actual special assess
ments paid, and license fees paid as required by the Minnesota 
department of health, for each nursing home (1) shall be divided by 
actual resident days in order to compute the operating cost payment 
rate for this operating cost category, (2) shall not be used to compute 
the 60th percentile or other operating cost limits established by the 
commissioner, and (3) shall not be increased by the composite index 
or indices established pursuant to paragraph (e). 

(h) For rate years beginning on or after July 1, 1987, the 
commissioner shall adjust the rates of a nursing home that meets 
the criteria for the special dietary needs of its residents as specified 
in section 144A.071, subdivision 3, clause (c), and the requirements 
in section 31.651. The adjustment for raw food cost shall be the 
difference between the nursing home's allowable historical raw food 
cost per diem and 115 percent of the median historical allowable raw 
food cost per diem of the corresponding geographic group. 

The rate adjustment shall be reduced by the applicable phase-in 
percentage as provided under subdivision 2h. 

Sec. 10. [270.068] [TAX INFORMATION SAMPLE DATA.] 

Subdivision 1. [PREPARATION OF SAMPLES.] The commis
sioner of revenue shall prepare microdata samples oTlncome tax 
returns and other information useful for purposes of (1) estimating 
state revenues, (2) simulating the effect of changes or proposed 
Cllailges in state and federal tax law on the amount of state 
revenues, and (3) analyzing the incidence of present or proposed 
taxes. 

Subd. ~ [COORDINATING COMMITTEE.] ~ coordinating com
mittee ;,; established to oversee and coordinate preparation of the 
microdata samples. The committee consists of (1) the director of the 
research diVISIOn of the department of revenue who shall serve as 
chair of the committee, (2) the state economist, (3) the chair of the 
comrrlltteeon taxes of the house of representatives or the chair's 
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designee, and (4) the chair of the committee on taxes. and tax laws of 
the senate or the chaiTsdeSigiiee, The committee shall cOllsiaer:the 
analYsiSlleeds anil use of the microdata samples Qy the finance ana 
revenue departments and the legislature in designing and prepar
.i!!g the samples, including the ~ of data to be included, the 
structure of the samples, size of ~ samples, and other relevant 
factors. 

Subd. £. [CONTENTS OF SAMPLES.] The samples must consist 
of information derived from ~ random samp!e of federafa'nd Min
nesota individual income tax returns. The samples prepared in odd 
iiUiiibered years must be augmented !iY aaditional information from 
other sources as the coordinating committee determines IS feasll)le 
and appropriate. The coordinatmg committee shall consider inclu
sion of (1) information derived from ~roperty tax refUIid returns, (2) 
tlie estimated market value of t e taxpayer's home from the 
nomestead declaration, and (3) information from other sources, sUCh 
as the surver conducted Qy the United States departments of 
commerce an labor. . 

Subd. 4. [CONSULTATION ON ANALYSIS MODELS.] The coor
dinatlni(committee shall facilitate regular consultation among the 
department of revenue, the department of finance, and house and 
senate staffs in development and maintenance of their respective 
Coffij)iiter models used to analYze the mIcrodatasamples. The 
committee shall encourage efforts to attain more commonality in 
the models, greater sharing of program deveropment efforts ana: 
programming tasks, and ~ore consistency in the resulting analyses. 

Sec. 11. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 270.70, subdivision 1, is 
amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [AUTHORITY OF COMMISSIONER.] If any tax 
payable to the commissioner of revenue or to the department of 
revenue is not paid when due, such tax may be collected by the 
commissioner of revenue within five years after the date of assess
ment of the tax, or if the tax judgment has been filed, within the 
statutory period of enforcement of a valid tax judgment, by a levy 
upon all property and rights to property, including any property in 
the possession of law enforcement officials, of the person liable fur 
the payment or collection of such tax (except that which is exempt 
from execution pursuant to section 550.37) or property on which 
there is a lien provided in section 270.69. For this purpose, the term 
"tax" shall include any penalty, interest and costs properly payable. 
The term "levy" includes the power of distraint and seizure by any 
means. 

Sec. 12. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 271.01, subdivision 5, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 5. [JURISDICTION.] The tax court shall have statewide 
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jurisdiction. Except for an appeal to the supreme court or any other 
appeal allowed under this subdivision, the tax court shall be the 
sole, exclusive, and final authority for the hearing and determina
tion of all questions oflaw and fact arising under the tax laws of the 
state, as defined in this subdivision, in those cases that have been 
appealed to the tax court and in any case that has been transferred 
by the district court to the tax court. The tax court shall have no 
jurisdiction in any case that does not arise under the tax laws of the 
state or in any criminal case or in any case determining or granting' 
title to real property or in any case that is under the jurisdiction of 
the probate court. The small claims division of the tax court shall 
have no jurisdiction in any case dealing with property valuation or 
assessment for property tax purposes until the taxpayer has ap
pealed the valuation or assessment to the town or city board of 
equalization and to the county board of equalization, except for those 

. taxpayers whose original assessments are determined by the com
missioner of revenue. The tax court shall have no jurisdiction in any 
case involving an order of the state board of equalization unless a 
taxpayer contests the valuation of property. Only the taxes, aids and 
related matters contained in chapters 60A, 69, 124, 270, 272, 273, 
274, 275,276, 277,278,279,285, 287,288, 290, 290A, 291, 292,2 93, 
294,295,296,297, 297A, 297B, 297C, 297D, 298, 299, 299F, 473, 
473F, and 477 A shall be considered tax laws of this state subject to 
the jurisdiction of the "tax court. This subdivision shall not be 
construed to prevent an appeal, as provided. by law, to an adminis
trative agency, board of equalization, or to the commissioner of 
revenue. Wherever used in this chapter, the term commissioner shall 
mean the commissioner of revenue; unless otherwise specified. 

Sec. 13. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 287.21, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 4. [TAX-FORFEITED LAND.] Before a state deed for 
taii'-ToITeited land may be issued, the deed tax must be paid ~ 
purchasers ortaX-forfeited land, persons who redeem tax-forfeited 
land, or local units of government that apply for use or purchase of 
taX-Iorfei ted lana:-

Sec. 14. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 295.32, is 
amended to read: 

295.32 [GROSS EARNINGS TAX; ANNUAL RETURN.] 

Every telegraph company as defined in section 295.01, subdivision 
9, shall file a return with the commissioner of revenue, in such form 
as the commissioner shall prescribe, containing a true and just 
report of its gross earnings derived from business within the state 
during the preceding calendar year, and make payment of the tax 
based upon the following percentages of such gross earnings: 

for calendar years beginning before December 31,1989,6 percent, 
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for calendar year 1990, 4.1> .! percent, 

for calendar year 1991, 3 ~percent, 

f6I' ealeaaaF yea!' 1999, h& l'eFeelit, and 

for calendar years beglnning after December 31, -l992 1991, 
e)tempt. 

Such return and payment of the tax due therewith shall be 
submitted on or before March first of each year, and shall be in lieu 
of all ad valorem taxes upon the. property of such company within 
the state for the year during which such gross earnhigs accrued. The 
provisions of chapt.er 294 and acts amendatory thereto, shall be 
applicable to 'such telegraph companies' and to. the retlITns and to the 
taxes submitted therewith'by them .. 

Sec. 15. Minnesota Statutes 1986,.section 297D.08; is amended to 
read: 

297D.08 [TAX RATE.J 

A tax is imposed on marij~an;" 'and .controlled substances as 
defined in section 297D.01 at the following rates: . 

(1) on each gram of marijuana, .or each portion of a gram, $3,50; 
and .' . . 

. '.' 

(2) on each gram of controlled substa~ce, or portion of a gram, 
$200; or 

(3) on each W ten dosage units of a controlled substance that is not 
sold by weight, O.r portion thereof, $2,OOG $400. 

Sec. 16. Minnesota Statutes' 1987 Supplement, section 298.22, 
subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. (1) The office of COmmISSIOner of iron ·range 
resources and rehabilitation is created. The commissioner shall be 
appointed by the governor under the provisions of section. 15.06. 

(2) The.commissioner may hold such other positions or appoint
ments as are not incompatible with duties as commissioner of iron 
range resources and rehabilitation. The commissioner may appoint 
a deputy commissioner. All expenses ofthe commissioner, including 
the payment of such assistance as may be necessary, shall be paid 
out of the amounts appropriated by section 298.28. The compensa
tion of the commissioner shall be set by the legislative coordinating 
commission and may not exceed the maximum salary set for the 
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commIssioner of administration under section 15A.081, subdivision 
1. 

(3) When the commISSIOner shall determine that distress and 
unemployment exists or may exist in the future in any county by 
reason of the removal of natural resources or a possibly limited use 
thereof in the future and the decrease in employment resulting 
therefrom, now or hereafter, the commissioner may use such 
amounts of the appropriation made to the commissioner of revenue 
in section 298.28 as are determined to be necessary and proper in 
the development of the remaining resources of said county and in the 
vocational training and rehabilitation of its residentsL except that 
the amount needed to cover cost overruns awarded to a contractor by 
an arbitrator in relation to a contract awarded ~ me commissioner 
or in effect after July 1,1985, is appropriated from the general fund. 
For tnepurposes of This section,' "development roremainlng re
sources" includes, but is not limited to, the promotion of tourism. 

Sec. 17. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 298.2213, 
subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [USE OF MONEY] The money appropriated under this 
section may be used to provide loans, loan guarantees, interest 
buy-downs, and other forms of participation. with private sources of 
financing, provided that a loan to a private enterprise must be for a 
principal amount not to exceed one-half of the cost of the project for 
which financing is sought, and the rate of interest on a loan must be 
no less than the lesser of eight percent or the rate of interest set by 
the Minnesata ae'leiapffieat beaffi re.. eaffiparaBle SH>all Imsiaess 
ae'felepffieat ieafts at that tiH>e that is three percentage points less 
than !'o full faith and credit obligation of the United States govern
ment of comparable maturity, at the timetnat the loan ~ approved. 

Money appropriated in this section must be expended only.in or 
for the benefit of the tax relief area defined in section 273.t34, and 
as otherwise provided in this section. 

Sec. 18. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 298.223, is amended to 
read: . 

298.223 [TACONITE AREA ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION 
FUND.] 

Subdivision 1. [CREATION; PURPOSES.] A fund called the 
taconite environmental protection fund is created for the purpose of 
reclaiming, restoring and enhancing those areas of northeast Min
nesota located within a tax relief area defined in section 273.134 
that are adversely affected by the environmentally damaging oper
ations involved in mining taconite and iron ore and producing iron 
ore concentrate and for the purpose of promoting the economic 
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development of northeast Minnesota. The taconite environmental 
protection fund shall be used for the following purposes: . 

(a) to initiate investigations into matters the iron range resources 
and rehabilitation board determines are in need of study and which 
will determine the environmental problems requiring remedial 
action; 

(b) reclamation, restoration or reforestation of minelands not 
otherwise provided for by state law; 

(c) local economic development projectsinduding construction of 
sewer and water systems, and other public works located within a 
tax relief area defined in section 273·.134; 

(d) monitoring of mineral industry related health problems among 
mining employees. 

Subd. 2. [ADMINISTRATION.] The taconite environmental pro
tection fund shall be administered by the commissioner of the iron 
range resources and rehabilitation board. The commissioner shall by 
September 1 of each year prepare a list of projects to be funded from 
the taconite environmental protection fund, with such supporting 
information including description of the projects, plans, and cost 
estimates as may be necessary. Upon recommendation of the iron 
range resources and rehabilitation board, this list shall be submitted 
to the legislative advisory commission for its review. This list with 
the recommendation of the' legislative' advisory commission shall 
then be transmitted to the governor by November 1 of each year. By 
December 1 of each year, the governor shall approve or disapprove, or 
return for further consideration, each i .. Eliviffilal project. Funds for a 
project may be expended only upon approval of the project by the 
governor. 

The commissioner may submit supplemental projects for approval 
at any time. Supplemental wojects approved h the bOaTIi must be 
submitted to the members o the legislative advisory commission for 
their review and recommendations of further review. If a recom
mendatIOllTs not provided within ten (lays, no further reView !>y the 
legislative Mvisory commiSSIOn IS requireo,and the governor shall 
approve or disapprove each pr~ect or return ~ forfurther consider-. 
atlon.!!: the recommendation !!l any member is for further review 
the governor shall submit the request to the legislative advisory 
commission for ItS review anTrecommendation. Failure or refusal of 
the commission to make !! recommendation promptly is !! negative 
recommendation. 

Subd. 3. [APPROPRIATION.] There is hereby annually appropri
ated to the commissioner of iron range resources and rehabilitation 
such funds as are necessary to carry out the projects approved and 
such funds as are necessary for administration of this section. 
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Annual administrative costs, not including detailed engineering 
expenses for the projects, shall not exceed five percent of the amount 
annually expended from the fund. 

Funds for the purposes of this section are provided by section 
298.28, subdivision 11 relating to the taconite environmental pro
tection fund. 

Sec. 19. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 298.28, subdivision 3, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [CITIES; TOWNS.] (a) 12.5 cents per taxable ton, less any 
amount distributed under subdivision 8, and paragraph (b) of this 
subdivision, must be allocated to the taconite municipal aid account 
to be distributed as provided in section 298.282. 

(b) An amount must be allocated to towns or cities that is annually 
certified by the county auditor of a county containing a taconite tax 
relief area within which there is (1) an organized township if, as of 
January 2, 1982, more than 75 percent of the assessed valuation of 
the township consists of iron ore or (2) a city if, as of January 2,1980, 
more than 75 percent of the assessed valuation of the city consists of 
Iron ore. 

(c) The amount allocated under paragraph (b) will be the portion 
of a township's or city's certified levy equal to the proportion of (1) 
the difference between 50 percent of January 2, 1982, assessed value 
in the case of a township and 50 percent of the January 2, 1980, 
assessed value in the case of a city and its current assessed value to 
(2) the sum of its current assessed value plus the difference deter
mined in (1), provided that the amount distributed shall not exceed 
$55 ~ capita in the case of a township or $75 ~ capita in the case 
of ~ city. For purposes of this limitation, population will be deter
mined according to the 1980 decennial census conducted !>.Y: the 
United States Bureau of the Census. The county auditor shall 
extend the township's or city's levy against the sum of the township's 
or city's current assessed value plus the difference between 50 
percent of its January 2, 1982, assessed value and its current 
assessed value in the case of a township and between 50 percent of 
its January 2, 1980, assessed value and its current assessed value in 
the case of a city. If the current assessed value of the township 
exceeds 50 percent of the township's January 2, 1982, assessed 
value, or if the current assessed value ofthe city exceeds 50 percent 
of the city's January 2, 1980, assessed value, this paragraph shall 
not apply. 

Sec. 20. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 373.40, subdivision 4, as 
added by H.F. No. 1796, if enacted, is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [LIMITATIONS ON AMOUNT.] A county, other than 
Hennepin or Ramsey, may not issue bonds under this section if the 
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maximum amount of principal and interest to become due' in any 
year on' all the outstanding bonds issued pursuant to this section 
(including the bonds to be issued) will equal or exceed one mill 
multiplied by the taxable assessed value of property in the county, 
Ramsey county may' not issue bonds under this section if the 
maximum amount of princlplirand interest to become due in any 
year on al\ the outstanding bonasissued pursuant to this section 
(including the bonds to be iSsiiOO) will eJual or exceed 1.2 mills 
multiplied ~thetaXaOJeassessed value 0 roperty in the coiiiity: 
Hennepin county may not issue bonds un er this section if the 
maximum amount of principal and interest to become due in any 
year on all the outstanding bonds issued pursuant to this section 
together with the bonds proposed to be issued, will equal or exceed 
one-half mill multiplied by the taxable assessed value of the 
property in the county. Calculation of the limit must be made using 
the taxable assessed value for the taxes payable year in which the 
obligations are issued and sold. This section does not limit the 
authority to issue bonds under any other special or general law. 

Sec. 21. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 387.212, is amended to 
read: 

387.212 [CONTINGENT FUND.] 

The board of county commissioners in any county may create a 
sheriffs contingent fund and may credit thereto not more than 
~ $10,000. The money in such fund may be used for the 
advancement and reimbursement of expenses of the sheriff and the 
sheriffs office. Such moneys shall be disbursed by the county 
treasurer in accordance with rules and regulations prescribed by the 
board. Any balance remaining at the end of the year shall be 
transferred to the revenue fund. 

Sec. 22. [424A.1O] [STATE SUPPLEMENTAL BENEFIT; VOL
UNTEER FIREFIGHTERS.] 

Subdivision 1. [DEFINITION.] For pUjfc,"ses of this section, "qual
ified recipient" means an individiial wo receives an involuntary 
bump sum distTIbiitiOn of pension or retirement benefits from ~ 
lrefighlers' relief association for service performed as .!! volunteer 

firefighter. ' 

Subd. 2. [PAYMENT OF SUPPLEMENTAL BENEFIT.] Upon the 
payment !!x ~ firefighters' relief association of an involuntary lump 
sum distribution to a qualir.eareci~ent, the association must ~ ~ 
supplemental benefit to the quali ,ed recipient. Notwithstanding 
any law to the contrary, the relief association may ~ the supple
mental benefit out of its speCUiIfund. The amount of this benefit 
e6uals ten percent of the re!l1l1ar involuntary lump sum distribution 
t at ~ paid on the basis ot service as ~ volunteer firefi hter. In no 
case may the amount of the supplemental benefit exceed 1,000. 
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Subd. !!.:. [STATE REIMBURSEMENT.] !!y February 15 of each 
year, the relief association shall ~ to the commissioner of 
revenue for state reimbursement of the amo\lnt of supplemental 
benefits paid under subdivision ~ during the preceding calendar 
year. !!y March 15 the commissioner shall .reimburse the relief 
association for the amount of the supplemental benefits paid to 
qualified recipients. The commissioner of revenue shall prescribe 
the form of and supporting information that must be supplied as 
part of the application for state reimbursement. The reimbursement 
payment must be deposited in the special fund of the relief associ
ation. 

Subd. 4. [IN LIEU OF INCOME TAX EXCLUSION.] The supple
mental benefit provided h this section is in lieu of the state income 
tax exclusion for involuntaryTump sum distributions of retirement 
OOnefits paid to volunteer firefighters. If the law IS modified to 
exclude or exempt volunteer firefighterS' IUjP sum-distributions 
from state income taxation, the supplementa benefits under this 
section mali no longer be paid beginning with the first calendar year 
in which ~ exclusion or exemption iE; effective. This subdivision 
does not ~ to exemption of all or part of" lump sum distribution 
under section 290.032 or 290.0802. . 

Sec. 23. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 469.170, is 
amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 5d. [AMENDMENT OF PLANS.] ~ written multiyear 
enterprise zone tax credit distribution !<lan submitted under subdi
vision 5a, 5b, or 5c, may be amend ,provided that an initial 
amendment may be made no sooner than two years from the date of 
submission of the original plan, and subsequent amendments may 
be made no sooner than two years after the most recent prior ameruIiileiit. --- --~ -- -- -- ---

Sec. 24. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 473.843, subdivision 2, 
is amended to read: . 

Subd. 2. [DISPOSITION OF PROCEEDS.] After reimbursement 
to the department of revenue for costs incurreaTn administering 
this section, the proceeds of the fees imposed under this section, 
including interest and penalties, must be deposited as follows: 

(a) one-half of the proceeds must be deposited in the landfill 
abatement fund established in section 473.844; and 

(b) one-half of the proceeds must be deposited in the metropolitan 
landfill contingency action fund established in section 473.845. 

Sec. 25. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 507.235, subdivision 1, 
is amended to read: 
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Subdivision 1. [FILING REQUIRED.]' All contracts for deed 
executed on or after January 1, 1984, shall be recorded within six 
months in the office of the county recorder or registrar of titles in the 
county in which the land is situated. This filing period may be 
extended if failure to ~ the property tax due in the current year on 
!'c parael as r~uired in section 272.121 has prevented filU'g and 
recor ing <if te contract. In the case of!'c parcel that was divi ed and 
classified under section 273.13 as class 1a or 1b, the period may be 
extended to<Jctober 31 of the year in which the saleOccurred, and in 
the case or !'c parcel· that was divided and classified under section 
273.13 as class 2a, the period may be extended to NOVeiilber 30 of 
the year in which thesale occurred. 

Sec. 26. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 508.25, is 
amended to read: 

508.25 [RIGHTS OF PERSON HOLDING CERTIFICATE OF 
TITLE.J 

Every person receiving a certificate of title pursuant to a decree of 
registration and every subsequent purchaser of registered land who 
receives a certificate of title in good faith and for a valuable 
consideration shall hold it free from all encumbrances and adverse 
claims, excepting only the estates, mortgages, liens, charges, and 
interests as may be noted in the last certificate of title in the office 
of the registrar, and also excepting any of the following rights or 
encumbrances subsisting against it, if any: 

(1) Liens, claims, or rights arising or existing under the laws or 
the constitution of the United States, which this state cannot require 
to appear of record; 

(2) The lien of any real property tax or special assessment for 
which the land has not been sold at the date of the certificate of title; 

(3) Any lease for a period not exceeding three years when there is 
actual occupation of the premises thereunder; 

(4) All rights in public highways upon the land; 

(5) The right of appeal, or right to appear and contest the 
application, as is allowed by this chapter; 

(6) The rights of any person in possession under deed or contract 
for deed from the owner of the certificate of title; 

(7) Any outstanding mechanics lien rights which may exist under 
sections 514.01 to 514.17. 

(Sf No. existing or future liens or judgments, .. ev .... ithstaHllmg 
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seotisft aQ8.€i3, arising under the laws of this state for the nonpay
ment of any amounts due under chapter 268 or any tax administered 
by the commissioner of revenue may encumber title to lands 
registered under chapter 508 unless filed under the terms of cha.pter 
508. 

Sec. 27. Laws 1988, chapter 516, section 3, is amended to read: 

Sec. 3. [AREA OF OPERATION.] 

The area of operation of the joint authority and the project for 
purposes of Minnesota Statutes, section 469.174, subdivision 8 shall 
include all of Cook county. The Grand Marais city council must 
approve any project as delifted in Miftftessta Statates, seetisft 
469.174, saBdi"isisft g, and any economic development district as 
defined in Minnesota Statutes, section 469.101, if the project or 
economic development district includes real property within the 
boundaries of Grand Marais or includes real property owned by 
Grand Marais. 

Sec. 28. H.F. No. 1796, section 6, if enacted, is amended to read: 

Sec. 6. [EFFECTIVE DATE.J 

Section 5 is effective upon compliance by the Hennepin county 
board with Minnesota Statutes, section 645.02l. The rest of this act 
~ effective June h 1988. ---- - ----

Sec. 29. [REFUNDING BONDS.] 

The city of Little Falls in Morrison county, Qy resolution of its city 
council, may issue and sell general obli ation refunding bonds of the 
city in!'c principal amount not exceeding 3,300,000, the proceeds of 
which are to be used to refund the city's general obligation tax 
increment bonds of 1985. The refunding bonds shall be issued and 
sold in accordance with Minnesota Statutes, c1i1ipfer 475, except 
that: 

(1) the refunding bonds shall be treated as obligations described in 
Minnesota Statutes, section 475.58, subdiviSIOn h paragraph (3); 

(2) Minnesota Statutes, section 475.67, subdivision 12, shall not 
apply; - -- --

(3) the amount of bonds issued shall not be included in computing 
any debt limitation applicaEileTo the city; and 

(4) the levy of taxes required Qy Minnesota Statutes, section 
475.61, to ~ the principal of and interest on thehonds shall not be 
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subiect to ant ~ limitation or be included in computing or 
app ying any ~ limitation applicahle to the city. 

Sec. 30. [APPLICATION OF PROCEEDS OF REFUNDED 
BONDS.] 

The city of Little Falls in Morrison county, Qy resolution of its city 
council, may appropriate any of the unexpended proceeds of its 
general obligation tax increment bonds of 1985, eXfiept proceeds 
held in the debt service fund for the bonds, to any ot er municipal 
purpose for which the city could issue Its bonds-;-mauding the 
purposes set forth in Minnesota Statutes, section 475.52, subdivi
sion 1 or 2, 429.021, or 444.075. To the extent that the proceeds are 
appr(jpnaTed for an improvement for which specIal assessments are 
levied or· tax increments are collectillle,1lie city shall appropriate 
the receiptsfrom the·speci3Tassessments or tax increments, subject 
to any prior pled~e of them to secure other obligations of the city, to 
the payment of~ generalooligation tax increment bonds of 1985, 
or to the payment of any refunding bonds issued pursuant to section 
29. 

Sec. 3l. [CITY OF HERMANTOWN; PROPERTY TAXES ON 
LAND HELD FOR ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT.] 

Notwithstanding the time limitation contained in Minnesota 
Statutes 1986, sectioi1272.02, subdivision 5, the holdillg of property 
that has been held for seven yeal" as of August 1, 1987, Qy the city 
of Hermantown for later resale ..Q! economic development purposes 
is ~ public pUJiose under Minnesota Statutes, sectIOn 272.02, 
subdivision .h cause (7), for ~ period not to exceed 10 years. This 
section does not 'Y'P!Y if1uildin~s or other improvements are 
constructe(! after acquisition of t e projJerlY, and !!. more· than 
one-half of the floor space ofthe buildings or improvements that g; 
available for lease to or use Qy.'! private individual, corporation, or 
other entity g; leased to or otherwise used Qy .'! private individual, 
corporation, or other entity."This sectiOiiCToes riot create an exemp
tion from Minnesota Statutes, section 272.01, s\i1)division 2; 272.68; 
273:f9;Or 469.040, subdivision 3; or other provision oflaw Jroviding 
for the taxation of or for payments in lieu of taxes for pub icly held 
property which g;leased, loaned, or otherwise made available and 
used Qy .'! private person. . . 

Sec. 32. [RAMSEY COUNTY; AUTHORIZATION FOR BONDS.] 

Ramsey county may issue eneral obligation bonds in one or more 
series in an amount n()t to exceed 2,000,000, in the aggregate, to 
Unailce the restoration onne concourse of the St. Paul union depot 
as.'! facility for the exhibitiOn of works of art, the proceeds of which 
fa~ not be used for that Jurpose until$500,000 in operatioiUiI 
un ing has been committeQy non public sources. The bonds. shall 

be issued pursiJant tocMinnesota Statutes, chapter 475, except that 
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the bonds shall not be subject to its election requirements or debt 
limits. They shall not be subject to any other debt or taxUevy 
limitations apPliCable to the county and shall not be considered in 
calculating amounts subject to any other debt or tax levy limita
tions. Levies ~ the county for debt servicing payment for the 
retirement of the bonds shall be exempt from and disregarded in the 
calculation of all tax levy limitations applicable to the county. 

Sec. 33. [CITY OF SHAFER BOND ISSUE.] 

The city of Shafer may issue general obli ation bonds of the city 
in an aggregate principal amount not to exceed 40,000 to finance 
the aC'6uisition and betterment of ~ municrparouilding. The bonds 
shall --" issued and sold in accordance with the provisions of 
Minnesota Statutes, chapter 475, including the provision requiring 
the approval of ~ majority of the electors voting on the question of 
issuing the bonds. Notwithstanding any other statutory or charter 
provision, the principal amount of bonds issued shall not be included 
in computing any debt limit applicable to the city, nor shall the 
taxes required to be levied to ~ the principal of and interest on the 
bonds be subject to any levy limitation or be included in computing 
any levy limitation applicable to the city. 

Sec. 34. [STEARNS COUNTY; PROPERTY TAX REFUND.] 

Stearns county shall refund to Lake Koronis Assembly Grounds 
the property taxes assessed in 1985, paid in 1986, for the parcels 
identified as 26-16447-03, 26-15788-00, 26-15790-00, 26-15788-04, 
26-16447-02,26-16447-04,26-16447-16,26-16447-06, and 26-16447-
07. 

Stearns couniY shall refund to Lake Koronis Assembly Grounds 
the amount of 4,786 according to the following scbedule: 

one-third il,y August h 1988; 

one-third by July 1, 1989; and 

one-third il,y July h 1990. 

The refund shall be paid from the property taxes and charged 
against the receipts held il,y the county for the taxing jurisdictions in 
the same proportion as the taxes paid on this sroperty in 1986. No 
interest shall be paid on the amounts refunde . 

Sec. 35. [HARDSHIP LOANS.] 

Notwithstanding the limitations on the metropolitan council's 
authOrity to make hardship loans in Minnesota Statutes, section 
473.167, subdivision 2a, paragraph (b), the council may make 
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hardship loans until December 31, 1988, to Washin~on county to 
purchase homesteaa property from and provide reocation assis
tance to property owners affected!>.Y hardship acquisitions inciiITed 
because of aaoption of the Washington county Big Marine Park 
master plan. Except as provided in this section, the hardship loans 
must be made in accordance witllMinnesota Statutes, section 
473.l6'1," sUOdlViswns ~ and 2a. --

Sec. 36. [APPROPRIATION.] 

(a) $49,000 is appropriated for fiscal year 1989 from the general 
fuiid to the commissioner of revenue for purposes ofpreparing 
income tax samples under section 10. 

(b) $263,000 is appropriated for fiscal year 1988 from the general 
fUM to the commissioner of revenUeTor purposes of administering 
restoration of property tax refunds under article 4, section 12. 
Amountsnot expended in fiscal year 1988 are available in fiscaI 
year 1989. 

(c) $45,000 is appropriated for fiscal year 1989 from the general 
fulld to the commissioner of revenue for purposes of administering 
property tax refund targeting under article 4, section '!..:. 

(d) $165,000 is appropriated for fiscal year 1989 from the general 
fuiid to the commissioner of revenue for purposes otaaministering 
the property tax reform provisions of article 5. 

(e) $600,000 is appropriated for fiscal year 1989 from the general 
fuiid to the commissioner of revenue to make reimbursement 
payments to firefighters' relief associations under section 22. 

Sec. 37. [REPEALER.] 

(a) Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 296.02, subdi
visions 2a and 26, as amended !>.Y H.F. No. 1749, !f enacted, and 
296.025, suoruvisions 2a and 2b, as amenaed .fix H.F. No. 1749, if 
enacted, are repealed. 

(b) Laws 1987, chapter 268, article3, section 11 is repealed. 

Sec. 38. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

Sections 1, 15, and 19 are effective July h 1988. Section 13 is 
effective for all instruments recorded after May 31, 1987. Sections 
11,11, 14, 16, 17, 18,. 21,23, 24, ~ 36, and 37, paragraph (b), are 
effectivethe day fOTIOwin final enactment. Sections 20 and 28 are 
effective June h 1988. ection 26 is effective retroactive to August 
h 1987. section 22 is effective for lump sums paid after December 
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31,1986. Section 27 is effective at' the same time Laws 1988, chapter 
516, is effective. 

Pursuant to Minnesota Statutes, section 645.023, subdivision 1, 
paragraph (a), sections 29, 30, and 33 are effective without local 
approval on the day followingnnal enactment. 

Section 31 is effective the dj! after compliance with Minnesota 
Statutes, section 645.021 by t e city council of Hermantown and 
terminates effective with taxeSlevied in 1989, payable 1990. SectIOn: 
32 is effective the day after filing of certificates of local approval !!y 
the ~overning body of the cityof1lt. Paul and the Ramsey county 
boar in compliance with Minnesotastatutes, section 645.021, 
subdivision 3. Section 37, paragraph (a) ~ effective retroactive to 
July h 1987. 

Section 27 is effective the day after compliance !!y the ~overning 
bodies of COOK county anaThe tty of Grand Marais withinnesota 
Statutes, section 645.021, SUfi ivision ~ 

Section 35 is effective in the counties of Anoka, Carver, Dakota, 
Hennepin,Ramsey, Scott, and Washington." 

Delete the title and insert: 

"A bill for an act relating to the financing of government in 
Minnesota; changing tax rates and bases; modifying the adminis
tration, collection, and enforcement' of taxes; imposing taxes; chang
ing the computation, administration, and payment of aids, credits, 
and refunds; limiting taxing powers; transferring and imposing 
governmental powers and duties; making technical corrections and 
clarifications; providing bonding authority to Hennepin county, 
Ramsey county, the city of Little Falls, and the city of Shafer; 
authorizing establishment of special service districts in the cities of 
Robbinsdale, Minneapolis, and White Bear Lake; imposing penal
ties; appropriating money and reducing appropriations; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 62E.13, by adding a subdivision; 
69.031, subdivision 3; 183.411, subdivisions 1, 3, and by adding a 
subdivision; 183.466; 183.51, subdivisions 4, 7, and 10; 237.075, 
subdivision 8; 256.72; 25(i.81; 256.82, subdivision 1; 256.863; 
256.871, subdivision 6; 256.935, subdivision 1; 256.991; 256B.041, 
subdivisions 5 and 7; 256B.05, subdivision 1; 256B.19, subdivision 2; 
256D.03, subdivision 6; 256D.04; 256D.36, subdivision 1; 270.075, 
subdivision 2; 270.41; 270.70, subdivision 1; 271.01, subdivision 5; 
273.01; 273.05, subdivision 1; 273.061, subdivision 2; 273.112, 
subdivisions 3 and 6; 273.121; 273.124, subdivisions 1 and 6; 273.13, 
by adding a subdivision; 273.1315; 273.40; 275.07, by adding a 
subdivision; 275.08, by adding subdivisions; 275.51, subdivision 3f, 
and by adding a subdivision; 277.05; 277.06; 279.01, subdivision 3; 
287.21, by adding a subdivision; 290.01, by adding subdivisions; 
290.06, by adding a subdivision; 290.067, subdivision 1; 290.39, by 
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adding a subdivision; 29,0..50., subdivision 3; 290..92, subdivision 21; 
290..931, subdivision 1; 290..934, subdivisions 1, 3, and by adding a 
subdivision; 29DA.D3, subdivision 7; 29DA.D4, by adding a subdivi
sion; 297.0.1, by adding a subdivision; 297.0.3, subdivision 12, and by 
adding a subdivision; 297.0.41, subdivision 1; 297.0.6, subdivisions 1, 
2, 3, and by adding a subdivision; 297.0.8, subdivision 1; 297:12, 
subdivision 1; 297.35, by adding a subdivision; 297A.15, subdivi
sions 1 and 5; 297 A.16; 297 A.17; 297 A.21; 297 A.25, subdivision 5, 
and by adding subdivisioris; 297 A.256; 297 A.35, subdivision 1; 
297C.D2, subdivisions 3 and 4; 297C.D3, by adding a subdivision; 
297C.D7; 2970.0.8; 298.223; 298.28, subdivisions 3 and 6; 299.0.1, 
subdivision 1; 30.3.0.3; 329.11; 349.12,8ubdivision 18, and by adding 
subdivisions; 349.2121, subdivisions 1, 2, 5, and by adding a subdi
vision; 349.22, subdivision 1, and by adding subdivisions; 373.40., 
subdivision 4; 375.192, subdivision 1; 387.212; 393.0.7, subdivision 2; 
473.843, subdivision 2; 473F.D2, by adding a subdivision; 473F.D7, 
subdivisions 4 and 5; 473F.D8, subdivisions 1, 3, 3a, 5, and 10.; 
473F.1D; 477A.Dl1, by adding subdivisions; 477A.D15; and 50.7.235, 
subdivision 1; Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 
16A.15, subdivision 6; 16A.1541; 6DA.15, subdivision 1; 6DE.D4, 
subdivision 4; 69.0.21, subdivision 5; 69.54; 124.155, subdivision 2; 
124.2131, subdivision 3; 124.2139; 124A.D2, subdivisions 3aand 11; 
256.0.1, subdivision 2; 256B.091, subdivision 8; 256B.15; 256B.19, 
subdivision 1; 256B.431, - subdivision 2b; 2560.0.3, subdivision 2; 
256G.D1, subdivision 3; 256G.D2, subdivision 4; 256G.D4, subdivi
sion 1; 256G.D5; 256G.D7; 256G.1O; 256G.11; 270..485; 272.0.1, sub
division 2; 272.0.2, subdivisiou 1; 272.115, subdivision 4; 272.121; 
273.0.61, subdivision 1; 273.110.2, by adding a subdivision; 273.1195; 
273.123, subdivisions 4 and 5; 273.124, subdivisions 8, 11, and 13; 
273.13, subdivisions 15a, 22, 23, 24, 25,and 31; 273.135, subdivision 
2; 273.1391, subdivision 2; 273.1392; 273.1393; 273.165, subdivision 
2; 273.37, subdivision 2;.274.0.1, subdivision 1; 275.0.7, subdivision 1; 
275.50., subdivisions 2 and 5; 275.51, subdivisions 3h and 3i; 276.0.4; 
276.0.6; 279.0.1, subdivision 1; 290..0.1, subdivisions 3a, 4, 5, 7, 19, 
19a, 19b, 19c, 19d, 1ge, 20., and 29; 290..0.15, subdivisions 1, 2, 3, and 
4; 290..0.32, subdivision 2; 290..0.6, subdivisions 1, 2c, and 21; 290..0.81; 
290..0.92, subdivisions 3, 4, 5, and by adding a subdivision; 290..0.95, 
subdivisions 1, 2, 3, and by adding a subdivision; 290..10.; 290..17, 
subdivisions 2 and 4; 290..191, subdivisions 1, 4, 5, 6, and 11; 290..21, 
subdivisions 3 and 4; 290..34, subdivision 2; 290..35, subdivision 2; 
290..37, subdivision. 1; 290..371, subdivisions 1, 3, 4, and 5; 290..38; 
290..41, subdivision 2;290..491; 29D.!;12, subdivisions 7 and· 15; 
290..934, subdivision 2; 290..9725; 29DA.D3, subdivisions 3; 13, 14, 
and 15; 29DA.D4, subdivisions 2 and 2b; 29DA.D6; 295.32; 295,34, 
subdivision 1;297.0.1, subdivisions 7 and 14; 297.0.3, subdivision 6; 
297.11, subdivision 5; 297 A.Dl, subdivision 3; 297 Ac212; 297 A.25, 
subdivisions 3 and 11; 297B.D3; 297C.D4; 298.0.1, subdivisions 3 and 
4; 298.22, subdivision 1; 298.2213, subdivision 3; 349.212, subdivi
sions 1 and 4; 349.2121, subdivisions 4a and 10.; 349.2122; 349.2123; 
393.0.7, subdivision 10; 469.170., by adding a subdivision; 469.174, 
subdivisions 2, 7, 10., 11, and by adding subdivisions; 469.175, 
subdivisions 1, 2, 3, 4, and by adding subdivisions; 469.176, subdi-
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visions 1,4,5, and 6; 469.177, subdivisions 1, 3, 4, and by adding 
subdivisions; 469.179; 473.446, subdivision 1; 473F.02, subdivision 
4; 473F.05; 473F.06; 473F.07, subdivision 1; 473F.08, subdivisions 2, 
4, and 6; 475.53, subdivision 4; 475.61, subdivision 3; 477A.013, 
subdivisions 1, 2, and by adding subdivisions; and 508.25; Laws 
1987, chapter 268, articles 3, section 12; 6, sections 53 and 54; Laws 
1988, chapter 516, section '3; proposing coding for new law in 
Minnesota Statutes, chapters 256, 270, 273, 275, 290, 290A, 297, 
297C, 298, 349, 375, and 424A; proposing coding for new law as 
Minneso1i,a Statutes, chapter 428A; repealing Minnesota Statutes 
1986, sections 13.58; 124.2131, subdivision 4; 124.2137; 124.2139; 
124A.031, subdivision 4; 256.965; 272.64; 273.112, subdivision 9; 
273.115; 273.116; 273.13, subdivisions 7a, 26, 27, 28, 29, and 30; 
273.1311; 273.1315; 273.135, subdivision 5; 273.1391, subdivision 4; 
275.035; 275.49; 275.50, subdivisions 3, 7, and 8; 290.07, subdivi
sions 3 and 6; 290.11; 290.12, as amended; 290.131, as amended; 
290.132, as amended; 290.133, as amended; 290.134, as amended; 
290.135, as amended; 290.136, as amended; 290.138, as amended; 
290,934, subdivision 4; 297 A.15, subdivision 2; 297C.03, subdivision 
5; 298.401; 299.013; 477A.Oll, subdivisions 4, 5, 6, 7a, 10, 11, 12, 13, 
and 14; Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 256D.22; 
273.1102, subdivision 2; 273.1195; 273.13, subdivisions 9 and 15a; 
273.1394; 273.1395;'273)396; 273.1397; 275.081; 275.082; 275.125, 
subdivision 22; 290.06, subdivision 20; 290.077, subdivision 1; 
290.14; 290.21, subdivision 8;290.371, subdivision 2; 290A.04, 
subdivision 2a; 296.02, subdivisions 2a and 2b; 296.025, subdivi
sions 2a and 2b; and 477A.011, subdivision 7; Laws 1987, chapter 
268, articles 3, section 11; and 6, section 19." 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 

House Conferees: GORDON O. Voss, ANN WYNIA, DEE LONG, ROBERT 
VANASEK AND PAUL ANDERS OGREN. ' 

Senate Conferees: DOUGLAS J. JOHNSON, STEVEN G. NOVAK, JOHN 
BERNHAGEN, JOHN E. BRANDL,AND LAWRENCE J. POGEMILLER 

, ' 

Voss moved that the report of the Conference Committee on H. F. 
No. 2590 be adopted and that the bill be repassed as amended by the 
Conference Committee. The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 2590, A bill for an act relating to the financing of 
government in Minnesota; changing tax rates and bases; modifying 
the administration, collection, and enforcement of taxes; imposing 
taxes; changing the computation, administration, and payment of 
aids, credits, and refunds; limiting taxing powers; transferring and 
imposing governmental powers and duties; making technical correc-
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tions and clarifications; Providing bonding authority to Hennepin 
County; imposirig penalties; appropriating money and reducing 
appropriations; amending. Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 
69.031, subdivision 3; 168.011, subdivision 8; 168.012, subdivision 9; 
237.075, subdivision 8; 240.01, by adding a subdivision; 240.13, 
subdivisions 4 and 6; .240.15, subdivisions 1,. 3, and 6; 240.18; 
270.075, subdivision 2; 270.41; 270.70, subdivision 1; 271.01, subdi
vision 5; 273.05, subdivision 1; 273.061, subdivision .2; 273,112, 
subdivisions 3 and 6; 273.121; 273.124, subdivisions 1.and 6; 273.13, 
by adding a subdivision; 273.40; 279.01, subdivision 3; 287.21, by 
adding a subdivision;·290.01, by adding a subdivision; 290.06, by. 
adding subdivisions;. 290.39, by adding a subdivision; 290.50, sub
division 3.; 290.92, subdivisions 2a and 21; 290.931, subdivision 1; 
290.934, subdivisions 1, 3, and by adding a subdivision; 290A.03, 
s\lbdivision 7; 297.01, by adding a subdivision; 297.03, subdivision 
12, and by adding a subdivision; 297.041, subdivision 1; 297.06, 
subdivision~ 1, 2,3, arid by adding a subdivision; 297.08, subdivision 
1; 297.12, subdivision 1; 297,35, by adding a subdivision; 297A.02, 
subdivision 4; 297A.15, subdivisions 1 and 5; 297A.16; 297A.17; 
297 A.21; 297 A.25, subdivisions 5, 8, 27, and by adding subdivisions; 
297 A.256; 297C.02, subdivisions 3 and 4; 297C.03, by adding a 
subdivision; 297C.07;297D.08; 298.223; 303.03; 329.11; 349.12, 
subdivision 18, and by adding subdivisions; 349.2121, subdivisions 
1, 2, 5, and by adding a subdivision; 349.22, subdivision 1, and by 
adding subdivisions; 375.192, subdivision 1; 375.83; 473.167, subdi
visions 2, 3, and by adding subdivisions; 473.249, subdivision 1, and 
by adding a subdivision; 473.446, subdivision 3, and by adding a 
subdivision; 473.711, subdivision 2, and by adding a subdivision; 
473.843, subdivision 2; 477A.011, subdivision 11, and by adding a 
subdivision; and 477A.015; Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, 
sections 16A.1541; 60A.15, subdivision .1; 60E.04, subdivision 4; 
69.021, subdivision 5; 69.54; 124.155, subdivision 2; 124A.02, sub
divisions 3a and 11; 240.13, subdivision 5; 270.485; 272.02, subdi
vision 1; 272.115, subdivision 4; 272.121; 273.061, subdivision 1; 
273.1195; 273.123, subdivisions 4and 5; 273.124, subdivisions 11 
and 13; 273.13, subdivisions 23, 24, and 25; 273.135, subdivision 2; 
273.1391, 'subdivision 2; 273.1392; 273.1393; 273.1397, subdivision 
2; 273.165, subdivision 2; 273.42, subdivision 2; 274.01, subdivision 
1; 274.19, subdivisions 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, and 8; 275.07, subdivision 1; 
275.50, subdivision 2; 275.51, subdivision 3h; 276.04; 279.01, sub
division 1; 290.01, subdivisions 3a, 4, 7, 19, 19a, 19b, 19c, 19d, 1ge, 
and 20; 290.015, subdivisions 1, 2, 3, and 4; 290.06, subdivisions 1, 
2c, and 21; 290.081; 290.092, subdivisions 3,4, 5, and by adding a 
subdivision; 290.095, subdivisions 1, 3, and by adding a subdivision; 
290.10; 290.17, subdivision 2; 290.191, subdivisions 6 and 11; 
290.21, subdivisions 3 and 4; 290.35, subdivision 2; 290.371, subdi
visions 1, 3, 4, and 5; 290.38; 290.41, subdivision 2; 290.92, subdi
visions 7 and 15; 290.934, subdivision 2; 290.9725; 290A.03, 
subdivision.s3, 13, 14, and 15; 290A.04, subdivision 2; 290A.06; 
295.32; 295.34, subdivision T; 297.01, subdivisions 7 and 14; 297.03" 
subdivision 6; 297.11, subdivision 5; 297A.01, subdivi~ion 3; 
297 A.212; 297 A.25, subdivisions 3 and 11; 297B.03; 297C'.04; 
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298.2213, subdivision 3; 299.01, subdivision 1; 349.212, subdivisions 
1 and 4; 349.2121, subdivisions 4a and 10; 349.2122; 349.2123; 
469.174, subdivision 10; 469.175, subdivisions 1, 2, 3, 4, and by 
adding a subdivision; 469.176, subdivisions 1, 4, and 6; 469.177, 
subdivisions 1, 3, 4, and by adding subdivisions; 473.446, subdivi
sion 1; 475.53, subdivision 4; 475.61, subdivision 3; 477A.012, 
subdivision 1; and 508.25; Laws 1987, chapter 268, article 6, sections 
19, 53, and 54; and article 8, section 9; proposing coding for new law 
in Minnesota Statutes, chapters 270; 273; 275; 290; 290A; 297; 
297C; 298; 349; and 424A; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1986, 
sections 272.64; 273.13, subdivisions 7a and 30; 275.035; 275.49; 
290.07, subdivisions 3 and 6; 290.11; 290.12, as amended; 290.131, 
as amended; 290.132, as amended; 290.133, as amended; 290.134, as 
amended; 290.135, as amended; 290.136, as amended; 290.138, as 
amended; 290.934, subdivision 4; 297A.15; subdivision 2; 297C.03, 
subdivision 5; 298.401; and 299.013; Minnesota Statutes 1987 
Supplement, sections 273.1195; 273.13, subdivision 15a; 273.1394; 
273.1395; 273.1396; 273.1397; 275.081; 275.082; 275.125, subdivi
sion 22; 290.06, subdivision 20; 290.077, subdivision 1; 290.14; 
290.371, subdivision 2; 290A.04, subdivisions 2a and 2b; 296.02, 
subdivisions 2a and 2b; and 296.025, subdivisions 2a and 2b; Laws 
1987, chapter 268, article 3, section 11; and article 5, section 4. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by Conference, 
and placed upon its repassage. . 

The question was taken On the repassage of the bill and the roll 
was called. 

Wynia moved that those not voting be excused from voting. The 
motion prevailed. 

There were 107 yeas and 24 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bertram 
Boo 
Brown 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 

Dille 
Dorn 
Frederick 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Hartle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 

Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 
Larsen 
Lasley 
Lieder 
Long 
Marsh 
McEachern 
McKasy 
Mclaughlin 
Milbert 
Miller 
Minne 
Munger 
Murphy 
Nelson, C. 

Nelson, D. Redalen 
Nelson, K. Reding 
Neuenschwander Rest 
O'Connor 
Ogren 
Olson, E. 
Olson, K. 
Omano 
Onnen 
Orenstein 
Otis 
Ozment 
Pappas 
Pelowski 
Peterson 
Poppenhagcn 
Price 
Quinn 
Quist. 

Rice 
Richter 
Riveness 
Rodosovich 
Rukavina 
Sarna 
Schafer 
Scheid 
Segal 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Tompkins 
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Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 

Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
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Waltman 
Wel1e 
Wenzel 

Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Bennett 
Burger 
Clausnitzer 
Forsythe 
Frerichs 

Gutknecht 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Knickerbocker -

McDonald 
McPherson 
Morrison 
Oisen, S. 
Osthoff 

Pauly 
IWse 
Schreiber 
Seaherg 
Shaver -

[93rd Day 

Stanius 
Thiede 
'fjornhom 
Vale~to 

The. bill. was repassed, as amended by Conference, and its title 
agreed to. 

MESSAGES FROM THE SENATE, Continued 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted 
the report of the Conference Committee on: . 

H. F. No. 2008, A bill for an act relating to elections; clarifying 
certain public campaign financing limits;" amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1986, sections 10A.15, by adding a subdivision; and 
10A.25, subdivision 10; Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sec
tions 10A.255, subdivision 1; -and 10A.32, subdivision 3; repealing 
Minnesota Statutes 1986, section lOA.32, subdivision 3b. 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the recom
mendation and report of the Conference Committee. Said House 
File is herewith returned to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary ofthe Senate 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate refuses to concur in the H()use 
amendments to Senate File No. 2292: 

S. F. No. 2292, A bill for an act relating to state lands; authorizing 
sale of certain tax-forfeited lands that border public water in Pine 
county. 

The Senate respectfully requests that a Conference Committee be 
appointed tbereon: The Senate has appointed as sUc .. h. committee: . . , 

Messrs. Chmielewski;· Hihler and Peterson, R. W. . '. 

Said Senate File is herewith transmitted to the House with the 
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request that the House appoint a like committee. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Carlson, D., moved that the House accede to the request of the 
Senate and that the Speaker appoint a Conference Committee of 3 
members of the House to meet with a like committee appointed by 
the Senate on the disagreeing votes of the two houses on S. F. No. 
2292. The motion prevailed. 

ANNOUNCEMENT BY THE SPEAKER 

The Speaker announced the appointment of the following mem
bers of the House to a Conference Committee on S. F. No. 2292: 

Carlson, D,; Jennings and Solberg. 

REPORTS FROM THE COMMITTEE ON RULES AND 
LEGISLATIVE ADMlNISTRA'110N 

Wynia, for tbe Committee on Rules and Legislative Administra
tion, offered the following report and moved its adoption: 

Be It Resolved, that during the period of time between adjourn
ment sine die in 1988 and the convening of the House of Represen
tatives in 1989, the House Chamber, House Retiring Room, House 
Hearing and Conference Rooms, House Offices, and the Chief 
Clerk's Offices shall be reserved for use by the House of Represen
tatives as the Speaker of the House may autborize. The House 
Chamber and House Retiring Room may be made available for the 
annual meeting of the YMCA Youth in Government program and 
Girls' State, provided these organizations confirm dates with the 
Speaker of tbe House at least 30 days in advance. 

The motion prevailed and the report was adopted. 

Wynia, for the Committee on Rules and Legislative Administra
tion, offered the following report and moved its adoption: 

Be It Resolved, that the House of Representatives retain parts of 
parking lots B, C, D, E, and Q during the period of time between 
adjournment sine die in 1988 and convening of the House of 
Representatives in 1989 which are necessary for use of members and 
employees of the House of Representatives. 
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The .question was taken on the report and the roll was called. 

Wynia moved that those not voting be excused from voting. The 
motion prevailed. 

There were 127 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bertram 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Daoner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 

Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Jolmson, V. 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 
Larsen 

Lasley Orenstein 
Lieder Osthoff 
Long Otis 
Marsh Ozment 
McDonald Pappas 
McEachern Pauly 
McKasy Pelowski 
McLaughlin Peterson 
McPherson Poppenhagen 
Milberl Price 
Miller Quinn 
Minne Quist 
Morrison Redalen 
Munger Reding 
Murphy Rest 
Nelson, C. Rice 
Nelson, D. Riveness 
Nelson, K. Rodosovich 
Neuenschwander Rose 
O'Connor' Rukavina 
O~n Bruna 
Olsen, S. Schafer 
Olson, E. Scheid 
Olson, K. Schreiber 
Omann Seaberg 
Onnen Segal 

The motion prevailed and the report was adopted. 

Shaver 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
1Jornhom 
:Tompkins 
. Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 

. \\\>lle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

Wynia, for the CommIttee on Rules and Legislative Administra
tion, offered the following report and moved its adoption: 

Be It Resolved, that the Chief Clerk of the House of Representa
tives be authorized and is hereby directed to correct and approve the 
Journal of the House for the last day of the 75th Regular Session. 

Be It Further Resolved, that the Chief Clerk ·of· the House of 
Representatives be and is hereby authorized to include in the 
Journal of the House for the last day of the 75th Regular Session any 
subsequent proceedings and any appointments to legislative interim 
committees or commissions. 

The motion prevailed and the report was adopted. 
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Wynia, for the Committee on Rules and Legislative Administra
tion, offered the following report and moved its adoption: 

Be It Resolved, that the Committee on Rules and Legislative 
Administration be and is hereby assigned all functions within its 
usual jurisdiction during the interim following adjournment sine die 
in 1988. 

Be It Further Resolved, that the Committee on Rules and Legisla
tive Administration or a duly appointed subcommittee thereof, shall 
contract for necessary printing of the House of Representatives for 
the 76th Regular Session and any special sessions held prior to the 
77th Regular Session. 

The question was taken on the report and the roll was called. 

Wynia moved that those not voting be excused from voting. The 
motion prevailed. 

There were 130 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, G. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Clausnitzer 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 
Frederick 
Frerichs 

Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 

Larsen Onnen 
Lasley Orenstein 
Lieder Osthoff 
Long Otis 
Marsh Ozment 
McDonald Pappas 
McEachern Pauly 
McKasy Pelowski 
McLaughlin Peterson 
McPherson Poppenhagen 
Milbert Price 
Miller Quinn 
Minne Quist 
Morrison Redalen 
Munger' Reding 
Mucphy RAlst 
Nelson, C. Rice 
Nelson, D. Richter 

. Nelson, K. Riveness 
Neuenschwander Rodosovich 

. O'Connor Rose 
Ogren Rukavina 
Olsen, S. Sarna 
Olson, E. Schafer 
Olson, K. Scheid 
Omann Schreiber 

The motion prevailed and the report was adopted. 

Seaberg 
Segal 
Shaver 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Weitzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek 

Wynia, for the Committee on Rules and Legislative Ad~inistra
tion, offered the following report and moved its adoption: 

Be It Resolved, that the Chief Clerk of the House of Representa-
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tives is directed to give a service recognition award to House 
members and House employees who have served, at least one 
complete legislative session, who do not return to the' 1989 Session. 
This award shall recognize"and thank ,them for their service to the 
State of Minnesota and may not be iIi the form of compensation or a 
monetary gift. The award shall be given to the appropriate family 
member If the legislator or staff member is deceased. It will be 
presented the first week in January, 1989. 

The question was taken on the report and the roll wa$ called. ' 

Wynia moved that those not 'voting be excused from yo1;iJlg. The, 
motion prevailed. . . 

There Were 127 yeas and 0 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson. G. 
Anderson, R. 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D." 
Carlson. L. 
Carruthers 
Clark 
ClausnitzeIo 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
Dempsey 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dorn 
Forsythe 
Frederick 

Frerichs 
Greenfield 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 
Hartle 
Haukoos 
Heap 
Himle 
Hugoson 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings' 
Jensen 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson,R. 
Johnson, v.' 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 

Krueger Orenstein 
Larsen Osthoff 
Lasley. Otis 
[jeder Chrrnent 
Long ! Pappas 
Marsh Pauly 
McDonald Pelowski 
McEachern Peterson 
McKasy Poppenhagen 
McLaughlin Price 
McPherson Quinn 
Mllbert Quist 
Miller Redalen 

. . Minne Reding 
Morrison Rest 
Munger _ Rice 
Murphy , Richter 
Nelson, D. Riveness 
Nelson, K. Rodosovich 
Neuenschwander Rose 
Ogren Rukavina 
Olsen, S. Schafer 
Olson, E. Scheid 
Olson, K.. Schreiber 
OmalUl Seaberg 

. , Onnen . Segal 

The motion prevailed and the report was adopted. 

SPECIAL ORDERS, Continued 

Shaver 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggmn 
Swenson 
Thiede 
Tjornhom 
Tompkins 
Tunheim 
Uphus 
Valento .! 

Vellenga 
\\Jss 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia . 
Spk. Vanasek 

S. F. No. 1645 which was temporarily laid over earlier today was 
again reported to the House. 

Rest moved toamendS. F. No. 1645, as follows: 
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Page 40, line 17, strike "local boards of health" and insert 
"community health boards" 

Page 40, line 20, strike "board of health" and insert "community 
health board" ------

Page 40, lines 26 and 27, strike "board of health" and insert 
"community health board" 

Page 40, line 28, strike "board of health" and insert "community 
health board" 

Page 40, line 30, strike "board of health" and insert "community 
health board" . . 

Page 40, line 34, strike "board of health" and insert "community 
health board" 

Page 41, line 11, strike "board of health" and insert "community 
health board" 

Page 41, line 15, strike "board of health" and insert "community 
health board" ------

. Page 44, lines 23 and 24, reinstate the stricken "Fees for admin· 
istratiye conferences under section" 

Page 44, line 25, after the stricken "176.244" insert "176.239" and 
reinstate the stricken "shall be determined on an hourly basis," 

Page 44, line 26, reinstate the stricken language 

Page 47, line 1, strike "subdivision 3v," and reinstate the stricken 
"section" and· after the stricken "176.242," insert "176.239" 

Page 47, line 28,strike "176.102" and delete "or" and strike 
"176.103" 

Page .47, line 28; after the stricken "176.243" insert "176.106 or 
176.239" -

Page 50, delete section 21 

Page 63, after line 31, insert: 
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"ARTICLE 3 

MISCELLANEOUS CORRECTIONS 

Section 1. [CORRECTION; OMITTED.REPEALER.] 

Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 15.38; and 214.07, subdivision 
2; and Minnesota Statutes 1987 Sujplement, section 16B.29, are 
repealed July 1, 1988. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 18B.25, 
subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [DISPOSAL THAT BECOMES HAZARDOUS WASTE.] 
A person who knowingly, or with reason to know, disposes of a 
pesticide so that the product becomes hazardous waste is subject to 
the penalties in section IHUI71 609.671, subdivision !. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes J987 Supplement, section 115C.08, 
subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [PETROLEUM TANK RELEASE CLEANUP FEE.] A 
petroleum tank release cleanup fee is imposed on the use of tanks 
that contain petroleum products subject to the inspection fee 
charged in section ~ 239.78. The fee must be collected in the 
manner provided in sections 296.1<1239.78 and 296.14. The fee must 
be imposed as required under sUlxlivision 3, at a rate of $10 per 
1,000 gallons of petroleum products as (Jefined in section 296.01, 
subdivision 2, rounded to the nearest 1,000 gallons. A distributor 
who fails to pay the fee imposed under this section is subject to the 
penalties provided in section 296.15. 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 121.88, as added by 1988 
H. F. No. 2245, article 4, section 2, if enacted, is amended to read: 

Subd. 10. [EXTENDED DAY PROGRAMS.] A school board. may 
offer, as part of a community education program, an extended day 
program for children from kindergarten through grade six for the 
purpose of expanding students' learning opportunities. A progiam 
must include the following: . 

(1) adult supervised programs while school is not in sessio!'; . 

(2) parental involvement in program design and direction; 

(3) partnerships with the K-12 system, and other public, private, 
or nonprofit entities; and 
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(4) opportunities for trained secondary school pupils to work with 
younger children in a supervised setting as part of a community 
service program. 

The district may charge a sliding fee based upon family income for 
extended day programs. The district may receive money from other 
public or private sources for the extended day program. The state 
board of education shall develop standards for school age child care 
programs. 

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 121.904, 
subdivision 4a, is amended to read: 

Subd. 4a. [LEVY RECOGNITION.] (a) "School district tax settle
ment revenue" means the current, delinquent, and manufactured 
home property tax receipts collected by the county and distributed to 
the school district, including distributions made pursuant to section 
279.37, subdivision 7, and excluding the amount levied pursuant to 
section 275.125, subdivision 9a, and Laws 1976, chapter 20, section 
4. 

(b) In June of each year, the school district shall recognize as 
revenue, in the fund for which the levy was made, the lesser of: 

(1) the June and July school district tax settlement revenue 
received in that calendar year; or 

(2) the sum of the state aids and credits enumerated in section 
124.155, subdivision 2, which are for the fiscal year payable in that 
fiscal year plus 27 percent of the amount of the levy certified in the 
prior calendar year according to section 124A.03, subdivision 2, plus 
or minus auditor's adjustments, not including levy portions that are 
assumed by the state; or 

(3) 27 percent of the amount of the levy certified in the prior 
calendar year, plus or minus auditor's adjustments, not including 
levy portions that are assumed by the state, which remains after 
subtracting, by fund, the amounts levied for the following purposes: 

(i) reducing or eliminating projected deficits in the appropriated 
fund balance accounts for unemployment insurance and bus pur
chases; 

(ii) statutory operating debt pursuant to section 275.125, subdivi
sion 9a, and Laws 1976, chapter 20, section 4; and 

(iii) retirement and severance pay pursuant to section 275.125, 
subdivision 6a, and Laws 1975, chapter 261, section 4; and 

(iv) amounts levied for bonds issued and interest thereon, amounts 
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levied for debt service loans and . capital loans, amounts levied for 
down ~ents under article 8, section ~ of 1988 H. F. No.2245, 
and amounts levied pursuant to section 275.125, subdiVIsion 14a, '. 

(c) In July of each year, the school district shall recognize as 
revenue that portion of the school district tax settlement revenue 
received in that calEmdar year and not recognized as revenue forthe 
previous fiscal year pursuant to clause (b). 

(d) All other school district tax settlement revenue shall be 
recognized as revenue in .the fiscal year of the settlement. Portions of 
the school district levy assumed by the state, including prior year 
adjustments and the amount to fund the school portion of the 
reimbursement made pursuant to section 273.425, shall be recog
njzed as revenue in the fiscal year beginning in the calendar year for 
which the levy is payable. 

Sec. 6. [CORRECTION.] 

The amendments to Minnesota Statutes, section 126.22, subdivi
sion 3, ~ 1988 H. F. No. 2245a article 7, section 38, !f enacted, are 
repealed and shan De disregar ed in sUDsequent OOitions of Minne
sota .statutes. 

Sec .. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 136A.121, subdivision 
10, is amended to read: 

Subd. 10. [RENEWALS.] Each scholarship or grant-in-aid shall be 
awarded for one academic year, is renewable for a maximum of six 
semesters or nine quarters or their equivalent, but may not continue 
after the recipient has obtained a baccalaureate degree or has .been 
enrolled full time, or the equivalent,. for eight semesters-or 12 
quarters, wnichever occurs first. 

Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 148.73, as amended by 
Laws 1988, chapter 549, section 2, is amended to read: . 

148.73 [RENEWALS.] 

Every registered physical therapist shall, during each January, 
apply to the board for an extension of registration and pay a fee in 
the amount set by the board. The extension of registration is 
contingent upon demonstration that the continuing education re
quirements set by the board under section 148:'799 148.70 have been 
satisfied. ---

Sec. 9. [MOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS.] Subdivision 1. Minnesota 
Statutes 1986, section. 168.27, subdivision 2, as amended by Laws 
1988, chapter 496, section 2, and 1988 H. F. No. 85, if enacted, is 
amended to read: 
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Subd. 2. [NEW MOTOR VEHICLE DEALER.] (a) No person shall 
engage in the business of selling or arranging the sale of new motor 
vehicles or shall offer to sell, solicit, arrange, or advertise the sale of 
new' motor vehicles without first acquiring a new motor vehicle 
dealer license. A new motor vehicle dealer licensee shall be entitled 
thereunder to sell, broker, wholesale, or auction and to solicit and 
advertise the sale, broker, wholesale, or auction of new. motor 
vehicles covered by the franchise and any used motor vehicles or to 
lease and to solicit and advertise the lease of new motor vehicles and 
any used motor vehicles and such sales or leases may be either for 
consumer use at retail or for resale to a dealer. A new motor vehicle 
dealer may engage in the business of buying or otherwise acquiring 
vehicles for dismantling the vehicles and selling used parts and 
remaining scrap materials under chapter 168A, except that a new 
motor vehicle dealer may not purchase a junked vehicle from a 
salvage pool, insurance company, or its agent unless the dealer is 
also licensed as a used vehicle parts dealer. Nothing herein shall be 
construed to require an applicant for a dealer license who proposes 
to deal in: (1) new and unused motor vehicle bodies; or (2) type A, B, 
or C motor homes as defined in section 168.011, subdivision 25, to 
have a bona fide contract or franchise in effect with either the 
first-stage manufacturer of the motor home or the manufacturer or 
distributor of any motor vehicle chassis upon which the new and 
unused motor vehicle body is mounted. The modification or conver
sion of a new van-type vehicle into a multipurpose passenger vehicle 
which is not a motor home does not constitute dealing in new or 
unused motor vehicle bodies, and a person engaged in the business 
of selling these van-type vehicles must have a bona fide contract or 
franchise with the appropriate manufacturer under subdivision 10. 
A van converter or modifier who owns these modified or converted 
van-type vehicles may sell them at wholesale to new motor vehicle 
dealers having a bona fide contract or franchise with the first-stage 
manufacturer of the vehicles. 

(b) The requirements pertaining to franchises do n.ot apply to 
persons who remodel or convert motor vehicles for medical purposes. 
For purposes of this subdivision, "medical purpose" means certifica
tion by a licensed physician that remodeling or conversion of a motor 
vehicle' is necessary to enable a handicapped person to use the 
vehicle. 

Subd. 2. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 1988 H. F. No. 85 and the amend
ment ~ this section take effect OctOberl, 1988:-----

Sec. 10. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 169.345, 
subdivision 2, is amended to read: . 

Subd. 2. [DEFINITIONS.] For the purpose of this section, "phys
ically handicapped person" means a person who: 
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(1) because of disability cannot walk without significant risk of 
falling; 

(2) because of disability cannot walk 200 feet witho~t stopping to 
rest; 

(3) because of disability cannot walk without the aid of another 
person, a walker, a cane, crutches, .braces, a prosthetic device, or a 
wheelchair; 

(4) is restricted by a respiratory disease to such an extent that the 
person's forced (respiratory) expiratory volume for one second, when 
measured by spirometry, is less than one H>eteP liter; . 

(5) has an arterial oxygen tension (FA02) of less than 60 mmlfig 
mm/Hg on room air at rest; 

(6) uses portable oxygen; or 

(7) has a cardiac condition to the extent that the person's func
tional limitations are classified in severity as class III or class IV 
according to standards set by the American Heart Association. 

Sec. 11. Miimesota Statutes 1986, section 240.13, subdivision 6, as 
amended by 1988 H. F. !\To. 2537, section 4, if enacted, is amended to 
read: 

Subd: 6. [TELEVISED RACES.] The commission may by rule 
permit a class B or class D licensee to conduct on the premises of the 
licensed racetrack pari-mutuel betting on horse races run in other 
states and broadcast by television on the premises. All provisions of 
law governing pari-mutuel betting apply to pari-mutuel betting on 
televised races except as otherwise provided in this subdivision or in 
the commission's rules. Pari-mutuel pools conducted on such tele
vised races may consist only of money bet on the premises and may 
not be commingled with any other pool off the premises, except that: 

(a) the licensee may pay a fee to the person or entity conducting 
the race for the privileges of conducting pari-mutuel betting on the 
race, and 

(b) the licensee may pay the costs of transmitting the broadcast of 
the race. 

Pari-mutuel betting on a televised race may be conducted only on 
a racing day assigned by the commission. The takeout and taxes on 
pari-mutuel pools on televised races are as provided for other 
pari-mutuel pools. All televised races under this subdivision must 
comply with the Interstate Horse Racing Act Of 1978 as found in 
United States Code, titk 15, section 3001 and the following relevant 
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sections. In lieu of the purse requirement established by section 
240.13, subdivision 5, the licensee shall set aside for purses one-half 
of the take-out from the amount bet on televised races after the 
payment of fees and taxes. For the purposes of purse distribution 
under section 240.13, subdivision 5, the average daily handle shall 
not include amounts bet in pari-mutuel pools on televised races. 

~ licensee may transmit telecasts of races the licensee conducts to 
a location outside the state of Minnesota where pari-mutuel betting 
~ authori.zed ~ law for wagering purposes. Approval of the com
mission is not required for such transmittals. 

Sec. 12. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 256B.431, subdivision 
3f, as added by 1988 H. F. No. 2126, if enacted, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3f. [PROPERTY COSTS AFTER JULY 1, 1988.J (a) (IN
VESTMENT PER BED LIMIT.] For the rate year beginning July 1, 
1988, the replacement-cost-new per bed limit must be $32,571 per 
licensed bed in multiple bedrooms and $48,857 $49,907 per licensed 
bed in a single bedroom. Beginning January 1, 1989, the replace
ment-cost-new per bed limits must be adjusted annually as specified 
in Minnesota Rules, part 9549.0060, subpart 4, item A, subitem (1). 

(b) [RENTAL FACTOR] For the rate year beginning July 1, 1988, 
the commissioner shall increase the rental factor as established in 
Minnesota Rules, part 9549.0060, subpart 8, item A, by 6.2 percent 
rounded to the nearest 100th percent for the purpose of reimbursing 
nursing homes for soft costs and entrepreneurial profits not included 
in the cost valuation services used by the state's contracted apprais
ers. For rate years beginning on or after July 1, 1989, the rental 
factor is the amount determined under this paragraph for the rate 
year beginning July 1, 1988. 

(c) [OCCUPANCY FACTOR] For rate years beginning on or after 
July 1, 1988, in order to determine property-related payment rates 
under Minnesota Rules, part 9549.0060, for all nursing homes 
except those whose average length of stay in a skilled level of care 
within a nursing home is 180 days or less, the commissioner shall 
use 95 percent of capacity days. For a nursing home whose average 
length of stay in a skilled level of care within a nursing home is 180 
days or less, the commissioner shall use the greater of resident days 
or 80 percent of capacity days but in no event shall the divisor exceed 
95 percent of capacity days. 

(d) [EQUIPMENT ALLOWANCE.] For rate years beginning on 
July 1, 1988, and July 1, 1989, the commissioner shall add ten cents 
per resident per day to each nursing home's property-related pay
ment rate. The ten-cent property-related payment rate increase is 
not cumulative from rate year to rate year. For the rate year 
begiuning July 1, 1990, the commissioner shall increase each 
nursing home's equipment allowance as established in Minnesota 
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Rules, part 9549.0060, subpart 10, by ten cents per resident per day. 
For rate years beginning on or after July 1, 1991, the adjusted' 
equipment allowance must be adjusted annu'llly for inflation· as in 
Minnesota Ruies, part 9549.0060, subpart 10, itemE. 

(e) [REFINANCING.] If a nursing home is refinanced, the com
missioner shall adjust the nursing home's property-related payment 
rate for the savings-that result from refinancing. The adjustment to 
the property-related payment rate must be as follows: 

(1) The commissioner shall recalculate the nursing home's rental 
per diem by substituting the new allowable. annual principle and 
interest payments for those of the refinanced debt. 

(2) The nursing home's property-related payment rate must be 
decreased by the difference between the nursing home's current 
rental per diem and the rental per diem determined under clause 
(1). 

If a nursing home payment rate is adjusted according to this 
paragraph, the adjusted payment rate is effective the first of the 
month following the date of the refinancing for both medical 
assistance and private paying residents. The nursing home's ad
justed property-related payment rate is effective until June 30, 1990. 

Sec. 13. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 518.613, 
subdivision 1, as amended by 1988 H. F No. 2341, section 1, if 
enacted, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [GENERAL.] Notwithstanding any provision of 
section 518.611, subdivision 2 or 3, to the contrary, whenever an 
obligation for child support or maintenance is initially determined 
and ordered or modified by the court in· a county in which this 
section applies, the amount of child support or maintenance ordered 
by the court must be withheld from the income, regardless of source, 
of the person obligated to pay the support. For purposes of this 
section, "modified" does not mean ~ cost-of-livillg adjustment with
out any other modification of the support order. 

Sec. 14. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 518.613, 
subdivision 5, as added by 1988 H. F. No. 2341, if enacted, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 5. [MOTION.] If a eatH't in a e8l ... ty in whieh this seetian 
"I'!,lies madities an abligatian fill' eIHM sHfJ!,ait "" mainteBllRee that 
was deteFHlined·"""", te the effeetive date sf this seetisn in that 
ea .... ty, the abJigee "" the fl"bIie a .. tbaritymay """'" the eatH't fill' 
an 9I'der relj .. iring a .. tsmatie withhslding >HHIer this seetisn. 'I'he 
'*"1Ft shall grant the 9I'der if it finds that the· sbligar has failed te 
!'flY the s,,!,!,srt "" maintenanee within ten days sf the .me date at 
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~ ~ tiffies in the thFee ",sHthe i",,,,e,liateiy f'reeeeiHg the Elate 
efthe "'StiSH withsat good eaase. [WAIVER.] Unless the court finds 
that i! ~ not in the best interests of the parties and clilId~f any, 
when !!o court in !!o county m which fhls section applies modifies an 
O1i'llgation for child support or maintenance that was determined Piri to the effective date of This section ~ tnatcounty, the court 
s al waive automatic income withholding Ir:-------

(1) all parties to the proceeding agree to the waiver; or 

(2) the court finds that the obligor's p<,st support or maintenance 
payments have been made in !!o regular and timely manner. 

The waiver of automatic withholding may be revoked ~ !!o PtrlY 
at ail time that the payment is not received within ten ~.2.. ~ 
due a~otICe of revocatIOn must be served Ely mallon the other 
party and on the publ}c authoritY-The public auThOrItX must also be 
served WIth !!o ~ .2.. the order establIshmg tile chIld support or 
maintenance obligation and an application for child support and 
maintenance colrection services. Uron' receipt· of the notiCe of 
revocation, the public authority shalserve the court oraer and the 
provisions Drsection 518.611 and this section on the o1iI1gor's 
employer or other payor of funds. 

Sec. 15. 1988 H. F. No. 2341, section 3, subdivision 1, if enacted, is 
amended to read: 

Subdivisionl. [STAY OF SERVICE.] Ifthe court finds there is no 
arrearage in child support or maintenance as of the date of the court 
hearing, the court shall stay service of the order under section 
518.613, subdivision 2, in a county in which that section applies if 
the obligor establishes a savings account for a sum equal to two 
months of the monthly child support or maintenance obligation and 
provides proof of the establishment to the court and the public 
authority on or before the day date of the court heariag order 
determining the obligation. This sum must be held in a financial 
institution in an interest· bearing account with only the public 
authority authorized as drawer of funds. Proof of the establishment 
must include the financial institution name and address, account 
number, and the amount of deposit. 

Sec. 16. 1988 H. F. No. 2341, section 4, if enacted, is amended to 
read: 

Sec. 4. [REPORT.] 

The report of the commissioner pursuant to Laws 1987, chapter 
403, article 3, section 94, shall include data on the costs associated 
with administering the automatic income withholding program and 
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shall separately identify case statistics and costs associated with 
implementation of the waiver and escrow 6j'ltieft options. 

Sec. 17. 1988 H. F. No. 2341, section 5, if enacted, is amended to 
read:· . 

Sec. 5. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

Sections 1 to 3 are effective the day following final enactment. 
Child support and maintenance obligors subject to automatic in
come withholding on or before the effective: date may elect, at any 
time prior to January 1, 1989, to place money in escrow under 
section 3 and have the public authority direct the employer or payor 
of funds to terminate the automatic income withholding process. 
Parties who are subject to automatic income withholding because 
support or maintenance was modified on or before the effective date 
may .. ..the.i.e the ~ .. "tReAty tEl diPeet the em"leye. "" I"'Y"" 
ef Hm<Is tEl tePmi .... te .. "tem .. tie iBeeme witRReldi .. g fIrieP tEl Ja....... 
"'Y 1-; 1989, by ... ilmitti .. g tEl the ~ .. "tReAty a ",ritte .. re'l"est 
fur tePmi .... tie.. efaatomatie i .. eeme withhelEli .. g sigBeEI. by all 
" .. ..ties move the court for a waiver of automatic income withholding 
under sectIon2at any time prior to January h 1989. 

Sec. 18. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] Subdivision 1. Laws 1987, chapter 
396, article 12, section 10, is amended by adding a subdivision to 
read: 

Subd. 3. The appropriations Qy section 10 expire June 30, 1989. 

Subd. 2. This section takes effect the day after final enactment. 

Sec. 19. Laws 1988, chapter 430, section 9, is amended to read: 

Sec. 9. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

Sections 1 to 8 are effective January 1, 1989. The provisions of 
Sections 1, 2, and! requiring the recordi'MI of the month, db'Y' ana 
year of immunizations received, !!EP!r ~ to records su mitted 
after t1ie effective date. 

Sec. 20. Laws 1988, chapter 497, section 2, subdivision 5, IS 

amended to read: 

Subd. 5. [ORGANIZATION.] "Organization" means a watershed 
management organization as defined in section 473.876 that has 
more than 2& 20 percent of its area within Ramsey county. 

Sec. 21. [AMENDMENT.] Subdivision 1. Laws 1988, chapter 541, 
section 14, is amended to read: 
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Sec. 14. [REPEALER.] 

Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 60C.06, subdivision 
5, is repealed after collection of the 1987 assessment and surcharge. 

Subd. 2. Laws 1988, chapter 541, section 15, is amended to read: 

Sec. 15. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

(a) Sections 1 te a and S to 10 are effective the day following final 
enactment and apply to all unsettled current or existing and future 
claims paid after that date arising out of any past or future member 
insolvency. . 

(b) Sections 11, 13, and 14 are effective the day following final 
enactment. 

Subd. 3. This section takes effect April 19, 1988. 

Sec. 22. Laws 1988, chapter 562, is amended by adding a section to 
read: 

Sec. 4. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

Sections .! and ~ are effective the day following final enactment. 

Sec. 23. 1988 H. F. No. 1943, section 4, if enacted, is amended to 
read: 

Sec. 4. [LOCAL APPROVAL.] 

Section 3 of this act is effective January 1, 1989 separately for 
each of the counties of Chisago, Kanabec, Pine, and Carlton if its 
county board has complied with the requirements of Minnesota 
Statutes, section 645.021, subdivision 3, and section 3 has not been 
disapproved in a referendum under this section. 

Before Jaft' .... 'Y August 1, 1988, the county board shall publish 
this act for two successive weeks in the official newspaper of the 
county or, if there is no official newspaper, in a newspaper of general 
circulation in the county, together with a notice fixing a date for a 
public hearing to obtain public comment on the matter. The hearing 
shall be held not less than two weeks nor more. than four weeks after 
the first publication of the resolution. 

Ifwithin 30 days after the hearing, a petition requesting a vote on 
section 3, signed by voters equal in number to ten percent of the 
votes cast in the county in the last general election, is filed with the 
county auditor, section 3 shall not be effective until a majority of the 
voters at a general or special election cast affirmative votes on the 
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question of approving it. The question of whether section 3 shall go 
into effect shall then' be submitted to the voters at a general or 
special election before January 1, 1989. The question submitted 
shall be: 

"Shall the law that permits a tax not greater than.75 mills on 
property for the ....... county historical society be approved? 

yes .... . 
No .... · .. " 

If a majority of those voting on the question vote yes, sectioif3 shall 
be effective for the county on January 1, 1989, and the COUIlty board 
shall report the fact in accordance with section 645.021. 

Sec. 24. 1988 H. F. No. 1943, section 5, if enacted, is amended to 
read: 

Sec. 5. [TAX-FORFEITED LAND SALE; MCLEOD COUNTY.] 

Notwithstanding Minnesota Statutes, section 282.018, McLeod 
county may sell in accordance with the other provisions of Minne
sota Statutes, chapter 282, the three tax-forfeited parcels described 
as follows: 

(1) Beginning at the Northwest corner of Lot ''11:' in Schillings 
Addition to Lake Addie Townsite, running thence North 65' thence 
East 206.09', thence South 20', thence East by South 119', thence 
South 40', thence West 118', thence North 10', thence West 206.09' to 
the point of beginning, and beginning at a point 65' North of the 
Northwest corner of Lot ''11:' in Schillings Addition to Lake Addie 
Townsite' according to the plat thereof thence running North to the 
right-of-way of the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul Railroad 
Company, thence Northeasterly along said railway right-of-way 
341.6', thence South to a point 40' North of the Northeast corner of 
Lot "M" in Schillings Addition to Lake' Addie Townsite, thence 
Northwesterly 119', thence North 20', thence West to the point of 
beginning; and, beginning at a point in the center of Buffalo Creek 
50' North of the Northeast corner of Lot "M" in Schillings Addition 
to Lake Addie Townsite, according to the plat thereof on file and of 
record in the office of the county recorder of McLeod county, thence 
North 254' to the South line of right-of-way of the Chicago, Milwau
kee and St. Paul Railroad Company, thence South 34 84 degrees 32 
minutes East along said right-of-way a distance of W 85', thence 
South 261' to the center of Buffalo Creek, thence Northwesterly 85.1' 
to the place of beginning, all of the above being and lying in the 
Southeast Quarter of Southwest Quarter of Section 29, Township 
115 North, Range 29 West. 

(2) Beginning at a point in the center of Buffalo Creek 442.09' 
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East and 50' North of the Northeast Corner of Block 1 in Lake Addie 
Townsite, according to the plat thereof on file and of record in .the 
office of the county recorder of the county of McLeod, Minnesota 
thence North to the South Line of the right-of-way of the Chicago, 
Milwaukee and St. Paul Railroad Company thence Southeasterly 
along said right-of-way to a point 360' due East of the West line of 
this tract, thence South to the center of Buffalo Creek, thence 
Westerly along the center of Buffalo Creek, to the point of beginning, 
being and lying in the Southeast Quarter of the Southwest Quarter 
and the Southwest Quarter of the Southeast Quarter of Section 29, 
Township 115 North, Range 29 West. 

(3) United States Government Lot 1 (0.90 ac.) III Section 14, 
Township 11 7 North, Range 27 West. 

The parcels are all inaccessible and are not necessary for public 
access to the adjacent public waters. 

Sec. 25. 1988 H. F. No. 2031, section 26, if enacted, is amended to 
read: 

Sec. 26. [325E.042J [PROHIBITING SALE OF CERTAIN PLAS
TICS.] 

Subdivision 1. [PLASTIC CAN.] (a) Aperson may not sell, offer for 
sale, or give to consumers in this state a beverage packaged in a 
plastic can. 

(b) A plastic can subject to this subdivision is a single serving 
beverage container composed of plastic and metal excluding the 
closure mechanism. 

Subd. 2. [NmmEGRi\DllgLE PLASTIC.] A jl&S6ft _ Het sell, 
efl'ef fuF sale, 6i' gWe ta eensamef'S aeveFages er ftt8tsF. ail eefttaift,el"s 
held tagethe. by "a"aegmaabie f'lastte material. 

SaB<h :h [PENALTY.] A person who violates subdivision 1 91' 2 is 
guilty of a misdemeanor. 

Sec. 26. 1988 H. F. No. 1000, article 17, section 1, if enacted, is 
amended to read: 

Section 1. [325E.045] [PURCHASE, SALE, AND USE OF CER
TAIN POLYETHYLENE MATERIAL PROHIBITED.] 

Subdivision 1. [DEFINITIONS.] The definitions in this subdivi
sion apply to section 1. 

(a) "Degradable" means capable of being decomposed by natural 
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biological processes, including exposure to ultraviolet rays of the 
sun, within five years after the date of disposal. 

(b) "Person" means an individual, partnership, corporation, sole 
proprietorship, association, or other for-profit or nonprofit organiza
tion, including the state and its political subdivisions. 

(c) "Polyethylene disposal bag" means a bag made of polyethylene 
that is used or intended to be used for disposal of mixed municipal 
solid waste as defined in section 115A.03. 

(d) "Polyethylene ile'leFage container ring" means a device made 
of polyethylene that is used or intended to be used to hold beverage 
bottles et', other beverage containers or motor oil containers to-
gether. - - -- -

(e) "Public agency" means the state, an office, agency, or institu
tion of the state, a county, a statutory or home rule charter city, a 
town, a school district, or another special taxing district. 

Subd. 2. [BEVERAGE RING USE AND SALE PROHIBITED.] A 
person may not use, sell, or offer for sale a polyethylene beverage 
container ring that is not degradable. 

Subd. 2a. [MOTOR OIL CONTAINER RINGS.] A person may not 
use, sell, or offer for sale "" polyethylene motor oil container ring tli3I 
~ not degraTaOle. 

Subd. 3. [GOVERNMENTAL PURCHASE PROHIBITED.] A pub
lic agency may not purchase polyethylene disposal bags that are not 
degradable. 

Subd. 4. [GOVERNMENTAL USE PROHIBITED.] A public 
agency may not use polyethylene disposal bags that are not degrad
able. 

Sec. 27. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

1988 H. F. No. 1000, article 17, section 1, subdivision 2, if 
~ effeCt'lVeollJiiii\iiITY 1, 1989, and sulidlVision 2a on July 

Sec. 28. 1988 H. F. No. 2126, section 269, if enacted, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 6. That portion of section 141, subdivision 8b, that autho
rizes medIcal assistance payments for nursing care provided to "" 
patient in "" swing bed ~ repealed effective July 1, 1990. 

Sec. 29. 1988 H. F. No. 2126, section 270, if enacted, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 
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Subd. 10. That portion of section 153 that requires the commis
sioner of human services to mcrease the personal needs allowance 
when federal social security or supplemental security income bene
fits are increased is effective January 1, 1990. 

Sec. 30. 1988 H. F. No. 2126, section 269, subdivision 4, if enacted, 
is repealed and section 141, subdivision 8b remains in effect subject 
to section 269, subdivision 6. 

Sec. 31. [RAINY RIVER FISHING.] Subdivision 1. 1988 H. F. No. 
2265, section 10, subdivision 3, if enacted, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [OPEN SEASON.] The open season for walleye in the 
Rainy River is from the thffii Sat'mlay ffi May ....til 15 to April 14. 

Subd. 2. 1988 H. F. No. 2265, section 10, if enacted, takes effect 
the day after its final eruidinent. - ----

Sec. 32. [INITIAL SMOKING POLICIES.] Subdivision 1. [COR
RECTION.] 1988 H. F. No. 2291, section 29, if enacted, is amended 
to read: 

Sec. 29. IINITIAL SMOKING POLICIES.] 

A state agency required to adopt a smoking policy under section 9 
shall submit its initial policy and plan for implementation to the 
eemmissieneFs commissioner of aaministFatien, employee relations, 
and health by January 1, 1989. 

Subd. 2. [EFFECTIVE DATE.J Subdivision l is effective the day 
following final enactment. 

Sec. 33. 1988 H. F. No. 2344, article 1, section 21, if enacted, is 
amended to read: 

Sec. 21. MILITARY AFFAIRS 

(a) State Cash Bonus Payments 

The adjutant general shall pay a state 
cash bonus of $100 no later than June 
30, 1989, to any member of the Minne
sota national guard who has served 
satisfactorily, as defined by the adju
tant general, as an active member of 
the Minnesota national guard during 
the 1988 federal fiscal year. Any unen
cumbered balance remaining in the 
first year does not cancel and is avail
able for the second year. 

1,160,000 
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The amount available for the bonus 
payments is limited to the amount ap
propriated for such payments in this 
section. 

Any member of the Minnesota national 
guard who elects to take a credit for 
compensation for personal services in 
the Minnesota national guard against 
the tax due under chapter 290 is not 
eligible for the bonus payment. 

(b) Tuition Reimbursement 

The adjutant general shall establish a 
program providing tuition reimburse
ment for members of the Minnesota 
national guard in accordance with this 
section. '-, 

An active member of the Minnesota 
national guard serving satisfactorily, 
as defined by the adjutant general, at 
any time during state fiscal year 1989, 
shall be reimbursed for tuition paid 
during state fiscal year 1989 to a post
secondary educ.ation institution as de
fined by Minnesota Statutes, section 
136A.15, subdivision 5, upon proof of 
satisfactory completion of course work. 

In the case of tuition paid to a public 
institution located in Minnesota, tu
ition is limited to an amount equal to 
50 percent of the cost of tuition at that 
public institution for the 1988-1989 ac
ademic year, except as provided in this 
section. 

in the case of tuition paid toa Minne
sota private institution or a public or 
private institution not located in Min
nesota, reimbursement is limited to .50 
percent of the cost of tuition for lower 
division programs in the college of lib
eral arts at the twin cities campus of 
the university of Minnesota in the 
1988-1989 academic year, except as 
provided in this section. 

[93rd Day 

1,040,000 
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In the case of tuition paid to a public or 
private technical or vocational school 
or community college located in Min
nesota or outside of Minnesota for a 
single course or limited number of 
courses, the completion of which do not 
result in a degree, the full amount of 
tuition up to $250 must be reimbursed. 

If a member of the Minnesota national 
guard is killed in the line of state active 
duty, the state shall reimburse 100 
percent of the cost of tuition for post
secondary courses satisfactorily com
pleted by any surviving spouse and any 
surviving dependents who are 21 years 
old or younger. Reimbursement for sur
viving spouses and dependents is lim
ited in amount and duration as is 
reimbursement for the national guard 
member. 

The amount of tuition reimbursement 
for each eligible individual shall be 
determined by the adjutant general ac-. 
cording to rules formulated within 30 
days of the effective date of this section. 

Tuition reimbursement received under 
this section shall not be considered by 
the Minnesota higher education coordi
nating board or by any other state 
board, commission, or entity' in deter
mining a person's eligibility for a schol
arship or grant-in-aid under sections 
136A.09 to 136A.132. 

Tuition reimbursement to be paid to a 
member of the national guard who has 
received a cash bonus under paragraph 
(a) must be reduced by the amount of 
the bonus. 

The amount available for the tuition 
assistance is limited to the amount 
appropriated for tuition assistance in 
this section. 

The amount appropriated fo~ tuition 
reiffibursement IS available until ex-
pended. 

~~-

12959 
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Any member of the Minnesota national 
guard who elects to take a credit for 
compensation for personal services in 
the Minnesota national guard against 
the tax due under chapter 290 is not 
eligible for the tuition reimbursement. 

The department of military affairs 
shall keep an accurate record of the 
recipients of the bonus awards and tu
ition gTants. The department shall 
make an interim report to the legisla
ture by March 1, 1989, on the effective
ness of the bonus payments and tuition 
assistance progTam in retaining and 
recruiting members for the Minnesota 
national guard. The final report to the 
legislature shall be made by January 1, 
1990. These reports shall include, but 
are not limited to, a review of the effect 
that the bonus payments, and tuition 
assistance programs have on the reen
listment rate of new members. The 
report shall include an accurate record 
of the effect that both the tuition reim
bursement progTam and the bonus pay
ments have on the recruitment and 
retention of members by rank, opera
tional unit, unit location, individual 
income level, race, and sex. 

The department of military affairs 
shall make a specific effort to recruit 
and retain women and members of mi
nority gTOUpS into the guard through 
the use of the tuition reimbursement 
and bonus payments program. 

[93rd Day 

Sec. 34. [EMPLOYING UNIT REFERENCE.] Subdivision 1. 
[CORRECTION.] 1988 H. F. No. 2477, article 3, section 1, subdivi
sion 1, if enacted, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [ELIGIBILITY.] The following persons are eligible 
to purchase credit for the specified period or periods of prior service 
from the indicated retirement fund: . 

(1) from the public employees retirement association, a person 
whose employment with the city of Hibbing began in June 1971, but 
for whom no salary deductions were taken until June 1973, for the 
period for which the deductions were omitted; 
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(2) from the public employees retirement association, a person 
who is currently a state employee and who has prior service as an 
employee ofthe Fond du Lac Indian reservation from July 2, 1973, to 
December 29, 1980, for that period of employment by the Fond du 
Lac Indian reservation for which the person has not previously 
received service credit; 

(3) from the general state employees retirement fund of the 
Minnesota state retirement system, a permanent employee of the 
metropolitan sports facilities commission who was an employee of 
the metropolitan sports facilities commission on May 17, 1977, and 
who was born on January 10, 1930, and began employment by the 
metropolitan sports area commission in 1956 or who was born on 
November 14, 1937, and began employment by the metropolitan 
sports area commission in 1961, and who did not exercise an option 
to purchase the prior service under Minnesota Statutes, section 
473.565, subdivision 3 or 4, for that period of direct or indirect 
employment by the metropolitan sports area commission for which 
the person has not previously received service credit; 

(4) from the teachers retirement association, a member who 
rendered teaching service, as defined in Minnesota Statutes, section 
354.05, before July 1, 1957, and who did not make contributions for 
the service becanse of the limited or permanent exempt status of the 
person and optional membership, for that period of teaching service 
for which the person has not previously received service credit; 

(5) from the public employees retirement association, a person 
employed by a public hospital as defined in Minnesota Statutes, 
section 355.71, subdivision 3, who exercised an option under Laws 
1963, chapter 793, section 3, subdivision 5, between July 1, 1963, 
and June 30, 1967, to terminate membership in the coordinated 
program of the public employees retirement association and who 
elects to resume public employees retirement association coordi
nated program membership under article 5, section 40, for all or a 
portion of the period between the person's termination of member
ship and the election to resume membership; 

(6) from the teachers retirement association, notwithstanding any 
other law, a person who is currently a member of the teachers 
retirement association and who taught at the University of Minne
sota - southern school of agriculture as a certified science teacher 
from October 1, 1957, through March 31, 1959, for the period taught 
at that school, provided the purchase is initiated before January 1, 
1989; and 

(7) from the public employees retirement association, a person 
who was elected clerk of court for Fillmore county from 1969 to 1976, 
who was appointed court administrator for Fillmore county in 
January 1977, who was discovered in 1985 to have not had appro
priate member and employer contributions made on behalf of the 
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person, and who retired March 1, 1988, for the period during 
calendar years 1979, 1980, and 1981 for which contributions were 
omitted, subject to approval by the board of commissioners of 
Fillmore county and compliance with section 645.021. 

Subd. 2. [EFFECTIVE DATE.) Subdivision ! ~ effective the day 
following final enactment. 

Sec. 35 .. 1988 S. F. No. 449, section 2, subdivision 2, is amended to 
read: 

Subd. 2. [EXCEPTIONS.) (a) A defective freight car that cannot 
be entrained except behind the caboose may be the rear car from the 
point at which it is entrained, unless that point is a terminal where 
repairs can be made, to the first repair terminal. 

(b) This section does not apply to: 

(1) a train used in terminal serVice two miles or less from the 
limits of the terminal; 

(2) a train operated .... ~ a short line railroad classified by the 
Interstate Commerce Commission as a class III line haul railroad; 

(3) a railroad company that operates a railway in this state and in 
two adjoining states, if the total trackage of the railroad company, 
including trackage rights, is more than 950 miles and less than 
1,000 miles; , , 

(4) a unit grain train while it is transportIng only grain as defined 
in section 17.41; or 

(5) a unit taconite train while it is transporting only taconite ore, 
tailings, or other mined mineral ore. 

Sec. 36. [EFFECTIVE DATE.) Subdivision 1. 1988 S. F. No. 1582, 
if enacted, is amended by adding a section to read: 

Sec. 18. [EFFECTIVE DATE.) 

Section 11 ~ effective the day following final enactment and 
applies to all support payments due on or after the effective date and 
to all unpaid payments that have not oeen redUced to judgment IJy 
The effective date. 

,', Subd. 2. This section takes effect the day following final enact
ment of 1988 S. F. No. 1582. '. 

Sec. 37. [ATHLETE REPRESENTATION.) Subdivision 1. 1988 
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S. F. No. 1830, section 1, subdivision 3, if enacted, is amended to 
read: 

Subd. 3. [REPRESENTATION OF CERTAIN ATHLETES PRO· 
HIBITED.] A person may not, before the effective date of a student 
athlete's waiver of intercollegiate athletic eligibility,~ 

(1) enter into a contract, written or oral, with a staEieftt athlete W. 

roserve as the agent of the student athlete· in obtaining a 
professional sports contract; or 

(2) enter into a contract, written or oral, to represent the staEieftt 
athlete "" a professional sports organization in obtaining a profes
sional sports contract fffi' .,., with a the student athlete. 

A person who violates this subdivision is subject to the remedies 
under section 8.31, except that a civil penalty imposed under that 
section may be not be more than $100,000, or three times ·the 
amount given, offered, or promised as an inducement for the student 
athlete to enter the agency contract or professional sports contract, 
exclusive of the compensation provided by the professional sports 
contract, whichever is greater. ' 

Subd. 2. This section takes effect on the effective date of 1988 S. F. 
No. 1830, SeCtion ~ --

Sec. 38. [CORRECTION.] Subdivision 1. 1988 S. F. No. 2131, 
section 8, if enacted, is amended to read: 

Sec. 8. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

Sections 4 aaEi, 6, and 7 are effective the day following final 
enactment. Section 2lSeffective January 1, 1989., Section 3 is 
effective January I, 1990. 

Subd. 2. This section takes effect the day after final, enactment. 

Sec. 39. 1988 S. F. No. 2289, section I, if enacted, is amended to 
read: 

Section 1. [115A.195] [PUBLIC PARTICIPATION IN OWNER
SHIP AND MANAGEMENT OF FACILITY.] 

The stabilization and containment facility developed under sec
tions 115A.18 to 115A.30 may be wholly owned by the state or 
jointly owned by the state and a developer selected by the board 
under section 115/..191 115A.192. The board chair may negotiate 
and the board may enter agreements with a selected developer 
providing terms and conditions forthe development and operation of 
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the facility. If the agreements provide for capital improvements or 
equipment, or for payment of state money, the agreements may be 
implemented only if funds are appropriated and available to the 
board for those purposes. 

Sec. 40. [WORKERS' COMPENSATION SELF· INSURANCE.] 
Subdivision 1. 1988 S. F. No. 2473, section 4, subdivision 14, if 
enacted, is "",ended to read: 

Subd. 14. [NOTICE TO SECURITY FUND.] The commissioner 
shall advise the self· insurers' security fund promptly after the 
receipt of pu~lic information indicating that a private self·insurer 
may be unab e to meet its compensation obligations. The commis· 
sioner shall advise the self· insurers' security fund of all publid 
determinations and public directives and orders made or issu 
pursuant to this section. 

Subd. 2. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] Subdivision 1 is effective July h 
1988. 

Sec. 41. [WORKERS' COMPENSATION SELF· INSURANCE.] 
Subdivision 1. 1988 S. F. No. 2473, section 22, if enacted, is amended 
to read: 

Sec. 22. [REPEALER.] 

Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 60A.101, subdivi· 
sions 1 and ~; and 176.183, subdivision la, are repealed. -

Subd. 2. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] Subdivision 1 ~ effective July h 
1988. 

Sec. 42. [CORRECTION.] Subdivision 1. 1988 H. F. No. 2590, 
article 1, section 10, if enacted, is amended to read: 

Sec. 10. [290.0802] [SUBTRACTION FOR THE ELDERLY AND 
DISABLED.] 

Subdivision 1. [DEFINITIONS.] For purposes of this section, the 
following terms !>ave the meanings given. 

(a) "Adjusted gross income" means federal adjusted gross income 
as used in section 22(d) of the Internal Revenue Code for the taxable 
year plus the ordinary income portion of a lump sum distribution as 
defined in section 4WW 402(e) of the Internal Revenue code. 

(b) "Disability income" means disability income as defined in 
section 22(c)(2)(B)(iii) of the Internal Revenue Code. 
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(c) "Internal Revenue Code" means the Internal Revenue Code of 
1986, as amended through December 31,1987. 

(d) "Nontaxable retirement and disability benefits" means the 
amount of pension, annuity, or disability benefits that would be 
included in the reduction under section 22(c)(3) of the Internal 
Revenue Code, but excluding tier one railroad retirement benefits. 

(e) "Qualified individual" means a qualified individual as defined 
in section 22(b) ofthe Internal Revenue Code. 

Subd. 2. [EFFECTIVE DATE.) This section is effective upon the 
effective date of the section cited in subdivision 1. ----

Sec. 43. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 183.42, is 
amended to read: 

183.42 [INSPECTION EACH YEAR.) 

Every owner, lessee, or other person having charge of boilers, 
pressure vessels or any boat subject to inspection under this chapter 
shall cause the same them to be inspected by the division of boiler 
inspection. Boilers and boats subject to inspection under this chap
ter shall must be inspected at least annually and pressure vessels 
inspected at least every two years eXfiept as provided under section 
183.45. A person who fails to have t e inspection required by this 
section shall pay to the commissioner a penalty in the amount of the 
cost of inspection up to a maximum of $1,000. 

Sec. 44. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 183.45, is amended to 
read: 

183.45 [INSPECTION.) 

Subdivision 1. All boilers and steam generators shall must be 
inspected by the division of boiler inspection before same thfiY are 
used, and all boilers shall must be inspected at least once eac year 
thereafter except as proviOeiIUnder subdivision ~. Inspectors may 
subject aU boilers to hydrostatic pressure or hammer test, and shall 
ascertain by a thorough internal and external examination that 
they are well made and of good and suitable material; that the 
openings for the passage of water and steam, respectively, and all 
pipes and tubes exposed to heat, are of proper dimensions and free 
from obstructions; that the flues are circular in form; that the 
arrangements for delivering the feed water are such that the boilers 
cannot be injured thereby; and that such boilers and their connec
tions may be safely used without danger to life or property. Inspec
tors shall ascertain that the saf!)ty valves are of suitable dimensions, 
sufficient in number, and properly arranged, and that the safety 
valves are so adjusted as to allow no greater pressure in the boilers 
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than the amount prescribed by the inspector's certificate; that there 
is a sufficient number of gauge cocks, properly inserted, to indicate 
the amount of water, and suitable gauges that will correctly record 
the pressure; and that the. fusible metals are properly inserted 
where required so as to fuse by the heat of the furnace whenever the. 
water in the boiler falls below its prescribed limit; and that provi
sions are made for an ample supply of water to feed the .boilers at all 
times; and that means for blowing out are provided, SO as to 
thoroughly remove the ~ud and sediment from allparts when under 
pressure. 

Subd. 2. [Ql(ALIFYING BOILER.] (a) "Qualifying boiler" means 
!! boiler of 200,000 pounds ~ hour or more capacity which has an 
internal continuous water treatment program app;:oveQ jly the 
de~artment and which the chief bOller inspector has determined10 
be m compliance with paragraph ~ • 

(b) A qualifying boiler must be ins~ected at least once evei?a 24 
months internally and externally whi e not under pressure, an at 
least once every 18 months externally wille under pressure.lfthe 
InSpeCtOr considers !! necessary to coiidiicl ~rostatic test to 
determine the safety of !! hoper, the test must be conducted'~ the 
owner or user Q... the eqUIpment under. the supervIsion ~ an 
inspector, 

(c) The owner of !! qualifying boiler must keep accurate records 
showing the date and actual time the boileri5;· out of service, the 
reason or reasons ther~ and. the chemicaI'pliYsicallaborato~ 
8iialySisof samples of the boiler water taken at regular intervals 0' 
not more than 48 hours of operation which adequately show the· 
condffiOil of the water, and any elements or characteristicSfhereof, 
capable of prO<fuClilgCoiToSion or other deterioration of the boiler or 
its parts. 

(d) If an inspector determines there are substantial deficiencies in 
~mpment or it) oeerating proceaur~n~ctions of ~ qualifying 

Her may be reqUIred once e'lery 12 mont. untIl such time as the 
chief boiler inspector finds that the substan~dencreliCleshave 
been corrected. -- -- -- --

Sec. 45. [CORRECTION.] Subdivision 1. Minnesota Statutes 1987 
Supplement, section 290,01, subdivision 19, as amended by 1988 
H. F. No. 2590, article 3, section 2, if enacted, is amended to read: 

Subd. 19. [NET INCOME.] The term "net income" means the 
federal taxable income, as defined in section 63 of the Internal 
Revenue Code of 1986, as amended through the !late named in this 
subdivision, incorporating any elections made by the taxpayer in 
accordance with the Internal Revenue Code in determining federal 
taxable income for federal income tax purposes, and with the 
modifications provided in subdivisions 19a to 19f 199. 
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The Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended through Decem
ber 31, 1986, shall be in effect for taxable years beginning after 
December 31, 1986. The provisions of sections 10104, 10202, 10203, 
10204, 10206, 10212, 10221, 10222, 10223, 10226, 10227, 10228, 
10611,10631,10632, and 10711 of the Omnibus Budget.Reconcili
ation Act of 1987, Public Law Number 100-203, shall be effective at 
the time they become effective for federal income tax purposes. 

The Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended through Decem
ber 31, 1987, shall be in effect for taxable years beginning after 
December 31, 1987. 

Except as otherwise provided, references to the Internal Revenue 
Code in subdivisions 19a to 19f mean the code in effect for purposes 
of determining net income for the applicable year. 

Subd. 2. [EFFECTIVE DATE.) This section ~ effective upon the 
effective date of the section cited in subdivision 1. 

Sec. 46. [CORRECTION.) Subdivision 1. Minnesota Statutes 1987 
Supplement, section 469.177, subdivision la, as added by 1988 H. F. 
No. 2590, article 12, section 20, if enacted, is amended to read: 

Subd. 1a. [ORIGINAL MILL RATE.) W At the time ofthe initial 
certification of the original assessed value for a tax increment. 
financing district, the county auditor shall certify the original mill 
rate that applies to the district. The original mill rate is the sum of 
all the mill rates that apply to a property in the district for the taxes 
payable in the calendar year in which the initial certification of 
original assessed value is requested under subdivision 1. If the total 
mill rate applicable to properties in the tax increment financing 
district varies, the mill rate must be computed by determining the 
average total mill rate in the district, weighted on the basis of 
assessed value. The resuIting mill rate is the original mill rate for 
the life of the district. 

W lD the ease ef districts certified during calendar year 1988-; the 
9riginal mill Pate efjUals the am9unt calculated >m<leF f'aragraf'R W 
muWf'lied hy ~ 

Subd. 2. [EFFECTIVE DATE.) This section is effective upon the 
effective date of the section cited in subdivision 1. 

Sec. 47. [CORRECTION.) Subdivision 1. Minnesota Statutes 
1986, section 290.06, subdivision 22, as added by 1988 H. F. No. 
2590, article 1, section 8, if enacted, is amended to read: 

Subd. 22. [CREDIT FOR TAXES PAID TO ANOTHER STATE.) (a) 
A taxpayer who is liable for taxes on or measured by net income to 
another state or province or territory of Canada, as provided in 
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paragraphs (b) through (t), upon income allocated or apportioned to 
Minnesota, is entitled to a credit for the tax paid to another state or 
province or territory of Canada if the tax is actually paid in the 
taxable year 'Or a subsequent taxable year. A taxpayer who is a 
resident of this state pursuant to section 290.01, subdivision 7a, 
clause (b) and who is subject to income tax as a resident in the state 
of the individual's domicile is not allowed this credit unless the state 
of domicile does not allow a similar credit. 

(b) For an individual, estate, or trust, the credit is determined by 
multiplying the tax payable under this chapter by the ratio derived 
by dividing the income subject to tax in the other state or province 
or territory of Canada that is also subject to tax in Minnesota .while 
a resident of Minnesota by the taxpayer's federal adjusted gross 
income, as defined in section 62 of the Internal Revenue Code of 
1986, as amended through December 31, 1987, to the extent the 
income is allocated or assigned to Minnesota under sections 290.081 
and 290.17. 

(c) If the taxpayer is an athletic team that apportions all of its 
income under section 290.17, subdivision 5, paragraph fa} (c), the 
credit is determined by multiplying the tax payable under this 
chapter by the ratio derived from dividing the total net income 
subject to tax in the other state or province or territory of Canada by 
the taxpayer's Minnesota taxable income. 

(d) The credit determined under paragraph (b) or (c) shall not 
exceed the amount of tax so paid to the other state Or province or 
territory of Canada on the gross' income earned within the other 
state or province or territory of Canada subject to tax under this 
chapter, nor shall the allowance of the credit reduce the taxes paid 
under this chapter to an amount less than what would be assessed if 
such income amount was excluded from taxable net income. 

(e) In the case of the tax assessed on a lump sum dIstribution 
under section 290.032, the credit allowed under paragraph (a) is the 
tax assessed by the other state or province or territory of Canada on 
the lump sum distribution that is also subject to tax under section 
290.032, and shall not exceed the tax assessed under section 
290.032. 

(t) If a Minnesota resident reported an item of income to Minne
sota and is assessed tax in such other state or province or territory 
of Canada on that same income after the Minnesota statute of 
limitations has expired, the taxpayer shall receive a credit for that 
year under paragraph (a), notwithstanding any statute of limita
tions to the contrary. The claim for the credit must be submitted 
within one year from the date the taxes were paid to the other state 
or province or territory of Canada. The taxpayer must submit 
sufficient proof to show entitlement to a credit. 
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Subd. 2. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] Tbis section is effective upon the 
effective date of the section cited in subdivision 1. 

Sec. 48. [CORRECTION.] Subdivision 1. Minnesota Statutes 
1986, section 121.11, subdivision 12, is amended to read: 

Subd. 12. [ADMINISTRATIVE RULES.] The state board shall 
adopt and enforce rules, consistent with this code, appropriate for 
the administration and enforcement thereof. After February 1, 
1988, the board may propose rules under chapter 14 only upon 
specific direction contained in law other than under this subdivi
sion. Notwithstanding the provisions of section 14.05, subdivision 4, 
the state board may grant a variance to its rules upon application by 
a school district for purposes of implementing experimental pro
grams in learning or school management which attempt to make 
better use of community resources or available technology. 

Subd. 2. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] Subdivision ! ~ effective the day 
following final enactment. 

Sec. 49. [CORRECTION.] Subdivision 1. Minnesota Statutes 1987 
Supplement, section 290.191, subdivision 4, as amended by 1988 
H. F. No. 2590, article 2, section 32, if enacted, is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [APPORTIONMENT FORMULA FOR CERTAIN MAIL 
ORDER BUSINESSES.] If the business consists exclusively of the 
selling of tangible personal property and services in response to 
orders received by United States mail or telephone, and at least 99 
percent of the taxpayer's property and payroll is within Minnesota, 
then the taxpayer may apportion net income to Minnesota based 
solely upon the percentage that the sales made within this state in 
connection with the trade or business during the tax period are of 
the total sales wherever made in connection with the trade or 
business during the tax period. Property and payroll factors are 
disregarded. In determining eligibility for this subdivision, the sale 
not in the ordinary course of business of tangible or intangible 
assets used in conducting business activities must be disregarded. 

Subd. 2. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] This section is effective upon the 
effective date of the section cited in subdivision 1. 

Sec. 50. [CORRECTION.] Subdivision 1. 1988H. F. No. 2590, 
article 2, section 57, if enacted, is amended to read: 

Sec. 57. [EFFECTIVE DATE.J 

Sections 1, 4, and 5 are effective January 1, 1988. Sections 7,8,9, 
11, clause (13), 31, and 40 are effective for taxable years beginning 
after December 31, 1990, except that sections 9, 11, clause (13), and 
40 are effective for taxable years beginning after December 31, 1989, 
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insofar as, they apply to 936 corporations. In this section, "936 
corporations" are coip!lrations referred to in section 9, clause (2)(ii). 
Sections 12, clause (11), 14, 26, 33, and 56, paragraph (c), are 
effective for taxable y,ears beginning after December 31, 1988-
Sections 2, 3, 32, 36, 37, and 38 are effective for taxable years 

;'beginning after December 31, 1987. Section 30, paragraphs (t), (g), 
(h), and (j) are effective for taxable years beginning after December 
31, 1990, except that insofar as they apply to 936 corporations, they 
are effective for taxable years beginning after December 31, 1989. 
Sections 29, in its 'reference to section 290.17, subdivision 4, para
graph' (i), and 30, paragraph (i), are effective for taxable years 
beginning after December 31, 1988, in its application to income 
described in section 290.01, subdivision 19d, clause (11), for taxable 
years beginning after December 31, 1989, in its application to other 
income of 936 corporations, and for taxable years beginning after 
December 31, 1990, in its application to other income of foreign 
operating corporations. Section 30, paragraph (k) is effective for 
taxable years beginning after December 31, 1987. 

Sections 10, 11, clauses (2) and (3), 12, except for clause (11), 13, 
15 to 18, 20, 21, 23, 25, 29 insofar as it refers to companies subject 
to the occupation tax, 34, 35, 39, 41 to 49, and 56, paragraph (d), are 
effective for taxable years beginning after December 31, 1986. 
Section 22 is effective for taxable years beginning after December 
31, 1986, except that the part relating to the apportionment of the 
exemption amount among members of a unitary group is effective 
for taxable years beginning after December 31, 1987. Section 27 is 
effective for taxable years beginning after December 31, 1986, 
except that the part relating to the allowance of a net operating loss 
incurred in any taxable year to the extent of the apportionment ratio 
of the loss year is effective for taxable years beginning after 
December 31, 1987. Section 28 is effective for. losses incurred in 
taxable years beginning after December 31., 1986 .. 1987, and is 
repealed effective for taxable years beginning after December 31, 
1993. Sections 6, 50, and 55 are effective the day following final 
enactment. -Sections 51 -and 52 are effective for ores mined after 
December 31, 1989. Section 53 is effective for ores mined after 
December 31, 1986, and before January 1, 1990, Section 54 is 
effective for ore mined after December 31, 1986. Section 56, para
graph (a), is effective for ores mined after December 31, 1989. 
Section 56, paragrilph (b), is effective for ores mined after December 
31, 1986, and supersedes the repealer in Laws 1987, chapter 268, 
article 9, section 43, 

Subd. 2. [EFFECTIVE DATK] This section is effective upon the 
effective date of the section cited in subdivision 1. -- ~ 

Sec. 51. [CORRECTION.] .Subdivision 1. 1988 H. F. No. 2590, 
article 8, section 3, if enacted, is amended to read: 

256.017 [COUNTY PUBLIC ASSISTANCE INCENTIVE FUND.] 

/ 
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Beginning in 1900 fiscal r;,ear 1991, $1,000,000 is appropriated 
from the general fund to t e department in each fiscal year for 
awards to counties: (1) that have not been assessed an administra
tive penalty under section 256.016 in the corresponding fiscal year; 
and (2) that perform satisfactorily according to indicators estab
lished by the commissioner. 

After consultation with local agencies, the commissioner shall 
inform local agencies in writing of the performance indicators that 
govern the awarding of the incentive fund for each fiscal year by 
April of the preceding fiscal year. 

The commissioner rriay set performance indicators to govern the 
awarding of the total fund, may allocate portions of the fund to be 
awarded by unique indicators, or may set a sole indicator to govern 
the awarding of funds. 

The funds shall be awarded to qualifying local agencies according 
to their share of benefits for the programs related to the performance 
indicators governing the distribution of the fund or part of it as 
compared to the total benefits of all qualifying local agencies for the 
programs related to the performance indicators governing the dis
tribution of the fund or part of it. 

Subd. 2. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] This section ~ effective upon the 
effective date of the section cited in subdivision 1. 

-~-

Sec. 52. [CORRECTION.] Subdivision 1. Minnesota Statutes 
1986, section 256.82, subdivision 1, as amended by 1988 H. F. No. 
2590, article 8, section 6, if enacted, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [MONTHLY PAYMENTS.] For the period from 
January 1 to June 30, based upon estimates submitted by the county 

. agency to the state agency, which shall state the estimated required 
expenditures for the succeeding month, upon the direction of the 
state agency payment shall be made monthly in advance by the state 
to the counties of all federal funds available for that purpose for such 
succeeding month, together with an amount of state funds equal to 
85 percent of the difference between the total estimated cost and the 
federal funds so available for payments made except as provided for 
in section 256.016. Adjustment of any overestimate or underesti
mate made by any county shall be made upon the direction of the 
state agency in any succeeding month. Subsequent to July 1 of each 
year, the state agency shall reimburse the county agency for the 
funds expended during the January 1 to June 30 period except as 
provided for in section 256.016. For the period from July 1 to 
December 31 based upon the estimates submitted by the county 
agency to the state agency, which shall.state tbe estimated required 
expenditures for the succeedingmoI)th, upon the direction of the 
state agency, payment shall be made monthly in advance by the 
state to the counties of alI state and federal funds available for that 
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purpose for the succeeding month except as provided for in section 
256.016. Payment shall be made on the basis of federal and state 
participation rates described in this subdivision. Adjustment of any 
overestimate or underestimate made by any county shall be made 
upon the direction of the state agency in any succeeding month. 
Effective January 1, ~ 1990, the state rate of participation shall 
be determined as a percentage that equals the difference between 
100 percent and the percentage rate of federal financial participa
tion. 

Subd. 2. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] This section is effective upon the 
effective date of the section cited in subdivision 1. 

Sec. 53. [CORRECTION.] Subdivision 1. Minnesota Statutes 
1986, section 256.871, subdivision 6, as amended by 1988 H. F. No. 
2590, article 8, section 8, if enacted, is amended to read: 

Subd. 6. [ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES; PAYMENTS.] The 
county agency shall submit to the state agency an estimate of 
expenditures for each succeeding month in such form as required by 
the state agency. For the period from January 1 to June 30, payment 
shall be made monthly in advance by the state agency to the 
counties, of federal funds available for that purpose for each succeed-· 
ing month, together with an amount of state funds equal to ten 
percent of the difference between· the total estimated cost and the 
federal funds so available, except as provided for in section 256.016. 
Subsequent to July 1 of each year the state agency shall reimburse 
the county agency for the funds expended during the January 1 to 
June 30 period, except as provided for in section 256.016. For the 
period from July 1 to December 31, payment shall be made monthly 
in advance by the state agency to the counties, of all state and 
federal funds available for that purpose· for the succeeding month, 
except as provided for in section 256.016. Payment shall be made on 
the basis of federal and state participation rates described in this 
subdivision. Effective January 1, ~ 1990, the state rate of 
participation shall be determined as a percentage ·that equals the 
difference between 100 percent and the percentage rate of federal 
financial participation. Adjustment of any overestimate or underes
timate made by any county shall be made upon the direction of the 
state agency in any succeeding month. 

Subd. 2. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] This section is effective upon the 
effective date of the section cited in subdivision 1. 

Sec. 54. Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 256B.041, subdivision 5, 
as amended by 1988 H. F. No. 2590, article 8, section 11, if ejlacted, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 5. [PAYMENT BY COUNTY TO STATE TREASURER.] If 
required by federal law or rules pr~mulgated thereunder, or by 
authorized rule of the state agency, each county shall pay to the state 
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treasurer the portion of medical assistance paid by the state for 
which it is responsible. Effective January 1, ±Ii89 1990, the state 
rate of participation shall be determined as a percentage that equals 
the difference between 100 percent and the percentage rate of 
federal financial participation. 

For the period from January 1 to June 30, the county shall 
advance ten percent of that portion of medical assistance costs not 
met by federal funds, based upon estimates submitted by the state 
agency to the county agency, stating the estimated expenditures for 
the succeeding month. Upon the direction of the county agency, 
payment shall be made monthly by the county to the state for the 
estimated expenditures for each month. Adjustment of any overes
timate or underestimate based on actual expenditures shall be made 
by the state agency by adjusting the estimate for any succeeding 
month. Subsequent to July 1 of each year, the state agency shall 
reimburse the county agency for the funds expended during the 
January 1 to June 30 period, except as provided for in section 
256.016. For the period from July 1 to December 31, payments will 
be made by the state agency, except as provided for in section 
256.016, and the county agency will be advised of the amounts paid 
monthly. 

Subd. 2. [EFFECTIVE DATE.) This section is effective upon the 
effective date of the section cited in subdivision 1. 

-~-- -

Sec. 55. [CORRECTION.) Subdivision 1. 1988H. F. No. 2590, 
article 8, section 35, if enacted, is repealed. 

Subd. 2. This section is effective upon the effective date of the 
section citeil1il subdivision 1. 

Sec. 56. [CORRECTION.) Subdivision 1. 1988 H. F. No. 2590, 
article 8, section 37, if enacted, is amended to read: 

Sec. 37. [EFFECTIVE DATE.) 

The part of section 31 that strikes a part of paragraph (c) is 
effective June 1, 1990. Section 32 isL and the part of section 36 that 
rovides approval of 25 additional positions in tne department of 

uman services for food 'dtamp quality control, are effective June 1, 
1989. Except as provide in section 34, the rest of this article is 
effective January 1, 1990. 

Subd. 2. [EFFECTIVE DATE.) This section is effective ~ the 
effective date of the section cited in subdivision L -

Sec. 57. [CORRECTION.) Subdivision 1. Minnesota Statutes 1987 
Supplement, section 469.176, subdivision 4c, as added by 1988 H. F. 
No. 2590, article 12, section 16, if enacted, is amended to read: . 
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Subd. 4c. [ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT DISTRICTS.] Revenue 
derived from tax increment from an economic development district 
may not be used to provide improvements, loans, subsidies, grants, 
interest rate subsidies, or assistance in any form to developments 
consisting of buildings and ancillary facilities, if at least 25 percent 
of the buildings and facilities (determined on the basis of square 
footage) are used for the purposes listed in section 144(a)(8) of the 
Internal Revenue Code of 1986 (determined without regard to the 25 
percent restriction in subparagraph (A)). The restrictions under this 
paragraph apply only to districts located in development regions, as 
defined in section 462.384, with populations in excess of 1,000,000. 
Population must be determined under the provisions of secti';>ll 
477A.Oll. ' 

Subd. 2. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] This section is effective upon the 
effective date of the section cited in subdiVIsion 1. ' ---- -

Sec. 58. [CORRECTION.] Subdivision 1. 1988 H. F. No. 2590, 
article 12, section 29, if enacted, is amended to read: 

Sec. 29. [TRANSITION RULES,] 

(a) The provisions of sections 3, 6, 10, and 14 16 do not apply ,to 
proposed tax increment financing districts for wmch the authority 
called for a public hearing in a resolution dated March 23, 1987, and 
for which a public hearing was held on April 28, 1987. The 
provisions of Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 
469.174, subdivision 10, and 469.176, subdivision 4, apply to such 
districts, 

(b) The provisions of sections 3, 6, 10, and 14 16 do not apply to 
candidate sites Ht the ekI higl ... "ay I> eSHiEisr ttH< merement prejeet 
IH'ea;' identified in the old highway 8 corridor plan as approved by an 
authority on October 14, 1986, if the requests for certification of the 
districts are filed with the county before January 1, 1998. The 
provisions of Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 
469.174, subdivision 10, and 469.176, subdivision 4, apply to such 
districts. 

(c) The provisions of section 14 16, subdivision 4c, do not apply to 
an economic development district located in a development district 
approved on November 9,1987, provided the request for certification 
of the tax increment district is submitted to the county by Septem-
ber 30, 1988. ' 

Subd. 2. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] This section is effective upon the 
effective date of the section cited in SUbdIVIsion 1. ---- -

Sec. 59. [CORRECTION.] Subdivision 1. 1988 H. Fe, No. 2590, 
artic1e12, section 3'0, if enacted, is amended to read: ' 
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Sec. 30. [EFFECTIVE DATES.] 

Sections 2,5,6,7,14,16, subdivision 4e, 17, and the provisions of 
section 15 relating to the duration of hazardous substance sites and 
subdistricts are effective for hazardous substance sites and subdi
stricts designated and created after the day following final enact
ment. Except as otherwise specifically provided, sections 1,3,4, 8 to 
12,16, and 20 to 23, and the. provisions of section 15 applying to soils 
condition districts are effective for districts and amendments adding 
geographic area to an existing district for which the request for 
certification was filed with the county auditor after May 1, 1988. 
Sections 13, 15, 16, subdivision 4g, 18,24, and 25, and the provisions 
of section 21 allowing a change in the fiscal disparities election are 
effective May 1, 1988, except as otherwise specifically provided. 
Section 16, subdivision.4e 4i, is effective for districts for which the 
request for certification is filed with the county beffire after May 1, 
1988, and to all increment collected after January 1, 1990. Sections 
26 to 28 are effective upon approval by the city council of the city of 
Virginia and compliance with Minnesota Statutes, section 645.021. 
Section 29 is effective the day following final enactment. 

Subd. 2. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] This section i'! effective upon the 
effective date of the section cited in subdivision 1. 

Sec. 60. 1988 S. F. No. 2017, section 6, if enacted, is amended to 
read: 

Sec. 6. [EFFECTIVE DATE.J 

Sections 1 to g 4 are effective the day following final enactment. 
Section 5 is effectiVe upon the filing of the articles of incorporation 
with the secretary of state effecting an incorporation under section 
2, subdivision 1. 

Sec. 61. Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, section 126.22, 
subdivision 2, as amended by 1988 H. F. No. 2245, article 6, section 
12, if enacted, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [ELIGIBLE PUPILS.] The following pupils are eligible to 
participate in the high school graduation incentives program: 

(a) any pupil who is between the ages of 12 and 16 and who: 

(1) is at least two grade levels below the performance level for 
pupils of the same age in a locally determined achievement test; or 

(2) is at least one year behind in obtaining credits for graduation; 
or 

(3) is pregnant or is a parent; or 
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(4) has been assessed as chemically dependent; or 

(5) has been ahsent from attendance at school without lawful 
excuse for more than 15 consecutive school days in the preceding or 
current school year; 

(b) any pupil who is between the. ages of 16 and 19 who is 
attending school, and who is at least two grade levels below the 
performance level for pupils of the sanie age in a locally determined 
achievement test, or is at least one year behind in obtaining credits 
for graduation, or is pregnant or is a parent, or has been assessed as 
chemically dependent; or 

(c) any person between 16 and 21 years of age who has not 
attended a. high school program for at least 15 consecutive school 
days, excluding those days when school is not in session, and who is 
at least two grade levels below the performance level for pupils of the 
same age in a locally determined achievement test, or is at least one 
year behind in obtaining credits for graduation, or has been assessed 
as chemically dependent; or 

(d) any person who is at least 21 years of age and who: 

(1) has received less than 14 years of public or nonpublic edu.ca
tion, beginning at age 5; 

(2) has already completed the studies ordinarily required in the 
lOth grade but has not completed the requirements for a high school 
diploma or the equivalent; and 

(3) at the time of application, (i) is eligible for unemployment 
compensation benefits or has exhausted the benefits, (ii) is eligible 
for or is receiving income maintenance and support services, as 
defined in section 268.0111, subdivision 5, or (iii) is eligible for 
services under the displaced homemaker program, state wage
subsidy program, or any programs under the fed·eral Jobs Training 
Partnership Act or its successor. 

Notwithstanding section 127.27, subdivision 7, the provisions of 
section 127.29, subdivision 1, do not apply to f"lI*ls ~ pupil under 
age l!7 aM eIdeF 21 who parueipate participates in the high school 
graduation incentives program." . 

Renumber the sections in order 

Correct the internal references 

Amend the title accordingly 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

/ 
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S. F. No. 1645, A bill for an act relating to Minnesota Statutes; 
correcting erroneous, ambiguous, omitted, and obsolete references 
and text; eliminating certain redundant, conflicting, and superseded 
provisions; providing instructions to the revisor; making miscella
neous corrections to statutes and other laws; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1986, sections 10A.Ol, subdivisions 5 and 18; 13.46, subdi
vision 2; 116.44, subdivision 1; 121.931, subdivision 5; 126.70, 
subdivision 2; 127.35; 129B.40, subdivision 1; 145.921; 157.03; 
176.081, subdivision 1; 176.101, subdivision 3e; 176.421, subdivision 
7; 205.065, subdivision 1; 205.18, subdivision 2; 245.77; 256.991; 
268.04, subdivision 32; 273.124, subdivision 6; 290:05, subdivision 3; 
290.50, subdivision 3; 290.92, subdivision 23; 308.11; 383B.229; 
473.605, subdivision 2; 473.845, subdivision 1; 485.018, subdivision 
2; 515A.3-115; 548.09, subdivision 2; 611A.53, subdivision 1; Min
nesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 16A.26; 16A.661, subdi
vision 3; 105.81; 120.05, subdivision 2; 124.646, subdivision 1; 
129B.39; 1360.71; 144.122; 145A.07, subdivision 1; 176.131, subdi
vision 1; 214.01, subdivision 2; 256.01, subdivision 2; 256B.69, 
subdivision 16; 2560.03, subdivision 4; 256G.02, subdivision 4; 
256G.06; 257.354, subdivision 4; 268.91, subdivision 3e; 297.07, 
subdivision 3; 297.35, subdivision 3; 298.2211, subdivision 1; 352.01, 
subdivision 2b; 353.01, subdivision 2a; 383B.77; 469.121, subdivi
sion 1; 469.129, subdivision 1; 469.170, subdivisions 1, 3, 7, and 8; 
471.562, subdivision 4; 471.563; 474A.02, subdivision 18; 525.94, 
subdivision 3; 582.041, subdivision 2; reenacting Minnesota Stat
utes 1987 Supplement, section 80A.14, subdivision 18; repealing 
Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 226.01; 226.02; 226.03; 226.04; 
226.05; 226.06; 260.125, subdivision 6; 326.01, subdivision 21; 
362A.08; repealing Laws 1965, chapter 267, section 1; Laws 1971, 
chapter 830, section 7; Laws 1976, chapters 134, sections 2 and 30; 
163, section 10; Laws 1977, chapter 35, section 8; Laws 1978, 
chapters 496, section 1; 706, section 31; Laws 1979, chapters 48, 
section 2; 184, section 3; Laws 1981, chapter 271, section 1; Laws 
1982, chapter 514, section 15; Laws 1983, chapters 242, section 1; 
247, sections 38 and 130; 289, section 4; 290, sections 2 and 3; 299, 
section 26; 303, sections 21 and 22; Laws 1985, First Special Session 
chapter 9, article 2, sections 81, 82, and 88; Laws 1986, chapters 312, 
section 1; 400, section 43; 452, section 17; Laws 1986, First Special 
Session chapter 3, article 1, sections 74 and 79; and Laws 1987, 
chapters 268, article 5, section 5; 384, article 2, section 25; 385, 
section 7; 403, article 5, section 1; 404, section 138. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended, and placed upon 
its final passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was 
called. 

Wynia moved that those not voting be excused from voting. The 
motion prevailed. 
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There' were 108 yeas and 22 nays ~~ follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Begich 
Bennett 
Bertram 
Boo 
Brown 
Burger 
Carlson, D. 
Carlson, L. 
Carruthers 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
DeBlieck 
DeRaad 
Dille 
Dom 
Forsythe 
Frederick 
Greenfield 

Gruene~ 
Hartle 
Heap 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Jensen' 
Johnson, A. 
JOMson, R. 
Johnson; V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelly 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Kludt 
Knickerbocker 
Knuth 
Kostohryz 
Krueger 
Larsen 

Lasley Orenstein 
Lieder Otis 
McEachern Ozment 
~clCasy Pappas 
McLaughlin Pelowski 
McPherson Peterson 
Milbert Poppenhagen 
Minne . Price 
Morrison Quimi 
Munger Redalen 
Murphy" Reding 
Nelson, C. Rest 
Nelson, D. Riveness 
Nelsori; K. Rodosovich 
Neuenschwander Rose 
O'Connor Rukavina 
Ogren , Sarna 
Olsen, S. . Schafer 
Olson, E. Scheid 
Olson, K. Schreiber 
Omann Sea~rg 
qnnen Segal 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Anderson, G. Gutknecht Marsh Quist 
Clark Haukoos McDonald Rice 
Clausnitzer . Himle Miller RiChter 
Dempsey Hugoson Osthoff Stanius 
Frerichs Long Pauly Thiede 

193rd Day 

, Shaver 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Steensma 
S'viggum 
Swenson 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 

. Upbus 
Vellenga 
Voss 
Wagenius 

. Waltman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wynia 
Spk. Vanasek' 

'fjornhom 
Valento 

The bill was passed, as amended, and its title agreed to. 

MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS 

McLaughlin moved that the name of Clark be added as ~n author 
on. Holl.se Advisory No. 99. The motion prevailed. 

Osthoff moved that the name of Olsen, S., be stricken and the 
name of Larsen he added as an author on H. F. No.4. The motion 
prevailed. 

Quinn moved that the names of Milbert and Jacobs he added as 
authors on H. F. No. 2255. The motion prevailed. 

O'Connor moved that his name he stricken as an author on H. F._ 
No. 1403. The motion prevailed. 

McLaughlin moved that House Advisory No. 99 be recalled from 
the Committee on Transportation and he re-referred to the Commit
tee on Metropolitan Affairs. The motion prevailed. 
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Kostohryz moved that the following statement be printed in the 
permanent Journal of the House: 

"It was my intention to vote in the affirmative when the final vote 
was taken on the passage of H. F No. 2245, as amended by Confer
ence Committee." The motion prevailed. 

Wynia moved that the Chief Clerk be and he is hereby instructed 
to inform the Senate and the Governor by message that the House of 
Representatives is about to adjourn this 75th Session sine die. The 
motion prevailed. 

PROTEST AND DISSENT 

Pursuant to Article IV, Section 11, of the Minnesota Constitution, 
we the undersigned members register our protest and dissent 
regarding the actions of the school aids conference committee report 
of April 25, 1988. 

This conference committee deleted an amendment that had been 
placed by majority vote on both the House school aids bill and the 
Senate school aids bill. The language was identical in both bills. 

For a conference committee to delete an amendment that was part 
of both the House .and Senate bills is a clear violation of the House 
rules. "Mason's Manual of Legislative Procedure," for example, says 
(section 770, paragraph 2) "a report of a conference committee is 
objectionable in form if the committee has not confined itself to 
differences of opinion between the two Houses." 

Since majority rule is the cornerstone of representative govern
ment, the action mentioned above is also an affront ta the demo
cratic process. In this Case the clear will of the majority was 
undermined by a small minority-the ten member conference com
mittee. In addition, the vote or amendment of an individual member 
of tbe House is meaningless if the majority can be subjugated by a 
conference committee. 

We the undersigned request that this abuse of power be corrected. 

Signed: 
Allen Quist 
Paul Thiede 
Harriet McPherson 
Gil Gutknecht 
Virgil Johnson 
Craig Shaver 
Dale Clausnitzer 

Bob Waltman 
Gary Schafer 
Gene Hugoson 
Donald J. Valenta 
Arthur Seaberg 
Bert McKasy 
Don Richter 
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Howard Miller 
Steve Dille 
Don Frerichs 
Jim Heap 
Dale DeRaad 
John Rose 
Doug Carlson 
Brad Stanius 
K. J. McDonald 
Sylvester Uphus 
Dean P. Hartle 
Eileen Tompkins 
John Burger 
Steve Sviggnm 
Bill Schreiber 
Bob Haukoos 
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Tony Bennett 
Connie Morrison 
Sid Pauly 

[93rd Day 

Dennis J. Poppenhagen 
Marcel uSal" Frederick 
Doug Swenson 
Terry Dempsey 
Elton fuldalen 
David B. Gruenes 
John Himle 
Ben Boo 
Marcus Marsh 
Tony Onnen 
Mary Forsythe 
Bernie Omann 
Chris Tjornhom 

There being no objection, the order of business reverted to Mes
sages from the Senate. 

MESSAGES FROM THE SENATE 

The following message was received from the Senate: 

Mr. Speaker: 

This is to notify you that the Senate is about to adjourn the 
Seventy-Fifth Legislative Session sine die. 

PATRICK E. FLAHA YEN, Secretary of the Senate 

MOTION TO ADJOURN SINE DIE 

Wynia moved that the House adjourn sine die. The motion 
prevailed and tbe Speaker declared the House adjourned sine die. 

EDWARD A. BURDICK, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 
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The following communications were received subsequent to ad
journment sine die: 

MESSAGES FROM THE SENATE 

The following message was received from the Senate: 

Mr. Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted 
the report of the Conference Committee on: 

H. F. No. 2590, A bill for an act relating to the financing of 
government in Minnesota; changing tax rates and bases; modifying 
the administration, collection, and enforcement of taxes; imposing 
taxes; changing the computation, administration, and payment of 
aids, credits, and refunds; limiting taxing powers; transferring and 
imposing governmental powers and duties; making technical correc
tions and clarifications; providing bonding authority to Hennepin 
county, Ramsey county, the city of Little Falls, and the city of Shafer; 
authorizing establishment of special service districts in the cities of 
Robbinsdale, Minneapolis, and White Bear Lake; imposing penal
ties; appropriating money and reducing appropriations; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1986, sections 62E.13, by adding a subdivision; 
69.031, subdivision 3; 183.411, subdivisions 1, 3, and by adding a 
subdivision; 183.466; 183.51, subdivisions 4, 7, and 10; 237.075, 
subdivision 8; 256.72; 256.81; 256.82, subdivision 1; 256.863; 
256.871, subdivision 6; 256.935, subdivision 1; 256.991; 256B.041, 
subdivisions 5 and 7; 256B.05, subdivision 1; 256B.19, subdivision 2; 
256D.03, subdivision 6; 256D.04; 256D.36, subdivision 1; 270.075, 
subdivision 2; 270.41; 270.70, subdivision 1; 271.01, subdivision 5; 
273.01; 273.05, subdivision 1; 273.061, subdivision 2; 273.112, 
subdivisions 3 and 6; 273.121; 273.124, subdivisions 1 and 6; 273.13, 
by adding a subdivision; 273.1315; 273.40; 275.07, by adding a 
subdivision; 275.08, by adding subdivisions; 275.51, subdivision 3f, 
and by adding a subdivision; 277.05; 277.06; 279.01, subdivision 3; 
287.21, by adding a subdivision; 290.01, by adding subdivisions; 
290.06, by adding a subdivision; 290.067, subdivision 1; 290.39, by 
adding a subdivisiqn; 290.50, subdivision 3; 290.92, subdivision 21; 
290.931, subdivision 1; 290.934, subdivisions 1, 3, and by adding a 
subdivision; 290A.03, subdivision 7; 290A.04, by adding a subdivi
sion; 297.01, by adding a subdivision; 297.03, subdivision 12, and by 
adding a subdivision; 297.041, subdivision 1; 297.06, subdivisions 1, 
2, 3, and by adding a subdivision; 297.08, subdivision 1; 297.12, 
subdivision 1; 297.35, by adding a subdivision; 297A.15, subdivi
sions 1 and 5; 297 A.16; 297 A.17; 297 A.21; 297 A.25, subdivision 5, 
and by adding subdivisions; 297 A.256; 297 A.35, subdivision 1; 
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297C,02, subdivisions 3 and 4; 297C,03, by adding a subdivision; 
297C,07; 297D.08; 298.223; 298.28, subdivisions 3 and 6; 299.01, 
subdivision 1; 303,03; 329,11; 349.12, subdivision 18, and by adding 
subdivisions; 349.2121" subdivisions 1, 2, 5, and by adding a subdi
vision; 349.22, subdivision 1, and by adding subdivisions; 373.40, 
subdivision 4; 375,192, subdivision 1; 387.212; 393.07, subdivision 2; 
473.843, subdivision 2; 473F.02, by adding a subdivision; 473F.07, 
subdivisions 4 and 5; 473F.08, subdivisions 1, 3, 3a, 5, and 10; 
473F.1O; 477A.011, by adding subdivisions; 477A.015; and 507.235, 
subdivision 1; Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 
16A.15, subdivision 6; 16A.1541; 60A.15, subdivision 1; 60E.04, 
subdivision 4; 69.021, subdivision 5; 69,54; 124.155, subdivision 2; 
124.2131, subdivision 3; 124.2139; 124A.02, subdivisions 3a and 11; 
256.01, subdivision 2; 256B.091, subdivision 8; 256B.15; 256B.19, 
subdivision 1; 256B.431, subdivision 2b; 256D.03, subdivision 2; 
256G.Ol, subdivision 3; 256G.02, subdivision 4; 256G.04, subdivi
sion 1; 256G,05; 256G,07; 256G.I0; 256G,11; 270.485; 272.01, sub
division 2; 272.02, subdivision 1; 272.115, subdivision 4; 272,121; 
273.061, subdivision 1; 273.1102, by adding a subdivision; 273.1195; 
273.123, subdivisions 4 and 5;273.124, subdivisions 8, 11, and 13; 
273.13, subdivisions 15a, 22, 23, 24, 25, and 31; 273.135, subdivision 
2; 273;1391,subdivision 2; 273.1392; 273.1393; 273.165, subdivision 
2; 273.37, subdivision 2; 274.01, subdivision 1; 275.07, subdivision 1; 
275.50, subdivisions 2 and 5; 275.51, subdivisions 3h and 3i; 276.04; / 
276.06; 279.01, subdivision 1; 290.01, subdivisions 3a; 4, 5, ,7, 19, " ;/ 
19a, 19b, 19c, 19d, 1ge, 20, and 29; 290.015, subdivisions 1, 2, 3, and 
4; 290,032, subdivision 2; 290,06, subdivisions 1, 2c, and 21; 290,081; / 
290.092, subdivisions 3,4, 5; and by adding a subdivision; 290.095, ; 
subdivisions 1, 2, 3, and by adding a subdivision; 290,10; 290,17, ' 
subdivisions 2 and 4; 290.191, subdivisions 1, 4, 5, 6, and 11; ~90,21, I 
subdIvIsIons 3 and 4; 290,34, subdIVISIon 2; 290.35, subdIVISIOn 2; , 
290,37, subdivision 1; 290.371, subdivisions 1, 3, 4, and 5; 290.38/ , 
290.41, subdivision 2; 290.491; 290.92, subdivisions 7 and 15; 
290.934; subdivision 2; 290.9725; 290A.03, subdivisions 3, 13, /4, 
and 15; 290A.04, subdivisions 2 and 2b; 290A.06; 295.32; 295.34, 
subdivision 1; 297.01, subdivisions 7 and 14; 297.03, subdivisibn 6; 
297.11, subdivision 5; 297A.01, subdivision 3; 297A.212; 29;tA.25, 
subdivisions 3 and 11; 297B.03; 297C.04; 298,01, subdivisions 3 and 
4; 298.22, subdivision 1; 298.2213, subdivision 3; 349.212/subdivi-
sions 1 and 4; 349.2121, subdivisions 4a and 10; 349.2122;,349.21231 
393.07, subdivision 10; 469.170, by adding a subdivision; 469.174, 
subdivisions 2, 7, 10, 11, and by adding subdivisioris; 469.175, 
subdivisions 1, 2, 3, 4, and by adding subdivisions; 469.176, subdi
visions 1, 4, 5, and 6; 469.177, subdivisions 1, 3, 4, And by adding 
subdivisions; 469.179; 473.446, subdivision 1; 4731)::02, subdivision 
4; 473F.05; 473F.06; 473F.07, subdivision 1; 473F~0 ,subdivisions 2, 
4, and 6; 475.53, subdivision 4; 475.61, subdiv' ion 3; 477A.013, 
subdivisions 1,2, and by adding subdivisions' and 508.25; Laws 
1987, chapter 268, articles 3, section 12; 6, sections 53 and 54; Laws 
1988, chapter 516, section 3; proposing ,:"ping for new law in 
Minnesota Statutes, chapters 256, 270, 27~.275, 290, 290A, 297, 
297C, 298, 349, 375, and 424A; proposil coding for new law, as 

/ 
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Minnesota Statutes, chapter 428A; repealing Minnesota Statutes 
1986, sections 13.58; 124.2131, subdivision 4; 124.2137; 124.2139; 
124A.031, subdivision 4; 256.965; 272.64; 273.112, subdivision 9; 
273.115; 273.116; 273.13, subdivisions 7a, 26, 27, 28, 29, and 30; 
273.1311; 273.1315; 273.135, subdivision 5;273.1391, subdivision 4; 
275.035; 275.49; 275.50, subdivisions 3', 7, and 8; 290.07, subdivi
sions 3 and 6; 290.11; 290.12, as amended; 290.131, as amended; 
290.132, as amended; 290.133, as amended; 290.134, as amended; 
290.135, as amended; 290.136, as amended; 290.138, as amended; 
290.934, subdivision 4; 297 A.15, subdivision 2; 297C.03, subdivision 
5; 298.401; 299.013; 477A.011, subdivisions 4, 5, 6, 7a, 10, 11, 12, 13, 
and 14; Minnesota Statutes 1987 Supplement, sections 2560.22; 
273.1102, subdivision 2; 273.1195; 273.13, subdivisions 9 and 15a; 
273.1394; 273.1395; 273.1396; 273.1397; 275.081; 275.082; 275.125, 
subdivision 22; 290.06, subdivision 20; 290.077, subdivision 1; 
290.14; 290.21, subdivision 8; 290.371, subdivision 2; 290A.04, 
subdivision 2a; 296.02, subdivisions 2a. and 2b; 296.025, subdivi
sions 2a and2b; and 477A.011, subdivision 7; Laws 1987, chapter 
268, articles 3, section 11; and 6, section 19. 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the recom
mendation and report of the Conference Committee. Said House File 
is herewith returned to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

PETITIONS AND COMMUNICATIONS 

The following communications were received: 

STATE OF MINNESOTA 

OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR 

SAINT PAUL 55155 

The Honorable Robert Vanasek 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 
The State of Minnesota 

Dear Sir: 

April 18, 1988 

I have the honor of informing you that I bave received, approved, 
signed and deposited in the Office of the Secretary of State the 
following House Files: 

H. F. No. 1585, relating to natural resources; designating a basin 
of Twin Lake within the city of Robbinsdale as a separate basin, 
South Twin Lake. 

H. F. No. 1831, relating to intoxicating liquor; authorizing issu
ance of one on-sale liquor license on an excursion and dinner boat on 
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Detroit Lake. Becker county; authorizing issuance of an on-sale 
liquor license to Fort Snelling. 

H. F. No. 1864, relating to the city of Jordan; enablirigthe city to 
issue tax anticipation certificates. 

H. F. No. 1897, relatirig to insurance; regulating the Minnesota 
Insurance Guaranty Associatiori; excluding investment risks insur
ance from coverage; modifying the definitions of "resident" and 
"covered claim"; regulating cla~ms; preventing insolvencies; making 
certain technical changes. . 

H. F. No. 2063, relating to housing; providing a definition; autho
rizing certain refinancing; providing for grants for housing for 
low-incom'e persons; providing for reservation of low-ihcoID.e housing 
credits. . 

H. F. No. 2138, relating to human services; revising and clarifying 
the duties and powers of the ombudsman for mental health and 
mental retardation; transferring money. 

H. F. No. 2192, relating to transportation; providing for applica
tion of rules; providing for agreements with other states to admin
ister special permits for vehicles exceeding weight and length 
restrictions; exempting limousines from motor carrier regulation; 
clarifying the filing of petitions for operating certificates and per
mits, carrying of cab cards~ and requirements for private carriers; 
establishing insurance requirements; providing that investigative 
data on Violations under chapter 221 may be given to transportation 
regulation board. 

H. F. No. 2246, relating to economic development; including labor 
organizations and community groups in the organizations that are 
eligible for assistance from various entities. 

H. F. No. 2306, relating to bonds; authorizing the Minnesota 
public facilities authority to issue revenue bonds and make loans to 
or purchase the. bonds of municipalities for wastewater treatment 
and water supply systems. 

H. F. No. 2508, relating to st"tute of limitations; providing relief 
for certain individuals denied a remedy due to the unconstitution-
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ality of a statute of limitation relating to real property im
provement .. 

Sincerely, 

RUDY PERPICH 

Governor 

STATE OF MINNESOTA 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE 

ST. PAUL 55155 

The Honorable Robert Vanasek 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Honorable Jerome M. Hughes 
President of the Senate 

April 19, 1988 

I have the honor to inform you that the following enrolled Acts of 
the 1988 Session of the State Legislature have been received from 
the Office of the Governor and are deposited in the Office of the 
Secretary of State for preservation, pursuant to the State Constitu
tion, Article IV, Section 23: 

S.F. 
No. 

30 
335 
752 

1672 
1673 
1674 
1695 
1713 

H.F. 
No. 

1585 
1831 
1864 
1897 
2063 
2138 
2192 
2246 
2306 
2508 

Session Laws 
Chapter No. 

538 
539 
540 
541 
542 
543 
544 
545 
546 
547 
548 
549 
550 
551 
552 
553 
554 
555 

Date Approved 
1988 

April 18 
April 18 
April 18 
April 18 
April 18 
April 18 
April 18 
April 18 
April 18 
April18 
April 18 
April 18 
April 18 
April 18 
April 18 
April 18 
April 18 
April 18 

Date Filed 
1988 

April 18 
April 18 
April 18 
April 18 
April 18 
April 18 
April 18 
April 18 
April 18 

• April 18 
April 18 
April 18 
April 18 
April 18 
April 18 
April 18 
April 18 
April 18 
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1822 556.· April 18 April 18 
1904 557 April 18 April 18 
1948 . 558 April 18 April 18 
1958 559 April 18 April 18 
2097 560 April 18 April 18 
2347 561 April 18 April 18 
2456 56·2 April 18 April 18 

Sincerely, 

. JOAN ANDERSON GROWE 
Secretary of State 

STATE OF MINNESOTA 
. OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR 

SAINT PAUL 55155 

The Honorable Robert Vanasek 
Speaker of the House of ReRreseritatives 
The State of Minnesota . 

Dear Sir: 

April 20, 1988 

J have the honor of informing you that I have received, approved, 
signed. and deposited iJl the Office of the Secretary of State the 
following House Files: . . . 

H. F. No. 1659, relating to constables; authorizing town boards to 
form law enforcement agencies; abolishing the office· of constable; 
authorizing the board of peace officer standards and training to issue 
peace officer licenses to persons possessing constable licenses; trans
ferring responsibilities imposed by law upon constables to peace 
officers. 

H; F. No. 1850, relating to local improvements; special assess
ments; authorizing towns to make certain improvements. 

H. F. No. 1980, relating.to highways; designating I-90 as AMVETS 
memorial highway; adding, deleting, and substituting routes on tl)e 
trunk highway system. 

H. F. No. 2134, relating to real property; requiring recordation of 
transfers of contracts for deed; providing penalties. 
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H. F. No. 2190, relating to the city of Westbrook; permitting the 
city to expend city funds for a private hospital. 

H. F No. 2232, relating to cable television; exempting certain 
small cable systems; requiring new franchises to be granted on same 
terms as original franchise; prohibiting utilities from giving unfair 
preference to affiliated companies that provide cable television 
service. 

H. F. No. 2554, relating to education; allowing noncontiguous 
school districts to consolidate. 

Sincerely, 

RUDY PERPICH 
Governor 

STATE OF MINNESOTA 

OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR 

SAINT PAUL 55155 

The Honorable Robert Vanasek 
Speaker of the House of Representati ves 
The State of Minnesota 

Dear Sir: 

April 6, 1988 

I have the honor of informing you that I have received and 
deposited in the Office of the Secretary of State the following House 
Files: 

H. F. No. 1189, memoralizing the United States Congress to 
amend the Employment Retirement Security Act to permit the 
direct regulation of self-insured health care plans. 

H. F No. 2735, memorializing the President to immediately direct 
the Secretary of Agriculture to halt the forced movement of Farmer
Owned Reserve grains to commercial warehouses. 

Sincerely, 

RUDY PERPICH 
Governor 
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STATE OF MINNESOTA 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE 

ST. PAUL 55155 

The Honorable Robert Vanasek 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Honorable Jerome M. Hughes 
President of the Senate 

· April 21,1988 

I have the honor to inform you that the following enrolled Acts of 
the 1988 Session of the State Legislature have been received from 
the Office of the Governor and are deposited in the Office of the 
Secretary of State for preservation, pursuant to the State Constitu-
tion, Article IV, Section 23: 

\ 

S.F. H.F. Session Laws Date Approved Date Filed 
No. No. Chapter No. 1988 1988 

1659 563 April 20 April 20 
1850 564 April 20 April 20 
1980 565 April 20 April 20 
2134 566 April 20 April 20 
2190 567 April 20 April 20 
2232 568 April 20 April 20 
2554 569 April 20 April 20 

1587 570 April 20 April 20 
1681 571 April 20 April 20 
1749 572 April 20 April 20 
1940 573 April 20 April 20 
2102 574 April 20 April 20 
2203 575 April 20 April 20 
2206 576 April 20 April 20 
2402 577 April 20 April 20 

1189 Resolution No. 11 April 6 
2735 Resolution No. 12 April 6 

974 Resolution No. 13 April 6 
2376 Resolution No. 14 April 6 
2525 Resolution No. 15 April 13 

Sincerely, 

JOAN ANDERSON GROWE 
Secretary of State 
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STATE OF MINNESOTA 

OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR 

SAINT PAUL 55155 

The Honorable Robert Vanasek 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 
The State of Minnesota 

Dear Sir: 
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April 21, 1988 

I have the honor of informing you that I have received, approved, 
signed and deposited in the Office of the Secretary of State the 
following House Files: 

H. F. No. 236, relating to elections; requiring fair campaign 
practices; imposing penalties. 

H. F. No. 421, relating to health; authorizing the commissioner of 
health to issue subpoenas in certain instances. 

H. F. No. 1399, relating to economic development; authorizing 
certain entities involved in economic development to participate in 
secondary markets; authorizing the use of appropriated money for 
secondary market purposes. 

H. F. No. 1790, relating to commerce; safe deposit companies; 
providing for performance of will searches upon safe deposit box 
renter's death. 

H. F. No. 1844, relating to courts; prescribing when a referee's 
orders become effective; requiring a study of the control and financ
ing of the district courts. 

H. F. No. 1966, relating to zoning; providing for filing require
ments of variances and certain official maps to real property. 

H. F. No. 2036, relating to crimes; clarifying the crime of obstruct
ing legal process or arrest; defining explosive fireworks; prohibiting 
posse'ssion of fireworks; increasing penalties for selling or possessing 
certain quantities of fireworks; providing penalties. 

H. F. No. 2108, relating to state government; ratifYing labor 
agreements, compensation plans, and salaries for state employees, 
and salaries for certain employees of metropolitan agencies. 

H. F. No. 2117, relating to public finance; providing conditions of 
local and state government debt financing; allocating bonding 
authority subject to a volume cap under federal tax law. 
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H. F. No. 2185, relating to game amI fish; adjusting the height of 
deer stands; regulating placing decoys in public waters or on public 
lands. 

H. F. No. 2265, relating to game and fish; affording protection to 
and authorizing a season on crows; regulating seasons and 'release 
and taking of pheasants on private shooting preserves; authorizing 
residents under 16 to take turkeys if they possess a firearms safety 
certificate; authorizing nursing home residents to fish without a 
license and disabled hunters to take deer or turkey with crossbows; 
exempting hunters on shooting preserves from the pheasant stamp 
requirement; authorizing' use of battery powered landing nets in 
taking fish; regulating the taking of walleyed pike in the Rainy' 
River; redefining a private fish hatchery for licensing purposes and 
regulating the acquisition of fish and acquisition and transportation 
of minnows; regulating the mesh size of Lake Superior .ciscoe nets 
and authorizing aeration of public waters by riparian landowners 
under permit. 

H. F. No. 2520, relating to commerce; clarifying certain procedures 
and fees relating to the statewide uniform commercial code comput
erized filing system. 

Sincerely, 

RUDY PERPICH 

Governor 

STATE OF MINNESOTA 
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY Of STATE 

ST. PAUL 55155 

The Honorable Robert Vanasek . 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Honorable Jerome M. Hughes 
President of the Senate 

. April 22, 1988 

I have the honor to inform you that the following enrolled Acts of 
the 1988 Session of the State Legislature have been received from 
the Office of the Governor and are deposited in the Office of the 
Secretary of State for preseryation, pursuant to the State Constitu-
tion, Article IV, Section 23: . . 

S.F. H.F. Session Laws Date Approved Date Filed 
No. No. Chapter No. 1988 1988 

236 578 April 21 April 21 
421 579 April 21 April 21 

1399 580 April 21 April 21 
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1790 581 April 21 April 21 
1844 582 April 21 April 21 
1966 583 April 21 April 21 
2036 584 April 21 April 21 
2108 585 April 21 April 21 
2117 586 April 21 April 21 
2185 587 April 21 April 21 
2265 588 April 21 April 21 
2520 589 April 21 April 21 

462 590 April 21 April 21 
1086 591 April 21 April 21 
1388 592 April 21 April 21 
1582 593 April 21 April 21 
1608 594 April 21 April 21 
1610 595 April 21 April 21 
1661 596 April 21 April 21 
1708 597 April 21 April 21 
1727 598 April 21 April 21 
2017 599 April 21 April 21 
2165 600 April 21 April 21 
2217 601 April 21 April 21 
2451 602 April 21 April 21 

Sincerely, 

JOAN ANDERSON GROWE 

Secretary of State 

STATE OF MINNESOTA 

OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR 

SAINT PAUL 55155 

The HoilOrable Robert· Vanasek 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 
The State of Minnesota 

Dear Sir: 

April 23, 1988 

I have the honor of informing you that I have received, approved, 
signed and deposited in the Office of the Secretary of State the 
following House,File: 

H. F. No. 1749, relating to transportation; increasing the excise 
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tax on gasoline and special fuel to 20 cents per gallon; increasing the 
fees for alternate fuel permits; providing for the distribution of 
motor vehicle excise tax revenue; creating a transportation study 
board; repealing the contingent income tax increase provision; 
appropriating money. 

Sincerely, 

RUDY PERPICH 
Governor 

STATE OF MINNESOTA 
OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR 

SAINT PAUL 55155 

The Honorable Robert Vanasek 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 
The State of Minnesota . 

Dear Sir: 

April 24, 1988 

I have the honor of informing you that I have received, approved, 
signed and deposited in the Office of the Secretary of State the 
following House Files: 

H. F. No. 10, relating to crimes; clarifYing that the crying of a child 
does not constitute provocation under first degree manslaughter. 

H. F. No. 257, relating to public employment; providing that 
certain state employees who are eligible to retire are eligible for 
state-paid insurance benefits; authorizing employer contributions to 
a deferred compensation plan in certain instances; modifYing the 
definition of terms and conditions of employment for public employ
ees; modifying severance pay. 

H. F. No. 1656, relating to traffic regulations; providing for allo
cation of civil fines for motor vehicle maximum weight violations in 
Hennepin county. 

H. F. No. 1681, relating to civil actions; clarifying the statute of 
limitations for damages based on services or construction to improve 
real property; clarifying the statute of limitations for asbestos 
actions. 
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H. F. No. 1795, relating to human services; creating a task forceto 
study building code standards for family and group family day care 
homes; changing building code requirements concerning certain 
child care facilities; allowing variance to rules for child care facilities 
in some circumstances; allowing use of double cylinder dead bolt 
locks in certain instances. 

H. F. No. 1925, relating to education; eliminating the cap on the 
state university system student health service fee. 

H. F No. 2041, relating to agriculture; limiting ownership of 
agricultural land by certain corporations and limited partnerships; 
providing for conveyance of certain interests. 

H. F. No. 2049, relating to commerce; motor vehicles; clarifying 
the intent of the legislature regarding certain motor vehicle cover
ages; regulating motor vehicle franchises; clarifying the intent of 
the legislature regarding cancellations, terminations, or nonrene
wals; specifying unfair practices; prohibiting agreements designed 
to waive, nullify, or modify statutory regulation; requiring lessors to 
title and register vehicles. 

H. F. No. 2127, relating to health maintenance organizations; 
requiring insolvency insurance policies to be filed; requiring a 
deposit; creating a net worth requirement; defining admitted assets; 
imposing investment restrictions; requiring quarterly reports; pro
viding for the inclusion of certain items in provider contracts; 
regulating rehabilitation and liquidations; providing for alternative 
coverage for enrollees of an insolvent health maintenance organiza
tion; requiring health maintenance organizations to maintain lia
bilities for unpaid claims; imposing residency requirements for 
Minnesota comprehensive health association coverage; requiring a 
report. 

H. F. No. 2291, relating to state agencies; amending, enacting, and 
repealing certain laws administered by the department of adminis
tration; requiring the commissioner of administration to consider 
the provision of child care facilities in new state office space; 
requiring state agencies to adopt policies regulating smoking in 
space under their control; increasing the powers of the state board 
for community colleges; changing the criteria for board membership. 

H. F. No. 2434, relating to the city of Duluth; authorizing the 
expenditure of previously appropriated funds for acquisition or 
construction of Duluth's Western Waterfront Trail. 
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H. F. No. 2568, relating to agriculture; providing for terms and 
compensation for members of the Minnesota agricultural and eco
nomic development board; changing and clarifying the small busi
ness development loan portion of the agricultural resource loan 
guarantee program; establishing requirements for revenues that can' 
be used in a local revolving fund. 

Sincerely, 

RUDY PERPICH 
Governor 

STATE OF MINNESOTA 
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE 

ST. PAUL 55155 

The Honorable Robert Vanasek 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Honorable Jerome M. Hughes 
President of the Senate 

April 25, 1988 

I have the honor to inform you that the following enrolled Acts of 
the 1988 Session of the State Legislature have been received from 
the Office of the Governor and are deposited in the Office of the 
Secretary of State for preservation, pursuant to the State Constitu
tion, Article IV, Section 23: 

SR H.F. 
No. No. 

203 

1749 
10 

257 
1656 
1681 
1795 

. 1925 
2041 
2049 
2127 
2291 
2434 
2568 

Session Laws 
Chapter No. 

603 
604 
605 
606 
607 
608 
609 
610 
611 
612 
613 
614 
615 
616 

Date Approved 
1988 

April 23 
April 24 
April 24 
April 24 
April 24 
April 24 
April 24 
April 24 
April 24 
April 24 
April 24 
April 24 
April 24 
April 24 

Date Filed 
1988 

April 23 
April 24 
April 24 
April 24 
April 24 
April 24 
April 24 
April 24 
April 24 
April 24 
April 24 
April 24 
April 24 
April 24 
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1268 617 April 24 April 24 
1540 618 April 24 April 24 
1652 619 April 24 April 24 
1719 620 April 24 April 24 
1809 621 April 24 April 24 
1955 622 April 24 April 24 
2055 623 April 24 April 24 
2111 624 April 24 April 24 
2119 625 April 24 April 24 
2137 626 April 24 April 24 
2150 627 April 24 April 24 
2214 628 April 24 April 24 
2226 629 April 24 April 24 
2266 630 April 24 April 24 
2323 631 April 24 April 24 

Sincerely, 

JOAN ANDERSON GROWE 
Secretary of State 

STATE OF MINNESOTA 

OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR 

SAINT PAUL 55155 

The Honorable Robert Vanasek 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 
The State of Minnesota 

Dear Sir: 

April 25, 1988 

I have the honor of informing you that I have received, approved, 
signed and deposited in the Office of the Secretary of. State the 
following House File: 

H. F. No. 2388, relating to public employees; providing for reas
signment of a University of Minnesota job classification to a differ
ent unit. 

Sincerely, 

RUDY PERPICH 
··Governor 
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STATE OF MINNESOTA 

OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR 

SAINT PAUL 55155 

The Honorable Robert Vanasek 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 
The State of Minnesota 

Dear Sir: 

April 26, 1988 

I have the honor of informing you that I have received, approved, 
signed and deposited in the Office of the Secretary of State the 
following House Files: 

H. F. No. 85, relating to consumer protection; regulating sales of 
used motor vehicles under certain circumstances; regulating new 
and used motor vehicle dealer licenses; providing certain standards 
in applications for certificates of title; requiring certain disclosures 
upon the transfer of a motor vehicle; providing for refund of certain 
taxes; providing penalties. 

H. F. No. 1277, relating to transportation; providing for state park 
road account funds to be used for lake access roads. 

H. F. No. 1526, relating to transportation; including certain all
terrain vehicles in the definition of motor vehicle for registration 
purposes; defining limousines and providing for their registration; 
allowing seven digits on personalized license plates and providing 
for personalized plate fees; authorizing special license plates for 
veterans; allowing the commissioner of public safety to determine 
the fee for ex-POW license plates; restricting certain farm trailers to 
being towed at a maximum speed of 30 miles per hour; exempting 
certain vehicles from brake requirements; permitting tinted glass on 
side and rear windows of limousines; providing for star county signs; 
providing for a tax on sale of collector vehicles in lieu of the motor 
vehicle excise tax; imposing a.penalty. 

H. F. No. 1748, relating to the handicapped; permitting equal 
access to housing accommodations for persons using a service dog; 
clarifying terms. 

H. F. No. 1754, relating to crime victims; providing that revenue 
recapture provisions apply to restitution ordered in a juvenile 
delinquency proceeding; requiring prosecutors to attempt to notify 
domestic assault victims of decisions not to prosecute; authorizing 
the crime victims reparations board to pay the costs of returning an 
abducted child home; authorizing the board to determine and award 
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reparations and damage claims from proceeds of a commercial 
exploitation of a crime; permitting an offender's minor dependents 
to receive some proceeds of a commercial exploitation of a crime; 
clarifying certain duties of the crime victim ombudsman; prescrib
ing penalties. 

H. F. No. 1851, relating to local government; regulating duties of 
town officers; setting town powers. 

H. F. No. 1943, relating to public administration; permitting the 
sale of certain tax-forfeited lands that border public waters; provid
ing for exchange of certain tax-forfeited peat lands; permitting 
certain counties to levy a tax for the county historical society; 
imposing a reverse referendum requirement. 

H. F. No. 2038, relating to employment; regulating youth employ
ment programs; requiring that new jobs do not replace existing jobs; 
providing for compensation at the state or federal minimum wage; 
regulating employment contracts; authorizing the department of 
jobs and training to buy real estate and locate offices in Minneapolis. 

H. F. No. 2269, relating to health; providing equal access to 
chiropractic services; providing for the licensure of doctors of chiro
practic; permitting a return of premium benefit in certain cases; 
requiring coverage for routine screening procedures for cancer in 
certain cases. 

H. F. No. 2340, relating to crime; law enforcement; requiring the 
reporting of crimes motivated by bias; requiring the peace officer 
standards and training board to mandate pre-service training for 
peace officers in recognizing, responding to, and reporting crimes of 
bias; requiring the board to make similar instructional materials 
available to peace officers for continuing education credit. 

H. F. No. 2468, relating to economic development; authorizing the 
commissioner to report on geographical distribution of set-aside 
awards for small businesses. 

H. F. No. 2481, relating to local government; the city of Cook, the 
city of Orr, and Koochiching and St. Louis counties; providing for the 
establishment of a hospital district in portions of those counties. 

H. F. No. 2536, relating to elections; providing that statewide 
computerized voter registration system satisfy requirements for 
duplicate registration file; establishing voter registration account 
and appropriating money; changing certain procedures related to 
registration cards, files, and records; changing certain procedures for 
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voting, arranging names on ballots," and completing summary 
statements; permitting cities or counties to use their present voting 
systems for general elections. 

Sincerely, 

RUDY PERPICH 
Governor 

STATE OF MINNESOTA 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE 

ST" PAUL 55155 

The Honorable Robert Vanasek 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Honorable Jerome M. Hughes 
President of the Senate 

April 27, 1988 

I have the honor to inform you that the following enrolled Acts of 
the 1988 Session of the State Legislature have been received from 
the Office of the Governor and are deposited in the Office of the 
Secretary of State for preservation, pursuant to the State Constitu-
tion, Article IV, Section 23: 

S.F. H.F. Session Laws Date Approved Date Filed 
No. No. Chapter No" 1988 1988 

2388 632 April 25 April 25 
2465 633 April 25 April 25 

85 634 April 26 April 26 
1277 635 April 26 April 26 
1526 636 April 26 April 26 
1748 637 April 26 April 26 
1754 638 April 26 April 26 
1851 639 April 26 April 26 
1943 640 April 26 April 26 
2038 641 April 26 April 26 
2269 642 April 26 April 26 
2340 643 April 26 April 26 
2468 644 April 26 April 26 
2481 645 April 26 April 26 
2536 646 April 26 April 26 

63 647 April 26 April 26 
121 648 April 26 April 26 
232 649 April 26 April 26 
321 650 April 26 April 26 
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412 651 April 26 April 26 
994 652 April 26 April 26 

1228 653 April 26 April 26 
1462 654 April 26 April 26 
1643 655 April 26 April 26 
1646 656 April 26 April 26 
1686 657 April 26 April 26 
1711 658 April 26 April 26 
1721 659 April 26 April 26 
1769 660 April 26 April 26 
1783 661 April 26 April 26 
1871 662 April 26 April 26 
1885 663 April 26 April 26 
1900 664 April 26 April 26 
1937 665 April 26 April 26 
1956 666 April 26 April 26 
2003 667 April 26 April 26 
2009 668 April 26 April 26 
2071 669 April 26 April 26 
2122 670 April 26 April 26 
2131 671 April 26 April 26 
2255 672 April 26 April 26 
2275 673 April 26 April 26 
2473 674 April 26 April 26 
2491 675 April 26 April 26 

Sincerely, 

JOAN ANDERSON GROWE 
Secretary of State 

STATE OF MINNESOTA 

OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR 

SAINT PAUL 55155 

The Honorable Robert Vanasek 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 
The State of Minnesota 

Dear Representative Vanasek: 

April 26, 1988 

I am returning without my signature H. F. No. 1999, a bill relating 
to workers' compensation. The bill still does not represent good 
public policy because it creates unnecessary upheaval without 
getting to the crux of the problem. 
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H. F. No. 1999 does not guarantee that Minnesota businesses will 
pay lower workers' compensation rates in the future. While the bill 
does provide adjustments which could lower the cost of the system, 
there is no assurance that the lower costs will be passed on as rate 
reductions for employers, because it still fails to provide for effective 
regulation of the insurance industry. More than ever, I' strongly 
believe that reform of the workers' compensation system is neces
sary, if the key ingredient of effective insurance regulation is part of 
that reform. 

The elimination of the Workers' Compensation Court of Appeals, 
without any apparent policy justification, still causes me a great 
deal of concern. It would disrupt the system, creating longer delays 
and less justice for employers and employees, not to mention more 
litigation and higher costs. 

In some areas, the benefit changes bring equity to the system, and 
could help reduce costs. Yet the major cost savings result is from 
diminishing bureaucratic delays on benefits, not from reducing the 
size of the benefit check. If the duration of benefits is limited, then 
the system must get injured workers back to work as quickly as 
possible. Research shows that rehabilitation is the most effective 
course of action. Yet this bill limits rehabilitation. 

In short, the bill makes several changes in the workers' comp 
system that could create serious problems. Most importantly, the 
balance of justifiable insurance rates and cost reductions both of 
which are necessary for long-term reform, are still not present in 
this bill. Therefore, I am vetoing this bill and returning it to you. 

Sincerely, 

RUDY PERPICH 
Governor 

STATE OF MINNESOTA 
OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR 

SAINT PAUL 55155 

The Honorable Robert Vanasek 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 
The State of Minnesota 

Dear Sir: 

April 27, 1988 

I have the honor of informing you that I have received, approved, 
signed and deposited in the Office of the Secretary of State the 
following House Files: 
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H. F. No. 1486, relating to railroads; providing reporting and 
disclosure requirements for railroad acquisitions; preserving con
tracts between acquiring railroad carriers and shippers, governmen
tal entities, and labor organizations. 

H. F. No. 1817, relating to game and fish; prohibiting the use of 
certain meat in baiting bears; regulating placing decoys in public 
waters or on public lands; requiring lifesaving devices in duckboats. 

H. F. No. 1865, relating to the town of White Bear; authorizing the 
town of White Bear to establish an economic development authority 
and economic development districts, and to exercise tax increment 
financing powers; giving the town of White Bear the powers of a city 
with respect to the authority. 

H. F. No. 2155, relating to natural resources; revising provisions 
relating to the Heartland Trail. 

H. F. No. 2596, relating to metropolitan government; prescribing 
the contents of affirmative action plans for metropolitan agencies 
and a process for approval and reporting of those plans; requiring 
purchases from businesses owned by socially or economically disad
vantaged persons; requiring certain contractors to have affirmative 
action plans. 

Sincerely, 

RUDY PERP[CH 

Governor 

STATE OF MINNESOTA 

OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR 

SAINT PAUL 55155 

The Honorable Robert Vanasek 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 
The State of Minnesota 

Dear Sir: 

April 28, 1988 

I have the honor of informing you that I have received, approved, 
signed and deposited in the Office of the Secretary of State the 
following House File: 
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H. F. No. 2031, relating to wllste management; requiring certain 
buildings to provide space for recycling; changing the definition of 
recyclable materials; specifying the responsibilities of the legislative 
commission on waste management; adding containment of hazard
ous waste as an item for which the waste management board may 
make grants; making industrial waste facilities eligible for process
ing facility loans; creating additional loan and gr,,-nt programs for 
waste tire management; banning used oil from placement on the 
land; removing the county fee cap for waste disposal in the metro
politan area; increasing city and town fee authority; banning yard 
waste from landfills; establishing a study recommending a system to 
regulate solid waste disposal fees; authorizing the pollution control 
agency to recover certain costs; requiring notice- to local gQvern
ments of changes in solid waste disposal permits; adding .the chair of 
the waste management board to the environmental quality board; 
banning the use of certain plastics; requiring labeling of plastic 
containers; making changes to the metropolitan landfill siting 
process;'forgiving a solid waste loan to Pennington County; repeal
ing the expiration date of the legislative commission on waste 
management; appropriating money_ 

Sincerely, 

RUDY PEI;PICH 
Governor 

STATE OF MINNESOTA 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE 

ST. PAUL 55155 

The Honorable Robert Vanasek 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Honorable Jerome M. Hughes 
President of the Senate 

April 28, 1988 

I have the honor to inform you that the following enrolled Acts of 
the 1988 Session of the State Legislature have be,m received from 
the Office of the Governor and are deposited in the Office of the 
Secretary of State for preservation, pursuant to the State Constitu
tion, Article IV, Section 23: 

S.F 
No. 

H.F 
No. 
1486 
1817 

Session Laws 
Chapter No. 

676 
677 

Date Approved 
1988 

April 27 
April 27 

Date Filed 
1988 

April 27 
April 27 
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1865 678 April 27 April 27 
2155 679 April 27 April 27 
2596 680 April 27 April 27 

392 681 April 27 April 27 
1788 682 April 27 April 27 
2289 683 April 27 April 27 
2565 684 April 27 April 27 

2031 685 April 28 April 28 
2546 Resolution No. 16 April 27 April 27 

Sincerely, 

JOAN ANDRRSON GROWE 

Secretary of State 

STATE OF MINNESOTA 
OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR 

SAINT PAUL 55155 

The Honorable Robert Vanasek 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 
The State of Minnesota 

Dear Sir: 

April 28, 1988 

I have the honor of informing you that I have received, approved, 
signed and deposited in the Office of the Secretary of State the 
following House Files: 

H. F. No. 2344, relating to the organization and operation of state 
government; appropriating money for the general legislative, judi
cial, and administrative expenses of state government; providing for 
the transfer of certain money in the state treasury; fixing and 
limiting fees; authorizing suburban Hennepin regional park district 
to acquire land for Lake Minnetonka regional park without local 
consent. 

H. F. No. 453, relating to state investments; encouraging corpora
tions in Northern Ireland to pursue affirmative action policies. 
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H. F. No. 1000, relating to agriculture; providing alternatives for 
meaningful long-term benefits to Minnesota agriculture; providing 
initiatives for farmers to use sustainable agriculture; developing 
agricultural practices that minimize the use of energy in production 
agriculture; establishing a study of the use of Minnesota grown 
products under certain conditions; establishing a rural health and 
safety program; establishing a Minnesota dairy task force; autho
rizing different versions of the Minnesota grown label; establishing 
a program to certify soil testing laboratories; prescribing periodic 
review of grain testing equipment; authorizing a soil buffering 
demonstration project; authorizing designation of organic certifica
tion agencies; requiring crop hail insurance providers to file rates; 
authorizing the rural finance authority to implement a seller
sponsored loan program; amending requirements of rural finance 
authority loan programs; adjusting interest rate buy-down program 
eligibility; extending deadline for seed potato standards; providing 
for certain ethanol development payments; establishing a school 
milk program; establishing a laboratory services account; establish
ing a degradable plastics task force; restricting use of certain plastic 
products; regulating dry edible beans; establishing an agricultural 
contract task force; regulating the marketing of certain grains; 
appropriating money. 

H. F. No. 2126, relating to the organization and operation of state 
government; appropriating money for human services and health 
and other purposes with certain conditions. 

H. F. No. 2182, relating to public administration; proposing 
amendments to the Minnesota Constitution: adding a section to 
article XI establishing an environmental and natural resources 
trust fund and article XIII, section 5 permitting state-run lotteries; 
providing for the distribution of lottery proceeds; providing imple
menting legislation for the trust fund; creating a legislative com
mission, an advisory committee, and a resources congress; providing 
for trust fund expenditures; providing for water system improve
ment loans; creating a Minnesota future resources account; trans
ferring certain functions; requiring a biennial report; changing the 
distribution of general fund balances; returning certain transferred 
money to the state treasury. 

H. F. No. 2228, relating to education; establishing a records 
destruction schedule for chemical abuse preassessment teams; re
quiring law enforcement reports of certain violations to preassess
ment teams. 

H. F. No. 2253, relating to corporations; making certain correc
tions to shareholder protection and corporate take-over legislation; 
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eliminating restrictions on certain business combinations with an 
interested shareholder after five years; applying the control share 
acquisition and business combination statutes to certain issuing 
public corporations. 

H. F. No. 2341, relating to child support; providing that automatic 
income withholding does not apply to modification of orders issued 
prior to the effective date; providing for a motion to implement 
withholding in certain cases; providing that a court shall stay 
service of an automatic withholding order if an obligor establishes 
an escrow account for payment of child support or maintenance. 

H. F. No. 2396, relating to education; authorizing the sale of 
college savings bonds; requiring a market and feasibility study and 
report; authorizing the issuance of zero coupon bonds; appropriating 
money. 

H. F. No. 2526, relating to consumer protection; regulating the 
provision of real estate closing services. 

H. F. No. 2537, relating to horse racing; increasing the minimum 
required purses; changing the date when the racetrack must submit 
its financial statement to the racing commission; allowing the 
breeders' fund to be used to supplement purses for Minnesota horses 
racing in nonrestricted races; decreasing the pari-mutuel tax. 

Sincerely, 

RUDY PERPlCH 
Governor 

STATE OF MINNESOTA 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE 

ST. PAUL 55155 

The Honorable Robert Vanasek 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Honorable Jerome M. Hughes 
President of the Senate 

April 28, 1988 

I have the honor to inform you that the following enrolled Acts of 
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the 1988 Session of the State Legislature have been received from 
the Office of the Governor and are deposited in the Office of the 
Secretary of State for preservation, pursuant to the State Constitu' 
tion, Article IV, Section 23: 

S.F. 
No. 

449 
1590 
1595 
1742 
1830 
1963 
2569 

H.F. 
No. 

2344 
453 

1000 
2126 
2182 
2228 
2253 
2341 
2396 
2526 
2537 

Session Laws 
Chapter No. 

686 
687 
688 
689 
690 
691 
692 
69.3 
694 
695 
696 
697 
698 
699 
700 
701 
702 
703 

Date Approved Date Filed 
1988 1988 

April 28 April 28 . 
April. 28 April 28 
Aprii28 April 28 
April 28 April 28 
April 28 April 28 
April 28 April 28 
April 28 April 28 
April 28 April 28 
April 28 April 28· 
April 28 April 28 
April 28 April 28 
April 28 April 28 
April 28 April 28 
April 28 April 28 
April 28 April 28 
April 28 April 28 
April 28 April 28 
April 28 April 28 

Sincerely, 

JOAN ANDERSON GROWE 
Secretary of State 

STATE OF MINNESOTA 

OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR 

SAINT PAUL 55155 

The Honorable Robert Vanasek 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 
The State of Minnesota 

Dear Sir: 

May 4,1988 

I have the hon!)r of informing you that I have received, approved, 
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signed and deposited in the Office of the Secretary of State the 
following House Files: 

H. F. No. 464, relating to insurance; accident and health; increas
ing the maximum lifetime benefit for major medical coverage. 

H. F No. 1941, relating to gambling; increasing the time period 
allowed for cities and counties to review license applications; pro
viding that promotions conducted in connection with payroll deduc
tion campaigns are not lotteries. 

H. F No. 1981, relating to claims against the state; providing for 
payment of various claims; appropriating money. 

H. F No. 2008, relating to elections; clarifying certain public 
campaign financing limits. 

H. F No. 2407, relating to the state and local governments; 
providing that municipal volunteers are employees for purposes of 
tort claims; providing that employees and officers of the world trade 
center board and greater Minnesota corporation are state employees 
for purposes of state tort claims; providing that officers and directors 
of public corporations are immune from liability under standards for 
nonprofit corporations; clarifying immunity from civil liability for 
certain athletic officials. 

H. F. No. 2477, relating to retirement; making technical changes 
in the laws governing the teachers retirement association and the 
public employees retirement association; including certain county 
historical society employees in the membership of the public em
ployees retirement association; authorizing certain persons to pur
chase prior serv.ice; excluding certain metropolitan transit com
mission employees from additional disability and survivorship cov
erage; regulating volunteer firefighters annuity contracts; authoriz
ing changes in certain local police and firefighters relief as
sociations; authorizing optional Medicare coverage for certain public 
employees; providing fora special referendum; amending certain 
mandatory retirement age provisions; clarifying eligibility of local 
elected officials for participation in a deferred compensation pro
gram; amending vesting provisions for judges; permitting the pay
ment of certain state aids to the.city of Winona; making technical 
changes in the laws governing the judges retirement plan; establish
ing an individual retirement account plan for state university and 
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community college faculty. 

Sincerely, 

RUDY PERPICH 
Governor 

STATE OF MINNESOTA 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE 

ST. PAUL 55155 

The Honorable Robert Vanasek 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Honorable Jerome M. Hughes 
President of the Senate 

May 5,1988 

I have the honor to inform you that the following enrolled Acts of 
the 1988 Session of the State Legislature have been received from 
the Office of the Governor and are deposited in the Office of the 
Secretary of State for preservation, pursuant to the State Constitu
tion, Article IV, Section 23: 

S.F. 
No. 

1618 
1744 
1821 
1987 
2079 
2221 
2321 
2452 

H.F. 
No. 
464 

1941 
1981 
2008 
2407 
2477 

Session Laws Date Approved Date Filed 
Chapter No. 1988 1988 

704 May 4 May 4 
705 May 4 May 4 
706 May 4 May 4 
707 May 4 May 4 
708 May 4 May 4 
709 May 4 May 4 
710 May 4 May 4 
711 May 4 May 4 
712· May 4' May 4 
713 May 4 May 4 
714 May 4 . May 4 
715 May 4 May 4 
716 May 4 May 4 
717 May 4 May 4 

Sincerely, 

JOAN ANDERSON GROWE 
Secretary of State 
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STATE OF MINNESOTA 

OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR 

SAINT PAUL 55155 

The Honorable Robert Vanasek 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 
The State of Minnesota 

Dear Sir: 

13009 

May 6,1988 

I have the honor of informing you that I have received, approved, 
signed and deposited in the Office of the Secretary of State the 
following House File: 

H. F. No. 2245, relating to education; establishing general educa
tion revenue; modifying aspects of educational programs for Amer
ican Indian people; providing for certain levying authority and 
limitations; modifying certain levies, aid, and grant programs; 
establishing learning year program sites; providing for revenue for 
school facilities; authorizing bonding; approving capital loans; offer
ing free admission to secondary school to eligible persons at least 21 
years of age; creating education district revenue; providing for the 
sale of permanent school fund lands; requiring certain changes in 
the state high school league; creating a task force on education 
organization; appropriating money. 

Sincerely, 

RUDY PERPICH 
Governor 

STATE OF MINNESOTA 

OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR 

SAINT PAUL 55155 

The Honorable Robert Vanasek 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 
The State of Minnesota 

Dear Sir: 

May 7,1988 

I have the honor of informing you that I have received, approved, 
signed and deposited in the Office of the Secretary of State the 
following House File: 

H. F. No. 2590, relating to property tax reform; changing property 
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tax classifications, aids, and credits; abolishing certain levy limits; 
increasing the state'share of financial participation in aid to 
families with dependent children, emergency assistance, general 
assistance, emergency general assistance, work readiness, Minne
sota supplemental assistance, medical assistance, preadmission 
screening, alternative care grants, and general _assistance medical 
care to 100 percent; clarifYing the administratioriof human services 
programs; establishing .a compliance system for certain public 
assistance programs and public assistance incentive fund; appropri
ating money. 

Sincerely, 

RUDY PERPICH 
Governor 

STATE .OF MINNESOTA 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE 
, ST, PAUL 55155 

The Honorable Robert Vanasek 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Honorable Jerome M. Hughes 
President of the Senate 

May 9,1988 

I have the honor to inform you that the following enrolled Acts of 
the 1£188 Session of the State Legislature have been received from 
the Office of the Governor and are deposited in the Office of the 
Secretary of State for preservatIon, pursuant to the State Constitu
tion, Article IV, Section 23: . 

S.F 
No. 

2292 

H.F 
No. 

2245 
2590 

Session Laws 
Chapter No. 

718 
719 
720 

Date Approved Date Filed 
1988 1988 

May 6 May 6 
May 7 May 7 
May 7 May 7 

Sincerely, 

JOAN ANDERSON GROWE 
Secretary of State 
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CERTIFICATE 

I certify that the Journal of the House for Monday, April 25, 1988, 
including subsequent proceedings, has been corrected and is hereby 
approved. 

EDWARD A. BURDICK, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 
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